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Navy Clubhouse, 025.

Parsons, Mr., 670, 935.

Pashley, Mr., People's Hall,
Works, Birmingham, 454.

Patents, a few words about, 179,
•i55.

Patrick and Son, Villas, Upper
Norwood, 116.

Pavements, Encaustic Tile, 881,
{Set also Maw, Minton, &c.,
&c.)

Payne, B., All Saints', Halifax,
118.

Payne, E. J, Little Aaton HaU,
150.

Pearson, Bishop, Monument to,

149.

Pearson, Mr., School ofArt, Lam-
beth, 524.

Peddle and Kinnear, Com Ex-
change, Leith, 700; Improve-
ments, Cockbum-street, Glas-
gow, 5.34.

Ptndlcbury, Mr., 339.

Penk and Son, Congregational
Chapel, Eccles, 336.

Pennant, Commemoration Clock,
408.

Penson, T. M., Houses, Chester,
400.

Pen Painting, 619, 743.

People's Hall Works, Birming-
ham, 4.54.

Pearce, Mr., 701.

Pcrchloride of Iron, Amount of
Arsenic in, 587.

Perry and Son, Fireproof Cham-
bers, 403.

Plans and Planning, Remarks on,
725, 779, 815, »»s.

Playgrounds and Public Health,
329.

Philip, J. B., All Saints', Halifax,
118.

Phillip's Warming Apparatus,

Phipson, R. M., St. Matthew's,
Ipswich, '206.

PhcEuix Inn, Leeds, 91.

Photography the Instructor of
the Architect, 93, 122.

Picard, .tlessrs.,.!. andS.,Winch-
raore-hill ; Schools, 20, 847.

Pier at Southport, 627.
Pimlico Bridge, 762; Railway, 310.
Piper, Messrs. T. and W. T.,
CIcrkenwell Sessions IIousc,
76, 5*-l, 748.

Plews, .(.,942; J., Jnn., 042.
Police Station. Loughborough,

800.

Popular Ignorance of Architec-
ture, 702.

Poorhouscs, North Leith (N.B.),
6C/J.

Portrait Statuettes, K.
czewski, 092.

Bory-

Poulton and Woodman, Chapel,
Bradford, 285 ; Eccles, .339

;

WaUingford Cemetery, 604

;

Chapel, Chorlton-road, Man-
chester, 557.

Portsmouth Dockyard, I'roposed
Improvements, /73.

Powell and Sou, (stained win-
dows), 070.

Pownall, F. H., CIcrkenwell Ses-
sions House, 70, 584.

Paynter, 51r., AViadows Maison
Dieu Hall, Dover, 041.

Practical Questions, Chapters on,
72, 1S5, '203, 417.

Preedy, Mr., (stained glass win-
dowsX Upper Sapey Church,
750.

Pre-RaiTaelitism, Tendencies of,

and its Connection with the
Gothic Movement, 4So.

" I'reseutation in the Temple,"
The, 755.

Preservation of Stone, S.30, S51,

806, &S,3, 900, 901, 002, 920, 921,

939, 930, 979.

President of Royal Institute,
Election of, 10.

PrichardandSeddon, CwmAvoa
Church, 050.

Printing Offices, London Print-
ing and Publialiiug Co., 0G3,

894.

Prisley and Co.'a Lamp Indi-
cators, 45.

Pritchett, Mr., Cemetery, Colne,
710.

I'rizes to Art Stndcnts, 20.

l*rocurators' (Faculty of), Hall,
OSi.

Professional Uesponsibility, 73.

Progress of English and French
Architecture, '^6

: "Works in
1859, 1 ; Goverumeut Works,
205.

Promoter Fire and Life OflSces,

709.

Property in Art, 241.

i'rovision for the Winter, 770.

Public Improvements, 220.

I'ublic Works and Buildings, 539

;

in France, New, 159 ; in tile

French Colonies, 223, 244.

Public Offices, Liverpool, 237.

Pugin W., R. C. Church. Chel-
sea, 9S0; Holy Cross Church,
Croston, 020, 809; Scaisbrick
Hall, 638.

Pugin,A.,Welby,889, 915, 9.19, 997.

Pullan, R. P., on the Budruni
Expedition, 404, 501.

Purdie, 3Ir., on the Application
of Fixed Mathematical Laws
in Architecture, 207.

Purdy and Outhwaite, St. John,
Marchiugton AVoodlands, 810.

K
^RAILWAY Bridge over the

Rhine, 449.
Railway, I'imlico, Opening of
Victoria Station, 490 ; Station,
Kendal, 613 ; Vandalism in the
City, .3.

Railways in France, \>^\.

Railways Through the Metro-
polis, 395.

Rainbow Tavern, Accident at,

45, 122 ; 9.33, 95S.

Randell and Saunders, 21,

Ransome, F., WO, 831, SO!'., 883 (Sec
alHo Preservation ot Stone).

Ratee and Kett, Cambridge, All
Saints' Halifax, 118.

Rattling Windows, 227.
Rattray, .J., 403.
Rawling, F., 434; S. B., 406.
Raysou, H., 434.
Reading, improvements at, 321.
Reading Room and Library at
Garston, 303.

Rectory, St. James Apostle, 7S2.
Redcar, Improvements in, 083.
Redlbrd, James, School.s, Man-

chester, 704 ; St. I'hilip's,
Hulme, 705.

Redshaw, J., Schools, Durham,
1'20.

" Reliefof Lucknow," 755.
Rennle, J., Waterworks Office,
Glasgow, 300, 912.

Reuton Gasworks, 302.
Retrospect of the Year, 981.

Reviews : Account of Chorley-
wood Association, .3.'!8; All tlui

Tear Jtotiml, 497 ; Appeal for
the Restoration of the Parish
Church at Warrington, 193;
Art Journal, 497, Olil, 793 ; Ber-
wickshire Naturalist's Club,
5;(8 ; Calculator, 84 ; Car-
penter's and Joiner's As-
sistant, 84, 524 ; (jatalogue
of Medieval Metal Work,
111, 422 ; Catalogue of the
Sheepshanks' Collection, 086;
Citv and Country Purchaser
and Builder, 468; Cottraan's

Buildin.g Tables, 919 ; Country
Cottages, 4t»7 ; Da'dalus. s34

;

Development of Christian Ar-
chitecture in Italy, 792 ; Dic-
tionary of Architecture, 524;
Directory of Science ,ind Art
Department, 421; J'^rrleitiolnffist,

497, mi. 793,938; Elements ot
Mechanism, 680 ; Engineers'
Handbook, 421 ; Fenn on the
Funds, 918 ; Financial Ro-
fiirmer, 0;il ; Gas Consumer's •

Manual, S5 ; Gentleman's Ma-
«'iii"f,ni,421,55S, 001 : Gill On
Thermo- Dynamics of Elastic
Fluids, 3:J8; Glasgow Painters'
Strike, 538 ; Graduated Series
of Reading Lessons, 421. 75S

;

Handbook of Specilications,
116, 137; Hints on Building
and Management of Schools,
421 ; Historical Sketch of Ly-
minge Church, 111 ; House
for the Suburbs, 4117, 48'
How to Repel Invasion, 11
Inventory of British Wat -•

Colour Paintings at Soul^4-
Kcnsingtou, 080 ; Knight
Companion to the Almaua< d
977 ; Laboratory of Cheniic: c.

Wonders, 938 ; Lalla Kookl
829; Le Grande's L'siues d *

France, 111 ; JIauual of Illu

miuation, 794 ; Mechauics '•

Journal, 111, O'il ; Sluseum o,.*'

Classical Antiquities, 854 «-

Music, 407; New Y'ork Archi-^^
tect's Journal, 6i; Observa-
tions on Street Railways, 7'>4

;,

Pagan or Christian, 193 ; Para-TB,
dise and the Peri, 977 ; Photo-^ /•

graphic Teacher, 215 ; Prac- yi

tical Mecliank's^ Journal, 421, 7* '
558 ; I'roceedings of the Liver-
pool Architectural Society, 793; 1

'

The Purchaser's Pattern, 84 ;
'.

Raphael d'Urbiu et son Pcre.
4C0 ; Remarks on a Nation.al
Style, 193; Report on Cast- %.
Iron Tramways, 110; Report U
of Commissioners of Sewers, »,;:

421 ; Sermons in Stone, 720 ; 5,

Smith's Manual of Interest and
Annuities, 193; Statute Book 't

for England, 848; Stories of ^
Inventors and Discoverers,
So ; Technologist, 6.31, 738 ;

Treatise on Sewage. 421

;

Ure's Dictionary, llu, 200, 421, r

407, 773. 938; Victorian Archi-
tecture, 775 ; Water Springs at 1

Crays, 793.

Richard I., Statue of, by Baron '•

Marochetti, 42
Richards, Messrs., 719. '

Richardson, W., Beverley Work-
house, 700.

Riddell's Improved Window
Frames, 227.

Rifle Hutts, 200 (cheap), 702.

Ringham, Mr., St. -Matthew's,
Ip.swieli, 206.

Ritchie Il.andvside, 6S3.

Roberts H.,;()n Healthy Dwel-
lings, 045, 037, 077.

Roberts, R., Warehouses, Minc-
ing-lane, 374.

Robertson, 3Ir., Mission Church,
Glasgow, S3.

Robinson, G. T., New Church,
Wolverhampton, 538.

Robinson and Son, Wolstantou
Church, 820.

Robinson, T., On Military Archi-
tecture, 73.

Rogers, Mr., StMichacl's, Corn-
hill, 1N2.

Rogers, S. C, On External De-
tails, 51.

Rolls, Mr., 584.

Rood-lane, New Buildings in,

410.

Rood Screen, St. Gommaire,
Lierre, 903.

Rosscr, S.E , Warm-water Appa-
ratus, 899.

Rotherhitlie, Survey of, 926.

Rothschild, Baron, Mansion of,

202.

Rotunda, Dublin, 290.
Round ( hurches, 739.

Rowland, Jlr., 7.50.

Royal Academv, Exhibition at,

37.i. 397, 414, 4:!1, 829, 977.

Royal Academy v. National Gal-
lery. t>30.

Royal Exchange, Visit of Prince
Consort to, 182.

Royal Institute of British Ar-
cilitect8,23, 45, 40, 03,86, 102, 143,

150, 189, 224, 268, .341, .'W, 42'2,

+10, l.Vi, 479, 492, 502, 504, 528,

634, 828, 802, 807, 937, 945, 975.

Royal Institution, 458.

Ru'dkin. T., Armoury of London
Rifle Brigade, 4.

»d
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Uudciick, Temple Library, :B0.

Hufl'i.id, Jlr., Wliite Gluzcd
Brii'ks. ;^'0.

Kuskin's Last, 6fi9 ; The Two
I'yiths, la.

Kutland, Churches in :—AshwcU,
70? ; Karrowden, 750 ; Helton,

W9 ! liisbrooke, S'JO ; Culdccot,

7Vi; Lyddinstou, 7^9; JIaiitoii,

6til ; i'reston, 71S; ;Eidlinirton,

fi«3; Seaton, CiiO ; Stoke Dry,
eoo ! Teigh, Ssv; J Wardley, 73a.

s
St. MARTIN'S HALL, destruc-

tion of, 084, 75fi.

St. I'aul's and the Corporation,

108.

Sales at Garraway's and the Mart,

40, 86, 142, 190, -'40, 543, 50a, 580,

598, 034, 052, 070, 08S,-7U4, 724.

700, 778, 790, 814, 832, 85U, 885.

Salmon, J., Glasgow Mechanics'
Instltntlon, 1>0.

Sanderson, Mr. 700.

San Juan de los Ucyes, 498.

San Miniate, Florence, 202.

Saner, K., 935.

Savoy Chapel, Fire at, 739.

Savoy Company, 757.

Scarborough, Improvements in,

202.

School Architecture, 521, 628.

School of Art, St. Slartin's, 248,

distribution of Prizes at, 449;

Lambeth, 4S0, 324.

School Church. Iteach, Cam-
bridgeshire, 843.

jschools :—Amersham Hall, Ox-
fordshire, .504 1 llurmautoft,
Leeds, (>49i Cley-ne.xt-the-Sea,

IBO; Deaf and Dumb, Man-
chester, 704 ; Derby - road,

Nottingham, 20 ; Driffield,

704; Kccles, 330; Freeman's
Charitv, Welliugboro', 120 ;

Grinisbury, Oxou, 894; Has-
lington, Cheshire, 90; lier-

aall Jloor, 02 ; Kirkburn,
474 ; Leicestershire, 557 ; Liu-
cohi Grammar, 559, 950 ; Long
Ashton, 799 ; Little London,
692 ; Mitton - road, Hornsey
New Town, 561 ; Oughtibridge.
414 ; Keach, Cambridgeshire,
84'i; St. Edmund's, Salisbury,

754 ; St. Giles, Bloomsbory,
140, 763 ; St. Margaret's, Dur-
ham, 120; St. I'anl's, Knights-
bridge, 22; St. Stephen's, Shef-
field, 871 ; Scarborough, 648 ;

Stamford, 709 ; Unitarian, I'ud-

sey, 902 ; Wedneshurv, 558 ;

West Derby, 1000 ; AVicker
Congregational, Sheilleld, 871

;

Winchmore-hill, 21 ; York, 454.

Science and Art Department,
274 ; Kxpenditure of, 027.

Scott, G. G., All Saints', Halifax,
110; Falkiugham Church, 557;
Gleanings from Westminster
Abbey, 29, 45 ; Lichfield Cathe-
dral, 084 ; Itationale of Gothic
Architecture, 90, 129 ; Sharpe
Memorial, 904 ; St. Mary, Lei-
cester, 92; St. Slary's, Rich-
mond, Yorkshire, 738. 784; St.

Michael's, Comhill, 182 ; on the
Stone used for the Housifs of
Parliament, 278; Peacock Me-
morial, 856; on AValtham
Abbey, 344, 899.

Scott, W,, St. James's, Manches-
ter, 670.

Scott, Sir F. E., on GothioArchl-
tecture, 618.

Scottish Academy, 253.

Scrivener, K., liethesda Chapel,
Hanley, 58.

Sculpture for Melbourne Library,
580.

Sculpture, Union of, with jVrohi-
tecture, 249.

Searle, C. G.,007.
Searle's Fine Art Court, Crystal

I'alace, 22.

Serpentine, Cleansing of, 122, 186,
242. 279,295, 310; state of. 170.

Sessions House, Clerkenwell, 583;
refacinof of. 76.

Shanks, Sir. 683.
Shaw, G., St. James', Calder-
brook, 705.

Shaw and Young, 454; St. Mary's,
liichmond, Yorkshire, 738.

Sheerness ^ocal Board of Health,
985.

Sheffield Building Improvements,
871.

Shellard and Brown, St. I'hilip's,

Hulnie. 775.

Shelley, Professor, Introductory
Lecture at King's College by,
790.

Ship, Jlr.. 721.

Shipbuilding, Iron, .38.

Shipbuilders, Congress of, 171.

Silieatlng Stone, (*'fe Szerelmcy's
Silieat Zopissa, Preservation of
Stone, Kuusome, &c.),

Simpson, Heating.Vpparatus, 820.

Simpson and JIaloue, Schools,
Kirkburn, 474.

" Sixty Years Since," 24.

Skidmore. Mr., All Saints', Hali-
fax, 118; Mansion, Stratton
Audley-park, 042; St. Mary's,
Itichmond, Y'orksliire, 738.

Slate, 182.

Slate Trade and the French
Treaty, 170.

Smirke, Sydney, 391, 077, Eecol-
leetions of Sicilv, 802.

Smith, D., 403, 68:!.

Smitti, G., Schools, Middlcton,
Yorkshire, 102.

Smith and Knight, 942.

Smith, It., On Acoustics, 975, 990

;

Opening Address Architectural
Association, 844 ; Mansion,
Stratton Audley Park, 6»2.

Smith, K. G.. Schools, Driffield,

704 ; Oughtibridge, 414 ; Kirk-
burn, 474.

Smith, E. H. S., On Architecture,
as Developed by Different Kaces
of Men. 208.

Smith, W., Chapel, Bedminster,
408 ; Schools and Mission
Chapel, Hornsey, 561

Smoke Act, Conviction under,
260.

Smoky Chimneys, C9i5.

Social Science Meetiugs, 771.

Societies: of Arts, 170, 204, 2.34,

253, 318, 321, 339, 455 ; Keport
of 539; 587, Oil ; of British Ar-
tists, 240; for Encouragement
of the Fine Arts, 22, 67, 82, 140,

170, 408, 409, 015 ; for the En-
largement of Churches, 140 ;

Horticultural, 44, 379, 809; of
Ironmongers, 469, 570 ; Photo-
graphic, 43, 93, 109, 119, 123, 139,

157, 172, 192, 974 ; of Water
Color Painters, New, 340. {See
also. Architectural Societies,

Archaeological Societies, »Sic.)

" Solomon Setsquare," Familiar
Letters to an Architect, 71, 117,

177, 244, 207, 289, 333, 415, 495,

605.

Southampton, Hartley Institu-
tion, 213.

South Australia, Houses in, 772.

South Kensington Museum, 274,

739 ; Visitors to. 50, 99, 121, 178,

230, 255, 200, 290, 312, 944, 474,

496, 523, 5.34, 548, 577, 034, 673,

737, 748, 794, SM, 958, 967.

South London Ophthalmic Hos-
pital, 570.

Southern High Level Sewer, 836

;

Low Level Sewer, 853 : Outfall
Sewer, 70. {See also Metropoli-
tan Board of Works.

Southwark Improvements, 174,

374, 894.

Spurgeon's (Kev. C. H.), New
Tabernacle, 208, 975.

Stained Windows, All Saints',

Halifax, 18 ; Congregational
Cliapel, Ealing, 757 ; Daventry
Church, 070 ; Eton Church,
Wisbech, 557; Glasgow Cathe-
dral, 228, 306, 767; Harrow
(School, 464 ; Hayton, York-
sliire, 592 ; Holy Cross Church,
Croston, 620 ; Holy Trinity,
Gainsborough, 228 ; Hope
Chapel, Plymouth, 255; Ho-
vingham Church, 756, 885;
liton Church, 754 ; Ludlow
Church, Shropshire, 899 ; Lythe,
290; Market Havborough, 228,

256 ; Mason Dieu Hall, Dover,
(i41 ; Mickleover Church, 82

;

ilottram in Longdeudale, 217 ;

Othery, near Bridgewater, 202

;

Kipon Cathedral, i}^H} ; Uugby
New Church, 736; St. Anne,
Dublin, 092 ; St. Blaizey, Corn-
wall, 24 ; St. James's Doncas-
ter, 577 ; St. .Tohn. Edinburgh,
778 ; — Glastonbury, 789 ;

Howsham, 735 ; — Marching-
ton Woodlands, 810 ; St. Ju-
hot's, 474 ; St. JIargaret's,

Leicester, 162 ; St. Mary Cray,
784; St. Slary's, Kichmond,
Yorkshire. 738 ; — Stamford,
745 ; St. Phihp's, Hulme, 775 ;

St.Sopulchre,24S ; St.Saviour's,
Southwark, 21 ; School, Keach,
Cambridgeshire, 843 ; 'Talaton,

721 ; Thurlby, 450 ; Ufton
Church, Leamington Priors,

736 ; Upper Sapey Church, 750

;

Warwick, 174; Whitby, 296;
Wolstantun Cliurch, 820.

Stanley, Harold, Letterfrom, 444.

Stapleton Workhouse, 609.

Statue of Lord President Boyle,
8»I ; Black Prince, 977 ; Gen-
eral Havelock, 124 ; Sir J.

Franklin, 43, 977 ; Lord Har-
dinge, 959; General Napier, 23;
KIchard I., 42.

Steell, J., 403, 682, 6ai, 771, 88L
Stephenson, Brunei and, 21.

Stephcns,Mr.,M icklcover Church,
82.

Stiff and Kichardson's, Messrs.;
Shops, Folkestone, 430.

Stone, Preservation of, 830, 851,

866, 883, 9(J0, 901, 902, 920, 921,

939, 956, 979.

Street, G. E., Church at Whlt-
well, 701 ; on Gothic Architec-
ture, 407 ; St. John's, How-
sham, 705.

Street Hoarding, 110; Improve-
ments in the, 516.

Strike, another Meeting, flfi; at
Halifax, CM; at Huddersfleld,
178 ; Important Decision, 45

;

Joiners' and Carpenters', Bury,
409; at Leeds, 5:w, 005, 902;
Meeting ofCentral Association,
95 ; Trade Delegates, 85, 98

;

Keport of Central Association,
1<j8, 125; at Liverpool (threat-

ened), 494 ; Result of, 122 ;

Withdrawal of "Declaration,"
122.

Stoneware Drain-pipes. 322.

Students (to Young), 799, 821.

Style Mania, the, 816, 834.

Styles, The, 874, 90<,), 957.

Suburban Street Dwellings, 208.

Suirolk-street Gallery, 242.

Suicide of a Builder, 142.

Super\'ision of Structures and
Street Improvements, 90:i.

Superintendents of English Ar-
chitecture in the Sliddle Ages,
65, 113.

Surrey, County Surveyorship,528.
Surveyors and Appraisers, 0:35,

6.)0, 607, 686.

Surveyors' Institute, 447, 409,

474, 487.

Sutton and Andri!, New Church,
Beverly-road. Hull, 410.

Sutton, 11. C, Schools, Notting-
hajn, 20 ; County Hall, Not-
tingham, 38.

Swansea Dock Arbitration Case,
800.

Sydenham, Villas at, 118.

Sydney, Proposed Houses of
Parliament, 313.

"Sylvanus Urban" and Archi-
tecture, 288, 322.

Synagogue (New), Bryanstone-
street, 719.

Szerelmey's Silieat Zopissa, 830,

8;i5, 883, 8S6 {See also Preserva-
tion of Stoue, &c.).

TAEBUCK, E. L., On the Fine
1 Arts, seen from a New Point of
View, 900, 924, 965, 985.

Tarring, Mr., Congregational
Church, Markham-square, 447

;

Mansions, Hyde-park, 285.

Taylor, E., 557; New Schools,

York, 454.

Taylor, Mr., Slansion House De-
corations, 44.

Taylor and Sons, St. Philip's,

Hulme, 775.

Tcale, Mr., Hovingham Church,
7()6, 885.

Temple Church, 810.

Tenders sent in : 17, 39, 52, 67, 80,

113, 135, 141, 172, 194, 215, 238,

258, 279, 300, 323, 263, 346, 3S9,

403, 409, 426, 444, 470, 468, 506,

525, 541, 569, 579, 590, 615, 632,

051, 608, 686, 702, 722, 741, 759,

770, 795, 812, 830, 849, 867, 883,

903, 921, 939, 957, 979, 1001.

Teulon, S.S.. Mansion, Elvethara,

412, Christehurch, Pentonville,

592.

Thackeray Gone Astray, 801.

Thames, Embankment of, 164,

615. 705 ; the Future of the. 887 ;

Keport of Parliamentary Com-
mittee on, 692.

Thomas, Jlr., Houses, White-
chapel, 416.

Thomas, J., 667.

Thomson, K., 584.

Thompson, Mr., Houses, White-
chapel. 416.

The Two Paths, 15.

Theatres: Covcut Garden, 102;
Astley's, 341.

Then and Now, 701.

Tlienard, Baron, 91.

Three Shabby Competitions, 797.

Theatrical Scenery, 47, 74, 142,

200, 580, 621.

Thornton, E., All Saints', Hali-
fax, 118, '

Thurston Tower, Fall of, 233.

Timber Duties, 180
Tinkler, R.,Jan.,Tburlby Church,

451.
Tisbury Stone, Bcopeuing _.
Quarry, (147.

Tolmle, Mr., 6; Town Hall,
Lowestoft, 189.

Tombs of Charles the Bold and
M ury of Burgundy, 780.

Tomklnson, W., looo.

Tour of Inspectifm of Sletropo-
Uton Board of Works, 830, 853.

Town and Country Building
Terms, 663.

Town Halls: Audeuierde, 268;
Bishop Auckland, 120; Blah--
gowrie, 600; Carmartlien, 285,

297 ; Cirencester, 248 ; Cologne,
176 ; Courtray, 801 ; Dudley,
776 ; Halifax, 297 ; Leeds, 790

;

Lowestoft, 189; Preston, 250;
.Shotley Bridge, 69U, 70».

Town Sewage, 299.

Treherne, W. J., 977.

Tress and Chambers, Rectory,
St. James the Apostle, 782.

Trollope, Messrs. G. and Sons,
Improvements at Buckingham
Gate, 16; To^vn Mansions,
Knightsbridge, 22.

Trollope, Rev. E., on Lincoln
Heath, 926.

Trollope, Mr., on Monastic Walls
and Gatehouses, 615.

Trufltt, G., Shop, Bond-street, 66.

Tucker and Son's New Premises,
Oxford-street, 102.

Tuileries, Decorations of, 121.

Turkish Bath, Bifrons, 255.

Turner Collection, the, 50.

Turner, J., 730.

u
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, Dis-
tribution of Prizes, 567.

er Sapey Chtu-ch, Reopening
of, 750.

Uppe

VAENELL, Mr., 700.

Venice, Cisterns of, 013.

Ventilation, 066, 674.

Vernacular, Our, 640.

Victoria Bridge, Montreal, How
it was Built, 749.

Victoria Buildings, Glasgow, 121.

Victoria Cross Gallery, 2(j6.

Victorian Architecture, 883, 900,

985.

Villas, Design for, 9, .33.

Village Churches, 84(i, 876, 889,

915, 9.30.

Villas at Chiswick and Highbury
New-park, 822.

"Vox Populi" and the Million,
918. w

WAGES in Building Trades in

Lancashire, 205.

Wailes, 3Ir., Stained Windows,
All Saints', Halifax, 118; Eton
Church, Wisbech, 587 ; Lythe
Church, Whitby, 296 ; Maison
Dieu HaU, Dover, 641 ; St.

Mary's, Stamford, 745; Whit-
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GLANCES BACKWARD.—PIlOailESS OF WORKS IN 1859.

Y, as we are told, the study oftlie past be the

source of forecast, as well as an incentive to

exertion, and a coiTectivc for the future,

we have a threefold motive to invite the

reader to <;lance baekwiird.s with us at the

])roj;ress of architecture and the allied arts

during the yearjust ended. If he arise from

the retrospect a sadder but a wiser man,

convinced of the necessity for earnest and

nnremitting hard work before any real

andcommensurate progress canbe achieved,

it is to be hoped that ho will not allow

feelings of disappointment to discourage

him, or to relax his efforts ; but, rather,

that he will be induced to endeavour to

compensate past omissions and backslidings

I by increased watchfulness and more ener-

frctic devotion ; for the harvest to which

we arc summoned needs every sickle, and

none can say how far his individual labors

and example may influence the advancement

and the prosperity of all.

Tersons of superficial knowledge, who content themselves with

second-hand opinions, as German nobles did formerly with our worn-out

hackney coaches, exclaim against this prosaic age, and repeat, after

Burke, the sententious blunder that " the age of chivalry is past.

'

Whereas, to the reflecting it will bo evident that never did any period

in the world's history exhibit so much true poetry—albeit there be a

dearth of poets—as does the one in which it is our privilege to live; and

that never did any generation possess all the qualities which constitute

chivalry in a more eminent degree than does the present raceof men—
or at least of Englishmen. For we strive to promote the growth of

poetic feelings as an instigation to the development of art in all its

manifold branches, and we insist upon the observance of chivalresque

precepts in the practice of every day life. Who, aRer glancing back-

wards, will venture to say that our labors have been in vain, or barren

of results ?—only our poetry and chivalry is removed from mere

idealitv, and made to assume material fomis. There is no occasion

to refer to the vindication of British dominion in India by the mani-

festation of the noblest and most sterling qualities of English manhood,

or to the devoted and unaffected labors of Captain M'Clintock and his

courageous followers in ascertaining the fate of Franklin and his com-

panions in Arctic discovery, for while keeping to matters within our

province, we can prove how many there are among us whose greatest

ambition is to do good, to promote kindly feeling among all men, to

alleviate the ills flesh is heir to, and to improve the condition of

their less fortunate brethren. October saw the second meeting of the

Association for the Advancement of Social Science in Bradford, where

men and women belonging to the upper and middle classes of society

gave up their time and labor to teach, among other things, the true

principles of sanitary science ; to show how, by attention to a few simple

rules, the enjoyment of health may be promoted among those com-

pelled to labor for their daily bread, and how the average duration of

life may be extended to the greater happiness and prosperity of the

community at large.

Here, where nearly three millions of souls are agglomerated in a

narrow area, and where public attention is fully alive to the necessity

of sanitary regulations, a strange blindness has fallen, apparently, upon

our constituted authorities, and the Metropolitan Board of Worlcs

present a melancholy exception to the intelligence and unselfish devo-

tion exhibited by local Boards and Provincial municipalities. As a

picture to show forth brightly requires the contrast of dark shadows, so

does the Metropolitan Board serve as a foil to other bodies—even to the

City Commissioners of Sewers. Before the work to carry out which they

were appointed, was fairlycommenced, the members voted the unnecessary
expenditure of ratepayers' means to provide a " compo-palace" in a

more fashionable neighbourhood than Soho, and gave what is tanta-

mount to a pension to their law officer—thus creating a sinecure and an

additional unnecessary place. On the other hand, the Citj; Commissioners

of Sewers have kept steadily to the discharge of their duties, aided by t^ie

conscientious labors of Dr. Letheby and Mr. Haywood, until their district

has become the cleanest and healthiest portion of the whole metropolis,

showing a lower death-rate than any other. At Brighton, Mi\ Kawlin-

8011 proposes to intercept the sewage from the sea, although opposed by
an eminent engineer, Mr. Ilawksley, who seeks to condemn Londoners

to bathe in tomi filth diluted with salt water. The last named gentle-

man obtained notoriety during the summer by asserting the purity and

savoury odour of the Serpentine, notwithstanding which, we trust our

London lake may be entrusted to Messrs. Easton and Amos for cleansing

and the supply of pure water. Glasgow has spent a million and a halt

sterling under the engineering direction of Mr. J. E. Bateman, to supply

fifty millions ofgallons ofpure water daily, to its halfmillion of inhabitants,

from Loch Katrine, a distance of 34 miles. The works, which were in-

augurated by her Majesty, are ofa gigantic nature including 70 tunnels,

H feet in diameter, of a total length of 13 miles. Blackburn, Newport,
Stratford, and other towns, have constructed sewerage works.

Here also, stimulated by the example of a Liverpool merchant, Mr.
Melly, the Metropolitan Drinking Fountain As.<ociation has been

established, and opened ii new field, although a humble one, for the

display of architectural design. It is estimated that nearly five hundred
drinking fountains have been put uj) in different provincial cities already,

besides those in London, where alone nearly as many are required.

In some instances they have taken the forui of memorials, for which

they are admirably adapted ; especially if combined with sculptural

or architectural works of art. .'Vs the means of the Association

are limited, it is anticipated little scope .will be afforded for original

design and ornament. But altliough it ^0*11(1 be preferable to erecta

dozen plain fountains, to one really artistically constructed ; we are in

hopes that few will be set up which shall not exhibit architectural merit

and invention. Costly materials are unnecessary to design, and by making

grants in aid, parishes may be induced to contribute the further sum
required to convert the drinking fountains into embellishments of their

localities—for streams of living water have ever been pleasing adjuncts to

sculptural and architectural monuments.

Year by year there has been a marked increase in the desire to make
memorials serve some useful purpose. A monument which is comme-
morative and nothing more fails to satisfy the public mind, although it

may infinitely gratify the eye. Cui bono ? appears to be the standard

to which we refer everything, and architects who love their art are not

likely to object to this direction of public taste, for the union of

utility with beauty is the perfection of art. Thus we see tliat the

monument to our noble dead in the Crimea, and to those who sleep

beneath the grassy slopes of Scutari, takes the form of a memorial

church at Constantinople, where, in the City of the Crescent, the pure

and simple ritual of the English Church will be celebrated for ages.

The monument to the heroic victims of the Indian rebellion likewise

assumes the proportions of a memorial church at Cawnpore, wherein

the countrymen of those who were so foully cast into the well will preach

—while British dominion lastethin Hindostan—the Resurrection and the

Life to the descendants and their companions ofthe slayers of our brethren,

so that the monument of our regret, and testimony to the sterling virtues

of the dead may be the means of returning good for evil.

At home the surplus of the Crunean Fund has been devoted to the

erection, on Wandsworth-common, of the Royal Victoria Patriotic

Asylum for the maintenance and education of the orphan daughters of

British sailors and marines, and although the architectural features of

the designmay not be ofthe highestorderofexcellence, still an institution

of this beneficent and useful nature is the noblest monument to our

brave defenders that could be devised, and much to be preferred to brazen

column or triumphal arch barren of results, and not always a work of

art. The memorial to Stephenson, the great engineer, is a Gothic

schoolhouse erected on the site where stood the humble dwelUn^ of his

parents, and in which he first saw the light. It is a noble idea, re-

plete with the finest poetry, to make the monument to the man who

may be said to have practically vanquished space consist in the means

of giving to the children of his bu'thplace that education which

he so laboriously and painfully acquired. At Madeley-wood, school

buildings have been erected to the memory of Mr. Fletcher, and

Accrington has wisely thought that the Peel Institution was the most

fitting testimony that could be erected of esteem for that great states-

man whose chiefest consolation under the enmity of foes, and the desCT-

tion of friends, was the hope that in after- times his name would be

remembered in the abodes of those to whom he had been the instrument

of procuring cheap and abundant food. Mr. WiUiam Chambers, whose

labours for the education of the people by the difi'usion of healthy

literature among them at prices within their means, has, perhaps, unin-

tentionally, achieved a durable monument to himself, wliile happily

alive, by building and presenting an Institute—the Chambers Insti-

tute—to his native town of Peebles. This generous devotion of a

fortune gained by life-long hard work is an honor to all Scotland.

Another, but curious memorial, scarcely deserved, to a gentlemanin

his lifetime, is St. David's Independent Church, Lewisham. The

friends of the late Lord Mayor could not, without exposing themselves

to merciless waggery, christen the structure AVire Church. Ihey,

therefore, departed fi-om this rule, and placed it under the patronage

of St. David—the patron saint of our late diminutive chief magistrate.

Countess Cowper has built a chmxh at Lemsford to the memory of the

late Earl, and, in pious fulfilment of an often-expressed wish of lus

to provide a House of Prayer for the inhabitants of the locahty. At

Bermerton the Herbert memorial church has been erected in the same

spirit ; at Newcastle a memorial church to the late W. Ord, Esq.,

M.P. ; and at Wolverhampton a third memorial church to Ai-chdeacon

Hedson. The late Mr. Cubitt buUt his own monument in Rammore
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Church. Mr. Titus Salt has done tlic same during lite in Saltaire

Church ; and Mr. Wegg Prosser, M.P., will perpetuate his name by
the magnificent chiux:h, priory, and schools which he has built for the
members of his persuasion at Clehongcr. Mr. J. Akrovd, late member
for Huddersfield, who so distinguished himselfby his intelligent advocacy
of Gothic architecture on Mr. Beresford Hope's Committee to inquire
into the Foreign Oflice reconstruction, has erected a church at Haley-
hill, which is remarkable for its lofty tower and spire, and for the
elaborate decoration throughout, designed in the minutest details with
perfect originality and the happiest results.

Among the churches built by the liberality of private individuals,
which are deserving of notice, as evincing the steady growth of purer
religious feelings among the wealthy classes of the community, as well
as tlie increase of public taste for architecture, are—All Saints,

Margaret-street, whicn has been so fully described and illustrated in

these pa"cs as to render a further notice unnecessary of this remai-k-
able edifice. If it has been the most expensive—exceeding ^£70,000
—in cost, so is it the most ornate church that has been built for

centuries in England, and it deserves to rank as the first among
Protestant churches, into which all the arts in alliance with archi-

tecture have been allowed [to enter. Mr. Leader, the once famous
representative of Westminster, has remembered amid the Capuan
pleasures of Cannes, his English home, and has contributed more than
hali the cost of a new church at Putney. The Duke of Buccleuch
ha s erected a church at Hai-wich ; Mr. Hanbury one at Ware ; Miss
Bumaby one at Lound ; Mrs. Luttrell one at Highbridge ; and Lady
St. John one at En^lefield. Li enumerating these works, which
bes des will be found fully described and illustrated in the last volume,
we have not had the pretensions to repeat ourselves, or to give a list of
what has been achieved, but simply to substantiate the proposition with
which we started, and to show that the present generation of English
men and English women have in no wise degenerated from their ancestors.
They are to the full possessed of quite as much feeling of true piety ;

are animated by as great a sentiment of unselfish devotion ; have perhaps
a more lively sympathy for the poor ; and most assuredly have a greater
taste for architecture.

We have reserved for the concluding notice under this head the
church built at Gerrard's Cross, by the Misses Reid, to the memory
of their brother—a major-general and late member for Windsor

—

because it forms an epoch in the history of modern architectural
progress, also because it is set up as an example of how beautiful
a structure might be built in any other style than the Pointed
one, and as a challenge to the admirers of Gothic architecture. It
therefore comes very apropos, during the battle of the styles which
has raged so fiercely, and promises to do for years to come, to
illustrate the views of one side of the question, and to demon-
strate the artistic capacity of the anti-Gothicists. The structure was
designed^ by Mr._ Tite, " assisted "—according to the phraseology
adopted in describing fashionable marriages—by Mr. Trotman. It is

unfortunate that we are not informed of the exact share each had in
the design, since the public may unwittingly commit an injustice, in
awarding to Mr. Tite the praise or blame due to Mr. Trotman. This
joint-stock system of paternity in architectural designing may succeed
when a Beaumont and Fletcher are met with in the profession, but not
till then.

_
And we deem it desirable that every man should bear the

responsibility of his works, with which he will be identified in the
future, for the very same reason that a man prefers the children
who pass for his, bear his name, and who are to keep up the family,
should in reality be his. Sir Cresswell Cresswell deprecates all " assist-

ance " in these matters, and we cannot see why it would not be prefer-
able for the offspring of the mind to be regarded in the same salutary
manner, instead of being a co-partnership affair.

Subsidiary to this point is the position of the Foreign and India
Offices. For the first time in the history of our profession some of its

members have departed from the ordinary rules of eticjuetts, and
entered into a combination to prevent a distinguished brother architect
from carrying out a commission with which he had been entrusted. A
deputation of architects waited upon the Premier, at the instigation
and under the auspices of Mr. Tite, in order to fortify Lord Palmerston
in his eccentric opposition to Gothic architecture, and to counteract the
effects of another and previous deputation from amateurs, who had
waited on his lordship with a view to obtain the deferring of the
question to Parliament. At the interview many funny things
were sai_d,_ particularly by the facetious and hilarious Premier, many
stale opinions were retailed, such as may be found in most archi-
tectural hornbooks, and to such an extent as to warrant the belief that
the speakers were the mediums of the author of " Pinnock's Catechism,"
ifany trust can be placed in spirit-rapping. Thewholc demonstration was
more ridiculous than mischievous, tor the loud protestations of admira-
tion and friendship for Mr. G. G. Scott rendered tlie ill-natured
animus against that gentleman all the more transparent. One of the
chief results has been, that many who entertained no decided opinion.

either one way or the other, have been converted by the love of fair
play, natural to most Englishmen, into ardent supporters of Gothic
architecture. The only damage done was to the reputation of Lord
Palmerston for possessing an evenly-balanced mind, unfettered by
prejudices, and to the character and standing of the profession. Much
as it is to be regretted that many should suffer by the ludicrous escapade
of a few, it is a rou^h, and, in the end, a beneficial kind of justice, of
which we have no right to complain. A society must be held responsible
for the conduct of its members, and it is only by making this responsi-
bility all the more onerous that greater courtesy and loyalty to one another
will be enforced on the observance of each, and that an end will be put
to that baneful supineness of the majority which allows a minority to
speak and act in its name. Of course, until this stain be effaced, it would
be idle to speak of improving the status of the profession. It will,

therefore, surprise no one to learn that the diploma movement lias

collapsed, and that it was not once discussed during the whole year.
There is little chance, we apprehend, of its being resuscitated ; for if it be
Proposed to examine candidates for admission to the profession, it will!

e necessary to offer them some guarantee against combinations, pre-
tended to be based on a matter of taste, that will prove injurious to
their prospects and interests, as well also as a security that architects are
bound by rules such as regulate the conduct of most gentlemen, and
which, if duly observed, entitle them to rank as members of a liberal
profession.

The great competition ushered in with such pomp, and declared to
be pregnant with so much good to the profession, has proved a signal
and_ contemptible failure, except for the great amount of architectural
genius it showed to exist in the country. To many it proved a
delusion and a snare—to all a grievous disappointment. Successive
administrations. Parliamentary Committees, and the profession, all con-
curred in refusing the commission to the winners of the first prize,
thus violating the primary and most essential condition in the system of
public competition. Either the first prize was wrongly awarded, and
therefore the judges were at fault, or else its winners by every con-
sideration of good faith ought to have received the coinmi ssion.
If they were young and inexperienced, greybeards and red-tapists could
have been associated with them ; and if they had no friends, that lack
would have been remedied so soon as the first Government payment
was made. For some reason, which has never been stated, and with
which we are unacquainted, the decision of the judges was set at nought.
But Lord John Manners did the next best thing. He gave the com-
mission to the gentleman who from the results of the two competitions
was entitled to rank second among the prizemen. This proceeding,
so equitable under the circumstances, was in turn reversed by the present
Administration, and the competition treated as a farce, Its cost as so much
money wasted, by proposing to give the commission to the architect of
the Board of Works, who was not a prizeman, nor even a competitor !

How the imbroglio is to be settled it will be for Parliament to decide in
a few weeks. Meanwhile, the conduct of the Government has inflicted

a serious blow on the competition system, which will, doubtless, be
made more a^ipai-ent during the year. The doings at Folkestone and
Cambridge will contribute to its discredit ; but should the present year
witness the destruction of public competition, with its evils, deceptions,
and oppressiveness, we have nothing to substitute in its place, and we
may then, perhaps, regret that, instead of reforming, we destroyed the
system which gave us the Palace at Westminster.
By the death of Earl de Grey the Institute has lost a most able

President and the profession a distinguished patron and energetic
advocate. His sudden decease has cast a gloom over the rejoicings at
the union of the various metropolitan architectural societies during
the past year in premises of their own.

In conclusion, we may express the general conviction of the public,
that if architecture is to advance and the status of the profession to be
raised, it can only be when architects shall conceive their designs like

poets, cultivating their powers of imagination instead of their powers
of copying ; and when they shall carry into their mutual relations the
loyalty, modesty, courtesy, and considerateness which have been held
to constitute true chivalry.

EXAMPLES OF ANCIENT WOOD AND STONE WORK.
EVERY architect and artist has at times found the value of sketches of

quaint and interesting scraps from old buildings or pictures ; and no
doubt the lithographed examples (each good in their own way) given in

this Number, may be usefully suggestive to some of our readers :

—

1. Open benches, Fribourg Cathedral.
2. Bench end, Wewnington Church, Essex.
3. Bench end, Kilmerdstone, Worcestershire.
4. Oak trusses, house at Nogent-sur-Seine.
5. Oak truss, south aisle, Severn Stoke Church.
6. Truss, St. Helen's, Abingdon.
7. Rain-water spout, Amiens Cathedral.
8. Somer stone, Wolfamcote, Northamptonshire.
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ItAILWAY VANDALISM IN THE CITY.

IT is really quite surprising what an amount of stupid tyranny and

blundering oppression Englishmen will patiently endure from one

anotlier,withoutamurmur and almost with a welcome. All their indignation

is devoted to the execration of continental despots, and all their sympathies

arc reserved for Kussian serfs and Uncle Toms, they have none left for

their neighbours or themselves. They would not for a day tolerate a

Government which was guilty of a tithe of the oppression they willingly

submit to from domestic tyrants. They allow gas companies, sewer

commissioners, and water companies to destroy their business for

montlis, and look on their barricaded streets with perfect indifference.

Tliey iiermit these companies to shuffle out of the charge for making

good tlie mischief occasioned, and take it upon themselves ; and they

seem never better pleased than when they are enabled to offer themselves

to he fleeced, to gratify the cupidity of concoctors of joint-stock schemes,

or to undergo annoyance from large corporations. In fact. Englishmen,

or, at least, Londoners, seem rather to like persecution and an iron

ignorant rule, provided they are not compelled to submit to it. Give them

the option, and they will not accept it, but hold up their hands that their

pockets may be the more easily emptied, and lend their backs to carry

any load that those who live by their credulity and laugh at their easy

simplicity may choose to place thereon. Whether they will ever, in

domestic matters, exhibit the spirit tliey do in political ones, appears very

doubtful.

The grossest and most flagrant example of the something more than

meekness of Londoners, and of the arrogant domineering spirit as well as

of the supercilious contempt for public interests which animate the con-

coctors. patrons, and dupes of joint-stock schemes was exhibited this day

week. It appears there is a preject—happily still an embryon, from which

state, we trust, it will never emerge—that rejoices in the multidinous ap-

pellation of the " London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company," and

which is to provide for the locomotive wants of those dense centres of pop-

ulation, and great manufacturing districts, " Beckenham, Bromley, Strood,

Rochester, Chatham, Canterbury," " Sheerness, Whitstable, and Heme
Bay." Last Friday a meetmg was called, at the Old Bailey Sessions-house,

by requisition to Sir James Duke, to take into consideration the proposed

scheme, which on reaching Beckenham is to proceed close past the Crystal

Palace, and then by Heme Hill, Camberwell, and Walworth, to the

Thames. There it is to cross the river by a bridge to the east of Black-

friars-bridge, or rather above and by the side of it, and thence pass between

the Tinies office and the backs of the houses on the eastern side of

Bridge-street, across Ludyate-hill by a viaduct, to the site of the Fleet

I'rison, with an extension to the new station in Victoria-street. The

secretary to the concern of course attended to explain, and said that a rail-

way which was in direct communication with the Continent (over the

South Eastern line, by the by), and with so many places, Strood, Whit-

stable, Herne-bay, &c., ought to be accommodated with a first-rate City

terminus. "Ought to be accommodated!"—Strange, indeed, are the ex-

tended notions some have of what others ought to do for them. They

fancy they ought to be accommodated with whatever they may desire, to

the destruction of the noblest works of art ; that they ought to be allowed

every facility for getting money without earning it, and to the utter ruin

of established interests ; that they ought always to be. admitted to be in

the right, that they ought invariably to be credited with pure and un-

selfish motives, and their opponents with mean and mercenary ones; that

no sentimental considerations ought to be allowed to stand between them

and their gain, that no one ought to presume to oppose their views, but

that they ought to be permitted to offend every respectable sentiment, to

violate what most men respect, to degrade what is universally admired,

and to desecrate what all except themselves reverence. Why ought the slop-

sellers of Chatham, the loafers of Whitstable, and Punch's one policeman

ofHeme Bay, to be accommodated with a first- rate city terminus, when the

millions in the north set up no such claim ? It is not at all feasible to suppose

that tlie difference to continental travellers between London-bridge terminus

and the Fleet prison terminus would be of the slightest moment, or, indeed,

warrant the expenditure of a sixpence, much less the monstrous vandalism

of building a railway viaduct in front of the main entrance of St. Paul's,

wliich the stolid; hungry getters up of this railway propose doing. But

of course, the majority at the Old Bailey meeting did not view the matter

iu this light. They had been bidden to the meeting, and were determined

to do as they were bid. One Mr. Deputy Obbard highly approved the

project, because " when he considered the state of Smithfleld and the Fleet

prison, the wretched state of trade in the ward of Farringdon Without, and

the large amount of taxes which its inhabitants had to pay, he could not

help thinking that the proposed plan would, if carried out, result

in advantage to the citizens in that part of the metropolis," and he conse-

quently moved that the railway viaduct in front of St. Paul's, would be

of the greatest public imi)ortance and highly beneficial to the City of

London, especially to the two wards of Farringdon, particularly we hope

to Mr. Deputy Obbard himself. The motion was seconded by a Doctor

Ross, whether medical, divinity or philological, was not stated, but we do

not see how his occupation, wliatever it may be, is likely to be rendered

more profitable by the establishment of a railway terminus on the site of

the Fleet prison. If the inhabitants of the ward understand their own
interests, they must know that nothing could be more detrimental to their

hopes of increased prosperity, than the introduction of a railway which

might be very profitable and convenient to those neighbours who lived

beyond ilie influence of its nuisance, but could not possibly be so to

those who were within it. No persons from choice take up their abode in

the immediate vicinity of a city railway terminus. Is the condition of the

inhabitants at Nine-elms, Waterloo-road, London-bridge, and other
metropolitan stations, improved so materially by the terminus at each ?

Has the character of the shops risen, arc the houses of a better dcicription,

and have the rates fallen ? Wu think not, an<l that at a general rule, tlic

inhabitants of districts in the immediate neighbourhood ot railway termini

are of the poorest class.

What is said of fire may be repeated of railways, namely, that they are

good servants, but very bad masters, and where they are not ucceiiary they
are a nuisance. Thcadmissionof them into the centres of cities and largo

towns above the level of the soil, is as gross a legislative blunder in sanitary

science as has ever been committed, for they effectually intercept the circu-

lation of air, and how productive that is of disease and death, the Regii-

trar-Gencral of Deaths tells us in his report. Ia-I tlie curious in these matteri

visit the metropolitan localities through which above-ground railways

pass, and they will have convincing proofs, in the pale and sickly features of

the inhabitants, their squalid looks and general misery, of the mitcbicf

which results from allowing barriers to be created to the circulation of air.

If it be necessary for railways to enter cities they, at all events, ought to bo

kept below the surface of the soil, not only for the sanitary reasons just

stated, and which ought to be paramount, but also because if they are ad-

mitted above the soil, they interpose an obstacle to the opening and

widening of new streets, they are a bar to improvements in the locality,

and destroy whatever architectural effect may exist, while they will effec-

tually prevent anything of the kind being done hercBftcr.

The concoctors of the precious scheme for blocking up St. PauVsdid not

have all their own way at the meeting they had got up. A tradesman on

Ludgate-hill observed, that surely there was some other mode by which the

proposed line could enter Farringdon-street than by crossing Ludgate-hill

by a bridge, and he referred to Liverpool and Birmingham for examples of

railways entering towns by means of tunnels. At the same time, Mr.

Rough said, with great point and justice, that the project would destroy

one of the principal and most ancient thoroughfares in the city, and com-

pletely obstruct the view from the west of the stately cathedral of St.

Paul's; and he contended that the effect of the scheme, if realised, would be

greatly to depreciate the value of property, which now lets at enormous

rents, along the east side of Bridge-street. He likewise showed that the

result of establishing every one of the existing railway stations in London

has been to increase the traffic in their inmiediate vicinity, and that '•if a

terminus were planted in Farringdon-street, the traffic with which

Ludgate-hill was crowded from morning till night, and which went far to

annihilate the trade there would be vastly augmented." Another inhabitant

of Ludgate-hill said, the proper way to cross was by a tunnel and not by a

bridge, and one gentleman, Mr. Butterworth, had the good sense and courage

to tell the meeting that " to bisect Ludgate-hill with a bridge which would

shut out the view of St. Paul's Cathedral would be an act of vandalism."

These intelligent expressions of independent opinion and manifestations of

common sense did not accord with the views ofthe concoctors of the scheme,

and their mouthpiece or secretary was set up to insinuate that personal

and selfish motives animated those who were opposed to the projected

nuisance. He said that " unfortunately the places of business of the two

gentlemen who had opposed the motion, would be altogether swept away

by the proposed line, and that might explain their opposition, but they

would be amply compensated," we should be sorry to add a word to this

language, lest we should diminish the cfl'ect which its mercenary spirit

will have upon the reader.

The audacity of spirit which could concoct and publish a scheme

like the one unfolded at the Old Bailey Sessions-house, proves the necessity

of taking precautionary measures at once against the tyranny and cupidity

of eminent engineers and their satellite directors, lawyers, surveyors, and

secretaries. From the supineness of the public, and culpable indiSerence of

the authorities, these individuals have come to regard the metropolis a» a

No-man's land, where they may fight out their rivalries, and appropriate

what they can without the slightest regard to questions of right, pubhc

convenience and pubUc health. It is the district set apart for the Montague

Teagues to squat upon, and we may have to buy them out hereafter, at very

serious cost to ourselves. We do not, however, apprehend that the Corpora-

tion of London will for one moment entertain the scheme; for, having sub-

mitted to a loss of some £30,000 or more to open up the south-east end of

the cathedral to view, they are not likely to consent to a railway blocking

up the western front. Nor do we thmk the Legislature woud tolerate

such a monstrous absurdity, although disposed at times to think it of no

consequence what is done in the City, and there is no saymg what jugglery

may not be accomplished iu a thin House. The Metropohtan Board ot

Works, if the members could spare time from their quarrels and self-

admiration, ought to move in the matter and put their veto upon the

proposition. For during the last thirty years the necessity of a street from

Cheapside or St. Paul's to Piccadilly or Hyde Park has been admitted on

all sides, and promised by successive Governments. Money has already

been spent in preparing for the improvement, while the demolition ol mc

Fleet prison and of tiie property on the RoUs Estate, show that a com-

mencement has been made, wliich with litUe more energy might specdUy

be brought toa successful conclusion. But with the railway from the river

along the back of Bridge-street into the site of the Fleet prison, there

would be a complete stop put.tothe creation of a great eastern and western

thoroughfare, and the money already spent will have been competely

^BiU 'our great hope is in the energetic and immediate wMion of the

Royal Institute of British Architects to arrest the threatened evil, and to

put a stop to the future evolution of all such mischievous absurdi les. rhe

Institute, with very great credit, took active measures to secure the open-
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lag of the south-east angle of SL Paul's-churchyarJ, in order tliat Wren's
masterpiece, and as noble a work of architecture as any in Christendom,
might be the better appreciated. A hundred-fold more necessary now is it

that the Institute, as the representative corporation of British architects,

should come forward to protect the noblest monument of theirart in England
from insult and dt-gradiition. A deputation from the Institute to the
Corporation, praying the City authorities to oppose the passage of the
bill for the proposed railway through Parliament, would be productive of
very great good, and might convince the promoters of tlie lolly of spending
their money in an attempt to carry out a scheme repugnant to the feelings

of the public, and hostile to their interests as well as detrimental to their
convenience. We should be sorry if the exertions of the Institute were to

end there. We think that it might with great propriety upen negociations
with the Government, in order to be authorised to pronounce an opinion,

for the guidance of rarliaiuentary Conmiittees, upon all bills for railways,
canals, roads, &c., which propose to interfere with the approaches to

public monuments in the United Kingdom. Projected railway and other
bridges, docks, piers, harbours, and generally all hydrauUc works, are
referred to the Admiralty, in order to secure that there be no interference
with navigation. Why may not the Institute be placed in the same
position for the protection of works of art, that the Admiralty is with
regard to our streams and water-ways ? There is no red tape to be
feared, there are no bureaucratic traditions to be dreaded. The members
of the Institute are part and parcel of the public, having the same feelings

and interests, only from their education and professional practice they are
necessarily better qualified than others to distinguish from the description ofa
scheme how far its realisation would be inj urious to the interests of the public

in their monuments. Other states have branches of government admini-
stration charged with the preservation of their national monuments, and
the indecent proposal to throw a railway viaduct across Ludgate-hill shows
how necessary is something of the sort here to preserve the few works of
art we have, from degradation if not from total destruction. In no other
community, to our shame be it spoken, in Europe or in America, would
any any one have ventured to propound a scheme like the one we protest
against. If no check be interposed now, already too late to prevent the
accomplishment of much mischief, the London, Chatham, and Dover Kail-
way Company may apply next year'to lease St. Paul's Cathedral as a first-

rate City terminus. Then the promoters will offer, perhaps, to take the
statues of Kelson and of our illustrious dead off' the hands of the autho-
rities, at so much a ton, for conversion into lime, andthe utilitarian secretary
may do a little business on his own account, by disposing of the ashes of
our heroes, to manufacturers of artificial manure. The dust of Alexander
may stop a bung-hole; why may not that ofWellington be applied to fatten
our fields? Leslie Suttok.

WORKS IN PROGRESS.
TTie New Armoury of the London Rifle Brigade, Crystal Palace Park.—

The suddenness with which the French army when on a " peace footing "

slid over the Alpine barrier, scattered
" The doves which on the plain.

With busy bills their usual food collected,"

and planted the blood-red blossoms of war upon the Lombard fields, was
proof positive of the facility with which an attempt might be made in
another direction for nobler game than an " idea." We awoke to the con-
sciousness that Peace had too long been left unguarded_beneath her olive-
tree, that something more than her maiden smile was needed for her pro-
tection, and that a reliance on our arms was better than a blind confidence
in the good intentions of any foreigner. This feeling sprang up simulta-
neously in all parts of England, and soon after the country bristled with
rifles. The movement has met with encouragement from all quarters ; a
national association has been formed to promote it by giving prizes to the
be«t marksmen. It will thus become, like archery was of old, an exhilar-
ating amusement when no foemen frown, and a rampart in time of war
which will cast back in broken foam the fury of any and every enemy.
One great sign of its permanent character is the establishment of

boildings devoted exclusively to it and the accumulation of funds sufficient
to defray every expense connected with them. The buildings seemingly
will not be simply storehouses for the rifles, contiguous to the practice-
ground, but accommodation will be provided on the terrace roofs for spec-
Utors to witness the shooting. The homes our riflemen learn how most
skiUolly to defend, will doubtless send their fairest representatives to watch
their progress, and love and war will become most agreeably commingled.
In due course we should not wonder if some additional attraction in the
shape of a ball-room were added to the several armouries. Every uiducc-
meiit seems to be held out for our youth to enrol themselves, and the
feeling is worthy of encouragement which leads them from the de-
basing pastimes which the metropolis furnishes to those which will benefit
them morally and physically, and at the same time make them fit and
sufficient guardians of our political liberties.

The London Rifle Brigade is a very fair specimen of the new force
which British patriotism has created. A practising ground has been
obtained for it in the grounds of the Crystal Palace. Immediately beliind
the pond and the department devoted to the extinct megathcria and
ichthyosauri of the antediluvian epoch, a practice ground, 100 feet wide,
with a range of 300 yards, is being formed. T:.<e butt will be placed
agauist a high earth bank, and the sides will be likewise partially enclosed
by cartliwork. At the opposite end an armoury is to be sliortly com-
menced, from the designs of John Belcher, Esq., of Adelaide-place,
London-bridge, the architect to the brigade. The length of the building is

about 90 feet. A verandah, 10 feet 6 inches high and 6 feet 9 inches wide,

supported by iron columns, is carried in front and on the sides of it from
which the firing will take place. The centre of the building is appro-
priated to the armoury, 44 feet long, 18 feet wide, and 12 feet high,

around the walls of which the arms will be piled. The door is ui the

centre, facing the practice groimd, and three windows on either side of it

light the room. The two wings project slightly from the front. One is

devoted to a refreshment room, 18 feet 9 inches deep by 12 feet C inches

wide ; the other is occupied by the orderly room, 12 feet 6 inches by
1 1 feet 3 inches. Behind this latter is ii side entrance, and a staircase

leading to the roof for visitors and spectators. The roof of the large

room is covered with asphalte, and designed expressly for their accommo-
dation. In the rear of the structure we find the rifle-cleaning room,
extensive lavatories, &c., and a couple of rooms for the sergeant. The
building is only one story high, and is principally built of bricks, in

alternate red and white courses, with cement cornice and plinth. The
openings are semicircular-headed with red and white voussoirs. The
cornice of the verandah is of wood, and is slightly ornamented. There is

a small cellar under the orderly room. Mr. 'rhomas Rudkin is the con-
tractor, and the total expense of the building will be upwards of £1,000.

We welcome it with pleasure, as an earnest that the rifle movement has
become, and will continue, one of the permanent institutions of the country.

AUlennanburij.—Immediately opposite the church of St Mary the Virgin
in Aldermanbury, and at the corner of Three Nun-court, a noble ware-
house is in course of erection for Messrs. Courtauld and Co., from the
designs of Edmund Woodthorpe, Esq. It will add another to the many
excellent structures which that gentleman has reared within the City of

London. It occupies a piece of ground averaging 100 feet in depth, with
a frontage of 65 feet. About a quarter of the superficial area is appro-
priated to a separate warehouse, though a uniform exterior elevation is

preserved. There also,— at the south-west comer—a staircase is placed by
which the several stories will be reached, and which enables them to be
let off" or not as may be desired. The largest portion of the area will be
occupied by Messrs. Courtauld, and the coiling of the fi-ont part will be
constructed fire-proof, to shut them off" completely from the other joint

occupants. The main building is six stories in height, including the base-

ment. The back of the premises adjoining Three Nun-court is only two
stories high, or rather only one, with a wide gallery supported on iron

columns partially divided it, and lit on the exterior by a second range of

windows. A large skylight is provided over the centre of this part of the

premises. There is a back entrance in Three Nun-court, whicii leads to a

dwelling-house over the south-east corner of the warehouse ;—the inner

wall of which is carried on stout iron columns and girders. The dwelling-

house is carried up to the same height as the front building.

The facade in Aldermanbury is built up to the top of ground-floor of

stone, and thence of brick and cement. The principal doorway is in the

centre. It has foliated spandrels and enriched trusses. There are tliree

openings on either side of it. The one at the south-west corner is the

doorway belonging to the smaller warehouse and to the upper stories.

These openings have tilted segment heads witli .irchitraves resting on
piers with recessed and rounded angles. The windows of basement are

raised above the pavement level, and are protected by iron railing between
the granite plinths. The Remaining stories have each seven windows in

Aldermanbury. Those on' the first-floor have bold architraves, trusses,

and curved pediments; on the second-floor, they have a simple cornice and
architrave, and a plain arcliitrave in the floor above. A massive and
grand cornice runs over the third-floor windows with trusses and panels
between them. The attic windows are circular-headed connected by
panelled parapet, and supported at the sides by scroll-spurs. An orna-

mental iron cresting is placed on the roof. There is a deep enriched

string under second-floor windows, andthe fVieze of the ground-floor will be
filled with elaborately carved foliage. There are eight openings in the
return front in Tliree Nun-court, three of which only are continued to the

full height of the building. The whole of the design is conceived with
much dignity. There is nothing mean nor trivial throughout it. The
construction is likewise of the most substantial description. Mr. W. Brass
has taken the contract for its erection, which wiU cost over ^10,000.

SHOP AT LEEDS.
."TTTE publish this week an engraving of a shop at Leeds, which has been
VV very skilfully designed by George Corson, Esq., of that city. The
shop is an old building, and the work recently performed has not affected

its original construction, but is simply decorative features super-imposed
on the old work. The jambs and pillars of doorway, with bases and caps
up to the springing, are of Gibton Wood stone. The arch, with its

spandrels, moulduigs, &c., and the lower part of cornice, is worked in

cement, as likewise is the coved part of cornice over the windows and the

lettering. The window pilasters are formed by wood mouldnigs, enclosing

a cast cement ornament. The cornice over the window to the right is

brought forward to receive the roller for a sun-blind. The upper
(panelled) part of cornice is constructed in wood, with Minton's glazed

Venetian tiles inserted diagonally—one in each panel. The number of the

shop (116) is worked in tile mosaic, in a shield over the entrance, with in-

terlacing triangles, in blue, red, and bufl', on a white ground. Tlie first

floor windows, and likewise those of second floor, are treated with wood
shafts, dividing each window, and cement dressings. A cement string is

worked under the second floor window, and a coved cornice in cement,
with cast ornaments, completes the front.

Mrs. Mawer executed the carvings of the caps, Wilson and Son the

cement work, and the remainder was performed by Mr. W. D. Boothman.
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ARCHITECTURAL MURAL PAINTINGS.
GREAT as were the expectations licld out a few years bock, when

Cornelius executed his first fresco paintings in Municli, subsequent
experience has provedjlhat, even in the coniparatively pure atmosphere of
Bavaria, pictures on external walls are lialMe to serious and rapid altera-

tions. Altlioiii,'h the colors combined with the material of the wall
surface, and ouglit, thtrctbre, to have been indestructible, so long as the
mortar lasted, it has been remarked that they present a faded appearance,
looking, in the words of a recent traveller, as if they had been " washed
out," In Paris, the experiment has been attended with no better results.

The pictures in the porch of St. Germain de I'Auxerois are in a most
unsatisfactory condition, and exhibit that faded appearance remarked in

Bavaria, which cannot be confounded with the peculiar colors of
fresco. In London, the paintings on the walls of tlie arcade of the Royal
Exchange have proved a complete and costly failure, although they have
been partially protected from the atmosphere by their position, and, of
course, all the fault has been laid to the charge of our smoke and dirt.

Now, whenever paintings are exposed to the external atmosphere, there
must inevitably accumulate upon their surface, in the course of time,
layers of dust or dirt, which harden into obscuring crusts by the suc-
cessive action of heat and rain. As the crust thickens by the addition of

successive layers, year by year, the colors become proportionately obscured.
On tlie other hand, the friction necessary to remove the crust has been
found to very perceptibly injure the colored surface. Under these
circumstances, considerable interest attaches to the experiments made in
Paris with the new species of enamel painting practised by M. Jollivet.

The most ancient examples of painting that have reached us have been
obtained from the ruins of Nineveh. They consist of pieces of bricks, on
the surfaces of which are painted, in enamel, the ornaments of individuals
who appear to have belonged to some liunting scene, similar to what Dio-
dorus Siculus describes in his account of Babylon. These fragments of the
ornamentation of the Palace of Khorsabad, prove that if the Assyrians
were not far advanced in the art of drawing, and the combination of colors,

they had considerable skill in the manufacture and use of enamels, which
could only have been acquired by long practice. They were evidently ac-
quainted with two modes of operation—the application of enamel color by
a brush ; and in masses of different colors separated to form the design
by partitions representing what we now call champs leve. Thus, to obtain
a clear outline upon so porous a surface as that of a brick, the Assyrian
artist first traced the design with a brush fully charged with a liquid,

black enamel, to fill up the pores. Next, an opaque enamel was laid on
except upon so much of the first enamel, as was necessary to give a clear
and distinct outline of the required breadth. The second mode of operation
was almost a manufacture of ornaments, and was employed in eases where
the same design was to be reproduced several times. The design was
engraved upon a plain surface which was coated with grease. A white
enamel was filled into the hollows forming the design,'and the brick, while in

a moist st.ite, pressed down upon it so as to take up and adhere to the white
enamel which thus formed the design in reliefupon the surface of the brick.

Other and difTerently colored enamels were next filled m between the out-
lines in relief. This second, or manufacturing process, gave very inferior

results as compared witli the first or artistic mode of operation. The
enamel surface was covered with air bubbles which break beneath the
pressure of the fingers.

From the period of the Assyrians, the art of enamelling or coloring
vitreous bodies has been transmitted from age to age without interruption.
The Egyptians enamelled their china or earthenware figures, and manu-
factured personal ornaments with glass more or less opaque and variously
colored. The Mosaicists employed small glass cubes to take the place of
what was wanting in naturally colored stones to complete the designs with
which they paved the Gardens of Ahasuerus, and later the decks of the
vessels of Hiero, and of Ptolemy Philopator, whereon subjects drawn from
the Iliad were represented. Greek and Etruscan potters decorated their
vases with enamels of different colours, or else traced in a monochromous
enamel those admirable designs which even now are masterpieces in the
art of composition and drawing. The inhabitants of Pompeii employed a
profusion of enamelled ornaments, as did most of the people of antiquity,
so that the glass makers of the eleventh century used to abstract from
Pagan temples tlie elements of colour in the stained glass, which
decorates some of our churches in the present day, and wliich our
modern artists have been unable to equal in brilliancy. In the fourteenth
century, the artists of Limoges gave so great an extension to the art, as
to amount almost to a creation, but still their works were of very small
dimensions, until Pierre Courteys executed the celebrated twelve medallions,
57 inches by 2/5 inches large, which decorated the Chateau of Madrid,
built by Francis 1. and Henry II. In order to obtain enamels of these
dimensions the copper, of which there were two plates fitted together, was
made convex, so as to reduce to a minumum the injurious effects of the
firing and subsequent cooling. For arcliitectural decoration, the use of
enamels was consequently very limited as,much from their cost as from
the impossibility of obtaining them of sufficiently large dimensions with
plane surfaces.

Meanwhile the Italians were making great progress in the vitreous
painting or coloring of earthenware. Lucca della Robbia discovered an
opaque white enamel, or, as we should term it now-a-days, glaze, which
was analogous to if not identical with that whicli hiid been employed by
the enamellers of Nineveh, and the potters of Ar.abia, Greece, and Etruria.
After this discovery, for the white glaze is the base of all vitrifying

colors, the painting on earthenware advanced rapidly, and one of the
earliest applications suggested by Lucca della Robbia was to the ornamen-

tation of architectural dciigni. Wo have fortun > iiccimeos
of della Robbia friezes and other detaiU, which ; , . ..:jstratiaK
the art of pottery, how eager arehitceti then were to obtain an indtitm*-
tible polycromatic decoration for their structures. Although earthenwH*
afforded the means for obtaining i)aintings whose color would never f»de,
and which might be cleaned incessantly without fearof injury from friction,
it did not offer facilities for the production of such plane surfaces on which
moderately sized subjects could be adequately treated. However carefully
prepared earthenware slabs might be, they were invariably found, when
their dimensions were increased beyond certain limiu, to twist and fall oat
of the plane. To the present day this is the greatest difficulty with wbicli
our stoke manufacturers have to contend, and the resulting loss is the
great element of cost. A visitor to Copeland's wareliouse is astonished to
learn what a diflerence a few inches more or less in the size of the
exquisitely painted chinmey jambs of that intelligent manufacturer will
make in their price. The jarabs arc composeil of the most homogeneooa
materials, so far as regards their shrinking qualities, ))ut in other
respects they arc manufactured in a very primitive way. The moisture
which was used to combine the plaster materials into a coherent mass i«

partially evaporated, and the mass beaten out by hand into a cake of the
requisite thickness. It is next carefully dried in a position to prevent
warping as far as practicable, and then fired for a first time, to bring it into

the state technically termed biscuit. To counteract the warping, both in

the drying and in the firing, the late Mr. Prosser, of Birmingham, applied
the French mode of manufacturing porcelain buttons,—consolidating dry
clay in metal moulds under great pressure—to the manufacture of quarries,
and sold his process to the late Mr. Minton, who successfully employed it

in the production of his beautiful pavements. It is attended, however,
with considerable disadvantages—cost of oil to lubricate the moulds, slow-
ness of production , and loss from breakage in extraction from the moulds,
while the interiors and surfaces of the quarries arc unequally pressed.

*\nother ingenious mode of partially removing the tendency to warp in

small objects was patented some years back by Mr. Bale, of the I'oolo

Architectural Pottery Works. It consists in subjecting the articles when
nearly dried, and previous to their firing, to great pressure in moulds.
Here also there is additional cost for lubrication, Iiandling the products,

storing, and occasional breakages. But none of these processes will permit
of the production of even moderately-sized slabs, say two feet square,

except at enormous cost and as very rare exceptions—almost accidental,

Another difiiculty with which the users of enamel colors have to

contend, arises from the diflereut effects which the heat necessary for

their vitrification exercise upon them. An almost infinite number of

test-pieces have to be essayed before the colors may be used, which, when
thus proved, are laid on tliu china, in little dots as it were, to be reduced
to the proper degree of thickness by successive tappings with a flat-

pointed brush. Some of the colors require different degrees of heat to

produce the desired tones, and hence successive firings have to be resorted

to, which end often in tlie destruction of the work. The cost of a single

work of this nature consequently becomes excessise. Some of the small

copies of pictures executed at Sevres are estimated at £4,000, and even
this price is not considered commercially remunerative. On the other

baud, paintings on porcelain are regarded, in comparison with oil pictures

on canvas or panels, as disagreeably vitreous, too transparent, feeble from
their minute execution, and lacking that body wliich oil colors permit of

being given to objects so as to represent their solidity. These drawbacks,
with the necessarily narrow limits of the surfaces, are serious impediments
to the production of architectural mural pictures of this nature, in spite

of their indestructibility. The iiroblem to be solved was to discover a
material which would afford surfaces of sufficient dimensions, resistant to

vitrifying heat, and also a mode of execution which would allow the

.application of colors as easily and rapidly as in oil painting, preserving

to tUem the same opacity or body.

M. Morteloque belonged to the family of Dubois, who had imported the

manufacture of porcelain into France, and whose products gave rise to

the celebrated establishment of Sevres, founded by Louis XV., in 1756.

M. Morteleque was a painter on glass as well as on porcelain, and manu-
factured the vitrifiable colors he employed. Desirous to obtain enlarged

surfaces to operate upon, and being unable to prevent the clay from warping,

he united several small pieces, as in stained glass windows, for a composi •

tion. In this way he executed a Holy Family, about 25 feet in height.

The system of combination did not, however, succeed, but in his researches

the painter discovered a white enamel or glaze, which allowed of the freer

and more rapid use of the brush, together with the simultaneous use and

development of all his vitrifiable colors. At this period M. le Comte
Chatrol de Volvic, prefect of the Seine, introduced slabs of Auvcrgne lava

for street pavement of Paris. M. Morteleque was struck with the

vitreous nature of the material, and believing that, in consequence of its

volcanic origin, it would resist the heats necessary for the vitrification of

porcelain colors, he procured a slab, sawn from a block, over the surface

ot which he applied a coatmg of his white glaze, sufficiently thick to con-

ceal the natural brown color of the lava, and then painted thereon the

head of an old man life size. The slab was duly fired, and the experiment

found to .inswerperfectly. The white glaze had penetrated the pores ofthe

lava, and firmly united with it, while the colors used in soft and hard ware

mingled freely and harmonised on the lava. The Comte Chatrol do

Volvic ordered an altar in pauited lava for the church of St. Elizabeth in

Paris. Abel de Pugal painted, in medallions, life-size busts of Faith,

Hope, and Charity in 1829. M. Jlorteloque subsequently painted two

landscapes, and then left his invention to be carried out by his son-in-law

and pupil M. Hacliette. who set up an enamelled lava factory.
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About the time M. Hittorff. the architect of St. Vincent de Paul, and
the reviTer of architectural i)olychrorae, lent his support and purse to

"bring the invention into general use, he entered into partnership with

M. Hatchette, and during several years assumed the direction of the

artistic portion of the enterprise. In his admirable " L'Architecture Poly-

chrome Chez les Ancients," published in 1851, M. Hittorff says (page 741)
" Enamel painting on enamelled lava is alone suitable for e.\terior monu-
mental pictures * * Seeing the trials which have been made in Paris

daring the last twenty years in several edifices and at the Kcole des Beaux
Arts; seeing also the commencement that has been made of the vast system
of decoration of this nature in the portico of St. Vincent de Paul, all

tliese exanjples demonstrate a material, complete, and incontestible im-
provement, and it is painful to see so precious a process again abandoned,
and on the eve of being lost on trivial and ordinary trade-like employ-
ments instead of decorating our public edifices with grand and noble

applications * Frederick William IV. not only discussed with
Schnikel the reform of the building art in Prussia, and the plans which he
was instructed to prepare, but his Majesty often studied them with the

great artist. Sometimes the King, by the side of him he was pleased to

call his ' dear Ictinus,' composed designs for monuments proposed to be
erected. Among these last there is one which has been more particularly

attributed to the King, namely, the designs for a new cathedral which was
commenced in 1849, but interrupted by the troubles of that year. Ac-
cording to the designs, whose execution are now confided to the worthy
pnpil and rival of Schnikel, Herr Stiller, the facades of this gigantic

edifice arc to be ornamented with paintings on enamelled lava." M.
Hittorff concludes with stating that the idea of employing enamelled lava

in the handsomest modern monument of the capital of Prussia was the

result of having sent some specimens to his honourable friend, Herr Bruth,
director of the Koyal Institute of Art, and of having dwelt earnestly " upon
the useful and rational employment of this unchangeable process for the
exterior decoration of edifices."

M. Hittorfl's object in connecting himself with the matter was to con-
tribute to the progress of architectural embellishment, and to decorate his

church— St. Vincent de Paul—which still awaits its final ornaments in the
porch and side recesses. Like most artists, he paid the penalty of having
anything to do with inventions ; and, after three years' sacrifice of time
and considerable sums of money, he was compelled to relinquish it. Ne-
vertheless, his purpose was partially attained. Besides the church of Ste.

Elizabeth already mentioned, that of St. Leu had been decorated by Perlet
with a painting nearly 5 feet high, and the Ecole des Beaux Arts with
medallions by Orsel, Perrin, and J. Etex. Robert painted several copies of
master-pieces which are still in the collections of M. Gatteaux and M.
Hittorff. The semi-industrial applications of enamelled lava grew into

art-manufactures, such as painted slabs for tables, chimney-jambs, stove
facings, quarries, and painted panels for interiors. The purely industrial

applications are clock-faces, street labels, facings to damp substruc-
tures, and linings to halting-places, which last may be said to be universal
now in Paris. The monochromists were aroused against what they termed
the resuscitation of exceptional practices of the ancients, and M. Hittorff",

pursued by their violent criticisms, retired from the contest in disgust.

M. Jollivet, who had been engaged on the interior decoration of St-

Vincent de Paul, was induced to attempt the employment of enamel
painting on lava for the production of historical pictures. His first

exi)eriment was to substitute the mode of execution employed in oil paint-
ing for the one employed in painting on porcelain, by using the white
glaze combined in a larger proportion than usual with the colors. The
experiment proved successful. This was in 1844, and the result exhibited
to the Comte de Rambuteau, then Prefect of the Seine, who promised to
authorise the application of the process in suitable localities of the capital.

But there the matter stopped. The Emperor of Russia commanded a
picture of the Virgin to be painted, which was shown to the Prefect when
completed, without any better results ; and it was then that M. Hittorff'

interested himself in the invention, and applied for permission to employ
it in the decoration of his church ; but the Paris municipality hesitated to
order nearly 20,000 square feet of painting, and commanded one out of
the twenty paintings proposed by M. Hittorff, which was terminated in
1846, and placed above the western entrance in the portico of St. Vincent
de PauL The subject represents the Trinity, and contains ten life-size

figur«s, covering, with the borders, an area ofnearly 150 square feet. A block
o 1 lava was sawn into four slabs, each nearly 8 feet long by 3J feet wide

;

and it was decided that the composition should be divided vertically into
four equal parts. The success was complete : all the parts are uniformly
and equally vitrified, and the glaze is of a uniform character. Nothing,
however, came of this new success, and shortly afterwards M. Hatchette
died broken-hearted. But in 1854, the very last month of the year, M.
Uaussmann, Prefect of the Seine, commissioned M. Jollivet to execute the
second portion of the decoration of the portico of Saint Vincent de Paul.
Seven of these pictures are now completed, although not in position, and
will cover an area of 777 square feet. They fully justify the regrets ex-
pressed by the late Paul Delaroche, that Apellcs and the great masters
bad not been acquainted with painting on lava.

When Hittorff""* original design is completely realised, and the western
frost of his church converted into a brilliant painting of the principal
episode* of sacred writ, it will be one of the most grandiose and notle
achievements that has been accomplished—as novel in conception as it is
perfect in result. So soon as our English architects shall have convinced
themselves of the merits and practical character of the process, it will be
for them to decide what advantage may be taken of it here. There are
many situations in the Palace of Westminster where the introduction of

external paintings—not of such colossal dimensions as in Paris—would
greatly contribute to heighten the effect of the design. Certainly, enam-
elled painting on lava would be the most appropriate and durable decora-
tion for the Royal Exchange, especially if it were painted to represent the
most distinguished men connected with the City. A series of portraits
placed against the wall would be a great attraction, while they would con-
siderably contribute to the enlivcnment of the structure. In fact, considering
our climate, paintings on enamelled lava appear to be admirably adapted
to supply the wants of our architects for mural decorations.

ST. PAUL'S DISTRICT CHURCH, HAGGERSTONE.
niHE contract for the erection of tliis cliurcli was undertaken by Messrs.
i Holland and Hnnnen, builders, on the 25tli March last, since which the
various works connected with it have been prosecuted with such vigour that
the church is expected to be cunsecrated and opened on the 27th of the
present month, January.
The building has been erected from the designs of ArthurWm. Blomfield, Esq.,

architect, 8, St. Martin's-place, and presents several novel features of detail,

more particularly in its roof.

The structure is planned in the usual form, and lias a nave 79 feet 9 inches in
length, and side aisles 79 feet long, its total width inside the walls being 53 feet

;

its aisles are severally 24 feet wide, 'i he chancel, which has a semi-octangular
apse, is 3C feet in length, liy a width of 24 feet (5 inches. This feature of the
church is very effective, having a highly characteristic roof, the hammer-beams
and other timbers of which being supported by capitals and pendants, cut in
stone from the 3olid;by Mr. James Tolniie, the eminent architectural sculptor,
Belvedere-road, Lambeth. These carvings are noteworthy, as embodying
effective representations of the leaves of the thom, maple, strawberry, ivy, vine,

passion-flower, coltsfoot, geranium &c., being partly conventionalized, and admi-
rably adapted by the artist for ecclesiastical decoration. This elegant chancel is

lighted by seven pointed windows, and will be paved with Minton's encaustic
tiles in geometric pattern in colours, a great portion of which we understand is

a gift from the manufacturers.

The large arch which divides the chancel from the body of the church is

somewhat novel in its treatment, having inserted in it red and black bricks, in
conjunction with stone, which produces an agieeable contrast of colour. This
arch is supported on shafts liaving capitals with octangular abaci, the former of
which are of carved leafage in stone very effectively produced, and terminated
at the bottom with moulded and enriched drops.

The main roof ofthe nave and aisles portion of the church is supported by
four iron columns on each side ; these have square moulded basements, which
work themselves at octangular upper plinths. The columns have enriched
capitals, but not quite so artistic as we could have wished to have seen.

The roof of the building forms one of its most important features, its hammer-
beams bein^ all supported by open cantelevers, and the junctions of its purlins

and vertical rafters being embellished with pendants, and its vai'ious timbers all

what are technically called, "stop-chamfered." The principals ofthe roof have
a scantling of 11 inches by 6 inches ; the hammer-beams are 14 inches by 12
inches ; the ribs are 12 inches by 4 inches, and the piu'lins are 9 inches by
6 inches.

There is a gallery along both the northern and southern side of the building,
and also one across the western end, embracing its full extent, as the organ is

placed in a recess on the southern side of the chancel, which to us appeal's a good
arrangement. The gallery projects 12 feet from the wall line, and consequently
gives a larger area of sitting space.

At the western end of the edifice there are three windows, the heads of which
are filled with tracery. The central one is 18 feet 6 inches in height and 6 fleet

in width, and the side ones 11 feet G inches by 5 feet wide respectively.

There are eight double-light windows on each side of the church, glazed with
" Hartley's glass," in diamond quanies pattern, pale green and white, which
will effectually exclude the sun-glare.

Externally, as far as the funds have allowed, the church presents a very satis-

factory appearance, the materials employed being- priucipally malm and colored
brick, and Corsham Down stone, tlie whole presenting an excellent example of
workmanship, carried out from the design with great integrity of purpose.

In noticing the exterior, we cannot avoid expressing regret that the spire is

not carried up, and that the tympanums of the arched entrances at the west end
are not filled with carvings, plain blocks of stone for which are already inserted.

In this respect, however, it gave us much pleasure to learn that Mr. Tolmie,
the sculptor, had made a liberal off'er to the authorities of the church, to fill the
spaces with sculptured representations embodying incidents from the life of the
great apostle, St. Paul, to whom the church is dedicated, and which offer we
trust will be accepted.

The font for the church is not yet completed, but is now in hand by Mr. Tol-
mie. It is to be placed at the southern entrance of the church, and is of Caen
stone, its bowl being of course circular in plan, and having a band at its rim,
decorated with what is called the " dog-tooth " ornament, and six circular bosses
of Serpentine marble, let in at intervals. Below this a rope moulding surrounds
the bowl, bearing three medallions, representative of the three symbols of the
Holy Trinity. 'The upper portion of the font is supported on a dwarf column,
having a moulded base and capital, the shaft being of red Mansfield stone,
polished. The cover ofthe font is to be of oak, with a turned handle in the cen-
tre, from which wrought-iron stays are secured to its outer circumference.

The font is the generous gift of the architect. The building will be warmed by
Mr. Bosser on the heated air principle, and is planued to accommodate upwards
of 1,000 persons.

The timberwork throughout, including the whole of the seats (which are
open and characteristic in design), are of deal, to be stained and varnished, which
is certainly better than being daubed over with villanous paint, representing a
contemptible imitation of real oak.

The Rev. W. Stone, 3, Lansdowne-terrace, Dalston, is the incumbent
appointed. Mr. Anstis is the general foreman and clerk of works at the building,
under the direction ofthe architect, and it is but simple justice to say that the
whole, including masonry, brickwork, carpentry, stone carving, plastering, Sec,
has been carried out in the most creditable and workmanlike manner.
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DIOSIGX l-'Oll A DKTACHEI) OK MlIMl-DETACHED VILLA.*

SPKCtVlCATJO^ (tr' tliK scvirat Works required to be doiui in iriTtiniiuiulJIni-ihiny
a Dwcf/itir/ Home siiimte in for accitnliwi to I)rau'in//H
prepared by uiuler mfiose direction the whole of the "Worlut are to oc
performed.

EXCAVATOK AND nHICKLAYER.
Notices. —The contriictor in to ^nve all noticcH to the district surveyor, vestry, or

other local boards, and pay all foes Icf>:ally ilniuindabli'.

j)if/ffilif/.—Excavate tin; ftround to tlie proper Icvfls and for tile several foinida-

tioiiH, drains, and cesspools, accordinjj to the several deptlis shown ou the drawiu;^s.
Fill in the earth round tlie foolines and well ram. All the earth disturbed to he
distributed over the site and levelled us may bo directed.

Witter.—Find water for the use of the works and pay the company's fees.

lirickiporl:.—The bricks used are to he of the best description ot hard, sound,
Kouare well-burned t?rey stocks. The front, sides and chimney shafts to be faced
with the best second inalm stocks. The red and white bricks for the plinth, strinjrs

and arches are to be equal in color and quality to a sample in the othce of the arclii-

tect. The stocks to be picked of a uniform color for the back. The work is to l>c

executed in Flemisll bond with neat square joints and the perpends are to be truly
kc|)t. The internal walls described to be linicwhited or colored arc to have the joints
fairly struck.
Mortar.—The mortar is to he composed of one part of Fresh Dorkint; or Merstham

;>:ronnd stone lime mi.xed witli two parts of sand, either river, or. if obtainable, clean
sharp i>it sand, to be well mixed, and no more mortar than will be required for the
day's consumption to be mixed at one time.

(Jeinetit.—The cement used is to be of the best description, obtained from such
manufacturer as the architect may approve, and used fresh.

IfatLi.—Build the walls of the heis^hts and thicknesses as shown on tin? drawinjrs,
noifonr courses of bricks are to measure more than one incli adilii ional in hei<;ht wlieu
built than wlxen laid dry. Care must he taken to bond the faclni.; bricks well in witli

the other brickwork; the whole of the brickwork is to lie (hishrd ((uite full witli

mortar at every course, and ifrouted at every fourth course with liquid mortar, care
being- taken not to stain the facing^s.

.^rV^/ic.-*.—The arches of the front are to be of red and white bricks as before de-
scribed, ftaui^ed, set in tine putty, and tuckpointed, all other arches to be of picked
stocks, axed, set in cemi'ut, and luckpointetl.

Visctiartiiiuf Arcfies.—Turn dischari^insi' arches over all door and window opcninj,''S,

and where practicable, to bo the whole thickness of the walls.
/fa(f'-/lrifk lOf/^-.—-Ml the brick partitions of the ji round and tirst floors are to be

ha'f-brick built in cement, none of which are to be built until the main walls are up.
Half'-Uriel- Triminern^ Fender Walh.—Turn half-brick trimmers in cement to all

fire-itUices of first and second floors, and put one-brick fenders to the flre-places of
ground-floor.
Brickou edfie in Cement.— CovQr the back area wall with brick on edg;c in cement.
CliaaeStCuitinf/it. &c., &e., -Leave chases for half-brick walls and soil pipe, cut all

splays and skew-backs, chamfers, or other cuttincfs, bed all stone, wood, or other
lintels, all wood-bricks, and tomplati's. lied and point up in lime and hair-mortar,
all door and window frames, make <iood after lixiii<? of door and window sills.

Parget all flues and core out at completion.
Limaohitinfi and Cotorinff.—Twice limewhite the pantry, coal cellar, and front and

back areas. Twice color the scullery.

Chimnen Bars.—Put wroufiht iron iron chimney bars to all openings, 2^ x ^ to pass
throuffh the jambs, the ends to be split, and turned up and down.

Settinfi to Stoves, &r., ,tc.—8et all the stoves and the kitchen and scullery ranges,
and build the necessary brickwork for copper.
Briek Parin//.—Pave the coal cellar, and back area, ^vith brick flat paving, laid in

sand on a bed of dry brick rubbish, and grouted with liquid mortar.
l^ile Paring.—Pave the hall and conservatory with encaustic tiles of an approved

manufacture, to be of the p. e. value of .'is. M. per yard The tiles to bo i-lnch thick,
and laid on a bed of fine concrete r> inches thick.
Put drains to sewer of the following sizes. 4-inch pipes to carry off rain-water,

and (1-inch pipes from waterdosets, all to be of glazed stoneware, laid to a good falli
jointed in pure ccmont, with all bends, junctions, traps, Ac, complete. The eartli
to be filled in and well rammed after laying the pipes. Properly connect the feet of
rain-water pipes, soil and waste pipes with drains, and leave all perfect at the com-
pletion. Put to servants' watercloset a Doulton's earthenware pan and trap, set and
fixed In brickwork In cement.

MA.sov.
Stonework fieneralli/.—KW stone to he of the best and most durable kind, free from

vents, sand-holes, and other defects, and the whole is to be laid on its quarry or
patural bed.
Casing tip, &<^—All work exposed to injury is to be i)roperly cased up, and the

whole is to be cleaned down before giving up the works.
Paring. -I'ave the scullery, pantry, wine-cellar, front areas, passages of basement

and a feet all round the kitchen with a{ tooled York paving, laid in sand ou a bed of
dry brick rubbish, and jointed in mortar.

'J'lireslmlds.—l'at :i-inch tooled York thresholds to the internal door openings of
basement, u inches longer than the oi)enings and the width of the walls, and jointed
to paving.

.SVp;m.—Put tooled York stone solid steps to external door openings of basement,
14 by 7, and morticed for door frames ; the steps to be !) inches longer than the open-
ings. Put a flight ot 2-inch York tooled steps and risers pinned into walls, down to
basement entrance, with a 2-inch York tooled landing at top.
Coal Shoot.—Vai over eoal shoot a 2J-inch Y'ork tooled

plate.
Sills.—Vnt to the back windows .'5-inch Y'ork quarry worked and throated sills 8

inches wide.
Ifearltui.— Vat a-inch tooled Y'ork stone back hearths, and IJ-inch rubbed

Portland stone front hearths notched as required, to all the chimney openings
excepting to the kitchen and scullery, which are to have 2}-inch Y'ork stone
hearths.

A'ini-.—Put a 7-inch tooled York stone sink. ;) feet li inches by 1 foot 9 inches, let
into wall and carried at end on half-brick wall in cement and round one corner.
.Bnfmnce ,S<qM.—Put to entrance a :!-inch rubbed Portland landing in one stone,

pinned into wall and fair Jointed, Portland solid steps, 12 by 7 and 14 by 7 to
entrance, doorway, rubbed top and face, back jointed to floor and landings, and
morticed for frame.
Garden Entrauce.—Viit a flight of Portland stone solid rubbed steps, 10 by 7. with

circular comer to bottom step : Portland stone landing, rubbed on top, and two
edges pinned into walls, and a Portland stone solid step pinned into wall, 14 by 7 to
doorway 9 inches longer than opening, rubbed on top and front, back Jointed to
floorimr, and morticed for door frame.

Porllaml Sills.—Vwt to all the front windows Portland stone rubbed, weathered,
and throated sills, 12 by 4.

AreM rurh.—Vni T'ortland stone rubbed curb, by 6, to fi-ont area, bedded and
jointed in cement, and pinned into walls.

Chininey-pieces.—l'ut Portland rubbed stone boxed ehminey-pieccs to alltheopeu-
Ings of flrst floor, witli moulded necking.'!, shelves. Jambs, and mantels, 7 inches
wide, the comers of shelves to be rounded. Put to the kitchen a 2-lnch rubbed Y'ork
flat chimney-iuecc, with K-iiich jambs and haunched mantel, 2-lncli deal-wrought
shelf on wrouirht and cut deal brackets.
Put to the scullery a 3-ineh chamfered Jlath-stonc chimney-piece with :-inchjambs

-

next^N
'"^v'""P'"'5''"" Lithograph. The bill of quantities will be published in our

value or £10emcb.

tooled stone, perfbrated for

Put to the drawing and dining room chimney -pleeea of the p. e.
and put t« the library a cllliiiney-pli-c.! of the p. e. valtii of jC.V.

.SerpeiUiiie C'«/«;«;m. — I'rovlde and Nx to the o|Bning IhIwicu drawing-room uidconservatory two serjientine marble ahafls, with laen stone muuldnT bue* mad
moulded and carved capitals, according to detail drawing.

HLATK A.NU KLATK MAHON.
lloqls.—i:pyrT the roofs with the best itangor Duchess slaU-s, laid to a 'il-lnrh laD

and secured with two zinc nails to each slate ; to be double at eaves, and left r>orr«t
at the completion of the works. '

Put blue terro-metallic ridge tiles, seiiirely fixed and Joliiud lu cement
Itim lime and hair llllits down the rafters agaiinl brukwork.
Corering to llaii —Cover the roof of bay window with j-inch sawn slaU^ slab* with

2-inch rounded slate roll for hips, bedded in reil lead and screwcil complete
PatUrg Slielres.-l'ut round sides of pantry one Her of J-lnch rubbedune sida alate

shelves, as shown, on all iiroper bearers, with rounded edges.

CAHITNTKK AND JOINER.
The whole of the timber used is to be of the liost description of Jlcmel Itiua or

Dantzicflr Imported, free from sap, shakes, large loose knots, thoroughly scuioned' lo
bi! sawn out die square, and to hold the full shies when fixed In the bulldln^'aa
shown on the drawings.

"'

The deals ti> be of the best description of Christiana or Archangel deals, free from
sap, large knots, and to Ixt well seasoned.
The joiners' work is to be put In hand Immediately after signing the contract, bat

not glued up until reiiiiired, all the joints lo W cross-tongucd.
Centres, &e.- Provide all centres or turning pieies all lintels, wood-brlcka

scaflblding jiieces, shores, or blo<k8, n-<|uired or necessary for file building.
PUites.—All plates to be in as long lengths as possible, to be laiipinl or scarfed

together at anifles, and ])inned with oak or elm pins.
iiH/rfa.—All lintels to be 1 inch in depth for every foot of opening, none Ijeiu"

less than 3 Inches deep, to be !) Inches longer than the oiicuing, and a« wide as
practicable.
Breastsummer.—Vut over the opening b«!twcen drawing room and conservatory and

opening for bay window flr breastsummer, 14 by 9, cut down, reversed, and boltefl
together with a wrought-iron plate i-iucli thick, inserted between the flitches.
Distance apart oftiml)ers.—ho joists or rafters are to be more than 1.5 Uichcs apart

from centre to centre.
7^o<>A.—Frame the roofs in the best manner as shown on the drawings, the rafters

to be m one length, notched and spiked down to the plates, trim as necessary for the
chimney-shafts, put all necessary fillets, all lear Ijoardlng, inch dial gutter boards
and bearers to the chimney stacks, and internal gutters. The scantlings of tho
roofs to be as follows :—plates 4 by :i, rafters 4 by 2, collars 4 by 2, hips and ridgca
9 by li. Put all necessary tooled York stone templates for Ix'arings of ridge. Pro-
vide and fix the oriianuntal deal brackets to overhanging heaves, and put fir bearers
1 by "2^ to carry the lathing and plastering to underside of eaves.
Battening.—Vul 1 inch deal slate battening 3 inches wide.
jfi'/oora,— Frame the floors as shown, the joists to be notched and spiked down to

the plates, trim for the fireplaces and staircases, all trimmers to be 1 Inch stouter
than ordinary joists, put deal feathered fillets to trimmers. I'ut York stone corbels
9 by 4 by i to carry all trimmers to fireplaces. The joists to flrst floor and ground
floor where over the basement, are to be 10 by 2, those to the staircase landing 7 by 2,
all the remaining joists to be (i by 2. All plates laying on walls to be 4 by :1, those
resting on piers or corbels to be 4 by 4.

/•urti((OH.?.—Frame the partition between bed-rooms with head, sill, posts, and
braces 4 by ;J, and quarters 4 by 2.

Cistern. -Put over the watercloset on flrst floor a IJ-inch deal wrought and dove-
tailed cistern 4 feet by 2 feet, by 2 feet, and put a similar one over sink in scullery 3
feet by i feet by 2 feet.

''

JOINER.
Floors.—hay the whole of the ground floor and that part of the basement not

paved with inch wrought yellow battens, with splayed headings, and mitred boarders
to slabs.

Lay the whole of the first floor with inch white deal folding floor.

Lay down in hall and conservatory an inch rough yellow deal floor to carry con-
crete and tiles.

,S'/.;rt;w/.«.—Skirt the whole of the chamber floor, landings, and waterclosets with
inch deal Torus skirting 9 inches high. .><klrt the dining and drawing rooms with
IJ deal sunk and moulded skirting 14 inches high tongued to floor. Skirt the Ubrary
with IJ deal moulded skirting 12 inches high ; all the skirtings to have tongucd and
mitred angles, and to be fixed to proper deal-grooved grounds.

IKinrfOMS.—Fill in tho window openings of chamber floor, servant's ofllces, stair-
cases, and waterclosets with l^-inch deal ovolo sashes, and flll in the window
openings of dini«g and drawing rooms, library, hall, and conservatory with 2-incli
deal lambs-tongue sashes, all to be double hung in deal-cased frames, oak sunk sills,

brass axle pullies, patent lines, and lead weights.
The sashes to sitting-rooms to liave moulded horns. The internal and parting

beads to these last niuuod sashes to be of wainscot, secured with brass-headed
screws and cups.
Bag iVindotc.—'Vlm bay window to diiiiug-room to bi? executed with pilasters,

bases, caps, facia cornice, and cut brackets, according to detail drawing, with well-
seasoned yellow deal.
Pnntrg Mlndow.-TiK window opening to pantry to be fllled in with flr solid, re-

bated and beaded frame, oak sunk sill, and IJ-inca deal ovolo fixed sash, filled in
with perforated zinc.
Farnitnre to Sashea.—Vat to the sashes strong brass sash fastenings and brass

lifts, the fastenings to drawing and dining rooms to have ebony or white china
knobs.

Fittings of Windows.—Put to the windows ofchamber floor, staircase, and water-
closet, inch deal wrought, one side tongued, and grooved linings and soffits ; fix ou
same deal architrave mouldings, 5 indies girth. Put to the windows IJ-inch deal
rounded window-boards, tongued into sills, with returned and mitri'd nosings.
Fit up the windows of dining and drawing rooms and library with 1 -inch deal

proper grounds and inch deal bead butt backings, and inch deal return beaded linings,

1^ deal moulded window backs, elbows, and i-iucli deal beadi'd cupping, IJ-mch deal
moulded three-panel front sliutters and Inch deal In^ad butt back ilajis, 1^-inch deal
moulded soflits, hung the shutters with ;i-incli butts, and the back Haps with 2j-inch
back flap hinges. Put the shutters ebony or white China furniture, and a strong
japanned iron spring shutter bar, 30 inches long. Put a plain moulded skirting to
these windows, 7 inches liigli fixed to backs and elbows.
Put deal moulded architraves O-inches girth. .

Put to the window of kitchen H deal rebated and rounded linings, and rounded
window boards, and hang to sash frames 1^- inch deal two-panel square shutters, with
hanging stile and rulejoints, 3-ineh butts and screws, and put on strong wrought
iron japanned shutter bars.

.S'/uireaves.—Put from basement to ground-floor l}-inch deal rounded treads Inch
deal risers on strong fir carriages housed into li-luch deal close strings properly

glued, brucketted, and blocked.
I'ut 3-ineh deal square framed and turned newels :i by 2 dial rounded handrail, U

inch deal square bar ballusters, put Ij-luch deal beaded capping to strings and solid

circular end to bottom step.

Put from ground to first-floor IJ-inch deal moulded steps wilh returned and
mitred nosings inch deal risers, IJ-inch deal cut and mitred outer string, I J-inch

deal inner string strong fir carri.iges all properly bracketted and blocked.

Put (curtail steji at bottom.
Put Cuba mahogany continuous handrail, out of .tj by 2j properly ramped, writhed

and with scroll end at bottom, with turned and mitred cap.

I'ut cast-iron ornaiuenlal newel, p.c. 7s. tKI. exclusive of screws and fixing.
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Fnt l^lneh dral aqaaK bu banosten, witb 4 wtooght-lron ditto, with top snd
botton p**f**
Form tbe Undings sliown withjoistg and 11-inch wrought yoUow batten floor, and

roonded no^ag.
, ^ ^,

Put all Uningl. roanded noaincs, ftr., required to flninh and complete the stair-

!•<«. All th« mahagaDV to be French poli9ht>d with the best spirit of wine polish.

^madrd Ihidbrare.—Fill In under sUirs on j^rouud ttwir with li deal moulded aud

[are nMndre! eadoaitre. Form one door in same> with the ui>per panels open for
^

with a pair of 3-ineh butts. I'ut on door a 7-inch 2-bolt best mortioc-

Doon €nKl Fittiiigt.~riit to Ibc openinjrs ot flrol-floor IJ deal, double rebated jamb
lininga, l-lnehdnu framed gronnds, and dovetailed baekings ; and 14 deal, moulded
both aidm, doors. Ilang the doors with '<-lneh butts and screws, and put on each

door a 7-iBrh » bolt beat mortice lock, with brass furnit ure. Put architrave mouldings

to both aldea of the opeoinga 5 mchca girth. The watercloset to have a brass pulpit

lateh, and a A-taeh brass bolt.

Pat to the openings of dining-room, drawing-room, and library, U deal double-

nbatcd and double oeaded jambs and grounds as to tirst-lloor. I'ut to these

opetUnss '.i-inch deal 4-panel moulded both sides doors, hung with :ti-inch butts, and
putondoora 7-lBch 2-bolt b<8t mortice Iwks, mth ebony or china fiirniture and
ingcr-pUteg. Put arehitraves, 10 inches girth, on both sides of these openings, with

proper deal chamfen-d plinths.

P«t to the internal opi'nings of banemeut U-inch deal double-rounded and grooved
Uninga, Hivd to proper t>aclungs, and J- inch deal on same, to form stop or rebate for

doors ; fill in ail these openings witb l^ deal 4 panel siiuarc framed d<x>r8 stiles and
rails stop chamfered ; Iiang these doors with 3-inch butts and screws. Put to

ktlchen, scullery, coal cellar, and pantry r-inch iron rim brass knob Im^ks, with
ronuded edges. Put to watercloset a brass pulpit latch, anil a il-inch brass bolt.

SmtroHce Door.—Put to the entrance lir solid, rebated, and moulded frame,
morticed into stone step, ti by 5 ; fir rebated and moulded transom, 5 by 4. Put ".^4-

inch deal 4-panel bolecuon moulded and bead-flush double margin sasn-door, witli

with diminished stiles, and the upper panels prepared for glass and shutters, with
small circular comers. Hang the door with l.j pair of '.i^ butts, and put on door an
i^inch good drawtkack mortice rebated lock, with cateli, and white china furniture,

and put two U-inch bright barrel bolts and a strong chain and barrel. Put round
door inshle areUtrave mouldin": 5-inch girth. Put H deal one-panel lifting shutters,

with brass stubbs and plates, bra^^s thumbscrews and plates, aud brass shutter lifts.

Put over door a 2-inch neal lambstougue flxed fanlight.

Put to the back entrance, basement entrance, and scullery door opening, fir solid

robated and stop chamfered frames, 3 by 4, tenoned into stone. Fill m the basement
entrance and scullery opening with 2-iuch deal, bead flush and square doors, .and fiU

ia tlie back entrance opening with 2-inch deal bead flush and square sash door, the
Vpper panels open for glass. Han;; the doors with 3^ butts aud screws. Put ou the

back entrance door related and rouudcd ledges, and put therein U-inch 2-panelbcad
flush and square lifting shutter, with stubbs and plates, sunk liu thumbscrew and
plates complete. Put to these doors 8-inch drawback locks and two 10-inch bri;^ht

Sarrel bolts to each door. Put round inside of back entrance door architrave mould-
ing, 5 inches girth.

H'attrvUMets,—Fit up watercloset on first floor with 1^ Honduras mahogany seat

and riser, the riser made to shift, l^-inch mahogany clamped and mitred flap in

beaded fkame, hung with 2-iuch brass butts, strong deal dove-tailed be'arers. ^-mch
mabogmay square skirting round seat, beaded bole for handle, and put mahogany
tlmiib monlaing tm edge of flap and frame. Put inch mahogany candle shelf, aud
mahogany pap<-r box, with cut brackets. All the mahogany to be French polislu'd

with ue ont spirit of wine polish. The watercloset on ground floor to be similarly
tied up in deal.
Draaer.—Pnt in kitohen a deal dresser with clean Ij-inch white deal top, 20 inches

wide, three drawers under, pottward and shelf, and shelves over, with cut standards,
the drawers to have H deal beaded fronts, inch deal dovetailed sides and backs,
i*lnch deal bottoms, with double rebated middle rails, front, sides, and backs to be
ooretailed together, and pnt on each drawer two iron japanned knobs. Put flllets ou
ahelres over, and the edges of shelves to be beaded ; the end of dresser next to wall
to be Ailed in with Inch deal, one side matched, and beaded boarding.

Provide and fix 1-inch deal one side beaded bell board.
Provide a deal copper lid 2 feet 3 inches diameter, and shaped handle.
Attend on all trades and jobbing work throughout.
Attend plumber to watercloset^ and cistern.
Consert»a/ory.—The facia and moulded cornice to conservatory to be executed in

yellow deal. a» per detail drawing. The roof to be formed of moulded rafters. 4 by 2,

rebated for Ughiu, plates 4 by 3, hip 6 by li. Fill in between the rafters with IJ deal
moulded lights prepared for rough plate glass, and put on top of rafters saddleback
cappmg, all to be done according to detail drawings.

PLUMBEIl.
Tbe lead to be of the best description of milled lead.
The pipes to be in all eases strong.
KoUm* ami Outlm-lAy the valleys and gutters with 0-lb. milled lead, properly

coaaeet same with eaves gutter.
Pot flashin^K to shafts, conservatory roof, and roof of bay, of 5-lb. milled lead,

properly secured and pointi-d to brickwork, and cover that part of the cornice over
entrance doorway with fi-lb. milled lead.
ObferM.—Linn the cisterns with 7-lb milled lead bottom and 6-lb. milled lead

aides soldered at angles and close eopp<'r nailed on the edges.
Pnt in cfaitems 2-inch lead trumpet mouth wastes, IJ washer and wastes, and IJ

lead waste pipe trapped into rain waterplpe.
lojiituj iiH )rn/<T.—Lay on the water fnim Company's main with inch strong lend

•errlec pipe, mch ball cocks and copper balls.
)fis<er»-iase/«.-Pit up the flrst lloor closet with best patent appartus, with blue

basin, strong lead service box, and I) trap, brass valve, j-inch air-pipe, ball lever
eraaks, and strong copper wire complete, and 4-inch soil pipe out of 7 lbs. lead. Put
to servants' closet an inch stool eoelr.

Lay on the water with an inch strong lead service pipe, and put to the first-floor
closet a lead safe out of 5 lb. milled lead.
«j«*.-Lay on the water to sink with inch strong lead service pipe, inch bib cock

with screw boss and screw bottom, and let Into sink a 3-Inch lead bell trap, with
braas grate

;
put 2-inch strong lead waste pipe into drain.

J^y
oj> the water to feed cistern of range witb J-inch lead service, i-lnob ball cock

PWride any lead required by tbe other trades.

SMITH.
Provide tlie Ironwork described ip the other trades.Kma Ou/fer.—Put to sll the roofs cast-h'on eaves guttering 9 by .'>, with Inside

enrrent. to be secured to foet of rafters, with all proper angles, stopped ends and
oatleta complete. » .

rt-

Rain-ieater /Ipet—Vut 3-inch cast-iron downright rain-water pipes, connectedWUh eaves intter by swan's neck, the feet properly connected with drains.
CoMier.—noTlde a strong copper of the best copper, 2 feet upper diameter, with

Iron furnace bars, frame, door, damper, soot doors, Ac, complete
Gvant-ian.—i'ut J wrpnght-iron guard bars to scullery and pantry, with the ends

Battened and conntersunk for screws.
Mr-McJcM.—Provide and fix six cast-iron air bricks where directed.

^towtand &>ncre>.—Put to tbe bed-nwms plain, stout register stoves, with soUd bars
or spprared make and pattern. Put to the dining aud drawing rooms register stoves
or the p.e. ralne of £i each, and to the library a stove of the p.c. value of £4, all
exclusive of flxing. Put to the kitchen a proper range with oven and boiler, winding
^^, '•"-*>'« «<* bar, racks, trivets, and brass bib cock complete. Put to the
icullery a range with whidlag cheek, fall-down top bar, Ac., complete. The kitchen

range to have a small oast-iron feed oistem with lid, copper ball cock, and all
necessary connections.
IVovide £10 for ornamental ironwork and railing to entrance steps, to be expended

as the architect may direct.

Shutter;! to Conservatory.—Provide and fix with all necessary winding up
apparatus, Itunnett's or Clark's patent revolving iron shutters to conservatory
front and side windows.

fronitKtrk lo Conservatory.—Provide anti fix the ornamental iron front to conserva-
tory, as shown ou the drawings, prepared for glazing.

PLASTEUEH.
Rxtentally.—Kxecutc in Portland cement the whole of the front below the level of

ground line ; likewise the plinth beneath dining-room window, the whole of the
screen walls to entrance steps and areas. The pilasters to porch and con-
servatory, and the recesses in cornice of tower, all to be jointed and twice colored with
pure liquid cement.

InterittiUy.— Lath, plaster, float, sot, and twice whiten all the ceilings aud the sof-
fits of stairs and landuigs.

liender, fioat, and set all the walls of first floor, likewise the walls of dining-room,
drawing-room, library, hall. st;iircast!S, and passiiges.
Render, set and twice color the walls of the kitchen aud watercloset. Uun ICeone^s

cement to all external angles.
The plastering to all walls aud partitions to be continued down to floor.
Uun round walls ofentrance hall and passage, IJ-iuch flush bead and double quirks

in Keene's cement.
Run round all the walls of kitchen, compo skirting, G inches high, with J return

and arris.

Run plain plaster cornices round rooms of first floor and landing 10 inches
girth.
Run round walls of drawing and dining rooms plain plaster cornice 1,5 inches girth,

with enriched soflit. 4 inches wide, and euri(^hed bed mould ; run to the hall aud
library cornices 12 inches girth, the hall to have enriched modillions every 7 inches
apart, all to be accurately run from moulds cut according to detail drawings, and
previously submitted for approval.
RendeV round copper in Portland cement.
Lath plaster, set, and twice white the underside of eaves.

GLAZIER.
Glaze all the front sashes on the first floor with 21 oz. patent plate.
Glaze the sashes of drawing and dining rooms and library with British polished

plate glass, J-inch thick each sash in one square.
Glaze the front door with British plate glass, J-inch thick, flxed with beads and

black washleatber.
Glaze the back door with embossed plate glass, of pattern to be selected, flxed

with beads, &e., complete.
Glaze the roof of conservatory with Hartley's rough plate glass J-inch thick.
Fill in the remainder of the sashes and conservatory front with sheet glass 21 oz.

to the foot.

All to be well sprigged, puttied, and back puttied, aud left clean and perfect at the
completion of the works.

PAINTER.
The whole of the wood, iron, or other work usually painted to be knotted, primed,

stopped, and painted four times in good oil color, fhiisned of such tint or tints as the
architect may direct.

The woodwork of drawing-room to be finished, grained in imitation of bird's-eye
maple ; the woodwork of dining-room library, hall, and staircase grained in
imitation of wainscot ; the entrance-door to be grained in imitation of old oak, all
to be gone in a masterly manner, and varnished twice with the best copal varnish.
The ballusters of the principal stairs to be finished light blue.

BEELHANGEB.
The bells to be hung in concealed tubes in the best manner, with strong copper

wire and cranks.
Put a pull from each of the bed-rooms to ring in kitchen.
Put sunk pulls from dining and drawing rooms and library to ring in kitchen, to be

of ebony or china furniture.
Put sunk pulls to entrance doors to ring in kitchen, to be of bronze furniture.

PAPERIIANGER.
Paper the rooms of flrst floor with a 2d. paper cut close, also the watercloset and

other closets.

Provide the sum of £5 for marble paper hung in blocks, and varnished for ball and
staircase.

Provide the sum of .£1.1 for panelled decorations to the sitting-rooms.
For Conditions of Contract ride vol. V., page 901.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING oi the class of Design took place on Friday last, the 30th inst. The
President of the Class (Mr. R. Druee) in the chair. The minutes oi the last

meeting were read and passed. Sketches for " a Drinking Fountain" were contributed
by Messrs. Powell, Druce, Morris, Wlinbridge, Wyou, and Oakley, which were
criticised by the Chairman and (,'lass. "A Door Knocker" was chosen as the subject
of the half hour's sketch to which Messrs. Druce, Lewes, Wyon, Oakley, Wimbrldge,
&c. contributed designs, after the criticism ofwliicli the meeting adjourned.
At the next meeting of the Class on i-'riday .January 13th. a paper will be read by

Mr. S. C. Rogers, entitled, "Some remarks ou the <lesigning of External Details"
The subject for the sketches to be brought on that evening will be "A Town Hall."

Dudley. — Complimentary Farewell Dinner to Mr. Wiggiuton,
F.R.I.B.A., Architect (Churchwarden).—This gentleman being about to
leave Dudley (as a resident) for Loudon, a few friends, to the number of 30,
invited him to a farewell banquet at Mr. Deeley's, on Wednesday, the 2l9t ult.

In the unavoidable absence of the Mayor, the ex-Mayor took the chair, and
{iroposed the health of the gentleman about to leave Dudley, and to whom they
lad met that evening to bid a complimentary farewell. On his own part, as
well as that of his friends, they could only wish him happiness and prosperity in
the new sphere of action on which he was entering, and begged to assure him
that he would take with him the best wishes of many from this place. Mr.
Wigginton appropriately responded, and expressed his heartfelt acknowledg-
ments of the kindness of those friends to whom is was painful to say " good
bye." Several other Jgentlemen (and with some of whom Mr. Wigginton had
been connected prior to his residence In Dudley), spoke also to his good qualities,

and to his readiness, cither publicly or privately, to do all in his power to promote
any good cause. The company, which inclucled several of the Mnsonic craft of
the town, separated, after having spent a very pleasant and agreeable evening.

—

Birmingliam Journal.
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"THE TWO PATHS."

IN inventing mystical, enigmatical, titles, Mr. Ruskin shows peculiar
forte and originality. We liave from him in succession his

" Seven Lamps," " Stones of Venice," " Sea Stories," " Sheep-fol<ls,"

and some others equally puzzlmg, and he now gives us his "Two
Paths." Whether such artifice he not rather infra rliy., and too
much akin to that adopted hy ingenious tradcsiiien, who head a
paragraph advertisement of their -wares with some fine, flourishing,

portentous announcement that inveigles people into reading what they
would else pass over—we do not pretend to decide, though to us it seems
to partake largely of that species of Siiaji and deception which
Ruskin himself and his followers affect to consider nothing less than
immoral, even downright iniquitous. Something of shopkeeper ingenuity
there assuredly is in bringing under a new and fantastical title five

lectures that had previously been delivered at different places and reported
at the time.

As on former occasions, Mr. Ruskin has thought proper to notify on his

title-page that " the right of translation is reserved !
" which is not much

unlike saying "the grapes are sour." Of all living writers, Carlyle
perhaps excepted, Mr. Ruskin has least cause to be apprehensive of Ijeing

pounced upon by translators. To " overturn " or transplant him into
any other European language would be a labor of some difficulty,— one
demanding the prowess of a literary Hercules. As far as we have
been able to learn—and not at all to our astonishment—his writings liave

obtained no attention whatever on the Continent. As to the reservation
of the riglit of translation, • we must confess we do not understand the
policy of it, except it be that it may serve to account for a book not being
honored by being thought worthy of being translated. Hitherto, to be
translated has been considered an honor and enviable distinction.

Least of any one living has Ruskin occasion to be afraid of, and to bolt
ins doors against those literary burglars and marauders ycleped trans-
lators. Were not " trickery " an ugly word, we should say that there is

a good deal of it in putting forth under the new and singular title of the
" Two Paths," which holds out a promise of something altogether fresh,

yet is merely a republication ; nor do we see how such title at all applies
to the contents. No doubt there are two paths in art, and we should say
that Mr. Ruskin seems to have taken quite the wrong one, which as far as
hunself is concerned, is of little moment, yet it becomes a serious matter
when we find him setting himself up for,)'and accepted by others, as a
guide, although really no better than a Will-o'-the-wisp luminary
leading his followers through bogs and quagmires, and pointing to a
promised land which is likely to prove nothing more or less than a fair,

fallacious mirage.

However, if we learn nothing else from his present volume, we find that
John Ruskin can occasionally un-harness himself from his buckram—can
kick away his stilts, and condescend to be funny ! That truth is often
more strange than fiction, has now become an old wife's saying; and
certain it is that had Dickens exhibited his Pecksniflf in the character of a
lecturer, hardly would even he have ventured upon the ne plus ultra of
caricature which Ruskin the intrepid did in addressing an auditory of
professionalists at Lyon's-inn-hall, when, imitating FalstafTs famous
soliloquy about honor, wherein he asks if it can set a leg, or an arm, or
takeaway the griefofa wound, Ruskin said to liis amazed and " astonied "

auditors at the aforesaid Inn ;
" Will your proportions of fa(;ade

heal the sick, or clothe the naked ?" Surely burlesque can go no further
than that, since it is positively throwing ridicule upon art altogether.
Yet since he had begun, he might just as well gone on asking whether any
one could dine upon Homer, or sup upon Handel : or if the hungry could
be fed by gazing upon the " loveliness " of those two particulax archi-
tectural pets of his, the front of {stTlirark's, and the Ducal Palace at":

..Venice: With a desperate attempt at Trlcetiou^ess, Ruskin-tEIlms—and'
we ought to be grateful for the information—that desponding lovers, or
other disconsolate persons do not walk down to Whitehall, in order to
soothe their woes, either real or imaginary, by contemplating what Inigo
Jones has there done.

Although he has not yet set the Thames on fire, John Ruskin has
made the notable discovery that architecture, and, of course, the other
fine arts likewise, are impotent to supply or relieve the physical necessities

of our nature. Art is neither a tailor nor a 'pothecary ; and, perhaps,
worse still, it is neither a butcher nor a cook.

Particularly agreeable it must have been to those who listened to him
at Lyon's-inn Hall to be assured by Ruskin, " that sculpture is art which
has meaning ; architecture, art which has none :

" which dictum was
followed up by " you " (i. e., architects), " must yourselves be your own
sculptors."

More probably than not, our friend, John Bell, shakes his head both
demonstratively and remonstratively against such notion. Among other very
rigmarolish advice, architects are recommended to acquire " the habit of
watching birds and children ;" again, " rise early, watch the sun rise and the

* Wc .arc not a little surprised at finding n reservation of the right of translation
made in belialf of the Architectural Publication Society's Dictionary, nothing being
more unlikely than that a work of that nature and of such extent, should be actually
translated, more especially as so much of its interest depends upon the numerous
illustrations, which alone afford a sufficient protection against piracy or imitation.
After all. too, no proliibition of the kind can prevent any one from availing them-
selves substantially of the information so collected. The Architectural Publication
Society's undertaking is a highly meritorious one, and in execution far exceeds
what its too modest title of "Dictionary " promises. It well deserves to be more
encouraged than it is, and would probably be so, were not persons discouraged from
subscribing to it by the tantalising tardiness of its bringing out.

way the clouds break from the dawn ;" " live always, in the ipring time, iu the
country!" The preface informs us that there U "an addition here and
there " of what ho forgot or omitted when delirering the lectures, and
surely these and similar sallies must have been among the " here and
there" after-touches bestowed upon the manuscript. Fortunately, Mr.
Ruskin's extravagance and absurdity, at times, even downright sillincsi,

render him less dangerous than he otherwise would be ; but that he hai

done a great deal of mischief is only too certain. All tliat he has written

upon architecture has misled the ignorant and unwary into the wrong one of

the two paths of study, whether professional or simply icfthetic. To lu

he appears to have not the slightest feeling for, or apprehension of,

artistic morphology. He exhibits to us a monstrosity of hideouaneia and
deformity from San Ambrogio at Milan, which professes to be a repre-

sentation of " The Serpent beguiling Eve," but had " the fairest of her

daughters " been so fashioned, she would of a certainty scared away the

serpent.

AVhat most of all surprises us is, not that Ruskin should parade his

ignorance and imbecility in the arrogant manner he does, as that his

errors and fallacies should not have been exposed by those whose position

and professional standing entitles them to speak with some degree of

authority, and whose silence, therefore, Is likely to be construed as either

acquiescence in Mr. Ruskin's doctrines, or inability to confute them.

However dignified it may be, silent contempt is, in some cases, rather

dangerous policy, since it may be interpreted very differently from what

is intended ; and we certainly should like to see some one—professor of

architecture or not—come boldly forward, and attack the insidious dry-rot

of Ruskinism in architecture.

GAS ILLUMINATIONS AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

THE present " Christmas Festivities," as they are entitled by the autho-

rities, at the Crystal Palace, comprise at least one source of attraction

which commands unqualified approbation. This is the series of gas illumi-

nations, with which the vast edifice is brilliantly lighted as each day draws

towards its close. From the first introduction of gas as the agent for pro-

ducing illumination-devices but a single condition was n«;ded to render

the effectiveness of the plan complete—that is, it was requisite that some
measure should be adopted for preventing large portions of the gas-work

from being continually blown out, almost asfastas they might be relighted.

It was not by anv means an easy matter to cover external gas-illuminations

with glass ; but the Crystal Palace has got over the difficulty by a sort ofco«/i

de main, and has taken under its own lofty vaults of glass the whole series

of the gas devices, so that we now are enabled to witness an illuminatioa

which is itself in the inside of a building. And, more than this, at last a step

has been taken in the right direction for the production of the gas devices.

The old stereotyped examples of utter tastelessness, which re-echoed

"ditto, ditto," to one another along the streets, at the Great Peace Illumi-

nation, have been superseded at Sydenham by devices of great beauty,

and also of the most beautiful simplicity. At the head of the group

stand two figures, obtained most ingeniously by Mr. Nasmyth from the

conformation of snow crystals. The design is a star, formed of two sets of

five radii, of which one set is shorter than the other ; they are placed in

alternation, and all the rays are feathered at or near the extremity. The gas

is emitted from small piercings in close juxtaposition, and the jets thus ob-

tained blend together, and produce a general effect of the utmost beauty.

The other devices are circles, triangles, and stars, having their centres

variously enriched. "There are also, one on either side of the great organ

,

two appropriate inscriptions, rendered in the same successful manner in gas.

We can strongly recommend a visit to the gas illumination of the

Crystal Palace ; indeed, it is a unique spectacle, which ought to be seen

liy every person who may be enabled to find his (or her) way nut of

London, when the daylight is gone or going. The rest of the "Festivities "

may be regarded after the taste and in accordance with the sympathies of

different individuals. The Palace itself has been very nicely decorated,

and looks well. To Mr. Nelson Lee the " Festivities " themselves have

been entrusted, and he has "done" them after his own fashion. For

ourselves, we are are disposed to be so well satisfied at the presence of

"Punch," and the absence of the vile "round-abouts " of the year before

last, that we can leave the rest in pace. Still, we admit that in our

secret hearts we wonder at the system of management, which is content

to make up for a Crystal Palace novelty a composition of the well-worn

shows of other places. We would have the Crystal Palace always and in

everything take the initiative, and lead instead of being led. We would

not have at the Crystal Palace even a single " dissolving view," which

had dissolved so often a few years back at the Polytechnic, that its re-

appearance could not have been tolerated there. And then, in the matter

of the shadows that the people laugh at, we would have had something

that should have shown resource and talent and wit:—but we forget, we

are not writing about any other " festivity " at the Crystal Palace, etcept

the gas illuminations, and they are worthy of all praise. So, we repeat our

advice to everybody, to go and see this beautiful gas for their own delec-

tation, as well as for that of the Directors of the Crystal Palace Company :

and let us not omit to state that the whole of the illuminations are

under the direction of Mr. Edwin Rose, the able chief of the Machinery

Department of the Crystal Palace—the same Mr. Rose who, in the

summer, has the charge of the fountains and other water-works, and who

accordingly has shown himself a master of jets of two very different

elements, and in the two opposite seasons of the year.
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THE l-ATM. FIRK 1-N Lri'TLK GEORGE-STKEET.
WESTMINSTER.

NOTWITHSTANDING the serious amount of legislation with which

London buiWing operations are beset, it is not a Utt e strange to find

our dST-h^^s so ilTadaptea to repel the rery casualty »«a."st whidi

that leeislaVion is popularly supposed to insure us-«udden death by fire

-^erefssoi^thinrabsolutelv startling in the rapidity with which fatal

fl^^r in the nStrt.p<ilU ; fires that destroy, not merely ^^archouscs or

«^«h^ «mfrssedlv liable to ignition, but our very places of abode, m
:SS no'^a^r". ianufacture'is carried on, and where the toofr^uent

IJwtatv of fuel, to sav nothing of other antidotes ought of itse f to afford

tSndoner an immunity from such peril. People's houses will of com^se

catch fire an.i there is nothing strange in the fact of Ixindon suffering a

"rS-rtionit: share of such contingencies : people are »d to be "burnt ou

of house and home," and the saying is too otten
^^f'l^^"^,-^;''^^"""

^^'^'^

country : but in England at least it would seem to be the sad f.ite ot the

SSer especially to have his dwelling burned over and under him, and

;^Se Mmself^nsu^med in its ruins ; and aU this in despite of a stringent

BuiTdSg Act and an efficient fire police: 1"*^'= immedrnte presence of

a^d. of his agonized feUow -citizens, anxious but unable to rescue hm.

The late disastrous fire in Little George-street, Westminster with its

'oi or more victims, wUl possibly rouse the metropohs to a brief sense o

itt daL^rTand for a few Veeks-people will ^P^^"!".'? °»
f^/^^ffPf

X

oUier c^; of thU dreadfiil evil. Few, however, will be the buMers who

?SSg warning from the sad event, will bestir themsehes to |.«.e«^ its

recurrence in dwellings now building or projected. They will read in

m^that "Mrs. Chapman and her child, Sarah Bilson, were coming

S^Ke stairs, when tlTe stairs fell," and yet -lYoc^.O^^econ-^
struction of some hundreds of staircases, constructed, as was doubtless the

sWase in Little George-street, between or against lath and piaster or

deal framed parUtions, no matter how many stones in height The

biding of these wood-surrounded staircases is doubtless a frmtful source

of these shocking catastrophes. j 4.i,„ .„.^»

We are told that "the fire spread with amaamg rapidity ; and the roof

fell in with a tremendous crash." Of course it did: it is the -old, old

tale
" of the London-buUt dwelling-house ; in which the roof rests on a

wooden partition, groaning under the additional weight of several wooden

floors -, Md itself supported at the bottom by a floor of wood running

from the back to the front of the premises; some wretched wooden brest-

summeror plate (soon burnt out) serving as its whole support at either

^°It is quite true that nothing can exceed the care taken by the Legislature

to orevent, by good party and external walls, one man's burning dwelhng-

housefrom igniting his neighbours' ; but on the other hand it must be

admitted that within'Jhese walls the Legislature affords-nay, fosters--the

mo«t fatal facUities for a man's burning down his own particular dwelling,

put together, as it usually is, with wood and plaster. A builder is

forbidden (very properly) to insert plates or joist-ends into party walls,

though the usual shortness of bearing from one wall to the other naturally

suBgests the placing of the timbers from side to side. Unless, theretore,

he U disposed to provide a plate, corbeUed out along the length of each

party wall (an arrangement in every way preferable to the usual course),

the Londoner must needs firame all his joists and rafters from front to

back ; and as these will not suffice for a bearing 'equivalent to the entire

depth of the dwelling, aid is sought midway from some cross partition,

nsnaUy of wood. On the floor above, the conditions being the same, the

same operation is repeated ; and so on up to the roof ; where most likely

the framed gutter-plate comes into use, supporting the entire weight of

the rafters and slates, albeit it itself is dependent on the already over-

strained floors and partitions beneath it—a truly hazardous structure m
case of fire, however partial. Houses thus built (and their name is

legion) are said to " burn down ;" but they do no such thing : a compara-

tively sUght ignition suffices to rend the fabric asunder at some common

point of support ; and the whole system (?) of carpentry is hurled down

into the basement, carrying with it too frequently its precious, human

freight. .

These facts are trite enough, and have often been stated in tliese pages.

Being so well known, the wonder is that no legislation is brought to bear

on them. An EnglUhman's fireside may be his castle; but a Londoners

four-«tory house is little better tlian a tinder-box ; and it would be a

charitable law, that stepped in to compel him to put fewer timbers into it,

or, at least, to enclose his staircase within walls, or even nogged partitions

of brickwork.
But, in tlie meantime, what can be done with the present dwellmgs ot

the metropolis, liable any hour to he visited with such a catastrophe as

that which has occurred in Little George-street? For them there is

nothing for it but the fire-escape ; and the occupants of our lofty street

houses had best look the evil well in the face, and while safe and unsinged

bethink them how, should fire break out on a sudden, they may secure a

retreat out of a front window, since, as we have seen, there is so slender a

chance of their getting down safely to the street door.

The perambulating fire-escapes are not always forthcoming when

wanted, and a fire-escape to be useful should be ready at hand, and of

quick application. It is always practicable for the inmates of a burning

house to get to the front windows ; and there are always people enough in

the ttreet to aid in effecting such a simple mode of escape, as we will now

venture to suggest. A few shillings would defray the cost of it; and.all

that is needed is for the occupant to provide and test his apparatus before-

hand i and to overcome his repugnance to seemg it hanging up like a cloak

in bis bed-room.

1st Let him drive a stout hold-fast into the lintel of his bed-room win-

dow and to it attach and keep coiled up a good rope (if fireproof all the

better) exactly long enough to reach witli a slight rampant curve to any

opposite lamp-post or tree, or high door-knocker, to which it can be in-

stantly secured by a heavy iron hook or ring, as he may beforehand deter-

mine To this hook it may not be amiss to attach a legible label, with

some such " legend " as " Fasten this hook to the knocker of No. 45." This

will be his fire-escape.
, ^ ,.. , .1 -^u ^•

Secondly Let him provide himself and each of his family with a stirrup

about six" feet long, similar to a (see woodcut), or of any better descrip-

tion that will suggest itself, and keep the said stirrup hung up in his or her

bed-room ready for use, should it be unhappily wanted in five, ten, or

twenty years; our artistic readers may make it as ornamental as the

thing is capable of becoming. Should it happily never come into use,

(and it must tiever be used, save to bestride the fire-escape) it will serve as an

excellent memento mori, by no means an inappropriate article in a bed-

chamber. ... „ . • I j;

The accompanying engraving will explain how this very simple hre-

escapemay be used; and the ingenuity of our readers will easily enablethera

to nerceive how, by means of the thick slack rope, children may be

wrappedupn shawls, &c., slung across it, and be passed m safety into

the street below; the return curve naturally counteracting the impetus of

their descent It should be observed tlmt, in the engraving two persons

are shown to be simultaneously descending the rope, which has been done

in order more fully to display its use; but it wiUbe obvious that in prac-

tice, it should only be occupied by oncpersonat a time ;
lest by any anta-

gonistic counterpoise the raking line of the rope should be d.sturbed; and

the stirrups (as in the case of very wide thoroughfares) be unable to slide

''^The'practicability of the scheme is very easy of proof on a small scale, a^

with a thread model. It is simple of application: ecouomical; and, once

provided, always accessible at a moment's notice ; but 1 has yet one other

iood property not always met with in an ordinary police flre-escape^it

is not likely to be destroyed by the out-pouring flames from the burmng

buUding; but, once throL into the street and madeJust as zt '"«? »« »

Ze minute, it; instant operation is to hurry the sufferer tlirough the air,

fiir away from the conflagration. ^- ^- •

IMPROVEMENTS AT BUCKINGHAM GATE, PIMLICO, LONCON.

AN a former occasion in the Building News, we notked m detail the large

8t™™ure wh ch was erected from the designsofMr. Pennethome as adapted

for the offices 0} 1 e Duchy of Lancaster. Now the block is being extended west-

"on a large scale by Messrs. George Trollope and Sons, h^<^\^J'^^^^
Pimlico and Messi-s. Lucas Brothers, Belvedere-road, Lambeth. Tlie iormer

a™ areerectingleveral first-class mansions, and the latter a very large hotel,

me block upon which Messrs. TroUope and Sons are engaged, comprises a front-

age of upwaXof 190 feet, the average depth of 90 feet, and a height from the

''t,eT™r^:'anotsuffilntW advanced

we shaU therefore simply remark, at present tha they are •'«/;£
™"^''-"«'''^°'

brick, with stone porticoes, and are intended to have cement
f
'-^^ 't^". a'"! ^*'

the mansion next to the offices of the Uuchy of Lancaster ^ 'fnil"! \» «?;« »

verv larce music room of peculiar design. These houses are in a most eUg^ie

StroninTont of the southern elevation of Buckingham Palace, and we rejoice

to learn that tliey are already all sold.
* j«;„„i*„ tn

Like most of Pimlico andVestminster it was a matter of Kjeat d ffic"'ty to

secure good foundations, and large qumitities ot concrete ^a™ been obl.ged to be

used, at an average of about 4 feet inches m depth, byi winch means the blocK

rests firmly. Mr. James Taylor is the general manager on the works. On the

part of Messrs. Trollope .-uid Sons. ,w:„„^ ,f T«mea
The hotel to which we liave adverted, U to be erected from the designs et James
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Murray, Esq., architect, r'K, Portman-Rtrret, Portman-square, but althuuf^h its

lounJations an: in preparatiun, tliu intiTiial planning of tlie structun? is not sutti-

lieutly advancud to allow as to give a particularised description to be dependinl
upon, we must ttierefore return to the subject on a subsequent occasion.

QfJorrcsjJondcnce.

CASTS OF THE WORKS OF GEERTS LATELY AT SYDENHAM.
Sir,—I aai traly glad if a discus.sion in which I have taken apart should

liave, as a collateral result, the probabilitv of obtaining some of the above
charming works for the London public. T)ie conimunicatiou of "J. P.," in

your Number of December 30, informs us that they iiave been hitely removed
trom Sydenham " to the religious establishment of St. Joseph, Stockport."
I venture to hope he will be ready kindly, to aftbrd your readers any further
inforuLitiou he may possess as regards tlie circumstances under which they have
been so located, or suggest how those who are anxious to secure for the metropolis
some of these works might best api)ly. At least he has, in his ai-ticle, jiage 1139,
given so excellent an analysis of their artistic qualities, that no one cau be
more interested in them than himself.

I beg to assure " Vindex " that I shall have the neatest pleasure in meeting-

him on the above subject at any time he may fix, if he will kindly give nie du
notice. lie will, no doubt, however, perhaps excuse me when I say that I had
already, qtui the Gecrta models, disposed of my mite of subscription to the

Arcliitectural Museum, at South Kensington, which occurred to me as a
popular repository, and whidi will, no doubt, be thought still more so, when the

more general form of popular illustration, which it now appears likely to take, is

impressed on it. There is no call for me to say anything more in admiration of

the works of Geerts, for nothing I could say could so well place his merits
before your readers as the excellent communication of " J. P." before men-
tioned.

All I hope is, that this writer also will lend his valuable aid to the endeavour
for the metropolitan location of some of these models.

Incidentally, I cannot help tendering my thanks to him for his kind allusion

to myself, as to my appreciation of Geerts. These are by no means lessened by
his having coupled them with the observation, that I have been "tardy in my
praise." He adds, that if "artists will not seize every opportunity of directing

public attention to works of decided merit, and will only speak out when a
crotchet has to be maintained, they must cease complaining that the higher they
aim, the less they are generally understood ;" also he says, that " this is the more
to be regretted, because Mr. Bell's opinion, had it appeared earlier, might have
influenced the representatives of the Government at South Kensington," &c.
I am afraid "J. V." gives my opinion too much weight ; however, I dare say he
will not be sorry to learn, and I am very glad to be able to say, that I think I

can clear myself of the charge of " tardiness " in this case altogether. The fact

is, that in the Spring of '58 I went down with my friend Air. Smith, of the
Department, to the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, in great measure to look at

these very works, which we both admired very much. I am, as you know, not
in any way officially connected with the- department at South Kensington,
but on our return I took upon myself to urge, as much as I could, on the
the authorities the purchasing, at least, of some of these models, but without
effect, the reason being the want of fimds. And 1 assure you that this is a
fully sufiicient excuse for a great deal of any tardiness or shortcoming that may
occasionally be imi)uted, in common with other Government establishments, to

the Department of Art at South Kensington. I think it will be allowed that
the department have done a good deal lately most successfully and popularly in

catering for the refinement of public taste ; and I am quite sm'e they would do
more and go faster if they had more monej-. I wish they had. It was want of
funds, I believe, solely, that prevented the purchase of the Geerts models. I was
not successful in my representations ; but on that account was it incumbent upon
me to put the question in public print ? The executive heads of the department
and myself are very good friends, and, nevertheless, we often have occasionally
friendly contention about art matters in connexion with the Department. They
are always, however, I must say, kindly, very ready to hear what I have to say,

and have usually what appear to me tolerably good reasons for not adopting—when
they do not adopt—my suggestions ; at any rate, for letting them stand over. As it

happens, there are just now several crotchets of mine that I want them to carry
out, in which I have, as yet, made no progress. But because this is the case,

should I he right at once to rush into print and seek to embai-rass a department
which is striving to do all it can ? An outsider may be of use if he be temperate,
but if he be antagonistic, he may do more harm than good. I say all this in

some degree to meet the observatiou that might occur, that 1 ought to have
put forth my ideas before this, as hinted at in the communication of " J. P.," of
the desirability of the Geerts models being at South Kensington. Although I

believe 1 am as much attached to my crotchets as most people, I have a latent
feeling that frequently jiiits a bridle on them, when seeking to impress them on
others—viz., that, in a general way, people know their own business. Also, I

have a strong faith that what is right and just will in this country generally
eventually come to pass.

Thus, the models of Geerts have had to wait until, now—from another quarter
—comes a chanee of tlie general, as well as tlie arehitectural, public having tlie

permanent ailvantage of, at least, some of these, after all. I hope, Sir, for your
valuable support and that of your correspondents towards this desirable end. I

believe, we may all feel that nothing can illustrate, at least modern, Gothic
sculpture more favorably than the works in question, or afford a fairer exposition
of the style, to the public and artistic eye. They are like nothing which we
possessat present, and will be liailed, I conceive, as great acquisitions to any art
collection in which they may find a home. For my part, I shall be ready to join
in any action, that may take form from the desires of those interested, for the
acquisition, lor the metropolitan public, of such works of Charles Geerts of
Louvain, as it may be found practicable to obtain, especially in reference to those
lately exhibited in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham.

I am, Sue.,

John Bell.

ULiuAMKti.S KItoM \VKbTMl\.STEU ABHbY.
IN ooniequence of the crowdod «ut£ of our coluiini, aad the «xm Dgabw of

iUiutratloacgWen Id thin Siumbtir, wu we cantellnl loamlt tiw tanaindcr aOMc
Scott'* lecture. It «rill be fouiid tn our next luuv.

INVENTIONS AND IMPIIOVEME.NTS OF THE WEEK.
rKTITIIlNM K>:<'(>KI>i:i> TO .l.VMAllV 4. IHrt).

M. JoaiJ Luis, of 1, Welbeck-ntreet, liir an •• IinpruveU lirlckumklncr mmchlne."
M. Jozij Luis, of 1, Welbeck-«tri'4i. for mi " Imiirovnl unlet^-lock."
Sir. Wm. Smith, of Kilmarnock, fur " liiiprovemeuiM in vent ur chimney Uoliufi,

uud In smoke prcvuutive uud veutiLitiiii; apparatus cuuiiected tlien'WitiL

(iRA^T8.
Mr. William Henry Dawes, of Bromfurd Iron works. West Bromwirh. Htafliird,

"an improvement or Improvemeuts lu tbeuuinulkcture of Iron."—Uated mh Jolr,
18.VJ. Letters patent.
Mr. Joseph Simon, residing in r&rls. Tassagc dc« Petlten Kcarlcii, No. S, "A

composition uamed ' Xeiodelite,' a kind of paate, which becomes aa hard as atooo. la
unclian;reable by the air, and bein'; proof against the action of aclilK. may rephuc.
lead and other subatancea, for various uses."~Dated 4th July, lH.'jtf. letter*
patent.
Mr. John Taylor, of Koupoll-park. Streatbam-hlU, Surrey, " Improrement* in

stoves and lire-places, and in the iu'riui;;ement of lluea connected therewith."—Dated
13th July, Vm. lictters patent.

NoTicEH TO Proceed.
M. Joze Luis, of the British and Foreign Oflico for l'atont«,Ko. IB, Wclbcclc-atrect,

Cuvendish-Bquare, " A uew brick ami tile makintf machine." A commimicatlon from
abroad by Alexis Maigne. ol I'aris, in Ilie empire of France.
Mr. Thomas Slather, of iChigston-upou-UuU, " Improrementa in tlie vontllatlOB

of buildings."

FoREiGK Patents.
.Mr. Nelson Bamum. of St. Louis, Md.. for an " Improved ush fastener."
Ur. John B. Cornell, of New York, X.Y., for an " ImproTcment In saah wcishL"

SPECirlCATIOSS rLBLISllED DL'SIKG THE WEEK.
No. 1278, price 3d., preparation of paints and Tamlsbet.
No. 1293, price 3d., adjustable platform.
No. 1301, price 3d., kilns for bakmg china, earthenware, bricks, &c.
No. IWi, price K. 2d., locks, knobs, and apparatus for preventing draughts, &c.

TENDERS SENT IN.
I-;i'iM><: Schools.

For tlie erection of schools at Eppinjf. Jlr. G. E. rrltchett, architect, 2, Bltbopf-
gate without.

\V. B. Nicholls, Potter-street, Harlow - £4,488
John L. Glasscock, Bishop Stortford 3.975

Henry Hall, Blue Anchor-yard, lioyal Mint-street 3,n«
W. Hack and Son, King-street, Poplar 3,(!75 o *
George James Lawrence, Kppiug 3,304 18 4
F. Cashing, Enflcld, Middlesex 3,.'H» 10

J. Pritchard and Sou, 29, Steward-street, Spitalflclds 3,3!!*

.T. A. Scott, 13, White Lion-street, Bishopsijate 3,788

John Willsou, Great Sufl'olk-.street 3,298

.Joseph Kirkby.Henlow, lieOlordshire 3,290

Henry W. Dickinson, Bishop Stortford, Herts 3,888

Joshua Wilson, St. George's Kast 3,210

W. F. Stevenson, I'ratt-street, Camden-town 3,194

James Porter, Camdeii-town 3,178

UobertLawrcnce, Half Moon-street, Bishopsgate .Vi?
,T. Pickardand Co., AllSaints'-place, CaleJonian-road 2,9«7

Silas Honeywell, St, Peter's-road, De Beauvoir-square, Kingsland 2,750

PADnrNGTON. _, .,

For underpmninsr about 2,000 leet of brick sewer in Bishop's-road and WestbOBine-
grove. Mr. W. Meny, surveyor.
Thirst ilifOI Batterbury ^*8*
I'carsou 491

j Howe (accepted) "13/

Surveyor's estimate £450.

Shad Tha.mes. „
For rebuilding a steam flour-mill at Shad Thames, for Henry Carpenter, tsq.

Messrs. Reeves and Butcher, architects. Quantities not supplied.
Mr. J. Howard .<;3,'.»-.'l (Mr. J. Macey ^2S
Messrs. Mansfield 3,7U2 | Messrs. Ashby & Homer (accepted) 3,W)6

Wandsworth. „. ,

FordweUing-houseat West-hill. Wandsworth, for Joseph Gumey Esq., Charles

K. Gribble, Esq., architect Quantities supplied by -Afessrs. Lansdown.
Wardle and Baker £0,000

f
Nicholson and .Sons .'V^

Colesand Co .^SJfi Trollope and Sons 5.*=*

Patman and Co a,828 | Aviss and Sons »>31.'

COMPETITIONS OPEW,
DItAINAGE.

Eastbourne.—For best plan of draining tlie parish of Kastboume, according to

the judgment of the Local Board. Maps of tlic pariah, and also plans of the pro-

iiosed additional buildiugs, witli a specification of the levels as far as they Have

been taken, may be seen at the office of Jl. G. H. Crampton Coles, ( lerk to me
Board, Eastbourne. The plans must be accompanied by a spccilication or tne

work to be done, and an estimate of the cost, and must lie deposited at the ClerK »

unices, ou or before January 17.

LAYING OUT, ic. CEMETEUY.
Liverpool.—For designs and estimates for enclosinir, laying out, and embeliMning

the new cemetery for the parisli of Liverpool. The designs must embrace toe

following particulars :—1. A ground plan of tlie site, showing the roads and walM;
the land to be set apart for ornameutal plautinjr ; the sites of the cliapeis

;
rue pro-

posed genera] division of the eemeterv, and also itsdivisionintogiave spaces; ine

lines of drainage ; tlie sites of the lodges, stone yards, offices, anil otUer "^^^-
ments for the proper working of the cemetery. 2. Sections "''"""'-.!",';,. ."j
work for the re-iu-raugcmeiit of the surface, and the depth, granx^""- *""

dimensions of the sewers and drains. 3. Such other details and '«'Si:.e»'""»' "'"^
competitor may think necessary for the information and guidance ol the uoara m
tlieir selection. The site iueludes an area of more than 'JO acres. A PJ']?.^"" "i

£100 will be given for the design considered flrst in merit, and one ol ^r\»°"
another of filofor the second and third best. The prcmlatejl designs to »*™"«

the property of the Board, wlio are not to be bound necessarily to ciniilo> "iX "'

the competitors to carry out the works. Competitors to state 'hj <':™* ™ ^"Jed
they mil carry out the works. Lithographed plans of the site, with ie> cH marKca
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at «»«rv 300 ftei. mnd furthi-r pirticulars as to the competition may be obtained on

wnUeUion ftw the t'li-rk. The plaus and estimalea must be distincuished by a

3toTdeTi«.,«id accompanied by a scaled envelope, eontaimns Jhe name and

addK-ss of the compi'litor, and Karins a similar motto or deWce to that on tliL

The plans, and evervthins intended lo be submitted therewith, must be
pi
enclosed in a sealed cover endorsed " Plan for Liverpool Xew Cemetery,^' anc

»<Wre«8«l to Enoch Harvey. Ksq., Clerk to the Liverpool Burial Board, 12, Castle

ati««t. LiverDOoL and must be sent to him on or b>>tore February 14."^ LAYIXG-OIT LAND FOR BUILDING.
Gr.\>tox XE.tR Kdixblrgh.—For plans for the best method of laying out tor

boilding purposes, part of the estate of Granton. near Edinburgh, the property ol

hia Grace the Duke ol Bueeleuch and Oueensbury, also plans for the different

claases of hoosi-s to be erecti-d. A premium of £75 wUl W given for the niost

approred plan, £30 for the second, and £ii for the third. The plan of the land

mu^bewen, and all particulars obtained on personal application to Mr. John

Hawkins, Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lan-fUl day between the hours of

11 a-m. and 1 p.m Printed copies of the condition of competition will also be

obtained from Mr. Hawkins, and the competitors must forward their plans with a

copy of the condiUons, signed by them under a scaled cover, as explained by the

conditions, to Messrs. Gftson, H.S., 12, Charlotte-street, Edinburgh. Plans to

Kewport. SAi,or.-For plans showing how several pieces of land in the Marsh,

which pieces can be ascertain.Kl on appUcation to Mr. Henry Ueane, Xewport, can

be«t belaid out for building sites, reference being had in such plans to the luture

conversion of the adjoining lands for similar purposes. The Newport iown and

Harsh Trustees wlU pay £10 for the plan they may consider the best. Any intor-

matlon mav be had IKim Mr. Ueane. and the plans must be delivered sealed with

motto, and' the name in a sealed envelope referring to the motto, before March 1.

Kuvu-For a good block plan as to the most advantageous manner of laying-out

for building about t acres of land, with considerable frontage to the sea, at Khyl.

A plan anJ section of the site may be had with any other information, from

Menrs Churton, aucUoneers, Cheater. The owner of the land offers a premium

Of SO iniineaa for the best, and 10 guineas for the second best plan for carrying the

same toto effect. The architect will be required to furnish designs of the elevation

of such houses as he recommends. No date speeifled.

TO^V^-HALL. COVEKKlS MARKET, &c. „ , ^ „
BuBOP \ICKL VND. -The Directors of the Bishop Auckland and Market Company
(Limited! are now prepared to give the sum of £20 as a premium for the best plan

of a Town-hall, Covered Market, Ac, to be erected m Bishop Auckland, lull

particulars may Iw obtained on appUcation to V,'. B. Cherrctt, Secretary, offices,

STrer-Btn-et, Bishop Auckland. Plans to February 11.

COMPETITION AWARDED.
The Sittinghonmc Burial Board have decided to adopt the designs of Messrs.

Wimble and Jlolyncux , of 11, Union-court, Old Broad-street.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CEMETEKIES.

Bath.—For the erection of Mortuary Chapels, entrance-lodge, and boundary-walls,

on their new cemetery In the Lower Bristol-road, in the Parishes of Widcombe
and Lyncombe. Plans, Ac, at the Offices of Mr. C. E. Davis, F.S.A., 3, Westgate-
buildings, Bath, on and after the 7th of January next. Tenders to January 21.

Parish of St. Savioirs.—For the whole or separate portions of the necessary

works for the building and erection of chapels and entrance gates, with the

enclosing, laying-out, draining, and embellishing the burial-ground attached

tliereto. Drawings and Specifications can be seen at the Office of Messrs. Hickes

ad Isaac, arcliitects, 13, Korthgate-strcet, Bath, on and after January 9th, 1860.

Tenders to January 2S.

CIIUKCH TOWEK, AND SPIRE.
Mobeton-ix-tiie-Mabsu.—For a new tower and spire to the parish church of

Morcton-in-the-Marsh. Plans, &c., and conditions, by application to T. Comme-
llne, Esq.. Moreton-in-the-Marsh, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Tenders to 3 p.m.,

Jaauarv 31.

ERECTION OF CRANE.
Kewcabtle-DPOII-Tvse.—For the erection of a large (JO-ton crane on the Public

Quay at Newcastle, similar to that constructed at Hull docks, guaranteed to lift

60 tons, to swtog weight 30 feet clear of the Quay, and according to the plan and
specification.

For the excavation, piling, and mason work requisite for the foundations of such
crane, according to the plans and specifications.

Plans and specifications on application to Mr. Thomas Bryson, Town Surveyor, at

bis Office, in the Town Hall buildings. Tenders to January 21.

HOUSES.
Bt'RT, La»cashibe.—For the erection of shop and dwelling-house. Market-

street, Bury. Plans, &c, at the Office of Mr. J. B. Moscrop, architect, 17, Silver-

street. Bur}-. No date specified.

AssiLEY. YoRKsniRE.—For the works required in the erection of a dwelling-house
and laetory to be built at Armley. Plans, &c., at Mr. Thomas Browns, Straw-
berry-lune. Bottom Armley, to January 7. No date specified.

WiDLASu, about TWELVE MILKS FROM Pltmoutii.—For building, in the ensuing
spring and summer (commencing early), a farmhouse, with offices and out-houses,
wall iences. and olher works, situate near Widland, in the parish of Modbury,
about twelve miles from Plymouth, seven from Kingsbridge, and four from the
navigable rivers, Erme and Avon, and the Kingabridge-road goods station of the
South Devon Railway. Applications to be made at the Office of Mr. Richard
Andrews, solicitor, Modbury. Tenders to January 31.

LODGE, STABLE, &c.
LAlitDOwK, NEAR Bath.—For the erection of a lodge, stable, and other works, upon
premises situate In Lansdown. Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. Sa muel Clarke,
architect, 11, Vineyards, Bath. Tenders to January 12.

PARSONAGE.
JClton, Lakcashire.—For the whole of the works required in the erection of a
parsonage-bouse at Elton. Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. William Whitakcr,
architect, 32, St Ann's-strect, Manchester. Tenders to January 17.

RAILWAYS.
8cncDE, PisjAR.—For the supply of fi,.)00 tons of rails, and 700 tons of fishing-

^eees. Speeifieations upon applu-ation at the Offices of T. A. Yarrow, CE., the
Company^ consulting engineer, Gresham House, Old Broad-street, London, K.C.,
Tenders to January 10.

Whitehaven .Iixctiox.—For widening the existing line of railway between
Harrington and Workington, a distance of about two and a half miles. Plans,
Ac, at the Company's Omces, Bransty Station, Whitehaven. Tenders to Jan. 20.

ROADS.
Bishop's Castle akd Clus.—For an alteration on the turnpike road between the
above places. Plans, Ac, on application to Mr. Wm. Fergusson, surveyor, Bishops-
Castle, who will attend at Tadpole liank. on the 10th day of January, at 12 o'clock,

to meet any party wishing explanation orotherwise. Tenders to January 24.

SCHOOLS, &c.
Bbidoero, Glamorgankiiibe.—For the proposed school buildings. Plans, &c.,

at the Savings' Bank, Bridgend, and at tnc Offices of Messrs. Prichard and
SeddOD, Diocesan Architects. Llandaff, and 0, Whitehall, London. Further
Information from the Venerable Archdeacon of LUindaff, at Bridgend. Tenders to
January 30. (See advertisement.)

Uunslet —For the building of Wesleyau school-rooms, at llunslet. Plaus, Ac, at

the Office of Mr. James Simpson, architect, 12, Trafalgar- street, Leeds, until

January 11. No date specified.

Pbesteiox.—For the building of a new school-room at Presteign, Radnorshire.

Plana, &c., atltlie Office of Mr. Mansfield, architect, Kiugton, Herefordshu'c.

Tenders to ,1 anuary 16.
. , , ^ ^, .... c. 1.1. i i

Stamford.—For the erection of National schools for the parish of St. Michael,

Stamford, together with a master's house and playground fences. Plans and spe-

cifications at the Office of Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford, on and

after the 10th inst. Tenders to February 1. (See advertisement.)
SEWERAGE &e.

St Luke's, Middlesex.—For the execution of all sewer works requu-ed to be

executed in the above parish, fromlthe 1st January, 1800 to the 1st Januai-y, 1861.

Forms of tender and schedule, and any further information, on appUcation to Mr.

John Parson, Vestry Clerk, Hoard room, St. Luke's Workhouse, hetweea 10 a.m.

Tenders to February 13th. (See advertisemeut.)
SUPPLY'.

, , . .

Chesterfield.—For the supply of good solid Yorkshire paving, tooled true and

square on the face (or quarry dressed), and not less than 3J inches nor more than

4 inches in thickness. No pavor to contain less than 5 feet superficial. Likewise

the supply of curbstones (quarry dressed), 12 inches by 8 inches, at per lineal yard.

The tender to state the price per yard delivered carriage tree at the Cheaterheld

station, and to be sent by post to Mr. Henry Coates, surveyor, Chesterfield, on or

before January 10. ... , j , j -.i

Her Majesty's Dockyards.—For supplying Her Majesty's several dockyards with

5 320 loads of EngUsh elm timber, and 28 elm trees, for pumps, felled between the

middle ofNovember last and the end of February next, and to be deUvered (at

prices Including all expenses) by the 30th November, 1800. Tenders may be made

for the supply of any or more of the yards or for the whole of them. Distribution

andformof tender at the department of the Storekeeper General of the Navy,

Somerset-house. Tenders to 2 o'clock, January 10.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
GospOHT.—For the erection of a new stage with two cranes, at the Royal Labora-

tory Priddy's-hard, Gosport. Parties desirous of tendering, must leave their

names at the Royal Engineer Office, Gosport, on or before the 16th January, 1860,

and pay the sum of haU-a-guInea for the biUs of quantities, which will be tor-

warded to each party as soon as prepared by the Surveyor. No date specified.

(See advertisement.) ,^ „WATER TOWER.
Weston-super-Mare.—For the erection of a Water-tower at Weston-super-Mare.

Plans and specifications at the office of Mr. James Wilson, architect, 1, Belmont,

Bath. Tenders to January 11.

WORKHOUSES.
Cardiff.—For the erection of additions to the Union Workhouse, comprising new-

sick wards, washhouse, and drying-room. Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. G. a.

Chittenden, architect, GuildhaU Chambers, Cardiff. Tenders to January 14.

Leeds.—For the carpenters' and joiners' work, required in the erection of the

chapel of the new workhouse, in Beckett-street, Leeds. Drawings, &c., and bills

of quantities and forms of tender at the Offices of Messrs. Pcrkiu and Backhouse,

architects, 5, Peaae's-buildlngs, South-parade, Leeds, December 30th, 1859. Ten-

ders to January 11. .... c.^ 1 *

Stapleton, Bristol.—For enlarging the City of Bristol workhouse at Stapleton.

Printed forms of tender on application to Mr. W. B. WUmot, Clerk to the Guar-

dians, l^lans, &c., at St. I'eter's Hoapital, Bristol. Tenders to January 11. (See

advertisement.) ..-„., ,1. +
For the engineers' work to be done In enlarging the City of Bristol workhouse at

Stapleton. Form of tender on application to Mr. W. B. Wilmot, Clerk to the

Guai-dians. Particulars, plans, &c., at St. Peter's workhouse, Bristol. Tenders

to January 11. (See advertisement.)

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
1 400 yellow and white deals and battens, '200 flue planks, deals, and batten y, 300

spruce 180 squares of flooring, 6,000 feet of quartering, dry cut stufl', doors, scaffolding,

&c., on the premises, Camdcn-street, Camden-town. Messrs. Lcrew and Lerew,

auctioneers, Cardington-strect, Hampstead-road, and 30, Chancery-lane. January «.

Useful timber in roofs and floors, 15 squares of slates and slatlng-boarda, glazed

sashes doors, partitions, 150 square of boarded floors, 115 feet run of plate glass and

other shop fronts with shutters, plate glass akyUghts, iron columns, atone paying,

3 000 feet auper of zinc flats, lead gutters, eiaterna and pipes, &c. On the premises.

No. 283, Euston-road, and No. 183 Tottenham Court-road. Messrs. PuUeu and Son,

auctioneers, 40, Fore-street, Cripplegate, January 10.
„ , ,

Stock ofterra-cotta, including the Royal arms, fountains, fonts, eagles, vultures,

lions, dolphms, mermaids, life-size figures and statuettes, flower-vases, pedestals,

columns, great variety of trusses, Corinthian and other capitals, tazzas, chimney-pots,

balustrades, &c., on the premises, 896, Euaton-road;(late Bath-place), Meaars. Kemp,
auctioneers, 37, Judd-street, W.C., and 161, Albany-street, N. W., January lb.

BANKRUPT.
(From the London Gazette.')

Aston T engineer, WiUenhaU, Staffordshire ; January 11 and 30, at eleven, at the court. Birrainyhtti

Solicitors, Messrs. Jaraea and Knight, Birmingham ; official aasiffuee, Mr. Whitmore, Birmingham.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
Morris, Henry, house agent, Edinburgh.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Baker, F. N., timber merchant, Southampton, January 20; court, Baainghall-etreet.

Oppenheim, Henry, timber merchant, St. Luke's, January 24 ;
court, Basinghall-street.

CERTIFICATE to hegranted unless cause he shotanfor refusal on the day appointed.

Gray, Jamea W., builder, Paddington, January 25 ; court, Baaii.ghall-atreet.

INSOLVENTS.
Atkinson, William, contractor, Giiteahead ; January 13, ftt Durham.
Brueton, Job, brassfounder, Birmingham : January 20, at Warwick.
Httwk6W«.rlh, 8., brickmaker, Rodalev ; January 21. at Derby.

Hemming. Samuel, architect, Leamington Priura and Birmmgham ; January 20, at Warwick.

Jaxikiion, James, »tove dealer, Whitwcrrth ; January 13, at LancaBter.

Wells, Matthew H., maaon, Framwell-gate Moor ; Jan. 13, at Durham.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Boby <ind Lord, ironmongers, Newmnrket.
Hirst and Martin, carpenters, Kingaland and Islington.

Huskisson and Smith, brass casters, Birmingham.
Roberta, C. and E., ironfounders, Denahanger, Northamptonshire.
Vincent and Tayler, land agents. Pall-mall.
Woy, W, and W. C. builders, Newport, lale of Wijfht.
Whitehead and Bradbury , atone dealera, Saddlewortb,
Wright, B. and G., jun., contractora, baltley.

OBITUARY.
Barton—On 21st ult., at Eynesbury, Mr. M'illiam Barton, carpenter, affed 87.

Fawcett—On 25lh ult., at 8tockton-on-Tee«, Mr. St«j)hen Fawcett, bricklayer.

Lambert—On 29th ult., at Croabv, Mr. Henry Lambert, mason, aged 42.

Pritchard—On 26th ult., at Ruinham, Mr. John Pritchard, joiner, aged 19.

Rolwrta—On 21»t ult., at Oxford, Mr. Joseph Kobt^rts, plumber, aged 61.

RolMion—On 26th ult., at Ainderley .Steeple. Mr. Benjamin Robaon, blacksmith, aged 79.

Walker—On 2ith ult,, at Grimsby, Mr. John Walker, aawyw, aged 72.

White—On Slat ult., at Grore-terrace, St. John's-wood, Frances, relict of the late Mr. William W Uite,

ironmonger, of Ox ford-street, aged 72.

WiUon—On a4th ult., at Croztoa, Mr. Richard WiUon, carpfnttr, Bged 19.
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COMPETITION AND THE FOREIGN OFFICE.

I

I

F that be any consolation to us, it may be

some comfort to know that architectuial

competitions are managed no better on

the otlier side of the Atlantic than here

at home Speakinft of the competition

for the Plymouth Church, at Brooklyn,

the New York Architects and Mechanics'

Journal makes some very sensible obser-

vations, which wo ourselves would do well

to attend to and profit by. The writer

complains of the short-sightedness of the

committee in allowing architects by far too

little time for preparing designs, for which

as many months ought to have been aflorded

as there were weeks. "When, is the

emphatic interrogatory, "when wil people

understand that artists have to invent, and possess

no machine for stamping ready-made ideasj^

Whatever they may in time become, architects

are not yet exactly shopkeepers, with a stock ot

designs, warranted to be oi^ the very best manu-

facture and in the most stylish taste, from which

their customers may make their selection, llie

O' matter is, however, much too serious a one for

nleasantrv The inadequate time generally allowed by committees for

Tep^n^desitus convicts them first, of arrant stupidity as to their own

^Itfr^u" and secondly of very gratuitous tyranny, by compelling

hose who trnfete to Ir fnthe ta.sk of merely, getting up asX^ as'they^ca. a^c^^ir^dra^n^. ^^^^^
SStr~ed1siSs oStwtltve been produced in vai.,

S^better resuH to Their authors than disappointment and mortifi-

cation.

Were it not for sad experience of the contrary, the
"f"^f PJ^^X^;;.

tion would be, that those who ask for designs would f only for thei

own <=akes be tolerably liberal as to the allowance of time foi prepara-

torstudy of tl'e Bulject, and for correctin^g and improving ivpon

first ideas Or do they really suppose that architects are ^mpromsator^,

Save no o^her e„ments, ^but have only to sit down and work upon

thldrawin "s that°are to be sent in ? Yet such seems to be the foct

and a moMplorable one it is-to architects oppressive, and almost

fnsultin
°
like^se, and to the art itself .all but ruinous. Who can

poi^t to> stngTe^vorld-renowned edifice that has been the result of a

competition ?

The present system of open competition is of quite recent growth.

There was nothTn- at all similar to it at any former period
;
nor doe

actual Experience say much in its favor, for if people suppose that

the very best of the designs ofiered is invariably the one selected

hey are^"e.^ly mistaken. "Perhaps the most that can be urged m
recommendation of it is, that it affords unknown talent the opportunity

ofrSn" itself
;
yet that seeming advantage is completety nullified

unl^sT here be con,petent discernment on the part o those who, how-

ever ill-cmalifiedfo^such duty, take upon themslvcs the ofiice ofjud^e

Fa?d fferently was it in the palmy days of medieval architecture, when

itsde "w^ere lodged in the hands and directed by the most in-

eufgent class of the c^ommunity, men who were <'eeply - earn
'
-ul

who°could not afford to be otherwise the advancement^of architecture

and art generally being part of their well-calculated, and not un

successful policy.

Generous as it may seem to throw competitions open to all who

choose to enra,.e in them, it is, in reality, no better than asking-at

?S MuciSg-architects' to set to work and communicate their

idTasunrescryldly, with no more cheering prospec^ before t^i^en than

the probability of no more than their labor for tl en pa.ns^ iUe

greater the number of competitors, the greater that
f
J^he di.

appointed; and there is this hardship quite peculiar o the .uch^^^^^^^

tUtbean unsuccessful design ever so
«f

"t"""*^^ ' "^"="„,"
ed

even more so than the accepted and premiated onc-it >« n° ^^"Sf'f"^
as a production of art. It is not even so much as what painteis call a

"potboiler," except that the dozen or so sheets °f
^^'^^fS« Wf

feasted {^) ^pon it will help to keep up a hnsk blaze beneath a boiler

fUled with nbthing more luxurious than w.iter-gruel. ihe tact itseii,

. however, is by far too melancholy and too humiliating for pleasantrj

.

As if there were not difficulties enow before, those who engage

in competitions, they have at the present day to encounter one that

was hitherto unknown. So long as o^'X °n\=tyl« ^^''^.
P^'J^'^f,^!: °J

even while Gothic was employed only for churches o"emi-ecclesiastical

buildings there was no doubt, no perplexity as to the style that would

be preferred ; wherca.i now the case is altogether difli-rent. It there-

fore becomes the duly of those who invite architecU to a competition to

state positively and distlnclly in what style the designs »i-o to be. lo

leave that important matter undetermined is only tantamount to >

confession that they have not made up their niindg, but—kind ami

generous souls—inflict an additional misery upon the piled-up miscne*

of competition

It is very much like trifling with architects to ask them lor de«ign«,

and leave that to be guessed at which ought to be included among the

instructions. " No restriction as to style,' means nothing more nor leM

than " no guidance." Under such exceedingly liberal conditions, Um

competitors have the privilege of showing their expertnewi m taking aim

and shooting in the dark.

The more competitions arc fenced in by restrictions, and limile<l abo

as to the mimbcr of competitors, all the better. Our recent experience

of the result of a " world-wide" comi>etition ought to det^r us from

any similar act of unpatriotic silliness in future. Is it to be endured

that the land which has given birth to a Jones, a Wren, a Chambers,

a Barry, and a Scott, shSuld condescend to go a begging for a design

for u'eVovernment (Mcesv Possibly the riresent Lonl Llam^er

blushes at the egregious mistake committed by Ins own nearest lelativc

and twin brother, Uie ktc Sir Benjamin IlaU, in procla.mmg a cos-

mopoHan worid-wide competition, 'and thereby setting a mountam

in labor to bring forth, if not much of exceUence, a good deal of ecccn-

tricity.

To all appearance several of the unsuccessful designs mdicated more

talent than almost any of the premiated ones. We are bound, however,

o suppose that those who examined every one of the legion of draw-

n.s inerwards hung up in Westminster Hall, .detected «l>or -comings

n°hem, with respect t^ plan and accommodation, and, on the oAer

^and o;erbalanchi., though altogether latent merits '" fen- moix for-

tunate rivals. As Sir. Gilbert Scott's design for the Foreign OBice is

now spoken of as having some chance of being perpetrated, we wish to

learn what it is that recommends it.

There is an ofTensive, almost a cynical aflfectation of a contemptuous

disregard of the universal law that, be their style .whatever it may

regulates all productions of architecture in its ^"ality of noble art.

Medieval practice does not at all countenance such inattention to the

ordfnary decencies of design. The want of unity, tl'e.!*"^;"^^^°°-

trnsts as to character, that are to be met with in many, if not most, of

Im ca^ieLls can be easily enough accounted ^r, as they were the

work of successive generations of architects; centuries sometimes

Xpsed between the commencement and the completion of an imnort-

au edifice during which progressive changes of style had taken nlace ;

so that Norman and Tiulor" sometimes fraternise more compulsively

Ln amicably in the same structure. Altogether different is it when

In Architect Lliberately-yet, perhaps, at the.same .me ve.7 hough^

lessly-proposes as the design for the loreign Office a disorderly,

(bscordint assemblage of strangely heterogeneous features. What is

die'e efther to motiv^e or to justify such laxTty, such lawlessness, such

"ross V olation of all architectural syntax and prosody ? No antliority

can be tbund for it in any noble edifice that has not been maimed, or

e' e left imperfect. John lluskin has, after his "Sir Oracle
'

fashmn,

a fured us that the front of York Minster is no better than "confec-

ftw f'nthie " A^'e only wish, then, that we could set some of tlMS

r Go^li c confect-ionar/ at Whitehall.. If so be t^at Gothic we

im^t there have, by all means let us call in the confectioner, and sw

wh't lie can do tortus, since we positively sicken at Scott's secular.

The advantage of being .able to make a selection from an unlimited

number of designs is a vc?y questionable one; because the greater the

choke the gr;a°ter also isMikly to be the perplexity, unless, indeed

I e maiority a'e so decidedly below the mark that they may be set aside

at oncf We cannot help thinking that Imnted competition would,

upon the whole, be for the interests of architecture itself, "rea<.ly better

W course none would be invited except those who had i2ready earned

„ Ln,n h„t hen all the -n-eater inducement would there be to work for

^^rrtiot and strive for'-distinc.ion. At any rate, limited com,,etit.on

would be omedegi-ees less invidious than the absence of competition

Tltoicther for a la?ge public work of more th.an usualimportance, as has

Wifthe case before now. An individual who is secure of being cm-

Xed on an o casion of the kind is not so likely to be P"t upon his

mettle IS if he knew there were some four or five others to contend with

n and put his s reng.h to the test. The fewer the number of designs

rmoreCefully shSuld each set of drawings be examined, and the

more ea'ily could each be fairly compared w^th everjr other one^ Instead

rpremiumswewoidd have each competitor-say about s.x-pa.d a

moderate sum, so that he could work wath the certainty of no uter'y

throwingawayhistime.andbeingou of pocket No doubtob^^^^^^^

: and plausible ones, may be raise.1 agams such mode of competation,

to do so is what we willingly leave to others.
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WEST FRONT OF THE CATHEHKAL OF NOTRE DAME,
ROUEN.

THE Cathedral occupies with its west front one side of the Fruit and

Flower Market, at Rouen. The vast proportions of tliis facade, its

eUborate and profuse decorations, and its stone screens of open tracery,

give to it generallv a grand eflV>ct, although the professional architect

upon closer eiamination will discover a confusion of ornament and a certain

CMTUption of taste. The projecting central porch and the whole of the

upper part were the work of Cardinal D'Ambroise 1509 to 1530, the

lateral ones arc of an earlier period (thirteenth century) and chaster style,

and the scnlpture adorning tliein deserves attention. Above the central

door is carved the penealoav of Jesse ; over the left hand (north-west)

door is the death of St. John Baptist, in it may be seen Herodiivs's

daugliter d;uicing before Herod. Of the two stately tlanking towers, that

of St. Romain. on the north rest, on walls older than any part of the

baildin; (twelfth century). The right-hand or south-west lower, called

Tour dc IJeurre because" it was built between US5 and 1507, with the

money paid for indulgences to eat butter in Lent, is a far more beautiful

structure, it contained the famous bell named George d'Ambroise, melted

at the Revolution. It is now gutted.

THE ARCHITECTIRAL MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.
PHIZES TO ART-STUDENTS AND ARTIST-WOHKMF.K, 1859.

IT will be reiaembered bv most of our readers, that towards the close of la-st

year, the Committee of the Architectural Museum oifered to artist workmen

two prin* of £5 Ss. and £3 Us., as first and second prizes for the most mcn-

torioas wedmens of carving in wood, under certain conditions as to size, &c.

;

TCrtTietedTbowevrr, so far that each cxamjde was to consist ol'a hollow mould-

ing, not icM than 18 inclu-s long and 7 inches wide, eitlier in naturally or con-

Teotionally render«l foliage, with or without animal life.

To the above conditions some ten or twelve competitors h.ivc responded, m-
dudiog Mr. \V. H. Bavlis, .1. Minns, C. E. Turner, H. Thompson, J. Chapman,

J. Allen, T. Doel, J. M'"ilN. T. Braignan. and J. Gould, and their works are now

oo view at the northtrn inj of the Architectural Exhibition. Of these examples

one is in box-w«)d. another in sveamore, some in oak, and one in humble deal.

Two of the specimens are designed and cut with great skill in the Bennissance

atvie, in foliage, fruit, and tlowers; another, with an excess of ornament in it,

consists of festoons of flowers ; and another, in the Gothic manner, made up of

bonebnof leaAge, is extremely clever; others, again, are below mediocrity.

A* the prim in this dep.irtment are not yet .iwardcd, we refrain from

indiridiialiring, deeming it somewhat unfair and premature to do so, leaving the

indges in the matter to exercise their own taste and abilities, but earnestly trust

that they may be used with better effect than has lieen the ease in reference to

the award bv tlie Eceleaiolo^cal Society of London regarding the first prize of

" Colored decoration," which is essentially a mistake. This prize of five guineas

WMol&red by the above society to the competitor who should show himselfmost

•DCCMaful In coloring, according to his own judgment, a cast from a panel (one of

dgfat) from the side of a tomb in the ehuieli of San Giovanni, at Verona. This

panel has a draped female figure in its centre, surrounded with foliage on a flat

gronnd in low-relief, and enclosed in a naiTow border.

A cast from this panel was furnished to each competitor, those competing being

ironi eight to ten, including Messrs. C. J. I-ea, W. Pitman, J. Simpkin, A. 0. P.

Paniaoii, E. Seddlng, J. Judge, and C. Milbron.

In moat of tliese examples the foliage is painted white, although some are

gilded, and some of the grounds are green, others yellow, marone, and blue; the

flgorea, a< a general rule, rejoicing in blue and bufl" garments of a very wishy-

wadijr description, anil the whole reminding us very forcibly of the gaudy deco-

rations of a Roman Catholic altar piece.

Brerj- unprejudiced mind must surely admit that the example marked " Prize

No. 2," is infinitely superior to the one to which the head prize is awarded.

The specimens are at present exhibited in close proximity to the prize example
of earrings.

J>erby-road Schools, Koltingham.—The new Sunday Schools recently
'erected in connexion with Derby-road Chapel, were opened on Monday evening
last. The building presents a well varied outline, and is in the Geometrical-
Gothic style. It is Duilt of Bulwell stone, with Bath stone dressings. It comes
up to the' Park tunnel on one side, and advantage has been taken of the difference

in the level to gain on this side a lower storj-, containing four class-room^, the

beating apparatus, coppers, &c. The chief entrance is from Victoria-street, and
lettb into the principal rooms, which are in the form of an U. That intended

for the boys' school is 50 feet by 21 feet ; that for the girls, 42 feet by 23 feet.

Tbey are divided by sliding doors. The rooms have very steep-pitched opeu-
timbered roots of a vcrv substantial and elegant appearance. Tlie windows in

this stuiy arc filled with tracery of various patterns. A superintendent's room
is contrived in the angle communicating with the schools. This room will also

be used as a library. The infants' school Ls so placed as to he easy of access

from the boys' or girls' school, and is fitted up with a gallery which can be folded

up, so that "the room can be used for committee meetings, &c. The front portion
of the baUding is of nece-ssity flat, so that the view of the chapel may not be

deteriorated. This difiicultv has been successfully overcome by the nichitect,

who has arailed himself of" this opportunity to gain a pleasing and varied out-
line . A separate entrance from Victoria-street has been made for the boys, and
a priTate entrance to the chapel. The whole ofthe flues are carried up in a massive
stone chimney shaft, which is made an ornamental feature. The gable ends
will besonnoonted bv iron flnials. 1'he outer doors are of oak, with ornamental
iron bands. The building reflects great credit on all concerned in its erection.

Mr. Ferguson is the builder; Messrs. Iladen supplied the heating apparatus

;

and Mr. Wheiler the plumbers' and glaziers' work. The total cost will be
between £1,200 and £1,500. We understand the extras are very small indeed.
Mr. R. C. Sutton, of Broraley-house, is the architect.

New Drinking Fountain.—A drinking fountain of bronze metal, of
the tripod form, has been erected in the Edgwarc-road, by Messrs. Wills,

senlptOTS, of tlic Euston-road, for the Baron de Bliss. It is decorated with
figrues, which Iiave been modelled from the life, and mth ornament, and the
fountain occupies but little space on the footpath.

DECORATIONS OF WILLIS'S ROOMS.
SHAKESPEARE say.s, or makes Touchstone say, "Nothing strikes a man

more dead than a great reckoning in a little room," and many tra-

vellers have, no doubt, felt the force of the remark ; but few persons, how-

ever, can ever have experienced the reverse of the proposition, unless they

had visited Willis's fashionable establishment on Monday evening last,

where all who were decoyed by a flaming " private press card," whatever

that may mean, must have been convinced that nothing strikes a man

more dead than a small reckoning in a great room—not certainly, in a

pecuniary sense, but especially when his anticipations have been greatly

raised. One Ilerr Kuckuck, a decorator of Hanoverian fame, enjoying

royal distinction withal, distributed cards, setting forth all his titles, and

announcing the " new decorations of the whole suite of rooms, hall, and

staircase at AVillis's Rooms, King-street, St. James's, carried out by him.

The large ball-room ceiling decorated for the first time." This modest in-

vitation conclud with the seductive information that " His Exeelleny

Count Kielmansegge had kindly condescended to attend from six until seven

o'clock."

What the live Count was to do, we are not aware, being too late to see

his Excellency, and only hope, for his own sake, he did not " kindly con-

descend" to countenance any such miserable and empty bombast. But we
ask any rational person knowing the extent, richness and skill to which,

and with which, decoration is carried, whether he would be prepared to see

nothing more than neatly papered drawing and anterooms—a plain and
clean staircase, and a refreshment-room, merely fitted up with ordinary

taste ? But the ball-room with its ceiling painted " for the first time :"

What of that ? it will bo |asked. Well, the large panel in the centre of

the ceiling has a festoon of ill-painted clouds at each end, upon which are

seated a group of small unmeaning allegorical figures. In the arches of

the cove between the ceiling and the walls are baskets of flowers against a

large space of pale blue sky. They appeared all .alike, the foreshortening

far from satisfactory and the perspective of the plinths, from which they

seem to be falling off, drawn on a system peculiar to Hanover, perhaps, but
ignorant, childish, and absurd to eyes trained by the study of Brook Taylor

and others. Such is tlie mouse from the mountain Kuckuck, architectural

fresco and encaustic painter to the King of Hanover.

Oxford Street.—A considerable advance has recently been made in the

arcliitectural embellishment of this important thoroughfare. Until very lately

there were very few buildings which a visitor could contemplate with anything

like satisfaction, and the street was noted for the poverty of design which was
manifest in its architectural features, and this, spite of the importance of its

situation, the high value of the property, and the costliness and extent of the

goods which are displayed in the various shops. Within the last year great

improvements have been made it. The vast range ofwarehouses belonging to Messrs.

Marshall and Snelgrove, at the corner of Marylebone-lane, have been completed,

and are a conspicuous object to the Oxford-street pedestrian. Mr. Robinson

has likewise made additions to his premises, and by a new front, from the designs

of F. W. Bushill, Esq., gathered new and old into a single composition ; further

eastward, Mr. jNicholay has refronted his premises; and Messrs. Osier, the

Birmingham Glass merchants, shifting their extensive sliow-rooras one house

westward, haveavailedthemselvesof the talents of Owen J ones, Esq., to embellish

the new premises. We noticed the building whilst in progress, and now that it

isfinishen, we can hut express our admiration of the result. Each story is com-
posed of three arched openings, with plain architraves, and small ornament at

the crown of the arches, and the feet of architraves. The ornament throughout

is of tile simplest character, and chiefly, as cement work ought to be, incised.

There is no imitation of stone, or of*^ stone design. There are a few slightly

projecting strings, and chamfers at the extremities of the froiit enable the strings

to be stopped against them. The panels are formed by a simple incised line, and
are equal in ett'ect to the elaborate mouldings which architects of less taste

would have pressed into the work. The ground floor is not, as is too frequently

of

being brought forward to the extreme limit, mostjudicioiisly recessed. What a
pity it is that shopkeepers will not sec the advis.ability of this aixangement.

It shows off the goods infinitely better, than does the ordinary jirotrudiug front,

and the sacrifice of a few inches in the window is, we should think, of little

moment to them. Tlie central arch in the ground floor of Messrs. Osier's shop,

forms a square lobby with flank openings' forming return fronts of the shop

.windows. There is not much ornament on the front, but all that it has is

good, and it is striking from the evidence it bears of a master mind having

been engaged on it. Aifioining these premises, a double house has been refronted

by Mr. T. Little, from tlie designs ot — Herring, Esq. It is six stories high

including basement, and in the Renaissance style. The ground floor has a

continuity of elaborately ornamented brass sash bars, with arches aad circles

over them, filled with plate glass, and a rich shop cornice. On the first floor

there are four openings with pilasters and trusses, and a foliated frieze.

Moulded panels with rounded angles occupy the wall space between the windows,

those between second-floor windows have circular ornaments in the centre. The
second-floor windows consist of Corinthian pilasters suppoi'ting trusses. The
frieze is filled with foliage and coats of arms resting against the cornices within

the curved pediments. The third-floor windows have each a small cornice and
architrave, with slightly extended bases. A bold cornice surmounts this story

supported by trusses with patteroe between them. The cornice is stopped against

large and massive double trusses on each side, with pendant fruit and flower

ornament on the quoins which enclose the front. The attic windows have plain

architraves, with panels between them. Over them is a small cornice, and a

parapet formed by intersecting circles. The whole of the front is exccutei in

Portland cement.
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SIK WILLIAM CHAMBERS' TREATISK ON CIVIL

ARCHITECTURE. *

WE last week publisIieJ, as a supplement, tlic preface to our forth-

coming edition of Sir William Chambers' Treatise on Civil Archi-
tecture, and this week present our readers with a portion of the Memoir
of Sir William. The four page supplement will be coutinucd weekly
until the completion of the work.

STAIRCASE LEADING TO THE REGISTRY, CANTERBURY
CATHEDRAL.

THIS is a well-known and very beautiful example, and from its being the
only known example of a staircase of the period it is doubly

valuable.

It formed part of the monastic buildings which adjoined the Cathedral,
and its original use was as an entrance to the strangers' hall, which was
the apartment where guests were received and entertained, and it was near
to the principal entrance to the monastery.

Its stylo is that of late or transition Norman, of which it is a rich and
very fine example. The chief ornamentation lies on the interior, where
mnch pains has been bestowed, both on the arches ofthe arcade, and on those
at the foot of the flight of steps. The nail-heads, two or three enriched zig-
zags, and the serrated mouldings, occur, and among others, nn early
variety of the tooth ornament, clearly marking the transitional character
of the whole. The springings of the small arches are beautifully man-
aged, and the whole composition is well worthy attentive study, and
imitation.

The ornaments are now much decayed, and in some parts difficult to
m.ike out, but they are figured in " Rickman," fifth edition, page 69, from
a sketch when they they were more perfect, and there is also in the same
work a view of the interior at page 84, and in " Parker's Domestic Archi-
tecture," Vol. I.

BRUNEL AND STEPHENSON.
WE have been much gratified by an examination of two excellent busts of the

late Isambard Kingdom Brunei and Robert Stephenson, the eminent
engineers. These busts have just been produced by Mr. D. Brucciani, at his
studio and sculpture galleries. Little Russell-street, Covcnt-garden.

These busts are of what is technically called in artistic phraseology, "heroic
size," and conseouently have more dignity of appearance, than if tliey were what
is termed tiie oroinary life-size.

The two works present veiy forcible representations of the peculiar physiog-
nomical developments of the great originals—Mr. Brunei, with his massive
features and somewhat unusually formed head, and Mr. Stephenson with that
benign, mild, and benevolent expression of countenance, which was so indicative
of his cliaracter in life.

It is a pleasure to us to be enabled to congratulate the public that an ojipor-

tunity is afforded of having portrait busts at a moderate cost of two men whose
names will remain as household words in England as long as it remains a nation.

In going over the extensive galleries of .Mr. Brucciani, we noticed numerous
fac similes of the cltefa d'aaivrcs of Greek and Roman sculptures, casts from life,

several choice specimens of architectural art, and impressions from real fruit,

flowei*s, and leatage, all of which are exceedingly useful to students in sculpture,
architecture, and decoration, who aspire to enunence in their several professions.

WINCHMORE HILL SCHOOLS, MIDDLESEX.
THE contract for the erection of tliese schools was undertaken by Messrs. J.

and S. Picard, of All Saints'-place, Caledonian-road.
The foundation-stone was laid by the Right Reverend the Lord Bishop of

Carlisle, since which time the various works have been prosecuted with such
vigour, that the wiiole are now completed. The buildings have been erected
from the designs and under the superintendence of Charles H. Edwanis, Esq.,
architect, of 4, St. James's-terrace, Camden-town, London, and present in detail

several novel features, more particularly in the design for the master's house,
boundary walls, and entrance gates.

The buildings comprise a boys' school, 43 feet by 18 feet, and a girl's school,

33 feet by 18 leet, so arranged upon plan that by sliding the partition into the
wall, these schools are thrown into one large room, to be used for lectures, &c.
A large class-room and separate entrance- porches are given to each school, the
latter forming the receptacle for hats, cloaks. Sec. The infant school, 44 feet by
18 feet, is entered from the girls' porch, in which is placed a lavatory with a
constant supply of water for the proper cleanliness of the juvenile scholars. The
schools are lighted by large three light windows, running into the main roof, and
forming gables, and breaking the otherwise long horizontal line. The interior

shows the open timbers of the roof, stained and varnished. The style of the
schools is Early English. The master's house, built in advance of tlie schools,

and next the road, has the usual accommodation as required by the Council of

Education, the exterior presenting an eii'ective building, having the windows of

arched and moulded heads, with relieving arches worked in a pattern of colored

bricks. A handsome bay window entirely of stone, with arched, moulded, and
cusped heads, also coluums with foliated caps and moulded bases, forming the
angles supporting a deeply moulded string, with carved heads at intersections.

The entrance is under the bell-turret, having deeply moulded arches strengthened
by buttresses, gableted water-tabling. A clock, by Mcssrs.|Moore, of Clerkenwell,
showing two faces of cobalt blue and gold, is inserted upon the third stage, in a
moulded recess formed for the purpose, tlie spandrels being filled in with carved

• " A Treatise on the Decorative Part of Civil Architecture, with ItlustratioiiB,

Notes, and an Kxaminatiou into tlie IVinciples of (ircciiiu Architecture," by Sir
WiLLiA.M Chambers. Kditetl by Joskimi Gwilt, F.S.A. ; and Kcvised by \V. H.
Leeds. Published weelcly as a Gratis Supplement to the liciLDiNO News. Com-
menced on January 0, 1800.

(natural) foliage. Above thla is the bell-gable, of extremely noTcl and Kood dc.
sign fimslnng n. a inoulde(h>n(i carv.-d stopptd (table, sunnoantrf by i ctrred
tinial. The whole of thes.: buddings arc built nf n-<l brlrU, with Hath .tone drt».
sings, from the qnariiesol Messrs. Haiulell and Suund.m, and pr.*-nt an ex-
trenielv effective gn.up. 'fhe boundary, wall, runuiiig the tntin- l.iigtli of the
rout, has a low dwarl wall, coped with a deep moulded and splay, il coplnirhavmg stone moulded bases set thereon every eight feet apart, up.m widch ii
inserted handsome foliated iron standards, supporting a twisted rail The
ironwork was executed by Hart and Son, and is painteda dark cobalt blue with
good effect. The entrance-gates are of wood, circular panelled, bracml' wltli
pierced boarding. The piers are massive, witli buttresses, the capping havinir
gablets worked on the solid, and finished by carved finlals. We hoar with
pleasure that collections are being made for improving the exterior of the
church, which is much needed, being at pnsent a plain structure, similar to
the class of building erected for Gothic churches fifty yearn ago.

the
stry-

REMOVAL OF THE HYDE PARK INDICATOR.
AT the monthly meeting of the vestry of St. George, Hanover-square,

Hector in the chair, supported by several noblemen and influential vcs.. .-
men, a disagreeable matter between the vestry, the Duke of Wellington, and
public taste, was happily disposed of, in cousctpicnce of the suicide of the
notorious Hyde-park-comer Indicator.

For some weeks past " the illuminator of .\psley House " has often left his
Grace of Wellington in total darkness, and a twin indicator at the foot of the
new suspension bridge has followed suit, very much to the danger of the public,
as well as to the tasteful projects tlieinselve«, irrespective of the loss the adver-
tisers sustained from their show-bills being opacous, instead of luminous, after
sunset. Mr. Rickman, the parochial surveyor, being directed to complam of the
"luminary" not lighting up, received a reply from the Frenchmairs manager
that the severe frost had interfered with the patent burner. This excuse is the
first record we have of Jack Frost putting out a light, and wouhl show that
cold is too much for fire.

The vestry were, however, saved a scientific discussion upon this curious
discovery by an application from the proprietor of our new street emlwllishment,
for permission to take down the Indicator from Hyde-park-corner, and make
good the roadway at his own expense. The vestry doubted the autlienticity of
this suicid.al pet of the Indicator, but some learned doctors, membera of the
vestry, having certified to the truth, the rector, the earls, baronets, colonels,
and commoners rubbed their hands, and for the first time ol their delilierations
were unanimous in agreeing to M. Guerrin's whitewashing the edict that per-
mitted this absurd column to commemorate the bad taste of the St. George's
vestry, and the applicant was kindly informed that he might demolish his glass
pillory at a shorter date than it took to rear it up.
Whether the concern be a bad spec, or whether the Duke of Wellington has

purchased the fee-simple of the Indicator land, did not transpire. Any way
the Vestry of St. George have decently buried a troublesome pet.

ST. SAVIOUR'S CHURCH, SOUTHWARK.
1\HE eastern window of this old church has just been fitted with stained glass In'

Mr. Charles Gibbs, of 148, Marylebone-road, whose design for the work
was selected in competition. The window coinprisi.s three openings 13 feet 6
inches in height and 3 feet inches in width, on which are re])rcseuted three of
the principal events in the life of the Saviour. The left-hand opening embodies
tlie Birth, the right the Crucifixion, and in the centre is represented the
Ascension. These openings are surrounded by bold and appropriate borders
above and below each subject, and the artist has introduced very effective bosses,

with quaint foliage springing therefrom. The back gi-ounds of the side suljccta

are upon diapered ruby, and the centre opening upon <Uapered blue. This mode
of counterbalancing and contrasting the coloring we consider highly suc-
cessful.

In consequence of the window, as combined , being of large dimensions—its height
from the gi'ound line being nearly oO feet— as a matter of course, a boldness of

drawing and general treatment w.is required, which .Mr. Gibbs appears to have
accomplished so that distinctniss of outline has been inaintiained, and we were
gratified to perceive that the work is in excellent keeping, both as regards

coloring and design, with the architecture of the noble edifice that it adorns,

and which is so well known to all lovers of ecclesiastical edifices that had their

origin in the medieval period. We congratulate the committee on the success

of their praiseworthy eft'orts to emlKillish their venerable church.
In connexion with the insertion of this new window, we may state tliat, owing

to the subdued light which it has produced it has greatly improved the effect of

the highly-elaborate altar-screen of the church, which was formerly overpowered
with an excessive flood of glaring light, but is now seen to much advantage,
and its beautiful detail brought out most admirably.

THE BUILDERS' BALL.
THIS pleasant linnual gathering of the friends and supporters of the Builders'

Benevolent Institution, comes oft' on the 14th of next mouth, and now that,

after the trouble of last year, everything is again reverting to the old business

channels of progress and unanimity, we anticipate a very numerous meeting.

Jlr. Joseph Bird, the Hon. Sec, is as active and zealous in his indefatigable

exertions in aid of the good cause as ever, and supported as he is by n very

large roll of stewarfs, the ladies will be no doubt well cared for, and the charity

benefited. He can scarcely be called a friend to the building interest who
neglects to put his shoulder to the wheel on such an occasion, to contribute not

only pleasure and amusement to himself and others, but support to the deserving

and distressed.

LECTURE AT THE AKCIUTKCTURAL MUSKUM.

ON Wednesday evening a lecture was delivered before the members of the Arem-
tectural Museum, in the lecture-theatre of tlic South Kinsingiou Museum, Dy

Sir Walter C. James, Hart., the subject being '•The Xornmu Arcliltecturc ot

Canterbury Cathedral." Tlie lecture, which was listened to by a nuuKrousaudiencc.

was illustrated by many drawings, engravings, diagiams. aud i>liot(K;rapbs. At tne

conclusiou of the lecture, a vote of thanks was, on the motion ol 3Ir. li. OiLBKBT
Scott, passed by acclamation to Sir Walter James.—We shall give a report of the

lecture ino ur next.
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THE "ART JOURNAL."
1

Tins New Tear, which witnesses the commencement of our sixth annual I

voliuuc, brings witli it the opening number of tlie twenty-second
Tolunte of the Art Journal. Our able anil vahiable contemporary attained

to the full maturity of the age of twenty-one years, with the close of the

year 1859. It was on the 1st of January', 1839, that the ^Irt Journal, then
entitled the An Union, made its first appearance. It appeared without any
impirtant illustrations, and was adapted for transmission by post, the price

lieiug eight-pence. After a while, the illustrations becime an important

element in the pubUcation. The price was raised to one-sliilUng, a change
whidi produced an immense increase in the circulation. After another
intcrral. the already large circulation of the Journal was doubled, when
its price became two-shillings, in place of a single shilling ; and a subse-

quent and final advance to a half-crown in the price of the Art Journal
was attended, as before, with at least a corresponding increase in the

demand for it. So earnest, however, were the proprietors and conductors

of the Art Journal to do justice to their work, that for the long space of

ten years they were content to persevere without remuneration, expending
the entire income raised by their publication upon the publication itself,

and trusting for a recompense to their full conviction of its complete ulti-

mate success. We rejoice to know that this confidence has proved to have
been founded upon a just estimate of the public appreciation of sucli a
periodical ; and when we now offer to Mr. S. C. Hall, and to the pro-
prietors, our cordial congratulations on the auspicious commencement of

the twenty-second year of the Art Journal, we have the satisfaction of

feeling conscious that we are expressing a sentiment entertained by our-

selves in common with the great majority of the educated classes, as well

of the continent of Europe and of America, as of our own country. The
Art Journal at once occupies and fills a position of its o>vn. It is the Art
Journal both abroad and at home, enjoying, and enjoying most deservedly,
a world-wide popularity.

It does not often happen than it should fall to the lot of the same
individual to form the original project for the production of an important
periodical publication, and to conduct it without interruption for one-and-
twenty years. Hut Jlr. S. C. Hall has done this ; and, having done this,

having originated the Art Journal, and edited it during the twenty-one years
that were completed when 1859 had itselfbecome complete,—Mr. S. C. Hall
till retains his place at the helm, and the steady and buoyant course of
the good craft shows that she is handled with the same skill, and the
same decision and firmness as of old. May the course which still lies

before her be long and prosperous ! The Art Journal, in addition to the
advantages inseparable from the long-sustained direction of its chief, has
enjoyed for no less than fifteen years the services of an able, assiduous,
and devoted second in command. Mr. Hall, we are assured, appreciates
the value of the assistant editor, Mr. Daffbrne, who has been associated
with him in the management of the Art Journal since the sixth year
of its publication. It is most gratifying to us to avail ourselves
of the present era in the career of our contemporary, to render a just
tribute to its worth, and at the same time to direct public attention to the
ignificant fact, that the Editor of the Art Jvurmil and liis chief assistant
have severally held their present posts during the prolonged periods which
we have specified.

SOCIETY FOB THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.
ON Thursday evening, the 5th inst., the adjourned Annual Meeting of the

members of this Society was held at the Society's Rooms, Conduit-street,
H«geiit-»»rcet, " for the further consideration of the "Annual Report, and other
bttsine^'.s."

The chair was taken at 8 o'clock Iiy Hexby Ottley, Esq., Hon. Sec. of the
Socnty, on the motion of Mr. James Edmestox, seconded bv Mr. Bell
Smith. "^

The CiniBMAX, in opening the business of the meeting, which was adjounied
froni tlie 1.5th of December last, referred to the report of the Council, for the
further consideration of which the present meeting was held. The report, which
was of a roost satisfactoiy character, detailed the proceedings of the Society
during the first year of its existence, and amongst otlier things stated that
althoupli established without much previous preparation, the number of meinbei-s»r the first year was 209, of whom eleven have sent in their resignations for

°?[i? J""'
"" ''"^ """" ''*"''' twenty new members have been already en-

rolled for next year, making a total of 218 at present on the books, besides many
OUIOT who have intimated their intention of joining. It is proposed that
meeungs « the members shall be held every fortnight at least, for the purpose of
rnding papen upon art, and discussing questions relating to the principles of
It, and Its interesU as a profession. Members are respectfully invited to pro-
lote these rrunton* by proposmg subjects for discussion, and by taking part inMe discussions. The meeting on one evening in every month will be an " Exhi-wnon Meeting, ' upon which occasion members will probably contributi' to the
Wtertat of the evening, by exhibiting works of fine or oniamcntal art of their own
production, or ofothers. The Chairman concluded a lucid address bv movinir the
adoptioo of the report. ''

A ilemltory conversation followed, in which Mr. Lewis, Mr. Gildekt
the Chaibmax, Mr. Atkinso.n, Mr. IJi.ackley, and others took part
Mr. (.ILBERT suggested tliat prizes should be given in music and poetry, as

well as in painting, sculpture, and architecture (as recommended by the CouneU
in the report j.

"^

The suggesUon was adopted by the meeting, and the report altered accord-

^r. Ho(•p„^TIlAL moved that prizes lie also given for engraving.
Mr. Eoxesto.x seconded the motion.

_ f' 5T.''-"'''"'"?PP<"^«' 'he motion, and spoke in favor of tlie encourage-ment of Im.^ engraving, which was au important branch of art.
Tlie motion was carried.

Mr. Zephaniah Bell moved that the Prize Committee be formed exclu-
sively of professional men.
Mr. Rosenthal seconded the motion.
Mr. Edmeston thought the motion premature.
After a short conversation, the motion was withdrawn.
The report as amended was then agreed to.

After a vote of thanks to the Chairman, the meeting separated.

SERLE'S FINE-ART COURT AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
THE spacious and handsome " Court," at the Crystal I'alace, lately de-

voted to a display of miscellaneous stationery, has been elevated
under the judicious administration of Mr. Bousfield, into one of the most
attractive features of the whole building. It has been taken by Mr. J. A,
Serle, and by him formed into a saloon for the exhibition and sale of en-
gravings, photographs, illustrated works of every description, electro-
bronzes, and various other works of art. Mr. Serle has also appropriated
a part of this court to the display of the numerous series of publications
for youthful readers which constitute no unimportant portion of the illus-
trated literature of the day.
This court has been open only a very short time, so that its proprietor

has scarcely had time to do more than submit to the public something of
a specimen of the plans which he hopes gradually to bring to maturity.
Much of real pood may be effected by a thoroughly efficient "fine-art
court" at the Crystal I'alaiie; from what we have seen of Mr. Serle, we
are disposed to expect from him results such as we trust may prove equally
satisfactory to the public, to the authorities of the Crystal Palace, and to
himself.

Wilton-place, Kmiihtgliridge.—A large and exceedingly fine block of "town
mansions '' has recently been erected at the north-eiistein corner of this place,
by Messrs. TroUope and Sons, fi'om the designs of Thomas Cundy, Esq.,
architect. The lilock consists of five first-class houses, divided into four stones
in height above the street line, with the addition of dormers in roof, planned as
sleeping rooms for domestics. Externally, the structures are faced with white
Suffolk bricks, having Portland cement dressings to the windows, the various
stringcourses and cornices being of the same materials. Thi^)' are entered by
stone porticoes of the Ionic order, 9 feet by 8 feet 6 inches, surmounted by
ballustraded balconies, which are continued across the elevations, and supported
on each side of the windows by highly ornamental cantilevers. The eleva-
tions arc crowned by a characteristic cornice, oyn which is an open parapet,
having at intervals, on dwarf pedestals, vases of picturesque outline. The
ba-scment of each house is fitted in the most admirable and convenient
manner, embracing all modem improvements for culinary and other domestic
wants, including a largo kitchen, quite apart from the reception-rooms, a
butler's - room, servants' - hall, housekeeper's and footman's - rooms, and
and extensive cellarage. On the ground floor of each there is a gentleman's
private room, 10 feet square, a dining-room, 24 feet by 16 feet, and a library 21
feet 9 inches by 16 feet. The first floor contains a froiit drawing-room, 24 feet

C inches, by 16 feet 6 inches ; and a hack drawing-room, 24 feet by 16 feet. Tlie
upper stories being devoted to bed and dressing rooms, bath rooms, &c. The
height of the basement is 11 feet in the clear; the ground floor, 14 feet; the
first floor, 1,5 feet; the second floor, 12 feet ; the third floor, 11 feet; and the
foiirth floor, 8 feet 6 inches. The reception-rooms of some of the liou.ses are
being decorated with great taste in the French style in gilding and colors, by
Messrs. George Jackson and Son?, the eminent carton-pierre manufacturers,
and the whole, when completed, will present a moot superb appearance.
It is worthy of remark that the whole of the five houses are let to Members of
Parliament, and tliecombined block being entirely detached from other structures,
it mi";ht not inappropriately be called M.P. terrace. All the chimneys through-
out the houses are ingeniously contrived to be swept from the basement story, and
the gas apparatus, together with the warming and ventilation, has been fitted by
Messrs. Feethain, of Oxford-street. Beyond this row of houses on the same line,

new schools have been.erected in connexion with the chnrch of St Paul, Knights-
bridge. They were in the Early Pointed Gotiiic style, and fdriually opened by
service on tlie 9th inst. by the lion, and Rev. Rolwrt Liddell, the musical
arrangements having been under the direction of Mr. Kinlee, organist of St.
Paul's. These schools are entirely built of brick, with Bath stone dresangs,
bricks called " malms," having been adopted for the general plain facings, and
red brick used in the relieving arches over the windows, and the weatherings
ot the buttresses. The roof is covered with slates in alternate rows, of lozenge
pattern and horizontal courses, and at the eastern end is a small turi'et of Swiss
character. The schools are in two stories, the upper one showing internally
its con-structive timbers. The lower schools are planned so that two rooms may
be thrown into one for examination-days and other special occasions, the walls
being decorated with texts from Scripture, an extensive series of maps on a large
scale, and an organ. The play-grounds are spacious and partly covered. The
ventilation of the structure has been done on Mr. McKinnel's system, and ap-
pears to have given great satisfaction. The schools arc designed for the reception
of 300 scholars, viz.:—100 boys, 100 girls, and 100 infants. The same architect
and builders have been engaged U])on the schools, and in combination with the
houses forms already a great improvement in this portion of Knightsbridge.
Between the block of mansions and the school, a space has been reserved for a
schoolmaster's residence, and at the eastern end of St. Paul's Church, we were
informed that a mass of old, ricketty property is to be removed, and on the site

a parsonage-house is to be erected. The site on which the mansions and schools
stand was formerly occupied by the old Barracks, and as may he supposed a
very great transformation in the locality has now been elfected.

Architectural Competition, Hull.—In reply to an advertisement put
out by Messrs. Tennison and Son, draper, for rebuilding their premises. No. 39,
Market-place, the following architects submitted designs, viz.— Mr. Brodrick,
Leeds

; Mr. Brown, Hull : Sir. Petcb, Scarhro',and Messrs. Bellamy and Hardy,
Lincoln : the last named gentlemen were declared the successiul competitors, ns
having produced the best designs.
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THE STATUE OF THE LATE GENERAL NAPIER.

THE new statue of the late Charles James Napier was iincovereJ for
publie inspection on Saturday last, in St. I'aul's Cathedral. Wc

think Mr. George Adams, by whom it has been sculptured, has gone far
to redeem English art from tlie censure which is very generally cast upon
it whenever native talent has ventured on attempting monumental and
commemorative sculpture. The situation of this statue (it being placed
rather in advance of a window, and receiving besides a cross light from
the dome of the Cathedral) is not favorable to comfortable inspection ; but
the general appearance of the figure is graceful without being efffcminate,
and dignified without affectation. Behind tlie feet, on the ground, is a
piece of ordnance. It is represented standing on tlie right foot, the left
being slightly in advance. Tlie left hand rests on the hilt of the sword,
and the right hand, containing an official paper, is supported on the right
hip. Tlie head is gently turned towards the same side. The General wears
the undress uniform, with the military cloak and boots. The lines of the
former are so arranged as to assist the general turn of the figure, produce
variety between tlie two sides, and to give breadth and importance to the
calm simplicity of the attitude. The statue is raised on a plain and square
block of Sicilian marble, on the front of which is inscribed, in four sliort
lines, the following:

—

"Charles James Nafier,
A prescient General,

A beueficeiit Governor,
Ajustmau."

Taking a view of the whole, the statue, the plinth, and the inscription, we
feel that there is a remarkable unity of expression which reigns throughout.
The high character and strongly marked intelligence of the head suggest
the prescience of the general, the placid composure and easy dignity of the
figure mark the beneficence of the Governor, and the combination of all

these, with the easy and graceful bearing of the individual, proclaim the
justness and rectitude of the man. We, therefore, sincerely congratulate
Mr. George Adams on the successful result of his labors.

29

BUILDERS' BEffEVOLENT INSTITUTION.—FORMATION OF A
BRANCH COMMITTEE AT STRATFORD.

ON Tuesday evening the first meeting of the Branch Committee of the
Builders' Benevolent Institution, was held in Christehurch school-room,

Stratford, in Essex. Tliere was a numerous attendance of those interested in
the progress and welfare of the Institution, and many letters were read
apologising for unavoidable absence. Amongst the gentlemen present we
noticed, Mr. Thomas Cozens, Mr. William Stirling, Mr. Thomas Stirling, Mr.
George Stirling, Mr. Charles Harris, Mr. F. Wood, Mr. William Casselton, sen.,
Mr. William Casselton, jun., Mr. Edward Casselton, Mr. James Rivett, Mr.
Martin (Barking), Mr. A. S. Reed (Walthamstow), Mr. W. Hutchons, Mr. J.
Higes, Mr. R. Ricliardson, Mr. J. Williams, Mr. Thomas Howard, Mr. George
Head, jun., Mr. James Maw, and Mr. Harris (Secretary of the Institution).
Mr. "riiomas Cozens was unanimously called to the chair.
The CuAinjiAN, in opening tlic proceedings of the meeting, stated that they

had asseniljk'd for tlie purpose of inaugurating the recently established Branch
Committee of the Builders' Benevolent Institution for tlie Eastern district of the
metropoMs, and tha/iked tlie members of the Committee for the interest which
they had taken in the Institution for the promotion of the welfare of which they
had assembled. He liad no doubt that the Stratford Branch would be enabled
greatly to increase the funds of the parent institution.—(Hear, hear).
The Chairman then called on Mr. Harris, the secretary, to read the

advertisement by which the meeting was convened, which having been done,
Mr. TiioMA.s SriKLiSG briefiy addressed the meeting in favor of the

Builders' Benevolent Institution, and in so doing said he felt convinced that by
an active canvass of the district, a great increase to the funds of the parent
institution would be secured. The object of the Institution ought to enlist
the sympathies of all pei-sons who were connected with the buildhig trade. There
were about 20,000 persons who were engaged as employers in building in and
around the metropolis, and they all ought to become if they were not already
subsciibers to the Institution on behalf of which they had assembled, and it was
hoped that by the establishment of branch committees in suburban districts of
the metropolis success would be obtained. (Applause.)
Mr. JosuuA HiOGS moved the first resolution :—
That a branch committee of the Builders' Benevolent Institution, to be termed

tlie Branch Committee for the Eastern District of the Metropolis, be established at
.Stratford, Kssex ; and that the best thanks of this meeting; and the directors of the
charity be yiveu to Hr. William Stirling-, and the other gentlemen composing the
said Conuuittec, for their kind exertions to increase the prosperity of tlie insti-
tution.

He hoped that from the increase of their funds they should be able to elect three
or four pensioners in May next. He was of opinion that annual subscriptions
were far belter than donations to the institution—(Hear, hear). He had very
great pleasure in proposing the fii-st resolution, and hoped the branch institution
would be very successful.
Mr. IIuTciJONs seconded the first resolution.
Mr. Wii^i.iAM Stirling supported the resolution. He had no doubt that

the Branch Institution would receive the sympathy and support of a great many
builders who were not present. There were a gi-eat many builders in that
district who knew notliing then about the meeting, and if ail the members of
the Committee made proper endeavours, he had no doubt that they would have
a very good subscription to the funds of the parent society. (Hear, hear, and
applause.)

The resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. Thomas Stirling moved the second resolution—
That three members be appointed by tlie Branch Committee, to have a seat at the

London Board of Directors, with power to vote upou all occasions.

Mr. R. Richardson seconded the resolution.
Mr. Charles Harris had no doubt that if the builders of the district had

the cause at heart, they would be able to send a great addition to the funds of
the parent institution. Mr. Stu-ling had taken up the matter heart and soul,
and he had no doubt that the present meeting was but the foretaste of a much

larger one, to be held on a future day. He felt quite aaiain that tbeiubteriirtkM
of the Branch Cimimittee would iucreaie from year to jear. (Applaofe.)

'^^
The resolution was carried unanimously,
The Chairman said he hoped the object of Uie meeting would be carried oM

to the greatest extent.
Mr. Joshua Higqs spoke in favor of having tocaakmal meetiimia the

distnct, to report progress.
^^

Mr. J. Williams moved a vote of thanks to the Chairman.
Mr. Moor seconded the motion, which was carried by acclamation
The Chairman briefly returned thanks, and the meeting- lepenud.

^~
ABT UNION OF LONDON.

WE have received from the Secretary of this Society, an intereitine
volume, containing 30 impressions from engravings on wood, by MrW. J. Linton, after admired pictures by as many deceased British artiste

The whole work is a pleasing example of this gentleman's talents as a
landscape painter, but we think the figure subjects, the nude ones espe-
cially, should have been confided to another hand. With this neatly got-up
volume, we have the print lor the ensuing year, which will be given to
every subscriber of this society. It is entitled " Come Along," which has
been engraved by Mr. F. lloll, from the original painting by Mr. Jos. J.
Jenkins. Tlie subject is of that unassuming kind which will be generally
understood, and will, no doubt, prove satistactory and pleasing to every-
body. It consists of a young woman carrying home her gleanings, followed
by a little girl—her youngest sister or her own daughter it may be, but as
the scene appears to be laid in France we will not siiccuhUe too closely on
the latter point—but confine ourselves to the fact recorded in the picture.
The way home, it seems, lies across a rather rapid stream by means of
several unevenly shaped stepping-stones. The little gleaner is losing her
balance, but the artist has very skilfully shown that there is not the
slightest danger, and the young woman turns her head towards her hesi-
tating companion, and encourages her by calling out " Come Along '." from
which expression the print takes its title. Besides the generally agreeable
nature of the subject, the style in which it is engraved will very much
enhance its pleasing (lualities with the subscriber.'!, for it is brilliant, clear,
and carefully finished. It has, besides, another advantage, which is, that
it is of a convenient size, and need not be put away rolled up or hidden in a
folio on account of the expense of framing it. The society have also pub-
lished a convenient little Almanac, containing, besides the usual items, all
things artistical, a copy of which each subscriber will receive in due course.
These, and other advantages, as v ell as the chance of selectinga prize picture
from the ensuing exhibition, have, we see by the report issued by the
Council of the Society, induced subscriptions amounting to £3,500 in
advance of those received for tlie preceding year.

ROYAL INSTITUTE 01'" BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

A MEETING of the Koyal Institute of British ArchitectH was held on Monday
evening, at the rooms of the Institute, Coudult-strcct, Rcgcnt-sti'cet ; Georqe

Godwin, Esq., V.l'., in the chair.
Mr. Xelson (Hon. Sec), read the minutes of proceedings at the last meeting,

which were approved of and confirmed.
Jlr. LocKVEit being present for the first time since his election as Fellow of the

Institute, was iutvoduced by Mr. Lewis, Hon. .Sec., to the Chairman.
Deaths.—Mr. Nelson Hon. Sec, announced the deaths of Colonel W. M. Leake.

Honorary Member of the Institute for many years ; and Mr. John Cralk, Fellow of
the Institute.
rrofessor Donaldson spoke in terms of eulogy of Colonel Leake, who was a

great lover of Greek art and literature.
/>oJia«ion«. —The following donstiong were announced by Mr. Lewis, Hon. f5cc.,—From Mr. J. J. Scoles, Fellow, one share In the Architectural Uuioa Company

;

from Mr. E. B. Lamb, " Studies of Ancient Domestic ArcbitL>ctiire;" from the Alt
Union of London, " The :;.5rd Annual Report of the Council of the Union for lSu9 ;"

from the Author, " Hand-book of Specitications, or Practical Guide to the Architect,
Engineer, Surveyor, and Builder, with a Review of the Law of Contracts," by Pro-
fessor Donaldson ; 2 vols. large 8vo., 1859.

On the motion of the Cii.a^irman, who paid a tribute to the ability, learning,
perseverance, and industry of Professor Donaldson, thanks to the donors were passed
by acclamation.
Miscellaneous.—yi. C. F. H.4^vw.tRD drew the attention of the meeting to a para-

graph which appeared in the Times of Saturday, and wished to know whether the
Council had taken or intended to take any steps respecting it. The following is a
copy of the paragraph referred to :

—

" Interesting to Architects.—A matterof some interest to tlie architectural
profession came before the Norfolk tiuarter Sessions ou Thursday. The county
surveyor, 5Ir. Phipson, it appeared, had intimated to one of the committees of the
Court that his predecessor m office, 3Ir. Brown, declined to give up the plans, Ac,
wliich he had prepared during the twenty-three years whicli he had served the
county. The ground assigned by Mr. Browu for this proceeding was that, by
the usage of bis profession, plaus were the property of architects, and not of
their employers. A correspondence took place in November and I>ccember between
the clerk of the peace and Mr. Urowii's solicitor, but as no amicable solution of the
ditficulty could be arrived at, the former was instructed to embody the circumstances
in a case to be submitted to .Mr. Welsby, Q.C. That learned gentleman, referring to
tlie conditions under which Mr. Brown was appointed, observed that the question
was wliether the remuneration which lie was to receive, and which was to

include " all charges for plans, estimates, and attendances," meant only
all charges for the labour and skill expended in the preparation of plans,

or whether the expression included also the value of tJie plans them-selves. The
latter. 3Ir. Welsby expressed his opinion, was |the rensonable construction to

put upon the matter ; aud ho believecf the plans had become the property of the
persons for whom the work to which the plaus related was done. The eotiuty magis-
trates, not being a corporation, could not, .Mr. Welsby added, briuji an action :ii.'»in8t

Mr. Brown ; but he thought the court might make an order for the (U livery of the

plans, and that in the event of disobedience an application to the Court of Queen's
Beucli would result in a matnlamrts being granted to enforce compliauce. An ani-

mated discussion followed, in which tlie Rev. E. Poslle, the Rev, Lord Baynlug. Sir

Samuel Bignold, Jlr. Fellowes, M.l'., the Hon. aud very l;ev. the De.in of Norwich
and other gentlemen took part ; and eventually the Dean stated that he was autho-

rised by Mr. Brown to 'offer to the magistrates to allow the clerk of the peace, or any
other person appointed within a rensonable time, to make for the useof the present or

future county surveyors copies or tracings of all plans «nd specifications for all

works executed under his superintendence as county surveyor, or to fiimisU copies
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upon beiag remuatenUed for the sanu\ It wd^ also proposed, on tho part of Mr
m>wii. thai thf matter in dispute should be referred to two I'mincnt metropolitan

arrhitvcts. with jwwrer to call in a barrister as umpire. The Court finaUy determined

to butmct the eomniittee who had turned their attention to the subject to euforee

the rights of the county, but to endeavour, if possible, to efleet an amicable arranjje-

ment Defore proccedin;; to lo^^al extremities."
Mr AsiipiTEi. understood that it was aoknowlcd^red, after a case in which Sir

MortoD I'eto was concerned, that drawinyrs were the property of the architect.

Frof^Mor 1)onali>son remarked that a ease had been aecided in favor of the

dniwioj;:* bein^ the pn>pi'rtvof the cUeut. as they had l)een charged for; and he
thoo^rht that ifthe employer'insisted uik»u it, he could make the architect give up the

drawings in cases where thev were char>red for
Mr. Jenmncs ihouj^ht the drawinjrs could not in all cases be demanded as the

proi>ortv of tiieemplover; but in cas<s where they were charged for, of course they
became' the property of the client. He should move that the matter be referred to

the Council vt' the Institute for consideration, and to report whether any further steps

should be takin respecting; it.

Mr. CiiARi.ES liARKY seconded the motion of Mr. Jenninffs. He did not think

that all arcliitecls charjrx'd for their drawing^s, he never did so himself; and he

ttious-hl the matter was almost settled when thev considered the different practice

of different architects—one architect dohifj with one-fourth of the drawing:s which
another architect employed. He had always himself considered that an architect

mifiht have no drawings' at all, if he were rijjht, and he thoujjht it came within the

pnctke of sonu- of them to do the work without a single drawing—and surely that

COold not be claimed as siH»citieil or delivered. Its only issue was in the work done,

and for that the architect was paid a certain rccc^iised commission on the cost.

I'rtrfeiisor 1>onaldson —That is no l^ral demand.
Mr Ciiaki.es Uahkv.—It is customary, at all events.

Mr. C. F. IIayward said he put the matter on the broad principle, whether
arehitccts' drawings belonged to the architects who made them ; and he thought it

d«»irable that the opinion of the Council of the Institute should be obtained upon
the point.
The CiiviKM VN thought that if the architect made his charge properly, the client

had no riirht whatever to the drawings. If no other member of the Connril did so,

he should take an early opportunity of brin^-ing the subject, which was an impoitant
one. under tlic consideration of the Council.

Mr G. E. Sirit't, being prc9<*nt for the first time since his election as Fellow of the

Institute, was then introduced to the Chairman amidst much applause.

Mr lEoBEKT Kerr drew the attention of the members of the Institute to the

Manchester Academy of Fine^Arts which came before the public with thisadvimtage,
that the members ot'it had formed a connexion with the Manchester Iloyal Institu-

tion. Archilt-cts of considerable eminence were members of the Academy, and
whereas, in similar institutions at Birmingham and I-ivepool, architecture was
exdudt-d, it happened that architecture was not excluded from the Manchester
Academy. It was intended that the Mauchester Academy shall hold an exhibition,

and architeets were invited to send works to that exliibition, which would be con-
ducted withjjTeat liberality of spirit and in a gentlemanly manner—(Hear, hear).

IMPROVEMENTS IN BLILDING 31ATER1ALS AND CONSTRUCTION.
3lr. G. K. IUrnell. C.K.. then read an interesting paper, entitled "Sixty years

Since : or Improvements in Ituilding 3Iatcriala and Construction during the present
century.'*
The following is a copy of the paper :—

IT has been said by philosophers and historians, that advantoffo is to be obtained
ltt>m an occasional pause in the restless advnnee of our civilisntion, and from a

retrospective glance towards the starting point of our progress. If this be true in
metapnysical or in historical science, there seems still less reason to question the
applicability el the maxim to the more decidedly physical branches of study ; and
in them especially it must be advantageous to dwell occasionally upon the various
leaaout t> be derived from past experience, or to derive hope and encouragement
Ibr the future, from the contemplation of the improvement already attained. At the
prcaent day there is also prevalent a disposition amongst the younger, and, perhaps,
also amongst the more conspicuous elder, members of the particular braucli of the
architt-i'tural profession cultivated by this Institute, to treat the study of the
practical detaifs of their profession with indifference, and to dwell almost exchisivcly
upon the asthetical portions of their pursuit. A review, however slight, of the
great changt^« effected in the mechanical arts of construction within the lives of some
now pre.sent, or since the year IWW, may, therefon\ have somewhat of tlie charm of
noreltj to many, at any rate the lessons it will afford must be fraught with instruc-
tion and interest to all, if properly handled. The particular date to which the review is

limited, I wotdd observe, has itself been selected with a deflnite purpose—viz., in order
to allow us to trace the influence of the great revolution in men's minds, which marked
the close of the eighteenth century, upon even the technical branches of sciences;
for It Is certain that any profound agitation of the higher faculties of the human
mlad must react upon every form in which human activity displays itself. Un-
QMSttonably the inhabitants of the civilised world have made greater progress, in
their political and moral advancement, within the last century, than thev did in any
corrwponding period of the worhl's history, notwithstanding the faults and the
crimes which have disgraced in turn almost every nation ; and so also, to descend
from thi« exalted moral sphere, to our own technical pursuits, do I believe that the
mechanical arts have made similar orogress, and that, especially since 18fX), they
have been tleveloped with a degree or energy and of success of which mankind had
no previous example.
Let us not, however, In starting be ungrateful to our predecessors. The wonderful

proereaa we have been able to make, was In fact prepared by the researches of the
phlloac^bers and engineersof theearlier portions of the eighteenth century ; and they
who are carious hi historical parallels may trace in the feverish energy, with which all
elasMS of analytical and physical sciences were cultivated at those periods, the
influence of the long |>cace of Europe, which followed the prostration of French
power in 171';; and the still more direct influence upon Knglish prosperity, which
followed the rouclusion of the civil wars In 174fi. Such men as D'Alembert, Lahire,
Borda, Itossut, Coulomb, IJouguer, Clairant, I^ocaille, Camus, Peyronnet, De Cessart,
Booetnnont, Lainblardic, &c., in France ; as Boyle. Cavendish. Black, Dcsaguliert',
MaeClaurin. Robison. Franklin, Maskelyne, Ilutton, Watt, Wedgewood, Sraeatoii
Brtndley, In England; Kluer Frisi. Urunnings. Bernouilli, Tallas, l'IIoa,and count-
leaa other philosophers, mathematicians, and engineers, in Italy, Germany, and
other countries, had lalwred earnestly and successfully, to advance the knowledge of
phyalcal and applied sciences. Works such as the bridges of Orleans, Nantes,
>ealllv. Tours, the ports of Havre. Treport, I>ieppe, the commencement ot the
great brakwaterof Cherlxiurg.theerection of Eddystone lighthouse, and the comple-
tion of the itridgewater Canal ; or still more remarkably, the first steps In the appli-
cation of Ihu steam en^ne ; were surely sufficient to entitle the engineers of the fast
century to our admlratM.n and respi-ct. Fortunately for us, we have succeeded to a
rich heriUge. and we have reason lo be grateful to our predecessors. But the
natural law sumH to have held in tltis case, as in most othcrs-vlz., that progress
ia accelerated by the mere fact of Its own existence. "Vires acquirit eundo," and
I hopo to show that the present generation of practical philosophers has done its
dntr in transmitting w 1th inerea«<,*d brilliance the torch it received from the race
wbleb so honored the eighteenth century.
I'erbaps the most simple and logical method of treating the subject before us,

would De to trace the history of the improvements introduced into the separate
Drancbea of construction, neriatim; and, as far as possible. In their chronolo'dcal

*T'^,ijP'i**'**^r"'*"*^"'"^*"
***" >'""• attention, first to the improvements effected

alncelMWln the execution of foundations ; secondly to the incruased facilities for
conHtruction afforded by the introduction of ne\v. and the more perfict study ot the
capabilities of old, building materials; and thirdly the increased facilities afforded by
the use of new tooU and machinery, ijf courac no one man can pretend to know, or

to be able to record, all that has been done in so wide a field ; and I, therefore, at

once beg you to excuse, and to supply the defects of this cursory review.
l-^rst : The researches of the geologists of the last century had called the attention

of architects and engineers to the study of the stratanpon which buildings were to

be erected, and the (Irainage operations carried on by lOlkiugton, had led some acute
observers to question the correctness of the principles upon which many eminent
practitioners then founded their buildings. About the middle of the last century,
in fact, habelye and l)e Cessart, had given a species of vo^rue to the method of
founding in deep water upon caissons ; and the same principle was adopted in exe-
cuting the tbnnuations of ordinary buildings erected upon solt, compressiole ground ;

for about that period nearly all the buildings, for instance, erected in the marsh-
lauds near Loudon were iounded upon timber platforms, in preference (be it

observed) to the use of piles, according to the custom of the Dutch. The first great
improvement made in this particular branch of construction since 1800, seems to

have consisted in the use of concrete, a substance well known to the Koraan and the
medieval architects, but which had been neglected initil VicaCs "experimental re-

searches into the qualities of limes and cements." had again turned the attention of
builders to the application of that class of materials. Vicat seems to liave been one
of the first. persons to use concrete, on a large scale, in the foundations of the Bridge
of Souillac, and in our own country. Sir K. Sinirkc and Mr. J. Kennie may be con-
sidered to have been the revivers of the use of this material. At the present day
concrete has entirely superseded all the systems of timber platforms, and in many
cases it has equally replaced the use of piles; that is to say, when the area of
the bearing surtace 18 very large in comparison with the weight, and the subjacent
foundations are protected against the lateral displacement.
The iutrodnction of the Parker's lloman Cement in 1700, had, to some extent,

prepared the way for the use of what may be called monolithic foundation courses,
such as were thus obtained by employing concrete. But the greatest advance in

this branch of applied physical science was unquestionably due to Vicat, who first

successfully expounded to the public, inl8is, the principles upon which the setting of
lime depended. Since that period, other labourers have been in the field, and not only
have the qualities of the various descriptions of natural limestones been carefully
studied, but the manufacture of artificial hydraulic limes and cements has assumed an
extraordinary degree ofcommercial importance. Sir t.'. Paslev, Messrs. St. Leger, Frost,
Ilamelin, Aspdin, Blashfield, and atalater period, Messrs. Miuard. Kuhlmauu, White,
and Francis, have in turn increased our resources of this description, and with
snch success have their labours been attended, that, at the present day, the
artificial hydraulic limes, and the Portland cement have to a great extent superseded
the use of the natural materials of those descriptions. Amongst the most remark-
able instances of the application of the Portland cement may be cited the founda-
tions of the Westminster-bridge, the hearting of the Dover jetties, and the huge,
artificial blocks laid upon the sea slope of the Cherbourg breakwater, to protect tlie

small rubble of the central parts of that wonderful breakwater; and the principle
nj>on which the use of concrete in foundations is based— viz., that of supplying a solid,

homogeneous mass to receive the sui)erincumbeut weight, has, it may here be added,
lately been applied in a still more striking manner; for the Krench engineers have
actually constructed some bridges (such as the Petit Pont, the Pont aux Doubles,
both of which have arches of about 104 feet span, and the Pont d'Alma, the centre
arch of which is 141 feet span, with a rise of one-fifth) of small rubble, bedded in

rapidly setting cements, upon the avowed theory that these arches would practically
become huge monoliths. They trusted, in fact, to the adhesive powers of the cement,
just as Mr. Brunei did in the construction of the JIaideuhead-bridgc ; and they have
succeeded, as he did, in accomplishing their object. The execution of the new grav-
ing dock of Toulon, entirely of ordinary concrete, poured into sea-water at least 20
feet deep, may also be referred to as an illustration of tlie boldness and skill of our
neighbours in the use of this material, as well as of the great service it is susceptible
of rendering, when it may be desirable to found structures in deep water. Unfor-
tunatelv, the study of the properties of the various kinds of lime is not a favorite one
in England, and it is, no doubt, to this peculiarity of our ordinary professional edu-
cation that we may attribute the comparatively limited use made In this country of
concrete as a material of general construction, and its exclusive employment in
foundation works. Perhaps the explanation of the preference of cement for
hydraulic limes, so common amongst our constructors, may be found in the same
neglect of this important material.
The substitution of cast-iron plies and plates, for timber piles and sheeting, of

which instances may be observed in the wharf wall of the Blackwall railway station,

of the Adelaide wharf, and of the Chelsea and Westminster bridges, may be cited as
illustrations of the apphcation of that material to foundation purposes, at least in an
indirect manner. But the greatest modifications lately introduced in this

detail of construction were, firstly, those by the French engineers sub-
sequently to 1810, in the manner of foundhig their bridges fby the use of
close sheeting, the interior of which was then dredged out, and filled in with
concrete), instead of the old and expensive method of forming coffer-dams—amethod
now almost universally exploded on the Continent, though, unfortunately, some of
the loading English engineers did not scruple to attack Mr. l*age, with great
personal bitterness, for introducinof it in the Kew Westminster-bridge. Secondly,
\ve may quote the application of afitcheli's screw piles, and the introduction of th6
Nasmyth and of other descriptions of steam pile-driving machinery. Thirdly, we
may quote the introduction of Dr. Pott's sytem of driving hollow cylinders of metal
for the purpose of forming, as it were, permanent masonry piles under the basement
courses of a bridge. Fourthly, the idea upon which C'oulombin the last century based
a system for executing foundations under water has been considerably modilied and
extended in the course of the execution of the new Kochestcr, Saltash, and the
Strasbourg and Kiel Bridges. In these cases, large hollow cylinders were sunk
through the moveable or compressible upper strata to the solid subjacent rock, by
the appHc.-ition of machinery for the compression of the air in the cylinders them-
selves. i>escriptions of these very remarkable Avorks may be found in " Les Anuales
dos Ponts and Chanssees " for May and .June, 1800; in "Les Nouvelles Annales de
Construction," >*ovember, 1858 ; in the Dictionary of Technical Terms of the Archi-
tectural Publication Society; and in n pamphlet by Mr. Hughes, which unfortu-
nately was not published, npou the foundations of liochcster-bridge. (This pamphlet
was, It may be observed, of the greater value from the fact that 3Ir. Hughes con-
ducted that remarkably successful operation). A fifth modification of the method of
founding buildings upon compressiblo subsoils may, perhaps, be here mentioned. It

consists in the use of^ a layer, of more or less thickness, of fine sand, which is pre-
vented from spreading laterally, and extends over the whole bearing surface of the
buililing. In fact, practically, sharp siliclous sand is incompressible, for as its

parlioles have usually as little cohesion as the molecules of a fluid, a weight brought
upon one portion of the surface becomes distributed over the whole, if simply the
weight be prevented from piercin": the surface, and ifthe sand be prevented from
moving laterally. This method of founding has been adopted in the execution of
some heavy embankments carried over peat mosses ; and I have myself a]>plied it in

the erection of some extensive cotton wareliouses on the soft alluvial lands near
Havre.
Second : About the end of the last century, cast iron began to be used forbuilding

purposes, aud the execution of the Colebrook Dale, and of the Sunderland bridges,
the former of which was completed in 1777, fr*)m the designs of Thomas I'ritchard,

and Abraham Derby, and the latter upon those of Thomas Payne, in 171H). But the
general application of this material appears to date from the period when Tolf'ord

employed it in the construction of the Chirk and Pontycystle Aqueducts, the first

stoneof the latter of which was laid 2.Jth July, 1705, and of the former, 17th June,
1700. Telford also, in 170(i commenced the construction of the Buildwas-bridgo with
an arch of 130 feet span ; and subsequently the practical and theoretical investiga-
tions earned on in our own country into tlie properties of this material by such en-
f^ineers as Telford, Kennie, Uastrick, Brunei, Stephenson, and by such physicians as
Tredgold, Barlow, Navier, and lastly, by Willis, Mosely, Morin, and ilodskinson.
have admitted its application in the most varied manueis, and ou the largest scale
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in tlie formH of sirdiTs.vouSHoirs. pines of enormous size, riillinjrs, and orniimentHi
eiceoration. The improvements in the sclcnee of nietnllur;,'-)-, have. Indeed, contri-
buted to faring' cust iron into iilmost universal use ; but It is neecssary here toremarlc
that the introduction of tile Iiot blast in the smeltinj; of iron, about IKtl, and tjie

method of converting tlie einderiron introduced by Messrs.llill and Co., of Myrthyr,
has so materially deteriorated the qualities of mercantile cast iron that consi-
derable discretion must be cvercised by the architect and the engineer, in the appli-
cation of the ordinary formula* {,'ivon for its use.
The buililin^' arts have benefited by the improvements In metallurgv in other wavs

than In the eheapeniii;; ofeast iron. Thus, forinstance, the (acilities nflbrded bv those
improvements for the inamifactiire of rolled plate and an^le iron, have, under the in-
fluence of the constantly iiiereasin}2;e.Kig-encies of the public, forced arciiitects and en*;i-
necrs to adopt, about l(*tii, the plate-iron system of ffirders, witli which the names of
Stephenson, Fairbairii, llodirkinson, and Clark, will always be connected, as in-
ventors and appliiTS. \Vroii),'lit iron is now also used lart'efy in bridge construction,
in the shape of <'hain and wire suspensions, or in the form of^Iattico j^rders ; or even
as g^irders avowedly desifjned to resist principally efforts of compression, and more
lately still, the Introduction of Hessemcr's system of nrepariuj,' steel seems likelv to
modify, to some extent, the methods of girder and chain struetureat present received,
for if the powers of resistance of the steel so made should prove to !>e tolerably uni-
form, its greater elasticity will, in many instances, lead to its substitution for the
cheaper, but less elastic, and consequently bulkier wrought iron. Again, the dimin-
islied cost, since the commencomcnt of this century, of some of the otlier metals, has
increased the number of materials at the command of the architect and engineer, for
both constructive and ornamental purposes. The preparation and extraction of zinc,
copper, and tin. for example. Iiave ail been diminislied in cost of late vears ; and con-
sefjucntly the manufacture of their alloys has followed the same 'direction. The
applications of platinum, aluminium, and indium are as yet, too few, and too costly,
for ordinary building purposes ; but the alloys of aluminium seem likely, in fine
machinery works, to supplant the use of gunmetal entirely. The now methods of
preparing lead for mercantile purposes, in the form of rolled sheet and drawn pipes,
or even in the form of pipes made by hydraulic pressure, and tlie introduction of the
various methods for galvanising iron, both cast and wrought, have equally increased
the resources of the builder since the commencement of the present century. Even
as late as 1H4(). we may add, much cast lead was employed : at the present day none
but the rolled lead is used.

It may not be out of i>lace Here to dwell for a short time upon the reciprocal
influence which the arts of locomotion and of construction liave exercised upon one
another. The execution of the great network of canals, now very unfairly ne-
glected, led to the discovery of expeditious modes of forming earthen embankments,
to the rapid execution of tunnels, and to the application of cast iron to building
purposes. Mimultaneously with the establishment of this canal system, the
wonderful system of our turnpike and parish roads was being developed—at tlie

same period, be it observed, that the first Imperial Government of France was
carrying on the works of the .Simplon, Mont C'enis, and Uiviera routes. In the
course of tlie execution of these English roads, Telford displayed the originality of
his genius by the introduction of the suspension prineipie in bridge building, at
Menai, t'onway, &c., and tlius solved the great difflculty of spanning wide openings
at a small exjiense ; whilst the execution of the .Southwark bridge, by Sir. John
Kennie, proveil the extraordinary capabilities of cast-iron as applied to arches, lint
it was the railway system which gave the great impulse to the arts of construction,
by the compulsory introduction of wrought-iron as the material to be employed in
the execu;ioii;of girder bridges. It may be that some devoted admirers of the archi-
tectural styles of peculiar epochs may regret the facilities afforded for carrying out
Iraboated construction, by the discovery of the laws of resistance of wrought-iron
girders in the course of the experiments required before attempting the construction
of the tubes for the Jlenai and Conway bridges. There are, however, I believe, few
practical architects wlio do not feel, and who dojnot willingly acknowledge, the debt
of gratitude they owe to the illustrious men who have so immeasurably e.xteuded the
resources of their art.

The introduction of new building materials has not been limited to the metals
alone, for since the peace of lHl.j especially, the world has been ransacked to supply
our markets. Slarbles are brought from the French Pyrenees, lielgium, Italy,
Spain, Greece, and Russia ; whilst oddly enough, we as perseveringly neglect the
resources our own country affords—as in the cases of the marbles found near
riyraouth, in Derbyshire, and in the Isle of Anglesca, and in Ireland. The Caen.
Aubigny, and JIaltese stones have been used here, sometimes on a large scale, and
with tolerable success, when proper precautious have been taken, but the more
resisting tertiary limestones of tiie I'arls basin, strangeto say, have never been intro-
duced. At home our stone merchants have been more active, for since IsOO, the
great market of London and the west of Kngland has been supplied with numerous
varieties of stone previously unknown to our masons. The oolitic series has furnished
us the IJarnae, Kettering, and Bath stones, to which new railway facilities will soon
probably add the L'liway and Tisbnry varieties of the Tortland stone. The Magne-
Bian limestone series has supplied the Auston stone, the value;ofwhich (in our London
atmosphere at least) seems to be more than equivocal. The sandstones from Yorkshire,
the millstone <jrits of ISramley-fall, and the various stones from Cragleitli, Arbroath,
Dundee, &c., the slates of liangor, the fliig-stoues of Caithness, KocKhill, Yorkshire,
Arbroatli, \'C , have all likewise been recently added to our resources, and judiciously
employed, they might immeasurably increase the facilities for the execution of
polychromlc decoration. The recent introduction of the White .Suffolk-brick, and
of the variously cx)loured marl and kiln burnt bricks, has naturally acted in the same
manner as the "introduction of the variously coloured stones above mentioned, orof
the asphaltes, the use of which ou a large scale, dates from 1S:J7.

The same activity has been displayed in the timber trade, .and the number of woods
at our command has greatly augmented since the peace of 1«1.> especially. Fiscal
an'angemeilts have, however, somewhat interfered with the natural course of the
tittibcr trade ; for until a very recent period there was a difl'erential duty in favour
of our Colonial produce, which tended to keep foreign woods from our market.
Since the cx<'essive favour thus shown has been withdrawn, a great change has
come over our timber trade. There is now not the slightest advantage In the use of
Canadian or American baulks ; and none but the superior descriptions of red and
yellow pine deals are likely to be sold here. Nearly all the fir timber used in
JEugland now comes from the north of Europe, and, as is universally known, it is

of a superior quality to that of the timber formerly brought from America ; though
unquestionably the new woods, such as the hackmatac, cedar, green-heart, imported
from that continent, should be exempted from the implicit condemnation contained
in this obs.rvation. For the two first-named of these woods have great power of
resistance to the effects of alternate dryness and moisture ; the latter, the green-
heart, is said to resist the attacks of the teredo-navalis, and of other boring worms.
Perhaps tliL'Se newly-introduced woods are more especially adapted to cngiiieerinjr
purposes than to those more correctly named as architectiiral, but the Italian and
Prussian oak, the African and -Moulmein teak, the bird's-eye maple, the satin-wood,
and the newly-imported Vancouver's Island timber, have placed at our disposal
extraordinary facilities for the execution of beautiful architectural details in this
class of materials. I would beg to dwell awhile upon the consideration of the last-
mentioned wood ; not only on account of the great advanlagcs it offers in the
execution of constructive details from the enormous length* and scantling it presents
which render it invaluable for roo:tng purposes, but also on account of the beauty
and cleanness of its grain. I have employed it mvself for some elaborately panelled
wainscoatiug, and I distinctly state that 1 never saw any flr timber fit to bo com-
pared with it. The workmen who may use this wood will, it may be added, find that
It re<iuircs that the tools should be kept remarkably bliarji, but no other extra pre-
caution need be taken in working it.

* Some sticks of this timber arc not less than VZ feet long, by 36 inches square at
onc-tUird of the length.

It would not be just to dlsmii*, with * mrrelx ineldental notice, the wondrrfU Im-
provements lately made in the ornamental eeramln and vitreous artt. The extenilve
use i.f stoneware in the manufacture of pines for house »ewer», w>ti-rclos>>ts *e •

of glazed earthenware for tiles, sinks, anil ntinierous other dimiesllc ptirpoic*; and
of encaustic tiles, I'allssy ware, China and i'arltn wares, hare, (or iDstJUice, enabled
the architects to attain new and brilliant elTects. -Messrs. MInton, (;opel>ad.
Davenport, and their colleagues, have, liidee<l, nobly carried forward the art so
brilliantly inaugurateil In the last century by Wctlgewooil ; but |M-rhaps the roost
decided revolution effected of late years In the details of IheartsofconMtructlon Islhc
one which has taken place in the glass manufactures, in consequence of the abolition
of thccxciso duties, about twenty years since. The glass formerly used in Kngland
was both small in dimension and bad ili quality; whereas at the jiresent day the
quality and dinieiisioiis of mercantile glass are such as to enable the nrchllcct to
execute any description of ornamental work he may nossiblv require, so far, at least.
as those materials arc concerned. It Is to be hai>ed that our (;ovemmcnt mar proflt
by the lesson thus taught them, and that they may relieve the manufjctun-rs of
papcrhangings from the difficulties thrown in'tlielr'way by the excise upon paper.
Perhaps I maybe allowed here to digress a little Into tin' region of iwlillcal ecouomr
and to observe that it is not to be exjiected that an improvement in the in-inufactora
of paperhinglngs wouM immediately follow upon the als>lition of the p«p<r duty. It
requires some time befori' the conditions of a manufacture can adapt theniielrea to
new fiscal arrangements; and, as in the case of the repeal of the excise on gUss. It
was someycarsbefore our manufacturers derived the full benefit ofthe measure; and,
as ill the case of the repeal of the excise an bricks, little change has yet IxM-tveffected,
so in the ease of pajierhangings ; so it may lie some years before our manufacturers
may recover their ancient position in competition with the inaiiufacturers of other
countries.
The science of applied chemistry has, since IHiio, rendered serrice to the arts of

construction in other cases than those connected with the manufacture of artffielal
cements, or with the improvement in metallurgy and the ceramic arts. Thus, the
introduction of the oxide of zinc or the sul|>liate of baryta, as substitutes for the
oxide of lead, as the base of oil colors ; the great Improvements lately efTecledby the
able chemists of France and Itavaria, under the guidance of such artists as IngK'S
and Cornelius, in the painting ou glass ; the proiresses of Kiihlmann and Kansoinc,
for the preservation of building stone by the application of soluble silicates ; and the
processes of Kyan, .Margery, liethell, and others for the preservation of timber, by
the use of salts of mercury, or copper, orof creosote, and the discovery and application
of the electrotype proce'ss by .Spencer, may be cited amongst the more apparent
benefits conferred of late years upon our nufsuit by chemistry. I do not dwell upon
the technical improvements in the moulding of horn furniture, in the applications of
caoutchouc, gutta perclia, leather, or ofthe textile fabrics ; nor do I dwell upon the
wonderful change which has been effected of late years in the mode of procuring and
of distributing artificial light, because these various manufactures are of a character
sufficiently distinct to require separate notice. But It must be evident that every
one of these improvemeiits in manufactures has acted markedly ujion the style and
character of many details of the architectural decoration of our house interiors
especially ; at the same time that it has enabled us to attain effects which it would.
previously to the commencement of this century, have been absurd ever to have
attempted. The increa.sed number ofthe mineral and vegetable oils, and of varnishes
and pigments lately placed at our service, have likewise excrclsetl a distinct influence
upon ornamental decoration.
The third branch of the subject before us—viz., the review of the Improvements

eft'ected in the arts of construction by the nse of new tools and machinery ought,
properly sneaking, to be divided into two sections, one of which would be devoted to
the coiisioeration of the tools used in the manufacture of other tools ; and the
second, to the consideration of the machinery actually employed in building:

operations. It would, however, occupy ti>o much of our time were we to dwell npon
the principles, or the details of wheel and screw cutting, of tnniing, punching.
slotting, and boring engines. Important though they be in the history of art ; and 1

propose only to call your attention to the new machinery which comes Immediately
under the notice of the architect and building engineer. The number of these
machines is daily increasing; for the continued rise In the rate of wages, the
scarcity of labor produced by the extraordinary emigration of late years, and the
consequent almost inevitable restlessness and indocllity of the laboring class, have
driven the employers of skilled labor to seek to substitute mechanical for manual
labor wherever it has been possible so to do. As the architect formerly was ex-
pected to know something at least of the names and uses of the tools employed in

the various building trades, so now lie must understand the general action of the

machinery, by means of whicli his designs arc carried into efl'eet, and which are em-
ployed in the works he is expected to value.

In carpentrv, machinery is little used, unless It be for the purposes of driving

piles, or of hoisting or transporting wood. Some years ago I had the honor to call

your attention ;to the former class of engines ; and at present 1 would simply add
that at the beginning of the present century the old rlngincr pile' engine was the only

one in use. This was replaced 'graduallv by the heavy monkey worked by the crab

;

and, subsequentlv to 18t4, by tlie steam pile driver, by Nasniyth's hammer, and by
Dr. Pott's systeih of pneumatic pressure. For the purposes of hoisting and trans-

porting timber, the first great Improvements made siuec the commencement of this

century, were those Introduced by the late .Mr. J. Kennie, in the mahogany sheds of

the West India dock8,wliich have, in fact served as the types for all the morcmodcrn
travelling cranes. Mr. Telford introduced some Ingenious modifications of both the

pit and the double crane, in his v.irious canal and dockworks ; and in some of the

more important shipbuilding establishments the Derrick has been latterly applied

fur the purpose of lioisting long, cumbrous timbers. In ordinary architectural

practice, however, a "guy pole" and a crab are nearly all the hoisting ma-
chinery required for handling carpenters' work, just as they were "sixty years

Since IstO the application of machinery to the various descriptions of joiners'

work has, however, taken place on a much more extensive scale. 1 he circular saw.

and the block machinery, established by Sir Mark lirunel at Portsmouth, was the

first step In this direction ; and it was followed by the general introduction of the

frame or pit saw. and of the circular and the veneering saws, now so common.
More latterly still, the ploughing, grooving, tenon cutting, planing, moulding,

fillistering, and even carving machinery, have been introduced ; whilst the system ot

artificial ilesslcation has been rendered available for building purposes-with what
success it would yet bo hard to say. Machinery has likewise been iipiihed to the

s^will", working, and polishing of marbles, slates, and stones of a unilorm quality

;

to the making of mortar, the tempering of clays for brick and |)ipe making, the

moulding of such bricks and pipes, the grinding of limes and cements, the rolling 01

metals into various forms, the hoisting of building materials to great heights (as

exemplified in the new Houses of Parliament, and in the very remarkable structures

around the new Basins at .Marseilles), the execution of earthworks in formations oi

a tolerably uniform character, and to the execution of artesian Iwnngs ot great

depth. The motive power adopted for the above descriptions of maclilncry has

varied In accordance with the necessities and the capabilities of the situations wDen-

they have been applied; and wind, water, and steam have been pressed into our

service. In Kngland, however, the tendency Is decidedly to use steam, on nearly all

occasions, In preference to the apparently cheaper, but more uncertain, "a'»r«i

agents. Hydraulic power h.is, however, latterly been employed w;ilh remarkable

success in manv cases ; such, for instance, as the hoistmg ofthe gigantc tubes of

the .Menai and Saltash bridg, s, in launching the Great Kastern, &c.
;

«'';J '°'L'"f"'I>
with whieli the ordinary uploading operations of tlie docks "rf ""'"',9'?/'^"',^^°?
of hydraulic machinery would induce us to believe that it might «iuall) be api^ied

in building materials, when large quantities of work arc to be i;"'""";^^. °." ^"»"
space, and in a brief perio.l. In the construe ion of many of tlie rail« a> ' IsducU

lately erected, steam machinery has been used for hoisting the materials; but I am
not aware that hydraulic n;acliii:cry has hitherto been so applied.
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In8«ifteortbe brmnehrs of an nrvhitoct'^ duties (which modern practice seems
like to witbdrmw ttom the members of that profes«iuu, lu order to coutlde them to

the»ewlT-e»t«bU«hed cl«M of ( ivil KutriuttTK, but which formerly wa^ considered

tobe,Mlb«TeemlkHiit.«*-bniuch of the <ircAi7«*i'/"5 duties"), viz., the oouetiuction

of bridy» two minor me^haiiieal imnrovcmeuts mny be alluded to as havius been

iMtrodtltd winco inifl. In rlititinn tn llnr i nminii ly uientiom>d. The first of these

is the MpttefttfoB of boring; maehinerv to the tormation of the paBsa^es for the tying I

down rfcslwf of •tt^»enslon brUl^res ; to the preparation of the holes for receiving the
|

ti^bet, •«lMC<itteQtly tilled in with concrete, intended to replace piles under the uody
;

of tha atraeture ; aud, under auy cireumstances, to aucerlAinin^ the nature of the

of the iutendiil position of the britl^e. The second ol these improvements
M Oonnc<'ted witn the lowtring oi the centres of an arch— ai» oiMratiou of the

Bportance in that branch of i-oustruction ; lor if the centres should be
brnptlr. or with a jar. the iH)lidity of the vault they support may be
"y KKMed. There have been st-venil notions in the AnnaU-a dcs Touts ct

eqpecdftUj since 184fi. on this sut>jet*t, to which 1 bej> to refer my hean^rs ; at

itttauyanfloetoaar that the system which has been mostpromineutly broufiht

-d to the one in which the wutres are made to bear on ba^a filled with dry sand.

Tbeoaeapeof the sand is regulated iu such a manner as to t>e under instantaneous

eo«tnd, and the ceutn-s are thus eased without shoi'k or jar of anv description.

Ul ordtaMTT buildiuj; operations verv little improvement has ooen, or could be,

MdOHMB the implements forraerlv used. The shapes of shovels, spades, tools,

ai Iho barrows, dobbiu carts, earth wa^^Tous, limber and stone whiniK. spring^

carta* with straight or cranked axles. e«riH*nlers\ smiths', or masons' tools, have all,

ae doubt, U-en j:reatly modifiwl to meet ihejcontinual demands for rapidity of cxe-

CBltai ; but it would hardlv enter into our province to notice them. Neither would it

be WOtth our while to dwell upon the inu>n>\ements in, or the applications of, thuor-
* ih'8ive«s.orof the screw-j'tck ; and we can only, m passiajj, allude to

deri^ adopted by our Transatlantic brethren for transporting, bodily,

preacBtll
Ibrwwdi

the buhdlDfrs they wish toprept'ne. and to the cumbmus machinery emploj-ed by M.
Lebas to raise the Olx-listine de Luxor, at Paris, in 18:1". Strictly speakmsr, also.

attention ought to be called to the wonderiul changes which have been superinduced

in ourmodeni domestic arningementa by the universal applic-ation of the water-

doaeC system, by the improvements iu the detJiils of water supply, by the improved
malbodB of heating, lightiutr.and ventilation, and even by the use of speaking-tubes,

bells, and. in some caaes, of the eleteric telegraph. Hut the mere enumeration of

tlieaeadaptationB of physical science to the ordinary wants of life is snffirient tosliow

theranireof the investigation before us, and the utter impossibility of iucludmg the

whole of It in one lecture. It may suffice, thereforcatpresenttosay that the tendency
ofall that is going on around us'is to increase the number of tlio material elements of

comfort at our disposal, if only by reason of the facilities they afford for improving
tbesanitary state of our homes. At the same time, however, all the imprcvemeuts
in tlie arts of building tend equally to increase the powers of the architect of the
present day to pnxluce effects in the arsthetical branch of his pursuit, which were
physically ix-yond the nacli of his predecessors, devoid as they were of the wonder-
nil facilities offered by the new materials, the new processes, and the new machinery
which have been introduced subsequently to "sixty years since." The power of ob-
taining and haudliug stones, and beams of gigantic dimensions ; of spanning great
openings by the use of small materials connected by new mechanical processes, or
by new cements, and of erecting important structures in positions wherein formerly
it would bmve bet;n impossible to attempt any permanent work, have given rise to

n apliit of U^dness and hardiness of mechanical daring, which must eventually
re-aet upon the artistic expression of our age. An attempt was made in the erec-

ticu of toe Cnrstal Palace to eliminate a style of architecture which should be cha-
raettftotie of the state of the mechanical arts of the day, .ind in the Mcnai Tubular
Bridjpe a structure has been raised, wliose simplicity of outline and grandeur of effect
anpcoaeh as near to the character of sublimity as can be conceived. Neither of
ueaa atmettires were, however, faultless as works of art, the Crystal Palaces, both
old and new, being, in my opinion, as ugly as they could well have been,) but the

* nal has been given, the path in which we ought to march has been Indicated ; andetaia
ITwewe boldly look forward, instead of backwards, if we strive to create an architec-
ture of the future iustead of contenting ourselves withan architecture entirely based
upon a reproduction of the past, the progress made in the mechanical arts of late

years will not remain much longer so sterile as it has been for architecture. One of
the first lessons to be learnt by the artists who would seek to make to themselves an
abidlnfF reputation by their ai)plication of the means and appliances lately placed at
their disposal, seems to me to be that the laws affecting the resistances of the mate-
rials themselves, require that they should be treated in many cases so very differently
from the older materials, that it is abtiurd to attempt to adhere to archxolo^ical
eorrectoess of detail, or in other words to endeavour strictly to apply the principles
of ornamentation of styles of art which prevailed in other times. I allude espe-
cially to the miserable attempts to be seen in our own country, and abroad, to execute
Gothic or Grecian designs, such as bridges, colonnades, &c., in cast-iron, because
the feelins' of logical impropriety nmst be excited when we look at the Pointed
arehea and the meagre cnamfering of what it is the custom to call a Gothic cast-iron
bridge ; and the incongruity of the intercolumuiations of the so-styled Grecian
colonnades must always offend an educated eye. In fact, just as the use of the
Grecian marbles, and of the Homan bricks led those nations respectively to modify
the forms of art they had received from other nations, so ought the use of the cast
and wrought-iron. of the glass and cement of our day, to lead us by degrees, to
eliminate a style wliich should be characteristic of our generation.

It se<*mi!. in'de«*d, to me that the moral to be derived fVom our cursory review of
the improvements made since 1800, in the mechanical arts of construction, ia pre-
cisely that it Urhoves us all. Engineers and Architects, to seek to discover the true
spirit in which those improvements should be applied. The materials, machinery,
and principle!! of practical execution lately introduced, regarded as elements of art,
ought, I think, to be used with reference to the physical and mathematical laws
affecting them, rather than with reference to their powers of adaptation to any
particular Mtyle of architecture—in new buildings especially. There should be no
attempt to proiiuce. by the aid of cast and wrought-iron for instance, sham Gothic
tracery, with all the joints of the stone ribs elalwrately reproduced by marks on the
face, such a« 1 have seen lu some Instances abroad. Cements should not be used
with scorings, in order to look like stone ; nor should cast-iron columns be painted to
look like marble. Kaeh material should be used in the position for which it is best
adapted ; and should ' tell its own tale " honestly, and without disguise, in a way to
aatlafy the iudgment of even those who have not the time to seek the hidden expla-
nation of the objects directly before them. Possibly the earnest attempt to bring
ahont this result, may cause the quarrels of Clnssiciatit, and Medievalists to fall into
eomparatire Insignificance ; but candidly would that be a misfortMue? Why need
we be always "au char de la raison attelenar derriere?" Must we always be com-
peUed to seek in the practice of the past a justification for the designs we may make,
aad the system of construction we may adopt, when the whole tendency of our
emlisatJon, aud the spirit of the age. wotdd lead us to strike out a path of our own,
distinct in Its character from those of former times, though of course based upon the
Kttlietical principh-H which the experience of ages has confirmed? In the charming
opera" La f>aroe itlanche," founded on two or three of Sir W. Scott's Uomances,
one of the characters reiK-atB as a reason for doing some old fashioned act--" Car
e eat alnsi que cla se pratiouent en Kcosse il y a soixante ans." We, it is true,
are Uttte dfsposeil now to seek models from amongst those who practised '* sixty
y^rs since; ' and they themselves could l>oa»t of little originality of invention,
The architects, eiiijineerB, and mechanicians of, and subsequent to, that period have.
however, endowed us 'vith means and apphances which, rightly used, would enable
us to leave "our foot-prints on the sands of time,' if only we dare to think and
reason for ourselves. May we not. therefore, consider that the course we ought to
follow should be to strire after the attainment of a stylo which should be
cbtfaeterised by its mass, and simplicity of outline ; its boldness and its truth ; its
trenfftb and sublimity in struetures which may be susceptible of that quality \ and

that we should, in short, adopt Alontaigne's sentiment, and seek "nous tenirau
massif et an vraisemblablo ?" The ott'ect of the various improvements in the
mechanical arts seems to tend, as it wore, to efface detail, the excess of which is the
defect of most scholastic art of the present day; and at any rate they would give
scope to any magnitude of conception the arclutect, or engineer, mifjht be incliued to
indulge. From what has been done at the Britannia-bridge, the joint railway
station at Birmiu^'ham, the Keading-room of the British Museum, and the Crumlin
^*iaduct, we may learn that more remains to do, before we can flatter ourselves that
we have turned to its full arti.stic use " the prof/ress made in themcctiaiiical arts o/
ronstmction since 1800." We must, in fact, learn to be;truly ourselves, before we can
fairly coukider that we have reaped all the benefit of the changes made of late years
upon the mechanical arte which prevailed " 'twas sixty yeakh since."
Mr. Burnell resmned his seat amidst loud applause.

ZINC IN KOOFS.
Mr. JAME8 Edmeston, then road a paper " On the Use of Zinc in Eoofs, and the

Causes of Failure Therein." The following is a copy of the paper:—
rpHE following remarks and statements upon the qualities and application of zinc,

1 for building purposes, have resulted from some steps suggested by the VieUie
Montague Zinc Mining Company, of Belgium, France, Sweden, and other places.

with a view to correct erroneous impressions respecting this material, by means of
apatient and unbiassed investigation of the facts existing abroad.
I*erhap8 few persona have any other knowledge of the above Company beyond

that to be derived from certain advertisements, which state that it has an office at
Westminster, and a recognised agent here—and it was with some astonishment that
1 foimd it equal some of our own largest industrial undertakings in magnitude and
importance, owning three collieries—besides its own mines of calamine and blende,
and with large mining, smelting, and rolling establishments in Belgium, France,
Germany and Sweden.
At Liege, I visited a smelting-house, containing thirty furnaces, which are con-

stantly at work ; and at Anglcur I inspected a most extensive establishment, con-
taining the stores of calamine and coal, of which latter 100 tons are consumed every
day, at these works alone, with an enormous smelting-house, containing forty-eight
furnaces; and in an adjoining building the furnaces for re-melting, aud themachinery
for rolling out the sheets.

In the seven large smelting establishments in Belgium and Prussia, comprising230
furnaces, :^y,000 tons of spelter are produced, and t*.'i.OCiO tons of sheet-zinc are
annually made, besides about 7.(J00 tons rolled at mills which are not the property of
the company. In the three establishments for making oxide of zinc, about (i,000ton8

of oxide are annually manufactured. The company is, besides, a large purchaser of
spelter in the market.

It is said that the general consumption of spelter throughout the word is about
67,000 tons per annum, of which about 4u,W0 tons are made to take the shape of rolled
sheets, and these arc estimated to be applied as follows, each quantity being some*
what below the truth :

—
Tons.

Itoofing and Architectural purposes :^3,000

Ship Sheathing 3.500
Lining Packet Cases a.-'KW

Domestic Utensils l:i,000

Stamped Ornaments 1,500

Miscellaneous 1 ,500

44,000

Fifteen years ago the quantity used for roofing did not exceed 5,000 tons ; none was
employed for ship sheathing or lining packing' cases, and the stamped ornaments in
zinc date only from 1852.

The fire-clay smelting pots are also made by machinery at the establishment at
Angleur—an important part of the manufacture, as if a pot breaks in the smelting
furnace, not only is the metal lost, but the heat of the furnace is lessened, and the
whole batch of smelting in that furnace is interfered with ; 24,000 of these pots were
in store at the time of my visit. When I mention further that the company con-
sumes more than 200,000 tons of coal in the year, that in their various mines and
establishments they employ 7,000 workmen, and that in plant aud works they
have invested three-quarters of a million of monej', it will be understood that
the manufacture is of great importance, and it certainly occurred to me at once,
that however much the article thus produced is despised in England, an enormous
consumption, of which 1 had no previous conception, existed somewhere.
The success which has been attained is in a great measure owing- to the admirable

way in which the company has been managed; I am told that it is contrived that
all employed, every oflicial from the Managing Director to the humblest workman
at 2 francs a day, shall have some additional profit, according to the extent of tho
trade, and far from being contented with merely manufacturing shectsof zinc, which
might be considered all t liat came within the scope of a mining company, they have
made a practice of having workmen at their works a sufficient time to gain instruc-

tion in the peculiarities of the material, and these have been afterwards assisted and
established in business in various;towns, where they have risen to prosperous positions

under the eye of the company ; gentlemen educated as architects have been engaged
to travel from place to place, to supervise zinc work in course of performance, ana to

afford gratuitous assistance aud advice where such work is contemplated, and bythe
extreme care thus taken to guard against mistaken use of the metal, it has risen

so rapidly in estimation, that where it has obtained at all, it has wholly superseded
all other metals for roofing purposes, indeed it may be said all other materials, for

slates and tiles seem only to be apphed with a view to effect, in patterns or orna-
mental forms, or to the more inferior buildings.

Let me mention, that before beginning these inquiries abroad, and being impressed
with all those opinions which prevail here;—in ignoranccofthesort of proofs or facts

which were to be brought before me, aud being desirous, above all things, not to be
misled, or to be instrumental in deceiving others, I ventured to request, from several

architects and eminent contractors with whom I was more or less acquainted, in-

stances of defects within their experience ; I beg now most cordially to thank those
gentlemen for the kindness and readiness with which they responded to my wishes,

as I was thus enabled to note the circumstances of failure iu many cases, and was
prepared to search for similar instances on the continent, and to ascertain, with much
greater certainty, howit is that such defects do not show themselves there— to mider-
stand more thorout^lily the nature of those mistakes which have, as 1 now believe,

been the sole occasion of disappointment here.
The process of manufacture is very simple ; the calamine (carbonate of zinc) is first

calcined, by which it loses about 20 per cent, of its quantity, it is then ground in a
mill, aud mixed to theextent of one-third of its bulk with powdered coal, to assist

the smelting ; the whole being much moistened, this mixture is put into the smelting
pots, and these at six o'clock every morning are placed in the furnaces. At six o'clock

In the evening, that is, in twelve hours, the smelting is complete ; the metal is drawn
out and run into metal moulds; it then goes into the rolling- house, and is again melted
and recast in a metal mould to produce ingots of the proper size and weight for the
roquired gauge of the sheets to be rolled—this second melting is also desirable to
obtain proper purity.

In the first place, purity in the metal to be used for building purposes is impor-
tant ; if there is much impurity no after-care will be of any avail. For ship sheathing
—and zinc is now very largely used for this— perfect purity is essential, for it be-
comes [immersed in a downright galvanic bath ; and if iron be present in even a
small quantity, or lead, it would quickly destroy itself. This is not so much the ease
in roofs, but purity is most desirable ; and Impurity may exist to an extent sufficient

to spoil the bc^t constructed roofs, and in many cases has done so beyond doubt.
In the next place, attention to a few simple but, unavoidable, essential, and never-

to-be-overlooked necessities of construction is absolutely necessary, to avoid certain
loss and disappointment in the apidication of zinc for building purposes.
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Almost ail the replios received to my mquiries licre were condemuatory ; tliouglt

in the majority of llieiii tliis was not the result of personal experience, but of a atroii;,'

impression founded rather upon general report and ojjinion. I believe there were but

two exceptions, and tiiesu two were contractors of the lughest resjiectability, who,
no doubt, haviufr to use /.ine, would be sure to have done so with great care, and with
due regard to projier thickness.

Some instances of failure were, however, brought before me, andthcsc were mostly
ns follows .—
Crumbling to pieces ; black spots appearing, supposed to be the effect of London

atmosi)here ; holes and wearing out of the metal in a short time ; all these would
arise fi-oni impurity in the metal, or from contact with iron. Then,
Cracking in places; soldered joints parting; drips or joiuts failing in flats; ten-

dency to buckle, and to have an untidy appearance in cousefiuence, and general un-
soundness of tlie work ; all these would arise from bad construction.

A pure sheet of zinc is very easily distinguished from an impure one— it will be of

even color, without black spots or blotches— it will be very ductile, and will easily

bend backwards and forwards in the hand : it will not easily break ; andifmipure,
it will l)c the opposite of all this ; if there is any iron in it, it is worthless, and black

spots and brittle' texture will demonstrate this ; if it contains lead in any (juantity,

it will still, though to a less extent, contains tlie germs of destruction withni itself.

Let it bo rememberod tliat the oxide of lead is very soluble in water, while the oxide
of zinc is not. 1 don't know how better to prove this last assertion than by referring

to a piece of zinc in my possession, cut by mysi'lf from the roof of an old house
adjoining the smelting works at Liege—tliis is a Mansard root, formed in 1813, and Is

the earliest example I could discover. At that time tlie house was occupied by M.
iloBselman. tlie original proprietor of tlie first mine of calamine possessed by the

company, the metal is thin, only No. 12 gauge (17 ozs. to the foot), it is evidently very

pure, and is evenly coated with a thin, uanl oxidation, which has penetrated but a

very little into tlie metal, it requires the assistance of a hard tool or chisel to remove
the coating.
This roof is in the midst of foundries and works consuming coal, it is attached to

the smell ing-house. and niucli sulphur is given off from the fumes of the furnaces ; it

is one of tlie first, or it mav be the very first existing roof of zinc in Europe, for it lias

stood 10 years ; it is not laid in the best way, being without wooden rolls, but still,

so as to leave the sheets quite free ; the gutters are of lead, which Is very uuusual in

more recent works.
1 found this roof evenlv and perfectly sound with one exception, and that was

where it was confined by soldering to the lead gutter. I cut off a piece of the defective

part, and, in my opinion, the soldering hij trhich the metal was coiijined, accounts for

the injury in that part. A piece of the zinc thus injured has been carefully exa-
mined bv'5I, liaresville, chemist, of Paris, but he reports that his analysis gives no
results justifying the opinion that any galvanic action between the metals in contact

had taken place, and, indeed, the contact with lead gutters is knowii to afl'cct the

zinc, in ordinary cases, hardly at all : iu this ease, however, it was not mere contact,

but absolute cohesion bv solder, and the injury certainly appeared to come from the

underside, where the solder seemed roughly put on in large quantities, the zinc may
have been injured and burnt, aud so have been rendered doubly liable to suffer by
the coiifiiiemeiit, which is always most injurious to it.

JI. liaresville, in the course of his report, and in allusion to the apparently unac-
countable manner in which, under some circumstances, any metal may be affected,

without any very certain explanation being possible, mentions the surprise with
which, on one occasion, the leaden bottom of a reservoir was found to be perforated

and converted into absolute white lead : the chemists who were called in suggested
that the sugar from the subjacent wood had formed itself into an alcoholic fermen-
tation, that the alcohol had turned into vinegar, aud that the acetic acid, absorbing
the oxvgenof the atmosphere, had become the destructive agent—an explanation

which "he says is possible, but not altogether likely. I have one other instance, of an
old roof, Ijut not so good, because more recent. At the house occupied by Mr. Van
lloorde, at J-aeken, near Brussels, is a zinc roof, erected in 1821, 38 years in exist-

ence therefore. The specimen cut from it shows it to be thicker than the other

sample, being No. 14(21 oz) ; the oxidation is quite on tlie surface, and is hard, ^and,

as before, difficult to remove.

The fl rst of these roofs had never been repaired within the memory of any one,

in fact it was forgotten, and was only thought of in consequence of my refusal to

consider the numerous modern roofs to which my attention was called, as provin"

anything which would clear up uncertainty here : the roof at Laeken was quite souna,

but it appeared that improper nails had been used, these had given way, and some
of the sheets had slipped in consequence.

There is, however, anotlier example at Laeken—a largo flat, soldered all over so

as to be in one piece ; it is full of undulations, never in ordei , and constantly iK'ing

repaired, in spile of tlie first-rate quality of the zinc, giving as strong a proof as

possible of the way in whicli ignorant construction will ruin the best material.

But, oven if the zinc contains no iron, the contact of iron, where a little confined

damp may exist, will be quite as injurious, 1 e.;innot find tliat this is understood here,

iron nails are commonly used for boarding under the zinc, and if a nail head is in

contact, and there is damp, in tliree montlis a hole will bo eaten through. Generally

speaking, for tlie best roofs on the Continent, zinc nails arc used for the boarding,

and all ironwork where necessary, and if used at all, is galvanised. Or where iron

nails are used for boarding they have small heads, and are hammered well into the

wood so as to be buried, and a little cement or stopping is frequently rubbed in over

them; practice lias found that nails thus used rarely do any mischief, and as the

zinc nails require certain care and take more time and are dearer than the iron, I

found that in I'aris, at all events, the iron were used frequently, but always with the

above precautions.
I could not discover that the contact of lead was injurious, but it is considered to

be better avoided.
. .

Impure zinc being brittle will crack when turned up against the rolls, or it will

break ofl' eutireiy, and the builder, who saves something in first cost, is quite likely

to lose more in the end from waste.
The second set of defects to which I have alluded, and otlier modifications of them,

will be referable to ignorant construction ; tliey none of them exist wiiere proper

knowledge has been exercised iu this respect, and the one object to be kept in view,

is to permit perfect freedom to the sheets, to confine them nowliere, and to separate

lengtlis of guttering, and any other portions of a roof requiring to be made in long

pieces as much as possible. ....
The junction of sheets covering flats which have but little fall, and the joints in

gutters, are the only parts which should ever be soldered, but in long lengths there

should be drips in flats and gutters, the laps may be made according to the usual

mode of connecting sheets of zinc in root's and sloping flats, and tliey should be

somewhat deeper than the drip for lead, fillets with ehamlered edges arc better than

round rolls, and those in Belgium are chamfered so as to be narrower on the under-

side, thus giving rather more play to the sheets. Confinement is the sole cause of

uoevcnness in the sheets, tliis never takes place in sloping roofs; it is more possible

in flats, but will hardly exist then if the sheets are free. Very few absolute fl.ats,

however, came under my notice, aud a moderate slope seemed to be generally

adopted.
Eaves gutters should be made in short lengths, bent in the direction ot the

way in which the sheet has been rolled and soldered ; the solder put between the

sheets and one sheet lapping over the other; thev must not of course be_ screwed

to the rafter's feet—a practice, by the way, which occasions a constant failure in

the joints of iron eaves gutters. 'Wherever a down pipe comes there should be a

stopped end in the gutter, and the gutter should never be continued longer than

possible iu one piece ; wiiere it is laid behind a parapot, as in all the new and

magnificent buildings in I'aris, a sepiirate piece of flashing will disconnect it

wholly from the sheeting on the roof. For guttering, the gauge used should be

mcreased in proportion to length, say No. 14 for 10 feet. No. 15 for 20 feet, and so

on up to No. 18. There should be a proper aubituice In all ca««<. Ko. I< U i

for London ; in Germany It Is customary to use a leas thickneas.
The choir of the Cathedral at Cologne la covered with Sileaian zinc. The oldlMd

was defective and was removed, and the zinc substituted by Ilerr Zwirnur, in 1829.
The gutters arc zinc ; it is laid in the old way without wooden rolls or Ullctn, u it
the custom still In Germany. Merr Zwirner, the architect to the Uoyal C«ai>
mission, informs me "that zinc la now commonly used for ro<if« In the wbola of
Germany." and that all his practice has taught him " the aoUdtneas and rUticmm
of a well-couatructed zinc roof."
Oak boarding will spoil the ziuc, and the fir should be dry, the boards laid with an

aperture of about half an inch between each, if they are damptaa mueh oxidation
will take place on the underside of the zinc as on the top of it.

A good way of laying fiats in some situatious is witliout rolls, but with auok
gutters between the sheets, with in fact, inverted rolls which form gutten* ; for
London, however, I would recommend the ordinary way, as the small gutters are
liable to be filled with blacks and soot if neglected. In furmingr laps care must be
taken to prevent the water from ascending by capillary .'attract ion : there must either
be space enough to prevent the drops thus rising, or the end of one sheet must touch
altogether, and that of the other be kept well away, aud this is found the beat mode,
and the least open to careless treatment by workmen.
The thicker the zinc, the less its expansion and contraction. And 1 find, as

follows, in a report made to the Academy of Scieuce. by the Director of the Conser-
vatoir dcs Arts et Metiers, a government institution existing iu the Uue St. Martin,
to enquire into scientific Inventions, civil engineering, aud afl constructive acieuee.

"It appears from actual experiments that the oxidation proceeds fur about four
years, gradually diminis]iin</ after the first three months, and that It then hardcna
into a protecting coat ('email '), of a dark grey colour, preserving the metal beneath
from any further deterioration." And it concludes by saying, " that it becomes evident
that as a sheet of zinc exposed to the atmosphere for a series of years loses little or
nothing of its weight or tliickness, and as its surface remains hard and polished, like

enamel, it may be fairly deduced that the following years are not likely to occasion
any alteration, and therefore that zinc A'ill be placed in the same condition as bronie.
which IS protected by its 'pattine ' for ages."
The \'u'ille 3Iontagne Zinc is very largely used for ship sheathing, for which

purpose its duration is said to exceed that of'^copper. 7W ships had been covered
with it in France alone, and double that number in Kngland, as early as I84i). It

is largely applied to the manufacture of stamped articles in great relief—brackets,
mouldings, ornaments of all descriptions.—and especially the *"inarqm8C8" or
ornamental projections forming tlie shop fronts, and entrances to the cafes iu Paris.

for these purposes purity and extreme ductility are, of course, indispensable—this
zinc is always quoted in the market at about £2 per ton higher price than any other.

It would be impossible to pretend to give any list of bmldings to which this

covering is applied in Belgium and France—it would prove nothing to enumerate
works done eluring the last fifteen years, except that it has gained the full esteem
and approval of the most eminent architects aud engineers of those coimtries ; the
general opinion seems to be that once properly done no limit is yet ascertained lo

its duration; tiles and slates are always after a few years wanting attention and
repair, and when once this is begun it continues ^constantly ; ziuc roofing, once
well done. It is said, wants none—and this is the great recommendation urged in its

favor.
The factories and works in the iron districts of Belgium, the railway stations In

France and Germany, the public buildmgs and private houses throughout Paris—
mav in all directions be seen with roofing of this material.

li' an old house is added to, zinc is tlie roofing for the new part j if an old tile rooi

is worn out zinc is certain to supply its place.

The great charge brought against it in Kngland is that it will not last, and there-

fore no amount of recent facts would avail to set that question right. I may. how-
ever, allude to the magnificent new markets for Paris, constructed of iron, under

the direction of SI. Baltard, architect, in 185(3 ; these great roofs are covered wholly

with zinc ; No. 14 gauge, the gutters being No. 10. the whole in perfect condition,

except in one place, where some undulation has occurred in consequence of the

workman having confined the metal by solder very needlessly, because a little

extra labour was necessary to lay the zinc properly; the down pipes are of zinc.

Also the entire roofs of the magnificent houses forming the Boulevard de Sebas-

topol. the new mansions in the Champa Eiysces, the new part of the Louvre, in

which the flats are of zinc, and the curbs only of slate, the roof of the Hotel de

Ville, the roof of the church of .'^t. Clothilde, and in fact nearly every root formed

in Paris within the last fifteen years.
. , , , . . .j

Among the older roof's in I'aris I inspected that of the old Palais de .Tuslicc. UW
with zinc in 1832. witli lead gutters. I saw the workman who had beei employed,

and he informed me that the roof had never been repaired during the twcnty-seyen

years of its existence; it is corrugated, soldered at the ends of the rolls of coruga-

tion to the lead ridge aud hips, it is quite open to view on the iuside. and is now as

perfect as tlie day it was put up. „„ , ,, j
The roof of the Museum in the Jardin des Plants, laid in 1835, in small pressed

sheets, corrugated, about 12 inches by 14 inches each, is quite sound, and though not

done on a good plau, has every .appearance of being likely to reuin its perfect con-

A zinc roof becomes cool more rapidly than slate or tiles after a hot day. for this

reason it is applied to the roofing of cooling vats in breweries and distilleries. Ihc
Vieille Jloutagne Company have formed several zinc roofs in Algeria, and arc now
coverini' a Palace for the Hultan at Constantinople ; the great heat of the sun in those

countries is not found to be injurious. I also saw in course of constructjon. for the

I'acha of Kgypt, a liouse of iron framing, entirely covered with zinc, every moulding,

and the arabesque ornaments of a very elaborate character, were all in zinc.

I should mention, before dismissing this part of the subnet, that while cement does

no injury to the zinc, the lime of Paris destroys it, and that when cisterns, or other

zinc constructions are confined with brickwork, in mortar, the custom is to all m
round them with earth so as to protect the zinc from the lime. ^^
There is a current opinion that animal deposits, such as result from the congrega-

tion of cats on a zinc roof, are exceedingly injurious. I can only say that there is no

lack of cats iu Paris; that I made special inquiries as to this, and examined roofs

bearing evident traces of being infested by these animals, but without being able to

ascertain that they did any harm to the ziuc : no one. in fact, seemed to have neara

of such a possibility.I sucn a possioiiiiy. .... i *i,i« >«/1
It is said that calciireous water injures ziuc cisterns, winch is very probable ;

ana

T have been informed, that when the late Jlr. Burton built i<t. Leonard son -.Via. the

zinc gutters had all to be removed after a short time, and re|)laced with others, l

therefore directed particular inquiries as to the facts attending the use oi zinc at me
sea-side, and I found that there were many very extensive roofs so »""«'<;<'; 7
example, the government buildings at Toulon, at Cherbourg, at liochelort, atjirtst^
example, inegovcruineni omiuings at louivu, ..^ .-....«",..,,. ". — ~ '

'..,„...™ r.f

Marseilles, rdrient, and le Havre, which had been "> »''is'.'!"'''i'}7 »" "^""^^ "I
some fourteen years; and more recently, the Chateau hugenic of the l',mpiror,at

tact between the zinc and the plaster or lime ; the brown paper, in ff. «» '""^ *?

it remains drv, and under ordinary circumstances it cannot essilj K^' "^'•,''",''."^"

the desired purpose. One of the gutters to a long roof at •''•;

.'^"'•'•f,,

.»" '^ .

""
v

was found to tail, while alltlie others fixed at the same time remaned 1' ^"^' • ^^^^^

efl'ort was made to find a reason ior this: chemists W''« ";<'"'"^<^' ' ^. 'T-.tlfic
analysed, the ,,ossibl.- efl'ect of sea air was discussed, but ''^''l "'^'./"> ";'V"\'°^^

solution being obtained. Upon taking up the ?»">;"• JXHe'l.„Mh tS Ke?c
while all th? others were laid upon boards, in the defective 'e°E,"' "'X„v^
omitted, and the brown paper hadWn substituted ; this, it was found, had decayed.
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aod thp only oxplanntion of the rlrcumstancos wliioh couUl be stifrsestml, was, tliiit

»e»w«tfr had bo«n used with the plaster; that this had damped the paper, and
can9«d it« decay, bo tliat the zinc came in contact with tlic i>la8ter, whicli plaster
further contained the !«alt of the sea in its composition, and liad speedily cfl'eeted

the destruction oftltezine.
A parallel has U-cn drawn between thedtiration of zinc plated or "galvanised," as

it is commonly called, ujwn iron, and that of the rolled sheets, but none can properly
l)e made. The deposit ui>on the iron is n laver of zinc in the nature of a cast eoatinfr,
and is probably verv crystalline in Its fortfialion ; whereas, in the rolled sheets, the
crystalhne nature of the metal is altered and it is rendered tibrous, and closer, and
more compact in its texture.

SIucli has been said as to the probable intluenece of London atmosphere impreg-
nated with the fumes of coal. It is curious to obsei^'e that in Paris zinc flues and
chimney -cowls, so common in London, are never used : a building, however, eanic
under my notice In which there were three zinc pipes or flues, two about 30 feet long,
direct from the eoal fires, and a shorter one terminating a briek flue, and much more
distant from the fire itself, where wood was burnt. The zinc eoal flues remain now,
and have 6ttx>d for some ten years, but the flue from the wooden fire perished in a
year alter it was fixed, was renewed, and the second one perished also. Is it that
the p>Tollgneou8 acid is liberated in the burning, and destroys the zinc? Such is
the suggested explanation, and there may be a great mistake In supposing that the
atmosphere charged with smoke from wood is less injurious than where coal is
burnt. It is, however, very clear tliat there is a good practical reason why chimney
flues of zinc are in bad repute in I'arls.

It was my intentiou to have ascertained personally the opinion of some leading
memlMT of the highlv-talented body of architects in raris. but I (bund that a report
upon the subject of zinc was in existence. It is listed .\pril l.'ith, 1835, and is

denominated the*' Report of a C'ommi.'ision appointed by (lie Central Society of
Architects in Taris." IVesideiit of the Commission, 51. I.e Kormaud, whose signa-
ture together with those of SI. tJilbert, Tresident of the Society, and of JI. lialtard,
Its principal Secretary, is attached. It states that they have given an anxious
attention to the application of zinc for building purposes, that they have visited the
various foundries and stores of this metal, and have found many Interesting ques-
tions arise during their inquiries. They recommend that zine, which was at first
n'jectiNl, but is now so generally used, 'should be applied with great care, as certain
precautions, very simple, but never to be overlooked, are indispen-ablc; thus con-
tact w"ith plaster, which contains a destructive .«alt, is to be avoided; also contact
with iron, which is very injurious, and liable to cause a rapid oxidation—eaves
gutters should always be supported by galvanised brackets, and no gutter or sheet
xinc should be laid on oak boards. A fall is recommended of about Vi centimetres
in the metre—say H iuches in 10 feet, and No. 11 is recommended as the best thick-
ness tor roofs.
The Keport further states that there is great varietv In the qualitvofthe zinc,

and gives a decided preference to that of the Old and New Slountain (now the
Vieille Jlontagne Zinc Mining Company), and the sheets are recommended
to be stamped in the middle, as fraudulent workmen will sometimes cut off the
stampi-d comers.

Tile use of zinc wire instead of iron wire (which so soon perishes,) for the guards
•<"I'"rch windows, is strongly recommended, and the cast and stamped ornaments,
which are very extensively used, are sjioken of with great jiraiso; tlie application of
the old metal for casting, and for manufacturing the n hite of zinc, is stated to have
given it a rapidly rising value. 1 m.iy observe here that the stamped ornaments
belong almost exclusively to Paris, while in Berlin the cast ornaments are manu-
factured very largely.
A report by Dr. A on Petcrkoflcr, made by the direction of the Directors of the

Bavarian liailroad Commission, has also been brought under my notice. He was
reqnire<l to answer tLis question :—" What Is the necessary thickness of zinc upon
Iron in order to preserve the latter metal from oxidation ?'' He obtained a piece of
zinc from the rof>f of a building in 5Iunich, which had been exposed to the
atmosphere twenty-seven years, both sides were oxidised, the uppermost, however,
more than the lower side. He found the oxide very tenaciouslv adhesive to the zinc,
and he says, impossible to be scraped off with the finger-nail, so as to expose the
clean metal to view. This oxide he found quickly soluble in warm water and potash,
<one part potash to six of water,) and having with tliis removed the oxide, he found,
microscopically, that the metal beneath exhibited a crystalline or uneven surface, a
proof that the oxide had penetrated unequally. And he observes that it is therefore
of some- Importance as to whcthi r the structure of the metal be of larger or smaller
crystals. The oxide he found to consist of five parts oxide of zinc, four parts car-
bonic arid, and eight parts water, with very small traces of oxide of lead and of
iron

; he calls it an oxyhvdroearbonate of zinc. He detected street dust in some of
the minute pores, in a hard insoluble agglomeration.
He made exi>eriment8 to ascertain tlie action of the rain water, and concluded that

the zinc in ^7 vears had lost the fivc-tliousandtli part of a "line"* in thickness,
about two-fiflhs of which he considers to be carried off by the atmospheric waters
of condensation, while the other three-fifths remained as hard oxide. His experi-
ments, thereforewould in a small degree negative the theory that the oxyde is
a full protection to the zinc beneath ; but, he says, it Is clear that the destruction
proceeds extremely slowly, and most likely becomes slower as the oxide becomes
thicker; he obseries that a sheet, <y'2r, of a "line" thick, would last 24.'; years, if
equally alTected always, but it would be unequally affected, no doubt a less period
would practically be the duration ; He found the oxidation at its greatest depth, to
have |>enetrated a tenth-part of the original thickness of the inctal.t

In the face of all these facts and careful independent inquiries. It seems impossible
JplPpr to contend that ziuc is other than a valuable and excellent material for
building purposes, too important to be overlooked, and worthy of a more extended
use and of a better appreciation than it has yet reecivid w ith us. Some of its
advantagi-s are the facility with which rooms in the roof arc obtainable, the con

-

Tenlcncc of being able to cover extensive areas with a material so light and so easily
carried, by which heavy trussing and great strength in the supports is avoided, the
ease with which a repair is eflcctcd or an examination made in a properly-constructed
zinc roof.each part taking to pieces, and being again replaced without any injury or
dlstnrbancc to the rest.

I* """y be supposed that zinc is so much used in France only because of a saving
In the cost, end that slate and lead are dearer. In the brick country, where therene plenty of plain and pantiles, but where zinc roofs are nevertheless used, it must,« eonrtt, be much more expensive. In Paris, the facts appear to be as follows. In

JJf'™ place, inconsequence of the greater demand, zinc is £3 per ton dearer at
tms time in Paris than in London. A zinc roof at the above price per ton, costs
when laid. £2 l,'*. Od. p<r square of 100 feet in I'arls (measured over the rolls as if it
were all flat). Lead in Paris laid costs aljout jC.'Mpcr ton, and the proportion between
the costs of the two materials in the two countries is. therefore, inticli the same.
Slating, with the lirittany slates, cost 4J francs per metre, or .TJs. per square, or with
English slates £2 per square; the extra price of labor brings the final cost of pro-
perly constructed zinc work to nearly the same in London as in Paris, that is, to
X2 lis. per square. It is clear, therefore, that the cost of slating in Paris is suflici-
cntljf below the zinc to contend with it successfully, and that it is only because of
the far better and more lasting qualities of the latter, above all, the annual saving In
repairs, which has enabled It to take Its present position.

In comparing cost between an ordinary slated roof ill England and one of zinc
dwluctions for saving in timber, in the thickness of walls, in lead, gutters, and
Tiaget, in heights of chimney-stacks, party walls, *c., must all be reckoned—it is not
Tery ea»y to give any absolute rule—in some cases the zinc roof or upper story will

• A " line " is O-cefi of an English inch.
t The rooflng zinc supplied by Jlessrs. C. Bevaux and Co., would, according to

Herr von rctcrkvffcr's calculation, last about 450 years.

be a saving on the whole, in otliers the contrary, the extent to which it may bo
applied will not be affected either way in my opinion by this ; the (jiiestion so far as
all ordinary dwelling-houses are concerned will turn upon the superior qualities of
this sort of construction for durability and soundne.'^s ; if Ithe found really to possess
these qualities tlierc Is nothing In the cost likely to interdict Its use ; if it (foes not
possess them, certainly the saving in some cases to be elfeeted will not compensate
for their absence.

It is perhaps needless to remark that ziuc is not one-third the cost of lead for flats

and gutters, and that for covering railway sheds and other constructions of similar
magnitude, it is by far the most economical material that can be used.

I may add that the treatment of zinc architecturally is yet in its earliest Infancy^
the plain sheets will without doubt in due course be stamped and ornamented with
])atterns or diapers, the rolls will bestainped with suitable running patterns, and all

visible parts of zinc construction in building.s where ornament will be suitable, will

in due time receive it at little cost and in every variety.

Mr. Akiipitf.l asked whetlier Sir. Kdmeston was aware that portions of the
Louvre, and many otiier public buildings in Paris, were covered with ziuc .'

Mr. En.MESTON said, that was so ; in fact, zinc was universally used; but he had
directed his attention to the older buildings, chiefly for the purpose of showing its

duration.
Mr. lU'RNELr. said he had occasion to make investigations into this subject 12 or 14

years ago, and lie knew that the practice in I'rance was to use zinc in preference to

any other metal, for the purpose of covering roofs. But it should be remembered that
the zinc might answer there and not answer here. As to the practical application of
zinc, he might remark that it failed where exposed to the action of the sea air, as ho
had seen at Havre, where the failure took place, simply from the action of the air

upon the zinc. Then, as to the use of zinc fiir the slieallung of vessels, a more destruc-
tive thing could scarcely Iiave been introduced ; ail good shipbuilders had given it

up, and he was snrprisc'd that so much of it was still lised. Its use could only be ac-
counted lor by the mania of builders to have cheap ships. There were two
or three facts mentioned by Mr. Edmestou which ought to make them
very careful before they, as builders used zinc to any large extent—
(Hear, hear). There was. first, the purity of the metal to be considered, and
it should be remembered that the smelting of lead was a very dilhcult operation.

Wliere zinc was used, as he had often seen in France, he had always found a great
irregularity in the quality, and there was great danger from the metal being exposed
to the influences of^ the lead and other ingredients in it. It was extremely ditncult,

unless great care was taken in the smelting of the metal, to get anything like purity.

Then, again, there was the question of the chemical action which took place when
the zinc was in contact either with chestnut or oak- though he must say that heliad
never seen the chestnut in any building yet, aud he very much questioned if it was
used at all. At all events, it was not used to any great extent. A great difficulty as
to the application of zinc to gutters in London was owing to the decomposition
whieli frequeiitly took place, His own inclination v, as very much opposed to the
use of zinc.

Mr. Morris explained a view on an easel in tl\e room of the Corn Exchange,
Mark-lane, which lie was called upon to design twenty years ago. He suggested the
form of a perforated dome, supported by curved iron beams. Zinc of IS ounces was
introduced in the structure, aud he belitjved it had remained to the present time
without any alteration whatever. The building was destroyed by fire some years
ago, but the zinc work which was done twenty years jigo remained, he believed, to
the present time.
Mr. Austin bore testimony to cases of the successful use of zinc, though in other

cases it had failed in consequence of its not being of sufficient purity.

Mr. I'Anson also spoke of the durability of zinc iu some cases. lie applied to a
foreign house on tlie subject of zinc, and was informed that the twenty-oiie-ounce
zinc would suit London when properly applied as well as i-Vance. He had used
zinc for twenty years in the most smoky jiarts of London, aud it lasted to the pre-
sent day.
Mr. Edmekton remarked, he knewnothing of the merits of zinc in ship-sheathing,

but it was said to be as lasting as copper. As to the alleged bending in the gutters
where zinc was applied, that was an entire mistake ; if the zinc was pure tlic gutters
did not crack.
Mr. Austin said they could not always obtain pure zinc, even where price was

not an object. He thought it was in order to meet the markets that the ziuc was not
now sent so pure as it was in the first instance.
Mr. tiENNiNCs thought the great object and the ^ireat difficulty of archifeets was

to sec that the proper materials were used, many of^ the materials being subject to be
impure in one way or another. And as architects they ought to have the best means
of testing the quality and value of materials used. In regard to timber, wlien it was
brought into a building, very few architects could tell what the timber was. He had
used zinc, and had had sundry failures with it. while iu other cases it had done very
well. The want of purity, there was no doubt, was one of the principal causes of
failure in the use of zinc. It was very desirable for architects to have some better
means of testing the quality and value of building materials.

Mr. AsHPiTEL referred to the galvanic action upon building materials as well as
the chemical action. Surely zinc might be brought to as much purity as an excellent
specimen in the room, and then there would be no need to apjirehend its failure. As
lo the amount of contraction and expansion, that seemed to be a matter of indifle-

rence provided the zinc had room enough. Zinc recominen<led itself to them, owing
to the extreme lightness of the material, and its moderate cost. He had heard in

I'aris. as well as that evening, that zinc was susceptible at a cheai) rate of being put
into an artistic form, whieli was a matter of importance. If zinc was capable ofbeing
put into an .artistic form at a cheap rate, it recommended itself to them on that
account.
The Chairman remarked that zinc was used by his father in London 22 yearsr

ago, and liad not failed, though he (the Chairman) was not much in favor of its use.

After some further conversation of a desultory character, votes of thanks were
passed to Mr. Burnell and Mr. Ednieston for their papers.
New Afembers.—The following gentlemen were elected as Associates of the Insti-

tute :—Mr. E. P. Cockerell, cf Carlton-ehambcrs, S, Kegent-street, and Mr. E. Bassett
Keeling, of :i. llppcr Terrace. Islington.
The Chairman announced that a Special General Meeting of members only, will

be held on Slondav evening. .January Iiith. ISfiO. to elect a presi lent in the place of
the Earl de Grey. 'K.G.. deceased, and also to consider the reply from the lioyal
Academy of Arts. London, read at the Ordinary General Meeting, Dcceml>er Stk|
185<), am! to take such steps thereon as may appear necessary.
The meeting then separated.

THE ARBITHATION CASE OF MYEKS v. .SARL AND .SONS.

THIS long-contested suit—which our readers will remember arose from disputes
respecting a builder's account, and in which Sir. George Slyers. the well-known

builder, of Lambeth, is the plaintiff, and Slessrs. Sari and Sons, gold and silver-

smiths, Cornhill, the defendants—at length gives indications of an ajiproaching
termination, at least so far as the Arbitrator's C'ourt is concerned. The case tor the
defendants lias been closed, aud Sir. Beasley. their counsel, summed up at sittings

held before the Arbitrator, Thomas Norton, Esq., barrister-at-law, on the 22nd,
2:ird, 24th, 2!llli, 30th, and 31st December. Sir. Tompson Chitty. counsel for Mr.
Slyers. will commence his reply on Thursday next, at a sitting of the Arbitration
Court, to be held at the King's Arms, Westminster. It is expected that Sir.

<;hitty'8 reply will occupy several sittings.

There seems little doubt but that this remarkable case will eventually be carried
into the Court of (iuecn's Bencli, in order to obtain the opinion of the judges on
several points of great importance, and then, probably, the whole matter will be
referred back to the Arbitrator.
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CiLEANlNOS FKOJI WK.STMINSTKU AIIBKY.
HAVIXG nowjroiH- (fpiitnilly tliruuifh llir fHbric 1 will next advert brii-fly to some

iiitiresliiij; rtociimciitiiry ii]l'orniatioii from the nubile rciorilB ivlileh lias <|ultc
lieentlybeemoiiiniiuiicated to me by Mr. Jiiirlt. Of the kiiidnexK of tliisL'eiitli'inan I

raiiiiol B|)cik too KtroiiKly. Ho has, while my paper has been in hand, given hniinelf
iutinite trouble in yearehintf for uotiees of the works, and with very eonsiderable suceeHs.
I ani aware that the detailH of antiiiuarian dueuuii'nts are not well Kuitcd to a meet-
mfr like tills, and 1 will, therefore, only advert to a few important points. The lirst of
them is this. As AVeslininster Abbey is about the earliest work of its style In this
eountry, and as the buildiiiL' of the first portion of it by Henry III. e.\tended over a
spaccof ',*f years, i.e., iVoni 1-1.) to r.'iv.), it beeomes important to ascertain how early
in this period the style of its architecture ean be proved to liave been defined. Now, a
single entry in the documents m question has for ever settled this point. 1 have
before stated that the most advanced part of the work (as to style), is the Chanter-
house, as that contained traeeried windows of four and live lights in a very deve-
loped form, the tracery not conlined to circles but containing great quatrefoils, and
the heads of the lights being trcfoiled, which is not the ease in the church. Now, It

would be most useful to know the exact date of these windows, for, though )Isttlicw
Paris gives 1J50 as the year of commencement of the Chapter-house, it may have
spread over an indefinite length of time, and the windows liavc belonged to twenty
years after that date. Let us look then to the bills. Here we find in a roll, bearing
date, ;J7tli Henry III.,or I'JOit, and expressly called the eighth year from the beginning
lit the work, an ilem of ".silO yards of canvas for the windows of the Chapter- house,"
followed immediately by items for the purchase of glass, showing that the windows
in (|U^'Stion were completed in I'.'.VJ, which 1 see was the year before the King in
company with ,st. Jjouis, visited the t^ainte Chappelle, at I'aris, wliiuh was llien

Ec.ncely completed, and the style of which indicates exactly tlie same degree of
advancement. I find also that during the same year the beautiful entrance or
vestibule to the Chapter-house was erected.
The church itself was by this time—indeed, as early as l'i4'.i-in a state of rapid

progression, so tliat the architecture must, in the main, have been quite settled from
the lime of its commencement.
The entries found by 3Ir. Uurtt are, for the most part, of a somewhat gi-neral

character; but it is stated in the l*ipe rolls that further iiarticulars have been sent
111 to the Treasury. These bills of iiarticulars have, it is feared, been, for the most
part, lost ; but Mr. liurtl has sncceoocd in fiiidiii<^ one complete one for about half a
year (probably l','.i:i). which is of so interesting a character that there is no doubt that
it will be publisheil with notes by architectural antiquaries. It is a perfect bill of
quantilies of the work done during twenty-five wi'cks, giving the names and iiiea-

sitrements of every moulding and every detail of the work, and will form a very
(uri<uis and interesting illustration of the architectural nomenclature of the )ierio<l.

Attached to it are two iimusing little letters from the quarry-master at I'urbeck,
Iiromising shiploads of marble, and begging for speedy orders on the ground of other
lircRsiiig business.
The notices I have adverted to in the fabric rolls of the works Jroni Kdward Ilf.'s

time onwards, are also very detailed, and give curious particulars as to the mode
of employing men at that time. They appear to have been fed and clothed by the em-
ployer, and the clothing would appear to be by no means to be complained of. In one
year we have an entry of l.js. (c'lual to eight or ten pounds) for a fur robe for the
chief mason ; but another year nothing entered for his robe, because this independent
gentleman "refused to receive it on account of the delay in its ilelivcry."
Going back to the earlier .accounts, I may mention that extensive works appear to

have been going on at the same time in the jialace and its chapel, including a great
deal of decorative painting ; also that the belfry of the Abbey was being bulb, which,
I think, stood somewhere westward of the church, and of which, I believe, that some
remains existed at a somewhat recent date.
The outlay upon the .\bbey during the first fifleen years of the work, would, if

translated into our money value, considerably exceed half a million. I must not,
however, follow up these details on the present occasion.

I have dwelt so long upon the fabric that little time remains for any notice of the
internal contents of the church. Indeed, they would be more worthily treated of in
a distinct paper. I will content myself with a cursory notice of a few to w liich I

chance to liave iiaid particular attention.
That most remarkable work, the .Shrine of the Confessor, has been so largely dwelt

upon before this Institute, when the subject was brought forward a few years back
by Professor Donaldson, that it would be superfluous to go again into the niinutiic
of the investigation to which I devoted a great amount of time, and was ably followed
up by my talented friend Mr. liurgcs.

I will content myself with a summary of results.
Shortly after my aiiiKiintment to the .\bbey, in 1849, I was Iwi, owing to a visit paid

to the Church by I,e I'fre .Martin with mv.self and some members of the Kcclesio-
logical Society, to divote a good deal of attention to ascertaining, .so far as possible,
the ancient forra'ot the shrine ; the results of which I gave in a correspondence with
a leading member of that Society. I removed the brick wall which then blocked up
the west end, and exposed the marks showing where the altar had been fixed, and
came to the conclusion that the pillars now at tli.at end were formerly detached, and
probably carried lights. Probably they were the "feet " which King Henry III. is
said to have given for certain lamps to be burned before tlie shrine.
The retaljuluni occupies, iis I ascertained, its proper position, excepting that It has

been lifted 3 inches above its origiiiiil level, afact proved by its iuterceptingtbespaee
required for the completion both of the ancient and tlie more modern inscriptions, for
neither of wliieh there is now sulfieient room.
The front and what is seen of the back of the retabulum, being decorated with

mosaic, and the edgi> left plain, it follows that the latter must have been more or less
concealed. I judge, therefore, that the detached pillars must have been placed very
close to them.
Mr. liurgcs has kindly lent nic the sketch of his conjectural restoration, which I

only differ from in dinibting whether there exi.sted more than two of the detached
pillars. As his view does not show much of the existing structure, I have given a
rough diagram, by wav of explaining how it jirobably came together.

Extriicts have been kindly communicated to me, by Mr. .Tohu Oough NichoUs from
diaries kept during tlio days of Queen .Marv, showing that the body of the Confessor
had been removed, and the shrine wholly or in part taken down at the dissolution,
but restored in (iueeii 3Iary's time, wheirthe present wooden shrine, the cornice, the
modern inscription and the painted decorations were added. I am inclined to think
that the marble substructure was only taken down far enough to allow of the
removal of the body, as its parts have been displaced in rcfixing.so far down as that,
but no further. Tlie altar either had not been removed or was probably re-crected
at the same time, and was, I think, not removed again till tin' great rebellion, being
needed at coronations, on which occasions a table has since been substituted under
the old name of ••the altar of .St. Edward." I found at the back of where the altar
has stood a slab apparently taken from some monument of the seventeenth century
which confirms this idea. There is, in Abbot I.itlington's service book In the Library,
in the Initial of the gervice for St. i:dward's day, a view of the shrine, though I fear
an im.aginary one. The substructure is speckled over to represent the mosaic work,
but the seven arched recesses for jiilgriins to kneel under, which really occupy two
sides and an end, are all shown on one side ! The shrine itself is shown lower than
was usual, and a recumbent figure of the Confessor is shown on its sloping covering.
I will only add that I opened the ground round the lialf-buried pillars at the west-
end, and found them to agree in height with those at the east, which they so much
exceed in diameter, and that I have been so fortunate as to recover the broken parts
of one of the eastern pillars, and to refit and reflx its numerous fragments with the
help of one new piece of only a few inches in length, so that we have now oiu perfwt
pillar.

In connexion with the shriin I will allude to a lillh di..ov. ry win. 1, I havi •Ix.wn
to many, I dare say, now |)rc«iil. There i« a «ar<-.,ph.igur...li..n, ,1 .1.,!, in i|„ n.njr
ilnmcdiatuly to the east of the shrine which Is said to commemorat. » - ,,„
de Valence who ilied young. The cross and iiiscriplloii «re marly ' ,t
Its eastern end is covered by the step to the tomb ol^Klug Henry V
taking friend and assistant of mine (Mr. Irvine) in examiniUK the ihi „
between the step and the slab, perceived rigiia of >ome aubiuncc Is •.,

the latter. 1 obtained permission to remove a portion of the •(«p, u i. nd
that the slab had iKcn inlaid with brass anil Klua-motiae and wa^ loubl
executed when the shrine was In band. 1 exhibit a rubbluK of II.

'

I am enabled by the kindness of -Messrs. MIntun to exhibit « tracin- of a lar-e
portion of the navemcnt before the altar, executed by Ituman workur

"
Th

materials brouglit from Home by Abbot ^Vare, alxjut V4i,7 or I ;fy<. ( )f 1

1

,

.

scrlption, a part giving the list of those concerned in the work Is till ,, .

•Tcrlius Henricus urbs (Jdoricua ct Abbas." Ddurlcua U^lng Ihoani.i. sun uri..
~

oi course, means Uome, us Is proved by Ware's own epllapb, which »«y», wlicn
speaking of these stones, *'(iuos line JHirfavIt ab urbe/'
The tracing I exhibit was made many years ago for the lat« Mr. HInton and

under my direction, by my then highly- talented assistant, and my Dowdlatln'-ulshed
brother architect. Mr. Street.

It is curious thiit both in the monuments inlaid with gl«M moulc and In the
pavements in which the inlaying material Is chiefly porphyry, the artists, «» a Ihlnii
of course, adopted, as the matrix, I'urbeck marble In place of the white marble they
were accustomed to use in Italy.
The tomb of King Henry 111. Is too well known to need descripliun lien', Init that

of some of his children and grandchildren In the south aisle is but little nollrrd

:

indeed, its Italian forms so much resenible those of a modern monunnul that It

usually passes for one. I exhibit careful drawings of it.

Taking the tombs of the Confessor, of Henry Ml. and Ills daughter, and of young
de Valence, In connexion with the pavement before the high altar, and that of tin:
Confessor's Chapel, I should doubt whether— I will not say any church norlh ol the
Alps -but, I may almost say, whether any country north of the Alps contains such
a mass of early Italian decorative art; indeed, the very artists employed apiwar to
hare done their utmost to increase the value of the works ibev were bequeathing to
us by giving to the mosaic work the utmost |>osslble variety of paltirn.
Another object which does not receive the attention it de84'rve» is the retabulum

from the high altar, now preserved in a glass case, in the south easiiru aisle.
It is a very wonderful work of art, being most richly .decorated with glass, gold,

and painting, and ]>rohably with precious stones, and even with casts of antiqM<^
gems. The glass enrichments are of two sorts- in one the glass is colored and
Is decorated on its face with gold diaper; in the other it is white, and laid upon a deco-
rated surface. The gaeat charm, iiowevcr, of the work must liave Ijeeii in the
paintings. They consist of single figures In niches of I hir Lord and SS. Peter anil
Paul, and two female saints, and a number of small medallion subjects beaullfully

f
tainted. I give some unfinished drawings of this retabulum, in whicli the paiultnga
lave been very beautifully copied for me by Sir. .Marks.*
Next to the Italian tombs, one of the most Interesting is that of William de

^'rtlence. I am not aware whether any old account of this monumeut exists, but I

suppose we may fairly set it down as a French work, and, probably, cxccutet! by an
artist from Limoges, though the custom of referring all enamel works to thai par-
ticular scat of the art is not, I think, borne out by facts; indeed, it would apiarar
from the old accounts that enamels for the shrine of the Confessor were exccuttrd
here, whether by an artist from Limoges Is unknown, though we know tliat one was
employed in Kngland shortly aftcrwai-ds.
The execution of these enamels is truly ex(iulsite, so much so that it is only by

the closest examination that any idea can lie formed of the wonderful delicacy of the
workmanship. 1 exhibit a drawing of the shield made by M. lierrington, one of the
official attendants of the church, and a very talented and zealous student and
delineator of its antiquities, who has also kindly lent me several other drawings of
objects in the Abbey.
The monument Avas thus described by Keepe in ll'».<i ;

—
" \ wainscot chest, covered over with plates of brass, richly enamelled, and

thereon the image of de Valence, Karl of Pembroke, with a deep shield on his left

arm. in a coat of mail with a surcoat, all of the same enamelled brass, gilt with gold,
and beset with the arms of >'alencc, &c. • • * Round alxiut the inner ledge of
this tomb is most of the epitaph remaiuing, in the ancient Saxon letters, and the n'st
of the chest, covered with brass, wrought in the form of lozenges, each lozenge «m-
talning either the arms of Kiifrlalid or of Valence, alternately placed one after flu:

other, enamelled with their colors. Koiind this chest have been thirty little brazen
images, some of them still remaining, twelve on each side, and three at each end,
divided by central arches that serve as niches to enclose them ; and on the outw.ird
lednfc, at the foot of each of these images, is placed a coat of arms In brass enamelled
with the colors."
Since this time the greater part of what is above described has disappeared, show-

ing that the s])olintion of the Abbey is not generally char":eable against the relxris,

but has gone on in modern times during the contempt nous domination of Classic taste.

The tomb of t^ueen Kleanor, with its exquisitely ele;[;ant efiigy, is too well known
to need any description from me. I have had the privilege, since my connection with
the Abbey, of promoting the restoration to it of the beautiful piece o'f ironwork which
overhangs it, and which had been removed in I'^W. The elfiify, with that of Henry
III., was executed by an artist named Torrell, suppose<l by Sir Itlchard M'estmacott,
I think, without evidence, to be an Italian. It is one of the finest which remains in

any country.
Were this jiaper devoted to the monuments alone, I would have attempted a de-

scription of the tomb of Edmund Karl of Lancaster, brother to Kdward 1., and ol

Aveline his wife. These magnificent moiilimeuts, viewed as architectural works, seem
to be intimntely connected with several coteiu|K)rary works, especially the Kleanor
crosses, and tile tombs of Archbishop Peckham, at ( anferbiiry, and of llisliop de Liida,

at Kly, all executed between r.lio and I'ioo. One of their special cliaracterisiics is the
extreme closeness with n liicli nature Is followed in t heir foliated carvings, every jHir-

tion of which is taken directly from some actual plant with no further conventional
treatment than was necessary to adapt it to its position. These works occupy the

middle position between the conventional foliage of the earlier and tlw almost
equally conventional foliage of the later divisions of our architecture. It is. In

fad, a mistake to call the foliage, even of the later parts of the Dei'orated style,

nnliiral. The use of really natural foliage is very seldom found after the end of the

i:!tli, and the few earliest years of the Hlh century, and marks, if I may say so. the

resting-place between the conventionalism of apimxirh to the conventionalisni of

rfci«Tc^i(;c from nature: the conventionalism of streuglh andof weakness-of vigour

and of lassitude.
Itut the most remarkable charncteristica of the two monumcnta is the splendour

of their decorative coloring. The figure sculpture, though possessing considernhlc

merit, is not so fine either as in the nearly cotemiwrary monuments of Henrv "I-

and of Kleanor, or in the somewhat later one of .Vymer de Valence. The efflgy of

Edmund is, Iiowevcr, a very noble and dignified work.
The adjoining tomb of Aymer de Valence is evidently an imitation el lli.'^. I.T't

described, but does not equal them cither in its archilo'turc or its decor;' 'i

far exceeding them in the merits of its sculpture. I have seen no old .i'

tomb, but 1 fiuny tli.it the sculpture is Krencli, both from a dec: . i

character in the aiehitccturnl cirviiig of the niches which contain the s:a.tui:;>s.

and from the similarity of the statuettes themselves to some of the same penod
preserved in the Hotel Cluny at Paris.

., , , .

These, uirt! the efligy itself, rank among the finest specimens of medicral scalptnn:.

* Contiuuert from page HIT, Vol. V.

• \n excellent chsciiplion of this work Is to Ix; found in .sirCh»rle» EaslUke's
' .Materials for a History of nil Painting."
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Tho tonb ofQneen niiUpp« BUnds, pertiaps, next to them in beauty and interest.

It Is nkkMibtoaij aforelfi:ii work, m in the account of its cost, t^till extant, it is said

to havebMB executed tif one " Hawktn Llejre, flrom I'Yauce." Its character seems toM raUier Flemiah than l-VeDeh. and very posiubly the artist may have been from
Valeaelcwwa, tbeaeatof her father's court.

TbeaoBSBCttt, as you will reoollect, consists of an altar tomb of dark marble
orcriaid wtth nirho of open work In white alabaster. These niches eoutained
tiilitjr atataettat o^'diflTen-nt ptTsona^^es, connected by relationship or marriage with
theQveen. Nearly the whole of the taberuacle-work, thoug^h shown as pertoct in

the prints of the early part of the last century, has since disappeared.
The end of the tomb

has been immured in

the lower part of the
Chapvl of Kii)^ Henry
v.. and thinking it pro-
bahle that the taber-
nacle-work, and Bta-

tnettea m^ht remain
the encloeinj^

I obtained
permiaHinn of Dean
BndLland to make an
tawiaioB into It, which
I foond could be done
wttboMt injury to the
lamnonoment; I was
•o fbttunalc as to find

•ereral nicht-s in a to-

lerably perfect condi-
1km, with two of the
tataetteti autte perfi-ct,

aad a number of fm^-
wntsofotht-rs. I found
also in the tabemacle-
work a nio:<t U'autiful
little figure of an aii^el

with the 'wiut;s of gilt

metal The %ure had
kwt ita head, but I was
•D fbrtunate as to dla-
eorer it enreloped In a
hnap of mortar. I found
alao enooffh of the ar-
chtteetnnu features to
•eiTeas a raide to the
reeorery of the entire
deaign. Hr Cundy, the
Abroy mason, made.
from the information
thna obtained, a restored
repiroduction of the end
orthe monument, which
be exJiibited in 1«S51.

One of the niches and
aereral other portions
were afterwards found
to be deposited in 31 r.

Cottine^bam's Museum,
and havin<; b4H.>u pur-
chaM'd from him, have
been retixed in tbeir-
plaeea.
One Tcry curious fea-

ture in the deKitni iB a
eroU liki- the crook of
a pastoral stalF N'tween
the niches at the angles
of the monument ; the
archiiictural details had
no decorative colouring,
but the fulta^re was gilt.

The arms were, of
course, colored, and the
figiirea bad beautiAil
patterns, chietly in gold
opmi the draperies ; the
hair was gilt, the puuils
of the eyes touched in
with blue, and the lips
with red. The head-
dresses of the female
figures are beautJAilly
enriched with gold and
color. One of the heads
was unfortunately bro-
ken off while opening it

out. for. I should men-
tion, that the figures
were enclosed in a solid
mass of rubble work.
This head 1 had a cast
made from, and the de-
coration exai^tly copied
on it. I had also a east
made of the angel before
mentioned, and most
fortunate it was that 1
did so.

I afterwards most
carefully replaced them
with my own lunds,
fixing th«-m in their
places with shellac ;

MdL thoogfa I told no one, I had done so, and though they were quite out ofs^t, I was disgusted to find, the next time I examined the monument, that
Doth or them had been stolen ! They were so difficult of accesH that this act of
''H^f^"

depredation could only have been effected by a person well acquainted with
what had been di«novered, and that with considerable difficulty. It is most deeply
httmillating to think that persons capable of appreciating the value and interest
attiiciiecJ to such objeets nliould be so utt< rly lost to all sense of honor and decency as

P'T'^^yatV "***=" '^ tltliberate robbery. I would not go so far as to tiny this
wretchedbeing, as would, perhaps, have b<;cn done of old. but I should rejoice in
tne opportTOig^accordmg to the figurative expression still extiint among our rural
pojralatton.ofwitnessing the " tanning of the rascal's hide." If. however, what I haveMid should chance to meet his eye. hrt him know that there is still for him a Ioch.h

ab^bef ' "tte
*"**^ ^"^ anonymously restore what he has filched, hla baaenesa

I should mention that the lost head is so like that ofthe Queen herself, that it is not
improbable that it may have been intended for her, though she does not appear in the
imperfect list of statuettes given in the old histories. The open-work of the niches
over the head of the effigy Itself has been tilled in with blue glaes. The magniflceuce
of the entire work may be imagined when it is known that it contained, when
perfect, more than 70 statues and statuettes, besides several brass figures on the sur-
rounding rniling,

Somewhat parallel to this, both in material and workmanship, was the monument
of John of Klthara, brother to Kdward lH. I shall not enter into any description of
this work, however, further than to advert to its beautiful canopy, which is thus

^_^ described by Keepe i—
*' A canopy covering

the whole with ilellcate

wrought Bpircs and ma-
son's work, everywhere
intermixed and adorned
with little images and
angels, acctirding to the
lashion of those times,
supported by eight pil-

lars of white stone, of
the same curious
wrouf^^Iit-work."
This canopy is shewn

in Dart's view of tlic

monument, but it was
taken down abouteighty
years bank, on the
ground of insecurity.
It has often been stated
that portions of it were
oreserved at Strawberry
Hill, but I have never
been able to ascertain
the truth of this. If
any one should know
of the existence of such
fragments, 1 should be
truly obliged by their
informing me of them.
The original stalls o(

the choir seem to have
been retained in a more
or less perfect stale till

late in the last century.
They are shown in the
view given by l>art, and
in that giveu in Sand-
ford's Hceount of the
CoroHiitioM of James II.

The eanopi^'S are shown
supporled by single
shafts. 1 observed when
the new stallwork was
being put up in 1846,
that a closet under the
organ was lined with old
boards which appeared
to have formed a part of
the back of the ancient
stalls, for 1 could dis-
tinguish, by the disco-
loration of the wood,
the form of a trefoilcd
arch supported by a
shaft with a band at
half its height.
At a later period, on

looking into this closet,
I was glad to see the
boarding still there; but,
on looking into it again
while preparing this
paper, I found that our
careful clerk of the
works had caused it to
be neat I V painted, ho
that this little memento
is lost.

There remains, how-
ever, in Henry VII. 's

Cihapcl, one of^ the an-
ojent Karly Knglish
misereres, and a frag-
ment of another has
been preserved. They
have both good Karly
Knglish foliage.
There is a great fund

of minor subjects oil

which a separate paper
could be very advan-
tageously written, but
I nmst leave them un-

noticed on tlio present
occasion.* 1 have gone

STAlUCASi:: LKAUl^G TO THE KEGISTUY, CANTKKllUUV CATUEDltAI..
• Among other things

I should have given a
description of ino Co-

- ronutioii Chair, and 'ot

the figures remaining
in the panels of the old sedilia, commonly called the tomb of King Sebert. The
former is a truly magnificent piece of decoration, but sadly mutilated. The deco-
rations are somewhat peculiar ; tlie whole seems to have been gilt on a thick coating
of gesHo, and wliile still soft, the foliage, &c., to have been traced upon the gold,
and indicated merely by pricking the outline and the intervals between the leaves.
I give a lac-simile of a jmrtion of thi; decorations, consisting of foliage and birds
beHiitifully drawn. Of the eight figures in the Sfdillii two only remain perfect. They
appear to have been slighlly touched up, but are mainly original. Tliey represent,
I believe. King Henry HI., and King Sebert. The figure of King Edward, the
Confessor, on the back which is given by MaIcoinb<\ in his "fiOBdlnium Kc-
divivum," can now with irreat difliculty be distinguished. The painting in the
cjiiiopy of the tomb of Uichard II., ought also to have been noticed. The
diapered ground is still very perfect, but the painting of the figures has almost
cutirely perished.
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«vir niy jrioiind as rapidly as I was able, but have more than doubled the allotted
llliie, but Westminster Abbey is at least worthy of an extra hour and wlonly add that I recommend al students of Gothic architecture residing: nTondon todevote to .t every extra hour Ihey have at their command. London has be •.prettynnieh denuded o( its medieval ren.ains, but like the fSyhyrs books- IIim" wh eSrema.n are worth as much almost as they all, and to live ill a city, which amidst itsSlpomy Wl denuss of bnc* and eoinpo, contains so (rlorloug and eiquisUe a work of
oriffina art as tins, is aprlvilege, which few other cities could offer ns. Ut iaumke

THE BUILDING NEWS.

„ ,. , , ^ DE.SIGN FOR A .SKMr-DKTACHKI) VILLA.*
JisUmatefor Ercc/mff and Finishing a fJwelliny-houne, illuale m
/"' Faq. Architect.

The Contractor Is to (,nve all notices to district surveyor, vestry, or
other local boards, and to pay all fees legally dcmandablc.

I' ind water for the use of the works.
Insure the building in an approved office.

EXCAVATOn AND BRICKLAYEK.

cube. disTgins: part filled in and rammed, and the
remainder spread over site

sup. reduced stock brickwork In mortar

twice lime whiting to walls, and pointing the
brickwork

twice colorlii'f to ditto and ditto ditto.'
'.'.'.'.'.'. '. '. '. '.

'.

brick flat paving laid in sand on a bed of dry
brick rubbish, and grouted with liquid mortar.

„ encaustic tile paving i-inch thick, laid on fine
concrete « inches thick, the paving to be of the
p. c. value of Ss. Ofl. per yard

Yards
J2-i

Rods. Ft.
18 145

ins
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2S

11}

Peet. ins
aoo

6 fi

.•)7 (!

!) n
27

sup.

rffi

41
8-4 «

1C03 «

137

109
42

17 6

10

12
11 fi

10
;i2

17

sup.

sup.

Feet.
07

Ins.

labor to rough cutting
rfitto fair cutting !!.!!!!
ditto cutting to rough skewbacks .'.".'!!!!!

ditto cutting to fair ditto
ditto cutting and rubbing splay to top of
chimney caps

12 mitres to ditto 1) inches long !!!!!'.'.'.'.!'.

labor to cutting and rubbing chimney caps
to form concave surface as sketch

12 mitres to ditto 2 feet inches long
half brick walls in cement
half brick trimmers in cement
e.xtra only to picked stock facings with joints neatly

struck
ditto ditto malm seconds facings with neat
squarejoint

ditto ditto white .Suflblk brick facings with
ditto ditto

ditto ditto red brick facings with ditto ditto
ditto ditto a.xed arches set in cement and tuck-
pointed

ditto ditto gauged arches in white and red bri'clis
set in tine putty

labor to 2-inch cut and rubbed splay
splayed stoppings 3 inches long

ditto inches long
cutting and pinning *-iuch slate to brickwork

ditto 1-inch ditto
ditto 3-incli landing ditto

extra to brick on edge in cement -.

single course of herring bone in red bricks
7 ends of bearers, cut and pinned into brickwork. .

00 makings good of brickwork to ends of steps and
sills

24 door and window frames, bedded and pointed in
lime and hair mortar

8 flues, pargetted and cored
21 extra labor to forming rough brick arches in two
half brick rings, 4} inches thick averaging 4
feet 3 inches long

10 ditto, 9 inches tlilck averaging 4 feet 1 inch long
5 ditto, 14 ,, „ :i „ 9 „
2 ditto, semicircular ditto, 9 inches thick, to a 4 feet
3 inches opening

.,

1 ditto ditto 14 inches thick, to a 4 feet 3
inches opening

6 settings to stoves
1 ditto to kitchen range
1 ditto to scullery
Provide the necessary brickwork and labour tor

setting a furnace and copper, 2 feet inches
diameter, and forming a flue from same into
scullery flue complete

IJraina.

4-inch stoneware drain-pipe and digging, averag-
ings feet deep

0-inch ditto and ditto
1 end of waste-pipe, connected to 4-iuch drain-
pipe

! ditto of down-pipe, with ditto, ditto.
2 ditto „

"
"

fl-inch ditto.
1 ditto soil-pipe, with ditto, ditto
1 connexion of 0-inch pipe with sewer
1 4-inch s} phon
16-inch ditto
2 4-inch bends
1 fl-ineh ditto
1 junction of 4-inch pipe with 4-inch pipe
3 ditto ditto 0-inch pipe
1 ditto of 4-incli and fi-iuch, with 0-inch ditto.
1 0-inch double junction

£ 8. a.

3 Lonre'i paKnt nl.'uch traps and connectloni with
draln-plpca

1 Uoulton's pa
comnlet

rrovii

patent syphon pal t in brickwork

Sq.
13

Ft.
40

72
14

loe

Ina.

3

"'J''*^.';''
,?°"* conlHcted to 0-lucli drnln-plne. . .

.

ndo .to leet of .i-lnch draln-plpe, and dUlnir
erage 9 feet deep Into main sewer, to 6o de-ducted if not re<iulred

Carried to Summarr. ... *
SLATER A!»D SLATEXAROX.

•ap. best Dangor duchess slating, laid to a 2i Ud with
two zinc nails to each aUte „..„
inch sawn slate slabs W,[\
inch rnbbctl oiio side slate slabs..".'.'.*.'.'
lue terro-melalllc ridge tiles, sceurclr flxed'and
jointed in cement

fl mitras to ditto
2-lncli slate roll, bedded in red lead iujd'icrewed

complete.

t'cet. Ins.
18 sup
40 „
IK „
17 ..

3«2 „

73
20 run.

4 run.
3 fi ..

10 ft

(i 9 ,.

7 ,,

Feet. Ins.
32 3 sup.
24 9
12 run.
43 3 „

10
20
7
20

<—10"-

r^=^=s;g

' For Klevation, I'lans, Section, and Specification, see pages 8, 9, and 10.

]-incirrounded edge
:-lnch rebated joint.

Carried to Summary g,

MASON.
Yorkthire Stone.

2-inch tooled hearths
ditto toole<l steps
ditto tooled risers jointed both edges '.

2J-inch ditto hearths .

dit(lltto paving laid In sand on a bed of dry bricic
rubbish, and jointed in mortar

ditto ditto on joists, and ditto
3-inch quarry worked and throated Bills, 8 inches
wide

14 fair ends to ditto ...'.'.......'.

2i-inch tooled edge .'."."!"*"

3-incli tooled thresholds, jointed both' edges'
5 inches wide

ditto ditto ditto. 9 inches wide !*"
ditto ditto ditto, 14 inches wide
solid steps, 1 feet 2 inches by 7 inches, tooled front
and top

4 mortices
1 tooled timplato 9 by 4 by 3 ..'.'...'."

4 ditto 14by9by3 '".

I tooled covering, 2* inches thick, by 1 foot 9 Inches,
perforate<l for coal plate

Provide ami fix eomiilete a 7-inch tooled sink, 3 feet
inches long, I foot 9 inches wide, let into wall,

and carried at end on half-brick wall in cement,
one corner to be rounded, and one perforation cut
for bell trap

Portland Stone.

1 J-inch rubbed hearths
3-inch,one side rubbed landings
Labor to ;I-inch fair edge
rubbed weathered and throated sills 12 by 4
2 fair joints
2 fair ends
2 mitres
2-inch rubbed one side riser 4 inches high, jointed

botli edges
solid rubbed top and front steps 10 by 7

ditto ditto iaby7
ditto backjointed to tiles. 14 by 7
rubbed 3 sides curb 9 by 0, bedded in cement
1 mitre to ditto
4 joints to ditto
12 notcliiugs to hearths
4 mortices
8 ditto, running with lead
1 circular end to step, 10 by 7
2 fair ends to ditto
3 .Serpentine shafts feet inches long, inches
diameter, polished, and fixed complete

2 Caen stone capitals, as sketch

2 ditto bases, as sketch

.

1 ditto, carved corbel, 12 inches by 12 inches by
6 inches
Chimney J'iece, incimlin^ Fi.ring.

1 2-inch ruljbed York flat chimney-piece to kitchen,
to a 4-feet opening, with 8-inch jambs and
haunched mantel, and 2-inch deal wrought
shelf on cut deal ijrackets, complete

1 2-inch chamfered Bath stone chiraney-piece for

scullery to a 3-feet opening, witli 7-inch jambs
and mantel

2 Portland stone rubbed boxed chimney-pieces to 2
foot 4 inch openings, with moulded neckings,
shelves, jambs, and inanfles, 7 inches wide, with
the corners of shelves rounded

1 ditto, ditto, to a 2 foot inch opening,
and ditto

2 chimney pieces of the p. c. value of £10 each, ex-
elusive or fixing

1 ditto of the p. c. value of £5, and ditto

Carried to Sonuuary £

33
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Feet Ina.
75 cube

314
18

TARPENTKR AND JOINER.
Tho whole of the timber used to bo of the best de-

scription of 3femel, iiigti, or Dantzic fir imported,
wellseiiiioned, free from sap, shakes, large, loose,

or di^ad knots, to be eawu out die square, and to

hold the full sizes shown when fixed in the
buildiuf;.

The whole of the deals used are to be of the best
description of welUseasoned Christiana deals,

free from sap ami larp.> knots.
The joiners' work to be put in hand immediately

after aiij^nins: tho contract, to be knocked together,
but not glued up until required.

Fir in bond, plates, lintols, Ac
Fir framed-iu roofs, floors, partitionB, &c
ditto, brestaummer cnt down, reverseil, andbolted.

.

£ 6. d.

Sa. Ft Ins.

Ill anp. inch deal slate battening, 3 inches wide, for

duchess slating
16 3 „ labor to planing
10 „ 1-inch deal foitter-boards and framed bearers. . .

.

110 „ It ditto, feather-edged eaves boai-d

65 „ ditto, dovetailed cistern »....

112 „ li fir hips, ridges, and valleys

27 run Springin<r lin<^tMO,. tfltiug ditto

'Z attend plumber to cistern
4 extra to wrought ends of rough plate, inches
long

2 ditto to ridge
90 Fir framed bearers, 18 by 3^ by 1

1 fir wrought and chamfered bearer, 4 by 2, 5 feet

long
1 labor and materials to forming trap in ceiling.

18 inches square, with beaded and rebated
lining, and flush beaded one-panel door

Ceuteriiiff.

3 centres to a 1 foot inch opening, 4J inch soffit,

and 2 inch rise

2 centres to a 2 feet opeuiDg. 4^ inch soffit, and 3
inch nse

4 centres to a.3 foot opening, 4^ inch soffit, and 3
inch rise

3 centres, ditto, ditto, U inch soflSt, and 4 inch
rise

1 centre to a 3 feet 3 inch opening, 1 foot 2 inch
soffit, and 4 inch rise

1 centre to a 3 feet 6 inch opening, ditto, ditto

1 centre to a 4 ffeet opening, ditto, ditto

2 centres to a 4 feeti) inch opening, 4} inch soffit,

and 4 inch rise

2 centres to a semicircular opening, inch dia-
meter, 4i inch soffit

2 centres ditto, ditto, 3 feet 6 inch diameter ....

2 centres ditto, ditto, 4 feet 3 Inch diameter, 9 inch
soffit

1 centre ditto, ditto, 3 feet inch diameter, 1 foot
2 inch soffit

Joiner.
All Joints to be cross-tongued.

Feet Iiu.
7 9 cube Fir, wrought, rebated, and stop chamfered
5 6 „ Ditto rebnted, beaded, and moulded

83 6 Slip. Deal moulding and mitres
Floors.

Sq. Ft. Ins.
1 sup. 1 inch rough yellow deal floor

6J „ ditto white deal folding floor
8 5 „ ditto wrought yellow batten floor, with splayed

headings and mitred borders to slabs....
Sl'irtim/.'i.

G 6 mn |-inch deal skirting, 4 inches high
2 rounded corners

15 , . f-inch deal p ', .:in skirting, 5 inches high
7 6 „ ditto ditto, 7 inches high
14 „ ditto torus, 7 inches high -. . .

.

l&t „ 1-Inch deal.torus skirting, inches high, on and
including deal grooved grounds, backings, ton-
gued and mitred angles, returned and mitred
ends and housings

34 6 „ l^inch deal moulded skirting, 12 Inches high, with
grounds, &c., as before

79 6 „ 1 j-inch deal sunk and moulded skirting, 14 inches
high, tongued to floor, with grounds, &c., as
before

Sashes, Frames, and Fittings.
47 snp. 1-inch deal, wrought one side, tongued and grooved

HningH and soffits

6 6 „ ditto ditto, circular
68 6 „ ditto deal, wrought one side, back linings
29 „ ditto deal, wrought both sides, proper boxing

grounds
23 6 „ ditto deal, wrought both sides, return beaded

Uniogit
80 „ ditto deal wrought Ixjth side, backflaps
16 3 „ 1^-inch deal, tongued, rounded, and grooved

window boards and bearers
16 returned and mitered ends

10 „ ditto deal, wroughtoneside.rebatedand rounded
linings

35 „ ditto deal one panel moulded window backs and
elbows

11 „ ditto deal one panel moulded soffit

11 „ ditto deal both sides square framed, two panel
hanging stlle

Ifi ^ ditto ditto, 2-panel shutters
69 „ ditto deal moulded 3-panel front shutters, pre-

pared to cut
28 3 „ 1^-ineh deal moulded lights, prepared for rough

plate glass
11 .. ditto deal orolo fixed sash, in fir solid rebated

and beaded frame, and oak sunk sill

„ ditto deal ovolo sashes, double hung in dcal-
•

;
cased frames, oak sunk sills, brass axle pullies,

/ patent lines and iron weights

i

14

S6

5
68

3
6

sup.

112 n
73

01

94

19
Ti ()

100

09
a»
19 (!

S9
24

6
69

01

19
22
17 fi

13
13
17 6

7
4 3
17 (>

(55

9 9

197 ru
2.'-.

13
25 6 .

K 3
3 ,

r> 6
94 6
80

14
11 3 ,

9
fi2 ,

S5
M
IG

14 6
2f.

323
13

101 «
:«
25
13
14 ,

ditto ditto ditto, with segmental heads
ditto ditto, with circular top rail and soUd
spandrelin

ditto ditto ditto, with circular heads to aashes
and frames

2-inch deal lambstongue fixed fan
ditto ditto ditto sashes, with moulded
horns, double hung in deal-cased frames, oak
sunk sills, brass axle pullies, patent lines and
lead weights, with wainscot beads secured with
brass screws and caps complete

ditto ditto, ditto, part only hung
ditto ditto, ditto, with segmental heads
measured square

Doors and Fittings.

1-inch deal wrought one side, proper framed
grounds

IJ-inch deal double rounded and grooved linings
and backings

ditto deal one-panel bead flush lifting shutter ..

IJ-inch deal double rebated and beaded jambs ..

ditto deal, both sides 4-pauel atop chamfered
square framed doors

ditto deal moulded both sides 4-panel doors ....
2-inch deal bead flush and square 4-pauel doors .

.

ditto ditto, ditto, sash door
ditto, deal moulded both sides 4-pancl doors ....
24-inch deal 4-panel boloction, moulded and bead

flush double margin sash-door, with diminished
stiles, prepared for glass, and shutters with
small c ircular corners

Staircases.

1-inch deal wrought one side riser

IJ-inch yellow deal rounded treads, and 1-inch
deal risers, on strong fir carriages, properly
glued, bracketted, and blocked

ditto ditto ditto, but witli moulded nosings,
and returned and mitred ends to treads

ditto yellow deal landing
|-inch deal double beaded apron lining
14-inch deal cut mitred and beaded outer string..

ll-iuch deal plain wall string
ditto deal beaded outer string
ditto deal beaded wall string

Framing.
1^-inch deal moulded and square-framed partition

1 extra to door in same, upper panels open for
glass

Deal in Hiicknesses.
1-inch deal cover board
ditto ditto, bell board spiked to wall
ditto yellow deal wrought one side soffit

ditto ditto ditto, wrought and keyed facia

IJ-inch deal seat and riser made to shift on deal
dovetailed bearers

ditto deal clampt and mitred flap and beaded
frame

Jiuns.

. labor to groove
ditto ditto across grain
ditto ditto circular
ditto ditto in oak
ditto rule joint
ditto thumb moulding
ditto li rounded nosing
i-inch deal wrought both sides, stops inches wide
IJ-inch deal square bar balusters dovetailed to
steps

ditto deal, rounded ledfte, 2 inches jwide
ditto yellow deal rounded nosing, 4 inches wide,
tongued to floor

li-incli deal moulded hip, inches wide
ditto deal square bar balusters

deal narrow beaded cipping
„ saddleback ditto

„ narrowtongued and grooved window boards
and bearers

4 returned and mitred ends
4 mitres
deal hollow moulding
„ moulding, 2 inches girth

,, architrave moulding, 5 inches girth

„ ditto circular

„ architrave moulding, C inches girth

„ moulded, grooved, and rebated rafters, 4 by 2

„ proper pipe casings
„ rounded handrail, 3 by 2'

„ square framed newel, 3 by 3
2 turnings, 1 turned pendant

r^^^^S^iJ fir wrought and framed posts as sketch

Aumbers.
1 perforation in deal seat
1 beaded ditto

2 attend plumber to watorclosets
1 1-incli deal candle shell and bracket
1 deal paper box
48 housings of steps and risers

4 ditto of sti'ing to newel
25 ditto ballusters to treads
2 ditto handrail to newel

1 splayed ditto to apron lining
6 ramps to strings
1 tongued and mitred angle to apron lining

' 1 circular solid end to bottom stop
1 curtail end to bottom step
1 extra labor and material to forming quadrant
corner in rounded nosing, moulding, and apron
lining

a elbow caps
C clearing pieces
30 deal dovetailed backings. Cinches long
6 ditto, 1 foot 4 Inches long
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lo fir framed bearers, 1'i by 3 by IJ
2 deal wrought aud clitunferccl bearers, 14 by 4
by i;

1 ditto, 21 by 4 by a

4 plain deal cut bracket*, as sketch

't'i ditto, as sketch.

35 ditto, as sketch .

11

20
1

1 9

2 plain deal moulded caps, 9 inches high, with
3 mitres

2 ditto, with 1 mitre
2 plain deal plinths, 'J inches high, with three
mitres

2 ditto, ditto, with 1 mitre
2 plain plintlis to architrave, inches wide, 12
inches Iii<;li ... .-.

8 ditto, ditto, 14 inches high -

12 deal splayed ditto, 14 inches high, 7 inches on
face

1 deal copper-lid, 2 feet .'! inches diameter, with
shaped liandle

1 dresser, witli clean IJ-inch white deal top, 20
inches wide: three drawers under, potboardand
shelf, and shelves over, ^vith cut standards ; the
drawers to have li-inch deal beaded fronts, 1-

inch deal dovetailed sides and backs, |-inch
deal bottoms, with doublerebated middle rails;;

front, sides, and backs to be dovetailed to-

gether ; and put on eacli drawer two japanned
iron knobs ; put fillets on shelves, and the
edges of shelves to be beaded : the end of
dresser next wall to be filled in with 1-inch

deal, one side matched and beaded boarding.

.

Mahoffani/.
All to be french polished with the best sphit of
wine polish

sup. IJ Honduras mahogany seat and riser made to
shift on deal, dovetailed bearers

„ ditto clanipt and mitred flap and beaded
frame

run. labor to thumb moulding

,, J-inch mahogany skirting, 4 inches liigh

2 rounded corners

„ J-inch chamfered mahogany skirting to riser

5 inches liigli

,, Cuba mahogany handrail out of 3J by 2J
„ ditto rampt
„ ditto rampt and writlied

1 Perforation in seat

1 beaded ditto for handle
3 framings of handrail to newel
1 turned and mitred cap to ditto

1 scroll end to handrail
1 inch mahogany candle shelf
1 mahogany paper box

Ihonmongert
0/ the best description litduditig screics andfixing.

1 pair of 2^ inch butts
22 ditto 3 inch ditto

7J ditto 3i inch ditto

18 ditto 2^ inch back flaps

2 ditto hinges for rule joint
4 "-inch iron rim brass knob locks, with rounded
edges

1 6-inch dead lock
4 7-inch 2 bolt best mortice locks, with brass
furniture

3 ditto ditto, with white china furniture

3 8-inch drawback locks

1 8-inch drawback mortice rebated lock, with
catch and white china furniture
10-inch bright barrel bolts

2 12-incli ditto ditto

1 strong chain and barrel

1 japanned iron sunk lift

1 ditto thumbscrew and plates

2 sett of stubbs and plates

4 strong japanned iron spring shutter bars, 39
inches l0!ig

6 white china knobs to shutters

6 sets of white china llngcr-plates
Brass.

2 pair of 3-inch butts

6 6-inch flusli bolts

2 sets of stubbs and plates

2 ditto thrumbscrews and ditto

14 strong sasli fasteners

4 ditto, witli white china furniture

2 shutter lifts

9 sash lifts

2 pulpit latches

Carried to Summary £
PLtJMBEn,

The lead to be of the best description of milled

lead.
Include all labor, tacks, straps, and wall hooks,
Icad-hcaded nails, &c.

Cwt. qrs. lbs.

11 U
«

feel
U

Ins.

2 sup
29 mn
24 "

m
22 ^,

17
3 „
4 u „
14 „

Cwt.
1
1

3
Feet.
132

117

qrs.

ins.

lbs

Yds. rt. InE
120
118
3tVl

25
193

22
102

405 6
126
124

£
mllle<l lead Id i^itten, flashing*, Ac
ditto, Incistems

perforated zinc
soldered angle
close copper nailing
Lead pipes in all csmmi to be stroBC and to te-
clode wall-hooks and Joints

Provide luu feet of inch HtrouK lead •errlce ptpo
from main.

A-inch pipe
inch ditto
IJ-lnch ditto
2-lneh ditto
2-inch trumpet-mouth waste .....••
4-inch soil pl|ie out ;of 7 lbs. milled lead
1 A-inch ball-cock and ball
1 inch fito<il cock
2 inch ball-cock and copper ball
1 inch bib-c<x!k and screw bottom
2 1 J-inch wa«ber and wawtc
1 3-incli bell trap, with brass grate
1 best patent w. c. apparatus with blue basin
complete

1 lead service box
1 Utrap
1 brass valve and soldering in

1 ball lever cranlcs and strong copper wire
complete

Carried to .Summary £

Smith.
The whole of tho wrought and cast-iron to be of
the best description aud to include screws and
fixing.

„ wrought-iron in chimney bars

„ ditto guard bars

„ ditto plateglrdcrs

3-inch cast-iron rain wafer pipe
4 swans' necks
cast-iron eaves gutter 6 by 5 wfth inside current .

.

secured to feet of rafters
4 external angles, 1 internal ditto

7 stopped ends, 5 outlets
7 holes drilled through J-inch wrought-iron plate for
}-inch bolts

22 ends of |-incli wrought-iron bars flattened,

tapped, countersunk, and screwed
6 hip hooks
1 coal plate, chain, and fastening complete
6 cast-iron air bricks
7 wrought-iron bolts 18 inches long, with nuts,
heads, and washers

4 wrought-iron bailusters, 2 feet 6 inches long, with
top and bottom plates countersunk for screws .

.

1 cast-iron ornamental newel (p. c,7s. 6d., exclusive
of fixing) and Hxinf

1 small cast-iron feed cistern and Ud, and flxing
complete

1 strong copper of the best copper 2 feet upper
diameter, with iron fHimace bars, frame, door,

damper, soot doors, Ac, complete
Provide £10 for ornamental ironwork and railing,

to be expended as the architect may direct

Provide and fix Bunnett's patent revolving iron
shutters to two openings, one 12 feet 6 Inches by
9 feet ; the other, 9 feet by 3 feet, with winding
up apparatus complete

Execute in cast ana wrought iron the conservatory
front (iiite drawing) 12 feet 6 inches long, fl feet

high, the bottom ,iud top rails to t>e of cast-iron ;

all the remaining portion to be of wrought iron,

the bottom and top rails 2J by SJ, all rebated and
prepared for gl.iaing

Stores and liatiges.

2 Stout register stoves of approved make to a 2 foot

4 inch opening
1 ditto, ditto, to a 2 foot 6 inch opening
1 ditto, p. c. value of £4
2 ditto, p. c. value of £S each
1 kitchen range, with oven, boiler, wmding cheek,

fall down top bar, racks, trivets, and brass bib

cock complete
1 scullery range, with winding cheek, fall down top

bar, &c., complete

Carried to Summary £

rLASTERER.
All moulds to be accurately cut from the MI sized

drawings given by the architect

sup. twice color walls

„ render, set, walla

„ render float, and set ditto

lath, plaster, float, and set partitions for paper .

.

„ lath, plaster, float, set, and twice whiten ceil-

ings
render float, set circular soffit on brick

„ lash, plaster, set, and twice whiten caves, ui

short lengths

„ plain plaster cornice

run. enriched bed mould. 4 inches girth

„ enrlclied sofBt, 4 indies wide
18 mitres to ditto • •,•;;••

18 „ to enriched bed mould. 4 inches glrtn ..

12 „ to molding, 10 inchcsgirth

6 „ ditto 12ditto

18 „ ditto loditto VV
2 returned stopped ends to moulding, 12 Inches

girth
28 enriched modillions, 6 by 4 by 3

£ B. d.
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113 nn compo skirtin<r A inches high with | inch return
and arris iDcTiidin^ mltrea

48 » ditto staff bead
11 H ditto ditto circular
S3 „ 1^ flush bi^ad and double quirks in Kcene's cement

mchiding^ luitres
tM „ rcnderinff to copper in Portland cement • •

Portland Cement joiiitni and twice colored with pure liqtiid cement
Vda. Pt. Ins.
24 BBp. plainface

223 ^ ditto in narrow marg:in8
9i „ plain weathered face
41 M moulded work
143 run poiutiug^ to flasldng'

146 „ arris
30 „ inch return and arris >•>

16 „ 2 inch ditto ditto
2 „ 3 inch ditto ditto
19 „ 2 inch splay and arriseB
65 ^ 5 inch reveal and arris
17 „ inch ditto ditto
4 „ weathere«I and throated sill 12 inches girth, and

and (lubbin^r out
2 returned ends to ditto
7 mitres to moulditig: 2 inches ^rth
29 ditto ditto 6 inches ditto

2 ditto to 2 inches splay
8 ditto to weathered top, 9 inches long
5 ditto ditto, 2 feet do
C stopping's to moulding:, 2 inches g^irth

11 ditto ditto, 6 inches girth
2 splayed ditto, to 2-inch splay ...

12 circular sinkings, 1^ inches deep, inches
diameter

Carried to Summary

>-«t. In*.

re
a

8 9
73
18
im a
3 •

GLAZIER.
All to bo well sprigjfcd, puttied, back-puttied,
and left clcau and perfect at the completion of
the works.

sup. Hartley's rough plate glass

„ '.^1-oz. sheet glass, stopped iu sashes, in squares
under 1 foot superticial

ditto, ditto, ditto, 2 feet ditto ....

„ 4 feet ,

*, „ „ ,.5 feet n • • > •

8 feet

„ 31 -ounce patent plate, stopped in sashes, iu
squares under 2 rcet superficial

„ ditto, ditto, 5 feet superticial
1 square of British plate glass, ^-inch thick, 3 tcet

3 inches by 1 foot 3 inches
4 ditto, ditto, 4 feet 3 inches by 2 feet
4 ditto, ditto, 4 feet 3 inches by 3 feet
•2 ditto, ditto, 4 feet 3 inches by 4 feet
2 ditto ditto, 3 feet 9 inches by 1 foot 2 inches,
fixed with beads and black washleather

1 square of embossed plate-glass, with beads and
washleather, 3 feet 9 inches by 2 feet 6 inches...

Carried to Summary S,

Yds.
288

Ft.

204
14
13

227
114
132
117

Yds.
90

30

30

PAnCTEB.
Include all knotting, priming, stopping, and rubbing down.

All tints to be chosen by the architect.
Ins.

sup. Four times in good oil color
run. bar
„ newel
„ handrail
,, plain skirting
„ moulded ditto
„ rainwater pipe
„ eaves gutter

4 sw.ins' necks
outlets

fi cist-iron air bricks
1 ditto teed cistern
1 ditto newel , ,

,

1 candle shelf. 1 paper box
1 dresser
CC large cut brackets
25 frames, both sides
5 dozen squares, both sides
6 large 6quar<>s, both sides
1 Iron conservatory front both sides I vide
drawing)

S chimney-pieces
Ins,

sup. grain In imitation of wainscot, and twice vnrnlsh
with the best copal

run. moulded skirling
,

frames. 1 dozen squares. 2 large squares '...'.

sup. grain in Imitation of bird's-eye maple, and twice
varnish with the best copal

run. moulded skirting
3 frames. 4 squ.nres. 2 large squares

sup. grain in imitation of old oak, and twice varnish
with the best copal

Carried to Summary £

ISELLIIAMGKn.
The bells to be hung in concealed tubes, in the best
manner, with strong copper wire and cranks

3 pulls from 1st floor to ring in kitchen
2 sunk ditto from drawing-room to ditto with
white china furniture

2 ditto from <lining-n>om to ditto with ditto.. ..

1 ditto from library to ditto with ditto
1 sunk pull with bronze furniture trom front door
to ditto

1 ditto ditto with ditto frombasement entr.ince
to ditto

Carried to Summary £

rAPERIIANOER.
All papers to choice.

29 Piecesof paper, of thep. c. value of2s. per piece,
exclusive of hanging, and hanging

provide the sum of £15 for panelled decorations
to sitting-rooms

provide the sum of £5 for marble paper hung in
blocks to staircase, hall and passage

Carried to Summary £

Summary.
'

£
Bricklayer ;

.Slater and Slate mason
Carpenter, Joiner and Ironmonger
Plumber
Smith
riasterer
Glazier
I'aintcr
Bcllhanger
raperhanger

Total £

DUNDEE—THE KINLOCH MONUMENT COMPETITION.

A MOVEMENT long kept up by tlie working classes for erecting a memorial
to George Kinloch, a politician of local fame and the first M. P. for the

town in the reformed Parliament, lias at length reached the stage of designs
being advertised for. A premium of £10 for the best was offered, in reply to
wliicli between twenty and thirty have been lodged. These have been exhibited to
the public, and the general body of the subscribers are asked to vote for what they
consider the four best, from wliieh it is undeistood the committee ofmanagement
will select one to be carried out.

The following from the local Daily A rgus gives some further particulars of
the designs :

—

The competition designs submitted for the Kinloch Monument were exhibited to
the public yesterday, and will continue to be on view for a few days. It Is so seldom
that any oi)portunity occurs for an addition to the scanty architectural adornments
of our town, that we may well feel justilied in bestowing some attention on the con-
templated memorial to Kinloch. That movement has been so long before the public,
and the discouragements, and we fear we must say the dissensions, to which it has
given rise have been so iVequent, that many had despaired of living to see anything
tangible accomplished. There are not wanting those who still think the erection of
a memorial problematical, owing to some petty je.ilousics and misunderstandings
which liave appeared among the promoters. We would fain hope that such fears
will prove unfounded. It would, indeed, be matter of regret if, after overcoming so
many vexatious obstructions from without, the erection should now be arrested by
Intcrual dissensions. If a good design be chosen and cordially proceeded ivlth, no
little credit will redound to the working classes of Dundee, who alone have origi-
nated and sustained the movement. Hut if otherwise, they will only give occasion
for the taunt that workingmen cannot pull together In any public undertaking. For
the credit of the admirers of George Kinloch. therefore, we trust they will work
harmoniously towards the speedy realisation of the commendable project they have
so long pursued iu the face of many discouragements.
The desl"-ns exhibited are between twenty and thirty in number. We do not

know whether the instruction to the competitors required it or not, but they are all
of an architectural character. We beUeve this is as well, because, however fitting a
simple statue might have been for a street site. It is obvious that It would have had
but an iusignllicant effect on a large open space like the Magdalen -green. What is
wanted there is something that will bulk pretty largely in the eye from a distance,
and will also stand a closer inspection. To realise the latter condition, we should like
to see a life-size statue combined with the architecture of the monument, for, strange
to say, Dundee cannot yet boast of one single example of the sculptor's art. We
are pleased to see that several of the designs reco":nise these ideas. Keeping them
In view, we proceed to offer some notes on the designs.
Nos. 1 to 3 inclusive are of the severe Greek school, and are not devoid of merit in

the lower parts ; but the designers have been unable to finish without borrowing
the Kgyptiau obelisk, and inconsistency Is the consequence. Besides, the general
effect is heavy, even to gloom. No. 4 is a bastard Gothic castle, which might do for
the entrance-lodge of a prison, If nothing better could be had. No. 5 is a brilliant
Idea, which we would suggest should be "highly commended." It consists of a
Grecian-Doric column, from the portico of the Seminaries, hoisted upon a pedestal

—

and as If that were not novelty enough, the pedestal is round—on.the top of the enor-
mous column Is a little pigmy, looking like a bad attempt at Napoleon Bonaparte, but
Ecrhaps intended for George KinlocTi. The ne.xt four or five numbers are of the
ackueyed Grecian style, little thickets of columns and pillars, apparently serving

no earthly purpose but to protect a bust in the inside from the weather. These arc
after the Dugald .Stewart and Burns Monuments on the Calton-hlll of Kdinburgli

—

and truly they are a long way after them. One of the best, under the motto *' Faith."
has the Egyptian obelisk pressed in .again; and we should thiuk the author's faith
In the simplicity of the judges must Iiave been pretty strong.
No. 11 is one of the t'nw (iotliic designs. It shows a heavy-groined and gabled

body, supported on spindly le^s or shafts, which appear sadly unequal to the task, a
fact of which the designer himself seems to have be^m conscious, for a note on the
sheet informs us that the said shafts would be assisted by iron beams, and the
incumbent weIo;ht lightened by cement plaster, made to look like stone : We would
hand this gentleraau over to Air. Uuskin, until he brings forward one example of
Gothic arcnitectnrc done up with iron beams and cement.
No. 12 is of a different stamp, and, beyond all question, is the most original and

successful design iu the collection. It has a lower stage broad enoiigh to give
thorough stability to the superstructure, and yet so relieved by its rustic work and
niches as to take away any apjiearance of clunismess. In the principal niche a life-

size statue of Kinloch is shown, which hasthemerit—sometimes overlooked—ofbeing
at a proper distance from theobserver, and in alnatui-al position. All goodeiitlcs have
long ago discarded as an absurdity the hoisting of statues on the top of lofty pillars,

or lodging them into positions where their size and proportions are entirely lost.

The author of this design suggests that other niches might be formed on the opposite
sides to receive now, or afterwards, statues of other eminent political reformers.
This Is a good idea. What worthier oecnpant could be found for one of them, for
Instance, than Lord John Uussoll ? Or, would not that sternest and most Incorrup-
tible of reformers, .lohii Bright, commend himself to the Liberals of Dundee as a
champion of the people worthy of commemoration along with George Kinlochi' We
mistake the sympathies of the community very much if they would not come forward
very promptly to carry out such an idea. Many who now stand aloof would then
take ail interest in making the Reform monument a thing lor Dundee to be

I
proud of But to resume our criticism,
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Nob. 13, 15, and 10, arc severe Creek deslg-ns, evidently by one hand. They take
the form of the small (ireek temple, and, thou^irh showing: Home in^M*nuity in detail,
are too hackneyed and inadaptahle to the requirements of the eaHe to be favorites.
No. 17 is another in the astoundint; style : a monstroHH cyUnder, exactly like a bee-

hive, elevated on the top of some columns.
No. 18 is afjood de»i},ni, but we liavc seen it before—the people of Forfar see It every

day. It is, in fact, the Peel monument of that place, whicn some iminidcnt wap: has
tried to palm ofl' under the aijjnatnro of OrutintiH. Superintendent Mackay stiould be
told to look after him when he asks back his desij^rii.

No. 10 is not quite so barefaced as the nrecedin*;, but forcibly reminds one of a cer-
tain monument in Kdtnburg-h with a niclie inserted in it.

Noa. 20 and:.'!, more Egyptian obelisks—the latter a perfect curiosity, both in draw-
ing and design. Via envy the strong faith of the man who could expect the latter
structure to De built, or, when built to stand on its legs. We should like to know.too,
what connexion there is between the uncouth Norman arches below and the ponder-
ous Egyptian chimney-fltalk above.
No. '^.'t is the well-known monument of Lysicrates, at Athens, done into Tonic, and

slightly altered—for the worse. There Is another in the same style, but with an
upper story added, for what purpose the designer only knows—perhaps not even he.
The last we come to is a Gothic design, very attractively represented, with granite

columns, and a sort of gallery lialf-way up, in which a fine Creek bust is placed. Wv
do not recollect seeing a bust in any Gothic work before. The best de^?criptiou of
this design we can give is lo suppose the spire of the Episcopal Church sunk half-
way into the earth. AVhat remained above ground would be a very tolerable repre-
sentation of this design for the ivinloch monument. On the sheet the cost is given
by the author at £400; but a slip is attached stating that since it was sent in the
Erobable cost has advanced to £500. On these matters wo do not pretend to jtidge ;

ut we should think a few more advances would require to be made before the execu-
tion of such an elaborate spire could be counted on.
^'e have, continues the J)aihi Aiyuft, omitted notice of some burlesque designs,

particularly a set of three, in which a statue appears holding something in its hand.
Opinions are divided as to what this .somethnig is,—some taking it to be a jiint

measure, others a flower-pot, and yet another party a dilapidated hat. We incline
to side with tlie flower-pot party ; but, of course, are utterly unable lo oiTer any
guess as to what that symbol may mean in connexion with Ueform and George
Kinloch. ^

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
THE usual fortnightly meeting of this body was held at the rooms. Conduit- street,

Kep'cnt-street, on Friday ; T. Roger S-mith, Esq., in the chair.
Mr. Herring, Hon. Sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last meeting,

which were approved of and confirmed.
Neiv J/('j«6ers.—The following gentlemen, liaving been duly balloted for, were

unammously elected members of the Association;-Mr. Hughes, 8, Dane's-inu,
Strand ; and Mr. Clever, Dalston.

Blr. Randall Druce then read the following paper, entitled :—
ON THE ADVANTAGE THAT A PRACTICAL KSOWLEDGK OF SCULPTURE WOULD HE

TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE PHOFESSION, AND THE I.MPORTANT MEANS TO THAT
END THAT THE FORMATION OF A CLA.SS OF WOOD-CARVING AT THE ARCHI-
TECTURAL ASSOCIATION MIGHT BECOME.

The Lecturer said :

—

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,—When Orgagna was carrying out the taber-
nacle in the church of the Or .San Michele,|at Florence, as tlie designer and super-
intending architect of the work, "he employed various masters in sculpture, selected
from various countries, to do all the other parts of the work, but devoted all his
attention to the figures;" and then, "having finished them all," he turned his atten-
tion to the superintendence of the putting together of the various parts executed by
the various artists. " Ho caused the several parts to be most ingeniously and care-
fully put together without cement, but with tasteniugs of lead and coi>per, to the
end that no spot or blemish should lessen the beauty of the polished and shining
m irbles."
What a perfect combination we have here of artistic skill and love of the beautiful,

with business-like superintendence and practical knowledge!
Here is an architect, who has designed a beautiful whole, confident that ho alone

is most capable of executing the most beautiful parts; a sculptor, taking most
delight in the execution of the figures; yet, "having finished them all," being equally
confident lliat no one but liimself can so well contrive the mechanical mode ot
joining the fabric together, and fixing those figures in their place.
Now, I think that all of you will agree with me that as far as this is practicable,

this is a desirable position for the architect or designer of a building or any other
work which dei)ends on the accumulated skill of many, the only way indeed in which
an architectural work can bear the stamp of the master or be the successful realiza-
tion of his thoughts and intentions in anytliing like the same manner as a picture
or a statue is, that is the entire work of one man.
Now my intention this evening is to endeavour to investij'ate how this is attainable.

You will probably at first thinkand would immediately reply to what I have told you
above, that Orgagna was an exception—a great man— and tliat an inferior man would
have become only a Jack-of-all-trades, not attaining even mediocrity in each of the
three callings he followed, much less be able to execute the most difiicult parts of
the practical work of either of them, and to a certain extent you are riylit ; only the
Orjiragnas would take up Orgagna's position, hut the least endowed would surely be
at least more competent superintendents of the artists employed, for being, even in
the very slightest degree, practical artists themselves.
Nor do I think that the attainment of this power of practical superintendence (and

I think that you will allow that this of Orgagna's although largely concerned in the
art part of the work in question was practical superintendence, oven independently
of the mechanical contrivance) is so difticult as may be imagined, for much of the
knowledge of eft'oct and the best mode of producing it, that would take years of
study of the works of art and writings of the best authorities upon art, to attain,

practical work with the chisel or brusii will teach you in a few hours, the secret of
the difierence between the two systems—that in practice in Orgagna's time,
and that in practise in our own— lies in this, that then everything was
learnt practically, now ^theoretically ; then the first step in an architect's

education was to apprentice him to a goldsmith or some other practical
branch of art, now to set liini to draw the different by-gone styles in Chambers or
Pugin.
Slany a difficult point in construction was easily uufierstood and modelled by the

hand early trained in modelling the chalice he was to work in gold, which now
appears incomprehensible, and coiisequently becomes distasteful to the artist-mind,
when presented to him in the unattractive shape of a line diagram, and thus the
artistic and practical ornament and construction, now so often antagonistic, were
learnt at the same time, and went hand-in-hand, because the knowledsre sought for

and attained in both was practical; and we have seen incidentally that tins knowledge
was often begun in the goldsmith's shop : so that we may, I think, fairly argue that
the key to the more or less complete attainment of tlie practical power of design,
execution, and masterly superintendence, possessed by Orgagna, is the acquirement
of the power of manuardexterity iu some one practical branch of art-manufacture.
Let us, therefore, before entering on the practical application of these principles to

the matter in my title, take a few instances of the first entry into professional life of

a few eminent artists of medieval times.
Arnolpho, who designed .Santa Maria del Fiore, and the Or San Michele, at

Florence, began by learning painting of his father, and then studied the art of design
under Cimabue, for the purpose of emi)loying it in seulptnre.
Nicola I'isano, who designed the church of San Antonio, at Tadua, first worked

under Greek sculptors, and then perfected himself as a sculptor, by tlie study and
practical imitation of Classical remains at Visa.

^ned the Cnmpo Santo, at l*t««, IcwDt cvlptmfrOMGiovanni IMsnno, who de»i^
his father.
Giotto, we know. )» gan by paintluc, but was also a »culptor.
Agofltino and Agnolo. both architect*, bogau by NtudrlDff Acolptnro under

Giovanni I'fsano.

Andrea rinano began by studying and praetUlncr wulpture.
Orgagna first learnt his father's calling of a goldiimUh, and then ttuaied teulpture

under Andrea IMsano.
Itrunelteschi, the great architect of the dome of Santa Maria del Flon*. wm flrit

placed with a ffoldamlth. and, as we know, beat Uonatello, the acidptor. according to
his own acknowledgment. In the denlgn and execution of a w^Kxlm rmclflx.
Michelozzi, the architect, first studied sculpture under Ilonalello.
Andrea Verocchlo, who was an architect, U'gan us a goldsmith, and wai ftcarrcf

in wood.
Itramanti, the architect, was first taught art n« a painter.
Sansovino, the architect, studied Hculpture with Andrea dl Mont) ftanforino, who

worked principally in metal, and who had learut bis art ftom Bartoluclo Gblb«rtt, «
goldsmith.

Michel Angelo, the great architect of St. IVter'a, bogTin his art education at a
painter, but afterwards gave himself almost wholly to sculpture.
Singular it may seem to sav that most of these masters were dlHtlngulthcd by their

skill in constniction, when they came to emplov their talentu In architecture, which
I am Inclined to attribute to the practical nature of their art-studien, as dtftlngultbcd
from the theoretical nature ot those studies, In the so-called art -men. In the profcttlon
at the present time. As in the studies in the practical form ofgoUUmith'ti work, painting,
or sculpture, the practical way of looking at work, necessary to deslipi construction
was exercised at the same time that the artist was learning arf: he waa alao
accustomed to executing work complete in itself, without the aid of others. Instead
of only making designs on paper for others to execute, so that when he came to
direct he knew well what directions would be necessary to enable others to execute
his designs, according to his intentions.
We see by the above enumeration, of some of the most relebrate<I Italian archl-

tectsof the middle ages, and of their mode of education for their profession, that
they all began by some practical branch of art, mostly sculpture, although often the
very first steps were in the goldsmith's shop, and it appears that when they had
carried on sculpture as a profession for many years, ana Ix-lng as it were perfected
in the production of what was then esteemed part of a building, they seem then lo
have had an ambition to have the entire direction and proauctloii of the
grander whole, and probably it was also from the part that painting played as a
moans of adornment for buildings, that made the painter also, when naving prac-
tised for some time an art which, with all its beautv and completeness In itself, still

like sculpture, formed but part of the whole grand comiK)sltion of the building It

adorned, have a like ambition to design the budding also.

We see then that the way that men in that clay, fitted theraseUes for designing and
carrying out buildings, was by perfecting themselves In some one at least of the
sister arts contributing- to it, and that reonired manual dexterity. And what was
the result? That which 1 think might liave been expected -viz., that the most
ordinary details and accessories of the buildings were works of art. and equally
good in their way with the statues and bas-reliefs, which from the ^ame cause were
lirst-rate, and were of great frequency, and allotted their full Importance as means
architectural embellishment; sculpture and painting became architectural adorn-
ments, and architecture became the art of properly and most elegantly supporting
and combining these valuable aids to its enrichment.
The architect, or the artist when he turned his attention to architecture, was from

his early training, so thoroughly conversant with the utmost resources furnished by
the sister arts, and by the practical nature of his training, so able to turn these
to their best account, and so well knew whether the works he entrusted to other
hands were well or ill executed, and in his branch or branches, was so able to take
the leading or most delicate parts, or to give the finishing touches, that a work wa»
turned out as completely a perfect work of combined architecture, sculpture, and
painting as a picture or a statue is a complete work of sculpture or painting alone,

and as completely a realisation of the art-Ideal of the artist as a picture or statue

is the realisation of the ideal of the one sculptor or painter. But the two principal

best things that they learnt were, an Intense love of all the arts, and a con-
viction of their unity, and how capable they were of combination, and how ranch
they gained by that combination.
Tsow these are two things that were, till quite of late years, and to a consIdcraWe

extent even now are very much required to be learut by architects of the present

liay. They seem, till quite lately very much to have neglected the study of the other
arts, even to the extent to which they are cultivated by amateurs engaged in other
]>ursuits, while surely at least an architect should of all the men of all pro-

fessions and occupations, except painters and sculptors exclusively, be the best

acquainted and the most fond of those arts, and also to have considered their

art perfect in itself, without the aid of the other two ; and that the knowledge
of bygone architecture alone was all that was necessary, and that principally

at periods when least aided by the others, or from buildings from which the

sculpture, which once gave the chief life and expression, has been broken or

carried away, and on which the paintings which once shone on the walls,

and which gave the chief warmth and constituted their greatest glory have
decayed and disappeared—content with copfing the bodies left by their fore-

fathers, beautiful, no doubt, in their form and proportions, but forgetling to give

them the lite by sculpture, or the warm and gorgeous apparel by the sublime art of

painting, which the originals hiid when they were first opened to the admiring gaze

of the assembled multitude. Now, if a sculptor is the designer of a building, you

mav be sure that the last thing that be will leave out of it is the sculpture; and that

as the chief delight of the sculptor is to represent the human figure, he will be sure

if possible to find fitting places for it ; and as iu studying for the accessories of his

ii^ure subjects he has to studv leaves, flowers, and animals, you may be sure that

he will not forget to wreath and place them in his capitals, and this not only because

he can do them, but because he loves them. And if a painter designs a buildinsr, you

may be sure that he will not forget the colour ; vou may be sure that the buildmg.

when first built, will be intolerable to him.-thc cold white stone an eyesore
:
everr-

thing being the same colour will be unnatural and painful to him. and he will be

impatient to alter its tones ; to break its monotony with colour, and Its dulness with

storied subjects ; and where the positions arc not fitted for painting, he will he only

too anxious to enrich his building with beautiful forms, and light and shade, by the

aid of sculpture, and that not only because he possesses the power of enriching the

building by painting, but because it is his nature, increased by cultivation, to love

these things. . , , ., r

So that I have endeavoured to show you that a genius possessed "(,*'?<* PP'^^'***

working as a painter, a sculptor, and a mechanic, like Orgagna. will be the best

possible architect, i.e., designer and practical superintendent oi a large work, or one

requiring the assistance of manv hands; that an ordinary man po»se.ssing as much
I)ractical knowledge of these arts as possible under his partioulnr circiimstances.

will be a much better architect, as to design and superintendence, than if he diii noi

possess that knowledge; that the leading and most celebrated "''^"'t^*!,*^'^*"*;

Italian school of later Oothic, and Karly Kenaissance, acquired their remarkable sKill

indesigningbuildings, in which the most perfect figure sculpture and imilation ot

nature in the details harmonised with the paintings, and colored mosaic, ana '"'«y'n-»

on the walls, combined with manv remarkable instances of original and daring ton-

struetion.-acqnircdthat skill, that love of nature, and perfect and fine «orK. ami

knowledge of how work would look and combine, with the practical head anj harnl

required to plan and make models for the execution ot those »»«'^"i>'
*f"*^,fJ,/?"'

structiou. in the -oldsmiths shop, in the otelier of the sculptor, or the 8j»a'«f
^^J'*'^

pninter,-each having made many valuable works without the aid of any wie else,

and been entrusted upon their own responsibility with n^"*-''
I^"»^J« *J"**^W

before attempting to be the sqIc directors of tlie work of hundreds, and tUo solo
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dtop^iffersof tbe money of tbi-ir couutr)*, iu gigsutic works, with intiuy tirst-rate

nuslers working under thoir orders.

Also, I hmve endfavouriHl to show you that the practical knowledge and power of
exeevting' works ir the sister arts, will give meu a love for, and an appreciation of
ibem, that tboT would not, and cannot, otherwise possetis, to the manifest gain of
the bnildingSt'and mJbo to the increased employment of artists of those branches of
art.

This knowledge and power of execution will, in Jact, at once, and frn a matter of
coarse, prvduce the sort of feeling which made Mr. llardwiok (according to the Time^
of the other day. in anartidc ou the new fVesoo in hincoln's-inu Hall) say, that he
ma 90 pleaaed with it, that he should for the future leave all the ^ipuces he could, in

Wm bi^otnn, for frescoes ; and if those arc his sentiments, may he long lire and
kMoUfe promise I

Now, let us turn to the best wav of api>h ing these principles to ourselves, Most
of Ufl are past the time, and would tind it d'ithcuU even if we were not, to begin our
edtication as these men began it. Then, what is the next best way ot acquiring, in

proportion to our opportunities and talent, this practical knowledge of art—this uu-
pr^udiced love of aU the arts, and keen sight for ami love of uiiture—and this

iacer knowledge that will make even an art-man a good constructor, because he
IooIeb upon colour in a practical manner, and does not waste uU his time learning
it ftiom Dooks, although much can be learnt from them f

With repard to the love of color in nature, and the consequent love of the use of it

m our buildings, and luve and proper appreciation of the art of painting, and all

that is to be learnt from a practical knowledj-eof painting, and a power of producing
paintings, as it is not my subject to-uight, 1 will dismiss it with the remark tliat the
Sect way of obtaining them, for those that are either being educated in the usual
system, or engaged iu the office, is painting from nature whenever they have time
aad opportunity, and also studving paintings in the exhibitions of the year, and not
architecture only. Hut with rcg'ard to the love of form and light aud shade iu nature,

and. constqueutlv. of the expression of them by the art of sculpture in our buikttngs,

and the love and'proper appreciation of this art, aud all tliat is to be learnt from a
practical knowledge of it, and a power of producing works in sculpture, and of mo-
delling and other means whereby we look ou forms of architecture, whether artistic

or constructional, fnni a more practical point of view, aud obtain a more perfect

power of Buperint*Tidiiig others in works of sculpture and other necessary works,—
this is the principal object of this paper; and, it seems to me, that as the architects

of old obtained these powers by the actual practice of some one practical art, so we,
in like manner, although already engnged in some other branch of the profession,

may at least correct our deficiencies, and obtain some part of these powers by the oc-
casional practice of one practical art.

I bare, after some consideration, selected wood carving, as more cleanly than
stone, and propose that those who ihink with me, or at least think that there would
be no harm in their acquiring some proticioncy in the use of the chisel, should form
into a class, on the same principles as the Class of Design, and engage an ex-
perienced carver to set us going, at least in the technical knowledge and right use of
the tools, and meet fortnightly for the purpose of learning to produce works of
sculpture in wood.

I will conchide with an invitation to all who would like to be able properly to
superintend the execution of a capital, a crocket, or a Unial, in the words of
Donatello to Itrunelleschi, when Brunetleschi found fault with his cruci&x, "Take
wood then, and try and make one thyself."
The CiiAiBsiAN said they had just heard a very interesting paper by Mr. Druce,

and he hopid that some of those present were prepared to make some observations
ap<m it. He had been very much interested with the paper, which pointed out two
or three things of great value to them, and well deserving their attention as archi-
tects, and of those who intended to be architects in the present day. The existing
system of education prevalent amongst architects seemed as if it needed—and was,
Erobably, very likely to undergo— a change before long. They had been doing
ttle beyond studying drawings and engravings ; that nad been an unfortunate

8T*tem, for an actual study of e.K<-cutcd buildings ought to be superadded to that.
Jiseb of the success of the study of architecture might be attributed to the custom
of students travelling in foreign countries. In addition to the i>ractice at the office,

stodents slimtld look at executed buildings, and in that way they were likely to
acquire a tasle for sciUpture and painting as well as architeetm-e. They had had,
Trom time to time, architects who had actiuired great proficiency in sculpture, such
a« Mr. Cockerel!, whose pediment at St. George's Hall showed his practical know-
ledge of artistic ornament. As regarded the formation of a class for wood carving,
it would be an extremely useful and interesting thing, and he hoped the notion
would be taken up and carried cut. It had occurred to him, however, that some of
them would prefer modelling in plaster and clay to practising wood carving, which
seemed to involve difficulties that did not apply to modelling. He might mention
one other circumstance that had occurred to him, and that was, that they had, iu the
case of tlie greatest of English architects, a proof of the value of an education
existing previously to an architectural education. Sir Christopher Wren was well
acquainted with anatomy, and was skilful as a mathematician ; in fact, before ho
studied architecture he obtained a Kuropean reputation as a matliematiciau. That
ough*. to be jtn encouragement to architects to show how many branches of know-
ledge they might possibly bring to bear on their art. The Chairman, in conclusion,
hoped that something would be said about Mr. Uell and his ditscussions in the
BL'ildino Newr. all of which had reference to the subject under consideration.
Mr. Meuiiing thought that many persons would feel disposed to shelve the

sQbject of studying sculpture, on the plea that they had little or no time to devote
to such u pursuit. But if such persons would only consider the study of sculpture,
as a mere recreation, that would get over the difficulty ; let them set to work a few
hours In the evening, and amuse themselves with the study of sculpture, for it
certainly would be both an amusement and pleasure to study sculpture in that sort
of way. He had known many architects actually employ sculptors to design figures
for their buildings, >'ow, if architects were themselves sculptors, they would know
better what figures suited their buildings, and what should be the position of them
than any other persons. Many persons who were notarchitccts, but simply amateurs,
were really excellent ceulplors, such asclergymcn, oxecutingfontsfortheir churches.
Why should not architects study sculpture as well, and thereby be enabled to
execute works which it would l>e a pleasure to them to look at hereafter ?

The < iiAiitMAN.- I believe Mr. HiUiugs himself executes carving ?
Mr ilr.KRi>o.— Yes ; Mr. IJilliugs always carved the monograms himself. He

(Mr Herring) should be glad to juin any class that might be formed either for wood-
<'»"'lnc or modelling in plaster and clay. He thought that the modelling would
probablv give them a better knowlege ot the human tlgure than engraving in wood,
although a superior knowledge of foliage might be obtainedfrom practising in wood.
Mr. C. H. y. Lewes thought thef must all he agreed as to the advantages derivable

from a knowledge of weed cftning; and probably the next best thing was the

**^?I!**'**°
"* *^**

P**'*'*'*' of drawing the human figure. Men who were possessed of

f^..^"'^***'^^ ******?'**' ***^*"*8Kt8 in the introduction of ornamentation in their
btiildlugii.

Mr. iJBicE remarked that most of the decorations they had to meet with were in
stone, which involved the use of the chisel. And he first thought of recommending
•tone earring instead of wood carving, but it was suggested to him that gentlemen
would not likcto change their garments to fit them lor stone carving. Hut wood
carving would also lead to the posstfKion of the power to carve in stone. The use
of the chisel was the great matter to be kept in view. At the same time he thought
of modeiJIng, and he scarcely eared which end of the wedge was first put in, so that

u PJ"f*'*""'
matter was carried out. He thought—the object being that a man

sbooid be able to do carving or sculpture on any building he was superintending—
that the art rhofcn should be one that would involve the use of the chisel, attention
being paid at the same time to working in plattic materials. He was prepared to
Offer the aFnitlanee of a friend of his in the formation and carrying out of a class for
wood CMTing-(He«r, bear).

The Chairman thought it would be desirable that the subject of the formation of
a class for wood carving should be formally brought forward at the next meeting
of the Association. They should not forget that the mechanical engineers when
they got a pupil sent him for four, or five, or six years to the drawing-room, where
he .icquired a knowledge of drawing, then for one or two years the pupil was sent to
the shop to acquire a knowledge of iron, and then for one or two years to the model
shop, where he had to make the models in wood, which were afterwai"ds cast from,
and thus the pupil acquired, both theoretically and practically, a knowledtj-o of his
art ; and it was very desirable for a young architect to pass a portion of liis time
in a builder's yard. It was extremely desirable that architects, if they could
manage it, should know not merely enough of the science and artof tholrprofessioD,
but have a great deal more practical knowledge and artistic feeling than they had at
the pri'scnt time. A class for wood ejirving would be a capital thing for them,
inasmuch as it would necessarily do them a great deal of good.
Mr. Herring thought it would be a good thing if a pupil, when his time was

up in an office, went upon a building as a clerk of the works or otherwise, instead
of at once going to another office.

Mr. Wright spoke in favor of architects making themselves practically acquainted
with buildings.
After a vote of thanks to Mr. Druce, on the motion of Mr. Herring, seconded

by Mr. Lewts, the meeting separated.

TUK WOKKS OF GEKUTS,
Sir,—Allow me to thank Mr. Bell for his compliment on my endeavours to direct

attention to the merits of Geerts. 1 have delayed writing until the last moment, in
the expectation that I should have it in my power to give more positive information
than I can at present. There are two bas-reliefs by Geerts in London, and I believe
the owner of them would be disposed to part with them, particulnrly for the purpose
proposed, and would enter into the feelings of Mr. Uell, " Vindcx,'' and myself. But-
at present I cannot ask the question, nor do 1 know what the subjects arc. In yoOT
next Number 1 hope to be in possession of more direct information.
The lady I alluded to is Mrs. Malhis or Jlathis, the superior of a nunnery at St.

Joseph's, near Stockport, into whose hands Madame Geerts placed the casts before
leavin"' this country. They are for sale.

SVith respect to the authorities at South Kensington, it is said that their refusal
was in terms neither creditable to their own judgment nor complimentary either to
the talents or the memorj^ of the artist ; and that the letter is in the possession of
the lady now in charge of the works. l am, &c-,

J. P.

EXHIBITIOX OF MODELS, DRAWINGS, AND PHOTOGRAPHS.
Sir,—It has occured to me that since we arc not likely to have another great

Exhibition next year similar to that of 1851, we might at least have one of Architectural
models, drawings, and other specimens like the JIanchestcr Exhibition. It might
be held either in the Crystal Palace or in the Brompton Museum. An exliibition of
models or drawings and i>hotograph8 of the most noted buildings iu the world,
would I think afford much pleasure, as wc cannot all travel to see the originals i the
idea may at least be worth consideration. I am, &c.,
London, 9th January, 1800. Cymos.

Sir,—As a worker in wood (for the last 50 years)—r«/^o, ^carpenter and joiner

—

permit me, in a few words, to express my thanks for the forthcoming edition of
"Chambers' Civil Architecture," with my reason for so doing. Being reckoned
well up to the knowledge of the trade antl reciprocal duties to my employer, has
caused my work to be in all the counties of England, parts of Wnlcs, Scotland,
Ireland, with portions of Continent; and bein;^ averse to idleness, there is not an
English cathedral, and some hundreds of churches, but I liave seen and noted from
by sketches; and, with all respect to Messrs. Scott, Clarke, and other Puseyitc archi-
tects, I must say that our ecclesiastical architecture as handed down from
the Medieval period, proves the advantage of the Classic. All must admire
the interiors, their just proportion, good effects of light and shadow, with im-
prcssivenesa of mind of our cathedrals; also their grand and solemn exteriors.
Directly you begin to examine exteriorly their detail, the mind gets annoyed at the
ugliness of too many of the buttresses ; it is only in the earlier Norman that the
piers form a pleasing feature, in my opinion formed bv the remains of Roman archi-
tecture. As a contrast for exterior appearance, take ^Vren's masterpiece of English
architecture, which never can be passed without admiration, the details blending so
well into the whole.

I am sorry to see so few of my fellow-workmen who will trouble themselves to ap-
preciate the beauties of architecture, apparently possessing no taste to form collec-
tions for amusement and improvement. I am, &c.,

A Worker in Wood.

IRON SHIPBUILDING,
Sir.—Having seen many valuable suggestions on various subjects in your well-

known Journal, I venture to submit the following »lteration in iron shipbuilding.
Your readers are undoubtedly aware that the hulls of all iron ships are composed

of strong plates riveted together by means of large rivets, with what are termed
cheese-heads protruding on . the inner surface ; wrought Iron girders and boilers are
framed on the same principle.
When it is reriuired to break up either of the articles how easy is it accomplished

by chopping or jarring off the large heads of the rivets ! also if a ship unfortunately
gets upon a rock, or receives a few smart shocks, the rivet heads will instantly fly

off, and then the breaking up oi the vessel is complete, as in the case of the Uoyu
Charter.

I should like to know the reason why rivets with a small countersunk head both
ends caimot be substituted ; if it were so, the breaking up would be a very different

ErocesB: aud the bilge-water in ships' bottoms would not be able to act upon the
eads and wear them smooth, aud allow the rivets to fall out, as they do at the

present time.
I am, &c.f

January 11th, 1800. Robert Pearse.

County Hall, Nottingham.—The local Review states, "It was men-
tioned in the report of the visiting Justices, on Wednesday, tliat the alterations

in the courts, i:c., at the Shire Hall, had been completed. We are only expres-
sing the general opinion when we say thjtt the new arrangements show very
great improvements, both as regards lighting, ventilation, and genernl conveni-
ence. A large new grand jury room, offering considerable advantngcs over the oldj
waiting-rooms for male and female witnesses j barristci-s' rooms, &c., have been
provided. Tlie whole of the alterations liave been completed for the sum named
by the architect, Mr. K. C. Sutton, of Nottingham, and the work has been
satisfactorily executed by the contractor, Mr. Ferguson.
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INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Recohded to Januauy 11, ISfiO.

Mcssss. Chance and Iloncll, of Dirmingbam and Smcthwick, for " ImproTcmcnts
in the manufacture of j^lass."
Mr. John Fowlur, of Watcrford, for •' Improvements in locks."
M. Louts A. Le Jilauc do St. Just, of In, Welbeck-street, for "an hnproved

mnchiuo for cuttiu"- soft and hard stones in open quarries."
Mr. Alfred Y. Niwton, of (iii, Chancery-lane, for "an improved construction of

lock."
M. Hene Charles Videgrain, of France, for an "Improvcmciit la the manufacture

of artiticial marbles."

GRjVNT.S.
9Ir. William Abbott, of 118, Cambridso-striet, Warwick-square, " An improved

metiiod of presei-ving timber, particularly ad.apted for railway purposes."—A com-
munication from abroad by Jumc-s Campbell Francis Calvert, re.sident at the Uar-
danelles, in Turkey.—rrotectiou, six mouths.
Mr- William liayley, Jun., of 71), AVhite Lion-street, Isllusflon, in the county of

Middlesex, for "Improvements in machinery for cutting wood."—Frotectiou, six
months.
Mr. Richard Archibald liroomaii, of 100, Fleet-street, E.C., for "A cementing

powder or mi-\turc, and process for cementing, converting, rcflniiig, strengtiiening,
and steellfying iron."—A communication from abroad by Job Johnson, of East
Brooklyn, Long Island, in tlio titate of New York.-Datecl 4th July, 185!).—Letters
patent.
Mr. Thomas Duppa Duppa, of Long\llle, Wisiiintanton, Shropshire, for "Im-

provements in carpenters' bcuchca."—Dated 8th Jiilv, !)«».—Letters patent.
I>Jr. William Jlaryon, of !>, Stanhope-street, llaiiipstead-road, in the county of

MiddlesLX, lacldur maker, for " Improvements iu ladders, and in machinery to be
used in making them."—Protection, six months.
Mr. Alfred ^'incent Newton, of «!, Chancerv-Iane, " Improved machinery for

cutting and dressing stone."—A communication' from abroad by Jean Phillipe Kehr
and Je;in Millet, of I'aris, in the empire of France.— Protection six months.
Mr, Alfred ^'iucent Newton, (ili. Chancery-lane, "An improved construction of kiln

or oven for burning bricks, tiles, limestone, and other substances."—A communica-
tion from abroad by Friedrieh Hoffmann, of Berhn, and Albert LIcht, of Danzig, both
in the kingdom of Prussia.-Protection six months.
Cornelius Josiph Rooney and David lien.sliaw, of New York, United States of

America, "An Iinnrovcment in spring door hinges."-Protection six months.
Richard Teliord, of Bu-mingham, "Improvements in castors."—I*rotection six

months.

Foreign Patents.
Mr. John B. JCorneU, of New Y'ork, N.Y'., for an " Improvement in the construc-

tion of vault lights."
Mr. Nathl. Drake, of Newton, N. 'J., for an "Improvement in atone loading

waggons."
Mr. Albion Ilausom, of Albany, N. Y., for an " Improvement in stoves."

Specifications Plbllshed durixg the Week.
No. 1,326, price Sd. Machinery for compressing bricks, tiles, &c.
No. 1,329, price lOd. Manufacture of iron and steel.
No. 1,304, price 4d. Manufacture of iron aud steel.

For the construction
AVorks.
Petoand Betts
Helling and Co
Edward Thirst
Wm. Ticadwell
"William ^loxon
IVilliam Dethick
Joseph Diggles

TENDERS SENT IN.
Southern Outfall Sewmr.

of the Southern Oulfall sewer for the Metropolitan Board of

...£4.11,71.5 1

... 425,484

... 373,000
... .348,530 14 y

William Hill .328,000

William Lavers 315,000
William Webster 307,700
W. H. liowe 290,000

337,000
I

George Baker aud Son 294,000
330,000 Roland Itiotherwood, Chip-
328,^500 0| pehani, Wilts (accepted).. 289,550

St. Saviour's, Southwark.
Tenders (received December With, 1859) for works to St. Saviour's Church. Mr.

n-T*"'
ll^borshon, architect. Quantities not supplied.

1 he tenders were sent in witli two amounts, one for the screen walls in brickwork
and the other in stone.

If screen walls in brickwork.
Myers.. £1,1.34 I Carter £1,074
Kider j,108 Downs 1,008
Tarrant 1,092 10 I

If screen walls in stone.
MX<!"'8 £1,194 I Downs £1,1.57
Kiac 1,170 Carter 1,149
Tarrant 1,158 I

The screen walls in brickworks were decided upon, and consequently Downs' ten-
der was accepted.

IIoRNSEY Rise.
Tender for dwelling-house, ITomsey Rise, for A. Davenes, Esq., Mr. T. W. Con-

stantine, architect. Tenders delivered Januarv 12th 1860.
Nash £1905

j Fowler £1077
Serjent 1719 Lown 1320

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CHURCH.

Dunr.iN.—lor plans for the erection of a Presbyterian church in a suburban locality
01 Dublin, capable of accommodating 40O persons iu the body of the church, making
provision for galleries, to be afterwards erected if required. Accommodation must
also be made for a lecture or school room under the church, together witli vestry-
room, *c. The building to have a spire. The entire expense not to exceed :e2(l00.
lians to be sent to Mr. Henry Richardscui, 17, Garville-aveuue, Ratligar, from
whom further particul.ars may be ascertained. No plan to be paid for except that
selected.

iff
CORN EXCHANGE AND PUBLIC ROOMS.

K088.—For dcslCTs for the Ross Corn Exchange, I'ublic Rooms, and Markets. The
entire cost of the buildings, including fittings, painting, and decoration, architect's
commission, and clerk of works, must not exceed £2,750, The buildings must
comprise a corn-exchange (which will be occasionally used as a concert-room, to
seat six hundred persons), a butter and poultry market, for eighty standings, a
reading-room, library, and class-room, also rooms for hall-keeper, and all necessary
conveniences. The plans, elevations, and sections, must all be drawn to a uniform
scale of eight feet to an inch, and be accompanied by a detailed speeilicatiou of the
works as well as a definite estimate of the cost. The Cominiltee of the Com-
pany (who will be assisted by a professional architect) will award a premium of
£51) for the best design, and .£20 for the second bcstdesign, the premiated designs
to become the absolute property of the Committee, but the Committee reserve to
themselves the right of rejecting the whole of the designs, if in their judgment
there should not be any one suitable for the purposes intended, or any that are

not in conformity with the forogolnjc i.tlpnl.lioni.. If the .uthor of .Ithcr of th.
preml»tedde»l.™»liouldb«enL'«KedCyth:.Cummltleeto.u|M-rlD°enrtth"ex«B^^^^
of the works the premium will Le inerijc,l iu a coi.inil>.lon U, be»m,xduom!^TZdesigns to be .cut fr.e of cxpeows to V. K. Hall . Kiq , SprioSeK ai«5rttWthe author's name but with a motto. A .ealed letu^ beirl^o otuT.'JdtSS-ta .jMg he aulhors name and address, to a<:c.«ni.anv .-.eh .U-.^. A p^krTnf"he
^t the <)ffle'';;.''"M

•"'«?•"?," ''- "btained of .^W. Frederick Lr,i.;VIZ^i:-^.
at the Office ol Jlr. Mluott, the .Solicitor to the Cumiiaov
I cbruary 20.

i/mj|-bu. l>CSil^fl to

DRAINAGE.
EAHTBOiRNE.--For bc.t plan of draining the parish of Easlbonrno, acrordlns tothe Judgment of the Local Board. Maps of the parish, and aUo ouia^f ihr i.™
posed additional buildings, with a HiH.ilficatlon 5f the IwcdJ .."f^ « tl.er K?.'
fef"J*^v"'.T''

*'" "an "'
f'"'

"•"'•'• ""*• ^''- " •^rimpton Cok... Clerk to Ih.Board hastbourne. The plans must be acrompanled by a «pecmc»lloii of Ihoyvoik to be done, aud an estimate of the cost, aud must be dcuosltca at the Clerk".
Offlces, on or belore January 17.

».•«• •

LAYING OUT. Jtc. CEMETERY.
LIVERPOOL.— !• or designs and eslimates for cnclusiug, laying out, and cmbelll.hinL'
the new cemetery for the parish of Liverpool. 'The designs mu.t embnwe Uulollownig particulars :—1. A ground plan of the sit.', .bowing the ro»d» and walk. •

the land to be set apart for ornamental planting ; the sites of the chapels; the oro-
posed general division of the eemelery, and also its division Inlogravc space, the
lines of drainage

; the sites of file lodges, stone yards, offlces, and other require-
ments for the proper working of the cemeUry. 2. Sections showing the earth-
work for the re-arrangement of the surface, and the depth, gradients and
dimensions of the sewers aud drains. .3. Such other details sod suggrsttons a. the
competitor may think necessary for the information aud guidance of the Board In
their selection. The site includes an area of more than iSi) acres. A premium of
£100 will be given for the design considered tlrst in merit, and one of i;50, and
another of £30 for the second and third best. The premiated desl'ms to become
the property of the Board, who are not to be bound nceessarllv to employ any of
the competitors to carry out the works. Competitors to state the terms on which
they will carry out the works. Lithographed plans of the site, with level, marked
at every 3iX) feet, and further particulars as to the competition may be obuined on
application from the Clerk. The plans ami estimates must be distinguished by a
motto or device, and accompauiid by a sealed envelope, coutahiing the name and
address of the competitor, and bearing a similar motto or device to that on the
plan. The plans, and everything intended to be submitted therewith, must be
enclosed iu a sealed cover endorsed " Plan for Liverpool New Cemetery," and
addressed to Enoch Harvey, Esq., Clerk to the Liverpool Burial Board, 12, Cutle-
sfreet, Liverpool, and must be sent to him on or before February 14.

LAYING-OUT LAND FOR BUILDING.
Granton, NEAR EDiNnuRGH.-For plans for the best method of laying out lor
building purposes, part of the estate of Granton, near Edinburgh, the property of
his (iracc the Duke ot Buccleuch and Queensburv, also plans for the diirercnt
classes of houses to be erected. A premium of £75 will be given for the most
approved plan, £50 for the second, and £'23 for the third. The plan of the land
may be seen, aud all particulars obtained on personal application to Mr. John
Hawkins. Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lawful day between the hours of
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. I'rinled copies of the condition of competition will alw be
obtained from Mr. Hawkins, and the competitors must forward their plans with a
copy of the conditions, signed by them under a sealed cover, as explained by the
conditions, to Messrs. Gibson, II.S., 12, Charlotte-street, Edinburgh. I'Uns to
March 1.

Newport, Salop.— For plans showing how several pieces of land in the Marth,
which pieces can be ascertained ou application to Mr. Henry Heane, Newport, can
best be laid out for building sites, reference being had in such plans to the future
conversion of tlie adjoining lands for similar purposes. The Newport 'Town and
Marsh Trustees will pay £10 for the plan they may consider the best. Any Infor-
mation may be h.id from Mr. Heane. and the plans must be delivered sealed with
motto, and the name In a sealed envelope referring to the motto. Ixfore .March 1.

LAYING OUT, DRAINING, Ac, GROUND FOR CE3IETERY.
Halif.vx.—For designs and estimates for the laying out, draining, and ornamenting
the land purchased by the Corporation of Halifax as a cemetery for the borough.
The designs must embrace—1. A ground plan, showing the carriage roads ahd
walks, the proposed general divisions of the cemetery Into two partj*, and the sub-
division of each into grave spaces, differing iu size and value ; the positions of the
chapels, lodges, and other requisite structures, and flie land to be set apart for
ornamental planting. 2. Sections showing the earthworks rcquir«'d for the re-
arrangement of the surface, and the size, depths, and rates of inclination of the
drains.—The area of the proposetl cemetery is within "20 acres. A premium of
twenty guineas will be given for the design which, in the opinion of tlie Corpora-
tion, is the highest iu merit ; and a premium of ten guineas for the one which they
consider second best ; and both the iiremiated designs arc to become the property of
the ('orporatlon. The plans, estimates, and description (if any) must be dlstlD-
guishcd by a motto or device, and be aecompanitti by a sealed envelope, containing
the name and address of the competitor, bearing a corresponding motto or device
to that on the plans, &c. Each competitor is requested to state the terms on which
he will superintend, to their completion, the execution of the works; and If cm-
ployed, the premium is to be merged in the sum paid for superintendence. Litho-
graphed plans of the site, with the levels shown in contours of five feet altitude,
may be obtained by applic.ition to Mr. Edmund Miiison Wavell. Town Clerk,
Halifa.v ; and the competing designs must be sent to his Office, In the Towu-hall,
ou or before February 1.3. (See advertisement).

SCHOOLS, Ac.
Long Ashtox, So.mersetshire.-For;deslgns, plans, and estimates are required

lor parochial schools and master's house, to be erected In the parish of Long
Ashton, near Bristol. The schools to contain accommodation for 100 boys and
100 girls, and a class and Committee-room, Plans to Ix^ in accordance with the
directions of Council on Education. Should the successful competitor not be cm-
ployed to superintend the works, a premium of £10 10s. will be awarded for the
design, ttc. Plans to be sent iu under motto, to A. E. Way, Esq., Ashton-lodge,
near Bristol. The site of the proposed new schools will be shown, and every infor-
mation obtained on application to 31r. Kaston. Long Ashton. Plans to Feb. 15.

TOWN- HALL, COVERED MARKET, Ac.
Bishop Auckland. -The Directors of the Bishop Auckland and Market Company
(Limited) are now prepared to give the sum of *'20 as a premium for the best plan
of a Town-hall, Covered Slarket, kc, to be erected in Hishop Auckland. Full
particulars may be obtained ou application to W. B. Cherrett, Secretary, offices.

Silver-street, Bishop Auckland. Plans to February 11.

COMPETITION AWTARDED.
The designs of Messrs. Uellainy ami Hardy h.ive .•een selected for the rebolldiiigr of
the premises of Messrs. Tennison and Son, drapers, Hull.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CEMETERIES.

Bath.—For the erecfion of Mortuary Chapels, enlrance-lodge, and boundary-w»U»,
on their new cemeterv in the Lower IJristol-road, In the Parishes of Widcombo
and Lyncombe. Plans, Ac, at the Offlces of Sir. C. E. Davis, F.S. A.. 3, Westgato-
buildings. Bath, on and after the 7th of January next. Tenders to January 21.

FAnisn OF St. Saviours.—For the whole or separate portions of the necessary
works for the building and erection of chapels and entrance gates, with the
enclosing, laying-out draiuing, and embelhshlng the burial-ground attached
thereto. Drawings and Specificatious can be seen at the Office of Messrs. Hickes
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ud Is«ar, architects, 13, Nurtligatc- street, Itatb, on and after January Otb, ISOO.

Tenders to Jauuarj' .."8.

CHAPEI..
iMWicu,— For a uewconffrcjpiiioual chapel in Museum-street, Ipswicli. Drawings,
4c., on appUcaltonat tlie Oflico of Jlr. Frederick Bamis, arcmtcct, Brook-Btreet,
Ipswich. TenderstolOo'tlix-k, J«uuar\' 19.

CHAl'EL, SCHOOL, &c.
t<C.v«BOKOi.'CH.—For the erection of a chapel, school, and vestries to he built in
rasUe-road, Searboroush. I'lans. Ac, and qunnlilics, at the Office of >Ir.

McBean, Jet merchant, .Scarborough, on and after the I7th inst. Tenders to
Januanr 30. (Sec adYcrtisement).

CHLKCHES.
MoRETos-ix-TiiE-MAnsii.—For a new tower and spire to the parish church of
3[oreton-in-the-3tarsh. ri.tiis, &c., and conditions, by application to T. Comme-
liue, Ksq.. Moretuu-in-the-Marsh, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.in. Tenders to 3 p.m.,
Januar>- 31.

NoBTH S'looLS, SotTnroRT.—For the various works required in the enlarfferacnt of
the parish church, North liiooU, 8outbiwrt. Drawiugs. &c., and quantities, at tlic

Office of Mr. Thomas Withuell, architect, I^ondou-strcct, Southport. Tenders to

Janiuu-y 31.

STANTON-BV-DAtE, nEnBVsninE.— For the rcsentinsr, and ;erccting anew chancel
arch and other repairs, at the parish church, Stauton-by-Dale. I'lans. Ac, on
anplicatiou to the Itev. .1. G. Howard, Stanton rectory, until the :;4Ih inst. Duplicate
plana at the Office of Mr. Itobcrt Jlarber, Eastwood, Nottlnsfliiun. Tenders to

January it.

EnECTIOX OF CKANE.
Xewcastle-itos-Tv.ne.— For the erection of a large CO-ton crane on the Public
Quay at Newcastle, similar to that constructed at Hull docks, guaranteed to lift

CO tons, to swing weight 30 feet clear of the tjuay, and according to the plan and
apccificatiou.

For the excavation, piling, and mason work requisite for the foundations of such
crane, according to the plans and specUicatious.

rians and specifications ou .ipplication to Mr. Thonrns Bryson, Town Surveyor, at

Lis Office, in the Town Hall buildings. Tenders to January :^1.

HOUSES.
Hereford.—For rebuilding a house, and for making alterations and additions to

adjoining premises formerly occupied as the limes offices, in Widemarsh-street,
Hereford! l'lan6,.on andafter the 10th January, at the Office of Mr. Jus. Williams,
architect, St, Oweu's-street, Hereford. Xo date specified.

IXGLEBV, LixcoLXsiiiRE.—For tbc erection of a new farm-house and buildings at
Ingleby, Lincolnshire. Drawings, Ac, at Mr. I'ayne's, Saxilby, near IJncolu.
Tenders to January 18.

W|DLAM>, ABOLT TWELVE M1LK8 FROM Fl.YMOL'Tll.—For building, in tUo ensuing
spring and summer (c<nnmencing early), a farmhouse, with offices and oiit-houscs,
wall lences. and other works, situate near Widiand, in the parish of Slodbury,
about twelve miles from I'lymouth, seven from Kingsbridge, and four from the
navigable rivers, Erme and Avon, and the Kingsbridge-road goods station of the
South Devon Kailway. Applications to be made at the Otiice of 3Ir. lliehard
Andrews, solicitor, Modbury. Tenders to January 31

.

WiTHERNSE.\.-For the erection ol a twelve-roomed house at WJthemsea. Plans,
Ac, at Mr. Skeltou's, Withernsen. Tenders to January '^i,

I'AK.SOXAGES.
Elton, LASCAsniRr..—For the whole of the works required in the erection of a
parsonage-house at Elton. I'lans, Ac, at the Office of Mr. William Whitaker,
architect, :12, St. Ann's-street, Mancliester. Tenders to January 17.

Strettos Sugwas, Herefordshire.—For additions and alterations to the vicar-
age house at Stretton Sugwas, three miles from Hereford. I'lans, &c., at the Office
or M r. T. Nicholson, diocesan architect. Tenders to January 24.

St'TTERTON, NE.VB BOSTON.-For alterations and additions to the vicarage house at
Suttertcn, near Boston. Plans, A:c., at the Office of Mr. Edward Browning, archi-
tect, Stamford. Tenders to January 25.

ItESKRVOIItS.
Leek, STAFFORnsiiiRE.—For the enlargement of one of the reservoirs of the Leek
Waterworks. Plan, &c., on application to Mr. Hammond, Clerk to the Improve-
ment Commissioners, Leek, i'enders to January 28.

Llanelly.—For the execution of a tidal reservoir of about 13 acres, with sluice-
gates ; also culvert.s for diverting the Cill^ stream. The works comprise three con-
tracts. Plans, Ac, at the Harbour offices, on and after January 20th. Further
particjlars on application to SIr.J . R. Lerckroft, Harbour Master, to It. W. Jones,
Civil Engineer, Loughan. Separate sealed tenders for each contract, to Feb. 2.

KOADS. 1

Bisiior'g Castle and Clin.—For an alteration on the turnpike road between the i

above places. Plans, Ac. , on application to 3Ir. Wm. Fergusson, surveyor. Bishops-
j

Cattle, who will attend at Tadpole Bank, on the 10th day of January, at 12 o'clock,
I

tomeet any party wishing explanation or otherwise. Tenders to January 24. !

Orkney.— 1. Koran entirely new branch road, measuring 3 miles IIW yards or
|

thereby, to extend from a point in the new main or trunk road between Kirk-
wall and Stromncfcs, near the mill of Cairston, in the parish ol Stromness, to a
point in the old rond at Clumlay, in the parish of Sandwich.

2. Another new branch road, measuring 1 mile 320vards or thereby, to commence
at a point in the said main or trunk road, at tlie north march of the state of
of Buscarth. and to terminate by a junction with the present road from
Blrsay and Harray to Kirkwall, at a point about 200 yards north of the house
called the refuge.

3. The improvement and thorough repair of a section of the said Blrsay and
Harray road, extending from tlie point of junction, with the said brancli road
No. 2, above mentioned, north of the refuge, to Twatt, in the parish of ISirsav,
and measuring 7 miles IKf) yards or thereby.

4. The improvement and thorough repair of^ the Holm road, extending from the
lerry Inn, at St. Mary's, Holm Sound, to the market ground at AV'arienfieUl,
near Kirkwall, and measuring 5 miles 1,072 yards or thereby. About 2,700
yards of metal have been already prepared and laid down along this road, and
will be taken up by the contractor, who will furnish the additional quantity
required.

Plans, Ac, of the new roads, Xos. 1 and 2, in the hands of the Clerk to the
Tmsfecs, at Kirkwall, or at the Office of Mr. Jlitchell, C.K., Inverness. The
roadt will be iwinted out, and all necessary local information forwarded to eon-
tractors, by Mr. Brims, the resident Inspector, Kirkwall. Tenders to March 1.

tliEBnoRNE. -For the erection of a new school-house with dormitories. Plans, &c.
at the school library, on and after January Ifi. Further particulars on application

^ Kev. II. D. Harper, King School, Sherborne, or to the architect, Wiiliam Slater,
Esq., 4, Carlton-Chambers, Uegeut-street, London. Tenders to Jnnuary 30.

STAMroRD.—For the erection of National schools for the parish of St. Sticliael,

i^"" •
•<«<^'"'<''' w"h a master's house and playground fences. I'lans niiil spc-

cMcatious at the Office of Jlr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford, on and
after the 10th inst. Tenders to February 1. (See advertisement.)

.SCHOOLS.
JJHIDfiEND, OLAMORCAN8iiiRE.—For the proposed school buildings. Plans, Ac.

St the Savings' Bank. Bridgend, and at the Offices of Messrs. Prichard and
Seddon, Diocesan Archilccts. LlandafT. and 6, Whitehall. London. Further
information from the Venerable Archdeacon of LUndaff. at Bridgend. Tenders to
January 30.

''^."''^''"'-'•'"''•'RF.NT.—For the erection of new schools, with master's house, for the
Triuity Church district parish, Burton-upon-Trcnt. The schools are to accommo-
date 4oo children, yiz :—150 boys, 12.5 girls, and 125 Infants. Plans, &c., at the
Office of Mr. Edward E. Jennings, hon. sec., from whom further particulars may
be obtained. Tenders to February 7.

SEWERAGE
Bury, Lancashire.—For the construction of a sewer, about 1,274 yards in

length, from Woodflelds to below Barnvw's, Weir, within the limits of the Bury
Improvement Act, 1S40, a portion of which sewer consists of tunnel worlc. The
bricks, lime, and otlier materials will be provided by the Commissioners. Plans,
sections, &e.. at the Surveyor's Office, Stanley-street, Bury, daily, between the
hours of ten, a.m., and four, p.m. The teiiders must be upon printed forms
which may be obtained from the Surveyor. William Harper, Clerk. Tenders to
Slarch 1.

St. JIarv, Islington.- For the day and jobbing works in connexion with tlie con-
struction and repairs of sewers and gullies. Form of tender and contract at the
Vestry Offices, IJpper-street, ou payment of 2s. Gd. Tenders to 3 o'clock, January
25. (See advertisement.)

SURVEY.
Wrexham, DENBiGiisiiinE.—For a complete survey and plans for the district of
Wrexham. Specification and specimen plan, and forms oi tender at the Office of
Local Board. Tenders to February 13.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
Go.spoRT.—For the erection of a new stage with two cranes, at the Royal Labora-

tory, I'riddy's-hard. Gosport. Parties desirous of tendering, must leave their
names at the Royal Engineer Office. Gosport, ou or before the 10th January, 1860,
and pay file sum of half-a-guinea for the bills of quantities, which will be for-
warded to each party as soon as i)repared by the Surveyor. No date specified.
(See advertisement.)

WORKHOUSE.
FoUTSEA.—For additions to tlie Union Workhouse, Portsea. Plans, &c., at the

Office of Mr. W. Devorcux, 41, St. Mary-street. Portsmouth. Tenders to be received
at the first meetiug of the fiuardians of the Poor, in the month of Idarch.

WORKS AT VOLUNTEER GROUND.
Fri.ii.vsi.-For the additional M'orks to be executed at tlie practising ground of the
.South Middlesex \'oliinteers. The Commandant and Committee will meet at
Beaufort House. Northend, Fulliam, to receive tenders at o'clock, January 16.

THE WEEK'S SALE AT GAKRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

By Jlr. MooEE.—Summer's Cott.age, John-street, White Horge-lauc, Mllc-cud, residence
annual value 26/. ; sold for ;160/.

44, Devonshire-street, Mile-end, house, annual value 16/. ; sold for 22ot.

LEASEHOLD.
r.y Mr. MooBE.—13, Jubllee-strcct, Stepney, dwellinK-house, term 50 years from Lady-day

last, 1,'rouud-rent 4/., let at 2((. per annum ; sold for S.vii,

28, .lubilec-street. house, term 42 years from Lady-day last, ground-rent 4/.. let at 23/. per
aniiuin ; sold lor 21.*]/.

20. Upper North-street, Calcdouiau-road. house, term 85 .vears from Michaelmas last,
ground-ioiit 5/., let at 31/. is. ; sold for 1«5/.

Property sold and bought in, during last three montlis.
Sold. lioualit ill. Total.

October £I-ii,Jli9 .... euo.xn .... £2S7,XB
November 22»,2iM 170,.')-5 398,779
December lli,M4 .... .W.OI? .... 140,711

490,437 3:li),6in 830,058

• BANKRUPT.
(From tilt: London GasfUe,"}

Cottrell, U., g:ltie tnaiiuructurer, Bristol anil EusUin, (jlnucestersliire; January 16 and Pel^ruarj 29, at 11 ,

nt tlie Court, Bristol. Rolicitorfl, MesBre. Abbot and Cu., and Mr. Suckling, Birmin^hitm; official

ns8l;ruee, Mr. Acrumnn, tiristol.

KobertBt

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION,
,J)., mason. East Kilbride; to meet January 19, at 1, witliiti the Faculty IIhII, Glasgow

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
Harratt, C, iron m«tchant. Royal Kxchange-buildincs and Canning-town, How-creek \ Is. in the pound,
on WedufBday, Juiiunry 11, and three eubisequent Wednesdays, between 11 and 2 at the Office of Mr.
Irfe, Aldeimaiibary.

ilnrrin, T., tim)>er merchant, Bristol : Is. 5d. in (he pound, on Wednesday, January 11, or any suhseijuetit

Wednesday, between 11 and 1, at the Office of Mr. Acratnan, Bristol.

Wood, O.. builder, Rwyleigh, Kssex ; 5». 7d. in the pound, on Wednesday, Januory 11, and three Bubw-
quent Wcduesduys, between 11 and 2, nt the Office of Mr. Lee, Aldermaiibury.

CERTIFICATES to begranted unless aiuse be shownfor r^usal on the day appointed,

price, J., stonemason, Muicenbead, February I; court, Baainjrh all -street,

Wakeliog', W. H., builder, Enling, Jnnuary 28; court, Biisingliull-street.

INSOLVENTS.
Arinitage, John, bluckgmith, Sheffield, Jununry S3 : at York.
Buirston, William, stonemason, Broomhill Dartield, Jnnuary 23; at York.
Cordingley, J., plasterer. Bowling, January 23 ; at York.
Ilowkius, E., joiner, Doncoster, Junuury 23; nt York.
Jenkins, John ThomiiB, builder, Lewinham high-road, January 20; at Maidstone.
Smith, ii., sawyer, Mount-mreet, Bethnnl green, January 21 ; Court house, I'ortugal-itreet.

Wudawurth, N., btonemasun, LnyertluTrpc, January 23 ; at York.

rARTNEIlSHlI'S DISSOLVED.
Atkin and Peace, saw manufucturi'rs, Sheffield.

Bell and Brooke, sream sawyers, Wakefield.
Chandler and Wellsted, painters, St. L«!onunlB-on-Sea.
Doley and Worrall, glass ornamr-nters, Birmingham.
Driver and Webber, iircbitects, York-buildings, Adelphi.
Klliott, Rudgwick, Sussex and Elliott, timber merchants, Bramley.
Grantham and Sharp, engineers, Liverjiool.

Ilniding and Symuiids, ironmongers, Litclitield, and Burton-upon- Trent.
Iliirtley and Smith, ironmongers, Liverpool.
Hawkins and Tydeman, tim}*er merchants, CMcbester, and elsewhere.
Jacobs and Ilyman, iron merchants, Caledonian-road.
Mellor and Terras, builders, Manchester.
Nickleton and Fassnidge. ironmongers, Uxbridge,
Palmer and Allnort, iron manufuctiireis, Jarrow, Durham.
I*attti), J. and/l., builders, Bridport.
Pitt. J. and J. jiin-, plum}»ers, Sheffield.

Rush and Lawton, contractors, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Tillett, W. and J., quarrymen, Winteibourne.
Tomlinson and Co., ironmongers, WuUsall, (aa far as regards E. Tomlinson).
Webb and Paterson, coppersmiths, Munchester.

OBITUARY.
Ba«s—On 30ih ult., at Binglnim, Mr. WilUnni Bass, plumber.
Butcher—On Ist inst., ut Blackpoul, Sarah, relict of .Mr. James Butcher, brieklnver, aged 6

Downttm—On 4th intt , nt Southampton, Mr. (ieorge Duwiiton, stonemuaon, aged 22.

Evan—On 31st ult. , ut Wollasinn, Mr. Henry Evan, mason, aged 12.

<;raiitham~Ou 30th nit., at Blyth, Mr Juscpli Granthnm, bniTder, aged 48.

Ifinksman—On Ist inst., at Yiirdley, Mr. James Hinksman, plumber, aged 29.

Mace—On lOtb inst., at Great Fr.uisham. Mr. Willinm Mace, blacksmith, aged 56.

Marsh—On 30th uh., Mr. Amos Marsh, builder and mason, aged 63.

Masters—On 2iid inst., at Yatton,Mr. William Masters, mason, aged M.
Piutt—On 1st inst., at Kipon, Mr. Matthew Pratt, hlacksmiLh. aged ti9.

Rich—On Ist inst., ut Gateford, Mr. George Rich, joiner, aged 40.

Simmonds—On 3ra inst., at West Dean, Mr John Simmonds, carpenter, aged 24.

Sloney—Recently at Shipton, Mr. William Stoney, sen., painter, Bg»d 57.

Woolley—On 30th ult., at Iloveringbuin, .Mr. James Woolley, joiner, agi-d 77.
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CITY GRAVEYARDS AND CHURCH VAULTS.

HE able exponent of snnitary science, and
indefatigable Medical Officer of
Health to the City, Dr. Letheby,
has recently directed public atten-
tion to a subject which, if it be

further neglected, cannot fail to be a per-
manent source of sickness and of (pre-
ventable) mortality to a considerable por-

tion of the metropolitan population through
many generations and for years to come.
The City graveyards have been rendered
comparatively innocuous by the cessation of
interments within their limits, and by the
plantation of their areas with trees and

shrubs. Much, however, remains to be done,
before they are made totally and permanently
harmless to public health. But the condition

of the burial vaults beneath our City churches, and, in-

deed, of the metropolitan vaults generally, is positively
alarming, and one which it behoves all classes of the
community, in their own and nearest interests, to

,,j
remedy without loss of time. For all, no matter what may

^ be their position in life or local habitation, are liable to be
brought within the influence of these chamel houses,
whence issues, in a continuous stream, the taint of
death.

We are aware that in touching this subject we in-

fringe on what is the most sacred to Englishmen ; one
which they regard with the deepest and most enduring reverence. But if

we owe a duty to the dead we also owe a duty to the living. The two
are perfectly reconcileable ; and it is only when one or other is neglected
or violated, that they become antagonistic. Our respect for the remains
of our predecessors in this life has been so far stretched as to lead both
to the neglect and violation of our twofold duties, paradoxical as it

may appear to say so. The dead have been allowed to empoison the
living, and from the inherent repugnance to interfere with the remains
of life, they have been suffered to fall into that state which surely
accuses us of hreverence, and almost sacrilege. Despite appearances,
however, we maintain that the repulsive and unfortunate condition of
church vaults is due to feelings of respect. We give no heed to the
insinuation that it is the result of despicable cupidity on the part of
parish clergymen, clerks, and sextons. So long as public opinion was
led to believe that a leaden envelope prevented decomposition, and
imagined that the deposit of cherished remains in churcn vaults was
the nighest tribute of respect and affection that coiild be paid to the
departed, there was no reason for the authorities to refuse per-
mission to the continuation of the system. Had they been aware how
detrimental it was to health, no amount of fees could have induced them
to sanction the placing of coffins within the fabrics where their duties
are mostly performed ; for the instinct of self-preservation is para-
mount to all others. It is only quite recently that advancin" science
has proved the perniciousness of burying the dead in vaults.

The total population of the City, intramuros, may be taken at 129,200
inhabitants, among whom the average annual mortality during the last

quarter was 22-5 per 1,000. In the western division—the less densely
populated—the death-rate was as high as 26'6 per 1,000 ; while in the
central division—the most densely populated—the rate was onlv 8 per
1,000 : a result which, at the first glance, may appear contradictory
and inexplicable, unless we take into consideration the influence on the
sanitary conditions of the localities of, among other things, the grave-
yards and church vaults. The deaths in the City during the quarter
were 730. Were the sanitary condition of the eastern and western
divisions raised as high as that of the central one, the deaths would
have amounted to no more than 258 ; or, in other words, 472 lives
would have been saved, of which the males would have been equivalent
to a full battalion at the end of the year. A remarkable feature in the
Report is the evidence it affords of excessive infant mortality. Nearly
one-third of all those born die young. It is impossible to say how far
the noxious emanations from church vaults may have contributed to
this regretable mortality ; but that they di(f do so in some degree,
scarcely admits of doubt.

Fortunately, for some years past sepulture has been prohibited within
the City, but complaints of noxious sickening odours are almost as fre-
quent now as they were prior to the prohibition. In consequence of
these complaints, Dr. Letheby and Mr. Grainger, the Government In-
spector, have been engaged for the last year and a half in examining
into the subject. It results from their investigations that the 71 City
churches have about 2-50 vaults, one-half of which are public. They
contain, it is estimated, 11,000 dead, besides hundreds in graves beneath
the aisles and porches. Every available space below the pavements of
the churches " has been used for ages as a repository of the dead, and

It passes be lef how large a quantity of putrefying matter baa u> thi<way been dispose<l of. Even now the vaulu areSi Mme caK. wrTCdwith corruption and al along the aisles and porche. of the lacrS^^.
fice are graves fiUed with human remains. L. mort iiutaDces the on],
partition between the ivingand the dead Li a thin Blab ofgtone and afew mches of earth. These offer but a very imperfect barrier to the
escape of noxious effluvia

; and slowly, therefore, but inccMantly,
the gaseous j5roduct3 of decomposition are effused into tlie atmo»phcre
of the church. But at the night services, or during the winter iMaoa.when the air is rarified by the warmth of the fires or buniing ffaTthe
rank vapours are th-awn out in uncontrolled profu.sion. It ij impMiible
to say what mischief has been done by this, and how many, while wor-
shipping within the sanctuary, have breathed the atmosphere of cor-
ruption and have sickened unto death." The entrances to the vaulu
are mostly from the interior of the churches, and are generally covered
by wooden flaps, or stone slabs, which freely admit, by their interrticet
the reeking vapours of corruption, to be inhaled by the living. In some
cases the vaults have outlets to the external atmosphere—there are 120
such m the City alone—whereby the deadly emanations escaiie, to en-
velop passers by, and hang on their habiliments for hours. Many of
the openings are within a few feet of inhabited houses, whose inhab-
itants inight, therefore, so far as their health is concerned, take up their
.abode in the vaults, for when they open the windows to let in a little
fresh air, they only admit the foul gases generated by decaying organic
remains ; for the wise and beneficent ordering of nature is, that organic
matter shall never be idle. It is a constant round of change, for of the
earth we are and into her bosom must we return all that is earthy ofus,
and Dr. Lethebyjustly remarks, this no human power can stay. Wemay
strive to keep the cherished dead by bmding them in cerements, by
closing them up in wood, and stone, and lead, and building them into
vaults and pyramids ; but all is fruitless, for " dust unto dust " is the
fiat, and the law is inflexible. Our medieval forefathers were wiser
than those of more recent date, for when they buried the ilead witliin
the precincts of churches, they interred them in the soil, as we do now
in ^Yestminste^ Abbey. It remained for the comparatively modern
mimicry of Egyptian civilisation to endeavour to preserve the dead
among the living—with what results we know to our cost.

Dr. Letheby shows that the coffins, which are generally leaden
enclosed in wood, are often piled up in tiers to the crown of the vault.
As the wood decays, which of course it must do in time, the lead be-
comes crushed by the superincumbent weight, and lets out a liquid of
most offensive odour, which runs over the soil, and gradually escapes in
a gaseous form, during a long lapse of time ; or the gases generated
within the coffin, by the inevitable change of its contents, corrodes the
lead into innumerable holes, and the same result is obtained. Although
it is a " huge fallacy " to suppose that a leaden coffin wiU preserve the
dead indefinitely, the fallacy has grown into a deeply-rooted pre-
judice which it is impossible to eradicate. The Legislature cannot pro-
hibit the use of lead for this purpose, for that would be an intrusion on
personal feelings which would be intolerable. So great is the desire for
enduring receptacles, that we have seen an ingenious inventor patent iron
coffins ; and, if lead were prohibited to-day, we should have Kyanised
timber brought into vogue to-morrow. If the Legislature cannot pre-
vent the perpetuation of a fallacy, it can at least prevent its being
injurious. A simple provision, requiring that, in cases where a leaden
shell is used, the space between it and the outer coffin should be at

least 4 inches—top, bottom, and sides—and that this space should be filled

with powdered vegetable charcoal, would be sufficient to obviate all

objections. The cost would be trifling, and the public would willingly

conipljr with the enactment, which would not run counter to their

prejudices, but rather accord with them, while ample security would be
afforded to the living, since the products of decay would be permanently
absorbed and retained by the charcoal.

In offering this suggestion for the future, we must not be unmindful of
the remedies necessary to abate the present evil. The authorities charged
with the control of these matters have adopted the recoinraeiidations

of Dr. Letheby, and, where practic.ible, opened these vaults for ventila-

tion and fumigation bv chloroform ; after which their contents were
arranged in something like order, and covered with about two feet of

di'y earth, overlayed on the top with from two to three inches of
vegetable charcoal. As the success of this measure depends on the

free access of atmospheric air, ventilating pipes have been carried from
the vaults to the tops of the churches. All other openings have been
closed, so that the noxious gases which may be generated in the vaults

will bo discharged into the upper strata of the atmosphere. These
remedies, glad as we are they should have been adopted, are only

partial, and liable to derangement. Wo have still the gases, whicn

ought to be absorbed in the soil, diffused through the atmosphere, and,

although the elevation at which they escape may diminish the mischief, it

is nevertheless not wholly prevented, and u is fail' to suppose tliat as the

gases are charged with vapour, and are therefore of gre-iter sp-ioific

gravity than the atmosphere, they wiU gradually descendfram the uppirto
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lower strata to be breatlied as before. For this sj'Stem to be efficient,

we siiould imagine that the npper current from the vault in each case

should be passed through a furnace, and that tho down current shouhl

be deprived of its a<iucous constituents. By this means no infectious gases

would escape, and the contents of the vaults would become gradually

desiccated until they could be removed with safety to extramural

cemetries, or covered over t« situ with a sufficient depth of earth. An
apparatus to heat the up-current would not cost much to establish and

maintain, for a ring of small gas iets within the ascending pipe would be

sufficient. It might be plac^ above ground to admit of access without

opening the vaults.

The City graveyards are 88 in number, covering a superficial area of

about 47,572 square vards, or within an insignificant fraction of 10 acres.

Their average elevation above the level of the soil is two feet, and repre-

sents a mass of 8-26,000 cubic feet oforganic remains, equivalent to 36,000

tons. The cessation of interments and the plantation of the gi-aveyards

have greatly diminished their noxious influences upon public health. But
Dr. I>?theby publishes the startling intimation that the proposed amal-

gamation of City benefices may lead to the appropriation of the grave-

yards to building sites. In the first place such a measure would be

little short of sacrilege, most repugnant to public feeling, and most

detrimental to public health. For the City Medical Officer of Health

says emphatically that this cannot be done with impunity. Public

safety requires that the soil of these places shall remain untouched for

years to come. It is, indeed, no light matter to expose so rank a mass

of festering rottenness to the action of the air. The time has been

when such a thing has caused a pestilence, and who would rashly risk

it now ? for it would not only be dangerous to the community to lay bare

the putrid remains of the dead, but it would be more dangerous to

those who might dwell in the houses built upon soil charged with so

much corruption. Moreover, as he justly remarks, they are the only open
places in the City, and bad as they are in one respect, they are as good
m another. They let in the light and air to purify the stagnant atmo-
sphere ofthe streets, and we cannot afford to lose them as the great aids

to ventilation. Already they have begun to look cheerful with the care

which has been bestowed upon them, and if this is encom-aged and the

growth of vegetation promoted, they may yet be the green spots and
the pleasant places in tliis great wilderness of industry. Thus, and
thus only, sliall we fulfil the sanitary requirements of the case. We
have seen that the City graveyards occupy a total area of 10 acres,

while the entire surface of the City is only 733 acres, and the propor-
tion of open space of turf to stone is therefore very considerable. By
every sentiment of respect for the dead and by every consideration for

the hvine, these vacant spaces ought never to be built upon. They
contain tlie ashes of our greatest men—men who have influenced the
course of civilization and achieved imperishable fame. Their resting-

places ought to be treated as holy ground, which can serve no more
useful purpose than that of being consecrated to the promotion of
health among the living. The value of building ground may be great
m the City, but there are other things more precious, among which not
the least is the sanctity of the tomb.

STATCE OF KICHAIU) CCEUR DE LION.
TIIE fine energetic and picturesque equestrian statue of the noted cru-

sader is at length about to find a resting-place.
Most of our readers will no doubt remember that the st.atue of the Lion-

hearted King as modelled by tlie Baron Maroclietti, was exhibited at the
world's Great Show in Hyde-park, 1851. It is now to be permanently
placed on a somewhat plain pedestal in Old Palace-yard, Westminster.
The site chosen for the work we confess is not altogether to our mind,

although its modeller is of a different opinion, alleging that there are
numerous precedents, both at home and abroad, to illustrate that it

is not always the best mode of procedure to observe formality in this
respect, by placing a figure on horseback, in the centre of a square, and
then having a minor work at each comer to balance it, with geometric
precision.

Tlic production of the Baron is essentially of the colossal size, is cast in
bronze, and displays a very vigorous example of the sculptor's art, the
horse being in action somewhat similar to the equestrian statue of the late
Viscount Hardingc, that was exhibited in the quadrangle of Burlington-
liopie, previous to its being despatched to Calcutta. Preparation is now
being made by Messrs. Lawrence and Sons, builders, to fix the work in
question in front of the large window of the Houses of Parliament, near
that portion of St. Steplien's-hall, at the western end of Westminster-hall,
close to the Peers' entrance to the House of Tx)rds. It will thus, architec-
turally speaking, •' principal " with nothing but the window, and for this
reason we find fault with the site, as wanting due harmony with objects in
immediate proximity with it.

Our facetious contemporary, Punch, said, some time ago, that we could
neither make a statue nor build a bridge. This we beg emphatically to
deny ; for even foreigners allow that we have already built two of the
finest bridges in Europe, and another, viz., that at Westminster, is more
than half completed. Wyatt, Chantrcy, Bailey, Foley, and others of our
native sculptors, have made statues worthy of any age or country. The
act is, when the statues are made it would appear that neither can we

design good and appropriate pedestals for them, nor do we know where
to phicc them. Poor Lord Nelson is hoisted mast-high in Trafalgar-

square ; Wellington is stuck absurdly on an arch at the head of Constitu-

tion-hill, and the great Crusading King is to be hidden in a corner of Old

I'alace-yard.

When shall we have in London a competent person appointed with

power to place examples of our external statuary in appropriate positions

so that they may be seen to the best advantage?

THE WORKS OF GEERTS.
SIR,—I am very glad to see, by the letter of J. P., that there appear no

fresh difficulties in the way of obtaining some of the works of Geerts,

beyond that of their present removal to a distance from London. Stockport,

certainly, is further off than Sydenham, but, in one respect, this may afford

a stronger plea for obtaining them, inasmuch as it cannot be alleged now
that the Londoner can consult them at the easy distance of the Crystal

Palace. I think, also, the list is in existence which Mr. Smith, ofthe Ken-
sington department, and myself, made of those we thought the best and
most desirable to purchase when we went down together to Sydenham in

1858 to look at them,
I have, I acknowledge, ventured to suggest that the Collection and

Museum at South Kensington, should be the recipient of these works, or

some portion of them, just because there the authorities really do display

very well the works they possess, and because there is an onward move-
ment there, and a vitality apparent which one does not perceive so marked
in other institutions.

Also, I conceive it desirable that every opportunity should be taken to

enrich the architectural section of that collection, because a scheme is

brewing there of a very hopeful, and I trust eventually magnificent nature
for the interests of art altogether. I mean the scheme for a National and
Universal Gallery, or Museum, of Architecture. What form this will adopt
!n ii'miHC, and what steps will be those first taken, are not as yet certain,

but the scheme will probably be felt so just that eventually it must come
to pass and take care of itself. This Architectural Gallery, Collection, or

Museum would be arranged popularly, so as to afford to the working-
classes, as well as to the artist and amateur, a clear view of the mode in

which " man has built in all ages and climes," as I have said before. This
would form a backbone to the illustrations of all the other arts, which have
in all their manifestations a connexion with architecture. Even a piece

of Majolica ware, for instance, has to do with the architecture of the time
when it was produced.
The first idea as to the embodiment of this scheme was that an " epi-

tome" should be formed of the architecture of all times, as a commencement,
to be afterwards expanded. Now, however, it appears probable that one sec-

tion and style of architecture will receive development before the others,

just because there happens be at South Kensington a collection of one style

(the Gothic) already of considerable richness. I cannot see myself why io</(

actions should not go on together . Firstly, the epitome, to instruct, as a
sort of manual, the general public on all styles of architecture on one
level, and so afford a useful nucleus and sketch of the universal illustra-

tion contemplated eventually, and secondly also, the Gothic section, to be
developed and set out plainly, according'to the scheme, as a sample of the
level of illustration eventually contemplated for the whole collection.

The vast advantages of such a universal exposition of the art of

architecture in connexion also with the other arts, cannot be too highly
appreciated. I will not expatiate on it further now. Only, however, I

would say that any art publication, like the Building News, affords an
excellent medium for suggestions from those who love art in its widest

sense, and who believe in its mission.
I would further add that though, as is often observed. Great Britain is

slow and tardy in taking uj) a desirable action, yet when she does adopt
it she usually achieves it, in the end, pretty well. She may have been
said to have been in some points somewhat tardy in art matters ; yet

if she realises satisfactorily, in the end, this scheme of a National and
Universal Gallery or Museum of Architecture, it may be said tliat she will

do it without precedent, as, up to the present, no such collection, on a
commensurate scale, has existed in any country, and that thus it will be

lis completely an original British achievement as was the great Inter-

national Exhibition of 1851.

JoiiN Bell.

T
THE APPROACHES TO WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

HE demolition of the old buildings at each end of the bridge, immedi-
ately opposite that half of the new structure just completed, is being

prosecuted with great activity.

On the Surrey side of the river the entire block on the western side of

the Westminster-road, which included two taverns and several shops and
houses, extending to Stangate, is now nearly demolished, and the debris in

a great measure carted away.
At the Middlesex side the hotel which formerly stood at the northern

end of tlie bridge, with two houses and shops adjoining, are entirely gutted

and nearly pulled down. Pour more houses and shops, which abut against

the Magpie and Horse Shoe tavern, are also condemned, and when cleared

away a fine view of the Clock Tower of the Houses of Parliament will he
obtained from Bridge-street. After this has been effected, the Magpie and
Horse Shoe Inn will form the termination of Bridge-street on its western

side, and consequently a spacious approach to the new bridge will thus be
accomplished.
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CONVENT IN ST. COI.UMB-KOAI). NO'J'TING-HILL.

ON the other side of Notting-liill, in a droiiry waste of mud and stunted
trees, a convent of "poor Clares" has been recently planted, to

share with Dr. Walker's melancholy church and a solitary public-house,
the interest of that desolate district. A number of low Irish has lately
settled somewhere in its vicinity, and there has been a plentiful crop of
Komish conversion there. Young ladies in the neighbourhood are now,
doubtless, sighing for conventual peace, and in a few mouths they will
have passed the barrier of slush wliich on all sides surrounds the building,
and the internal economy of those sacreJ walls will be forbidden to beings
masculine. Now that tho opportunity is aiibrded us, our unhallowed eyes
may as well pry " through cloister, aisle, and gallery," and see how the
'

' poor Clares " will be housed when
" Hopos. fears, joys, arc all

Rounded within the cloistir wall."

The building stands on a rectangular plot of ground, at the junction of the
St. Columb and Ladbroke-roads. It has a frontage of 250 feet in the
former road, and .300 feet in the latter. The principal entrance faces the
north in St. Columb-road. The chief portions of the building are two stories

high. The main block resembles a double J^ 120 feet wide and 120 feet

deep. The entrance is in the centre by a hall 26 feet by 13 feet ; on the
immediate left of it is the chapel, .'30 feet by 18 feet, and 22 feet high to

top of walls, with a small s:icristy attached, and a door at the far end
communicating with the cloisters. On the right of the hall is a complete
suite of rooms fur a superior class of inmates, consisting of parlor, sitting-

room, work-room, dining-room, kitchen, wasli-honse, &c., and a staircase

leading to the private rooms or cells.

In the hall, immediately facing the entrance, is a door leading to a
visitor's parlour, 13 feet by 9 feet 6 inches, with a private parlour beyond,
of the same Icngtli, and 7 feet 3 inches wide. The remainder of the rooms
in this portion of the building are all 13 feet long, and all communicate
with a corridor or cloister 8 feet wide, covered with a lean-to roof, lighted
by openings into the Convent -garden. This cloister leads from the
stairs at the far end or top of the block JL, to the chapel in the left

wing. A work-room 7 feet 3 inclies wide, stores 6 feet wide, cellar stairs,

scullery 11 feet wide, and kitchen 15 feet wide. The refectory, 24 feet

3 inches by 13 feet, the Abbes i's-room 13 feet by 8 feet, all communicate
directly with the cloister. In the kitchen there is a hatch for facility in
serving the refectory. The convent garden is enclosed by high brick-
walls, coped with stone, and a portion of it at the north-west angle is

divided off for the exclusive use of the occupants of the right wing of
the building. The entrance-hall is only one story high, as likewise are
portions of the right wing and the cloisters. The first-floor is likewise
divided into two portions, the one over the right wing has si.x small
chambers or cells, each 9 feet by 7 feet 6 inches, entered from a common
corridor. Over the back part of entrance hall, there is an infirmary 13 feet by
7 feet 3 inches devoted to this class of inmates ; it has a squint into the
upper part of the chapel. The other division, or central block, is occupied
by twelve cells, 9 feet by 7 feet 6 inches, likewise opening into a common
passage. No infirmary is provided for them. The roof is boarded, and
will be used for promenade ; each class is there also kept exclusively to
itself. Tlie main walls of the building are 14 inches thick, and those of
the chapel 18 inches. Our sen.sitive Protestants may be comforted by the
knowledge that no " Sister Clare," can consequently find a living tomb in
them. In fact tlie whole building, with its sm.all chamb»rs and slight
enclosures has the character of an exotic plant. It is like playing at
sisters. The occupations of the venerable hope-blighted occupants will,
however, doubtless benefit their poor co-religionists, and will neither harm
nor offend us. Blay they therefore wither in peace !

The Convent is built of picked stock, witli occasional bands of Stafl^ord-
sliire blue brick, and stone coping to chapel gables. There is a stone
coping also overthe entrance, and a few stone voussoirs in the arch give a
little importance to the principal doorway. The chapel is lit by three
lancet windows at the side, each two feet wide, and a rose window, six feet
wide at the ends. The rest of the windows throughout are plain camber
arched, with blue bands connecting them below the springing, and run-
ning in a line with, and forming the sills. The flooring of ground story
is carried on brick arches, and the whole of the walls rest on a concrete
foundation. The roofs are covered with slate, and have simple dormers to
light the gallery or upper promenade. The chapel roof is ceiled on the
top of the collar and common rafters. A cornice of projecting brick, set
chequer fashion, runs along both sides of the chapel, and a plain iron cross
is placed over the entrance door. Altliough the plan is a regular one, the
buildings group picturesquely on account of tlie variety in the height of
the stories. Little, however, but blank walls will be visible from the out-
side. The architect is Henry Glutton, Esq., of New Burlington-street,
arid the builders are Messrs. Jackson and Shaw, of Earl-street, West-
minster. The works are being very ably carried out by their foreman,
Mr. Kegis. The cost when finished will be about £4,000.
Further westwards, beyond the Clarendon-road, in what we believe is

called Pottery-lane, the same architect and the same builders have nearly
completed a small lloman Clatholic chapel. The exterior is entirely of
brick, with the exception of plain stone cusps with pierced spandrels to
the chancel windows, and a couple of moulded springing stones carrying
the plain stone lintel of principal doorwa3\ 1'1'e interior is, however, a
most agreeable surprise. The stone carving is considerable, and admirably
designed and executed. It has stone columns, and altar, and stone vault-
ing over the chancel. Ornamental tiles are laid in the chapel, and stained
glass fill the chancel windows.

It consists of a nave in three bays, divided from a north aisle by octagon
piers. There is an organ-gallery over the west end, carried on three

arches with carved stone capitals to the column.. A small circular stair-
case in the angle leads to this gallery. Tlie nave is lit W four Uncetwindows m the side and two similar ones with a rose window in the west
front. A confessional with three arches, quietly and judiciously decorated
is seen m the wall of north aisle, where a doorway communicate, with thj
sacristy, &c. A flight of four step. lead, from the nave to the chancel
which 13 separated from the I-ady-chapcl, at the east end of the ai.lc. bv
large circular columns with carved caps; smaller column, similarly carved
carry .the vaulting. The chancel apse i. half an octagon, and i. lit by
circular windows at the side. The form of the ground apparently caused
the architect to bring the altar of the Lady -chapel somewhat behind the
chancel. This arrangement gives considerable pieturesquencs. to the
interior, in consequence of the limit of the chapel being invisible from the
nave. The nave roof is open, and is covered with slate. A couple of iron
crosses are fixed over the last end, but they fail to redeem its utter blank-
ness. The interior is, however, a most creditable production, and by
Its good proportions, artistio eflect, and excellent workmanship, amply
atones for the shortcomings of the exterior.

nient.

figure :

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
THE seventh Exhibition of this Society is now open at the Gallery of

the old water-color painters, r>\. Pall-mall cast. The collection,
although a very good one, does not display any marked feature of improve-

Portraits and landscapes are numerous, and what may be termed
.subjects are remarkably few. This last circumstance would tend to

show that, after all, photography will be confined to representation of
matters of fact, and ideal arrangements must be left to the artist; and it
would appear also from this, that the true admirer of photography
delights not in imaginary scenes and subjects of pure invention. From
our remark that there is no striking improvement to be seen in this year's
Exhibition, we must except a pair of view, by Lyndon Smith, for they
appear to us to carry the art of photography as far as it can go. The
distance and middle tint produced in the scene from the " Valley of the
Wharfe, E.irly Morning " are exquisitely managed, and the brilliancy of
light and playfulness of foliage in the " Study in the Valley of Desolation,
a Tributary to the Wharfe " far exceed, for the truly life-like look of
nature, anything done by the photographic apparatus. The frame con-
taining four views in Surrey, by Alfred Gosling, deserves praise for their
general effect and evenness of tint. There is a fine effect in the " Moat
and Bridge, Chorley Hall, Cheshire " by Mr. James Mudd, and the " View
of Cloitre de Moissac," by Bisson Frcres, is remarkably brilliant. " Le
Palais de Justice, Houen," "Tourell," and many others by the same artists,
deserve attention. There is great clearness in the photograph from the
" Norman Tower, Bury St. Edmund's," by Cundall and l>ownes, and
S.Bourne exhibits a frame containing four views obtained by the Forthergill
process. Koger Fenton is of course a numerous contributor and from his
works we selected " The Eeed Deep, River Ribble," as a fair sample of the
rest. Two subjects by Henry White, of " Study of Oak trees and Water,"
and " The Wheatfield," we considered valuable contributions to landscape
art, as were those entitled " Heath and I'lantation" and the " Road up the
Common " by the same photographer. " Wells Cathedral, East View," by
J. Willings, and " Abbey Gate, Bury St. Edmund's," by J. Dixon Piper,
are both specimens, 'fo which we may add the "New Buildings,
Oxford," by G. H. Walker, and another, by J. Dixon Piper, of "Norman
Tower, Bnry St. Edmund's." " St. David's Cathedral," by T. Greenish,
we find favorably ticked oft', in our catalogue, as also several interesting
photographs to Gothieists by Victor A. Prout. They are:—"Chapel of
Henry VIL," looking north east, " North Aisle of the Chapels,;iooking west
from the Chapel of Henry VII. Westminster Abbey," " Monument ofAymer
deValence and the Countess of Lancaster," " Monument of Edmund Crouch-
back, Son of Henry III." " South Screen of the Chantry of Henry V." " The
Cloisters," " Tomb of Richard II. and .his Queen," " Tomb of Philippa,
Queen of Edward III., and the " Tomb of Edward III.," who died in

1377. These, of course, are all taken from Westminster Abbey. The
statues round this last-mentioned tomb are of six of Edward's children

—

Edward the Black Prince, Joan de la Tour, Edmund, Mary, and William.
The frames of portraits are plentiful by the well-known photographers

devoted to that branch of the art. The first frame the visitor meets with
is rather interesting, from containing the portraits of George Cruikshank,
Cardinal Wiseman, Lord Stanley, J. E. Millais, A.R.A., The Bishop of
Oxford, and W. C. Macready, Esq. There are also several frames con-
taining drawings from Michel Angelo, Kati'aelle,and portraits by Holbein,
exhibited by the authorities of the South Kensington Museum, and a
photograph of " St. Paul Preaching at Athens," by C. Thurston Thomp-
son, brilliantly colored after the original at Hampton Court.
There are besides many examples from specimens of geology, old

engravings, etchings, pictures, and warlike .instruments, altogether

forming an exhibition quite as interesting as any of the ones of this

Society, and in every respect well deserving the attention of amateurs in

photography, professional practitioners, and of the public generally.

Improvements in Building McUerials mid Construction.—In a foot-

note to Mr. Burnell's lecture, at page 25 in our last Number, the length of thii

sticks of timber are given as 12 feet, it should have been 127 feet.

The Late Sir John Franklin.—In a letter to the Times, suggostin" a.

memorial to Sir John Franklin, the writer says— " I presume to suggest that

the fittest site for a monument might be Trafalsar-squarc, and the more so that

in the early part of his career. Sir John Franklin served as signal midshipman in

the Belleroi)han, at the renowned Battle of Trafalgar. It would be in its right

place near the statue and column of Nelson."
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THE KILDAKE-STREET CLUB HOUSE, DUBLIN.

WE are indebUid to those noble men who with brave words matched
fitly the worthy deeds which threw a glorious halo round the reign

of ** good Queen Bess," for the first germs of that state of society which has

dcTdoped itself in our modern club houses. They bore, however, the same
relation to the present loungers as the old hard-drinking, fox-hunting

squire, with round belly, red face, shaven mouth, and hearty oath, does to

our more refined but not less bold follower of the hounds. The city

merchants and the jovial wits of a hundred and fifty years ago found

solace after their day's labor in the club which met at one of the numerous
well-appointed tjiverus in Fleet-street or Covent-garden. There was the

famous " Mermaid " in Friday-street, where Shakespere, Ben Jonson,

Saleigh, Beaumont, and the other illustrious men of the time were wont
to congregate ; the " Devil Tavern " in Fleet-street, Dick's and Will's

Coffee-houses. The club was then, as Dr. Johnson described it, " an
assembly of good fellows meeting under certain conditions," and such
was its celebrity that the nobles went eastwards to mi-x there with its

habitual frequenters. The writings of Steele, Addison, and Johnson are all

flavored with club life. It generally consisted of one room only, and that

more meanly furnished and of humbler proportions than the scullery of

any of our modern club houses. The club house is, therefore, no new
grievance with our matrons. It is but a further development of the social

gathering of other days, and, as a consequence of its growth, it has been

^vided and subdivided until the majority of our club houses are held by
members of similar taste and pursuits, and the names of the greater part

of them are at once an index of the occupants. All, however, agree in

one or two general principles, the admission by ballot and consent of the
actual members, and the prohibition of the fair sex. The excellence of

the system, and the advantages which they give to men of all classes is

proved by the palatial structures which have been reared, and are so well

supported in the principal cities of the Kingdom. Pall - mall is lined

on either side with them ; they form, perliaps, the chief architectural

features in the metropolis, and the visitor almost involuntarily quotes
Wordsworth

—

" Thy needs must live

A comfortable life who sojourn here."

Our architects have, however, gone nearly always to the later buildings

of Italy for their models. The Reform ClubjHouse is based on the
Famese Palace ; its neighbour, the Travellers', on that of the Pandolfini,

at Florence ; whilst on the other side, Sansoviuo's Library of St. Mark
has been pressed into the services of the Carlton ; and the Army and
Navy opposite has its prototype on the Grand Canal of Venice. Messrs.
Deane and Woodward, in the Kildare-street Club House, Dublin— a view
of which we this week engrave—have been the first to introduce in such
buildings the Italian Gothic style. From the general approval which
their Oxford btiUdings and other w orks have gained, and their general
excellence, we may be certain that the details will be worked out with
the painstaking care which characterise them. They have, as may be
perceived from our view, considerably modified the style, adapting it to
the requirements of the building. A simple fa<;ade is preserved, broken
only on the ground story by the projection of the portico. The columns
of this portico are executed in green and red marbles alternately, and the
capitals will be elaborately carved.
On the side window there is a handsome and roomy bay window. In

fact, the main block or outline is as Italian as any palace in Pall-mall, but
the details and ornament are all suggested by the Gothic which prevailed
in that country. We say advisedly suggested, because we would not
detract from the originality with which the building has been in many
portions treated. It is built mainly of red brick, with stone cornice, strings,
columns, && ; and the same taste which the architects have displayed on
the exterior, is shown throughout its internal accommodation and deco-
ration.

LECTURE ON ART-EDUCATION AT UPPER NORWOOD.
THE greater and more prominent of the metropolitan institutions do not

b y any means monopolise all the best lectures that are delivered in
and near London during each succeeding winter season. A most gratify-
ing instance of the truth of this assertion it was our good fortune to have
brought under our notice, on the evening of Monday last, the 16th inst.,

when we found ourselves in the lecture-room of the " Upper Norwood
and Crystal Palace Working Men's Association." The lecturer was Mr.
Daffornc, the much-respected Assistant Editor of the Art Journal, and his
subject was the " Advantages of Art-Education." A more able essay, of
greater practical utility, conveyed in a more and impressive form, it has
rarely, if ever, been our lot to have heard. We rejoice to know that this
lecture has been more than once repeated, and we trust that it will he
again and again repeated in time to come, until it shall have become
generally known. Well would it be for the Crystal Palace itself if such
lectures could be heard by the public beneath its lofty vaults, as the one
that excited so much attention on Monday last in the humbler lecture-
room of the "Crystal Palace Working Men's Association."
We could not ascertain whether much aid or encouragement was given

to their " Working Men's Association " by the Directors of the Crystal
Palace. If not, we venture to direct the attention of those gentlemen to
a Society which has very direct and very powerful claims upon them.
One of the Directors, Mr. Anderson, has just erected an edifice for the

^ Working Men's Institution " at Lower Norwood. Surely the Directors
in their collective capacity can need but a hmt to that effect, and they
will forthwith, at least rival Mr. Anderson's spontaneous and judicious
munificence by erecting a suitable " ^Forking Men's Institution " under
the shadow of the Crystal Palace.

THE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES' NEW GROUNDS, SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

ON a former occasion, in the pages of the Building News, we indicated
that the above named Society, had made arrangements with the

Commissioners of the 1851 Exliibition for a large plot of ground in close

proximity to the present Museum at South Kensington, on which to
establish gardens and pleasure grounds on an extensive scale.

The plans although not finally agreed upon, are in a sufficiently advanced
state so as to admit of preliminary preparations being made, and already
150 men are engaged under the direction of Mr. Eyies, formerly of Chats-
worth, and more recently at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.
Mr. Hogg is appointed in tlie fruit department of the project, and Mr.

Moore in everything relating to flowers. According to what we learn of

the scheme, we have not the slightest hesitation in saying that when
completed, the grounds will form a sort of Elysian-fields, unequalled in

the iCingdom.
It is proposed that the public shall have the advantage of entrance to

the gardens and grounds on two days in the week, at a merely nominal
charge. The total[area will be embellished with statuary, and surrounded
by appropriate terraces, the designing of which is entrusted to Mr. Sidney
Smirke, architect. Captam Fowke, Mr. Redgrave, R.A., Mr. Dilke, and
Mr. Henry Cole act as a superintending committee, so that a good guarantee
is afforded that the matter wUl be carried out in a true national spirit, and
with good effect.

RE-PEWING &c. of ST. PHILIP'S CHURCH, CLERKENWELL.
THE edifice, as indicated above, was erected some 30 years ago, when

Gothic architecture, as regards the spirit and essence of its develop-
ment, was very imperfectly understood, and to which cause must be
attributed the questionable nature of many of the details in an aesthetic

sense.

A better and truer spirit is, however, now abroad, particularly iu

reference to the designing and building of structures of a strictly ecclesi-

astical character, and in the internal alterations of St. Philip's Church, we
recognise that a judicious guiding hand and intellect have been at work,
which have tended in an eminent degree to give to a certain extent a
decided character to the whole, although of course the unaltered iiortions

necessarily retain their pseudo-medieval peculiarities.

The galleries, ceiling, and other upper portions of the interior of the church
have not been touched, but the whole of the lower flooring has been taken
up, it having been found in a very decayed state, from the effects of dry
rot, occasioned by the want of a free current of air throughout the wood-
work.
The floor has been entirely relaid,'and open [seats of appropriate design

have been fixed.

The pulpit and font are both new, the former being octangular in plan,

composed of oak and walnut-tree wood, resting on a stone basement.
The font is not yet quite completed; it is being constructed of stone,

embellished with dwarf shafts of marble. The works arc being executed
by Mr. Morris, builder, Marylebone-lane, under the supervision of W.
Butterfiold, Esq., architect, and when completed will form a highly

satisfactory result. We should rejoice much to hear of a subscription

being entered into in the parish in order to remove the eastern window of

this church and replace it with one of a suitable design. The openings
are at present filled with vulgar-looking, commonplace colored glass that

is simply despicable.

INTERNAL DECORATIONS OF THEMANSION HOUSE, LONDON.
ALTHOUGH we cannot quite endorse the glowing description of some

of our contemporaries relative to the internal decorations recently

bestowed upon some of the apartments in the Mansion-house, we mus6
admit that the somewhat heavy and lugubrious stucco embellishments as

worked from the designs of Dance in several of the apartments have been

much relieved and improved by Mr. Taylor, of 10, Clement's-lane, under

the judicious supervision of J. B. Bunning, Esq., City architect.

These renovations and improvements, as we may term them, are more
apparently illustrated in what is termed the " Venetian parlour," the state

drawing-rooms, saloon and principal bed-rooms of the establishment, ia

which the old sashes have been removed, and new ones of oak inserted,

with two squares of plate glass each window, instead of twelve squares as

formerly, by which, as a matter of course, a much larger amount of light

is admitted into the apartments, which was very desirable. In tlie

walls of the saloon large silvered plate glasses have been introduced,

and the enrichments on the ceOings and walls of the drawing-rooms

have been gilded throughout the suite, the whole being relieved in

party colors of a subdued nature, which produce a tout ensemble of the

most pleasing and quiet description.

The Index to Vol. V., 1859.—Great care has been bestowed in coin-

piling the index to cur last volume, and as the index and title will extend to

nearly sixteen pages, we are compelled to publish it in two parts ; the remaining

eight pages will be issued next week.

South Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 14th January,

1860, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,

free days, 5,122 j on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings .V^Ol. On the three

students' days (admission to tlic public 6d.) 1,43(3; one students' evening,

Wednesday oOo. Total 12,504. From the opening of the Museum 1,228,426.
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LAMP INDICATOR FOR STREETS.

WE have on former occasions urged tlie necessity of having lamps in
our streets to indicate their names, and also to denote their distance

from the General Post Office, and are now glad to find that Messrs.
Prisley and Co., Pancras-lane, Queen-street, City, have commenced,
although somewhat partially, to carry out some such scheme.
The inventors—or, rather, adaptators—propose to fix illuminated lamps

at the comers of streets, on which the names of the latter will be indi-

cated on the former, so as to be easily read either by night or day, and
thus save a great amount of public inconvenience.
The lamp which we examined seems well adapted for the purpose, being

a tapered square in plan, is .33 inches in height, having a good internal
area at top, around which there is a narrow vertical margin, on which the
names of the streets will be emblazoned with distinct white letters, on a
ruby-colored ground, the whole being vitrified after the manner of stained
glass, and, consequently, will be readily cleaned, and never require
renewal.
Now that the Metropolitan Board of Works is re-naming the various

streets, squares, &c., of Loudon, there seems a favourable opportunity of
introducing such inventions as those of Messrs. Prisley and Co. We shall
also suggest, as we have done on former occasions, that the numbers of the
houses opposite to which the lamps are placed, should also be indicated, as
an assistance to cabmen and others after nightfall.

THE PRESIDENCY OF TIIE INSTITUTE.

WE sincerely congratulate the profession upon the course taken last

Monday by the Institute in electing Professor Cockerell to the honor-
able position of President,—a position which reflects equal honor upon both
parties. By keeping within the profession, the members have asserted its

dignity, and vindicated its independence. They have shown a proper sense
of what is due to all architects, an absence of professional jealousy, and a
just appreciation of the architectural and social merits of one of them-
selves. They have also evinced an honorable sense of gratitude for the
constant and unselfish labours of Professor Cockerel! to advance the in-

terests of the Institute as well as of architects at large. No choice could
have been so satisfactory to the public, or so creditable to all parties ; for

Professor Cockerell jjossesses the qualities of an artist, a scholar and a
gentleman, and our only regret is, that with rare modesty and diflidence,
which redound greatly to his credit, he should not have consented to
accejrt the office for more than so short a time, after thrice declining it. If,

as we trust, the members of the architectural press unite to render the
duties light and agreeable, we hope the short term will be renewed for
many years to come.

M
FALL OF A WALL AT THE BAIKBOW TAVERN, FLEET STREET.
'ANY of our readers will remember that the old Rainbow Tavern, Fleet-

street, opposite Chancery-lane, has been in the course of reconstruction
during the past three months, under the superintendence of Mr. Watson, builder,
HoUoway ; Jlr. Parkinson,. Raquet-court, Fleet-street, being the architect.
The building (which belongs to Messrs. Argent and Ashwell) was being pro-

ceeded with with the utmost rapidity, and it was expected it would be completed
in two or three months hence, although probably its completion would have been
retarded, owing to business operations being carried on during the reconstruc-
tion. Unfortunately, however, a sudden stop was put to the progress of the
works owing to the fall, yesterday (Thursday) afternoon, of one of the principal
internal walls.

It appeal's that about one o'clock yesterday afternoon, just as the workmen,
about fifty in nimiber, were returning from dinner, and about to resume opera-
tions, the north wall, adjoining Groom's Coii'ee House and the Inner
Temple-lane, fell with a loud crash, without any previous indication that it was
likely to come down. The wall was about .51) feet m height and 40 feet in width,
and it is supposeil that the accident may be attributed to a brick wall of such
dimensions being hurrieJ up and completed in the short space of thirty-six hours.
We are happy to add that no life was lost, and that the only casualties resulting from
the accident were some slight bruises and contusions sustained by two or three of
the workpeople.

Value of Land in the City.—At a sale of a portion of the site of the
Old Rainbow Tavern adjoining the Union Bank, in Fleet-street, on Saturday,
the 14th instant, the price realised was at the enormous rate of £900,000 per
acre.

The Strike.—Important Decision.—At the Surrey session, on Iilonday,
an appeal of some importance was called on connected with the late builders'
strike. It may be recollected that in November last three bricklayers, named
Jenkins, Davis, and Stanley were sentenced to be imprisoned, Jenkins and
Stanley for one month, and Davis for fourteen days, by Mr. Elliott, at the
Lambeth Police Court, for intimidating John Roy, a bricklayer, and attempting
to induce lum to belong to the society for the protection of the lock-
outs. The complainant, John Roy, was a bricklayer, and on the 2nd of
November last went to work at some new buildings being erected at Peckliam by
a Mr. Hunt. He was not a member of the society, and on the second day of his
working there, after dinner, the defendants attempted to persuade him to join
the strike for the assistance of the men on lockout. He refused, and then they
called him a black, and would not work with him. The consequence was
that he was compelled to quit his work, and then be went and complained to the
mw;istrate at the Lambeth Police Court.— Mr. Robinson and Mr. Oppenheim
addressed the court at some length for the appellants, contending that it would
be sufficient for them to enter into their recognisances as the strike w.is at an end.
—Mr. Knapp contended otherwise.—Ultimately the Bench confirmed the con-
viction, with costs, and the prisoners were taken uito custody.

THE NORMAN ARCHITECTURE OF CANTERBURY CATHVI>UM

A LECTURE (a« we briefly announced in our iMt) wa« deli»<i.
members of the Architectural Mu»eum, in the Lecture Th.

South Kensington Museum, by .sir Waltbh C. James, Bart., lUo tubica
being " The Norman Arcliiteelure of Canterbury Cathedral."

^^
There was a very numerous attendance, and ijie lecture, which was lintciicd to

with great interest, was illustrated by many excellent dntwinn, ensraTinn,
photographs, and diagiams.
At tlie close of the lecture a vote of thanks was, on the motion of Mr. UeobOE

Gli.BKKT .Scott, passed by acclamation to Sir Walter Jamn.
The following is a copy of the Lecture :

—

IT is not possible to add to what such rata us rrofessor Willis, or Mr. Ki'nnMMil
and Jlr. I'arker, have detailed upim the subject of Canterburr Cathedral In

their various valuable works on medieval archlti'cturu. It Is, pcrkaiM, th<- provhiee
of the lecturer rather to condense what alrindy exists, than to so'k too far tor
original mutter, and to give information, which, thoueh posKiljIy Impcrfiit. may yet
be, as far a.s it Koes, correct, and may, thercfuro, lead tfic youii;,' Inquirer to mab
sources of kuowlediic, whiri' he may work for liimsclf.

It has been remarked by a moaom writer of conalderablc eminence* and taJcnt,
tliat "architectural works enriched by the subnrdlnal arta of sculpture and painting
frequently afford the only traces which extinct nations have left upon li

i

tliifr history, their comllt ion, their mauuers, or tliclr religion." In.
even in tiuie-s when the historian has regularly transmitted authenlj' i

fact, they tend to throw much light ujion many traniactlons, otherwise douljtl'ul and
obscure.
A description, however, of a single building seldom excites any interest, except in

the professional architect or antiquary. And althou),'h there attaches an exceptional
interest to UantiTbury, on account of the many historical associations with wnlch It
really teems, yet in an arcliitcctural lecture it is, perliaps, best to make It a type of
others, and, as it were, the symbol of a particular age.
For this reason it may be permitted to look upon Canterbury for the purpoeea <rf

this lecture as a fair exemplar of our eatbcdrafs up to the l>eg1nning of the thlr-
tejnth century, when the Pointed or Early English style may be considered to have
spread its roots m the soil, aud ^^^iven promise of that rich harvest of architectural
excellence which culminated, perhaps, in the Decorated period.
In considering the state of society which prevailed during the reigns of our

Plantaganet kings, we find a clergy united by strong ties of allegiance to Komc w
the "mater ecclesiarum." We have a dominant race of conquerors of Norman
blood, speakiug the French lanp^uage, and owning the soverckii sway of Norman
princes. Itut we tiave also, as it were, at the bottom of the scale, an AnKlo-Saxon
nation gradually risiuf,.- into importance, and modil^'ing by ihi own energy the two
other elenieutB to which I have alluded.
Thus It is related that Henry II., on taking leave of the prior of some convent

where he had passed the nit;ht, bade adieu to the holy father in the Latin language;
while at the same time and place he spoke to his knights and eqaerries in Nonnan-
Frcncb ; and to the beggars round the gate, who were asking for alms, in the Anglo-
Saxon lanj^age.
Indeed this condition of our English tongue lasted for two centuries "at leaat, after

the time, to which this lecture must Umit its inquiry. For we find in (;haucer :—
" Let the clerkes endyton iu Latin, for they have the property In science and the

knowinge in that faculty, and let Frenchmen In their French also endyton their
queynt termes, lor it is kindly to their mouths, and let us showour fantasyes. In such
words as we learned in our dames' tongue."

It was not till a century and a half after the building of the Choir at Canterbury
in its present form, that the pleadings of our law courts were required to be In
English, and not as heretofore iu French, and that all schoolmasters were ordered
to teach their scholars in Euglisli and not ill French as they had been used to do.

We should, then, tirg\mv.xprimd facie, from such a state of society, naturallv
suppose, that in the architecture of rhc period to which our attention is dircctea,
wo should find a strong but not preponderating Koman element, derived from Christian
tradition aud the existing buildings in the irreat capital of Western (Jliristendom.
We should probably have a strong Norman element. Intermingled with one of purer
French origin ; modifying that Romanesque or Komane style which we tind in
Southern France and the Khluclaud, to the exigencies of a northern climate and a
northern race. Lastly we should have our own national forms and English
characteristics, our own vernacular developments, stamping, as it were the impress of
the jirudent, piunstaking English mind upon these grand medieval churches. Such
a statement, it will be found, does not deviate much from the truth. It will lie the
object of the present lecture to analyse the subject from this point of view, and
successively to present to your notice, as far as the limited time at our disposal, will

permit, an outline of the effects which these different elements have had iu bringing
to its Normal type the English Cathedral, of the transitional area, as we tind it in
the eastern parts of Canterbury, after the introduction of the I'ointcd arch, both
in France and England, but prior to the full development of the Fointcd style,—the
Cathedral such as it was at the end of the twelfth century.
Jioman Ktcment—Home, as it is the prime fountain whence the stream of modem

history Issues, so is it the true source of our ideas upon art. To trace these latttT to

their origin, we may have to go back even to the time of Augustus.
The whole style of Roman architecture which has been well described as a com-

promise between the vaulted architecture of Etruria and the trabeated architecture
of (Ireece, was of a transitional character. Grand even In her decay, the imperial
city, was sowing broad-cast over the world, fruitful germs of itruth, which were
doomed to reach perfection under the fostering care other subject colonies, fated In

their turn to become the nursing fathers and mothers of the Christian church. In
the time of Augustus, we have forms almost purely Greek.
Fa^^anism stamps its genius upon every ediflce. In the time of Coustantine we

have types almost purely Christian.
The temple of the Itomans such as we find It at the present dawn of the empire-

consisted of an external arran*;ement of columns without vaults or arches, the cell

or internal part devoted to a statue or Idol of the Heathen God. It was usually

dark, and wholly unsuited to the purposes of the Christian ritual. Towards the
end of this period lioman architecture had become an internal arehitecture, plain In
its exterior almost to rudeness. The columns which bad adorned the Heathen
temple, were taken and with "fatal facility " transported or adopted to the interior

of the Christian church. A liasilica of the first age after Coustantine is almost as
well suited now, as it was then to the forms and ceremonii'S of the Christian ritual.

What then were these buildings, basilicas as we have been accustomed to coll

them > By the side of the heathen temples (which it may be remarked jxiasim never
reached the same importance in Rome, that they did In Greece), there were other
buildings, courts of justice, halls of commerce (may we not say) j>rt>p«/entioi/y well
suited to the wants ot the yountj Christian republic.
These buildings seem to have been the outward symbol and e.xpression of much

that Rome has bequeathed to us, of real value, herliilea.-^ of(law. That Cliristianily

which aiiorns all that she touches, should have taken u|i herdwcllins in such taw-r-

nacles as these, is perhaps a theme for thankful praise. For not only do we find

everything well suited to the touchiiij.' rites of the »i)in>le primitive ritual, but It

seems also (if the phrase may be allowed) that Christianity by making her home lu

these scenes of every day work, declared her fjrcat office to be, not so mucli to neb"
men from the world '" asjto sanctify ."the common things," as they are well called,

of our daily life by turning them to the highest ami noblest of all ends.

The great charm of the.bulldings to wliich I refer, consists in the unity of idea

with which they were invested.
, . „

The roofs—ot these building, one of their most important features—six out of seven

which we know of were covered with timber roofs ; the seventh, that of JIaxmtlas,

was vaulted.
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[The Lecturer then described the Chriatian BasiUea. Tliis was aeldoiu, if ever, upon
the site of tbc Hea:UL-n Court of Justice. Two motives influenced thia removal

:

flr^t—a desire to hnvo bui'.ding^ solehf gfiven up to religious uses ; secondly—a vene-
ration for the pT^ivos of the early martyrs.]

ThCite details have taken up more time than seems fair in an addresii. intended to

illustrate medieval rather tbau I*ruuitive Christian arcliitecture, but tliev connect
Ahemsehos more readily thau mig^ht at first be supposed, with £ug:1aud and
Canti-rbur)-.
" When Augrustiuc " (.the £rst Arclibishop of Canterbury) says the venerable Itede,

"afsmncd the Episcopal throne in that Uoyal city, he recovered thi'rein, by the King-'s
ss^i^tance. a church wJiieh, as he was told, had been constructed by the <>rin:in:il

iabtnir ot Uomau believer.*. This church he consecrated in the name of tlie Saviour,
our 4 lOu and Lord Jesus Christ, and there he established an habitation for himself
and for all his euccess4>rs." Nmw the chui-ch so rebuilt by St. Augustine, and sub-
sequemly n-pairetl by other Bi>hops, is known to have been copiO(l from the model
and imniediatelv uix>'n the plan of that of St. Fetcr's at Uome. lleucc it has been
well written : "'fhe Christian areliilecture of Home and the Teutonic Komanesque
are in the nature of cofruate languages; but in each there is a diversity in the
iuAeciions—a natioualitv in the phrase."' The copy is, to a certain extent,
a faithful copy, but tfjerc is an originality in the touch of the artist. It

is wonh noting that Kadmon the Sii^n, whose account of the building we have,
had aciiiully sivn St. ivtv-r's. and accompanied Anseim thither about A.D. 1100. lie
>\as, tUiTcfore, well able to judge of the resembluuce, and pronounces it to be good. *

KLIXTIOX OF PKESIDENT OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

i"VN Mondar evenia? a special fJcueral meeting of the members of the Institute,

\j was hefd in the 'rooms, Conduit -street. Regent-street, for the purpose, intei'

o/io, of electing a l*resid;nit iu the room of Earl de Grey, deceased. There
wasavcry numerous attendance, and George Godwin, E8q.,V.r., occupied the chair.

The meeting was a private one. and confined to members, but from various sources
we have gleaned the following particulars.

The Cn.vinxi.VN stated tliat the Council of the Institute had in the first place
invited Hr. Cockerell to accept t!ie office of Tresident, but that gentleman, when he
was waited upi>u by the Hon. Scc8.,;dccliued to accept the proffered honor. Sir

Charles iUrrv was next asked whether he would accept the office, but he also
declined (prol>ably owing to Ids connection with the new building for the Royal
Acad«*my).
The question as to who should be Rresident of the Institute was, therefore, open for

the decision of the meeting.
Mr. TiTE. >f.r., opened the discussion by moving a resolution to the effect,—

That on the present occasion the Trcsideut to be appointed should be a Fellow of the
Institute, and he arguetl at eonsidcrablo Ien"1,b in favor of the advantages which would
result to the profe:^>ion from the election of an architect as I'resident of the Institute.

He espo^cially regretted that 'Mr. Cockerell had declined the post on account of his
a^re, which' he (Mr. Tite) thought was one of the strongest arguments in
his favor. He thought that the Institute had proceeded on a wrong^
principle tlirouguout in re-electing their President year after year, and although
recogrnising iu the strongest possible terms the urbanity and amiability
of tlie late noble rresicent, he felt confident that there were many
•rentlemcn present iu the room fully competent to fill the office of President and do
honor to the Institute. While Earl de Grey was living he should never have opposed
the su.speusion of the bye-law in his favour, but now they were deprived of his
lordship's services, an opportunity presented itself of proceeding in a different
cour.<e. Mr. Tite then alluded to the practice of other learned societies, especially
the Institution of Civil Engineers, the Royal Society, the Zoological Society, the
Ge<^raphicsl Society, the Astronomical Society, the Linnean Society, and tlie Royal
Academy itself, all of which were presided over by members of their own bodies,
and the result of tliat course of proceeding had been eminently successful in all tlie

aocieties referred to. "When a society elected a nobleman as its President, it could
not very well tell him that it was fired of hira, and thus the members must suspeud
the standing orders until one parly or the other got wearied of the association. As
an instance of tiic disadvantages arising from haviiuj' anon-professional President,
Mr. Tite referred to the Royal Commission for the H>'de-park Exhibition, on which
Earl de Grey dccUned to act, owing; to his want of professional knowledge ; whereas
Sir WillJara'Cubitt represented in that commission the Institution of Civil Engineers,
Architecture being left unrepresented in the Commission. It did not matter whether
his friend Mr. Scott or liimself was right, or whether Gothic architecture was right,
or Classic architecture right ; such questions, he felt certain, would not affect the
action of auv professional Tresident whom they might elect, and it would be dis-
graceful to the profession, if the public should suppose that their differences in such
points prevented their electing: a» architect as President of the Institute. They
ought not to be obliged to seek for a nobleman as President, merely for the sake of
a grand banquet once a year, lie trusted that Mr. Cockerell, the most learned and
accoinplished architect in Europe, would re-consider his determination not to accept
the ofljce of President.

Sir. Jennings seconded Mr. Titc's motion.
Professor Cockerell said the offer to him of the Presidency of the Institute was

the greatest triumph of his Ufe. The question of liis acceptance of it had cost him
mncb anxious consideration, and placed him in a most difficult position. His first
reason for declining tbc profferca honor was his advanced years, and liis second
reason was Ids strong conviction that the President of the Institute should bo
•elected from the ranks of the nobility or aristocracy. With a professional
President rivalry would be likely to derange the interests of the Institute, and
besides the artistic and i-cientific elements, the Institute was bound to consider and
have regard to the social clement. Architects would quarrel, they could not stop
them, and they conld not prevent the occurrence. Give him for President a man
like the noble Earl I>e Grey, lately deceased, who was full of the knowledge of the
world, and of the greatest urbanity of manners and he was quite sure that the
prosperity of the Institute would be forwarded. The experience of the last twenty-
loor years did not warrant any departure from the course hitherto pursued. He
trusted the Institnte would not depart from the ancient aristocratic and un -radical
system In favor of that which was now sought to be introduced.

filr CiiARLK-s Barry paid an eloquent tribute to the memory of Earl do Grey, but
he considered tliat the objection to a professional President on the ground of rivalry
orjealousy, was totally unfounded. The duty of a president was not to take any
active part in the digcu.sBion.s but rather, in his capacity of Chairman,* to act as a
JUdL'e, and to sum up, inipiirtially, the opinions expressed by the members. Any
architect who wr.uld act otherwise as I'resident of the Institute, would be unworthv
Of hw position. The office of I'resident should be one to which every member of the
Institute might look forward as the crowning point of his career. To confess the
nece?*sity for going ont of the ranks of the profession for a President, would be most
humiliating, and, moi cover. It was always a most diflScult thing to get rid of the idea
ofpatroDagc where a nobleman presided.
Mr.GEORtJK Gilbert Scott was of opinion that the utmost libeHy of action

should be left to the members of the Institute, with regard to the election of Presi-
dent, and that they should not be bound by any resolution as to the course they
might f'jllow from time to time. As Mr. TIte's motion was limited to the present
occasion, he fully concurred in if. They were limited in their choice of President to
JelloA-s and Honorary Fellows, the latter embracing the JJuke of Sutlierland, the
Marquis of Lansdowne, the 3Iarqul8 of Salisbury, and the Earl of Aberdeen.
Mr. Cockerell was younger than any of them, and with regard to urbanity and
amenity, added to professional knowledge, no man could be more eligible than tlie

' To be continued.

learned Professor, and he, therefore, earnestly entreated Mr. Cockerell to accept
the office of President, if it was only for the present year.

I'rofessor Donaldson juoved, as an amendment to 5Ir. Titc's motion, that a
member of the nobility or aristocracy should be invited to become President of the
Institute, and strongly urged the experience of the last twenty-four years and the
present position of the Institute, in eoutirniiition of tlu' feeling which he entertained
in favour ot the election of a nobU-man. 'I'lie hite Earl de Grey acteti perfectly right
iu declining to euter personally u]>on the diseussion ol" teLhiiical questions ; but liis

valuable services whenever tlie Institute had occasion to approach the QiU'Cn or the
Prince Consort could not bo overlooked. A professional President wortliy of the position
would be required to take a very active part in the proceedings, which must neces-
sarily interfere very materially witix his general pursuits. Of course any noblemau
who might be selected for the office of I'resident must lirst be made an Honorary
Fellow as a matter of form, and the Members of the Institute ought not to stand
upon technicaUties.
Mr. S. S.MIRKE seconded Professor Donaldson's amendment, although he would

have felt very much gratified if I'rofessor Cockerell had accepted the ofilce.

Mr. T. H. Wyatt regretted that Air. Cockerell woulu not relieve the mem-
bers of the Institute from their present difficulty by accepting the office of
President.
Mr. M. DiGBY WvATT concurred in the geueral wish that 3Ir. Cockerell would,

become President, and expressed a strong opinion that the dignity of the pro-
fession, and the honorable feelings of arcliitects would efi'ectually prevent any
danger which might otlierwise result from the prevalence of jealousy or rivalry of
any kind whatever. He would support Mr. Tite's motion on the present occa-
sion, but he hoped the Institute would not bind itself to any fixed course for the
future.
Mr. Tite said he was quite willing to ^vlthdraw his motion if 3Ir. Cockerel!

could be induced to alter his determination.
Professor Donaldson expressed his willingness to withdraw his amcudmeut

upon the sjune understanding.
professor Cockerell again addressed the meeting with great earnestness and

feeling, urging the importance of tlie principle at stake, and referring to the views
lie held, to which he had previously given expression. While acknowledging, in the
most grateful terms, the kindness of the members of the Institute, and ids high
appreciation of the honor proH'ered to him, he again begged to adliere to his
previous deterniiuation, to decline iLceeptance ol the office of I'resident.

Mr. Tite renewed his appeal to I'rofessor Cockerell to accept the office of Presi-
dent, amidst the enthusiastic cheers of the meeting ; and, after a short pause.
Professor Cockeuell consented to do that which he confessed he dia not approve .

of, as he could not resist the appeal of his friend Mr. Tite, and what seemed to be the
unanimous feeling of the meeting. Therefore he would do all he could to discharge
the duties of the oflice, at all events, until the next election in May.
The motion in favor of file election of Professor Cockerell as President was then

formally put from tlie chair and carried amidst mucli acclamation, during which I'ro-

fessor Cockerell took possession of the chair, upon which the greatest enthusiasm
prevailed, the predominant feeling amongst the leading members of the profession
being that if an architect was to be the I'resident, lUu chair sliould be filled by
Professor Cockerell.
The consideration ofthe other matters on the special business paper was postponed,

owing to the lateness of the hour at which tlio tiiscussion respecting the Presidency
was brought to a close, In the discussion of a subject so much calculated to excite
strong personal feeling as that of the election of President nothing could be more
gratifying than the kind and friendly tone which characterised the proceedings
iliroughout. The name of Mr. Cockeix-ll was received, whenever it was pronounced,
with the greatest enthusiasm, and it was evident that the leading members of the
profession united in feeling that that eminent architect should be selected to fill the
chair ofthe Institute.

BAKKllUPTS.
(From tilt; London Gazette,')

Clarice, C, ctirpenttr, Streutliuin-plnce, Brix ton-hill, Surrevj tu surrender Jauuaiy 26 aa d Febraar)' 34^
ui 11, ut the couii, Baaiughuil-stri^et, Eiolicitur, Air. N\ell», Muur<{utt:-»trut:it; othcml ttsaig-uee, Mr.
Cannaii, Rusingliall-streft.

Ilnwka, 1'., brickmaker, Kmaoii IaxI^i*, Dorsptsbirv
',
January 25 and Februiry 15, at 12, at tlie court,

Bxeter. tiohciturs, .Mt-BarM. Durunt, PooIk, anu Tt-rrell, Exeter ; Mr. Hirtxel, Exeter, ofhciul

uiisi^nee.

Peck, J., brabs cock f' under, Birminnlium ; January 27 and February 23, at U, at tbc court, Birming-
ham. Solicitors, Alesars. Uarriaou and Wood, Birtning'bam; othcial assignee, Mr. Whilmore, Bir-
loinghain.

Kowlanson, J., and Brooka, T., builders, Liverpool ; Jttnuary 23 and February 15, at 11, at the court,

Lirerpuul. bolicituis, Messrs. Evaii!> and Co, Liverpool
j olfaeial ossii^nee, Mr. Mur|fun, Lirerpool.

DIVIDEND DECLARED.
Mitchfll, It., edge tool manufacturer, Hheffield ; 1h. ejd., ou Tuesday next, and four following: ^Tuesday,
between llanO 2, at tbe office of Mr. Brewiu, BheHielU.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
llobbs and Tilley, brickmakcra, St. Georj^e's-wharf, Cambridj^e-street, Old St, Pancras-road, and Soutl--

all, tind Victurm-tvliarf, Kurt-Htreet,BluoktriarB j February b, at the court, Basiti^hall-sireet-

TUtt-aites, 1)., contractor, Bristol j February IB, at ilie court,' Bristul.

CEKTIFICATES to begranted unless cause be shownfor n^usal on the day appointed
Fuirhill and Suter, iruiiroun};ers, Londun-roud, Feb.4: cuurt, Uasinghall-tatreet.

JohuHOn, If., boune decuratur, Cleikenwell aiiU Htoke Newin^ton, Feb, Sj court, Basing^hal I -street.

Smith, W., carpenter, Tabernacle-row, Feb. 7; court, BaBiug:hall-8ire«t;

CEJITIFICATES GKASTED.
Broadhnrst, J., builder, Kennin^tim uud Lambeth ; tliirdclaM.

Mor^^un, J. O., bmider, Cuinbritltfe-beatb ; second ulasH.

Pearcy, (i,, builder, Furiibara j third class.

Slegg, J. W., builder, Strood. Kent; tbird class afler »ix monthfl, from Sejit. 12.

INSOLVENTS.
Allpa»t», James, glass mercliant. Jruiichentcr ; Jan. 27, at Lancaster.
Harlow, J., joiner, Pendleton ; Jan. ;i7, at Luncaoter.

Bickerstaft', Jlenry M., painter, Manciiester; J>*n. 27, at Lancaster,

linrris, D., builder, CardiB j Jan. 27, at Cardiff.

Walker, Jus. C., joiner, LancHster ; Jun. 27, tit Lancaster.

rAKTNEUSHirs DISSOLVED.
Buckwell, A. and C. D., timber merchants, Brigbton and Shoieham.
Clapham and Co., irontbundern, Keitfhiey.

Cox and lliigittrom, timber merchaiii*, Laurence Pouutuey-laue.
Crowllier and RobiiiMm, brickmakers, Halifax.
Kvans and Mnrston, pumters, Shrewsbury.
Hood and Aitken, plastvrera, Miincbeiter.

Johnson and Hayes, iroiitbuiiders, Lejgh.
Pfiiri and Jacks, engineers, Tipton.
Itogers and Barton, ironiounders, Birmingham.
Sherlock and Bunn, glass merchants, Buminglutm.
Smith, J. and O., bricklayers, Leeds,
Threfall, W., Jun., and Sen., plumbers, Accriugton.
Webb, Wilkinson, and Webb, tliut glass ntuiiutiictui'ers, Manche^t^r.
Whitehouse, Thomas, and Thoiiipson, ironmasterH, Bibtoii.

0151TUAUY.
T)awson—On dth inst., as Kamsey, Mr, WilUuiu Dawbon, bricklayer, aged 43.

Flint—On Slat ult., at Li^ighton Buxzard, Mr. John Flint, eatatv agent, aged 70.

Holt—On Sth inst., at Homerfbrd, Mr. Henry Holt, corpenm, ugvd 24.

Jenkins—On 9th inst., at :}haw, Air. Thomas Jenkins, plumber, aged 40.
Shotten—On 4th inst., at Pool, .Mr. Henry Shotton, Joim-r, aged 42.

Kbrabsole—On I6th inst., at Kavershnm, Urace, wile of JMr. S. M, Shruluiole, builder, ayed 67.
Wicks- Itecently, at Welford, Mr. Henry Wicks, carpent'-r, aged bl.
Williamson—On 7th inst., at bkelton, Mr. James Willitimson, mafon, aged 61.
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THEATRICAL SCENERY.—COVENT GARDEN.

TO persons well acquainted with theatres, it is an establisheil fact that
each of them has its peculiar audience, performance, and entertain-

ment. To the public generally that well-established fact is not so well
known, and it maybe interesting to them to be informed that, according to

their tastes, they unconsciously divide themselves into sections, and become
Covent-garden, Drury-lane, Adelphi, Olympic, or Strand audiences.

In the same way, the Haymarket has an audience of its own, and requires
actors of a certain class to retain its usual visitors. Locality, no doubt,
and the convenience arising from it, has some effect on the theatre-going
public, but their liking is for a particular kind of amusement, and nothing
but distance induces them to support the kind of performance they do not
altogether admire, which they have offered to them nearer at home. Wo
have had two striking and very recent examples of the change in the
style of x)icces proving entire failures in attracting new audiences, and
painfully successful in keeping the old audiences away from the theatres
they were in the habit of frequenting. One of these instances has been
seen in the attempt to " improve " the pieces at the New Adelphi, and the
entire change of performance at the Princess's — a serious loss has
been incurred by both managements. At the latter it was unavoid-
able, because as Mr. and Mrs. Cluirles Kcan, with the getting-up of

plays which originated with them, had entirely disappeared from the
bills, and as it was absolutely impossible to fill up the vacancies they had
left, or to continue the kind of entertainment they had introduced, and to

which their patrons had been accustomed so long, the theatre lost its old

powers of attracting patronage, and has now to discover the means of

making a new audience of its own. The Adelphi management was more
advantageously provided for ; it had nothing to do but to retrace its steps

into the previously well-beaten track. The " Dead Heart," a " regular

Adelphi " melodrama, was no sooner produced than the old Adelphi
audience re-appeared at the doors, and again occupied the seats they had
tilled so often. This attachment to a particular theatre exists within a
uiuch more narrow circle than many persons would imagine, especially as

regards the migration of actors from one house to another. The late clever

low comedian, BIr. Wright, an immense favorite at the Adelphi, entirely

failed at the Lyceum, and still more recently two admirable performers
and equally great favorites at the Olympic, actually kept money away
from the doors of the Adelphi.

As it is with pieces and actors, so it is with scenery, each manager in his

scenery endeavours to suit the taste of his audience, causing it to harmonise
with the character of his theatre, and it may be exerts himself to display his

own discrimination in scenic productions. The same influence in selection

exists whether in tragedy or comedy, opera or pantomime. Hence it arises

that at Covent Garden the scenery is entirely distinct from either of the
other theatres, not because opera, ballet, and pantomime are performed
within its walls, because of the vast proportions of its area, the rich,

elegant, and delicate characteristics of its internal decorations, the mass
of ornamental gold work around the proscenium, and above all, the grand
expanse over and around the stage for the display of scenic productions; it

is that unequalled expansiveness with the refined and costly appearance of
all between it and the audience, that demands a style of scene consistently
enlarged in conception and execution, but controlled by an elevated tone
of feeling, which while being sufficiently powerful in contrast, must be well
calculated to impress the mind of the spectator with a sense of something
ideal, refined, and magnificent. In short, tinsel-work, even on the scenes
of a pantomime, will not do at Covent Garden. Hence arises the difficulty

to scenic artists employed at this house, especially at this time of the
year, so to conceive and execute their designs that they shall meet all the
demands of pantomime, accord with the interior of the theatre, and sustain
the aristrocratic position of the establishment. Therefore it happens that
persons who enter Covent Garden, unmindful of those conditions during
the run of the present pantomime of " Puss in Boots " and thinking only of
the usual nature of the performance, will be apt to fall into the error of

pronouncing the three scenes to which we feel it our duty to call especial

attention as being only " too good " for the purpose. But should it not be
remembered that, at this period of our existence when such efforts are
being made on all sides for the dissemination of examples capable of
improving the general taste in art, the scene painter should contribute the
result of his talents, and instead of producing mere dazzling illusions, give
us really artistic labours, takingadvantageof the vast space at his command,
coming nearer nature in point of size than any other representation of her
works, possessing the best means of employing artificial light, and spread out
before us canvases enriched with all the resources of his peculiar and interest-

ing art, in addition and in combination with its more general principles, and
qualified to take a position as pictorial productions of as elevated an order
as possible? For such combination of taste, effect, and elegance, possessing
at the same time a certain degree of massive breadth and extensive solidity,

wc do not know any scene-painters more qualified in feeling and experience
than Messrs. Greeve and Telbin, and therefore the management at

Covent-garden has, in our opinion, been fortunate in procuring their

services on the present occasion.

The first scene is the interior of the mill recently bequeathed to the
eldest son of the departed miller, and we sec Huon, the youngest and
disinherited with his cat—" Puss in Boots"—a fairy in disguise.

Here the immense extent of the proscenium is felt to a disadvantage, as

the interior of the mill unavoidably appears larger than reality, but the

ponderous beams and wooden wheels with the rest of the accessories, have
on that account a rather imposing efl'ccl, and from the low tone of color and
the massive weight of its general character, aflbrds an excellent contrast

and preparation for the splendour and elegance of the scene which

immediately follows it, entitled " Queen Innocentia's Court in F«iry Lan<l."
This is a charming scene. In the background ia the Queen'* I'alauc, with
its long line of perspective, projecting terrace*, extending from one lide
of the stage to the other. In the centre from an archway, In advance of
the palace and flanked by two towers, dcaccnda a flight of itopa down
which figures are seen at the edge of a sheet of water, partly covcrcJ
with elegant boats. On each aide of the steps are verdant slopea, and
clusters of graceful trees where figures are rcpoaing. In front of the laliu
a fairy car is seen passing drawn by white awana. On the right-hand aide
of the stage before the whole is the throne of the Kairy Queen aurroun>lvd by
columns of enormous height topped by fanciful capitala terminating in a
network of light and spreading branches, from which are extended
glittering webs filled with butterflies and humming-birds of all conceivable
hues and prismatic colors. The arching over of the uiii)cr part of the
stage is completed by waving streamers of red and gold, floating
from richly painted poles which issue from gorgeously cnibossctl
pedestals. These, with some Iwats having gay and swelling sails, which
enter into composition with the bases of the streamers, form a balance to
the architectural fulness of the columns, the antique statues between tlicni,

and the appropriate cats seated around the colunms occupying what may
be termed the regal side of the stage. The general character of the scene
is architectural grandeur, partaking sufBciently of fanciful treatment to

bring it into accordance with Fairy Ijand, in addition to such accessories
as would render it directly applicable to the purposes for which it has
been expressly painted.
The prevailing tone of the scene, as regards the coloring, is also of the

imaginative kind. It is, however, artistically arranged. This vast
picture, although, as we have said, more imaginative than real, and very
properly so, too, is remarkable for the simplicity of its divisions, they
being only two —viz., delicate warm color, relieved by breadth of cooler
tint. Nearly all of the foreground objects are of the former, carried off by the
distant buildings, while the sky and the middle distance are generally of
the latter; besides which the trees, the sloping banks, and the water being
darker than the rest, give relief, point, and brilliancy to the whole. Here
the Queen's rifles go through their drill, and, being all dressed in silver,

they become very interesting and brilliant; but the effect is rcry
charming at their conclusion, when, from the two towers in the middle
distance, already alluded to, vivid lights are thrown upon the martial fairies,

the mass of cool color on the stage, becomes the principal, receiving in its

turn relief and contrast from the warmer tints, and a charming coup d'ail is

the result. Some red and green among the dresses being rather more
vivid than the surrounding masses of warm and cool tints, give accent

and force, without disturbing the characteristic delicacy which pervades

the whole picture, which partakes in the execution and treatment, of

Turner and Watteau.
The dazzling effect of this is closed in by a dark scene of the interior of

the Ogre's castle. The architecture is of that solid masonry and heavy
style, well suited for the residence of such a proprietor. Deep recesses,

short thick columns, with broad and rude capitals, touched hero and there

with gold, supporting arches formed of huge blocks of stone, and a roof of

ponderous construction, are well calculated to prepare the audience for the

events that immediately follow. The dark and heavy tone of this scene

renders the following view, which is of open daylight and aerial in effect,

very delightful. This being a scene ofrural elegance, the great extent ofthe

theatre assists it materially. On one side is a rustic mill, with the water-

wheel in motion ; the centre is an extensive lake of smooth water, stretching

away into the extreme distance; whilst summer clouds waft lightly across

the sky. In the foreground is a partly fallen, and, therefore, picturesque,

tree. Some standing corn and grass on the bank below the mill add rich-

ness to the effect, contrasting well with the tranquil surface of the lake,

and the bright sparkle of the water, as thrown from the wheel, gives life

to that part of the scene as well as light, softness, and air to the picture—

we say picture, because the view, bemg no longer in Fairy Land, but a

transcript of real natiure, has no unnatural or imaginative treatment so

proper in the preceding scene, but is painted in a style at once true m
tone and Classical in arrangement, the subject and also the fiencral

design reminding one of the pictures by Claude in the National Gallery.

The next scene is a fine view of the "Giants' Causeway," to the full

effect of which the great expanse of the stage is also very favorable. After

the brilliancy of the Palace in " Fairy Land," the sombre tone of the Ogre's

Castle, and the clear mid-day atmosphere of the mill scene, the gloomy

cavern of Fingal, with its basaltic details, forms an excellent foreground

to the lighter sea, at its mouth, illuminated by the rising moon. The

painting of this scene is, undoubtedly, of that legitimate character as

to entitle it to be considered in a highly pictorial sense-indeed the

retiring of the water to the horizon, and the artistic manner in which

cool grey sky meets it there, is quite in the style of Ruysdael or

Vandevelde. The arrangement by which the light from the moon is made

to appear entering and lighting up the dark roof of the cavern is very

clever. The mediums for varying the aerial effects in this view are most

skilfully employed, and seem to show . the advantages scene-pamtcrs

enjoy over other artists who have neither the control of the light m which

tlieir works may bo placed, nor the power of changing their tone as cir-

cumstances may arise when some such assistance would be very desirable.

This view, in due course, passes away, and is succeedeil by the trans-

formation scene on the principle of the dissolving views. From out of

the depths of the sea, the brilliant car of the Good Fairy is seen to emerge.

Radii of brightness arc the first indications of the change. By the

time the car has taken llie place of the sea, a diaphonous arch of extreme

delicacy suppUcs the place of the moouUt sky, and forms a luminous
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glory over the car of the Good Fairy. The dark and rocky sides of the

oiTern give place to tall and graceful trees, the lower portion of the black

basaltic fragments descend through the stage, and discover elegant and
fanciful arbours at the feet of the stately palms, containing nymphs, and

aurrounded by warbling birds and gaudy butterflies. The palms of gold

retire in rows to the extreme back of the stage, while its extreme height

is reached by the spreadiug of their broad and magnificent leaves and

branches, borne down with splendid fruit. The car now advances in all

jta dazzling and silver brightness, and a brilliant gleam of light is suddenly

thrown on the Good Fairy, and delicately gorgeous as the effect was before

it now changes to one equally chaste and delightful, by making the figure

in the sdlrer shell the principal point of attraction, and the tops of the tall

and golden palms gain grace, refinement, and height, being partially

reduced in their richness, by the soft and ambient light diffused over

the graceful foliage of their summits. This scene, although it is

entitled the " Grove of Golden Palms," and the palms are really covered

with gold from the top to the bottom, including their broad leaves, and the

trees besides extend in rows to the back of the stage, there is not the

slightest appearance of vulgarity or gaudiness. All is in perfect harmony,

and both delicate and refined taste reigns throughout; nor is the chasteness

of the eflect injured when the extreme whiteness and brilliancy of the

fairy's dress and her silver car are brought into contrast with the immense
msiss of gilding by which they are surrounded ; but, on the contrary, by

the skilful diffusion of light, the whole scene is brought into unity with

the new conditions of the arrangement, and the previously gorgeous palms

become delicate accessories to the brilliant point of light on the car.

With the transformation-scene ends all that requires pictorial notice
j

we, therefore, have only to remind our readers of the peculiarities they

have to expect at the Koyal Opera House, Covent-garden. It is an elegant,

picturesque, and recherche character of scenery, in perfect accordance with

the light, rich, and aristocratic style of the interior, and the studied

refinement that should pervade every department of the first lyric esta-

blishment in this country ; and if they will visit this theatre with those

expectations, they will not find them disappointed either in the costume

or scenic department of the present pantomime ; but, on the contrary,

fully and satisfactorily realised.

The last scene is of an emblematical character, having the sterns of

men-of-war filling up the back of the stage, which, with the concluding

groups of the pantomimists, illumined by red and green lights, bring the

curtain down with the customary applause.

ASSOCIATION OF FOREMKN ENGINEERS.
f\S Saturday, the 7th instant, the first ordinary monthly mcethis in the new year
yj of the Association of Foremen Engineers, took place at 35, St. Swithiu's-lanc,

City, Mr. J. Newton (Koyal Mint) occupying the chair. The auditor's report, which
WIS read early in tlie evening, gave evidence of the healtliy state of the Society,

whilst a balance to its account of £188 10s. in the bank, appeared very much like a
" material guarantee " of its future stiiblMty. The number of members, ordinary and
honorary, was declared to be at this moment 75. and several nominations which
fcdlowed gave earnest that ere many months have passed, the Association will boast
Of 100 partakers of its benefits. It is needless to say that the report was accepted
and confirmed. Mr. Ives, the senior auditor, compUmented the secretary for the
rlcar manner in which the books had been kept. The only drawback, indeed, to the
htvorable complexion of the half-yearly report was the low state of the Library
ftmd which It exhibited. Tills, however, is a separate matter from the general
fund, and docs not seem to have been properly provided for in the original framing
of the rules. It is not improbable that too much reliance was placed upon the
chances of donations of books from employers and others who were well able to
make them, and whose private libraries might not have been much iuipovcrishod had
a few volumes been transferred therefrom to the library of tlie Foremen s A ssociatiou

:

at any rate, the latter is not so voluminous as it might and ought to be, and we
tnut that by some means this important defect may be soon remedied.
The report in question disposed of. and three new committee men having been

elected, Mr. Bickley proceeded with his promised explanation of the scientific instru-
ments used lu the Kew Observatory. He commenced by stating that the establish-
ment named had been instituted with a pure and perfectly disinterested desire to
{>romote scientific knowledge. It was, indeed, controlled by the ISritish Association
or the Advancement of Science, and Its career of usefulness had been uninterrupted
from its inauguration up to that day. The wondrous phenomena of the atmospheric
ea that surrounded the solid earth which was our habitation, and the yet more
astounding plit-nomena apparent to us throughout the stellar universe, were made
the subjects of diligent, patient, and unceasing inquiry and experiment at Kew ; and
frtHD the luformatiou so gained, rules were deduced which guided the mariner in
safety over the trackless ocean, and were valuable to the agriculturist, and. indeed,
to mankind. Mr. Bickley next referred to the anemometer in use at the Observa-
tory. This consisted of an upright hollow column, which supported four arms, each
terminating in an hemispherical cup. The arms united at the centre by a socket,
and this moved freely over the neck of the column. The wind impinged upon the
insldes of the cups, and naturally a rotatory motion was given to the arms of the
anemometer. A rod connected with the arms, and passing through the column,
?:ave motion to the self-registering machinery below. Every precaution to avoid
rictiou was taken. Hence the force and direction of the currents of air passing over
the ObtervaUjry were accurately recorded. The anemometer at Kew was never at
rest, there was no such thing as a calm in that locality, and on one occasion lately
the wind had swept over at the rate of %0 miles in ^ hours, or 10 miles an hour.
Baromcteni and thermometers were tested at Kew, and .sent forth with a warrant of
socuracy stamped upon them when found correct in the form of the initials K O.
Like the "hall mark ' of theGoldsraiths'Company.this was an assurance to the pub-
lic of the worth of the article issued for its use. Some very beautiful specimens of
marine barometers and of self-registering thermometers -kindly furnished by Mr.
Casella, of Hatton-garden—were introduced at this point to the notice of the auditory,
and they excited much admiration. The dry and wet bulbapparatus for ascertaining
the amount of moisture in the atmosphere at any given time was shown and
described, and it was of a most interesting character.
Taking his audience now in imagination far away from the scene of all our pleasures

and our woes, Mr. Bickley introduced some good photographs of the sun, exhibiting
very plainly the progress of those remarkable black si)0ts over his bright face which
are the fruitful source of much controversy. At Kew. these spots were regarded with
peculiar Interest and care, and every peculiarity in (wunexion with them was care-
fully noted, with the hope that eventuallv the truth would be arrived at respecting
them, and even that the composition of the glorious luminary himself would be plain
to oor minds. Uain gauges were spoken of, and one, to which Mr. Casella had given

the name of Livingstone's gauge, was exhibited. Mr. Bickley, however, thought that
the trencral error with regard to these instruments was that they were too email, too
toy-tike.
A very well-made model of an ingenious maeliinc in use at Kew for measuring the

magnetic forces, horizontal and vertical, was explained to the meeting, and much
curious information respecting the extraordinary variations of the magnetic needle
was given. This machine registers any fluctuation of the magnetic forces, and some
photographic copies of magnetic registers gave evidence of the eccentric nature of
those fluctuations. The Aurora Borealis was one of the great disturbers ofthe magnet,
and no doubt, by dint of perseverance and patience, scientific observers and investi-
gators would find out all the others.
Mr. Bickley concluded a very interesting and instructive address by thanking the

meeting for the atteution they had given him, and after some little discussion', tlic

meeting, at the instance of Mr, Ives and Mr. Briggs, rctiu"ncd the compliment by
passing a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Bickley.
The Chairman at eleven o'clock r..M., declared the meeting at an end, and the

members separated.

AUSTRALIA.
ACCOUNTS from Sydney, per Herald of 12tli November, announce girat

progress in that city, as well as in the sister colonies. The telegraphic line

which was completed between Sydney and Melbourne, from the advantages
already received, influenced the Legislature to extend its connexion with the
great centres of trade ; and lines to Maitland and Bathurst are now also nearly
complete.

The Drinking Fountain movement has also travelled to the antipodes already,

for there are now no less than twenty placed in different parts of the city, at the
most conspicuous and frequented corners ; and as the article states, " many of
these Fountains are in constant request, and have no doubt some eflect in pro-
moting temperate habits, by removing the frequent excuse which the heat and
dust would otherwise afford for indulgence In stimulating drinks at public-

houses. It is the intention of the Corporation to put up twenty more Foimtains,
so as to be serviceable during the hot summer months now approacliing."

As to street improvements, the most conspicuous are those now in progress at
the corner of George and Margaret-streets, and are attracting unanimous admi-
ration; the character of this building is described as "a combination of brick and
stone, which gives a rich and finished appearance."

"Another building in the same row, erected for the N. S. Wales Marine Insur-
ance Company will be finished in a few days ; the rich carving over the door and
windows give the front a very ornate appearance, but the effect of this row is

somewhat deteriorated by one of the allotments remaining vacant ; but the land
having been sold, it is hoped that a corresponding form of building, will form a
succession of lofty houses.from the Bank of Australia at the cot ner of Jamieson-
street, to the English, Scottish, and Australian Chartered Bank at the corner of

King-street.

"Twolargestonebuildings, just finished, in Pitt-street, also seem likely, for

the present, to remain detached. Before very long, however, as the population
becomes more dense, and our commerce increases, these vacant sites, many of

which have been bought at high prices, will be occupied by buildings, corre-

sponding with those substantial and handsome premises, which it has proved to

the advantage of their proprietors to erect.

" After a stoppage of six months, the works of St. Andrew's Cathedral have

been re-commenced; a contract has been taken by Mr. II. Smith, for roofing

the choir, nave, and transept, which will be completed in about four months.

" The Sydney University is approaching completion ; the vessel with the last of

the painted windows has arrived ; the contract for the completion will expire at

the close of the year.

" The attractive Gothic Presbyterian Church is having galleries constructed

;

the opening was fixed for Christmas day, but it has been postponed to the

first Sunday in January.
" The stone and brick work of the tasteful building intended for the Registrar-

General's Office is just finished, and in a few days the iron roof will be fixed.

" In some of the less frequented parts of the city, many superior buildings are

in progress, which are likely to eflect a great improvement in the architecture of

the respective localities.

" Transformations affected by the city Corporation in the northern portion of

the markets, so far as regarded twelve new shops in George-street, have turned

out well; since the leases having been sold by auction, rentals have been ob-

tained ranging between .£10 and £16 10s. per month ; the entire block producing

an annual rental of £1,640.
" The corresponding shops in George-street are finished ; they are intendedf or

butchers, poulterers, fishmongers, &c.; all these will be let as soon as the gas

flttings are finished—probably in the course of next week.
" The fountain below the tower at the northern entrance is finished ; the

design is a very tasteful one, the pedestal supporting an upper and lower dish,

with a basin 10 feet in diameter, at a height of 2J feet from the gi-ound. This

fountain will be set to work as soon as the new supply of water comes in from

the City Waterworks.
" The iron gates which will secure the property ofthe stall-keepers during the

night, are ready for use.
" The gi-eat improvement which has been affected by these transformations,

may be readily seen by contrasting the new row of attractive shops, with the

unsightly corresponding block which remains in its original condition.
'
' These alterations are as likely to prove remimerative to the Corporation as they

are advantageous to that part of the city; the rentals alone being a return of

nearly 17 per cent, upon the cost.
" We regi-et that we are not yet able to report the supply of the city from the

waterworks at Botany, that event having been so long, and so patiently looked

forward to by the citizens."

Thus it is that our emigrant children advance, as per saltum : would that

their maternal City took example from them ! In Australia the objection is, that

so many buildings stand detached ; they are in horror of a vacuum ; we, oh the

contrary, complain of endless ranges without one ; but they have, at least, this

advimtage, that of possessing ample scope for the laying out a township, \yith the

evidence of metropolitan incongruities at home to avoid; thei-e exists ui their

new State a powerful corporation with the spirit and the means to carry out the

best plans and the most appropriate system.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
fPHE usual fortniffhtly meeting of tlie Class of Design of tliis Association was
J. held in tlio Rooms, Coniluit-street, on I'riday evening; Mr. B. A. C.
Herring in the chair.

Mr. C. II. F. Lewis (Hon. Sec. of the CIa.ss) fead the minutes of proceedings
at the previous meeting, whicli were approved of .and confirmed.

The sketch for the evening was a " Town Hall." A lai'ge number of sketches

were handed in, and closely criticised.

EXTERNAL DETAILS.
Mr. S. C. Rogers then read a paper, which was entitled, " Some Remarks on

the Desiming of External Details."

The following is a copy of the ])aper, whicli was listened to with much atten-

tion, and at its close an animated discussion took place :

—

ISCl'rOSK uo one would dispute tliat whatever niouIile<l or carved work Is placed
on the outside of a building: sliould be so desijjfned as to be susceptible of as

little as possible chani»:e by the action of the weatlier or any other aj^ent.

Of the nuitcrials we have at our comuiaud for external wallin*^, very few indeed
liave the property of beius: insoluble in water. A stream of rainwater directed for a
lenj^h of^tlme over many stones will entirely remove the original surface ; but good
bricks exposed to the same treatment would be far more durable : yet the practical
etfeet on stonework and brickwork may be considered to be much the same, as tlie

numerous mortar joints of the hitter would be certainly destroyed.
It is obvious, then, whatever material we work on, that our primary care should be

to get all rainwater off" it as speedily as possibly. Kaiu does not collect on the
vertical faces of buildings, but on the Ilorizoutal and inclined ones ; so that every
projection from the walls of a building forms a rain -receiver, and, unless properly
contrived, also a disperser of tlie rain about the walls. This is all so obvious that I

should not have written it had I not seen that, like many otiicr of tlie most obvious
things, it is forgotten, or at least disregarded. Vi'e all know tlie contrivance called a
drip, which acts on the aversion of water to run upwards. Wherever, in any projec-
tions, a drip is contrived, nothing can answer its purpose better, lint in coping and
window sills the drip is merely formed by a frequently almost Invisible channel, very
susceptible of being clog<jed with dirt, and so tailing in its purpose. Or the eilge of
the coping or sill being chipped, as often is the case, a stream of rain will descend
the wall tnrougli every cliip. It is, therefore, very desirable that tlie drip channed
should be of siiflicicnt size ; or, jicrhaps, were the under side of sills and copings to

to be sunk, in the same manner as the corona of the Grecian Doric order, it wouRl be
inij>ossii)le tor the water to reach the walls, even were the stone chipped ; for as long
as an;/ portion of the under surface remained, it would throw on the wet. The
ends of sills require special attention ; they are commonly furnislied with long, black
rain-streaks running down the face of the wall. There are some very graceful sills

at the Chapter-house (1 suppose it is called) in ,St. l^aurs-ehurcJiyardT The main
portion of the sill is thumb-moulded, and, of course, throws the wet ofl' better than
the ordinary square sill.

I stated that the frequency ofthe mortar joints renders brick an unfavorable ma-
terial for projections, as, if the joints are'exposed to the action of the wet, they will

form excellent cliannels for conducting the water down the face—just as they do at
the top of uncoped walls ; but if the weathering be covered with Portland cement or
metal, this defect of the joints would be counteracted. Nor is there any reason that
the corona should not be formed of stone : but in any case the fillet at the top of the
eymatium should be formed as a drip, as well as the corona. Of all external details,

however, I think that cornices are file least appropriate to be formed of brick, as the
dimensions of bricks do much to prevent boldness of design ; perhaps the finest brick
cornice is to be formed by large brackets carrying arches to support the corona ; tor of
course it is natural th.-it such diflerent objects as brick or stone cornices should not be
identical in design. 1 believe that much of the old ornamental brickwork is con-
structed of moulded bricks ; the bricks employed in the battering faces of the Chinese
wall, and which arc not of a square section, are also moulded to the shape. Moulded
bricks are being now manufactured to a far greater extent than they were a few years
since, but still an immense amount of cut brickwork is executed. But it appears to
me that the same quality of softness which renders bricks easily cut, also exposes
them exceedingly to the action of the weatlier.
Rainwater is extraordinarily destructive of Portland stone, which after a long

course of rain washing, completely resembles in textui^, the roe of a fish, a rescm-
blancewhich obtained for it Its name of Itoe-stone. At St. Paul's, some portions of
the dado at the southern entrance, which have a south-west aspect, have been so
maltreated by the driving rains, that the shells embedded in the stone, now project
considerably above the surface.
The rain which falls on the almost flat top of the ordinary cornice of the classic

styles," flows quietly dowu.the eymatium and otlier mouldings, and tlrops off at the
under edge of^tlie corona, and in its progress down the mouldings it gradually
sweeps away everything which is angular in them — arrises disappear, beads are
diminished, quirks widened, .and the ornamental work often put to the eymatium is

reduced to a simply roughened snrface. An ornamental moulding above the corona
usually serves to collect the wet at the elevated points of the ornament, and thence
transmit it across the face of the corona, thus fluting the corona in imitation of that
of the very enriched order employed at tlie Treasury buildings ; also the under edge
of the corona is usually worked into incipient stalactites, as may frequently be re-

marked in oldjcornices. The most p-emarkable example which 1 have seen of the
result of an unprotected moulding upon the work beneath it, is to be noticed over the
entrance of t:apel-court in liarlholomew-lane. Tiiere a leaf moulding surmounts a
broad facia, .and the rain descending the backbones of the leaves has washed the
facia into vertical strips alternately black and white, which colors gradating beauti-
fully into each other make the facia appear corrugated, and so extremely neat is this

appearance, that not until I had closely examined it, was I sure that the facia was
not actually corrugated. Itain water never drops oif a cornice while it can flow down
it. The ogee bracket so much in favor with Wren is generally, when applied to

cornices, placed either flush with the corona, or at least it projects beyond the drip.

So much of the rain as descends the corona between the brackets is thrown ofl' by
the drip, but the rest descends the brackets, and thence the walls. The church
towers of .St. Hride, St. Marylebone, and others, have a bracketted cornice thus
formed, and the stages immediately beneath the cornices in these towers are colored
black and white in vertical stripes, and as the brackets and the inter-brackets are
equal, so are the stripes. TTiis natural polychromy is faintly marked in the churches
I have named, compared to that of St. Antholin's tower, Watllng - street,

where it has the effect of paint. .^lost Oothic strings and cornices are
designed with an evidently studied relation to their purpose, and at the same
time are frequently of very graceful form. Yet, on the other hand, (just as
though the Gothic designers, like the Vicar of Wakefield, "were tired of beiiig always
discreet,") numerous label mouldings have no sort of drip, and many windows are
without sills, and many a triple weathering is not formed to throw off wet. Many
Italian windows have a simple bolection moulding all round, which produces a very
pretty efl'ect until the wet destroys the beauty of the top and bottom portions of the

moulding which are substituted for cornice and sill. Most of the examples I have given
are of some age, but I cannot say that ire have altogether improved on them. I can
name two equally lieautiful buildings : one Venetian Gothic, the other Classic, exe-
cuted about twelve montiis sinia', the party coloured Gothic^ building having no
apparent drips except the points of undercut leaves, is now more'party-coloured than
was even intended ; while the ("lassie structure having the niisi^rtune to possess a

very rich window-string above tlie ground floor, supported by brackets of elaborated

and charming design, hutjhitth with thf corona of the strhifi, the good stone-work and
(inely carved spandrels and guiiloche below, are chequered with grimy stains, which
of course obscure the efftct of the carving, and in time will destroy the carving

Itself.

It is a good plan to form the Yertical Joints oftho topi ofcoralcci with • ilaklnc
from the joint, so that no water should remain there a niomont to have tti« chaoeeoi
working through as it often does, and then forming a vertical Unu of deeajr on the
otherwise proteoti'd entablature. I very much admire the high and curved waatbtr-
Ings which Gothic architeK-ture has been, I supiiose, the meant of iDtrodaetac Into
Classic work; of course the velocity with which the rain ilioots offlhrmmiut b*
most advantageous.
The laim' main cornices of modern city buildings are much objected to on account

of the light they intercept, aud in some of the narrow streets which they are em-
ployed iu, light Is a serious consideration. 1 myself have murt! obJi.i-tion to tlH-m on
account of ttie danger there is iu the projection conaidered needful for their eir(.ct.

Accidents with cornices are of every day occurreooc, but they are not heard of
beyond the small circle of men cDffa^fed where they occur, unleiw they should be
uufortnnately fatal. Then the papers teem with BUggcatlous and denunciations whicb
cease gradually without liaviug hiid any apparent effect. It appears to one that the
tieliig in cornices with iron is an awkward expedient, and not alwaya a trustworthy uuc.
Nor do I think that it is appropriate to introduce coruiccs of great projection into a
building whose windows have but half-brick reveals, and are piled slorjr over
story, without any bold features of grouping, such as three-story columns or
pilasters.

The ordinary arrangement of mouldings In (Jlasslc cornices admits of but slight

improvement: the flllet at the top would usually need to be two indies in width,
instead of half-inch, so that it might be formed as a drip, and 1 should suppose It

would then appear more elegant if designed with a receding face. Indeed, I expect
that the fillet, corona, and other similar members would follow iu the i

and that mouldings would be less of the circular section, and more of the ooole
curves than at present employed, itracketed cornices are frequently very handsome,
especially when the brackets sprlug from the architrave, unless the frieze Is

exaggerated to admit of windows ijetween the brackets, which is a practice 1 do not
think elegant. I sliouhl prefer shaped brackets to consoles for main cornices ; con-
soles seem more proper for positions near the eye. 1 have noticed one cornici' of a
very unique design : it is of the usual form above the Ijedmould ; but below the

corona Is a fiat nlember of a heiglit equal to tlie projection of the corona from It

;

beneath this band is a series of three Uliets, the topmost of which proJi<:t« atwut an
inch, I think, before the band. The shadow Is thus inclosed, ami always appears
very black and deep, causing the coruice to seini of greater projection than it really

is. I do not think it projects at the utmost more than Vi inches, though at the top of

a three-story building. In designing cornices aud other details, a series of equal or
similar mouldings seldom has anytliing hut a tame ell'eet. Killels are more sus-

ceptible of tripling Willi effect than other mouldings.
It is very unpleasant to walk under a main cornice, whenipouring all the rainwater

which falls on a flat i feet wide, upon the heads of the unwary. In cement cornices

I have seen the slope of the weathering reversed, and the water transferred to the

main gutter. Jl.any main cornices nrt gutters. X have also seen a design for a main
cornice, in which after the water was carefully conducted backivards, it was shot-
not info the gutter, but Into the street, through a series of channels, connected with
the dolphins' heads on the eymatium.
Many of the inferior details of a building need care with regard to the iirovision for

removing the wet. The bosses at ends ot labels often are thoroughly destroyed by
wet, which I think it is a great pity any carving should be. Small pediments often

cast black stains down the walls. When a feature corresponding to the (jothic

broach Is seen iu Classic buildings, it seldom has any drip mouldings about it, but It

is a troublesome matter to manage well. Fretted strings should not be without a
protecting moulding ; the sets-ofl'of buttresses are better with the drip moulding of

the;back continued round. Base moiddings also require proper drips, when possible.

Rustics need some care also.

Balustrades usually get their base mouldings, as well as their capping, destroyed

not only by wet, but by the chipping of them by persons approaching ; but where
one side only is approachable, the weathering could fall towards the opposite side,

and the drip would be preserveii. The balustrade is a feature in which Gotliie archi-

tecture is unsuccessful : the columns and arches arc surely a very indifl'erent sub-

stitute for balusters : the Gothic perforated parapets arc often very beautiful. But

all kinds of Gothic p.arapets and balustrades often stretch the length of a building

without the intervention of a single dado or pinnacle. The result is a very monoto-
nous appearance, exactiv such as a frieze of W) feet long, carved with similar foliage

throughout, would have.' Tablets are sometimes placed in long friezes, by way of

periods. A balustrade, stretching :!0 feet without any intervening pedesuls, hasaUo
a flimsy appearance j you might naturally expect to see its skyUne lorm a subtle curve

inwards.
, , ,j v ,

UfiUty directs that tlie reveals of all door and window openings should be cham-
fered, and when chamfers are moulded they form a very ricn decoration. They (gve

very much variety to an opening, as the succession of mouldings on each side of it

has a diflbrent appearance, unless wheu the spectator is placed immediately in its

central line. Projecting moulding round the reveahs looli handsome, and boldly

bracketed cornices also are eftected. Many excellent doorways have lately been

executed with brackets, i or 4 feet in length, supporting cornices. I disUkc the

union of a curve with a straight line without a break, as common in .Jacobean open-

ings, but on plan it usually appears very weak indeed, the point ofjunction seeming

to have sunk backwards.
, ,, , ,.,. j •

So much as to our examples ol external details, and what shall I say of the design-

ing of those of the future 1 External details need no peculiarity in llie process of

design. Design is of the same nature whatever it is employed in. lo be able to

design an object, it is primarily necessary that the designer shall be thoroughly ac-

quainted with the purpose of the object, the materials and mode of workmanship by

which it is to be put into execution, and the conditions of durability. .\lso must the

artist know how to produce beauty. Here we have three principles of good art,

utility, stability, beauty, which the desig-ner must know how toembody in his work.

This knowledge is the result, not of the simple passage ot tune, but of the passing

time in the study of art, of its triumphs and its failures. The knowledge of these

principles is not sufficient for the designer, unless he is prepared to put them m prac-

tice. For these two, to know the way, and so to do, are not identical, nor does the one

inevitably succeed the other. To embody these principles hi a design, even in the

simplest needs thought. To design such an old, old object as a Classic cornice, a

little thought is requisite ; but to design something new, what a series of lievisings

and expuiigings must be accomplislied ! Then do we find tlie truth of Mr. Kawlm-
sons statement that the first requisite of design is thought, thouglit is the second,

and the third is—thought. .... •

I should he pleased to have sufficiently interested my auditors to-night, to provoke

such a discussion as I might have expected had 1 breathed a word as to the eom|>a-

rative merits of Gothic or Classic architecture. Shall I say that even iuthcexteiTial

details these styles we have seen need revisiou 7 Shall I say that 1 hoiie to see it take

place; to see the new style arise, as the delicate Early Euglisli and the noble Grt-ck

styles once arose—to see the new style arise, useful, bright, and beautiful ? wbicli 1 am
sure will result the soonir from the universal practical adherence to our collcctue

motto—Design with Beauty, Build iu Truth.—(Loud applause).

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY. ,,,.,. ,

AT the usual fortnightly meeting of the members of the Livcrpo<d Arcliitcctural

and Arclia:ologlcal Society, Mr. G. A. AinsLEV read the concluding portion

of his paper on "Color as applied to Ecclesiastical Decorations, and the History

and Practice of tliat Art, ' the first part of which was read at the last meeting.

For the information of those members who were absent on the former ijccasion,

Mr. Audsley gave a brief epitome of the principles of color which he then

laid down ; and then entered upon the subject ot ecclesiastical decoration, the

art aud its modem practice. There was, he said, at the present time a great
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IMlK of pnjadlce agkinst the iDtiodnetion of painted ornaments into our

ehnSea. So sound reason eould, however, be given for this prejudice. That
ft partakn of Koman Catliolicism, and that it is expensive were two of the ar-

gvment* most Moomonly advanced against it. The former araon<rst persons of sense

eoald make no way ; ana as regarded the latter he was of oniniou. that were the art

liberally encoursirxKi. its present expense would be reduced to one-half, while

its character would, of necessity, bv education. 1»' improved. II inspiration in this

beautifuland truly artistic and arcfiitectural art were soufht at the fountain-head,

uttely. from the remains spared ttt us from the crushlnj; wheels and blighting breath

or Time, how easv the task t>cc«me: they might turn over the pages of those vellum

wonders, Bnding'more than enough to lead them on their way, more than enough, it

they were alone to copy, to decorate—.nnd that with a fwliug and spirit they could

caree hope to attain—all the sacred buildings in our land. They must not, how-
ever, copy verbatim the works of the middle ages ; they were now differently situ-

ated u r«arded reU^on and manners, and corresponding changes must be made in

most worta of Gothic art Xor was it nwessarj- to introduce mto our Protestant

ehorehea thoee features which savoured of Roman Catholicism ; taste and good
senae most here b«' the safeguard, and all must be tempi^red to suit the building under

treatment. H< next proceeded to make a few remarks on the modern application of

the art. divi.linc: them Into separate licads-as having rilerence to the several por-

tioos of ; nterior. premising that circumstances altered cases, and that at

all time- - would not applv. He first touched upon wall decorations,

remark : i
- of stone or plaster might be decorated in many ways with great

iff, •.,{ suitable decorative mediums might be applied to nearly all ojjen or

b:L i u the decoration ol large spandrels, which were so common in trothic

bi.i :irtist must introduce some rich and hold centre-piece, such as a geo-

metrii- (..mIuc lignre, chargwl with a symbol, a mono<rram, or some suitable heraldic

earicluueut or embbuon. The color of this leading design must be superior, though
In harmony with, the decoration surrounding it. There were several ways of com-
pleting the composition with the centre ornament he had alluded to—firstly, by
Oeoorative scroll-work, similar in character to that of the twelfth and thirteenth

eentnrles. staring fh>m behind it and sweeping into the form of the spandrel, richly

colored in flat, hanl-edgcd shading tmts ; soft graduated colors in Gothic

ornament must be avoided, as havmg no effect at a distance. Secondly, the wall

surrounding the leading ornament may be covered by a diaper or some neat gcorac-

trieal design injrold and colors upon the natural stone, or upon some harmonious
groondwork. Thirdly. The centn-piece may be painted alone upon the stone, or

upon a neutral or hgh't positive tinted ground, having a border around the mouldings

of the arches. &c., enclosing the space. Fourthly. Instead of a geometric outlined

centi«-picce a Gothic scroll or ribbon, creased to suit the;sliape of the spandrel, may
be usedT havingate.xt or motto upon it in black letter. When decoration was not

carried (o the extent he had described, a rich ribbon alone might be creased in an
rt^tk manner .around the upper side of the hood-moulds. When the space above
the chancel-arch was to be decorated, the same suggestions might be applied as were
In the aisle arch spandrels, although owing to its shape (that of an arch above .and

below) three principal ornaments might be used, a major one, of course, being
placed at the apex of the hood-mould. Tictorial decoration, perhaps, would be most
suitable here ; it was a position favorable to a fine composition, and the several deco-

imtiTe figures throughout the church might here be brought together to form one gor-

geous whole. 1 n the chancel or choir the only ditforence of the wall decoration might
consist in its being richer in color or moreelaborate in design. Diaperin^and powdering
might be applied fo those Hat or plain surfaces of wall which were to be enriched, but
had no great prominence in the general designs of the interior, (iothic mouldings,from
the earliest ages, seem to have been richly decorated : they were very suitable for

receiving the highest play of color, assisted by the natural effect of light and shade.
The mouldings in a Gothic interior occupied a very prominent and influential

rsltion bi the list of decorations, as they were naturally, but much more so

richly colored and gilded. lie made various suggestions for the decoration of
mouldings, as also of shafts, and ne.xt alluded to groined roofs, which presented
favorable surfaces for elaborate decoration, and, he said, of all portions of a Gothic
Interior, they were most suited to receive it. The canopy effect of the vault in itself,

spanned and laced with richly moulded ribs, seemed, unaided by color, fully to satisfy

the eye ; while, when blazing with decorative splendours, its effect was sublime in

the extreme. The decoration of groins was somewhat similar in its principles to

that of spandrels. The centre feature, with attendant ornaments, should be intro-

duced In each comp-artment of the vault, if it were simply ribbed, as in the Norman
and Early English examples ; but when cross-ribbed in the complex manner of the
late Decorated or Perpendicular, designs of a smaller and simpler character must be
Introduced, such as emblazoned shields with ribbons, small scrollwork compositions,
Ac, the ornament of course agreeing with the style or period it was applied to.

Under the head of general ornaments might be included all the representations of
ar«'hitectural omainents. such as canopies, capitals, buttresses, and mouldings, and
the very numerous enrichments distributed in a (iothic interior. All these must be
treated in a truly conventional manner ; conventionalism was one of the greatest
poculiarilies or characteristics of Gothic decoration, and might be looked upon as
being its greatest charm and recommendation. Uaviug described the various
methods of decorating oakwork, and the different modes of carving, he said, iu con-
clusion,— 1 trust the few hints I have just offered, though almost worthless in them-
flehres, may have the effect of inducing some to lully study the truly beautiful art
with which they are connected. The world is a\vakening from a sleep of many
years, and Is beginning to appreciate the beauties found everywhere, scattered
amongst the works of the past ; more may yet be found—the mine is not yet robbed
of allitaore; there are other veins, if we know but which way they lie; the shaft
Is not deep enough, but It will be deeper yet. Who will be the successful miner?
The lecturer was much applauded.

(^anespM&mct

\

DUNDEE—KINLOCn MOXUMENT COMPETITION.
Sir,—The article wliich you quoted from the Daily Argus in your last

Number, relative to the above competition, has evidently been written by a
demi-architect in a s''mi-comie style.

It is amusing to note with what dexterity he plays at " ktiock-em-down " wifli

all the dengns, except his favorite, No. 12, " which has the merit " of appearing
(onl^ in hi* own eyra) " original and successful."
Will you have the gootliiess to give publicitj', in your able review, to the

following extract from the Dundee Adverther, an a reply to the able writer in
the Da ill/ Argtif, who has seen very little in his life, "when he never saw a
bust in a Gothic work before," but who can imagine great things when he can
(Oppose the "episcopal spire sunk in the earth" to bring it in semblance with
CTie of the designs—" The best in the collretion."

I am, &c..

Your Cokbtant Reader.

de.sigx kor the kini.och .monument.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE DL'NOEF. ADVERTISER.

Sir,—On« Of Tour contemporaries of .Saturday, in a leading article on these designs,
which arc now being exhibiled to the public in a shop in Reform-street, makes short
work of the Greek, Itoman, and Gothic productions, and points apparensly with
great satisfaction, to the design No. 12, which, however, he does not classify with
any style or order in architecture, but says it Is original—meaning, no doubt, of a

new order—and, besides being original, he says that it is also successful. This is all

hat could be wished for in a new order of architecture, and it will be gratifying to
the architectural world to hear of this success, especially when so many have tried
their hands before, and failed. The greatest anxiety will no doubt exist to find out
the author of this so successful production. If report be true, Dundee will have the
honor of being the abode of this eminent worthy, or at least it will be between
Dundee and a neighbouring village. Writers in newspapers have often erred in
their criticisms on architectural works, but here there can be no mistake. Hear his
description of this wonderful production:—" It has a lower stage broadjenough to give
thorough stability to the superstructure, and yet so relieved by its rustic work and
niches as to take away any appearance of clumsiness." Now, a near approach to
this description is found in the most of our factory chimney-stalks, especially in
those of more modern date—Messrs. Grimond's, for instance, and Mr. Thomson's,
which, by the by, is not far from the site for the intdnded wonder. They
have also lower stages broad enough to give thorough stability to the super-
structure, and yet so relieved by rustic work as to take away any appear-
ance of clumsiness. With the exception of the niches, and the statue which is

mtended, he says, for Kinloch, the similarity is complete. As to the superstructure
in this original and successful design, a square shaft of masonry is earned up to the
height of, some say 80 feet, and otiiers 100. The chimneys referred to are also ear-
ned up to a considerable height to carry ofl' all impurities, when the original design
in question has apparently no earthly object in being carried up, unless to show
off what apparently appears to be a butter-milk can, or else to harmonise with Mr.
Thomson's chimneys in the neighbourhood, of which, at a distance, it will appear to
form one. But hear his reason :—The can is placed on the top to do away with the
absurdity which all good critics have long ago discarded—the hoisting of statues on
the top of columns, where their proportions are entirely lost. Notsowiththecan,
which can be made to any proportion. According to this worthy, Mr. G. (iilbert
Scott, in erecting the Raglan Memorial the other day in London, in putting a statue
on the top has made a great mistake. 1 am very much mistaken if the subscribers
will pass by the Classical designs and adopt one the height of absurdity. His com-
parisons of some of the designs with existing monuments—except it be with that
tiling at Fortar—are utterly devoid of truth. To show this, X need only mention bis
comparison between a Gothic design—the qest in the collection—and the top of St.

Paul's Episcopal spire. By inserting this in your next impression you will oblige
Swab.

[ If true, as reported, that the designs are to be submitted to Mr. Hunter, of
Blackness, there need be little fear of his making a judicious selection. Our corres-
pondent makes some remarks as to our contemporary's critic being a coinpetitor,
and the author of No. 12, "Scotia," which we strike out as incredible.—Ed. D. A.^

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Fetitionh Recorded to Jam;ary 18. 18rj0.

Mr. Robert Burley, of Glasgow, for " Improvements in handles for hammers and
similar tools."

Sir. Aurelius B. Mitchell, of Bumilngham, for " Improvements In ornamenting
brass knobs for doors, &c."
Mr. Charles Norton, of St. Martin's-place, Oamden-town, for an " Improved port-

able scaflblding, adapted for constructing, ornamenting, and repairing buildings."

Grants.
M. Louis Armand Le Blanc de St. Just, of the British and Foreign Oflice for

Patents, No. iB, Wclbeck-street, Cavendish-square, "An improved machine for
cutting soft and hard stones in open quarries." Protection six months.

JI. Joze Luis, of the British and Foreign OIBce for Patents, No. IB, Wclbeck-
street, Cavendish-square, "An improved brickmaking machine."—A communication
from abroad by Joseph Tenaud, of Paris, in the empire of France. Protection six
mouths.

Notices to Proceed.
3Ir. George Gowland, of Liverpool, " Improvements in surveying instruments for

measuring angles."

Colonial Patents.
Mr. George Brooks, of the town of Geelong, in the county of Grant, Victoria,

"Improvements in the construction and working ofwindow blinds, and in window
sashes,"—Dated 22nd December, lsr»s.

Mr. Michael Waugh and Andrew llylsop, both ofthe city ofMelbourne, " Improve-
ments in preparing surfaces applicable for pavement, floors, and other purposes."—
Dated IGth May, 1839.

Foreign Patents.
M. F. L. Bur, of Awans, for "A ventilatorfor chimneys."—Dated 15th December

1S.5!».

M. George W. Dana, of Durand, HI., for an " Improved lock."

M. Do Villcrs and Co., represented by L. Baudouin, of Brussels, for "A mode of
incrusting ornamental porcelain into marble."—Dated 26th March, 1850.

M. F. Hoffmann and A. Licht, represented by D. Herode, of Schaerbeek, for "A
circular continuous kiln lor baking bricks and manufacturing lime."—Dated 17th

December, 18.00.

M. Riley Root, of Galesburg, III., for an " Improved surveying instrument."
M. T. J. Sloan, represented by 11. Biebuyck, of Brussels, for an imported invention

of " A mode of fastening jointed shutters."—Dated 10th December, 1850. -(French
I'atent, 8th December, 1858.)

M. B. F. Sturtevant, ot Boston, Slass., for an "Improved lathe attachment for

cutting veneers."
M. .lohn G. Treadwell, ofAlbany, N.Y., for an " Improvement in stoves."

M. X. Tarte and W. Toovey, of St .lossc-ten-Noode, for " A complete system ofin-

combustible constructions, such as buildings, bridges, Ac."—Dated Hth December
1850.

TENSERS SENT IN.
Leeds.

For the carpenters' and joiners' work for the chapel for the new workhouse
erecting at Leeds.

Tomlinson, Leeds £!>24 fi 4

Executors of late Thomas Hall, Leeds 854

Thorp and Atkinson, Leeds 848

Neill, Bradford 8;U 4
Winn and Pawson, Leeds 780 10 8
William Britton, Leeds (accepted) 769 15

Baper, Farnley, near Lee<l8 747

Bradford, Tobkshire.
For the erection of three stuff warehouses in Wall-street, Bradford. Mr. E. Milnes,

architect, DO, Hull-buildings, Bradford.
The following are the names of the contractors :

—

Masonry, Burnley and Barker; joinery, J. and W. Beanlands; plumbin'jand glazing,

James Keighlej- ; plastering, Charles Hammond; slating, Wm. Hill and Son;
ironfounding, the Railway Foundry Co. ; painter, Wm. Hird.

The accepted tenders amoimt to £8,750.
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In. in. in.

10 9 8
8. d. B. d. s. d.

W. Stannard, plumber 3 fi..3 3.

Town of Kyde, Isle of Wight.
Tenders for laying caut-lrou aockct pipes, and providing and fixing service pipes

to the housca.

Latfinff Cast-iron Socket Pipes.
81ze of pipes.
in. in. in. in. in. in. In.

6 S 4 3 2j 5 11
8. d. B. d. 8. d. B. d. 8. d. 8. d. a.

.a 3. .2 0..1 11. .1 6..1 4..1 1..1) ..„,„.„,
F. Newman, plumber* 3 0..2 9. .2 6..1 10. .1 8..1 6..1 4..1 2..1 0..1 j"P*'^ '""•

• Accepted.
The prices include all carriage, implements, labor, and materials, excepting pipes,

collars, and irregui.ir pieces.
Service Pipes.

Weight of lead pipes 1 Inch to weigh 56 lbs per 15 feet length.
Ditto » do. do. 3Uto40 ditto
Ditto I do. do. 30 ditto
Ditto i do. do. 28 ditto

Galvanized iron. Each pipe of the above sizes to carry a pressure of .350 feet.

Lead.
1 in. S in. £

W. Stannard Is. 1

F. Newman..

W. Stannard .

F. Newman. ..

W. Stannard . .

.

F. Newman

W. Stannard
F. Newman..,

W. .Stannard
F. Newman

W. Stiinnard
F.Newman

W. Stannard .

F.Newman...

W. Stannard .

.

F. Newman...,

W. Stannard ..

F. Newmjin....

W. Stannard .

F.Newman...

OS.

lOs.

7s.

98.

38.

Is.

Is.

Is.

Is.

Is.

18.

OS.

OS.

OS.

Os.

m

W. stannard ..

F. Newman

lOid. .. 8d. .

.... Is. 33. .. lljd. .. Sd. .

Galvanized Iron.
.... Os. 7d. .. Sd. .. 5d. .

7d. .. 5d. ..4Sd. .

Stoch^s Patent Bib Cock.^.

1 inch. I inch. J inch.
7s. (id. .. (is. (W. .. Ss. Od.

Od. .. 6s. Od.

StocJa' Patent Stop Cocks.
6d. .. Gs. (id. .. Ss.

Od. .. 6s. (id. .. 48.

Lambert's Ferrules.
3d. .. 28. 8d. .. 28.

(id. .. 23. Od. .. Is.

Galvanized Iron Bends.
Od. .. Os. lOd. .. Os.

Od. .. 08. lOd. .. Os.

Galvanized Iron Elbows.
Od. .. OS. lOd. .. Os.

Od. .. Os: lOd. .. Os.

Galvanized Iron T Pieces.

Od. .. Is. Id. .. Os.

ed. .. Is. Id. .. Is.

Diminishing Sockets.

Od. .. 08. 6d. .

«d. .. Os. 5d. .,

Plain Sockets.

Sd. .. Os. 4d. .

Sd. .. Os. Id. .. Os. ^d.
Caps^ Plugs, Nipples, ami Back Nuts.

(id. .. Os. r>a. .. Os. 5d.

^in.
7Ad. 1 At per foot run. including

hooics, tacks, and solder.

Ditto.

4d.

(3d.

Od.

3d.

9d.

8d.

9d.

8d.

9d.'

9d.

Od.

linch.
4a. 4d.

48. 3d.

4s.

3s.

Is.

Is.

Os.

Os.

4d.l
Od.

!

9d.l
M.]

8d. 1

8d.

!

8d.

8d.

Each.

Each.

Each.

Each.

Each.

•

I
Each.

Sd.
08. 4}d.

Os. 3d.

03. .3d.

• Each.

Each.

Os. (M. Os. 5d. Os. 43d.
I>'gi/ing out and making good Ground, (fc.

7(1
"

08.

08. ; I
Each.

W. Stannartl Sd. per yard lineal.
F.Newman 3d. (litto.

Newman's.tender for lead and iron services accepted.

SCAMMONDEN, YOBKSHIRE.
For the erection of Scammonden Parsonage, Yorkshire. Mr. E. Wyndhajn Tarn,

M.A., architect.

Masons' Work, including Slating.
Stott £6(>0

I

Cookroft (accepted) 520
Brook SiS

I

Carpenters* and Joiners' Work, including Painting and Staitiing
Youdon £383 9 8 I Balmford (accepted) 290
Walker 347 10 o|

Plustering.
SotelilTe £57 1 Eastwood (accepted) £45
Morton 48 6

1

Plumbing and Glazing.
Chadwiek £73 10

| Boothroyd (accepted) £60 IS

. ,
Papering.

KmghtandCo £15 11 I Brook (accepted) £13 13
Metcalf 15 o|

Bellhanging
Wilson (accepted) £8 10

|
Schoiefield £7

Leicester.
1. For keeping in repair, including braziery, glazing, and painting
when required, all the public lamps of the Borough (about 800),
for tile year 1800 ; plate-glass to be used for the bottoms, and
l.:)-oz. flatted ^lass for the tops and sides; and the lamps to be
sent for, and rehxed by the contractor (per-year)

a. For new lamps, entirely of copper, twice painted, of a design to be
approved by tlie Committee, with piate-giass bottoms, and 15-oz.
flatted glass for tops and sides ; the copper work to weigh not less
than 6 lbs., and a sample lamp to be sent unglazed and unpainted

, r, . ,
(per lamp)

•'• * or iron columns, of the same design as those near the Swan and
1wo Necks, m Granby-strcet, the clear iron to weigh not less than 3i
cwt., to bo painted twice and delivered when and where required,

FA "'"Jl<'s or baskets for lamps, wcigiiing not less than IftJ lbs.
lixed thereon. The tenders to bo at per column anil cradle complete

, _, (per column)
4. * or wTOught-iron brackets and standards, fixed and painted twice

K XT . (at per lb.)
o. * or pamtmg all the columns, brackets, and lamps in April, May, or
June ne.xt, as the Committee may determine ; the columns and
brackets to be dark green, and the lamps light green, to be pamted

£ s. d.

26

2

3i

22 10

,, „ ^^
Frederick's-place, Hampstead-boad.

i or alterations and adjitlons at No. .36, Frederick's-place, Hampstead-road, for J.
Jiawes, l.sq. Mr. J. Tanner, architect and surveyor, Ki, Union-court, Old Broad-
street, h.C. Qu.tntlties supplied :—
Messrs Tiirner and Sons £197 12 I Mr, R. Lawrence £137 12
Mr. Battcrlmry 145 12 Mr. Taylor 134 4
Messrs. Matthews and Co 141 12

_
,

PRESTEIGN, RABNORSHinE.
For new school-room, Beddoe's Charity, l>reeteign. W. Mansfield, architect,

Kington, Herefordshire.
Page, Leominster £600 I Forester, Presteign 513 9
Davies, Presteign (accepted) .... 515 | Frice.Presteign.: 610

For alterations at No. 37, Frederlek'a-place, Hanip^ti ,;.l-riM.i
Mr. .T. Timncr, arclUtcct and surveyor, 1«, IJiiion-ctmrt (ji

Quantities supplied :

—

Messrs. Turner and Sons £495 12 1 Mr. M. Lawnmee....
Mr. Batterbury 328 12 • Mr. Taylor
Messrs. Matthews and Co 204 12

|
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CORN EXCIIANCJE .-V-Vl) PlIiLlC ROOMS.

Koss.—For designs for tlie Ross Corn Exchange, I'utlic ICuunia, and Markcta. The
entire cost of the buildings. Including fitlings, painliug, and decoration nrrhiterfg
commission, and clerk of works, must not exiitd £2,7.iO. The b" : i,t
comprise a corn-exchange (whicli will be occasionally used as a <'i) i„
seat six hundred persons), a butter and poultry market, for Ht-lit ,1

reading-room, library, andclass-rnom, also rooms for hali-kci
1

,-.,

conveniences. The plans, elevations, and sections, must all !
,,i

scale of eight feet to an inch, and be accompanied by 11 deiui;.
1 it-

works as well as a definite estunat<; of the cost. 'The Coniuuii 01 m.- 1 i,ia-
pany (who will be assisted by a professional architect) will award a premium ul'
£50 for the best design, and £20 for the second best design, the premiated desiguH
to become the absolute property of the Committee, but tlic (Jommlttcc reserve to
themselves the rio^ht of rejecting the whole of the designs, if in their Jndgment
there should not beany one suitable for the purposes mteiided, or any that arc
not in conformity with the foregoing stipulations. If tlie author of either of tho
premiated designs should be engaged by the Cunmiittee to supeiintend the ex(K;utioii
of the works theprenuum will he merged in a conmiissiou to bea^retfdupon. "The
designs to be sent free of expense to \V. li. Hail, Ksq., .SpringHeld, Ross, without
the autiior's name, but with a motto. A sealed letter, bearing the motto, and con-
taining the autiior's name and address, to accompany each design. A plan of the
site, and further particulars, can bi: obtained of Mr. Frederick Gordon, Hon. Sec,
at the Oflice ot Mr. Minott, the Solicitor to the Company. Designs to
February 20.

LAYING OCT, Ac. CEMETERY.
LrvEBPOOL.—For designs and estimates for enclosing, laying out, and embelllahing
the new cemetery for the parish of Liverpool. The designs must embrace the
following particulars :—1. A ground plan of the site, showiuj^ the roads and walks

;

the land to be set apart for ornamental plantiug ; the sites of the chapels; the pro-
fiosed general division of the cemetery, and also its division Intograve spaces; tho
ines of drainage ; the sites of the lodges, stone yards, offices, and other require-
ments for the proper working of tlie cemetery. 2. Sections showing the earth-
work for the re-arrangement of the surface, and the depth, gradients, and
dimensions of tiic sewers and drains. 3. Such other details and suggestions as the
competitor may think necessary for the information and guidance of the Board in
their selection. The site ineludes an area of more than 90 acres. A premium of
£100 will be given for the design considered first in merit, and one of £'>0, and
another ot £30 for the second and third best. The premiated designs to become
the property of tlie Board, who are not to be bound necessarily to employ any of
the competitors to carry out the works. Competitors to state the terms on which
they wiU carry out the works. Lithographed plans of the site, with levels marked
at every 300 feet, and further particuiai-s as to the competition may be obtained on
appUcation from the Clerk. The plans and estimates must be distinguished by a
motto or device, and accompanied by a sealed envelope, containing the name and
address of the competitor, and bearing a similar motto or device to that on the
plan. The plans, and everytliing iuteuded to be submitted therewith, must be
enclosed in a sealed cover endorsed " Plan for Liverpool New Cemetery," and
addressed to Enoch Harvey, Esq., Clerk to the Liverpool Burial Board, 12, Castle-
street, Liverpool, and must be sent to him on or before February 14.

LAYING-OUT LAND FOR BUILDING.
Gbanton, near Edinburgh.—For plans for the best method of laying ont lor
building purposes, part of the estate of Granton, near Edinburgh, the property of
his Grace the Duke of Buceleuch and Queensbury, also plans for the difl'erent

classes of houses to be erected. A premium of £73 will be given for the most
approved plan, £50 for the second, and £25 for the third. The plan of the land
may be seen, and all particulars obtained on personal application to Mr. John
Hawkins. Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lawful day between the hours of
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Printed copies of tlie condition of competition will also be
obtained from 5lr. Hawkins, and the competitors must forward their plans with a
copy of the conditions, signed by them under a sealed cover, as explained by the
conditions, to Messrs. Gibson, U.S., 12, Charlotte-street, Edinburgh. PUns to
March 1.

Newport, Salop.—For plans showing how several pieces of land in the Marsh,
which pieces can be ascertained on application to Mr. Henry Ileane, Newport, can
best be laid out for building sites, reference being had in such plans to the future
conversion of the adjoining lands for similar purposes. The Newport Town and
Marsh Trustees wiU pay £10 for the plan they may consider the best. Any infor-

mation may be had from Mr. Heane, and the plans must be delivered sealed with
motto, and the name in a sealed envelope referring to the motto, before March 1.

LAYING OUT, DRAINING, &c., GROUND FOR CEMETERY.
Halifax.—For designs and estimates for the laying out, draining, and ornamenting
the land purchased by the Corporation of Halifax as a cemetery for tlie borough.
The designs must embrace— 1. A ground plan, showing the carriage roads and
walks, the proposed general divisions of the cemetery iuto two parts, iuid the sub-
division of eacli into grave spaces, diiferiug in size and value ; the positions of the
chapels, lodges, and other requisite structures, and tiie land to be set apart for

ornamental planting. 2. Sections showing the earthworks required for the re-

arrangement of the surface, and the size, depths, and rates of incUnation of the

drains.—The area of the proposed cemetery is vrithin 20 acres. A premium of
twenty guineas will be given for the design which, in the opinion of the Corpora-
tion, is tlie highest in merit ; and a premium of ten guineas for the one which they
consider second best ; and both the premiated designs are to b<'Coine the property of

the Corporation. The plane, estimates, and deacriptioii (if any) must be distin-

guished by a motto or clevice, and be acpompanicd by a sealed envelope, containing
the name and address of the competitor, bearing a corresponding motto or device

to that on the plans, &c. Each comjietitor is requested to state the terms on which
he will superintend, to their completion, the execution of the works ; and if (im-
ployed, the premium is to be merged in the sum paid lor superintendence. L'tnp-

graphcd plans of the site, with the levels shown In contours of five feet altitude,

may be obtained by application to Mr. Edmund Minson Wavcll, Tomi Clerk,

Halifax ; and the competing designs must be sent to his Oflice.Ju the Town-hall,

on or before February 13. (See advertisement).
SCHOOL.S, &c.

Long Ashton, Somersetshire.-For;design8, plans, and estimates are required

for parochial schools and master's house, to be erected in the parish of Long
Ashton, near Bristol. The schools to contain accommodation for lOO boys ana
100 girls, and a class and Committee-room Plans to be in aoeordance with the

directions of Council on Education. Should the successful competitor not be em-
ployed to superintend the works, a premium of £10 10s. will be awarded tijr the

design, &e. Plans to be sent in under motto, to A. E. Way, Esq., Asliton-Ioogc,

near Bristol. The site of the proposed new schools will be shown, and cv^Bry »™or-

mation obtained on application to 31r. Easton, Long Ashton. Plans to t cb. IS.

TOWN-HALL, COVEUED MARKET, &c.

Bishop Auckland. -The Directors of the Bishop Auckland and Market Company
(Lhnlted) are now prepared to give the sum of £20 as a premium for the best plan

of a Town-hall, Covered Market, Ac, to be erected in Bishop Auckland, *UU
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particulars mar be obtained on arpliration to W. B. Cherrctt, Secretary, offices,

bilrer-itrect, Biabop Auckland. I'Uns to February 11.

S-KiintJ.H Town Hall.—A pritc of £JOwlll be fr'^'O" for *lie best desijrn of an
intended Town Hall, in i>kipton. A plan of the site, the amount of the proposed
outlay, and other particulars, may be had on application to Mr. Geoig« Kobinsou,
of Tarnhouae, near ^kipton. No date specified.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
fE.METEKY.

Parish or St. Savioir'*.—Kor the whole or separate portions of the necessary
works for the building and erection of chapels and entrance gates, with the
endosiiig, laylngr-out draininc;, and embellishinj; the burial-srround attached
thereto. Drawings and Specifications can be seen at the Office of Messrs. Hicks
and Isaac, arehitccta, 13, Nortlijratc-street, Bath, on and after January Mb, 1800.

Tenders to January 'J8.

CHAPKL, SCHOOL, &c.
t^CARBOBOCCH.—For the erection of a chapel, school, and vestries to be built in
Castle-road, Scarborough, i'lans, Ac., and quantities, at the Office of Mr.
XeBean, jet merchant, Scarborough, on and after the 17th inst. Tenders to
January 30. (Sit; advertisement).

CHURCHES.
>IORirroN-iN-TiiE-M.\RSH.—For a new tower and spire to the parish church of
Moreton-in-the-Marsh. Plans, Ac, and conditious, by application to T. Comme-
line, Esq., Moreton>ln-the-Marsli, between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Tenders to 3 p.m.,
January 31.

KoRTii MooLS, SoL'THPORT.—For the various works required in the enlargement of
the parish church. North Mools. Southport. i>rawings, Ac, and quantities, at the
Offlceof Sir. Thomas Withnell, architect, London-street, Southport. Tenders to
January 31.

ScTTON, NEAR MACCLESFIELD.— For the variotis works required in the above ex-
tension. Drawings, Ac, at the Office of Messrs. Hayley and Son, architects, Mau-
chester, to the 31st. January. Tenders to January 31.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE.
Lerwick, Scotl.\sd.—For the masons', carpenters', and glaziers', slaters', and
plasterers' works required in the erection of a building at Lerwick, for an Educa-
<ioaal Institute. Plans, 4c., at the Office of Mr. William Smith, architect,
Aberdeen, until February 1st. after which they will be shown by William
Sierewright, Esq., Lcnvick, who will also point out the site, &e. Tenders to
February 15.

EXTENDING PAKADE GKOUND.
FlHSBLRT.—For the works required in extending the parade situate in the Artillery
ground, Fiusbury. Plan, &c., and conditions, at the Offices of Sir. C. F. Maltby,
surveyor to the Company, 73, Coleman-strect, E.C. Tenders to January ae.

(See advertisement.)
HOUSES.

Lansdown.—For the masons' and carpenters' work for a new double villa at Lans-
dowu. Plans, Ac., between (> and 5, at the Office of Mr. James Wilson, architect,
1, Belmont, Bath. The plumbers' and plasterers' work will be tendered for at a
fMuire period. Tenders to February 1.

KITCHEN FIXTUKES.
Leeds,—For the kitchen fixtures, cookius utensils, 8-horse steam boiler and pipes,
hot water apparatus, baths, iron railing for staircases and corridors, &c., and other
smiths' and iroul'ounders' work remiired in the completion ofthe new workhouse in
Beckett-street. Plans, Ac, at tlu' Offices ofMessrs. Perkin and Backhouse, architects,
a, Pease's-bulldings, South-jianidn. on and after Slonday, the asrd inst. Tenders
to be delivered at the Office of 3Ir. Henry Lampeu, Clerk to the Guardians, 1, Lady-
lane, Leeds, before 1*2 o'clock on February 1.

PARSONAGES.
Bbenciilet, Ke>t.—For theeriTtionof the St. Andrew's parsonage house. Pad-
dock wood. Brenchley, Kent. Plans, Ac, at the office of BIr. John M. Hooker,
architect, Brenchley, Kent, on and after the 25th January. Tenders to February
K. (See advertisement).

RESERVOIRS.
Leek, ST.irroRD.sii IRE.—For the enlargement of one of the reservoirs of the LeekW aterworks. Plan, &c., on application to Sir. Hammond, Clerk to the Improve-
ment Commissioners, Leek. Tenders to January 28.

Llaselly.—For the e.vecntion of a tidal reservoir of about 13 acres, with sluice-
gates ; also culverts for diverting the Cilli stream The works comprise three con-
tracts. Plans, Ac. at the Harbour offices, on and after January 20th. Further
particulars on application to Sir.J . R. Lerckroft, Harbour Master, to R. W. Jones,
C ivi. Engineer, Loughan. Separate sealed fenders for each contract, to Feb. 2.

ROADS.
CODitTY or Lasca.ster.—For the repairing and keeping in repair for a term of
seven years the carriageways, footpatlis upon, and surface water drains upon and
under and at the ends of the following public bridges in the county of Lancaster,
which tne inhabitants of that county are bv law liable to repair—viz., Brinksway
Bridge, in the township of Heaton Norri.s ; Broomstair Bridge, in the toivnship of
UMgbtou, CroBsford Bridge, in the township of Stietford, and Shepky Bridge, in

» J i??? P "' Audenshaw. Further particulais on application to Sir. W. Kad-
rord. bridge-master, 41, John Dalton-street, Manciiester. Tenders to Feb. 13.

ORKSET.-l. For an entirely new branch road, measuring 3 miles 1100 yards or
thereby, to extend from a point in the new main or trunk .road between Kirk-
wall and Stromncss, near the mill of Cairslon, In the parish of Stromness, to a
point in the old road at Cluinlay, in the parish of Sandmch.

2. Anotheniew branch road, measuring 1 mile 3-'0yards or thereby, tocommencc
"'•jx)'"' '" the said main or trunk road, at the north march of the state ofM Buscarth, and to terminate bv a junction with the present road from
.W.f" ''"''•"y '0 Kirkwall, at a point about 200 yards north of the house

called the refuge.
3. 'The improvement and thorough repair of a section of the said Blrsay and
Harray road, extendlnf' from the point of junction, with the said branch road
No. A above mentioned, north of the refuge, to Twatt, in the parish of Birsay,
and measuring 7 miles INO yards or thereby.

'•
J*"*

'"provement and thorough repair oi^the Holm road, extending from the
* erry Inn, a t St. Slary's, Holm Sound , to the market ground at Warrentield
near Kirkwall, and measuring r, miles l,(i72 yards or thereby. About 2 7«)
yards of metal have b<en already prepared and laid down along this road, and
will be taken up by the contractor, who will furnish the additional quantitv
required. ^ •'

Pluia, &c., of fbc new roads, Nos. 1 and 2, In the hands of the Clerk to the
Trustees, at Kirkwall, or at the Office of Mr. Mitchell, (;.10., Inverness. The
roads will be pointed out, and all necessary local information forwarded to con-
tractors, by Sir. Brims, the resident inspector, Kirkwall. Tenders to JIarch 1bHERBORKE. -For the iTection of a new school-house with dormitories. Plans, Ac.
at tlic scliool library, on and after .Innuary 10. Further particulars on application
to Key. H. D. Harper, King School, Sherljorne, or to the architect, IVilliam Slater,
fcsq.,4, Carlton-Chambers, Regenf-stnef, London. Tenders to January :i0OTAnroRn.—VoT the erection of National schools for the parish of St. Slichael
OUmford, together with a master's house and playground fences. I'lans and sne-
rijcatlons at the Office of Sir. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford, on and
after the lOtb Inst. Tenders to February 1.

„ SCHOOLS.
Ii5T*'.J!;^'''T'i*^'"'~ '''>'"'•' efcfion of new schools, with master's housc,forthe
i^."i!? SP.VI'''

^'•'^ct parish, Burton-upon-Trcnt. The schools arc to aecomnio-
datelOO children, vU :—IJO boys, 125 girls, and IKi Infants. Plans, 4c., at the

Office of Mr. Edward E.I Jennings, hon. sec, from whom further particulars may
be obtained. Tenders to February 7.

Clandown, near Bath.—For the erection of a school at Ciandown, near Bath.
Plans Ac, at the Offices of Slessrs. Slanners and Gill, architects,!. Fountain
Buildings, Bath. Tenders to February 1.

Liverpool.—For the erection of the Friends' Free Schools, Islington, Liverpool.
Plans and quantities at the Office of Slessrs. Wilham and Robert Duckworth,
architects, 24, Tarlton-street, Liveipool. Tenders to 5 o'clock, Jan. 30. (See
advertisement.)

llEBTroRD.— For the building of the Abel Saiith .schools. Hertford. Plans, Ac, on
application to the Rev. G. Yeats, All Saints' Vicarage, Hertford. Further par-
ticulars on application to John 5L Hooker, architect, Brenchley, Kent. Tenders
to February 13. (.See advertisement.)

SEWERAGE
BuBY, Lancashire.—For the tonstruction of a sewer, about 1,274 yards in
length, from Woodtields to below Barlow's Weir, within the limits of the Bury
Improvement Act, 1S40, a portion of which sewer consists of tunnel work. The
bricks, lime, and other materials will be provided by the Commissioners. Plans,
sections, Ac, at the Surveyor's Office. Stanley-street, Bury, daily, between the
hours of fen, a.m., and tour, p.m. The tenders must be upon printed forms
which may be obtained from the Surveyor. William Harper, Clerk. Tenders to
Slarcli 1.

Main Drainage, Middle Level Seweu.—For the construction of main brick
sewers, 12 miles 1,280 feet in length, or thereabouts, 33,862 feet of this length being
in tunnel, and for the execution of culici' works in connection therewith, to extend
from a point between the Nortlierii l!iL;h Level Sewer, eastofSirGeorge Duekett's
canal, and the western armof tlie (.'ounier's creek main sewer, near Kensal-green,
in the county of Sliddlesex. Parties desirous of submitting tenders may, upon pay-
ment.of £3, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form of tender, and other particu-
lars, ou application to Sir. J. W. Bazalgette, engineer of the Board, at the office of
the Board, between the hours of nine a.m. to lour p.m. Tenders to four o'clock,
February 10.

YoRK-noAD (roRMERLV SIaiden-lane), Kentisu-town, Parish of St.
PANCRA8.—For the execution of drainage works in the roads on the Conservative
Lane Society Estate, in the above roads. Tlie following rough quantities are
stated in order to indioate approximatively the extent of the proposed works ; but
parties tendering will have to take out quantities for themselves :

—

a-inch egg oval brick sewer, 4 feet by 2 feet S inches, including
earthwork; averag-e depth, say 13 feet 800 feet run.

Ditto ditto, 3 feet 9 inches by 2 feet inches ; ditto, and in-
cluding four quadrantal curves of 20 feet rad 2,600 ,.

12-ineh pipe sewer , 070 ,,

Bell junctions where the 3 feet i) inches by 2 feet inch sewers
join the 4 feet by 2 feet H inch 4 in numbr.

Gulley Cesspools (trajiped) ...' 20 ..

Ditto, existing, to alter 4 ,.

A'entilating shafts 12 ..

Side entrance 1 .,

Cutting and making good gravel roads 3,050 feet run.
Surplus earth to be removed 2.000 cubic yds

Plan, sections, Ac, on and after January 25th, at the Office of the Society's sur-
veyor. Sir. James Wylson, 33, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C. Tenders to February
4. (See advertisement.)

LEED.S—STEAM ENGINE.
For a horizontal high-pressure steam engine. 24 inch cylinder. For further parti-
culars apply to Sir. Jacob Dockray. machine maker, Sleadow-lane. Leeds. No date
specified.

SURVEY.
Abergele.—For a survey and plan of the parish of Abergele, within St. Asaph
Union, the area of which is about O.OCH) acres, more or less! The plan to be made
upon a scale of 3 chains to an inch. Form of contract, and further information, on
application to Sir. Robert Edward Williams, Clerk to the Guardiiins, Board-room,
St. Asaph, North Wales. The contract to be entered into will contain a clause
limiting the time of the completion of the above work to twelve calendar months.
Tenders to February 8.

Wrexham, Denbighshire.—For a complete survey and plans for the district of
Wrexham. Specification and specimen plan, and forms of tender at the Office of
Local Board. Tenders to February 13.

Taking Down, Removing, Ac, Building. Norwich.—For (in separate tenders)
the various artifieers' works required for the entire taking down, removing, and
clearing away the whole of the building materials and other works connected with
the house and offices known as "Heigham's Retreat," and lately used as a private
lunatic asylum, situate on the Uuthank's-road. Norwich. The building may be
inspected, and plans Ac. may be seen and obtained at the Offices of Sir. John Day-
mond Ellis, Bank-street, Norwich, between 10 and 5, on and after January 23rd.
Tenders to February 8.

SUPPLY.
HiscKLEV. Narborough. and Ashbv-de-la-Zouch.—For about 2,000 tons of
Broken Granite, or any part thereof, may deliver tenders in writing, sealed up and
addressed to the Chairman of the Trustees of the said roads at their meeting, to be
lield at the Bell Ilotel, in Leicester, on Slonday, the 0th of February next, at Eleven
o'clock in the morning. Terms, particulars, and conditions and forms of tender
may be obtained on application at the Office of Sir. C. A. Slacaulay, the surveyor,
of the said roads. Friar-lane, Leicester, at any time on and after Saturday the 28th
day of January instant. Tenders to be sent to the Trustees of the said roads, at
their meeting at the Bell-inn, at 11 o'clock, February 0,

Leicester and 1'eterbouougu.—For supplying for the repairs of the said road,
about iHJO tons of the best picked broken granite, to be delivered at either of the
Whari's or Depots in Leicester, between the first day of Starch next, and the last

day of February following. Terms and conditions and forms of tender obtained
on application to Mr. C. A. Slacaulay, the surveyor of the saitl district, at his Office,

Friar-lane, Leicester. The Trustees will meet at the house of Sir. Arthur Boyer,
the Bell Hotel, Leicester, to receive tenders at 11 o'clock, February 0.

SIarket Hahbohouoh, LouoiinoRoiGH, and Melton SIownRAY.-Forsupply-
tlie surveyor of the SIarket Harborough, Loughborough, and Melton Slowbray
turnpike roads, with about 2,000 tons of broken granite, or any jiart thereof'.

Terms, particulars, and conditions, and forms of tender, may he obtained on
application at the Office of Sir. SI. J. Dain, the surveyor of the said roads, St
Martin's, Leicester, at anytime on and after Saturday the 28th day of January
iustant. Tenders to be sent fo the Trustees of the above roads, who will meet at

the Bell-Inn, Leicester, at 11 o'clock, February 0.

WAR DEPARTilENT.
Pembroke Dock, South Wales.—For the erection of gun sheds, at Pembroke
Dock, South Wales. Parties desirous to tender for the erection of tluse works
must leave their names at this Office on or before 2;ird January, ISOO, and pay the

sum of half-a-guinea fbr the bills of quantities, which will be forwarded to each
I>arty, as soon as prepared by the Government Surveyor. No date specified.

Wev.mouth.—For the erection of a gun shed at Weymouth. Parties desiring to

tender for the erection of this work must leave their names at the Royal Engineer
Office, Nothe, Weymouth, on or before the 2nd day of February, ISOO, and pay the
sum of 108. ed. for the bills of quantities, which will be forwarded to each tarty as

soon as prepared by the Government Surveyor. No date specified, (See advertise-

ment).
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METROPOLITAN IMPROVEMENTS ANJ) TAXATION.

UR vostry representatives, elected to the Metro-
politan Board of Works, are occupied with the

ingenious expedient of" raising the wind." They
are fired with a noble emulation of their neigh-

bours across the Channel, and are ambitious to

improve London after the model of Paris. They
aspire to the patronage and position which the

power of taxing three millions of Londoners

would give them, and they have an ambition for

the achievement of great things in bricks and

mortar,—creating a claim upon the gratitude of

posterity on the score of being corporate rivals

of Augustus ; fractional imitators of the Emperor

who found Rome brick and left it marble. There

is ample scope for their ambition, verge enough for

them to work, and, unfortunately, money to spend,

before London can be rendered a handsome city or even

a liealthy one. So keenly is this felt that no one is dis.

posed to carp at each Friday's doings in Guildhall

Council-chamber, and the inhabitants are generally loth

to place any impediments in the way of the Board. They
have given them unprecedented latitude, have not too

rigorously criticised their eccentric proceedings, but have accorded them
an amount of confidence which is refused to the Legislature. At the

same time anxiously as we desire the sanitary improvement and archi-

tectural embellishment of London, we are far from consenting to pay too

dearly for them ; on no account will we buy our whistle at more than it

is worth.

High soaring ambition is often brought to earth by the most vulgar

consideration. Money, if it be the root of all evil, is a root without which
we can do nothing, and is the source of power to pull down and rebuild.
The Board, awakening from their dreams of a new London, have acquired
conviction of this fact, and are intent like ardent algebraists in extracting
this root from ratepayers' pockets. Hence the touching appeal made by
Mr. John Thwaites to the metropolitan members of Parliament, and
metropolitan vestries for countenance and ^succour in his endeavours to
obtain possession of the coal-tax, and hackney carriage duties. Only consent
to hand this revenue over to the Board, and like Harlequin, Clown, and
Pantaloon, in the theatrical entertainments of the season, they will change
the whole aspect of our streets.

The Board have undertaken the main [drainage of the metropolis at a
cost of three millions sterling, which, under Parliamentary authority,
they have borrowed from the Bank. They have commenced the opening
of new streets in Covent-garden and Southwark, which, with other minor
improvements, will cost upwards of half a million. Parliament has
authorised a new park at Finsbury, estimated to cost £216,820, and the
Board are liable for £10,000 towards the cost of widening existing
thoroughfares. They are further liable for the mortgage debt bequeathed
by former Commissioners of Sewers, amounting to £309,902, in addition to

a loan borrowed and spent by the Board, of £ 144,000. Lastly, there is the obli-

gation to pay retiring pensions to former ofiScers of the Sewers' Commission
to the amount of £2,301 15s. 6d., which at thirty years' purchase—corpo-
ration pensioners are all destined to benonogenarians—would give, in round
numbers, £70,000. Thus the total liabilities of the Board at the present
time are £4,250,722, which, for the sake of round numbers, we will call

four millions and a quarter. The interest on these liabilities would
amount to £170,000, and require a rate to be levied of about 3Jd. in the
pound, independently of the Board's current expenditure. This is not all.

The Board have prepared their programme of contemplated improve-
ments, which tliey have most tantalisingly exhibited before our eyes, and
which they assure us will necessitate an outlay of 16,346,245, or ultimate
net cost of £12,205,675. To this formidable total must be added, £439,752,
for the repair of main sewers and covering the open ones, making a grand
total of £16,896,149.
No one ivill deny that the works contemplated by the Board are

necessary improvements, and that every year's delay in carrying them out
will add to the sufferings of the poor, to the inconvenience of trade, and
to their ultimate cost. The only question is, how are they to be paid for?
where is the money to come from? Of course it will be derived from the
pockets of the inhabitants ; but under what form and by what process is

it to be abstracted? Mr. Thwaites, in addition to the general rate, claims
the whole or part of the coal tax, and the whole of the Hackney carriage
duties. These last produced in the year ending April, 1858, £80,368, and
we truly admit ought not to be treated as a portion of imperial revenue,
since they are not levied in other districts of the United Kingdom, and
the only excuse for their imposition is, as compensation to those who pay
for the maintenance of the roads. They do not amount to a sufficient

sum to render their retention an object of paramount importance to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, although that respectable public functionary
follows the border maxim of taking all he has the power, and keeping all

he caa. When the Chancellor of the Exchequer cau be induced to give up

these duties, the most equitable and satisfactory arrangement would be, to
divide them among the metropolitan parishes in proportion to the yearlv
cost of paving in each. But if the vestries choose to nurrcnder the dutiM
into tlie hands of the Board, well and good. The general public will offer
no objection to the settlement, provided they find an equivalent in a
corresponding reduction in the general rate. The hackney carriage pro-
prietors may murmur, but as they have not the power to take or keep,
they must submit to be shorn, since the abolition of the duties would not
reduce omnibus and cab fares a fraction. There remains the coal-tax.

It would be too exacting to suppose that Mr. Thwaites ami hU
colleagues have ever studied the doctrines enunciated by Turgot, Jeaa
Baptiste Say, Adam Smith, Uicardo, Richard Cobden, and Sir l{obert PeeL
It is impossible to combine amusemoijt with the study of iwlitical economy.
And as they have time only for light reading, by snatches on their journeys
in and out of town, they are naturally ignorant of the true principle* of
taxation. Otherwise they would know that the coal-tax comes in the cate-
gory of injudicious and baneful imposts which Mr. Bright designates «•
'* singularly mean." It weighs heavily on the very mainspring of all
industry—the generation of motive power—and upon what is as necessary
to the poor as food,"namely, means to cook it and to give warmtli to their
tliinly clad persons, scantly furnished and badly closed dwellings. The
coal tax is in reality a hearth-tax, the most oppressive and unpopular of
all the burdens imposed during the middle ages upon the lalmring popa-
lation by their tyrannical rulers. As regards our manufacturers, it is a
tax upon an article of primary necessity which influences the cost of all
goods manufactured. In this respect it is in violation of the main principles
of our commercial pohcy inaugurated by Sir Robert Peel, siibxtquently
adopted by all parties, and constantly developed. The Corn laws were not
a whit more absurd and more hurtful to the whole empirethan is the coal-tax
to the metropolis. How heavily and cruelly it presses on tlie poor is
shown by the rapid increase of mortality in cold weather, and it tends to
drive manufacturers from London by overweighing them as compared
with those in the provinces. It is quite bad enough that our remoteness
from the pits should increase the cost of the fuel to us, without this dis-
advantage being further aggravated by local dues.
The Board of Works say the tax is light and easily collected. The duty

of 13d. perton may be taken as equivalent to 6| per cent, on tlie wholesale
market price, and cannot, therefore, be considered as a very liglit burden,
while the collection is not more easily or cheaply effected than the gcueral
rate. But this is not all. It is notorious to all persons having the most
elementary knowledge of trade, that the laying on of a tax increases the
price to the consumer of the assessed article several fold beyond the
amoimt of the tax. Thus, if we suppose the worth of goods to be £100,
an import duty of 6 per cent, will not increase their cost to £106, but to

£120, or even more. There is the first outlay for duty to be reimbursed
with interest ; then the loss of time and impediment to trade by the im-
position of the tax have to be compensated ; and lastly there is the excnss
which is furnished to over-reaching traders to profit by the confusion
created in the minds of buyers as to what should be the fair price. We
doubt if a government constituted on a free-trade basis will consent to

sanction the continuation of the coal duties. If they do so, we should be as

much surprised as if they levied a hearth-tax—a charge upon every fire-

grate in the metropoUs, and a tax upon the horse-power of every steam
engine. The one proceeding would be quite as reasonable as the other
Mr. Thwaites and his colleagues appear to entertain a very shrewd
suspicion that Parliament will not deliberately and of their own free will

stultify previous decisions, and run counter to its mvariable policy. He
accordingly solicits the vestries to approve his proposition to press the

Board's fancied claims upon the attention of Her Majesty's Government
" witli a view to prompt and legislative measures upon the subject."

The reason for this pressure is, that the Board believe the present to be
the most fitting time for dealing with the questions of metropolitan im-
provements, and the mode of providing for their cost, and that to be dealt

with effectually they must be dealt with separately, not in connexion with,

and as a part ofother and larger measures, which will come before the Legis-

lature in due course. We entirely dissent from this proposition, the more so

as Mr. Thwaites does not condescend to prove it. The history of the past

shows the wisdom and economy of comprehensive legislation, and the

irretrievable foolishness, as well as excessive cost, of piece-meal measures.

We are aware of the difficulties with which the Board have to contend,

and of the inconvenience, accompanied by expense, which delay causes; but

we submit that they had better be boldly met by a straightforward and
honest system of direct taxation, which will make every ratepayer a con-

trolling guardian of the Board's expenditure, than by perpetuating an tm-
wise and politico-economical absurdity like the indirect taxation on an
article of such primary necessity as fuel, for the comfort of the people

and the progress of manufactures. Nor are we alone in this belief, for

the Vestry of St. George's, Hanover-square, have replied to Mr. Thwaite's

appeal, " that when the coal duties expire they ought not to be renewed."

If, however, the majority of metropolitan ratepayers determine other-

wise, through their vestry representatives, Parliament will not offer any
obstacle. If people choose to tax themselves, unwisely and onerously, for

the improvement of their capital, they will not be prevented. In that case,

as the quantity of coal brought into the metropolis in 1858 was 4,499,136

tons, the 13d. tax would produce an annual revenue of £243,615. If we
add the hackney carriage duties, tlie local revenue would be raised to

£323,983. We have seen that the total estimate of works contemplated by

the Board is £16,896,149, which, if borrowed at the annual rate of 4 per

cent., with the addition of 1 percent, for the gradual extinction of the debt,

would require an annual income of £844,807, or upwards of half a million
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—£520,824—beyond the revenue derived from the coal-tax and carriage

duties, and there can be little doubt ofiatepayers concurring in the opinion

that the burden would be too heavy to be borne— for the present, at least.

ITio Board must curtail their programme. A penny rate upon the annual
value of property in the metropolis was estinmted to produce, in IS.'iO,

£46,466 J
we may take it in round numbers at £50,000 for the present.

Now, if the ratepayers were willing to contribute the amount of the coal-

t»x, on condition of its abolition, tliey would have to pay a rate of 4,5d. in

the pouud, which they would assuredly find the clieapest course. Suppose
» 6d. rate agreed to; this, with the carriage duties, would allow of £50,000

being spent yearly in tlie expenditure of the Board and maintenance of

the sewers, as well as works independently of the main drainage, being

executed to the extent of £4,600,000, or more than one-third proposed

by the Board, and quite enough for us to undertake at present.

"THE NATIONAL STYLE AND ITS CRITICS."*
DOUBTLESS, in the entire history of the valuable art and science of

architecture, no question has had so much importance attached to it,

no question has been so earnestly and warmly urged, by one party, and
attacked by another, as this " Shall Gotliic be our future national style ?"

It is perfectly true, that some years since, a battle was fought to determine
the origin of this same Gothic style, but the contest bore no comparison
with the present, and, be it observed, the point has not, to this time, been
satisfactorily settled. The chief result is, and, alone, it is a result we
cannot too highly appreciate, that this particular style, in which less than
twenty years ago, modern abominations were perpetrated, which we now by
common consent stigmatise as " Carpenter's Gothic," it now as well un-
derstood, and has been as well illustrated as any.

In the present discussion, thanks to the facilities afforded by the public
press, the opinions of architects and amateurs have been ventilated in a far

more complete manner than in the former. Eor ourselves we may safely

say that, anxious to assist in arriving at the truth, vie have offered im-
partial facilities to all who have had anything to say on the subject, at all

likely to lead to that desirable result. The discussion, in our pages alone,
has been so voluminous, that we might fairly assume the arguments on
each side to be pretty nigh exhausted, and that having all the facts of the
case before us, we have only to judge and decide which of the rival styles
has the greatest claim on us, as being the best adapted to our modern
habits and customs. But in truth the subject remains full of difficulties,

and we have our doubts if they are surmountable. Ere long we may en-
deavour to extract the pith of the entire discussion, and place it before our
Tcaders in as fair and equitable a manner as we may be able, having no
partiality for either, or any style, until it fairly proves to be the best for
oor purpose.

But much irrelevant matter has been drawn into the question, and, on
cither side, arguments altogether beside the question are imported into it.

Those who wish to judge the question solely on its merits will do well to
bear this in mind.
We have been led to these remarks by an article on " The National

Style and its Critics," which appears in the current number of the
Gentlemen's Magazine, A contemporary lately stated that the use of the
Italian loggie was "to cover the windows from the heat of the sun," and
"tliat in any future style of architecture we should be right to use
bay windows." We do not know liow far the theory as to the loggie was
qualified by the context, but, as quoted, it seems to us an evident fallacy

;

if such was the use, why were tliey ever erected against walls without
windows ?

However, the writer in the Gentlemen's Magazine accepts the case as it
is put, and argues that the unwary propounder "grants all that is of
any real importance

; that until we can import the Italian sun, the Italian
style will always be out of place in England" (!) AVe are really sorry to
have occasion to differ with our valuaWe contemporary, but even granting
the only use of the loggie to be as stated—an opinion from which we
dissent—this is most illogical : the loggia is no more an inseparable
feature of the Italian style than is the cloister of the Gothic. Besides, we
beg leave to assure those who have not been in Italy that there are times
when protection from inclement weather is quite as necessary there as
in England

; and even if open at the side, they are insufficient for our
chmate. We have yet to learn that an Italian colonnade cannot, if
necessary, be so designed as to offer protection from cold or heat equally
with a Gothic cloister. "Can anything," is asked by the same writer, "be
a greater contradiction in terms, than the scheme for an Italian colonnade
round the winter garden at Kensington ?" We think there might be, very
easily. We do not approve altogether of the features of that scheme, but
the real vital point is, will a Gothic cloister or an Italian colonnade be the
nttcr for the purpose ? If, as we assert, either cloister or colonnade may
be constructed so as to afford any amount of shelter that may be desired
the only questions remaining are those of taste and cost. The first will'
probably, long remain undecided ; of the second our author says, " The
same quantity of materials and labor will cost the same in any style, and
there IS no need for more money to be spent on ornament in the one case
than in the other "—.in opinion we have long entertained.
Bay-windows appear to our comprehension to have originated, not as

Olir contemporary thinks, in the necessity of accommodating the ladies
whUe working their tapestry, but rather from a desire to gain more spacem particular rooms, without deranging the general plan, and perhaps
to allow a more extensive view of the scenery. Is Italian architecture
unfit for us because we occasionly require bay-windows ? Our readers

will surely remember that they have long been used in the style ; whether
so successfully as they might have been is another thing. We think not

;

but, at the same time, believe in the future they may excel the best
examples in the Gothic style. Certainly there is nothing in the Italian
style to prevent their doing so.

Cordially do we agree with the writer in the Gentlemen's Magazi7ie vhen
he deprecates the frequent practice of modern glass painters, " who con-
sider it necessary to make thin glass as opaque as possible, to shut out the
light," we could refer to more than one building, both at home and abroad,
where the practice has obtained to a most vicious extent; but, after all, glass
has but little to do with sli/le, for it is evident that any window is as capable
of receiving ornamentation in this matter as Gothic. Nay more so, for the
architect will not be fettered by mullions and tracery.
How comes it that our " national style," after being in vogue for

centuries, was, after various modifications, totally abandoned, directly the
habits, manners, and customs of the country were subject to more im-
portant changes than occurred during its entire growth? It seems to us that
such an abandonment could only really arise from experience of its in-
adequacy to supply the wants and satisfy the taste of the nation. It is

evident that, in this case, the people changed the architecture, and not
architecture the people.

All the habits and circumstances of society and trade have altered since
the Gothic style was in its glory. More men build, and if men pay for a
thing they will have as nearly as they can, what pleases them. They will
have a house to their particular taste, as well as a coat or hat ; and until
all can be persuaded that one particular style of coat or hat is the best, we
have grave doubts if they will be persuaded to. adopt one particular style
of architecture. E. B.

^
THE TURNER COLLECTION AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

THESE heirlooms of the nation are admirably lighted. AVe are not
quite sure that they are as well arranged. Their order appears to

be chronological. This quality has its value, if it can coincide with
the best arrangement for showing the pictures. Perhaps this is

difficult. But if they be incompatible, it must be allowed that the look of
the pictures, and the most perfect exhibition of the collection as works of
art form the most important consideration. The public care about the
pictures themselves, more than they do about the order in which they
were done. If the shade of Turner were to visit these rooms, what
might his views be ? We fancy they would be to the effect ofj " Oh,
never mind the chronology, but put the pictures so that they may be best
seen by the public."

Now what is an evident way of arranging pictures ? Probably, to
put the best and most characteristic p.nd principal pictures first, as centres
of attraction on the walls, and then to fill round with the rest in the most
harmonious way that may be accomplished.
Now, that wonderful picture of the " Garden of the Hesperides," with its

marvellous diapason of tone, may be taken as the best type of one phase
of the genius of Turner, the "Polyphemus," that wonder of color, and
gorgeous Ariosto-like rendering of the Homeric story, as the best type
of another. It appears that they might both have well been placed
as central attractions on the walls of the apartments. Also, they might
be better somewhat higher. As regards the " Polyphemus," it is at

present comparatively in a corner. We had, on our first visit, to look
twice before we were quite sure it was our cherished sea and landscape
glory. The more emphatic, also, is the arrangement of works of art, not
only the more impressive do they become, as a whole, but the more the
public is instructed as to where to look and what to admire.

We must put in a word, also, for our cherished landscape artist, Richard
Wilson, than whom a greater landscape painter never took brush in
hand. In the largest room of the new apartments—but not
advantageously hung—are his two well-known works, " The Villa of
Maicenas," and the " Niobe." Oh, that wonderful cloud, full of wrath, yet
light as mist, in the " Niobe"! While we look at it we feel the gust pass
across our face. Wo have good reason to be proud of both Turner and
Wilson, and, in fine, we petition for better places for the " Niobe '' and the
•'Polyphemus," and a more central one for the " Garden of the Hesperides."

• The Oentlemen's Magazine, January, 1860.

The Leader and Saturday Analyst. Nos. 1, 2, and 3.—This long-
established and talented paper has lately altered its form, devoting itself entirely
to original articles and essays, imagining, and wc believe with truth, that the
old fashioned weekly high-priced paper has had its day, being on one side sorely tried
by the cheap weekly papere, and on the other by the numerous class papers. Un-
doubtedly they have only held their place for some time by the power of the
original wi'iting, and thus the Leader proprietors are justified in throwing over
the mere news, and confining themselves to essays and dissertations. Out of the
twenty or so clever articles, tlie render must be fastidious indeed wlio does not find
at least one tliat will amply repay him for the trifling cost of the whole ; for our
own parts, reversing the dictum, we can truthfully say there is not one that has
not afforded something suggestive or interesting. It has evidently some able
writers upon it, and has certainly taken high rank as an advocate ot liberal prin-
ciples enunciated in tlie most forcible style of argument. But it is not only
politics and literature to wliicli the Leader addresses itself—its monetary and
commercial articles evince much research and .sound knowledge, and thejournal
as a wliole can be commended for its general arrangements.

South Kensi?igton Museum.—During the week ending 21st January,
1860, the visitors Lave been as follows:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days, ."),274 ; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings", 5,353. On the three
Students' days (admission to the pulilic, Cd.), 1,092; one Students' evening,
Wednesday, .029. Total, 12,248. from the opening of the Museum, 1,240,674.
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FIREPLACE AT MOSUL, TUUKEY IN ASIA.

ON the banks of tlio river Tigris, immediately opposite those time-
furrowed mounds of cartli whicli lie in sliapcless mystery—very

megatheria of Ilebraical lore—marking the site of the buried capital of

ancient Assyria, stands the modern town of Mosul. A bridge of ricketty

boats connects the two banks of tiie river—linking together the lands of

Assyria and Mesopotamia. Xenophon, in his " Anabasis," describes this

latter country as " a plain throughout level as the sea ;" and in the days
of Pliny and Strabo it ivas inhabited by predatory tribes of Arabs called

Sceniliic. The name of Mesopotamia (the country betwixt the two
rivers, Tigris and Euphrates) did not come into use until the time of the

Macedonian conquest. In the spring time, instead of the arid sands
which the word " desert " implies, the whole of these vast plains are
clothed in the richest verdure and decked witli the most beautiful flowers.

The jungles fringing the river are filled with wild boar and the velvet-

breasted francolin ; overhead, the long, serpent-like train of wild turkeys
glitter in the bright sunliglit ; the quiet flutter of extensive flights of

sand grouse and wild pigeon is perpetually heard ; the quail si)ring3 at

our feet and darts among the brushwood ; the gaily-feathered kingfisher

poises himself over the stream, watching for his finny prey ; and the
scarcely less glittering bee-eater glides through the air, seeking the honey-
laden object of its affections.

Standing on the above-mentioned bridge of boats, the town of

Mosul has an imposing appearance. Conspicuously visible is the
tall leaning minaret built of ornamental brick, and around it is

grouped countless domes, minarets, mosques, and terraces. For-
merly the cupola; of tlio mosques were decorated witli glazed brick,

but a late pasha coated their beauty with whitewash, and one or

two of them alone remain in their original state. Entering the town at

the Bridge-gate, we pass through throngs of picturesquely clad men,
Arabs, Turks, and Koords; women in blue shirts, blue lips, and blue tatoo

marks, or more gaily arrayed with dark blue cloaks, striped trowsers, and
black Inirsehair or white muslin veils, are waddling listlessly about. We
pass through streets of shops, the shutters of which draw u]) in front on
hinges, and expose the whole of the store. On the counter sits the bearded
and turbaned proprietor smoking serenely amidst his wares. Every
article for sale, saving the fruit, the embroideries and a few native manu-
factures, is highly suggestive of an Englisli marine-store shop. There
are rude foot-walks, tlie more necessary because the centre of the streets

are dedicated to Cloacina and crowds of mangy, flea-bitten, frightfully

lacerated dogs officiate as the high priests of that universal goddess. The
private houses of the town consist externally but of blank walls, and
large gateways leading into the outer courts. The bazaars are a series of
passages roofed in with poles and matting. They are deliciously cool in

the hot summer months. They have shops on eitlier side similar to those
in the streets, only each passage is generally devoted to a distinct article of
commerce, as in the Grand Bazaars of Stambhoul. They are nearly
always crowded. Laden asses and porters jostle us ; rags of all brilliant

colors hanging in. some inexplicable way on human beings, flicker

picturesquely around us; swaggering irregular soldiers, with large leather

belts filled with clumsy heavy pistols and yataghans, roll along in all the
conscious dignity of acknowledged rascality. We pass on, and observing
clouds of vapor issuing from low domed buildings, revel In the anticipated
luxury of the Turkish bath and the " kafe " which it produces.

Let us now enter one of the private houses. We find ourselves in a
spacious court, enclosed on two sides by low rooms and stabling, with
terraces over them. Opposite to us is a door communicating with the
hareem court or inner court, appropriated to the l,-.dies of the household.
Over this door are the ladies' apartments, with their small—provokingly
small—latticed windows. On our left hand is the salemlik, or reception-
room, to which we gain access by mounting an open flight of steps, and
passing along an open terrace. An iwan—an arched space, open on one
side—forms a kind of lobby. On one side of it is a servants'-roora, and
on the other the salemlik. This chamber is arched over, and is about 30
feet long. It is lit by small windows, as shown in our Engraving. There
is, at the entrance, a space of some G feet, one step lower than the floor of
the chamber, where the visitors leave their shoes, and where visitors of
inferior rank remain during an audience. A low wooden railing here is

carried across the chamber. On one side of the room are a series of cup-
boards and niches, containing the beds, coffee pots, washing basins, and
other necessaries. Low cushioned benches surround the room. At the
far end is the fireplace, projecting semiciroularly, and enriclied with red
and blue painting. Quaintly fashioned niches are formed in it. It is a
very good example of the modern fireplaces of Mosul. They are sometimes
carried higher up, and the fire when used for cookingis on a level with a man's
breast. It is built mainly of rubbish and plaster. In fact, the houses are almost
always built in the same way. The skeleton or ease is formed of stone
slabs, and the interior of the walls with the dibris of the old houses stuck
together by the plaster mortar. All building operations are carried on in

the heat of the summer ; the plaster, therefore, becomes immediately con-
solidated. One or two men and three or four boys form a gang of workmen.
A mass is collected with the hands by a boy in the court, who throws it to
another, who passes it to the man on the wall, by whom it is laid in its

place with incredible celerity, amidst the wildest shouting and singing, with
the thermometer at something like 140° or 150° Fahrenheit. The plaster

or mortar is very similar to plaster of Paris. It is made of the gypsum
found in the neighbourhood—the same kind of stone which we see in the
British Sluseum bearing the sculptured records of Nineveh. The Arab-
esque work in the window in the Engraving is formed entirely of this

plaster j the interstices are filled with colored glass. Around the room,

some 10 feet high, is an inscription from the Koran. At the time this
sketch was taken the house was occupied by Englishmen. This circum-
stance accounts for the rolls of Cuneiform inscription prints, portfolios, gun
and shot belt which are mingled with the narghile and shuttubs (the
Turkish chibouques or long pipes). If we pass into the hareem court
where three or four tame gazelles are at play around a fountain, we flnil
similar open iwans and rooms, a serdaub or cellar, occupied only during tho
hot days of summer and several flights of stone staircases leading to the
terraced roofs. These terraces, where all the inhabitants sleep " alia belU
Stella" in summer, are floored with plaster and surrounded with walls 5
feet high, pierced to permit a passage of air. These perforations are formed
with burnt clay pipe about ij inch diameter, set tlat in plaster. They
are sometimes fancifully arranged, and have a good effect.

The prospect from one of these terraces at the dawn of day is very
curious. As the first rays of the morning creep over the town, they
reveal a sleeping host in rags and cradles, with more or less of dirty cover-
ing, and more or less of human loveliness. The husband rises, says hb
prayers, takes his pipe and a draught of water, and then smokes placidly.
The children and cradles suddenly disappear, through mysterious holes in
the terrace floor. The wife then rolls up the beds, and throws them after
the children and cradles, and eventually she and her husband descend,
leaving the housetops once more for twelve hours to the glaring heat and
the fire-proof storks.

A'^ery few specimens of the modern Turkish architecture has been
published, and the buildings which stud Armenia and the centre of Asia,
are known only by the descriptions of a few travellers. In publishing.
therefore, a careful Engraving of a drawing made recently on the spot
we supply a link, slight though it be, to the chain of architectural history.

PARIS BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS AND FINANCE.
THE comprehensive and costly improvements of Paris have been for a

long time past the theme of admiration and surprise. They have
been held upas examples to the Corporation of London, and to the Metro-
politan Board of Works, while the latter august body has shown no
disinclination to copy one part of the municipal policy of our neighbours,

namely, that which relates to the imi>osition of taxes upon our food and
articles of general consumption.

We have grouped together a few figures which] may interest the
reader, and serve to illustrate the Paris municipal system. It is estimated

that in the newly enclosed district of Paris alone, there are 28,000 families,

representing 90,000 individuals, so poor as to be exempt from personal and
property taxes. Upwards of 500 persons are employed at the Prefecture of

the Seine, and 9,000 more in special services enumerated under their

respective heads. The City Library contains 95,000 volumes, of which
15,000 were presented by the states and cities of America. There are 66

entrances to the new city, at 30 of which the dues are received. The
remainder are for the entry of goods paying less than lod., and for persons

and vehicles on which no charges are levied. There are, moreover, 12

taxing stations for the railways and the river. The number of persons

employed in collecting the city dues is 2,152. There are 74 markets, 10

slaughter-houses, which it is contemplated to imite in one, to be built at

the junction of the St. Denis and Ourcq canals and the girdle railway. The
National Guard of the city consists of 33 battahons, and there arc 19

battalions for the rest of tho metropolitan department. The parishes are

64 in number, and the churches 65, with 13 cemeteries, four of which are

to be closed, besides four already closed, one of wliich, at Vauglrard, is

used as a bone house (ossuaire) until the human remains are removed to

the catacombs, "and the land in which no living family has any interest,

applied to some useful purpose !" The municipality pay the contractor

for interments, 4s. 2d. for each burial, the greater part of which is handed

over to the churches. Provision is made for 7,172 sick, for 7,838 aged and

infirm, for 2,195 insane, and for 609 children, together with 50 aged in the

almshouses of Montmartre and Belleville, or 17,864 in all. Besides which,

Paris maintains 1,600 insane in provincial asylums ; 14,422 children

placed in families or in private establishments, or in S'rench or Algerian

agricultural colonies; and 6,900 children under the "parental surveillance"

of public charity.

There are further 69,424 persons inscribed on the charity registers as

indigent, about 20,000 sick attended gratuitously in their homes, and

receiving what is tantamount to out-door relief, besides 35,000 in the newly

included districts. These figures are really startling, as showing the

extent to which pauperism has gangrened society in France. They
represent a total pauper population of 160,210, or taking the population

of Paris at a million and a half, nearly one indigent iierson, to nine able.

to provide for their wants, or twice as many as is the proportion for

England, or within one-eighth as many as for all Ireland. The total

number of pauper lunatics chargeable to Paris is 3,795, or little more than

one-fourth of the total number of lunatics in all England, while the total

number of pauper children is 21,931, or if our memory serves us, within a

third of all the pauper children in England. To administer public charity

to these unfortunates, there are 362 employes at the central bureau; in the

16 hospitals and 13 asylums, there iire 38 chaplains, 91 physicmns, 42

surgeons, 18 apothecaries, 222 students, 1,515 ward attendants, 924 general

servants, and 28 laborers ; and in the charitable bureaux, 335 doctors, 97

female accoucheurs, and 1 10 employes in the administration, makinga totaj

of 3,682 individuals employed in the service of the poor. There are 187

charity schools, and 68 refuges, where 60,193 scholars are educated ; 103

laical teachers ; 165 monastic teachers, and 75 female . laical teachers.
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with 159 monastic ;'cniale teauliers, 2-14 mistresses of refuges, 9 drawing

iMMten, »nd 46 singing masters, with -2 superintenJing professors.

The municipality of I'aris permanently employs for the maintenance

of edifices, 37 architects, besides bniliUng inspectors and clerks of

works, temporarily engaged for special works, and at liberty to take

other engigements'. The architects are paid by a commission of 3 per cent,

on the first £4,000 cost, 2J per cent, on the second £4,000 cost, and 2 per

cent, on the third £4,00<,), and so on to 2-lOths per cent. The building in-

spectors are paid by a small and inadequate salary. The prefet of the Seine

recognises the inconrenience of the percentage system, and proposes to

replace it by fixed salaries, which he imagines will be fairly earned, since

the municipality possesses 715 edifices, public property, and 181 houses, in-

cluding the Hotel DeVille, thel'aUcc of Justice, the Prefecture of Police, the

Sorbonnc,Exchangc,Custom-house,Bonding-w.-irehouse, Granaries, Central

markets, 70 churehes and temples, 27 rectories, 23 raayors'-houses, 9

tmiversitv establishments, the Medical and Law schools, 250 primary

cdMola, i" barracks, 37 guard-houses, 10 prisons, 28 markets, 10 slaughter-

iMMMi, 18 cemeteries, 66 city-gates, 144 octroi bureau.x. The building

inspeclOTS and clerks of works arc to be permanently engaged by the

municipality. For public works the city has two engineers, charged with

the construction, maintenance, cleansing, and watering of public ways
;

the water supply and sewerage are confided to a third engineer, and the

promenades, squares, Bois de Boulogne, plantations, benches, lamps, and

monumental fountains, to a fourth ; the whole under a director inspector-

general. who'esi>ecially overlooks the gas lighting. There are besides, 13

ordinary engineers, 2 architects, 7 surveyors, 2 curators, 1 pay master,

20 controllers, 247 inspectors, besides gardeners, road-men, fountaineers,

and others, making a total of nearly 2,000, independently of 1,800

•weepers. Paris indudes 97,771 yards of roads, or 555 miles, of a super-

ficial area of about 41,500 acres. The area of the planted squares, places,

alleys, &c., is 87 acres, and that of the Bois de Boulogne 2,153 acres.

There are 52,0<.X) trees in old Paris ; those in the newly added districts, not

having yet been counted. The total length of sewers is 273,409 yards—
157 miles, and of water-mains 1852,158 yards, or 484 miles. There are

18,103 public gas lights, 358,000 private gas lights, and 2,120 public oil

Iamp«.
The quarries below Paris, in which are the catacombs, where human

bones from the city graveyards are fantastically arranged, require the

supervision of an engineer, two assistant mining engineers, six surveyors,

and twelve assistant surveyors, guides, &c.

INSURANCE AND BANK BUILDINGS, MONTREAL, CANADA.
THIS handsome structure has recently.been erected at a cost of36,000 dols.,

for the Liverpool and London Insurance Company, and the City and
District Savings' Bank. It is located at the corner of the Place d'Armes
and Great St. James-street, one of the most conspicuous sites in the city,

and has a frontage on the former of 53 feet, and on the latter of 70 feet,

the height from ground to top of balustrade being 52 feet.

The two facades are in the Palladian style of architecture, and executed
in Montreal limestone. The ground story is a Doric composition, the

second order being Ionic, whilst the third floor is formed by pilasters,

crowned with lions'heads, holding rings to which are attached long bunches
of fruit and flowers, all in bold relief.

The building is surmounted with an ornamental frieze, and rich dentil

and block cornice, with balustrade over.

The portion of the building fronting on the square is the property of

the Insurance Company, who occupy rooms on the second floor, the

ground floor being sub-let to the Ontario Bank, and the third floor as

general offices.

The Savings' Bank is situated on the ground floor of the building, the
two upper floors being appropriated to a residence for the actuary. The
entrance to the Insurance Company's Offices is from the square, an open
vestibule formed by columns and pilasters, and will be approached by a
handsome hall and staircase with semicircular [end, lighted partially from
above. The hall will be paved with Minton's encaustic tiles, having a
centre compartment containing the Company's arms.
The rooms generally are somewhat small, owing to the limited extent of

ground, but they will be handsomely and appropriately flnished. Both
buildings are to be warmed with Gold's Patent Steam-beating apparatus
now coming into such universal use in Montreal
The architects, to whose plans were awarded the first place in a

limited competition, are Messrs. Lawford and Nelson, of Montreal. The
contractor for the whole of the work is Mr. Edward Maxwell.
The buildings will be ready for occupation in the early part of March

next

Seopenirig of Betkesda Chapel, Hanley.—This chapel, having been
dowd for four months for repairs and decorations, was reopened on Sunday last.

The decorations have been very chastely executed by Messrs. Ward and Co., of
Stran^eways, Manchester, "the organ has been considerably improved, and a
new mmt, richly decorated, been added. There is an improved sunlight, con-
rfrtiDK of three rings of jets, which is ample for the entire gallery and body of
the chapel, which is 120 feet, in lengtli, by 64 feet wide. Tlie exterior is not yet
eomideted, but will be in character with the interior. The whole is carried out
from designs and under the superintendence of Mr. Robert Scrivener, architect,
Hanley.

Mr. S. Smirke's Lecture at the Royal Academy.—Last (Thursday)
evening, Mr. Sidney Smirke, R.A., delivered a lectiu^ on "Architecture," in
the lecture theatre of tlie Royal Academy of Arts; we shall probably give a re-
port of the lecture in a ftiture number.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE usual fortnightly meeting of tliis As-sociation was held at the rooms.
Conduit-street, Regent-street, on Friday; J. W. Penpold, Esq., the

President, in the chair.

Mr. HsRKiNG (Hon. Sec.) read the minutes of proceedings at the last

meeting, which were approved of aud confii'med.

APPLICATION OP COLORED MATERIALS TO EXTERNAL DESIGN.
Sir. J. Johnson then read the following paper (which was illustrated by a

great number of diagrams), entitled, " Colored Materials considered principally

with reference to their Application to External Design."

SOME few years back the introduction of color to our buildings, externally, was
hardly thought of. It would have been considered inconsistent and out of place.

The necessity, however, for some improvement in our street [architecture has
causid many eminent men to fake the matter iii hand ; and very much has been said
and written to induce architects to study the subject of colored materials as appli-
cable to external dosiau, aud to make use of them in their works.

It is with couBidiraDlc liesitatiou that I venture to bring this subject before your
notice, because it is one whicli has been so well written upon, and that too by the
most eminent men of the day. that it can hardly be expected that I should be in a
?08ilion to add auythinpr new to what has already.bcen said at different times by others,
profess only to introduce the subject [lor your discussion—to put together as much

information bearing,' upon it a.s I have been able to obtain by reading and observa-
tion, as far as my memory will serve me, and thereby to excite a further interest in

and, if possible, lead to a more general use of colored materials, both externally
and internally.
The use of color for internal decoration is universally recog^uised. No .apartment

is considered complete without it. 'Form is not sufficient in itself; and painting is the
means usually employed to give effect, and render internal apartments pleasing and
satisfactory to the eye. There are many other ways, however, by which variety is

obtained for internal decoration, riastering', papering, and furniture, all add to,

and increase the effect. These arc resources at every one's command, and can be
altered or varied according to the taste of individuals.

Then there are imitations of natural materials on inferior substances, often
introduced very skilfully in the representation of the most beautiful woods, marbles,
&c., in every variety. Many writers have coudemned this mode of finishing as false

and inadmissible where truth is to be regarded in building as in other things. It is

difficult, however, to carry into practice many of the tucories put forward, even
though the argument in favor of these theories seems plausible, and, at the time,
almost conclusive. For my part, I admire and respect this manifestation of truth
in building. I should be glad to see it universally adhered to, and I wish that the
desire to obtain so much for money was less universal : we might then hope that our
ornamentation would be more genuine than it now is. I fear, however, that this

will never be entirely accomplished. Wc have now become so accustomed to admire
what is false of a superior order for the sake of ornament, in preference to that which
is genuine of an inferior order, that we shall never be able to do without veneering,
graining, and the various other imitations of the present day in some degree.

When anything becomes general and is understood only as imitation, it is said to
be no deception. It is said that the gilding of wood or other material is quite legiti-

mate, because it is no longer understood to mean that the whole of the substance is

gold, but that the gold is only a film put upon some other substance for the sake of
giving a more brilliant finish. It must be remembered that this film or outer coat of
gold is genume. If this species of ornamentation be allowable in one material,
although that very costly, it seems to me that it is pardonable in any other, so long
as it is understood. For this reason we must admit veneering to be legitimate, ana
in many instances stucco and cement, if not graining.

When imitations are resorted to, 'there are three general conditions which I think
should generally be observed. I quote them from a paper read at the Architectural
Institute of Scotland, by Mr. T. Purdie. They ai-e :—

1st. That they be not employed when the material represented would of itself be
out of place or inappropriate.

and. That no object be painted inlimitation of one material, which from its form,
construction, or application was obviously or necessarily composed of another.
' 3rd. That no imitation be employed in positions where we are entitled to expect
that the real material should be used, or where the discovery would create dlsapoint-

ment.
In connexion with painting as applicable for internal decoration, the rules ob-

served in the chromatic decoration of the New York Crystal I'alace, are the most
concise and useful I have met with. They are—

1st. Decoration to be subordinate to construction in all cases.

2nd. Features of main construction to be of one prevailing tint.

:ird. The prevaiUng color of ceilings sky-blue, the monotony prevented by the
introduction of orange (the natural complement of blue).

4th. Rich and brilliant tints in small quantities, and be employed to attract the

eye to the articulations and noble portions of the members rather than to the mem-
bers themselves.

5th. All natural beauty of color existing in any material, should if possible be
brought into play by using that color ^itself, instead of covcrmg it with paint of

another hue.
6th. All ornamentation to be consistent with the construction.

7th. White in large quantities in all cases of simple composition, not only to give

value by contrast to a few .colors employed, but to reflect light and cheerfulness to

tliG work
Let us now consider how far the real materials (generally imitated only) may be

introduced in ordinary designs, and how far materials of an pnferior order may be
made beautiful in themselves, without there being any necessity for covering them
with veneers or painted imitations.

I believe that there arc beauties in many of the materials commonly used m the

construction of buildings, which may be made to tell in the general design, and pro-

duce an equally pleasing and more truthful effect— if properly and carefully arranged

—than by any amount of imitation ; and when materials, although superior to others

in their beauty, of themselves cannot be introduced on account of e-xpense, those used

do mostly possess sufficient beauty, and may be made to substitute them in design as

well as construction.
When sufficient funds are allowed the architect or designer, there is not so much

difficulty. There are abundant resources in nature. We find materials of almost

every variety of color and tint. Marble, sfone, and wood are to be had in infinite

variety, and when wrought into finished and poUshed surfaces arc most beautiful,

and far superior to any painted surfaces which the ingenuity of man can invent, or

the skill of the artist can execute.
Color is also made successfully to form a part of our artificial manufacture, as

brick, tile, and the ceramic art generally.

We have recently seen some very successful appUcations of natural materials,

both as to color and form. ^ ^ *
No one has, I think, visited the new church of All Saints, iu Margaret-street,

without being struck with the extraordinary and beautiful effect of the decorations.

It is universally admired by persons of acknowledged taste, and those who have no
pretensions to art are able to see that there is a superior beauty to that which they

are accustomed to. It must be because the color of the natural materials are supe-

rior to any kind of painted decoration. Yet all the materials used are not of a cosUy
character. Some of the most simple and inexpensive are introduced. Urick, tile,

deal, &c., are used, and no attempt to conceal them.
Who would wish that the stained deal should be painted in imitation of oak ? or

that the other materials of a less costly and inferior order should have been painted

over instead of their natural faces being exposed to view. There arc beauties in all
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the materials umccI. The iufcrior serve to set off, by comparitton, the more costJy,
and increase llie etfeet

How much sreater is our admiration when wc can see that the raateriaJH used to
produce this effect likewise show uh the construction, and convince us that all this
rtplendour is not artiticial but real and histin*^ I This mode ol" dt'coratiou in one
which, 1 think, should be well studied, and althou;,'h thi- limits t;fnerally to the ex-
pense of other works will not admit of such costly materials bcin;^ introduced, aw in
the example just named, still a g^reat deal may be done with simple and inexpensive
materials, and by well studied and careful arranj^ements of natural color and effect,
as much truth maybe expri'sscd.

I think the wanK- rule may be carried out to a great extent, and thatBUCCCBsfuUy.in
the internal desi^aiing or tmishinga of our domestic architecture.
Why should light and dark woods be commonly used in combination with each

other hi our joinery ? Wood may be stained of various shades from light to dark.
The dirt and dust does not show more on stained wood than it does on paint, and
can be as easily cleaned and refreshed by periodical coats of varnish. Those parts
subject to constant wear and tear can be protected by more durable material, such
as fing*;r-plate8, &c.
Doors made up with light dt>al panels, with darker material for tlie rails and styles,

or varied in the staining, would, 1 think, look as will as the ordinary graining. Good
and well-seasoned materials would have to be used, and the joiners' work well fitted
and constructed. JlouUlings of a superior character, and in some cases gilt, might
be used for the panels, Ac. Dark and durable woods might be used in parts most
exposed to wear and tear.
Treads of stairs might be framed with oak nosings, if not at first, at least wlien

necessary to repair the nosings. Skirtings, varied by using dark and hard woods
for the lower parts or plintli, lij^hter wood above, jtnd finished with superior mould-
ings. Window boards and nosings of oak. This must be taken as suggestive only.
It would, undoubtedly, be more expensive than the common method of painting,
where extreme cheapness is required, but I think it would in many cases be better
than graining, and cheaper in the long run.

I must not dwell on the improvements that might probably be made to apartments
internally by the substitution of real colored mat^Tiais in place of painting or other
methods.
My purpose this evening is to draw attention more particularly to the use of varied

coloring in buildings externally, and to notice the means at our command for fur-
nishing thosi' colors, so that they shall be durable and lasting imder all circumstances
of locality and atmospheric clianges.
With internal decoration, it is not a question as to the advantage of color over mere

light and shade ; no one si'ems to dispute that. The coloring, not being subjected to
atmospheric changes under those circumstances, retains its brilliancy for a len^-th
of time. Tainting ia siiificiently durable and when used consistently, is a very valu-
able accessory. Still I prefer a natural face for finished surfaces whenever it can be
obtained.
With external decoration it is very different, and one can hardly wonder that there

should be a diversity of opinion as to the policy of introducing color in varied forms
externally, iest. through it not being properly understood, it be carried to excess and
assume a gaudy and vulgar appearance.
Much depends on the surrounding objects in the locality before we can be satisfied

that the result will bt; harmonious. If applied in the form of painting, the constant
and necessary periodical repainting is objectionable, as well as in many cases hiding
the construction.
Fortunately nature has given us an infinite variety in materials, suitable for build-

ing purposes, both as to color and tint, and our manufacturers have now discovered
how to introduce different colors into the various artificial materials, so as to form
part of the material with which it is amalgamated and be permanent and lasting.

Objections have been raised to the use of different materials in combination with
one another, for other reasons more important than mere effect. It lias been said
that you cannot obtain a uniform resistance by such mode of construction. The
action of the atniosi>here varies in its eifects on different materials, and is thereby
calculated to injure the strength and solidity of the building to some extent.

If an inferior material be strong and durable enough, there can be no harm in
using astrouf^er and more durable with it, so long as we take care that the Wesikest
material usefl be sufficiently strong in itself to bear the pressure.

Witli regard to atmosplieric influences, there is, perhaps, more to be considered.
Where many difleri.'ut materials are used, great care should be taken in the selection,
both as to their constitutional qualities, and to the action of external intlueuces
upon them.

It has hitherto been the custom to toUow the works of the ancients to a very great
extent, and we undoubtedly owe much to them for what they have taught us.

If wc could have been sure that they were in the habit of painting their edifices
externally, with varied colors, tliero would have been many who would not have
hesitated to follow then- examples,

It has, however, been recently discovered that the Greeks did use color in their
temples externally, in parts protected from the severity of the weather, evidently
showing their, regard and apj)reciation for polychromy, and that they never hesi-
tated to use it, where they could do so without its being injmed by external
influences.
The writer of the article on Architecture in the Quarterlf/ Hcinew for October last,

says that—" One of the observable features in Assyrian architecture was the general
use of the most brilliant colors in the exterior and throughout the interior, and the
importance attached to such accessories as gardens, trees, spacious courts, and
splendid decoration.?, hangings, and carpets. They were more considered than rich
and costly constructive material, granites, marbles, and great hewn stones."
Mr. Fergusson says, "that the ^reat monuments of Babylon and Ecbanta, built

after the fashion of those of Assyria, were painted on the outside, we know from
history. Ample traces of color are found on the interior walls and on the sculptured
slabs in the Assyrian ruins, to show that the whole of the inside was similarly
decorated
"As the love for over-ornamentation increased, it was gratified by a super-

abundance of carved stonework : the use of color decreased until it was abandoned
altogether in the corrupt Roman architecture from which we have principally derived
our taste for, and knowledge of, what we call the Classic styles.

'*TIie aesthetic law, which calls for the union of painted decoration with all original
architecture, was as much observed in India as in the temples of Greece, and in the
churches of medieval Italy."
The buildings in Germany and other parts of the continent have often been

admired for tlu- beauty of color in the roofs, &c., by the use of tiles and similar
materials. We know, too, that buildings constructed entirely ofred brick, where they
are erected in the country, and isolated from other buildings, do often harmonise
and look well with the surrounding scenery.
-^ country villages, where houses are sometimes covered with tiles, sometimes

with slate, and in many cases with thatch, and built with brick and stone indis-
cnminately--where irregularity of outline is permitted instead of plain faces and
r^^larity—in many such villages the effect is most picturesque; and pleasing, both
irom variety in color and variety in outline. This irregular appearance is mostly
seen at a little distance off to great advantage.
There are many instances in which colored materials used in large masses have a

most charming effect. Of course this is accidental and not designed. The question of
cwor in these examples, was rarely taken into consideration in the original design.
The materials of various kinds were used on account of their suitability for the piu*pose,
but may we not learn somethingfrom these results, which shall guide us in tlic use
of colored materials generally ?
The minute variety which can be applied to town houses, where the eye is mostlv

brought within a short range of the object—and can only take in but a very small
portion, comparatively, at the time—would look spotty and meagre in country
buildings, where the range of vision is bo much more extensive. It would, therefore.

seem desirable in the building of a chiMter or number of houM In parU oat of tovn
to arrant*' the different tinted or colort-d materlalit in larger maues.

*

A house built with stone or light colored brlckH, and roi)f<-'1 «"•>• -• •"
r ',j

nerhapfl, look well by the side of another built with red bn
Different colored baudu, patterns In roof»t. etc., are, in my f

place, when used to loo great an i \tent in country vi!' "
they are rarely so close to one another, or in ftuch
impossihle for the spectator to sre anything eUe bm
fore the effect with the adjacent »cenery, aJt ueen from _ ....;«.^, „U .^ ...v imuoI
important to be taken into consideration.
In town liouses the case is totally different; here we are genenllv doM to tkc

external walls in a street. i>erhap», hemmed in by coutlnucua rowi of walUacon
both sides. The only rellff—unleBM the rowa of hou»e« are conBlderahly TarEdbr
form or color-is in the colors of the sky and clouds, in which we mostly have «oaw
complement to the colors of bright materials; beyond this we can -..- '»» imi.. />f
nature's arrangement In color. Everything is tihut out by the &h

i

number of buildin;:H which crowd our cities and thoroughfarea. \\

to arrange our buildings either in form or color, so that they shall , . ^ ;^ ;h
eye. and satisfy us in some meaaurc for the loss of that variety whieh'vve are mtxmB
tomed to see in the works of nature.
There is much diversity of opinion abroad as to Ww iidvisabillty of polychromatic

decoration extenially. No doubt it has sometimes been injudidouttly employed, and
those who are prejudiced and opposed to it have condemned many example* with
unmerited severity. U is well, however, that all errors and follies In any new
movement should be pointed out. and that others should be warned of making liki'
mistakes.

It will not do to regard what every one may say. There are many persons who
cannot appreciate colors, as also there are persons who cannot appreciate music. Vox
many, music and (;olor fhave no charms, may perliaps in »ome Instaueeit be revoUloK
to their taste altogether; but that is a defect in themselves and not the fault oftM;
color or music. There is such a thing as color-blindness, and there are some curtona
facts recorded of persons who are deficient in the faculty of distinguishln£f colore, tt
is said to exist in one male out oftwenty ; I'rofcasor Wilson discovered one case in ^
out of the Kdinburgh students. Not merely false vision but literally cotor-bllndm-M.
They doubted about all colors, and on different occasions namea the same color
differently. White and blaek they had no ditliculty about.
We know that music and painting are generally appreciated and admired by the

public. It is because the mind is consecutively and rapidly engaged with different
impressions, from the variety and harmony of the tones, or colorspresented to the view.

I believe thatis what is wanting In om' street architecture, and being compelled to
have so much wall space to tlie fronts of our buildings that materiaU of varied colon
and tints afford tlie best means of effecting the obji-ct.

There are few persons but who admire the effect of an assembly on any festive
occasion. The brilliancy and variety in the colours of tlie dresses, as well as the
form, give a pleasing result to the spectator. No matter whether in the church, Uie
theatre, the concert-hall, or out in the open air, large concourses of persons give
brilliancy, and add greatly to the beauty of the scene. Of course this again i»

accidental, but then it proves the universal admiration of variety In co&ur as
well as form.
We see that the two principal things to be considered in making arcbitectaral

designs are form and colour. The more important la undoubtedly that of form. It
is by the many varieties in form that we obtain the pleiuilnjr effects in light and
shade wliich break up all monotony and give beauty to the design.
AVe kuow that the mind when active requires to be constantly occupied with fresh

thoughts and serines. We cannot dwell on one subject or form long together with-
out being tiri^d by the continuance of one train of thought. In such a condition the
object becomes monotonous, and monotony is the most wearisome of all things to
the human mind. Alternate action and repose are required. We cannot bear to be
looking on continuous w all surfaces unbroken by form or color, any more than w©
can bear listening to the continuous repetition of one note or sound in music.
A well-known writer (Mr. D. Wyatt) says generally—" That the endless diversity

of men's tastes and the ever changing coudition of their education and association of
ideas demand for their productions a varieti/ almost as incessant as that which per-
vades creation;" but he goes on to say : "Whenever that craving after variety na8
been gratified, irrespective of fitness, novelty has degenerated into frivolity, design
into conceits, and style into mannerism and vulijarity."

In all cases variety should be consistent with fitness in the construction.
The same writer says, with regard to form, that it is in nature, "An index to :tll

leading attributes, a clue to recognise the relation of bodies or their properties to one
another. Thus from form alone to disc*;rn at a glance of what materials, and how any
jiarticular object examined, has been executed. '

In Wcale's Rudimentary Treatise on the Principles of Desi^jn.the author says that
" Forms may be divided, as regards their inherent or essential expression (apart trom
association), into at least five classes, accordinf]r to their degrees of contrast and gra-
dation ; from the most grand, severe, and forcible, to the most elegant, fanciful, and
delicate.
" Thus we may arrange :

—

*' 1. Rectilinear and rectangular forms.
"2. Rectilinear and oblique angled forms.
"3. Curvilinear forms without contrary flexures.
"4. Curvilinear forms with artificial contrary flexures.
" 5. Curvilinear forms with natural contrary flexures.
" It may be taken then, as a principle hardly admitting ofquestion, that as in nature,

so in art. the grander and more forcible varietitts in forms should, in every case, pre-
vail most in the ruling and structiu-al parts of a work, and that the more elegant
varieties should find their place chiefly in ornamental details."

In buildings generally, all projections and recesses, all variations from straight
lines and flat surfaces, constitute that kind of form which gives shade to parts
recessed, and leaves projected portions liglit. When the architect has space at his

command, he is enabled to varv the outline of his design, to break up all flat sur-

faces, to introduce a variety of"forms, and by so doing has less diflldulty in producing
a design that shall be generally agreeable and satisfactory to the eye. So far,

detached buildings, iind buildings in which the hue of frontage is continually broken.

may be arrjiuged generally satisfactory as to external design entirely by variety of

form, without the aid of color ; although there arc few cases in which color may not
be made to assist form in some degree.
In street architecture of the present day, however, there can be but few and small

projections from the plane of frontage, and it rarely occurs that any other receseej

than those formed by the necessary doors and windows can be obtained. GronBd
has become too valuable and the line of frontage too important. The Building Act
imposes many restrictions, and few clients can be induced to sacrifice an inch Of

frontage for the sake of external design. It must be something more important thaa
mere "politeness " in building to make them do so.

It follows, therefore, that in most modern street architecture there must ol neee«-

sity be agreat (luautity of flat wall surfaces. Stringcourses, architraves to window*,

and mouldings generally can bt- very usefully introduced. I'anelling may, perhaw,
also be resorted to very advantageouslv in some situations. These accessories mosUj
involve considerable extra cost, whether txecuted in the real material or plastered

on with stucco. If executed in stucco, they are certainly not what they represent

I think they are better left out if tlie proper material and construction are too ex-

pensive, and that plain projections and the use of color will supply their places. I

would sooner see a building without these ornaments altogether than have tftcm

stuck on with i)laster. If executed in the real material, I admire them, and tlvey

doubtlessly serve an important purpose in long rows of buildin'^s by breaking up tnc

wall surfaces, by casting shadows over the fronts, and thereby helpmg malcnaUy to

destroy the monotony ; but in either case they do not br».ak up the surface sna-
ciently themselves, and some other resource seems necessary to compensate for the
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U»ss of rariety iu cubical forms, and consequent want of light and shade
lhn^u;:hout.
If wcinust sarrifice many of the advanta-jrcs of form, let us study liow we can

atoDe for tha: sacritice hv niakin<<: ourselvt 9 well aciiiminlod with the laws nnd har-

moDT of color. 8*> that wo shnll not Iw afVaid to aiiply it externHlly af> well as inter-

nally iu the use of *«clt materials as are requirea for the conslruetion, esipecially for

town houses. I^et us <j»'t all the variation in outline we can, and then. make up for

the deficiencv by the application of color in I'orted nnrfucf forms.
I am one of tht^se who believe that our street architecture will eventually be very

much improvotl by tin- use of colored materials. It seems to me just wliat is wanted
for our presiT.t rvquircments.
The spotty and streakv appearance complained of by some wears off" by a few

years* exposure to the weather, and is not objectionable where the variation is not
carried to too irreat an extent. In time it becomes less marked. The variety in color

is only brought out prominentlv in those parts we are near to. In the distance the
colors bccomr neutralised, and unless a very great quantity of positive colors be
iL-KHi do not anpt»ar too prominent.

It thereior^ beciuncs an important question for our consideration, and is a subject
vhich. I think, should Iw fn-^juentlv brought forward and discussed" in societies of
this kind, in order that mauv opinions and more general views niav be obtained. U
is bv such means that a proiwr taste is likely to be cultivated. Errors and follies

wilf be pointed out and avoided, and general observation and experieucf will lead to

a correct appreciation of what is worthv of merit iu all lu-w works. The eilect of
the atmosphere uihiu. and the durability of the various materials is also an important
matter for obsen-ation. It is by tliese means—by real practical experience—that we
mustlot^k tor progress in this, as well as other, things.
We mav. :hen, impe that the riglit use of colored materials in external design will

be proj>»'rly understood, and that further improvements will be made in our artificial

manuuctu'res as their use becomes more general.
I don't think any regular or eomplete set of rules could be laid down;for general

guidance ; at any rate not at preaent. We must learn by experieuce first. It may
perhaps be at the expense of some few errors ; but that has been the case with
almost everytliing else. The improvements made in engineering and other sciences
have onlv been arrired at bv experiment. The first experiments have often been
failure?, "but it is fW>m the failures of our own or others that we frequently owe our
success.
The great danger which we are liable to In introducing color to our brick buildings

is in the too free use of the positive color—red. It is a most useful color when
Eroperly appliivl ; but it should be used in small quantities, and always be balanced
y the use of rhe secondary aud tertiarv colors in the larger masses, as recommended

by Mr. Owen Jones and others. It will rarely fall then to assist in the development
of form, and shade, and color.

If due care and attention be paid to the few rules laid down for the use of color
,renerolly, I don't think that any serious errors need be made. They will be found to
:ipi>ly and serve to assist us in many instances in arranging color externally as well
as internally.

I should be sorry to sec London or any city built entirely with variegated brick-
work, altough I tliink that that would be a great deal more tolerable than the dull
:ind dingy monotony of yellow or stock brickwork, without any variation in color,
which has accumulated to so great au extent in our streets and principal thorough-
fares.

We are never likely, however, to have such a universal application of colored
brick houses. In the larger and more important buildings, stone aud other superior
materials always have been used, and where the funds will allow and the importance
of the case demand, I should always be in favor of the best materials, both as to ap-
pearance and stability, which we have at our command, liut here we have perhaps,
more scope for variety than with colored brickwork. With ditferent colored stones
or marbles w? can get almost any amount of variet v. We can obtain it either by re-
ducing the co.ors to mere variation from light to dark, or by making the colors very
forcible and di-^ti net. In the former c:ise this has been done, in my opinion, with
most perfect success in the Crown Life Assurance i)Sic.c erected in Bridge-street,
Blackfriars. I should like to see a street earned out entirely in this style. I think
there could be no greater improvement iu oiir street architecture.
The Venetian (iothic—or secular Gothic—adopted, is a style very suitable, in my

opinion, for introducing variety iu colour, but I must not enter into the question o"f

ctyle. The mixed colors and tones in the example I have just referred to, are of the
most subdued deiicription throughout. There is a most beautiful variety, affording
all the repose necessary, and yet a total absence of anything glaring, offensive, or
vulgar.
I have prepared a few rough sketches, to suggest some of the many ways in which

variety may Ix- attained by the most simple forms, without the aid of color. Had
time permitted. I should have been glad to have worked these out into more finished
iIln«trations. I hope, however, that what I have brought will be sufficient to excite
an interest ia the subject, and lead to other desijjns being made by some of the mem-
bers of the Association. I feel sure that brickwork maybe arranged with much
gTMter variery In form than many believe, and that, too, in the most simple manner,
and without unnecessarily increasing the expense, or destroying the bond of tlie
work.
A dozen of the most simple forms in cast bricks would be sufficient to obtain all

mouldings necessary. They need only be applied—like strongor positive colors—
ver>' sparingly, in such places as labels to windows, above and underneath string-
cou'"8efl. where the ^>rojection is sufllcient ; also in one or two courses at tlie imposts
of doorways and wmdow openings: and more freely perhaps in the principal cornice
or crowning member of the building. All other necessary variety in form may be
obtained by the use of plain and chamfered bricks ; and where extreme cheapness
19 required, cast or moulded bricks may be dispen.sed with altogether. Many of the
new police stutions are good examples of what may be done with plain brickwork, by
simple arrangements In form, without any varied coloring.
There an' many ways in which difl'erent forms may be obtained, without any pro-

jwlion from the surface of the front. The lecturer then referred to some sketches
''Wph were intended to convey the idea, and showed a varied outline by projections or
<^*™''hng under thv lintels, the reverse way, ?.*-., from the sides of recesses.]
rhiskindof variety of form is suitable for surface decoration, and where color is

to be eraployi-d. It in less liable to interfere with the bond, than projections from the
fae^of the work. Strings and any kind of longitudinal projection may always be
resorted to with safety, proper b^arinjg being all that has to bt^ eousidered ; but any
rontinnation of vertical joints must destroy the bond of the work, and thereby injure
thcBtability rf the construction. For this reason I should never like to employ any
vertical projections—beyond the size of a course of bricks in luight—at or near to
the principal angles, or where there is likely to be much pressure, in case of fracture.
Ithink t!io p pre!*4_-ntation of quoin atones, as to size, is not good construction.
They an* generally arranged in three and four courses, forming a series of vertical
Joints and dej<troying tlie bond where it is most essential. Such construction
Involve* extra thickness in the walls. I see no objection to the employment of
strings, projr-fted round the licads of window springs. If those openings be not too
near the antrlcs : because here the bond Is already broken by the window openings,
and the width of a string cannot add much further to the weakness of the work.

It now remains for me to miy a few words with regard to the Illustrations of the
application of color externally. If any gentlemen present should be disposed to
Ie»ok at the sketches after the meeting, I may mention that the numbers to the
sectional parts refer to the diagrams on sheet No. 1.

As. for reasons I hav«; b<'fore named, we cannot alwavs get sufficient variety in
toirn to prevent our street architcrture having a monotonous and wearisome aspect
and that a multiplicity of small forms appears frivolous, and is almost as offensive
and vulgar as gaudy coloring, I contenci that we should try to use color in our street
srrhltrx-ture externally as an assistance to form, which is the way we find it in all
the works of nature. It may be appUed iu many ways, and serve to define a variety

of surface forms, which shall harmonise with any solid forms it may be possible to
introduce.

[Illustrations were given as to how two different colors may be arranged ir. arches
to window openin*fs.] This is an example from a window at Verona, copied out of
Jlr. Streets work on brick and marble architecture of Italy. This method of
arranging colour according to the courses of the bricks may be applied to cornices
and other details, I think, with eonsidirable effect.

Circles and diamond patterns of ditlennt colored bricks can bo introduced iu
half-brick rings and lines, without matt-rially allecting the bond. A running pat-
tern, as shown on a sketch, would, perhaps, look very well under a cornice or else-
where.
There is an arrangement of color in the gable ends of the tower to a church in

liambeth, 1 believe by Mr. Toulon. It consists of a geometrical pattern of three
circles, fiUing up the gable; within the circles are two triaui^K's, placed reversely,
intersectin-c each other, thereby forming an hexagonal figure in tlie centre of each ;

this is filled wiih stone, and pierced, to form alight. It is, to my mind, a very happy
arrangement, and shows one of the many ways in which color may be applied exter-
nally. The new church and parsonage-In ui.se of St. Thomas's, J^ambeili, near the
Westminster-road, also shows a very great variety in the arrangement of color and
form in brickwork.
According to I^Ions. Chevreul's thirteenth and fourteenth propositions, "Color on

white grounds apinmrs darker; on black grounds, lighter."
"Black grounds suffer when opposed to colors "whicli give a luminous comple-

mentary."
It Is important always to boar in mind such propositions as these. With proper

attention to them black and red bricks may, I tliink. be used in combination with
each other very advantageously. [Illustrations were given showing the arrangement
of black bricks on a red ground, and the reverse.] Ithink black bricks have been
very judiciously introduced in a new building of Messrs. I^cc and Luvers in Kndell-
street.

Having thus directed your attention to a few prominent features in this interesting
subject, I trust that they may be considered of sufficient importance to elicit a few
remarks and suggestions from the racmbera present.

The lecture was much applauded, and after a brief discussion the meeting
separated.

LECTrRE AT THE AKCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
OK Wednesday evening a lecture was delivered before the members of the Archi-

tectural Museum, iind a large number of art-workmen, in the lecture-theatre of
the South Kensinrrton 3Iuseum, by Geokge Godwin, Esq., F.K.S., F.S.A., the sub-
ject being "Jlemorials of Workmen, the I'ast to Encourage the IVesent." The theatre
was well tilled, and auiongst ttie leading members of the Architectural Museum
present we noticed Mr. Bercsford llopu (who presided), Mr. (ieorge Gilbert Scott,
Mr. J oseph Clarke, Bir. S. C. Hall, Ac, &c.
The Chairman, in introducing the lecturer, said he occupied the chair that evening

undercircumstances peculiarly flattering to himself, but at the same time arisingfrom a
source of real sorrow to the Architectural Museum, and to all who loved and cherished
chitecturc in this land. They were allaware that they had lately losttheir honoured
president. Earl dc Grey, who hat! great accomplishments, and a real knowledge and
taste for the scienceof architecture, which would have raised him. had he been peer
or not peer equally. Having such a man as Earl de (ircy to watch over their
rising fortunes, and to be their advocat<', they were fortunate, and they deeply
and sincerely regretted him and respected his memory, now that he was
called away from them. And he (the Chairman) could assure them he
felt the honor paid him in bein*;;' called upon to accept the presidency of
the Architectural Museum., considermg who preceded him. From the earliest
days of the Institution he had taken an interest in it. had for some time
been a member of, the Society and had for some months occupied a seat at the
Council, which he was glad to siiy he did not vacate by accepting the presidency. He
believed that the Institution had now t«ken a solid position, as an institution of the
country, and he believed they might keep tliat position, if they were only true to
themselves—and true to themselves he believed they would be. A few days since he
received from a gontlemnn of European fame, but with whom he was not acquainted.
—the distinguished Sir Bartle Frere, K.(^'.K. (a member of the Council, Calcutta)—

a

letter, requesting him to offer to this Institution some sculptures, 8(K) yearsold, fVom
Kajpootana. He had accordingly oftered them to the Institution, and ho hoped they
would be exhibited in tlie building, and they would be kept solely under the sur-
veillance of the Architectural Sluseum—(Applause).
Mr. Godwin (who was warmly applaucled by the meeting) then read a long and

elaborate paper for the encouragement of the workmen, in the course of which he
cited many instances in which men of humble origin, by perseverance and industry,
conquered diflUculties and acquired eminent positions in the world, and gave inte-
resting details respecting the career of each. The lecture was addressed to those
who, with abilities and aspirations, doubt their power of overcoming the difficulties

that surround them, and treated of those who, in spite of the most adverse circum-
stances, had worthily ileveloped themselves and bettered others. Amongst other
worthies mentioned, the lecturer referred to liernard I'alissy (the potter), Quintiu
Matsys (born 400 years ago), the men of Nuremberg,—

" Quaint old town of toil and traffic,

Quaint old town of art jjnd song,
Slcmorios haunt thy pointed gables.

Like the rooks that round them throng;"
the promoters of the cotton manufacture-Arkwright, Ilargraves, and Crompton ;

James Brindley, James M'"att, Geoi"ge Stephenson, Robert Stephenson, Janu-s Tassie
(the gem engraver), Josiah Wedgwood (the potter), John l-laxman (the sculptor).

Hogarth, Massey, J. W. M. Turner, Sir John Soane, John liritton, Thomas (.'ubitt,

George N. Kem]> (the designer of Sir Walter Scott's monument at Edinburgh),
Chantrcy, Allan Cunningham, John I'ounds, Faraday, Elihu Burritt, John Martin,
Luff, John Thomas, Sir Joseph I'axton, Ac. The lecturer coucludeit with suggesting
that it was neither necessary nor to be expected that all should distinguish them-
selves or take the top place. To do one's work, whatever that may be, sothatothera
would be the hotter for it, was something; nnd he i)ointed out to the workmen of bis
audience where they miglit derive advantage, and how easily h:q)pine88 was to be
obtained irrespective of position—(The lecturer resumed his seat amidst applause).
The Chairman, in moving a vote of thanks to the lecturer for his eloquent paper,

said, the picture which had been drawn of the good, the true, the honest, the hearty.
the strong in mind, hand, and heart, and knowli-dge of every age, showed that
no discouragement to poverty, that no discouragement of deficient means, no dis-

couragement of cold-hearted friends—that nothing adverse or black could stand
against a true aud honest will determuicd to work out great ends for the good of
mankind and the world.
Mr. S. C. Hall seconded the motion, aud in so doing referred to the difficulties

which were overcome by the painter, Martiu, and the poet and sculptor, Allan
Cunningham.
The motion was put from the chair, and carried by acclamation.
The meeting then broke up.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—Tlie usual weekly meetinjr of tliis

body was Iield in tlie Council C'hainher, Guildhall, on friduy ; J Tliwaites,

Ksq., Chairman of the Board, presiding. The business transacted was chiefly of a

routine character.
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THE NOKMAN ARCHITKCTUUK OF CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.*
rnHE Lecturer then referred to and explained the plan of St. Peter's, referring

JL particulnrly to :—

.

1. Its apse at the west—polyaiidriim and confcsBlonary.
','. Itahi^h altar, undor a ciborium or canopy, which rested upon four pillars of

porphyry.
.'t. lie then noticed the columns of Parian marble, placed in front, in two rows,

ornamented with vine leaves. Tradition states that tlicy came from Solomon's
Temple.

Iteforo quittinfr the Romnn element it may bo permitted to ask, first. In what points
docs the Saxon Cat hednil coincide with St. Peter's; and, secondly, in wliat points
is the Roman element persistrnt. AVhat Roman characteristics have been carried
forward into the Medieval cathedral.

1. The position of tlie crypt extends only under the presbytery and altar end of
the church.

2. The entrance into the cryj^t descends into the confessionary.
3. The position of the matutn'al altar is tlie same.
J. The clioir of the sin^^ers is extended into the nave—an arran":ement quite

analo^''ou8 to that adopted in San Clemcnte andthe<itherKonian churches.
At the west end was a Lady chapel, with an episcopal throne. I'rofessor ^Villis

thinks tliat this was really the altar end of the church, in imitation of St. Peter's.
In the Cliureh of I-snfranc, to which attention niuBt next be called, we still have—
1. The apses, repeated not only in the presbytery, but In the transepts, and after-

wards in the chapels of St. Anselm and St. Andrew. This form is rare in
ICng-Iand.

U. The central nave and aisles and clerestory always persistent forms.
:i. The wooden roof, the s:encral style in England.
4. Somepointsof ornamentation.
Xorntun and Aor»wi;i French JCiewent.—Wc may consider tlie Norman style of

architecture to commence witli the t'onquest. In the account wliich (Vervase invesof
ihe burning and repair of the Cathedral, we Inivc a very full account of this church of
Lanfranc. The Archbishop erected it new from its foundations in seven years. It is

upon nearly the same plan as the Abbey of St. Stephen's at Caen, which was built
under Ins direction, begun in I(i()t. and dedicated in 1077. after his appointment to
Canterbury. TIte present nave, though built in the foxu'teenth century, is thought
with good reason to stand on the foundations of I-anfranc's church. An important
part of the building, one of its western towers, was destroyed as late as the year
1831. It is uncertain whether any of the present crypt may be iairly attributed to
I^anfranc.
Profeswor M'illis has undertaken the somewhat difficult task of developing three

states of the eastern part of the building. First, as left complete by Lanfranc

;

Kecondly, as altered and enlarged by Anselm and his Priors ; and thirdly, as it

came out of the hands of ^ViUiam of Sens and William the Englishman after the lire

of 1174.

It is not easj to understand the motives which led to the destruction of Lanfranc's
choir 80 short a time after its completion. It is not impossible that the Archbishop,
being intent on the restoration or a stricter discipline in liis monastery, and the
publication of new statutes to the whole Benedictine order of England, neglected, in

.•^omc measure, the building of his Cathedral in an appropriati' style of splendour.
Certain it is, that Gervatic passes over this somewhat remarkable incident—the
destruction of its eastern end—in a mysterious way. We may, perhaps, attribute
eometliing to the vanity of the monks who wanted more shrine room for the display
of their gradually accumulating relics. The simplicity of tlie earlier Christian ritual
was giving way to a more pompous liturgical worship. From the ritual, as has been
well said. ari.si'S tlie temple, and the temple again becomes the commentary on tlie

ritual. The form and aspect of the structure appears as evidence of the doctrines
tauglit within its walls.
Of the work of Krnulph and his successor Conrad, considerable portions still exist.

From the admirable treatise of (iervase, and the clear explanations which accompany
Professor Willis's exact trffiislation, it is easy to trace tliesc parts of the building.
The choir itself was long called the "Glorious Choir of Conrad." The murder of
Thomas a Jieckct took place when the cathedral was in the state it was left by
Conrad, and it is worth notice how much of the primitive style of architecture, and
especially the arrangement of the Presbytery, still remained. The tire took place
some years after his death, and appears to have been accidental. It is supposed that
when he was murdered he was about to take his scat in the pontifical chair, prior to
the ijeginning of vespers. Undoubtedly lie might, had lie chosen, have escaped his
pursuers by concealing himself in the crypt, with which he was well acquainted.
After the fire, which was the immediate cause of the rebuilding of the Cathedral,

there would, probably, be no lack of funds for its reconstruction on a splendid scale.
The contributions of i)ilgriras, princes, or peasants, would furnish these means.
French and English artificers, we are told, were summoned to give their opinion on
the best plan. Even these ditfered in opinion. " However, amongst tlie other work-
men, there had come a certain William of Sens, a man active and ready, and as a
workman, most skilful, both in wood and stone. Him, therefore, tlie monks retained
on account of his livelj; genius and good reputation, and dismissed the others, and
to him, under the Providence of (lod, the work was committed."

I exhibit a drawing of the Cathedral in section, which -wJU give a good idea ofwhat
the choir was in the time of Conrad, before the fire, and, as enlarged and beautified
by William of Sens—as. In short, it now exists. The whole of the Trinity Chapel,
and the crypt underneath it, must be considered the work of English William, and is

new from the foundations. Of this, more hereafter. Forasmuch, however, as there
remain in the western parts of the choir and transepts some portion of the early
work of Ernulph and Conrad, it may not be amiss to mention one or two of the tests
by which they may most readily be distinguished.

Ist. IW the style of the masonry. The columns, according to Gervaae, were raised
twelve leet in height, and exactly at that height anew style of masonry begins.

2nd. Ry a dlfi'irent and more elaborate base to the columns.
3rd. liy a nobler and more ornate style of carving.
There are. however, other architectural features introduced by William of Sens in

the vaulting and pier arches, and generally in structure, which require some notice,
and as it seems conceded by architects and antiquaries, that the Choir and Trinity
Chapel are the earliest specimen of the Pointed style which can be authenticated in
England, it may be permitted to make a short digression, not upon the subject of the
I*ointed arch itself, so much, upon the general character which the Round arched
architecture of France and England was assuming at the end of the twelfth century.
And hero, perhaps, I may venture to trouble you with a quotation from the earnest
and eloquent pen of the late Mr. Hope.

" A fortuitous concurrence of circumstances has made many a man invent that
which he had not the means to apply, of which he saw not the full use and
application. Many a discovery has taken place for the first time at a period
when, little wanted, it conferred no distinction upon its author, and no benefit
upon others, when like a lire kindled without ])roper fuel to feed the flame,
it again went out, or for many ages smouldered in unperceivcd obscurity,
till fresh wants and fresh means fanning the latent spark, blew it up into a
blaze, when the genius to which it first was owing had already long been for-
gotten in the darkness of the grave. And thus, for aught we know, it may have
fared with the embryo of the arch. If even by some fortuitous meeting of
materials, in peculiar relative situations, the embryo of the arch should first have
been found in independent Greece; it there remained in a manner dormant and
sterile. It received no development. It became not in her edifices a marked fi-ature
calculated by ita importance to change and re-modify the whole face of her archi-
tecture."
What has here been said of the Round arch may, with equal truth, be asserted of

k
• Continued from page ta.

the Pointed. Wi- llnil |K)lnt«d arclicn In the Ka«l. In Sicily, In Umxe, In »rry cwIt
times i but It iH not till about the middle of the tirelfth century that wo diMcni In
Franco examples ol what we may falrlv term the l'ointe<l mylc. Thua we arrire at
what may 1h! coinldered nomelliint' I'ki' the true theory- til. that It I. a en at
mistake to Keparati! the I'ointed from the Itouiidarehed style; and (hat It U alike
more nuturnl and more true to look upon, the former merely as the offsprlnK <>f the
latter, perhaps, speakinj.' more coirceily, as Itwlf In a more forward »i«ii of iii. dc-
veIoi)meut. At St. Denis, the work of the Abbe Su(,'OU, wliom a modirii Kreuch
theory has stamped as the inventor of the I'ointed style, wo lliid work of a decidedly
Itomaiie or Uomnnesquc character, and yet IntemilnKlcd with the free uao of the
romted arch.

I exhibit a vliw of one of the chapels at Noycs, which was built by Bishop
lleamlBwin, the friend and contemporary of th^^ bishop who built Ht. Denis. It Is
notable for a certain general resemblance to Cantt rbury. I now come to Kens Itself
of which 1 exhibit some details. Their similarity to the architecture at Canlerbury
will at once berecov'nlscd. Of this Mr. G. Ollbert Seott. said, in a lecture at the
lioyal Academy,—"TliouKh aeathe'lral of thi' second magnitude, and much injured
by sultsequetit alterations, 1 know few which have a nobler or a more Impressive
aspect. Kven the souring' interior of Amiens, which 1 chanced to visit a day or two
after, did did not efface from my mind the sterner ^fandtrur of Sens," and. with the
true liberality of thoujiht which marks the Kn^'lish mind, the same architect Is reported
to have remarked to a Irieiid, " Well, if, as the French say. we may And here the true
original of our I'ointed style, at least we must admit that we had a noble parcnlH;;e."
Admitting; then most fully, the iuterpolatlou of French work at Canterbury, wo

must be careful to di8tin(,nilsh,—llrst :—
That it is not to France as a whole that we concede precedence at this particular

epoch, for there are many parts of France where the development to which we allude
was ."pecially tardy, but rather to that part Immediately round I'aris, Ihe domain of
her ancient kin<r«. The ilnmcnse Intluenee gained at Ibis time by the French
monastic cstabllKhments, and the simultaneous lucre ise of the Uoyal power, brouf^ht
about the great epoch for building in France.
Secondly. Although this admission withregardlo Francois Just, it should be added

that there were in Kngland the same causes at work which were working In France,
and which, in all probability, would have led to like results. It would l>e a narrow
view to take, and quite an unnecessary concession, that all other nations fullowed
simply in Ihe wake of the French. The communications going on through Kurope
caused each nation to know perfectly well what was passing elsewhere. The ten-
dency to rcline and elevate, to substitute grace for sternness, and a sense of beauty
for a sense of power, is manifest about this time in all the countries in which the
lioniaues<iue architecture i)revailed. In all we find thesilnplieily of its earlier works
yieldingto that refinement of form, that dignity of elevation, which science and e<lu-
calion produce. The barbaric sentiment gives way, and the rude vigor of the early
Gothic is eclipsed by the mechanical skill and the greater taste of the architects of
the thirteenth century.
The question remains to bo discussed, how did tho change take place, and In

what parts of the building do we first trace It. To this It may be replied, in general
terms, that the vaulting, as a general rule, may be considered the part In which It

first manifested itself.

Up to the middle of the twelfth century, limber roofs prevailed in Kngland. At
Canterbury we know that the aisles were Vaulted, while over the central part a tim-
ber roof was used, •' excellently painted." os (lervase assures us. But in the South
of France, in I'rovenee, and also in Ilurgundy, vaulted architecture had long been
in fashion. Tlie problem seems to have been to combine the advantages of lightness
and elegance of furm which I he timber roof of the Xortli possessed, with the greater
appearance of substance, which the more costly material would naturally afford,

without tiien entering into all the structural details of this question of vaulting, we
may nsk ourselves what were the great objections to a chnrcli of Ihe basllican form,
which was then prevalent, in which the semieircutnr arch was strictly adhered to.

ISarrel vaults would be those in general use.
Ist. There would be a want of light from the clerestory windows. This defect

would be generally appreciated, because this mode of lighting, as has been shown,
prevailed from very early times. Hut it would be more than ever felt In the North of
kurope, on account of the dark elimate and the invention, at that time recent, o<

painted glass, which is known to have exercised great inHnenee, even on the struc-

tural part of churches.
and. The enormous weight of barrel vaults, when built over large openings, and

their lateral thrust, caused the question of abutments to be one reqmrfng the most
serious consideration of tlie architect.

3rd. The difl'erent forms of the vaults would cause endless perplexity. A semi-
circular arch is obviously only fitted for a square space of invariable form. The difn-

eultics, therefore, of throwing an arch over a rectangle of variable magnitude were
constantly on the increase.
What was wanted was more light, more strength, more height. These three objec-

tions were remedied by the I'ointed arch.
Ist. The ^darkness of the clerestory, by the lighter form of roof, and larger

windows.
2nd. The difficulties of .abutment, by groined vaults and flying buttresses.

3rd. The structural difficulties connected with the vaulting itself, by using a variable

arch to cover a variable space as well as a variable lieighl. Considerably more import-
ance has been attached to the last difficulty by some very able architects than to the

two first, and as the vaulling at Canterbury is what is called hexapartitc, a word in

cxjilanation is permissible.
The hexapartitc aevery, or ciborium. covers two oblongs ; the compartments in the

side aisles being square, were vaulted in the usual way by a double cylinder. The
question then arose: how to cover the correspondiug oblong space in the central

aisle ? The difficulty was thus met. A square was made out of the two oblongs, but
two bays in the side aisles formed only one side of that square. Thus the intermediate

pier was brought in. partly as a support, bnt more perhaps as one of the vaulting

ribs, and the difficulty was never met (as Sir. Fergusson says) mliifaetorihi, till the

I'ointed arcli came to the rescue. Ills words are: "This insertion was neither quite

a rib nor quite a compartment of a vault, but something between the two, and in

spite of all the ingenuity bestowed upon It in Kngland, France, and Germany, in the

eleventh and the beginning of the thirteenth centuries, the effect was never quite

satisfactory."
The great elevation of the small intervening arches haa led some to suppoae that

in them the I'ointed arch first appeared ; such, however, is not always the case, as

in Canterbury, it will be observed from the diagram, they are round, while on
file other hand, the larger arch spanning the whole central aisle from pier to pier Is

roiiited.
It would be presumptuous in any one in the present day to offer any new theory

as to the I'ointed arch, to the adoption and use of which, as I believe, many cause*

concurrently gave rise ; and yet, in estimating these, perhaps the consideration ol

what is called the pitch of the roofs has hardly obtained sufflcient importance. I'agan

architecture in India, in Assyria, in Kgvpt, in Greece, was essentially, at least in its

main features, trabiated—it was tile architectiu-eof the liutel : but the transition from
the lintel to the gable is easy, and already in Greek architecture we have the

pediment, a form which li.as been found, curiously enough, by Colonel \ yse in Ino

central chambers of the Kgyplian I'yramids. Again, from the pediment to a rude

form of arch the steps arc not difficult, the horizontal beam which had been cut in

twain to form the gable, cut into three, or five, or seven pieces, gives rise to an arc i

of which each piece is a voussoir. Thus we arrive at two metho<ls (iRsides the lintel)

of covering and opening— the gable and the arch. Now. the I'ointed arch is a com-
bination of these two methods, and has been well described by a modern writer as an

arched or curved galde. Adniilting tliis description to be true, it seems to follow

that when we lind a vaulted roof in which semicircular arches are used covered with

a gable, whether of wood or stone, it is probable that the structural advanUges m
the I'ointed arch would be brought to light. 5Ir. Fergusson, in hisexrellent llanabooK
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^Km mnn\ eiiunbct in the South of Franw, where, according to M. Felix do

^SS!Vconsider.ble authority, pointed arches were usedvery early m the eleventh

StSf'X ?Smb?r VtSfs wer? iade use of, but the vaults ^^^^ A''^^ . '° ^'"^

rSbbl? bat the ohJect of the architect was clear-to avoid loading

arch at its crown to an unreasonable or dangerous extent.

aiemcBt will apply with equal or jreater force, where "

is Med as a protection. Now, in

oath oC rvanco, the timber loof over

mi _

can to

the
The same

timber roof

fialy and Germany, and also in the

% vaulted ceiling gave rise to a very

kind of omamentation—the open arcade. Strnoturally perhaps, little

of it, but In the eastern ends of churches generally, and specially ,m

their apses, this species of gaUery has met with desirved applause. It Tvifl laeily be

JSSbSJa and its adaptation Co a southern climate admitted where httle snow

fidSfimd where this kind of double roof would add much to the coolness of the

totSkS^ Is it not. however, well suited to a northern climate. In Germany we have

IttraTeUingop the Khinc as far as Cologne, though mnerally closed in the north

In^iSceTt U couflned to the Southern Provinces, ft does not enter into the North

of Kurow ; it shrinks, as it were fVom that region which is called the fatherland of

the Siittd arch. When, therefore, the Northern Church builders undertook to alter

the Romane or Romanesque; style, and suit it to their own <?/"<
**'"'/'"';"^''fll^

would soByest itself as one naturally rciuiring modification. They found a low, flat

TWfovefT semicircular vault with an intervening gallery. The objections to this

form, and the low dark clerestory it involved have been already stated. To close

the gallery and to raise the . .

rooC would be the natural

course of proceeding, and
would, aa I contend, very
atorally suggt^st the convcr-
tkm of the round Southern
arch into the Northern
rointed.

It would be interesting and
possible to show how in

travelling northward out of

Italy, every part of the build-

iugr underwent the same sort

oT change j to trace the
doable route as it were of
the Lombardie architecture,

into the south of stance on
the one hand, and into the
centre of Germany on the
other, but time does not per-

mit, and will only allow me
in conclusion to make a few
remarks upon our Knglish
transition, and the English
element, as I have ventured
to call it, at Canterbury.

It is not possible to do so

vrithont observing that our
Romanesque style, is prop-
erly called •Norman," and,
however, justly that nomen-
clature may he objected to

on the Continent, it does not
invalidate the claim of that
wonderftil tribe of Northmen,
to the origin of the English
branch of the Komanesqoe
family.

It may, perhaps, be allowed
to call our earlv Norman,
" Romanesque, with a strong
Gothic tinge, the boldness of
the mouldings, and the gene-
ral sternness of type, indi-

cating a rude energy in the
builders." In the choir of
Canterbury, as left hy William
of Sens, we have advanced
Norman, with a French, and
even a Classical tinge upon
it—noting our distant con-
nexion with Rome and the
South, as clear as the Latin
words in oar language, or the
Latin prayers in our Liturgy.
William the Englishman

carried the transition a step
farther. In his clerestory,

and in other parts of the
work, we find the round
arches almost superseded. In
Bcckct's crown, the whole of
which came from his hand,
there is not a single round
arch. Of course some difll-

culty must exist in detrr-

mining l>ow far his work \va~

his own, and how far he was
eagfaged in carrying out the
pluis of Ills predecessor ; but
the eridence strikes me as in

fkvorof an original mind ; he
is represented as having been
overseer of the masons nnder
William of Sens, and dc
scribed by old Gervase.tbougb
small In body, yet, in work-
naaahip, acute and honest.
I eaanot avoid noticing a round base to a clustered shaft, which there Is much
ivason to suppose may have been from a design of English William's, and the
two slender shafts in the centre of the crypt—with round abaci — undoubtedly
of Early English type. There is nothing at all like them in the work of the French-
man. TO my mind It indicates the birth of that chaste and beautiful phase of the
Pointed style, which reached Its acme In the lovely spire, and perfect proportions of
Salisbury.

I shall now only mention one or two more contemporary buildings, of which 1 ex-
hibit drawings. The choir of Ripon was built by Roger of York, as has been proved
by recent research, between U.M.and 1181. The shnilarity of the clerestory windows
to those at Canterbury will be noticed.
Another drawing, for which I am indebted to my friend Mr. G. G. Scott, Is that of

Bt Cross, near Winchester. It was founded by Henry de Blois, brother to King
Stephen, who held the church from 1 1.lfi to 1 171. The mouldings round the windows
which have a peculiar Norman type are very original.

It Is natural to suppose that, in these buildings, fjngllsh artisans were employed,
while at Canterbury, wblcb WM the metropolitan Cathedral, where no expense was

snared French artists should have had the preference. Looking at the various build-

ings of this er<i, in England, it is not a partial verdict to assert, that while they seem

to show a knowledge of French development, there is no slavish imitation. On the

contrary there is a freshness of conception and and an originality of design which is

quite captivating. In the Museum here, may be seen a doorway from the little

interesting church at Barfreston, which will go far to illustrate my meaning.

To sum up the whole. At the beginning of our transition wc had a stronger

Romanesque character than the French. It had been given us by our Norman con-

querors. The keep at Rochester and the nave at Durham exceed perhaps, m rude

sternness anything we find abroad, but the remarkable converse of this is, that at the

close of our transition we had not only thrown off this excess of Romanesque
characteristics but had gone beyond the French in altering those of a less palpaole

kind The single column had, in all cases wheio it was used for a support, become

the clustered shaft ; the square abacus had given way to the round. Our arch

mouldinn-s had become richer and more studied in their profile, composed of' distinct

and beautiful members. The vertical line in every pari of the buildino; had become

more pronounced, so that at the end of the period, we had departed much more

widely from our Norman type than the French from their Romanesque.

The value of Canterbury, as a transitional example, is that its history is well

known, that there Is a date for everything, and that wc can trace m the work of

William of Sens, not what the French would represent as the introduction of the

Pointed style, but simply an interpolation of French art, which had its influence,
•"

doubtless, on the architecture

of the day.
To conclude : If there be, as

there perhaps is at Canter-
bury, a pecuharly foreign type,

and If there be French work
In the choir, it is also, in

many respects, a " peculiarly
English" cathedral; addresses
itself therefore very specially

to our hearts. It cannot come
near the French cathedrals in

altitude. Amiens, for example.
Is, in round figures, double its

height, Beauvais, which is a
wonderful <o?tr(/c/orce rather

than a work of real art, is

even higher than Amiens.
But what it loses in this

respect of sublimity may
pernaps be more than com-
pensated for by the juster

proportion of the parts , by Its

interesting and varied out-

line, by the pleasing variety

of light and shadow, which
plays over its double tran-

septs and numerous projec-

ons. It is one of the longest

of those very long churches—
our English cathedrals. It is

within 10 or 20 feet the same
length as Ely, Winchester, or
Westminster, and nearly 100

feet longer than the principal

cathedrals of France, Notro
Dame de Paris, Chartres,

Amiens and Rheims. The
average is for the English
about 520 feet, and for the
French 420 feet. It is charac-
teristic of England too, be-

cause, whether seen from a
distance or close, the masses
of its architecture are usually

broken by luxuriant foliage.

It rises, not like a continental

cathedral In the midst of

houses, shops, and hovels

built up against its sides, but
as all buildings look best-
almost like a flower from a

carpet of green.
It is on the outskirts of the

town rather than in Its centre,

which is also a marked feature

of our English cathedrals.

The monastic buildings round
it are not levelled mth the
ground, but remain covered
with ivy, and here and there

a wild rose, full of ruinous
beauty. Among them we may
remark the Norman staircase,

probably of the time of An-
selm, which is thought to be
a unique specimen, and a
building supported upon
beautiful Norman pillars,

once intended for a tank,

which contrary to, even re-

versing the usual practice,

has been converted from a
profane to a sacred use, and
now forms the baptistery of

the Cathedral. We may be
thankful that these precious

"^

relics are no longer dese-

crated by the hand of Puritanical violence, or left to perish through Iffno™"^J""

neglect, but tended with all the care of true wisdom which is ever anxious to preserve,

and to adapt to present use, these noble memorials. „„„„„.„,.
Happy are those who can cherish the traditions and the arts of our ancestors,

without saeriflcing the many advantages and blessings of modern civihsation.wno

combine with the greatest fitness for a life of business, and the most perfect appreci-

ation of the blessings of liberty in action as In thought, not merely a tasl;i, lor tnc

refined iiursuits for the antiquary, and a love of the picturesque, but a genuine sprit,

ofreverence for whatever may be found of the true, honest, and beautiful In the reUgion

Of past times. The Lecturer resumed his seat amidst loud cheering.

FIREPLACE AT MOSUL, TUKKEY-IN-ASIA,

Competition for Schools, Kersall Moor.—In a limited competition

for Schools connected with St. Paul's Church, Kersall Moor, •"'"".^"'''"^ster, the

plans selected hy the committee were those of Mr. William Walker, of Man-

chester, and that gentleman is commissioned to carry out the works immediately.
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UOYAJ. IKSTITUTK OF BRITISH AKCIIITKi'T.S.

AN ordinary General Mcotinfr of the memlwrs of the luHtitute waw held nt the
rooms, CoiHluit-istreet, Hofi:ent-street, on Monday ; I'rofcssor Cockkhell, the

uewly-elt'ctcd rresident, in the chair.

Mr. Nelhon (hon. Secretary), read the minutCH of proceedings »t the last meeting,',

which were approved of and confirmed.
Several f-ontlemen bein;,'^ present for the first time since their election as members

of the Institute, were introduced to the Chairman.
DomUiom.~yir. C. IIavter Lewis (hon. Sec.) announced the foUnwintr donations ;

From the Institute ofCivil Knjriuecrs, "The Address of George Parker Ilitlder. Ksi].,

on his election as President ;" from Professor Forster, " AU^emaine liavzcilunj; niet

appildunjjen, with plates, Parts and 10;" from the author, "An Kxaniiua-
tion of Existing: Facts relatiuff to Zincworks on the Gontinent, by James Kdnieston.
Fellow" (two copies); from the author, "A Practical Treatise on Sewera^M' ami
Drainage, by Lewis 11. Isaacs. O.K. ;" from William Tite, M.P., Fellow, "A Gopy of
his Address at the Openinij Meetinfi: of the Koyal Institute of itritish Architects,

on 7th November, 18.VJ " (a copy was presented to each member of the Institute). Mr.
Lewis, in conchision, announced that there were on the table some wood carvings,

executed by Mr. Parry for tlie Duchess of Sutherland, which spoke for themselves.
Thanks were voted to tlie donors.
Tlie Chairman- announced that a ballot would take place at the close of the dis-

cussion of the paper about to be read by Mr. Wyatt I'apworth. and he hoped that
members would remain to vote instead of leavinjf the room when the i)aper was
disposed of.

Mr. Godwin said there could be no objection to black-baHinfj if K^entlcmcn t]iouf,'ht

tit to brin;,'- about such a result ; but it miijht bo brouj,--ht about from personal lV-eIin<r,

unless the whole of the members present at the meeting' voted ; he joined, therefore,

in the hope of the Ghah-inan that ;;entlemen would wait to ballot at tlie close of the
readiDp:of the paper, otlierwise jtmi^ht happen that jrentlemen who would do honor
to the institute, if ulci-ted members, would be rejected.

HUrEHlNTKNDKNTS OF ENGI.IHH AKCIIITECTK IN THE MIDI>LE A0E8.
Mr. Wyatt Pai'woktii then read a lon^, elaborate, and earefulty-prepared paper,

entitled, "The Superintendents of lOn^lish lJuildln;;s in the Middle Ages ; witli

especial reference to William of ^V'ykeham." The paper, which was illustrated by
many drawings, dia^j^rams, &c , referred to the titles of many persons who super-
intended the erection of buildinjjs in medieval times, the peculiar duties which they
severally performed, and the renmneratiou they received. The paper, on the i)repa-

ration of which a HToat amount of iiainstaking- invostifiation and antiquarian lore

were brought to bear, jjave much satisfaction to a numerous audience. When tin.'

document, which, necessarily, from the nature of the subject, embraces a j^reat

number of dates, proper names, and quotations, has been tlnroujjhly revised by the
author, we shall publish it in the Builpin<; News. In the mean time, we may state

that it dilated at great length upon the following heads of the subji-et :
" Architect,

Ingeniator, Supervizor, Surveyor, William of Wykeham, Master of tlii.- Works.
Keeper of the Works, Keeper of the Fabrick, Director, Clerk of the Works, Devizor
of ISuildings," &e., &e. The lecturer attempted to show, in tlie course of liis paper,
that William of Wykeham was not so great a man as ho had been represented in

history, and that some of the works attributed to him were not hi? productions. At
the close of the paper, Mr. Wyatt Papworth sat down amidst loud api)lause.

TheChA irman said they had heard, with much pleasure and instruction, the learned
disquisition of their friend, 3Ir. Wyatt Papworth, on most interesting points respect-
ing the history of their ancestors in the architectural profession. He thought that
that was a most important subject to pursue ; he was sure that some gentlemen pre-
sent had directed their attention to the subject, and lie had done something in that
way himself. He must confess that he was disappointed in his expectations from
the paper as to the character of William of Wykeham, who, by the lecturer, had been
somewhat dethroned. William of Wykeham became a favorite with the King, owing
to the readiness in design whicli he displayed in the building of the Castle of Win-
chester. Well, he was always held to be an illiterate man, as in those times every
man was, who was not in the ciiurch. But afterwards tlie skill and cunning of the
arcliitcct were so apparent in William of Wykeham in all that ho did. the policy and
efficiency of his wit were so conspicuous, that he made reputation sufficient to cause
him to be placed amongst the ecclesiastics, that he rose rapidly in the admiration of
everybody, especially of his master, the King, and that finally he became Lord High
Chancellor, lie should be glad to hear what Mr. AVyatt I'apwortii had to say as to
the title or non-title of William of Wykeham to the admiration of architects, because
he was a great favorite of his (tlie C'hairman), and, he was sure, a great favorite of all

of tliem— (Applause). If William of Wykeham did not absolutely devise, and carry
out those buildings which were attributed to him, ho certainly was the acute and able
judge who provided tlie^ ablest architects for the purpose—(Hear, hear). He
discharged every duty entrusted to him in the most extraordinary
manner as to efficiency ; he seemed to have been an envoy or ambassador
to France, and to have perceived machinations against this country;
and as devizor or builder, he was competent to superintend the fortification of some
places of great im])ortance. Such a man we wanted in the present day—(Loud
applause). But in other resneets was he surprised, and could not but feel grateful
for the researches made by ilr. Wyatt Papworth, as displayed in his paper, who had
taken tliem over a period of from 7()0 to 800 years—(Hear, hear); in this long list of
years there was a great deal to be discovered, in fact Mr. Papworth's paper was the
backbone of an extensive and prodigious history. They must remember that the
ecclesiastics were, at the period relerred to, the learned men principally, and that
might probably lead to the commission of mistakes. He (the Chairman) was sure
they would all feel deliglit^d to hail and thank Mr. I'apworth for his able paper, and
hoped that tliose gentlemen who were acquainted with the subject would take part
in the discusoion.
The Hev. Mackenzie Walcott then addressed the meeting at considerable

length in defence of the character of William ol' Wykeham, who had been, as he
thought, 80 unjustly assailed by Mr. Wyatt Papworth, and in so doing made use of
voluminous Latin quotations from various authoritieB. The reverend gentleman,
with great energy, expressed his surprise that in an institution of Englisli arcliitects

he should b(^ called upon to vindicate the character of so eminent an architect as
William of Wykeham. lie was brought up at the school founded by Wykeham, at
AV'inchcstf.r, and under the sliadow of Wykeham's tower, at Oxford ; he had the
honor and pride of being admitted one of the earliest members of the Oxford Archi-
tectural Soeietjr. He had searched the MSS. of the libraries at Oxford, and docu-
ments in the British 3Iuseum, and he had come to no other conclusion but that William
of Wykeham was one of the greatest of English architects. Ho confessed that he
never expected to have been called upon to address any meeting of educated men,
especially any meeting of English architects, as the vindicator or apologist of
Wykeham ; indeed, he should have thought that .iny person wlio attempted
to attack the character and memory of Wykeham would have been roughly
treated, and he protested against "the modern system of criticism, and of
seeking for novelty founded on paradox and injustice. He warned the
members of the Institute against being led away by the statements made
to the prejudice of an eminent arcliitcct in tlu' middle ages, for if they
did they should remember that probably some skilful theorist, some ingenious
speculator, might'rise up against any one of them any day, and attack him in

as unjustifiable a manner as Mr. Papworth had attacked AVilliam of Wykeham. The
rev. gentleman proceeded to call in question some of tlie statements made by the
lecturer about AVilliam of Wykeham, and said it would be impossible on such an oc-
casion to cite all the witnesses he could adduce in favor of the honor and character
of William of Wykeham. He would, however, mcntiontwo.—one was the testimony
of Professor WilliH, of Cambridge. (The rev, -gentleman then read extracts from
l*rofessor Willis's work, which stated that Wilnnm of Wykeham was essentially i

practical man, that he was engaged in architectural works of a most important kind
nearly fill his life, that the design was mainly due to him, and that he had the

greatest share in the construction, &q.) Another evidence in support of AVykeham,

wa8 the nobh> lestimonyof nolens dlstln^lshcd agcntlemAu than I'rofetior Cock

-

erell, who presided so worthily overthe Uoyal Institute of llritlKh Archltvcta. (Thi*
rev. speaker then read a lengthy extract from a t4>Htimony by Mr. Cockerell. in
favour uf the abilities of William of Wykehnni, as an urchitecl, an eiiglniiT, nur-
veyor,»kc.) Wykeham was not the man to take any credit to liiniHelfwhlt-h i>ii;;ht to havt
adorned the head ofanother, and thus it was found that portraltii of iH>r»onii vau»Ktd In
his works were to l>e found in the windows of some of the ntrurturen. nUiI«m of
Wykeham was born of poor pan-nts, hut by his own energy and zeal he rmli«d hlm-

Lell<self to be Lord High Chancellor and Bishop of Winchester. Thc.MjM'akcr llien i

long quotations from Latin records, which spoke highly of the rhaVactAjrof Wykeham
as a man of great eminence in architecture, and went to show that he was Iheautbor
of a new style of archltei>Iure. Tbi? rev. gentleman, in conclustou, said he looked
for a unanimous verdict from the mecling he addressed that nl^fht in favor of Wyke-
ham. for he took his stand ut>ou the strength of truth, and upon tb« coDclttslTeDCta
of facts.

Mr. WvATT Papworth remarked that he had anticipated all that Mr. Walcott
had said, but he had not completed the subject of his paiH.T, which might be done on
another occasion.

The Kev. Mackenzie Walcott said ho was certain the meeting would conu) to a
verdictin favor of William of Wykeham.
Mr. Uobekt Kerk was quite sure tliat they were all very much Indebted to Mr*

Walcott for the expression of his views, in opposition to those entertained by hU
friend Mr. Wyatt Papworth ; but It should be remembered that the object of Mr.
Tapworth's paper was not to determine whether William of Wykeham was or wai
not what he was represented by historians to have been, but the object wae rather to
trace the rise and progress of their profession- (hear, hear)—and the lecturer had le-

leetedoneoftho most prominent ofmedieval architects for thepurpose of Hcelngwhcther
he, or the class which he represented, were or were notjwhat they were represented to

be. Now, without caring mucli as to who or what was >\ illiain of Wykeham or theciass

which he represented, the great research made by Mr. Papworth, as exhibited in bis

paper tliat evening, proved|ihat there was very great obscurity as to the early history of

the arcliitoctural profession. All architects as artists would, at the period referred

to by the lecturer, necessarilv at some time or other belong |to the Church. What
concerned them at the present dav more particularly was this—how did the art of

designing in architecture, how did the art of the b(>autiful, arise in this and other

European countries out of the medieval ages? There was no profession exactly like

theirs until comparatively lately, tliough there might be something like it In the

middle ages. It was a question whether the profession came from the clergy, the

monks, the masons, the devizor, or other person engaged in construction ; but it was
plain that a regular process had taken place, out of which had arisen the architect

as at present existing; but he did not think lliat architecture had yet reached its

full growth—(Hear, hear).

Mr. G. E. Street said it was with diffidence he approached a subject so Interest-

ing and instructive as that embraced in the paper of Mr. I'apworth. He would say,

however, that he did care for William of Wykeham, but lie should not care to sup-

port him if it should be proved that his jwsition was an unfair one. He confessed

that Mr. I'apwortli'sargumeiit was, to his inind, inconclusive, and that ft was answered
to sonic extent by Mr. Wallcott. William of Wykeham was himself a clerk of the

works as well as a supervisor, and if the clerk of the works was a superior olfiwr. he

Iiad filled the office, lie then proceeded to say a few words about an older architect,

Ellas de Dereham, who must have been pretty much like what an architect of the

present day is. It so happened that Elyas de Dereham was Canon of SaUsbury, and
he thought that Pugin was perfectly correct in saying that he was the architect of

Salisbury ; and he thought that Elyas of Dereham had been rather unfairly dealt

with in Mr. Papworth's paper. He was, moreover, of opinion that if Mr. Papworth
had not^confined his observations to England, he would probably have arrived at a

truer statement of the position of architects in the middle ages. M. VioUet-le-Duc

stated that in the thirteenth century an architect existed as at the present day. The
speaker then proceeded to show that at the period referred to there were good

grounds for believing that on the (."ontinent there were many laymen who were

architects, while in iJiigland a great many clergy occupied a similar ijosition. It

would have been most interesting to the members of the profession if they had heard

sometlilngmoreof the exact work architects did at the period alluded to, and the

way in which they did it. He had met with onlv one notice of working drawings,

set out on the stones by the masons, but whether the architect had anything to do
with that it would be difficult to say.

Mr. Ferrey confessed that it was very distressing: to have those traditions, which
were so very pleasing to them, so suddenly demolished- at least, an attempt to do

so had been made by Mr. Papworth, yet he could not think that Mr. Papworth had
been entirely successful in his paper. He was of opinion that ttie idea that William

of Wykeham was not the constructor of the great works hitlierto attributed to him,

must be very distressing to every Englishmen, and to all lovers of the buildings

themselves. He should like the discussion of the subject to be adjourned to a

future evening.

The Chairman was quite sure thatit would be very desirable torenew thcdiscus-

sion on a future occasion, becauseiit was most important to know the history of their

ancestors; how they stood, and whence they sprun^^ It would be well to have

instances that would throw light on the matter, and he hopci that Mr. 1 apworth

would encourage this idea on a future occasion ; it was too important a subject to be

discussed in one evening only.

Mr. AsiiPiTEi- addressed the meeting but brieflv, owing to the lateness of the

hour. He thought that, in the language of our celebrated Sir Itoger de Coverlcy. a

great deal could be said on both sides, and he believed that a great many mistakes

had been made with regard to medieval buildings. They read ol buildings having

been made by such and such a monk, and so on, and of bmldings having U-en

erected by Wolscv. who was no architect at all. But because tiny heard that

William of Wykeham had erected structures, and because Wolsey was not an

architect, that was not a reason for taking- the honor from the brow of \V ykeliam. as

the world went on, and became more civilised, man rose higher and higher ;
but ii

there was an dpxtrfKroi'fiw amongst the Greeks and an ArchUecttis amongst the

Komans, he did not see why there should not have been in England, at the time

referred to, an «rc/i)7ecY, who probably eombinedwith the architect the antiquary and

tile man of business. As for the use of the words Ma<jhUT Operiim, referred to oy

the lecturer, it should not be forgotten that previous to the appointment ol Mr.

Bunnin^ras architect of the Citv of London, thearchitcct was called the Clerk ot the

AVorks, and, therefore, he thought they sliould not be misled by names.

Several gentlemen stated that there were several cases hi which the ^^^s" clerk

of the works" were used to indicate "architect." If it were that
>VV'*?!„2

Wykeham. the son of a poor man. by obtainmg iniormatiou raised liimsclt in rank.

become a clericm (which in tliose days did not always mean a clergyman Dui a

learned man); if it could be shown that Wykeham raised himself from one >o«>t>o"

to another position, until at last he become Lord High Chancellor «'/'n";*"^^
'^,

must show the estimation in which the School of Arehitccture was held >" tjo*;,

days, and those were matters which it would be desirable to discuss on another

*'*'Mr.*M; DiGBY WYATT said he thought that, whatever dilTerence of ^P'^VO" '"Jfi;f;J

exist as to the entire conclusiveness of the ar-ument of Mr. 1 aP"'o/t'i- »»'
y, "J""

all agree as to the elaborate manner in which he had prepared the fft-t^_l«''L^^*j"[.^

them.-(General applause.) The question as to the actual position
""^J "f,

'•* ."^:j\'^'„

ments of those who had the superintendence of buildings in the ""^^
''J.'J';>;,^^^„^

to throw lisl.t upon it was n.ost useful and w.ll worthy of ™n'^"'"»""»-," I'll^i
ouc'lit heartily to thank tliose who made such attcmi)t9-(Loud applauso). Uc mo\ca

I vote of thanks to Mr. I'aiiworth.

Mr. C. H. Smith having briefly addressed the met'lmg.
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vote of thants lo Mr. Wjatt rapworth lor his paper,
|

k^tiOQ.

.u>» a visitor, I'xpressfd his thanlcs for the entertainment
iiau r. i-oived by tx-iuij inviti-d to attend the meeting.... , _,j-j,

Mr. Godwin -

which vrasearr
i'Tofeeaor Wi ~

and tostnirtiou ii _ ^ ,
_

.Va* JCaMkrs. —The followiu}; geutlenun were elii-ted members of the Institute :—
It^ate. J. K. Colliuir. Assooiatc, of C, IJid'Tuount- place. Uamustead-road ; Thoma«
Alloa, AMOcUte. of^Barnes. Surnv ; CuthbiTt Brodriek, of Leeds, and Kdward B.

Lamb, of 3. Hinde-street, sianchester-smiare, as Fellows : and Ch.irles J. Pliipps,

of i, P«r»gon-buildinir». I>alh. and William S. lUrber, of Uanover-chambers,
~ " D-street, Adelphi, aa Associates. The meetins; then separated.

THE STRIKE.—ANOTHER MEETING.

ON Tuesdav evening the usual weekly meeting of the London Tildes' Delegates,

in support of the Iocke<J-out in the building trades, was held at the Shaftes-

bury Hall. .\Jdersgate-»t. Mr. Hay, delegate from the ropemakers, was called to

the chair, and Mr. George Potter.' secretary of the Conference, announced that

on Monday a diTidend of 4*. each was distributed amongst 2,300 artisans, and

that, along with many other contributions to tlie general fund, another sum of

£1000, TOted by the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, was expected in a few

days. The sums contributed at the meeting amounted in tlie aggregate to up-

wanbof £70 10s.—On Friday evening an aggregate meeting ofoperative builders

waa held at St. Martin's Hall, Long Acre, ' For the purpose of protesting

gainst the conduct of the master builders, who still enforce the document as a

condition of the meu obtaining employuient." Mr. A. S. Ayrton, M.P., who
WW called to the choir, addressed the meeting at some length, observing that the

doenmait was illegal, immoral, and politically inexpedient, and he hoped the

maetefs, seeing tlie feeling of the country, would consent at once to withdraw the

document, and induce tfiem to return lo the path ofreason and propriety. If

they would not, he trustetl the men would endeavour to improve themselves, and

they might rest assured that the stone which the master builders had rejected,

would yet become the head and comer-stone of a temple which the working

men would rear, though it were through much tribulation and suffering.

Mr. Putter moved the first resolution :>

—

That the;- document " or " declaration " is unjust in its principle, tyrannical in its

leqniiements, and injurious m its application ; that its enforcement would be sub-

fft alte of the indei»cndence ot the workin*,' classes, provocative of hypocrisy, pro-

tocMreof deteriorati<m in the virtue of the laborine; portion of the population, and is

therefore prcjniant with pernicious consc<iuence to the whole nation—whose great-

neasRstaon the virtue of the liriiish people—and that every well-wisher of this

eoaatry la therefore morally bound to aid the men now engaged in resisting^ the im-

pfflrittmi of the said "document" as a condition of employment in the building

Bade*.
Mr. Macki>'T08H seconded the resolution, which was carried unanimously.

Mr. DuKXiXG moved the second resolution:

—

That, considering the enormous power of the Associated Master Builders, the un-
scrupulous use they have made of it in the endeavour to starve the operative builder

into subjection, together with the comparative weakness ot the " lock-outs," and the
consequent immense and overwhelming difficulties against which the Conference
have nad to contend, the linanagement of the struggle has been such as to entitle the
Conference to the ronlidence and further support of the classes whose rights the
Associated Master Builders arc attempting to destroy ; and that this meeting deems
it a sacred duty to aid the Conference by every means in its power tmtil the odious
•* dociunent.*' or equally odious "declaration," is withdrawn.
Mr. Arnott seconded the resolution, which was also carried.

(![orre<jpoiuUniri;.

Bond- street.—The house which we noticed a foi*iight since, as being

reconstructed, at tbe corner of Burlington Gardens and Old Bond- street,

is for the celebrated Tniefitt, the prince of peruquiers-the man who " dyes "

daily, and "dyes" so thoroughly that he has lieeome famous—the friend of

the prematurely grey, tlie mainstay of octo^narian youth, wlio linger

awhile in his presence, then issue forth with raven hair, glossy and
precise, again to conquer with complacent satisfaction. Time was when
the old dandies had to sit for days with heads swathed in cabbage leaves,

and the flattering compoimd they contained produced only a delicate purple.

It remained for Tiniefitt to pour the balm of consolation into their hearts,

and tbe right material on their withered heads, to dispel the white frost

effectually from the vigorous thatch, and roof again, with matchless skill, the

desolate mansions of the brain. Tlie old house, with its flight of steps in front,

was, however, condemned, and some months ago was pulled down ; owing to

the strike, the works remained for a time at a complete standstill. Hardly more
than two months ago the new building was commenced with one bricklayer only;

Dadnally others came in, notwithstanding the opposition of the Paviors' Aims'
Committee, and when the builders obtained their full complement of men, a

floor was carried up every week. It consists of five stories, with basement. The
front feeing both Bond-street ,ind Burlington Gardens is carried entirely by
Portland stone piers, with stone lintels, each tlie whole thickness of the walls.

Over the lintels are reUeving arches. The rest of the building is executed in brick-

work, very plain, but with indications here and there of the architect's ability.

A boldly projecting balcony, 2 feet inches wide, is iixed on a level with the top

floor, and is supported on brick corliels. Tlie ironwork of it consists of cast

standards with wrought bars running from them, and large roses in circles intro-

duced in the centre betweeu the standards. The effect ot this balcony occupying
the place of the ordinary cornice is very fine, and gives a striking and artistic

appearance to the whole building. "The shop front, with its stone piers and
tneir well-carved capitals, by Karp, and the large sheets of plate glass, each
10 feet 6 inches by .O feet 6 inches, has been very ably treated. It shows un-
mistakeably how the house is supported, and is far preferable to the ordinary
expensive manner of projecting lOJ inches, and masking altogetliev the main
supports of the bouse. The tiles of Messrs. Maw have been extensively era-

ployed by the architect. The whole of the ground floor, the waterclosets, and
the staircase landings are all laid with them, and with the best possible effect.

Tbe joinery throughout is of yellow deal varnished. Tlie only portions painted
are outside the house. Tlie ground and first floor walls are coated with Martin's
cement, an excellent material where, as in this case, the building is required to be
need immediately It Is finished. It Is here introduced ofa pink tint, and it seems to

answer the purpose admirably. There is an entrance in Boad-street and another in

Borlington-gardens. The archit<«t is George Trufitt, Esq., of Bloomsbury-square,
who had, in addition to the difficulties attending the strike, to contend aj^'ainst

no less than twelve brotlier architects, champions of adjoining rights and lights.

The builders are Messsrs. Longmire and Biirge, who have executed the works
most rapidly and well.

CITY (iUAVKYAKllS AND CHUKCII VAULTS.
Sir,—Your able article under this head in last week's Building News, induces me

to put into words that which hitherto has only been present in my thoughts ; but
that very frequently, and always upon the mention of funerals.

Is it from genuine res])ect that we bury our dead whole ? Is it from a sickly senti-

ment which renders other modes of interment objectionable ? You well eny, that

"This is a subject most sacred to Englishmen, one which they regard with the

deepest and most enduring reverence. l!ut if we owe a duty to the dead, we also

owe a duty to the living." Doubly so; for it cannot be supposed without
injustice to those same dead, that they would wish to be posthumous nuisances

and cngenderers of disease and death to the living; therefore, shall we not be
justified in loregoin"' this extreme reverence for mere bodies, and showing a little

more for bodies with souls in them ?

Here are we, in these latter days, harbouring covertly the superstitions of the

middle ages ; for who shall say that this desire to preserve dead bodies, is not immedi-
ately connected with the fables which taught our fathers that the uuburied dead
would return, and haunt something or somebody, consequently that thi' more they

buried them, that is with the more care and pomp, the less would tiny be liable to

their visitations ? It Is time that we returned to more wholesome customs ; not new
ones indeed, but such as we have precedents for without end.

To bury in vaults is deadly ; so say the doctors and so says common sense. To
bury in graves brings forth 3,000 tons of putrifylng human matter—a fearful feast

and food for death.
By the way, is the " comparatively modem " mode of preserving the dead a

" mimicry of Egyptian civilisation ? " I think not ; for the KgypHans did preserve

their dead, when it pleased them, but we do not. But then the Egyptians only

pleased to do it in the case of their I'haroahs and other m.iguates of tlie land ; and,

indeed, the immense cost of the process must have precluded its use under any other

than e.xtraordiuary circumstances. Have we now among us any cunning in cere-

cloths, spices, bowelliiig, and pickling '! Lettheir services be;ta8ked to the utmost forour

great ones, here and there a one, not merely to put them into compressible leaden

coffins, all perishable, but to (It them, if necessary, for reference to m times to come,

as to a library. Of what other use is It to preserve our dead ?
, . ,,

It surely is indecent and repugnant to even the coarsest feelings to think that.the

remains of our friends are to fester and effervesce, and bubble and rot ; to mix with

stranger rotten ones, and to amalgamate into a huge paste of animal poison, fit only

for ploughing into barren land. Not that it is to be supposed that this mass will

ever become so useful, for ought not "their resting places to be treated as holy

ground, wliieh can serve no more useful purpose than that of being consecrated to

the promotion of—what—health (?) among the living."

If any one were to propose, as I do now, a return to the ancient cremation, for the

efTectual disjiosing of our bodies, would he be called a barbarian ? Were, then, the

Romans, who civilised England, barbarians .> Are the Hindoos barbarians ? Nay,

then, they are more barbariaus who keep their dead as long as they can than they

who burned them.
, ,_ . ,, , „ ,

What are our marble and terra-cotta vases, tazzas, and urns, but the mere shell ot

that sensible custom, where'of the kernel is lost in civilisation ?

What can be more harmless than the ashes of tens of thousands of dead bodies ;

and what can be more consonant with the feelings (miud, the jyejiHijn feehngsjot

Christians, poets, statesmen, and doctors—and, through them, of the oi ;»/to>—than

to have portable relies of the actual persons of their dead friends ? (if, in sooth, they

must be portable ; and If not, then there are no " noxious emanations," no festering

ten acres of City ground, and no more need to consign them to Lctheby than to

Let,' then, our urns—instead of doing nothing, or at best growing greens, inside

and out—become cinerary tu-ns, wherein our tears may keep green the wholesome

memory of our dead. I am, &c.,
IGNIS*

BUILDERS' TENDERS.
Sir—In justice to the builder whose tenders for works at Alderman Sidney's

Bowes Manor, which recently appeared in your paper, may I beg the insertion of the

following remarks.
, „ . , - ^^

The lowest tender, which was evidently considerably below the fair value of the

works to be done, was not accepted, inasmuch as it was forwarded without the

sanction of Mr. Fidler. in whose name it appeared, and the result has been, that the

next lowest tender, that of Mr. Carter has been accepted.
I am, &c.,

Edmund WoooTHoarE, Architect.

28a, Basinghall-strect, January 18, 18flO.

THE USE OP ZINC,
Sir,—Having seen in your valuable Journal a copy of a paper read by Mr. James

Edmeston, at the Royal Institute of British Architects, " On the Usts of /inc in Roots,

and the causes of its failure thereiu." I trust you will accept these few remai-ks upon

the subject, and if you consider them of sufficient importance, I will thank you to give

them a place in your columns. I agree with the opinions set forth by Mr. Edmeston

as to the causes of its failure, in many instances, such as impurity oi the metai,

ignorance and carelessness sometimes on the part of the workman in the method of

laying it, and in the desire for cheapness, which has led to the practice of using zinc

of too thin a gauge for building purposes, but permit me to state that there is another

cause not known to, or at least not mentioned by, that gentleman in his paper, which I

believe is the principal cause of its liaving been pronouuced a failure by many
builders and others ; it is the too frequent practice of dishonest persons engaged m
the trade, of contracting for to lay ziue ot a certain gauge, and using a lighter one

instead, this was done to a great extent twelve or fifteen years ago, when I may say

zinc was then on its trial, and was extensively used by many railway and other com-

panies, it was a common occurrence to substitute No. lOgauge and even No. y for Ho.

12 I will speak more particularly of one job, done for the Creat Western Railvvay

Company, th(^ roof of the Station at Slough : there was upwards of 40,000 feet of zinc

used and was contracted for to be laid with 18 ounces to the foot, and tor which U
ounces to the foot was used, the result was a failure, aud in consequence theCompany
have prohibited the use of zinc on their premises, whereas if it had been laid

accortling to contract, it would have been at the present time in perfect condition, 1

believe from experience that the methods of laying zinc suggested by Mr Edmeston

is valuable, an(f should be observed by all workmen engaged in, and having an

interest in the advancement of the trade.
I am, &c.,

January 2i, 1860. A ZracwORKEB.

INDICATORS FOR STREETS.
Sir,—I have just noticed the article on this subject in Ust week s BuiiDIHO

NEws-the introduction of lighted directory panels at the corner of streets, to

indicate not only the name of the street, but all the streets branching out from sutli

main street, by which information is afforded to all, by night as well as by day.

After enormous difficulty in getting committees to acknowledge the nierits ana

advantages of the plan-although so simple aud practicable-I obtained the per-

mission to place one of the panels at the corner of WeUington-street, Wraud, whtTe

it obtained general approval, and remains, I Iiope, to this day as a prool ot efficacy

;

but if it has been removed, it has been done without my knowledge or any intima-

tion from the committee and surveyor of the district. I enclose u prospectus and

'"i&y^^object S^callhig attention Is to ask for fair recognition of my plan as the
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projector or inventor, and to compare it with the adaptors' tndicatora, Mettttrs.

Prisley and Co., I*aneraa-lane, Queen-street, City. If there is merit and credit due
to the plan, surely tam entitled to some benefit or small share of the profit, if my
principles are adopted. 1 have paid near iihOO in (Jovernnient fees and stamps for

patents, whicii, after receivinj^ iii^ihest approbation from tlie press and from the

public, have all, for want of aid from capitalists, been sunli and are useless to me or

the ))ublic.

My case is not a solitary one, and it only shows the necessity of a society or

committee of investigation to prevent snch wrecks of inventive power and the limited

means of inventors from being uselessly sacrificed.

I am, &c.,
W. AUBTIN.

Sib,—In your article on the "New Convent at Bayswater," last week, you say

that the whole of the works have been carried out under the superintendence of llr.

Kegis. This is incorrect, as Mr. Keijis is only there in the position of foreman to

Messrs. Jackson and Shaw, the contractors, the whole responsibility of the super
intendence having been intrusted to Mr. Cantell, the clerk of the works, to whom
great credit is due for the manner in which they have been carried out.

Trusting that you will, in justice, insert this in your next impression,
I am, &e..

Truth.
January 25th ,1860.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitionb Kecohbed to .January 25.

Mr. Murray Anderson, of Tollington-park, Hornsey-i*oad, for " An improved ven-
tilating apparatus."
Mr. John Shaw, of Manchester, for " Improvements in the construction of hot-

bouses, conservatories, and other such buildings."

Grants.
Mr. Henry Chance, of liirmingham, and Thomas Howell, of Smethwick, "Improve-

ments in the manufacture of glass."—Protection, six months.
Mr. .Tohn Fowler, of Waterford, Ireland, " Improvements in locks for doors and

other purposes."—A communication from abroati by Warren Kowell, of New York,
in the United States of America, dentist.—Protection, six months.
Mr. Robert Watson Savage, of No. 15, St. .James's-square, Westminster, "Improve-

ments in fire escapes, also applicable to ladders, portable scaffolding-, and such like

purjjoses."— Protection, six months.
BIr. William Smitli, of Kilmarnock, *' Improvements in vent or chimney linings,

and in smoke preventive and ventilating apparatus connected therewith." Protec-
tion six months.
M. Kin6 Charles Videgrain, merchant, residing LafBtte-street, No. 10, in the

empire of France, "Improvements in the manufacture ot artificial marbles." Protec-
tion six mouths."

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. Frederick Levick, of Blaina Cwm Celyn and Coalbrooke Vale Ironworks, in

the county of Monmouth, " An improvement or improvements in the manufacture of
iron."
M. Rini Charles Videgrain, merchant, residing in Laffitte-street, No. 10, in the

empire of France, " Improvements in the manulacturc of artificial marbles."

Foreign patents.
Mr. Carl Boyer and Comp., of Strasburg and Ludwigshafen, for "Hcatinfj

apparatus with currents of moist air." Dated 5th April, 18511 ; expiring 5th ApriL
1860.

James E. Boyle, of Brooklyn, N. Y., for an " Improvement in valves for water-
closets."
Mr. .Sumner Cooper, of Windsor, Conn., for an " Improvement in window sash

supporters."
M. L. Gerard, of Liige, for "A draught apparatus for chimneys."—Dated 29th

October, 1850.

M. Kudolph Gottgetren.and M. Hermann Fries, of Heidelberg, for "Brickkilns
fired by means of coal."—Dated .Srd April, IS.*)!) ; expiring 3rd April, 1801.

Mr. James A. Hanier, of Reading, Pa., assignor to himself ana Mr. Norris Maris,
of Kimberton, l*a., for an "Improvement in brick moulds."
M. Joseph liittner, of Vienna, for "Peculiar so-called 'chain bricks ' for walls,

vaults, rotundas, &c.*'— 1 year—(Public)—Dated ^-Ith October, 1859.

Mr. Joseph Knopp, of Pesth, for "A composition of so-called * water stone,' for
obtaining architectural, plastic, and glyphic objects, &c."—1 year.—(Secret.)

—

Dated 28tli October, 1859.

Messrs. Moses W. Lester and Max Hjortsberg, of Chicago, IlL, for an " Improve-
ment in apparatus for heating and ventilating buildings."
Mr. .1. Soil, of Mons, for ""Manufacture oi fla^^stones, pavements, plates, &c., of

•artificial marble."—Dated 3rd January, 18(J0.

M. K, C. Videgrain. represented by Th. Boutillier, of Schaerbeek, for " Improve-
ments in the manufacture of artificial marble."—Dated 10th January, 1800.

Specifications Published during the Week.
No. 1,439, price 3d., planes.
No. 1,451, price 9d., kiln for burnin^f bricks and plaster.
No. 1,456, price 4d., manufacture ot varnish and lacker.

Society for the Encouragement of Fine Arts.—Last (Thursday)
evening, the opening soiree of the season, took place at the SufTolk-street Gal-
lery, by the kind permission of Mr. H. Wallis, whose Collection of Modem
Paintings which were hung on the walls of the Gallery, proved a gi-eat attrac-
tion to the meeting. In the course of the evening a Vocal Association of sixty
voices gave a performance of madrigals, part songs, and otlier choral music.
We shall probably refer to the meeting more at length hereafter.

Metropolitan Main Drainage.—Mr. Roland Brotherhood, the railway
contractor, of Chippenham, Wilts, having obtained the contract for the con-
struction of the main sewer from Greenwich to the outfall in the Erith marshes,
at a sum of £282,5.50, will commence operations forthwith at Woolwich. The
work commences at North Pole-lane, Greenwich, and the sewer will be carried
along the lower road to IJowling-green-row, opposite Woolwieli Dockyard, at
which point there will be tlie opening of a tunnel passing completely under the
town of Woolwich, at an average depth of 40 feet from the snrtace of the road,
the size of the sewer in its internal measurement being 14 feet G inches. Six
millions of bricks will be required for tlie formation of the tunnel, which termi-
nates in the Plumstead-road, and tlie sewer will be continued thence through
the marshes to Crossness-jioint, terminating at a depth of 23 feet below the sur-
face of the marsh. .Six shafts will be sunk in the town of Woolwich, for the
more speedy completion of the tunnel, and by the terms of the contract the en
tire work is to be executed within two years. Tlie highest tender received was"'"
of Messrs Peto and Betts, at £431,710, beuig a diSerence of £149,105 bet'

that and the contract taken.

that
between

TENDERS SENT IM.
TnoRMioniiK.il, m:ak KtrKiMiiiAH.

For reseating the parish church at Thoruborou;,'h,uear BucklD^hain. Mr. WlUlam
Smith. New AdelphI Chambers, urchili-ct.

Mander, Thornborough .C711) 17 u I Tibbrts, llurklngbajn £Mlv o
Hailey, Stony Stratford 1177 10 II Mundav, BurkiUKbam ISM (i

Cooper, Aylesbury KU | Young 'and Co.. Oxford* MO A
• Accepted.

Over Darwen. Lancasiiibe.
For building the Over Darwen Police Station.

Mr. William Yates, Preston djoo
Messrs. John Cotteral, and William Illtchle, of 7W18
Mr. Alexander Kay, Over Darwea ', 776

Cowling, near Chorley .

COMPETITIOMS OPEM.
CORN EXCIIANGK AM) PL IlLIC ROOM.S.

Ross.—For designs fer the Ross t'orn Kxchange. Public Itooni.'., and Markets. TIi.

entire cost of thf buildings, including fittings, paintiug, and di-curation. urrln'

commission, and clerk of works, must not exci-ed ii'i,~:*t. The buildiugK m .-

comprise a corn-e.xcliange (which will be occasioiially usetl as a coucerl-rooni, to
seat six hundred persons), a butter and poultry market, f..r eighty Ktandiiign, a
reading-room, library, andclass-room, also rooms for hall-kct'pt.r, and all ni-cessary

conveniences. The plans, elevations, and sections, must all be drawn to a uuifurm
scale of eight feet to an inch, and be accompanied by a detailtMi siiecification of the
works as well as a definite estimate of the cost. The Comiuittee ol tlic Com-
pany (who will be assisted by a professional ar<!liiteet) will award a premium of
£,'M for the best design, and £2u for the second best design, tlic premlated dealgos
to become the absolute property of the Committei". but the Committee reserve to
themselves the right of rejecting the wliole of tlie designs, if In their judgment
there should not be any one suitable for the purposes intended, or any that are
not in conformity with the foregoing stipulations. If the author of either of the
premlated designs should be engaged by the Committee to superintend the exccotiOD
of the works the premium will lie merged in a commission to be agreed upon. The
designs to be sent free of expense to W. R. ilall, Ksq., .Springfiild, Kuss, without
the author's name, but witli a motto. A sealed letter, bearing tlie motto, and con-
taining the author's name and address, to accompany each design. A plan of the

site, and further particulars, can be obtameil of -Mr. Frederick Gordon, lion, iiec.,

at tlie Ofllce of Mr. Minott, the Solicitor to the Company. D«iii|[iia to

February ».
LAYING-OUT LAND FOR BUILDING.

Granton, near Edijiburoii.—For plans for the best method of laying ont lor

building purposes, part of the estate of Granton, near Kdinburgh, the property of

his Grace the Duke ol Buccleuch and Queensbury, also nlans for the different

classes of houses to be erected. A premium of £75 will b<^ given for the moat
approved plan, £50 for the second, and £-,>j for the third. The plan of the Und
may be seen, and all particulars obtained on personal application to Mr. John
Hawkins. Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lawful day between the hours of

11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Printed copies of the condition of competition will alio be
obtained from Mr. Hawkins, and the competitors must forward their plans with a
copy of the conditions, signed by them under a sealed cover, as explained by the

conditions, to Messrs. Gibson, U.S., 12, Charlotte-atreet, Edinburgh. I'Uo* to

Newport, Salop.—For plans showing how several pieces of land in the Marsh,

which pieces can be ascertained on application to Mr. Henry Ueane, Newport, can

best be laid out for building sites, reference being had in such plans to the future

conversion of the adjoining lands for similar purposes. The Newport Town and

Marsh Trustees will pay £10 for the plan they may consider the best. Any infor-

mation may be had from Mr. Heane, and the plans must be delivered sealed with

motto, and the name in a sealed envelope referring to the motto, before March 1.

SCHOOLS, &c.

Long Ashton, Somersetshire.—For; designs, plans, and estimates are required

(or parochial schools and master's house, to be erected in the parish of Long
Ashton, near Bristol. The schools to contain accommodation for 100 boys and

100 (nrls, and a class and Committec^-room, Plans to be in accordance with the

directions of Council on Education. Should the successful competitor not be cm-

ployed to superintend the works, a premium of £10 IDs. will be awarded for the

design, &c. Plans to be sent in under motto, to A. E. Way, Esq., A«hton-lod|ge,

near Bristol. The site of the proposed new schools will be shown, and every u>n>r-

mation obtained on application to Mr. Easton, Long Ashton. Plans to I eb. 1.5.

COMPETITION AWARDED.
The plans of Mr. Wm. Walker, St. Anne's-street, Manchester, have been sheeted

for the schools connected with St. I'auls Church, Kersall Sloor, near Manchester.

Mr. Walker is commissioned to carry out the works inunediatcly.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
BUILDERS' WORK.

York.-Forthe execution of the several descriptions of builders' work at York (Od lU

vicinity, from 9th March, 1860, to 31st March, 1801. Schedules of work and t«rm»

of contract, and every necessary information, at the Royal Engineer omce, .j, ik

Grey-street, York. (No date specified.)
' CE3IETERY.

Newsham and South Blyth, NoRTHUMBERLAND.--For the erection ot chapew,

lodge, &c., for the Newsham and South Blyth Burial Board. Plans and spedflM-

tions at the Office of F. R. N. Haswell, architect. North Shields 21st January, 18W.

CHAPEL. , • M
Exeter.—For the erection of a chapel in Rack-street, 'a tl«,^P»rl8h of St- ""P^
Major, 'Exeter. Drawings, Ac, at the office of Mr. Ashworth, architect, 9, Pani-

street, Exeter, from January SOtli to Febniary 13. Tenders to February 10.

CHURCHES. , „ .^

Bhidstow, IlEREFORDSHiRE.-For rc-building the parish church of B"'t«o''j.!'^

Ross. Plims, Ac, at the Office of Mr. Thomas Nicholson, Diocesan Arcniteci,

Hereford. Tenders to February 4. „.ri.h
LiNDRiDGE, near Tenburv, -(voRCESTEBSHiBE.-For rc-bijUding the pansn

church of Lmdridge. Plans, &c., at the school-house, LIndridge. Tenders to

Feb 4.

BATHS AND WASIIOUSES.
, ^ „. „

DERBY.-For the extension and alteration of the Derby baths "nJ w"f?»«ff«-,iS;'
&e., on application at the Oflice of Mr. C Pratt, ^ "»""*"?i°«.^pZ.; chaiSS?'
Further information may be obtained of Mr. S. Egan Kos8er,C.l!..,Percy-charoDcr9,

Northumberland-street, Strand. Tenders to .January 31.

GAS TANK. ,^ „j, ,.Kj,i,
Sutton, Southcoates, and DRYPOOi,.-For the excavating ""^.^""^M^jiKJf
tank, 8-->feet In diameter. Plans, &c., at the Company s works, StllweU-nreei,

Groves, Hull. Tenders to February 25. « *^•^^
HOUSES. . ,

Ashprington Court, near Totness Devon -For the erection of a »ra-

house and buildings for Ashprington Court, "ans, Ac, on application^o^.

James Finch, at Sharpham-house, near Totness, and all pariiculan obtainea irora

him, or from Mr. R. W. Whiteway, land agent, at Ashburton.

ruary 10.

Tenders to Feb-
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Atbekstone, Wabwicksiiire.—For tlio buildins: of a villa residence and offices at
Atherstone. I'lans, *e., at the OtBcc of Mr. 1!. Jennings, arcliitwt, Athcrstonc,
until February 16 Tenders to February Ifi.

WooDiioi'SE, Yorkshire.—For the erection of five flrst-class dnclling houses,
fkvnUue the Moor, .it Woodhouse, near to the (irammar-sehool, for ,1. O. JIareh,
Kaq Plans at the Office of Mr. Cuthbert Ilroilrick, architect, 17, East I'arade,
Leeds, on and after February 1. Tenders to February 13.

HILL.
LONGwooD Cloigh, ne.vr HiDDERsriELD. — For the erection of a mill and
premisea at LongTiood Clough, near Iludderstield. I'lans, Ac. at the Office of Mr.
Ueotee Hepworth, :irchitect, liriahouse, on the Mtli inst., until February 2, and at
the JJew Inn, LongAvood, from the ard to lltU of February. Tenders to 4 o'clock,
February 11.

LONGwoRTO, HEAR DuxscAH, LANCASHIRE.—For the crectlon of a cotton mill,
engine-house, boiler-house, wheel-house, scutehiug and mixing place, A'arehouse,
chimney, stable and cart-shed, weir, bridge, &c., two dwelling-houses, with appur-
tenances, and twenty cottages ; also the extension of Hope mill, and its appurte-
nances, in Little ISotton. For particulars, plans, &c., apply to Mr. Lomas, 8, Field-
street, Bolton,'until February 1. Tenders to February 1.

I'AKSOXAGES.
Breschij:y, Kest.—For the erection of the St. Andrew's parsonage house, Pad-
dock wood. Brenchley, Kent. Plans, Ac., at the office of Mr. John M. Hooker,
architect, Brenchley, Kent, on and after the 2jth January. Tenders to February
S. (See adverlisi-ment).

PKISONEKS' CELLS, Ac.
UATE8HEAD.—For the erection of five prisoners' cells, and other alterations and

additions to the ^I'own-hall buildings. Specification, Ac, on application at the
Town Surveyor's Office. Tenders to February 4.

PKISOXS.
PKSTOSVILLE, MlLLBANK, BrIXTOS, PORTLAND, PORTSMOl'Tn, CllATHA.M,
Parkhl'rst, and Dartmoor.—For the supply of timbers, deals, slates, lime,
and tricks, lead, glass, wrought -iron and cast-iron, ironmongery, gas and water
pipes, white lead, oils, &c., for 1'.; months, from 1st April next to 31st March, 1801.

Form uf t*'uder on application at the several Prisons before named, or at the
Office of the Directors, 45, Parliament-street, on aud after Monday, February 0.

Tenders to a o'clock, February 23. (Sec advertisement).

RAILWAY.
Stockton and Darlington.—For the supply of 10,000 Scotch fir or Norway
Sleepers. Specification ou application to William Cudworth civil engineer, Dar-
lington. Tenders to February l."*.

North -Eastern Railway. —For the completion of six dwelling houses on the
Victoria branch, near Hull. Plans, Ac, on application to 5Ir. Prosser, architect's
office. Tofl-greeu, York, and at the station master's office, Hull. Tenders to Feb-
ruary 1.

SCHOOLS.
Havdock, Lancashire.—For the erection of the new British Schools, Ac, at Hay-
dock, near St. Helens. Plans Ac., and bills of quantities, at the Offices of Mr.
Willifuu I'onlson, architect, Newton, near Warrington, on and after January 30th.
Tenders to February (j. (Sec advertisement.)

Burton- I'pon-Trent.—For the erection of new schools, with master's house, for the
Trinity Church district parish, Burton-upon-Trent. The schools are to accommo-
date 400 children, viz :—liO boys, 1'25 girls, and Ita infants. Plans, Ac, at the
Office of Mr. Edward E. Jennings, hon. sec, from whom further particulars may
be obtained. Tenders to February 7.

Liverpool.—For the erection of the Friends' Free Schools, Islington, Liverpool.
Plans and quantities at the Office of Stessrs. William and Robert Duckworth,
architects, 24, Tarlton-strcet, Liverpool. Tenders to 5 o'clock, Jan. 30. (See
advertisement.)

Hertford.— For the building of the Abel Smith schools, Herlford. Plans, Ac, on
application to the Rev. G. Yeats, All Saints' Vicarage, Hertford. Further par-
ticulars on application to John M. Hooker, architect, Brenchley, Kent. Tenders
to February i:i. (See advertisement.)

Uain Drainage, Middle Level Sewer.—For the construction of main brick
sewers, 12 miles 1,280 feet in length, or thereabouts, 33,862 feet of this length being
in tunnel, and for the execution of other works in connection therewitli, to extend
from a point between the Northern High Level Sewer, eastof Sir George Uuckett's
canal, and the western arm of the Counter's creek main sewer, near Kensal-green,
in the county of Middlesex. Parties desirous of submitting tenders may, upon pay-
ment of ,€3, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form of tender, aud other particu-
lars, on application to Mr. J. W. IJazalgette, eugineer of the Board, at the office of
the Board, between the hours of nine a.m. to lour p.m. Tenders to four o'clock,
February 10.

YORK-ROAD (FORMERLY MAIDEN-LANE), KENTISH-TOWN, PARISH OF ST.
Pancras.—For the execution of drainage works in the roads on the Conservative
Lane Society Estate, in the above roads. The following rough quantities are
stated in order to indicate approximatively the extent of the proposed works ; but
parties tendering will have to take out quantities for themselves :—

«J-inch egg oval brick sewer, 4 feet by 2 feet 8 inches, including
earth work ; average^depth, say 13 feet 800 feet run.

Ditto ditto, 3 feet 9 inches by 2 feet Cinches; ditto, and in-
cluding four quadrantal cunes of 20 feet rad 2,000 „

12-ineli pipe sewer 070 „
Bell junctions where the 3 feet !) inches by 2 feet inch sewers
join the 4 feet by 2 feet 8 inch 4iunumbr.

Gulley Cesspools (trapped) 20 „
Ditto, existing, to alter 4 „
Ventilating shafts 12 '„

Side entr.aiicc 1
Cutting and making good gravel roads 3,660 feet run.
Surplus earth to be removed 2,000 cubic yds

l>I»n, sections, Ac, on aud after January 23th, at the Office of the Society's sur-
veyor, Mr. James Wylson, 33, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C. Tenders to February
4. (See advertisement.)

SURVEY.
Abergele.-For a survey and plan of the parish of Abergele, within St. Asaph
Union, the area of which is about «,0<XI acres, more or less. The plan to be made
upon a scale of 3 chains to an inch. Form of contract, and further information, on
amplication to Mr. Robert Edward Williams, Clerk to the Guardians, lioard-room,
jjt. A.saph, North Wales. The contract to be entered Into will contain a clause
limiting the time of the completion of the above work to twelve calendar months.
Tenders to February 8.

Taking Down, Removing, Ac, Blildinu, Norwich.—For (in separate tenders)
the various artificers' works required for the entire taking down, removing, and
clearing away the whole of the building materials and other works connected with
the house and offices known as "Hilgliani's Retreat," and lately used as a private
lunatic asylum, situate on the Unthank's-road, Norwich. The building mav be
InsiMcted, and plans Ac. may be seen and obtained at the (Jffices of Mr. John IJay-
mond Ellis, Bank-street, Norwich, between 10 and S, on and after January 23rd.
Tenders to February 8.

SUPPLY, SEWEIiAGE, Ac.
BLH«LEM,STAFroHi)»HiRE.—For theaupply of glazed stoneware pipes and other

articles ; and also for the excavation and laying of the imain sewers, and the for-
mation and construction of the several streets and passages on the Basford Kstate,
Etruria Potteries, Staffordshire. I'lans, sections, Ac, at the Office of Mr. Ralph
Hales, Engineer and Surveyor, Cobridge. Tenders to February 4.

IliNCKLEV, Narborol'Cii, AND ASHBV-DE-LA-ZoucH.—For about 2,000 tons of
Broken Granite, or any part thereof, may deliver tenders in writing, sealed up and
addressed to the Chairman of the Trustees of the said roads at their meeting, to be
held at the Bell Hotel, in Leicester, on Jlonday, the (ith of February next, at Eleven
o'clock in the morning. Terms, particulars, lind conditions and forms of tender
may be obtained on application at the Office of Mr. C. A. Maeaulay, the surveyor,
of the said roads, Friar-lanc, Leicester, at any time on aud after Saturday the 28th
day of January instant. Tenders to be sent to the Trustees of the said roads, at
their meeting at the Bell-inn, at 11 o'clock, February 0,

Leicester and Peterbouolgh.—For supplying for the repairs of the said road,
about !>00 tons of the best picked broken granite, to be delivered at either of the
Wharfs or BepOts in I,eicestcr, between the first day of March next, and the last
day of February following Terms and conditions and forms of tender obtained
on application to Mr. C. A. JIncaulay, the surveyor of the said district, at his Office,

Friar-lane, Leicester. The Trustees will meet at the house oi Sir. Arthur Boyer,
the Bell Hotel, Leicester, to receive tenders at 11 o'clock, February 0.

Market Harboholgh, LotiGimonoiiai, and Melton Mowmrav.—For supply-
tho surveyor of the Market Harborough, Loughborough, and Mellon Slowbray
turnpike roads, with about 2,0(Hi tons of broken granite, or any part thereof.
Terms, particulars, aud conditions, and forms of tender, may be obtained on
application at the Office of Jlr JI. J. Dain, the surveyor of the said roads, St
Martin's, Leicester, at any time on and after Saturday the 28th day of January
instant. Tenders to be sent lo the Trustees of the above roads, who will meet at
the Bell-inn, Leicester, at 11 o'clock, February (i.

Sydenham.-For about 10,000 bricks, stocks, place and malms, and grey and chalk-
liine, in proportion, to be delivered ou .Sydenham-hill, near the Palace. Apply,
A. B. C, Messrs. Hauling, timber merchants, 33, tlouuuercial-chambcrs, Grace-
church-street. No date specified. (See advertisement.)

VESTRY HALL
St. Mary Abbot's, Kensington.— For carrying out certain alterations and im-
provements at the Vestry Hall of the said parish. I'lans, Ac, at the Office of the
Surveyor, Mr. Broadbridge, Vestry Hall. Tenders to February 0. (Sec advertise-
ment).

Nemcastle-upon-Ttne.—For 14 malleable iron gates for the Butcher and Vegetable
Market, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. I'lan and ftirther particulars, at Mr. Robert
Wallace's Office, Guildhall, Newcastle. Tenders to February 0.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
Aberdeen.—For the erection of a nine-gun battery, with its accessories, Ac, at
Torry -point, near Aberdeen. Parties desirous of tendiTing must make application
at the Royal Engineer Office, 42, Northumberland-street, Edinburgh, on or before
the 3l8t inst. I'arties tenderin*;-to pay one guinea towards the bills of quantities,
which will be forwarded to each as soon as prepared by the surveyor. No date
specified.

Isle of Wight.—For repairs and additions to sea groynes in front of Sandown
Fort, in the Isle of Wight. I'arties desiring to tender for this work must leave
their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Portsmouth, on or before the 31st
January, 1800, and pay the sum of half-a-guinea for the bills of quantities, which
will be furnished to each party as soon as prepared by the Governmeut Surveyor.
No date specified. (See advertisement).

Wev.mouth.—For the erection of a gun shed at Weymouth. Parties desiring to
tender for the erection of this work must leave their names at the Royal Engineer
Office, Nothe, Weymouth, on or before the '2nd day of February, IgflO, and pay the
sum of 10s. Od. for the bills of quantities, which will be forwarded to each party as
soon as prepared by the Government Surveyor. No date specified. (See advertise-
ment).

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
2,000 yellow, white pine planks, deals aud battens, 200 squares of prepared flooring,

6,000 feet wide pine board, 10,000 feet quartering, large quautity dry cut stuff, 1,000

feet mahogany planks, doors, scaffolding, sashes, old materials, Ac, on the premises.
Great Camden-street, Caniden-town. Messrs. Lercw and Lercw, auctioneers, 2,

Cardington- street, Hampstead-road, and 30, Chancery-lane. February 6. (Sec
advertisement).
400,000 capital stock bricks, sound oak and fir timber, in rafters, slates, joists, and

girders, 40 square slating, plain and pantiles, glazed sashes, useful doors, partitions,

wainscoting, chimney-pieces, aud interior fittings, 230 square sound flooring-boards,
20 iron columns, 7 square of stone paving, coping and sills. tons of lead, in flats,

gutters, cisterns, pumps, and pipes, stoves, ranges, and other useful fixtures and
fittings up. On the premises, Rose-street, Covent-garden, and St. Martin's-lane.
Messrs. Pullen and Son, auctioneers, 80, Fore-street. February 2.

BANKRUPTS.
(From the London Gazftte.')

Giles, F., ironmaster, Dudley Port, Stafford&lure; Feb. 10 imd 24, nt eleven, nt the court, Binningbam.
Solicitor, Mr. Webb, Birroin^lium ; ofRcial a-ssijjnee, Mr. Whitmon', Bimiinjrhum.

Marfthall, T., builder, Plymouth ; Feb. 7 aod 27, at twelve, at the court, Plymouth. Solicttora, Messrs.
Hooker and Co., Plymouth ; official a98i[;nee, Mr. Hirtzel, £xeter.

Sumner, J. W., builder, Iteiirate, Surrey ; Feb. 8, at twojaud March 7, at twelve, at the court. Baaing-
hall-Btreet. Solicitor, Mr. Keul, Mitre-court-chambers, Temple; official assi^ee, Mr.^StaDsfeld, Basing-
hull-street.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
Swinton, J., and Fraser, D., builders, Duudec ; to meet Jan. 30, at twelre, within the British Hotel,

Dundee.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
BowncV, W., builder, Paul-street, Fiiisbury, and Seven Sisters' -road, Holloway; 73. 3id., iu the pound,
any WeduBitday, )>etween eleven nnd three, at the office of Mr. Whitmore, Bftsmgh»ll-street.

Earl, J. T., plumber, Lewishum, Kent; Is. 6d. in the pound, any Weduesduy, between eleven and three,

ut the office of Mr. Whitmure, Buain^hull-street.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Banks, T., ironmonger, Chorley, Feb. 10; court, Munclicster.

White I., ironmonger, Big-gleawade, Feb. 13; court, Basinghall-Htrcet.

CERTIP'ICATES to begranted unless cause be shoumfor r<^us(d on the dayappokUed
Craven J. luid T., prlue iimkers, Kothwell ; February 13, court, Leeds.

Cross, A., iroijfouuder, Westbrorawich ; February 23; court, Birmingham,

INSOLVENTS.
Brunninir, Edward, plumber, Warwick-8tr«et, Charinif-cross; Februaryd; court house, Portugal-street.

WatU, William, carpenter, Bristol ; February 9, at Bristol.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Colwell and Mnskpll, paintprs. Sou ihumptou

.

Embleton and Cross, plumliers, Cburchway, St. Pancras.
tJroves, Sen. and Jun., builders, IsHnpton.
Heap nnd Cu.,tttoiie roerchantn, Brookfoot (so fur us regards Mr. Ileapj.

Scliotield mid Dunkerley. engineers, Oldham.
Tuylor and Grimsliaw. manufacturers of patent ventilators, Millbrook.
Tindnll, W. and W. K., house it^nts, ScurlKirough.
Wise, H and J. C, Innd Purveyors, New Mnlton.
Wursdall and M'alker, atone merchauta , Leeds.

OBITUARY.
Aiithonv—On 18th inKt.,at Dublin, Thomas Anthony, Eh^., architect, aged 62.

Krtlton- On 9th iost., at West Dean, Mr. Henry Bolton, aged 40.

fJott—On 8tb innt., ut Itome. Mr. Joseph Gotl, sculptor, ajfed 74.

Na«h—On 18th inst. , at Portsmouth, Mr. Abraham Nash, of London, aped .'»6.

Prinnle—On 12th inst., at Brompton, Mr. Thomas Pringlr, sawyer, uRpd 31.

Huiney—On IJlh inst., at Spilsby, Mr. Edward Ituiney, architect, aged t)4,

Ttiompson—On 17lh inst., at Bacttm, Mr. James Thompson, phimtwr, Hged U.
Wileon— On i3lh inst., at A»tley, Mr. Joseph Wilson, carpenter, aged '^7.
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ADVICE AND COUNTEK-ADVICE.
UR advice to architectural studenta would be rather

different from that of Mr. Uaiidall Druce. By all

means would we recommend them to employ their

evenings profitably by endeavouring to educate

themselves in much which neither is, nor liardly

can be, taught in even the best conducted " office."

Let them strive to improve themselves in their

own art by self-imposed lessons, which, so far

from being irlcsome tasks, ought to be welcomed
as delightful recreations. It will be quite time

enough for the student to think of turning his

hand to wood-carving or other manipulation when
he has made himself, we dare not say master of,

but tolerably—which, perhaps, means more than

ordinarily — proficient in all that appertains

directly to architecture itself, and conduces to the ac-

quisition of superior taste in it.

Whatever may have been the case some five or six

centuries ago, when sculptors and painters took upon
them to act as architects likewise, all the three arts,

close as their affinity may be, are now regarded as dis-

tinct in practice, and it is considered quite enougli for an
individual to signalise himself in any one of them, instead of ambitiously
grasping at all tlirec, with the expectation of rendering himself a
triple-Iieaded Cerberus of art.

It is well for the arcliitectural student of the present time, if he can at all

keep pace with the greatly enlarged requirements for proficiency in
practice. It is now necessary for the professional man to attend to, and
make himself acquainted with, a great number of collateral matters, in
order to bo able to take advantage of all the various improvements and
inventions, mechanical or otherwise, that have come up of late years.
Then, again, with respect to style, or the purely ajsthetic part of archi-
tecture in its quality of art, study is very greatly, perhaps, even incon-
veniently, enlarged in that respect. Now that two adverse styles are
employed simultaneously, it is desirable for the architect that he should
be acquainted with both Classic and Gothic, though in practice he may
confine himself to one.

In contrasting the prodigious difference in architectural education
between the course pursued in the days of Orcagna and in our own, Mr.
Druce observes, that in the good old times it was the custom to apprentice
the future architect " to a goldsmith, or some other practical branch of
art, but now to set him to draw the different bvgone styles in Chambers
or Pugin." Excusing ourselves from impoliteness in bluntly telling Mr.
Druce that he is putting people upon quite a wrong scent, we will only
intimate to him that, as far as he proves anything at all, he proves by far
too much; or if he does not exactly prove it, would have us believe that to
apprentice a boy to a goldsmith is the surest way of making him turn out
eventually to be a great architect. Why not, then, apprentice your son
to a pastrycook, in theexpeetation of his becoming a second Claude; or put
liim to follow the plough in order that he may grow to be another and
a nobler Burns?
As it appears to us, Mr. Druce does not entertain the worthiest notions

of architecture as art. Fain would he persuade the student to betake
himself to handiwork—to the carving of "crockets" and " finials," and
learn to execute with his own fingers what he may safely leave to be
performed by proxy. Our idea of an accomplished architect is, we must
confess, somewhat different : even as no amount of physical strength and
personal prowess will make a great military commander, or render the
valiant fighter the victorious lord of the battle-field, so neither will any
degree of mere manual dexterity and operative skill help to produce
the successful architect.

Hardly shall we be accused of under-valuing architecture, when we say
tliat to excel in it requires a combination of different kinds of talent, not
always met with in the same individual. He who aspires to be a perfect
architect need be gifted with a sort of centaur-like nature, compounded of
the prosaic and the poetic : artist he ought to be, but he must also be
very much more besides ; and that besides necessitates such a wide range
of study as to leave no leisure for taking up practically either of the
other fine arts. By all means let the architect cultivate a taste for botli
sculpture and painting, but that he can do without handling either the
chisel or other pencil than his own ; and if he can render himself a perfect
master of it, he may remain tolerably well content. It will be all in good
time for the young architect to turn his attention to such small handi-
work as carving finials, crockets, and monograms, after he has perfected
himself in desiijn

; after, while designing, he can think in perspective
;

think, too, in chiaroscuro ; and not least of all, think of the charming,
ever-varied effects that may be obtained by diligent, con amove study of

Such mere manipulation 'as carving, the accomplishedplan and section.

architect can very well afford to leave to others.

69
It 18 a niistake, we are now told, to look upon architecture 41 an "artperfect in itsclt without the aid of the other two"! Such doctriDc !•not particularly flattering to arcliitccturc, neither U it particularly

agreeable to ourselves for we have all along been taught to lunpoie that
It 18 capable of.mamfesting power at art, without any aiBiitance frotn
either sculpture or painting. It neither rejects their .crvicci, nor U it
dependent upon them, it possessinp ample resources of its own

It is insinuated, however, that the followers of architecture'are rather
jealous of the sister arts: "If," says Mr. Druce, "a sculptor ia the
designer of a building, you may be sure that the last thing he will leaTO
out of It IS the sculpture

; "-which is as much at to say, not only that
architects are apt to be unwarrantably oblivious of iculpture, but that the
putting-in or leaving out such embellishment depends entirely upon them
Now, It IS rather notorious that so far from being at all averse to sculpture
they are well disposed to provide abundant employment for those who
practise it. It is not architects who forget to put it in, but their em-
ployers, who think that it may just as well be left out. We, and no
doubt many others likewise, Mr. Druce excepted, have seen designf, not
by men of the chisel, replete almost to plethora with statues and other
sculpture. Hundreds, nay thousands, of empty niches in buildings actually
erected, sufllciently testify to the fact that architects are not unmindful of
sculpture. We verily believe that were all the sculptured friezes and
reliefs we have seen proposed on paper, in designs, to be set out together
in a line, they would extend from Hyde Park-corner to Mile- end.We are assured again, that if a painter designs a building, he will not
forget color; that when first erected it will be "intolerable to him—the
cold, white stone a positive eye-sore." That is certainly quite a novel
grievance, the usual complaint being that stone, however excellent in
quality, does not long retain its pristine purity—its intolerably cold white-
ness—in our English, and least of all in our London climate, where two or
three years' exposure to the action of the atmosphere is quite sufficient to
tone down " whiteness," by mellowing and ripening it into warmth, or
tempering it into sobriety. Nature is generally deemed, even by painters
themselves, to be the very best colorist of buildings, tinging them with
abundant variety of greys and russets, truly delightful to the artist eye.
Tlie whiteness of stone is very different from that of " whitewash," or from
the unnatural chalky complexion of a plaster model.*
To practise one art is quite enough for any one man ; and if he confines

his practice to a single one, he is far more likely to achieve success than
by diverting his attention into too many different channels, unless, indeed,
he feels comfortably assured that nature has intended him for a universal
genius. It is possible for a person to be clever as a painter, tliough he
may be very clumsy as a carver of picture-frames. An architect has little
occasion for more knowledge of carving than will enable him to carve a
chicken, in performing which not unsavoury operation, he may detect,
extract, and bring to light the express image and model of " The Pointed
Arch," whose origin has puzzled so many wiseacres.
Mr. Druce proves rather too much—or if he does not exactly prove, he

would fain persuade us that the fine arts would thrive among us much
better were their followers to form a practical acquaintance with each o.
them alike. According to his notions, the surest and almost certain way
of successfuUj' educating an architect is " to apprentice him to a gold-
smith, or some other practical branch of art ;" which we canuot help
thinking is highly chimerical, there being not the slightest connection
between bijouterie and building. Orcagna and the others mentioned are
to be regarded only as accidents; as rare and exceptional instances, conse-
quently, if taken as examples, stamped by improbabilily of similar success.
The training necessary for an architect embraces very much besides art ;

so much, indeed, that the student is in some danger of forgetting that,
among other qualifications for his future profession, artistic talent
should hold a prominent place. Laudably enough, he may cultivate a
catholic taste for art, hut in practice will do as well to confine himself to
that which he calls more especially his own. The consequence of getting
upon two stools is proverbial ; and he who aspires at signalising himself
in each of the fine arts is in very great danger of cutting no better figure
than the poor vainglorious goose which boasted that it was familiar with
three different elements, water, land, and air. " Very true," was the reply,
" but you cannot swim quite so well as a fish, neither can you run on land
with the swiftness of the ostricli, or soar in the air like the eagle

;

besides which. Goody Goose, your voice is not altogether so melodious as
that of the nightingale." The moral of the fable is self-evident.

If those who are studying architecture, choose to turn aside from it,

thinking, perhaps, that they cannot have too many strings to their bow,
they arc, ofcourse, free to do so : but to encourage and advise them to do
so, is altogether another matter. Rather need they be exhorted to apply
themselves with earnestness and diligence to what, intimately connected
as it is with professional practice, is too much neglected—namely, the
rationale of designand composition, towards which the West teaching can only
pioneer the way. Instruction, however excellent, cannot possibly do more

It would be an Improvcmont in architectural modelling,
"

3 be mitis:ated, either by the admixture of some oolorintr material.
_. were the violent chaUc-

incss of the plaster to be mitis;ated, either by the admixture of some oolorintr material,
or by exposing' the model of a buildin<j to'* theiufluenccof the elements,'" andallow-
iuo; It to acquire a little dirt. Aprojws to *' dirt," we once heard George Sladdox, of
cuttmsiast memory, exclaim to a pupil of his :

" Dirt I you dunce and blockhead,
and ineorrigfible booby,—what do you mean by dirt ? Why, Nature delifrhta in what
you 80 call. Dirt, indeed ! You are a precious one ! You would be for whitewashing
tlie exterior both^ of St. I'aul's and Westminster Abbey ; would scour ail the medals
in tlie Uritish Museum till they loolied almost as well as when bran-new ; and would
actually take plenty of softsoa'p and a scrubbinof-brush, and polish up the din y sterna

of the trees in Windsor I'ark. The most friendly advice I can jrive you is, to give up
architecture, and go home to your mother, and let her teach you how to knit garter*
and darn etockiugs."
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than condnet the neophyte to the threshold, andtliere leave hira to force his

entrance into the interior of the fane by liisown cunning, or main strength.

As yet, the study of the philosophy of design and the icsthetic principles

of composition, is all but entirely ignored ; so much the better then for those

who shall turn their special attention to what, all important as it is, can,

at the best, be but very imperfectly taught by other tlian assiduous self-

tuition.

It behoves the architecturol student to acquire, and to exercise a talent,

which other artists have no occasion for—goldsmiths and carvers least of
any. The architect has generally some untoward circumstance to contend
witli ; or, at any rate, must work in compliance with conditions more or

less restrictive. Well, therefore is it for him if he, be gifted with readiness

of contrivance. In our opinion it would be most excellent gymnastic exer-
cise of their faculties, were two or three students to form a planning class,

who would propose to themselves some problems in planning and designing
that would put ingenuity upon the qui vive, there being some difficulty to

be overcome, or some awkwardness to be remedied. Volunteer competi-
tions of the kind, engaged in, as amicable trials of skill, could hardly fail of
being instructive, and would be especially so, were discussion to take place,

each competitor assigning reasons for what he had done, which alone would
induce a habit of careful consideration.

All would benefit by each other's remarks ; and whatever objections

were made could be answered at once ifthey could be answered at all ; where-
as in public competitions those who send in designs have no opportunity of
explaining what may have been misunderstood ; nor the means of ascer-

taining whether their drawings have been examined at all. On sucli

occasions—even that of a " world-wide " competition, matters arc settled
with a degree of silence—which expression is not very much unlike a bull
—with a degree of silence, we saj', that would do credit to a Quakers'
meeting. Or if there have been any stormy proceedings within the con-
clave of " jndges," no sound of them is permitted to reach those who are
on the wrong side of the door. Nor are minor architectural competitions
for one of the Koyal Academy's gold medals, conducted more intelligently;

for there, too, even at the very head-quarters of art, the premium is

bestowed without any one being made the wiser by being informed as to
the why and wherefore, notwithstanding that such occasion would not only
afford opportunity for, but seems actually to demand didactic comment by
way of a lesson in architectural criticism.

"To return, just before concluding, to the point we first touched upon, we
will briefly remark that between goldsmith's work and architect's work,
there is so little analogy that it is impossible for us to perceive how a
practical acquaintance with the former can help to train up and qualify
for the successful practice of the other. On the contrary, we suspect that
it would l>e]likely rather to narrowthan enlarge the student's views of art:

—

to refine his taste, perhaps but at the same time, to give him a taste for what
in architecture would be no better that finicality. Gold.smith's work and
architect's work, stand in about the same relation to each other as minia-
ture-painting does to fresco-painting. He who begins by finishing like
Gerard Dow, is not likely to end his career as the rival of Michel Angelo.

THE GOLDSMITHS' HALL, CITY OF LO>rDON.
This building is situated at the eastern side of tlie General Post Office.

It is entirely detached, and was erected some twenty-five or thirty years
ago, from the designs of Philip Hardwick, Esq., R.A., assisted mate-
rially by his son, Mr. P. C. Hardwick. The building is a massive and
substantial erection of Portland stone, in the Italian style, having apart-
ments within it of the most gorgeous description.

Tlie grand staircase of this edifice is assuredly one of the finest in tlie

metropolis, and will bear comparison with the noted one in Sutherland
House, which is of a somewhat similar class. It has a scrai-spherical roof,
the concave surface of which is divided into panels, and underneath are
carved spandrels, profusely decorated with coats of arms, encompassed
in bold scroll-work, surrounded by foliage in high relief.

The roof is supported by columns, having gilded capitals of the Ionic
order, the shafts being of green marble, with white bases.
The arrangement of this fine staircase is extremely simple, and for that

reason it produces a very fine and imposing effect. ITrom the entrance
Tcstibule rises a central flight of steps, leading to a broad landing, and
then branch off right and left to the upper general landing, which com-
municates with the principal reception-rooms and other chief apartments.
On one side there is a cast of the far-famed statue of the Apollo Belvedere,
and on the other, one of the " Diana of the Cliase ;" and within a niclie,
directly at the back of this first flight of steps, is a marble bust of King
William IV., and on four pedestals are the Four Seasons, embodying
exquisite examples of the sculptor's art.

The panels of the domical ceiling under the roof have their grounds
tinted blue and their mouldings and paters gilded j a similar mode of
treatment I>eing observed throughout the entire decorations in reference to
the stucco work embellishments of the apartments.
The walls of the staircase are formed in imitation marble, sienna and

green, and on them are hung full-length portraits, admirably painted, of
George III. and his Queen Charlotte, Queen Victoria and the Prince
Albert, Queen Adelaide, the late Duke of Wellington and the present
Commander-in-Chief, the Duke of Cambridge.
The reception-rooms of the structure are of the most splendid descrip-

tion, and, .is recently decorated, afford the most enlarged idea we can give
of the great wealth of our city companies ; the furniture is of the most
massive and recherche description, that of the drawing-room in particular,
it being in white and gold, of admirable design, and the carpet having been

manufactured expressly for the occasion by Mr. Lapwortli, of Bond-
street, and has represented on its centre the arms of the company, to a
large scale, with a border next the skirting of rich and elaborate pattern,
in strict accordance with the embellishments of the ceiling.

In the board-room is a highly interesting series of portraits of eminent
goldsmiths who formerly were members of the company, including Sir
Williara Middleton, Sir Martin Bower, Sir Edmund Shaa, Bart., and other
notabilities.

In concluding our somewhat brief notice of this splendid city hall, we
may state that one of the greatest improvements effected in the reno-
vations recently is the introduction of Strode's sun-lights in the centre
of the ceilings, instead of the cumbrous and unwieldy chandeliers that
formerly tended so effectually to interrupt the view of the internal archi-
tecture of the rooms and staircase.

The painting and gilding have been executed by Messrs. Battam and
Craske, of O-xford-street, and the furniture by Messrs. Seddon, uphol-
sterers, Bond -street, the whole having been carried out under the careful
practical superintendence of Mr. Christopher Bavin, clerk of works, who
has acted by the special direction of Messrs. Hardwick, the architects.

CAMBRIDGE GUILDHALL.
THE Committee after much labor have decided upon a plan, which is

indeed an amalgamation of the two plans " Utility " and " Treu und
Fest," but it is found that to carry it out, and obtain the necessary amount
of light, some part of Mr. Livermore's premise? must be purchased, at a
cost of £400 ; and for this j)iirpose .application will be made to the Town
Council on Thursday next. It is then expected tliat the plan will be com-
pleted, and in a fit state to present to the Council for its approval at the
following meeting. The greatest care has been taken not to exceed the
stipulated expense.

THE SOUTHERN OUTFALL SEWER.
AT a meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, held in the Council-

chamber, Guildhall, on Friday last, John Thwaiies, Esq., the Chairman,
presiding, the total general cash balance was stated to be £i3!)3,716 Via.

In the course of the proceedings, which were chiefly of a routine character, a
telegram was received from Mr. Brotherhood, of Chippenham, Wilts (whose
tender for the construction of the Southern Outfall Sewer, for the sum of

£282,550, was a short time ago accepted by the Board), declining to enter upon
the proposed contract, owing to circumstances over which he had no control—it

is understood having reference to the sureties. The matter will, no doubt, be
considered by the Board at its meeting to-day (Friday), when probably fresh

advertisements for tenders will be ordered to be issued.

Neio Churches in Derhijshirc.—The church at Penrioh, whicli is situated
near the city of Derby, has been recently enlarged, re-floored, and re-
pewed, entirely at the sole expense of the present Duke of Devonshire.
The church is of the usual plan, and is 80 feet in length by 39 feet in

width. The new pews are what are termed all open, of appropriate
design, a great improvement upon the old-fashioned boxed-up arrange-
ment peculiar to the last century mode of fittings of a similar class.

The building is warmed on the hot-air system by Mr. Haden, of
Stourbridge, the various works having been satisfactorily carried out by
Mr. Wood, of Derby, as the sole contractor; the whole having been com-
pleted from the designs of Henry Currey, Esq., architect, Lancaster- place,

London. Another church is now in progress at Buxton, Derbyshire, from
the designs of the same arcliitect, adapted to the special requirements of
what is termed the Congrogation.al section ofNoncojilbrmists. This edifice

has a school attached to it, 27 feet by 14 feet, together with vestries and
other conveniences. The structure is not planned on the elongated system
of proportion, as observed in the cathedral and parish cliurchts of the olden
Catholic times, it having a breadth of 43 feet and a lengtli of 60 feet, and,
as a matter of course, is essentially contrived so that the congregation
shall hear, as well as see, the preacher. The nave and aisles are divided
from each other by iron columns, above which is timber framing planned
to carry the roof, the aisles being arranged in five projecting gables on
each side, thus producing a varied outline externally. One of the prin-
cipal features of the design is a square tower about 40 feet in height,

over which rises a spire with an altitude above it of 70 feet, making a
total height of 110 feet from the ground to the summit. These features,

as combined, when completed, it is scarcely necessary to observe, will

form a prominent object in the midst of scenery which Sir Walter Scott
has immortalised in his charming tale of " Peveril of the Peak." The
new edifice is situated in the Peak district of Derbyshire, and not far

from the noted natural caverns and " Speedwell Mine." The church is

built of the grit-stone found in the neighbourhood, with occasional bands
of red stone introduced, to break the monotonous effect of enlarged plain

surfaces in one color. Mr. Duke, of Buxton, is the general contractor for

the works.

Land at Oxford.— '\^\li Conservative Land Society has just acquired
its fortieth estate, and made its first purchase in Oxfordshire. The property is

called Fair Acres, and forms the south-east jmint of the New Cowley District,

which it is proposed to bring williin the jurisdiction of the Commissioners under
the Oxford Improvement Act. The land has a frontage on the Henley or London
road, and the views from all sides are very picturesque, rendering the estate

admirably adapted for building purposes. It is just under a mile from the citv

and close to the suburb of St. Clement's. It is the highest, land in the whofc
district rising from the valley of the Thames.
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I

rAMILIAll LETTE1{S TO AN AUCHITKCT.
llV Sor.OMON SETSQUABE.— lyF.TTEU 1.

MY DEAR TOJr,— I learn from your father tliat, having completeil
your term of pupilage under Sir and returned from a Con-

tinental tour, you have opened an office in the metropolis, where you intend
henceforth to practise as an architect. 'I'hat you will do this successfully
I have little doubt. You luivo received a good scientific education ; have
assiduously cultivated that innate taste for the fine arts, which 1 know
you to possess in an eminent degree ; and you have all the advantages of a
powerful connexion, without which I fear the two flrst-named qualifi-
cations would be but a very sorry passport to patronage in London. Pos-
sessing it however you have little to fear j and indeed I learn that you
have already been commissioned to erect some few structures of conse-
quence. Of your competency to devise and direct their sound construction
I have no doubt : still less of your power of artistic composition, or of
your acquaintance with architectural detail. On such matters as these

—

even the first-named— it would be presumptuous in me to oflTeryou advice
;

and, as to matters of art, I liave lived long enough to know that, what-
ever be the advantages I may possess over you in point of experience,
they are more than counterbalanced by that freshness of imagination
always perceptible in the artistic works of t/oiing men.

But, my dear Tom, there remains yet one branch of professional infor-
mation, in reference to which I feel you still need induction : it is one
that is usually picked up in a desultory way by young architects, as occa-
sions arise out of their own office practice ; and too often in that dear
school wherein it is said fools are wont to graduate—Experience. The kind
of information I mean has nothing whatever to do with the sciences pro-
per to your art, and still less to do with your art itself : it relates rather to
the general conduct of ^o«r pracd'ee as an architect; and to the mode of
rightly fulfilling your threefold duty to yourself, to your clients, and to
the tradesmen whom you may be called on to control: it has been not in-
aptly termed, by a popular writer on your art, the lamp oj making a living.

In speaking of your practice as an architect, I will assume that your
love of art will lead you to desiderate employment as an architect proper,
and particularly as an ecclesiastical one. But you will find it impossible
to create for yourself any one speciality of practice. A chance patron
may very likely throw your energies into quite a different channel ; and
your pecuniary resources hardly suffice to justify your refusing such
practice as may present itself to.a young beginner as you are. Neither can
you hope to restrict yourself to architectural practice only. You will find
yourself occasionally consulted as a surveyor, ill as I know you will take
to such an employment. The repugnance is common to young architects;
but, if you make inquiry, you will find it is a repugnance that all great
architects have had in their day to overcome; and, indeed, none are so
exalted in their profession as to safely decline it, and retain their position.
Rise, Tom, as high as you will, you will find that, to make a good
estimate, to give an intelligent opinion on the value of a building site, to
decide matters of dilapidations and land boundaries, and to do many other
things incidental to the calling of a surveyor, will not merely prove worth
your while, but save you a vast amount of anxiety and .annoyance. I
know well this is not a popular view of architectural practice, and you may
think your uncle Sol a Sam to recommend it. I remember thinking lightly
of it myself ; but experience has long^shown me that in England at all
events, an architect ought to be somewhat of a surveyor : not simply
because his being one will enable hira to eke out a competent income when
pure architecture runs short, but because there really is a centaur-like
connexion between the services of an architect and of a surveyor ; and he
wlio is unable to occasionally combine them suffers more or less in his
client's estimation. I could adduce many instances in proof of tliis, but
your own intelligence will suggest them to your mind. Drop the ostensible
" surveyor " if you will ; and by all means substitute Art for surveying
whenever you can ; but do not pride yourself; as too many young archi-
tects do, on ignorance in that, which every architect must needs under-
stand, and occasionally practise. Nay I would go further than this, and
warn you against holding yourself aloof from an intelligent acquaintance
with even minor matters (as they seem) of trade and mechanical manipu-
lation

; the tiniest of which may any day, according to the nature of your
practice, assume for the time being an importance scarce to be over-esti-
mated. You have never " worked at the bench," I know ; and, having
now started into practice, are not very likely to do so. I will not say that
to have worked at the bench is an absolutely necessary process for you to
have undergone

; but of this you may rest assured—had you done so, you
would have made a more accomplished architect than you can ever be
without having done so. The having done so, might possibly have deterred
you from the acquisition of some other and more important accomplish-
ment you now possess. It may be so with you ; but you will understand
me when I remind you, there is scarcely any matter relating, not only to
building but to civil life, which, if you have the opportunity to acquire a
knowledge of it, you can afford to despise, in the spirit of one of Shakes-
peare's characters (" I'm ill at reck'ning, it savours of the spirit of a
tapster.") Y'ou will reply to me, " No man is wise at all hours:" I know
It

:
and believe me, Tom, should you live long, and have much to do as an

architect, you will often have to rummate bitterly on that aphorism. We
poor architects are expected to know everything ; and although in our con-
sciences wc all know this is impossible, Ave loudly claim omniscience as a
fraternity : let a case of difficulty and a misadventure arise, and (I am
sorry to say it), you will look in vain amongst your fellows fOr an architect
who will deny that, a perfect acquaintance with the matter at fault came
strictly within the duties and qualifications of an architect. Therefore
repeat it) account no knowledge contemptible : your responsibilities are

ne

re *

endless : law-lords and the general jmbllc know nothing of their irrecon-
cilability with frail human nature ; builders and orclutocts thcmfolvcs are
the only people who know this: the former you can never in true etiquette
appeal to ; iuid as to the latter, there exists no corporation of archilccli,
that has ever yet defined what arc the true conflnet of profcMional respon-
sibility. Until one shall arise, you will do well to bear in mind that in
dubbing yourself an architect you have become, for the consideration of
five pounds sterling /)cr centum, a scape-goat on whom can be laid, not
your own shortcomings alone, but tlie follies if any of your client, and
the mismanagement, incomi)etency, and carelessness of every tradesman,
and of every petty artificer employed on your building.
There is in the present day a rush after genteel professious : an

architect's is one ; and consequently society, or the public of these
kingdoms, is blessed with aplethora of architects. Every voung architect
naturally endeavours to gain the erection of some public building, to
which he can hereafter refer iu proof of his capabilities. It U an honest
ambition ; and, were there fewer aspirants, it might be gratified without
loss of that dignity, which Vitruvius tells us should forbid our seeking a
commission. Without emulating the very strict prudery of that re-
spectable authority, I would seriously caution you and all young
architects against this over-anxiety to gain public edifices to erect. If
you have private clients, it will be well at the outset of your career to
restrict your attention to the works they have confided to you ; and
mainly for this reason—viz., that with a private client you will" have full
facilities for mutual communication as to cost and convenient construction
of the edifice, which he and you can deliberately scheme without much
fear of stint on his part, or of inconsiderate expenditure on yours. How-
ever simple the structure, you will both of you perceive faults in it after
completion, no doubt ; hot these will not have arisen from any of the
grave causes of failure that beset the raising of a public edifice. Public
edifices are now usually erected from com|>etition designs ; and to gain
them you must needs embark in contests with other architects, wherein,
as you know, attractive drawings are the main matters to see to. In
preparing these and in trying to eclipse your antagonists, you will be led on
insensibly into meretricious embellishment, and its concomitant lavish
expenditure, involving, should your design be selected, the slightest and
cheapest construction, little likely to do you credit in the end, if it do not
even lead you into litigation with your employers. You will be far better
without such commissions.

Here I cannot too strongly urge you to exercise caution in undertaking
practice as an architect. Some years' experience has shown me that,
instead of an architect's going "cap in hand" to solicit practice of a client,
there are too many instances of buildings being offered to architects, which
they would do well to decline being connected with at all. Certainly it

can never be a very safe thing for an architect to undertake the alteration
and bedixenraent of some fiimsy, gaudy structure, held on the residue of an.

originally short lease, to which he is expected to apply the ordinary clauses
of his specifications, stipulating for "materials and workmanship of the
neri/ best description," which are to be somehow dovetailed into, and
incorporated with materials and workmanship of the very worst kind. It

is astonishing to what an extent architects in London arc employed in

intricate and hazardous alterations of ricketty old tenements, on whose
original construction no architect has ever been consulted. I say, it is best
to have nothing to do with such practice : it is likely to bring you but
small emolument and very great discredit. Your client, having only a few
short years' interest in the premises, may feel well enough satisfied with
what is perhaps a cheap alteration for the money he has expended; but in

after years your name will have remained linked to the abortion, to your
own confusion.

I need hardly caution you against undertaking the superintendence of
works for nothing, as is often the practice of very young men eager to get
hold of business. Nothing is proverbially worth nothing ; and you will

gain no consideration amongst employers by making architectural practice
so insignificant ; whilst the responsibility, or at least the moral responsi-
bility you incur, will remain the same. Why should you incur it gratui-

tously ; if not with the unworthy object of depriving some other to-be-paid
practitioner of his due commission ? Officiating as architect of a building
is much too serious a matter to be undertaken for nothing : your honorary
architects are much tempted to curtail their visits, and to become weary
of the unpaid-for bother inseparable from every building transaction : nay,
believe me, cases are not wanting in wliich their clients, dissatisfied with
the gratuitous service rendered, have summarily got rid of their unpaid
architect, and called in another, at the ordinary commission.

The last thing I will urge on you in this letter shall be, the wisdom of

always drawing your commission as the work advances. Some architects

adopt the practice of drawing one moiety of their commission on the sign-

ing of the Builder's Contract, when of course the bulk of the professional

documents will have been provided by the architect, who has had most
likely to wait months and months in the interim between this act of the
contractor and the patron's first consultation with his architect. There is

great discrepancy between one architect's custom and another's in this

particular ; but, whether or no you adopt the custom alluded to, let uie

strenuously advise j'ou to always draw on account. Young beginners arc

apt to ignore the rule, and to allow their commission to remain in the hands
of the client until all the iiccounts of the several tr.idesmen have been cer-

tified and settled :—it looks so well not to seem needy, they think. Now I

will engage to say that, of all the persons employed on a building, no one

works harder, or better deserves his emolument, than the architect. He is

certainly the first to begin the work ; and surely in fairness ought not to

be the last to receive his money. Remember, Tom, your conunissiou is
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not, like an auctioneer's, paid you for putting money into the purse of
your client ; but is for helping liim to spend it. Architect's clients do not
always lay their money out to tlie best advantage ; and even the most
sensible of them emerges from brick and mortar with a conviction that,

building is very serious work. Should your client have built foolishly

(and you will not always succeed in withstanding him, or in fact encourag-
ing him), the chances are, he will not take very kindly to liis architect's

bill of costs, if, coming in at the fag-end of the operation, it has all to be
paid en iiiosse ; and in ^ny case it is liardly wise in an arcliitect to " save
up" such a bonnr bouchetoi his employer as an architect's bill. It may be
" a very little bill" in your eyes, who know the daily toil and worry it re-

presents ; but, in the eyes of your client, who knows of no such things,

your bill will be that of a very pelican ; and if he be an avaricious man,
he may cast about for some flaw in your just-finished building to ease him-
self of it. You will then bitterly repent of having thrown such a tempta-
tion in his way. To avoid tliis, and indeed to do common justice to your-
self, let me advise you to always draw your commission on the contractor's

certified instalments—a very general custom, and one well worth adopting.
Here for tlie present I will conclude. The matters I have touched upon

will seem simple enough on perusal of them ; but they are nevertheless
of some importance ; and would most likely be lost siglit of, till one by one
they forced themselves on your attention, when tl:e time for treating with
them had gone by. I propose occasionally to write you again on some
others : as, j-our position and responsibilities ;yoiirpupils ; mode of entering
into, and administering, contracts ; your charges, and other matters, that
may suggest themsslvcs to

My dear Tom,
Your afiectionate Uncle,

Solomon Setsquake.

CHAPTERS ON PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.—No. VI.
ox CEMETERIES ASD CEMETERY CHAPELS.

HOW to arrange and lay out cemeteries and their chapels has long been
a vexata quastio, ever since, in fact, such things were invented, or its

being decided that the crowded churcliyards in our large cities and towns
should be opened no more, and that the masses of mouldering Immanity
which they contain, and wliich had been so often turned up and dis-

turbed, should be left to rest for ever.

Yes, this matter has been, as we said, a vexed question long ; for though
the salutary cliange is but of yesterday, so much has been done, that it

seems a long time ago wlien the first beginning was made.
Still the work is not done yet. Will it ever be done ? When we are

congratulating ourselves on the Augean stable having been cleansed by
this or that sanitary Hercules, there springs up directly a third Hercules and
a fourth, to tell us that our clmrches and our churchyards are many of
them, still reeking receptacles of corruption, centres, if of spiritual and
life-giving, yet also of deadly, influences j and many a district still needs
its new cemetery.
No, the work is not done yet ; and there is still left room for us to Iiave

our say in the matter. The subject is a wide one, but we must be
brief.

And, first, let us mention that most unfortunate of all the elements that
have crept into the cemetery question, only to dismiss it—the odium theo-
logicum and its fruits ; unseemly bickerings about the deads' last resting-
place J quarrelling and bitterness carried even to the very grave. Alas !

that these things should be so ! Poor human nature and these miseries
are inseparable, we suppose. They must be ; for, surely, if there were a
time or a place where jealousy and bitterness, religious and irreligious,
should never come, it is the place which the dead alone inliabit j it is the
time when " the dead bury their dead."
We will take it for granted, tlierefore, that a cemetery is a twofold bury-

ing-plaoe connected with a town, consisting, first, of a churchyard answer-
ing to the old parish churchyard, for tlie use of those, churchmen and
dissenters, who desire to be buried, after the manner of their forefatliers,
in "consecrated" ground ; and, secondly, of a burial place, answering to
the old-fashioned Nonconformists' cemeteries, for the reception of such
dissenters from the Church of England as prefer to be buried in " uncon-
secrated " ground ; and so proceed to the consideration of the general
subject.

Some years ago the far famed Loudens, ofhorticultural repute, extended
tlieir labors from man's garden to "God's Acre," and devoted a considerable
portion of one of tlieir usefid works to the question of churchyards and
cemetries. CX course much of what tlicy say is now quite out of date,
especially the architectural part of it ; but their remarks were sound, and
contained mucli true wisdom, and though a little too lengthy and diffuse,
are still for all that, worthy even now of attention and study. No doubt
with all their diffusiveness, they did good service in their day. It was
George Stephenson, we think, who said, when questioned as to the most
powerful forces, that he was sure that the greatest power on earth was
" the gift of the gab," and the remark has, like all tlie sayings of that
shrewd and gifted man, no small amount of truth in it.

But we must take heed to ourselves, or we shall be as lengthy and prosy
as Mrs. I^oudon, and not half so edifying !

A later labourer in this field is the Committee of tlie Ecclesiological
Society, who a short time ago, with the assistance of their pet arcliitect,
Mr. Butterlicld, published complete plans for a cemetery and cemetery
chapel, in the second series of their " Instrumenta Ecclesiastica."
We believe little or no use has ever been made of these plans, well

worthy of study as they undoubtedly are. But at the time of their publi-

cation, we foresaw clearly that they were altogether too complex and too
costly for general adoption, even as suggestive designs. The chapel, for
instance, is a downright " Round Church," with a chancel large enough
for all the ordinary purposes of a cemetery chapel (but much higher and more
costly than is at all necessary), with a large and expensive circular nave
besides. Surely it is not necessary, or even desirable, to make a church of
the Holy Sepulchre out of an ordinary cemetery chapel ; our last chapter
on "Temporary Churches," will afford the best argument against such a
system. While churches for the living are so widely neede.i, we cannot
afford to spend large suras upon churches for the dead.
Accordingly we may safely lay down as a first principle that our

cemeteries should be laid out and arranged in all their various details
with as much economy as is consistent with good taste and decency; there
must be nothing " cheap and nasty " about them ; the peculiar sacrcdness
of the place forbids that, to say nothing of other and weighty considera-
tions ; but there must be no wasteful expenditure of money. Ostentatious
buildings are out of place, and while they have the disadvantage of being
costlier, they do not look so well as plain ones ; if expense is to bo
admitted at all it should be in providing rare and beautiful shrubs to
decorate the last earthly resting-places of our friends: nature's own orna-
ments are never obtrusive or vulgar.
But the chapel, the gateway, the lodge, the dead-house, all these must

be simple and quiet, dignified and full of repose. There is no repose, for
instance, about the new cemetery chapel at Cambridge, to mention an
elaborate and highly ornamental example ; wiili its huge stone spirelet,

mounted on and bestriding its vast roof, it looks more like a magnified and
conceited-looking cavalry officer, seated upon a prancing charger, than any-
thing else; this effect is, of course, heightened by its dismally flat and
dreary site, for which quite another—the very opposite—treatment would
have been suitable.

But whatever the site, and whatever the building, he is the truest
architect, and brings art nearest to nature, who gives to his creation an
air of repose ; in a cemetery chapel it is a sine qua non, and the architect
who does not impart it to his building, fails, "liepose " does not mean a
low creeping quality in a building, of crouching down to earth ; it means
the quality of sitting upon the plain or the hill-side as if at home there,

and at rest. The architect with a true eye to his work, and not merely a
mechanical routine knowledge of it, will not only regard his art as a living

thing, but will realise the hidden life of every building that he raises

;

where common men see only stones and mortar he will sec sentiment, and
feeling, and grace ; if he does not see it, his building is dead, and will

never please any body with a soul ; if he does, " the stone will cry out of
the wall, and the beam out of the timber will answer it," and many will
hear.

This is not mere fancy, but very truth. Why do the sailor and those
who have lived by the sea, and love it, speak of a bonny ship as she,

while a thorough land-lubber with no soul for the ocean queens, call her it?

We have mentioned George Stephenson, the great, true-hearted man to

whom we owe railways; it is recorded of him that when he was a poor
engine-man, in charge of a humble steam-engine in a northern colliery,

he always took her to pieces every Saturday night, carefully and tenderly
cleaning and replacing each part, that he might giiin an insight into her
wonderful powers. He got in time to love his engine, wondering at her
mighty power, and her quiet peaceful ways: now he would regard her as

a child, docile and gentle, obedient to his finger's toucli; now as doing with
ease and certainty more than a giant's work. All this may seem at first

sight very sentimental; it is far, far, more. It lay, in Stephenson's case,

at the bottom of all his greatness; while his fellow-workmen were
carousing in the bar-room, or swearing in the skittle-ground, he was alone
with his engine, learning by her silent teachings, the lesson that stood him
in such good stead afterwards, and enabled him to effect a bloodless revolu-

tion in his country.
We have some architects, we are thankful to say, who have this spirit

animating them: we have many who have not. We know them by tlieir

works. To mention names would be invidious; we will neither do it for

the sake of praising or of blaming. But this we may say, that in the

cemetery chapel, almost more than anywhere else, we read the heart of
the designer, either dead as his own stones, or living, and giving life to the

lifeless clay.

It is deeply to be lamented that almost all our cemetery chapels have
been thrown open to competition,—competition is a necessary evil we
suppose, but it is a hard, unsentimental, unpoetical, and too frequently dis-

honest thing; and the designs, even of a good architect, do not pass through
the fire of pounds shillings, pence, and cheating without feeling the eflTects

of, and bearing thereafter, for ever, the marks of the scorching flames.

We must reserve, for another chapter, the hints we purpose to give on
the treatment of the various portions of a cemetery.

Croydon.—Rapid Increase in the Value of Land.—When arrange-
ments were being made last year between the London, Hrighton, and Soutli-

Coast Railway Company and the Mid-Kent Railwaj, the former agreed to

erect a junction station at Norwood for the reception of the Kent traffic, which
has been done, and is now in operation. To effect this, the Brighton Company,
through their surveyor, Mr. Francis Fuller, purchased the land for this purpose, and
having no Act of Parliament to coiuiiel the landowners to sell, Mr. Fuller was
in a great measure at their mercy, and, as a consequence, he hud to purchase of
several landowners seven acres more land than the company required, at th^^

rate of £500 per acre. These seven acres were sold by auction, hy Messrs. F.

Fuller and Co., on the 26th of January, at the Mart, and realised the extraor-
dinary price of £830 10s. per acre.
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I'KDFESSIONAL KESP0N8IBIUTY.

ONEofthemostiniportiuit subjects which comes under the notice of
every thoughtful man connected in any way with building, or archi-

tecture, is the grave and extensive one of responsibility. The idea is too often
more a vague notion than a definite, well-recognised conception of the
mind ; so many inducements occur to invite, not only the unprincipled,
but also the unfortunate and the careless to throw a doubt over the actual
amount of responsibility that belongs to any certain position ; and fur-
ther, the nature of things renders responsibility so far from uniform in its

pressure, that any attempt to elucidate or define what is meant by respon-
sibility, and to point out upon whom that burden rests, can hardly fail to
be of interest, and so far as such attempt may prove successful, of value.
The responsibility connected with any building, falls in a divided manner

upon many (persons ; in fact, every duty connected with that building
entails a responsibility, which may be said to be got rid of when the duty
is cfficientli/ discharged, although in the more common acceptation of the
term, this is believed to happen when the duty is success/ulli/ got through.
Any building where laborers, artificers, foremen, tradesmen, clerk of works,
district surveyor, architect, surveyor, and employer, are concerned, involves
duties to be discharged by all of these; and as among all these the duties
of the architect are the most varied and most important, and, therefore,

his responsibility the heaviest, we shall principally, in the following
observations, have reference to the responsibility of tlie architect ; althougli
we shall have occasion to refer to that share which falls to the lot of

others, whether conjointly with the arcliitcct or independent of him.
And first as to the nature of responsibility. What does the word mean ?

How did the word come into the language ? What is the force of it ?

The word responsible contains (as is often the case), within itself a con-
densed commentary upon tlie nature of the idea whicli it was invented to

convey. It is derived from a Latin word, which is itself made up oftwo parts
—amain word, and an ending or termination ; the main word signifying to

"answer," and being one which forms the base of other English words,
such as, for e.tample, " sponsor," " respond," " correspond," &c. In " spon-
sor," the termination added, is one showing that the person actually does
answer (which a sponsor does on behalf of the infant baptised) j in " re-

sponsible," the termination ('closely allied to our "able "), signifies that the

responsible person is one able to answer, and, therefore, liable to be made to

answer, and this in truth, is the exact and original meaning of the word,
so that a responsible man is one " able to answer."
And since a person able to give an answer, may be supposed to be

usually liable to be expected to answer, the word " responsible " bears also

the meaning of " answerable," " accountable," " liable to give an account,"
all rising out of the original idea.

With this light upon the force of the word, let us now inquire in what
way any person holding .a position of importance with relation to a
building, may be held answerable ? And in what sense, and to what
•person, is he expected to answer?
We may briefly reply, that all persons having deputed power— that is

power put into their hands by another, are responsible for their exercise

of it to the person from whom it is received, and are more or less respon-
sible, or answerable in proportion to the degree of discretion allowed them
by that person.

And here it may help us to remember that there are two very different

things, which in English are equally said to require to be answered

—

expectations and questions—and there appears to be some connexion
between tliis double idea of answering, and the real nature of responsi-

bility. A man who is responsible to an employer, is expected to answer
his employer's expectations, and failing that he will be subjected to his

employer's questions, and will bo required to answer them. And it is

worthy of note that ordinarily a responsible man is not required to answer
both expectations and questions, and that as a rule the more of the former
he answers, and the fewer of the latter he provokes, the more satisfactory

it will be to him and to his employer.

If this bo the true notion of responsibility, and we firmly believe

it to be so, then the architect, in order properly to discharge his responsi-

bilities, ought first to be well aware what is expected of him, he ought to be
particularly careful not to raise any expectations that he will not be able

to fulfil, and ought not knowingly, if false expectations have arisen, to

leave them uncontradicted. lie ought next to exert himself to the utmost
to make his building come up to the standard which he has allowed to be
formed beforehand; and, again, he ought, should there be any falling short, or

should any unreasonable anticipations, after all, appear to have been enter-

tained, to be perfectly prepared honestly to account for whatever is called

in question. And finally, legal decisions have proved that in some cases

where a building has notoriously failed to meet reasonable expectations,

in important points, and the architect has been the cause of that failure,

he may bo held liable to make good deficiencies or rectify errors at his own
expense, while in all other cases of failure or imperfect success, he, very

properly, Is subject to bear the principal part of the blame.

So heavy a responsibility as this is the necessary consequence of the large

discretionary powers entrusted to an architect; for responsibility is

inseparably connected with discretion, and increases as the scope for

independent action is enlarged. Thus, in the case of any ordinary building,

if you commence with artificers you find that as they have but little

scope, the responsibility of their work rests rather on the foreman than on

the workmen; and as regards the general character of work, it rests rather

on the contractor than the foreman, while it rests, as regards the general

success of the building as a building, rather on the architect than on the

contractor, and again the responsibility of the success of the building as

a commerical venture, rests oii th? eraplo^'cr, rather t!t*U on the architect.

It seems then clear that responiibility inereMM u power InemMg, •nd
exists only where power exists ; so that wlicn any «ubordinatc ii told by
his superior to do a certain thing, his rc»pon«ibility is mainly limited to
the faithful discharge of his orders, and the question of the conM-quencc*
that will follow what he does has passed away from hi.i coniiderntion,
except in extreme cases; while wherever any jicrson is entrusted with
discretionary power, ho is liable to be called on to account to the person
who gave him those powers, as to how he hat employed them, and to
answer for the consequences of what he has done.
As regards building matters, the architect who is considered "an

expert," is held responsible for almost everything that is left to hit
judgment, and there is no way, save the most distinct and explicit
disclaimer before any steps arc taken, of escaping the responsibility, not
only of all that is, but much thafis not under his control; and he mutt be
prepared to give the best account he may of not only all that he has him-
self done, and all that he has failed to prevent being wrong done, but also
of all that he has allowed even his client to do; nor should a fear of giving
offence allow an architect ever to sanction or pass in silence any interference
on the part of his employer which he considers really detrimental to the
building. He should, in every such case, distinctly and nnmistakeabljr
dislaim the resi)onsibility of any such step, nor even then should he bo
satisfied till he is assured that such disclaimer is accepted, so that the em-
ployer will be unable in the future to ask him for an explanation of why
that particular thing is not as it should l)e.

Again, as regards those he employs. An architect is often, in individual
matters and parts of a building, such as heating, or lighting, or erecting
any special apparatus, willing to accept responsibility for things of which
he knows nothing, and to get out of it by employing persons usually
successful. Nothing much is heard about them if all goes right, but it

anything is wrong, the architect is apt to step aside when questioned, and
say—" Here is Mr. A. B., who had the whole responsibility of this work, I

must refer you to him." Now, if an architect will content himself in such
cases with selecting and recommending proper persons, and will say to his
employer, "I recommend this person, and will answer for him, that he if

competent and skilful, but I had rather he were allowed to i)ecome
answerable to you for this portion of the work," he will then stand
pretty clear of risk, and will allow the proper person to share the credit
of success; but he who insists on having the whole of the credit mast
fairly expect to bear the blame in case of failure.

As regards a general contractor, the architect should not fail to make
Ills employer acquainted with the degree to which he considers the con-
tractor answerable for quality of material and for workmanship.

This is nominally under the architect's entire control, and if he accepts
such an arrangement he is bound to bear the consequences, which are,

first, that it becomes his duty personally, or by proper agents, to see and
know that all is as it should be—and, secondly, that if anything is wrong
he takes the whole blame. Any person at all acquainted with building

knows the difficulty of carrying this out in its entire scope, even with the

help of a clerk of the works, and a prudent architect will therefore, en-

deavour pretty clearly, to mark out how far he holds his contractor directly

answerable to the client, and will make both the contractor and the client

aware of the arrangement.
The fairest thing is, no doubt, that in those matters, so far as personal

or deputed supervision can, if active and skilful, insure proper quality of

work and materials, the responsibility of the architect shall be undivided,

but in such things as inspection or watchfulness cannot test, and in such

things as allow a means of eluding inspection and watchfulness by artifice,

the contractor should be made either jointly or wholly responsible.

There is, when every possible weight is thrown on other shoulders which
can by any means be disposed of, quite enough for an architect engaged on

any building to be satisfied « ith of scope and freedom—and quite enough

of responsibility and anxiety.

We have spoken hitherto of the carrying out of works, as the time when
this burden is most felt, yet in truth, there is perhaps more real respon-

sibility connected with the preliminary proceedings of an architect, which

takes place while the matter is still in his own office, and entirely under

his own control, than at any subsequent time.

In his conversations with his client, the architect has the opportimity,

by the aid of drawings, of defining pretty accurately the standard up to

which he proposes to bring his work, and the satisfactory issue of the

undertaking very much depends upon the ability he possesses, at the outset

of clearly estimating what his completed work will be like, what building

of the same sort it will resemble, or surpass, what it will cost, and how
perfectly it will answer the desired end, and upon the honesty with which

he states these points. There is almost every possible inducement in

some cases, and there is some inducement in most cases, to shirk this

obligation ; and architects have done more to damage the reputation and

standing of their profession, by incautiously yielding to these temptations,

and even deceiving themselves, than can well be estimated. This is par-

ticularly the case w ith regard to cost, so much so, that we are quite certain

any mau who can establish a reputation for never exceeding the estimated

outlay in carrying out works, is, if he he only in the most moderate degree

otherwise competent, certain of a successful career.

So much for the expectations of the client: in carrying them out first in

plans and afterwards in a building, there are four golden rules to be

attended to. I'irst, to examine the best things o!" the sort that have

already been done ; second, to do your own best ; third, in all work not

done by yourself ,to employ the best men you arc able ;
fourth, to let

nothing for which you are responsible go, except as you like it.

With a f?ff obsfrvfttions on each of these rulfs, wliifh Ri? tJie WWt
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not only of some experience, but also of an attentive observation of tlie

method, followed by some of the most successful men of the day, these

lemarlu IV ill close; though so much that we might—perhapsought—to say

remaiiu unnoticed, that it may be necessary to resort to the subject

sgui?*-

The first maxim, " Examine the best things of the sort that have

already been done,"' is one that will even bear extension; for a man had

better, if he hare a building to erect, go and attentively examine a

second-rate building of the same sort, than content himself with working

out his own ideas on paper only ; for by this means one gains many of

the results of the long experience of others in perhaps a few minutes. A
remark of that sagacious statesman and historian, I)e Comines, altliough

made with a special reference to government and statecraft, is so apposite to

Uus subject that we cannot tbrbcar to quote it. " It appears to me," he

says, " that one of the greatest means to make a man wise is to have

studied the histories of ancient times ; for our life is but of short

duration, and not sufficient to give an experience of many things.'' It is

to be remarked that this precaution is most of all needful in taking up
any new subject. Men who have, after study and inspection of a

class of buildings, erected something of the same description, will have

WMrked so much of the experience of their forerunners into their own
minds, that there would be less need for them, should a similar oppor-

tunity again occur, to go through the same course of examination again.

The second maxim, " Do your own best," needs no comment. More
than this cannot be done ; less than this ought not to suffice. If mis-

fortune occur it will be the best possible justification to be able to say,
•* All was done that I could do," while the pain arising from any failure or

equivocal success would be very greatly aggravated by the thought that

with more care, or more attention, or more effort, the result might have

been different.

Wise men have always been fond of acting on our third maxim, and of

employing as deputies and assistants, and contractors and workmen, the

best men that can be found. The prudence of this course is too obvious

to need pointing out, but the success resulting from it will mainly depend
(especially in great undertakings) on the tact with which the Chief

recognises the talents of those he employs, gauges their capacity, and
apportions to them their employment. So much is this the case, that men
of but moderate ability, or whose ability has not lain in the highest

departments of their profession, have, notwithstanding, often managed, by
the exercise of this talent alone, to make a great name for themselves and
really to execute admirable works. It may be added under this head, that

in cases where there is doubt or danger, if a choice of men exists, it is

mostly the wise course to employ the one most habitually successful, even

if not apparently so eligible as others in other respects. The qualities

—

perhaps not conspicuous ones—that have already commanded success are

not unUkely to ensure it again, and there is something in the habit of

gaining the day that seems to furnish a force the power of which it is not

easy always to calculate.

Lastly, we hold, in accordance with the fourth maxim, that he who is res-

ponsible ought always to know and see all that he is accountable for ; and
that as he has the power to have it made suitable to his wishes, so he ought
never to allow work to receive a tacit approval, unless it be such as he

can honestly stand by. An architect often finds his opinion opposed or

contradicted by those who, in the special matter he may be discussing,

have liad more experience than he. In such a case he must and will do
his best to sift the matter and arrive at a sound conclusion ; and that man
would be unwise in the extreme who on a practical point ran counter to

the opinions of a practical man without a careful investigation. But un-
questionably it would be wrong to give way against one's unchanged
opinion even to the highest authority, if that authority could not be

made to take the responsibility. In cases of difference of opinion, the

man who is answerable for success or failure must and ought to have his

own way, and, in the majority of instances, he will never regret it, nor
will his employers.

If another suggestion were added we would address it to those who, from
inexperience, are in danger of cither dreading responsibility too much, or of

regarding it too little, or offormingan infelicitous combination of the two er-

rors, and being negligent when there really is risk, and over-audacious where
there is safety. Such should at first lock to precedent as their safeguard.

Precedents may be termed tabulated experience, and desirable as it is that

a man, as he advances in his career and gains personal experience, should

be free from anything like subjugation to tliem, it is equally important that

a beginner who is not quite aware of the road he has logo, and the chances
of disaster or error that await him, should be careful how he wanders into

places where there is no beaten track to furnish guidance. Many men
suffer, if they do not fail, through a determination to be at any cost original,

and are hardly aware, till bitter experience has taught it them, of the fact

that it is a far better commencement to be safe than to be new, and that

ordinarily the foundation of all useful originality is a familiar and extensive

acquaintance with all that has already been done. Perhaps a better safe-

guard against the danger of failure through rashness or unreasonableness

of this description cannot exist than a due understanding of the nature and
the importance of Professional Responsibility.

R. S.

Projected New Churches in Brighton.—It is reported that a new
church is to be erected in Montpclli<-r-rcad, opposite tfic Temple, and near

Montpellier-crescent. The building another church at Chftonvillc is also said

to be In contemplation.

THEATRICAL SCENEUV—SADLER'S WKLLS.

IT is gratifying to observe that a growing taste for legitimate art is

manifested in nearly all our theatres. It is not confined to the large estab-

lishments in the centre of the metropolis, but is extended to the more distant

and less important ofour public places ofamusement. Amongother examples
of this pleasing fact, we may direct attention to the scenery aX Sadler's

WeUs. 'The fact is the more pleasing because this improvement in

theatrical scenery is not limited to the grand transformation-scene of the

Christmas pantomime, but appears to be practised in all the other pieces

put upon the stage. At all events, we can answer for the skilful painting

of the scenes in " The Fool's Revenge." In the first scene great pains have

been taken to arrange the stage, so that terraces, avenues, and fountains,

should combine to harmonise with the well-dressed promenaders, and to be

worthy of the distinguished nobleman to whom the grounds are supposed

to belong. The whole of this scene is very carefully painted, and the

sparkling fountain in the distance is judiciously placed as a relief to the

terrace on one side, the promenade on the other, and to the surrounding

foliage. The scene in the Fool's house is a perfect hijou of medieval

oarving and appropriate fitting up. The rich wainscoting and furniture

are represented in a good tone of warm color, well relieved by the light

on the cool green which pervades that part of the garden seen through the

window, which opens from the top to tlie bottom of the room. The third

scene represents the grounds and mansion of an Italian nobleman by moon-
light. 'Ihe effect is very good, and the whole is well painted ; coolness

of tint prevails, and the pale blue dress of the heroine forming a key-tint

to the back scene, and the white veil she wears, while it gives point and
distance, increases the coldness of the general effect. The costume worn
by her lover, being a degree darker, of the same color with hers, provides a
connecting link between it and the moonlight, while his dark red cloak

agrees with the warm tones of the building in shade, and by contrast gives

brightness and atmosphere to the whole composition. The whole arrange-

ment is remarkably chilly, but it is an excellent example of the happy
union of the dresses with the scene in which the wearers of them are

placed, and the necessary simplicity of masses js obtained by the front of

the stage, as well as the principal buildings belonging to the foreground,

being kept in a subdued light, bringing a breadth of semi-darkness against

the positive brilliancy of the moonlit background of the picture. The
last scene in the Duke's Palace has been got up with great care, displaying

at the fsame time taste and judgment—two valuable qualities which seem
to direct all the proceedings at this theatre.

The principal scenes in the pantomime of " Harlequin Hans " are well

and carefully executed. The Charcoal-burner's hut with the Magic Oak
is very picturesque. The light behind the tree is well managed, and the

tree itself is treated in an artistic manner. The effect of the glowing fire

in the hut, contrasting with the cold and luminous sky at the back,

although by no means new, is a fair adaptation from the Dutch masters

to scenic requirements.

The Glowworm's Glade is a fanciful production, having apparently

glass columns, in imitation of a stalactite cavern, hanging from the trees.

Amoving diorama, which passes wliile the clown, according to the German
tale, takes his goose walk to the Castle of the Princess, is extremely well

painted, as is also a view of St. John's Gate, Clerkenwell, but the scene-

painter has reserved all his splendid effects, as compared with those which
have preceded it, and being of a more natural order, for the " Arcadian
Home of Peace, or the Enchanted Groves of Golden Palms," in which the

transformation takes place. This, as the title implies, consist chiefly of

palm trees of a golden hue, most of them confined within an inclosure on
the middle of the stage. This inclosure gradually opens, and within it

are seated females, dressed in golden tissue, altogetlier presenting a
gorgeous and a glittering mass. By the time tlie two sides of the

enclosure have reached across the stage, more golden palms begin to rise at

the back of the centre group, filling the entire back of the scene ; a brilliant

light is then thrown upon the whole, and an effect both brilliant and
dazzling is produced. The last scene, which is of an emblematical

character, representing the "Palace of Peace in the Realms of Common
Sense," is illuminated in the same manner, the small extent of tlie stage

allowing the light to appear of the most vivid description. The scenery.;

therefore, at this theatre, whether aa transcripts of nature or imaginary

and fancy delineations of fairy splendour, show a marked progress in

scenic art, and well deserves the praise we liave bestowed upon it. The
Pantomime elicited roars of laugliter from the tricks of the clown, and
kept the audience alive from the beginning to the end by the remarkable
rapidity with which the business of the scene is kept continuously in

progress.

St. Blazey.—A handsome stained glass window Las been recently

erected in the north aisle of St. Blazey Church by Major Carlyon, in memory of

his parents, the late Major-General and Mrs. Carlyon, of Tregrelian House, St.

Blazey. The window is of three lights; the subjects are—Faitli, Hope, and
Charity. These are placed under very rich and elaborate canopies; at the foot

of each side figure is an angel bearing a scroll with the iuscriptiou, "Now
abidcth faith, hope, and love, these three, but tlie greatest of these is love."

Under the centre figure is the family arms, with motto, &c. The head of the

window consists of two angels under canopies, each holding a scroll, " Blessed

are the dead whicli die in the Lord." The upper spandrel is a device of faith,

hope, iUKl love, represented by the anchor, cross, and heart entwined. The
smaller spandrels are fitted with appropriate tracery. Tlie wmdow is of the

fhird Pointed or Perpendicular style of architecture, and reflects much credit on
the artist employed—Mr. Charles Gibbs, of 148, Marylebone-road, London.
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MILITARY ARCHITECTUUE.
PROBABLY no subject offers a richer field for exploration to tlic

archaooIoKist, historian, and arcliitect than the tliemc selected by Mr.
Robinson for his lecture, the only fault of which is its brevity and narrow
limits. The application of the arts of construction to the purposes ot
defence in war nuist always occupy an important place in the liistory of
the rise and progress of architecture. Many of the devices invented for
war liave been permanently retained for ornament in peace. And the
earliest engineers or designers of fortifications were architects. Instead of
limiting himself to the works tliat are still remaining in the county of
Warwick— Shakespeare's leafy Warwickshire — he should have gone
further, and wo are almost inclined to chide the lecturer for not having
etabraccd in his survey the whole kingdom.

Tlie fortifications of the Romans of which remains exist in England,
were entrenched camps of two kinds, for the habitation of armies in
winter and summer, and it is curious to note how the advance of the art
of war in the last half of the nineteenth century, brings us back to " first

principles," to the old Roman system ; for the defences of Sebastopol, due
to the genius of Todtleben; and the works suggested by Mr. Eergusson
for protection against the "Perils of Portsmouth," were precisely such as
the troops of Ca>sar constructed here, with the exception of their outline
and greater massiveness.

The Castra JEstiva, or summer camp, of which an example may be seen
in the remains at the foot of Chesterton-hill, was a temporary resting-
place for the army. A ditch and simple earth embankment, surmounted
by palisades breast high, were deemed suflicient defence. The winter
camp, or Castra Iliberna, was a more substantial and durable affair. The
plan was a parallelogram, with the angles rounded off, enclosed by liighand
massive walls, built of debris, excavated from the exterior surrounding
ditch, and faced with masonry. In the centre of each side ofthe parallelo-
gram was an entrance, and from these entrances roads proceeded, inter-
secting each other in the centre of the camp, and dividing it into quarters,
a term retained to the present time to designate the lodgings of soldiers.
The simplicity of the Roman camp bequeathed a regularity of plan to
Gloucester, Chester, Wallingford, Caerwent, and Colchester. Where existing
towns were subsequently fortified, such as Pilchester, Canterbury, and
Kenchester, the ground plan was not interfered with, and the line of
exterior fortifications was irregular. The Roman wall at Richborough is

nearly 30 feet high and 12 feet thick ; at Lyme it is 23 feet high and
14 feet thick ; at Burgh it is 14 feet high, about equal to the height, above
the soil, of the most extensive modern fortification in the world, namely,
the enceinte continuee of Paris. The Roman wall, built in the north to
exclude the Picts and Scots was, so far as can be judged, 19 feet high. From
the remains, Mr. Robinson deduces that the Roman mode of construction
generally consisted in building the outer portions of the wall with well pre-
pared and carefully selected masonry, both on the outside and inside, filling

in the interstices between them with rubble set in mortar, ofsuch excellent
quality and so scientifically prepared, that it has outlasted the stones it once
cemented together, they havingperished under" Time's effacingfinger." The
walls had bands of tiles alternating with the masonry, and assembled more
closely together at the base than higher up. Their object, the lecturer
presumed, was to prevent direct vertical fracture, from the effects of the
battering ram ; but we are hardly prepared to concur in this presumption,
seeing that the alternation of bands of tiles or very flat bricks, with bands of
masonry, may be observed in other Roman edifices not intended for war,
and nowhere more plainly than the Baths of Julian, or Palais des Thermes
at Paris. From the wall and ditch, the Romans proceed to erect towers
at the angles, and at intervals along the line of walls, for reasons suf-

ficiently obvious to render explanations unnecessary.
The towers, judging from the remains, were not incorporated with the

wall, but were built against it after it had been partially erected, with a
View, Mr. Robinson surmises, to buttress the wall. He imagines that to

facilitate access from the interior to the summit of the wall the earth was
banked up against it. The consolidation of the earth would tend to

btllge the wall outwards, which would crack it if restricted in places,

although the great thickness at base would prevent the bulging from
being detrimental to the stability of the wall, provided it occurred
simultaneously througliout the entire length. Wherefore the lecturer
thinks it possible that the walls were first built to the intended height of
the internal earthwork which was then carefully rammed in behind them.
After they had entirely settled to their bearings the towers were added.
Above this height tliey were regularly incorporated with the remainder of
the wall, and then raised one or two stories above it and roofed in.

From the withdrawal of the Romans up to the tenth century military
architecture was neglected, and allowed to fall into disuse. Alfred the Great
built castles of stone and wood, and his sister Ethelfleda, who married the
King of Mercia, built castles at Scargate, Bridgenorth, Tamworth, Edder-
bury, and Warwick. Of these nothing remains but a mound at Tamworth
and another at Warwick. The Saxons trusted more to their strong right

arms than to walls for protection. The Doomsday survey shows that then
there were then only 49 castles, of which 8 had been built by the Bastard,
10 by his barons, and of the remainder one alone is mentioned as having
belonged to Edward the un-Enulish,or soft-headed, or Confessor, as monk-
ish chroniclers termed him. Tlie followers of the Bastard—adventurers,
outlaws, and scum of Europe, for the Normans constituted but a compa-
ratively small element, as proved by Thierry, and shown by the unlike-

• The Slilitary Architecture of the JliditleJAjjes aa Illustriited by Kenilworth,
Warwick, and ^St. Maxtoke Castles, and otiier Blilitary Ucniains in the County," A
Lecture delivered in Keuilworth Institute, by Georoe T. Uobinson, F.G.H.S., &o.
Archidlaconal Arcliitect, J. II. and J. Parker, Oxford.

ness of those who call themselves descendants of Normant from the pre-
sent inhabitants of Normandy—finding thcmselret amid a hoitilc and
warlike people were compelled to erect castlet for their protection. They
generally covered an area of from fcor to Are acrei, but Norwich Cartfc
occupied an extent of 23 acres.

Kenilworth Clastic presents a good example of a medieval atronghold.
Looking at its site, it will be perceived thatwhile the south and west front!
were of exceedingly easy approach, the northern and eastern fronts could
be more readily defended. GeoflVey de Clinton,! its founder, originally a
man of low estate, in 1124 took advantage of the stream which runs along
the valley to form a lake, by damming up the outfall, to prevent approach
from the weakest side, and by cutting a moat through the hill on the northern
side, to isolate the site from approach on the other side. The keep was
erected on the highest site of the enclosure, out of range of arrows. It is
a parallelogram, 85 feet by 6.'"), with towers at the angles, adding 15 feet
each way, and making a quadrangular mass, standing u[)on an area of 100
feet by 80 feet. Within the walls were a room on each floor, (io feet by 30
feet, lighted on the long sides by three, and on the short sides by two
narrow windows, only a few inches in width, which admitted a small
amount of light and excluded arrows. Traces of rods may be seen, which
served to support leathern curtains, which when drawn prevented arrows
from entering the apartment, and also of the recesses in the walls, which
received the curtains when drawn back.
To estimate the importance of Kenilworth keep, it may be as well to

give the dimensions of similar structures elsewhere. That of the Tower
of London is 116 feet by 96 feet ; Porchester, 90 feet by 60 feet ; Canter-
bury, 87 feet square ; Richmond, 55 feet by 45 feet j and Newcastle-on-
Tyne, 60 feet square. The great thickness of the walls allowed of the
windows, just alluded to, being splayed on the inside to admit of two or
more archers shooting from them. The fire-places were probably on the
north wall, which is now no longer standing. The upper room was
similarly arranged, with the exception that the windows were wider.
Those that remain have lost their original features, having been altered
by Leicester. The indications of round-headed arches may, however, still

be seen.

The rooms of the interior of the keep were probably divided into
separate apartments by screens or hangings, and additional ones were
formed in the high roof Three of the angle towers contained small
chambers opening on to the different floors, and the fourth contained the
staircase. The well, which is upwards of 70 feet deep, is so constructed as
to be accessible from the ground and principal floors, while the bucket by
which the water was drawn up served also to send up munitions and food
to the defenders on the second floor and battlements. These last, which
surrounded the walls and towers, are totally destroyed, and the whole of
the upper part has undergone so many changes that we are left to con-
jecture.

We liave not space to follow Mr. Robinson in his interesting historical

notice of Kenilworth ; but pass to his account of Maxtoke Castle, as

being an edifice of a different character. It was built by William de Clinton,
1346, for his nephew Joseph, of the same family name, and exhibits

greater attention to domestic comfort. The plan is that of a hollow
quadrangle, having on one side a permanent structure containing the

apartments of the Baron, and on the two adjoining wooden dwellings for

retainers, while the opposite or fourth side was occupied by the gate-

house, wliich faced what was once the eutrance to a grand and
stately hall. The fortification consisted in an embattled hall 26 fe«t

higl), flanked by large octagon towers at the angles. 1 he towers rose a
story, and in one instance two stories above the curtain. Outside was a
broad terrace of earth, the prototype we presume to the glacis, once

defended by a stockade, and beyond this a wide moat. Of the outworks a
cavalier, or small raised mound on which a mangonel could be placed to

protect the front, is all that remains. But there were doubtless large

stockaded yards, with their entrances protected by brclaches, in which

cattle and stores were protected. The gate-house is a large rectangular

building, flanked by two octagon towers, loop-holed to command the draw-

bridge, which when raised folded close up between them, and against the

wall of the entrance, where it was protected by a projecting course of

stone just covering the edge, to prevent its being grappled by an iron hook,

and drawn down by main force. Within was the portcullis, and immedi-

ately behind it, three openings in the archway overhead to admit of molten

lead, hot sand, blazing pitch, and sometimes boiling water being discharged

on to the heads of the assailants. The entrance was closed by two

fine massive oak doors, now covered with iron plates, which were

added by the Duke of Buckingham in the reign of Henry VI. On each

side of the archway, which is beautifully joined, are two small guard

chambers affording access to the " lices " or space between the Wall and the

stockade, which formed the only means of comumnlcatiou between the

terrace and the courtyard. In one of the turrets flanking the gateway is

a staircase leading to the rooms above, the first of which opens on to the

ramparts. Ascending to the upper story, another room is found, covered

with a flat lead roof surrounded with battlements, and raised still higher are

the octagon turrets, containing small chambers, the walls whereof are loop-

t 3Ir. liobinson states that a descendant of (icoirr. y, William d.- < linton. who built

Maxtoke Castle, in the li>th of Edward III., was the first of his laniiiy wlio Ijorc the

cross crosslets. This may be ; but the red cross crossed was at an earlier date the

crest and distinctive badge of an older family—the memorial reward tor service in the

Crusades—and wliose members were, before the Conquest and until almest recently,

amouo-the landed gentry of England. Unless an error has been committed, the cross

crosslet will be found in the Speaker's residence, at Westminster, among the arms or

preceding .Speakers, as the monument of one who presided over the Commons during

the rarliaments of Ucnry VI.
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holed to command a range on all sides from their height of upwards of 50
feet. The angle turrets are about 20 feet in diameter, with the walls 5
feet thick, while their Hat roofs are protected by embattled parapets.

Mr. Robinson's pamphlet is so interesting, and touches upon so many
novel and important jwints, that we trust, he will fulfil the half promise
given in the postscript to publish a seconi and corrected edition, accom-
panied by engravings from the photograph and drawings which illustrated

his lecture, "to embrace the military history of the county during the
Caroline wars, so far as it is coimected with military architecture." We
vould also recommend an extension of the original scheme, to embrace a
full and detailed surveyof the monuments ofmilitary architecture which exist
from the shons of the Knglisli Channel to the Tweed. Many ruins are so
remote from railways as to be less known than those which frown upon
the Rhine, or Rhone, or Loire, or Seine. Corfe Castle, for instance, which
holds a remarkable position in the Isle of Purbeck, has not met with an
architectural historiographer, although it has been the subject of a general
description, by the late member for Dorset. It was the scene of the
martyrdom of one of the Karly Knglish Kings, and of an heroic derence by
Lady Banks and her daughters against tlie terrible soldiers of P;'.ili:imcnt.

In the remains of the Chainl it affords a beautiful specimen i>f Gothic
architecture, and its construction is of the most solid nature, leiuling to
prove that the secret of Roman mortar was preserved for a. long time in

England. When the defences were blown up by the Parliamentarians,
masses ofaiasonry, cubing some thousand feet, were hurled from their
position for a hundred yards. What s.iy j-ou, Jlr. Robinson, to a trip to

Purbeck ?

BUILDING SITES IN PARIS.
MEDOUARD FOURNIEU, whose curious research and pleasant

. literary style entitle him to rank as the nearest approach we have yet
had to IhecldcrDisraeli, gives in one of the French papers some interesting
details respecting the rise in value of building sites in our neighbours' capital.
Last Thursday week the General Commercial and Industrial Company
bought a property in the Rue de la Chaus.«oe d' Antin for £84,000, whicli
had cost the second preceding proprietor £160,000, and liad previcnsly cost
the Count Roy £3,200, when it was accompanied by more land, which he
sold in lots. This increase of upwards of twenty-six times the v.tIuc since
1805, is a surprising, but not a solitary, instance of rapid rise in the price
of land and houses in I'aris. For in 1798 the Hotel Carnavalet, the residence
of Madame de S6vign6, and decorated in the fa<;ade with bassi-relievi by
the great French sculptor, John Goujon, was put up for sale in the follow-
ing terms:

—

To be sold by auction, at the npsct price ef £2,000, at llie public sales of the
Department oftheSfine, the lar^e und superb liousc called Hotel Carnavalet, Rue
Culture .^.te Catherine, at the corner of the Ituc dcs Francs Bourgeois. In the front
of the first Boor are ligrures executed in low relief by the famous sculptor Gonjon ;

laree garden serving to grow vegetables, the whole containing nearly one acre. In
l/I.iitwas let for £320. This liouse may be used for a factory or for a place of
business. j f

Property thus sold was often paid for in assignats,—paper money, liable
to great depreciation. Hence the contracts for sale sometimes stipulated
that the price should be paid in foreign money. Thus the handsome
structure in the Chaussee d'Anlin, long time inhabited by the Belgian
Legation, was, together with another, sold in 1800, by Citizen Uguiet, the
authorised representative of Necker, who was then in Switzerland, for
.37,-383 piastres four reals of Spanish currency. The Temple of Flora,
between the Faubourg St. Honorc and the Champs Elysfies, and in which
died, two.'years since, the Russian Princess Bagration, wife of the present
Lord Howden, was sold in 1798, for 100 barrels of siilt beef. The following
year the Hotel Laugeron was sold for 30,000 cwt. of corn; and valuable
ground in the Boulevart de la Madeleine was disposed of for the annual
rent of 1,716 bushels ofcom. To add from our own knowledge, we have had
pointed out to us a magnificent hotel with extensive gardens, near the
palace of the Corps Ix'gislatif, which was offered to our informant during
the last revolution, for £1,600, and which he refused as being too dear,—to
JiU constant regret, for the property is now worth at least a hundred times
that amount.

0^
REFACING OF THE SESSIONS HOUSE, CLERKENWELL.

JUR engraving gives a view of the north ppd wpst sides of the Middlesex
Sessions House, Clerjcenwell-grecn

i which i« npyr being re-fronted
with architectural dressings of Portland stone, under the direction of
Frederick Hyde Pownall, Esq., architect, of Gower-strcet

j fiic coi]trRCtor?
f)eing Messrs. T. and W, T. Piper, of Bisliopsgate.
lj?n?"lprable ipternsl alleratlons are also in progress under the same

architect j'
*"*' ** ""^''^ ^'" •>"' slightly interfere with the original street

lines or apertures, no attempt .''" ^^'^^ """'^ *° "t'a'" embellishment by
reconstruction or rearrangement. Our town rCS'^^ri will rcroeinber the
dingy, unattractive aspect of the old brick building; and will, doubtless,
agree with us that the Middlesex Justices have wisely determined on
remodelling its three brick sides so as to render it more like a Public Law
Court.

Arcliaeological discoveries continue to be made in Algeria. In the
neighlwurhood of f>)nstantia a few days ago, in removing some earth for a
road, a stone, somewhat damnced, .ind bearing the inscription, in large letters,
" Resp. Ctrtensium Patronis (the Republic of the Cirtenses to its Patrons) was
foaod. Stones with shnilar inscriptions have already been discovered jn th pro-
vince of CQn»tantJa.

WORKMEN'S INSTITUTE AND BENEFIT CLUB.
nUlE opening meeting of this Club has just been held in the recently finished

1 spacious room of the Institute, 239, Euston-road, N.W. The meeting was
presided over by the Hon. George Byng, Member for Middlesex, and the follow-
ing gentlemen connected with the "management of the Institute, were on the
plntfoi-m, viz. :— H. E. Gumey, Esq., W. A. Wilkinson, Esq., Jervoise Smith,
Esq., St. Leger Glyn, Esq., John Lubbock, Esq., and G. J. Bowyer, Esq., also
the Ucv. Canon Dale, the Vicar of the parish—andthebody of the i-ooin was filled

with workmen.
The pi-oceeding-s of the evening were opened by the Rev. Canon Dale, who

ofiered up an appropriate prayer, and afterwards addressed the meeting connect-
ing his presence in the room this evening with his attendance there on a recent
occa.sion of laying the commemoration stone of the Institute, and after recom-
mending the Institute to the workmen present, and the importance of obtaining
through it ; an independence, which can be done by providency, he congratulated
the meeting on Mr. Bowyer being one of the managers of the Institute.

The Hon. G. Byng, the Chairman, then addressed the meeting in a very
eloquent speech, in which he acknowledged the wholesome truths mentioned by
the Rev. Mr. Dale, expressed his anxiety for the general warfare of the working
classes of this vast metropolis, of which he was one of their county members, and
dwelling, at some length, upon the social virtues springing from a feeling of in-
dependence, he concluded by commending the Institution to their notice, heartily

wishing it success, and tendering his thanks for being allowed to preside over this

meeting.
W. A. WiLKixsox, Esq., being called upon, then addressed the meeting upon

the importance of life assurance, which, he said, necessitated savings, adverted to
the benefits offered by this Club, the payments for which were asTow as possible

compatible with soundness. To ensure this, he added, the best authorities had
been consulted in forming this Club, which would secure a certain provision for

those who belonged to it.

Jkkvoise Smith, Esq., followed the last speaker at some length, explanatory
of the objects and the origin of the Institute, the principal features of which, he
said, were the benefit club, affording relief in sickness and old age, reading-
rooms, libraries, rooms for lo<lgings, and houses of call for those out of worK,
a guarantee fund, applicable for additional relief in cases of accident, no entrance
fees, aitd, moreover, the rules and tiibles were compiled from the statistics of five

leading assurance ottices, and certified respectively by Jlr. Tidd Pratt, the Re-
gistrar, and Mr. Tucker, the Actuarj-. He explained the iluties of the sub-com-
mittees, who would lie sclecteil by tlie Club members, and have the management
of their districts. After mentioning that this Club might now be considered to be
added to that recently established at 34, Vork-road, Lambeth, he concluded by
expressing his sanguine belief that the Institute would prove to be a healthy
plant, throwing out many branches, which would soon number thousands of
members.
H. E. GUHJTEY, Esq., then rose, and said it was very gratifying to him to be

present at the meeting, as he was recently their workman in laying the memorial
stone of this Institute, to which, being intended for the welfare of the workmen
ef this vast metropolis, he felt it an honour to belong; and, with a view to afford

a little relaxation to the members of the Club, he promised to afford them in the
summer (month of June) a trip to the Crystal Palace, and reireshraent there.

Mr. Gumey concluded by proposing a vote of thanks to the Hon. Chairman.
St. Leger Glvn, Esq., seconded the vote in an appropriate speech, com-

plimenting the honorable gentleman's associations, as identified with the
prosperity of the industrial classes, and admitting the zeal and energy of his o^vn
(Mr. Glyn's) colleagues in this work, he concluded, after recommending the.
reading-room to his hearei-s as being conducive to the intelligence of the working
classes, in expressing his gratfiication in having with his coadjutors, lieen-

instrumental in the successful issue of a good work. He hoped the vote of
thanks would be unanimous, including Mr. Bowyer's name therein.

The Chaibm.^n, in returning thanks, alluded to the valuable services of Mr.
Glyn and Mr. Jervoise Smith, and tendered the thanks of the meeting and him-
self to Mr. Bowyer as organiser of the Club.

Mr. BowYEB, in acknowledging the vote, wished to correct a report as to the-
origin of the Club, it had been said that it was a masters' movement, but this-

he distinctly refuted, as it sprang directly from a deputation to him of workmeih
who, having convinced him of the want of such a Club, be made it known to
Mr. Gurney who munificently promised fifty guineas, and his further su])port in.

aid thereof. Mr. Bowyer concluded by expressing his conviction of the sound-
uess of this Chib, and it was unnecessary for him to go into further detail of it*,

merits, after the copious statement of Mr. Smith.

A Workman having exhibited a desire to speak, the Chairman encouraged,
him to do so, observing, that it was the privilege of all to speak feirly .and opeidy;,
whereupon certain of the workmen present asked information respecting the
Club and the rules governing it, which was afforded respectively by Mr. Bowyer,
Mr. Wilkinson, ana Mr. Smith, the latter gentleman mentioning an incident
connected with the origin of the Porters' Benevolent Association, and remarking
that that Society was governed by principles similar to those of the Workmen's-
Institute Club.

The honorable Chairman now suggesting that, unless any further informa—
fjgrj was required, they might repair to their homes, the meeting separated*,,

liiihy of the wor^^i'^'i having enrolled their names on the Provisional Register of

Membership,

Metropolitan Improvements. — Extension of Commercial-street.—
The long -contemplafeu new street, whicli is intended to commence in Shoreditch,

nearly opposite Commercial-street and the terminus of the Eastern Counties
Railway, passing in a parallel line with New Inn-yard, crossing the Curtain-
road, and will terminate in Old-street, near the City-road, is soon to be com-
menced. By this route the connection between the wharves and doeks on the
north side of the Thames will be more direct, and the distance much shortened tO'

the Great Northern, London and North-Westem, and Great Western railways,

and avoiding the crowded thoroughfares in the City, by passing along Commer-
cial-street, City-road, Pentonville, Euston and Marylebone-roads.
On Monday morning the Bishop of London consecrated the new

church of St. Paul, Haggerstone, in the parish of Shoreditch.
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LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

ON Tliursday, 26th Jaiiuury, Sidney Smikkk, Esq., R.A., delivered the
following lecture at the Royal Academy, before a iiuuierous audience :

—

MY distiuf;uisli('d coUoiifrut' and coadjutor, IMr. Scott, two years since, addroKsed to
you 8onn' interesting" remarks on the triuiHitional styk* tliat intervened

between the lionianosque and Toiuted styles of architecture, and noticed tlie pecu-
liarly productive encrj^y that appeared to have; characterised the eflbrts of the artists

who were tlien en^ajjed iu revisin-j and inouldinc: the forms ofoxintinf;" arclntecture,

and laving;- the foundations of a new manner of buildinji', which ultimately settled

down mto the refjular, consistent, and beautiful style desiifnated by later artists as

the Gothic style. There is another very analo^^oua perioci In the history of onr art

to which I wish this eveninji' to invite your attention. Throu*^hout that history no
epoch appears to me more interesting and important than tlie Early Keuaissauee, or
that which was marked by the first abandonment of this medieval style. The
medieval style retained its beauty and consistency in Europe for about a century
and a tialf llutween the years l^JOO and 13.J0 European architecture was constantly
furiclu'd with buildings whicli have ever since been deservedly accounted the boast
and glory of our art. At about this last date commences a downward course, that
facUbi (iecens/fs M'ltich is the natural—and, perhaps, inevitable—tendency of so
many human inventions. At Milan, Nu^emburJ,^ Kouen. and el.>*ewhere, we Iiavc to

lament the di-n^radation of style which, thoufiTi not without many claims to our
admiration, displayed itself iu a profuseuess of ornament, indicating; in its execution
a ;,'reater solicitude about the (luantity than the quality of the ornamentation, and in

an addi(itiou to surprising: novelties, and to those tours <k' force which prevailed in

the Inter days of (Jothic architecture. The increasin;^ pride and wealth of the
(.'hurch, not content witli the dignified moderation of earlier days, may have been
one of the latent causes of tliis excess ; or perhaps our art, in its excesses, was but
obeying: some L-'reat fundamental law of the human mind. It is not, however, my
purpose here to enter upon sucli an inquiry. I have but to note the fact that a
profj^ressive deo:radation of style certainly took phice : not. indeed, at a uniform
rate, nor in the same manner throughout Europe, but still in a constant and very
sensible prosression.
In Ene:land the style lost its stern grrandcur of manner, but it lingered on and be-

came frivolous, feeble, nerveless, and vai)id. In France, as miglU be expected from
tliecharactcr of art in that country, it became exatrgerated and even violent in its

efforts at effect, and departed widely from the quiet di<;nity of former, better times.

In Italy the style was strangled in its birth. Life throbbed nobly in its veins for a
sliort time and threw out a few very brilliant seintillations ; but in that classic land
the style died away before it had time to reach a complete and consistent maturity

;

and, as I shall have occasion hereafter to remark, it became .'<o adulterated by the
commixture of generically different modes of art, thai men like Montereau and Kobert
de Luzarclies would hardly have admitted into their brotherfiood such such heterodox
practitioners as Arnolpho or (Jiotto.

In Germany, the deterioration of tliis style was marked by aberrations of taste

equally extravagant, and the mason's art, in the facile and dexterous hands of such
men as Vischer and Ensinger, became a sort of lej^erdemaiu, such as we see it in the
extraordinary works of tliose artists at Nuremberg and Ulm.
The medieval style had reached this sta^e of its decadence, when one of thosegreat

revolutions commenced its course whicli form the epochs of our art, and wliich wcare
sometimes disposed to attribute to accident, perhaps because our powers of vision

are too finite to let us perceive the true connexion and sequence between causes with
their effects.

Various attempts have been made to account for the great change of style to wliich

I am about to advert. The irresistible power of the Turks drove out and scattered the

remnants of the Greek people over Europe, and thus were sown the seeds of Classical

art as well as of literature, lu the territories over which medieval art had been exclu-
sively dominant.
Then Fisan and Genoese merchants imported from the coasts of the Mediterranean

fragments of ancient art to be regarded first as the tropliies of warand then as lessons

and models of art. AVe nmst also bear in mind when seeking for the causes of this

(p-eat change, that the pride of ancestry will survive tlie wreck of fortune, and even
in their darkest times, Italians never ceased to cherish the proud recollection that
they were the lineal descendants of the dictators of the civilised world. Could they,

then, regard the material relics ofthe world's masters otherwise than with reverence
and admiration, and ultimately with the de&ire to imitate them ? At all events,
whatever may have been the cause, or combination of causes, we find the first germs
of the Renaissance budding out in Central Italy, as early as (perhaps earliei' than) the
middle of the fourteenth century.

It is not for me to turn aside from my own proper path in order to show ^ou how a
similar revival became contemporaneously discernible in the sister art of Sculpture.

Vasari traces even to the early days of Nicholas Pisano the first dawning of a Classic

taste, that master having, with especial ardor, studied at Tisa a certain fragment of

antique sculpture wliich chanced to have been made to serve as a tomb in the

.
cathedral there ; a study which no doubt materially modified not only his own style

of design, but that of the great school of sculpture which lie founded, and wiiich sub-
sequently exercised so important an influence over the whole domain of art. I sup-
pose it may fairly be inferred that it was in the Pisan school that the light of the
Kenaissancc first appeared. Those who are pleased to trace to insignificant causes
events of great moment may, perhaps, bid us pause and reflect, that if a chance
remnant of Classic art, like this, had been lost, or had happened to escape the obser-

vation of N. Pisano ; or liad there been no sculptor at Pisa capable of appreciating the

value of that marble, how widely different miglit have been the destinies of art ! The
marble, however, did attract the notice of this Pisan artist, and no doubt other
aimilar fragments soon became the object of his interest and study. N. Pisano was
then at the Iiead of the most important school of art then existing in Europe, and
his recognition of tlie merits of this Classical relic may be said to have first awakened
the attention of men to the study of the antique, and laid the foundation of that style

of art which lias been characterised as the Kenaissance, or new birth of ancient
genius.
That this revival should spread itself from sculpture to architecture was inevitable,

for at this time architecture and sculpture, as in the days of Phidias, were twin
sisters, and tlie same minds conceived, and the same hands executed works in both
arts.

Iu architectural design the result of this new light was at first a singular combina-
tion of Classic and Gothic details ; an intermixture which, commencing insubordi-
nate parts, gradually extended itself to the more material features of design. I

think, indeed, it may be observed that all the great changes in style that mark the

progress of our art, have iu like manner become discernible first iu the details rather
than in the masses.

It must be admitted that the architecture of Italy was well prepared for this

change, for it had ever retained a very perceptible trace of the Classical forms and
mode of design. It is true that dose observers of Italian medieval art recognize two
varieties as contemporaneously prevalent, designated respectively by writers as la

Gottica Italiana, and la (Jottiea Fcdesca, by which latter term they meant to

describe a style, still traceable in a few surviving examples, very nearly allied to the

Gothic, with which we, in the north of Europe, are most familiar, while the former
described an indigenous variety of Gothic. Ofthese the one exhibited more unity

and consistency of character, while the other was distinguished by its greater

delicacy and variety of detail. But besides the revival of Classical types, whicli

would naturally operate to modify Italian medieval art ; there was the important
element of climate, wliich must have exercised its influence on the Italian manner,
causing it to deviate widely from the type of its northern congener. The Iiighly

pitched roofs, suggested by tlie requirements of climate totlio Teutonic nations,

were out of i>lace in the genial south, aud were totally at variance with the obtuse
pediments which had been transmitted to them by ancient tradition aud examples

j

of which must ever have been extant before then: eyes. These discordant elements

eommita Myle, tbr.

'•naturb»d byrx-
' n aboonilcd in

'•<' probftbly rvo<
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had to be harmoaised. but there is rcajton to UIIctc (Imt tf thin
result of antagonistic nrfueipU'N, liad N-en h11o\s • ^ '

ternal causes, it would In the handit of tiuehii>>
Italy, have developed itself into a perfect unity oi

dered this Italian variety of medieval areoitcctur« . '-nr ui
of all the varieties of the (iothic style.
Such, however, was not to be the fate of architecture : as I have aUt«d. uiil In ttni

manner I have de8cril>ed, a new phaan wua given to all the arta of deal|ra. and oar
art, like the rest, was destined to r4*<M*ive a new Impulse and await Ireah luKpiratluaa
from the reanimated vestiges of (Jreek and Itomau art.

It is very luterestiny to watch the rise of the comini; Btylu and U) record Ita pro-
gressivf- lulvances.

*^

As far as I know the public building called thcL,og(;iadcl8luiioH,ln Floren*-*' lulhi*
earliest example in Europe, oi a teuneney to return totheancKn" ' - ' l! ina
building too familiarly known to all here to need from in*; any v\\
strongly tinctured whh a feeling of the UenuiHsauec, it Ih y. i i,",,!-

the transitional state of the art. The dale assigned to tliia Lok*,..* .., . ..-.,, ,., i.t.v.

;

it author, Andrea Orcagna. Although .V)0 years have paaaed auiou ii« t re^tiun, tb*'
work stands but little impaired bv time, bearing; toatlmony at once to the Hnv (a«tu
and great constructive ability of OrcagTia. It may be seen reproduced with grval
apparent accuracy In the Maximilian Strasse, at Munich.
That to the genius of Orcagiia may be trac<;d the earlicat ulTorta toalrike out a new

path, may be inferred from the fact that his earlier workii are pei^uliarly (jothlr. If
Indeed that can be correctly said of any Italian Gothic. .Such is thecharacter of the
beautiful votive chapel in >Morence, known as the <^rsanmkh( le, the conception and
elaboration of which was to Orcagna truly a labor of love ; yet we perceive in it ex-
clusively the canopied heads, and slender spiral shafts, as well as the cuap4'd Rrcht*H
and the mouldings and other details which mark Italian medieval architecture. Still.
to Orcapna certainly is due the merit of being among the earliest i)loneerM of Claseic
art. His great genius enabled him to perceive that there was a region of art to \n:

explored, more nearly allied to nature than that rigid mannerism which had then
firevailed for centuries. The PisanI and Giotto h.ad, it Is true, already led the way
n the sister arts, but Orcagna loosened the cords aud sapped the basis of medievalism
in architecture also.

What he conceived, llruuelleschl, another great and original genlua, may bo said to
have accomplished. Orcagna had evidently become alive to the dignity of the works
of ancient liome; but lirunelleschi realised the aspirations of his predecessor; and
by the time he had closed his career, in HiO, the great revolution in art had been
effected, and the new style flnnly establL-ihed, at least In his own country.
The onward movement, however, was not that of any one indivi<lual, but of the

spirit of the age. Neither was it. as we have seen, elK'cted abruptly; for there ja

generally a fiV/HcHiVe in art which ia not easily overcome, but yields reluctantly to
change, bo that new styles have ever been the result of a slow parturition. Influenced
Serhaps, by some accidental discovery, {and such was the (ireek tomb hCen by
Ichola Pisano, and the antique arabesques exhibited to Uaffaelle), an original genius.

so influenced, gives birth to some new conception ; the same Intellerf ual powera
which enabled him to realise this conception, enable him also to clothe it with those
charms which secure for it popular applause ; a herd of imitators follow close
behind, and perchance, among them one appttars who is able to improve upon tbo
ideas of his predecessor, and thus a fresh advance is made.

It is so that extensive and important changes in the whole face of art may be
brought about, «:radually and without any such coups de tnaiti as those by which
revolutions in the political world are sometimes effected.

Almost contemporaneously with Orcagua's work, other faint indications maybe
observed of the approaching chang^e, especially in Florence.

In the fresco decorations by Taddeo aud Memml of the C'apclla del Spagnuoli in

the church of S. Maria Novella, of the date of about i:ir>0, the early germs of thi- new
stybmaybe detected. At San Miniato, which dates firom the latter end of the
fourteenth century, may be seen very characteristic illustrations of that ambiguous
state of art, where the forms oscillate, as it were, between the past aud the future

;

the hard, angular lines suggestive of the early mosaic work of medieval times, bciog^

intermixed with rafHed foliage of quit« Roman character.
In the painted windows of the Cathedral at Florence, stated to have been executed

in 14.^4, by Dominico Gambassi, we still trace a strange intermixture of the Pointed
and the Renaissance feeling ; where gabled canopies, croeketted pediments, and other
middle age forms occur with panellings and mouldings belonging to the revived style.

The same mixture occurs at the Church of Sta. Croce, bearing a date early in the
fifteenth century, where the Virgin is represented sitting on a throne desiprned under
the influence of the Renaissance, iu immediate juxtaposition with decorations
unequivocally Gothic.
Again, the silver altarpiece preserved in the cathedral at Florence?, which was com-

menced in 1.36G, and not finished till 1477, is perhaps in itself an epitome of the
history of the revival of Classic architecture; for whilst its leading features are

strictly and perfectly Gothic, there Is represented upon it columnar and arcaded
interior architecture as completely Classical as any design of t!ie sixteenth century.

The frescoes of Benozzo Gozzoli In the Campo Sto at Pisa, afford also many
curious examples of this early renaissance, and among the drawings belonging to

Her Majesty is a remarkable evidence of the ambi"iious state of the arts of design

at this period, in a delicately executed drawing by Fra Giovanni da Fiosoli, who died

in 1455, where a statue is placed in a niche of pure Renaissance, surmounted by a
foliated and croeketted canopy of strictly medieval character.

It would be easy to multiply examples of the same transitional character, and I

would point it out to you as an interesting and profitable study to search through the

artistic works of the period, and to compare the productions of those who adhered
to the traditional style of their immediate forefathers, with those of more enter-

prising genius who at this stirring period were in eager pursuit of the discovery of

new sources of beauty. ,, ,

I say that this would be. if wisely conducted, a profitable, as well as interesting

study ; for we may hence derive some valuable suggestions for our own jpiidance.

It is impossible not to perceive that at this present day onr art Is in a similar,

transitional state, we, also, are dissatisfied with the present ; we, also, are averse to

tread in the footsteps of our fathers, and are pressing forward in pursuit of

untrodden paths of asthetie excellence. ^ ;*. ^ , j
Upon the wisdom with which our present onward course may be directed, and on

the right spirit in which our present studies are pursued, must maiuly depend the

result of ultimate success or failure.

The enthusiastic and labor-loving artists of the fifteenth century succeeded in

creating a style which must unquestionably be rec^arded as one of the most successlui

emanations of architectural genius that the world has yet seen.

Let us hope that the aspirations of the presentgencration may be rewarded by a like

measure ofsuccess. But in indulging this hope, let us not be forgetful of the perd.H thai

beset our future. The pursuit of mere novelty is not more likely to produce effective

and striking results than to betray us into deplorable failures.

There is also a spirit of partisanship abroad, even in the realm of ta-ste :
and «"»>'h*t

opposing theories of jesthesis, and conflicting opinions on toe comparative aptttun«

of the various kno\vn styles of art for modem requirements, arelutrrtiire ^t.uids

indeed in a critical position, and must rely for its future on the judgment, sense,

and tast«, of the generation which now presses on our heels. But I hasten to reveri

to the more legitimate subject of my discourse.

The rrenius of Italy, at the period to which I have been adverting, had been

rekindled into such ardent life, and human invention had been stimulated to such

extraordinary activity, that a surprisingly rapid progress was made in all the arts oi

desi-'u ; and by the close of the fourteenth century we find the new style, in decora-

tive" style, at least, nearly emancipated from tlie stiff and conventional forms

of the preceding centuries. Yet there was a long period of conflict; for it was not

until near the middle of the fifteenth century that iJie graceful, andin many respects

,
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ori^nal style which I have selected as the special subject of my present address had
reached its highest development.

Aft Italy was the earliest, so also it may bo said to have been the most successful,

amons European States, in the cultivation of the revived stylo, and to the present

day Italy most abounds in fine examples of it. Venice is a rich treasury of ex-
amples of the renascent art. and it happens that this epoch was coincident NVith,

perhaps, the most fioorishinjf and pre-eminent period ofVenotiftu history.

Towards the close of the fifteenth century, that Kepublie had reached its lofllest

rleTation. Uer subsequent course, though often brilliant, was a descending course.

By a coincidence that can hardly bo regarded as accidental, this period, I say, of
polittral eminence was distinguished by a corresponding (esthetic excellence ; and
whilst emiutut slatcsmtn and warriors were extending the political influence and
commercial nlations of the Kepublie far beyond the limits of Europe, the most
renowned artists were rendering ner capital one of the fairest eitita in the world.

I am tempted here to read to you, fVom an Kngllsh translation of the date of ir>tHi.

the remarks of PhiUpe de Comines. who, towards the close of tlie fifteenth century,

visited Venice as amoassador from Krauee. He says, n'ferring to the Grand Canal

:

" Sun\ in mine opinion, it is the goodliest streete in the world, and the best built."

"Their buildings are high and stately, and all of fine stone. The ancient houses be
all painte<l. tut the rest, which have been built within these hundred years " (that is,

during the fifteenth century) "have their front all of white marble," "and are

beautified with many great pieces of porphyre and serpentine. In the most of them
arc, at the least, two chambers, the ceiling whereof is gilded ; the mantel trees of

the chinmeios verie rich, to wit. of graven marble ; the bedsteads gilded, the presses

painted and vormeiled with golde, and marvellous well fiirnisliert with stufTe. To be

ahon, it is the most triumphant citie that ever I saw, and where ambassadors and
strangers are most honorably entertained, the commonwealth best governed, and God
most devotelv 8er>ed."
Such was the Frenchman'sopinlon of Venice at the period of which I am speaking,

and we can well understand that the observant courtier, whose eye was accustomed
to the fkx)wning and fortified medieval dwellings of the north, must have been struck

with surprise and admiration by the magnificent and festive architecture of the Gran
Canale.
To thoee who are not personally acquaintetl with Venice, the groat work of Cicog-

nara, and the many reaoily accessible photographic representations of its buildings

are well calculated to give an idea of their singular, yet graceful architecture.

Other northern states of Italy also are rich in examples of the style. One of the

most conspicuous of these, as, indeed, it is one of the most remarkable buildings in

Italy, is theCertosa, or Carthusian Monastery, at Pa\ia: abiiildhig more laboriously

ornamt^nted can hardly be pointed out. I am bound to admit that the stylo which at

present occupies my attention is amenable to the charge of being occasionally over
ornate ; and! should be ill performing what I believe to be my duty here, were I to

Sive encourage raent to that sin which so easily besets a practitioner in our art, of
induli,Mng in the excessive enrichment of details. There is, perhaps, nothing in

art-hitcftural art which demands the exercise of more judgment and discretion than
in determining tclien to ornament, and when to abstain from ornament.

If 1 might be allowed to draw an analogy between Architecture and Literature,

I would say, that to adorn a building destined for serious or solemn purposes with
an excess of friyolous decorations is Rke writing a State paper in verse. There are
subjects wliich I think can only be treated of in prose, whilst others seem by their

very nature to invite the florid and figurative expressions of poetry. Nothing can be
more charming than these ornamental attractions when fitly applied; nothing more
obtrusive and oflensive when inopportunely introduced.

I admit, therefore, readily, the viciousness of ornament in the very remarkable
building just adverted to. But, even in all its redundancy and its exuberant excess,
there is an elegance of manner and fertility of fancy which disarms the critic—an
excess that is almost pardonable for its beauty ; and whatever censure it may behove
us to pronounce upon it, it must widely differ from the condemnation to be pro-
nounced upon the equally overloaded and inappropriate ornamentation of some
buildings in the later Gothic style. If, for example, we turn to Henry VII.'s chapel,
we lu^e excessive surface decoration presenting the most monotonous efl*ect—

a

fati'^uiug reiteration of the same unmeaning forms of the same frivolous ornaments,
whilst at this Certosa at, Pavia we are charmed by the most surprising variety, and
by the richest fancy, luxuriatiuf? over the whole structure.

It is too true, as I have ah-oady stated, that, notwithstanding' their eminent
individtuil beauty, the ornamental detailsof this building are excessive ; but to the
student of ornament they are, indeed, a mine of wealth. There Is a power of exe-
cution, a grace, a vigor, and an originality of design, which exact our warmest praise,
and deserve our most careful study. Let me not, however, fail to add, that to erect a
building for a fraternity of religious men as their place of retreat from the cares and
(Vivolities of the outer world, where they are, presumably at least, to devote them-
selves exclusively to a contemplative life-, and to the services of reUgion, and to
overlay that building with such a distracting variety of superfluous ornament, is a
violation of decorum and consistency which no beauty of design or dexterity of
exeiution can justify.

Addicted to ornamentation, the architects of the early Renaissance period certainly
were ; for men will ever love to do that which they know how to do well. Yet many
notable examples of their work may be adduced which present great simplicity of
character. ludeetl. in their general outlines, buildings of the best period of this
school are usuaUy simple. It is in the ornamental details applied to those simple
forms that the excess to which I refer occurs.
An instance of eminent beauty exists in the church of San Francesco, at ]?imini,

by Lt-o Bap. Alborti, which, I think, fully justifies this opinion. In that building
there is an extreme severity of outline, enlivened, nevertheless, by enrichments of
great purity of design, in this case very moderately and judiciously introduced.
The church of Sta. Maria del MIracoli, at Venice, by the elder of the Lombardi, is

anutlier example of great characteristic beauty, full of elaborate details of a rich
and lively fancy, although the general form of the building could hardly be more
simple or severe.
But it was not at Venice only that our art shone out honorably at this period,

yiorencc, under the Medici, became a school of pre-eminent excellence. The
character of its architecture at this early period was tinged by the local peculiarities
of that jealous republic. Even Cosmo de Medici, the Pater Patrije and idol of the
people, was so little inclined to trust his loving subiects that, when he would build
nis palace, he felt constrained to abandon a beautiful design by Bruuelleschi, lest its

grandeur, the very cliaracter at which Its noble builder was fully entitled to aim,
should be the object of their jealousy.

Th<f Pitti Palace, for the most part by Bruuelleschi, the Strozzi Palace, and the
Kicardf. by Michelctzzi, are all most characteristic examples of this date, wherein a
masculine severity and a ponderous breadth of style, making e.ach house look like,
and. indeed, be easily ronvertible into, a fortress, are tempered by an elegance of
proportion and a beauty of detail which well justify their lK:ing classed with those
works on which is founded the claim of Florence to be entitled the Athens of Italy.
Home, t(Kj, although not bo rich as Florence or Venice in quartro-cento archi-

tecture, bears testimony to the artistic excellence of the age of which I treat. 1 am
entitled Ui claim Bramante as one of the worthies of the fifteenth century, although
his career did not terminate tUi the year 151;j. He had the good fortune to enjoy
papal favor at a time when his art was in highest appreciation. A natural tendency
towards the purity of the new school appears in Bramante's works: his palace of
the Caucellaria is a work full of that particular kind of beauty which belongs to the
architecture of the fifteenth century. But his study of Uoman antiquities had been
•o enthusiastic that his style became latterly more regularly classic or columnar, and
therefor somewhat less original ; although, as we see it in the loggia of the Vatican,
it waa always graceful and fi-ee from the licence that was shortly to follow. Whether
originated vj Bramante I know not, but certainly, about the close of the pt-riod of
which I am treating, a paiislou arose for titat union of columns and arches, afVr the
example of the Theatre of Marcellus, the Coliseum, the Villa of Maecenas, and

other ancient remains, which ultimately rendered columned arcades a leading
character of Italian architocture.
This stylo of the Itonaissance, or, more properly, this style of the transitional

period that more immediately preci'ded the full establishment of renascent art,
althougli it never reached a perfectly homogeneous and consistent style, tending, as
it did. sometimes towards a redundancy of decoration, and sometimes to a dry
absence of it deserves on every account your careful study.

It must be admitted that, notwithstanding the grcMit beauty of execution that
frequently characterises the details of the transitional period, there is a certain
quaintness, and an occasional want of keeping, very perceptible ; yet it is undeniable
tliat the fine aesthetic genius of Italy vindicates itself in a very marked way by the
individual beauty of these details, even when there is little else but these individual
details to admire.

It must in candor bo admitted, also, that in the earlier stages of this style, our
art, like the sister arts, may be chargeable with the fault of being what critics call
dry and 7*</r(/—terms borrowed from Italian writers, and designating a formality of
manner, a tendency to angularity and rigidity in the drawing, and an absence of
flowing lines in the details. The earlier masters of this period may bo amenable,
occasionally, to this criticism, but the defects wore speedily remedied. In foliage
and other enrichments, Ghiberti, by his example, entirely IVeod the best quatro-
contists from this charge ; whilst Alborti, Bramante. and others, were as graceful in
their general designs as the severest critics could desire.
Wore we to look to the works of the succeeding age we should find that the inordi-

nate anxiety to escape the charge of dryness and hardne sslod soon to opposite and
far graver errors ; masonry lost its proper character, and so was paved the way that
led to those follies and enormities which brought so great discredit on the so-called
Classic art.

With all its defects, the style of the early Renaissance is disfigured by none of those
solecisms which crept into practice at a somewhat later date. Entablatures are
rarely broken, and pediments, perhaps never. I cannot call to mind an instance of
the truncated pediment, that anomolous absurdity which subsequently obtained such
inordinate and undeserved favor.

It is true that indications of this 'anomaly occur, although with extreme rarity,
among tlie frescos of this early date, but I fear that it is to no less high an authority
than that of M. Angelo that we are indebted for the practical masonic execution of
that unjustifiable outrage on good sense, a broken pediment.
His wonderful genius was certainly more conspicuous in sculpture and in painting

than in our art, and I think that we must admit that his feelings as a sculptor pre-
dominated over his sense of pr(vpriety as an architect, when in the composition of
which the emblematic figures of Night and Morning form the important features, he
ventured to set before the eyes of his admiring countrymen so dangerous a precedent
a precedent for which we shall seek in vain among the works of the most approved
models of the fifteenth century, but one which was followed with unaccountable
zeal by succeeding artiste. The parsimonious use of columns is also another marked
peculiarity of the early Italian Renaissance. I feel much difficulty in pointing to
any colonnade, or even to any ordinary columnar portico belonging to this date.
Small subordinate columns were no doubt abundantly in use, and very beautiful and
fantastic objects they were often carved into by them ; but when large orders were
necessary the quatro-centists usually resorted to pilasters, which wore almost always
elaborately and delicately enriched on the surface. The prevalence of circular forms
is another agreeable feature of this style. The dome, under their hands, attained a
far grander, as well as a more graceful character than had ever been imparted to it

by its Roman inventors.
Semicircular pediments are highly characteristic; circular medallions are of

constant recurrence, and circular-headed windows and niches were used to the
almost general exclusion of square-headed openings or recesses.
The peculiar glory, however, of the artists of the Kenaissance was their exquisite

treatment of foliage. By the common consent of all critics, from thetimeof Vasarl
to the present day, the works of Lorenzo Ghiberti and his school, stand foremost
among the productions of genius in this branch of art, and there can be no doubt
that the admirable taste of that master powerfully infiuenced not only contemporary
art, but the works of all succeeding artists. The restoration of the almost lost art
of working in terra-cotta belongs to the epoch now under our 'consideration. The
alluvial plains of middle and northern Italy produce pure and very plastic clays in
great abundance, and of these clays the ancient Iloraan artists had very largely
availed themselves, as the Etruscan people had done before them. At the present
day most of the public museums in Europe are rich in specimens of these early
fictile worlCs. It was here also that the art of modelling and burning those clays
became again assiduously studied at the period of which we are treating.

I think that this art-manufacture exercised a powerful influence on the style ot
design which prevailed at this period. It seems probable and natural that to the
e-Ktensive use of this material in ornamental objects may bo attributed in great
measure that minuteness of detail, and, occasionally, that faintness of relief and
absence of any forcible lights and shadows, which may be regarded among the
usually distinguishing peculiarities in design of this age. At no time, before or since,
has this use of terra-cotta in architectural ornamentation been resorted to so ex-
tensively, or with so refined a taste, as at the period under our consideration, nor
have the appliances of modem skill and art been hitherto succesHfui in reproducing
terra-cotta work so marvellously finished as we find it at the Certosa of the Pavia,
which I have already mentioned.

I must not here pass by the name of Lnca della Robbia. who, about the middle ot
this century (1400—1481), rendered his name eminent above all others in this beautiful
art-manufacture. The glazed and colored terra-cottasfrom his hand and emanating
from his school, form an important epoch in art. There is a breadth— I might say
grandeur—in the treatment of folijige in some of these works worthy of all the
admiration which has been bestowi'd upon them. These qualities you happily have
now the means of studying in the Museum at Kensington, where many very fine

examples have been recently deposited.
The practice of casting and working in bronze and other metals, which was now

actively cultivated, may also have had an important influence upon decorative design
at this period. It is to the perfection to which working in metal had attai'ied that
the world owes the celebrated Florentine doors of Ghiberti. That wonderful work
cannot certainly be said to be wanting in ample force of light and shadow ; but the
most striking character of its execution is that of exiiuisite delicacy, sucli as might
be expected from a training in the workshop of goldsmith, yet retaining that pre-
eminent breadth of manner which marks the consummate artist.

In adverting to these beautiful doors, I would call your attention to the evidence
they ofl"er of the great progress that had then been made in perfecting the new
style. In them scarcely a trace is left of a medieval spirit, either in the design or
in the mode of finish. The variety of effect produced m that work by the alterna-

tions of high and low relief was a refinement almost unknown to the ornameutaliats
of the previous age and style.

We hanpon to have particular means of justly making this comparison, for in the
very building at Florence to which this door belongs, Andrea I'isano, the most ac-

complished artist of the previous century, had already executed a bronze door ofvery
similar design. In the Museum at Kensington, casts from both of these doors are

now seen, and they afford a remarkable evidence of the relative degrees of perfection,

which the sculptor's art had reached at their respective dates. It Is probable that

each of them represents the highest perfection of art belonging to the period of Us
execution. No work of the fourteenth century known to us, is superior to tliat of

Andrea Plsano, who, as Vasari tells us, was employed on this work as being con-
sidered the most able, practised, and judicious master, not of Tuscany only, but of all

Italy; and certainly the fifteenth century could not have produced a work of higher
excellence than that of (ihibcrti's. Hence we have, as it seems tome, a most striking

proof of the wonderful advance made by the art duriug the interval which elapsed

between the dates of these two doors.

To advert, however, summarily to all the examples still remaining in IfaUy of this
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Btyle of ornamoutal art would engage us far too long. Rut I would call yonr Bpeclal
attention to, mid ur<;<' your most I'areful study of the stylo, as wo nee it in the works
of the great school Ibuuded by Ohiborti and his renowned suceesHor, iJenvt-nuto Cellini.
I believe it to be no exiiggeration, whatever, to say that thcgt-niusof thowe two men,
by the schools they formed, and by the example they set, gave birth to the most
beautiful idea o( ornamentation tiuil the wit aud taste of man have ever yet con-
ceived.
In considering the artist-life of the great masters in whom the period under our

consideration was so fertile, no fact more remarkable prusents itself than the vema-
tihty of their talents ; we can name few distinguiwlied men of that thne who did not
cultivate successfully at least two, and not unfrcqueutly all the three jirinclpal arts
of design.
This mastery over the difficulties of art could liardly have been accomplished, but

by a constantly sustained enthusiasm, united to untiring mental and physical labor,
a practical nbniidonment of their lives, to what may be almost called an idolatry of
art, which disphiys itself throughout the career of these (.'xtraordinary men. I am
justified in so characterizing this entire devotion, by the language of the greatest of
them, M. Angelo, in those touchinfiilineH which at the close ofhis long life lie addressed
to his friend, and in which he refers, not without a sentiment of sadness, to his
own.

"AfTectuosa fantasia
Che Tarte si fecc idolo et mo/irtrca."

Vasari, who no doubt expresses the opinions prevalent among the artists of his bril-
liant epoch, thus expresses himself,—"No man can become distinguished in any art
whatever, who does not early begin to acquire the power of supporting heat, cold,
hunger, thirst, and other discomforts ; wlioroforc those persons deceive themselves
altogether who suppose that while taking their ease, aud surrounded by all the
enjoyments of the world, they mav still attain to honorable distinction ; for it is not
by sleeping, but by watching and laboring continually, that proficiency is attained,
and reputation acquired."
This language expresses clearly enough the view taken by those earnest artists of

the nature of tlic service which they conceived themselves bound to render to their
art ; and truly it could have been no scanty measure of labor ; no niggardly appro-
priation of spare hours,—hours redeemed from indolence or dissipation, or from un-
worthy pursuits, that tlie great men of the Itcnaissance could have acquired their
lasting reputation.
The Knowledge so intimate and profound as fliat which was acquired by many of

those men In two arts so widely dilfering both in their principles and their general aim,
as architecture and painting, is indeed truly surprising, especially when we reflect
on the scanty means of education accessible at that early period.
The Medici, it is true, by their enlightened munificence, had at this period,

founded at Florence, an incipient academy, and alTorded facilities for instruction
which bore ani])le fruit, but tliere was certainly little or no systematic teaching ; no
great public giilU'ric'S existed, nor even any very considerable private collections of
art where a student might, as in these days, see spread before him the accumulated
labors of excellence. Scanty, too, was the literature of art ; very few indeed were
the written treatises on it; printing itself was a novelty, and engraving in its

earliest infancy.
In truth, each man had to hew out his own course ; yet strange indeed it is, these

very self-instructed men, whose path was so paintul and so beset by difficulties, are
to this day our masters ; and have ever since been the shining lights by which our
own course is daily guided.
To a few of the more familiar and eminent examples of this surprising versatility

of talent I cannot refrain from briefly adverting.
Going back to a previous age, we find in Giotto, a painter producing? prodigies of

grace and beauty in the Campo Santo, at Assissi, at I'adua, and elsewhere, and con-
tributing mainly to liberate painting from the conventionalities of Gothic art ; and,
at the same time, an architect, erecting a tower which has ever been regarded as one
of the most remarkable arcliitectural monuments in Europe, and one of the great
landmarks of our art.

In Andrea Ctrcagna, another most remarkable genius, a worker in metals, we
recognise at once a painter who executed excellent frescoes in the Camyo Santo, and
an accomplished architect, from whose design were erected the Chapel of Orsan-
michele and the Loggia del Signori, in Florence, the former exhibiting a mwlel of
perfect masonic construction ; the latter a work whicli, as I have already intimated,
by originality of design paving the way to a ^reat revolution in architecture.
Brunellesohi was the architect of a dome, m many respects the most remarkable in

the world, not only for its beautiful form, but for the wonderful constructive ability
with which it was erected

; yet as a sculptor he excelled even his roaster, DonatcUo

;

and even in the practical execution of tarsia work, is considered by Cicognara to
have exceeded all others. Alberti, another architect of singular refinement, of
whose Church of San Francesco, at Kimini, Vasari has said that " it is, beyond dis-
pute, one of the most reno^vned temples In Italy," was also both a sculptor and a
painter of no ordinary merit.

Slichelozzi attained great excellence as a sculptor, under the tuition of both
Ghiberti aud Douatello, distinguishinjj himself by important works of sculpture,
executed both in marble and bronze, wliilst, as an architect, he produced some of the
most remarkable palaces of the quatro-cento epoch.

It is needless for me to extend the list, which would indeed be a very longone, and
would comi)rise the names of Uafraelle, of Leonardo da Vinci, and W. Angelo. When
we estimate the amount of patient labor, extended over many years, that we usually
find necessary in order to acquire—I wiil not say excellence, but even common
facility of execution in any one branch of the fine arts, one feels dismayed and
humiliated by these numerous instances of versatility of genius, at the brilliant epoch
to which I am adverting.

A question may here occur to you suggested Ijy this retrospect. If this union of
varied skill aud science was practicable in the fifteenth century, are we to regard it

as an impossible phenomenon in the nineteenth century ? What artists were able to
effeet under the Inrtuence of an Italian swn, are we to suppose denied to us, the de-
nizens ^f the moderate temperature, and more invigorating climate of our own father-
land? I am |far from Jiolding that these inquiries are incapable of a favorable
solution even in these latter days ; yet I can by no means counsel you to entertain the
vain hope of rivalling the extraordinary men whom I have named, in the universality
of their excellence • or to apply your industry to so wide and various a curriculum of
artistic [study : biu*Ji an attempt would be wf more liable to lead to a flimsy and
superficial knowledge {an evil above almost allotiiers the most to be deprecated m the
fine arts), than to any satisfactory result. Itut 1 would certainly urge you to let these
notable examples induce in you a desire to emulate their indomitable devotion to their
art, and an earnest conviction of the necessity of unremitting labor, in order to arrive
at that amount of knowledge witliout which there can be wo real excellence in any
one art.

Wc arc told that Krunelleschi worked with his own hands In the fashioning of tlie

stones which composed hla beautiful structure at Florence ; supplying models made
by himself in wood or in wax, for tiie guidance of the masons and smiths. We find
him watching himself the ovens wherein his bricks were burnt ; examining the clay
and superintending the concoction of the rude materials of his art. It may well be
Qoubttd. ijotwithstanding all his aesthetic genius, and all his high artistic acquire-
ments, wUetter he would have attained the lofty position he now holds in the annals
of art, h^ he aisd;jined to submit to these plain, ordiuAry, practical, yet very impor-
tant, opcrationjB,
Look, too, at Gjotti, of the preceding age, who so anxiously sought to secure the

excellent workniMj-sfjip of his great campanile, that he toiled pycx the construction
of a model so large, arjrt so minutely elaborate, that each separat*^ stppe of that vast
structure is said to havt. been individually rei>resented ; and tins mpdpl he is re-
ported, by his faithful bioj^fapher, to h(|.vc executed with his own |i«i*^s-

The records of art are full of giffljUr instftuccs well calculated to IcftfJj us t\}fti tl^e
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greatetit artists are ever the leut chary of their toll, and that tha stMlMft cMtea I*
also that which cheerfully submits to at (< - •

. itiin^W deUUaT^^^
While thus dwjlUng on the unffrudi. n- of Ubor which h due trotu all

of us o our art, I hope I may noj !>, .

,

.nderlojc from oiy upceiat and pro-per path, if I here touch upon the Mnuuir .any Omt thr irorima,. owe. to our art-an art U) which, by hlH labor, he io larL'ely cou^ribul. «. Tl»- valu*- of thi- nrrhllwl**work dtpendrt so much on the merit of Its exveulion, aud (hat m.rit »o iimrh on iIm
capajrily of the workman to carry out with iuieUigcncc and «uc«-.» the vtowa of the
architect, that it Is impossible for u» to be indlrfcTcnt to the artlillc edncatkni of
these, our humble coa<fjntors.

-»-"%-« w»

A due sense of the dificienciea of our workmen in thia rttpcct la of rcry rveent
growth. Knglish workmen Be*m to hav*r been for a lonjr time In a kind of foora
paradise, very well cont.nt.d with ihelr own accompllKhmenla, and cntlrelr Umo-
rant of tlieir relative position with reference to the workmen of olhi-r eounlilea; It
is, 1 think, very doubtful whether, in practice, the couhtrurtivcart* have not rather
retrogressed than advanced in this country within Hit- laHt quarttr ofa oentarrXo doubt we owe much to sck-uce during that tinif, and many nio»t Important im-
provements have been intrwluced info the practice of l>uilding. New materlaU have
been made available, and the principles of construction liave, p<rhnpn, become theo-
retically better and more generally understood. But.notwithstaudiug theaomodem
aids and increased facilities, the building art haa. In practice, I fear it must he aaid.
at the present day, generally deteriorated.

I am well aware that this is not a fitting place to Inquire Into the rauaoii of this
deterioration. It may be that our impatience to raise huge plleM In the leaat pos-
sible time precludes the exercise of that forethoujfht and care without which no
good work is done

; it may be that in our struggle to reduct- cxpendltunMo lt» lowest
level, we are tempted to run dangerous risks, to introduce erroneous prlnctplcaof
construction, and to encourage the employment of Inferior, slovenlv. aud dishonest
workmen. At all events, I apprehend that to urge the neccssltv <>f ImprovluHT tho
art-education of workmen is by no means an inappropriate Bubject of exhortation
within these walls.

I am fully sensible of the efforts now, at length, being made to promote the art
education of the working classes ; efforts which are already bearing good fruit. To
further these eflbrts and to express my own humble conviction that upon the success
of them will depend the advancement of our art In this country Is mv only motive,
and must be my ajmlogy for now touching on this subject.

If wc turn to the examplr of our nearest neighbours on the continent, we shall find
a far higher scale of qualification generally prevalent amoug workmen engaged on
such works; a far more earnest struggling alUr excellLnc(>. and svinptoms of a far
more eager desire of self-education than is usually met with among our own artisans.

I think it well to avail myself of this occasion to repeat to you the words, carefully
translated, of a distinguislied friend holding a high public appointment connected witn
the fine arts in Frunce, whose position affords him peculiar facilitii's of obs*Tvlng the
artistic condition of that class of workmen on whom the architect must depend for
the just and truthful execution of his designs. My friend thus writys tome: "With
regard to our institutions it is but just to say that for some years piitit nuieh has been
done to extend a taste for study among the working classes. Thci^ Tare in various
parts of Paris gratuitous drawing schools, were are also taught arithmetic and
geometry. At the Conservatoire des Arts aud SIcliers there are various courses
especially frequented by workmen, where very superior professors *fij-e them lessons
on the application of the sciences to Industry. All these establishment are open at
such hours as will enable workmen to attend them after their ordlnftiy day*s work,
and these educational courses are much frequented and highly prized by them.

*' French workmen, especially those who live in Paris, diftVr greatly in their habits,
their manners, and their origin. Most of the stonecutters come from Normandy ;

they are an intelligent and prudent class of men who love their work, and are
ambitious to become not only thoroughly acquainted with their bu!<iness, but also to
qualify themselves to undertake works on their own account, which they fre«iuently
succeed in doing. The carpenters are also a very lutelliLrent class, although, ixThaps,
not quite of so steady a character as the stonecutters. Both classes, however, value
hig-hly the advantages of instruction, and strive to acquire some knowledg^e, at least,
ofgeometry and design.
"They are, moreover, fond of travel, aud, according to an anclenteustora. they con-

sider themselves bound to make a tour through their native country, and to visit a
certain number of celebrated ancient works (such especially as the'l'ont du Garde,
and other similar monuments) before they can enter into fit companionship with their
fellow workmen.
" That which French workmen abhor above all things is monotOHy In their labour;

they are especially anxious to undertake some novel work, involving difUculty In it«
execution.
"So also in the execution of public works, we often find men willing to receive

lower wages than they might obtain el.sewhere, solely for the pleasure of doing;
sometlilng which is considered extraordinary or difficult.
" It has been observed that the workmen so eniraged are never found to take part in

emeittes; the deep interest which they feel In their daily work engrosses all their
attention. It is ennui that gets them into evil ways."
Such are the very important observations of a gentleman eminent for liis profound

knowledge of art, his extensive experience, and most reliable judgn'cnt.
I would that those observations were applicable to the like classes in our own

eou»try. It must In candor be admitted that the voluntary acceptance of low wages
expressly in order to secure an opportunity of triumphing over the difficulties of
some new or unwonted piece of work implies a degree of enthusia.-itic attachment to
his craft that does not, I fear, very commonly distinguish the ordinary Knglish
workman. Many honourable exceptions no doubt exist, and probably everyone of
us could, within his own experience, point to individual workmen of an intelligence

of, and of aspirations not inferior to those of the workmen of any other country, and,
periiaps, of more indefatigable powers of application; but as a oody I fear we must
admit, that our building artisans are far more eager to shorten their hours of labour,
than to improve their hours of leisure.

I ought to apologise for this digression from the special subject to which I have
appropriated this evening; but tne education of art workmen is a matter not only
of profess! >nal, but of national, importance, aud considerations bearing dir*ctly

upon it can hardly be inappropriate within the precincts of the Uoyal Academy.
I trust that the remarks wiiich I have addressed to you will lead you to study

well the beautiful conce])tions presented to you in the architecture of the fiftcentu

century; but in doing so I would beg you to understand that I am by no means
disposed to encourage a tame, unthinking, servile practice of mere copying, or to

tempt you to indulge in an indolent repetition of existing examples of art.

It certainly behoves the student in his early essays to make most careful

transcripts, and so long as he copies, the more correet and truthful his tran.*crlpts,

the more useful and profitable will be his studies. Hut the making of such copies

must be regarded only as f upplying the means and materials of his ulterior aim. I

think it may be said of all the tine arts that no one has ever become a really great
artist who has been an idolatrous worshipper of any one master, or schawl, or style.

He may have laboriously obtained such an intimate knowledge of a manner as may
have enabled htm to produce work» closely resemblinjj the original exemplars, ana
he may attract the admiration of iome by a wonderfully exact reproduction of his

type. But such imitative dexterity (except by way of exercise and practice) is not a
worthy occupation of real genius. It is inconsistent with that freedom which is

the soul of art, and contributes little to that progress which is alone the result of
freedom.

I repeat, therefore, that your attention is invited to the works of the fineenth
century, not that you may merely learn to repeat them, but because they are fUll of
beauty and freshness and originality, and were the produce of an epoch in the
history of civiliaation that has been, perhaps, more fertile in men of genius than any
period before or since.

I will ask you tQ deyote a tew minutes to a contemplation of the phenomena which
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ditUnguuh this opooli. It was within the limits of this fifteenth contnry that print-
ing w«8 tUTented, that oil painting became cenerally practised, and en^rraving- first

known as a fine art. To the same age belongs the beantifiil mode of decoration
known as tarsia worn, and the revival of terra-cotta work, which had slept since
elusie times, but which was now carried to a deqrtH' of excellence never since
•raalled.
Then, too. It was that the distntermont of the lonp-hidden remains of Roman

deeomtive painting led to the brilliant conofptions of Ralfaellc and Glullo Romano.
Were we to extend our view beyond the limits of the arts, we shonld still find the

Bfteenth ccntnry distlngnished beyond others bv its vast acquisitions in every realm
to which man has songht to extend hla iutelUcfnal conquests. But I am sure that
the magnitude and the imjiortancc of the events and discoveries of that date must
be too familiar to my hearers to need any enumeration by me.

Confining, therefo'rc, our considerations to art, it is impossible not to recognise the
ardent esthetieal impulse which marks this period.
Then' was in the 12th and 13th centuries, no doubt, a deep feeling which moved

men to raise the magnificent ecclesiastical edifices which ennobled those times. A
certain devotional fervour and a profound subjection to ecclesiastical influence was,
doubtless, at the bottom of those striking manifestations of architectural genius

;

bnt hi the fifteenth century the development of fine art in all its departments was
due less to any religious impulse, or to any striving after Church aggrandisement,
than to a real, living, lovmg, enthusiastic attachment to art for its own sake.

It is difficult, indeed, to form for ourselves any adequate conception of the state
of feeling in this respect which prevailed on the revival of art in Italy. The love of
art was at that time no isolated taste, cultivated by a few gifted individuals, and
eoldly regardiil by the great body of the people.
When Cimabue exhibited bis picture or the Virgin painted for Sta. 5Iaria Novella,

the population of Florence flocked in crowds to see and admire it. It was conveyed
to its destination with all the accompaniments of music and festivity, and the whole
city seemed to be party to a great processional triumph. Can we wonder that art
floiuished in so congenial a soil ?

Descending now to a somewhat later period, when Venice was alarmed at the anti-
cipated approach of a Turkish invasion, and taxes were levied on the city for the
national defences, that renowned Republic, in the midst of all these alarms and
anxietits. remained slill mindful ol the interests of art, and specially exempted San-
•ovino and Titian from the poll-tax, in honorable and gratefiil recognition ot the
meritorious claims of their countrymen to public distinction.
The days are indeed remote when we, in England, can hope that the tax-gatherer

•hall be forbidden to cross our thresholds, or to remit his calls upon even tne most
favored ofour fraternity.
Art has certainly not yet acquired, among na, such valuable privileges ; nor does it

ask, or need, them. We value our independence too highly to require more from the
State than may fairly be expected from its plighted fiiith, and our acknowledged
public services.

Let ns look hopefully, then, to the ftiture, and let us endeavour to secure public
favor by leamiug to deserve it.

George Gilbert Scott, Esq., a.r.a.
Last (Thursday) niglit Mr. G. Gilbert Scott delivered a lecture on

Architecture at the Royal Academy. We shall give a report of it in a future
number.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.
THE opening soiree for the season 1860 of this Society took place on Thursday

sc'nnight, at the Suffolk-street Gallery, lent for the occasion, by Mr. Wallis,
whoee splendid and valuable collection of modern English pictures decorate the
walls. Some of the finest works by Calcott, Etty, Maclise, Dobson, Linnell, and
others nf the liigliest rank in British art, were thus seen under peculiar advan-
tages of light and entourage. But the main attraction ofthe evening was a per-
formance of madrigals, part-songs, and other choral music, by the Vocal Associa-
tion, who kindly volunteered their services In the interest of art. The vocalists
were some sixty or seventy in number, and under the guiding batons, alternately,
of M. Benedict and Dr. James Pech, they sang a fine selection of choral pieces
with precision and spirit. There were several encores, and amongst the pieces
were two new four part songs by Dr. James Pech, the " Tliree Wishes" and " The
Bridal Morn," which were eminently successfiil. The audience was numerous

—

upwards of eight hundred in number—just enough to fill the rooms, but not
to crowd tliem.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
AT the usual fortnightly meeting of the members of the Liverpool Architectural

and Archieologlcal Society, held in the Royal Institution, Colqultt-street, Mr.
T. D. Harry exhibited the plans of a bouse which he is about to build at Runcorn, in
which the arrangements are somewhat novel and comprehensive.
Mr. .John ll.w drew attention to the fact that a requisition had been drawn up to

the I'resldcnt, re<iuestiug him to convene a special meeting of the Society, to take
into consideration the Health Committee's proposed new by-laws regulating the
building trade in this town ; and that no meeting had yet been held for the purpose.
He tltought that as the by-laws proposed very seriously affected the exercise of their
professional abiiilies, a meeting of the architects as a profession should be held to
express their opinion upon the proposed alterations.
The Chairma:< explained the reason why the requisition had not yet been com-

plied with
; and at ills suggestion it was agreed to bold a special meeting on Monday

•Remoon next, at two o'clock, in the Royal Institution, to consider the subject.
Mr. (iEOROE Reii) read the paper for the evening, upon " The Principles of Venti-

lation, " with experiments.
Mr. JosErii Bollt said they were very much indebted to Mr. Held for his illustra-

tions of the principles of natural ventilation, and he thoughtthose experiments would
be of interest to some of the objectors to the Health Committee's proposed by-laws, as
they fully justified one to the elfect that every room where there was no flreplace
acme adequate ventilation should be secured, and also that in every room the upper
sheet 0) the window should be made to open. It was very clearly shown that the air
MCcndi'd to the upper part of the room, and therefore the exit for the foul air should
be at the upjier part of the window. It was a very common thing to find the lower
beet of the window opening, while the upper part was fixed ; but this should not bo
Banctloned. It was extraordinary the dilflcultles that persons, who had not given
attention lo the motion of the air, experienced in realiaing that motion. The medical
profession iu this matter was singularly obluse and dreadfully theoretical, and they
•IwavB thought they could ventilate a building better than any architect. He had
laid It down as a principle that if they found air coming in at any particular aperture It
aiiut be going out in the same proportion somewhere ; and in a room when' there was
no particular outlet, be believed In the case of heated air that the equivalent volume
Of air which escaped in order to make way for the heated air found its way out through
the «reTice* of the building, which waa not air-tight. He conceived that this was
ttiemcat urrceuMe way in wliich the air could be distributed, as it prevented any
dnfu in the room. If they found that there was a considerable volume of warm
air rathing into a room and nobody complained of draft, they might be perfectly
aatlanrd that the ajx-rtures of exit were accidentally adjusted to the apertures of In-
KreM. He suggested that a small rim in the internal part of the experimental lamp
would uiaUiially assist the ventilation, on the same principle that the flow of water
waa fut^ilitated by such an addition.
The CiiAiRMA.v (Mr. Hor.>'er), said it was impossible to over estimate the social

and professional importance of the question of ventilation ; and it behoved all who
entered upon it to treat it as a matter of science and not of trade. In patents there
might be said to be two classes—the discovery of entirely new principles, and the
application of old principles to new purposes. The principle of ventilation then
under discussion was an old one, it having been applied to the ventilation of mines
for many years; but that principle was said to be now applied to a new purpose.
One great principle which was gradually becoming recognised was that ol natural
instead of mechanical ventilation ; and he thought the great thing to be attained was
to get rid of all mechanical appliances and adopt the natural system of ventilation.
There were cases of large rooms and factories where it would be necessary to force
by mechanical means the air into the place ; but every day's experience showed
that the more they applied the principles of natural ventilation the oetter they were
likely to become. A vote of thanks to Mr. Reid terminated the proceedings.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of the Class of Design was held on Friday evening, the 27th ult ; the
President of the Class (Mr. Dhuce), in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read by Mr. Lewes," the hon. secretary, and
passed.
_Tlie following sketches were contributed for groups of allegorical seuliiture.viz :

—

by Mr. Randall Druce, to commemorate the suppression of the Mutiny in India ; by
Mr. Charles H. P. Lewes, to celebrate the establishment of Free-Trade by Knglandf,
and the benefits arising therefrom ; by Mr. S. C. Rogers, an idea taken from Spencer's
" Faerie Queen " to typify the present condition of Architecture in England ; and by
Mr. E. Wimbridge, to celebrate the Triumphs of England iu the Crimea ; all ofwhich
were crifieised at length by the Chairman and Class.
The half-hour's sketch was a ** Font " to which all the members present contributed,

which were criticised as usual, after which the meeting adjourned.
A suggestion was made during the meeting that it wouUi bo very advisable to Institute

in connexion with the Class of Design, a class forpractislngdrawlngfrom casts, both
of figures and ornament, and that such might be done on alternate evenings with the
half-hour's sketch.
The subject for the sketches to be contributed at the next meeting of the Class on

Friday, February 10, will be a " Clock Tower."

MichUover Church, Derbyshire.—The building as indicated above, has
recently been very judiciously restored by Mr. Stephens, architect ; and
a splendid stained glass window has just becii inserted in its eastern end,
as a memorial to Augusta Marian Curzon. The style adopted by the
designer of this window, is in strict accordance with that of tlie archi-
tecture of the structure, viz.:— Gothic, of the "Geometric Decorated"
period. The windaw comprises three vertical openings, with two large
sexfoil, and one quatrefoil spandrels in its traceried liead. In the three
openings are embodied six subjects, whicli illustrate grapViically the
" Beatitudes," inserted in geometric forms on red and blue back grounds,
beautifully manipulated with quatrcfoils and Ijosses of various designs,
surrounded by rich and appropriate borderings. In tlie first, or left-hand
opening, is represented two subjects, the upper one being emblatic of the
scriptural text, " I was hungry, and ye gave me meat," and the lower one
that of, " I was naked and ye clothed me." In the centre light at top,

the subject is, "I was sick and ye visited me," and at bottom, "I was a
stranger and ye took me in," on the upper portion of the tliird opening is

emblazoned the subject, " I was thirsty and ye gave me drink," the lower
one being, " I was in prison and ye visited me." Within the two large

spandrels to which we have adverted is represented angels holding scrolls,

on which is inscribed the text " Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord ;" and the upper quartrefoil contains emblems of Faith, Hope, and
Charity. At the bottom of the window is the following inscription,
" To the memory of Augusta Marian Curzon, daughter of E. M. Munday.
Esq., died August 10, 1827, aged 27 years. The design, general arrange-
ment, drawing and coloring of this window deserves particular mention,
having been conceived and Worked out in the true medieval spirit, divested,

however, of the extreme rigidity of outline wliicli characterises numerous
old examples of the art. There is also an admirable rich general tone of

color produced throughout which is highly satisfactory and harmonises
well with tlie general internal details of the church. The artist employed
in the production was Mr. Charles Gibbs, of 148, Marylebone-road, London.
Rumsey, Monmouthshire.—The parish churcli of Kimisey, Monmouth-

shire, has just been the scene of a piece of barbarism, which one would have
thought was almost impossible in the year IStiO. 'The old roof, one of the
characteristic cradle roofs of the district, liad long been in a wretched state, no
kind of repair liaving been done to it for years. At last the great storm towards
the end of last year put the finishing stroke by uncovering a large portion of the
church. What ouglit to have been done was very clear. A competent architect

ought to have examined the roofs; if any part could have been preserved, it

should have oeen preserved, and wliatever new work was needed, should have
strictly followed the pattern of the old. Instead of this no architect was
called in. The work was handed over to some common builder or carjienter,

who has made a job of it indeed. The old roof is entirely gone, and a new one
of lower pitch has sprung up, with tie-beams and queen-posts, about as hideous
a thing as can be well fancied. Even the eastern gable of the nave has been
lowered to suit it. The badness of this roof must be almost without a parallel

for the last ten or twenty years; it is not even "Carpenters' Gothic;" there is not
the faintest approach to the character of Gothic, or any other architectural

style. And the barbarism is tlie more inexcusable, as the people of Rumsey,
might have learned from their neighbours of St. Mellon's, how an ancient roof
may be dealt with. There may, however, come this incidental good. A set of

wTctched tumble-down pews have been taken out of the church, while the
repair has been going on, and there can be no possible excuse for putting them
back again.

We learn from a correspondent that the " Apollo and Marsyas," by
Raff'aelle, is creating great sensation in Vienna, where it is now publicly exhi-

bited, as at Dresden, tat the benefit of the Scliiller Fund. Professor Eitelberger,

Lecturer on Art at the University of Vienna, has, like Dr. liruest Fiii-slcr, of

Munich, repudiated Messrs. Passavant and Waagen, on the subject of the
" Apollo and Marsyas." Professors Eitelberger and Forstcr, both of^ them col-

Cabornteiirs with Mes-srs. 1 assavant and Waagen in the Ueutsclics Kimslblatt,
have pronounced the painting to be an exquisite and obvious work of Raiiaelle.

On Saturday evening Professor Eitelberger lectured ujion the " Apollo and
Marsyas," from his chair at the University.
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BUILDING PROGRESS IN GLASGOW.

rrilE New Mission Cliurcli, in BridKupnte-strect, is sitiinfed In one of the oldent
J- anil nicist dcMiscly jiopulaled parts of tlie City of Glasgow, lii'inp; near to the
foot of .Stoel<well-sti<ct, and on the site of the Old " Ferry House " of
Glasgow.
The building of Old Stoekwell-bridge, some six linndred years ago, »ui)erseded

the use of the ferry, but the house remained till lately, a much frequented place
of entertainment, and an interesting relic of the ancient town.
The several church denominationa here haveforseviTalyears past been laudably

rivalling each other in the planting of churches, mission-houses and ragged
schools, in those parts of our city inhabited by the more humble and unislucated
class<!9; and it is pleasing to notice, as in the present instance, architectural
elegance is not now, as formerly, considered superfluous in buildings of this
class.

The Mission Church, in Bridgegate-street, has been erected by the Free-
Church of Scotland, from the designs and under the direction of Mr. Campbell
Douglas, architect, of 12, Dixon-street, Glasgow; Mr. Robertson is the con-
tractor for the raason-work, and Mr. Wilkinson is contractor for tlie joiners
work.
The ground upon which the church is built, being of an irregular triangular

shape, must have taxed to the utmost the ingenuity of tlio architect in jiroducing
anything like a syjimutrical aiTaiigement, in which endeavour, however, he has
been very successful, The church is bounded on the south by Bridgegalc-street,
along which it extends 00 feet; on the east by a small place, or widened part of
that street, to which it has a frontage of 58 feet; on the north, by a narrow lane
called Goose Dubs, along which it extends 00 feet; and on the west by adjoining
properties, from which, however, it has the privilege of light.

A large school-room being recjuired, it was found necessary to place the church
on the first floor, leaving the ground floor to lie occupied by tlie large school-
room (to be used also as a meeting-house), 40 feet square ; this floor also con-
tains a large entrance-hall, from which the school is entered, and a handsome
open staircase leading to the church above, a session-house, ladies'-room, clergy-
man's retiring-room, and other conveniences, besides the heating apparatus. An
additional staircase, to be used as a dormitory from the church above, is placed
at the south-west angle of the building, with smallei- entrance-hall and doorway:
this doorway to be used as the entrance to school during the week.
The plan of the church assumes nearly the shape of the letter T> the pulpit

being placed against the north wall, in the middle and opposite to the body of the
letter ; the body of the letter which corresponds to the nave being terminated in
an apse, which serves to enclose more of the in-egular-shaped ground, without
destroying the symmetry of the interior, and adds a pleasing feature to the
external elevation. The interior dimensions are as follows ;—Across the arms or
transepts 51 feet, across the nave 38 feet inches by 50 feet in length, the
width of the two arms or transepts being 28 feet 9 inches. The galleries,
vyhich are supported by wooden chamfered posts, occupy three sides ofthe church,
filling up the two arms and nave, the height from floor of church to floor of
front seat in galleries being 11 feet, the height of the side walls is 35 feet above
floor of church, and the height from floor of church to underside of ridge board
being 51 feet.

The church is ceiled by an open limber roof of an elegant though simple
design, its principals being supported by semicircular, laminated ribs, and all
lined with wood Ijetween the spars.

The style adopted by Mr. Campbell is that of the very Early Geometric, with a
slight infusion of what is now known by the term "Old Scotch," or Baronial, in
the treatment of the upper portions of the tower, a most appropriate combination
in this situation, bringing the edifice into fine harmony with the antique charac-
ter of tills quarter of the city, and the traditions and associations connected
therewith.

A large five-light window, whose arched head is enriched with geometric
tracery, fills the east gable of the church, the sill of which being raised above
the gallery, leaves a great height of wall beneath, pierced only by three
small, arched and cusped windows (which serve to light the church under
the gallery) and a finely bold and deeply recessed entrance doorway on tie
ground floor. In the south angle of this front a square tower 17 feet across
rises to the height of 100 teet, unbroken by stringcourses or buttresses; small
windows serve to light each flight of the stair within, but do not interrupt
the plain, solid character of the lower part of tower; the excessive plainness
of which acts as a foil to the upper stage or bell floor, which is very open,
being pierced by three tall and deeply recessed lighst in each face : these lights
have each pointed and cusped arches with deeply bevelled sills, and are filled
in with louvre boanling. In the east face of this" tower, and from the landing
of the staircase, midway between the ground and flret floor, a stone pulpit is

corbelled out, with enriched stone canopy, to be used in summer evenings in
preaching to the dense crowds of the lowest class that gather into the little

square.

The efi'eet of the whole building is very striking and pleasing, the only thing
to which we may take exception, being the insufticient height of the ground floor
above the street (only 2 feet) necessitating the principal entrance doorway being
kept to the same level, by which it looks somewhat depressed. As a whole,
however, all nmst allow it to be a work creditable alike ,to the taste and judg-
ment of its architect, and the liberality of the Committee.

VICE-CHANCELLORS' COURT, Jan. 30.
SOUTHWOOD V. CUOSS.

nilllScase came on upon an adjourned summons. The suit was instituted to
X administer the estate of a gentleman named Cross, who had built a house at
Ely, through the instrumentality of a Mr. Bowles, who was an architect and
veterinary surgeon. The parties who had executed the work now clainieii in
chamhers for tlie amount of tlieir accounts, and the question was whether Mr.
Bowles had contracted for the building of the house, so that there was no privity
between tlie claimants and Mr. Cross, or whether he had employed them as agent
for Mr. Cross, which would render the estate liable.

Mr. Coode (of the common law bar) and Mr. Schomberg appeared for the
claimants, and Mr. Amphlett for the estate.

A great deal of evidence, documentary and otherwise, was adduced, and the
case occupied the whole of Saturday, and was renewed and concluded to-day.

arcliitect or drawing

The Vice-chancellor said that this «# » aMe In which there wn no qoolioa
of law whatever, and, therefore, upon such Tery contpa/lictory evidence an wu
brought foi-ward in this casir, it was imposiible for the court to eume lo anytblntc
like a satisfactory conclusion. Although it WM a course which wooM not b* an
agreeable one, and which he (the Vice-(:;hanoeUor) wu not proa* to lalu, *«t It
was his duty, under the recent Act, to carry out the intention of the Lcgfalatan
in such a ease as this, and to eummon a jury, for which durmm the driMMta
wonld take the neceaaaiy steps.

BROMPTON COUNTY COURT.—Jak. 31.
LA ROOHK V. MARTIH.

THIS action was brought to recover ten guineas for a design fur a villa, and
is one of some interest to architects and imrtiis building new houses.

Mr. George Keene appeared for tlic plaintiff, and .Mr. W. B. Davies' for the
defendant.
Mr. Keene said liis client was a foreigner, and got his livelibooil chiefly fai

teaching the art of drawing, but whilst Mr. La Roche was in hi* own country he
practised as an architect. The plaintiff some time since was uitroilueed to the
defendant, who was about erecting a villa on the Italian style, and no English
architect could comprehend what Mr. Martin want<*i. It was a something, he
said, between the Uonian and Egyptian his ideas ran upon, and tlie plaiiiliff, after
an immense waste of time, pencil, and drawing-lward, at length hit ujxin the
tiling to the defendant's admiration. When payment for all this ainoant of labor
was asked, Mr. Martin, in the words of his ancestress, turned round to the
foreigner with, "Oh, its all my eye andlBetty Martin !"—{ Laughter). Mr.
Keene called the plaintiff to confirm his opening statement.
Mr. Davies—Now, Mr. La Roche, do you claim as an a

master?
The Plaintiff—As an architect,

Mr, Davies—Is it usual for architects in France to only girc a sketch, and not
furnish the inner details, with specifications, and so forth ?

The Plaintiff— I believe that French architects usually fnmisli parties the
same as English.

Mr. Davies—Then, had you been called upon in France for a design for a
villa, you would have furnished the plan of the house for builders to work fiom?
The Plaintiff—Precisely so.

Mr. Davies—May I ask why you did not do so in this instance ?

The Plaintiff—Oh, why, because Mr. Martin said he had plenty of time on bis
hands, and if I gave him the prospect of the villa, he would do tlie inside liimselil

Mr. Davies—But you know my client is a tailor; what on earth can lie know
of building plans 1

The Plaintiff—Ah, all, he know how to measorc Tery well -(Laughter).
Mr. Davies—^A coat you mean ?

The Plaintiff—He's very good hand but very dear—(Laughter).
Mr. Davies—He don't charge ten guineas for an outside sketch of a coat

though, eh ?—(Laughter.)
The Plaintifi—No that would be rather too bad, but give him an order and

find out— (Laughter).
Mr. Davies said he could not deny but that his client asked the plaintiff to

^ive him a design for a villa, hut all the plaintiff gave was a mere sketch of the

front of the house. Had an English arcliitect of the eminence of a Barry, have
been applied to, the enormous charge of ten guineas would not liave been made
for a mere sketch. The labour of an architectural design lay in the details for a
builder to work from, and any girl clever with the pencil, could have drawij a
fancy sketch of an Italian villa. The design was perfectly useless, but liis client

had tendered a guinea for the drawing.
The Defendant said he had been sold like a lamb to a butcher, by every one be

had employed about his house, and it was not finished yet. He had made no use

of the design.

Mr. Keene— Yes, you had better have stuck to your shears than dabbled in

architecture, bricks and mortar : you were your own builder, I believe, Mr.
Martin ?

Defendant—Yes, I did it for economy and relaxation—(Laughter).

Mr. Keene, in reply, said the defendant verified the old adage, and had burned

his fingers rather warmly ; there were a good many of the like amateur builders

about London, who employed ignorant meclutnies to carry out their ideas—ther

gathered a little from one and a little from another, but they could not sock

architects' brains witlioat being made to pay for their trouble.

The Judge, said it would have been better to have called some practical archi-

tect to show that the charge was fair and professional, or otherwise. He thought

the charge was rather too high, but he had no evidence to show that it waa M^
and must give judgment for the amount sued for with costs.

d^orresjjontlencc.

KILDARE-STREET CLUB-HOUSE.
giRj—Will you permit a " Worker in Wood " to pass a few remarks on the

above building ? 1 am perlectly well aware it will be considered pn^sumption

that so humble an individual should dare to give his opinion ; also that it would

be infra dig. for the profession for one moment to pay the least attention. How-
ever, iu justice to the many splendid palatial club-houses in the metropolis, each

possessing peculiar claim of " architectural beauty," pleasing as a whole, and

witli satisfactory details, induce me to point out the very shortcomings of the

'• Kildare." 'fhe Ijell-post angle columns to the front, in appearance robs

structural strength ; the continuation of single chimney shafts in the line of

front wall without being marked, and forming a portion of a balustrade, as done

by Sir C. Barry at Bridgewater-house, St. James, are excessively ugly ; the

fenestration to the attic story of main front is far from pleasing; the roof to bay

window destroying tlie continuity of stringcourse cornice is highly objectionable.

This design has whetted my curiosity as will induce me, directly this season the

excursion trains commence ruiiiiiii(,', to tidce a Smiday trip lo inspect tlie New
Oxford Museum, by the same architect.

There may be in the Club-house much originality, but I humbly conceive no

symptom of an advance, but rather a retrograde movement in the beauties of

architecture. 1 »>» &c-) „A Worker in Wood.
2, Lucas-place, Commercial-road, East,

24th January, 1860.
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Ilcci^ivs.

The Pvrchaeer'i' Pattern. Much cnlar^. Tlie First Part sliowingr tlie true

value of Land or Houses, by lease or otliernise. ^\'llercunto is added many
Rules for the Valuing of the Ruined Foundations in the City of London and for

the Composinir of Ditlerences between Landlord and Tenant about Rebuilding
them ; also Rules and Tables for the Valuing of all Party-walls. &c., The Fiflh

Edition, by Henry }'ii.i.ii'*, London U>76. Imprimatur 1(3(32.

AS this interesting little volume lias lately fallen into our hands, we will present

our readers with an abstract of the points which strike us as most curious

nnd illustrative of the history of various branches of the architectural profession.

Addressing the "courteous reader," he attacks the nuestion of reckoning the

true value and w\)rtli of the old foundations for houses ; alludes first to the system of

v^Iuine as frontajrc only, nt a rent of from 4s. to 10s. per foot, which he considers

worth 20 years' purchase. But this plan he discards as subject to many errors,

especially" the variation in depth and the diHiculty of pricing. And secondly, the

v^ue at (xr foot suptrficial at 3s. or 4s. as common prices, or in some cases 83 to

10s. But he prefers estimating as a preliminary, the rack-rent of such a building

as tlie land is l)est suited for, and take value of land as from 4 to 5 years'

puTchase, or about one-third part of the full worth of the fee-simple of the

house. This calculation he bases on the assumption that a good fair house,

standing well ami conveniently, may be worth Vi years' purchase as the least, and
that n house of the third rate, fronting the high streets, may be built for at most
8 years' rent of former house, and that in some cases such houses are worth 14

or 15 years' purchase. As an example of this class of calculation he takes a

house"one rod, or 1(3 feet G inches, frontage, by two rods or 33 feet deep. The
compass of this as six rods, and the height, witli cellar and four stories, 50 feet or

8 rods, hence 18 rods of brickwork at IJ brick thick, and with 4,500 bricks, at

£7 per rod, or £ri6. The timber work for floors, windows, and roofs, may cost

as much more, and the tiling, plastering, lead, and glazing, as much more also,

or £378 in all. The allowance for party-walls to pay for chimneys, or say

£400 for cost of building. The rent of such a building will be £50, or in some
situations £(50, so that 7 or 8 years' rent will build it. If then, he urges, a house
can be built at from 7 to 8 years' purchase of rent, and sold for 14 or 15 years'

purchase, the site must be worth 5 or years' purchase, if not more in some
places. As a consequence of tills calculation, he divides houses into three

classes, according to the proportion of cost of building to be obtained as rent,

and values siie accordingly at 4, 5, or 6 years' purchase.

The second Question which he answers is—" What rent and what term of
years may fairly be given and taken between ground landlord and building
tenant in consideration for his building upon a ruined foundation ?" First, he
observes that the rent should not be less than the yearly value, or, as before de-
termined, one-lhird part of rack-rent, or £20 out of £C0. Secondly, that
tenant, being at all costs of building, should not pay more than yearly value

;

and, thirdly, asks what number of years will suffice to repay the tenant for his
expenditure, answerinjj it in this manner. The balance ol rent remaining in
tenants' hands, is in this case taken at £40, or two-thirds of rack-rent. Tlie

house costing £400 to build, the builder, in fact, pays down ten years' purchase
in expending £400 upon the building. This, at 8 per cent., is equivalent to a
twenty-one years' lease ; but, as few builders would be disposed to expend money
on such terms, even though the percentage is good, it is suggested that 31 years
would be more fair to the builder, giving film near 10 per cent. Yet this is a long
time for the landlord to await the return to his original income from the pre-
mises. He therefore urges landlords to build themselves, if possible, or, if not,
to join with tenant by paying part of expense, and the lease being for 31 years,
receiving an increased ground-rent of 10 per cent, on his outlay.
The third class of difficulties on which he treats are those where current leases

contain i-ep.niring covenants. He considers that much wrong might be done by
the inconsiderate carrying out of these covenants to the extent of forcing the
tenant to rebuild. Looking on the possession of collegiate and other property,
similarly circumstanced on lease at a small rent, as the origin of the severe re-
pairing covenants in leases, since imported into those where the rent was high,
and tliat since the purchase of buildings was usually made for a smaller number
of years' rent than that of land, and on easier terms"therefore, the landlord ought
to make liis account in having some loss in the expense of repairs or occasional
rebuilding, and as the late calamity was so great and general, all concerned
should share in the loss. To explain his proposition, he takes two cases—first,

when a large rent has been paid, and little or no fine. One-third part of ex-
pense of rebuilding should be defrayed by the landlord, as for such casualties as
he ought to expect from time to time, because the property was obtained at one-
thu-d leiss price than land : the remaining two-thirds niay be equally divided
landlord and tenant. Hither may rebuild. If the tenant pleases, he may take a
new lease ; if not, he should lay down his quota as adead loss.
The address to the reader contains as a solution to its last question rules for

the valuation of party walls. Tlie pole is considered too large a quantity to be
tised as a convenient standard, tha tale of bricks being prefen'ed, and tables an-
nexed to show the number of bricks required in various numlters of feet super-
ficial. The rod of brickwork is counted as 4,600 bricks, but the amount is

moneyed out from the number of bricks, a reasonable price being considered
90s. per thousand when set, taking as a basis the cost of bricks, tliey "being
now somewhat dear, about ISb. or 20s. a thousand." Tlie cost of the wall
is to be equally divided and the houses l)eing taken ns deriving equal benefit
therefrom.

After tables of bricks comes a table of thicknesses of walls and heights of stories
in three classes of liouses according to Act of Parliament.
The first class are those fronting by-streets and lanes, which are to have cellars

61 feet high, with front andback walls, and with party walls2and 1 J brick respec-
tively ; 1st story Ofect high, with walls 2 and l}brick. 2nd story 9 feet high, with
walls 1 J brick, and garrets with walls 1 brick thick.
The second class are those fronting le8.»er streets anil lanes of note, and the

Thames side, of which the cellars are to be Ci feet high w itli walls 2j and 2 bricks.
Iststoty 10 feet high, and WBlls2i and 2brick«. ^id story 10 feet high and
3rd story 9 feet high, both with walls ]J briek, and garrets with walls 1 brick
tliick.

The third class of houses fronting the high streets are to have cellars, and 1st

story which is to be 10 feet high, both with walls 24 and 2 bricks. 2nd story lOi feet,

3rd story U feet, 4th story 8f feet high respectively, each wjtl! walls ] J brick, and
garrets, with walls 1 brivk thick.

So far we have had the preliminaries only : we now come to the bulk of the
book, beginning witli some pertinent observations on Law, Discretion and Arith-
metic, &e.
On Law he gives some verses containing good advice as to titles, &c., and

concluding :

—

** And yet when as you have done all you can,
If you'll be sure, deal with an honest man."

On Discretion he notes the important part played by the current rate of interest
which, in "Queen -B&aftc*//'* dayes," was allowed" at the rate of 10 percent.,
in " King Jame's time" reduced to 8 per cent., and " of late," cut down to 6
per cent. When money was at 8 per cent., land was worth 18 years' purehase,
now when money is at ti per cent, land is worth 20 yeara' purchase, so returning
5 per cent, only because of the certainty, of the rise of rentals, of the absence of
usury, and also of the large capital embarked therein, it being equitable that

men of large estate should have lower interest than men of smaller means, the
Emperor J ustinian's law being ([uoted, which gave "Noblemen and Earls," 4
per cent., artificers 8 per cent., raercliant adventurei's 12 per cent, and other
men G per cent.

As to the value of land, he notes that while in Lincolnshire land can be had
for fifteen or sixteen years', Generally in I'^ngland it is worth twenty years', and in

Holland thirty years' purchase, in which latter place money is'w'orth 3 and 4
per cent.

The many casualties to which buildings are liable to, makes them worth fewer
years' purchase than land ; so when money was at 8 per cent., a 21 years' lease

was worth 7 years' purchase, thus giving 13 per cent. ; and money being worth
G per cent., such leases are worth 10 per cent., or 8J yeai-s' purchase, but
variable with the quality of the structure and its comparative rent. Buildings
should be so constructed as to pay the building owner 8 per cent. ; any expense be-
yond what is requisite to fit the buildings for their locality, being considered money
sunk. He then ciiscussess the comparative value of long and short leases, showing
that the former was usually valued and the latter under-valued, and sums up in

favor of short leases, renewable with moderate fines. The fee-simple of a house
is considered as worth two or three years' more purchase than the longest lease.

Life interests in land or houses are referred to as commonly worth a lease of
seven years for the first life, with seven additional years for each succeeding life,

but an increase is suggested in this rate.

Then follow decimal tables, tables of annuities, values of leases, quarterly
annuities, reversions, interest and rebate.
The Second Part is devoted to mensuration and gauging. Land is

measured by poles ; the mile being 1700 yards. " But the miles commonly
accounted from one place to another are more, unless within twenty miles off

London." Board and glass are measured by the foot ; wainscoat, pavements,
&c., by the yard : but tlie measurement of land is considered the " more useful
and gentile employment."

In land measure, the pole is usually \Q\ feet long, but in some parts 18 feet,

especially in woodlands j and though the use of chains of four poles in length is

alluded to, the working by poles only is treated of and decimalised. Only a
general view of this subject is given, and the reader refeiTed to the works of Mr.
Rathborn, Mr. Diggs, and to Air. Leybourn's " Compleat Surveyor."
In measuring round timber, he considers the " common practice " taking the

girth of large timber, deducting a third part for bark and sap, and dividing the
remainder by four for the square, an unreasonable allowance ; and in gauging
he refers to the unsettled state of the gallon measure, and he remarks that in

the interval between the editions of his work—1003,167(3—" by reason of the
collection of the excise of beer and ale, there hath been much use to measure the
large tuns and vessels of brewers," by barrels. This part of the subject is also
accompanied with many tables.

In treating of weights, " Avoir-du-poiz " is also called " overweight," and
among miscellaneous weights, are mentioned cloves, tods, roovcs, weights, loads,

fothers, tuns. The a.ssize of bread gives opportunity for a curious table, com-
paring the prices of wheat per bushel, according to tlie ounces in the penny loaf,

with sepai'ate columns for " free town bakers," and foreigners.

In " wet measure " two pints make a quart ; two quarts make a " pottle,"
two pottles make a gallon, and we obtain the information that in the navy each
man is allowed his " kan " daily, which is about a wine gallon.

In " dry measure," we have between the strike and quarter a " coniook,"
containing the half of the latter. Sea-coals and salt are measured by this

measure, but the peeks and bushels heaped, or else five striked pecks given to

the bushel, and called water-measure. 3G heaped bushels are a chaldrou of
coals, and on shipboard 21 chaldrons go to the score.

After treating of the specific gravity of metals, he adds :

—

There is one experiment more concerning the finding- of the time of the day by these
metals, which is approved of by tlie expcriuiicc and judgment of many ;

—

Having a gold ring and a silver drinking: bowl, take a small thread or silk and
measure the compass of the top of the silver bowl, which will be a convenient lengtli
for your use : tlien put this thread through the ring, and tie the ends thereof together
taking up as as little as you can with the knots. I'ut this thread over your thumb,
so that it may haiig ui>on the lower joynt of your tliumh, wlien you feel your pulse
beat. Then stretch out your hand and iiold it so that the inside of your thumb may
be upward, and hold your hand so over the bowl, that the ring may hung as near the
midst of the bowl as you can guess. And thus holdiug your baud awhile, as still as
you can, you shall sec that the beating of your i)ulse will give motion to the ring,
causing it to swing across the bowl, by degrees more and more, till at last it will beat
against the sides tlicreof. Now mark when it begins to strike, and tell the strokes
as you would a clock, for it will striki' what hour ol the day or night it is, and then
leave off striking and swinging also by degrees,

Tlien follows the Multiplication Table carried out to 100 times 10, strongly
recommended ; tables of accounts ; a tabic of the Kings of England, and a
curious table of years since the commenceuient of the reign of (iueen Elizabeth,
of which some matters interesting to our readers may be here mentioned.

1501, Paul's steeple burnt ; 1507, Royal Exchange finished ; 1574, Counterfeit
spirits (?) punished; 1579, A curious lock-smith ; 1584, Naytwicli burnt; 1592,
the Thames almost dry ; 1607, Moorflelds beautified ; 1(^4, Middleton's water;
1615, Smithfield paved; 1634, London-bridge burnt; \G^, two tides in three
hours; October 3, 1666, 13,200 houses burnt in Lou(jan; 1069, Royal Exchange
finished; 1675, Foundation laid for St. Paul's; 167Ci> 600 houses burnt in Soutli-

wark, and the Monument finished.
After this we have a comprehensive, and not over intelligible calender.

Interest tables, a Catalogue of^ countries with their cities, and the numbers of
mark<?t towns, pflrislies, and parHs In each, and tables of foreign weights pxi,

(Iteasures, "
-
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Tlw Carpenter andJoiner's Assiatiint: n complete courae of Practical In-
struction in Gronictrij, Geometrical Lines, IJriiieing, Projection, and
Perspective; the Selection, Prepiirolion, and Slreiiglh of Materials

;

and the Mechanical Principles nf Framing, with their Applications »»t

Carjieniri/ and Joinery. Bliickie and Son, Glasgow, Edinbureli, London
and New York. Parts XXI. and XXII.

IN the two parts of tliis work now bifore us we have five plates, fiirtlier illus-
trating tlie princii)Ies of hinging, shading, perspective, and liaiid-niiling, and

one plate of diagrams of Furness's patent mortising and tenoning maeliines.
The text, completing the article on joints, treats of the various descriplions of
doors, windows, and finishing of windows, including skylights, and of hinging,
descriliing the numerous examples illustrated in the plates.

The labor-saving machines are described, lor a work of this class, at some
length. The first attempt to construct a planing-niachine, was stated, in a paper
read by Mr. Guildford Lindsay Molcswortli, before the Institute of Civil lingi-
neers, November 17, 1857, to have been made by a Mr. Hutton, in 1770; and the
next attempt was madejby Sir .Samuel Bentham, in 1791. Great progress has been
made since that time. Stairs supply matter for an interesting as well as useful
treatise, while the principles of hand-railing are elucidated in as familiar a
manner as the subject allows. A chapter on the projection of shadows is illus-

trated by 48 diagrams, in addition to the plates, and the last page of the text is

occupied with methods of shading. ; i

We may add that Mr. James Wylson contributes an explanation of (he i)ulpit
and acoustical canopy, of which drawings were given in Part XIV.

.^
7Vie Calculator and Timber Merchants' and Builders' Guide. By William
Richardson- and Charles Gane, of Wisbech. Second edition. London :

Sinipkin and Marshall, Stationers' Hall Court : John Weale, 59, High Holborn.
Price 7s. Gd.

rilHIS work is at once honest, practical, and useful. It consists of several scries
J. of tables, specially calculated to save the time both of principals and their
clerks, in the offices and counting-houses of every business in which squared
timber is used, including those of engineers, architects, timber merchants,
builders, carpenters, coach buildera, railway carriage builders, shipbuildei's, Sac.

Its object is to " give a correct reduction of any number of feet of any dimension,
and the amount in money at any price per Petersburg standard."

Tlie extensive use of tables in most businesses, and the universal endeavour to
" tabulate " results, in order to present them in that which to the greatest
number is the easiest form for comparison or further application, renders their
utility unquestionable, so that their accuracy and form are the only points to be
considered ; and we can unhesitatingly assert that nothing equal to " The Cal-
culator " has hitherto been presented "to timber dealers or timber users. Even the
edition of old Hoppus' Tables, printed in 1849, was brought out in the quaint
style of a century or two ago, and looks more like a model of a batten than a
modern book ; whereas " The Calculator " has come to us a.s a neat octavo volume,
serviceably and substantially bound in good leather, and evidently a work not
got up by bookmakei-s, but the production of men who felt their want of it in

their own business, and have had the magnaminity to supi)ly to others what we
so seldom get in these days of " scamping," viz.—an honest work, in every sense
in which these words can be understood. By those who frequently require to
find what length of one size will be equal to a given length of another size this

work will be found exceedingly valuable ; whilst the small amount of lettei-press

given by way of explanation and diiection is in itself an evidence of the siui-

))licity of the tables, and the consequent facility of applying them. Considering
the high wages paid by the trade for "tabular work," we certainly consider
7s. Gd. a very moderate price for so really useful a book, and can, therefore, con-
fidently recommend it to all those whose requirements it has been brought out to

supply. —
Stories of Inventors and Discoverers in Science and the Useful Arts. By
John Ti.Miis. London: Kent and Co.

UNLESS our memory be sadly at iault, there used to be a column in the peri-
odical, in which Mr. Tuubs made his editorial debut, devoted to literary odds

and ends, and preceded by a quotation from Dr. Wotton—" I am but a gatherer
of other men's stuff." We can fancy that the constant presence of these words
before his eyes has given a bias to Mr. Timbs' literary pursuits. lie is essentially

a gatherer; has been one from the commencement of his career, and will, wo
trust, continue to be so for many years hence, to the instruction of the young and
amusement of the old

; perhaps it would be more frank to say, of ourselves. Let
not the reader, however, imagine that a gatherer—such as the Doctor confessed
himself to be—is a mere literary chiffonnier, picking up waifs and strays that
fall in his path. There have been, and are still, unfortunately, no lack of chif-
fonniers iu the paths of literature ; some possessing confused notions of the
rights of propei ty, who find it easier, than to invent, to borrow their descrip-
tions ready made, as did that noble author, Lord W. Lennox, from so rare and
obsolete a work as the novel of the Antiquary, and whose achievements in this

respect will afford scope for the sarcastic pen of some future Horace Walpole.
Mr. Timbs must not be confounded with the like of this nol)le author. If he is a
borrower, he takes from common property, or else acknowledges the sources to

w hich he is indebted ; and with what he selects he plays the part of Papin's
digester, throwing off the mere scum and dross, and reducing the essence of in-

struction and amusement into a convenient and agreeable form. There can be
little avail in the objection that the information contained in the present volume
is to be met with in encyclopsedias and the columns of the daily or weekly
papers ; for, granted that it may, the fact of its dispersion must render its ac-
quirement tedious, difficult, and costly. Moreover, much that is well known is

brought down to date and presented in a complete form, to form not only an ad-
mirable record of progi'ess in the branches of science and art to whicli it is

devoted, but also as an incentive to exertion. It is just the work to find a
place in every working-man's library, to console him under his disappointments,
and to encourage him to persevere by the example of great inventors and dis-

coverei's. It is an illustration of self-advancement in a new path, which, if

rightly pursued, leads to the prosperity and happiness of all.

Number^
excellent

r

The Welcome Guest, Part III., January. The Family Econotniat, Part I.

Houlston and Wright.

THE Welcome Guest maintains its character as a pleasing instructor and
amusing periodical for the fire-side circle, or quiet reading. The Christmas

, eontiining the tales told bv all (he welcome i;ne«t« at Hnwley-grang.-, k
.,~^v....,„t, while Sala'9 " LettiTsof Lady ChcHtrrfield to her I)au;ihl. r,"iir.- full of
excellent description and satire, and enlighten the public on all thai i« »tirrii,i{ in
public and private. The care bestowed by Mr. K. Drough, on the wiecti.m and
editing, is evident from a careful perusal of the conii-iit«. and if coiiiluct«l
steadily on the same plan, this publication cannot fail to luild it» ground iiipubile
estnnation.

'

The Family Economist, by the aaroe publisher*, ia a new terial, dcalloir io
light literature as well as in social and domestic inattert of every day intenM.

The Gas Consumer's Manual, containing the Gas Measurement ActofVOO,
with a full Index and Observations on the Passage of the Bill through
Parliament. Published by John Weale, 59, High Hollwm. Priei- -it.

UNDER the above title the .iuthor has given to us a nrprint, in a neat
pamphlet, of the Gas Act of last session of I'arliamcnt, H St 23 Vict.,

cap. Ixvi., intituled " An Act for Regulating Measures used In Sale^ of
Gas," which received the Royal .\8sent on the lath August, 18.19, and Li likelv
to be permanently known as " Lord Hedesdale's Act." Prefixed, however, to the
Act itself is a clear, concise and well digested exposition of the various
sections of the Act in the ordinary vernacular so much more intelligible to non-
legal minds than the peculiar phraseology in wbieli the wisdom of our Lf^gialators

uniformly shrouds their high beliests. This exposition is introduced by a short
statement of the necessities which called for the passing of this Act, aiid of the
a.s3istance rendered by difierent statesmen to its " passage through Parliament."
We have also a modest preface, and the best index we remember ever to hare
seen. We may say that the whole is the proiluction of Mr. T. L. .Marriott, inas-
much as that gentleman, as Parliamentary agent, prepared the bill and to<»k

charge of it through ParUament, and has written and edited the remainder of the
pamphlet. The preface states this Manual to bt; intended "to explain the oMecta
and intentions of the principal sections, so as to facilitate the reading of the
Act ;" and also " to enable gas consumers, inspectors, and the oHieers of gas
companies readily to refer " to the Act itself.

We need not remind our " Constant Readers" of the warmth with which w..-

espoused the consumers' interest during the conflict with the directors of the
gas companies which raged from 18.")5 to the passing of this .\ct ; at the same
time that we endeavoured to restrain them from injuring themselves ultimately
by too aggressive a resistance to the dishonest attempts of these directors at
obtaining exorbitant prices for so necessary a commodity. We then exposed
much of their mismanagement, and showetl how to improve matters, but must con-
fess that we were not altogether prepared for the extraordinary revelations given
before the Parliamentary Committee by Mr. W. Crosley, the meter maker, with
regard to the gross impositions practised on the consumers through the instromen-
tality of these machines ; revelntionswhich certainly! tended much to tbeubtainment
of this Act, and for which the public are deeply.indebted to that gentleman, asalso

for his other exertions in support of the Bill. To find that meters were, and
therefore may still be, iu comparatively common use, capable of registering forty or

fifty ])er cent, and upwards against the consumer, was not only an evidence oithc
necessity for this Act, but is alsoso broad a hint of the importance of general public

attention to the carrying out of its provisions honestly, as few can afiord to

despise. Gas at 4s. 6d. per thousand cubic feet, measured by such instruments,

becomes gas at Gs. or 6s. Gd. And we must recollect that chairmen of the gas com-
panies may be, and sometimes are, chairmen of the very quarter sessions by whom
the inspectors under this Act are to be appointed ; and, therefore, as highly Iiono-

rable men, universally much res|)ected, necessarily possess great influence in the

making of these appointments. When acoinmercial interest represents a money
value of £5,000,000 per annum, it meets you at so many points, and in so many
shapes, that it becomes a matter of very considerable difiiculty to know Iiow to

deal with it.

The railway interest at this moment can comm.md the votes of 340 of the 658

members of the House of Commons. The gas interest is known to have upwards
of twenty, independently of the coal mining interest, which goes more or less

with it, as exemplified last session. Undcrsuch circumstances it is unquestion-

ably a duty which every gas consumer owes to the public to keep liimself ac-

([uainted with the position and doings of these manufacturers and to keep them to

their dutv, at all events as far as regards himself. It is easier to keep them

honest than to bring them back to honesty after swerving, and they have shown
themselves such dodgers and tricksters that even this is no easy matter.

We, therefore, recommend this little Manual as one which ought to be

in the possession of all, being the only anchor which the consumers have

at the present moment. Let each possess himself of a copy, and keep it by hint.

We do not say that this Act is all that is wanted from the legislature, but it is

something, and ought to be made the most of. Es|)ecially let the vestriis and

district boards of the metropolis watch the appointments of insi)ectors with a

jealous eye. The public are much indebted to Mr. Marriott for this timely

guide.

'The Builders' Strike.—At the weekly nicctiu|; of trade Jologates, on

Tuesday evening last, Mr. Potter, the Secretary ol the Builders' Conference,

announced that, independently of the allowances ti-oni their various trade socie-

ties, the conference were this week again enabled to pay the operatives on strike

against the "document" the dividend of 4». per man; and the subscriptions

from the difi'erent trades were coming in so fre'ely that they exiiectcd to increase

this sum next week. He also announced that the cariienters, bricklayers,

plasterers, and painters, were holding delegate meetings of their tradi-s with a

view to commence a new and vigorous agitation against the " document, which

it was expected would result in Us witlKlmwal with the commencement of the

spring. A great number of men were now at work without the "document,

and those still out, including the masons, who were not now conm!Cted with the

conference (about 3,000 skilled operatives), ex|)ected to be absorbed in the

demand that would shortly exist [for men in the buildiuj,' trade, L mil then the

delegates present promised" the continued supjiort of their societios. It "as »''

'

res )lved that steps should be takeu to form a defensive leaffuo of the whole of tlie

tra le societies in England, the better to enable them to iwirt »uch mcasores as

the enforcement of the " document " for th" future.
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INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
PET1T10X8 RECOBOFJ) TO FKBKCABY 1.

Mr. IVter Effertx. of Muiche«t«r, for " Iniprovemeats in machloery or aH>«ratuB

for making bricks." ... . . _. ..

Mr. Frederick Walton, ot Hauebton Dale, Denton, foii" ImproTements in Tamlab,

Ac"

Grants.
Kr. G«<age Tomlinson Boasfield, ot Lougliborooph-park, Brixton, " Improvements

In maehinerT for ifrlndlnc: and poliabtug sheets of plate and other Klas8."—Com-
mnnlcatioQ from abroad by I. L Grceuough, of Wall-street, New York.—Letters
patent. , , , ,

Mr. Bichard Archibald Brooman, of 1««, Fleet-street, " Improvements in locks

and keys,"—A commimication from abroad by Jules Emile I'etit, of Paris.—Dated
17th Augnst, 1S5U.—Letters patent. ^, „ „ , ^ .„,
Mr. Ausniste Kvaux. of -Mn, Ucgent-street, "Artificial marbles. —Dated l2tU

An^nist, ls,"j*>.— Letters patent. , , , ^..

Mr. Charles Constant .Joseph GuUVoy, Merchant, of No. 3, Duke-street, Adelphi,

"An improved smoke consuming apparatus, and also im Improved method of Intro-

dadng the coal or t\iel into it," was deposited and recorded in the Office of the Com-
nlaakmer!. ou the 24th day of Jauuary, ISiiO, and a complete speeificalion accompany-

ing such petition was at the same time llkd iu the said office.—Letters patent.

Mr. Thom.v« Gomle Messenger, ol High-street, Loughborough, " Improvements in

tteeonftniction of buildings or erections to be used tor horticultural or other pur-

poses."—Dated 1st August, 1S59— Letters patent. , . »

Mr. Henry Justinian Newcome, of Sheuley, near Barnet, "An apparatus for heat-

ing or warming buildiugs."—Dated ;iOth July, 1859.—Letters patent.

Mr. Alfred Vincent Xewton, of Cfi, Chancery-lane, "An improvement conBtruc-

tion of lock."—A eommunieatiou bom abroad by John Lord and Richard liatcheldcr,

ofManchester, in the Stale of New York and Cnited States of America.—Frotec-

Uon, six mouths. „ j ^ „ »

Mr. Charles Norton, of St. Martin's-placc, Camden-atreet, Camden-town, An
iamroved portable scaffolding, adapted for constructing, ornamenting, and repairing

biudinga, and for the removal of goods and persons therefrom in cases of tire.' IT'O-

tcction, six months. _.
Mr. Auguste lln, of CasteUiaudry, in the department ofthe Aude, in France, '

The
OOffiponnding, preparlng,and application of a new sort of paint."—Dated 3rd August,

1859. Letters patent.
Wllloughbv Smith, of Pownall-road, Dalston, "Improvements in traiisftrrlng

designs, and 'in iirnamenting glass and other surfaces. Protection, six months.
Matthew Tildesley, of wnienhall, in the county of Stafford, "Improvements In

locks and latches. '—Partly a eommunicatioH from abroad by John Bisset, a citizen

of the United States of America. Letters patent.

Notices to Pbocezd.
Mr. Henry Chance, of Birmingham, and Thomas Howell, of Smethwlck, " Im-

provements in the manufacture of glass.
'

'

Mr. John DarUngton, of 38, Cannon-street, city of London, " Improvements m
glau furnaces."

Foreign Patents.
Messrs. M. Becherer and Kessler, of Greifswald, for "A press for making hollow

bricks with cl08e<l heads."—5 years. -Dated 30th December, 1859.

Mr. Chiliou F. Brown, of Bridgeport, Conn., for an " Improvement in spring roller

for window sash."
Mr. Claus Heinrich Clausen, of Broackcr, Schleswig, for "Improvements in work-

ing clay in the manufacture of bricks."— 5 years.-Dated 28th December, 1859.

Sir. Eugene Duchamp, of St. Martinsville, La., for iin " Improvement in scaffold-

ings."
Mr. Samuel D. Hailcy, of Jackson, Tenn., for an "Improved surveyor's level.'

Mr. Walter G. Mackay, of New York, N. Y., for an "Improvement in ventilating

sinks, waterclosets, &c."
Mr. C. E. Souneborn, of LUgde, near Minden, for " Improvements In the manufac-

ture of cement. "—5 years.—Dated 27th December, 1859.

Specifications Published dbking the Week.
No. 1498, price .3d., " Manufacture of building materials."
No. 1501, price lod., " Machinery for the manufacture of nails."

No. 1511, price 3d., "Manufacture of artificial sandstone, bricks, tiles, &c."

TENDERS SENT IN.
Abtillebv Ground, Finsbuky.

For extension of paradeat the Artillery-ground. Mr. C. F. Maltby, surveyortotho
Honourable Artillery Company, "3, Coleman-strect, E.C.

FullerCoker, Ware, Herts £150 3 4
Joshua Tapner, 1, Hcmingford-terrace, Islington Ill

James Porter, Devonshire-wharf. 11, Albert-street, Camden-town 107

George Porter, builder, 70, Bunhlll-row (accepted) 98

Watfokd.
For the Clarendon Hotel, Watford, for J. Simpson, Esq. Mr. J. Llvock, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied.
Farker £3,930 I Nixon £3,479
MatbewB 3,492 Noble 3,.395

Emhettb, Kent.
For house and offices at Emmetst, Kent,.for Kichard Gibbs, Esq. Quantities not

iumished. Mr. John JetTkins, arctiitect.

Gammon £5,310 |
Downs £5,249 |

Tongue £3,207

CoBNLEV, Oxfordshire.
For new church at.Cowley, Oxford. Architect, Mr. George Edmund Street, 33,

Montague-place, W.C. Quantities taken out by Messrs. Balam and Lee.
Jackson and Shaw £7,970
Norris 7,925
Wheeler 7,793
Bowley 7,-000

Holland and Hannen 7,270

Myers ^7,220
Symon 6,989

Wyatt 6,860

.John Castle 8,725

Joseph Castle (accepted) 6,472

.Iehmtw Street, St. James'h.
For Works to be done at premises, Jermyn-street, St. James's, tor Messrs. Isaacs,

Campbell, and Co. Messrs. Tlllott and Chamberlain, architects. Quantities not
upplicd.
CoBder £881 I Fish £860
•WU1» 867 Cannon 835

IIOLLOWAY UOAD.
For works to be done at coal office, Holloway-road, for Messrs. Blckett, Smith and

Co. Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects. Quantities not supplied.
Condcr £.370

Jenning 354
Wills 343

Leek, Staffohdsuire.
For the enlargement of one of the reservoirs of the Leek 'Waterworks.

Mr. .lames Morris, Ladduedgc, near Leek .4;152 17

Mr. J ames Kirkland, Leek (accepted) 149 7 11

Birmingham.
For the new police-station, Ladywood-lane, Birmiugh.'ua. Mr. Edward Holmes,

architect. Quantities supplied.
Nelson, Dudley £2,080

Nowell, Hirmingham 1,999

Hardwick, Birmingham 1,933

Jones, Hirmingham 1,919

C'resswell, Birmingham 1,890

Webb and Son, Birmingham 1,877 10

Stait, Birmingliam 1,850

Matthews, Birmingham 1,847 15

Barnsley and Sons, Birmingham 1,845

Godfrey, Birmingham 1,840

Stokes, Birmingham 1,796

Smitli, Brothers, Birmingham 1,795

Chambers and Hilton, Birmingham 1,750

George, Birmingham 1,747

Stockton and Field, Oldbury 1,737

Burkitt Wolverhampton* 1,733

Cale and Son (sent in error) Birmingham 1,(>81

Architects Estimate 1,890
• Accepted.

Blackheath.
For finishing nine houses in Bowater-terrace, Blackheath, for Messrs. Nickoll.

Mr. Charles Bradley, architect, 24, Nottingham-street, St. Marylebone.
Liddlatt, (accepted) £715

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
COBN EXCHANGE AND PUBLIC BOOMS.

Koss.—For designs for the Boss Corn Exchange, I'ublic Kooms, and Markets. The
entire cost of tlie buildings, including llttiiigs, painting, and decoration, architect's

commission, and clerk of works, must not exceed £2,750. The buildings must
comprise a eom-cxchange (which will be occasionally used as a concert-room, to

seat six hundred persons), a butter and poultry market, for eighty standings, a
reading-room, library, and class-room, also rooms for Imll-keeper, and all necessary

conveniences. The plans, elevations, and sections, must all be drawn to a uniform
scale of eight feet to an inch, and be accompanied by a detailed specification of the

works as well as a definite estimate of the cost. The Committee of the Com-
pany (who will be assisted by a professional architect) will award a premium of

£50 for the best design, and £20 for the second best design, the premiated designs

to become the absolute property of the Committee, but the Committee reserve to

themselves the right of rejecting the whole of the designs, if in their judgment
there should not be any one suitable for the purposes intended, or any that are

not in conformity with the foregoing stipulations. If the author of either of the

premiated designs should be engaged By the Committee to superintend the execution

of the works the premium will De merged in a commission to be agreed upon. The
designs to be sent free of expense to W. R. Hall, Esq., Springlleld, Boss, without

the author's name, but with a motto. A sealed letter, bearing the motto, and con-

taining the author's name and address, to accompany each design. A plan of the

site, and further particulars, can be obtained of Mr. Frederick Gordon, Hon. Sec.,

at the Office of Mr. Slinott, the Solicitor to the Company. Designs to

February 20.

LAYING-OUT LAND FOB BUILDING.
Granton, near Edinburgh.—For plans for the best method of laying out for

building purposes, part of the estate of Granton, near Edinburgh, the property ot

his Grace the Duke ot Buccleuch and Queensbury, also plans for the different

classes of houses to be erected. A premium of £75 will be given for the most
approved plan, £50 for the second, and £25 for the third. The plan of the land

may be seen, and all particulars obtamed ou personal application to Mr. John
Hawkins, Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lawful day between the hours ol

11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Printed copies of the condition of competition will also be

obtained from Mr. Hawkins, and the competitors must forward their plans with a

copy of the conditions, signed by them under a sealed cover, as explained by the

conditions, to Messrs. Gibson, II.S., 12, Charlotte-street, Edinburgh. I'lans to

March 1. , . x, ,.•- i

Newport, Salop.-For plans showing how several pieces of land in the Marsh,

which pieces can be ascertained on apphcation to Mr. Henry Heane, Newport, can

best be laid out for building sites, reference being had in such plans to the future

conversion of the adjoining lands for similar purposes. The Newport Tow-n and
Marsh Trustees will pay £10 for the plan they may consider the best. Any infor-

mation may be had from Mr. Heane, and the plans must be delivered sealed with

motto, and the name in a sealed envelope referring to the motto, before JIarch 1.

LAYING OUT SITE AND ERECTIt>N OF VILLA, &c.

Basingstoke.—For plans for laying out of sites, and erection of villa, and other

residences, in the town of Basingstoke, for the Basin"stoke and Eastrop Building

Company. A premium of £10 will be paid for the plan selected. Further parti-

culars on application to Mr. W. Challis, solicitor, Basingstoke. Plans to Feb. 20.

SCHOOLS, &c.

Long Ashton, Somf.hsetbhire.—For.designs, plans, and estimates are required

for parochial schools and master's liouse, to he erected in tlie parish of Long
Ashton, near Bristol. The schools to contain accommodation for 100 boys and

IWi girls, and a class and Committee-room. Plans to be in accordance with the

directions of Council on Education. Sliould the successful competitor not be em-
ployed to superintend the works, a premium of .CIO 10s. will lie awarded for the

design, &c. Plans to be sent in under motto, to A. E. Way, Esq., Ashton-lodge,

near Bristol. The site of the jiroposed new schools will be shown, and every inlor-

mation obtained on application to Sir. Easton, Long Ashton. I'luus to Feb. 15.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ALMSHOUSE.

TEOVII., Somersetshire.—For the erection of a new almshouse and chapel, on a

site adjoining Trinity Church, in Yeovil. Plans, iStc., at the OfBce of Mr. H. Short-

land Watts, Clerk to the Trustees of Woborn's Almshouses, Yeovil, lenders to

February 10.

CARPENTERS', BRICKLAYERS', Ac, WORK.
St. MARyLEBONE.—For all such carpenters', bricklayers', smiths', plumbers,

painters' and glaziers', and ironf'ouuders' works, for one year, from the 2jth dayot

March 1800, as may be required to be done from time to time at or to the churches,

chapels, court-house, pumps, gas-posts, and other matters and places under the

management of the vestrymen. Further particulars may be kuown, and forms ot

tender procured, from the surveyor, Mr. Robert Scace. The vestry will reqiUrc

the parties tendering, or some jiersous on their behalf, to be in attendance at the

time of opening the tenders. Tenders on printed forms to 11 o'clock, a.m., Feb-

ruary 11.
CEMETERY.

Abingdon.-For the erection of two mortuary chapels, lodge, entrance gate, boun-

dary fences, &e., and for the formation of roads and paths, ou the site of the
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Oomc'tory. Plans, c&c, and conditions, at tlio CliTli's Olllce, Ablu>filoii. bctwoin
tlic liours often and five. Kurtlier information of Messrs. I'oultou and Woodman,
EcadiiiK, who have prepared bills of qnantities. Tciubrs to be prepared and de-
livered separately as follows. Contract No. 1. Kor the erection of chapels and
lodf'e entrances, a. For boundary walls. .X For the formation of roads and paths.
4. Iron f,'ates and railinj^s. Contractors may tender for more than one of the
divisions. Tenders sealed, and separately indorsed. No. I, '2, 3, or 4, to Feb. 21.

CIIAl'KL.
KxF.TF.R.—For the erection of a chapel in Kack-strect. in the parish of St. Mary
Major, K.veter. Drawings, Ac, at the offlee of Mr. Aslnvorth, architect, «, I'aris-
Btreet, Kxetcr, from January .loth to Febniary IX Tenders to February 18.

CIlArEL, SCHOOT,, &c.
New TVonTLEY.—For the execution of the several works required in the erection
and completion of a chapel, school, and premises, at New Wortley, for the I*rimi-
tive Methodists. Plans on view at the OiHcc of Mr. rhillips, architect, 14, Albion-
street, I.eeds. Tenders to February 8.

' CHURCH.
BRifiHTON.—For tlio erection of a new church at Brij^hton. Flans, &c., quantities,
and forms of tender at the Vicarage, Brighton, until Frebruary 13 ,• and from
February ir, to February ti'i at the office of jfr. (i. F. Bodeley, arcliitcct, 30a, Wira-
polo-strect, liOndou; at both places between B and 5 o'clock. Tenders to
February tii.

Stroud, (ii.oucESTF.R.—For the erection of a church at Stanley End, Strond. Plans,
&c., and forms of tender, at the Office of Jlr. T. M. Croome, solicitor, Calnscross,
near Stroud, until February 11 ; and at 30a, Wimpole-street, London, from the
14th to the "^'Ist of February, inclusive. Tenders to February Si3.

Templeton, Pembrokeshire.—For the erection of a church at Templeton. Plans,
&c., and (junntities, at the house of Mr. J. Nicholas, druggist, &c., Narberth.
Tenders to February 20.

DOCK ENTRANCE, &c.
ROTiiERnrTHE.—For the construction of anew entrance, deepening the present dry
dock, and extending the head. Plans, &c., at the Engineer's office. Sir. Walter
R. Kinniple, W, (Jhurch-row. Limehouse, or at the King and Queen Dock, Rother-
hithe, tmtil February 11. Tenders to February 13, before 10 a.m.

EAliTirWOUKS, ROADS, AND FOUNDATIONS.
Bl.vckrurn.—For No. 1 contract, tor earthworks, roads, and foundations. For
the works necessary in levelling the site for the new Workhouse building ; and also
for the excavations and mason s work for the foundations and walls ofthe intended
building, up to the ground level. Specification at the Office of the Clerk to the
Guardians on and after the 13th day of February next. Bills of quantities, and all
other information, may be obtained on application to the architects, Messrs. Gates,
42, 3Ionkgate, York, and George-street Chambers, Halifax. Tenders to Feb. 18.

FARM liUILDIXGS.
Parish of Brcvdclist, Devon.—For the erection of new farm buildings, and
other works, and alterations at West Clist Farm, in the above parish. Plans, Sec,
and further particulars on application to Mr. Scott Hews, Bamfylde-Iodge, Polti-
more, Devon. Tenders to February 23.

GASHOLDER TANKS.
DEwsBURy AND Batley, YORKSHIRE.—For the erection of fence walls, and the
construction of a gasholder tank, 100 feet in diameter, on land situate in the town-
ship of Seothill, for the Dewsbury and Batley Gas Company. Pl.ins and speclflea-
tions at the Offices of Mr. Michael Shcard, Jun. , engineer and surveyor, Batley, until
February 0th. Tenders to February 11.

GAS TANK.
Sutton, Southcoates, and Dbvpool.—For the excavating and building of abrick

tank, 82 feet in diameter. IMans, &c., at the Company's works, Stilwell-street,
Groves, Hull. Tenders to February 25.

HOUSES.
AsHPRiNGToN ('OURT, NEAR ToTNESs, DEVON.—For the crcction of a farm-
house and buildings for Ashprington Court. I'lans, Ac, on application to Mr.
.Tames Finch, at Sharpham -house, near Totness, and all partieulars obtained from
him, or from Mr. R. W. Whiteway, land agent, at Ashburton. Tenders to Feb-
ruary 10.

Atherstone, Warwickshire —For the building of a villa residence and offices at
Atherstone. Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. K.Jennings, architect, Atherstone
until February 18 Tenders to February 10.

Halifax.—For the erection of a semi-detached villa residence and stables, &c., in-
tended to be built in Park-road, Halifax. Plans, &c, until February 4, between
ID a.m. and 4 p.m., at the Office of U. Ive.i and Sons, architects, North-parade,
Halifax. Tenders before 12 o'clock at noon, February 0.

Nottingham.— For the erection of three houses and shops in Goldsmith-street,
Nottingiiam. Further particulars on application at the Offices of Messrs. Jackson
and Heazell, architects, Bromley House, Nottingham. No date specified.

Pahisii OF iMrDDLEPORT, BuRSLE.M, ST.vrF0RD3iiiHE.—For the building of thirty
houses, to be erected at ."ifiddleport. Plan, ,fec., at the Offices of Mr R. Ueaton,
solicitor, Bnrslem. Tenders to February lii.

TRUKO.~For the erection of dwelling-house within the borough of Trnro. Plans,
&c.. at the Office of Mr. F. Earle Cook, solicitor, Truro. Tenders to February 14.

WooDiiousE, VORKsiiiRE.-For the erection of five first-class dwelling houses,
fronting the .Moor, at Woodhouse, near to the Grammar-school, for J. O. Slarch,
Esq Plans at the Office of Sir. Cuthbert Brodrick, arcliitcct, 17, East Parade,
Leeds, on and after February 1. Tenders to February l.'j.

MILLS.
LoNGwooD Clough, NEAR HuDDERSFiELD. — For the crcction of a mill and
premises at I^ongwood Clough, near Uuddcrsfield. Plans, &c.. at the Office of Mr.
Georjfe Hepworth, architect, Brighouse, on the 30th inst., until February 2, and at
the New Inn, Longwood, from the 3rd to 11th of February. Tenders to 4 o'clock,
February 11.

Stacksteads, ne.vr B.vclp. LANc.\3nn!E.—For the several works required to be
done in the erection of a mill, weaving shed, engine-house, boiler-bouse. Ac, upon
a plot of land situate at Stacksteads, near Bacup. Plans, &c., at the house of Mr.
Richard Parker, Hare and Hounds Inn, Stacksteads. Further information may be
obtamed by applying to Mr. E. Andrews, architect, Stacksteads. Tender to Feb. U.

PARSONAGES.
Brenchlev, Kent.—For the erection of the St. Andrew's parsonage house. Pad-
dock wood. Brenehley, Kent. Plans, &c., at the office of^ Air. John M. Hooker,
architect, Brenehley, Kent, on and after the 25th January. Tenders to February
8. (See advertisement).

IIooTON I'AGNALL, NEAR DoNCASTER.—For the scvcral departments of work,
including painting, remiired to be done in erecting a new vicarage-house, at
Hooton Pagnall, near Doncaster. Plans Ac, at the Vicarage, until the 11th
February, on application to the Rev. H. J. Wilkinson, and Mr. MofTatt, architect,
may be seen at the Angel flotel, Doncaster, on the 13th and 14th of February.
Tenders to February 1.5.

PRISONS.
PENTONVILI.E, MlLLBANK, BhIXTON, PORTL.VND, PORTSMOUTH, CHATHAM,
I'ARKriuRST, AND Dart.moor.—F jr the supply of timbers, deals, slates, lime,
and bricks, lead, glass, wrought-iron .and cast-iron, ironmongery, gas and water
pipes, white lead, oils, Ac, for 12 months, from 1st April next to 31st March, 1801.

Form of tender on application at the several IVisons before named, or at the,
Offic'.' of the Directors, 4.'), Parliament-street, on and after Monday, February 6.

Tenders to 2 o'clock, February 23. (See advertisement).
RAILWAYS.

Lancaster and Carlisle -Morkcambe Branch.—For the construction of the
railway^ from a point about half a mile to the soutli of the Hest Bank Station, in
the parisli of Bolton-le-.Sands, to a junction with tiie North Western Railway, a
short distance to the west of the third mile post from Lancaster on that railway.

Cut In

"alfbrd.
»ry 7.

being a distance of two miles and twenty chains, or tbereabuuU. I'Uiu
secUons, together with the necessary drawing*, Ac, and fonnt of U-ndiT. it Ci
Station, Lancaster. Tenders to February 16

Lancasiiibe AND YoHKSMiRE. For Ih. supply of wrooKht-lron MfTUire wh«l»and axles (of Low Moor iron). Spcciacalioiii and forms of teoder, on •wUntkm
to Mr Jay, at the Coachmaking .s'^hops. Miles Planing, Manelic.tiV Tndcn lo
10 o clock a.m. February 7.

•»—»»•• «»

For the erection of a fence, wall, gales, and offi~' al II •

I'lan, Ac, at the office at Salford nissenger Station T. i

Stockton and Darlington.— For the supply of inooo «., \i,rw«y
Sleepers. Specification on application to WniUin Cudworlh. i., ,. , ,ii;i„..r Umr-
Ungfon. Tenders to February 15.

.. ' • "•«

SCHOOLS.
Havdock, Lancashire.-For the erection of the new BrilUh VbooU, *c, at H«T-dock, near St. Helens. Plans Ac. and bills of quantities, at th« Office-, of Mr.

V> llllam 1 oulson, architect, Newton, near Warrington, on and after Janaarr .10th
Tenders to February B.

'

Burton-upon-Trent.- For the erection of new schools, with mutcr'a hauK,rortbe
Iriuity Chureli district parish, Burton-upon-Trent. The Hhoola arc lo accommo-
date 400 ehlUlren. viz :— l.'iO boys, nr, giVls, and 123 infants. Plana, Ac, at the
Ofltce of Mr. Edward E. Jennings, hon. »ec., f*-om whom further paHlcuIart mir
be obtained. Tenders to February 7.

Hertford.-For the building of the Abel Smilh schools, Hertford. Plans, 4c., on
app ieation to the Rev. G. Yeats, All Saints' Vicarage, Herlfonl. Further Mr-
tieuars on application to John M. Hooker, architect, llrenchley, Kent. Tenders
to rebruary 13.

SEWERAGE, Ac
Bdxton, Derbyshire.—For Contract No. 1.— For mpplTlDir earthenware sewer-
plpcs and other articles.
Contract No. 2.—For executing and completing certain brick sewers, earthen-
ware pipe sewers, man-holes, and other works.

Plans, Ac, sections, form of tender, and schedule of prices, on payment of .5b. for
each contract, on application to tlie Clerk of the Local Board, or at the Office of
Mr. Robert Rawlinson, Civil Engineer, No. 34, Parliament-street. Westminster.
Tenders (endorsed Contract No. 1 or Contract No. 2) to February «.

Walsall, STArroRDSiiiRE.—For Contract No. 1.—Sewers (about 8«0 yards in
length) hi Forster-strect and East Littlcton-atreet,
Contract No. 2.—.Sewers (alrout 313 yards In length) in Stafford-street, Ryecroft-

lane, and Upper ityccroft-strcet.
Contract No. 3.-A acwcr (about VXi yards In length) in Adam's-row.

Sections, Ac, at the Town Surveyor's Office, Goodall-strect, Walsall.
SHOPS AND OFFICES.

Halifax.—For the erection of shops and offices at Halifax, for John Crosslcy, Esq.
Plans, Ac, and bills of quantities, at the Offices of .Missrs. Henry F. Lockwooa
and \V. Mawson, architects, Bradford, from the flth to the 11th of rebmarr.
Tenders to February 11.

STREET WATERING.
HoLBORN District. —For watering several of the carriageway pavement* tbrODgh-
out the district, for halfa year, from Lady-day to 5Iichaelma8 next. No tender will
be read unless a £'20 Bank of England note is enclosed, the same to he returned
forthwith if the tender be not accepted, and, if accepted, retaimil until the con-
tract and bond shall be duly executed. Printed forms and full particulars may be
had of Mr. Lewis 11. Isaacs, C.E., the surveyorjto the Board, at tin- offices in Little
Gray's Inn-lane, between the honrs of twelve and one daily. One-half of the
expense of the contract and bond to be paid by the contractor. Tenders to 7
o'clock, February 13.

St. Marylebone.—For watering by horses and carts the roads and streets of the
said parish, at per 100 square yards, for the season I860, such season to Ik' from the
Ist of March to the 1st of October, the water to be supplied by the water companies
from stand pipes, at the expense of the vestry. Further particulars may be known
on application to the vestry's surveyor, Mr. Robert Scace, at his dally attendance
at the court-house, lYom twelve to one o'clock. The parties tendering, or some
gersons on their behalf, to be in attendance at the court-house at the time of open-
ig the tenders. Tenders to li;o'clock, a.m., February 11.

SUPPf.Y, SEWERAGE, Ac.
Batley.—For the getting and dressing of about 3,000 tons of pavestones, sets, and
curbstones for the Batley Local Board of Health. For further information apply
to Mr. James Wetherill, Surveyor, StainclitT, near Dewsbury. No date sneeifiod.

Hinckley, Narborolgh, and Asiibv-de-la-Zouch. — For about 2,000 tons of
Broken. CJranite, or any part thereof, may deliver tenders in writing, sealed up and
addressed to the C.'hairinan of the 'Trustees of the said roads at their meeting, to be
held at the Bell Hotel, in Leicester, on Monday, the 0th of February next, at Eleven
o'clock in the morning. Terms, particulars, and conditions and forms of lender
may be obtained on application at the Office of Mr. C. A. Maeaulay, the suneyor.
of tlie said roads. Friar-lane, Leicester, at any time on and after Saturday the 28th
day of January instant. Tenders to be sent to the Trustees of the said roads, at
their meeting at the Bell-inn, at 11 o'clock, February 0,

Leicester and Petf.rborough.—For supplying fitr the repairs of the said road.
about !KX) tons of the best picked broken granite, to be delivered at either of the
Wharfs or Depots in Leicester, between the first day of March next, and the last

day of February following Terms and conditions and forms of tender obtained
on application to Mr. C. A. JIacaulay, the surveyor of the said district, at his C>fflce.

Friar-lane, Leicester. The Trustees will meet at the house of Sir. Arthur Boyer,
the Bell Hotel, Leicester, to receive tenders at 11 o'clock, February (1.

Market Harborough, Loughborough, and Melton Mowbray.—For supply-
the surveyor of the Slarket Harborough, Loughborough, and Slelfon Mowbray
turnpike roads, with about 2,000 tons of broken granite, or any part thereof.

Terms, particulars, and conditions, and forms of tender, may t>e obtained on
application at the Office of Mr M. J. Dain, the surveyor of the said roads, St
Martin's, Leicester, at anytime on and after Saturday the 28tli day of January
instant. Tenders to be sent lo the Trustees of the above roads, who will meet at
tile Bell-inn, Leicester, at 11 o'clock, February 0.

Main Drainage, Middle Level Sewer.—For the construction of main brick
sewers, 12 miles 1,280 feet in length, or thereabouts, 33,802 feet of this length being
in tunnel, and for the execution'of other works in connection therewith, to extcua
from a point between the Northern Iligli Level Sewer, eastof SIrtJeorge Duckett's
canal, and the western arm of the Counter's creek main sewer, near Keusal-green,
in tlie county of Middlesex. Parties desirousof submitting tenders may, upon jiay-

mentof £.3, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form offender, hnd other particu-

lars, on application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette. engineer of the Board, at the office of

the Board, between the hours of nine a.m. to four p.m. Tenders to four o'clock,

February 10.

MiDDLEsnoRouoH.—For the supply of the whole of the flags required for the next
twelve months for the flagging of the publle streets, under the following con-
ditions :—

1st. The flags shall be from some approved Y'orkshiro quarry.
2nd. The flags must each contain at least nine superficial feet, and must lay

down hi cither three feet courses, or equal lengths of four feet and two feel

courses.
3rd. The flags must have one good level face, either natural or tooled, and be at

least three inches thick, and squared up ready for laying.
4th. No " beddy " or shaken flags will be received.

5th. All carriage must be paid to Middlesborough.
0th. Payment will be made once in three months.

A sample flag, eontainiug nine superficial feet, must be sent to flic undersigned along
with the tender, and it must bear, cut into the stone, the initials of the person or
firm tendering, and a similar reference mark must be endorsed on the tender.
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Information OH applioation to Mr. John Dinuiiiifr, ISorousjU Sunejor, Middles-

borough. Tenders (under cover) and samples to Fehruary li.

St. Marvlebone.—For the supply of gravel, ho<;xin, lime, cement, sand, and
Thames ballast, for one vcar, from the ajth day of JIarch, 1860. Further particulars

and forms of tender prbeurid fh>m the surveyor, Mr. Robert Scace, at his daily

attendance at the court-house, from twelve till one o'clock. Samples will be
reouired with the tender. Tenders to be upon the printed forms, and to be
dehvered up, sealed, before eleven o'clock, February 11.

TAKING DOWN OLD BUII.UIXGS, Ac.
BODUiN, CoRSw.\i.L.—For takiny down the old buildings at the county gaol (except
certain of the warders' lodges, &e., to be specified), and stacking the stone, clearing

and carling anav the rubbish, and depositing llie materials for sale in such lots,

and in such places, as the Clerk of the works shall indicate on application. The
work Is to be completed within three calender months after the contractor is put
in po«session of the premises. Tenders to February 11.

Hull.—For the takhig down and rebuilding the premises sit aat« No. 39, Market-
place, Hull, I'lans, Ac, at SIcssrs. .lennison and Son's, drapers, Hull, from the
Sth to the IDth day of February, ISOO ; on which latter day tenders are to be
delivered, not later than 5 r.iu., to T. Smith, Esq., Market-place, Hull, endorsed,
" Tender for new building." Bills of quantities maybe had, on payment of 10s. Cd.,

and any other information obtained, bv applymg to Messrs. Bellamy and
Hardy, architects and surveyors—offices, .36, Broadgate, Lincoln. Tenders to a p.m.

Februarv 15.

VESTRY HAI.L
St. M.vrv Abbott's, Kessino.ton.—For carrying out certain alterations and im-
provements at the Vestry Hall of the said parish. I'lans, &c., at the Office of the
Survevor, Mr. Broadbridge, Vestry Hall. Tenders to February 0.

NEwcASTLE-rroN-Ti XE.—For 14 malleable iron gates for the Butcher and Vegetable
Market, Newcastle-upon-Tvne. I'lau and further particulars, at Mr. Kobert
Wallace's Office, Uuildhall, S'cwcastle. Tenders to February 9.

WAU DEPARTMENT.
ALDERsnOT.—For the erection of an extension of the District Military Prison, by
additional wards, which arc to be of brickwork. Tarties desiring to tender for the
erection of these works must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, on or
before Februarv 9, and pay the sum of half-a-guinea for the bills of quantities,

which will be forwarded to each party as soon as prepared by the Government
su^^•eyor. Flans, Ac., at the above Office on and after February fith. Tenders to

10 o'clock A.M., February 14. (See advertisement).
Rlatchington Battery, Countv of Sussex.—For: Item I, the erection of a
gun-shed; item 2, the construction of a Wiiter-fank. Parties desirous of tendering
for the above, must leave their names at this office on or before the 24th February,
IfiiO, and pay the sum of lOs. Od. for the bills of quantities, which will be forwarded
to each party by the Government Surveyor. No date specified. (See advertise-
ment.)

WATERWORKS.
GL06S0P, DERBysiiiRE.-For the construction of a reservoir, proposed to be made
by Ihc Right Hon. Lord Edward Howard, at Glossop, in the county of Derby.
J'lans, &c , at the estate office, Howard-town, Glossop, to the loth February next.
Tenders to February 21,

WORKHOUSE.
Hartlepool.—For plans for a union workhouse, sufficiently large to accommodate
200 inmates. £20 will be given for the one approved and the same to the property
of the guardians. Plans (marked "Plan for workhouse"), to be sent to the Clerk of
the Guardians on or before March 3. (See advertisement).

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
The whole of the timber tellers and poles lately growing on the Vau.xhall Gardens

estate, comprising about 10(J elms, some of very large metings, GO lime trees, 8^^

sycamore and horse chestnuts, 8 poplars, and about 150 tellers and poles with the lop
and top. The whole have been felled and the butts cut oif, and can be viewed on
application at the office on the estate. Particulars on application at the office on
the estate. Tenders for the whole to be delivered to Messrs. Driver, auctioneers, 5,

Whitehall. London, SW, on or beiore February 25.

2,000 yellow, white pine planks, deals and battens, 200 squares of prepared flooring,
5,000 feet wide pine board, 10,000 feet quartering, large quantity dry cut stuif, 1,000
ftct mahogany planks, doors, scaffolding, sashes, old materials, Ac, on the premises.
Great Camden-street, Camden-town. SIcssrs. Lerew and Lerew, auctioneers, 2,

Cardington-strcet, Hampstead-road, and 30, Chancery-lane. February 0. (See
advertisement).
The building materials, fixtures, and fittings-up of ten large houses and shops,

removed from' Craven-street, Strand, for convenience of sale, comprising tir and oak
timber of long lengths, girders, rafters, j>]ates, and joists, doors, partitions, and
interior fittings, firewood, Ac., Ac. High-street, Peckham, near the Red Cow. 3Ir.

Benjamin Abbott, auctioneer and valuer, 74, Gracechurch- street. February 6.

Timber deals, 1,000 feet quartering, cut stuff, 80 new 4-panel doors, sashes, and
frames, 7 benches, saw-bench, with wheel-camps, 00 scaffold poles, 100 boards
and 11 dozen cords, dozen putlogs, 10 ladders, 10 pair steps, 3 pairs tressels, Ac.
Well-tackle, portable counting-house, old materials, Ac. On the premises, Soi Nut-
ford-place, Bryanstonc-square. W. Jlessrs. Lerew and Lerew, auctioneers, 2, Cardi-
gan-place, Hampstead-road, N.W., and 30 Chancery-lane, W.C. February 9 (See
advertiiement).

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GAERAWAY'S AND THE MART.
freehold.

By Mr. KiaKMAN,—.37 and 38, Leather-lane, Hohrtrn, two houses with shops, lot at 80/.
per annum, subject Ut a ineirtsapc in Ice simple for 7(Mt/. and interest: sold for 470/.
By Messrs. I'EXEa Bboad and PniTCHAKD—On the west side of High-street, Hampstead,

house and shop, let on lease at 100/. per annum ; sold for 1,500/.
1, Took's-coart, '.C'ursitor-street, Chancery-lane, dwelling house, let at 42/. per annum

:

sold for 500/.

W, Fetter-lane, shop and dwelling house, let at 30/. per annum ; sold for 380/.
5 (formerly a). Ship-yard, Temple Bar, Strand, dwelling house, let at 20/. per annum ; sold

for iiw.
I and 2, Clarence Villas, Lyndhurst-road, Peckham, villa residences, with garden, eoach-

noiue, and stable, producing lal. per annum ; sold for 070/.

LEASEHOLD AND COPYHOLD.
Meaars. Petei Bsoad and:i'aiTcnABE So. 3, Bedford-terrace, Plumstead - common,

Plnuutead, Kent. .Kesldencc, let at 3.1/. per annum, tenu 71 years (less? days) from Lady

-

oar, UH*. ground-rent, 4/. per annum ; sold for 415/.
^0. S, Fair-i-trcet, Stpjiney, dwelling-house, producing about 16/. 15*. per annum,

t«nn rayean (k-.4» 14 days) from 29lli September, 1828, ground-rent, 2/. IM. ; sold for 80/.
By Mr. J. Y. (JiBBS.—East India-road, residence known as Carnborough House, near the

.Sailor's Home: togellier with three dweUing-houBcs with lofty shops, Nbs. 1, 2, and 3, Huff-
street. In the rear of (."amlMirough House ;Te»timatod rental t.w/. per aiumm; held tor 99 years
(Its* 21 days), from Michaelmas, 1862, at a ground -rent of 14/. per annum ;' sold
for 1,720/.

Jio. 4J, William-street, Limehonse, dwelling-house, let at 28/. i)er annum ; term 99
years, ttom Lady I*ay, 1857 : groimd-rcut, at. 4*. per aimum { sold for ZKl.
30. 42, William-street, Lfmehouse ; dwelling - house : same terms, rent, &c. : sold

for 23W.
So. 43, Willlam-slrcct, dwelling-house, same term. Ice. ; sold for S.'ai.
By Messrs. P. and J. Itellon.—Carey-street, LIneoln's-inn-ficldB, the lease and goodwill of

the Plough [iidilie-hoiwc, held for a term, whereof fifteen years were unexpired at Mid-
summer last, suljject to a rental of 79/. iier annum ; sold for 180/.
Addlscombc-roa^l, Croydon, the lease and goodwill of the George the Fourth public-house,

held for an unexpired term of 27 years, from Lady-day next, at 08/. per annum j sold for

liy .Meon, jj. H^iiiai aim; SpH,—?1, Or«at Kuasell-street (comer of Bow-street), Covcnt-.

garden, house and shop, together with the goodwill in trade of a h.im and beef establishment,
held for 21 years, from Midsunnncr, IS-Vf, at the net rental of j»o/. pt-r annum ; sold for 330/.

By Sir. Marsh.— 17 and 18, Dorset-orescent, Kast-road, Hoxtou, dwelling houses, let at
2o/. each i)er annum, and iniprovt'd ground rents of 4/. and 10/. per annum respectivel.v,
secured upon 19 and 20, Dorset-tTcsoent. The whole hold for 61i years (less 10 days), from
Lady-day, 1824, ground rent 37/. per aimuni ; gold fur 215/.

BANKRUPTS.
(From tlic London Gaxrttf.'^

Dynall, W. 8., plumlwr, Birn\iiiKhftiii, February lOnud Mnrch2, titll, nt the Court, Birmingliftm. OfRcia!

assignee, Mr. Whitiiiorc, Birmin^hnm ; solicitor, Mr. Ilawkis, Tlirrainfrham.
Jones, J., ironmoiifr^r, Tunstiill, Smffordshirc, Februiiry 10 wiid March 3, nt 11, ut the Conrt, BirminR-

hiim. Solicitors, Mrasrs. Hodgson (ind Allen, Birniipigham, ond Coojier, Tunatall ; official aasignee,

Mr. Kinnrar, Binuinu-hnni.
Roberts, W., biiiWcr, Coventry, tn surrender Fehrunry 13 ond March 5, at Ui at *he Court, Birmingham.

Solicitor.*, Messrs. Minster and Son, Coventry, and Reece, Birmingham; ofiicisil assignee, Mr. Kinuear,
Birmingham.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.
Morey, C, builder, Southsea.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
Taylor, J., buitdrr, Sunbury, Is. 8d. in the pound, any Tuesday, between 11 and 2, at the office of Mr.

Pennell, Biuinfrhall-street.
Trigg, H. B,, builder, Kin(rston-upon-Thames and Esber, lljd. in the pound, any Tliursday, belwetn

11 and 2, at the office of Mr. Stiinsfeld, Ba»inglial1-street,

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Brown, H. J., timber merchant, Sunderiand, February 23; court, Neweantle-ou Tyne.
Caufihley and Lander, joiners. Bolton-le-raoors, February 23; court, Manchester.
Mtddletou, S., ironmonger, Oldham, February 23; court, Manchester.
Willett, si., Sen., piumlKr, Cheltenham, February 23 ; court, Cheltenham.

CERTIFICATES GRANTED.
Morris, T. joiner, Long Eaton; first class.

Timstall, P., builder, Goldeiihill ; third class.

Wheeler, J., builder, Coventry; tnird class, alter three montlis. from January 16.

INSOLVENTS.
Motion, J. joiner, Liverpool.

Pilkington, J., stonemason, Habergham Caves.

partnershTpFdissolved.
Batlio aud Bituer, euginetro, Salford.
Cowling, Huwkfiley, and Dniper, brick manufacturers, Horkstowe (io far as regards W. C. Cowling).
Emmott, J., lun. , and B. C, timber mercIiBnts, Leeds.
(iluze, T. and O., ironfouuders, Brierlv-hill.

Padget, W., Sen., and Jan., painters, iBeverley.
Rowley, T and G., ironfountlers, Livenjool.
Stockdale and Bagnall, iroufounders, York.
Walthew and Edwards, brass founders, Smethwick.

OBITUARY.
Cattley—On lihli ult., nt Ilungate, Mr. Robert Cattley, painn-r, aged S7.
Cockey—On 14th ult., at Frorae, Mr, Cockey, sen., iroufuunder. aged 79.
firiiuea—OnZlht nit., at Blytli, Mr. George Grimes, mason, aged 41.
Hargreoves—On 22nd ult., at Horton, Mr. Thomas IIurgTeaves,irunfounder, aged 34.
Harrison—On 22nd ult. , at Linton, Mr. James Harrison, mason, aged 25
He/^le—On 20tb ult., nt Boston, Mr. Thomas HeiKle, briekmnker, aged 71.

Knapton—At Aldwark, Mr. William Knapton, irontbunder, aged 65.
NicboUon—On 23rd ult., at Wandsworth, Mr. David ^Mcholson, builder, aged 63.
Parsons—On 25th ul t., at Barrow, Mr. Henry Parsons, carpenter, aged 37.
Parsons—On 2Sth ult., at Marlow, Mr. Thos. Parsons, aged 60.

PoUard—On 21st ult., at Lincoln, Mr. J. Pollard, hrickmaker, a^ed 84.

Scholey—On 2and ult., at Cudworth, Mr George Scholey, timber merchant, aged 49.

Sneestum—On 28th ult., at 6, Rupert-street, Mr. Thomas Sneezum , builder, aged 79.

Taylor—On 22nd nit., at Great Grimsby, Mr. Wm. Taylor, brickmaker, aged 65.
Wallis-On 19th ult., at Cambridge, Mr. John Wallis, estate agent, aged 48.
Young— Recently, at Dijon, in the South of France, Mr Francis M. Young, civil engineer, aged 45.

Accident at the Raglan Music Hall.—Mr. Brett, the deputy coroner,

and a liighly respectable jury, met by adjournmeut at Mr. Thomas Olney's, the
Silver Cup Tavern, Cromer-street, Gray's Inn-road, to inquire into the death of

.John Hindi, a labourer, wlio met with his death in consequence of a quantity of

brickwork having fallen in upon him while engaged in making some alterations

at the Raglan Music Hall, Theobald's-road. From the evidence it appeared that

Mr. Harf, the proprietor of the above music hall, having determined to have a
bowling-alley under the music hall, engaged Mr. John VVrettora, tlie builder, of

11, Ropemaker-street, Finsbury, to effect tlie necessary alterations. Tlie works
were commenced on the 19th, and consisted of cutting away some brick arches.

At the time the works begiin Mr. Wrettom was in attendance, but finding that

the tools the men had were not sufficiently large, he left for the purpose ofgetting

other.«. The men still went on with tfieir work, and unfortunately one of the

arches cracked, and a mass of brickwork fell upon the deceased. Assistance was
at once at hand, and the poor fellow was conveyed to the Royal Free Hospital,

Gray's Inn-road, and was attended to and placed under the care of Mr. De Mein,
the surgeon, who ascertained that he bad sustained a severe fracture of the ribs,

and otiier injuries. He died on the morning of the 2.5th, but, although he saw his

relatives and friends daily, he never attributed blame to any person, and said that

it was quite an accident that the brickwork had fallen. The othermen who were en-
gaged upon the work also said that it was a pure accident; and a carpenter who
was looking on at the time said th!it he could not see,nny danger. The learned

Coroner, in summing up, said that whatever verdict tliey might return, whether
one of manslaughter, accidental deatli, or misadventure, it would not prevent

the relatives of the deceased from taking proceedings in a civil court to recover

damages, although that was not a course which lie should recommend. If he

was one of the jurors, he could come to no other conclusion than that the

deceased met his death by pure accident. The jury returned a verdict that the

decea.sed man died on the 2oth January, in consetjuence of the fracture of his

ribs, and otlier injuries, and that those injuries were caused by a certain amount
of brickwork which fell accidentally and by mistiike. In addition to tliis verdict

file jury added a recommendation that if Mr. Wrettom took another contract

of tlie sort, that in his absence he should have a competent person to superintend

the work, to see that tlie men did not go on in such a reckless manner. Tlie

wife of the deceased, who is near her confinement, has been left with a family.

Roi/al Institute of British Architects.—The next ordinary general

meeting of the Session will be held on Monilay evening, the Gth February, 1860,

pt 8 o'clock, to proceed to ballot for :—Edward A. Griining, of Grove House,
Higlibury-grove; Jolm W. Penfold, of 2, Charlotte-row, Mansion House;
Edward Robert Robson, of 18, Adam-street, London, and Durham; Herbert

Winstanley, of 2, Great James-street, Bedford-row, as Associates. A paper will

be read " On the rebuilding of the Italian Opera House, Covent-ganlen," by
E. M. Barry, Associate.
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CORPORATION REFORM.

E nre told, in language more vigorous tlian po-
lite, and too emphatic to use in our pages, that

dogs alone return to what they have rejected

;

but evidentlyWhig Ministers deserve to rank
in the same category. Likethe elder Boui-bons,

they are as incapable of forgetting the stern

teachings of past experience as they are of

jirofiting by them, and of learning wisdom
from the symptoms of the present. They
start the political vehicle in the old well-

worn rut which brought their predecessors

to grief, pursuing the same jog-trot pace,

and nothing can induce them to leave the

miserable by-way for the firm and hard

main road. ^V'hen at last they are overturned

and laid sprawling on the cold benches of the

Opposition, they admit, amid wailings and
gnashing of teeth, that their ways require

mending. They debate upon the expediency

of putting a pebble or sod into the rut

where it is deepest :—they will perhaps

harness another wall-eyed spavined steed, to the

team, but as for taking a bold short cut on to the

broad track, the thought never occurs to them.

If it did, ten to one they would scout it, not being able to find a precedent

for it in the annals of their fathers. The utmost they can accomplish

is to seat the heaviest of their fellows on mile-stones to serve as

ornamental peers. Peddling and pottering, they have been all their

lives, and will be, it is to be feared, until the tailboard gives way, and

shoots them into the bog of impotency.

For years past the reform of the Corporation of London has been a

measure for proposing which the Whigs claimed the sympathy and

admiration of the Liberal party. In importance, it ranks second to

the often promised, and as often deferred, measure of Parliamentary

refijrm. But somehow or other it is never passed into law. It is like

the graceful dish of fruits and flowers which one sees set in the midst

of a French labk (Thute, and which is carefully removed before the

dessert comes on. Each succeeding session opens with a Bill for

reforming the Corporation, which is as surely dropped in August. The
earliest cartoons of Punch depicted the terrible combat between Lord

Brougham and Gog and Magog, but the City giants are still un-

scathed, and their lease of power bids fair to be perpetual, for each

succeeding measure of reform is reduced to smaller and smaller

proportions. The cause for this "Whig backsliding is unhappily too

patent to be glozod over, and has its origin in as dirty a piece of

corruption as any that disgraced Gloucester, Wakefield, Hull, or

Sudbury. The City, to its credit be it spoken, has been the great

stronghold of civil and religious liberty, and it is a libel to presume

that were the boundaries and constituency enlarged the inhabitants

would desert the cause for which their forefathers strunjgled in the van

of battle ever since England became a nation. The Whigs, timorous and

selfish as they always are, fancy the City, if increased, wouM desert its

time-honored flag, and they have coma to look upon it as a species ofrotten

borough—the private property of their hereditary leader. On the

contrary, we entertain the sincerest conviction that were the corpo-

ration thoroughly reformed and extended to the whole metropolis, the

seats of the Liberal City members would be more secure than ever.

Nevertheless, should it be otherwise, that ought not to lead to the

abandonment of principle, and the measure brought forward by the

Home Secretai-y is a gross and painful fors;i!;'ug of Liberal principles.

Sir George CornewallLewisallowedthesecretto transpire when he told

the House that London hadbeen excepted from the operations ofthe Muni-

cipal Act, because theCommonCounciloftheCity of London being already

a popular body and having in former times exercised a great influence

for strengthening the popular party in this couuti-y, it was not thought

necessary to include the Corporation in the Municipal Act. There was

a time when English statesmen adopted for their rule of conduct the

chivalresque motto,

—

Fais ce tu dois advienne qui pourra ; but they now
seem to prefer expediency to principle. Because of tlie services rendered

to the Liberal cause, the Corporation was to remain unrcformed, wherefore

we are compelled to conclude that this favourable exceptionwas made from

interested motives, which amounts to corruption. More than all other

municipalities, did and does the City local government require reforming,

not so much because of the abuses that have crept in as because the

capital of the Empire has overgrown the City. The district subject to

the jurisdiction of the Lord Mayor is but a fraction of the metropolis

in regard to extent, population, wealth, and intelligence, and as the dis-

proportion has increased, the City has decreased in the estimation of

the public, until it has verged close upon insignificance, while the

metropolis is without a head or autharitive representative. The members

of Parliament ibr the City or the metrepolitan boroughs may speak on

behalf of their respective constituencies, but there is no one authoriitcd,

or competent by his position, say a word as the organ of the capitaL
We have none but fractional representatives, discordant jurisdictions,

redundanoy of places, and unnecessary expenditure, together with a
very unequal ailjustment of the burdens ot taxation. No one wLslie»
the continuation of these evils, and all desire they should bo remedied

;

yet the Homo Secretary can ilevise no other measure of reform than
enacting the miserable half-and-hulf recommendations of the couiniiscion
revised by a select conunittee of the House sometime back.

According to the bill, which has been printed, the number of Alder-
men is to be reduced by six to twenty. The City, with the exception of
AlUersgate, Aldgate, Broad-street, Castle Bayuunl, Colenian-strect,

Cripplegate Without, Farringdon AVithin, Portsoken and Tower, is to

be divided into eleven wards, composed of the union ond division of
the seventeen remaining old onen, thus making twenty wards in.

all. The number of Common Councilmcn is fixed at 120, an.l

the qualification for voting for Lord Mayor, Aldermen, Common
Councilmen, and Ward Officers is to be an annual rating of
i£10. The Lord Mayor is to be annually elected from among thn
Aldermen, the latter being nominated for life, or during gooil behaviour.

The Common Councilmen are to be elected annually. The (jualifica-

tions for Aldermen and Common Councilmen are possession ol' real or
personal estate to the amount of .£1,000, or a rating of ,£;iO, and
inscription on the list of voters in some one of the City wards. The City

accounts are to be sent to the Secretai-y of State, and submitted in

abstract to Parliament. Common hall elections are to be transferred

to the Common Council. Southwark is to be exempted from the juris-

diction of the City, and the office of High Bailiif for the Borough
abolished. A stipendiary magistracy may be appointed if deemed
needful, and the Freemen of London are to be at liberty to take

apprentices for three instead of seven year.'. Such is the City Reform
Bill, and a more unsatisfactory, insufficient, and obnoxious measure was
never concocted.

Sir George Cornewall Lewis's Bill is the most characteristic production

of pure Whiggery with which the world has been pestered for many a

day. It is tainted from first to last with the 6i)irit ofwhat IMr. Disraeli,

not inaptly, called Venetian Oligarchy. Conceived in ignoble fear of the

influence of the working classes, it exhibits a servile deference to pro-

perty. iMr. Ayrton pointed out the absurdity of Government proposing a
ilO local franchise for the City, when 'its members and sui)porter»

overturned Lord Derby's administration, which proposed to iii.iintain a

XIO Parliamentary franchise ; whereas, if there should be any difference

at all, the local franchise ought to bo lower than the Parliamentary one.

What better proof can be afforded of the insincei-ity, inconsistency and.

preference of place to principle of the present administration than is

afforded, in this particular ? Nor is this all. 'i wo or three years back

the House repealed the provision respecting the pi-operty qualification

of its members, in presence of the fact that many of the members were

deficient in this essential, and of the statement of Lord John Russell, that

before he had been in oiKce he was never in debt, but that since then he

had never been out of debt. Yet after the House had resolved to admit

members without any property qualification whatsoever, the leaders of

a self-styled liberal administration seek to impose property quafifica-

tions upon candidates for municipal representation, and what is uiore

strange, this glaring contradiction and absurdity escaped the notice of

the independent Radical members.
There is no occasion to tax Whig inventive genius, or the historical

research of the present Home Secretary to devise complicated .systems of

local Government or fancy franchises. Give the inhabitants of the metro-

polis the power, and they will establish a Government for themselves,

Avhich will please them and wo'-k well. All that would be required lor

this purpose, would be a short bill, which any of the metropolitan members

can draw up, and which would i)ass both Houses before the present

abortion got into committee. The heads of the Bill might be Lmited

to these few and simple particulars—1'hat on and after the 1st of next

January, the City of London should comprehend all the localities at

present included within the metropolitan districts ; ihat the Municipal

Government of the new City should consist of Aldermen, to be elected

by vestries for a term ofyeai-s, and ofCommon Councilmen to be elected

annually by the ratepayers of the separate wards in common hall

assembled; that the voting qualification (or Common Councilmen should

be a year's residence, and inscription on the books of the poor-rate col-

lectors ; that the Lord Miiyor should be elected from among the Aldermen

by the ratepayers ; that the Courts of Aldermen and Common Council

should have full power to frame laws tor the local government of the

City, and to collect local revenue ; that the City aud metropolitan police

should be united in one force, and placed under the jurisdiction of the

new muuicipality, and that for the purposes of the act the divisions en-

titled to return members to the Board of Works should be observed, with

five additional localities electing Aldermen and Common Councilmen

for what is now styled the City of London. With such powers, the

inhabitants of London—then truly the capital of the Empire—might bo

safely left to gradually build up the fabric of their local government,
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and all unseemly disputes calling for the intervention of Parliament
would be at an end.

Let us now glance at the working of the proposed measure. The
population included within the ancient boundaries of the City, would
be divided into eight municipal electoral wards, and although this num-
ber may appear excessive at the first glance, it will be justified when it

is remembered how large a ])ortion of those who are most interested in

the City have only offices there, and reside without the metropolitan
boundaries. If we suppose that each of these new wards, and each of
the districts or parishes under the Metropolitan Board of Works Act,
returned an Alderman, elected by the vestrymen, and three Common
Councilmen elected by the ratepayers ; the Court of Aldermen next
year would consist of 50 members, and the Court of Common Council,

of 150; and to this local parliament the management of our aflairs might
be safely entrusted.

The chief obstacles would be the Metropolitan Board of Works,
and the disposal of the property of the City. With respect to the
Board, as the members are obliged to retire by one-third in rota-

tion annually, the difficulty would be soon and easily surmounted.
The members of the Board, if their services are so highly esteemed
by their constituents, would of course be elected to one or other
of the Courts and find their way back on to the Sewerage, or Buildings
committee, where they would perform the same fiuictions as they
do at present. There could be no objection to the various City wards
retaining control over the property they already possess, but what
is corporate property ought to be merged into the property of the
capital.

Tlie first and most important result of the expansion of the City into

the metropolis, would be a great reduction in local expenditure, ac-

companied by a corresponding reduction in the rates. A multiplicity of
offices would be suppressed and their salaries saved, which it would
appear invidious now to specify, but which will readily occur to most
of our readers. The equahzation of the poor I'ates would soon follow, and
we should not have the absurd anomaly ofrates ranging higher in poor than
in wealthy districts, putting the burden on those least able to bear it, or of
a wealthy corporation like the Bank of England being entirely exempted
from these liabilities because it happens to occupy the area of a whole
parish. The whole of our local affairs would be under one supervision
and jurisdiction, consequently, they would be better and more cheaply
minded. There would be something like miity in our progress, while
improvements in one part would not constitute impediments in others,

and an end would be put the painful conflicts of hostile authorities,—^fruitful sources of delay and expenditure. The poor would be
brought under one supreme direction, and be better cared for, at less cost

to the ratepayers. Separate jurisdictions would not screen crime, and
put obstacles in the way of its prevention and punishment. One police
force, a common set of law courts, one system of criminal law ad-
ministration, a metropolitan budget and government, would, in ten
years, endow London with greater improvements than have been
eflTected in Pans, at less expense to the ratepayers and inconvenience to

the poor. The gas and water companies would be brought under
healthy control, and the Corporation of London be revived in more
than ancient splendour, while it would be exalted to the rank it deserves
The great corporate offices would be the ambition of our merchant
princes, jo that a Baring or a Glyn would deem it an honor to fill the
office of Lord Mayor. The juncture of present affairs is singularly

propitious to effect this great and important reform. Let the ratepayers
present petitions to both Houses in favor of some such measure as

we have indicated, and next year will see new London rise on the foun-
dations of the City, a durable and glorious fabric.

"Already laboring with a miglity fate,
Siie slialccs tlie rubbish from lier mounting brow,
Aiil eecms to have renewed her charter's date.

I'hc silver Thames, her own domestic flood,
Sliall bear her vessels like a sweeping train.
And often wind, as of her mistress proud.
With longing eyes to meet her face again."

ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.
AT the ordinary montlily meeting of the Association of Foremen Engineers,

held at their rooms in the City of London, on the night of Saturday, the
4th inst., Mr. Joseph Newton, of the Mint, was unanimously re-elected Chair-
man. It was quite in vain tiiat that gentleman repeatedly and earnestly
entreated his brother members to place some otlicr .ind more competent person
in the chair ; the Association turned a deaf ear to liis appeals, and yielding at
length to the pressure, Mr. Newton assented to hold office for a second year.

Afterwards several ordinary and honorary members were elected. A vote, in

favor of raising a compulsory in lieu of a voluntary library fund was passed,
and a library and printing committee appointed. .

The remainder of the evening was spent in the consideration of plans and
arrangements for the better conducting of the business of the society, which is

expanding every month, to which, therefore, demands more extensive machinery
to meet its requirements. At 11 p.m., Mr. Newton closed the proceedings by
announcing for the Mtirch meeting a paper on " Tlie Iron Trade," by Mr.
Robertson.

THE NELSON COLUMN LIONS, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, &c.WE sliould really like to be informed when the embryo lions intended
to be placed at the base of the column in Trafalgar-square are

to be aroused from their granitic slumbers ? Are they reposing in
a studio at Brompton ? Are they still in the quarries of Cornwall or
at Aberdeen ? Or are tliey under the process of bein? chopped out
of their granite chaos by "Bill Morion," the noted "i'ointer," who
did the colossal conventional reros at each end of the Britannia-ljridgo ?
These are questions wliicli we humbly submit to the Government "powers

that be" to solve—these powers who have the patronage of sculpture,
architecture, and painting in their hands, and who conduct their move-
ments with a one-sided raysteriousness that is anything but honorable to
the nation.

At the present moment we have no space to go into lengthened detail in
reference to the vcxata guestio as to who ought to have modelled and cut
the four lions for the Nelson column, but must say, en passant, that the
whole afliiir is a most infamous job ; for surely we have many sculptors
in London quite capable of modelling four colossal lions, without calling
in the aid of an animal painter ; and, further, we think it ought to have
been completely beneath the dignity of such an accomplished and really
clever sculptor, as Baron Marochetti unquestionably is, to consent and
agree to play second-fiddle to Landseer the painter, and submit to have
the name of merely completing work that any "Pointer" would do as well
at the rate of from 8s. to lOs. per diem.
Some of our readers may remember that £2,000, as the residue on the

Nelson monument, remained in the public exchequer for several years.
£5,000 more was voted by Parliament last year through the instru-
mentality of Mr. Disraeli ; so it would seem that the lucky baron and the
favorite Court painter are to divide £7,000 between them fj productions
that might liave been as well, or perhaps better, executed for ±'5,000.

Of course we, like the public, being in the dark in these mysterious
decisions, merely ask our questions for the sake of general information,
believing that we have a right, as Englishmen and tax-payers, to do so, in
our inquiries as to how the public money goes.

We may also ask, in reference to the external statuary of the metropolis,
why the " Guards' Memorial " at the foot of Waterloo-place still remains
in such a miserable state— for no statue has yet made its appearance ?

and also what has become of the Westminster Column?
In reference to the former work, it is really lamentable to behold the

condition in which it has remained month atler month—the scaffolding
around the pedestal having, to the best of our knowledge, been placed
there nearly a year ago, and is now actually rotting away very fast—the four wheels of the travelling crane intended for hoisting pur-
poses perched on its summit irrecoverably rusted, and the crane itself
wrapped up in a sort of tarpauling night-cap under which it has reposed
most uncomfortably during the whole of the winter months.
The Westminster Column is, we understand, to be of Peterhead granite,

surmounted by a a statue of George and the Dragon, or some such
fictitious legendary group, to be done in stone ; but looking at the wooden
preparations as they stand, we should conceive that the scaffolding will
soon be in such a rotten condition that it will be found perfectly useless
for hoisting purposes, apart from being a nuisance in a public thoroughfare.
There surely must be something radically wrong in the preliminary
arrangements. Why put up scaffolding and erect pedestals months, and
in some cases years, before the latter can be furnished with appropriate
sculptures.

It may be urged that granite and bronze are rigid materials to deal
with, and require a lengthened period to get them into shape. We admit
they are, but surely we are not living in the days of the old Egyptians

;

and with our steam power and vast improvements in mechanics we ought to

be able to turn out and bronze statues nearly as quick as Armstrong
guns are manufactured at Woolwich. And, with proper machinery,
granite lions ought to be chopped out of the solid with much more
rapidity than they are at present. At any rate, scaffoldings for pedestals
and statuary should not be erected in public tlioroughlares before the
whole work is nearly ready for fixing, instead of remaining, as they do
month after month and year after year, as public and disgraceful nuisances,

Metropolis Gas.—The usual fortnightly meeting of the delegates
from the several metropolitan parishes was held at St. Martin's Vestry Hall on
Friday last, Mr. Dowden in the chair. The Honorary Secretary, Mr. Beale read
a copy of his reply to the Home Secretary, to a statement from gas companies,
which was unanimously approved. He reported that no n^ply had been received
from the companies, but tliey had pressed for a copy of the bill in preparation,
which he had declined to produce until the reply liad been received, as the
reply miglit considerably modify the bill. He reported that a large
west - end club were about to meet to consider the propriety of dis-
placing gas and returning to oil and wax. He reported petitions received from
and correspondence with a large number of vestries and provincial towns, and
that he had been consulted on gas legislation for Dover, Macclesfield, and Croy-
don. He reported £50 subscrijition received from Lambeth, and £10 from
Holborn District Board. He repbrted that he had added several clauses to the
bill, which had been approved of by counsel, and that the bill, subject to some
few otlier amendments, wotild be ready in a fortnight. Dr. Carlile, Mr. Hartley,
Mr. Godson, Mr. Perry, Mr. FitchewJ Mr. Walker, Mr. Dowden, iMr. Tempany,
and other delegates, relerred to the recent gas grievances in Southwark; to the
letters of Mr. Buckstone and Mr. Beverley; to the debates in their several
vestries as to the extent of the public grievances awaiting redress ; and a very
interesting meeting was conclmled by some formal votes on the motion of the
hon. secretary, and Mr. Hughes, the hon. engineer.
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THENARD.

I
HAVE not rend Mr. Smilcs's "Self Help," though I have seen «omc
extracts from it in English papers, but I should look upon it as singularly

deficient if it contjmied no account of Louis Jacques Thcnard, the colleague
of Guy-Lussac, and the rival of Sir Humphry Davy ; of the shepherd boy
who rose by his unaided labours to be one of the most illustrious chemists
the world has seen—and they may be counted on the flngi-rs in a few seconds
—and to be Dean of the Faculty of Sciences at Paris, Barou and I'ecr of
France.
Twenty, may be thirty years ago, Isaw Baron Thcnard for the first timeHe visited the college of which I was then a member, as Inspector-General

of Education, I believe. His arrival, as is always the case in such matters
was quite unexpected, at least by the students. We were, some eighty of
us, assembled in the Class of Physics and Chemistry, paying very little
attention to the Professor, who by the by had served seven years in a
regiment of Cuirassiers, when the door was opened and the authorities
introduced the Baron Thenard and M. Biot. It would be difl[lcult to
describe the youthful awe and admiration with which we peered at the

»,• t"
vigorous frame, the large head overshadowed by masses of hair

which, from jet-black, age was then turning to iron-grey, and the quick eyes
eparkling like the vintage of his land ; they took in everything at a glance!
and we fancied cast up our value, at a very small amount, in no time.
Our Professor was troubled no less than ourselves ; and, as for his assis-

tant or /)rcpara/c«r—Piston we used to call him— he dashed wildly about
among the philosophical instruments and chemical apparatus, cre.iting the
^^J?st disorder. He worked the handle of the air pump until the poor
rabbit beneath the receiver expired, then burned iron in oxygen, and fired
such quantities of potassium in the water trough, that it looked as though
he were determined to get up an exhibition of fireworks in honor of the
wicasion. Although almost stifled by the vapour, and M. Biot looking like
Polyphemus in a fog, Thcnard took no notice of the disturbance. A kindly-
toned admonition to us to be seated, and a still kinder request to the Pro'
fessor, de Jaire sa classe, set us to rights. What struck me as being the
most remarkable in Baron Thenard was the absorbing interest he took in
instruction—his desire to impart his knowledge to those around him. The
students that were called up to the board—and of course they were best
he let work out the problems in their own way ; then he gently questioned
them to sound their depth, and then drew them out—letting them take the
lead along the road he had travelled so often. With all this there was no
pretension—no attempt at professing. We were not made to feel the force
of his genius and the extent of his knowledge for our humiliation. On
the contrary, his intellectual strength was put forth gently and without
ostentation. It was the iron hand beneath a velvet glove ; and after the
class was over, the first remark made among ourselves was, that the
proverb which says " 99 moutons et 1 champennis /out 100 Iteles " was an
untruth, for Baron Thenard was born in Champagne, 4th May, 1777.

Subsequent opportunities of seeing the illustrious chemist confirmed
the first impression of his devotion to scientific education, and of his
inexhaustible amiability. This impression was further fortified by
two anecdotes which M. Flourens related of him at the Academic des
Sciences the other day. Baron Gros had only a few months finished his
great historical painting on the dome of the Pantheon, which e.xcited the
greatest enthusiasm among all classes, when the rain permeating the
stone caused the painted surface to swell, crack, and peel off: The
splendid designs which filled the Parisians with admiration were strewn
in useless fragments upon the pavement of the nave. So soon as Thenard
was informed of the misfortune which had befallen his friend, Gros, he
secretly set to work to discover a mode of rendering stones, no matter
how porous they might be, perfectly impermeable. When sure of the
result, he called on Gros in his studio, and asked, if he guaranteed the
resistance of the colors, whether the painter would undertake to repaint
the dome. " Go to the devil with you !" said Gros, " and don't talk to me
about it ;" for he bitterly felt his misfortune, and had been annoyed at the
absurd propositions of Fourcroy for a similar object. Thenard withdrew,
and after he was gone, Gros, excited by his amour propre, reflecting
upon the positiveness of his friend's knowledge, went after him. He
found the chemist in his laboratory, and the painter's first words, scarcely
intelligible from emotion, were, " Is what you told me possible?" Thenard
showed the results of his experiments, and placed the description of his
process in the painter's hands. Gros read it rapidly over, and scarcely
staying to th:ink his friend, rushed off to the Tuileries. Thenard was
summoned to the palace the same evening. His explanations were listened
to, his propositions accepted, and Darcy— for a long time the chemist of
the Paris mint—was joined to him, at his request, to carry out the works.
The King, whose apocryphal exploits were to figure on the dome, promised
a recompense.
Sometime after, a group of "seditions," as they were then called, were at-

tacked by the Police; the runaw.aysesc.iped to the Sorbonne, and mixed among
the students of Thenard's class—open to all comers. The police waited at the
doors, anil, as the students came out, after the class was over, arrested them
all. The uproar reached the professor's ears, who was soon on the spot. He
reasoned with the agents, and at last obtained the liberation of allwho could
exhibit notes of his lecture. There remained some fifty who, not only
could show no notes, but who, to the mortification and consternation of
Thenard, exliibited, in answer to his questions, complete innocence of all

chemical knowledge, and were accordingly led off to prison. Disappointed
that all were not liberated, Thcnard set olf to the Home Minister to obtain
their freedom, and was very badly received. At the Prefecture of Police
he met with a worse reception, according to the traditions of the ofiice,

and the invariable character of the individual who fills it.
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end ho at last recollected the Royal promiio of reeomptMe He wt
off for the Palace, obtained an audience of the Kinif, and cUimed ureward for his services in connexion with the dome of the Pantheon the
liberation of his students, his dear pupils, his children, as he tcnnwl tliem
offering to answer for thrtn. The King, whom comparison will, hit sue
cessors has shown to have been a King Ixig, smiled, and taiil that only
those who did not know chemistry had been ipiprisoned. Whereupon
Thenard accused himself of having been too severe. He admitted that
they were ignorant, "ignorantissimi," but still they might ns well Iw par-
doned. The King sent him to his minister, and at midnight Thenard arrired
at the prison. " You are all free, gentlemen," he said, but recolle<-ting
himself, he turned on the threshold, and he added, " On one ctjnditlon
however, that you all learn chemistry."

'

It is not surprising that a man of such character, combined with a
towering intellect, should be beloved by the students of hit class, and in-
deed by all who came within his influence. One day, lecturing at the
Ecole Poly technique, Thenard requested his assistant to fetch the elements
for demonstration. While waiting, he took up a glass of water at hand,
and swallowed a couple of mouthfuls. To the stujiefaction of the class, he
said, calmly and collectedly: "Gentlemen, I have just poisoned myself."
He explained how he ascertained that he had taken corrosive sublimate,
and demonstrated that the white of eggs was the best remedy. In an
instant the class is vacant; the students rush out, and finding none in the
school-kitchen, empty the baskets of milk-shops in the neighbourhood.
One, with more foresight than the rest, proceeded to the medical schooli

and shouted out, in the midst of the lecture : "Where is there a doctor?
Thenard has poisoned himself during his lecture at the school !" Du-
puytren, who happened to be there, set off at once and applied the
stomach pump. 'I'he students of the various public schools established

triple lines of sentinels around Thenard's house, day and night, to ensure
silence. Bulletins of the state of his health were regularly posted up at

the chief establishments, which although anonymous, were rigorous and
exact; and when he was able to re-appear at the Sorbonne, the class was
transformed into a public ovation.

Hitherto I have endeavoured to show the character of the man: I will now
try to indicate merits of the chemist and philosopher. Thenard was born
at the little village of lyouptidre, near Nogent Sur Seine, of poor parents,

and his early instruction was derived from the village cur6. Subsequently,

when about seventeen, he set off for Paris in company with two com-
panions of about the same age, to complete their education. Their united

budget afforded about two shillings a day during the course. They lodged

in one room (a garret) in the Pays Latin, and took their meals with
the family of a water carrier—Auvergnats. Vauquelin was at that time
the chief Professor of Chemistry in company with Fourcroy, and being

himself poor, was accustomed to admit students to his laboratory on
payment of 16s. 8d. a month. Thenard found that the lectures profited

him little, and it being wholly out of his power to pay such an enormous
sum as 4s. 2d. a week, he waited on Vauquelin, wliom he cntreatei to

allow him to enter as servant to the laboratory—his humble services to

he accepted in exchange for the instruction he received. Vauquelin was
too poor to consent, and obliged to refuse as he had d<i;ie previously on
several occasions, however well-disposed to grant the pr^iyer of the poor

and courageous champunois. At this moment, a sister of Vauquelin re-

marked that her brother would do well to keep the lad as, beside assisting

in the laboratory, he could watch the pot an Jeu (earthen vessel in which
soup is made), a task to which the rest of the students were incorajietent,

as they let the soup boil away. " I have never been so ungrateful,"

Thenard used to say in after life when peer of France, " as to forget that

if the soup boils it is spoilt," and this first instruction in practical or

culinary chemistry was his first step up the ladder.

Three years passed in this humble and laborious position when
Vauquelin confided to his first preparateur a beryl to analyse. Thenard
was added to assist. After a number of experiments, all different in their

results, the preparateur declared that the beryl contained no body which

was not already known. But a month after, Thenard informed his Professor

that the beryl did contain a new body, of which he exhibited a specimen.

He was requested to continue the experiments which ended in the dis-

covery of glucinum. A few days aftcrw.irds, while Th6nard was pursuing

his humble occupation in arranging the instruments and preparing them
for the class, Vauquelin announced the discovery of his assistant. " 'Tis

Thenard who has performed this difficult service, for whom I trust you
will have that respect which is due to talent. He is a chemist, gentlemen,

and will make progress, perhaps go farther than I have gone." Thencefor-

ward Thenard's advancement was more rapid. He was appointed professor

in a private school, and sensible of the obstacle of his provincial accent and
gestures, he used to stint his stomach to obtain admission to the French
theatre for the purpose of studying the [ironunciation and elocution of the

actors. Next he was appointed tutor in the Ecole Polytechnique, and in

1799 presented his first memoire to the Academy. SIvery succeeding

year chronicled the results of his continued studies which have become

the basis of later industrial progress. On one occasion he was summoned
to an audience with Chaptal, the minister of the interior, when the follow-

ing curious dialogue took place, " We are in want of ultramarine," said

the minister, " which is at all times a dear and costly product. The
porcelain factory at Sevres requires a blue which will stand high firing.

Here are 1,,500 francs (£60) ;
go and find me a blue which will fulfil the

conditions I have indicated." "But "said Thenard hesitatingly, "I

—

I—"
when Chaptal cut short all his objections by saying, "I— I have |no

time to lose, be off with you and bring me the blue as soon as possible."

At his wits' Within a month artificial ultramarine was tested and adopted at Sevres.
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Ill 1S07 appeared his memoire on ether, and shortly afterwards Tlienard
MT.is appointed Vauquelin's successor at the College de France under some-
what novel circumstances. Thenard was awakened early one morning
by the sudden entry of Vauquelin into liis bedroom, exclaiming "Get up
and dress yourself to look as well as well as you can." " Why, what's tlie

matter?" "Matter, the law upon pluralities compels me to vacate the
protessDrsliip at the College de France, and I wish you to succeed me.''

" I cannot, I ought not," said Thenard. But no heed was paid to his

hesitation, " Come, child, make haste. I have a cab at the door, taken by
the hour, and your delaj- will ruin me," an unanswerable argument in the

month of Vtiuquclin. The visits were made, and Then.ird installed in the
chair of his old master and friend, where he was greeted by the students
as t'.ie representative of self-educated men, an instance of self-help to the
highest position in the profession he had selected. Once only Thenard fell

into the error of forgetting his representative eliaracter, which was the

secret of his popularity, and evinced the folly of wishing to appear as a fine

gentleman. At the instigation of Vauquelin, who disdained the elegances

of style and manners, which constitute! the great charm of his friend and
rival Foureroy, Thenard was induced to submit to a little polishing. lie

sought to acquire the varnish of polite society ; for which purpose he
attended the Athenee then recently established. A few weeks' experience
convinced him that there was not his place, and that the time abstracted

from study was a loss which no elegance of style and manner could com-
pensate.

Respite his native amiability of temper, Thenard was, perhaps, the most
violent professor ever seen, except a certain professor of mathematics, who
tiscd to abuse us as canaille, brigand.-, in/ames. " In a class," Tli6nard was
wont to say, "students alone are entitled to be considered ; for their in-

struction professors, preparatcirs, laboratory, and all should be sacrificed."

But once, when he rudely treated an assistant, he did not hesitate to say

—

" Foureroy used to behave much worse to me ; it gives presence of mind "

— a curious excuse for what, 1 am afraid, must be called "bullying"
in plain English.

I have not the pretension to describe the numerous discoveries of The-
nard, for they may be found in every manual of chemistry ; nor yet to

give .in account of his scientiflc battles, associated with Guy Lussac, agrinst
Sir Humphry Davy, in which the victory was gained by the illustrious

Cornish instance of self-help. 1 have simply sought to convey an idea of
the man, based on personal recollections, and recalled by M. Flourens' elo-

quent address to the Academy, with a view to contribute a mite to the
history of self-advancement. G. II.

THE RIGHT OF COUNTY SURVEYORS TO RETAIN THEIR
DRAWIi\GS.

THE disputed question on this subject, between the County Magistrates of
Norfolk and Mr. Brown, their late surveyor, was last week arranged. It

will be remembered that the Court of Quarter Sessions, held on the otii of
January, refused to accept either of the offers made by Mr. Brown. The first

proposition was moved bj the Dean—" To allow the Clerk of the I'eace, or any
person appointed by them within a rea.sonabIe time, to make for the use of the
present and future surveyors copies or tracings of all the plans and specifications
§repared by me for the works executed under my superintendence, as County
urreyor, or to furnish copies, upon being remunerated." Mr. Brown's other

proposal was—"That the matter in dispute should be referred to two eminent
metropolitan architects, with power to call in a barrister as umpire;" and that
•hey finally determined to instruct the committee who had reported the matter,
to enforce their claim by legal proceedings if they could not effect an amicaljle
arrangement.
On the 11th of January the Clerk of the Peace served Mr. Brown with a

formal notice, and demand for delivery of the plans, to which Mr. Brown,
through his solicitor, made the following reply :

—"Sir,—1 have conferred with
my client on the resolutions of the magistrates, together with the proceedings (.ns

repDrted in the Nonvich papers) of the court at which they were passed, and we
»ee no reason for altering either our views or our position. The demand is at
least an unusual one, and I find that no plans were delivered to my client when
be entered on the duties of his office. 1 need not repeat here his views and
iwwons, which have been already explained to jou, except by stating that his
claim to retain the plans in question is based on the broad ground that they are
his own property, by the recognised usage of his profession and the proper con-
struction ofthe terms of his late engagement. I may observe that the opinions
entert.iined by some of the magistrates themselves, and the manner in which the
question has been since taken up by the Royal Institute of British Architects,
justify the course taken by my client ;" and concluded by again oft'ering to submit
the mutter to arbitration on the terms previously offered, or to adopt the amend-
ment moved by the Dean. On the 28th the Clerk of the Peace, instructed by
the Castle committee, consented to accept the proposition moved by the Dean,
and nearly unanimously rejected at the sessions. Arrangements have since been
inmle to carry this into effect, and the drawings are being copied by Mr. Pbipson,
tbe present surveyor, Mr. Brown retaining the original plans, his property in
which is thus admitted by the magistrates.

A new Church is about to be erected in the parish of St. Mary,
Leicester, in the centre ofthe new and rapidly-rising district between Oxlord-
rtreet and the river, where, at the present time, there is no place ol' worship
whatever, although the population numbers several thousands. The new church.
Jbr which the ground is already bought, will he situated in .isvluin-strect, at the
end of Jarrom stn-et. No design has yet been fi.xed upon, but Mr. G. G. Scott
has been apjwinied architect, and his instructions are to provide a chuieh to seat
1,000 persons without galleries. It is expected that at least £2,000 will be granted
by the Church Extension Society, but as this will not nearly cover the expendi-
ture, voluntary contributions will have in part to lie resorted to, and we trust
will be liberally forthcoming.

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

WE regret to hear that many of our subscribers have been deprived of

the Building News of the 3rd inst., in consequence of the Post
Office authorities demanding Is. 4(1. postage. We are rather afraid that a
Government regulation has hecn infringed by our omitting to print the
title of our Journal upon each page of the " Chambers' Supplement."
We have caused inquiries to be made at the General Post Office, and
have filled up many forms nccessnry to be laid before the Secretary to the
Postmaster-General ; but we are unfortunately still in ignorance as to the
reason of the demand of Is. 4d. for extra jiostage. We therefore claim
the indulgence ol our sub-cribers, and trust they will in every instanae
pay the extra postage to the Postman, and inclose the wrapper and seal
to our Publisher, who will immediately remit the necessary amount in
postage-stamps.

In our present state of uncertainty, we think it well to refraiu from
publLshing the "Chambers' Supplement" in the present Number. Our
subscribers will have but little cause to complain of the lack of quantity,
for meetings and lectures have been numerous during the week, and
we keep faith by publishing an eight-page Supplement. In a day or two
we hope to receive the long-expected explanation from the Post Office
authorities, and to be placed in a position to present the "Chambers'
Supplement " free from the Government charge of Is. 4d.

OXFORD ARCHITECTUR.\L SOCIETY.
fPHE first meeting in Lent Term was held on Wednesday evening, February
J. 1st, in the rooms, Holywell, the Rev. the Master of University in the
chair.

Earl Brownlow of Christ Church, was elected an ordinary member of the
Society.

The Hon. A. Hay, of Christ Church, was elected a member ofthe committee.
The President, in introducing the sub'|ect proposed for discussion, "The

use of colored materials in the construction of buildings," expressed his regret at
the absence of the gentleman who had proposed the subject, as the subject was
in danger of not being so fully discussed as might be expected. He said that
the introduction of colored materials was now beginning to attract considerable
notice. There were in Oxford two instances in which colored materials had been
employed, viz., the Chapel of Baliol College and the University Museum. There
were not wanting examples of its use in former days; but it was a matter of
doubt whether colored materials were employed in the exterior as well as in the
interior of many old buildings. After calling attention to the existence of alter-
nate courses of stone in the vaulting of the cloisters of Westminster Alibey, he
proceeded to remark on the good efiect produced by a variety of color in cou-
structional materi.ils, whether brick or stone, provided there was not too greata
display attempted. The use ofcolor in constructional materials had not, bethought,
been sufficiently studied, as yet, to justify any very decided statemimts as to
what rules should be observed in its employment; but he considered it important
not to make too strong a contrast, nor to attempt too much brilliancy. He also
called attention to the fact that great care should be taken that the materials
should not he of so porous a nature as lose their color easily.

Mr. Parker advocated the use of colored materials of construction, as being
likely to improve greatly the effect of buildings, observing, at the same time, that
red stone was much nmre liable to lose its color than othei-s, and hence that its

effect was much sooner lost. He thought that there existed a great distinction
between the colored buildings of Italy and those of Gothic architecture. In the
former the colored marble (which was" the material almost always employed) was
used to conceal the construction, whereas, in Gothic architecture, the object was
always to bring out as jironu'nently as possible the construction. He cited St.
George's Church as an additional instance of the use of colored ii.aterials in Ox-
ford, mentioning also the vaulting of Exeter Chapel, in which coui ses of colored
stone had been introduced. He thought it iiiiporlant that the hoiixontal lines

should not be too strong, and expressed his disapprobation ofthe eltcit of the
windows of the New Museum ; concluding by saying that he thought it a mistake
to incur expense in bringing colored materials hum a distance, instead of follow-
ing the examide of former times, and using the materials ofthe country.
The Rev. L. Gilbertson, of Jesus College, coincided in Mr. Parker's

remarks about the object of color in Gothic buildings, and cited cases which had
come under his observation, where the materials afforded by the vicinity had
been alone employed, and where the juxtaposition of polished and unpolished
courses of tlie same marble had produced the best possible effect.

Mr. BuCKERiDGE objected to the manner in which Mr. Parker wished to

restrict architects in their choice of materials. He thought tli.at the increased
means of communication with the continent now afforded to travellers, and the
greater facilities for transmitting materials from abroad, ought to be sufficient

warrant for drawing upon France, Germany, and even Italy for models. He
observed that colored materials must be used in courses, and hence that they
must frequently be employed to form horizontal lines, which, he maintained,
were not inconsistent with the principles of Gothic architecture.

The President, in conclusion, called the attention of the meeting to a
church now building at Ilighbiidge, near Bristol, and stated that, in his opinion,
we had yet to feel our way in reference to this subject, and that experience would
eventually decide much that was now uncertain as to the most advantageous
manner of employing colored materi^ds.—The meeting was then adjourned.

LECTURE AT THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
ON Wednesday evening a lecture was delivered in the theatre of the South

Kensington Mns(Mim before the members and frit;nds of the Architectural
Museum and a numerous audience of visitors, by William White, Esq., his

sul>ject being " On Architectural Uniformity and its Claims." In a future Num-
ber we shall give a report of the lecture. At the conclusion of the lecture a
cordial vote of thanks was, on the motion of Mr. J. Clarke, passed to

Mr. White.
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PHOTOGRAPHY THE INSTRUCTOR OF THK ARCHITECT, AND
ARCHITECTURE THE BEST SUBJECT I'OR THE

PHOTOGRAPHER.*

IT was in tlie year 1848—twenty years ago—that [ was at Paris iijion business
at tlie time wlien tlie discovery of Daguerre was exciting the wonder and

admiration of all classes. A French architect (a mutual friend, now no more),
who was desirous of introducing us to each other, called upon nie to request me
to name a time when I could accomiiany him to that distinatuished man's studio.

I was then very deeply enpaged for the two or three days that I had to remain
in Paris : but I said if M. DagueiTC could receive me some morninff before

eight o'clock, I should consider it a great favor. My friend went to him, and
returned with an appointment for us to go the next morning at 6 a.m. I availed

myself with gi'eat pleasure of this early engagement, and we went to the modest
residence of M. Uaguerre, on the Boulevards, I think near about the middle,

on the south side, at the third etage. He was a man of most pleasing manners,
frank and affable, without any assumption, although then in the height of his

fame. He explained to me without reserve the whole of his process, and sliowed

me the results, some charming daguerreotypes, mostly of lay subjects—as casts,

flowers, carpets, furniture—and he expatiated upon the development which he

felt as-sured that his discoveiy must have upon future art productions. He was
then in the enjoyment of the honors and pecuniary advantages of his very inade-

quate pension of about £210 a year, and which, in fact, he lived a very few years

to receive. Had he been permitted to survive to the present period, to see the

results, which are now under our eyes, and the various appliances and substances

brought to bear, the taste and skill enlisted in the pursuit, and the sphere of

objects now comprehended in the wide range of photographic art, a feeling of

exultation might be well permitted. For here, as in all the periods and relations,

of life, the whole of animate and inanimate nature, the noblest productions of

thought,^the fleeting cloud and the brilliant comet arrested in their course,

—

the wave seized in its surge, and an eclipse itself porlrayed in the very moment
of the planet's tiansit,—well and honestly might he lay claim to being the

earliest promulgator of what had been hitherto one of the most hidden and
transient laws of chemical action. The modesty of this great philosopher has been

hardly ajiprceiated. I, therefore, could not forbear recalling to you the memory
of one to whom we are so much indebted, when we look on the splendid results

of this evening's exhibition. For although our countryman, Talbot, had almost

simultaneously arrived at a like result, and other processes have now superseded

those of the original discoverer, yet we should always bear in mind that Dapfuerre

was the first man whose quick perception, assisted by his co-operator Niepce,

comprehended this phenomenon of lif^ht, analysed its action, discovered the

chemical affinities, secured the passing image, and then made a noble sacrifice of

personal aggrandisement in order to throw it open to the enterprise of the wide
world ; so that at this moment there is hardly a village in any civilised country

which has not its photogi-aphic establishment, to take jiortraits of the whole

population, or take views of any points of interest in the neighbourhood.

Before he and I parted, for the first and last time, he presented me with a

small specimen of his art, one of the earliest Ijrought to this country, and which

T most unfortunately lost some time after.

Photography, in relation to architecture, is one of the most important disco-

veries of the day, and as reflecting the aspects of its monuments, or the stale and
conditions of structural operations, is extremely useful to us as artists and men
of science. The simplest building, devoid of meretricious ornament, composed of

broad shape alone, loses nothing of its size and breadth, when the subject of a

photogTaphic reflection ; while at the same time tlie most profuse and elaborate

enrichments of the Roman, of mediceval monuments, or of the refined cinque-

cento work, and Indian edifices, are rendered with all the crisp sharpness, the

play of light and shade, and the minutest detail. Each point has its full promi-

nence, each brilliant particle its appointed value, all harmonious and subdued in

due relation to the whole. And that which might elude the most elaborate

painstaking of the scrupulous draughtsman, or the shrewdest glance, here finds

It place, and thus unquestionable memorial beyond all doubt of identity is ac-

quired of the actual state of a building, a fragment, or a sculpture.

But, besides its truthfulness, the rapidity with which photography performs

its task is most precious. In foreign countries, where suspicion interferes so

materially with the operations of the architect, when he draws or measures a

building, time is often of the utmost moment, and haste compels one to abandon
the hope of getting the memento of many a precious fragment. Thus often, when
travelling in Asia Minor, have I diverged a few miles from the direct road to

catch a glance of some important ruins, that the peasantry stated to be within

Teach ; and after a few hours' ride, and finding valuable materials, I have been

forced to retrace my steps with a few imperfect memoranda, whereas with an
apparatus as my companion, I could have gathered up in an hour or two a rich

harvest, that would have amply rewarded the toil and time spent in a mere
glance of interesting objects.

If photography had been discovered two or three hundred years ano, what pre-

cious memorials should we have of the countries visited by a Rabbi Benjamin and
Marco I'olo, in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, liow valuable would be the

representations of the monuments of Greece and Asia Minor, so comparatively

pOTfect in the time of Spon and Wlieler, and whose descriptions make us envy the

rare privileges they had in seeing edifices in existence, which have since disap-

peared, the pediments of the Parthenon almost perfect, and statutes and groups

now swept away.
ROME.

There are so many associations connected with the word Rome—associations

of a religious and artistic nature, that one almost shrinks from venturing upon
a subject which seems to rise above all apprehension. The monuments of the

imperial city are the reflex of mighty power, boundless wealth, and of

exalted genius. The tributary riches of provinces, the marbles of Italy,

Greece, Sicily and Egypt—the artists of Athens itself, were all employed to

endow the Eternal City with imperishable and stupendous monuments of Roman
greatness. Religion the state, law, counnerce, the necessities and common
purposes of life, and the pleasures of the Romans, all contributed their monu-
ments to Rome's greatness—and her temples, her triumphal arches, her fora,

* Head at the opening of the " Architectural Photographic Association," on Wed-
nesday evening, February 8th, 180O, by Thomas L. Donaldson, Esq., F.K.I.B,A.

a%ioiw
.Mr. of

f

her baths, ampbithealrea, circa, theatre* and m
for her to show the high-mindednea* with which iha ragani
life and death, and the niajcsty with which nhc was deleniiii

in the then known world. Two of our rountrynien uu
photographers at Rome. Macphernon, celebrnteJ for tin

selects bis points of view, and the objects which will if r.

Anderson is no less famous for the technical execution of hi

tures, their clearness and harmony of tone. Macphcrsou "'» tlit*

exhibition views of Rome and Italy. In some we have that»c*-ii' 'li-flolate

grandeur, the Roman Forum, where a column or two alone rt 11 -tupen-
doiis fanes of Pagan antiouily, and arches yet record the trinmplu ot lUe Komnn
legions, and the vanity of Roman emperors. The map of the modrni Cnpilol
risi^s above all, and reminds us of scenes in ancient history, that ii|>eak of
noble people rising from the rudest origin to rule the world, and whose art*
and language aud laws still have their influences upon niodmi civillialion.

Here we see the majestic mass of the ampliitlieatre of \ ritceful,

stupendous, sublime—its flowing lines, its scries of arelieil i simple
unity of one idea, never palling, ever creating wonder ami . ..„.i; ulien ire

think that 80,000 spectators were here congregated to witness tlic garnet kt
each show—that hundreds of lions and other ferocious wild Ix'asts were brought
into its arena from all regions to vary the spoits—and bow leany hundreds of

gladiators and, if we may believe the trailitions, of t liristian martym abo,
were sacrificed within its area—how many mixed feelings of w<»nder and horror

fill the heart, as we look at a monumeut'so well calculated to satiefy oar love

of the beautiful and the sublime. The Colosseum of Rome luu its repetitioa

at Verona and other places which cannot but make us feel how even the most
extensive and magnificent of our modern places of amusement sink into iniif;-

nificance, when compared with these stupendous erections of the ancient*.

I must venture to call your special attention to the views of the Colosseum at

Rome as combining breadth of efiect with exquisite variety of light and shade,

delicacy of treatment, and most harmonious tone. Nor can I forlwar to notice

No. 104, with the column of Phocas in the foreground, and the Capitol in

the background, which by grouping, gracefulness of lines and intense color, fully

realise all one's impressions of this remarkable spot. 1 need only notice the

impressive view of the Temple of Antoninus and Faustina; the fragment of the

Theatre of Marcellus, whose arches and corridors are now occupied as cuminou
dwellings, one of the lower arcades exhibiting the smith's shop, so well known
to all students at Rome ; and the majestic group of the Trajan column, and
fragments of the Basilica Ulpic, half-buried, half-revealeil, glimpses only of

the hidden riches of the Trajan Forum, parts of which still lie under the founda-

tions of Sansovino's cluirch in the background , whose delicate details and graceftll

dome contrast and combine so well with the old classic remains, and all which
together tell us of Rome's grandeur and Rome's decay—the daring of antiquity,

and the paralysed efforts ot modem genius. Who sliall be able to tell us why the

monuments of the Imperial City thus rise sublime above even the choiceet

erections of the sacred capital of Christendom 1 The inspirations of the latter

should have risen to higher flights. Whence then is the fatal influence which
renders Papal so inferior to Pagan Rome ?

But there are other parts of Italy which reflect the spirit and majesty of the

capital. Assist has its temple to Augustus, the portico of which still remains,

and forms the prominent feature of the piazza of the town. Forty years have not

obscured my remembrance of this graceful unijestic work. It was the first real

Roman monument that I had seen. Its simplicity and grace, the hamumy and

beauty of the details, revealed to me a new world of delight and instruction.

There was tlie real Roman mind and task, not as read in tbi! volumes of Palladio

or Uesgodetz, but in its own reality, and with all the charms of absolute light

and shade ; and as I touched the columns, a thrill seemed to pass through me.

I appeal to you now present, and who have the opportunity of looking at No. 78,

and I will ask you, it what I express of my own feeUngs may not feel a response

in yours, and if wliat I say appears at all exaggerated in the sensations of the

youthful student, who for the first time stands in the presence of such a work of

ancient art. There is also a view of the Temple of the Clitumnas, which com-

bines architecture with landscape most effectively, proving how happily the

ancients chose those spots winch should minister best to the efiects of art, and

adapted also their monuments to the special opportunities of the locality.

But, in reference to these photographic representations of antique monuments,

I may perhaps be pardoned if I offer a few observations upon a great artist who

was the firet to transfer to engraving, with wondrous force, much of the over-

powering grandeur of the Roman buildings. I allude to Gian Battista Piraneri.

Before liim every representation conveyed most inadequate notions of the sub-

limity of tlie original. They were generally taken from distant points of view

—were timid renderings of the masses. But he brought into play a fervid ima-

gination and intense feeling, perfect mastery of his pencil and graver, a thorough

knowledge of perspective, a keen perception of the laws ot optical illusion.

Instead of insipid wastes, he understood the power of strong contrasts of hgbt

and shade—new points of view, the magical effect of groupings, more rapid and

nearer vanishing points ; and the scale afforded by the juxtaposition of objects

of various sizes. The result was a series of stupendous views, which overpowered

all criticism, and carried away with tliem the enthusiasm of the beholders.

Despite occasional distortions in the lines, and exaggerated forms and altitud(«

in the subordinate figures, he seized upon the attention, and transfiised into Ins

works the sublimity of the originals. But in all his works, there is still the

.
,,_ ^ T^nrGstJllt* I' 1- Mu»«n«v. » ••!. u»--- -u- -- —

and" render all homage to the eye, which has chosen tlie point of \ iew, the lime

of dav, and the various objects which compose the subject. Uut nature

indicates herself, and assumes her prerogative, yielduig to no olher intlaence.

Here is truthfulness itself-the absolute fact. We can rely upon its Trout)

and fidelity. We give ourselves up to all the enjoymcnls of a pliotograpmc

view consc'
'--J " —J ni.i.. t.. •..Iv wiihmit reserve, upon .ul tnc

impression
mscious of no deception, and able to rely, without reserve upon ••., it

impression wliich a grand or graceful object produces on our mind. '»""'

unhesitatingly accept its beauties, it is that these exist in the ohj.'Cts tn«n»^JJ<«'

and are not, as in pictures, due merely to the imagination, fancy, and sKUi 01

the painter.*

• To be continued.
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OUR UNMANAGEABLE PERPENDICULAR.
CONSIDERABLY to our astonishment, it is asserted by the writer of

the article on " Domestic Architecture " in Bentley's Quarterly, that
the " Perpendicular is the least manageable and least effective of all the
Gothic varieties" ! Yet hitherto it has been considered, if not exactly the
most effective, the most manageable, and the one that is best ofall adapted
for secular and domestic buildings, if only on account of its being sufficiently

distinct in character from our ecclesiastical Gothic. At any rate, too, it

is a phase of Gothic that is peculiar to ourselves, and which England has
reason to be proud of ; so that its claim to the title of a " national " style,

does not admit of dispute. With respect to effe<-tiveness, it is not at all

deficient in features that contribute to picturesqueness, and which are not
a littleexpressiveof rfonifs/ici7y,andincreased attention to comfort andchecr-
falness. Foremost among such features are bays and oriels, the invitinjily

hospitably-looking entrance porch below, and many a group of decorated
chimney-shafts above, breaking the sky-line with strongly pronounceJ and
charmingly varie>i effect. The carefully delineated and detailed examples
of domestic buildings in the Perpendicular style, or that of the Tudor
period, in the publications of the elder Pugin, serve to put its manageable-
ness bej'ond a doubt, and to convict the writer in Benllei/ either of ignor-
ance, or of unscrupulous disregard of truth. His motive for decrying
Perpendicular, while strongly advocating Gothic for the Foreign Office, is,

however, sufficiently transparent, Mr. Scott's design being in a very non-
descript, certainly very un-English, sort of Gothic, in character the very
reverse of the other, and far less appropriate to either the particular pur-
pose, or the particular locality, unless, indeed, that just as

•• Who drives fat oxen should himself be fat
"

—BO should the Foreign Office be of decidedly foreign physiognomy ; an
argument that has not yet been advanced, but whicli if not overlooked is

postponed, and made to lie for the present in ambush. What has been
overlooked by Bentley—we do not mean the respectable New Burlington-
street publisher himself— is the admirable opportunity there was for not
only distinctly pointing out, but expatiating upon the general merits of the
quasi-Gothic style, and its nianageableness, and the special ones of Mr.
G. G. S.'s exemplification of it.

Although brevity is the soul of wit, it is the suffocation of criticism. It

requires a far smaller amount of capital to set up for a wholesale than for

a retail dealer in it.

The writer in Bentley's Quarterly has not neglected the opportunity of
flinging a brickbat of criticism at "Mr. Tite's hideous Church at Gerrard's
Cross;" yet, had that edifice been by any other architect, the probability
is that if mentioned at all, it would have been for commendation, as being,
though inferior to Gothic, at any rate decidedly preferable to Classic; also,

as affording a proof that the followers of the latter style were likely to
desert their own standard, even if tliey did not enlist under that of their
opponents. Plausibly enough might such construction have been put upon
the matter, and perhaps would have been, had not the member for Bath
rendered himself particularly obnoxious to the ultra-Gothicist party by
being the ringleader in the deputation to Lord Palmerston. His Lordship
had pronounced Mr. Scott's design for the Foreign Office to be positively
" ugly ;" the lex talionis therefore required that Mr. Tite's church should
be pronounced nothing less than " hideous," or ugly in the superlative
d^rec.

Bentley flings a brickbat or two at Sir Charles Barry. The Palace of
Westminster is called a " mistake "—at least as far as regards the style
adopted for it; though we cannot help thinking that no other variety of
Gothic would have been so suitable, or by many degrees so ' manageable "

for a secular structure, requiring to have a considerable number of what
may be called •' domestic " rooms, such as libraries, refreshment, com-
mittee-rooms, &e., for which pointed windows are the least of all suitable,
and not at all in accordance with horizontal ceilings.
Another brickbat hurled by Bentley against Barry is the epithet " mean "

applied to the Treasury building. Mean, forsooth !—the imputing mean-
ness to such an extended and unusually ornate facade betrays only too
plainly a desperate determination to condemn what would prove an awkward
next-door neighbour to the Foreign Office as projected by Mr. Scott. Or
if, indeed, there Ix; any reasonable ground for so strange "an allegation as
is brouijht against that work of Barry's, it ought to be explained how it

happens that notwithstanding the richest variety of Corinthian is employed
for the order, and there is a more than usual degree of embellishment
applied throughout, the aggregate effect is after all no better than that of
meamieiii. We, accordingly, feel not a little curious to learn the cause of
such an unlucky result, so extraordinary that it ought not to be left un-
accounted for, more especially as it is now discovered for the first

time. Had the Treasury fa9ade been called formal and monotonous we
should not have been greatly astonished, because such it must un-
doubtedly Ije in the eyes of those who, so far from being offended
at, even admire that laxity and lawlessness of composition—that defiant
and almost cynical disregard of the restraints imposed by the observance
of architectural grammar, which is so much in favor with the " secular
Gothicists " of the present day. Our great English lexicographer defined
" patriotism " to be the last refuge of a scoundrel, and he might now define
picturesqueness (in architecture) to be the refuge of those who are fain to
shelter slovenly and bungling design and a motley farrago of discordant
as well as irregularly put together features, under the .specious name of
building in conformity with common sense, and at the same time securing
picturesqueness. Yet the latter quality when so produced, is, to make
use of a vulgar expression, only of the " cheap and nasty " kind. Cheap
enough it certainly ia, inasmuch as it costs the architect r.o trouble, or any
"botheration," but leaves him to indulge iu the couvenient luxury of

chance-medley design (f) It completely eliminates and gets rid of the skill

necessary for reconciling the requirements of internal accommodation with
those ofexternal design and artistic composition. " Everyone," saysGarbett,
in his instructive treatise on " I'rinciples of Design in Architecture," " must
perceive that in a complex modern building, the openings cannot be equally
spaced, and at the same time be made to suit t he interna I requiremen t s without
a great deal of thought and contrivance, not a particle of which, however,
is thrown away, but always leaves its stamp on the work, and the quantity
of which constitutes the value of every work of art." Very different are
the teachings of the present new free-and-easy school of architectural
design, whose motto is " Fay ce que voudras." *

Even Sir Charles Barry himself, if we may judge from his design for

the Halifax Town-hall, has fallen into the fashion of architectural negligee,

in which he cuts a very different figure from wh;it he does in Pall-mall
and at Whitehall— so different, indeed, that he is the very last person to
whom we should have .ittributed such a disjointed medley ; which may,
however, win for him \ congratulatory welcome from those who discern
no better quality than meanness in his Treasury building. Without
disapproving of that fa9ade as it is, we think it would have been an
improvement had the inter-coluran adjoining the ])avilion at each end
been recessed ; that is, had there been a break there equal to an inter-

column in width, and about the same in depth. Unless we are grcatlly
mistaken, and our own pencil and paper experiment not so successful as
it appears to ourselves, such variation would, without disturbing the
continuousness, have broken up flatness, have imparted to the composition
some vivacity of expressiim by play of perspective, and light and shade,
and have emphasised and given greater distinctness to the parts that are
surmounted by an attic, while greater relief would have been so produced
the basement would have been carried on uninterruptedly as at present.
To kill two birds with one stone, we will here notice an architectural

paper in another Quarterly—viz., the " National Review," entitled the
"Foreign Office: Classic or Gothic." This also advocates Gothic for the
purpose, yet at the same time enters a strong protestation against the
views and the practice of those who may be called the new school of
Gothicists, saying, " Since Mr. Kuskin began to abuse English and French
Gothic, and to set up Italian in their stead, we have had a sort of counter
revolution against the true Gothic movement. Northern Gothic has been
discovered to be ' savage,' English Perpendicular to be ' detestable,' &c."
Since then we are further told, " Italian Gothic has been the rage, though,
to our eye, it is not Gothic at all; and, strange to say, the Ecclesiological

school, once so ultra stiff in its nationality, has taken a leading part in

its propagation." Again, "of the Gothic buildings of the last two or three
ye.irs, a very large number exhibit features which, so far from Ijeing

English Gothic, are not Gothic at all." What is still worse, it is decidedly
poor in itself, stamped hyflatness and feebleness, and is dependent for effect

uponinlaying and carving. If we do not shudder, we may, perhaps, make
some of our readers shudder when we inform them that when animad-
verting upon the change that has come over so-called Golhicisni, the
" National " says : "Nearly all the inferior architects have been bitten

with this madness ; even Mr. Scott himself has not always been quite
unhurt." We are not going to be violently angry with the " National "

for its insolence and impudence; but we fancy we could point out those
who will, and to whom the expression " inferior architects " will he almost
excruciating. J. H. S.

PHCENIX INN, LEEDS.
THE Phoenix Inn, Leeds (a view of which forms our illustration this

week), was erected for Mr. William Sadler upon land licli'. on lease

from the " Pious Use Trustees," who have large iiroperty in trust for

maintaining almshouses, the improvement of ro.ids, and other objects.

The inn was erected from the designs of Mr. William Keid Corson, and
is built of red pressed brick, with white brick strings and patterns, and
Harehill stone dressings. The contractor for the niiin portion of the

works was Mr. Samuel Atack.
By a very moderate expenditure, Mr. Corson has given ajiicturcsque and

ornamental effect to his design, and furnished us with another example of

the good taste that characterises all this architect's productions. The
plans sufficiently explain the ingenuity with which they have been con-

trived, and their suitability to the purposes for which the building is

intended.

The New Palace at Westminster.—£2,198,099 is the wliole sum of
money expended in the building, furnishing, lighting, and ventilating of the New
Palace at Westminster up to the 31st of JJeceinber, 1809. This amount includes

the cost of the additional site, but does not include,—first, the cost of the decora-

tion of the buildings with fresco paintings and statuary ; second, the expenditure

for maintenance and repairs of the buildings and furuitiire; third, the current

expense of the lighting and ventilating since these services caiue under the

management of this depaatinent.

The Kildare-street Club-house (see page 49) Is a notable instance of slovenly,
compofiition ; certainly eccentric, not only with respect to style, but on aceount
of the total disreyard to centricitij. Of the internal arran<;emeut wo know
notiiin'?, it may perhaps be sueli as without muditieation, to have rendered it

difficult to inalce the entrance-porch the central feature of the exterior on
that side— tile fasade of the building. Vet difficulties arc, by diligent study,

to be overcome, nor m that paiticulur case do there appear to have beeu any
very great difficulties- -none so great as to warrant, out of utter despair of sur-
mounting them, undisguisedly lame, shuDliug, limping, and crippled, external
design.
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ON Tuesday a special general meeting of the members of this Association wiu
held at the Freemason's Tavern, to receive a report of the Executive Com-

mittee, and for the transaction of other important business. The meeting was
most numerously attended, and included representatives of all the leading firms
in the meti'opolis.

Mr. Thomas Piper, on taking the chair, to which he was invited by a
unanimous vote of the meeting, said—I much regret that my friend, Mr. Lee,
who presided over our deliberations when we met in August last, is not able to)>e

here to-day. I feel that his position and mine, as your Chairman, only differs

in this respect—that I liave a far pleasanter prospect before me than he had, for

he came at the commencement of our difficulties, and I hope I come at their
close—(Cheers). I am sure I speak the feelings of all present when I say, the
circumstances preceding our meeting in August last were of such a character as
to compel us to assume a position which was not only adverse to our best feelings,

but to all our interests—(Hear, hear). At that time everything was against
us; we were not only embarassed by the nine hours' question, but by
a whole host of smaller, but most important questions, which were
hampering us to an extent that rendered it impossible for us to conduct
our business—(Hear, hear). It was painful and injurious to us to be placed
in a position of antagonism to those associated with us in our common daily
pursuits, whose faces we were accustomed to see from day to day, and with
whom we had common interests—(Hear, hear). As the Committee said in their
Report, we draw our resources from a common fund, and we are all embarked

—

the lowest working man and the highest employer—in the same enterprise and
for the same objects. Had the movement which compelled us to form our
Central Association confined itself to legitimate aims—-to the quiet discussion of
the matters in difference—we should never have been placed in circumstances of
ap])arent hostility to our workuien. But when they who originated the move-
ment called out the men at work for a certain firm, when they took an illegal

position and compelled working men to leave their employment, then the duty
before us was clear—namely, to devise means by which, without resorting to any
offensive movement—such as a " lock-out "—we could make a bridge, as it were,
by which those who were willing to join with us might come and leave those who
were leading them into error. That overture was not received with mucli affec-
tion, and it became eventually a subject of great obloquy and violent vitupera-
tion. But we are met here to-day under circumstances which, I think, entitle

us to say that our Association has been efficient for the purpose for which it was
establislied, and that we are now able to conduct our business in spite of all

opposition to the now famous "declaration"—(Hear, hear). I am exceedingly
anxious—and I am sure I speak the sentiments of all present—that nothing
should be said here to-day calculated to recall for one moment any of those
feelings of exasperation which have been cultivated—I must say cultivated—by
those who have been active agents in the nine hours' movement, and fostered by
persons who were in a position to have known better—(Hear, hear). The Execu-
tive Committee of the .Association have ha i most anxious .duties to discharge in
watching the phases of this protracted strike. A report emanating from them
will be read, setting forth in detail all that has taken place from first to last. But
there is this striking feature to which I would advert—namely, that during the
whole of the strike, notwithstanding gentlemen in various positions—one a mem-
ber of a profession with whicli we most connected, and others who occupy seats
in the Lower House of Parliament—have been busying themselves with the view
apparently and ostensibly, to make up and accommodate the difierences which
have arisen, not one single suggestion nor anything approaching to conciliation

or concession has been made to your Committee, which enabled them to say that
they could fairly act upon it or adopt it as a mode of amicably settling the
matters then in dispute between us and our workmen—(Hear, hear). Never-
theless, we have worked steadily on in the course you prescribed to us, and are
enabled now to feel that we have sufficiently accomplished tlie objects we all had in
view ; and we now come forward with such a recommendation as will place us
on the footing in which we were before the strike happened,—not regretting
the position which we assumed at the commencement of the struggle, but
heartily lamenting the circumstances whicli eiimpelled us to assume and main-
tain it—(Hear, hear). I will now call on Mr. VVales, the Secretary, to read the
report of the Committee. After that the recommendations of the Committee
wul be described and submitted for your adoption, and if you should think fit to

accept them, I hope and believe this sad and unfortunate struggle will from to-
day cease and determine—(hear, hear)—and all your difficulties of the past
year will be matter of history, but history embodying truths on which all

concerned will do well to ponder, pointing as they do to the disastrous results of
any one class of men arraying themselves in antagonism to another with whom
they have common intei-ests, and to whom they stand in a relation of mutual
dependence—(Cheers).

Mr. Wales, the Secretary, then read the Report, a portion of which will be
found in another column.

Mr. Pluckxett— I rise to move the adoption of the report which has been
read to the meeting. The Committee, from first to last, have given their earnest
consideration to the various important subjects brought under their notice during
this protracted struggle. On the one hand, they sought to avoid entering upon
any course that might have imperilled the 8ucce.ss of the objects for which the
Association was estalilislied ; and, on the other, to avoid anything that might be
considered harsh towards the great body of workmen implicated in the move-
ment ; and, as a member of the Committee, i can conscientiously say that during
the whoh of their deliberations a single remark lias never fallen from any one of
them in the least calculated to wound the sensibilities of any of the workmen

—

(Cheers). I congratulate the members of the Association on the success which has
attended its formation ; both the strike at Messre. Trollope's and the nine hours'
movement have been successfully resisted, and are now at an end , and I hope
and trust that the measures whicli have been adopted, and the proceedings here
to-day, will henceforward tend to promote good feeling between employers and
employed, and that the men will see that all legitimate objects can be attained
by the simple force of public opinion, without resorting to the calamitous alter-

native of a strike—(Cheers). I conclude by moving the adoption of the
report.

Mr. Lucas, in seconding the motion, said the report had so fully related the
proceedings of the Coininittee, that it would be a waste of time in him to do more
than Ibriually second the resolution for its adoption. He would only say that the
Committee, while endeavouring todojustice to themselves, never forgot what was
due to the men—(Hear, hear).

The Chairma.n asked if any gentlemen withed to apeak on the motion, and.
no response being made, he put it to the meeting, when It wai carriol with accla-
mation.

Sir S. Morton Pbto, M. J»., who wan greeted with cheen, lutd :—Oentlemen.—
The resolution I have to move is on follows :—" That the objectn contempUted
by the ' declaration

'
having now liecn accomplished, {(• further formal a<lraini«tnf

tion Is unnecessary
;
that the ' Sugg.-stions of Lord St. Leoimrd* '

lie adopted in
substitution for the declaration, and tliat it lie remitted to the Executife Com-
mittee to take the steps necessary for giving effect to this rewilulion." Oenlle-
iiien, after an association of unwards of thirty years with the master huilden of
the metropolis, I felt, when this great question wan agita ed, that I could not
as I was one with you in sentiment and feeling, for one moment hmitato to be
one with you in action—(Cheers). 1 was aware the course I iheu took at a
public man would render me open to great unpopularity and much misrepre-
sentation. Both of these 1 have experienced to the ainphnt possible extent; but
I do not for one instant regret the eoui-sc I then took. On the contrary, were I
to-day to have the question put to me as to my conduct in connexion with tbia
matter, I should say I am prepared to indorse all that the Committee has done,
and I rejoice that your kind friendship has permitted me to lie aMo<:iale<l with
you in this affair—(Cheers). The course I took was not so niiieli from old
friendships which have subsisted, and I am proud to say still continue, with so
many in this room, but from an anxious regard for the welfare of the workmen them-
selves—(Cheers). I have known and experienced in the conduct of trades' uniona in
this country, a course of proceeding adopted which is more injurious, if possible, to
working men than to any otherclass of the community—( Hear, hear). I need not
pointout heretliata system which strikes at the root of all indciHiident action and
feeling; which impedes the working inaii in a free exereist; of his lalior, and tlie

master in the free exercise of his position, is most injurious to both of them, and
prejudicial to the interests of the whole community. When I have seen artizana
in this metropolis rei>eatedly " blacked," because they could not conscientiously
see the advantages of entering a trades' union, when I have seen a strike recog-
nised and adopted as a legal strike because one man working at a building, anh
not being a member of a trades'-union, had rel'used to enter one, had not been
discharged, I say the time was come when I felt that I should he identified with
you on this question, not so much as I said before, from old friendsdip
with you as from the interest I take in the working man himself—
(Hear, hear). I am not ashamed to say that I have, in common with a
great numlwr of my friends in this room worked at almost every handi-
craft in the building trade, and that much of my success in life Is

simply attributable to that fact—(Cheers). But my as-iociatiou with working
men has caused me to feel a deep debt of gratitude lo Ihem, and i felt that
I could not do better than joining with you in offering the most determined
resistance in iny power to the tyranny, worse than all others, which is implied in
the daspotism of the many opposed to the rights of the few—(Cheers). 1

propose now the adoption of u course which gives me unmixed satisfaction in
recoinmendinjj, as I liope it will afford you in accepting. In following the
suggestion of Lord St. Leonards no injustice will be done to those who have
come ill under the declaration. That declaraiiou is neither more nor less than
a single recognition expressed in clear language of the law as it now standa^
though it has been misrepresented in a great variety of ways, and 1 do not
think you can do better than adopt it in your various works. I recommend
it as much to those who are out of employment at the present moment. It

fiut neither men nor masters under any new conditions, it simply states in
ucid terms what the law is ; and we in a spirit of good feeling towards our
workmen only require that they will act in accordance with it—(Hear, hear).

I think that is a just and graceful thing for us to do at the present moment
—(flear, hear). The declaration, I know, is a most unpopular thing. I don't
regret your adopting it; I believe it has answered the purpose exactly: but
I think the time has come when you may substitute for it the advice of
Lord St. Leonards with a mort perfect feeling that you are doing justice

to all parties—(Hear, hear). I am sure none can be more anxious tlian

you all are to do the greatest amount of justice to the workmen in

your employ. We cannot do them a greater act of justice than to

inculcate on them the necessity of saving, and of placing their savings in a
position where they would be available in the time of their need—(Hear, hear).

The report refers to a benefit club about to be opened in connexion with the

Workmen's Institute, recently established. This club has been set on foot by,

among other gentlemen, Mr. St. Leger Glyn and Mr. Jervoise Smith, capitalists

and bankers in the City, most of them young men anxious to discharge the

responsibilities attaching to their position, and to promote the interests of

working men in general ; and the committee commend it lo your consideration

to-day, in order that you may, in your turn, if you see fit, commend it to the

workmen in your employ. We uiiift now in future, as in times past, take every

possible care to show the men in our service that we are not simply using them
as so maaj machines, but that, in the lelative positions in which we and they

are placed, we have an anxious desire to see them and their families living in

comtbrt while in our employ, and in a better position when leaving than on

entering it—(Cheers). This benefit society seems an admirable mode in which
those views may be carried into practical effect, and I commend it to your

notice. Let me say a word on anotlier point. You have inauguratecl a new era.

You have now determined that you will p.ay for labour in proiwrtion to its worth.

If a man is a good workman, and able to show by his ability and talent tliat he is

worthy of promotion to a better position, I am sure yon will all leel with me
that you are pledged by tlie lesson you have deduced from this struggle to do such

a man, and every man in like circumstances in your emplojment, the largest

amount of justice in proportion to his deserts—(Cheers). We aU know that,

unde>-lyiiig this protracted struggle, there has been a baleful spirit of socialism

which simply aims at dragging all men down, regardless of I heir individual merits

and abilities, to one common level of mediocrity—(Loud cliwrs). We say that

every man should be paid in proportion to his lalwr and skill; and that is the

great point at issue. Among the men in our employment let us mdeavour to

discover talent, and while we take care to pay the inferior workman what he IS

worth, don't let it be said that any memt'er of ihis Association re(|uited the skilled

artizaii with less than his due- (Cheers). During this strike an attempt has

been made to vilify the firm with which I have the honor to l)e connected. \\ e

are engageti in works in almost every |)art of the world, and we feel bound to

take care that the men in our employ should not suffer from any want of jiro-

vident regard on our part or their own tor their welfare. Nolwitlistanding, I

could scarcely ever walk the streets of London during this strike without its
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bejngr said in my hearing—" Who is it that robs his workmen every Saturday

night ?"—(A lau^). M"e have a Sick Fund for the men in our employment, and

on Icokinir into tlie accounts I find tliat during: the existence of our firm the

total anioimt of subscriptions to that fund by workmen has been £31,600, while

the 8ggres:ate disbursements have been actually sixty per cent, in advance ot

that sum—(Loud cheers). Let me just say here that I hold in my hand a letter

from the Bishop of Montreal addressed to Mr. Hodges, a person in my own
emplov, and who, sixteen years apo, was only a jonrneyman carpenter. To him
the suptriutendenoe of the"works at the Victoria Bridge, in Canada, constructed

by mv firm, was entrusted, involving the dischai'ge of most important duties;

and the late Mr. Robert Stephenson said of him that he was one of the ablest

mathematicians of the age and the first practical engineer of the day. The

Bishop writes thus to Mr. Hodges, under the date of the 14th of November
last :—" Mv dear sir,—As the great work of the Victoria Bridge, which you have

been superintending with such abilitv and zeal for the contractors, is now so

nearlv approaching completion, I wisli, before your connection with Montreal

altogether ceases, to express to vou on behalf of the Church over which I have

b^n placed my grateful thanks for the readiness with which, as the agent of the

contractors, vou have at all times assisted us in making provision for the

actual oversight of the numerous person in your employ. I have no

doabt you felt that in the circumstances in which you were placed you were

simplv'discharging vour positive duty, but it is by no means the rule that such

duties' arc alwavs so'cheerfully and fully acknowledged, and I trust that the very

liberal example" thus set bv you and your principals in providing salaries for the

clergy and schoolmasters who were to have the care of your people at St. Anne's

and at Point St. Charies, and also your own large contributions recently given,

will influence those who shall succeed you, and that it will lead to the permanent

estabUshment of the church and schools in connection w Ith the railway depot and

works at the latter place—(Cheers)." My object in adverting to this circum-

stance is to show that we do not stand in a position of anything like coercion,

which has been so blindly and malignantly imputed to us. But you have

initiated a new era, and I trust that no one shall ever point to the master builders

as a body who desire to raise themselves in prosperity and comfort at the expense

of those below them, but who desire rather that every man shall have opportuni-

ties of rising in the world in proportion to his abilities and good conduct.

Mr. Geokoe Smith, in seconding the resolution, said the committee, of

which he was a member, had been accused out of doors of tyranny and all sorts

of harsh conduct. He had attended every committee meeting, and he could

honestly sav that be had never heard an observation drop from any member
of it m anyway likely to injure the workmen—(Hear, hear). Their anxious wish

all through, had been to carry out, what he believed to be imperative on them
bat with as little harshness as possible. Adverting to the remarks of Sir Morton
Peto, as to opportunities being afforded to workmen to better their position,

Mr. Smith said he knew of no tratle that offered so many facilities for that as the

building trade, although the capital required for large works was undoubtedly

great— (Hear, hear). He had been struck with the unceasing objections which
deputations of workmen,who had come before the Committee, made to piece-work,

while in almost the same breath they urged the apparent impossiblity of an
artizan raising his position. Mr. Smith proceeded in facetious terms, which

caused some merriment, to descrilic the various attempts made at conciliation

by persons not concerned in the dispute, especially commenting on the manner
in which Mr. Marsh Nelson and Mr. Ayrton had thrust themselves forward

with that view. He denied, in indignant terms, that when the Committee had
8n interview with Sir George Lewis, the Home Secretary, their object was to ask

for legislative interference. Mr. Piper, on the contrary, told Sir George Lewis that

they were there for no such purpose ; and yet Mr. Ayrton, who thrust himself into

the room d uring the interview, had heard it asserted over aud over again that their

object in going there was to ask for legislative interference, and had never liad

the manliness to contradict it—(Cheers). He (Mr. Smith) regretted to say

he believed that of all the Metropolitan Members, Sir Mortt.n Peto was the only

one who had had the manliness to come forward to state what must have been

their convictions on this question—(Cheers). If they were men of sense, they

ought to have come forward months ago, and told the people what must have

been the inevitable result of their struggle. But what did they do ? Why,
they wrote meaningless letters, hounding on these men to destruction ; when
a little more manliness, a little more of what he called English spirit, on their

part, might have shortened the duration of the unhappy dispute by months, and
saved the lives probably ofmany individuals—(Cheers).

The resolution was then put and canied unanimously.
Mr. W. F. Palmer, in a speech replete with feeling and sympathy for the

workmen at large, commended the Benefit Club to the support of the meeting,

as a means of ameliorating their condition ; and he moved—" That tliis meeting
cordially welcomes the efforts of those gentlemen who have originated the

Woikmen's Institute, and pledges itself to its support."

The motion was seconded by Mr. W. Morris, and carried nemine dusen-
tiente.

On the motion of Mr. W. Horxeb, seconded by Mr. J. Abbott, the best

thanks of the Association were unanimously voted to tlie Executive Committee
for the efficient manner in which they had transacted the business of the Asso-

ciation.

The cordial acknowledgments of the Association were also passed by acclama-
tion to Mr. Thomas Piper, for his conduct in the chair, on the motion of Mr. J.

C. Lawrekce, seconded by Mr. R. Hannek.
The Chairman briefly acknowledged the compliment, and with that the

proceedings terminated.

Neio Scfwuls at Haslington, Jiear Crewe, Cheshire.—On Wednesday,
February 1st, 1860, St. Matthew's Schools, Haslington, near Crewe, were
opened. Divine service was held in the church at half-past two o'clock, when a

termon was preached by the Rev. J. Bardsley, of St. Anne's, Manchester, and a

ctdlection made in aid of the schools. Afterwaids 350 persons, chiefly parish-

ioners, took tea in the new schools, aud the meeting was addressed by Mr.
Banlsley and other clergymen. Everything passed off well, it was a very happy
day, and the new schools were greatly admired. The Key. Charles White is the

incumbent of Haslington (to whom the greatest thanks are due for his strenuous

exertions in founding and establishing the schools which were so greatly needed).

Mr. James K. Colling, of London, is the architect, and Mr. Jolin Buckley, of

Cavenham, Cheshire, the builder. The amount of the contract was £1,080.

LECTUKES ON ARCHITKCTURE AT THE ItOYAL ACADEMY.
MR. G. G. SCOTT ON THE RATIONALE OF GOTHIC ARCIIITECTrKi:.

IN my former lectures I have endeavoured to trace out tlie history of tliat course
of transition by which the rude arcuated architecture which prevailed in western

Christendom durinsr tlie dark ages, between tlic fall of the Itoman empire and the
rise of modern civilisation, commonly known as the " Homauesquc " stylo, first

emancipated itself from its semi-barbaric character, and became a consistent round-
arclu'd style, and subsequently, by a perfectly logical series of changes, resulting

from the suggestions partly of scientific construction, aud partly of artistic refine-

ment, developed itself into that new, original, and beautiful style which has in more
modern times received the very absurd, but now unavoidable, name of Gothic archi-

tecture.
Having traced this development up to Avliat I consider to bo its culminating pomt

—the form which it arrived at towards the end of the thirteenth ccniury— it had
been my intention, before I proceeded further with the liistorlcal view of the subject,

to have given a series of short practical treatises on several of the more Important
elements of the style whose history I have traced out ; as, for Instance, on the
principles of Gothic vaulting, on InKertj, on the system of mouldings belonging to
the style ; on roojing, on architectural carving and sculpture, &c., &c. CircumstanceSi
however, having rendered it impracticable for me just now to devote to it the time
which would be necessary to do justice to tliese subjects, I purpose on the present
occasion to content myself—at the risk (I may say with the certainty) of repeating

what I have already stated—with an inquiry into the rationale of the style of archl-

tecture of which I nave been treating.

Such an inquiry is the more necessai-y from the extraordinary contrariety of '

opinion whicli we find to exist as to the real character of the style, as well as the
external and internal causes of its development. Such opinions assume the most
contradictory forms. One class of them may be denominated the religious view of
the question. Under this head one party describes|it as Christian, aud another as
Koman CathoUc ai-chitecture. One attributes to its various parts a deep symboUsa-
tion of Christian truth ; another discovers in them nothing but the mystic arcana of
Romanism ; while another cuts the knot by protestiug that it is Maliomedan archi-

tecture. A second class of opinions assumes an ethnological form. L'uder this

head some have thought the style especially English ; some pre-eminently German ;

some, again, in the most exclusive and straighteued sense of the term, Freneii; and
others (in the widest sense) Teutonic ; while the entanglement is again cut through
by the champions of the Saracenic claim.
Then comes a political class of disputants. One declares the style to be nothing

more or less than the visible exponent of feudahsra. If the system of DuranduB^
were applied to this view we should perhaps have the orders of the arch sliown to
represent the divisions of feudal aristocracy. The point of the arch to be the king j ,

the outer voussoirs the great, and the inner the Icsservassals ; the clustered pillars to

be the bishops surrounded by their clergy ; the ashlar stones the freemen ; the rubble
stones the villains and serfs, and the mortar to be the bond of union or of slavery by
which the whole system was cemented together; and the painted glass to be that
clerical monopoly of learning by which the pure Ught of knowledge was imparted
through an artiflcaliy-colorca medium. Others have, however, shown that the style

developed itself just when feudalism was giving way, and just among tliose very
communities who were most resolutely exerting themselves for its overthrow ; and
that, in England especially, it synchronizes with the foundation of those institutions

to which we owe our liberties and our greatness ; while our knot-cutting friends

would contemptuously pooh-pooh the whole question by saying that it had nothing
to do either with feudaUsm or Magna Charta, but was simply the natural result of the
Crusades.
Again, as to its more practical characteristics ; one party claims for it the most

unbounded liberty, another denounces it as curbing the free following of practical

and artistic requirements. The very same party sometimes describes it as excluding
the light of day, and sometimes as offering no protection against .the glare of sun-
shine. In fact, without going further into these contrarieties, it may be sufficient to

say that among those who have not gone much into the subject no opinions are too
iaconsistcnt either with one another or with facts to find ready advocates.
My object in this and the succeeding lecture will be to show that the style

originated in no occult infiuences ; that if it can be called either Christian, Teutonic,
French, English, German, or Western European, it is so only in a plain, straightfor-

ward, and historical, and not injauy hidden, exclusive, or mysterious sense ; but that
it, in fact, arose from the application ofplain common sense to plain practical require-
ments i that many of these requirements were not peculiar to the period, but belong-

to all time ; that many were not limited to a race or climate, but are common, with
certain modifications, to different races and countries ; and that the application of
the same class of common sense to altered requirements would produce results by
no means militating against those thus arrived at, but, on the contrary, tending to

enrich, to ampUfy, and to add new Ufe, variety, and harmony to the art which it

had first suggested.
To judge of the practical reasonableness of a style of building, it is not enough to

prove that it answers its purpose ; we may pro-suppose that all civilised people
would effect as much as that—indeed, that all people would do so who can construct

at all; for if uncivilised, their aim would be more simple and more readily

attained.
The question is, whether the purpose is provided for by; means consistent with

common sense, with the laws of nature, with the properties of the materials at hand,
and without an expenditure of labor and material rtisproportioned to the result. In
this I do not restrict the question to merely utilitarian results, but admit the artistic

element in a degree proportioned to the rank and purpose of the edifice. 1 would
also wish to guard myself against being understood to imply that the supenor
reasonableness of a style of architecture proves a higher state of civilisation among
the people who use it. Inventions are often accidental, and independent of high
civilisation. Thus, though au arch is a more rational means of spauning a wide
opening than a single block of marble, the early Romans who used the ai-ch were
probably much less civilised than the early Greeks, who were ignorant of it.

The Egyptians and the Greeks used most nobly the means of spanning openings
with whicli they were best acquainted, and for which their numerons quarries of

granite and marble supplied them so liberally with the materials ; but such a mode
of construction is manifestly costly,-dependent upon natural facilities of the most
exceptional kind, and extremely limited in its application. The use of the arch
obviates all these difficulties, and consequently a mode of construction which admits

the arch is more rational than one which docs not. Roman architecture, in short,

than Greek. , .

The Romans were, in fact, eminently a practical race, and their architecture is m
its construction in a high degree practical and rational ; they by no means limltea

themselves to the use of costly and bulky materials, but united in their structures

the use of all the materials of which (heir world-wide dominion gave them com-
mand, and were equally successful in emploving inttiem tlic most stupendous masses

of marble, as at Baalbec, the granite of Egypt, or the fllut-nodules of Ivent; and '

never hesitated at spanning the widest structure with vaults or domes of sucfi

solidity as almost to defy the ravages of the elements and of time.

The two great defects in the rationale of their architecture were— first, that, as the

conquerors of the world, the resources at their command were so unlimited that

economy of material seems to have been almost dismissed from their eonstrteration,

and their principle of statics seems to have been rather that of passive aud lUCTt

resistance than of equilibrium of .forces; and, secondly, that having adopted the

artistic features of Greek architecture, they attempted to unite them with their own
totally different system of construction, in a manner which cannot always be said to

be consistent with reason. .

When the nations of modern Europe began to emerge from the chaos of centuries,

and to generate for themselves a new civilization, their aim, as regards architecture,

seems rather to have been the recovery of ancient Rome, than to generate a new
style for themselves ; but their limited resources, and unfamiliaritywith what is now
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deoomiiiatod "Classic" art, freed them from the tendency to follow tlu-ir tsrtytit

maters In tju- two dcftwts whleh I have mentioucd. True, they often built with
needless massiveness ; but this was not the result of urofiiwenes^. but of want ot ex-
perlenee ; and when they imitated or ro-used the details of Koman architecture, they
applied tliern with more re-^^ard to practical utility than to t'laseic precedent.
At first the Uonmuesrine buihlers* were at a low level, both as to constructive and

artistic sitilt ; but all tlieir cllbrtsbeinf!: directed to practical improvement, they, in
course of time, sui!i*C4'ded in ^eneratiuff a very consistent round-arched style, in
which every feature may be said to ;.h:ive i-esuKed, in a V^^'**'*-'" or leas dWree,
from pnu-tical reasoning on immediate requirements and on their experience oipre-
cedin^' ilefeets.

The observations I have tooflTeron the divelopments thus reasoned out arehitended
to apply mainly to those of the countries north of the Alps, but may in many points
be found to be of peuoral applicitlion.
One of the lirst practical principles aimed at throughout the whole rangre of me-

dieval architecture was so to arrange their designs as to facilitate (he ufte of small
materials, and to render themselves independent of the accident of having quarries at
-oommand which would supply vast blocks of stone. It happened that in the great
tieats of early art this wa-s of less consequence, for Egypt, Syria, Greece, and
'Italy contain such quarries in tolerable abunaance, though even the Uomans resorted
to concealed arches for the eecnrity of their architraves ; but in northern Kurope,
'though I>uilding stone in most parts abounds, it is ouitc exceptional to find it at
once in blocks of great dimensions and of strength which would render it a trust-
.worthj- covering to openings of any considerable bearing. With all our increased
facilities at the present day, we never lUid the trabeated system carried out in
its intet^rity when on a hirge scah'; either the middle s'lones of architraves
arc suspended by concealed arched joints, as is the custom here, or are
visibly arch-jointed, as in France, or the entire architraves consist ol brick arches
plastered over to mimic the construction they aflect, but cannot follow. Even in our
(lOthic buildings, where every facilitv exists for the use of moderate-sized stone, it

is often with much difficulty that blocks of a size suited to all purposes can be
obtained. Tlius wUh the Houses of Parliament, after the whole kingdom had been
ransacker! by a geological commission, not only was the quarry they recommended
Bummarily rejected as incapable of furnishing stone of any reasonable size, but the
second quarry, which was adopted in its place, and which produced an admirable
material, was, after a time, abandoned and a third selected, the productions of which
have, in otlier respects than size, proved so lamentably inferior. The fact is that it

Is only hen* and there that we find quarries uniting qualitij and size which suit even
our moderate requirements; and if such is the case now', with all our mechanical
advantages and taeilities of transit, how much more must it have been felt in days
when the niechnnicnl appliances of the ancients had been in a great measure lost,

and the Uoman roads broken up, while the means, which were to supply these defi-
oiences, were yet in the infancy.
While, then, at all times and everywhere, it is a desideratum to a rational system of

construction, that it should olfer e"very facility for the Juse of ordinary and easily-
obtained material, such was the case in a more than usual degree in these early ages
of modern art.

Though the universal use of the arch by the Komanesque builders obviously pro-
jnoted this object, it would not of necessity lead to its fullest attainment. Arches
may be, and often are, constructed of enormous blocks of stone, and it had to be
studied how to make good construction with small materials.
The most obvious means of doing this, was by building the arches in rims as we do

our brick arches,—a deep arch, consisting of several distmct arches laid one over the
other, each lorming the centre on which the next is built. By this mode of building
«n arch of any degree of strength may be built of stones of the most moderate
dimensions. This system consequently became general in the Uomanesque buildings.
Now, a deep arch so constructed, and built square through the wall, has a heavy,

clumsy appearance, and^orms a dark and cavern-like recess. You may ornament
the vuussoii-.s, and vary their colour as you please, but still it is heavy, wanting in
play of light and shade, and obstructive to the free passage of the rays of light.

This was early felt and early obviated.
In an arch built in several rims, it is not necessary that any but the outer rim

sliould be of the full width of the wall. This suggested the system of siibordinatinf/
the rims, or recessing them one behind the other, so as to divide tlie arch into what
are called orders.
This gives us at once a new and beautiful mode of arcliing, economical, and

adapted to all varieties of material, giving great play of light and shade, ofiV'ring
the greatest freedom for the admission of light, and suggestmg (as we shall see), a
perfectly new system of decoration.
This division ot the arch into receding orders necessitated a corresponding form

in the piers which supported it.

The first means of relieving the plainness of this block-form, was the introduction
of an impost at the springing, defining the line which separates the pier from the
arch. Afterwards tlie orders of the jamb would receive pilaster-capitals, andthially,
decorative columns would be inserted in their place: thus completing the general
idea of the pier and arcli as made use of during tlie Uomanesque period.
The arch itself was at the same timo subjected to various systems of decoration

suited to its nonnal eow^tniction.
It is clear that the extreme angles of the orders contribute but slightly to their

strength. T!le^'c might, therefore, be rounded, chamfered, or moulded at pleasure.
It beoatuc coniinon t<t form tlieni into large rolls between two hollows, and also to
cut the order into various racchanical or other forms, as zigzag, &c., &c.. according to
the fancy of the architect, IVoiii which arose the whole system of Romanesque arch
decoration, and as the junction of the arch with the wall above was but slightly
marki'd by tlie change in the direction of the joints, a small projecting moulding was
introduced between tliem, which we call the drip-stone or label, which not only drew
the line more emjihaf ic:illy, but also served to prevent the water which ran down the
face of I lie walls from discoloring the arch mouldings.

It will readily be seen that this logical and reasonable mode of constructing arched
openings would, when applied to arches carried on pillars, lead to the clustered
column.

If the wall was not thick, the arch might certainly continue to be of one order,
and tile most natural mode of supporting it would then, as heretofore, be a single
column. Where, however, the wall was so thick as to sive it a clumsy look if the
arch ran square through it, it would be divided into two orders, and would assume
-at its springing a cruciform plan The impost must break round this figure, and
thou'j h the column might still remain (and often did remain) round the abacus, only
assuming tlie cross-form, the most natural thing would be to form a complex pillar,
composed of four shafts united in one, each apparently supporting its own order of
the arch.

If the arcli were divided into three orders, a more complex form suggested itself,

<*ontaining eight shafts ; and as the system was carried out, many other combina-
tions arose not necessary to enumerate.
Thus we see that the adoption of the arched system of construction, unbiassed l>y

any pre-existing laws of art, but aided only by the very rational desire to utilize the
materials most abundantly provided by nature, led to two of the most important
characteristics common to Komanesque and Gothic architecture, viz., the subordinated
arch and the clustered column, with the whole system of decoration derived from
them ; than which no two features can be pointed out which have been more richly
fniitful of architectural forms, the most original and be-autiful.

A^ain. in the mode of brinaring down the arch upon columns, the Komanesque
builders exercised a sound discretion. The ti reeks and Uomans in their trabeated
construction, reasonably enough, made their architraves only as wide as the upper
diameti'r of their cnlumu.?, so that whatever projection the capitals had from bevond
the shaft they had the same beyond the architrave also. When, however, you substi-

x'ttute two arches for two architraves, you bring down the weight by two opposite
forces ; its footing, therefore, on the capital requires as much steadiment ajs puaaiblc

Ihe Uoiiumfl. an many of their modern follower*, were for a time to IncunatoUat
as not only to limit the arch, like the arctiltrave, lo lh« thtrkrK'P^i of ihi* nppw
diameter of the column, but actually intir|>o»cd. w • * > < * a W{ of
entablature betwi'cn the cjflumn and the arch ; t)i • y eoold
to give stcadlncBS to the spring of the arch, they ii> uiutr«ft-
tion as possible. This was corrected by the iCoiUiUi-^ ... m,. )...»%.. huiitM. uul tke
arch was placed by them. UK reuHou would dicUile. directly uimju th.- capllal ur («tUl
more sensibly) on a strong Ihit ImpoKt laid on the caplliil anri f„r this moflt
reasonable step they have In after ages beeii pmum i..,k.......

| > " -nioatq^
architects, taught by coDiuon sense rather that I 'udr •»-
ample. If they imlial^d or re-used the (urtnlhiai , fraslle
abacus a more trustworthy Impost, and to give ^n .•><ttoftiM
arch they made it somewhat wider than the diauau-r uf tb*^ column—a praeiiee
which pervades medieval architecture, and contributes greatly both to il« (rood eo«-
struction and its beauty.
The system of constructing (Joorwmjn is directly derived from what I Itave alr«ady

described ; as many recesses beinggiven to the jninbs as the arrh han rlm«,'aod
these decorated with columns if thought goo<I. The head is often IllU d m wtth a
tympanum supported by corbels in the jiimbH. both as a field for nculplured c

tion, and to make the duor itself square Instead of arch-formt-d. If thu U not d,

the inner arches are made to spring from a higher level, to allow Ihe doors to 4

without catching against them.
The windows show the same regard to reason. The inside Is nearly always wldaljr

splayed, to spread the light equally in the room. The external receas depended
partly on the degree of architectural character aimed at, and partly on the depth re*
quired for the arch. Where the openings were but narrow, and tlie resources unalL
one arch-rim would suffice, and this would often be chamfered at the edgea to prevent
obstruction to light.

If the opening were wider, and so required a deeper arch, or if the arcbit«etiir«]
effect alme<l at were greater, we find two or more such orders as the alnive, witb.
perhaps, columns supporting the outer ones, the receding orders. In etth«*r ease, doing
away with undue obstruction of light or view ; the sill always well shirM .1. to throw
olf the water, and having usually a strim;course below, to prevent it from running
down and discoloring the walls. In all this, strict regard to practical reason and
utility is manifest; every step is argued out on tlu- basis of construction and require-
meiit, and every decoration is founded on, and results from, the conclusions oone to
on these practical grounds.
In domestic architecture, if a window were beyond the width of a single casetnent,

a small pillar was often interposed, and the inner order of the window was divided
into two arches, while thu outer one, it there were any, was in one. tin- casements or
shutters falling into rebates in the back of Ihe colum.i, by which a window of double
the width which would not otherwise be conveniently attainable was producv^L In
window-like openings in which glazing was not needed—as In triforlums, cloisters.
and screens—this system was used for beauty where not demanded for the same
reasons as in wincfows, and the subdivisions were often increased to three or four
under one comprising arch.

In other instances of the same kind, where light arcading was needed, as In elo&l-
ter.s and the wall was too thick to rest upon a single capital, two small columnaw«r6
placed one behind another, or a sort of bar or double cornel placed on the capital of a
single pillar to support the springer of the arch, for the sake of avoiding the use of
thick piers, which were not needed for strength, and would obstruct view and liffht;

and all these practical contrivances were made elements of beauty and varied cflect.

Another legitimate exercise of reason, on the part of the Komanesque builderv,
was the rejection of the fixed rules of proportion observed by the ancients between
the diameter and height of their columns. The^e rules were good In their place, but
they had been worked out for a totally different system ; and we know that the
ancients themselves were anything but so slavish in their adherence to them M
their modern imitators. In a purely arcuated system, however, it became clear that
such rules were out of place and inconsistent with reason. CircuniHtauc*-*. in a
majority of cases, prescribed the height of a column, from reasons wholly irrespective
of the question of its load. It followed then, that tiie diameter must be regulated
rather by the load than the height, so that every variety of proportion became
admissible. Take, as an example, the crypt under the choir of \ork Minster. Its

height being prescribed by circuni8tances,and the portion of it required for the vault-
ing beingfixcd by width ol the arched bays, it followed that the height of the coluouis
was also rigorously defined ; but some of these columns had to carry those of the
church above, and with them the whole superstructure, while others had no load but
the vaulting of the crypt and the floor of the chureli. Surely, then, the simplest
exercise of reason dictated that their diameters should vary with thrir load, irre-

spective of their height. The system of clusteiiug columnshoth helpi'd to moderate
the extremes of such variation in proportion, and, at the same time, introduced still

wider liberty ; for, though a pier destined to carry n vast load miirht Im.' subdivided,
and its apparent proportions thus lightened, the individual shafts ol which it was
composed not having each its own proper load, might be viewed as decorative only,

and be made exceedingly thin for their height. Tlie use of such thin shafts did not,

however, originate in the middle ages, t.'anina shows, in his work on l>omestic

Architecture decorated ivith ornaments of a light form, that it was frequent among
the ancients, though not often adopted by modern Classic architects Even for really

constructive pillars, it is admissible where the material is of remarkable strength,

as in the case of metal columns, and in a less degree with tliose of marble or g:raaitc,

where the load is very small ; but it is especially so where the columns are of a deco-

rative rather than a functional character, in which case it is not only lawful, but
correct to show this by making them of slender proportions. The liberty, however,
which I here defend, must, as all other liberty, be kept withui reasonable bounds,
and must be regulated by a correct eve and sound judgment.
Another sound exercise, as I •thinfc, of reason and lilMTty, which was univeraal

among the Komanesque and fiyzantine architects, was the departure from the ri^
of the ancients that all capitals o'nd other recurring objects of a like nature should be
worked to one and the same pattern. It may be that the unity of a colonnade, united

by a single aud unbroken entablature, demanded this. I am not findinu^ fault with

it|in Grecian or Koman architecture ; but where the capitals arc separated by arches,

or '.did not form a continujil range at all. the effect would be most i>ainfully mono-
tonous if the sculptured capitals were all alike, as if cast in a mould by the hundred.

We accordingly find It established as a universal law that, though mouhUd or other

mechanically formed capitals might, if you please, be alike, no such t lavery should be

imposed upon the sculptor ; but that he should have the fullest scope, within the

reasonable limits suggested by the requirements and the general balance, and
harmony of mass and outline, for the freest exercise of his own imagination.

Isow, though these and other developments of the Romanesque period were

founded on a thoroughly practical and logical course of reasoning, it by no means
follows that a perfectj.'d form of arcuated architecture had yet been arrived *t* *^
more than that the decorative system had been brought into a thoroughly refined

or artistic form.
Towards the middle of the twelfth century the efforts of t)i were re-

doubled towards the attainment of these two objects, and tlii t made,

both in correcting defects in construction and refining tin* dt- tii. wwt>

most slrenuouslv followed up. and all improvements made wt r- ictly on
reason. The great constructive difliculty nut wiili. arose from i iitward

pressure of the round arch when of ^-^reat span, or carryingany „ .
"' espe-

cially so when used in situations where it was difficult to give it air. very massive

abutment. »^^ij—
The cases of failure from this cause were moat frequent, so much ."o. tt;nT. besmes

the numerous instances recorded of buildings. whoUV, or in part 1. 'he

failure of the arches, we find among the buildings still reniainingabui -'S

of the insufficiency of the round arch* s for their load, and ot lb- lo

resist their pressure. In ordinary architecture we cannot, ai in bruin <s, \i.uiii<-ts,

Ac, give our arches an unUmitcd abutment proportioned to the pressure, whatever
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it may be ; we trc limited in our means of doing this by innumerable causes : thus,
in a central tower, if the arms of the cross have aisles, the uatufHl abutments of
the tower arches are nnlnced to the IVail aid of a continuous arcade upon detached
pillars; and even if there arc no aisles, the abutting whIIs are perforated with
windows. The abutments, again, of a chaucel arch, are perforated either by
arch^ ©r windows, while the gable over the arch loads it heavily at its weakest
poiot. The abutment of an arch, again, has otten to infringe upon a pier at half
Its height, as in the case of a nave arcade abutting upon the <ietach€d piers of a
central tower. In nil such situations the undue pressure of the round arch was
found to be most prejudicial. Still more strongly was it felt where the nave was
spanned by stone vaulting. The Uomanrt had got over this, as in the Ilaths of
Diocletian, by breaking the continuity of the aisles by vast abating walls across
them. Itut in a churca this was intpfacticable. Its uses demanded continuity of
aisle, and moderation in the size oi tlie pillars. Failures often occurred from these
adverse causes, and the ingenuity of the architects was naturally directed to ob-
Tiating the defect.

I have, in a previous lecture, deserilwd the series of tentative experiments, all of
them dictated uv constructive and practical requiremeuts, by which it was attempted
to avoid these ditliculties. I will not weary you by recapitulating them. The two
obvious desiderata were an arch of less pressure, and an abutment of greater
resistance ; aud these were the two objects aimed at in most of the succeeding
developments. T!ie first demand was met by the pointed arch ; the second by the
systematized use if the buttrt-ss, w hcther oi the solid or arched description. It was
perfectly well known that the outward thrust of an arch diminished as its height
increasetl ; that the resisting piiwerof an abutment depended mainly on its exten-
sion In the direction of the pressure; and that where suflicient extension of abut-
ment could uot bo obtained without inconvenience or dissight, the deficiency might
be compi'usjited by loading it from alwve; and by arguing on these three facts the
constructive eharact*Tistic8 which distingidsh (Gothic trom Itomanesque, or the
pointed arcluni from the n>und arched (Jot hie. were lot:iealIy worked out.
The strictly mathematical mode of increasing the height of an arch» would, I sup-

pose, bebv usingast-mi-ellipse, its major axis being vertical. The form is, however,
most uupleasing to the eye, and troublesome in execution, from its constant varia-
tions of curvature, so that bv far the most natural and practical means of effecting
the object, is the adoption oi* an arch of two centres, or what is commonly called the
**pomted arch." We accordingly find, as I have shown by ample evidence in a
former lecture, that this form was' in the first instance used just in those situations in
which a reduction of outward pressure, or an increased power of bearing weight were
of the greatest importance. I have shown that this form was not adopted at first as
a matter of taste, of fashion, or offancy ; nor even, as lias been suggested by a highly
talented writer, as a means of meeting the ditficulties arising from the varied arches
of vaulting, but simply from structural and mechanical necessity. It matters not,
whether the form was new or old, whether it occurred to them without external sug-
gestion, or wht ther thev saw it in the East, in their own intersecting arcades, or in
the first proi)Osition of Kuclid, It was not the seeingof it in any such mannerwhich
caused its introduction, but the simple fact, that tluy had arrived in the course of
their constructive development at a practical problem of vital importance, which
€U>»oluiely demanded the pointed arch for its solution.
' The first situations in which the pointed arch was substituted for the semicircle are
the wide spanning arches of vaulting, and the arclies carrying central lowers and
gables. We next find it in the wide arches of nave arcades, and it is not, as a general
rule, till it became customary in these petitions wliere it was demanded for practical
reasons, that it began to be used a.s a matter of taste in other positions.
Having si-cured the first object—an arch .of reduced pressure—the second, viz.,

the abutment of increased resistance, was attained by the systematic development of
the buttress,—a feature very much neglected by the Komanesque builders; and, as
the vaulting of a lofty nave could not be directly supported by the ordinary buttress,
the arched or flying buttress was introduced, spanning the aisles and conveying the
pressure to the buttresses beyond. That this was introduced ior utility only, and
not from taste, is proved by the attempts in early instances to conceal it, so that we
may with certainty conclude that all these beautiful features of Gothic architecture
originated, not from taste or caprice, but from reasonincr upon practical and urgently
pressing constructional requirement, and that the beauties to which they gave rise
proceeded from the application to them of the great principle of Gothic architecture,
the decoration of constructive or useful features.

Let us, however, suppose ior a moment that our building is not vaulted, but has
timber ro<jfs ; there still remains an advantage in the use of the pointed arch. If it

has, for instance, a centra! tower, the demand for an arch of reduced thrust is still
greater than if the church liad been vaulted, for the arms of the cross from their
reduced weight are less effective as abutments.
The chancel arch, again, demands height, and the moie so if it be wide, as in our

own day is necessary. The nave arcades arc better pointed than round, as are any
others carrying any considerable weight. Buttresses remain necessary at the ends
of the arcades, and are desirable as a steadiment to the outer walls, particularly
where roofs without a direct tie are made use of, and are further useful as permitting
the introduction of larger windows than might be safe without them. In all cases,
Indeed, where roofs or floorsare so constructed as toconcentrate pressure upon points,
it is clear that buttresses are desirable; and when the efficient size cannot be {il/cn
them without inconvenience or dissight. it is equallv clear that the deficiency may be
readily compensated by loading them with lofty pinnacles. It is wrong to use buttresses
without any object but appearance, but there are numbers of cases where they are of
great advanta<4e besides those in which we know them to be indispensable. If so
many of our arched and vaulted buildings in these days were not mere pretences in
lath and plaster we should have more practical experience of the need of the buttress
andof the pointed arch. I was once told by the English commiasioner in Scinde that
the Euroi>ean euaineers had diflicultv in making the native builders there believe that
any but a pointed arch will stand.
Let us now inquire as briefly as may be into the rationale of ribbed vaulting as

distinguished from the arris vaulting of the Roman and earlier Komanesque builders,A gromed vault does not of necessity demand the use of ribs any more than the
plain waggou-head vault. Even the latter was from an early period frequently
divided mto cornpartments or bays by transverse ribs, which were useful as a means
of giving It rigidity, but in aroined vaulting they were of nearly constant use both
for the same reason, and because the vault, being reduced at its springing to so
narrow a footing, required this additional strength. The arrises, however, or
dJagonal lines of intersection were always left without ribs.

*!. ^;^**'^"' ^"* ****^ custom changed? For two important reasons. The first was
this: that the intersection forms naturally a feeble line, both from the difllculty, par-
ticularly with the rough materials usually employed, of making its construction
tound; flrom its formintr an arch of greatly increased width without corresponding
inovase of height, and from its reduction at the springing level to a pin's point.

»An "^S??
""?*' ^^ ** "'"''*' Intricate nature, and requires to be explained more ind^I. When the two Intersecting vaults of a groin arc similar and equal in their

•eeUon, the line of intersection falls in a plane. When vaulting, however, became
greneral, all sorts of irregularly-formed spaces would have to be so covered, and
would present oroblema of considerable difficulty, in which it would be impossible in
all cases that the vaulting surfaces should be portions of cylinders or regular cvlin-
droids, and in which the intersecting lines could not, without much twisting oif the
snrfaces. be brought to fall into planes.
The introduction of the diagonal rib met both of these diflicultiefl. It strengthened

the weak angle and gave it a substantial footing; and It at the same time gave to
the lines of intersection a certain degree of independence of the vaulting surfaces

;so that instead of the surfaces governing the intersection, they were thenceforth
govj-rned by the ribs, and the latUr could be made to fall Into planes and to avoid
unsightly forms even in vaulting spaces of the most Irregular and abnormal forms.
The substitution of the rib for the arris worked as great a revolution in the

principles of vaulted construction as did the pointed arch iUelf. Nothing In the way

of vaulting was now impracticable or unsightly : the architect was absolutely master
of his work, and could do what he liked with it. The facilities it offers are quite
marvellous in the eyes of the modern practical man wJien once they are opened to
them. I have myself found one of the most practical men I ever met with, who had
for years taken tne leading management of the business of the greatest builder of
our day, though hitherto uninitiated in Gothic construction, almost in ecstasies at
finding a difficult problem in vaulting he had been puzzled over for days and making
models of in vain, solved in an instant by seeing the absolute liberty of action
exercised in a similar case in Westminster Abbey, The old builders themselves
perfectly luxuriated in their newly-discovered liberty ; not only could they vault
spaces of any conceivable plan, every dimension and angle of it varying, and the
difficulties increased by the necessity of pushing up windows in its sides in all kinds
of difficult positions ; out they could make the result so pleasing and apparently so
straightforward and natural, that not one observer out of a thousand ever finds out
that there was any difficulty to be got over at all. Sometimes, indeed, we find them
rejoicing somuch in their freedom as to set themselves needless puzzles for the very
luxury of solving them. There is a most remarkable instance of this in the crypt
under Glasgow Cathedral, where the pillars which support the floor have been placed
in a variety of intricate positions for no reason but to produce curious perplexities in.

the vaulting, and creating strange problems for the mere pleasure to be derived
from their solution aud the beauty of the puzzle when solved.

It has been argued that the Gothic vault is less refined than some of the previous
forms because less strictly mathemutieal; that a refined system of construction
should in all cases possess an exact mathematical solution, though the builder may.
when once master of the true theory, depart from it in execution; that the work,
in short, thou":h irre{4ular in execution, should be perfect and mathematically
accurate in its tlieorctical type.

I agree with this doctrine in the main ; but I hold that the Gothic vault complies
with Its conditions.
The square-groined vault, with semicircular arches, is perfect in its theory, and,

ffives elliptical arches for its arris lines. The same, if vaulted with the pointedf arch,
is equally true in theory, for the diagonal ribs may be pointed arches, formed each of
portions of two ellipses. The oblong vault, again, is perfect if the wide arch is a
semicircle, the narrow one a vertical semi-ellipse, and tne arrises horizontal semi>
ellipses of the same height ; but the ancients generally chose to stilt the narrow arch
instead of using the vertical ellipse, and by doing so threw the diagonal arris out of
the plane aud out of shape; but the theoretical form remained, nevertheless, perfect.
In like manner, if the same figure be vaulted across it widest span by a pointed
vault, and if the narrow vault have a pointed arch composed of two portions of
ellipses, and the intersections be of the same figure as resulting geometrically from
the intersection of the two vaults, the theoretical form is perfect. Kow, if in either
case the architect thinks the elliptical pointed arches inferior in beauty to those com-
posed of parts of circles, and by using.ribs finds himself enabled to throw the error
resulting from the substitution of the latter form into the vaulted surfaces where it

will be invisible, surely he is only using that discretionary power of intr oducing
irregularities uj)on a perfect theory which is claimed as his right ; and this is exactly
wnat the Gothic architects introduced.
The fact is that, besides its uupleasing form, especially when the major axis is

vertical, the use of the ellipse entails such an annoying series of difliculties asgreatly
to increase the trouble and consequent cost of execution. The constant change of
curvature, the troublesome methods cf striking it, and of finding the true lints ofthe
arch-joints, uot to mention the mathematicid fact that the same joint line is never
true Ijoth for the extrados andiutraUos, and that, if the rib mould remains unchanged
In depth, the extrados and intrados cannot be both true ellipses at all ; all these
furnish quite sufficient practical reasons for its rejection in eases where, not only is

there no necessity but an abstract mathematical idea to be satisfied by its use, but the
beauty of the work is greatly imp^roved by dispensing with it.

Though the pointed arch was introduced from purely constructive reasons, there
was another of a more scsthetical nature, which rendered its adoption more general
when once introduced. It was a double one : not only did the general tendency
towards lofty proportions render it necessary to make use of an arch more in har-
mony with the general feeling of the architecture, but the rejection of a fixed codeof
proportions for pillars and otner parts demanded for the arch an equal power of
varying its own proportions. The semi-arch is absolute and invariable, and though
the use of smaller segments would meet the case in one direction, tliere were no
means of proportioning it to features of increasing height. This was attempted both
in Romanesque and Ilyzantine works by the expedient of «<i/fjn|/, but this is, after
all, more a semblance than a reality. As in cases already cited, the mathematical
solution of the problem is the ellipse ; but only imagine any thing so uupleasing as
a series of elliptical arches placed the length-way upwards ! Good taste would not
suffer it ; but the pointed arch at once met the difficulty. To illustrate my meaning,
I will beg you to take an internal bay of a Norman cathedral, and to suppose your-
selves to have to increase its height throughout in the ratio of one-third.
You, first, after setting out your widths as in the original, increase the whole

height and that of each story by one-third; youthen increase the pillars and the
jambs of the triforium and clerestory windows in the same proportion : this brings
you to a stand, for the arches being semicircles are invariable. Either you must
leave them imaltered and throw all the extra height into the wall above them, or you
must stilt them each to the extent of one-third of their height ; unless you can
make use of an elastic arch which will change its proportion at pleasure. The ellipse
occurs and meets the case, but it offends your eye. At length, however, the pointed
arch suggests itselfand gets rid of the whole difficulty. So similar are a Romanesque
and an Early Pointed bay in all other respects, that the change of proportion which
1 have described seemsat once to effect the whole change in style.

Had the constructional motive alone existed, the pointed form would have been
confined to arches of considerable span, but the demand for a variable arch adding
ajBthetic to the constructional claim, caused its speedy adoption in positions where
strength alone would not have demanded it, though tlie semicircle, the plain segment,
and the segmental pointed arch, were, at all subsequent periods of the style, used side
by side with the true pointed form.

I have been tlie more particular in shovring the true reason^ for the change in the
form of the arch, because the great majority of writers treat it purely as a matter of
taste, and of altered fashion ; indeed, too generally, excellent writers on the history
of medieval architecture have strangely imagined that the pointed arch had a
greater outward thrust than the round, and that the increased projection of the
buttresses was necessitated by its use : instead of the two being simultaneously
introduced as a double means of avoiding the evils experienced from the great thrust
of the round arch and the small butresses by which it had, during the Romanesque
period, been accompanied.

I will now close my present lecture, but hope in the next to carry on the same
inquiry into a number of^other details, as well as into the general spirit and principles
of the architecture of which I am treating ; and to add some practical remarks on
the application of the rationale thus traced out to our present revival of the style,

and such developments as it may give rise to.

THE STRIKE.
THE Conference of the United Building Trades on Monday declared a dividend

of 48. each, which wns distributed amongst 2,200 artisans. The usual
weekly meeting of the delegrates from the metropolitan trades was held on
Tuesday evening, at Sliafteshury-hall, Aldersgate-street, Mr. Dunning, delegate

from the Bookbinders, Raquet-court, in the chair. Contributions amounting
in the whole to about £45 were handed to th treasurer in the course of the

evening.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATIOIV.

THE usual fortnif^htiy meeting: of this Association was held on Friday, at the
rooms, Conduit-street, J. W. Pexfold, Esq., A.I.IJ., president of the

Association, in tlie cliair.

Mr. Herring, lion, secretary, read the minutea of proceedings at the last

meeting:, which were approved of and confirmed.

New Member.—Mr. Arthur Smith, 15, Great Castle-street, Cavendish-square,
having been duly balloted for, was unanimously elected a member of tlie

Assocmtion.
Class for Wood Carving and Modelling,^^v. Randall Drucb said he

thouj^ht the establisliment of a class for wood-carving and modelling would Iw

very use I'ul in the way of obtaining a practical knowledge of sculpture in the

architectural profession. He therefore moved—''That a class be formed for the

purpose of learning and practising wood-carving and modelling, to be held at

seven o'clock on the evenings of the meetings of the Class of Design, the only

expense being the payment of a skilled instructor, to be contributed by a sub-

scription amongst the members of the proposed class." Such a class would
involve no expense to tlie Association, and the only expense to the membei-s of it

would be the payment of a proper instructor.

Mr. T. Roger Smith seconded the motiou. A knowledge of modelling and
caning was very essential to an architect, and when the proposed class was
established lie hoped that as many as possible would attend it, so that the object

might be earned on with spirit.

The Chairman highly approved of a class for wood carving and modelling,

but hoped that that would not interfere with the drawing and sketching of the

Class of Design.
Mr. Druce.—Certainly not ; it will be a separate class

The motion was then unanimously agreed to.

3Ir. Blasiiill then read the following paper, on :

—

THE APPLICATION OF IROXWORK TO ARCIlITrXTURE.

THE application of ironwork to architecture is a subject which Includes many Im-
portant questions capable of bcin"- well divided from each other, aud several of

them aflbrding material lor useful and iuteresting discussion. When, therefore, I

had promised to read a paper on ironwork, I felt some hesitation as to what branch
I could treat with the greatest prospect of advantage.

I found on inquiry that the subject I bad chosen was one which had not been
brought proniiueutly under the notice of the Association; and I considered, there-
fore, that a general view of so many parts of it as 1 could include in a single paper,
would be more appropriate than the selection of any one branch, and more accept-
able to the audience I had to address.

I purpose, then, to notice :—first, the chief considerations which ought to influence

us in the use of materials in general ; iu the second place, the properties of iron itself,

and their influence on us in our treatment of that particular material ; and after-

wards to glance at some of the chief ways of applying iron at present in use, and to
consider the elTect on art, and on the wollare of tlie community, which may be
expected to result from a greatly increased application of it.

It has been rather the fashion amongst writers and speakers upon art to argue that
iron is a material which cau never be successfully applied in anything approaching
liigh-class architecture. I remember being present at a semi-professional feathering
some four or five years ago, when, other subjects being scarce, some one struck on a
vein of iron, and that unhappy metal was thrown down and trampled upon by clergy-
men and laymen in a way that ought to have left it for ever an abommation in the
eyes of the fuitliful.

1 thought at the time, and still think that a wiser course would have been to have
urged a more thorough study of the principles of art, and a more correct acquaint-
ance with the properties of the material, with a view to the correction of such errors
as had arisen in the treatment of it.

There can be no doubt but that iron has been extensively misapplied, both in

construction and in decoration, but it seems to me that any attempt to discourage
its use for either purpose can only tend to increase the evil we wish to avoid.

If the quahfied artist will have nothing to say to it, it will continue in the hands of
people who ignore art altogether, or make attempts at It which are ludicrous or else
melancholy in their failure. We shall, still have men of the highest eminence
designing iron Gothic bridges for our convenience, and well-meaning men, who are
not eminent, givini^ us cast-iron nosegays for our delight.
The general neglect of iron as a vehicle for art seems to have thrown the meaning

of the term ironwork into some confusion. I have been told that we ought to under-
stand by it, chiefly, gates, brackets, hinges, railings, and such small articles in
hammered iron as have a decorative, rather than a structural, offlce, and that when
a girder, for instance, is used as a piece of construction it would not be called
ironwork, as their need be no art in it ; its fate being to be boxed round when the
building was flnished, and seen no more. Now, this system of " boxing round " has
taken a Arm hold on the public mind, and has been productive of many serious evils.

The loun;^er past our shops will see everywhere slender columns clothed in every
possible disguise. If not painted and sanded, they are covered with looking-glass
or cloth, or papered in imitation of some unknown marble. And he will generally
find that if there is lack of art^in the thing to be covered, it Is not supplied by the
covering: if there is no art in our iron girder, there is little gained when we have
dressed it as a wooden beam. The man who is capable of producing an artistic eflfcct

will generally prefer toproduce it by means of such parts as do the real work ; he will
have too much respect for his columns and girders to surround them with meaner
coverings, and too much respect for himself to expose them without so much of
careful ornamentation as shall be required by the position they occupy in his
design.

If we look at the works of the past wc shall find great variety in the materials used
in difltrent ages and countries, the syenite of Kgypt, the sun-burnt bricks of Assyria,
the marbles of Greece. The Moors have left us plaster decorations which have seen
six centuries, and four or five centuries have passed over the timber houses of later
times. In each of these sges buildings have been produced which have elicited the
admiration of the present. Tiicrc is hardly a nation which has attained any great
degree of importance iu ancient times that has failed to leave specimens of art worthy
of the position it held, aud clearly distinct from the works of all other countries and
times.
Could this have been accomplished by means of any such system as now prevails

amouitrst us ? A system wliich, whatever it may be in tlieory, is in practice no more than
an imitation of the styles of past ages. One body of men, having fixed on a particular
style which is worthy of every particle of the praise they have lavished upon it,

imitate it more or less closely, and with a success generally greater as the imitation
is more close, but with this practical result— that after years of careful study and
constant experiment they have not been able, as sentimentalists, to infuse an atom
of the poetry of the old buildings into the new, nor, as artists, have they advanced
one step towards perfection from the point at which tliey professed to start. Is not
this idea of a starting-point an unluckily descriptive one ? Are they not attempting
to build on the apex of a pyramid with materials pillaged from its sides? Should
they not rather go to the quarry which nature has provided, and hew their own
stones, and lay their;own broadfoundation ; now and then ascending the old pyramid
to look down on the progress and correct the errors they might be making in the
new, always comparing the two works with such hope of raising them the highest
as they might gather from the excellence of their workmanship aud the breadth and
security orthe foundation they had laid ?

There is another class, who with feelings less strong, because less concentrated,

advocate the artso<;iationof Home Hpeelal idea with carli p.irltc .'

live in town his hous.t mu-^t be Itaflun, If In the couiilry It mu-
muflt go to church as a Goth, and be laid In tin- Cinx. Nr, ,i-

formrt, not Kgyptlau. are prop«)Htd for lombii. and t

particular objection, but the rca«on givm U, not M.
closely connecting them with tuuibx, but iKcauiir h
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periods of arcliitectural history. We rauHt not (oriiei that if uur leprcfL-nUtlve^maa
have been a soldier or astatOHman, be must have a (Jrcek tablet Iu .SI. I'aul'a or the
Abbey.

I cannot think that one particle of the admiration we [ traDlct to
due to this practice of association, or to Die Intentional ., works
No doubt this copying did exist to some extent uh It will .,u oercr
reduced to a syntem, the progress was alwayn viMtblc. Ii. ni hi the
case of ever^ true revival art took a new direction, ao dii: vluuiolM
that it has often rej^ulred much ingenuity on the pari' :.-coTPr a
junction between the old path and the new. Kvery out mu-i hitve noticed tlM
different degrees of interest excited Iu his own mind by u building of « date aatcrlor
to the corameiicement of the present faithion of copylMUi ainl misapplied onllment-
alism and by u motlern imitation. In the flrnt case we Khali probably net- Indication*
of the feelinj^s and habits of the age, possibly of the (hnigner htin»cir. ln»taac«s
may be found oven in the buildings of the present day, u-lien the deiilgnrr nerer
heard the name of art, but nimply placed the best materials at his dUpOHaTia the best
form he could contrive ; and although there cau be no claim toany higher exri'lUaee,
we look on them with a sutisfiictiou that Is never felt with the Imltitive bulldloff
which has no history in its timber gable, and neither sermon nor i)oem in lt» Rtoiies.
The true origin of the excellence of ancient buildings I take to l>e a elo«e ntudy of

natural laws in their proportions, and of natural forms In their decoration. Ithaa
not been so easy at any time to follow nature In her methods of construction, but
probably the measure ot sucoegs attuhied in this particular, may help us In deciding
on the comparative methods of rival styles.

If these views are correct, it would follow that wo should look on spcclmcni of
ancient art as subjects for study, strictly sulwrdinate to our study of nature, and not
as models. That we should neither copy Ihcm, nor, having modified a few detaJU.
put them forth as original designs; that wc should not careleHsly sacrifice art and
science for the sake of association, nor carefully consider how much of either we can
afford to sacrifice ; aud that in the use of any material our best chance of Boeeeci
wouhl be in attending as closely as possible to the proper development and correct

'
' " 'y valuable property that hes hid in the material Itself.

ly In the strict carrying out of such a course, "modem Gothic" and
employment of every
rrobably in the si

"modern Classic" would suffer a worse fate than fell on their admired orlginala:
but with the gain I anticipate to art I am not prepared to say that such a rcaoll would
be a subject for unmixed regret, and although various cireumstanccfi might for a
long time defer such an event in architecture of stone or brick, I feel that It muat
take place quickly and utterly, as the consequence of any general attempt to employ
ironwork as the chief and leading material in architectural construction.

I have often thought it a misfortmie that writers on architecture, in recordiog the
study of natural objects, coufiue their attention almost alltogether to such aa are of
use chiefly to the decorative artist. Now everything hajt its comparative, as well M
its intrinsic value, and though it may seem almost impossible to urge too lycqnenCly
the study of natural forms, this will certainly happen if it Induces ua to neglect the
study of natural structures. Wo do not, i>erhaps, see on a cursory glance Uiat nature
is as safe a guide in the selection and disposal of materials for punxwca of strength,
as in the arrangement of forms and colors for the production of^bcautv. She oaa
provided the man of science with a store of examples as rich as that laid t>cforc the
artist.

The object ot nature is not always the production of the highest order ot beauty;
some specimens exist in each department of natural history from which we may
descend, through a line of humbler forms, until It becomes ditflcult to see anything
to please the eye. Those who have studied zoology only at Kt^ent^a-park or the
British Museum say. that many animals are positively ugly and some repolslre.
Now there is this fact, as regards all the natural history I know, that aamuch care

Is bestowed ou the structure of the meanest in outward appearance aa in that of the
highest. If we select an animal, however awkward aud unwieldy, we shall find
every limb with its necessary portion of stron*;th. and exactly proportioned to Ita

oflSce. In looking at nature's most ornamenteu productions wc simply sec the same
thing, and are more astonished, only because we find that the graceful outline we had
adimrcd solely because of its beauty and agreement with the forms in connexion
with it, complies as exactly with the laws of the material as if ft had been designed
with no other object in view. Kverything is made equal to the ordinary demands
upon it, and with some provision for contingencies, but beyond this you look in rain
for sacrifice or superfluity. Beauty is present, or absent, but fitness of construction
which iu himian work is the concern of science, seems to be the first consideration

;

the quality which is neither neglected nor forgotten.
I am Inclined to think that if any one with sufllcient genius and constructive

knowledge, combined with a competent acquaintance with natural history, would
conduct a careful inquiry and make judicious selections from the structural contri-

vances to be found in various departments of animal and v<^ctable life; the result

might be a system of "Anatomy for Architects," worthy to take rank with any of our
works on natural forms and colors, and forming a highly Interesting companion to
them. The bones of animals deserve much study in their forms and sections. They
are composed of substances compact and cellular, and the two kinds are disposed
in exactly the positions where they can best resist the strains to which the bones are
liable.

The stalks of reeds and grasses are good examples of the disposal of a small
amount of material In the form best adapted to give stiffness, with a certain amount
of elasticity, where the strain proceeds wholly from external causes. They are

thickened and stiffened at intervals with diaphragms, such as, I Iwlleve, have been
adopted by engineers under circumstances not very dissimilar. <iJreat use Is made of

this hollow construction, either by means of tubes or cells, and it Is chiefly where
great weight and severe cross-strains have to Ik? provided for, that solid stems are

resorted to. In the class of shellflsh, both fossil and recent, we meet with vaultings

and abutments, and corrugations, and every possible contrivance for rendering thin

plates capable of resisting' pressure from without. Even some of the inferior animals

make by instinct such skilful constructions, that science goes to them for information
and cannot suggest improvement.

I do not mean to say that it will often be possible to take one of nature's contri-

vances, and apply it unaltered to our purpose, although there are Instances where
this has almost been done. It is probably the same with science as with art in this

respect, that we must rather gather principles from many examples, than attempt to

reproduce any individual Bpecimen ; wc may cultivate a sense of^eonstrucllonal truth

till it goes about with us like an instinct ; and we start at sight of a cross-strain as a
musician would at a false concord.

I have treated the subject of nature, both in its superiority to art. and on its own
merits, perhaps at some length for a paper professing to treat only of the appucation

of iron ; and I have done so because 1 believe that wiille the study of these structural

contrivances is more or less necessary in dealing with every material. It is more
especially so in the treatment of ironwork.
There arc advantages arising from the properties possessed by metals, which are

not found iu timber or stoned we are not comi>elIea to burden our buildlnga witn

large masses of useless matter, because it would be expensive or impossible to

cut them away. We can cast, or roll, or hammer our Iron into almost any form we
think best suited for strength, even as nature deposits her strength-giving particles

by process of growth.
, ., ,

We can design a structure with every part strained In nearly equal proportion to

Its ultimate resistance ; and the designer may be as fairly considered open to criticism

for the quantity he uses in excess, as for any deficiency he has failed to remedy.

Iron as used in architecture, consists chiefly of two kinds, poaaeMOifi: widely
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different proportios, and as a knowledge of these Is of the utmost importance, it will

be usefXil to g^lance, for amoment, at its mode of manufacture, and the qualities which
tfac diOVreut kinds possess.

Iron, like most other metals, is not obtained from the ciirtli in its pure state. After
it comes frv>m the mine it has to uuderg^i several processes before it becomes fitted

for any useful pun>osc. The ore is first broken and placed in heaps with the neces-

sary quantity ofcoal, or else in kilns where it is burnt like lime. The calcined ore is

then placed in a blast furnace with coke or coal as fuel, and also lime to act as a flux.

The iron melts and runs out at the bottom of the furuaee, while the lime forms a
fbeible slag with the bulk of the earthy matters contained in theores. The hot. blast

fa generally understood to produc*; a weaker metal, as it melts a greater quautity of

the inferior portions of the ore.

Tht' iron whiih runs from the furnace is cast into the form called piff-iron, from
which are produced, bv remelting, all such articles as are to be made of cast-iron. It

now contains two or three per ceut. of carlwn with small quantities of sfliea, lime,

phosphates, and other matters.
When wrou<;ht iron is to l»c produced, the pijf-iron is melted with coke under a

strong blast, which refines the metal by bnnims: a large proportion of the impurities

it contains^. It is cast into cakes which are broken up and placed in another lumace
lor the purpose of being puddled. This is done by stirring it with rakes imtil the
carbon becomes gradually consumed, when the metal loses its fluidity, certain por-

taina less fluid than the rest appear on the surface, and these the workman gathers

into a ball of a soft and pastr character. This is put through squeezers which drive

oot much of the remainiug'impurilv, and by rolling out the hall into a cake or

**bloom" gives It something of a fibrous texture. The bloom is again heated to

weldiugheat and put under a heavy hammer or througrh rollers and made into bars

or lUate, and if required the process is repeated—each hammering and rolling driving

0«rmore of the cinder, increasing the formation of fibre, and making the iron of a

tomber mid stronger quality.

iniere is a third kind of iron, called malleable cast, which is only used for compara-
tively small articles. It is cast iron which has been annealed and thus rendered
moderately tough and tlexiblc, it may be beaten out. or beat to some extent, but loses

these properties on being heated, so that it cannot be forged like cast iron.

There ia another process for making wrought iron and steel direct from the blast

furnace, which has been introduced by Mr. Bessemer. The iron which, in the ordinary
procest*. would be east Into pigs, is run into a kind of overgrown retort, and air is

uninediately blown into it tlirongh a number of small tubes. This raises the heat
considerably, and an active combustion goes on , which frees it of its carbon and other
imparities much more quickly and completely than the tedious processes of refining

and puddling. It is a question of minutes between the crude iron and the steel, ana
by continuing the blowing it is brought do\vn to the softer qualities of wroughtiron.
But steel is dearer than Iron, and the manufacturers naturally turn their attention
first to the most remunerative article, so that we must wait until more furnaces are
brought into operation before wc can obtaiu a material which appears to possess
greater tensile strength than any we can at present command.
Of course, anew manufacturer of iron has to undergo, in the workshop, a great

Tariety of severe tests before its character becomes established ; but we are justified

in expecting valuable results ftom any attempt to bring science into closer connexion
with manufacture.

In the use of iron, ofcourse everything depends on a knowledge of the properties
which these different kinds possess. Cast iron is hard and brittle, more or less crys-
talline in structure ; its strength depending much both on the care with which it has
been treated, and on the quantity of carbon it contains. The presence of carbon
Tenders it cap:ibh' of becoming fluid, and it is probably strongest when there is over
two per cent., or just sufficient to effect that object. On being broken, it shows a
light or bluish grey fracture, with plenty of bright specks on the surface. If the
color i.* dark grcv or dull black it is probably weak or full of impurities, and ifwhite,
is too hard and brittle. It should not be so brittle as to fly off" with a moderate
blow of the hammer, but should be slightly indented, or tear off with a somewhat
fibrous fracture.

It was thought at one time that cast-iron opposed the forces of tension and com-
pression with equal resistance, and our old theories are formed on this erroneous
supposition. Jlodem experiments have proved, as might have been expected from
its crystalline stractarc, that its resistance to compression is much greater than to
extension.
A cubic inch of cast-iron will support about 40 to 50 tons, and when a certain point

is reached, depending upon the quality of the metal, it breaks down at once. When
employed to resist a tensile strain, it breaks suddenly under a weight of about seven
tons to the sectional inch, after extending to a very slight decree. It will, therefore,
only bear extension to about one-seventh of this extent, to vvhieh it vrill resist com-
pression. The properties of wrought-iron are in these respects theoppositeof those
which distinguish cast-iron. Being tough and fibrous, it is better adapted to resist
extension tlian compression. While cast iron breaks with a tension of seven tons
per Inch, good arerage wrought-iron will support twenty tons, and, after some
amount of extension, gradually tear asunder.
While cast-iron will near a compression of over 40 tons, wrought-iron fails with

about 16. It docs not crush suddenly hke cast-iron, but rather squeezes out like red-
hot iron or lead.

While on the subject of the properties of iron, I must mention one which, while it

is prejudicial to its use in construction, is much more so as regards its external ap-
pearance—I allude to its unlucky affinity for oxygen, which in all exposed situations
renders a protective covering indispensable. A coating of zinc, which can now be
given to articles of the length of several feet, is effectual, if carefully executed ;

and there are paints which answer the same purpose in various degrees ; but both
these coverings are objectionable, and we must make a steady demand on the re-
aources of chemistry for some means of remedying the evil, if we wish to use iron
wHh anything approaching to complete success.
A knowledge of the powers of resistance to direct tension and compression in

materials is of great importance, for although we arc not likely to use iron always
under these simple conditions, this knowledge is of the greatest assistance In
bsTestlgating the laws which regulate its conduct under the more complex strains to
which in ordinary practice it is subjected. The use of iron in columns is a case
where the ultimate strength is governed by other circumstances than the tendency
to simple crushing of the material. This matter has been ably investigated by l*ro-
fessor Hodgkinsou, and a valuable series of experiments maybe consulted in his
work on the strength of cast-iron. He derives from these experiments the rates at
which columns are weakened by increase of length, and strengthened by increase of
diameter ; al«o the measure of advantage gained by using iron in a hollow form. Th«
whole inquiry is most interesting, but is a subject rather for quiet study than for
hnty and incomplete extract.

In all cases, .and especially where the length exceeds 30 diameters, there is great
tendency to brink by flexure. There seems to be no more increase of strength gained
hj making the lower greater than the upper diameter of the column, than there is of
beanty by Imitating Claflsic art in their ornamental portions.
Daring the last fifty vears there has been an immense use of cast-iron for various

pnmses. particularly in the fireproof floors of mills in the manufacturing districts,
andln girders and columns for supporting parts of buildings. Timber has been very
generally superseded by cast-iron in girders, though it is much superior to It in case
of Are. and more trustworthy under ordinary circumstances, for while a good beam
of timber will take a certain time to burn, even in the hottest flrc, it is Impossible to
«ay that a comparatively small increase of temperature will not destroy in a moment
the beam of iron. Sometimes they will brealc from frost, even before a load is
placed on them, and they arc liable to accidents from careless casting, irregular
cooling, and imperfect mixture of the metal.
This wantof certainty makes It impossible to employ them with perfect satisfaction,

and It seems desirable on all accotmts that they should go out of use as speedily
npoftiblc:

The old form of cast-iron beams, as introduced by Boltou and Watt, and generally
used in their fire-proof mills, was that of an inverted X «"'* it was exceedingly
convenient for receiving the springers of the brick arches. Tredgold introduced a
girder with equal top and bottom flangos, under the erroneous idea that the resistanco
of cast-iron to tension aud conipressure was the same. Uoth those forms have gone
out of use since the experiments made by Professor Ilodgkinson and Mr. Fairbaim.
Their object was to find a form in which a given amount of iron should be cast so as
to produce a beam of the greatest streogth, the dei)th and span being previously
determined. It is very interesting to trace in those experiments the successive stops
by which the section of greatest strength was arrived at.

It proved to be that in which the lower flange was to the upper ones in the propor-
tion of about fi to 1, and you will observe that this is not far from the proportion
which the tensile and compressive strengths of cast-iron bear to each other. As a
general rule we use the top flange for supporting the load, and then a modification of
this rule becomes necessary, the upperflange being madeoue-half or one-fourth ofthe
lower one. The lower flange is generally made thick and wide when compared with
the upper one, aud the web between them should commenci^ below with about the
thickness of the lower flange, aud diminish to the thickness of the upper one at the
point where the two join. Besides, some additieu of strcng^th thus diminishes the
chance of unequal shrinkage in cooling, a danger which it is important to avoid, and
which is the result of one of those laws of nature which we are, perhaps, more often
reminded of in using iron than any other material. Strengthening pieces should be
added at intervals if the load is great, and wider ones at the ends where the bottom
flange must be spread out so as to give a broad bearing on the walls.
Sometimes two girders are used bolted together, and in that case all bolt holes

must have a small addition of metal round them ; but generally any irregularity of
thickness in any part, any holes in the web, or any projections cast on, should
be avoided as much as possible.
When the lower flange is not more than six times the upper one, the girder will

probably fail by tension or the breaking of the lower flange at the centre, and
accordingly <die sectional area of this flange, the depth of the girder and the span,
are all we need regard in calculating the strength, to do which Mr. Hodgklnson
gives the following formula :

—

If I represents the length between supports, d = depth, a = sectional area in
centre, all in inches, c = a constant number derived from experiments, and wliich
for cast-iron is 2G ; andw = equal a weight which would break the beam if placed on
the centre ; then—

26, a, d
7 = «7=breaking weight in centre in tons.

The breaking weight should never be less than four times the calculated load with
the best iron, and having found the luad and determined the span and depth, we
find tlic area of lower flange by formula

/. 10

''2(i,d
=«•

A cast-iron beam should on no account be used without being tested with some-
thing over a third of its breaking weight. Too severe a test is likely to damage the
cohesive powers of the metal, aud leave the beam weaker than before. Mixtures of
two different kinds of pig with old^ron are generally considered to produce a stronger
beam than simple iron, aud may be specified with that view, and cousiderahle
strength is gained hy casting the beam upside down ; but as the manufacturer will
be sure to use what iron he pleases, and cast the beam in the position he finds most
convenient, a sufficient test applied, if possible, by actual weight, aud a view of the
fracture, arc the best guarantees of strength we can obtain.

Tlie introduction of wrought-iron in girders ought to be, and no doubt will be, a
death-blow to the use of cast-iron in this form, the tough and fibrous nature of
wrought-iron rendering it j)eculiarly adapted to resist the strain on the bottom
flange, by which cast-iron beams arc generally destroyed. Another, and, I think,
a legitimate recommendation to the use of wrought-iron is, that its superior ex-
cellence is obtained by addilional labor and care. Indeed, in this respect, mctala
arc superior even to stone ; the meltings, and rollings, and refinings which they have
undergone before coming under the tool of the art workman giving them something
of a nobler nature than belongs to the rude progress of the quarry.

The wrought-iron beam in its simplest form consists of a web with equal flanges
at top and bottom. These can only be rolled of the depth of 8 or 10 inches, and the
plate girder is generally used for large sizes. It is made by riveting two pieces of
angle iron on the top and two on the bottom of a thin web, and in this way very
^reat strength may be obtained. For stronger girders we have top and bottom plates
in addition to the angle iron ; and where great breadth is not required, this is found
the most useful form. Upright X irons should be riveted on each side of the web,
at bearings of ends on templates, and at intervals in the lengths, depending on the
stiff'ness required. If the flanges are wide, they should be bent out and riveted to
them also. The box girder is made by using two upright plates, and as it is wider In
proportion to its depth, much lateral stiff'ness is given, and there is also some increase
of strength in proportion to the material used.

In long girders the plates arc used in comparatively short lengths, laid together
vrith a butt joint and a cover plate of the same thickness riveted over them without
much loss of strength, if well executed. Still it is a kind of patch which improve-
ments in the rolling of iron ought to enable us to dispense with, q'he top and
bottom plates may be in two or three thicknesses: the depth should not be more
than 1-lOth of the span, but it is usual to make it as near l-12th as possible.

The power of wrouo:ht iron to resist tension being equal to about twenty tons to
the sectional inch, and in the case of compression sixteen tons, it is evident that the
upper flange requires to be made the largest, which is exactly the reverse ot cast-
iron, though the inequality is to a much smaller extent ; but although wrought-iron
would not actually squeeze out with much loss than sixteen tons, its flexible nature
would cause it to buckle under considerably less pressure. The angle irons coun-
teract the tendency to a great extent, but in very large girders the top flange should
always be made somewhat thicker than the bottom one, though in small girders,
where the section of the lower flange is considerably reduced by the rivet-holes,
which have no prejudicial effect on the top, it is usual in practice to make both flanges
equal.
The constant given for the strength of wrought-iron beams to be used the same

as that for cast-iron is seventy-five for plate and eighty in the case of box girders.
This constant would be proper for girders made of the best Yorkshire or Stafford-
shire plates, such as are usually specified, which would boar twenty tons per inch,
and the load should not exceed one-third of the breaking weight ; but these figures
will give a beam much too weak if care is not exercised in preventing the use of
inferior iron. If the contract, is taken at a very low price it is probable that inferior

filates will be used, such as having only been through the squeezers may have a
arge proportion of cinder left in them which would have been sent out under the
hammer. The uncertainty of these plates is their worst feature, and it is better In
all cases to specify the best iron which has been reheated and hammered, and is

only inferior to boiler plate, naming also a particular brand, which you can sea
on each plate, and thus obtaiu a guarantee of quality equal to any possessed by the
manufacturer himself.

Iron enters largely into all our systems of fireproof flooring. In that with which
we aremost familiar, caat-iroii girders arc carried on columns from 5 to 11 feet apart,
with brick arches turned between thorn, on these a layer of concrete Is placed, which
forms a level surface to receive the floor. Wrought-iron tie-rods are introduced, in a
transverse direction, at intervals of about d foot, passing through and bt-ing secured
to each girder. These floors are very deep, very heavy, and very costly, but not equally
secure. There is a well kuoivn instance of the total and immediate dcsf ruction ofa mill,

five stories in height, throttgh the failure of one arch in the upper floor, and the con-
sequent breaking of each girder in detail as soon as the countcrtrust was removed
firom one of Its sides. Though it is possible to provide against such accidents as these
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to a great extent, yet, on oousiderlnfr the liability of these beams to fracture in case of

fire "^.he defect in point of security ueconies ajiiiarent.

Wrou^'ht-lron sirders, with curved jjlntes of the same material, to supersede the

brick arclies, have lately been iutrodiieed and form, probably, for certain purposes,

as perfect a system of flooring- asne are likely to obtam. liut, however, where these

floors are adapted for mills and warehouses, they arc altogether unfitted for use in

private houses and building's of an ordinary character, and other methods of flro-

nroof construction have been introduced better adapted to supply this srreat and

''rowinir denmnd. In I'aris, during the last ten years, great use has been made of a

wsteni which depends on the use of wrought-iron Joists, filled In with plaster and

other lireprocif materials. The plan in most general use consists ofa series of Joists,

with tup iiud bottom fliiuges, placed 2 feet ft inches to :i feet apart ; light iron rods arc

bent over the upper fliuigc, and then crooked so as to rest upon the lower one, and

cross to the next Joist ; other rods are laid in a transverse direction, over these— ttiat

la narallel to these, and from fl to 9 inches apart, and boards having been placed

under the joists, about I! inches of coarse plaster is i)oured on from above, embeddlnK

the lower parts of the ironwork. A single coat nf plaster finishes the cellmg under-

neath and the floor is formed with wooden joists and boards In the ordinary wav.

No doubt this is a good arrangement and would resist fire for a considerable time

More expensive floors with hollow pottery between the Joists arc also used, and

specimens may be seen amongst the building materials at the South Kensington

i'he'Tystem most used in England Is that known as Fox and Barrett's patent, it

has been in use for several years and Is altogether of a more substantial character,

than these Just noticed, similar but stronger wrought-iron joists are placed at

distances of about 2 feet. Rough wooden strips are laid on the lower llanges and a

Uttle coarse mortar is spread over them. Upon this a mass of concrete made with

brick rubbish Is placed, completely embedding the joists, and for a common floor, a

cement face is given above, and a plaster ceiling covering up the strips »n<l •'»>-

work below. In the best kind of floor a counter ceiling is formed by nailmg lillets to

the strips and lathing in the ordinary way, while a series of beveled flllets are

partially embedded in Ihe concrete above, to which is fixed the wooden floor, lie

whole occupies a depth of about II! Inches, and Is executed lu spans up to ^* f™*

and if .rirders are used can probably be carried to any extent we are likely to reoulre.

The wooden Joists beiug laid in a transverse direction oyer the iron ones, and the

whole floor being set into a solid mass by the concrete, the '^ff™*
"f

"".V ™»™f''™
must bo spread over a very large surface, and it seems impossible that^ any ordinary

casuality can damage a floor of this kind. This is very important in mills and

warehouses, but as the proprietors of these buildings are well aware of the advantages

of flre-proofconstruction ; it is theintroducHoii of this or some modiftcalion of it into

private houses that demands most attention. The general erection of buildings of

the most valuable character, of such materials that a trifling act of carelessness v.-M

destroy them in an hour, ought to be considered a disgrace to aciviUzed community

and it is the flooring that most urgently requires alteration and amendment A fire

occuring in a roonr, between fireproof floors, would a uiost certainly be CO iflncd to

that rooni, at least until the arrival ofciricient means ot extinction. Those who have

a taste for flros must have noticed with what dinunilty the flames struggle on until a

floor has bran burnt through, and a supply of air obtained ; and flreineu know by ex-

perience that after the first quarter of an hour, it is generally useless to attempt to

extinguish the fire in the house attacked.
, ,, <•

I lilve dwelt a good deal on this subject because one leading recommendation of

the use of iron in our buildings is the diminution of danger from '|r«-.ap,^,_bea>use

there is a serious question for the consideration of architects when «>e lestruct on of

iroperty depends so Uttle on the contents of a house and so much on the materials of

Of afftlie'purposes to which iron has been applied in architecture, its use in roofs

in combinati'm with glass, has been productive of the most striking cff-cct "'c light

appearance of the trusses and framework iu wide spans agrees well with the trans-

parent covering, and forms a great contrast with the heavy effect usually observable

In roofs of timber. A system of framing similar to that used In timber roofs is gene-

rally ad.ipted, the parts subject to tension being formed of round wrought-iron rods,

and the struts of T iron, or in very large roofs of cast-iron.

fe"omc^VoVel systJms ot^nissingliavcVen introduced, owing t3 the greater facility

with which the ends of rods subject to tension can be secured m thecase of 1/0° '"»"

in timber. There is a fine roof at the Fenchureh-street station, where the trusses

take the form of a bow, and some roofs are constructed with arched ribs of plate iron

'%t?e'V'%^7roKionli-™f designs to be found in the London railway

stattons-nono of them likely to diminish our admiration for the roofs over the halls

at Westminster and Hampton Court, but with an intelligent look about some of them

as If they were only waiting to be divorced from their heavy walls and to receive the

amount of ornament which is their due. wlien they would, no doubt, Sr'-o»;,'°'o'pn''--

thing worthy of high praise, and produce efl"ect8 for which their present cold and

''''yi!l,:!;'w""u™1;\Tca"uoB?ioro'f'"ornament, there is this difl-erence between nature

and ourselves. Witli her it is a necessity, with us a superfluity ; every flower has its

ofllce, which is essential to the continuance of its species. Our flowers are for the

eye only, or for the mind through the eye They n.ay be the se'fi^h '"PP'y .of »

want which we feel on returning from yellow meadows or woodbine hedgerow s or

an instinctive oifcring to our great teacher of our best and choicest "n.i'f'ons of her

works There must have l)een something of this latter feeling in the minds of the best

medieval artists-certainly there was some wonderful influence which kept them so

steadily truthful, and .some other influence which bars ns from following tiein. I ha\ e

often wondered what one of these would have done if his chief material had boen

iron instead of stone. I dare say he would no more have thought of ^a«<jne."^o" -nto

grapes and peaches than of casting peaches into a blast furnace.
,

,4"^ y«' 1>0 wo>.

W

lave found plenty of good forms for cast iron. There are multitudes of crystal 3

which are studies^ for "cast-iron ornament, if for anything : they y« -Jo
fi"ed for

wrought-hon, aud hardly possible in stone. A delicate snow-flake 'i"''" ''«

microscope shows us wonderful arrangements of straight liucg radiating and crossing

each other iu Just the manner they should do in cast-iron There is no «« b'hty ',

the crystals, but every form that suggests a hard and brittle matenal Then crystals

occupy the same position with respect to living fornis, as cast-iron does to wrought

and the place of each is sufficiently distinct from that of its superior to present all

breaking of the bounds.
, ., . i. .. *«*'^i«rt«i«

Wrought iron is not fitted for geometrical ornaments, it is as much ont of place in

straght lines as cast-iron is in curves. The art-workman must remember that it is

flexfble and ductile and fibrous, and ho must draw it into tendnls and beat it into

leave., and bend It into graceful curves, and be afraid or nothing "o much as cold-

ness and stifl-ness in his design. It the two kinds were treated on such Pr
"f'P'^f

"»

these, the same building would find room enough for specimens of both, and tiesides

deriving pleasure from each, wo should have additional pleasure m the contrast ot

After 'reviewing the application of iron in various positions, the question naturally

arises how far is it possible and how far desirable to bring together these scattered

fragments, and, providing such other as seem wanting, unite the whole in one con-

sistent design. There are good reasons growing out of the laws which regulate

expansion and contraction, why the chief duty In every structure should fall on one

material only, there is also an unsatisfactory effect produced by seeing in the same

buildinn- slender columns sustaining as much weight as piers of stone ot twenty

times their bulk. This Is a question of proporllon, and is not always settled py our

knowled"C that the first are of Iron and the second of stone. There is a still more

objectionable effect produced on entering a building the elevation of which Is all

grandeur and gloom, and finding In place of the solemn chamtier for "I'lch you were

prepared, a lightsome hall, an enclosure of territory from the birds ot the air. with no

feafurc in common with its massive frontispiece. This effect is never entirely absent

eren with the lightest elevation of brick and stone, and causes a natural leciing oi

fliit briii^H UN at
'he

desire to see the exterior and Interior consUtrnt with each otbc-r

once to buildings lu which In which Iron fs the nolo atmetur^il
Crystal Talace at once occurs to the mind, an the most tmiwrt ht-

kind and the one that has excrclKcd innsl itinnt iw • 'iti lli«- iiwe ''I

Few buildings of modern times have ! 'I.

Munh of this is probably due lo the m d

by the building; in Hyde-park. Itwii i i.

und erected in less time than is ofl4ii <hnii-ud ovi r ;>i

would revolutionise the whole system of architectur*-

expected to vanish, but much that Is really valuribli' t 't

warning remains. I am Inclined to think that th* p ;il

not be worked out chiefly In buildings nf this size i
ly

make most of our real progress by means of many. ., d
on a smaller scale, and for varied uses. Crystal I'aUuwn win nri«.' iii iimrvjn and
mark epochs in the progress of architecture, but the pwgTMi Itself will bo made la

the daily practice of^our profession.

One opportunity for advancement In this way has, I tblnk, httn too Boeb
neglected. The system of exhibiting valuable good» In wladowi which h— ariMa
during late vears, has caused a demand for the largest noMlbte extent ofopco spsee

In the lower'story of the elevation. There Is no doubt the general effect prodoacd Iw
the compliance with this demand has been cxceedlDKlr unsatisfactory. If w« looK

at the great majority of our shops, we shall And the whole front above the vcennd-

floor treated precisely as it would have b<*n had It been supported by > solid »v^
stanlial story. Sometimes the architect Is allowed, gru<u|lot{l)r, to obslmet tb*

light by one or two-1-lnch columns. The columns are probablr ample, but sUU there

Is the offence against our sense of proiwrtlon wliicb 1 have before complained of; It

is as If the pediment of the Parthenon, or the lintels of Stonehcngi: were cerrled by

the morsel of iron which would be sufflclent for them, and if we look at the pro-

portion between the limbs and bodies of animals i we shall sec that It Is contrary

to the teaching of nature-a b<-lter authority than Greek or Uruld. homeUmes we
get two light stories by carrying up the window on the first floor, but, sooner or later,

we have the inevitable Act ofl'ariiament-wall, with Its heavy proJecUmf cornice

overhanging the eaveru which yawns beneath.
There Is an unlimited outcry amongst crltlca againit the lower windowi, which no

amount of ontcry will alter, and but Utile against the heavy upper stories which

cause the real evil. 1 venture to suggest that the best treatmeni for these fronU

may be fouudto be something of this kind—to design the whole nl the frimt aiwvo

the ground floor iu a properly trussed framework of Iron, obviously bringing down
the wcio-ht of every part of it ou the stony part on each side and tying well together

the ends of the party walls. The const ructive lines to be exposed, and praperlT o™»-
mented, the windows would work well into a design of this kind, provided no (Dam
arches or other foreign features were introduced, and there would be ample scopefpr

fancy in ornamental balconies, and in treatment of skyline, either by coriiii* org«Dle.

The spaces between the stonework tobcfaccd with slabsof incombuslililo material.

I think there are two or three kinds to select from-these might be ornamcnled to

thcrequircddegrce. aud the Inner surface of the wall, formed by a modi calion of

our present system of plastering. The space between the facings might be filled with

incombustible materials, but a stratum of air would probably he the best, aud cer-

tainly the lightest and cheapest we could use. .Such a front as this would rescmoie

in idea, but not In arrangement of lines, the timber houses we sec in old towns. 1

have lived in some of these buildings and believe them to be the driest and most

equable, in temperature, of any houses we have. , ..„ „i...
In wide fronts 1 would put the intermediate eolomns always outside or 'he bum.

as they should form a prominent part of the design, and also because I
»
JInk good

glass attracts the eye less, and is almost lost, aa it ought to be, when kept s rew ineoes

back from the plane when we are in the habit of seeing it. „ . , , .
.. _, ,k„,^,i»

Supposing these fronts to be possible. I have no doubt I shall be told that the resnlt

will be a sacrifice ofgrandeur. because that Is considered a desirable tiling to hare

everywhere just now. Still I think we can dispense with it In a lively business street

where different requirements will demand infinite diversity In design, and intermix-

ture of warehouses and public institutions will give variety, snd be themselres

improved by contrast with buildings of a lighter character. ,„„„«„ r„, „•,
r have not time to notice any of several other kinds of structures favorable for ex-

periments in the application of iron, and must now say a word on the subject ol color.

If we use a plain color, differing from the colors of adjoining objects. It must be one

su"-gesting metal-work, certuinVy not the most distant imitation of any kind of stone.

Nor should we grain the slender rods of our Iron roofs in Imitation of ""k- »» • »•»•

seen in a provincial Corn Kxchange. The metallic colors are few ; that of iron Is too

black for most positions, but there Is a goo<l r<'^l^°f'^}'>'*J^;7'^^„J\!:';^"f'^l
brown bronze, not including as an admissablc expedient tlu. actual bronzng of the

surface. Directly we decide on putting ornament on Ironwork, bowcver sllKht, or tf

it stands as part of a colored design, we are entm-ly free in the fbolce of colors, and

may either Aiake all our irou of the same tint, or produce variety.bydlstmguUhiBg

extended from compressed parts, aud picking out bolts and rivets in bright colors, so

as to produce any eflcet wc wish.
.x. ,u i,— .i ^ »>.«• •<!

There are so many diflicullles to surmount, and, on the other n"*;"™;^™:
vantages attending the use of fronworit, that )t is difScult to say to what degrwB ot

excellence iron architecture may be expected to be carried ; but I «_'" »"« be ne«j.

ould surpass the triumphs of Greek and Gothic art In order to jast^

sen, 1 TUIUK 1 see reason lu im.-hi-i^ wi..^ "j — .,
.....

. ^ -.-„

which it is capable, wc cannot fall to work out many valuable problen
.

rtrncion and ornamentafion, which will have their influence on '"'yo'ber school rf

design, and assist .in freeing designers from the trammels by which they are now

'"J ha^^e^teen prevented by other occupations from studying «'"^,™;""' »° ""^
as I should have wished ; but I hope tfiat <htP«Pf ''°*„V^L I .hl^? I hav^brofiSt
vokc will tend to advance in some degree our knowledge ofthe subject I have Drougnt

before you. . ^^
Mr T. RooER Smith remarked that it was a curioos fact that, owiii^ to tlje

cost of fireproof construction parties preferred paying insurance to having their

warehouses built fireproof.
. j ^ »i . _„!.»„•>

Mr. Blashill observetl tliat such was tlie case m regard to the warehouaea

at Manchester. . ,

Mr. R. Druce remarked that such wa-s also the case at Lijerpooi.

Mr. Herring moved that the discussion be adjourned to that day fortniism.

Mr. Johnson seconded the motion.—Carried unanimoosly.

The Southern Outfall Sewer.-At a meet.ii- of the .Mctrop..l.t^

Board of Works, held ii the Council-chatnb^ Gmldhall, on tnda.v^adv rri«-

ments for fresh tenders for the const, uct:on o the
»»<'"'.^"' f'"^^'Ser^

ordered to be issued, Mr. Brotherhood, of Chippenham WUte^hoee tender w«i

accepted by the Board, having declined to enter upon the «>°'^='-p
, .„„_ .

Smith kensington Museum.--DnTwg the ^^ek ending February 4,

1860, the visitors have been as Allows t-on Monday, Tuerfay^
°"on ,V; thJ^

free days, 3,903: on Monday and T"esdy , ireeevenmgs 3,a«;. O^^^^^^^^

students' days, (admission to the public Cd.) l'^.""*^,f'",'", .x^ ujf
nesday, 993. Total 9,230. From the opening of the Museum, l,A>J,i*J.
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PLAN OF PHOENIX INN, LEEDS.

HOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

A MEETING of this body was held at the Rooms, Conduit-street, on Monday
evening; R. G. Hussby, Esq., V.P., in the chair.

Mr. Nelson (Hon. Secretary) read the minutes of proceedings at the last

meeting, which were approved of and confirmed.

Mr. Dawson and Mr. J. K. Collins^, being present for the first time since their
recent election, were introduced to the Cliairman.

Decease.—Mr. Nelson announced the death of II Conte Orte di Monara, of
Verona, honorary and corresponding member of the Institute.

Donations.—Mr. T. IIayter Lewis (Hon. Secretary) announced the
following donations:— From the Editor, the Building News for 1859,
Vol. v., bound complete; from the Editor of the Building News, a proof
impression of the interior view of All Saints' Church, Margaret-street, framed
and glazed ; from Jlessrs. Green and Deville, seven mounted photographs, from
designs for the proposed theatre at Rio de Janeiro; from Mr. W. J. Green,
.Associate, proposed residence of the Governor-General of Canada, to wluch the
second premium was awarded, view of the principal front, mounted photograph
from drawing ; from Mr. C. C. Nelson (Hon. Secretary), the framing and glaz-
ing of the following engravings, the property of the Institute—portraits of Earl
de Grey, Sir William Ciiamlrers, Sir Christopher Wren, J. Gibbs, Sir J. Van-
brngh, G. Giblwns, J. B. Papworth ; from J. E. Goodchild, Esq., two photo-
graphs of Wren's first design for St. Paul's Cathedral ; from Mr. G. G. Scott,

two large casts of sculptured spandrels in Westminster Abbw.
On the motion of the Cuairuan, tlianks were voted to the donors.
Mr. Cbarles Barry proposed a special vote of thanks for the donation

wliich the Institute had received from tiieir esteemed friend Mr. Nelson, and
which formed a sort of nucleus of a gallery of the distinguished and renowned
men in the architectural profession.

The Chairman said they were much indebted to Mr. Nelson, not only for

this donation, but also for his valuable services to the Institute ever since he
became connected with it

Mr. Nelson «iid he had had the portraits framed and glazed, on the sug-
gestion of their liiglily-estcemed honorary solicitor, Mr. William Donaldson.
The vote of thanks was passed by acclamation.
Professor Donaldson explained a mosaic, the head of St. Paul, from the

Basilica of St. Mark's, at Venice, which he purchased at a book-shop in that
city for a good round sum, which he belicvcd.was executed in the eleventh cen-
tury, and which was a practical illustration of the mode in which such mosaics
were executed.
Mr. £. H. Babky then read tlio following paper :—

on the conbtbuction and rebuilding of the koyal italian opera bouse
covent garden.

IT having been represented to nic that some description of the recent rebuilding of
Govent Garden Theatre might prove interesting to members of this Institute, I

have readily assented to place them in possession, as far as it lies in my power to do
80, of all the means adopted to tliat end. And although I would certainly have
wished that the task might have fallen to someone lees directly interested in the
matter than myself, I am tlie more disposed to address myself to the question from
a feeling that our Transactions ought to contain not only those interesting essays of
an archaeological character which are so extremely valuable to all of us as artists, but
should also have a claim to be considered as in some measure a record of contempory
works, ^more particularly with reference to the peculiarities of modern buiiding
operations. Acting upon this [principle I propose to confine my observations to-
night almost exclusively to the constructive features of the new tlieatre, merely

f
lancing at its architectural character in those cases where its form and appearance
iive been directly influenced by as reasons of a peculiar or utilitarian character. And

before I enter upon my description I must, to prevent misapproliension, state
distinctly that I claim no novelty or peculiar merit for iiny of the methods of con-
struction adopted, and if, as must be the case, many present may find much to criticise
and probably to condemn, I can only plead that owing to tlie limited time allowed
for the worl£, the imperious necessity of action has often interfered with that calm
reflection and discriminating thought which are necessary for the production of any
noble and enduring work. My object, tlierefore, is not in any way to forestall
criticism, but simply to lay before the members of our profession some more
authentic accounts of the progress of the works of the new theatre than they have
been able to obtain from the newsp.ipers, some of which have even informed a curious
public that the building was erected with hot bricks and boiling-water, wiiile others
have contained descriptions more creditable to the imaginative than the scientific
clement in the minds of their writers.
Covent-garden may almost claim to be considered by Londoners a household word

as far as theatrical associations are concerned, a theatre having existed on tlie site

for nearly a century and a lialf. The first playhouse of. which" we .have any record
was commenced in 1730, and opened in 1733, the distance from the stage to the back
wall of the boxes being 51 or 60 feet, which dimensions were tlieu considered large.
The theatre was erected to rival Brury-lane, and from that day to the present a
constant competition has been carried on between the two great dramatic houses.
After extensive alterations, and a partial rebuilding in 1792, the theatre was burnt to
the ground, tlie cause of the lire remaining, as is not uncommon in such cases, an
unsolved mystery. Tlie last representation was "rizarro," in which many guns
were used, and it was thought that ignited fragments of the wadding might have
settled upon inflammable portions of the scenery or decorations, and tlius have
caused tlie catastrophe. lie tliis, Iiowever, as it may, the destruction of the building
was complete, ana nothing remained to be done but rebuild. The proprietors
decided on the latter course, and were fortunate enough to secure the services of Sir
Robert, then 3Ir. .Smirke, from wliose designs, and under whose guidance, was
erected in less tlian one year, the admirable tlieatre so lately destroyed by the same
clement wliicli had proved fatal to its predecessor. Sir Kobert Smir'ke's design is so
well known to you that I need not describe it, further llian to say tliat what-
ever may be our opinion of the applicability of Greek forms of architecture
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to the purposes of a theatre, wc must all feci that Sir Itobert SmU*ko. whih;
adoptinj; the style fashionable at the time, brought to its execution a thoroujyli
knowledge of its capabilities ami dutalls, combhied with moat cmmenteoiiBtructiuiial
skill. I mention this tlu; rathtr because I saw with r^ret some time bIucc, alluHiunH
made to bad construction, as evidenced by the use ofwood bond in the walls by Sir
Robert. Doubtlees this iu a mode of building very faulty, and now very nrouerly dis-
carded, but !in rofjfards the bonds at Coveut-j^ardcn, they wttro only on Ine ineldeH of
the walls, and used apparently for convenience in llxiu*'- flnishlng-s, and as they were
only half a brick wide, the strength of the thick walls of 4 or 5 bricks, were but
fllightiy diminished. In all other respects tlie construction of Sir Kobert Smirke's
theatre .ippeured to me excellent, and the arrangements of arches and voids, piers
and footings, wore such as might bo most advanta''eousIy atudied by the architectural
student ; while the great thickness and solidity of the walls were such, that in re-
moving them the contractor for the excavations often found many reasons to wish
their construction had been of a less permanent character. The first stone of the
new theatre was laid on the ;tl8t December, 18(.)8, by His Koyal IIi<;hne8S the rdnce
of Waies, and a brass box, containing a bronze medal, with the Prince's portrait
upou it, and a selection of the current coins of the day. was placed under tlie founda-
tion stone, !it the north-east corner of the buiiding, where It was found by the work-
men engaged in removing the ruins. The tlieatre was opened on the IHlh September,
1809, having occupie<l only 8J months since the laying of the foundation stone. The;
cost of the building wa^, I believe, £180,000, and on the occasion of opening, an
attempt was made by the management to raise the prices of admission about .10 pur
cent. This was resisted by the public in a manner to which wc are happily unaccus-
tomed, andihcfamous '*0. P.,"or*'01drrico Hiots" ensued, and continued about two
months. During their occurrence, the performances were impossible. Placards of
the most ludicrous and oflonsive descriptions were hung out from all parts of the
tlioatro ; the performers wore interrupted by continual noise and missies ; and a
kind of combined movement among the rioters, termed the "O.I*." dance, rendered all

restoration of order impracticable. It might have been hoped that such a mode of
cndencing <lissatisfaction by the public had become obsolete, but it may be questioned
whether we have much to congratulate ourselves upon as an improvement, if we
have only bnnishcd it from our theatres to permit it in our churches. So long-con-
tinued and so determined wore the riots at Cdvent-garden, that the proprietors were
at leno-th obliged to make a compromise, after which the performances were per-
mitted to go on without interruption, and the theatre was used for English dramatic
representations until a few years ago, when it was determined to convert it into an
Italian Opera House. To carry out this resolution, extensive alterations were
required, both as to the form and size of the auditory, and they were placed under the
professional guidance of Mr. Albano, who gutted the audience portion of tiio theatre,
and rebuilt it according to his own desiims. I have had prepared plans showing the
old theatre, the arrangement by Mr. Albano, and the new Opera House, to the same
scale, in order to facilitate comparison of their respective sizes, ilr. Albano's
alterations consisted, as may be seen, of an enlargement of the auditory, l>oth longi-
tudinally and transversely, and of some modifications of the entrances and stair-

cases, rendered necessary thereby. The theatre as altered was opened with
the opera of "Semiramidc," in which Grisi and Mario filled the principal
parts, and when Alboui was first introduced to a London audience, and continued
from that date till the time of its destruction to be devoted to the purposes of the
Italian opera, with occasional performances of other kinds during the recess of the
opera season. The fate of so many theatres, however, soon overtook Coven t-garden,
and in March, 1850, it was burned to the groimd, during the absence of Mr. Gye in

Paris, ^and while it was temporarily occupied by Anderson, the so-called Wizard of
the North. The fire was supposed first to have arisen in the carpenter's shop in the
roof, but the uncertainty attending its origin has never been satisfactorily cleared up.
In noticing the catastrophe it must be felt that the subject of fireproof theatres is

one well deserving the attention of members of our profession. At present, so regular
a fate apj)car8 to Tiang over these buildings, that it is almost considered a matter of
course that they should be burnt down. The fires at Covent-garden have beenalready
alluded to. Drury-lane was burnt down in February, 1809, not more than five months
from the destruction of its rival, the King's Theatre (as Her Majesty' Theatre was
then called), which was burnt down some years before ; and Astley's, the Strand, the
Olympic, and I think some others, have been burnt down in our own times. The
peaceful pulling down of the old Adelphi to make room for its present graceful and
commodious succes:*or is an event not often paralleled in theatrical annuls. Those
who have had opportunitioH of inspecting the working of theatres can be at no loss

to account for their danger ; but though much peril might, probably, be removed,
there are few places where innovation is less welcome than within the walls of a
theatre, and many prejudices will have to beremoved, and many novelties introduced,
before the public can possess a place of entertainment absolutely fireproof, although
much may be done, and in fact has been done, both at the New Adelphi and Covent-
garden, to reduce the danger and to protect life.

The spectacle presented by the gigantic ruins of Sir Robert Smirke's theatre
-after the fire, was very striking. The massive walls and heaps of rubbish,
TTith here and there huge fragments overturned by the firemen, reminded
the spectator of some of the ruins (such as the Baths) of ancient Uome, while
the picture of destruction and desolation was enough to cause despair to
most men who looked at it with a view to rebuilding an opera-house upon the
same site. Mr. Gye, however, with characteristic energy and decision, soon
entered upon the arduous task, and to his great ability and untiring exertions
the public arc indebted for the existence of the present structure. The ground
landlord, the Duke of Bedford, gave every facility for proceeding with the
enterprise, and has taken much interest in its accomplishment. By tlie conditions of
the lease, his Grace is entitled to a private box and ante-room, with a separate
entrance from the street. These are obtained adjoining her Majesty's box and
entrance.^Owiug to the limited space available at this part of the house, their provi-
sion was attended with some difficulties. The ante-room is in the portion of the
house behind the curtain, and is approached from the ducal box by a sort of covered
bridge tlirown over a corner of the stage. The design of the building had also to be
submitted to bis Grace's approval, and it was made a condition of the latter that the
exterior should be covered with Portland cement. It will be readily understood that
many difficultioR had to be encountered before so large a work could be commenced
under private management, but all was at length arranged,, and in the autumn of
1857 Messrs. Lucas, the general contractors for the new building, and Mr. II. Grissell,
the contractor for the ironwork, were enabled to begin the operations.

Betore describing in detail the construction of the several parts of the new build-
ing, it may be uKrful to glance at the general principles which guided its arrange-
ments, and in some measure determined its design. After so dire a calamity as that
which had just befallen its predecessor, it was but natural that it should be sought
to render Bueh a catastrophe less likely to occur. It was, consequently, determined
to carry out a system of fireproof construction wherever practicable, and though it

is, perhaps, hardly possible at present to render a theatre actually fireproof, the new
building was intended to be an advance in that direction. The Building Act most
properly requires all corridors and staircases in such structures to bo of incom-
bustible materials ; and these requirements had, of course, to be obsen-ed. In addi-
tion, as it had boon noticed in previous cases of fire that the roof served as an easy
means of connexion between the stage and the auditory, it was sought to avoid this
source of danger by making the roof and its covering entirely fireproof, and it was
decided to use wood as little as possible in the construction of the interior. Kegard-
ing the danger of staircases with well-holes in public places (which has since received
a laraentiible illustration in the case of the Polytechnic), all staircases used by the
public were arranged to consist of solid stone steps built into a wall at each end ;

there were to be no windows, and the well-holes were to be filled up by walls carried
up from the bottom, after the custom so common in Italy, and which, from its advan-
tages to the stability of the edifice, as well as to the safety of its occupants, appears
to be well deserving the attention of architects who liave to provide for the reception
Of lai^e crowds of persons liable to sudden panics. The shape of the auditory was
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resort of fashion, and inaamuck aa the rent of the boxes on the
about the same proportion to the tiers aboro that a drawlnir-rouiii i , »
first floor, it is obviously afrreat desideratum to obtain aa many boxes "a. inj^llilc In
this level, where [It It found that even the side boxea (In spite of drawbaeka of
position) are alwava cafferly touulit for. The system of aeparalv buxca IlluntUo
prevents the possibility of gainluK accommodation by deepenitu; the dreaa circle so
as to Kvt several rows of seats. ! or these and other reasons it waa considered (iiat
aBsumiuff the dImenBions of the proscenium to bo «xed at 00 feet aa tlus maxinwm'
admitting of convenient worltlnjf. a horse-slioe, more or less eioufati^ won the
Attest form In this particular case, altiioutfli it ml^ht pomlbly be mo<lmid with
advautaife in other structures with less peculiar reriuirements. The alU-ired
acoustical advantages of a horse-shoe plan were llliewisc supiwscd to have aome
weight, and certainly Uer MiOeaty's Theatre is an encoMragement to any arcbitect to
adopt that fl^'ure, as it la unquestionably most sueoessful in this respiet. In ..rdiT
to illustrate the dilTerence of shape, I have had prepared a pUn ,.i h ly'.
Theatre to the same scale as the other places before alluded to. It \> ,ed
that in tile old theatres the Koyal box was on the left-hand aide of i i .md
that in the new house It is placed on the opposite side. It will readily be .em that,
as regards Ckivcut-gnrden, facility of access [from Hart -street governed this
arrangements, which, as it Involved a departure from tluie-honorcd nncideut, waa
submitted to Her Majesty for approval before the building w;i>. .

I

Another peculiarity of plan in the new theatre may hire bi . ijards the
crush-room or saloon. This l» situated at the top ol the gruiii .md forms
an ante-room, through which all must pass on their way tu the box.s. I'lie refreali-
mcnts are placed at the further end of the room, Instead of being in a separate
saloon, inaccessible to ladies. The object sought by this arrangement was, by
rendering a passage through the crush-room imperative to all ; to cauae it to be
forbidden to none ; and the result has fully answered the expectation, innsmueh as
all classes of spectators may now be seen to resort to this apartment for refreslunent
between the acts or during the perforinauces.

It may be observed on examining the plan, that owing to the shape of the sllc the
building is not rectangular, the corners m l!ow-slrcet being respectively obtuse and
acute. By constructing the principal entrance from the crush room not in accord-
annce with the centreline of the auditory, facilities arc obtained for the formation
of a grand state box in the centre of the house, on speeial and extraordinary occa-
sions, by taking in the boxes ou either side and the corrlder in the rear. The Iron
beams over the centre boxes are flxed with bolts and nuts Instead of rivets to allow
of their removal on such occasions »o as to give to the state box the additional height
which its importance would demand. Entrance to the state box would iirobably be
obtained by the grand entrance for the Koyal partvand suite, and the public coiudbc
admitted from the Kloral Hall, from Hart-street, and through Her Mi^iesljr's
ordinary private entrance. It will not escape observation on comparing the plan of
the new theatre with that of its predecessor, that although the diuiunsions both of
stage and auditory are larger in the former case than in tin; latter, the size of the
whole building is less at present than was the case formerly. This reduction of size
was caused by the determination to devote the .louthern portion of tlie site to the
erection of a building of iron and glass to be called the Kloral Hall. Inasmuch, liow-
ever, as a large stajfe and auditory necessarily require adjuncts of appropriate
capacity, it became obvious that the only way to make up for deficiency of area was
to increase the height. There arc eight stories of rooms ou cither side of the main
building, and in tliese arc placed the green-room, the dressing-room, lavatories,
wardrooes, armouries, music rooms, private sitting rooms, and the numerous other
apartments necessary for the working of a large lyrical e8tabU.''lnuent. In addition
to the space obtained by the above arrangment, it waa considered that important
structural advantages were gained, by carrying up tlie side buildings to the same
level as the principal walls, instead of having the Utter isolated for their up|>er
portion as is the more common arrangement. Kegard being had to the well-known
strength of hollow columns, It was tiiought that the arrangement adopted of two
longitudinal walls 11 feet from each other, and connected together by frequent cross
walls, would possess all the advantages of a series of rectangular columns or pl^v,
if the tenacltv and cohesion of their parts could be effectually secured. In good
brickwork, when perfectly set. this would necessarily result, but as in the case uuder
notice, the buildlngreqnired to be occupied before the mortar was dry, and the roof
and other great weights would come upon thegroen wails almost before thebricltlayers'
scaffold could be removed, it was determined, as a temporary measure, to assist ih^ir
cohesion by iron ties passing through the cross wallia, and connecting together tiic

two main longitudinal walls. These were inserted about every V2 feet in height, and
were each composed of '.i-inch square rods, placed M inches from each other, so ss to
avoid the flues, and secured at the cuds by screws and nuts to strong iron-plates.

These ties have now served their purpose, and the walls bciiig thoroughly dry and
the mortar set, are independent of extraneons assistance. The arrangement and
design of the roof called for some consideration. It is customary to place the
carpenter's and other shops in this portion of the building, and the ordinary plan is

to construct the roof with Queen-truss principals, so as to get as much accommoda-
tion as possible between the Queen-posti. The truss used by Sir Robert Smirke was
of this description, and deserves the most attentive study aa a piece of careful and
excellent carpentry. From what has been said as to the comparatively small area
covered by the new theatre, the importance will easily be seen of gaining as much
accommodation as possible in the roof, and it soon appeared that a eystem of beiuns
passing from wall to wall, with small roofs between, ofiered i>eculiar advantages u
regards 8]>ace wlien compared with the limited are'a allowed by the (^ue-en-tmss
arrangement. The iron beams supporting the roof arc 9*) feet long, and '.» feet deep,

and the credit of this design is due to Mr. Henry Cirlssell, who undertook to make,
fix, and guarantee them. This he suceessfully accomplished in an extremely aliort

time, and it is to me a pleasure as well as a dutv to acknowledge the obligations I am
under to him, as well as to Messrs. Lucas and the other contractors for the ready
help and co-operatlou they have at all times been ready to atford.

As may be perceived from the drawing on the wall the bedims are of the description

known as trellis, in eleven compartments. The flanges are composed ol a combination
of angle iron, wrouglit-iron plates, and a section which may be called double L 'J""'
The diagonals in compression are composed ot double angle beers, each 6 incbeaby 3

inches, and the diagonals in tension are formed of double flat beers varying pom 7

inches by J-inch to 7 inches by J-inch. It was considered that the open box fonn of

the upper and lower flanges would give a considerable amount of lateral stUmeM to

the girders and that by the .tdoplion of the trellis form a lighter and more convenient

girder could be obtained than by using one with a solid web plate. The ncecsiity

before alluded to. of using the roof aa workshops, determined the depth of the girders,

which it was found could not be less than i> feet wllhoul causuig inconvenience to the

workmen, aud the facilities of passUig through the girders, wherever necessary, wu
also thought a desidoratum.

. , ,. i

The aeccssibiiitv of the various parts of the girder to the painter s brush, was aUO
obtained, a great point where wrought-iron is used, and the importMice of whIcD.

considering the great tendency of this material to rust, is, perhaps, hardly always

fiulficiently recognised by us in practice.

There are eigiit main roof girders, 21 feet apart, aud oaXheU^ot cadi is • CMt-
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Iron sfUtUT 16 inches wide, wrought-lron principals of the usual character, and "^1

feet span, connect the jrirders toy:ether ana support lou*;it«dinal purlins of X iron,

and the whole is covered with slab slate Imlf-inch thick, with laps and iillets

constructed in the ordinary manner. Tlie worksltops are lighted hy skylights iu the
apex of the roof, all of wh'ioh, with the exception of the necessary w«^>odM'ork of the
skvli-ihts. are thus of an incombustible character. The sirders occupyinjj- the whole
side of the workshops, it l>ecame necessary to consider how largo pieces of framino;

made in the shops could be lowered to thes'tage, as the interstices between the vertical

struts' and diai^nals of the girders could only allow pieces of small size to pass
throuirh themr Tlie object was sought to be attained by fixing the jrirder im-
medfately over the proscenium, its own depth lower than the others. Advantage
was taken of the necessity for a sound reflector at this portion of the ceiling: to ertect

this and the top ot the girder over the proscenium is level with the workshoj) floor.

On the top of this girder two cast-iron stanchions are fixed, carryinfj iutcrmedfatc
girders, and the roofand three spaces "JJ feet, 40 feet, and ".io feet wide are thus left open
to allow of the passa^a' of bulky articles. The jjirder at the stnjre end of the buildiufj

is 30 feet from tne wall, and the space between is covered by a lean-to roof, also of
wrought-irou, with a large skylight over the painting room. A lean-to roof was
here adopted from its givin"; the maximum of height to the wall on which
the painting frames hung, and from its readily allowing abundance of light to fall

at the proper angle on the same. There are lio floors between those girders which
«re over the stage, and the scenes can therefore be raised as high as the tie-beams
of the '^'l-feet span roofs. The weight upon the girders is, as may be supposed, very
Ui^e,aiid the mode in which it was calculated may be seen by the table exhibited, which
•ho«*a a weight of 150 tons, to be provided for as regards each girder. Before any were
flxed,thecompletionoftwo was hurried on at Mr. (JrisseU's works; and when finished,

they were placed side by side on his wharfand loaded with 300 tons. Special foundations
were formed of concrete, and the girders placed about feet apart, on balks of timber
resting upon brickwork and concrete. Cross-pieces of iron were introduced between
the girders to act as stays or braces, and to serve the office rendered in execution by
the transverse roof principals and floor-beams. The preparations being completed,
pig-iron to the amount of 300 tons was heaped upon the girders, an occupation which
consumed several days. The girders were constructed with a camber of 2^ inclies,

and, wh<n the weight was on, a deflection of IJ inch was observed. On the removal of
the weight, a permanent set was found of | inch in one g^irder and ^ inch in the
other—a result probably attributable to all the parts havmg been brought to their

bearings. It had been rav intention to have allowed the weight to remain upon the
girders for 10 days, but after it had been on for 24 hours, signs of weakness appeared
m the wharf wall immediately adjoining, and it was found that, unless this was
quickly relieved, girders, foundations, and wall bid fair to find a resting-place in the
Kegent's-canal. The pig-iron was, therefore, removed in all haste, but tlie result of
the proof was considered so satisfactory, that the whole of the other girders were
coDStructed like the two first, without any alteration. During the week before last I

Bgtin tested one of the roofgirders, to ascertain whether two years' of work had pro-
duced any effect ; I found the camber reduced to Ig inch, showing a sot consequently
of } of an inch. Having now described the construction of the roof, and leaving the
mode of fixing to bo explained presently, it may be as well to point out some pecu-
liarities of construction resulting from the determination to render the theatre avail-

able for other purposes than those of the Italian opera.
The arran^i^ment of the theatre for the latter is so peculiar, owin"" to the special re-

qxiirements before alluded to, that it is not suitable for other performances without
considerable modifications. In rebuilding the opera-house, however, Mr. Gye resolved
that it should not be erected with a view to one destination only, and it therefore
became necessary to consider how his wishes could best be carried out. The boxes
hting entirely supported by iron beams, cantilevers, and columns, the divisions between
tiiem are formed of Ij inch wood framing, and are all moveable. The backs of the boxes
are likewise capable of being removed, so that a portion or the whole of the corridor
may be taken into the boxes if required, to form an extended dress circle. On the
pit tier, the boxes, with the floors, fronts, sides, and backs, can be entirely taken
away, giving facilities tlicreby for forming a very capacious pit, extending under the
dress circle to the semicircular wall at the back of the corridors. The entrances to
the theatre arc so arranged that they are suitable for this arrangement of the audi-
tory without modification, and the whole of the pit floor is so constructed that it can
be raised or lowered at pleasure, in a few hours. I hope I have not trespassed un-
duly upon the time of the Institute in thus detailing the various considerations which
to so great an extent have determined the design of the work, but I have felt that to
render intelligible the reasons for such arrangements as are obviously peculiar, rather
more than a mere description of them was required.

It has been already stated that the works were commenced in the autumn of 1857.
The removal of the old foundations was a work of great tediousness and difficulty,

and as the day of opening was even then fixed for the 15th of May in the following
year, all were most impatient to see the conclusion of the excavation, which, how-
ever, was so long decayed, that portions of the foundations were put in to save time
long before the whole site was clear. The first brick was laid on the 23rd ofSeptember,
1857, but it was not until the end of October, in the same year, that the whole site

wa« available for the energetic prosecution of the works. Almost all the iron-work,
however, was ordered before the footings were completed, and the roof was, in conse-
qoence, furnished and ready for fixing before the building was more than three
parts up.
Considering the unfavorable period of the year, and the risk of interruption to the

bricklayers by rain, it was resolved to try to obviate this kind of delay, if possible.
Messrs. Lucas, directly the matter was named to them, agreed to furnish all their
men with complete suits of waterproof clothing, consisting of coat, leggings, and
hood ; and the men. while working on the walls in this black-hoodod costume,
reminded one of nothing so much as the story-book pictures of familiars of the
Inquisition. It was soon found, however, that the walls being built in mortar, could
not b<,* prudently carried up during severe rain, and the waterproof contrivances
were, therefore, only used very occasionally. It will be seen that the arrangements
for the auditory are quite independent of the external walls, and the boxes and
corridors art*, in fact, a separate structure of iron, stone, and wood, erected inside
the chamber formed by the many walls of the building. For reasons already
adverted to, it was resolved to use iron for this portion of the work ; and it

may be remarked that wrought-iron has been adopted for almost all portions
oC the constmction exposed to danger from fire and severe tensile
strains, in consequence of its presumed advantages over cast-iron in such
cases. The boxes are supported by wrought-iron cantilevers, formed of two pieces of
T Iron 5x54- 4. These are connected together with connecting web-plates, so as
to form a double X. one piece scrvinfj as the upper flange, and half the web and the
other constituting a lower flange and the completion of the web. A specimen beam
was made before the works commenced, and carefully tested by actual weights before
its application was resolve*! upon. The floor of the corridor is formed of 3-inch York
landings, rubbed on both sides, which thereby form at small cxpen.se both floor and
ceiling. They arc supported on rolled iron joists, connecting togetherthe cantilevers,
before described, which arc strongly let into the wall of the corridors, and have a
point of support distant rather more than half their leng^th on cast-iron columns
placed at the backs of the boxes. The columns an^ eight in number, in sets of four,
resting on each other, Ix-ing carried up from the basement. In consequence of the
necessity for the cantilevers to pass through the columns at the points of
support, the top of each column is formed into a species of box, through which
the canlllevers pass, and to which they are safely secured. It will be
seen that as the columns rest on each other they cannot yield to superincumbent
weights unless their foundations give way. It was, therefore, felt to be a difficulty
that, while the walls would certainly settle—especially when carried up so rapidly—
the columns, by remaining rigid and unyielding, would probably cause serious
inconvenience, and might, by altering the levels of the cantilevers and beams, expose
them to aggravated cross strains. To obviate this danger, it was resolved not to fix
the ironwork tmtll the walls were carried np, so as to give as much time as could be

afforded to allow tlierato settle. It was also determined to make the boxes forming
the heads of the columns rather deeper than was necessary. The bearing was then
brought up to the ri^-lit height by their filling in pieces of sheet-iron, any number of
which might be easily withdrawn in the event of the walls settling, and requiring a
corresponding lowering of the beams and cantilevers. It is satisfactory to add that
these iirecautions have never been called into play since the ironwork was fixed, nor
has any settlement occurred, as far as I know, since the completion of the building.
The number of bricklayers for some weeks exceeded a hundred, and the number of
workmen of all classes varied from a small body at the commencement to as many
as 1.200 during the last few weeks of the works. The joiners' work was prepared
at Messrs. Lucas's works, at Lowestoft; and all the principal portions of it were pat
iuhaud at the same time that the brickwork was commencefl. and all diilicult parts were
carefully put together on the premises, then and there carefully taken down, marked,
and sent to London. Thus the ceiling over the pit, the combined curves of which
needed some.care to ensure accuracy, was put together and temporarily supported in
^Messrs. Lucas's yard many weeks before the building was ready to receive it.

Owing to the limited space occupied by the building, the site of the Floral Hall
being still encumbered by ruins which there had been no time to clear away, much
difticulty was experienced in finding room for the large quantities of materials daily
required ; and wnen the time came for delivering the great roof girders, 96 feet long,
i> feet deep, and weighing seventeen tons each, it became necessary to hire a wharf
on which they might be stored until they could be received and fixed. The girders
were divided into halves for convenience of transit, and in that form were eventually
brought to the works. Considering that the walls, 8o feet high, had been carried upm
thirteen weeks, and during an unfavourable time of year, precautions were thought
necessary to ensure, as far as possible, an even distribution of weight upon them,
which was rendered the more necessary from the fact that, owing to the peculiar
construction of the roof before adverted to, the main girders had not only to carry
theirown weight and the weight of the roof.but were also required to support the ceiling
ol the auditory, the scenic arrangements over the stage, and a complete story of
workshops. In the old theatre Sir R. Smirkc had efl'ectually provided for distnbu-
bution or weight by placing two wall-plates of nearly whole timber dimensions along
the walls ; but with an iron construction this resource was of course unavailable,
while the iron girder was not only heavier than the wooden truss, but was also
nearly one-half further apart from its neighbour, thus adding in every way to the
necessity for precaution from the greater concentration of weight on certain points.
The mode adopted was, instead of using wall-plates of wood, to carry np twelve
courses in cement and hoop-iron, forming thereby a wall-plate of brick and cement.
This three feet of wall was connected with the external and cross wall by iron ties
similar in character to those before described, and from it six more courses, also in
cement, were carried up to the underside of the templates which receive the main
beams. These are of stone, 4 feet by 3 feet 9 inches, and upon them are fixed cast-
iron plates, 2 inches thick, carefully fitted to the shape of the lower flauge of the
beams. These iron plates were found very useful iu fixing the beams hi their places,
as will be seen presently. The operation of hoisting and fixing the main roof-
g'irders was a matter of some ditnculty, and several modes of accomplishing-
it were considered. It may, perhaps, be interesting to describe shortly the manner in
which these great metallic principals, each weighing seventeen tons, or more than
the unfortunate Big Ken of Westminster, were safely fixed in their places. It was
Icit that, considering the greenness of the walls, and the absence of cross walls, a
sudden blow from any accident in hoisting the girders, might be attended with very
serious consequences. Moreover, the length of the girders bein": 06 feet, and the
space between the walls only W feet, it was obvious that they could only be hoisted
in an oblique position if raised whole, and such a course would entail great difficul-
ties in getting them into their permanent places, on the top of the building. It was
consequently determined to raise them in two pieces, in which condition they came to
the works as before stated, and to rivet them together on the top of the building. In
a central position, whore the proscenium now stands, a scaflbld, about 30 feet by 20
feet, was raised, and floored over at the same level as the top of the walls. The half
girders were then raised and placed temporarily, so that the two ends rested on the
walls, and the divided centre portions were supported on the scaffold, which resem-
bled a gigantic table. Small portable forges were tiien supplied on the scafl'old, and
the half girders were riveted together iu the position described, the whole operation
taking about 3 days to effect. The girder then required to be moved to its place, and room
made for the others. Great caution was used in moving the girders, to avoid exposing
them to any severe cross strains, which by deranging their parts might materially
injure them. It was necessary, therefore, that the girders should be moved, evenly
and easily, both for their own sakes, and by reason of the state of the walls. To
effect this a whole timber was laid upon the walls, longitudinally, and an iron rail

fixed on the top of tlie same. Carriages, with fianged wheels running on the rails,

were placed under each end of the girder, and a very moderate force applied to the
carriages, caused the great mass to move along the walls with the ease and smooth-
ness required. As soon as a girder was moved from the scaffold another took its

place, and before the latter was riveted, a third was hoisted, ready to occupy the
scaffold as soon as vacant. Thus the three operations of fixing, riveting, and
hoisting, were all pursued together by different gangs of men. We nave now accom-
panied the girder to its place, but we have not yet seen it placed in its permanent
resting-place, to do which without a jar to the walls, and with perfect
accuracy, was an operation requiring some deUcacy. As the whole roof is

so connected together, both with fioor beams and roof principals, all

of which were made at the same time as the girders, and were fitted

to them to the l-20th of an inch, any, even trifling, inaccuracy in fixing the girders
would have produced serious difficulties. The iron bed-plates under the ends of the
girders were therefore fixed in the stone templates with great care; they were
provided with a hole through them, under the centre of the girders tapped for a
2-inch screw, and a corresponding hole was drilled through the stone template.
Several courses of the brickwork under the stone template were also temporarily
left out. The screw was then introduced from below, and j>a8sed through the
carriage under the end of the girder, which was carefully adjusted, directly over
the screw. The carriages were then removed, and the girders left resting upon the
screws, which were then slowly withdrawn from below, and the girder finally
lowered to its resting place. The omitted brickwork was then made good, and the
fixing was complete as far as the main girders were concerned. Care was taken not
to surround the ends of the girders with brickwork, but to have them free and
susceptible of being painted from time to time. The small intermediate roofs,
having been all prepared before, were next fixed with great rapidity, and the roofs
at the ends of the building were slated and covered in before the girders for the
middle portion were even hoisted, — the whole operation of hoisting and
fixing the girders having taken only three weeks. The floor-beams between the
girders over the auditory were likewise soon in their places; they are made of
wrought-iron, and carry the fioor of the workshops and the coiling of the theatre.
The chandelier is supported by two iron beams supi>orted at each end by the main
trcUia girders. It is worked by a crab, and can be raised partially into the work-
shops, or lowered to the fioor of the pit. As soon as the floor was completed, as
described, the internal worksof the building wore pushed forward as much as possible,

and the interior of the auditory, which was at present only in carcass, began soon
to assume its presentshape. It being naturally of the greatest importance to employ
as many hands as possible, it was decided not to allow any scaffold to be erected
from the ground, but to construct the ceiling from a platform suspended from the
iron beams of the roof and the floor in the same. The platform was constructed
in the following manner:—Rods of wrought-irou, 1 inch in diameter, were himg
down from the beams above, where the aperture, in the centre of the ceiling,

would ultimately be formed. From this point, timber beams or joists, radiated
like the spokes of a wheel, each beam or spoke being supported at one end by one
of the iron rods above alluded to, and the other end being carried by a rope strongly
fixed to the beams of the floor above. These radiating beams, thus constructea,
formed the supports of a platform on which the necessary scafl'old was erected for
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the fixinp nnd completion of the ceiling. The latter is covered with Bielefeld's
fibrous slab, which has been extensively used ftt the liritiBh Museum. It was fixed
in large niabs. about 12 feet by feet, and is a quarter of an Inch thick. Of course.
incoveringlheciihng, it became necessary to Bliift the ropes supporting the scaffold
to such positions as would not interfere with the decoration, or cause unsightly holes
to be made thrmigli the slabH. I'rovision was accordingly made for tlie oxisteiicc of
some holes in the ceiling, through which the ^opes might pass, not only during the
progress of the work, but also at any future time when repairs or redecoration might
he necessary. The holes, twentv-four in number, are placed at the joints of tho
fibrous slabs, and are concealed in the finished celling by plugs let down and
removable from the floor above, BO that ropes maybe at anytime lowered through
them, and a scaflold formed with facility, and at slight expense, whenever ro<|uircd
The form of the ceiling is as follows :—Over the pit is a flat dome, flft feet 1 Inch
diameter, and 7 feet 2 inches high ; this rests upon four elliptical arches, tl.'J feet 7 inches
Bpan, with peiidentivcB. The ceilingover the main gallery is flat, and the two side gal-
ries or steps are covercdwith arched ceilings, following the shape ofthe elliptical arciu-a
supporting the dome. The dome in Ibrnied of purlins in two thickncsKi-s, circular in
plan, and hung down from the floor above by wrought-iron rods. The purlins carry
ceiling joists in the ordinary manner. The arch nearest to the stage Is ten tect from
the curtain, to allow of the formation of a sound reflector over tne foot-lights and
the projecting piece of the stage from which the principal nrr/s/(>s commonly sing.
The reflector is curved, and follows the form of a parabola. It displays for its orna-
mentation a bas-relief, designed by Signer Monti, representing the ancient and
modern drama, with a likeness of Her Majesty in profile between the two subjects.
The box-fronts were also designed by the same artist, and are executed in the new
combination of canvas and plaster, which Mr. Ow<'n Jones has largely used, and has
lately introduced to the notice of this Institute.
The decorations of the interior were for the most part carried out under the pcr-

•onal directions of Mr. Gye, assisted by Signor Monti, only a email portion or the
original designs for this portion of the work having been carried into effect. Tho
whole of tile operations connected with the ceiling, such as fixing the carpenters'
work, fixing and painting the fibrous slab, and fastening the enrichments in their
places, were carried on from tho suspended scaffVild. and during this time the works
below were being i>ushed on with all despatch. The foundation walls under the pit
were built, the iron columns and cantilevers for the boxes were fixed, and carpen-
ters, masons, smiths, painters, decorators, and gilders, jostled each other. Indeed
the interior of the theatre at this time presented an epitome of the building
trade, almost every handicraft having its niimerous representatives, while the
placards in the streets, anuouuciner iu large letters the I5th of May as the day of
opening, were calculated to cause all concerned the greatest anxiety. In designing
the construction of the floor to tlie pit, a question aro.se which determined its general
character. With a view to render the theatre applicable to all possible purposes,
it appeared to be an advantage to possess tho power of raising or lowering the floor
if required. On such occasions as public dinners, bal masque.^, &c., it is obvious
that such a facility might prove very advantageous. It was accordingly resolved to
Bupport tho floor on trussed timber beams, 2 feet 3 inches deep, resting on cast-
iron columns. These columns have split heads, resembling a musician s tuning-
fork. By the adoption of this form the trussed floor-beams can be lowered into the
coluntins their own depth, whenever required, a number of packing-pieces filling up
thecavityin the top of the column if it be desired to retain the beams at any par-
ticular heiglit. An instance of the convenience of being able to alter the position of
the pit-floor was shown soon after the opening of the house. From some misconcep-
tion, the stage liad been fixed 9 inches too high, and the occupants of the front rows
of stalls had an impaired view of the performers in consequence. During the recess,
the front portion of the pit floor was raised 9 inches, so as to occupy its proper relative
position to the stage and the inconvenience wa.s at once obviatecl. While the works
above described were in progress, the stage was in active preparation. Mr. Beverley,
the distinguished artist, was consulted as to its general arrangement and mode of
working, and the practical realisation of bis views was confided t^j the experienced
hands of Mr. Sloman, who has been so long connected with the theatre, and whose
reputation in such matters is so well established. The proscenium columns are
arranged to slide on wheels, so as to expand or contract the opening when desired.
The grooves so commonly used for the support of the scenes are entirely done away
with, it being considered that their undoubted convenience is more than counter-
balanced by their attendant disadvantages, and more particularly by the obstacles
they afi'ord to the formation of a grand open scene embracing the whole extent of the
Stage. The back scenes are of single sheets of canvas, lowered from the top and secured
torollersrestingultimately upon the main beams of the roof. The side scenes and set
pieces are fixed to the wing'ladders behind which the side gaslights for lighting the stage
are placed. The wing ladders being unattached to anythingabove, the artist is enabled
to place large set-pieces, sucli as trcee, rocks, houses, &c., against them, and still

Ereserve the total height of the sti^e, while they are so constructed that they maj
e moved completely across the stage. The upper pieces of scenery, known techni-

cally as borders, are of somewhat novel construction. Owing to the great size of
the stage, it was desired to possess the power of using it to its greatest width,
especially for out-door scenes, and I may perhaps mention some of the scenery in
Dinorah as instances ot how admirably Sir. Beverley can use his opportunities : but
borders to suit such extended scones would be useless for those of a more limited
description, and to avoid the necessity for a double set of scenes, it was resolved to
make the borders in three pieces—a centre and two wings ; the latter being so
arranged as to slide forward and back, so as to form an area of any required
diameter. There are two sets of flies, each 8 feet wide, from which the machinery is

worked, and there are recesses on each side of the stage to receive the scenery not
in use. One of these recesses is occupied by a powerful organ, often used as an
auxiliary in operatic performances.
The painting room occupies the ordinary position at the back of the stage; but as

the floor is carried by a trellis girder of the same description as those supporting the
roof, the stage is enabled to extend entirely under the painting-room witliout inter-
ruption from walls or columns. The painting-room is 90 feet long by 30 feet wide,
and 50 feet high in its highest part. It contains several painting frames of different
sizes, hung in pulleys fixed to the walls, and furnished with counter-balance weights.
The frames are contrived to slide downwards through the floor, so that the artist can
readily gain access to any part of the canvas he may desire, without leaving the floor
of the painting-room. There is a large skylight in the roof, and the floor is furnished
with traps to admit of moving scenery to or from the stage below. The scenes being
necessarily often of a very large size, owing to the great dimensions of the stage,
alits are provided in the stage floor under those already described in the floor of the
painting-room, so that the t^cenes may be lowered even as far as the basement, if re-
?[uired. Under the floor of the painting-room are fixed the contrivances for simu-
ating the noise of thunder, rain, and the like ; and tlie great bell, whose mourn-

ftil notes have sounded the knell of so many a disconsolate tenor, is fixed
in the same position. The new theatre being intended to be used principally
in summer, it was not considered necessary to do much in the way of warm-
ing, aa far as the opera season was concerned; but with a view to its occupation in
the winter—as is now, in fact, the case—some artificial means of warmth were, never-
theless, required. A chamber is, consequently, placed under the pit, sufficiently low
to admit of the lowering operation before described, in which hot-water pipes, heated
from an apjiaratus under the grand staircase, are fixed ; an air-grating round the pit
allows the h.'ated air to escape into the house. The principal exit for the heated and
vitiated air is through the aperture, ten feet wide, over the chandelier ; above which
there are openings into the external atmosphere. There are air-valves to the boxes
over the dooi-H, and a number of small holes are drilled in the risers of the gallery
seats, giving a pas.'sage for tho air from the balls and corridors to the chandelier, but
not in sufficient quantities at any one place to create a draught. There are also air-
flues in the corritlors and in the court-room to carry off the products of combustion
from the numerous gas-lights; and there are outlets into the roof from the side

|^

galleries. Kone but these simple expedients for ventilation are adopted, experience

***^!."S' ' t^lnk. shown that mcwt elaborate lyttenu of vro lUtloa an Uahlfl
to failures, more or less complete, In proportion to tht-lr greater or Um
elaboration. A copious supply of waUr is of course one of the flrsf »srolUI« In atheatre as a precaution A^an)st fire, for it Is clear that, if a Are Is to be resiaud suc-
cessfully. It must iM! HO within tho ilr«t quarter of an hour, ss after that lline iIm
body of flamp would b« so vast as to defy all conlroL Tbi: pr. rsuiioni •oini-llmel
provided Of iron curtains, and the like, are of qm-8iioBi«lr value, a. wbiu mostwanted they arc seldom aTatlable. or In ordi-r. and the only valid pnxautiuii api^sn
to be to provide plenty of cocks, with a IdKh prtisure water-.upiMy. lu all uiTxm of
the building. At Covent-uarden thert are twenty-fivi- of ih. he cH-k*. suppUtd irom
cisterns in the roof, capable of containing l:i,(RXj gallons. Th.. niaiu n.i. ru in placed
over the stage stair, in lh« north-west corner, towardi llari.«trcet and lu onlcr to
secure a consUnt supply in case of fire, the clateru is divided lulu twu uue<iuBl parts
the smaller of whkh supplies the closets, sinks and ta|is of ihc huu**- whllolha
larger is entirely reserved Ibr the supply of the flre-cock«. at high pre»«ure The
supply to the cistern is so arranged that not a drop of water can And lis way
into the smaller compartment until the lar<;er is fUlI to uvfrflowtuir A» loair
therefore, as there is any water in the cIobcIs, 4c., It itt certain that the flre-eoefi
are charged ; and if by any chance the supply Hhould run short, the IneonveniaaoM
would be at once felt and remedied. It may jiousibly be reniemUri-d that wlwo Um
theatre was opened to the public ou the 15th Slay, iK'jh, the tympanum ol the portico
was not built, and the removal of the scaffold at this i>art of tin- building was not
completed until the afternoon of the opening day. It had been tutended not ^>baTe
attempted the erection of the iwrtico until the next year, but couttidertug the tacon-
venience and interruntion to the business of the theatre that might be expected by
a renewal of the works at the principal entrance, Messrs. Lucas nere asked as late
as March, 185^, whether they would then undertake to erect the jwrtico— the columoa
of which are 30 feet high, and 38 inches diameter—before the J.'>lh Slay, leavlii|f Ul«
tympanumonly to be added afterwards. This they consented to do. and on the .^Ih
March the order was given to proceed. On the 2?nd Ajirll the liutt captui was set,
and the last stone of the architrave was fixed complete on the Mh Slay, Just ooc
week before the opening of the theatre, although the ground at the theatre was now
so crowded that every stone had to be worked at the wharf in Lambeth.
The satisfaction, however, of all concerned in the erection of this work was dumped

by a very sad occurrence. I'he mason (Mr. Caiger) in charge of the work under the
contractor's principal foreman of masons (Mr. Ilatfieldj met with his death on the
very day of tlie completion of his work. He had been promisi-d a present, contiagcnt
upon his exertions being crowned with 8UC<:cbs, and after setting the last stonu waa
stepping back to contemplate his work with natural satisfaction, when he look one
step beyond the scaflidd, from which he fell In an instant and met his death on Ibe
spot. Looking to the unavoidable dangers of building and other p(_acrful oceupa-
tions, I am not sure that we always do justice to the courage and Uetermination so
emiuently displayed by our artizans, or always sufficiently remember the sacrlfloes
and sufferings by which the battles of science are won.
After the portico was completed iron beams were fixed over the space between (be

front wall and the colonnade, a beam being placed across each column. At the close
of the season a platform of scaflblding was formed upon the iron bi-anis. aud the
tympanum carried up entirely from the same, the space thus formed being courerted
into a practising room, 7i feet by H feet, over the portico, aud entered Irom the bade
of the theatre gallery.
In fitting up the interior of the auditory it was resolved to allow to each spectator

a more liberal share of room than had formerly been the case, and the consequence
of course is that the actual number of persons accommodated sufl'ers a correspoudiu^
diminution. When the theatre is useu forthe opera, the numtwr ot spectators, com-
fortably seated, amounts to '^,300 ; but when otherwise fitteil, 3,ouu or moru visitors
can be easily accommodated.
There were many sub-contractors employed by Slessrs. Lucas for various parts of

the work, and all exhibited the most praiseworthy anxiety to complete their work,
and enable faith to be kept with the public by opening the theatre on the day named
from the coinuieiicement. Where all did well, I feel a selection might seent invidious,

and as the names of all concerned were published in the BuiUtfr, I shall not do more
here than allude to the clerks of works, Messrs. Allen and Miller, and the foreman
of Messrs. Lucas in charge of the works. Mr. Clcmcnce, whose zeal and ability,

evinced under most trying circumstances, deserve special recognition. With this i

propose to close my description, and hope the Institute will excuse me if 1 have
trespassed too long upon their attention.

The paper, the reading of which was listened to with the greatest attention,

was illustrated by a great number of drawings, diagrams, and photographs. The
following tables, referred to in the lecture, will be found useful :

—

Width of
pr.

eemuol.

ft. in

.W
*t
SI
4-^

37
5U

No. of No. of Width Lcnirtli from Hvi^hl Aon
boxM in tier. b.twern curtain to pit to

okch of Imxm. ouain box. omliof.
tirr. boxH.

ft. ft. iQ. ft. In.

20 6 70 70 70
11 5 dO 88 6 WO
•iS i 57 78 03
20 52 01 6.3 e
43 C 5U 88 61
36 4 03 81 6a

San Carlos, Naples
La Scala, Milau
Theatre at Bologna....,
Theatre at Turin
Her M(yc8ty'8 Theatre
New Covent-jfarden ..

Estimated Load on main roqf girdert.
Tons. cwt. qutrten.

10 iron principals of intermediate roof I 10

11 bags of iron pantries 2 3

1»0 feet cast-iron frutter 18
1,980 feet super, of slatcB, at 81b. per foot 7 11

ditto snow, 10 lbs. per foot 8 16 3
KITectofwind " 18 2

8 transverse girders for floor 4 10 2
AVooden floor and joists 8
I.SOOfeetof lend, at 100 lbs, per foot 80 7

Contingency for ceiling, &c - 7 5

Ticllis girder itself 17

Total distributed load on each girder 150

The CHAIR.MAN complimented the lecturer upon the able manner in which he

had treated a subject whicli, he believed, was quite new to tlieni.

Professor Donaldson said it wa.s witli very great pleasure he rose to propoie

a vote of tlianks to Mr. Barry for his lucid exposition of a very difficult subject.

Tliouyh it was a difficult matter to construct and a build a theatre, yet alter the

excellent paper which had been read by Mr. Barrj', he had no doubt they all

fancied, that thev could easily build a theatre. There was another circumstance

to whicli he wished to refer, aud that was the modesty of Mr. Barry, who had In

his lecture paid tributes to others, and which showed that he had brought about

hiin a body ot very able men for the construction of such a difficult buildmg-.

The construction of a theatre was a work of no common or ordinary character,

so ninny unusuni provisions had to be made, and so many contingencies pro-

vided for, and Mr. Barry ought to be proud in having been so successful a« he

had. Provision had to be made for the access, accommodation, and comfort oia

great body of persons, who situated in such a building were liable to be carried

away by emotion and impulse, which could hardly be anticipated by the archi-

tect. He (Professor Donaldson) had had the advantage of visiung the new

theatre in two or three of its stages, and he could only say that he was very muclj
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pifased with what he saw. He then spoke of the great strength of the builtliiif;,

and of the exfremelv skilful manner in which the whole of the work had been

p—c-ied. The arfanfjenienis connected with the staircases were very satis-

tactory, exhibitini; givat solidity, and providing for continpeneies arising out of

anv apprehension' of fire. It was with very great pleasure lie rose to propose a

vo'te of thanks to Mr. Barry for his very able description of tliisnew, reniarkable

building—(.Vpplanse).

A Membkr inquire.! what was the co«t of the new theatre.

Mr. E. SI. Barry— It was something under £80,000.
Mr. C. H. Lrwis asked if the new fibrous slab, and the plaster on canvas

(patented by Desachy, of Great Slarlborough-strect), used for the decoration of

the boxes, had answejed the purpo.«;e ?

Mr. E. M. B.vrry said, as far as he knew they had both answered very well.

The fibrous sutelanee liad given way slightly ; as regarded the other matter the

durability had yet to be proved, but its lightness and convenience for fixing

could hardly be surpassed.
Mr. Jennings remarked that cast-iron gutters seemed to have been used in

the new theatre more than in anv other building in London.
Jlr. Barry said they were one length, 90 feet, the total length, not fixed to

the girders, but put loosely on.

Mr. Baker said the brickwork was carried up in the new theatre with remark-
ble quickness, and the walls were of great thickness. Now, what had been the effect

upon that brickwork ? He carried up, fiveyears ago, a wall aboutSO feet high, in

the month of November, and the brickwork when taken down this season,

proved to be perfectly sound, and harder than tlie bricks in many cases. He
should be glad to hear what had been the effect of the brickwork in this case.

Mr. E. >I. Barry was not aware that any particular effect had taken place

in the brickwork ; but of course settlements were looked for, and he made
arrangements in order to ascertain whether any undue settlement took place, but

lie was not aware that any settlement of any kind had taken place since the

building was finished.

The' vote of thanks to Mr. Barry was carried by acclamation.
Aetc J\'f«i6er<—The following gentlemen were elected members of the Insti-

tute.—Mr. Edward A. Griining, of Grove-house, Highbury-grove ; Mr. John
W. Penfold, of 2, Cbarlotte-i-ow, Mansion House; Mr. Edward Robert Robson,
of 18, Adam-street, London and Durham ; and Mr. Herbert Winstanley, of 2,

Great James-street, Bedford-row, as .Associates.

The following papers were announced to be read :—On Monday, February 20,
" On the Construction and Management of Human Habitations, considered in

relation to Public Health," by Dr. Druitt ; March 5, " On the Historical Notices
of Building and Art in the Old Testament," by Robert Kerr, Fellow.
The meeting then separated.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE TO THE CENTRAL
ASSOCIATION OF MASTER BUILDERS.

YOUR Committee have from time to time kept the members apprised of the
chief incidents which have marked the history of the recent strike; but they

consider the tiujc has now airived when it becomes their duty to pi-esent a brief
connected narrative of their proceedings.
Your Committee think it expedient, first, to explain the origin of the strike

and the manner in which the building operatives had previously sought to obtain
a reduction of the hours of labor ; and, second, to give some account of the
United Trades' Conference, which has been the active agency during the last few
months for carrying on the strike. In the year 185.3 the masons of London first

JU'si'tl the question of reduction in the hours of labor. In the autumn of 1857,
the car])enters and joiners appointed delegates from about fifty establishments;
on 3rd June, 1838, at an aggregate meeting in Exeter Hall, they announced their
intention to reduce a day's lalwr from ten to nine houre ; and the following
memorial was presented to the Builders' Society :

—

To the .Vas'.er Jliiittlers and Emploi/ers of Carpenters and Joiners of London
and its vi'chiittf.

Gentlemen,— At an agaTcsrate meeting of tlie trade, held in Exeter Hull, on June
the 3rd, l**s, it was unanimously resolved that a mcmoiiiil should be jjresented to
yon, ««king you to reduce tlie hours of labor from ten to nine hours per day, icith
tkepramit rale of trar/es. The reason wliy we ask this of you is, we believe the time
has come when there must be a better equalisation of the hours of labor, in conse-
qnenee of the (rrcnt increase both of |iopulation and machinery. Wc are not opposed
to maihinery, but we arc of opinion that the working classes ought to reap some
bcni lit from its extensive introduction, and the benefit we wish is u mitigation of the
hours of labor. We also think that reducing our labor one hour per day would be a
great boon to society in general, and would have a beneficial tendency to those em-
ploy<(! In promoting their moral and social condition. Gentlemen, the object of this
uieiuorial is, to rispectfully request you to concede to us the privilege of working
nine hours jicr day instciwl of ten (as at present) ; we wish this alteration to take
place Avithout any diminution in the present rate of wages. Should you grant us
this boon, it will produce and promote a better feeling between employer and em-
ployed, for long hours of labor are detrimental to both. Hoping you will consider
this iMiesIion as employers of labor belonging to a great country, which is held up as
a model for the iidmiratioii of the world.

On 20th August the whole question was thoroughly discussed, by a deputa-
tion of nine operatives with twelve of the largest employers of London. After
mature consideration, the Builders' Society passed the following resolutions :—
That the question, although raised by the carpenters and joiners, is really a ques-

tion involving nil trades.
That, inasmuch as there is no compulsion by which workmen arc obliged to labor

for any given number of hours, it really only amounts to an alteration in the rate of
wag,'

«

'i'hat wllhin the last four or live years the price of skilled labor has been advanced
10 per cent., and that it does not appear to this meeting that there is anything in the
circu;ii«t«ncc8 of the present times to warrant a further increase to the extent suc-
j^esl. d.

That, looking at (he very large amount of the interests involved, not only as it
iTgards the bmldinc trade, but obviously even beyond these bounds, this meeting
does not feel that they can accede to the request made ; and they come to this reso-
lution with the best possible feeling of goodwill towards the workmen, and they are
Uiund to say that the manner in which this question has been brought forward and
discusvjd is very creditable to those who have apjieared as its advocates.

<Jn 9th .September, the masons sent in a memorial to the Builders' Society,
•imilar to that wl.'ich llie carpenters and joiners hud presented, relative to work-
ing only nine hours per day; when it was resolved that a copy of the resolutions
of :iUlh August should be handed to the masons, with an intimation that if any

new matter could be adduced in favor of the nine hours' movement, the masters

would be prepared to receive a deputation, but not otherwise.

On 18th November, the bricklayers, plasterers, and painters having, in thg

interim, joined the carpenters, joiners, and masons, the ibllowiug memorial was
presented :

—

To the Master Builders qf London and its Vicinity.
Gentlemen, — "VVe, the operative carpenters and joiners, stonemasons,

bricklayers, plasterers, and painters, beg to lay before you this memorial,
praying for a reduction in the hours of labor. From daily experience in
our avocations, we are convinced that, owing to excessive hours of labor,
our worth as artizans is depreciated, both in a mental and physical
point of view. M'e justify ourselves in taking this position on the ground of our having
an equal right to share with other workers that large amount of public sympathy
which is being now so widely extended in the direction of shortening the hours x>f

labor. The fact is well known that the present hours for working are too many "to

afford either rest from exhaustion fir time to improve the intellect, so as to acquire
the knowledge and skill requisite for the rapid progress of invention, that continuous
exertiou without recreation must engender those evils we deplore—that, owing .to

this continuous exertion, jircmaturc incapacity must necessarily ensue, whereby oiir

value in the field of labor is materially atlected. and we ourselves are eventually left

a heavy burden upon the public. Farther, gentlemen, yonr memorialists regard this
question as a purely public one : a question wliich docs not in the remotest degree
affect the employer's profits, other than it has a tendency to increase tlieiu, and tha
public beneliting, as it does, by the iutroduetion of machinery, will not, we feel

assured, deny to us, under your sanction, a like participation. The object we are
desirous of obtaining by this memorial, is a concession fi-om our employers of one
hour per day, and the present rate of wages to contimie ; by such a concession you will
relieve your memorialists from the evils they at present suffer, and yourselves from
those frtture evils consequent upon our own. We beg leave also to suggest that the
employers will do well to have regard in all their future contracts to the nine hours
per dai/, for we arc so sanguiuc as to consider the consummation of our desire in-

evitable. Trusting, gentlemen, that our memorial will receive that consideration
which is due to our wants, is tlie wish of yours, respectfully, the carpenters and
joiners, stonemasons and bricklayers, plasterers and painters.

Signed by a Delegate of each Trade.

The Builders' Society again, after careful reconsideration, agreed, in reply, to

refer the memorialists to the resolution of the 26th .August.

The five trades, amalgamated for the nine liours' movement, then assumed the
title of United Trades' Conference, and under that name a variety of placards,

letters, handbills, &c., were issued. The Conference consisted of seven delegafaes

from each trade, and held its meetings at the Paviors' Arms, Johnson-street,

Westminster.
On the 20th January, 1859, a public meeting was held by the workmen, af)d

on the 19th March the following communication was received :

—

To the Members of the Afaster BuiMers" Society.
Gentlemen,—We, the Conference of the Huildiug Trades, amalgamated for the

purpose of attaining the nine hours per day deem it expedient once more to commu-
nicate with you on the question at issue.
You doubtless are fully aware of the whole of our proceedings, since we last

addressed you. and these proceedings, we are conviuced, cannot fail to have their
due weight wiiu yourselves.
Supported as our claim is by the public press, acknowledged favorably by the

Associate of Architects, advocated fi*om the pulpit, and our own energetic and per-
severing efforts, cannot fail to call forth your entire approval.
Your * Jlesolutions ' submitted to ns do not express anything definite, but to

enter into debate on this question, by letter, would be next to impossible, and it is

not our intention.
This much we may be allowed to say, that we consider this movement has been

agitated long enough to entitle us to claim either yonr sanction or rejection.
And not doubting that it has been discussed in your Association we respectfully

request an answer from your meeting in April next, whether you will concede the
** Kine Hotirs^* as a day's work—"Yes" or "No."

I have the honour to be, on behalf of the Conference,
Y'ours most respectfully,

(Signed) George roTTER, Secretary.
19th March, 183!i. yfi, Denbigh-street, S.W.

On receipt of this communication, the Builders' Society considered it advisable

to convene a public meeting of metropolitan builders, which was numerously
attended on the 20th of April, and unanimously passed the following raao-

lutions ;

—

Moved by 3Ir. Charles Lucas, and seconded by Mr. Myers -
That in the opinion of this meeting it is not expedient to accede to the request.of

the workmen contained in their letter of the r.ifh iliircli. because the present arrange-
ment of hours is the most convenient to all pariiL-s, and docs not involve such .an
amount of time as to bring the building workmen at all within the limit of those-on
whose behalf the public interest has been excited and its benevolence aroused (the
hours now being from six in tlie morning to half-jiast five in the afternoon, with one
hour and a-lialf interval for meals) ; because much public inconvenience wouldreault
from the discontinuance of work at so early an hour as half-past four, involving, as
it would do, the stoppage ofall machinery, plant, and cattle labour at that early hour.
Moved by Mr. Dunnage (of the firm of Sv. Cubitt and Co.), and seconded by

Mr. Kelk—
That if the builders were to admit the principle sought for by the workmen, they

would take upon themselves the responsibility of taxing the public more tliaa.lO

per cent, and establish a regulation wliich must necessarily govern labor, and its

value with all other trades throughout the conntry ; that, acting upon this impros-
sion, this meeting records its opinion that there is' no suflicient reason at this present
time to justify such an advance as i$ demanded by what is called the niue liouTs'
movemcul. louring the past few years the desire of^tlie master builders to meet every
reasonable demand has been evinced by the fact that ihey have given up, without
reduction of wages, one hour and a-half on each Saturday af"teriioon ; and so lately

as the year 1853 they agreed to an advance of 10 per cent, on the wages then paid, by
reason of which the skilled workman, on an average, now receives 33s. for 58i
hours' labour.
That for these reasons, amongst others, it is the opinion of this nieeting that tile

request for nine hours, to be paid for as ten hours, ought not to be acceded to.

The labourers (connected with the various building trades) having joined the
the Conference, seven of their body were appointed delegates, making the total

number of the Conference forty-two.

On the 11th of May, another public meeting of workmen sent the following

"ultimatum" to the Secretary of the Builders' Society :

—

An Ultimatum to the Members of the Master Builders^ Society.
Gentlemen,—At a large meeting of the Building Trades, held in Kxeter.Hall,

on the 18th lust., yonr resolutions were discussed, and, after deep consideration, we
were unable to see that you have answered our letter of March luth, and we are
unwilling to believe that you seriously eutertain the intention of taking on your-
selves tlie responsibility of causing the public disaster wliich was threatened by
several of your body at your meeting on tile :iOtli of April. We, flieref'urc, bei|ig
iuHuouced by the most friendly feelings, oucc more appeal to you to consider our
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cluini, and wo respectfully rcque»t n decisive answer from your meetinir on the 9IU of,»une next, whether you will concede the nine hourB as a day's work

I remain. Gentlemen, yours respectfully,
. On behalf ol the United Trades,

On the 10th of June, the following reply was made to the above communi-
cation :

—

c£!'V~A, "VH. "^"''/f,'' 5?,.!'''!S'°'^, y?" *''»* "'"° >""> ntl<l"'88cd to the Huilders'Society the letter ot the i th March, it was felt that the question was too important
for the society to deal with, and it was therefore determined to convene a meitiu.'ofthe builders of the metropolis.

"v-vii.i„ ui
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I am directed; further to sav. that on careful consideration of those resolutionsm will see that ihey contained no threat, and the responsibility of which you speak
ymi win see tiiat iney contained no threat, and the responsibility of which you speak
will rest with those who cause any such public disaster as that to which you allude.
„ ., ,„., „ , , ,, e^isf""') G. Wales.On the 18th of July, Mes.sr9. Trollope, of Uelgriive-road, and three other

London builders, simultaneously received the following notice :

Gentlemen,— \ye, the men in your employ, consider that the time has arrivedwhen some allenition m the hours of labor is necessary, and having determined that
the reduction ol the present workius- day to nine hours at the present rate of waires
asked lor by the building trades during a public ajjitation of eiifhtccn months wouldmeet our present requirement, we respectfully solicit you to concede the nine hours

J*
1*

IK'Q
'''' 'lehuite answer to our request Is solicited by the S>nd day of

On the 23rd of July Messrs. TroUope's men struck work, and immediately
thereupon, the iollowiug notice was extensively circulated throuRliout the
metropolis ;

—

°

K ine Hours' Movement.
Important ^otice to the Operatives of the liuildiii"- Trades.
The Master Builders haviufr refused to concede the nine hours as a day's work

the Couterence of the United Building Trades have been directed by the members of

li

tnc niovement to call upon a firm to cease work ; having done so, they now appeal tovou to aid thcni in suiiportino- the men now on strike at Messrs. Trollope aud Sous
1 18 earnestly hoped that no workman will go in to supplant them tfil they havegauied theirobjeet. '

It is expected that ever man will do his duty.
fiy Order of the Executive.

rm, i II I. ,
•'^O- I'OTTEB, SeO.

Ihe strike having thus commenced, a public meeting of metropolitan builders
was convened at Freemason's Tavern, on the 27th of July, at which the following
letter was presented :

—

„ ,
I'aviors' Arms, Johnson Street, Westminster, July a?, 1859.

SIK,—As a meeting of the Master Builders of the metropolis is convened for to-
day to consider the question of the "Nine Hours," I think it right that they should
Do informed why the firm of Messrs. Trollope and Sons was the firit firm selected for
the men to cease work, the reason being that one of the deputation presenting the
memorial wmdmcliarr/ed on Wednesday* last at a quarter past five. This so irritated
the men working at that job that they ceased work the next day without consulting
the ConfereiR-e of the Nine Hours' Movement. When the Conference met on the
tollowmg i riday to consider which should be the firm selected, the members felt so
insulted at Messrs. Trollopc's conduct, that it was decided by a very large majority
that the remainder of the men should be called out for the "Nine Hours" per day.
lou are respectluliy re-quested to read this at the meeting of the Master Builders
this day.

"

I remain yours.
On behalf of the United Trades,

m »i Tir , r.
George I'otteb, Sec.

To Mr. AVales, .Secretary of the Builders' Society.
The meeting, which was very numerous, and embraced representatives of

every iiuiiortant building Arm in tlie metropolis, were unanimous in their desire
to resist tlie tyranny and dictation of Trades' Unions ; and numerous examples
were given by various employers of the oppressiveness of their proceedings. A
general anxiety was expressed to protect employers and workmen irom tlie further
encroachments of these combinations upon the rights of labor and the freedom of
capital

;
and a firm determination announced to make any necessary sacrifice to

liberate the trade from the thraldom with which it was threatened liy a strike which
it was felt was intended to take every employer in detail, and in succession, after
Messrs. Trollope bad been prostrated, in the struggle. It was, however, uni-
versally conceded that the Conference represented only a limited minority of the
workmen, that many who acquiesced ostensilily in the strike were opposed to it
in their convictions, and that a careful discrimination should bo made between the
Unionists and the genera] body of respectable and orderly workmen. The
employera, therefore, were unanimous in the expression of their desire that the
inoffensive should not be subjected to the same restrictions which in self-defence
It was essential to impose upon the offending, and that while the active abbettors
of the strike should be excluded from the establishments of the employers, some
expedient should be adopted whereby well-disposed operatives should have the
means of procuring employment. The meeting distinctly disavowed any claim
to interfere between individual firms and their workmen, and founded their
action entirely on the fact that it was the intention of the Conference of the
building trades to order strikes to take place occasionally of the men in the
employ of their masters. Accordingly it was " Resolved that the metropolitan
biulders arc compelled to close their establislunents on the 6th of August ; but
taking into consideration the great number of men who wholly discountenance
the (;oiiference, a committee of 20 be appointed to consider the best means of
opening the doors to such men as may be willing to come to work, independent
01, and not subject to, the dictation of any society interfering with the labor of
the working man."t

THE ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
THIS Society, which was set afloat some three or four years ago to collect the

choicest photographs of architectural works from all countries, and with
them, to disseminate amongst the profession a knowledge of the actual state of
the monuments of every age and nation, on Wednesday night threw open the
galleries in Conduit-stret't for the purpose of exhibitingthe various works which
have been gathered together, and which are available for the subscribers.
A short time since the Society was threatened with troubles, and fears were

•Messrs. Trollope have repeatedly denied the assertion in the above letter.— Kirfe
tnelr letter to the Times, August 8.

tTo be continued.

entertamcd of its obtaining a pennaiient sucoa.. The r.mimitt«-. h. -pileall their gratnitoiis lab|>r, w-tc treated very Inconrtdfrately byX «iiriLiand the «r«ence o a rule to render the declilon of the commltte, Am! uwnSLsubscriber, and p lotograplu-r., made thdr position by no nwuS m i£SoS£one. Ihe 8ubscrib.;r8 complained that the quality of the uXd DrintaTM
nferior to that of the exhibited phologro d». T il" ol i' ."tbn "^w^ mSby a flat denial otj the part of ,h5; phmo^apherl and ^

I • un^ortu^Scommittee incurred most unde«erve.)!y the cMMri of Iwth unrtu; • toincivasc their annoyance, a rumour became circulated tlial it wimere trading society, sailing under false colon.. It was but nuturmlttotunder such circunista.ics many member, of the committ.-e .houl.1 hiveadvised an abandonment of this voluntary ta.k and c«un*ll«l a di.,oliili'in
lortunately, however, the more energetic member., conscious of the value oftlx-

..
•"•

?^:«
"'', •"''""^^'!"*''."','' '",'''?n">Ki'» of their union and a clear path out of Uieirthtj diHiculties, seized the helm, reorganized their cr,:w, maJe an impomotaddition to their rules, and now have the gratification of witneMlnB thdrconfident hopes fully realised. They distinctly state that they will not munotoe

that the prints iwraed shall be otexattli/ the same torn- as the o xhibll«d iMby the new rule, in case the subscriber should feid disiatisHed with or cwuidcr
the prints sent him imperfect, <.r inferior to those exhibited, the committee on
complaint being made to them, will receive back the print, in question within
thirty days after the distribution, and if on examination such complaint nhall
appear to the committee to be just and well founded, they will refund to the
subscriber the price of such imperfect prints, as marked in the catalojrue
and deduct the same from the amount lo be paid to photographers, and In all
such casesthc decision ofthe committee .shall lie final andbindhirjonbot/i partia
The subscnbers should remember that the Society is a joint-slock coiupanv
and that every advantage which results from combined action goes to the iub-
scribers themselves, that the object of their amalgamation is to make it llic inte-
rest of photographers all over the world to submit purely architectural subject,
and afford the subscribers a larger collection to choose from than they could find
by any other means ; and this is not the only advantage, for by sutiscribing to the
Society the shopkeeper's or trader's profit is saved, and the photographs arc con-
sequently procured at a cheaper rate than they can be elsewhere obtained. The
mode ot distribution is an admirable one. Single photographs will not be w>ld
from the walls of the Exhibition

j but each photograph is there marked with a
numerical value, and a subscription of one guinea entitles the subscriber to any
number of subjects of which the numerical value shall not exceed M. Having
paid one subscription, he is, however, entitled to have any extra photograph, lie
may desire, by paying 2s. in addition for the numerical value of five. For in-
stance, we will say he chooses two photograplis of the numerical value twenty-
one, and one of the numerical value of eight. They, together, form his gainca'a
worth. If he fancies anotlier one, he can have at its stated price, one of the
numerical value of ten for 4s., whilst a non-subscriber would have to pay at a
shop periiaps 63. for the same photograph. The advantage of havhig so valuable
and extensive a collection of the exact class of works he needs to select from is
what no establishment of any kind can afford him.
On looking round the rooms on Wednesday evening at the Stti photograplia

on the walls, there were of course many that we were familiar with, but a vast
number has never been exhibited before ; and, as a purely photographic exhibi-
tion, without reference to its valuable m-chitectural speciality, it surpasses all
which we have previously witnessed. The committee have classilied them,
hanging those of different countries together. On entering the large room we
have on our right sixty-eight specimens of French buildings—the greater part
by French artists, but a few valuable examples by Sfessrs. Cundall and Uownes,
of Bond-street, ofthe architecture of Rouen. Mons. lialdus exhibits tncnfy-tliree
of Parisian buildmgs, including viewsof the Louvre, and an exquisite little view
of the Tower of St. Jacques de la Boucherie. His contributions are chiefly
11 inches by 8 inches, and of the numerical value of 4, so that twelve of these
photographs, already mounted, can be obtained for a single subscription of a
guinea.

Messrs. Bisson, Freres, exhibit no less than forty-seven large riewsin France,
each 18 inches by 13 inches, all of them most excellent productions, and priceleM
to the architectural student, for they comprise, not only general views of the
buildings, but likewise the details, to a large and comprehensive scale. We can
scarcely particularize amidst so many splendid productioiu, but the detail from
Chatres Cathedral, the Principal Portals of Bourges aud .\miens Cathedrals, the
West Front of St. Ouen at Rouen, and the Cathedr.il at Tours, should find a place
in tlie portfolio of every architect. The same artists exliibit eight views in Del-
glum and Germany. They are all characterized by the luminous quality of the
shadows. The detail is clearly defined in the deepest shade, and—a most im-
portant matter—without destroying it in the high lights or half tints.

We next come upon a series of eleven, by -Messrs. Robertson and Beato, of
views in Constantinople, sharp and clearly defined. It was these photograph,
which first shewed us what the architecture of the Turkish capital really was,
and the great value of photographic representations is best understood by ex-
amining the minuteness of the detail, and remembering the shortcomings of all

previous delineations of it, and the iin])os5ibility of otliei-wise obtaining it in

perfection.

The series which follow by the same artists are even more valuable. The whole
city of Jerusalem is brought before us with unerring fidelity, in twenty- two
views. We have not space to dwell now upon their individual merit, but pass

on to thirty views in the Woman States by Mr. Macpherson, many of which
display a marvellous pictorial effect, although they have not that minute defi-

nition which many others possess. As pictures, tlie Theatre of Marcellus and
the Temple of Minerva, at Assisi, are beyond all praiM. In the former a half

tint covci-stlie whole of the picture, with the exception ofthe famous and pictu-

resque little smitli's shop, on which a flood of light is eoncentnited. The nappy
arrangement of the light is, of course, not due to the photographer, but he must

be conceded the merit of seizing the right moment for the cxixisun' of his

plate and for successfully fixing the transient effect. The Temple of Minerva

has all the qualities of a beautiful mezzotint combined with the accuracy of a

photograph.
Although we have so large a contribution from Mr. Macpherson, how i. it that

his instructor, Mr. Anderson, sends us none ? All who have visited the Eternal

City, must hope to meet here next year, some examples of his dexterous and un-

equalled workmanship, and rannot Mons. Flacheron be induced to forward u.

some at the same time ? Where there are so many good photographers and such

valuable subjects, we have a right to expect works from more than one artist.
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In Northern Italy, and Venice especially, Signor Ponti stands alone, the prince

of pbotocrapliere. ' He sends no less tban 110 contributions of the average size

of 13 inches by 11 inches, eight of which may be selected for a single years' sub-
scription. All the diverse architecture of Venice, whether Byzantian, Gothic or

Cinque Cento is faitbfullv shomi us in these splendid views. There is scarcely

a palace in Venice but \vhat has been photographed, each picturesque spot in that

glorious city of the sea, which lingers in the memory, is brouglit vividly once
more before our eyes in this Exhibition, whilst tne value of a diligent and
kn^hened examination of them to the younger members of the profession is

incalculable.

Twenty-six views in Spain, by Mr. Clifford, complete the list of those exhi-

bited in the large room. They have a rather unpleasant chocolate tint, but are,

nevertheless, very valuable. The "Ruins of the Monastery at Plasencia" is

especially worthy of notice.

In the" other room three screens are placed, on which are hung the contributions

of English subjetts. Foremost in merit stand those ofMr. Bedford and Mr. Fenton.
The "Abbey Choir at Rivaulx," (by the latter artist) with the shadows crossing

the picture, is a very fine work, as also is the " North Side of Fountain's Abbey,"
where the dark ivj- is admirably relieved bv the crumbling stonework, 'rhe

bright light against the dark foliage at the back in the " View of the Terrace Steps

at Haddon," produces a lovely eiFect ; and in the " Galilee Porch at Ely
Cathedral," the detail in the shadows is beautifully developed. We have five

works hy Mr. Cade and a dozen by Mr. Melhuish, conspicuous amongst which are

the fine" view of "Greenwich Hospital, from the Hill," where the distance is

admirably preserved, and the " South Transept of Tintem Abbey." Mr.
Greenish contributes twenty-seven pictures, and Mr. Cocke forty-four; a large

proportion are views of the fine old Cathedral of Durham ; and in addition to

tliem he has eight views devoted entirely to Salisbury Cathedral. Messrs. Dolamore
and Bullock exhibit upwards of twenty views. " Kenihvorlb Castle " is especially

good, and for sharpness and delicacy the " West Front of Wells Cathedral " is

perfect. Mr. Bedford has some fifty specimens of his skill on the screens, and

fiiey are fully equal to any in the Exhibition. To the most dexterous manipula-

bas shown in the photograph of a rubbing of the monumental brass of Bishops

Burchadt de Serfeen arid John dc Miil, at Liibeck, that he can preserve the

cleamtss of definition up to the very edge of the plate. The most minute
ornament is perfectly shown, and equally so, all over the photograph.

Mr. Robinson, of Leamington—an admirable photographer, shows sixteen

fine views of Ludlow Castle; and Mr. Dixon Piper has nine views in Bury St.

Edmund's, some of which extend to 22 inches by 17 indies. In one of these the

Kornian Tower in that city is capitally represented.

Besides these works there are ten prints from negatives belonging to the So-
ciety, and amongst them three verj' picturesque street views in Dol, which de-

serve especial attention. M'e have been thus particular in relating the extent

of the Exhibition, that our reader.'' may form some idea of its value. They cannot
do that adequately without apersonal visit. Those who have l)ecome personally

acquainted with the foreign architectural monuments will find pleasure in seeing

again many a well-remembered spot ; and even those amongst us who have trav-

velled farthest vill finding some work which he had perhaps overlooked, or never

bad the opportunity of visit, whilst the younger student can dwell upon the

buildings with which his future hopes will be associated. We have seldom had
a richer treat than this exhibition afforded us. It is one to be visited over and
over again, and each time with renewed pleasure. The large room was crowded
on Wednesday evening, when Professor Cockerell took the chair and expressed

the delight he felt at witnessing again such perfect representations of works
which he had not seen for forty years. He introduced Professor Donaldson, who
read a pajwr explanatory of the photographs hung around the rooms. "There

was a fair number of ladies amongst the auditory, and we noticed, besides the

two professors we have named, Messrs. Hector Korean, Field, S.Teulon, Atwood,
Falkner, I'Anson, T. Wyatt, Nelson, Pewnall, Burnell, Fowler, Lockyer,
HasnarU, and itany others of the young and active members of the profession.

THE METAL TRADES' ANNUAL BALL.
LAST (Thursday) night the Fourth Annual Ball, in aid of the funds of the

Iron, Hardware, and Metal Trades' Pension Society, was held at Willis's

Rooms, King-street, St. .James's, under circumstances of a most auspicious

character. 'The entire suite of rooms of this elegant establishment was thrown
open on the occasion, and the spacious tall-room, which has recently been re-

decorated at a cost of up« ards of £300, had an imposing appearance when filled

by the numerous and fashionable assembly. The Society in behalf of which
the tall was held was established in 1843, lor granting pensions to necessitous

and decayed members of the iron and metal trades and their widows.
The Society hag at present 08 pensioners, 27 men and 41 women, who receive each

80 enineas per annum. Others, to the number of 53, have since the foundation
of uie institution enjoyed ihepension. There are 24 candidates whose applica-

tkms have been received by the committee of the institution, but in (jfdcr to the

election of an additional number of pensioners, a large augmentation of funds is

urgently required. It is the desire of many of the friends of this charity to

increase the donation fund (which at present only amounts to £8,000) to £10,000
during the present year, so that future donations, at present funded, may be
applied to assist the large uum\nnr of applicants, wliicli the subscriptions alone
cannot do at this time. The aggregate amount of pensions paid during the last

year was £1,352.
This excellent institution is under the patronage of his Grace the Duke of

Noilblk, H. W. Keunard, Esq., M.P., being the President; T. B. Simpson,
£(q., the Treasurer, and R. Stedall, Esq., the Honorary Secretary. The follow-

ing gentlemen ofticiated as stewards on the occasion of the ball last night :

—

A. Ackermann, R. C. Adcock, Henry Bailey. George Baker, Joseph Bird, J. L.

Boothby,W.S. Burton, J. Crowtber, James Dale, J.Defries, J. Faulkner, Jun.,

W. F. Farwig, J. Freeman, Guniey Fry, E. Hayncs, C. Herbert, R. Hickman,
W. G. Holmer, Henry Hoole, Thomas Horsey, D. Hulett, C. Heartland, J.

Lovell, Samuel Martin, W. W. Moore, F. J. Pfeil, H. Rogers, J. Smart, George
Scamell, Robert Stedall, C. Talbot, R. Tioubriilge, Thomas Turner, C. Veiinell,

G. Webb, M. E. Wesley, William We.«;ott, William Wilson.
Adams' band occupieid the orchestra, and Mr. Barcham ofiiciated with his

nnial afi'ability, skill, and tact, as master of the ceremonies. The Terpsicborean
enjoymenta were maintained with unflagging spirit, under the soul-stirring in-

fluence of Adams' band, to an early hour in the morning. The following is a
programme of the dances :

—

Part I.

1. Qaadrillc .. .. Bride of Lammermoor .. ., Tinney
2. Polka Great Eastern Coote
3. Lancers Original Hart
4. Valsc Traviata Balfe
6. Quadrille Martha Balfe
6. Scbottischc Moldavian Jullicn
7. Caledonians . . Campbells are Coming . . . . Adams
8. Polka Dinorah Laurent
9. Lancers Little lio I'eep D'Albert

10. Valse Valae dcs Valses Coote
11. Quadrille .. .. Going oflf to Charlestown . . .. U'Albert
i„ J Valse and Trovatore D'Albert
^'-

1 Galop Malakoff D'Albert

Part II.

13. Quadrille .. .. Bonnie Dundee .. .. D'Albert
14. "Valse Sylvan . . . . Tinney
15. Caledonians . . Higiilaiidcrs . . . . Laurent
10. Polka Kose Bud . . . . D'Albert
17. Lancers .. .. Wedding .. .. D'Albert
18. Valse Power of Love .. .. D'Albert
19. Quadrille .. .. Trovatore .. .. D'Albert
20. Schottische .. Clotilde .. .. Adams
21. Spanish Dance .

.

Selection . . , . Adams
22. Lancers .. .. Kew .. .. Adams
23. Polka Sultan .. .. D'Albert
24. Valse Chase . . . . Tinney
25. Galop Garibaldi .. .. D'Albert

Shortly before one o'clock the company partook of an elegant supper, under
the presidency of Mr. Kennard, M.P.
Between 4(5o and 500 ladies and gentleman were present in the ball-room

during the night.

|leui»[ius.

Report to the Hon. the Commissioners of Sewers of the City of London,
upon Cast Iron Tramicays, by William Haywood, M.I.C.E., F.R.I.B.A.

MR. HAYWOOD'S report on the application of Mr. John Baldry Redman,
to lay cast-iron tramways within the City of London, in lieu of those

formed of granite, which are at present employed, contains some data to which
it may be worth while to direct attention. Thus we iind that, with the object of

reducing friction, wheel-tracks of stone and iron were laid experimentally upon
common roads about the beginning of tlie present century ; the Commercial-
road from the West India Docks to Wbitecbapel was so laid under the superin-

tendence of Mr. James Walker in 1829-30. The track was formed of blocks of
Guernsey, Aberdeen, and Heriu granites, 18-inclies wide, 12-inche3 in depth,

and in length varying from 3 to C-feet. The saving in labor effected by the
adoption of tramways was ascertained in 1830 by Sir John Mc Neil, who applied

the dynamometer to determine the relative values of different kinds of road-
surfaces in the economization of horse-power. It was shown that a horse could
draw, upon a well-made pavement, about four times as much weight as upon a
gi-avel road as then made, and about twice as much upon a tramway as upon a
stone pavement. But the pavements experimented upon were not so smooth as

those of the present day.

It appears that ruts have been cut in Devonsliire and Aberdeen granite, laid

in Fenchurch-street, averaging three-quarters of an inch in depth, within a
period of six months, and in Guernsey granite, the hardest in the London
market, laid in the Poultry, a very perceptible wear has taken place on their

edges within the same period. It therefore becomes a matter ot necessity to

employ some material which shall by greater duration dispense with those
frequent repairs whicli so much interrupt tlie traffic and prove so costly.

'The tramway proposed by Mr. Redman is formed of hollow boxes of cast-iron,

each box being feet in lenirth, 2 feet in width, and 9 inches in depth ; their

thickness at the sides being about half-an -inch, and tlie tops and bottoms about

1J inches ; the whole of tlie upper service beina; covered witli a reticulation of
grooves, to diminish the chance of slipping, should a horse get his foot on
them.
As to the respective duration of stone and iron, it is found that the loss upon

the Aberdeen stones, laid in the Commercial-road, including that worked off in

tlie periodical reparations, has been 4J inclies in 30 years, and that the loss upon
an iron plate, subject in every respect to the same usage, has been about one-

fifth inch in nine years, being equal to a loss of 1 inch in 45 years.

It is assumed by Mr. Redman that one surface of his iron tramway will endure
24 years, that it will then turn, and the other iiice endure a similar period, and
this assumption seems supported by the data quoted. The first cost of iron will

be about 50 per cent, more than that of granite, but as its duration is also 50 per

cent more, and the expense of frequent repair is avoided, there would appear to

be an economy in favor of cast-iron.

Mr. Haywood concludes his able report by recommending that about 1,200 or

1,500 feet of the cast-iron tramway belaid experimentally in Leadenliall-street

or Fenchurch-street, in single lines next the curb, where, from the severe nature

of the traffic, the several heads of security, duration, or cost can be advan-
tageously tested and studied.

The report is accompanied by two plates, of sections and views, of iron and
granite tramways.

Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines. New edition. Edited

by Robert HtJNT, F.R.S., F.S.S. Part III., 8vo. London: Longman
and Co.

flHE third part of the present edition, which is to be chiefly re-written and
1 greatly enlarged, is quite equal to the two former, an assurance, however,

which we ourselves feel to be unnecessary when we know hy whom it is edited,

and glance at the names of the talented men enrolled as contributors. The pre-

sent part includes the conclusion of the article "Boring" to "Calomel," with

much additional matter not to be found in the last edition. We hardly know to

which subject we can more particularly refer our readers, for there is hardly any-
thing that has not direct hearing, more or less, on subjects connected with build-

ing operations. The articles. Brass, Brick, Bronze, Cable, &c., contain just the

amount of practical inibrmation that should be known by every architect, and

the amount of theoretical knowledge that should he possessed by every workman.
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The Gentleman's Mngiizine anil IlUtoriciil lieview. Janunry, 1800.

IN continuation of tlie Waltlmm Abbey CIiuitIi pontrovcrsy, tliroe interestins?
letters, by Messrs. Kdwarrt A. Freeman, Oeorge Gilbert Scott, and W.

Burgess, appear in the current number of tliis ably conducted periodical.

Les Orayules Umnes de France. Part I.

IT is intended in this work, to describe the more important manufactureii of
France. The present part is occuijifd with the history of tlie Gobelins

manufacture, down to the time of Louis XIV. A n^rlnt of an old engraving
showing the court of " L'llotel Royal des Gobelins " 19 curious, but we mav he.

permitted to hope for something more useful in future parts.
Two parts are to be published in each month.

Historical Sketch of the Church or Minster of Lyminge. By Robekt C
Jenkins, M.A., Hector and Vicar of Lyrainge. London : Simpkin, Marshall
and Co.

THE Ciiurchof Lyminge, in Kent, has found an able historian in the Rev. R.
C. Jenkins. Albeit the historical "sketch" is sent forth into the wide

world, in a shape so modest as should put to the blush many a writer of ponderous
tomes, we should have liked to have found a little more information as to the
architecture of the structure than is given.

The Practical Mechanic's Journal. PartCXLIL
CONTINUES to describe the most important and recent inventions and improve-

ments of machinery in a very comprehensive spirit. Thus we have in the
part now before us, "An apparatus for jiropelling vessels," and another for
" Stopping horses," runaways we presume. The most interesting article to our
readers will probably be a description, with a double page engraving, of Messrs.
Bradley and Craven's dry clay brickmaking machine, of diSerential pressure
action, the main object of the invention being the obviating the difficulties

usually attendant upon the presence of air in the material under pressure. The
pulverised clay is submitted to three successive pressures, from three distinct
pistons or rams.
Inventors are alive to the value of india-rubber for many useful purposes, Mr.

Johnson has patented an apparatus for breaking down and cleansing, as well as
for mixing and grinding this and similar gums. It is here described, with
explanatory diagrams.

' —
The Architect and Mechanic's Journal. New York.

TyE are glad to find that this periodical, which has now reached its ninth
VV number, bears internal evidence of the desire of its proprietors to ensure its

being conducted in that manner which can alone obtain the confidence of the
trans-Atlantic public, and render certain its success. A leader on " The Stone
and Iron Question," will be read with interest. Our new contemporary will not
subscribe to all a correspondent advances in iavour of cast-iron fronts to
buildings, and against stone—in answer to the remarkable objection that stones
and bricks are merely cemented by the the simple bond of unstable njortar

;

says that mortar has no business to be " unstable," and that we had better im-
prove our cement before we venture to overthrow a itrinciple of building which
shows us to-day the Pantheon, 2,000 years old, in as "stable" a condition as
when first erected.

The authority for the following is not given :—The velocity at which the water
at the bottoms of rivers will tear up and move the materials over which tlie

water flows, are, viz.:—" At 3 inches per second fine clay is moved ; 6 inches will
lift fine sand ; 12 inches will sweep along finegi-avel ; 24 inches will roll along
lounded ])ebble3 an inch in diameter, whilst a velocity of 3 feet per second will
sweep along angular stones of the size of an egg."

Hoic to Repel Invasion.— 2'he Rural Police of England an Auxiliary
to Rijie Corps; in two Letters to Arthur Kinglahe, Esq., Justice of the
Peace for Somerset. By Edward Haudy, U.N. Second Edition.
Parai)hlet. London : Hardwicke.

IT can hardly be said that we step out of our especial province when we notice
a panii)lilel bearing so warlike a title. The interests we watch over are too

much influenced by " peace or war " for us to omit any opportunity that may
occur of assisting in the prevention of a strife, that, by stopping building
operations, would throw hundreds—thousands—of families into distress and
misery.
The writer of these letters considers that "The Rifle Corps, as a volunteer

service, require support, and should have it. They ought to be supported by
artillery, the batteries whereof should be manned by the police of the several
counties in England," and proceeds to show how such a force could be formed
and worked as a support to rifle corps—calculating fifteen men, with five more
as a reserve, or a total of twenty men for each light six-pounder field piece or
howitzer, and leaving two men in charge of each divisional police station. The
author estimates that we might obtain sixty batteries of six guns each, and
endeavours to show that horses will be unnecessary, except lor the officers, who
will be well mounted on those already in the force.

As to the result to be obtained by the adoption of this system, we must allow
our aiithor to sjieak for himself.
"With the power of concentrating such gigantic forces, what chance for the

invading armies, however numerous, but dcleat and ultimate auuihilatiou ! The
swarms of our rilieinen would dispute inch by inch every ditch, hedge, liouse, wood,
or even bramble, while the guns manned by that admirable and intelligent ijody of
men—tile rural police of Kngland—would support tbem in advance, would defend
them in retreat, wtnild sweep down the enemy's cavalry, keep the high-roads to our
capital from the foot of the invader, and guard our beloved (Jueeu and her fair
countrywomen from the rude hand of the stranger! "

Catalogue of Ecclesiastical and Domestic Medieval Metal Work, Thomas
Bkawn, Hockley, Birmingham.

AN entirely new class of literature has sprung up within the last few years, we
allude to trade price lists, and speak advisedly in sayiug literature, for

although many, indeed we may say most of them, are badly arranged and still

worse illustrated, there are several praiseworthy exceptions, witness for example

Messrs. Maw and Co's "Sp.«iraeiis of Oeoractrical MomIc," which if only Itbore on tlie title-page that the specimens had hem Ml..>ct«d from CCTt»ln old
huil.lnigs, for what stim would the price list not «!ll? It« proprietor, raw tlwadvantage of obtainmg the assistance of an architect, Mr. M. h. Wvalt in the
lireparatlon of the designs, and the result is that (he work is by no wcaniL iikelr
to be valued only as so much waste paper, the inevitable doom of price IUt« gotup with less, or no care to all.

•

The catalogue liefore us contains 32 quarto plates, each crowded with .ul.lecU.
examples of metal work, many d.Migned in the right spirit, but many aU> badly
drawn, that we grieve to see so much labor lost. " Whatever ia worth dolnir. hworth doing well," a maxim which we Ix^g leave to aHarB the enlerprisiiur mib.
hshers of tins class of works, if olwrvwl, will, in the end be found to pni/. iWe
is surtieient matter in this book, if the designs were rerbed by a competent
architect, carefully drawn and printed to render it worthy of binding and a
nook on the book-shelf; as it is—But we have said enough ; we trust our hinto may
bear fruit, when we shall have more pleasure in retunilng to this and other irab-
hcations of the like class.

'

%m Jnt(!lli()ciice.—

»

BROMPTON COUNTY COURT.
SMART t'. IIHOWK.

THIS action was brought to recover £46 15«. 9d., for building work and
materials supplied.

Mr. Clarke appeared for the nlaintiS; a master builder, and Mr. Thomas was
counsel for the defendant. The defendant had paid £2(3 into court in full satis-
faction.

Mr. Clarke, in opening the case, observed, that the dispute was one of some
imjiortance to the building world, and of more than ordinary importance to the
plaintiff, who was a young man just commencing business on his own account,
and it was much to be regretted that the defendant, who was a gentleman of
wealth, had not gone to some respectable architect or builder, and inquired the
custom of the trade in respect to wages paid to operative builders, instead of
flying to his lawyer, who could know nothing whatever of the matter.
Mr. Thomas considered that the knife cut Ixitli ways, for Mr. Clarke's client

flew to a lawyer, as well as Mr. Brown (laughter), and to a law court too.
Mr. Clarke urged that a case of building dispute was one that should be referred

to practical men to decide, and not left to the single opinion of his honor. Had
he have called a jury, it would have been a thousand chances to one if a builder
had been on the panel, and tailors and buttermen knew about as much of the
custom of the building trade, as a bricklayer did of building a pair of breeches—
(Laughter). Under these features it was necessary to acquaint tlie Court that
where a master man employed journeymen, he charged so much per day for each
man, and generally sixpence more for each man per day than what was paid to a
man. This was a legitimate mode of business. It left a small margin for profit
fur the master, for his superintendence over the men, as well as risk, for the
journeymen looked to their master for payment, and not to the parties owning
the property they worked upon.

In the present case, one principal item disputed, he believed, was these over-
charges for mechanics; and another dispute was that, although only eight
operatives were employed weekly, the plaintifl' had charged seven and a half
days per week for each man. The defendant by his letter could not understand
how eight men could work seven days and a half every week— (Laughter). It
was necessary this should be explained to the Court, for it had been explained to
the defendant, who could not understand the explanation. It arose in this way

:

when a London builder went to a country job, he hastened on the works as fast
as possible, and the men worked overtime. It was so in this case. Ten hours
was the regular day's work for a man, and every quarter over that counted
towards another day. Another item he found disputed was lodging-money for
the men. It was customary for London tradesmen to pay their men so much per
week over their wages for the expenses the men incurred for lodgings whilst
absent from home. Now, it was not to be supposed that a master could afford to
pay out of his profits lodgings for his men, and it had always been customary in
the trade for the person employing the master on a country job to pay this

lodging-money for the men. The men would not go on a country job without
being paid their travelling expenses to and fro and lodging-money—indeed, the
men could not aftbrd it. Another dispute was that the materials charged for did
not cost the plaintiff what he charged the defendant. This was a most absurd
and outrageous denial.

Mr. Thomas—We abandon that item—(Laughter).
Mr. Clarke called the plaintiff to corroborate his opening statement, and wlio

added that, whilst he was a journeyman on country jobs, he had always beoi
paid for overtime, lodging-money, and travelling expenses. He had charged
sixpence per day for each man over and above the wages paid, and also three
shillings per week for each man's lodging money, lie also paid the travelling

expenses.

By Mr. Thomas—Had received .£183 10s. on account, while the work waa
going on. Did not render the defendant any detailed accounts when he had a
draw. It was customary for an architect or surveyor to certify before a draw
took place, and there was no architect or surveyor in the present case to do so.

Is not aware that defendant was aware that he would be charged lodging money
for the men. Did not tell defendant he would have to pay it. His foreman kept
the men's time. Does not believe his men were at village skittles before six every
day. Recollects tbeir playing on the common at cricket a whole afternoon.

This would certainly make five days and a half instead of seven and a half.

Played with the men ; the defendant was in town at the time. It is probable
this half-day is charged for—it had better be struck out—(Laughter). Most Lon-
don men like to recreate when tliey come to a country job. Perhaps they do a
little courting also ; but that would be when May bugs and cockchafers ooua
out, in the evening—(Laughter). It may be that whether his men are married,

they pass for single men in the country- (Laughter). Don't believe his men
spent half their time making love to Squire Brown's girls—(Laughter)—nor yet

discussing the quality of his ale and pork—(Loud laughter).

Mr. Wells, the foreman, gave similar evidence as to the custom of the trade.

In cross-examination he said the men only had half-an-hour for their dinner, in

order to leave earlier. He refused to state whether he made love to the sqoire'*

I
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tenants' wenches at working hours. He did not consider a foreman over a countr;^
job should be altogether tied to the work the whole day.

Other evidence was given to prove the custom to be in favour of the plaintiff's
claim.

Mr. Tliomas siiid the defendant fdt hound to resist this claim, and urged that
a master had no right to make a profit out of men in the way the Plaintiff had.
As to the lodging money, there was no contract between the parties respecting
it, and it was an imposition. The master might as well liave charged for the
men's kitp btcnuse they came from London. As to llie overtime charged for, his
client had linrnt that the men spent half tlieir time at skittles and making love
to all the women for miles round—(laujfhter). Indeed, they were worse than an
irmplion of painted soldiers, and the relieving officer wanted more tlian one of
Mr. Smart's men before the magistrates—(Laughter). His witnesses, who ought
to have come up by tlie early train, liad been delayed, or he should have proved
that no overtin.e was made,' and that the men did not work half their time.
The Judge said it woiUd have been easy for the defendant to have called evi-

dence in London to disprove the alleged custom of paying lodging money to the
London journeymen. He felt hound to believe that it was the custom, and he
did not see any imposition in the matter. As to the overtime no evidence but the
plaintiff's was called to show it was not correct ; but half a day was admitted to
be incorrect; this he would deduct from each man. Judgment for the plaintiff,
le«s the eight half-days, with costs.

Sm,—Tile latest architectural grievance that the profession has to complain of
will be found to be, I think, the late competition for proposed public rooms and
hath at Lythara, in Lancasliire. Designs were advertised for in the latter part
of last year, and were originally intended to have been sent in on the 1st of
January of the present year, but afterwards the time for receiving designs was
extended to the 1st of i'ebruary, on which day they were to be lodged with the
Secretary at Lythara. I for one, no doubt amongst a great many others who
responded to "their call, were surprised this day, Wednesday, February 8th
(exactly one week after the last day fixed for receiving plans), to have the
drawings returned, the carriage unpaid, without any letter or note stating
who had obtained the premiums, or giving any information whatever upon the
subject.

Now, Mr. Editor, I ask you, do you think that in the course of one week—in
fact it must have been rather less, taking into consideration the time it would
occupy in conveying the drawings from Lytbam to London—thatt he committee
have carefully studied each set of drawings submitted for their approval, and
have, after due consideration, chosen the two best designs ? Of this, however, I

will say nothing, but the time which has been so extremely short in airiving at
this decision, will call forth remarks from others besides myself there is not
much doubt, and I think you will agree with me, and that justly too ; besides,
the drawings as works ofart and labor, for 1 can assure the Coinmittee that a
set of plans are not completed in a few hours, hut that they occupy many davs of
thought and labor previous to their being sent for their inspection, ought to liave
merited more interest and careful study than they seem to have elicited at their
hands; and in most cases this is the fault architects have to complain of, from
non-professional gentlemen acting as judges in architectural competitions.

Apologizing for troubling you with tliese remarks, but knowing your valuable
paper to be our best advocate in such matters, and in making the grievances of
competitions as now carried on public, being my only excuse. I am, Sir, &c.,

Maintien le Droit.
[Since the above was in type, we have received information that fourteen sets

of drawings were submitted to the committee for the proposed baths &c., at
Lytham, and that the first prize was obtained by Charles Holt, Esq., of Bolton,
and the second prize by H. Clarke, Esq., of Nottingham. The unsuccessful
competitors were compelled to pay the carrier for their returned drawings.]

A COMPETITION LOST.
Sib,—Some time ago there was an advertisement in the Buildino News

for plans for laying out grounds at Hhyl; a friend of mine sent in and has never
heard of the afiair since, if you, or any of your correspondents, can give any
information, you would greatly relieve the competitors and expose a system that
is not very creditable nor honest towards the profession. yours truly,
30, Clayton-street, Blackburn, February 7, 18(i0. E. Foggett.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS, February 7, 1860. GEORGE
P. BIDDER, ESQ., PRhSIDENT, IN TllE CHAIR.

THE paper read was " Description of the works on the Nethcrton Tunnel
Branch of the Birmingham Canal," by Mr. James R. Walker, M. Inst. C.E.

It was stated that ilie Birmingham Canal Company now possessed 157 miles of
canal, the raniifieations of which reached nearly every colliery and iron-works in
the district. Although it now had to compete with several railways, the traffic
upon the canal continued to increase. Thus, in 1832 the coal conveyed was
1,492,000 tons, whilst, in 1854, it amounted to 3,100,000 tons. The boats navi-
gating the canal carried about 33 tons each.
The natural teaturi* of the country ofi'ered considerable difficulties to the con-

struction of canals. A line of hills extended through Rowlev Regis, Dudley,
and Sedgley, poHions of which rose to a height of 400 feet above the Wolver-
hampton level. Through these hills a passage could only be made by tunnelling.
Tlie old Dudley tunnel afforded this accommodation for a long period ; but its
small size and the increase in the traffic conduced to render it insutticieiit. It
was 3,2(j0 yards in length, and in the portions lined with brickwork was about
8 feet wide, and feet hiph above the water level. There was no tow-path, and
the boats were propelled through it by men lying on their backs, and pushing
with their feet against the sides and roof of the tunnel. This process was termed
" legging." The time occupied in the operation was usually three hours and a
half. As there van not room for two boats to pass, a certain number could only
be adnJtied at ci-eh end altemalely. Hence the delay at the entrances used to be
ery great, us many as one hundred boats being frequently detained for several
hours, and in some cases even for days. Notwitlistanding these and other in-
convetiieoces, this tunnel was, for many years, the only means of communication

between the Birmingham and Dudley canals. In 1854, upwards of thirty-nine
thousand boats, carrying 438,000 tons passed through it.

At length tlie complaints became so urgent, tliat the construction of a new
canal and tunnel, on the Birmingham level, from N'etherton to Dudley Port was
determined upon. It was shown that the distance between Netherton and Bir-
mingham might be reduced to 4 miles, the ascent and descent of three locks be
avoided, and by the increased size of the proposed tunnel, the passage of boats
be easy and expeditious. In 1854, Mr. Walker (Past President lust. C.E.) was
consulted, and in the following year an .Vet of Parliament was obtnined author-
ising the construction of the works. The drawings and specifications having
been prepared by Messrs. Walker, Hurges and Cooper, the contract was let to
Mr. Ueorge Meakin, and the author was appointed the resident engineer.
The length of the new canal was2J miles. It comprised one-quarter of a mile

of emliankment, half a mile of open cutting, and one mile and three-quarters of
tunnel. There were three erabankiiients, containing 100,000 cubic yards. "They
were generally 54 feet wide at the water level; hut part of one, where a subsi-
dence was anticipated, which had since occurred, was made CO feet wide. The
slopes had an inclination of 2 to 1. Tliere were four cuttings, the earth removed
from which amounted to 136,000 cubic yards. Two were 46 feet and two 40 feet
wide at the water level, the slopes being IJ to 1. The materials excavated were
principally clay and marl. The width of the waterway was 30 feet, except in one
cutting wliere it was 24 feet, and there was a tow-path on each side. The bottom
and sides of the canal were lined with clay puddle, spread in coui-ses, and twice
cut and well trodden. Broken cinders were laid on the bottom, to protect the
puddle from injury by boathooks, &c. The tow-path walls, which were built of
brickwork, rested on the these cinders, and fine ashes were introduced between
the walls and the puddle at the sides. Iron guards were placed on the walls,
and on these, the coping bricks, rounded on the edge, were bedded and jointed in
mortar. In order to avoid settlement, as far as possible, the walls were built in
long lengths, and not more than 18 inches in height, at one time. To prevent
the walls being forced out, the water was, where practicable, gradually admitted
into the canal, as the puddle at the sides was canied up. In other cases, timber
struts were placed from wall to wall, which were not removed until after the
admission of the water. These precautions were necessary while the walls and
puddle were " green." The water had since been drawn out of several parts of
the canal, without the slightest movement of the walls taking place.

For the accommodation, of tlie collieries and iron-works situated near to the
canal, seven basins, or docks, were made varying in size from 300 feet by 33 feet
to 75 feet by 24 feet. Their construction was similar to the rest of the canal, ex-
cept that timber wharfing was substituted for the iron guards and coping. "The
walls of two of these basins were built with cinders, in lieu of bricks, procured
from the blast furnaces in the vicinity. They made a kind of rubble work, in
courses 2 feet high, large pieces being used as " binders." This material formed
a substantial and durable wall at about half the price of brickwork. It was
used for the foundations of many of the bridges, up to thelevel of the ground, and
several retaining and fence walls were built with it. Tow-patli bridges were
elected over the entrances to three of these basins. The superstructure consisted
of two cast-iron girders, with covering plates of cast-iron, and brick parapets.
Four bridges, all of similar construction, were built to carry roads over the canal.

The piers and abutments were of brickwork, with stone imposts and copings.
The superstructure consisted of cast-iron girders, with roadway plates of the
same metal, and brick parapets. Six bridges were erected at the junctions, to
carry the tow-path across the canal. They were the same in construciiou as tlie

others, except that the girders formed also the parapets.
At 'fividale, near the north end of the tunnel, the Wolverhampton level canal

was carried over the new canal, on a brick aqueduct of three arches. At each
end of the aqueduct, a cill and grooves were placed, to receive stop-planks,
whenever it was required to ilraw the water out of the canal. The cill was of
elm, and the grooves of cast-iron, built in and bolted to the tow-path walls. The
bottom of the canal was protected by an apron of bricks, laid on end, in cement.
Near Dudley Port, the canal was carried over an occupation road on a brick
aqueduct. Under the Wolverhampton level aqueduct there were two stop
locks, with gates, cills, and grooves. The locks were built of brick, with stone
cutwaters, quoins, and coping. The framing of the gates was of oak, covered
with fir planking. The hollow and clap quoins were of cast-iron, which had long
been in use on tlie Birmingham Canal, and was found to be preferable to wood
or stone. All the boats passing through the canal were gauged in these locks.

For facilitating the construction of the tunnel, seventeen shafts were .'^unk, at
intervals varying from 104 yards to 280 yards. The greatest depth of any shaft
was 344 feet 6 inches, and the least 05 feet 9 inches—the total depth of all the
shafts was 3,083 feet. No attempt was made to"cofi'er" out the water met
with in the shafts. It was received in zinc gutters, nailed to the curbs, and was
conducted by a east-iron pipe, fixed down the inside of the shaft, and in a groove
built in the sotiit of the tunnel, to the back of the tow-path, under which it passed
into the canal. The average rate of progress in sinking the siialts, counting only
the days in which work was done, was 3 feet 4 inches per day of twenty-lour
hours. The materials excavated were principally marl and bind; but coal and
basalt were met witli in sevta'al of the shatts.

The tunnel was 3,030 yards in length. It was 27 feet wide, and 24 feet

4 inches in height. Tlie water-way had a breadth of 17 feet, a depth of G feet

in the middle, and of 5 feet at the sides ; and the height above the water level

was 15 feet 9 inches. It was lined witli brickwork througliout, of uniform
thickness, except in the side and shaft lengths, and where the ground was bad.
In several places where the foundation was blue bind or niarl, the invert was
forced up in the centre, owing to the swelling of the ground. This was not
accompanied by any subsidence of the side walls; and although the brickwork
was in some parts raised 5 inches, it was not broken or crippled, except at a point

immediately south of No. 7 shaft. Here the invert had been forced up 8 inches

in the centre, nnd some of the bricks were crushed almost to powder. In re-

building this, the brickwork was increased in thicknes.s, and in a small poition a
greater vei sed line was given to the invert. The trough of the canal in the

tunnel was formed in a similar way to that in the cuttings.

The excavation and construction of the tunnel were carried on in the ordinary
way. The heading was 5 feet by 3 feet, the bottom being level with the top of
the intended invert. It was mentioned, that when the water was admitted, the

tunnel was found to have been executed in a perfectly straight line. This remark
did not, however, now apply to a short length at "the soutli end, where a sub-
sidence to the extent of 10 inches took place from mining operations. Similar
depressions, but of less amount, also occurred near No. 14 and No. 15 shafts.
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Wlien the eonstniction of the tunnel wns ])roposed, consiilerahle iliversitv of
opinion existed as to the nature of tlie strata to be passed through. On'thc
jrculogiciil map a masa of trap rock, locally cnlled " Rowley RaR," was shown,
about a mile wide, at this point. Hut in the borings, some of which were dose
to the summit, no trap whatever was discovered. While the excavation of the
shafts and tunnel w.is progressing, a careful record was kept of the strata
passed Ihrough. With the exception of some apparently nnconneete<l pieces,
the only trap rook met with was a wall or dyke about 8 feet thick, a little
to the north of IVo. 7 shaft. Irom its inclination and jwsition this up-
pearo.l to be the channel through which the trap rock had risen and spread
over the surtace. On the north side of the dyke, the strata were principally
ninrl, coarse sand rock, and a hard, shaly clay, known as blue bind. On the
south side, marl and bind were likewise exten.sively found ; but coal, bat, iron-
stone, and fire-clay were also passed through.
The time ocenpied in the construction ot the funnel was two years and seven

niontlis. The whole of the works had cost about £200,000, of which the tunnel,
including the shafts, the canal, and the tunnel faces, amounted to £105,000.
The tunnel alone cost about £.3!) 5s. per lineal yard.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
I'ETITfONS UECORDKI) TO rEBIlLARY 8.

M. I.ouis .lulien liretbon, of France, for "An improved press for the compression of
bricks, tiles, .tc."

Jlr. .Iiilin Smith, of liirmingbam, for " Improvements In the manufiicture of furni-
ture for doors, Ac."

Messrs, Tye ivnd Andrew, of Brixtou-road, for " An improved method of trapping

Grants.
3Ir. Muviay Anderson, of Tollington-park,llorn8ey-road, for "An Improved ven-

tilating apparatus."—Protection six montlis.
Mr. TlKmiRs IVedLTiek liiabson, of Birmingham, in tlie countv of Warwick, brass-

founder, foran invention of "Improvements in door springs,"—bated 2nd December,
tSoO.—J.etlers patent.
Mr. lliibard llobson, of Leeds, in the county of York, doctor of medicine, for an

invention of " Improvements, in producing ornamental devices in glass, or otlier
transparent siib.stanee3 for decorative or other purposes."—Dated 19th of October,
1 5 5'J.—Letters patent.

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. George Gibson and James Gibson, of .Southall, Middlesex, " Improved ma-

chinery for raisiug .ind removing soil and earth from sewiTS and otlier exca-
vations."
John Fordham' Stanford, of No. 7, Denbigh-place, I'imlico, "An improved appa-

r.ltus for giving warmtli to the lower extremities and members of invalids and
otiiers when travelling, or in churches, chapels, theatres, rooms carriages, and other
smiiiar places, and on ship-board, and also for airing carriages."

Specifications Published during the Week.
JSo, I,.ir!<, price 3d.," Ventilators. &e."
No. l,.5"tl, price Od., " Suspending and securing window sashes."

TENDERS SENT IN.
,

^
MORETON-IN-TIIE-JlARHH, GLOUCESTERSHIRE.

For the new tower and spire for Jloreton Church. Neither as yet accepted.
Alfred (Jroves, Milton, near Chipping Norton £UyO 8 C
<f. Clarke and .Son, WootenWawen,llurley-in-Arden <J21
W. Bewers, .Southwark 8o0
Young and Co., Oxford 775
John Gill, lioiirton-ou-the-Uill, Morelon-in-Marsh 740 8 5

Addle-ktreet, City.
For alterations and additions at Nos. C, 7, and 8, Addle-street, City, for J. Jay,

i;sq. Jlessrs. Waring and lilake, architects. 42, I'arliament-strcet, Westminster.
Hainsay £1,315 I West £1,247
Gammon 1,270 Keys and Head 1,215
Woodward 1,200

| Brass (accepted) 1,1,57

North Meols. Southport, Lancashire.
For enlarging the parish church. North Meols. Mr. Thomas Withnell, architect.

K. Wright and Son £1,11210 | W. Heyward and Sons (accepted).. £1,099

Gateshead.
Tenders for building five prisoners' cells and doing other work in connexion there-

with. 5Ir. Lamb, surveyor.
James Hogg £413 15 I Thomas Dickenson (accepted) £350
James Gibson 395 Tliomas Alexander 320
Thomas Gowiaud 305 |

Stamford.
For St. Michael's National Schools, Stamford. Mr. Edward Browning, architect.

Stamford.
No. 1. For carpenters' and joiners', plumbers', painters', glaziers', and smiths'

work.
J elfs, Stamford .£733 17 1 Broadbent, Leicester £67116
Hidlam and Co, Coventry 720 Uichardson, Stamford 669
CoMwell and Day, Peterboro' 712 1 1 liradshaw, Stamford * 682
No. 2. For excavators', m.asons', bricklayerji'. plasterers', and slaters' work.

Hallani and Co., Coventry £1,195 17
Tinkler. Stamford 1,179
Sncath, lioston 1,122 12 3
Broadbent, Leicester 1,048 9

• Accepted

Perkins, Kaston £1,0-24

Kicbardson, Stamford .... l,0Ot

Koberts, Stamford • 998

Kensington
For alterations and additions to the Vestry Hall, Kensington,

bridge, surveyor.
Mr. James Broad-

Miller : £401
Wills 330
Wclohmau and Gale .3ei

Cowlnnd 29;

Borham £'290

Adanison and .Son 284

I'orter (accepted) 259

AV.vrwick-square, Belgravia.
For resiikncc and studio for J. 1{. Swinton, Esq., ill Warwick-square.

iJove £7,505
Howard 7,'295

•George Manslield and Son 7,181
Myers 7,0:!0
I'lper and Sou 6,990

Lucas £6,928
JIacey 6,918

Trollope and Sons 6,888

Conner 0,606

Jackson and Shaw 6,610

0OMFETIT1ON8 OPSM.
COBN KXCMA.NtJi: AM) It Ilt.ic liOOMS.

KosB.—For designs for the llospi Corn Kxrli. 11 ' i i

entire cost of the buildings, lnclii<liu;>: litlin;

commission, and clerk oi works, uuiKt no: <

comprise a corn-exchan^'e (which will U'ui'cn-iohalh u-'d i

seat six hundred persons), a butlrr and pouliry niarkil, for .

leaduift-room, library, and cla»«-n)oin,ali.o rooms for biill'kn i.

convciilenceH. The plans, elevations, nnil si-elloiis, luuhl ,

scale of eight feet to an inch, and be accoiiipunletl by ad
works as well as a deilnltc estimate of ibe cost. Th« >

pany (who will be assisted by a prol'essiiiiial archltrel) will n i

£.'>0 for the best design, and £2i> for the sfcoiid bi-st desi;iii, lli.

to become the absolute propiTty of tie- ('oniinittee, bulthet ..li.

themselves the right of rejecting the whole of the designs. If in ih
there should not be any one suitable for the purposes Intended, or
not in conformity with the foregoing stipulailoiin. If the nnthor oi
prenitateddesi:,nis8honld been};)i;;cdby tlie<:onimlrT *

of the works thepn^mimu will be merited in a co:,;

designs to be sent free cf expensi! to \V. IE. Hall, i

the author's name, but with a motto. A sealed leto r, oeiuiM;,' in.- iii<

talning the author's name and address, to accompany each di-alifn. A
Bite, and further particulars, can be obtHiiie*! of .Mr. Frederick Gordo;, .

at the Ollke ot Mr. MInott, the Solicitor to the Company. iJesiRns to
February 20.

LAYING-OUT LAND FOR BUILDING.
Granton, near Kdinbuboii.—For plans for the best method of Isylng oat lor

building purposes, part of the estate of (iranton, near Kdinburgh. the property of
his Grace the Duke of Buecleuch and Qucensbury, also plans for the dllTcrcot
classes of houses to be erected. A premium of £75 will lie uiven for the most
approved plan, £.50 for the second, and £25 for the third. The plan of the hmd
may be seen, and all particulars obtained on personal appllcathni to Mr. John
Hawkins. Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lawful day between the hours of
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Printed copies of the condition of competition will also be
obtained from Sir. Hawkins, and the competitors must forward their plans with i

copy of the conditions, signed by them under a sealed cover, as explained by the
conditions, to Messrs. Gibson, 11.'

March 1.

conditions, to Messrs. (iibson, H.S., 12, Charlotte-street, Edinburgh. I'biDS tc

Newport, Salop.—For plans showing bow several pieces of land in the Marsh,
which pieces can be ascertained on application to 3Ir. Henry Heane, Newport, can
best be laid out for building sites, rcterence bein;; had in such plans to the future
conversion of the adjoining lauds for similar purposes. The Newport i'own and
3Iarsh Trustees will pay £10 for the plan they may consider the best. Any infur-
matiou may be had from Mr. Heane. and the plans must be delivered seah-d with
motto, and the name in a sealed envelope relerring to the motto, before 3larcb 1.

LAYING OUT SITE AND EKECTION OF VILLA, A-c.

Basingstoke.—For plans for laying out of sites, and erection of villa, and other
residences, in the town of Basiugstuke, for the Basingstoke and Rastrop Boildlns^
Company. A premium of £10 will be paid for the plan selected. Furtncr parti-
culars on application to Mr. W. Chalhs, solicitor, Basingstoke. Plans to Feb. 'M.

SCHOOLS, &c.
Long Ashton, Somersetshire.—For designs, plans, and estimates arc required
tor parochial schools and master's house, to be erected in the parish of Long
Ashton, near Bristol. The schools to contain accommodation for 100 Ikivb and
100 girls, and a class and Committee-room. Plans to be in accordance with the
directions of Council on Education. Should the successful competitor not be em-
ployed to superintend the works, a pn;niium of £10 IDs. will be awarded forthe
design, &c. Plans to be sent in under motto, to A. E. Way. Esq., Ashton-lodge.
near Itrlstol. The site of the proposed new schools will be shown, and cvvry infor-

mation obtained on application to Mr. E;istoii, Long Ashton. Plans to Feb. 15.

WORKHOUSE.
Hartlepool.—For plans for a union workhouse, sufficiently large to accommodate

201) inmates. £20 will be given for the one approved and the same to the properly
of the guardians. IMans (marked " Plan for w«»rkhoiise"), to be sent to the Clerk of
the Guardians on or before March 3. (.See advertisement).

COMPETITION A-WARDED.
The Committee who examined the designs sent in for a good block plan as to the

most advantageous manner of laying-out "for building about 4 acres of land, with
considerable trontage to the sen, at Iiliyl, have made their award as follows. The
Ist prize of '20 guineas was awarded to Mr. (ieorge Felton, Llandudno. The '2nd prize

ot 10 guineas to Slessrs. Itichard Lloyd, Williams and Underwood, of Denbigh. And
as there were others of great merit, they gave a 3rd prize of 5 guineas to Mr. George
Toussaint, of Chester.

CONTHACTS OPEN.
ALMSHOUSE.

EOViL, Somersetshire.—For the erection of a new almshouse and chapel, on a

site acijoining Trinity Church, in Yeovil. Plans, ic, at the Otilce of Mr. H. Short-

land Watts, Clerk to the Trustees of Woborn's Almshouses, Yeovil. Tenders 10

February 10.

CEMETEUY.
Abingdon.—For the erection of two mortuary chapels, lodge, entrance gate, boun-
dary fences, Ac, and for the formation ot roads and paths, on the site of the

C'emetery. Plans, &c., and conditions, at the Clerk's Olhec, Abingdon, between
tlic hours often and live. Further information of Messrs. Poulton and Woodman,
Heading, who have prepared bills of iiiiantHies. Tenders to bo prepared and de-

livered separately as follows. Contract No. 1. For the erection of chajwls and
lodge entrances. '2. For boiindarv walls. 3. For the formation of roads and paths.

4. Iron gates and railings. Contractors may tender for moro than one of the

divisiouB. Tenders sealed, and separately indorsed, No. 1, 2, 3, or 4, to Feb. 21.

CHAPEL.
Bolton.—For the various works required in the extension and alteration of the

New Commission Chapel, St. Georges-road, Bolton. Plans. 4c., and information

at tlie Otfice of Mr. Samuel Kicbardson, architect, 17, Hotel-street, Bolton. No
date specified.

Exeter.—For the erection of a chapel in nack-street, in the parish of St. Mary
Major, Exeter. Drawings, &c., at the otfice of Mr. Ashworth, architect. 9, Paris-

street, Exeter, from January .loth tn February 13. Tenders to February 10.

CHUKCJH.
Brighton.—For the erection of a new church at Brighton. Plans, Ac, quantwes,
and forms of tender at the Vicarage, Brighton, until Frcbruary 13; and nrom

February 15 to February '22 at the otflce of Jlr. G. F. Bodeley, architect. 30A, " Im-

?ole-strect, London; at both places belween 9 and 5 o'clock. Tenders to

'ebruary 24. , - , i,i

Stroud, Gloucester.—For the erection of a church at Stanley End, Stroud. I uns,

&c., and forms of tender, at the Office of .Mr T. JI. Croome. solicitor, C^wross.
near Stroud, until February 11 ; and at 30A, Wimpolc-slrect, London, ftom lae

14th to the 2lBt of February, inclusive. Tenders to February '2.1.

Templeton, Pembrokeshiiie.—For the erection of a church at TemplctoiL rUM»,

&c., and quantities, at the house of Mr. J. Nicholas, druggist, Ac. NKUerio.

Tenders to Februarv 20.

DINING BOOM. LIBItAEY, &c.
Armlev.—For the building of a dining-room, library, hall staircase, and ocner

additions to a villa residence, at Armley. Plans. Ac. with the qu»nUtlea at «ue
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office of Mr. Thomas Show, urchitcct. S, Bolj^ave square, Leeds, on the 15th Feb-
Tumrj. Tenders to February 21. The lowest or any tender will not necessarily bo

•ccepted.
DOCK KXTRANCE, &c.

ROTHERHITHE.—For the construction of anew entrance, deopeniupr the present dry

dock, and extendins the Wad. I'lans, *c., at the Enfrineor's ofBce, Mr. Walter

K. Klnniplo, 13, Church-row, Limohouso, or at the Kinjf and Queen Dock, Kother-

bithe, until February U. Tenders to KebniarT.13, before 10 a-m.
DRAINAGE.

Skwi^jut.—For the proposed addition to the existine drains in the Newport and
St. Woollo"s Cemetery. I'lans. &o., at the office of the Uurial Bo.ard. The works
will be required to be 'fluished by the .toth April, 18CA Tenders to February 25.

EAKTllWOKKS, KOADS. .VXD FOUNDATION!*.
Blackbi'RS.—For No. 1 contract, for eartliworks, ro.-ids, and loundations. For
the works necessary in levelling the site for the new Workhouse building: ; and also

for the excavations and mason's work for the foundations and walls ofthe intended

building, up to the sround level. .Specification at the Office of the Clerk to the

Guardians on and after the 13th day of February next. Hills of qu,->ntitie8, andall

other information, may be obtained on application to the architects, Jlessrs. Oates,

42, Monksrate, York, and Geor"C-atreet Chambers, Halifax. Tenders to Feb. 18.

EXCAVATING, SEWAGE, Ac.

DcsKiNFiELD.—For the excavatinf. Sewering, paving, and flagging of a portion of

Furnace-street, Dunkinfleld. For further particulars apply at the office, Half
Moon, Dankinfield. Tenders to February 14.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Parish of Broadclist, Devon.—For the erection of new farm buildings, and

other works, and alterations at West Clist Farm, in the above parish. Plans, &c.,

and further particulars on application to Mr. Scott Hews, Bamfylde-lodgo, Polti-

more, Devon. Teuders to February 23.

GAS TANKS, &c.

Exeter.—For plans, speciHcations. and tenders for the erection of an iron tank and
single gasholder for the same, 8.i feet diameter by 23 feet in height with columns,

girders, Ac, complete. Further information mav be obtained from the Company's
manager, at their works, Exe Island, Exeter, 'fhc directors are desirous of re-

ceiving separate tenders for the tank fixed complete, and another for the gasholder,

with tne columns and girders also fixed complete. Plans, specifications, and ten-

ders to SlarcU 5.

SiTTON, SofTiicoATES, AND IlRVPOOi..—For the excavating and buildmg of abrlck

tank, 82 feet lu diameter. I'lans, Ac, at the Company's works, Stilwell-strcet,

Groves, Hull. Tenders to February 25.

HARBOUR WALL.
Ayr, Scotland. -For bailding 250feet of Harbour-wall, at Ayr Harbour, near to

Lottery wall. Plan, section, 4c., at the Office of James M. Derment and Sons,

civil engineers, Ayr. Mr. Boyd, Harbour-master, will show the site and give any
information that may be required. Tenders to February 18.

HOUSES.
AsnrRiNGTOS Court, near Totsess, Devon.-For the erection of a farm-
house and buildings for Asliprington Court. Plans, Ac, on application to Jlr.

James Finch, at Sharpham-house, near Totness, and all particulars obtained from
him, or from Mr. K. W. Whiteway, land agent, at Ashburton. Tenders to Feb-
ruary 10. _ .

ATHER8TONE, WARWicKSiiiRE.—For the building ofa villa residence and offices at

Athcrstone. Plans, Ac, at the Office of Mr. K.Jennings, architect, Atherstone
until February 16 Tenders to February 10.

Farm of Kisloch, Parish of St. Fergus, Scotland,—For the executing of

masonry and bricklaying, also the carpenter, slater, and plaster work ofa new
dwelling house and steading of offices to be erected on part of the Farm of Kin-
locb. I'lans. tc, will be seen with A. J. Ironside, Kinloeh-street, Fergus.

Tenders to February 20.

Farm or Fahrociiie, Scotland, on the Estate of Fetteresso.-For the
mason, carpenter, and slater work of a steading of offices on the Farm of Farrocbie.

Flans, Ac, in the hands of Jlr. William fAnderson, Fetteresso. The Farm of
Fetteresso is within a quarter of a mile of the Railway-station, at Stonehouse.
Tenders to February 22.

Manning IIAM.—For the several works required in the erection of a dwelling house,

in Mannlnfrham. I'lans, &c., maybe seen at the offices of Messrs. Henry F. Lock-
wood and William Mawson, architects. Post Office-buildings, Bradford, until Feb-
ruary I3th. .Tenders to February. The lowest tender will not necessarily be
accepted.

Parish of Middleport, Burslem, Staffordshire.—For the building of thirty

houses, to be erected at Middleport, Plan, Ac, at the Offices of Mr E. Heatou,
solicitor, Burslem. Tenders to February 16.

Truro.—For the erection of dwelling-house within the borough of Trnro. Plans,

Ac, at the Office of Mr. F. Earle Cook, solicitor, Truro. Tenders to February 14.

WooDHOUSE, Yorkshire.—For the erection of five first-class dwelling houses,

fronting the Moor, at Woodhouse, near to the Grammar-school, for J. O. March,
Esq. Plans at the Office of Jlr. Cuthbert Brodrick, architect, 17, East Parade,
Leeds, on and after February 1. Tenders to February 15.

LAYING FLOORS.
Docking, Norfolk.—For laying two floors, one 22 feet 8 inches by Ifl feet 8 inches,

the other 2(1 feet 8 inches by 14 feet 8 inches, part of two dining-halls, each 45 feet

by 5-fect 0-inches, part of bread-room larder and passages with rough York flag-

stones on brick piers. 'Each tender to state the price per y.irdandthe gross amount
of all the work requisite. Particulars on application to Jlr. Wilson, at the work-
bouse. Tenders to before 10 a.m., February 22.

PARSONAGES.
Hooton Pagnall, near Donc.\8TER.—For the several departments of work,
including painting, required to be done in erecting a new vicarage-house, at

Hooton Pagnall, near Doncaster. Plans Ac, at the Vicarage, until the 11th
February, on application to the Rev. H. J. Wilkinson, and Jlr. MofTaft, architect,

may be seen at the Angel Hotel, Doncaster, on the 13lh and 14tli of February.
Tenders to February 15.

Button Ciienev, near Market Boswohtii, Leicestershire.—For thcerection
of a parsonage-house, at Sutton Cheney. Plans Ac, and information, at the office

of Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford. Tenders to 4 o'clock, February 29.

(See advertisement).
PRISONS.

Pestonville, Millbank, Brixton, Portland, Portsmouth, Chatham,
Parkiilrst, and DAHT.MOOR.—For the supply of timbers, deals, slates, lime,

and bricks, lead, glass, wrought-iron and cast-iron, ironmongery, gas and w.itcr

pipes, white lead, oils, Ac, for 12 months, from 1st April next to 31st March, 18(11.

Form of tender on application at the several I'risons before named, or at the
Office of the Directors, 4.'), Parliament-street, on and after Monday, February 0.

Tenders to 2 o'clock, February '23. (Sec advertisement).
RAILWAYS.

Calcutta and South Eastern.-For the supply of turn-tables, switches, cross-
inps, aud water-cranes. Drawings, Ac, at the Office of Mr. Longridge, 18,

Abingdon-street, Westminster, for which a charge of £3 3s. per set, will be made.
Tenders to February 14.

I>cndalk and Inniskillen.-For the construction of their line from Clones to

Cavan. Forms of tender to be had at the Engineer's Office, Dundalk, on or
before the 21st of February, 18«0. Tenders to February 21.

Lancaster and Carlisle.—.Mobecambe Branch.—For the construction of the
railway from a point about half a mile to the south of the llest Bank Station, in

the parish of Bolton-lc-Sands, to a junction with tlic Northwestern Railway, a
•hort distance to the west of the third mile post from Lancaster on that railway,

being a distance of two miles and twenty chains, or thereabouts. Plans and

sections, together with the necessary drawings, Ac, and forms of tender, at Castle
Station, Lancaster. Tenders to February 15.

Stockton and Darlington.— For the supply of 10,000 Scotch fir or Norway
Sleepers. Specification on application to >\ illiain Cudworth, civil engineer, Dar-
lington. Tenders to February 15.

Wansbeck.— For the supply of 1,400 trms of malleable iron rails, to be delivered at

Morpeth. Specifications and forms of tender on application at the Office of Mr.
John Tone, engineer, Newcastle. Tenders to February 24.

RECTORY.
Arden Bagot, near Hf.nlev-in-Arden, Warwickshire.—For the erection ofa
rectory-house and out-offices at Morton Bagot, near Henley-in-Ardcn. Plans and
quantities on application to Sir. .Tames Cranston, architect, 2, Bennett's Hill, Bir-

mingham. Tenders to February 2,5.

KESERVOIR.
ILFRACOMBE, DEVONSHIRE.—For the excavatiOR of the ground, and the construc-

tion in masonry, of a covered reservoir and other works intended for the supply
and .storoage of water. Drawings, Ac, aud forms offender, at the offices of Mr.
Langdoii, solicitor, clerk to the Local Board of Health, or at the offices of Mr.
Arthur Whitehead, county surveyor, or at Somerset, Weston-super-mare. Dupli-

cate copies of specification, and form of tender at Mr. Langdon's, on payment of 58.

Tenders to before 12 o'clock at noon February 21.

ROADS.
Cardiff.—For the repairs and maintenance of all macadamized roads and parish-

lanes within thcdistrict of CardiH', and for the construction of asphalte and granite

footpaths, and the repairs and maintenance of the same, from the Ist April, ISCO,

tothe3lBt August, 18(il, Specifications at the Office of the surveyor to the Local

Board of Health. Tenders to February 23.

SCHOOL.
Hertford.— For the building of the Abel Smith schools, Hertford. Plans, Ac, on
application to the Rev. G. Yeats, All Saints' Vicarage, Hertford, Further par-

ticulars on application to John M. Hooker, architect, Brenchley, Kent. Tenders
to February 13.

SEWERAGE,
Southern Outfall Tunnel Sewer.—For the construction of a main brick

sewer, 7 miles, 2,840 feet in length, or thereabouts (5,000 feet of this length being

in tunnel), and for the execution of other works in connexion therewith ; sucn

sewer to extend from a point in Erith-marshes, opposite Da^enham-breach, In the

county of Kent, to Woolwich, and through and under;Woolwich to Norman's-road,
otherwise Nortli Pole-lane, Greenwich, m the same county. Parties desirous of

submitting tenders may, upon the payment of £3, obtain plans, sections, specifica-

tion, form of tender, and other particulars on application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette,

Engineer of the Board, at the Office of the Board, between the hours of 9 a.m. and
4 P.M. Tenders to before 4 o'clock p.m. M.nrch 1. (Sec advertisement).

SUPPLY.
St. Pancras,—For the supply of watcrcarts, horses, and men to water the roadways,
and also to receive tenders from persons willing to contract for the removal of

slop from the roadways, Ac, within the limits of the several wards of the said

parish of St. Pancras. Specifications at the Office of the Department of Works
daily. No tender will be received or accepted unless made out on one of the printed

forms. Further particulars, with the form of tender, can be obtained, on the deposit

of £1, at the Office of Jlr. William Booth Scott, chief surveyor. Department of

Works, 10, Edward-street, Hampstcad-road, where also plans and specifications of

the several wards can be inspected. Tenders to 12 o'clock at noon, February 13.

(See advertisement).
STREET CLEANING, &c

Whiteciiapel District,—For cleansing the streets and gullies, for removing the

dust and other refuse within the district, and for watering the roads and streets of

portions of such district, for the period of one year, to commence from the 1st day
of April next. Printed forms of the several tenders and information of Mr. Alfred

Turner, Clerk, at the Office of the Board, 15, Great Alie- street, Whitechapel.

Tenders to February 20.

STREET WATERING.
HoLBORN District, —For watering several of the carriageway pavements through-

out the district, for halfa year, from Lady-day to Michaelmas next. No tender will

be read unless a £'20 Bank of England note is enclosed, the same to be returned

forthwith if the tender be not accepted, and, if accepted, retained until the con-

tract and bond shall be duly executed. Printed forms and full particulars may be
had of Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, C.E,, the surveyorto the Board, at the offices in Little

Gray's Inn-lane, between the honrs of twelve and one daily. One-half of the

expense of the contract and bond to be paid by the contractor. Tenders to 7

o'clock, February 13.

WAR DEPARTMENT.
Aldershot,—For the erection of an extension of the District Jlilitary Prison, by
additional wards, which are to be of brickwork. Parties desiring to tender for the

erection of these works must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, on or

before February i), and pay the sum of half-a-guinca for the bills of quantities,

which will bo forwarded to each party as soon as prepared by the Government
surveyor. I'lans, Ac, at the above office on and after February 0th. Tenders to

10 o'clock A.M., February 14. (See advertisement).

WATERWORKS.
Glossop, Derbyshire.—For the construction of a reservoir, proposed to be made
by ihe Right Hon. Lord Edward Howard, at Glossop, in the county of Derby.

I'lans, Ac, at the estate office, Howard-town, Glossop, to the 15th February next.

Tenders to February 21,
WORKHOUSE.

Blackburn.—For No. 1 contract, for earthworks, roads, and foundations. For the

works necessary in levelling the site for the new Workhouse buildings ; and also

for the excavations and masons' work for the foundations and walls of the intended

buildings up to the ground level. Specification, Ac, at the Office of the Clerk to

the Guardians, on and after the 13th of February next. All other information may
be obtained on application to the architects, Jlessrs. Oates, 42, Monkgate, York, and
Georgc-street-chambers, Halifax. Scaled tenders, addressed to the Clerk to the

Guardians, endorsed " Tenders" to half-past 10 a.m., February 18.

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, Ac, FOR SALE.
A large quantity of oak, ash, elm, and other limber-trees of large dimensions, and

very superior quality. The oaks are of uuusual lengths and girths, and the whole
will be found worti
timber. Particula
worth, of the auctioneers, and at the Office of Mr, T. Miles, surveyor,

the Dixie Armr Inn , Slarket Bosworth. Messrs. Blakesley and Uollier, auctioneers.

February 23. (See advertisement).

A
hedgerows t

Whatton is ,..„u»..u ^.,,. —, „ -
. ., ^ . -.

and the roads are good for delivery. Particulars on application to Jlr. JIcLaurin, at

the King's Head Hotel, Loughborough, and at the Office of Mr. Miles, surveyor,

Lincoln. At the King's Head Hotel, Loughborough, Jlr. John Holland, auctioneer,

February 28. (See advertisement.)

38 blocks of statuary, 25 ditto, veined ; 25 ditto, Sicilian; C ditto, dove, Bardilla.

Sienna, Ac. ; 2 marble monuments, and an assortment of marble mortars. 10, Mill-

bank-street. Messrs. Eversflcld and Home, auctioneers, 40, Parliament-street.

February 22. (Sec advertisement.)

lality. The oaks are of uuusual lengths and girths, and the whole
rthy the attention of naval contractors and others requiring large

liars on application to William Taylor, Park-keeper, Slarket Bos-

ctioncers, and at the Office of Jlr, T. Miles, surveyor, Leicester, at

Inn , JIarket Bosworth. Messrs. Blakesley and Uollier, auctioneers.

, _ee advertisement).

large quantity of oak, ash, elm, and other timber trees now growing in the

»-erows at Long Whatton, of unusual dimensions and superior quality. Long
atton is distant two miles from the Rigwortli Station, on the Jlidlanrt R.ailway
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A NORFOLK ESTIMATE OF AN ARCHITECT.
AS an architect a social standing ? is be a

menibei' of a profession or a trade, or does
he come in that category of unfortunate
persons, wlio across the channel are termed
declasses f It is high time that an answer
were given to those questions, if only to
remove doubts, and satisfy architects as to

their status in the estimation of the world
We confess to have been all along under
the impression that tlic study and practice
of architecture, constituted a profession at

once and the same time scientific and
artistic. We fancied it to be eminently

liberal, second to none in usefulness to society,

or in happy influences upon the health, well-
being, and tastes of men. History abounds
with examples of mighty monarchs, who relied

on Architecture to perpetuate their fame, who
made themselves her bondsmen and devoted the
revenues of empires to achieve her monuments, and

who honored the artists whose designs were to bej the enduring records

of their reigns. We know that architects in the present day, to rise

to eminence must be more than usually well-informed men—that is to

say, gentlemen by their education. They must have more than a
smattering of geology, must be good arithmeticians, decent mathemati-
cians, and be well acquainted with acoustics, statics, and trigonometry,

if thoy are also surveyors. They must know something of hydraulics if

they are to erect sewerage works, and must be intimately versed in a
practical knowledge of the qualities of the almost infinite variety of
building materials with which they have to deal. So far, then, for their

scientific acquirements, wliich are indispensable to practice, even as

architect and surveyor to the borough of Little Peddlingtou. The
most cursory perusal of our pages alfords undeniable evidence that

architects are thoroughly well grounded in what is called a polite edu-
cation, and in every art wliich emollit mores nee sinet esse peros.

The reports of lectures which we publish prove that as a first essen-

tial they must be skilful draughtsmen, and thoroughly know the

principles of composition as well as of light and shade. They are

learned linguists, both ancient and modem ; and some, like JVIr. Tite,

can read the arrow-headed inscriptions of Nineveh as correctly as a
scribe of Sennacherib, and the hieroglyphics of the Pharaohs, as well

Champollion. They are good Classical scholars, and not only know the

literature of the Greeks and Romans but also the domestic habits and
customs of those people which form a terra incognita even to dons of
Oxford and Cambridge. Professors Cockerell and Donaldson and Mr.
Falkener are perhaps more at home amid the ruins of Athens, Rome,
and Pompeii than Norwich magistrates are at the noble castle of their

city. These three gentlemen could give points to any three [savants on
the Continent, who have made Classical archajology the study of their

lives, and yet not come off second best. Mr. Sydney Smirke, Mr.
Digby Wyatt, Mr. E. G. Street, and Mr. G. G. Scott ai'e learned in

the history, literature, arts, and customs of Western Europe from all

time, in addition to their Classical and other acquirements, and they
could construct accurate representations of any period and of any
people. They have far outstripped Du Sommerard, and would rank
among the foremost of any nation. The periodical press shows these
gentlemen to be correct and graceful writers, possessing not only an
enormous amount of varied and diflicultly acquired information, but
also the rare faculty of being able to communicate it in an agreeable and
instructive form. Although we have instanced less than a dozen names,
we could greatly swell the list had we the space. It is notorious that

the gentlemen referred to are, in respect to their acquirements, not
solitary, but average examples of the educational status of the profes-
sion : and seeing these things, we are entitled to ask whether local

boards of health and provincial municipalities estimate architects at

their true value.

The best and truest test of the character of this estimation is a
money standard—the amount of remuneration offered for the services
of an architect ; and judged by this measure, the standing of the pro-
fession, in the eyes of Provincial Corporations, appears to be very low
indeed,equivalent to that of a Jack-of-all-Trados, whom, the proverb
adds, is master of none. The Town Council ofNorwich aflbrds the latest

gauge of the value set upon professional services. In the advertisement
columns of our last impression, will be seen an invitation, issued by the
ancient Corporation of Norwich under the signature ofthe Town Clerk,
to engineers, architects, and surveyors, to offer themselves as candidates
for the arduous and responsible situation of surveyor to the Corporation.
The duties of the office comprise the Municipal, as well as the Burials
Board and Board of Health business, three offices rolled into one, of
the Corporation. The qualifications necessary for election to the post
are stated to be a practical acquaintance with the ordinary works

connected with drainage, sewerage, road-making, and rtreel paving;
also capacity to conduct surveys, prepare plana ofestates and building*,
as well as to make the necessary drawings and estimates of works of
every description. The fortunate or, as experience may prove, unfor-
tunate engineer, architect, and surveyor " who may be prcferreil by
Ihe Corporation," is to be hehl responiiible for the due execution of the
works as well as of any others wliich may fall within the duthx of an
" engineer, architect, or surveyor"—this time we have tlie diiijiinetivL
under or in respect of the ilunicipal Corporations Act, the Public
Health Act, and the Local Government Act, or any of them, or the
bye-laws made in pursuance thereof The advertisement further states
that " the person appointed will not be restricted from taking private
practice, provided the duties of his office are efficiently discharged,"
and that " the salary will be £S50 per annum, from which the surveyor
is to provide all competent assistance to the satisfaction of the Cor-
poration and the several committees thereof."

AVe gather from the discussion which took place in the Town Council,
and as reported in the Nonvich Mercury, that these various functions
had been performed by two individuals whose united salaries were X20
less than the amount oftered in the advertisement. What was the
character of the duties of one—the chief city surveyor—we learn from
the letter of resignation of the gentleman who until the end of last

month, filled that post during a period of eight years. Mr. Uencst
writes to the Mayor of Norwich, "I beg leave to tender through you
to the Corporation, my resignation of the office of surveyor to the
City. During the period of more than eight years in which I have
held that appointment, I have endeavoured conscientiously to dischiu-gc
the duties of the office, to which I have been compelled to devole, not
only the whole of the day, but also a great portion ofmy evenings, and
even nights, to the detriment of my health, and the sacrifice of domestic
comfort." Such then are the exigencies of the office, and although
there appear to have been some disputes between Mr. Bcnest and the
Corporation, with which we have nothing to do on the present occasion,
no doubt was thrown on the assertion that the conscientious discharge
of the duties of city surveyor, even without " the minor office discharged
by Mr. Haddon"—whatever that may be—which is to be undertaken
by the new comer, will necessitate the whole of the day, a great portion
of the evenings, and even of nights. For this amount of work, to say
nothing of the responsibility, which has its money value, the salary is

inadequate, even in the opinion of the Corporation, since they are pleased
to permit private practice to eke out a means of living. But as the whole
of the city surveyor's energies and time will berequired on the business

of the Corporation, according to the experience of their late officer ; we
fail to see what amount of private practice he can do. Persons are not
likely to employ an architect whose whole time is othenrise occupied,
lest their work should be scamped. Under these circumstances, the

permission to do private practice if it can be got, looks like an ungracious
mockery, one which is called in Parliamentary language a snare, and a
delusion.

We know nothing of the Norwich Corporation beyond what may be
gathered from the revelations afforded by recent election proceedings;

but we suppose the members to be of Arcadian simplicity, and totSly

ignorant of the value of money in relation to architectural services, how-
ever well acquainted they may be with it in relation to political votes.

We have seen that one office took the whole time of its occupant, and
yet the Town Council have decided to combine with it another office,

paying the two less than a guinea a day. One of the menibere imagined,

in Ills simple-mindedness, that this salary would bo sufficient to invite

the attention of some gentleman occupying a high position in his pro-

fession, and thus to secure the services of a thoroughly competent offi-

cer. He likewise said the salary would not by any means be too

much (!) for the duties the surveyor would have to discharge, which
would be considerable, and would require the services of an assistant.

We really feel much obliged for the admission that the presumed pre-

tensions of the profession are not exorbitant. Architects, we perceive,

are fancied, in Norwich, at least, to be above the vulgar considerations

of gain. They are regarded as working from disinterested motives,

making it a labor of love. Of course they have all private fortmies, and

are independent of their profession ; or else they and their famihes feed

on " thin air." Further, we find it announced that it would be almost

impossible for the city surveyor, without competent assistance, to dia-

ch.arge the whole of the duties expected of him. What, then, becomes

of the liberality of the permission to indulge in private practice, since

assistance will be required to enable him to fulfil his official duties ?

and such being the case, we cannot lor the life of us perceive how the

permission—since it will be entirely nugatory—can be " an extra m-
ducement to some really first-rate man."

Another member, equally Arcadian, darkly," was of opinion that
" ^350 a year would secure the services of a first-rate man, and
enable him to retain two clerks—one to attend to the drudgery, and
the other to be engaged upon the drawings." When we are told

that one part of the duties of the surveyor would be inspecting
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three times in the course of tlieir erection any houses that mip;ht

be building within the precincts of the city, although that might be
modified, but to what extent is not stated, there can be no difficulty in

arriving at the conclusion as to the absolute necessity of competence.
Upon this point we entreat the attention of the Town Council.

Drudges must be paid; therefore the assistant would require to be
remunerated out of the salary of the surveyor. Living may be very

cheap in Norwich, and the rate of wages very low. Still we do not

imagme that the drudging assistant could be got at less than 20s. a

%Teek. A drawing clerk would certainly cost £2 a week. Suppose we
put down 10s. for office and incidental expenses—and they certainly

would not be less—we then have an outgoing of £200, which leaves

three pounds ten shillings a week as " sullicicnt salary to induce a first-

rate man of high standing in his profession " to devote the whole of

his days and the greater part of his evenings and nights to the

service of the Corporation. Evidently the Town Council and our-

selves do not interpret fu-st-rate men, and high professional standing,

in the same sense.

AVe wish we had the statistics at hand to show the number of houses

built or repaired annually in Norwich. ]3ut oven without them we
believe that we are strictly within the mark in saying that any of the

metropolitan districts, equal in importance to the city of Norwich, re-

munerates the district surveyor, at a much more liberal rate. The
population of Norwich at the hist census was 68,195, and the annual

value of property rated under the schedule A in 1857 was £219,655.
For the sake of comparison we will take the borough of Finsbury,

which it most resembles in character, and whose population is not five

times that of Norwich. In 1858 the seven district surveyors of

Finsbury divided among them £3,4-34 13s. lOd., or nearly £500
each, and still hail a balance of arrears coming to them of

£2,028 13s. 2d., making the gross yearly income of each nearly £800.
The average office expenses were £96, leaving the net income, if

the aiTears were credited as good debts, which they were, for

amounts abated or lost through bankruptcy, were struck off at

£704. Hut even limiting themselves to sums paid, their income, after

all deductions, would average £406, against£l 50 ofl'ered by the Norwich
corporation. While the Norwich city surveyor is to do everything
that pertains to the jirofession of engineer, surveyor, and architect

under the triple branches of the municipality ; while he must survey
three times every new building, design and superintend municipal
structures, sewerage, drainage, roads, and pavements, conduct surveys,

make plans for estates, and assume the responsibility of all the
municipal works, the metropolitan district surveyor is limited to new
or rebuilt structures, not a tithe the work of his brother at Norwich. A
simple comparison of these figures will show that the salary offered by
the Town Council is not sufficient to induce respectable first-rate

architects to offer themselves as candidates for the post.

There is no economy, but a great deal of exti-avagance, in under-
paying public servants. Insufficient salaries obtain only conscientious,

incompetent men, or competent, unconscientious men, so that either

way the public service suffers and the work is scamped. For the
welfare of Norwich, for the health and comfort of its inhabitants, we
recommend the Town Council to reconsider their decision. Let them
offer the price for honest, first-rate men, and they will get them ; not
without. Let the Corporation, instead of uniting, form two separate
offices—one for a city superintending architect, or building surveyor;
and the other for an engineer of city drainage, roads, and pavements.
Tlie offices are distinct, and should be kept so. Let them offer £350
a year for each for first-rate men. If that amount is not sufficient, let

them double it ; but on no account let them commit their health and
purses to incompetent men.

Upper Norwood.—On. the north-western side of the Church-road,
which leads direct from Norwood to the Bculali Spa, two semi-detached
villas are now nearly completed from the designs of Mr. Daiigcrficld,
architect, Norwood. Tliese residences are of brick with stone dressings,
and arc in the Italian style, having a combined frontage of 52 feet, and a
depth of 40 feet, in addition to which there is a spacious forecourt,
with carriage entrances, and a large garden at the rear. The houses are
three stories in height above the basement level, which latter combines a
breakfast parlor, kitchen, scullery, house-keepers' room, larders, cellarage,
and every other convenience for domestic purposes. The reception-rooms
are all planned on the ground floor, and arc elegantly decorated,
having marble chimncy-pieeei, and cnrielied cornices, and centre flowers
in plaster of appropriate design. Tlie drawing-rooms of each house
are respectively 24 feet by 10 feet, and the dining-rooms 23 feet by 15 feet,

and over these there are two stories, which contain ciglit bed-rooms.
The villas are entered by close porticoes, and the windows througliout
are of plate glass. The whole of the works of these structures, togetlier
with those which we have noticed belonging to tlie C'ryst;d Palace Com-
pany, have iKcn executed by Messrs. Mark Patrick and Son, builders,
Westminster-road, and have been carried nearly to completion in the
most creditable manner, under the supervision of the several architects
engaged.

PROFESSOR DONALDSON'S HANDBOOK OF SPECIFICATIONS.*

IN the introductory address to these two formidable volnmes, dedicated

to Sir Cliarles Barry, Professor Donaldson makes particular allusion

to " Bartholomew's Specifications," a well-known text-book, wliich, being
out of print, has suggested the present work. The susgcstion would seem
to have fallen to the ground, if by it a reprint of " B.artholomew " were
intended ; and an entirely new work has been produced, more resenibling

Davy's "Architectural Precedents," than the now defunct work of the

late Alfred Bartholomew. That work has done good service in its time ; and
a, reprint of, the book, divested of its prolixity, and remodelled to suit

tliese days of iron and glass, would have been a very acceptable publi-

cation.

Mr. Donaldson's work consists of three divisions. The first contains a
short essay on tlie system of drawing up a specification ; a skeleton
specification, hints as to dilapidations, forms of contracts for building and
engineering works, and letting building ground, hints on rough estimating
and competitions.

The second division is spread over nearly a thousand pages ; and contains
copies, occasionally abbreviated, of very many valuiible specifications,

such as those of the New Palace of Westminster, Tothill-fields and Hollo-
way Prisons, the Koyal Exchange, Doncaster Church, Clothwoikers' Hall,

Wellington College, two lunatic asylums, and several other structures of

minor consequence, but of eriually diversified character, including a quay
and railway, railway station and viaduct, the High Level and New West-
minster bridges, a parsonage, farm, stable, warehouse and shop, down to

the bell-hanging of a gentleman's house, the gasfittings of a church, and
some French town houses, specified in French.
The third division (allotted to Sir. Cunningham Glen) would well bear

printing as a separate volume, having no special relation to a work on
Specifiuations, but treating of the law in relation to the liabilities of
engineers, architects, builders, and workmen. It indicates " the rocks and
shoals by which persons engaged in cngincerir.g and architectural pursuits
are surrounded in the daily transnelion of their matters of business," and
is evidently to the mere layman, for whose use "it has especial reference,"

a valuable contribution to the library of any architect. This our readers who
may not have seen the book will understand, when we say, it affords clear
and precise information as to party-walls, extra works, letters and corre-

sjiondence, stamps, covenants, arbitration awards, witnesses, umpirage,
costs, the relation of architects and others to employers ; strikes, &c., and
many useful forms for tlie conducting of references, &c. It is matter for

regret that the price of Messrs. Atehley's tripartite work will deter many
architects from the study of Mr. Glen's treatise ; and to such the acquaint-
ance with architectural jurisprudence which it convejs is something more
than an accomplishment, to take to or to forego at pleasure—it is a
daily necessity.

We must defer for a week or two a more mature review of Mr.
Donaldson's First and Second Division of this work. The two volumes,
however valuable be their contents, bear little indication of the Pro-
fessor's personal control in the matter of typographic arrangement, or
graphic illustration. Looking at the generality of architectural books,
and their great costliness, we are disposed to think, too much care and
cost are ordinarily incurred in their engraving and " getting uji ;" but
" The Handbook of Specifications " is in these respects a grade or two
below our standard, and very unworthy of being classed with other well-
known, carefully edited productions by the same author.

PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT IN THROGMORTON-STREET, NEAR
THE HANK OF ENGLAND.

AT tlie last meeting of the City Sewers Commission, in the report of the Im-
provement Committee the following passage appeared, which led to an

interesting couversation :

—

" We have inquired as to the terms on which the piece of ground in front of
No. 39, Throgmorton-slrect could be obtained, so as to set the front of the
building about to be erected thereon back in a line with the London and West-
minster bank, and we find that for such piece of ground the owners ask the sum
of £4,000. As this sum is very large, we are of opinion that you would not be
justifitd in incurring any such outlay ibr this purpose."

Mr. Deputy II.VBitisox, upon the proposition being made to agree with this

portion ot tlie report, said he thought £4,000 was too large a sum ibr the ground
in question, and lie thought it would he better if that portion of tlie report was
sent back to the committee for reconsideration. He considered that a little more
inquiry might induce the committee to do so, and probably to come to an under-
standing to lake tlie whole of the jiroperty, wlien it might be that the owners
themselves of the adjoining liouses might avail themselves of contributing a sum
of money to set back the base line, which would to all parties be a considerable
advantage. He would move, as an amendment, that the matter be referred back
to the coniniittee for their reconsideration.

Mr. CiiAiiLES YouNO seconded the amendment of Deputy IlaiTison.

Mr. Deputy Farrar, Deputy Whiteside, Dr. Abraham, Mr. J. E. Sounders,
(who very strongly supported the projiosition of Mr. Deputy Harrison), Deputy
Pewtress, Deputy. Pitcher, and others spoke on the subject.

The amendment was lost, so that the passage in the report above given was
agreed to.

• Handbook of .'Specifications ; or, Practical Guide to tlie Architect, Knffineor,
Surveyor, and Jluiider, in drawiug up Specificiitions and Contracts for Works and
Constructions, illustrated by precedents of Buildings actually executed. I'receded
by a rrcliminarvKssay, Forinsof8pcciticationsandContract8,&c.,&c., and explained
by numerous Illustrations. ](y T. L. Donaldson, I'h.D., Architect, rrof'cssor of
Arcliitectiire and Construction, University Coll., London, M.I.B.A., Corri'spondent
of llie tnstituteof France, and Aloniber of various European Aoadeniies of Fine Arts.
With a "Keview of the Law of Contracts, and of the liesponsibilities of Architects,
Kngiuocr.i, niui ISiiilders," by \\. Cunhinoiiam Glen, of the Middle Temple,
liarrlstcr-at-Law, Author of various Legal M'orks. Londou : Atchley and Co., 100,
Great KuBsell-strect, Bedford-square, W.C.
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FAMIIJAR LETTERS TO AN ARCHITECT.

Rv Soi.oMov Setsquark.—Lettkh IF.

MY DEAR TOM,—Rcsuminfr the topic of Architectural Practice, let
lis consider what is an architect, not in Iiis artistic so much as in his

Judicial capacity. He is too often regarded—nay he too often regards
liimself—as a mere agent to liis client, one set over a e«n<ractor, tliat lie

may technically convey to him hy delinciiteil, written and verbal in-
structions, the wishes of a building-committee or other capitalist, un-
initiated in the mysteries of building. This is a very low view to take of
.;ii architect's true position; and tliey of our profession, who rest contented
with it, have little riglit to complain of the slight esteem in which archi-
tects are regarded by the public. For, if yon will reflect a little, you will
perceive tliat an architect is something morethan the mereagentof his cm-
idoyer. He is in fact nothing less than a petty judge in equity, set up by
the joint will of tlie client and contractor, with powers defined by the
terms of the written contr.act between them; sometimes drawn up by a
lawyer, but more frequently by the architect himself, and in either case
stamped to give it a leg.al value. I believe it is not overstating the case
to affirm that, no Law Court has the power to set aside the decision of an
arclutact, given in compliance with his own specification and form of con-
ir.act. A court of equity will, of course, relieve the parties from his decision-
hut no court of law. so long as the architect's documents have been care;
fully and legally drawn up—nay, even where they are not so, the law
courts are jealously indisposed to handle so intricate, and to them
mysterious a matter as a building contract ; and whenever the p.arties to
it will consent, the judges usually refer the litigated case to an indifTerent
arbitrator. Tliis reference is iisunlly made to a barrister, but not; un-
frcquently to anot/ier archilecl more skilled than ho in the technicalities of
building operations; by all which you will see that the matter in dispute
is merely moved from one .architect's office to another's owing most likely
to the first one having issued a vaguely worded specification or informal
agreement. When it is considered that the architect first concerned in the
matter has had the advantage of persuniilly witnessing the "carrying up "

of the building, and of being made intimately aware of all the circum-
Btances under which the contr.act has been undertaken, it will be obvious
that, putting 'aside malice prepense (a fit cause for ;invoking the Vice-
Chancellor) the original architect is the best qualified to administer the
contract between the client and the builder.

AVhen I affirm that he is the best qualified, I mean that he is so by
education .and circumstances. Rut a third and yet more important qualifi-
cation must be forthcoming, or Sir Architect must stand aside, and give
place to another arbiter—he must be a man of known honor, and possess
the confidence of both the opposing parties; the client, and the contractor.
Now, no architect can fulfil this condition, who allows himself to settle
down in harness as the mere mouthpiece of his client, anxious to win his
way to practice by being reputed a sharp fellow; not merely " up to " the
practices of sharp builders (a. really necessary accomplishment, Tom), but
likely in nine cases out of ten to over-reach them by this or that mode of
driving a bargain for his client. Young architects are exceedingly prone
to fall into this kind of practice, more from downwright ignorance than
deliberate perversion ; and a sad fall it is, not for themselves only, but for
their clients—and when I say for their clients, I mean honest men, who
when they commission an architect, and enter into a contract to build,
simply want, to use the familiar phrase, " nothing but what's right."
There are many such clients ; .and to them it is a grievous disappointment
to see their architect and the contractor fall to loggerheads at the conclu-
sion ofa contract ; and to find themselves embroiled, after all, in a lawsuit.
Such clients say, and with a very reasonable shrug of the shoidders—
"What was the use of employing an architect? I know nothing of
building matters myself. I desired to build, and to build honestly ; I put
myself under the guidiince of Mr. So-and-so, the architect, who I thought
knew all about it, and would act for me just as I myself would have acted
in the matter, had I been equally conversant with building; as is Mr.
What-tl'ye-call-him, the builder. How it has arisen I don't know, but this
I know, that here has supervened a lawsuit, or a reference to a second
architect, where, as it seems to me, one urchilect ought to have sufficed."
So cogitates the client, and so cogitate other clients when subjected to

the like evil by the class of architects lam speaking of On the other hand,
the builder is equally impatient of this unsatisfactory state of things; but
he, unlike the client, is most likely a member of some trade fraternity,
which has taken counsel on the disagreeable recurrence of tlie evil, and
devised steps for its suppression. Thus we see at the present time
amongst town builders an increa.'iing demand for the introduction of an
arbitratiun clause into building agreements. I am one of those who
would resist the introduction of such a clause, and for this reason timt, if

it were to become prevalent, it would serioutiy interfere with the advance-
ment of Art in this country, by deterring capitalists from employing
architects at all. I'eople are by no means too prone to call in an architect
as it is ; much less will they bo disposed to employ one, when they see him
shorii of his position of sole referee ; and shall have reason to anticipate a
tiresome expensive reference, to be yet hereafter made to some other archi-
tect or barrister.

To individual architects there is nothing at .all unpleasant in the idea of a
reference—rather the reverse, since it rids the original architect of much
of the heavy responsibility and anxiety inseparable from the office of
adjudicator between two parties in a large money transaction. But to Art
the custom would be injurious; and it is one which, if architects will but
take their true position, is wholly unnecessary. Let an architect consider
well what is his true position ; and put himself to a Utile study and pains
to see that he is firmly settled in it before the signing of a contract. This

can only be done by a conscientious niaturiii(c of the documcnti on which
the contract is to be based. Tlicne «hould embody the imtructlont of hU
client

;
should c'carly define, by every po.nlble mode of delineation or

written description, his own intention and method of carrying out the
contemplated work, under all possible circumstances likely to lupcrrenc i

and as clearly provide for adjusting the accounts with the contractor at
the completion of the building. The more complete arc his docununis, the
fitter will the architect be to act m sole adjudicator in the matter Hero I
need hardly say that, if it be po8.iihle, it is liiglily desirable that, Ufore the
contract is signed, not only the ordinary " contract drawings " should be got
ready, but all the several "detail drawings." In small works this might
be oftener done than it usually is : in large ones it is next to impracti-
cable, for obvious reasons.

However, with all his documents carefully digested, and his client and
contractor both mailc aware of the judicial position he assumes, I appre-
hend there is is no injustice in an architect acting as sole umpire between
the builder and his employer. If it be urged that, in cases of doubt the
architect will be disposed togivc the benefit of that doubt to hisown client,
the builder must allow that the contingency is amply counterbalanced by
the client himself being left to the unaided intelligence (in building
matters) of his architect; for of course where the architect is sole umpire,
not only is the builder deprived of appeal at common law, but the client
also. I say, this should be the true position of an architect; and I will
assume, lor the sake of my argument, that the architect is professionally
qualified to fill it—say by prior examination, and a certificate of hi*
acquaintance with Architectural Jurisprudence, and the nature of building
contriicts.

Let it then be your endeavour to bring your works to an end, without
your client having to call in and pay fees to another referee. Your mean*
of thus satisfactorily terminating your undertakings will depend Tery
greatly on the mode in which you draw up your specifications and condi-
tions of contract. Some architects pride themselves on the strictness—or
rather severity—of their specifications and agreements ; and, by the fre-
quent use of vague general clauses, seek to impose on the builder the
entire responsibility of reilising, not only the known requirements of the
employer, but the unknown requirements of the building, however crudely
explained in the design, or even ill-understood by the designer. You cannot
do your client a greater injury than induce him to build with such docu-
ments : they are not binding in Equity; and will defeat your employer's
purpose by their very severity. If you constitute yourself an equity judge,
as I advise you to do, it is plain that the clauses of your contracts must be
equitably worded, and no builder be bound by them to accomplish more
than can be fairly expected of his reasonable skill as a tradesman, or than
there is evidence in ycur specification that you yourself comprehend at
the time of his entering into thecontract. There is a point in every contract
where an .architect's duties end, and a builder's begin ; but some architects
so very vaguely define it that, if they must needs insist on administering
their clauses, litigation becomes inevitable. When I s.ay that, let me also
add that, there is another class of architects who err by their over-anxiety
to define minute items of the contract, mere matters of manipulation,
which, if these gentlemen would but reflect for a moment, they must know
a builder understands better than they do themselves. This is a mis-
chievous propensity; and virtually relieves the buildcrof that proi>er shsirc

of responsibility, which your client has a right to at his hands. As a ge-
neral rule, I would advise you to prepare for all contract purposes as many
drawings as you can, and as short a specification, accompanied by some
uniform code of general conditions, and an agreement drawn up rather by
yourself than a lawyer. In large contracts, where a bond and other pre-
cautions are usually adopted, a lawyer will be necessary to draw up your
agreement ; but even then its clauses should be approved, ifnot suggested,
by yourself, or you will find their forensic prolixity will not, in five cases
out often, be proof against the process popularly known as the " driring of
a coach and six " through them.

You need not shrink from the judicial position I am advocating ; for,

whether you assume it or no, your responsibility as architect of the build-

ing will remain pretty much the same. You cannot shake it off, or even
reduce it, so long as you remain its architect. Many architects imagine that
this responsibility is weakened, if not altogether removed, by their client's

interference with the design ; and, under the influence of this idea, give
themselves little trouble to disabuse a client of any injudicious notion he
may conceive during the construction of his building. To say nothing of
the unfairness of thus quietly allowing your employer to over-rule your
known better judgment, I believe your so fiir descending from your true
status as his architect is positively illegal, so to speak—that is to say, the
law of the land will, if any ill befal your client from such compliance on
your part, hold you responsible for it ; and, certainly, it will hold you
responsible for all you may recommend to your client, even though you
may be able to cite his written consent to your recommendation. In fact,

it may almost he urged that, mere law reduces you to an automaton on the

one han<l, forbidding you to deviate from a signed drawing without your
client's authority—though, by the way, it would punish you for adhering
to it to his prcjndice—whilst, on the other hand, it elevates you to the

condition of a highly sentient, responsible being, and refuses to relieve you
from the responsibility of any catastrophe that may accrue from your
having allowed your client to misdirect you.

I believe this is not at all overstating the case. You may say it is a very
hard one ; and I trust that you may, after a little reflection on it, deter-

mine wisely to be sole arbiter in every Building Contract you may be

retained to administer. Your assuming that position will not in the least

deprive you of the advantage of your client's advice; nor of the often twc-
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ful counsel of the contractor. All that it will involve is this—the insisting
on the adoption of that course, which you yourself approve of, as best for
the object your client may have in view; since on you solely will the
since responsibility of its non-adoption rest, and since there is neither
safety nor credit to be gained by foregoing it.

An nrchitect will assuredly best serve his employer by assuming and
maintaining throughout this character of sole arbitrator in building
matters; and he will, nt the same time, not only do service to his art by
simplifying the operation of building by contract, but benefit the frater-
nity of Builders, who subsist by the existence of the prevailing custom of
building by contract, likely to become costly and inoperative, were his
power of final decision to be circumscribed. It is easy enough for an
architect to yield up this power. He consults his own ease by doing so,

and limits liis responsibility, as I have already said at the commencement
of this letter. But, were all his brethren to do this, it requires little

prescience to foresee the likely result of such compliance. The operation
of building by contract would thereby become every day more and more
tiresome and costly, till contracts themselves would fall into desuetude ;

and, failing the General Builder, the public would fall back on the old
system of employing the several master artificers, less exacting in their

requirements.
Before I close this letter, which may be said to take somewhat arbitrary

views of the relation of an architect to his contractor, I ought, in fairness
to the Builders, to remind you that, before you can justly exact of them an
obedient compliance with your arbitrament, it will be necessary for you to
will see that, your clifnts also will acquiesce to your sole decision. The client
derives a certain advantage from the builder's being bound to submit to
the decision of his own architect : it would be monstrous for the client to
withhold his submission to the same authority.

In the course of these remarks I have taken it for granted that, you set
out with the mutual confidence of the builder and the client alike reposed in
you as umpire between them ; holding a clearly-defined position, which will,

I am sure, be the simplest, most economical, and most satisfactory to all

parties. But if it be not so, and your client should desire to " play fast
and loose " after you shall have explained to him the advantages of the
semi-judicial position I have been advocating, I by all means advise you to
introduce an arbitration clause into your agreement, not merely in justice
to the contractor, but for your own sake; and, having set out to build
with this new condition, be careful to modify your entire conduct of the
works to suit it :—that is to say, assume nothing, Iiowever well you may feel

satisfied with the fairness of the changes as they arise ; but measure up
in detail, (or, if you can't measure, call in a surveyor to measure up in
detail) every additional order of your client, every extra and omission : so
that, at whatever cost to the parties, you may be enabled to produce before
the arbitrator "black and white "for every transaction you have sanc-
tioned. This will cause some trouble to yourself, and considerable expense
tothe builder and employer ; but it will be, depend upon it, your own
•wisest course, under the abnormal circumstances of your then indefinite
position. Your aflfectionate Uncle,

Solomon Setsquabb.

ALL SAINTS' CHLTICH, HALEY HILL, HALIFAX.
THIS church was founded and endowed by Edward Ackrcyd, Esq., as

the parish church for the new parish of Haley Hill ; and the first
stone was laid by the founder, on the 25th of April, 1856, the architect
being G. G. Scott, Esq., A.R.A. It is situated outside the town of Halifax,
and being on rising ground, its architecture is shown to great advantage.
Its plan is cruciform : it comprises nave with aisles terminated eastward
by transepts, and chancel with chapels on the north and south sides.
The tower and spire are at the nortli-west angle, and there is a vestry or
sacristy at the north-east corner. The length of tlie n.-ive is 87 feet 6
inches, the width 54 feet ; the length of the transepts is 22 feet 6 inches,
the width 18 feet 9 inches ; the length of the chapels is 15 feet by 17 feet,
length of the chancel 37 feet 6 inches, width 24 feet 3 inches ; height of
nave from floor to ridge of roof 65 feet. The nave is divided into five
bays supported by pillars with moulded bases, and richly sculptured capitals
designed chiefly from natural foliage.
The style of the church is that of the time of Edward I. or Geometrical

Decorated, being that in which Mr. Scott usually makes his designs, and
which he carries out on principle, as being the most rerfect type of Gothic
which we possess.

Under the tower is a baptistery opening into the nave. It is groined,
and has granite shafts with carved capitals. The church is fitted with
open seats with moulded and carved ends, and will accommodate about 800
people. The floors are laid with Minton's best tiles.

The chancel is separated from the nave by an alabaster plinth, support-
ing a screen of hammered ironwork designed, after early French examples,
by Mr. Skidmore, and is one of the most elegant specimens he has pro-
duced.

_
The pulpit is octagonal, and is of Caen stone, with marble shafts and

inlaid mosaic panels. The font is square, and is of serpentine, resting on
a pedestal of polished Aberdeen marble.

Sculpture Is much used, both on the exterior and interior. On the
former the niches on the buttresses are nil ornamented witli figures of
prophets, apostles, and saints, and in the iutcrior they occur also in the
niches of tlie reredos, and the spaces between the nave arches are filled
with sculptural medallions of the early fathers of the Church, &c. The
capitals are designed from natural foliage, and are much varied.

Painting is very extensively employed for the ornamentation of the

interior ; the roof is entirely painted in patterns ; the walls and niches of
the chancel are richly diapered, and texts of Scripture are painted on the
walls in all parts where they could be introduced. Over the chancel
arch is a representation of the " Worship of the Lamb," from Reve-
lations.

The windows are filled with stained glass. The works hare been
carried on under the exclusive direction of George Gilbert Scott, Esq.,
A.R.A., Mr. J. M.Johnston, Clerk of the Works. The contractors were
—General contract, Messrs. J. and \V. Beanland, Bradford ; sculpture
and carving, Mr. J.B. Philip, London

;
painted decorations, Messrs. Clayton

and Bell, London
; silver, brass, and other ornamental work, Messrs.

Hardman, Birmingham
;

gas standards, ornamental screens and gates,
Mr. Skidmore, Coventry ; stained glass, Messrs. Hardman, Birmingham,
Messrs. Clayton and Bell, Ix)ndon, Mr. Wailes, Newcastle ; tile floors,
Messrs. Minton, Stoke ; bells, Messrs. Mears, London ; clock, Mr. J. W.
Bailey, Manchester ; vane and lightning conductor, Messrs. Lewis and
Hibbert

; organ, Messrs. Forster and Andrews, Hull ; choir stalls, Messrs.
Rattee and Kett, Cambridge ; ch.airs, Mr. B. Payne, Newbury ; font,
Lizard Serpentine Company

;
granite, Mr. James Wright, Aberdeen ;

marble, Messrs. Hall, Derby; gas and plumbers' work, Mr. Walsh, Halifax
;

boiler, pipes, &c., Mr. E. Thornton, Iluddersfield.

THE DRAINAGE OF HAMPSTEAD.
WE are glad to observe that the Metropolitan Board of Works is at

length in earnest in its endeavours to forward the long-expected
operations in reference to the improvement of the existing sewers, in the
suburbs of London, so long and so justly complained of bv tlie inhabi-
tants of those districts, more particularly those generally having their
outlet into tlie Thames.
Some twelve months ago it will be remembered by our readers

interested in such matters that the High Level Outfall Sewer was com-
menced, and we now rejoice to state is now nearly completed.
We also observe tliat local bodies connected with the Metropolitan

Board are proceeding in the riijht direction, and from personal observation
we lind that the spirited board of Hampstead have just completed the
first portion (comprising about 10,000 feet of brick and tube sewerage), of
their scheme for draining tlie town and other vicinities adjacent thereto.

We are informed that when the Hampstead Board was first elected, one
of its first duties was to instruct the surveyor, Mr. John Douglas, to
prepare plans and estimates for the efficient drainage of the district

;

accordingly such plans and estimates were ultimately laid before the vestry
and submitted to the Metropolitan Board of Works for consideration, the
result being an approval from head-quarters, when tenders were advertised
for, and the requisite drainage required was let to Messrs. Abbott and
Hopwood, contractors. Bleeding Hart-yard, who at the commencement of
the works were miicli inconvenienced in consequence of the builders'
strike, and the inclemency of the season, with both of which draw-backs,
Iiowever, tliey have m.anfully contended, and the result now is tliat their
contract is nearly completed to the entire satisfaction of the surveyor, the
vestry, and the inhabitants generally.

The block ol drainage now nearly finished has its outlet into the
Northern High Level Sewer, and some other 4 or 5 otlier blocks are ready
for execution. When the whole of these contemplated drainage works
are perfected, we are assured that Hampstead will be second to no place
in England for health, salubrity, and cleanliness, for in addition to the
necessity of good sewerage, the vestry of Hampstead has not been unmind-
ful of other useful acts of improvement in connexion with sanitary and
other matters, many of the leading thoroughfares having been paved and
otherwise repaired, as well as many courts and lanes inhabited by the poorer
classes of the community.

VILLAS AT SYDENHAM.
THE Crystal Palace Company have recently erected several highly

superior villa residences on a jiortion oftlieDulwich Park estate which
is situated on the north-eastern side of the palace.

These villas are built upon very excellent sites which command highly
extensive views over the county of Surrey, together with a compreliensive
panoramic view of London, with Hampstead and its neighbourliood in the
distance.

The new structures are of red brick with stone dressings, and have been
designed by Messrs. Banks and Barry, architects, in the domestic Gothic
style, combining all the comforts and elegancies of modern dwellings
adapted to our own times.

On the ground-floor of each house there is an entrance vestibule which
communicates with the principal staircase and the reception-rooms. The
basements are planned with every requisite for a genteel family, separate
entrances having been provided for servants at the flanks of the houses.
The first and second-floors of each contain eight bed-rooms.
The staircases of these villas are very characteristic, having o.aken newal

posts of peculiar design in strict accordance with the style adopted.
Externally the chief features of these buildings are their gables and

roofs, the latter being covered with small dark red-colored tiles, and ter-

min.ated at their ridges by ornamental crestings. The chimneys are all

well designed, and not crowned with the abominable common-place termina-
tions too frequently seen, and which invariably tend so efTectually to mar
the general effect of one of the most important features of a building.

The whole of the external facings of these villas are brick and stone.
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ARCHITECTURAL PIIOTOGRAIMIIC ASSOCIATION.

WE noticed last week the opening of the Kxliibition of tliis Association,

and alluded briefly to the valuable photographs which were on the

walls in the Conduit-street galleries. Subsequent visits ha\'e confirmed

our favorable impressions of them, and our young architects who are

deprived by circumstances of the lu.xury of foreign travel and of the

delight of looking upon the original monuments which are dispersed over

other countries, may congratulate themselves that by means of the dis-

covery of Daguerrc and the energetic exertions of this Association, those

buildings are brought so strikingly and truthfully before them. By

strolling round one room we see successively the rich portals and bounteous

sculptural display of the Froncli cathedrals, the modern improvements of

Paris the sacred spots to which tradition points amidst the crumbling

desolation of the ruined villages of Syria, all the glories of ancient and

modern Rome, the decaying splendour and gorgeous beauty ot the

Venetian palaces, and the not less lovely buildings which remain on the

ItaUan peninsula. Such advantages were not dreamt of by our prede-

cessors: no engravings could adequately represent them, no patience was

sufficiently great, and no pencil sufficiently accurate to pourtray their

varied and intricate ornament. The labor of weeks has been attained by

a few minutes' exposure of the sensitive plate, and the result of yea" ot

travel is here epitomised for the careful perusal and exammation ot the

'*Ve"seo in No. 1, "The Roman Theatre at Aries," the ruins of that

building which has enriched the Louvre with the costly marbles and sculp-

tured friezes which once adorned it. Two Corinthian columns now alone

remain as records of its olden splendour. They formed part of the

OTOScenium Tlio position of the rest of it can be traced amidst the ruins,

and some of the old seats stUl remain there. " The Ruins of the Amphi-

theatre at Nismes" (5) is far better preserved, and is well shown m the

photograph of the interior, but it has been lately restored and new seats

Constructed, which gives it a more perfect appearance than it would have

if the old work alone were seen. It was built about the time ofthe Emperor

Titus, and could accommodate about 20,000 people.

The "Palace of the Popes at Avignon" is well shown in No. 3. Its colossal

vastness and the mutilations which it has from time to time suffered are here

most faithfully recorded. These walls, now turned into a barracks and a

prison, once housed the Conclave of Cardinals, and were adorned by

Giotto and his scholars, received Petrarch as a guest, and Rienzi as a

prisoner. The adjoining photograph is a fine view of the City Walls

df Avignon, surmounted by a cornice of machicolations and flanked by

towers constructed for its defence by Clement VI., in the m.dd e of the

fourteenth century. In No. 2 we have a fine photograph of the Church

of St Trophime at Aries," with the well-known projecting porch,

Which dates from the latter part of the 12th century. It is a deeply-

recessed semicircular arch, with an elaborately-sculptured frieze and

tympanum. The frieze is supported by pillars witn statues between

them. The upper part of the church is plain and ugly, and in another

view of this porch, by Messrs. Bisson Freres (33), it has been omitted and

the porch enlarged to the full size of the plate. These latter artists also

contribute a beautiful photograph of the cloisters of the same church, in

which tlie rude carving of the capitals and the crumbling masonry are

most delicately rendered.

In addition to those which wehavealready enumerated, Mons.Baldus
sends

no less than twenty-three views of Parisian buildings,eight of which are de-

voted to the Louvre. Tliere is the " Gallery of Henry II., '
taken from

the river, and the Pavilions " Richelieu " (10), " Sully " (11), " Turgot

(12), and " de I'Horloge " (13). The former (10), is a lovely photograph.

All the ornaments and sculpture are delineated with wonderful deUcacy

and clearness. The shadows are transparent and the point of view is an

excellent one. The adjoining one, the " Pavilion Sully," is equa% clear

and beautiful, and the "Pavilion de I'Horloge" is a very powerful and

striking photograph. The skill of the French carvers is as fully made

known to us by these works as is the talent of the architect. 'Ihe five

following views represent as many of the Parisian churches. In the view

of the" Saint Chapellc" the spire rises most gracefully from behind the

group of modern Italian buildings; and in No. 19, the " Tower of St.

Jacques de la Boucherie," Mons. Baldus has obtained a much finer view

than Messrs. Bisson have done in the larger representation which they

give of it (47). It is shown in grand contrast with the buildings around

it, and its immense height and rich work are alike conspicuous.

The "Porch of St. Germain de I'Auxerrois" (23) is another splendid

photograph by Mons. Baldus, who exhibits further, in four views the

allegorical sculpture from the Arc de I'Etoilc, and two large views of the

" Palais de Justice," at Rouen, in which the exuberant enrichments and

gorgeous magnificence which characterise this interesting monument ot

civil Gothic architecture are fully portrayed.
.

Passing from the works of Mons. Baldus, we come upon a fine series by

his fellow-countrymen, Messrs. Bisson, who have taken their camera to the

stupendous cathedrals of France with the most gratifying results. Ihey

also have sent representations of the Palace de Justice at Rouen (ol, a.,

53, .54), giving, besides general views, details to a large size ot the lolty

dormer windows rising against the high-pitched roofs, and connected by

pierced battlements of tracery. The delicate canopies, the elaborate niches,

andthe wonderful originality of the architect cau here be most minutely

examined, and the west portal of the cathedral of the same town—the

work of Cardinal d'Amboise—with all its florid ornament, is shown in

another splendid view (.'iO).
. - t.i • *i,„

There are likewise by the same artists two fine views of Blois ;
tne

" Pavilion Carre" (35) is very picturesijsie.

(36) shows the central porch of the Cathedral at Amicni. The tofflt of

the arch is filled with sculpture, and the portal is flanked by pier*,

gorgeously ornamented and decorated with itataci. The detail in tbe

shadows is beautifully brought out. The eatt end of the tame cathedral

is a picturesque view, and equally successful aa a photo|;ruph. In the
" Portal of St. John," and the " Principal Portal at IJourgc*," we hare two
more of the deeply recessed cathedral portals (.18, 4

1 ), shown with the taina

minuteness. Its elaborate foUage could only be rendered by the instrament

which records faithfully the marks of decay upon tlio stone on which it ia

carved. But perhaps the best specimen of Messrs. Biuon'i work is the

south porch of the cathedral at Chartres (39), and the detail of sculpture

adjoining (40). Never before have we seen the shadowed detail so clcarljr

developed. It is capable of being examined as fully as is tliat in the

broadest sunshine. The sheaves of sculptured columns on either side, tba

firm lines of the drapery on the figures, and the character of this early

Gothic sculpture is brought most vividly before us.

The cloisters at Moissac, a range of pointed arches resting on twin

columns, constructed apparently in the early part of the twelfth century,

are shown in (42). „ , „ .

No, 43 is a representation of the " Cathedral at Orleans, seen over tba

roofs of the houses;" but, allhough in the middle distance, every ctup t*

distinct and clearly visible. This Cathedral was built in the middle of the

seventeenth ccnturv, and the west front in 1764—not a hundred years ago.

It is nevertheless a" very good specimen of Gothic architecture. It has

three portals and rose windows over them, with a tower and graceful spire

at each corner of the facade. The design was apparently modelled on that

of Notre Dame, at Paris, a beautiful photograph of which, by Messrs.

Bisson, hangs beside it (44), and the three portals to a larger scale in (45).

No. 4G is the " South-east View of Notre Dame," with which we bare long

been familiar, and which has been repeatedly published. In (48) we hare

a large "View of the Hotel de Ville;" but the Pont d'Arcole, from which

it is taken, occupies, quite unnecessarily, nearly half the picture. The Place

de la Concorde is shown in a bird s-eye view (49) ; but the Madeleine

Church and the distant hilU press forward unpleasantly. Messrs. Bissoo

further exhibit the portals of the Cathedrals at Rouen, Troyes, Bheim*.

Tours, Strasbourg, and the west front of St. Ouen, at Rouen; besides

details of the sculpture of nearly all of them; those of RhciiuB (58, 59, 60,

61 and 62) are especially good. The clock at Strasbourg is represented

in a capital photograph (65); but in addition to these numerous and

splendid examples of French arcliitccture, Messrs. Bisson exhibit eight

large views of buildings in the Netherlands, Germany, and Switzerland.

The tower at Antwerp, with its half-finished companion, is seen above the

modern houses, and a very peculiar portal is shown in (71) the " Cathedral

Doorway at Berne." The tvmpanum is crowded with sculpture represent-

ing the Last Judgment, and a series of perpendicular statues are supported

0.1 brackets, springing one above the other from the outer mouldingof the

inner arih There are two views of the picturesque courtyard of Hei-

delberg Castle, and views of the Hotels de Ville at Louvain (perfectly clear m
the shaded side), at Ypre3,andGhent. The latter is a large view of the flond

corner which severe architects condemn, but which painters have always

been delighted to sketch. No. 77 is the " Maisou des Bataliers, at Ghent,

with the adjoining stepped brick gables. It is a very picturesque group of

buildmg, and an equally good photograph.

Messrs. Cundall and Downes contribute eight photographs, wlucli, though

smaller than those just noticed, are inferior to none in the whole collection.

They, likew ise, send representations of the " Palais de Justice at Rouen,

wonderfully delicate and clear. The fine Church of St. Ouen, at Rouen,

larger and purer in its architectural features than the cathedral, is

delineated in four splendid views of the West Front, the f°"'h-east view,

Porch of South Transept, and the Doorway, 78, 79, 80, and 81. The South-

east view was that which was engraved a few weeks ago in the Buii.1.11.0

News They likewise send two views of the " Palace of the Conqueror at

Rouen," (84 and 85), the latter, with the quaint old basket maker s shop

at the side, is a perfect picture.

Messrs. Robertson and Beato send a dozenof their (>)nstantmope views

Amongst them is the "Fountain of Sultan Selira" with its elaborate orna-

ment, Arabic writing, and wide spreading roof, which nothing but the

photographic .apparatus could bring in all its mmute detail before our eyes

87, "The Foumain of Sultan Mahmoud " is even more elaborate, and

th4 exquisite quality of the ornament-especially that immedia ely

surrounding the water-spout-is deserving of careful notice. Another

vkw of the Sultan SeUm Fountain shows,. in the ,'^'^tance the Imperial

Gate of the Seraglio. The remainder are views of \^e ."^'ff"^"' ^'"'1",^^'^

and "A Street in Scutari." They have all been exhibited before. Ihat

of the "Conqueror Sultan Mahomet," is the mo^t Picturesque (93), and

the detail of the porch of it is a fine photograph ; a ^Lequered shade

concentrates the light very ettectively on the parapet of pierced

"Th7most interesting contributions of Messrs. Robertson and Beato are.

however, "The Views of Jc>^"^aleui and the Neighbourhood I
^^^^^^

in interest, as well as in photographic value, is (Ul) ' The ^^"'5,''
o'*",^

Holv ScDulchre" and (112) "The Porch at the right of the tasaac.

m^repr'esents k portioS. ot^ the old walls of the Temple, tl.ewaU>ng

place of the Jews, a most appropriately dreary place. »9' |'\'> "^^^
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the view. 97 and 98 are Tiews at Bethany, and are very good photo-
graphs. Sufficient care has not, however, been bestowed upon tlie printing

of several of these views. The skies have been stopped out, -nliich gives

a hard outline to the distant objects. In one or two of the views (111),

C95), and (94) the skies have been left, and although a few unpleasant spots

arc on them, tlie pictures are more harmonious and beautiful. But a still

greater defect appears in Messrs. Robertson and Beato's works. Many of

them have been lefl too long in the fixing bath, and have already that
yellow tint, which is a sure indication of approaching disappearance. This,

of course, has nothing to do with the original negatives, but care should
be taken that more permanent prints be supplied to the subscribers than
those shown in 108, 109, and 120, or dissatisfaction will be tlie inevitable

result. The views are altogether so interesting from the numberless asso-

ciations connected with them, that the prints should be made as pcr-

maneot as the latest discoveries in photographic science will permit them
tobe.

.^

NEW SCHOOLS.
SCHOOL OP freeman's charity, WELLINGBOROUGH.

THE school, as indicated above, bears date from the time of Queen Elizabeth.

The small, low building which has ^ven place to the present structui-e,

recently finished, firom the designs of jprederick Wan-en, Esq., A.I.B.A.,
6, Whitehall, was built in 1912, by John Freeman, and took his name, the
endowment being £80 per annum.
The plan of the new edifice is L shaped, and consists of two rooms on the

ground floor, having an open arch between them, which can be temporarily closed

when deemed necessary, by a curtain so as to separate them. Each of these
rooms is 28 feet 6 inches long by 18 feet wide. The style of the building is that
called Domestic Gothic, and the materials employed are white Arlsey, and red
local bricks, with Aucaster stone mullions and heads to windows, doorways,
copings, &c. ; black bricks having been sparingly introduced in the door and
principal window arches. Very judiciously, there is no plaster work employed on
the internal surfaces of the walls, the surface of the brick being merely washed.
The front elevation is 60 feet in length, and the sides [measure each 46 feet

;

the whole presenting a very favourable example of the oppUcation of colored
brick with stone di-ossings. The roof is constructed on the " cross collar " system,
the principals being 6 feet apart. The warming of the schools is effected by
open fireplaces, and the ventilation by the windows, with register ventilator in
the walls under the ceiling. Opposite to each other in the lower school, and in
the roof in the upper school, air is admitted behind the fireplaces into the rooms.
The floor between the schools is formed of rafters, 12 inches by 3 inches, one
foot apart, the space between being arched with hip tiles made expressly for
the purpose. Upon these tiles three inches of pugging is bedded, which is an
cffi-ctual mode of preventing sound. The desks are constructed on an entirely
new principle, being arranged so that they will run into one under each other,
and thus be gathered in against the wall in a very small space. This has been
found a very great convenience, especially when arranging the day school for
the piunioses of a Sunday school, by gaining additional space.
Mr. J^ohn Boddington, of Wellingborough, has constructed the building in a

most satisfactory manner, his contract being £1,100, to liquidate which the Privy
Council granted £49j, the National Society £30 ; the remainder having been
raised by private subscription. The schools are adapted to accommodate 100 bovs
and 100 girls.

ST. MARGARET'S SCHOOLS, CITY OP DURHAM.
THESE new schools are situated in the parish of Ciossgate, in connexion with

the church of St. Margaret, and owe their erection, in a great measure, to
the zeal and indefatigable exertions of the incumbent of the church, the Rev.
John Cundell, who, in conjunction with other benevolent gentlemen comprised
an influential deputation from the Dioceseof Durham, waited on Lord Palmerston
and spoke at some length on the desirability of extended education amongst the
working classes of the north of England.

These eflbrts having been successful the works proceeded, but have been some-
what retarded during the winter months by the inclemency of the weatlier,
which has been much more severe in the north than we have had it in
London and the neighbourhood ; the works, liowever, are now proceeding
with a considerable amount of vigour, under the drawbacks of frost and snow, and
the roof-tiinbers are nearly all got in position.
The new building is on the annexed plan ; A being a boys'

school on the ground floor, over which there is a girls'

school ; B is a class-room ; and c is the entrance-porch.
Internally, in the clear, the boys' school is .51 feet 3 inches
in length, by 18 feet in width and 14 feet high in the clear.
The class-room is 20 feet by 1.5 feet. The girls' school has
a similar area to that of the boys, but shows the constructive
timbers of its roof: it is 24 feet in height from the floor to the apex of its roof,
and 10 feet 6 inches at the walls from floor to the eaves. In connexion with
the schools there is also a kitchen, scullery, pantry, and bed-rooms, &c., for
dwelling purposes.
Each of the schools is lighted by 4 windows in thesouthem wall,2 in the north

wall, and a three-light window at the end; that in the girls' school having
trefoil-headed openings.
The floor of the girls' school is supported upon strong wrought-iron beams,

and the roofs throughout the whole structure show their timbers, which are of
deal, stained.

The walls externally are faced with what in the northern counties is technically
called " blocked walling "—which is stone work in narrow coui-ses.

These blocking-courses are backed with rubble, lined internally with pressed
bricks, to a short distance from the floors, the various openings as doors, windows,
fireplaces, &c., having dressings of hewn stone.
In reference to the warming of the schools we think the architect has (in a

country where coal is abundant and cheap) adopted a wise course by using open
fireplaces, and as regards the ventilation of the structure we may state that
fresh air is to be admitted near the floors through the medium of trellised iron
gratings of ornamental design. The vitiated air generated in the schools will be
got rid of by the windows, which are simply constructed so as to open with pul-
leys and cords at the upper portions of them. The soffits ofall the windows reach
nearly to the ceilings, and as there are windows on each side of the schools, and

at the ends there will, consequently, be no fear of securing a thorough change

of air.

The ventilation of the girls' school is provided for at the ends, and an extia

provision is also made in that of the boys' by having preparations, if subse-

quently required for the admission of a larger amount of external air, should it

be found desirable.

This natural system of ventilation, as we may call it, has been adopted for three

reasons :—Firstly, its simplicity ; secondly, that its efficacy has been practically

proved in the Model Schools, which were built in Durham about two years ago

from the designs of the same architect ; and thirdly, like the Irishman's dinner,

the mode costs "iiixt to nothing," or a "mere trifle," considerations which we
admit, are conclusive and of much importance.

The new schools, &;c., were originallv designed in that peculiar style of archi-

tecture known amongst the profession as " thirteenth century Domestic Gothic,"

and in this instance the edifice was intended to have been carried out in all its

integrity ; but unluckily the funds not being adequate for this desirable object,

certain modifications were necessitated, so that the building is of a plainer

description than was at first intended ; but notwithstanding, the spirit of the

style has been carried out, and it possesses medieval characteristics to a certain

degree, that are highly satisfactory, obtained to a great extent by its high

pitched roofs, bold corbellings, water tablings, and moulded chimney stacks, &c.

The seats and desks are arranged in the usual manner, and all the internal

joinery has been very properly stained and varnished, not painted in villauoua

imitations of glaring artificial oak.

The schools are intended for the reception of 180 boys, and the same number
of girls.

The structure has been erected and is now being rapidly completed from the

designs of Gibson Kyle, Esq., architect, Durham. The several works were let in

separate contracts, Mr. John Foster having undertaken the masonry and brick-

work and Mr. John Redshaw the carpentry, joinery and iron work. Tlie tender of

Mr. John Almonds was accepted for the plumbing, and that of Mr. Thomas D.
Stephenson for the glazing and painting; the total amount being, as we stated in

our list offenders, June 1859, in the Building News, £1,08U 13s. 4d., which

was nearly £100 below the architect's guaranteed estimate, so that in this respect

the promoters of the undertaking have no reason to complain, and we trust

the success of the schools will be commensurate with the praiseworthy endeavours

of those who have promoted their establishment.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of the Committee of this Association was held on tlie Sth inst., when
the following resolutions were uiiaiiiniously come to in reference to an adver-

tisement issued by the Directors of tlie Bishop Aucktaud Town Hall and Market
Company for the best plan for a town-hall and market, to cost £3,;}00, for which a
premium of £'^0 would be given, the Directors, liowever, not binding tliemselves to
employ the arcllitcct of the prize design, and also reserving to themselves the right
of purchasing any unsuccessful design for the sum of £5, if not objected to before
February lltlt ;

—
Resolved—That as the Directors of the Bishop Auckland Town Hall and Slarket

Company have returned no reply to the communications addressed to them by the
secretary of the Association on the subject of the competition for the proposed new
building, this Committee determines to publish the following resolutions and corre-
spondence :

—
"Ncweastle-upou-Tyne, .January lltll, 1860.

" To W. B. Cherret, Esq., Secretary, Town Hall Company,
Bishop Auckland.

" .Sir,—I am desired by the Northern Architectural Association to forward you an
extract from the minutes of resolutions passed by that body, at a meetiug lield at
the Old Castle, Newcastle-on-Tyne, relative to the term's and couditious of the
advcrtitement and particulars addressed to arcliilects. in reference to a competition
for designs for a Town Hall and Market at Bishop Auckl.and, and to request that
you will bo good enough to lay the same before the Directors at the earliest
opportunity.

" The objects of the Association arc explained in the rules in the accompanying
paper of their proceedings wliich the directors \^ ill observe are as well for the public
benefit as the advanccnieut of the jirofession.

*'I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,
"Thomas Oliveu, Hon. Sec."

E.vtractfrom minutes,
" The Attention of the Northern Architectural Association having been called to

the terms aud conditions of a competition advertised for, for a design for a Town
Hall aud Market at Bishop Auckland, they beg to submit most respectfully to the
directors the following resolutions unanimously passed at a meeting held in the Old
Castle, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Jau lotli, 1860. J. E. Watson, Esq., in the chair;—
" 'Tins Association begs to submit that the premium ofiered of £ao is not a suffi-

cient reimbursement for the services rendered in preparing the required design,
unless tlie architect of the successful design be employed to carry out the works on
the usual terms. The Association wishes to draw the attention of tlie directors to
the fact that a commission of IJ per cent, on the estimated outlay is the generally
required charge for such drawings as arc required by tlie directors.

'"The opiuion of this association, moreover, is that justice cannot be done to the
building by any architect other tlian the author of such design.
" ' After wliat lias been stated as to the value of the drawings required, the associa-

tion does not consider it necessary to dwell upon the utier inadeijuacy of the otter of
£j as a remuneration for the copyright of any uusuccessful design.
"

' The Northern Architectural Association respeclfuUy begs that the directors of the
Bishop Auckland Town Hall and Market Company will take these resohitjous into
their consideration, in justice to their own constituents and to the architectural
profession.'

"

" Newcastle-on-Tyne, Feb. 6th, 1800.
" To W. B. Chcrrett, Esq., Bishop Auckland.

lown Hall and Market Company.
*'SiE,—Will you have the kindness to inJ'oria me it your directors have had the

statement of the Northern Architectural Associutiou laid before tliem; aud if you
have any instructions to forward to me.
"A meeting will be held on Wednesday morning next, when I shall have to report

on the matter. I can say, personally, that the object of the Association is not to
obstruct, but to help committees, &c.

"Yours most obediently,
" Tiios. Oliveh, Hon. Sec."

Resolved—That this Committee, on behalf of the Northern Architectural Associa-
tion does hereby protest a'^^ainst the terms of the aforesaid eonipetition, as unworthy
the atteutiou of any member of this Association.

.JoiiN DOBSON, President.
Thomas Alstin, Hon. Treasurer.
Thomas Oliver, Hon. Sec.
.1. E. Watson,
M. Grekner,
F. R. N. Haswell,
A. M. Dunn,

'} Committee.
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THE MARULES OF ELEUSIS.

TUE remains of Elcusis are considerable: a confused mass of capital!,

cornices, triglyjihs and shafts of columns covers a vast extent of

ground, wliicli extends from the shore to the foot of the hillock on which
the modern village is liuilt. In these imposing ruins of a sacred edifice

the Dilettanti Society recognised a propyUeum, of which the plan and
grandiose dimensions recalled to mind the magnificent propylajum of

the Acropolis of Athens. In front of this monument, unfortunately

totally destroycil, were found the remains of a small temple 40 feet long

by 20 feet broad, and consisting of a simple cella. Further on were the

traces of a wall, a doorway and the scatiered fragments of Ionic columns
which marked tlie site of the mystic temjile, r.aised in honor of Ceres,

upon the ground consecrated to this goddess. With respect to the

temples of Triptolemus, Diana and Neptune, mentioned by Pausaniaa,

no trace was discoverable to assist archaiologists in their researches. It

was by pure hypothesis that their site w.as presumed to be between the

interior and exterior exclosures. Among such a quantity of remains of

religious monuments no fragment of sculpture has been discovered up to

the present day, with the exception of a colossal marble bust which was
found, 1801, on the site of the great temple, and which is now at Cam-
bridge. Rut in the course of last year, while digging near the

church of St. Zachary, for the foundations of a parish school, the work-
men came upou a bas-relief of large dimensions, representing three

personages of Grecian mythology. Triptolemus, naked and erect,

between Ceres and Proserpine, receives from the first the seed

to plant the Rharius, the first field which gave a golden harvest.

His right hand is parly open, into whicli the goddess pours a beneficent

gift. The expression of the face of the first husbandman is ijiquiring and
attentive while listening to the precepts which fall from the lips of Ceres.

The left arm is thrown slightly back to bring the chlamys on to the
shoulders, from which it had slidden; and by tliis movement the body is

uncovered to exhibit the strength of manhood piercing through the
graceful forms of youth. Ceres, wearing the talayra, sculptured in

numerous straight heavy folds, holds in the rif-ht hand a long sceptre,

surmounted with a full-blown flower. Behind Triptolemus, I'roserpine

extends the right arm over his head, and with the hand making an initia-

tory gesture, .touches the crown, tluis transmitting to him the mystic
power, showing the antiquity of the ceremony of the imposition of hands
which the bishops of Christian churches still practise. Her right arm
falls gently by the side, and the hand rests upon a long torch, the ordinary
emblem of the queen of the subterranean divinities. The hair, wavy on
the forehead and temples, is gathered up at the back in a band, and forms
a head-dress similar to that of the goddesses seated in the tympanum of

the Parthenon. Nothing more graceful and ideal is to be found in the

remains of Greek sculpture that have been preserved to us. The marble
is chiseled with almost inconceivable liglitness and transparency, so to

speak. The folds are supple and natural, exliibiting the most harmonious
lines. Tlie garment of Ceres scarcely veils the form of the Goddess of

Fertility, whose majestic attitude contr.asts with and adds grace to the

virginal charms of Proserpine. Not inferior to any of the works of Phidias

the basso-relievo exhibits the simplicity and grandeur of the great

sculptor. It is worthy to stand in the Parthenon beside the Panathenaja
removed from the frieze of the Temple, or amid the sculpture in the

Temple of Theseus, converted at the present day into a musenni. liut the

town council of Eleusis has been loth to part with tliis sculptural illus-

tration of its locnlily. It is now exhibited in one of the rooms of the
Tillage school. It is believed, with every show of reason, that this basso-

relievo belonged to the Temple of Triptolemus, and that it was placed in

the pronaos on the right or left of the entrance. Great hopes are enter-

tained that further research will bring to light the second or companion
basso-relievo. A colossal head of Neptune was found at the same time
and on the same site. In spite of the mutilations it has suffered, the force

and grandeur of the work are most striking. Unfortunately, the stone-

masons have built it into one of the walls of the school, so that it has been
impossible to take casts of more tlian that portion of the face which stands
out from the wall. We recummend this fact to tlie attention of Philhelle-

nists, and to those silly cosmopolilans who are apt to join in Byron's
foolish abuse of Lord Elgin for having saved from Grecian vandalism and
avarice the glorious works of Classic sculpture to the admiration and in-

struction of posterity of all time. We may add that casts of the basso-

relievo were taken by M. Charles Lenormant before his death, and are now
in the Paris Ecole des Beaux Arts. Y.

South Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 1 1 th February,
1860, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days, 4,(iU2 ; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 5,444. On the three
students' days (adnnssion to the |)ul)Iie (id.) 1,314 ; one students' evening,

Wednesday .V2->. Total 11,94-2. I'rom the opening of the Museum, 1,274,382.

We read in Galignani, " M. Chaplain, a well-known artist, having
recently suliiuitted to the Emperor some designs for ornamenting the salon des

Jieurs, one of her Majesty's apartments in the Palace of the Tnileries, her

Majesty was so uiiich pleased that she gave him an oriler to prepare a design for

ornamenting the ceiling of the same room. In two days the artist prc]>ared a
design in ch.ilks IG feet long by 13 feet broad, which her Majesty fully a])proved

of. Tlie design is allegorical. In the centre are a medallion in marble of the

Empress with the Graces crowning her with garlands, the Arts presenting their

attributes, and I'ame flying around. In the exiling also are a zephyr, sun-ounded

with clouds, and carrying a basket of flowers, from which Cupid rises with his

bow and arrow ; likewise Aurora, before whom the genii of the night are repre-

.sented retiring. The figure of Cupid is a portrait of tlie Prince Imperial."

STREET ARCHITECTUBB, OLASGOW.
VICTORIA nfii.Dixr.R.

ABOUT twenty months ago there exiHoA betwixt R^nBeld-itreet and NDe-
strnet, opposite the wiat division of Regent-Btreet, a vacant npnce upwards

of half an acre in extent. Mr. Archiliald Orr Ewing, of the Levenhank Print-
works, has now enlirely covered that large area with a noble pile of liulldingi,
which, besides adding much to tile value of that locality, fornu a link of no
incoiisideralile imp'irlanci- between the sumptuous mansion* of the Weat-tnd
Park, and the public buildings in the heart of thi- city.

The edifice consists of warehouses, counting-rooms, public oflicci, and sliopi.
When a building is devoted to one particular purpoKe^a warehuuw, cliurcli,
theatre, or bank— it is comparatively an easy task for the architect to make hi*
design In accordance with the character which ou^ht to appertain to thete
different strnctunis; but it is a more diflicult task to deal with > large )• of
building which is to be applied to vaiious uses, m) as to produce a good seoenl
effect, yet nut out of harmony with these. This difficulty, we think, basin this
instance been successfully overcome.
The style which has been adopted is a combination of Scotch and Flemish

Gothic. The mass Is not much broken up, but the sky-line ia varied and pictu-
resque. The i)rincipnl frontage, facing Regent-street, which is 241 fwt in length,
is divided by a slight break in the centre, and the two principal entrance doora
are in the miildlc of these compartments. The doors load to handsuuie stair-

cases, lighted by oriel windows, from which access is obtained to the different
floors of the buildings.
The ehistering of the windows, the boldly-proiectlng corbelled parapet, with Its

characteristic rope moulding underneath, "the effective treatment of the dormers
in alternation with the hold Flemish chimney-shafts at the spring of roofs, and
the massive railing and pedestals in front of areas to Regent-street, show that
the breadth and simplicity which eharactcriae the mass have not been lost sight
of in detail.

We may state that the building is 241 feet long, by 92 feet deep ; that thereare
upwards of 420 windows, independent of roof lights, and that it occupies the
entire division of the street, being quite detached on all the four sides.

The ai-chitect of this most important work is Mr. J. A. Bell, of Edinburgh.

OXKOKD AUCHITECTUliAL SOCIETY.

A MEETING was held on Wednesday, February 8, the Uev. the Master of Univer-
sity College, i'renidc'nt, in the chair.

Mertou College; C. J. Edwards, Esq., Itrnzenose College.
Mr. I'.VRKEii delivered the ttrst of his scries of lectures on the History of Archi-

tecture in Enijiaud. He bcirflu by observing that the history of arcliiti^rturc Is so
closely connected with tlie progress of civilisation and the general history of the
country tliat it is impossible to understand the one properly withour «ome Icnowledge
of tlie others. And he used the word archileeturc in its most comprelieiisive sense,
as including huinun habitations and eoustructious of all kinds. He con:<idered somo
of the t^romlechs or Dohners as probably the e.irliest structures remaining. Next to
these.thepillar stones or Menhirs, and the Oniidical circles, which he considered as
temples placed in cemeteries, and also serving as places of assembly for the people.
In all these respects they correspond with the (iilgals of the ancient Israelites, and the
ancient Briton name for them is Galgals. He then gave a concise account of the prin-
cipal earthworks reinainingin England, the Itritish towns on the hills, the Itoinan camps
on the plains, the Itonian walls of towns, their hypocausts, and tesseluted pavements,
the remftins at Aldborough, and the recent discoveries at Uriconium, and the l*lcts*

wall, or rather the six successive walls of dt^fcnce across the north of England to
keep out the l*ictsand Scots. He considered the latest to have been the only coulinuons
stone wall; that the earlier structures were earthworks only, excepting tlie castles at
intervals, which were built of stone by Severus, the works of Agncola and H.-idrian

liaving been entirely earthworks. He cunlirmed all he stated of this early perioil by
passages from Cajsar, Tacitus, Strabo, and Bede. He then passed oa to the Anglo-
Saxoii, and gave nearly all the passages relating to buildiugs in IJede and the

Saxon Chronicle, sliowing by the accounts of the devaslation of the l>anc8 in the
ninth and tenth centuries the extreme improbability of our having many buildings

remaining of a date anterior to that period. He considered the crypts uf Ueschain
and Kipon, however, to be really the work of St. Wilfred, and that a small portion

of the walls of St. Martin's Church at Canterbury belongs to the Uomun-Ilrilish

period, and that probably the oratory of St. I'iran, in Cornwall, and part of the

walls of the church at Uri'seworlh, and possibly some few others may belong to the

period between the departure of the liomans and the year loou, but that the remalna

of the period are few and unimportant. He mentioned the well-known skill of the

Anglo-Saxons in working precious metals, and the recorded instances of the walls ot

their wooden churches being covered with plates ot metal -flrst of lead, then of

gold—and the probability that their capitals were loruiwl of thin plates of metal

beaten out into the usuaf conventional foliage, and thought there might be some
truth in Mr. Skidinorc's theory, that these metal capilals aflerirards served as

patterns for the conventional foliage of stone in tlic tweinii anil thirlcentb centuries.

He brought this introductory lecture to a close at the year IliOO, as he considers the

eleventh century, which is to form the subject of the second lecture, as the real

beginning of medieval architectnie. His leclure was illustrated throujjhout with a

number of drawings and engravings, some hung up and others handed round, and
which seemed to include a representation of every object mentioned, so that the

lecture consisted almost aa much of a scries of pictures arranged in chronological

order, with a short account of each, as of a regular lecturi'. Mr. I'arker's principlB

appears to be, that architecture must be taught by the eye and not by the ear. Tho
lecture was attended by a numerous and attentive audience and appeared to be very

well received.
. . , . ^^

The I'nESiDEXT. in thanking Mr. Parker for his p,ipcr, called atlentloa to the

superiority of the lioman tiles as to material over those usually made at the present

time. He also referred to the existence of fretwork ornaments as a feature of sculp-

ture from Cacrleon, which was attributed to the Koman period.

AUCniTECTUltAI. ASSOCIATION'. _ ,.

THERE was a very well attended meeting of the Class of Design on Friday

evening hist, the lOlli inst. The I'resident of the Class (Mr Druce) in the chair.

Tho minutes of the last meeting were read and approved of. Skctclics for a

"Clock Tower" were contribiiteil by Messrs. Druce. Lewes, Sams. » imtirmge.

Reeves, and Oakley, which were examined and criticised at length by the t hairman

and Class. Several of the deaians werccxocllent studies of the application of colored

materials, and showed arcat knowledire ol the capabilities of such for prouuclM

architectural elTects. The half hour's sketch was a paving tile, which prodoceo

designs from nearly all the members present. ... ». x ..w..>
The following resolution, proposed by -Mr DnecE. and seconded by M';,

•-'''J";
was then carric<l unanimously, viz. :-"'rhat it would be advisable to subslltnte for

the half hour's sketch a class for drawing from the round, for 'he best drawing to Be

produced in which, a prize was offered by ilr. Kolwrt Kerr, and Mr. I enfold at the

opening meeting of the Association in October last. The meeliog then broke up.

The Subject for the sketclus to be contributed at the next meetlngof the Class on

the 24th inst. will be " an ornamental brick Front to a London Dwelling noose M «i

feet frontage."
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CHAA'CERY-LANE IMPROVEMENT.
The following is a copy of the petition upon the Chancerv-lane improvement

presented by Lord Brougham to tue House of Lords, on Friday, the 3ra inst. :

—

The bumble petition of John Kobert Tavlor, of 13, Brownlow-strect, Bedford-
row, and of M, Chancery-lane, Showeth :—*rhat your petitioner has resided in
Chaneerr-lane and its immediate vicinity for upwards of thirty-seven years. That
your petitioner's business is of thatpressiiifr nature, as to require his frequent transit
throuirh t'hancerv-Iaue, Lincoln's-i»n, the Law Courts, Kleet-street, Strand. Wcst-
minsti-r Hail, and to your right honorable House. That he has had repeated op-
portunities of wituossincr. through the want of a double carriagre-way at the north
end of Clianeery -lane, the accidents constantly occurrinj; to passin^^ pedestrians and
others at that end. as well as the hourly offensive altercations takiu-; place between
eab and omnibus drivers, and other conductors of public and private vehicles. That
yoar petitioner made an attempt to };et rid of this intolerable nuisance about ten
yean ago. when the house on the north-east side, "The Kadnor," was about to be
rebuilt ; and althoug:h he was smiported by the entire public press and the enlight-
ened opinion of the country, he laiied iu his efforts. The then Commissioners other
Majesty's Woods and Forests apprised your petitioner that tliey had nofunds at their

command for the purpose of Sletropolitan Improvements but such as were especially

appropriattHl by Tarliamcnt. That in cunstquence of a recent fire which took place
at a chemist's shop, one door west of tlie north end of Chancery-lane, another oppor-
tunity now offers for effecting- this desirable improvement on the north-west, this being
the same side as that which the benchers of the Honorable Society of Lincoln'a-inu
tried in vain to widen about t'i>'hty vears. ago. Your petitioner humbly submits, that
thewholc improvement could beefft^ted atacost not exceeding £20,000 ; and if three
hoases were Duilt on the site of the present four dilapidated ones, similar to "The
Radnor," on the north-east side, the rental would be more than doubled or trebled,

thus relieving the parochial burdens, as well as adding to the value of the Earl of
Radnor's propertv, and likewise all the other property in the neighbourhood. That
your petitioner hais addressed written as well as printed appeals, urging the import-
ance of the subject, to the mi-mbers of the Holborn district and the Metropolitan
Board of Works without effect, and his last resort is to avail himself of the privilege

of a British subject, in appealing to your right honorable House. Your petitioner
therefore humbly pravs, masmiich as this 1b a matter of national importance,
affecting the lives and fimbs, as well as the public convenience of nil classes of Her
Majesty's subjects, that your right honorable House will be pleased to resort to such
measures to effect theldesired improvement as in your wisdom may seem just—And
your petitioner will ever pray, &c.

THE STRIKE.—WITHDRAWAL OF THE DECLARATION BY THE
MASTER BUILDERS.

THE usual weekly mectinfr of Trades Delegates was held on Tuesday evening
at Shaftesburj' Hail, Aidersgate-stree t, when a delegate from the gilders was

called to the chair. Mr. George Potter, Secretary of the Conference,
aimounced that the master builders had at length withdrawn the " Declaration,"
but he hoped the societies would continue their donations for a short time, so as
to enable the men to proceed to work. The following motion was agreed to, on
the motion of Mr. Murray, seconded by Mr. Allan :

—" That inasmuch as there
is still a lai^ number of the builders out of employment, notwithstanding the
abandonment of the document, this meeting pledges itself to continue afi the
support in its power, until the Conference of the building trades are in a position
to dispense with our aid." The sum of £91 lis. was contributed at the
meeting. ^

MARYLEBONE COUNTY COURT (TUESDAY).
THE LAW OF TRESPASS IN SEEKING FOR WORK.— KELLY t'.- BROWN

THE plaintiff in this action is a laborer, and defendant is a master bricklayer.
The plaintiff said six weeics ago he was lookins^ out for a job, and seeing some work

going on at St. John's,-wood, he went in, and hau no sooner got into the building, than
a lot of tmibiTB fell upon bim, and injured his liead so much, that he had to go to a doctor
and get it strapped up. The foreman of the job was very "cheeky" wlien he went
back and showed him how he had been nearly killed—(Laughter). He still felt the
whack on his head, and could not have worked if lie could have got it. He only
wanted one weeks wa^es, and the little doctor's bill he owed. In cross-examination
the plaintiff said he did not knock the timber down In forcing open a door ; that he
went into the house before he saw any one, but lie heard the ring: of the trowel, and
thehammer at work, as well as taw bricks and lime about. Is o one told him that
laborers were wanted on the job. The g-ate was open and the door ajar. It was not
A new building. His doctor's bill was sixpence next time he passed the "good jin-
tleman's shop"—(Laughter). He had no means of paying it. He was very much
"hnrted," and thought he was dead—(Laughter).
Mr. IJrown said if Kelly had been killed outright it would just about have served

him right— (Laughter). He had no business whatever on the building, which was
only undergoing some repairs. Indeed, the house was full of furniture, and servants
in It. He did not mean to say that the man went in for a dishonest purpose, but
builders, when they undertook repairs, were held responsible for the property in the
place. a%d had to take care that none but trustworthy men were employed about the
premises. For instance, glaziers and pointers were often at work in rooms full of
the most valuable property, and if men out of work were to be permitt(;d access
merely because they saw a mechanic at work, it would afford a pretty opening for
thieves.
The Judge asked if it were not customary for the unemployed operatives to ask for

work when they saw any going on.
3Ir. Krown said, yes ; but even on new works it was not allowed for men to come

orer the prcmi8«'s, but to ask for it at the gates, or outside. They would not be able
to gfo on with their work if laborers were allowed inside. They were bad enough
while at work to look after, but out of work nothing would be out of their reach—
{Laughter).
The Judge said, he thought, according to the practice of the building trade, the

plaintiff had no right on the premises, apart from which he wa.s clearly a tresspasser,
and had brought on Iiis mishap himseu'. Verdict for defendant. Mr. Brown said
now it was over he would give the man some recompense.

Another Accident at the liainhow Tavern, Fleet-street.—Shortly before
nine o'clock on Monilay morning, an accident, happily unattended by very serious
consequences, took place during the reconstruction of the well-known Rainbow
Tavern, rieet-street . It appears that the men engaged upon the work, with the
view of raising a heavy iron girder, put a rope round the stack of chimneys of
the adjoining premises, and shortly afterwards the chimneys fell upon the roof of
Dick's Hotel and Tavern (of which the landlord is Mr. James Quelch), damaging
some btd-roomsy two skylights, and injuring one of the windows of Messrs.
Dunn and Duncan, stationers. Tlie builder, Mr. Watson, who is much com-
miserated under the ciicumstances, has promised to make good all the injury
canted by the unfortunate and unforeseen occurrence.

ToTig^ Yorkshire.—The newly-erected church at Tong was conse-
crated on the 7th inst. by the Lord Bishop of Ripon. It is cruciform, and the
style of architecture is the Early English ; it will seat 400 persons.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
1*ETIT10>'8 KeCORDED TO FEBRUARY 15.

Mr. Thomas Allen, of Little Smith-strccl, Westminster, for "Improvements in window
sashes.*'
Mr. Josiah George Jcnulngs, of UoUand-street, mackfViars, for " Improvements In water-

closets."
Mr. William Edward Newton, of 06, Chancery-laue, for *' Improved apparatus foi*

prothiclnL' an artificial drauRlit in chhiineys, ami for purposes of ventilation."
:sir. W. C. S. rercy, nf Maiichestor. for "Improvements in the arrangements and

mechanism or apparatus for the mumifaeture of bricks, tiles, and other articles fonned of
plastic materials.

'

Mr. W. rumcll, of Birmingham, for "Improvements hi hot-water apparatus, applicable to
the heating ot buiklhiRS."
Mr. Itithanl Telforil, of Birmingham, for " Improvements in cnstors,"
Mr. James Wright, of 42, Bridge-street, BlackfTlars, for '* Improvements in the coustractioD

of waterclosets."

Grants.
Mr. Thomas Bird, of the city of Manchester, " rmproveraonts in castors." Dated 26th

August, 1S51. Letters patent.
Mr. William Blinkhorn, of Sutton, near St. Helen's, Lancaster, '" The novel appiication of

certain materials to tlie manufacture of bricks, quarries, or tiles to be emuloyeii principally
in the construction of furnaces as " flre-bricks." Dated 10th November, lysu Letters
patent.
Mr. Peter EfTcrtz, of the city of Manchester, '* Improvements in machinery or apparatus

for making bricks.'* Protection six months.
Mr. Henry Jledlock, of Numbers 15 and 20, Great Blarlborough-street, Improvements in

Portland and Koraan cement, Ume, and other similar kilns, or furnaces." Bated I7th Augn^t,
18.'»9. Letters patent.
Mr. George Price, of Wolverhampton, "Improvement in locks." Dated 14th October, 1859<

Letters patent.
Mr. Benjamin Shaw, of Wellington, Salop, " Improvements In stench traps, and in the

cesspools or pits of sewers." Protection six months.
Mr. Frederick Walton, of Ilanghton Dale, Denton, near Manchester, ** Improvements no

the manufacture oi varnish, and in treating oils, also in the application of products obtained
theretVom." Protection six mouths.
Mr. William Wilson, of Gla.sgow, "Improvements in the manufacture or production of

bricks, tiles, and other articles of earthenware, and iu the machinery or apparatus employed
therein."—Dated 18th August, 1850. Letters patent.

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. Thomas Henry Dodd, of Bessborough-pUice, Pimlico, " ImproTcmeuts in ixirtablfl

apparatuses for the use of smiths, carpenters, and other workmen."
Mr. AureUus Bruce Mitchell, Birmingham, " An improvement or improvements in orna-

menting brass knobs for doors, drawers, cupboards, and for other like purj^obes."

Foreign Patents.
M. Bilon, represented by Richard, of 45, Rue St. S^bastien, Paria, for "A machine for ex-

tracting and cutting stone."—Dated 18th October, 1859.
M. Boisson, represented by Zacharle, of 40, Rue dc Bourbon, Lyon, for "An economical

kiln fur baking bricks, tiles, paving tiles, pottery, hme, and all kinds of ceramic products."—
Dated 7th October, 1959.
M. A. Borsig, of Berliu, for "Iron fastenings of doors and windows."—5 years,—Dated 22nd

December, 1859.
M. Cros, domiciled with Sabatery, sen., of 18, Rue Rovigo, Algiers, for " A combmed aieve

for sifting corn, sandtinortar, cement, plaster, &c."—Dated 4th August, 1859.
M. Delagneau and Duloctls, represented by Mathieu, of 45, Rue St. StJbastien, Paris, for

" A self-acting apparatus for conveyiug building materials and other objects."—Dated 37tti
September, 1859.

51. Eccles, represented by Barrault, of 35, Boulevart St. Martin, Paris, for " Improvements
in machines and means for making bricks, tiles, and other articles of plastic substances."—
Dated 8th Octoljer, 1859.—(English patent, 4th April, 1859.)
M. Leignadier, of Nimes, dtipartment du Gard, for " A system of fastening doors and win-

dows."-Dated 18th October, 1859.
M. Monenthcuil, of 157, Rue St. Maur-Popincourt, Paris, for "A system of locks."—

Dated 1st October, 1859.
M. Stregzek, represented by Brade, of 29, Rue Stc. Amie, Paris, for " Applying thin metal

sheets to coverings of houses."—Dated 0th October, 1859.
M. Thomas Stregzek, of Vienna, for " A peculiar mode of covering houses by means of

metal Bbeettj which may be applied to slates, tiles, or shingles."—1 year (Secret).—Dated
11th November, 1859.

Specifications Published during the Week.
No. J,G(M, price 6d., " Curing smoky chimneys, and preventing down draught."
No. 1,031, price Is., "Construction of walls tor the prevention of damp."
No. 1,632, price 7d.," Carpenter's benches."

Goldsmiths' Hall,—In our notice of the Goldsmiths' Hall, City of
London, in our Number of the Building News of the 3rd instant, we inad-
vertentally stated that P. Hardwick, Esq., R.A., was materially assisted by his
son iu the designing and carrying out of tlie structure. This was not tlie case,
the assistance of Mr, Hardwick, Jun., having only reference to the improvements
and decorations recently executed at the building in question.

A Result of the Strike in the Building Trade.—Dr. Gibbon, the
Medical Officer of Health for the Holborn District, in a report made to the
District Board of Works, calls attention to the death of the daughter of a brick-
layer aged 9 years, in the Union Workhouse from low fever, and states, *' It is

worthy of remark that one of the results of the late strike in the building trades
has been a considerable increase in the sickness and mortality of the operatives^
families. It is not improbable that this death might be traced to the same as its

pritnary cause."

House of Lords^ Feb. 14.

—

Chancels of Churches.—The Archbishop
of Canterbury presented a petition from the Rev. W. W. Malet, M.A., vicar of
Ardeley, near Buntingford, setting forth that, as incumbent of the parish church,
he found great inconvenience from the rectorial tithes, which were in the hands
of a layman, and expressing a liope that the law might be amended for repairing
chancels tliat were maintained by the rectorial tithes. The petition was ordered
to lie on the table.

House of Commons^ Feb, 14.

—

The Serpentine,, Sfc.—On the motion
of Sir J. Shelley, the following returns were ordered :—Copy of any correspon-
dence in reference to cleansing tlie Serpentine, and to other works which has taken
place between the Office of Public Works and Messrs. Easton and Amos, civil

engineers, from the 1st day of December, 1&48, to the present time.

Consecration of St. Luke's, Camden-road., Holloway.—On the 9th inst.

the Iliglit Uev. the Lord Bishop of London consecrated this church, whicli has
been some time completed. It would have been consecrated last year but for the
fact tJiat his lordship thought it proper to wait until all the money had either

been subscribed or promised, or nearly so. The edifice is erected in the Gothic
style, and will accommodate about 1,300 persons. There are nearly COO free

seats, although there is no endowment, and the incumbent is entirely dependent
upon the pew rents for his stipend. The pulpit and reading-desk are of oak.
Within the communion rails are two elugaut chairs, the gift of Mrs. Payle^

mother-in-law of the incumbent. The preaching Bible is an elegantly-bound
copy of Bagster's " Miniature Quarto," which was presented to Mr. Rogers by
Mr. Hodges. The entire cost of the edifice will be about £8,000.
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PHOTOGR.\PHY THE INSTRUCTOR OF THE ARCHITECT, AND
ARCHITECTURE THE BEST SUBJECT FOR THE

PHOTOGRAPHER.*
.SPAIX.

F we follow tlic flifrht of tlie Roman e.igli'R, and contcinplate tlio views prc-
scjitcd by Clifforil's pliotograjilis to our attention, we are astonished by tlie

magnificent antique classical monuments which liave survived even to our time.
The Romans neglected no means to overtiirow the Cartliaftenians in the deadly
struggle winch tliey had witli that powerful people. They felt tliat, as long as
their enemies had a footing on European territory, there was no peace for Rome.
They consequently resolved to force them from .Sicily and .Spam, and, even at
the moment when Rome ilself was threatened, they attacked the armies of
Carthage in those countries, determined to drive their African rivals out of
Europe. Hence Spain was the scene of a mortal strife between tlicse mighty
powers, and the fortunes of Rome prevailed. Having thus secured her frontier,
she was determined to consolidate her power in those parts, and colonised various
portions of her newly - acquired province, by which means she recruited her
legions with hardy warriors, and wealth floweil into her treasury.

Publins Carisins, the legate of .Augustus, bnilt, about twenty-three years before
the Christian era, Augusta Emerita, thechief cityof Lusitania, and endowed with
the lands around the veterans of the fifth and tenth legions, the Emereti, whose
term of service had expired at the close of the Catalonian war : hence the term
Emerita, now Merida. Few among us are aware of the magnifleent works due
to Roman art even now existing on the spot, although the work of Laliorde,
and the fervid pages of Ford have recorded them. But Mr. Clifford's photo-
graplis display, in No. 280, the stupendous range of arches of the aqueduct which
supplied the town with water, a magnificent instance of the grandeur of Roman
energy, which spared no expense in providii.g this first necessary of life in tlie

towns they inhabited. And we find, in 283 and 285, like instances of their ])ro-
vident magnifieenee in tlie aqueducts of Segovia and Tarragona, other Roman
settlements. These three monuments are built of stone, and present ranges of
lofty arches, one over the otiier, rising to a towering height, and worthy rivals to
the lines of aqueducts which mark the Campagna of Rome.
But to return to Merida. We find in that impressive photograph, No. 270,

a. series of five Corinthian columns, crowned by their architrave, supposed to
be the remains of a temple to Diana, and which bear all the impress of Roman
grandeur, and rising above the ruder modern constructions with majestic
simplicity. There is also No. 270, the Roman bridge of Alcantara, and, in 278, a
fragment of the Roman theatre of Merida, sliowing the high-minded magni-
ficence with which tlie Romans met the first necessities, and amusements also,
of the inhabitants of their large towns, all bearing the stamp of imperial
greatness, and marking with moral grandeur every production of the Roman
mind. Tarragona, another Roman town in Spain, has also its memorials, and
the mighty name of tire Scipios is connected witli a simple but majestic mass in
No. 284 of Clifford's series, which is well worthy the architect's study, whether
as to the unpretending nobility of the mass or the enduring nature of the con-
struction, consisting of simple blocks of stone of large dimensions.

"The African again resumed dominion in Spain ; and we have, in No. 2G2, one
solitary specimen of Moorish art, a single yet beautiful specimen of an interior
corridor from the Alhambra, which reflects the peculiar architecture and
some of the characteristic embellishments of that magic monument of Arabic
taste, now rendered familiar to us in the masterly i-epetition of Owen Jones at
the Crystal Palace.
We have the elaborate plastic ornaments and the polychromatic tiles, which give

such a brilliant claim to these fantastic yet captivating dwellings of the Moor in
Spain. Gothic art has also its representatives at Barcelona (207) and Leon (282),
showing how the Spanish mind seized, equally with Middle and Northern Europe,
the picturesque 'and the sublime. And modern art presents, in the Puerta de
Alcala of Madrid (272), the Custom House and Theatre at Barcelona (281),
evidences of art-feeling as existing in Spain, although not so pure nor so elevated
as in other capital cities of Europe. Spain has yet to rise to the majesty of her
ancient presticje, and to show herself worthy of again ranking among the domi-
nant powers in the European family of nations—worthy of being an heir to the
language and architecture of Ancient Home, and as unique possessors of
some of the finest monuments of .Arabic art. There is still much of art to be
learnt in Spain—a people with so vivid an imagination, formerly possessing
boundless wealth from their American dependencies, employing the firat artists
of Italy and other foreign countries, and regardless of expense, so that they
satisfii-d their passion for pomp or show, or their devotion for religion, offer
many remarkalile monuments to stamp the era of Spain's generous greatness.
Their past works offer suggestive hints to warm the imagination of the colder
temperament of the architects of other parts of Europe.

VENICE.
Venice, the City of the Laganes, is one of the most difficult problems for the

arcJiitect to solve. It presents such a mass of attractive, heterageneous mate-
rials to bewihler his eye and his fancy, and his love of the picturesque as an
artist ; and all is so much mixed up with the capricious and unbecoming, and
contrary to the correct in architecture, that, unless he admires with reserve, his
taste will become as wild and voluptuous as the monuments, which with Circean
attractions tempt him from sobriety and simplicity. The rule of those princely
mercliants extended throughout the limits of ancient Greece, their fleets swept
the iEgean, the Propontis and Euxine Seas, and they visited the ruined cities on
theco.ists, whence they caiTied away from them, as "from rich quarries of artistic
wealth, the columns of the prostrate temples, the rich blocks of their entabla-
tures, their altars, statues and tazza^to adorn their public squares, or the facjades
and courts of their ehurehes and palaces, or to enrich tlieir halls of audience or
public resort. Their intercourse with Byzantium, whose monuments were then
the finest in the world of those in actual use and occupation, had great influence
on their taste, and they imported the arts and artists from what was thi'n pre-
eminently the seat of art. Hence St. Mark's, with tile glisteniug mosaic of its

ceilings, and brilliant with the riclily-colored lill>forms of their sacred personages,
and the pavement strewed with precious materials. Hence the thousand diminu-
tive shafts, inside and out, of the choicest marbles, venl-autique, porphvrv,
jasper and serpentine grouped together and piled one above the other, of all

dimensions, without regard to the proprieties of art or the subordination of
one part to the other, or attention to breadth, or reference to light and shade.

* Continued from page 93.

Here panels of one period inserted In the suriiuc of the walls : there a Greek In-
scription, rude gaUeries and paltry balustrades, and the whole BUed in sod friMld
witherode or elaborate work, as mere chance might dicute. Hneh of this eoo&t7 night (..«»». •»»»». M>w WUHW^M
of taste is doubtless due to subsequent repairs by rude masons and ineoaMtat
artists ; but still St. Mark's, all attractiTe as it i», cuulJ newt bare beenothtr
than a strange mixture of barbarous forms, gluwing materials, and eapridOM
arrangements, unredeemed by any really architectural feature, other "^n th«
simple disposition of the plan and mere shell of the boildiag, with its Ofwk
cruciform and Byzantine domes. These, iimidst all the blaze of Korgeons mat^
rials and medley of statues, altars, screens, pulpits, and other curious object^
are mellowed down into tone by the dim reUgious light admit t<d I hroughtB
few and siiiall apertures for windows. The mosuies ol the riKif an- iatrodoead
in a curious medley, utterly devoid of sy«ti>matic arraiigeinent, and without
reference to sympathy with architectan,', as though they had Uku laid on by
rough workmen, without any preconcerted notion as to propriety, and totally
independent of the architecture. In a pictun;sque view of the interior of th&
production of Byzantine art, these incongniitles are not apparent lo the casual
observer and escape attention ; but to the art-students, who visit the building for
instruction and precedent, amidst all the charm of etfective pictureaqncneas that
captivates, there is a teaching lesson of much tliat is to be avoided and cor-
rected.

Again, let us cast an eye upon the fa<;adc, and carry up our gaze to the impiet.
sive horses on their pedestals, which once adornid the" triumphal arcli of Nero at
Rome, were thence transplanted to Byzantium, and bv its v'enetian conquerors
subsequently transferred to adorn the metropolitan /jasiiica of Venice. Here
they rested many centuries, and in our time were carried away by Napoleon •
spoils of war to crown the triumphal arch of the Tuileries. There"they remained
only a few years, and were, at the peace of 1810, restored to Venice. How noble
is their aetion, how dignified their expression, liow proudly conscious do they
appear of the honour of lieing worthy to draw the car of tlie triumphBiil Em-
ptu-or I But how mucli of their grandeur is lost in their present position, and
we could wish them transferred to pedestals on the level of llie piazza, where
their beauties would be more adequately appreciated ; and they would, indeed,
be as imposing as they are in the photograph.

The Palace of the Doge is one of I he most telling monuments of modem
architecture. There is a daring and wild caprice in its composition, which bids
defiance to criticism. We are spell-bound, as it were, by the double range of
colonnades one over the other, and the lower one of which is now occupied by
the cannon and artillerymen of the Austrians, ready to send forth their destruc-
tive fire to destroy the inhabitants, impatient of their thraldom, and to batter
down that masterpiece of Sansovino even, to confirm the -Austrum voke. We
admire the curious sculptures of the capibUs of their columns with tlieir quaint
allusions; and the polychromatic marnle slabs disposed in lozenge shape, to
relieve the monotony of the plain face of the upper story, unworrtiily crowned
by the puerile ridg:e at top. Yet the reasoning mind cannot but feel how neces-
sary are the iron ties of tlie arcades to resist the crushing effect of the solid man
above ; and that the substitution of the solid wall to below, and the raising of the
arcades to the higher level would be more consistent with sound construction
and the durability of the Palace itself. An impassioned admirer of Venice and
everything Venetian, endowed with a lively imagination and a happy, brilliant

mastery of language, has enlarged with considerable effect upon the beauties of
the Palace of the l3oge. To the lover of the picturesque the art-associations of
the Piazza and Piazzctta of St. Mark present varied images that overpower the
judgment. One feels almost compelled to accept whatever presents itself to the
eye, with a charm and talismanic influence tliat defy scrutiny. But, in truth,

tlie student must rather seek to husband the impressions upon Ids mind than to

record the means by which they are produced—to enrich his bncy, but not to
record the discordant elements by which it has been excited. One admires the
scenic picturesquene&s of tlie exterior of the Palace, but one is not anxious to

ascertain by what architect it was conceived and executed ; for its results will

not bear the test when weighed in tlie balance with reason or refined taste in

architecture, and we accept the results as those of considerable dramatic power
without further inquiry. But in the palatial residences of these proud and
opulent Venetians there is much to imitate and study. To imitate, I say, but
not to copy. The mind that can stoop merely to do what has been done before,

to repeat the ideas of those who have preceded, must not hojie to rise to the

dignity of moving others, and gaining a mastery. How quaint and capricious

are many of the early palaces of the Canal—the Ca d'Oro and all that class,

which bear the impress of the Saracenic type—a mixture of Eastern and Eu-
ropean, Gotieo-Saracenico ; the central colonnades, with their balconies and
arclied heads filled in with tracery, and the spandrels embellished with quartre-

foils ; the plain wall on each side of the centre, with its window or two repeat-

ing the features of the centre, and the plain faces of the walls painted with

richly-colored arabesques, many of them still remaining, although on fragments

of plaster or begrimed with dirt. Then, again, there are the fantastic chimney-
tops, of all forms, figures, and dimensions, each more outrageous than its

fellow.

Descend we in course along the Grand Canal, these pliotographs as our guide,

and contemplate the productions of the sixteentli and seventeenth centuries

:

what can be more gorgeous and noble than the screen front of the Grimani, now
the post-office—the wreck of a family once high in the honors of tlie State. Is it

not worthy of the wealth once stored within its walls—of the pageants wliich

once greeted crowned heads, and |)urpled prelates, and princes of note and hi^
rank in European fame? ambassadors, generals, and legates from all parts,

courting the favour of .idria's duke. Maik tlic three divibions in the height of

the front, each with its distinct and appropriate order. .Mark tlie grniiJ propor-

tions of the pilasters, columns, and entablature ! Mark the boldly-defiiu-d ajier-

tures of entrance—a worthy approach for emperors or lungs in their goiidoms or

stately barges ! .Mark the arched openings of tlic windows, and the eontinuous

balcony of the first-floor, from which the mocliers and daughters of Veuetia

might behold the courses and sports on the surface of the waters.

When you enter tlie lofty vestibule of the palace, with its marbles and its statues

and niches, and mount its ample staircase, and iwiietrate to the halls above, all

respond to the magnificence of the exterior. There is nothing mean or ;ie<i/».

Tlie Venetian nierehant-adventnrers were grand men, ami Iliey who liearded the

Turk or baile defiance to .-Vustria, FraiK-e, and the Pojie himself, had homee in

these waters worthy to receive the Dandolos, the I'isani, the Mnrogini, the

Cornaros, and Jlocenipos of those times. Tiie pniacts ol the Vadramini and
Pisari reflect tlie like images. Ail may not be pure in the detail ; and luxurioos
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habits, nnd it may be not over-refin«l tastf, mny have occasionally demanded of
tbeir arcliitects somewhat of meretricious adornment ; but still the vastness of
the siie, the prrandeur of the general distribution, the sumptuous variety of
embellislimont, the enduring nature of the Istrian stone with which they are
isced, produce a wondrously impressive effect uptin the mind, and make one
forRet oecasioral nb<>rr!>tions of jmrity in the details; at all events, the reason is

satisfied. But let ine add also that one charm belongs to them, which is denied to
the like edifices in other cities : they rise from the waters as genii of the sea.

The green and blue surface of the canals reflects with brilliant effect the lines of
the fronts as .sparkling gems of the ocean, and they seem to have still greater
loftiness from the repetition of their lines in the eddies below, so exquisitely ren-
dered in the photographs around you.

Canalctti had done much to convey to foreign minds the beauty and magni-
ficence and peculiar features of this city; but not one of his e-xquisite pictures can
approach the solemn majesty and stately grandeur of the Venetian palace as
reu(ler»>d in the sun-pictures of Porti. Nature herself docs what the genius of
man could not rcalis*- except as her minister.

From fear of wearying you I dare not ilwell upon the magic photographs of
the arched head to tlie portal of the church of S. Stetiino, or of the principal
door to the church of S. Giovanni e I'aolo; but the mixture of brick and marble
and stone, the crispness of the lights, the solemn depths of the shades, the
casual gleams of light, and accidental shadows of the passing clouds, give a
variety and intensity of interest seemingly beyond the daring of the most ardent
artistic nund to conceive ; and those wondrous brenze gates, too, at the foot of
S. -Mark's lofty tower! IIow well aud softly, and yet how boldly are the graceful
forms thrown out in relief from the wliite background—depth v.ithout hardness

;

a rich and mellow tone with a total absence of cutting outline.

There are two other illustrations of the church architecture of Venice beauti-
fully rendered in these photographs. The one gives the elevation of the Madonna
dell' Orto, a curious intermixture of materials, the deep red of the brick throwing
out strongly in relief the clearer tints of the Islrian stone, and combination of
Gotico-Tedesco and Classical forms, fanciful, light, and elegant, yet thin and poor,
and without that boldness of projection, which should give relief by depth of
slmdow.
The church of Sta. Maria della Salute, with its beautiful combination of form

and graceful outline of the cupola rises majestically from the waters of the canal.
The flight of steps requires breaking up by some solid ma.sses ; but the central
portal IS a majestic one, and the octagonal disposition of the plan, with its

advancing and receding fronts, the playful variety of the faces presented to the
eye, the movement produced by the dilferent heights of cornices, the statues
which crown and flank the pediments, the counterforts of the upper story, each
sunnouuted by the figure of a saint, and the whole crowned liy the cupola,
form a composition at once picturesque and dazzling. But all this triumph is

gained in spite of much that is objectionable in detail and in direct antagonism
with the pure canons of the art, and unnecessary breaks producing confusion.
This incongruity of parts, however favorable to the picturesque artist, proves how
great distance there is between the nobler productions of architecture and those
which are calculated to make effective pictures under the pencil of the landscape
painter or in the camera of the photogTaphist.

Most of you are doubtless aware, that Venice has no supply to any extent of
drinking-water from wells. The water to a great depth is of course brackish. Con-
sequently the inhabitants use entirely rain-water, which is carefully carried from
the roofs into proper channels prepared for the pui'pose, and scrupulously husbanded
in underground cisterns of vast extent under all the courts, piazze, and other
convenient places throughout the city. There the watersare filtered, and thence
<lrawn by means of Puteali, that arein all the palaces, and public squares, and
even in some of the streets. These well-mouths present themselves everywhere,
in all possible shapes and fonus, now as the capital of a column, now as a church-
font, or as an ancient altar-stone or pedestal.

Several of these curious objects are among our photographs; but I would wish
to call especial attention to the two bronze ones in the Cortile of the Palazzo
JDucale—works of the sixteenth century, executed by Nicol6 de' Conti and
Alfonzo .\l>K>rghetti—and casts of which were taken by direction of Mr. Owen
Jones and Jlr. Digby Wyatt, and deposited in the Art "Collection of the Crystal
Palace. The elegance of their form, the beauty of the ornamental parts, are
licyofld all praise, and they come out with sparkling efl'ect of light and shade in
these sun pictures. How often have I stood in that noble court and admired
these fine works of art, the interest being much enhanced by the groups of water
carriers, some coming, some waiting to fill their vessels, others huiTying off with
their charge. They are generally women of the Frinli, many of tliem with
pretty features, their feet without shoes or stockings, and wearing a man's hat
on their heads, and with their light loose dress forming very picturesque groups,
some parties raising the water in their pewter cans, let down by cords into the
cisterns, and all taking their turn cheerfully and briskly, but with the greatest
order.

MEDIEVAL BUILDINGS.
We now approach a portion of our subject of absorbing interest. All our best

feelings are mixed up with our religion. Consequently, the places dedicated to
the worship of the Saviour are invested with a solemnity peculiarly their own,
and there is no class of buildings, which more claim onr admiration than the
Gothic Cathedral, those wondrous monuments of the piety, taste, skill, and
munificence of our forefathers. There is nothing more wonderful than the
iinlmunded expenditure of the Christian Church during the brief three centuries
of the medieval period. The artistic history of Kgjpt, Greece, and Rome em-
braces respectively from five to fifteen centuries. With them the revenues of
states and provinces contributed to the magnificence of the metropolitan temple.
But the buililing of the Gothic cathedral was a gratuitous work. Traverse the
length and breadth of England. Pass through every province in France, Germany,
and Spain, and we find throughout master-pieces of art—vast in the extent of
their plan with their cloisters, chapels, chapter-houses, and oratories—and up-
shooting many hundreds of feet towards the heavens, elalwratcly, nay lavishly,
embellished with the richest and most costly materials, and all combined with
refined taste and a depth of constructive knowledge that surprises. And all this
cost was met by voluntary contributions of pious individuals. No impost—no
tax—no legal obligation. The Franciscan or bominican in his rough gown, and
with sandled feet goes forth and begs at the palace, the cottage, or baronial
hall. He collects his angels at one, his florins at another, or his pence at a third,
and pours into the cofl'ers of the church the large contributions of the poor and
rich alike, towards the building fund ; and many a record is there of a poor

monk issuing forth alone, nnd after a long absence, by his own unassuming
unassisted way, collecting enough to erect a church for his patron saint. If we
only open the magnificent work of Sharpe of Lancaster, and note the remarkable
examples of Fountains Kirkstall, Furness, Roche, Hyland, Hexham, .lervaulx,

Whitby, Rievaux, Nelley, Bridlington, Tintern, St. Mary's York, Guisboiough,
Selby, Howden, these are some of the abbey churches alone erected in our
northern counties in the twelfth and tliirteenth centuries.

Our Cathedrals are illustrated in many of the photographs, and in the
French series we have those of Amiens, Bruges, Chartres, Orleans, Paris,

Rheims, Rouen, Troyes, Strasburg, and Tours, and various in the Nether-
lands and Germany. All that multiplicity of elaborate parts, all that
intricacy of moulding and affluence of enrichment, those deep recesses

and projecting buttresses come out with considerable efil'ct in the i)lioto-

graphs. Aud you will, I am sure, admire the variety oftiired to your study,
some embracing views of the entire edifices, others presenting only details : here
are spires or transepts, there a scries of portals and porches, which latter sub-
ject will, on a future evening be amply and ably described by one whose deep
knowledge and mastery of the pencil peculiarly fit hini to be the expositor of

medieval architecture, Mr. iiurgis.

The civil nnd domestic architecture of that period has also peculiar claims on
your notice, and the scries presents abundant materials in illustratiou of the im-
posing town halls of Ypres, Louvain and Ghent, and interior views in varioits-

continental towns. I could have wished to have passed in review some of the

more striking productions of Baldus in France, as also of the indefatigable

Bisson. lloueu has its cathedral, and a magic series of the Piilais de Justice,

and some domestic buildings rendered by Cundall and Downes. Robertson and
iJeato have appropriated to themselves Constantinople, Jerusalem, and its holy
neighbourhood, wliieh will on some future evening, I believe, be developed in

their history and their art by the happy descriptive powers of Mr. I'ergus-

son. Our owni dear happy Euglnnd, with its cathedrals, abbeys, churches,

baronial halls, castles, and colleges, are reflected from the cameras of Fcnton,
Cade, Melhuisli, Greenish, Cur.dall, and Downes, and Cocke, whose name-
I cannot mention without emphasis, for I am under personal obligation,

to him. Robinson, of Leamington, illustrates Ludlow Castle, nnd Dixon
Piper gives us the solemn and impressive tower of Bury St. Edmund's and its

other abbey gate. And this list of able photographers I must close witfi

the name of Bedford, so well known to our profession as a most able litho-

graphist ; but who, in the series expressly taken for the Association, is peculiarly

successful in the combination of building and landscape,—the sparkling leafy

foliage of the trees and ivies, clear and distinct in all their various tones. JIany
here present wi 1 remember Chepstow, Tintern and Raglan. In these photo-
giaplis they will recall happy associations, and see them here permanently re-

fleeted with inimitable truthfulness. But I shall not enlarge upon these, nor
offer remarks upon the various Moorish, Arabian nnd other Eastern views,,

which cover the walls. My object has not been to deliver a long and formal
lecture, but to oft'er a few brief passing suggestive remarks, which may guide the
researches of some, excite the curiosity of others, and at all events prove how
well architecture provides subjects for the photographer, and how, in return,

photography may become the teacher of the architect.

THE BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION BALL.
'^riHARITY covers a multitude of sins," and certainly there are many little

\j sins of flirtation which the mantle of l)enevolence will have to cover in

connexion with the annual rathering of the friends and supporters of that noble

metropolitan charity, the Builders' Benevolent Institution. This is, indeed,

rather of the character of a Provident Institution, than a charity in the ordinary
sense of the term.
Many a deep scar of love is imprinted on these occasions by bright eyes and

winning graces, nnd from many a fairy form commanding admiration and
enthralling followers who cannot all be made happy by the bestowal of hand and
heart. But regularly as St.Valentine's Day comes round, the anticipated Builders'

Ball becomes the theme of conversation, aud many a conquest there made
is ratified before long at the hymeneal altar. The sly god C;upid certainly

must have been one of the brotherhood of the constructive art, or he never could
manage to make such havoc with his darts as he does among the assembled
friends aud sui)portei'S of the Builders' Benevolent. Every year, too, seems to

add to the eclat and general completeness of their ari'angements, and as a con-
se<|uence, to the pleasure of the visitors, and the benefit of the Institution.

There are no jiigeons or birds of prey to be met with there, but there is always
a "Bird" present doing the best to care for the comfort, amusement, and
mating of the little loves and doves present ; while, if no mysterious Mrs. Hairis

can be spoken of, there is at least a Mr. HaiTis who has the chief share in the

general arrangements, and who takes care to see that these are projierly car-

ried out.

Last night at Willis's-room, was all that could be wished by those who came
on pleasure bent, and if happy faces and cheerful ringing voices were not false

indices of enjoyment, everyone went away delighted with their evening's amuse-
ment, with the consciousness of having been happy themselves, and having
contributed to the happiness of others

Adams' band discoursed most excellent music till the small hours of the
morning : and there were fully 500 persons present.

The Havelock Memorial.—It will be in the recollection of the public
that some months ago a subscription was entered into for the purpose of erecting

a memorial to commemorate the services of this distinguished officer. A com-
mittee was appointed, and a considerable subscription was collected ; advertise-

ments were inserted in the public papers for models, several of which were sent
in, and one designed by Mr. Behnes was selected. At a meeting of the committee
held on Thursday last, at which Lord Llanover presided, Mr. Behnes announced
that the model, on approval, is ready (or casting. It may therefore be expected
that the work will he completed in a very few months, 'i'he statue, in point of

height, is similar to that of Sir Charles Napier, in Trafalgar-square, and will

occupy a corresponding position, on the east side of Lord Nelson's column, in

that sfjuare. At the last meeting Mr. Roupell, M.P. for Lambeth, handed in a
list of subscriptions, amounting to £111 3s. 3d., jiaid in a great measure by the

working classes of that district of the metropolis, in testimony of their respect

to the memory of the great hero whose gallant deeds it is proposed to com-
memorate.
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KKl'OUT or THE KXKCtJTI VE (o:\IAt ITI'EE TO THE CKNTKAL

ASSOCIATKIN OF MASTKU liUIEl)EI{S.»

TO ^'ive effect to tliuao instructiuns, an ICxicutivi' ( 'ommittec wim npiioliited ; wlllcll
at an adjonrned mcotinp on the Ist of Auj;uBt presented the following Report;—

"Your Coinmittoc eonsidir it desirahh' to prufme a report of their proccculiii{8 by
a bri«f record of the ori;,'in and causes of their couMtitution.
"A larye proportion of operatives connected with the buildinif trade have been

associated in various societies, primarily for the purpose of inaklnj; mutual provision
for the ordinary vicissitudes incident to their position. Provident eo-operatinn for
the attainment of some security against tlie mauv fortuities to which their condition
is liabl.' is not meri'ly unobjectionalile, but laudaljle ; and is at all events solely their
own concern, Willi which lli<> rest of the coininuiiity have no riglit to interfere.
"Hut these associated bodies have not rested contented with the pursuit of these

praiseworthy objects. Thev have taken the ojiportunily of their union from time to
lime to invade the ri),'hts ot^tllcir employers, and control the actions of their fellow-
workmcu ; and by their formidable combination they have sometimes succeeded in
dictatili'; both to masters and to men the conditi<nis of service, the terms of employ-
ment, even the very nieclianieal economy of the establishments connected with their
calling. Various ill-considered and pernicious concessions to the turbulent and
exacting: spirit of these associations have been wrung from the emjiloyers and tlie
independent operatives, until union has risen to conspiracy—sirength'has tempted
power to proceed to Intimidation, and dictation has been ayifravated to the percnip-
torincss ot an intolerable tyranny.
"At last, not contented with this profrressive exaction of more wages for less work

the Conference of tlic United Building Trades has issued the following announce-
ment :—

"'Nino Hours Jtovement.
" ' important Notice to the Operatives of the lUiilding Trades.
"' The Master liuiiders having refused to concede the nine hours as a day's work,

the Conference of the United Building Trades have been directed by the memtxrs
of the movement to call upon a lirm to cease work ; having done so. Ihey now ajipeal
to you to aid them in supporting the men now on strike at Messrs. Trollope and
Sons. It is earnestly hoped that uo workmen will go in to supplant them till they
have gained their object.
" ' It is expected that every man will do his duty.

" ' By order of the executive,
"'Geo. Potter, .Sec'

" The reasons which are made the premises of this conclusion are thus stated by
the Conference :

—

"
' We ask a reduction of the working day from ten hours to nine, and the present rate

of wages to continue. Tlie applying ofmachinery to all the pursuits ofhuman industry
has, to a great extent, rendered the demand for manual labor unnecessary. In our own
particular trades it already rips the material, ploughs, mortises, and tenons, aiiddoes
everything except the bare putting together, and we are warranted in anticipating
further depressive aggressions, and justified in attempting to provide a barrier
against future distrossiw by sliortening the hours of labor. We ask for the con-
tinuance of the present rate of wages because, through the uncertainties of employ-
ment, they do not afford more than the bare means of subsistence. Wc seek to abolish
systematic overtime. In many of the building firms it is a common practice for the
men employed to work (ii to 7 daj s a week, summer and winter, busy or otherwise,
without the slightest necessity either for trade or public convenience, but merely to
satisfy a hungry cravini; on the part of a few, while thousands of able and willing
mechanics are starving in the streets for the want of that food which a part of that
labor would supply them with.'
"Although the ultimate design of proceeding to an eight hours' movemcut Is

formally disclaimed by the Conference, it follows as a logical sequence from the
foregoing statement of reasons for restricting the hours of labor to nine. It is there
implied that the benefits to be derived from machinery are not the property of
society, of its inventors, of those who applv it, but are to be appropriated by those
whosclabor it is alleged it will displace; and that no laboring man should be per-
mitted to work a whole day, while any other can find employment only for a half.
It is a necessary corollary from such premises that the superior industry of the
assiduous workman is to be made the plea for preventing him from laboring at his
employment, and that the more the ingenuity of mankind economises labor, the
higher are to be the perquisites of the artizan, and the less he ought to be called
upon to do.
" It is not, however, with the fallacious political economy upon which this move-

ment is founded that this Committee have now to deal, but with the unjustifiable
means by which its promoters seek to enforce it. So long as each employer and each
artizan is left at perfect liberty to determine for themselves the mutual conditions of
their engagements, there is no honest ground for the iuterferonce of any third
party.
"But when, by means of trades' unions, conferences, and the simultaneous action

of strikes, working men seek to compel their brother operatives and their employers
to regulate their mutual agreements solely at the dictation of an irresponsible,
extraneous body, and to deprive both labor and capital of their undoubted right of
mdependent judgment and entire liberty of action, it is clear that the tyranny of
combinations must be resisted by the firmness and unanimity of those who are
tlireat('ned with the infliction of their mandates. When trades' societies combine,
It IS essential that, in self-defence, their victims should unite ; and your Committee,
as a condition precedent to all attempts to grapple with the diflieulty relegated to
them for solution, regard the immediate establishment, for mutual protection, of an
Association ot Metropolitan Master Builders as absolutely indispensable.

'lour Committee therefore recommend that the gentlemen present at this and
the former meeting do constitute themselves into a society, to be called the " Central
Association of Master Builders," to which any employer of workmen engaged In
any business couectcd with the building trade should be eligible by the votes of a
majority of the members present at the meeting at which he is proposed.

• Your Committee further submit that the tollowing should bo adopted as funda-
mental rules immediately obligatory and binding upon each member :—

.. ' ir I-
'""">«1 subscription of each member shall be one guinea.

'

'
II. liach firm shall pay towards the present extraordinary expenditure a rate-

able contribution for each person employed in his or their establishment, in any
capacity, on the 1st day of August, 1S5',», and a like rateable contribution in and for
the service of any following year respectively, should any future emergency, In
the opinion of the Executive Committee (hereinafter to be constituted) call for
further assessment.
'"III. That no member of this Association shall engage, or continue in his em-

ployment, any contributor to the funds of any trades' union or trades' society which
practises interference with the regulations of any establishment, the hours or terms
ol labor, the contracts or agreements of employers or employed, or the qualification
or terms of service.

i
j •

'" IV'. 'That no deputations of trades' unions, committees, or other bodies, with
rclerence to any objects referred to in Article III., be received by any member of
this As.soclatioii on any account whatever ; It being still perfectly open to any work-
man, individually, to apply on such subject to his employer, who is recoramelldod to
be at all tunes open and accessible to any personal representation of Ilia individual
operatives. ^ * *

" 'V. That no member of this Association shall engage or continue in his employ-
ment any workman whomsoever until the person engaging such workman shall have
stipulated with and obtained from him his distinct agTcement and formal assent to
the conditions embraced in the following 'form of engagement, which shall be read
over to every such workman, and a copy whereof shall be handed to him before
entering upon his work.

ment wit h yo i becom.^ a member ofor support any noriely which, dlr«-ll» or indlrT-ttlVntcrfcrcs w-lth the arrangement of this or any other e.i.bll.hmenTor Ih. bo^ «

'

' 'IVl','"?.'!!.".'!""'
""' "°"'

U'"'
"'" ' '•'"^»« "'<• <""<lnu.nr,- of niT rnK»«e-

ely which. dlrMtlyorindlriTdy,
ealabllihmrnt, or llic houn or

employed Indl.
"- ajfiw.
, an rxrtullvr

annually .lected at in «nnnarg,yner.i mciTlngVf ihe'^'.^iriinrit'i'uc'ii'Z.1.3 «"«foregoing said committee may direct.
I'muu u ino

.„'!>"'.".' "° •"'•'>>'«' "/this A»«ocl«llon shall iK-rmlt dictation, liilerferenw. orImlirect tampering with the management of his o.lablishment. or I «• encie«nrnl wcomlltions of he service of his workmen ; but that, in the eveni of a sInK oTtaro'out occurring in the establishment of any member of thia A.sociallon. from r,«.Mt,.or Irom causes which shall. In the opinion of the exerullve rommllle,- entllb' (h..employer so assailed to Its countenance and support. It Is hereby and i-li'r"
to bi. distinctly understood, that all the meinlKrs of the A««oei»iion .'

according to their jiower and ability, such ineniber In upholdlnL' the .,i

Association; it beiug expressly unilerstimd and declared that no acts p.li

.

.

the interference of this committee, except such as It is the declared object of the
foregoing provisions to prevent.'

>«•»" nn.

''Your Coniniittee further recommend that all works on which the invtrntiolltan
builders are engaged within the circle of the London I'ostal District »bainH' dl»-continued Saturday next, the (itil August current, and that It shall lie Inlinialed to
each workman that, so scxm as Jlessrs. Trollope and .Sous have reaume<) Ihclr worka
the other master builders will reopen their worka on a new ai;reeraont, as coniainrii
In the subjoined notification, which shall also be posted up. where It canconvenlenlly
be done, at each place where worka of inenibers arc in progress.

NOTICE.
A formiilable and wide-spread combination of workmen, organised byirreaiwuaiblc

associations connected with a Coufercnce of the United Building 'I'rades. having
commenced to enforce by preconcerted dictation compliance with their dcnianda. by
compelling the persons in the employment of Messrs. Trollope and Sons to go out on
strike in order to coerce that lirm Into obedience to the "nine hours' movement." no
alternative has been left to the master builders, in pure self-defence and Injuillco
to the rights and independence of the working classes, than to mevt tills aeeresiiou
by calm and temperate resistance.

It has been distinctly Intimated to the employers that In the event of the present
strike being successful, other victims of the combination will be taken in detail, and
it has. therefore. Income essential for every master bnlliler who desires to control the
application of his own capital, and to defi-nd his right to raauacc hU own alTalni—
to meet ctnisplracy by co-operation.

'''he employers are, therefore, relnctantiv constrained to announce that their

•Continued ft-om page 109.

several works will be discontinued on the Citli of August, In order that their capital
may not be used by the employed to the injury of their workmen and theinsilvca,
and in assisting an aggression upon the very capitalist who supplies it.

The employers are. however, fully alive to the hardship of ilenriving Ihoso
peaceable workmen of their employment who are not responsible fur the strike.
They readily acknowledge the grave responsibility of the measures on which tlicy
have agreed, and the duty of so mitigating their stringency, as that the nnolTending
shall be as far as iiossible exempted from the infliction of^ the penalties of which It
is essential that the real aggressors should be made examples.

It has therefore been determined, that Immediately on Messrs. Trollope and Son*
resuming their works the other employers will afford their peaceable an<l well-dlspoied
workman an opportunity of co-operating with them in crushing the pernicious more-
raent of the self-constiluted Confereucc. by re-engaging at their respective works all
who are ready, honestly and without any equivocation, to agree to the following condi-
tions, for a faithful adherence to which it was unanimously agreed that the employer*
should trust to the honest verbal assurance of the employed.
A cheque or file-engagement book, with duplicate successive numbers, shall be kept

by the foreman, clerk, or other person by whom the workmen of establishments
are engaged, and he shall read over to each applicant, and hand to him at the time
of his engagement, a printed copy of the following "Memorandum of Agree-
ment" :

—

" I declare that I am not now, nor will I during the continuance ofmy engagement
with you, become a member or support any society which, directly or iiidirectiv, in-
terferes with the arrangements of this or any other establishment, or the hours or
terms of labor; and that I recognise the right ofemployers and employed individually
to make any trade engagements on which they may choose to agree.'
Every workman shall be distinctly required to pledge his word to the observance of

these conditions, and on his name being entered on the flle of the engagement
book, and the duplicate agreement detached and handed to him, he may retumo hia
employment.

" Your Committee would further advise that every firm connected with the metro-
politan building trade should be invited to become members of the Association, and
to co-operate in observing the foregoing suggestions.
"The Executive Committee of the proposed Association should be instructed to

publish a calmly reasoned address explanatory of their |)ro<-eedln^s. to select per-
manent olflces, and to sit daily to receive communications, enrol members, enter
subscriptions, and direct all necessary measures during the continuance of the
strike,

" In conclusion, your Committee would recommend that, to continue to meritorious
workmen the advantages of legitimate objects fVom which existing trades' unions or
societies have been diverted, the proposed Associations should give authority to the
Executive Committee to submit for its sanction a plan for the establishment of a new,
sound, and legitimate benefit society.

" On the motion of Mr. Kigby, seconded by Mr. Kelk, It wa» unanimously re-
solved

—

"1. That the report Just read be adopted, and that the members present at thia
meeting do hereby pledge themselves mutually to observe the recommendations sub-
mitted by the committee.
"On the motion of Sir. Jay, seconded by Mr. Trollope—
"2. That the gonllemen present at this meeting do hereby constitute themsclvea a

Central Association of master builders In furtheranceof the object* and subject to the
rules submitted in tlie report of the committee.
" On the motion of Jlr. Marsland. seconded by Mr. Xorris—
";l. That the committee appointed at last meeting, and now reporting, with power

to add to their number, constitute the first executive committee of the Association
established by the foregoing resolution, with fUll power and instructions to such
committee to carry into effect the recommendations of the re|)ort, and to take such
other steps as may appear to them calculated to effect the objects of this meeting and
of the Association.

" August 1, 18.v.». " Hexkv Lee. Chairman."
The defensive measures recommended in the report, and unanimously adopted by

the meeting, have been the subject of milcll criticism and discussion. ' On the an-
nouncement of the declaration, open-air meetings were convened by the Conference
ill llyile Park, Surrey Gardens, and elsewhere, at which it was strcllnoll^ly denounod.
The declaration has, nevertheless, proved to be useful and efilcient for the nurpos*'

for which it was intended, and your Committee entertain no doubt that whatever
course had been suggested, would have met with the same amount of objection.

Indeed, the object of the declnratioii was to place it in the |)ower of the workmen
themselves, to determine the time, at whiih the establishments of the employers
might be reopened, by withdrawing the prohibition of the Conference to thcreeunip.
tion of work at Jlessra. Trollopes'.
The Executive Committee met at frequent interval* to rceelre Me«»r». Trollope*'

rejiort of their progress.
On the Clh of September, Messrs. Trollope hillmated that Ihey hadlKSmon at work

under the declaration, whereupon it was resolved:—
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•' That all tho members of the ABeooiation be recommended to re-<^)en their esta-

bltfihmcntson Monday, 12th September."
This resolution was duly announced in the London and provincial papers. As a

counter movement to the notice of the rcBumntion of works, tlie United Trades Con-
ference promptly issued the following haudbUl :—

"The Odious I>ocument.
•'IMPORTAWT Notice to the Building Operatives Lock£d-out

IN London.
"No lock-out to resume work TPithout the sanction of the Committee, sitting at the

Pavionr's Arms. Johnson-street. Westminster, where all information can be obtained

ftt>m nine to six daily.
" By order of the Conference of the Building Trades.

"George Potter, Secretary."

This was followed by unsparing efforts at any eost or risk to prevent masters from
obtaining worfcnnen. Piefcets or spies were stationed at the yards and works of the

employers, and at all the railway stations in the metropolis, t« intercept men coming:

fVom tue country ; anonymous threatening letters were issued and the law was
violated daily in acts of molestation, annoyance, and intimidation towards the men
who had taken the dt^laration.

In spite of the prejudice of the workmen to any form o( agreement, of the misre-

JiresenUtions of the Conference, and of the ill-advised interference of third parties.

;200men had resumed work strictly imder the declaration, by the end of the tirst

week {Septeml»er 18th) ; at the end of the second week, 7,('>00 ; at the end of the third

week, v>.l5o ; and so the numbers kept gradually increasing until the members of the

Association have now obtained (with very partial t-xception) as many men of every

trade as they require. By the end of the third week (October ard), 1,500 men, in

addition to tliose above enumerated, had resumed work under a "shop rule," em-
bracing the spirit of the declaration.

Although the Kxecutive Committee took every pains to keep therwf^ principle and
terms of the declaration before the workmen and the public, the leaders of the Con-
ference continued to assert tliat si(/nature by the workmen was required ; and mem-
bers of the Association will be able to bear out the fact, that numbers of men have
come to them stating that they liad been assured by the Conference that the decla-

ration enable the masters '* to imprison three months " any one who displeased or

threatened to leave their employ.
During the months* of September and October, the Executive Committee were

urged by deputations of forenun. and from the Anti-Strike Society to make certain

modifications in the form of delivering the declaration ; but the Executive Committee
considered that, a change in tiieir original plan, at so early a period, would create

confusion in the miuds of the workmen, and give an impression of vacillation,

without conciliating those who were opposed as much to the spirit of the declaration

as to its form.
Under the impression that the real state of the law on the subject of the relations

between employers and employed was but little known, Lord St. Leonards prepared

ft digest of the several Acts of I'arliament bearing on the subject. In pursuance
of a request from his lord.ship, a deputation from the Executive Committee waited
upon him, when he submitted the following suggestions for the settlement of the

strike :—
** suggestions for settling the strike.

" A digest of the law and the following memorandum to be printed, framed, and
glazed, and hung up in every shop, Ac, where all may have access to it.

" The law which binds botn classes is set forth in the digest. The masters accept

its obligations without reserve, and pledge themselves to obey it both in letter and
spirit. Tliey have set forth the provisions of the Acts of Parliament in order that

every workman may be informed of the law which binds him. The law itself, the

masters find, lays down the true rules both for them and their men ; they, therefore,

have withdrawn the declaration originally required from the men, and substitute

this paper. It alone will bind the workmen who have already made or accepted thu

original declaration ;— all will be placed on the same footing. There will be no dis-

tinction between those now at work and those who may resume work. The masters,

in the spirit of iwace and goodwill, require nothing of the men but the same obedience

to the law as they tliemst-lves are reudy to pay. The law itself, and nothing more,
bot nothing less, shall become tUcnde of trade.
" [No signature will be reouired of the men, nor any counterfoil with numbers

be maintained ; their libt-rty or quitting their employment will remained untouched.]
"The simple ohjei't of iiic masters is, tliat according to the law, they and their

workmen shall be free to make what agreements they please, without the mterference
or coercion of any other persons. With that object the acceptance of employment
where this paper is hung up, will be considered to amount to an admission by the
workman, that he is not at that time, and to a declaration that during' his emiiloy-
ment he will not become bound to, or a member of any society or body, whose rules

or customs do or would deprive him or his fellow workmen of their free liberty to

accept and continue, or to relinfjuish employment upon such terms as they think fit.

"freedom of action will place every man according to his merit, but the motto of
both men and masters should b(* *JA't LalK>r be Unshackled.'
To the spirit of these suggestions the committee could offer no objection. The

terms intended to be obtained by the declaration are contained in them, but there
was no reason at that time to suppose that the change suggested would have been
accepted by the workmen on strllte ; indeed, the Conference repeatedly intimated
that no terms short of conceding their original demands and abandoning the decla-

ration unconditionally, would be entertained.

Mr. Ayrton, MP. for the Tower Ifamlets, on 7th October, requested an interview
with the Executive Committee. On its being intimated to him that he could not be
recognised as a delegate from the Conference, he explained that he interposed merely
as a public man on belialf of the general body of building workmen out of employ-
ment. Mr. Ayrton submitted a draft of certain propositions which were discussed
seriatim. On the 11th October, Mr. Ayrton handed in the following amended
propositions :—
Propositions (through Mr. Ayrton)of the bricklayers, plasterers, and carpenters :—
** 1. That the declaration is to be withdrawn, and those who have accepted it are to

be released from it.

"2. There will be no objection to work with those who have accepted the declara-
tion in a peac«'able and orderly manner, and the members of the Conference will use
all their mfluence with their fellow-workmen to effect this object.

"3. It having been alleged that the rules of the trade societies contain provisions
contrary to law, the committei-s of the societies are ready to furnish tlie master
builders with a copy of their rules, in order that they may take counsel's opinion
on them ; and they are willing to modify them in committee so far as the opinion of
the masters' counsel is confirmed by the legal adviser of the workmen, and in

other res|>ects so far as the several committees see that a modification of tlieir rules
is necessary.
" 4. The workmen shall work in strict conformity with the law.
"5. Should any differences arise between the master builders and their workmen

upon the legality of trade practices, or of the rules of the trade societies, both parties
wlU afford every facility for submitting the same to the decision of the Court of
Queen's Bench, and will do their best to give effect to its judgment."
In these propositions it will be seen the nine hours' question and the strike at

HeMrs. Trollope's are unnoticed, while the master builders are asked to ignore the
miginal cause of difference, and to withdraw unconditionally the declaration. In
exchange for the concession of the whole of the question, it was proposed that the
master builders should be forced to resist the systematic transgressions of the law
which are promoted by trade societies, by an equally systematic prosecution of their
workmen. But in this cumbrous proceedmg no {provision is made for auytliing beyond
a decision on the written laws, wnich woum leave out some of the most important
points of difference. None of the rules, as printed, refer, for instance, to the right
of the trades' unionists to strike against a fellow-workman simply l>ecau8c he does

Either of these Gentle-
men to be selected as

Chairman."

not belong to the Union, although tlils is what is termed a legal strike in nearly all
trades, and many strikes have taken place in London on this very ground. The
Committee returned thefollowing answer to Mr. Ayrton :

—

Kesolution of the Executive Committee in reply, October 11th :—
" That the Executive Committee of the Master Builders regret that the proposition

submitted by Mr. Ayrton, on the part of the operatives, does not embrace the with-
drawal of the strike at Messrs. Trollope's ; and also, that the proposal evades (by tlie

suggestion of protracted litigation), the simple plan proposed by the Executive Com-
mittee, of revision by eminent impartial authority, of such rules and practices of
trade societies as are opposed to the spirit of the law of the land.''

On -*sth September a deputation from the masons presented to your Committee
propositions for settlement of the strike, announced that they had withdrawn from
the Conference, acknowledged that the nine hours' agitation was ill-advised, and
expressed their willingness to forego it. The committee hailed with pleasure what
they were willing to believe was a desire on the part of the masons to withdraw from
the untenable position of the Conference ; but they regret that their anticipations on
this iwint were to a great extent disappointed, as the masons continued to appear in
the weekly return of the Conference as receiving their share of its funds. Indeed,
at the very time they were making proposals to the committee, their London dele-
gate had signed placards issiu^d in London and the provinces asserting that signature
was required to the declaration which he admitted he knew to be wholly untrue.

It will be seen by the table in Appendix (No. 2) that the masons continued in the
pay of the Conference up to November 7th Inclusive. On 11th November they
oflicially announced " that they had withdrawn from the Conference, and given up
the strike at Trollope's for the nine hours."
The masons made various propositions during the month of October. On the 7th

they proposed as follows ;

—

" Ist. To resume work throughout the Metropolitan Postal District on the same
terms as before the loch-out. Ten hours pay for ten hours' work.
"2nd. The masters to dispense with the declaration.
" .3rd. Should the masters have any grievance, the masons to meet them upon the

same.
" 4th. Will not object to work with others who have accepted the declaration.
"5th To resume work in conformity with the laws bearing on such agreement."
The Executive Committee had, on a previous day, informed the masons that in

their opinion the most practicable method of arriving at an adjustment of differences
would be the revision of such laws and bye-laws as should be considered by some
eminent impartial authority to be contrary to the spirit of the law of the land ; and
that in particular, all rules and practices should be removed which interfered with
the freedom of labour, or prevented members of trades' unions from continuing in
employment wliere non-unionists were engacred.
The masons refused to submit their rules ibr revision ; and a few days afterwards

they made the extraordinary proposition, that the general secretary of their own
Society, should act as umpire between the Association and themselves.
On the 6th December, the following amended proposition was submitted to the

Executive Committee :
—

"The masons of London agree to a discussion of their bye-laws and meet the
masters at any given time after the withdrawal of the document ; the masons to send
a deputation of six to meet six master builders, to discuss the said bye-laws, and
the masters to name a chairman f^om the following gentlemen, not interested in the
business now in dispute between us, and not connected with the law. The chairman
to give a casting vote on any disputed point at issue.

DiGBV Wyatt.
Sir C. Barry.
J. Phipps.
G. G. Scott.
P. C. Hardwick.
W. BUTTERFIELD.
L. VULLIAMY.

Thus it will be seen that after ten weeks the masons acceded to the principle of an
umpire; but as this referred only to a part of the question in dispute—the local bye-
laws—and the masons reqiHred as a condition, precedent to furtlier negotiation, the
unqualified withdrawal of tlie declaration, the Executive Committee felt it to be im-
possible, for the accommodation of the small number of masons said to bo out of
employment, to embarraasltlie whole of the other trades; and the following resolution
was accordingly passed unanimously:

—

"That the Executive Committee of the Central Association of Master Builders
cannot now withdraw a declaration (already assented to by upwards of 15,000 work-
men) which recognises the freedom of labor, and acknowledges the independence of
both workmen and employers."

f)n the S>th of November the United Trades' Conference announced the abandon-
ment of the strike at Messrs. Trollope's, and passed the following resolution :

—

"The Conference of the Building Trades of London having carefully considered
the present position of the lock-outs, have determined to withdraw the strike at
Messrs. Trollope's, in order to effectually oppose the 'declaration,' and retain the
support of the Trades of the United Kingdom, and that a determined stand be made
to entirely overthrow the odious document."
The above resolution was explained at the next meeting of the Trades' delegates as

& suspension of the nine hours' movement, and not merely an abandonment of the
strike at Messrs. Trollope's.
An opinion by Mr. Edwin James and Mr. Gordon Allen on a case submitted has

been published by the Conference, which pronounces the laws of the trades' unions
with one exception to be legal. On this the Committee have to remark, that the
Police Magistrate, the Court of Queen's Bench, and the Court of Error have pro-
nounced and confirmed a sentence of imprisonment on the London secretary of one
of these trades' unions for acting under and in accordance with the laws referred to.

In other cases where individual members of tlie Association have sought the pro-
tection of the law against the proceedings of trades' unionists, your Committee have
the satisfaction to report that the views entertained by the Association have been
amply vindicated by tlie tribunals of the country.
^ our Committee deemed it expedient to print the rules of certain of the trade

societies, for the use of members ; and the press has rendered valuable aid
in publishing extracts containing details of some of the more objectionable bye-laws
and practices.
On a calm review of the painful events of the last few months, your Committee are

fully of opinion that the time had arrived when it was imperatively necessary to
grapple with the whole question of the rights of master builders in the legitimate
control of their business, and that the demand often hours' pay for nine hours' work
was only another illustration and further development of the arbitrary and extrava-
gant demands which the building operatives of London had been forcing on their
employers during recent years.
The hostile attitude still assumed by the leaders of the Conference, and the threats

tliey still issue in the columns of their organ, render it necessary that you should
continue for the present your defensive organisation ; and your Committee therefore
recommend that the Central Association of Master Builders should not be dissolved
until further experience shall show that it may be no longer needed.
Your Committee have satisfaction in congratulating the Association on the success

of the measures they were instructed to adopt. The nine hours' movement has
been suspended, the strike has been officially revoked by the Conference, and the
members of the Association have been enabled to resume their works.
Your Committee arc of opinion that the opportunity of testing the opinions and

feelings of the public on the grave questions of capital, labor, and trades' unions, and
of scrutinising the acts and reasonings of the mistaken leaders of this movement,
afforded by this struggle, will have diffused a large amount of valuable information,
which cannot but result in a better understanding of the great and important
questions involved ; and they trust that, in the end, the workmen will themselves see
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that, by (leparating them from their societies (aa at present constituted), the masters
have proved thoinselvcs their beat friends.

Jiy order of Committee,
„ . „.. , G. I'LUCKNETT, Chairman.
February 0th, 1800.

•f, REPORT OF THE PUB-COMMITTEE ON BENEFIT HOC1ETIE8.
Your Committee beif to n-port that on e.xaminiujf the dotnila of inauajjement and

the objects o( existina; iustiUitiouH of n similar nature, they find that euch branch of
the Building' Trade has a society; and that in some u Jiem-flt fund is attached
thereto.
The Masons have a trade fund to meet the expenses of strikes and minor objects,

a sick fund, and an accident I'und ; the latter beiuf^' obtained by levies.
The Bricklayers liave a society to provide for payments when ou strike, and an

accident and burial fund.
The JointTs have societies with similar objects.
The Plasterers have an accident and burial society.
The Smiths, I'lumbers and Painters have Bocieties which have trade and benefit

objects combined.
The Labourers liavc also an accident and burial society.
None of tlicse, however, arc pure and simjjlc benelit and sick chibs, where the

saving's of the workmen are certain to realise them aid in sickness, and a provision
for the contingencies of old a«;e.

^
Some workmen belong to various provident societies, such as the Odd Kellows, the

Foresters, &e. ; but were it not for the private sick club.s attached to the establish-
ments of employers, the mjijority would be withoat provision a<;^ain8t illness and its
consequent calamities. Itein^' principally in larfje firms where private sick clubs are
adopted, and these only providiii^C for the men while in such eniploy, it is evident
that the workmen require a thorou^'hly sound provident club whose rules may be
in accordance with the wislies and requirements of the workmen, whilst the sub-
scriptions should be the lowest that may be compatible with seourinjir with cer-
tainty the stipulated benefits. Were the Committee to encoura<,'^e and assist such a
society, we beiieve that it would be fully iippreciated by jjreat numbers of their
workmen, and enable them to derive the benehts they seek for themselves and their
families witliout becominfj, as they now must do. members of trade societies.
We beg: leave, therefore, after mature consideration, to recommend to the Com-

mittee the recently established Workmen's Institute. The promoters of this
undertaking^'-, adopting- many of our sn^^f^-estlons, have originated also a Benefit
Club, wiiich will be opened in a few days. They Iiave jj^iven tliis subject f^reat
consideration ; able advisers have been consulted ; they have studied tlie rules of
existing- societies, and have taken opinions of the workmen tliemselves, and embodied
many of thent in their rules, which have been certified by Mr. Tidd Pratt, the
Registrar of Friendly Societies in Kngland.
One Important feature the promoters have in view, is to obtain a jjuarantee fund

through tiie subscriptions of those who desire the welfare of tlie working^ man ; and
as the principal ofhces have been undertaken by g;entlemcn distinguished for their
Eublic and commercial eminence, and in whom, it is believed, the workmen would
ave the fullest confidence, your Committee anticipate that this would assure the
men {who will themselves take part in the arrangement), of the soundness and
security of fliis benefit society ; and if the interest of the "-uarantee fund was also
appropriated in cases of accident or sudden distress, much good would be done to
the working classes, and kind feelings engendered between the employed and their
employers.

THOS. PIPKR,
CHABLlvS T>UCAS,
JOSKI'll ItlCBV,
GEOUGK SMPrH,
G. PLUCKNKTT,

January 10, 1800.

Sub-Coramlttce on Benefit
Societies.

LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL ACADEXrY.
MR. SCOTT'S SECOND LECTUKE ON THE RATIONALE OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTUnE.

IN my last lecture I traced out the ratiimate of a number of the leading features,
both of Romanesque, as distinguished from Roman arcliitecture, and subsequently

of Gothic as distinguished from Romanesque. I will endeavour to avoid wearying
you by carrying the inquiry into too great a multiplicity of details, but I must, never-
theless, ask your indulgence wliilc I pursue them eomewltat further than I have yet
done.
Nothing would, perhaps, do more to show the reasonableness of the various

developments in question than to trace out the details of tlie vaultinf,-- system ; to
show the varieties it exhibited in different countries and provinces and at dilTerent
periods; the various modes adopted for eiTecting a given purpose, and the many
mechanical and other difficulties to be contended with, and the methods adopted of
meeting them. This is. Iiowever. so extensive and so intricate a subject, tliat, if I

had devoted these two lectures exclusively to it, I could barely have done it justice.
I will therefore at present content myself with referring tliose of vou who are anxious
to make themselves acquainted with it, to an admirable and elaborate essay on the
subject by Professor WiUis, in the Transactions oftlie Instituteof British Architects,
and to the article " Construction," in tlic fourth volumcofViolletle Due's Dictionary.
No one who has not gone carefullv and practically into the subject can have any idea
of the amount of forethought wliich it demands, so much so tliat, as Viollet le Due
says, the design for a vaulted building has to be commenced at tlie top, and worked
downwardfi, and we may often form a pretty correct idea from tlie bases of a
thirteenth-century chuch, of what was the plan and construction of its vaulting.
This principle of designing each part from the first with reference to its ultimate

Intention, is very strongly marked in French work of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, and in those of the transitional period in J-in^land. The form, not only of
the capital but even of the base of each shait, usually indicates the direction of the
arched rib or order which it is destined to carry.
This was, however, lost in English works on the introduction of the circular

abacus, and I must say that much expression and emphasis was 'lost with it. Not
only, indeed, did the abacus in French work face or point in the direction of the
arched rib. but its plan was often made to fit to it in the most direct manner, and
even the direction of the principal stalks of the foliage had reierence to the supported
rib.

The system of moulding again follows out the same laws of reason. An arch-
moulding, for instance, is rounded on what is supposed to be the original section of
the order or rib. Thus, if the normal section of the rib be square, the section of the
mouldings is made to fit to that figure ; if chamfered or a part of an octagon, the
mouldings, again, fit toit ; tlie abacus in each case taking the normal plan of the ribs.

Ab to aesthetical forms, the mouldings were studiously arranged so as to i)roduce in
some parts the greatest contrasts, in others the most eleirant gradations of light and
shade. The heaviness of hirge roll mouldings wns often relieved by iillets or by
raised edges or ' keels," by w hich diversity was gained without loss of mass.
Hollows, again were relieved by the insertion of sparkling ornaments, such as the

toothed ornament, the rosette, the ball-flower, the four-leaved fiower. and many
others ; and in other instances by the introiluction of bands of folingc. The sectiomi
of moulding differed entirely from those of Roman architecture, being far more free
and less mechanical, and at once more delicate in feeling, and more carefully studied
with reference to light and shade. They resembled Greek mouldintis. in fact, far

more than Roman.
Enriched mouldings differed from the usual practice in antique work in this re-

spect, that the enricbnient was added to instead of being cut out of the original
moulding; its practical use being to strengthen the hollows rather than to enrich
the rounds. In this respect the practice of the Romanesque builder had been 1

different, and perhaps a anion of the two syitems would be better tlua aadherence to either. ••« -

Mouldings which receive much rain, a« coplntft, cllls. tops of comiees. Ac. wmTcrv much more sloped than In Clamlc work, so sa to thro* off Itw wet iM>r«
rapidly. Ihe custom in modern Classic buildings, where the stone l« not *. rv n.nl
of putting lead on the upper surface, m well an the damage often nuntv -Mi
is ncgleoteU, show the reasonableness of thin Increancd »l<»pf They i th
a more rainy climate, and generally with iiofl*T stone than ilip at ^c»
designed their work accordingly. The under»idc». sgain, of i ulOliiifS
as string-courHCS, dripstoncH. water-table*!, cllli. Ac, were cm "dao »
to prevent the wet from running round them. Itue mouldlogo r

i
iil'« were

designed in such a manner as both really and apparently to ^iv. it a »ubftUDtUl
footing, and at the same time to add greatly to its beauty, many of them are ju
noble combinations as could easily be conceived.
In short, it may bi* asserted, without fear of contradiction, that in no style of

architecture has a system of moulding b<'en generated so full of vu-iety Kod so
capable ot suiting itself to every iwsition, and not only to provUh- fur the praellcal
demands of each position, but to give to each juat that kind oi elfcct wldch It moet
demanded.
Let us now proceed to consider the wimlow. In the days of ancient Greece, and In

the earlier days of Rome, windows were necessarily kept In a v»ry undereloped
form, through the non-existence of window gflass, so much so. thnt in Classic ardii-
tecture the window seems a thiuf,' shunned as an unhappy necesnitv ; and the Iroper*
fvct manufacture and dearness of this material, no douut. influence<1, inaconsjdcrablo
degree, the architecture of the later Roman and the lmme<lUteIy *.urcee<UnL' pt-riods.
In churches, and other vaulted buildings, another cause would leinltothe use, durlnff
the last-named {i.e., the Romane><quej period, of as small windows as would Just
answer the purpose. The unaided thickness;and the whole length of the wall beinir
relied on for tlie abutment of the vaulting, it naturally follow* d that perforations
were as much avoided as possible, as tending to reduce the abutting mass. Accord-
ingly, as buttresses increased in projection, greater and greater openings In the
curtain wall were ventured on, simply because there was strength sumclent to admit
of them, till, when Pointed architecture received lis full developemcnt, and the
pressure of the vaults was entirely concentrated upon the buttresses, the whole In-
tervening space might, if needful, be converted into windows.

Simultaneousijr with this change, the increasing use of stained glass ntcfuUattd
a corresponding increase in the area ofwindow opening, so that wehaveoDedevclo|>-
ment/rtW/*V«/(;(£/, and the other rcm/erm;/ necvisaryy the constant enlargement and
multiplication of the windows.

'i'\\e primd-fiicw mode of obtaining increased window light would be to widen llie
oi)enln;,'S ; but as this, if carried too far, would at once injure the beauty of the win-
dow, and cause inconvenience in glazing it. the more usual course adopted was to
increase the number. Hence the couplets, triplets, and more numerous groups of the
earh* English windows. These groups, when placed in a side wall and under a lercl
roof-plate, would naturally assume tlie form or arcades of equal height; but when
under a gable, an arched roof, or a vaulted bay, they increased In height towards the
centre,—thus giving us the two most familiar forms of grouping. The sections of
the jambs were arranged (as in the earlier period) in the manner best suited to the
admission of light—care being taken externally to avoid deep shadows upon the glass,
and internally, to disperse the light as readilv as possible through the building.
In domestic buildings, where windows have to serve the double purpose of

admittmg the light and fiicilitatiug external view, they were not usually group^^-d aa
above described, but were made wider in their openings, the unpleasant effect which
might otherwise arise from It being obviated, and the glazing and opening of
the window rendered more easy, by the use of thin multions or pillars dividing the
window into two or more lights. This system offered advantages so obvious that it
was very soon adopted for churches also; so that, instead of obtaining increased
liglit, as heretofore, by the indefinite multiplication of comparatively small windows,
it became customary now, /or <A« ^ra^ time in the history of architfcturf, to make
windows of any size which their position or utility might dictate; the whole end of
a church and the entire bays of its flanks being occupied, if need be. by single
windows.
Now nothing could be more ratioiral than this development. The mode of glazlnc^

in use was most conveniently applicable to spaces of moderate width. It is true that
by the more extended use ot iron it was then, as it has often iH.'cn in modern times,
appUed to openings of 0. 8. or even 10 feet in width ; but narrower spaces were much
more convenient. The li;'hts, however, at Westminster AblK-y. which is one of the
earliest buildings in which this kind of windowissyslematically used in this country,
are4i feet wide, and in France they are generally much more. 'I'he prevailing practic*
of placing a massive pier between each oi such liglits was obviously Imperfect. The
concentration of pressure upon the buttresses now allowed of o^xMiings oi almost
any size,—what, then, was more reasonable than to make extensive opt.-nings, and
then to subdivide them by light mullions Into compartments at once aightly and
convenient ? That this practice has stnnetimes, from caprice. b*'en carried to a
vicious excess in no degree militates against its rationale ; indeed, with all our
modern facilities for glazing and opening our windows, we continually find Ihe same
expedient resorted to for convenience, and invariably so when any extraordinary
amount of light, and consequent width of window, is needed.
The next questiou which would arise Is. how Is the arch to be filled in ? This we

find done at first by a plate or tympanum of stone as thick as the depth of the
mullions, each light being arched, and the tympanum pierced at pleasure with such
openings as suited the builder's taste ; and, later on, we find these piercings con-
nected tf^ether into those systematic groups which we call tracery ; thus converting
the window into a perfectly novel and most beautiful architectural feature.
As I shall have more to say on the subject of windows when we come to secular

architecture, I will limit myscit to two remarks. One is this: that in positions in
which there is not much height, where there is no great load to be sustained, and
where the termination of the wall internally and externally is horizontal, the me-
dieval architects by no means held themselves L>ouudtothe arched form, but reserved
perfect liberty to put squareheads to their windows ; the other is a passing remark
on the rationale ofstained glass. 1 do not conceive it to be simply a decoration, or a
means of adding rich coloring; but that it also arose from an unconscious feeling
that it was necessary to the perfect elfect of an architectural interior that it should
be self-inclosed. In a living-room one wi.-^hes not only for admission of light, but
for facility of lookinjr out at the windows; and this necessity prevents us from see-
ing the windows well as architectural features, because the focus of the eye has con-
constantly to be changed in passing from the window itself to the view bl-yond. In
a church, on the contrary, yon do iiot wish to look out at the window, and it is bt^tter

that it should be filled with a medium only semi-transparent, and which, being at
about the same distance from the eye wiih tlie surrounding architecture, at once does
away with the necessity of a change of focus, and supplies a beautiful decoration to
the medium by which that object is eflecttMl.

I have not yet noticed one of the leading features of Ihe style, and one in which it

assumes a character most peculiarly its own : I mean the roof.
All previous styles of architecture with which we are acquainted, havingoriginated

in southern countries had roofs of a low pitch. I have no doubt that In many of
those countries there were occasions in whieh a higher pitch wtndd have ai)swerod
better, but as the lower line harmonised better with the irencrally horizontal lines of
their architecture, and was found to answer, they naturally adopted it. The Roman-
esque arehitecture of Southern P^urope had also' somewhat low nxifs, and when first

imported into (iennanv. the roofs were by no means hi<;h- (iradiially. however, as

men forgot its connection with Italy, and'viewed it as belonging to Iheniseh-es, they
would naturnlly use with it the form of roof they had found most servicenble. and
were most accustomed to in their ordinary buildings, and thus Ihe hiurh roof of the

north became engrafted upon the Romanesque style, and the nxif became a con-
spicuous feature in external architi'Cturc. Happily this change harmonised well with
its general character. The arch seemed to surest a higher pitch of roof than did
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tTHbt'ated construction, and when grtator heipht was gvnt'raUy introduced, and the
wunted aroh tiwk the place of the round, the piteli of the roof would be increased to
lianaoiiise with it.

I Ti«w, then, the high roof as partly the result of climate and partly of the lesthetic

tendency of the style. But is it to be considered as an essential characteristic of
Gothic architecture? By no means. The true characteristic of the style is liberty,

and in the roof, as in every other feature, perfect freedom is reserved, so that we find

roofs varying from almost perfect flatness to a very hip-h pitcli, a preference being
^ven, caiens paribus^ to the high roof where there was not aomc decided objection to

ItSOBO.
In internal construction also the roof was founded on rational principles, —good

construction being always considered before beauty^ but the latter made very
generally to result from it.

(.luthic limber roofs would form a subject which could hardly be done justice to
under one or two lectures, so 1 will not go further into them now. Modern carpentry
has shoiR-n us how to construct rot^fs with less timber than was used in these
structures (there was then less necessity for the economy of limber^ but we have
ne%'er done auything to compete with the noble pieces of ornamented carpentering
bequeathed to'ua by our medieval forefathers. As to coveriuj^ of roofs, I may just

mention, in paasin'g, that though the medieval builders made use of every material
which it is customary to use for this purpose, there are st^veral which cannot be made
use of with any but a"high pitch, and are therefore uuuseable with low roofs such as
are used in other styles, as for instance, plain tiles, ordinary stone, slate, shingle,

and thatch.
Thf next point In the rationale of Gothic architecture, is one which I by no means

claim as its peculiar pro|>erty, inasmuch as it is common to all <}oo(l architecture,

though eerrjiiiily our stvle is somewhat pre-eminent in its adoption of it. I refer to

that general principle oi ornamentation which trusts mainly for beauty to the useful
and constructive features of the building, rather than to those which are introduced
directly for appt^arance.
Thus, iu a noble (lOthic building, the ornamental character arises from a greater

or less richness in the ttoorwm/s, in the ivindotis, the buttresses, the cornices, para-
pels, or other parts needful for the uses or construction of the building. This belongs
to all noble arehitecture, but is more thoroughly, I think, carried out in Gothic than
in other {JtvU-s, and ptrhaps less so in modern Italian, especially in what is commonly
called ralladian. than in any other. 1 do not lay claim to it as an argument in favor
of one style above another, for all om/ht to possess it alike, but the absence of it in a
very great deal of modern architecture is :it least a proof that much reformation is

needtd aiuong ourselves, and the strong degree in which it was adopted as a maxim
by the Gothic arcliitects is a great proof of the reasonableness of tlie principles on
w'hic'i they acted.
Thfre are, of course, in all styles of architecture decorations of a merely gra-

tuitous kind, and when largeness of means leads to profusion, they are likely to be
carried to excess ; but in (iothic architecture of the best periods the beauty of a
building (after good proportion, outline, Ac, arc 8ecure<l), depends not on this deli-

berate ornamentation, but on the artistic treatment of the necessary features. What-
ever parts were dictated by practical necessity were the chief objects on which
decoration was expended, and to which the architect trusted for the beauty of his
building.
More especially was it, pnr eminence, att^ndow sti/le. Of all the objects provided

for. the itamission of tight was the first and chiefest ; accordingly, the ' window was
made, both within and without, the leading source of beauty. It is by the design of
the wintioics that we define the gradations of style. It is chiefly by tlie windoirs that
we describe a building, and the first question asked about a Gothic building
generally relates to its windows. On them, therefore, was expended a large portion
of the architectural decoration. How marvellous, then, is the inconsistency which
we meet with. People with one breath objecting to Gothic architecture—the
offspring of northern climes—as not admitting light enough, and urging the use of
Southern architecture, to obviate the imagined defect; and then telling you of the
beauties of a modem building, the great characteristic of which is, that its principal
facade has no windows at all.

Next to the windows, the do&ncays claim the most careful attention. Indeed, in
BOme respects, they had the precedence, inasmuch as of all parts of a building the
doorway is that which challenges the closest inspection. The decorations, con-
ftequently, of doorways were those which contain the greatest amount of actual
sculptured art It is a great principle to place sculpture where it will be best seen ;

and as every one who enters a building must of necessity obtain a close view of the
doorwavs, they were naturallv made the great vehicles for scuhiture. In France
especially, every part of the doorway frequently is scuptured. Take, for example,
-L , , . . . .. ... , . . '^^corated

contain
tains

the chief statue ; the tympanum is filled with subjects, and the orders of the arch
with angt'lic figures ; so that the entire doorways are alive with sculpture.
The buttresses, again,—those naturally uncouth projections, mere inert masses,

to resist the pressure from within,—are rendered beautilul by their stately propor-
tions and architectural details, the niches and statues which adorn their receding
Stt^es, and the aspiring pinnacles by which they are crowned.
The stone roof-plate, enriched with mouldings and foliage, and, perhaps, supported

on sculptured corbels, becomes the crowning horizontal feature ; and the parapet—
the defence of the workmen engaged on the roofs—is pierced into tracery, or forms a
miniature arcade, giving delicacy and lightness of effect to the generally-massive
structure ; while the beU-tower, raised high, to make its voice heard from afar, be-
comes the culminating ornament of the whole exterior : so completely was it the
recognised principle of the architecture to render the useful and constructive parts
sources of decoration, that, where any deliberate decoration was made use of. it was
often formed of imitations of constructional features,—such as window tracery,
arcades, gables, pinnacles, columns, &c.

I am not prepared to say that this is in itself to be applauded ; indeed, I think, it

onght, at the least, to be kept within moderate limits ; but it, nevertheless, owed its

origin lo the firm hold which the principle of rendering construction the leading
source of decoration had upon the architects. Being accustomed to decorate con-
struction, they pot into the habit of using constructive forms as decorations.
My illustrations have hitherto, perhaps, for the most part, been taken from

churches, but the same principle of common sense applies equally to secular
structures. Each is treated In a manner suited to its class and purpose. Those
classes and purposes diffiT, as a matter of course, in a majority of cases from their
CO- relatives at the present day, as they did in different periods of the middle ages
themselves, and in the different countries of Kurope at any given period; so that
the mere fact of such differences existing is no argument against any lesson we may
learn from them. I presume, for example, that no great analogy can be established
between a Koman villa and one of the nineteenth century in England, and not much
between an Italian Kenaissancc palace of the fifteenth century and a London mansion
of the nineteenth. Even in Germany and in France at the present day the houses
differ greativ from those in England. The question of the rationale of a style is

rather whether it is so flexible and so essentially founded on common sense and
reason that it will readily shape itself to meet practical demands, however varied
tbcjr ma^ be.
Row, It is scarcely possible for a building of the middle ages and one for a kindred

purpose at the present day to differ more widely In their requirements than did
different buildings of the same age ; and if the most varied demands of one period
are equally met by a given style, why should we fear that the 'same style would fail

lo meet variations proceeding from a change of manners and haliits ?

Take, for example, a Gothic fortification and a (iothic town IihII. (Jan aiw require-
ments be more totally different ? In one the great object was to shut off all com-
munication from without. External windows must be cither wholly avoided, or
reduced to mere eyelet-holes. In the other the walls are perforated with windows

t»|MM:iniiy, everj- pan oi ine aoorway irequeuiiy is scupiurea. laKC. lor cxanq
the western portals at Amiens ; the pedestal or basement of the jambs is decora
with medallions, illustrating Bible history, by bas-reliefs. The jambs cont
coIosBal statues of saints; the central pillar of^ the great double doorway con ta

to the greatest extent which the strength of the structure would admit. In one the
entrance must be guarded by all possible contrivances ; in the other it must, as it

were, open its arms widely to invite the incomiiijf citizens. In the ouc the whole
expression is one of stern exclusion and frownmg defiance; in the other of busy
concourse and festive hilarity. Now, is it i>ossible for these widely differing demands
and contrary expressions to have been more perfoctly embodied than they are in the
feudal castle, and in the halls of the manufacturing cities of Flanders and (Jermany?
Take, again, the domestic buildinirs of a convent, and those of the citizens of a

great commercial town. Both, it is true, were human residences, and must provide
for the common wants of our nature. Yet in one the great principle of the foun-
dation was ascetic gravity and religious mortification : in the other the objects aimed
at were hospitality, cheerfulness, and family enjoyment ; and in each case the
objects were perfectly provided for, as well as exprcssed.in the aspect of the building.

Why, then, should we imagine that because our ideas of family comfort are more
perfect than in the days of our forefathers the style of architecture which they so
successfully applied to purposes differing so widely one from another will refuse to

accommodate itself to a more complete form of one of the same purposes ? Yet people
continually tell us that Gothic architecture is feudal and monkish ! Of course the
castle was feudal and the convent monkish. It would have been strange if they had
not, seeing that one was built for the feudal lord, and the other for monks ; but was
the town hall or the city residence monkish? Were the warehouses of Nurembei^ or
the market halls of Flanders feudal? the idea carries absurdity on the face of it.

They were, in fact, built by those very communities who had used their utmost
endeavours to overthrow feudalism, and were ever most strenuously opposing its

authority and influence.
I have in this, and more especially in my last lecture, shown you that the develop-

ment of Gothic architecture itself was founded, step by step, upon common sense and
upon practical considerations. In like manner were these made the great principles
which guided its application.
In all classes of building, whether ecclesiastical, military, monastic, civic, domestic,

commercial, or ni.stic, though the architecture was in reality one and the same, the
treatment was absolutely and imperatively commanded by the purpose, and the
expression followed by instinct. As I have said on other occasions, a medieval
barn is as good and as true in its architecture as a cathedral ; both are essentially

in the same style, yet one is as obviously a barn, and as absolutely subservient to the
requirements of a barn, as the other is a church. One has no windows, but slits of
some 4 inches wide, and yet looks as Gothic as the other which has more window
than wall.
Take, again, two commercial buildings—as the Great Cloth Market at Ypres and

the huge warehouses at Nuremburg—one for exhibiting manufactures, the other for

stowing away goods. The first is, internally, a continuous room or gallery some 30
or 40 feet wide, and (measuring along its several ranges) about 000 or 700 feet long ;

its entire sides occupied by continuous and uniform ranges of large windows, and the
exterior unbroken to express the unify of the interior, and its lower story subdivided
into rooms of a small size for more varied uses, and with all this unbroken uniformity
it would be hard to find a more wonderfully striking buildiug. The other, being for

stowage, demanded multitudinous stories and numerous supports. The stories

within are not, perhajis, more than H or 10 feet high, and the floors are carried on
oaken pillars. The windows, being more for ventilation than light, are small and
square, and closed by shutters instead of glass. The crane houses arc made noble
structures of timber, but no ornament is admitted, excepting to the doorways and
perhaps the gables. The whole speaks its purpose so uumistakoably that I do not
suppose any one ever yet asked what it was; and though a mere unmasked and
almost unadorned waruhousc, it stands forth and asserts—and not in vain—its claims
upon public admiration amongst the admired monuments of that truly interesting

city.

To go into the various classes of secular buildings, and to show the consistency of
their treatment, each witli its own proper rcquiremects, would fill a volume, and a
volume, if it did any justice to the subject, well worth reading. I must not now go
further. I will, however, point out a few developments demanding our notice. I
have before alluded to several t)oints of difference between the windows of secular

and ecclesiastical buildings. These differences were carried further and further
according to the demands of the particular building in hand. The windows were
wide or narrow, more or less numerous, subdivided or undivided, arched or square-
headed, and if arched, had high or low arches, strictly according to the demands of the

rooms within ; and whatever those demands were, the architecture was subordinated
to them. Some buildings had windows few and far between ; others were nearly all

window ; and of course there were all intermediate varieties. Some buildings were
vaulted in every story, giving good examples of really fireproof construction

;

others were fireproof through one or two stories, and timbered above ; and others,

again, had timber floors throughout. In secular slructures we find trabeated archi-
tecture in its truest form—not stone beams, which when extended beyond very
narrow limits go against the nature of the material, but real beams of wood, used in

a thoroughly sensible and constructive manner. 1 would particularly call attention

to the fact that beams were not merely run into walls—where the moment the ends, so

immured, decay, down comes the floor—but they were aided by stone corbels, and
not only so, but bv timber corbels lying on them ; or if the bearings were very great,

braces were added, which will carry the beams even when the ends are rotted off.

This is trabeated architecture in a very genuine form. I dare say both (Jreeks and
Romans may have used it so, too ; but as their timbers have gone to dust, the
Renaissance has lost its precedents, and has too often imitated stone construction in

wood ; or in more modern works, in lath and plaster, for wood having disappeared
from the precedents, has of late been to a great extent eschewed as a visible archi-

tectural material.

Then, again, we have another common-senBO development-the fireplace. The
Romans had a number of good methods of warming their buildings, but tlie straight-

forward, honest fireplace—the social palladium of tlie Englishman—we owe, I believe,

to tlie medieval builders—the men who are said to have known nothing of modem
comforts. There are fireplaces in old Norman castles—Conisborough, for instance

—

as good as in a Belgravian Iiouse, and the chimney-pieces were ofiener a great deal

handsomer. With the fire-place came that other modem feature, the chimney-shaft.
Look how consistently with common sense, and with the principle of decorating
what was demanded by utility, that was treated.

The oriel window or bay window was another medieval invention, and it would be
difficult to find a feature more conducive to comfort and cheerfulness. It is often,

very sensibly, translated into other styles, but, like the fireplace and the chimney, it

belongs to the style of those "co»)/or(iefis" ages of which we are treating.

The dormer window is another invention of this u-indoir nge. The high roof was
not to be thrown away — it must be utilised by being formed into attie stories ; win-
dows, thcn'fore, must be contrived wholly or in part in the roofs. Ilenec that highly
picturesque and useful feature, which, though, like the oriel, now translated into

other styles, was invented in the middle ages, and, like all their inventions, originated

in common sense.

I have spoken of the construction of floors, but omitted to notice the ceifings.

Great scope was given to variety in their treatment. Sometimes all the timbers were
shown, and, perhaps, decorated with color, the woodwork being more or less orna-
mented, as the character of the building- demanded. For lofty rooms this often ^ves
a noble covering ; in other cases, the beams and binding joists are shown, and the

intervening spaces panelled ; in others, again, the whole is panelled, and in each
case any amount of decorative painting u.sed which might be desired. There is no
doubt that the ceilings in Gothic buildings were, in many cases, the types wliieh sug-
gested thone of the earlier renaissanee buildings (those of which my accomplished
colleague has so eloquently treated) before people began to imitate stone construc-

tion in jdaster, and to make quasi-constructive features in hollow cradling In the

middle ages, either constructive parts were exposed to view, or the decorations which
conoealed them were designed simply aa decorations, without in any degree profess-
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ing to be eoiiBtructivc, plain, houcut, commou seaBC bting the ruling principle, as it
ou^ht to be, ttiid once was, iu other styles.
One of the most strikinjf niiya iu whieli this principle of common -sense Is dls-

playeil is in the absolute ireeilom exercised iu iilanuinn:, or more correctly speakini;,
the absolute subordination of external desifjn to the jjractical requirements of the
interior. There was no love of irregularity for its own sskc amouK the medieval
builders ; on the contrary, they had no objection at all to general uniformity wliere
tho circumstances of the ease clid not sugtjest a departure from it ; and where irregu-
larity was demanded for use, they did not carry it beyond what the demand reiiuired,
but when the practical requirements naturally led to irregularity tliey fearlessly
followed them, without any of that morbid striving after forced nuiformity which
characterises— I will not say Classic works, for the ancients also acted on more
natural principles—but the great majority of modern buildings. Tliat they did not
capriciously strive after irregularity is proved by such buildings as the great market
halls of llruges and Ypres, the latter of which has a front of 460 (eet long, without
one deviation from uniformity, simply because the practic'al requirements in each
wing were identical. That when the internal requirements but slightly diifered, they
carried irregularity no fiu-thcr than the demands of reason suggested, is proved by
such fronts as that of tho Ducal I'alaceat Venice, and of a very great number of street
bouses au<l palaces in different countries, where the normal idea is uniform, but the
windows placed to suit rooms of varying size ; but that when the practical require-
ments had no reference to uniformity, they fearlessly acted on them without any of
those sickly repinings which would so sadly disturb the peace of the modern architect,
BtlU more without any torturing of the internal arrangements to make tliem fit to a
preconceived elevation, which is the usual practice m these more enlightened days,
as abundantly proved by many of the noblest works which our forefathers have
bequeathed to us.
Now, far bo it from me to say that this honesty of treatment belongs exclusively

to Gothic architecture. It does not. It is the leading principle of all true archi-
tecture ; and I have no doubt, indeed, we have indisputable proof, that it was acted
on bj; the Greeks and Romans, as well as by our own forefathers. Tho contrary
practice seems to be an error rather of our own age than of the genuine periods of
Classic art ; but wlien the defenders of the revived Classic art use it as an objection
against medieval architecture, we then have a full right to point out its true principles,
and to show that it is an exercise of common sense so obvious and reasonable, that
any style of art which refused it would stand self-condemned, as rejecting the plain
demands of reason ; and that though I do not hold that Classic architecture stands
BO condemned, it would be so if we were to admit against it the accusations of some
of its own advocates. At any rate, it is fair on the part of Gothic architecture to say
that in this great principle of the subordination of external design to internal
requirement, it not only follows the great styles of architecture which preceded it,

bnt that, in the opinion of its opponents, it carries out the great utilitarian principle
even to an excess.
There can be no doubt that the principle is pre-eminently in harmony with the

genius of Gotliic architecture ; more so, probably, than with any other ; and if those
who think it a vice desire to saddle it exclusively on our style, they cannot complain
if we, who hold it to be a virtue, at the least, claim for that style the lion's share of
the credit.

I do not for a moment dispute that there is room for excess, even in acting on a
principle so reasonable. If we were to make it an excuse for careless planning ; If
we were so afl'ected as to seek excuses for irregularity when the arrangement, if

carefully con sidered, offered none ; or if we neglect reasonable means ofavoiding them
when it can be done without any injury to the arrangement, we are clearly open to
the charge of excess ; but, on the other hand, if we were to avoid irregularity by
making two essentially different parts look alike, at the sacrifice of their practical
demands ; if we place windows in inconvenient or unsightly positions in the interiors
of our rooms, lor the sake of making them match some windows in an opposite wing,
or to form a regular range, disagreeing; with internal divisions ; if we make sham
windows where none are wanted, or omit real ones where they would be useful ; or if

we torture and displace our rooms to obtain uniformity, or play any of the thousand
tricks which are too current amongst us to make our exteriors uniform where our
interiors are the contrary, surely we are guilty of a far more culpable excess in the
opposite direction, for the exaggeration of common-sense is unquestionably a more
venial sin than its renunciation. However this may be, Gothic architecture, whether
rightly or wrongly, looks to internal requirements as paramount to external
regularity ; places its windows rather with reference to the rooms within, than
to the elevations without ; and rejoices in making the exterior express in some
dCCTee the changes of purpose in the internal arrangement .- but it does not reject
uniformity where compatible with truth and utility, nor refuse to admit of careful
artistic combinations ot parts, so long as they are made subservient to, or at least do
not militate against, practical requirements. As I have said before, I believe that
in this it only reflects and carries out more perfectly the principles of true Classic
art ; and that, if these principles are often forgotten or rejected, it is iu the main an
abuse of modern date. It is, however, beyond all question inherent upon that form
of revived Classic art with which wo are surrounded.
The same may, iu fact, be said of truthfulness in minor things. It would be unjust

to father the contemptible and endless fallacies of our own day upon Classic archi-
tecture. It is true that they pervade and saturate many of the modern productions
of that style, and that the revival of Gothic architecture has somehow led to their
exposure ; but the truthfulness which we are proud to claim as one of its g-reat and
leading stars we freely yield as the property, not of one style but of all noble archi-
tecture.
Did time permit, I might follow np the rationale of the style, under consideration

as evinced in the judicious employment, treatment of, and the mode of workmanship
applied to dilTerent materials as well as different branches of artistic decoration. The
medieval architect adopted the material he could most readily obtain and adapted his
design to suit its peculiar qualities.

Ifhe used block-stone throughout his work, or united it with rough walling-stone
or rubble, or if his building were of brick, or flint, or pebbles, lie studied to use them
80 as to look well and to aid the effect by their variety ; as instances of this I will refer
to the exquLsite stone and flint structures iu the Eastern Counties and the inter-
stratification of free-stone with tho thinnest rubble in some of the OoUtic districts—
to the bri('k domestic architecture of Norfolk, of Northern Germany and ofLombardv,
and to the limber structures of innumerable districts and cities ; to the variously
colored stones in the buildings in Auvergne, and last, but not least, to the magnifi-
cent marble structures, with their inlayings and mosaics, which dellf^ht us when in
Italy. The great principle was how best to utiUze the materials which nature had
§rovided : where uature had been chary in her gifts, even external plaster was not
espised but truthfully made use of; where she had been lavish, even precious stones

were used as building materials, as at Prague, where there is a chapel whose interior
is faced with a kind of rubble work of polished amethyst, the stones being cut
through, but otherwise uushaped, and irregular jointings being covered with embossed
gilding.
In metal work each metal was treated on its own merits and its own natural cha-

racteristics.* .

* In a letter which I have received from a high practical authority— Mr. Skidmore,
or Coventry—on the subject of the practical reasonableness of the modes of work-
manship applied to metals by the medieval artists, he shows most clearly, and
expresses a very strong opinion on the superior rationale which guided them in their
work to that which is now, for the most part, acted upon. He shows that the true
measure by which to judge of such a rationale is the degree in which the artist brings
out and turns directly to account the peculiar qualities of his material; that iu
modern work this is very much neglected, and that designs for metal-work are made
with little or no regard to the capabilities or qualities of the metal to be used ; indeed,
arc modelled in clay just as if they were to be executed iu marble or alabaster, so

iicr
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In decoration; frescoes, mosaics, lape.try, needlework, emboMed UaUUffwork, enamels &c„ were profusely u..d whcu meuuii uemilttod. ImlMl 'uM^iuwas rijecled, either on thcacore of Iwmllne.. or cJipeii«II;pi«Yia«l ilMOtad thttmXIn hand and the mcana at commaud.
••«>••• •»»«»u um w^m

Hut what, 1 may bo oaked, U the utility of tracloir oat evidences of a (act lo Dm.bable on the face of It s. that our forel.tber. «:t«d upon re«i>n when e5J^'u^?^
practical a thing aa architecture ? I would reply thallu uUUlv 1« two-fij^ In iK
first place, we have too much lost .Ight of the fationale Sf ^JwuiT^e. «a of ite'uecessity of acting upon it. 1 do not wi.h to rip open old tore* or to oblwc •»!««others, errors ol which we are all of us guUty. Let o. each examlue onfMlvXimdask ourselves how far we act upon truth and reason In our dtslinu, and l/oomMUeS
to admit our dercliotionB a review like that on which wo have gwn eosaiKd luraSbe otherwise than u«eful-<juit« apart from any queaUon about what (tvLii wa u»working In.

"-«• .•»» ws •»»

In the second place. It is an undoubted fact, as mv able coadintot
day, that we are at a transitional period of our art, that wo areaUuu
present and aiming at au altered future, and that some of us are In!
aim on the basis of a revival of tho style of which I have been tearhin
also truly saya there Is a. via inertiat in art, wliich Is not easily oven • ,u
reluctantly tochange ; how important, then. Is it to us to kuow that ti. iro
reviving was itself based, as all good architecture must be, on the llru rock of com-mon-sense ; and how essential to our success that we should place our revival on tb»
same basis 1 Shall we, then, secure this object by doing only ichat our forcfstlitf*
did 1 By no means j—rath<r, as I have urged in a former lecture, lei us du as tbey
did: that is, act upon reason. They thoroughly suited all their works to tbeli
varied objects. Let us do the same, how much soever more varied our roiuirement*
may be. They made their houses comfortable to the extent of Uwlr liabits, let lumake ours so to the greatly Increased extent of our own habits.* They welcomed
every invention as it arose, let us do the same by the Invention of our own prollOc
age. They utilised every material which presented Itself to them. Let us do so br
all the materials which modern science or ingenuity lus placed at our command t
only let us do all this truthfully and cousistentljr with reason ; for example, if wo
meet with an invention suited to the surface decoration of rooms, but devoid of con-
structive strength

; let us use it as a surface decoration, and not as Is too commonly
done, make troughs aud pipes of It, and pass them off for beams and columns. U
we admire a vaulted construction by all means let us use It, but do not let us emulate tho
vaulting of Diocletian's liaths and Westminster Abbey or the Domes of the Pantheon
of St. Sophia in lath and plaster 1 If we want plaster-casts of ancient monument*.
let us place them in our Museums, but, for goodness sake, let our buildings them-
selves be real

!

The conditions to be demanded ofour future archltecture,whcther destined to be based
upon the Classic or the Gothic renaissance, or whether they are to continue ever, as now
to assert, side by side, their rival claims, are :—a perfect and unhesitating fnllllment of
practical demands, whether of construction, convenience, or comfort ; an equally
unhesitating adoption of the materials, inventions, and mechanical and constructive
appliances of the age; a ca)jability of reasonable economy or ofJudicious nugniflccooe
in all degrees and proportion ; a character at once noble and In harmony with the
country and climate, and with national associations ; a perfect freedom of treatment,
united with perfect truthfulness ; and a f^e admission ot the sister arts in their

that if the " piece of plate " were painted over no one would be able to guess of what
material it was formed ; that even when any regard is paid to the material It is
usually to one only of the qualities of a metal, and that, perhaps, its lowest and least
distinctive quality, inasmuch as metals possess it only In common with many other
materials, I mean its susceptibility of being cast in a mould ; whereas the medieval
artists, without neglecting this, gave greater prominence to the qualities of mallea-
bility, ductihty, the facility for receiving engraving, Inlayings (such lus niello. Ac,
enamelling, and flUigree-work), and other qualities peculiarly metallic, aud differing
in different metals ; so that, on the whole, their mode of treating metals was far
more rational than those which are, for the most part, prevalent amount ourselves.
In which these peculiarities, though of course weU known and more or Tesa acted on,
are iu a majority of cases neglected.

* On the question of comfort, no one is, perhaps, so good a Judge as the practical
house-decorator and upholsterer, particularly where his engagements Include bouses
of the highest class and all styles. I therefore feel much pleasure In giving the
following extract from a letter I have received on this subject from Mr. Crace :

—

" In carrying out the interior finishing of a Gothic buildlnt;, I know of no rule or
principle which should oblige me to give it a dull and heai-y character. On the con-
trary, the style allows of light and cheerful effects the same as in any other. I will
instance the house of the late A. W. I'ugin, which he built for himself at Ramsgate.
What could be more delightful than the room in which he always sat and worked t

The walls were ranged with books, the mullioned windows, of good size, were filled
with plate glass, except iu the upper part, where was stained glass. These windows
commanded a most beautiful sea view ; he sat always near one of them at a large
convenient table, on which was his drauing board, and from time to time he wonld
raise his eyes from his work, and refresh them with a look at the sea, ever varying,
and always delightful to him : his chairs were, I consider, the most comfortable
ever made, and yet he declared they were essentially in keeping with the style. No
room was ever more cosy looKing, better lighted, or more cheerful than this sanctum
of the great apostle of Gothic art-revival. His dining-room was equally good in its

way, aud, as torits fireside, I defy any Classic house to have one so enjoyable. He
had arranged the fire-place with infinite taste and good effect in a recess, and on each
side were settles, so that a frieudly i)arty could there snugly ensconce themselves with
every inducement to sociability.

'"The bed-rooms were all prettily papered, and supplied with every useful rconisitc
simple and plain, aud all were perfectly light and cheerful looking. Kecently I have
been employed, at your recommendation, in the decoration and furnishing or a house
near Dorking (rebuilt by you) in the medieval style. I am sure I may be allowed to
say that no house was ever better lighted or more agreeable in its general aspect.
All the modern appliances for comfort used iu otber houses are here introduced with
Serfect propriety. Kach room is finished appropriately to its particular use. In the
rawiog-rooms the walls are hung with light-green paper relieved with gilding, the
woodwork is white and gold. The ceiling and cornice are highly relleveo with orna-
ments In color and gold on a white ground ; and all the rooms look cheerful and
comfortable ; they are not indeed of a monastic character, and yet I do not think that
a judge of medieval work would find much fault with the treatment in dctalL
"In furniture this style offers great facilities, for the principles of its oonslniction

are the source of its decoration, tnere are no effects produced In the Classic style but
can be equally well obtained in the medieval. It was the mistake of a bygone time
when the true in-inciples of Gothic work were entirely misapprehended, to Imagine

.' .1- . .. '..!' ,. Gothiccbairs
f construction

that stone pattern pinnacles and tracery were appropriate to furniture : Gothic chairs

and sofas can be as comfortable as any other. \V hat a beautiful piece of construction
is the Glastonbury chair, how appropriate and how easy to sit m, though made at a
time when the word comfort was not Known. As for cabmcls, tables, and sideboards.

besides being constructed on better principles, it is less costly to produce lu them an
ornamental efl'oet than iu works of the Classic style.
" There are no modern silks and damasks equalhng in richness and beauty of design

those of the 15th and 10th centuries,
" I work in all styles, my duty and my business is to make the interior finishing of

a house correspond with its general architectural character, whether it be m the

Classic or meifieval style, and I declare that there Is no impediment of style which
would prevent the interior of any castle or Gothic domestic building being fitted up
with the same amount of elegance, convenience, simplicity or splendour as that of

an Italian villa or Roman palace.
" BcUeve me, my dear sir, very tnily yours,

" Wlgmore- street, January 3l8t, I860." ••JoHS O. C«ACS.
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highest ami most perfcctod forms. How happy would it tc for art if wo could
proclaim an armistice between rival styles, while the advooatca of cHch devoted heart
and soul to the realizatiou of these conditions so obviously demanded of reason and
commou Sfiise

!

That Gothic archilocturc is in its spirit well fitted to unite these conditions.

I think may bo judj^-d by much that I have shown you in this and the precedinjj

lecture. It lays cloini in a pre-eminent desrree to the character ot Freedom. Free
in its UROof arcuate*! or traboated constructinn as may best suit encli particular case;
free in the form of its arches which, in addition to those used in otherstyles, assumes
other and excellent forms which enable thorn to assume all possible proportions of
hei^'ht to span ; free in its Tanltmg^, which has peculiar facilities for adabting itself

to evt-ry possible space and plan ; Yree in the proportions, as well as infinite in its

Tarioties. of its columns ; five as air in the sculpture it applies to their capitals as

well as to otlier architectural uses ; frt*e in the pitch of its rtwfs ; in tlie size, number,
form, and irroupin^^ of its windows ; and, above all, absolutely free in its planning.
in which the practical rtqulrcmentsof the interior have undisputed sway irrespective

of external (losign. it seems as if it could not be otherwise than suited to an age
in which freedom is the ffreat point to be aimed at in all we undertake. Convinced
that such is the case, let ns devote ourselves, hand and heart, to the task ; let us
brinu all our enorjries to rendering- the style we select as our groundwork really and
absoiutfly 8ul>sorvient to the wants and to the spirit (so far as it is a healthful and a

truthful sniriti of our age ; let us apply to the work all our reasoning powers, and
ground all we do upon common-sense ; but—let me not be mistaken—this cannot be
done by a mere abstract effort of the mind : let me, therefore unre ujwn you who are
students to exercise your reason and common-sense in another way, and to be
assured of this, that vou cannot succeed in the practice of an art, unless, in addition

to all the practical considerations I liave had occasion to allude to, you make your-
selves in the strictest sense of the word, artists.

ARCHITECTURAL UNIFORMITY AND ITS CLAIMS.

ON Wednesday se'nnight, a lecture was delivered on the above subject (as we
briefly announced in our last) before the members and friends of tlie Archi-

tectural Museum, iu the theatre of the South Kensingtou Museunjj by William
WuiTE, Esq. The following is a report of the lecture.

I
AM brinjjing before you an old ana familiar subject; a subject full of interest
to the architectural student as to nil others concerned in the prosecution,

or even iu the appreciation, of art ; a subject, nevertheless, which does not seem as
yet to have bet*u thought worthy of separate and distinctive treatment in the many
discutisions which of late years have taken phice, here and elsewhere, upon the various
elem«;uls of architectural propriety and beauty. Yet it is a subject of such universal
applicatiou as tocome well within the reach of those who are but little versed in archi-
tectural lore, whilst it is not beneath the notice of the most learned. It is a subject,
too, bearing more or less upon all architectural criticism, and as such it is one far
too extensive for us to exhaust in the time at our disposal, and I purpose, therefore,
selecting some of the most salient points for consideration; and I shall endeavour
so to classify these as to suggest a train of thought i'or a more minute examination
of the subject by those that take delight in following up principles to their first

source.
In an architectural subject of this sort the most attractive and the most practical

points are those that relate to the difficulties which have to be encountered, and to
the arguments which have to be met, by all such as value, or aim at carrying out,
correct principles in architectural design, liescarch into this subject being of
peculiar iuterest and value to myself, my desire is to interest others also in the same
research, feeling sure that a thorough discussion of the question will be very
beneficial at the present day, when some persons—knowing the value of uniformity,
and insisting upon its universal applicatiou in architecture—will sacrifice fitness and
convenience rather than violate their ftivorite principle; whilst others, on the con-
trary, having witnessed the misuse and abuse of uniformity, and dreading a recur-
rence of what the last century produceJ, take a pride in setting uniformity at naught,
de?pi&ing and denouncing it as worthy only of the most iuferior and common-place
work. At the present day, however, we have more to fear from the neglect and
lack, than from the excess of uniformity. A revulsion from the stilted uuiforinity
of the last century has set in, and the ivaction seems likely not merely to carry men
beyond the bounds of a fitting irregularity and diversity into an extravagant,
crookedness, and quaintness, but to lead them to view iu a wrong light the very
nature and purpose of uniformity, as an element of architectural beauty. There are
many, indeed, who take up the subject as an essenlial branch of the great qnestiou
at issue between the Classicists and the Gothic revivali,st8, as though the presence or
absence of uniformily constituted cne of the chief characteristics of the Classic and
of the Gothic schools respectively, and as though uniformity, and irregularity, or
diversity, were opposed to each other, in regard of preference or dislike, of right or
oi wrong. There is, however, so far as style is concerned, but little if any abstract
right or wrong iu the adoption of either. Both, in fact, are alike needed, both arc
eriually indispensable in many cases ; but in every case the uniformity, on the con-
trary, mainly depends upon the particular circumstances of the individual instance.
Inquiry into such circumstances must form one considerable portion of our subject.
The subject Itstlf is divisible into three main heads. There is first—uniformity of

feature; second—uniformity of type; third—uniformity of style. Hut it is the uni-
formity of (eature that I wish exclusively to confine your attention. Not because
there is nothing of interest or of consequence to be said under the other heads, but
because it is to feature rather than to type or to style, that the very term uniformity,
primarily and literally applies, and because there is even in this more than would
suffice to occupy our tune and to take our whole attention.
Of uniformity of feature, then there are several distinct branches, of which some

of the chiefare the following ;—There is first—theequal balance and correspondence of
such particular features in an edifice as hold the same relative position to some central
line or feature, or to each other. There is again thegcntiral similarity and correspon-
dence of features in such different parts anuposilions of the same work as do not come
into immediate contact with each other ; but are so separate, perhaps, as to be not in
right at the saine time ; or in other words, general uniformity of detail. And there
Is the oneness and regularity of form and general outline which commonly charac-
terises a simple building on a large scale. The uniformity or balance of particular
features is one of the first and most palpable characteristics which forces itself even
upon the untutored eye, in any object which is capable of corresponding or
balance of parts.
That the love of this uniformity really is inherent in human nature is evident from

the universal applicationof the old simile of the one-cared pig, to any form exhibiting
a gross violation of this principle. The saying refers us, it is true, to a most un-
poetlcal, unartistic, and un-beautlful animal, but who has not felt the force of this
simple simih, applying as it Joes to the noble and the ignoble alike, and gaining point,
as it were, by its verv application to that which by common consent is to be
regarded more as useful than ornamental ? And hence it is evident that even in the
form of objects for inferior use. uniforniity is not to be desidsed ; for seeing that that
which possesses BO very little to commend itself to our notice, is disfigured by so
elizht a mutilation, the nature as well as the extent of the fault must be very great.
It is this extreme sensibility to, and love of absolute uniformity, which has led to
the wholesale introduction of blank windows and other sham features, in our
national architecture. The fine feelingfor lliat whichls In itself good, has been thus
<Irawn to that which is subversive of all that is ^ood in architectural design. This
Tcry craviug after perfection has led men unwittniglv to the gnat or imperfection,
and perfection in kind has been rudely sacrificed to (hat which was imperfect only
In degree. Yet let me not be supposed to tirgc that every species of pretence or
sham is wholly and utterly to be condemned and repudiated. Kvery sham feature is

a sign of 8<;rious defect or imperfection, but there may be particular iuetances in

which a certain amount of imitation or a forced striving after uniformity, is f»irl^

and properly allowable. These instances are, and ought to bo, exceedingly rare,—

a

rare, one may almost say, as is a glass eye or a cork log,—a substitute to conceal a
painful imperfection, and not a voluntary and deliberate treatment of what possibly
can be made up by other and more logitnnate means, or in a more truthful manner.
Hence the perpetration of a sham is Isss admissible in a new work than in an old
one. In a new work there is, as it were, full scope to do anything, without regard to
the restraints and imperfections so often obvious in an old building, of which the
best that circumstances allow has to be made. In a new building there can rarely
be any good reason for contriving an outline, which involves the necessity of having
recourse to despicable and mean expedients for making a feature appear what it is

not ; and every sham in a new work shows a want of power iu the original design ;

but an old building may bear upon its face sufiicient marks of alteration or ill-treat-

ment, or perhaps also of changed requirements, to justify what might be otherwise
inexcusable, whether in the absence of uniformity or iu a forced correspondence of
parts.
But, however this may bo with reference to such exceptional cases, it is evident

that, in a general way at least, this kind of uniformity may be regarded as the type
of pertection, as irregularity is of imperfection ; and hence we ma^ take it as a rule,

that uniformity is to be aimed at whenever there is no suflicient cause to the
contrary. What constitutes sufficient cause to the contrary, remains therefore, in the
next place, to be pointed out.
Architectural uniformity is but one element of beauty amongst the many that help

to make up a perfect whole, and as we have just soon, the principle of uniformity ought
to be followetl iu architectural design ; but in practice the exceptions to this principle
are so numerous as to make irregularity, at first sight, almost appear to be the rule-

In small buildings of varied requirements, this is especially the case. In larger build-
ings and buildings that aim at greater dignity and perfection, the exceptions to
uniformity will be comparatively rare. In our architectural undertakings we seldom
or never have our choice free and unlimited, as to what shall or shall not be the
general treatment of a design. Certain requirements and necessities of the case,

generally suggest what it shall be, in regard especially of size, and of relative jm-
gortance or pretence ; and if the requirements, or the means, are small, our aim must
e small too; if large and liberal, our aim may be proportionately higher. Hut, the

higher our aim, the more generally simple and uniform must be our work. It is said
that grand ideas are always simple, and I believe that the greater true grandeur a
buikUno; has, the simpler will its general treatment be. But let us not suppose that
simplicity alone will produce dignity. Meauness or nieagreness is as compatible with
simplicity as grandeur itself is, and whenever true dignity is beyond our means let us
aim at some lower order of architectural beauty, such as prettiness or picturcsque-
ness, or at whatever else may be within our reach.

If, however, we do aim at mere prettiness or picturesqueness in works which,
from their scale and pretensions, ought to be impressive and grand, we fall at

once from the highest to the lowest grade of architectural beauty. But in all design
it is of far greater consequence that the laws of fitness should bo followed than that

a rio:id uniformity should be observed. The ends of nature and of necessity must
be first served, and then the ends of art.

Thus fur, then, in general. We come now to the practical application of this—
to the particular instances which will commonly justify or condemn a deviation
from uniformity. Amongst the foremost of the circumstances which suggest or
dictate this deviation in the general outline of a building must be reckoned
irregularity or inequality of site, position of approaches, nature of aspect, and. In
domestic dwellings, choice of prospect. These, or the like necessities of the case,

often influence internal arrangement to some extent, whilst on the other hand,
internal arrangement must, to a still greater extent, regulate the exterior outline.

In either ease the necessities will suggest an almost endless variety of irregular
treatment, whilst they afford scarcely any natural and fitting scope for xmiform
arrangement. In a domestic building, wherein so few of the apartments are of the
same size, or serve for the same purpose, or require the same aspect, it is a great
disregard of fitness to make them appear all alike externally, whilst it shows an
equal disregard of fitness to introduce a striking variety in several features whose
requirement and purpose are the same—for example, in the form, size, and position
of windows, whose only requirement is to admit and distribute etiually through an
apartment a given amount of light. But where internal arrangement is irregular
and various, the external outline and treatment of the building is naturally irregular
and various also, and there is but little room for uniformity. And as it is with
general treatment, so will this hold good with regard to the position of doors,

windows, fireplaces, and other leading features in an interior wall space. Thus, a
window, a fireplace, or a recess, will usually be placed, for nniformity's sake, in the
centre of the wall space which it occupies, whilst a door will bo placed, for con-
venience sake, nearly or quite in the corner of a room, excepting in the case of a
large or a public building, or of any entrance to which it is desirable to give a greater
importance of approach.

It will be observed that in setting out the centre of a wall space on the inside the
opening is often thrown out of the centre of tomc other wall space or outline on the
outside. This if properly treated will aid the exterior effwt, by providing an ex-
ternal clue to structural arrangement, thus giving point and expression to fitness

and natural form. Sometimes, however, a feature although treatetl ever so naturally
fails to appear natural, on account of its relation to some other feature. But tins is

not enou'ili. SVhether regular or irregularit must not only be naturally placed and
treated, but sometimes it must be even humourud or exaggerated in order to make it

appear natural. It is in the perception of this, and in its pi*oper treatment that the
taste or perception rather than reason or judgment is called into play. Regularity
and irre<iularity alike, ought to be such as not too strongly tochnllenge criticism, and
if in a givi'u space, any opening, or panel, or other fualuro is not iu the centre, and
the "wherefore" forces itself unduly upon the attention, or if no cause can be
imagined or reasonably assigned for the irregularity, probably something is wrong,
if not in the irregulality itself, at least iu its mode of treatment, or else it is the result

of a foolish fancy or whim. The eye is not satisfied, and wanders in vain for repose.

For nnformity or the lack of it, like fitness and unfitness, are seen and felt, more
readily than reasoned unon, and any sensation of crookedness or wrynesa is painful

to the tasteful or truthful mind.
Ordinarily then we shall have wall answcrhig to wall, window to window, space to

space, but the critical eye which quickly detects any little accidonial di.screpancy in

an object that ought to be uniform is not off"onded by the placing of a door In the
corner of a room, nor by a naturally irregular distribution of windows, nor by the
construction of a gate with a heavier stylo on the hanging side than on the other,

even with the addition of an one-sided brace for its support, but considerable cha-
racter may be the rather imparted by some such trivial circumstance of treatment or
position which calls attention to its fitness. In none moru so perhaps than in the church
at Turrifl", where the pulpit stands in the centre of the east wall in front of the east

window ascended by a Jong flight of steps in the south, whilst another handrail and
balustersc:)mpletewit!istringsand everything excepting stairs, is orectedon the oppo-
site side in order to have an imposing appearance of uniformity. Or in another notable
instance which I could name of an old house to which is attached an ancient chapel,

rising in days gone by with quietdignity abovethcsubordinalobuildingthat probaoly
formed the quadrangle on other three sides. In order to give importance, or rather
protentiousuoss to the general elevation as a " show-front," a gable with a fine stone
window was built up ot" the other extremity of the facade, cut in two by theeeilingof
a common sitting-room, regardless of everything but uniformity, to correspond with
the early gable of the original building, anti every intermediate feature was submitted
to the same sort of ordeiil.

In all such cases, however, the design must be treated with careful referenc«» to the
relative importance of the several parts and uses of the building; givinfj to the best
aijartmcnts and to the most important features, tho greatest share of uniformity.
For it Is very often through means of uniformity that importance is made to attach
to certain fentures to wJucU it is UeeiraWe to j^ve a due or expressive prominence.
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And Hiucc nearly all buiMins-s are primarily dcRifjiicd for some utilitarian purpoHcof
occupation or habitation, and since fitness is an t-xccllc-nt quality In all trood work. It
follows that interior treatment pro^jt-rlv comos before exterior, and fltnefi» before
uniformity. The abBurditv of saeriftrin^^ everythini; to a lifelcsft uniformity is
8trikinn;ly illustrated iu thousands of ways; and much was at Ibo sume time
atfected. The doors of a lon^ corridor were blocked up and re-opened, ho an to face
each otlier at rcgfular intervals, re},'ardlea8 of their position and uhl-s ou the inalde of
their respective apartments.
We may hope that such sensoless notions arc now rapidly passln;? away, but In

their departure let the lesson which they were intended to teach, not le altogether
iL^nored ; the value of uniformity in order to obtain a certain elfeet. bearing in mind,
tnat (as a popular writer remarks) nearly all evil is an exaggeration of ffuod ; and,
as a rale, the more important the apartment is, and the more impo^iuj; a particular
feature is intended to be, the •,'Teater is the care required in ronsiderin;; ri>,'htly the
uniformity and position, both iu themselves, and in relation to other poiuts of
intcrept.

Now although it commonly is, and onght to be evident that t!»erc is some good
reason for irregularity, yet it is by no means necessary that the reason itself should
be maniieat. So that the irregularity does not look unnatural, let us leave the laws
of fitness to work in their own way, and we shall rarely be dissatisfied with the
result. It is not always that the convenience or suitableness of a certain arrange-
mciit will or need be obvious, and perhaps it is only those persons that bnvo again
and again planned arrangements, with a view to ensuring j)articular advantages, and
of avoiding disadvantages, in approach, iu aspect, in pro.-pcct, in requirement, and
under other conditions generally, who can properly and fully take in or appreciate,
the difliculties to be overcome and the circumstances to be met iu a given histance ;

and consequeiitly a great deal must be taken on faith by a general public, the artist's
care must be that this faith is not misplaced.

Blanv, however, and sad are the instances, where Irrcponsible bodies,—! say irre-
sponsible, for if each individual can shield himself under an official incognito, a com-
mittee will display collectively an ijjnorance and perversencss, which every one
separately would shrink from cxposmg in his own proper person, impose upon
desimicrs such restrictions as must quench the spirit of art in any that will submit
to their dictates. A cemetery committee, for example, insists upon an exact
similarity and uniformity in buildings to be set apart for several communities, who
differ wholly in the external forms and profession of religious faith. For the sake
of an apparent eqnalitv, and for the plausible smoothing down of potty jealousies
which cannot bo smotncred, the same treatment, and the same accommodation is
stipulated for iu each set of buildings respectively. And hence for one body is built
an expensive and useless chancel, ;\vhich can bo occupied only as a vestry, and a
vestry whicli is equally useless, except for coals and faggots—because a fellow
building is to have those appurtenances, or else, on the other band, one body is de-
prived of an integral part of its external teaching in the ritual arrangement of the
sacred structure, by the entire omisr.ion of chancel, and of almost everything
fxpressive of choral or of liturgical requirement. And even the tracery
of the windows is forbidden to be varied, lest an assumed superiority should
accidentally attach itself to either of them; and this in an instance where-
in, if ever, suitableness would suggest a totally different treatment tor
each. All alike are tied down to the most servile and senseless, though still unat-
tainable attempts at a genuine uniformity ; for a forced uniformity, when fitness will
not properly allow of its being genuine, is of all kinds the most degraded and least
effectual for its real end that can be devised.
The very fact of the two or three separate erections calls attention to the diversity,

and the diversity being suflUciently great to cause their erection, it is one that can
never be concealed or set aside by any pretences, however specious.
Another committef' will insist upon an impossible uniformity between several

school-rooms of dilTerent sizes, wnosc approaches and play-grounds have to be
arranged suitably to the uses of the children, and the site to Be divided up to the
best advantage, or upon the equally impossible imiformity of position in the several
rooms, when the inequalities of level arc such and so groat as to involve the sacri-
lice of uniform effect, whether by keeping one room lower than the other, or by
altering the level of the site, so as to throw the whole site really out of keeping and
out of uniformity with the surrounding scenery, not knowingthat if regularity be not
possible or not natural, the very aim at uniformity is fatal to a design, and not nn-
derstanding how uniformity can cease to be uniform if applied to un-unil'orni cir-
cumstances. Having got hold of a true principle, and having seen gross instances of
its infraction, they theiuselvos break it yet still more offensively by a futile adherence
to only one pliasis of it.

Unitbrniity, then, is good. Uniform buildings are not always good. Commonly,
they are very bad. Uut in most eases, where uniformity is severely criticised, as in
the ordinary type of a suburban villa, it is not because uniformity as such is bad, but
because in such buildings it is unsuitable, or else because the treatment otherMise is

poor and mean, and the house possesses no redeendng feature or quality to make up
for its deficiencies.
This subserviency of uniformity ta fitness is the origin of one of the chief charac-

teristics of an irregular building. It is from this source that "picturesquencss " has
its rise. An irregular building may be made, but is not always made, picturesque.
The giving way of uniformity to circumstance and to fitness, is indeed ouc chief ele-
ment of the picturesque, and' all that can contribute "circumstance " or ''tnoti/*' to
a design is a vehicle for picturesquencss in the hands of the artist, who knows how
to make a proper use of it.

ricturcsqueness often is a valuable quality in design. It is sometimes almost the
only good quality attainable in simple works on a small scale. In works on a larger
Bcale it ceases to be so desirable. It is almost incompatible with, and must always be
subservient to, dignity and grandeur. Where these are unattainable, the picturesque
may be aimed at. Iu laying so nuich stress upon the relation and necessity of fitness
to beauty, wc must be on our guard against the very common error of supposing: tliat

fitness will produce beauty, as the cause of the effect.

Some persons there are who go so far as to say that beauty consists mainly in fit-

ness ; that if a thing is perfectly fitted to its use it is sure to bo beautiful in form, as
a sort of natural consequence ; and that it is only the difficulty of discerning the
manner and the measure of true fitness that mars the design ofalmost all our modern
manufactures. Tliis is a mistake perfectly fatal to art. It is one that degrades art
and jHits it at once into a false position. It exalts one element of beauty at the ex-
ficnse of another that is equally necessary. It is of a piece with a very common evil
n other modern systems— the setting up a supremacy of the reasoning faculties at
the risk of the entire suppression of perception and feeling. But so far from fitness
being the cause, or even a cause, of beauty, it is rarely, if ever found that the things
most strictly and undeniably useful, are, in reality, the most ornnmental—andnowork
of man can be in any real sense beautiful, without the display of .science and skill, or
else of taste and true artistic power and feeling to make them so. And so far as new
forms of beauty are concerned, taste and feeling, rather than science or skill, have
very much the most to do with the production.
1 he engiueer may be lost in admiration of a most perfect machine, but he cannot

contemplate its structure with the same kind of feeling as the artist can a work ofart
which is the genuine offspring of true love for the beautiful. Let such as believe fit-

ness to be the cause of beauty, take fine art-workmen at random to design an article
of manufacture, under the most rigid restrictions as to what is fitting treatment in the
instance given—all may more or less succeed, but probably not more than one of the
number will sliow that he has the artistic power and perception to enable hini to pro-
duce anything- worthy of being called beautiful as a work of art.

The laws of fitness, again, extend to more than mere arrangement and form. Not
only must convenience and use be consulted, and bo appropriately represented, but
even the natural construction of material, and the laws of gravitation, must be taken
into the account; and it is better to sacrifice uniformity than to set aside any one of
those higher laws which regulate the forces and condition of matter. Design which
disregards physical laws will jar with the order of nature; whereas if we take these

for our rule and (fulde. we nhall bo aided rather than hindered, im o«r altrnDDU atobtaining true beauty. The river loM-t not In natural beauty bT ftkDoirlw^UM
tortuous course ncconaltated by the IniqualltleH <>f ih.- couniry throvwta iiSkiri!
paesea between its source and the oeean ; and eveti tli.- railroad II^IfTn.n .t..rlTe«

tortuous course necessitated b\
passes between its source and tV. „„.,
asortof picturesqueneSH froin the devloti courM'^^diriated byThc un 'ho
hills and valleys which it has to crorn*. ns w.-II a« from the rurrin fi im
neceftsary to construct the viaducts. In order to eunnrc stiurily. Th. ,,m
the direct line Is at once reanonabh- and natural. And no In all work" rU
construction. If a deviation from uniformity is made. It niuitt l>o mad- to
bear evidence to the eircuniMtances which uggetit».d the ileviiitlon *>r - icsuch as to proclaim the workings of the mant.r mind which di-sIjrtirU itMe have now examined Into the first main branch of the deviations from a cenenl
uniformity, as necessitated or justified by accidental clrrumsUDCca. commottlr
applicable to nil classes of architectural treatment, and tending, as we bare seen to
the benefit rather than to the detriment of design.

(Jur second consideration must be as to the nature and extent of further derlatkm
of atotallv different kind—deviations of a high* r ami more rettned. and of a roor«
purely arti.'^tio nature-deviations which can be more eaiilly seen or felt, and Illustrated
by analogy and precedent, than shown or proved to be correct by nrfrument. or br
the reason o* the thing. 1 mean the voluntary and arbltary deylation. In order to
give "expression," by obviating the harshness of a rigid and nicrhantcal exactitude
in the reproduction of several kindred features, otherwise, similsr and exhibitlnff
an absolute uniformity. These deviations are two-fold. There Is, so to say, trrcfpi-
larity In composition, and irregularity in execution, not a sketchy or random
Irregularity, but one which evidences the power of the hesd mastcr-inason In
the design, and the hand of the true artist In the working of it out ; like the arcidental
notes and discords of the great musician. In order to perfect and complete bis
harmony, with accentuation to cive expression, and the rhangeful touch and measure
of the spirited performer who is able to appreciate, and to give a life-like rcnderlnif
of his music.
This kind of deviation so universal in the works of nature, and acknowledged to

bethc source of much of the beauty found in them, demonstrates the Infinite power
and care exercised iu the creation of every individual of the same sp4cieM. and the
vast variety attainable in the repetition and reproduction of the same general forms,
so that although there is so much similarity between the individualN there is no
monotony; no monotony like that resulting from me<'hHnicaI contrivances for the
nerforraaucc of music, such as snuffboxes or barrel organs, nor like that produced
by the repetition of the same forms exactly of the same touch, texture and measure,
produced by the casting or moulding of machine made enrichments.
Now as on the one band, we cannot with propriety in architectural treatment copjr

or follow the deviation or Irregularities of natural forms, but ought rather to aim at
the embodiments of her variety in a manner more rigid and arbitrary than Is witnessed
in her works; so on the other hand, we must aim at relieving the monotony
even of our more rigid and purely structural or g^eometrlcal forms by such slight
deviations as shall satisfy that sense which feels the Infinitude of nature's variety.
These deviations however, whilst they are sufficient to afford the neeilful variety of
expression, must not be so great as to distract the eye, and draw the attention from
the general eflect produced, to the particular detail or feattxrc which produces the
effect.

In large works, or works of a high class, these deviations are the more needful
whilst, at the same time, still greater care is ri-quired to make them not too promi-
nent. In small works, or in works whoso irregularities, form, and outline ar*^- raorc
general, more prominent, and more picturesque,— without effort on the artist's part
to provide expressly for them—such further deviations are less called for, and tnoir
effect would be almost lost, excepting in fine and delicate work. It is not therefore
to the deviations that I now refer, but rather to those gentle and unobtrublve diffe-

rences, for example, in the breadth of several bays, or the span of several arclies. In
intercolumniatiou or other intervals often found in works of the best ages, and in the
best specimens which those ages produced. The variations arc often almost inap-
preciable and, at first sight, appear accidental; and in many cases of inferior and
rude construction irregularities are the result of negligence or Ignorance in those
that set out tlie work, or of some accidental circumstance. They often exist, how-
ever in the best work, and are arranged in a manner too methodical to allow of their
being Iho result ofaccident. There is no tradition or other evidence to show whether
these deviations were regulated by calculation, or were determined solely Jjy the
eye. No mode of progression by which they might have been determined has been
discovered. Yet the manner of their alteration shows that they were carefully and
thoughtfully carried out in accordance with some general principle of recurrence,

—

the irregularities being of such a systematic kind as to leave no doubt upon the
matter. We cannot now stay to imiuirc whether the deviations were intende<l to
give an impression of greater inysti-r^- by taking away the facility which the eye has
of measuring equal geometrical forms, or solely for the sake of affordinjf a
pleasing and softened varietv. What we are clnefly concerned to consider is

that the effect itself is good and well worthy of attentive study, although It may proTC
a dangerous precedent to be followed, except by those tliat have the fiower of dls-

criminntint' between the good and the bad in such niceties of proportiou, and of
disposing tliem to advantage. For such deviation must fall of iheir effect, unless
the proportions themselves, from which they deviate arc harmonious and good. If

well treated the success is enhanced, but failure becomes the more fatsl tbrongh
calling attention unduly to the very Imperfeetion.
Again, a regular gradation in several gables is bad ; and if diversity is rcqui.'slte or

desirable, care must be taken either properly to balance them b^ increasing the
height of one, or else entirely to change t«c leading line, which imperatively
demauils some sort of balance or correspondence. ISut the disagreeably oue-slded
effect of gradated gables may be in some measure obviated by a judicious treatment
of the windows, giving considerably greater importance to one side than the other,

converting It into the leading feature of the front, instead of Its being acorresiwnding
member, throwing the other at the same time, into greater subordination, by
reducing its size, or other claim to interest.

Gradated arches upon a staircase, on the other band, are not liable to this

objection. Possibly in the comparison of two or more equal and corresiiondlng

arches, as seen only In elevation, side by side, and independently ol incidental

position, preference might be given to the uniform arcade ; but as seen in per-

spective, and connecting in their ascent a lower with an upper range of other

arches, not only does tile objection of gradation di8api)ear, but a iwint of interest ts

gained, and a p'leasing effect is produced, instead of the effect of inequality which
several disconnected tiers at irregular heights produce.
Beyond this there is yet another kind of deviation from exact and absolute

uniformity most necessary to be noted—a dcTlation which gives character and
consistency to the treatment of manijmlate*! materials, dislinguishhig them at once

from base imitiitions and from factory production. I refer expressly to the ductile

arts of metal work, embroiderv. and sculpture. It Is tnie that tlicse doviaticms mar
in some measure exist in machine-made imitations, and that in manipulated woric

the deviations may be almost iuappreciible ; but in cither case this is rather a n«cct

than a perfection, for in the former instance such rigid and simple forms as will not

weary with reproduction ought to be chosen ; whilst in the latter labor Is lost, tor

much of the efTect given by manipulation is that the work was incapable <>'
t'''<^""£J

by mere mechanism, and directly a work looks as though it mi^ht have l>ecn

executed by machinerv, however much manual labor may have been t)e8towed upon

it, it betrays an absence of that wliich might have stamped it as a work otnn ;
not

that It is the irregularitv itself which makes it g^ood or bad. or imparts the fnj«t,

but this sort of irregularity is, as it were, one of the "accidents or neccssliiea

which as naturally accompanies manipulation, and ought to be obvious, as regulartiy

is iu.separable, and ought to be inseparabh'. from the productions of mach uerv. Ana
all labor spent in escaping the conditions natural to either mode of execution is latwr

worse than lost. True superiority will manifest Itself much more in carcfulnws of

design than in carefulness of mantpuUtion. A careful and well-directed mantpua-
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tion may, ncTertbcIces, bo considert'd requisite to the production of a perfect work*
This carcftilnes^ of manipulation, however, far from imnlyiuf^ a ri^id and exact
unilormily, will the ratlier show itself iu a masterly una spirited deviation from
Buch priH'ision. And this sort of inexactness is of a totally different nature from that
of UK're carelt'ssut'ss or nejilect. The sketches and unfinished touches of the master
oonviv a t^i^uitioation and a feelinjj which the rudeness and coarseness of au
unskilled hand eau never impart.
And once more. There are deviations from uniformity which must be remembered

in all constructional work—iu the dimensions of stones, and in the colors of materials.

IX, by general desi^ these are rejrnlar, whether in alternation or other regular suc-

eeulon. thtv may be, or rather in most cases must be, sufficiently irre'ruhiv in detail

to take off all effect of a labored monotony. Alternation, whether in the size or color

ofjunb-stones or arch-stones, may be as' irrey:iilar as the nature of the particular

material properly nt-cessitates. but some sort of purpose oufjbt to be evidenced in

tbeir general disposition. II regularity bt- strictly followed in alternations or contrasts,

the regrularitv ealls attention lo itself, to the detriment of other jjeneral eflTects. If it

be insufflciontly marked, it loses its power. Windows similar in outline and section,

or moulding, may vary in their tracery tea small extent, but the less the effort to

produce tlu- aet-Jful yarictv. the better. The shafts of pillars of colored marbles may
be diversified to almost any extent—but if there arc very stronj? contrasts of light and
dark in the various kinds employed, it is the more necessary that a general purpose
should hv apparent in their arnuigement. When stone, not indigenous, is introduced
with local stone for the sake of color, if the colors contrast stron"rly, the greater must
be the can' Uy uniformity of arransemeut, to show, not merely the intention of their

introduction, but design. And il the colors are but slightly different, a beautiful soft-

neaaof effect is obtahiable by miiform arrangement—beyond and above that which,
in any case, arises from the mdiscriminate use of stones whose surface texture is un-
uniform. For this random use of uu-uuiform material, if the variations in tone
are not too great, is itself very effective. But if the variations are grcut, so much
greater must be the care to avoid a motley or spotted appearance. In Dands or drips
of brick employed for constructional polychrome, the very variety in the tone of
different Inaividual bricks of the same sort gives a pleasing play of color ; whereas, if

the grey bricks are colored with lamp-black and tar, the red bricks with ochre or
brick dust, or the buff bricks with yellow ochre or copperas, as the workman com-
monly likes to do, and iu fact will do. in spite of all threats and warnings, unless
his supervisor looks very closely after liim, for the sake of imiformity in color, which
he denominates "neatness." the effect is irremediably ruined.
Uniformity and diversity not only have each their own proper force, but they derive

additional interest and power from theirmutual contraston the one hand, and mutual
support on the other. It may be sometimes difficult for even a retined taste to deter-
mine exactly in particular instances whether a work has that pleasing or that un-
pleasing and distracting variety which renders it good or bad. Iu such cases there
cannot be much amiss (as regards uniformity) if some other accessory does not
place it bevond question in some further respect.
But on the other hand, in designing, or iu arranging, forms borrowed from nature

for architectural purposes, we recur to a treatment the very reverse of this. We
have been considering the execution, rather than the form or the arrangement. The
form and general arrangement of natural forms for architectural purposes must be
uniform and regular. Thus we set out our centres and leading lines with accuracy
and precision. We balance flower with flower, and form with form. We divide up
our spaces and scatter our patterns with even hand. The powdered ground is care-
fully and evenly covered with regular outlines. We arrange stems and leaves with
a regularity almost formal, and our vines and roses cluster round our capitals in
precise and measured outlines, contrasting strongly—some may be temptea almost
lo say strangely—with the free and unrestrained mannerwhich characterises nature.
Some there are who scorn this formal and conventional manner in the representation
of natural forms, as derogatory to au enlightened epoch of art.—as wortliy only of a
dark and ignorant age. when people liad no real love for, or appreciation of nature,
and lacked the power offolloiving her jiraceful lines, unable alike to imitate accurately
and to draw correctly. But so far from this being really the case, no age has ever
yet equalled the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, either in the true appreciation
ofnature or in the incorporation of her life and spirit into their works—not in a tame
and lifeless imitation, but witli a grace and refinement almost unattainable now.
Imagination and poetry sought expression in language borrowed from nature, and
the hand of the artist gave uumistakeable proof of proper architectural treatment of
such forms, consisting not in naturalistic copying or in mechanical imitation, so much
as in following the spirit of the generic form in the original. Such forms must be
not only arranged or grouped, but even represented in a geometrical, regular, and
conventional manner, in order tliat (as I have had occasion already to observe) the
band and power of the artist may be strongly evidenced in the " motif "^ or design,
apart from and independently of the original or generic form from which the artist's
idea was borrowed.
The rea.«(>n of this appears to be that although we can mechanically imitate or

reproduce almost every natural form, yet we cannot impart to our work that spirit
and tone which arc to natural forms what we call life, and hence our reproduction
falls signally short in that very highest particular of all which evidences the creative
power of Iht Hand which produced the originals. Since we are unable, then, to
impart to our copy the life manifested in the original it is needful for, as it is also
the province of the artist to impart a life and an interest of another sort ; a life and
an mterist which does as really and truly show, though in a feebler manner, a
plastic or creative power, mouldiuc: it by design to the form which it has assumed.
Thus the stars in the heavens, tne birds in the air, the sheep on the downs, are
scattered in free and harmonious grouping, bo to say at random. But when the
architect begins to scatter golden stars at random upon a vault of blue, ho has no
power of thus arranging tliem so as to show design, or to produce beauty. His
random, and even his studied irregularity fails to produce the effect resulting from
an apparent similar arrangement upon the vault of heaven ; and he is driven to have
recourse to some more systematic or regular order of arrangement, which shall give
eridtnce of the power of thousrht and will in the distribution. Thus also in the
same wav, and on the same account, must foliage be disposed—not iu the natural
folds ana festoons, not with the natural imperfection which a castor aphoto";raph
would faithfully represent, but with a studied formality, not caUing attention to the
accidents and imperfections, so to say, of nature, but to the typification of her most
perfect ideal. And even in the outline of a star, architecturally introduced, we must
not follow the indistinct and indefinite appearance which a star has when twinkling
in the sky. but a regular geometrical figure of five or of six points ol very slightly
varied uniformity. And a disregard of this is at the root of a great deal of modern
failure in architectural decoration.
In a treatment strictly pictorial, and entirely irrespective of architectural modifica-

ticn, these restrictions do not apply; but m subject painting for purely archi-
tectural purposes, the restriction? apply almost as strongly as to mere architec-
tural decoration, and in works of the best painters, and of the best periods architec-
turally, we find this treatment almost universal. Look at the frescoes and altar-pieces
of Augclico, of Giotto, of Orcagna, and of others, chiefly, perhaps, of the Italian
HChools, and you will note the most remarkable uniformity of the treatment. The
uniformity makes itself felt In these works in a deep sense of repose, whilst the
power of the painter shines forth through the self-imposed restraint which, he was
eonsciouK. would give a dignity and a force to his work as au architectural
composition.
One otliir sort of uniformity, already briefly alluded fo, must not be passed over

—

uniformity of texture and uniformity of color upon a general surface or grouud,
whetlier in decorative works, or in works that are colored merely for the sake of
taking off the baldness and unfinished appearance which a bad or coarse material,
or a large uncolored surface, presents. This is of considerable consequence. Upon
the surface of nearly all natural material there Is a variety, at one time softly gra-
duated and at another strongly marked, but seldom perfectly uniform. These gra-
dations in color partake of the same nature, and are of somewhat the same value as

the like variations already spoken of in form. And in new works the effect of vari-
ation must be given, as in the case of form, by a conventional regularity. If we aim
at reproducing the effect by means of the same treatment as nature appears to
employ, shading off or lightening up our tints, in imitjition of her irregular manner,
we impart an appearance of real imperfection. Our only resource is to confine simple
washes to single spaces, without any attempt at veiuing clouding, or shading, and
to arrange other colors requisite to make up the desired effect iu a formal manner,
Avhetlier simply or ornamentally distributed, without endeavouring directly to imitate
the exact appearance of those Irrcgulai'ities.

>fan must fail in seekiu^: to rival nature on her o\vn ":rouud. Iler truest touches
are beyond our reach. Who that has seen the Cathedral of Strasburg, has not been
struck with the beautiful tone and the wonderful variety iu the coloring of its ferru-
ginous stone ? We are there indebted to natural coloring alone, (with the exception
of what is transmitted from the staiued glass) for the finest possible display of every
tone, from light salmon to deep marroon, 1 have heard of this cathedral being
instanced as an argument against the cmiiloymeut of mural polychrome, but it is the
one of all others that I have seen which would afford, so fai' as I can see, the best
argument in favour of it. Contrast with this the infatuated custom, even iu these
days, unhappily, not quite obsolete, of picking out a base and meagre imitation of
such natural veins ui)on plastered surfaces cut iuto regular oblouo^s, and say if the
eye will not weary of this, whilst it will find an unfailing source of rest and repose
in the other.
Not that a slight variety in the tone of a surface colour is altogether objection-

able ; indeed, it may be a relief to the monotony. But then it must arise from a
slight diversity, whether accidental or intentional, in the admixture of a compound
colour, and not from slovenly workmanship, nor from the employment of the jialtry
artifices of shading and veining. And again, the rich yellow browu of the stone in
general use in many districts of Northamptonshire, and the contiguous counties,
gives an effect by its diversity of tone, from brown to yellow, or from yellow to brown,
which it would not be safe or right to aim at by imitative means, and a simple wash,
of uniform tint, bordered by lines of other color to give it harmony and finish, would
be the only legitimate means of obtaining an approximate effect in the case of
plastered walls where the stone itself were unattainable.
The last kind of uniformity of feature which we have to consider is the reiteration

or repetition of the same features in the same building, I refer to the repetition of
windows and other such details, as naturally fall iu with the similarity of use and
convenience in the same apartment, which, as we have seen, may be similar in general
form and outline, and yet, especially in small or picturesque buildings may vary in
detail, if the variety is not so great as to distract the eye, whilst in several apart-
ments of different construction or appropriated to different purposes, the treatment
may and ought to be more widely diflerent. As for instance the treatment of a
window in a gable might be arched, whilst under the eave of the same roof, or under
an upper floor, it might be, without discordance, square-headed. One window may be
high and anotlier low, according to the variety of requirement. A buttress may be
constructed to counteract a particular thrust iVom the inside of a building which may
not be required, and may. therefore, be omitted, in au apparently corresponding
position. Corresponding buttresses would be treated alike in regard of their forms
and weatherings, but if any one in particular was unduly weighted from within, the
treatment may be varied to meet it, but then it must not be a slight or imaginary
work which it has do, for all the buttresses ought to be more than strong enough to
resist the whole of the pressure which they may have to bear.
But reiteration or repetition is not in itselfproof, as has been often alleged, of poverty

or incapacity in a design. It may be, and often is, a proof of power. It Is becom-
ing too much the fashion to denounce a work for its uniformity. And true it is that
in many a buildin;^- of modern erection, uniformity does add to the meagre effect
of work, common-place and void of interest in other respects; and yet this very
sameness, so to say, may enhance the dignity and grandeur of a work otherwise
noble. We may weary of the monotony of the four square walls and windows of the
ordiuary suburban villa, or of its reduplicated form in an hospital or a workhouse ;

but here there is nothing in the general wliole to supply the want of that which the
craving taste demands. We never hear of such complaints being made against the
uniformity of the I'arthcnon, or against the repetition of detail of such noble cleres-
tories as those of the cathedrals at Chartres or at Kheims. In such works as these
great variety, whether in general form or in particular treatment, would greatly dis-
tract the eye from the magnificence of purely harmonious eirect ; but tlit* uniformiW
which will add to the effect of a truly well-proportioned and imposing building, will
sometimes call attention, as it were, to the very deficieucy of a mean or meagre
work.
The very reiteration of some particular feature seems to imply that the feature is

worth reproduction, and thus by reiteration, purpose or '^ motif may be shown
forth more strongly than by any amount of diversity ; often, indeed, repetition of an
idea, or of an expression may be used for the sole sake of emphasis, but when
employed for emphasis the greater care must be taken that the things themselves shall
be worth calling attention to. That is to say, that they be in themselves good of their
kind, and that the building to which they act as heralds be not poor aud insignifi-
cant. There are examples enough on every side of us in Loudon to demonstrate the
certainty ofutter failure in aiming at more than can be properly accomplished in this
respect. But on the other hand what can be more empiiatic than two grand western
or latfral towers, equal and similar, and corresponding in position, rising on either
side of a noble nave. Two towers, or even minarets, placed in such a position appear to
stand forth as " supporters " to some other more important though less conspicuous
member of the fabne. A single tower proclaims as it were its own dignity, and its

own purpose, with less direct reference to the relative importance of the rest of the
building. I am far from urging that a single isolated and iudepeudeut feature may
not be so treated as fairly to fulfil the requirement of high art ; audit is possible that
the same expenditure upon a single tower would often give greater effect than if

divided into two. Neither would 1 pass the fact, that some of the most Imposing and
magnificent examples consist iu single towers, upon which the architect's whole
energy appears to have been concentrated. But commonly if there are two towers
they ought to be similar in outline and general treatment.

In good work of the best periods we often do find a great dissimilarity between
them. This dissimilarity, however, is rarely, if ever, found in the case of two exactly
coeval towers, or of two side-western portals or other similarly corresponding
features, which can betaken in by the sight at the same time. In many, perhaps in
the majority of those towers that are thus counterpoised and otherwise similar, there
is a slight difference iu the treatment of detail, and this again shows the more
forcibly the care taken to assimilate the outlines, subordinating the detail to the
general effect.

In the case of transepts, aisles, or porches, however, which, being on opposite
sides of the fabric, cannot be seen at the same time, the diversity is allowable, t^iving
scope for a pleasing variety and the display of individuality of treatment. That
such diversity is justifiable in the case of two western or otherwise correspond-
ing towers is not so evident ; for in a large building each tower may be con-
sidered of sufficient importance to be taken almost as a separate whole by itself,

thus affording scope for a separate treatment, and in very many instances of early
examples the diversity cannot be for an instant regretted. Two noble works of art,

emulating each other in richness or iu grace, standing as sentinels on either side of
the same building—of either of which we should, perhaps, equally deplore the loss-
two such towers add to general effect almost more by their picturesqueness of
outline than they lose by the lack of uniformity. Our hearts at once tell us that each
one is grand and true, and we do not-ought not—to pause and inquire whether two
towers alike might not possibly have been in some respt'cts better or more imposing.
Each tower, perhaps, is suflUcient to stand upon its own merits as a separate design,
and we must not be too critical as to what would or might have been the efl'ect of a
different arrangement. Neither can we accept them as precedents for our modem
practice; for when found In good old work tho diversity arises from their having
been built at two different periods—it may be but a few years apart, by different
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fowndcps and by diffcront architects. The case, therefore, does not ftr->ly, and Btiil

less will it appear applicable as a precedent when wo consider that in tliose days
there was a strontrly marked uniformity of character rcRultinp from the development
of a pystematised and conventional mode of treatment that ^'ave to the arehitectB of
those days a vitality and power upon which individual (fenlus and ori^^innlity might
be bronsht to bear with the certainty of ensuring' the j^reatest success.
\Ve now brin^: our suliject to a close. I have not troubled you with abBtractlonfi

or with definitions ; I have dwelt upon the practical and seu-cvident, rather than
attemptcid to force upon you a theory or a speculation. Not because tlieory 1b of no
intcrcBt or oi little value, but because theory iH n inatt^T for close, earncBt, and labo-
rious study, rather than for ix'pular and general discusBion. It is with the results
and witli the means of iiroduciug those resnlts, rather than witli the cause of such
results, that most men are concerned. Moreover, it is much more to extend the pro-
per appreciation of art. than to propound rules and methods of iraprovini? or facili-

tating; desif^n, that all ellbrts to raise the condition of art must be primarily directed.
Proper appreciation is, indeed, within the reach of most men, but power "of dcsit^i,

or to be an artist, can never be tau'^ht by rules and methods ; and rules and metluMls
are jtU but useless, exccptinn- iu tlie liands of the true artist, who ffives liluiBolf up to
his work with life-lony labor and devotion. But let us not rest content with the merfc
external or superficial view which will satisfy many. Let us, each one for himself,
and in his own way. thinl-out the subjects bronj^-'ht before us, not passinji- over appa-
rently trivial minutia?, but reducing: them to some tauo:ible shape and ]>osition In

taking in the subject as a whole ; and let ub all labor as though we really and truly
did appreciate the supremacy of mind over matter, and of the discriminating taste
when refined and educated by cultivation, over mere natural instmct.

TENDERS SENT IK.
Manchester.

Forthccrcctionof a warehouse in Major-street, Manchester, for Messrs. Rhomcr
Brothers ; Speakman and CliarleBworth, architects. Quantitlei supphed by Mr.
Thomas Taylor, 102, Cross-street.
Southern and Co £4,720 I S. Bramall £4..'j09

Hay, Cochran and Co 4,015
|
Bowdon, Edwards and Forster*.. 4,503

•Accepted

LoOTflILL, NKAR DeWSIU'RV, YORKSHItlE.
For iras-holder tank 100 feet in diameter, anc fence walls in TiOothill, near Dews-

bury, Yorkshire, for the Dewsbury and Batley Gas Company. Mr. Michael 8heard,
.Tun., architect and surveyor, Uatley.
Whitworth and Ingham £2,500 12 I George Simpson (accepted).. £1,5C1
J. Brooke and Co 1,870 18 3i Henry Smith 1,150
James Brier 1,072

Aedehshot
For erecting stablins:. &c., for Cranraer Villas, West End, Aldorshot. Mr. C.

Marshall, architect. All materials excepting- bricks.
Snellin^ £297 I Birch £2<U
Goddard 280 Duke 258 13

TTaydock, Wahbington.
For the British Schools, llaydock. Warrinsrton. The estimate of Mr. Thomas

Stone, builder, of Newton, has been accepted for the above works, which arc to be
commenced forthwith.

Scarborough.
For Chapel and Schools at Scarborough.

Watson, builder, Searborouffh £2,791
Crofts and Braithwaite, York 2,689
KobertH and Lumley, Scarborougb 2,6;»2

Wilson, ScarborouffQ 2,518
Neil, Bradford 2.34-t 19
Teacock and Kichardson, Scarborough... 2,341

Bl'rslem and Tunstaee.
For the supply of glazed stoneware pipes and other articles, and also for the

excavation and laying of the main sewers, and the formation and eoustruction of the
several streets and passages on the Busford Estate, for the Burslem and Tunstall
Freehold I^and Society. Mr. ilalph Hales, engineer.

Downes and McDou;^al. North Shields £880 4
Lockftt and Tearce, Longport 812
Tomlinson and Harpur, Derby 730
Mr. Jas. Frayne, Birmingham fi70

J. and S. Smith, Xewcastlc-under-Lyme (accepted).. 015

WARWICK-SQI'ARE. Beegravia.
For residence and studio for J. R. Swinton, Esq., in Warwick-square, Belgravla.

Mr. George Slorgan, architect. Quantities taken out by Messrs. Yeldham and Pain.
Houto* nnd Stable. Street pHving.

Dove Brother.^ £7,345 £160
J. Haward 7,160 1.35

George Mansfield and Son 7,050 131
George flyers 6,919 117
riper and Son 0,850 140
Lucas Brothers 6.800 128
J. Macey 0,789 129
G. TroUopeand Sons 0,773 115
E. Conder 6,5.50 116
Jackson and Shaw 6,450 100

No. 3.5, Eastciieap, City.
For erecting new building for Mt. William Uoyou. Messrs. John Young and Son

architects, 35, King-street, Cheapside. Quantities furnished by Mr. C. T. Shoppee, of
Doughty-street.
Hart £1,339
Coleman 1,.3.59

Axford nnd Co 1,372
Conder 1,419
Lawrence and Son 1,430

Carter £1,489
I-ittlc and Son 1,527
Mansfield and Son 1,500
Knight 1,737

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
LAYING-OUT LAND FOK BUILDING.

Granton, >'ear Edinburgh.—For plans for the best method of laying out (or
building purposes, part of the estate of Granton, near Edinburgh, the property of
his (irace the Duke ot Buccleuch and Queenslnn-y, also plans for the different
classes of houses to be erected. A premium of £75 will be given for the most
approved plan, £50 fur the second, and £25 for the third. The plan of the land
may be seen, and all particulars obtained on personal application to Mr. John
Hawkins, Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lawful day between the hours of
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. I'rinted copies of the condition of competition will also be
obtained from Sir. Hawkins, and the competitors must forwanf their plans with a
copy of the conditions, signed by them luider a sealed cover, as explained by the
conditions, to Messrs. GtbBon, H.S., 12, Charlotte-street, Edinburtrh. Plans tc
March 1.

Newport, Salop.—For plans showing how several pieces of land in the Marsh,
which pieces can be ascertained on application to Sir. Henry Ileane, Newport, can
best be laid out for building sites, reference being had in such plans to the futu***'

conversion of the afUolnIng landi for almllar purpo»e«. The Newport Ttiwn and
Marsh Trustceii will pay £10 for th- • '

' ni»y ooaildiY Ch« best. Any lafor-
mation maybe bad fVom Mr. Hem ,,ni mnat be drllT«red tealrd with
motto, and the name in aacale<lciiv orto themotto.befoiv March 1

IIartlepooe.—For plans for a union workhouse, lufflclcntlv larye to arromiiMMUto
200 Inmates. £20 will be ^iren for th<- one approve*! and ((»• nnme to thr propiTtr
of the guardians. i'lauH (marked " IMan for w»»rkhom*i-*'), to be khI to the Clerk Of
the Guardians on or before )tareh 3. (<ec advertisement).

ALTEIIING TOWN HALL.
CAHMAiiTllEN.--For plans for altering and linprovlntr th. i.r-.n.nt m.ir.- ii»n -.r »hc
County of Carmarthen, with a view to render Ihu Hain rjie

holding of asstxes and i./uartt-r SesHlous. A ground j^ j^iU
and the County prendnes adjoining, may W seen on ap; _ _.x -.: .._ v.; the
Clerk of the I'eacc at Carmarthen, when- further Infurnitiiiuii tu«y bv wU
plans are to be sent to the said Clerk of the Peace up to March '•».

COMPETITION AWARDED.
In ourlast week's Number, under the head of "Competition Awarded." w<- fttat«d

that the second prize of ten gulneuH, for a block plan fur Iitvlngoutl-i'

at Rhyl, hud been awarded to Messrs. Uichanl Lloyd. W'illUniB, ;.

The firm consists of only two members, Messrs. Lloyd WllUanu and I : ^ ... i.

"'1

CONTRACTS OPEN.
IlltlDGE, rASSAOK. Ac.

DovKR.~For the conatruction, upon an i'iilar^4-d plan, of the Union Biidcc TasM^e.
comiuuniratln<j; between the Inner llaHin anu.thc IVnt. areordlnf; t" 't"- <i...i.rn. of
Messrs. WalkiT, Uurffes, and Cooper; also for a wronght-lrou carr aid
the maehinery for one pair of lock-s:utcs. Tlans. A-e., at the H se,

l>over, between the .'ith and 24lh days of March next. For furlJ. . , .lara

apply to ilessrs. Walker, Bur',;e8, and Cooper, 'Si^ Great Georj^*-slnet, WuvtuiiO'
ster. Tenders—marked on cover " Union Kntrance Tender," or *' Union Urtdj^
and Machinery "—to April .1, (.See advertisement).

CHUKCll.
Brighton.—For the erection of a new cliurch at Uri^Oiton. Flans. Ac, quantitiet.
nnd forms of tender at the Vicarai^e, ltri<;hton, until Frehniary 13; and from
February 15 to February '£! at the office of Mr. G. F. liodeley, architect, 30a, Wlm-
?olc-street, London; at both places between and 5 o'clock. Tenders to
'ehruary 24.

Caiii>iff.— For the erection of .'<t. IVter'a Catholic Chnrch, Cardiff. I'lans, Ac, on
apnlication to the llev. Dr. Gaatalde, SI. Uavld'a-sfrect, CardifT, nntil the asrd of
February. Tenders to February 2.1

CiiKHTKR.—For plans and sp<'ei(ieiitions for tlie rcbuildlnjr or restoration of the
Church ot the Ifoly Trinltv, 'A'atertjate-street, Chester. I'Tans, &e., to Ik* sent scale4
to the Churchwardens of Trinity Church, Chester, on or before March 10. (See
advertisement.)

Docking, Xokfolk.—For new rooRn^ the tower of Doekin? Church, and certain
other repair.s. Plans, &c., on application to Air. Charles Goodwin, I'ariiih Clerk.
Tenders to February v.'i.

Sthol'D, Gi-oucehter.—For the erection of a church at Stanley End, Strond. IMani.
&c., and forms of tender, at the Office of Mr. T. M. Croorae, aolicllor, Cainscroas,
near Stroud, until f'ebruary 11 ; and at 30a, Wimpolc-street, London, trout the
14th to the 2l8t of February, inclusive. Tenders to February 23.

DRArXAGE.
Ne^vtort.—For the proposed addition to the existing drains in the Xewport and

St. Woollo'8 Cemetery. I'lans, &e., at the office of the Uuri.il Hoard. Tlie works
will be required to be finished by tlie ;i()tli April, IStKi. Tenders to February 2j.

FAKM BUILDINGS.
Parish of Broadclist, Devon.— For the erection of new farm buildingrs, and
other works, and alterations at West (Mist Farm, In the above parish, riaiu, 4c.,

and further particulars on application to Mr. Scott Ucws, Uamfylde-lodee, Poltl-

more, Devon. Tenders to l ebruary 2.3.

GASHOLDER LIFT, &C.
OxFORn.--For putting an outer lift .W feet in diameter to a gasholder, together with

pillars, guides, liirders, wlieels, chnius, Ac. and also taking down the present

pillars, and bridge. I'artieulars may be obtained by Mr. C Henwood. at the (iaa-

works, Oxford. l>rawin<)rs, Ac, at the Oxford Gas Light Company's Offices, arter

the 20th of February. Tenders to March 3.

GASHOLDER.
Bath.—For the supply and erection on the Gas Company's work at Both, of a
telescope srasholdor, 70 feet in diameter in two lifts each 22 feet derp. Plana at the

Offices of the Company, Bath, and at the Office «of Messrs. John Evenson and Son,
Gas Euidneers, Wolverhampton. Tenders to March 20.

GAS TAXK.S ftc.

Exeter.—For plans, specifications, and tenders for the erection of an iron tank nnd
single gasholder for the same, «.i feet diameter by 2.5 feet In hei-rlit with columns,
girders, &c., complete. Further information mav be obtained from the Company's
raaiiagor, at their works, Exe Island, Exeter. The dinctors are desirous of re-

ceiving separate tenders for the tankflxeil complete, and another for the gasholder,
with the columns and girders also fixed complete. I'huis, spcciflcations, and ten-

ders to March 5.

Sutton, Solthco.vtes, and Dbvpool.—For the cxcaTating and building of aorIcK
tank, 82 feet in diameter. I'lans, Ac., at the Company's works, StllwcU-street,

Groves, Hull. Tenders to February 2.5.

IIOUSE.«.
Farm of Farhociiie, Scotland, on the E-state or Fetteresso.—For the

mason, carpenter, nnd slater work of a steading of offices on the Farm of Farrochie.

Plans, Ac, in the hands of Mr. Willinm Anderi'on, Fetteresso. The Farm of

Fetteresso is within a quarter of a mile of the Kailway-station. at Stonehouse.

Far llEADiNGLY, YOBK9II1RF..—For the various works ri-quired in intiing three

houses, at Far Headingly, for Mr. George A'cvers. I'lans, Ac., at the ( )IBee of Mr.
George Corson, architect, a. South-parade. Leeds, from ten to five o'clock. Tenders
to Febroary *24.

HoR.sFORTii,' Yorkshire.-For the several works to be done in the erection ofa Tllla

residence, stabling, &e., to be built at Horsforlh. ilrnwiugs, Ac, at Ihe (ifficeof

Samuel .Jackson, architect, 2. Kirkgiilc, Bradford. Felunnry 24th, until Februarr
28th; and on Wednesday, February 29, until Friday Slarcli 2ud, 1800, at the Old
Ball Inn,' llorsforth, not later than six o'clock in the afternoon. Tenders to

12 o'clock, March 2.

LIGHTHOUSE TOWEK, Ac
DiiRSEY Sound, Co. Cork.-For the erection of a lltrhfhouse tower on the Call

Rock, west ward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling-houHcs on the east shore of

Dursev Sound. Plans, seclions, Ac., on application (lietwcen the bonis of eleven

and tliVec o'clock each dav) at the Ballact Office, Dublin, or at the Lighthouse on

Eoancarry. Itearhaven, co". Cork, where also forms of tender may be had. Tenders

sent paid tlirough the Post Office, to April l'.».

-MASONS' AND Pl-IMHERR' WORK.
Sprinc, Grove Estate. Middle.sex. -The time for receiving masons and

lilumbers' work to houses building on the Spring Grove Estate is poslponol lintU

February 22nd. Bills of quantities are still to be had, and parllcolars or Mr.

Thomaa'Page, surveyor, Spring Grove. (See advertisement).^ ' »- "piEK HEAD.
Gre.vt Yarmouth. -For the reeonstractlon of Ihe pier-head of the Britannia, Pier,

Great Yarmouth. Drawings, Ac. nt theOffice of Mr. A. W. Morant. architect. Great

Y'armouth. Tenders to 12 o'clock at noou, February 24.
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RArr.wAYs.
Dl-NDALK AND Eksiskillen.—For the construction of tlioir lino from Clones to

I'avan. Forms of t^-ndor to be liad at the Enjiincer's Olfico, Oundalk, on or
bt'fore the '^'Ist of February, 18«i0. Tenders to February ^1.

Lancashiue and YoRKsiiina Railway.—For tlie supply of iron for four loco-
motive eus:ines. Speoilloations, Ac, on application to Sir.Jenkins, at the Company's
Locomotive Works, Sliles I'hittinjr, near Manclu ster. Tenders to Februaryji^.

Wansbeck.— For the supply of l.-kK) tons of malleable iron rails, to be deliycreii at
ilorpoth. S}>ecificalions and forms of tender on application at the Office of Sir.

John Tone, engineer, Xewcastle. Tenders to February 'H.

ItF.CTOKY.
Abden Bagot, near Henlev-in-Ari>en. Warwickshire.—For the erection of a

rectorv-liouse and out-offices at Morton Hajjot, near llenley-in-Ardcn. rians and
quantities on application to Mr. .Tames t'ranston, archltce't, a, Bennett's Hill, liir-

miu^ham. Tenders to February '25.

Beccles, SirroLK.—For the erection of a rectory house at "Weston, near Beccles.

I'lans. &c., on application to Mr. A. W. Morau't, Great Yarmouth. Tenders to 12

o'clock at noon, February 29.

ItKSKUVOlR.
iLFRACOMBE, Devonsiiibe.—For the excavation of the jrround, and the construc-
tion in uiasonrv, of a covered reservoir and other works iutended for the stipply

and storeag-c of water. Drawin^rs, Ac. and forms of tender, at the offices of Sir.

I.an|;don. solicitor, clerk to the Local Hoard of Health, or at the offices of Mr.
Arthur Whitehead, county surveyor, or at .Somerset, Weston-super-inare. dupli-
cate copies of specilication, and form of tender at Mr. Langdou's, on payment of 5s.

Tenders to before 12 o'clock at noon February 21.

R0A11.S.
Cardiff.—For the repairs and m.Tintenance of all macadamized roads and parish-

Unes within the district of Cardlir, and for the construelion of asphaltc and (rranlte

footpaths, and the repairs and maintenance of the same, from the Ist April. INM),

to the ,')lst August, ISiil. .Specifications at the Office of the surveyor to the Local
Board of Health. Tenders to February 2;i.

Maidktone and Cbanrkook.—For the works In connection with the proposed
nev>- bridjre at Stylebridge, and the «onstruction of about half a mile of new road
forming: the approaches thereto : coiisi8tiu<jr of the excavation and the removal of
about .xo*""!! cubic yards of earth and the stoniujrof the new road ; the providing and
planting in due season of about 10,000 three-year old quicksets j the erection of
alx>ut "^iiO rods of wire fencing ; together with the excavation of about 4,CHX) cubic
yardsof new river course, and theirrcmoval into the old channel; and,the subse-
quent removal of the old bridge. The several works to be separately tendered for,

subject to the measurement of the Trustees' Surveyor. I'lans, at the Stylebridge
Inn on the loih instant. Further particulars may be known by application to Mr.
Thomas Thurston, laud surveyor, Ashford ; if personally, on Tuesdays only ; or at

Stylebridge on Saturday, the 25th iustaut, between ten and twelve in .the forenoon.
Tenders to March 3.

SAILORS' HOME.
Great Yarmol'tii.—For the erection of a Sailors' Home and Beaehmens' Institute,

at Great Yarmouth. Drawings, &c., an<i further information, and bills of quanti-
ties, at the office of Mr. A. W. Morant, architect, Town Hall. Tenders to 1'^ o'clock
uoon, March 3.

SCHOOL.
Newcabtle-cpon-Tyke.—Forthe erection of St. Mary's School, and Schoolmaster's
bouse, at Rye Hill. Plans, working drawings, Ac, on ai^plicatiou to Mr. Wallace,
property Burveyor, Guildhall. Tenders to March 7.

SEWERAGE.
SOETDEBN Oltfali, Tcnnel Seweh.—For the construction of a main brick
sewer, 7 miles, 2,840 feet in length, or thereabouts (5,000 feet of this Icnjjth being
in tunnelX and for the execution of other works in connexion therewith ; such
sewer to extend from a point in Frith-marshes, opposite Dageuham-breach, In the
county of Kent, to Woolwich, and through and uuaer Woolwich to Normau's-road,
otherwise North Pole-lane, Greenwich, in the same county. Parties desirous of
submitting tenders may, upon the payment of £3, obtain plans, sections, specifica-
tion, form of tender, and other particulars on application to Mr. J. W. Itazalgette,
Engineer of the Board, at the Office of the Board, between the hours of 9 a.m. and
4 P.M. Tenders to before 4 o'clock P.M. M.irch 1. (Sec advertiscranet).

SUPPLY.
Cardiff.—For the supply of the following articles, viz. :—50 cast iron lamp pillars,

."tO wrought iron lamp holders, 50 copper framed street lamps, painted and gl.azed,

11 cast iron fence pillars and chain. Tenders may include either the whole list or
any separate class of article. Drawings, at the Surveyor's Office, Local Board of
Health, Cardiff. Tenders to February 23.

Pentonville, Millbank, Brixton, Portland, Portsmouth, Chatham,
Parkhl'RSt, and DART.MOOR.—Fjr the supply ol timbers, deals, slates, lime,
and bricks, lead, glass, wrouglit-iron and cast-iron, ironmongery, gas and water
iiipes, white lead, oils, &c., for 12 months, from Ist April next to ;)lst Slarch, 18(il.

•^orm of tender on application at the several I'risons before named, or at the
Office of the Directors. 45, Parliament-street, on and after Mond.ay, February G.

Tenders to 2 o'clock, February 23. (See advertisement).
St. George. Hanover-sqi'are.—For the supply of flints and gravel of Guernsey
granite, purchase of the cinders and ashes, carting away the slop, and sweepings
of the streets. Furnishing carts and horses for day work, spreading water in the
streets, masons' works, paviors' works, supply of paving material—of Thames
ballast, sand and hoggin"^, of workmens' tools and hammers for stone breaking, and
repairs of the same, smith's works, gasfittcrs works. Supply of bags, brooms, and
drain pines. All proposals to be made upon, and (in (.trict accordance with the
forms 01 tender, to be obtained at the Board-room, Mount-street, Grosvenor-square,
or at the Board-room, 43, Lower Belgrave-square. Further particulars on appli-
cation to BIr. E. C. Ricknian. surveyor, between ,!» and 11 o'clock, 43, Lower Bel-
jfrave place. Tenders to 3Iarch 3. (See advertisement.)

St. 31auy's, Newington, Surrey.-For the supply and doing of such paving, to
the extent of about U0,000feetof super. ; and also the supply and doing ofcurbing,
to the extent of about l.'i,oriO feet lineal : broken granite (Guernsey, Bombay, and
Aberdeen), flints, Kentish rag, gravel, and smiths' work, as the Vestry may require
of the contractor, from the 25th March next until the 2.5tli March, 18(51. For further
particulars aud forms of tender, apply to Messrs. H. and F. Chester, 1, Church-
row, Newluglon Butts. Tenders to 6 P.M. February 27. (Sec advertisement.)

STREET CLEANING, &c.
WniTECHAPEL District.—For cleansing the streets and gullies, for removing the
dust and other refuse within tlic district, and for watering the roads and streets of
portions of such <li8triet, for the period of one year, tocomnieuce from the 1st day
of April next. J'rinted forms of the several tenders and information of Mr. Alfred
Turner, Clerk, at the Office of the Board, 15, Great Alie-street, Whitechapel.
Tenders to February 20.

SURVEY.
FABiiiii OF Charlton M.\rshall. I)oRSETfliiiRr..—For a new survey and valua-

tion of the Parish of Charlton Marshall, for tile purpose of new poors rate. The
plan to be on the scale of tliree chains to one inch. Tenders, sealed, to be sent to
the Office of Mr. H. Atkinson, Clerk to the Union, Blaudford, up February|24.

WEAVING SHED.
Keigiiley', Y^OBKSiiiRE. —For the masons', joiners', slaters', plasterers', plumbers',
and glaziers', and painters' works, to be done in the erection of a weaving shed,
bC'ller-liouse, engine-house, and chimney to be built at Keighlcy. Drawitij^s, &c.,
until Friday, February 24, at the Office ol -Mr. Samuel Jackson, architect, 2, hirkgate
Bradford. Tenders to 12 o'clock, February 24.

WATERWORKS.
Glossop, DERBY'SHiRE.-For the construction of a reservoir, proposed to be made
bv the Right Hon. Lord Edward Howard, at (ilossop, in tlu' county of Derby.
I'lans, &c . at the estate office, Howard-town, Glossop, to the 15th February next.
Tenders to Fcbruai-y 21,

WORKHOUSE.
ELACKnuRN.—For No. 1 contract, for earthworks, roads, and foundations. For tho-^

works necessary in levelling tlie site for llie new Workhouse buildings; and also

for the excavations and masons' work for the foundations and walls of the intended
buildings up to the ground level. Specification, &c., at the Office of the Clerk to

the Guardians, on and after the l.Kh of February next. All other inforinationmay

be obtained on application to the architects, Jlessrs. ( lales, 42, Slonkgate, S ork, and
George-street-ehambers, Halifax. Sealed tenders, addressed to the Clerk to the
Guardians, endorsed" Tenders" to half-past 10 o'clock, March 3. (See advertise-

ment.)

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
A large quantity of oak, ash, elm, and other timber-trees of large dimensions, and

very superior quality. The oaks are of unusual lengths and girths, and the whole
will be found worthy the attention of naval contractors and others requiring large

timber. Particulars on application to William Taylor, Park-keeper, Market Bos-

worth, of the auctioneers, and at tlie Office of Jlr. T. Miles, surveyor, Leicester, at

the Dixie ,\rm8 Inn, Market Bosworth. Messrs. Blakesley and Hollier, auctioneers.

February 23. (See advertisement).

A large quantity of oak, ash, elm, and other timber trees now growing in the

hedgerows at Long Wliatton, of unusual dimensions and superior quality. Long
Wliatton is distant two miles from the liigworth Station, on the Midland Railway

aud the roads are good for deliverv. Particulars on application to Mr. SIcLaurin, at

the King's Head Hotel, Loughborough, and at the Office of Mr. Miles, surveyor,

Lincoln. At the King's Head Hotel, Loughborough, Mr. John Holland, auctioneer,

February 2S. (See advertisement.)

38 blocks of statu.ary, 25 ditto, veined ; 25 ditto, Sicilian; C ditto, dove, Bardilla.

Sienna, &c. ; 2 marble monuments, and an assortment of marble mortars. 19, SIill-

bank-street. Messrs. Eversfleld aud Home, auctioneers, 40, Parliament-street.

February 22. (See advertisement.) .

The surplus plant and materials used in the enlargement of the station and widen-

ing the arches at the Waterloo Terminus of the South Western Railway, compnsing
an extensive stack of wiiite and yellow battens, deals, loads of timber, die square stuil,

scaffolding, wheeling planks. Are wood &c., at the works in the York-road, Lambeth.

Mr. JIarsh, auctioneer, 2, Charlotte-row, Slansion House. March 0. (See Advertise-

ment.
, J I

Scaffolding, standard, and other ladders, planks, steps, machines, dry wood, colors,

and various building materials, &c. On the premises, 18, Everett-street, Russell-

square. Mr. Gairdner, auctioneer, 159, Tottenham-court-road. February 22. (See

advertisement.)

BANKRUPTS.
(Prom tb« London G/izfttt.') ...

Bush, Jolin Whiltokpr, color mnnufncturer, Wimdswortli, Surrey, Feb. 28, March 27, nt half-pust "^l".
nt Aa.«nel.»ll-Mre<.t. Solicitor., Mes.rs. Lawronce, Plew., and Eoycr, Old Jewry-chamber.; official

BBsiirnee, Mr Edwurda, Basinj'hall-Btreet. , . „. .... . . i .
Lnmpard, Stepheu, plumi.er and 1,'laiier, PorWea, Hamp.hire, Feb. 24, March 21. at half-paKt »"«'»'.»»

Baiinshall-iitreet. solicitor, Mr. Duboir, Babint-hall-Kre.t ; official a.»i(,-uee, Mr. Grabani, uoleman-

Quaner'ma'n''Heary, builder, Oxford, Feb. 29, at holf-paat Iwelve, March 2?, at twelve, Basini-ball-slreet.

Solicitors, Mcr.. Huiford ai.d Taylor, Furnival'aiiin, City; official aeiife'Iiee, Mr. (.rabam, Uolemon-

WauOVi'l'lmm, builder, Routham, VVarwick.hire, Feb. 2T, March 19, at eleven, at the Court of Bank-

ruptcy, Birtningham. Solicitora, Memrs. Hodt'.on and Allen, Birmingham ;
official asMguee, Mr.

Kmneer, Birmingham.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
Finlav, James, (rasfitter, Glasgow.
Mottliieson, Daniel, lime merchant, Gallowgate, Glasg^iw.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
Hiitchiii|!«, Thomna, contractor, Adam-«treet, Adelphi-Becond dividend of Id ,

any Monday, at wr.

C.tnnau'B,3fi, Basiughall-Btreet. „. i „, \r- Pa-i'^
Jack.oii, George, decorative deBigner, MancheBter-fitst dividend of 7». 5d., ony Tuesday, at Mr. 1 o.i i,

76, George-Btrret, Manchester.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Edwnrtlfl, Cliarlco, Imilder, Hoalli ; Muri'li 1.1.

rrnuklin, Franiis G., plumber, Briilf^sirpel. Southwark , March 7.

(iardner, Jolin, bui'dei, N'ntliamiHoti ; March 2.

Orevn, Joseph, stoin; nierchaiit, Prestbury ; Mi<rch 7.

Hindiiaoifh and De Neumann, timlwr merchantB, NeivcaBtl* ; March 7.

Hu^rhes and Dyne, engint^rB, Newport; March 8

Motley, Hardy, nnd Heard, ironmongvra. Bristol ; Mnrch Ifi.

Snbine, Lucius Theodore, ironmonscT; Weymouth, March 5.

Smith, William, builder and citrpeuter, TaWrnacle-row, Finsbury ; March 3.

Trip;:, William, timber merchant, Witley : March 2.

Warden, Edwin, builder, Uirmin^ham; M jrch 15.

CERTIFICATES GRANTED.
namp«, William Henrv, builder, Ball's poud: second cUm.
FairhHll and Suter, iroiimonffers, London-road ; second cla?n.

Johnson. Henry, liouse decorator. Stoke Newinitton-grcen ; second clasB.

Smith, William, buildtr, Tabernacle-row, Finsbury ; second claaa.

CERTIFICATES to he qranted unless cause be shownfor refusal on the day appointed

Forrester, William, iron mercluiiit, Honley. March 9.

Parry, Eliza, limber merchant, Liverpool, March 6.

INSOLVENTS.
Atkinson, J., joiner, Windermere.
Eti iiBon. J., plumber, Wolstanton.
llarri», J, builder, Luton.
Rtokes, Thomas, plumber Gretton, Northamptonshire.
Trutch, Edward, timber boulier, Broomtield,

Underwood, William, engineer, Doultinp.

PARTNERSHIP DISSOLVED.
Bell and Shorrocks, plumberB, Ashton-under-Lyoe.

OBITUARY.
Benson—On 4th inst., at Upton, Mr. llenrv Benson, mason, nped 12.

Cook—On 8th inst., at N*wcaBtle, Mr. Isuac Cook, join.r, ai,'ed 78.

Fulton—On 5th inst., ut Twyford, Mr. Arthur Fulton, mason, tv^vA 60.

Hunter—On 22nd ult., at Llverjtool, Mr. Tinman Hunter, blackumith, ftKed 77-

Ji-well-On 6tli inst., at Westbury, Mr. Jumea J. well, carpenter, ajjed 24.

Plumley—On 12th inst., at Ujiper Sydenham, Mr. Wm. Plumhy, mason, ngt'd 28,

IloUoti—On 17(h nit., at Lndtlinjrtcn, Mr Andrew llob^on, painter, affcd 31.

Hussell—On 5th inst., at Londonderry, Mr. Ki.herl Kussell, C.E., oiieii 37.

Webli~On Pih in».l-, at Southampton street, Covent-Karden, (ieorge Webb, Esq., F.R.I.B.A., Bp-d «.
West—On 9th inst., at Deal, Mr. Henry West, plumber, o(fcd 82.
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MONOCIIROMY AND POLYCHROMY.
lAIIUM ne crede colori.—Howai-e of, trust not to,

color, would be our advice to tlie architect, wlioso
])alette requires to be furnished with no other
colors than light and shadow—that is, for pro-
ducing eifect externally. The application of
color internally is (juito a difltjreut matter, not
only because it is protected from the weather,
but also because there is nothing to interfere

with such decoration. "^Vithiu doors, the archi-

tect is quite independent of thwarting circum-
stances beyond his control. Whether it be a
large or small one, or whatever be its particular

destination, a room is, at all events, self-con-

tained ; therefore, be the design whatever it may,
the same character can be kept up throughout,

and on every side, without being disturbed by
accidental combination with other and (piito

extraneous objects, as is moi-e or less the case iu

external architecture.

Color—positive color—usually plays an important part

in interior decoration, if it be only in furniture, carpets,

window draperies, and doors of polished wood ; therefore polychromy,

extended to what may be called the architecture proper, only carries

out and is carried off by the coloration so introduced. Outdoor
architecture, on the contrary, is subject to conditions that all but

prohibit tlie use of other coloring than that derived from the materials

themselves ; and it is all the better if they vary very little as to hue.
" That monotony of color," says Garbett, " is essential to the grand
style may be learnt from the works of nature in this stylo." In fact,

nature is, with wise economy, rather sparing than not of brilliant and
strongly contrasted colors, bestowing them only upon her miniature

works—not on the lords of the forest, but on flowers ; not on the

plumage of the eagle, but on that of small birds, on insects, and
butterflies. Or if she does occasionally e.^hibit a gorgeous display of

radiant colors, it is only in the brief pageant of a setting sun.

The use of party-colored embellishment e.\ternally is inconsistent

with the dignity of architecture, inasmuch as it is at variance with

"breadth" and "repose." MTien fresh it will look garish, if not

vulgar also ; and afterwards, like faded and dingy finery. Therefore, if

polychromy be employed at all externally, it should be where it would

be sheltered from the direct influence of tlie weather. In such a semi-

ivternal situation as the background of a portico or colonnade,

polyclirome, or chromatic mural decoration might bo applied not un-

successfully, because it woidd there be framed in, as it were, in such

manner as not to come into collision with any objects unconnected

with the building itself. Where all external oiijeots are excluded, as

in a cortilo, whether colonnaded or cloistered, although not roofed

over, such enclosure—the Merchant's Area of the Royal Exchange, for

instance—becomes virtually an " interior." Yet, notwithstanding that

oreater latitude of design as to colored decoration is admissible in such

places, no one has yet ventured to adopt, or oven propose, that species

of architectural polychi-omy which we are now assured by some was

perpetrated and practised by the Greeks even in the severest of their

orders. Difficult it certainly is to believe that they ever dressed up a

a Doric Hercules in a harlequin's jacket of the merest motley and

patchwork coloring.

According to modern archseologists, it was only mouldings, and the

smaller architectural members—such as triglyphs, gutta;, mutules, &c.,

—tliat were painted, and so arbitrarily, with such violently contrasted

colors, and with so little regard to distinct utterance, that the general

effect could hardly have been other than that of unmeaning, unmo lived,

unintelligible tawdriness. Were we told that when not filled in with

sculpture, the metopes of a Doric frieze were painted either of a

different color or darker hue than the triglyphs, in order to give them

greater relief and distinctness, that we could behove ; but that the

triglyphs were, for distinction's sake, ever painted of a dull blue, as we
have seen in some conjectural restorations of polychromy, almost

exceeds credibility, for such painting would deserve no better name
than daubing. Kven at the best, and supposing that color was had

recourse to merely to pick out the mouldings and other details, still

the general efliict must have been unicsthetic—nearly as barbarous

as that of taiooing. Rather fortunate, therefore, is it that all vestiges

of coloring with pigments are so nearly obliterated, that until quite of

late, its existence was not even suspected ; since, had any tolerably perfect

examples of such singular decoration been preserved to us, it would pro-

bably have been considered essential. Yet were it proved beyond dispute,

no authority for it could reconcile us to a mode of embellishment, or

rather disfigurement, that must have made structures of marble look no

better than if constructed of wood painted over ; and in such manner,

too, as rather to confuse than to define and give greater distinctness to

the several architectural members.

It would surely be worth while for those who uphold the notion of
external polychromy as by tliem attributed by them to the Greeks, to
put It to the test by some Krai)hic experiments on paper, for the
purpose of ascertaining the probable effect, exhibiting it to u* in iU en-
tirety since It can hardly be judged of correctly from mere scnps
of colored detail. Our own opinion is that scarcely auylhiiig at all
tolerable could be made of an imaginary polychroiiiat'ised teiiiple, even
III a jncture, were the supposed scheme of coloring to be adhered to.
If, as we are given to understand, the parasite coloring was applied
only to entablatures—walls and columns remaining untouched by it that
circumstance alone must have been fatal to unity, and completely at
variance with the most ordinary, untutored notions of consistency, let
alone well-calculated artistic effect. According to the scheme, if not
the actual, the supposed one—of Classic polychromy, the structures to
which it was applied, must have been cut up horizontally into two dis-
tinct and strongly contrasted divisions ; one below, monoclirome,
the other polychrome, in exceeding harsh dissonance. Wherea*
uniformity of material conduces largely to simplicity and nobleness in
architecture, polychromy derogates from those valuable qualities by
causing a structure to appear composed of a medley of materials,
although, in fact, it may be only of a single one as regards its external
walls. Difference of color, even in its mildest form, as in building with
brick and stone, where it is accounted for by diflerence of material, is not
so satisfactory in effect as would be that produced by either stone alone,
or stone intermingled with brick of nearly the same hue.

It might, perhaps, be worth while to ascertain what could be done
with polychromy, first by several trials on paper, showing the same design
differently colored, and then applying that which seemed the most
eligible mode to some ornamental garden-building. That would put
polychromy to the proof; and the experiment might be made without
any great risk, because there would be no necessity for using ))ermanent
pigments, but merely distemper, or crayon (colored chalks) painting, so

that in case of failure, the coloring could be washed off agniu. We
have often thought that the Colosseum in the Regcnt's-park would be
an excellent subject for an experiment of the kind, fossibly, then,

some one of our numerous readers, who has any faith in polychromy,
will take the hint, and having made an outline sketch of that building,

will sit down quietly at some leisure hour with his box of colors, and try

whether he could improve it by polychroraatising it. That any one
will do so, we do not expect, since to say the truth,—and we hope we
may be forgiven for saying it,—architects are rather sluggish as to

catching at huits ; notwithstanding that by seizing hold of rough and
rude hints, a wide-awake and active imagination may work out nappy
ideas that could never be traced to their ignoble origin, with which
brief remark we will now dismiss our present paper, reserving for some
other opportunity, what might here seem rather out of place.

PROFESSOR DONALDSON'S HANDBOOK OF SPECIFICATIONS.
SECOND NOTICE.

IN our former notice of this work we described it as consisting of three

Divisions ; and, having now disposed of the tliird of these, writteii by
Mr. Cunningham Glen, we purpose returning to a more careful examina-

tion of the two first Divisions, edited in a stricter sense by Mr. Donaldson.

The Professor's labors in the production of this work appear to have

been rather those of an editor than an author ; for the First Division (itself

in great measure a compilation) is comprised in b.irely forty pages, and i«

all wo have from his pen. Doubtless the mere editing of the Second

Division (of some tliousaud pages) was a work of trouble.

The author sets out by laying down very admirably the system on wliich

a specification should be drawn up; and describes a building contract as con-

sisting of three distinct parts— 1st " the legal obligations " of the employer

and employed : 2nd " the drawings," exhibiting the design and structural

disposition of the building ; and lastly " the specification " of materials

and mode of execution, with its "schedule of prices " for theacljiistmentof

extras and omissions. " Figured drawings, and plenty of them " we once

heard given as an eminent contractor's definition of a "best specification.'

Professor Donaldson quite confirms it ; for he says, very truly

—

To avoid unnecessary matter In the spcciflcations, It is best to liave all ])o»8ibIC

diraensious and directions noted fully ou the drawings, so as to reserve the speolflca-

tion, as much as possible, merely for the description of the materials and the uaturcoi

tlio worli,

and he limits the duties of an architect to the production of two seta of

the drawmgs and specification—a fact worth the attention ;of modem
practitioners.

, . , ., -.t
As hardly any two architects agree as to the order m which the sevOTBi

trades should follow in a specification, wc quote the author's useful subdi-

vision of them, under the two heads of Carcase and Finishing.

f.Toiner

Carcase

Excavator
Bricklayer
Mason
Slater
Smith
Carpenter

Finishing

Flastercr
number
Painter
Glazier
Pap.-rhang«r
Ironmonger
Bellhangar
Gasfitter.

An cxceUent " Skeleton Specification" foUows this very brief chapter.
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It is one of the best things in the book— espcci.illy adapted for the use of

students—as are likewise the hints on specifying repairs, and the " Heads

for a form of Contract." The actual " Form ofContract" which follows,

strikes us as being much too long and legal for that frequent reference,

which an architect has to make to his documents. We prefer seeing many
of its provisions incorporated as they are at page xxrvii. in the " General

Conditions." pithy and laical, by Mr. James Simpson, C.E. The Division

closes with a form"of terms for letting building ground ; a somewhat obsolete

freeholder's specification ; some remarks on a mode of rough estimating,

the practical value of which, to any but experienced builders, is very ques-

tionable ; and some observations on Competitions. So much has been

•written on this last topic that it is hardly to be wondered at that it also

should be briefly treated even by the author, who has of late had so much
to do with adjudicating in these cases— witness the Barrack, Government

Offices, Cambridge Guildhall, and Southampton Competitions. He has

•ome useful comments to make on the reports of the Institute of Architects,

and of the Architectural Association ; and of a Competition Specification

he says, very sensibly.
It imposes s large amount of useless labor on the competitors ; is very unnecessary.

and cklcnlatcd to mislead. A general description will be quite sufficient, and not tend

to embarrass the Committee or Judges.

This, coming from Professor Donaldson, is a practical opinion, meriting

attention.

Division II. is, as we have before shown, the opus magnum of " Tlie

Handbook." Its thousand pages of specifications, by some thirty dif-

ferent architects and engineers, do not form very interesting matter for a

review. Still it is impossible to look through this Division of the work
and not see that, it is suggestive of some rather grave questions affecting

the practice of architects ; and, for our own part, remembering Bartho-

lomew's elaborate work, we are disappointed that the Professor has not

given us his valuable opinion upon them. For example, the student who
may desire to know what is the most proper thickness of lead to use for

flats and gutters, may find the most eminent London architects at issue on
the point ; and for town edifices, eight pounds, seven pounds, and six

pounds to the foot superficial, specified indifferently in " The Handbook :"

the same thing is observable in the composition of mortar for brickwork ;

some gentlemen specifying " the usual proportion," some three, and others

two parts of sand to one of lime, whilst another discreetly stipulates for

lime and sand " at discretion." In ail his specifications of plasterer's work
we observe the Professor uses the orthography " flote " for a well known
operation.

The limits of a review barely warrant our venturing much deeper into

the technical provisions so copiously set forth in the Second Division. As
a record of the mode of construction adopted in so many buildings of

consequence, it is unquestionably interesting. Not the least interesting

portions of it are the few examples of building agreements and general

conditions embodied here and there in the specifications. By these it will

be seen that, three modes of agreement obtain—viz., firstly, agreements
between the architect and the builder ; secondly, agreements between the

employer and the builder ; and, thirdly, agreements with the builder only.

Again, in the important point of final decision in cases of dispute, there
would appear from Mr. Donaldson's book to exist four courses:—firstly,

decision by the architect solely—as is the more usual course ; secondly, by
the architect, as to quality of work and materials, but otherwise by arbi-

tration—as is adopted by Messrs. Wyatt and Brandon ; thirdly, by tlie

architect, if his award be approved of by the client ; and, fourthly, by arbi-

tration—as is the practice of Mr. Tite, instanced in the example of the
Eoyal Exchange. We v ill close our review with a few extracts from
general conditions given in the work, remarking by the waj' that the
Koyal Exchange specification sets forth after each trade the admeasured
quantities of the respective works, which would seemtohave served as the
basis of the contract—a most equitable but unusual manner of entering in-

to a building agreement. This specification is quite unique in this respect:

Mr. Donaldson simply points out the fact, without offering any comment
upon it. In his next edition let us urge the Professor to adopt the plan of
our old friend. Captain Cuttle ; and " when found, make a note of" such
clauses as the following— some of them are very peculiar, and some open
to objection. The italics are ours.

Disputes are to be referred, and finally settled by the arbitration of the acting
architect on tiie part of the county, by an architect or surveyor to be named by the
contractor at the time of his signiner the contract ; and, in the event of their not beinf;
able to ajjree, a third person is to be named as an umpire by the two parties above
named, and the award and decision of any two of these three parties is to beiinaland
binding. As refrards the quality of materials and nature of the workmanship the
acting architect is to be the judge, unfettered by any power or reference or appeal.
Specification qf Wilt» Lunatic Astjlum.

The award of the architect in all cases of extra work, or work omitted, or other
matters in dispute, or as to the meanins of the plans and Bpecification shall, if such
mcard l/e approved by the Commissioners of Public Works, (employers) be final and
conclusive. • • • Payment to be made as the work proceeds in the proportion of
nine-lentM of the ralue of the work done or materials provided and delivered. The
contractor to make at his own expense copies of all the drawiners he may require,
which are to be retunud to the Commissioners at the conclusion of the work, if called on
so to ilo.—SpedJIcation of Omagh lunatic Asylum.
He (thearchitect) may enter into contracts (with cari-ers, sculptors, and modellers)

in the name of the principal contractor, who shall be bound to adopt such contracts,
and make others in his own name, without being entitled to any sum in respect
thereof beyond the amount of his tender. That the contractor shall be allowed for
the completion of the works seven days beyond the time specified for every £rj(Xi in
valae of additional work j and also in case of fire or a strike ofworkmen, such further
ome a* architect shall certify as fair and reaaoa»i>\a.'-SpeciJtcationof New Itoi/al
Exchange.

It is indispensably requisite that each intending contractor should accompany his
ofler with the meamrement and schedule ofprices relative to his general estimate /««;/
filled up and calculated.
Ko omission or errors (In specification) are to be allowed to afl"ect the contract,

but the value of them shall be considered as included inits amount, and the manner of
executing works so circumstanced is to approximate as nearly as possible to such
other parts of a similar description, as may have been more particularly specified or
explained.—Spec(/icaito« oftwo Churches, Edinburgh. I'art I. page -"23.

Again, in any subsequent edition of the work, some revision of the

engravings will be desirable : for example, tlie plan of Mr. Scott's Church
at Doncaster is placed upside down; and the reference letters given on the

plans of Margate and of IJrixton Scliools have no apparent relation to the

letter-press. One wood engraving is given, which ought to be suppressed,

for the honour of that style of architecture, which my Lord Palmerston
admires so much, and which the Professor can so ably discuss and (for the

matter of that) delineate. We all remember the kindofp/ate with which

the late Mr. Pugin delighted to dish up a "Pagan " portico ; but his most
spiteful efforts never succeeded in producing such a caricature, as the view
of the High School at Edinburgh, at page 260. Truly, of all the cuts and
thrusts lately made at " Classic," this is the " unkindest cut of all."

LECTURE AT THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
ON Wednesday evening a lecture was delivered at the Architectural Museum.

South Kensington, on Civil Architecture, by E. B. Denison, Esq., Q.C. The
chair was occupied Dy Beresford Hope, Esq., President of the Museum. We are
prevented by want of space from giving a report of the lecture to-day, but shall

refer to it hereafter. -
THE ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

A LECTURE by Mr. I'Anson, "On Krench Architecture of the Renaissance
Period," was announced to take place at this Exhibition on Tuesday evening

last, but at the hour fixed for the commencement of the lecture Mr George Mair
announced that there would be no lecture that evening, in consequence of Mr.
I'Ansou having sustained a domestic bereavement.

Mr. Morris Moore has received the following invitation from the

Presidency of the Academy at Venice :

—

TRANSLATION.
Presidency of the I. R. Academie di Belle ArtL

CHIARIS8IMO SiGNORE,—The Supreme Slinistry of Worship and of Public Instruc-
tion in its despatch of the '28th of January, communicated by the I. R. Lieutenancy
with endorsement of the 8th instant, enjoins the Academy to co-operate towards
your exhibting in the Academy's halls the picture by Raphael, representing Apollo
and Marsyas, the original drawing for which is preserved in this establishment.
The undersigned, rejoiced that you intend aft'ording our Academy an opportunity

to admire a painting which has won the applause ol so many celebrated Academies,
and of the first capitals of Europe, feel it their duty to communicate to you the
ministerial ordinances, and to invite you to come to their otlices whenever most
convenient, in order to determine the arrangements and the days of exhibition,

declaring themselves ready to second, as far as lies in their power, a matter of such
consequence to art, and which will, without doubt, prove peculiarly acceptable to

Venice which has the good fortime to possess the original drawing.
For the Presidency, Bo. Dr. Teevisani,

L. Ferrari,
Venice, 14th February, 1860. A. A. Taoliapietra.

Al Chiarissimo Signore,
II Signore Morris Moor.

Raffaelle's Apollo and MarsyM.—On tlie 9tli inst. the Emperor and
Empress of Austria inspected in the Empress's apartments entitled Belai'ia,

Raliaelle's famous picture of Apollo and Marsyas, together with various

photographs from drawings by Raffaelle of the same period, and expressed them-
selves much struck by the rare beauty of this masterpiece. Their majesties spent

a considerable time in comparing it witli the photograph from Raft'aefle's original

drawing for it, existing in the Accadeniia di DelTe Arti at Venice, and listened

with marked attention to the explanations which Mr. Morris Moore gave in reply

to the various questions put to him concerning its previous history, condition,

&c. The Emperor manifested much interest in Mr. Morris Moore's project of

once more bringing into immediate propinquity after centuries of separation the

parent work, by exhibiting them side by side in the Accademia di Belle Arti at

Venice. Mr. Morris Moore having expressed a desire to have his Majesty's

signature in remembrance of the occasion, the Emperor on retiring took Mr.
Moore's book of autograph signatures, and presently returned it with the

Empress's signature beneath his own.

Mr. W. Burges, architect of the Memorial Church at Constantinople,

is engaged in the restoratfon of Waltham Abbey.

Gas in Ttailway Carriages.—The convenience of a good steady light

has been obtained in some of the first-class carriages on the East Lancashire
Railway by the use of gas. The meter from which the gas is supplied is contained
in the guard's van. It is conveyed to the roofs of the carriages and through the
usual iamp-holes. There is one fight in each carriage, which is suthcient to

illuminate the compartment thoroughly, so that the smallest print can be read.
The taps are on the roof, and cannot, therefore, be tampered with by the passen-
gers. An iron gas-pipe passes along the roof of each carnage so lighted, and
the junction between the carriages is by means of a flexible tube, with a little

slack to allow of vibration in the coupling and vibration from propulsion. The
contrivance is very simple, and could easily be extended to a whole train. The
improvement is at present introduced into only two first-class carriages on the
East Lancashire line, which are used in the 4-40 express train from Colne, and
it has been in operation about a fortnight—sufficiently long to prove its perfect

feasibility.

—

Lancaster Guardian.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—December 6, 1859.—Joseph Locke, Esq.,
M.P., President, in the chair.—January 17, 1800.—George P. Bidder, Esq.,
President, in the chair.—The discussion upon Mr. R. B. Grantham's paper,
" On Arterial Drainage and Outfalls," occupied both evenings. In commencing
the discussion it was remarked, that the want of a comprehensive measure for

the control of the arterial drains and outfalls was felt by everyone practically

engaged in the under-drainage of land. In closing the discussion it was re-
marked, that many of the bars on the coast of England had no connection with
the outfall of rivers, and that there were cases in which the land water obstructed
and diminished the quantity of the scour. The level of the land, the nature of

the soil, and many other circumstanec^s, must be taken into consideration in

determining the depth to which under-drainage should be carried.
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BUILDING EXPENDITURE FOR THE ARMY AND NAVY.

A DEFICIT of nearly ten millions in the annual income, an expenditure
two-fifths greater than it was ten years ago, with the army and navy

estimates doubled in that period, the maintenance of war taxes in the
fourth year of peace, and the augmentation of the income-tax, do not con-
stitute a satisfactory state of tilings for the present, or an agreeable prospect
for the future. The financial resources of the nation are being squandered
in military preparations during peace, and the friendship of " our faithful

ally " is as onerous to the taxpayers of the empire as would be his avowed
hostility. We are willing to admit that the transition to steam warfare
and rifle-guns entails great expenses, but it caimot be translated by an
increase in one year of nearly fifteen millions sterling of the army and
navy estimates over those of ten years ago. The whole thing is monstrous,
and although we may consent to bear the burden, it is only on condition
of thorough investigation and reorganisation of our defensive forces next
year. We yield to no one in the sincere conviction of the dangers of our
returning to a defenceless state—to no one in the belief that peace can
only be maintained by our readiness for war ; but at the same time we are
confiilent that an army and navy, even more efficient than they now are,
could be maintained at much less than their present cost, and with far
greater comfort to the officers and men. We also believe that the wisest
policy—that which will prove the most terrible tolhe foe— is theone which
encourages the accumulation of the means of war in the pockets of the
population, there to increase and multiply. If the sinews of war are kept
constantly strained, they grow gradually weakened and exhausted, until
they are incapable of being relied upon for victorious efTorts in great
emergencies.

If we were asked to state the characteristic feature of our national
administration wo should unhesitatingly say " incapacity for organisa-
tion." Our resources are fritted away under a multitude of frivolous
pretences. Duplicate, triplicate and even quadruplicate offices are
created which warrant the belief, however unfounded, in Government
jobbery; and through all the branches of Government we have examples
of individuals helping others to do nothing. In our army, in our navy,
in our administration we have no organisation, no method nor order. We
have the best and hardiest population in the world for soldiers and sailors;

the greatest wealth and the greatest mechanical resources. Yet we could
not send a corps d'amiee into the field or despatch a fleet to sea until long
after any of our opponents; and then they would be unprepared, "un-
ready," for actual war. They would have to learn their trade in its actual
practice, to their great discomfort and to our greater shame as well as loss.

If it would not be trespassing beyond our province we could, we fancy,
show how these evils could be remedied, and this extravagant expenditure
avoided. Limiting ourselves to matters that come within our compe-
tency, it may, nevertheless, be practicable to indicate what improvements
may be eflfected and how money may be saved. The observations we are
about to make, and the suggestions we shall offer may, perhaps, not be
agreeable to some of our readers. They may imagine we seek to curtail
the profits which the building trades make out of Government work. But
we trust that the good sense and patriotism of the majority will see that
any diminution of national expenditure is a national gain, from which all

derive profit, and any falling-off in the amount of Government contracts
will be more than compensated by the impetus and extension given to
private works. The ten millions deficit which the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer is obliged to cover by additional taxation would, if left in the
pockets of the nation, be spent in the promotion of trade, and provoke the
investment of, perhaps, double the amount. K we built fewer barracks
we should build more private houses; and which would be the more
profitable there can be little occasion to show.

The total sum asked for this year in the army and navy estimates to
be spent in bricks and mortar, but exclusive of the salaries of officials, is

£1,903,501. In this amount " works, buildings, and repairs for fortifica-

tions at home and abroad " figure for £645,355, being an increase upon
last year's estimate of nearly £200,000. In this instance, and /or the first
time, the Minister has given no details of the proposed expenditure. In
all previous estimates the information has been given in full, and we look
upon this departure from an established rule as most reprehensible. Is
the nation to be asked for their money and refused all information as to
how it is to be applied? Where could have been the sense of duty of the
Uouse of Commons—the self-styled guardians of the public purse—to vole
away more than half a million of money without knowing what for? Unless
the details are given, we have no guarantee for the due or even honest
expenditure of tlie money. If a John Sadleir were to be Secretary for
War tmder such a system of irresponsible administration Tipperary banks
would flourish. We begin to doubt whether we are living in England, and
fancy a co^Ap d'etat is in store for us. If this scandalous contempt for our
constitutional government be tolerated, and supineness of our representa-
tives be suffered to pass unpunislied, there is no reason why the Premier
should not ask the House next year to vote seventy or eiglity millions in
a round sum—" a lump"—to save time, and relying on his honor to do the
best he can for us. If this scandal be repeated, we may look for charges
of corruption and dishonesty being rife against the Ministry among men
which it will be impossible to disprove.

If we suhstract the cost for fortifications from the total, there will re-
main £1,258,146 to be spent, according to the army estimates, under the
head of " civil buildings " and " barracks," and according to the navy esti-

mates under the head of " new works, improvements, and repairs in the
yards." But this is far from representing the total building expenditure.
Leaving aside all that would be due to fortifications, or purely military
works, we must add to the cost of civil buildings (£1,258,146) the following
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Items m the army estimate.. The royal engineM cl»U etUUUhnMDt.
£60,876; barrack establishment (masters, clerks, and wrgeanU to look
after these buildings being properly kept up), £.16.647; allowHnce in lieu
of servants to civil officers, £5,003; climate and foreign lervicc p»y to civil
engineer establishments, £4,111; local expenditure for wliitewaihiug roonM.
sweeping chimneys, cleaning and hghting barracks, postage, fcc, £3lfit6i
department of inspector of works, £4,128; bringing the expenditure UD to
£1,400,797.

'^ *^

From the navy estimates we have to add, director of works at the Ad-
miralty establishment, £.3,255; drilling barracks for naval rescrrc, £1,000-
repairs of Greenwich Observatory, £1,110; director of works cstab'liih-
luent, Deptford, £.530; the same at Woolwich, £670; the lamo at Chatham,
£540; the same at Shecrness, £590; the same at Portsmouth, £1,295; the
same at Devonport, £2,045; and the same at Pembroke, £690. The
director of works department at Gosport costs £460; at Plymouth, £410;
marine barrack masters, sergeants, and clerks, £1,596; director of works
department, Gibraltar, costs £550; at Malta, £845 ; and at Halifax, £250;
making the grand total of £1,416,152, all to be spent on buildings during
the next year.

From the confused jumble of accounts it is impossible to ascertain, with
anything like accuracy, the cost of superintending the works ; but wo
may be able to arrive at something like a fair approximation. Starting,
first of all, with the Navy, we find that the new works and alterations are
to cost £385,090 (for we leave ordinary repairs and cost of gas out of
consideration), from which must bo deducted £54,519 employed in the
purchase of land, leaving £330,571. The Controller of the Navy is to
execute works which will cost £30,000, thereby reducing the amount to
£300,571 as being the real cost of building operations. The superinten-
dence will cost £11,649, which is equivalent to £3 16s. percent, upon the
outlay.

The cost of civil buildings and barracks under the army estimates,
irrespective of fortifications, is £914,107, of which £254,485 are to be
spent in " ordinary and current repairs," leaving £659,622 for new works.
But from this must be deducted the cost of purchases of land to the
amount which can be ascertained—namely, £99,412, thereby reducing the
expenditure upon new works to £560,210. The total cost of superinten-
dence is to be £142,651, or £15 12s. per cent.—a most extravagant
proportion. Fancy any private firm paying ISJ per cent, in the shape
of architectural commission ! Suppose we strike out the items for barrack
establishments, as well as the items for whitewashing and chimney
sweeping, taking them to include the cost of superintending ordinary and
current repairs, we shall then have the cost of the new works £560,210,
and of their superintendence £74,118, or equal to £13 188. per cent., which
does not mend the matter, and the public will be curious to learn why
building superintendence should cost in the navy estimates 3,"(, per cent.

upon outlay, and in the army estimates 13^ per cent, upon outlay, or

nearly four times more in one case than in the other. Speaking of the
army new works, if the same economy were practised as in the navy, the
cost of superintendence would be dimishcd by £52,270. Even this would
not be satisfactory, unless the cost of looking after the barracks, white-
washing their walls, and sweeping their chimneys, were greatly reduced,
below the present cost of £68,533.
We have plenty of talkative financial reformers in the House, but not

one really working one. Estimates require hard work to master, or even
to understand, therefore, they pass without investigation, scarcely with a
comment, except from the " Wicount," and the least important of their

duties appears to the Commons to be the exercise of vigilance over public

expenditure. Even Mr. Bright, so noisy and mouthy when he has all the

crowing to himself on his Brummagem dunghill, has neither the energy
nor the courage to investigate the estimates in the House—the only place

where real service can be rendered to taxpayers. That there is plenty of
room for economy in the department we have referred to, will be evident

from the figures quoted, and from Lord Clarence Paget's speech on moving
the navy estimates. He said :

—

I used formerly to be of opinion thst many of our new works were on too grand a
scale, and 1 confess that my visits to the dockyards have confirmed my views. laccom-
panied the Duke of Somerset to Woolwich, and we looked at a magnificent building,

overtoppini^ the Thames, and looking like some j^reat palace. This was the new
Marine Inhrmary. We walked over it and paced its stately colonnades, and 1 am
afraid we were both sordid enough to say that its architeclural magnificence coat too
much money. At Keyham the same remark occurred. No doutjl, thcri' arc great
public buildings in our dockyards, all of them very necessary, but too much attention

has, 1 think, in many cases t>eeu given to architectural design, and too much scope
to the taste of our eugineers. Now, the present Hoard of Admiralty disapprove
greatly of any unnecessary expenditure of this kind, and when the architects and
engineers of our yards have brought us remarkably tasteful designs for our approba-
tion wc have rejected them, and asked them to give us something moru simple. I

take some pride in liaving kept this vote down, and I do not believe that any sub-
stantial work really required has been omitted.

We by no means concur in his lordship's views, for of course he does

not know that architectural design docs not cost money, but brains—the

labor of the mind.
The remedy for the extravagance of the army and navy authorities, but

particularly of the former, is to remove civil structures entirely from their

control. Let them stick to their military and naval duties, and leave pot-

tering with bricks and mortar to those who understand the use of these

materials, and have made that their business. We have a department of

administration—the Board of Public Works and Buildings— which costs

the nation a large sum yearly, and whose especial duties are to erect

buildings and keep them in repair. Our proposition is, that all civil build-

ings, with their ordinary aud current repairs, should be transferred to the

Board, which, by combining its functions, would reduce the cost of super-

intendence, maintenance, &c., by at least £100,000 annually—and we speak
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within tlie mark— wliile the cost of the buildings themselves might be re-

duced by three or four times that amount. We are pretty confident that

very little short of half a million would be saved under this head alone of

public expenditure : for, wliile the Board Avould undertake and execute all

necessnry works at the request of the military and naval authorities,

it would impose a salutary check upon the exuberant fancy of warriors

irhen they pay architects and masons.

ST. GILES'S SCHOOLS, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON.
THE works at these new schools are progressing very satisfactorily,

fi-om the designs of Edward M. Barry, Esq., architect. The site com-
prises the north-western corner of Endell-street and Broad-street, and

the new structure, when completed, will form a very prominent and decided

improvement in this locality. The whole of the works will be executed in

brick, stono, and wood.
The basement of the new edifice is planned for cellarage purposes, and

this will bring in a distinct yearly revenue. The elevation in Broad-street,

is to measure 76 feet, and that in Endell-street, 55 feet 6 inches. The
height of the elevation from the curb level to the top of the parapet, will

be about 60 feet, and the roof will have a vertical height of 26 feet, making
a total altitude of 86 feet from the footpath to the ridge. The chimneys,

according to the designs, are highly characteristic.

On the ground floor there is to be an infants' school, 61 feet by 23 feet,

and a class-room 22 feet by 20 feet ; in connexion with which there will

be a play-ground, having an area of 32 feet by 24 feet. The communica-
tions are to be by spacious corridors 6 feet in width, and on the several

floors there will be lavatories and other suitable conveniences.

One peculiar feature of the building, according to the plans, is that there

will be a mezzanine story between the upper and lower schools, to be fitted

for the residences of the master and mistress of the establishment

and a committee-room ; this arrangement having been necessitated by
the limited site; and in this case the Commissioners on Education, as we
think, very judiciously abandoned their usual regulation—namely, that

of having residences on the ground floor, which, of course, may work
TCry well in cases where sites are not so valuable as they are in the

metropolis.

On the first floor there will be a girls' school 70 feet long by 30 feet

wide, and in connexion with it a class-room 20 feet square.

On the second floor is planned a boys' school of the same dimensions,

together with a class-room 30 feet by 20 feet, and a cloak-room 12 feet

square. The girls' entrance is to be in Endell-street, and that for the boys
Will be at the rear by a separate staircase.

The new structure will be of the most substantial character, the steps

and landings of the staircases being intended to be all of stone, and
externally the plain surfaces of the walling will be of malm bricks of

picked quality, and the voussoirs of the arched windows of yellow and
black bricks alternately, with red bounding bands.

The windows of the first and second floors are to be in two lights, with
pointed arch heads, and divided by shafts of grey granite, polished.

The roofs will be covered with slates—pale blue and green—laid in

alternate courses, and altogether the building, when completed, will be
highly characteristic of the peculiar style adopted by the architect and
committee.
The heights of the various floors are as under—viz., the basement, 10

feet; groimd floor, 16 feet 7 inches. That of the mezzanine, 10 feet 6

inches; the first floor, 19 feet 7 inches; and that of the second, which
shows its constructive timbers, is 30 feet in height from the floor to

ridge of roof.

Messrs. George Mansfield and Son are the contractors for the building,

and Mr. W. J. Dale is the clerk of works under the supervision of the
architect.

SOCIETY FOE THE ENLAEGEMENT, BUILDING, AKD BEPAIEING OF
CHURCHES.

rfE General Committee of this .Society met on Monday last, at the Offices, 7,

Whitehall, the Rev. Robert Trltton in the chair. The other members present
were—the Earl of Romney ; the liishops of Chichester, Lichfield, and Oxford ; Sir
S. R. Glynne, Bart., Sir Thomas I'hillips; the Rev. Thomas Ainger, the Rev. T. F.
Stocks ; Mr. William Cotton, Mr. Edward Hussey, Sir. Arthur I'owell, Mr. William
Hlvington, and Mr. William Whately, Q.C. ; the Rev. George Ainslie, M.A.,
Secretary. Grants of money, amountinf^ to £2,567, were made in aid of the foliowing
objects :—Buildlngr ehurclicB at Blakenhall, in the parish of St. John, Wolverhamp-
ton ; Athelhampton.near Dorchester. Rebuilding the churches at Cerrij^ceinwen,
near Bangor ; Little Compton, near Moreton-in-Marsh ; and Slinfold, near
Horsham. Enlarging or otherwise Increasing the accommodation in the churches
at Bracknel, Berks ; Golbome, near Warrington ; Kelston and Queen Charlton,
near Bath ; Ripley, near Alfreton ; Walkeringham, near Gainsborough ; West
Ronnton, near Northallerton ; Bassingham, near Newark ; Holmer, near Hereford ;

liUnstumdwy, near Pwllheli ; South I'etherton, near Ilminster; Mansel Lacy, near
Hereford ; »tanton-by-Dale, near Derby ; Sutton, near Woodbridge ; Trallong,
near Brecon j Weston Turville. near Wendover ; Wyddial, near Buntingford ; and
Talding, near Staplehurst. The* grant formerly made towards enlarging the
church at Sturminster Marshall, near Blandford, was increased. A lapsed grant
was also renewed towards building a church at Abingdon. Assistance was also
Toted irom the special fund for school churches and mission houses, towards the
erection of an iron church at Pentonville, London ; and a school church at SwaflFham
Friors, near Newmarket. The Committee could not but regret that of this special
ftmd scarcely £200 now remains unappropriated. At the same time they recognised
with much satisfaction, that in eleven oi the places now assisted, a church rate,
amounting in the aggregate to £:i,00i, had been made in aid of the proposed good
works, a larger proportion than has usually been observed.

The house of Michel Angelo, at Florence, which is filled with works
of art, has become the property of that city, by the request of Signer Buonarotti,
one of the great sculptor's descendants.

3tjriu Jntellifj^iire.

BROMrTON C00N1"Y COURT.
SMITH r. EA.STERPIEI.D.

This action is of some importance to clerks of works and to parties taking an
active part in new buildings.

Mr. Lewis appeared for the plaintiff; and Mr. W. B. Davies, of Basinghali
Chambers, was for the defendant.

Mr. Lewis said the cause of action arose as far hack as the year 1857, and the
reason the matter was delayed arose from a desire on the part of his client to be
settled with by a contractor who Iiad compounded with Ids creditors and had
promised to pay the plaintiff for his services. Having failed to do so, the
plaintiff now fell back upon the defendant, who probably considered it a
hard case to be sued, but it was still a harder one for his client to lose his money.
His client was a skilled builder, and acted when in employ as a clerk of the
works—a very responsible post in new buildings, as he was instructed. The de-
fendant was sued, as deacon and trustee of a dissenting chapel, for nine weeks'
wages, at £2 2s. per week, and overtime, in all amounting to £24 16s. 9d.,
imder these circumstances :—In 1857, a Mr. Waterliouse contracted with
the defendant, who represented a committee, to build a chapel, and
this Waterliouse, who was himself a supporter of the chapel,
felt that it would be fair for a clerk of the works to be
engaged to look after the interests of the Chapel committee, seeing tliat he the
contractor was a deacon or held some like office in the chapel, and the contribu-
tore to the building fund might imagine that he would be unduly favored. Tlie

defendant who took a prominent part in the matter thought so . too, and as the
deacons knew more about prayers and pai'sons' clerks than they did about clerks

of works (laughter), the defendant asked the contractor to engage a clerk of
works for them. It was here necessary to state that the architect gave his

services gratiutously as his share of contribution to the funds, or the clerk of

works would not have been required by the chapel people, and it verified the
adage that gratuitous services are not worth the offer—for the architect kept off

the building, and left the details to the builders. For the fu'st seven weeks the
plaintiff received his money from the contractor, when some unforeseen difBculties

caused Mr. Waterhouse to call a meeting of his creditors, and to .ivoid a bank-
ruptcy the creditors agreed to accept 10s. in the pound, and Waterhouse contrived
to keep his head above water another nine weeks, when he had to knock off. The
plaintiff had foregone his wages these last nine weeks under the idea that the
contractor's difficulties arose from not being able to come to a settlement with
the committee, and, he was instructed, this notion was pretty near the truth. The
works having come to a standstill, the plaintiff, feeling for the difficulties of

Waterhouse, did not press him for some time, and w.os put off from week to week
to abide the issue of a Chancery suit, the chapel having got into that religious

diocese— (laughter). The contractor had now lost his all, and was a ruined
man, and as the defendant had instructed Waterhouse to employ his client, the
plaintiff had no alternative but to look to Mr. Easterfield for payment.
The plaintiff was called to corroborate his solicitor's statement, and admitted,

in cross-examination, that he only knew of being employed l)y direction of the
defendant, through the contractor who engaged him, and that he could not find

Waterhouse for a witness, as he believed the sheriff's officer wanted him.
Mr, Davies contended that there was no evidence to prove his client's liability.

Waterhouse was absent. It was no doubt a very hard case upon the plaintiff

—

but as he was instructed, Waterhouse had overdrawn upon the Chapel com-
mittee and had been paid for the plaintiff's services. The whole matter had been
in Chancery, and there were no funds left to pay the plaintiff, or the deacons
would have seen he had been no loser. One fact was that the plaintiff had been
paid by the contractor, and he urged that to Waterhouse alone could the
plaintiff look to for his wages. He had been engaged by Waterhouse and paid
by Waterhouse.
The judge said he should like to hear defendant himself.

Mr. Davies said his client likeWaterhouse was wanted, and all through a chapel
(laughter) and was afraid to put in an appearance.
The judge said the plaintift was to be pitied, but he could not assist him. He

must get Waterhouse and Easterfield in Com-t to prove his case. He was afraid,

however, from what he had heard, he had better put up with his first loss, for if

the Sheriffs wanted the two witnesses, the County Court officers would find but
little left for the plaintiff. He should non-suit the plaintiff and refuse defendant's

costs.

CAUTION TO BUILDERS NOT ERECTING STREET HOARDINGS.
AT the instance of the Chelsea vestry, Mr. Parsons, a builder, of 217, King's-

road, was summoned by the Inspector of Nuisances to the Westminster
Pol ice Court for not erecting hoardings for the protection of the public, outside

the Colville Tavern, Colville-terrace, King's-road, Chelsea, according to the

licen se granted him by the vestry. Mr. Parsons pleaded guilty, but Mr. Arnold the

magistrate, with his usual warmth desired that the particulars should be gone
into.

The Nuisance Inspector said the raking shores extended 7 feet 9 inches over

the footway, and there being no hoarding it was very dangerous to the public.

Three people had actually fallen down.
The Magistrate told the defc'ndant it was great neglect on his part, and he was

liable to be mulcted in £5 penalty, and £2 a day as long as it remained without

a hording. This time he should him five shillings and costs.

These costs frequently amount to treble the fines. Query, what becomes of

them ? The stipendaries pay is not sufficient to keep up the large cstablislunents

they do, and never having held a brief at Westminster Hall in their lives, these

costs are probably the architects of the " stipes' " fortunes.

Societyfor the Encouragement of Fine Arts.—The first Conversazione

of tha season will take place on Wednesday, February 29th, by kind permission,

at the Gallery of the Architectural Photographic Association, 9 Conduit-street,

Regent-street, when Mr. G. Montague Davis, B.A., will read a paper " On the

Fine Arts, tlieir Rise, Decline, and present Aspect," to commence at eight

o'clock ; to be followed by a performance of Vocal and Instrumental Music. 1116

Council announce that the liarl of EUcsmere, one of the Vice-Presidents of the

Society, has most kindly intimated his intention of throwing open the Picture

Gallery at Bridgewater-house, for a conversazione or meeting, in the month of

May,
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A
METROPOLITAN «OAUD OK WOHKS.

T the uaual weekly meetiiif^of this body, held in the Ctmncil-charaber. Guildhall,
on Friday, J. Thwattks, Esq., in the chair, the ibljowin^' tenders, for the con-

stnie.tien ol'tlie Nortlieru Middle Level .Sewer were opened, and then referred to the
3Iain Orain.icfe Committee lor consideration :

—

William Layers. £3:*,r,0U; VVm. II. Itowe, £2(H,.',:i:i : W. Wi-batcr, £:t2.'>,000; K.
Thirst, £:KO,on(i ; W. Hill, .£.^'!3,000: W. IJetliick, .t;i;i7,0Ciu ; Newton and Fletcher,
£34",4.5:i ; W. Moxon, £322,575. The estimate of the Engineer of the lioard waa
£280,U0<I.

A recommendation from the Finance Committee to advance the salary of Mr.
Marrable, Superintendius: Architect, from .£800 to £1,000 per annum, and that of Mr.
Hatton, Accountant of tlie Hoard, from £4.50 to £()00 per annum, was. after a lonff

discussion, negatived. The other business transacted waa chielly of a routine
character. ^

TENSERS SENT IN.
St. Saviour's, Bath.

For the various works for St. Saviour's Cemetery. Messrs. Hicks and Isaacs,
architects, Bath.

Whole Contract.
May and Son (accepted) £945 I Long £1,200
Kctor 1,001 o|

Masonri/.
Piotor £050 10

I
Mealing £910

Salter 7i» 10 | Hill 710
Carpenterinff.

Mathews and newish £134 I Hodges £147
Mellulsh 150 0|

Slatering and I'lasiering.

Francis £i)4 I HorseU £77
Axford 94 1 Molle 95 10

Palntinff and Glazing.
Francis £25 I Horsell £23
Asford 32 10

I
Molle 2»

Smiths' Work.
CoUar £f)8 1 Terry £58
Derricic US o|

Ptmnhinff.
Francis £34 | Trewolla £27 11

Levelling Itoad, Making and Lading Out.
May and Son (accepted) £140 | Mitchell 134
Long 20O 1

Bradford.
For contract M of the Bradford Corporation Works; Mr. W. Leather, engineer,

TTewton-green, near Leeds. The enffineers estimate, £13,800. The work was let to
Mr. John Metcalfe, of Bradford (whose tender was the lowest), for somewhat less

than £13,000. There were also tenders from Messrs. Barton and Son, Shipley;
Thomas Gowing, liipon ; Samuel Buxton, Hunslet, near Leeds ; Messrs. Moulson,
Bradford ; Jlr. Ingrjim Lapish, Shipley ; and Mr. James Taylor, Clitheroe. The
highest tender was £16,200. There were, besides the highest and lowest, one for
£13,200, another £1.3,500, another £1.3.580. another £14,100, and another £14,131; the
average of the whole seven being about 1 per cent, over the engineer's estimate.

St. JIahv-le-bone.
Tenders for New Infant Schooland Teacher's Eesidence, St. Mary's District. Mr.

Eales, architect.
I'anson £1,044 ( Longmire and Burge £977
Morris and Phillips 91)8 Carr , 870
Keyes and Head 993

|

Allen-street. Clerkenwell.
For the erection of a warehouse in Allun-street, for Messrs. Frost. Quantities not

supplied. Mr. W. P. Griffith, architect.
Brass £1,370 1 Elstou £1,238
Ebbagc 1,274 Hunt 1,237
Fowler 1,247

|
Brake* 1,212

* Accepted.

Catthorpe, Lincolnshire.
For the restoration of Caythorpe Church. G. G. Scott, Esq., architect.

It' seatinjr of churcti If seating of cliarch
he of oaic. '— -*'

—

"
Hiill, Nottingham* £2,180
Wilson, Grantham 2,500
Huddlestone, Lincoln 2,958
Kuddle & Thompson, Peterboro' 3,200 —

• Accepted at £2,000.

Bdrton-on-Trent.
For New Schools, Holy Trinity district, Burtou-on-Trent. Mr. George Edmund

Street, architect.

be of pitch pine.

£180
50

155

Messrs. Wilemau £3,074 7
Mr. liowley 2,904
Mr. Pooley 2,470
Mr. Lowe 2,250

Mr. Broadbcnt £2,242
Messrs. Lilley and Elliott . . 2,117 6
Thompson and Fryer* 1,W0

* Accepted.

Atherstone.
For villa residence, Atherstone. K. Jennings, architect. The contract for the

above work was let to Messrs. J. G. and John Fox, for the sum of £2,9000, subject to
a reasonable reduction in the price of timber, in case the duty should be reduced.
The following tenders were received :—

Coolcy £3,G20
Haddon and Meredith, Atherstone .3,100

Spencer, Atherstone 2,978
Harrold, Hinckley 2,890
Potter, Atherstone 2,83?

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
LATING-OUT LAND FOR BUILDING.

Granton, near Edinbcrgh.—For phins for the best method of lajring out for
building purposes, part of the estate of Granton, near Edinburgh, the property of
his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch and Quocnsbury, also plans for the uilfcrent
clas.^ics of houses to be erected. A premium of £75 will be given for the most
approved plan, £50 for the second, and £25 for the third. The plan of the land
may be seen, and all particulars obtained on personal application to Sir. John
Bawkins. Civil Engineer, Granton Harbour, any lawful day between the hours of
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. Printed copies of the condition of competition will also be
obtained IVom Sir. Hawkins, and the competitors must forwarci their plans with a
copy of the conditions, signed by them under a sealed cover, as explained by the
conditions, to Messrs. Gibson, U.S., 12, Charlotte-street, Edinburgh. Plans to
March 1.

Newport, Salop.—For plans showing how several pieces of land in the Marsh,
which pieces can be ascertained on application to Mi. Henry Heane, Newport, can

best be laid out for hiiildlnij; Itm, reierenee beiBK bad IB such pUna to the future
conversion of the adjoining' lunds fur similar pttrpoMS. The Newport Town and
Marsh Trustees will pay ' h.-y may wwialdfr Uw b««t. Any laitar-

matiun may lie had froai ^
. plana miut be dcUrend scaMd wtik

motto, and the name in a "rrtngloUKnotto,b«fi)n MarAl.
.SE.

Hartlepool.—For plans fur u i .uaa, •aflefantlr larKe to aoeoamodile
200lnmates. £20 will be given i ^proved and tne same to the proficrt/
of the (guardians. Plans (marked " I'l.m l.r u . to be iciU to Ibc Clerk oT
the Guardians on or before March 3. (.s^-c ;m

ALTERING TOW .

CARMAnTiiF.N.—For plans for altering and Improving the present Shire Hall of the
Countyof Carmarthen, with a view lo render the name more comuiodious for tbe
holding of assizes anil l^uarter Sessions. A ground plan of the present Town Halt
and the County premises adjuluiug, may be seen on application at the Ofllee of tt*
Clerk of the Peace at Carmarihen. where further Information mar be obtained, laC
plans are to be sunt to the said Clerk uf the Peace up to Uarcb 27.

CONTKACTS OPEIT.
Bf>HING A HOLE.

WAD8LBT, N£AB SHEmELD.—For the boring of a hole at WadMcy , neap Bheaeld,
SpeeiOcatJons on application to Mr. Richard C. Thorp, mining cnijineer, Banutejr.

lenders to March 10. „ ,BRIDGE, PASSAGE. 4c.

Dover.—For the construction, upon an enlarged plan, of the Union Bridge Faaaafe,

communicating betwu n the Inner Basin and.the I'ent. according to the dolglM tt
Messrs. Walker, Burges, and Cooper; also for a wrought-iron carriage bridw SM
tlie niailiinery for one pair of lock-gates. Plans, *c., at the Harbour BoM4
Dover, between the 5th and 24lh days of March next. For further partiealnM

apiily to Jleasrs. Walker, Burges, and Cooper, 23, Great George-street, Westota-
stcr. Tenders—marked on cover "Union Entrance Tejider, or "Lnion BrJoge

and Machinery "—to April 3. (See advertisement).
CEMETEUIE-S.

Barnslet. - For the mason's work, carpenters' and Joiners' work, slaters' and plas-

terers' work, plumbers' and glaziers' work, painters' work, and ironfounders' wcnc
required in the erection of tn o chapels, lodge, mortuary chapel, and entranec gate-

way &e. at the intended cemetery, at BeechlieM. near BarnslCT. Urawlnp, fte., at

the Offices of the .architects, 5, South-parade, Leeds, from Thursday the 1st, to

Thursday the 15th March next. Tenders to March 19.

Over Dahwen, near Blackburn.—For the erection and completion of throemor-

tuary chapels, two lodges, entrance-gates, iron railing bonnda^ fences, be. .rMM
and detail dr.iwings. Ac, and comlitlons of contract at the Office of thewaliea,
Mr. J. Stevens, 32, Prhicess-street, Manchester, tothe'iVtU February, betweea tta

hours of nine and five. Tenders to 12 o'clock at noon, March 1.

CHAPEL. , ^ J . V .

CwMTAWE neab YsTBADOUsaLAis.—For the erection of anew Independant chapel

at Cwmtawe. Plans, lea., on application to the RcT. B, Lewis, Tyneoed. Tendon
to March 3.

CHURCHES.
Chester.—For plans and spcciOcations for tlie rebuilding or restoration of Uw

Church of the Holy Trinity, 'A'atergate-strect, Chester. Plans &c.,tobe sentseU^
to the Churchwardens of Trinity CTiurch, Chester, on or before March la (See

Openshaw, Lancashire. — For the erection of the Intended MetluxUBt Free

Church and Schools, at Openshaw. Plans, &c., at the Offices of Mr. W. U. .Jonn-

son, arclutect, Clarence-chambers, Clarence-street, Manchester. Tenders to Feh-

w'ambrook. near Chard, DoRSETsniRE.-For enlarging ""^ repairing the

parish church at Wambrook. Drawings and other partlcuhirs at the Kectorr,

Wambrook. Tenders to March 10.

CONVENT. , .

Skipton, YORKsniHE.-For the ditferent works required in the erection of a eonvent

adjoining St. Stephen's Church, Skipton. Plans, &c., at the .mice of Messra.

Andrew? and Delauuey. architects, Bradford, until the 6th of March and after that

day St the Black Horse Inn at Skipton, until March 13th. Tenders to March 13.
•' ENTRANCE LODGES.

, , ,..„,,
WiLM.SLOW PARK, ICnERHiRE.-For the erection of cntranceOodges for the larK

situate adjoining the Wilmslow slaliou, on the London and North W estcrn KaU-

way, about 12 miles from Manchester. Plans, &c., at the Office ol Messrs. Starkey

and Cuffley, architects, Princess-street, Manchester. Tenders to Jlaroh -L

FIREPROOF DRY HOUSE.
., ,t.,-,i.

Leeds.—For the erection of a flreproof Dry-house at the West-end ot Leeds.

Drawings, *c., from the 5thnntil the 9th March next, at the OlBccs of Mr- ^«"^
Smith,surveyorandarchitect,171, Park-lane, Leeds. Tenders to p.m.. Starch ».

GASHOLDER.
. „ .u ...

Bath.—For the supply and ereclion on the Gas Company s work at Bath, or a

telescope gasholder, 70 feet in diameter in two litts each 22 feet dMp. Plana at the

Offices of tlie Conipany, Batli, and at the Offices ofMessrs. John Evenson ana Son,

Gas Engineers, miverhampton. Tenders to March 20.
,..„„,.

OverDarwen, Lancashire.—For the construcUon and erection of a telescopic

gasholder, 102 feet diameter, in two lifts of 22 feet each. Plans on amiileation to

the Engineer, at the Gasworks, Charles-street, Over Darwen. fenders to

February 29.
GAS TANK.S, &e.

, . . . h
Exeter.—For plans, specifications, and tenders for the ereotton of an Iron tank MUl

single gasholder for the same, 85 feet diameter by 25 f™V"J'55'".'i J'^^^^IJ^^.
gir3ersT &c., complete. Further information may be obtained from the (. ompany B

manager, at their works, Exe Island, Exeter. The directors are >lf»lf°us of re-

ceiving separate tenders for the tank fixed complete, and another forthegasholdra-,

with the columns and girders also fixed complete. Plans, specifications, and ten-

ders to March 5. ^ „GASHOLDER LIFT, &c.
, ,^ . .^ ^.k

OXFORD.-For putting an outer lift 50 feet In diameter to a gasholder, together with

pillars, guides, girdl-rs, wheels, chains, Ac. and also taking down thc^™^:
pillars, and bridge. Particulars may be obtained by Mr. C. U™woodjat the GM-
works, Oxford. Drawings, &c., at the Oxford Gas Light Company s Offlces, aner

the 20th of February. Tenders to March 3.

HOUSES. ,., u !•--.

HAiJFAX.-For the various works required in the CT^tton of ten houses. »or

further particulars apply to Mr. Richard HorscfaU, architect, Waterhonse-street,

Halifax. No date specified. „..„»i„n nca ^ii>
HORSFORTH, YoRKsAiRE.-For the several works to be done in the <'«*"0'iofa^

residence, stabling. &c.. to be built at Uorsforth. Drawings. &c..
«'

J"" ",™£^
Samuel Jackson, architect. 2. Kirkgate, Bradford. ri:l)ruary 24th until Februaij

28th ; and;on Wednesday, February 29, until Friday March ;^d, lH*i, "';"'«"'"

Ball Inn. Uorsforth, not later than six o'clock In the afternoon. Tenders to

12 o'clock. Slarcll 2. . ,„ * , „ .u^ttarrAhnttne*
Salford. LANCASHiRE.-For the buildlngand completing of eleven cotti^sotisw.

near Oldfleld-road. Salfoid. For plans and particulars apply at 79, Oioncia nma,

Salford. No date specified. . _, - _ . a^^ alytm nf-Mr
GRL-MSRY.-For the erection of about 150 tenements. Phms, »c., at the shop or «r.

Newby, Kent-street. Grimsby. Tenders to March 10. .„,^ ,, w-nnH Crrm.
Wood Green. ToTTENU,ui.-iFor a pair of cottages to be erected at Wo^Wwra-
Drawings, ic, at the office of Mr. William Ellison, architect, 13, Fenchurch-Oniin

ings, E.C. Tenders to March 0.
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.,,
LIGHTHOUSE TOWER, Ac.

D^BCT SOCND, Co. Cork.—For the erection of a lighthouse tower on the Calf
Bock, westward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling-houses on the east shore of
Dorsey Sound, rians, sections, &c., on application (between the houis of elevenMd three ocJock each day) at the Ballast Office, Dublin, or at the Lighthouse, on
Roancarry, iVarhaven. co. Cork, where also forms of tender may be had. Tenders
sent paid through the Fost Office, to April 19.

LUNATIC ASYLUSL
COCTTPTOF Devon.—For the erection of a new building for patients (County Lunatic
Asylum). Drawings, Ac, Iwtween the hours of ten and five, at the office of Mr.
Uayward, the county architect, 50, Hifjh-street, Exeter. Tenders to March 12.

3IAS0NS* WORKS, SUPPLY, &c.
Poplar District.— 1. For masons' work, materials and labor inclusive, 2. For the
supply of gravel and flints. 3, For horse and cart hire. 4. For the collection of
dnst, ashes, rubbish, &c.. &c. The several contracts are to commence at Lady-day
next, and to terminate Lady-Day, 18fil. Contractors are to pay down the sum of
£5 immediately on the acce'ptan^ of their tender for the expense of the contract
and bond, at the Board-room on the 0th of March, at 6 p.m. - Tenders to 12 o'clock
at noon, March 6.

MARKET IMPROVEMENTS.
Hereford.—For the works, or the several portions of the works, required in con-
nexion with the market improvements, consisting of new hop and wool warehouse,
alteraliou.« to Guildhall, ironwork in roofing to markets, Ac, &c. Plans, &c., and
farther particulars, at the office of the arcmtect, Mr. John Clayton, Widemarsh-
street, Hereford. Tenders to Mareh 3.

OFFICES.
Skipton.—For the several works required in the erection of OflSces in Skipton.

Plana. Ac, at the Offices of Mr. Heelis, solicitor, in Skipton, until Monday, the 27th
February, on which day sealed tenders are to be delivered to Mr. Heelis. Tenders
to February 27.

XOKDON AND North Webtern Railway.—For the erection of a brick cotton
shed. 88 feet by M feet, at Disley, on the AVhaley Bridge branch ofthe above rail-

way. Plans, ic, at the Engineer's Office, Lime-street, Liverpool. Tenders to
March?.

RECTORY.
Becci^s, Scffolk.—For the erection of a rectory house at Weston, near Beccles.

Plans, &c., on application to Mr. A. W. Morant, Great Yarmouth. Tenders to 12

O*dock at noon, February 29.

ROADS, &c.
Hill Hill, Norwich.—For the formation of roads, drains, &c., on the estate at

Mill Hill. Norwich, Plana, Ac, and all particulars, at the offices of Mr. John
Daymont Mills, architect, Bank-street, Norwich. (No date specified.)

Maidstone ani> Cranbrook.—For the works in connection with the proposed
new bridge at Stylebridg-e, and the construction of about half a mile of new road
forming the approaches thereto ; t'onsistinj;^ of the excavation and the removal of
about 5,000 cubic yards of earth and the stouingofthe new road; the providing and
plantin;; in due season of about 10,000 three-year old quicksets ; the erection of
about 200 rods of wire fencing ; together with the excavation of about 4,000 cubic
yardsof new river course, and their removal into the old channel; and the subse-
quent removal of the old brid":e. The several works to be separately tendered for,

subject to the measurement of the Trustees' Surveyor. Plans, at the Stylebridge
Inn on the 10th instant. Further particulars may be known by application to Sir.

Thomas Thurston, land surveyor, Ashford ; if personally, on Tuesdays only; or at
Stylebridge on Saturday, the 25th instant, between ten and twelve in the forenoon.
Tenders to ilarch 3.

Tamworth and Harrington p$Rn>GE and Bdrton and Bosworth Turn-
pike,—For the supply of broken granite for the repair of the above roads. The
terms and conditions may be seen, and printed forms obtained, on application to

Mr, Hall. Atherstone. surveyor of the above roads.
W11.MSLOW Park, CHE.sHiRE.--For the forming, making, and levelling ot a road
about a mile in length through this park, and the building of a bridge over the
river Bollen. Plans, &c., at the Offices of Messrs. Starkey and Cufi'ey, architects,
Manchester. Tenders to March 21.

SAILORS' HOME.
Gheat Tarmol'th.—For the erection of a Sailors' Home and Beachmens' Institute,
at Great Yarmouth. Drawings, &c., and further information, and bills ofquanti-
tlefl, at the office of Mr. A. W. Morant, architect, Town Hall. Tenders to 12 o'clock
noon, March 3.

SCHOOLS.
Bbamford.—For erecting a new school and teacher's residence at Braraford.
Drawings, &c., at the Office of Mr. Frederick Barnes, architect, Lower Brook-
street, Ipswich. Tenders to 10 o'clock a.m., March 5.

Newcastle-cpon-Tvne.—Forthe erection of St. Mary's School, and Schoolmaster's
house, at Rye Hill. Plans, working drawings, &c., on application to Mr. Wallace,
property surveyor, Guildhall. Tenders to March 7.

Salford.—For the several works required in the erection of schools in Gravel- lane,
Salford. Plans, &c., at the Office of^ Haley and Son, architects, Manchester. It is

requested that parties tendering for the whole will state, and for what sum, they
are willing to perform any of the works separately. Tenders to February 27.

SEWERAGE.
Deptford.—For the construction and laying down of a brick sewer and iron
pipes for a length of 880 feet or thereabouts, with other works in connexion
therewith, in London-street, Grove-street, and at St. George's-stairs, in the
Parish of St. Paul. Deptford. Plans, &c., on application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette,
Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of Works, 1, Greek-street, Soho, between 9
a.in. and 4 p.m., until March 15. Tenders to be delivered at the Office of the
Board before 4 o'clock March 15.

DOKDEE.—For constructing certain sewers within the Burgh of Dundee. Plans, Ac,
at the office of Mr, John Fulton, town surveyor. Police-buildings. The cost of the
above work, when completed, is estimated at £6,000. Tenders to March 12.

MOSB Side.—For sewering, levelling, paving, flagging, and channelling a portion of
Dog Kennel-lane. Plans, &c., on application to the Local Board ot^ Heath Sur-
veyor, Mr. John Wolstencroft, No. 1, Queen-square, Bold-street, Hulme. Tenders
to March 2.

Southern Outfall Tunnel Seweh.—For the construction of a main brick
aewer, 7 miles, 2,840feet in length, or thereabouts (5,000 feet of this lenf^th being
in tunnel), and for the execution of other works in connexion therew^th ; such
acwer to extend from a point in Erith-marshes, opposite Dagenham -breach. In the
county of Kent, to Woolwich, and through and under Woolwich to Norman's-road,
OtberwiBC North Pole-lane, Greenwich, Tn the same county. Parties desirous of
submitting tenders may, upon the payment of £3, obtain plans, sections, specifica-
tion, form of tender, and other particulars on application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette,
Engineer of the Board, at the Office of the Board, between the hours of 9 a.m. and
4 P.M. Tenders to before 4 o'clock p.m. March 1. (See advertisement).

Whiteciiapel District,—For the construction of brick sewers in Flower and
Dean-street, George- street, and pipe sewers in Upperand Lower Keate-street, and
Wllfton's-place, in the parish oi Spitaltields. Plans, sections, &c., and particulars
and forms of tender, on application to Mr. Fricker, surveyor, at the Office of the
Board of Works, 15, Great Alie-street, Whitechapel, between the hours of ten and
tour. Tenders before 4 o'clock, February 27.

SUPPLY.
MAWcnESTKR.—For the supply of a quantity of cast-iron main pipes. Copies of the

specification, andforms of tender, on application to Mr. Peacock, at the gas-offices,
York chambers, .Vi, King-street, Mancnester. No date specified.

Kottinoham.—For the supply of street curbing and flagging of various dimensions
and thicknesses, for a period of one year or less, as may be agreed. All parties

wishing to submit tenders arc requested to communicate with Mr. Marriott 0.
Tarbotton, corporation surveyor, public offices, St. Peter's Ci?ureU-side, Not-
tingham, in order that schedules may bo forwarded to them. Samples of stone will
be required along with the tender. The estimated quantity of curbing required is

15,000 feet. The estimated quantity of flagging required is 15,000 yards. Tenders
to March 9.

St. George. Hanover-square.—For the supply of flints and gravel of Guernsey
granite, purchase of the cinders and ashes, carting away the slop, and sweepings
of the streets. Furnishing carts and horses for day work, spreading water in the
streets, masons' works, paviors' works, supply of paving material—of Thames
ballast, sand and hogging, of workmens' tools and hammers for stone breaking, and
repairs of the same, smith's works, gasfitters works. Supply of bags, brooms, and
drain pipes. All proposals to be made upon, and in strict accordance with the
forms of tender, to be obtained at the Board-room, Blount-street, Grosvenor-square,
or at the Board-room, 43, Lower Belgrave-square. Further particulars on appli-
cation to Jlr. E. C. Riekman. surveyor, between /.) and 11 o'clock, 43, Lower Bel-
grave- place. Tenders to March 3. (See advertisement.)

St. Mary's, Xewincton, Surrev.—For the supply and doing of such paving, to
the extent of about 1)0,000 feet of super. ; and also the supply and doing of curbing,
to the extent of about 15,000 feet lineal: broken granite (Guernsey, Bombay, and
Aberdeen), flints, Kentish rag, gravel, and smiths' work, as the Vestry may require
of the contractor, from the 25th March next until the 2,')th 3Iarch, 18iil. Forfurther
particulars and forms of tender, apply to Messrs. H. and F. Chester, 1, Church-
row, Newiugton Butts. Tenders to C p.m. February 27. (See advertisement.)

TOWN HALL.
Halifax.—For the erection and completion of the proposed new Town Hall, at
Halifax. Drawings, &c., and conditions of contract, at the Council Chamber of
the Town Hall, Halifax, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Blank bills of
quantities on payment of a fee often shillings. Tenders to March 14. (See adver-
tisement)

WAREHOUSE AND OFFICES.
Batley.—For the masons', carpenters' and joiners', plumbers' and glaziers*, and
other works required in the erection and completion of a warehouse and offices in
Batley. Plans, &c., at the offices of Mr. Michael Sheard, Jun., architect, Batley ,

until the 25th February. Tenders to 3 o'clock, p.m., February 27.

WORKHOUSE.
Blackburn.—For No. 1 contract, for earthworks, roads, and foundations. For the
works necessary in levelling the site for the new Workhouse buildings; and also
for the excavations and masons* work for the foundations and walls of the intended
buildings up to the ground level. Specification, &c., at the Office of the Clerk to
the Guardians, on and after the 13th of February next. All other information may
be obtained on application to the architects, Slessrs. Oates, 42, Monkgate, York, and
George-street-chambers, Halifax. Sealed tenders, addressed to the Clerk to the
Guardians, endorsed " Tenders" to half-past 10 o'clock, March 3. (See advertise-
ment.)

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
leasehold.

By Mr. MuEBELL.—Claremont-cottaye, Ko. 2 Warlter's-buildings, Upiwr Holloway, resi-
deuse, let at 521. 10s. per annum, term 4b years from Michaelmas, 1859, ground-rent Hi. per
annum ; sold for 3001.
Leicester-cottage, No. 4, Warlter's-buildings, residence, let on lease at 051. per annum, term

89 years from Christmas 1h,'j9, ground-rent 14/. 12«. Gd. per aimum ; sold for 420/.

1, 4, and 5, Joiin-strcet, Upper HoUoway, cottages, let at 64/. per annum, terca49 years from
Midsummer last, ground-rent 251. per annum ; sold for 215/.

2 and 3, John-street, Upper Holloway, houses, let on lease at 64/. per annum, term 48 years
from Christmas, 1859, grouud-rcnt Gl. per annum ; sold for 515/.

7, Myddelton-place, Clerkenwell, dwelling-Jiouse, let at 38/. per annum, term 60 years from
Christmas, 1848, ground-rent 71. per annum ; sold for 305/.

7, Temple-street, Queen's-road, Dalston, house, let at 23Z. per annum, term 64 years from
Michaehnas last, ground-rent 2/.jier annum ; sold for 185/.

Adelaide-cottage, Forest-row, Dalston, house, let at 30/. per annum, held for same term and
ground-rent ; sold for 240/.

6, Adelaide-place, Forest-row, house, let at 301. per amium, held for same term at a pepper-
corn ; sold for 310/.

7, Adelaide-place, house, let at 28?. per annum, held for same term at a peppercorn; sold
for 290/.

1, Forest-place, Forest-row, King.sland-road, house, let at 28?. per annum, term 74 years
from Christmas, 1840, ground-rent 5l. per annum ; sola for 2001.

2, Forest-place, house, let at 28/. per annum, held for same term and ground-rent; sold for
240/.

3, Forest-place, house, let at 28/. per annum, held for same term and ground-rent ; sold for
295/.

By Mr. Debenham.—4, 6 and 6, Lime-grove, St. Tliomas's-square, Hackney, houses, let at
64/. 12*. per annum, terra, 8C years from Midsummer last, rent 15/. ; sold for 140/.

7, 7J and 8, Lime-grove, houses, let at 45/. 10s. per annum, term 6G years from Midsummer
last, ground rent 9/. per annum ; sold for 120/.

9, 10 and 11, The Ohurchway, near Drummond-street, and Euston-road, houses, let at
46/. Ids. per annum, term 47J years, ground rent 16/. 16s. per aunum ; sold for 105/.

THUKSDAY.
freehold.

By Messrs. Bbohlet and Son.—17, New-road, St. George's East, house and coffee shop,
with premises in the rear thereof, let on lease at 39/. per annum : sold for 830/.

leasehold and copyhold.
By Messrs. Dent and Son Fronting on the high road from London to Hampstcad,

Haverstock-hill, estate, known as Belle Vue House, also a cottage residence adjoining, Known
as Field Cottage, standing in its own grounds, together with the stabling and other buildmgs,
&c., annual value J06/., held of the manor of Tottcnhiim, annual quit rent 4d. fines certain of
13s. 4d., on deatii or alienation, for each house ; sold for 1,730/.

By Messrs. Moore and Templk.—Cottages, Mason-street, three houses, Mlnories, and three
houses (one a shop), Nos. 1 to 3, Kender-strcet, Old Kent-road, let at 80/. per annum, term 69
years, from Lady-day, 1860, ground-rent, !&/. lOs. per annum; sold for 360/.

2, St. Clair-villas, Kicliniond-road, London-fleldw, Hackney, house, let at 40/. per annum,
term 90 years, from November, 18.54, ground-rent 51. per annum : sold for 350/.

2, Nassau-place, Coramercial-road-east, house and shop, term 12 years, unexpired,
ground rent of HI. per annum ; sold for 70/.

No. 9,Prospect -piace, l-'orest-gate, Stratford, dwelling-house, let at 15/. 12s. per annum, term
58 years, from Lauy-day , 1800, at a peppercorn ; sold for 120/.

Suicide of a Builder in Whitecross-street Prison.—Yesterday Mr. Payne,
coroner for the City of London, held an inquest in Whitecross-street Prison on
the body of Mr. Richard William Moir, aged 30, who committed self-destruction

in the abore prison. Lieut.-Col. G. M. Hicks, the governor, deposed the
deceased was admitted on tlie 6th inst., and was very consumptive. Witness had
liim removed to the infirmary. Mary Ann Moir, wife of the deceased, stated she
observed Iiis mind on Friday to be very mucli disturbed, and on Sunday afternoon
he wished liis two children good-bye. He then got out of his bed, went into a
dry bath in tlie wash-room, and cut his throat with a razor. The only cause she

could assign was the deep aistress of the family. The jury returned a veniict of
" Temporary Insanity." At the conclusion of the inquest Mr. Payne presented
the poor woman, who is left with a family totally unprovided for, witli £1 Is.,

the jury £1 Is., Lieut. -Col. G. Montagu Hicks £3 3s. The sherift's and under-
sheriffs will also contribute to her wants.
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THEATRICAL SCENERY.
THE scenery of the pantomime of " King Tliruslibeard " at the Lyceum

lias been this year unusually successful. It has acquired a fame,
which it well deserves, for the careful painting which prevails generally,

and the taste and invention, and, we may add, a novelty of arrangement,
that has been so much admired in the transformation scene.

The first one of the pantomime is, perhaps, the least cfFective. It is

entitled " The Bower of Good Humour," and would naturally bear a large

amount of gay and glowing colors ; but the gigantic rose-colored flowers

give a redundance of redness which overpowers the dresses of the dancers;
the deep blue of the sky, by strong contrast, increases that effect, and the
primitive relations are fulfilled by the yellow stalactites ; still, the har-
mony does not present to the eye the necessary unity that alone consti-

tutes a satisfactory effect.

"The Palace of King Paterfamilias " is a good scene as the reception-

hall of a royal residence. It consists of a flight of steps in front, with a
handsome corridor above; a high arch in the centre, which serves as aback-
ground for a statue, on each side of which is a marble figure of the same
size. The wide steps are partly covered by a broad mass of shadow,
which is useful in breaking the uniformity of so many parallel lines, and
being painted in a warm tone of color, is valuable in contrasting with the

wliiteness of the rest of the architecture, enriched as it is with long
crimson curtains ; the whole producing an elegant effect.

" The Boudoir of the Princess Imperiosa," is a small but pretty interior,

and well calculated to relieve the dresses. That worn by the lady-in-wait-

ing was at first in excellent taste, but the dress worn more recently, while

it is as delicate as the former, is not so pleasing in its colors.

" The Golden Meadows " shows more indecision in conception, and less

care in the execution, than any other in the pantomime. It is, however,
still worthy of notice by us, as applicable to the especial purpose for

which we are anxious,—namely, to give scene-painting its proper position

as a branch of pictorial art, and to derive such observations from it as

may be advantageous and suggestive to artists generally. The view is

verv sketchy and rather difficult to understand. There is almost a
monotone of tawny yellow, and the red skirts of the dancers, with the intro-

duction of a little blue in the sky, make up the primitive harmony without
producing that unity of color, as we have said, so essential to a successful re-

sult. The general effect may be useful in showing that where the painting

of the scene is so managed as to absorb the figures of the dancers, their move-
ments become more mystic, and their individuality consequently less dis-

tinctly defined ; such an arrangement may therefore be worth adopting,

where supernaturals are introduced on the stage, as nymphs, fairies, or

witches, who would appear more as if gliding about than if more distinctly

seen.
" The Beggar's Hovel." The painting of this hovel is very clever, as

being well suited to the purpose, and forming both a relief and contrast to

the gorgeous interior of the palace, and the imaginary scenes which have
preceded it and the princely reception hall by which it is to be followed.

It is also artistically treated, not only being in unity with itself, but, as it

were, claiming the dress of one of the performers for its own. This interior

is painted in various tints of stone color, relieved and contrasted by the

bine sky seen througli the lattice window, and the unthatched rafters. The
dark parts are a brownish door and a shadow in a rude recess. The dress

of the lover being striped with the same dark warm color as the door, and
with the lighter one of the stonework, but both rather more positive,

serves as a key to the general arrangement, and accords with it at the same
time. The bright red cap worn by him, the white linen, and the

vividly green skirt of the lady's dress, give point to the whole, while the

squareness of the cloth on the table, is a key form and a contrast, from its

regularity, to the less formal parts of the hovel. It may be remarked that

the dark blue of the lady's dress serves to repeat and bring down into

the foreground of the picture the darkest part of the sky overhead, and
acts as a connecting link between the two extremes of strong color.

We now return to a royal palace, not that of King Paterfamilias,

but to that of Hajiz. King Thruskbeard, who is really the husband, dis-

guised as a troubadour, of the Princess Imperiusa, whom he has taken

to the hovel to prove her afiection, and, if possible, subdue her imperious

self-will, as well as to break her ungovernable temper. This scene represents

a ball-room, much in the same style of architecture as the reception-hall

already described. The long crimson curtains form a prominent feature.

A group of the three Graces, in marble, occupies the centre, and other

female statues appear amidst the magnificent columns. The figures are

of tall proportions; but altogether it is a handsome scene.

The triumph of the evening, as regards the scenic productions, is re-

served, of course, for the great transformation arrangement. The audience

is well prepared for that which is to follow by the splendour of the pre-

ceding scene being gradually concealed from view by descending clouds of

gauze and the actors and actresses being seen dimly moving about and
finally disappearing. After a speech from the fairy Good Humour, the

misty gauzes move away as if dispersed by the rising sun, represented, it may
be, by the bright part of the following scene, which brightness is found to be
proportionately small, as compared with the rest of the view, when the

clouds and mists have entirely vanished, and we find ourselves amid the
" Fairy Ferns of Fancy." The bright light alluded to is confined to a
narrow compass by an arch formed of large and pendent fern leaves, the

sides of the stage being filled with leaves of the same size, but growing in

an erect position. Besides the bright light seen through the low arch of

overhanging fern leaves, the solemn twilight of the rest is increased by
some twisted columns, apparently of glass, in brilliant colors rapidly

turning round. The arch-forming leaves now assume the tints of pale

green with yellow, while their serrated edges admit a diffusion of the Usht
which faintly illumines the other part of the scene. The ifTcct gf the
back scene receives the addition of some vividly green rotki, which geotW
slide on from the sides. The contrast produced by these, chances the
whole of the previous effect. After this change the arch formed of the fern
leaves begins to rise very slowly. As the brilliant Ught at the back U
caused by this movement to expand, a row of shells and other marine
productions become visible by receiving on their prominent parts a portion
of its rays. The bright green rocks disappear, but the arch-lxjrmcd opening
has continued to rise and as constantly to show a greater expanse of the
light at the back, which becomes more concentrated in the centre, and its
real reflection is seen in the water, represented by large plates of iookiog-
glasE laid on the stage at such an angle as all the rcflectiont may be seen by
the entire audience. The fern leaves overhead have by this time changed
to a darker green, the light continues to spread, and the pendent leaves,
which at the first formed the low arch, having arrived at the top over the
middle of the stage, take an inverted position, as if growing upwards;
and their edges, as well as those at the sides, become tinged with gold,
enlivened by stems and fibres of rich crimson mingled with rockwork
of a pale green color, the turning columns at the back having during the
whole of this time been kept in constant motion.
Descending clouds now appear at the top of the back and bright part of

the scene. The efiect, however, is again changed to a combination of pale
green, shining silver and delicate gold. The vivid green again appears at
the side of the great mass of light. The clouds descending from above
bring with them winged figures in white drapery, and the breadth of pale
green is increased at the back. Groups of female recumbent figures,
clothed in brilliant green, and glittering with countless gems, come on at the
sides; the dresses and jewels being clearly reflected in the supposed water.
Thus far may be considered as belonging to the " Grove of Fairy Ferns;"
we now come to the apotheosis of the " Chrysalis." The kind of lotus-

flower which has for some time occupied the centre of the water, between
two branches of fern-leaves, begins slowly to expand, until its petals, the
motions of which are duly marked in the glass beneath, drop upon the
transparent surface of the water, which reflects their inverted forms. A
pair of large gossamer wings arise and expand, and are followed by
a kneeling, infantine and mythological figure. The whole scene having
gradually and incessantly varied in its arrangements of form, light, and
color, has now arrived at its culminating point, with the full illuminating
power of the theatre, assisted by the entire sounding force of the orchestra,
and received with a burst of the long pent-up applause by the delighted
audience.

To dwell on the complicated nature of this scene, and the extraordinary
ingenuity of its contrivance or the skill with which it is worked, would
be superfluous after the above description. But it has a distinctive peculi-

arity which we must briefly explain : It is from first to last entirely

imaginary—not the slightest trace of nature is attempted—its sole

characteristic is for the display of effect, produced by constant changes of
light, form, and color ; and the pure taste with which that intention is

carried out, will be seen in the truly ornamental arrangement, which is

particularly observable at its conclusion. The sides are waving, serpentine

forms, the objects reflected in the water become geometrical from the
angles formed by their inverted repetition, the centre lotus-flower and the

figure representing the chrysalis, have on each side a semicircular arch of

fern branches, and the winged figures above, with the shape of the clouds,

form a celestial arch over the whole. This is generally considered the

most successful transformation scene of the season, and is as highly honour-
able to the taste, skill, and invention of Mr. William Callcott, as it is

equally creditable to the spirit, intelligence, and liberality of Madame
Celeste, under whose admirable management it has been produced.

ON THE SUPERINTENDENTS OF ENGLISH BUILDINGS IN THE
MIDDLE AGES; WITH ESl'ECIAL KEFEKENCE TO WILLIAM OF
WYKEHAM.'

SINCE the time of Walpole and Dallaway, little has been done to compile any
notices of the early practitioners of our art, or to ascertain who were really the

persons entitled to the credit of designirij the works erected durinp the Middle aces.

That credit, especially with respect to ecclesiastical buildings, is generally ascrioed
to certain men of high rank in the churoh,—while the claims of a body of working
men, called Freemasons, to have devised and directed the operations neceesarv to the
development of their employer's wiKlies, have also been put forward. Searching into

the numerous printed as well as Ms. authorities, whence these respective deductions
have been drawn, I have been induced to form a collection of notrs which enable mo
to have the satisfaction of now bringing before you the first clnssillcd acconnt of the
official situations of persons upon buildings erected during the middle ages, with
some general idea of tticir duties. Wherever practicable, I have chosen the words of

the original document, or the apparently best translation ; a course which has led me
to discard some of the hitherto received quotAtions.
My observations will include the terms architect j ingeniator ; supervisor ; snr-

veyor; overseer; the employment of William of Wykcham; his master mason ; the

master of the works ; the keeper of the works ; the keeper of the fabric : the director:

the clerk of the works ; and the devizor ; reserving, for some future occasion, sU
notice of the master mason and of the Freemasons.
I Of the term architect, I find no use within the period to which I propose to limit

my remarks. Walpole, in "Anecdotes, Ac," ir«2, recites a writ, dated llTOOOth

Richard I.) wherein one Klyas Ingeniator, was allowed ten marcs by tlif >licrilft of

London and Middlesex for the repairs of the King's houses at Westminster. ,™s
word has been translated "engineer or architect;' and Walpole, stating that Klyss

was certainly an architect, mentions this WTit, with another, a few years later, as

being the earliest evidences of art in our records. This memorandum is valuable as

far as it goes ; but it is the only one to which I shall refer in respect of that title, as

we may be more Inclined to translate the original term in the writ by the single

word engineer.

* A paper read at the Royal Institute of BriUsh Arehlteots, by Wyatt Papworth

Esq., January 23rd, I860.
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A torm used sovoral years after the Conquest was supervisor ; and this word has
generally been translate j surveyor, or perhaps overseer. The earliest mention of a
survevor orsnixrvisorof theworka (even the term architect has been applied in the
translatkinsi, is in the ease of thcereetion of a bridge at Hereford, between the years
1100 and U3>>. when Alduin de Malverne is said to liave lield such an office. I'assinff
some uncertain uses of the term, we are told that in nt'.i, Kdward 111. appointed
John I'eyiitonr to the office of Surveyor of the Works at Windsor Castle. I am in-
clined, however, to Ivlievethat if the oriijinal document were inspected, the word so
translated would prove to be supervisor I lay some stress on this point, because
xuy endeavour is to show that supen'isor, although chaniied to surveyor in later
times, never meant the surveyor of the present day. In the foUowiufr year, Kichard
de Kotheley (or Kichard de Uochelle\ appears to have held the same olnce ; he is also
Toeor»led to have held it once lK>fore. Subsequently, but in the same year, William
de Hurle and William de Herlaud also received the appointmeut. The foUowiue: year,
13jl, Kobert de Beruham held the office: "and," as is recorded, "to
the end this great undertaking miilit be honestly and substantially performed,
the King (Kdward III.) assigned .lohn liroeas, f»livcr de Iturdcux, and Thonms
De Foxle, jointly and severally, with all care and diligence (at least once a month) to
8un*ey the workmen and their works, and to oncanrage such as did their dutv com-
petently well, but to compel others that were idle and slothfid." Bernham still held
offlcc in IIW ; and it was on the 30th October, i:i."nJ, that William of Wykeham was
appointed to tlic post of " .Supervisor of the king's works in the castle and in the park
oi \Vindsor." having the like powers with those surveyors first named ; the payment
was also the 8.inie as that enjoyed by his predecessors, namely, one shilling per day
while resident at the works ; two shillings a day while travelling ; and three shiUlngs
per week for his clerk. The following year Ins salary was enlarged to two shillings
per day, "until he should obtain ecelesi.astical preferment." I have been thus
particular in the reinnneration. because the clerk of the works at the castle, a few
years earlier, was paid, according to the authority I follow, "two-pence " per day, but
this is clearly a mistake for two shillings, the usual payment for the "clerlcus
operationum regis." This difference woiild lead us to consider that the supervisor
ranked lower than the clerk of the works. Moreover, it is recorded, that in l.'ijS,

William de Mult^ho was appointed supervisor at the castle ; where then was Wyke-
ham? And again, on the 10th .Tuly, I;iJ9, a writ testiflcs that Wykeham was
**oapitalein custodent et supervisorem eastrorum regis " of Windsor, Leedes, Dovor,
Haaley, and other places, which included something more than mere work.^ in pro-
Ureas.

_
In 1361, \Mlliam de Mulslio was appointed clerk of the works ; and in the

following year, when Wykeham resigned his api)oiutment, he was succeeded by
Malsho, who appears to have held the appointments of both clerk and supervisor
until 130*, when Nicholas Uernhard took the post of " surveyor," {as he is called in the
tranalation k for life ; and in 130(>, Adam de liertyngdon became clerk of the works in
place of Mulsho. As these transactions may bo regarded as genuine evidence,
It is clear that the supervisor, if promotion and remuneration be taken into
account, was of inferior rank. I have also found a notice of this office
as late as the time of James I., when Sir John Trevor is called "surveyor and
receiver of our honor and Castle of Windsor." For the present, however, I must
qtiit Windsor, and see what information other records afford towards clearnig up the
point The next in my list, after that of 1300, is 1370 ; in this Thomas Staple, called
the King's Serjeant-at-Arms, is granted a shilling a day for good service rendered

;

In the same year he is termed by the translator," surveyor and also overseer, of the
works of the Lord the King at Queenborough Castle. He had upwards of £153
(about £1,8M of our money) paid to him for the works, then being executed or com-
pleted. Was he an architect ? In the same year also, 1370, the Prior of Rochester
Cathedral was paid a somewhat larger sum for works at the castle in that city, while
acting as " surveyor " or "overseer." John lioylield had benn supervisor of the
works under the two Abbots of Gloucester preceding himself; he is one of the
proofs of the supposed system of electing monks, acquainted with building and
Other operations, to the higher and responsible positions of prior and abbot.
Dated 1117 and H-"J, are two orders, written in a mixture of old French and

English, giving about the earliest uses of the word surveyor ; thus, in the first of
them is mentioned, "Notre ami5 Esquier Kobert Eodyngton, surveourde la con-
struction de noz Toures a Portesmouth ;

' in the other, " une surveiore de les oveig-
ncz de devf. chastell et villes demg Northgales." l!nt how shall we regard another
order, dated 1417. iu fairer English, requiring " sum gud, true, suffesaiunt mon, to be
Burriour of vitel and werkes in North Wales ?" This curious union of appointments
appears again in 13.3S, when Kdward III. made his clerk of the works at I'ertli, in
Scotland. " receiver of the pennies and of victuals ;" and in 1.381, Kichard II. made his
Chamberlain of Kerwick elerk of the works there, and also " keeper of the victuals and
artillery ;" in the sameyear he was also constituted the "chancellor and chamberlain."
During the erection of King's College Chapel, at Cambridge, we fmd recorded, that in
1441, there was an overseer and manager ; in 1451, a clerk of the works ; 1470, an
overseer; 1481, an overseer; 1513 to 1.527, a surveyor, in the person of Thomas Larke,
termed " Sir. " in the first year, but " Gierke, Archdeacon of^Norwyche," In the latter
year. All Souls' College, at Oxfdrd, was erected under the supervision or Inspection
first of John Druell, 1437-4-2, and subsequently of Roger Keys, 1442-44. They kept
the accounts, which were in existence at the end of the last century. Koger Keys
had previously (iu the words of the grant) rendered such "acceptable and laudable
services, and m many and divers wavs renders, and will in future render to us, as well
In our operations connected with the building of our Koyal College of St. Mary of
Eton, as in other respects "—that the monarch, Henry VI., ennobled him by .agrant
of a coat of arms. He had acted as Master of the Works, an office to which f will
refer hereafter ; Kobert Kente, William Lyude, and William Waryn were to be the
overseers, William l.ynde being also the clerk of the works; aud John Hampton,
Esqmre, an attendant upon the King's person, being surveyor.
In 14(11, to John Kendale was granted the office of " Supervisor of all the King's

works " throughout the realm. In 1474, Kichard Beaucliamp, lilshop of Salisburv,
was " Master iind Supervisor of the Works at St. George's Chapel, Windsor, then
being rebuilt; he was succeeded by Sir Reginald Bray with the same titles. The
tower of JIagdalcn College, Oxford, was added In Hyi-!I5, during which tlmeMagis-
ter Gosmorc had the supervision, which included keeping the accounts of it. To
John Alcix.k, successively Bishop of Rochester, Worcester, and Ely, and Lord Chan-
cellor, many works in architecture have been attributed, probably because he held
the office of Comptroller of the Royal works and buildings under Henry VU. ; which
monarch, m maknig John Islip, Abbot of Westminster, receiver of the money for his
chapel at .the »Abb( y tin re, gave him the supervisorship, and thus, chiefly, has Islip
also had the title of architect attachecWo him.
So late a<( 1514. William Slavern, supervisorof the works at the AbbeyofGloucester,

wa» elevated to the Abbacy. In 1520, the king granted to Thomas Vachell the
offlce of supervisor of all and singular the honors, castles, &c., &c., which had
belong^ to the monastery of Reading, and to the late priory of Leominster, for his

TSfi^j'' '"""'' "''""''''*'"'"""' P™"'^ of the same twenty marcs annually
(£13 0g. 8d.) He is again called "Supervisor or Inspector." From this period, the
term surveyor becomes very common, and It shortly appears to be used In the
modern sense of the word. Thus, James Nedara. a carpenter, was In 1.531 appointed
carpenter to the King, and in 1.539 or l.Xl he is named Surveyor-General of the
King's Works, and had the same salary as his successor, Lawrence Bradshaw, also
» e*JP«nter—viz., two shillings per day, the payment, as I have before noticed, of
the King s Clerk of the Works. There was a surveyor at the Tower of London in
1542, at the same salary, which was Increased forty years after by an augmentation
of an allowance of £70 for diet, and £25 138. 4d. for riding charges and boat hire
Asanother use of the word surveyor, we And in a late period (about 1510) that the
endowment of St. I'aul's School, London, was given to the Jlcrcer's Company, to
whom was entrusted its care, charge, rule, and governance ; and they were to elect
eleven persons annually, free of their Company, as " Surveyors of the Scolc." Tiwua
persons were to receive the rents of the endowments, and to transact all affairs
relating to them and to the school—to pay the different salaries quarterly ; and when
the annual accounts were audited, an assembly should be appointed, and " a lltell

dinner ordeyiied by the Surveyors not exceeding the price of fewer nobles." These
Surveyors were to have eleven shillings each for their labor for one year, and the
same sum if they rode to visit the estates. A similar sense of the word is to be found
in a legal document of lOSO, stilting that Sir C. AVren, the p,arson of the parish, and
another person, had been appointed "Supervisors" of the building to be erected,
and which had been designed by tluit nrcliitect. During the reigns of
Elizabeth and of 'James I., the head of the Koyal establishment of Works loses the
title of " Clerk of the Works " (to be mentioned presently) and becomes " Surveyor
aud Paymaster;" and in 1(V28, "Mr. Jones " Is surveyor alone. From that period we
are well acquainted with the duties of that officer, as now understood. The duty of
the Survevor-General at the Tower of Loudon, iu 1750, was chiefly to insiiect the
stores and provisions of war ; to see they were jireserved with care ; to allow bills of
debt ; to keep a check upon all laborers' aud artificers' work ; as well as to see that
all provisions were good aud serviceable, aud that they were marked with tlie King's
mark.

It is only occasionally that we find any mention of the duties of the supervisor. In
the case, however, of Wykeham, the first patent, as recorded by Ashmole, states that
he was empowered to Inipress nil sorts of artilieers, and to provide stone, timber, and
all other materials aud earriiiges. The secoud patent was an extension of his powers,
as besides the appointment and disposition of all workmen, providing necessaries for
reparations, he was-to provide carpenters, masons, and other artificers, stone, tim-
ber, &c. ; also to hold feet and other courts, pleas of trespass and misdemeanours;
and to enquire of the King's liberties, rights, and all things appertaining thereto.
Would not our word " steward " be a more appropriate interpretation of the word
"supervisor," when used In the old records ? In support of this view I would men-
tion that Shakspeare In his play of Henry VIII., Act 1, scene 2, gives the terra sur-
veyor to the Duke of Buckingham's Steward of the Household (as I read tlie pas-
sage), thus recalling the old term supervisor. Aud Shakspeare (to .iudge from
Henry IV., 2nd part. Act 1, Scene 3) may perhaps have understood the tlill'erL'nce be-
tween such an officer and an architect or surveyor of buildings ; but this last use of
the term might be interpreted both ways.
There is one other employment of the term Supervisor, and, as it Is found in the

words of Wykeham himself, the meaning Is of great importance. In his will, he
directs that the works of the Cathedral at Winchester .ire to be continued under the
care of William WInford ; of Simon Menibury,* now supervisor of the said work and
also paymaster, who is to be paymaster aud supervisor during the eonliiiuance of the
above-named work ; aud of .Tohn Wayte, tlie Comptroller on the part of the
Convent. It will be observed that he does not state the exact position which WIn-
ford held or was to hold ; but as I shall have again to refer to him, 1 will leave
further remarks for that occasion.
Now, so far as we have pursued the inquiry, shall we not be rather Inclined to

deny that William of Wykeham is entitled to the name of " Architect," in our sense
of the word? Tradition, warping the meaning of early historians, has assigned to
him wonderful powers of design in architecture. Is tradition always to be relied
upon? Allan Cunningham, In his life of Wykeham, states that "under whose
auspices he attained his knowledge of architecture, has not been told, nor have we any
notice of any of his designs before his twenty-third year," We know how to esti-
mate the real value of tradition In the ease of Van Eyck, the reputed discoverer in
1410 of oil painting (he was born just after Wykeham was made Bishop, and he died
about forty years after him); and also in the case of Sir Itichard Whityngton, four
times Lord Jlayor of London, who also flourished during the last years of Wyke-
ham's life. Not only is the origin of the story of the cat placed about a century after
Its supposed master's death, but It has been discovered that the pennyh-ss Itichard
was the son of a rich man of title! Within the last few years an enlightened
French author has acquitted the Englisli of the traditionary crime of roasting the
Maid of Orleans, and shown that she lived a married life for years after the date
assigned to the event ; while recently, the sorrowful catastrophe of the interesting
Amy Kobsart has been reduced and vulgarised Into a case of /do ile se .' The term,
"rising Wykehams," must be, I think, retained for the benefltof young Ecclesiastics
rather than ofaspirants iu our profession, unless indeed the time shall comowheu an
architect may again be considered eligible for a Bishopric, as some slight return for
the usurpation of the title of architect by so many bishops.

It is said that It was partly Wykeham's knowledtje of arcliifecture which induced
Edward III. to employ him. But examine the authorities, and there Is nothing but
tradition to support the argument. It was by the advice and persuasion of Wyke-
ham (in 1359 says at least one author) that the king was induced to pull down great
part of the castle of Windsor, and to rebuild it In a magnificent manner. But works
there had been commenced by that king some ten years previously. Moreover, it Is
said, that it was at the suggestion of the kings of France and of Scotland, who were
prisciiiers together at Windsor, that Edward III. was Induced to extend Castle, and
he did BO at the expense of his captive advisers. Another support of my argument
isthis: Wykeham was made supervisor of the works in l^JoO. Blulsho took Ilis

place (apparently7)rote«.) in 1358, and Wykeham was appointed constable in 1.359;
the alterations proceeded slowly until 130:i, 1301, 5, and 0, when the amounts are
highest. Now Wykeham resigned his appointment to 31 ulslio in 1362, the year before
the heavy payments began, and at the time when JIulsho was acting as clerk of the
works. The traditional account of the words " Hoc fecit Wykeham," attached to
the walls of Winchester Tower, is put aside by some of his biographers ; and Lowth
commenting on his early life observes that all the particulars relating to his name,
birth, pareut.age, [education, and early employment,] rest either upon tradition or
upon accounts penned many years after his death, that is, at least, above fourscore
years after the times of which they treat: we have nothing concerning him authen-
ticated by contemporary evidence before the year 1352, when Bishop Edyngdon con-
stituted him his attorney to take possession of certain lands; at that "time he was
twenty-eight years of age.

It may be in the recollection of many that even the chevron In the coat of arms
adopted by Wykeham was said to be comraeinorative of his architectural attain-
ments, because the learned herald Upton has written that It was one of those bear-
ings which were carried "per carpentarios et dcmiorum factores," by carpenters and
builders of houses. But another herald, equally learned, states that the chevron
was usually taken by the head of a new house or family wlien arms were granted to
him (the chevron or rafter being at the top of the house), and it was enlarged by one
or two more chevrons, as the wealth of himself or of his heirs increased. The number
of coats having chevrons amongst the ecclesiastics presents a good elucidation of the
fact, as well as the number appertaining tothose to whom it has never been attempteti
to affix the title of architect or of carpenter.
In 1.3G0, "Wykeham had been appointed Dean of St. Martin's-le-flrand, and con-

tinued so until some time in 1.303, having been busy " rebuilding the cloister of the
Chapter-house and the body of the church " in a very handsome manner, and at a
very great expense. He also held, from 1361 to 1.368, the co-wardenship of the
forests on this side of Trent. Although so early as 1349, the king had conferred the
first benefice upon him. It appears that he could not take possession of the living,
not being In orders ; It was only in December, 1301, twelve years later, that he was
admitted to the degree of an acolyte ; it is, therefore, most probable that the king
gave him the office of Clerk of the Works at Henle and Yeshampstead, with that M
supervisor, in the same and in the following years, in order to afford him an income

;

Indeed, this appears to be the true reason, from the patent of November, 1357, which
doubled his salary until he could obtain ecclesiastical preferment. In all the patents
of ajtiioliitments granted fo Wykeham he is styletl " clerlcus," hence many have
presumed him then entitled to be considered a churchman ; it was " a title addressed
to academical students," says Walcolt, one of his biographers; but this may be
doubted, though it. probably was applied to all educated persons, especially those
who could write Thus it is affirmed that the word "Clcricus, often affixed to the

• "Nunc dicti operis supervisor nee non ct solutor, sit ctiam solutor et superTisor
in futurain, durante opcrc supradicto."
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names of witnesses in an enily ncriod, does not alwiiys sl(,'nify a clcrfyman, for tliia
was expressed by persona, or if lie was not boneflceil, by capellanus ; clericus seems
eommonly the person who wrote the instrument." Tills is, however, rather a
digression, but yet it was necessary to explain away the Beemiii" force of the
epithet.
From the often -rjuoted year, 13G1, Wykeham, liowever, was making rapid progress

in the Church, until he obtained within the short period of six years, thebislionrlc of
Wlnellester on the 17111 September, r.m. During these years (iiieeiiboroiij;li Castle
was erected, (ISOl, and llnished in seven years, as generally stated) and Is tradition-
ally ascribed to Wykeham as its designer; yetoneautlior has named Henry Yevelo
as the supervisor of it. As such works would necessarily in those days entail the
personal supervision of the designer, I cannot but be strongly of opinion that Wyke-
ham's thoughts and presence were of more importance (to himself) elsewhere, and
tlierefore that lie did not act as architect at its erection. He is also said to have been
the originator of the Perpendieular style of medieval architecture, but as this nsser-
tion rests on tlie assumption of his having lieen an architect, the further considera-
tion of tiiis claim for Wykeham may be deferred to the time at which tlio origin of
styles shall be settled. The College at Oxford founded by Wykeham, was not
commenced until the end of the year 1.179, twelve years after Wykeham had been
installeil in the episcopal dignity ; the College at Winchester was commenced eight
years later still ; and it was not until anotlier seven years, namely, i:)Ui, that he de-
cided to commence the rceonstructions at Winchester Cathedral ; in llo:i he made
his will, a few months before his death in HiM. Now, supposing that he was the
architect of these buildings, wo must alto suppose that he was a Freemason, and
acquainted witii that Important secret of design wliieh we are all so anxious to
re-discover; otherwise much that has been maintained as to the wonderful
attainments of that baud of skilful designers and workers falls to the ground. Hut
I cannot suppose that lie was one of the craft. He has, too, the r/iiasi honor of being
twice mentioned in that very questionable list of grand masters of tlic fraternity,
under the dates of i:!57 anil of 1:177 ; the first, the year after he had been appointed
supervisor ; the second, before he had commenced his colleges. Hut we yet require
Bomc evidence that any bishops were ever made acquainted with the secret; the
contrary even miglit be jndgetl to be case by those who liave considered all that has
been written respecting the celebrated statute of Henry VI., which was passed for
rutting down tlie assemhies of masons. We must not forget, eitlier, the fate of a
German bishop, who was killed by a master mason, because his son liad been
beguiled or had unwittingly betrayed the secret to the bishop. I am of opinion that
Wykeham was not one of those initiated in tlie masonic mysteries, and consequently,
in tills light, coulrl not have been the designer of his colleges. Who, tlien, was the
talented person .' This portion of the subject led me into a more extended field of
research tliau I liad at all anticipated ; and tin; result is satisfactory only to a certain
extent. It leads me, liowever, to believe that tlie master masons were generally the
architects during the medieval period in England. The steps of the inquiry will l)c

best understood if explained upwards in tliis account. Wykeham, in his most care-
fully drawn will, declares that "the disposition and ordination "—whatever those
words may truly mean—"of the works at tlie cathedral bo made by Master
William >Viiiford (I have mentioned his name before), and others siUhcient,
discreet, ami approved jiersons in the art. as may be deputed by my execu-
tors." But this is the first time Winfonl is mentioned by him, it may be
said. Fortunately, lie is almost the only exception 1 have found to a recur-
rence of a name; and, furthermoie, his portrait exists. In the stained glass
of the College at Winchester * may he seen tlie representations of three
personages ; first, the carpenter, whose name unfortunately is lost to fame, unless it

can be^recovered from (he books of accounts ; the second, our already known AVilllel-
mus AVynfor, lathomus {or mason, a term to he exiilained on another occasion) ; and
the third, IJfis .'^imon Jfembury, who has not any office appended, but wlioni I need
scarcely remind you, is also named in AVykeham's will as the supervisor and pay-
master of Ilie Catliedral works. I conceive that in AVilliam Wynfor we thus obtain
the architect of the College at Winchester, as well as of the works at Winchester
Cathedral t Mow for (liat at Oxford. This, however, is not so easy of proof ; I must
beg leave for a little conjecture. The College w.is commenced, as before stated, in
1.17!!. In a roll of expenses of the 44th year of King Kdward III., under the date of
22nd April, 1370, it is recorded, tliat William do Wynneford, plasterer (,as the original
word is translated, wliicli, no doubt, is cemetarius, or mason as it should be rendered),
was Bent to various parts to retain divers plasterers (i.e. masons) to be sent over in
the retinue of tlie Lord tlie King beyond sea, by command of the Chancellor. It is

not a little in my favor that the Chancellor of this period was William of Wykeham
himself This Winford then, was a mason of some position ; an equal with Yevele,
who was employed for the same purpose, and we know lie was a mason by Iiis works
at Westminster Hall. We may suppose him to have been about 30 years of age or more
when entrusted with this command, so that at the end of 33 years, when menfioneil
in Wykeham's will, he would be at least 63 years of age, not too old to carry out
the wislus of his patron. I should even venture to presume that both he and
Yevele had been in tlie employ of the monarch at "Windsor C'astle ; but as tlie

records of the i)eriod, and especially tlie accounts of the Castle, are scarce, no other
mention occurs of his name ; this early date of Iiis employment, however, permits me to
conjecture that Wykeham, appreciating liis excellence, might have employed him at
Xew College, Oxford. Some furtlier research into file fabric accounts of'the build-
ings may elucidate this point, as no doubt the name of the master mason will be
found recorded, ss usual in those documents. Lastly, as respects this part of my
subject, a friend has reminded me of tile observation made by WicIifTe in one of his
sermons, probably written between the years l.lHii and that of his death in 1.184, en-
titled, " Whypoor Priests Iiavo no lieniiiees." It is only by inference, however, that
the expression! used was applied to Wvkeham, and considering all that I have
brought forward, I am not disposed to believe tliat the cap fits his head.
The " JIagister Operum " or JIaster of the Works was an Important one in mon-

astic establishments. At Croyland he was tlie first of the six greater officers. It
was the Sacristan, or sometimes the Treasurer who held this post, and it was his
duty to receive all the legacies and donations tliat were made for the support and
ornament of the buildings and utensils: to his superintendence was submitted tlie

construction, reparation, beautifying, and enlarging tile churches and various build-
ings of the monastery, particularly those of the Abbot l)elow the court, except some
houses near the garden. .John of Wheatiiamsted, Abbot of St. Albans, "who in
architecture was the Wykeham of his time," is specially recorded to have instituted
in his Abbey, a new officer called the JIaster of tiie Works. The Sacrist was also
sometimes the secretary, auditor, and chancellor ofthe convent, therefore necessarily
a very important personage. With this extensive employment it is remarkable
how few names of sacristans have come down to ns. Wilham Stowe. of the
Abbey of Evesham, erected about 1310 the new steeple or belfrv. Paulinus,
of Rochester Cathedral, built between 112."> and 1137 the church at Frendsbury
in the same county. In 1J37 died Ellas de Lideford, file sacrist of tlic Abbev of Rlou-
cestcr, who rebuilt the tower and constructed tiie stalls of the monks. Tliis oflieer,
in St. Oswald's priory at Nostel, in Y'orksliire, about I-IW). painted the refectory witii
his own hands, made new stalls in tlie choir, a new incense pot, a large proces-
sional cross, and some gold and silver imaires of saints in tabernaeies for tiie
altar. Hut of all Sacristans, we surely shall not forget Alan do Waisingham of
Ely Jlonastery, one whoso history is too well known for it to be necessary to be re-
peated here.
At Salisbury tlierc appears to have been a " regular Masterofthe Works," although

• Sec .lournal of the Arehaiological Institute, Winchester Proceedings, .Svo., IWfi.
t Lowth, in his life of Wykeham, edit. 1777, p. l!tt. states, he emjiloved William

Wyufordas arciiitect; Simon Jtembury was appointed surveyor ; and .John Wavte,
controller, tc.

t I lmvi> traced (Ids application of the observation to Warton, who appears to have
first used it in liis llibtory of English Poetry, first edit, 1774-81,

the nature of his duties does not seem to b,

,

. , ,| b, ,ii.- hliiorLn. rf ik.Cathedral of tliat city, iii tlie «gre, ,ii, ;„ tZ in 't I? I^^Y ork, it was arranged that he, the iiluinl,.i
, i, 1. itl, i,, i

">,"•'.«
he slioul,; be required by the Sl.s.I.'r .Ir,;.'.' Kal,r„- or b^^", ''' ' "'"

'Tlfat any intermediate lime of the year the fabric should not rtu. „hnv nglirst asked and obtained leave of the Ch.pter or of II. u,'.might lawtully work eisewli.rc ; he was to return wh. i. i
.

Work. At tlie same period there appears to have bein
"

was to settle the amount of tlie day s work for the iiluini
'

'

"

was to pay the salary at the stipulated periods. The »ln>i. i i

', '."

Kecpersof (lie Works, and the master mason arc also all n, i"r ir, .document of the same period, so there Is no chance of coi i „. with

buperv Bor ol the Horks, as I have already mentioned. This wa> In H74, and ln"owl I of Ihls monarch, dated in the following ve.r, he ,„v,, - We w„l thai tli churchof the said ( ollege begonne by us of newe tolKbuyidedW Ihorughly Ihil.shed In allthings as we have appointed it by the oversight and assent of the said I!l»huD ofharum during his lilT, and after his deceassc by the oversight of thi' Dean of the saidCollage for the tyme beeing, boo alway that our Executors and Supervisor ol this our
last willc and testament bee prive to ail charges and expenses that slial be expi-ndrd
about It," Wecanliardly Imagine from I his description that lillier this Jla»t«r or
this .Supervisor had much to do with the designing of such works ; yet not only has
the commencement of this magnllicent building been always atlrlbuled to the genius
of the IhshoB of Salisbury, but the completion of it has been equally attributed toMr Keginald liray (who succeeded him, and appears to have liiiLlK-il the ( hapel at
his own cost), but whom 1 do not any more consider to hove been a designer of archi-
tectural works than William of Wykeham. It appears that Thomas ( aueeler was
111 the early part, the Clerk of the Works; but the name of his predecessor Is lost'
''''' Sir Keginald Hray lias also had, times out of mind, the credit nl designing Henrr
\ nth s Chapel at Westminster, but he died some few months after the llrst stoDOwas laid ;;4(li January, IMi; and the King refers in his will, ilatcd l.Viw, to the Prior
of Saint Hartholomews, in SmltlKlcld, as the then 3Iaster of the Works
of the Chapel, who had a picture delivered to him by tho King, of the manner
in which the ehapel was to be desked. This prior was Wllllnni liolton, who was
himself a grreat constructor of edifices.

I have no other notice of this named ofBcer for nearly two hundred years, until so
late as 1701, when Robert Strceter, painter, was JIaster of the Work tote done In
tlie taatie of Windsor, with the privilege of doing and performing the painter's
work: from which it would appear that the meaning of the term had been altered
equally with Hint of Supervisor. 'I'liis offlcer would teem to liavu held a very tiniilar
pos tion to that of the Supervisor, if not almost one and the same, and his duty
evidently was to keep the accounts as paymaster; occasionally giving directions as to
carrying out the works. I find that in 1(.71, in .Veotland. Sir William Bruce la men-
tioned as " His Majesty's Surveyor," anil also as "Master of Hie King's Works,"
being then engaged on the buildings at llolyrood House, near Edinbun;h, executed
1070-0.

The Keeper of the Fabric, and the Keeper of the Works, are two titles which
have been already mentioned in conjur.elion with the Masterofthe Works. Tho
esriiest notice I have found is appended to the names of Henry dc Ceme, the
Treasurer, and others, at the Castle of Winchester, from V^ii to Ti'lfi, who arc
called Custodca Operatloniim. About the same period Odo, gohlsmllh, of West-
minster, held the same positiou at the Palace of Westminster, and numerous writs,
as well to himself as to his son and successor Kdward. show that thev bought things
for the use of the King, and liad works carried ont "which we had enjoined him to
have constructed." This Kdward, more especially, was appointed one of the
Treasurers of tho new exchequer constituted for carrving out the rebt.llding of
Westminster Abbey. The Keeper of the Fabric of the Church at Westminster had
upwards of 30fX) marks paid to him in Vibi. the period of Its rebuilding. The
Keeper of tlie Works at (he Tower had £'^0 paid to him to provide necessaries for the
works. Master Thomas, of St. Sepulchre, being Overseer of the Works aforesaid,
and also called the P2ngincer of the King's war slings in the Tower, ttur next
Keeper may not have been worthy of his 'olTlce, if the following report of him be
correct :—William dc Wyluglies, Keeper of the old fabric of the cathe<lral church of
St. I'aul, In London, received £40 from the King for an iron tomb lately placed 0%'er
the tomb of the Venerable Father Henry, late Itishoji of London, purchased for the
King's use for the tomb of Pliilippa, I.i'to Queen of^ England, within the Abbey of
Westminster. The custos at the Palace of Westminster in 13.'ri were n-oulrcd to
deliver up some lead which he had in his care. In 135^, the inagister fabricje of
Lincoln Cathedral, was also the Treasurer of Lincoln. But more esiiecially from
Browne's History of York, published 18:!8-47, wc obtain much valuable Information.
From the year 1311 until 15;jo, upwards of 'MO years, there is a constant succession of
Keepers of the Fabric; ttiey all were receivers of the contributions for the
works, and paymasters of tli<' expenses ; the rolls of accounts are kept their In
names ; one is called JIaster of the Fabric. But there is a curious Incident con-
nected with the three last persons who held the office of Keeper, wliieli most pro-
bably would not have attracted the attention of any one not pursuing this course of
inquiry. These |threo were, Jfagister Christopher Seell, siiceintor of the Vicars
Choral, and Custo's from l.'ila to at least 1.518, after which no Fabric Kolls are found
until 1.52C), when Magister Thomas Marsar was Custos until 1W5. In I.v.*5, however,
MagisterJohn Coltnian, sub-treasurer of the church, was Custos, as known from
the following circumstance:—that, the adjoining Church of St. Jllchael le Belfrey,
belonging totlle Dean and Chapter, was rebuilt in the time of Thomas JIarsar, the
second above mentioned, and there were, and Ilicre are nerhans still, existing In that
church, three stained glass windows to (he memory of these three Keipers, whom In
the three Inseriptioiis, are each recorded to have been "C^Ierk of St. Peter's Works,"
(not Keepers of the Fabrics), and these inseriptions are in black letter English, there-
fore therecan be no error except in the acceptation of the term in our mod* rn usa^
of it. Neither need we forget that the jierson at present often in charge of carr>-lnfr
out works at our cathedrals' still retains the title of the Clerk of the Works. I-Vom
the quality of thepersons above described, we might almost presume that the services
rendered were somewhat akin to those of an iiceouutaut ; the strange mixture of
names and officers Is most perplexing, and X fear I leave much that requires further
elucidation.
During the early years of the medieval period, another title obtalne<l, yet so rarely,

that but for the one name connected with it, 1 should scarcely have considered II of
sufficient importance for introduction here. The name is that of Elyas do
Derhara or Berham, and the office that of Director or Master. He Is placed by
I'ugin along with Wykeham and otliers in his list of the best of the English
meilieval architects, on the ground, I presume, of the words by which he is cora-

memoratttd, as the "rector "'for twenty-five years of the new works of .^alisburv

Cathedral, at the same epoch, as we are told by the same authority, I.eland,
" Itobertua Cementaris rexit per vigintiquinque aiinos." What shall be understood
as to the real meaning of these words applied to the two men .'—one, who was liector
the Uuler ; and another who Ki'xit, was the Kuler also. •

.\boiit the same period we find that Ihe works at Windsor Castle were placed under
the direction of William de Bnrgh, who was succi-edi'd by Walter de Itargh In 1240.

This Walter was also Keeper of the manor of Kenyngton (parish of .Siinbury. In

Middlesex), and there are numerous orders from the King for improvements and
alterations ; also for works at Brill, at Cliff, at Cieddlngton ; and he is likewise called

• Some other references to him as a Director will be seen in fhc Wlncheste^
Volume, to which allusion has already be-en made.
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" Keeper of our Domosnes." Undor such a title, too, the monarchs were accustomed
to appoint a person to each of the royal palaces for its care and preservation, often
nominating some old servant to the oflli'e as a pensioner.
The last officer to be noticed on the present ooeasion is one perhaps as important as

any of those to which 1 have yet requested your attention. This is the Clerk of the
Works. I have alrt^ady mentioned how, in an ecclesiastical establishment, the
Keeper of the Fabric, in'three instances, appropriated this title as well. We mi^ht
almost conclude that the title was retained for use by Royalty only, for it so happeus
that with two other exceptions this desi<;iiation is not met in connexion with other
works, other than those executed for the monarchs ; one exception is on behalf of a
a member of the Koyal family, and the other on behalf of the kinjjly Wolsey ; the
three instances above mentioned appear to show that another name was adopted for
this t'lerk when in other estabUshmenta. The household of the monarch comprised
an office for carrying out Koyal works. This fact would seem to have escaped the
observation of all my predecessors commenting on the histories of the palaces
inhabited by the soverei^, as well as by those who have investifi^ated the
history of this period. The earliest list of such an establishment which
1 have yet met with is that of Edward IV., whose reign comprised the years
14(51 to 14s:J. The manuscript unfortunately is not dated. The Clerk of the Works
therein has a fee of two shilling per day, equal to £:t(> lOs. per annum of the period ;

a clerk, for whose expenses he is allowed sixpence per day ; also four shillinofs per
day for ridinir expenses, and twenty-pence for boat-hire. The next officer in the
list is the comptroller ; then follow the clerk of the engrossement of the paybook ;

the purvevor, ^vith an allowance for his horse; the keeper of the storehouse; the
clerk of the check; the clerk of the comtroUement ; the carpenter; the plumber;
(the mason in this list is omitted) ; the joiner ; the glazier ; the surveyor of the
mines, who has also £36 lOs. per annum ; and lastij;, to my great surprise, the
devizor of building, who has the same amount. The Society of Antiquaries published
so long since as irw, a quarto volume of Ortiinances of the King's Household,
amongst which is one called the Liber Niger, from a manuscript of the period of
Edward IV. Amongst these Ordinances is the following passage connected with the
officer under consideration ;— •' Clerke of the Workes, called by the noble Edward,
Clerke dez cevres du Roy, preignaunt sa gages fees et lautres choises appurtenauntc a
eon offie« par Tassignement du Thesaurero O'Angleterre de hors le charge de Toistiel

du Roy. This clerke hath no duetie longing to him in this houshold, by vertue of
this office outward ; but if he be appoyuted by the Soveraynes of houshoUle to take
wa^s and cloatliinge with the houshold, it mought cause hym to be the more atten-
daant for necessarv bvldynges in offices in this house : and so he may take lyvery as
a squier of houshold." The next list is not earlier than the time of Elizabeth.
In these the Clerk of the Works has become the Surveyor and Taymaster, and
Surveyor and Clerk. In 1014 Mr. Basill is the Surveyor ; and for the year 1010 there
is a list of the household of Prince Henry, in which is the very acceptable name of
** Inigo Joanes, Surveyor of the Workes ;" the piiymaster and overseer is Mr. Smith

;

and inc clerk of the works, Edward Carter. We here obtain the modern accepta-
tions of the words of office. Later lists of the royal household give the name of
Inigo Jones, surveyor : Denham, later still, was surveyor-general: and Wren, sur-
veyor of the works, is also known as surveyor-general. I must not now attempt to
enter upon any oi the numerous observations arising out of these very important
lists in the history of our protesslon, which exhibit the precursor of our modem
Board of Works ; but there is one title I cannot pass, namely, that of the Devizor,
who has the same remuneration as the clerk of the works. Many will remember the
conjunction ot this name with that of John of Padua, who is usually styled devizor
of his 3I^ie8ty's buildings, on the faith of certain patents dated 1644 and 154'J, granted
by Henry VIII. and Edward VI.; but on referring to the documents as printed, I

cannot find the slightest mention of the word devizor ; nor have I been able to dis-
cover the name of any person appointed to that office. Vertue or Walpole says, John
of Padua^s "office seems to intimate something novel in his practice. He was
termed Devizor of His Majesty's Buildings. In one of the office books which I have
qtioted, there is a payment to him of £.^0 10s. Od." To this office book, however, he
does not afford any clue ; and were it not for the lists I have already quoted, I should
have felt inclined to consider the whole as one of his mistakes. Dallaway, in the
notps to AValpole in 1826, observes, that John of Padua " acquired a title not before
that patent given to any architect ;" so that he evidently was not aware of the lists

to which 1 have referred.
I will now refer to the list which I have compiled of those who have held the ap-

pointment of Clerk of the Works. The earliest is In 1241, 25th Henry III., when
airections were given for certain works at Windsor Castle being done by these offi-

cers ; similarorders were issued in 124'.* and 1*244. During the erection ofCaernarvon
Castle, begun 1'284, the Clerk of the Works was paid 8d. a day, and the Master of the
Works 1.3s. a week, or 28. 2d. a day, the Sunday not included. ThejSunday it appears
was paid for to such officers who had a yearly salary, as the accounts often mention
the 36.5 days at the Od. or Is. per day. A lapse brings us down to 1310, when Nicholas
de TykhalU late Clerk of the Works at the King's Palace at Westminster, was paid
£14 and upwards for certain timber and planks used against the coronation of
Edward II. In 1320, John de Ditton was appointed Clerk and Keeper of the King's
Works (this recalls the nomenclature of the officer at York) at the Palace of West-
minster and at the Tower of London. In 1320, William de Chaillou. who was acting
as surveyor or supervisor, was appointed Clerk of the Works at both places, which
also entailed the honor of looking after St. Stephen's Chapel, then erecting. About
three years afterwards William de Kellescye succeeded him. Both these clerks kept
the accounts of receipts and expenditure. IVter de Bruges, in 1347, was Clerk of the
Works at Westminster, whilst Weston was keeping the accounts at the Tower until
1351, when Robert de Campsale succeeded him at both places ; and he was succeeded
by Thomas de Stapelforde, who appears to have been acting previously as Controller.
In 13.W William ae Lambheth was appointed surveyor,* and two years afterwards
Clerk of the Works. In 1301 William de Sleford was also appointed surveyor,* and
in the same year he was Clerk of the Works ; whilst in 1305-0 he is termed clerk and
super^-isor, and was paid one shillinrr per day.
Returning to the vear 1327, I find tlie Constable of Windsor Castle directed to pay

Ralph de la More clerk of the works, an amount for wages at twopence per day ;

(as 1 have before stated, I consider this a mistake for two shillings). No other men-
tion has been found of such of such an officer at Windsor until 1361, when William
deMulsho was appointed clerk of the works at Windsor and elsewhere. After him
we have Adam de Hertyngdon in 1306. In 1370 Robert de Sybthorp was clerk of the
works at Shene, Eltham, and Rutherhythe ; Henry de Manncsfield, at Childcrlang-
Icy : John Edward, at the Castle of^ Ledes ; Richard Bernard, at the Castle of
Odyham ; and Richard de Blore, at Quenesburgh Castle,—all royal property. I must
not forget to mention here William de Wykcham's appointment, for five months only,
at the manors of Henle and Yeshampstcd in 1.340. In 1.382 Arnold Brocas was
clerk of the works at Westminster, the Tower, Windsor Castle, and divers others of
the king's castles and manors. In 1395 John Godmanston was clerk of the works of
the king's great hall at Westminster, although Strypc and Stow state that John
Boterell was the clerk ; but as there appears to be a alight error in the date of 1395
for ISW, he may perhaps have succeeded Godmanston. On tlie;i2th Jnly, 1.389, Geof-
frey Chancer was appointed a clerk of the works, his patent not only mentioning
Westminster and the Tower, but also Berkhamstede, Konyngton, Eltham, Claryndon,
Shene, Byflete, Chllderlangley, and Feckcnham. On a careful consideration of the
life of Chaucer by Godwin, I cannot find any circumstance to warrant a supposition
that he was so eminently aconainted with building operations as to be qualified for
the practical duties of the office : the short time he held it affbrds some grounds
for the supposition that he had not the requisite knowledge; and the per
mission to appoint a deputy, would' also lead one to the same inference.
The period too at which the office was given to him strongly marks the favor
of the King bestowing, on a favorite, a gift for good services rendered. John Gedney

,

• Or Supervisor ?

his successor, 17th ,lune, 1391, also appears to have been allowed to ap'>oint a deputy;
and he is the first Clerk of the Works 1 have found recorded as having had a certain
quantity of cloth given to him for a livery. In 1407 this officer was Henry Merston,
who also had a livery. From 1411 to 1413, Robert Rolleston's name is met with as
acting at AVestniiuster and the Tower. He was succeeded by .lohu Straunge, in 1413,
who is recorded to have received his Uvery in 1410, and as being engaged at Shene
Palace in 1413 and 1418. In 14'ii John Ardernc held the ofiice. In 1440 William
Lynde, as early mentioned herein, was Clerk of the Works at the College of Eton.
In 1445 William Cleve, " the King's poure chapeleyu," petitioned for the payment of
£1,000 for works done at Eltham, Sliene, Westminster, and the Tower. John Can-
terbury was Clerk of the Works at the commencement of the erection of King's Col-
lege Chapel, Cambridge, in 1451, having previously been engaged at Eton as Lynde's
successor. In 1474 Thomas Caucelcr held that situation at Windsor, where lie had
£10 per annum and a livery : in 1483 his accounts were ordered to be determined. In
the early part of the reign of King Richard 11., Thomas Hunt was appointed Clerkof
the Works for life ; and in 1484 Thomas Danyell is named. A Lapse of some sixty
years brings the date down to about 1550, when Eustace Mascall was Clerk of the
Works to Cardinal \V'olsey at the building of St. Fridiswide, in U-xford (this is one of
the exceptions in the use of the title), and who was for seventeen years Chief Clerk
of Accounts for all the buildings of King Henry VIII. within twenty miles of Lon-
don. From 1555 to loo8 Richard Woodward is named as the " Clearke of the Honor
and Castle of Windsor." And, lastly, in 1575, Uurafry Michell, the Clerk of the
Works at the Castle, asks leave to resign his office, on account of the diffieultics and
opposition met with in discharging his duties, and the delays in procuring money
and passing his accounts. Most probably he was acting as the Clerk of the Works,
as now understood. The effect of this remonstrance appears to have been his
appointment as superintendent of all payments for repairs tione to the Castle, under
a warrant from the Constable, the Earl of Leicester, who at the same time nominated
Henry Hawthorne to be the .Surveyor of the Works. The salary of each of these
officers was two shillings per day. There is much similarity in the office held by
Wykehain to this appointment of Michell, as superintendent of all payments for
repairs done. In this case, however, Michell was under the Constable ; in Wykcham's
case, by his second appointment, Wykeham was also the Constable, "capitalem cus-
todem et supervlsorem,"

The second exception, which 1 mentioned at the beginning of this division, comes
under the date of 1435 ; the Clerk of the Works is once named in the contract for the
erection of Fotheringay Church for the Duke of York, in the p<aragraph, " And yf
so be that the seyd Wdl. Horwode (the freemason or builder employed) mak nought full

payment of all or any of his workmen, then the Clerke of the Werke shall pay him
in his presence, and stoppe als mykyll in the seid Will Horwode hand, as the pay-
ment tliat shall be dewe unto the workemen comyth to;" clearing showing what was
at least one part of his duty.

Among the foregoing observations will be found, I think, an elucidation of some
points hitherto generally considered obscure. The salary of the Clerk of the Works
has been considered exceptional, whereas I have shown that it existed for many
years, and at nearly the same amount. Sir Christopher Wren received £4.5 128. M.,
the usual fee for the office of Surveyor-General being, for himself, at two shillings a
day, and a Clerk at sixpence a day ; a sum now equivalent to about £150. If I mis-
take not, it has always been considered that the livery of this Royal officer (with-

drawn temp. Charles I.) was first given given to Inigo Jones, whereas it was a
customary present some 150 years previously ; and at the burial of King Edward
VL, the Surveyor of the King's Works had seven yards of cloth, and each of his

three servants three yards.

There is one circumstance respecting nearly all these officers which perhaps needs
a passing comment. It will have been remarked how very many of them were either

Ecclesiastics or were rewarded with Ecclesiastical preferment. But it must be
remembered that, during the period to which our attention has been confined, the
Church was the only field for exertion open to those of the nobihty and gentry who
were not inclined to embrace the profession of arms ; and also a means by which to

obtain remuneration for a livelihood : therefore, the clergy so called, would thus
secure the offices at the disposal of the monarch and of the nobility. Some few,

however, of those thus employed appear to have been unconnected with the
Church.

It is very difficult to understand clearly the duties of these officers. The Overseer
would be, perhaps, the most easily explained ; but his Latin designation, as used in

the Records, is unknown to me, unless the Latin word " Supervisor " has been the
one our translators have found. The English word Supervisor, if that of Steward be
questionable, is I think, best kept for tliose who, acting on behalf of others, as

Wykeham for the Monarch, have yet no grounds to be considered the designers ofthe

building. The Master of the Works, a designation used in the Monastic establish-

ments, whilst in Scotland it took the place of the English King's chief professional

man, was, I feel certain, one of the talented advisers of the day. The English King's
Clerk of the Works clearly stood in the place of the Architect. The Master or Keeper
of the Fabric was probably the keeper of the whole structure ; and the Keeper of the

Works was, perhaps, only the custodian of the particular works then in progress ;

the edifice under those circumstances being developed by the master of the works,
or by the master mason, to the latter of whom I may perhaps be permitted to return

on a future occasion. But there is one title in the list of the royal establishment of

whom we should desire to know much, but of whom, at present, nothing whatever is

known ; I mean, the Devizor of Buildings.

Postscript.—Whilst this paper has been in course of printing, my attention has
been directed to a passage in Hunt's Tudor Architecture, 1830 p. 24, who states that

"it appears, indeed, that in those times the'Devysor of the Works ' acted invariably

under a supervising officer, who, leaving the artist's fancy and genius unshackled,
controlled and restrained the expenditure of money." This latter is exactly the

Sosition held, I consider, by Wykeham at Windsor. Also, that " it was common to

epute the superintendence of building to Churchmen, from an idea of their superior

prudence and probity," quoting Warton (History of English Poetry, 1774-81,) who
also states that Wykeham "is supposed to have recommended himself to Edward
III. by rebuilding the Castle of Windsor. This was a recant and notorious

instance," (alluding to Wiclifl'e's Sermon, and sec previous note). "But in this

appointment," he continues, " the King probably paid a compliment to that prelate's

singular talents for business, his activity, circumspection, and management, rather

than to any scientific and professed skill in architecture which he might have
possessed. It seems to me that he was only supervisor or comptroller on this occa-

sion." Mr. Dallaway," adds Hunt, "without mentioning his authority, says the

name of Wykcham's superintending architects was William Wynford : assuming
this to be correct, Warton's is a fair interference." So that 1 have not the merit of

originating the suggestion, " Was Wykeham an architect ?" Whereas, "it is to be

lamented," writes Gwyn, in 1760, "that Wykeham did not pay more- regard to the

science to which he owed the greatness of his fortune, by eslablishing a foundation

for the study of his own art, and others that depend upon it. Had he fortunately

done this, there is no s.aying what the consequence might have been : possibly by
this it would have been the fashion for ingenious men to come from Rome hither to

perfect themselves in the arts, and have bartered Italian for English performances.'

South Kensington Muieum.—During the week ending 18th February,

1860, tlie visitors" hare been a.s follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday

(free days), 4,407; on Monday and Tuesday (free evenings), 3,51.5. On the

three students' days (admission to the public, 6d.), 1,22.5; one students' evening

I (Wednesday), 497 : total, 9,644. From the opening of the Museam, 1,284,026.
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MONUMENT TO BISHOP rEAKSON. ABOUT TO BE ERECTED IN CHESTEE CATeKDRAL-^THnB W. BLOMriEU,, ILA.. Abcbitect.
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MONUMENT TO BISHOP PEARSON, IN CHESTER

CATHEDRAE.

DR. JOHN PEARSON, Bishop of Cliester, author of " The Exposition
of the Cret'd," died in Chester, July 10, 1686, and was buried in the

cathedral, within the rails of the altar ; but no memorial records his name
or marks tlie spot wliero his body rests. The association of his great

name witli the scone of his episcopate and the place of liis burial has tluis

been altogether lost to the many visitors of the cathedral of Chester. A
project has, therefore, been on foot for some time past among those inte-

rested in the cathedral for erecting a worthy monument by general sub-

scription among all who have been indebted to his labors and who
reverence his name. The occurrence last year of the 200th anniversary
of the publication of his great work seemed to ofl'er a suitable oiiportunity

for carrying this project into execution.

The design (of which Ave give an illustration this week) was accord-
ingly prepared by Mr. Arthur W. Blomfield, and submitted to the Dean
and Cliapter and other members of the Committee, and having been
approved of by them, is now being carried out under his direction.

It will be seen that the monument consists of a recumbent efflgy of the

Bishop on an altar tomb formed by an arcade of twelve arches, and sur-

mounted by a hcarso or canopy of metal work.
The tomb itself is of Caen stone, the columns of the arcade being of

marble, and the large ones at the angles of serpentine. The spandrels be-

tween the arches are also enriched with inlaid Derbyshire spar and marbles.

Deeply recessed in each compartment of the arcade appears the head of

one of the twelve apostles in white alabaster, and in a panel underneath
is carved in relief that sentence of the Ajwstle's creed which tradition

assigns to him. The tomb will stand on a step of red Mansfield stone.

The whole of this portion of the stonework and carving is being exe-

cuted by Mr. Thomas Earp, of Wolsingham-place, Kennington-road.
The recumbent effigy will be executed in stone by Mr. Matthew Noble,

the well-known sculptor. The inscription will be engraved on a brass

band round the effigy.

Tlie canopy is in the experienced hands of Mr. Skidmore, of Coventry.
It consists of wrought-iron and polished brass. The raetal-work starts

from the serpentine columns at the angles, and is connected with the lower

step by the angle stays or standards seen in the engraving. These take the

form of the pastoral stafT, and carry small angels of copper gilt, bearing

the signs of the four Evangelists. Crystals will be introduced in various

parts, and enamelled shields with the armorial bearings of the Bishop, the

see of Chester, and Trinity and King's Colleges, Cambridge, Bishop Pear-
son having been educated at King's College, and having been Master of

Trinity. The former of these colleges has contributed £50, and the latter

i;iOO, towards the erection of the monument. Tlie roof will be covered
with scales of metal, riveted together, but the details and finishing of

this portion, as well as of the curved intersecting ceilings, will depend on
the amount of subscriptions received before the completion of the other

parts. If sufficient funds be forthcoming, it is proposed to introduce

enamels on a scale hitherto unattempted in modern times, by which it is

hoped an impetus may be given to an art which has, unfortunately, almost
fallen into disuse.

The coffin containing Bishop Pearson's remains, which was found during
the restorations in 1841, will be removed and placed under the tomb, which
will stand at the eastern extremity of the north aisle of the choir, thence-
forward to be called the Pearson chapel.

THE NEW "WATERWORKS AT MAELY.
IN 1852 an Imperial Commission was issued to inquire into the best

method of supplying the Chateau and town of Versailles with water.

The result has been the complete reconstruction of the works at Marly.
The new machines have literally, as well as metaphorically, made infinitely

less noise in the world than the old machines ; but, as is not uncommon in

other matters, the work done is in inverse ratio to tiie uproar.
Louis XIV". caused an immense system ofponds and reservoirs to be con-

structed at "Versailles, which were known under the generic name of Lcs
Eaux Blanches, for the partial service of Versailles ; one of these lakes

—

that of Trappes—occupied 216 hectares, about 540 acres English. The
first question was, whether either of the features of the supply could be
dispensed with ; it was found, however, that the water collected in these
reservoirs only amounted during dry seasons to about 1,324,000 cubic
metres, whereas the demand approached to double that quantity. Besides
this, the water in the lakes and reservoirs became unwholesome in hot
weather on account of the immense vegetation, and the enormous quantity
of insects which they engendered. It was, therefore, resolved that the
subsidiary supply obtained from the Seine at Marly could not possibly be
dispensed with. Further inquiries and calculations showed the impracti-
cabilily of obtaining the whole supply from the river, and also that the
lakes and canals were necessary for drainage, if not for supply. The
rivulets which had formerly drained, imperfectly, the neighbouring
country, were dried up and almost obliterated, and houses and factories
having sprung up about them, a volume of water equal to that which the
lakes contained could not be turned into the old .and inadequate channels.
Other considerations joined with these to cause the Commission to arrive
at the conclusion that the two systems established in the time of
Louis XIV. must be preserved. Our business is principally with the
mechiinical part of the project—that is, the means by which the waters of
the Seine are now conducted from Marly to Marseilles by the agency of
the machines in question.
The work to be done was the elevation of the water of the Seine

in one single column to the vertical height of 160 metres or
520 English feet, by means of tlio pipes already in existence' at
any rate, temporarily. The force pumps in existence were only
capable of sustaining a pressure of from 15 to 16 alrao«nherc« and
could nat he worked except at a low speed. The queitlon was wlicllier
turbines or palette wheels should be adopted to work the pumps
each had their advantages and defects, the formsr, which arc much
used in France, require a considerable fall and act only uii a imall
quantity of water, and required to be moved at a greater rate than was
prudent as regarded the pumps. Under advantageous circumitancci they
are believed here to do more work than wheels; besides, they operate weft
in conditions which would drown the wheels, and also when the river was
loaded with ice. On the other hand, wheels would yield a convenient rate
of speed, and would not require, like the turbines, the interpositio.i of
gearing, expensive at the outset and liable to many accidents. It was
ascertained also that the old wheels had never been prevented from work-
ing more than two months in the year on an average, or more than three
months at any one lime. They were also more simple and less costly In
construction. It was therefore determined to adopt breast wheels as the
prime movers.
The matter would not admit of delay, the small machine set up in 1817

in place of the ancient machine of Marly, being, with all its adjuncts, in a
state of decay.

The works were commenced in the month of June, 1855, and in the
following month tlie last vestiges of the old machine disappeared. It was
not, however, until July, 1857, that the dam was completed and in readi-
ness to receive the new wheels, which were entrusted to the manufac-
turers Feray, d'Essonnes, and Bolgues, Kambourg and Co., of Fourcham-
bault. The first machine was delivered in June, 1858, but several
alterations were found to be required, and were completed by the end of
September, when the water was delivered in abundance in the tower of the
aqueduct built by the celebrated Mansard. Various improvements, how-
ever, were made in the general arrangements, and it was not until tlie 8th
June, 1859, a third wheel was added, and firom that day they liavc con-
tinued to work day and night.

The building, which, of course, extends over the. dam, is large enough
to hold six wheels, should they be found necessary. 'The wheels arc of
wrought iron, the palettes alone being of elm, and are 39 feet in diameter.
The shaft is I foot 4 inches in diameter, and carries a crank-arm at each
extremity, by which two pumps are worked, making twelve pumps moved
by the three wheels. The crank-arms are 2 feet 8 inches long. The
pumps are lifting and forcing pumps, with a stroke of 5 feet 4 inches, the
pistons being about 1 foot 3 inches in diameter. The wheels arc arranged
to make three revolutions a minutci but in consequence of the smallncss
of the conduit pipes they at present move at the rate of two revolutions a
minute only. At this latter speed they raise 6,000 to 7,000 cubic metres
of water— 1,300 to 1,500 gallons—in the twenty-four hours, through 1,300
metres of tubing, to a height of 160 metres. This is said to be the greatest
height to which a single jet of water is known to be raised, unless it be in

some mining operations.

The quantity of water is not only sufBcient for the supply of Versailles

and St. Cloud, but also for the great fountains in the gardens of "Versailles,

which never before, since their formation, were worked with Seine water,

but always by means of the water contained in the reservoirs which com-
mand the town.
There is something grand about the new wheels, placed in a lofty, well-

lighted building, and moving majestically, without any noise but the hght
splash of the water against tlie palettes ; their construction, too, is pecu-
liarly light, and even, from their size, fragile looking ; but the steadiness

of their movements shows that strength has not been sacrificed to appe.ir-

ancc. The completion of the new machine of Slarly is a great boon to the

inhabitants of "Versailles, St. Cloud and their neighbourhood, who were,

until the present time, very ill-supplied.

THE NEW GOTHIC TOWER OF ST. GERMAIN DE
L'AUXEEROIS.

IN the formation of the New Place du Louvre, facing the famous colonnade
of Perrault, the ancient Gothic Church of St. Germain de I'Auxerrois,

stands in the south-east angle of a recess. To counterbalance this oiie-

sidedness a new structure has been built on the opposite or north-eastern
angle of the recess for the mairie of the first arrondissement, from the

designs of M. Labrouste. The fagade and entrance of the mairie repro-

duce some of the most salient features of the church, combined wilh others

which are pure French Renaissance. The combination will hardly please

either the Gothicists, followers of M. Violet le Due, or the more numerous
class of anti-Gothicists. Probably those who make architectural harmony
and beauty paramount to all considerations of stylo will be even more
disappointed. Be that, however, as it may, to make the transition from
the church to the )«aiWe less abrupt, and to give a certain degree of sym-
metry to the two, a tower has been erected between them. The b.ise is a

square of 22 feet, on each side, and the tower rises to a height of 131 feet.

The doorway by which access is to be had to the interior, and which is

reached by four steps, is pointed, with pillars on either side, surmounted

by pinnacles, decorated with crockets. Above are angels and a cross sup-

porting a shield bearing the arms of St. Germain de I'Auxerrois. The
door is to be of oak, filled in with panels richly sculptured. The side walls

are pierced with trilobate pointed windows, decorated with mouldings,

above which is a cornice carrying an open balustrade. In the next story

are to be statues of St. Germain de I'Auxerrois, St. Landry, and St. Denis

;
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and in the story above them is to be placed the clock. Tlieiice upwards
the tower becomes hexagonal, and is divided into two stories, the upper
one separated into three parts by columns carrying statues of eight kings
of France,—Charlemagne, Hugh Capet, Robert the Pious, Philip Augustus,
St. Louis, Clovis, Dagobert, and Pepin the Short.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
THE usual fortnightly meeting of the members of the Architectural Association

was held on Friday evening at the rooms, Conduit-street ; J. W. Penfold, Esq.,
A.I.B.A .the l*resideut, in the chair.

Mr. Uerri>'G, Hon. ^^ec.. read the minutes of proceedings at last meeting, which
were approved of and confirmed.
The Application of Iromcork to Architecture.—The discussion of the paper read by

Mr. BlasnllU on " Tht- Application of Ironwork to Architecture," which was ad-
jottmed from the previous meeting, was then resumed.
Mr. Blashill read an abstract of his paper, of which a full report has already ap-

peared in the HiiLDiNG News. At the close of the reading of the abstract, Mr.
Blashill exhibited a number of small specimens ilhistrative of the various processes
nndersrone in the manufacture of metal, troia its being simply ore until it becomes
wrouK^ii-iron.
The Chairman remarked that as to the influence of iron in architecture Mr.

Blashill setmed to go so far as to say, that if the Greeks had adopted iron in con-
struction, we shoula at the present day have considered the Parthenon a most mise-
rable fabric, comparatively. Then there was a subject in the paper of Mr. Blashill
worthv of consideration—namely, the difference between cast and wrought iron, and
as to how they should respectively be used for different purposes ; whether the cast
should be used for square dei^igns and the wrought for rounded ones. Then, again,
there was the subject of fireproof floors, which was a most important one.
Mr. T. KoGER Smith said he promised at the last meeting that lie would bring

down to the present meeting a few specimens of ironwork, and come prepared to

make a few ooservations on them, and on some points on the paper then road. [Mr.
Smith exhibited on the walls drawings ol some buildings of which he had the charge,
and in which a large amount of cast-iron was introduced with •.'^reat success.] There
were many useful sugirestions made in his paper by BIr. Bln.'*hill as to the use of
ironwork throu*;hout in shops and fronts of buildings, where much iron was used on
the ground-floor. It they be^an with ironwork on the ground-floor, they should not
go upwards with a more cumbersome material for the erection of the superstructure.
It struck him that carrying' up iron was extremely desirable in street architecture.

He thought that something hke the same principle which guided architects in carry-
ing up wooden fronts might guide architects in the same way as to the carrying up
of iron fronts. The sort of notion which Mr. Blashill in his paper impressed upon
bis mind was, that he (Mr. Blashill) hardly spoke with suflicient respect of ancient
examples, but referred them more particularly to nature. But when one got a new
idea it must be from the structural knowledge, and not from the mere idea of the
natural historian ; they got all their knowledge throughout as to the arrangement of
buildings from the construction of art-like bmldings. Though the lessons of nature
were most valuable, especially in regard to ornament, they must always resort to
actual buildinL'"s as the staple art of study. He then referred to a few instances
of the successful employment of Ironwork in architecture, especially the Crystal
Palace of Sir Charles Fox, which exliibited a vast repetition of smalt parts, and which
had a most beautiful effect. There were other instances of the like nature, such as
the Great Western Railway Terminus, the dome of the British Sluseum, and the roof
that was over Covent Garden Theatre, which had been so well described the other
evening at the Institute of Architects, by Mr. E. M. Barry. And there was another
very interesting example, that of the roof over the Court-yard of the New Museum
at Oxford, the design of which was most beautiful; it was nearly all wrought-lron
worked into imitations as far as possible, of natural foliage— it was a most excellent
work, by Mr. Skidmore. Mr. Smith then proceeded to state that he had lately been
employing cast-iron on two buildings, of vmich he had charge, and that in so doing-
he had succeeded in getting out nearly all his designs. [The speaker than proceeded
to explain the drawings which lie had brought with him, which referred particularly
to Maldon Public Hall, in which he had introduced, with success, cast-iron roof fan-
lights, spandrels, gratings, ventilator, tie-rods, Ac] The firm who carried out his
designs in cast-iron were Messrs. Baker, of Abbotts Iron Works, Falkirk, in Scot-
land, and they did the work at two-thirds of the cost which would have been charo-ed
for similar work in London. He was extremely satisfied with what had
been done for him by those gentlemen, and was glad at having
the opportunity of mentioning their names in the presence of a body of
architects. It struck him that ornamental work in architecture could bebetteraccom-
plished in iron castings than in wood, and in his practice he had carried out that
idea. He Imd also found that the reproduction of the same design many times in

casting, in order that all should be blended together, produced a most ornamental
effect. [This tbe speaker showed by reference to a drawing of a portion of a building
with which he was connected], llepctitions could be made without great expense,
either to the caster or the designer. A beautiful effect had been produced by having
a single pattern repeated a great many times in iron gratings for fronts of buildings

;

and such a process might be very easily and with great advantage applied to the
street architecture of London, and that could be carried out at really a very moderate
expense.
After a few observations from Sir, Lewes,
Mr. T. K, Smith drew the attention of the meeting to some phot<^aphs in the

room, illustrative of buildings in Venice, Florence, and Constantinople, which con-
tained specimens of wrought-iron work, some of them very fine ; he also referred to
tbe work of Mr. Digby Wyatt, a copy of which he had brought with him, and which
contained many fine specimens.
The Chairman exhibit<'dto the members some engravings of ironwork, which he

met with shortly before coming to the meeting ; they referred some of them to the
seventeenth ana eighteenth centuries, and others to an earlier period. The specimens,
bethought, showed a degeneration in the application of iron-work from the earlier
period ; the latter seemed weak and childish compared with the other. He thought
the finest specimen of wrought-iron work which he had seen was to be found at the
gates down Queen Anne's-walk, at Hampton Court—the " William and Mary ** were,
e was of opinion, very fine.

3Ir. Blahiiill, in reply, remarked that Mr. Smith was not present when he read
the abstract of his paper, otherwise he would have thought that he had treated
nature rather cavaherfy. What he said was, that neither nature nor any of the
styles should be copied. All styles had copied the works of their predecessors, but
they never made it a rule to do so. He thought that when the bulk of people began
to make a design they took a type, and orobably referred to some notices of ouildinga
which they found in the newspapers. Now as to the drinking fountain system, one
might have expected to see something original in it ; but he was not aware that there
was a drinking fountain m London, or anywhere else, worth looking at—(Cries of
bear, hear, and a laugh). One might have expected that something good would have
been produced in thatkindofconstruction.butnothingnewofany valuehadarisenup
to the present time. He thought it was an exceedingly bad system when they wanted
tomake a design, to rush to books and models tolookover, tor it frequently led to copy-
iam, the designer forgetting nature and the principles by which he would have been
enlded under other cTrcum.stances. The result was, that the architects of the present
aay were almost either thoroughly Greek or thoroughly Gothic. What he wished to
Insist upon was, not that they should guard against studying ancient examples, but
gnmrd against copying them. After referring to the water-uly lights frequently to
be seen in shop winaows, which was an exact copy of nattire, and which, whether

lit or unlit, was most abominable, ho spoke in favor of the use of wrought-iron as
preferable to that of cast-iron in many cases. Koundness suited wrought-iron best,
and squareness cast-iron, as might be seen by an examination of some gatee in the
City. The strength of cast iron was increased by straightuesa, and that of wrought-
iron by roundness. A great deal had been said against the use of cast-iron l)fcaase
a great number of copies might be made from the same design. But that objection
would apply with equal force to the engraving of a large number of copies of a
pleasing picture. And he thought the use of cast-iron to a greater extent tliau at
present would have the valuable effect of popularising the idea of ornament in archi-
tecture. The rust of iron in the interior of walls he hardly thought of much conse-
quence ; the rust would go on increasing; to some extent, but it was a natural dt'cay,

in the same way as tlierc was a natural decay of timber. He did not a])prove
of galvanising iron used in the exterior of buildings ; amixturc of nickel with wrought
iron would harden it.

After a vote of thanks to Mr. BlashlU, the meeting separated.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
A meeting of this Society was held on the evening of Wednesday, Feb. 15, the Rev.

the Master of University in the chair.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the society—E. W, Urquhart.

Esq., Balliol t E. Chambers, Esq., Pembroke College: J. Howard, Esq., Magdalen
College ; and A. R. Blundell, Esq., Queen's College.
The President then called on Mr. Parker for the continuation of his series of

lectures on "The History ofGothic Architecture."
Mr. Parker gave his second lecture on the history of architecture in England,

comprising the eleventli century. He considered this as the period when medieval
architecture properly begins, and it was a very important building era which has
been commonly overlooked. He said the great building movemout began early in the
century, and that the earliest efforts were very rude, but a gradual, steady progress
was made. Nearly all the remains of churches in what is called the Anglo-Saxon
style belon^^d to this century, and that the date of lOoO given, by the inscription on
Deerhurst Church (now preserved among the Arundel marbles at Oxford) might be
taken as a key to the history of the whole, as the characteristic features ot the style
were nearly all found in that church. Of the hundred churches which possessed the
same features in a greater or less degree, some he considered rather earlier and others
rather later. He remarked that the long and short work and balusters in the windows
marked the hand of carpenters rather than of masons; that these buildings were
copied from those which they had before their eyes, as they had no others to copy
from, and that they were peculiar to England, because on the continent the people
had Roman buildings remaining which served them for models. The Normans, ne
said, were better masons than the Saxons, and the art of building improved rapidly
from a closer intercourse with Normandy. But the Norman mode of building was
introduced before the Conquest, and we had considerable remains of the Abbey ot
Edward the Confessor at Westminster {of which Mr. Scott's drawings were exhibited
by his kind permission). The architecture was very massive and simple, and afforded
an excellent starting point for the history of the Norman style in England. During
the reign of the Conqueror few buildings were completed, though many were betjun

;

forty-eight'castles were building, besides several abbeys, and these probably furnished
work enough for the Norman masons. But he thought that the parish churches
still continued to be built by the Saxons after their own^fashion, though with better
masonry. The principal Anglo-Saxon churches mentionedas probably built before
the Conquest were Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts; Earl's Barton, Deerhurst Gloucester-
shire; thetransepts of Stow, Lincolnshire; and Barnock, North Hants. Engravings
of these and several others of the same character were shown, after the Conquest,
but of the time of the Conqueror. St. Michael's tower, Oxford (which he compared
with the keep of Oxford Castle, and showed that there was not much difference
between them), he cited as one of the best exambles. Sompting in Sussex, St,
Benet's at Cambridge, Wootten Warven in Warwickshire, he assigned also to the
time of the Conqueror. Jarrow and Monk's Wearmouth were recorded by Simeon
of Durham to have been re-built at this period. St. Alban's Abbey was almost of
Saxon character, at least the early parts, which were built at this time. Several
foreign churches were mentioned, and a caution given that the dates given in foreign
guide-books were usually those of the foimdation only, without any reference to the
rebuilding. St. Stephen's or the"Abbaie aux Homnies," and the "Abbaie aux
Dames,'* at Caen in Normandy, be showed to have been both almost entirely re-built,
the only parts of the time of William being the transepts and the lower parts of the
west front of St. Stephen's, and this work he showed to be very little in advance of
that of ithe Confessor's, at Westminster. The original parts of Westminster, the
crypt, and the transepts, were of much the same character, and the Royal Chapel in
the White Tower of London is not more advanced. Whatever sculpture they found
there had evidently been done afterwards, the original work having been quite plain,
and the capitals of the cushion shape, a cube with the corners rounded off, as the
great advance in the Norman style Delongs to the tune of William Uufus, he thought
it better to defer it to his next lecture.
The President thanked Mr. Parker in the name of the Society for the interesting

manner in which he had explained his subject, both verbally and by means of illus-

trations ; at the same time he begged to call the attention of members of tbe Society
to some unmistakeable Anglo-Saxon features in the tower of St. Michael's Church, in
that city, and also to some churches near the town wall of York, but above all to the
Abbey of St. Alban'a, which he stated to be well worth a careful visit.

The meeting was then adjourned till Tuesday, 21st iust.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
ON Monday evening an ordinary general meeting of this body was held in the

rooms, Conduit-street ; George Godwin, Esq., V.P., in the chair.

Mr. Nelson, hon. sec., read the minutes of proceedings at the last meeting, which
were approved of and confirmed.
The fyteen's Gold Medal—Mr. Nelson announced that at a Special General

Meeting of the Institute the Royal Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Sidney Smirke,
and that since tlien Her Majesty had been graciously pleased to approve of the
selection of the Institute.

Death.—HlT. Nelson announced the death since the last meeting, of Mr. Bish Webb,
Secretary of the Surrey Archaeological Society, and who had been a member of tae
Institute during half his life.

Donations.~ilT. C. Hayter Lewis, hon. sec, announced the following donations

:

—Anonymous, Remarks on the National Style in reference to the proposed Foreign
Office ; from Mr, George Godwin, Sixteen years' doings in the Restoration of St.

Mary, Radcliffe church. Bristol ; from Mr. George Godwin, Early Christian Buildings
and their Decorations, illustrated by Wilton Church ; from Mr J. G. Knight, Presi-

dent of the Victoria Institute of Architects, a Trejitise on Colonial Building Stones ;

also, from the same gentleman, Rules and Byelaws of the Victoria Instituteof Archi-
tects ; from Mr. J. G. Knight, Two Photographs of proposed Houses of Parliament,
at Slelbournc ; and other contributions.—Mr. Lewis then stated that the premiated
models for the Wellington Monument, which were in the room, had been lent to the
Institute.

3Ir. Penrose, hon. foreign corresponding secretary, announced two or three
donations from foreign correspondents.
A vote of thanks was then passed to the donors.
The Chairman directed the attention of the meeting to some drawing.^ by the

Rev. Mr. Parker, which were exhibited on the table. He announced that on the 5th
of March a paper would be read by Mr. Robert Kerr, "On the Historical Notices of
Building and Art in the Old Testament." He then said he had been requested to
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iiicution, in reference to the case of Mr. Ilrown, of Norwich, toucliln^' the rlplit of
county Burvevors to retain tht'ir drawinf^a, that in that case the rlfc'ht had been
admitted. After a Ion;? discnssion amoni^st the authorities, and a threat of Ictfal
proceedings against the surveyor for ri'taininjf hit! drawingH. his proposal liad het-n
accepted, and liis right to retain liis drawings admitted. lie liopud that before long
they would come to a resolution as an Institute, maintaining the opinion that all
drawings belonged to the architect, that the charge made by the ar<hitect waa not
for the drawings, but for the superintendence and production of the building for
which tlie drawings were made.—(Applause.)
Dr. Druitt then road the following paper
ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN IIABITATIONH, CON-

SIDERED IN RELATION TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH: —
I propo.se to brin^r before you this evening some considerations on the manner in

which liuman life is alTected by the construction and management of dwellings.
And I do so with the belief that the demolition and reconstruction of a large
part of the buildings which occupy tJie surface of this great city, and the better
management of the remainder, are the means through which we may hope to bo
delivered from some of our common domestic pestilences. Besides, it is evident
that when the Legislature confided to your Institute the duty of exaraming into
the professional acquirements of district surveyors, it placed in your hands, like-
wise, the power of exacting a knowledge of the conditions under which houses
are healthy or tlie reverse ; so that whilst, on the one hand, the public would be
secured against accidents arisin^: from inauflicient solidity, it may also bo secured
against those slow and silent, but a thousand times more destructive, accidents,
which arise from want of sunlight and fresh air.

It is evident that your calling and mine meet at a certain line. I spend my
life in the prevention and treatment of disease ; you are the constituted heads of a
profession employed in the construction of houses. I shall not apologise, therefore,
for endeavouring to present a sketch of the natural history of such diseases as may
be presumed to arise from misconstruction or mismanagement of bouses ; and I will
not apologise for treating the question In its medical aspects ; any practical inferences
will be best supplied by yourselves.
Now, in seeking to display the facts of the case, it is evident how masked and

complicated they often are as they exist amongst ourselves, and how desirable it

is to bring forward some experiments which shall show them in their simplest form.
Such experiments are made whenever a body of men go and take possession of a

country, and encamp in the open field, as in the common operations of warfare.
Then certain consequences follow as a matter of certainty ; and there is no cam-
paign of which we have any record, from that of the Greeks before Troy to that of
our own troops in the Eastern campaign, or that of the Spaniards now in Morocco,
in which we do not find distinct evidences of them.
Let me, as a fair specimen, turn to the pages of Kir John Prlngle, the historian of

the medical events of the various campaigns in the reign of George II. : and I choose
him because it delights me to give an incidental mark of respect to one of the
earliest and most honest observers of these matters, whose opinions, if acted up
to, would have rendered Miss Nightingale's labors unnecessary.
Let us accompany 1G,000 British troops, who in June, 1742, disembarked in

Flanders. Their first autumn and winter were not very eventful. They were
quartered in various towns in Flanders, and it was noticed that those who had
barracks in high and dry situations were healthy, whilst those in low and damp
one, where their shoes and belts rotted, were unhealthy. Their diseases were

:

various fevers and dysentery, which lasted through the autumn, but ceased with the
first frosts of November; and during the winter, colds, coughs, stitches, and
rheumatisms. But there was one malady observed during this winter which
attracted some attention ; and this was a peculiarly malignant and fatal fever, con-
fined to the hospital, and seeming to have originated in the foul air of a ward, where
lay a man with a mortified limb.
So the winter passed ; and in the spring the troops marched out, and on the 17th

May, 1743, found tlxemselves encamped iu an open and healthy country, at Hacchat
on the Maine.
Then began a regular cycle. During the first three weeks various inflammatory

diseases from cold prevailed
; pleurisies, coughs, and the like. By the end of June

the weather had become very hot ; they foug^ht the battle of Dettmgen, on the 27th,
and encamped on the spot, on wet ground, without straw, for two or three days after-
wards. Then dysentery broke out, and Sir John Pringle takes the opportunity of
demolishing the vulgar error, that such maladies arise from eating fruit. It con-
tinued all Julv and August, and did not abate till the army marched onwards,
leaving tlie foul, filth-saturated spot of earth behind them.
But mark tliis. The villa^fe ofVeckenlieim a league from the camp, was taken up

for an hospital into which, besides the wounded, about 1,5(K) men were sent, sick
with the dysentery. "By this means the air was vitiated to such a degree that not
only the rest of the patients were infected, but also the nurses and apothecaries, and
other attendants of tiie hospital, witli most of the inhabitants of the village. To this
acceded a still more formidable disease, namely the hospital on malignant fever, an
inseparable attendant of foul air from crowds, and animal corruption." These
diseases combined caused a great mortality in the village, while such as were seized
with dysentery, and not removed from the camp, escaped this fever, and generally
did well.

Now, with regard to the army, wlien they removed to fresh ground the dysentery
ceased ; but the intermittent and remittent fevers of the country broke out, and
lasted till the first frost ; when the men became healthy again, till, from increased
severity of cold, again came round the winter crop of stitches, coughs and
rheumatisms.
But no such good fortune awaited the inmates of theliDspital. There, no matter

what the original malady, they cauglit the fever, which acquired all the characters
of true plao-ue, viz., spots, blotches, and abscesses of the parotid glands. Of the hos-
pital attendants all were sick, and a third died ; of the patients, half died ; and "of

the poor inhabitants of the vilhxge, between the fever and dysentery, almost all were
destroyed.
And, now for the last phase. When the survivors' from Feckenheim were re-

moved, they were first taken to another hospital, which they infected with their own
fever; and then were sent a tedious voyage down the river, in some country barges,
to Ghent. There, it is said, and there seems no doubt of it, that a parcel of old tents,

used as bedding on the voyage, wore put into the hands of a tradesman to be
refitted; and that they conveyed infection to his workmen, seventeen of whom out
of twenty-three died.
Here I must leave Sir John I'ringle. But without following him in the Scottish

campaign of 1745, I have drawn sufficiently from him to show how four classes of
effects follow ;in 'definite sequence ;— first, fevers arising from the condition of the
surface of the earth, including intermittent and other malarious fevers ; secondly,
colds and rheumatisms, arising from insufficient protection ; thirdly, diarrhoea and
dysentery from insuflScient drainage ; and lastly, under certain conditions of filth

and crowding, fevers of new type, destroying all within their reach, and invested
with an intensity which enables them to spread amongst persons not within the
original focus.
Now, it is these four classes of maladies, of which we have seen the origin in the

definite experiment of a campaign, which in a greater or less degree affect us, and
which it is the province of the scientific constructor of houses to guard us against
specifically.

In fact, tliere are these four questions which should be asked concerning every
house :— Is it protected from malaria, or emanations from the soil ? Is it adequate
as a protection against cold, and does it supply such an amount of fresh air and sun-
light as shall be a protection against scrofula and other diseases of decay ? Is it so

drained that the inmates shallnot suffer from diarrhoea and other sewer diseases ?

And lastly, is it so arranged that it shall not be a breeding place for pestilence nor
yet a lurking place, if it happen to enter from without.

I would 'more particularly urge the necessity of looking at these things always in

• ntJoa, attboogti It

their relation of cause and effect. If defective conalructlon and defective dnOuM
cause such and iuch evlla, then where thoiie evIlM cxlit let un look for the eaiuet. ff
for instance, a fall of the tin rnioraeter »>e followed by a rise In the death rftt« from
lung disease, let us conitider wlhthur the habltatloua of tbepemle an aticb aa to
affi>rd them adequate protection from cold.
These, then, are the four points to which I shall dir. '

is the first and last only that time will allow nir to ii<

First, then, under the term malaria we may con.

j

i>iuatloni from tha
earth generally. And in conHldrring homes we ahoul-i n- v. r |.,rgct the lanre. and
in some countries, the increasing |Xirtion of the eartJi's surfac*-, which fa rrndrred
unfit for liuman habitation by the emanations from the ik»II. Well doea tbia Iket
bear out tlu' Divine admonition to suUlue the earth, aa well as to replenish It, and the
other Divine announcement, that bounds have been set to the habitations of tribes of
men. But we cannot wonder at It it we think of the myriads of ircneratlou of
which the earth's surface has been the graveyard ; and that speak as we mar of pvr«
and virgin soils, the whole earth, down to the bare rocka. Is ftill of oryaiilo dnrla.
and that our valh'ys, meadows and marshes are little more than the elerated mod oc
rivers and estuaries.

I will not dwell on the standard facts respecting malaria; that It affects white
races in preference to black ; that It Is lost about 56 de^rrecs north of the equator i
that it is intense in proportion to the heat; that It requires moisture, and yet t«
destroyed by actual floods; and Is most daneerous after long drought*, when Und
previously wetted Is nearly dry ; and that heat and stagnant watc-r andergolnff
evaporation above or underground arc the efRcIcnt elemeota In its production.
Of the effects of malaria, the moat specific In this climate Is Uielntcnuittent or

ague, which in hotter climates and more marshy soils passes by degrees Into the
pestiferous fever of Waleheren, the remittent of Spain, tne Yellow Jack of the West
Indies, and the fever which secures the annual apotheosis of an Anglican Bishop
at Sierra Leone.
Ague is now seldom fatal in London ; the Hegistrar-General gives only 178 aa the

average mortality of all Kngland for ague during the seven years 184^M. In Syden-
ham's time, in the rei^^n of Charles II., the case was different. Hespeakaof Its AfAng
fearful mischief In July and August, 1001, whole families falUng victims to it. He
speaks of it, further, as raging in liVSl. But the few cases of ague met with now
attract little attention ; so that terrestrial emanations are Tlrtually disregarded.
M'hether with perfect prudence is another question.
For it must be rememberi^d that ague, althougli the special, Is not the only product

of malaria. There is besides, in the first place, that brood of most painful tllnessea,
called rheumatic neuralgia, of which brow or face ague Is the commtmcst type. Thla
flourishes in aguish districts, and can be caught to perfection at Heme Bay (let me
say, by way of parenthesis, that the myriad of small flies which Infest this place
is a sure sign of u swampy situation; and abundance of flies always indicate the
presence of neglected decaying organic matter) ; but the brow ague is present every
year in London ; and In practice one knows that it affects certain bouses or streets
by preference.
In the next place, It is a property of malaria that It produces the same class of

illness which more usually arises from defective house-drainage. Witness the
cholera, which broke out amongst our troops in the beautiful but pestilential valley
of Aladyn, near Varna, and on board the ships of the Black Sea fleet, and
amongst the Spaniards now, m their Moorish campaign. Witness, too, that love of
a low level which is a constant feature in the cholera, and which seems to show ita

alliance with marsh miasma. Dr. Farr tells us that, taking the mean of the cholera
epidemics of 184s and 18.j4, in London, nearly \h per 1,000 of those livlnjj under
10 feet of elevation died, and I per 1,000 of those at the highest elevation ; and that, If

London be divided into terraces, of different degrees of elevation, the mortality from
an epidemic of cholera Is, in round numbers, inversely as to elevation.

Another property of malaria is its power of producing fevtrsof the continued, or
ardent type, like our typhus fever; and here let me observe that anyone who reads
the works of the physicians of classical antiquity, or even of our own Sydenham,
may well be surprised and thankful at the accounts of constant epidemics, and as
they were callet^ stationary fevers, or fevers of the country, of which we have no
practical knowledge in our hapiiier times.
Another point to be remarked in malaria Is the remarkable way in which it

enhances all diseases of degeneration. The tunbellies, crooked limbs, pale lips,

and glandular swellings of the children, and the sickly, wan appearance of the
adults, at Waleheren, was remarkable.
Again, another point is the power It has of giving intensity to almost any

disease, of which the following may serve for an example:—In the years 1805

and 1806, certain regiments which were quartered at Ilythe had an outbreak of
ophthalmia, which they had previously contracted in Egypt. They were
removed to Dover and other places, without getting rid of it ; ana on 9th May, 1806,

were sent to Riding Street Barracks, twenty miles in the interior of Komney Marsh.
Dr. Vetch, who wrote a description of the disease, calls attention to these emphatic
facts. The ophthalmia was generated amongst the inhabitants of the marshy soil of
Egypt ; when brought home, it first appeared in any virulence at Ilythe, at the edge
of Romney Marsh ; at Ridiufj Street, in the centre of the Marsh, it broke out with
tenfold virulence ; it assumed a remarkably mild form when the men were removed
twenty-four miles, from Riding Street to Maidstone; and an equally remarkably
severe" form on the return to Riding Street, when the assizes compelled the men to

remove from Slaidsfone.
Now. if we consider thesefacts with regard to malaria, and remember that London,

like ancient Rome, is, as the Registrar-General says, built upon low hills, in the

midst of an imperfectly reclaimed swamp ; that it was once severely scourged by It

;

that even now there are occasional indications of its presence ; and that it contains

in itself the essence of all such diseases as can be produced by putridity and damp,
besides those which are special to itself, and that it a^rgravates all ; -the practical

queslion arises, is it not worth while to take even superfluous precaution to get rid of

every trace of the evil, and to avoid everything which would tend to create it

artificially.

Now, it will be well worth asking, are there anv present indications of the presence

of malaria in London ? I believe that it does exist, though generally in a masked
form, and undistinguishable from other prevailing sources of illneas. Let me gtTe

the following instance :—
My attention was called to a small cluster of houses, inhabited by respectable

tradespeople, and with no want of drainage or ventilation. In the first place, a

healthy girl of eighteen years of age died of fever, at No. 12. Two cases of fever

then occurred at No. 11. A year afterwards, another case of anomalous fever at

No. 12. This year I saw some people from No. 10: the children suff^'ring from

diseases of degeneration ; the mother told me that last year she had a rej,^ular tertian

ague, though she had never been out of London. 1 have long known of these

houses, that they stand on the side of a hill, on the very edge of a bank of" clay,

parallel with Ticcadilly. which banks up the water In the gravel behind; and that

the basements of these houses are always wet, sometimes flooded ; and just the

place where, theoretically, ague might be expected.

A friend of mine lived at Kilburn for some years with nothing worse than

occasional rheumatism, and never anything like fever or ague ;
moreover, ague was

unknown, and fever very rare in the place till in the winter of 1857—1N»8. a railway

was constructed, and an embankment, 2.5 feet high, made of clay from under Lud «-

hill at liampstead. The first effect was to cut off ventilation and render my
friend's garden damp. But so soon as the hot sun acted on this bank. "J?"***"*^
emanations which poisoned every member of the family more or less, tneeioeai

son had a continued fever, preceded by great depression, sighing, and ocular specira

;

tw3 of the daughters had severe tertian ague, another mumps and «bi:hter ague ; inc

servants and wife similarly affected ; and several cases of ague in Killmru.

It must be remarked, too. that there are ague years, as 16ol and lOfvJ; and m our

time, 1827 and 1808, when it prevailed unusually in London. k-«„
Moreover, there are many instances of the spread of disease which, m the aosenoe
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do not mean merely the close*! pijR'.*i and impervious"t*bauneis bv wliich li'onse drainairi
and surface water are carried away ; but the porous pipes eniploved by the scientific
farmer. Tho pliiioi^ophy of the thiujr is obvious. A conf*tunt (^escendinff capillary
current of water, brin^ang: into it the atmospheric air throutrh a porous soil, provides
for the oxidation of all noxious mutters. Hut this oxidation is conditional on free
access of air. which the displacement of absorbtnl water causes.

If this were attended to, probably we should have less of the fever which prevails
in new uei-^hbourhoods in ilie outskirts of London, In a clay soil. But as things are,
you may see houses erected on a clay soil, covered with stagT>a"t water, which is just
concealed by a little made j.T0und. Last summer, too, 1 saw at Weymouth, a whole
row of new houses standing: in a swamp. Moreover, in many parts often a
fictitious elevation is erected by means of made earth and rubbish ; itself charged
with otTenslvc organic matter. I can point to examples iu Gloucester-place,
Kegenrs-park, and Gloucester-road, South Kensington,

1 may conclude this part of mv BubjtHit, by submitting to your judgment the opinion
that llie preparation of tbe surface of the ground is a most important point, and the
lirst point to be effected in the scieutitic construction of houses.
On the second and third divisions of my subject, namely, diseases which arise from

imperfect proteeiion, and^want of house drainage, 1 have not time the treat ; but
whilst discussing malaria, let me say one word on the kindred subject of damp. I
have many eases, collected from various parts of this parish, iu whichmcre dampness
by Itself produced a most singular and uniform train of symptoms ; consisting of
extreme mental despondency, and accompanied with anoimia and bodily feebleness,
and with a tendency to drink and to suicide.
Passing over these matters, I now wisli to direct your attention to a matter in

which none of us can help being personally interested : I allude t© the origin and
propagation of the common domestic pestilences, small-pox, scarlet fever, and others
of the jrroup.

Consider, m the first place, the number ofthem. Tlierc are small-pox, measles, scarlet
fever with diptherlte, and wlioopmg-coiigh, each of which is, so to say, the centre
star of a host of satellites, in tlie guise of chicken-pox, eruptions on the skin, mumps,
and others, which, being more fi-equent and less fatal, are not so much talked about.
though they often cause most distressing illness. Now it is worth remarking, that
the average annual mortality fVom these four diseases, in the seven years, 1848—54,
was not less than 37,108. The total loss of our army in the Crimean War was imdcr

Now, in respect of these four diseases, it is too often taught, both by members of
my own profession, and by others, that tliey arise from what is called specific conta-
ition, that is to say. that they do never arise de novo, or ah initio, out of filth and
crowding, but that they absolutely require for their development a germ derived from
some preceding case.
Of course it will be seen at a glance that belief, in such a case, has some very

practical bearings. For if a man believes that scarlet fever can only reach him by
contagion from without, derived from some pre-existing case, he will carefully look to
his front door ; he will exclude suspicious visitors, and i)erhaps fumigate his letters
and the clothes which come from tlie laundress ; and in doing so be will do well.
But he possibly may neglect to see \vhere it is that the air of the house comes from
by night, when his street-door is closed up, and every aperture rendered as impervious
88 possible by which a clean current may enter ; and he may neitlier know nor care
that the air of his bed-room enters through an ill-fitting door in the basement, where
it has received contributions from a dust-bin, from a collar full of mouldering old
hampers and straw, and from a damp coal cellar and servants' water-closet iu the
area.
Now, partly under the influence of this doctrine of specific contagion

;

and partly from the fact that those four maladies and their satellites for the
most part attack us but once in our lives, the public mind has attained to a wonder-
ful dcCTee of apathy and acquiescence, insomuch that we are accustomed to look
upon tnem as necessary and unavoidable evils, and to think that the annual loss of
37.tK)0 lives may be lamented, but cannot be helped.
If I can succeed in dislodging this doctrine, and rendering it probable to you that

they do arise from tlio same class of causes as did the malignant fever in the
hospital at Fcckenheim, I shall venture to hope that our time will not have been
quite wasted.
Now, in the first place, let me remark that the above four domestic pestilences

are members of a very large family of zymotic diseases, so called, some of which
likewise were once regarded as specific ; but which now are admitted on all hands to
be^pable of being created where the necessary conditions are combined.
Take for example typhus, or continued fever, which destroys 17,S-H persons on

an average per annum. I was reading the other night an essay by a venerable
friend, describing an outbreak of it amongst troops in Jersey m 1806; and
he says of the causes of fevers, that they are utterly unknown and locked
up i" th<i bosom of the Bclty. When, too, I received my medical education
at King's College, the I^rofessor of Medicine, known to us all as a most
sajEracious and benevolent physician, laid particular stress on the doctrine that
fever must come by contagion, and that although dirt might create the soil it could
not create the seed. But later research has resolved typhus into groups : in one we
reeognfae a fever generated by the vapour of sewers ; in another, tho product of
overcrowding, and so on ; so that no one doubts now that by putting the proper
elements together, a fever poison could be bred, as certain as prussic acid can be lormed
in the laboratory of the chemist.
Let me, in the second place, allude to that group of zymotic diseases which are

generated in hospitals ; and I do so lor the purpose not merely of showing that they

!/?j 1 '^ ^^S^*^^' serve amongst ourselves for laboratories of new diseases, as surely as
did the hospitals of Feckenheim, but likewise of paying a passing tribute to yourself,
Mr. Fresidcnt, whose papers on hospitals are not the least of your services to
humanity.

Begin, if you please, with the well-known story, a " Light for the Line," by the
anthoress of " iledley A'icars." Thomas Ward, a young navigator, had his arm torn
off, and suffered amputation at TJniversity College Hospital; and he lost his life
because his blood was so poisoned by the hospital air, that it was unable to furnish
material for healing the severed arteries, He was advised to leave in order to escape the
hospital lever ; and went home and bled to death In his cottage at Beckenham. The
J<*™*

*>f any military surgeon are full of instances of what is called the haemorrhagic
siOKness generated in military hospitals ; or, in plain English, the patients' wounds
WOQld bleed to death unless they j^ot out out of the hospital air.
Numerous, indeed, arc the varieties of effect of hospital miasm, you may have

erysipelas, you may have pya;nia, a condition in which a patient perishes with uni-
^^"1 abscesses, or you may have low inflammation, or diffuse inflammation, all of
which can be nropagated artificially and reproduce either of the others, and this more
particularly if the native miasm of the Hospital be aided by a blast of sewer air.
Some years ago I witnessed a remarkable operation in one of the leading metro-

politan hospitals. The skill and coolness of the surgeon were remarkable. But the
patient died of low inflammation. I heard one of the young men attached to the
Hofpital say, " That patient was in bed VJ ; every patient in that bed dies after an
operuiUtn. Jt receives a blast from the watercloset. I entreated the surgeon not to
ptit this one there ; but he does not believe in sanitary measures.'*
But even these hospital diseases sink into insignificance, in all other respects, when

we consider the relation which they have to the death of women by puerperal fever,
at the very time when they are most the objects of solicitude and affection.
No one, not in the medical |)rofession, can have an idea of the painlul series of facts

which have forced accoucheurs to guard women in childbirth Irom every source of
putrid miasm ; and which show that the putrid watercloset, or the ordinary cause of
lerer or scarlet fever may soon rob a house of the mother ; and that wherever gene-

rated the fever may spread ; nor bow painfully oiu* brethren liare learned the neces-
sity of absolutely guardlnn; such patient IVom every source of contamination. Abun-
dantly has it been proved that any putri<l poison, ^vhatever, whether from the diseased
living, or IVom the dead, may originate this fearful scourge, and that Irom whatever
point putrescence has begun at, it may be carried to others.

Still more fully may the source of this domestic pestilence be found in that mis-
taken and unnatural institution the Lying-in Hospital. For whole generations has
it been known that what is death to the wounded soldier in the military hosjiital is

equally death to the poor woman in the lying-in hospital. My friend Dr. Kobert
Ferguson, for some years physician to the General Lying-in Hospital and Professor of
Midwifery at King's College, writing in 1S;H>, says, "We have abundance evidence of
the disease being most fatal in hospitals. Neither the skill, nursing, nor diet diminish
the mortality to a level with that of the out-door population. In her own home the
patient is generally better placed with regard to ventilation than iu most hospitals,
and in no malady is pure air, quickly changed, so requisite as in the puerperal state ;

it is, in fact, the chief prophylactic. A lying-in hospital should consist either of a
series of cottages or its spacious wards should contain very few patients. When
fever prevails the hospitals should be closed." So wrote Dr. Ferguson in I83S; but
General Koutine, the oldest commander in the British army, reig^ns omnipotent else-

where, and in 1858 the medical periodicals are furnished with fresh accounts of the
manufacture of puerperal fever at the General Lying-in Hospital. Dr. Uigby, senior
physician to the hospital, showed that from January, 1837, to August, 1841, the mor-
tahty of women in child-bod was 7t)'05 per 1,()00. Then a ventilating system was
established, and, being obstinately misused by the nurses, whilst the old open windowB
were in abeyance, the death-rate during the twelve months next after the hospital
was re-opeued was at the rate of 90-yo per 1,000. Then for a period of seven years
of perfect ventilation the deaths were reduced to 4-81 per 1,000. Again, iu April,
1850, the committee determined to discontinue the ventilation, and from this time to
May, 1855, thirty women died, or at the rate of 2077 per 1,000. No evidence can be
clearer than that the puerperal fever is an artificial disease, made out of putrid
vapours, and that out of the cases in which it appears in private life, some, at least,

received contagion from hospitals. I must not quit this disease without noticing
that there is a now almost obsolete disease, the erysipelas of infants, which is gene-
rated wherever the mothers die of puerperal fever, and that one disease, lock-jaw of
infants is now scarcely met with even in Ireland.
To conclude the catalogue of hospital diseases, I must not omit hospital gangrene

a kind of mortification attended with exudation of a leathery putrescent material*.

which is constantly generated in crowded military hospitals, and occasionally visitf

the civil ones. There is a capital experiment recorded by I'rofessor Burgmans, o
Leyden. In 1708, hospital gangrene prevailed in a lower ward [of a hospital in that
city, A surgeon, in order to ventilate it, made an opening through the ceiling into
the ward above, and in 30 hours the disease attacked the three patients in the upper
ward who lay nearest the opening. Hospital gangrene of a wound and diphtheria
in the throat i>resent the closest^analogies.
Next glancing in ])assing at the diseases which emanate more emphatically, but not

at all exclusively from the sewer poison, that is the typhoid fevtT, diarrhoea,
dysentery, cholera, and the severer cases of boil and carbuncle, all of which, if severe,
arc communicable, let me allude to the vast number of diseases of external surfaces
which obey the same law as those under consideration—viz., that they may be
engendered under certain conditions, and then spread to the healthy. Amongst
such maladies are many known tousonly byname, although vestiges of them are to be
found in Ireland ; such as the plica polonica, the button scurvy, sycosis raenti, and
the leprosy of the middle ages ; amongst these, too, are those maladies which are
the appointed scourge of incontinence, respecting which the late Army Sturgeon,

Wm. Fergusson, expresses his belief, that wherever foul and promiscuous immorality
prevails, there they will spring up. But let me allude, too, to the KgypLiau
ophthalmia, which was the object of much dread and controversy in tlie last

generation. Never absent from the debased peasantry who occujiy the crowded huts
in the towns on the marshy soil of Egypt, it was brought home from that country
by our troops in 1800, and was propagated and flourished wherever it met with a
congenial habitat; was often noticed to disappear during a march ; was aggravated
by close, damp air ; but always has been, and is now certain to appear m Yorkshire
schools, workhouses, and barracks, whenever the eyes are irritated and exposed to
an atmosphere tainted with human exhalations. But nowhere was this more
palpable tilan in the case of slave ships; and there is an absolute truth in the talc

sometimes told by poets, of a ship rolling about at the mercy of winds and waves,
because a part of the tmhappy captives and the ship's crew were blinded by con-
tagious ophthalmia.
Equally true is this with regard to the air passages. Let one or two persons, ill

with common catarrh, shut themselves up, and create a vitiated atmosphere, tlieir

visitors will, to my knowledge, run the greatest risk of " catching cold."
Another disease, which at times creates an awful interest from its great fatality

when communicated to man, is the glanders, a well-known disease ofthe horse. But»
although the efl'ects of the glander poison are as regular and Sf)ecific as possible, yet
veterinarians have always maintained that it can anywhere be generated, o6 initio^

under the combined influence of low condition and bad air. The constancy with
which It breaks out when horses are sent long voyages is worth noticing.

I^et me now touch in passing at some of the diseases of bygone days—as the Him-
garian fever, for example, which was said to have been introduced by troops in the
reign of Queen Elizabeth, and to have ravaged England from one end to the other ^
and, still later, at the plague, of whioh Sir W. Petty, writing in 108.% declares that a
visitation of it occurs once in twenty years, and that it carries off one-iiiYh of tiie popu-
lation. Sydenham, treating of the causes of the plague, says they are " matters, Rke
many others, upon which vain and arrogant philosophy specnla'tes to no purpose,"
and proceeds to "thank the mercy and goodness of the supreme God," because He
hath willed that the plague shall occur at distant intervals; and estimates that It

visits the British Isles no oftener than once in 30 or 40 years; yet," says he, •' when it

has done so, its attack has been of more than ordinary severity, and with its full

complement of terrors. Moreover, there is always a pestilential condition left for

some few years after a great plague year, like the ffleaning of the harvest, so that all

fevers take the plague character ; and just as that m small-pox years, all fevers what-
ever take a small-pox character."

I dare say that when Sydenham wrote, he would have thought it just as visionary
to expect to he delivered from the plague, as some of us do from scarlet-fever or
hooping-cough. But the editor of the "Collection of London Bills of Mortality,**

1751), was able to say, " London has now been free from plague for lOo years. Wa8
it, then, bred or imported?" If imported, why isit imported no longer ? Thegreat
fire may have destroyed the breeding-piaces, but could not have hindered
importation.
This is just the question which we ought to put with regard to our four domestic

pestilences. Arc they bred, or are they imported ? And it surely comes within the
scope of your profession to consider it ; for if, as I hope to show, whtm they viru-

lently break out in and spread in any house, it is not because they are imported, but
generated out of surrounding conditions; then the prevention and eradication of
these plagues rests with you.
Mind, 1 do not deny that these pestilences can not spread by contagion ; quite

the reverse. But what I affirm is, that they from time to time arise up here and
there, de nm'o, out of the malaria, or the defective house-drainage, or the want of venti-

lation of our own houses.
Now, let me give some instances of the scarlet-fever, or throat-group, including

diphtheria, and the varieties of putrid sore-throat, which have convinced me that
they are the products of putrid vapour, just as typhoid fever and cholera are.

The diflicuity of precisely fixing on the very site of an outbreak in u large town iB

very great : not so in a remoteconntry seaside village at the extremity of a peninsula,
which is emphatically no thoroughfare. Such a village is Swanage. iu Dorsetshire,
where scarlet-fever broke out some years since amongst the patients of my friend,

Mr. WJllcox, who gave me the particulars. It began by simultaneously affecting
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tliirteon members of a laraily. on wliof^i; prcminoH a foul cOBspooI. uiicmptkil for
y«ars, had burst. Thcrt" was no uthcr euee for many nilles around, till Mr. Wlllcox
carried the infection unt-onHciousIy to a poor woman on thv other Hide of a hill, from
Whence It spread, from one to anotlier. till there were 170 patients and three deaths.
When Mr. Wlllcox was laid up with it the infection cea«ed.
In Warohnm, in 1S5!». Mr. Wiilcox distinctly traced an outt)reak of orarlct-fever

in a row of small houses to be emanations from a putrid ditch oppUHite, which
received the sewajre of tlu' upper parts of the town.
The Inspector of Nuisanees of this parish, whilst superintending the opening' of a

cesspool in a house which had been infected with scarlet-fever, which was examined
on that account, was smitten with the emanations, and went home ill with the fever,
which bef_'-an then and there.
The first ease of diphthcrite I ever saw was on (he 7th July. \Hr>^\ in the person of

a'lady stayintr at a private hotel In Dover-street. Her maid and son took the dis-
ease afterwards. All were exposed to vapours from a cablu(>t in their suite of apart-
ments which oiifiht to have poisoned someone.
Three deaths from diphtheria occurred in the winter of 185S-M), at 200, Oxford-

street, and one in a eonti(?uous and communicating: house, 17, Ilanover-place. Com-
plaints were made that the air of these houses was nauseous In the extreme ; and it

was found that it stood over a putrid swamp, composed of its own scwat^-e, wliiehliad
had no means of escape for a generation. All the workmen employed in excavating
this, were laid up with severe sore throat.
Five deaths ol^ehildren, and one severe illness of a woman, occurred in one house,

No. 15, Woodstock-street, in March and April, 18j'J. All three persons lived iu the
hack of the house ; some who lived iu the front were ill. In the back kitchen it js

reported that there was a current of sewer air of most offensive odour, from an un-
trapped sink in the back kitchen.
A remarkable noint is, how scarlatina, diphtheria, putrid soro throat, and measles

herd together. If three or four persons die in one house, under different medical
authorities ; one will return his death as measles ; another his as diphtlieria ; anotlier
as pulnd sore throat, and another as scarlatina.

My own conviction is, that each of these maladies, with their consequences, small-
pox an{l hooping-cough, are so many products of putrid earth, putrid water, and
putrid air festering iu tlie dwellings around us.

Last mouth a party of benevolent gentlemen undertook a sanitary walkthrough
some of the houses of the poor in St. George, Ilanover-aquare. One soon was obliged
to leave, the air of the houses made his throat sore.

It is constantly observed by those who have to work the sanitary machinery of the
Metropolitan Locnl Management Act, that all these diseases flourish and fade, side
by side, and that the accumulating evidence of a common origin is invincible.
Even whilst lam writing this, a ft-iend calls to tell me of the death from diphtheria

of the child of a mutual friend, this 17th February, 1800. I ask the question, is the
house healthy ? Oh dear no; there is no staircase window; the house is always
stulfy, and never can be sweet ; besides, the waterclosets are within the house,
and in some of the bedrooms. Has there been illness before, and if so, in any
particularpartof the house? Oh yes : amongst the children; they had cholera in
1850; and in April 185S there were such symptoms of poisoning amongst the
nursemaids and children, that the father of the family sent some of the water to be
analysed. No j)oison was found in the water; but it was found that a constant cur-
rent of foul air ascended Into the nursery, though an untrapped sink from the drain
below. The children all look blanched and auocmic. AH that professional skill,

affection, nursing, and lavish nourishment could eifect, was done for tlie poor
child; but the question will occur to everyone, was she not poisoned by the air of
the house ? and yet the house is new, and the rent not much under £300 a year.
I am unable, from want of time, to adduce more of the evidence of which this is a

specimen. In favor of the 0-6 /m/to origin of scarlet fever and its allies; an opinion,
wnlch lias arisen independently in ray own mind,«nd been, as I conceive, conlirmed
by the inexorable logic of facts.
Evidence of the same kind, aa there ia for the independent origin of scarlet fever

exists also for that of small-pox and measles, although in lesser degrees. But time
warns me to come to my conclusion.
In the remarks which I have made, I have confined myself, as I said T would,

entirely to the medical side of the question, and have purposely abstained from
entering into any details of construction or arranpi-eraent, on which points I should
come here to hear, and not to speak. But after full consideration, I determined to
confine myself to the natural history of disease, being convinced that every study of
nature, whether in her order or disorder must lead to good results ; and that when
once it is stated emphatically that good drainage, fresh air, sunlight, and space are
antidotes to all diseases arising from houses, it only requires to bring before you an
ample store of medical facts, shomng the intensity of tlie evils to be combated, and
you will not fail to devise and apply tl»e structural preventives and remedies. Forif it

be not known and believed, that hospital gangrene, puerperal fever, and scarlet fever
arise out of certain conditions, iiow can the constructor be expected to to take pains to
avert them ? If it bo not knownjand believed that sunlight and air are necessary to pro-
tect children from scrofula, why should not the constructor build a low room with
borrowed light for an infant school ? and so of the rest, But I will conclude with
offering four brief suggestions, arisin"- out of the general view of the subject.
In the first place, your Institute will render an essential service to humanity, not

merely if you insist on a knowledge of the conditions which render houses healthy
or the reverse, from candidates wiib are entering your profession; but still more if

such a state of professional ethics, or etiquette be cultivated, that designers of houses
of every grade shall be deterred, both by conscience, and by a regard I'or professional
opinion, from designing, aud from sanctioningthe designs of such houses or the subse-
quent enlargement or alteration of houses, as shall render them unhealthy: such
as 'putting five houses where there is room for four only, and so depriving one
of air, as is the case of my iriend's house, who lost his child from diphthcrite. Your
professional weight will be well employed in controlling the ignorance and cupidity
of the owners of houses.
Secondly, I would suggest the expediency of experiments in the construction of

houses upon improved conditions. At present our experiments are irremediable, for
when the house is built, it cannot be pulled down; but that which is wanted is

power to erect experimental houses, such as that described in the Government Re-
port on Warming and Ventilation. For instance, as chemical knowledge increases,
we see the folly of sending a large portion of our fuel up our chimueys ; and, as
towns increase, the air of a wide area becomes daily more contaminated from a
thousand causes, and it becomes mo.st desirable to remove not merely the opaque but
the transparent products ot combustion, tiie sulphurous acid and the like. In fact,

there would be no impossibility in conveying all the foul air out of a block of houses
by one channel, and washing it from its impurities betbre It is allowed to mix with
the atmosphere. But for these purposes experiments are needed, which your In-
stitute may procure, but which would be hopeless for private individuals.
In the third place, it appears absolutely necessary to utterly remove the old, dilapi-

dated, dark, stiualiii, damp tenements which cover a large area of this metropolis.
Practically speaking, tliey are perfectly incurable, and they serve only as a nurserv
of an enfeebled and sensual population. There are houses close by from which
disease is never absent ; the soil is sodden with damp and riddled with drains and
cesspools; the walls damp and saturated with the exhalations of years; the wood,
decayed and spongy, full of vermin, never looking clean, and, from its porosity, re-
fusing to dry if washed, t^ucli houses are utterly hopeless ; and it is evident that it

would be a boon to humanity if the district where they prevail could be razed to the
ground, the surface excavated and then covered with dwellings which would admit
the light and air and encourage cleanliness.
Lastly, let me say, that looking to the number of the conveniences of life

which society intervenes to procure for its poorer members—such as churches,
clergy, schools, libraries, baths, washhouses, savings* banks, clubs, hospitals and
dispensaries ; relief in destitution over and above the legal pittance ; work for the
unemployed ; reformatories for the fallen ; and even protection of the brute from -
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what might he called the arrangementK propof«ed, V
dirt In any shape or fonn. The first note he mad.* -. .>

had reference to malaria, or exhalations trom ther^m:, a

had had a great deal to do with Holland, a country peci.i

duced from such a cause. Now, in that country the drr
ceedingly defective, but he did not find in it, with all the n 1.

the 'particular forms of disease which thev were nlwavs i'

drainage or the uon-removal of exhalation's. In lloUainl 1 .. 1

(lisease, but not the typhoid form, or the hospltal-disear:. s uhm !i

malarious diseases. In Holland the rale of mortality was very fcariul < • it

what prevailed in our own country; but he was mclined to think i!. -i

mortality in Amsterdam arose rather fnmi the deficient mode of living liini inmi the
exhalations of the soil. Though it was true that there were malarious dist^ases, aud
diseases arising from deficient dralna;,'^e, which were very important matters for con-
sideration, there were a great many other diseases which otufht lo be coinddered, as
well as those which arose from malaria. They had some stiiklng instaucofl of those
iu our own population. If they went into the tanneries It was found that the work-
people had to deal with East India kits, which came over In a state of decomposition,
with which they had to work, and yet the rate of mortality was not very great
amongst them. Dr. Dmltt iobserved'that. (owing to the thinness of th- wnli^ nf
houses, the rate of mortality increased, and that the houses were l^•

" fy
warm tor the maintenance of life. Now, inasmuch as the hulk of li 11

were employed out of doors, they should not attach too much ii. . »

houses not being guincienily warm; and iu London there were n uui.iiioim
under the Building Act which prescribed a certain thickness of walls. Then,
as to the occurrence of the ague in Kugland : for about a hundred years that
disease was not only contagious but epidemic. It decreased or almost
disappeared, but within the last two or three years it had appeared at
Wisbech and Ely, apparently through tlie dry weather we had experience<l in thin
country. But some medical man in the neighbourhood referred lo had proved that
the use of opium in that part of England had singularly decreased, and with that
disuse of opium ague had appeared. He mentioned this to show that there were
other causes of disease acting and reacting upon one another which ' ' * • *^o

taken into account, instead of simply considering the causes that ^" it

once. At Heme Bay they were told that agues, neuralgia, and other d, !i

flesh was heir to, were to he found, as well as at other places having a pnii. . .m ;.. ..lo-

gical position, especially in regard to ptTmeable an<I impermeable strata. I'licv should
remember that there was considerable evaporation from sand-beds, and such things
were worthy of consideration when they talked about matters which renflercd houses
healthy or unhealthy. The influence and reaction of geology on the h' iHhinessof
houses merited more attention than it had received from the constrnctural and
medical prolessions. AVith respect to the theory of the occurrence of chulcra m low
levels, he was of opinion that there were great doubts aa to the correctness of that
theory, and. Indeed, the whole theory about cholera was so doubtfid as to
place it in mystery. In one year it rejoiced in the low, and in another in

the high level ; sometimes it was oftener found in a year in the deserta of
Arabia than in the low levels of Holland. Such a subject required much
more philosophic investigation than it had yet received. Then as regarded
the importation of the pla{!:ue, and the cessation of the plague in Eng-
land, we in England were liable to consider that the Are of lOftti put a stop to the
plague; but no plague in Northern Europe had taken place since that period.

Seneca made a remark to the efl^ct that a long peace generally created a new
disease. It was a wise saying, and It showed how mysterious were the causes or
diseases. Such matters were not studied in that comprehensive spirit in which they
ought to be in order to acquire a knowledge of the causes of diseases. .\» to the
town of Swanage, referred to by the lecturer, and a town which he (Mr. Bumcll)
happened to know, the inspector of nuisances seemed to have caught the fever quite

as much from going into the house as from opening the cesspool, so that he thought
there was some connexion between the cause and the effect in that inslauce. The
lecturer, after a long description of the evil effects produced by the many ab()mina-

nations which they knew to prevail in London, told them that the unhealihiness of
houses depended as much upon the lack of sun-light, of air, and on the presence of
putrid water, as upon emanations from the cesspool. Now, the whole of the previoos

part of the lectun-r's essay had been directed exclusively to one of those evils. >ow,
as to the putrid water, he (Mr. Bunull) thought that that was hardly auCTilto
which people living in London could consider themselves <-xp08ed.

iJr. Drcitt - I meant the putrid water from the sewers.
Mr. BuHNEr-L.—Then as to the untrapped sinks, it was so entirely within the

power of the inhabitants of houses themselves, that the remedy must remain in the
hands of the public. They knew that if there was an obstruction in a cessppol,

somebody pulled up the trap, or broke It it it could not he nulled up. It was by Im-
proving the education of the people they could cure that class of evils. One obser-

vation was made by Dr. Druitt which he should like to refer to—namely, that It

would be necessary for the architectural profession to take some measures to prevent

the construction 0^ an hospital in a crowded neighbourhood, upon or across a paved
public way. That was, of coiu^e, an allusion to King's College Hospital But the

fault complained of was attributable, not to the architect, but lo the council of the

hospital. The council had plenty of medical officers to consult, and if th* y did not

keep the Council right, surely the architect eould not do so. Then a great ileal had
been said about the consumption of smoke ; but it that were done he mu>t say that

he believed carburetted carbon was the best absorbent of malaria. He very mucU
questioned whether all that had been said about consuming smoke was lounded upon
veryphilosophic views of the subject, as somevery strongly suspected that the healtn

of London was improved by the smoke. There was another matter he wislied to

referto, and that was the recommendation of the lecturer to pull down large houMS
which were unquestionably fever haunts, and to build up new ones. How was tnat

to be done, without incurring enormous expenses, by the substitution of gronna-

rent for , house-rent ? As to the improvements of New Cannon -sircci,

and at Paris, more than forty wr cent, of the money cost of pulhmr tiown waa
absolutelv lest. Now, suppose tu^v 1^ "?d down old houses and . n rt. 1 'V''^'''™"^

and that people went into them wi"th The same habits as before- \ were

filled with the low Irish population, it would then be found thif '

Jiv
utter lack of the first habits of decencv and cleanliness. It was :.

'.iLiztf
about pulling down old houses and 'building model houses ami >*Wnriii

;
P«ppie

ought to be told that happiness depended upon themselves. *
"f ,}^ "^^ /"""iJ~

taught to know that the happiness of home depended upon her. *nij]';". '"*'_™*

band would not go about "lushhjg" all over the town. He was atraid they were
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dotn^ too much for thep<M)ple, instead of teaehing^ the people to do eDOug:h for them-
•elrcft. But the evil co mplaincd of did exist, and it must be g-rapplcd witli vig-o-

ronaly. Of course a dirty, tilthy, foul smell, or anythiu(<: of tliat sort must be a
•erious evil, but tlic remedy rested mainly with toe inhabitants themselves, and
anin, in considering the subject ttiey should make a careful and special examination
of all the bearings of the question—^Applause.)

Mr. Havwood afi-reedVith nearly ail Mr. Buruellhad said, and that gentleman's
judgment and opinion were deservrng ot the very hig:he8t respect, for there was
no man among^ the civil engineers and architects, who had devoted so much time
and attention to the subject of the lecture, and brought so much logical cousideratiof
to it. He would sooner (take ftlr. Hurneirs idea respecting the important point of
the generation of disease than he would the opinions of any dozen doctors—-<a
laughv He tMr. Haywood) could bring before themeetin": a mass of facts which
to nis mind would contradict every statement the lecturer nad made. The speaker
then proceeded to make some comments upon the paper which had been read.
Mr. H. H. IUrnell having briefly addressed the meeting,
The Chairman entered his strong protest against some of the observations made

b> Mr. G. R. Iturnell and Mr. Ifaywood.

Mr. E. XAsn was of opinion that Dr. Dniitt's paper threw no imputation on
architects ; it only expounded a theory, and whether that theory was riijlit or wrong,
a good deal might Ik* learnt from it . With regard to the smells wliich arose about
houses, he was afraid we should never get rid of that great inconvenience until some
improved method of making sewers liaa been introduced.
Mr. J. W. rAPMORTii, in the course of a brief address, remarked that in a large

number of houses which he had surveyed it was the masters and mistresses, and not
the servants, wlio were responsible for the offensive condition in which they were
found. He mentioned two or three instances which he met with in the course of his
vocation, and in reference to which it might be remarked that there was a great
deficiency of drainage. Mr. Papworth concluded by moving a vote of thanks to Br.
Drnitt for his paper.
Mr. Ferret seconded the motion. He thought they owed Dr. Drnitt a debt of

gratitude for his research, and the more so when they considered that he was the
medical officer of that district, and he hoped that the discussion of the subject would
be resumed on a future evening.
The motion was carried by acclamation.
Dr. Drl'ITt briefly returned thanks.

iVew Members.—The following gentlemen were elected members of the Institute:—
Mr. Robert Parns, of W aliingham-place, Lambeth ; Mr. Henry Hockey Burnell,
associate, of 10, Bouverie-street, London ; Sir. Charles Ainslle, associate, of 10, Old
Jewry Chambers ; Mr. Louis George Butcher, of 102, Guildford-street, Russell-square
as Fellows. Mr. John Young, of 3S, Lincoln's-inn-Fields, as Associate.
The meeting then separated.

—

—

THE STRIKE AND THE SICK FUNDS.
Sir,—Sir S. M. Peto in liis speech at the meeting upon the 7th inst., touched

upon a sore point— viz., the Sick Fund in connexion witli his worlcs. I am not
about to question the accuracy of the statement which lie made as to tlie firm
being GO per cent, out of pocket by it ; but this 1 do say, that I have worked in

firms where the sick fund put 50 per cent into the employer's pocket. The fact

is, that, managed as they are, those funds are a fruitful source of ill-feeling

betwixt man anil master. Nor need it be wondered at, when we consider that
the entire management and control of the fund is in the hands of the master,
and no account whatever, not even an abstract, shown to the men, but the
amount of contribution stopped weekly, out of wages. Many feel the system to
be an intolerable impost when they enter one of those sick fund firms' and are
compelled to support it, in addition to one or two permanent benefit societies,

which they have previously joined. I have myself been in such case, and urged
it as a reason why I should be excused paying, but the answer was, " Such is

the rule of the firm ; if you don't like it, leave it."

Mr. George Smith, at the same meeting, said that he had been struck with the
unceasing olijections which deputations of workmen, who had come before the
master's committee, Iiad made to piece-work, while in the same breath they
nrged the apparent impossibility of an artisan raising his position. Now, I

suppose Mr. Smith will admit that it is quite possible the system of task-work
may suit the interests of some employers, and be quite the reverse as regards
their men. There must be something in it when the deputations are so
unanimous upon the point. I remember forming one of a deputation at the
adjustment of a strike at Mr. Kelk's a few years ago, and upon this very point.
Mr. Smith occupied the chair upon that occasion, and in the discussion which
took place, he will recollect there was no whining indulged in by the deputation,
but they contended that the invariable result of their experience went to prove
that the system of task-work had a scamping tendency—that it meant slop-work
at low prices ; whereupon Mr. Smith brought forward his favorite instance, that he
had known men who had got their first start in life by ta.sk-work, and that by
its means working men would be enabled to rise in the social scale. He was
answered that if a man was sober, industrious, and clever, he would rise, even if

every gentleman then present in the room were to endeavour to prevent him.
But Mr. Smith has dexterously endeavoured to turn the position I take it that
latter deputations have urged the impossibility of men rising for lack of intelli-
gence. Hence the desire for shorter working hours, and a laudable desire it is,

80 long as the men strive for it by influencing public opinion through the press
and the platform, by consultations with employers, Sec.. &c., and by systemati-
cally avoiding the suicide of strikes.

I am, ice.,

One who has Risen prom the Ranks.

VILLA RESIDENCE, ATHERSTONE.
Sir,— I most strongly protest against the system adopted in the decision of this

contract. I am informed by the architect that his client " avails himself of the
privilege of a clause in the advertisement for tenders—viz., 'lowest or any
tender not necessarily accepted;'" as it appears to me, to enable him to get
an idea of the cost at the expense of time and trouble of the five or six builders
who estimate. If parties about to build have not sufficient confidence in their
architect and bnilder, why not pursue a straightforward and upright course.
and employ a disinterested surveyor to go through the builder's estimate, and
pay the surveyor for it,

I am, See.,

One of the Five.

STONE-COLORED PAINT.
Sir,—Could any of your correspondents inform us the cause of fronts that are

painted stone color turning a bluisli black. We have had two fronts that have
turned very bad, and they are not near any of the gully-holes in the street, and
we always use the best old lead that we can get from Messrs. Obbard and Co. or
Messrs. Hubbuck and Co. We are, &c.,

tj_ 13, Duke-street, Manchester-square, Feb. 10, 1860. K. S.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Kecoroed to February 22.

Mr. Richard Bowley, Juu., of Brook llouso-ibundry and Uttoxeter, for " Improve-
ments in the mode of neating the drying-rooms used by potters and manufacturers of
bricks and tiles."

Mr. George Cowdery, of Strood, for " An improved brick-making machine."
Mr. William Henry Klkin, of 27, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, for " Improvements in

window frames and sashes."
Mr. Thomas Henry Morrcll, of Lcyland, for " Improvements in apparatus used in

moulding and pressing bricks, and in drying bricks, tiles, and other articles made
from plastic earths."

Grants.
M. Louis Julien Brethon, of Tours, departement d'lndrc ct Loire, France, "An

improved press for fho compression of bricks, tiles, and similar articles of either
plastic, or other suitable compressible materials." Protection six months.
Mr. Abdiel Hawkins, of 05, Hatton-garden, "Finishing macliine wrought wood

carvings, and also for finishing certain wood carvings rough hewn or cut by band-
labour." Protection six mouths.
Mr. William Edward Newton, of the Office for Patents, No. 66, Chancery-lane,

*' Improved machinery for cutting dovetails."—A communication to him from abroad
by Thomas Haley Burley, Charles Henry Phelps, and William James Lowerra, all

01 New York, in the United States of Aniei-ica. Protection six months.
Mr. Josepli Skertchley, ofAshby-de-Ia-Zoucli, "Improvements in the manufacture

of mosaic and other ornamental tiles and slabs, and in apparatus connected there-
with."—Dated 12th October, 1859. Letters patent.

Jlessrs. Thomas Tye and Charles William Andrews, of IJrlxton-road, "An im-
proved method of trapping sinks, especially adapted for kitchen and scullery sinks in
domestic dwellings to prevent escape of noxious effluvia therefrom. Protection six
months.

FoHEiGN Patents.
M. Carlo Borello, of Asti, Sardinia, represented by Ed. Crette, Turin, for "A

brick machine."- 10 years.—Dated 22nd January, 1859.

Mr. F. Bure, of Awans, a patent of improvement i or *' Ventilators of chimneys."
—Dated 2nd February, 1800.—(Original patent, 15th December, 1859.)

Mr. George Colhoun, of Philadelphia, Pa., for an " Improvement in ventilators."
Mr. Duraud, domiciled with Buue, of 37, Rue Neuve-des-Bona-Enfants, Paris, for

" Manufacture of glue."—Dated 22nd October, 1859.

Mr. Andrew Ferber, of Elizabeth, N. J., for an " Improvement in shutter
fasteners."
Mr. Joseph II. Jenkins, of Smithville, Mo., assignor to himself and Elijah W.

Jenkins, of same place, for an " Improved saw-mill."
Mr. Lewis Kirk, of Reading, Pa., for an " Improvement in brick machines."
Mr. Richard Lamb, of New York, N.Y., assignor to himself and Joseph Lamb, of

same place, for an *' Improvement fn the manufacture of artificial marble.
'

'

Mr. P. J. Rabier, of Liege, for " Improvements in shutters of show windows."

—

Dated 28th January, 1800.

Sir. A. F. Royaux, of Brussels, for '* Improvements in tiles with double slides."

—

Dated 24th January, 1860.

BANKRUPTS.
(From the London Gatftte.^

Srine, Auj^ustus, marble and stone merchant, Eusiun-rond, St. Pancras, Middlesex, Peh. 29, at twelve
April 2, at one, at the Court of Benkruptcy, Basinf^hall-street. Solicitor, Mr. Chidley, f^aeinghaU-
etreet; official aMignee, Mr. Pennell, Basinghall-sirect.

Chandler, Kenelm, builder, Norwood, Surrey, March 2, at twelre, March 29, at two, at Baeinghall-atreet.
Solicitor, Mr. Orchard, Hatton-garden, City ; official assignee, Mr. Johnson, Basinghall-street.

Stevenson, William, and Wnrburton, John Slack, timber merchants, Manchester, March 7, April 4, at
twelve, at the Court of Bankruptcy, Manchester Solicitors, Messrs. Bellbouse and Bond, Princess-
street, Manchester ; official assignee, Mr. Pott, George-street, Manchester.

Thorpe, SVilliam Jacob, painter. Commercial.road. New Peckham, March 2, at half-past eleven, March 29,
at eleven, at the Court of Bankruptcy, BasinghalUstreet. Solicitor, Mr. K«ed, Guildfaall-chamben ;
ofiicial assignee, Mr. Bell, Coteman-street-buiUlinga.

Watts, William, builder, Soutliam, Warwickshire, Feb. 27, March 17, at eleven, at the Court of Bank.
ruplcy, Binninghara. Solicitors, Messrs. Hodgson and Allen, Birmingham ; Messrs W'elchman,
Sontham ; official assignee, Mr. Kinnear, Waterloo street, Birmingham.

Wel>ster, John, joiner, Wavertree, Lancashire, March 1, 23, at eleven, at the Court of Bankruptcy, Liver-

pool. Solicitor, Mr, Starling Day Worship, Liverpool ; official assignee, Mr. Turner, South John-street,

Liverpool.
Wright, Thomas, builder, Saffron Walden, Essex, March 1, at two, March 29, ot one, at Basinghall-Btreet.

Solicitor, Mr. Edmunds, St. Bride's-avenue, pleet-street, City^ official assignee, Mr.'Johnson, Baaing-
ball-Btreet.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
Garratt, Samuel, contractor, Penryn, Cornwall. First dividend of 5^d., any Tuesday or Friday, at Mr.

Hirtzel's, Queea-atreet, Exeter.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Ellis, John, timber merchant, LiTcrpool ; Mar*h 9.

Gill, Robert, brink and tile mamifactnrer. Black Danlcs, near Darlini^on ; March 16.

Iresun, Charles, Jun., builder, Northampton ; March 12.

CERTIFICATE GRANTED.
Manning, Samuel, mason, Maryleboue-road ; third claBs.

CERTIFICATE to he granted unless cause be slwwnfor r^fn^al oh the day appointed
KuflBcil, Samuel, builder. West Hartlepool; March 12.

DIVIDENDSjpayoiiic at Portugal-street, Lincoln's-inn^ between 11 and 2 o'clock.
Chinnock, Georjfe Willium, stonemiuwn, Hiphiield, Sou iharapton—dividend of 4b. 3d,
Milverton, Richurd, carpenter, lai« of Crouch-end, Homaey—dividend of 6^.

INSOLVENTS.
Barnes. Barnabas John, enffiitecr, Knotty-ash, Liverpool.

Bush, Prancifl, plumber, Caslleacre, Norfolk.
Iloskiu^r, John, moBoii, 8t. Stephen- by-Saltmarsh, Cornwall.
Littler, Thomafl, plum)»er, Wellingboruu|fh.
Love, Robert, bricklnyer, Readin);.
Robertson, Jutnes, carjjeiiter, Eyton, Shropshire.
Thorpe, Joatiph, Joiner, Glossop, Derbjehire.

ORITUARY.
Chapman—On 2nd inst,, at Barton, Mr. John Chaumun, bluckemith, aged ff.
Clarksou—On 9th inst., at Moulton, Mr. Robert Clarkson, mason.
Herring—On Hlh inst., Mr. Robert Willmm Herrinjf, decorator, of 109, ^eet-Btreet, aged 76.

Joties—On I2th inst., iit Royston, Mr. Alfred Joneu, t-arpenter, ajred 37.

Lowe—On .^th inst,, at Great Grimsby, Mr. Gtorgc Lowe, brickmuker, a};ed46.
Marsten—On »th inst., at Skelton, Mr. William AlarsUin, joiner, agfd 42.

Moir—In W'hitecrosB-street Prison, Mr Richard William Moir, builder, aged 39.
Wenterii—On i;Uh inst., at Watton, Mr James Western, mason, aged 26. _.-'
Williams—Ou 27th ult., at London, Mr. John Williams, laud surveyor.

'"
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THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
N the present year the Arcliitcctural Exhibition

concludes the first decade of its existence,

and it cannot be considered inappropriate

to glance at the results of its existence

upon public taste, as well as upon the

prospects of the profession and tiie pro-

gress of the art. We may, also, be
tempted to venture upon speculations for

the future, basing them on the experience

of the past.

AVe have recently been congratulated
" How rich we are," albeit professional men
were, until then, in total ignorance of their

wealth, and find it just as hard to struggle

for a living and to keep up appearances as

: heretofore. Their stores of gold and silver

Jmust be accumulated in a lowland shire or

in what are equivalent, in a positive sense

—the castelled structures of Spam, and their

riches must be invested in paulo-post futurum
securities ; for architects, as a body, are no better

off, so far as regards the number of commissions and the remuneration

they obtain, than they were formerly. Still, we do not deny tlie

increase of national prosperity. Are not the Tables of Imports and

Exports at hand to convince the doubters of their country's wcaltli ?

only it is probable that the bees—or at least those whose intellect is the

main cause of the increase—have no share in it. They may collect and

store the national hive with golden honey to overflowmg, but they are

allowed no share. Sic vos, nmi robis. AVell, if they reap, yet do not

taste the harvest—if they labor unceasingly, never to enjoy the fruits

of their labor—if the ox, in opposition to tlie biblical precept, is

muzzled that treadeth out the corn—they have the consolation of

knowing that their bretlu-en will enjoy every advantage. Keeping to

our own class of " brain workers," it will be admitted that they have

contributed in a very fair proportion, and in a noticeable degree, to

the sum of national prosperity. Architects, by developing their art,

have not only given extension to the numerous important trades which

depend upon them, but they have also called into existence many new

ones. They may be said to have created— and that within the

last few years—the manufacture of ornamental quanucs, decorated

metalwork, and other trades. They have revived and stimulated the

production of painted glass and of architectural enrichments. They

have improved the quality and quantity of paporhangings, stoves,

carpets, curtain fabrics, and furniture generally. The); have increased

the demand for glass, and of the thousand and one articles which con-

tribute to fit up a house. Had our architects exhibited no taste, no

invention, and no enterprise, it is not too much to say that in numerous

trades and manufactures there would have been no progress, for we

do not all live by cotton alone ; and we believe their inlluence upon

national prosperity to have been very much greater than is supposed,

or would, perhaps, be admitted by those who insist that the fabric of

our empire is built upon foundations of cotton twist. Ijook at the cha-

racter of the houses rising in every part of London, in the fashionable

as well as in the more modest neighbourhoods, and evidence will be

found on every side of the large and increasing call made upon trade.

Belgravia and Camberwell, Hyde-park and Hackney, are alike purchasers

of what are called art-manufactures, and, probably, the humblest

are the best customers. For interiors, the demand is endless and infi-

nitely various. Households liave handsome lamps, that would formerly

be contented with moulds in brass candlesticks ; tastefiU grates, instead

of the old register ; bronzed fenders of handsome designs, m place of the

painted, perforated, and brass-edged nuisance. Bronze clocks, sta-

tuettes, and porcelain vases have ousted miniature pagodas, Chinese

monsters, shells, and hideous curiosities from the places of honor. Even

those who will not admit tlie progress of the public in a knowledge of

art, must recognise an increased love for decoration and ornament.

For our present purpose wc have not to inquire into the purely

assthetic character of the movement, and content ourselves with

noticing its commercial influences, which are great, patent, and cannot

be denied. If the profession may claim to have contributed to this

state of things it will be mainly through the instrumentality ofthe Archi-

tectural Exhibition, for it has been the chief means of popularising a

taste for architectural ornament, while it has at the same time, educated

many in the higher principles of the art; and the excellent institution

of the department for exhibiting specimens of manufactures connected

with building, has been a ground where architects, manufacturers, and

the public may meet for their mutual benefit.

If we turn to the artistic character and influences of the Exhibition,

no less important, and more satisfactory results may be claimed for it

The publictaste for architecture and interest in its progress as a fine art.

have advanced beyond all precedent. Every session brings new members

to the asaociations that make fine art conntruction tlicir itudy. People
in polite society are gradually educating themselves in a knowledge of
its leading principles, and some of the most eloiiucnt and lucid ex*
pounders of its charactoriiitica are amateurs. At the prrKiit day there
19 certainly no fine art more discussed and investigated in all its bear-
ings than architecture. From its influence u[)OU the appearance of
our cities, and, in its more modest functions, upon the health of their

inhabitants, it has risen to tlic importance of a social (|uestion, crowing
more popular and prevalent as people are wearied with the juggling
oi diplomacy and the tjuarrels among politico-economical doctors of
our financial rigime. The time, if wc may measure it by tlic old

standard, may seem too short to institute comparisons between now
and ten years back. If, however, we measure it by what has been
actually accomplished, the time is long enough. London and other

English cities are undergoing an architectural transformation.

Public companies require their oflices should exhibit architectural

designs, for they have discovered it to be a useful distinguishing

feature, and a good advertisement. Even traders will not j)ut up
with bare brick walls and "gashes," for they find ornament pays.

Grovernment, while Lord Llanover or Lord Jolin Manners held office,

showed a perception of the advantages and claims of architecture,

which were not ignored until fossil Whigs were re-instated on the

Treasury Benches. Instead of building an India Oflice worthy of otir

Eastern Empire, these last have rented part of an hotel, and intend

holding their board meetings in the bagatelle-room of a neighbouring

public-house, where, redolent with sha" and stale beer, they wiU control

the destinies of two hundred millions of Orientals. Ofcourse it will con-

tribute enormously to our prestige among Indian Princes who may
visit London to learn the successors and heirs of the Company
Bahadoor are Iwlged in the back rooms and garrets of a tavern, and

that the EngUsh raj dwells in the first floor front of a gin shop. If the

sign should happen to be the Black Doll, the thing wdl be mimitably

ridiculous, and we may rely upon the respect and fear of our power in

the East being enormously augmented by the reports of native

travellers returned from a visit to England.
Exceptions prove the rule, and the exceptional conduct of those

whom our loyalty will scarcely admit of calling Her Iilajesty's advisers,

their stolid indifference to art, their hatred of all that goes beyond the
" plain and substantial " in construction, and their more than Boeotian

dullness to the merits of architectural design, serve to make more

apparent and place in stronger contrast the public appreciation and

relish for what they disdain through lack of comprehension. This

appreciation and relish by the public have been excited by the Exhibi-

tion which, year by year, has shown not only designs executed, but

also designs projected ; and whatever may be said to the contrary,

these last have contributed much more than is suspected to whet

the public appetite for architecture. Designs which do not extend

beyond the paper on which they are drawn, impose no restraint upon

their author by reason of their cost. He is at liberty to give full

scope to his imagination, and may let his invention soar at will.

Then, again, people who may pass a building by, giving their criti-

cism, simply good or bad, as the case may be, when they find them-

selves speaking of a design on paper are generally piqued by their

amour propre to indulge in much more extended criticism. They feel

bound, in nine cases out of ten, to show how the design might be

improved ; how, if greater height were given to this Mansard roof

greater dignity would be acquired; how that portico lacks depth, and

would be improved by a second line of columns ; how greater projection

should be given to certain masses to effect a satisfactory composition ;

how the fenestration might be altered with advantage, with innumerable

examples of how much better the critic could have worked out the

design than has its author. In most cases where a man is invited to cri-

ticise, he is led to the discovenr—after, of course, having demonstrated

the author's shortcomings—of his own deficiency. The fact is not pub-

licly avowed, but it is felt, and the critic is made to think and rellect

;

when a man does this ho enters on a course of self-education which in the

end is ofunfailing usefulness. Now, it is precisely by affording this oppor-

tunity, and exciting this inclination, that the Exhibition has contri-

buted to the diffusion of architectural taste and knowledge through

society. If it has done so much during the first ten years of lU

existence, what may it not do in the second decade, since it will be then

that the effects will tell more, and the generation exhibit the effects of

early training ?

We confess that our expectations on this head arc very sanOTinc.

First, we have the great fact, the true test of vitahty, that the ExhibiUon

is self-supporting. After struggling for years against the most adverse

circumstances, opening one year in one part of the town, and the next

in another,— being in short quite a vagrant concern—and a'wajs when

town was empty, the treasurer, more fortunate than Mr. Gladstone, is

enabled to exhibit a surplus—a surplus greater than it was last year.

Another feature of nearly equal importance, is that more than three-

fifths—in fact nearly four-fifths—of the yearly income are derived

from receipts at the doors, thus proving that people wiU go to thefcxlu-
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tion as one of the sights of London now permanently established.

Annual subscriptions and donations may have fallen off sliglitly since

the institution is believed to have passed through the eleemosynary
period, and actually to be earning money—having property invested in

shares in the Architectural Union Company. Still, we would recom-
mend friends not to cease their support too quickly. The period is

criticnl, and not without difficulty. Tlie continuation of their sub-
scriptions a little longer will insttre duration and efficiency, and give

greater as well as more beneficial development to the scheme. It

eortainly would be wiser to do so than to withdraw assistance until

applied for.

\Ve have reason to believe that the forthcoming Exhibition, if

•we are to credit Us petites confidences floating in architectural circles,

will be more important and successful than any of its predecessors. We
know nothing ot the arransemcnts of the managers, but it is rumoured
that the seriesof lectures will be unusuallynovel and interesting. We are

promised an exposition of the " Principles and Character of Architecture,
Light and Airy, Plain and Substantial, by a Statesman," but whetherit be
mnvthing more than an amusing squib, the informant sayeth not.

It mav be of use to remind our readers, that drawings must be sent in

before tfie 20th, and models before the 22nd of next month, and that

the Exhibition will be " at home " on the 15th of April.

ARCHITECTURAL PORTRAITURE.
AMONG the marvels of the age, and decidedly the foremost of them all,

as far as art is concerned, is pliotography. Even Darwin did not
venture to anticipate that the time would arrive when

" riiffibiis himself would painter turn, would snatch
The toilinp pi'Ucil from tlio artist's hand.
And with a toucli tlic faitliful image stamp
Upon the passive blank."

Had Darwin, or anyone else in his time, prophesied the advent of photo-
graphy, he would have been looked upon as a decided, although harmless
lunatic, not quite incapable of managing his worldly affairs ; but be not
unlikely to commit the extravagant insanity of paying his tradesmen's bills

twice.

Let us—still more so those who are to come after the present generation—be thankful for the discovery of photography, which does far more than
did the invention of engraving. The latter serves only to multiply copies
of what has been previously delineated by hand ; and in the case of archi-
tectural subjects, such mode of representation lias, oftener than not, been
the reverse of trustworthy.
Most fortunate, then, is it for architecture and its admirers that photo-

graphy is pre-eminently successful in portraying works of architecture
and sculpture—precisely those which require tlie utmost accuracy of both
eye and hand. So unerringly truthful is it that Mcntiri ncscio might be its

motto ; it being utterly impossible for it to deal in graphic falsehood of any
sort. Successful photographs of buildings may, therefore, be confidently
relied upon as infallible and trustworthy architectural documents, whose
Talue may he best estimated by considering how much accurate informa-
tion, now totally lost, might have been preserved to us, had pliotograpliy been
discovered only contemporaneously with the invention of printing and
engraving. Some photographs of Old St. Paul's, as it existed both pre-
viously and subsequently to.the addition of the Corinthian portico tacked to
it by Inigo Jones, would now be most interesting ; wliich remark suggests
a piece of advice that may be followed easily enough, it being that when-
ever a building of any importance is about to be taken down, before
demolished it should be photographed, and that from more than a single
point of view.

Besides that it cannot but be truthful in other respects ; it is one great
recommendation of photography that it is utterly incapable of omitting or
suppressing either the effect of light and shade, or that produced by per-
spective and the laws of vision. The value of the former can hardly be
over-estimated, since it is light and shade that gives life to architecture

;

and yet all-important as the effect so derived is, no account whatever is

taken of it in the principal foreign architectural publications of the present
century, their plates being only in outline, without so much as any indica-
tion of shadow. On the contrary, in more than one ofthem, the engraving
is so preposterously delicate as to cause the disagreeable appearance of the
plates being nearly worn out. Outline should, at any rate, be vigorous and
spirited, if only for the sake of distinctness. Yet, even at the best, the
absence of shadow is a considerable drawback on reality of expression.
Paradoxical as it may sound, it is, in fact, shadow that produces light,
animates and gives substance to what, when shown only in outline, is com-
paratively lifeless and spectre-like. And photography not only gives light
and shade, but the shadows are projected just as they are in nature ; there
cannot possibly be any deception, any of those false, unaccounted-for lights
or shadows that are so frequently put in merely for the sake of heightening
effect ^There can be none of those artifices of the pencil, which, be they
ever so'warran table as graphic licenses, detract from the trustworthiness
of what professes to be architectural portraiture.
What will be the result of the discovery of photography we can more

easily conjecture than confidently predict. However, unless we are quite
mistaken, its effect will be very considcr.ible, if only because it is capable
of producing at will trait pour trait representations or veritable portraits

\

of numberless edifices that have hitherto remained unedited; some of them, I

perhaps, because their particular merit, that of elaborate and exquisitely
|

finished detail has defle<l the power of the most skilful and diligent penci
to do justice to it. On the services photography has already begun to per^
form for the practical architect or professional student, it would be idle t(

insist, it being glaringly self-evident. Although it does not do so yet, ii

will ultimately help to place the nntravelled architect upon the same o:

nearly the same level as the travelled one, or perhaps a higher one, inas-
much us it enables the former to dwell thoughtfully upon what the other,
notwithstanding that he has had the opportunity of studying it autopsi-
cally, has, perhaps, in fact, only glanced at ; or else remembers verj
indistinctly.

What may be further expected from photography is that it wil
ultimately supersede the labor of the architectural draughtsman, that ii

as far as the pictorial delineation of existing edifices is concerned, since il

cannot possibly exhibit them geometrically, or show plans, elevations, anc
sections. But, on the other hand, we may look for its doing very mucli
in the way of supplementing the shortcomings of mere geometrica
description, which is all that we obtain from many, or rather the most o1

carefully got-up architectural publications, which convey no idea what-
ever of the buildings represented in tliem, as they actually show them-
selves !« situ, and in inevitable conjunction with other objects. To tak<
an example tolerably familiar to most of our readers, no one could judge o
the actual appearance of Wren's master-piece, his noble cathedral of St
Paul's from geometrical drawings :of its exterior, the probability beinj
that he would greatly mistake it, that noble fabric being not only in bul
allowed to remain in the most vilely- huddled up and higgledy-piggledj
locale.

Photography does not dispense with, but comes in aid of geometrica
drawing ; both modes of representation being indispensable for enabling
us to realise a building in its entirety. What, however, it will do is tt

enhance the interest of many publications that describe buildings, onlj
geometrically, by rendering the additional information to be derived fron
them especially welcome. At the same time, photography will greatlj
(laniape many collections of «/e!i:s of buildings, accusing thcmof insinceritj
for their showing either no effect at all, or a false and deceptive one. How-
ever cleverly they may be executed, very few views, if any at all, wil
stand the test of comparison with pliotograjdis of the same architectura
subject; and, unless we are altogether mistaken, photography -nill tenc
to popularise subjects of that class by exquisite beauty, as well as it!

unimpeachable fidelity. Ah ! how would some v.ho are now no more—
who lived only to witness the first gleaming dawn of photography hav(
been enraptured had they lived to behold it in its now almost meridiai
altitude !

Architectural Photography has.'an ample field open to it, of which it seemi
at present content with taking possession of a few corners. Why shoulc
it tether itself, as it i-eenis to do to Venice, when it is its power to realize
for us so many unedited, unrecorded monuments in other Italian cities ?
Milan would supply an abundant crop of quite fresh subjects to thephoto-
graplier who would put his sickle into it. The same may be said of many
other places which draughtsmen have perversely ignored, confining them-
selves to the Eternal Rome, and the no less eternal Venice. Yet even
north of the Alps several structures have, within the present century, been
erected that are, or ought to be, well deserving of being photographed.
There is, for one, the German Walhalla at Ratisbon, by KIcuze, externally
a reproduction of the Athenian Parthenon. Berlin, Munich, Brussels,
Dresden, Copenhagen, Stockholm, together with many other capitals or
principal cities, might all be made to contribute to a general " European
Congress," not of diplomatists, but of architecture.
WImt with photography on the one hand, and the other engraved fac-

similes of the autogr.iph i)lans, &c., of buildings by their respective archi-
tects, it will henceforth be in our power to obt.ain far more conjplete and
accurate information than hitherto. Photography might properly enough
be employed to perpetuate the faithful images of every building of any
architectural interest and importance that is about to be either entirely
demolished, or quite altered in appearance. Nor are changes of the kind
at all of rare occurrence. It is, we believe, only in Malton's "Picturesque
Tour," that we can tr.ace some indistinct image of the Ordnance Office, by
Tyler, m Margaret-street, Westminster. Nearly a score of the edifices
shown in Britton and Pugin's "Public Buildings" have either entirely
disappeared, or been more or less metamorphosed. Carlton House, Hol-
land's chcf-ii'a'.uvre, has been swept away ; Laing's Custom-house, prosaic
enough before, has been rendered still more prosaic than it was at first.

The Excise Office, not shown in Britton and Pugin's publication, though well-
deserving of being recorded, has been ruthlessly demolished, notwithstand-
ing that it was almost the most remarkable building in the metropolis, for
it was the embodiment of noble simplicity, in comparison with which
Blore's precious facade to Buckingham Palace fades into pettiness and
paltriness. Dismissing these uncomfortable remarks and reflections, we
will here conclude by recommending the collectors of jihotographs to have
them " unmounted" and fixed in " guard-books," where they may be
kept conveniently classified, each such volume being lettered Venice, Verona,
Vicenza, &c., and furnished with an index of its contents.

The Metropolitan Board of Worlts.—At the usual weekly meeting of
this body held on Friday last, tiie total general cash balance was stated to be
£350,497 12s. 3d. The tcmler of Mr. Uethick for the execution of work.s in the
eastern division was accepted, aswasalso that of Mr. Cole for the southern division.

The Main Drainage Committee reported that the tender of Mr. W. H. Rowe,
for the construction of tlie northern middle level sewer (main drainnge) had besn
accepted.
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ARCHITECTURAL l>IIO TOGRAPIIIC ASSOCIATION.*
ALTHOUGH tlie views of tlie Imperial City and the Roman States wliieh

are liung on the walls of the Exhihition are coniparutivcly few in

number, considering the countless subjects which it oilers to the plioto-

grapher, those which have been sent are of excellent quality. The ruins

of the famous and colossal amphitheatre of Flavius Vespasian arc repre-

sented in four pictures by Macpherson, all bearing evidence of his masterly

skill, 122, 140, 141, and 142. Two of them are taken from the Forum, and
show portions of the Via Sacra, but the portion of the interior portrayed

in 142 pleases us most. It has more half-tone than the others, and the

broken arches and stern masonry of this colossal structure are therein

relieved by the dark masses of vegetation which mantle its decay. It gives

likewise a better idea of the size of the building than the others do. " The
Theatre of Marcellus" (123), the second permanent building constructed at

Rome for dramatic representations, is one of the choicest photographs in

the rooms. A broad mass of half-tint covers nearly the whole of the

picture, and is most appropriate to the massive dignity of the architectural

features. It subdues the mutilations which are registered upon its well-

proportioned columns, in its broken cornices, and in the plaster and brick

additions which are mingled with them, whilst the light flashes brilliantly

just where it was required to show tlie detail of the accessories which
make up this charming work. 124 shows us the state of the Trajan
Forum. Every portion of detail, whether of the foreground, of the elaborate

bas-reliefs on the shafts of the columns, or of the church at the back, is

most perfectly laid before us. The point of view is likewise well chosen.

In the mid distance rises the Emperor's column, ornamented with bas-

reliefs commemorating the victories of Trajan, and stirmounted by the

statue of St. Paul. In front are broken shafts and time-worn marble

blocks—all that remains of Trajan's magnificent basilica.

There are two views given of the Temple of Clitumnus (125) (126), the

latter—wherein a great portion of the water in the fore-part of the picture

is omitted— shows how much better the smaller view would have appeared

if a similar sacrifice had been made in it.

In 127 the " Ruins of Baronial Stronghold, the Hunting-Seat of Lucrezia

Borgia," there is a pretty combination of a waterfall dashing over rocks

and tangled foliage, with the ruined towers of the building on the heights

above them.
The seven photographs marked next in the catalogue are views in the

beautifully-situated town of Assisi, near Perugia, where nearly half the

inhabitants are priests of some kind, where the body of St. Francis

rests to attract crowds of pilgrims, and a number of fine Gothic churches

remain, spite of the earthquakes, to make it a delightful resting-place to

the followers of art. The church of San Rufino (the cathedral) is shown
in a large view ; but whilst Mr. Macpherson was there, why did not he

obtain details of the old sculpture in the tympani and round the doorways?

The details of the facade would have Air more than doubled the interest of

a general view; the latter makes us wish to see larger and more fully

that which is so minutely indicated.

(131) The " Temple of Minerva," at Assisi ; we have previously alluded

to the admirable effect of this view. The want of excessive sharpness

which characterise nearly all Mr. Macpherson's works, is a positive advan-

tage in a view of this kind. The white walls under the portico throw

reflected liglits on the columns, and relieve them with the most delicate

shade. This, and the theatre of Marcellus before mentioned, are Mr. Mac-
pherson's most successful productions.

No photographer could well leave Assisi without an image of the famous
triple church of San Francisco. We have here a View of the Upper Church,

(132), from the Superba, with the Gothic wheel window, seen in nearly

every church in the town, and the pointed doorway. On the right we see

the porch of the Middle Church, and the steps leading to the piazza beloiv,

from whicli another view is given of this remarkable edifice. The princi-

pal doorway is likewise further illustrated in an enlarged view, but it does

not give an adequate idea of the mass of foliated ornament and rich mosaic

Tfhich surroimd it.

There are two general views of Assisi, one from the Capuchin Convent,

and the other from Vignola's celebrated church, Santa Maria degli

Angioli, in which the arcade of San Francisco's Convent is conspicuously

visible. From Perugia, Mr. Macpherson has brought three views. The
Palazzo Comniunale is shown in a general view from the angle of the

Cathedral. The light falls full upon the principal doorway and the reced-

ing buildings in the Corso, but they are too chalky, and the shadows are

too black. The same remark may be applied with even more force to the

representation of Giovanni Pisano's famous Fountain between the Palace

and the Cathedral church of San Lorenzo, a portion of which, with the ex-

ternal pulpit is shown in the background. A series of eight views of

Ancient Rome completes Mr. Macpherson's valuable contributions.

Amongst them are the " Temples in the Forum," backed by the high walls

of the Capitol, the " Temple of Venus," and that of " Antonius and
Faustina," tlie "Pyramid of Cains Cestuis, adjoining the Porta San
Paolo," and a view of the " Capitoline Hill, from the foot of the Aventine "

with a fine bit of grassy bank in the foreground. There is one view (149),
" Rome from the Latin Gate," which deserves careful examination. It is

an oval picture ; the foreground is well developed, and in the far distance

St. Peter's rises prominently above the horizon—the " Crown of Modern
Home." All views which we have previously seen, convey a wrong im-

pression of the size of this temple ; here a just idea is given of its

magnitude.
A large majority of the works of Signore Ponti have, in various places,

* Continued trom page 120.

been exhibited before, and thi« is not surprising wlicn wo coniider that
upwards of a hundred works are here hung on the wiilU, but thtre arfl^

nevertheless, a goodly nunibor which we see for the first tliue. The
" Certosa at Pavia," foundtd by Viscooti, is shown iu five views, but,
unfortunately, they are not all phuxi together. The Cloiitera and the
Central Tower—the earliest work, dating from the boginuiuK of thv fifteenth
century, are shown in 15S and 187. Here, again, wc thould liavc welcoaMd
some detail of the terra-cotta ornament to accompany tlio general viev.
The principal front, built in 1453, is seen in 188 ; and the crowd of
statues, medallions, bas-reliefs, and the profusion of ornament ui>on it, •
more plainly placed Ixifore us in the beautiful detail view of the principal
doorway (101). The views from lirescia are likewise separated (103).
" The Church of the Madonna Delia I'teta " is rather too black in its shodowa
—a defect which appears also in the Church of the Mir^iculi. The best of
these Brescia views is the "Palazzo Communalo " (18il)> a work of the
first half of the sixteenth century, which enlisted the talents of three
architects—Fornicntone, Sansovino, and I'alladio,

The details of the Hospital at Milan (133) arc very valuable, and the
bronze doors from St. Zeno, at Verona (154), are exquisite in every re-

spect ; not a particle of the detail is lost, and the very material of the doors
is immediately recognised. Signore Ponti sends the front and siilc porchee
of Verona Cathedral (156, 163). The latter is especially gcx>d. The
amphitheatre—second only to that of Rome—occupies two views, l)oth of
them unpleasant pictures. We see several photographs of Monza
Cathedral (155) ; the principal doorway is remarkable for its clear repre-

sentation of the minute detail.

160. The Church of the Eremetani is a pretty though simple specimen
of brick architecture, but the view is injured by the large space occapied
by the black cypress in the centre of it.

164 is a view of the Cloisters of the "Good Saint Anthony's Church " at

Padua, but it is not a favorable representation of this splendid edifice;

the lofty towers interfere with the lines of the domes ; and it cannot be
compared to the view which might have been obtained from the bridge at

the lower part of the town. Seen thence, the six domes, and the flanking

towers keep their pro|)er positions, develop their just proportions, and
group most picturesquely together.

The Venetian photographs of Signore Ponti comprise this year an
important contribution of details ; 163 to 173 are occupied by doorwaya
in different styles—all exceedingly valuable to the architectural student.

168 is one of the gables, profusely decorated with the Venetian dentil,

which surmounts the entrance to one of the alleys of Venice, and which
springs from projecting courses of stone on either side. In 177, 179, and
181, we have other doorways photographed to a comprehensive scale,

showing every peculiarity of both the early and later Venetian architects

and sculptors. There is likewise a long list of pal.aces which have been

transferred to paper for our delight, with every mark which time or

genius has made upon thefti. The " Fondaco dei Turchi " is

beautifully shown iu 205, and " The Lion at the Entrance of the Arsenal "

is a grand piece of animal sculpture most worthily photographed.

The view of " Santa Maria della Salute" is spoiled by the practice which

we have on a previous occasion alluded to—that of stopping out the

skies. In this view—otherwise a perfect one—the outline of the cornice

mouldings and the sharpness of the crowning figure is completely destroyed.

It is the same with one of the views of St. Mark's Campanile, where the

angel on the summit is half obliterated. "The Church at San Donate at

Murano," which we recently illustrated, is shown both in a general view

and in detail, (207 and 209), and the "Apse of Santa JIaria Gloriosa dei

Frari " (194) is also exhibited ; but the outline is injured by the omission

of the top of the tower. There are several good details of Venetian-

Gothic windows (195, 197, 215, and 220.) Those from the Palace in San

Benedetto are lovely specimens both of architecture and photography.

The natural flowers in the balcony give life to the crumbling stone and

shattered plaster around them. 220 is the well-known set of windows at

the Bridge del Farnaro, with the four Evangelists sculptured in the

spandrels.

We have not room to notice more folly Signore Ponti's contributions. St-

Mark's Cathedral is extensively illustrated. " The Angles of the Ducal

Palace," with the " Sculptured Groups of Adam and Eve," and " The
Judgment of Solomon," have each a large photograph devoted to them.

All the famous palaces have been photographed, and nearly all hang on

the walls of this Exhibition. " The Gates of the Ix)ggia (252) in front of

the Campanile," is illustrated by a large view, and the most remarkable of

the Pozzi, or wells, are exhibited in separate views. 235 and 236 are

the bronze ones in the courtyard of the Ducal Palace. Others are in the

form of Gothic capitals (232, 233.) 217 is a very fine example from the

Court of the Cornaro Palace at San Samuele.

Although the Spanish views exhibited on the walls by Jlr. Clifl"ord are few

in number, there area large quantity of very interesting monuments from

that country in the portfolio on the table, where are also a largo collection

of most valuable photographs of Florentine buildings, which arrived too

late to behung upon the walls, and to which it is as well to direct the atten-

tion of the subscribers. The works exhibited in past years are also

available, and are to be seen in the rooms, although not hung upon the

walls.

We regret that our space compels us to be brief with our notice of the

English contributions, the more so because they contain some of the flnMt

specimens of photography in the rooms. Jlr. Fenton's are, as we might

have expected, of remarkable brilliancy and power: 309, ^orkMmster,

and several of the Haddon HaU series, fully sustain his reputation. lUe
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disposition of the light and shade is very fine in the " Galilee Porch of
lay Cathedral " (311).

Mr. Mclhuish has sent three views of Tintetn Abbey, (318, 319, and
330,) of large size and perfect execution, besides some capital small views
of Rochester Cathedral, Raglan Castle, and IfBey Church.

358 is a large view of the front of St. George's Hall, Liverpool, by
Mr. Cocke, who sends a complete series of Durham Cathedral, comprising
eleven views ; the south-e.tst view, 361, is a very fine one.

The same photographer sends eight views of Salisbury Cathedral,
executed with the same care and skill and from well chosen points of

view.
Mr. Robinson, of Leamington, is another artist who forwards complete

views of one building. He gives no less than IG views of LuJlow Castle

alono, enabling us to comprehend it thoroughly. We should like to see

photographers carry out this plan. Instead of taking simply the principal

front of a building let them take it from every possible point of view, so

as to lay the entire building before us, as Mr. Robinson has done.

Mr. Bedford exhibits a large number of pictures and all of excellent

quality—in fsct, he is surpassed by no artist in the rooms. His points of

view are uniformly well chosen, and his pictures perfectly clean and free

from defects. The combination of ruined architecture and landscape,

which he evidently delights in, produces the most charming pictures, and
he does not make a large picture, as too many artists uo, for the mere
soke of making it, when a smaller one will fully represent the subject

before him. What can be better than his Canterbury views ?—except,

perhaps, those from Tintern (443), the west fronc especially; where the
sparkling leaves and tangled roots of ivy twine with the ruined stones,

and contrast as forcibly with the regular lines of masonry as their dark
masses do with the broad light which falls upon the ruins. Again, in

474, the " Moat at Raglan Castle," how perfectly the duckweed on it is

represented, whilst immediately in front the clear water reflects the
crumbling castle walls. 470, the "Principal Entrance to Raglan Castle,"

is an exquisite e.tample of artistic and photographic skill, and when seven
of such views can be procured for a single year's subscription, we need
give no further evidence of the usefulness of the Association.
We hope to see the gratuitous labors of the Committee appreciated by

the profession at large both in town and in the country. It is only by
the cooperation and assistance of individual subscribers that the Asso-
ciation can become permanently beneficial. The more we examine this

collection of photographs the more convinced do we become of their

immense value to the architectural student.

LITTLE ASTON HALL, STAFFORDSHIRE.
OUR Engraving illustrates the south-west view of Little Aston Hall,

near Shenstone, the seat of the Hon. E. S. Jervis. The architect is

Mr. E. J. Payne, F.I.B.A., of Bennett's-liill, Birmingham. The
building (an example of the tasteless Ionic of tlie last century) was
originally a parallelogram, but in its present restored and greatly extended
condition forms a centre, with two noble wings 14 feet in advance of the
main portion. The style adopted is that of the fenestral Italian,

elaborately enriched, and the material used throughout is Hollington
stone. "The elevation of the ground floor is rusticated, and the windows
square-headed, with projecting keystones, the quoins and dressings being
vermiculated.

The first-floor windows in the centre, on the south front, consist of a
triplet, with a couplet on either side, all terminating in semicircular heads,

the arches being closed with receding carved shells, and the dressings con-
sist of Ionic pilasters, with enriched carved capitals, surmounted by
elaborately decorated architraves. The windows to each wing are also

triplets, terminating in semicircular heads, the dressings and architraves
being similar to those in the centre, but the arches left open for light. The
centre rises one story higher than the wings, and the dressings to the
windows of this upper story consist of balconies supported on trusses with
plain moulded architraves. The capping and sills of these balconies
range with a string course below the frieze and the lower member of the
main cornice of the wings; and this portion of the edifice is terminated by
ahold and handsome cornice, surmounted by a balustrade course, on the
piers of which are placed terminals, the design being a pine-apple belted.

The west front is lighted by five windows on each story, and the centre
window on the ground floor is intended to open into a conservatory, 60
feet in length, terminating in a square, out of which rises a dome. The
first floor windows have semicircular heads, with panelled and moulded
architraves, terminating in carved consoles supporting segmental pedi-
ments ; and the cornice and balustrade correspond to those of the central
portion of the building.

The north front resembles tliat on the south, all the details, though
somewhat less elaborate, presenting the same characteristics ; the only
material diflerence being the addition of a noble portico of six Doric
columns; the piers of the balustrade course above being finished with
terminals, in accordance with the general design. On the eastern side the

offices adjoin the main building.

The chimneys are arranged in two stacks, one on each side of the central

portion, each group forming an ornamental arcade, surmounted with
trusses and cornices.

The beauty of the south front is greatly enhanced by a terrace occupy-
ing the entire space between the wings, access to it being gained by two
broad flights of steps, and the whole is guarded by a balustrade with piers ;

these, as also those between the windows of the wings, are crowned
by large vases of flowers; and all the ground floor rooms ©pen to the

terrace.

The mansion contains on the ground floor a noble entrance hall and
double staircase of Painswick stone, dining-room, 40 feet by 24 feet ;

drawing-room, 36 feet by 24 feet ; opening into small ditto, 22 feet by
20 feet ; and into library, 24 feet by 24 feet ; with a deeply coved ceiling,

billiard-room, study, gun-room, waterclosets, bath and dressing room, and
second staircase. The upper floors are arranged in numerous suites of
bed and dressing rooms. The offices are attached to the building at the
north-east angle.

The whole of the doors on the ground-floor are arranged in a line, so

that, when open, a complete view through the entire length of the house
to the western termination of the conservatory, may be obtained from the
eastern side of the dining-room. The fittings of the various rooms are of
wainscot, french-polished ; and the floors of oak, with a beautifully exe-
cuted border of parqueterie, supplied by Messrs. Arrowsmith, of London.

All the rooms are heated by the warming apparatus of Mr. J. E.
Ilodgkin, of Birmingham, the hot air passing through perforated brass
gratings in the windows. The water for the supply of this extensive
establishment is brought from a distance of nearly a mile, being propelled
by means of a water- wheel into an immense cistern on the roof, 135 feet

above the level of the spring, and thus affords an ample security in case of
fire.

The whole of the works which are now complete, with the exception

of the conservatory and the second terrace balustrade, have been exe-
cuted by Sir. Cresswell, of Birmingham, whose foreman was Mr. Daniel
Hopkins, Mr. Henry Beeson being the clerk of works.

IMPORTANT INVENTION IN THE VENTILATION OF BUILD-
INGS.—DAVIES'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING VENTILATOR.

THE above new invention claims a superiority over .all others of a
similar class, in consequence of its being perfectly self-regulating,

and also from its combining in one apparatus an arrangement for the

ingress of fresh air and egress for foul air. It is e.xtremely simple in its

operations, wliieh are very effective.

The apparatus consists of two tubes placed one above the other, the

ui)per one being the longest, which is adapted for egress, and the lower
for ingress. These tubes are each fitted with self-adjusting valves, those

of the upper one opening outwards, and the lower one inw.ards, the valves

being so mounted as to act only one way, any counteraction closing

them 'entirely.

This peculiar ventilator is designed in an ornamental style, and, being

perfectly self-acting, requires no attention whatever, after having been
once properly fixed, and is not liable to get out of order. It can be readily

applied to all rooms which have one or more sides exposed to the external

air, simply requiring an aperture to be cut through the wall, close under
the ceiling, as far from the fireplace as possible, the outer plates being
made moveable and fixed by screws. Internally, the ornamental plates

may be painted or gilded, as may be deemed requisite, according to the

style of the apartments in which they are inserted.

By numerous experiments it would appear that the action of the venti-

lator is uniform, and may simply be described as follows, viz. :—the air in

a room becoming impure by respiration, the exhalations from gas, and
other causes more subtile, is increased in volume and presses upon the

counterpoised valves of the upper tubes, and thereby opens them. The
outer, or pure air simultaneously acting upon the valves of the lower tubes

opens them and enters from its greater density and falling in its ingress,

consequently circulates throughout the apartment, until becoming vitiated

and therefore lighter, rises and escapes through the uppei tube, by which

a continuous action is kept up so long as impure air exists in the apart-

ment, the operation at the same time being so gradual as to be impercep-

tible and unattended with draughts.

It will be observed and self-evident that the cold air being, as it ought to

be, by the system of Mr. Davies, admitted at the upper portion of the

room, is consequently slightly warmed before it reaches the level of respi-

ration, and is breathed pure, not having had previous contact ivith the

respiratory organs, which is not the casein ordinary methods of ventilation,

where the fresh air enters at the lower level of apartments.

As a further improvement in this peculiar system we may state that the

air passes through frames fitted at each end of the tubes to which we have

adverted, which are perforated so as to regulate the action in the most
minute degree and thus prevent too great a force, those of the upper tube

being the larger openings on a vertical arrangement and those of the lower

planned horizontally.

The ventilator hitherto has been constructed of iron, strong and durable,

but, as a matter of course, could be made of brass, bronze, or other

materials, and is capable of being fixed with the greatest facility.

Amongst some of its advantages we may also indicate that it has in many
cases proved an effectual cure for smoky chimneys, arising from an in-

sufiicient supply of fresh air, necessary to support perfect combustion.

For the ventilation of stables the invention of Mr. Davies must prove

most invaluable, but it is equally applicable to churches, town-halls,

lecture-rooms, courts of justice, concert-rooms, and private dwellings, &c.

The system, it appears, has already been applied with great success by
Thomas Harris, Esq., architect, at the Grotto Schools, Grotto-passage,

Marylehone, and has received the commendation of all who have seen and.

experienced its action ; and although in this case between 30 and 40 boyi

sleep in one room, the air is so pure in the morning after they rise that

the apartment may be entered without the slightest discomfort or in-

convenience.
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NEW PUBLIC WORKS IN FRANCE.
IN his memorable letter to M. Fould, the Emperor of the French,

with a view to reconcile his subjects to the abolition of proliibitory, nnd
the reduction of extravasantly high protective duties on imported goods,
proposed to apply £6,400,000 remaining from tlie last war loan, in liasten-

ing the construction of Frencli railways and canals, the improvement of
navigable rivers, hifjhways and harbours, in advancing loans to agricul-
turalists, in robuildingcathednilsandchurches, and in wortliily encouraging
science, letters, and arts. Such was the Imperial programme, supplemen-
tary to the first step towards Free Trade ; and the report of M. Rouher,
Minister of Public Works, Agriculture, and Commerce, affords an indica-
tion of how it is to be carried out. The policy of casting upon the State
the burden of internal improvements and amelioration of means of com-
munication is so contrary to tlie course followed here, where in such worlcs
the enterprise and industry of private individii.ils seek a remunerative
return for private capital, that an explanation of the different economical
conditions of the two countries may be useful. In England the wisdom
and humanity of our forefathers have secured to every citizen, the right
to be supported in adversity, by the soil. Poor-rates may be burdensome
and vexatious, but they are just. Christian in their principle, and cheap in

their results. They have saved the country from heaven knows how many
revolutions. They give security and stability to property that, in the
fulfilment of its duties, finds the surest protection, and amplest guarantee
of its rights. Here, none need lack food, raiment and shelter. In France
things are different. There the destitute poor have no legal claim to be
shielded from st.arvation. They have no refuge from the miseries of des-
titution, but in the slender and insufficient means obtained from piiblic

charity. Pauperism is not recognised but is rampant throughout the
land. When its ranks are swollen by depression of trade, it rises like

a raging torrent in revolution against society and the authorities.

Hence it becomes a matter of primary necessity, a question of self-pre-

servation, for government to provide employment for the people in order
to keep pauperism at as low a level as possible. The increase of
population is purposely reduced to the lowest standard, and from the
peasantry up to the wealthy classes, families of children are regarded as
misfortunes and burdens. Still, the population, until the Russian war,
did increase, and the augmentation, small as it is, is a source of great in-

convenience. Emigration furnishes no escape, for as a rule Frenchmen
will not go abroad; even Algeria, within twenty-four hours' sail from
Marseilles, does not, .after thirty years' colonization, contain 1 00,000 French
civilians,—not a third of those who annually leave our shores, while in

less than that period. Upper Canada, Australia, and New Zealand have
received sufficient population from home to rank with many European
States, and to justify their being regarded as scats of Empires. Yet in

spite of, or rather because of emigration, the increase of population in

England suffers no diminution. For it is a curious and instructive fact,

that little more than fifty jears ago the population of France was 24,000,000,

while that of England, exclusive of Scotland aud Ireland, was 8,000,000.

The proportion of Frenchmen to Englishmen was, then, as three to one.

To-day the population of France is 38,000,000, that of England 20,000,000,
80 that the proportion is bronght down to less than two to one. Sup-
posing the same rate of increase to be observed during the next fifty

years, the proportion of Frenchmen to the inh.abitants of England will

be further reduced as five to four. Put the truth is that the rate of
increase in France has considerably fallen off lately, and at tlie last census
there was iu its place a positive decrease, so that it is more than prob;>ble

that the end of the century will witness an equality between the two
populations, and the balance will be made to incline to our side by
pCThaps .5,000,000 in Scotland, aud 10,000,000 in Ireland. The social

difficulties of France are enormous. They lead to the maintenance of
a large standing army, as a system of out-door relief, and to the taint-

ing of her domestic policy with communistic expedients. The army has
failed as a substitute for poor-laws. In the first place it is a great deal

more costly; secondly, it absorbs the majority of the productive forces of

the country; and lastly, it creates a chronic disturbance to commerce, by
being regarded as a standing menace to Europe. Tlie Emperor, prompted
by the conviction of these facts no less th.in by a desire to facilitate the
introduction of the thin edge of Free Trade, seeks to replace the unneces-
sary excess of the army—kept up as a substitute for poor-laws—by the
organisation of labor in the service and pay of the State. The expedient
may serve for a few years, and tide over the difficulty during his lifetime,

—

but what next? It is postponing the evil until it maybe less easily cured,

and is tampering with the gangrene until it will overspread the wliole

system, instead of exercising it at once. But perh.ips his Majesty is of

opinion that " enoui;h for the day is the evil thereof," and concurs in the
propriety of Lord Castlereagh's interrogation,—" What has posterity done
for us that we should do anytliing for posterity." Meanwhile Vive la Baga-
telie! or Vive VEmpire! which some may deem a redundancy of ex-

pression.

M. Rouher jiroposes in his report to deal with highways, rivers, canals,

harbours, liglithonses, and .agricultural improvements, and we will take the

subjects in the order he enumerates them.

Highwai/s.—The ro.ads in France, kept up at the expense of the State,

have a total length of 22,467 miles. In eighteen mountainous and frontier

departments, of which the principal are the High .and Low Alps, Ar-
d6che, Aricge Isere, Lozere, the High, Low and Eastern Pyrenees, they
are interrupted by breaks which represent a total length of 223 miles.

Tfce breaks which it is considered important to fill up immediately, occur

in the communic.itioiss with Piedmont and Spain. Some of the roads are

citcuitous, aud require to be made straight for a distance of 744 miles.

The establishment of railways hn> not been found to diminUh the nie of
draught cattle, for the aTerage, per kilometre, roie trrnn 244 per day, In
1852, to 246, in 1857, representing a total of 1,000 millions of torn of
articles carried yearly per kilometre. In connexion witli tlic improTC-
ments of roads is the construction of bridges. The works indicated
would cost, it is estimated, £4,000,000, toward) which it is propoied to
ai>propriate £1,280,000 out of the balance of the loan, spread over thr«e
years. This sum, joined to the ordinary annual credits, will allow of the
most urgent portion of the works being carried out in that time. There
have been built within the last few years the bridges Auiterlilz, Inralidct,
St. Michel, Alma, and Solferino. The bridge au change is in the coarse
of being built. Similar works arc in execution at Brest over the Pcnfeld,
and at Vernon over the Seine, and others are in contemplation at Nantei,
at Perpignan over the Tet, at Redon over the Vilaine, and the Pont
d'AIbi over the Tarn. The estimate for extraordinary expenditure on
highways is X2,400,000, dating from this year. The annual credit allotted
to the works is X236,000, or £708,000 in three years. The Minister pro-
poses to add £600,000 from the balance of the war loan, which will allow
of more than half of this class of works being completed before the
end of 1863.

Inland Navigation.—The rivers Seine, Oise, and Escant, with the Canal
St. Ruentin and its branches, place Paris in communication with the sea
at Havre, with the ports on the north coast, and with the coal fields of
French Flanders and Btdgium. The Ardennes canal connects the basin of
the Mouse with the Aisne, and by the last with Paris and the canal system
of Flanders. The Marne and its canal to the Rhine establish water
communication between the capital and Alsace, which will become of great
importance when the navigation of the Marne is improved. This line is

connected with the northern system by the Aisne and Marne Canal, which
brings coal from the north and Belgium to Champagne. AtStrasburg the
Marne and Rhine Canal is connected with the Rhone and Rhine Canal,
which opens into the Soane, whereby Alsace and Switzerland have com-
muication with the Mediterranean, and with the coal fields of the Rirc-
de-Gier. The waterways of the Rhone and Softne,—<:onnectcd with Paris
by the Burgundy Canal, by the Yonne, and the Seine. The Central Canal
unites the Soaiie with the Loire, and affords an opening to the Blanzy coal-

fields. The canals starting from Briare and Orleans unite near Montargis,
and following the canalised river Loing fall into the Seine at Moret. The
Nivcrnais Canal, starting from Decize, falls into the Yonne at Auxerre,
forming a second waterway between the Loire and Seine. The Berry
Canal is connected with the lateral canal of the Loire below Nevcrs, and
crosses to Tours. By this system of navigation, the coal fields of St.

Etienne and Commentry, and the ironworks of Montlu^on are placed in

communication with Paris and the lower Loire. At Nantes commences
the Britany system of canals. The most important, from Nantes to

Brest, passes through the towns of Redon, Napoleonville, and Ciiateaulin.

At Redon it joins the canalised river Vilainc, which descending from
Rennes, falls into the sea below Roche-Bernard. By the Ille et Ranee
Cannl the Vilaine is connected with the English channel at St. Malo. At
Napoluonville, the Nantes and Brest Canal is in conmiunication with the

canalised river Blavet, which falls into the roadstead of Ijorient ; so that

the two great naval arsenals on the Atlantic coast— Brest and Lorient

—

are provided with inland navigation for intercommunication. The South
canal establishes communiciition between the Bay of Biscay and the

Mediterranean, and Cette; it communicates with the Rhone by the Etangs

aud Bcaucaire Canal.

Rivers.—The length of navigable rivers in France is 5,904 miles, of

which more than 932 miles arc only nominally navigable, and of the

remainder 1,118 miles, or about a fifth part of the whole, serves three-

fourths of the total river traflBc. £4.000,000 has been spent upon the

Marne and Rhine Canal, between Vitry and Strasbourg, the lateral

canal between Vitry and Epernay; the derivative canal between Meaux
and Clialefert and the St. Ma)ir Canal, near Paris. £400,000 are

required to complete the cinalisation between Paris and Epernay. The
Nivernais and Burgundy canals afford an intermittent navigation to

trade, being supplied twice a week from the Upper Yonne and its

tributaries. The navigation is to be rendered permanent. The Seine,

between Paris and Rouen is to be iniproved, also the Eure between

the Seine and Louviers. The Mayenne and Sarthe are being canalised in

the basin of the Loire. The Loire, between Briare aud Nantes is to be

improved, as well as below Nantes. In the last-named portion of its

course works have been commenced. The Allier, by reason of its torrential

character, the rapidity of its course and the changeability of the bed, otTt-rs

serious obstacles to its canalisation, which would, nevertheless, be very

useful if effected. The works on the Lot and Tarn, which convey coals

from Avignon and Carmaux to the centres of consumption are to be com-

pleted to render the navigation continuous. The Uordogne between

Souillac and Libourne, and its tributary—Isle,—between Perigneux and

Libourne, are to be improved. The Garonne, which between Toulouse

and Castets is replaced by the lateral canal, being the continuation of

the Southern Canal, is to be supplied below Castets with longitudinal

submergeable dykes, to obtain a depth equal to that of the lateral canal.

The rising imi)ortance of Bordeaux, by the making it a transatlantic

packet station, has led to improvements of the channel of the Garonne

which are being carried out. Supplementary works which have been

already mentioned are being rapidly pushed forward. The navigation of

the Charente between Angouleme and the sea is to be made easier, as is

also that of its tributarv, the Bouloun. The Si'vre, navigable from Niort

to the sea, is to be provided with means of escape for high floods, and to

be improved. Similar works are to bo executed with respect to its prm-
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cipal tributaries, the Vendee, the Mignon, and the two Antises. The
Bbone and Saone form a waterway from the Mediterranean to above Gray,
penetrating into the heart of France, and communicating by existing

canals with the valleys of the Garonne, the Loire, the Seinc.and the Rhine.

The navigation of both rivers would be greatly improved by preventing
the escape of its waters into unserviceable branches and by narrowing the

channel. The IsJre requires works chiefly to protect the rich valley of

Graisvaudeen from inundation. Tlie Escaut, tlie Aa, the Lys, the Loire,

and the Lawe require improvements. The difficult, slow, and costly navi-

gation of the Upper Meuse, between Vefdun and Sedan, would be remedied
by establishing seven locks and excavating channels in the shallows. The
Moselle, which by the Sarre serves the coal fields of Saarbriick, has had
its navigation improved by the protection of its banks and by the con-

struction of submcrgeable dykes, as well as by the establishment of towing
paths. Lastly, the III, which unites the llhone and Marne canals with the

Rhone, requires improvements.

Canals.—The first attempts at canalisation in France date from the seven-
teenth century. Locks were invented about the beginning of the fifteenth

centwy, by two brothers, engineers, at Viterbo, whose name is forgotten.

In the following century they were introduced into France by Leonardo da
Vinci, and were applied to rivers by Francis I., to the Vilaine between
Bennes and Kedon, and by Henri IV., to the Baise, l)etween Nerac and the
Garonne ; but it was not until from 1605 to 1G42 tliat the first real canal
'was constructed—that of Briare. From 1660 to 1688 the southern canal
was opened to trade. Some few years after tlie Grave canal from Cette to

Montpellier, and between 1679-1691 the Orleans canal was constructed. Up
to the end of the seventeenth century, 1,864 miles of canals were contem-
plated, but up to the end of that century, 663 miles were actually made.
The first Napoleon granted tlie concession of the Beaucaire canal in 1801,
and decreed tlie execution of the Ourcq, St. Denis, and St. Martin canals.

All those authorised before the Revolution were decreed and commenced.
Others were undertaken, including those of Aries to Bouc, the Upper
Seine, the Mons to Conde, the Eastern Salt Works, and St. Maur, but in
1814 only 127 miles of new canals had been made, making the total length
of then existing canals 790 miles. The financial distress of the country
during the early period of the Restoration prevented the works being
continued. But votes were taken in 1821-1822, among other similar

works, to canalise the Oise, and make the Ardennes canal, as well as the
lateral canals to the Loire and Oise. Their total length was to be 1,321 miles,

and their cost £50,400,000, borrowed from companies of capitalists. At
the end of the Restoration, however, 571 miles of new canals had been con-
structed, making the total length of canals then existing 1,362 miles. After
theRevolntionof 1830, the Government of Louis Philippe allotted £1,720,000
ont of the Budget to carry on the works decreed by the Restoration, besides

Bums obtained from special sources, making a total of £2,584,000. By
this means the canals undertaken during the First Empire and Restoration
were actively pushed forward, and completed in 1842, to an extent of 896
miles. "In twenty years," says M. Rouher, although there is some error

in his addition, " 1,331 miles of canals had been built, at a total cost of

£11,480,000, which, though more than at the rate of £8,000 a mile, is but
one-third of the cost of railways."

In 1848 the length of canals open to commerce was 2,610 miles. The
necessities of the Revolutionary Government to find employment for tlie

people led to the undertaking of several works, including, besides the
ateliers nationaui, the completion of canals already begun. Thus, afterwards
the Marne and Rhine canal was opened in 1853, the Garonne lateral

canal in 1855, and the Aisne and Marne canal last year, making the total

length 2,934 miles, of which 486 miles have been conceded in perpetuity
and 343 miles on lease. By the decree of 1852, buying up the tolls, the
State has obtained possession of 1,305 miles of canal, and by the expiration
of the concessions of St. Quentin, Etangs, and Deule canals, of 555 miles
more. M. Rouher proposes the further buying up of toUs, and where that
cannot be eflected, the reduction of the charges, in order to facilitate the
interchange of goods. £480,000 are to be appropriated out of the loan
balance, to improve the navigation of the canals. A canal is to be con-
structed in these days of railroads, to convey coal from the Valley of
Saarbriick to Alsace and Champagne. A branch is to pass from Colmar
to the Rhine and Rhone canal. The manufacturing interests of Alsace,
have oflercd to advance £472,000 towards its construction, and a similar
offer has been made to finish the constrution of the canal from the Eastern
Salt Works. The canal from Marans to Rochelle, in which were employed
military convicts, has, since they were removed to Algeria, made but slow
progress. The works are now to be pushed forward.
In 1848, likewise, to provide employment for the people, a canal was com-

menced from the upper part of the Seine—Bar-Sur-Seine—to Troyes, and
was subsequently abandoned. It is to be resumed. The Roubaix canal,

intended to unite the Deule with the Escaut, was granted in 1837, for the
portion between Deule, near Lille, and the Belgian frontier. With respect
to its extension thence to the Escaut, it was the object of an international
convention in IB.'jg, and was subsequently opened. Of the portion within
the French territory, it has been made from the frontier to Roubaix at cno
end; and at the other from the slope of the Deule to the valley of the
Marcq. There remains a tunnel to be made to connect the two portions.

The town of Roubaix, which purchased the concession of the canal, has
not the means to complete the works, and has petitioned for a money grant
from Government, which is to be made. The canal from St. Martory to

Toulouse, decreed in 1846, and which will serve to irrigate the neighbouring
lands, is to be completed,—not for the purposes of inland navigation, but
for those of irrigation. The cost of canals to be terminated and under-
taken is estimated at £960,000, to which must be added £480,000 for

improving those already constructed, making a total of £1,440,000. The
advance offered by the manufacturers of Alsace, reduces the amount to
£968,000, to\?ards which the Minister suggests the appropriating of
£400,000 out of tlie balance of the loan. The total annual tonnage passing
over the canals in 1850, was 1,767 millions of tons per mile, and in 1857, it

was 3,218 millions of tons.

Harbors and Lighthouses.—According to a statistical return of the Fonts
et Chausses, in 1839, France possessed then 400 seaports, of which 86 were
situated in the Channel, 231 on the Atlantic seaboard, and 83 on the
Mediterranean. Their division, topographically, gives 145 harbors on the
seashore, 79 on the seaboard ot islands, and 176 in the maritime portions
of rivers. Nearly one-half are no more than fishing stations, for naviga^
tion returns are taken only in about 230, of wliich 200 participate ia
annual grants for the improvement and maintenance of harbors. In 1850,
the coast and over-sea trade was 10,800,000 tons, and, in 1858, the last

year that returns have been obtained, 15,800,000. Marseilles showed
3,100,000 tons; Havre, 2,100,000, and Bordeaux, 1,150,000; while the fol-

lowing ports, enumerated in their order of importance—Nantes, Rouen,
Dunkirk, Cette, Calais, Dieppe, Boulogne, Toulon, Caen, Honfleur, Aries
and Brest—returned from 700,000 to 200,000 tons. Twelve ports— Cher-
bourg, Rochelle, St. Malo, Rochefort, Tonnay-Charente, Blaize, St. Nazaire,
Granville, Lorient, Bastia, Bouc and Bayonne—returned from 200,000 to
100,000 tons. Twelve other ports returned from 100,000 to 50,000 tons,

and the remainder are of slight commercial importance, although they are
valuable for refuge, and afibrd shelter to a numerous fishing population—
the nursery of the French fleet.

During the last twenty-five years large sums have been allotted for the
improvement of sea-ports, including not only those used by trade but also
fishing harbors. Some of these works are not yet finished, but £250,000
will be sufficient to complete them. They are—the construction of a new
harbor in the creek of St. Nicolas, partly at the cost of the municipality of
Bastia ; the completion of the new floating basin at Rochelle ; the harbor
improvements at Dieppe, Treport. Honfleur, St. Valery-en-Caux, Port-en-
Bessin, St. Vaast, Lorient, Repon, Sables d'Olonne, Tonnay-Charente,
Pointe-de-Grave, Bandol ; and the termination of the Marine Canal ta
connect the harbor of Bouc with the Berre Lake. Within the last three
years new works have been authorised ; among them are the Napoleon
Harbor at Marseilles ; lock and repairing dock at Havre ; floating basin

at Boulogne ; the new Napoleon dock at Brest, in connexion with the
Brittany Railway, which will aflTord opportunities for this port rising to the
first commercial rank ; and a new marine canal directly connecting Cette
with the Southern Railway station and the Mediterranean. A floating

basin, in direct communication with the Orleans Railway, is being built at
Rochefort, the town paying part of the cost. The bar at the mouth
of the Adour is often an insurmountable, and always a dangerous
obstacle to navigation up to Bayonne. Until the present time
it has been irremovable ; but lately a last trial has been made by con-
structing open piers, which will shortly exhibit their success or the
contrary. The canal, from Caen to the sea, is open ; but some slight

works remain to be executed to insure a supply of water. The works at

St. Malo are to be modified by building quays out into the floating basin,

to admit of the extension of the town. A new lock is to be constructed
at Fecamp to faciliate access to the floating basin. At Carentan the
channel is being deepened ; and the pier at Port Vendres, which was par-
tially destroyed by the sea, is being rebuilt. The total cost of these works
is estimated at about £2,000,000. These, however, are not all. The esta-

blishment of the Napoleon basin at Marseilles is to be followed by extended
work of a similar nature. Plans for the enlargement of the channel and
outer port of Havre are being prepared ; also for new quays at Bordeaux,
and for new floating basins at Dunkirk and St. Nazaire, where those which
have been constructed, and indeed only just finished, are found insufficient

to accommodate the requirements of trade. Plans are in the course of
preparation for the construction of three refuge harbors in the Bay of
Biscay—at Cape Breton, in the inlet of Arcachon, and in the creek of St.

Jean-de-Luz. At Cape Breton the physical conformation of the land is

quite exceptional, for there exists a submarine valley, called the fosse,

which is filled from the sea, and which in the heaviest weather is always
calm. Works have been undertaken at the mouth to obtain a constant
depth, or rather to prevent the accumulation of sand, and to bruig down
water from inland lakes to deepen the channel. Works are contemplated
at at Arcachon and St. Jean-de-Luz, and the total cost of all three is

estimated at £3,200,000.

Lighthouses and Buoys.—The Lighthouse Commission, appointed in 1825,
ascertained that there were then fifteen, and proposed eighty-three more.
The number was soon shown to be insufficient, and the French coasts are

now provided with 228 lights. The Bay of Biscay and eastern shores of
Corsica are insufficiently lighted, and it is proposed to establish four light-

houses of the first class—lighting from eighteen to twenty-seven nautical

miles off'—in these localities. A similar light is to be supplied to the western
limit of the Isle of Ushant, the most westerly point of France. Ten lights of
the third class—lighting from fourteen to eighteen nautical miles—are to

be set up to warn ofi" shoals, and ninety-one harbor-lights are to be sup-
plied. The total cost is calculated at £120,000. The coasts of France are

very indifl'erently buoyed—the available means having been spent on
lighthouses. There are 727 large buoys or beacons (not lights), 397 land-

marks, and 356 buoys. £40,000 are to be appropriated to their increase,

making a total of £1,400,000 proposed to be appropriated out of the balance
of the loan under this head, and leaving the remaining costs to be provided
for out of future budgets.

It is not within our province to speak of these works, but, to complete
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onr notice, we may be permitted to briefly indicate their nature. The
sand downs wliich extend along the shores of Gascoiiy are liable to shift

under tlie action of the wind, and they liave already buried the hamlet of
Bias, with its church; the hamlet of Mimizan, with its port; the port of
"Vieux-Soulac, and the forest of La Cunau. The Ponts et Chausses En-
gineer, Bremonticr, discovered, in 1787, that plantations of sea pine render
the sands immovable, and they have been tuidertaken since 1808. The
Oascony downs contain 148,000 acres, of which 95,000 acres have been
planted; and to plant the remainder would cost £88,000. The depart-
ments of the Charente-Inferieur, Vendee, Morbehan, Loire-Infcrieurc,

rinistdrre and licrault contain 32,000 acres, of which nearly 14,000 have
been planted. To plant the remainder will cost £64,000, making a total

cost of £1.52,000. Tlie arid and sterile district known as the Solopno
occupies an extent of 1,013,000 acres; a similar district, Dombes, 245,000
acres, and Brenne about the same area. The soil of all three is argilo-

«ilicious, and in Sologne it is overlaid with sand. Rains stagnate on the
surface, breeding disease and death. To get something out of a
sterile soil, the inhabitants, for the last four centuries, have been
accustomed to throw dams against the valleys, to form large

fish-ponds, which were after a period run dry to admit of the deposit

being cultivated. This system of cultivation, alternating crops of fish

•with those of ajjriculture, has proved most injurious to public health.

The remedy has been sought, not in prohibiting fish-ponds, but in render-
ing the cultivation of the soil practicable and profitable by drainage, and
clearing the water courses. £100,000 is aflected to encourage proprietors

in this course. A canal has been made to convey marl to Sologne, and an
engagement, by reason of a State subvention, made with the Orleans liail-

way Company to deliver marl at 29. the .32 cubic feet, at any of the eleven

stations between Fert6 and Theillay—a distance of 29 miles. In Corsica
an extent of 213,000 acres, formerly renowned for its fertility, and where
the Romans built the cities of Aleria and Mariana, is now desolate. It is

Ijordored by stagnant waters, which breed pestilential miasma. Drainage
works have been commenced and are to be continued. £320,000 are to be
appropriated out of the balance of the loan thereto. These various appro-
priations make a tot.al of £4,000,000. Further, the Minister is annually
Totcd about £800,000 for public works, which during the next three j-cars

would give a sum available for these colossal improvements of £6,400,000.
For the present year he proposes to take £1,190,000 out of the loan balance
which, added to the vote provided by the Budget, will give him £1,934,000
to be spent in the next twelve months—namely,£412,000 on roads and
bridges ; £628,000 on rivers and canals ; £712,000 on harbors and light-

bouses ; £178,000 on agriculture. The difference between the total and
the items arises from a Government error of £4,000 in the addition.

DEBASED CLASSIC, OR SECULAR GOTHIC.
WHEN that Royal medley of shrewdness and imbecility, George III.,

was informed that Bishop Watson had published an " Apology for

the Bible," in reply to Tom Paine's blasphemous nonsense, his Majesty is

reported to have exclaimed, " Apology, 'pology, 'logy, the Bible does not
need one." The majestic mind which was so puzzled to find by what
legerdemain apples were placed inside dumplings, could perceive that
there were facts which required no apology for their being. And of this

kind we venture to assert is the revival of Pointed architecture—

a

revival not brought about by a foolish hankering after medievalism, but
by the stern and irrepressible desire to invest our structures with useful-

ness, constructional truth, freedom, and beauty. The development of
Gothic architecture in the last half of the nineteenth century is a great
fact ; for the growing love of its characteristics and appreciation of its

adaptability among all classes cannot be denied. Wherefore, it has no need
of apology, and it may serve to encourage the faint-hearted, if any such
there be among its admirers, which we doubt, to learn that the new year
opens with brighter prospects than ever for the cultivation of a national
style of architecture among us.

If we entertain the sincere conviction, in common with the art-loving
public, and the majority of the artistic members of the profession—for all

architects are not artists—that the Gothic revival— being the result of a
truthful working of the mind—must prevail henceforth as it does now,
we are not to be thereby precluded from noticing the objections

—

arguments we cannot call them—of the advocates of Debased Classic.

The productions literary, and constructional, of these gentlemen may be
made to afford no small amount of amusement, which it would be taxing
our love of humour and merriment too much to require us to forego

;

and they may also serve as warnings, which it would be unwise to disdain.
Thus us we find the leader of the anti-Gothicists in Parliament, and

the hitherto devoted advocate of Anglo-Italian for each and every purpose,
actually forsaking it, in his last structure at Gerrard's Cross, and adopting
instead of any of the modifications of the style, which he had previously
glorified and exalted above all others, a transiticmal style of Byz:tntine, due
to that period when it may be said to have been merging into Venetian or
Italian-Gothic. The adoption of this unusual and certainly very un-
English form of architectural expression is not without its signification

and importance, for if be it a "practical protest against dominant
Gothicism," as an angry correspondent, whose letter will be found else-

where, reminds us it was asserted to be, it is also a practical renunciation
of Anglo-Italian, and of all the varieties of Debfised Classic for Ecclesias-
tical structures. Whether really intended to be so or not, Gerrard's Cross
•Church is the first step towards complete desertion of the cause formerly
*o zealously defended ; and quite unconsciously, perhaps, while abusing

secular Gothic arcliitects, Mr. Tite is gradually drifting into the wake of
dominant Gothicism—a convert against hia will.

With respect to the dctign itself, it matters not whether it be bcautifhl
or " hideous," for the principal importance it potfeaws U that of marking
the period when the chief and most ardent anta^niit of Gothic architec-
ture abandoned Anglo-Italian, convinced of its unfltncss, and cast about
for a substitute that was not Pointed. We leave the honorable member
for Bath and the Debased Classicists to explain and settle the detcrtion
amongst themselves. The Gothicists hare nothing to do with the caaae
of this forsaking, and still less with the inconvenience it may inHict upon
its opponents. They will, doubtless, exhibit great forbearance, and
courteously welcome Mr. Tite into their ranks when he can make up hU
mind to go beyond the half-way house where he is at present halting.

So general is this desertion becoming—so contagious docs it appear,
that Gothic architects are threatened with being swamped by the sudden
accession to their ranks of converted opponents. Even the literary

defenders of Debased Classic are coming round, and startle us by their

almost pantomimic metamorphosis into ingenious apologists and zealoui
advocates of certain styles of Pointed architecture. Is it possible that the
battle of the styles is hastening to a conclusion because conversion compels
the Goths " to sheath their swords for lack of argument," having no
longer opponents to confront ? If so, we shall certainly not regret the
restoration of peace, although we may miss the piquant liveliness of the
contest, and be surprised at seeing a battle terminated by one army
going over to the enemy—ofBcers, rank and flic, " general, camp, pioneers,

and all."

There will of course be some exceptions. Wild, adventurous, untaroeable
spirits, and those who fancy they have personal grievances to avenge, or
that the avenues to distinction and advancement are closed, or already
occupied, will remain faithful to their old tattered and discolored flag, not
from laudable motives, but rather from pique or the love of warfare.

Henceforth we are, perhaps, fated to see a succession of desultory skirmishes
that can produce no definite effect upon the general settlement of the
question, but simply waste the strength of the ass.-iilants. These will

observe no system, no order, and no discipline, probably have no definite

object which they can avow. They will form innumerable guerilla bands,

at one time threatening in succession and isolated, the imposing mass of
the Gothic forces, and at another fighting among themselves. Mean-
while the Gothicists will realise Bossuet's simile, and "like a tower of

strength which of itself repairs its breaches " will steadily advance to

victory—to complete and final success. We cannot expect that any
remonstrance we may address to these desperate adventurers will be
listened to. Had our advice the faintest chance of influencing their

conduct we might be induced to ask them what useful result they could

possibly hope to attain. The public are wearied of the strife, and success

is hopeless. We can respect loyalty and consistency as much as anyone,

but perseverance in a course that has been condemned is culpable in the

highest degree, and people have a right to insist upon the expediency of

the opponents of Gothic architecture desisting from this wordy war—this

wrangling about styles ; or, if they will not cultivate that which they

oppose, to give us something better, something which is capable of greater

usefulness, greater freedom of expression, greater constructioiuU truth, and

greater beauty than Pointed architecture.

We can freely admit that in the Gothic revival all has not been designed

and ivorkedout in obedience to the canons of ajsthetics and usefulness. There
have been grievous mistakes, painful shortcomings, andlainentablecontradic-

tions ; but when we have made as large an allowance as can be desired for

these things, there still remains the palpable and more than compensating

fact, that the revival has enormously advanced the study and practice of

architecture as well as of its allied arts—even of those styles which have no

aflSnity with, but are antagonistic to Gothicism. The advocates ofPointed

architecture, by their eloquent writings, have awakened and captivated

public attention. They have as it were, vulgarised the art, and if they

have done nothing more, they have aroused Anglo-Italians from their hum-
drum, and spurred them to do something that had at least an inkling of

originality. Tliey have compelled them to think sometimes, and for them-

selves, instead of keeping in the old rut ofcopyisra. Mr. G. G. Scott's

admirable work on " Secular Architecture " has been the source of thought

and study, even to those who oppose the doctrines it contains.

The accidental mention of Mr. Scott's name affords an opportunity to

notice the objections urged against the carrying out of his plans for the

Foreign Office, in an article which appeared in the Builbino Nkws for the

13th of last month, and wliich, from the omission of uiitials at the end,

might be supposed to be an editorial expression of opinion. After so

many years' experience it can scarcely bo necessary to state that the

guiding rule of the conductors of this journ.il is to afford free scope for

the expression of opinions of all shades. In many they only partially

concur, from some they wholly dissent ; and in the latter category is the

article on "Competition and the Foreign Office " (p. 19). It alleges that

competitions are oppressive to architects and ruinous to art ;
and asks,

"Who can point to a single world-renowned edifice that has been the

result of a competition ? " It is singular indeed that the writer, seeing

his known predilections and (irejudices, should have put such a question when

the New Palace at Westminster—the work of the "anibidextra " architect he

loves to eulogise for taste and skill in treating all styles—aftbrds a rcaiiy and

conclusive answer. Moreover he must be aware of a certain Anglo-Italian

or Debased Classic edifice which has been erected, in consequence of a

commission gained in competition by one who is now a most inveterate

opponent of Secular Gothic, although he may have renounced Anglo-

Italianism.
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Against the uiismanagenicnt of competitions luuch msj be said, but
against tlic principle on which they are established, nothing. It is foolisli

and mere waste of labor to rail against abuses unless a remedy be pointed

out- Were public competitions always well managed, they would be the

justest mode of awarding commissions. When they arc not well managed
whose fault is it but the profession's ? If architects had not so unwisely
set their faces against the education of the public in a knowledge of archi-

tecture, there would be by this time a sufficient number of competent
judges scattered over the kingdom j and if architects were to decline to

contribute to competitions, unless the names of the judges were previously
published, and unless they had conceded to them the right of cliallenging

those among the judges who might be notoriously incompetent for the

office, there would be an end to all abuses, except those that might spring

up in the ranks of the profession. We repeat that if competitions are

mismanatied it is the fault of the architects, and the remedy is in their

own Iiands, whenever tliej- may choose or have the courage to use it.

To complain of competitions that they induce architects to produce
works which are lost and of no value in case of failure is to complain that

the incompetent are not rewarded equally with the competent—that the

unsuccessful are not equal gainers with the successful. Our esteemed
contributor must know that competition is the great struggle of life, and
that in all cases failure is attended with loss. Take, for instance, the pro-
fession of a journalist. The contributions sent in to periodicals of the

day represent a millionfold more thought, study, and labor than are wasted
in architectural competition ; and what is the fate of the immense
majority? They are thrown into editors' baskets preparatory to being
devoted to more ignoble uses. Yet we do not find journalists lackadaising

over their unsuccess, and complaining that their MSS. arc not recognised as

works of art, for gener.illy they never see them again. Engineers, builders,

and tradesmen generally who tendtr for work enter into competition. They
are compelled to expend time and thought, and often money, in preparing
their estimates, yet we do not hear of their complaining of this system of

competition being oppressive to themselves and ruinous to their calling.

This supreme faintheartedness and repining folly appear to be confined
to architects, we are sorry to say. If the error be indulged in much longer

they will lose their manly tone and vigor, their self-reliance and enter-

prise, and fall into a condition as helpless as that of the unprotected
female.

It is further protested to be unkind and ungenerous to allow competing
architects to select their styles, and it is stated to be the duty ofthe managers
of competitions to lay down positively in what style the designs are to be,

on the score of avoiding perplexity, which arises from different styles

being in vogue. Nay, the writer refers to a period " when only one style

was practised, or while Gothic was employed only for churches." But no
such period as the second ever existed. During the middle ages all build-

ings in England were Gothic, and that was not confined to churches. The
Benaissancc gave us the Debased Classic, which goes by that name ; also,

Boman, Grecian, Romanesque, Saracenic, and Byzantine : all these styles were
and are concurrently practised. Supposing Gothic were limited to ecclesias-

tical structures, which the writer evidently desires, would there not be just
as much difficulty in choosing from the varieties of Debased Classic, between
Homan and Grecian, Eomanesque and Byzantine, Ijouis Quatorse and
Jacobean, Eenaissance and Tudor, Elizabethan and Anglo-Italian, as there
would be if Gothic were added ? The recommendation to establish re-

striction as to styles is but a round-about way to endeavour to place
Gothic under ban and interdict, a "dodge" not very creditable to the
invention or catholic spirit of its author, and one which must entail its

own defeat.

Our correspondent has chosen to confess " positively to sicken at Scott's
secular." It is no fault of Mr. Scott if the writer's architectural stomach
be out of order and if his ajsthetic taste hath lost its relish. It might
be remarked, were any one disposed to be so unkind, that some frail organ-
isations sicken from disappointment and spite. He complains that for the
freedom of Mr. Scott's design there is no authority, and sighs for scholastic
system immortalised in verse.

*' A? fancy opens the quick springs of sense,
Wc ply the mcmorv, we load the brain.
Bind rebel wit, ana double chain on chain ;

Confine the thougitt to exercise the breath,
And keep thcra in the pale of work till death.
"Whate'er the talents, or howc'er designed.
We hang one jingling padlock on the mind."

From the absurdly restrictive system which our correspondent appears to

admire Mr. Scott has sought to emancipate his art. Secular architecture is

architectural freedom, the liberation of the artist from leaden routine and
chilling precedent. That Mr. Scott's design will be carried out does not
admit of doubt. Not to do so would be to refuse one of the rarest and
choicest gifts offered to the nation by architectural progress. In con-
clusion, wc can only express our deep regret at the unparalleled persecu-
tion to which Mr. Scott is exposed.

Leicester.—A memorial window has just been erected in the south
aide of St. Margaret's Church by Mr. Cook, of Belgrave-gate, in memory of his
daughter. The window, which has been completed by Mr. Alexander Gibbs, of
Bedford-square, London, consists of two lancet lights. The centre figures, with
enriched canopies, represent St. John and the Good Shepherd, the lower com-
partments, the liaising of .Jairus' daughter, and Christ blessing little children.
The window bears the following inscription:—"To the memory of Mary, aged
8 years, the only child of Joseph and Elizabeth Cook, by her sorrowing parents,
who died March 7th, 1867." Jt is said that another window, also by Mr. Gibbs,
it likely to be shortly erected in the church.

MESSUS. TUCKEK AND SONS' NEW PREMISES, OXFORD
STREET.

WE have during the last year noticed the refronting of several of the
houses in Oxford-street. Another has now to be added to the list.

Messr.«. Tucker and Son, tlie gas engineers and lamp makers of the
the Strand (near Tem])le Bar), and Essex works, following in the steps of
other large manufacturers who supply the consumer direct, have just
opened an extensive branch establishment in O.xford-street, immediately
opposite the entrance to Dean-street, have rcfronted the house, and effectedi

extensive alterations.

This establishment will afford great convenience to architects and'

others who have hitherto had either to make inquiries all over the
metropolis to find gas fittings and lamps suitable to a particular style of
building tliey may liave in hand, or else to have patterns modelled at a.

great cost. In Messrs. Tucker's establishment they will find examples
founded on Assyrian, Grecian, Rom.in, Byzantine, Saracenic, Medieval,.
Renaissance, Elizabethan, Italian, and modern designs, carefully selected,,

under one roof, while they can at the same time acquire every information!

respecting the construction and working of plant for the manufacture of
gas, as generally applied to all kinds of buildings whether ecclesiastical

or secular.

The firm have constructed a testing room, which is fitted up with a gra-

duated gasholder, experimental meter, float, and photometer, so that every
article for the combustion, increase or control of gaslight may be practi-

cally and scientifically tried, and which is placed at the disposal of those
desirous of investigating the science of gas-lighting, which may even now
be said to be in its infancy.

The whole of the premises, from the basement to the roof, are appro-
priated entirely to the Gas Engineering branch of their business, and
Messrs. Tucker having established themselves as manufacturers of Gas-

works, for the lighting of mansions or isolated buildings, as well as for

towns and villages; they will here carry out, not only the interior lighting

of residences, halls, &c., but also the erection of works for the manujacture
of gas, 60 that the entire requirements for gas lighting, from the retort to

the burner, will be supplied by them.
On the basement a small workshop is fitted for the execution of

repairs, &c., the factory being kept distinct and apart from this new
establishment. The first-fioor show-room is appropriated to small goods,

such as Tucker and Sons' Cottage gas-fittings, of which the firm displays

a large assortment ; whilst the lofty and well-proportioned upper
show-room (which has been formed by entirely removing one floor and
throwing the two upper floors into one) is devoted to large chandeliers,

chuich furniture, &c., of every variety, and of the most costly and valuable

description. The ceiling of the upper show-room is entirely new. It is

formed into panels by cross-beams, with chamfered angles, and pendants at

the intersections. The ends of the beams are supported by perforated or

open trusses. An extra flight of stairs leads from the top landing on to

the roof, where arrangements are made for the exhibition of any new
invention in lighting, such as Colonel the Hon. W. E. Fitzinaurice's oxy-
olefiant light, for the working of which valuable patent, a company has
just been formed.

The grand staircase, which occupies the entire width of the premises,

has some novelties of construction worthy of note. It is ceiled with panels

of embossed glass, laid loose on perforated zinc bands for ventilation. The
walls of the rooms are all tinted in a warm grey ; the first time we
recollect seeing this color used, and well it shows up the gilt and orna-
mental objects which fill them. The whole of the premises are heated by
hot-water, so that the system which Messrs. Tucker and Sons have adopted
and carry out may be seen best in operation. The pipes are laid in rows on
each floor and encased ornamentally. The furnace and boiler are on the
basement, and the pipes pass up an old flue to the different floors and roof.

By adopting a pipe of something like three inches in diameter, the heat in

the pipes never gets beyond 200 degrees, and thus the unpleasant sensation

is avoided which springs from the absorption of the moisture by the greater

heat of small pipes, "rhe expense of heating the whole house, wc are told,

will not exceed 6d. a day. A throttle valve in the basement regulates

the heat as may be required.

Externally the shop is composed of delicate columnar sash-bars, with in-

cised spirals, ornamental caps, and rounded corners. Above the shop there is

a triple window divided by bronzed iron eolums, two deep, with enriched
capitals. They support stone arches, with carved foliage in the spandrels.

Over them is a highly decorated cornice carried by trusses and i)ilaster3

at cither side of the triple group of windows. A panel connects this

window with the one above it, which is likewise triple-arched, the central

compartment being somewhat higher than the side ones. A mass of well-

designed foliated ornament is placed above it, and connects the several

arches and spandrels. The whole is crowned by a trussed cornice and a
balustrade running in a line with that of the adjoining house. The whole
of the windows are filled with plate glass. The front is a very agreeable

departure from the customary street house, and, though small, is no less

creditable to the architects, Messrs. Banks and Barry. The contractors

were Messrs. Lucas.

Middleton, Yorkshire.—The foundation-stone of the new Wesleyan
Chapel and schools was laid on the 14th ult. The building to be erected is to be
45 feet by 30 feet. The centre will be used as a Sunday School, and accommo-
date upwards of 100 scholars. With pews placed down each side itwill altoge her
hold 'ioO persons. Mr. George Smith, of Leeds, is the architect of the building,

which, with the land, is estimated to cost £400, a great part of which is alreudy

subscribed:
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GLASGOW AUCIIITECTUKAL SOCIKTY.

A meeting of this Society was held hero in Ihc ScottiHh Kxhtbitiou UoomH, on the
cvonin^^of thu 20th inyt., Chahleh VVh-hon, Ehc|., Rrchitect.in the chair.

Mr. Maclean. Honorary SriTL'tary, read the mhtutes oflast meeting, which wen-
approved of, after which, MeHsra. Willium McKliihiy, David Hay, Alexander
Bartholomew and Ilobert Jlct'ord, who had he*n proposed at laat meetmjf. were duly
elected members. Mr. Maclean, read anplieutionH for admiHsion trom MeM«r8.
Sobert Hobinson, Andrew Milroy, Robert W ard.Jolin Blair, and (iCorg;c Cunningham

onteath, which were ordered to lie on the table till next nuetiuer.

Mr. .lAMEH Salmon, architect, then rose and intimated that, atthenextmcetlnprof
the society, he should move that a committee of this nocif-ty bo named to exandnc
and report upon the stained plass window which had been lately put into what lni8

been called tlio preat west window of Glasgow ('athedral.
Mr. Campbell 1>oi;ulah then read a paper on what he called *' The Social rosillou

Architects."
lie begiin by alluding to the fact that thia is an im-architectural ago compared with

many that have i)receded it, to the hopelessness of ever domg anything that has not
been better done before.
He then took a rapid glance at some of the greatest works of Kgyi)t, showing gi-

gantic mechanical applianciB along with rcmiement of feeling; oi^ Greece audits
white marble temples, and tlie subtile development of curves in everything they did ;

to the noble remains of ancient Home, and their full appreciation of sanitary inea-
ijures in supplying water pU'ntifuUy ; to l>aalbee, as showmg the progress of art in the
Eastern world too ; noticing how in all these the religious element was the great
spring of energy.
Passing the earliest developments of architecture after the Christian era in the

Western nations, ae shown in the Uomanesque and J^ombardic styles, he alluded to
the impulse of Cathedral building in France in the litth century which soon died out,
anil drew a parallel betwixt the glories of medieval towns and the decayed taste of
our modern work.
He noticed how, especially in Scotland, the severely stern nature of onr Protestants

had dismissed all art as an accessory, although perhaps it might have been in favour
of our religion, but perhaps not ; that now the community did not seem to care for
good architecture, perhaps because they were out of the way of getting it ; that un-
doubtedly our buildings were inferior to those of the past, because all our foremost
men, Gothic and Classicalikc, took tothe old as their models. He noticed that one
pecuHar feature of the old working was that the architects bestowed much more
time and labour on their works.
In conclusion, speaking of the responsibilities of those who employ architects in

such large towns as Glasgow, he said, that here 'H>ur fellow townsmen live as it

were In a prison, shut up from the healthiest sources of delight, green tieUls and bright
skies. These we are literally building out from touching us, and instead of those
fleecy white clouds that as boys we have gazed on, for liours together (perhaps on
our backs, by the green banks of some stream), our cliief canopy now is a murky sheet
of smoke ; removed lu the course of life from the romance of country scenery,

•' Where auld ruined castles grey
Nod to the moon."

wc thread our lanes or streets with but few mspirations from tlwm. We have left

the burn that M'ould talk with us as it went down the glen, and we meet few streams
but those of weary workers; our old songsters are rt//gone, the merry lark and evening
mavis, or the "calling curlews and whistling plover," none live beside us but
tlie chirruping home sparrow; is there no call here on those who build all those
glad things out, to try to give; some compensation ?

As we vibrate, pendulum-like, from our home to our otfice, and our otiico to our
home, why should there be so little to delight us in the ^reat mass of labonr-wrought
atone about us. I open up no controversy on style, but 1 long for some more general
nobility of structure, something that if you ftr/rc been bles.'*ed with a soul strung to
music, woidd set you singing as you lingered bv it.

In speakintr of architecture thus, as he thought after a long state of decline, it was
scarcely possible to hope that he had not ofl'endcd some, but he would grieve to be the
cause of doing so in saying what he thought was only true.

At the close of this paper, Mr. M'Clure moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Douglas,
which was carried.
Mr. Thomas Gildard then brought forward his motion on the late competition

for the AVallace Monument, of which the following is a copy :

—

THE LATE WALLACE MONUMENT COMPETITION.
Mr. GiT.nAHD said—Before introducing the motion of which intimation is given in

the circular convoking this meeting, I beg leave to premise— Firstly, that I was not
a competitor in the competition for designs for the National Monmnent to Sir

William Wallace. Secondly, that towards Air. Rochead, the successful competitor, I

am actuated neither by enmity or envy, llo was the first who pnt a pencil in my
hands, and I nm happy in testifying to the care and assiduity with which, in the late

Mr. Hamilton's ottice, he, along with Mr. IJaird, superintended my rudimentary
professional education ; his great and well-earned reputation no words or acts of mine
can have weight enough to atfrct; and in many architectural contributions to the Glas-
gow newspapers I have repeatedly had the pleasure of highly euIogi.sing several of the
public buildings with which he has adorned our city. Thirdly, that I am personally
acquainted with only one member of the Wallace Monument Committee, and with
him very far from intimately; and. Fourthly, that for reasons which will appear
afterwards, the censure of Committee implied in the motion does uot extend to two
of its members—Mr. Hums and Mr. Burrell.
By the premises I trust 1 have madeit satisfactorily evident that in bringmg forward

this motion I can have no personal interest whatever to serve. I was not a competitor;
I have no ill-feeling towards BIr. Kochead ; and I have no intimacy witli the
Committee; I bring forward this motion on purely public grounds, my only interest
being that of the profession.
On the ^Ist of Blarcli, 1850, Mr. Charles Kodgers. LL.IX, Acting Secretary, Wallace

Committee, in inviting designs for the National Monument to Sir William Wallace,
submitted to competing architects a series of general details, among which were the
following :~
"The i)lanfl and elevations must be drawn to a scale of 2 inches to 10 feet, and be

tinted in India ink only. No colored drawings will be received. A small elevation
on a scale of '^i inches to UK) feet to be shown on the Craig, enlarged tothe same
scale, must aeconipany eacli design, plan, or model.

" The fimds for the Monument at the disposal of the Committee arc £4,000, but
the competing architects may prepare designs wliicli would cost X1,000 more."
This invitation was reHj)onded to by nearly 80 designs, no fewer than seven of

which—notwithstanding oueof the foregoing "details" issued by the acting secre-
tary—were eolored (Nos. M, IS, iil, -lU, antl three 71's), and nine (Nos. 13, 31, 32, 3;J, 31,

l^.% 30, (il, and 70) were in iieucil. These designs wore for a consitlerable period openly
exhibited in Glasgow, during which a book lay in the room, wherein were to be
recorded the opinions of the public.
On the 1st September, iHiiit, a meeting of the Committee was held, when the first

premium was awarded to No. 74, the design of Mr. T. T. Kochead, of Glasgow.
Nothing', I think, can well be plainer or more express than this condition which the

Comraitt(;c imposed upon itself, that *'the plans and elevations must be tinted in

India ink only ;" that " no colored drawings will be received ;" and yet. in the very
face of it, in direct defiance of its own explicit insti-uctions, we find this Committee
not only receiving no fewer than seven "colored drawings " (and some of thein as
highly as the skill of a very talented artist eould make them) : hut having actually
the audacity to exhibit them openly. The evident—the infmediate duty of the Com-
mittee, when it first detected any design sent in that was at such direct variance with
the instructions which itself, through its secretary, had issued for th<! express pur-
pose of guiding competiturs, was—independently of an act of justice by which it was
bound to the competitors gcnerally—lo have at once sent it back to its author, and
given him, as a well incurred reward for tampering with its honesty and honor, his

labor for lus paiua ; otherwise the "general details," so ostentatiously " submitted to

comiK'llng architectfl " by Dr. Itodffers. were never intend.d t., i,.- ,„!.. i «„ nther
than as "a mo<Tkery, a delusion, and a snarc;" and the n ^ii!l Im^ I.. . n uh.t l huvs
I have no hesitation In calllng-albelt It be somewhat urn , t,*
their right names—a dellbirate insult to the archltectm .,/
thing surprises me more than that a Committer, "o. ii

i .i'xm
regard." should so virtually subvert its Mlf-impoMo.t rondHi u U
that competitors should be found, ready to run the riak of ' havinir
drawings, upon which were expended bo mucli Ulent. time, and moner
returned to them disgraced, the "general details" being honently apt«d
on, that " the plans and elevations iH^ tinted In India Ink only." that "no colored
drawings will be received " to run the risk of, in thetirst place, having their drawlDin
rejected at the dwr, and secondly, of having their designii reJecU'd by beln^r lurnaaaetl
by others. Huch being the case, I confess that I nm a Utile curious" to know Wbai
was the particular object those competitors had tu view,—what wan lltfratlr IhHr
colorable prettixt, who were bold enough to venture two chances of bein " '

r . x-
cluded, as well as possibly beaten in the contest. However, *• nev' r vcf
win," and in this case the greatest venture was the winners, lor Mi . nt
in no fewer than three drawings, not one of which was " in Indian ink muy. <me(a
large elevation) being as warmly colored as a master hand and a pretty copious
palette could make it. Another, a facsimile of this in every respect, except being
colored in sepia or bUtre, and the third "a small elevation, shown on the Craig, en-
larged to the same scale," which was also in sepia or blfttrc. Had the (sccminKly
very) " general detail " "no colored drawings will be received " been resiM-ctt-d in-
stead of neglected, I fear that Mr. ICochead's Iigitimato reward for so much Industry
and enthusiasm, would have been a returned parcel Instead of a premium.
These several drawings by Sir. Uoehea^l, none whereof "were in Indian ink only "

but all of which were more or less "colored" were pnblicly exhibited In juxta-
position for weeks; but at the meeting of the Committee on the Ist Scnti'mber
"before proceeding to adjudicate on the respective merits of the models and acaigus,
the Committee unanimously resolved to remove all the models and designs not la
conformity with the specification which had been submitted for the guidance of com-
petitors." Four of the seven colored drawings having beon removed from the wallM,
Mr. Hums moved, seconded by Mr. Hurrell, of Tort Glasgow, that the uncolored No.
74 (Mr. IJ. probably mistaking sepia or bistre for Indian Ink) should also b<' with-
drawn on the obvious ground that by the course which had been followed any preju-
dice supposed to be sustained by the other competitors, throuL'h the introduction of
coloreu designs, had already been sustained ; and that, although with-
drawing the colored duplicate at the last moment, miglit seem to meet the
letter of the regulations, it did not meet the spirit. This motion of Mr. Hurna
founded alike upon common sense and justice, was, however, overruled by a large
majority. Nor can the Committee be said to liavc acted upon Its own resolution, "to
remove all designs not in conformity with the specification," for it retained Blr.

liochead's. And a design which, in duplicate, had had all the advantai;c of the
pomp and circumstance or glorious color could scarcely, by even tlie widest Interpre-
tation, be said to be in conformity with any specification that Included among Its

details such a definite clause as—"No colored drawings will !>e reccivi*d." The
drawing was removed, but not the design, and the two words have very dlflurcnt
significations. I need not tell to an architectural society the immense advantage
that color gives to a drawintr, and how it is possible for this, the " light of beauty."
to give to a design for the Wallace Monumi'ut effects of warmth, shadow, sky. and
atmosphere, which in stone and Ume it would never know upon the Abbey Craig of
Stirling, until, as 3Iilton says—

" The angels turn askance
The poles of earth twice ten degrees and more
To the sun's axle."

So well as I remember, there was not a professional gentleman—that is, an archi-
tect —in the Committee ; and such being the case, you can very readily surmise to how
very much greater advantage in the non-professional eye the warmth and brilliancy

of color would appear over the cold monotony of " India ink only ;" and it is no very
great stretch of either candour or the imagination to surmise, further, that this

advantage of color assisted to form the opinion of the Committee, and that its highly
prejiulicin}:^ influence, as exercised for several weeks, could not be done away with in

a moment Dv merely taking it out of sight. Upon such a silly bit of casuistry, such
an awkward and transparent artifice, to make the crooked thing straight, as remov-
ing at the eleventh hour drawings which, in alike no less honestly than honor, ought
never to have been "received," but which had, notwithstanding, been influencing
opinion for weeks, it would be indeed idle to expatiate.
There is another opinion than that of merely the Committee which these colored

drawings were influencing all the time that they were being exhibited—that of tho
public, and which opinion was recorded in a book kept open for that purpose. I do
not know to what extent, or if, indeed, at all, this opini»)n affected the adjudication
of the Committee (and yet, if not, for what purpose could it be intemU'd?) but if it

did, then I think, reflecting only for a moment on the state of general art-education,
or, more properly Bj)eaking, art-ignorance in this country, it is highly probable
that No. 74, would poll the most votes for no more intelligible reason than that
It was most beautifully colored. I beg not to be misunderstood. I utter

not one single syllable against the very great talent displayed in that design.

As architects we could judge of It and admire it, even In outline; but so utterly

ignorant is the general public of the first principles of design—of alike composition
and detail ; so long and so intimately has it been accustomed to the very worst taste

in much of these fabrics, with which it, in a manner, "decorates" its person and fta

dwelling ; so little of purity of form does it understand and appreciate, and so Uttic

attraction has form for it in comparison with color, that there is no rashness, no un-
charitablenesB, in saying that niue-teuths of the opinions of the Wallace monument
designs recorded in the book were not worth the paper upon which they were writtciu

But the public was called upon to give its opinion— Messrs. Brown, Jones and Robin-
son were invited to record their art-critical i/^sc-f/mVo; and if they were in decided
favor of the design which has been accepted, there is at least, this excuse for them—
fhey were called upon to judge between some beautifully colored drawings and others
"in Indian ink only." but without knowing anything more of the explicit terms of
the competition than did the vast majority of the absolute nature, far less the merits,

of the drawimjs as designs. Hut the ('ommittee were in no such Ignorance. When
by a silly and transparent artifice pretending to award the first premium to No. 74,

albeit in sepia or bistre, it knew very well that it was awarding the first premium, not
to that drawing, hut to a design which it had not only "received" m breach of good
faith with the competitors generally, but which it allowed for several weeks to iu-

fiuence its taste and judgment. Wonis have eitiier a meaning or tliey h.iye iiol. and
" no colored drawings will be received" certainly does not convey to my inl^^lligcnco

that they will be, unless wc accept the lan<rui»ge, not;is literal, but figurative. Irony

being defined as "a iiguiv of speech by which wc meau quite the contrary ofwhat we
say."
But this is rather a fanciful hypothesis. In such a document as the "general detaiU

submitted to competing architect-^" (I presume for their instruction and guidanw.
and not for the purpose of misleading and (h^celving them), we shall take the worda

as we tind them :—"The plans and elevations mu.-it bo tinttnl in Indian ink only -no
colored drawings will be received." we shall also take facts as we find them; that

seven " colored drawings" nevertheless are received, and that to one of them tlie ttrsl

premium is actnally awarded. . ,, «
Another of the " general details " is, " The funds for the monument at the disposal of

the committee are £-i,OiX}, but competing architects may prepare designs which would

cost ^1,000 more,"—what is, £5.000 ? If I remember rijhtlv, Mr. «o<;he«d «

moat highly coloureil of his three drawings of the same design had "^t/-.';"^,
bettered upon its margin. The estimate is. however, I iK-licve. upwards of *.<.«>«>,

Certainly a very difTerent figure from Mr. Itoehead's exact meeting ofthe Committee s

requirement, and which, doubtless, at least e<iually with iU colouring. Infiuenccd t[i«

adjudication. This is another result in direct contrariety to both the spirit and the

letter of the " general detail? submitted to competing arohltocts, but for which at the
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very moment at which the adiudicatiou was made the Committee may be forgfiven,

for, jud<jinff by themselves—believing the comi>etitor8 to be *' all honourable men "

—

they had every reason to suppose "that Mr. Rochead's estimate—the exact sum
they bad deliucd—was a correct one, this being a practical question, of which
it may be fairly supposed the committee bad uo jjreat Itnowiedge. But ' at a
later stage, there is no excuse for these gentlemen whatever. They received
not the competitor's probable, but the contractor's actual, estimate, ana the Com-
mittee's duty then was to see whether Mr. Kochead's desig^n met this special condition
thmt was imposed upon competitors—" that competinsr architects may prepare
designs wliich would cost £o,000," and upon wliicu 1 have uo doubt mauy ot the
competitors acted as honestly as they did in the matter of " no colored drawings,"
and " in Indian ink only." But suppose that all the competitors had complied with
the obligation that was binding upon them all, and upon the Committee as respects
color, aud that Xo. 74 was approved of as the most suitable design, then the next
step to have been taken was the very simple one of putting the approved design into

the hands of a comiK'tent measurer, witli instructions to furnish a calculation of its

cost, aud if it was found that the stipulated sum was exceeded by such dilferenee as
£*.!,('00 and upwards, then to have it at once rejwted, aud proceeded to the considera-
tion of the design next in order of merit. I shall not say that the value of ^5,(K10

would have given the most maguilicent monument to Sir William 'tVallace, and I

leave to;thc;Association for the Viudication of Scottish liiglits, whether a memorial of
so much insult aud injustice be the most litting monument to a hero of so much
purity and patriotism : but this I shall say, that had the terras of the general details

been complied with and acted on, the result would have been, instead of neither,
Mtlke justice to the competitor and honor to the Committee.

The Wallace Monument Competition, as a precedent, and the importance of the
subject—a national monument to Sir William Wallace—may almost warrant it as a
precedent, would I conceive be highly hurtful to some of the best interests of the ar-
chit<>ctural profession. But whether it be even unhappily taken as a precedent or no,
it leaves behind it one baneful result, a weri-groundccl distrust for the future in com-
petition committees, and, what Is a great deal worse, distrust in one another among
oarselves. We can never again put reliance upon a committee when we find one so
influential as this is imposing certain conditions, but acting upon the very reverse

;

what trust can we put in one another when we find competitors ready to run the risk
of violating such conditions, and that risk resulting in their profit and their fame.
Shall we not be tempted to do so likewise, trusting to the chapter of accidents to
whether a committee may at the freedom of its own will, forgetting at the time that
there are always two parties to a contract, either act upon the letter of its bond or
altogether ignore it. If such breaches ofcontract are not,permitted among merchants,
I do not see any reason why they ought to be so among architects. Indeed, in such
doubtless breaches of contract, as that on which I have been commenting, it might
perhaps be worth while to consider whether the architect ought not to pursue for
damages, whatever would the law, I believe that equity would award them.

A competitor, inspired by the possibility ofbecoming the architect of a national mon-
ument to such a man as was Sir WllUam Wallace, neglects hisregular practice, and
disappoints many of his connexions, " that he may enter;into this competition," his
whole energies he earnestly devotes to it, not only " scorning delights and living
laborious days," but giving to it his midnight Rtudy,!regretting the smallness of the
sura at his disposal, he sorrowfully and laboriously, but conscientiously, reduces one
•• almost completed " design after another, that he may meet the although small yet
stipulated amount,—and tlie further to insure his chance of success—to which he feels
that, at all events, a conscientious compliance with the committee's conditions can in
nowise debar him, he resolutely eschews the strong temptation of color, rich, warm,
mellow, and seductive, and in the use of which he knows that he is a master ; and
after his laudable enthusiasm, and most praiseworthy, but most unfortunate self-
denial,- after all his expenditure of time, and toil, and possibly talent, he receives
" his reward for his pains " in having his drawings returned, while those that were
least of all in compliance with those instructions, which ought to have guided them
alike, were awarded by the adjudicators both praise and premium, the committee,
contrary to his most reasonable expectations, not having respected its own word, in
not only receiving designs, which it had most solemnly pledged not to receive, but
actually accepting one of them,laIthougli further disqualllied by being greatly beyond
the estlraate. If this be not injustice then I know neither the English language nor
the initial principles of ethics written upon this heart, and common alike to.the Chris-
tian and the savage.

I make no apology for introducing this subject to the Glasgow Architectural
Society. As a non-competitor, free from all the varied interests and circumstances
of the competition, I considered myself well fitted for the duty. My only regret is,

that a matter so important should be possibly weakened by so feeble an advocate
j

but I need make no further apology when I feel-1 trust in common with you all—
that, in the conduct of this competition for a design for a national monument to Sir
William Wallace, many arcliltects have been injured as individuals, and the pro-
fession has been insulted as a body. Seeing that the subject has been so largely
dealt with by the public press of this and other cities, I think it would say little in-
deed for the standing—for the morale, of a society such as this, devoted especially to
all the interests of the profession, did it allow such a wanton injury of some of our
best interests to pass unnoticed or uncensured. Whatever may be the social position
enjoyed by some of ns, and to which others may attain, herein our professional posi-
tion is very much at stake ; for what must the public tliink of us if we allow our-
selves to be so injured and insulted, without letting ourselves be heard ? What
must the public think of us even as a body, ifwe have, in general and important
obligations, even upon ourselves, no trust in one another? We will inevitably be
looked down upon as possessing no delicate sense of honor—no raanly spirit ; and,
consequently, as we have been^reated already, will be treated again ; both committees
and individuals will have encouragement to take advantage of us, thinking, in the
lax morality of this age, that they are so entitled when they can do it with impunity

;

and the name "architect" that has hitherto been associated with gentlemen—gentle-
men by professional position and by education—men whose requirements are as ex-
tensive and varied as are those of almost any other order, and the exercise of
which conduce so immensely to the physical, moral, social, and intellectual
well-being of mankind—will be regarded contemptuously as a reproach and a bye-
word. Architects who have been successful in competitions upon a certain method,
mu.st have naturally a strong temptation to try that method again, and the result
cannot Ije othsrwlsc than that committees and competitors will become alike as
regardless of what experience is proving to be mere meaningless instructions, that
ultimatx-ly a dclence will be pleaded in "the custom of the trade." The competition
system has been long in corruption, but we, as a corporation of architects, have
Burely something in. our power to both' stay the progress, and restore it to its
pristme health and influence ; and towards this, I think, it chiefly attaches to us to
denounce every instance in which we find have been disregarded the coranion
principles of moral rectitude. Let us, as an Architectural Society, show a bold and
united front to all mal-practices in competitions, and very speedily committees
wishing designs will be unable to afl'ord to Injure or insult us, and competitors will
be found, as at least respects instructions, working more harmoniously.
Without detaining you further, I think, Sir, that by preamble I am well waarantcd

in moving

—

" That the Glasgow Architectural Society views with, and hereby expresses, its
extreme surprise, regret, and indignation at, the recent adjudication on the compe-
tition designs for the Wallace Monument, intended to be erected on the Abbey Craig,
Stirline."
Mr. A. Watt, In seconding this motion, animadverted strongly, not only on this,

but also on the previous competition, both of which had provecfhow disgracefully a
committf* may act, and the unscrupulous manner in which some competitors have
risked the infraction of the plainest instructions.
The motion was then put oy the chair and carried unanimously.
Mr. Gbeooby, Mr. Bbbnet, and the Chairman remarked, in exculpation of

Mr. Rochead, that they understood that the drawings were colored by the artist
in direct opposition to Mr. Rochead's Instructions, and without his knowledge
Mr. .lOHN H.viRD then moved—
" That the remarks by Mr. Gildard in Introducing his motion should be adopted as

the expression of the mind of this Society j and to attain one of the objects for which
such a Society has been instituted."
lie hoped that the public press of Glasgow and Kdinburgh, and those publications
tliroughout the kingdom more particularly devoted to the interests of architecture
woulil publish thera m e..tii'iiso, the subject being one of national importance.

'

Mr. Geokoe Thomson seconded this motion, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. JIaci.ean intimated that at the next meeting Mr. Salmon would read a

paper upon "Workman's Homes," aud also bring forward the motion of which he
had given notice.
The meeting then closed.

WORKMEN'S INSTITUTE AND BENEFIT CLUB, 34, YORK ROAD
LAMBETH.

A LECTURE was delivered by J. Tidd Pratt, Esq., Registrar of Friendly Societies
in England, to a large body of workmen and others assembled in the Reading

Koom of this Institute, on Friday evening the 24th. The meeting was presided over
by Gebvoise Smith, Esq., and the following gentlemen were also present, vix.,
Charles Lucas, St. Leger Glyn, G. .1. Bowyer, ,1. S. Gilliat, A. West, F. D. Mocatta.
C.W. Grenfell, W. B. Ranken, and W. A. Wilkinson, Esqrs.
In the course of the fully detailed and comprehensive lecture which Mr. Pbatt gave

on the constitution of Friendly Societies, he said there were six objects essential to
their success to be provided for, viz,-Relief in sickness to the age of 80 or 65,'a super-
annuation allowance after that age, medical attendance and medicine, endowments
for children, a sum of money at death, and deferred annuities to members from the
age of 05. He said that 00 or Cn should be the limit to granting relief In sickness,
because after that age came infirmity and old age, which should be met by insuring
for superannuation ; pointed out the advantage of members paying according to tlieir
age, and of the importance of the rules and tables being duly certified, and adilid, that
as the Workmen's Benefit Club, the rules and tables of which himself and an Actuary
had certified, included these several features, he considered it to be the best society in
the kingdom. At the conclusion of his lecture Mr. Pratt was addressed by some of
the workmen present, to whom he gave explanation.
Mr. St. Leger Glyn and Mr. W. A. Wilkinson then respectively addressed the

meeting, the former proposing, and the latter seconding, a vote ofthanks to Mr. Pratt,
which was put from the chair, aud carried by acclamation, and after that gentleman
expressed his acknowledgements for the vote and his best wishes for the success of
the Workmen's Institute, the meeting separated.

EMBANKMENT OF THE THAMES—DEPUTATION TO THE FIRST
COMMISSIONER OF WORKS.

A DEPUTATION, consisting of W. Tite, Esq., M.P., the Hon G. H. C.
Byng, M.P. ; the Rev. R. Burgess, rector of Upper Chelsea; and Mr.

Churchwarden Hall ; Messrs. Perry, Whitehead, Shelton, E. O. Simmons, G.
W. Richards, T. C. Gable, vestrymen of the parish St. Luke's, Chelsea; and
Mr. Lahee, the vestry clerk, had an interview with the Cliief Commissioner of
her Majesty's Works, Whitehall-place, on Monday, to urge upon Government
the equity of expending the money (£38,150) now in their hands, and voted by
Parliament for the purpose of continuing the embankment from Chelsea
Hospital towards Battersea-bridge.
Mr. Tite, M.P., who introduced the deputation, stated the case of the parish.

He observed, that under an Act of Parliament, passed in 1846, the sum of
£145,000 liad been voted for carrying out the embankment aud road, the whole
of which had been expended with the exception of the balance above stated.
The powers of the Act, though renewed by a subsequent one, liad ceased, and the
object of the deputation was to induce the Government to recommend the
revival of the Parliamentary powers to acquire the necessary property to con-
tinue the embankment which now ended at Chelsea Hospital on to Clieyne-
walk, and so to Battersea-bridge. The total expense was estimated at between
£60,000 and £70,000 ; but if the Government would authorise the appropria-
tion at once of the £38,000 balance irora the former votes, the parish suggested
that the remainder might be spread over a series of years.

Mr. Byng, M.P., the Rev. Mr. Burgess, the rector of the parish, and
several members of tlie vestry, represented the importance of the improvement in

a public sense, as opening up a thoroughfare along the hanks of the Thames,
which would communicate by roads in contemplation with Kensington-gardens
and the parks. It was also urged that, if tlie £38,000 were forthcoming to con-
tinue the embankment and road from the hospital to Cheyne-walk, the comple-
tion of the improvement might be a matter for future arrangement.
Mr. CowPER fully admitted the importance, both in a public and local sense,

of the proposed embankment. The misfortune was that the £88,000 referred to

not having been claimed within three years from the time specified, had gone
hack under a general rule into the Exchequer, and was treated ns a saving, so

that if anything was to be done Parliament would have to vote the money over
again. In the present state of the public finances, he thought very strong and
cogent grounds would be required to induce the House of Commons
to pass such a vote. He believed the total expenditure would be very
large, and that the £38,000 would be no more than sufficient to carry out
the works to Cheyne-walk, independent of the purchase of property. From
inquiries he had made, he believed the reason the works had not been success-
fully carried out was the difficulty experienced in inducing the landowners and
those who were interested in the foreshore to contribute to the expense. He
assured tfie deputation of his entire sympathy with the object they had in view,
and promised to represent their wishes to the Government, but he could hold
ont no hope of their accomplishment under present eircumstances.
Mr. Tite apprehended that the answer of the right hon. gentleman amounted

to this, that he felt the desirability of the improvement in the double sense, and
was inclined to favor it ; that at the proper time he would be disposed to advise
the revival of the Act; but that in the present state of the public finances he did
not think it advisable to proceed.

Mr. CoWPER—That is exactly my view. I think the parish of Chelsea should
not lose sight of the matter, but this is not the most favorable time for entering
upon the question.

The deputatiou then thanked the right hon. gentleman and withdrew.

Iler Majesty the Queen and his Royal Highness the Prince Consort,
accompanied by the Princess Alice, and attended by the Hon. Horatia Stopford,

Lord Charles I'itzroy, and Lieut.-Colonel the Hon. D. dc Ros, honored Mr. John
Bell with a visit on Monday afternoon, at his studio, In Douio-place, Kensing-
ton.
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THE CATACOMBS OF ROMK.

POPE PIUS IX. Imving recently;declnred, on a solemn o^cnsion.his willing-
ness and readiness to abandon tlie gorgeous state of the Vatican for

thesubteiranean quiet of the earliest Christian churches, if European po-
tentates would not help him to recover dominion over the ib'milian pro-
vinces, and assist liim to repeat tlie cardinal victory of Perugia over other
towns for the spiritual welfare of their inhabitants; it may prove of
interest to the reader to give an account of the latest intelligence received
respecting the present condition of what may be the next residence of his
Holiness—prior to his trip to Fontainebleau.

During the persecutions under Nero, Domitinn, Trajan and Marcus
Aurelius, the Christians, according to the general opinion prevalent
hitherto, took refuge in the quarries in the vicinity of the Eternal City,
to avoid death for the living and profanation of the dead, and also to
celebrate their worship. So far the matter is clear; but as to the history
of the Primitive Christians all is doubt and uncertainty. The " Acts of
the Martyrs" contained an account of the long struggles of faith and
freedom iigainst a worn-out society, which they were destined to revivify
and save. For a long period the " Acts " were regarded as authentic,
until Pope Gelasius, in the fifth century, prohibited their being read in
churches, "because they contained many things which are false and
apocryphal {quia sunt mvlla falsa et apocrypha)." The catacombs, sup-
posed to have been originally abandoned quarries, are a tortuous succession
of galleries from six to eight feet high, and just wide enough to admit of the
passage of one person at a time, with tombs hollowed out horizontally on
either side in the tufla. They have been traced and examined to an
extent of nearly 600 miles, presenting to the view, at intervals, crypts or
square chapels, lined on all sides with sepulchres, and lighted from the
centre with well-holes, excavated after the persecutions ceased. And it is

in this immense necropolis, uniform and monotonous, where scarcely a
piece of sculpture is to be found intact, and only a few paintings executed
subsequent to the reign of Constantine, that Signer de Rossi has discovered
a clue to the history of the locality and its early inhabitants, like Raw-
linson and Layard at Nineveh.

Upwards of two hundred years ago Bosio spent thirty-five years of his
life in examining the galleries. He copied or described the paintings,
inscriptions, and most striking peculiarities, which he published under the
title of "Roma Sotterranea." It was translated into Latin by Aringhi,
learnedly commentated by Bottari, and enriched with a supplement by
Boldetti. No system, however, was established, for no one of the four was
an archaeologist. Towards the end of the seventeenth century, the illus-

trious Benedictin Dom Mabillon visited Rome, and complained of the
negligence with which these monuments were treated, while their careful
study might throw considerable light upon the Primitive Church. He also
complained of the unscrupulousness with which the tombs of martyrs were
ransacked. " I could say," he writes in his letter " On the Worship of Un-
known Saints," " much upon the palms and glass vessels, which it is pre-
tended are most certain marks of martyrdom ; but the respect which I
have for the Holy See and for the Congregation, obliges me to suppress
what I could say thereon, which might, perhaps, be useful." Subsequently,
Agincourt copied some subjects which liad escaped the attention of Bosio

:

and, lastly, Father Marchi, of the Company of Jesus, actively undertook
the study of the catacombs, collecting in his unfinished work, " Archi-
tecturadelle Cataeombe," numerous archaeological observations, withaview
to their generalisation, and a monograph of the catacomb of St. Agnes. He
tinguished the pozzolana quarries, worked from the earliest days of
Italian civilization, from the galleries excavated in the tuffa by the
Christians, and which never served any other purposes than for
private worship and sepulture. The subsequent researches of Signor de
Kossi tend to confirm the hypothesis, and to show that the Christian suc-
cessors of the Apostles were not houseless poor, flying to the quarries
beneath Rome in fear and trembling to escape from their murderers. For
the Christians, towards the end of the first century, already included
many wealthy personages—members of the family of the Caesars—like
Flavins Clemens and Domitilla. They despised money, of which they had
plenty, and handed it over to the common purse. The land was always
their own property, wherein they opened the galleries, which were exca-
Tated at their own cost, and for their own uses. The decoration was
simple, for the reason that simplicity was the rule in the Primitive
Church before ceremonies and ornaments were debated upon in Councils of
the later but by no means purer church. The image of death was every-
where present, because death threatened them everywhere in Rome.
Simplicity was not the result of poverty, but of disdain for wealth and
pomp. On the tombs there were no pomimus inscriptions, and the early
Bishops of Home were indulged in no ceremony either during their lives
or on their deatli. On the tomb of one may be read, " Cornelius Martyr,
Ep.," all that tells of St. Cornelius, Pope of Rome. On the tomb of another
we read, "Thou livest in God," and on another, " May Christ receive
thee."

The next principle which may be deduced from the observations of
Father Marchi is that the sepulture of the first Christians was copied from
that of the Founder of their Faith in Jerusalem. Following and enlarging
this system of uninterrupted tradition, he discerned in the crypts the
examples of Primitive Churches, wherein tliere were the table of sacrifice, or
altar, covering the remains of the martyr but distinct from other tombs,
and places for the Bishop, the clergy, and the faithful. So he traced the
transition of ecclesiastical architecture from the crypt to the basilica or
church.
Of the system of Signor de Rossi, little is as yet known. Two letters

have been published in Latin addressed to the Benedictin Dom Pitra, and

printed m the Spicilcgium of Soleime. One of the letters conUiai curiotu
and interesting details upon Christian inscriptions in genenU, bat
particularly upon the Christian monuments of Africa. Tlic other mare
important from the incidental mention of researches in the catacomb oC
St. Callistc, and contains a dissertation on the fish, or ixfliJc For the
first time Signor dc Rossi drew back the mysterious and symbolical Tdl
which hid from the profane the signification of early Chriitlun ccrcmonie*.
He showed that in the paintings of this catacomb, the flsh ii first repre-
sented as caught, then consecrated upon a table, and next flKuring upon a
larger table, with loaves of bread. That this symbolical fljh was intcndeJ
to typify Christ would appear by decomposing the word lySiV into the
following acrostic-

—

lijiTouf .... Jesus.

Xpurroc ... Christ.

?:- } - - - SonofGod.

£ur>/p .... Saviour.

In the Naples Archaeological Bulletin of Signor Mincrvini, Signor dc
Rossi published an article on " The Usefulness of the Geographical Method
in the Study of Christian Inscriptions." With the exception of these
three articles, he has published no account of his important rescarchc*
and studies. Four persons who visited the catacombs in his company have
alone referred to him. Cardinal Wiseman gives some details in his work,
Fabiola, evidently procured from Signor dc Rossi, although not acknow-
ledged. The late M. Lenormant devoted an article to liim in the Corretpon-
dant. A writer in the Edinburgh lieview last year, believed to be the prin-
cipal editor of the Times, did the same. And lastly, M. Ernest Ucsjardios
reported upon his labors in 1856 to the French Minister of Public Instruc-
tion, and read an account of his latest discoveries to the Academic dc»
Inscriptions et Belles I/;ttres, cm the 20lh of last October.
While quite young, Signor de Rossi spent his time in deciphering and

explaining the inscrirtions of Ancient Rome. His earliest studies were
published in the Annals and Bulletin of the celebrated Institute, established
in 1829, and placed him in the same rank with Borghesi, Henzcn, Mummscn,
and Gerhard. His marvellous sagacity fortified his knowledge, especially
of cursive inscriptions ; and his admirable explanation of the aphrodisiacal
invocation of the Latin Way showed what might be expected from him as
ho grew older. His reputation as an epigraphist was fully established
when he commenced to study the catacombs. The Roman College, proud
of such a pupil, encouraged his zeal, and Father Marchi bequeathed to him
the continuation of his works. The Pope nominated a commission of Sacred
Archasology, under the presidency of Cardinal Patrizzi, and of which were
members—Father Marchi, and Commander Pietro Ereolc Visconti. Their
labors took another direction, while Signor de Rossi concentrated his atten-
tion on the catacombs, although he was able to join Ilerren, Mommsen.and
Htnzen, who were charged by the King of Prussia to collect materials fi>r

the Corpus Universale. Inscriplionum Lalinarum.

The first result of his researches was the conviction that the apparent
confusion of the catacombs had not always existed, but that they had
topographical and chronological distinctions which might yet be dis-

covered. Subsequently he made the discovery which may be looked upon
as tlie fundamental principle of his method of exploring;— that the
catacombs were subterranean cemeteries and parishes, separated from one
another, as in Christian cities, after Constantine liad proclaimed the
Peace of the Church. Each of the parishes had a distinctive origin, a
particular name, its martyrs and history, with its religious centre in the
])rincipal crypt. The theory received singular and convincing confirma-
tion from the first series of works. Thenceforth it was only necessary to
ascertain and distinguish these parishes or cemeteries ; and the test was
made with three whose necropolises are perfectly separated under the
names of Domitilla, St. Proetextatus, and St. Callistc. The galleries

examined were, witli the exception of that of St. Agnes, of slight

interest. The great catacombs of the martyrs and Bishops of Rome,
or early Popes, had to be discovered. It might be thought that they
had disappeared, absorbed by the basilica, built in primitive times (as

was learnedly set forth by M. Lenormant, after the data of Father
Marchi), either in the centre of the catacombs, or above it, when the
depth of soil was too great. The Confessional of St. Peter in the
Cathedral of Rome, perfectly explains, by its level below the church,
what must have occurred to most of the subterranean cemeteries after

the time of Constantine. The catacomb of St. Alexander, on the
NomentanaWay, explored by Signor Visconti, presents a faithful image of

this primitive construction of a basilica in the fourth century, where tbe
ground level is precisely that of the catacomb, and where the altar is the

ancient central tomb of the principal crypt. The galleries of the

catacomb, which are entered by the side door on the left, are on a level

witli the floor of the choir.

Nevertheless, Signor de Rossi believed with reason that all the his-

torical centres of the catacombs had not been consecrated as confessionals

of basilica. But then the question arose, how came it to pass that these

localities frequented by pilgrims were not to be found?—which he answered

by the following reasoning. In the eighth or ninth centuries the Saracens,

on their invasions of Italy, penetrated up to the very gates of Rome,
entering the most venerated catacombs, and despoiling them of the e*

votos which were placed there. The Christians adopted what they deemed

the wisest course. They removed the relics of saints and valuables, after

which they threw earth into the wells and staircases to conceal the sites.

Further, there were historical cemeteries, whose centres were too far

below the level of the soil to be converted into the confessionals of
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basilica, wherefore tlie church must have been built over it, and have com-
municntcd with it by a staircase. It is known that pilgrims went in crowds
to visit the localities which witnessed the first celebration of their

religious worship, and which were the places of sepulture of the martyrs of

a persecuted and suffering church. It was there the pilgrim accomplished
his vow, invoked the saints, and made his offerings, from the fourth to

the eighth century. The Bishops of Rome, to encourage the zeal of

pilgrims, decorated certain portions of the catacombs with marbles, paint-

ings, and inscriptions ; whence we have two distinct epochs marked by the
decorations executed anterior to the Peace of the Church, and by those be-
longing to a subsequent era. Fortunately, the crypts remained intact from
313. Whenthe Saracenic invasion took placeintheeighth century, the relics

were removed, and placed in the churches to which they had given their

names, and, lastly, the historical catacombs were filled up. The theory was
ingenious, and only required to be fully confirmed by the discovery of one
of these lost catacombs. This was the problem which M. de Rossi under-
took to solve.

Under thePontificateof Ilonoriua I., sometime between 625 and 638, two
travellers arrived at Rome from the diocese of Salzburg; when they re-

turned home they wrote an account of their journey or pilgrimage, and this

curious document was discovered towards the close of the last century in

the library of Salzburg. They stated that the cemetery of St. Calliste

was on the right-hand side of the Appian TVay, and nearer to Rome than
the basilica of St. Sebastian; they mentioned the names of the chief per-
sonages entombed there, specifying the central crypt as containing the
tombs of five Popes, and adding that the tombs of Pope St. Cornelius and
of St. Cecilia were in other parts of the catacombs. By means of data
contained in the document, Signor Rossi was able to put an end to the
confusion which previously reigned between the names and sites of the
rarious catacombs that existed between the Latin and Appian Ways. He
was induced to seek in an enclosure distinguished by previous discoveries,

and known as the Vlgna Amcndola, and was struck by the character of
the constructions raised in the Vigna and affected to rustic purposes. He
soon recognised a basilica ofthe fourth century, like those that were built after

the Peace of the Church, above the principal entrance to the catacomb.
The entrance ought to lead to the staircase which the Popes built after Con-
stantine, to facilitate pilgrimages; but that was not the primitive entrance.
Another indication proved that Signor de Rossi was in the right path.
Knowing that tlie cemetery of St. Calliste contained the sepulchres of
Popes of the third century, from Alexander Severus to 313, he expected to

find tl'.e tomb of St. Cornelius. A broken slab of marble was found
on the surface of the soil bearing inscribed half the name, "ELIUS
MARTYR." The diggings were commenced, and a staircase of twenty-four
steps discovered. It was spacious, and such as the Popes constructed
after the Peace of the Church but before the invasion of the Saracens.
The galleries were cleared and the door of the crypts reached. Near one of

them was found a broken marble slab, bearing the inscription "CORN EP."
Placed beneath the other piece the inscription of St. Cornelius (Pope and
Martyr under Valerius, 251—252) was completed, for it read

—

CORN
I
ELIUS MARTYR

EP(ISCOPUS URBIS),
Thus fully justifying and confirming the accounts of the two Salzburg
pilgrims.*

CITY OF LONDON.
WE regret to observe that the huge warehouses at the south-eastern

corner of St. Paul's Cathedral are still being proceeded with, not-
withstanding our and other remonstrances in the press, backed by the
dignified protest of the Institute of British Architects, against such a
gross act of modern Vandalism being perpetrated in the heart of London;
which will effectually mar the fine perspective view of Wren's great
masterpiece, as viewed from the western end of New Cannon-street, pre-
vious to the horrible monstrosity, now nearly completed, having been
commenced.
We cherished the idea and were in good hopes that the barbarians—the

mammon-worshippers of the City of London—had received a practical
hint, in the burning of the straw-bonnet warehouse which stopped the way
at the corner of the churchyard, that they would at once and for ever
have cleared it away at our suggestion, so as to have relieved this busy
thoroughfare of its cul-de-sac entrance, by setting back the structures on
a line with St. Paul's Schools, and thus effected a great public improve-
ment. But, no .'—and in contradistinction to which, with characteristic
perversity, the bonnet shop was restored, and now "stops the way," in
its pristine ugliness of bricks and mortar. Crowning the matter, also,
we have the great towering brick and compo warehouse, built to con-
summate effectually the cgrcgrious enormity by which one of the best
views of the finest Christian temple in the universe will be shut out for
ever.

Months ago we pointed out means by which the Corporation of London
could have allowed the view of the great Cathedral to remain, without in-
curring much pecuniary sacrifice. Our and other remonstrances have been
in vain ; the god of gain has prevailed over the votaries of art, and we can
now only grieve over the barbarism that has been committed, and pity and
treat with unmingled contempt a body of men that squanders away, year
after year with reckless extravagance, thousands of pounds in guzzling,
gormandizing, and frivolous and obsolete shows, and cannot in their sel-

fishness spare a few hundreds in the cause of architecture for the purpose
of improving their city.

As a matter of course, it will be considered by the City lords of tallow,

bristles, indigo, tea and sugar, and molasses, that our views are entirely of
the sentimental kind, and, as they would, no doubt, call them, " all stuff."

Let us, however, hope, although we have a high regard for £ s. d., we do
not consider that a feeling of sordid avariciousness should overpower all

others in our nature, and that there should, at the bottom of our nature,
still remain some sparks of honorable dignity, in a desire to show to the
best advantage monuments of genius left to us by our countrymen, who
have rendered themselves immortal by their transcendent achievements,
whether they be in architecture, sculpture, or painting. F. T.

JfASTERS AND OPERATIVES' BILL.
IN the Hooflc of Commons, on Wednesday, February 2<1, Mr. MACKrNNON, in

moving: the second rcadiiiff of the Musters nnd Operatives' Hill, observed that
had this measure pn.ssed last year the late ruinous strike, and the miseries resulting
from it. would have been avoided ; and he pointed out the classes which sufferea
from strikes (besides the community at larj]re)-namoly, masters, whose capital was
sacrificed ; the poor operatives, and the petty shopkeepers who w*ere dealt with and
who g:ave credit to operatives. These evils, arising from disputes between masters
and workmen, and the liostile spirit eufrendercd thereby, the bill, which was per-
missive only, he believed would obviate, by enablinj; the parties to come to a mutual
understanding by means of arbitration and the appointmeut of equitable councils of
conciliation. He had no objection to refer the bill to a select committee.

BIr. Slaney supported the bill, urging; that, in the state of our trade and manu-
factures, some mode of the kind proposed should be devised, whereby disputes
between masters and men could be satisfactorily adjusted in a friendly manner.
Mr. Walter said he did not oppose the second reading of the Hill, especially aa it

was proposed to refer the Bill to a select committee, but lie guarded himself a<;rainst

being: supposed to be of opinion that a measure of tills kind could have the slightest
possible eifect in preventing strikes. Tlie term "disputes ' should be defined.
strikes turned, not upon questious of fact, but of opinion, which enlisted the feelingfs,

arisin;^ from a desire of the workmen, on the one hand, to obtain largfcr pay than the
masters thought proper to give, and, on the other, from a natural desire on the part
of the employers to keep down wages.

Sir G. Lewis thought the House should not give its assent to a measure of this
kind unless it believed that, in moments of excitement and difficulty, the scheme
jtroposed would put an end to disputes between masters and workmen ; otherwise it

would be better not to raise false expectations. Tlie existing law did not forbid the
appointment of tribunals of arbitration, and the proposal to constitute councils of
conciliation by license from the Crown would make the Government responsible for
their formation, to which lie liad a stronfj objection. He could not but fear that by
going on with this Bill the House would encourag-e false liojics and flatter delusions,
and, although he should not object to the appointment of a committee to consider
the subject of strikes, should the motion for the second reading of the Bill be pressed,
lie should move to defer the second reading for six mouths.
Lord R. MoNT.AGu, in support of the Bill, argued that councils of conciliation had

succeeded in other countries, and in certain trades in this country the experiment
had, in every instance in which it was tried, been found to succeed.
Mr. .James considered the machinery of the Bill utterly impracticable, but strongly

recommended the House to assent to its principle, and send the Bill to a select com-
mittee.
Mr. Henley was likewise o" opinion that the machinery of the Bill would prove

entirely useless, and he should vote against the second reading.
After some further discussion, the motion for the second reading of the Bill was

withdrawn, Mr. MacKinnon consenting to postpone it for a month.

* To be continued.

Mr. Morris Moore.—" The Supreme Ministry of Worship and
Public Instruction, hy a dispatch of the 28th of last January, No. 1502-23,
ordains that room ho made in the halls of the Accademia for a public exhibi-

tion of the painting representing 'Apollo and Marsyas,' belonging to Mr.
Morris Moore, of which the Accaderoia preserves the original drawing.
The Presidency therefore hastens to make known the following notice, to
the end that the public have full cognisance of this exhibition :—Mr. Morris
Moore, possessor of the famous painting by Raffaellc expressing ' Apollo and
Marsyas,' the original drawing for which is preserved in this I. R. Accademia di

Belle Arti, after having exhibited it in the principal cities of Europe, as Paris,
Munich, Dresden, Vienna, &c., to public admiration, which was full and entire,

resolved to come among us, that the painting itself might be placed, after a sepa-
ration of three centuries nnd a half, beside the drawing which reveals the first

idea of the immortal artist. For the period of ten days, then, commencing on
Monday next, the 20th of February, the painting in question will be exhibited
from 11 A.M. until 3 r.M. together with the drawing, that all may see it who
love the polite arts, which have risen in Italy to imperishable glorj- in virtue of
the mighty spirits of whom she was mother, and over whom sits Prince the
Urbinate. And as the kindness and humanity of the aforesaid Mr. Morris Moore
has desired that as was elsewhere hy him efrected, the proceeds of the entrance-
fee, fixed at 25 soldi for those not belonging to the I. R. Accademia, should be
devoted to the fiind for succour to unfortunate artists, thus all are incited to con-
template a most celebrated work of .Sanzio, of whom Venice suffers entire defect,

and so to co-operate towards augmenting that fund from which art and artists

await aid and comfort."

Metropolitan Improvements.— The Communication between King-street
Covent-gnrrim, and the West-end.—The houses between King-street, Covent-
garden, and Upper St. Martin's-lane, which were sold a few days ago, by order
of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and which were to be taken down to form a
communication from Covent-garden to the West-end, are cleared away. The
intended new street can now be clearly seen, and in a very short time measures will

be taken to form the sewer, and lay down tiie gas and water-pipes. When the
street is constructed it will form a leading thoroughfare from the West-end to

the Floral Hall, and to Covent-garden and Drury-lane Theatres, avoiding Long-
acre. The avenue will also be of great advantage to the market-gardeners attend-
ing Covent-garden-market from Brentford, IsTewortli, Twickenham, &c.

C}-yital Palace.—Nowhere diil the gale rage on Tuesday with greater
force or more sustained intensity than on the heights of Norwood. It is the
severest trial which the building has yet undergone, but beyond a few loose

squares of glass which were blown out of the flat roofs, no material damage has
been done to any part of the building.
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T.KCTUUE AT THE ARCHITECTUltA.L MUSEUM.
AS we briefly announced in our last, Mr. E. B. Uknibon, ilX'., delivered a lecture

on Wednesday sc'nuii^ht, at the Architectural Museum, South Kensington* "On
Civil Architecture."

Mr. A. J. Bekksford Hope occupied the cliair, and, in introducing: the lecturer,
said he waK a ^entlemau well known as a devoted student and most able cxpoaeut uf
Gothic architecture.

Mr. Dexison npolofjised for the want of drawings on the j^round— first, that he
had not time tu make drawing's; secondly, that he was not a ^ood artist; and
thirdly^ that he thuu^lit ho had so prepared his notes that Ihey could do without
drawings. The title of the lecture was "Civil Architecture." *' What was the
mcanin*? of that ?" many people would say. They had all, no doubt, heard of Gothic
architecture and Greek architecture, and Italian and Egyptian architecture, but
perhaps not of ("ivil architecture as a style of architecture. They mlj,'lit also have
heard of secular arcJiitecture and of ecclesiastical architecture, but not perhaps of
that which lie ventured to call Civil architecture. The term raitrht be lofflcally or
hlHtorically wroni^". but he ventured to think it was justifiable and had a mcaniu;:.
A short and inli'lli;,'ibU: dellTiilion of style was, that it meant a mode of ornamontul
building- whieli lliiurished at a particular time and in a particular place. They knew, of
course, perfectly well tliat until very lately styles or architecture were always buc-
ccasive—ut one time the (Jrecian, at another the Roman, and so on. He dared say
they thoufrht that ever since the days of the Gothic architecture, which fell about the
fifteenth, sixteenth, or seventeenth century, there had been a conllict going^ on between
Gothic, and Classic, the Keniiissance, ana other styles. But that was not so : the
conilict was much more recent than tliat. Take the sixteenth centurv, when (iothic
architecture was supposed to be dead, then came up the style of Wren and Inig^o
Jones, or the llenaissance stylo. In some cases styles overlai)ped one another, but
that was not a conllict ; it was merely an uncertainty as to when one style of archi-
tecture took the place of another in particular parts of the country. So when Wren's
style of architecture came in there was no conflict, the Gothic was admittedly dead.
Wren made up a style which they could not lielp i?iving: him credit for as a style of
his own, althoufch ho was not its founder, but merely its introducer ; he worked out
what miirht be called the domical style. While reterring to that subject he might
remark that the dome of St. Paul's, with which they were all most familiar, was not
properly a dome, but a cone. It Wren had not been distinguished as a great archi-
tect, he wouhi have distiuyuished hhuself asa great mechanic and astronomer. The
dome of St. I'aul's was re!illy not a dome, and Wren was too great a mechanic not to
build it as he had done in the shape of a cone, for that was the only way of building'
a dome to carry a great weight upon it, tying the bottom, as Wren did at St. rani's,
with a strong- chain. Wren was not by any means to be confounded with the
numerous architects who had been practising- that style since his day. So far as he
(Mr. l)eni8on)knew. Wren might be called thelnventorof the Italian steeple, such as
that of St. Bride's. Fleet-street ; he thought that steeple inferior to the Gothic, but that
did not lessen the amount of credit due to Wren. After Wren came Vanbrugh, Sir
William Chambersaud others, in the heavy domestic style. Chambers was immortalised
in that particularly lively-looking building Somerset-house, in whichthe architect, in-
tended to construct a model Classic building, the windows of which were to be all
large, and the corridors full oflight—(Alaugli). Then, leaping over another gap, they
came to the end of the 18th century and tlie beginning of the 10th century, when
there were no architecis that would be very long remembered, though their works
might remain. Then they came to the period when copying was paramount,
especially the copying of Greek models. Towards the middle of the last century the
model ot a grand 'building was a Greek temple. Coming down to the 10th century,
the London cluirches were chiefly built in that style. The ground portico of Maryle-
bone Church was a portico by Act of I'arliament. There were other churches in that
parish n\ the same style, all with porticoes more or less. Then there was St. Fancras
Church, a di.stingiiished church which cost nearly £100,000, and it was built
strictly, he believed, on the model of a Greek temple. St. Pancras Church cost twice
the Bum of the largest Gothic church built in modern times. Tliey had got to the
a^c of copying, but not to the age of conflict. Then there were all the styles to choose
from, the Greek style, the Wren style, and the style of his followers and imitators.
There was hardly then a revival of the (iothic style, but he would come to that by-
aud-byc. But before doing so he wished to direct their attention to tliis, that at the
beginning of the present century there was, for the first time in the world, no style of
architecture—that was, that there were many standing on equal grounds, and all

found out to be bad. Slankind were at sea, and left to choose an architecture for
themselves, i'erhaps it might be worth while to pause for a moment, in order to con-
sider the small beginning from which the revival of (Jothic took its origin; tliat it

had revived in a formidable umnner to the Classic styles all knew. Evelyn, in the
latter days of tlu- Stuarts, the last Roman Catholic kings who sat upon tlie English
throne, (iescribedtlie Gothic style as fantastical and licentious, as being ftiU of fret
and lamentable imagery ; that it had very expensive carving but without just pro-
portions ; that the style was dark, heavy, melanclioly, and monkish. Now, that was
a curious and odd combination of qualities. Then Wreu's son described Gothic
building as mountains of stone, not worthy of the name of architecture. Now, look-
ing at the extent of the area of the metropolitan cathedral, and the foundations of
St. Paul's, the little Wren, one would have thought, should have hesitated before he
called a. Golhic building a mountain of stone. The first open and avowed
apecimen of the revival of Gothic was, he believed, the house of Horace
Walpole, at Strawberry - hill. Well, after struggling through that
trial, and struggling through a great deal of ridicule, the Gothic style gradually
crept into churches, and so it got on, and thus by degrees the Gothic
Btylc came to be revived, not in its ancient splendour, but with as great success as
the Greek, or Italian, or Roman styles. Well, then, they had got to this period—
they had got to the eo-existey.ce of a number of distinct and opposite styles. There
was now open the choice of the revived Gothic, and tlie choice of the revived
Classical. \Vell, then the styles being here to choose out of, how were they to
choose? That was an open question. People in making their selection began with
having a taste, and ended with giving the reasons for their choice. Such was the
case on botli sides both the Gothic and Classic. Now, let them see the reasons for
choosing a style either for an ecclesiastical or a civil building. Let them begin with
the churches or temples. l*eoplc met in a temple to worship, to hear and see some-
thing, and a large number ofpeople were brought together for that object. From tlie

earliest ages of architecture they had had examples in Greek temples, and Mr.
Fergusson said in his work that there was more of the Greek temple in the Gothic
than many people were aware of in regard to the lighting. Well, if we were to have
Greek temples, surely it ought to be for churches. For temples he said distinctly
that, if they were to choose on historical grounds, he did not see why they should
not chou.se the Greek temple. But a.s to Greek houses, were there any remaining to
copy ? There were no models of Greek liouses to go by. They should not
copy the Greek style of houses, though they might do so for temples. Then
buildings in southern countries had this peculiarity—that tliey had porticoes,
while we in this country had cloisters, tliough they must not associate cloisters with
monks, but cloisters to keep out the wind and rain, such as were to be found at Cam-
bridge. Then it was .>*aid that one style was connected with religion, and that was
trtie. A style was brought from Italy in the time of the Stuarts, whose names were
more connected with Popery' than any other dynasty, by Iniijo Jones; and the
peculiarities of Wren's buildmgs were forced on him by James the Second. Now, it

would not do to say that Gothic was connected with Popery. The lecturer then pro-
ceeded to refer to town halls, erected for the holding of guilds, &c. They had not
town-halls in Greece or Rome, a town-hall belonged essentitiUy to the middle agec,
and in the building of them the Gothic was more successful, perhaps, than in any
other kind of building, except in churches. Every rich town in the kingdom must
have a town-hall—for even municipal bodies were not free fVom the vice of
vanity. Then tlu^ municipal bodies did not copy the Gothic specimens of the town-
hall which they had seen on the continent, and which had been found to answer
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well. That was niiotlicr upecinum of th<> (uto and Inpe of adoplInK ilrlmi hi
building. An to cliurchtu tbu moat ClaHical people admlttnl tlmt thr- 'i'lttilr ««
thestvle for Iht-m, but tluTc wni* not a sliitflu Ur^c '.' . How
had (tottiic t;t>t Into rhiirrhi-M, wb'Ti- It lloiiriHhi-d III .t into
bii« bead toiiilro<luCL> It liitotht-m. At llmt they w> : :,,y bad
been f^etthi}^ better ; there bad been Hoiiietblui; It^i' ..xi tm<t*- had f

Rreat »ucee»» In copyini:. .Some ralxht put the ) . i iiaret-Mn«t l
ethnax, otberK the Oxford MuM;uni, and othern otle : Itut be would I

to the chapel of Kxeter Colleiiu at Oxford—be whmj'i iii' iiiiimi thai (br hlmMUl
They inlifht each have a pet of their own, and were wel<-oine to 11, If tbey did not
quarrel with bis. It waa uow adntltted that (;othle architecture bail attained to
l;reat uerfi'<aion ; It waanuw cone«.-ded that (jothIc bad auooeeded in cltun-hca and
other buiUlinp*. (lOthic archttecturi- bet^^an in churchet, nod worki-d it« way up Itt
cburcbea and bulldlntfs of a (tlniilar kind. TlK-re waa no doulit that therf w-nt bad
t.otbic buHdln;;s bolb attlxfurd and L'anibridKe, but he waa anrnrlfted t' ' -: ' -

,11

the cireniuHtunecs tbey were Ko ;,'oo<l ax they wer% I'ben workliou^e» n
the Gothic wtyle because found couvenienl and cheap for the pur|io<te ni

Then let tbeni try the town -ball nrotdcin ; how wiia It tbu' *' ';.,,, i»'iiiic«
had not adopted cxanipIeH at their command 7 lie then r. [HintiKMitty of
authoritlea in erectin;,' liutldin^sut the public eoHl.ateuori . in tlie ItaJhui
style, as was wltneHNed at Liverpool, I.eeilH, Halifax, autl .... . I > - r>- waa •
competition fur the Town-ball at Halifax some yi-ara ayo; (jothi 'i plans
were sent in ; then* was a very noble tiothic plan Hcntln which w.t I tot ho
horror ofmankind it was reported that the town surveyor waa to b, ^ ...i.. ... . to build
the Town-ball. That, however, waa set aaide, and tbcbulldlnjf wan put luiuibe hands
ofan architect of very great name. Yet In that Italian building verticallty, which be-
longed to the I iotbic, had been aimed at. As to the Town Hallat lialifax It wasabuUd-
in^ofau Italian cliaraclcr with (iiithlc detallH. The lecturer then referred toother
classes ol buildings, showin;,' the advance of (iotbic architecture, the latest prominent
proofofwhich'was its adoption for the i'arliament bouses of* 'anada. As to the oxford
JIusenm, and it was a bold experiment to adopt the Gothic for a inusemn, and he
thought a great deal of that muaeum was very bad. He was glad the exoeriincnt
had been made, though it had partially tailed, a« be waa Id hopes it woulu lead Co
greater success hereaft^'r. Then, again, Gothic principles were Invading Itsliaa
buildings. As to the drawings for the public oilices there were; a great mauy Gotlilo
features visible in Italian designs, such as very high roofs. Then there was a g^rcat
deal of Gothic carving making its way Into Italmn buildlnes, as well as encaiutio
tiles, and something else which was still mare emphatically Gothic, he meant towcn.
He was not going to discuss the question whether towers belonged to the c:lasaie or
the Gothic, but for many years ail the world bad aasoclated towers with the Gothic.
The lecturer then proceeded to speak of the importance, not onlj- in reference to
ecclesiastical but civil buildings, of attention being paid to aconsties. Sir. I-ockyer and
Mr. Cunningham bad been very successful in the erection ot buihilngs where heartn^f
was good. The lecturt*r, after stating that great attention should be paid to gcnuino
symmetry and regularity, or individuality, referred to the materials wlilch should bo
used in buihhngs. For building churches stone should be used, but in smoky towns
for civil buildings, red bricks shoulil be employed. All the talk about having a Vic-
torian style of architecture was a mistake—the idea of working out a universal style
of architecture he utterly denied.—(Tho lecturer resumed ma seat amidst much
cheering).
On the motion of the Chairm.,u<, a rote of thanks was passed by aoclanution to

Mr. Denison.
At the next meeting March 7th the distribution of prizes amongst art-workmen

will take place.

AKCniTECTDRAL AS.SOCIATION.
AJIEETING of the Class of Design was held on Friday evening last, the 24Ul

instant.
In the absence of the Tresidcnt, Mr. Itogers, was voted to the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having l)cen read and approved of.

The Chairman and Class proceeded to the examination and criticism of the
sketches tor "an ornamental brick front to a London dwelling-house of '.fOfcet

frontage," contributed by .Messrs. Druce, Uceves, Kogcrs, and Powell, also a .Sketch

for a clock tower, by Mr. Kogera.
The remaining part of the evening was occupied by the meeting In selecting

sketches from those contributed in Session 1858-59, to be sent to the forthcoming
Arcliitcctural Exhibition , after which the meeting adjourned.

THE CHELSEA BRIDGE ROAD.

ON Tliursday afternoon a deputation from the Vestry of Chelsea had an inter-

view with the Hon. William Cowper, First Commissioner of Public

Works in Whitehall-place, on the subject of the bad condition of tlie new road

leading from Lower Sloane-street to Chelsea Suspension Bridge. By an Act of

Parliament of the !)th and lOtli of Victoria, cap. 39, the Commissioners of Public

Worlts were empowered to build a suspension-bridge over the river Thames, witli

suitable approaches, including the new street in question, leading from Lower
Sloane-street to the northern extremity of the bridge, and it was in reference to

the bad condition of the new street the interview took place.

The members of the deputation from the Clielsen Vestry were:—Tlie Hon. O.

C. Byng, JLP., for Midillesex ; Mr. Tite, M.P., representative of Chelsea Vestry

at the Metropolitan Board of Works; the Rev. R. Burgess, Rector of Upper

Chelsea; Mr. Gable, Mr. Leete, Mr. Miles, Mr. Perry, Mr. E. O. tfymons,

Mr. Pemberton (solicitor), ami Mr. Lahee, Vestry Clerk.

The formation of the new street referred to was commenced in the year 1846

by the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Public Works, and it was given up to

the parish of Chelsea in December, 1858 ; and the object of the present appli-

cation was to urge upon the Government the bad condition of the new street, and

to ask them to undertake the duty and expense of paving the footpaths of the

street, which would cost the parish upwards of £800, and from the property in

the street no rates were derived or wei-c derivable, as it was clue6y composed of

what belonged to the War Office and the Chelsea Hospital.

Mr. TiTE, M.P., introduced the object of the meeting, and referred to seTenil

of the sections of the .\ct of Parliaineut, in support of the application made by

the Vestry. From a document which the lion, gentleman held in his hand, and

quoted from, we make the following extracts :

—

The Vestry desire to point out to the Chief Commissioner that the Act ofPa-
liament has conferred especial powers and privilefrcs on blm to enable him to naao
over the new street to the parochial authorities, which arc not enjoyed by private

individuals, under the Highway Acts, and they would submit this as another ground

on which they are entitled to consideration, as the I.cgislalurc i-ould ii. vi r h:ive

intended that those powers should be arbitrarily exercised to the <l ' i

portion of the pubUc. By the Highway Law, any one wishing to dc.i >

the public, and to throw the duty of repairing it on the parish in whi. Ii
_

.
is bound to do certain acts which will give full notice of his intentiin. and thus

atford those on whom be desires to fix this liability, the opportunity, if Ihey plcMe>

of rejecting it. The pnscnt Highway Act requires him to give three months

previous notice in writing of bis iuieution to dedicate such way. He must describe

Its situation and extent. Ue must make the same, at his own expense. In a
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substflnttnl manner, of the proper width, and to the satiofaction of the surveyors of
the parish, and also of two justices ; and he must himself keep it so for a full year
after the detlication. These are a)l conditions precedent, upon the fulfilment of
which depends the castinjr of any obllfrntion upon the narisli after the expiration of
the year and three months. It is submitted that the Office of Works, &c.—even if it

has the ywwer—ou^ht not, in common justice, to complete the new street in a less

substantial and satisfactory way to the parish than a private individual would liavc

to do, as by adopting: such a course it would inflict a manifest injury on the rate-
Mjers. If, however, the Chief Commissioner should still consider thnt he has ful-

nlled thertqtiirements of the .Vet, and decline doing- more than has been done, the
vestry would urffe on hfm to concur with them in adoptinfj some inexpensive and
oxp(Hlitious m*>de of brinjrintr the questions in difference before a competent tri-

bunal for final decision. With this object in view, the vestry have consulted counsel,
and they are advised that, if the Commissioners of Works, Ac, will consent, the
oiHnion of a court at Westmmster Hall can be obtained by a special case, founded on
an agreement Ix-tween them and the^^mmissiouers that they should lay out some
money In paving- part of the street, and that the Commissioners should repay them,
if the Commissioners oujrht to have paved. This the Vestry are advised is a very
common expedient for arriving: at a result, which otherwise "would have to be elabo-
rated by expensive proceed injrs, very formal and tedious, but only necessary where
the facts arc disputed, which in this instance cannot be the case.*'

The Hon. Mr. Byiip, M.P., Mr. Perry, the Rev. R. Burgess, and Mr. Pem-
bcrton supported the application made by Mr. Tite on behalf of the parisli.

The Chief Commissioner said he "did not see why they should not go on
Vfith the road just as it was at present. He saw no necessity for a flagged

pavement being placed there at present, and be was supported in that view by the

conduct or the authorities of St. George's, Hanover-square, to whom a portion of

the road belonged, and who were satisfied tliat its footpaths sliould remain, at all

events for the present, without paving. He mentioned several reasons for re-

fusing the application of the deputation from tlie Clielsea Vestry : he felt it was
no longer possible to refer the matter to a court of law, and dicl not think he
should be doing his duty as the Chief Commissioner of Her Majesty's Works and
a trustee of the fund in question if he gave his assent to arbitration. He felt it

his duty altogether to decline tiie proposition made by the deputation, for he had
been advised by counsel that Her Majesty's (Commissioners had acted in reference
to the road in question strictly in accordance with the law.
The deputation thanked the First Commissioner for his courtesy and kindness

and then i^itlidrew.

THE CITY SEWERS COMMISSION.
AT the meeting of the members of the City Sewers Commission on Tuesday, the

important triennial tenders for the execution of masons' and paviors' work for
the City of London for the ensuingr term of three years from Lady-day next were
opened. The contractors who tendered were five in number only, namely : -Messrs.
liill; Pratt and Sewell ; Mowlem, Burt and Co.; IJeevor; and Crook and Son. In
cousequcnce of the absence of the engineer, Mr. Haywood (who had been summoned
to attend a committee of the House of Commons), and in accordance with g-eneral
custom, it was decided to refer the applications, with their contents, to the General
Purposes Committee for their examination and report. The several contractors were
informed of this decision, and it was intimated to them that their applications had
been so referred, and that most probably the matter would be decided on Tuesday
next, when the next Court would be held.
Inconsequenceof the extreme importance to the ratepayers of the contracts for

the pavement of the flag and carriajjo ways of the City of London, which measure in
length many miles (an asrgrcprate, in fact, of more than 50 lineal miles) all matters of
this class are referred by the Court to the General Purposes Committee, for " consi-
deration and report," upon the capabilities of parties to perform the work, not so
mochas to its extent, but in the smallest possible time, and at consequently the
smallest possible amount of public inconnenience. These contracts involve an out-
lay of several thousands of pounds of tlic ratepayers' money per annum ; and, there-
fore, not a little care is taken by the Commissioners in the choice of parties who
possess, not only a sufficiency of stock constantly at command, but the necessary ap-
pliances for its expeditious working in the reparation of the crowded City thorough-
fares. Otherwise the most serious obstructions in the public ways would take place,
and incalculable injury would be inflicted upon the commerce of the metropolis at
larjrc.

^ftctoftke H'ujh Wind upon Bmo Cftwrc/i.—Alderman Sir Robert Garden attended
to inform the Commissioners that part of the ancient window of Bow Church bad
been blown down by the hiirh wind, or at least had fallen into the public way. He
named the matter in order that, if the Commissioners thought fit. they might at once
send and repair the injury, or at least provide for the safety of the public.
Deputy LOTT, F.S.A., the commissioner of the ward ot Cordwainer (in which the

ancient church of Bow is situate) said that he had heard of the occurrence by nine
O'clock in the morniuo^, and had instructed the painter and glazier to the church to
attend to the window at once. He would then go to see why his instructions had not
been attended to, but he had some other business he should like to transact at the
Court which would prevent him doin^ so. He would suggest, however, that Mr.
Slortimer, the inspector of the district, be authorised by the Court to proceed at once
to the spot and take the necessary stops to prevent the public from being placed in
any further danger by the occurrence.

THE STATE OF THE SERPENTINE.
ADEPUTATION.consislinfr' of the following gentlemen—viz.. Sir John Shelley,

Bart., M.P., Sir W. 31. T. Farquhar, Bart.. SI.P., Dr. Lankester, Dr. M'oolley,
3ir. A. Havman (firm of Haymau and Burnett, Slonne-street), Sir. J. Rennie, and
Mr. John Lilwall, had an interview on Saturday with the Right. Hon. W. F. Cowper,
M.P., Chief Commissioner of her Majesty's Woods and Forests, at the office, AVhite-
lull-place, in reference to Xhv. continued bad state of the Serpentine.

Sir J. Shelley briefly introduced the deputation, and called upon Mr. Lilwall (who
bad acted since IH48 in the capa'itv of hon. secretary to the Serpentine Improvement
Committee) to explain the obiects of the deputation.
Mr. Lilwall then entered at some length into the various steps which have been

taken durinj.' the last ten or twelve years on the subject of the state of the Serpen-
tine. The object of the present deputation was twofold— first, respectfully to protest
against the expenditure of £I7,f>*X) of public money upon the formation ot a filtering
bed and other works In Kensington-gardens, which were useless as respected the
purpose in view, and would be found an intolerable nuisance for all time, and one of the
greatest eyesores in a park renowned for its beauty. The second object was to draw
Ihe Chief Commissioner's attention to the urgent necessity there was to fill up the
oeep holes in the Serpentine—now so dangerous—and to reduce the bed of the river
to a graduated depth of from three tcet at the edge to about five or six feet in the
€entre. At present the bed of the lake was so Irregular that persons often ffot
prcfclpilated into holes over their heads by a single step forwards, when their other
leg was standini? in water little more than knee-deep.

Sir M. Farquhar, Dr. Woolley, Dr. Lankester, and other gentlemen having spoken,
l*heCHiKF Commissioner said he was very glad to have seen the deputation.

The question ha<l been under discussion for upwards of ten years, and it was quite
true nothing had yet been done. No doubt the plan now being carried out in Ken-
liDgton-gardens had many disadvantages, and would at the best but partially remedy

the evil. The Metropolitan Board of Works had, however, undertaken toc^mmcncc
the sewer, which would carry off much of the impurity which now tound its way
into the Serpentine ; but until that was completed there was no means of diverging
the 8ewao;e matter. There were undoubtedly many evils to be remedied. His pre-
decessor liad called in the highest authoritv—(murmurs of dissent)—at least he was
one of the highest authorities, and backed i>y the opinion of the late Mr. U. Stephen-
son; therefore the Government did not act precipitately. Mr. Hawksley's plan did
but meet one portion of the difficulty. At best it was but an insufllcicnt scheme. It
was quite the duty of the House of "Commons to see into the matter, especially when
dealing with a park which is one of the greatest ornaments of the metropolis. Ab
to himself, he liad no responsibility for that which had been done; vet still he did
not think it a <>:ood plan; nor should ho ever have thought of adopting such plan.
His hands, however, were tied.

Sir M. Farquuak inquired whether It would not be possible to stop the present
operations in Kensington Gardens.
The Chief Commissioner feared there would be some difficulty in doing so.

Mr. Lilwall suj^tjested that the difference between the larjje amount named for
carrying out the filtering scheme (£17,000), and the smaller sum which would secure
the necessary volume of fresh water (£11,000), would surely allow an ample margin
to cover the loss attending the quashing tlie present works.
The deputation then thanked the Chief Commissioner for his courtesy, and

witJidrew.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.
rpHE first conversazione for the season of this Society took place on Wednesday
J^ eveninj^ at their rooms, 9, Conduit- street, the gallery of the Architectural Photo-
graphic Association bein<j also kindly thrown open for the occasion.
Mr. H. Ottley, wiio took the chair, briefly ex))lained the intended arrangements

for the season, and the operations of the Society, including the allotment of juds'es
and the forming of classes for music and drawing. The announcement that the Earl
of Ellesmere, one of the vice-presidents of the Society, had most kindly intimated
his intention of throwing open the magnificent picture gallery at IJridgewater House
for a conversazione, or meetmjf, of the Society in May, was warmly received. Mr. G.
Montague Davis, B.A., then read a paper on " The Fine Arts : tlicir Rise, Decline,
and Present Position," taking a popular and i)ractieal view of the subject, which was
listened to with great attention, and applauded at the close. The proceedins's of the
evening were wound up with a musical performance conducted by Mr. Alfred Gilbert.
Miss Eliza Hughes, Miss Palmer, Mr. Frank Elmore, and Mr. Melchor Winter,
vocalists, acquitted themselves most satisfactorily in a variety of airs, English and
Italian, whilst Mr. A. Gilbert, Mr. B. Wells, and Mr. F. Scolson Clark respectively
played solos on the piano, flute, and harmonium. Some very choice pictures by
Gainsborough, Lawrence, Wilkie, Turner, Old Crome, and other first-rate masters,
contributed for the occasion by Slessrs. Cox, Farrer, &e., and some works in sculp-
ture by Foley, B.A., Alexander Jluuro, &c., decorated the west gallery. The co?ivcr-
sa^ione was numerously attended.
At the meeting of the Architectural Institute on Monday the Secretary announced

that the prize of the Fine Arts Society in architecture would be awarded to the best
desi"rn in any style of architecture exhibited at the Royal Academy or the Architec-
tural Societies during the season.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.—Wednesday, February 29.

GEORGE GODWIN, ESQ., F.R.S., in the chair. The paper read was "On
Building Stones— the Causes of their Decay, and the Means of Preventing It,"

by Mr. George R. Burnell, C.E. The building stones employed in London could be
divided into two classes—those which could only be worked by the pick or by wedges,
and those which could be worked by the mallet and chisel. The latter beiu<;r known
by the name of freestones. The author proceeded to point out the principal charac-
teristics of both these classes of stones, dwelling especially, Iiowever, on the free-
stones, as most generally employed in building. Of this class he described in detail
most of those that had beeu used to any important extent, pointing out the par-
ticular classes of work to which their respective quahties best adapted them. With
refjard to their decay, he showed that the chemical reactions which induced it were
principally caused by the oxyprenatiou or the hydration of the various ingredients of
which they were composed. He described the remarkable process known as " salt-
pctreing," or nitrification, and explained the mode in which injury to the stone was
thus produced. Even where every precaution had beeu taken to prevent the
absorption of moisture from the ground, or the actual rainfall, it was necessary to
protect the exposed surface of the hygrometric stones, by some coating which should
prevent their taking up the injurious moisture from the air. This was done in
various ways; by painting, by impregnating the surface with oleaginous or fatty
matters; by washing the face with some solution able to convert the
material itself into au insoluble uon-absorbent substance ; and by
fillinc: in the pores of the stone with an insoluble material which
should efl'ectually exclude watei; The author pointed out the objections
to the first two of these plans, and then drew attention to the process lately
introduced by M. Kuhlmann, in which the carbonates of lime are washed with
a solution of an alkaline silicate, with a view to converting them into silicates of
lime. In some cases this ingenious and beautiful system had succeeded, but, un-
fortunately, the action of the silicic acid was a very slow one, and where the surfaces
washed in the manner described were exposed to rain, it was by no means rare to
find that the solution was carried away. There were other objections to the use of
the simple alkaline silicates, and, upon the whole, he thought that the problem of
protecting; the surfaces of a soft building stone had been most successfully solved by
Ransoine's Inst patent process. In this process a fine precipitate, clothing the whole
of the pores of the surface of the stone, was produced by firstly cleaning the stone
carefully Irom dust, and then making it absorb as large a quantity as possible of the
silicate of soda or of potass, and when this solution had dried into the stone, a second
wash was applied, consJstinK' of chloride of calcium or of baryta. The effect of these
applications was that a double decomposition took place, giving rise to the precipita-
tion of a finely crystalised silicate of lime or of baryta in the pores of the stone, and
an eflloresccnce of extremely soluble salts of the chlorides of soda or of potassa.
The former remained iu the pores, the latter were speedily washed away by rain.

The French Treaty and the Welsh Slate Trade.—A deptUation of
tlie owners of slate quarries in North \\'ales, consisting of Mr. J. W. Greaves,
High SlieriflT of Carnarvonshire, Mr. Charles Wynne, M.P., Mr. E. W. Wynne,
M.P., Mr. E. Greaves, M.P., and Messrs. Jolni Millington, jun., Arthur Wyatt,
S. Holland, Thomas Turner, W. S. Dew, E. G. Powell, and II. P. Manley,
secretary, waited upon tlie President of the Board of Trade on Wednesday, to
present a memorial, praying that, inasmuch as coal and iron w ill enjoy peculiar
advantages under the new treaty with Prance, the same advaatag« should be
given to slate as respect the duties levied on importation into Prance. Mr-
M. Gibson said that slate might possibly be includwl under some general head, as -
was found upon inquiry of the Frcncli autliorities to l>e the case with jute. He'
added that if they forwarded him a detailed statement of their case it should
receive dne consideration.
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CONGRESS OF SHIl'BUILDERS.
ON Thursday tlie first of n series of meetings to inaugurate the recently formed

Institution of Naval Architects, commenced at 11 o'clock a.m., at the
Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi.
The Right lion. Sir John Pakingtox, G.C.H., who presided, observed that

he deemed it one of tlie higliest lienors lo occupy that position. From early life

he hiid takeu a deep interest in ail questions relating to navigation, an<r tlie
building of ships, and it was also impossible that he could have occupied a liiKli

position in the Royal Navy of England without acquiring much knowledge ot a
practical nature, and of Ihe utmost importance. When lie saw the scientific and
practical men before him he should of course not venture upon very positive
opinions of his own, but he thought it was a fact that our naval
architecture had not kept pace with our naval superiority. During
the long war with France, a frigate was captured from" the enemy
which was considered as a model of ship - building ; and the idea of
clipper ships came from the United Slates. Many important improvements had
been carried out by British shipbuilders and engineers, but, notwitlistanding,
much remained to be done. In naval matlei-s, Russia, the United States, France,
and England appeared to be starting upon one great race of competition, and
the object which this institution sought to accomplish was that England should
win. Refening to the Royal Navy, Sir John observed that the Mersey and
Orlando were wimderlul frigates, and a great ex|)eriment viould be carried out
by the construction of those two enormous iron-cased vess<ds which were pro-
jected by the late, and, he was glad to say, sanctioned by the present, Govern-
ment. He deeply lamented that he could not on that occasion meet with
Mr. Brunei; but when he saw Mr. Scott Russell present, he could not but sin-
cerely hope that, notwithstanding all adverse circumstances, that mighty work,
the Great Eastern, would still prove the triumph of science—(Cheers). Sir
John concluded an excellent address by alluding to the advantages which must
result from the formation of the Institution. The Rev. J. Woolley, L.L.D , was
then called upon to read a paper on shipbuilding.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.—iVonrfai/.i'Wn/artf 27.

THE SEnrENTINE.
Mr. CowPER gave notice that to-morrow lie should move the appointment of a

Select Committee to inquire into the best means ol purifying the Serpentine.
STATUE OF niCHAHO CCEUK-UE-LION.

In reply to a qncRtiou by BIr. Hankev,
Mr. CowpEK Kaid the delay which bad taken place in the putting up of the statue

of Iliehard Cceur-de-Lion on its intended site liad arisen from tlie dlfriciilty of pro-
curing tlie granite pedestal. The statue was all ready with that exception, and he
hoped it would be all complete in about two mouths.

CEMETERY AT CLAPTON.
Sir De L. Kvass, on behalf of Mr. Berkeley, asked the Secretary of State for

the Homo Department, whether he had given, or intended to give, his sanction to the
establishment of a cemetery at Clapton, which is not only within the prolilbited dis-
tance, as defined by the Iturial Act, 15 and 10 of Victoria, but adjoins a populous
district ; and, if so, what had caused the violation of the spirit aud intention of
the statue to be advisable ?

Sir G. C. Lewis stated that he bad not yet given his sanction to the CBtablishment
of the burial-ground alluded to. The fact of its being within the protiibited districts
was not material ; but the subject was still under cousidcratlou.

THE CONFKEENCE OF THE UNITED BUILDING TEADES AND THE
• NINE HOURS' MOVEMENT.
HE Conference has issued the following circular :—T
Gentlemen,—The Conference beg to inform you that they will pay the last divi-

dend to the late Lock-outs on Monday ne.xt, February 27th, and intend publishing,
iu the course ot a few weeks, a balauee-sbeet of the receipts and expenditure oi" all

moneys received by them on behalf of the Lock-outs. >Ve avail ourselves of the
opportunity thus alforded for the purpose of once more reiterating our grateful sense
of your kindness iu supporting your I^ondou brethren throughout the long and ardu-
ous 8tru;i"gle with their powerful antagonists. To this generous and chivalrous
couduct of yours the victory whidi has just been achieved is solely attributable.
Without the aid of their brother workmen throughout the country, thii utmost
exertion oi' fortitude and self-denial on tile part nf the Lock-outs would liave been
impotent to induce the Associated blaster Builders to abandon the Odious Docu-
meut.
Be pleased, therefore, once more to accept our deep and heartfelt thanks for the sacri-

fices which you have made for the defence of the tiercely assailed riglits of your class.
These sacrifices so clioerfuUj' made, and the triumph which tiiey have enabled us to
win, we hail as the earnest ot that complete victory of labor over its present oppressors
which we believe the future to have iu store for us.

It now only remains for us to consider what ought to be our future course with
regard to tlie question out of which the contest just concluded had sprung. You are
aware that in order that the whole available energies and resources of the working
classes might be concentrated on a single point, namely, the defeat of the Odious
Document, it was deemed expedient that the Nine Hours' Movement siiould for a
time be suspended. Are you of opinion tliat this movement should now be revived ?

And if so ; wliat steps are you prepared to take for giving ell'ect to this opinion ?

It is Ilardly necess.iry to remind you that witiioutorgauisation tiie working classes
are jiowcrless, aud at the absolute mercy of their employers. You arc equally well
aware that it is a great deal easier to preserve our organisation already iu existence
than to create a new one, Now the organisation wliich has managed the struggle
just brou^iit to a close is, CTcn on the admission of its enemies, tnlenledly efficient. It
is no doubt susceptible of improvement, but as it is, it has succeeded in rendering
some valuable service to the cause of labour's independence. Througli its e.vcrtious
the country at large lias to a great extent been enlightened as to the nature of work-
ing class grievances. The most artful and dangerous of sophistries, and misrepre-
sentations by which the public mind has been duped aud misled, have, by the
endeavours of the Conference, been torn to pieces and rendered all but innocuous for
ihe time to come. Tlie Conference is now wiser and therefore stronger and more
efficient than ever it was, chiefly owing to the dear-bought experience of the last si-K

months. It now remains with you to determine wliether this experience is to be
thrown away by tlie dissolution of this organisation : or, whether by your continued
support, iu the shape of a small weekly subscrijition, it shall persevere iu the
prosecution of the great work for which it was called into existence, and iu the
accomplishment of which the whole of the industrial trades arc deeply Interested.
These considerations we beg to submit to your judgment, conlident that your

decision, wliatever it may be, sliall be dictated by the desire to adopt that Hue of
conduct which you conscientiously believe to be best calculatid to promote the wel-
fare of your order.

An early reply is respectfully solicited.

Iu the meautime, I am, ou behalf of the United Building Trades,
Yours, respectfully,

GEO. POTTER.

Sm |ntrlli()cnre.

MROMPTON COUNTY COURT.
PAGE r. OBBUOHY.

THIS action Is one of considerable importance to little builden, and flbrded a
notable instance of the nilstdiievous effecU of havinu to many IcRal rcqair«>

nients ere the slighteat matters of building can be carried out.
The plaintifi'is acaptaiii in the merchant icrvice, and defendant ba muter

bricklayer, in a very small way of husineas.

Mr. Lewis appeared for the plalntifi', and the defendant conducted bit own
case.

Mr. Lewis stated that his client, who knew moreof the latitude and lonritoda
of the ocean than he did of the latitude of the laws ot London, had a cottain
oniee where bis family resided ; and Mrs. Page being ilesiroin of adding toflie
house a const-rvalory and other out-houses, by liirection of her husband looked
about her for a competent man to run up the work. Without any oficnce to the
lady, he must remark that she was iienny wise and pound foolish, for Instead of
employing some well-known builder, who would have known wliat strpi
to have taken before the work commenced, the economical lady asked her
laundress, ifshe knew of a bricklayer who wanted work. " Lord love you, my lady,"
says the washerwoman, " my husband is the man for you—(Laughtitr). He sets
grates for ironmongers, buihls ovens for the bakers, and is the best jobbing brick>
layer in London." " Send him to me then," replied Mrs. Page ; and In a very short
time this clever man was engaged in Mocking Mrs. Page out of her own house.
Not being a capitalist, the defendant drewon account for materials and labor, and
had nearly completed the job, when, to Mrs. Page's affright, she received a
summons from the District Vestry Board of Works to show cause why her fanci-
ful outhimses should not be demolishedj for not having given due notice to the
officials, anil for erecting without permission of the Board of Works. This was
under the late Metropolis Local .^Ianagement Act. When her builder came to
work in'Ihe morning, Jlrs. Page showed him the summons, and Mr. Gregorvsaid,
" it was all gammon, and some one was having a game with her ; that he had been
forty years in the line and never heard tell of such a thing before, and he should
like to see the Vestry and Jlister Beadle come and knock down the place very
much indeed ; he'd be bound they'd want their heads cemented if they dared
touch a brick in the garden"—(Laughter). Mrs. Page, believing this to
be so, allowed the work to go on, but in the aAemoon the surveyor waited upon
her, and soon undeceived her, and as the neighbours had made a complaint, the
vestry had no alternative but to make an order for the taking down the erection.
Now, his client had been put to a needless expense of nearly £40, through the
neglect of the builder not giving the necessary notices to the officials, but his

client, not wishing the defendant to bear Ihe whole of the loss, only sued for £^
damages.
The defendant said he did not mean for to go to say but what all t!ie good gen-

tleman had said about the job was too true, but as an old bricklayer be would
say heknowed nothing about all that sort of nonsense of asking the vestry or
anybody else to make an alteration lo a house. When he was apprenticed you
might build a whole town without asking any one but the owner of the land;
but now it seemed that you must go lo this board, then to another boanl, then
to this surveyor, then to another surveyor, pay guineas here, pay guineas there,

and, from what he had learned since he was summoned, never a builder in Lon-
don could run up a rod of brickwork without taking a lawyer with him to
do more work than the whole bilen on the jol)—(Laughter). He supposed the
next stove he set would have to be r/Muiolished by some of tliese boards, and
parsons, and beadles, and Acts of Parliaments, if he didn't have a lawyer to com-
mence the job—(Loud laughter). He was very sorry for Mrs. Page, but it was
no fault of him ; she ought to have .asked her next-door neighbour fust, who was
sarlinely a savage dog-iu-the-raunger lot to do as they did, and the vestry was
no better—(Laughter).

In answer to the questions of the court, Mrs. Page and the defendant admitted
that there was no written contract.

The Judge said lie was of opinion that in the case of a builder contracting to

perform the necessary things in the erection of new buildings, it was part of his

duly to give the notices in queslioii, but Ihcn the law required that such contract

should be reduced to writing. Here it was a verbal contract, and the defendant
escaped from liis ignorance. It would be a lesson, no doubt, to both parties.

Judgment for the defendant, with costs.

Tlie Defendant— Well, Sir, I don't ask for costs, but I am a poor man, but

can't you alter this stupid law?—(Laughter.) Why, it will stop hundreds of

building Jobs; and I have one on bund out Brixton way, and dash me if I thitik

the vestry know on it—(laughter)—and blest if I know what I signed. Perhaps
Mrs. Page won't take her washing away from the old woman. 1 am very sorry,

and nsk her pardon ; but I can see these Acta of Parliament are only meant to

ruin little masters and poor working men.
The Judge - There, make haste to Brixton, or yon will find yourself in another

diflaculty, and not escape so easily—(Laughter).

This Unlucky National Gallery.—From its first conception to the

present time no building has been a more lively subject for jiublic criticism than

this unlucky National Gallery. Poor Mr. Wilkins, the architect, was sorely

perplexed with conditions. The building was not to intercept the view of St.

jMartin's portico ; it must not infringe on the barrack space in the rear; the

public must have one right of way througli it, and the Guards another; the old

columns of Carlton House were to be used up : and true faith in architecture

insisted on liaving portico£s, dome, and cupolas ; moreover, the building, by

no means too large for a National Gallery, was to be shared with the Royal

Academy. With such instructions, Mr. Wilkins prepared his plans and

estimates. Tlie building was to cost £.50,000, but no architect is to be bound by

his estimate; and, judging from late instances, the public got well out of this

job in having to pay only £7G,8G7. The structure was scarcely occupied before

it was discovered to be much too small. The National Gallery had no space to

display its additional purchases and bequesL«, and Ihe Royal .\cademy foond

itself obliged to close its schools of art whenever its annual exhibition was open.

For tliese inconveniences Parliaments and Governnients have been for nearly

twenty years trying to find a remedy.-ComAiH Magazine.
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(l^orr«{spntlcn([C.

AN ARCHITECTUKAL LIBRARY.
8IB,—It U apparent that from the great expense of architectural and engi-

neerinc works, roost of the junior members of the profession arc debarred trom

obtainhic a suitable library. And with a view of brincinB the more expensive

DOblications to some by means of a moderate annual subscnption, 1 would

OTKcest that an association be formed, on the principle of art unions, for the

purehase of architectural and engineering publications, with an annual distri-

bution of money prizes. The holders of prize tickets to select the works,

subject to the njIproTal, and through the Committee.
. .• „j

I am sure the majority of the profession would join such an as.sociation, and

for its success it only requires the \aluBble notice of the building press.

I am, KC,

Londonderrj-, February, 1860. ^- ^•

THE NEW ARCHITECTURAL ORACLE.
Sib,—When people have talked, both in Parliament and out of Parliament,

about Gladstone's Uudpet, till they are fairly weai^ of it, and vote it a bore,

perhaps soraetliingof uioreirauiediute interest to your publication and its numerous

?Mders, wiU he put upon the tiipii, and become the leading and all-absorbing

topic of the day, at least for forty-eight hours—viz., the future building for the

" Foreign Office."
, ,. , , . . ,

Tlie ultra-Gothicists have recently assumed so high and imperious a tone,

denouncing what in contradiction from the Gothic or medieval styles is denomi-

nated Classic, as being utterly worthless and effete, that 1 began to be apprehen-

sive your republication of " Chambers' " would prove very lU-timed ;
when lo

most unexpectedlv, a most able as well as valiant champion has stepped forward

in defence of our so-called Classic architecture. ^ , . , . ^, „
Who is the author of " Remarks on a National Style, in reference to the Pro-

posed Foreign Office" (Bell and Daldy), I neither know nor can guess; yet be

Wwhoeverhe mav, I could cordially grasp him by the hand, and so, if he can

ferret him out, w"ill, I think, my Lord Palmerston do, as being a most valuable

anziliary in his attack upon, and protestation against Scott's design. It is for those

who can contrive to do so, to point out and explain to us its, at present, latent

redeeming qualities. For disapproving of it I may be excused, when Mr. bcott a

own partisans make no scruple, or rather take every opportunity of bespattering

and vilifying Barry's Palace of Westminster as being nothing less than a decided

" feiilure." Mr. Cockbum Muir even goes so far as to pronounce it to be the

"Bathos of Art!" Pretty bold that ; vet not more so than his censure of Paradise

Lost," as fraught with Paganism, and now unreadable. «ucli a dictum renders

comment upon it superfluous. Whether the admirers of Milton will be scandaUzed

or no at Mr. Miiir's audacity, tolerably certain it is that many other persons and

parties will he more or less offended by his remarks and opinions. He must not look

for approbation from Roman Catholics, or Puseyites, or Eeclcsiologists, or Modern

Gothic church builders, or those who have erected Modern blizabetlian man-

sions ; not from Mr. Butterfield, or Jlr. Beresford Hope, since he makes a berce

onslaught upon tlie church in Margaret-street. Neither will our Gothic poly-

chrounsts chaunt his praises. Those who are most likely not to be dissatisfied

with him are precisely the Pagans or the Paganists themselves, because he affords

them such an excellent opportunity for displaying tlieir prowess and strategical

skill in defence of " Classic." ,. .j , ., j
Mr. Muir bids fair to eclipse Ruskin, unless they divide the throne, and seat

themselves upon it amicably, cheek by jowl, like the " Two Kings of Brentford.'

I am, &c.,
Z. A.

ITie New Westminster-Bridge.—Tor some weeks, past one-half

ofthe new bridge has been completed, and has been waiting the command from

the Board of Works to be thrown open to the public. The first cause of delay

was the want of the necessary approaches, and the block of houses on the Surrey

side and four on the Middlesex side were required to be removed m order to make

the ro6d to the bridge. This has been done, and the road on either side is now

completely formed. The Right Hon. W. Cowper, the First Commissioner of

Public Works, has minutely inspected the bridge with Mr Page. It is expected

that Her Majesty will drive over the new bridge, and thus onen it to the public,

followmg in this respect the same course which was adopted in the opening ot

the new Chelsea-bridge. The first half now finished will only be open for the

nrrsent for carriage traffic ; foot-passengers will pass over a portion oi the old

bridge while the remainder of the works connected with the new o ne are being

carried on. A proposition has been made by Mr. Page to apply the stone and

materialsof the old bridge to the formation of an embankment, extending from

the present bridge along the front of Whitehall-gardens. This would form a

pleasing promenade, and would be a part of a more extended scheme winch has

been for a long time in contemplation for embanking the river, as far as Black-

friarj. The old bridge would form a most valuable quarry for the stone required

for the river facing, and the materials and debris of the structure would be

snfflcient for a liirgc portion of the embankment. The proposed work would not

be an expensive one, and, if it is ever to be commenced, the present would appear

to be a most favorable moment. Another opportunity is not likely again to

occur of obtaining the necessary supply of stone without cost to the countrj'.

Ai to the great public improvement which a promenade of some 80 feet m width

along this bank of the ri\er would afford, there cannot be two opinions.

Architectural Photographic Association.—On Tuesday last Mr. James

Ferffusson, F.R.A.S., delivered a brief address at this Exhibition on the photo-

eraphs of J.rusalem. The chair was occupied by Mr. Mair. The next lecture

at the Exhibition will be delivered by Mr. William Burges, "On French

Portals."

The ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of the large Memorial

at Brompton Barracks, to the memory of those officers and the men of the Royal

EngineeT* who fell in the Crimea, by the Duke of Cambridge has been postponed

tillTintrsday next.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Eecorded to Feuruary 29.

Mr Wm. Davies, of Quecn's-rond, Kvcrton, near Liverpool, for " Improvements In

"jr'li'obm's^lisburyTrf'rrcstou.for "A method of adaptiug sheds and other

buildings to the purpose of drying pipes, tiles, bricks, and other articles made from

clay or other plastic materials. , . i •„„>„„, or.

Sir. Wm. W'illianis, of Jlerthyr Tydvil, for " Improvements in machinery or ap-

paratus for cfl'ecting ventilation."

Grants. . , , , _
Mr. Thomas Allen, of Little Smith-street, Westminster, " Improvements Inwindow

saslics."—Protection six mouths. ^ , , ,„

Mr. Thomas Culpin. of 24, Dowgate-bill, f'ity, " Improvements in watercloscts,

and all sanitary vessels tliat require frequent tta-^hing.
'J
-Protection six mon^^^^^^^^

Messrs. Koburt Francis Drury and Kusor Drury, ofthe """ "V . "wXi, «, ,1,^^?'
The Don Tool Works, Sheffield, " Improvements in vices."—Dated aotli August,

*'Mr7jOBiahCi^orge Jennings, of Holland-street, Blackfriars, "Improvements in

watercloscts, uriniils, and lavatories."— Protection six mouths.

Mr, William Oxley.of Slanellester, " Improvements in apparatus lor extmgulSD-

ing tires in manufactories aud other buildings."—Protection six months.

Notices to Proceed. „ ^ . , ,.

Mr. Itichard Archibald Brooman, of 100, Fleet-street, E.C., " Certain plastic com-

Dositious to be employed for building and decorative purposes and m lieu ot martle.

itoue, brick, and cement."-A communication from abroadby Lippmanu, tecbnecken-

burgcr aud Co., of Paris.

Foreign Patents.
Mr. David Bickford, of Westerly, K.I., for an •' Improvement In window-sasH

°"slT°nfn'r'y Clayton, for " A machine for makingtilcs and bricks and other articles

of clay, or any other plastic substance. "-10 years.-Dated 2bth I ebrnary, 1859.

Mr i Hodgson, of'^Indiunapolis, Ind., for an " Improvement m metallic shutters.

Mr. A. D. Hoffman, of Belleville, Michigan, for an "Improved cross-cut sawmg

machine." , , , . ,,

Mr. .lames Jones, of Rochester, N.Y., for an Improved hinge.

Mr G. Lofoing, for" Cliimney-ventilators."—8 years.-Dated 30th April, 18j9.

Mr. J. F. Lundin, for "A furnace for manufacturing steel and bricks by using saw-

dust as fueL"—lo years.—Dated 4th June 1859.
Tloto.! 90,,^

Mr. G. A. Malmbcrg, for "A chimney top or ventilator."—8 years.—Dated 22na

^"Mr™'. v'. Mulir, for "An apparatus for heating and ventUating dwelUngs."—

8

years.-Dated 21st December, 1859.
, , „ „ „ , , a j.i„_.»

Messrs. F. B. Oppman aud J. G. Lenfwenmark, for "So-called ' bandBtone

bricks.' "—8 years.-Dated 22nd September, 1859.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Cardiff.

For building St. Peter's Catholic Church, Cardiff, South Wales.

Mr. Smith, Cardiff .-£4,042 4 6 I
Mr. Robbing Newport ......

Mr. Webb, Cardiff 4,223 I Stephens aud Son, Bristol .

.

Beaven aud Son, Bristol 4,085 0|

.£3,000

. 2,S0&

Ham Common, Surrey.
For National Orplian-honio, Ham-Common, Surrey. Quantities supplied.

Messrs. Waring aud Blake, architects.

Lucas, Brothers £5,158 Hiscock *-t>!,'J!

'

TurueraudSons 4,799 I
Gammon

Holland -1,784
|

4,429

Windsor-street, Bisiiopsgate-street.
For new warehouse in Windsor-street, Bisliopsgate-street. Messrs. i incU llill ana

Paraire, architects. Quantities supplied.

Myers £1,683

Cohen 1.515

Holland l.MO
Hill 1>3S8

Piper and Sons 1.345

Turner and Sons £1,319

King 1.29?

Patrick and Son 1.271

Brass ^'""i;
Elston 1.192

Covest-gabden.
, ,t . I

For the erection of an additional wing and other works to the Tavistock Hotel,

Covcnt-garden, for Messrs. Harrison and Co. William Hunt, lisq. ,
architect. Quan-

tities supplied by Mr. Robert Leabon Curtis.

Nixon £11,9:- 'ilayward £;M92
Aldin lO.pJS
Kvans, Brothers 10,08«

Browne and Robinson 11,924

Lawrence and Sons - 11,894

Stoner H.SOO

Hertford. „ ,. , , .^ ^

For the Abel Smith Memorial Schools, Herlford. Mr. John M. Hooker, arclntect.

Coker Ware £1,005 | Andrews, Hertford £1.440

Higgs and Barker, Dunstable.. 1,048 10

Rayineut, Hertford 1.498

Collins, Hertford 1,404 12

Ekins aud Son, Hertford 1,445

Kirkby, Hcnlow l.-i58

Brown, Ware-road 1,244 10

Poolev, Peterborough 1,240

Kensinoton-road. „ „ ^ t

For rc-crection of Star and Garter Tavern, Kensington-road, for Mr. Compton.

Mr. W. H. Heath, architect. ^^^^ .^ „,^ p^_^__, ^^,^ ,„„„ p„„,

Langridge 2,765 10

Lawrence 2.060

Pritchard 2,.5C0

Axford aud Co 2,454

Heath 2,.112

L. Harvey, Hammersmith* 2,250
Accepted.

KiNG'8-ROAD, Chelsea. „'
...

Alterations to the Phojnix Tavern, Smith-street, Iifng'8-road, Chelsea, Messrs.

Finch Hill and Paraire, architects. c . r ,.~...
Total. SppaTBte Estimftw.

.£520 .... £no

be execited in b« executed in

I'orUaad Swiie. Marble.

ii. £ ». a. £ ». d.

n 14 8 175 18

25 00

n 16 95

n ft 16 87

II n 25 110

20 105

Mills
Purkis -180

Turner and Sons 411

Jeffs Brothers 402

Hodges 377

05
0(i

09 10
30
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
AI.TKHINfi TOWN HALL.

Cahmauthen.—For plans for nllcrliiH: and Improvinpr the present Shire Ilnll of the
CoimtyofCarmartliin, with a view to render the same more comnuxliouii for the
holdlnf; of assizes and (Quarter SessionB. A ground plan of the present Town Hall
and the County premises adjoinint;, may be seen on appliration at tlic OIHcc of the
Cleric of the I'eace at Carmartlien, where further inforninticin may be obtained, and
plans are to be sent to the said Clerk of the Teace up to March ^7.

•WORKHOUSE.
HuDDEiisriELn. -For plans for the erection of a Workhouse, at Dean Uousc, In the
townsllip of Honley, witliin the said union, to accommodate ir»0 persons, i'rinted
particulars may be'had on application at the Clerk's fXfice, Albion -street, II udders-
field. There must be, enclosed within the cover containing the plans, a sealed en-
velope, addressed to "The Chairman of the ISoard of (iuardians," bearing outside

a corresponding mark or motto to that upon the plans, and inside the name and
address of the owner. It is intended that this envelope should remain unopened
nntil the t;uardians have decided upon the plana to be adopted. Plans, &c., to bear
a private mark or motto, but not the name of the owner, and to be delivered, under
sealed cover, at the lioard-room, in Albion-street, aforesaid, eudursod ** plans for

a Workhouse at Dean House" on or before March 13.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
HORING A HOLE.

Wadsley, near SnEFFrET.D.—For the boring of a hole at "Wadsley, near Sheffield.

Specifications on application to Mr. Richard 0. Thorp, miuiug engineer, Barnsley.
Tenders to JIarch 10.

nRIDGE, PASSAGE. &c.
Dover,—For the construction, upon an enlarged plan, of the Union llridge Passage,
communieating between the Inner Basin and the Pent, according to the designs of
Messrs. Walker, Burges, and Cooper; also for a wrought-iron carriage bridge and
the machinery for one pair of Icjck-gates. Plans, &c., at the Harbour House,
Dover, between the Stii and 21th days of March next. For further particulars

apply to Messrs. Walker, Burges, and Cooper, '23, Great George-street, Westmin-
ster. Tenders—marked on cover "Union Entrance Tender," or "Union Bridge
and Machinery "—to April .3. (See advertisement).

CELLS AT POLICE STATION.
CnEWKERXE.'SoMERSETsniRE.—For the erections of cells andfor certain alterations

^ and repairs at tlie intended Police Station, in East-street. Specitications at the
Offices of Messrs. \Y. and G. Sparks, solicitors, Crcwkerne. Tenders to March 9.

CEMETERIES.
Barnslet. -For the mason's work, carpenters' and joiners' work, slaters' and plas-

terers' work, plumbers' and glaziers' work, painters' work, and ironfounders" work
required in the erection of two chapels, lodge, mortuary chapel, and entrance gate-
way, &c., iit the intended cemetery, at licechlield, near Barnsley. Drawings, Ac, at
the* Offices of the architects, 5, South-parade, Leeds, nntil March 8th, and at the
Office of the Surveyor to the Burial Board, llarnsley, from the 8th ;to the loth of
March next inclusive. Tenders before 4 o'clock March ID.

DowLAifi, Gr.A.MORGA>'9HinE.—For the erection of a chapel and boundary wall for
the new cemetery at Pant-cad -Ifor, in the parish of Dowlais. Separate tenders to

be sent in for the Chapel and boundary wall. Drawings, &c., on application to Mr.
Brigden, at the Dowlais Drawing Office. 'on and after March 5. Tenders to
March I!>.

CHAPELS.
Milton ne.\t Sittingbourne.—For the erection of new Congregational chapel
and school. Plans. &e., on application to the Kev. W. E. Parrett Milton, on and
allter the irth Slarcli, between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.. Information, and bills of quan-
tities, on application to Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, .architects, Reading.
Tenders to 4 p.m. Starch 10.

Martin, LTNCOLN.snmE.—For the building of a Wesleyan (^hapcl at Martin,
Parties willing to contract are requested to send their names to Messrs. Bellamy
and Hardv, architects and surveyors, as), Broadgate, Lincoln, on or before March
6, after which due notice will be given to the applicants as to the time drawings,
&c., will be ready for inspection.

CHURCHES.
Chester.—For plans and specifications for the rebuilding or restoration of the
Church of the Holy Trinity, Watergate-street, Chester. Plana. &c.,tobe sent sealed
to the Churchwardens of Trinity Church, Chester, on or before March 10. (Sec
advertisement.)

HoLMER, IlEREFORDsninE.—For the repairing and general restoration of Holmer
Church. Plans at the Office of Mr. G. H. Evans, architect, Elizabeth-place,
Holmer. Tenders will be received for the whole, or for the carpenters' work, stone
work, and plastering separately. Tenders to March 7.

Wambrook, near Chard, DoR.SET.sinttE.—For enlarging and repairing the
parish church at Wambrook. Drawings and other particulars at the Rectory,
Wambrook. Tenders to March 10.

CONVENT.
Skipton, YoRKsniRE.—For the different works required in the erection of a convent
adjoining St. Stephen's Cliurch, Skipton. Plans, Ac., at the Office of Messrs.
Andrews and Delauney, architects, Bradford, until the 0th of March, and after that

day St the Black Horse Inn at Skipton, until March 13th. Tenders to JIarch 13.

ENTRANCE LODGE.?.
WlLMSLow Park, Cheshire.—For the erection of cntr.anco-lodges for the Park

situate adjoining the Wllmslow station, on the London and North Western Rail-

way, about Vi miles from JIanchester. I'lans, cfec, at the Office of Jlessrs. Starkey
and Cuflley, architects. Princess-street, Manchester. Tenders to March 21.

FIREPROOF DRY HOUSE.
Leeds.—For the erection of u fireproof Dry-house at the West-end of Leeds.

Drawings, &c., from the ."ith until the !)th Starch next, at the Offices of Mr. George
Smith, surveyorandarcliitcct,l?l. Park-lane, Leeds. Tenders to 6 p.m., March 9.

GASHOLDER.
Bath.—For the supply and erection on the Gas Company's work at Bath, of a
telescope gasholder, "0 feet in diameter in two lifts each 22 feet deep. Plans at the
Offices of the Company, Batii, and at the OlBccs of Messrs. John Evenson and Sou,
Gas Engineers, Wolverhampton. Tenders to March 20.

I/Eicester.—l^or the erection of a brick gasliolder tank, 133 feet in diameter, and
other works, at the Gas Company's station in Leicester. Information on applica-

tion at the Offices of Messrs. Flint and Shenton, architects, Friar-lane, Leicester,

until Starch sth. Tenders to Slarch 10.

GASHOLDER LIFT, &c.
Oxford.—For putting an out«r lift 60 feet in diameter to a gasholder, together with

pillars, guides, girders, wlieels, chains, &c., an<l also taking down the present

pillars, and bridge. I'articulars may be obtained by Mr. C. Hcnwood. at the Gas-
works. Oxford. Drawings, Ac, at the Oxford Gas Light Company's Offices, after

the 20th of February. Tenders to Starch 3.

GAS TANKS, &c.
Kxeter.—For plans, specifications, and tenders for the erection of an iron tank and
single gasholder for the same, S5 feet diameter by 23 feet in height with coluuius,

girders, Ac., complete. Furlhir information nar b*abtalB(d fttm tb* OoapuiT'f
inaiiager, at their works, Exe Island, Kxet^r. Tb* Atttetan an dMlfoaa at n-
ceivlng separate tenders for the tank Ilxeil complete, and aaottwr fortbanikoldar,
with the columns and glnlers also llxed complete. VUa*, r

— -

ders to 31arch 6.

Ooncahter.—For the alterations proposed to be eairird ODt at I'ark-lane Hi
Itoncaster. Plans, Ac, at the Oinco uf Metsr*. Briindell and Arnold,
The work will be divided Into two rontracia, viz..

No. 1.—Bricklayers', joiners', plasterers', and pliunben' work.
No. 2.—Painting and puperhanglng.

Tenders to Slarch 9.

GRiMsnv.—For the erection of about IM tenements. rUuia, kt., at tba shop ofKr.
Newby, Kent-street, tirlmsby. Tenih-rs to Slarch 10.

Hertfoud.— l-'or the erection of 27 cottages in Railway -street, Hertford. l>rawfag«,
&e., at the fifficen of Sir. Knighton, nrehltect. 2, Adam's-eourt. Old Browl-strvett
between the hours of 1 1 and 4. Tenders to Starch 21. (See advertisciiiestX

Wood Green, Totteniia.m.— For a pair of coitagei to beeraeted at Wood Green.
Drawings, See., at the office of Sir. William Kllison, architect, 1.1, FeDchareh-buUd-

lUngs, £,C. Tenders to March 0,

INFIRSIARY.
Whitehaven.—For the erection of new fever wards, connected with the Whitehaven

nn<l West ('umberland Infirmary. Drawings. &c., at the <.'onnnittei-.r<>oin of the
Infirmary, Howgill-street, Whitehaven. Information on application to Sir. Charles
Eaglesfleld, architect, Slaryport Tenders to March H.

LIGnTHOrSE TOWER, Ac.
DuRSEY Sound, Co. Cork.—For the erection of a llghlhouiie lower on the Calf
Roek, westward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling-houses on the east shore of
Dursey Sound. I'lans, sections, Ac., on application (between the liouis of cteren
and three o'clock each day) at the Ballast Ofnoe, Dublin, or at the Lighthoose, on
Koancarry, Bearhaven, Co. Cork, where also forms of tender may be had. Tenden
sent paid through the Post Office, to April 19.

LUNATIC ASYLU.M.
CoENTY OF Devon.—For the erection of a new building for patients (County Lunatic
Asylum). Drawings, Ac., between the hours of ten and five, at the office of Mr,
Hayward, the county architect, 60, High-street, Exeter. Tenders to March Vi.

MASONS' WORKS, SUPPLY, Ac.
Popear District,—1. For masons' work, inaterinia and labor IncUislvo. 2. Portho
supply of gravel and flints. 3. For horse and cart hire. 4. For the collection of
dust, ashes, rubbish, &c., Ac. The several contracts are to commence at Lady-dajr
next, and to terminate Lady-Day, 18tjl. Contractors are to pay down the sum of
£5 immediately on the acceptance of their tender for the expense of the contract

and bond, at the Board-room on the 0th of March, at p.m. Tenders to 12 o'clock

at noon, March 0.

SIARKET.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. —Forthc excavators', masons', smiths', joiners', pavlora',

and other works necessary In the enlargement of the live cattle market at Knock's-
fleld, Slarlborough-street, Newcastle. Plans, Ac, and further information, at the

office of the town surveyor. Town Hall-buildings. Tenders to March 7.

Hereford.—For the works, or the several portions of the works, required in gn-
nexioii with the market improvements, Cfiuslsting of new hop and wool warehouse,
alter<ation8 to Guildhall, ironwork in roofing to markets, Ac, Ac. Plans, Ac, and
further particulars, at the office of the architect. Sir. John Clayton, Wldemarsb-
Btreet, Hereford. Tenders to March 3.

[RAILWAY.
London and North Western Railway.—For the erection of a brick cotton

shed, SS feet by M feet, at Disley, op the Whaley Bridge branch ofthe above rail-

way. Plans, Ac, at the Engineer's Office, Lime-street, Liverpool, Tenders to

March 7.

PAINTING OUTSIDE OF WORKHOUSE.
Salford.—For painting the outside wood and iron work of the workhouses In the

Union of Salford. Specifications at the office of Sir. Jno. Adamson. clerk to tie

Guardians, Union Office, Eccies New-road, Salford. Tenders to Starch 10.

POLICE STATION.
Cardiff.-For the erection of a new Police Station, at Cardiff. Drawings, Ac, at

tlie Town Hall, Cardiff, until Starch 10, and after that date at the Ofncc of Mr
James Wilson, architect, 1, Belmont, Bath. Tenders to Starch 20.

ROADS, Ac.
WiLMSLOW I'ABK, CHESHIRE.—For the forming, making, and levelling ot a road

about a mile in length through this park, and the building of a bn.lge over the

river BoUen. I'lans, Ac, at the offices of SIcssrs. Starkey and Cuffey, architccU,

Manchester. Tenders to March 21.

SCHOOLS. ^ _,,

LiNCOLN'9-iNN-FiELDS.—For the several works required to be done In building

new Weslevan Schools In Great Quoen-strcet. Plans, Ac, and form of tender on

and after Slarch 8th at the office of Sir. W. W. Pocock, .33, Craven-street, Charlng-

cross. No date specified. (See advertisement).

WiNRHAM NEVR Cii.VBD, SoMERSET.'fHiRE.—For the erection of a schoolmaster's-

rcsidence and class-room, at Winsham near Chard. Drawings, Ac, at the Vicarage.

Tenders to Starch 14.

Benceo Hertford.—For the erection of a girls' school and class-room with

mistress's house attached, at Bcngeo. Plans, Ac, at the present school house, on

and after Slarch r,. Further Information on application to Mr. D. Morgan, archi-

tect, Hertford. Tenders to March 12.

SEWERAGE.
KiNCSTON-rpoN-HuLL.—For the construction of about 700 yards of brick sew<3\ 5

feet by 3 feet 4 inches, and other works in connexion therewith. In the east district

of the Borough. Drawings, Ac, at the office of the surveyor to the Local lloaiid M
Health, Sir. 1!. A. Btarillier, 73, Dowgate-strcct Tenders to 12 o'clock, March 16.

SuRBiTON.—For the formation of a sewer, to commence at or near the railway-bridge,

in the Surbiton-hiil-road, in the district of St, Stark, SurMton. and to pass along

or under the said road, and terminate at the commencement of t he .«ew, r hejonglng

to the Kingston Corporation, at the boundary ot tlie said district of .-urlilton, a
the said Surbiton-hni-road. Specifications lit the Office of the Surblton ImprOTP-

ment Comniissiouers, Victoria-road, Surbiton, any evening between the boon 01

5 and 7. Tenders to March 10.

SEWERAGE.
Deptfobd.—For the construction and laving down of a brick sewer and iron

pipes for a length of 880 feet or thereabouts, with other works in connexion

tlierewlth, in London-street, Grove-street, and at St. '"'I'?''*.';
",'•'"• i" Iff

Parish of St. Paul. Deptford. Plans. &c., on application to Mr J. « .
Itaza«en^

Engineer of the Metropolitan Hoard of Works, 1, Crpek-strert. Soho, lietween 9

a.ni. and 4 p.m.. until March 15. Tenders to be delivered at the Office of the

Board before 4 o'clock Slarch 15.

Dundee.—For constructing cerUin sewers within the Burgh of Dundee. Plans, *e

i at the office of Sir. John Fulton, town surveyor. Pollce-bulldlngs. rbecostoTtne

above work, when completed, is estimated at ;f6,000. Tenders to M irch I'i
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SUPPLY.
ASHTON, Lancashire.—For the supply of the following quantities of glazed
e«rthenw«rc socket-pipes, laid down at I'reston :—4..'(io pipes, each •.' feet long and
]2 inches bore ; 500 pipes, each 'i feet long and Vi ineliea bore, witli a 0-inch junc-
tion : 10.100 pipes, each '.; feet long and 6 inches Iwre. State piice per pipe of 9-

incli pipes ; ditto, with Ci-inch junctions. For further information, apply to Messrs.
Park, Son, and Carlick, civil engineers, l*restou. Tenders to JIarcli 7.

SwiyDON.—For the erection of new warehouses, stabling, Ac, in "VVood-street,
Swindon, for Messrs. Edwin Knapp ard Vo. Plans, &e., at the Office of Mr.
Kdward W. Mantell, architect, Swinaon, from the 5th to the 17th Inst. (No date
speciflcKl.)

WAR DEPARTMENT.
PoRTXASD.~For the supply at tlie Xew FortiBcations, Portland, of tools, timber,

iron, steel, rails, castings, and other plant, which may from time to time be re-
quired fur the use of the convicts employed on the Portland defences, from the 1st

April, ISiiO, to :ilst March, ISfil inclusive' Parties desiring to tender for the above
must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office. Nothe, Weymouth, on or
before the irth day of March, and pav the sum of lOs. Od. for the printed schedule
of prices. (No date specified).

BUILDINO MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
900 spruce deals, :i;iO white deals and battens, 000 14 feet by 9 inches white floor

boards, 670 14 feet, J-incli, by 9-inch ditto, 117 19 feet, 3 inches, by 11 inches, dry
crown Riga planks, pine plank, sawn and inisawn ; sashes and frames. &c. On the
premises, near Bermondsey Church. 31 r. I'eake, auctioneer, 44, Toolcy-street,
Sonthwark. Slarch 0.

2.000 white, yellow, white, and pine planks, deals and battens, 260 squares of ^
inch, 1 inch, i mch, and J inch prepare<l flooring, 5,000 feet wide pine boards, 7,000

feet quartering, 600 deals, cut in various thicknesses, ^6 doors, scaffolding, &c. On
the premises, t'amden-terrace, Camden-town, near the Slorcton Arms, llawley-road,
Messrs. Lcrew and Lerew, auctioneers, t'ardington-strcct, Ilampstciul-road, and
36, Chancery-lane. March 12. (Sec advertisement).

Wartpick.—The Leamington Spa Courier, February 25, says,
" Within the last few days there have been open for inspection at the establish-
ment of Mr. Holland, St. John's, portions of two stained glass windows, to wliieh
we beg to direct the attention of our readers. One of these windows is intended
for Boulnburst Church, Bedfordshire, and contains the following: subjects :—Tlie
Presentation iu the Temple, the Baptism, the Last Supper, and the Ascension,
a rich back-ground, borders, &c. The other window is intended to supply the
place of the present laree west window of tlie cliurcli of Stratford-on-Avon. It
contains the figures of the Apostles, nearly life-size, in twelve compartments.
The three centre compartments contain the subject of the Saviour's Baptism.
The tracery of the window is completed; with angels beiiring scrolls, inscriptions,
&c. Mr. Holland has also obtained an order for the great window of St.
Paul's Church, Newport, Isle of Wight, and is now engaged upon it.

Leicester.—St. John's and Bent's Hospital has been recently rebuilt.

The old building was in a most dilapidated condition, the internal state bt^ing

much worse than the outside. It consists of only one story. St. John's Hos-
pital, which is in front, contains six windows. The back part of the building is

devoted to the recipients of Bent's charity, five in number. Eacli has a separate
room, and there is a common day room for the inmates of eacli hospital. Every
attention appears to have been paid to lighting, ventflation, comfort and
cleanliness.

Westminster Improvements.—It is intended to widen and improve
Millbank-street, Westminster, from its commencement in Abingdon-street, to
the Horseferry-road, whicli is at present exceedingly narrow, and so inconvenient
that Iieavily-loaded waggons are obliged to pass by a circuitous route from the
wharfs—viz., Horseferry-road, Strutton-ground, "and Victoria-street, instead of
the direct road through Millbank-stieet, Abingdon-street, and Palace-yanl,
The expense will be trifling compared with the advantages to be obtained by the
improvement.

Southwark Improvements— The New Street.—On the 23rd ultimo,
notices of removal were served on the occupiers of premises situate between
Counter-street, Borough Market and Redcross-street, opposite Castle-strect,
Southwark-oridge-roati, the sites of which are required for the formation ol

the new street, and the 'materials will be sold in a few days by Messrs. Pullen
imd Son, by direction of the Metropolitan Board of Works. I'lie houses in
High-street, Borough, which tire now in the possession of the Board, will also
be sold and pulled down. The greatest activity prevails in forwarding the
work of demolition, upwards of twenty houses, besides several extensive hop
warehouses in High-street, Red-cross-strcet and Counter-street having been
razed to the groimd.

Homcastle.—As the work of taking down the aisles of the church
proceeds, it becomes more and more evident that the present structure occupies
the site of an earlier church. During the present week,"ending February 25,
the south aisle has been demolished, and several portions of Early English
mullions ot windows, &c., have been found worked in the walls, a common
practice of medieval " freemasons." At the Conqueror's Survey, at which time
the Saxon church was probably demolished, it was found that Queen Editha had
three caracutes of land untaxral in Horncastle (Homcastre). Land to four
ploughs. The King had there in the desinene two ploughs, and twenty-nine
villanes and twelve bordara having three ploughs. There were two mills of 20s.
and 1 (XI acres of meadow. Value m King Edward's time £20 ; and in 1086, £44.
A A'orraan erection would probably succeed the destroyed Saxon church, but no
portion of such a fabric exists here at the present time. That an Early English
church existed isevident,a small portion of it being visible, between the tower and
thenave. In the fourteenth century the church seems to have been almost rebuilt,
and in the fifteenth century the clerestory was added. It is not unusual to see
suspended from chancel or chantry walls funeral achievements. Belonging to
this church, but hitherto deposited in a very obscun; place (in the tower), are
»ome unusual implements of war—ordinary harvest scythes—used by Sir Oliver
Cromwell's soldier's at the memorable battle of Winceby, near this place. For
the future, why sliould tliey not be placed in the chancel as companions to the
monument to Sir Ingram Hopton, who fell in the above-named battle t

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
I.EASKI10I,D.

Ky Messrs. Kcshwobtm anil Jabvis.—27, llniton-strcet, lierkelev-sqnarc, residence, "vyith

stablin;;, held fur 3S years from Laiiy-day next, at a rental of £50 per aiuium ; sold
for Vijm.

7, Great Cimit>erland-stroct, rortnian-sqnare, residence with stabling, held fur a
term of 29 years from Lailv-dav next, at a ^'roimd-reut of £24 per annum : sold for £2,8:*0. ,

liy Messrs. 1'lews, Lew'is, and Teaoce.- 13, t'helsea-viUas, adjoining' the Fulhain-road,
Chelsea, residence, let at £;i3 per annum, term lt2i years from Mlehaehnos, 1857, ground-rent
£4 2s. per annum ; sold for £290.

14, Chelsea - villas, Chelsea, residence, same rent, term, and ground-rent ; sold
for *280.

16, Chelsea-villas, residence, same tcnn, rent, &c. ; sold for £300.

FREEHOLD.
By Jlr. WniTTLE No. 12, Susannah-street, East India-road, Poplar, house, annual value,

£26 per anmim : sold for £290.
liy Messrs. Farebkotueb, Clabk, and Lye.—78 (formerly 18), Virginia-terrace, Great

Dover-street, Southwark, residence, let at £44 per annum ; sold for £560.
IJy Messrs. Kdwin Fox and Housfield.—35, Ilisliopsgate-street without, house and shop,

let on lease at £S0 per annum ; sold for £1,100. ^
33, Ilisliopsb'ate-street without, house and shop; sold for£l,120.

~~*"

Ity Mr. Cbispe.—1, 2, and 3, St. James's-place, Uanderoft-road, Croydon, houses, let at £65
per annum ; sold for £760.

liv Me-ssrs. Ellis and Son 3, Two Swan-yard, Blshopsgate-strcet, house ; sold
for £250.

In (iloucester-court, Whltecross-street, tenement, let at £6 per annum ; sold for £125.
1 and 2, Golden-lane, CripplCKate, houses and shops, sold fur £215 each.
3, CJ(dden-lune, house and shop, let at £30 per annum ; sold fur £220.
Ity Messrs. Trice and Clabk.—The extensive manufacturing premises (partly copyhold)

known as Victoria Park Mills, 01d]Ford, Bow, Middlesex, let at £225 per annum ; sold for
£:1.550.

In Hushes' Fields, Deptford, Kent, house 1 sold for £135.
48, Inverness-terraee, Kensington-garden, family residence,, estimated value £120 per

annum, term 88 years, ground-rent £15 per annum ; sold for £1,360.
19 and 20, Victory-street, Deptford-new-town, houses ; sold for £95.
By Messrs. I'EiER Bboad and Pbitchabd 8 to 11, Elizabeth-street, Queen's-road,

(.'helsea, houses, producing £91 per annum, term 99 years from June, 1843, ground-rent
£12 16s. per annum ; sold for £890.
Lansdowne-lodge, No. 18, Lansdowne-crescent, Kensington-park, residence, let at £100 per

annum, term 95 years from Michaelmas, 1844, ground-rent £19 4s. per annum ; sold for £920.
By iviessrs. Ellis and Son 25, Denbigh-place, Pinilieo, residcucu, tenu 77J years, ground-

rent £1 ; sold for £590 and fixtures £60.
10, Meckleuburgh-square, residence, held for 48 years at £42 per annum ; sold for £300 and

fixtures £50.
6, the Grove, Hackney, copyhold residence, let at £20 per annum ; sold for £250.
2 and 3, Bethnal-greeu, copyhold houses, let at £25 per house ; sold for £;i00 each.
4 and 5 Ilttrrls's-court, Brook-street, Katchft", houses and shops, let at £20 per annum ; sold

for £230.
By aiessrs. Field and Faitufull 13, Hanover-street, PImlleo, dwelling-house, let at

£40 per annum, terra, 65 years, from Christmas last, ground rent, £7 per annum: sold for
£430,
By Messrs. Edwin Fox and Bocsfield.-19, 191, and 20, Brunswick-street, New-road,

houses, producing £72 16s. per annum, term, 42i years, from Septenit)er, 1847,ground-rcut ana
insurance, £31 los. per anmnn ; sold (or £100.
By Messrs. Bowes and Bellinguam.— 56, and 57, Beresford-strect, Walworth, dwelling-

houses, let at £44 per annum, also a ground-rent of £6 10s. per annum, secured on two houses
In Uill-strect. The ^vllole held for thirty years at a ground-rent of £11 per annum; sold
for £300.
By Messrs. Ellis and Son land 2, Princes-street, Southwark, houses and shop ; so

for £100.
4, E88ex-street,Commercial-road. and house adjoining, house, sold for £60.
19, Saville-place, Mile-end, dwelUug-house, sold for £70.

THUHSDAY.
FKEEllOLD.

By Mr. Marsh.—\Voodland-cottage, Upton, near Bexley-heath, residence , sold for £565.
Near liexley-lieath Church, dwelTlng-house and four cottages adjoining ; sold for £595.
Clilslehurst Common, residence, let at £85 per annum ; S(»ld lor £570.
Adjoining the above, residence, let on lease at £20 per annum ; sold for £.385.
liorndon-strcet, adjoining tlio Bell Inn, llorndon-on-the-IIiU, Essex, houses, with shops,

also a cottage in Bell-alley ; sold for £;J80.

LEASEHOLD.
By Mr. F. Godwin No. 4, Albert-villas, Walliam-green, residence, estimated value£38per

annum, term 84 years, from Midsummer, 1859, ground rent £10 ; sold for £205.

Clemerson, Henry, irj

at the Court ot 3u
Perkme, Loug

|

BANKRUPT.
(From the London GazHU.')

ijjer, Louijhborougli, Lei cestits hire, March 13 and April 3, at half-past eleven
'y^ Birmingham. OHiciul asai^^nee, Mr. Jlarris, Nuttiughanij solicitor, Mr.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
Allison, WilliABy^oS^M', Biaboi'ton, Ki-nti-uwshire.
Ilowen, EdiTMW. ir(Mt)muti^«r, Hanlcy, Stnifordtthire, and Duudas-Btreet, Glasgow.
Eitewart, AJmttuder, cur^teutci, Turluud, Abui-dtft^nshire.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Fisher, John, guilder, Xotlin}^hntn, March 29.

Ilohbs and Tiliey, biickmukerc, Cambridge-street, Old St. Paucros-road , March 31.

CERTIFICATE GRANTED.
Cross, Abraham, iroiifoonder, West Bromwich ; third class.

CPillTIFICATES to hegranted unless cause be shoiovfor r^usal on the day ajypointid^
Coliri^ll. Hi'riry, g\ue miumfactiirer, reiinywell-road, Briftol j-Murcti 20.

OiU'B, Frederick, nnd Ketlam, John, limestone masters, Dudlry Port ; March 29.

DIVIDENDS payable at Portugal-street^ Lincoln's-inn, bcizceen 11 and 2 o*clock.
Corner, Svdney, architect itnd urtist, Nnrtlt £nd, Fulham ; Is. in the pound.
Dallon, Bdward, joiner and builder, late of ^tllaw's Brow. .Snltbrd, Lancashire ; 8}d. in the pound.
Marshall, John, Joiner and builder, Salford, Liincashire ; g^d. iu the pound.

INSOLVENTS.
Heovm, O»orpe, contractor, Birmint;ham,
Leppingwell, Ucnry, papertiauger and decorator, Leeds.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIPS.
Itarrisnn, Josepli, William, ntiil John, ironlounders, Blackburn.
Holdswurth and Martin, timber merchants, Nutton and Cudwurtli, Yorkshire.
Ht'pcs and Drury, uuiniers, Leeds.
Hopwood, John una Perer, ironinonfifers, Pimlico.
Mawby and Ilardwicke, timber merchants, Bourn.
MolynruK and Wimtde, archiu-ctx, Clemen t's-inn, Strand.
Bwan and Kobinxon, joiners, Hudderstield. *

Toyne and Btacey, architects, Manchester.

ORITUAItY.
Barlow—On I9th ult., at Brampton, Mr. Samuel Burlaw, joiner, aged 34.
Brown—On 2iih ult., Mr. Iliriiry Urowii, plattterer, Hg;ed 46.
Ctuit:—On llith ult.. at Douca^ter, Mr. Ueorge Cade, buildi-r, n)Fed 69.
Dennyeoii—On 16th ult., at Crnyke, Mr.William Drtinvson, Macksmith.
Dimbleby—On IMlh ult., at Cainby Mr. Jonathan Dimhleby, stonemason, aged 31.
Hall-Oii lethult., at Malton, Mr. John Hall, joiner, ajfed 26.
Jlav—On Bth ult., ut Manchester, Mr. Ilobert Hay, of the lirm of Hay, Cochran and Co., builtlera, Mail'
Chester, n^ed 28.

Hunt—On 21et ult.. at Ilcaton Nurris, Mr. Samuel Hunt, timber merchant and surrcyor to the corporatioa
'

of Siijckpurt, a^ed hi.

Ord—On IStb uli., at Bichmond, Mr John Ord, land atent. aged 73.
Rhodes—On IMh ult., at Bridlington, Mr. Kdniund Hhodea, uriL-klayrr, ag-ed 40.

h
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ON THE PROl'RIETY AND ADVANTAGE OF INTllODUCING
CUKVATURE INTO ROOFS AND GABLES, OR PEDIMENTS.*

,_HA r riio roof, wliicb, from the nature and im-
portance of its functions, it is proper to have
always fully revealed to sight in a rainy climate
at least, as a primary feature of the building,
should be made as agreeable in form as care for
general harmony will allow, is a trutli that it

should be unnecessary to state; yet in how few
instances has it been acted upon by architects
cither in this country or abroad ! The feature
in question seems to have been generally ex-
cluded from the domain of art, under the im-

(Pression, doubtless, that its form maybe entirely
;^"'lcf't to the control of ideas of economy, which,

of course, is best consulted by the introduction
of straight bounding lines, and the exclusion of
nil graceful curves ; and even when economy of
labor and material has been but little cared for,

the straight watershed has been clung to as if

it were a necessity of the subject. Such, it was
evidently thought by the architects of certain
Romanesque churches of the South of France
when, in uniquely making their entire roof of
stone, they backed up the pointed vaults till

the outline of the section became the usual
right-lined triangle or ordinary roofs.

Whatever the feeling of architects on this subject, in the mind of the
critic, who is unshackled by conventional canons, aud is capable of freeing
liimself from the tyrannic influence of the past, tlie question, I think, must
often arise, why, while all surrounding natural objects—trees, plants, hills,

mountains, as well as animals—are terminated above by curves, and the
whole array of creation visible to us is spanned by the dome of heaven,
the summits of our buildings should be so uniformly covered by horizontal
or inclined planes? Such an unbiassed and philosophical observer of
architecture must feel it strange that the curvature so unsparingly at times
given to the various apertures of buildings, doors, windows, and niches
should not have been extended to those crowning lines above, which are
so important to the general effect.

Who will say that such feeling on the part of such a critic is unnatural
and unfounded, though it may have arisen iu entire ignorance of the
technicalities of the subject? For what boots it to lavish the graces of
form on so many of the fiUing-up features of a building, if its boundary
line above, by which it marks, as it were, its character upon the sky, and
which is rendered the more important by the fact that the other circuni'
scribing lines must, from their nature, be generally straight, is altogether
prosaic and uninteresting ? Why should a spherical vault have an inside
and an outside, and a cylindrical vault only an inside? Why should the
one be exhibited or repeated externally as a grand and imposing feature
and the other be invariably disguised— masked by au horizontal or two
sloping planes from view and lost to the exterior ?

I contended, in a recent paper on the dome, that that feature does not
fully harmonise with plane roofs below it, and that the roof of a building
which is to be crowned by a dome should be curved; only a cone or
pyramid being in complete harmony, rising from a group of plain pointed
roofs. This remark is applicable here: iu a dome building I consider the
curved roof is necessary. It is from cylindrical surfaces we sliould rise
to the spherical. They are the true links between the plane and
the domical, anl were evidently so considered by the Byzantine
architects, whose domes rise from amid short cylinders, forming semi-
circul.ir pediments to each side of the dome-tower, while the barrel vault
of the church were left to exhibit themselves externally. And it

seems very probable that it is owing to tlie want of this link wherewitli to
connect them tliat we have comparatively so few domes. I suspect that
in many instances, more particularly among baptisteries and circular
churches and towers of the Romanesque and round-arched German and
Iximbard periods, internal domes have been covered with plane roofs, and
lost externally because, uncovered, they would not be in harmony with
the plane sloping roofs below them. Why should this link be withheld ?
What objection is there to it on its own account ? Surely the semi-
cylinder, placed horizontally as the covering of a rectangular building, is

as rational as when in a vertical position it forms part of the building
itself Domed buildings in which it is wanting are assuredly not per-
fectly satisfactory. I question if St. Paul's might not have received it
with advantage to the composition, as a means ot better preparing the eye
for the dome. Certainly, such tripartite compositions as the Cathedral of
Pisa would be benetited by curvature to the upper story.

If cylindrical curvarture is not so essential in undomed buildings, it
is, I thinlv, generally desirable, as an element of form, for the soft grada-
tion, or ratlier blendings, of light andshude which a convex surface yields,
and which renders it next in interest and beauty to the domical ; while,
through the medium of outline, it is calculated to add something of
grandeur also to a composition. The half or segment of a cylinder is the
form next in rank to the dome as a covering feature, and bears the same
geometrical relation to a rectangular ai.artnient that the same portion of a
sphere bears to a circular one ; and when exhibiting itself externally is
more easily brought into harmony with the usual leading forms of buildings,
It being of a species of form less removed from the rectilinear than is the

By Mr. Samdei, Hugcjns.

dome. The roof beuig the highest part of a building, the introduction of
cylindrical curvature into it cannot but bo consistent with the due arraoge-
ment or order of the diiferent species of form with respect to degree ofcon-
trast or gradation. If the semi-cylinder, which stands next in the scale of
forms to the inclined plane, were introduced into the clerestory of a build-
ing, whose aisle had inclined roofs, it would be in perfect place or order in
this respect, and it would not be out of order pkccd ou any square build-
ing

;
for in passing at once from a reetilinearand rectangular editlcc to its

cylindrical roof, the eye is not more excited by the contrast of form than in
ascending from tlie square story to the circular one of a tower or monu-
ment, without the intervention of the octagonal, nor so much excited • for
circularity in elevation and section is more natural than in plan. In such
positions it is certainly best calculated to contribute by its softness of light
and shade to the beauty of the composition. And I doubt not that
hundreds of important buildings which have curvature only in secondary
features—such as windows—would he greatly improved in harmony and
beauty by its introduction into roof lines, gables, and pediments.

I do not forget that the plane sloping roof is the cheapest form, and that
best adapted to our ordinary covering materials, a consideration which
must render the inclined plane universal among ordinary dwellings. But
to allow such considerations an unlimited influence in architecture would bo
to ignore the claim of the latter to be an art of the beautiful which demands
more or less sacrifice to grace of form, one ray of which should be deemed
cheap at any pecuniary price. What cannot be afforded in private and
domestic, may be in public and national buildings and monuments, and in
such the additional cost of curvature, together with that of the needful
covering of metal to make it permanently secure from perlocation of water,
should, among an educated and cultivated people, be held but as the dust
of the balance.

Apart from consideration of expense there seems no reason why the roof
of a rectangular oblong building should not be of any transverse section
semicircular, segmental, ogee, pointed, arched—that is^ever applied to the
dome. The more light, fanciful forms would, of course, be most admiss-
able in the roofs of upper receding attics, which, being seldom very broad,
would not generate very large pediments ; or in a clerestory roof, as being
the highest among a group of roofs. A convex roof above a concave one,
or vice versa, would not be unpleasing in composition. Would not a semi-
circular roof to the upper or attic story have replaced with advantage in
many of the exhibited designs for the Government offices, the ugly French
roofs which gave their sky-line.
Curved roofs must naturally lead to curved gables and pediments,

features with which we are by no means unacquainted. Curved gables
we have in the Elizabethan remains, where, notwithstanding their par-
taking somewhat of the puerility of the style, I always felt them to be very
interesting features, pregnant with suggestions to the architect. While
curved pediments have, from time to time, timidly appeared in Italian
works. But neither the pediment nor the gable are here the natural
representatives of curved roofs, but merely superficial features of the
facades. The true curved gable is seen in the chaste and lofty terminal
facades of the Sydenham Palace, which at least shadow forth an archi-
tectural simplicity and grandeur that a cathedral might emulate. The
Crystal Palace, though fragile in character, will probably do something to
remove prejudice against some effective and graceful forms highly
applicable to architecture, as well as to recommend certain materials for
more extensive adoption.

The unbroken segmental or circular pediment I conceive to be a simpler
and nobler form than the pointed pediment or gable, and should be wel-
come generally for the sale of its value in the facade, irrespective of the
roof Tl'.e curved pediments when on a tolerable scale and properly dis-
posed appear to me among the most beautiful features of the Classic and
Italian fa(;ades. That of our own Temple Bar suggests to me how much
the triumphal arches of the Romans would have been improved as compo-
sitions by the addition of a circular roof and pediment to the centre com-
partment of their attic order, which would have rendered their sky-line
more in harmony with an arched composition.
The semicircular or segmental pediment on a large scale while it would

possess much of the grandeur of the dome itself, would be infinitely better
adapted to the reception of a subject in relievo than the triangular pedi-
ment which, despite Grecian authority, cannot be deemed the best fitted for
the operation of the sculptor.

It is, perhaps, the Classic or Classickesque style that would profit most
by the introduction of curvature. To Gothic it is not so obviously
applictible, and amid its generally aspiring forms it would probably be less
appreciable.

Nevertheless, the Pointed style, I imagine, could receive nothing but
enlargement in scope and capability from the additional clement of
curvature, the employment of which would contribute towards a truer
correspondence between the conformation and character of the inside and
outside of buildings than at present prevails. There is doubtless an
exclusive severity of character proper to some purposes, into which
curved lines in primary and ruling members could not well enter. But it
appears to me that Gothic architecture might, with perfect consistency,
adopt a wider range in character of form in its operations generally, and
suffer its erections now and then to relax their rigidity as they rise, and
to exhibit more elegance, not only in the small detached features—finials

and turrets above the eaves—but also in principal and ruling members ;

a change certainly borne out by the analogy of nature, whose arboraceous
and other productions arc invariably characterised by greater softness,
grace, lightness, and variety, as tiiey rise above main and supporting
members, and spring forth to the light. I see nothing in the genius of the
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style requiring the invariable Doric austerity of outline adhered to, which
in many compositions is contradictory of the expression and character of

the rich forms it encloses or crowns—forms which might naturally have
suggested more freedom and elegance of line in all accompanying features.

Strength and nerve, I apprehend, may adorn themselves with the softer or

merely pleasing qualities in architecture as in poetry, in which, in great

works, we find grace conjoined with vigour, and softness, sweetness, and
the nicest delicacy with the most majestic grandeur. The greatest

elegance in rcof line, I conceive, will consist with the utmost severity of

character in the lower parts of buihiings, and not only so, but an infusion

of the more .igreeable qualities into a certain part, besides their own
inherent power of pleasing the eye and gratifying the fancy, would
enhance the effect of the others by the power of contrast.

While examples in various styles could be cited to prove that softness

and elegance may be mingled with strength, and grace with sublimity,

many could be pointed to in which the adoption of a greater range in

character of line and snrfijce from base to summit would obviously liave

been attende.1 with an increase of beauty without loss of power. Jlulti-

tadcs of buildings, I suspect, both in England, France, and Germany, would
be corrected and strengthened by greater gradation and softness above.

And few Gothic buildings of the later periods would be injured by their

roofs and gables partaking of more elegance of form, while in all Southern
varieties of the style, Italian and Venetian, and that of Spain, Sicily, &c.,

in which generally more refinement and grace of detail is aimed at, and a

greater feeling for unity in an horizontal direction is exhibited, curvature,

I believe, would be received as freely as in the Classic itself. Pointed

arched roofs presenting their curved gables to the front facade would have
added a grace to such compositions as the Cathedral of Sienna and Orvieto,

edifices which cannot fail to suggest to the reflecting how great a measure
of classic refinement and beauty and geometrical precision or correctness

the Gothic style is susceptible of. The curved gable of Koslin Clmpcl,

which is the natural termination of the Pointed vault, a feature which here

declares itself externally, the covering material being laid immediately on
its extrados, would have, I conceive, a good effect, had it been skilfully and
artistically treated, with repard to the form and position of the window,
which here conduces somewhat to tameness and monotony of line. An
arch immediately beneath the curved summit of a gable should not be con-

centric with it, hut be of a different pitch, when curve within curve will

look as well outside as it does inside under the vault of the groined

ceiling.

It is, however, the concave line and surface that would be most agreeable

to the spirit of Gothic composition. Concavity of line, so far from
interfering with expression, would rather increase its heavenward
yearning than repress it. A slight concavity of roof might more distinctly

«xpress itself in the gable, which, indeed, might be curved, though the roof

remained straight, and in composition of lighter distinction might even
assume reflexed curvature. Concave sides of gables, while tliey would
have a more pleasing junction with the perpendicular form from
which they sprang, would have more contrast with the forms inscribed

within it, and generate more piquant spandrel spaces than the straight,

which in many east and transept ends seem harsh and cramping to the

circular and other curved forms they enclose.

There is scarcely a detached feature in the upper part of Gothic
buildings—turret.i, finials, spires, flying buttresses—that would not be
rendered more pleasing and beautiful by the extension to them of the

element in question, though all else remained straight. How much less like

temporary wooden shores or presses would not flying buttresses look if they
were curved on their upper sides like those of Henry Vll.'s Chapel? The
concave-sided spire— I mean that whose vertical section is curved inwards,

of which instances exist, at least, in some Moresco Churches of Spain

—

has a more refined and artistic look than the regular pyramid.

One object of curvature in roofs, as I have already incidentally intimated,

should be the exhibition of greater sympathy between the inside and
outside. But it could seldom or never be given, either in Classic or

-.Gothic, by omitting the roof and leaving the interior, when of durable
.material, to reveal its conformation externally, as was the practice of the
Byzantine architects, who exposed not only the centre barrel, hut tiie

cross ones also intersecting it, and. forming on each side a series of curved
and decorated pediments.

That mode, I conceive, if it presented the kind of curvature desired on
the outside, would yet be too literally expressing the interior. Or it might
present too much curvature for vigor of effect and harmony with other
parts, and withal too much complexity. There must ever be a wide
liiffcrence between inside and outside. Within, all may be richness, both
of form and color ; without, all should be simple, broad, and great, which
must generally render it necessary in the case of groined ceiUngs, and,

indeed, in ceilings generally, to have a roof independent of the ceiling ;

which roof may be either of wood, stone, brick, or metal. A light and
unbroken vault of brick might, when convexity was wished, cover the

whole of an inner groined and elaborate one.

Attention has been drawn by Mr. Fergusson, in his valuable Hand-book,
to the interesting manner of forming a permanent roof equally durable, or

rather of one substance, with the vaulted ceiling adopted by the architects

of the ancient Provencjal churches of France before alluded to, who hacked
up with the same durable material their pointed stone vaults till they
became externally of the usual sloping roof form, and thus left them
almost independent of the protecting and upholding hand of man. But
this method, though highly interesting and suggestive, could never have
been applied to the intersecting vaults of the Gothic cathedrals; nor
.could the Gothic intersecting vaults have been left naked, in the manner

of the Byzantine, without making an organic change in the style, such as

by the adoption of something like the Welsh groin. The exposure ex-

ternally of our cathedr.al ceilings, as constructed, would have been destruc-

tive of the essential expression of the Pointed style, inasmuch as the cross

vaults would have drowned the long ridge and broken in upon the unity

and simplicity of the clerestory, which would show a deficiency of hori-

zontal lines. Such structures could never have dispensed with a second
covering, which was necessary, both sDsthetically and constructively, and
belong to the entire conception and design of llie subject, though that

covering, while it was made of a more durable character, needed not to

have so entirely ignored, or been so unexprcssive of, the ceiling of which
it was the protection.

It is, of course, very easy in the applying of curvature to overdo it, and
give too much of it, as was done, I think, in the Mohammedan architecture

of Constantinople, more especially in the great mosques, which, besides the

semi-domes and other smaller domes clustering round the tambour of the

great one over the body of the mosque, the cells of the courts have their

series of domes, and present a superabundance of curvilinear forms which,
though it is, perhaps, more in harmony with the prolific luxuriousness of

natural forms in that climate, militates against those high qualities which
the dome itself was otherwise so well calculated to secure.

There is, however, not much fear of our following this example, and
indulging too much in curvature. At present a wide field lies open to us in

this direction, both in Classic and Gothic. To the former, as I have
already remarked, it is more plainly applicable ; but the latter also yields

wide scope for it. Tliose who take up Gothic architecture in a right spirit

will be glad cf any clue to a new element of form or unappropriated beauty
or merit, though of a subordinate class or order. The great exemplars of

the style—the cathedrals and abbeys of the middle ages—.^re justly admired
for sublimity of conception and construction, unity and truth. They are

inspired by a vivacity reminding us of what we find in the organic works
of the Creator, where the sense of infinite art is lost in the sense of its

perfection. It would he hopeless in these, their higherqualities, to attempt

an advance upon what has gone before. But the modern revivers and
votaries of medieval architecture may excel their modelsinotherqualities

—

in grace and elegance in classic and geometrical refinement, and add power
to the essential and inherent charms of the style. Here is their proper

path, and they will find it necessary, if they would gain a firm hold on the

public mind, and awaken a lasting interest in their labours, to pursue it

with earnestness, and aim at all the merits, and excellencies, and perfec-

tions of which the style is capable. It is a mistaken notion that what is

given to the body must of necessity be taken from the spirit ; that we
cannot touch the form without dimming the fire, and destroying what is

unpremeditated and inspired. Architecture is addressed to the eye as well

as to the intellect and imagination. A building cannot claim the title of a
perfect composition till it has all the beauty of form that its nature permits.

The highest works of art are those which have both fire and polish in the

highest degree, and the artist who has got hold of the sacred torch of

inspiration can bestow the one without quenching the other, and make
elegance consist with energy, and grace with grandeur. Curvature is a
principle which, judiciously applied, might become the seed of new phases

and varieties, if not of a new style. It points at least in a direction in which
the architect may find escape, for the present, from the deep ruts of routine,

and win his way to " fresh fields, and new pastures."

PORTAL OF THE TOWN HALL, COLOGNE.
THE Town Hall at Cologne exhibits a curious admixture of styles ; the

ground floor, which is, if we remember rightly, devoted to uses widely

differing from those for which it was originally intended, is said to have

been erected as early as the thirteenth century ; the exterior, however,

offers nothing worthy of illustration. The Gothic tower was erected in

1414, and the Portal, the subject of our engraving, in 1571 ; it is con-

structed with marble, and has a groined ceiling to each story. It is not

remarkable for a very strict adherence to rule, yet, nevertheless, presents

a rich and picturesque effect.

CAYTHORPE, LINCOLNSHIRE.

AT a Vestry Meeting held on Saturday, the 3rd inst., Mr. Halls, of Notting-

ham, whose tender (£2,000) had been accepted for the restoration of the

above church, recently damaged by Jiglitiiing, attended to correct an error in his

tender, which would increase it by'tlie amount of £190. Mr. G. H. Packe, M.P.,

said, on being apprised of the alleged mistake, he liad called on Mr. G. G. Scott,

the architect ; it was that gentleman's opinion that a competitor who corrects his

tender previously to being opened places himself at the mercy of his employer;

that if one partv were permitted to correct his tender, other parties had a right to

correct theirs ;"and that a person who corrects his tender by raising it virtually

withdraws it. Mr. Halls having declined to reduce his estimate, and to adhere

to his first tender, the tender of Mr. Wilson, of Grantham, was accepted by the

meeting, at the sum of £2,150.

Competition for Land.—The Cheviot hill farm of Capehopc or Yett,

belonging to Adam B. Boyd, Esq., was exposed to sale on the 2nd inst. Mr.
Dalgetty, it is understood for Mr. Dickson, of Chatto, ottered the upset price of

£11,000; Mr. J. B. Innes, for the Duke of Roxburghc, other £.50 ; and, after a

rapid and spirited competition, his Grace became the purchaser at £13,000,

bemg thus a rise of £2,000 upon the upset.—iiTefeo Mail.
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FAMILIAR LETTEliS TO AN ARCFIITECT.
Uy SoLOMo>f Setsquahe.—Letter HI.

TITY BEAR TOM,—lapproachmynextsubject—the mode ofcntermg into

IVJL and administeriiiK contracts—with some hesitation: because it is one
about whicli architectsilifror in practice very considerably, almostasmuclias
they do about their professional charges, which in fact greatly depend oil

their method of dealing with contracts. You must therefore receive what
I have to saj* with some abatement; for, where many are found to differ, no
one has a right to dogmatize. If I venture to discuss it, it is because grave
objections are often and justly urged against the prevailing customs ; and
because it is just one of those subjects, which a pupil ordinarily thinks
nothing about while serving his articles. Commissions are given him,
he enters into building-contracts, and works out at a venture (not always
a lucky one) a system of liis own.
You are doubtless aware, that there have existed, and to a certain extent

still exist three modes of entering into agreements to build, viz, 1st by
day-work, 2nd by "measure of value," and 3rJ by contract, either for the
separate trades, or for all of them in a " lump sum." The first and most
ancient has even yet many adtnirers; it may be said to be the fairest of all

the three, and it will ever be popular with architects who love their Art,
and desire to apply their energies to it, undisturbed by the sterner, vulgar
presence of those <iuestions of pecuniary economy, that do perforce distract

the attention of the architect in these days of cheapness and competition.
However, till the lion and the lamb come to lie down together, I fear we
must dismiss this first mode as obsolete and impracticable, save in very
rare cases, not very likely to befal you.

The second system of " measure and value," is by no means unusui),
especially in the provinces, where large works are frequently carried out
agreeably with it. It was formerly very common in the metropolis, and
when fairly practised it was usually satisfactory to the builder, or trades-
man ; but not always so to the capitalist or client of the architect.

Architects do not seem to have flourished much in the days of " measure
and value ;

" and I think that, on the whole, this second system tended to

arrest architectural progress, by discouraging the employment of
architects. The Biitisli public, s.iy what you will, care uncommonly
little about architecture (the fine art, so called), and, in the days of
"measure and value," finding that the calling-in an architect would not
enable them to foreknow to a certainty what an intended building would
cost, people selilom employed one ; but, obtaining at best a general plan,

they set on a builder, or more frequently a staff of tradesmen at once ;

and when the work or works had proceeded to completion, the employer
and employed agreed on whom to call in as a surveyor between them ; and
by the aid of that functionary (rarely an artist) settled their accounts ;

paying him respectively their moiety of his fee or per-centage, which I
may observe, by the way, he usually took care to receive in full before the
delivery of his bill of admeasurement. The measurement bill had, in

fact, to be " taken up,'' just as parties to a reference now take up an arbi-
trator's award, and for the same reason— viz., that were its amount to be
made known, and the tradesmen to have overdrawn on his employer, there
would have been little chance of the surveyor's being paid his commission
—ordinarily some 2 or 3 per cent.—on the value of the work and materials.
In his early days the late Sir John Soane was considerably employed in
this capacity of a building surveyor ; and in after life he is known to have
alluded to it as a species of professional practice well calculated for the
preparatory schooling of young architects. Of late years, the custom of
building by " measure .and value " h;is become almost obsolete in the
metropolis : here and there, indeed, you will hear of a builder and his
employer agreeing on a schedule of prices, and calling in a surveyor to
measure up and adjust accounts between them j and every where you will

hear of architects inserting a clause in their specifications to the effect
that, extras and omissions are to be measured and valued by the architect;
but as a general rule young architects do not avail themselves of the
preparatory school I have before mentioned. They know little of
measuring, less of valuing ; and if in the construction of their edifices it

should so happen (as happen it will) that recourse miiit be had to a detailed
admeasurement of the works, they call in a building surveyor, as I shall
presently explain.

The third and last of these modes is that of building by contract, either
with the several master tradesmen, as masons, bricklayers, plasterers, &c.,
or with one tradesman or " builder," who engages to erect the building for
an agreed sum. The latter of these courses is the more popular of the
two, and is that to which I dare say you have been best accustomed. By
the employment of separate tradesmen the .architect and his client usually
had the work done " at first hand," subject to a profit for only one master
who, having to take the sole credit of his peculiar work, could take a
pride in it, being under uo temptation—apart from the client's own wilful
avarice— to " scamp " or slight his contract. So far this system was well
enough : in one sense it worked well for architects ; put them to their
mettle as controllers of works, and made them of more consequence on a
building than tiiey are now ; but, on the other hand, it involved them in
much trouble, in .arranging with so many different tradesmen, and par-
ticularly in defining exactly where one man's contract was to end and
another's to begin ; while their clients also were subjected to a portion of
the like annoyance, in having so often to receive certificates and pay in-
stalments to so many diflerent contractors, that .architects were fain to
change the system once again, and to hand their buildings over to one
general responsible contractor, who, that the solitary virtue of the old
separate system might be retained, was bound by his contract not to sub-
let any of the separate works. This I say is now the prevalent system of
Building .n London ; and if the clause as to sub-letting were invariably

complied with, its convenience to architects and their clients would be
obvious ; but, unfortunately, it is too often violated, and !thuB, instead of
sound tradesmanlike work, you may have to certify for tliut, which you
know has been executed by some half-paid middle-man, executed not in
such a style as will do credit to him (the sub-contractor), but such as will
leave a second profit for the monopolist trader or "buillcr," himself
ground down to a "lowest price," by the prevailing system of unlimited
competition. Large or long established building firms are ordinarily free
from this feature of sub-contracting or subletting, and you will do well to
treat with them whenever you can.

It is incalculable what injury is done to young architects by their
fatuous projjensity to dabble in " cheap " buildings. True it is your
clients (the public) have a perfect right to expect that in employing an
architect they will not only build soundly, conveniently and beautifully,

but economically also : when, however, economy is made to degenerate
into cheapness, you will find it is a quality quite incompatible with sound-
ness of either workmanship or materials, for both of which your spcciflca-

tfon provide ; and I would advise you to steadily set your face against the
doctrine espoused by some clients. They will insist on your adoption of
unlimited competition to procure them tenders for your works. You will

find the most absurd discrepancies in the amount of tenders ; and your
client urge you to take the lowest offer, even though it be far lower than
j'our own estimate : against this you may possibly protest, and vainly.
" It is nothing to me," he will argue, "that you tell nie, what I believe,

that the work can't bo soundly done for the money : your specification

says ^materials and work the very best of their respective hinds.* You must
keep him strictly to his agreement." Now here your plain duty is to

refuse to enter on the performance of an impossible task—to be performed,
by the by, at your own special cost, by the diminution of your com-
mission. To shake your head and consent is the usual course ; but
remember, it is one that will render you responsible to a litigious client

for the carrying out the cheap work in strict (impossible) accordance with
the letter of your specification. Many a young architect has commenced
his professional career with such a commission as this ; and, after months
of vigilance, has failed in the task, lost his reputation, and lieen ruined.

This is a great injustice too often practised on architects. The diminu-
tion of their commission by this cheapening of the building is the smallest

evil of the system ; and some architects guard themselves against that by
claiming, or rather stipulating for, their percentage on the amount of their

own estimate (delivered with the rest of the tenders), or on the average
amount of the tenders themselves. This latter course is, I think, objec-

tionable on account of its liability to misinterpretation.

You will have observed that the general adoption of the system of
" lump " contracts renders the employment of an architect an absolute
necessity; and since it has become prev.alent, architects have grown far

more numerous than they were in the measuring days of Soane and Nash.
Moreover, a great change has been effected in the office practice of an
architect, whose documents are now made to assume a much more orderly,

precise, and legal character than was before necessary. Whether a con-
tract be gre.at or small, the mode of dealing with and administering it

admits of little variation ; so that, as in an extensive practice contracts are

of constant recurrence, it follows that every architect, who would enjoy
peace of mind, must establish for his own office some regular routine, by
which he and liis clerks may make sure that everything shall be provided
necessary for the intended work, small though it be; and for the binding of

the contractor to all usual covenants, to be applied in case of any eventu-
ality—change of design, stress of weather, fire, bankruptcy, or the like.

There is amongst architects much irregularity or indecision on this point;

while it is plain there ought to be neither. This is the difficulty I began
my letter with adverting to: nevertheless, I propose to discuss it with you;
and, if I cannot lay down a precise set of rules for you to follow in entering

into and managing your contracts, I hope, at least, to oflTer you a few useful

suggestions.

I may begin by saying that, as there is no universal rule of practice

amongst architects, it will not be time lost for yon to determine on what
you may deem the best one ; and, having once done so, to adhere to it.

There are many architects whose systems, peculiar though they seem to

others, work well enough in their respective offices, mainly because they
have been well considered as a ivhole, as your own must be.

In the first place you will do well to compile for your own use, and have
printed a set of professional forms to be ajiplied alike to all cases of con-
tract of any considerable amount: these, as you know, are to be met with
in several works on architectural practice; but as they vary considerably

both in arrangement and expression, I would advise you to adopt no one
in particular, but at your leisure to make a thorough study of the whole
subject ; so that you may feel s.atisfied that, if your documents are not the

very best that can be produced, they are at least consistent one with

another ; and that, such as they are, they form a complete set.

You will require first a printed form of Conditions of Tender to affix up in

your own office, or in any country solicitor's or other office where your
plans and specificatiotf may be advertised to lie for the inspection of the

builders. The invariable use of such a document will be far preferable

to your or your clerk's verbal information, doled out as it usually is to

each applicant as he may ask it: it will be alike and uniform for all, and

—

what is of still greater consequence—it will be a black and white docu-

ment for you to preserve till the final completion of the works, as evidence

of the exact terms on which the builders were invited to tender for them.

2ndly. A Form of Agreement, possibly drawn up by a solicitor ; but if

not, a brief document divested of every clause that can reasonably be

inserted in the General Conditions of your specification, which, for th«
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sake of your client's purse, it should simply refer to, not set forth, neither
should it enumerate the several drawings; otherwise they, as well as this

Form of Agreement, will hare to be stamped at a very considerable expense,
quite incommensurate with contracts of moderate outlay. Let me add
that this document ought, in fairness to the builders, to be laid before

them or the surveyor be/ore the;/ tender for work under you. Some of
its clauses may possibly have an influence on their mode of pricing their

estimates. I mention this because, in the hurry of getting out the
drawings and specification, it is very rarely done ; and here you will, I

think, perceive the advantage of having your professional forms ready
compiled and printed for use beforehanii.

3rdly. A Form oj General Conditions of Contract. This you may—as is

the custom of some architects of eminence—accompany with a Form oj

Tender and Schedule. I tliink your doing so or not should depend on
whether .'Ac quantities arc, or are not, to be taken out. If they are to be

—

and it is now the almost invariable course—theformof tender and schedule
had better accompany the quantities, for this reason—viz., that these t\io

documents ordinarily vary with the local requirements or other peculiar

features, fully treated by the surveyor; whereas, the Conditions of Contract

are simply your own ofBce regulations, and more or less invariable. Tliey

are of course to be attached, before or afler tendering, to the Specification;

and to it also the schedule of prices is frequently annexed—that is to say,

if the quantities are not to be embodied with the contract, but are to be an
ignored document, wholly disconuectcd with it, as is the prevailing

custom.

4thly. A Form of Specification, by which I mean the heads and rotation

of a specification, will be a most useful paper to compile and keep for

office use. It may be in two or three forms, suitable for new works and
for old works or alterations, new works of small amount, repairs and
dilapidations. InGwilt's "Cyclopoedia ofArchitecture," there occurs a very
good form of this kind.

Some architects there are, who look on these professional forms as too
meclianical, or too analytical ; for my part, I am convinced that their

general adoption will not only aid your memory, and keep your thoughts
in the proper groove (or on the proper tram) while you are drawing up a
specification, but they will do more, they will leave your mind free to think
of the specialities and local accidents pertaining to the work in hand

;

which, so long as you labor under any anxiety or bother about the mere
routine, you will be very likely to lose sight of.

Speaking of Specifications I should not forget to allude to a custom that
has lately become very popular with such architects as are in the liabit of
taking out their own quantities ; and it deserves notice. It is that of
deferring the composition of the specification till the quantities have been
taken out, and then drawing it up/rom the quantities—following of course
the headings and proper rotation of an ordinary specification. One thing
is very certain that, the act of taking out the quantities of a building does
Tery remarkably tend to expose the short-comings of a previously written
specification, however carefully it may have been written; and that a
specification drawn up in this way

—

i.e., tested by the quantities— will most
likely prove a reliable document. The subject is too much akin to the
vexed question of whether an architect should or should not take out his

own quantities, for me to enter into at the end of this letter; liowever, it is

worthy of note, that even architects who do not (many because they
cannot) take out their quantities, seem aware of the fact I allude to, and
are in the occasional habit of entrusting to the surveyor the task of
drawing up their specifications. I think i/ou will do well to always draw
up your own specifications: it is not an agreeable task I know, certainly to

an artistic mind ; and perhaps you are aware, that a writer on our pro-
fession has even gone so far as to aver that, " an architect's wife always
knows when it is specification day." ( !) Still no one can be supposed to be so

interested in the completeness of the specification as the architect ; and no
one ought to he better qualified than he to draw it up with clearness and
intelligence. I have pointed out a way by which you may very materially
simplify the preparation of " the odious document."

Armed with these Four Professional Forms, you will not often run into
irregularities in preparing for entering into contract with your builders.

In strongly recommending their adoption, I of course, incur the risk of
being thought an overweening advocate for "red tape;" but, believe me,
an architect's practice is so beset with legal routine, irksome I grant but
on no account to be dispensed with, that he cannot safely afford to despise
that useful commodity. The very mention of it reminds me of the " yarn "

I have been spinning on so very prosaic a subject; and bids rae for the
present to conclude, remaining,

My dear Tom,
Yours faithfully,

Solomon Setsquaek.

The Fall of a Schoolhouse at Stockport.—The inquiry into the fall of
the building at Stockport, by which one child was killed and several others
injured, was opened on Thursday the 1st inst. Tlie building, it will be remembered,
was used as schoolrooms, and a large number ofchildren were removed from the
edifice only a few minutes before the roof was blown down by the wind. The archi-
tect, contractor, and others connected with the erection of the place, were present,
andtrom tlie evidence ofone of them it appeared that the roofhad fallen in when the
building was being put up, in consenuence of the " principals" giving w.iy. The
jurj- returned a verdict of' accidental death," coupled with a strong condemnation
of the loose manner in which the specifications had been drawn up, and the
building details carried out.

NEW CHAPELS IN THE NORTH OF ENGLAND.
DISSENT, as it is termed, appears to be progressing rapidly in the north

of England, more particularly in reference to that body of noncon-
formists, called the Methodists' " New Connexion." Of course it is entirely

out of our province to enter into the interminable domain of religious

controversy, our duty being merely to record the progress of building
operations, whether they are ecclesiastical or secular.

We now have to state that two chapels for the above sect are at present
being erected in the county of Durham, from the designs of Gibson Ivyle,

Esq., architect ; one at Hartlepool, a flourishing seaport on the eastern
coast of the county of Durham, and another at Spennymoor in the in-

terior of the county .ibout seven miles from the chief town.
The new chapel at Hartlepool stands on a freehold site, and its founda-

tion stone together with that of a Sunday school attached, was laid by
Mrs. Love, of Wellington Hall, August 29th last. The chapel is designed
in the Italian style, and when completed will be a sound substantial
edifice, planned to accommodate a congregation of about 800 persons, and
is estimated to cost about £2,500, towards which Joseph Love, Esq., has
contributed the munificent sura of £200, several of the trustees £25 each,

Mrs. Love £50, R. Ferens, Esq., £25, in addition to which, what is termed
the Mission Committee have made a grant of £300 from the general fund;
so that it is confidently expected that the necessary amount will be
raised for the completion of the structure without incurring debt, which
is always objectionable on many accounts, more particularly on a place
dedicated to the worship of the Deity.

Tlie new chapel at Spennymoor may be named more as an example of

what can be accomplished with a limited amount of means, than as a
specimen of ornate architectural display. It is planned to accommodate
about 400 persons, and its computed cost including the ground it stands on
is very little over £460. It is arranged so as to combine the double pur-
pose of a sanctuary and sabbath school.

The building is to be constructed of stone blocked walling with hewn
quoins, and window and door dressings. There will be a large vestry and
offices at tlie rear.

Although the new edifice will be necessarily plain in its details it will

nevertheless be highly characteristic and effective. Tlie roof is to show its

constructive timbers, and the whole of the internal fillings are to be of deal
stained and varnished. The bench ends and pulpit will be decorated with
trefoil headed panels.

The contract for the whole of the works has been undertaken by Mr.
John Kellet.

BASFORD CHURCH, NEAR NOTTINGHAM.
THE ancient church of St. Leodegarius, Old Basford, near Nottingham, has

been reopened for. public worship, after being closed for nearly two
years, during which time it has uiulergone a thorough restoration. The
nave, arc.ides, and chancel are beautiful specimens of Early English work,
and have been carefully restored ; so also have the south aisle and porch, which
are decorated. The rest of the building is entirely new, and done in the style of
the twelfth century, to correspond with the older portions of the church. Tlie
new tower comprises three stories. The lower one is lighted by a west window
of two lights, the tracery being supported on circular shaft.'*, and is ojien by a
high pointed arch to the church. The ringing chamber above is liglited by a
single lancet on each side, tlie one on the cast looking into the nave. The belfry
story has on each face two windows of two lights, with deeply recessed mould-
ings, enriched with dog-tooth, and supported on triple shafts. The whole is

surmounted by a rich corbel-table, the pendants of which rest on lions' heads.
Tliere are suhstanlial double buttresses at the angles, finisliing in oct.igonal
pinnacles. When the to'n'er is quite coiujiletcd, it will form a striking contrast
to the clumsy pile that stood in its place, and which no amount of restoration
could have made to harmonize with the beautiful proportions of the rest of the
building. The work has been done in Bulwell stone, with Bath stone dressings,
and is pointed with black mortar. Mr. Arthur Wilson, of Nottingham, is the
architect to whom this important restoration has been entrusted, and great
credit is due to him for the taste and judgment he has displayed, ami the perse-
verance with which he has overcome successfully the numerous difliculties that
have met him. The interior of the church is fitted with low open benches, and
elbow stalls, with misereres in the chancel, instead of the large oak pews that
took up so much room before. The pulpit is of Caen stone, elaborately carved,
and the re.iding-desk and parclose to the vestry are of deal, stained. The roora
are new tlirouglioul, the old flat ceilings having been replaced by high-pitclied
open roofs. The works have been very well carried out by Mr. Thomas Garland,
contractor, of Nottingham, and will cost about £3,000 when quite finished. A
debt of £500 still remaining was considerably lessened by the liberal collections
at the opening.

South Kensington Mxiseum.—During the week ending 3rd March,
1860, the visitors have been as follows :—on Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days, 4,4.50 ; on Monday, and Tuesday, free evenings, 4,414. On the three
students' days (admission to the public Cd.) 1,372; one students' evening,
Wednesday, 509. Total 10,814. From the opening of the Museum, l,30tj,o00.

Strike amongst th'. Masons for Nine Hours.—Just when the neigh-
bourhood of Huddei'sfield promises most work, a difiiculty has arisen between the
masters and men. The operatives gave notice six months ago. The notice ex-
])ircd on the 1st March, and they, sending a second notice to their employers to

say they adhered to their purpose, all struck work on that day. Tlie masters met
the men by declaring their determination to resist the movement. On Friday, how-
ever, the masters (eighteen in number) issued an announcement that they would
give 4s. Od. a-day instead of 4s. The men, have not, however, as yet accepted the

offer, and thus we are threatened in Huddersfield with a repetition of the disaster

which has so injured the metropolis, harming all concerned, paralysing labour,

and crippluig capital.

—

Leeds Mercury.
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A FEW "WORDS ABOUT PATENTS,
Fall attempts at law-making a juJicious legislator will aJapt liis legis-

lation to tlic nature of tlie being that is to bo subjected to it; and if

there be one characteristic of humanity more universal and more markedly
developed than all others it is "appropriativeness." Through the whole of

life it is more or less displayed by almost every individual of our species,

and to a certain extent, also, by many of tliose which we call " the lower
animals." We do not mean by " appropriativeness " the mere natural

instinct which prompts every animal to use the means placed within its

power for supplying the cravings of nature, but that which would be more
precisely defined by the terms " aceumulativeness " or "acquisitiveness."

The necessity for food certainly first led us to agricultural pursuits ; but
it was aceumulativeness which induced us to deal in their products, and
thence to launch into general commerce.
Like every otlier natural power or i)ropensity, it is not this power or

propensity itself which is either meritorious or reprehensible, but the

manner and extent of its use or abuse. The very first property whicli

any man was likely to acquire, and to which his fellows would most
readily concede and recognise his right and title, would of necessity be
that of which ho was himself the procurer, obtainer, manufacturer, or pro-

ducer ; and it is in recognition of this, the e.arliest, the most sacred, the

least sophisticable of all rights, that " Letters patent " are now claimed, and
ought to be granted; though we fear that they really arc not so from any
honest recognition of this right, but partly because no man knows how
soon he himself may become a patentee, and chiefly because, according to

the highest authorities, " it may he safely assumed that upon every patent

which has yielded returns by being ^ worked^ the public gain nineteen shillings

where the inventor has one," and perhaps, also, because some Government
patronage with high emoluments has hitherto been derived from the Patent
Office. That impostors should at different times have carried an abuse of
this right to a grievance against which society rebelled is no matter for

astonishment, and still loss does it afford even the most flimsy argument
against the concession of tliis right, when a right, or justification of those
swindlers who attempt to violate it, even though justly conceded.

Having thus, by a simple return to first principles, cleared away the
cobwebs of old laws, and new laws, and American laws, and Continental
laws of different nations, with which those who have been writing on the
subject have obscured and confused it; and looking at patent property in

tills plain way, as the Patent laws and tribunals are at the present
moment subjects of a gradually extending interest and discussion, we deem
no apology necessary to our readers for endeavouring to place these sub-
jects before them in the most lucid and equitable light, inasmuch as there
is no manufacturing interest in the world which is not affected by them,
and to no inconsiderable extent dependent on them for improvements both
in the facilities for and qualities of its productions.

In what we are about to write we have no intention either to countenance
or foster the dishonest motives of those who take part in the discussion of
these subjects for the mere purpose of endeavouring to make it subservient
to raising an outcry against the taxation imposed on patent property in
the shape of stamp duties. Of the time of collecting these duties, and of
the api)lication of portions of their amount, we may be as little inclined to
approveas the most rabid oftlie anti-ta.xationparty, thoughon very different
principles, as we will presently show ; but we fully and cordially sym-
pathise with real inventors in the annoyances and injuries to which too
many of them are subjected by those sharks who, so long as they can keep
within the law, or still worse make the law an instrument of spoliation,
will spare no trouble or expense in their efforts to upset a patent,
the more so from our honestly recognising and acknowledging
the incontrovertible facts that the public interest in these sources of
wealth is really manifold that of the inventor himself, and that
some of the best and soundest, and therefore most valuable im-
provements are lost to the general public by never being brought
under public notice by being patented ; not from a paltry, morose,
maudlin antipathy to Government duties, but from an insuperable
dread of the expense and anxiety of protecting the patent when obtained.
Much of the prejudice and ignorance of the general public with regard to
patents has been traditionary from the time of the Stuarts, when patents
were to a great extent private monopolies, granted at the expense and to
the detriment of the community—though much also arises from the
illogical habit of reasoning from a part to the whole, which enables a
drivelling enthusiast in frivolous patents to infect a whole community with
invective against the system and principle of patenting, by his self-immo-
lation of his property and prospects on the altar of his own overweening
vanity not nnfrequently begetting a no less drivelling impression, that
patenting ought to be discouraged for the philanthropic purpose of saving
such would-be inventors from themselves, or more probably their friends
from the subsequent trouble, expense, and annoyance of assisting or main-
taining them.

Unfortunately, we have no authentic mode of arriving at the value of
patent property to the public; as no more fallacious data could be assumed
as a test of real merit, than the statistics of the Patent Office. The
whole practice of the law-courts confirms more strongly, sitting by sitting,
the fact that the only advantage of a patent under the present system is,

that it gives a patentee a right to prove his rights—and nothing more; and the
more widely this is understood tlie better, because those only who have
opportunities of knowing are aware, that in a very large number
of cases, especially tliose of foreigners, the patentee obviously
labors under the delusion that if he have a good invention
(and what inventor thinks otherwise ?) he has only to patent
It in order to be besieged by manufacturers and others eager to avail them.

selves of the brilliant achievement of his towering genius; and is rarely
brought fully to realise the converse, even by the teaching of experience,
— whereas the obtaining a patent is but the commencement of his work,
and he has yet, if a capitalist, the arduous task of getting it into the
market against and in spite of the preoccupying manufacture, with the
habits and prejudices by which it is supported ; and if a poor man, the
more than doubly-arduous feat of obtaining a capitalist to take it up
before it can be introduced to a single customer. Wo can assure our
readers that none but he who has had this to do can form any adequate
idea of the labor, anxiety and discouragements that have to be overcome.
Again, it must be remembered that although the legal qualification of an

invention for protection is that it shall be "new and useful," yet the abio-
lute merit to insure success must be much more—viz., that it shall be cither
cheaper in cost or working, or superior in product to existing means or
manufacture, or altogether new and captivating. Add to all this the number
of very poor inventors who " obtain provisional protection," (that is for
six months only) in the hope of getting some one to supply the money for
" completing the patent," and we shall be better able to understand and
believe that very many really meritorious things are strangled in the birth,

and that the fact of little more than one patent out of every six applied
for being able to strugj^le past the third year is really no proof that the
survivor is intrinsically superior, or even not inferior to the five unfortu-
nates that it has left behind, but only proves that this patentee has been
more fortunate or more industrious and persevering than his competitors
in being thus able to turn his patent to a more profitable account.

Now, if after deducting, as we very safely may, a very large proportion
of utterly frivolous abortions, we take into consideration all these sources
of deterring fear, disheartening discouragement, incapacitating poverty,
harassing anxiety, and inevitably laborious exertion, we slill find from the
Report of the Commissioners of Patents for 1858 (that for IS.W being not
yet published), that out of about 3,000 applications made annually for
" provisional protection," at, we may say (including patent agents' fees),

£10 each, about 2,000 obtain "the great seal," at, say (including
specifications and drawings), £45 each, and that the additional stamp
duty of £50 at the end of the third year is paid upon about 550 of the
above, we are not to say or write "550 only," as some banthngs with
more money than wit, and an utter ignorance of the real position of poor
inventors, take upon themselves to express themselves. The wonder
really is that so many go so far; and the only deduction that we are safe in

drawing from these statistics is that, were greater facilities afforded at the

outset, a very much greater number of really useful and successful inven-
tions would be enabled to come to maturity.
From the foregoing we have

—

1,000 appUcations at £10 each, equal to - - - - £10,000
2,000 " Great Seals," at £45 each 90,000

550 Third Years, at £52 each 28,600

Giving a gross total of £128,000

per annum, with which we will deal hereafter.

Wc have already said that we do not approve of the outcry against

taxation, and we feel sure that were the promoters of still further and
more needed amendments in the patent laws to waive this demand, they
would be much more likely to obtain what is requisite. The principle of
all taxation in every country is to put it vn productive properly, and even
the income-tax is no exception to this rule, because the clerk with £100
per annum is paid for his time, and it is axiomatic that " time is money."
But where the employment is precarious, the wages are not taxed, as in

cases of weekly or monthly payments or engagements.
Now let this principle be applied to patent property, and we have at

once all that we require, that is, do not tax an invention until it becomes a
productive property. After it has become a productive property there can
be no reason why the inventor or his representative should not pay his

quota of the expenses of the State in keeping the general community in

that state of peace and order which has enabled him, under Providence, to

work up his property into a state of productiveness; but to ta.x him in the
first instance is a manifest and flagrant injustice both to himself and to the

general public. If his invention be not " new " he cannot sustain his

patent, and, as the only loss will be his own, so it ought not to be aggra-
vated by his being taxed for it. Again, if it be not "useful," it will neither

be adopted nor maintainable ; but the loss will in this case also fall on him
alone, and be sufficiently bitter without taxation. And if his invention be
both " new and useful," then anew source of profit and adv.antage is gained
by the public, and, as we have observed above, in a multiplied ratio to his

own benefits, so that the public are robbing themselves more than him if

they lessen or cripple his means of bringing it out by taxing him before he
can bear it; and therefore the present system comes upon him at the

wrong time, that is, precisely when he ought rather to be assisted than
mulcted.
From the foregoing, and also from what we have said relative to the

difficulties of introducing a new invention, it is evident that the charges

made for the "provisional protection" and "great seal" ought to be

merely nominal— say 5s. or 10s. for the former and £1 or £2 for the latter,

if the present mode of granting be maintained, to which, in so far as the

Governmental documents are concerned, we see no objection. We do not

hesitate to assert that in no case ought it to cost an inventor more than is

absolutely unavoidable for full protection whilst putting an untried in-

vention to the test of actual experience. There are but tew men who can

do without the assistance of a respectable and experienced patent agent,

and but few patents for which this assistance costs less than £17, including

final specification and drawings, but without searches or oppositions; and
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as this is a payment for work done it can only bo regulated by its own
labor market, so that a patent would still cost £20 ou an average, which
would be more than a sufficient protection against frivolous applications.

The amount of the present primary stamp duties, viz. £25, might be
demanded at the end of the third year, and the X50 stamp duty postponed
to the end of the fifth year, or to be paid witli the £100 at the end of tlie

seventh year; as by these periods respectively the several amounts would
be earned or nut worth paying and therefore not claimable.

These alterations, with the appointment of special judges to try patent
causes in a proper court judiciously constituted, would not only be a great
boon to patentees but to the community at large, because it would place
patentees on a footing such as they do not now enjoy under any existing
government in the world, and thereby constitute the surest and most
efficacious means of enabling Great Britain to maintain that national
superiority in the arts both of peace and war, which is always essential

to the well-being of, and the advancement of civilisation in, the world, and
jiever more so than at the present moment. This court ought also to have
the hearing of all "oppositions," which ought to be gratis or nearly so.*

BURSTING OF THE LOCH KATRINE WATER-PIPE AT MARYHILL.
C0NSIDER.4BLE excitement was occasioned in Maryliill on Tuesday eveninj^

by the bursting of one of the large pipes by which the water from Loch
Katrine is conveyed to Glasgow. The pipe burst in Main-street, nearlv opposite
he branch office of the Union Bank. Tlie water for some time discTiarged
tself into the air to the height of about twenty feet, causing great destruction
of property, and danger to life. In a sliort time every corner around for a con-
siderable distance was entirely flooded, and so strong was the current running
towards the Kelvin through Gairbraid farm-steading, that in the courtyard it

was almost im|)0ssible to pass through it. The whole of the out-houses in
connection with the farm were completely flooded, particularly a byre, in which
were about forty cows, and which had a beautiful stream of water running
down its centre. " The private house of Mr. Renwick, tlie occupier of the farni,

also suffered very much ; indeed in several rooms the water stood two feet deep.
Mr. Renwick had a beautiful garden lying to the soutli side of the house,
which has been completely destroyed, 'flie water took this way on its

course to the Kelvin, cutting up the garden fearfully—in some places the
channels thus formed were three or four feet deep—and carrying the greater
part of the surface of the garden a considerable distance, as far, indeed, as the
avenue leading to Beachbank-cottage, the residence of J. L. Ewing, Esq. The
soil thus removed from the garden choked up the avenue to the lieiglit of from
three to four feet ; so that to get out of his house Mr. Ewing had to go by a
round-about way, and climb over his garden wall. Several other families in the
neighbourhood suifered severely, being forced to leave their houses; and the
horses in some stables had to be removed to another resting-place for tlie night.
The scene about half-past ten was indeed pitiful and alarming. Right and'left
might be seen poor families laboring away w ith bucket and broom, doing all they
could to bale out the water from their houses. The man stationed at Maryhill
to take charge of the works was immediately on the spot to turn off the water,
and Mr. Gale, the Water Company's local engineer, was prompt in his attend-
ance. An hour, however, elapsed before tbe water subsided, and when it did so,
it left a large hole in the centre of the street where the disruption had taken
place. A great many people were, of coui-se, walking about the spot, eager to
«ee what damage had been done, and araon» the rest were some females. One,
who was walking carelessly along, went rigbt into the hole, up to the neck iu
water ; and had it not been for the tiraeous assistance of some gentlemen, it is

quite possible that the poor girl might have been drowned, as the hole was about
irve feet deep, with an insecure bottom ; at all events, she could not have had
much relish for her cold bath on such an evening. The damage done to property
is considerable.

BRITISH SCHOOLS.—CLEY-NEXT-THE-SEA, NORFOLK.
THE new British schools recently erected in this town were opened on Tues-

day evening, the 2t*tli of February, with a public tea meeting. The Rev.
Thomas J. Bewsher, the new rector of the parish, took tlie chair, and in an
eloquent speech, characterised by the most Christian sentiments, introduced the
business of the meeting. Mr. Milne, a deputation from the British and Foreign
School Society, explained the principles on which the school was founded. These
schools owe their erection, in a great measure, to the indefatigable exertions of
Clement W. H. Cozens Hardy, Esq., united with the valuable assistance of the
Rev. T. J . Bewsher, Messrs. Porritt, Rose, &c., and have been erected from designs
prepared by Mr. Jolin J. Darken, architect, of Holt, and under his superintendence.
They are in the Elizabethan style of architecture, the walls being built of rubble,
twenty inches thick, faced witli stones gathered from the beach, having bands of
red brickwork ])lentifully introduced, with moulded brick ashlar work round the
windows and door frames, and to ever)- internal and external angle of the build-
ing, the contrast in color producing a very pretty effect, obtained with very
simple materials, and at a remarkably small outlay, the accepted estimate being
only £4o3, with the old materials. The schools are intended to accommodate
140 children. The principal school is 45 feet (i inches by 18 feet wide in the clear,
with a classroom attached, 13 feet inches by 12 feet, fitted with a gallery.
The Infant school-room is 18 feet square, with a gallery to ditto, 12 feet by 11
feet. The walls of both schools are 10 feet high. There are also three porches
6 feet by feet. All the main timbers of the roof are exposed to view,
and are wrought and stained. The principal rafters are framed so as to
form Gothic arches, and spring from stone corbels built into the walls, at about
10 feet from the floor line. The desks and seats are arranged in groups in the
usual manner, adopting the most recent improvements ; these, with all the
jouiers' work, are stained and varnished. The schools and class-rooms are well
warmed with open fire-places, and great care has been exercised in providing
due ventilation. Tlie schools stand in a spacious well-sheltered enclosed play-
ground, with handsome iron palisades and entrance gates next the public road.

• To be continued.

GLASGOW MECHANICS' INSTlTlJTIOJf.
TIIK present building occupied by tlie Jlcchanics' Institution having lately been

purchased by tbe Kdinbur^li and (jlasgow Itaihvfty Company, for the purpose of
extending; their present slittion find wiirchouscs, hnspfsced the means at the disposa
of the Committee of this Institution to erect a new building of more acconnnodation
and belter suited to their exteuded requirements. The site chosen for the new build-
ini; is niucli more central and convenient of access than the present, and suflicicntly
removed from tlic noise and bustle of the grent thoroughfares of the City. It is situate
ou the north side of Hath-street, between Ueuflcld-strcet and West Nile-street; the
ground.^vhich is a rectangle, has a froiitnse along liath-strect of 60 feet, and the same
along Jtatli-lanc on the back, with a depth of% feet 2J inches from tlie building line
of the street to the lane, as also an area feet wide along the street.
The new building will consist of tour floors above the level of the street and abase-

meut—the top floor being a hijih attic, lighted (rom the roof. In the basement floor
arc the keeper's house, watcrcloset accommodatious, heating chamber, and two large
rooms which may be used as stores.
On the ground floor, in the middle of the front to Bath-strcct, is the entrance door,

leadiu": directly to the entrance-hall and tbe staircase. On the one side of the hall is

the coinmittee-room, and on the other the reading-room, each 20 feet by 18 feet 9
inches, and each lighted by two windows in front wall ; at the back, and lighted by
four windows, in front to the lane, is a large class-room, 25 feet B inches by 3!> feet
9 inches ; there is also on this floor an exit passap^e to the lane, and between tbe
reading-room and large class-room is placed the library, 42 feet inches by 10 feet 9
inches, which is lighted from tlie roof; this part between front and back buildings
being carried up no further, leaving a large well-bole to light and ventilate the stair-
case and upper floors. The staircnse is in the middle, between the front and back
buildings, against the side wall ; it is of stone, supported on cast iron columns and
beams, and well lijjhted by windows to the wcll-botc, and also by the roof. The first

floor is occupied by two class-rooms to the front, the one 26 feet inches by 30 feet,

the other 24 feet U inches by 18 feet 9 inches ; the laboratory, 27 feet 2 inches by 21
feet 8 inches ; and a small hall, 31 feet by 18 feet :i inches, placed towards the lane

;

and also a small laboratory and private room, which latter arc lighted by windows in
well-hole.
The second floor contains to the front an apparatus-room, SOfcet by20fect6inches,

and a class-room, 24 feet 9 inches by IS feet Oiuchos, and to the back tbe lecture-hall,
3a feet 6 inches by 27 feet 2 inches. Under the gallery, which rises as it recedes from
the lecture-table, are situate the lecturer's-room and work-room. This hall occupies
the heiglit of two floors, being 27 feet clear ceiling, and has an entrance to back of
gallery, from top landintr of stair, on a level with the roof-floor. This roof-floor ex-
tends over the whole of the front building, and contains one large apartment, lighted
from tbe roof. Between the principals it ineHsures 40 feet by 2.'jfeet G inches, and will
be used either as a museum or as an artistic drawing-room. Its height is 14 feet clear
to under side of tie-beams, independent of the space between the dressed principals of
roof. The ground and first floors will be 14 feet high clear, and the second floor 13
feet 9 inches high.
The elevation to Bath-street is thoroughly I'alladian in character, and ofvery chaste

proportions. The front is divided into five bays, in the centre one of which, on the
irround floor, is the arched entrance doorway, covered by a projecting Doric portico of
coupled columns, with full entablature and pediment; the cornice of the portico and
the frieze, minus the triglyph, with the architrave, are carried alon<r the whole front
dividing the fa5ade into two orders. A colonnade of si.x attached, plain, Ionic columns
forms the upper order, which, in its height, embraces two floors, the windows of which
are in the intercolumuiations, tbe first-floor windows being lintelled. and those of the
second arched, with impost capitals to each, abutting on sides of columns. The en-
tablature of this order, with an unperforated parapet above, complete the elevation.
The ground floor is rusticated, and has a height of 19 feet above pavement. The
Ionic columns arc 20 feet liigli, and the height of the whole front, from pavement to
top of parapet, is 57 feet. The whole front will be executed in the finest white free-
stone, from Kenmuir or Giffnock quarries, near Glaserow. Tbe estimated cost of the
whole works is £4,000. the contracts for which will immediately be accepted, and the
works proceeded with. The architect is James Salmon, Ksq., of Glasgow, whose
design was selected in competition.

It 18 proposed, we bear, to remove the figure (statue it cannot be called) of "Watt,"
which at present adorns the parapet of their present Institution, and to place it

over their ucw building in the centre of parapet or attic, but it is to be hoped the
Committee will reconsider this matter.
Their present figure of " Watt " leaning' upon a cbimncy-pot-likc cylinder, may

have been all very well for the time when it was executed, but a rapid and long
advance has beeu made in art-education since then, no better proof of which need
be cited than the architecture of their proposed new Institution over that of their
old one.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM—DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES TO
ART-WORKMEN.

ON Wednesday evening the distribution of prizes to art-workmen by the
Council of the Arcliitectural Museum took place in the presence of a

numerous audience, in the lecture-theatre of the South Kensington Museum;
Mr. Behesfoku Hope, the President of the Council in the chair. Amongst
other gentlemen present we noticed Mr. James Fergusson, Mr. G. G. Scott, Mr.
S. C. Kail, the Rev. F. D. Maurice, Mr. Cooke, &c.
The Chai R.MAN in opening theproceedingsof the evening, said that he thought

he might without exaggeration describe the present as the most gratifjing meet-
ing which had ever brought them together in that lecture-hall. He then, after

a brief address, proceeded to present to the successful art-workinen the prizes

which had been awarded to them for their works. The first department was that

of wood-carving, in wliicli there were given two prizes of £5 5s. each, and one
of three guineas. The first prize was awarded to Mr. James Allen, in the em-
ploy of Mr. Philip, and engaged at Exeter College Chapel, Oxiord ; the extra
first prize was awarded to Mr. William Baylis ; and tlie second prize to Mr.
Charles E. Turner. The next prizes were for colored decorations, in which the
successful candidates were,—first prize of£6 5s. to Mr. J. ,Sinikin, and the second
prize of £3 3s. to Mr. Harrison (who was a prizeman last year). The Chair-
man in conclusion made an earnest appeal to all present to make a long puU,
a strong pull, and a pull altogether, in behalf of the Architectural Museum.
The nieetingwjis afterwards addressed by the Rev. F. D. Mauhice, Mr. S. C.

Hall, Mr. G. G. Scott, Mr. Asii, and Mr. Cooke. After a vote of thanks
to the Chairman, the proceedings terminated. In our next we shall give a
lengthened report of the meeting.

Timber Duties.—In the House of Commons on Monday, Colonel
Sykes wished to know whether drawbacks would be allowed on the timber duties.

Mr. Laing said drawbacks were only allowed, under very special arrangements,
on wines and paper. Colonel .Sykes thought those engaged in building ships were
as well entitled to drawbacks on timber as the holders of stocks in other articles.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the holders of stocks in silks, foreign
' gloves, and many other articles of foreign manufacture were precisely in the

same position as tlie liohlers of stocks in timber. Alter a few words from Mr.
Ayrton and Colonel Sykes, the resolution was agreed to.
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NEW RAILWAYS IN FRANCE.
GREAT reliance is placed upon railwa}'s supplying coal to the centres

of manufacture at a reasonable rate, in order to admit of competition
with foreign goods under the protective duties of 25 per cent. France
possesses numerous coal mines, but they are remote. Thus the coal which,
in 1850, cost consumers on an average IGs. 8d. a ton sold at the pit's

mouth for 7s. 5d. In 1857, the average i)rico at the pit rose to lOs. a ton,

and sold in the centres of consumption at an average of 203. 3d. ; so that
the cost of carriage is more than double the cost of coal to the consumer.
The quantity of native and foreign fuel used was 13,149,470 tons ; so that
the additional price paid for carriage amounted to X6,400,000 in that year.

Of the sixty-two coalfields possessed by France more than half cannot
supply remote districts, cither in consequence of their small extent, or the
cost of extraction. For these, good roads or cheap railways are all that

is necessary, and they must content themselves with local markets. Among
the remainder some deserve to rank among the first, either on account of

tlie extent and yield of the carboniferous strata, or by the quality of the
coals. According to their importance, they are the Loire pits, next those
of Valenciennes, then the coal fields of Alais, Blanzy, Commentry, and
Aubin. Out of the total production, in 1857, of 7,900,000 tons of coal, the
Loire pits supplied 2,242,600 tons ; those of Valenciennes, 1,960,000 tons

;

of Alais, 754,000 tons ; of Blanzy, 580,600 tons ; of Commentry,
484,500 tons ; and the Aubin pits, 463,500 tons. Eleven other coal fields,

producing each less than 200,000 tons annually—one even no more than
40,000 tons—supply coal to distant centres of consumption, and, there-

fore, claim improved means of communication. They are the coal fields of
Epinac, Aix, Carniaux, Brassac, Maine, Lower Loire, Decize, Graissessac,
Ronchamp, Vouvant, Cliatonny, and St. Eloi. Among the coal fields of
local importance, and capable of being developed on being provided with
new debouches, or outlets for trade, are those of Ahun and Sarre-

We come now to the consideration of the means of communication.

The Loire coal fields whose yearly produce of two and a quarter
millions of tons is distributed over more than half all the departments of
the empire, is provided with excellent roads, around St. Eticune,
especially the one thence to Lyons which passes through the entire length
of the district, and touches the Givors canal. It was in this locality rail-

ways were first introduced in France. The line from St. Etienne to the
Loire, near Andrezieux, was granted in 1823 and constructed for a
distance of about 11 miles. Three years later the railway from St. Etienne
to Lyons was constructed, and in 1328 the line from Andrezieux to Roanne,
Since then the gradual development of the railway system has brought the
St. Etienne lines into connexion with the rest. The railways from Paris
to Lyons by the Bourbonnais, and tliat from St. Etienne to Puy, in the
course of execution or decreed, will necessarily augment the production of
the Loire coal mines, which have besides the Rhone and Soane with their
dependent canals, branches east and south ; and the Loire with its canals
leading to the north and west. These are, liowever, not deemed sufl[icient,

and mining engineers have called the attention of government to the utility

of making a new hi.2;hwayfromRive-de-Gierto Givors, and of constructing
a direct line of railway from St. Etienne to St. Rambert on the Rhone.
The highway will relieve tlie traflSc on the Givors canal on the Rhone and
Loire railway while competing with them, which last fact the Minister of
Public Works declares will be of real service to the consumer : it is to
bo made out of the Treasury fund. The direct railway to St. Rambert
will, according to engineering calculations, shorten by nearly 25 miles the
distance which coals would have to travel on their way to Lower Rhone
and Mediterranean, thereby reducing the cost of carriage and price to the
consumer. But the country it would have to traverse is represented as
difficult, which might render the construction of the railway an un-
profitable undertaking. Before coming to a decision, either one way or
the other, the question is to be thoroughly studied and the ground carefully
surveyed.

The coal fields of Valenciennes are in communication with the general
system of canals by roads and tramways, and are conveyed to Paris bj'

theNorthern railway.aswell as to the eastern departments of the empire. It
is estimated that two millions of tons travel over the canals and one and
a half million over the railways, annually. The geological researches
that have been made for some years past in the north and Pas de Calais
departments, show that these coal fields extend westward from Valenci-
ennes to the sea, occupying an extent of nearly twenty-five miles long by
five to six miles broad, and are remarkably regular. Eleven concessions
to open new pits have lately been made, and to facilitate their working
fresh conventions have been entered into with the Northern Railway Com-
pany, including the construction of a railway from Ilazebrouck, passing
by Bethune, and then proceeding by two branches towards Douai and
Arras to unite with the main line. The company proprietors of the
BuUy-Grenay coal mines have been autlioriscd to make a branch railway
connecting their workings with the Coal-fields railway and with the
Aire Canal at Bassi'e. These new coal-fields are calculated by local
mining engineers to be capable of producing two million tons of fuel
within a few years, when it would be desirable to place them in commni-
cation either with the Coalfields railway or with the canal system of the
district, especially with the Upper I^oire and the Aire and Deule canals.
For this purpose the engineers have projected twenty branch railways,
estimated to cost in their entirety i240,000, and four branch canals calcu-
lated to cost together £48,000. They likewise ask for the construction of
certain highways leading direct to different pits, and the paving of certain
portions of existing highways whicli are at present simply paved; also
for the increase of depth of water in the canalsof the district to six feet;
aad lastly that Governient shall buy up the tolls, witli the view to their

the
theI

reduction, of the Aire to Bas9ee and Sensee canals. With regard to
projected highw.ays, they will be examined and executed either by
Department of Public Works or by that of the Interior. The branch rail-
ways will be executed by the concessiunairef, and at their cost, but every
facility w ill be rendered by the Government. Eight coal-mining companie*
—Auchy-au-Bois,Bruay,Sen9, Maries, Fcrfay-de-Noux, Uourges and Vea-
din-les-i?ethune—have applied for concessions that arc to be made imme-
diately. The branch canals whose construction is considered necessary
will be made by the Treasury.
The Alais coalfields produce yearly 700,000 tonsof fuel, and ate bounded

on the north and west by the Cevennes mountains, which offer consider-
able obstacles to the transport of the mineral. An outlet was, therefore,
sought to the south-east, and, with this view, leave was given in 1833 to
make the railway from Alais to Nimes and Beaucaire, in order to convey
the coal to the valley of the Rhone, and thence to the Mediterranean.
Three years later the railway was extended up to the pits, and the rail-

way conceded from Montpellier to Cette. In 1840 its extension to Nimes
was conceded, and the railway from Marseilles to Avignon and Beaucaire
authorised. So soon as these various lines were opened, the Gard coal
was supplied to Mediterranean sliipping, both at Marseilles and Cette.
Now the Mediterranean railway runs to Toulon and the Southern rail-

way to Toulouse and Bordeaux, whereby the arsenal and steam navy will
be supplied on the one hand, and the mercantile marine in the Atlantic on
the other. The coals may also be carried to the Mediterranean either by
the Rhone or the Beaucaire and Etangs canals. A projected railway from
Alais to Brioude will, if realised, allow the Gard coals to enter the
markets of Auvergne and Cantal, and compete with other coals. But the
circuitousness of some of the lines of communication greatly increases
the cost of cirriage, wherefore engineers have proposed the construction
of two branches of railway, II miles in length, at a cost of £240,000, to
the concessionaires, for conveying the produce of several of the principal
pits on to the main line.

The coalfields of Crewzot and Blanzy produced in 1857, 580,000 tons
of fuel, and are crossed in nearly their entire length by the Central canal
which communicates with the Soane, Rhone, and Loire. In a short time
the Blanzy coal field will be supplied with a railway, conceded to the Paris
and Mediterranean Company, which will convey coals to Nevers, Moulins,
and Chalons-sur-Saone. Further, the Nevers and Chalons is to be com-
pleted as early as practicable.

The Commentry coalfield, one of the richest in France, is provided with
numerous excellent means of communication. It is situated at scarcely
nine miles from the Berry canal, with which it is connected by a railway
terminating at Monteu<;on; carried over the canal and its branches, the
coal can be delivered in the direction of Bourges, Nevers, or Tours. The
railwiiy from Monteu(;on to Moulins and its extension to Bourges will

place the Commentry coalfield in connexion with the northern and western
railway systems. The engineers, have, however, suggested two new
railways—one from Monteu(;on to Souterraine, or further on to Limoges,
and the other from Commentry, passing by Monteu^on to the lower valley

of the Loire, Tours for instance. The Monteu<;on and Limoges railway
is included in what is termed the eventual concession to the Orleans
railway company. The jjlans have been made and are to be submitted to

public investigation, after which the minister promises to examine the
possibility of the line being promptly executed. The Commentry,
Monteu(;on, and Tours railway may be eflfected by making definitive the

eventual concession of the railway from Tours to Vierzon, where it will

unite with the Vierzon and Bourges, now in full working, and thence by
the Bourges and Monteu<;on railway in the course of being constructed

;

or by constructing a railway from Tours to Monteu^on by Chateauroux
and la Chatre, which for a great part of its length will follow the valley of

the Indre. The preliminary surveys of both are to be investigated, and
the administration will be in position to shortly m.ike its election, which
in either case will develop the most important coalfield in the country.

The Aubin coalfield in Aveyron has, until recently, been without any
economical means of transport for its productions. The lately-opened

railway from St. Christophe to Montauban is capable of conveying them
to the valley of the Garonne, and into the railw.iys of the South of Friince.

The coalfield is within a short distance of the Lot, in improving the

navigation of which £480,000 have been spent since 1835, leaving £160,000
more to be expended upon the works, which are to be pushed forward to

enable the Aubin coals to be distributed over the whole valley of the Garonne.
They will find markets also in Uordogne and Upper Auvergne, by the

Lot to Perigeux, and Lot to Brioude railways, both of which are conceded

to the Orleans Company, and to be executed forthwith.

The Epinac coalfield, which produces 160,000 tons yearly, communicates
by a railway, 17 miles long, with the Burgundy canal, which conveys the

coal into the valleys of the Rhone and Seine. But the railway built twenty-

seven years ago has numerous steep inclines, which tlie engineers advise

should be reduced. They likewise recommend its extension for a distance

of 23 miles to a junction witli the Paris and Lyons railway; and a railway

17 miles long to connect the coalfield with the central canal near Chagny.

It is anticipated that the company proprietors of the coalfields will con-

struct these lines, as they are assured of markets for their coal.

The Aix coalfield in Proven(;e, whicli produces yearly 160,000 tons of

lignite, have no communication with tlie principal centres of consumption

but by ordinary roads, which, by reason of the heavy traffic to which they

are subjected, are difficult and costly to maintain. The coals, although

their consumption is quite local, are burdened with heavy cost for carriag;e.

The engineers propose the construction of a railway ne.irly 15 miles in

length from the pits to Aubagne, on the Marseilles and Toubn Railway.
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The proprietors of the mines may possibly undertake the works ; but M.
Rouhcr thinks it probable that on investigation it might be found
preferable to bring the coalfield into communication with the railways of
the Mediterranean system.
The fuel obtained from the Carroeaux was purely local, iintil the

construction of the railway about 9 miles long, connecting them at Albi
with the Tarn, the navigation of which has been improved. In a short
time they will be connected with the Southern and Orleans railway
system by the Toulouse and Albl Railway, which has been conceded, and
is to be made as soon as possible.

The Brassac coalfields for a long time had no other outlet than by the
river Allier, but the extension of the Clermont railway to Brioude has
developed the production threefold—to 150,000 tons annually—which will

be further increased when the great central lines are extended from
Brioude towards St. Etienne, Aurillac, and Alais. There are local

markets for the coals, especially in glass works.
The Maine coalfields produce 90,000 tons annually, used entirely in the

limekilns of the country, and, if they had means of communication, could
send their coal to the Sarthe, the Loire, and to the railway shortly to be
made from Angiers to Mans.
The coalfields of the lower Loire, which produce 90,000 tons yearlj-,

touch, on the western side, upon the river Erdre, which aflTords easy com-
munication with Nantes, and by the Nantes canal with Brest. The centre

is crossed by the Loire and by the Tours and Nantes railway ; while the
eastern portion will shortly be crossed by the Angiers and Mort railway,
which will open up new markets.
The Decize coalfield produces yearly under 90,000 tons. It has a rail-

way nearly six miles long, to the Nivcrnais canal, whereby it has com-
munication with the waterways of the centre of France. It may also be
easily connected with the Bourbonnais railway in the course of construc-
tion, and with the Nevers to Chalons railway, conceded to the Paris and
Lyons Company last year.
The Graissessac coalfield, which contains numerous and large seams, has

hitherto produced no more than 50,000 tons a year. The railway from
Graissessac to Beziers, now open, ought to have stimulated its develop-
ment, but the charges for carriage are too high, and unless they are re-
duced, it is feared no new markets can be reached. On the other hand,
the railway company contend that, as they have little or no traffic except
that of coal, they cannot aflford to reduce the scale of prices. The engi-
neers have directed attention to the utility of connecting the main line with
the principal pits by branch railways—particularly one to Castanet, St.
Genies, and Varansal, which would have a length of seven miles, and
cost £100,000. The coal companies have intimated their intention of
undertaking the work, and the administration will hasten the formalities
necessary for its being carried out. Tlie Ronchamp coalfield, which sup-
plies the neighbouring factories of Mulhausen and the Upper Rhine, is

crossed now by the Paris and Mulhausen railway.
The products of the St. Eloi coalfield are at present limited to the supply

of Limagne and Montlu9on. The proprietors have proposed to construct
a branch railway from the Centre of Prance railway system, at a cost of
^160,000; but it will become useless if one of the projected main lines
traversing the district now under consideration be conceded.
The coalfields of Vouvant and Chatonnay, in spite of their richness,

produce no more than 40,000 tons annually for lack of economical means
of transport. The engineers propose to make a road running into the one
that leads froraFontenay to Chataigneraie and into a second leading from
Niort to Bressuire. They also observe that the eventually conceded rail-
way from Angiers to Niort, if the direction be varied, will serve the
Soavant coalfield, and the Minister recommends the alteration. Meanwhile
a carriage road is to be provisionally made, at a cost of £16,000, for a
length of twenty-five miles.
The Ahun coalfield, which supplies Limoges, is obliged to transport the

coal forty miles by land before it reaches the railway. The Limoges and
Montluijon railway, which has been conceded to the Orleans Company, and
is in the course of being investigated, will, when made, pass near the coal
field. M. Rouher proposes to hasten the definitive concession of lines that
have been eventually conceded, and to enter upon negotiations to abolish
the delays allowed for the construction of railways definitively conceded.

THE FLORAL HALL, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON.
FLOWERS are ever a source of delight, even to the most uneducated

niind. They are a "joy for ever,"—the contemplation of their diver-
sified beauties affords an endless source of refined enjoyment ; wetherefore
Jiail with much pleasure that Mr. Gye has provided for them a fitting

house in which the floral goddess may reign supreme in undisturbed
Barmony.

^
On two former occasions we have given in detail the particulars, dimen-

sions, and constructive features of the building wliich has been erected
from the desifins of Mr. Edward M. Barry, and it is now only necessary to

make some brief observations in reference to the interior, decorated by
Mr. Perrocchi, Leicester-square. In describing these decorations we may
Itate that the walls throughout are of a grey or lavender color, and the
ground-work of the columns dividing the main structure into aisles and
naves, as we may term it, are white, judiciously relieved by gilding. At the
springing of the arches of the roof a series of ornamental perforated battle-
ments are judiciously introduced, from the various points of which gas
tubes are introduced, by which means a continuous stream of light is

diffused, extending throughout the entire base of the dome. In addition to
hese upper lights, others are adapted very effectively, amongst which,

as more prominent, brass chandeliers of artistic design are introduced
between the columns. The gas-fittings have been executed by Messrs.
Jones and Co., Bow-street.

The supper room is of vast dimensions, occupying the whole of the
basement story of the structure—and the building as a whole compre-
hends for the purposes of public entertainments, the largest and most
comprehensive in the metropolis ; we therefore hope that its proprietor
will receive that amount of patronage which he deserves, and which the
royal inauguration so significantly and appropriately indicates. The Floral
Hall was opened with great cdat, on the evening of Wedoesday last, on the
occasion of the " Royal Volunteers' Ball."

SLATE.

WE have in our pages, at various times, urged and advocated the use of
slate in various ways, in consequence of the material possessing

naturally many inherent qualities essentially requisite for certain special

purpcses, both useful and ornamental.
We have, on former occasions, adverted in terms of commendation to the

praiseworthy efforts of Mr. Magnus, Mr. Robinson and others as to the
great improvements which they have made in the advances of art in

reference to the production of works in slate, and we now rejoice to call

attention to the examples we have just seen in the show-rooms of the

Llangollen Slab and Slate Company, 4, Wharf, South Wharf-road,
Paddington.
On going over the show-rooms at South Wharf we observed that one of

the most notable works just completed by the firm is a Billiard Table, 12

feet long by 8 feet vride, entirely constructed of slate, and very handsomely
carved. The table is sustained by four circular turned legs, appro-

priately embellished, over which is a cornice, the frieze of. which is embel-
lished by representations of the convolvulus, lily, crysanthcinum, &c., in

their natural colors, beautifully emblazoned, the whole being on a black
ground and admirably brought out. This table is quite a success.

In going over the works of this firm, our attention was arrested by some
admirable samples of chimney pieces, particularly two, in which are

represented the most successful imitations we have seen of black and gold

marble, and malachite.

The works are under the especial management of Mr. Samuel Venables,

who is thoroughly acquainted with the workings and peculiarities of the

various geological strata from whence the material is supplied of which
the works are formed, and he enters into the matter with an energy, ability

and perseverance that no doubt will eventually terminate in success.

THE ROYAL EXCHANGE AND ST. MICHAEL'S CHURCH.
VISIT OF THE PRINCE CONSORT TO THE CITY.

On Saturday last his Royal Highness the Prince Consort, attended by Colonel

Hardinge, proceeded from Buckingkam Palace to the Royal Exchange, to inspect

the renovations and alterations that have been made under the direction oi

Mr. Tite, M.P., the architect, the whole of the frescoes and paintings in the

quadrangle having been restored in encaustic. On the arrival of the Prince he
was conducted by Mr. Commissioner D. W. Harvey, and received by the Lord
Mayor, Alderman Sir R. Cardan, M.P., and the master and Wardens of the

Mercers* Company.
At the conclusion of the inspection, the Prince, accompanied by the Lord

Mayor and committee, went on foot to St. Michael's church, Cornhill, to inspect

the renovations that are taking place in that, one of the finest specimens of Sir

Cliristopher Wren. The whole of the windows are stained glass, emblematical

of Scripture, and the pulpit, reading-desk, and the seats of oak, beautifully

carved with various typical designs in Scripture, by Mr. Rogers. His Royu
Highness, who was occupied neatly half an hour in the inspection, was accom-
panied by the Rev. Mr. Wrench, the rector, Mr. Tite, and Churchwardens
Bailey, Shrewsbury, and Gains, and Mr. Hoppe, the vestry clerk, who has aided

Mr. George Gilbert Scott, R.A., the architect, in the design. His Royal High-
ness repeatedly expressed his admiration to Mr. Rogers of the manner in which
the very beautiful carving work had been executed ; and at the conclusion of his

inspection his Royal Highness said it was pleasing to see tliat the City of London
were taking so much interest in the advancement of the fine and mediieval arts.

On the Prince leaving the church he was loudly cheered. '

«
ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

ON the night of Saturday last, the third inst., the ordinary monthly meeting of
the London Association of Foremen Engineers was held at their temporary

apartments, 35, St. Swithin's-lane, City, Mr. Joseph Newton, President, in the

chair. Tlie number of members and others present on the occasion was very
large, and extra accommodations were provided for seating them. After the
routine duties of the meeting had been gone through, and the report of the
Library and Printing Committee received and tmanimously confirmed, Mr.
James Robertson proceeded to read his promised Paper on the "History of
the Iron Trade." He carefully and clearly traced the metal and its manufac-
ture from ils discovery to the present time, and gave, as iw as Great Britain
was concerned, an historical account of tlie improvements in smeltii g and in

working iron Irom'the Ancient Britons to^tlie Britons of to-day. Tlie Bowling
Iron Works were especially referred to, and the immense resources, meclianicul

and otliervi'ise, possessed by the Company in whose hands they were, were men-
tioned. Much statistical data was furnished as to the quantity of metal an-
nually raised in England, Scotland, Ireland, France, Spain, and America, and n
hopeful view taken ..s to the influence of the new Commercial Ti'oaty with Na-
poleon III., as respects the iron and coal trades, and concluded an alile paper by
thanking his audience for the attention with which it had been received.

A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Robertson by acclamation, and the Pre-
sident, after a brief discussion on some points of the paper had tuken place, an-
nounced that Mr. Keyte would address the April meeting on " Gun Boring,"

> and declared the business of the evening to be at an end.
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THE ARCHITECTURE OF MONTREAL, CANADA.
THE arcliitecturo of the early city of Montreal admits of but passing

notice. Tlie streets were few and narrow, and the houses for the most

part, simple wooden dweUing.s, with shingled roofs, and totally devoid of

any architectural character. There were rude attempts at city walls, with

occasional " gates," and here and there might be seen battlements and

fortified towers, hut nothing to indicate even an approach to architectural

form. Towards the beginning of the present century the space thus

limited was found too narrow for the growing wants of the city ; the walls

were removed ; new and widened streets were made, and suburbs of con-

siderable importance sprang up on all sides. Stone, which is found in

great abundance in the immediate vicinity, began then to take the place of

wood, and substantial houses and stores gradually appeared as the popula-

tion and business increased. Still, even with such excellent material to

•work with, the buildings were all singularly plain in character, and .appear

to have been erected solely for the sake of substantiality, and for the pur-

poses of heavy merchandise, without any regard to variety of form or archi-

tectural feature ; indeed, such sameness was there in their general appear,

ance, especially from a custom existing at the time of protecting them

from fire by external iron shutters, that by more than one traveller they

have been likened to " long rows of gloomy dungeons."

It was not till about the year 1837 that buildings possessing any pre-

tension to architectural character found their way into Montreal, but since

that time, and more particularly within the last twelve or fourteen ye.ars,

edifices, both public and private, have been erected in and about the city,

that would be creditable to any country or people. There is, too, at the

present day a growing taste for architecture of a pure and legitimate nature,

and this, combined with the rare opportunities for display which the pecu-

liar position of Montreal affords in an eminent degree, bids fair to make it

rival in beauty any city of equal or even greater importance in this

continent.

The public buildings are numerous and very varied in'style, those of an

earlier date being large and massive—in some instances good in outline,

but rough and poor in detail, those of a more recent date, remarkable for

chasteness and purity, both in design and detail. Amongst the former

may be cl.assed t!ie French Cathedral or parish church—a huge Gothic

building, 241 feet long by 135 feet broad and 95 feet high. The front is

formed by a triple arched porcli of gigantic dimensions, flanked by two

square towers rising to a height of 213 feet. The interior consists of a

nave and aisles, in the latter of which are three tiers of galleries, com-

pletely destroying the proportion of the nave arches ; these with

the ground floor afford accommodation for 10,000 people.

There is a fine peal of bells in one of the towers, and, amongst them, one

weighing 25,000 lbs., which produces a remarkably rich and deep tone.

The large east window has some good stained-glass, but the general detail

of both exterior and interior is very poor.

On the opposite side of the square, or Place d'Armes, in which the

Cathedral is situated, stands the Montreal Bank, a building of Grecian

design, and perhaps before a recent addition to the attic, one of the purest

examples of architecture on this continent. The principal feature of the

front is a handsome hexastyle Corinthian portico, with well-proportioned

pediment. The columns are about 40 feet in height, fluted, and rest on

square blocks or bases, between which rise a flight of steps. The detail of

the capitals is especially deserving of attention, being bold in relief, and of

a high and chaste finish. The building was formerly surmounted by a

flattened cupola, but this has lately been removed and replaced by a large

.attic, flush with the walls of the main building, and finished by a row of

ornamental antefixa;. The addition, though pure in stylo, is out of keeping

as regards size,and overpowers the upper part of the building, deteriorating

considerably from the exquisite proportions of the portico.

Flanking the ]?.ank, on one side of the square, is the handsome block of

building just erected by the Liverpool and London Insurance Company,
and City and District Savings' Bank, the particulars and illustration of

which appeared in No. 4, Vol. VI., of the Building News. Adjoining

ihis block a handsome design has just been prepared for sets of chambers

or offices, which will be executed during the ensuing summer. This

square, the centre of the whole city, will doubtless ere long become one of

the most attractive parts of Montreal in point of architecture, all the

buildings of lesser importance, gradually disappearing and giving iilace to

others of larger dimensions, and with more architectural features. The
place is laid out in gardens, and surrounded by an ornamental iron railing,

and has a handsome fountain in the centre. In summer it is much re-

sorted to by the public.

Amongst the public buildings, the court-house, erected about four years

since, may, perhaps, be ranked as of most importance. It is the largest

building adapted to the use of law courts in Canada, being 300 feet long by
an average depth of 70 feet. The Design is Grecian Ionic ; there is an
hexastyle portico in the centre, resting in a rusticated basement, with cur-

tain portico and projecting wing on each side ; the jjortico and wings

being pedimented. The general appearance of the front is bold and effec-

tive, but the detail is far from good.

The samj remarks may apply to the Town-hall and Bonsecours-market,

a building over 500 feet in length by 70 feet in width ; the lower portion

ia used as the market, the upper for municipal purposes ; the centre being

crowned with a dome. The style of architecture is somewhat diSicult to

define, though perhaps more akin to Grecian Doric than any other, with

all its architectural eccentricities, however, the eflect of the mass of

luilding as seen from the river, on whose brink it stands, is very good.

The General Post Office is a handsome erection in the Italian style of

architecture, it forms a corner block, and has two cut stone front! of con-
siderable merit, the principal entrance having a triple receued arch,
carried on square pilasters.

Among otlier buildings of a public character may be mentioned—the
Merchants' Exchange, a design of very mixed Italian character, without
much regard to proportion iu the parts, the internal arrungcmeoti are,

however, good, containing large meeting and news rooms, reading rooms and
excellent offices ; the Slechanics' Institute, a building of good Italian

design ; the offices of the Colonial Life Insurance Company, lately

erected in one of the leading thoroughfares, and forming a great addition

to the street architecture—the design is Venetian and executed iu Cleve-
land sand stone, of a pale buff color, which contrasts pleasingly with the
cold grey limestone so universally used in Montreal ; the Bank of British

North America, the City Bank, some banks of lesser importance, the
Custom House, the new offices of the Canadian line of steamers, with
several of the larger hotels, are all buildings of substantial appearance,

but devoid of much architectural character. Perhaps the greatest

improvement that is to be seen in buildings of any class has taken
place in the wholesale and retail stores. Some few years ago it was
quite an unusual thing to see shops of more than two stories in

height, with low floors and small windows, rendering it quite

impossible to display goods to any advantage. In all parts of the city now
may be seen spacious and handsome stores, with large and lofty plate-glass

fronts, and a general architectural appearance that would vie with any in

Regent-street, or the Rue St. Honors. In this class of building, however,

there is almost too great a desire to follow in the steps of the American
architects, who make vertical instead of horizontal lines tlieir guiding

feature in a design. Iron has been used in some instances for shop-fronts,

and indeed for the whole front from top to bottom of stores, but from the

excessive contraction and expansion to which that mateiial is subjected

here, in consequence of the great extremes of cold and heat, it has been

found very objectionable.

With respect to church architecture, very considerable progress has

been made in the last few years, and Montreal may now boast of several

ecclesiastical edifices of no mean pretension to architectural display.

Amongst the most recent, and, perhaps, the most perfect in style, is the new-

English churcli, erected at a cost of about 180,000 dollars. The archi-

tecture is Decorated Gothic; on plan it is cruciform, and consists of a nave

and aisles 1 12 ft. long and 70 ft. wide, transepts 100 ft. long and 25 ft. wide,

with tower and spire 224 ft. high, rising from the intersection. Tliechancelis

46 ft. by 28 ft., and has an organ aisle on one side, whilst the other leads

to robing-room, vestry aijd library—the two latter being contained in an

octagonal building, detached excepting on one side, and adding much to

the external appearance of the cliurch. The building is executed in

Montreal limestone, with quoins, weatherings and internal columns and

tracery in Caen stone.

The church of St. Andrew is a good example of Gothic architecture,

also in the Decorated style ; cruciform in plan, with tower and spire at

the south end. The dimensions are 90 feet by 65 feet. The Unitarian

church is a good instance of Byzantine architecture, consisting of a nave

and transepts with chancel, and tower at one side of it rising square to a

height of 120 feet. The dimensions are 84 feet by 44 feet, chancel 18 by 12,

and"transepts 59 by 27 feet.

St. Patrick's and St. Lanas' churches are not very remarkable for exter-

nal display, but internally are good examples of Early English, having

very lofty clustered shafts and groined ceilings in tlie nave and aisles.

There are some excellent specimens of stained glass in all the above

churches.

There are many other churches in different parts of the city of both

Grecian and Italian design, but none with any especially strikmg

features.

Tlie private residences are very numerous, and within the last

few years have kept pace with the increasing wealth of the City.

They are very varied in style and dimensions. Some that have

lately been erected at a cost from between 20,000 dollars to 100,000

dollars, are deserving of notice, both externally and internally, being

fitted up with everything in the way of modern improvements.

From the gentle ascent of the ground on which Montreal stands, forming,

as it were, a wide and extended base to the mountain at the back, on which

the sites for private residences are numerous and varied, the villas,

dotted here and there on the outskirts of the city, add much to the general

appearance of the town, when seen from any rising eminence.

Although the above description of different classes of buildings will

give some idea of the progress which architecture is making on this Con-

tinent, there remains still a great deal to be done towards encouraging it

as a fine art. From the severity of the winter season, decoration has, in

many instances, to give way to utility, causing, from the absolute necessity

of putting up double doors and windows in the cold weather, a great

detraction to the architectural appearance of the front of buildmgs;

modern genius has vet to invent something which will answer this pur-

pose, and yet not de'teriorate the beauty of a fii^-ade. Internally there is

not much to complain of, and taste may be exercised to any extent in tms

as in otlier countries. An art association is just now forming in Montreal,

which, it is hoped, will encourage the national taste for llie three sister

arts, and make Montre.il,wliat it promises to be before many more years p.ass

over, one of the most attractive cities, in every, point of view, on tnis

Continent.
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PROPOSKD NEW PUBLIC OFFICES FOR LIVERPOOL.
FOR many years past there have been (frievous complaints ns to the inadequacy

of the accommodation ofil-red in the public offices in which the whole
of the municipal afl'airs of Liverpool liave to be conducted. Tlie locality in which
t hey arc placed was also much complained of, as out of tlic way and inconvenient.
To reme<ly this state of alfairs some years atro, after the subject had been maturely
debated by the authorities, the Towii Council acquired land on which to erect a
new and cuilable building, in which all the departments of the town's business
might be conducted with comfort to the officials and satisfaction to the com-
munity. It was also proposed, that as the premises occupied as the General Post
Office are inconveniently situated and very defective in accommodation, an effort

should be made to associate the two offices in the vicinity of each other. In pur-
suance of this object, the Town Council, in March, 1850, passed a resolntion
directing Mr. Jiewlands, the borough en<;ineer, to prepare plans for tlie erection
of public offices. .\ ne<jotiaiion was at once opened with the heads of the Post
Office department, in the hope of ohtaininer the co-operation of that portion of the
Government. After a protracted negotiation with the Postmaster-General and the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, the proposal was declined on the part of the Govern-
ment, and Mr. Xewlands was instructed to proceed as quickly as possible with his
plans for the Municipal I'ublic Offices, without regard to tlie Post filfice proposal at
all. This injunction lie immediately complied with, and such was the assiduity with
which he laboured, that some weeks ago they were laid before a sub-coraniittee
of the Hcaltli Committee, who reported most favourably upon them. On Satur-
day last a special meeting of the Ilealth Committee was convened, before which
the plans were again laid ; and again by them approved of, with instructions
that they should be presented to (he Town Council at its ordinary meeting held
on Wetlnesday last, with a view to, and recommendation of their final adoption.
Before that meeting they were accordingly brought, and on the proposal that
they be adopted an animated debate arose, which lasted for fully two hours. In
course of the discussion the whole question as to the expediency of removing the
offices or erecting the edifice, was debated for the hundred and fiftieth time.
Ultimately it was agreed that the plans be received and laid on the table for
public inspection till the monthly meeting of the Council. At the same time it

was gravely suggested that while the plans were undergoing the ordeal of public
judgment, Mr. Newlands should be instructed to prepare estimates of the cost of
the building. Some member of the Council having more practical knowledge of
the subject than the rest, inquired how the proposer of this jirojrct imagined Mr.
Xewlands could prepare estimates while deprived of the means of access to the
plans, from which the estimates were to be framed. This query rather upset the
idea of the estimating gentleman, who did not prosecute his suggestion any
further.

The site intended for tlie edifice is in every respect an eligible one. It occupies
a prominent position in Dale-street, for many years the principal street in the
town, and although for a considerable time past it has fallen into a sort of secon-
dary state ofimportance, it is at the present moment fast rising to a re-assumption
of its character as the leading street in Liverpool. At its western extremity it is

occupied on both sides bv edifices of very considerable architectural pretensions,
including the Royal Baufc-buildings, on the south side of the street, which have
now been built for a good many years. Opposite to these is the elaborate and
costly structure recently erected by Mr. Cockerell, and known as the Liverpool
and London Insurance-buildings. A little to the east of these latter is another
elaborate architectural fabric, erected from designs by Mr. J. A. Picton, of
Liverpool, and designated the Queen's-buildings; while nearly opposite to these,
at the corner of North John-slreet, stands the Royal Insurance-buildings, an
imposing edifice of well-established pretensions. Further eastward and
on the north side there has been erected, but not ([uite finished, the new, exten-
sive and commodious building intended for the principal offices' and courts. At
the w-est end of the street stands the Town Hall, the architectural excellencies of
which have not yet been surpassed in Liverpool, and at its eastern extremity are
placed the Free Public Library and Museum, now rapidly approaching to com-
pletion, and the public boast of the town—St. George's Hall. This street, which
IS almost level, of a very considerable length, is to be maintained throughout of
70 feet wide, and, ns may be seen from the preceding enumeration, is already
occupied by several first-class edifices, is to be further enriched by the erection of
the Public Offices, designs for which have just been completed by Mr. Newlands,
the Borough Engineer of Liverpool, in compliance with a resolution of the Town
Council to that effect.

Being intended to afford accommodation for carrying on the business of all the
different departments connected with the municipal affairs of the borough the
edifice must necessarily be a large one, and we accordingly find that it will occupy
an area about 2.30 feet square, stretching from a narrow and dilapidated avenue
on the west, kno\\-n as Sir Thomas's-buildings, to a narrow street named Cross-
hall-street, which, however, is to be widened to 45 feet, on the east. From the
south side of Dale-street (from which it is to be set back sufficiently to allow of
the street being 70 feet wide) the intended edifice is to run southward 250 feet.
Here it should be stated that the public offices will be nearly opposite, although
a little to the west of the new police offices.

The principal front of the intended edifice will be towards the north, and will,
it may be stated in general terms, conform to the street line. The whole of the
building is designed in the Palladlan or Romanesque Italian style, showing two
orders in height on its north, east, and west sides, the intercolumniations being
pierced by well-proportioned windows with semicircular heads, and showing orna-
mented keystones. The lower order is Doric ; the upper, or superincumbent,
Corinthian. The Dale - street or north front presents a very symmetrical
aspect, being broken up into a centre and two wings. The centre is a colonnade
120 feet in length from east to west, two orders high, surmounted by an attic,
and crowned by a pediment. Each of the wings is 50 feet long, and in each the
same architectural composition is carried out as that which characterises the
centre, except that neilhw has an attic; yet each of them terminates in a crown-
ing pediment, and all the three pediments are intended to be filled in with groups
of characteristic sculpture; and on the central cornice, in front of the attic, pro-
vision is made for the introduction of detached and appropriate statues. Each of
the colonnades, of which this front principally consists, is approached by a flight
of steps running the whole length of the part to which it architecturally belongs;
and the variety of form on which symmetrical composition in architecture so
greatly depends is still further secured by having the leading featcres recessed,
or projected with relation to each other. Above the first, or Doric cornice, a

handsome stone ballustrade runs round the three sides of the building which have
been already named, and, as a whole, the general balance of parts and their orna-
mentation, is ai)propriate—massive, wilhout being ponderous, rich and varied,

without being fantastic or trifling.

The cast and west fronts are precisely alike. They each present, in thcfr

leading features, an arcaded arrangement, similar in most respects to that of the'

north front, but inodiried in degree. Each of the two sides, or lateral front, fs

broken into three principal divisions by two massive square towers, which rise to

the altitude of 80 feet, breaking the skyline of the fronts to which they respectively

belong, and also serving to impart relief and variety to the general mass of the
building. Besides the advantages of varied outline which these towers coiner on
the edifice, they also serve several very useful purposes in the economy of the

structure. Each of them contains an entrance and stair communicating with
the corridors, which intersect the building in all directions, and aflbrd means of

access to the numerous offices which occupy the various floors of the building.

On the top of each tower it is likewise meant to place a large water tank or

cistern by which an ample supply of water for all the ordinary purposes of the
building will be readily afforded ; and also adequate, by the aid of hn.'c and
hydrants, to provide for the suppression of fire, if such a casualty shouh! occur
in any part of the edifice.

As seen from the north-east, or north-west their elevations compose admirably,
and tlic general effect of (he whole as a piece of street architecture is exceedingly

pleasing
;
yet, as evei-y one who is at all acquainted with such subjects is aware,

mere external appearance, altluingli in itself no small matter, is but a very
secondary point in architectural composition and arrangement. The tine niastei-

of the art develops his resources in so planning the different portions of the interior

as answers all the purposes of accommodation for which the building is intended,

and so to combine these as to economise space, to husband resources in the

practical working of the establishment, and so to fit the different apartments and
portions of apartments to each other, as to afford access and intercourse between
the officials in proportion to the requirements of each with the other. This, it

must be admitted, is rather a formidable array of pertinents, but it is not more
than the architect of a great public building must prepare himself to encounter

and provide for. He must do more than this, however, he must also provide the

means of efficiently ventilating and thoroughly lighting every portion of the

edifice he has undertaken to design.

In the plans now under consideration, these numerous matters have been care-

fully attended to. The different aparlments are lighted by the windows to

which allusion has been made in speaking of the elevations. The corridors, which
are for the most part open colonnades, are lighted and ventilated from the areas of

three cortiles, which they surround. The longitudinal axes of these cortiles

running north and south, and their size being large, they afford an ample flood

of light, and perfect means of ventilation in aU parts of the interior. The effect

of these arrangements, as shown in the plans, sections and perspectives, is cl
once novel and jileasing.

The tour deforce of his interior arrangements, as regards artistic effect, has
been reserved by Mr. Newlands, for the requirements of the council chamber,
which may indeed be said to constitute the key to the general design of the
whole structure. This chamber which is situated at the south extremity
of the centre, is an oblong hall of large dimensions, 45 feet high in the
ceiling, which is united to the walls by the arch of a well graduated covo.

The ceiling and cove are divided into panels, richly ornamented. The ball is

surrounded on three sides by galleries, resting on columns ; and in these galleries

the public will be accommodated on the occasions of council meetings. The
municipal or mayoral chair will occupy the centre of a raided platform jilaccd at
one end of the hall, which platform is to be large enongh to hold, besides the
mayor's chair, seats for the town-clerk and the other chief officers of thecorpora-
tion. In front of this platform will be placed a cross-bench and desk for tlie use
of reporters for the newspaper jiress. Beyond these, and occupying the body of
the hall, are seats appropriated to the bench of aldermen and other members of

the Town Council. Each individual will have ample means for securing privacy
and safe keeping to whatever papers or documents he may consider it desirable to

have for consultation or perusal.

This magnificent hall will be abundantly lighted by top-lights on three sides>

and, as a whole, its effect promises to be "at once stately and suitable as the
chamber of local legislation. In connexion with this hall there will be also ample
and commodious retiring-rooms for the members of council, and likewise for the
reporters. In immediate contiguity with it are extensive ramies of committee-
rooms, and beyond these, at the front part of the building are ante-rooms and
halls of audience for the mayor.

To afford some general idea of the details of this structure, the subjoined par-
ticulars may not be unacceptable. The principal corridors are 14 feet wide, and
they, like .all the other ceilings on the first and upper floors, are 20 feet high

;

the secondary corridors are 10 feet wide, and also 2() feet high in the ccilino;. On
the ground floor, besides the accommodations already named, there is full pro-
vision for the town-clerk's department, which, however, occupies also a portion of
the upper floor and of the basement. Adjoining the town-clerk's offices are the
difl'erent offices connected with the Borough Court of Record ; and beyond that
the offices for the waterworks engineer, occupying also a portion of three stories.

The borough treasurer's apartment, the conveyancing department, and the
borough surveyor's department occupy the remainder of tlie ground, or first

floor. On the upper floor are the offices for the borough engineer's department;
the medical officer of health's offices ; the law-clerk of the health committee's
offices; the building surveyor's offices. On the basement floor there is abundant
accommodation for the health and water-rates' treasurer's officers and staff of
collectors and clerks; the office of the inspector of gas-meters; the inspector of
nuisances; the inspector of weights and measures; the smoke inspector; and
a vast number of record and muniment rooms are also provided for in the base-
ment, the whole of which is fire-proof, and all 14 feet high in the ceiling.

Before concluding this brief and very imperfect sketch of these very elaborate
plans, it is only fair to state that all the heads of departments were consulted as
to the extent and position of the accommodation which had been allot(ed to

them ; and that they have one and all expressed themselves as highly pleased
with the positions in which it was proposed to place them, and also with the kind
and degree of convenience with which they are to be provided in the new public

offices. K
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CHAPTEKS ON PRACTICAL QUESTIONS—No. VII.
ON CEMETERIES ASU CEJfETEKT CHAI'BLS.

"TTTE are to discuss in this Cliapter the treatment of the various portions

VV of .1 cemetery.

These are, the area itself, with its enclosing walls and gates; the chapel,

with its furniture and appurtenances j the lodge ; tlie dead-house ; the

tombs.
And first of the area itself.

A large majority of tlie cemeteries which we have had an opportunity

of inspecting are rectangular enclosures, situated on level ground. These
two conditions—flatness and squareness, we may call them—seera to be
popular, though it is not very easy, perhaps, to see why. They, of course,

insure a certain degree of stiffness and formality, qualities so rarely found

in our ancient churchyards, nine out of ten of which are of irregular

form and levels, and proportionately more pleasing and picturesque. We
cannot understand why our modern cemeteries should be otherwise : at

least we are sure that such picturesque cemeteries as that of Plymouth,
and some of those at Edinburgh, are quite as convenient, practically, as the

formal kind.

The only argument in favor of these latter, worthy the name, is, that

economy of space is promoted by the use of the rectangular form, inter-

sected by straight walks at right angles. This is true ; but the gain is

small when compared with tlie loss of scenic character ; indeed, it is

small every way ; unless the boundary line and the walks are outrageously

winding, no difficulty will bo found in arranging the graves compactly and
regularly, and we sliall have two or three of the uld-fashioned nooks and
corners, shaded by trees and pleasant to the sight, and able to draw from
us the hope th.it we might be laid there. Who could ever so feel or think

in any of our common rule-of-thumb cemeteries !

Then, again, in the matter of levels: a gentle slope is preferable every-

way; not only is it pleasant to the eye, which is much; but, which is more,
it affords greater facilities for draining the ground and keeping it dry. In

many a level cemetery we hiive seen the bottom of even a shallow grave
full of water, an unpleasant and, to our mind, melancholy sight on all

accounts.
If a site can be secured on the side of a slightly undulating hill—for the

slope must not be too great for many reasons—a very good effect may be
produced by keeping the main walks nearly parallel to one another, some-
what after the manner of a terrace-garden. In one, at least, of the Edin-
burgh cemeteries, something of this description has been done with great
advantage.

If, however, as is, of course, frequently the case, only level ground can
be procured, it is, we imagine, a mistake to arrange all the walks at right-

angles to each other. It aggravates the flatness of the site, and imparts to

the cemetery an " allotment-garden " appearance, very far from pleasing.

The walks ra.iy be made str.aight enough for all purposes of regular and
compact interment, and yet be sufiiciently serpentine to please the eye, and
avoid that distressing uniformity and formality which our ancestors used
to deliglit to impart to their pleasure-gardens.

The most absurd of all the reasons for formality in laying out our cem-
eteries is, that such a treatment is required by the sanctity and grave
character of these places; a reason which is really unworthy of the name,
and unworthy ofany attempt at refutation. Nothing, surely, can be more
holy than the lessons of Nature; none better fitted to teach us " whatso-
ever things are pure, whatsoever things are of good report ;" and her voice

gives no uncertain sound here. Let, then, the areas of our cemeteries—for

this is the sum of the niiitter—be arranged in the most natural manner
consistent with economy of the ground .ind other kindred considerations,

and we may rest assured that they will be arranged in the very best way
that is possible.

A word, while we are upon this head, in reference to the walls of en-
closure. Walls we fear they must be, and there is no reason, perhaps, why
we should desire anything else; but one cannot help tlie lingering thought
which pauses at the memory of the grassy hedge-row of the old country
churchjard, with a pardonable regret. 13ut_if it is necessary for us to have
walls, it is not necessary that we should make them as stiff i>nd ugly as
possible.

First, they should not be too high: this is a common fault, and arises

from our fear of our fellow-countrymen and our unwillingness to trust

them. But the man who will climb a low wall with evil intent will also

climb a high one; and a wall high enough to keep out thoughtless or

wicked children will answer every purpose. Besides, we shall find that
people become more trustworthy, on the whole, the more we trust them;
more easily excluded, the less we try to exclude them. There is some-
thing in human nature which almost involuntarily rebels against walls
and bolts of exclusion; such things often incite to evil deeds by the per-
petual suggestion they convey, that such deeds are meditated by every
passer by, when they are not. We never see a padlock on the gate of a
country churchyard without a sigh; it tells atale of undeserved distrust, or
of distrust deserved, indeed, but the result of bad management somewhere.
Nine out of ten of our country churchj'ards are, we believe, without high
enclosures, or bolts and bars of any kind, and are well cared for and rever-
enced, finding their true and s-irc protection in the sound heart of the
people and their respect for the last earthly resting-place of their relations
and friends.

Then, again, much depends upon the way in which we build our walls:
all will agree th.at a rectangular enclosure, with high white w.ills following
the slope of the hill, if it has any, is as cheerless, ugly and bald a thing as
can be seen anywhere. Yet this is too frequently the style of things
adopted for our modern cemeteries. The walls should always be of a sub-

stantial thickness, with a good coping of atone, and " stepped " in con-
venient lengths, instead of being drawn along in a slovenly line, following
the inclination of the site.

And, to descend for a moment to minute particulars, his will not be lost
labor who will be at the pains of planting a little ivy here and there, and
a few of the creeping plants best adapted for such purposes.
We will now proceed to consider the arrangements of the main entrance

to a cemetery.
These differ, of course, materially from the simple entrances of our old

country churchyards, consisting simply of a wicket-gate, and in the more
elaborate and ambitious cases of a " lich-gate," as the sheltering roof is

called under which the mourners await, with the cuffln, the coming of the
clergyman out of the church to meet them.

But, witli cemeteries, have come in the more complicated arrangements
of lodges, lich-gate, and dead-house combined—the last a dismal sounding
word, certainly, for which the occlesiologists propose to substitute " lich-
housc." This has arisen from the necessities of the case : cemeteries are,
so to speak, " the country churchyards of the town," that is to say they
arc town churchyards conveyed into the county, but still continuing to be
to all intents and purposes, except as regards situation, town churchyards;
interments in them are numerous, instead of few and far between, and, the
sexton being fiir away, perhaps, in a street near the old closed churchyard,
some one must live on the spot to manage and " keep " the place.

Hence, then, as a prime necessity, the keeper's lodge.

It is almost superfluous to say that this feature affords to a skilful

architect an excellent opportunity for imparting character and picturesque-
ness to his group of designs. We have seen several instances in which this

opportunity has been made the most of, and a cottage erected creditable
in every way, both as respects internal accommod.ition— the main point,

of course—and external .appearance, no insigniflcant point either. We
have seen several instances where the opportunity has been thrown away,
and the work has proved a complete failure. We have seen, too, that
the great majority of cases arc neither failures nor successes, except that
in our view, everything that is not a success is of necessity a failure.

But is really quite worth our architects' while ts take more pains with
this particular feature than they have done hitlierto ; they arc greatly
mistaken who think it not worth their while to do so, and go on, year
after year, repeating, ad nauseam, the little lodges of the Loudons, which
were well enough in their way, but are out of date and out of all reason
now. It is not enough even to design a pretty cottage ; the cottage must
be appropriate to its use as well as pretty. We fear these things are too
often relegated to the clerk's office, instead of being made the subject of
careful study in the chiefs own room.
We may mention here that it is not necessary to make many of the

windows look in the direction of the grave.", a matter about which some
architects have been extremely careless, or perhaps only thoughtless. The
most cheerful aspect should be chosen, and not the most dreary ; and the
windows should for the most part turn towards the road, so that those
who have, as it were, " their dwelling among the tombs," and reside witli

the dead, m.ay see as much as possible of the cheerful living world. Of
course we do not refer to all the windows of the lodge, but to the greater

number only : there must be one window on each floor, from which the

keeper can command a view of the cemetery when he is off work. But
this is quite a different matter to the objectionable practice of piercing

the walls alt round, and especially those towards the graves, which we
deprecate.

There is yet one more point connected with this question which is

worthy of observation. Wherever the site will admit of it, and the ground
can be procured, the lodge should stand in a little corner of its own, as it

were, more or less secluded from immediate contiguity with the graves,

which ouglit not to be allowed to approach it too closely. This space

might be conveniently planted with evergreen shrubs, and there might be

a few flower beds near the house in front. We have seen a very good
effect produced by such a judicious management of this portion of the site.

Indeed, an architect is bound to take great pains in selecting or advising

upon a spot for the entrance, not only for his own credit as an artist and
a man of taste, but for the sake of those whose future abode his lodge

will be.

He must also study the levels carefully, and take care not to drain the

cemetery into the foundations of the lodge, which has, to our knowledge,

been all but done before now.*

A FREE ART GALLERY FOR MANCHESTER.
THE first steps have been taken towards the realisation of Mr. Thomas Fair-

bairn's scheme for a free art gallery in Manchester. A numei-ous and
influential meeting was held on Monday, in the Mayor's parlour, at the Town-
hall, in that city, the Mayor presiding, to consider the pro]H)sal. Mr. Fairbaini,

after explaining his scheme substantially as in a letter recently published, dwelt

particularly on two points connected with it—first, as to whether the working
elas-ws, as such, would be likely to take advantage of the institution when
established ; and secondly, as to how it was imagined that a collection of interest

and value could he got together without purchase. The first point heconsideretl

to be amply supported by the statistics of attendance at the Kensington Museum,
the Art Treasures Exhibition, and a small exhibition more recently held at the

Peel Park Museum, in Salford. On the second point he believed that, to begin

with, a good and interesting collection, not of ancient but of modem
masters, would soon be raised by donations, if a suitable building

were provided j but, apart from this, there were many in authority who

• To be continued.
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tbouprht that tlic national treasures of art oujiht to be so dealt with as to he of

most htntfit to the frrt>atest luunljer, and that tlie opportunity of seeing them
should not be confined to those who happened to live near the buildings in which
they were plarad ; nor was there anything to prevent the loan of most valuable

works, by the trustees, from the National Gallery and other collections. What
he meant could be illustrated by a clause in the beauest of Mr. Sheepshanks.

That pentleman, iu the clearest tcnus, provided that while not one of the pictures

he presented should ever be sold, they should be, under conditions to be stated by
the trustees, allowed to be sent for exhibition to any place where there was a
building fitted to receive them, or where there was a public school of art or other

institution that would derive benefit from the exhibition of the whole or any part

of the collection. Mr. Fairbaim proposed a resolution to the eficct that such a
gallen' as he had in view wonld be of preat benefit to the people, and that the

wealtliy inhabitants, especially employers of Manchester and Salford, might pro-

perly be called upon for liberal contributions.

Sir E. Abmit.'Ioe seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

A second resolution was proposed by the Mayor, seconded by Mr. J. Pbnder,
and carried unanimously, to the effect tliat an immediate and vigorous effort be

made to raise not less than £100,000, in order to realise the project on a scale

worthy the wealth, enterprise, and importance of the city. Donors arc to have

the option of paying their contributions in equal annual instalments extending
over five years, and it is to be understood that no promise of money shall be

binding until £SO,000 has been subscribed for.

TheKev. W. Gaskei.l moved a resolution inviting the co-operation of in-

habitants of the surrounding towns and villages, it being understood that the ex-
hibition should be open free at least four days a week.
The motion was unanimously adopted ; and the meeting concluded with the

appointment of a committee to initiate proceedings.

THE PURIFICATION OF THE SERPENTINE.
The Select Committee appointed by the House of Commons to consider the

best means of purifying the Serpentine met on the 5th inst., the Right Hon. W.
Cowper in the chair. The other members of the committee present were— Lord
J. Ii^nners, Sir J. Paxton, Lord Fermoy, Mr. Beach, Sir J. Shelley, Sir

F. Smith, Sir S. M. Pcto, Mr. J. Locke, Captain Archdall, Mr. A. Agerton, and
Sir M. W. lUdley.
Mr. Hankesley, C.E., was the first witness examined. He said he had pre-

pared a report upon the state of the Serpentine by the desire of Mr. Fitzroy, the

uitc Commissioner of Works, which had been presented to the House of Com-
mons. He thought the question of preventing danger to bathers and skaters

might be treated independently of the plan for purifying the water. He believed

that the water now stagnant in the Serpentine was very nearly as chemically pure,
when filtered, as the water delivered by the water companies, and all he proposed
in the process he had laid before the First Commissioner of Works was to

remove the organic matter not held in solution. The vegetable matter would
not be exposed to the air at all, but would run direct through a culvert. He
f)roposed to employ washed sand as the medium of filtration, and the amount of
abor that wt)uld be involved in keeping the water purified would be very small.
The filtration would remove all objects held in suspension in the water, and
would have a slight effect upon articles held in solution. If this plan were
adopted, 2,000,000 gallons per diem, or 1,400 gallons per minute, would pass
through the filter-beds, besides the supply to the jets connected with two foun-
tains. The vegetable matter was found near the surface, and was continually
rising to the surface, esi)ecially in hot weather, eo that a conduit placed near the
surface would have no difiiculty in carrying it off. An engine would he employed
in drawing the water to the conduit, and the conduit, which would be 30 inches
in diameter, would be constantly full. The abstraction of 2,000,000 gallons of
water daily would not produce any perceptible current, though the lake could not
be said to he a stagnant lake.

By Lord Fermoy—Mr. Fitzroy first brought the matter under my attention on
the 7th of July, but I had previously been fully aware of tlie actual state of the
Serpentine. When the matter, however, was brought before me by Mr. Fitzroy
I instituted inquiries. If I had found that the mud was undergoing decomposi-
tion, I should have recommended some other more expensive steps ; but it was
not 80. The quantity of mud in the Serpentine was nearly 200,000 cubic yards.
In some places it was about eight feet deep, with a depth of not more than eight
feet of water above it.

Lord Fermoy—Are you not of opinion that such an extent of mud must
necessarily injure the purity of the water ?

Mr. Hawkesley— It certainly produces no perceptible injury. My filters

provide for the passing of 2,000,000 gallons per diem ; but the water, after
having passed through the filt<;rs, would, of course, be liable to become impure
again. Mv object is to provide against that, and during the hot weather the
whole of the water in the Serpentine shall be practically renewed once a month.
At present the Serpentine contams a little more than 00,000,000 gallons of
water.
lord Fermoy—While you were making it pure at one end how fast would it

be making itself impure at the other ?

Mr. Hawkedey—At the lower end it would become sensibly tinged with a
green color.

Lord Fermoy—Then, at the end of the month, when you would have passed
the whole 00,000,000 gallons through your filter-beds, you would not have got a
pure lake ?

Mr. Hawkesley—Certainly not, and you never would be able to get a pure
lake. If you passed 60,000,000 gallons through a regular stream and allowed it

to take a month in running down, the water would be slightly tinged, though
not absolutely foul. The Serpentine was formed in the reign of William and
Mary by blocking up the lower end of the stream where it issues from the park,
and closing in a natural valley by means of an embanknient, As a matter of
course, a great deal of vegetable matter came down the brook, and until within
the last few years deposits have been going on. From the time the lake was
first formed it has never been completely emptied, and after the houses were
constructed around the park, not only vegetable matter, but a large amount of
filtration from waterclosets, found its way into the lake, making considerable
deposits. Up to 1810 the water was not so foul as it became subsequently,
inasmuch as it was purely brook water, which came through the fields and was
In the ordinary condition of brook water. The total expense of keeping tlie

water cleansed under my plan will he something under £300 a year, which will
cover the expense of pumpinp; and filtering. I propose to put up one pump for
each filter, and one for the lountains, and the engines to work the pumps wfil be
of five-horse power. Last summer my attention was called to the water in St.
James's Park, and I foimd it in a frightful condition, particularly in July,
August, and September. I do not think it requisite that the water of the
Serpentine should be made more shallow ; on the contrary, it would be much
better if it were ten times as deep.
By Sir J. Paxton— I believe that there is no special right on the part of the

public in reference to bathing, and there have been no arrangements made for
bathers, although they have been permitted to use the lake in the condition in
which they found it. I have paid some attention to the subject, and my own
opinion is, that the public should be allowed to bathe in the part above the bridge,
and that that part should he made snit,ible for the purpose, and planted round,
leaving the rest of the lake untouched. That would be a very inexpensive operation
and would attain every necessary object.

By Lord J. Manners—The mud stirred up by the bathers produces no Im-
proper effect upon the water.
By Mr. Locke—The water of; the Serpentine, if my process of filtration Iw

adopted, will be much purer than that in St. James's Park. It will contain only
23 grains ofimpurity, while that of St. James's Pai'k contains more than 00, arising
to a great extent from the cesspool filtration from Belgravia and other adjacent
localities. I propose to carry a culvert 2 feet inches in diameter along the whole
length of the Serpentine, giving it a fall in the upper end, which will make it

terminate in a well. The culvert would always be full. As fast as the water was
pumped out of it it would be replaced.

The committee then adjourned.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
A meeting of this Society was held on the evening of Tuesday, Feb. 28, the Master

of University, President, in the chair.

Sir Rowland Blennerhassett, Bart., of Christ Church, was elected a member of the
Society.

The Pkesident mentioned the fact tliat the Society's lease expires on the 26th of
March, and that, as the Society were not intending to continue it, they had accepted
tlie otTer of tlie University to provide a temporary place for their casts, Ac, in the
Clarendon Building ; he also gave notice that all books must for the same reason be
returned on or before the 15th.

Mr. Parkeb read his fourth lecture on "The History of Architccturein England,"
relating to the period of transition from the Norman to the Gothic style. He began
by recapitulating the chief points in the history of the 12th century, and showing the
gradual progress which prepared the way for the great change of style which was
only a natural development from what had gone before. It was not the invention of
any one mind, nor all importation from any foreign country, but tlie gradual work of
many minds, and of more than one generation, assisted by hints and ideas, taken
from many different sources and different countries, with which the people had the
opportunity of friendly intercourse. The history of the change is more clearly traced
at Canterbury than in any other building, with the help of the contemporary records
of Kdnier and Gervase, translated and applied by Professor Willis. The Corona,
or Eastern ('hapel, tlie work of William the Englishman, is so much In advance of the
work of William of Sens, that the chief merit oeloiigs to the pupil, who had greatly
improved upon his master. The Cathedral of Sens closely resembles the choir of
Canterbury out not the Corona. He showed by drawings of the two (kindly lent by Mr.
Scott for the occasion) that Sens is later than Canterbury, and believed that it was re-
built, or greatly altered, after the fire in 1184, the year that Canterbury was finished.
Other buildings in Francewereinadvanceof Sens, such as the south transept ofSoissons,
probably building at the same time, and especially the Hall and Chapel of Angers,
built by Henry II., who frequently held his court there, while this work was going
on ; and to these meetings of the leading men of the north and south in friendly
intercourse he was disposed to attribute considerable influence on the rapid progress
of architecture. In the southern provinces they had pointed arches and domical
vaults over large spaces, and an excellent school of sculptors, half a century before
they had these in the north. On the other hand, the northern people had attained
to much greater devotion in their buildings, and greater length in theirground plans,
so that each had what the others wanted. The Byzantine domes of Perigord, and
the transitional vaults of Anjou and Poitou, had considerable influence on the
development ot the style.

The churches built by the Crusaders in Palestine have pointed arches, but no Gothic
details, and are almost exactly like the churches of the West of France at the same
period.

Tlie present Church of the Iloly Sepulchre, at Jerusalem, Was founded by Fulke,
Count of Anjou, in 1140.

But all these influences were indirect, and subordinate to the natural development
wliicli took place at home. The change of style had liegun at an earlier period, and
although the general use of the pointed arch was a matter of fashion, its introduction
was primarily owing to the necessities of vaulting. It is recorded that three Greek
noblemen from Byzantium were present at the foundation of St. Bartholomew's
Smlthfleld, and they were probably consulted by the founder as to the plan of the
church. The vaulting of the aisles is peculiar, and the vaulting of the central space
seems to have been part of the original design, though not earned out by the founder

;

if so, it is the earliest instance in England of this idea being formed. The round
churches of the Templars had probably some influence in giving new ideas. Build-
was and St. Cross have pointed arches before 1150. Considerable stress was laid on
tlie use of the chisel not being applied to stone carving before 1120, according to
Gervase, verified by an exaraiuation of the work at Canterbury, and in all the early
Norman churches in England, compared with those of later date. After the comple-
tion of Canterbury, in 11S4, the progress of the new style was very rapid. The Hall
at Oakham and the Galilee at Durham are good examples of the late transition about
the same date. Before 1200 the Early English Gothic was fully established. In most
parts of the continent it was later, but the stamp of each century, and especially of
the thirteenth, is distinctly visible everywhere, even where the round arch was con-
tinued. A number of drawings and engravings, photographs, casts, and models were
employed to illustrate the subject.

The Pkesident thanked Mr. Parker for his lecture, and also for the series of
dravrings with which he had Illustrated it. lie said that the solidity and imposing
effect of all buildings of the Norman style must strike every one ; perhaps no building
shows this more than Durham t^athedral ; the great variety in the carved capitals
was also to be remarked. Mr. Parker had mentioned round churches ; one had lately

been discovered at Dover, of which, however. little ri*mained but the foundations,
but which was Well worth a visit. He also called the attention of the members to

some of the photographs which Mr. Parker had exhibited, which lie had just received
from the Architectural Photographic Society, and strongly recommended that Society
to be supported.

Mr JA.ME8 Parker called attention to a model, showing the necessity of nsing
pointed arches m a vault where the four pillars did not form a square. Mr. Parker
cxplahied the drawings then hung round the room.

I'hc meeting was then adjourned till Tuesday next.
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THE NEW TOWN HALL, LOWESTOFT.
LOWESTOFT, followiiis the i'xaiii|)Ie of other towns in the eastern part of

Enj?l;inil, lias crccti'd a new Town-Iiall. Of late years the old hall, which
was a very iiiisijihtly buililinp;, was found to be too small to aftbrd the necessary
accommodation for the various public nieetings,Mechanics' Institute, Improvement
Commissioners, Sec, for wliich it was required; and it was, tlierefore, very wisely
determined to erect anew structure. Of this undertaldnj? the vicar, tlie Hcv.
F. Cunningham, Messrs. W. B. Scago, George Seppin^'s, James Fislier, G. S.

Gowinpr, William Younguian, jun., and H.Gowing-, were tlie principal promoters.
The liuildin^ lias been well designed for convenience and general effect.

The style of architecture adopted is tlie Italian. The fa<;ade towards the

High-street consists of a rusticated basement first story, containing two
bold semicircular windows, having stone columns with caps and bases and
entablature above; and an attic, with two circular windows, giving light and
ventilation to the gallery in the hall ; in the centre of the attic story is an e.v-

quisitely carved sf(mc panel of the Town Arms, supported on asliield by an angel,

wliose wings, spreading abroad, encompass the shield, and give life to the compo-
sition. The wliole is surmounted bya hold projecting cornice, formed of moulded
brick medallions, and having in its frieze an enriched design composed of Main's
encaustic tiles. At the angle of the building towards the south is a campanile,
containing in its lower story the entrance to tlie hall and various parts

of the edifice; on the first floor a staircase to tlic gallery of the hall;

and above that the clock chamber, containing tlie clock, with its two
faces, north and south, wliich are illuminated by night by means of
gas reflectore—above this is the bell.

The entrance to the interior, as has been stated, is in the campanile, entering
which a broad and easy staircase to the right (and parallel to the front) leads into

the great hall. This room is 68 feet long, 26 feet wide, and 20 feet higli. The
sides are panelled out by means of pilasters, and liave windows with semicir-
cular heads; the west end contains a large window (also a platform for displays

of Lowestoft oratory) filled in with painted glass. At the east end is a gallery

carried on iron columns and girders ; the ceiling is segmental, and the room is

surmounted with a bold cornice.

The rooms on the ground floor are appropriated respectively as a waiting-room,
Town Surveyor's office, lower liall 25 feet square, library, retiring-room, and
store-room.
The whole of the works have been carried out from the designs and under the

superintendence of J. L. Clarence, Esq., by the undermentioned tradesmen :

—

bricklayers' work, Mr. John Newson; carpenter and joiners' work, Mr. Swatraan;
smithwork, Mr. Skoyles

; plumbers', &c. Mr. Turner
;
gas fittings, Mr. Pauk ; and

the beautiful carving of the town arms by Mr. Tolmie, of Belvedere-road,
London. Tlie bell was recast by Messrs. Wanier, of London.
The three painted glass windows in the large room have been presented to the

Town-hall of Lowestoft as the inscriptions on them state, by Sir Morton Peto,
Bart. The large window is intended to commemorate the happy union of France
and England during the Crimean war, as Sir Morton Peto owes his baronetcy to

the circumstance of having rendered great service in the Crimea by the formation
of a railway from Balaklava to Sebastopol.
The designs and cartoons for the windows were made by John Tliomas, Esq.,

and the window executed by Mr. James Ballantine, of Edinburgh. Tlie masterly
drawing and exquisite manipulation of the work reflect the greatest credit on
both artists.

The two smaller windows contain respectively the arms of Sir Morton Peto,
Bart., as lord of the manor, and ths arms of the town of Lowestoft. In a panel
under Sir Morton's arms is the following inscription :—
"A memento of tlie warm interest tnkcu in the prosperity of the town by Sir

S. Morton Peto, ISurt., Jr.P."
And under the town arms as follows :

—

" Those stained glass windows were presented by Sir S. Morton Peto, Bart., M.P.,
Lord of the Manor of Lowestoft."
We may here state that the value of these windows is equal to the whole cost

of the rest of the building.

The total cost of the structure, including the fittings, but exclusive of the
windows, is about £1,400, and is computed to accommodate about 700 persons.
The opening of the new building was celebrated on Tuesday evening by a public

soiree, the arrangements for wliich were extremely satisfactory, and reflected
great credit on the Committee.

Fallof Itamsay-terrace, Edinhut-gh.—Tlie picturesque marine terrace
recently erected by the late Lord Murray on a spur ofthe Castle-hill, Edinburgh,
overhanging Princes-street Gardens, has given way, owing to defective founda-
tion, and become a mass of ruins. To the locality the poet Allen Ramsay had by
residence and property given his name, and the late Lord Murray, to wliom the
property some time ago descended, determined both to beautify the situation by
the erection of a promenade commanding a fine view of the New Town and of the
valley below, and to honour the memory of his ancestral relative by the erection
of a statue. The terrace was designed to be in harmony with projected im-
provements on the castle, and at the east end a lodge was erected in the Scotch
baronial style. The work had been completed with the exception of the placing
of the statue, for which Mr. Sleell had been commissioned, when about three
weeks ago several rents began to appear in the masonry. The lodge was imme-
diately taken down, but it was found impossible to touch the buttressed walls of
the terrace, owing to the daily-extending flaws and the increasing danger of the
whole mass giving way. Last week the apprehensions entertained were painfully
realised. The mass of earth which had filled up the space between the natural
slope of the hill and the retaining wall, becoming charged with moisture, pressed
outwards the foundations of the wall, which had not uiitbrtunately, been can-icd
down to the natural rock. An extensive landslip, in consequence, took place on
Tiiursday night, the masonry falling, distorted and shattered, on the face of the
lapsed embankment. The ruin is one of the most melancholy and extraordinary
that can well l)e imagined. The slnping ground below the "wall is cut up and
rutted by the pressure of the falling mass, and loose stones have been hnrled
almost to the bottom of the valley, tliough on the face of the hill, at from 10 to 20
feet below its former level, still rests the great burden of the dislocated masonry.
Since Thursday night the mass has continued further to yield, and while at the sides
the original traces of the buttressed and battlemented walls are still preserved,
though in broken and distorted outlines, the centre has become a confused and
indistinguisliable heap. The cost of the erection of the terrace to the late public-
spirited proprietor is said to have been about £5,000 or £6,000.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
AIMEETINO of this body was held at tlie rooms, Conduit-street, on Slondsj

last. Professor Cookuhki.i. in the chair.

Mr. Nelson (Hon. Sec), read the minutes of the last meeting, which wcro
confirmed.

Mr. BunNF.LL said he had had the honor of being specially inrit«d to tniit
in the discussion upon tlie paper of Dr. Druitt. He had been very guarded in
his remarks upon that occasion, knowing the amount of feeling always displayed
in connexion with (he subject. His remarks had appearedin the Boildino News
and in the Builder. The reports in question were not very exact— the n^port in
the BuiLDiMo Niiws being far more so than that in the Builder. He was, of
course, aware that the Institute was in no way responsible for what appmred in tliose

jiapers, but he wished to ask, for tlie sake ofthe (reedom'and value of their di»cu»-
siims, whether professional gentlemen, invited to assist in them, were to be
allowed to correct the official report of their remarks before they went fortli to
the public. He thought that what a scientific man said upon sucli matters ought
to be corrected by himself before publication, especially when he was liable to the
misrepresentations of reporters. Might he, tlierefore, be allowed to correct the
the otiicial report of what he said in the discussion on the previous evening ?

Piofessor JJonaldson was quite sure there would be no difficulty in the
way of Mr. Bumell's correcting the official report of his remarks. Of' course,
the Institute was not responsible for reports which appeared in the papers.
Mr. Nei-sox said that they had their own short-hand writer's notes of the

discussion referred to; before these were printed he should have vacated his office

but he would endeavour to leave everything as complete as possible. He sup-
posed he was at liberty to allow those notes to be examined. He thought Air.

Ilurnell had been pretty correctly reported.
Professor Donaldson thought it would be better to have all necessary cor-

rections made as soon as possible, so that they might not accumulate.
The following gentlemen being present for the first time since their election,

were introduced to the Chairman :—Mr. G. Butcher, Mr. T. AUom, Mr, H.
Winstanley, Mr. A. Griinning.

Tlie Secretary announced the following donations, for which the thanks of
the meeting were voted to the donors :—from the Author, " .Vllgemeine Bauzei-
tung init Ahbildungen, von Prof. C. F. G. L. Fiirster." "Parts XI. and
XII. Plates folio, letterpress 4to. Also, the General Index from 1830 to 1855.

From Mr. Wyatt Papworth, " An Enquiry into the Chronological Succession of

the Styles of Romanesque and Pointed Architecture in France." By Tliomaa
Inkersley. 4to. London : 1850.

Mr. G. Godwin hoped he was not violating any confidence in saying that the
Society of Arts were again directing their attention to the subject of copyright.

Tlie bill which was proposed, provided that copyrights in Works of Fine Art,

should be enjoyed during tlie life of the author, and exist for thirty years after

his death. 'The architectural works which were to lie so protected were simply
designs of unexecuted buildings. Would the Institute take the matter into con-
sideration, and say if it would be advisable to ask for anything beyond tliat?

A Member said he hoped that the Council would consider the subject, and
seek protection for tlie architect in all his productions—tliose designs which were
carried into eflcct being of course even more valuable than those which were
unexecuted.

Mr. J. W. Papworth said he had seen a paragraph in a newspaper, that

the Council had appointed a committee to consider tlie possibility of making
arrangements for voluntary examinations, and he viished to know if the state-

ment was coiTect. He was surprised that they should hear of so satisfactory a
fact for the first time through the press.

The Chairman.—It is a fact, altliough not yet formally communicated.

Mr. Nelson said a committee had been appointed, and one meeting had been
held. The committee would meet again next Saturday (applause). The Council

would communicate further information as soon as possible. It would be pre-
mature to say anything furtlier at present.

Mr. Robert Kerr, Fellow, read a paper "On the Historical References to

Building and Art in the Earlier Writings of the Old Testament," resulting in

the following conclusions:—The only written record of the primitive ages ever
likely to be at our command is that contained in the sacred writings of the Jews

;

so that the purely historical element of these, when separated from the purely

theological, becomes of the utmost value in historical and chronological science,

treating as it indirectly does of all that rises to the surface of soci(;ty, from the

infancy of civilization"to the very time of Herodotus. Tlie manner of free trans-

lation attributed to Ezra does not materially lessen the historical value. \A liether

written by Moses iiimself or not, the account of the Exodus may be taken as be-
longing to the time of the events, and, therefore, directly historical. The history

of Genesis is of Chaldean type as opposed to Egyptian ": Egypt is i^ored. It

is, moreover, of pastoral type as opposed to the civil-agricultural of the time

;

the building of cities being always attributed to races accursed. The ark of Noah
in description is a timber house of the period, built free to float—not a vessel for

sailing. Niinrod was the founder of primitive empire, and as such execrated in

tradition. From his Babylon sprung Nineveh, received chronology being here

questionable. The term "city " signifies an agricultural hamlet, large or small,

generally fortified. Tlie principle of enclosure was described. The Babylon of

Herodotus was alluded to, and proof oftered in figures that his description might
be reduced to credible form. The Tower of Babel was probably the ruin of the

fii-st colossal effort in building, attributed in tradition to Niinrod. The pastoral

patriarchs build no cities ; they introduce to us the altar, tlie monumental pillar,

the grove, the sepulchre, the heap. The pyramids of Egypt are of the class of

the heap. The manufacture of teraphim and amulets was the very first step in

delineative art. The spiritual monotheism of the race of .Vbraham was specially

directed against this, as the Protestantism of the age. When we come to the

time of Moses we have to deal witli direct history, capable of application to the

theories of Egvptiau and Assyrian clironologv as connected with this by the date

of the F:xodus." The period of the nineteenth'dynasty of Manetho for the Exodus

(it being generally supposed to correspond with this), can scarcely, without

further inquiry, be accepted as rozards scriptural allusion ; the state of Egyptian

society described being not tliat of flourishing and powerful empire so much w
tliat of a very primitive and simple form of government. The usual proofs of

synchronism being referred- to, the question was whether the Exodus could be

thrown back in date to correspond with a period even before the pyramid builders.

Future Jewisli art was strangled by the prohibition of image-making. The
works of Solomon were Tyrian! The departure from the true principle of the
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Mosnie law occasioned the immediate downfall of the nation, as an evidence of

the absolute nect&!-ity at that time of the Mosaic policy against art.

Tlie CiiAiKMAS having invited discussion,
Mr. LocEYBR said that as no other gentleman seemed inclined to open the

campaign he was induced to put himself forward. Whatever opinions might be

formed upon the points discussed in the lecture there could be but one opinion as

to the research and ability shown by the lectun'r, but with all due deference to

Mr. Kerr he thought he was entirely"wrong in many of tlie views he had taken,

and that he had mistaken the purport of the works he had referred to. The
books of Moses were written for one purpose ; they were intended as a body of

laws and as a guide to the Israelitish people in their entire conduct. They were
aUo intended to supply a brief synopsis of the history of that branch of the human
family to which that nation belonged. Tlie greatest horror being entertained

towariis the Kgj-ptians and their religion, they were only mentioned when it was
absolutely necessary to do so. There was nothing to refute the ECT>tian chronology

as established by Lepsius. Although the Jewish records supplied a full account

of the E.todus, they must not exi)ect to find direct evidence of that event, so full

of disgust to Egyptians, amongst the monumental records of the period. There

was, however, a curious account quoted from JIanetho by Josephus, of the lepers

who were gathered together and placed in the land of Goshen, and set to labor in

the quarries. These people elected a priest who afterwards changed his name to

Moses, and made great alterations in their religion, forbidding the leprous tribes

the use of the animal food to which they had been accustomed. He thought this

legend referred to the period of the Exodus. The speaker then went at very con-

siderahle length into the quistion of Egyptian chronology and history. With
regard to the bricks used by the Egyptians there was a tomb at Thebes contain-

ing a representation of their manufacture by captives. Sir Gardiner Wilkinson

thinks there is but little doubt that bricks were a monopoly of the Government,
and they were all stamped either with the names of the kings or of the persons by

whom the manufacture was farmed. lie thought some of the misconceptions of

Mr. Kerr had arisen from his overlooking the difference between the manners of

the East and West, one feature of which was the greater freedom of intercourse

between the various classes in Oriental countries.

Mr. JE^^•l>Gs wished to call the attention of the meeting to the subject

before them. The matters discus.sed had very little to do with the

buildings referred to in the Old Testament. There were many circumstances of

interest connected with the subjects that had been discussed, and therefore he

would not say that they were entirely out of order. He thought that some of

the lecturer's'remarks were calculated to throw a little ridicule upon the Scripture

narrative. He hoped that as there were many persons present, capable of doing

so, thev would deal with the subject of buildings referred to in the Old Testament.
Mr. ^ERGUssox had very little to observe. Tliere was no connexion between

the Tower of Babel and the subject of the evening, for it was never built at all

—it was only intended to build it. The Temple of the Seven Spheres was cer-

tainly built by Nebuchadnezzar, for all the bricks used in its construction bear

bis name—it was not the Tower of Babel. The domical building exhibited in the

ijiagrams was a sepulchral monument, afterwards used as a relic-shrine, like a

stone altar in a Catholic church, and had no connexion with anything referred to

in the Bible. The extent of the walls of Babylon he believed had been greatly

exaggerated. The walls of Nineveh had been traced out, and had been found to

be only one-tenth of the size represented ; he had no doubt the walls of Babylon
had been equally misrepresented. Mr. Kerr said he had taken out the quantities

of the walls of'Nineveh, but would anybody contract to build a mud wall as

high as St. Paul's, so Uiat it should stand against the rains ?

Mr. AsHPiTEi, Iiad heard a great deal about many things, but had heard
nothing connected with aiiv of the buildings of the Old Testament. Tliere was
the Temple of Solomon and his House of Cedar, both subjects which had given
rise to much controversy ; but it was too late to enter upon their discussion. If

they had been treated of he would have said a few words upon some theories and
opinions held by a late lamented friend of his. The subjects which had been
introduced were not those proposed for discussion, aud he could only regret that

there was nothing purely architectural upon which he could make any remark.
He believed tliere was a very fine folio which contained a beautiful description

of the Temple, and in which a comparison was instituted between it and the

Grecian temples, but diagrams would be necessary to illustrate such a subject.

Mr. Beresfobd Hope regretted that Mr. Kerr had not noticed the recent
discovery, by Mr. CjTil Graham, of what were, probably, the remains of ancient

Moabilish cities near Hor. Mr. Graham had not given any drawings, and any
one who would go and measure and give the details of these remains would
confer the greatest benefit upon art. As for the fact recorded of two men taking
a city, they were probably the commanders of the forces by which they were
accompanied.
A Gextle-Max, who apologised, as a stranger, for taking part in the pro-

ceedings, stated that the investigations comrnenced by Mr. Graham had been
followed up by a gentleman whose name he had forgotten. Some interesting

communications had alre.idy appeared in a German magazine, and he believed a
volume upon the subject was in preparation.

Professor Donaldson said that Sir G. Wilkinson, who had been referred to,

m* present, and he claimed the attention of the meeting for that gentleman.

SirO. W1LKIX.SOX considered that afier what had been so ably stated by Mr.
Lockyer, it would not be necessary to enter into the details of Egyptian history.

The chronology of Egypt was certainly in a very confused state. It was difficult

to know when the pyramids were built, though they were doubtless earlier than
the Exodus. The fact which Mr. Kerr had stated, that the pyramids were not
mentioned in the Bible, was no argument against their not having been in

•existence, because it was not the intention of the writer to enter into the history

of Egypt at all. It had been too much the habit to expect from the Bible infor-

mation upon geology, astronomy, &c. The same argument had been used
against Homer. It is said Homer never mentions the pyramids, and therefore

they could not have existed in his time. Why, Herodotus scarcely mentions
Thebes, and treats it as if it were a place of no importance. He does not
mention the Temple of Camac ; but we are not to argue that the Temple of

Camac was not in existence when he wrote. He did not wish to occupy their

time ; he only wished to say that the Edyptian chronology was in a very un-
settled stale. At present there was only one well-verified date, the time of

Ahiahak,and we must wait, therefore, until further discoveries have been made.
He had little doubt that the pyramids were much older than the Exodus. With
reeard to the Israelites being forbidden to represent human and other figures,

•hi: li liad been given by the lecturer as a reason why they had made little or no

progress in the arts, the Arabs, who were under the same restriction, were both
architects and artists.

Mr. J. W. Papworth expressed his dissent from many observations that
had been made. There was no authority for supposing that there ever was an
Arab architect. Tlie subjects under consideration were so very open to discus-

sion that they were left to very little better than conjecture, lie bogged to move
a vote of thanks to the lecturer, although in the objective mood in which be
then was he did not agree with much that Mr. Kerr had advanced.
The CiiAlRMAX said the lateness of the hour prevented them from getting

into greater confusion. He could easily understand how many of their most
practical friends would have been better pleased to have heard more about bricks

and mortar, but if they would look at the notice-paper, they would see that the
subject of the lecture was there described as the " Historical notices of building
and art in the earlier writings of the Old Testament." He was quite sure they
would vote their most hearty thanks to Mr. Kerr for his eloquent, elegant, and
interesting paper.
The motion having been carried by acclamation, Mr. Kerr briefly replied,

after which.
The following gentlemen were elected by ballot:—Mr. Raphael Brandon, 17,

Clement's-inn, Strand ; Mr. John Loughborough Pearson, 22, Harley-street

;

and Mr. John Pollard Seddon, Associate, 6, Whitehall; as Fellows : "and Mr.
Richard Norman Shaw, 8, Albion-road, St. John's-wood, as Associate.

LECTURE AT THE ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXHIBITION.

ON Tuesday evening a lecture was delivered at this Exhibition in Conduit-
street, by William BuRGES, Esq., on "French Portals" Mr. Lamb in

the chair. The following is a report of the lecture :

—

EVERYBODY knows how odious it is to m,ike comparisons, more especially

when the said comparison is not to the advantage of the individual whom
you may happen to be addressing. Now, if we compare the ancient and modem
state of the arts, in no one respect do we make a worse show than in our sculp-
ture and our coinage. It is not so much in the mechanical and technical processes

that we fail, for the muscles and bones are generally in their riglit places, and
the drapery, such as it is, is for the most part, stu Jied from nature : but it is in

the total want of interest in the subject. We see that the artist has taken a
model and copied some hap-liazard attitude, and when the work was finished has
been obliged to cudgel his brains for a title. If it is a female figure he adds a bird

and calls it " Innocence," or else he provideschains, and the composition forthwith
becomes "A Slave " ; while a male figure is turned out as " Ajax Defying the Light-
ning," by the addition of a helmet and spear ; but by whatever name the work is

called very few care about it, for it tells no story, and comes home to no hearts.

Why is this ? simply liecausc the sculptor is obliged, by circumstances, to work for

individuals instead of for the public, and where by any chance he has a public

work to do, it is for the most part totally unconnected with architecture. For
the employment both of painting and sculpture, but especially the latter, without
architecture is very like wearing jewels without their setting, and we shall more-
over find in all the best periods of sculpture that the art was intimately connected
with architecture, and in fact was part of the architect's design. Indeed, I

am afraid that until this order of things is re-established we can never hope to

see a revival of the art in question.

In the meanwhile the sculptors will probably still go on studying from the
objectionable " Venus de Medicis," and the still more objectionable " Apollo
Belvedere," and will still produce such things as we see congregated at the
Brompton Museum and in our pixblic squares, all the while lamenting that they
have no opportunity of showing what they can do ; forgetting that their real

mission is to make books of stone to instruct their fellow citizens, and not to fill

the so-called sculpture gallery of ric^li manufacturers or the staircases of large

houses, or to make ridiculous busts of respectable nineteenth-century people,

with nothing round their necks and a toga on their shoulders. Were our build-

ings properly decorated there would be employment, doubtless, for twice or three

times the actual number of painters and sculptors, and these latter gentlemen
would experience the pleasure of hearing their public works praised, instead of

seeing every person with any taste turn his head away whenever he passes a new
statue. All know how much sculpture was employed in their buildings by the
Greeks—those tliirteenth-century artists of antiquity—and how their architec-

ture is, in fact, but little more than the bones wliicli were afterwards clothed with
sculpture. The buildings of the thirteenth century were too vast for this to be the

case with them, but there were almost always parts in every edifice where sculpture
was employed, with so lavish a hand that the architecture becomes almost an acces-

sory. One of these parts was the altar and its dossel, and others were the portals

;

those great books of living stone, where the whole history of man, his redemp-
tion, and his future state, were written in such characters that the most igno-
rant could read and the more learned be instructed. To such an extent was this

instruction carried, that many portals, such as that erected at Notre Dame by
Guillaume de Paris, that of the Ste. Cliapelle, and those built by Nicholas
Flaramel, were supposed to have a hidden reference to tiie preparation of the

great talisman of the middle ages—viz., the philosopher's stone, and thus a
science forbidden by the ordinances of the Church was taught to those who could
read the characters, on the very threshold of the church itself.

So much was this the case, that in the sixteenth century, and, probably, long

before, the portals of sundry cliurches had become the common evening ren-
dezvous of the numerous adepts engaged in the great work.

In the present day the very name of tlie philosopher's stone is sufficient to call

up a smile; but perhaps it might be as well to recollect that our modern chemists,

like learned and modest men, as they are for the most part, have pronounced
the transmutation of one metal to another not to be an impossibility; they only

deny that it has ever been done.
On the other hand, viewing the numerous accounts we have of mctsdlic

transmutations, and making a very lib'"'al allowance for self and wilful decep-

tions, there would remain as much evidence in their favor as there is regarding

any ordinary historical event.

But to retain to our portals. We had better just see how the architect pre-

pared the skeleton, and then how the sculptor clothed it with flesh. Probably

one of the most curious portals we have existing is that of St. Trophoiiius, at

Aries. It is exactly the thing an ancient Roman sculptor would have drawii,

had he been asked to design a portal in his own style, after having once had—ii

such a tiling were possible—a sight of a thirteenth century one. It is, in fact.
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the converse of tlie Classic sketches of Wilars de Ilonecoiirt. At the snine time,

it must be confessed that the iH.w»(i/Bfnr surpasses anything the Romans ever did

in architecture. For tlieir wcrlcs were works ofenpineers, and not of arcliitccts.

Nearly every part of tlie paffau orders can be found In tlie portal at Aries, but
all transmuted into other forms. Thus, the pedestals of the columns aii; changed
into lions, ^hile the caps are historiated with figures; the mouldings of the
entablature disappear, and its surface is occupied by a continuous procession of

figures, while the niches between the columns become shallow panels of orna-
ment, and act as a. diaper to throw up the statues. Altogether it is a most
harmonious composition, and appears to me a far preferable development of

Roman art than that, popular commercial style called the modern Italian.

There were four systems adopted in the arrangement of the jambs of the great
doorways of the middle ages, all of which are good, and all of which
succeeded each other:—1. Tlie columns are placed in nooks formed in

the jambs. 2. The jamb is formed by one large splay, and the columns
placed in front of it. Sometimes the wall of the splay is likewise cut away,
and another row of columns with small arches are seen behind. Of courae,

the tops of these smaller arches do not reach above the necking of the

great columns, (ireat variety was got in both these arrangements by alternating

the sizes of the columns, as at Amiens, or working the angles of the nooks into

smaller coltuiins, and carving them, as in the west doorway of Chartres, or putting
foliage in the champcred angles, as at Rouen. The third plan was to leave the

splayed jamb without any columns at all, simply putting a row of figures stand-

ing on a continuous pedestal, and surmounted by a series of canopies. This
occurs at Noyen, and the only objection to it is that the arch moulds must spring
from a continuous trieze instead of columns.

A fourth variety occurred when art began to wane in the fourteenth century.
Then the great columns disappeared altogether, and the jamb becomes a series of

hollow nooks, into each of which is placed a pedestal figure and canopy—see the
Portail de la Calande, Rouen, and those at Cologne. But in almost all the earlier

works one great point was well attended to—viz., obtaining a good reveal before

beginning the splay of the jamb; there was, indeed, often space enough for two
or more figures in this reveal. The artist having chosen which system to go
upon, aiTauged the other parts thus:— First of all there was a plinth or
dado. The dado is variously decorated : sometimes it has an arcade, as at

Bourges. At Paris this arcade is hollowed out so as as to form a sort of niche,

for any one resting on the seats which almost invariably occurred in every
portal. At the side door at Troyes there is a double arcade

—

i. <?., one behind
the other. The dado was often divided into two or more parts ; thus at Hheims
the upper part is filled with a representation of drapery, doubtless suggested by
some one of the numerous Roman works remaining in that city. At Amiens the

upper part is occupied by small subjects in compound quatre-foils and the lower
is diapered. Of course the order was this— the highest part was assigned to

figures, if there were any, or else to diaper if there were none; or if there was
no diaper, mouldings would be above and splays below.

We now come to the column and figure. The column had often the usual base

and cap, but the shaft contained, in addition, a pedestal, a figure, and a canopy.
Underneath the pedestal was often a little group illustrative of the personage
above. Sometimes the canopy is omitted on the shaft, and the capital of the

column has its abacus developed into a canopy, as at Rheims and at the west door
at Chartres. At Chartres we see the beginning of the fashion, as the tabernacle

work is very small, and springs fi'om the under side of abacus. At Rheims, on
the contrary, it bangs down a great deal.

The mouldings of the arches are generally exceedingly simple, and may be
described as a series of large hollows occurring over each column. Now, if these

hollows were vacant the pillar would appear to support nothing, but they are
filled with figures and tabernacles, the tabernacle of the figure below serving as

the pedestal to the figure above. In good work these tabernacles are exceedingly
simple.

But the great object of the sculptor's care was the tympanum, which occupied
all the space confined by the arch moulds, and ended at diflerent levels in difie-

rent buildings. It was supported in the middle by the centre shaft of the door-
way, which generally contained the image of the divinity or saint to whom the

portal was dedicated.

The composition of the tympanum of course differed in almost every work,
hut the general practice was to divide it into two or more horizontal compart-
ments by means of foliaged strings or narrow tabernacle work, or by a .series of

angels issuing from clouds. The top compartment was almost always left very
much larger than the others, as in it was represented the principal event of the

story; and if it was a question of the Last Judgment, the figure of Our Lord was
made very much larger than the others.
As to the gable over the arches it is sometimes occupied with a plain trefoil

as at Amiens, or by a small niche, as at Chartres, or occasionally by a most
elaborate composition, as at Rheims. This latter is, however, rather an excep-
tional case, inasmuch as the tympana are occupied by glazed tracery, and I

suspect the architect found that if he put sculpture in the tympana the work
would look overcrowded. He therefore put the subjects up in "the gables of the
portals, supporting the figures by a series of projecting stones, which are carved
to represent earth or clouds, and covering them by means of a series of taber-

nacles attached to the outer mould of pediment. Even as it is, the work looks

slightly overdone.
However, there is no doubt but that the pediment and tympanum both

occasionally received figures, as at Chalons-sur-Mane and at Strasbourg.

Such is the general arrangement of the F'rench portals; but, of course, each
portal had sometliing in it difierent from the others : thus, the figures were often
placed between the pillars instead of in iront of them, or there was a distinct

series of tabernacles above the caps of the pillars, or the figures were confined to

the tympanum.
In England we appear to have followed the steps of the French at some dis-

tance; our west doorways were always very small compared with the size of the
building, the English architects preferring to make niches all over the front of the
building, and to put their figures in them—in fact, it is nothing more than the

tjerms tf the Perpendicular style, which afterwards took so fatal a root, and spoilt

all our buildings of the fifteenth century. The most considerable approach to a
foreign portal is, or rather was, to be found at Westminster, where we find so

many French features ; but even there the figures must have been very small,

while the tympana ot the side-doors simply consisted of a diaper. What was
exactly in that of the great doorway is rather doubtful, inasmuch as it has been

restored by Sir Christopher Wren, as a scries of arches containing quatrc-foili,

the one in the centre having the arms of Westminster playfully inserted.

It is sincerely to be hoped that the dean and chapter may band over thii door-
way to the care of my friend Mr. Scott, and let him do ashe likes with it. There
is no old work to be destroyed, and should the work be delayed a few vean
longer a restoration will not take place at all, for by that time we shall probably
be so far advanced, that we shall put in our own notions and work id every
instance where we now restore them by imitating the good artists of every age.

One other celebrated door is that on the south aide of Lincoln Cathedral, bnt
there the columns are very small, and then while the French idea, of one arcade
behind another, is rendered by a rather meaningless series of arches and pedi-

ments, running in front of the columns, having no connection with the general

composition and supporting nothing whatever. FIxeter has a screen of niches

placed in front of the doors, and Peterborough must lie considered as a compound
of the portal and the narthex carried up to an extravagant height.

Tlie sculpture of the French portals was as different in the arrangement of its

subjects as can possibly be imagined. It is true that the same subjects were
common to nearly every cathedral, but they were arranged in the most diiTerent

manner. Thus, a very common subject for the principal west door was Our
Lord in Glory, or the Last Judgment, which, by the way, is only tlie former

subject extended. Now that at Rheims gives way to the Coronation of the

Virgin, because the cathedral is dedicated to her: but probaWy the best way will

be to point out the various classes of subjects, and tlieir usual places. Tlie

tympana generally had scenes from the Last Judgment, or the Life of Our Lord,

or the Blessed Virgin, or the life of the saint to whom the portal was dedicated,

the northern portal ol a west front being generally assigned to the local saints.

The pediments contain a single subject. At Rlieiins, there are respectively the

Coronation of the Bles.sed Virgin, the Crucifixion, and the Last Judgment. At
Strasbourg, we find Solomon's Throne, supported by the Lions mentioned in

Scripture.

If the portal was divided in two by a centre shaft, that shaft contained a great

statue of the personage to whom the portal was dedicated. At Rheims it is the

Blessed Virgin, at Amiens, our Lord. Over the head of the Virgin at Paris, and
in the portal St. Ilonore, at Amiens, the tabernacle assumes the form of a little

edifice containing a box ; this is the symbolical Foederis Area, or ark of the cove-

nant, a type of the Blessed Virgin. At Amiens, our Lord has the adder and basilisk

beneath his feet. His statue on the central shaft does not stand on a bracket,

like the other statues at the side, but rests upon a pedestal going right down to

the ground, and although agreeing in its general divisions with those of the base,

is so arranged as to contain certain subjects on its sides ; these, of course, refer

to the statue above, either in a direct or indirect manner.

The side statues have generally some relation with the principal statue. Thus,

at Rheims, tliey represent the various events in the life of the Virgin, as

the Presentation in the Temple, the Salutation, the Annunciation, kc., the statue

of our Lady being repeated several times.

Often they are the ancestors of our Lord, such as David, Solomon, Bathshebs,

and else types of him, such as Melchizedec or Jonas, or the prophets who have

prophesied' respecting the great scheme of human redemption, or if it were the

north-west doorway, the local saints.

At Strasbourg we find the Wise and Foolish Virgins, and in the doonvw o'

the now destroyed Church of the Cemetery of the Innocents were the Trois Morts

et les Trois Vifs.

Nothing can be more various than the subjects of the voussoirs. Sometimes

we find the whole of the heavenly hiearchy in the concentric rings, the nine

orders of angels being the nearest to the tympanum, and then going on througn

Apostles, confessors, martyrs, &c.; sometimes the Days of Creation ;
sometimes

history of the types of Our Lord or the Blessed Virgin; sometimes the Virtues

and then- corresponding Vices, or the tree of Jesse, and the smaller and flatter

surfaces, such as the jambs of the doorways or soffits of arches or quartie-foils in

plinths, received such subjects as the Virtues and Vices, the signs of the Zodiac,

the Labors of the Year, the Good and Bad Tree, besides other subjects. One or two

things are specially to be remembered : first, that all the sculptures are in very

high relief, and indeed for the most part very nearly detached from the ground

:

second, that they are cut square, like Greek work, and have not got their edges

rounded off: and thirdly, that they are placed close together, so that the whole

effect is that of forms drawn by shadows upon a light ground. Tliis last has not

been attended to in the new tympanum of the South portal of Cologne, and the

consequence is that although the individual figures are most exquisitely designed,

the whole affair looks poor and meagi'e in the extreme.

The variations in drapery of the Medieval figures, and indeed the general

change of style affords a very curious parallel with the same things in Greek art J

thus, first of all the figures are straight, have very little action, and the

drapery is represented by an infinite number of small folds. This we see equaUy

in the western doorway of Chartres and the Prcephidian Venus or Minerva still

preserved in the Acropolis. Afterwards the figures get more action and the folds

become less confused, but still evidently formed of a light material, ^eettie

early thirteenth century sculptures at Chartres and Amiens. Afterwards the loius

become much larger, the dress evidently beuig of a different material, and the

figures having very considerable action, as at Rheims and Strasbourg ;
botn

these later stages are I believe to be found in the Athenian marbles.

It is very much to be wished that the nineteenth century would take the same

views with regard to painting and sculpture which the Classic and middle ages took

ofthem ; there would then be work for twice the nniuber of artists, and the work

would be done both better and more expeditiously. At present our efforts seem to bo

confined to decorating pediments of buildings, utterly unsuitable for our climates,

with statuary utterly unsuitable to our minds. It is of no use to say that we care

as little for the portico as for the Britannia, Commerce, Neptune, Amphitrite, ana

other pagan monstrosities which we place above it. All thenew and rising school asS

for is permission to do the same thing for our national religion and history tnat

competent persons and people of taste insist upon doing for a foreign ana eneie

mythology. Let us, at all events, be allowed to put the great truths ot our

religion, and the parables our Lord, into living stone, and when we have once

begun to do so, there will be very little complaint, either concermng the worK

or the talents of our sculptors ; for depend upon it that there is plenty ot tne

latter to be found, if it is only called out in the right direction.
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GLASGOW AKUlUTECrUKAL SOCIETY.
AlklEETIKG of this Society wa« held in the Scottish Exhibition I!ooms, Itnth-

street, ou the evening of the 5th inst., T. (.'. CiRkgory, Esq., C.E., in the cliair.

The minutes of the preceding meetinp were read and approved of, after wliicli,

thoae gentlemen proposed as members at the last meetiuj; were, on the motion of Mr.
8AL9iO>'. duly elected.

Hr. Salmon, architect, (hen introduced the motion of which he bad previously
given intimation—viz.;

—

"That a committee of the Architectural Society be appointed to examine and report
upon the stained g-lass which has recently been fitted up in the great west window
©I the cathedral of Glasgow, as to its merits as a work of art, and also to its suitability

in dcEii:n, character,;anil color with the building;, andalso as to the manner which they
xnay consider best for making: it and theother windows when tliey are put in, a means
of professional study and instruction, if found worthy of such a high position."

Jlr. S.VLMOX prefaced his motion by an address of great length, in which, with
much of sarcasm, lie dwelt upon the p'roceedings of the * Committee of subscribers
to the staincil-glass windows for the Cathedral," who, he asserted, had ignored the
existence of the artists and art of st.-xined glass as practised in this country, whose
whole knowletige and experience, when put iu the balance with that of Munich,
they found wanting, and had refused all aid or counsel from our artists and
*rcnitet.'ts who, bethought, had proved themselves on many important occasions not
only equal but superior to any on the Continent. In support oi his opinion, that the
glass painters of this country were superior to these of Germany he instanced the
•election of designs made by the Trades' House of (ilasgow for their window in the
Cathedral, from among designs supplied from England, Scotland, and Germany, in
which ease the superiority of tlie British over the German designs was incontestible.

Mr. liOLCHER, architect, seconded the motion, expressing his regret that an op-
portunity had not been given for all the diiTerent schools of glass painting being ex-
iubit<'d, which would hare increased the usefulness of tlic windows as lessons in art

;

and thought that the unity of character the committee proposed to maintain was not
essential, indeed was never to be met with iu the cathedrals of this country or on the
Continent. On the contrary, every window and part of the structure spoke the
language of its own period.
Mr. JIcGfFriE, architect, also spoke In favor of the motion, and said he had visited

the Ciithedral three or four times a week for some years, and had had many oppor-
tunities of studying lliis new window, and conversing with many who eame to visit

it, and found the opinion generally expressed identical witli his own—viz., tliat the
object or ligures of the suDjects w'ere much too small to be clearly distinguished from
the floor of the nave, and that, even when viewtd closer, the subjects of illustration
were scarce less easily defined ; what they intended to illustrate was most difficult to
discover, and when explained their intelligibility was most unsatisfactory. The
execution of the window, however, pleased him very much, but still he did not
think them, even in this, superior to the works of British glass painters ; in this
opinion he was supported by tlie expressed opinions of many artists and architects
of the lirst rank— viz., Noel I'aton and George Harvey of Edinburgh, Sir Cliarles
Barry, Mr. Burn, Mr. G. G. Seott, Mr. McLise, Mr. Dyce, Jlr. D. Itoberts, and Mr,
John i'hilips. In conclusion he expressed a hope that the subject would be taken up
by the citizens of Glasgow.
Mr. CiiLDARD, architect, concurred in the motion and the remarks of Mr

McGuffie, and hoped the citizens would look to theirown interests in this matter, the
Cathedral l)eing their property under the guardianship of Government. He much
regretted that the commissions for the windows had not been made the subject of
competition, as in that case, he felt confident British art would have asserted itself
ci^ual if not superior to the foreign ; that our glass painters were equal to any on the
Continent had been asserted by Sir Andrew Orr, one of the "Cathedral window
Committee," who had travelled throughout both England and the Continent to gain
all the information he could upon the subject, and had been put beyond doubt by the
specimens exhibited at the Paris Great Exhibition, in the official report of which ;it

was st.atcd, that although the contributions by English glass painters were few, they
nevertheless showed that the art as practised in Britain was on a level witli that of
the Continent. The course taken by the Committee was however, quite in keeping
with that pursued by our local authorities, on every occasion ; they could never see
anything good at home, but always, when anything of importance was to be
executed, entrusted it to a stranger, to whom (hey generally paid extravagantly for
an inferior article. A foreigner had executed our statue to Weljinpton, and also given
US two of the ugliest sta(ues to be found anywhere— tli.at of Her JIajcsty and the late
James Oswald, M.I'.; and when the water was to be brought from LochKatrinc,
none but a Manchester engineer could be found with the capacity requisite.
Mr. Bi'HNET opposed the motion, as, by the terms in which it had been

introduced and supported, it might entrap the Society to taking a side antagonistic
to the Committee. He thought the window in question might form nn ex-
cellent subject for a paper to be read before the Society, when the merits of
the window might be fully and freely discussed without any partisanship,
but deprecated the language in which Mr. Salmon and his supporters had
indulged in speaking of the window and the proceedings of the Committee.
They had, to all intents and purposes, prejudged the window, and passed
censure on the Committee. He did not believe anyone seriously doubted the
good intentions of this Committee, or thought its individual members one jot less
anxious than they themselves were to have everything done in the very best possible
manner. The Commlltce. he knew, had exerted themselves to the utmost to acquire
every information to guide them in their proceedings. Most of its members had
visited all parts of England, and many of them also (he most noted places on llie

Continent, which possessed the finest painted windows, or where they were manu-
factured ; they had consulted all those most able to give an authoritative opinion on
the subject, and they had all along guided their proceedings by the counsels and the
information thus obtained. He begged (o correct a statement by Sir. M'CJuflie " that
Mr. G. G. .Scott has spoken of British glass painters as being equal or sujierior to
those of the Continent," and read an extract from one of Mr. Scott's lectures on
glass painting containing the oppooite opinion. He also read an extract from a
recent article in the Huilda; which was as yet uncontradicted, in which it is distinctly
affirmed that " British artists (i.e., artists in (he (rue sense of (he term) have never
yet directed their study to glass painting, or done anvtliing of importance in it ; that
tne glass painters In this country partook more of tradesmen than artists, and that,
with very few exceptions, the modern painted windows of this country, professing
to be works of high art. were but crude imitations by feeble hands of the paintings
of BatTaelle, Kubens, Titian, or West." He further expressed himself entirely
opposed to the idea that the sacred precincts of our ca(hcdral should be (urned into
a museum or exhibition for the different schools, classes, or manufactures of stained
andp.iinted glass, where each manufacturer nnght send his customers to see what he
had produced. What was wanted was the fitting and magnificent decoration of a
noble and sacred edifice, and he thought (he matter could not be entrusted in better
bands than those of the Committee.
Mr. Watt, architect, seconded the amendment.
After a few remarks from Mr. U. Hau and Mr. Salmon, the motion was put from

the chair and carried by a large majority.
The following were appointed as a Committee In terms of the motion :—Mr. Charles

Wilson, architect, Mr. James Graham Wright, Messrs. John Burnet, Alexander
Morrison, James Boucher, Thomas (;ildard; Alexander Watt, John Iloneyman,
Thomas McGuffie, James Salmon, architects, Jlr. C. T. Bowie, and Mr. David Hau,
painters and decorators.

»
EDINBURGH SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS.

rIS Society met in its place of meeting, 57, Forth-bridge, on Monday evening,
5th March, Mr. A. Witso-v, President, 7n the chair.

ilr. F. J. Thornton read a paper " On Water Works ; or, the Supply of Pure
Water to Towns." The principal points treated of in the paper were tiic different

systems of supply—by wells, gravitation, and pumping; the rainfall of districts;
descriptions of (he various wells and aqueducts of tlie ancients, down to (he mo 'em
works of the Croton Kiver at New York, and the Loch Katrine Works at Glasgow,
as specimens of (he combination of aqueducts of stone and iron, tunnels and
svphons. The water supply of Edinburgh was also referred to as an example of
the exclusive use of iron piping, the supply being brought from (ho collecting
reservoir in the I'entlands, a distance of eignt miles and three-quarters, by means
of iron pipes varying from 24 inches to 3(1 inches in diameter, laid underground, and
rising up to the reservoir on the Castle-rock, a height of more than 2CM) feet above the
surrouiuling valley. Keference was also made to the various means of filtering, and
to the diflerent varieties of pumping-engines and other methods of raising wafer for
the supply of towns. In the discussion which followed, the chief points (aken up
were—our inferiority |to the Itomans in the supply of pure water to our towns.
Artesian wells, oxidisation of iron pipes, pumping-engines, &c.
The paper to be read ou the lOtli March is '• On Boilers and Boiler Explosions," by

Mr. K. Davis.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCI.'VTION.

THE usual fortnightly meeting of the Architectural Association was held on
Friday evening in the rooms, Conduit-street ; the President, J. \V. Pen-

POLP, Esq., in the chair. A Paper was read, communicated by Air. Purdie, of
Edinburgh, which we are unable to publish in our present number, as the
proofs have been forwarded to Mr. Purdie lor the purpose of revision.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
ON Friday last the usual weekly meeting of tliis body was held in the Guildhall,

John Tiiwaites, Esq., tlie Chairman, presiding. The following tenders

for the constniction of the Southern Outfall Sewer were opened :—Edward
Thirst, £373,000; Thomas Brassey, £331,000; W. Dethick, 3;)0,000 ; W. Hill,

£328,000; Newton and Fletcher, £316,059; W. Lavers, £305,500; W.Moxon,
£303,890; J. Coker, £301,582; W. Webster, £300,000. The tender of Mr.
Webster was accepted, subject to the usu,il inquiries. The estimate of the
En^necr of the Board was £291,000.
The Ch.\irman then opened the following tenders for providing pumpnig

engines at Deptford Creek (Main Drainage) :—Sandy, Vivian and Co., £.51,000;
Williams and Co., £47,050; Hai-vey and Co., £47,000; Rodwell aud Co.,

£44,350; James Watt and Co., £34,850; Samuelson and Son, £31,065; Hicks
and Co., £29,945; R. and N. Hawthorne, £29,500; Slaughter and Co.,
£22,300. Tlie tender of Messrs. Slaughter and Co. was accepted, subject to
the usual inquiries. The estimate of the Engineer was £22,000, and that of

Mr. Hawkesley, C.E., £25,000.

Sm,—In a late number of your valuable publication there was an engraving o
the " Liverpool and London Insurance Company's" offices recently erected in

tliis city, and to which the names of two, instead of three, of the architects em-
ployed were appended. I am aware that your insti-uctions were obtained from
my late partners Messrs. Lawfoid and Nelson.

Having, until very recently, been the senior memlier of the late firm of
" Hopkins, Lawford and Nelson," by whom the building was designed and
nearly completed before their dissolution took place ; I felt somewhat surprised

to find that my name had been omitted in the engraving you published ; whereas
in the Montreal Herald, of November 1859 (a copy o}' which I now send in

corroboration of my statement), you will observe that my name appears'as
one of the architects. You will perceive the injustice done to me by tlie omission in

a pajier circulating so largely as yours does in this country, as I continue to follow

ray profession in the same city as my late confreres.

I hope you will oblige me by noticiug this error in the next publication after

receipt of this explanation. I am &c.,

Montreal, February 20, 1800. J. W. Hopkins.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN ?

Sir,—Like George Mickle Kemp, so feelingly referred to in the lecture on
" Memorials of Workers," I am a " rough, self-taught man," and what I read I

strive to understand. But gentlemen wiio write for us do not always remember
that our coinpreliensions are limited, and that what is unintelligible is of no use
to us, but only a source of annoyance and perplexity. Thus, in the lecture
refen-ed to, as partially reprinted in your contemporary, it is stated that Sir John
Soane " went into Dance's office as nn errand boy, but he worked his way ; built
the Bank of England ; many structures for the Government which Time's
erasing fingers, lielped by Sir John Soane, have sponged out." Did Sir John
help 'rime's erasing fingers to .sponge out the many structures he. Sir
John Soane, liad built; because if so, he must have little pride in his works, or
did he help to sponge out the Government?

In the same copy of the Journal I find a very interesting compilation, from
metropolitan guide-books, entitled " Incentives to Study in London." I am sure
the compiler is a well-moaning man, but I fear he is likely to inculcate a great
many errors, unless I have mis-read English history. He says, alluding to the
relics in the British Museum, "Among these regal relics is a duodecimo
volume, whose silken cover is eiidiroidered with silver in the hand-
writing of Queen Elizabeth when princess. It consists of a translation
of English prayers or meditations, composed by Queen Katlicrine Parr,
into Latin French and Italian, with a dedication to the King, her
father to whom it was presented." What king was father to Queen
Katheiine Parr ? and since when has embroidery been styled " hand writing "? Are
the representations of Assyrians brought from Nineveh by Mr. Layard " sun-
baked bas-reliefs," as the writer calls them, or are they sculptured slabs of
alabaster? In the two " odd eyes" is it the "iris as deeply blue as an Assyrian
pool " or the pupil. If 'the iris, then there is precedent for the vaunt of the
American young lady respecting her intended, that " the whites of his eyes are
blue." lias Assyria any pools at all, and if it has are they blue or green or
yellow? And have any "ebony chairs inlaid with ivory" belonging to the
ancient Egyptians been recovered? If they have it must have been since I was
admitted to the Museum ; and I should much like to know the date of their con-
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struction, wlielhor before, durinj;:, or after the sqjouni of Israel in Etfypt. Lastly,

the writer says Soutli Kensington Museum contains " everytliing that can be

eaten or worn, furs, feathers, woollens, silk in every form, in cocoons, wounil
dved and woven." Pray who are those who eat furs, feathers, woollen, and
silk?

If I am right in supposing that the few passages selected from among many
similar ones are errors, do they not prove the necessity of gentlemen who kindly
imdertnke to instruct us " rough, self-taught men," first teaching themselves, at

least to speak and write intelligibly.

I am, &c., IliciiA.nD Lee.

BUILDING EXPENDITURE FOR THE ARMY AND NAVY.
SiK,—An article under the above head appeared in your Number for February

24th last, in which statements are made calculated to convey a very wrong idea

as to the cost of the superintendence of works executed under the War Depart-
ment. It would seem by the article referred to that the cost was 13 9-lOth's per
cent, on the outlay, but a little attention to the several amounts will, I think,

give a very diflerent result. First, then, as to the outlay on works : we have
lor fortifications, £64.5,355, new civil buildings and barracks, £500,210, ordinary
and current repairs, £254,485, making in all £1,400,050 for works executed un-
der the superintendence of the officers of engineer department, and upon which
architects would charge them 5 per cent, if they had the carrying out of the
same works. The cost of superintendence will l)e :—royal engineer civil esta-

blishment, £00,876 ; allowance in lieu of servants to civil offices, £5,003; foreign

service pay, £4,111; inspector of works department, £4,128; making in all

£74,118, or very little over 5 per cent., for which works are executed all over
the world; whereas .in architect would charge e.xtra beyond a certain distance,

and would also ch.irge his client for a clerk of works on each building, all of
which charges are included in the above £74,118, on an outlay of £1,460,050 for

works executed under the direction of the royal engineer department.
I am, &c., E. C.

Itwiijius.
-^

Memarlts on a Nnitonal Style, in Heferencc to the Proposed Foreign Office.
London ; Bell and Daldy.

THE author of these cleverly-written " Remarks," takes the anti-Gothic side
of the long-debated question, and insists that although Gothic forms part of

the national architecture of England, in an historical sense, it has ceased to be
national on ceasing to be commonly used ; also, that the Classic style of archi-
tecture in the latter part of tlie sixteenth century, or Renaissance, is the
" permanently National architecture of England." It, therefore, follows that
Gothic lias only to be commonly used to become again permanently National. A
curious feature is an addition to the " Remarks," of " Notes Illustrative of the
Domestic Character." Indeed, the body of the [>amphlet is interspei'sed with
observations of the same nature. But surely it is trifling with tlie subject to
quote from such reconditeworks as Wright's " Contributions to the Archieologia,"
or his " Aneedota Literaria," or Warton's " English Poetry," Milman's " Latin
Christianity," Turner's " England," Mosheim's " Ecclesiastical History,"
Guizot's "French Civilization," or the Builder, to pro^'e the "contempt in
which the peasantry was held ;" the " coarseness and indecency of manners and
of language" and "the dissoluteness of the clergy," the atheism of the middle
ages, &:c., &c. If the evidence that people were less civilised in the middle ages
than they are now is imagined to havr.- any influence upon the question, the writer
must be unconscious of all that has been said and written during the last ten
years. The argument, if it could by any chance be admitted to be one, would be
infinitely more damaging to the " Classic architecture of the sixteenth century."
What could be more infamous than the character of society under Francois I.,

the father of the Renaissance ? What could be more filtliy and ignoble than the
character of this King, or of his grandchildren ? And if the writer were to read
Macaulay's preface to his " History of England," he might find evidence that
the staie of society here during the sixteenth century and the seventeenth would
be no argument in favor of Revived Classic. Let the opponents of Gothic give
ns something better in every architectural respect, in place of quotations a;>;d7)o«
dei bottes.

Pagan or Christian ? or Notes for the General Public on our National
Architecture. By W. J. Cockburn Muir. 12mo. London: Bentley.
1860. Pp. xii—280.

SIR CHARLES BARRY, blessed with opportunity, has done as much,
perhaps more, for the industrial arts in England than any man living. He

has designed, and has even now nearly conducted to its comp'letion, a structure
which i* really a glory in Europe. H'undreds, thousands, of art-workmen of all

kinds have been ealled forth, educated, and employed in the realisation of the
Houses of Parliament. They, by their labors, have created a standard of excel-
lence which lovers of art are endeavouring to maintain and to improve, in order to
the employment of better forms and designs in even common objects of daily use.
The influence of the Work at Westminster has, we maintain, been felt through-
out the len|;tli and breadth of England, and few know the dilTiculty the accom-
plished architect experienced in finding men at all competent to carry out his
ideas; tliey were not found— it may really be said they were taught for the
purpose

; and, we repeat, their skill remains, and must long be the test by which
works of the like class should be judged. Every moulding, every detail, evei'y
escutcheon even, is perfect, or as nearly so as we can possibly expect. Feeling
this—and we know that numbers of architects will agree with us—it is with
pain, not unmixed with an impulse to close the book before us, that we
read the following passage (the it.nlics are our own). Speaking of " the ignorant
applic.ition of tlie Gothic to civil edifices, such as the Houses of Parliament,"
the author says :

—

These, however, arc not a reproduction of English art at all, but a copy of conti-
nental niaunerisni. The f/enius of an orit/itial and faithful artist has nowhere
irml/mt upon them. • • • » xiie dignity and slatelliiess of purer Gothic art-
whicli would h.ive so well expressed the objects of the building—are frittered away
In H i-u/f/ar excess of extravagant embellishuient. » • • • The clock-tower is,

perhaps, the only good feature ; but eveu that must be crowned with a sort of mule-
oells and paltry yilding."

Sir Charles Barry accused of vulgarity in his designs I Why did he not dcaign
something like a great church, where all the dignity and atutelineu of purer
Gothic art might have been discovered?

It would, however, be unfair to dismiss the book at once, for the author ha»
contrived to urge various important |«)int8 in a very lucid and forcible manner,
and above all he is earnest, earnest in his belief, and earnest in his manner of
cndeavourinff to impress that belief on others ; the style, too, is clear and to the
point, thougli passages are marred by what at first appears an attempt at " fine
writing."
Why does our author thus tantalize ? of Gothic lie says:

—

Whether it be not superior to all other forms—is not so much a question of taste
a» you may imagine. I am persuadeil that its ahslract auiKriorily mujht Ix iiuiiKtivelg
dt:ni07tatrated uj)on scientijic and <P8thttic groniuts,

and then as we prepare for the demonstration, he adds—"This is, however,
beyond the scope of these Notes." The writer endeavours, by dates of existing
examples, to show that "Gothic architecture had its earliest development in tbu
country, and that English art kept constantly ahead of its cognate species in the
rest of Europe."
We lighted at first on an unfortunate passage that should, in common justice,

be expunged in a future edition, and began to write in displeasure, we find that it

does not justly represent the general tone of the book, which we lay down with
regret and warmly recomineud to our readers.

An Appeal for the Hestoration of the Parish Church of Warrington,
Lancashire. Pamplilut 8vo. Warrington, 18.j8. Pp. 10.

IS embellished with four lithographed illustrations by Messrs. Day and Son.
One of which, showing the nave as it now is, with its flat plaster ceiling,

hardly represents it as fairly ns it might ; the perspective, too, has by no means a
happy effect. The others, show ing the nave " as it is to be" and the exteriors
exliibit better taste in the selection of the points of sight.

Tlie church is said to be of early date, although but very small portions of the
original building remains ; they may lie traced in the chancel, in the crypt, and in
the tower arches. The piers of the tower arches, consisting of an outside casing
of coursed masonry 10 or 12 inches in tliickness, filled in with a rubble core, have
gradually given way, under the pressure of the thick tower walls, rebuilt in 1096,
and now, as stated in tlie arcliitects' report, which is appended to the appeal,
exhibit fearful cracks and rents." The report, by Messrs. F. and H. Francis, by
whom the drawings have been prepared, proposes the restoration of the entire

structure, and the .iddition of a new north aisle. The plaster ceiling will be re-
moved and open timber roofs substituted, as shown in the illustrations, which we
may remark, en passant, do not entirely correspond.

A Manual of Interest and Annuities,including Fifty-four Rates of Interest,

the Value of Life Annuities, and Suggestions for the more Equitable
A.isessmcnt of the Income Tax. By Edward Smyth.

rilHE great error and misfortune in all "short helps to learning" is that

L authors presume on readers being well acquainted with the theory and requir-

ing only aids to practice. Tlius manuals are condensed so as to be unintelligible,

and the reason why is slurred, for the sake of plunging at once into the midst of

neatly worked-out rules. For example, Mr. Smyth prints the following as "a
practical introduction to logarithms." He says, " In the common, or Briggs's,

system of logarithms, the numbers in the arithmetical series— 12 3 4 5,
&c.—are the respective logarithms of the numbers in the following geometrical

series— 1 10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000, &c. Hence the logarithm of any
intermediate natural number will be that of the next less number in the second

series, witli the addition of a certain decimal fraction, such fraction being styled

the mantissa of the logarithm. Thus the logarithm of 1 being 0, and that of 10
being 1, the logarithm of 6 (to no further than seven places of decimals) is

0-7781513." Who that is not well versed in the theory of logarithms will under-

stand this " practical introduction ?" How is the mantissa arrived at, and why
sliould the logarithm of 6 be 0-7781513 instead of any set of figures? Educa-
tion in this style makes rule-of-tliumb men and leads to the gravest blunders. It

is wearying tlie memory to charge it with rules, whereas if the mind be informed

of the reason, it becomes developed and fortified, and the rules are remembered as

the result of theory. Now, it would not have taken more than half-a-dozen

pa^es—probably not more than two—for Mr. Smyth to have explained the theory

of logarithms. From the specimen he affords elsewhere, we are certain that he
could have done so lucidly, and, at the same time, compactly ; and had he done

so, his manual would have led to many clerks and accountants mastering the

science into whose hands it might have fallen ; whereas now it would rather act

an impediment or a scarecrow. Of the numerical manuals and educational books

that are published few are anything more than compilations of rules and practical

examples, instead of being simple and accurate explanations of the wherefore of

the rules ; and we submit tliat this is not as it should be. In other respects, the

manual is what it professes to be, handy tor reference to those who require the

memory to be refreshed. Should it arrive at a second edition, we trust the

autlior will preface his rules and examples by a succinct and intelligible explana-

tion of the theory on which they are founded.

Berkeley House.—In the House of Commons on Monday, Mr. E.

James asked the First Commissioner of Works whether he could state to the

House the sum paid by the Metropolitan Board of Works for the site of Berkeley

House, upon which the board is erecting a building for their own use, and what

sum was to be expended by the said board in the construction of such builduuf.

Mr. Cowper said that the Metropolitan Board of Works had given £.')00 for the

site, and £799 for the old materials. They had a lease of the ground forOO years,

at £5,000 a year for the first 10 years, and£:350 for the remainder of the term;

and the amount to be spent in the whole on the construction of the building,

including all extras, would be £16,000. In answer to a question subsequently

asked by Sir. H. Willcmgliby, Jlr. Cowper said he had no control over the

Metropolitan Board of Works, and bad been only enabled to give the answer he

had to the previous question of the member by the courtesy of the Chairman of

that board. He had no power to interfere in any way with the proceedings of

that board.—(Hear.)
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INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Uecorded to ^akcii 7,

^ Mr. Joseph Ecclcs, of Blaokburu, for " Improvements in macliincry for themanu-
ftrtnre of bricks, tiles, and other nrticlcs of plastte materials."
Mr. William Edward Kewlon, of (j(>, Chancerj-Iane, for certain "Improvements

in window cashes."
Ur. Cyres Price, of WolTerhampton, for " Improremcuts in locks and latches."

Grants.
Mr. Riebard Bewlcv, Jun., of Brook House Fonndrv, Uttoxeter, for " ImproTC-

mcnts in the mode ot heating the dryiD{>'-roonis, sheds, or stories used by potters

and manufacturers of bricks and tiles."—l^ruteetion six mouths.
Mr. Georjre Cowdcry, of Strood, for "An improved brick-making machine."—

Protection six months.
Mr. William Henry Crispin, of Jtar8h-<rate-lanc, Stratford, for "Improvements

in fastenings for doors."—Protection six months.
Mr. Wm. Henry Elkin, of 27, IJclviderc-road, Lambctli, for "Improvements in

window frames and sashes."—Protection six mouths.
Mr. Thomas Henry Morrell, Leyland, in the County of Lancaster, " Improvements

in apparatus usee! in moulding: and pressinjj bricks, and in drying bricks, tiles, and
other articles made from plastic cartlis."—Protection six months.
Mr. WilUam Edward Newton. 60, Chancery- lane, for "Improved apparatus for

producing an artiticial draft in chimneys, and for purposes of ventilation."—A com-
munication from abroad by George Cuihoun, of Philadelphia, in the United States
of America. Protection six mouths.
Mr. IkMijamin Furuell, of l!irminp;ham, for " Improvements in hot-water apparatus

applicable to the heating of buildings, supplying baths and laundries, and other
smiilar uses." I'rotection six mouths.
Mr. James Wright, of ii. Bridge-street, Blackfriars, for " Improvements in the

constmction of waterclosets." A communication from abroad by Max Schloss, of
Stockholm, kingdom of Sweden. I*rotection six mouths.

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. Thomas Henry Morrell, of Leyland in the county of Lancaster, for '' Improve-

ments in apparatus used in moulding and pressing bricks, and in drying bricks,

tijes, and other articles made from plastic earths."

Foreign 1'atents.
Mr. Josiah S. EUiott, of West Needham, Mass., for an " Improvement in brick

preues."

Specifications Pdblished Dcrinc the Week.
No. 17-12, price 7d., Self-adjusting ventilating apparatus.
Ko. 1767, price 3d., Waterclosets. ci sterns, urinals, &c.
No. 1770, price lOd., Apparatus for heating or warming buildings.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Windsor.

For house at Windsor, for Kev. W. Hawtrey. Architect, Mr. Street.
Lawrence £2,B41 I Silver £2..300
Holden 2,384 | Snowball •••.. 2,200
UardyandSon 2,300

|
Hollis 2,100

West Clyst, Devon.
For West Clyst Farm buildings.

Stafford .£1,075
|
Birmingham £970

Stile and King Wi
\
Drake (accepted) 875

Wbitechapel-hoad.
For a house and library to be built on part of the site of the old Workhouse, \\liite-

chapel-road, for Mr. Kobert Gladdiog. Sir. John Hudson, architect, 40, Leman-
street, E. Quantities not supplied.
John Jacobs £1,620
J. 8. Hammond l,<ilS

T. Hall and Son 1,616
Bead and Sou 1,540

F. Hedges £1,537
W.Hill 1,425
Jas. Little and Son 1,405
King and Stanger (accepted) 1,320

Sutton, Cheney. Leicestershire.
For parionage-honse, Sutton Cheney, Leicestershire Mr. Edward Browning,

architect, .'Stamford.
Whole Deduct if Cellar-
AmoDnt. age omitted.

LawBon and Joy, Bedford £1,449 10 .. £6113 .. £1,387 17
Neal and Hcxtall, Ibstock 1.208 .. 43 .. 1,105
Skelehley and Co. Leicester 1,150 .. 45 .. 1,105
Broadbent Leicester l,i:i« 10 .. 49 10 .. 1,089
Harrold. Hinckley 1,006 6 .. 38 6 .. 1,068
Gutlerid^e. Market, Bosworth 1,004 10 .. 36 10 .. 1,027 14
Cogswell and Day, I'eterboro' .... 1,055 6 . . CO .

.

995 6
Hardy, Chilvers Coton 1,048 .. 38 .. 1,010
Osborne, Leicester 1,028 .. 32 .. 990
Spencer, Atherstone 994 .. 35 .. 959

Great Yarmouth.
For Sailors' Home and Beachmen's Institute. Great Yarmouth. Mr. A. W.

Uorant, Great Yarmouth, architect. Quautitics supplied.
Bricklayers^ and Plasterers* W<yrk.

J.Gaze £1,120 .T, Emmerson £1,040
J. Legeett 1,0«0 ' G. Tyrell 938
H.Jaekson 1,019 10 K. Pratt (accepted) 930
C.Beid 1,040 1

Masons IVorl:.

C.L.Bartram £117 I W. Lacke £100
J.Stanley 114 10 | T. Burgess (accepted) 87 10

Slaters' n'ori—Dawber and Dumbleton (accepted) £31.
Plumbers', Glaziers', and Painters' Work.

B. Teasdel £187 10 I Norman and .Sou £160 10
T.Doughty 178 | C. Woolverton (accepted) 129 12

Carpenters' and Joiners' Work." K.O.Johnson £540
H. J. Norfor ,5.32

J. Perfect 505 10
J.J.Isaacs 486
K. Edwards (accepted) 479 15

E. Boardman £720
B. Steward fi;)9

W. Wrigllt 639
J.L. Savage 580
Glllings and .Spillings 5<X) 10
C. Bartram 552

Smiths' and Ironfounders* Work.
J. T. iTcg £69 10

I
C. Freeman (accepted) £60

Gasjitters' and Bellhanffers' Work.
S.Carver £33 6 4 I C. Gray (accepted) £27 15
C. Freeman (gaa only) 2110 o|

For reconstruction of Pier Head, Britannia-pier, Great Yarmouth. Mr. A. W.
Horant, Great Yarmouth, engineer.
J.Pnrdy.Great Yarmouth.. ..£548 15 6 1 'J. J. Isaacs, Great Yarmouth £459

• Accepted.

Notts.
For enlargement of Kanby-house, Notts. Mr. Goddard, architect, Lincoln.

Liller and ;*on, lletford £1,125 < C. Fox, Lincoln
Young, Lincoln 1,100

j

.£940

For new Rectory-house and offices, North Scarle,
tect, Lincoln.

Lincoln. Mr. Goddard, archi-

J. Semper, Scarle £1.010
Wallis and Son. Kasen 1,007

J. Crosby, Coleby 9t»

J. Roevo, Lincoln £928
II. Cliphaui, Norwell 848

NEwroRT. Monmouthshire.
For drainage of Newport and St. WooUos cemeteiy.

" '
' Thomas Thomas £208 7

Jonah Francis (accepted) 256 10
James Tm'uer 251 1

Joseph Smith £3.18 2 8
HenryCollier 300 13 SJ
John Griffiths 272 10 3
William Williams 270

Over Darwen, near Blackburn.
For the erection and completion of three mortuary chapels, two lodges, entrance

gates, iron railing, boundary fences, &c. 3Ir. J. Steveus, architect, 32, I'rincesa-
street, Manchester. Quantities supplied by the architect.
A. Kay, Darwen £3,310 llowarth and Son, Blackburn ....£3,270
W. H. Brown, Stockport 3,300 |

John Kuowbes, Darwen (accepted) 3,220

IWeston, Suffolk.
For Rectory House at Weston. Suffolk, ior the Rev. H. Mayes. Mr. A,

Morant, Great Yarmouth, architect.^ Quautitics supplied.
W.

Godbolt and Son, Brockdish £1,744
Minns andFoyson, Norwich 1,034
Kobtrt Skipper, Dereham 1,600
T. Woodroffe and Son, Beccles .... 1,530

R. Darby and L. Bull, Bungay £1,519
E. O. Johnson, Great Yarmouth . . 1,429
U. J. Norfor, Great Yarmouth (ac-

cepted) 1,355

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
ALTERING TOWN HALL.

Cahmahthen.—For plans for altering and improving the present Shire Hall of the
County of Carmarthen, with a view to render the same more commodious for the
holding of assizes and Quarter Sessions. A ground plan of the present Town Hall
and the County premises adjoining, may be seen on application at the Office of the
Clerk of the Peace at Carmarthen, where further information may be obtained, and
plans arc to be sent to the said Clerk of the Peace up to March 27.

CHURCH.
Hull.—For plans for the church proposed to be erected in Margaret-street, Beverley-
road, Hull. For particulars .apply by letter, addressed to the hon. sees, of the Hull
Church Building Society, 10, Belle-vue-terrace, Hull.

WOIIKIIOUSB.
HuDDERSFiELD. -For plans for the erection of a Workhouse, at Dean House, in the
township of Honley. within the said union, to accommodate 150 persons. I'rinted

particulars maybe'hadon application at the Clerk's Office, Albion-street, Hudders-
field. There must be, enclosed within the cover containing the plans, a sealed en-
velope, addressed to "The Chairman of the Board of Guardians," bearing outside
a corresponding mark or motto to that upon the plans, and inside the name and
address of the owner. It is intended that this envelope should remain unopened
until the Guardians have decided upon the plans to be adopted. Plans, &c., to bear
a private mark or motto, but not the name of the owner, and to be delivered, under
sealed cover, at the Board-room, in Albion-street, aforesaid, endorsed "plans for

a Workhouse at Dean House" on or before March 13.

Building Plans for Granton near Edinburgh.—The Duke of Buccleugh and
Queensberry acknowledges the receipt of fourteen plans, with sealed letters bearing
the following mottoes ;

" Nihil sine labore." " Ut spes cstinfracta," " Sanitas," "Non
crux sed lux,".," Spcro,'

vedere," "Commerce,"

'Spee," "Severn," "Strada,

'Lahore," and ^^ |2 ,a^

O. P.Q." "Labore," "Bel-

As two of the mottoes are

alike ("Labore"), the architects will please send some distinctive ni.trk applicable

to their reBpcctivo pl.-vns. The plans and relative drawings will be examined in due
time, and the result ot the competition announced in a future advertisement.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASYLUM COTTAGES.

SodthShields.—For the erection of seventeen cottages, with boundaiyandenclosingr
walls, for the Master JIarincrs' Asylum. Plans, &c., at the Offices of Messrs. Oliver

and Lamb, architects, 70, King-street, South Shields. Bills of quantities will be
furnished on application. Tenders to March 16.

BEACONS.
Crookhaven, County of Cork.—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman

rocks, on the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven. The beacon to be of
cast-iron casing filled with masonry. IMans, &c., between 11 and 3 each day, .it the
Ballast Office, Dublin, or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island, where also

may be had printed forms of tender. Proposals to be sent tlirough post. Tenders
to April Irt.

Sligo Bay.—For the erection of a wrought-iron pillar beacon on the Wheat or
Wheaten Rock, off Rahly Point, in Sligo Bay. Forms of tender on application

betw(.'en 11 and 3 each day, at the liallast Office, Dublin, or at the South lighthouse.

Oyster Island, opposite to Rosse's Point, Sligo Harbour. Proposals to be sent
through post. Tenders to April 20.

CEMETERIES.
Barnsley, Yorkshire.—For the mason's work, carpenters' and joiners' work,

slaters' and plasterers' work, plumbers' and glaziers' work, painters' work, and
jronibunders' workrequired in the erection of two chapels, lodge, mortuary chapel,

and entrance gateway, &c., at the intended cemetery, at lieeehlkkl, near Barnsley.

Drawings, &c., at the Offices ot the architects, 5, South-parade, Leeds, until

March 8th, and at the Office of the Surveyor to the Burial Board, Barnsley, from
the 8th to the 15th ofMarch next inclusive. Tenders before 4 o'clock March 19,

Brigiitside, Biehlow, Yorkshire.—For the formation of the roads and ground
of the cemetery of Brightside, liierlow, and for the construction of the drains.

Particulars at the Office of Messrs. Flickton and Son, architects. East I'aradc,

Sheflield. Tenders to March 12.

DowLAis, Glamorganshire.—For the erection of a chapel and boundary wall for

the new cemetery at I'ant-cad-lfor, in the parish of Dowlais. Separate tenders to

be sent in for the Chapel and boundary wall. Drawings, &c., on applicat ion to Mr.
Brigdcn, at the Dowlais Drawing Office, on and alter March 5. Tenders to

March 19.

CHAPELS.
Bdriiam.—For the erection of a new Wesleyan chapel at Burliam. Plans, &c., at

the residence of Mr. James Barton, Bank-street, Slaidstone, on any day between
the hours of 10 and 5. Tenders to March 14.

Milton next Sittingbourne.—For the erection of new Congregational chapel
and school. Plans, Ac, on application to the Rev. W. E. Parrett Milton, on and
after the 17th March, between 10 a..m. and 6 p.m., Information, and bills of quan-
tities, on application to Messrs. I'oulton and Woodman, architects, Keuding.
Tenders to 4 p.m. March 10.
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CHUUCIIES.
Chai.vet, NEAR SXiOUGii.—For the erection of a new church at Chalvpynonr Slough.

Plan, .fee, on upijlicjition to the Uev. G. A. Crce, Slouy:h. Tenders to March ^0.

(See artvertiscment.)
CoTTiNGHAM.—For the erection of an org:iin crallory, Btaircnse, Ac, in Cottinffham
church. J'lans, *e., at the Offices of 5Ir. J. lirown, architect, No. 5.\ Whitcfriar-
g-ate, Hull, from 12th to tlie 15th Atarch, inchislve. Tenders to ft o'clock March 15.

l,oosE, Kknt.—For buildinffanewaitile, rescaliuLf tliecliurch, and other works. IMans
and specification at the Office ofMr. Martin lluhner. archlteet, Maidstone, any day
(except Sunday) between the hours often and live, where copies ot the bill of quan-
tities can be obtained upon payment o! five shillinjfs, with a form of tender for tlie

work. Tenders to March V-l.

KuGBV, Wauwicksiiikk.—For theenlarf^cment of St. Mattliew'sChurch. T)rawiU]2:8,

&c., on application to the Clerk, SFr. Wliitewcll, Warwick-street, liuifby, Uuplieatos
of the drawinjT^s, and further information, on application to Mr. Christian, architect,

10, Whitehall-place, London. Tenders to lo a,m. March 30. (See advertisement.)
St. Mawc!An-in-1*ydar, Cornwall.—For the restoration and part rebuildin''^ ot

the Church of St. Mawjfan-in-Fydar. Flans. &c., at the house of Mr. Thomas Mill,

builder, Daniel-street. Truro, on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, in any of the
three weeks ensuing- from February '2'.i. Every information will be given, either by
Mr. Hill, or by Mr. W. H. Stephens, baililT, Carnaston, St. Colomb. Copies of the
plans will uot be permitted to be taken. Tenders to March 22.

CONVENT.
Skipton, Yorkshir'E.—For the different works required in the erection of a convent

adjoininfc St. Stephen's Church, Skiplon. Plans. &c., at the Olhce of Messrs.
Andrews and Delauney, architects, Bradford, until the 0th of March, and after that
day St the Black Horse Inn at Skipton, until March 13th. Tenders to March 13.

ENTRANCE LODGES.
WiLSTSLOW Park, CiiESiiinE.—For the erection of entrancc-lodfjes for the Park

Bituiile adjoining tlie Wilmslow station, on the London and North Western Kail-

way, about 12 miles from Manchester, Plans. &c., at the Office of Messrs. Starkey
and Cullley, architects, Princess-street, Manchester. Tenders to March 21.

ENGINJ^ HOUSE, &c.
Farf.iiam, Hants.—For the erection of an enf^nc-housc and other buildmgs,

in the Main Dell, Farcliam. Plans, &c., on application to Mr. E. Rutledge, surveyor
to the Local Board of Health, Quay-street, Fareliam, on and after March 12.

Tenders to 7 o'clock, 3Iarch 10.

\Valla.sey.—For the erection and completion of an cng-ine-house, boiler-house,
workshop, chimney, and tank-roof. Drawiufjs, ttc, duplicate forms offender, bills

of (iu.'intities, and schedules of prices on p.iyment of ten shillings, on application to
Mr, James .J. Lea, rosident-enirineer of the liOcal Board of Health, or at the Office

of Mr. Kobert Itawlinson, civil eng^ineer. No. 34, l*arhament-streef, Westminster,
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Tenders to .March 10.

EAKTHWOUK8, &c.
NonwicK.—For the execution of earth and other works necessary for the formation
of the rifle practice raoLi^e, on Mouschold Heath. Plans, &e.. and all information,
at the Office of 3Ir. Benest, Bank Chambers, Norwich. Tenders to 1^ o'clock,
March 12.

GASHOLDER.
Bath.—For the supply and erection on the Gas Company's work at Bath, of a
telescope f^-asholder, 70 feet in diameter in two lifts each 22 rcet deep. Plans at the
Offices of the Company, Batli, and at the Offices of Messrs. John Evenson and Son,
Gas Eng:inecrs, Wolverhampton. Tenders to March 20.

GAS TANK.S.
WniTBV, Yorkshire.—For the excavating and building of a brick ^as tank, 72 feet
diameter, and 10 feet deep. Plans, &c., on application to Mr. Thomas Crosskill,
Gas office, Wliitby. Plans, &c., for retort house, chimney and other buildings re-

quired for the erection of new gasworks at Whitby, may be seen at the same time.
Tlie tank must be tendered for separately, but it is preferred to let the whole to one
contractor. Tenders to ilarch li.

HOSPITAL.
Exeter.—For excavating repairs and alterations at the premises of the Devon and
Exeter Hospital in Magdalen-street, Exeter, formerly in the occupation of Messrs.
Steppcrd. Plans, &c., at the premises,

HOUSE.S.
ASHTON-UNDER-LiNE.—FoT the crcction of fifty cottages, to be built at Hurst, near
Ashton-under-Linc. Plans, &c., at the office of Hayley and Sou, architects, Cross-
street, Manchester. No date specified.

Bampton, Devon.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, on Sparkhayne Farm,
Bampton. Plans, &c., on application to Mr. Blake (the tenant). Tenders to Marcii
13.

BiTcnwoRTH, Surrey.—For a residence and offices to bo erected at Bitchworth-
Surrey. Drawings, «S:c., at the Office of Mr. John Nicholls, architect, 31, Denbigh
street, Relgrave-road. Tenders to Slarch 22.

Ihverness, Scotland. —For the mason, carpenter, lath and plaster, plumber and
slater works, of a new wing to the house, No. 2;>. Grant-street. Plans, &c., to be
seen with the proprietor, Mr. John Munro, merchant, Academy-street, up to the
22ud of March. Tenders to March 22.

Inveugelder Estate of Balmoral, Scotland.—For the mason, carpenter,
slater and plaster work, of a steading of farm offices and dwelling house to be
erected at Invergelder ; also fur the mason, carpenter and plaster work of alter-
ations to be made on the farm steading at mains of Abergeldie, and for a new
cottage, and repairs on a cottage, at Bridg-e of Grjnoe, all on the estate of Aber-
feidie. Plans, &c., on application to Mv. John Beaton, Balmoral Castle, until
larch 21st. The works will be contracted for within the Monaltrie Arms Inn,

Ballater, on the 27th March. Tenders to March 24.

Oldmkndrum, Aberdeenseiire, Scotland.—For the mason, carpenter, slater and
plaster works of a house about to be erected at Oldmoudrum. Plans, &c., of the
eeveral departments the works to be seen with Sir. George Jackson, merchant, until
twelve o'clock at noon, 3Iarch 14th, when, if suitable offers are made, the works
will be contracted for.

Hertford.—For the erection of twenty-seven cottages in llailway-street, Hertford.
Drawings, .fee, at the Offices of .Mr. Kimpton, architect, 2. Adam's-court, Old
Broad-street, London, P].C., between the hours of 11 and 4. Tracings of drawings,
and copies of specifications, supplied at 7s. Od. each, on receipt of a Post-office order
on general post. Tenders to March 21.

Manchester.-For the erection of farm and other buildings, on the New Work-
house Estate at Crumpsall : and also for the enlargement of the infants' playroom
at the Industrial schools, at Swindon. Drawings, &c., by applying at the offices of
Messrs. Mills and Murgatroyd, architects. Exchange chambers, Bank-street, Man-
chester. Sealed tenders, endorsed *' Tender for building," to be addressed to the
Board of Guardians, and delivered to me, at my olfice, on or before Tuesday the
20th inst. The guardians do not pledge themselves to accept the lowest tender.—
By order, Jno. Harrop, clerk to the guardians. Poor Law offices, New Bridge-
street, Slanehcsfer, March 2, 1S60. Tenders to March 20.

Herteokd.—For the erection of 27 cottages in Railway-street, Hertford. Drawings,
&c., at the Offices of Mr. Knighton, architect, 2, Adam's-court, Old Broad-street,
between the Ixours of 11 and 4. Tenders lo aiarch 21. (See advertisement).

MiLwooD NEAR FuRNKSs Abbey, LANCASHIRE.— For tlio crectlou of a residence
honse and offices, together with a lodge and stabling. IMans, &c., at the office of
Edward Wadliam, Esq., Ulverstone. Particuliirs and quantities on application to
Mr. lOdward Browning, architect, Stamford. Tenders, agreeably to the form
supplied, to 4 o'clock, March 2<t. (Sec advertisement).

Shoeblrvni:sh, near Southend, Essex. — For the erection of six cottages at
Slioehtiryness. Drawings, .tc. on application to Mr. Dale Knapping, South Shoe-
bury, Essex. Tenders to March 22.

Stepnev.—For the erection of a house and appurtenances at Stepney. Plans, &e..
at the Offices of Mr. Thwmas G. Hill, architecl, 70, Old-street, E.C., until Mareh23.
No date specified.

INFIKMAUY.
HEHEroHD.— For first infirmarv, addltiouH and outbuildings ; second infirmary, lodge
and boundary wall. Plans, Ac, between the liours of and fl, at the Buard-room,
of tlie Hereford infirmary. Tendern to March 22.

WhitehAVEN.— For the erection of new fever wards.connceted with the Whlteharcn
and West Cumberland Infirmary, Drawings, Ac. at tlio CommitteC'room of the
Infirmary, HowgiU-street, Wliitehavcn. Information on upplicatlon to Mr. Charles
Eaglesfield, architect. Maryport. Tenders to March 14.

LEVELLING AND FILLIX(J UP LAND.
Manchester. —For the works required in levelling and lllling-up the land on the

right of the private road leading to the now workhouse at CrumpHidl, .Specifica-
tions, &e..hy applying at the ofBces ofMessrs. Mills and Murgatroyd, archit^ts. Ex-
change chambers, Bank-street, Manchester. Tenders cudorsen ** Tcuder for
levelling," to March 13,

LTGHTHOl\SE TOWEU, &c.
DuRSEY Sound, Co. Cork.—For the erection of a lighthonse tower on the Calf
Bock, westward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling-houses on the eaKt sliore of
Dursey Sound. Plans, sections, ^c, on application (between the horns of eleven
and three o'clock eacii day) at the Ballast Ofllce, Dublin, or at the Lightliouse. on
Itoancarry, Bearhaven, co. Cork, wlu-re also forms of tender may be had. Tenders
sent paid througli the Post Offlee, to April lit.

LUNATIC ASYLUM.
County of Devon.—For the erection of a new building for patients (County Lunattc
Asylum). Drawings, &c., between the liours of ten and five, at the office of Mr.
Hayward, the county architect, 50, High-street. E.Keter. Tenders to March 12.

MILITIA STOREHOUSE.
Bodmin, Cornwall.—For the erection of a militia storehouse, at Bodmin. Draw-

ing--, &c., at the office of the Militia Depot, Bodmin, between 10 a.in. and i p.m.,
until March 14. Tenders to 12 a'clock at noon, March 14.

PALNTING OUTSIDE OF WOUKHOUSE.
Salford.—For painting the outside wood and iron work of the workhouses in the
Union of Salford. Specifications at the office of 3Ir. Jno. Adamson, clt-rk to the
Guardians, Union Office, Eccles New-road, Salford. Tenders to March 1(1.

PAVING.
St. Saviour's District.—For paving the streets, and other passages and places,
within the parish of Christchnrch and the liberty of the clink, within the district,

under contract for three years from Lady-day next, with power for the l^ard to
determine the same at tiie end of the first or second year at tlieir own option. Also
for repairing the footways of tlie streets and places within the same parish and
liberty, under like contract. Separate tenders for either of such works will be re-
ceived. Specifications and tlie drafts of the contracts may be seen, and all parti-
culars obtained at the office, 3, Emerson-street, Boukside, bouthwark. Tenders to
Op.ra., March 14.

PARSONAGE.
St. Luice, Finsrury.—For the erection of a parsonage-house in the parish of

St. Luke, Finsbury. Copies of quantities at 78. M.. and further information on
application to Mr. Benjamin White (late ^Mason and White), arcliitect. No. 0, Great
St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, between the liours of 10 and 4, until March 12. Tenders
to March 12.

POLICE STATION.
Cardiff.—For the erection of a new Police Station, at Cardiff. Drawings, &c., at
the Town Hall, Cardifl; until March 10, and after that date at the Office of Mr
James Wilson, architect. 1, Belmont, Batli. Tenders to March 20.

Wadebridge Pool. Tywardreatii, Cornwall.—For the erection of police-

stations at Wadebridge. Drawings, &c., at tlie station of the Inspector of County
Police, Wadebridge ; and for Pool at the Superintendent's station, Cranboume ;

and for Tywardreath, at the station of t!ie Sergeant of County Police, Tyward-
reath, between a.m., and six p.m., until March .'iO. Payments on account will

be made from time to time to the contractor during the execution of the work, on
the certificate of tne ai-chitect. Tenders to March 31.

UOADS, &c.
WiLMSLOW Park, Ciiesiiire.—For the forming, making, and levelling ot a road
about a mile in length through this park, and the building of a bridge over the
river Bollen. Plans, &c., at the offices of Slessrs. Starkey and Cufiey, architects,

3Ianchester. Tenders to March 21.

SCHOOLS.
Bengeo, ITertford.—For the erection of a girls' school and class-room with
mistress's house attached, at Bengeo. Plans, &c., at the present seliool house, ou
and after JIarch 5. Further information on application to Mr. D. 3Iorgan, archi-
tect, Hertford. Tenders to Marcli 12.

SKiRLAuon, Yorkshire.—For the erection of boys' and girls' schoolrooms, and a
dwelling-house for the master's residence. Plans, &o., ou application to .Joseph
Tiffin, Esq., at Skirlaugh, from the 12th to the 17th March, both days inclusive.

Tenders 12 o'clock, 3Iarch 10.

WiNSHAM NEAR CiiARD, SOMERSETSHIRE.-For tlic crcction ofa schoolniastcr's-

residence and class-room, at Winsham ncarChard. Drawings, Ac, at the Vicarage.
Tenders to March 14.

SEWERAGE.
Deptford.—For the construclion and laying down of a brick sewer and iron

pipes for a lenglli of 880 feet or thereabouts, with other works in connexion
therewith, in London-street, Grove-street, and at St. George's-stairs. in the
Parish of St. Paul, Deptford. IMans. &c., on application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgett«,

Engineer of tlie Metropolitan Board of Works, 1, (ireek-street, Soho. between 9
a.m. and 4 p.m., until Marcli 15. Tenders to be delivered at the Office of the
Board before 4 o'clock March 15.

Dundee.—For constructiuu: certain sewers witliin the Burgh of Dundee, Plans, &c,
at the office of Mr. John Fulton, town surveyor. Police-buildings. The cost of the
above work, when completed, is estimated at £0.000. Tenders to March 12.

KiNGSTON-upoN-HuLL.—For the construction of about 700 yards of orick sewer, 6
feet by 3 feet 4 inches, and other works in connexion therewith, in the east district

of the Borough. Drawings, &c.. at the office of the surveyor to the Local lioard of
Health, Mr. K. A. ilarillier, 73, Dowgate-street. Tenders to 12 o'clock, March 16.

SUPPLY.
Glasgow.—For furnishing about 900 cubic yards of whin metal, for the Great Wes-
tern and. St. George's turnpike-roads, and for carting off the mud, &c., from the

same roads, for the year from the 15th May. 1800, to 15th >M.ay,18f.l. Specifications

and further particulars in the hands of the clerks, at their chambers, 44. West
Regent- street, or with the Surveyor, Mr. Stephenson, Bishopbriggs. Tenders to

March 20.

SUUVEYS.
BARNsLEY—TowNsnip OF WoMnwELL.—For anew valuation (to he made in con-

formity witli the Parochial Assessment Act), of (he houses, collieries, poitenes,

railways and canals, in the township of Wombwell; and also to contract lor a new
valuation ofthe farmhouses and land in the said township. Tenders are also re-

quired for a newsurveyandmapof the township upon a scale of tliree chains to an

inch, with book of reference. Tlic township contains about 3,500 acres oi lana.

Tenders and testimonials may be sent to Mr. John Tyas, Clerk to the Guardians,

Bar;:sley, on or before March 13. .

Barnsley Union, Yorkshire -Township of WoRSBROcGif.-For a new valu-

ation {to bem-idein conformity with the Parochial Assessment Act), of the houses,

collieries, manufaetories, foundries, railways and canals, m the township of Wors-

brou<^h ; also to contract for a new valuationoftlie farmhouses and land in the same

township; also for a new survev and map of the township on the scale of three

chains to an inch, with a book of reference. The township contains about 3,5Jo acres
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Tlio mlvowsou anil next presentaiio:i to Iho vicarage of GosfleUl, Essex, gross incomCt
£30a 18. (kl. per anuiiin ; sold for £2,710.

LEASEHOLD.
188, 189, anil 100, Great Dover-street, Itonmuli. ilwcHing-Iionses and premises, let at £licper

annum, term w yeai-!*. from Fobrimry, lt*2."i. snoiuul-ront, £2r, ; soid for £.5a'.

lyi and 102, (Jrcat l>over-strcct, houses and shops, let at £Sr lOi. per annum, Kaine term,
ground-rent, 18 ; sdUI for £400.

Ity Messrs. I.aiike an<l Wood.—"No 2,% Burv-street, Rt. James's, house and shop, let on
lease at £120 per amium, held for a tcnu of 53 years, ftx)m October, 18G3, ground-rent, £,:>l per
annum ; sold for ttilto.

79. Sloane-street, Chelsea, residence, with coach-house and (stable In the rear, let on lease
at £\>c, per annum, held fur a term uf 80 years, from June, 17i>0, gromid-rent, £0 Ss. pcraunuiu
sold for £380.

10, Valace-street, Pimlico, house, let at £31 10s. per annum, term, 74 years, from Midsummer,
18111. Rround-rent, £.1 3s. per annum ; sold for £315.

Ily Messrs. IIeadel and Sons— llfi, Fenchnrch-street. premises, eomprisins numerous
suites of odlccs, of the annual value of £1,480 per aimum,'held under lease from the Cluth-
workers Companv. for a term of 75 years, ft-ora Midsummer, 1857, at tlio rent of £4o()pet
annum ; soid for £7,550.

THURSDAY.
FREEHOLD.

By ^Er. J. Stevens.—Park-hill, Claphaui-i)ark, Clapham, residence, known as " Shamrock
Lodge," let on lease at £100 per annum ; sold for £1,440.
Park-hlU, Clapham, seven detached villa rcsldeaces, known ns*'Yorke Villa," let at £70

per annum ; sold for £i,UK) (privately).
By Mr. W. 11. Hewitt.—2,J, Vine-street, Westminster, house and shop, also a private resi-

dence, 22, adjoinin;.', let at £W n year ; sold for £525.
28, 20, and 30, North-street, near Stepney Chureli ; sold for £200,
S4, ti'i, and 3(1, North-street, near Stepney Cluircli, house; sold for £170.
50, 5*4, and 51, North-street, near Stepney Church, house ; sold for £213.
88, \\ heeler-street. Commercial-street, dwelling-house ; sold for£I<i5.
Bv Mr. TooTAL New Urentford, dwelling-house and chemist's shop, let at £G0 per annum;

sold for £010.
r>v Mr, Moore.— 28, Vincent-street, and 0, Ebenezer-place, dwelling-house, sold for £275.
By Mr. L, ,V, Keeve.—47 to 52, Kussell-street, KotUerhithe, cottages, let £06 5s. Cd. per

annum; soid for £(;40.

2.1 and 21. Russell-street, cottages, let at £42 18s., per annum ; sold for £33.5.

By Mr. Wuittixoiiam.-Mill-hlll-road, Acton, Middlesex, 19 plots of building land ; sold
for £1,08:1.

Acton-road," Acton, cottage, with ir. 18p. of garden ground, cowsheds, &c., let at £20 per
annum; sold for £575.

ofUnd. Tenders and testimonials to bo sent to Mr. John Tyas, Clerk to the Guar-
dians, on or before March 1^

Paiiii^ii of Abergele. St. As.vrn I'mon. Flintshire.—For a sarvej*, plan, and
valaation, of the parish of Abergele, within the said union, the area of which,
aeeonUn*r to the tithe commulation map, is it.uoi acres. Separate tenders are re-
quired for the plan nud valuation, but parties may tender for the two combined, or
each separately. The fjruardians do not bind themselves to accept tlic lowest tender,
nor lH>lh tenders frt^m the same person. A correct survey and plan will retiuire to
be on four separate pieces, and drawn on a scale of three ehnins to an incli. An
additional plan of the town of Abergele, including' Pensarn, will also be required on
a scale of one chain to an inch. The contract or contracts to be entered into, will
contain a clause restricting: the completion ofboth plan and valuation (should both be
undertaken by the same partyX to eighteen calendar months, otherwise si.K months
subsequently l>o allowed for the valuation from the davs of the execution of the
contracts. A bond of£200 will be required for the effoctunl carrying' out of the
contract, with two sufficient sureties, or, if preferred, security for that amount by a
bond with deposit of title deeds will be accepted. Applications superscribed.
Tenders for of the parish of Abersrcle, enclosing: names of sureties and
testimonials to t>e forwarded to Mr. Kobert Edward Williams, Clerk to the Guar-
dians, on or before Sfarch 2L
TAKIXG BOWN OLD FAUM BUILDINGS AND ERECTING NEW

BUILDINGS, Ac.
DoBCHESTER.—For the works necessary In taking- down old farm buildinfifs and

cottages, and erecting new farm buildings, pair of cottages and farmhouse for the
3IiUon Abbas Charity. The works to be carried out subject to the aj)proval of the
6ur>-eyor of the Trustees, and of the Charily Commissioners, or their surveyor.
Plans, &c., at the Offices of Mr. Coombes, solicitor, South-street, Dorchester.
Tenders to March 10.

VESTRY HALL.
St. GEORGF.'fl-iN-THE-EAST—For erecting a Vestry-hall and Offices for the above
parish. I'lans, Ac, at the Office of Mr. Andrew Wilson, architect and surveyor to
the Vestry, No. l"..*ti. Cannon- street -road, E. The contractor will be required to
enter into'n bond willi two sureties in the sum of £1,000, for the due performance
of the contract. Tenders to March 39, (See advertisement.)

WAREHOUSES.
Sthtidon.—For the erection of new warehouses, stabling, &c.. In Wood-street,
Swindon, for Messrs. Edwin Knapp and Co. I'lans, &c., at the Office of Mr.
Edward W. Mantell, architect, Swiudou, from the dth to the 17th inst. (No date
specified.)

WAR DEPARTMENT.
Dublin.—For the performance of the artificers' works, and repairs for the service of
the War Department, at Ship-street and Beggars Bush Barracks, and the War
Office buildings. Lower Castle Yard, with per cent, additional for Pigeon House
Fort and the Rifle Ranges, from 1.5th April, 1800, to .'list March, ISOl. Schedules of
prices, forms of tender, and terms of contract, at the District Royal Engineer's
Office, Lower Castle Yard, Dublin, on niakiuf^ a deposit of lOs., which will be re-
funded on the return of the schedules uninjured. Tenders (marked tenders for
work at Ship-street Barracks) to March 22.

Portland.—For the supply at the New Fortifications, Portland, of tools, timber
iron, steel, rails, castings, and other plant, which may from time to time be re-
quired for the use of the convicts employed on the Portland defences, from the Ist
April, 1800, toSlst March, 1861 inclusive. Parties desiring to tender for the above
must leave tlieir names at the Royal Engineer Office, Nothe, Weymouth, on or
before the 17th day of March, and pay the sum of 10s. Od. for the printed schedule
of prices. (No date specified).

WOOLLEN AYAREHOUSE.
Hull.—For the erection of a woollen warehouse, &c.. in Seale-laue, for Messrs. T
M*Turk and Co. Plans, Ac, at the Offices of Mr. William Botterill, architect, 23
Parliament-street, Hull. Tenders to JIarch 12.

WORKHOUSE.
Chelsea.—For the rebuilding of the north-west wing of Chelsea Workhouse,
Drawings. &c., and form of contract, and bills of quantities (on payment of five
Bhlllings), at tlie Offices of the architect, Mr. GeorgeC. Handford, 224, iving's-road,
Chelsea, on and after March 15, between the hours of ten and four. Tenders before
ten o'clock a.m. March 10. (See advertisement.)

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
Statuary blaek, black and gold, sienna, and vein marble in slab and scantling, a

variety of marble chimney-pieces. Including several richly sculptured in black and
gold and statuary, monumental tablets and headstones; a valuable collection of
fdaster easts, chicllv from the museum of the late Mr. Cottingham; York and Port-
and stone, sinks, Ac. ; also the trade implements, on the premises. Bell-court, and
178i, Drury-lane, Slessrs. Eversfield and Home, auctioneers, 10, Parliament-street,
Westminster, and coal exchange, March 20,
2,000 yellow, white, and pine planks, deals and battens; 260 squares of 1^, 1 in.,

J, and J prepared flooring, 5,000 feet wide pine board, 10,000 feet quartering, iWO deals
cut in various thicknesses, scaffolding, and some excellent materials and stable
fittings, on the premises, Camden-terrace, Camden Town, near the Moreton Arms,
Hawley-road, Jlessrs. Lerew and Lerew, auctioneers, 2, Cardington-strect, Ilamp-
stead-road, and .to, Chancery-!ane, March 12. (See advertisement.)
The fittings up and building materials of West Combe House, Maida Hill, Green-

wich comprisinjj 1.000,000 stock bricks, rafters joi-sts girders, 15.000 pantiles, iH),000
plain tiles, lead m gutters and flats, 100 glazed sashes, doors, partitions, carved Ionic
and Corinthian columns, and interior fittings of about 40 rooms, stone paving, coping,
staircases, plinths, the erections of stables.' &c., garden walls ; on the premises. West
Comb Park, Messrs. Pnllen and Son, auctioneers, 80, Fore-street, March 27 and fol-
lowing day. (.See advertisement).
Spanish and Honduras mahogany (comprising several stocks of very dry dining

table and counter top boards), pencil and other cedar, American birch wliite and
yellow deals, dry pine planks, beech, maple and walnut planks, ebonv, maple, walnut,Ac veneers, two wheeled timber cart, &c„ on the premises. Great Saffron Hill,
Holbom, Messrs. Thomas Roberts and Co., auctioneers, *J, Billitcr-street, E.G., March
13 and 14. (See advertisement.)

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

Bt Hessrs. Hcmphbets and Wallen—Atljoininst the *' WindsorlCastle," Victoria Dock-
loaa. bouse anr) nhop, -with yar4l. stubles, &e., let on lease at £3.', per annum ; sold for £59(1.
ByMeran. (tADsDEN, Wistebflood, and Kllis.—Mare-street, llaclcney. residence, with

Sarden. j;reerih»jut(e, staUint,', &e., oecujiying nearly one acre of yround ; mm for i;2,liM».
By Messrs. Chiknock and (Ialswobthy,— Parlt-street and Emerson-street, Soutliwark,

raoKe of liop warehouses, let on lease at iCl.'Ai ])er annum ; sold fur £2,fioo.
88, Bcar-lune, GeorKC-strect, Blackfriant, iron foundry and dwelling-house, let at jfflio per

annum ; sold for £i^. '

IT, Kcwpori-eoiirt. Newport-market, Leicester-square, house with two butchers* shops, &c..
let <m lease at £.0 per annum ; soid for £J*7o.

17, Shoe-lane, Fleet-street, imbllc-houite, known as the " Noah's Ark,"let on lease at£55T)er
annum ; sold for £l,oio.
In the rear of the "Noah's Ark," Shoc-Iane, manufacturingprcnilses.Iet onleaseat £00per

annum ; tiold fur £i,i(X).

1 to li. Terrace, Soiuhville, and 2.1 to 29, SouthvlIIe, a ehaiK-l, also 1 to 8, Priorv-grove, I to
4, SouthvHIe-terrace, fourcotta^^es in SoutJivllle-mews, Ac, &c. hack value, above £000 per
annum, let on lease at a pep|»crcorii reversion in 37 years ; sold for iUVM.
i'hitllmore-ifardeni. Kensington, two residences (unflnlshed), held fur m years, from March,

3656, groand-reiit, £10 lo». per house: sold fur £*(M) and £740 respectively.
By Messrs. Beadel and Son.—92, Chancery-lane, houie and shop i sold for £1,220.

LEASEHOLD.
By :\[r. J. TrRNER.—31, Queen-square, residence, term, 1,000 years, from September, 1720,

proiind-rent £7 10 per annum ; sold for ^£250.
lly Mr. G. Stepuens.— 8, Cluirch-placo, Old-town, Clapham, house and shop, let at £32 per

annum, term, 52 years, from Midsummer last, at a peppercorn ; sold for £275.
17, Kast-plaee, Kenninffton-road, house and premises, term, 17 years, iVora Michaelmas last,

fVee of pround-rent, annual value, £40 ; sold for £215.
Ev Messrs. IEoberts and Koby.—3, Whitmore-road, Hoxton, house and shop, let on lease

at £19 per annum, held for li7 years, from 25th of March, 1822, ground-rent, £:i.is.pcr anniun ;

sold for £215.
By Mr. MoottE.—9 and 10, Hereford-place, Commercial-road, houses and shops, let at £30

each, term, 47 years, ground-rent, £K per house ; sold for £(',40 and £500 respectively.
18, Somerset-place, New-road, house and shop ; sold for £285.
7, Oreen-strect, on the Mercer's Estate, Stepney, house and shop ; old for £200.
8, Duncan-terrace, Islington ; sold for £205.

BANKRUPTS.
(^om the LoMtlon Gaxftte.')

Blnckmnre, Jamw, buililer, Wellinc'lon, SomcrnMshire, March 14, April 11, at twelve, at the Court of
Bankruptcy, Exeter. Solicitors, Mr. Iloilham, W'elliiiifton ; Mr. Clarice, Exeter; official asaigiiee, Mr.
irirt/.el, EieUr.

Boucher, .John, dealer in timber, Blackn-all, Uerhyihire, Morch 24, April 2?, at ten, at the court of Bank-
ruptcy} Leeds. Solicitor, Mr. Gaudile, D-rhy; official ndBignee, Mr. Brevvin, Sheffield.

Chntwiii. Joseph, frastittfrr. Birniiiii;hnm, March 16, April 5, at eleven, nt the court of Bankruptcy, Bir-

minfcham. Solicilors, Messrs. Fitter and Warden, Binninghara ; officitvl assignee, Mr. [l^innear, Bir-

mingrhain.
Clark, Oeorffp, builder, Aiihford, K'nt, March 12, at two, April Ifi, at twelve, at Basinffball-atreet. Solici-

tors, Messrs. Lanirford and Maraden, Friday- street. Chfnpnide ; Messrs. Kinf^nford, Wig^htwick, and
Fraser, Ashford, Kent; official assi;;nee, Mr.'Pennell, Guildhall-chambers.

Kershaw, Joseph, and Kershaw William OeorprCj stonemasotis, Wakefield, Yorkshire, March 16, April 20,
»t U, at the Court of Bankruptcy, Leeds. Solicitors, Messrs. IlBrrisoa aitd Smith, Wakefielj; Meaers.
Bond and Barwick, Leeds; official a«si(fnee. Mr. Younp, Leeds.

Lewis, Thomas, ironmonper, AberiraTenny, i Monmouthshire; March 20, April 16, at 11, at the Court of
Bankruptcy, Bristol. Solicitors. Messrs. Whittington und Gribble, Bristol, Mr. Giibb, Abergavenny ;

official itssicrn^R. ^tr. Miller, Bristol.
Williams, John Reynolds, ir^mmong^r, Sandbach. Cheshire ; March 19, April 13. at 11, at the Court of
Bunkiuptcy, Liverpool. Solicitor, Mr Hyraer, Livt-rpool ; official assignee, Mr. Bird, Liverpool.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
Atack, Siimuel, builder, Leeds ; first dividend of 7s. 6d. in the pound, any day, at Mr. Young's, 5, Park-
row, Leeds.

Harper, Thomas, ironmonger, Sheffield : first dividend of 4s. 1 Id. in the pound, on Tuesday next,nad fotir

following TueadayB, at Mr. Brewin'a, II, St. James's-street, Sheffield.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Jeffries. William, ironmatter, Ilart's-hill, AVorcesiershire; April 2.

Marshall, Thomas, builder. Plymouth . April 2.

Pearson John M.. buildt-r, Coatham ; Rfarch 24.

Whitehouse and Jeffries, ironmasters. West Bromwich.

CERTIFICATES GRANTED.
Hicks, Henry, glass cutter. King David-lane; third class.

Head, Thomas, builder, Nottingham ; third class.

CERTIFICATE to hegranted unless cause be shoronfor refusal on the day appointed,
Lynall, William Sylvester, plumber, Birmingham ; March 30.

INSOLVENTS.
Cooksley, George W., carpenter, Yatton.
Hall, Thomas, joiner, Nottingham.
Holland, Samuel Allcock, ioiner. New Sneinton.
Hunter, Ilobert.blacksmitii, Stanton, Durham.
Knowlson, J., slitter, Nottingham.
Litllefield, Thomas, carpenter, Chichester.
Littlefield, William, builder, Chichester.
Morton, Frederick O., civil engineer, Southampton.
Taylor, Joseph, slater, Nottingham.
Tydoinan, Clarke, tilacksmilh, Stonam Aspall.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIPS.
Cooke, Thomos. and Samuel, Jun., plastfrvra, Deoton.
Howorth aud Hull, I'uilders, Burnley.
HutchinRon and Sherhod, builders, Darlington.
Nevill and Lelever, builders. Highbury-vale, Islington.

Pritcbard end Whitchurcii, brickmakeni, Nottingham,

OBITUARY.
Burden—On Ifith ult., at Durrington, Wilts, Mr. James Burden, builder, aged 57.

Cook—On 25th ult.,nt Qnarley, Mr. Isaac Cook, builder, nged 73.

Kscott—On 2-lth nit,, at Brompfon, Mr. James Ks.'ott, curpt-nter. aged *4.
Forsythe—On 27th ult., at Herwick-on-Twe.d, Mr. R. It. Forsythe, ftonemason, aged 27.
Freeman—On 2nd inst., nt Otley, Mr. W^m, Freeman, builder, nired 55,

Milner—On 2Sih ult., nt Dravton, Mr. Henry Milner, mason, af-e<i 30.
SItotten—OnSSth ult., ut Wo'odend, Mr. Willia-< Shotten, plasterer, aged 32.
WftLkios—On 2nd inst., at Buxton, Mr. Robert WatWir.s, mason, aiied 42.

Wilkina—On Ut inst., ot Prf.nton, Mr. Abraham Wdkin8,carpi-'nter, aged 42.

'Wilkinson—^a lit iust., at SVipton, Mr. John Wilkiutou, blacksmith, aged 66
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BUILDING STONES AND TME HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

NYTPIING more annoying to the public and

scandalous to the autlioritiea than the condi-

tion of the stonework of the Houses of Par-

liament does not exist. Little short of three

millions sterling have been already laid out

upon the pile, wliich, before it is finished, is

literally mouldering to decay ; and for this

extravagant expenditure nothing will there

remain to show, at the end of the century, or,

may be, at the end of the next ten years, save

a confused and shapeless mass of disintegrated

stone, or, at the best, a huge carcase of brick-

work, with patched up and variously bedaubed

])icce3 of stone facings. The money wlilcli

Sir Charles Bariy's design has cost tlie nation,

from fii-st to last, and including all items, will,

probably, never be known. In that respect it

will be like the Palace of Versailles, but in all

others greatly dissimilar ; for it is related of the French

monarch that, when he received the accounts from the

architect of his palace, he deliberately put them behind the

fire, in order thatjposterity miglit not know the extent of his

extravagance. Tlie House of Commons would, doubtless,

be glad to do the same thing.

The original estimate for the Houses of Parliament was,

in round numbers, £724,000—in reality we fancy it de-

scended to farthings—while the amount already spent upon it has

reached £2,198,000, or threefold the first estimate. Enormous as is

this cost, it is not all ; for it does not include the charges for frescoes

statuary, and temporary ofiiees, and what they amounted to is not

allowed to transpire. There are besides, the costs of the various com-

missions—the one which selected the rotten stone cost the country

£11^000—that have been appointed from time to time, and the huge

items for printing their reports, as well as the different returns moved

for by members of the House. Taking all these things mto considera-

tion—IMr. Denison's cracked bells and stopped clocks—there is good

reason to believe that very nearly, if not more than, three millions have

been already expended upon the structure, which, as a work of art, is

as unstable and unendurable as the scenic architecture of Mr. Beverley:

while, to make the matter worse, no one can tell what money it will

cost to complete the edifice, finish the decorations, and make the ap-

proaches. The expense must be calculated by hundreds of thousands

of pounds, which may swell to millions ; and to this uncomfortable

prospective must be added the already enormous outlay annuall); re-

quired for repairs, since the unfinished edifice has to be extensively

patched up, although little more than twenty years have elapsed since

it was begun.

It is no more than justice to Sir Charles Barry to state at once that

he is but partially responsible for the unprecedented increase of the

original estimate, and for the employment of rotten materials. Succes-

sive Commissions and Governments have exercised a pressure upon him

to which few architects have been subjected. There can be no question

as to the beauty of his design ; that is clearly his own ; but for the money

wasted in ventilating schemes our legislators are alone responsible.

Under the influences of the dilettanti on the Fine Arts Commission, the

decoration of the edifice has been greatly extended. With that he had

nothing to do. The cost and failure of the clock and bell do not reside

with him. He had not to select the site ; it was imposed upon him in

obedience to historical associations, and for the tons of printed matter

in connexion with the works he is clearly not responsible. As usual, no

one is to blame, and the question, " AVhom shall we hang?" remains

nnanswered.
To our London readers there can be no occasion to describe the

melancholy appearance of Westminster Palace ; they are unfortunately

too fiimiliar with it, but for the information of those who are in the

country, we make room for the graphic and '\)iquant account given by

Mr. Wise in the House of Commons last Friday, of the degradation of

Sir Charles Barry's structure, its rapid decline and deterioration. The
honorable gentleman said :

—

The adoption of an excessive ornamentation not origfinally contemplated for the
Houses ot I'nrllament had a tendency to subject the buildings to the atmospheric
iuHucnoes of tliat metropoUs, where 3,000,000 tons of coal were annually consumed,
producing sulpluiric acid, carbonic acid, ammonia, and many other gases, which were
particularly injurious to stone-work of a porous nature, to say nothing of tlie

ordinarv action of the elements. He hoped that it would be found that he was an
alarmist, but from what ho had seen he was afraid that the Chief Commissioner of

Works would not be able to give so satisfactory an answer to his question as the House
would be glad to hear. For some time he had noticed a rapid, constant, and increas-

ing disruption of the surface of the stone, especially on the terrace front. The
decomposition was not contined to the plain face of the stone, but extended to the
sills, bases, capitals, plinths, and the stonework above and below all these. Several of
the '-ntablatures, lions, shields, and the carvinggenerally were beL^linilng tobc affected;

and he was afraid that some of the old Druids might fancy they were much older

than they really were, and that King John or some other old monarch might fall

from his niche, and that the only ruler in British history who had not found a place

in thii building might suppose that room was being mado tor him among the
Sovereigns.

The stone with which the Houses of Parliament are faced is known
as Bolsover. It was selected by the costly Commission before referred

to, which consisted of the lato Sir Henry do la Beche, Sir Charles Biirry,

Dr. Smith, and Mr. C. H. Smith. They reported that the stone com-
bined the requisites of durability, economy of conversion, and beauty

of color, although, as Mr. G. Burnell observed at the Society of

Arts, it was then an untried stone and was recommended maiiily upon
faith in the indication of Brard's test, which had, even in those days, been
seriously challenged. It is a magnesian limestone, but, as the i)rcsent

President of the Board of Works admitted, what was supposed to be the

best stone England could produce has been found not to combine those

exact proportions of carbonate of lime with carbonate of magnesia

which were expected to make it indestructible. So far from that being

the case, he added his testimony to that of Mr. Wise, that, on the con-

trary, tlie action of the weather upon it had been such, that on the

river front of the Houses of Parliament, not merely on the carved por-

tions but on many of the plain surfaces, where the water dripped, the

decay was advancing most rapidly. Having ventured on the danjjerous

ground of selecting an untried material, the only recommendation of

which was withstanding the test, respecting the efiicacy whereof

grave doubts existed among scientific and practical men, it wag

to bo expected that at the very least the utmost care

would have been taken to use none but the best beds,

since the stone was to be employed in the erection of a National

monument intended to last for ages, and on which the labor expended

would represent three or five-fold the cost of the mere material.

Nothing of the kind was done, if we are to believe one of (he com-

missioners. The first contract was cancelled, and a new quarry,

belonging to the late Duke of Leeds, opened, although the recom-

mendation was based upon the stone obtained from the old quarry, and

every one knows that ([uarries in the same strata will turn out stone of

diflerent character, just as one side of Portland gave the durable

material for Wren's buildings, and another side the rubbish with which

Buckingham Palace is constructed. As might be expected, the stone

from the new quarry proved, in the estimation of experienced builders,

to bo very inferior. Here tlierc was certainly a grave fiiult committed,

and some one clearly liable to blame. Yet 5Ir. C. H. Siuith, a member
of the Coiumission, stated, no longer back than last month, his confident

belief that if the same Commission were again appointed to coiiduct

their investigation they would come to precisely the same decision.

The gentleman could not deny the rapid decay of the stoiie, and in his

anxiety to escape from the responsibility of an error of judgment, he

ungenerously and, as we think, unfairly, cast the whole blame upon the

shoulders of Sir Charles Barry without naming him. Mr. Smith said

that no person having been appointed to exercise supervision over the

stone as it was delivered from the quarry, it was not surprising

if the quarrymon had been under a temptation to sujjply a

quantity of bad stone along with the good. Now, Mr. Smith must

be perfectly well aware that the main duty of an architect is

to see that the material supplied for carrying out his design is of the

character and quality agreed to. Numerous decisions in the Law
Courts prove the right of architects to reject inferior materials, and no

one doubts their responsibility for the quality of workmanship and

materials. If tliey are not to exercise this supervision, and assume this

responsibility, there is no use in employing them to superintend the

carrying out of their designs. Of course it is not to be supposed th.at

the architect is to finger every block of stone used ; but that he is

expected, by his agents, to ascertain its character, is positive. That

such is the case there is ample proof—the most conclusive, the answer

given to Mr. Wise six years back by the late Sir William Jlolesworth,

the then Chief Commissioner of Public Works. The answer was to the

effect that Sir AVilliam had good authority for stating that the stone

which had been used for the Houses of Parliament was, on the whole,

very good, and contained no greater portion of faulty material than

was u°ually found in so large a quantity. Here, then, is undeniable

proof that the stone was of an average quality, although experience has

demonstrated that the quality was the worst that has been seen, and Mr.

C. H. Smith's gi-atuitous assumption as to the dishonesty of the quarry-

men—who, poor fellows ! have no one to take their defence—falls to

the ground. Certainly nothing meaner or more unmanly ever dis-

graced an ex-Government Commissioner than this attempt to creep out

of the responsibility of defective judgment, by throwing doubts on the

honesty of working men, and we are not sure that Sir Charles Barry

will be less indignant than they are at being made subject to the

inferential accusation of neglecting to surpervise the stone with which

ho reared the building that shoidd be a monument of his architectural

genius to posterity. The real bhime attaches to the commissioners.

Their selection of a stone untried in London atmosphere is the source

of all the mischief—the fons el origo malorum, and the cause of nearly

three millions sterling being expended on an edifice which is crumbling

to decay in the lifetime of its architect.
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While year after year we have been employing stone so rotten as

that of BolsOTcr for the Houses of Parliament, and after the evidence

afforded of its decav, stores of the best and most durable Portland

stones have been annually accumulating, for which there is no jjrcsent

use. In excavating the materials for the construction of the break-

water. all the best stones most suitable for building purposes have been

set aside. There ai-e now hundreds of thousands of cubic feet of this

admirable material lying at Portland, which at anytime since 1846

might have been used. It must be remembered that no royalty was

paid upon the stone, that its cost of excavation was paid for from

another source, since it was quarried by convicts in obtaining smaller

stones for the breakwater, and that the cost of carriage would be less

than that of the IJolsover stone, so that by usin" it, not only should we

have obtained a more durable and more beautiful material but

thousands of pounds would have been saved to the nation. Now, the

Portiand stone is an oolite. V.'e have evidence in St. Paul's, and other

London structures, of its capability to resist the deteriorating influence

of our acid-loade.l atmosphere. Its weight is 147 lbs. the cubic foot,

and its resistance is 3,297 lbs. the superficial inch, that is to say, greater

than any of the building-stones commonly used, except a few jn Scot-

land. Such are its qualities that engineers use it by preference in

iydraulic works.
i r n

In presence of the rapid disintegration of the stonework ol tue

nouses of Parliament Government could not stand by with folded arms,

centent to pay the architect his commission, and to trust in Providence

to take them from the world before the elaborate decoration and statues

•were completely washed in the sewers. Accordingly a vote was taken

last session for £7,280 for the purpose of indurating the external stone-

-work. It is satisfactory to know tliat no portion of this money has

been expended oris to be until the eflicacy of the indurating processes

has been tested. Mr. Ransoine and Mr. Szerelmey are both at work on

niarked-off portions of the river front with their respective compounds,

and we are glad to learn that both promise fairly. Michael Faraday—

the noblest and greatest illustration of modern science—and Sir R.

Murchison have been appointed to examine and report upon the pro-

cesses. It was impossible to choose better. The nation has great con-

fidence in their scientific competence to the task as it has in their high

inteoritv and total freedom from bias. Whatever they may decide, it

winlmplicitly adopt; and we fully share Mr. Cowper's belief that their

labors will be more successful than those of the Commission which sat

sixteen yeai-s ago, and led us into all this mischief and useless expendi-

ture. IJut should one or both of the indurating processes succeed and

be adopted, the remedy will be architecturally most unsatisfactory. The

money that has been expended was not for painted ornament, for in that

case stucco would have done quite as well, but for carved stone, and

the use of those " architectural cosmetics " must impair the character

of the woik so far as its realism is concerned; and if the decay is due to

the action of internal elements of disruption, no exterior wash can

In Mr. Burnell's very interesting and able lecture at the Society of

Arts, he made a suggestion which we earnestly recommend to the most

serious attention ofthe profession. We may not be altogether impartial

in doin" so, for the idea occun-ed to us on witnessing the application of

Kuhlmann's process, and will be found, we believe, in the early volumes

of this Journal. However, be that as it may, Mr. Burnell has shown

himself to be so thoroughly master of the subject in all its branches,

that he may claim the credit of priority. He said that by applying

lUnsomc's process—an improvement on Kuhlmann's—to chalk, that is

to say by impregnating it with a solution of an alkaline silicate, he was

convinced that that abundant and economical substance might be advan-

tageously applied. Of chalk there is no lack. It outcrops all round

J.,ondon, and underlies the metropolis at a depth of 324 feet, and at a

depth of 444 feet is a seam of hard chalk, without flints, of 8 feet in

depth. Let Mr. Burnell work out his idea, than whom no one is more

capable, and give us the cost of indurating a cubic yard of chalk, its

subsequent weight, and resistance to pressure, and we believe it possible

-to endow London with a building material most economical in its con-

version, and as pure and brilliant as the marbles of Athens.

Gorman timber mercliant of Dnntzic, and tlio defendant in the above action,

sold to Me.«srs. Cheswright and Co., tlie plaintiffs, " Dantzic red timber," 300

to 400 loads of " best middling," at 408. Gd. per load ; 300 to 400 loads of

"pood niiddlinp," at 423., all to be fresh timber, except 5 to 7 per cent : pay-

ment by bills at three months from the date of bill of lading. The contract con-

taineii some other matter to which we need not allude.

The plaintiff received from the defendant an invoice of the timber—* .Wl pieces

of fir timber, " best middling," 409. Cd. per load ; J 020 pieces of fir timber,

" (rood middling," at 42s. per lond, and also the bill of lading, with freight and

other chnrgcs. We may liere state that the prime cost lo the plaintiftj was

about £2,050, which sum they by their acceptance paiil to the defendant.
-. . • 1 ,

, . .. Bakers for

er load,

about

,...„..,, ..„.., „ ^-- - not upon

inspection approve ot cargo tliey Iiave the liberty to cancel this contract."

The timber arrived at the Victoria Docks marked about half with • one star,

as "best middling," and about half with; two stars, as " good middling," it

was, Iiowever, rejected by Messrs. Uaker, as not being of the proper quality.

The plaintiffs, after the timber had been examined by several experienced per-

sons, who objected to its quality as not l«ing equal to contract, wrote to Mr.

Jordeson, defendant's agent in this country, and he (Mr. Jordeson) replied,

offering to pay to plaintiffs the prime cost to them of the timber and take the

cargo off tlieir bands, but refused to admit (except as to about 20 pieces) that

there was anything to complain of in point of quality. Tlie prime cost to the

plaintiffs of the cargo was, as we have said, about £2,6.50. Had the timber been

equal to warranty. Baker would not have rejected it, and therefore as the

plaintiffs had sold to them at a profit of about £289 they required payment of

that profit also. To this Mr. Jordeson replied that he had no authority, and

eventually the timber was sold by Messrs. Churchill and .Sim, the well-known

Government Hrokers, by public auction, with a quantity of other timber of the

plaiutiffs ; the net proceeds of the sale were about £2,310 2s., being a loss to

the plaintiffs over the prime cost of the timber of about £340, and this

loss, us well as the loss of the profit on the sale to Baker, the plaintiff

sought to recover in the action. The defendant paid into Court £20,

and" contended that it was an ample compensation for the plaintiffs'

loss. On the part of the Plaintift's, Messrs. Churchill, Agars, Henry

Cheswright, Hubbard (Messrs. Bakers' buyer), Brownfield (Superintendent of

Timber at tlie Victoria Docks), Gabriel and Seott were called as witnesses on the

trial and said that the timber delivered was not equal to contract, they said more-

over that the marks were arbitrary and did not necessarily show that the timber

was of the quality it was marked to be, according to the English mode of con-

sidering that quality; and that when the sworn brackers at Dantzic marked tlie

timber, thev acted as the servants for the time being of the timber merchants

employing them. For the defendant, it was contended on the trial, that, except

as to the extent in value of £20, the timber was equal to Quality, that defendant

had employed a sworn bracker to mark the timber, and that it was properly

marked with the appropriate marks.

The defendant was called as a witness, and spoke to tlie proper quality of the

timber; he also said that he had employed a sworn bracker.. and left the marking

entirely to him, and never interfered with it.

Mr. "Corker said he was a sworn bracker, and had received orders from defen-

dant to be very particular, and had examined each piece of timber carefully, and

IMPORTANT TO THE TIMBER TRADE.

IN a recent case some points of considerable importance to the timber trade, and

indeed, to the public, were decided in reference to the marks placed above

and upon Dantzic timber, as indicating its quality ; the construction to be put

UDon contracts made in this country desrcibing the qualities of such timber, and

the measure of damages to be recovered should the timber delivered not be equal

to the warranty contained in such contract. . • , „„
The name of' the case was Cheswright and others v. Hcyn, and it was tried on

Febriiarv 17, at Guildhall, b^rfore the Lord Chief Justice Eric and a special .jury

of the City of London, Mr. Serjeant Sbee and Mr. T. J. Clark being counsel for

the plaintiffs, Mr. James Wilde, Q.C., and Mr. Honyman counsel for the

As <Hir readers are aware, "Best Middling" timber is marked abroad, thus •

-'Oood Middling," thus : and "Common " or "Second Middling," thus j

At the trial it appeared that in the month of January, 1859, Mr. Heyn a

put the proper mark on each.
.

Mr. Jordeson, defendant's agent, also spoke to the good quality of the timber.

Upon the ([uestion of damages, the plaintiffs conteiidcil that they were entitled

to the profits on Bakers' contract (about £280), and also to the difference between

the prime cost to them of the timber, and the ^ross receipts of the sale, or about

£340 more, they having given evidence that the limber was favorablj sold
;
the

plaintiffs, therefore, claimed about £020. On the other hand, the defendant's

counsel contended that the plaintiffs were not entitled to the profits on Baker s

contract, and that the timber was not well sold ; and that, inasmuch as Jordeson

off'ered to take the timber off plaintiffs' hand, at prime-cost prices, the £20 paid

into court was enough.

The learned judge was of opinion that the measure of damages would be the

difference in value at the time of delivery of the timber between what the defend-

ant actually delivered and the value of what he contracted to deliver would at

the time of such delivery have been.

On this last point, the plaintiff^s evidence was, that the markets had rather

risen, and that timber of the quality contracted for by the defendant would have

exceeded the price to be paid by Messrs. Baker. And in this point of view, ac-

coiiling to Mr. Churchill's evidence, the loss to the plaintiffs was about £690

;

otiiei-s of the iilaintiffs' witnesses, however, did not put the amount so high.

In summing u)), the learned judge told the jury that,, even if Mr. Heyn had

made a mistake between the Dantzic mark and the English standard of quality,

whereby the plaintiffs had suflered, they must be recompensed ; and he said that

the timber must come up to the quality as understood in England, and that it

was not enough that it corresponded to the quality understood at Dantzic, and

for which it was marked, and that the proper measure of damages was as he had

just stated (which, according •«o Mr. Churchill, would be about £C90); but he

said that, as he believed Mr. Heyn had merely made a mistake, intending to act

with perfect pood faith and honesty, he suggested that they might give the

smaller sum of£016, taking Baker's contract as the measure ot damages.

The jury, after retiring and a long deliberation, returned a verdict for the

plaintiff for £371 over and above the sum paid into court.

Cuthhert v. Atkinson.—TXns action, which has long been pending, and

created a considerable degree of interest, has been settled by arbitration. The

dispute arose as to the right of the defendant building on the parti-wall and on

the "round behind his house, situated in the village of Tynemouth, and adjoining

thatV the plaintift'. The arbitrators were George Rippon, Esq., J.P., of North

Shields, en behalf of the plaintiff, and Mr. J. E. Watson, architect, ^ewcastle,

on behalf of the defendant, the third arbitrator chosen by them being Mr. Green,

architect, Newcastle. After examining a number of witnesses on both sides, the

award has been maile in favor of the defendant, the plaintiff to pay all costs, both

of the arbitration and the action.
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THE BRITISH MUSKUM.
STATESMEN and people in authority seem incapable of learning that

there is a time for everything, or, at all events, of acting in obedience
to the precept, if tlicy have learned it. AVlieii they should be economical,
according to the dictates of the commonest prudence, lliey are extravagant;
and when they might, with perfect safety and propriety, indulge in expen-
diture they are absurdly thrifty and cheeseparing in husbanding our
pecuniary resources. During the long years of financial ease, and when
a surplus, without the aid of onerous and exceptional taxation, was not a
rarity, it was impossible to obtain a grant, no matter how small, for the
promotion of art and science. Rut now, in the face of a fearful deficit, and
an increase, as alarming as it is unprecedented, in the Army, Navy, and
Civil Service estimates, Government indulges in the most lavish expendi-
ture. There is nothing too great and nothing too small ; nothing too

near, and nothing too remote in interest, for it to spend money on. Now
is the harvest time for " Treasury leeches." They have but to ask. to have
beyond their expectations. They gorge themselves to repletion witli the
golden stream taxpayers find it so hard to contribute in driblets to the
National reservoir. Mr. Gladstone deserves to descend to posterity as the
Chancellor of the Open- hand, and is the financial version of the Fere
Prodiyiie. His soft and yielding palms cannot hold the people's trust

money. It glides between his fingers in continuous streams, outcrops
from his pockets, and he presents the very picture of John Bull suflfering

from a plethora of wealth.
Under present circumstances we confess to a preference for a close-fisted

Chancellor of the Exchequer. We could put up with many disappointments,
could forego many promises, and consent to many hopes deferred, to hava
a legal and wise economy practised at the Treasury. We are entering
upon a great fiscal experiment, which, although we believe in its ultimate
profit, must entail a temporary loss. We have but just escaped from a
wide-spread and costly struggle with rebellion against our Empire, which
has necessitated a reconstruction of Indian Government that will prove
a heavy drain upon our financial resources for many years to come. The
intimate alliance with the Emperor of the French has compelled us to

reorganise the army and navy, and obliges us to maintain both on a war
footing, at a total cost of tliirty millions sterling annually. Our faithful

ally, besides keeping his navy up to such a standard as to be a permanent
menace to our security, is bent on rectifying his frontiers at the expense
of his neighbours, to whom we are bound in solemn treaty to preserve
their territorial possessions. Next year, in a month hence, or to-morrow, for

any security we have to the contrary, we may be summoned to maintain
the existing settlement of Europe by force of arms : and although we might
be disposed to echo Mr. Rright's prig from a French orator, and cry
" Perish Savoy !

" as the latter exclaimed " Perrissent tios colonies!" we
should be obliged to put our armour on, and make common cause with the
Signataries to the treaty of Vienna, unless we should prefer to fall from
our national eng.igements, and break our plighted word—a contingency
to which, come weal or woe, no Englishman would bo reconciled. Certes
we have no interest in Savoy, and the sun will not cease to shine upon us
if the inhabitants of the Alpine regions exchanged their broad daylight
and modest freedom for the glorious slavery and intellectual midnight of

the French empire. But we are not at liberty to do as we might wish.

We are bound in parchment bands, and by that stronger fetter, oiir honor.
Wherefore, should Louis Napoleon persist in his project, Switzerland,
Russia, Prussia, or Austria may insist upon our fulfilment of the bond.
Then should we wa;it every penny we could scrape together. For all

these reasons, and many more, tco numerous to refer to in detail, it behoves
us to be most economical of our resources.

The public papers have announced the decision of the Trustees of the
British Museum to remove the Natural History Collection to South Ken-
sington ; and we submit that the present moment is singul.arly inoppor-
tune to incur the expense of so doing, even if the removal be advisable or

necessary.

What is to be the cost of erecting the Museum of Natural History at

South Kensington we have no means of ascertaining. Our respected con-
temporary, the Athenaum, stated some weeks back, that the saving in

purchase-money of land at South Kensington, as com])ared with anywhere
in the neighbourhood of Bloomsbury would be £400,000. Mr. Danby
Seymour said in tlie House of Commons the saving would be £212,000.
What, then. Is the price to be paid for the land ? That it will

be enormous there can be no doubt ; and if we add to it the cost of
the structure— for, of course, it must have some architectural preten-
sions—the expense of moving, and accessories, the total will swell up
to little short of a million sterling. In the interests of science and public
education it is of importance that the transfer, when once begun, should be
completed as soon as possible. The new museum ought to be finished
within two years of its commencement, and open to the public ; so that
the scheme would be equivalent to an augmentation of the income tax
by a pennj' in the pound. Contemporaneously with this outlay must be
the cost of enlarging, or what would be preferable, the rebuilding of the
National Gallery. Then comes the Foreign Office—the first of a long list

of similar structures—and numerous other undertakings, including the
continuation of the Palace at Westminster. Altogether the items would
probably increase the civil service estimates by half a million annually
for a long time thenceforward.

If we object lo this expenditure, it is in the interest of architecture and
the profession. At the first blush it may appear the opposite, and some of
our readers may be disposed to applaud so vast an expenditure in bricks and
mortar; but reflection ami remembrance of what has alreaily occurred will,

we fear, piove the correctness of our position. We should be glad, indeed,

if it were to prove otherwise, but that is scarcely possible. For, in the
first place, it docs not admit of doubt that the additional expenditure will
be sorely felt just now by the public and loudly exclaimed againit. We
have proof of it in Sir Charles Barry's edifice. Much a» it is admired,
who is there that does not regret its cost? And to such an extent is this
feeling carried that we find the Houses of Parliament held up as awaining
against national indulgence in fine-art construcliun. Lord Palmerston said
the P.alace at Westminster ought to deter Government from embarking in
anything beyond plain, substantial buildings. So rapidly has thi» preju-
dice spre.id that the Admiralty refuse to authorise plans exhibiting tbe
slightest pretentions to architectural design and ornament. The Indian
Government have .abandoned the idea of building new offices, and are on
the point of buying a shabby compo hotel, preferring the bathos and incon-
venience of the transaction to becoming involved in architectural operations.
Let the profession ponder well upon these examples and calculate the lots
resulting to themselves in the aggregateand the detriment to their art. If the
Natural History Museum be built now the deplorable prejudice against archi-
tectural designs wili;be strengthened and confirmed. What is worse, it will be-

shared by the public at large, and we shall inevitably relapse into a long
period of architectural decadence and indiflTerence, or what may be called
the revival of Baker-street art, so far as public buildings are concerned.
Excesses, we know, are invariably followed by reaction. There is now pre-
vailing a healthy and encouraging tone in the public mind on the subject
of architecture. It behoves us, therefore, to guard against excess and exag-
geration that would throw back the art and profession into the state in
which they were when George III. was king. Moderation should be our
guide if we desire true progress.

Is there not room in the British Museum for the present collections and
their ordinary increase during the next ten years ? That is a question
which has not been answered yet, but to which the public are entitled to
have a complete and satisfactory reply. Although the marble* from
Budrum and Nineveh have unexpectedly filled up the provisions originally
made for increase, we believe they have not encroached upon the Natural
History department. When Mr. Sydney Smirke's domical reading-room
was constructed, we were told that it would provide for the library .accu-

mulations during the next 150 years. ,There can, consequentlj', be no
congestion there. The only difficulty arises from the marbles and statuary,
and as the fine-art portion of the latter will not permanently remain in the-

British Museum, but will be associated with paintings in the National
Gallery, whenever that may be built, it does appear the height of
extravagance to now incur expense to remove the Natural History
Collection, in order to make room for the Collection of Sculpture, which-
will before long be itself removed. Again, before spending money in the
purchase of site, the trustees are bound, by every consideration of
economy, to render available the vacant ground at their disposal in

Bloomsbury. They have approved a design which wantonly wastes a large

space. The ground unoccupied in front of Sir Robert Smirke's pompous-
and bald fajade is a scandalous loss ; for the structure ought to have been
brought up to within twenty yards of the street pavement, which would
have allowed ample room for the due exhibition of the architecture ; and
lastly, there was no occasion to build residences for the officers of the-

Museum. They would have preferred, and it would have been more
advantageous to the public service, to have received increased salaries

and be allowed to dwell where they please. Indeed, we trust that some-
public spirited member of the House of Commons will move for a return
of the cost of site and building these residences, as well as of the number
of officers that inhabit them, and their respective salaries. It would then,
we have little doubt, appear that the cost of the scheme is enormous, and
that the interest upon money expended upon these residences is equivalent

to a three-fold increase of the salaries.

If the Museum requires enlarging, the most obvicns and econemical
course woiild be to give the officers notice to quit, and to appropriate the
two piles of residences to the purposes of exhibition. Or an additional

court may be constructed on the vacant space in front of the fa<;ade, which
would give three sides of a good-sized square, wherein space would be
provided for the increase of tbe collections till the next century. Or, if it

be deemed of so much importance for the architectural embellishment ot

the metropolis to preserve tbe fa(;ade exposed to view from the street, a
low range of buildings might be raised behind Mr. Sydney Smirke's
costly and faded railings, which would serve as a partial screen, and yet
•illow of a good view of the fa(;adc. These buildings, by being lighted

from the roof, would be better suited for the exhibition of sculpture than
most of the rooms in the Museum ; and if they were constructed with an
interior colonnade, they would reproduce the pleasing architectural

appearance of Burlington House, and considerably enh.Tnee the efltct as

seen from the portico. Either of these courses would be cheaper and more
satisfactory than the one adopted, and more advantageous to the public.

For the removal to South Kensington, independently of the question of

expense, will be tantamount to prohibiting the working classes from

visiting the collection. On this point Mr. Gregory said, with great truth

and force in Parliament

—

Tlie proposed n-raoval would bo vcrv impopular with those who were in the habit

of vlsillng those coHectious ; ami tlie disBatisliietion it would produce would not Do

lessened bj the Inet tlint tbe step had been decided upon, as lie beheved, by a mete
majority of one—that bare majority having, moreover, only been obtained tlirous"*

the attendance of a number of ci- ojticia trustees, who were not usually present at tne

ordinary meetings of the Board. There was obviously the jp-onlest advantase in

having these natural history collections under the same roof as the splendid library

of relerencc which tile llritish Jluscuin now boasted; but that advantage would be

wholly sacriliccd if the contemplated removal were persisted in.

Long ago in the pages of this Journal we ventured to recommend

what may be termed the policy of centralisation and consolidatitn
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with respect to the national collections, and it affords us great plea-

sure to find that Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., has advocated the same course

with respect to paintings. It will be evident that the convenience
of the majority of the public would be better consulted by placing the

collections in the centre of the metropolitan circle than upon any one point

of its circumference. For these reasons we urged, and again urge, the

propriety of uniting the Geological collection of the British Museum, with
that of the Museum of Economic Geology in Jcrniyn-streef, which by its

lectures and other arrangements, has nJI the educational machinery at

hand, and is thoroughly organised, for public education. By this consolida-

tion the maximum of educational effect would be attained, while the present

dispersion gives us the minimum of instruction; and at the same time an im-
portant saving would result in salaries. What is there to prevent a fusion

of the Natural History Collections in the British Museum, and of the

one in the College of Surgeons, with a view to the establishment of a

separate Museum of Natural History, to which a public library would be

attached, and in connection with annnal courses of public lectures? The
interests of existing parties could be maintained by composing the trustees

or Board of Management, of gentlemen nominated by the trustees of the

British Museum, by the authorities of the College of Surgeons, with
certain members of the Government of the day as ex officio trustees. With
the exception of the frontage to Lincoln's-inn-fields, the land adjoining

Surgeons' Hall is not very valuable, while the site is central, remote from
traffic, near the Great National Library, and easily accessible from all the

medical schools. A grant in aid—not half the purchase money for land in

Sonth Kensington—would enable the authorities of the College to extend
their buildings to afford ample accommodation for the collections; wliile

the amount now paid to the British Museum for salaries in the ^Tatural

History department, if transferred to the College would admit of great

extension being given to its powers for education.
Otlr authorities are like the country gentleman who cut a large hole in

his stable door for Iiis favorite hen, and then cut a smaller one for licr

chicken, and who was astounded when he discovered that one hole would
have done for both. They— not the chicken, but our rulers—fritter away
our resources in isolated and feeble efforts, costing enormous sums in the
aggregate, and producing most contemptible results. They will give us a
Natural History Museum at South Kensington which no one will visit, save
on highdays and holidays, whereas for half the money they might establish
separate Museums of Natural History and of Geology, which would rival

the Schools of Paris, soon to overtop them, under the direction of such men
as Professor Owen and Sir Roderick Murchison, and make London the
centre and capital of intellect as it is of trade.

THEATRICAL SCENERY.—COVENT GARDEN.
THE first scene is a vast cavern on the Rhine in whicli Liirline appears

with her magic harp, and sings, during which the electric light is

thrown upon her, and her figure is relieved brilliantly off from the retiring

recesses of the gloomy arches formed by irregular masses of the rocky in-

terior. The next scene of importance represents the portico of Kudolpli's
castle overlooking the Rhine. The back part of the scene is one of those
magnificent and stupendous ravines for which the great German river

is so famous. It appears closed in on all sides by perpendicular rocks, at

the bottom of which is an expanse of water, whose course is interrupted by
a mass composed of fallen pine-trees mingled with ponderous fragments
which may be supposed to have been torn from their native beds and
hurled to their present resting place by the irresistible force of a northern
tempest. Tlie dark interior of this extensive ravine is paitly ilhiniined by
rays from the moon, which is represented as rising above the ridge of the
darkest cliff, shedding a soft and bright light on the upper parts of the
perpendicular rocks on one side, and is reflected with sparkling and sudden
brightness from the dark,and still water by the side of the descending
torrent. The great maSs of light is the sky surrounding the moon, which
contrast gives great breadth to the rocky ravine. The li^ht is brought
into the subject by being diffused on the upper part of tlie rocks on one
side with considerable force, about the interior by feeble and reflected
rays and focusses vividly on the surface of the deep water near the fall.

This last effect repeats the bright spot formed by tlie moon in the fore-

ground of the picture, and by contrast throws all the intermediate parts of
the subject into distance, breadth, and atmosphere. All the nearer
objects, Vhethcr trees on the cides, those fallen across the stream,
or the masses of stone mingled with them, are artistically painted
in unobtrusive tints so as not to interfere with the general and
principle effect of moonlight. Even a boat comes on in the front
of the waterfall is made to blend and harmonize with the subject, the
dark red of its sail gently assisting the prevailing tone, while the diminu-
tive size of it as a whole, gives magnitude to the entire composition.
Thus we see that with such experienced painters as Messrs. Grieve and
Telbin, every detail of pictorial embellishment receives due attention with
regard to the influence it may exert, whether by contrast or comparison,
both in color and size, on tlie vast surface of canvas with which it is

necessary to bring it in contact. This beautiful scene, besides, ought to

be admired for the delicate and light-giving tints in which the effect of the
moonbeams arc depicted, and the general prevalence of warmth of tone is,

besides, very judicionsly conceived with respect to the more imaginative
scene which follows. Before, however, proceeding to that, we may remark
that the boards of the stage, through being seen through the shade,
assume a warmth of color which joins witli the scene; but the picture
can scarcely be considered to have its arrangement entirely focussed, until

the bright green dress of Lurlinc comes close against the dark, red scarf

worn by her lover liudulph.

The old and conventional mode of painting moonlit scenes with un-
natvirally cold colors havmg been judiciously abandoned in a remarkable
degree by Messrs. Grieve and Telbin in the above scene, the " Crystal

Dwelling of Lurline in the Caverns at the bottom of the Rhine," being

unavoidably executed in cool tints, forms a contrast to the preceding

moonlight effects, instead of proving a monotonous repetition of the same
color, but for the judgment displayed in its treatment. We now find

ourselves on the floor of a most extensive series of caves in the bed of the

Rhine. The rude architecture of galleries and bridges rises, tier upon
tier, terrace over terrace, diminishing into distance as far as the eye can

reach, and supported upon piers and columns, suggesting at some distant

anterior period it had been a mine, worked by giants or river gods. The
mystic effect of the architectural proportions gains extent and wildness

from being partially reflected in the lake that flows tlirough these endless

halls. In mid distance' there is a group of coral branches and auriferous

fragments, which, by the richness and glitter of their surfaces, give

distance to the distant part of the scene. The nearer part of the subject

is vaulted over, and on all sides are supporting columns sculptured out of

the living rock, leaving openings between them, so that innumerable

recesses appear, some within the others. The supports of the centre and

principal arch are enriched by brilliantly crimson fibres of coral growing

from the ground to the arched rock .ibove, thus forming a vivid contrast

to the mass of cold color pervading the vast architecture behind it. On
the mounds from which these coral branches are supposed to rise are frag-

ments of rich metallic ores, and on each side of the stage are caves and

hollows, in which treasure of the same kind lies in glittering he.aps and

glowing colors, forming brilliant points of contrast to the green and

watery palace stretching far away in the distance ; while the comple-

mentary color is obtained by introducing in the extreme foreground lofty

and irregular columns of yellow sandstone. The submarine character is

well sustained, and the breadth of its general tone extended by the green

dresses of the dancing nymphs, while the positive nature of their moving
forms give by contrast solidity to the architecture and a watery mistiness

to the general effect. As a kind of episode to this scene a gauze rises at

the back, showing the followers of Rudolph in a boat in search of him.

This is a beautifully painted back scene, showing placid water between

high mountains, and a moonlight effect as remarkiible for its dreamy and

chaste treatment as it is true to nature, and appears like a charming

picture in the midst of a vast and fantastic residence. This disappears,

and Rudolph is seen lying upon the coral reef enriched with water-plants

in the middle distance, nlrcady alluded to ; and when received by Luriine

and her attendant nymphs, a great many interesting combinations with

the colors of the dresses are produced as the performers change their

places. With reference to the masterly painting of this truly excellent

scene, and the nj-mphs which are seen moving about in the water give not

only fulness to the general effect, but also serve to connect the figures in

the foreground with the middle distance of the picture ; and the whole is

rendered lively and brilliant by occasional glimpses of the sparkling

metals, the crimson coral branches, and the deep-toned qualities of the

fragments of rich earth lying about, entwined with the vivid green of

imaginary foliage. Tlie effect is very fine when Lurline and Rudolph are

rather in advance of the corps de ballet.

A most admirable scene of mountainous grandeur and savage wildness

follows I>urline's palace beneath the waters of the Rhine. This view is in

the same locality, but of course above ground. It is the Lurleiberg. The
principal feature here is a huge and angular mass of rock, which rises

majestically from its mountain bed, frowns massively over the tranquil

stream, and projects darkly against the rising moon. It dominates grandly

above the surrounding mountains, and by its gloomy character opposed

sharply by the brilliant moon, throws by comparison a soft yet luminous

appearance of a tranquil atmosphere melting mistily far away to the

horizon behind the distant mountains. The forms are varied and well

studied, the gradations of the pervading tint most delicately felt, and the

whole effect is delicately luminous as well as_a refined treatment of nature's

own truth.

We now return to the first scene which is also the last one of this

complete and excellent opera. The general effect is the same with the

exception of the sparkling point of light on the water near the fall, and
the entire group of fallen trees and fragments of rocks with the waterfall

being thrown into shade, the object of that change is made apparent

shortly. In the meantime the effect of the back scene, still under the in-

fluence of moonlight, is greatly changed by a gorgeous supper-table with

its burning wa.x-candles, massive plate, and crimson covering being placed

before it. This again meets with new combinations when Rudolph's

retainers occupy a large portion of the stage, these latter are thrown
partly into the back-ground by the dresses of the principal characters

when they appear at the front of the stage. There are almost endless

contrasts and comparisons of color as the actors move from one place to

another, highly instructive and new to a painter's eye. The last change

appears when Rudolph takes the hand of Lurline, the waterfall then

becomes transparent and groups of nymphs are seen expressing liy action

tlieir joy at the concluding. It is, perha]is, needless to say that these

scenes are Iiighly creditable to the execution, taste, and invention of

Messrs. Grieve and Telbin,'and that they, with the manner in which the

whole opera has been put upon the stage, add another triumph of liberality,

to the I'yne and Harrison management, while the opera itself, as an original

composition and a masterly display of musical success, is as honorable to

Its author as it is a proud success to the English school.
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THE CATACOJUiS OF ROME.*
ABOVE the funeral inscription of Pope Cornelius was a painting, dating

from tlie third or fourtli century, and representing this personage in

episcopal garments, accompanied by St. C!yprian, which may be held to

confirm the tradition of intimate friendship between the two, who con-

tended against the doctrines of the Novatians—one at Rome and tlie other

at Carthage—and who both died martyrs. Upon the exterior stucco revfit-

nient of tlic chambranles, or entrance frames, to each of the crypts, Signer

de Rossi remarked an infinity of inscriptions cut by hand with the point

of a knife, nail, or other sharp instrument. They run into and over one
another in all manner of ways, presenting a most involved and complicated
appearance, like the names carved on the walls of Harrow. By dint of

great patience. Signer de Rossi was enabled to separate the sentences and
to decipher them, when they were found to consist chiefly in pilgrims' vows,
supplications, prayers and thanks, among which are the following :

—

EXa^iv (If fiviiav ix^n (Remember you of Elaphis) ; Aiovvatov fic fiveiav

fXiTc (Remember you of Dionysius); Zi; cv 9iui (May he or she live in

God); Vivat in Domino (May he or she live in the Lord).

After having opened up the neighbouring galleries, and ascertained the

entrances to several cliambers, the central crypt or metropolitan of the parish

was recognised, and of which the others may be said to have been the paro-

chial or branch chapels. What led to this recognition was the attentive

perusal of the cursive inscrijitionf . One was particularly useful. A pilgrim

had come to pray for the soul of some one that had been dear to him. He
had besought the intercession of the martyrs in each of the crypts, and
left the trace of Iiis stations by engraving the following words on the

doors :
—" Sophronia dulcis, vivos Deo !

" But after he had arrived at the

most venerated tombs, which were to be prayed at last of all, and as he left

full of faith in the efficacy of his prayers and of the intercessions of the

renowned saints of the Catacombs, he cried, or rather engraved, " So-

phronia dulcis, vives Deo !" Such at least is the theory of Signer de
Rossi, and, acting upon it, he was led to conclude that where this last

phrase occurred was the burial place of the chief martyrs—the tombs of

theBishops ofRome, including that of St. Cecilia—and the religious as well

as the historical centre of the cemetery. The debris was cleared away, and
the walls exposed, when he found upon them fragments of inscriptions

that when connected and deciphered gave the following:

—

ANTEPqS,
EPIS. (Saint and Pope from 235 to 236). FABIANVS, EPIS. (Saint and
Pope from 236 to 251). AVCIOV, EPIS (Saint and Pope from 232 to 233).

ErTICHIANVS,EPIS.(SaintandPopefrom273to284). SIXTUS.EPIS.
lALVRT. (Martyr, Saint and Pope from 257 to 238). The tomb of Sixtus II.

is the central altar of the crypt, on which the sacrifice was celebrated
;

it was restored by Pope Damasus, who filled the episcopal seat from 366
to 384, after the Peace of the Church, and caused lo be engraved upon it,

in characters called after his name Damasian, the following epitaph in

verse:

—

Hie conjesta jacet qua?ri9 si turba piorum
Corpora sanctorum rctiiient veueraiula supulchra;
Sublimes animas rapuit sibi ri'^ia ctcli.

Hie comitcs Xysti portant qui ex Iioste troncea.
Hie nunierus proccrum sorvat qui altaria Christi
Hie positus longa vixit qui in pace sacerdos ;

Hie cont'orisores saucti quos Grajcia misit,

Hie juvt-nes, puerique, Bcncs, castique ncpotos,
<^nois majjo virgineum placuit retinere pudorera.
Hie fateor Damasus vofui mea condere membra,
^ed cineres timui sauctos vexarc piorum.

This epitaph was known to have existed, and Pope Damasus is recorded
as having restored the tombs in the cemetery of St. Calixtus. In clearing
away the ruins of the crypt, several fragments of marble were found
engraved with Damasian characters, and among them was one piece with
the word "Hie " repeated at the beginning of three successive lines. Further
search brought to light 126 pieces of marble, which, when fitted together,
gave the whole of the inscription just quoted. It refers not only to
St. Sixtus, but also to all the martyrs of the Catacombs, and to a priest
who lived during the long peace (Hie positus longa vixit qui in pace
sacerdos) which commenced with Constantino. In all probability this
priest was St. Melchiades, the African, who was Bishop of Rome at the
period of the battle of Milvius, and of the edict of Constantino which
gave peace to the Church. His pontificate lasted from 311 to 314, and
his tomb must have existed in some other part of the cemetery. The
phrase " Saints sent by Greece " refers to St. Antheros, who was a Greek,
and to St. Sixtus, who was from Athens.

After the first grand discovery Signor de Rossi felt convinced that he
was in the neighbourhood of the sepulchre of St. Cecilia. What may be
regarded as exact, and may be evolved as historical, from the legend of
this Saint is, that she lived at a very remote period, was martyred, and
was buried in the cemetery of St. Calixtus by Pope Urban, Saint and Bishop
of Rome from 223 to 230. The Salsburg Pilgrims, whose veracity was so
strangely confirmed after a lapse of twelve centuries, stated that the tomb
of St. Cecilia was placed near the sepulchral chamber of the Popes. Fol-
lowing this indication, Signor de Rossi uncovered an issue on the left and
near the tomb of St. Sixtus. He removed the debris which was in this new
chamber, and found also on the left an excavation containing a large
sarcophagus, without any inscription. But on the wall was represented
a venerable personage, wearing pontifical ornaments, with the name
VRBAN VS written vertically

; whence ho concluded that the sarcophagus
was where St. Cecilia had been inhumed by the care of Pope Urban under
the reigu of Alexander Severus, and from which the remains had been

• Conclu ed from page 168.

removed by Pope St. Pascal in the ninth century (817—824) to the church
dedicated to St. Cecilia, and which he had rebuilt. It fuUowa, therefore,
that this portion of the cemetery had been embellished after the Peace of
the Church ; but Signor de Rossi examined another part which, if not
intact—for it had been devastated—had, at all events, not been restored
subsequent to 313. Here he lately discovered two charnlx?ri, dating
from the persecution of Diocletian, and decorated with historical
pictures illustrating the period. The funeral inscription of St. Euscbiuf,
Bishop of Rome, from 310 to 311 and the last before the Peace, the
practised eye of Signor Rossi soon recognised, by the careless manner in
which the letters were formed, to be a copy, but he subsequently discovered
fragments of the primitive Damasian epitaph, wliich explained why this
tomb had been set apart from the sepulchres of the other Roman
Iiontiffs.

The paintings which covered the walls of the chambers were ascertained
to belong, for the most part, to the third century. It is believed that they
were executed during the persecution. The symbolical ideas they conceal, so
to speak, and the mysteries they recall to the recollection of the initiated,

alone are regarded as proof of external violence, and of the necessity that
existed ofconcealing sacred truths under a veil impenetrable to the profane.
Signor de Rossi's explanations of the symbols in his letter to Dom Pitra
arejregarded as a master-piece for science, logic, and penetration. They are
mostly new, and must be considered henceforth as definitive. The palm, he
says, is the emblem of peace. The dove is not always the Third Personage ;

it is also the soul of tlie Christian. If the dove is represented as flying

with the palm, it symbolises, " spiritus in pace." The anchor is the hope of

the faithful. It is seen with the initial E (EXttic)- If the upper part takes a
cruciform shape it symbolises " spes in Christo.'' The ship is the church.
The fish (ixOvs) signifies Christ, as explained at page 167. The loaves of

bread represent the body of Christ j the wine. His blood. But in the
chambers of the Cemetery of St. Calixtus the paintings require

more careful examination, for they exhibit the bread and fish

intentionally placed together. In one is represented the catching
of the fish, in another the fish is on a dish beside a loaf on a
table. A personage with the arm raised imposes the right hand, and a
female on the other side has the arm extended, symbolising the consecra-

tion and adoration. Elsewhere the consecrated fish is represented amid
loaves on a large table, before which are seven figures, some seated and
some recumbent. The number seven recurs constantly, and contradicts

the supposition that the paintings represent the agapes of the Primitive

Christians or the primitive holy table. To explain their signification,

reference is made to the 21st chapter of the Gospel according to St. John,

where it is stated '• there were together Simon Peter, and Thomas called

Didymus, and Nathauael of Cana in Galilee, and the sons of Zebedee,

and two other of His disciples." This makes seven. After describing

the great drauglit of fislies, the Evangelist wrote—" Jesus then coraeth

and taketh bread and giveth them, and fish likewise." It will be here

remembered that this chapter is the last of the Evangile, and that the

recital it contains is subsequent to the resurrection of Christ. It is stated

that the Apostles and first Christians interpreted in a mysticsense the

appearance of the Saviour giving food to his disciples. They are believed

to have compared it with the declaration in the 6th chapter of St. John,
" I am the living bread which came down from heaven," and saw therein

Christ oflTering himself as in the Last Supper. St. Augustin mentions

Christ as the great fish, who of himself fed his disciples on the shore,

("qui satiavit ex se ipso in littore discii)ulos,") and who offered himself as

a fish for the whole world ("et toti se obtulit mundo ixSuf)." Polidorius

says, " The Lord caused a feast to be made for seven of his disciples; a
feast composed of fish prepared on the fire, and of bread ; the fish roasted

is Christ, He is also the bread descended from heaven." It is considered

evident, therefore, that the paintings in the catacombs represent this

symbolical feast, at which were the seven disciples. Christ is personally

absent ; but Signor de Rossi believes him to be typified in the food, and
that the paintings represent the communion in which the real presence is

typified.

He says the fish is no longer the nominal and mysterious representation

of Christ by the consecration spoken of above, but as there is no evidence

in the discoveries to warrant this deduction, Protestants will doubtless

differ from it, and arrive at what appears the simplest and most truthful

conclusion, that the Apostles and Primitive Christians regarded, as they do,

the Communion as typical and memorial of the sacrifice on Golgotha.

Nor will their satisfaction be diminished by the remarkable fact that the

strict concordance of their faith with that of the Early Christian Church
is demonstrated by its opponents.
Among the paintings is one representing a basket of bread, showia

through the openings a measure of wine, and having at bottom a fish.

St. Jerome says—" None is richer than he who carries the body of the Lord

in a wicker basket, and his blood in a vessel of a glass." (Nihil illo

ditius qui Corpus Domini, in canistro vinineo et sanguinem portat in

vitro.) To prove the signification of the fish, reference is made to an

inscription of Greek verses of Autun, which says—" Take this nourish-

ment, sweet like the honey of the Saviour of the saints : eat and drink,

holding the fish between thy hands." (Swri/pof S'Ayimv /«Xii(i'ta Xa/ifavc

jipuxjiv
—

'Ea9i£ mvi ... IXOVN ixitv iraXaixait), and to a passage of St.

Augustin that speaks of a solemnity, wherein the fish is presented that is

eaten of by the Christian world ( . . . Solemnitatem qua ille Piscw

cxhibetur, quem levatum de profunda terra pia comedit.)

Some of the paintings have a double signification, or, as JI. Desjardins

puts it, represent two subjects in one. Thus, in one of the chambers there

is St. Peter serving to represent Moses smiting the Rock ; and often-
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times the erangelical scenes have an allegorical signification, referring

also to a special subject. For instance, a pninting exhibits the Good
Shepherd, aided by the Apostles on the right and left, preaching to sheep,

aonie of which are shown in attitudes of attention, and others as con-

tinuing to crop the grass—thus typifying the faithful and the unbelieving

or indifferent. As Sixtus II. mHintnine<l an ardent polemical controversy

against the doctrine of Tertullian, which denied the infinity of Divine

oiercy, and as this painting is found in a locality in some sort dedicated

to Sixtus II., Signer deliossi believes it has a peculiar signification worthy
of the greatest attention.

Signor de Uossi was charged by the Sacred Archa;ological Commission
to explore the neiglibouring cemeteries, that of Doniitilln, near the

Ardentina Way. which in part dates from the second century. The
name of UomitiUa i> evidently oonnccte<l with one of the most ancient

Christian cemeteries, and belonged to a saint of the Flavian family. She
was either the wife or rather niece of Flavius Clemens, the first martyr

of the inii>erial race. The niece would have been exiled to the Isle of

Fontia, facing Terracina, after the martyrdom of Flavius Clemens, and

returned to Rome under Trajan, bringing back the remains of two of his

fiithtul 8, rvants, Nercus and Achilleus, to whom a church wiis subse-

<iuently built in Uonic, on the road leading to the cemetery of Domitilla.

It was therefore to be expected that their tombs would be in this ceme-
tery, and form its centre. What constitutes the greatest interest

in 'the cemetery of Domitilla are the pictures, some of which belong

almost to the apostolic period. It is worthy of remark on this point that the

characteristic of certain personages, which are traditional, and which
most people are familiar with, may have quasi-historical origin.

St. Peter has a popular tind plebeian type, low forehead, flat nose,

wide open eyes, and a rough beard, energetic features, and fierce

looks, but a phyjiognomy without nobility and without majesty. Such
is he shown to be in the works of Leonardo da Vinici, of Ghirlan-

diyo, and of the medieval painters, and such is he shown in the third

century frescoes of the Cemetery of St. Calixtus. If the iconographical tra-

dition of the son of Simon has been preserved from the third to the nine-

teenth century, may not the likeness have been transmitted from the

second to the tliird century, and I>eonardo da Vinci, as well as the latest

of modern painters, have given us without knowing it, a general likeness

of St. Peter ?

In the cemetery of Domitilla is a painting of the second century,

the Virgin holding the Infant on her knees, and receiving the oflTerings

of the three wise men of the East. Tliis scene, so often repre-

sented, lias been taken by the Papal Government as warrant for the adora-

tion of the Virgin. Protestant Germany was inclined to doubt its authen-
ticity, until Herr Henzen, a Protestant and secretary of the Archaiological

Institute, vouched the good faith and pure scientific honesty of Signor de
Bossi as being incapable of altering or concealing a portion of the truth.

Fully admitting the authenticity of the fresco, it ajipears to us to prove
jiet that the adoration of the Virgin was practised in the Primitive Cliurch,

but if anything, that of the Infant. It may be remarked that the figures in

the cemetery of Domitilla are far superior, in an artistic point of view, to

those in the cemetery of St. Calixtus. The figures in the cemetery of St.

PriEtexlatus, occupy a middle artistic ground.between those in the other two
cemeteries, the same as it dates from an intern)ediate period. The frescoes

of St. Praetextatus' Catacomb, were executed towards the end of the
reign of the Antonini; and very imperfect copies are to be seen in the
Christian Museum of the I>ateran. They are]:—Christ and the Woman of

Samaria, the Woman with the Bloody Flux, and the Crowning with
Thorns. The late M. I>cnormant compared them with the works of
Jlafl'aelle, but that is exnggeration, for at most arc they comparable with
tlic productions of Urcagna and Bcato Angelico. Independently of
artistic considerations, the works in the three cemeteries are of great
importance, for they reveal the state of early Christian art, and exhibit its

decadence during three centuries of persecution—from Domitilla to St.

-Agnes—not however, keeping pace with the decline of pagan art. The
period of the serious and ardent faith of the martyrs was very diflfercnt from
that of Julius II. or I>eo X.; Art was then, and could only be, a religious

instrument and exterior sign of faith; it was what it was with Fiesole

—

the docile expression of a unique sentiment. Art, however, requires
otiier intellectual pabulum, a more general range and loftier ajsthetics.

For the beautiful in Art is the realisation of the ideal; and those who are
content to copy Kature without striving to render visible to others that
which is seen by the " poet's eye in a fine frenzy rolling," never become
arlisu.

In the two chambers last discovered by Signor de Ilossi in the cata-
comb of St. Calixtiu, dating from the reign of Diocletian, the paintings
were surprisingly superior. We liave scarcely any pagan paintings of
tliis period. Those of Vellia are, perhaps, the only ones, and they dating
from Probus, give, so far aj can he judged from what remains of them,
an idea o< third-century pagan pictorial Art. The figures in the cham-
bers referred to of the St. Calixtus Cemetery, are far superior to the
specimens preserved to us of the pagan art of drawing in works of
sculpture and coins.

Othtry, near Bridgeuater.—The parish chtirch of Other)-, near
Bridgewater, lias recently iK'tn oiTianieiitcd with a handsome stained glass

window in its north transept, in addition to five painted windowsin the chancel,
and one in the priest's v«stry; the whole of lliem entirely at the cost of a
munificent lady resident in the neighbourhood. The windows were executed
respeciively bv Messrs. Hardinan, of BInningliam ; Holliiud, of Warwick; and
BeU, of Bristol.

SAN MINIATO, FLORENCE.

WE engrave this week the Pulpit and a portion of the Screen Wall of

the church of San Miniato, at Floruncc. The church is situated

outside the city, on the top of a hill, whence a splendid view is obtained of

the Val d'Arno. and the country which surrounds the " Etrurian Athens."

The church contains fine examples of the Florentine Mosaic work. The
westerit front is formed of five arches on the lowest stage, springing from
Corinthiiui half-columns. The front marks distinctly the division of the

church into nave and aisles, and the upper stage is divided by pilasters

into three compartments which occupy the width of the nave, and is

finished by a low-pitched gable. The whole is profusely enriched with

mosaics and alternate bands of white and dark-green marble. There are

three entrances in the western front. Immediately in front of the principal

door, a band of mosaic pavement, 10 feet G inches wide, is carried up the

centre of the navC. The church is divided into three large bays by
clusters of columns, between which (to separate the nave from the aisles)

are three arches carried on Corinthian columns. Two flights of stairs

lead to a gallery in Iront of tlie screen wall and pulpit. A doorway in the

centre of nave leads to the chapel, or crypt, under the chancel. There is

an apse at the eastern end, covered with white and black murblc. In the

sacristy, projecting from the south-east corner of the cliurcli, there are

some good scats, and the white wood inlaid on them produces an excellent

eflect. There is a small chapel on the north side, built, we believe, by
Brunelcschi, which contains some charming works by Lucca delta Robia.

The pulpit and screen wall are built of white and black marble, and
each compartment is executed in a diilerent design. At the side we have

engraved a small sketch plan of the pulpit.

BARON ROTHSCHILD'S MANSION.

A QUANTITY of scaffolding has been erected at the western end of

Piccadilly, for the purpose of carrying out a large amount of building

which, when completed, will comprise a splendid town mansion for Barou
Lionel Rothschild, M.P. for the VMy of London.
The site is unquestionably one of the finest in the metropolis, the houses

at this portion of Piccadilly being in a high position, and overlook the

Green Park, Buckingham Palace, and Westminster.
We may explain that the block is close to Apsley House, the town resi-

dence of the Duke of Wellington, and originally consisted of three housas,

having a uniform frontage. 'I'lie westernmost one was occupied by Baron
Rothschild, the adjoining one by Sir Fitzroy Kelly, and the next by Sir

Edward Antrobus.
We understand, in carrying out the design, that the Baron has pur-

chased the house formerly occupied by Sir Fitzroy Kelly, and from what
we observe the party-wall is being pulled down, so as to throw the two
houses into one. No doubt by this means a noble interior will be obtained,

but at the same time we could have wished that the j)urcliase had
extended to the adjoining house, when a grand facade might have been
obtained, rivalling some of the palazzi in X'all-mall, having the advantage
of being displayed on a much better site.

The interior of the mansion is, we understand, to be planned in the

most magnific style, commensurate with the position and great wealth of

the proprietor.

The old elevations exhibit examples of the worst period of the Adams'
school, with all its puerilities—such as may be seen in the Ailelphi—and
we should grieve to think, when so large an amount is to be expended on
the interior, that the whole facade be not entirely removed and replaced

in durable stone in .a style worthy of the situation ; however we see no
preparations at present for such a course being taken : but knowing that

Baron Rothschild is a most liberal patron of the arts, we have no doubt
that this will be done, and thus effect so desirable a consummation.
The works were held in abeyance by the strike, but are now in active

progress, from the designs of Marsh Nelson, Esq., architect, of the firm

of Messrs. Nelson and Innes ; Mr. George Myers being the general con-

tractor.

Proposed Market-house for Harrogate.—At the monthly meeting of
the Improvement Commissioners, Mr. H. Carter and Mr. S. Powell laid before

the Board the plans of the Victoria Land Company, and asked their uj)inion of

that part of the scheme which related to a large covered market, 100 yards long
and 100 feet wide, in the centre of the town, and having direct approaches from
every part of Harrogate. The plans of this Company arc of the most exteusive
and admirable kind, and are being carried out with commendable spirit and
enterprise. They include public roads 100 feet wide, villa residences, crescents,

iriarket-house, and other schemes for the enlargement of Harrogate, which
surpass anything ever dreamt of before. One girnt feature of the scheme is,

that the principal avenue or boulevard, 100 feet wide, with forest trees on either
side, shading broad footpaths, will lie ojiened at once. The Commissioners
passed a resopition highly ajiproving of the site of the market.

Lincoln.—The Stamford Mercury of the 2nd inst., says :—On visiting
the cathedral a few days since we noticed the removal of the beautiful uionunienc
and effigy of the late highly respected Bishop from the upper transejit on the
south side into the chapel deiiiciitcd to St. Paul, in the sonlh-east corner of the
transept. The removal is a judicious one, the recess being a more appropriate
situation for an elligy than the open transept, where also the monument was
more liable to injury. We also observed that the mouldings of the arches under
the east window, where formerly were placed some old tablets (which were taken
down many years since), had been completed, which is a great iniprovemeut and
finish to that part of the interior.
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CHAPTEUS ON PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.—No. VIII.
ON CEMKTUIiHiS AND CKMKrEKV-tlIArEL.S.*

HAVING discussed the various eliaracteristics wlilcli should be
possessed by tlie enclosure-Hall of ii cemetery, and by tlie residence

of its keeper, it is necessary to consider, in the next place, the lich-gate,

and tlie " lich-house," as it is, perhaps, as well on the whole to call the
dead-house.f

In the ambitious designs published by the Ecclesiologieal Society in

their second series of Instrnmenta Ecclciiastica, to which we have before
had occasion to allude, the three are groujied together, and combined with
a tall tower having a saddle-back roof.

We will dismiss the tower at once. It is a most expensive and compara-
tively useless item : in very large cemeteries it may, perliaps, be desirable
to provide such an erection to contain a powerful and solemn-sounding
bell, but these must be the exception, and not the rule, if only on the
ground of expense.
The use to which the Ecclesiologists dciigned to put their tower is wider

of the mark still. The ringing of a peal of bells at a funeral will never
be tolerated by Englishmen at large, who are accustomed to the grave
note, solemn and slow, of tlie great church bell, and would rather endure
the tinkle of the little bell in the turret of the Cemetery Chapel, than
follow their friends to the grave to the tune of a merry peal of bells. AVe
say " merry," because any attempt to ring six or eight bells in a dolorous
fashion, unless tliey were muffled, would be simply ludicrous; and no one,
w-e suppose, would be so infatuated as to recommend that we should erect
a tower in every cemetery to hold a pe.al of muffled bells ! We have little

sympathy with bl.ick plumes and rubbish, and all the other wonderful
paraphernalia of a grand modern funeral; but it is not necessary, surely,

because one extreme is bad that we should rush into the other; it is not
necessary to make an English funeral like some heathen obsequies, and
to surround it with everything we can devise symbolical of eternal
death; but cannot we avoid such unseemliness as this without giving
our funerals the air of a wedding ?

We conclude, therefore, that a bell-tower in a cemetery is required only
in exceptional cases, and then for the accommodation of one great and
sonorous bell of dignified utterance, and no more.
We now come to the lich-house.
This is placed in the Ecclesiologieal designs closely adjoining the

keeper's lodge, and separated from it only by the tower, under which is

the entrance to the cemetery, much after the fashion of College tower
gateways.
As a mere design,— we may here mention that these drawings are the

work of Jlr. Buttcrfield-it is decidedly succe.-sful; as a practical design
it is not, and can never be successful.
In the first place it is altogether on too large a scale. The theory may

sound plausible, but the expediency is at least doubtful of providing room
for the accommodation of numerous cofl^ns on a plan which admits of each
coffin being visited by the relatives and friends of the deceased, and enables
them to contemplate a huge cross which is fixed against the side wall.
There is something utterly un-English in this, and our people could never
be brouglit to it. They would suspect that they were being drawn in-
sidiously into some system of praying for the dead ; and an excited
prejudice would raise a tale of masses for the dead, if the clergyman of
the parish were seen once or twice to enter it. Besides, whatever the
Irish may like, we are not at all sure that the English poor even though
they had but one room in their miserable home, would not prefer to keep
their dead in the privacy of that wretched chamber, rather than visit them
in the company of str.mgers engaged on the same mournful errand, in the
bright and glittering building which Mr. Butterfield and the Ecclesiologists
would provide for them.
And this leads us to another consideration- the expense. We are no

advocates for niggardliness in these or any other matters, but in the
case of every building, whatsoever, a line mast be drawn somewhere as to
cost, and we c.in have no doubt, whatever, of the propriety of drawing that
line closer, even in the case of large and important cemeteries, than Mr.
Butterfield has drawn it. In the smaller cemeteries a very simple building
IS all that is required ; not, indeed, a little thing like a tool-house on
wooden legs, such as may be seen in the otherwise admirable cemetery in
the parish of Holywell in Oxford, involving of necessity an awkward and
Boniewliat indecorous h.indling of the coffins, but a neat and appropriate
building, with an open roof and well ventilated.
Again, the lich-house must not closely adjoin the keeper's lodge, as in

tlie case in Mr. Buttcrfield's design.
This, really, is not kind to the keeper, and it is not healthy. The lodge,

of course, must be at the gate, and, however convenient it might be that
tlie lich-house should be near the gate also, it ought always to be placed
at the furthest point from it, in the whole cemetery. In the case of plagues,
well as the cholera, the dead are, of course, buried at once, without the
intervention of the lich-house ; but this is not done in the case of com-
paratively minor and more common infectious diseases, such as fevers and
«mall-pox. But the mere fact that the lich-house is designed to contain
continually one or two, or more, coffins of the dead, is alone a sufficient

reason for laying down, as a fundamental rule, that it should be always

* Concluded from pa.^c 72.

+ As a general rule we .ire avorsc to the introduction of antiquated nomenclntures
aft«r the fasliion of tlie Ecclesiologists, and would desire to ischew such words as

"ha;?io8c.ope," etc. ; Kn^lisll people do not like them, and H-iVf not become accustomed
to tlieir use. Hut we tliink "lich-house " may fairly be considered an exception ; the
word is simple ani seemly in its proportions, and the kindred word "lich-gate'' is in

nearly everyone's mouth, and almost anything is better than " dead-house.^'

l)laced as far as possible from the only living habitanta of the cemetery.
At the cemetery in the suburban parish of St. Paul's, Oxford, a lodge, gate-
way, and lich-house, have recently been erected, on a small and humble
scale indeed, for there is no tower, and the lich-lionsc is a mere pcnt-liouje;
but this latter is most objectionably placed nt one end of the group, and
very near the bed-room over the entrance archway. As a building, it i»,

also, much too low, too small, and otherwise ill-adapted for its purpose.
Yet those two cemeteries of St. Paul's, and Holywell, in Oxford, to whicli
we have found occasion to allude in terms condemnatory of their arrange-
ments in this particular, are, in every other respect, modeU in their way,
as « ell as among the most beautiful and well-carcd-for of all our places of
burial.

Mr. Buttcrfield's Chapel, as we have already mentioned, is out of the
question as a practical design, for many reasons, and chiefly for these, tliaC

it is on too expensive a scale, and of too ambitious a character. The
portion intended for the chancel, without any external circular appendage
whatever, would, if built with somewhat lower side-walls, be a very fair

model for a reasonable chapel.

The Chapel in Holywell Cemetery is, in its general proportions (a rect-

angle about twice as long as it is broad, and covered with a simple equi-
lateral roof), quite a model in its way. It was built some years ago, and,

therefore, would not, of course, bear comparison in its details, with build-

ings of the present year; but we do not speak of details, but only of the

chapel as a whole in other respects.

In the case of a double cemetery, where two chapels are required, it

would be especially suitable. This is one great difficulty with architects :

how to group and harmonise ajstlietically a pair of chapels. The best
eO'ect is, in our opinion, always produced by the erection, parallel to one
another, of two such simple rectangular buildings as we have described

above. The worst eflTect is when, as we have frequently seen, the two
chapels are linked together by a row of arches—an arrangement equally

useless and unmeaning.
The internal fittings of the Noncoraformist chapels are, we believe, iQ

most cases of a very simple character— trestles, a few seats, and a book-
desk of some kind. Those of the Ecclesiastical chapel aie, of course,

more complex, and in the best-regulated chapels consist, in addition, of a
communion-table and a small lectern. All should be simple and quiet as

possible : no unseemly glitter or display in the consecrated house of

Christian mourning. Neither shouM there be present that heathenish

darkness and blackness which seems to have been so congenial to the

tastes of our immediate ancestors. This should be remembered both
within and without j it is of much importance that we do not slip back
again from our present comparatively improved taste in these matters.

For instance, the revived custom of planting the graves ot friends with
flowers is a most admirable one, not only improving to the appearance of

a cemetery, but soothing and edifying to the minds of the mourners.

A few words in conclusion upon tombstones and epitaphs.

The former, as we know, have only quite recently passed, and not

wholly yet, out of the region of abominations. Duri.ig the last century

everything that is unmeaning in art and bad in taste has been lavished

upon these unfortunate erections. Urns, to contain the ashes of bodies

which were never burnt ; broken shafts, inverted torches, and all the other

paraphernalia of heathendom, have had their dominion, and, we hope,

have received their doom. For those who prefer it, a plain stone with a

simple cross on it—for those who on any account object to the cross, a

simple stone—is all that is needed. Coped stone coffins laid along upon
the grave have a good efi"ect, but .are more costly."*

Epitaphs are hardly within our province, but we may well conclude

this chapter by giving a few beacons for people to avoid. Here is one we
found ourselves in the Ear West :

—

"Father and mother and I

l,'hose to be buried asunder ;

Father and mother lies buried here.

And 1 lies buried yonder!"

And again

—

" Here lies the body of Martha Gwyn,
Who was so pure and clean within ;

She cracked the outer shell of sin.

And hatched herself a cherubim."

Perh.aps the most ridiculous in England is one in the ehurchyard of

Lydford, Devon, in memory of a watchmaker. It is too long for insertion

here. Those who are curious about these things will find it given at

length in Murray's " Guide to Devon and Cornw-iU."

But all these things are dreadful ; there is no soundness in them, from

the wretched joking line up to the tte plus ultra of fulsome flattery oa

Coryton's tomb in St. Mellion Church :

—

" Words cannot set liis praises forth,

Nor praises comprehend his worth !"

But we have entered upon a new era, and such horrors can scarcely be

repeated in our day.

Charlton, near Kingshridge, Devon.—h. sepulchral cross has been set

up in Charlton churchyard, near Kingshridge. It is made of Forest ot Ueaa

stone, and stands altogether fully six leet high.

• If cost be an object, we recommend the cheap tombstonci made in terra-cotta

by Mr. Grimsby, of St. Giles', Oxford. They are very handsome '• »i;P,<^" "• »?*
durable, and tluir price-about oac guinea-plates them wiihiu the reach of aU wUO
are able to afford any memorial whatever.
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GOVEICaiEXT WORKS AT WOOLWICH.

THE population of Woolwich in 1801 it was only 9,826, and at the last

census, taken in 1831, the population was over 32,000! It is now,

however, believed that the number of inhabitants greatly exceed the

latter number, and we are assured that in the Royal Arsenal alone,

upwards of 14,000 men and boys are employed in the various departments.

The Royal Arsenal, situated at the eastern end of Woolwich, extends

over a portion of what are called Plumstead Marshes, and, as a whole,

comprehends upwards of 262 acres, forming probably the largest war
establishment in the world.

The western portion of the area is devoted to official residences, offices,

foondries, factories, laboratory, &c., the three latter being adapted for

the manufacture of warlike stores. The eastern part is appropriated for

an artillery practising ground, upon which a practice-range of nearly

three miles in extent has been formed towards Erith, where all the

GoTernmcnt ordnance is tested.

The quantity of cannon and rifle balls, mortars, bomb-shells, cannon and
other war missives weekly manufactured at the Royal Arsenal is most
astounding, and the works arc conducted with a regularity and precision

of arrangement of the most praiseworthy description, which reflects the

highest credit on all parties concerned, from the highest dignitary to the

most subordinate employe.
As a matter of course, the various operations in reference to the manu-

facture of the war implements are effected by steam power, and the

nwnerons cranes used for hoisting purposes are on Armstrong's hydraulic

principle, the whole performing their work by the most simple manual
guidance, illustrating in a most remarkable maimer the great improvement
and ^triumph of engineering science that has been effected in England
during the last half-century.

One of the greatest general] improvements which we observed in the

Boyal Arsenal was a railway, now nearly completed, which runs at right

angles with the southern shore of the Thames, at the eastern extremity

of the grounds, and having a branch that ultimately will extend westward,

longitudinally, through the entire range of the Arsenal, by which medium
heavy guns and other ponderous productions will be conveyed to different

localities of the establishment with the greatest facility, and thus eco-

nomise a vast amount of manual labor. This branch railway is connected

to the main line by an iron bridge, which will be worked in the most
simple manner, and with great power, on the hydraulic principle, similar

to that to which we have adverted in reference to the cranes, and forms a
perfect model of engineering ingenuity.

By far, however, the most important work at the Arsenal is the enormous
manufactory, which has been specially planned for, and is now in course of

construction, for the making of the '• Armstrong guns."

This structure is being carried out under the direction of Captain Inglis,

R.E., War Office, who is ably assisted by Mr. Whitaker, the resident sur-

veyor of works at the Arsenal, and others; the contractors for the stone

and brickwork being Messrs. Kirk and Parry, Westminster, and Messrs.

Handyside, of Derby, for the ironwork, some of the latter of which is of

Tery heavy calibre.

The foundations and walls of the structure are of a most massive and
substantial character, and well adapted for the heavy pressures they will

necessarily have to sustain. The area occupied is about 3,000 square
yards, and, as it onght to be, the general plan is extremely simple in its

arrangement, having at its south-eastern corner an enormous water-tank
of iron, 28 feet by 1 6 feet wide, for the supply of three horizontal boilers,

30 feet in length by 6 feet in diameter.
Nearly in the centre of the building is a steam-hammer on the Naysmith

principle, of the most ponderous description, and another at the south-

eastern end. These will be worked by four large vertical boilers, 6 feet in

diameter each, and are in connexion at their basements with horizontal

fnmaccs adapted for the supply of excessive heat.

These steam-hammers are each four tons in weight, and the lightest

castings of the framework by which they are sustained, in reference to

what is called the anvil block, is 23 tons ! These powerful compressive
engines have been manufactured by Messrs. Morrison and Condy, at the
Gowan Ironworks, Glasgow, and are amongst the largest ever constructed.

As a matter of course, great care was used in the preparation of the
foundations for these enormous anvils and hammers, the former of which
are formed, in the first instance, by a massive body of concrete, 15 feet in

depth, compressed so as to sustain from li to 4 tons per foot superficial.

Upon this the superstructure is heavy stone and brick work, set in Port-
land cement, which forms a most permanent and enduring basement.

Longitudinally, the edifice is divided into three equal compartments of
43 feet wide each by two rows of iron columns, which have appropriately
moulded capitals with elliptical arches between them, and over these the
roof is of iron, light and elegant in design, without extraneous embel-
lishment. Ample ventilation is provided throughout the whole of the
roofs under the eaves.

The works are now in active progress and the new building is expected
to be completed in about a month.
Another building has just been completed, under the management of

the same gentlemen previously named. This building, a large store-huusc,

situated at the eastern end of the grounds, is 324 feet long by 121 feet

6 inches wide, and is adapted for the housing of pontoon bridges, both for

cavalry and infantry, field batteries, wheels, carts, waggons, &c., and is

already nearly half filled with a very valuable stock, to serve the purposes
of war.

Like the Armstrong factory this building has an iron roof, and its floor

is formetl of what is termed tar-paving, which when thoroughly seasoned

will no doubt form a cheap and excellent pavement.

We rejoice to observe in all the external facing of the more recent

buildings that have been erected at the Arsenal nothing but brick

and stone has been employed, and in reference to the latter material we
may in justice say that several of the tall polygonally planned chimneys in

connexion with the several works display some of the best workmanship
of the kind which we have ever witnessed.

SOCIETY OF ARTS—WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14.

SIR THOMAS PHILLIPS, F.G.Sy Chairman of the Council, in the chair.

The paper read was " On the Art Treatment of Granitic Surfaces," by Mr.
John Bell, sculptor. The author said tlint although granite l:ad occasionally

been worked in this country locally, it did not come largely into use in our
national and large structures until within the last 160 years, London-bridge being

nearly the first of these public works in which it was the main material. The
style of workmansliip adopted in those cases had been in blocks,—large, simple,

and massive; this appeared to be the treatment proper for it. The Egyptians
treated it in the same manner, but they also added to the broad surfaces thus

attained, a variety of decorated and illustrative incised ornament, and altliough

this had not been our practice up to tlie present day, the author was of opinion,

that we might adopt it with advantage ; not by copying their figures and hiero-

glyphics, but by following that incised method of sculpture which seemed to him
to be as proper for British granite as for Egyptian, and the illustration of this

idea formed the main subject of his paper. The author touched upon the prin-

cipal varieties of this material, and pointed out the difficulties which its extreme
hardness offered to the introduction of the elaborate decorations wliich were
adapted to soiter kinds of stone. Some important advantages offered by the

incised method of treatment were that it could be introduced after the comple-
tion of the structure, and that it did not injure the profile, the latter being a
point of considerable consequence. Mr. Bell had introduced it to a small extent

on the pedestal of the Guards' Memorial, now being erected in Waterloo-place.

In general it was better suited for the introduction of emblems and floral deco-

ration than for any elaborate treatment of the human figure. The author
glanced at the chief localities in the United Kingdom where granite was found,

and described the method of working it, and the tools adapted for the purpose^
In conclusion, he pointed out its peculiar suitability for drinking fountains, to
which floral decoration, of the character he had described, appeared to be specially

adapted.

oxFOKD akchitectt:ral society.
AlIEETIKG of this Society was litld iit the rooms, Holywell-sfreet, on Tuesday,

March ; the Itev. the SIsster of University, President, in the chair.
Mr. I'ABKER read liis fifth lecture on " Tbe History of Architecture in England,"

compriBing the Early English style of tbe thirteenth century. He gave an account
of the principal buildings of the time of King John and Henry III., both
ecclesiastical and secular, beginning with tbe choir of Lincoln, llic work of St.
Hugh, of liurgundy, to whom lie also attributed tbe north aisle of St. Giles's and
tbe Cbaptor-bouse, Oxford, showing tbe siniilaritj; of tbe mouldings and other'
details. Tbe I'resbytery at Winchester, tbe work of Bishop Godfrey dc I.ucy, and
tbe Galilee I'ordi, at Ely, of ISisbop Eustace, at tbe same period, agree also in their
architectural details. Salisbury Cathedral, tbe type of the style, «as more fully
described, and its exact history given by extracts from the account kit by the
coteniporary Dean Wanda, wbicb'also showed the customs of the time, and the
nianuer in wbicli the money was collected, which was, in fact, by public subscrip-
tion, and amounted to about half a million of our money. Each of the members of
tbe Chapter gave a fourth part of bis income for seven years, and many noblemeu
and others pledged themselves to annual gifts for the same time. It was begun in
l^ao, and the choir completed in five years, the nave not until 1258. Nearly all the
persons who were assembled at the opening of tbe choir were kindred spirits, each
of them being engaged in building elsewhere, at the same time, or shortly after;
Bishop Joceliue at Wells, the finest work of the day, and the sculpture of it unrivalled
in Europe at that period. I'rofessor Cockerell's work upon tbcm was here
referred to.

Kalpb Neville, at Chichester, built the vault and clerestory. William of York,
Provost of Beverley, was most i)robably tbe builder of that magnificent church.

M'estmlnster Abbey was chiefly built at the expense ofKing Henry III., as appears
from tbe fabric rolls lately found in the Itecord (Jflice. This church was only briefly

mentioned, and Mr. Scott s recent lecture upon it referred to. The Italian workmen
employed there on the shrine of Edward the Confessor were considered to have had
httlc influence ; tbe style of their work is exactly tbe same as Itoman work
of the thirteenth century, and the English people did not like it, and did not
follow it.

The transepts of York ho considered as tbe work of Archbishop Walter Gray, who
was buried there. Skelton Cliurcb, Yorkebire, is said by tradition to be built of the
stone that was left, and an entry on that Archbishop's roll for l'.;-17 seems to confum
tbis.

The Presbytery of Lincoln, built between 1230 and 1282, is the latest and richest
specimen of pure Early Englisli. Of secular buildings mentioned were—the Hall of
the King's I'alacc, at Winchester ; two of the round towers of Windsor Castle, with
a vaulted chamber, liaving a central pillar ; similar towers and chamber at Somerton
Castle, Lincolnshire ; the Bishop's Palace at Wells, with its vaulted substructure,
and very beautiful hall windows, with detached shafts; and St. Briavel's Castle,
Gloucestershire.
The characteristic features of the style were described and Illustrated by a number

of drawings, engravings, and photographs, a fine model of Salisbury Cathedral, and
plaster casts of niouldings and capitals, which were shown to be the most satisfactory
mode ofenabling a student to understand the progress of art.

Tbe Pkesident thanked Mr. I'arker for his interesting lectures, and remarked
that, [from the very great variety in the mouldings of tbis period, we might be sure
that the artists of those days were not mere copyists. He recommended to the Society
the study of casts, as a knowledge of the skill required in the construction of the com-
ponent jiarts would enable them to form a higher idea of tbe beauty of tbe wliole.
lie also observed that marble shafts seemed to liave been first introduced at this
period.
Mr. James I'arkeu drew the attention of tbe meeting to a cast which was near

him of some foliage, and pointed out that it illustrated tile theory of Mr. .Skidmoro
with reference to the connexion between foliage and metal-work— viz., that the
former was copied Irom tbe latter, since the foliage which they usually found
in mouldings, Ac, bore no resemblance to any plant with which we were
acquainted.
Tbe meeting then adjourned.
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WAGES AND HOURS OF LABOR, IN THE BUILDING TRADES
IN LANCASHIRE,

We extract the following fi'om the Journal of the Statistical Society :

—

'' Tlie returns of these trades sliow a remarkable increase in the wages, and a
considerable rtductiou in the hours of labor.

" As tlie strike and lock-out in the Building Trades in London during the last

two months have rendered the information as to the condition and remuneration
of this ('Ia.ss of workmen in Lanca.sliire peculiarly interesting, great pains have
been taken to make the returns on this subject full and exact.

"The wages and number of hours' work per week of each Trade at the three
periods, were as follows :

—

WAGES ANn UOURS OP WORK TER WEEK, 1839-59.

Trades.
1839. 1849. 1859.

Time. "Wages. Time. Wages. Time. Wages.

BriMayers.
fi months* summer

Hours.

60
53

60
53

60
53

GO
53

60
53

60
53

60
51

GO
53

60
63

60
55

?. d.

27
27

18
18

26
24

17

17

22
22

16
16

27
27

26
26

24
24

26
26

Hours.

57J
50

.17^

50

57.1

50

57i
50

57i
50

50

60
54

00
53

60
63

68
65

8. d.

30
27

18
18

28 G

2G

18
17

24
24

18
18

28
28

20
2G

26
20

28
280

Hours.

55J
50

551
50

551
50

551
50

58
50

66
50

66
50

58

53i

58

58J

58
55

t. d.

33
30

Uriclilinicrs' Laborers.
months' summer 21

18
Sfoin'masons.

C months' summer 30
G months' winter 27

Stoneinasmia' Laborers.
18

C months' winter 17
Slaters.

G montiis' suntmer 26
C months' winter 26

Slaters' Laborers.
6 months' summer 18
months' winter 18

Plumbers.
28

C months' winter 28
Plasterers.

G months' summer 28
G months' winter 28

Painters.
28

6 months' winter 28
Joiners.

"C months' summer 28
<5 months' winter 28

" The statement in the foregoing Return, that the wages in summer of briei-
layers have increased from 27.s>. for CO hours, to 33.?. for 55J hours, does not
convey a definite idea of the actual advance. I have, therefore, calculated the
rates of wages and the percentage of increase per hour, as shown in the follow-
ing table :

—

KATES OF WAGES PER HOUR (iX SUMMER). 1839-59.

Bricklayers

„ laborers.

Masons
,, laborers . .

.

.Slaters

,, laborers. . .

.

Plumbers
Plasterers

Painters ;

Joiners

1839.

Per hour.
d.

6-24
3-6
5-2
.3-4

4-4
3-2

5-4

5-2

4-8

5-2

1849.

Per hour,
d.

G-2C
3-75
5-94
3-75
4-60
3-75
5-6

5-2

5-2

6-79

1859.

I'er Iiour.

d.

713
4-54

G-48
3-89

5-37
3-73

G-

5-79
5-79
6-79

Amount per hour
of increase from

1839 to 185!».

d.

1-89

94
1-28
•49

•97

•53

•G

•59

•99

•59

rcr hour.

or 36 per cent,

or 20 „
or 24-61 „
or 14-41 „
or 22 „
or 1G-5C „
or 11-H „
or 11^34 „
or 20^00 „
or 11-34

"The increase ofwages in the above trades during the last twenty years, has,
therefore, been from 11 to 3C;w)- eent.
"The actual wages and hours of work of Pricltluyers and Masons each day

are fixed by Trades' Union, as follows :

—

IN- SUMMER (17th MARCH TO IGTH NOVEMBER), TRADES' UNION KULES.

Days. Hours. liest for
Meals.

Actual
Work.

Day's Wages.

Monday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
C a.m. to G p.m.

J> )'

2
2
2
2
2
4

Hours.
y
10
10
10
10

01

8. d.

6 6
G
G
G
G
3 G

Tuesdav
Wednesdav
Thursday.'.

Friday
Saturday

551 53

IN WINTER (17tH NOVEMBER TO 17TH JIARCH).

Monday ..,

Tuesday . .

,

Wednesday
Thursday.

.

Friday ....

Saturday.

.

8i houn ' work.
9

9
9

6i

50 hours

Day's wage.

Week's wage..30 3

" The laborers are paid

—

" In Summer for 55J hours
"In Winter for 50 ,,

8. d.

21
18

" In reckoning the time worked, the Trades' Union Committee fix upon some
public clock or building as the centre or starting point in each district, as near
as possible to the office or general workshop of eacli master.
"The time occupied by the men walking to their employment each day is

reckoned as work : thus for jobs situated—
1 mile from the central starting point they reckon i of an hour.

2 » ,.
f , "

A „ ,, 1 hour.
" The time spent in walking back from jobs is not charged as work to the

master, excepting on Saturdays, when the men all cease work so as to be able to
walk back to their master's ottice or works by 1 p.m.
" The rules of the ' Trade ' require that for all overtinv.', worked the men must

be paid at the rate of ' time and half,' or at the rate of 50 per cent, additional
wages ; and when required to work overtime on Saturday nights or Sundays,
'double time,'—or double the usual rate of payment.
" No workman is allowed to take any work 'by measurement ' or by ' con-

tract,' with the view, as stated in the ' Trade Rules,' of preventing ' task work,'
&c. ; and it is added that ' any member committing any breach of this order, will
incur the severest penalties without mitigation.'
" An excellent rule prohibits the payment of men in public-houses, and enti-

tles them to charge for any time they may be kept waiting for their wages more
than one hour.
" The use of moulded brii^s ' for arches, &c., is strictly prohibited.
" The ' Rule ' in regard to apprentices, is as follows :

—

" ' "That no employer shall be permitted to have more than one apprentice at
' one time, except in cases when an apprentice is in the last year of his servitude,
' then such an employer may have a second apprentice.'
" This rule, and the further restrictions of a similar kind, have had the effect

of preventing many of the masters taking any apprentices.
' The source for obtaining an increased supply of skilled labor in this trade is

therefore to a great extent restricted ; and this fact has already given rise to
serious ai)prehensions as to the possibility of being able to meet the increased de-
mand for labour in the Building Trades, which the present prosperity of the
manufacturing districts is now causing.
" The foUowuig table exhibits the wages for

BRICKMAKING AND SAWYERS :

—

Trade.

Briehnialicrs.
Moulders Summer.

.

„ daywork, Winter . .

.

Tempering
„ daywork, Winter . .

.

Burning
,, daywork, Winter . .

.

Wheeling
,, daywork. Winter . .

.

Steam, Saicyers

1839.

Hours. Wages.

70
5"

70
50
70
50
70
50
59

s. d.

42
18
42
18
42
18
42
18
26

1849.

Hours. Wages.

70
60
70
50
70
50
70
60
69

s. d.

42
18
42
18
42
18
42
18
26

1859.

Hours. Wages.

70
60
70
50
70
50
70
50
59

8. d.

50
31
50
21
60
21
60
51
26

'• Nearly all the operations in Briehmaking are paid for by piece-work, the

f)rices for which are settled by the Operative Hrickinakers' Association, who
lave hitherto succeeded in obtaining all their demands, and in preventing the

introduction of any machines for brickmaking into the trade.

"Prior to 1849 the prices paid for the various kinds of work had remained sta-

tionary. In that year a small advance was demanded and conceded. The price

fixed "for moulding, tempering, wheeling and burning being \s. Sd. per
thousand.
" In September, 1853, a furtlier increase was demanded and enforced. The

Operative Brickmakers' Society then issued a circular ' to the Master Brick-
' makers of Manchester and Salford, and their Vicinities,' in which tliey say that
' having known of strikes, and provisions being dear, and in consequence ot the
' laborious nature of their employment, they asked for an advance of wages ac-
' cording to the following scale, viz. :

—

Moulding
Tempering

Per 1,000
(being an advance

of 4d.

per 1,IXK).)

s. d.

Wheeling 2
Buniing 2
Carrying off 10

Walhng 10

Casting and Feaying .

.

15
Day-work to be paid at 3s. Gd. per day.'

" Many of the large and old established brickmakers have, since 18.53, given up
business, and a considerable numljer of small masters have commenced business,

who in souie cases continue to be members of, aud pay to the Operatives'

Society.
" A moulder will make on an average 25,000 bricks per week, or 500,000

during the summer season, reckouiug 20 weeks. The temperer, wheeler, and
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bomw c»n ench do the same amount of work. Their nafi^es, at the two periods
Ixrfore utd after 1853, were, tlierefore, as follows :

—

A ERACE WAGES rOK 30 WEEKS AT TUE HATE OP 35,000 BRICKS
WEEKLY.

l!«9-53. 1853-59.
Tfmrercr 1 , ,

Moulder / 'i ^- .^ ''•

Wheeler... \ ^ » ** "
Burner }
Davwork 3 3 6

" It i« estimated that men employed in this trade eannot work more than 4.5

weeks in the year, in consequence of rain and frost. At this rate the result would
be ss follows, as regards their

AVEKAQE YEARLY EARNINGS BEFORE AND SINCE 18.j3.

8. d. £ s.

Before September 1853. 20 weeks Summer at 42 = 4-2

„ 85 „ Winter at 18 = 22 10

Acreage ear„u,g, 34.. &rf. per week
|
„^ ^^^^y ^^ ,^

8. d. £ s.

Since September 185a 20 weeks Snmmer at r^ = 50
„ 25 „ Winter at 21 = 2G 5

45
Arcrage earnings 28*. 4rf. per^w^^k

|
„^ y^,y ^jg .,.

ARCHITECTS' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
THE annual rocetinp of this excellent Inslilulion was held on Wednesday

afternoon in the lecture-hall of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
Condnit-slroet ; Sidney Smihke, E«q., R'.A., in the eliair. Amongst the
gentlemen present we noliee<l >Iossrs. C. C. Nelson, (^. Mavhew, Goode, llornce
Jones, C. Haytir I^wis, Sancton Wood, Mawlev, Mocatta, Thurston, Wyatt
Papworth, Mair, Roberts, Hodson, Boulnois, funier (hon. Sec.), and Turner,
Jun.
Mr. TCRNEH (hon. Sec.), after reading the minute': of proceedinps at the last

annual meeting, which were approved of and confirmed, read the following report
of the Council:

—

The Council have to conffrstulatc the Arcliitocta' Bcmvolcnt Society on liavlne
completed tlic tenth your of its existcnco. On 27tli November, 1850, wns luld the
first genersl meeting. Wo wore then as trnvellcrs setting out on a journey through
a new and unknown country, filled with hopes and fears ; conscious of the merits of
our cause, yet doubtful of our success in the promotion ot It.

But the rauscof sound practical benevolence rarely falls— perhaps, it may be said,
sever fails in Ibis country but from the incompetence of its promoters. The Council
Jiave to express their deep regret at the loss we have sustained by the decease of our
late noble patron, as well as of several warm friends, subscribers and donors to our
foods.

Happily the Architects' Benevolent Society has advanced at a steady and unflag-
ging piiee. each year adding to its members and improving its means of doing good.

It Is with great satisfaction that the Council announces the addition of many new
aoonal ccntribulurs. besides kind and handsome donations.
On the other hand, it is neccse.nry to slate that the applications for relief advance

at an accelerated rate. Ten of these ciises— all inidoubtedly deserving cases, have
been relieved during the past year: ami it is painful to observe among the recipients
tbouc bearing the names of men who had alreadv attained honorable distinction in
oai profession, but who had been sleipped in their career by sickness or death before
they had bad time to reap the fruits of tluir talent and labor.
Tiiew arc the cases which it is the peculiar province of the Architects' Benevolent

Society to relieve. The mere uneducated pretender and the dishonest practitioner
are alike held to !« unworthy of our sympathy.
There Is no doubt that the members of our profession are annually increasing

largely In number, and the claims on our fcmds will as certidnly Increase In propor-
tion ; If, then, our present means arc sadly insulficient, those means, unless aug-
mented, will Iwcome yearly more and more inadequate.
The members, therefore, are urgently entreated to use their best endeavors to

promote the extension of the Sex-iety bv obtaining new members, and by makinf our
objects more exti nsively known among their professional friends in the provinces.

Jlay we also take the liberty of suggesting, for the consideration of those of our
brethren who have been blest with prosperity, that, according to the rules of the
Society, we are bound to Invest all donations in the public funds, therefore every
donor will, according to the amount of his gift, be, pro tanto, adding to the perma-
nent yearly income of this truly useful .'iociety.

It is the nleahing duty of the Council to report that the Royal Institute of British
Areliltectahas again te-stifled to us its approval and sympathy, by according to us for
another year the use of its new and coniinoilioiis apartments as our place of meetili"
May I'rovidence bless with increasing prosperity the future course both of the

Institute and of this .Society.

Tlie Chairman, in an excellent speech, moved the adoption of the report.
Mr. Mocatta seconded the motion.
Mr. Mair supported the motion, which vias carried unanimously.
Mr. Turner then read the following statement of accounts :

—

„ .
statement of accoints.

December .list, 1858. I859. £ s d
Balance at the Bankers 180 13 8
•*7ff7„°' subaorlpllons 1S.V>, £1 Is.; 185<1. £1 Vs. j IMV'.'i'iVs'Vi'sissl
£19 19s.

;
subscriptions for the year IWiO.jEHO 13s. ; 1800, fl Is Iflo 17

I>onatlons made in theyear 18.fO 4.111 Q
^^^'^/'^^- l*' '

»o,.Aprll .'>th. 18.W, .«12 19,. ;Jd.V dlVldendon
itflOl 9t. Od., to October 10th, 1859, ;ei3 lis. Jd 26 10 7

Overpaid to Bankers 110
£417 i:t 9

Thecaab at Bankers, .list December. 1850 £147 8~n
Tbe amount of stock. New.t per cent 904 a «
BnbMriptlons due 1867, 1858, and 18.'i9, In arrears, about 51

Canh paid ej^fenites.

a.i._i . '*'• * "• <!•
AdTertlsements 9 12 3
8UUooerr, and printing !.'.'." '.'.'. ...." 10 4 3
'etty cash and poatage bankers .'." 9 2

firatuity to messenger and porter at Institute 1 6
Writing 7 9 1

£;iT U 1

Collector's commission 9 14 9
Cash paid gifts to ai>i)licants 185
Cash invested in the Funds. £40 -Js. 8d 37 10
Balance at Bankers, 31st December, 18.")9—Of donations to be iuveated,
£5 158. Od.i of Society's funds, £141 13s. 5d 147 8 U

£417 13 Q

We, the undersigned, have, this •J4th day of January, 1800, audited the above
account, and find it to be correct. (Signed)

.TOIIN IlENnV ILv'iF.WELL.
Ciiari.es B. Thurston.

Sir. Mayiiew moved the adoption of the balance-sheet.
Mr. Mair si^conded the motion.—t'arried unanimously.
The Chairman having announced that five members of the Council retired'

by rotation.

Mr. Maw LEY moved, that the President and the other members of the
Council of the Society be rc-<lected for the ensuing year.

The motion wns seconded, and ngrecd to.

Mr. C. C. Nelson tlien moved that Messrs. Boulnois, R.C. Hussey, William
Mawley, R. S. Romanieu and George Wales be elected members of the Council
in the room of tliose who retired.

Mr. Mayiiew seconded the motion.—Carried 7iem. (lis.

Mr. Wyatt Pai'Wohtii moved tliat Messrs. Charles Towler, Jun., and
James Lockyer be elected Auditors of tlie Society ior the ensuing year.

Mr. Jones seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.

Mr. Mocatta moved, " That the best thanks of the meeting be given to thee

President and Council of the Society for their services during the past year."
Mr. Mawi.ey seconded the motion, which was carried aniidst applause.

The CiiAin.MAN brieiiy returned thanks.

Mr. Goode moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Titc, M.P., for his services aa-

Treasurer of the Society during tlie past year.

Mr. Mair seconded the motion.—Carried.

Mr. Boulnois moved a vote of thanks to the Auditors of the past year.

Mr. Wyatt Papwortii seconded the motion.—Carried.

The following, among other donations, were announced, in aid of the funds of
the Society:—Mr. Tite, £10 10s.: Mr. Romanieu, £6 'is.; Mr. Jloeatta^

.£5 5s.; Mr. Turner, .£5 5s.; the Chairman, £10 lOs.; Mr. C. C. Nelson,

£5 5s. ; Mr. Goode, £0 6s. ; &c.

Mr. Mocatta moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Turner, the Honorary^
Secretarj', for his valuable services to the Society. The motion was carried liy

acclamation.

Mr. Turner briefly acknowledged the compliment.
During the meeting several of the speakers urged witli much earnestness the

urgent necessity of greater support being given to tlie .Society by members of
tlie profession in the metropolis, and especially by those in the provinces, as a moiety,

of the relief granted by the institution went to tlie country, from which the
subscriptions and donations were comparatively scanty.

[Owing to a pressure of matter we are reluctantly compelled to content our-
selves with the above outline of the proceedings of tlio meeting.]

Ipswich.—The works lately undertaken for enlarging and partially-

restoring St. JIattliew's Church, Ipswich, are now on tlie point of completion-
Among the improvements, the broad south aisle has been extended to the same
length as the chancel, and connected with it liy two beiautiful arches, thusadeling
to the church 1.50 new sittings. This necessitated tlie removal of the pulpit, ana
that again rendered it advisable that the organ should be brought down, to occupy
the part of the north aisle, which woulel then bo out of sight and hearing of the
preacher, while its iormer position in the gallery could be made available for fifty

most excellent seats. The whole of the chancel has been rebenched, aud the
seating both of it and the new part of the soutli aisle arranged to run east and
west. The new roof is a specimen of elaborate design and workmanship. The
lie-beams are supported by corbels, bearing all the various emblems of the Pas-
sion and the Holy Eucharist. A new pulpit and reading-desk of oak have beei>

substituted for the late unsightly ones; they are models of delicate carving, in

Mr. Rinpham's best style, and stand on stone bases, with stone staircases of a
massive character. Owing to the great thickness of the piers to the chancel arch,
openings liave been cut through them in three directions, which give considerable
lightness, and will enable many of the congregation to see the clergyman and
the altar, who would not otherwise have been able to do so. The pavement of
the chancel is executed in red and black tiles, laid in an irregular and quaint
pattern. The altar-rails and gas standards are of polished brass, from Messrs.
Ilart and Sons, London. The stone used tlirnughout is from the Bath quarries,
and the detail of it is very bold and substantial compared with the other portions
of the church. The benching of the nave and north aisle now seems a greater
necessity than ever, so strongly do they contrast with tlie decency and order of
the new arrangements. Mr. H. Gamham is the chief builder ; the contractor
for the stone work is Mr. Newson ; and tor plumbing, glazing, g.isfitting, and
painting, Mr. Manning, Norwich-road; all of St. Alattliews. Mr. R. 11.

Phipson, also of St. Matthews, is the architect.

Mr. John Dull acknowledges the first half of Westminster- bridge,
but begs to state that the second half has not yet come to hand. This statement
is made in the hope tliat Mr. Cowper, or Mr. Page, will look to it at their

earliest convenience.

—

Punch.

Illuminated Mica Letters.—The way in which some people advertise
their Wares and professions to the passer-by is in many cases truly ridiculous;,

but to a certain class this eccentricity ot style is a recommendation. It is ejuits

possible, however, to combineattractivencssandchastenesswithnovelty of design,.

and cheapness with both, and Mr. Stjuire, tlie patentee of the Mica letters, has
succeeded in attaining to this. These letters arc prepared of the most brilliant

colors, or in gold, and are fixed on a smooth glass surface by means of a mixture
so tenacious as to hold the letters immovable against lieat, moisture, orfiiction-

We do the inventor but common justice iu recommending his ware to tlie general
public.
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proportions, or other quulitics of the miitonal thin<;s with wlifch beauty is

found associated. Tlie artist, on the other hand, tied i)y the rules and mechauleal
requirements of his profession, seekinff tlie trutlis of^ liis science In external

ON THK APPLICATION OF FIXKO MATHKMATICAI. LAWS KOU THK
I'KODUCTIOX OK iiKAUTV IN AKClUTKCTrUK.*

rpHK Question as to the orifrin and nature of beauty is presented to us under two
X very different aspects, according? to the point from winch It is surveyed.

The metiipliyfiU'ian seelts the truths of his science in the phenomena of mind.
Instead of looking- around to learn the characteristics of the beautiful, from its

visible manifestation in material forms, his gaze is directed Inwards, that by
the analysis of his own mental constitution he may discover the source of the emo-
tiun, and resolve into their original forms the elements ot which it is composed,
rerhaps, therefore, it may be found that in the speculations of the student of

mental philosophy too little importance has been attached to the peculiar forms,
•-— •• other qualities of the material thln<;s with whlc1» beauty is

'"he artist, on the oth* • • - » - • .
-r

.

requirements of his profession, seeking
nature alon:>, may be apt to fall Into error of an oppof>ite kind. The time Is not
far gone by when all theoretical investigation conccrniuK the beautiful was
left as his exclusive olflce to the metaphysician. I'raetical artists did not meddle In

the conflicts wagwd on the Held which this subject presented, and which were indeed
fought for objects possessing comparatively little interest for them. But at the

present day the subject of resthetics forms a prominent topic of discussion in all the

societies which have been established for the advancement of art. In the discussions

carried on in these associations, a tendency may, perlmps, be discovered to treat

beauty as if its nature could be determined by measurement—to exalt empirical or
meciiauical rules into general princi|)lc8—a tendency to attach too much importance
to the study of the forms, proportions or other qualities of material things, and
too little to the study of the constitution of that mind itself, wiiich these objects

are designed to influence.

Thus far, however, in a genci-al proposition arc all agreed that order or symmetry-
proportion—with congruityjor liarmony, arc qualities essential to the Beauty of

Arcliitecture. How far these qualities can be imparted to architectural forms by the
appplication of strict geometrical rules is a question on wliich we should per-
haps lind the two sets of men arrayed against each other, and probably in this, as
in most disputed topics of a similar kind, the truth may be found midway between
tlie views ot the different parties.
No one will deny, and indeed, it seems but a meaningless truism to assert, that in

arcliitecture as in all constructiv*; arts, due regard must be paid to ordinary
geometrical and mechanical laws which regulate the whole economy of nature.
, As an example of the instinctive application of these laws, take the cell of the bee.

How perfect its construction, and its adaptation to tlie purpose intended ! In this
marvellous product of the perfect instinct of an insect wo have a triumph of archi-
tectural skill, which the imperfect reason of man may teach him to imitate, but
which he can never excel. It is only by a knowledge of, and a rational compliance
with, such necessary and fundamental laws, as have guided the insect architect in

the construction of his cell, that time, space, and material can be duly economised,
and the perfection of fitness attained. But such considerations are obviously
technical, rather than jesthetical, and when starting froni an admission like this,

it is attempted to establish a principle which would tie ns down to certain definite

and unchangeable ratios and proportions, in all the complicated forms and relations
wiiich occur in architecture, the question assumes a different aspect and demands
some inquiry.
On the l.jtli of April last a paper was read before this Association, entitled "The

lliirmonic Law of Nature with reference to Architectural Beauty." It was intended
to illustrate sucJi a theory as I have described, which professes, by the application of
certain so-called geometric laws, to guide unerringly to architectural beauty, or, at
all events, to guard against deformity.

I liave much pleasure in complying with the request made to me, by your Presi-
dent, that 1 should contribute some remarks towards the discussion of the subject,
which was then left over for a future occasion. Any one professing to guide us to
an end so devoutly to be wished as the unfailing production of the beautiful, merits
our best thanks, and I purpose now, with all respect, to discuss this theory,
although I am free to confess that a careful consideration has brought me to a very
decided opinion that it has no foundation in truth.
From the time that has elapsed since these doctrines were brought before this

Association, it may be necessary to state shortly what they are.
This theory, then, which it is proposed to discuss is based on the idea (I quote from

the paper read to the Association) " that a figure is pleasing to the eye in the same
degree as its fundamental angles bear to each other the same proportions that the
vibrations bear to one another in a chord of music." *' That the eye is capable of
appreciating the exact subdivision of spaces just as the ear is capable of appreciating-
the exact subdivision of inteirals of time, so that the division of space into exact
numbers of equal parts will, in like manner, lesthetically affect the mind through the
medium of the eye." With the theory of vibrations wc shall not occupy time, but
it may be sufficient to recall to your minds the method by which the theory under
discussion is applied to practice, as for example in the facade of a building. To
obtain then the supposed harmony on which it is founded the spaces between the
columns arc formed into rectangles. An imaginary line called the diagonal is drawn
from one of the upper angles of each rectangle to the opposite under one. The
columns themselves, and all the other spaces and details are also formed into
rectangles, and similar diagonal lines are supposed to be drawn. The harmony is

then found in the angles formed by these imagmary diagonal lines with their bases or
their sides. As the note C below the line requires, we shall suppose, ^oO vibrations
to produce it, and which we shall represent for the sake of simplicity by 4, the note
K immediately above requires ,5, G fi, and C the octave 8. These notes form what is

styled the common chord in music. Suppose an" angle of W^ to be the key-note of the
composition, the octave would be represented by an angle of 45°, and the notes K
and G by angles of 72° and (»0° respectively. This theory is based on the idea that
beauty is found in .i building and in all other objects of sight, precisely in proportion
as these ratios and others of a similar kind can be discovered among the angles
formed by the diagonal lines, drawn as has been described.
The beauty of objects of sight and of hearing therefore is supposed to be due to the

operation of the same physical law, and it is assumed that there is in the human
mind what is styled a mathematical faculty, which produces a response to every
development in external nature of these numerical ratios. Wc arc informed in one
of the works published in illustration of this theory, that "this internal sense or
mathematical principle of harmony governs aesthetics as the principle of truth
governs morals, and it will therefore be in the ratio of a general diffusion of a know-
ledge of their first principles that we will be properly able to appreciate and
practice the arts of design."
. I shall, for the sake of clearness, first state in order, under different heads, my
objections to the theory, and then 1 shall enlarge a little on each division.

First, then, I propose to consider what proof is offered of the existence in the
liuman mind of^ a mathematical faculty or principle of harmony, as it is called,
whose vocation it is to respond .to every exhibition in external nature of the ratios
which govern musical harmony.
Secondly, I will show that the musical ratios arc inapplicable to form for +he pro-

duction of^tlie beautiful, from a consideration of the physical properties of the objects
of sight and hearing.

I will show, in the third place, that the musical ratios arc inapplicable to form, for
the purpose of producing the beautiful, from the fact that if they could be so applied,
beauty would be found only at certain points or coincidences, and deformity at all the
intermediate stages.

In the fourth place, I will ask you to consider whether— granting, for the sake of
argument, that proportions can affect the eye mechanically, as musical sounds do tlie

• A paper communicated by Mr. Purdie. of Edinburgh, and read at the Architcc-
tectural Association, by BIr. Pi^nfold. on Friday, March ~*.

oar— it would not be more reasonable to adopt the sides of the figures am the baidfl of
the harmony, than the angles of imaginary diagonal lines.
In the liflh place, I will show that the proportions of the Parthenon, which are

much relied on as affording evidence in support of this theory, give the most direct
and conclusive evidence agalnut it.

First, then, I propose to consider what proof U offered of the existence in the
human mind of a mathematical faculty or principle of harmony, whose vocation It in
to respond to every exhibition in external nature of the ratios which govern
musical harmony. As I wish to keep as clear an possible of metaphynicii, I will
not devote much time to this part of tlie subject ; neither do I propoHc, under thin
head, to analyse the doctrlueB of Pytha;;ora8 or the Chaldean sages. At the risk
of being charged with having made a retrograde movement in philosophv. I must
reject the simple solution of all things offered us In what wo are told was the doctrine
or the Chaldean sages—a doctrine which explains the rhiff iiMif/f of nOntial truth
as being the ratio of 1 to ?, '-i to 3, I to 5, the elements of which are to be found In
the division ot the circle into 300 degrees. No one certainly will dispute that •£

and 1 make :i, that :i and '-i make 3, that 'M bears to 08 prt'cisely the same ratio that
1 bears to M, and 18 to 27 the same proportion that 2 bears to ;(. The formidable
array of figures with which the paper bro«p:ht before the Association was garniRhed
proves nothing more than these fnolsputable facts. If these, then, arc tlie doctrines
of Pythagoras, we should none of us have any difUculty in subscribinj; ourselves
modern Pythagoreans. But when we are gravely informed that Pytha;;oras taui;ht,
and when we are asked to believe that numbers arc the essence and principle nf nil

things, wc practical and perverse men of the nineteenth century are apt irreverently
to inquire what it all means.
Let us trv, then, to dissipate the mysticism in which it is sought to envelop the

subject, ana to discover what this question of numbers has to do with the beauty of
visual objects.
Kvery one knows that the whole machinery of nature is governed by goomefriral

laws. Of these we recognise examples in tin; motions of the heavenly bodies, In the
fall of an apple to the earth, in the composition of various substances exemplified by
the chemical affinities in the formation of crystals, in the vibrations of sounding
bodies. To the whole of these laws, man's nature, as well as that of the lower
animals, is adapted with the same unerring wisdom which has fjuided the Great
Creator in all his works. Consciously or unconsciously, all living creatures re-
cognise and obey these laws. The fish learns to swim without knowing hydro-
statics, the child to suck, and thr- bird to fly in ignorance of the laws of pneumatics ;

the young of all animals to stand upright in ignorance of the laws of gravity. Wc
learn, through the eye, to judge of distance and magnitude without ocing taught
tho laws of perspective, and through the musical ear to appreciate the beauty of sweet
sounds, in total ignorance of the theory of vibrations. Thus far then, we may allow
that there is, within man, a mathematical principle of harmony, if Pythagoras and
the author of thisthcory choose to call it by such a namr, though with other men it

passes under the familiar name of instinct. Such an admission merely implies that
man and other animals have been furnished with original capacities wisely andbene-
fieiently adapted to the world in which they have been placed, and that these become
developed according to the wants and requirements of their positions. I will show,
by ana bv, how this very iidaptation affords demonstration of the fallacy of the
theory, t'or, as the human ear has been wisely constructed, with reference to tlic

principle of vibrations, which affect it mechanically, no less than the prick of a pin
does the nerves of feeling, or the perfume of a rose the sense of smell, so has the eye,
with equal wisdom, and beneficence been formed with reference to the laws of
perspective. I do not, however, enlarge on this point at the present stage, as it

will again come under our notice.
But these geometrical laws which regulate the machinery of nature have no

concern with the beauty that can be perceived by the eye ; in fact, the whole theory
is founded on a total misconception of the nature of beauty and the faculties to whic^i
it addresses itself. In the intelligent or intellectual perception of the operation of
the laws of nature there is a beauty of the very highest order, as revealing to us the
physical means by which God governs the universe. But this beauty is purely
emotional, and does not concern itself with the forms or proportions of visible

objects, except in so far as they may be tyj^es which the mind can decipher. I use
the word "types" advisedly, and with a double meaning—a pun, if you will—for
in this sense these types have no more to do with the beauty of external nature than
the types of the printer with the beauty of the poetry which they express. The
starry firmament has no more physical beauty, if I may use such an expression, than
so many spots of gold on a dark "blue ground, but to the educated mind, which can
decipher its meaning, what a book they open up, what aworldof harmony and beauty
they disclose ! No greater mistake could be committed than to confound this order
of beauty with the supposed mechanical effect, which, according to this theory, would
be produced on the eye by certain angles to be discovered in the subdivisions of an
architectural composition, or even with the pleasurable feeling excited by a musical
chord, which reveals nothing to the intellect at all.

I propose to show, in the second place, that the musical ratios arc inapplicable to
form for the production of the beautiful from a consideration of the physical qualities

of tlie objects of sight and hearing.
The fact is thoroughly ascertained that the ;)r/mon/ beauty of musical sounds, as

I have already said, is due to the direct mechanical effect produced on the organ of
hearing by certain pulsations, slow or rapid, in proportion to the gravity or acutc-
ness of the note which they produce, and is, therefore, sensual in its nature. But by
what possible means can tlic eye be made the subject of a simi'ar species of
harmony ? Ist, as regards the eye itself, everjone knows that it procures for us
no pleasure that can properly be called sensual if wc except that arising from
colors or certain combinations of them ; and 3nd. as regards the objects of sight,

where are the pulsations which can impress the eye with a similar kind of harmony.
It will not, I presume, be asserted that any influence passes from the object to the
eye, other than the light which renders it visible, and although there is an undu-
latory theory of light (probably the true one), it does not afford this theory anv aid

in its dilemma. For the number of undulations of light reflected from any object

in a given space of time will, of course, be precisely the same, whatever be the nature
of the angles into which it can be subdivided. Pulsations from sounding bodies
follow each other with greater or less rapidity, according as the sound is acute
or grave, but the number of undulations of light reflected from a surface of a uniform
color in a given space of time will be precisely the same, whatever tho form, size, or
proportions of the object may be. 11*^1110 beauty, therefore, of objects of sight be
made to depend on vibrations or undulations passing from the object to the eye, all

objects of a uniform color should be equally beautiful or equally ugly.
But if a still more convincing proof is wanted, it is to be found in the operation ol

the law of perspective.
A sound, or combination of sounds, always reaches the ear precisely of the same

pitch as it left the sounding body. It may be stronger or fainter, according to tho
distance it has to travel ; but if it reach the ear at all it is neither y^raver nor more
acute than when it was produced. The sensation thus excited is, without exception,

always that which the same note, or combination of notes, is in all cases calculated to

produce. To this sensation undoubtedly the science ofmusic, and the primary beauty of

musical sounds owe their existence. I say the "primary" beauty of musical sounds

because it may be that but a small part of the highest beauty of musicls due to such a
cause. That spell of musical enchantment which causes the heart to swell with joy

or grief-which brings the smile to the cheek, or the tear-drop to the eye. can be sub-

jected to no laws for its production. The plaintive wail of the fife at a soldiers

funeral, with the roll of the muffled drum will often awaken in the soul, emotions

which the most complete and skilful orchestra and the most scientitic compositions

might fail to excite. , , . , .

Such phenomena are undoubtedly connected with that instinct of our nature which
makes sound the vehicle of feeling. Plach animal has its own peculiar cry expressive

of its wants or desires; every passion, however violent, has its voice or sound ; every

emotion, however gentle, every mood, even, however shifting or variable, whether of
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)oy or sorrow, mirth or melancholy—all have their peculiar notes or accents. And
tMakiU of a maeie composer, therefore, lies chiefly in his knowledge of human
nature and his power of giTingjaxpression to those fitful and ever*changing^ emotions
by which that nature can be uected.
We shall not, however, pause to discuss how much of the pleasure deriTCd from

mnsie is Miisational and how much of it emotional. Certain it is the pultiations

~i by the vibrating bodies must strike the ear. the number of vibrations of each
I retaining their certain definite ratios to each other—in other words, the sen-

I prodooea by harmony must first be excited before there cun be even a founda-
tioo for the beautr of music. The simple sensation may, uorhaus, have no more to do
with the beauty orthe music than the foundation of a Duildin<jr nus with the beauty of
the npentrnnim; but it certainly has no less, for without it the music could not
«xlltu ulL Whim we eome to inquire, however, by what means the o^e can become
aflbcted'hy un wulogous species of harmony,—how a similar sensation is to be excited

bv the prop<«tions which it is the object of this theory to estAblish, the answer is

evident. You have not got the sensation ; you cannot by possibility have it. The so-

ealled harmonious arrangement, were it ever so strictly carried out in the object of
riaiofli, could never reach the eye at all. The law of perspective settles all that.

Aeeordluf^ to the degrt^ofobliquity from which an object may be seen, acircle is depicted
on the retina as an oval, an oval as a circle, a square a^ an oblong, and au oblong as

a square ; an obtuse angle becomes acute and an acute one obtuse. Let us sec now
this awlies to a portico such as the rartheuon. Even when standing immediately in

fhwt 01 thebnilaing, the ratios must be represented on the retina full of distortions.

Theneurest of the intcrcolumnialions must appear wider, and the diagonals sup-
posed to be drawn in them more acute than those which are farther removed. Step
ooe Tsrd to the right or left, and the whole is changed, and would become, according
to this theory rightly applied, a mass of discord and confusion. It will be observed,
•t the same time, that the forms of the rectangles in which the columns are inscribed,

do not change at all, as from the circular form of the columns you gain on moving in

an oblique direction, as much on one side as you lose on the othttr. These remain,
Iheri'fore, unchanged until the intcrcolumniations have disappeared altogether. It

is obvious enough that there could be no such thing as music, if the pitch of the notes
eHknred with the position of the listener, and as according, then, to this theory, no
oQmI ofsight could be beautiful, were our sense of visible beauty to be dependent on
wmh s law as that on which we have been commenting, what a horrible world this

woold have been to live in. Instead of finding pleasure among the beautiful objects
which a booateous Creator has scattered everywhere for the delectation ofhis creatures,

I could not have looked around us without Ix-^ing constantly exposed to the same
*ies of torture which the ear suffers from discord in music. The arrangement
of the stars of Heaven we should not merely have thought susceptible of im-

nt ; but we could not have looked on—
" Heaven's ebon vault,

Studded with stars unutterably bright,'*

—^wtthont a feeling akin to that with which we listen to the sharpening of a saw.
Sorely no one can seriously assert that the eye can be effected by proportions

which it cannot perceive, and yet in the paper read to this Society occurs the follow-
ing passage:—" Hence the ear guides more as a mere sense at once, and without
reflection, whilst the eye receiving the impressions gradiially, and part by part, is

more directlv under the influence of mental analysis, consequently producing a more
metaphysicallv lesthetic emotion. Hence, also, the acquired power of the mind in

appreciating impressions made upon it through the organ of sight under circum-
stances snch as perspective, Ac.*' What Is the meaning of this phrase? I do not
quote for the sake of a mere verbal criticism; but I wish, if possible, to discover
what meaning, if any, It contains. I have shown that no such harmony as the author
of this theory holds to be essential to the beauty of visible objects can ever reacli the
eye at all. Does he here, then, admit the fact, and indicate by this phrase that there is

a power in the mind which rectifies the sensation, which turns the painful sensation of
discord into one of pleasing harmony, what he styles "an acquired power ofthe mind
for appreciating impressions?*' No doubt all our powers are acquired by experience,
or they may be said to be enlai^ementa of our original capacities, but this would
be a new capacity of an extraordinary kind, a power of appreciation with a ven-
geance, which wonld turn discord into harmony, sour into sweet, black into white,
and falsehood into truth.
During the middle aj^es spe<m1atIons such as those on which I have been comment-

ins seem to have been m great favor. Did your time permit, many amusing examples
m%ht be given ; thev seem to have attracted the attention and drawn down the
eondemnation of Galileo in a passage of considerable power. It seems so much to
the point in considering a theory founded entirely on these exploded notions, the
beauty of the harmonic ratios, that I cannot forbear quoting Jt. He clearly perceived
the fUladons nature of these speculations on numbers and proportions, and has ex-
pressed his sentiments concerning them very unequivocally :

—

** How great and common an error appears to me the mistake of those who persist
in making their knowledge and apprehension the measure of an apprehension and
knowledge of Go<i, as if that alone were perfect which they understood to be so.
But I, on the contrary, observe that Nature has other scales of perfection which we
eannot comprehend, and rather seem disposed to class among imperfections. For
instance, among the relations of dlflerent numbers, those appear to us most perfect
which exist between numbers nearly related to each other, as the double, the triple,
the proportion of three to two, Ac. : those appear less perfect wlilch exist between
numbers remote from and prime to each otner, as 11 to 7, 17 to 13, 5.1 to .17. &c.

;

and most imperfect of all do those appear which exist between incommensurable
quantities which by us are nameless ana inexplicable. Consequently, if the task had
been given to a man of establishing and ordering the rapid motions of the heavenly
bodies according to his notions of perfect proportions, I doubt not that he would
have arran|B:ed them according to the former rational proportions ; but, on the
eoutrarv. God, with no regard to our imaginary symmefrles, has ordered them in
Sroportions. not only inrommeasurable and irrational, but altogether Inappreciable
y our intellect A man ignorant of geometry may, perhaps, lament that the cir-

cumference ot a circle does not happen to be exactly three times the diameter, or in
some other assignable proportion to It rather than such that wc have not yet been
able to explain what the ratio between them is. but one who has more understanding
will know that if they were other than they are, thousands of admirable conclusions
would have been lost, and that none of the other properties of the circle would have
been true ; the surface of the sphere would not be quadruple of a great circle, nor the
cylinder be to the sphere as three to two; in short, no part of geometry would bo
true, and as it now is. If one of our most celebrated architects had had to distribute
this vast multitude of fixed stars through the great vault of heaven, I believe he
wonld bare disposed them with beautiful arrangements of squares, hexagons, and
octagons; he would have dispersed the larger ones among the middle-sized and the
less, so as to corresDond exactly with each other, and then he would think he had
contrived admirable proportions. God, on the contrary, has shaken them out from
his hand as if by chance, and wc, forsooth, must think that he has scattered them up
yonder, without any regularity, symmetry, or elegance."
Ipuri»o«enow to show in the third place, that the musical ratios are inapplicable

to form, for the purpose ot producing the beautiful, from the fact that If they could
be M applied, beauty would Ixi found only at certain points or coincidences, and
deformity at all the mtermediatc stages.

In the paper read to the Association In illustration of this theory. I find the fol-
lowing passage :—** That the eye is capable of appreciating the exact subdivision of
spaces Just as the ear is capable of appreciating the exact subdivision of intervals
of time." There seems to be in this passage somi^ confusion. I quote it. however, not
JSor the porpose of verbal criticiara, but. :becauBe from the idea embodied in it, most
of the errofs of the system we are considering seem to ari»(?. Whatever may be the
P**®!** »«ninff of the nhrase, it contains an obvious fallacy. Adopting the
words 01 the pass^e lt«elr, and employing them in the sense which I presume they
are Intended to convey, jt Is a mistake U> say that the "eye Is capable or appreciating

the exact subdivision of spaces, '* in the same sense, or in the same degree as " the
ear Is capable of appreciating the exact division of intervals of time."
Every one knows that in music the ear receives pleasure only from one class of

sounds, and feels every departure from these, however slight, to be a positive pain. \On the contrary, our taste for visual beauty is so varied and capricious as to include
objects of the most opposite qualities. Not only so, but that which seemed beautiful
a few j;ear8 or even months ago, seems now devoid of every quality which could
render it pleasing. At all times the eye may recognise an object to be exceedingly
beautiful, without feeling any slight departure from its proportions to have a jarring
effect—the proportions may be considerably changed without the beauty being de-
stroyed—there may be a great distance between the greatest beauty and positive
ugliness, but the musical ear admits of no modification in the pitch of the notes, and
the instant a musical chord ceases to be a chord, it becomes a discord.
So far, then, as aesthetics are concerned, we can sec there is a marked difference

between the senses of sight and hearing, even although we stiould carry our illus-
trations no further than we have done. But a point remains which shows in even a
more striking light the impossibility of engrafting the musical ratios on form for the
production of the beautiful.

It is important to remark that, as already pointed out. In music the effect of a com-
bination of notes when a chord is only slightly departed from is no less observable,
and, at the same time, no less disagreeable than when a greater departure is made.
The discord occasioned by the alteration of a semitone from the true harmony is,

perhaps, greater in many cases than that which a full tone would produce. But let
the difference be made still somewhat greater, either by ascending or descending
the scale, another chord is reached luid harmony again restored. The harmony is
only found at certain points or coincidences, and discord at all those which are
intermediate.
How, then, is It 'possible tp apply such a principle to form ? Everyone feels and

knows that a few inches might be taken from the height of a column without its
being observed, while a foot would destroy Its proportions altogether. But if this
be a true theory, not only ought the slight curtailment to be as destructive to the pro-
portion as the greater, but the change once made, you miglit go on increasing it

without increase of deformity until, reaching a certain point, several feet, it might
be, under the original height, where, the ratio being harmonious, the beauty of the
proportion would be restored.
Byron tells us in glowing verse how he hated a dumpy woman. I fear it would not

have removed his dislike, nor would it remove the dislike of anyone to a dumpy
pillar, to be informed that cither object could be inscribed in a rectangular figure
whose diagonal would form, with its base or perpendicular, an angle having a definite
ratio to a right angle.
In the fourth place, I will ask you to consider whether it would not bo more

reasonable to adopt the sides as the oasis of the harmony rather than the angles of
imaginary diagonal lines.

Take, for example, a rectangular figure, whose sides are as 2 to 3, say measuring
20 by 30. You nave here a form which, whether applied to the shape of an
apartment, or as otherwise made use of, will be generally considered pleasing. But
the angles of its diagonals are 3.3^ 41' 24* and Sft"^ 18' 30", neither of which forms a
simple ratio with a right angle. This, therefore, and all similar figures. wouH be
excluded from architectural or other compositions, If the system under discussion
is of any value.

I confess I could have no faith in a theory which, adopting the musical ratios as
its basis, would apply them iu either of the two modes referred to.

Thisvlewistakeninanoticeofthistheory in the number of the "Edinbnrgh Review,"
for October, 1843, which is said to have been written by Sir David Brewster. He says,
in reference to a series of supposed harmonic rectangles. "By dividing a quadrant
into 2, 3 and 5 parts, the author of this tlieory obtains three dominant rectangles,
which he considers as having an 'harmonious' relation to one another; that is the
square whose diagonal is inclined 45° or half a right-angle to the sides ; a rectangle
whose diagonal is inclined 60° or two-thirds of a right-angle, and a third rectangle
wliosc diagonal is inclined four-fifths of a right-angle to one of the sides. In consi-
dering the formation of these three rectangles" the reviewer says "we cannot discover
any reason why their proportions, by acting mechanically upon the eye, should give
them an harmonic character. While the eye surveys these geometrical forms, it does
not take cognizance of the proportions of their angles at tlieir diagonals, and it cannot
do it, because the diagonals are not seen, but it may take cognizance of the sides of
the rectangles, or, when the diagonalisdrawn, of the ratio of either of the sides to this
diagonal, hence it follows that if two or more consecutive rectangles harmonise with
one another, such as those that are formed by the solids and vacuities of a building, it

must be because their sides (or their areas which are proportional to the sides when
the altitudes are the same), have a certain proportion. Tlieae are the only measurable
quantities which the eye sees, and consequently they are those only from the harmony
of which, if, it docs exist, beauty can be derived ; adopting this principle, the three
harmonic rectangles, if such exist, must be the square, tne rectangle whose sides are
2 to 1, and the rectangle whose sides arc 3 to 1. The angles of the triangles which
compose these rectangles are 60° 26' and 26° 34' for the first, and 71° 34' and 18° 26' for
the second, instead ofCiO^ and SO;' and 72* and 18*^, as given by Mr. Hay."'

I propose to show, in the fifth place, that the proportions of the Parthenon which
are much relied on as affording evidence in support of this theory, give the most con-
clusive evidence against it.

I do not intend under this head to enter on the general question as to what was
the law, if any, by which the Greeks guided themselves iu arranging the propor-
tions of their temples. That is a question to be decided simply by the measurement
of such examples of Grecian architecture as have descended to our times, and by the
light which ancient Grecian authors throw on the subject.

I may, however, remark in passing, tlutt the notion of the Greeks having acted on
any such general law seems at least highly improbable for three reasons.

First. The examples of ancient Grecian architecture still in existence, differ very
much from each other in their general proportions as well as in their details. The
Doric columns vary from four diameters to the length—the proportion found in the
temple at Corinth, to 6^, its upper diameter from 7 to S-tentlis of^its under diameter ;

the height of the eapital in terms of the lower diameter from 37 to 56-hundredths.
In Athens the height of the columns is generally 54 diameters ; in Selimis from 5 to

.^i, at Egina and Agrigentum 4^. The annulets differ in different examples. The
entablature ranges from U to more than 2 diameters, and tlie angle of the pediment
varies from 12^° to 14° These variations occur in the Doric alone, which is known
to vary less than any of the other orders. If we fail, therefore, in discovering the
operation of a fixed law from the proportions of this order, we are not likely to find
it from those of the Corinthian or Ionic.

Second. That the Greeks, in common with the Gothic architects (and I believe
modern architects follow the same rule) modified the dt-tails according to tlie height
or position of the building. A striking example of this principle appears in the
details of the Tarthenon and of the Temple of 'Theseus. The first was situate on a
height, and as generally seen by a spectator, the vertical lines would Iw much more
foreshortened than in the other which was situate on a plain. Accordingly wc
find in the I'arthenon, the cornices, mouldings, and general details have less
projection and greater thickness than those of the Temple of Theseus, and I
heliove the same principle will be found universally applied not merely in Grecian
but In all good architecture.

The third reason against the notion of the ancient Greeks having acted In
obedience to any such principle, is the silence of all contemporary authors on the
subject. Neither the works of Plato, when treating of tlio subject of Beauty, nor of
Socrates, who was himself a sculptor, contain one word to conntenanee such an idea.
On the contrary, tlie doctrines thev teach as to the nature ofbeauty seem todithr but
little from tliose whicharc taught by the best writers and thinkers of ttie present day.
It seems, therefore, to be pretty well proved, from negative evidence alone, that the
Greeks had no other aids in the erection of their temples than those which are
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available tothe modern architect. Itut I leave this subject to thoBc whose incUnatfons
leail them to its investigation, and return to the question before us.

It is snircely necessary to say that, althouffli the proportions of the Tarthenon had
coincided exactly witli those which this theory would establish, they would have
alTorded a very insutricient ba-tfis fursucli a superstructure.
The fact is notorious that proportions must vary iudefinttely, nceordincf to the

purpose of the erection the position of thebuildinjr nml tlie material employed.
If iron hud bcun (ho material which had come most readily to the hand of man for

the construction of his edlliees. Greek architecture would have been impossible. If

for four thousand years makind had used iron alone for arcliitectural purpose?, or
even as the skeleton of ediliccH, our ideas of beauty would have been associated with
such forms of construction as must have led us to consider a Parthenon, erected for
the (irst time >» o"i' days, as nltoj^ether monstrous.

Itesides there is no unanimity among- men of taste in allotting to the Parthenon
among^ works of art the hij,'h position which this theory nssitrus to it. One great
authority could be named who condemns Grecian art as altogether base and de-
praved. A'ery nia"y prefer Gothic to all other styles of architecture; I myself
cannot see why the coniparatively lieavy Doric should be preferred to the more liglit

and fj^raceful Ionic, or tothe Corinthian of the Choragic monument. liut this theory
bas not even the slight support which the proportions of the I'arthenon might liave

afforded. On the contrary, such evidence as they give is conclusive against its

truth.

I Rubmit afew of the results obtained by the anples which the theory prescribes,

and compare them with the actual proportions of the building itself.

1st. To obtain the height of the colonnadeto the top of the abacus, wc arc instructed

on a base supplied by the length of the uppermost sttep. to employ a diagonal line

forming^an angle of one-fifth, as it is styled, or in other words of 18^. Hut this angle so
employed gives a height of a'i-O'^-'i feet only; the actual measured height being
ai'J.'i feet, leaving a difference of nearly 1 foot 4 inches between the two.
2nd. The angle columns have a diameter, irom fillet to fillet, of 6-383. To find the

proportions of these we are directed to use a line forming with the perpendicular an
angle of one-ninth, in other words of 10^ which gives a height of JiCrlW, being l-<4i

or nearly 2 feet more than the measured height. It will thus be observed that two
diflerent heiglits are obtained for the colonnade, the one actually 3 feet 3 inches more
thnu tlie other.

3rd. The average diameter of the six centre columns, from fillet to fillet, is fi-247, and
a diagonal line forming an angle of ',t° with the vertical line, is given to find its propor-
tions. But this angle gives a height of 30'442, being actually 5-l'.».> feet more than the
measured height, or (>i feet more than the height measured by the angle given for
the colonnade itself. A Doric portico of any one of the three heights here ^iven
would present a sufficiently strange appearance. I fear it must be left to the author
of this theory to explain how the three are to be combined in one, or Iiow any one of
them is to repn'scnt the portico of the I'arthenon.

4th. The angle given for the intcrcolumniation Is one of I'P with the vertical line,

which gives a width of 9 177—being 1 foot 4 inches more than the measured width,
which is? 841.

The author of the theory does not give us an angle by whicli to find the propor-
tions of the ground plan. Taking the length of the building as measured bv Mr.
Penrose, at 288141— the breadth at 101 -.^41. its diagonal forme angles of I'P 22' 38",

and of 70° 37' 22" with its sides. These angles do not bear a simple ratio to an angle
of 00°, and are therefore not recognised by this theory.
Now, it would not have been surprising, if, in applying a theory of this kind to a

building, some coincidences should have been discovered. As I have already shown,
the system gives certain points where its supjmsed harmonies are found. These
points occur at minute intervals, and every part of a building must have one point
or another near it. By adopting, tlierefore. the nearest, either above or below, an
apparent coincidence might be made out. Nothing less than absolute exactness could
meet the requirements of such a case. But the discrepancies here are so glaring
as to admit of no explanation or apolog>'.

It will be observed that, by a very slight change in the angle given for finding
the forms of such details as ihe columns they may acquire absurd proportions. The
slightest alteration in the angle makes a very great difference in the height of a
narrow object—a fact which of itself shows in a strong light the great improbability
of the Greeks having worked by any such system, in finding the proportions of
their edifices.

I have applied this theory precisely in the mode prescribed by its author*, and have
founded no objection on the method, notwithstanding that it is arbitrary and incon-
sistent in the extreme. In fact, before drawing the diagonal lines in the elevation
of the Parthenon, rectangles are assumed to exist, which have no existence at all,

and the whole form of the building is changed. Under the treatment to which it is

subjected, the entasis of the column entirely disappears, and imaginary diagonal
lines are drawn to imaginary vertical ones, and among these imaginary proportions
the supposed harmony is to be found.

In conclusion—The theory we hare been considering has been brought before fho
public in a great variety of ways. It has been discussed in papers read to many of
the literary and scientific societies of Great Britain. In these papers the method of
teaching in our drawing academies has been condemned, the copying of the ancient
models has been denounced as ruinous to art, and the adoption of the principles of
this theory has been recommended as the fitting substitute. It seemed to me, there-
fore, that a service would be rendered to the cause of art and of truth if wo could
ascertain whether these " first principles or teachable laws of beauty," as they are
called, were built on a solid foundation.
After a full and I trust a candid examination. I have come to the conclusion that

instead of a well-founded theory we have afancifuland untenable hypothesis without
the slightest basis either of facts or philosophy.

If I am asked what substitute I have to propose for this theory, the answer may
be divined from the tenor of the paper that has been read.

I do not believe in the existence of any mechanical law for the production of the
beautiful. Although the belief in some such principle seems to have prevailed equally
with that of the philosopher's stone, or the elUir vitff, and has caused no little

search, it is likely, I fear, to prove as much an if/nis/atiii/s as cither of them. In fact.
we may just as soon hope to invent a machine for tlie manufacture of wit or of
poetry, as to discover a method of determining beauty by measurement.
But for attaining the wished-for end, wc may still employ the means which have

been available to the artist in all times.

After complying with the constructive requirements of his profession, the true
study of the artist is to reach the hidden springs of i)assion and of feeling. In the
inner region of man's nature there is a vein of treasure, Inexhaustible to him who can
trac<^ the deep workings of the human heart, and embody them in visibleforms. But
for the attainment of this beauty mechanical rules are worthIes.««, and could only have
the effect of cramping and perverting the creative powers of the artist. As deep
calleth unto deep, the man of genius will ever intuitively discern permanent and
intrinsic excellence, and abjure the transient fashions of the day.

If, then. «< desire to purify and exalt the public taste—to create objects fitted to
afford it a lieaUhfulgratification, objects whiclijnay assist in rei)roducing the taste
which first created them—the only rule we can follow is that which Plato pointed out
twenty-three centuries ago. " We must seek for such workmen as arc able, f/t/ the
help of a ffood natural gani Its, to investigate the nature of the beautiful; that our
youth, dwelling as it wcrt- in a healthy place, may bo profited on all sides ;

whence, from the beautiful works, something will be conveyed to the sight and
bearing, as a breeze briugeth health from salutary places."

* See, " Science of Beauty, as developed in Nature and applied in Art." By D. K.
Hay, F.R.S.E. W. Blackwood & Sons, 1836. I'age 41, Plate II.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.—DISTRIBUTION OF PRIZES TO
ART-WORKMEN.

TH E distribution of Prizes to Art-Workmen by the Council of the Architectural
Museum, in the lecture-theatre of the South KennliiRton Muneum, took

place (as wc briefly announced in our last) on Wednesday se'nniglit, before n
numerous audience. Amongst the more eminent friends and patrons of the In-
stitution present, we noticed Mr. A. J. II. lJerc»ford-Hope (President of the
Council or the Architectural Museum), Mr. James Fergusion, Mr. Georjfe Gil-
bert Scott, Mr. S. C. Hall, the Rev. V. D. Maurice, Mr. Cooke, &c.
The chair was taken by Mr. Hkresford-Hoi'E, who In openint; the pro-

ceeding's of the evening said, he thought he might remark, without exagtjeration,
tliat the present wan the most interestiu'^ aud most gratifyin;,^ meeting that could
bring them together in that lecture hall. The great object of the Council of
the Architectural Museum was to promote the hard labor of the unnd and body ;
they were not simply a museum, but a school in which education went by pre-
cept as well as by performance. And the sovereigrn way iiv which tliey taught
performance was by askin»: those they taught to come forward and siiow wjiat
tliey had done, and what they had gained by the lessons which the promoters of
the Museum had inculcated upon them.—(Cheers). There were schools of
design, but probably even before there were schools of design there was a school
of art-workmen.—(Hear, hear). The Venus, theApolIo, theCathedral of Cologne,
the Lincoln Cathedral, and other buihlings were all gram! illustrations

of art in tlie most elevated form ; but inferior works, such
as a turned candlestick or a piece of embroidery, weie all cha-
racteristic of the same taste and feeling for the Ijeautiful. Everyone who
produced anything that was talented in form or color as an ingredient, was an
artist more or less. He did not wish to derogate from the credit due to master
manufacturers, but there were journeymen artists who might attain a high
f)osition in the cultivation of the beautiful, and many of such journeymen artists

lad thrown honor upon the country. It was his pleasure that night to give
away the prizes which had l>een awarded in the competition of art-workmen.
Their excellent friend Mr. Clarke, the Honorary Secretary of the Institution,

had been called out of town that day, otherwise he would have been present with
them that evening, and given them a great deal of valuable information on the
subject, and on the object ofawarding prizes to art-workmen. And first, as to the
prizes of the year 1859, eleven specimens ofwood-carving had been sent in for com-
petition. The prizes consisted of two of £5 os. each, and one of £3 33. The first

prize of £5 5s., for a specimen of Gothic wood-carving, was awarded to Mr.
James Allen, in the employment of Mr. Philip, and engaged at Exeter College
Chapel, Oxford. The specimen was a highly commendable one, though the
carving was rather too solid and stone-like; in other respects it was an excellent
production, and true to nature. (A friend of Mr. Allen's received tlie prize, Mr.
Allen being unable to attend.) The second prize of £3 3s. was awarded to Mr.
Cliarles E. Turner, whose work was a reproduction of wliat was V(;ry common in

reference to foliage in the Early Pointed age. Yet Mr.Turner had in his work pro-
duced originality of feeling, and as the artist who designed the work deserved great
credit. (Mr.Turner was then called before the Chairman who presented him
with the prize amidst loud applause.) The extra first prize of £"> '>s. (which was
contributed by Mr. y. C. Hall), was awarded to Mr. William 13aylis, for a panel
in the styleof thesixteendi century, and wliich exhibited an extremely graceful and
becoming combination of foliage. (Mr. Bsiylis was called before the Chairman,
and received the prize amidst loud cheering.) He next came to tlie prizes for

Colored Decoration, given by tlic Ecclesiological Society. As llioy were aware
that society had existed for many years; it was founded at Cambridge, as the
Cambridge Camden Society, and eventually came to London, where it was known
as the Ecclesiological Society, and it was a society which held out the right hand
to all artistic advancement. Well, the Architectural Museum having been
founded a few years ago, it was ascertained that the two societies had many
friends in common, and the result was that the Ecclesiological Society offered a
prize for pure and absolute coloration. Well, the g^reat object was to choose a
panel for coloration, and the prize was to be given to him wlio should color that
most harmoniously. This year there had been nine specimens s*rnt in, while for

wood carving, eleven specimens had been sent in. And he should say that
the rejected specimens of wood-carving had great merit in them; the
contest which Imd been engaged in was not a mere walk over the course,

but a fair and a good hardy race.—(Cheers) Of the nine specimens sent

in this year, one came in after tlie proper time, and could not,

therefore, compete for the prize, but he did not believe that if it had come in time
the adjudication would have lH.'en otherwise than it stood, although thepnnelwas
not devoid of merit, (The Chairman then pointed to the panels on the table

which had had awarded to tliem the first and second prizes. The two coloured

panels to which the prizes had been awarded were both good, not only as cora-

f»ared with the others sent in but they were themselves positively good—(Hear,
tear). The first prize of £5 5s. was awarded to Mr. J. Simpkin. and tlie second
prize of £3 3s. to Mr. Harrison, wlio was a prizeman last year. (The two suc-
cessful competitors were then called up before the Chairman, and received the prizes

respectively awarded to them). As to the next year, thenumberof prizes ottered to

art-workmen was greater than that of Inst year, and he trusted and believed

that the large opening made by the Architectural Museum authorities, and i'\Q

friends of tlic institution would call forth a greater number of competitors for the

honors offered. In former years tliey hfid given prizes for stone carving, but
that led to great inconveniences from a variety of circumstances, and besides

real stone carving was not what was the great thing to be considered. In the

present year the Council of the Architectural Museum ofiered three prizes of

£5 5s., £3 35. (offered by Mr. S. C. Hall), and £2 &., as first, second, and third

prizes, for the comjietitors who should show themselves most successful in de-

signing and executing a model for a circular or a vesica-shaped medallion, to be

executed in stone, of the head of the late Duke of Wellington enclosed in a
border of foliage or mouldings of the I'ii-st or Middle-Pointed styles. The me-
dallion, including the border, to be not more than 1 foot inches, nor less than

1 foot 3 inches in its largest diameter, and tobeexecutid in high relief. Then
the next prizes ofiered were tor metal-work. The Council of the Architectural

Museum offered two prizes of £5 5s., and £3 3s., as first and second prizes, for

the best speciiucns of a kev. either Medieval or Renaissance in style, hammered,
pierced, or punched, and not filed, and not more than 12 nor less than 8 inches

in length, with an ornamental handle. Each specimen must be designed

by the competitor. A friend of his, Mr. Ash, had b*?en by an acci-

dent confined to his bed for some time, but he had executed a labor

of love in the shape of an excellent production in metal work, which
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WIS not cast, but ponched out, shoving what the ciinnin|i; liand could
do in the metal trade—(Applause). Then as to wood-carving, wliicli last

yen had great latitude, they intended to limit the com|)ctition very much this

year; but there was no reason why, with tlie restricted competition, there should
not be as prrcat a tussle as last year, when tlie competition was unrestricted.
The prizes which were proposed to be given for wood-cjirving weK the following:
Two prizes of £:i Ss. and £2 2s., given by Mr. S. C. Hall, as first and second
priics, for the best specimen ol a carved oak panel, for one side of tlie binding of
a church bible. Each panel must be de^igned by the competitor, and be 1 foot

by ? inches in site. The.io prizes oflercd a fair field for contest, and he hoped
most warmly-contested antagonism. Then the Council of the JIuseum offered a
prize of£3 3s. for the most meritorious cartoon of a canopy-head for painted
cuss, supposed to snmiount a figure. The cartoon to be original in design,
Phrt or Middle-pointed in style, in chitlk without color, and on paper, 2 feet

6 inches by 1 fcx)t C inches in size. Tlien he should state that the Committee of
the Eeclesiological Society (of London) offered through the Council of the Archi-
tectural M useum a ^)rize of £5 3s. for the competitor who shall show himself
most successful in coloring, according to his own judgment, a cast of a grou)) of
figun-s from tlie great hollow moulding in an arch of the Pcrte Rouge, Notre
Dame Paris. .\nil lie (the Chairman) would give £3 3s. in one or more extra
prizes, if any works appeared deserving of such reward. This being specially a
color prhr, the same t'ast for competitive coloration was proposed to all the
competitors. The candidate might adopt that medium for applying his colors
which he preferred, but he was e.tpected to treat the panel as forming a portion
of an architectural composition, and not as a cabinet piece. He could not sit

down without making an earnest appeal to all present to make a long pull, a
strong pull, and a pull altogctbcr, on behalf of the Architectural Museum. They
did not merely wish honorary members, hnt they wished the workmen themselves
to come forward in support of the Jtluseum, who had derived advantages from
studyiiig beneath its root. He thought that workmen at the present time, by
becoming menitiers of the Society, would help on a work of great utility to them-
selves, and to their compeers—(Applause).

The Rev. F. D. M.wrice said, that though he lived in the north of London
lie took great interest in the success and welfare of the Architectural Museum,
at South Kensington. And he w.ns sure that but for the great distance, many of
the workmen belonging to an institution with which he was connected in the
northern part of the metropolis, would have been present with them that
evening. He thought that from what had been witnessed that evening, working
men were expressing themselves well in wood, and he hoped that they would also
do so in pen and ink, and in print. It was also delightlul to find that the well-
being of the country was more and more promoted by kindly sympathy and
friendliness amougst its inhabitants, and he trusted that the great Volunteer
movement would lead working men to have more co-operation than they had
yet had. Tlie labors of working men concerned the highest as well as thelowest,
and he hoped that in future there would be a stronger bond of uuion and
sympathy amongst all classes of the country—(Clieers).

Mr. S. C. Hall said it afforded him much gratification to meet again the art-
workmen, the labors of many of whom had contributed to promote not only the
architecture of the age, but the public taste in reference to every-day objects. A
few days ago he visited Doncastcr Church, in reference to wliieh he might say
that no church had been executed for the last five centuries so beautiful as a
apedmen of ecclesiastical architecture, and though the architect (Mr. G. G. Scott)
was great and noble, yet he could not but greatly admire the carvings made by
some of the art-workmen, who liad produced most beautiful workmanship for
that uKst beautiful building. He then referred to the great advantages wliich
art-workmen enjoyecl in these days as coinnar(-d with those at the command of
their predecessors, such as easy access to books, exhibitions, and museums. Such
advantages ought to be made immense use of, and if art-workmen did not make
creater use of such advantages the fault would rest with themselves. But he did
know that art-workmen made use of the ailvantages ofiered to them. He saw
great improvement in art-design wherever he went, and what he had seen that
nigbt ot the productions of art-workmen he took as an ihdex of a great improve-
men hereafter.

Mr. G. G. Scott said he wished to those who competed, and who were suc-
eesful in competition, from exaggerating the results to such an extent as to
make their success stopping-places, rather than incentives for further exertion

—

(Hear, hear). They hoped that the whole world of art was advancing from day
to day, and if those who took prizes that evening did not go on advancing, they
would be left behind in the race of improvement—(Hear, hear). The successful
abould not trust too much to success. It was not the object of the Museum to
prove to art-workmen that they should give their stamp to positive excellence, it
must not be considered that positive merit was always stamped and enforced,
but their great object was to encourage merit for future exertions—(Hear, hear).
And those who had been successful that night ought not to think too much of
tbeinselves, Ijearing in mind that their competitors, who were then unsuccessful,
might some d.iy outstrip them.
Mr. Ash explained that the piece of metal work referred to by the Chairman

u*"?.
"*' "^ ""' ^''''dlcsex .irchtBological Society) was not his own

work, but that of his brother, taken from the wrapper of the annual report of the
society, and executed in embossed sheet metal. The origin of offering prizes to
art-workuien took jilace at the meetings of artisans which used to be lield in
tjnnon-row, and lie tliought that these meetings oueht to be revived, as they had
«»c»«d a great amount of good. He hoped that next year workincns' meetings
wonid be revived.
The CiiAlHMAX hoped that the meetings of the artisans which had been

rererred to would be revived, as they existed in the old cock-loft in Cannon-row.
Jlr. Cooke moved a vote of thanks to Mr. IJeresford-Hope for his conduct in

the chair, which, liaving been seconded, was carried by acclamation.
The CUAIRM AX, after briefly returning thanks, announced that the next lecture

would be delivered on the 28th inst., by Mr. John Bell, on " The Union of
hculpturc with Architecture."
Ihe meeting then broke up.

/Ti/cA/n.—Mount Zion Chapel, Hitcliin, was opened on the 7tli inst.
It u neatly designed, and built of brick, with stone facings. The interior is
well arranged, and the chapel will hold about 3o0 persons.

LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE February meeting of the Society was held at the Town Hall on the 27th
ult., T. Nevinson, Esq., in the chair.

A letter was received from J. G.^NinioLS, Esq., informing the secretary that
the memoir on the Neville glass at Woodhouse, read by Mr. Nichols at the
General Meeting of the Society in .Tuly last, is now ready for the press, and re-
questing to lie informed how many members the Society consists of, as it is the
wish of Mr. Perry Ilerrick to present a copy to each.
Mr. Gkesly exhibited two powder-flasks from the armoury at.Mton Towers.

They arc probably of German manufacture, and of about the date 1000. One of
them is of horn, and has inscised upon it a man with a shield and a knife or
sword, prepared to repel the assault of a wild beast which is rushing towards him.
A flask very similarly ornamented is in the Meyrick Collection, (see Skelton's
" Engraved" Illustrations," &c,, pi. cxxiv., fig."0.) The other is of wood,
carved on one side with arabesque work, and the other inlaid with ivory, repre-
senting a sportsman with his dog, shooting a deer under a tree. Other inlaid

portions of ivory have arabesque ornaments, birds, a liouse with a woman
drawing water from a well, and a nude figure stabbing herself with a sword.
Mr. Hill exhibited a pedigree of Sir William Burton, of Stockerstone, drawn

up by one of his descendants, the Rev. Humphrey Mitchell, rector of Blaston St.
Giles, about 1711. The Greens, of RoUeston, are also descendants of Sir
William.
Mr. Hill also exhibited tracings of portions of the stained glass remaining in

Stockerstone church. 1 1 will be remembered that a colored drawing of a very fine

figure of Saint Clement was exhibited by Mr. Bellairs, at the December meeting
of the Society. Saint Christopher occupies another eompartiiient ; upon his

shoulders he carries our Lord as a child, with a globe in his hand, and wades
through water, supported by a staff, as recorded iii his legend. There is also a
good liead of our Lord, witli uplifted hands. A female kneeling before a book
on a faldstool, has on her mantle the arms of Boyville and Murdac, impaling
Soutliill

J
scrolls near her are inscribed " God be gude." In another compart-

ment kneel Thomas Restwold, Esquire, and Margaret his wife. Tlie head-dress
of these ladies, known as the " buttei^ly " head-dress, consisting of a caul, from
which large gauze or linen veils project behind, held out by means of wire, show
them to be of the latter part of the fifteenth century.
Mr. G. H. Nevixson exhibited a number ot Roman coins, among wluch

were some third brass of Gallienus and Tetricus found near Ashby-de-la-
Zouch.
The Chair-MAN exhibited a marble tablet of the Adoration of th6 Magi, of

good design and execution. Portions of it had originally been gilded.

Mr. Grislet exhibited an impression of the monumental brass at Castle
Donington of Robert Staunton, Esq., and Agnes his wife. She died on the 18th
of July, 1458, and the monument was then executed, spaces being left in the fillet

of brass which has the inscription, for the subsequent insertion of the day and
year of her husband's death, which, however, was never completed. This is by
tar the finest brass remaining in the county, excepting, perliai)s, one of au
ecclesiastic at Bottesford. Robert and Agnes Staunton are represented tinder

canopies of remarkable richness, the pinnacles of the sides and centre ofwliioh are
unfortunately gone, as are also four shields of .inns which were placed between
them and the finials of the canopies. The first five wordsatthe commencement of
the inscription are also lost, and the first word of the year. He is clad in plate
armour ; a mentoniere or gorget protects his throat, pauldrons his shoulders, and
coudieres of immense size his elbows ; his gauntlets are composed of overlapping
plates not divided into fingers, and have large cuff's. His body isprotectedby a breast-
plate, to which is attached a skirt oftaces, or overlapping plates, from the lowest of
which are fastened by straps two pointed tuilles with a baguette of mail between
them. Cuisses protect the thighs, genoulieres the knees, jambs the lower part of
the legs, and pointed sollerets the feet, which rest upon a greyhound. A large
sword is suspended on his left side by a belt, which hangs diagonally from his
right hip, where the hilt of his dagger may be seen in its scabbard. His spurs
are of seven rowels, with long neck and curved arras. Upon his head he wears
a vizored salade, having the vizor raised to show the face. Respecting this kind
of helmet, Mr. Bloxain remarks that "it made its appearance in the reign of
Henry VI., to whieli period it seems to have been almost entirely confined." It
derived its name from "schnlc, a shell or saucer, being a skullcup with a rim or
edge projecting much behind, and to it a movable vizor was sometimes affixed.

It is but rarely that we find it on sepulchral monuments." (" Glimpse at the
Monumental Architecture," &c., p. 191.) Shakespeare, y^o observed every-
thing, mentions this helmet in his "King Henry VI.", act iv., sc. 10; Jack
Cade, deserted by his capricious comrades, the people, betakes himself to his
heels, and finding his way into the garden of Alexander Idcn, an esquire of Kent,
thus soliloquises :—•

" Fye on ambition I fye on myself; that have a sword and yet am ready to
famish ! These five days have I hid me in this wood ; and durst not peep out, for
all the country is laid lor me ; but now I am so hungry, that if I may have a
lease of my life for a thousand years, I could stay no longer. Wherefore, on a
brick wall have I climlied into this garden ; to see if I can eat grass, or pick a
snlli't another while, which is not amiss to cool a man's stomach this hot
weather. And, I think, this word snllct was born to do me good : for, many a
time, but for a millet my brain-pan had been cleft with a brown bill; and, many
a time, when I have been dry, and bravely marching, it hath served me instead
of a quart pot to drink in ; and now the word xullet must serve me to feed on."
Agnes Staunton wears a super-tunic, the sleeves of which are loose, but not

hanging down as was the fashion earlier in this century. The collar of it is

open, and shows a cross suspended from a chain round her neck. The waist is

very short, and has an embroidered cincture. The sleeves of a kirtle or under-
dress appear at her wrists. Her head-dress is metred, or rather hvnrt-Khiipcd.
The hair is enclosed in a caul richly ornamented, over which is thrown a cover-
chef, dependent behind. Three daughters stand at her feet; with the exception
of their not having the coverchef and the eliaiii and cross, their dre.sscs are
similar to that of their mother. A small dog, with a collar with bells, is here
added to the family group. Four sons stand by their father ; they wear tunics,
and their hair is cropped short. These seven figures are of diminutive size.

From the mouths of Robert and Agnes Staunton inscrii)tions proceeded. His is

now gone, but hers remains. It is in Latin, from the C7th psalm: "Let the
light of Tliy countenance shine upon us, and be merciful unto us."

Burton in his description of Leicestershire, (1022,) p. 8i), s.iys of Castle
Donington,—" In the 24, of Henry the sixt, one Robert Staunton was seized of
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certainc lamls htere;" and speaking of tlio church, lie ha.s tlie following para-
jjraph, p. 00,—" In the south-east window. The picture of a Knight in armour,
on whose surcoate vany Arg. and Sable Staunton, and liis wife kneeling opposite

to him, on wliose upper vestiments the same varry Arg. and sable. On the inner
garment before, Azure seme dc Fieurs de liz: a Lion rampant queue fursh, Arg.
nere to which window atandeth a fair marble tombe, whereon is grauen these two
coates, and many othei-s heere taken away and broken, the crest to one remain-
ing, viz., A Cock^s head betweene two wings, (which I take to bee tlie crest to

Staunton his coate), with this inscription :—
* Hie iacct llobcrtus Staunton fiUus

Thomro Staunton Armig, and Agnes vxor proKUcti Roberti quos obijt 18 Julij

1458, & dictus Robertas obijt 14. quorum animabua misereatur Deus, Amen."
From this description of the window and monument in the chantry chapel at the
east-end of the ^outli aisle of Castle Donington Church, we are able to identify

the esquire represented by the brass, and the names of two of his daughters

:

and to make some additions to the latter part of the pedigi-ee of Staunton of

Harold, in Nichols' Leicestershire, West Goscote Hundred, p. 704:

—

"Sir William de Staunton, knt.,1330, had three sons :—1st, John de Staunton,
liying 1305, f^reat-grandfather of Margaret Staunton, daughter and heir of John
de Staunton, who married Ralph Shirley, Esq., in 1423: 2nd, Thomas de
Staunton, of Castle Donington, living in 13U5, father of Robert Staunton, Esq.,

1453, which Robert was still living at the time of the decease of his wife, Agnes,
daughter of . . . ,, who died 18th of July, 1458, and was buried at Castle

Donington, as recorded on their monumental brass, which shows them to have
had four sons and tln-ee daughters, of whom Elizabeth married William Hasel-
rige of Nosely, and Katherine married John Turville of Thurleston: 3rd, Harold
de Staunton, living 1395."

There are good wood engravings of this brass in Uoutell's "Monumental
Brasses of England," and a short notice of it at p. 40 of that work.

The secretaries were instructed to provide certain printed forms of application

for the annual subecriptions of members, many of which are now d\ie.

It was resolTcd that the next annual general meeting of the society should be
held at Lutterworth, and that the Rev. R. Bumaby, T. Nevinson and J. Thomp-
son, Esqrs., and tlie secretaries, be appointed a sub- committee for making the
requisite arrangements for it.

A vote of thanks to the chairman for his kindness concluded the proceedings
of the meeting.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
rB usual fortnightly meeting of the Liverpool Architectural and Archieological

Society was held in the Royal Institution, Colquitt-street ; llr. H. T. Hobner,
the President, in the chair.
A donation of the liuiLDiJiG News was acknowledged. A communication from

Mr. M'Gowcn, deputy town-clerk, was read, acknowledging the receipt of the
Memorial from the Society on the subject of the proposed new by-laws.

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE.
Mr. J. JuSTEN proceeded to read the second portion of his paper on "The

Romanesque of Germany," the first part of which was read at the last meeting. He
first took a cursory jilance at the liistory of architecture from the year 375 of the
Christian era. He then noticed the great migration which took place soon after the
fall of the West Roman empire, the consequent mixture of the various tribes, the
self-governing spirit that characterised tacli nation in the cultivation of the art
during a long period until the introduction of the f)ccidental or 'VVestorn architecture,
about the teuth century. He also showed that from the latter time till the thir-
teenth century a new style, known as the Norman architecture, had been introduced
and generally cultivated; and also that during those three centuries the Roman
style became fully developed and was used with many eccentric, pleasing, and
elaborate combinations for many years, until it was at length superseded by
the Gothic. He gave a general outline of the peculiar features of the Uo-
manesque architecture as developed in Cicrmany. He said it was certainly a
difficult task to trace a difference in the treatment, or any sli^jht diversities
amongst tbo various tribes in Germany. Where such was tlie case, in a
few,instances, the designs must be ascribed to Germans who had studied archi-
tecture in foreign countries. The Roman style found in the German architecture its

particular chiiracferistics. It followed distinctly, with all conscientiousness, the old
Christian tradition, and preserved it extensively, while it assumed at the same time
its own national character. The materials were transformed in a free, strong, and
rude manner on the one hand, while on the other they were richly, elaborately, and
proportionately applied. Their wood architecture, which was cultivated under the
mfluence of tradition, and achieved a more perfect system of forms, bore a certain
originality. The cushion capital, pilaster, and circular arch were generally adopted
and mi;;ht be enumerated, among others, as the most striking Matures of Koman
architecture. To this kind of structure were due the original forms of decoration, in
opposition to the mere casual adornment of fantastic, tyrannical patterns in former
tunes; and it possessed an infinite variety of ornament in the historical line of its

development, which consisted chiefly in the distinct characteristic of several German
tribes. From the plain basilica they advauced to the ornamented, and tried pro-
gressively, new, proud combinations which specially led them to the system of atone
vaulting and other sin;;rularitie8. In some of their buildin«:s the most extreme care and
skill was bestowed on the details, and in others the mind and attention were concen-
trated on the entire composition, and thus created a more powerful impression of the
whole mass. These peculiar traits were proper to the different periods, according with
the pi-oj^ress of the German nation. Mr. Justen then gave numerous illustrations of the
architecture of the various periods to which he had allude<i, and described the leading
peculiarities ot a great number of churches in the llhenish provinces, excellent
drawinsi^s anddiag^rams of which he exhibited, and by means of which his descrip-
tions were rendered succinct and lucid.
Mr. Hi:e;Gi>s thanked Sir. Justen for his valuable and intercstiug paper, but

remarked that in his opinion he (Mr. Justen) had entirely miscalled the style of the
ancient German churches. Owing to the disturbances in Germany, from the time of
the Itomans to Chiirlemagne, very few buildings were erected in Germany of the
Romanesque character. The specimens which Mr. Justen had adduced were essen-
tially Gothic—round-arch Gothic, of the same period as the Lombardic and Eu<;lish-
Kormau. The chief peculiarity he had noticed in the German-rouud-arch-tiotluc
was that very seldom a square-topped tower was to be met with ; and he had always
agreat admiration of the general composition of the style.
Mr. Ptcton HUii-gested,aH an explanation of the apparent difference in terms of the

name of the stvie, that various countries applied different names to the same style,
BO that although tlic characteristics were the same various names might be used in
describing it.

Mr. Justen remarked that he used the title Romanesque because it was the
.generally understood name of the style; and read the following passage from his
paper:—"The Koman Christian system, with all its variety of appearance, still

retained the same character which was stamped upon it by the laws of tradition,
and to whieh the mind naturally adhered until the iufiux of straufjers in the course
of time elfected a cliausfc. This change under the intluence of civilisation was
gradual till the end of the twelfth and beginning of the thirteenth centuries, when
the old system disappeared. Tlie new style which was now introduced from the
tenth U> the thirteenth centuries became generally cultivated and known as the

Norman style of architecture. It cannot, certainly, be denominated speeially Itoman
because wc find all the Occidental nations workhig after ft, while each nation, ac-
cording to its own idea, ffave it a diatlnctand peculiar character. All Ih* iitructurefl,
however, of the various nations lu the Norman style, have the Kanie foundation, and
differ only in their peculiar branehes. These peculiiiritb-fl ort,'inated lu tlie Idiosru-
cracics of the nations in purHuin^^ the art, lu the Influence ol Importuutb < vents, and
in the want of technical works."
Mr. TiCTON said the subject of the paper was extremely intcresttug. The history

and classification of the Khenish architecture was of a most valuable character, ana
the buildinfiCB found in the provinces of the Ithinc exhibited Ihe prof^re^B of archi-
tecture, in its various styles, during the darkest ages, better than any other class of
structures. These buildings deserved their most attentive consideration, if uot for
the purpose of imitation, as a matter of antiquarian history. He thou;;ht the first
specimens of Itheuish architecture came from Lombardy, the church of .'•t. Michael's
at Pavia, which was erected in the seventh century, appearing to be about the earliest.
About that period a trade bejjau to spring up between Italy and the northern parts
of Europe, of which trade the Jthiue was the highway, and Cologne consequently
rose to be a place of great wealth and importance. its architecture was of
Lombardic character, and preserved that character In all its particularf<. Germany
did not appear to be very much characterised by the ori'iimility of Its architecture

;

it obtained its first from Lombardy, and Its Tolntcd style from France. (Jne thing,
however, for which he thought the Germans deserved credit was, that In those days
they did not appear to be afraid of stone and mortar, and their buildings were
celebrated for their solid, sound, substantial nature, no churches dating" n'om so
early aperiod being so well built, and so well preserved to the present time.
Mr. Hl'GGINS thou":ht it was a pity the round arch Gothic was so soon superseded

in Germany, as, if it had been further developed, he believed it would have been one of
the finest styles ever inaugurated. He considered that some of the churches instanced
by Mr. Justen were most admirably arranged with regard to the production of a pic-
turesque composition.
Mr. BouLT said the designation of styles of architecture was so loose that if Mr.

Justen had fallen into any error it was a very excusable one. If the Germans did
not excel in the elegance of their decoration, tney excelled in laying out the plan, and
in not being afraid of wall-surface. One of the most discouraging sign.« ot the pre-
sent day was the fearful dread which the architects seemed to have of blank wall

;

they did not seem to be able to bear the sight of a square yard of blank wall, and if
they should happen to have it, their difficulty seemed to be liow to get rid of It

either by putting in a blank window or by introducing something or other that would
break up the surface. But if they came to look at the specimen which Mr. Justen
had adduced they found that there was a vast amount of blank wail, aud tliat it
gave to the buildings rtst and magnitude In which they would otherwise bo
deficient.

Mr. Barry, as a modern Goth— (a laugh)—thought there would be found as mnch
variety in plan and quite as much variety of treatment in the Gothic buildings of tliis

country as in any other style of architecture.
Mr. Weigiitman said that in speaking of blank spaces. Mr. IJoult should re-

member that it arose from the solidity of construction, which influenced the cost of
the building; but he thought the impression on the mind after visiting many of tho
Ithenish structures was that there was a degree of sameness and monotony amongst
them which they would not find in a similar number of buildings in our own
country.
Mr. Frank Howard thought our own Gothic formed a better skyline than any

specimen which Mr. Justen had given, the skyline of some of our Gothic cathedrals
being very fine ; and for his part ne did not see in the German buildings that wonder-
ful expanse of blank wall which Mr. Boult had described.
After some further discussion, during which Mr. Justen replied, the proceedings

terminated with a vote of thanks to that ^^entleman.

SOUTHAMPTON.
AT an adjourned meetingheld at the Guildhall, Southampton, on the 7th inst.,

the report of the committee on the designs for the Hartley Institution was
received, and a long report from Professor Donaldson, who was the architect

appointed to recommend the best design. He stated that the only design which
came within the limit for the building—viz. £8,000—was that, signed " Stella."

Many of the others possessed considerable merit, altliough the cost would exceed
the amount.
Mr. Passenger in moving a resolution which he had placed on tlie notice-

jiaper, said he did not consider the design of " Stella " to be the best. In his

plan the lecture hall was only calculated to hold 600, instead of 2,000, and, in

other respects, bethought his plan objectionable. He moved " That advertise-

ments be inserted, requesting the architects to withdraw their plans, and to return
them with estimates and contractor's name, with the names of two sureties for

the completion ot the contracts for the specified sum, and the Council reserve to

themselves the right of final selection."

Dr. Clark seconded this resolution.

Mr. Leigh objected to this, as it would open up the subject of the plans again.

The architects themselves wished a person to be called in, and the Council
selected Professor Donaldson, and he was willing to abide by his decision. He
moved an amendment to the effect that the matter be referred back to the Com-
mittee, with instructions to request Professor Donaldson to select six of the

plans, to be returned to the architects to make alterations, if necessary, to bring

them witliin the stipulated sum, aud that the report be again brought before the

Council.

Mr. Lefeuyre seconded this amendment, as he considered if all the plans

were returned to the architects they would be making alterations, and be borrow-
ing from one another.
Mr. Westox was of opinion that the Council should select the best from those

Professor Donaldson had recommended, and that they should give a guarantee
that it could be done for £8,000, and if not, then the plan roust be rejected.

Mr. Bowman said Professor Donaldson had selected eleven plans as possessing

great merit, and he thought the Council should select one out of the eleven.

Alderman Coles thought Professor Donaldson had done great service in

weeding out the worst plans. He had decidedly rejected 19, thus simplifying

their labor. He did not agree that " Stella's" plan was the only one, that could

be done for £8,000, as he observed some letters accompanying someguaranteeioff

that they could be done for that sura. He considered they should reject the 19>

and then select one from the remaining number.
Mr. Geddes complained that these plans were sent in last November, and

they were now arrived at the 7tli of Jlarch, and no practical suggestion had
been made by the committee. He thought that the town and Council had good

reason to be dissatisfied with the Committee. He had looked through the plans

and the letters accomnanying them, and he found that they all guaranteed to

execute them for the sum specified, and therefore it would be useless to return

them to the architects for that jmrpose. Mr. Geddes then went into an elaborate

description of many of the plans to prove they could not be executed for £8,000.

He thought Professor Donaldson had not at all overshot the mark, but had
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acted wiih prent kindness lowanU the aroliitoots. He wished tlie ninendnient
prwpost-ii liv Sir. Weston to be einlxulieil with that proposed by Mr. Leigli. He
was »urprise<l that Mr. I'assengir should set up his opinion in antiiKonism to
that of i'rofessor Donallson—a man who Lad obtained the highest celebrity
in his profession.

Mr. Leigh consented to embody Mr. Weston's amendment with his, and Mr.
PASSENiiER liavin^; replied, the ainendmeBt was carried, 20 voting for it,

7 agnio^t, and 1 neuter.
Mr. Westox had anotlier proposition on the notice paper

—

\n., that Alder-
lan Co'rt, Councillors Roe, Hruton, Lungley, and Ged "

"

buildintr.

Alderman Talk, tl;e chairman, said lliey could not add to the committee, as
the number \vas settled by the Court of Chancery, and he should therelbre refuse
to put tlie resolution.

Mr. I.EKEfVKE said if they could not add to the committee they should
fiolicit five members of the present committee to retire (as they were' evidently
incompetent) to make room for five practical men.

man Coles, Councillors Roe, hruton, Lunglev, and Geddcs, be requested to form
an auxiliary committee on the Hartley Iiistitution till the completion of the

Correspondence.—»

—

BlILDIXG EXPEXDlTfRE FOR THE ARMY AND NAVV.
SiK,—A correspondent in your last number, under the signature of " E. C",

states that the article which ap|>eared in your impression for the 24th February,
on Building Exjienditure for the Army" and Navy "is calculated to convey
a Terj' wronp idea ns to the cost of the superintendence of works executed
under the War Department."

If " E. C." is put forward to defend the system cf the Department, it is

desirable that he should be accurate in quoting Irom those who desire to reform
the svstem, and that he should have some knowledge of its working.
" K. C." snys the outlay on works is :—" For fortifications, £6ii>,3oii ; new

civil buildings and barracks, £500,210 ; onlinary and current repairs, £2o4,48o

;

making iu all £1,400,050 executed under the superintendence of the Engineer
Department, and upon which architects would charge 5 percent, if tliev had the
carrying out of the same works." Does " E. C." mean to assert that" the con-
struction of fortifications is executed under the inspection of the Roval Engineer
Civil Kstablishiucnt ? Jloreover, if he had perused the Hon. "Mr. Sydney
Herbert's speech in moving the Estimates, he would have learned that oulv a
small sum was to be asked for on account of that vote; and, lastlv, it is very
disingei.uous to include the cost of fortifications and exclude the" cost of their
superintendence, which " E. C." does, ibr he does not refer to the salaries of
the Inspectors, Assistant and deputy Assistant-General of Fortifications, while in
the article lie incriminates all items relating to fortifications are omitted—the
only c(;uitable mode to anive at the cost of employing engineers as compared
witli architects. Again, it is palpably absurd to include ordinary and current
repairs under the in8j)eclion of the Civil Establishment. Consequently, the
real percentage remams as stated in the article, 13 9-lOth's per cent., an"d not
little more than 5 per cent., as " E. C." would have it understood.

Since '• E. C' has thought it expedient to include the cost of forti-
fications (although purposely excluded in the article), lie ought, in commcm
fairness, to have included the cost of their superintendence. The same may be
said with respect to the ordinary and cnrreiit repairs. With your permission
I will supply the deficiency, and give the items separately, beginning with those
" E. C." quotes :—Royal Engineer Civil Estabiislirnent, £l)0,§70

; allowance in
lieu of servants, £5,003; foreign service, £4,111 ; Inspector of Works' Depart-
ment, £4,128; making £74,11(<, as given in the article, and quoted by " E. C."

But we have still to add certain items in connection with fortifications not
referred to in the article for the reason before stated. These items are, salaries
for the Inspector-General, Deputy and Assistant Inspector-Generals of Forti-
fications, £4.200 ; allowance to oliicers of Roval Kngineers specially employed,
temporary draughtsmen attached to ditto, and extra temporary and copying
clerks, £26,013 ; Surveyor, bis deputy and draughtsmen, £1,750, and extra pay
to engineer oHicers at home and abniad, £39,4iW. Thus wo find the total paid
to Royal Engineers for their extra military services (although they surely should
inclade the construction of fortifications), and to other departments for seeing to
army buildings Ix'ing kept in repair, was £214,712 upon works to be executed
to an amount of £1,400,050. That is to say, the percentage upon outlay is £14148.;
and this, while the vote for fortifications is not to be all expended, and a large
proportion even of that is to be devoted to the purchase ot site. Theicgular
architectural commission upon this outlay would be £73,002; and, seeing th?
JBiportance of the works generally, the profession might, perhaps, be induced to
Uclade in the commission the cliara;e for clerks of works, and extra charges for
distances. If so, the saving to the naticn would be £141,710 annually ; or,
sapposing tliat clerks of works, &c., and additional pay to engineers fo'r non-
«chiteclural works, swallowed uu the odd £41,710, including the Inspector's-
Graeral salaries, there would still remain an economy of £100,000, which is no
trifling consideration to the taxpayer. I am, &c.,

The Wkiier op the Article.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.
8l»,---Recent legislation tends to enforce the necessity of enrolling architects

and engineers into a recognised profession, the privileges of which should be as
aeSnile as its responsibilities. By the Local Government Act, 1*"j8, 21 and 22
Vict., cliap. 08, sec. 34, the several inunicipalities, including local Boards, arc
•utborised to frame their ov»n regulations for the construction of buildings, the
laying out of land, and other points on tvliich these professions are deeply
iDtcrested. But no provision is made to secure uniformity in these n.gulations

;and in (his locality the breadth of a narrow stn'et, the division lietneen two
innnicipal jurisdictions, marks the division tjetween two very different codes.
This treedom of legislation appears to he allowed for the purpose of securing
experience as to the kind of enactments which shall eventually be codified for
the whole kingdom. A comparison of the several bye-laws of local Hoards,
with c% ideuce of their working, will gi\e to the Imperial legislature the datst foffnmmg a general enactment.

In Liverpool, there is at present a considerable agitation on the proposed
exercise of the powers conferred by the Act of 18.j3, in the enactment ot four
bye-laws having reference to the foundation of buildings, the use of iron columns,
the preservation of open space round buildings, and the ventilation of ajiartments
in which there is no nreplace. Liverpool rejoices in a local Building Act wliicli

deals, in a way of its own, with the thicknesses of walls, the strength of tiintier,

and other subjects ; anil the authorities propose the bye-laws for tlie ]iurpose of
supplying some omissions in that local .\ct. It is to the first two of the pro-
posed bye-laws that I propose to invite the attention of your readers, as
those in which nrchiteets, as such, arc specially interested. Tlieir purport may
be stated in brief to be as follows :—1st, that where buildings are erected upon
made ground, or other uncertain stratum, a bed of concrete or other sutficicut

foundation shall be formed under the walls ; and 2nd, that where the super-
structure is not supported upon walls, sufficient metal columns shall he used

:

where such columns are not sufficient, brick or stone jiiers shall be combined
with them ; and, where needful, tie-rods shall be introduced. The local Archi-
tectural Society has taken special exception to these bye-laws, as being vague
and undefinea :

" the wording vague, the authority for its interpretation

indefinite." The objection thus taken opens up the whole question at issue, so
far as the profession is concerned.
The memorialists appear to overlook the fact that the more precisely Acts of

Parliament or bye-laws describe the works to be provided, the more nearly will
they approach to specifications, and the less necessity will tliere be for the
employment of architects. Further, liowever pamdoxical it may appear, the
more precise the language, the more do architects and official surveyora come
into collision; where the latter are allowed to exercise discrelion such collisions

are avoided.
In a memorial on the subject it is stated, " that the professional responsibility

of arcliiteets provides a ground of security on the points which appear to be aimed
at " (this wording sounds a little peculiar, but I think your readers may under-
stand what is meant, with a little reflection), " wliile danger may be apprehended
undera system of reference on such points to officers irresponsible to tliose directly

interested." The gentlemen who dre\v up this memorial seem to think tliat those

who require to have a police to look after them should have the control of that
police; anopinionwhich I do not doubt they share along with the " prigs" and other
members of^the dangerous classes. But first let me a-sk who or wliat is an archi-
tect ? Before we can reason upon the responsibilities of that individual we must
knovv something about him, Are we to take as a sample the respectable
party whose proceedings in one of the county courts were reported in your
columns a short time since? He, if I remember rightly, being unable to get
employment as a hod- carrier, had made a design for a house of some sort, and,
in default of jiayment, sued his client for his " profe.ssioual charges." If he is

an architect, what are his responsibilities ? If it is alleged tliat he does not
belong to the genus, I ask how do you know ? Until wo have a legal definition
of an architect, it is moonshine to talk of his responsibilities. VVIieu we have
that definition, and some guarantee for the capabilities of the individual, then we
may talk of his responsibilities, and also of liis privileges. Amongst the latter I

would place exemption from interference in his constructive discretion, leave it to
liiin to decide upon the " sufficiency " of his foundations and of his iron columns,
on the ''necessity" of tie-rods, and upon all the other structural details; and if

his work fail through any fault of his, let him take the responsibility of that
failure. In this way only it seems to me is it possible to relieve the jirofessioa

from all the entanglements which will arise from the multiplicity of local juris-
dictions, each with its peculiar code, which are being broadcast over the
country.

Civil engineers and architects are so intimately blended, the same individuals
sometimes practising what are, in fact, but two branches of the same profession,

I think they may well be combined in the same diploma ; their united efforts

would probably soon secure the desired result. The proposed voluntary exami-
nations of the Institute I fear will produce little practical fruit ; but ifadmission
to the profession is dependent upon an examination, then the requisite studies
will be pursued. The status granted to barristers, attorneys, medical men,
general practitioners, apothecaries, pharmaceutists, ami the mercantile marine,
will not be denied to arcliiteets and engineers, if they really desire to have it.

I am, &c.,
Dick Liver.

THE GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY AND THE WALLACE
MONUMENT COMPETITION.

Sir,—In your report of the recent resolution of this society with respect to

the adjudication on the competitiou-designs for the Wallace Monument, 'it is

(truly) stated, that " Mr. Gregory, Mr. Burnet, and the Chairman remarked,
in exculpation of Mr. Hoehead, that they understood that the drawings were
colored by the artist in direct opposition to Mr. Rochead's instructions, and
without his knowledge." So far so good, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Burnet, and Mr.
Chainnan ; but the fact, if it be so, that these drawings really were colored con-
trary to Mr. Rochead's orders, and without his being aware of it, sureiy does
not imply, and would have us to believe, that they were also xent hi " in direct
opposition to Mr. Rochead's instructions and witiwut hh Iinoicleilge," for herein
lies the whole gist of the argument. The question has absolutely nothing to do
whatever with whether the drawings were colored in compliance with or in con-
trariety to Mr. Rochead's wishes ; it has to do only with the simple and easily-

understood facts—that "elevations must be tinted in Indian ink only," "that
no colored drawings will be received," and, that elevations tinted otherwise than
"in Indian ink only," were sent in by Mr. Roehead, that " colored drawings"
were " received" by the committee, and that Mr. Roehead sent in duplicate
copUts—Jac-^hiiiliK in every resjicct, except that the one was much more highly-
colored than was the other— that the Committee received them, and, that the
first premium was awarded to Mr. Roehead. In multuin in parco—in the first

place, " the drawings were colored by the artist in direct opposition to Mr.
Rochead's instructions ;" secondly, they were sent in by Mr. Rocliead in direct
opposition to the Committee's instructions; thirdly, they were received by the
Committee in direct opposition to its own instructions ; and, fourthly, as a legi-

timate sequence, the Glasgow Architectural Society has, very properly, shown a
direct opposition upon Mr. Gildard's instructions to such a course of conduct.

I am, &c.,

A NO>'-C0MrETITOH, AND MEMBER OF THE GhMQOW
Architecturai, gogijJTV.
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Jicuiqiu.

The Pliotof/r/iphir Timelier ; nr. What to do in Photogrnphy, and Hmv to
doit. By (i. Wharton Sim I'sox. London: II. Squire mid Co.

HOW far tlie practice of the iwt of photography has taken a hold on the mind
of the intelligent, jmictical public, is evidenced hv tlie rapid growth of the

traile in |)liotographic apparatus and chenucal materials, and the prominence
given to tlie art in scientific circles. That wliich, a few years ago, was confined
to the mure wealthy and to the lecture-room, has now become a popular amuse-
ment and instructor of taste. Many of our readers we know to be skilled plio-
tographic artists; many more of them may liave tried the art and failed. With
a proper instructor, photography becomes a pleasant pastime ; but tjie instructor
must be a good one. Many practical writers liave come into tlie publishing
market with their treatises, some good, some bad, many more inditfereut ; there
is wanle 1 a combination of cheapness and precision, and in the little book now
before m we find both. The author begins at the foundation of the various
processes, and leads the learner gradually on through every phase, up to the
bcautitul alabastrine process, by which some of the Snest photographic effects
ai;e produced. The price of the little work places it within reach of all, and
will reiiay perusal even by those somewhat advanced in the sunny art.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
I'KTITIO.NS ItECOnDKD TO ll.vncil 14.

Sir. Charles Batisti, of Toulouse, for • An improved wood-grooving machine."
Jlr. James Wright, of Uridyo-streut, Hlaektiiars, for " An ihiproved method and

process of treating wood, ^o that it becomes so changed as to be well adapted for uses
lor which it is naturally uulit."

GnANTS.
Mr. William Davies, of Queen's-road, Kverton, near Liverpool, " Improvements

in moveable window shuticrs." rroleetion si.x months.
Mr. Samuel Gilbert, of Coleorton, near Ashbv-de-Ia-Zoucli, " A new machine for

excavating sewers, tunnels, and other such like under-ground work." frotcction
six months.

Jlr. .lose Luis, of the British and Foreign flfflec for Patents. No. iB, Welbcck-
strcct, Caveudish-squnre, "A new brick and tile making machine," acommuuication
to him Ironi abroad by Alexis Maigne, of I'aris. Dated September ir, ls.yj. Letters
patent.
Mr. William Carter Stafford I'ercy, of Manchester, "Improvements in arrano-e-

ments and nieidianism or appanitua for the manufacture of bricks, tiles, pipes, and
other arlielcs formed of plastic materials." I'rotcction six months.
Mr. Kobert Salisbury, of rreston, Lancaster, "An improved method of adapting

Bheds and other buddings to the purpose of drying pipes, tiles, bricks, and other
articles made from clay or other plaslic materials." I'rotcction six months.
Mr. VViliiam Williams, of .Merlhyr Tydvil, " Improvements iu machinery or appa-

ratus for ellecting ventilation."—I'rotcction six months.

Notices to I'nocEED.
Mr. John Howard, of Fenchurch-street, London, "Improved machinery for

moulding hollow bricks and tubuhir articles."—A communication from abroad by
M. lieclarer and C. Kesseler, of Greisswald, iu the Kingdom ofl'russia
Mr William Kdward Newton, of 00, Chancery-lane. "All improved machine for

moulduig and pressing bricks."— .V communication from abroad by John Williamson
Crary, of I'cnsacola, county of Escambia, and state of Florida, linited States of
America.
Mr. William Williins, of I'.anbury, Oxford, "A 'ridge trestle,' or apparatus which

may be employed on the ridges of buildings to support persons aud planking."

FOUEIG.N I'ATEXTS.
Mr. G. n. Clark, of Lconardsville, N. Y., for an "Improvement in ventilatine

apparatus." "

Mr. George W. Dickinson, Jun., of Breckinridge, Va., for an " Improved surveviu"-
compass." ^ °

T^^i'j P;";'"x?'
fif ^''nnnt, Departement du Gers, for "A chimney apparatus."—

Dated lOtli November, 18.W.
M. Comptet Giiepet, of Chiilon-sur-SaOnc, for "Hollow tiles.'"-Dated and No-

v«mber, 1^5'.i.

Mr. 'I'liomas Hanson, of New York. N. Y., for an " Improvement in apparatus for
supplying water to buildings.

"

if. Lebriiii, of IJ, Kuo Croix des I'etits-Champs, Paris, for " Improvements iu the
manufacture of stone plaster."—Dated -'nd November, Ibj'j.

Specifications Published duking the Week.
No. 1,788, price 9d., self-acting water-closets.
No. 1,707, jirice 3d., sanitory water-closets.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Grlilsbv.-, M............

For the erection of 150 cottages for the Grimsby Independent Building Society.
£U5 per house.

I
Good, Grimsby £7-i per house.

I
Sniitli, Grimsby 70 10

I

Kirk, Grimsby 70 10
JIarshall, Grimsby 09 10

Elliott and Lovett
Cave, Grimsby 81 1.5

N«wbelt, Grimsby 7S
Stamp, Barton 70
Briggs, Grimsby 70

,, ,..,,
Thorpe, ne.vr Norwich.

1 or ^ illas at Thorpe, near Norwich, for Mr. G. Chaplin. Mr. John Daymond Ellis,
architect, Norwich.

?"tSt''''^'°" £1,025 15
[
Plummer and Bloom £965J.W. Lacejr. 1,010 o Thomas Brooks !K!1Wmns and roysou 1,000 | James Worman (accepted) 898

For the^ building about to bo added to" the Devon County Pauper Lunatic

ij<^,''8l"'l<^ £i,120
I

Manley (accepted) £],R00

SjiS,"-- ^400 Drake 1,828
Bradford t>,wi

Blckhlrst Hii,i„ Er.sex.
iortherc-instafement of Park House, Buekhurst Hill, for Kenneth Mackenzie,

tsq. Mr. J. H. Itowley, Architect, 17, St. Helen's-place. City :—
S"'y £1''">

I

Burrowes £180
M»'8on liW Bird ISO
J^""" 18S Salter (accepted) 175

J or alterations and additions to the Town Hall, .Salford. Jtr. James Kvani
Borougli, surveyor, (iuantlties supplied by Mr. Thomas Taylor, surveyor. IW Crots-
Btreet, Manchester. / . ,

•ww
Bowdon, Edwards, and Foster ....£0,175 I J. Stafliam and Co £.V7«0.lolm Biamall 0,iW7

| P. Farrell kju,
{:; V,"',7

5,8H
I

a. Southern and Co.* jjajs^•'^"'l"™' ,-. f>.*(8
I
.Samuel Bramall iSM

Accepted in consequence of allowing a larger sum for old materials

„,, ^ , ,

COMPETITION AW^ARDED.
The Committee have selected the design of Mr. G. IL Paul!, of Buinlcr, for tUcnew Baptist Chapel at Oldham.

»*'"V7.

COMPETITIOMS OPEN.
ALTEUING TOWN HALL.

CAHMAnTHEN.—For plans for altering and Improving the present Shire Hall of theCounty of Carmarthen, with a view to render the same more commodious for the
holding of assizes anil Quarter Sessions. A ground plan of the present Town Hall
and tlie County premises adjoining, may be seen on application at the Office of the
Clerk of the Peace at Carmarthen, where further information may be obtained, and
plans are to be sent to the said Clerk of the Peace up to March 27.

SAVINGS BANK.
LouGnnonoiGii.—For plans for anew building, including a bank-room, waiting-
room, aud suitable aceoniinodation for resident liousekeeper, at an expense not ex-
ceeding £400. exclusive of materials now on the site, for the Loughboiou^'h Savings
Bank. .\ ground jilan of the site may be seen, aud further particulars tiad at ttie
present bauk. Plans to be sent to the Secretary on or before .\pril 7.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
BKACONS.

Crookhaven, County of Cork.—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman
rocks, on the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhavcn. The beacon to f>c of
cast-iron easing tilled with masonry. I'lans, ic, between 11 and 3 each day, at the
Ballast Office, Dublin, or at the Crookhavcn lighthouse, Kock Island, where alsomay be had printed forms of tender. Proposals to be sent through post. Tenders
to April 19.

Sligo Bav.—For the erection of a wrought-iron pillar beacon on the Wheat or
Wheaten Kock. off Kahly Point, in Sligo Bay. Forms of tender on application
between II and 3 each day, at the Ballast Ofliee, Dublin, or at tlie South liglithouse.
Oyster Island, opposite to Posse's I'oinf, Sligo llarliour. Proposals to be sent
through post. Tenders to April 2ii.

CE.METEIIIES.
Barnslev, YoRKSHiRE.-For the mason's work, carpenters' and joiners' work,

slaters' and plasterers' work, plumbers' and glaziers' work, painters' work, and
iroiifounders' workrequircd iu the erection of two chapels, lodge, mortuarv chapel,
and entrance gateway, &e., at the intended cemetery, at Beechlield, near Barnsfey.
Drawings, &c., at the Offices of ttie architects, 5. South-parade, Leeds, until
March Sth, and at the Ofliee of the Surveyor to the Burial Board, Barnsley, from
the 8tll to tfie 15tli of.March next inclusive. Tenders before 4 o'clock Jfarch 19.

DowLAis, Glamorcansiiibe.—For the erection of a cfiapel and boundary wall for
the new cemetery at I'ant-cad-Ifor, in the parish of Dowlais. Separate temlers to
be sent in for the Chapel aud bouiidarv wall. Drawings, .tc, on application to Jlr.
Brigden, at the Dowlais Drawing omce. ou and after JIarch 5. Tenders to
JIarcli 19.

CHAPELS.
Blrnlev, Lancashire.—For the works to be done bv the several trades in the

erection of the Westgate Congregational Chapel, Bunilev. Drawings and cou-
dillons of contract at the Office of ilr. .1. PauII, architect, 51, Market-street, Burn-
ley, from the 24th until the 30th day of JIarch, both inclusive. Tenders to 2 o'clock,
P.M. JIarch 31.

Darcv Lever, Lancashire.—For the whole or any part of the works required in
sundry alterations and additions intended to be made in and to the Wesleyan
Jlef hodist Chapel, situate at Darcy Lever. I'lans, Ac, at the Ollices of Messrs. W.
and J. W. Best, architects and surveyors, 1, Acres-flcld, Bolton, until March 17.
Tenders to March 19.

Hereford.—For repairs and alterations to the chapel at St. Catherine's Hospital,
Ledbury. Specification on application to Mr. Cliick, Clerk of the Works, Hereford
Cathedral. Tenders to JIarch 23.

CHURCHES.
.\THELiiAMPTON AND BuRi.ESTON, DORSETSHIRE.-For the erection of a new

cfiurch for tlieparishcs of Athelhampton and Burleston. Plans, &e., at the rectory,
Burleston, or at ihe Ofliee of Jlr. Hicks, arcliltecl, on and after JIarch 19. Tenders
to April 2. (See advertisement.)

Cii ALVEV, NEAR SLoiGH.—For the erection of a new church at Chalvey near Slough
I'lan, &c., on application to the Kev. G. A. Cree, Slough. Tenders to JIarch 2(5.
(See advertisement.)

Leigh, Kent.—For the restoration of the Church at Leigh. Plans, Ac, may be seen
in the vestry-room of the Church on or after March loth, between the hours of 12
aud 3, P.M. Tenders to 12 o'clock at noon, March 30.

Klcbv, Warwickshire. -For the enlargement of St. JIatflicw's Church. Drawings,
&c., on application to the Clerk, Mr. Whitewell, Warwick-street, llugby. Duplicates
of the drawings, and further information, on application to Sir. Christian, architect,
10. Whitehall-place, London. Tenders to 10 a.m. JIarch 30. (See advertisement.)

St. JIawg,v.n-in-Pvdau, Cornwall.—For the restoration and part rebuilding of
the Church of St. Jlawgan-ln-Pydar. I'lans. &c., at the house of Jlr. Thomas Hill,
builder, Daniel-street, Truro, on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, in any of the
three weeks ensuing from February 2:1. Every information will be given, either by
Jlr. Hill, or by Jlr. W. H. Stephens, bailiff, Carnaston, St. Colomb. Copies of the
plans will not be perniitled to be taken. Tenders to JIarch 22.

TowiE iiY Alford, Aberdeenshire, Scotland.—For the masons', carpenters',
slaters', and plasterers' work of a free manse and ofBces, to be buift at the
free church, at Towie. I'lans, &c., at the said church until April 0. Tenders to
April «,

Uhr, Scotland.—For rebuilding the U. P. Church, Hardgate, Urr. I'lans, Ac, on
application to Mr. John Lowden, Hauirh of Urr. Tenders to JIarch 24.

WiDco.MBE.~For the restoration of the old parish ehurcli at Widcombe. Plans, &c.,
at the Ofliee of Jlr. Charles E. Davis, architect, B.ath. Tenders to March 2^2.

DYE WORKS.
Saltaire, Y'orksiiire. —For the masons', carpenters' and joiners', ironfoundcrs',
plumbers' aud glaziers', slaters,' and painters' work, required in the erection of
dye works, store-rooms, warp dressing-rooms, and other works adjoining Dixon
Siill, Saltaire. Plans, &e., and bills of quantities at the Offices of -Messrs. Henry
F. Lockwood and William Mawson, arcfiitects. Post Office-buildings, Bradford, ou
i:nd after JIarch 19th to March 24th. Tenders to .March '24.

E.NTRANCE LODGES.
WiLMSLow P.vRK, CiiEsiiiKE.—For the erection of enfrance-fodges for the Park
situate adjoining file Wilinslow station, on the London and Northwestern Kaii-
way, about 12 miles from Manchester. Plans, &c., at the Office of Jlessrs. Starkey
and Cuffley, architects, Princess-street, JIanchester. Tenders to March 'Zl.
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JEXGIXE HOrSK. Ac.
TTau^aset.—VoT Uie erection and completion of an enp:inc-hou8e, boilt-r-housc,
workshop, chirane;'. and tauk-roof, llrawinj;s. Ac, duplicate forms of tonder, bills

of quantitjos, and schedules of prices on p.nvmeut of ten >ltilliu^s, on application to
Mr. J«me« J. Lea. n-sident-onginoer of the Local Hoard of Healih, or at the Office

of Mr. Bc^rt Kawlimwn. civil engineer. No. 34, l*arhameut-8treet, AVestmiuster,
between 10 ».in. and 3 p.m. Tenders to March l'.».

EXCAVATING (iKOUXD.
Victoria-street, Westminster.— For excavating the groand on the south side

of Victoria-street, rarliculars and forma of tender at the Offices of the Wcse-
minster Chambi^rs Company, No. 4, Victoria -street, S. W. No date specified. (Sec
advertisement).

FAKM BUlLDIXGy.
Hajicskbter.—For the erection of farm and other buildingfs. on the New TVork-

lionse Estate, at Crumpsall ; and also for the enlarpremcnt of the infants' play-
raom at tbe Industrial Schools at Swinton. Drawing^s, &c., by applying at the Offices

of Messrs, Mills and Slurjjatroyd, architect, Exchange-chambers. Bank-street,
Manchester. Tenders to March :;0.

FIHKPKOOF UUY-HOrsK.
Leeds.—For the erection of a fireproof drv-hoHse at the Avest-cnd of Leeds. Draw-
ings, Ac, at the Offices of Mr. George :<uiith, surveyor and architect, 171, Tark-lane,
L^nIs. Tenders to March 23.

GASnOLDEU,
BATn.—For tbe snpplv and erection on the Gas Company^s work at Bath* of a
telescope gasholder, 70 feet in diameter in two lifts each '^ feet deep. Flans at the
OSces of the Comp.my. Halli, and at the Ofticos of Slessrs. John Evenson and Son,

Gu £ii|,^e«rs, Woiverhamplou. Tenders to JIarcU 20.

GAS JlIKTEli.
Waisaix.—For a station meter to pass ,'0.000 cubic feet of gas per hour, including

bye pass and connection pipes. The inlet and outlet pipes to be 1'2 inches diameter,
Insiae measure. Further Information on application at the Gasworks, AVolvcr-
hamptOD-road. Tenders to 3IareU -~.

GAS UETOUT.S rUUIFTERS, &c.
WAX8AiJ^—For forty best fire clay resorts, and the bricks that will be required to

fix them. The retorts are to l)c round, open for lids at each end with flanges for

screw bolts, 15 inches in diameter in^^ide, 10 feet long, divided in the middle, and 3

inches thick. The price per foot of the retorts to be stated, and per tliousand of
the different descriptions of bricks, such prices to include delivery at the Gasworks.
Tenders to 3larch .ti.

Tor the construction of four dry purifiers, with centre valve, and proper con-
nexions, at the ^Vallsall Gasworks. 3fodel plan, &c., and further luformation
at the works, Wolverhainpton-road. Tenders to March 22.

HOTEL (RAILWAY).
Leeds.—For the erection of the carcase ot the intended new hotel, adjoining the
Wellington station, in Leeds. Drawings at the Offices of Messrs. Terkin and
Backhouse, Pease's>bnUdings, Ko. 5, South-parade, Leeds, ^o date specified.

(See adrertiscmeut.)
HOUSES.

BrrciiwoRTn, Scrrey.—Fora residence and offices to be erected at Bitchworth,
Surrey. Drawings, Ac., at the Office of l^fr. John NichoUs, architect, 31, Denbigh-
street, Itelgrave-road. Tenders to JIarch 2.;.

Carmarthen.—For the erection of proposed new premises adjoining the present
establishment of Messrs. D. and W. JDavies, of Guildhall-square, Carmarthen.
Plans, Ac, at Messrs. Davies'. Tenders to March 20.

Drighlington, near Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection of a
shop and dwelling-house, with cottage adjoining, at Drighlington, near Leeds.
Drawings, Vtc, at the Offices of Messrs. C. H. Thompson and C. Bailey, architects,
Central Slarket-buildings, Leeds, on the 19th March. Tenders to Slarch 24.

DuNcow, Di MFR1E8I1IKE, SCOTLAND.—For the various works reouired in the erec-
tion of a mansion houre for Jumcs Heron, Esq., of Duncow. Plans, &c., at the
office of AU-xauder Cronibie, architect. High-street, Dumfries. Tenders either
for the whole in one sum or separately to April 4.

Easton GnEV. NEAR SIalmbblrv, Wilts.—For the erection of a farm-house and
homestead, at Easton Grey. Drawings, &c., at the Office of Messrs. John Money
and Son, architects, Dormington, Newbury, or at Mr. BelPs, Eastou Grey. Tenders
to March 20.

Htbtfobd.—For the erection of 27 cottages in Itailway-street. Hertford. Drawings,
ftc., at the Offices of Mr. Kimpton, architect, 2, Adani's-court, Old IIroad-street,
between the hours of 1 1 and 4. Tenders to Jlarch 21. (See advertisement).

I^vcRNESri, Scotland.—For the mason, carpenter, lath and plaster, plumber and
slater works, of anew wine to the house. No. 2."). Grant-street. Plans, &c., to be
seen with the proprietor, Mr. .Tohu 3lunro, merchant, Academy-street, up to the
22nd of !March. Tenders to March 22.

IsvERcr.LDKR ESTATE OF BALMORAL, SCOTLAND.-For thc masoD, Carpenter,
slater and plaster work, of a steading of farm offices and dwelling house to be
erected at Invergelder; also for thc mason, carpenter and plaster work of alter-
ations to be made on the farm steading at mains of Abergeldie, and for anew
cottage, and repairs on a cottage, at Bridge of Grinoe, all on the estate of Aber-
geldie. Plans, &e., on application to Mr. John Beaton, Balmoral Castle, until
March 2!8t. Thc works will be contracted for witliin the Moualtrie Arms Inn,
Ballater, on the 27th March. Tenders to March 24.

Leeds.—For the various works required in the alteration and extension of Messrs.
Hjam and Co.'s premises. Bri^xflte, Leeds. Drawings, &c., at the Offices of
Jtlessrs. (*. U. Thompson and C. Bailey, architects, Central Market- buildings,
Leeds. Tenders to two o'clock, 3Iarch 17.

31ANCIIE8TER.—For the erection of farm and other buildings, on the New Work-
house Estate at Crumpsall : and also for the ei^argcment ofthe infants* playroom
at the Industrial sclicols, at Swindon. Drawings, &c., by applying at the offices of
Messrs. Milts and Murgatroyd, architects, Exchange chambers. Bank-street, Man-
chester. Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tender for building," to be addressed to the
Board of Guardians, and delivered lo me, at my office, on or before Tuesday the
2Dlh inst. The L'uardians do uot pledge themselves to accept the lowest tender.—
Bf order, Jno. Ilarrop, clerk to the guardians. Poor Law offices. New Bridgc-
ttrect, Manrliester, March 2, 1860. Tenders to March 20.

MlLwooD NEAR Fi HNEHH ABBEY. Lanca8H1re.— For thc ercction of a residence
honse snd offices, together with a lodge and stabling. Plans, Jtc, at the office of
Kdward Wadhim, E«q., L'lverstonc. Particulars and quantities on application to
Mr. Edward Browniny, architect, Stamford. Tenders, agreeably to thc form
supplied, to 4 o'chx-k, Marcli 2'.t. (.See advertisement).

SnoEBLUVNEss. NEAR SoLTiiEND, EsHEx.-For thc crection of six cottages at
Shoebiiryness. Drawings. »t:c., on application to Mr. Dale Knapping, South Shoe-
bury, Essex. Tenders to March 22.

BUYMNEY, Wales.—For the erection of the workmen's houses, atlthymney Iron
Works. I>rawfngs, Ac, on application to thc Secretary ofthe Rhymney Bulldinir
Society. Tenders to Msrch 20.

j j
b

Btepkey.—For the erection of a house and appurtenances at Stepney. Plans, &c.,
at the Offices of Mr. Thomas G. Hill, architect, 70, Old-street, eTC.» until March 23
No date specified.

IfONYMLHK.ABEHOEENsiiiBE.— For the masons*, carpenters', and slaters' works of a
dwelling-houKc and offices on Stonywood Croft, on tbe estatcof 3Ionyniusk, James
Porter. vtl|flf;<,> of Slonymusk will show plans. &c., and receive tenders on the
ground. March 22.

Poplar.— For the erection of a bouse and apnurtenances, at Poplar, for H. Uaync.
Plans, Ac., at the office of Mr. Thomas Hill, architect, from nine till five, daily,
nntll tbe 23rd of Sfarch. Thc lowest or any tender will uot necessarily be accepted.
Ko date specified.

POLICE STATION.
Carihff.—For the erection of a new Police Station, at Cardiff. Drawinirs, &c., at

the Town Hall, Cardiff, until Miireh 10, and after that date at the Office of Mr
James Wilson, architect, 1, lielmont, Bath. Tenders to March 20. ^ -

Wadebridoe Pool, Tywaudheatii, Cornwall.—For the erection of poUec-
statious at Wadebridse. Di-awings, &c., at the station of the Inspectoi of Connty
Police, Wadebridge ; aud for I'ool at the Superintendent's station, Cranboume ;

and for Tywardreath, at the station of thc Siergeaut of County Police, Tyward-
reath, between 9 a.m., aud six p.m., until March 30. Payments on account will

be made from time to time to the contractor during the execution of the work, on
the certificate of tue architect. Tenders to March 31.

PLASTERERS' WORK.
Spring Grove Estate.—For the plasterers' work to buildings on the Spring
Grove Estate. First-class work is required. No date specified. (See advertise-
ment.)

RAILWAYS.
Blyth and Tvse Railway.—For the construction ofthe Tynemouth branch, ex-
teudiug from tlie Dairy house to Tynemouth, length 5 miles or thereabouts. Draw-
ings, &c., and bills of quantities may be obtained at the office of Mr. J. F. Tone,
C.E., Market- street, Ncwcastle-on-Tyue, on and after the 24th day of March, 1800.
Tenders to March 30.

Banff, 1*ortsoy, and STHATnisLA.—For the masons', carpenters', slaters',

flasterers', plumbers', painters' work, &c., of the terminal erections at Banff.
'lans, &c., at Portsoy, in the hands of Mr. Morrison, thc manager, 3, Castle-street,

Banff, until 1 o'clock March 23.

Soi'TH Yorkshire Railway.—For the construction of about four miles of single
line of railway, from the South Yorkshire Railway, near Brightside, on or near the
banks of the Sheffield canal to Sheffield. The contractor to find materials, and to
cxecufe all work necessary for the completion ofthe line. Plans, sections, &c., at
the company's oflicc, Rotherliam, on the 10th March instant, and sealed tenders
to be sent in, addressed to tlie Board, and endorsed " Tenders for the Sheffield Ex-
tension," on or before the30th 3Iarch, iust.

REPAIRS, &c., TO BATHS AND WASHHOUSES.
St. George's, HANOVER-S(iL are.—For sundry repairs, painting, &c., at the public
baths and washhouscs, in Davies -street, Berkeley-square, and Lower Belgrave-
place, Pimlico (separately). Specifications, &c., nt thc above places, from 8 a.m.,
to 4 p.m. Tenders to 10 o'clock, a.m., March 26.

RESERVOIR.
AiNswoRTH NEAR BoLTON.—For the formation of a moderate-sized reservoir,
together with the puddling and stoning of the embankment, &c., at Alessrs. Ky-
land's and Son's mills, Ainsworth. I'lans, sections, &c., at the office of Mr. Henry
Eaton, Mount Sion, Kadcliffe, near Manchester. Tenders to March 23.

ROADS, &c.
AsHTON.—For forming the roads, levelling the allotments, laying the sewer pipes
and side-stones, and for other works, in one, two, three, or four contracts. Plans.
sections, &c., may be seen at the Office of Messrs. Park. Son, and Garlick, civil

engineers, 33, Winckley- square, Prestou, to March 21st. Tenders to March 23.

SCHOOL.
Kniver, Worcestershire. — For removing a quarry floor and substituting a
boaaded floor, rebuilding out-offices and fence walls, repairing scliool building,
painting, &c., removing boys' gallery, and making new infants' gallery. Particu-
lars on application to Mr. Thomas Bolton, Hyde-house, Kniver.

Weymouth, Dorset.—For the erection of a middle school, at Weymouth. Plans,
•fee, at the Office of Mr. G. R. Crickmay, architect, St. Thomas's-street, Weymouth.
Tenders to March 24.

Skiri.augh, Yorkshire.—For the erection of boys' and girls' schoolrooms, and a
dwelling-house for the master's residence. Plans, &o., on application to Joseph
Tiflin, Esq., at Skirlaugh, from the 12th to the 17th March, both days inclusive.
Tenders 12 o'clock, March lU.

SCREEX WALL.
Birmingham.—For the erection of a screen wall at the Rifle Practice Ground, rear
of the Gun I5arrel8 public-house, Bristol-road. Plans, &c., at the Office of W. B.
Briggs, architect, 32y, Bradford-street. Tenders to 10 o'clock, March ly.

SEWERAGE.
Seeaford.—For providing and laying down certain sewage drains in the parish of
New Sleaford. Plans, &c., on application to Mr. W. H. Knight, Surveyor to the
Board, of whom information may be obtained. Tenders on printed forms not later
than 11 o'clock a.m., April 2. (See advertisement).

SUPPLY, &c.
Dumfries, Scotland.—For cutting a main drain in Shakcspcarc-strcot, Dumfries,
and providing and laying about 300 yards of glazed fire-clay pipcH, conform to
plans and specificatious, which may be seen and particulars learned on application
to William Martin, Town Clerk, Dumfries. Tenders to Slarch 29.

Glasgow.—For furnishing about 900 cubic yards of whin metal, for the Great Wes-
tern and. St. George's turnpike-roads, and for carting ofl' the mud, Ac, from the
same roads, for the year from the 15th May, IHiiO, to l-Uli May,lsr)l. Specifications
and further particulars in tlie bands of the clerks, at their chambers, 44, West
Regent-street, or with thc Surveyor, Mr. Stephenson, Biahopbriggs. Tenders to
March 20.

Hackney District.—For the supply of 4,000 yards of ballast, more or less, passed
through a 22-inch sieve of 35 mesh, at £, , including cartage to any j)art of the
district, at £ . Two prices may be named by the party tendering for ballast,
one price to include cartage to any part of the district, and the other for thc
supply at the i)it. Oue-fourtli of the quantity only will be required for the ensuing
six month, and the remainder to I^ady-day, 1801. Forms of tender ma)- be had on
application at the Town-hall between the hours of and 10 a.m. The parties
tendering, or their representatives, must attend at the time aud place of meeting.
Tenders to JIarch 22.

For the supply and execution of the undermentioned works and materials for
the period of one year, for the parish of St. John, at Hackney :—LantemB,
Lamp Heads, Stand pipes and service pijies, Fixing, removing, or altering
lamps and posts. Forms of tender may be had on apx)lication at the Offices
of Mr. James I-ovegrove, Surveyor to the Board, Town-hall, Church- street.
Hackney, between the hours of 9 and 10 a.m. Tenders to 11 o'clock, JIarch 22.

Poplar Di«TnicT.~For laying down sewers in this district, as follows :—-Parish
of Bow— 1,050 feet run of 3 feet by 2 feet half-brick sewer in Coborn-road,
Tredegar-road, and Coborn New-road, with the requisite guUies,ventilatini,'^8hnfts,
man holes, side entrances, &c., &c. Plans, &c., aud further particulars and forms
of tender, on application at the Surveyor's Office, Ea-^t India Dock-road, any day
to tho 10th instant, between the hours of 10 a m. and 4 p.m. Tenders upon the
forms prepared for that purpose, sealed iip and endorsed, " Tenders for Sewers,
Parish of Bow," to 12 o'clock at nmni, March 20.

SouTiiPORT, Lancashire.—For 1,0.30 yards of main gas pipes. Specification and
particulars on application to Daniel Webster, manager. Gasworks, Southport. No
date specified.

SowERBY-nuiDGE.-For 900 yards of cast-iron pipes, 12 inches in diameter, and 900
yards of cast-iron pipes, 10 inches in diameter, with turned and bored socket joints,
to be delivered carriage-free in Sowerby-bridge ; the 12-inch pipes to weigh 2 civt.

201b. per yard, and the 10-inch pipes 1 cwt. 2qr8. lOlb. per yard. The committee also
require tenders for thc erection of a boundary wall to their works, and for the
pulling down and rebuilding of their chimney, about 30 yards in height. Specifica-
tions at thc Sowerby-bridge Gas Company's Office. Tenders to March 20.
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8TABLKS. &c
Inverness, Scotland.—For buiUlinj,' stables and coach-house at No. 14, Xcas-bank.
Plans will be seen, imtl ofl'crs for all (Ifpartnu-iitH of thu works received by Mr.
Beid, architect, Academy-street. Teudcr.i to Marcli tio.

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
Good sound brickwork. Itad jjutters and pipos, plain and pantiles timber, sashes,

doors, floorinflf boanJn, stoves, Ac. Albion-buildin^'H, .1 the rear of I(i5, Aldersyatc-
street. l*ullen and ^on, auctioneers, N). Koie-street, Crippletrate. March yo.

Good sound brickwork, larf^e quantity of pantiles, timber in roofs and floors,
weather and coarse boarding" and carcassiiis". sashes, doorw, lead flat, y:utter, &c., and
usual tillinf? np. Lamb's-passat,^', C.'hiswell-strcct. Slessrs. Tullen and Son, auc-
tioneers, 80. Fore-street, Crlppif;i;ate. March 'M.

10,000 pieces of paperhani^ln<;s '.u <2rreat variety, consisting- of olefjant drawing--
room on satin grounas, g^old on embossed, and other papern, rich flocks on crimson^
parlor, staircase, g^ranites, ceilings, &e. ; also 7.000 feet of crown glass. H, Tooley-
strcet. Southitark. Mr, I'eako, auctioneer, -14, Tooley-strect. March 20. (Sec
advertisement).

THE WEEK'S SALKS AT GARRAWAT'S AND THE MART.
IHEKIIOI.D.

By Messrs. 1>avis and Vioers ", anil 4, Albion-cottagos, HavUl-strect, Camberwell
cottage, lot at £40 ncr annum ; sold for £5()0.
By "tr. I>oDD.- In tlic parish of Yatteudon, near Newbury, Berkshire, estate known as
Everin^'toiiH," coniprLsin^' dwelling-house, farm buildinjjs, cottage, and garden, &c., and

29fia. ;ir. 24 p., of ^rablo iind grass hind ; sold lor £15,500.
By Mr. Mason—.Wand 54, Mamflcld- street, Kingsland-road, houses, let at £46 10s. per

annum ; sold for £5iKi.

17, Primes-strL'ct, Spitalflelds, house, lot on lease at £:i(f p«r annum ; flold for £380.
52, Hoxion-sfiuare, Iloxtoii, house, let at £aa per annum ; sold fur £i70.

LEASEHOLD.
Br Messrs, I)Avrs and Vigebs.—8, 9, lo, ll, and 12, Bakor'a-row, Wyndliam-rootl, Camber-

\vcll. touenients hold for 2.'Si years, from ('liiisim;i!i, 1840, at Kround rent of £0 per annum, let
at£,0 4s.i)or iiiinmn.lcss taxes. &c., alioiii tioi.i'i- annum; sold for £130.

10 to 21. W;iniing-plaro, South-strcL-t. Ila\ jH-strcft. Cam herwell, messuages, let at £112 Is.
per aumnn, term M years, from >tarcli. 1-^12. ground rent £18 per annum, landlord pavs rates
and taxes, alxmt £i;! rs. per ainium ; -old for £2.w.

31 and 82. WatcrIoi»-stn'ot. Ciimi.orwfll, messuages ; sold for £i~>.
9, KoJ>ert-streot and 9. Tlioinas-stroot, Orodveaor-scjuarc, bouses, let at £219 123. per annum,

tenn V", \ oars from Lady-dav. 1822, Erround ront £,23 per annum, subject to payment of rates
and taxos. nlwnt £15 por amiuni ; sold for £1..'W0.
By Messrs. I'osTEit.—1 [and 5, Ilannfwd-street, Ilampstead-road, houses, lot at £52 per

^'"""11. term 75 years, from June, 182.J, ground rent £10 iier annum ; sold for £210.
ay Messrs. Norton, Hogrart, and Tbist.-HO, Ijipcr Bedford-ptace, Bussell-square,

residence, lot at £105 per annum, tenn 60 rears, from Lady-dav, X86U. ground rent £24 per
annum

; sold for £ I, i(»o.

38, Upper Bodford-jdaoo. residonce, let on lease at £110 per auuuto,term 58i rears, from
L.aily-dar, ISfin. ground ru-nt £24 ]ier unuum ; sold for £].1G0.
Known as " Ileal li-Iaiio hodgc," Hoatli-lane,Twickonham,leaseof residence, with stabllnff.

gardener's cottau'o. ltouiuIs. &c., in all about 4 acres, let for 21 years, from Ladr-day, 1852, at
rent of £80 p,M- amivmi ; ^nia for £750.

17, Harloyford-plaL-c, KoimiiiLrton, residence, with stabling. &c.. in the rear, producing £105
ner annum; hold.under the Duchy of Cornwall, ground rent £6 10s. per annum; sold for

By Mr. DoDD.—12, Canterbury-place, Lambeth-road, house, let at £32 per annum, term
yok years, from Michaelmas, 1784, ground rent £4 lOs. per annum ; sold for £2rM.

23, Canterbury-place, house, let at C-^j per annum, term 95 years, from Midsummer, 1780,
ground rent £4 10s. per auumn ; sold for £2*0.
By Messrs. Farebrother, Clabk, and Lye.—84, Tower-street, Citr, business premises,

let at £160 per annnui, tenn 21 years, from Christmas, 1848, at £50 per annum; sold for

By Messrs. Cross and Son.—l. Billingsgate, and 18, Lower Thames-^reet, house and
firemiscs, together with the market liallage m front thereof, term 15 rears, fi-om December
ast, at £70 per annum ; also the goodwill of the business of a flshmohger and fish salesman
attached thereto ; sold for £4.c,40.

101, Lower Thames-street, liouse and shop, let at £141 per annum, held for 10 years, from
AlKisumnior last, at £50 por annum ; sold for £620.
By Mr. ^Y. 11. :Moore.— 3, Vale-place, Hammersmith-road, residence, let at £43 per annum,

tenn, 21 years, from Lady-day, 1848, ground-rout, 4 guineas per annum ; sold for £325.
28, Southampton-mows, Ooorge-street, Euston-sqnare, coach-house and three-stalled stable

With dwollinff rooms orer, let at £20 per annum ; sold for £1,'>0.

32, Southampton-mews, coach-house and stable, let at £20 per annum ; sold for £160.
53, Southampton-me«-s, manufacturing premises, and d wellhig-house, No. 7, Southamptou-

balldhigs, let at £74 per ainunn ; sold for £7.-.0.

35, Southampton-mews, wheelwright's shop and premises, let at £2(j per annum; sold for
£175.

SG to 38, Southampton-mews, three coach-houses and stable, lot at £48 per annum ; sold for
£.500.

13, Hertford-Street. Fitzroy-squarc, house and shop, let at £30 per annum ; sold for £400.

TUUUSDAY.
FREEnOLU.

By Mr. Marsh.—1, 'Westbourne-road, Barnsbury-park, Islington, residence, let at £00 per
annum ; sold for £8i(>.

4, Wostboiirno-road, rosldoncc, let at £50 por annum ; sold for £690.
fi, WostlMuiruc-road, rosidcnco, lot at £47 lus. per aiuunn ; sold for £.560.

1, Aruiidol-terraoo, IJarnsbury-park, residence, let at £55 per annum ; sold for £750.
8, Aruuilcl-torrace, residence, let at £45 per annum ; sold tor £6(H).
18, Arundel-terrace, residence, let at £.50 por annum ; sold for £700.
By Mr. Lolnd.—The " Green Drat:on," pnblic-honse. Well-Htreet, Hackney, let on lease for

48 years, from Michaelmas last, at £50 per annum ; sold for £1,220.

LEABEHOLD.
Iff, Steedlng-road, Stockwell-road, dwelling-house, estimated annual value &A2 per annum,

term, 89 years, from Lady-day, 1847, ground-rent, £7 10s. per annum ; sold for £275.

BANKRUPTS.
<From the London Gazette.)

Bothwell, Rfiinucl, liuililer, Itnrltinr, Surrry ; Mdri-li 21. lit twelve, April IS, at onn. nt Ba»in(-h(ill-

etrwt. Solicitors, Messrs. Liiiltlaters and IlHckvrood, Walbruok;oflficiiil assi^ee, Mr. Gruhoni.Coleiunii-
Btreet.

Green, Daviii, joiner und Iiuilder, Sheffield ; March 31, April 28, at t«ii, at iiw Court of nnnkiuptcy, Sbpf-
fifld. Solicitora, Mt-Mrs. I'ltrleerand Son, Sheffield ; officinl assipnep. Mr. Brewin, Sheffield,

SymoQB, Xutltaniel, irnntimnder, St. Pancraa ironfoundry, JCiimlirids*-street, St. Panmis; March 19, at

VtMMt eleren, April 23.* ot eleven, at Basin^rball-Btreet. S<)licitor», Mensra, Lfakey nnd Everiiitrhain,

Old Jewry-chfunbera, Old Jewry ; official assignee, ilr. Pennell, Guildhall-chanilwrs, Basitighall-
Btrcet.

,
Prin-

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
BankK, Thoniiis, builder, Chorley ; tirst dividend of 3«. 6Jd., any Tuesday, at Mr- Hernaraan".
cess-stn-et, Manchester.

Butchi^r, 0(or;-e, stone merchant, Conihill, City; first dividend of 9d,, any Tuesday, nt Mr. Pennell's, 3,

Ciuildhu]l-cUainl)er>t, Ba«ii)(rhn)l-street.
Caiiphey, Alexnnder, and Lniider, Siinmel, joiners, Bnllon-le-Moors ; lirst dividend of 43. 43d., any Tues-
dny, at .Mr. Hernaman'x, f)!), PrincPss-street, Manchester.

Harwood, Cleintnt. carpenter. Hall erton, Devonihiie; first dividend of Is. 3d., any Tuesday or Friday, at
Mr. Hirtael's, Qne-u -street, Exeter.

UolibB,lIi-iiry, and Tilley, Gtorce,brickmnkers, Cambridire-street, Pancra»-road, Middlesex ; second divi-

dend of 2i., any Tuesday, nt Mr. Pennell's. y, Ouildhall-«hainberi), BaRin-^h all -street

White, Isaac, ironmontftr, Bi^Tjleswade, Beafordsbire; firut dividend of 2s. 6d., any Tuesday, atMr. Peo-
nell'B, 3, Guildhall-chambers, liasinifhatl-stTeet.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Bambrid^. Matthew, carpenter, Kinf^'a Lynn; March 'i\
Uipkins and Stunner, plate glaaB manufacturers, Hlllingdon \ April 4.

Jelley, Charlea Henry, timber merchant, Onndle ; Murob 30.
iSuraiirr, Charles Carey, j/lute (rlaas mar u fiictur»T, Ilillin;;<l<«n; April i.
Wooltorlont Charles, iroumont;«r, Weat bmithlirld j Mar.-b 30.

CEUTIFlCA'l'KS GKANTED.
F-ot, William, builder, Deptford i, third el us.
Munis and Brook*, stove grate mttnulticturers, Blackfriars \ third class.

C'EUTIFICATE.S to begranted unless cause be ahoicn/or r^ftuai on theday appohitcd.
Fureinun and Johii«»n. builders. Fovershnm; April 'S.

JnneH, John, ironinonfrer. TuiiKtall : Mtirvh 3l).

humiktir, Jantes William, builder, ll<:i|rute; April 4.

DIVIDEND pat/fible at Portitf/al-street, Lincoln'»'inn^ belujcenW and Z o'clock.
Pope, Jacob, curpeRter, UarinS'Street, Sltoreditch \ dividend of 2s. :IJd.

INSOLVENTS.
Proclor, Hnward, blackiiinith. Orent Oakley.
Sprinpiill, Willintii, bricklayer, Wbtutable, Kent.
Wright, Jose|)h, blackjuuth. Dettaini^oa.

DISSOLUTION OF I'AIiTNERSHIPS.
Blewa, William and William lli-nry .M., brusa Ibuudcrs, Birmingfboai.
Kweiia arid llodjfea, paintira, Binniii^ham.
tireen, Stanal.y and ijreen, eatnte u;;L'ii(a, Old Huiid-atrect.
Hall, Bmith and Co., iruiitbunders, Elton (ko tar as rejfarda Hall aitd BuckleyJ.
patt«rBoii and Buratall, aculpturii, Nca'castle-i.n'Tyne.
pi-rkins, John and Joseiih, carpeutvrs, Penzutice,
pilkiiiffton ai. d Entwiatlc, ironlbundera. At-crin^t'in.
piigh, Williaiu and Joaeph. plumbt-rs. West Bromwich.

OBITUAllY.
Beeclter—On 10th iiist., at Wood-street, Wesfninsler, Mr. Henry Beeeher, house dceorati>r, «gei «.
Itruiley—On 6th inst., at Chureh-street, Dlacktriars, Mr. William Uriiiley, t^ecretary of the second Society
of Car])entersand Joiners, a^;t^\ 62.

Bussell— On 2ud inst., at Pyle-street, Newport, I.W., Mr. John Bussell, jronmonfter, ajjed KO.
Oolson—On 1st inst , at Hayton, .Mr. Henry Colson, rarpenter, aged 40.
JJwelley—On 7th itist., at Hamplon'Slri-et, IMyiuoulli, Bessie, daughter of Mr. Charles L. Derelley
builder, a^ed 3 years and 2 months.

Oorfrtt—On bth inst.. nt Clareiice-plnce, Morice Town, Mr. William Oorfett. Joiner, 11 M.'s Dockyards.
ArUo-.nld—Un 8th in-t., Ht Alierdeen, i)v Alexander M'Donald, It.A.
Marsden—On titb inst, at Mellon, Mr. William Marstlen, niiuon. aged 30.
Marshall—On 2nd inst., at Union-street, IlarnsU-y, Air. David Marshall, painter, aged Z3.
Mason—On 4th inst., at Hannood, Mr. James Mason, earjienter, aged 32.

Plows—On 5th inst., Mr. John Plows, mason, aged 00.
Holiertson—On 3rd inst., at Strettou, Mr. Cieorge Itobertsoii, plumber, aged 00.
Whiley—On 5tli inst., Mr. Thomas Shipley Whult-y, joiner, aged 35, youngest sou of the late Mr. Wbolry.
formerly of Wosliingborough.

Williams—On 7th inst., at Welton, .Mr. Alfred Williams, joiner, aged 40.
Young— Oil 10th inst., Mr. Samuel Young, bricklayer, aged 07, from a fallfrom the ttiof of a boaj« in

Oiimslbrd-street, Uorselydown.

Wakefield.—A meeting of the Restoration Committee was held on
the 1st inst. in tlie vestry. A contract with Mr. Latham was signed for the
takiug down of the present spire and the erection of a new one. It was found
that lieyond the sum already promised towards tlie restoration, £250 would be
required to complete the requisite alterations in the tower and spire. It was
determined to endeavour to obtain this sum by simultaneous collections in the
churches of the district about Exeter. A resolution of condolence witli the family

of of the late W. Shaw, Esq., of Stanley Hall, was passed ; and also expressive of

the hij^h sense of the Committee with regard to the valuable services rendered by
the deceased gentleman towards the restoration of the church.

Bradford, Yorkshij-e.—The Beaumont Testimonial Committee hare
this week decided to adopt the design sent in by Mr. E. Milnes, architect, for a
public drinking fountain, to commemorate the services rendered to the borough
of Bradford by the late Mr. Alderman Beaumont. Tlie design consists ot a
basement of two octagonal steps (tlie lowest about 13^ feet across) and a granite

curb or plinth, moulded, and tbrming the outer rim ofa small reservoir encircling

the plintli of the superstructure, the water of which reservoir is intended for the

use of dogs. From this plinth spring four arched buttresses, moulded, and sup-
porting tne fountain proper, which has four sides containing the same number of

niches, three of which have carved shells at the top and bottom, the lower ones
receiving the water which issues from pipes in the mouths of grotesque masks

;

the fourth side has a lower shell also, but mstead of the mask, it contains the

dedicatory inscription. .\t each angle of the fountain is a di^lached shaft of

polished granite, with moulded plinth and curved capital, from which spring

semi-circular archivolts, containing in high relief the purport of the fountain.

Above the four arches thus formed the fountain becomes octagonal, and above
an octagonal dado rises a circular moulded base, with droojiing chestnut leaves

carved upon a jiortion of it; above this comes the lamp, which is intended to be of

bronzed iron, and contains four lights. The height of the wliole, from the pave-
ment to the extremity of the lamp, is about 2(j feet. The style of architecture is

Italian Kenaissance. Altogether the fountain will be very handsome and orna-
mental.

Mottram-in-Longdcndale.—A memorial window has just been placed

at the west end of the south aisle in the ancient parish church of Mottram-in-
Longdendale, Cheshire. Erected to the niemorj' of one wlio was a soldier by profes-

sion, and who died at sea, its proximity to the ancient baptismal font suggested

the following treatment :—On the lelt hand, in the upper portion of the window,
is represented our Saviour blessing little children ; on the right, the Bajitism of

the first Gentile convert, the Centurion Coi-nelius, by St. Peter; while in the

centre of the window is introduced the Resurrection of our Lord, with the

Roman soldiers sleeping as thev guard the sepulchre. The resurrection, as the

Christian's hope beyond the grave, is thus set forth as the reward of the sworn

soldier of the Cross bv Holy Baptism. Beneath are three medallions suggestive

alike of the perils of the great deep and of "the waves of this troublesome

world," through which, " in the ark of Christ's Church," the Baptismal Service

bids us hope to reach " the land of everlasting life." The subjects are—our

Saviour walking en the waters, our Saviour asleep in the vessel, and our Saviour

stilling the tempest. The window is the work of Mr. O'Connor, of Bemera-

sfreet. A brass plate bears the Ibllowing inscription ;—" To the memory ot

Captain George Kershaw Sidebottora, of the ulh Dragoon Guards, who died on

board the Europa on his way home from the Crimea, July iiOth, and was

interred at Gibraltar, July 'i3i-d, I85j, aged 2-1 years. This window is placed in

the church, by his mother, to the glory of God, and in memory of a dearly

beloved son."
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SERPENTINE MARBLE AND STONE WORKING COMPANY (LIMITED),
roll Tiu:

MAXIFACTIRE OF SEIIPEMIXE STO\E OF THE IIZARO KOCK, CORNWALL,
And cvcrv otht-r description of Marliiu aiul Stone.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.
XOirSOSr OFFZCS &. show rooms—S, -WATZ:rz.OO PXiACX:, PAZ-X. MAX.Xi, S.'W. Mr. 7, C. GOODAXAX, secretary.

Works—I'KNZAiNCE.—Mr. JOSKIMl ilAUTtKY, Manager.

P.AKI.W CEMKNT FOU IXSIDK WORK.—
Willi thisni.nterinl lious<'s may Ik; fiiiisliMand occupied

In oiie-founii t!io usmil limo, n;t Pariuii Siucco ninv be
|uUnte<l or pajwrinl wiiliiti lorty-einlit liours. A Jliier quality
produii's M ln-auiiful and tinnl 5c.i:;liiila imitation «f marble.

Mauufacturers. KltAN<IS UKivrilKUS aud Vi)Tl\
Niiu- Kliiis. l..>ii-loii.

JilAXSS MA.^xr.
PH(EMX WIIA1U-, tiTUATFOUn, KSSEX. E,
Grey Slonc I.inio. Itotnan and Portland Cement, Tiles.

Chimnev Tois, Hair. I^ths, Kcil and Stoneware I'ipos, I'lre

<;oods, Uutcti Ctinkera. &c.
N.r..— <.;o«wi» Uiide«l and carted. (150)

COLES. S H A D n O L T, and C O.,
CEME.N'Taad PLASTER UANLFACTUUEllS,

LIME nrUNKRS,
Brick, Til*, I>nun-pi|w, llNtr, Lnth, mid Fire Gooda

MrrcliHtit.",

UT. JAUE8*S and TUOnNlllLL VnARFS,
C«tr<ti>i.i>tii-ru«>l, Ixndin.

BOMAN CEMENT. iniiUe ^t tli« nlwvtr works, mnjr be had fre«h
ft«m ibe kilna dititr— r trrmt ^dviintag^ to drulen and seirer
Hal»riiifi , e^pectallr in wintrr lime.

PO&TLAND CEMESf, of ilie *^t qunlitr. Birenpth. and colour,
Ma»«fiMt)iTed >•• Kent. Thia rrnient wi\l crry mure sand than
>n]r af the LiaaCrnirnlB, m> much ot' which ia now brought into
tie markrt and xdd a* I'ortland.

PXrASTER of Paris, direct from the tjaarrtM, both coarse and
tine, wholnalc and rrtnil.

LIME, (irrj Stone, Chalk, and Illue Lias Lime, freth and well
Wrnt, a moetant aud n-^lar su|i|tljr vf nhich may be had by
the barge or ynrd.

A larife aasorlinrnl of Olaanl Stoneware Drain pipes, of the best

L«iobrth makf; Vutkfbir« Plain, Pan, and PnTintr Tiles: Welsh
Fire-bricks, Lamp*, and Tiles; Hair and Laths always Kept in
•tock.
These p>ods are of the best qiia]itr,Rnd sold at the lowest po!<HibIe

Prie.« (-111)

MESSRS. ROSHER AND CO.,
LIME, CEMENT, and BRICK UEECHANTS.

LONDON WHAKFS:-
ALBIOX WHAIIF, HOLLAND STREET,

BLACKFUIARS, S.R.
MILLBAXK STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

KINGSLAND BASIN, KINGSLAND
ROAD, N.E.

LIMEKILN HILL, LIMEIIOtlSE, E.
Wti^rrftt run )>. obtaincil of tlii- Ih-.i qiiultiy: —

GREY STONE, CHALK, nnd FLAKE LIJI>..
KOMAS, PORTLAND, KEENES, JIAllTINS, .nil PARIAN

CEMENTS.
COWLEY .i.d KENT BRICKS.
WHITE mil KED SUFFOLK FACINO RRICKS.
YELLOW .nd PALE MALM-CUTTEUji, PICKIXOS, PA

TICKS, SECONDS, mid UrilBEB<:i.
8TAFPOHDSHIHE ORNAMENTAL PAVEMENTS, in RED,

BLOB, mnd BIFF: nl«) OARDEN ED<iINOS.
TERRO-METALLIC (jROOVED STABLE BRICKS, CHAN-

NEL BRICKS, Kird CLINKKHS.
PLAIN «i,.l OltNAMEXTAL ROOFING .nd RIDfiE TILE.S,
Mr. R. nuilWXS KED nnd GREEN RIUGING, with

CHAMFERED CIIF,.-T.*.

C0I.01lED«t,d WHITE GLAZED TILES.for Wr.ll.Liniiiir«,Hc.
WEL-<H, NEWCASTLE, •ndeTOURBRIDGEFIREBRICKS,

LUMPS, fliid TILf:S, ofr-wrrv dncnftion Knd .iic.
RED .nd (JLAZKD STONEWAIIK DRAINPIPES, H«
TERRA C<JTTA, CEMENT, au.l RED CHI.MNEY-POTS.
HAIR, PLASTER, LATHS, WHITING, SAND, BALLAST,

ud iKhrr miLDlNri .MATERIALS.
Good. furH-nrd*.*! Iir RaiIwiw witli dt^tintch.

LIME W()KKi<, CHALK, FLINT, nnd BALLAST
WHAKFS, NOUTIIFLEET, KENT.

TO ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, AND CONTRACTORS.—
KENT—SUSSEX—HAKT8.

GRE.\VES'S BLUE LIAS LIME.—GREAVES
.nd KIRSHA W, 14, South.Wb.rf, Podditifflon, W.

L. M. TATIIAM, A{?ent.
Arranf^ements are now maile bv wbirh ihis weU-kn..wn "Blub

LiAt Lime" can be sknt uiRKCT rnoM THE kilns in Wakwick-
SHIRE, in OkeaVCi and KlRiHAW's OWN THt'CKS, vi4Readinff, to
Chatham, Doveh, Priohtdn. PoRTSMount, (Import, S-outh-
AMPTOK, and alt stationaoii the SoL'th-Eastehn, 8oi tii-Coa«t, and

Anf quantiiy, of either lump or ground, can W supplied with a
frw caya' notice, and ii ucks furwurded daily fr<.in tlie kilns i>i>d jnill.
Coottsctors will find tliin worth their notice, tut tht-y can tie sap[.lied

•t any time, in quantities to suit their requiremt-nts, from six tons
ar.d npwiirtl*.

EM KNT.—ROMAN and PURTLAiND
CEMETTS, and PLASTER OF PARIS, manufactured by

C.J. HILTUX, can be had in any quantity, Wfanlfsale and R«i«i
St bla Wharf. 6, Upper Thamea-strrrt, London; and alsa at the
Manv^ctory, PaTersham, Kent. N.B.—Tbeae Cemenu supplied
lorahjpment, ot) advantaifeoui terms. fl4l7)

FINSBUEY WHAEF.
54, WHARF HOAD, CITY BASIN.

BIiAClCMORS and Co.,
(I.;ite \V. & T. N. C.hAVVim),

Eoman and Portland Cement and Plaster
Merchants.

Sand and Ilricka. Latlis and Hair. Clilmncy Pots, fJrcy
Stone, Klame, Chalk, and HIuc Lias Lime. Ol.izod .stoneware
I>raln l'ipe«. Yorkshire Plain Pan and Paving Tileg, Welsh
Stourbridge, and XcwcaNtle Kire (iooitu, &<;.

GOODS LAXIH:i>, WIIA1;K1:I>, & CARTED.

STAFFOKD.^^inUE P A V K M E .\ T S and
RII>(;i.NO.- Rluc. Rrd, nn'l Il.ifr Terro .Mel<.llic Puvintf

Tilea, ol tarioos dt«i^-ns. Blue nnd l(rd Plain and Urnamenial
llooHnir Tdw in ifrrat ruriely. Plain RulM, Cupiied, and Pinna-
cled Ridge Tilea ot differmt pitch, and Grooved Ridcin)^, with
Crest Omi<mei(U. in Orren. Illu.-, and Rrd, for the differmt |»-rit>ds.
Viutfted 8tab)c Pavings, Grooved, of various >in«. Blue FaciniT
Bricks, fcc.

J. & W. EAS-nVOOD,
B«lri4er»-r(Md, Lanbeth; and iCcnt-ro«d Bridgt.

XXNGSTOTT CEMENT "WORKS,
|

A. J. TATUAXVI,
HULL H, SOUTII-WHARF, PADDINGTON-BASIN, "W. ; and

TAP? and ASTOX, Manufacturers of Portlai.tl I

{,>;^f^^et-wiiauf, Eahl-btkeet. Blackfkiaus,
and Roman CEMKNTS, for Exportation or Home Con

(umjdion. Lias Lime, Plaster. Paris AVhite, Mastic, &c.
MANUFACTURERS OF SCOTX'S PATENT CEMENT.

Town Okiice—i>oa. Hl-.fh-strcet. (y.tr)

TERRA-ALBA, PLASTKU OF PARIS, FLOOR PLASTER
OYPRL'M, &.C.

pAPER - MAKERS, Builders, Plasterers,
M. Modellfrs, iiud others can n-iw l*esnii)iUed with the abovenrti-
cica, in any quuutity, of very sn|irTiur quality, and at unprecedented
low prices.

ParticulHts and Prices ..n a,.ptication to GEORGE SMITH,
Agent, Victoiiu Works, Uuniberstut>e, iivur Lricester. l^^'i)

MESSRS. STROUU and SOi\ bep: to announce
. that they arc now able to eiipply liuihicrs and tlie

trade cenerally witJi tJrt-y Stone Challi, liluc Lias Lime,
Sand, Ifonian and Portland Cement. IMaster, Laths, Hair,
Tiles, Drain and otiicr Pipes, aud Matm-facln); Hnclvs ot
every description, of the best qnality, and at the lowest
prices.
CROWN WHARF. HERTFOKD UOAD. K IN<iSLAy 1).

GEORGE BOOTH,
LIME CEMKNT, AND BRICK MERCHANT.

32, Bbidge-uol'se Place. JiEwisuiON-cArsEWAY,
SUKRET, S.K. (577)

K.C.

PLASTER, CEMENT, AND TILE MERCHANT.
Sole London A^eiit for Barliuin's Henttcring Cement and Pnttnck'a

Romnn and ArtiAciul I'ortliuid Ccmenis. (9%)

F
VATEUTT HTBKOBOROir,

OR INDURATING PLASTER, effecting a
saving; of 25 per et-iit. on Pnrinn :nid Keeiie's Cnneiit. The

Plaster inmi'ifactured by Messrs. CASENTIM and BARNARD is
uticquallcd, and is sold on the must reasonable terms.
Modelling and Carving est-cuted to ordtr.
The largest Collection of Mudern Moilels Buitable for the inlornnl

nnd externid Drcoriitioii of Churclifs, ManatoiiH, &c. Gentlemen
united upon with an Album of PluiUi^rajihs, trom their SUicW.
For further particulars iii>|>ly <^' ^^'^ Offices, 34, Hercules- buildings,

and Homer street, Ltimbetli.

SBNT BRICKS,
In any (luiintitiet, by barge aloncsiHe,

\V. ALI,A\VAY,4,CATHERIXECOUin',rO\VER HILL

w HITE and RED SUFFOLK FACING
BRICKS uiid other KILN GOODS.

By Messrs. Allt-ii iiiid Cii., Ballii>),'(lon, la-ur Sudbury.

The YELLOW ond PALE MALM CUTTERS »iid FACING
BRICKS, t>> .Messrs. C«Ieb Hitch & Co., Wure llert..

The YELLOW Bnd PALE SIALM CUTTERS ond FACING
BRICKS, nud the MAL.M niid URKiHT COU)HED SI OCKS,

from the Fields at South Shoehury, Rochlord, Essex.

The YELLOW nnd PALE MALM CL'TTERS nnd FACING
BUICKS. the BRIGHT COLORED STOCKS, nud the WHITE
Olid RED FACINGS, nud other KILN GOODS,

by Mr. Edward Asheudeu, bittiuj^bourue, Kent.

The EWF.LL DEEP BLACK RUBBING nnd BUILDING
BRICKS, ond the EWELL uudCHALFONTdoiknud bri|;ht RED
RUBBER*.

The entire make of BRICKS,
by Mr. Williura Ludtrnter. of Hu^slow, aud Messrs. Butcher, of

llulstow nnd Ottei-hain.

COWLEV, KENT, AND EBSEX RRICKS,
IN ANY QUANTITIES, BY BARGE ALONGSIDE.

JOHN and WM. EASTWOOD,) soleWELLINGTON WHARF, BelTedere rood, \ CONSIGNEES.
Lom>>eth ; nnd Kent-rood-brid^, )

The usual commission nllotved to merchanu of the trade from
the month y iirice-liKts.

N.B.—Every Description of tlie Uuilding Goods of

tlic Trade always in Stock

.

HARIIANS RKSDKHIIVG CKMKXT.
FOR l.MEHNAL A.SD EXTEll.N AL F'LAHTERINO, Sf AULIOLA, &C

WALLS COVfcRKD IS A SlStJLE WOllKING.
MAY BE PAINTED OE PAl'ERED ON WITHIN 12 U0UB3.

SOLD BY WEIGHT.
MANUFACTURED BY

ALFRED G. BAUIIAM
CEMENT AND PLASTER WORKS,

BRIDGEWATEK.
LONDON AGENT—

A. J. T A T II A M,
«M'.S9HT^ iy,"AItF, PADDIKGTON llASIN, W.,andPURFLEKT WHARF, F;AltL ST. :I1LA€KFR/aRS. EC.

THE F0LLOWI^O TESTIMONIAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED.
UecoraiiTC I'ltiniiug. Gilding, und Paper-Hanging
Esmldifthments, 119, Uuke-street, and 18, I'arr-

street, Liverpool. J7lh Jiinuary, 1860.
Mr. Gibson.—Sir,— I have much pleasure in beuring- my testi-

mony to till! ^ood qualities of the Cement manut'nrtured by Mr.BAHHaM, Culled "R*-ndfring''" Cement. I tind that I'nint will
itund well upon tl.is Cement, uUi-r beiuij allowed only three or four
iliivs to dry.

Iniin-ither cafte a wi-t piece of tliis Cement was papered with a
pelicaie PinJc GlaTed 1*U]i<t, and 1 tind that neither Color nor Gliue
iins sustained injury. Yours tiult",

CSifciieajp pro. ALKXAN1>ER WHITE,
(1277) RICHARD S. WHITE.

STAtTORDSIllRE BLUE BRICKS.
FNGRAM'S PATENT SOLID BRICKS,X tested in a componnd hydraulic press, and the pressure
teritiired to crush tiieni SIN<;LY averaged l/io TONS cucli,
while inidcr (lie same iiress the Stadordshire hand-niade
Illue llricks were cruslicd at tin average itressure ol Tii

TO.VS. Ihimsliowintf the SUPEKIOK STRE^GTH ol'thc
PATENT SOI.II) IlRI(;KStobe74TONS.
The PATENT St>LII> IIRICKS will tear a greater

prewmre, are more dense, and LESS AUSORllENT than
any that arc made.

L. M. TATHAM, Sole Agent,
14, SOUTH-WHARE, PADDINGTON, W.

BRICKS.—Mr.IlYDON, having made more bricks
than lie requires for tlie buildings on ids Ilij,'lit)ury New

Parii Estate, is willing to make aiTanj,'enicnts witli huilderB
and others ibr SUPPLYING a quantity of F'lUST-CLASS
ItRICKS of every description.
Address, Estate Otllce, DeU'a Farm, Stoke Xewington-

grofn. <'S:iS'i

i ^ AS SOIL put on board Barges in the Tlianiea at
\X a low priec.— Ai>iily to MEESON and Co., 8, tieorjfo
yard, Lombard-street, or Crays, Essex.

FIRE BRICKS, LUMPS, AND TILES
OF EVERY DESCBIPTION.

JOHN NEWTON AND CO.,
HONDURA8WlIARF,74, BaNKSIDE.SOUTHWARK, S.K
Ueg to solicit the patronage of CONSUMERS, GAS CO.M-
PAMES, ENGINEERS, BUILDERS, &c.,tc.
Depot for Ramsay's Newcastle Fire Bricks, Clay, Retorts,

&c.
Sanitary Pipes, Chimney Tops, Dutch Clinkers, 6ce., at

he lowest prices.
SHIPPING ORDERS EXECUTED WITH DESPATCH,

Notice to Road Contractors, Nurserymen, and Others.

Y\/ and J. STUDDS, Sola rroprietors of
T T • the WEST DRAYTON GRAVEL PITS, 9, North

Whari-road, Paddington, have now on sttle tlie best Garden
and Screened Gravel. For term.s, ficc, apply ai the WharL

Contractors su))plied to any extent. (1050)

MANSFIELD STONE.—These Quarries are now
yielding the finest and most l>eauiiful stone in the

kingdom, in blocks of any dimension required, and from one
to live feet in thiekness.

Mr. ROBERT LINDLEV, Proprietor, Mansfleld,
Nottiughamsldre. (22S)

BATH sTOnrz:.
IJETIIEL QUARIUES & STEAM SAW MILLS.

THE Proprietors ol tliese Quarries, from their
nearness to the Great Western Railway, and Kennet

and Avon Canal, are enabled to supply this very superior
stone (averaghig from 1 to .'> feet deep, and from 2 to 12 feet
long) at a much lower rate than any other stone of iho
same description.
For further particulars and prices, apply to

1UK;ERS AND RAWL1NG.S.
Quarry blasters, i;radford-an-Avon, Wills.

LITTLE CASTERTON FREESTONE.—Apply
(or prices, &c., Ac., to

. FEAS. and OCTS. N. SIMPSON, Stamford,
and see specimens at the Office of Messrs. PINDEK, aLMl'SOX,
and SONS, 2«, Savi'.ie-row, London. (221)

RATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

RAN D E LL and SAUNDERS,
QUARRYMEN AND STONE MERCHANTS,

RATH.
List of prices at the quarries and depots, also cost for

transit to any part of tlie United Kingdom, furnished on
application to Bath Stone Office, Corshara, Wilts. (362)

CAEN ATTB AVBIGIUV STOITE.
PFOUCAKD, STONE MERCHANT and

• QUARRYMAN. Cargoes sliipped to order from Caeii
to any port.—Contraels taken for any quantities.

Depot—Granite-wharf, East Greenwich.
Orticc -4, Three Crown-square, Borough.

HOPTON-\\'OOD STONE COMPANY
(LIMITED)

STONE AND MAKHLE WORKS,
BUCKLANDIIOLLOW, NEAR AMUKIKJATE, DERBYSHIRE.
UUARRIES: llOPTON WOOD, NEAR WlKKSWoRTH.

Manutiicturers ot Fureifjn and Dt-rliyshire Fossil Marble, and Hop-
ton- Wood Ktune Cltimiiey-I'ieces. Monuments, Tablets, Sec, &c.
Uoplun-Wuod Htune sawn to all ilinienHioiii*. and in blocks.

Rubble Limestone for Fluxing; nnd liurning.
The tloptoii-Wood Stone bein^ white and very durable, is pecu-

liarly suitiible fur staircases, hulls, paHsnjfcs, Ac.,' t^c. and has been
extensively used nt ChutHwurth, Uelvoir Castle, Trentham-hnll.
Drayton Manor, the Houses of Partiiiment,and must of the principal
mansions of the oobiltty and gentry in the Midland counties, beiides
at many railway stations and jiublio buildings.
For particulars of prices, and any other information, appl^ to

Mr. Saul'RL Kahson, General Manager, Middle Peak, near Wirks-
worth. (I)

B ENSO.N'S WATCHES,
" rerfcctlon ol" Meclmitisai "

CLOCKS, &c.
JUofnin'j Post.

Gold Watches,

4

to loo guineas.
Silver Watches,

2 lu iiO guineas.
Send twuslamps

ftn-l',ciisoirsIlIus-

t rated Watch
I'amplik't.

WatL-iie.-i sent to
any part of the
K 1 n g d o m o n
receipt of a re-
mi ttauce.

Lever Escapement,
33 and 34,LUDGATE HILL, LOKDOK,E.C.

Established 1741).
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MODERN FRENCH ARCHITECTURE.*
OWHERE, and at no period in Ihe history of the

world, lias there been such a mass of building
executed as in the capital of our neighboure
during the last ten years, and with, we regret to
add, so little true architectural progress. Lines of
new streets and boulevarts spring up as if by
magic, lined with houses constructed of the most
admirable building material—chiefly the Chateau
Landou stone—but in vain the eye searches for
examples of architecture throughout their entire
length. Setting the material aside, the struc-
tures in our suburbs evince fiu- more archi-
tectural taste, study, and composition, than the
pretentious fai,>adcs of new Paris. Of design,
these last scarcely show a trace : a few shallow
lines sunk round the windows and other features
into patterns, and sculptured ornaments on the

keystones of the openings, with a little gilding on
the ironwork of the balconies, constitute the architecture
of the Second Phnpire in France.

, Certainly academic education in architecture at the Ecole
des Ueaux Arts,_with the minute organisation of public examination
and professorial instruction, not forgetting the diploma and Govern-ment supervision, have failed to supply France with architects. With
the exceiJtion of a few, whoso names may be counted on the finders—
HittoriT, Labrouste, \ lollet-le-Duc, and, perhaps, one or two others—
i-rench architects appear to have sunk into the position of mere clerks
ot works. It woTdd be a ridiculous stretch of courtesy to speak of the
drawings they prepare as designs, for they are all after a common
model, with the exception of slight variations in the external ornament;
and as for the plans of apartments, they are the most wretched, slipshod
Ill-arranged things possible to imagine,—waterclosets on the stairs
kitchens in the entrances, and all the rooms opening into one another.The increased value of building ground has led to the construction of
houses with rooms so smaU, so low, and so huddled up, that French-men call them birdcages. Nor is this all. The system of buildin..
courts one behind the other ig in violation of the laws of sanitary science"
and IS at ended with annoyances and inconvenience to which none but
the inhabitants of London mews are exposed. For instance, in one
Of the newly-constructed hotels of tie Chauss^e d'Antin, there«e three courtyards, one behind the other, each surrounded by six-
stoned buildings on aU sides, and perhaps GO feet square. Ofcourse there ,s no ventilation, and the sun rarely penetrates

n^hll "f'"?<^"*?'
^"^'Ch " spring, autumn, and w/nter, areno beter than ice-houses - miserably damp, cold, and cheerless.Except from the street front of the first court, there is no prospect,

tt T r °'?'-°^'*° ""^'Shbour's bed-room or kitchen, as the case ma^
flL .1 1 V ''!""' .'"'' coach-houses and stables on the ground
floor so that under the windows of the apartments looking into ft, and
mhabited by carnage people, there are the constant noise Snd mess of a

h^! ^'"•'rr.i
''"PP'?S ""d splashing of carriages, the grooming ofWs, with the unceasing chorus of expletives employed in that pro-

Pn^nn I r° t"-**"' °!"' ^""^ *<> ^^'-''k to reach the spleiidid
enrtrance beneath an Ionic portico ! The efBuvia during the summer
time may be imagined, as well as the genus of flies that find their way
into the apartments when the windows are opened. The entranceMchways are so narrow, that persons on foot have to wait until theCMnages go out, or else to stand up in doorways to avoid accident.Xet the house is one of the best in the most fashionable street in Paris,^ n ''l«ooP'

*" •'iP="-''"*^"t^ enormous, ranging some as high as|600or fSOO a year For one apartment in the tlh-d court, aSd inthe entresol, immediately over the stables, the tenant pays £400 a year,

onivhl.r
°' /'""-:? IS looked npon with great dissatisfaction, notOJdy by those who suffer from the dearness and uncomfortable ch^rac-

TOo^e«°.f"'" Pf^,'J^e»'"Ks, but also by all who are interested in themgress of architecture. Art-reviewers in the public journals stigma-^ the shortcomings of modern French architects
; Charivari savagely

Snl. \
'""""' '-"^^ '"^,''' ."P°" ^'^"^'•''" ''°"seholds

;
and lastly, a

S^cu,rrrr''\-r'^''^' ^^° ''^' '^^ •'""'•••'g'^ '° 'le«''"-° that the

^erX ,1
*'"^,'^'l'f'=<=.^ constructed oflate years, "sofar from following

wntofn? / ^ Pnnciples of art, is guilty of too much bad taste, and

^or /„ T"^
terrors not to authorise a belief in its decadence,nore or less advanced, which it will serve no useful purpose to con-

t,,ZTT r"' "'"'.l
assuredly hit the blot on modern French

llUre. ifS nop inn ortfl foil „« „« -,_i 1_- 1 ™ „ . .
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ceal."

iml.:> i
•;------ ^.w ^...oL .loouieuiy iin; me Diot on moaern X'rench

Sratior.iV''''''"" r'^ f^'V"^
'^^ ^^*' ^^'-^"^ "° ''»°""t °f superS£ of Loul xff v"^ P°"{«1'T° «"" '^''"^'^''l °- "'re. Since the^ ot J.0U1S XIV., France has been endowed with very few examnles

;^^^^^eJia^^(Mn^^ from mere caprice, with the pretension of

>^t5:'i1;,';S;^,*'3:'Xrie'!'
"'"'"' 't^'^ArcliUectarc. Par K. Tisi. Paris : E.

being original or copies by literal imitators, devoid of perception andthe powers of adaptation
; and a prevailing taste incompat ble withthe recognised rules of jcsthetics, and which, in the absence of a f^press, no critical tribunal can correct.

To the ol.iections that the architect is obliged to consult theexigencies of landlord and tenant, that a house is not built for a publicmonument, and that a man may build as he pleases, it is repliecL withgreat truth and justice, that although these allegations may be true the
architect who has a knowledge of his art will discover means to triumnh
over most of the difficulties, for the precepts of art arc not rigid and
invariable, but possess a certain elasticity, which, to know how to profit
by, IS one of the quahties of an artist. If a hou.se is not intended tobe an architectural work, and therefore to be withdrawn from criticism
Its style and character should evidently be of the simplest and least
pretentious kind. But if it is decorated with orders, and exhibits in
the fa(;ade a mass of elaborate ornaments, then docs it pretend to be an
architectural work, and is amenable to criticism. There are certain
exigencies of climate. No less imperious in Paris than in London are
the requirements of retail trade, which year by year grows more pre-
posterous in both capitals. Across the Channel the entresol and shop
beneath are can-ied on slender cast-iron columns, so wide apart that the
superstructure, rarely less than five stories in height, lack the appear-
ance of solidity, though it may be substantial in reality; and this appear-
ance IS essential to a work of architecture. Then again, if lofty
Mansard roofs are necessary, it is absurd to make the windows therein
more elaborately decorated than those in the facade. This cannot be
the fault or suggestion of a money-saving landlord; and, as the writer
says, wliatjustihes the assertion as to the decadence of French architecture,
IS the repetition of the same errors—quite gratuitous, spontaneous, and
unjustihable—in the majority of the new fagades. It is impossible to
believe that the elements of composition and harmonious proportions,
and the style of the details, are imposed upon the architect by any
landlord whatsoever. Moreover, arcliitecturc of dilTerent periods and
various styles may be seen in the same facade. Here, Greek andKoman mixed up together, there, a combination of Greek. Gothic, and
even Saracenic; and, elsewhere, the phases of Medieval jumbled with
Ureek, as in M. Labrouste's new building in front of the Louvre for
the Maine of the first ai-rondissment. The great ambition seems to be
not so much to build that which is good as that which is novel. Much
therefore, is simply capricious, and not in the slightest degree artisticA capital unlike any that has been seen, is prized, but it is particularly
to the elaboration of novel corbels and modillions that the efforts ofirench architects are directed, and if their achievements in this respect
are original, they are also very often supremely ridiculous. The eaf-er-
ness and constant straining after novelty generally ends in absurdityand artistic bathos. In the reign of Louis XIV. a prize was offered
tor the discovery of a French order of architecture, just as we here arehankering after a new style of English architecture and Victorian
Uothic. i he I- rench architects of that day cudgelled their brains, likethe competitors for the Foreign Office, to produce something fresh and
original, ihe result was a gradual reduction from anew style to a new
capital m ^vhIch the acanthus leaves were replaced by ostrich featherswith the nbbons and ornaments of the Royal Orders of Knighthood
interlaced with a crown decorated with fleurs-de-lis, and a rismg sun
placed m the centre of the abacus.

°

,,
I'lie writer has given a list of the solecisms, barbarisms, and blunders

that disfigure modern French buildings, and which is amusino- and
instructive. Ihe most remarkable are—Doorways very little hi-rherthan they are broad, and doorways from three to four times tTieir
breadth in height

; arcades three times as high as they are broad, and
arcades three times as broad as they are high, so Uiat in this last
instance, two and three windows in the upper stories correspond to onearcade; and arcades with the centre pier containing a doorway sur-mounted by a pediment, the ends whereof fill the augles of the twoarches

;
windows a square and a half in height, to pcnitit of the con-

struction of a large cornice with frieze, modtlUons, and even a pedi-

tT2
^"Jows four squares in height, without comice, or even cAam-

T.Z-.:
'"ck of space; wmdows piled one above another,-andforming an .«,emWe from top to bottom; and one wmdow liahting'twoand thiee stones, as in the new Louvre; chamfered doonvays andwmdows, no matter the style of architecture ; cornices supported by

attic wii^l'
P'^^'"^"*'

^'i'?*'^^
<=«"*•« ^^"^''^ «^ay, and fixed to the

heavy atHe'r' ^l^^^
""<= P^dijnent to two windows in the same floor;

ven^L nlnL ^? ",7°" tljo cornices of windows, and in the samjVLiticaf plane, the whole carried on corbels; eolumus belon^in- to noknown order; Done columns often diameters, and Corinthian Columns
of fiom seven to eight diameters in height ; Corinthian intercolumnia-

,X'fi^r°f r,''"^'
^"°"^" areostyle, with the columns detached;

pilasters dwarfed, and at other times equal to the height of several
stories, sometimes intersected by balconies, and in others ornamentedwith compartments, in which almost every geometrical figure may be
louna

;
dwarfed and gigantesque columns and pilasters intermixed

;
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pilasters suspended from capitals without shafts or bases ; arcliitravcs

Lroken and twisted to make room for windows, capricious projections

and useless niches; mouldings without reason, and bossages tliat are

impossible ; want of proportion and relation between the parts and

between them and the ensemble ; palpable anachronisms ; details copied

from the finest works of the past, and placed beside others of the most

trumpery and fantastic character, and sculptured oi-naments introduced

without reference to propriety—such is the lonjr bill of indictment

which the author presents against modern French architecture, and

which, unfortunately, is under the mark.

FRF.XCII AND FLEMISH GALLERY, PALL MALL.

THE seventh annual collection of pictures at this Gallery lias, within

these few davs, been opened to the public. Mr. Gambart, the spirited

proprietor, bus this year been to Bulgiiun as well as to Paris for liis in-

teresting specimens of" foreign art. This proceeding may account for the

more numerous display of pictures of equal merit, altogether forming a

collection more than usually instructive and entertaining. We arc happy,

bowcTcr, to find that tlio greater number of works of art now brought

together are chiefly from the French school, which is, in our estimation,

much more advancel in the philosophy of pictorial art than its more

painstaking and patient cbiborators of surfaces from Belgium. Besides

which, our pleasure is increased by observing that all the established

favorites at this Gallery are generally in full force. Mdlle. liosa Bonheur

contributes two small pictures, entitled respectively the " Mare and Foal,"

and "Fawns in a Cover," both very good spocimensof her talents, although

the canvasrs cannot boast of very large dimensions. Tlie picture of the

" Mare and Foal " is treated with at legist the usual excellence of this

artiit. The sky is rather heavy in ton?, but contribute< to the admir.able

effect of light which pervades the whole sc.ne; the Ian Iscape part is exe-

cuted with all the breadth and truth of her former and larger works, an<l

the exact imitation of nature is arrived at by purely artistic and strictly

legitimate means. A grout) of rabbits, by Juliette Bonhenr, is delightfully

painted, and quite a lesson in tasteful treatment to English artists, who
live by producing similar subjects in a very inferior style of art. A
procession of ducks, from the same pencil, deserves equal admiration.

The "Reapers," by Jules Breton, is one of those rur.il subjects which

French artists alone treat in so elevated and chiiste a style, and take a

path in which we know of no English painter who can follow them. At
the same time that the French may be admired for that elevated style in

wliijh they treat rustic figures in rural scenes, and those employed in field

occupations, they pivc erjnally great elevation of sentiment to groups by the

science of composition. Of "this style of art is "The Cliuich Porch,

Brittany." The artist has shown the outside of a small village church,

and we may assume from its being entirely full, that a number of peasants

are obliged to listen at the porch and perform their devotions in the open

air. The drawing of these figures is not in the elegant manner which dii -

tinguishcs those just mentioned, and any artistic character they possess

beyond ordinary nature is derived from the vigorous and painter-like style,

in which their forms and dresses are expressed. But the great and superior

effect ofthe picture as compared with what an ordinary painter would make
of such a subject, depends upon the skilful manner in which the masses are

divided and arranged, and the forcible and broad distribution of shadow,'

relieved by sharp light ; the whole presenting an effect of solemnity

earnestncsD, and devotion, which can only be obtained by the application

of the liighest principles of art, suggested by the mind of a well-trained

genius.

Among the gems is a small picture, by Henrietta Browne, of a " Sister

of Blercy writing ;" it is painted in that large and simple style, for which

her works are so much admired. This is pure nature, and the art is en-

tirely concealed. The small landscape, by Desjobert, is, on the contrary,

nature simplified by art, the painter as it were pruning redundancies, for-

malising the contours of his objects for the purpose of presenting the

effects of Hght, shade and atmosphere alone, to the attention of the spectator.

" The Naturalist," by Dubasty is of that class of art in which the patient

labor of the artist is prominently forced upon the notice of the observer.

Here everything is minute and conventional, being direct imitation of all

the objects represented as mere mediums for the display of tedious mani-
pulation; and the result is that the painter draws notice upon himself in-

stead of exciting interest for his picture. The bead and hands of the old

man are, however, so much more finished than the accessories as to destroy

the unity of the general treatment.

Instead of wasting time upon this meretricious style of art, we would
recommend the pictures by such men as Duverger and Frcre. Of the

works by the former we would record our admiration of the beautifully

apparent simplicity in the arrangement and pencilling of the " Visit to

the Diary," in which the figures act so unconscious of observation, and the

entire scene is executed so cleverly as to be quite charming. The lady hand-

ing a bowl of milk to achild, is most graceful, and at the same time without

the slightest affectation. But of the two pictures by this delightful artist we
prefer the " Visit to the Nurse." Here we have, perhaps, the same lady

as the mother come to see the child, but although the peasant wonum, the

nurse, endeavours to direct its attention to the real mother, the child, true

to its habits, runs towards the only mother which it knows, with out-

stretched arms. A boy belonging to the rustic family looks at the

neglected mother with an expression which it is hard to describe, but pro-

bably he is curious to sec how (to him) so fine a lady will tr.ke the neglect

of her child. This picture is rather low in tone, but the figures are

adndrably drawn, and the accessories are painted in .an unostentatious

and truthful feeling, which we should be happy to see prevail more gene-

rally than the gaudy style of coloring employed in these simple subjects

by English painters. The pictures by Edward Frero deserve to be also

studied for the same reason. The "Boys Sliding" is a very artistic

production. The group rushing on while one boy has fallen down, is

drawn very correctly, and with great spirit. The two little girls looking

timidly on are models of simple nature, giving increased motion by their

quiettide, to the headlong youngsters tearing past them through the snow,

and this reckless career is still more increased by the old man in the

distance stooping, and evidently going slowly on his way in a contrary

direction. There is, perhap?, a moral intended, by his road lying through a
graveyard, as a contrast to the thoughtless urchins in the forcgroumi. This

picture is also appropriately colored, and the boys' dresses come darkly

and dingily off from the purely white snow. In " The Morning Prayer in

Brittany," three boys are represented kneeling on a bench inside a very
bumble cottage ; but simple as the subject is, it is full of feeling and
breadth of treatment, besides being remarkably harmonious in the broken
tints on the furniture and other accessories . The " Young Drummer
taking his Ltinch," is still more simple in its arrangement, but very
artistically treated, and the lesson on the flageolet has all the artless

attention in the puivil which was so much admired in a picture by the

same artist last season, entitled, " A Lesson on the Drum," and Theodora

Frere sends several of his well-known views from Egypt and Jerusalem.
" Forbidden Fruit," by Ilennebcrg, has much merit as a painting, but

in reference to the subject, a less severe and gloomy tone of coloring, wo
think, woidd have been more suitable. It is a comic subject. A lout of a

fellow, whom in plain English we should call a regular " chaw-bacon," is

enjoying an apple, holding out bis hand for another, to obtain which a

young girl who seems delighted with the pleasure of stealing the fruit,

pulls down a branch for the purpose. But the sport will be of short

duration, as the garile champijtic is approaching with a thick stick, and the

ill-favored son of Adam will presently feel the cudgel on his shoulders.

In the landscape department, of course, Entile Lambiret takes the lead.

It is difficult to decide which of his nine pictures is the most to be pre-

ferred. They all differ either in the arrangement of light, the eilect of

atmosphere, or the style of composition, but each according to the intention

of the artist is very learnedly treated, the elevated poetry of daylight

generally pervades the scene— whether on the Seine, in Normandy or at

Windsor- The delightful quietude of country life reigns truly paramount
—whether over the harvest field, near the brook with the rustic plank

across it, around the boy fishing from under the willow, or above the

empty punt reflected in the smooth and silent water. The two views by
Theodore Kousseau, of "Banks of the Loire" and a "View near Barbisou,"

are very clever productions. The latter is an excellent piece of extensive

meadow land, and the undisturbed space is suggestive of agreeable

solitude.

Jules Veyrassat exhibits several pictures of horses towing barges, going

to the fair, "or crossing the river in a ferry-boat. They arc all painted in

his usually firm and decided style. Of cattle subjects, Troyon's large

gallery picture, entitled " Cattle Kcturning to the Farm" takes the lead.

There is a great deal of masterly painting in it, and the general arrange-

ment displays considerable learning. The distant landscape is perhaps

heavy in tone and undecided in character, but it relieves the animals very

eiTectivcly, and renders prominent the breadth of style in which they are

painted. There are four other subjects by the same artist, all partaking

of his usual excellence, and are composed with his accustomed variety and
taste.

There are two pictures, by Meissonier, at the post of honor which lie

annually occupies. We cannot say that we like either of them so well as.

most of their predecessors in the same part of the gallery. There is, how-
ever, much character in " Vandcrmeulen at his Easel," and it is more clear

in the coloring than that of"I'embrandt in his Studio," hanging immedi.ately

above it, the general tone of which is somewhat opaque, aiul it is not so

successfully executed. French artists have no real feeling for ships, and

the sea-piece by Jules Noel, is no exception to the rule. " La Bretagne,"

on board of which, the catalogue informs us, Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

is going, appears more like a ship-of-war in dock, than lioating on the

sea. This artist is more at home in " View near Etretat, Normandy," whicli

little fishing village, by the way, if faithfully represented in the picture,

has much imjiroved since we had the pleasure of seeing it. But the best

picture of all, from the same pencil, is a very spirited and artistic " View
of Lamor-in-tho-East." We also noticed a pleasing little picture by
Ilernnn Tenkatc, of "An Artist's Studio," painted in subdued tints, har-

moniously arranged, and three paintings by Felix Ziem, in his usuidly

dashing manner, of a "View in Egypt," "The Canel)icre, Marseilles," and
" The Golden Horn, Constantinople." L']>on the whole this Exhibition is

plentifully suiijdied with interesting pictures, and we, therefore, recom-

mend it to the attention of our readers.

Ituffuellt sApollo and Mai-syas.—The Marchese P. Selvatico, formerl)

Director of the Accadciuia di Belle Arti, at Venice, wlioni we find quoted asai

authority in Sir C. Eastlake's aimual reports, has enipliatieally declared th<

picture of Apollo and Marsyas, belonging to Mr. Morris Jloore, to be not onlj

obviously by Itnfi'aelle, but a singularly lieantiful and well jireseived spi:cinien o^
the incouipanvble master. He has also expressed his astonishmint how such ii

work sliould leave England at a time when the Director of the linglisli N,-itJ(m;i

'

Gallery is expending vast sums on inferior pictures, such as the " I'ifani I':

Veronese," "The I'auuly of Dnrius," &e., &c.
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LONDON SEWAGE.*

ON the ostablishmcnt of (he Metropolitan Hoard of Works and the

publication of Mr. BazalKCtte's repeatedly modified and amended

schemes, we contended, then almost sin.Kle-handeil, against the stupendous

follyofspendino- three or four millions of money to cast theasliesof thcfood

of London only a few miles lower down the Thames than wherethey at pre-

sent find their outfall. At tlie period referred to, eminent engmeers insisted

that rivers were the natural drains of town.*, and tliey copied the Cas-

tilian monk in extolling the wisdom which ordered that rivers should flow

by cities. They went even further, and maintained that fceeal matters in

running streams were instantaneously rendered innocuous, if not agreeably

perfumed, and they as well as several members of the Board of Works

declared that sewage could never be profitably applied to land or deodor-

iaed. We have outlived these heresies. The Thames took the nose of the

House of Commons, althoiigli the advocates of the river's purity could

never obtain the ear of the House, and unmistakeably showed that sewage

did stink wlien put into running streams, and that they were not the proper

receptacles for filth. On the other hand cliemical science has proved in the

first place that sewage may be disinfected, which is better than being deo-

dorised, and that the ashes of food must be returned to the soil to produce a

fresh supply of food. Rather in advance, perhaps, of the times, we went into

these matters fully, and the kindly recci.tion we met with from the public

showed that wo had liit the right vein. Since then we have refrained from

recurring to the subject so often as we might have done, as if we hail

kept company with our contemporaries, and the dawning mtelhgence ot

eminent engineers, we should have repeated ourselves, and been gni ty of

unpardonable intrnsion upon the indulgence of the reader. The publica-

tion, however, of the works mentioned below, affords an opportunity and

warrant for doing what we confess we have long had an inclination to do-
again directing the reader's attention to the importance of obtaining a

profitable application of London sewage.

Mr. K. S. Burn is too well known and appreciated for it to bo necessary

that we should say whatever statements are published under his direction

receive such careful investigation and testing as to acquire fresh weight

and authority, and Mr. Mechi's e.-cpcrimental flirining is conducted so

openly and succcssfullv that we may accept his deductions as facts. We
make, therefore, no apology for citing various data from both works,

many of which are borrowed, as is inevitable from other authorities.

Dr Voelcher, quoted by Mr. R. S. Burn, shows that liquid manure in

contact with soil, undergoes a number of chemical changes, which are

greater in the case of cl.iy and calcareous soils than in that of sandy soils.

To the first it parts with a considerable quantity of ammonia, potash, and

phosphoric acid, and to sandy soils with a less quantity of these substances.

With the exception of purely sandy soils, liquid manure leaves tlie greater

portion of all the most valuable fertilising matters in the generality of soils.

Dr Perkins in the "Causation and Prevention of Disease," gives the yearly

•value of London .«olid and liquid manure, based chiefly upon the researches

of Liebig The Doctor founds his calculations upon a metropolitan popula-

tion of two millions and a half, but as it was estimated to be increased by

another quarter of a million, in the middle of 18.58, we will call it 3,000,000

for the sake of round numbers, and which it will doubtless be before the

arterial drainage scheme is completed.

Now 100,000 persons cive in the year 24,440 tons of solid and liquid

manure, containing 7-38 fons of nitrogen, sufficient to manure 50,000 acres.

The metropolitan population of three millions would produce annually

73.3 200 tons of manure, containing 22,140 tons of nitrogen—the quantity

sufficient for 1,.500,000 .acres of whe.it land, and the value of the nitrogen

alone would be X3C0,00O, to say nothing of the earthy pliosphates, alka ine,

and neutral salts, together with the solid and organio matter, the whole

of which is useful to plants. In Flanders, Mr. Chadwick says the value

of excreta is estimated at £1 173. annually. Dr. Parkin reduces it to

£1 1.5s and this would give the value of the London manure at £o,2oO,000,

to which must be added the full proportion of liquid manure that, according

to Dr Parkins, quoting Professor Johnson, would be worth £6,090,000, at

the rate of £2,230 for every 223 tons produced in a year by each 1,000

inhabitants. Professors Hembstadt and Schubler show, by carefully con-

ducted experiments, that whereas the yield from seed without manure

was three-fold the quantity sown, it was increased to twelve times by

manuring with urine, and to fourteen times by manuring with e.xcreta,

while the quantity of gluten was increased enormously ;
so that a pound

of wheat raised on land manured with liquid excreta would be thrre-fold

more nourishing than that produced on land manured with stable litter.

Professor Playfair calculated that a pound of liquid excreta will yield a

pound of wheat, and if all the liqui>l manure of London were collected and

applied to agriculture, there would result 2,640,000 additional quarters of

wheat, or about one-fifth of what we are compelled to import annually from

abroad. Lastly, Dr. Parkins, adding to this the value of solid manure,

estimates the yearly worth of London sewerage at a sum which, for the

prospeclivo population, would amount to £10,038,600

If the reader's breath is not taken away at the prospect of the enormous

wealth which runs to waste in our sewers—that henceforth might be

called, as they ought to be made, streams of Pactolus— we entreat him to

reflect that those figures are none of ours, or of any anonymous writer.

They are the logical deductions of the most eminent men of science of the day

—of Liebeg, Playfair, Johnson, and otliers-and there is no reason to doubt

their accuracy. No one gainsays the existence of this wealth ;
the only

• "Year- nook of Agricultural Facts," for 1850. Edited by Robert Scott Burn.

W. Blackwood, and i<ons London and Edinburgli. AM„rm<in
"On the .Sewafjeof Towns as it Aflecta British Agriculture." By Mr. Alderman

Uechi. Jones and Causlou, Loudon.

difficulty is to get at it ; and we have that faith in human ingenuity and

n progress to believe many years will not elapse before "the way how todo

it
" will be discovered. The cost of recovering this wealth may be great,

but so long as the jirocess leaves a profit the pro.spect is encouraging.

The prize is ten millions sterling running into the sea every year—

a

greater amount tluan will be produced by the tcnpcnny income tax, and a

greater amount than is obtained by all the gold exported from Australi.i.

The problem to be solved is, to obtain the most economical and least

offensive means of applying sewage to land, and the prize ought to tempt

all the inventive spirits of the age, for it is the most magnificent ever

offered, far exceeding the dreams of the alchemist, since it relates to the

transmutation of tons of filth into gold by simply allowing nature to do

the work.
, , ,^. , .

The extreme dilution of sewage from our more cleanly habits during the

last forty years, instead of being an obstacle, if, in reality, a help to the

cheap application of sewage to land from the little cost and great facility

with which it may be endowed with powers of locomotion. Mr. Mechi

truly says, the re.al difficulty does not consist in conveying sewage to the

field's, but in conveying to the agricultural mind the conviction that it will

be profitable, and in overcoming the fastidious delicacy of certain emascu-

lates who congregate at the Board of Works. Assuming that fifteen

millions of us live in cities, and tliat the ashes of our food are equal to the

manure of twenty millions of sheep, what, the worthy Alderman asks,

would farmers say if, after feeding these flocks oflf the land, every particle

of the manure was daily thrown into the sea? The Earl of Essex's farming

balance-sheet shows a net profit of £1 16s. 6d. per acre resulting from one

sewage dressing, after deducting expenses of sewage, including 10 per cent.

for interest of capital, and Mr. Mechi's clear gain on his small farm of 170

acres has been £C0O a year. The Earl of Essex pays £50 a-year to the town

ofWatford for the sewage ofa population of 4,000. With these data let us en-

deavour to ascertain what profit would accrue to the metropolis from the

disposal of the sewage. £50 per annum for each 4,000 head of population

would produce an annual income of £37,500, nearly equivalent to a rate of

a penny in the pound :— or, at the rate of 3 per cent, interest, would represent

a capital of one and a quarter million sterling, that is to say, nearly half

the total cost of the intercepting sewers. This possible economy ought

surely to weigh with our municipal authorities, and excite them to

make every effort to obtain a market for Ix)ndon sewage. But as the

contents of the metropolitan sewers, from horse-droppings, granite

detritus, and other sources, are infinitely richer in fertilizing elements

than can possibly be those of Watford, the sewage royalty ought to be

considerably raised, and doubtless would be so in the course of time.

Next we have to consider what would be the value of the land to whicii

the sewage was applied. If we judge by the grass lands at Edinburgh,

the increase yield would be enormous, and the profit in proportion. We
are quite willing to admit the force of the objection that the application ot

non-deodorised sewage in the immediate vicinity of centres ot popiilation,

would be disagreeable, although the evidence on the Earl of Essex a farm

shows the soil to be the most rapid and efficient disinfectant yet known.

Still where sewage is to be applied to soils, it might be as well and would

certainly increase its manurial value, to introduce into the receptacles into

which it drained, and from which it would have to bo pumped over the

land, a due proportion of lime water.

Even at the risk of coming into the category of castle builders, we will

ask the reader to imagine what the Hollanders would ilo in our place, or

even the much-abused Chinese. That every acre of sand upon our

coasts would be inclosed from the sea, where practicable, and fertilised

with the refuse of our cities by these industrious people, is positive. It the

lord mayor and aldermen of London were Dutchmen instead of unready

and improvident Saxons, their first care would be to apply some portion of

their revenues to increase the food-yielding area of the kingdom. .Now trom

Mucking Creek, where ultimately the outfall of London sewage is to be, in

all probability, and according to the previsions of Mr. 'riiwaites, stretches

a vast expanse of sand along the northern bank of the lhames,ra5t bouth-

d, round Shoeburyness, and then turns to the northward m front ot

mlness Island, where it forms the Maplin Sands. Were we so fortuna e

to be governed by Dutchmen, we can fancy how wistfully they would

)k at these sands, never ceasing in their endeavours until the hungry sea

end, round Shoeburyness, and then turns to the northward m front ot

Foulness Island, where it forms the Maplin Sands. AVere we so fortunate

as I

look !•„ ...^o- „ ., c , . . /. . . ,„
had been expelled Irom them, and they were converted into tat l)a|t"re-

lands. The Dutchmen would first ascertain the direction of the sand-drift

in the sea, and they would then lay hurdles and faggots, weighted with

stones to intercept the drift and cause the sand to deposit. In a short

time the sands would rise above the level of any but the highest springtides.

While this operation was going on, the t/eins excavated m the constrtiction

of the tunnel sewers would be carried down over the Southend railway,

which stops within the 3 miles of the Maplin Sands, and deposited on the

top of them to raise the surface still higher above the sea level and lorm

asoil a few inches in depth, or the debris would be laid on the top ofthe taggots

to form an embankment intended to prevent the overflow of tliese.i. it is

more th.an probable that the (/ciriXfroni the excavations ottlie tunnel sewers

would suffice to form an embankment completely inclosing the sands ana o

overlie their surface to a depth of some inches. Ihis oi'<^''f''°° .fV"'f
scarcely be considered costly, as it would afford a means of b'ettinrf '',:„'

the soil, respecting which there must be some difliculty under exisliug

circumstances
sand enclosed

of London sev-^-. - .

clay, would instantly disinfect and take up all tlie

ments from the sewage. The sands would be
,V'"f/"";"''^,^J°^°f

pasture lands of unrivalled richness. Or should the application ot

I, respecting which there must be s«'''= '''ffi^''^
""'''^f,'^i'""3

itances. We will now suppose that our Dutchmen haie a'lre^ ot

iiclosed; their next care would be to divert on '» •

.«'«j''X
don sewage. The debris spread over the sur ace be. g mos ly
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the drbris not ba practicable, tlicn it would be sufficient to cause the
wnd to nccumuhite by catch lines of faggots or hurdles and to dis-

charge the sewage on the sands, over the whole surface, witliont taking
more trouble in the matter. As time went on, the solid sewage matters
would unite with the sand,—for the solid matters in London sewage are

sutficient to cover 600 acres yearly, with a deposit to tlie depth of two
incUc?,— and form a soil eminently favorable for the production of grasses,

which would soon spring up. A'cgetation would consolidate the whole sur-

face, and retain whatever sand or solid matter might bo washed over it,

thus by degrees gradually raising the level. At Maplin Sands 25,000 acres

might be easily reclaimed in this way, and watered with I.«ndon sewage.
They would then equal the Prcs Salees of the French coast, which are
nothing more than sand overspread with alluvial deposits, and the cele-

brated Edinburgh fields which are simply sands watered with sewage.
When the Maplin Sands reached to this degree of fertility they could pro-

duce a yearly rental of half a million. The prospect is seducing, and
does not seem impracticable. Would it not be worth while to have a muni-
cipal revolution after the iiishion of 1688, and to invite a Dutchman to

mount the civic throne.

RESTORATION OF DURn^VM CATHEDRAL.
rrE cathedral at Durham is at once one of the largest and most remark-

able buildings of the kind in the kingdom, and displays fair examples
of the various phases of Gothic architecture, from tlie Norman period
down to thiit of the Perpendicular, and fin.illy the Debased.
The massive nave and its accompanying aisles form a ponderously

magnific ex.imple of Norman, and the galilco one of transitional detail of

a more ornate character. The " nine altars " nt the eastern end will yield

to none in England as a sample of Early English, witli its bold ribbed
roof groining, effective mouldings, and peculiar enrichments. The choir
is of the Decorated j>erio,l, and the great central tower Perpendiculiir.

Unlike the earl^' history of many of our cathedrals, the origin of which
can only be obscurely traced in the annals of tradition, that of Durham
happily does not labor tmder such a disadvantage. According to Mr.
R. W. Billings, who some years ago wrote a brief historical and descrip-
tiTC sketch of the building, the cathedral owes its origin to its patron,
Saint Cuthbert (who was Bishop of Lindisfarne from A.D. 615 to 688),
and subsequently founded by his devoted followers. The Norman portion
of the edifice to which we have-alluded was commenced 1095, after which
the monks built the choir, with its aisles and transepts ; and in 1128
Bishop Flambard finished the nave to the springing of the groined vault-
ing, also the walls of the aisles. Subsequently to tlie death of this bishop,
the monks, with indefatigable zeal, again commenced their 0])crations,
and between 1129 and 1333 roofed the nave and vaulted the aisles. The
chnpter-hou5e (which was so ruthlessly destroyed by " old James AVyatt,"
about 1790) was completed by Bishop Rufus, in the year 1140; and
between the latter date and 1244 Bishop Pudsey ami Prior Jlelsonby built
the galiUe, and completed the groining of the nave and south transept
(according to John Carter, the antiquary), under the auspices of Bishop
Poore. The noted "chapel of the nine altars," as it is termed, was also
completed, under the direction of Poore, about 1240. The later i)ortions
of the edifice, including the great central tower, the cloisters, deanery
kitchen, bishop's throne, and altar screen (the two latter of which are
ctceedingly elaborate in their details, displaying exquisite examples of
carving in stone), were completed about 1437, during the several adminis-
trations of Priors Houton and Forcer, Bishops Hatfield, Skirlaw, and
Cardinal Langley.

In the ca?e of Durham Cathedral the old architects and builders with all
their sagacity and forethought, made a similar mistake as that which we
now so niucli deplore at the Houses of Parliament, by selecting a soft
friable stone found in the neighbourhood, which was ill-adapted to resist
the corrosive atmospheric influences of a keen northern clime, and
there being no indurating process in those early days to arrest its
dilapiilation, it began to exhibit symptoms of disintegration to a Large
extent, as early as 1416, between which year and 1445, Prior AVessington
expended vast sums in the repairs of the Cathedral.
No doubt the repairs effected under the direction of Wessington were

carried out in the proper spirit, and very different to the villanous system
punned by Wyatt, Ebdon, and Atkinson in more modern times.
Wyatt commenced a general repair, if repair it may be called, in 1775,

and continued until 1795, and during the twenty years of his dictatorship
the most deplorable havoc was made with various parts of the building,
including the originally fine western towers, the whole north side of the
church, and the entire east end of the nine altars. The execrable system
of Wyatt was a species of chiselUng process, removing about 4 inches of
masonry from the whole surface, instead of actually restoring the decayed
portions to their original form. Fortunately however, .after twenty years
of spoliation, during which thousands of pounds were most injudiciously
spent, Wyatt was suddenly stopped, mainly through the instrumentality
of John Carter, the justly -celebrated antiquary, and others, who success-
fully raised a furious clamonr about his further proceedings.
The next repair was that of the upper portions of the great central

tower by Atkinson, the architect, inventor or discoverer of the cement
that now bears his name, and we presume on the principle that there is
" nothing like leather," Mr. Atkinson adopted his favorite cement, believing
no doubt in his own mind that it was better than stone. The result was
of course a failure, and the moulding), crockets, &c., fixed some fifty
years since, have long mouldered to dust.
The restorative compo work of this tower, which has so signally failed,

is that portion of the Cathedral to which Mr. Scott is at present directing

his attention, and which, when completed, will bo of the most satisfactory

description. Mr. Scott is ably assisted by Jlessrs. Walton and Robson,
as resident architects, specially engaged by the Dean and Chapter in

carrying out the works ; the contractor is Mr. Thomas Wiuter, of

Durham, who has contrived a very ingenious apparatus for hoisting both
the materials and men during the operations. It consists of a small engine,

which lifts a sort of iron cage, sliding on two wire ropes in a slanting

direction, so as to clear the side aisles. The various carvings in stone have
been entrusted to Mr. R. Beall, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The works
were commenced in the spring of last year, and are expected to be com-
pleted in about four months from the present time. We trust, however,
when they are finished, that the Dean and Chapter will continue their

restorations gradually, as the dilapidation-funds admit, and proceed with
other portions of the Cathedral. The stone employed is of admirable
quality and color, and is supplied from the quarries at Prudliam, neat
Hexham, NorthumI>erland, the local stone having, as we think, been very
judiciously rejected by Mr. Scott, as being so liable to decay.

In noticing the restoration now in hand wo may state in reference to the

great central tower, that recent discoveries have proved that it had been
the intention of tlie original architect of the structure to terminate it in a
similar manner to that of St. Nicholas church, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, viz.,

with a lantern sustained by stone ribs in the form of an Imperial crown.

Had this been done it would unquestionably have formed the most im-
posing object of the kind in Europe. Even that at Newcastle on a small

scale is yet unrivalled, although several attempts have been made to

imitate it, all of which have failed. Amongst these we have one in London
and another in Edinburgh. We regret to learn that it is not the intention

of the dean and chapter of Durham to carry out the original design, we
presume in consequence of the ways and means not being forthcoming.

To give our readers a succinct idea of the ecclesiastical establishment at

Durham, we may state that it consists of the cathedral, including the
galilee and nine .altars, in connexion with which is the chapter-house,
deanery, library, cloisters, refectory, dormitory, prebends' houses, and
other necessary appendices. As a matter of course since the decadence of

the Roman Catholic religion and the dissolution of the monasteries, the
refectory and dormatory have lost their ancient prestige, and have been
diverted from their original purposes.
The totivl length of the catliedral, including the galilee at the west end,

and the nine altars at the east, is 502 feet. The nave is 205 feet 4 inches
long by 61 feet 1 inch wide. The choir, to the eastern wall of the nine
altars, is 174 feet 10 inches in length by 77 feet 2 inches in width. The
north and south transepts, measuring across the area of the great central

tower, are 178 feet by 33 feet 7 inclies, the width being exclusive of two
narrow aisles at their eastern sides. The cloisters have an internal area
of 145 feet 6 inches by 144 feet 10 inches, and in the centre is a pent-
angular planned stone fountain. The old dormitory, built by Bishop
Skerlaw between the years 1388 and 1495, is ofenormous size, and presents
a very curious example of ancient architecture. It is 193 feet 7 inches in

length, having underneath its whole area a vaulted crypt. The chapter-
house is circular towards its eastern end; it is 77 feet long by 18 feet wide.

ntOrOSKD CKYSTAL rALACE FOK THE TEOrLE AT
MU.S\VELL IIII-L.

OX Thursday evening a public meeting of the inhabitants of Farringdon-ward
Witlioiitwas hekl in Farringdon Hall, Snow-hill, for llie purpose of hearing

explanations of the objects and prospects of the Great Nortliciu I'ulace Company.
Tlu! procecdinjfs of the meeting were similar in character to those of a previous
pnlhering held for the same purpose, on Monday evening, at liainslmry Hall.
iBlingtou, and which will be found reported in another column. The elabor.ito plans
of the proposed structure, prepared by Mr. Owen Jonks, were exhibited in tiie room.

Sir Ja.mks Duke, Hart, M.l*., presided over the meeting, which was a numerous
and influential one. In introducing the business of the meeting, the Chairman
expressed the pleasure he felt In promoting the movement for the establishment of
tlie proposed palace at Muswell-hill, because it was one which deeply all'ected the
interests of the inhabitants of the ward.
The meeting was addressed by Mr. JouN Mastebman, Sir CHAni.E8 Fox, and

Jlr. Owen Jones, who explained at some length tlie objects and prospects of the
Northern Palace Company.—Mr. Hahi.ewood gave some details respecting the pre-
sent and anticipated financial position of the Company.—Captain B.vhlow next
addressed the meeting in support of tlie objects of the Company.
Mr. Deputy JiARNAHD moved, and Mr. liuTciiEn seconded, the first resolution :—
" That this meetinf; considers the proposed Palace of the People at Muswell-hlU

to be deserving of public support, as the means of providing healthful, pliysical, and
mental recreation for vast numbers of the population of the city of Loudon, and its
northern, western, and eastern suburbs."
Carried unanimously.
The following were the otlier resolutions of the meeting ;

—

" That the site of the palace will offer peculiar facilities of access to a large range
of country by the Great Northern, Great Western, North Loudon. Eastern (.ounUes,
and IJlackwall railways, as well as to the heart of the city of London by the
Metropolitan Kailway from its station in Victoria-street, Farringdon."
And—
"That this meeting heartily approves of the establishment of the (jrcat Northern

Palace Company, for the construction of a Palace for the People at Muswell-hlll,
aud pledges itself to support the undertaking."

Exeter.—Early in December last a limited competition was invited
by the directors of the Devon and Cornwall Bank, Pljniouth, for a new banking
house for the branch at Exeter, to be erected in the Cathedral close, where the
directors have purchased the site of the late residence of C Turner, Es(/.,Iiavuig
about 41 feet frontage to the close, and 00 feet in depth. The plans were sent iu
on the 1st of February. On (Saturday, the 17th inst., the directors adopted the
design bearing the motto " Aviii In Jin," Messrs. Kennedy and Rogers, London
and Bangor, Architects. The adopted design carries no preiniuni, but J per cent,
is to be paid the architects for can-viiig it out. The first premium £10 10s. was
awarded to the design initialed "M. J. B. A." and the second of£'>Os.to " Use."
It is considered that the premia are very poor, as the site presented great diffi-

culties and the labor demanded was great.
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NEW PUBLIC WORKS IN THE rRENCM COLONIES AND
ALGERIA.

Ar.GEUIAN RAILWAYS.

FOR some years past the French Government has been desirous
(if introducing railways into Algeria, and English capitalists have

been, if not directly invited, at all events indirectly encouraged, to em-
bark in the undertaking. In the autumn of IS.'JS, while I'rince Napoleon
(Jerome) was Minister of the Colonics, great hopes were entertained that

a conimenceDient would bo made, and among the competitors were Sir

Samuel M. Peto, who is reported to luive expended £15,000 in preliminary
surveys ; anotlier Englisli party, at the head of which was Mr. Bidder,

and a Franco-English party represented by Mr. Manby .and Mr. Charles
Lafittc. A difference between the Prince-minister and the Council of

State, which last wished to reduce the amount of guaranteed interest, and
haggled over the difference between 4J and 4J per cent., prevented a
decision being arrived at, much to the disgust of the English parties who
liad been drawn into the business, as may be easily imagiued. The
Italian war may be said lo have given the coup de (jracc to the enterprise,

for though a Bill was submitted to the Legislative Body last year, it was
not proceeded with, or even reported upon as the preliminary stage. Now,
the aspect of affairs is altered. The conclusion of the commercial treaty

with England is viewed by the French Government as sure to restore

confidence, and a tendency to speculation, among the moneyed
classes of both countries. Accordingly, a new Bill has been prepared,
with certain important modifications, and, after being adopted by the
Council of State, is submitted to the Legislature for approval. The modi-
fications consist in the suppression of the clause in the first Bill, which
authorised the importation, free of duty, of foreign (English) iron, such
as rails, &c., intended to be employed in the construction of the railways

;—in a reduction of the tariff of fares wliicli the companies would be
authorised to charge ; in a deviation from the original line to Constantine,
and in the extension of the lines from Blidah to Algiers, and from St.

Denis-du-Sig to Oran,—and in the grant of a State subvention, together
with a new determination of the amount of capital on which the maximum
of the guaranteed interest is to be given.

With respect to the .abolition of the clause which admitted iron free of
duty, we cannot but think that it is most unwise, and will effectually

prevent English capitalists and railway contractors from meddling
with the enterprise. The total length of the Algerian railways is

115 miles. A single lino of rails, without sidings, would require

14,000 tons of rails, in round numbers, taking the weight at 25 lbs. tlie

running foot. As the reduced import duty is to be 70 francs the

ton, the Company would have to pay the French Custom House
£39,000 upon the rails before they could be laid. If we include
sidings and double lines, as provided for in the plans, the duty will

run up to £78,000, which agrees with the proportion allowed for

duty on the Constantine line. As tlie total cost of the railways is esti-

mated at £2,560,000, it follows that the import duty amounts to upwards
of 3 per cent, upon the capital. But the supreme ridiculousness of this

lirotective measure is that Government guarantees 5 per cent, interest

upon capital, or, in other words, upon the duty it levies on the importa-
tion of rails. In no shape will the money come out of the pockets of the
company or leaseholders of the railway. Government will have to pay
it— in fact, it does do so by a subvention of £180,000 ; and when that is

done, it will have to still guarantee interest upon it. We may laugh as

niucli as we please at the simpleton who thought to lengthen his blanket
by catting strips from the bottom and sewing them on to the top ; but he
was a very Solomon in comparison with M. Cliasseloup-Laubat (the

French Colonial Minister) and the Council of State, who concocted this

marvellous scheme, which takes £78,000 out of the pockets of the French
taxpayer to pay the protection duty on English rails. If we dwell upon
the blunder, it is to show how hypocritical .ind false are the professions of

commercial liberty made by the French Government. It is less liberal

in this particular instance than it was last year, for, to conciliate the

French ironmasters and protectionists, it taxes the capital of the Algerian
railway 3 per cent. It is to be hoped that Englishmen will show their

appreciation of this double dealing by leaving Frenchmen to find the
capital for these railways.

The deference to protection is openly avowed, for Government states

that the free admission of English rails into Algeria " would be a consider-

able prejudice to our (French) manufacturers, and this fear noticeably

manifested in the bosom of the Legislative body has appeared to the

Government sufficient motive to renounce it," and return to protection.

What say Messrs. Bright and Gladstone to this relapse into commercial
heresy after their extravagant laudation of the French Government ?

By an extraordinary stretch of liberalism, foreign railway contractors .are

to be permitted to import their building plant and tools to be employed in

the construction of the lines on condition of their being re-exported after the

works are terminated.
The railway from Constantino to the sea was originally estimated to

cost £1,760,000, and is to be 48 miles long, being at the rate of £36,660
the mile, sufficient to show the difficulties of the line, and the gigantic

character of the works to be executed. Subsequent surveys have indi-

cated a means of shortening the length of the last two tunnels near Con-
stantine by 1,01)3 yards, without sensibly increasing the length of the line.

The cost of excavating the tunnel was estimated at £70 10s. the lineal

yard, being the average of 35 tunnels in France, augmented by 30 per

cent, for the additional expense of working in Algeria. The saving will

therefore be £77,056, which we may call £80,000. On the other hand the

import duty on rails will increase the estimates by £32,'000, making the
,

new estimates for the line £1,712,000 or £35,666 the mile, on which the
maximim guaranteed rate of interest is to be given, and in this sum is

included the cost of 3,936 feet of tunnelling passing under Philippeville,

and serving to connect the railway with the sea, either at the harboar of
Philippeville or with the harbour of Stora.

The railway from Algiers to Blidah was originally intended to start
from the Mustapha basins, situated at 8,498 feet from the Place du
Government, which is the centre of the town, and at 3.280 feet from
the scarp at Bab-Azoun gate. This arrangement was adopted in con-
sequence of the difljcultics which offered to the introduction of a railway
within the town, and the great expense of building a station there.

But it had the disadvantage of placing the terminus very remote
from the city, the harbour, and the centre of business, whereby land
carriage for tliis distance would have to be resorted to, while the rapid
curve given to the line at Mustapha rendered that point very unfit for a
station. Under these circamstanccs it is determined to bring the station as
near to the Bab-Azoun gate as may be permitted by the exigencies for the
military defence of the place. The station will thus he brought nearer to

the town by 3,280 feet, and will be under the walls of Algiers. Lines are
to be laid down to the harbour quays to establish communication between
them and the main line. On arriving at Blidah, the line will pass within
3,952 feet of the gate of Bab-el-Sept. The length of the line will be
30 miles, and the cost £360,000, or £12,000 a mile ; but we believe the

earth-works have been already executed by the Government.
The railway from Oran to St. Denis-du-Sig was laid down in the first

surveys to start from the upper part of Oran, at about 300 feet above the

level of the sea, which would render the junction with the harbour costly

and difficult. Later surveys have shown the possibility of placing the

station, either on the quays, or at Karguentah, at a lower level, than was
first pointed out. By this last arrangement communication m.iy be easily

established with the quays, by a branch on which the gradient will be

3 feet in 100, as is employed at Marseilles, St. Germ.oin and Genoa. If

the station be placed on the quays of the harbour, the estimates will be
increased by £272,000, while it it be established at Karguentah, the aug-
mentation will be only £128,000, which the French Government has
adopted. The length of the line will be 37 miles, and the cost £488,000,

or at the rate of £13,190 the mile.

The total length of these three lines will be nearly 115 miles, and their

cost £2,560,000, and it will be remarked with surprise that the trunk line

from Blidah to Oran, for which certain parties in England tendered, is not

so much as mentioned. It is truethatthe railways from Oran and Algiers

to the sea, and the existing line of steamers between the two towns will

establish communication between them ; but the country between Blidah

and Oran will have no means of communication or of transporting agri-

cultural and mineral products except by land carriage.

The traffic tables, calculated upon the reduced tariff of fares, show
annual receipts, after deduction of all expenses, amounting to £116,000,

that would pay 5 per cent, upon a capital of £2,320,000, which is £240,000

less than the estimated cost of the railways. This sum, therefore—less

£60.000, value of works executed by Government on the line from Algiers

to Blidah—is to be paid to the companies as a subvention, and the interest

is to be guaranteed on £2,320,000.

The subvention is to be paid in three annuities of £60,000, the first com-
mencing from 1st January, 1862. The company to whom the concessions

may be made will have to refund £240,000, expended on the construction

of the earthworks from Algiers to Blidah, within twelve months after the

date of the concession. The duration of the concession is to be 99 years,

and the guarantee of interest is to commence from the 1st January in the

year following the period when all the lines shall have been opened for

traffic. The Constantine Railway is to be constructed in four years; the

Algiers and Blidah line in one year; and the Oran and St. Denis- du-Sig in

three years following the date of the concession. The minister is em-
powered to grant to the companies charged with executing these railways

the concessions of the following lines : The extension of the Algiers and
Oran Railway to the harbour of Mers-el-Kebir; from Constantine to

Algiers; from Blidah to St. Denis-du-Sig; from Bougie to Setif; from Bone
to Constantine, by Guelma; from Tones to Orleansville; from Arzew and
Mostaganem to Relizaue; and from Oran to Tlemccn by Sainte Barbe and
Sidi-bel Abbes. This faculty is to last for 15 years, and the concessionaires

of the three first railways bind themselves to accept the concessions of the

last lot, at any period during the 15 years, on condition of receiving a

guaranteed interest of 5 per cent, upon their capital employed in the con-

struction of the new lines. The lines are to bo treated in their ensemble, so

far as the guarantee is concerned—that is to say, the receipts from each

are to be added together, and the profits distributed over the total cost.

Whatever sura the State may pay in the shape of interest is to be reim-

bursed, with 4 per cent, interest, out of the receipts, when the profits

exceed the guaranteed rate of interest and sinking fund (5 per cent.); and

if, at the expiration of the concession, the State is unpaid its advances un-

der the action of the guarantee, it is to be entitled to deduct the amount

of these advances from the sum that it would have to pay tlie Company
on taking possession of its material. The scale of fares fixed by the BUI

appears small : 2id. a mile for first-class, If^d. second-class, and IJd.

third-class. However, to object to the fares is something like discussing

how tu cook a hare before the first part of Mrs. Glass's receipt is fulfilled.

Seeing that the French 4J per cents, stand at 95, and that the debentures

of French railways, repayable at £20, and bearing 3 per cent, guaranteed

by the State, are wortli no more than £11 16s. Sd., people will hardly be

disposed, for the sake of the additional half per cent., to invest their capital

in Algerian railway shares—the less so, as a portion of the 5 per cent.
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interest is to be devoted to tlie formation of a sinking fund. For any one
who has money to invest, either in England or in France, Algerian rail-

ways offor no attractions, and Ijss security. John Bull will, tliercfor^s

do well to keep his breeches pockets tightly buttoned up.*

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

A Meeting of this body was held on Monday, in the Rooms of the Institute,

Conduit-street, Regt^nt-street ; R. C. H'ussey, Esq., V.P., in the chair.

Mr. Nklsox, hon. sec., read the miuutes of proceedings at the last meeting,
which were approved of and confirme<l.

Mr. Raphael Brandon, Mr. John Young, and Mr. Richard Norman Shaw,
wa« introduced to the Chairman on their election as members of the Institute

in different grades.

Mr. Nelson announced tlie deatli of Mr. Edward Lapidge, a verj* old mem-
ber of the Institute.

The Chairman intimated that the next meeting of the Institute would take
pUce on the 23rd of April.

Dr. Barlow then read the following paper:—
SVMBOLI.S.M IN REFRKENCE TO ART.

THE earliest architootiiro with which we are acquiiinted is that of tombs and
U"ny)!es : ami the carliost sculptures and p.iiutings arc found associated with

thorn. Tliiis art, taking its orisin from a sacred tourco, and having; an especial refer-
ence to s;*t(r»d tliini^s, p:trlook of their ri-preuontative character, «ud became esseu-
tUlly ftymlH)lical.

Symbolical representations of thhigs sacred were coeval with religion itself, as a
sysU*m of dtH'Iriue appealing to sense, and liave accompanied its trausmissioti to
oursclviTJ fr<>m tlie earliest known period of monumental history.
Egyptian tombs and styles exhibit religious symbols still in use among Christians.

SiDkilar (omis with corresponding meanings, though under different names, arefound
among the Indians, and arc seen on the mouunieuls of the Assyrians, the Etruscans
and (i reeks.
The Hebrews borrowed much of their early religious symbolism from the Egyp-

tians, their later from the Itnbyloniuus, and tlirough them this symbolical imagery,
both verbal and objective, has descended to ourselves.
The Egyptian priests were great proficients in symbolism, and so were the Chal-

deans, and so were Moses ami llie prophets, and the Jewish doctors generally. And
so were many of the early fathers of the church, esnerially the Greek fathers.

Pbilo, of Ali'xaudria, was very learned in symbolism, and the Evangelist St. Johu
has made much use of it.

The early Christian architects, scnlptors. and painters drank deep of symbolical
lore, and rei>roduoed it in their works. Their successors, Niecola i'isano, and his
ttcholars: <;:otto. thcpainter.and his pupils; artists in Italyand inGcrmany; the Van
Eycks. Albert Ourer and his followers, and the great masters of the Italian schools
down to the time of Kaffaelle and Titian inclusive, were all more or less influenced by
symbolism and itft principles.
There are certain associations of ideas, and conceived correspondences between

things iutelk-etual. or pertaining to the inner life, the life of the soul, and objective
existences in nature or which mankind have in all ages perceived the relation and
felt the analogy. This, in fact, is the origin of symbolism, and in this is the secret of
its agreement.
All primitive language is figurative and more or less symbolical, and so were the

earliest written characters. All ancient religious writings, includhig the IJible, relate
sacred things symlwlically : and mythologies may be thus explained.
AH sacred mysteries and rites were symbolical, and had a meaning taught to the

Initiated only, which it was held infamous to' divulge : in modern times masonry has
Its minor mysteries and its multitude of symbols, and its secrets are carefully con-
fined to the craft, nor is Christianity entirely without them.
But symbolism is not limited to the expression by natural or other forms of the

same essential ideas common to most if not to all ancient religions, and indicative in
them of one and the same origin, it enters fundamentally into the very principles
which should regulate the practice of art, and especially of architecture, bringing
hito one harmonious whole its forms, proportions, dimensions, and decorations.

It is not merely that certain natural objects, as the sun, the moon, the luminous
«ther, fire, &c. ; certain animals, as the lion, the ox, the eagle, the peacock, the dove,
Ac. ; certain trees and plants, as the palm-tree, the oak, tlie sveamore-tree, the homl
the lotus, and the lily, play pretty much the same parts iu all religious systems, in
virtue of that establi.sheil relation between mind and matter, or the soul and nature
which .never changes, nor that in dogmatic theology certain conventional figures are
put to signify cerUin sptn'ifie things, and thus come to influence architecture and her
sister arts, but that the airy desir^is of sacred edifices, their forms, arrangements, and
omamenlalion all have their origin in a significant symbolism, and were conceived
and carried out in accordance with it.

Thus, besides the use of svmbols in art for the expression of a specific meaning-
either natural or conventional, there is the application of symbolical principles ; an"d
there is also a tliird sort of symbolism, of a more general and aesthetic character
which appeals to our sensibility and to our understanding, and takes a wider ran^-e
than cither of the former-a symbolism as universal as reason, and that is conver-
sant with higher aspirations of human nature than verbal doetrinos and dotnnns
The noblest efforts of the Greeks, both in architecture and in sculpture, are in this
latter sense symlx)lical, though uo especial recondite meaning be conveyed bv si<'ns
and mirks. j j o

Tlie Greeks, who Fplritualised art, transforming its elements, or primitive forms,
which they borrowed from Egjpt and Assyria, into new creations, and infusin'r into
whatever thev touched their own subtile and refined intelligence, produced in^their
buildings and iu their sculpture outward aud symbolic expressions of an Inward and
divine beauty.
They sought in their temples to set forth their intimate convictions of the required

canons of arcliitectnral form and proportion, so as to produce grandeur di'>-nity
gra5!efulnesf*. beauty, and harmony, according to the purposes refiuired-qualitles inwhich all their beet examples partake in a certain degree, witli especial illustrations
or one or more of them.
The proportions of the Greek Orders and tiieir general symbolical Ecsthetic

characterH may. I think have been suggested by consideration of that most perfect
of all wtIl-prop(.rIione<I formal, the human figure, which is also the mott admirableexample of constructive skill with which our great teacher. Nature, has furnished
D». Thus wo may n^cognise in the Doric order the symbolism of manly dignity and
strength ; m the Ionic, that of maiden grace aud modesty ; and in the Corinthian ofmatured matronly b^:auty and regal graudeur. The introduction of caryatides' in
Ionic architecture shows that the association of the female figure was considered in
character with the eoIumuK. In their sculpture the Greeks exhibited still more
evidently the symbjlical principle on which they wrought. They sought to im-
fel*^''2!',^'""",M*'"'P*"''**'

"""***« 0" 'deal character ancTform more than human
rncy did not, like the Egyptians, adopt symbolical animals to express their meaning
hut. with a full conviction of the dignity of human nature, and of its relation to the
divine, they souirht to set forth what they felt after the most perfect pattern
The art of the <;re<*ks was the offspriug of a highly euitivuled intellj Mtice whichsaw the divinity that is in nature in everything around, and felt his influence work-

ing In thernselves. Iu tills respect the Greeks were an inspired people, and theirworka declare It.
*- r i .

»"u ii«.ii

• To be coDtfnac J,

The Grand, the licautiful, and the True, are words of deep import iu art. The
Greeks were the first to show what these words mean.
Emblems. 8ymlx>ls, types, all have this in common ; they are the representatives of

something else for which they stand.
Emblems and symbols often differ only in their mode of application. Thus, the

palm branch Is an emblem of, victory, but, taken iu a Christian sense, it is a symbol,
significant of the victory of our failh, and is given to all C'hristian martyrs who have
thus overcome death. The anchor may be a mere emblem of hope, but when it is put
for the hope of a Christian, it becomes ii symbol. So, also, the equilateral triangle
may be nothing' more than tlie emblem of three united into one, but, as significant of
the doctrine of the Trinity, it Is a symbol of the highest order.
A symbol Is of the highest order when it expresses a religious dogma or philo-

sopblcal doctrine, but of tne lowest when it is put for a received fact, either real or
legendary. Thus the anchor, as a symbol of iSt. C'lement. is of the lowest order, and
80 are all those particular symbols of saints by which they are dii^tinguished from
one another—as the sword of St. l*aul, the keys of St. Peter, the kuile of Jit. Bar-
tholomew, the tower of St. Itarbarn, &e.
Types are different both from emblems and symbols, and have a sort of antecedent

paraltelism to the objects for which they stiind ; thus, Moses is regarded as the type
ot Christ ; the manna which fell in the wilderness as the type of the true Bread of
Life that came down from Heaven ; the water from the roek in the wilderness as
typical of the Water of Eife from Christ the Living Fountain, and so of other types.
'i'lie earliest Christian sculptors and painters were very partial to the employment of
types ; but their successors seem to nave i>referred symbols.

It is diflicult in few words to give an adequate definition of the meaning of the word
Symbolism that shall comprise the use of symbols, symbolical treatment, and the
application of symbolical principles in design ; perhaps it may be culled an outward
expression in art of an inward sense, meaning, and purpose.
A complete history of lleligious Symbolism should embrace all the religion of

antiquity no less than the Christian, and would require ns thorough a knowledge of
their tenets as of our own to explain satisfactorily its influence in regulating the
practice of art.

The broadest basis on which to raise a superstructure of religious symbolism iu
art, not peculiarly Christian, will be found, 1 think, in the universally rccdvcd doc-
trines of^LIfe and Light,
That mysterious agent, the vivifying power of Nature, the vital energy in man and

in all living things, has in some'systenis been regarded as the divme productive
power, or princii)le itself, aud havnig received deification became the object of reli-

gious worship.
We hay.? an evidence of this in the ancient religion of India, and in the veneration

of the mystical symbols, the Ungam and yoni, a worship which would appear to
have made the tour of the globe, and to have left traces of its existence where we
might least expect to find any.
The sexual principle which rules the animal kingdom, and was long suspected to

rule the vegetable kingdom also, before the fact was shown, and had even been ex-
tended to the stars, in Milton's words—

" Communicating male and female light

;

Which two great sexes animate the world—"
This principle came to be symbolically set forth as the loundation of a religious
creed, but iu a conventional way that divested it of any indecency.
One form, and that the most prevalent, by which the sexual origin of all things

was indicated, was the equilateral triangle. M. Guigniaut. in his " Ifeligions of An-
tiquity," a translation, with additions, from Creuzer's '* Symbolik," has the follow-
ing passage from the popular myths of the Hindus:

—

*• Sur la montiiguc d'or, Cailasn, habite le dieu Siva. Lk est une plateforme sur
laquelle se trouve une table carree, enrichee de neuf pierres precieuses, et au milieu
le lotus, onjHuhna^ pourtant dans eon seln le triangle, origine et source de toutes
choses. De ce triangle sort le linr/avi, Dicu eternel, qui en fait sou etcmeUe
demure."
In the Hindu Mvthology, Siva is described as "the father and master of Nature,

everywhere distributing life under thousands of varied forms which he renovates
iucessautly." In the Hindu Trimurti, or Ti'inity, consisting of Jtrahma, Vishnu,
and Siva, the latter is the recognised deity, or principle of reproductioti from dissolu-
tion, one of wimse forms, or symbols, was fire, and who has been represented by it.

In India all conical rocks are regarded with veneration, as linyam symbols of Siva,
and eaves and caverns are considered to be significant of the yoni, or the womb of
nature, out of which all things were produced.
Obelisks were I'mgam symbols ; Pyramids, which consisted of four equilateral

triangles inclined to each other, and meeting in an apex, combined the linynm with
the yoni. The former was the vivifying i)rmeiplc, the latter the producing principle.
They were symbolized by a short straight Hue, surmounted iii the centre by another
straight line at right angles to it, like aX square : also by a boat-shaped symbol with
a mast, iu which the boat was put for the world, the mast for Uie vivifying power,
making it productive ; this became the mystical boat of Isis, which Jirynut and his
followers mistook for the Ark of Noah. A third form is a triple mount. Amulets of
these shapes are still worn, I believe, by the SIvaites.
The I f.(^uare symbol with a liandle attached to it, became the crux rmsata^ the

eymbolof Eternal life among the Egyptians. The lingam-yoni symbol of life reversed
becomes the famous tmt., or cross, which was the symbol of life among th« Greeks, as
was of death, being the initial letter ot OavatoQ (death).

The earliest form in which this letter tait occurs, is that of a cross, and such was
the meaning of ^a« in our ancient customs. In the primitive Hebrew, Numidian.and
•and Greek alphabets, it was represented both as a diagonal, and as a rectangular
cross. In the later Greek alphabet it was tlie rectangular Ihimni i/om symbol
reversed (T).

^ j j
i

The tau, or cross, is believed to have been the mark which the children of Israel
made on the door-posts of their houses, by order of Moses, that, in the destruction
of the first-born of the land of iCgypt, the Angel of Heath might see it, and pass
over them. It is also supposed to be the mark of salvation spoken of by the I'rophet
Ezekiel (eh. ix., v. 4), to be set on the foreheads of the men who were not to be slain.
We otten Pee this symbol on Kiruscan ornamental borders. There are several

such in the Museum of the Vatican, occurring as the tau and as the tinyain yoni, that
IS, alternately upright and reversed.
As all the objects in this Etruscan 3Iuseum were taken from tombs, it is probable

that this also had a sacred meaning.
Sir Gardner Wilkinson has remarked that he cannot precisely determine the

origin of the tau, or criLv amnta, among the Egvptians. Now 1 think there can
scarcely be a doubt but that the crmv ansuta was derived from the fhiyam yoni, with
a hiiiidle attached to it. The Coptic Christians still use it for the Cross of Christ.

1 he crescent moon was also supposed to symbolise the female principle ; the sun,
the male. Something of this doctrine may occasionaily be seen in Christiau churches.
In Santa Sabinn, at Jtomc, over the arches of the nave, and irequently repeated, in
green and red porphyry or their imitation, is a symbol, which may be explained on
this supposition—there is the sun in the embraces of the crescent moon, and a little
erossis stuck over them, perhaps to sanctify their union, and they are placed on a
stem which rests on the triple mount, sometimes called the Monti Chigfadi, because
a similar device surmounted by a star constituted the Stemma, or arms of Alex-
ander \ II.

Kircher.in his "ProduomusCoptus siveyKgvptiaeus," (p. 24ii) has some learned
remarks on this subject to show that the union of the sun and moon had reference
to Osiris and Isis- -and the German Kwald, iu his "Emblamata Sacnw" Vol. I.,

p. -10, has a dissertation to the effect that the moon was a symbol ol the church. If
this be so, we can understand the meaning of the sun thus embraced by it-allhouah
tlK! crescent moon would rather suggest the boat of St. I'eter, itself symbolical of the
church, and used in this sense both by poets aud painters ; thus Dante causes St.
Peter to exclaim-^

*

O navlcella mia, com' nml sc' carea !—Purg. xxxli., 120.
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IJutthis very Huspicioiis lookhi;; 83-inbol, so full of profound pajjan moanin^^ woiiUl
after all 84x;m to be a very iimocent thing-, nnd niert-Iy meant to si<>:nify the Virjfin
:Mary, ainon^f wiioae many symbols wen; those of the Mm and moon* accordinjj to
the mystical sense of the ninth verse of the seventh canticle :—

" Qu.T est ista, quic proj^redltur qnasi aurora consurg-ens,
I'ulchra ut hma, electa ut sol ?"*

At least this is the most ("liristiim sense in which the symbol can bo received. The
sun-crowned litrnrcs of the Vir;?in Mary, are, however, mostly taken from the woman
seen by St. John in heaven "clothed with the sun and the moon under her feet,
and upon her head a crown of twelve stars." (Hev. xii. 1.) Such Tetrarca has do-
scribed the Vir;,^in (Jueen of Jleaveu in his exquisite hymn—" Vcr<»ine t)ellachc di
sol vestita," etc.

A triple mount supporting a cross would be sij^uificant of Cavalry.
The Uuddhists of India, and of China, had a cross of litis sort iu use among- them,

most probably from tite ejirliest knoA'n enoch of their reli'non.
The remarkable conformity between the religious Institutions and forms of the

Buddhists in China, and those of the Roman Catholic Church has of^cu been
noticed: a recent writer (Journal Asiatique, tilth scries, Tom. viii., Aufjust, 185(»)

remarks that it would seem as if the latter had served as n model to the former ; but
this can Iiardly be so, for lUuldhism existed in India previously to the Christian
Era, and it is not probable, admittinj;- the existence of Christian missionaries in
China durin<r tlie third or fourth century, that the Buddhists then for the first Ihne
copied their institutions and usages.
The Kelts, who were a more ancient people than the Greeks, were also well

acquainted with the use and meaning of the cross. Our Druids were accustomed, in
their rcli-iious usages, as is well known, to construct a cross from tlie noblest oak
they could find, and over the top of it to write the word Thatt^ for the supreme
God, wliicli was the sound of the Greek Tan in the Hebrew alphabet, whence it was
derived ; this word T/iati was precisely the same in sound as the Scandinavian Thor,
the mighty one, the Jupiter Tonans of the Northern mythology, who -with Odin
(Mars) and //rtWcr (Apollo), constituted the Scandinavian Trinity, as Thau, Iloisus,
and Helimis, correspundin;^- deities, did that of the ancient Britons.
There can be no doubt t)iat our Oruidical circles had a symbolical meaning, and

were in accordance with Oriental usages oi very early times. Their tri-lithic details
were also in all probability symbolical, and are suggestive of the Tan—two uprights
supporting a cross piece over, which was the niost simple constructive form iu
stone.
Among the Chinese—that wise and wonderful people, tlio Barbarians, so called, of

the nineteenth century, who have contrived to preserve their antiquity and their in-
stitutions from the pre-historic period to the present from the days of Noah, by some
regarded as the founder of their Empire, to our own—the sexual system of nature, if
it did not take its origin, was at least adopted from the most remote time. The
celestial principle was male, the tcrrestial, female—they were called the ifdng and the
ijiv, the active and tho'passivc—the heaven was ijaiuj and the earth //m, the sun yany
and the moon ym—awd, independent of these principles, nothing was believed io
exist.

But we must not suppose that the Chinese, though they may, symbolically, have
worshipped tlie Host of Heaven, believing the stars to be material deities radiating-
male and female light, did not, like other nations, in process of time, arrive at the
abstract notion of an intelligence higher than the visible heavens, and greater than
any Vower that might be lodged in tlie stars—the transition, in fact, was marked by
tlje name which they gave to this Being, as " Shany-tiev 'Supreme Heaven,' or one
higher than the sky, ^ftvf».(7-((>H, 'august heaven ;' tt 'God,' and.S/(«Hjr/-/e 'Supreme
God.'t After this came the Keligiou of the Taou-sae. or the sect of iieason, whose
principles M. Klapnoth refers to the earliest historical traditions ofthe Chinese- TV/om
m the early Chinese language signified intelligence, and the Supreme Keasou—it does
so still, though it also corrcsi)ouds.with the Xo-yo^'j ov word.
The Buddhists in China were originally called the Taou-jln, which correspond with

the meaning of 7;«fW/i«, "enlightened, learned," from the verb 6tf(/r//i to know ;J the
word.yVrt means man, people--possibly we may trace the word in the///««ofthe Arabs,
.an intermediate class of beings between angels and men, who correspond with "the
Uttle people," or "fairies" of our Saxon forefathers.
The Buddhists were the reformers, or rationalists, and worshipped the Intellectual

hght.
In India the ]Suddhists had also been the reformers, and for a considerable time

their religion prevailed over that of the Brahmans, until they were expelled by the
latter and took refuge in China and Ceylon.

It has, however, been the opinion of many wlio have given much attention to this
subject, that certain notions, if not institutions, similar to tliose of the Buddhists,
/existed in India anterior to Brahmanisin.

The correspondence, in form and arrangement, between the Buddhist cavern
temples, tiic Chaiff/a caves, and our early Christian churches, has been a frequent
subject of remark; and what is still more remarkable, is the evidence that these
-excavations are in imitation of structural edifices of which no traces have hitherto
been found. I think this in favor of the high antiquity of Buddhist principles.
The earliest of these caves, according to our European authority, are those at

Behar, the Lomns Jiinhi Core, and the Sat Gurbha Cure, They consist of a body or
nave, connected with a head, or sanctuary, by a neck or passage, and have a singular
.resemblance to the plan of a French church, said to be at Blanc, and dedicated to S.
Genitor. (See the fifth volume of the " Ecclesiologist," iu a paper on Lyckuoseopes,
or A'ulne Windows.)
Our great authority considers these caves in the syenitic gfranite of Behar as the

germs of what are found so fully developed at Ajunta antl Ellora.
I would sus:gest that their forms and situation have reference to that very early

Oriental doctrine of regeneration, which, like the I'mgam, has gone the round of
the globe.
Over the daghopa, or shrine, in the Buddhist temple cave, is placed a structure

called the ti-e. It received the umbrella of state, symbolical of the royal presence,
and analogous to the royal canopy, the baUhtchino in some metropolitan Catholic
churches ; the meaning of the name given to tlie structure may possibly be explained
by that of the Chinese word TE, already alluded to, as expressing a sovereign lord
or ruler, or one who judges tlie world.

/-i/y/Ji.—Two thousand vears before the birth of Christ, Osiris was universally
worshipped in Egypt, as the redeemer of souls (Ilouge) ; he was also regarded as the
incarnation of the goodness of the Deity, and as the giver of life. Osiris corre-
sponded to Siva in the Indian theology, and one of his symbols was the equilateral
triangle (see Patterson in Asiatic Researches, vol. iil.); the same was a symbol of
Siva (ibid). Isis, the sister and wife of Osiris, corresponded to Farvati, the sister
and wife of Siva. Parvati, like Isis, was the universal mother, the goddess of a
thousand names, veiling herself in every living form.
In Egypt the resurrection from the dead, or tlie resuscitation of the body, was an

established article of faitli, and always had been ; the ritual of the dead, the monu-
ments, and piiintings on tombs, and designs on sarcophagi show this—there is a
collateral biblical evidence taken in conjunction with other matters, which it may
prove it to liave been so, and we have the assertion of St. Augustin that it was so.

The statement will be found in his Sermon ccclxi., on tlie Resurrection of the Dead.
The words "Egypt! soli credunt resurrectionom, etc.," are quoted in vol. iii., />e(

Ititi Fwiebri. who was of opinion that the e.\:traordinary care taken by the Egyp-
tians of the bodies of tlie dead had reference to this received dogma. The Pyramids
of Egypt, wliich were as their forms indicate, Oslridiau monuments, as well as

* " Who is she that looketh forth as the morning, fair as the moon, clear as the
sun ?

"

. t Sec Morrison's Chinese Dictionary, chap. 10,095, and Thornton's History of China,
fl,»2»vol. 1. p. 52.

} Bee an article on Buddhism in the Jieviiedes deux Mondes, March 1, XOCtO.

tombs, were, I think. Intended to attest the firm belief in this fact, and to transmit
its memorial to the latest posterity.
Possibly the moderns have not been able to comprehend the roeantne of these

monuments from not liaving considered them from an Egyptian point of view.
It has been remarked that it is singular the Hebrews, in their sacred books, tako

no notice of these erections; but the the Hebrew books make no mention of the
resurrection from the dead ; it is onlv in the book of Job, an Arab in all proba-
bility, that there is any reference to thi^i, and there it is so fully and perfectly ex-
pressed, that even among ourselves we could not enunciate it with more sincerity
and certainty. It looks like some stupendous fact that has come down to us from a
much earlier revelation than any which we now nossess ; It ftan<ls out from the
Hebrew scriptures as the unexpected attestation of an Immense truth-lhe greatest
of all truths ; nor could it have received a more appropriate and durable memorial
than that of the great pyramids on the plains of Memphis.

J/indifS.—TUii religion of the .Hindus was, iu all probubihty, originally a nature
worship, and nothing more.
The Indian Trinity was simply a personification of the three great operations of

nature manifested In creating, preserving, and transforming.
The Chinese had a similar formula, but In the Chinese language, ns in many others,

words have a double meaning— material and Inti'lh-ctual, physical and metaphysical—
and what the people received in one way— like the t/t-nte yrosm of all countries—the
learnetl understood in another. But the Egyptians were more advanced in relljfton,
and recognised a Saviour in Osiris, who was the type of the regenerated soul, and or
the resuscitated body, through whom, and in whose name, every Egyptian hoped to
obtain a blessed immortality in heaven.
The transmigration of the soul, as received by the Egyptians, appears to have been

one through the heavenly mausions, passnig from ^lory to glory. Tlie heron, which
was a symbol of Osiris, was also a symbol of the lirst transformation of the soul in
his paradise. (M. Rouge.)
The deceased, on admission to the heavenly state, was supposed to be horn again,

and to commence a new life, cleansed from all the impurities of earth. To die was
only to assume a new form, and, as nothing was annihilated, dissolution was merely
the forerunner of re^>raduction. Such was the prevalent idea among the Egyptians.
{See Wilkinson.) ]Sow, this was precisely what was meant by Siva and his opera-
tions, and which was symbolically set forth by the equilateral triangle, and monu-
mentally by tlie pyramid. Can we doubt, then, since Siva and Osiris were in this
sense identical, that the Egyptians by their sepulchral pyramids Intended to signliy
the same thing:, that the soul of the deceased liad ascended on high, wliile his body
remained below, protected from the injuries of time, at some future period to be
reanimated by its spiritual jjartncr ? The quantities of tombs about the pyramids
would seem to strengthen this exposition ol their meaning. The Greeks believed
the soul to be a particle of divine ethereal fire ; at leastthis was the doctrine of Hera-
cHlus, to whom Plato and others were subseq-jently much indebted, which particle,
on being released from the body, sought to return again to the sphere from whence it

had descended, and they regarded the pyramid as a symbol of the soul. The pyramid
was, in fact, the form assigned by Pla'to to the particles themselves of elemental
fire; and tire, from the days' of .Moses to our own, has been held symbolical of the
divine presence; hence, in the name which the Greeks gave to this geometrical figure,

TTVpafiti'^ from Tri^fj, fire, we may perceive that they recognised in it a sacred sym-
bolical meauing*.

Osiris was also the judge before whom the soul appeared on its separation from
the body. Representations are frequent of this final trial, in which the actions of
the deceased are weighed in the divine balance. The scene transpires iu the Hall of
Amenti, or Hades; O.^^iris is seated on his throne; Horus and Anubis superintend
the process ; and Thotli, the recorder, or, as his legend denotes. " the Lord of the
DivHie Writings," inscribes the result on his tablet, for presentation to Osiris. In
one scale is a vase containing the actions, or the heart, of the deceased ; in the other
a figure, or the symbol of truth, an ostrich feather. If the individual, on being thus
weighed, was found wanting—which rarely happened—he was sent back again to
earth in a degraded form ; if not, after a purgation by flame, he was admitted to the
celestial abodes ; but if incorrig^ibly bad. was condemned to eternal fire.*

A similar n-presentatlon is occasionally mot with iu Christian churches, where, in
place of the Egyptian ministers, we have Michael the archangel, and the Devil, who
is introduced among the dramatis persomv^ artfully endeavouring to deceive him.

Tlierc is a very elaborate and interesting example of this over the portal of the
Cathedral of Autun, dedicated to St. Lazare. BI. du Sommerard, in his great work,
"Les Arts du BIoyen-Age," has given a plate of it {plate xxi, part iii) ; and M. du
Caumont has also given a representation of it iu his " Abecedaire," p. 140, second
edition.
The lizard, which a satanic assistant is about to toss into the scale, to weigh it

down in his master's favour, is a symbol of sin, and reminds one of the crocodile,
which with the Egyptians had this sijjnification.
A fresco of the same subject is said to exist on the sonth side of the chancel wall

of Preston Church, Sussex. In this the sinner is saved by the timely intervention
of the Virgin Mary.
The fundamental religious doctrine of the Egvptians touching the Deity, was His

unity. When this unity became active, it received different names, and these opera-
tions being personified, in objective forms, gave rise to ihe popular gods of the
Ejjyptians.t

111 the formation of these figures,-»-mostly human bodies with the heads of various
animals—as that of the ibis for Thoth, to whom that bird was sacred; that of the
shakal for Anubis, of the si)arrow-lm\vk for Horus, of whom these were symbols,
it is obvious that they were purely ideal representations, and that it was never
intended that they should be taken for realities ; they were symbolical figures, and
nothing more ; but Moses, who followed the Egyptian learning In niaiiy things,
very wisely prohibited all images. Had he not done so, the Hebrews might have
had as many gods as their nei -hbours, for the Deity received from them also many
names, according to Ins various operations.
The primitive temples of the Egyptians were in harmony with the monotheistic

character of their early religion, anil consisted of a small quadrangular chamber, or
sanctuary, containing the sacred image and the altar; it was entered by the priests
only, the peojile assisted without the entrance in front. Subsequeujly a porch was
added, ana the inner chamber then became the adijtuin.

When triads were introduced, inste:id of one inner chamber there were three, and
the ante-rooin.or porch, which had been in part thrown open by the substitution of
columns, with a low screen between them, instead of the wall, was replaced by a
transverse corridor ; an avipiiue of sphinxes, composed of a lion's body and a human
head, the symbol of force combined with intelligence, led from the temple to the
pyfon, or gateway of the enclosure, which was planted with trees, and became the
" sacred gfi'ove," or /cwcHo^, iu imitation of man's primaeval places ot worship, and
possibly fn accordance with a univeisal primitive tradition. The direction oi these
tenqjles was usually east and west, according to Dr. liltto ; at least, more frequently
than not.
To these elements of a complete temple, additional halls and avenues might be

added, from tioie to time, by the kings, as we know that they were, the symbolical
derivation of whose authority was set forth over t!»e principal portico iu the wing^ed
sun with the Eureus, the svmbol of the Supreme Uuler.
This general arrangement was very like that adopted by Closes for the Tabernacle

in the Wildernes.-*. There was the oblong enclosure, in length jibont twice its breadth,
the entrance to which wa^ from the east, and at the western extremity of this sacred
court was the sanctuary, in length three times its breadth, which Mas only ten cubita

or thirty feet ; the interior was divided unequally into uu ante-chamber, two-thirds

* See a plate of this in Wilkinson. Second Series, pi. 8S. See also " The Egyptians
in the Time of the Pharoahs," p. i:iO. See Rouge, KosscUini. Lepsius, and others,

t Wilkinson's " Popular Account of the Ancient Egyptians," vol. i. p. 327-8.
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of the knyth, called the "Holy," llio front of which had only acurtani, and no
boarding' as on the dtdcs and* back ; and nn tuner chamber or attj/itim, called the
" noly of Holies." separated frtmi the former by a drapery, called the " Inner Veil,"
xnade'of the richest materials of blue, of purple, and scarlet, embroidered wilh iigurcs

of cherubim. The curtains for the sanctuary were also of blue, and puri>le, and
scarlet, in which we may rccojaiise the Kgvptian taste for color iu architeclurc, with
which the Sydenham Court has made us alt familiar.

It is not my intention to show the correspondence between the ** Ark of the Cove-
nant," the "cherubim," and other matters, touching the Hebrew ritual and rites,

with similar symbols and usagpes among the Kgyptiaus ; what Selden and others in-

timated long ago has now been satisfactorily proved, and can no longer be doubted,
the correspondence shows that Moses deemed the prolouud symbolical lore of the
J^fTptiau priests, by whom he had been carefully educated— their fom\8, dresses, pro-
cessions, with tlie sacred ark, and all the pomp and circumstances of the sacredotal
order, not unworthy of imitation iu the religious services and ceremonies of the
Jews.
The general arrangement of the Egyptian temple was followed by the Greeks, and

to a certain extent by the Itomans. and iVoni the Komans passed into 3tedieval
Europe, and so has descended to ourselves, modified by elements derived from the
ftr Kast, and by a symbolism of earlier orij^iu. The !<tate ceremonies of the Latin
Church retain mnch'of the ancient Oriental pomp, nor can we, 1 think, witness tho
high functions enacted in St. Peter's at Home without being struck by their resem-
blance to what we see in E^ptian monuments ofthe triumphal beariuj^of the Pontiif
King. It has always struck ine. in contemplating the arehiteclurc of diflerent coun-
tries, that there Is a certain analogy bitween the prevalent forms therein used and
thOACOf their alphabetic characters. Architecture is undoubtedly the expression of
the Intelligence, science, mode of thinking, and imngination of a people ; but I think
it is also more ; it is in a manner symbolical of themselves, their habits, customs, &e.,

and that quite as much, if uot more so. than their literature imd their language.
Some Tcry discriminating persons eau determine the characters of people from their
handwriting ; the characters of nations may be distinguished by tin. ir architecture,

to which their alphabetic characters hold a certain analogous relation. This is a
rabject I cannot now go into, but it must occur to everyone that in the strai^yht-lined

Greek letters, avoiding all curves, we have a characteristic of Greek architecture;
while in the B's. and Cs. and swelling B's of the Komans, we recognise the intro-
duction of those rounded forms, the arch and the cupola, and, it I may so say, a
certain heavinesn, clumtiiness, and want of taste which the Greeks carefully avoided.
In the angular (iothic characters of the German race we sec the type of their arehi-

tectnre; and in the flowing, fanciful, curved, and interlacing letters of the Arabs, not
only may we discern the florid style of their literature, but the highly-imamnativc
character of their architecture also. The Egyptian architecture would, 1 think,
indicate a people of grand ideas and of confirmed religious convictions.

In the series of Egyptian orders symbolism is obvious. The papyrus plant, no
longer indigenous, was an emblem of Lower Egypt ; liere architecture and the arts
flirst flourished In that recently-formed alluvial tract oi land, for the civilization of
K^pt ascended the 2s'ile. The papyrus column is the earliest distinctive Ejjryptiau
order we can now recognise ; the square pillar, and the polygonal, or fluted shaft,
have no especial Egyptian character in their forms, though they might have had in
their ornamentation. To a people so symbolically disposed as wore the Egyptians,
and among whom the equilateral triangle was a sacred conventional sign, the
triangular form of the stem of the papyrus may have rcconiniended it to their
special notice ; and we find the imitation of this plant, or of four such plants, bound
together—the earliest of the symbolical series of orders. The capital represents the
flower in the bud ; in the next, the fourth of Sir Gardner Wilkinson's arrangement,
we have what he calls the full-blown papyrus capital : in the following we have the
palm-tree capital. At one time the palm-tree was the sacred tree in tlie Paradise of
Osiris, and the palm-tree surrounded by an ostrich-feather was significant of Lower
*"

T>t. or the llappy West : it occurs in this instance on the zodiac of Dendera.
be other orders are those with the Isis-headed capital ; the full-blown lotns-

Iwaded capital, sometimes surmounted by the head of Isis and her symbol, the
Otiride order, and that with the Typhonian monster ; the symbolical meaning of
these no one can doubt. This Typhonian monster was however, 1 expect, a some-
what Greek and satirical version of Seth, the evil principle, in contradlBtinction to
Osiris, the good prmciple. Seth appears to have been considered by the ancient
SSgTptians as Satan was by .lob, one who could present himself among the sons of
Ck>a and be rc-ceived along with them—a very diflerent personage from the Diabolus
of modern times, whom the Middle Ages metamorphosed into a very discreditable
being, with whom it was best to have nothing to do. The Typhon of the Greeks
probably holds the same relation to Seth as the scarecrow of the monks does to the
Batan of .Scripture. The symbol of sm among the Egyptians was the gigantic
snake Apophis.
The Lotus plant was as sacred with the Egyptians, as with the Indians, accord-

ing to Itouge. it was the symbol of the new birth—but Lcpsius considers that it was
the symbol of inexhaus tible life. Kosellini regarded it as symbolical of the female
Iirinciple. Among th<* liuddhisls. tlie bodies of the saints are reproduced from the
otns pure and holy ; it may, therefore, be held symbolical of the womb of nature,
and in a spiritual sense of regeneration. Ko plant was so great a favourite with the
Egyptians as was this.

Along with Egyptian architecture some notice should betaken of Egyptian lions.
In Egypt the lion was symbolical of the overflowing of the Nile. When the sun was
in Leo the greatest rise took place; hence lionS' mouths came to be a speciality of
water-spouts, as lions themselves were of fountains of water. It is chiefly with tho
sun that their connexion lies. Horns, as the sun god, had Jiis throne supported by
Lions (Kouge). The 'child Horns seated on a lotus flower expanding as it rose to
the surface of the water, was symbolical of the sun-rise, and of the eternal youth of
the divinity. Lions were also associated with the worship of 3Iithras, or the Sun.
The lion*« at the gate of Mycene are supposed|to have been connected with 3Iythras,

bnt I think this a mistake. Lions, oxen, and cherubim— a rather singular fellow-
•hlp, were among the brazen ornaments of Solomon's temple {I. Kings vii. •49.) Two
Bona also stood at the side of Solomon's throne (I. Kings x. 10.) So they did also at
toe sides of the throne of the King of Egypt, as we may see on monuments; and
possibly the son-in-law of the Egyptian monarch may thence have taken the idea;
but the symljotleal meaning of the lions m this situation had reference to the ad-
ministration ol Justice. It is probable that the liomanesquc architects derived their
lioosfrom the Jlible record, and their position at church doors, frequently with the
colomnt of the porch resting on their backs, had a reference to theeustom ofadminis-
tering Justice there, and the rendering of certain public acts, so that the porch with
iU lions became a tribunal, and hence the formula which many public acts and docu-
ments bear " iw/rr /poj/ej*."— (M. de Caumont has some Interesting remarks on this
subject).—The lions over the gate of 3Iycene had probably a similar meaning, they
were there as svmbols of justice and judgment ; for the gates of cities In the olden
time were often made tlip places for administering the law. I once thought that the
Lions of Daniel so often seen on early Christian sarcophagi, might have have had
something to do with those at church porches ; but 1 believe the association of lions
with places of justice is of much earlier time than the days of Daniel. It is true,
Shylock exclaims—"A l^aniel, a very Daniel, come to judgment." And Daniel him-
elf might be put for the perpetual symbol of all rigliteousjndges ; but (he poets, to
whom we are often indebted for presening the popular vestiges of nearly worn-out
usages, and exploded lore, and to no one, and more so than toour own immortol Shaks-
peare. have cccastonal reference to the lion as the symbol of clemency, and of gene-
rosity cnnibined with power. Thus Troilus upbraldinghisbrotherllcctor for sparing
the fallen Grecians, bidding them rise and live, says—

" Brother, you have a vice of mercy In yon
Which better fits a lion than a man. '

Troilus and C'ressida, Act v., sc. 3.

The aspect and noble bearing oi a lion is expressive of dignity and power. Knllke
all other members of thc/c/w family, he holds up his head, and looks vou full in the

face, and has, appropriately enough, been called the '* king of animals,' ' Lions draw
the car of Cybele,—tne Earth, or the Great Mother,— possibly to symbolise her iu-
fluenee and authority. Among the Assyrians, Ueltis, the female form of Baal, or the
Lord, and cou.scquently the (^uecn of Heaven, ^vtts represculed standing on a Hon.
The liou is an emblem of solitude as well as of royal power. In Christian symbolism^
lions are associated with Paul, the hermit, and, according to the golden legend, they
duf* the good man's grave. A lion is given as a comi>auion to St. Jtruuie; and a
uuicom is put by the side of the fair St. Justiua, to signify her purity and virtue.
The Uon aud the unicorn meet together as supporters of the lioyal Arms of England.
But here the British lion is rather an equivocal character, placed i'/*-«-i/,i- with hia
spotless associate, and their union savours of a Persian myth. For while the unicorn
is the first of the pure animals of Ormuzd, the lion is one of the impure animals of
Ahrimanj aud so the royal authority iu England, or its symbol, is upheld by sup-
porters of opposite principles.
Having said so much of the Royal lion, I must, in justice, say something of the

Imperial eagle. 3\'ot that this bird has to do with architecture as the former, nor baa
it been made a sign in the heavens ; it only stands by the side of Jupiter, the lord of
the sky, and its personification, whence come lightnings and the bolls of the thtm-
derer. But Apollo, or the sun, claims the eagle no less than Jove, or the sky, and
with an equal right, for while tho eagle soars aloft in the upper regions oi the at-
mosphere, and builds its nest in high places, it has a wonderful sight, aud could*
from time immemorial, look steadfastly at the sun. Dante notices this (I'ar i., 48).

On Beatrice gazing intensely on that luminary, he exclaims

—

Aquila si non gli s' amsc unquanco.
AVe may observe the eagle, as a symbol of Apollo, on an altar to that leader of tho

muses, in the Museum of the Capitol. Possibly the wonderful eye-sight of the eaglo
may have had something to do with the bird becoming the symbol of St. John, who,
in his vision, looking up stedfastly, saw au angel standing in the sun. The history
of the eagle, as an imperial ensign, will be found in the (ith Canto of the I'aradisera
Dante, to which I must refer you. Considering the character of this bird, we cannot
be surprised that the Aigle Francais should long have had its.eye upon the summit <£
Jlont Blanc.
A history of animals, in reference to their symbolical characters, while it would

show much that is interesting in their habits and manners, would, at the same time,
throw considerable light on the theology, mythology, and art liistory of Uie
ancients.
The Greeks, by not caring to ascertain the symbolical value of animals' head)!,,

came to treat the Gods of the Egyptians with very little respect—wit here took the
place of wisdom, and they sought to turn into ridicule what they did uot care to
understand.
Liffht—Frora the consideration of Life in its general and special, animal, and

vegetable forms, as sources of symbolism, we pass to the consideration of Light.'
Here also we must begin with the Orientals. The subject would, indeed, soon earry
us off from this world, into those poetic and theological regions, where life, and light
and love are eternally and inseparably united,—but we must leave alone for the pre-
sent the heavenly hierarchy and the orders of angels which have little or nothing In
common with the orders of architecture, other than a rising scale from the lower to
the higher, from the more humble to the more elevated, and are pleasingly associated
in the mind with places of prayer, and often appear among the pictorial aud plasUo
ornaments of ecclesiastical ediflces.
In the worship of intellectual light and reason, the sun, as the visible source of

light and life, came to occupy an important place in religious symbolism, and conse-
quently had much influence on art. Probably light and life were originally combined
in symbolism, as they are still ; and there can be no doubt, I think, among certain
nations, that the sun was adored as the chief ruler, along with the host ol heaves,
uot In a symbolical sense merely, but in an actual and material one.
Light by the sacred writers is invariably associated with the divine life and love,

and the children of light are the partakers iu this life—they are the children or
God.
" God," under his visible form," observes M. Didron, " is light, his most constant

natural symbol," and when onr Saviour says, "lam the light of the world," h©
thinks the words should be taken^as much in a literal as in a tigurative sense. (Jod
is also *' love."
The sun being looked upon as tho visible symbol of deity—that is, of the supreme

ruler, temporal rulers, regarded as the delegates of deity, came to receive the titles oC
sons and descendants of the sun. Thus the kings of Egypt were called "sons of the
sun," and the kings of I'ersia, I believe, are so still. One of the titles of the Em-
peror of China is Teen-tsze, the Son of Heaven, and the imperial family are called
Teeu-hwang, significant of their celestial descent.*
Something of this ^>arentage passed from the east to the west, through the

Christian Emperors ot Constautiuople, who are occasionally represented with a
celestial glory or nimbus, as are also several of the German Emperors.t The symbol
iu the East signified power rather than holiness. A head of Constantme on his arch.
is thus characterised.

Its introduction into Christian art was not until the fifth century, or perhaps a
little later.

By the F.athcrs of the Church Jesus Christ was named the "New Sun." In tho
lioman Church the Ostensoir, containing the Oata, or sacred wafer, appears as a
radiating sun, and the outer portion of it is so called.
Philology here steps iu to confirm the deductions from symbolism, and shoWB-

that all divine persons are very properly distinguished by glories, since the word
divine, in Latin divus, is derived from the Sanscrit root dir, to shine.
Duraudus has a remark on church windows, that they symbolically transmit the

light of the True Sun—that is, God—into the hearts of the faithful.
Our I'ointed Christian architecture, with its clerestory windows, is symboUeal of

the truth that "Light has come Into the world." This is shown still more in some
cathedrals in France.
This subject is so associated with the saints, that it may be referred to in the next

chapter, which treats of them and their symbols.
That light was held to be symbolical of love is shown, T think, by the recorded

fact, that the symbol of love, as flgured by a dove, was associated with it by the
sacred writers; and the Holy Spirit, so aptly distinguished by the profound
theologian Dante, as '^^ it primo amorc,'" invariably appears iu reoreseutations bathed
iu a flood of light. j n' y

Si/mbols of Saints.—Hymhols, in reference to saints, may be conveniently classed
under three heads— General symbols, Special symbols, and Personal or Particular
symbols.
General symbols are those pertaining to classes or orders of persons ; thus the

nimbus is a general symbol characteristic of all saints ; it is of Gentile origin, and Its-

introduction to Christian art dates from about the iifth century ; its iorms and
modes of representation have varied at different times from a flat, circular, solid
plate to a scarcely-visible ring ; when square it indicates the saint to have been still

living. The palm-branch is a general symbol characteristic of all martyrs.
The larger oval-shaped glory, or aureole, surrounding the entire person,

of Gentile origin ; and as enveloping the ligures of the Holy Trinity aud 11

3Iary may be considered as a special symbol,
The nimbus, with a cross within it, is a pai

the incarnate word

are also
1 the Vlrgto

particular or personal symbol, significant ©f

The temporal crown is a special symbol given to all royal saints—as St. Louis of
France; St. Louis, Bishop of Toledo ; Ste. Ursula; Ste. Catherine of Alexandria^
Ste. Marguerite of Hungary, and a few others.

• Sec "Morrison's Dictionary."
t Seethe "Iconographie" of 3L Didron—either tho Paris edition, ia quarto, or

Bohn's translated edition.
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IlavinfrtliuscnrtoavQurDd to show that the use of symbols In art, symbolical trcat-

inent and symboliea! principles are deriveable from the two f^rcnt ftmdameutal

affcnts in natun'—lil'o and lif^ht—cither separately or combined, and that their in-

Ituence tiirouH:h areliitecture, sculpture ami paiittlni^, as also throuffh the sister art of

pOi-lry, has descended from the most remote antiquity iu a tolerably connected series

of representations down to our own day, it remains only to point out how our

national Christian architecture derives its forms and proportions from the principles

alreaily laid dowiu
The symbol of life, even of life eternal, has been traced from the earliest period of

mon\miental history, along with the equilateral triangle, the symbol of the gene-

ration of all things, of the source of all life—of Siva, of Osiris and of all trinities in

Nor has their tmion been confined to the earth. Man, whose ideas, derived from
sensilile objects, are reliected back to him from the heavens as the subject of his

speculative thoughts, has transferred those images also to the starry firmament ; and
in tlie southern hemisphere the constellation of the cross shines with surpassing

splendour along witli the equilateral triangle. ,.,.,_
lint it is in reference to that intellectual and Christian heaven of the soul, of which

the t;hurcli on earth is the type and prefigure.'that we must now consider the symbol

ot life and its ancient associate the equilateral triangle. And surely nothing can be

more in harmony with nature and revelation than, in Christian temiiies, where the

"leat doctrines of life and Immortality are taught, not as mysteries to the initiated

only, butas the plainest of facts arc prc'aclied openly to all ; that the areliitecture of

tliesi' sacred edifices should iu its forms and details be regulated by those symbols—
which from the earliest times have .been used to express them—the cross and the

oquilateral triangle.
. , ,

In Christianity there is a gathering in, as it were, of all truth that has been scat-

tered through the world from the day when first onr little planet when spinning on

its course the habitation of human beings rejoicing in life and light ; and in that

ityle of arehiteeture, to which the growth and development of Christianity in its

iialmv days "-avc rise, we recognise a structural confirmation of this fact, in the

prine'iplcs that prevailed and regulated the whole. Our cathedrals, and the great

Christian temples in Trance and (Jermany, and some in Italy, are built iu the form

ol the Cross, And the equilateral triangle has regulated the general proportions of

the elevation, and often of its details. This has been shown by C'lesar C.Tsariauus in

his translation of Vitruvlus, of whose ingenious observations, Mr. llawkms, iu his

"History of (lothic Architecture," has given an account.

Brown Willis, in his preface to the second volume of his History of Abbeys, p. 8,,

lias noticed that in most of these stately edifices, the height was equal to the breadth

of the body and side aisles. Agincourt, also, has recognised tliis in reference to cer-

tain tiothic facades (Tav. xlvi., figs. 21, 22). " The cathedral of Salisbury and West-
minsterAbbey are certainly designed, "|says Mr. Hawkins, "onalsystemof triangula-

tion; and therecannot, I think, bea doubt that thetriple ratio has regulated the principle

features, no less than- the details of our most perfect examples of Christian architcc-

Tliese principles have been tested and suecessfnlly applied more recently by various

architects. The best account [ have met with of them is in apaper read by Jlr, White

at the anniversary meeting of thc.EeelesioIogicai Society, .Inne 2nd, 1853, and printed

inthe Ittli vol. of the Kcelesiologist. Mr. White states "The figures applicable to

the sotting out of medieval buildings, are these—Ist. The square, 2nd, the equilateral

triangle, ;ird, certain arcs described upon diagonals and bases of the same. We are

cliieHy eoncenied here with churches ; now, ;tlie length of the nave being given, we
can by dividing it into bays, and setting up upon each bay equilateral triangles, or

certain subdivisions of the same, show an accurate method of setting out its breadth,

the length and breadth of the chancel and other proportions of the ground i>hin.

TJpon the ground plan thus obtained we can, by the employment of certain angles,

set up points for the heights of the several windows and arches, the roofs of the

several parts, the [stages of towers, and everything else, and when all these heights

have been set up, we can then, and not till theli, proceed to work out the relative

widths of the windows and other minor parts, with every detail, even to the plan of

the jambs and muUious.'andltbe section of mouldings. In fact, as Mr. Wiiite observes,

"the equilateral triangle appears to be the basis of the proportions employed in the

most beautiful of all our .styles, the untraceried and traceried first I'ointed" the

paper is well illustrated withdrawings and diagrams.

Since these remarks were written I have seen a paper in the Builder (March 3rd,

on the application of harmonic angular proportion to Gothic architecture. The re-

mark to theelVect that the equilateral triangle, appears to control all the proportions

of the ground plan in medieval buildings, and especially their choirs, corresponds

with the result of my own observations on paper j tlie same principle may be applied

to the choirs of some other cathedrals not iu the Gothic style. Hut it would seem
from the statements of Jlr. Hay, that this triangulation forms only a part of what he

calls • The Harmouic law of Nature"—on this subject I cannot enter—but he affirms,

and I dare say has shown, to the satisfaction of many gentlemen here present, that

this law is as applicable to the finest Doric temples of the Greeks, as it is to our

Gothic Cathedrals—for the canons of beauty in art are, no doubt, derived from as fixed

principles as are the phenomena of natur.\ although it is the reward of patient study

and industry aloue to discover and appreciate them.
roiuted fhiistian architecture thus becomes itself a symbol, and a very significant

one, with which its sculpture, paintings, and ornamental features, all conspire to

create a consistent and edifying whole.
(Offspring of a Chiistiau philosophy, and of Christian fcelin''S, light, aerml, and

heavenward in its tendency, it rises up with a spirituality entirely its own, and though
we cannot subscribe to the dreams of Durandus, wc cannot withhold from it the entire

credit of that symbolism it so perfectly conveys.
Tiie enlightened Greeks in their sacred edifiees combined, to the .utmost of their

ability, on philosophical jirinciples, the grand, the beautiful, and the true.

The Grand, as displayed inform and magnitude.
Tlie lieautiful, as manifested in form, proportion, arrangement, and color.

The True, as shown in the construction, in tlie character of the building, its materi.als

and workmanship, m which nothing false, nothing merelricious, nothing unmeaning,

found a place.
, ^ . . ,

Our pious forefathers, with a conscientious integrity, fully carried out the principles

oftl'.c Greeks, and in the noble monuments they have left ns of their Christian munl-

ficcnce,have shown how the grand, the beautiful, and the true, may receive trom
Christian motives their highest development.—(Applause).

The Chairman said he was sure they were all very much intjebted to Dr.

Barlow for liis learned and elaborate paper, more especially as regarded the

influence of symbolism upon architecture.

Mr. WiUTE testified his sense of the value of the learned paper read by Dr.

Barlow, in which lie called their attention to Christian syniholisin as a science.

He (Mr. White) thouglit that symbolism was as essential to architecture as

poetrj' to literature, or music to common life and the well-being and happiness of

society. He knew tliat the opinion he held was not one that was entertained

by all", but the subject referred to was one into wliich he had looked a great

deal, and lie was of opinion that symbolism was not a fanciful theory, but

the poetry of architecture. He looked upon it as the only possible means of

conveying abstract religious truth, making it accessible and comprehensible

to ni.in. And tliat seemed to have been the case, as tlie learned lecturer said,

through nil ages and in all countries, and he firmly believed such to be tlie case

from primitive^tradltions, derived from antediluvian sources, and thought that that

was tlie reason why symbolism was so universally spread throughout the world. In

all symbolism there were tliree essirntials—first, the .symbol of the divine essence,

•then the symbol of the sacrifice, and then the symbol of teaching, which all nations

liad carried out. The most prevailing symbol wa? that of the triangle, In which wa»
represented—Ist.Tlie Divine essence ; 2ndly, the manifestation of the Divine essence
in our Lord ; and 3rdly., the leaching, and the traditional teaching, derivable from
timt wliicli seemed to have been universal. One remarkable thing wliich the
lecturer reminded him of was this, that there was a tradition in tlie Jewish
cliurch irrespective of the' written word, which was forbidden to be revealed,
except to the priests and others who were witnesses of the written word, and
that seemed to be to make a bond of union among all churches and each religion,

to sejiarate them from all others, and to prevent any one from improperly
intrnding into the office of the priesthood, lie thought that architects should
study symbolism as a science, and endeavour to carry it out to a great extent in
buildings. He believed that one of the secrets of the influence which symbolism
had in the Christian churches, and in reference to the noble structures which now
so much impressed us, was this—that tiiey were carried out on a system of
symbolism and conventionalism tlirough a body of freemasons, whose special work
was to acconiplisli tlie harmony of proportion, the conventionalism of form,
and the teaching of symmetry.
Mr. J. W. Pai'Wokth thought tlie paper which had been read contained an

extraordinary amount of assertion without proof, as was very common at the

firesent day. There were cases in which a hobby might be ridden to death, and
le thought that the paper read that night manifested one of them.
After a few observations from Mr. Beuesford Hope (who thought there

was a symbolism in art in all ages), Mr. G. G. Scott (who was no symbolist, but
remarked that in the middle ages many of the buildings were made in the sqaare,

and some on the triangle, and the great matter to be considered was the pro-
portions of the buildings), Mr. Stheet (who thought that proportions were
very arbitrary, and that any plan might be produced on the system of the square

or the triangle), and Mr. Penrose (who thought that the symbolical was the

secondary, not the principal rule in the matter),
Mr. Godwin moved a vote of thanks to Dr. Barlow for his paper.

Mr. White seconded the motion, which was carried by acclamation.

Neio Memhers.—The following gentlemen were elected members of the

Institute :—Messrs. Kdward Salomons, Associate, of Manchester ; Edward C.

Robins, Associate, of 1!), Arundel-street : James \furray, of 4, Agar-street,

Strand, and Coventry ; George Truefltt, of 5, Bloomsbury-square, as I'ellows.

The meeting then separated.

RATTLING WINDOWS.
11H0SE who eo down to the country by coach, to the seaside by railway, or

into town by 'bus, can, in counting these journeys, reckon up at the same
time the number of colds they have thereby caught. Those, again, who live in

"run-up" and fashionable localities are often surprised at the quantity of
" blacks " in a room, and wonder how it is that, while they sit with their face to

the fire, they are shivering as to their backs. The reason of all this is easily

explained ;—the windows of the vehicles, in the first instance, are loo.scly hung
and rattle most abominably, the windows of the model houses have shrunk
timidly from the fiaines, and, as cab or dray passes, shake and quiver at an
awful rate, and through the open space permit the entrance of dust and blacks

by the shovelful. But a remedy has been found for all this—and colds and tem-

pers will be simultaneously banished if all Mr. T. Riddell, of Old Ford, Bow,
says be true. Ue claims to have invented a plan for the general tightening tip

of windows—and india-rubber is the agent. According to his specification, he

avails liimself of the elastic pressure of vulcanised india-rubber for maintaining

sufficient friction of conduct between the sash or panel and the frame ; and so

ensures, by very simple means, the firm retention of the frame at any desired

position. Rattling in grooves is hereby prevented. To save destruction of this

india-rubber, and Vender the working more easy, metallic plates are affixed to

the pressing substance. Tliese plates are angular, fitting with one edge in a

groove, to provide for a perpendicular drop, as is understood. Tiie means

for holding, &c., are very simple, and will be best understood by seeing the

invention, which certainly speaks lor itself.

T
OBTAINING AND APPLYING MOTIVE POWER.

HE number of sclieraes having the above for their object is legion, for

men have, from time immemorial, been stirring their brains to discover

agents superior to human power. Tliere are many motive powers ; they exist

around us, and grow to our hand as experiment, but the economical applica-

tion is the one thing needful, and he who produces economical and multiplied

effect in the application of any motive power, is a benefactor to his race.

It behoves this mechanical age to give an attentive ear to any scheme pro-

pounded wliicli has even tlie veriest germ of practicability attached to its working;

and with this idea we propose to devote a few lines to a description, from the pro-

visional specification, of the invention of Mr. John Coates, of Lower ShadweU,

a practical engineer. Tlie invention, in one mode of constructing engines, com-

bining these improvements, consists of a strong framework, having one solid

and one hollow central pillar, carrying a working beam, made hollow hall

its length, the other half solid. The hollow portion is connected to the hollow

upright by means of joints, with glands to make the same water tight, as is also

the tubular end of the beam, being attached thereby to a tubular connexion

affixed vertically to a horizontal cylinder having well-fitting and packed covers

at each end, bored eccentrically to admit a shaft carrying a fly-wheel, and on

which the cylinder oscillates, the cylinder has at one end, at two opposite sides,

valves having one connecting rod and two valve levers, with a piston, also con-

necting them. The oscillating of the cylinder causes the va ve. levers to

strike tappets attached to the cylinder trough, but the piston riKl has a rotary

motion. The hollow centre pillar or main support is connected at bottom with a

ram, the plunger kept regulated by a suitable weight attached to a chain passing

over a pulley. The opposite or solid end of the working torn has a ''f'an^e;

weight attached as a cou,iter,)oise to the weight of the ';.V.l'n<'ej:-t>''9<Jer tubular

portions and trough are filled with water, ami the working of the p ston <»n^
the alternateadmissiou and expulsion of the water, thereby putting the engine in

motion. „ . _ ^ •„•* ..
To those interested iu the multiplication of motive power we suggest a visit to

Lower ShadweU, and seeing for themselves.
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INGLASGOW CATaEDR.\I THE XEW PAIiNTED WINDOWS
THE CRYPT.

MR. FERGUSSOX in liis " Haiidbwik of Architecture," sMiys truly, tlmt " llio

glory of thU cathedral is its orypt, which is Mnrivalle<i in Briinin, and
perhaps, in Euri>p<-." The floor of the crypt is divided into burying lairs, which
belong to many ancient Scot tij-h families, a numl>er of whom, on the project of

decoratinR the rathedrsl with painted windows beinp started, petitioned that

they shouhl ho allowed to fill the windows of the crypt with memorial windows
—a request wliicli «asat once complied with.

The art of slass-piiinting having h.id little encouragement in Scotland since

the Reformation, was conse<|Uently found by the donors of these windows, to be

in not a very flourishing condition, and they wtrc consefiuently obliged to seek

elcewhere for painted glass of a character suitable to be inserted in these windows.
In their st-lection, the donors of these memorial windows have been verj'

cosmopolitan, and have procured windows from Munich, Dresden, and Brussels;

we hear also they arc likely soon lo obtain others from Milan.

Tlie judicious plan adopted for the windows of the church above, by which
unity of design will be secured, has nnfortunotely not been ado;ite<l in the crypt

;

it may have been ditlicult to secure this under the circumstances, hnt still wo
tliiok tlie JJoard of Works would have done well, to have rCL'ulated the size of

the flgures and some other details so as to secure a reasonable amount of uni-

formity. We regret that this harmony of style (so little attended to in our

cathedrals, especially when windows arc executed at one period), should

net have been made imperative in these windows. Of the windows
now (!tte<l up, there are four small ones by M, C'apronnier, the eminent

flass-painter of Brussels. These exhibit all that careful study and
nowlcdge of the ornamental forms for which this gentleman is eminent,

and which he exhibits in his excellent work, " L'Hisfoirc de In Peinturc mtr
rerre en Europe." Whilst the ornamental forms are correct, they are drawn
with an elegance and refinement not found in old work, hut whicl'i harmonises

them with the treatment of the figures, in which the incorrect drawing of the

old masters is avoided. There is, liowever, a certain coldness about them—a cold

correctness or want of inspiration, so to speak. The general eflect of the windows
is excellent, and they tell at any distance. They are harmonious, clear, and
pleasing specimens o'f this great glass-painter and archawlogist.

Four windows are contributions from Dresden. They are designed by the Pro-
fessor Hubner, principally known in this country from liis illustrations in con-
nection with Schnorr, of the " Neiliclungen lied :" the glass-painter is M.
Schreider, the eminent director of the Meissen factory. Here is a great combi-
nation of talent. The windows, so far as the figures are conccnied, are obviously
based upon cinque- cento glass. We do not think that either of the eminent
artists can be spoken of as archaeologists, and they obviously do not understand
the true principles of Gothic ornamentation ; but their treatment of the human
figure in glass is equal to the finest works of the cinque-cento. The drawing is

Tery fine ; the cast of drapery excellent, and as to the colour, it is rich and har-
monious. The rich color and dignity of the designs are in harmony with the
grandeur of the edifice ; but the ornamentation is not so, and would be more
suitable in a modem building. The method of execution—a combination of

mosaic and enamel—is in the cinque-cento manner, but with more high finish,

and more use of enamel than would have been thought of by an old gl.iss-

painter. One window is from Munich ; the subject, Christ Blessing Little

Children. This is incomparably the finest wmdow in the crypt. The
ornament, based on the thirteenth century art, is absolutely perfect in its

elegance and harmony, and the sotip(OH or slight indications of foreign
style about the canopy—which reminds us of early Italian— gives piquancy
to this charming design. The flguiTS are exquisite, and the execution leaves
nothing to be de^irM^, pure mosaic glas-;, with brown enamel shading, and
nothing more ; no fudging up with enamel ; all is clear, brilliant, and translucent.

It is obvious, however, that the artist did not calculate on the darkness of the
crypt, as the general tone of this beautiful window is better suited for a lighter

place. Three windows remain to be mentioned ; they are by Mr. Ballantine, of
Edinburgh ; we regret that we are obliged to say that these are not good speci-
mens of painted glass, cither as art or glass-painting. As art, they are feebly
drawn, and commonplace in sentiment ; they are poor also in color, and one fif

them, a St. James, is so weak in this respect that it is actn Ily backed up with
roughened j)late-glass, a perfectly inexou^iable resource. .\s gl-tss -painting, the
metho4i of execution is not that of architectural glass, both windows are highly
enamelled in the style of glass usually seen in halls or conservatories', and the
ornament is in no particular stvie, but rather a mixttre of styles, all of which
are misunderstood, and some of which are absolutely unknown in glass-painting,
being obvidusly borrowed from paper-staining patterns. The anachronisms are
cxtraordinai-y, and the execution feeble.

We much wish that some of our real English gl.iss-painters were represented
in this collection ; the foreignei-s as yet have it all tlieir own way, we bid them
welcome, but at the same time we desire to sec some of our men of a true stamp,
and who are really conversant with the art representing British glass-painting.
The upper church is to receive its painted windows from Munich ; when the.se

are more advanced, that is, when more are erected, we shall ^ive our impressions
of them, at present only one is in its place, a very remarkable work of art.

But we must see more ot them before entering upon this subject.
Below, however, in the crjnt, the principle of variety being admitted, we

earnestly hope that " real Britisii glass painting " may be Illustrated ; and if

onr glass-painters are treated liberally we cannot doubt but that they will erect
windows which will, in some important respects, divide the honors with their
foreign brethren.

GLASGOW ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

A MEETING d' this Society w.xs held here, in the .Scottish Exhibition Rooms,
Bath-street, on the evening of Monday, the 19th inst. The vice-president,

Cliarles Wilson, Esq., architect, occupied the chair.

Mr. McLean, hon. secretary, read the minutes of the previous meeting, which
were approv<-d of.

James .Salmo.v, Esq., architect, read a very interesting and long paper on
" Tlie Dwellings of the Working Classes," and on the various systems of drain-
age, in which lie strongly reprehended the present system, now so universally
adopted in lai-ge cities, of building workmen's houses in long, narrow lanes or
streets, from IGto 30 feet wide, and with the same average depth of area behind,
the tenements or stacks of bouses being always four or five stories above the

ground, and generally with a sunk floor, in each of which were lodged from six-

teen to twenty -five families. The high rent of ground in and around our large

cities was the chief canse of this state of things. 5Ir. Salmon urged the inter-

ference of the Legislature, and the restriction of houses for the working classes

to two or three flooi-s at most, in which not more than from six to ten families

should be allowed to dwell. After alluding to the various systems of sewerage

now in use, and others proposed, Mr. Salmon advocated tli(t disuse of them all,

and the adoption of a dry commode—several of which were exhibited in the room

—in lieu of water-closets. If this system were to be adopted, a great .saving ot

water would Ix! eflected, our sewers would only be required to cairy ofl^ the water

used in culinary or manufacturing purposes, our rivers would return to almost

their pristine purity, and the valuable manure now allowed to flow to waste, to

vitiate our rivers aiid atmosphere, would be preserved to enrich the fields.

BUILDING OPERATIONS IN NEW YORK.
[Kxtniclcd from the Amerkan Giis Litjht Jottriial.}

rilllE approaching season promises, from all we can learn, to prove a busy one

1 among the chief architects of the city. A large number of buildings arc

now in progress of erection, besides which, we believe, there is au excellent

iirospect of some large jobs being eommeiiecd in the spring, particulars of which

we shall announce when matters are more matured. Meantime we annex

particulars ot such which we have heard of as in progress, and in contempla-

siessrs. R, Upjohn and Son have at present on hand the following huildinm:—

A house for H. G. Darcy, Esq., at Newark, N. J., in Gothic villa style, of

brick, with all the modern conveniences. To cost 14,000 dols. Carpenter.

George Riker; mason, Jonathan Fairchild; stone-cutter. H, Wheatton—all

of Newark.
A church, at Poughkcep«ie (Episcopal), of stone, Gothic style; to cost

13,000 dols. Stone-cutter, P. A. Joy, Poughkeepsie.

A Gothic Presbyterian church, at Rochester ; to seat 600 persons, to cost

25,000 dols.

A Gothic Episcopal church, at Utica, N. Y. ; to cost 28,000 dols. Mason, R.

Jones ; carpenter, W. Thomas.
A Gothic Episcopal church at Albany, N. Y. ; to cost 68,000 dols. Mason,

John Bridgford ; stone cutter, George Brown ; carpenter, George Riker.

A wooden church (Episcopal), at Yonkers, N. Y.; to seat 1,000—with a

basement—to cost 5,000 dots. Carpentei-s, Ackert and Quick; mason, M.
Blauvelt.

A brick Presbyterian church at Genesco, N. Y. ; to seat 400, and cost 8,000

dols.

A brick church at Plymouth, N.C.; to cost 8,000 dols.

A wooden church at Scuppernong, N.C. ; for loO persons, to cost 1,400 dols.

A brick house in JIarion, Alabama ; to cost 25,000 dols.

The alteration of St. Paul's church, Brooklyn, N. Y., so as to increase the

sitting accommodation for 250 extra, at a cost of 2,280 dols.

Messrs. Henwick, Auchinuty and Sands are engaged upon the following :

—

The stores which fell lately in Broad-street, are now being rebuilt for J. Bard,

the owner. They are 45 by 100 feet. The materials are to consist of Dorchester

stone, granite and red brick. The mason is S. Banta ; cai^penter, R. Pugsly

;

iron-work, J. B. and W, W, Cornell and Co.

The hotel, corner of Broadway and 24th-street, for Mr. Kinney, is now
finisliing. Carpenters, Keyser and Berrian ; mason, S. Banta.

A Mission Chapel, to Grace church, has just been commenced opposite the

Opera House in 14th-slieet, of two-colored brick with cut stone trimmings.

Carpenter work not yet contracted for.

It is intended to erect at 44th-street and Cth Avenue, a Mission Chapel for

St. Mark's Parish, of brick with stone trimmings. 01 by 100. Not yet con-

tracted fur.

Messrs. Renwick, Auchmuty and Sands have completed the plans for the erec-

tion of a fine new building in Cleveland, Ohio, for Mr. Case, which will be known
as Case's building. It is to be 190 by 78, chiefly of brick, Renaissance style of

architecture, and is intended for a music hall, with stores, &c., on the ground
floor.

Messrs. Winham and Fernbach have in coui-se of erection a first class private

dwelling house, corner of 17th street and Liviugston-jilace, 53 fi;et front and 80
ii;et deep ; 3 stories, attic and basement, with cellar under part of the building.

Basement of Dorchester stone ; the front, above basement, Philadelphia brick.

Owner, (jeorge Folsom, Esq. ; mason, P. T. O'Brien ; carpenters, T. W. and S.

E. Cochran; iron work, Barnes and Bro. ; cut-stone work, D. M'Mastcr.
Finishing : A three-story dwelling-house in Second-street, near 1st-avenue,

20 by 25 feet, with basement and cellar, Phihidelphia front and brown stone sides-

and lintels. Owner, II. Ma.ns; mason, Robert Kemp ; carpenter, A. H. Robin-
son ; ironwork, Barnes and Bro.

1 u contemplation : A first-class private stable and carriage-house, to be built in
Madison-avenue, between 35th and 30th streets.

Also a Methodist church and several dwellings in Harlem and vicinity.

Messrs. Winham and I'ernbach are also preparing plans for several buildings

for the fire department, to be erected by the corporation.

Messrs. Upjolin and Son, also Renwick, Auchmuty, and Sands, have several'

building! in contemplation, particulars of which we may give shortly.

Oainshorough.—The south transept of Holy Trinity Church Iias^

been further enriched by the addition of another stained-glass window, the gift

of R. CapcB, Esq., making the fifth given by him. The "Agony in the Garden,"
after Le Jeune, and the " Tribute Money," after one of the old masters, are the
subjects contained in the two medallions of the new window, both of which have
been treated with surprising accuracy and finish by Sir. Clutterbuck, the artist.

Market Harborough.—A beautil'ul stained-glass east window is being
put in at our parish church. Its fifteen compartments represent the Life of Our
Stiviour.

The foundation stone of the new church of St. Patrick, Sunderland, was laid

on Saturday last. The site of the building, which will face Sunderland church,
cost £0(i4, and towards defraying the necessary expenses of erection, &c., a sura
of £1,300 had previously lieen collected, augmented on Saturday by a further

collection of £200, The building operations will be rapidly proceeded with.
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THE GREAT NORTIIEKN PALACE COMPANY, MUSWELL-HILL.
Oil Jlonilay evening ii vory numorously attended and lii(;lily respcctnlile public

mcetiny; was Iicld nt tlie liarnsbnry Hall, liarnsbury-street, Islington, convened
by the promotei's of this nndertaking, for the purpose of eliciting the feeling of

tlin inhabitants of the <listrict in reference to the proposed People's Palace.

The chair was taken by Mr. J. K. M'Artiiur.

The CiiAiHMAN, in opening the proceedings of the evening, said lie had been
called upon to take the chair at this inecting, and if any influence he jiossessed

in connexion with the Literary Institution of Islington could be exerted in favor

of the undertaking for the erection of a "iiulace for the people" at Muswell-hill,

he should be happy to exercise it. He contended that such a structure could

not but be bcneticial to every class of the coniinunity. He forcibly dwelt on
the marvellously improved tastes of the people, anil to all that had been done
to ])rotnote i)rogres.s, and to the realisation of that which in former years had
been regarded as a dream. The time had aiTived when the jicople required a
better sort of entertainment than that which had satisfied them many years ago.

Thus they witnessed places of public entertainment thrown open to the people

at low prices, and there was one instance or more where a picture gallery

had been added to the charms of good music, which were enjoyed at the lowest

possible charge. The iiroprietors of theatres had given up the idea of high
prices, and by the numbers who patronised them they were enabled to secure

the services of eminent artists. In the projected concert-room of this intended

building 10,000 people could be accommodated apart from any objectionable

influences. Having described the beauties of the scenery in the vicinity of

Muswell-liill, the speaker observed that there were two (pisslions asked, first,

Could the people pay for it? and, next. Would tliey pay itir these advantages ?

Now, could they pay for it ? Why the jieople as a mass could pay for anything.

Why, 15 years ago lie bad made a calculation that the people sjient in wines

and spirits as nnicli as £")0,000,000. If they took one-tenth of that popula-
tion, llity would spend £-j,0()0,()00 on wines and liquors. They did not want
£,'i,(mO,000 here, for the whole amount of cajiital required was but £600,000,
nhich at o per cent, would be £30,000. What would not the people pay for ?

If they went out lor a holiday they required something more than dry in-

struction—they required intellectual recreation. A change had come over
tlicse matters. Formerly authors starved because they wrote for the fewj
wdiereas now they wrote for the multitude, and bccaine rich men. He in-
stanced the vast sale of the ConihlH Magfizine as another instance of the
improved feeling of the people ; 450 years ago the great Chancer had dreamed
of a tem])le of glass, and that dream had been realised in the present age. The
lion, gentleniaii concluded an able speech by calling upon the meeting to support
this splendid undertaking of erecting a palace in a locality of surpassing beauty.

Mr. John Mastkk.m.yn rose to state the objects of the directors and the
steps which had been taken to give effect to their intentions. He had himself
some two years since visited a friend near Colncy Hatch, and was struck with
the itnnicnse population on this side of the river, and he made some inquiry

as to the means of amusement which they had, and he found that the
population on the north side of the Thames was five times larger than that
on the south, but he found no place of importance where recreation and
aninsement were to be found. He found there were numerous cemeteries
and a large lunatic asylum—(a laugh)—and it struck him that such a state of
things could not go on. Ho found out a very desirable plot of ground, being
a proiwrty adjoining the railway, which was for sale, and in bargaining for

the purchase, he made it a condition at the outset that the parties must by no
uieans anticipate a further value on the land, but be content with the marketable
value. The area of 4.00 acres was taken, instead of limiting the purchase to

150 acres, lor the palace and grounds. He knew that the (Crystal Palace
Company had made the fortunes of many landowners, and he thought it fair

that this company should partake largely of the benefits which tliey were
about to confer upon others. Sir Charles Fox had accompanied him for a
day, and that gentleman went over the estate, and lie was perfectly

satisfied. He then consulted Mr. Spencoi", of Bowood, who gave a decided
opinion that the ground was well adapted for the growth and protection of
flowers and shrubs. Mr. Owen Jones had devoted a whole month to the
consideration of his plans, and he decided to build an edifice which should
surpass anything that Iiad ever before been seen. It had been determined
tp do nothing in hostility to the existing Crystal Palace. He trusted there
would be only a reflected light from one to the other in the determination to

provide rational and refined amnsenients for the people ; but the promoters
were determined that whereever experience could be brought to bear they
should correct the errors which had been shown in connexion with the Crystal
Palaee, and to improve upon their arrangements as far as the wants of the
public had been ascertained. There was one thing which had annoyed the
visitors to the Crystal Palace, and that was the descents and ascents after

leaving the railway staiion, which was like undergoing the miseries of a
middle passage; that difliculty would be entirely removed here. The pas.sengers

would be brought into the building with only" 48 steps, and visitors on horse-
back or in carriages would be under cover and sheltered from the elements.
The concert-room would hold 10,000 persons, and they would sit in comfort—ay,
in luxury. The building would lie constructed on the liest acoustic principles,

and would be devoted entirely to music. Upon the tein|iorary arrangements
made at the Crystal Palace that company had improved, but they had not
been successful because the original arrangements were not good. At the
Crystal Palace the tropical department was at the further end ; here it would
be under the centre, ami the dome would be twice the span of that of St. Paul's,
and it would be heated very cheaply. The second iirinci|ile they laid down
was, that unle.«s they found," upon most careful examination, that the under-
taking could be carried out at a cost which would yield a profit of 10 per cent.,

they would not proceed further with it. and the diiectors considered they were
within the mark when they calculated on 10 per cent. only. The third prin-
ciple was one of a tender character—the directors had dete'rmined to keej) the

Ealace and grounds closed on the Lord's day (great cheering), though they
ad suppoi't ti^ndered to them from persons who were anxious to ])ursue the

contrary course, but whose assistance tlioy refuseil (applause). Lord Brougham
had declared that the undertaking was calculated, in his deliberate opinion,
to bestow iiiestiinable blessings upon society, and that it would succeed as a_

commercial sjieculation. Lord Torringlon was the hardworking chairinau of
the company, who was absent, he was sorry to say, from illness. The directoi-s

of the Great Northern Railway had put themselves forward to aid the scheme.

He trusted that those who joined them would contribute to an undertaking
which wouM lie the honor and glory of the country.

In reply to a question put by Mr. Edmeston,
Sir CitARI.KS

never I

in to t

shall be sntticient" (Applause).
Mr. IlAzr.EWOOi) entered at great length into the financial view of the

question, and refciTed to a vast number of items in a printed comparative
statement, showing the great ditterence of charge as Ixdweeii those of the Crystal
Palace and this undertaking, the difference being £1,400,000 against £400,000
for the People's Palace.
Mr. Holland proposed the first resolution :—"That the explanations giveu

to this meeting by the promotiTS of the palace of the people at Muswell-hill, witli
respect to the nature of the undertaking and its financial prospects, are
highly satislaetory." Seconded by Mr. (Jziklli.
Mr. Edmeston moved the second resolution, "Thatthut meeting fully ap-

proves of the jiroposed palace of the people, which the meeting considers will
prove very beneficial to the neighbourhood." Seconded by Mr. Teui.on.
Mr. King said such a palace had become a nublic necessitv. After some

remarks he moved the third resolution, " That ttiis meeting |ilcdges itself to
support the Great Northern Palace Company (Limited), which has been funned
for the purpose of constructing the Palace of the People at Muswell Hill."
Mr. S. 'I EULON seconded the resolution.

Several speakers warmly supported the movement.
Several applications for shares were forwarded to the chairman, and the pro-

cceflings throughout were marked by the gr(\Ttest cordiality of feeling.

Mr. John SIasterman moved, and Sir Charles Fox seconded the resolution,

which was carried unanimously, " That the best thanks of the meeting be given
to the chairman for the able manner in which he has presided over the meeting.

"

The Chairman replied, and the meeting separated.

IMPORTANT DECISIONS UNDER THE METROPOLIS LOCAL
MANAGEMENT ACT.

A decision of conside; able importance to the ratepayers of the metropolis was
given on Saturday afternoon by Mr. Traill at the Gi-eenwich Police-court,

about 500 ratepayers of the district having been summoned to show cause against
distress warrants being issued against them in respect of a rate made by the
Metropolitan Board of Works in August last.

Mr. Woolrycli, counsel to the Jletropolitan Board of Works, attended to
support the summonses; and Mr. Carttarand Mr. Pulling, two local solicitor,

to dispute the validity of the rate made.
The case had been adjourned from the 25tli ult., and had occupied the atten-

tion of his Worship some hours. The facts, however, nny be briefly stated. In
tin: month of March, 1857, a precept was issued by the Metropolitan Board of
Works for the payment of a sum of £10,723 14s. 8d. on or before the .31st May
following. The duty of the district board was to cause a rate to lie made in the
several parishes comprised in the district, consisting of Greenwich, St. Paul and St.
Nicholas, Deptford and the hamlet of Ilatcham ; but, instead ofdoing so, attempts
were made to borrow money upon the security of the rate, and which attempts
failed. The Metropolitan fioard of Works did not press for the payment of the
sum named while the attempts to borrow the money were being made, and in

November, 1858, a sum of £1,000 was paid by the district board on account of
the sum so demanded, and a further sum of £650 123. lOd. in March, 1859,
leaving a debt of £0,073 Os. lOd. still due. The district still failing to pay this

amount, the Metropolitan Board, in August last, made a rate upon the house-
holders in the district, and appointed its own collectors to obtain the luoui'y.

Evidence as to the issuing of the precept, making and publishing of the rates,

having been given, a variety of legal objections to its validity were taken, among
which was that the rate had not been made and demanded within six mouths
after the debt had become due. Secondly, that the publication of the rate in
question was defective, owing to the usual notices not iiaving been affixed on the
uoors of some of the dissenting places of worship. Thirdly, that many persons
summoned were not in occupation of the premises in respect of which the rate

was made, at the time the demand was first made upon the district board, while
others were summoned in respect of buildings erected since. Fourthly, that the

basis upon which the assessment was made was the county rate of the year 1850
instead of lftj6. .\nd finally, that the rate was illegal on account of the demand
made upon the district board being disputed, on the ground that it contained
charges beyond those of the expenses of theMetropolitan Board, and more than
expenses which had already lieen paid.

Mr. Traill said the Act of Parliament under which the Metropolitan Board
of Works was founded gave to that body extraordinary powers, among which
was that of making retrospective rates. With regard to the objections raised,

he must decide against the defendants, because, with the exception of the
objections to the putjlication of the rates, they were not such as could be argued
before him, being matter of appeal at the time the rate was made. With regard
to the publication of the rate, the Act of Parliament required that notices of the
making of the rate should be nfiixed at or near the churches or chapels in the
parish, and it had been ruled by the superior courts that the meaning of chapels
should apply only to chapels of ease; therefore although the notices might have
been omitted to be affixed to some of the dissenting chapels, the rate

was not invalid on that account. With respect to the parishes of
Greenwich and St. Paul, Deptford, and the hamlet of Hatchain. tho
evidence given jiroved that the necessary publication had taki'n place ; but with
respect to St. Nicholas, Dcjitford, there might be some question. In that

parish it apjieared there were two entrance-gates to the cliureh, on the brick

]iillai's only of one of which the notices had been affixed, consequent upon the

gates being locked, and it was objected that this publication was insufficient, on
the ground that it was not the principal entrance to the church, and that this

second gate was nearest to the church door. His (Mr. Traill's) opinion was that

the publication named was sufficient; but still it was a point upon which a case

might fairly be asked for the decision of the Court of (iueen's Bench, and in

which case the other objections raised might be embodied. In giving this decision

he could not help adding it was a ease of hardship on many which li.ad arisen in

consequence, partly from the district boai'd not doing its duty in making the

rate at the proper time and upon the proper persons, and partly from a laches or

over-forbearance towards the district board by the Metropolitan Board, which
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body appeared to have the power of Mng back for any number of years, and

then to come upon a district for payment at once of a large amount of money.

It was then arraugwi that distress warrants should issue in the eases heard,

but not to be enforced until a decision was given by tlie Court of Queen's Bench

in a case to lie drawn up, and to allow of which the proceedings were formally

adjourned for a fortnight.

Messrs. Povris and James, the extensive Government engineers and patentees,

at tlie comer of Webber-street, BlackfHars-road, were charged before Mr.

Burcham, under the Metropolis Local Management Act, with refusing to

i«n>ave a certain projection in front of their premises, to the annoyance of tlie

public. .

It appeared that for some years the premises in question had been in a dilapi-

dated slate, and the front in the Blackfriars-road was occupied 'by some small

sliopkeepers, who placed their goods out for sale 3 feet from the frontage, where

there was an old railing. About two years ago, Messrs. Powis and James took

the whole of the extensive range of buildings on a long lease, and rebuilt them

at considerable expense, and ilnduig their pavement in a dangerous state they

repavcd it, and fixed a sulKtantial iron railing to protect their boundary. It

appears that the inhabitantsof the line of houses from Boundary-row had given

up their frontage to the parish authorities, who paved it, and now Mr. Wellman,

the Surveyor of Pavements of St. George's, sought to compel Messrs. Powis and

James to surrender the frontage, which they had been at so considerable expense

in repairing.
, . , . , i-

Mr. W. Edwin, who attended for the defendants, contended that the frontage

belonged to his clients, and that it had been railed in from time immemorial.

They had never given it up to the parish, and as soon as the defendants iouud

that their frontage was in a dilapidated state they substantially repaired it, and

now it was of great utility to them ; in fact, it was necessary to them in their

business. Mr. Edwin here produced an excellent photographic view of the pre-

mises for his worship's ins})e<"tion.
, .

Mr. Burcham said that he had seen tlie premises and the property adjoining.

Tliere were r.iilings in front of the JIagdalen and a vacant space pavable, and he

supposed that a few vears ago the frontages of the houses in the Blackfriars-road

were all fenced in. "The question was, whether tlie frontage now in the occupa-

tion of Messrs. Powis and James was ever given up to the public ? Had It been

paved by the parish authority ?

Mr. Wellman replied that it had not ; and for more than 20 years he had ob-

served an old railing in front, but still if given up to the public it would be of

great advantage, and do away with the annoyance complained of.

Mr. Burcham observed that Mr. Wellman's evidence was a strong fact that

the frontage belonged to the premises in the occupation of Messrs. Powis and

James, and as far as he had seen, there did not appear to be anything inconvenient

or annoying to the public, therefore he should dismiss the complaint.

LLWTN HOUSE, OSWESTRY.

WE engrave this week a view of the terrace front of Llwyn-house, a

mansion in course of erection at Oswestry, from the designs of

James Blake, Esq., R.I.B.A. It comprises a substantial block of building,

about 60 feet square. The princijial apartments are grouped very conveni-

ently round a large central hall, which is approaclied by a corridor from the

open porch shown on the left in our Engraving. The two wings of the

terrace front are connected by an open loggia in front of the library

windows. The chimneys linked together by balustrades and open arches,

form a striking feature in the composition, and give considerable

picturesqueness and variety to the design. A finer site than that on

which the building stands could hardly have been selected, or one which
commands more delightful prospects. It is on rising ground, about half a

mile from Oswestry, and is sheltered from the north and west winds by an

abrupt belt of high ground, (such belts are peculiar to the neighbourhood)

already covered with beautiful woods. The other aspects are entirely open.

The south-east or front towards the pleasure-grounds commands the rich

and immense vale of Shropshire and the adjacent counties, in many por-

tions risible to a distance of at least 50 miles. The south-west or entrance

front overlooks the town of Oswestry, and the beautifully variegated

distance beyond it is terminated by the bold and picturesque chain of

mountains which divides England and Wales. The limit of this view

upon what may be termed comparatively level ground is not perhaps

exceeded in extent or beauty by any other in England, and the many land-

marks associated with the exciting history of the locality visible from the

spot, gives it an invaluable and enduring interest.

The structure is faced with Cefh stone, and the finer work with
Corsham-down Bath stone. It will be replete with every modern conve-

nience, and is to be finished in a plain, bold, but commensurately decorative

character with the exterior. The style is no particular choice, but the archi-

tect has wished to show—in contradiction to the expressed opinions of some
one-tided style advocates—the compatibility of palatial, or, as it is now often

termed, club-bouse architecture, when j udiciously treated and broken up,

with country scenery, and the necessities of a country mansion. The
name is Welsh ; and as its pronunciation may puzzle English readers, we
may mention that its nearest English spelling would be Looin, which is

sufficiently euphonious.

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS.
THE following are the chief provisions of a bill brought in by Mr. Slaney and

Mr. Cowper :

—

I. It shall be lawful for the ratepayers of any parish maintaining Its own poor,

the population of which, .iccordliig to the last account from time to time taken
thereof by the authority of parliament, exceeds persons, to purchase or

lease lands, and to accept gifts, grants, and devises of laud, for the purpose .of form-
ing any public walk, exercise or playground, and to levy rates for maintaining; the

same, and for removal of any nuisances or obstruction to the free use and enjoyment
thereof, and for improving any open walk or footpath, or placing convcuieut seats

or shelters from ram, and for other purposes of a similar nature.

TI. This act may be adopted for any boroujjh, or for any parish having a popula-
tion of or upwards (according to the last account for the time taken by
authority of Parliament), in the same nianner as the Act of the ilth and 10th Victoria,
chapter 74, may be adopted in such boroush or parish : provided always that it

shall not be necessary for the purposes of tiiis act to obtain the approval of one of
hor Majesty's principal Secretaries of State, now required by 9th and 10th Victoria,
chapter 7-t.

III. Where the act is adopted In a borough or in such aparlsh, the provisions of the
act of the 9th and 10th Victoria, chapter "4, for the purposes Delow specified,

applicable in the like cases where that act is adopted, shall take eflfect lor the pur-
poses of this act, viz., all the provisions concerning—1. The authority by which and
the manner in which the act is to be carried into execution. 2. The mode of pro-
vidiiifx the expenses of carrying the act into execution (excluding; the provisions for
borrowiuf^ money ibr such expenses). 3. The ai>pointment (in the case of a parish) of
coniniissioners, the tenure of office and procedure, and the audit of their accounts.
4. Tlie powers of the councils and commissioners for the purposes of the act (except
tlie powers of borrowing money).

I\ . After the adoption of this act it shall be lawful for the ratepayers in meeting
assembled to rate such parish to a separate rate, to be called the *' Parish
Improvement Rate ;" provided that such rate be af^Tced to by at least a majority of
the ratepayers as hereinbefore provided in the case of the preliminary meeting.
V. Provided always, that previous to any such rate being imposed a sum in amount

not less than at least one-half of the estimated cost of such proposed Improvement
shall have been raised, given, or collected by private subscription or donation.

NEW AQUEDUCT BRIDGE AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

AMONG the public works now in course of completion at Washington is the
Aqueduct Bridge over Red Creek, at the western end of Pennsylvania avenue.

This bridge is a cast-iron arch of 20 feet rise and 200 feet clear span between the
abutments. The arch consists of two ribs, each of which is composed of 17 cast-

iron pipes of 48 inches internal diameter, and 12 feet 3 inches in length. They
have flanged ends pierced with holes for screw bolts, by which the pipes are
firmly connected together. After being cast, they were placed in a lathe, and
the ends and flanges were accurately turned or faced off. They are put together

in the form of a circular arc, the fWed ends abutting against each other, and
40 screw-bolts firmly secure each joint. Such is the accuracy obtained by the

present use of machinery in engineering, that these joints are water-tight, under
the aqueduct pressure of 120 feet head, by mere application of the dressed sur-

faces of cast-iron, no packing or cement being used in the joints.

Upon these two arched ribs, which are firmly connected with each other by
cast-iron tubular crossbraces and heavy wrought diagonal ties, is erected a
framework of heavy rolled-iron " H " beams (from tlie works of the Phoenix
Iron Company, of Philadelphia), supporting two continuous horizontal iron

girders, 204 feet 6 inches in length. Upon these girders rest crossbeams of
timbers, supporting the roadway of the bridge, wliicli embraces two city railroad

and carriage tracks, and two paths for foot passengers.

The cornice of the bridge is decorated with modillions of cast iron, and a light

WTOught-iron railing surmounts the whole.

The abutments, founded upon solid rock, are built in the most substantial and
durable manner, of a fine gray sandstone, obtained in large blocks from the

Government quarries at Seneca, upon the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, twenty-
four miles from the city of Washington. The strength of the stone is 17,000 lbs.

per square inch.

This bridge is particularly remarkable for the double duty which the arch
performs. While if supports a roadway, forming a beautiful and much-needed
communication, by which the traffic between the cities of Washington and
Georgetown is carried over, the water of the Washington Aqueduct is carried

into the city of Wa.sliington through tho pipes of which the arch is composed.
To guard against all danger of freezing, tlie pipes are lined with staves and
resinous pine timber, 3 inches in thickness, leaving a clear water-way in each
rib of 3^ feet in diameter.
The flanges and bolts by which the pipes are connected at the joints are

covered with decorative mouldings, encircled with foliage of cast-iron. The arch
ribs spring from ornamental bases, which distribute the pressure over huge blocks

of granite, set in the skew back of the abutments. The intersections of the
beams in the framework of the spandrils are covered with ornamental bosses,

also ofcast-iron. The whole is a model of lightness and elegance, being 200 feet

in clear span, and 45 feet in height from the water to the top of the parapet.

The abutments contain vaults, in which are the connecting pipes and stop-

cocks for regulating the flow and discharge of water ; and in the western abut-
ments on the Georgetown side, one of the vaults serves as an engine-room,
and contains a water-pressure engine—the first, it is believed, erected in this

country.
The engine, drawing its supply from the cast-iron street-mains of the

Washington Aqueduct, pumps 10,000 gallons of water per hour into a reservoir

on the heights of Georgetown, a mile distant, and 204 feet above the machine.
This reservoir supplies tliat portion of Georgetown which is above the level of

the great store and distributing reservoirs of the Washington Aqueduct. In a
recent experiment, the engine, using 10,862'2 gallons of water per hour, under
the effective pressure of 99-86 feet as power, pumped 10,410*4 gallons of water
against an effective head or resistance of 90-245 feet. This gave a useful effect

of 806 of the power employed ; the loss being absorbed in friction, in producing
motion of the parts of engine and. of the water and in leakage, the latter alone

being about 2J per cent, of the water used. By the formula given by Wiesbach
for the efficiency of the engine alone, the efficiency of the engine and pump being

considered equal, 12J of the total loss of effect being due to the motor, the

efficiency of the motor here used is 933, a very high result. The engine
and pumps were built by H. B. Worthington, of ffew York city, under his

patent of 1855.

The Washington Aqueduct has other works not less remarkable than the one
described ; among them, the great granite arch, by which the masonry aqueduct,

9 feet in diameter, crosses the Cabin John Creek, at a height of 101 feet above the

bed of the steam. 'The arch is built of huge granite, is 20 feet wide, 57 feet 3
inches rise, and, being 250 feet in clear span, is the largest stone arch in the

world.

Soutk Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 17th March,
1860, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,

free days, 6,187; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 3,903. On the

three students' days (admission to the public 6d.), 1,494; one students' evening,

Wednesday, 672. Total, 11,156. From the opening of the Museum, 1,329,687.
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I.LWYN HOUSE
OSWESTRY
PLAN

A. Open Porch.
B. Corridor.
C. Kntrancc hall.
D. Drawh)£-room.

SCALE OF I I I 1 I I

E. Library,
F. Dining'-room.
G. Open Loggia.
H. i'rincipal-stairs.

KKFEUEXCES TO PLAN.
I. Cliina. M. Pantry.
K. I'lnte-clicst. o. I.arder.
I>. Kitchen. 1'. Master's room
M. Back stairs. Q. Cloak-room.

n. Lavatory.
?. S. PaBsag:e8.
T. Scullery and other Offices.

W.C. Watcrcloset.

FALL OF THURSTON TOWER AND PART OF THE CHURCH.
ONE of the most serious disasters to a sacred edifice tliat has occurred in

Suilolk for many jears—tlie total destruction of tlie fine tower of the above
church with a large portion of the roof and arches of the edifice, took jjlace
shortly before midnight on Sunday last. At that hour the inmates of a cottage
adjoining the churchyard were alarmed by a sudden crackling noise, and almost
irauicdiately after by tlie loud crasli of the steeple falling almost perpendicu-
larly, but with a slight inclination to the west, bringing down at the same time
the roof of the nave and aisles to the extent of 35 feet, with three pillars and
arches on one side and two on the other, and burying in the ruins the peal of five
bells, shattering the pews and the great door, and much injuring tlie organ
(nearly a new one), wliich had been placed at the west end of the north aisle,

close to the tower. The scene presented at daylight was one of sad devastation

:

the mass of ruins piled up more than 20 feet in height—the place where the eon-
BTegation had so lately been engaged in worship laid waste and open to the sky.
The first reflection, however, was, how great was the cause for thankfuhiess tliat
the fall liad not taken place a few hours earlier, during the service, in wliich
case upwards of a hundred persons would probably have been buried beneath the
fallen portions of the fabric. During the day the rubbish was cleared from two
of the bells, which were pronounced uninjured ; men were employed to remove
»uch parts of the organ as were not destroyed ; and a meeting of tlieparisliioners
was held in the afternoon, at which Mr. Farrow was instructed to secure the
remaining ]iortion of the church, enclose the eml, so as to allow of Divine ser-
vice being performed, which he undertook to do by Sunday week, and collect
the materials for rebuilding, the cost of which it may be roughly estimated will
be upwards of £1,000.
As to the cause of this catastrophe there will probably be a variety of opinions;

but we shall merely state the facts as we have been able to collect them from
various sources, leaving the question to bo solved by proper investigation. The
tower was 7.5 feet high, built of rubble, the lower part of the fourteenth century,
hke the church ; the part above the church probably two centuries later. It had
a doorway in the west front, with a small decorated window in the ringer's loft
over it, and four Perpendicular windows in the belfry. In theyear 18o7, some
serious fissures having been for some time observed in the upper part of the
tower, Mr. Johnson, architect, of this town, was consulted; and under liis

direction the fissures were closed, and the walls secured by iron ties ; the west
entrance, which had been bricked up, was re-opencd; the faces of the angle-
buttresses, which had been fractured, was restored ; and other reparations were
oone to the tower and church roof, at a total cost of £600 or upwards. In the
following summer, when the works were completed, a settlement was observed in
the arch of the west doorway, and Mr. Johnson's attention having been called
to it, a measure was set to prove whether it continued to give way. In the
nionth of November, Sir. Johnson made a report to the churchwardens, in which
be stated that, since the measure was set, the fissures in the inner jambs of the
uoorway had increased a quarter of an inch, and the outer jambs had settled

downwards, the arch had also sprung outwards, and the weight upon it appeared
to be crushing the soft clunch of which it was composed ; the fissures also which
had for many years existed between the tower and the clerestory of the church
were more open, the tower in fact was out of i)erpendicular, and was settling

towards the west ; and he was apprehensive that the walls of its two lower and
older stages were splitting in their core, and that a separation of the flints from
tlie mortar had taken ))Iace, as indicated by the bulging of the wall in several
places. He was of opinion that the causes of this state of the tower were—1st,

the want of any foundation, as he had found, in opening the earth to lay some
concrete round it, that the masonry extended only six inches below thesurfaee, the
soil being a saud ; and 2ndly, the inferior quality of the mortar with which it was
built, as he had found in inserting the lower tier of iron ties that the masonry was-
very loose. He was therefore of opinion that, unless effective measures were at once
taken to prevent it, the crushing and settling of the tower would go on ; and he
recommended that it should be immediately shored up (as was done at the east

side of liury Norman Tower), and the whole of the rubble-work of the west side

be taken out and the wail rebuilt on a foundation of concrete, without the door-
way, but with a three-light window, so as to get a solid base ; and another tier

of iron ties to be inserted : the north and south walls to be also made good. He
estimated the cost of these works at £150. The parish, having so lately been at a
large outlay, hesitated as to the execution of these repairs, and Mr. Johnson
having given his opinion that the tower would stand through that winter (1858-9)
the work was unfortunately delayed until the present time, the ringing of the
bells being in the meantime discontinued ; anil a contract was recently made
with Mr. Thomas Farrow for the execution of the repairs, the coiumenccment of
which was fixed for this day—just thirty hours too late! Uut perhaps it was a
mercy that the work had not been begun ; for, as the fall appears to have been s
mere subsidence of the lower part of the structure, from the complete disintegra-
tion of its materials, who can say that tlie first operations, before it had been
properly secured, might not have brought the whole fabric down upon tlie

workmen ?

1 1 should be stated that, in his examination of the tower, Mr. Farrow made
the singular discovery that the lead (14 or 15 cwts.) had been stolen from three

of the gutters, wliicli, from plants that had grown in them, there can be little

doubt was done at the time of the previous reparations, when the strijiping of
part of the porch was discovered; but as Mr. Johnson had no occasion to visit

the top of tlie tower, except once, during the progress of the works, the theft

thence was not detected. This, of course, had admitted a good deal of

moisture into the walls ; but whether the efi'ect could have extended

to the .lower part, in which the mischief aro.se, the upper walls lieing of

much sounder character, may be doubted ; and it is scarcely conceivable

that, if a soakage down to the lower part liad been going on through
two winters, it should not have been observed, and have led to an exaniiiiation of

the roof, when the depredation would have been discovered. Another circum-

tauce has been mentioned, namely, the constructiou of a drain round thetowcr
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to carry off the water; but iw tliis was merely a pipe drain, about 4 feet from

the walls, with the earth well rammed rouud it, and concrete laid round the

fouudatioDS, as deep as Ihey extemled, tlie possibility of this having been instru-

mental to the fall of the tower is denied. On these points, of course, it is not for

us to venture an opinion ; but one thing is unfortunately clear, that the

parishioners have had nearly eighteen months' waniing of the danger, and that

the delay in attending to it willnow involve an expenditure many times as great

as that which last vear would have averted the ctilamity.

Thurston Chureii is dedicated to St. Peter, and consists (or consisted) of a

nave, north and south aisles (in the Decorated style), a spacious chancel ( Perpen-

diculart, an nnusually large south porch, and square tower, with five bells. The

son of " Drurv," simply so called, who came over with tlie Conqueror (ancestor

of the Drurvs'of Kongham, Ickwovtli. and Hawsted), settled in this parish.

Nicholas Drurv, who aceompanied John of Gaunt on the Spanish expedition in

1380, and died early in the iUtrenth ceutury, was [jrobably the last of the family

who ri-sided here, and he was buried, with divers of his ancestors, in tlie church

:

but no memorial of them remains, except two or three escutcheons in glass, and

a flat stone n.)hbcd of its brasses, probablv that of the last member of the family.

At the east end of the north and south aisles there are two stained-glass windows,

as memorials of the daughtei-s of J. P. lllake, Esq., which have been boarded up

to protect them from iujurv. There was a font ornamented with foliage, wliich

is buried beneath the ruiiM'. The Rev. James Oakes, of Tostock, is the present

\icar, having been presented in 1812 by Charles Tyrell, Esq., the then patron;

but the jiatrouage is now vested, by purchase, in Mr. Mathew.

TUE ART-TEEATMENT OF GUANITIC SURFACES.*
The subject on which I am about to make a few remarks this evening is the Scnlp-

toral Art-Treatment of Granitic Surfaces, or tlic Surface of Granite. Although I shall

have occasion to speak of the practice of tlie ancieut Egryptians as our musters in

this art, yet 1 shall not do this abatractedlj-, but with a practical relation to the

Allhou"ri granite has occasionally been worked in this countryUocally, it did not

come lar'.'clv into use in our national and larjre structures until within the last 100

years —old \Vt stminslcr, and Southwark. and London bridtres, by tlie Kennies, being

nearly the earliest of lliese public works in whii-li it was the main m.aterial. The
style of workmanship adopted in these eases has been in blocks, large, simple, and

massive ; and whetlier in couiicctlon with large engineering works, other public

structures, or pedestals for public statues, this appears the treatment proper for it.

The E<'yptian8 treated it in the same manner, but with this dilTerenee, that they

also added to the broad surfaces thus attained a variety of decorated and illustrative

incised ornament.
, j ,_ . .^ ^ »u »

This has not been oar practice up to the present day, but it appears to rac that

we mi-ht adopt it with advantage ; that i», not of course by copying the Egyptian

fiinires and hieroglyphics, but by only following occasionally that incised method of

sculpturo which may surely be held to be as proper for British granite as for Egyp-
tian, and the illustration of this idea forms the main object of this paper.

Various of the oldest structures in the world are in granite. Some of the simpler

features of those in Egypt now existing, nearly perfect, date back between :i,000 and
4,Ogo years ; and on the other hand, some of the most modern erections in;tlii8city,

among which 1 may cite Now Mestminster bridge, now in the course of rapid com-
pletion, are of granite. Tlierefore it may be allowed that the value and interest that

attacliis to this material for architectural purposes, spreads over a great extent of

human time.
This, however, is of course but yesterday, compared with that remote period when

the granite was Itself formed. It is an igneous or volcanic rock, unstratified in the

eomnion sense of the word, yet, as explained by I'rofessor Hunt on a former occasion

in this room, liable to divisions of a bubble form, like the layers of an onion, or

hyacinth root, "wliich had been cut at right angles to its axis, and act on its base."

These divisions arc kno«n to the quarrynien as the "bcdway." This structure is

however on so vast a scale as not to interfere with the obtaining of straight blocks

100 feet in length. In other respects, except where occasional joints occur, this rock

is equally close and compact in all directions, which adds of course to its endurance

and stability.
, , , ,

The well-known constituent parts of granite arc felspar, mica, and quartz, but

these questions are not in my speciality. Enough has been said to show that these

are compounded into one mass of great compactness, and also, as we know, in

different cases, of various colors. On the table arc a few specimens of these, chiefly

the produce of the British Isles, which, however, have not the slightest pretension

to being an adequate illustration even of the varieties of color.

In these few examples, however, you see that red and grey form the two great

varieties of color in granite, yet that there are also many intermediate gradations in

which nature appears to have arranged her tints to suit all tastes. Most ol tllese are

vastly improved by polishing, then also aifording examples of completeness com-
bined with endurance of surface not to be reached by any other material except

gems. In thus speaking of this quality of stone I of course include the syenites,

basalts, and porphyries, which are of the same family. ISlack basalt was used occa-

sionalh'. both in ICjivpt and Assyria for art purposes, as also porphyry, both stones

of great beauty and'hardness ; also occasionally in modern times. I dare say many
of those present have seen the porphyry sarcophagus of Napoleon I. in the noble

cenotaph in the chapel of the Hotel des Invalides in Paris, rising from the centre of

the vault in so grand a maauer, and which is destined to hold the ashes of the great

warrior. The block of porphyry out of which tiiis was formed, was of such hard-
ness that no one person or set of men could be obtained to go through with the

execution of it. Searly every workman in Paris had a touch at it, but necessarilv

gave it up in weariness. It broke tlicir hearts as well as their tools. Not that each
Sid not do somethinjr. for each did, and thus eventually it became completed and
polished, and a magiiiliccnt sarcophagus it Is, but it was too intractable to suit the

vivacllv of our French neiKhbonrs. All this was told me by a young French carver,

whom 'I employed to do some work for me when 1 was la Paris in 1855, who added
that he himself had had three days of it, which was quite enough.
Jndred the hardness of this class of material Is one of the considerations that

renders the vast architectural and sculptural works achieved by the ancient Egyp-
tians, so great a marvel. Although modern research has told us so much about

Ancient Egyjit, and, lit griatly by the lamp of that Invaluable Hosetta stone in the

British -Aluseuni, has so well deciphered the hieroglyphic writing, that an invitation

to dinner and a reply miglit well pass between two "savans" in that character ;

although we have found out so mnch about the history and manners and even do-

jncstie customs of ancient E^-ypt, we do not know how she worked her granite. It is

true that for other purposes tlicv bad tools of steel, as knives, represented blue in their

paintings, as well as copper or bronze ones, represented red, yet in the paintings the

chisels for stone work are usually painted of the latter color. Thus it is considered

that they used bronze chisels. If so, they must have had a very superior mode of

Iiarder.ing that alloy to any we possess. I must acknowledge, however, that I have
heard that the Hindoos have a method of hardening it cqtml to steel ; and we know
the swords of old were made of brass or bronze, as the sword of Achilles described

by Homer. However, even as regards steel, our own chisels of modern limes soon

fet abashed before the surfaces of the harder granites. Any one, Sir (iardner Wil-

inaoD says, who has tried to cut a block of Egyptian granite will acknowledge this

;
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and the labor experienced by the French engineers who removed the Obelisk of

Luxor, from Thebes, in cutting a hole in its pedestal, sutlices to show that even with

our modern implements we And considerable difficulty in doing what to the Egyptians

must have been one of their least arduous tasks.

A similar ditliculty was experienced by onrsi-lves as to the well-known fragmeutof

Memuoii, iu the Itritisli Slusoum, more properly Thothmes 111. This great bust has,

as you may notice, a fracture on the shoulders. In fact, the head was llrst obtained,

anil the other portion was afterwards sent over to us by the French. To attach this

to the other portion, it was thought tit to have a hole made to receive a bar to connect

them. Our workmen were six weeks in making this hole, and broke a great number
of tools in t lie operation. , ^ •

The use of emery power, and of the drill and wheel, has been suggested as having

aided in cutting the incised work on granite, and any one wlio has witnessed the rapid

manner in which this process cuts our hardest glass, hardly to be scratched even by
anything but a diamond, will acknowledge the unexpected power of this process.

it has also been conjectured that emery powder was also used in sawing Egyptian

granite. No doubt it was in jiolisliiug it, of which we have many representations.

This, however, does not assist us much as to the more general fashioning of the

great granite structures of Egypt. One element of workmanship, however, the

ancient Egyptians possessed in profusion, under their despotic system—namely, that

of labor and time. Undoubtedly the marvels of Egyptian granite workmanship were

mainly produced by the unpitying use of these. Water dropping will, in tlie end.

wear a hole in the hardest stone, but we do not now hke to see human hands and
energies lavished in drudgoryof that description. We desire the utmost economy
ol these now. They had no such ideas. Year after year, for instance, no doubt

passed in fashioning an obelisk, and completing its decorations. They had no steam
machinery, but they had unluuited labor, w iilcli they used without stint or coni-

punction. I have uo doubt, however, that our steam power, if properly applied,

would easily accomplish within weeks what the Egyptians took years to achieve. In

modern days the great columns of St. Isaac's church in St. I'ctersburgli, which arc

each of one block of red granite, 50 feet high, and 10 feet across at the base, took a

long time in executing. But time in Russia is not valued so higlily as in England.

These magnilicent shafts are also polislicd. The shaft of the column of Alexander in

the same city, is yet higlier than these, being **Ofeet in one block. The block out of

which it was fashioned was originally M feet, the same lieight as the great obelisk at

Karnak, but the proportions of the column having been decided on, they cut oil

i:j feet, which seems a pity !
. .

In our own country macliinery has been applied to turning granite pillars, to

working mouldings and to polisiiing.but not as yet, I believe, to cutting decorations.

Were there however, sufficient encouragement for this class of work, we should no
doubt soon see the strong arm of steam fashioning granite into art-forms as readily

as assisting our larger operations in planing iron like wood, and rifling steel guns.

As it is, however, modern times have never as yet reached to the aciiievemeuts of

ancient Egypt, eitlier in the works of granite or the decoration of its surface.

It may always be noticed ;tliat each material demands, at the hands of art, a

different and special tnatnient. For instance, wood suggests one treatment, glass

another, pottery and porcelain another, metal another,—and even the diflercnt kinds

of stone suggest different phases of treatment. Among these, granite, from the

lar^o, comiiactcd masses in which it occurs, and its extreme hardness, sugffcats a

broad and massive style of art-use. The delicate work put on I'arian or Carrara

marble could hardly be achieved in granite, and a Corinthian capital, with all its

delicate acanthine undercilttinss, would indeed be a long work in granite. Ihe

Egyptian had not the marble of Pnros, but be had the granite of Syrcne, an island in

the upper part of the Nile, and various other quarries, as tiiosc about I'liike, along its

course, which possessed the advantages of direct water-carriage.

Urged by his reli'dous faith, which included a lirm belief in future existence, to be

spent, however, on this earth, he built prospectively for that time, and grauite was

ready to ills hand. i • , ,, j
Thus it came that the Egyptian built in granite, and the nature of the material had

evidently, as I have already indicated, great influence on tlic character of Ins archi-

tecture and art. The blocks of which his structures were composed, were hewn by

the side of the Nile, and Ihey were brought down by the Nile to the place of their

erection. Tlie Nile, indeed, did a great deal for the Egyptian. Perhaps it was no

wonder that in those twilight days he deified ills great river. Even the very land he

stood on was in great measure the gift of the Nile, for tlie whole Delta is eoiisidered

to.havc been alluvial soil brought dowu by its waves in the lapse ol ages. 1' or the

noted luxuriance of his crops, the Egyptian depended on its annual inuudation. It

also afforded to his lips what is considered to be the sweetest water m tlic world—

that which will keep tlie best, and is most agreeable to the liuman taste. It supjiliea

him with flsll, with mucii vegetable food, and the paper on which he wrote his IjooKS.

It floated his vessels and conveyed his merchandise, and lastly was the great railroad

for his building materials. We shall also see that he was greatly indebted to it

'"have saiil that the Egyptian, besides his other obligations to the Nile, was also

greatly indebted to it ibr his art, as thus—it was chiefly from the flowers and plants

with which it abounded that ho drew his more prevalent types of architecture. Ol

course, I do not suggest that all the Egyptian art-forms were floral. Ihe pyramid,

for instance, is not floral, nor the obelisk. The temple, also, in itself is not a floral

form, but no one can regard its facade, and view its more decorative architectural

parts as the capitals of the columns, without perceiving that they arc floral forms.

Tlie shafts, also, are bundles of stems bound together, and the bases have the

character of roots.
, ^, ..*»,„

The two ri-reat types from which most of these and their decorations arose are tne

papyrus and the lotus. On the walls are sketches of tlieso two plants, which I have

liad made for the occasion, Hm; papijrus ayUit/iiormn, oriiapyrus of Egypt, the full

size of tlie plant, and the lotus iiiimplm-a, or sacred lotus of Egypt, one-half niore than

the scale of nature. These abounded in the waters of the Nile, and are still found

there. You sec how graceful they are iu themsolves, and how well adapted to suggest

fine forms for the capitals of columns, and for vases, &c., in which tlie Egyptians

also so much copied them. To illustrate this, in consequence, on the walls you sec,

represented in outline, vastly less, however, than their real size, some of the cele-

brated ancient capitals of the Egyptian columns drawn from these types. In those

whicli turn over and outwards, at tlie top, you recognise tlie paiiyrine type, except

where the bud is imitated. In those which are convex and egg-shaped at the sides

you perceive the type of the lotus flower. In the first Instance tile block forming tUC

capital was fashioned Into a lotus or papyrine form, and afterwards the various lines

of incised ornament were added tocomplete it, suggesting the petals of a flower or

separate flower forms, and occasional leaves and stems, as of the fern and palm, or

lotus and papyrus over again.

You see kow tliesc grand and accepted features of Egyptian granitic art were

founded on floral treatment, the types being chiefly tlie papyrus and lotus of the

Nile. Those were beautiful suggestions to the Egyptian, lint it is not in Egypt

alone that such suggestions are made. Nature— inexhaustible Nature--l8 rich in

such everywhere, and nowhere periiaps more so than in our own meads, moors,

woods, and waters. To take a kindred example. What can be more beautilul

than what may be called our own lotus, the ni/m]>hKa aWa—thi: Queen ol the

Thames, the white water-lily ?

" Tlic water-lily to the light

Her chalice rears of silver bright."

And her golden sister is a wortliy companion. Nothing can be more graceful

tlian those plants, nor more agreeable, I eonceive, as subjects for the ineisca

method of (lecoration used by the Egyptians, but now, as I propose, to be appUed

and modified to suit our own purposes.
, j

As this incised method of sculpture, however, was pi'cnhar to that people, ana

they carried it to great perfection, it is natural to refer to them in treating it.

jlost of my hearers are, probably, well aware of the usual treatment ot relievo, or

relief, in sculpture, us in the Greek and Roman rclievi. iu the British Museum, ana
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ns uBUHlIy prncIiKfd in the preeent day. Thin coneists of n flat Burface, or baek-
g^rouud, from which the sculptured tig-urcB project, more or less. This has been the
practice of this chias of art amon(( most nations, but it was not the practice of the
EgryptiauB. Tlieir fiK^ures in relievo did not project, but were rather impressed,
bemj;- tacked in, aa it were, round the edg:us into the surface— the highest part of the
figures bejnfj only level with the surrounding: plain face into which they were cut,

ami this is called hicised relievo, in contradlstmetion to projecting relievo.
This, for instance, Is a cast of a small piece of lOgyptian relievo. You sec how it

is cut into the surface, the centre portions alone between the lines being left equal
with tlie surface, instead of the tiguri's projecting as th<'y would fn the usual relievo.
Now, doubtless this mode was recommended in a degree to the Kg'yptians by Its

convenience, as well as by the simplicity of its workmanship. For instance, the
faces of an obelisk, or tomb, or temple, might be hewn down quite plain without any
previous arrangement of projections left for the sculpture, the very subject of which
might be left for after consideration, as was evidently oeeaHiouulIy the case in
Egyptian works.
The ease and convenience that thus, in this respect attached to the method then,

would, of course, equally atlaeh to it now. Take, for instance, the large granite
forms of a hiidgc. These might be hewn with the greatest breadth and simplicity,
and yet, afterwards, either before or after erection, the blocks which comi)Ose it

might receive the decorative enhancement of incised relievos.

One remarkable art quality also must not be overlooked in thia incised method of
relievo, viz., that while it finely decorates a surface it docs not disturb its breadth,
enough of the true original surface always remaining to assert that. Nor does it

take away irom the impression of solidity, but rather the contrary. Also, it does
not injure the profile. Vou may recognise at once how the effect of an obelisk, for

instance, would be destroyed by any projecting relievo on its faces; how, in that
case its grace and character would be lost at once, while, on the other hand, any
degree of incised enrichment is applicable to its faces, without any disturbance of
the original contour. This would suggest that this mode is applicable also to columns
of elcg.mt proportions.
Another advantage ot this stylo of work is its enduring character, especially when

worked in granite, 'i'bere is nothing to knock off. In fact, it excels in endurance
the other styles of relievo as much as the material excels other stone, as is illustrated

by the endurance of various r>gyptian works of ancient time, in which some of this
incised relievo lias stood exposed to the atmosphere for more than 3,(JW years,
without being materially injured.

I am, however, only, of course, suggesting the use of this kind of relievo occasion-
ally, in addition to that which is the general practice, and this only in reference to
certain features of architecture wherein an unbroken general line of contour is

desirable. Also, as regards material, in reference to granite, metal, and such hard
stones as would retain the sharp lines of the bounding incision. I conceive, however,
that on a. large scale it is suitable to granite surface specially, and this probably
also more for the introduction of emblems and floral decoration tlian for any
elaborate treatment of the human figure. For instance, I conceive it might occasion-
ably be well introduced on the granite pedestals of our public statues, as calculated
to give them interest, and as relieving the surface without disturbing their simplicity.
In consequence I am myself using it cautiously, and in small degree, on the sides of
the granite pedestal of the Guards' Memorial, 'in Waterloo-place. On each of the
two sides of this, in incised ornament, are being worked, besides the names Alma,
Inkermann, Sebastopol, a pair of bayonets crossed, a wreath, and three stars,
according to the outline you see on the walls, which is a working drawing, full size.

Of course this is but a small instalment of this method, but 1 liopc it will meet with
favor.
The whole gist of what I would suggest amounts to this—that whereas we have

now for the last Hw years begun to use our native granite largely in public struc-
tures, yet we have not (except in some isolated instances, in which tuc Egyptian
architectural style and details have been followed in the decorations themselves,
which is not what I suggest, aa well as the method of incising), applied this facile
method nationally ; that is, using the method, but applying it to forms and decora-
tions of our own time and country. I conceive that it might be well if we did, and
that in that case it would open up a fine fresh field for design. Not satisfied with
thinking of this and talking about it, you see I have begun putting it in practice to
a small extent, and some few and inadequate examples of my attempts are before
you.

Before we go into this subject, perhaps it would be interesting to vou just to glance
over our own chief localities of native granite, where it is quarried, and also to say
a few words as to the mode of obtaining it from its native bed. All the itrilish isles

yield granite. The .Scotch granite of Aberdeen and its neighbourhood is much and
justly celebrated. That from the quarries of Darncing-Cairn, Kubislaw and Tyre-
bagger is grey ; around I'eterhead the red {:;ranite chiefly prevails, of a fine deep
color ; and iu'the neighbourhuod is some of a tint between the two, of a tine appear-
ance.
The West of Scotland also yields fine granite. This is a specimen from the Isle of

Mull. Ireland also yields granite of various qualities, from n'icklow, Down, Newry,
&c.
Various parts of England also yield granite. Leiccetershfre yields, among others,

this brownish red kind, tlie Mount Sorel, which is very hard, and lias come into use
much of late for paving. The Channel Islands, as Guernsey and Jersey, also yield
granite of good quality. These arc specimens.
Of the southern part of our Isles, however, no portions are in tliis respect more

celebrated than Devon and Cornwall. On the extended plainsof Dartmoor, in the
former county, lie, on the surface, or only partially embedded, boulders of granite,
sufficiently large, apparently, to furnish blocks as large as those used in Egypt.
There is a specimen of Heytor granite from the same county. Also a specimen of
nearly white granite from the same county, near Oakehampton.
Cornwall, however, is, on the whole, a most prolific county for granite. These

are specimens of various of the granites of this country used in the new AVestmin-
Bter-bridge and elsewhere, from the quarries of Lamorna, Pemyn, &c. The quarries
of Cheescwring, also In the same county, so called on account of its near neigh-
bourhood to a crude and early example of Gothic architecture, have furnished granite
largely for the new bridj^e, and it gives much satisfaction. This granite is of a fine
even texture, of which the crystals, while sufiicicntly large to show well as granite,
are yet not so large aa to interfere with the appearance of work put on it. and it is

therefore well suited for the incised decoration of which I have been speaking. From
its delicate grey tint also, when polialied especially, it forms a most pleasant com-
bination with gold, as in letters and devices cut into the surface and gilt.

The modes of working the granite in all the IJritish quarries are, I believe, much
ahke. Holes are drilled, or jumped, as it is called, into the rock ; these arc supplied
•with gunpowder and fired, and thus the great masses are blasted out, which arc
afterward.-* split into blocks with gear consisting of steel wedges and "feathers," as
they are called. This block, in wliich you see these Inserted, is partially split, the
crank being started. They are afterwards fashioned with a large hammer, called a
muckle, and pitching tool, and various picks, points, and chisels, such as you see on
the tabic. If a flue surface is required, it is axed.
This is a surface rough axed. This is one fine axed. This is the common axe

thus used. An improvement of this Implement has lately come into use, and is called
the patent axe. I consist.*!, as you see, of several axes placed side by side, with small
interviils between their edges, and not only works plain surfaces, but is easily
adjusted so aa to work mouldings of any profile.
When holes are to be made, they arc frequently, as T have said, jumped. This is

the tool with which this is done, which consists of a long bar, thick in the centre to
hold by, with a chisel edge at either end. It is used thus, by being raised and let fall

with a jumping motion, whence its name, and being turned partially after each blow,
thus wins it.s way through the bardt-Rt block. Folishing, when required, is now done
firreatly by steam. This process much enhances the appearance or most granite, but
is, from the hardness of the material, necessarily costly, la a general way, the cost

of polishing may lie set down as an addition of one-half the previoun price. That,
if a column cof»t Jl'.jo fine axed, It will coat £.'tO, or something more, poUshud.
Perhaps, before I leave this subject, it will be Interesting to you to hear of three

difl*erent ways in which long blocks of granite, adapted to columns and obclJBks,
have, in difTereut countries, been safely detached from their native bed.
In Egypt, the blocks are said to have been greatly wrought on three sides In their

native bed ; the stone In front, above, below, and at each end, havmg been worked
away, so as to leave them projecting, and attached only by one side to the rock.
Then the process was also to cut, between it and the rock, holes at intervals. Into
these holes were driven, quite light, very dry small billets of wood, exactly fitting
them, which, afterwards, being amply and continuously supplied with water,
swelled by absorption, and burst ofl the block. This mode was formerly used in
some of our own quarries.
In India, a long block was In a similar way fashioned horizontally on its nutivo

bed, at last, in like manner, hanging to the side of It. Bui this wan detached by a
diflcrent process, the aid of fire being called in as well as water ; as thus ;—On the
top surface, between the obelisk and the ruck, a long, deep groove was chiselled,
extending the whole length. This was kept full of fire—of live embers— at a great
heat for some days, when all at once were these swept out and cold water poured In
the wliolc length of the groove, when the sudden contraction split off" the masfi
neatly from end to end.
In Russia, a still difterent method was applied—that of frost, which was so ready

at had. When the huge columns for Saint Isaac's Church had been similarly wrought
in their native bed, holes were made all along their attachments, and filled with
water, which, expanding in freezing, burst oil' the block. .So you sec that there are
several ways in which this apparently diflicult process may be simply effected. Prac-
tically, however, in the British quarries, when a large block is pretty near separa-
tion, and is left for a night, it frequently detaches itself, owing, also, aa is supiwsed*
to some effect of change of temperature.

I would now come to the art treatment In our own days, now—of incised decora-
tion on this most enduring of nature's materials, one also that Is so widely spread In
this country, and which is justly comitig every day more Into use. In saying
this, however, I must premise that I have but the result of a very short, and
limited experience to put before you, and therefore no doubt many shorlcominga
maybe perceived, and! hope excused. In truth, the chief objects in connection
with which I have considered the subject have been mostly confined to tombs*
pedestals, obelisks, and drinking fountains.

Last year I read to you in this room, a paper, which, among other matters, treated
rather largely of the obelisk, aa a monumental feature of art suited to the present
time, especially with the addition of some delicate scientific moditlcations of Its lines

and surfaces, in some respects analogous to the entases of Greek architecture. The
The .Society thought so well of this, that they, quite unexpectedly to me, honoured me
with a medal for it. In studying thus the obelisk, I naturally thought of the incised
decoration of its surfacesanalogousjto the hieroglyphics which were wrought on these
features of art by the Egyptians. Inscriptions in our own character of letters, care-
fully adjusted and arranged, would cfl'ect this. Also a treatment by means of em-
blems, especially fioral and fohage ones, as the rose, shamrock, and thistle, for the
British lBles,;_the lilies for France, Ac, supposing a symbolising of different nations
was desired. 'Also for a public drinking fountain, the obelisk might have appropri-
ately incised on it the flowers and ferns of our island that delight in pure water.
Thus, by this means, the surface of the obelisk would tell an appropriate tale, and the
decorations have their symbolic and apposite meaning, as the hieroglyphics had on
the obelisks of Egypt, which causctl Strabo to call them "open books." only in a
fresh manner. The two little sketch models which are on the table are a partial
illustration of this scheme of floral decoration applied to this feature of art, one as
the surmounting form of a drinking fountain ; the other as a memorial of the
Treaty of Commerce, the rose, shamrock, and thistle, and the French lilies being
Incised on its surface.
At the time of the temporary success of the Transatlantic Telegraph I conceived

the idea of two colossal winged Androsphinxcs, "the emblems "—as the old author,
Clement of Alexandria, calls them—"of Intellect with force." One of these I con-
ceived at Valencia Hay, the other on the opposite side of the Atlantic, in America,
and that they should respectively hold each end of that magic chain which connected
for a time the two lands—the body of the lion for Britain, the wings of the eagle for

America, and intellect in the human head for both, were as emblems of the character
and energies of the two great sections of the Anglo-Saxon race. However, I only
introduce this incidentally for the sake of the base, on which I had imasiuea,
incised on its granite surface, as marked on the little sketch model in red, beside

other emblems, two hands stretching across the waters, and grasping each other in

amity over the waves—symbol of thatthorough cordiality which should exist between
Britons and Americans, and of which the Transatlantic Tclegrai)h would be sa
strong a bond—a bond, indeed, which all lovers of what Is good and great. Christian
and progressive, must earnestly hope to see again ratified and restored, and perma-
nently established across the deej) blue waves of the Atlantic.

Again, being interested in the subject of public drinking fountains in Eondon»
another good thought, but in a different way, I conceived that no material would be
more agreeable for them than hard marble and granite, and that if might be deairablc

not only to decorate these, but to do so simply, and in a method that would not bo
liable readily to injury. Of course we may see many ways in w hich the establish-

ment of public drinking fountains in this metropolis is calculated to bear good fruita

socially. However, I will not enter on this now. There is one thing, however, I may
naturally allude to—viz., to the real value of suitable simple art-treatment in these

objects. It is a fact, which affords a pleasant proof of the infiuence of the agreeable

in art over the mind, that people will stop and drink at an agreeable-looking drink-

ing fountain, who would not think of retreshing themselves at a pump with an iron

ladle. Observation has fully tested this. Especially, therefore, does the making
these features of public utility pleasing as well as enduring, appear an appropriate

subject of art. if they are to be made enduring, we may allow that no materials arc

better than granite and hard marble. Also, as they are, especially during the

summer months, in much use, that kind of decoration which is least Hkely to bo
injured by the touch is that which may be thought frequently appropriate. And the

incised decoration which we have been considering, has this advantage, that there is

nothing to knock off. It being protected by being sunk. It also leaves the outer stir-

face so as to be easily polished.

I am not saying, by any means, that these are the sole materials suitable for drink-

ing fountains. On the contrary, there are cases and situations where metal or other

materials arc preferable and perhaps essential, Nor am I .raying that inci.sed orna-

ment is the only kind of decoration suitable for such purposes. Quite the contrary—
I only suLfgcst it as one of the suitable methods. In whatever way, however, these

objects of utility and social benefit arc designed, it is important that they be designed

suitably in each case in reference to their site, and so as to enhance and never to

detract from the surrounding features already existing, especially as, for public

utiUty, they naturally occupy prominent situations.

In accordance, also, with the impression that in all cases, when possible, decoration

should tell some true talc, and be in accordance with the object with which it js

associated, I conceived naturally that among others, nothing w<tuld be more re.idlly

pleasing for these objects than a floral treatment, namely, of water plants, ot wiiicn

we have been considering such flne results in the art of the Egryptians. And ni tins

respect, in the way of art suggestion, it fa p]caj»ant to know that our flora is quite as

graceful as that of any other country ; old EngUn.l being quite as fniitlul in sucii

suitable natural types as old Egypt. There are our beautiful ferns. «'"•'
'''r'''**'?*".^''*

like fronds, easily traced on the ^ranite or marble, so many of which
J>V"" .r ,7

margins of pure water. There is the PhyllitiH. or harts-tongue fern, either the plain

or the fingered, which loves to hang from rocks which distil fair water, " J^5 rochers

(mi pleurent,"' as the French have it-the rocks which weep.
^, t. ^ n u*

Then there is our well-loved forget-me-not, the Myoaotts palustrh, which delignta
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in the sides of lirooks. This, however, esuiiot be said of the iris, Jletir cle luce, or
wild flay:, wliieh loves the shade of willo>v8.

O! all the British plants, however, of wliieh the names even as easually repeated,
transport us, in inja;;ination, to ehamiin^ country haunts, none are so inviting,

perhaps, for the present purpose, as the beautiful white and yellow water-lilies of

oor waters—the nimphaa alta, or white uyn.ph, and the uiimphaa tutea, the

yeUow or golden lirr.

Oh, Thames of many waters !

See on thy placid breast reclines
The fairest ot thy petalled dau<rhters.
That pure white nymph that buds and binds.

In raft-like forms, her tiowers and leaves.

In flakes upon her j^lassy bed ;

And with her ffold-haircd 'sister weaves
A chaplet for thy head.

Nowhere, indeed, shall we find these two sisters of the floral kinRdom in more beauty
and perfection than in manv of the windiii<.^s of the upper part of the Thames, as

near JIaideuhead, Cookham, Great JIarlow, Henley, or ran^bourn, where in the

jnonthi of June, July, and August, they may be seen flourishing side by side in

CTeat perfection. Every point about these two plants is beautiful ; the loug grace-

ful ftems, the cool green leaves, either aspiring up from the clear blue depths,

pointed like a spiral shell, or spread out broadly over the surface of the water. It Is

needless to speak of their buds and blossoms, ihey are so known and admired;
hcautitul as each plant is, they allord, at the same time, so charming a contrast as to

be especially titled for combination hi ornament. i;ven the seed vessels and fruit arc

of beautiful ornamental forms. Altogether, Did Gerard, who lived in llolborn, in

his Herbal, or Grtat (.)ld Book on Flowers and I'lanI?, published more than 260 years

•go, calls them pnrf.rcc//e»ic<', "the roses of the waters." Moreover, he adds, "if

tSten with meat they do invite purity and teraperauce," so that in this respect, as

« moral and tcslhetic symbol also, they ore d accord with the objects ol public

drinking fountains.
But not to hold you longer out of the element of these beautiful flowers, treated,

liowcvcr, of course, somewhat conventionally, I have woven two or three designs of

this nature. And as a little practice is occasionally worth many words, I have ven-

tured to place them before vou as examples of floral treatment, as applied to designs

of granitic character. As "granite and marble, however, arc rather heavy materials

to transport to this room, I have beeu obliged chiefly to content myself with these

models.
Did we, in the kingdom of the lilies, w isli to go further a-fleld, among the beautiful

varieties of their class which Nature aflbids us, we shall flud, perhaps none more
beautiful, nor certainlv any one so ma«fiiilicent as Eiiryale Amazonica, or Victoria

Itegia of the river Amazon, which in that river flourishes to that degree that its leaves

are .'i feet across, and a child can stand firmly and sal'ely on one of them while float-

ing on the water. In one stage of its perfection the noble flower of this jilant,

more than a foot across, assumes a most exquisite and almost unprecedented ;floral

form of the highest ornamental character. This takesplace in its transition from bud
to blossom, as indicated here, and when only half the leaves are open and retrovcrtod,

the inner ones retaining the form of a bud. It is then bud and ulossom all in one.

As this plant has now become comparatively familiar in the gardens at Chatsworth,
Kew, .ind the Crystal I'alace at Sydeuliam, many of those present may probably have
Been the flower in this stage.

I have, as you see, in the models and marbles before you, availed myself to some
degree, inadequately as yet, of some of the elements of form suggested by these
lilies. The standard driiiking-fountain, of which there is a model in the centre of
the room, takes its type of decoration from our own white and yellow %vater-lilie8,

as also the vase by my side. In the marble mural one on the table, the Victoria
Kegia lends the art-suggestion in the bud, blossom, and leaf— in this case, however,
«maller than nature—lor its decoration, jets, and basin. This is not specially a
granitic design, yet it is of a character easily elTected in that material; indeed, I

nave no idea of confining my suggestions of such treatment solely to incised deco-
ration, although that mode now naturally presents many advantajres in its applica-
tion to large masses of hard stone. Also, when flowers are used as the types of
decoration, I liave no idea of suggesting only water-plants. Kgypt was simply the
great valley of a mighty river, and many circumstances which I have alluded to made
the Egyijtlans look to that river for almost everything. But in the British isles we
are in quite a different position. "With our extensive seaboard and variety of scenery
jind climate, greater. 1 believe, than any that occurs in any other portion of the
world's surface, and of consequent variety of flowers and plants, among these are
types appropriate to very many subjects. For drinking-fouutains water-lilies may
DC appropriate, but these and other features of art may well also, I conceive, receive
the enhancement cf various other floral suggestions which nature oflcrs for our
acceptance, as the roses, the gladioli, the flowering rushes, the white lilies of the
garden, the primrose, the cowslip, the passion flowers, the lily of the valley, the
-orchids, the heath, the harebell, the hyacinth, the honeysuckle, and wood anemone,
and many others of the beautiful and cherished denizens of our gardens, woods,
valleys, lakes, rivers, and hills.

As regards, however, the whole question of floral decoration, I trust I shall not be
misunderstood. No one would take exception more than myself to direct "natural
omamtnt," as it is called, forming the staple of art decoration at all times. On the
contrary, I can only conceive it may occasionally be used with eflect, and that the
incised method we have been considering to-night affords one agreeable opportunity
for the introduction of it in certain cases, on the surface of granite and other hard
fitones

As for my own attempts at practical illustration before you, they, I hope, will be
excused as being those which I had readiest at hand and most easily removed, and
this will plead, probably, as some excuse for their shortconilugs as well as their
Introduction.
You will recognise, also, that in the above remarks I have avoided somewhat the

consideration of architectural structure, confining myself more within my own
epeeialty, to such exampl<-s of smaller features of art as I had in some degree con-
eldered. I did this intentionally, leaving the larger field to others.

In conclusion, 1 would liegto add that no one will be so much gratified as myself
if some of those present, who arc better able to treat these subjects, will kindly sup-
ply my shortcomings,- and so favor the] present assembly with some further remarks
on the subject, which 1 have only attempted to open up to-night.

New Church at Knightshridge.—The old building near the residence
of the French Ambassador at Kiiightsbridge has been destroyed, and upon its site

there will forthwith be reared a more commodious cliurcli, which will liave an
ecclesiastical district assigned toil out of the parish of St. George's, llanover-

square. The Hev. D. Williamson, Inte head-master of St. Peter's Collegiate

School, Piinlico, will be the first Inemnbeiit of the new church and district.

Insolvent Debtors' Court, March 20.

—

In Re William liiley.—
The insolvent, who was a builder at lloxton, was opposed by Mr. Dowse (or tlie

Abbotts' Iron Company. Jlr. Sargood opposed. J'lic insolvent had boon in a
large way of business, lately building forty houses in llethnal-grecn. His debts

were £13,742, and his property was estimated in his building speculation at

£14,750. Tlie insolvency was attributed to the depreciation of iiouse ])ropcrty

and los.«c9 sustained. It appeared that the insolvent had bfim arrested thirty

times in the course of last year. He was oppo.scd for contracting a debt with the

Abtmtts' Company. The Court held that the insolvent was entitled to his dis-

charge, and it was accordingly decreed.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE usual fortnightly meeting of this body was Iield in the rooms. Conduit-

street, on I'riduy evening; Mr, C. H. F Lewi s in tl:c cliair.

Mr. Herring, Honorary Secretary, read tlie minutes of proceedings at the

last meeting, which were approved of and confirmed.

Mr. Capes then read the following paper:

—

tlGHT : ITS INFLUENCE ON THE mOPER ARUANGEMENT IN THE rL.\N8 OF
nllt-DINCl.

THE chief beauty of a building consists in the proper adaptation of all its parts for

the use and purpose for which it is designed. I'lans may he arranged with due
regard to proportion and harmony of parts, with all the si'ieiitific knowledge of the

properties and value of building materials, yet fitness of purpose cannot bo obtained

unless the subject of light (sunright) in all its bearings be thoroughly considered, and
the quantity as well as qualify oi light necessary tor the purpose inteiuled be pro-

vided. Both the internal and external proportions of all buildings are dependent for

their beauty and fitness to this all-powerful medium, light and its att t ndant shade :

and great has been tlia influence it has exercised on the buildings and architecture of

all nations as well as upon the minds and habits of their inhabilauts. How difl'erent

IS the treatment required for tropical climes to that of our Nortiiorn countries; and
how olteu have not errors been committed by the thoughtless, in transplanting the
building designs of one country to that of another, the result showing that difl'erent

degrees of sunlight power can produce from the same edifice, an impression of beauty
and delight in the one instance, and monotony or gloom in the other.

Would the rartheuon create the same influence upon the mind, if seen in our own
clime, surrounded with the London almosphcre, as when viewed in all its simplicity

and grandeur at Athens? or again, would our Northern Gothic cathedrals and
palaces, with their crisp and playful details, harmonise wilhthe sunny land of Egypt?
We might, indeed, obtain the dim, religious light efl'ect in the interior for the Gothic
cathedral, but would the Gothic exterior be viewed with equal pleasure in the one
country as in the other? How many otherwise beautiful buildings have we not seen

marred by want of proper attention to this subject, some parts possessing too "reata
glare, so as to distraee attention, and others too much shade, rendering them gloomy,
inconvenient, and unhealthy.
Let us proceed with an inquiry into the internal arrargements of the

edifices of own country, and the influence light has upon the general health of

man.
In how few buildings do we find all the apartments, halls, corridors, passages,

staircases, and other parts, properly and efl"ectually lighted for Oic purposes

intended.
It may be easy, and we often have to resort to, artificial and borrowed light to

overcome an apparent defect, but this is only a poor sub.stitute—in fact, a sham,
showing either great laxity of principle, or mental application in the art of designing

with truth.
We must not suppose that the action of light upon the gener.al health ofraan is im-

material, for the results of the investigations on the subject has proved that a close

and intimate connexion exists between it and the performances of the higher func-

tions of tlie animal and vegetable existence.
IMant a seed, for instance, in a dark cellar, giving it every advantage but that of

light, what is the consequence? It takes root and grows, doubtless, but the

shoots it throws out, are they vigorous and possessed of that healthy green color, the

efl'ect of the existence of the healthy juices ? No ! I'ale and sickly the plant droops,

growing still, but never arriving at fructifying maturity. As wilh vegetables, so

with animal life.

The natives of the deep, dark forests of North America attest this by their un-
healthy hue as much as the blanched plants of the gardener. That the very nature

of the gases evolved by plants is altered by the absence of light is known to almost,

evervoue; that small animals are often perceptibly affected by its absence is also well

ascertained. It is known that if tadpoles are nourished with proper food, and
exposed to the constantly renewed contact of water, so that their beneficial respira-

tion may be maintained, but are entirely deprived of light, their growth continues,

but their metamorphosis into air-breathing animals is arrested, and they remain in

the form ot large tadpoles.
It is also noted that persons who live in caves and cellars, or in very dark and

narrow streets, are apt to produce deformed children, and that^men who work in

mines are liable to disease and deformity beyond what the simple closeness of the

air would be likely to produce.
In many of our large towns are dark cellars, rooms, alleys, and lanes in which the

direct rays of the sun never enter, and which are inliabited by beings who grow up
pale and sickly, their young stunted and deformed. As an instance of the value of

sunlight, Dupytien a celebrated continental physician, mentions the case of a French
lady whose disease baffled the skill of the most eminent medical men ; this lady

resided in a dark room in wliieli the sun never shone, in one of the narrow streets

of I'aris : after a careful examination he was led to refer her complaint to the

absence of light, and caused her to be removed to a more cheerful situation ; the

change was attended with the most beneficial results ; all her complaints vanished.

It is remarkable that Lavoisier writing in the last century should have placed light

as an agent of health even before pure air. In fact, where you can obtain abundance
of light it is also generally possible to obtain a constant change of fresh air.

If we look to the principles at present so strongly advocated for the construction of

medical hospitals, wc find that tliey consist of giving Ihc largest possible amount of

external wall-space to the wards, whereby both sunlight and fresh air can be admitted

with the utmost facilities and to the largest extent. For examples, I allude to the

so-called "I'avilion plan," with windows facing each other on the opposite side-

walls, as adopted in the Hospital at Bordeaux, the Lariboisiere and lieaujou Hos-
pitals, St. John's at Brussels, the new hospital at Malines, and many others.

I remember reading, some short time since, evidence in reference to one of our
military barracks, in which strong and convincing proof was alforded that the

soldiers, whose day-rooms and dorniilories were exposed solely to the north light,

thereby removed from any sun influence, were afl'ected with illness and decline to a

very considerable proportion beyond those inhabiting the same bariaeks, but dwell-

ing in rooms having a more southerly aspect.

'these several instances have been brought forward, not only to prove that life re-

quires, in order to maintain health, a plentiful supply of light, but that the light in

our dwellings should enter from the south, cast, and west sides rather than from the

north. Every one knows how cold and dismal a room becomes with a northern
aspect, where no sun enters. The shading also of rooms by large trees sufi'ered to

grow too near our houses is an evil much to be deplored.

In our domestic buildings windows should be arranged according to the purposes

of the apartments to which they belong, whether to be used for morning or evening,

winter or summer, with some reference also to the direction of the winds, to

encourage the admission of the more healthful breezes, and exclude as much as pos-

siblethuse of an opposite <iuallty. Let us place the morning or breakfast room
towards the east, tlie drawing-ro'om south, and the dining-room west, to commence
with andf.illow the sun all day ; by this arrangement the sun in the autumn and
spring months supersedes for a time the necessity of large fires, from the genial

warmth itgives to the entire apartments, aswellas promoting ventilation, rendering

them wholesome and agreeable.

I need scarcely suggest that the sillsof all windows should not bo more fhan 2 feet

flinches or :i feet high above the floor level, and that to all dwelling-rooms top lights

or skylights should be avoidi d if possible.

On the northern sides of dwellings should be placed all those rooms for the storage

of provisions and other articles requiring to be kept in a cool and equal temperature,

and free from sun influence, but care must be always taken to provide for a free

current of air, so as to prevent the rooms becoming damp and unwholesome. On
the upper floors the bath-rooms, waterdosets, and store-rooms may have the same

' aspect; but ou no account let the bed-rooms receive light only from the north side.
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If it be asserted tlint it is necessary in all dweMlng's there should be some saloons
or sittin;,'-rooms having a cool uonliiTii aspect for summer use, or to take rcfuf,^e in

daring tlie hot season of the year, I slioula say, however tempting such apartments
may appear, by all means avoid tliem, for in all substantial buildmgs—that is, with
rtioderately thicic walls—an equal, as well as a more benelicial. amount of coolness
can be obtained by ajudiciDus urrang-emcntof ventilation and blinds. In the former
case you will render your.self liable to reeelve a damp chill, while in the latter you
can produce a cool, iavijforatinjj, fresh atmosphere.

In the li^^hting' of halls and galleries for the display of painting.^ and colored
materials the northern aspect is considered the best, as being the most equal in its

light power, and more tree from color. The simsliine, as it is called, having
cither the colors yellow, blue, or red in predominance, in aceordance with tlic season
of the year, and constantly varying in its intensity, would interfere with the due
appreciation of the delicate tints in paintintrs or materials. In the best arranged
*nifleriL'8 for these purposes the light is admitted from tlie top, either through an
liorizontiU or vertical surface, and it is the more essential in a picture gallery that
the window or source of light by which a picture is seen and the picture itseli ought
not both to come within tlic range of vision at the same time. U'here the liglit is

allowed to pass througli an horizontal opening, care must be taicen to equalise the
rays of light by the interception of ground glass, or some other medium.
A custom prevails amongst the sellers of Manchester goods and other colored

fabrics to partially hnc the south, east, and west windows of their sale-rooms with
blue paper, so as to produce a neutral ^rey tint. It must be remembered that light

with very rare exceptions is compound or heterogeneous, producing two or all of the
primary colors. Tlie pure light of the sun prodiiees them in such ratio that when
wholly or proportionally retlected or transmitted they neutralize each otlier,

-and produce white or neutral grey (which is merely a shade of white having no pre-
dominant color) and light producing them in such ratio is often called briefly wnito
or neutral light, the same as we obtain irom the northern aspect. In 100 parts of

white light tliere appear to be about 18 parts of yellow, 3'2 of red, and 50 of blue, all

of equal intensity or nearlv as ."i, 5, 8, wlien only two of the primary colors occur
yellow and red, yellow and blue or red and blue, they form secondary colors, oraufje,
green or purpli-, and when they o^cur in the ratio in which they are produced by
white light they form peri'ect or normal secondaries. IVrhaps it may not be too
digressive to mention that in ordinary artilieial light such as is produced by gas, &c.,

tlie rays producing red and yellow occur nearly in tlie same ratio in which tliey occur
In the white ligiit and as there is an excess ot tliem over the rays producing blue, all

that is necessary in order to produce white light is to interpose a transparent medium
of such depth of blue as.to absorb thatexeess, allowinf^ such a portion of them to pas.s

as is necessary to neutralise the rays producing blue all of which have been allowed to

pass.
It is questionable what efieet light passed through colored glass or other mediums

might "have upon the health of animals, but in reference to plants, botanists some-
times use, for glazing thtdr conservatories, glass having a slight green shade, upon
the imprc'ssion tliat it tends to correct the decomposing effect of the red rays, but
with what success I have never ascertained.
Many beautiful efl'ects are to be produced in ouv buildings by the judicious aid of

colored liglit not only variegated, as that passing through painted or stained windows
of several colors, but also with masses of monotone. 1 can instance to you the
Ciiapel of the Invalides at I'ari.s, where, from tlic best of my recollection, a cool grey
li;:ht is admitted from the windows in the drum of the dome, whilst over the high
altar is thrown a rich sunny tone from the orange colored windows at each side, and
at tlic rear is the white light of the large hall.

I can also refer you to an instance nearer Iiorae, viz., the Monument to Princess
Charlotte, in St. George's Hall, Windsor. The recess in which this monument is

placed having on one side a purple tinted window casting a cool sliadc, whilst, the
other side is lit up with a golden tintfromtheyellowglassof a corresponding window,
the effect is quite majiieal.
Many other examples might be produced, but it is more than probable that you

arc eacli acquainted with several that have come under your own inspection.

In churehes where a large amount of lightis not required, coloured glass, or painted
windows aflbrd means of obtaining a rich glow of warm light, subduing, but without
necessarily stinting, the amount of light surface ; it may be a question whether the
light might not be more equally diffused if admitted from the roof, but for health and
cheerfulness the southern should never be omitted. Care should be taken in designing
any building for the assembly ot many people to listen or see one or more persons,
that the listeners shouhl not be compelled to sit or stand with a strong light facing
them and at the rear of (hose who ought to engage their attention, otherwise their
bodies become weary, and the mind wanders from the strain upon the eyesight, a
sort of soporilie influence is produced in spile of all etibrts to the contrary. It is for
the avoidance of tliis that in large halls for lectures, concerts, and in theatres, where
strong lights are required ; they are carefully removed above the general eye line, or
80 shaded as not to interfere between the audience and the operators.
For exam])les of churches and large halls, lighted from tlie roof, I could refer you

to m-iny which might be studied with considerable advantage :—St. Stephen's, W'al-
brook ; -Hadeline, at Paris ; Pantheon, at Home; the Keadin^-room at the Itritish

Museum, and manv others, are familiar to most of you ; but 1 still advocate the in-
troduction of Bide-lights as at St. Stephen's, Walbrook, as an additional means of
!i"ht and ventilation, and as in the Panopticon, at Leicester-square.
we must not overlook one very important duty which we maybe called upon to

perform—that is, to lay out new disti-iets for building purposes; nor forget that wc
not ouly have to arrange the roads and streets to the best advantage, to obtain tlic

best views, the best drainage, and the largest pecuniary returns to the owner of the
soil, but that each house, whether detaclied or otherwise, shall have ample share of
air and sunshine, to avoid placing one side of a street always in shade, and the otlier
monopolising the wliole of the sunlight. This duty is too often forgotten, neglected,
or avoided, causing an irreparable loss both to health to the occupiers, and interest
to the owners. With the IJuilding Acts, local and metropolitan, of the present cen-
tury, it is not at all likely that the same errors as of old will be committed, in allow-
ing of narrow courts and streets to be erected, often witliout other means of access
than small arelied openings at eitlier end; and with our improved medical health
knowledge, we are not at all surprised that these should have become hotbeds of dis-
ease and vice. Nor can we ever suppose that the tax upon light and air, called the
window-tax, wd! again be proposed or submitted to. This tax, born in lODii. is said
to have owed its existence to an extensive clipping of the coin of the realm. This
general clipping of the coin having necessitated its re-coinage, a great rednetion in
the revenue followed. Tlie tax was to have existed only seven years, and it expired
only in Isi!, having been continued for a space of 155 years. Every one has some
experience of the injurious effects of this tax, more especially when increased during
tlu; great war time. In the houses of the nobility lights in passages and corridors
had been blocked up to avoid excess of taxation ; in tlie houses of the middle classes
staircases, passages, water-closets, attics, and small rooms have been entirely de-
prived of all external light for tlie same reason ; in fact, it to a great extent pre-
vented the introduction of the best sanitary measures. We can, "however, scarcely
wonder at the disinclination of tlie (xovernment to repeal it, when we find that for
one year, say 18K-8. it produced £l,)Sll,743. upon 48o,H3 houses.

In making any calculations as to the superticial area of li^ht space required for the
necessary proportion of light to any room, due considerat'ion must be given to the
medlusn through which the light passes, as it is well known that a certain proportion
of light is absorbed in its passage tlirough diiferent kinds of glass or materials
usufuly used, such as rough plate, fluted, embossed, ground, colored, and otherglass,
the light surface area must, therefore, be increased in proportion to the absorbing pro-
perties of the mediiimnscd,
The strength of the ligfit in agiven space depends upon the intensity of the light,

the (listance and the angle of the incident light, the sizeof the window, and the depih
Of the shaft through which the light must pass; touching the last, other things

being equal, that room is better lighted iato which the light falls through the
shallowest shaft.

Mr. llesketh, in a paper on the Admission of Day-light Into Ituildings, read at the
Institute, in 18.V2, observes "tliat in forming any estimate of the light to be deriTed
in any place, variableness in the sources of light must not be taken into consideration,
but provision must be made, especially in our climate, for sufficiency under ordinarily
unfavorable eircuinstances. For this reason, a southern aspect must be treated as a
northern, and the zenith as the horizon. The hemisphere of the sky will tlu-relorcbe
considered as an equable source of light."

I'rofessor Cockerell, in his lectures at the Royal Academy, used to state that a
skyliglit yielded four times the light of a window of the same area, but upon what
authority I know not. Doubtless, tKicasioiially something should be given in favour
of skylights, in consideration of the light fallliig at angles of incidence more favour-
able to the rcrteetion and due diffusion of li^ht In the apartment, but. as a rule, the
same principles for calculation ought to guide in either instance as previously mca-
tioned.
In the measurement and proper distribution of lijjht, several rules have been laid

down by various authors, butsearccly any of a satisfactory nature. Palladio mentions
that it appears to him proper In conformity to the doctrine of Vitruvius, to divide the
heightof thesideof the room into 3i parts, and to give to the height of the window
two of these parts, and to the width one of these parts, less l-(U!i. In another part
he states that the window space should not be wider than 1-4 th the width of^the
room, nor narrower than l-5th, and that the height of eacli width siiould be 1-Oth
more than double its width ; but there does not appear to be any rule or suggestiou
for the nuinl>ers of windows in the side of a room, or the width of window-opening ia

proportion to length of room.
3Ir. James Morris, who in 1734 published his "Lectures on Architecture,'' &c.,

observes :—" Let the raaL^nitude of the room be given. Multiply the length and
breadth of the room together, and that product multiply by the height, and the
square rootof thatsum will be superficial contents infect oi'the lightspace required."
Gwilf, in his " Kucyclopxdia," allows 1 foot of glass to lOo cubic feet of room.
In inquiriug into tlie effect of light in a room it is found that the distance to which

light passes into a room after admission, though it makes no difference a-i to quantity
(because exactly as the intensity of the Ught diminishes, so the area of the surface
lighted increases—viz., as the square of the distance from the openings to the part
where it falls), yet in practice a room is found much better lighted when the light

f)asses far into a room than when only to a short distance. This effect is caused, per-
laps, first, by the eyes adapting themselves to particular lights by a slight alteration

in their form, and thus, if a room be partially lighted, they adapt themselves to the
stronger piirtial light, and the other parts appear more gloomy : for example, it is

well-known that, in case of an apartment long as compared with its width, windows
of the same collective area at the narrow ends will light it much more effectually

than if the same area ot light were admitted at its long side. In Illustration let us
refer to the ball-room at Windsor Castle, which is 90 feet long, 34 feet wide, and H'i

feet high. This room is lighted from the northern narrower sideby a window nearly
occupying the width, and is supplied by an abundanee of li-jht ; but, had the same
quantity of light been admittted from either of thejong sides of the room, so many-
masses of shadow would have been introduced through the Interposition of piers that
its effect would have differed most widely from the airy aspect it now bears. This
leads me to remark that no pier ought to exist, if possible. In the centre of the side

to the room frvim which the light enters, as nothing wherein more contributes to

gloom and dark shadow.
I had v/islied to have obtained some statistics with reference to the superficial

amount of window surface to the cubical contents of some well-known building, but

it appears, so far as I can ascertain, that there are scarcely any published statements
connected witli this matter, and, consequently, being unable to make the necessary

measurements for myself, I cannot found any new theory for detcrming the proper
amount of light space required for different proportioned rooms, or to judge upon the

relative merits of Morris's or G wilt's rules for the distribution of light. Any infor-

mation, therefore, tiiat you can offer will be a valuable addition to a subject upon
wliich very little has been given for our aid. Thcfollowing may be found interesting

:

—Pantheon, exclusive of side chapels, proportion of area to light surface, :J.39'J to 1

;

British Sluseum reading-room, :il2 to 1 ; Panopticon, Leicester-square, :i85 to 1 ; but

deduct, say 25 percent for stained and colored glass, 513 to 1 ; Sheepshanks Gallery,

Uronipton, 'M to 1.

These buildings show so wide a difference in their proportions of cubical contents

to light space, that 1 have worked out Morris's rule, and have plactd the result in the

following, side by side with that suggested by Gwilt, and the actual amounts in these

buildings :

—

Pantheon
lirJtish JMuseuni Ileadinj
Panopticon

-room

Feet,
1,SSU,870
1,170,000
500,000

Allowing 25 per cent, less for
colored glass, 975

Actunt Lijfht,
orGlnss Area.

Feet.
572

5,200
1.300

Rcq«ired by
Morris's Rule.

Feet.
1,374
1,081

Required by
Gwill'a Kule.

Feet.]
18,898
11,760

j,000

From which you can draw your own conclusions.
If in this paper I have been unable to inform you of anything with which you

were not previously acquainted, I trust that it will fend to fix an impression more
firmly on your minds of the necessity of giving due importance in all your designs to

the subject of light in all its bearings.

The CiLliKMAX said Mr. Capes had treated very properly of the influence of

light upon health, yet it was not discovered hovr that iuHuence arose. He
thought Mr. Capes was wrong in questioning the correctness of Mr. CockerelPs

idea with respect to tlie Pnntheon, for a very smiiU space in a horizontal position

gave much light, and a skylight was more luminous than a light m the side wall.

He was also of opinion that in some future Building Act tliere should be a clause

inserted with reference to the lieight of buildings, in order to insure regularity

in tlie streets, wliere at present so many buildings overtopped their neighbours.

Mr. Herring thought the discrepancies in the tables given by Morris and
Gwilt as to the amount of liglit required for a building, and the amount of snace

used in t!ie Pantheon, might be accounted for by Professor Cockerell's rule as

to tiie lighting of the structure by a skylight. It seemed to him that no tabular

statement for lighting buildings could* be depended uponj they must regulate

the lighting according to the aspect, and likewise having regard to the surround-

ing objects. In a narrow street they wanted three or four times the liglit space

requisite in a wide one. He thought they had merely to examine buildings

which existed, and judge from their experience whether they were properly

liglited; and if tiiey put the same amount of light in new buildings as was m
existing ones where there was enough of light, that would be sutticient, without

troubling themselves about any tables on tlie subject.

Mr. OuGii thought skylights reierred more to the country tban to houses in

the town.
Tiie Chairman—In the country, in the case of a skylight, they had the ad-

vantage of rays coming in everj' direction, but they could not have that in side

lights. A very small skylight would ctfectuallv light a lofty staircJLse.

Mr. Capf.s—They must take into considemtiou that a top light was more
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moiIIt diffused than a side light. After remarking tlint tlie ball-room nt

^^ indM>r Castle was lifilited hv a larpe window at one end, he still nsserted that

there was no more light obtuined throuj;h a given ana at the top of a house than

through a given aiva at the side of a house.

Mr. Hebring certainly thought they would find that generally a skylight

gave more light than a side light.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Mr. Capes for his paper,

The meeting broke up.

(Sorrcsponilfii^r.

"BUILDING EXPE.XKITIRE FOR THE ARMY AND NAVY."
Sir,—Permit mctoassure the writerofthcarticlc which appeared under the

above head in your Number for the 24th Fi bruary, that I nm not " put forward to

defend the system of the department," my leebfe powers would not allow rac

—

bad 1 the diiirc—to undertake such a task ; I may look on, and hope success

will crown the tlibrts of "those who desire to reform the sjsleni." In order,

however, to obtain a heariii^—or, ratlur let me say—in order to be effective in

drawing attention to the subject, it is essentially necessary to expose e.tisting

evils in a clear, common-sense manner, not so as to be undei-stood by a class only,

who could examine the snbject for themselves to comprehend its true bearings,

but, in such araanner as may be readily understood by ordinary capacities. The
aplrit of reforming for improntiient—not for thaiigc—must be prominent,

captious fault-finding ignored, and an intelligent acquaintance with the subject

ermced by " those who desire to reform the system," before they can impress the

apathetic mass of the community, who, like niys< If, ncrer look at the annual

estimates, or peruse the mystifying statements of Ministers of the Crown.
Mine being one of the " ordinary capacities " above referred to, " the writer ot

the article" should have been glad to hear what effect his paper had on such. I

in my letter endeavoured to give exactly the impression made on my mind by it,

and 1 must now say that the subsequent letter ot the writer has in no way altered

my first impression, yet I place myself under his correction, but he must allow

me Jor the present " to assert that the construction of fortifications is executed

under the inspection of the Royal Engineer Civil Establishment." I happen to

have i>ee» this, and so far speak from experience, and therefore feel justified in

including fortifications as a portion of the work executed under the Civil Esta-
blishment. I vtry properly "do not refer to the salaries of the inspectors,

assistant and deputy-assistant-generals of fortifications" in estimating tlie cost

of suijerintendence, no more than I should include the salary of the War Minister

or tne Under-Secretary, simply because tliey have nothing whatever to do
with the actual superintendence of works, as is the province of architects.

I have included " ordinary and current repairs " in the works executed under the

Civil Establishment, and see no " palpable absurdity" in doing so, simply because

the Civil Branch directs their execution, prepares the necessary specification,

and measures up such works with the contractor : if the floors of the barrack-
room give evidence of decay ; if the passing gale has lifted and removed the
slating of the roof; if the freezing water has burst the pipe, or the heavy rain
shower has furrowed the parade-ground, the attention of the Civil Establixli-
mtnt is at once drawn to the fact^and under thera the injuries arc made good.
I have, ofcourse, left out the expenses of the " Barrack Establishment, white-
washing and cliiuiney-sweeping " from the cost of superintendence. The Barrack
Establishment is altogether distinct I'rom the Engineer department,and has nothing
whatever to do witli directing the execution of works. Buildings when complete
are handed over to the Barrack Establishment by the Engineer Department, and
when repairs are required, they are again given back to the latter department,
to receive such repairs. Tie Barrack masters apportion the quarters to the oc-
cupying troiijis, and ste that no damage is done to the property ; this being their
duty, if I included their pay, &c., in the cost of superintending the building of
barracks, &c., it would be the same as if an architect included the pay of his
clients, steward, and gate-keeper, in the 5 per cent., which he received on the
amount expended in building and repairing the mansion, white-washing, and
chimney-sweeping. I would not include, because it did appear to me, that the
idea of including such exj>enses in the cost of superintendence was most tho-
roughly absurd ; no doubt 1 might be very m|ich in error, but for the life of me
I cannot see it. I just put it to myself in this way. If 1 employ an architect to
bnild me a house—a fi;ood, respectable house, with all the appurtenances there-
unto belonging, he will assuredly charge me the very moderate sum of 5 per
cent, on the expenditure ; but am I to expect him to pay out of this sum the
amount of the cliimney-sweep's annual contract for cleaning the chimneys of the
said house, every time the cook reports that her savory dishes are spoiled by the
falling soot '! or does my agreement with the architect stipulate that, upon being
paid tlie aforesaid 6 per cent., he shall be bound henceforward to give all walls
throughout the premises, as directed, at least two coats of lime-wash once a-
year? Oh, no, surely this is not so; if it is, I sincerely hope Jlr. E. L. Gar-
bett may succeed in doing away with the abominable 5 per centage paid system.

Yours, &c.,'

E. C.

INTENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Uecuiii>j:d to JiAncii 21.

Mr. Charles Frederick lilelefield, of Oowcr-strcit, for " Improvements in the fabri-
cation of plastic materials pressed in the moulds for building aud ornamcutul pur-
poses."
Mr. John lirown, of Norwich, for "Improvements in window sashes, fnimes,

and doors, in order to render them when closed, air, dust, and wiitcr-tiglit."
Mr. John .leukins Cole, of Ksscx-strcet, .Struud, (or "ImyrovenicntB in cUim-

nevs."
M. Marc Antolnc Fronsohi Mcnnona, of Paris, for "An improved metallic wlndow-

Graktb.
Mr. Joseph Ecclcs, of niackbom, In the county of Lancaster, cotton manufacturer,

for the Inveutiun of" Improvements In macliinery for themanufitcture of bricks, tiles,
pipes, aud other articles formed of plustlc materials." I'roirctlon six months.

llcesrs. Georifc Oib.son and Jnines (iibsou, of Southnll, in tlie county of Middlesex
surveyors, for uu luvention of " Improved machinery for rnlsing and removing soil
or earth from sewers aud other excavations."—Dated Otii October, WiV. Letters
patent.
Mr. William Edward Newton, of the Office for Patents, No. GO, Chancery-Une, in

tlio county of Jliddlesex, civil engineer, for the invention of " Certain impiovcmcnts
in window siislios."—A coniinuuicntion to lilm from abroad, by Tliomas Fry, of
Brooklyn, King's County, and state of New York, United States of America. Pro-
tection'six months.
Mr. Cvrus Price, of Wolverhampton, in tlio county of .Staifordshire, for the inven-

tion of" Improvements in locks aud latches." I'rotcction six mouths.

Notice to I'ltocr.i-.D.

M. Louis Armand le Blanc do St. .lust, of the liritlsli and Forciau Office for Patents,

Ho. IB, Welbeck-street, Cavendish-square, "An improved machine for cutting soft

and hard stones in open quarries."

Foreign Patents.
JI. J. nalte-Devisscr. of Brussels, for "Metallic fastcniugs of windows and show

windows."—Dated irth February, 18(i0.

M. Houlct, of Vis-on-Artois, dcpartemont du Pas de Calais, for "A brick-machine."
— Dated :ird December, imx
M. Ad. Bounamc.iux, of Llcge, for " An apparatus for sawing stone."—Dated 24th

February, 18150.

JI. Frizon, of 20, Hue Neuve-Coquenard, Paris, for "A product for paving and
building."— Dated 23rd Xovcniber, 1859.

M. A. Milch, of Brussels, for " A brick-machine."—Dated 10th February, 18C0.

JL JSImon and Clarisse, of 50, Uuc des Panoyaux, Srenilmontaut, d<!'partemcut de la

Seine, for " A system of window bolts."—Dated Ist October, 1H69.

M. Augustus Watson, of London, Ohio, for an " I inprovcnicut in lining underground
drains with cement."

JI. Piter Weilcr, of New York, N. Y., for an " Improved machine for cutting

veneers."

SpEcincATioNS Published during the Week.
No. 18(W, price 3d., Artificial marble.
No. 1889, price 3d., Locks.
No. 1884, price "d., Machinery for cutting veneers.

TENDERS SENT IN.
SiLVEK-STREET, WOOD-STBEET.

For works to be done in the erection of warehouses, workrooms, &c., in Silver-

street, Wood-street, for Messrs. Vyse and Sons. Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain
architects.
Lucas, Brothers £ir),"81

|
Myers £15,090

Cubitt and Co 15,509
|
Piper and Son i:i,970

Holland and Uannen 15,128 i Jay (accepted) ... 13,731

Queen's Head Passage, Newgate-street.
For works to be done in rebuilding premises In t^ueen's Head-passage, Newgate-

street, for Messrs. Faudel and Phillips. Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects.

Jay £1,170
I

Wills £1,029
Browne and Robinson 1,102 I Cannon 930
Conder 1,130 | Kider (accepted) 868

Norwich.
For practice-range, markers' butts, and ricochet butts for the Norwich Volunteer

Rifle Corps. Messrs. Benest and Newson and Mr. J. D. KUis, architects.
Kange. Klcochct Butts. Total.

LingandBalls £208 .£100 £308
Batch 199 99 19 298 19

Sexton 198 14 78 276 14

JIlLTON-NEXT-SlTTINGBOURNE, KENT.
For New Congregational Chapel and School at Jlilton-next-Sittingbourne, Kent.

Poultou and "Woodman, architects. Beading.
- Bennett, Jlilton l,!.')?

Addams and Son, London.. 1,157

Shrubsole, Faversliam 1,127 5 6
Young and Co. Oxford 1,080 11
JenuingB, Itochcster I,(t62 3
Nnylar, Eochester 1,056

Clotlier, Chatham £l,:i80

Noakes and Hodgkin, Ton-
bridge Wells 1,205 11

Bowes, Jlilton 1,247 3
Spicer, Strood 1,207

Stump, Broinpton 1,184 18
Wood, (iravosend 1,170 2
The old materials of present chapel are calculated to belon;

contractor.
in each case to the

Tottenham.
For erecting a boys' school and twenty-four almshouses, at the Elms, Tottcnbain,

for the Worshipful Company of Drapers. Herbert Williams, Esq., architect, 53, Old
Broad-street. Quantities supplied by N. T. Kaudall, Esq., 28, Great Wiuehester-
street. K.C.
Barnsloy and Sons, Birmingham. . £21,498
Asliby and Horner 20,015
l.ucas Brothers 2D,.'t89

William HiU 19,797

Portsea.
For Industrial Training Schools, I'orteea Island Union,

architect.
George Gover, Winchester £10,500
llobert Bushby, Littlehampton . . 9.705
Light and Roberts, I.andport .... 9,099

Uogcrs and IJootli, Gosport 9,287
George Absalom, Portsea 9,188

G. and R. Ashby £19,719
Piper and Son 19,450

J. Willson 17,681

Mr. George Rake,

John D. Hodges, Laudport £9^80
George W. Chiuuock, Southamptou 8,888
Thomas Backhurst, Landpoi-t .... 8,700

King and Sons, Portsea (accepted) 8,566

Richmond.
For Armoury, Sheen-common, for the Uichmoud Volunteer Rifle Corps.

Hudson, Esq., architect.
Goodall £1,170
Bowling 1,100
Nicholson aud Sons 1,097

Long 1,019

William

Sims £1,034
AvissandSons 1,022

Adamson aud Sons 999
Sweet 904

Leicester.
For rifle butt, &c., for 31st regiment Leicesteshire Volunteer Rifle Corps (Leicester).

Messrs. Millican aud Smith, architects.

Sketchley £200
Duxbuny 198
Neale 185
Hutchinson and Smith 174 19

Cox £167 10
Hughes 158

Osborne 157

Shilcock (accepted) 154

Loose, Kent
For building a new aisle, reseating the church, and other works.

Shadgctt, Boughtou £943
Singer, Weaterham 9:17 10
Chambers. Maidstone i 919
Suttou and Vaughan, Maidstone 898 1 fi

Buckland. Loose 897 u
Sutton, Walter aud Goodwin, Maidstone (accepted) 844
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Kast Sewer Oi:tlet.
For the improvements to the Kiist Sewer outlet, in order to tlio relief of Camber-

well, licrmoudsey and Kothcrhithe. The estimate of the Knirmeer In Chief was
£ss>no.
John Aird (accepted) £8,560 | William Dcthick £10,875
Matthew .lenninRS] 11,189 11 William Hill 0,121
William Lavers 10,458 | Edward Thirst 10,9M

IJASFonr), Notts.
For the erection of Ten Houses at Bastord, for S. Smith, Esq. 11. C. Stitton,

architect, Nottingham.'
Cargill £2,748
Dennett 2AW
Claricott 2,1U5

HawandWool £2,190 10
Barker 2,095
Bocock 2,000

Bow.
For laying- down the sewer, i&c, in Bow parish.

William Kent JCira I Morris £.1'.X)

Knnor 440
| Mrs. I'aync 3;)0

rii. Pound 400
I
,rosh. Salt 313 3

B.llartlaad .307
|
Hiehard Toole (accepted) 2ao

South FiMMro.
For Eccleston-hall, Klizabeth-strect, South IMmlico, for I!. G. Peacack, Esq. Mr.

Philip B. Lee, architect. Quantities furnished by Mr. Morris Evans.
HIggs £1,2801 Fish (accepted) £1,025
Jeffs 1,132|
The littings are not included.

ClTY-KOAD.
For building I'arsonage-house, for St. Matthew's, City-road. Mr. B. White, archi-
^* Quantities supplied.tect,

Macey £2,1.50
Batterbury 1,959
T. Hudkin 1,895

Harding £1,87.5

Stevenson 1,754

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
ALTKI!IN(; TOWN HALL.

C.AHMAI1T1IKJJ.—For plans for altering ,ind improving tlie present .Slilre Hall of the
CountyofC'arraarthen, with a view to render the same more eommodions for the
holding of assizes and Quarter Sessions. A ground plan of the present Town llall
and the County premises adjoining, may be seen on application at the Office of the
Clerk of the Peace at Carmarthen, where further information may be obtained, and
plans_are to be sent to the said Clerk of the Peace up to March 27

HOUSES OF PAliLIAMENT.
Sydsey, New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of P.arliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
liiTited to compete. £600 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers,
addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs.
Wilham L. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South \\ ales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale. .59,
High Ilolborn, and of Messrs. A. and C. Black, Edinburgh ; Mr. II. Campbell,
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodgesand Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip and
boil, Liverpool

; Messrs. Thompson, Manchester ; and M. Amyot, No. 8, Kue de
Faix, 1 aris. At each establishment photographic views of the locality may be
seen. Mr. Wealc will give such explanations as may be desired of liim by
personal application or by post. Designs to January 1, 1801.

SAVINGS' BANK.
LouGHBOROuoii.—For plans for anew building, including a b.ink-room, waiting-
room, and suitable accommodation tor resident housekeeper, at an expense not ex-
ceeding £100, exclusive of materials now on the site, for the Loughborough Savin<'8
Bank. A ground plan of the site may be seen, and further particulars had atrthe
present bank. Plans to.be sent to the Seeretaryjon or before April 7.

„ , VESTRY HALL.
ST. James's, WEST.MixsTEn.—For an elevation for the proposed new vestry hall
and offices, in Piccadilly, near St. James's Chureli. The following premiums will
be awarded. For the design selected for execution £15 15s., for the second best
design £5 5s., both drawings to become the property of the Vestry. The remainder
will be returned to the competitors. Tlie drawings to be marked with a motto or
device, ui the usual manner, with the name and address of the architect enclosed in
a sealed envelope. Full particulars may be obtained by application, personallv or
by letter, to Mr. Howell, Vestry Offices, 14, Marshall-street, Golden-square. The
successful competitor will not be employed in superintending the erection of the
bnilding, The drawings must be delivered at the Vestry Offices, on or before April
14. (See advertisement.)

COMPETITION.:A'WARDED.
The designs of Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, architects, Reading, have been

•elected for the new Congregational Chapel, Stalyhridge. Messrs. I'oulton and
Woodman have also been successful in the competition for the new Congregational
Cbnrch and schools, Chorlton-road, Jlanchester.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASSIZE COURT.?.

MANCnESTEB.—For the erection of the Manchester Assize Courts (the whole of the
bnUdings). Plans, &c., and bills of quantities, at the Office of Mr. Thomas Taylor,
surveyor. No. 102, Cross-street, Manchester, on and ai^ter April 14th. The magis-
trates reserve to themselves the right of rejecting the whole or any of the tenders.
Tenders to May 1. (Sec advertisement.)

ASYLUM.
WAKEFiEEO.—For the building of a lavatory and entrance lodge, at the West York
Asylum, Wakefield. I'lans at the Asylum, from the 2.Sth March, to the 7th April.
Ho date specified.

BEACON.S.
[
CBOokiiaven, County of Cork.—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman
rocks, on the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven. The beacon to be of
Oast-iron casing filled with masonry. Plans, ,tc., between 11 and 3 each day, at the
Ballast tjffice, Dublin, or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island, where also
may be had printed forms of tender. Proposals to be sent through post. Tenders
Jo April 19.

I
Suoo Bay.—For the erection of a wrought-iron pillar beacon on the Wheat or
Wheateu Rock, off Rahly Point, in Sligo Bay. Forms of tender on application
between 11 and 3 each day, at the Ballast Office, Dublin, or at tlie South liglithonse,
•Oyster Island, opposite to Rosse's I'oint, Sligo Harbour. Proposals to be sent
through post. Tenders to April 20.

CHAPELS.
I
Bdsnlev, Lancashire.—For tlie works to be done by the several trades in the
erection of the Westgatc Congregational Chapel, Burnley. Drawings and con-
ditions of contract at the Olflcc of Mr. J. PauU, architect, 61, Market-street, Burn-

ley, from Hie 24th untirtlie.30th day of March, both inclusive. Tenders to 2o'clock,
P.M. March 31.

Wellington, So.websetsiiire.— For the erection of a new eliapd, at Wellington.
Drawings, &c., at the house of .Mr. G. T. Fnwk, Trinity-place, Wellington, until
March 29. Further Iparliculars, on application to Mr. Samuel Pollard, arcliitoct,
Taunton. Tenders to JIarch 29.

CEJIETERIES.
Uttoxeter, St.vffordhiiire.—Fertile necessary works required in the erection of
two chapels, lodge, and entrance gateway, ,tc., at the intended cemeterv. Draw-
ings, &c., and conditions of contract at the olllceft of Mr. Itcnjaniin Wilson, archi-
tect, 12, Corumarket, Derby, from Thursday, the 22ud day of 5Iareh. to Monday,
the 7th day of April next. Bills of quantities may be obtained of the architect on
and after the 22nd lust., on payment of ten shillings, which will be returned to

- parties tendering. Tenders (on printed forms) to before 4 o'clock, April 7.

CHURCHES.
Athelh.vmpton and Burleston, Dorsetshire.—For the erection of a new
church for tliepnrishes of Athelhamptou and Burleston. Plans, &c.. at the rectory,

Burleston, or at the Office of Mr. Hicks, architect, on and after March 10. Tenders
to April 2.

Chalvev, NEAR Slough.-For the erection of anew church at ('halvey near Slough.
Plan, *c., on appllcatioo to the Rev. G. A. free, Slough. Tenders to March 20.

(.See advertisement.)
KiNosnitiDCE, Devonshire For new roofiug and repairs and restorations pro-

posed to be done to the parish church of Kingsbridge. Drawings, &e., at the Office

of Mr. Hurrell, solicitor, Kingsbridge. Further information on application to

Mr. R. Elliott, architect, 5, Princess-street, I'lymouth. Tenders to Slarcli 31.

Leigh, Kent.—For the restoration of the Church at Leigh. Plans, &c., may be seen

in the vestry-room of the Church on or after March lOtli, between the liours of 12

and 3, p..M. Tenders to 12 o'clock at noon, March 30.

Newcastle.—For raising the present tower and erecting a splreon St. I'etcr's Church
Newcastle. I'lans, &c., and bill of quantities, will be ready for inspection, at the

Office of Mr. Dobson, the architect. Tenders to six p.m. April 2.

Rucul-, Wabwickshire. -For the enlargement of St. Matthew's Church. Drawings,
&c., on application to the Clerk, Mr. Wliitewell, Warwick-street, Rugby. Duplicates

of the drawings, and further information, on application to Mr. Christian, architect,

10, Whitehall-place, London. Tenders to 10 a.m. March 30. (See advertisement.)

TowiE BY Alfokd, Arerdeenshire, Scotland.—For the masons', carpenters',

slaters', and plasterers' work of a free manse and oflices, to be built at the

free church, at Towle. Plans, &c., at the said church until April 0. Tenders to

April 0,

COOPERAGE WORKSHOPS, Ac.
Thornton-street, and Three Oak-lane, St. John's, .Southwahk.—For the
rebuilding and re-erection of the cooperage workshops and premises lately

destroyed by lire, in Thornton-street and Three Oak-lane. Plans, &e., and further

particulars, on application at the office of Messrs. Allen, Snooke, and Stock, archi-

tects, 0, Duke-street, London Bridge. Quantities taken out by a responsible sur-

veyor may be had on payment of '20s., to be returned to the parties tendering if not

successful. No date specified. (See advertisement.)
EXCAVATION FOR GAS TANK.S, *e.

Bristol.—For the excavation necessary for the formation of a tank 'ibout V8 feet in

diameter, and 32 feet deep. For the providing, erecting, maintaining, working, and
hireof aste.am-engine and boiler, ivith two 10-inch pumps and proper gearing

attached. For the provision and use of certain timber and materials lor shoring

the ground and buildings in connexion with the intended work. Plan,&c., and
other information, at the Office of the Gas Light Company, Canon's Marsh, Bristol.

Tenders to April 3.

HARBOUR.
Renfrew, Scotland.—For deepening tlie harbours of Renfrew. Specifications, &c.,

on application to the master of the works. Tenders to April 15.
' HOUSES.

Axnoller Dorset.—For the erection of a new farm-house, Ac, at Axnoller. Plans,

&c.,at theOfBceof Mr. G. Mountford Allen, architect, Crewkerne, between the

hours of ten and five. Tenders to M.arch 30. ......
Carmarthen.-Forthe erection of proposed new premises adjoining the present

establishment of Messrs. D. and W. Davies, of (iuildhall-square, Carmarthen.

Plans, &c., at Slessrs. Davies'. Tenders to JIarch 20.

DuNcow, Du.MFRiEsniRE, SCOTLAND.—For the various works required in the erec-

tion of a mansion liou?e for James Heron. Esq., of Duneow. I'lans, &o., at the

office of Alexander Crombie, architect. High-street, Dumfries. Tenders cither

for the whole in one sum or seiiarately to April 4.
„ , j

EA.STON Grey, near Malmsbury', Wilts.—For the erection of a farm-house and
homestead, at Easton Grey. Drawings, &o., at the Office of Messrs. John Money
and Son, architects, Dormington, Newbury, or at Mr. Bell's, Easton Grey. Tenders

to March 26. „ .^ ..

Mains of Hills, Parlsh of Lochrutton, Du.MFRiEsniRE.-l'or the erection

of a new farm-house, on Mains of Hills, in the parish of Loclirutton. I'lans, &c.,

in the hands of Mr. Dickson, there. Tenders to April 10.

MiLwooD near Furness Abbey-, Lancashire.- For the erection of a residence

house and oflices, together with a lodge and stabling. Plans, &e., at the office of

Edward Wadlmui, Esq., Ulverstone. Particulars aud quantifies on application to

Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford. Tenders, agreeably to the form

supplied, to 4 o'clock, March 20.

HOSPITAL.
Stafleton near Bristol.— For the whole of the works required in making
certain alterations and .additions to Colson's Hospital, at Stapleton. -Drawings, &c.,

with form of contract, at the offices of Jlcssrs. Forster and Wood, 0, Park-street,

Bristol, between the hours of ten and five, from the 2litli March to April 7th.

Copies of speciflcations and contract may be obtained of the architects, on payment
of 2s. Od. each copy, also printed forms of copy. Tenders to April 7. (See advertise-

ment.)
LIBRARY.

HiTCHiN, Herts.—For the erection of a public library at Hitchin. Phins, Ac, on
application to Mr. Henry Worsley, at the Town Hall, Hitchin, Herts. Tenders to

Siarch 31. „LUNATIC ASYLUM.
Aberdeen.- -For the masons' and carpenters' works of the proposed extensions at the

Lunatic Asylum, at Aberdeen. Plans, Ac, at the Office of Mr. Ramage, architect,

115, Union-street, Aberdeen. No date specified.

MASONS' WORK.
NEwcASTLE-uroN-TYNE—For the masons' work of sixteen rooms, sitnated at tno

Felling. Plans, &e., at Sir. David Speddmg's, Low Felling. The contractor to find

all materials. No date specified.

PAINTING AND WHITEWASHING.
, „ , ,

Leeds.—For painting and whitewashing part of the interior of the Moral ana

Industrial Training school for the pauper children of the township, in ueeKctt-

street. Leeds. Specifications at the iudustrial «clioal, on application to the master,

to 27th of March. Tenders to 12 o'clock at noon, March 28.

PAVING, &c.
, ^. ., .

Wakefield.—For the curbing, flagging, channelling, and paving of Northgate,

Wakefield. Drawings, .tc, aud forms of tender, and all other intormatloii, at tlie

oflices of Mr. Thomas Dale, C.E., borough surveyor, Barstow-square, >Vakeheia.

Tenders to March 27.
POLICE STATION.

Glossop, Derbyshire.—For the erection of a new police station, at Olossop. Plans,

&e., at the present police station, in Glossop, or at the office of .'*lr. CJcorge Brldgart,

county surveyor, King-street, Derby. Tenders to ten o'clock, a.m., April 3.
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Wadebridgf.. I'ooL. TvwARDBEATii. CoRSWALi..— For llio creotlon of jiolice-
aUtkWB at WadcbriJjjo. Urawlnus. &c., «t tllf station of the Inspector of (.'ounty
roilee, Wadi briiljre ; and for I'ool at the Siipcriiitendont's station, Cranbounie ;

MidtorTywardreiith, at the station of the *er<nant of Coimty Police, Tvw:ird-
reath, between <i A.M., and six p.m., until March an. Paymenls on account will
be made from time to time to the contractor dtirinj; the execution of the work, on
tlie certificate of tue architect. Tenders to March 31.

KAII.WAYS.
Bltth am> Tt>e li.viLWAr.—For the construction of the Tvneinoutli branch, ex-
tendiusr fi^m the l>alrv lunise to Tyneinouth, lenn^tli j miles or thereabouts. Draw-
ings, A-c, and bills of quantities 'may be obtained at the ollice of Mr. J. F. Tone,
C.K., Market-stre*-!. Xewcastle-on-Tyne, on and after the •.;4th day of March, ISOO.
Tenders to March .TO.

MiDLANi> II.vii.w.\v.— For makinn; certain alterations and additions to their station
at Brailford. Drawings, &c., on application at the eu^incer's ollice, Leeds. Ten-
ders to April 3.

SoiTU YoKKsiiiKE Railwav.—For the construction of about four miles of single
line of railway, from the South Yorkshire Kailway, near Uri<rhtsidc, on or near the
banks of the Shetlield canal to Slieffleld. The contractor to find materials, and to
execute all work necessary for the completion of the line. I'lans, sections, &c., at
the company's otRce, Kotherham. on the P.ttli March instant, and scaled tenders
to be sent in, addn^ssed to the Hoard, and endorsed " Tenders for the Sheffield Kx-
tensioD," on or before theMtli JIareli. inst.

Chew Uacna Kectories, .^omeksetsiiire.—For the erection of a new vicarage-
house, at Chew Magna (7 miles from itristol). rians, &c., on applicalion to the
Vicar, at Chew Magna. Tenders to April 2.

Hi'XSiNcoRE, YonKstiiRE.—For the ereetioa of a parsonage-house and offices, at
Ilunsiiigore.near Allerton-statiou. I'lans, Ac, at the Walshford-bridgc Inn, Walsh-
ford. Tenders to March 31.

SaALt>EN SE.VR ALTON, HANTS.—For the crcction of a rectory-bouse at Shaldeu.
Drawings, Ac. at the old rectorv-house. Tenders to April U.

i{ErAIRS,-4c., TO UATHS ANU WAS11H0U.SE.S.
St. George's, H.vNovEK-stiUAKE.—For sundry repairs, painting, &c.,-at the public
baths anil w,sslihoiises, iu Davics-strcet, Berkeley-square, and' Lower Belgrave-
place, I'imlico (separatclvl. Specifications, Ac, at the above places, from 8 a.ra.,
to 4 p.m. Tenders to 10 o'clock, a.m., tiarch iC.

ROADS, TKR HACKS. Ac.
Hemsvortii .near roNTEFRACT.—For the formation of the roads and terraces, and
the levelling and planting of the ornamentalgrounds belonging to Arelibishop IIol-
gate's Hospital now Iwlng built at Hemsworth, near I'ontefract. I'lans, &c., with
the Clerk of the Works, on the premises. Tenders to March 29.

SCIIOOLR.
Less Moir, Parish of Eiivnie, AnERDEEx.siiiRE.—For the masons', carpenters',
and slaters' works, of certain additions and alterations to the school and school-
house at I.CFs Moir. Plans, &c., on application to Jlr. James Roger, Rhyuie.
Tenders to 12 o'clock at noon, April 3.

JIoss Side.— For the erection of new schools for Christ's Church, JIoss Side. Plans
Ac, at the Offices of the architects, Robert Goldsmith aud .Son, (B, Faulkner-street,
Manchester. No date specified.

PiTSMooH. Yorkshire. -For the enlargement and alteration of the Sheffield Union
schools, at I'itsmoor. Plans. Ac, at the Offices of Jlr. Casliin, architect. Hi, Bank-
street. Sheffield, until JIarch 'isth. Tenders (for the whole of the works) to twelve
o'clock at noon, March 28.

SEWERAGE.
Bristol.—For laying down, constructing, and completely furnishing certain intended

brick sewers in the "St. I'hilip's Sewer District," about 3,074 yards in length.
Plans, &c., at the Offices of the Local Hoard of Health, 1.3, Prince-stieet, Bristol.
Further information by personal (application or by letter (pre-paid), to Mr. Fre-
derick Ashmead, C.E., surveyor to the Local Board of Health. Tenders to twelve
o'clock April 12.

rADDiNGTON.—For the execution of the day and jobbing works of every kind re-
quired to be performed in constructing, altering, rebuilding, or clearing sewers,
drain gullies, water-closets, privies, Ac, within the Parish of I'addiiigton: Specifi-
cations, Ac, on payment of 5s. per copy, and other particulars on application to
Mr. Merry, surveyor, at the ^estry Hall, Harrow-road, between the hours of 10
and 12, until the 2nd day of April Tenders to April 2. (See advertisement).

Sleaford.— For providing and laying down certain sewage drains in the parish of
^ew Sleaford. I'lans, Ac., on application to Mr. W. H. Knight, Surveyor to the
Board, of whom information may be obtained. Tenders on printed forms not later
than 11 o'clock a.ra., April 2. (See advertisement).

SUPPLY, Ac.
t'LiFFE, Chai-k axd Dento.v, Higham Arbey, Ac, Kent.—For the supply of
good rag-stone, free from hassock, for the several levels extending from Graves-
end-bridge to Sheerness, and thence along the river Jledway to Penshurstin Kent,
and for the supply of large block stones of two-hundred weight or upwards each
stone. Tenders will be received by the Commissioners of Sewers for the above
limits, at the Crown Inn, Rochester, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, April 11. Ten-
ders for supplying large chalk in the same levels, will be received at the same time
and place.

St. John, Hampstead.—For the supply of 07 cast-iron guUv-grtites, 10 cast-iron
ventilating grates, 8 cast-iron side-entrances, and 15 east-iron flushing boxes.
Dran-lnsfs, &c., at the Office of the surveyor, 10, New-end, adjoining the Hanip-
stead W orkhouse, between the hours of ten and lour. Tenders to JIarch 20. (See

I

advertisement).
• St. Mart, Newixgtos, Suhrev.—For a supply of broken granite, for one year,

fFom the 24tli March Instant, to the 25th JIarch next, about 3,000 yards, either
Guernsey, Aberdeen, or Bombay. Tenders to 7 p.m. JIarch 2C.

SURVEY.
PABisn or WE.ST Alvingto.v, Devon.—For making a valuation for a new poors

rate of the parish of West Alvington, containing about l,(i30 acres. Tenders to be
addressed to the Clerk of the Union, and to state the prices, which shall include a
flcld and tenement valuation, together with the rateable value, name, description.
and name of occupation ofeach holding, which Is separately rated. A tracing of
the parish map with a bookof reference will be provided for the valuer, which will
rcmam the property of the parish after the valuation shall have been completed.
fhe survey to l« completed on or before the 31st of .May next, and the valuation
to be delivered In to the parish oaicers on or before the 2nd day of July next. Ten-
ders to March 29. . j i

TEMPERANCE HALL.
"EDECAB, MoxMoiTHSHiHE.— For the erection of the Tempcrancc-hall, Tredegar.
Plans, Ac., at the Engineer's Office, Tredegar Iron Works. Tenders to April 17.

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
150,000 cowl stock bricks, -lo squares of roofing, sound floor boards and joists,

doon, sashes, shop fronts and shutters, large oven, Ac, marble chimney pieces,
stores, and a variety of useful material and fixtures. On the premises comer of
Edgcware-road. aud 'Upper ItayswaUr-street, and also in IS, Bavswater-street, Jlr.
Hall, auctioneer, 11, Windmill-place, Camberwell-road. March 30. (See advertise-
ment.

flO marble chimney pieces, one richly sculptured, suitable for a mansion, and the
remainder executed in the following varieties of marble, viz. : statuary sienna, dove,
bardilla, black, St. Ann's, black and gold, brocatella, bronze, Ac. JIarble table tops
and washstands; marble mortars, 2 marble baths; life size figure of "Faith;"
colossal bust of Nelson ; scagllola pedestals, Ac. ; Norman cross 8 feet high ; and a
great variety of articles, on the I'remises, 1.35, Eiiston-road, St. Paneras. Jlessrs.
fcrersHcld and Home, auctioneers, 40, 1'arliamcut-Btrect, and Coal Exchange, April 4.
See advertisement.)

THE WEEK'S S.iVLES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE BIART.
FREEHOI.Il.

Kv Jfr. WuiTTiNGUAM.—Pemnan-ritatl. and Tauironl-ro.nd, Cambcrwell, l."» i»lots of land
wilh froiitaties. &c. ; sold al from t74 to fst per jilol, Idtal iJl.l.'.O.

Somerset-road cast, Uarnct, Herts, Imitdini,' laiul. '2 pliUs; sold tor £1!)0.

Itv Jlessrs. SriuanoE and Sons Itlue -\nchor-laiic. Peckham, Surrey, freehold grcund,
rent of £.^ per anntiin, arisiu-^ from throe tenements; sold for £llo.

Itv Messrs. Dawson and Son.—Kingston-oii-Thames, Surrey, two tenements, one a shop,
let at £-Jii Jier annum : sold for £l2rl.

Tenley-KMlK'e, London-road, Kingston, residence, with coach-house aud stable let on
lease at £55 i>or annum ; sold for £830.
Itv Messrs. ItRoMLKY and Sox.—13, Nelson-SQuare, Blackfrlars-roail, residence, let at £U

l>er"annum ; sold lor £405.
10, .\bl»ey, llaro-street, Uethnal-;,'recn, house, let at £14 per annnm ; sold for £270.

4, 5, 0, 9 .tiul 10, Cliarles-strect, GkH>c-fleld3, house, let at £80 12s. jier annum ; sold for
£\.\Mi.

25, Prospect-place, Globe-road, Mile-end, house, let at £20 per annum ; sold for £300.

LEASEHOLD.
Bv Jlessrs. XonroN, lloGCAnxY and TmsT..— 1 aud 2, Staverton-rnw, Wahvortli-road, and

1 to 4, Xew Kvnt-road. hou.ses and shops juijoininir, set on lease at £200 10s. per annum, term
(J5 years, tVoni .March, 181:1, jiround vent £!Mi per »nnmn ; sold for £080.

1 to 4. I)oi-|iMu'-p!uce. Haiie.vford-to.id, A uu-xliall, dwcllinjf-honscs, and 1, DorlijiK-pIace*
adjoining;, knt.oMi as "Dorlinf:-eoit:i;rc," let at £l.'i.l 18s. per annum, term 8;iJ years from June,
1822, ground rent £13 per annum ; sold for £tiii5.

t to 3, ^Yit^in-phlce, Harlevford-road, dwclliiifr-liouscs, and 1 and 2, Itillcy-place, Upper
Kenniiigtou-Liiic, Vauxlialf.Iet at £160 per annum, term 81 years from Christmas, 1824, ground
rent £21 per antunn ; soUl for £1,^.'.*'.

21 and 20, Iie^rent-streot, I.amlteth. houses, let at £39 per annum, term 53J years from June,
1S17, ground rent £13 per annnm ; si>ld for £75.

Itisby Cale-atreet, Bury St. Kdnumd's, Sulfolk, dwelling-house, let at £14 per annum ; sold
for £180.

2, 4 to p, Amelia-street, Old Kent-road, house, let at £94 183. per annum, term I7i years from
Christmas last, ground rent £40 4s. per annum ; sold for £too.
By Jlessrs. KusHwoitTii and jAUVis—17, Chapel-street east. May Fair, residence, let on

lease at £55 per annum, term 998 years from Ladyday, 1741, ground rent £2 per annum ; sold
for£l,(KK>.
Bv Mr. MriuiELL.—19 and 20, Trigon-road, Kennington, house, let at £40 per annum, tentt

CO years from Jlidsummer, 1859, ground rent £11 12s. per annum ; s()Id for £200.

27, 1'nion-row, New Kent-road, house, let at £25 per annum ; sold for £90.

17, (irovc-terrace, Brooksley-walk, Hoinerton, house, annual value £16 per annum ; sold

for £80.
Bv Jtr. DEBENiiAM 20 and 21, .\lbert-terrace, Kichmond-road, Paddington, residences,

let at £80 per annum, term 99 years from March, 1847, ground rent £10 per annum ; sold for

3, Ancrley-grovo, Anerlev, near the Cry.stal Palace, residence, term 99 years from Sep-
teml>er, 18'i5, ground rent £8 per annum, annual value £45 ; sold for £240.

By Messrs. SLOPEii and Co 9 to 11, Hare-court, Aldersgate-strcet, City, houses, term
l.'iO years from September, 1852, ground rent £75 per annum, annual value £153 ; sold for
£-1.30.

23 to 25, Willow-street, Paul-street, Finsbury. houses, and 1 to 8, T^nion-court, 'VVillow-

street, let at £115 per aimum, tenn 9 years from Christmas, 1859, ground rent £.:;o par auuutn ;

sold for £125.

THURSDAY,
FREEHOLD.

By Mr. GwiLT.—10, Great Queen-street, Llncoln's-inn-flelds, house and shop, let on lease at
£M per annum ; sold for £710.

4, Great Turnstile, IllgU Holborn, bouse aud shop, let on lease at £40 per annum ; sold for

£700.
LEASEHOLD.

By Jlr. JlARSH 18, Stockwell-park-road, Brixton, villa residence, let at £45 per annum,
term, 81 years, unexpired, at a ground-rent of £0 (;s. per annum ; sold for £370.

06, Davles-street, Oxford-street, house, let on lease at £46 per aunuui, term, 99 years, ftxutt

Lady-day, 1785, ground- rent, £7 IDs. per annum ; sold for £345.

8, Sydenham-grove, Lower Norwood, residence, let at £;i8 per annum, held for 80 years,
from JIarch, 183^1, ground-rent, £17 los. per annum ; sold for £200.

Bv Mr. John BuKFoRD.—Warfield Bracknell, Berks, copyhold cottage onu5e, called " JVar-
ficli) Lodge," with 9a. 2r. 2,5p. of land, stable, coach-house, with man's room over, piggeries,
&c.; sold for £1,300.
By Messrs. PniLLips and Son.-7, Brewer-street, Lower-town, hotisc and shop, let at £40

per annum sold for £195.
51, Brewer-street, house, let at £26 per annum ; sold for £170.

BANKRUPTS.
CFrom the London Gazette.^

Mfllins-, Jnmw, oml Cbit, Rolicrt, plans mniiuficturer", Aitercliffe-cum-Darnnll, Ynrksliire, March 31,
Mny 5. nt 10, at tlie court of Brtiikruptcy, Sheffield. Solicitors, Mr. Webeter, Sheffifld ; Mfesre. Wuke,
Slieffii^Id ; oBiciuI a8»ig;nee, Mr. Itrpwiii, Sheffield.

NichitUoTi, Thomo'i, Jiiii., and Nicholson, IsninU Birt, slate merchants, Gloucester, April S, 30, nt 11, at
the court of Bankruptcy', Bhatol. Solicitors, Messrs. Abbott uud Co., Brifitol ; olV.cial iia&i^ee, Mr.
Acramiin, Bristol.

SCOTCH SEQUESTKATIOXS.
IltiliUwttrth. W ill!nm, joiner, Glasgow.
Joliiuluue, James Arrol, jiia., ironmonger, Kenfrewshire.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
Gardnpr, John, builder, Nortbainpton; first dividend of 3s S^d., any Wednesday, at Mr. Whitmore's, 2^

Basiii^hall strei't.

Green, Juscpli, stone merchant, Prestbury, Chesbire : first dividend of 88. 4d., any Tuesday, at Mr. Potff |

7ti, Oi-orge-street, Munchester.
Middlt-toii, Samuel, ironmonger, Oldham ; first dividend of 3a. frd., any Tuesday, at Mr. Uernaraan'l, 69)

Princess- street, Mantlienter.
Tomnon, William Frederick, engineer, Coventry, Wnm'ick»hire ; second dividend of 3}d., ary Thursday^

ut Mr. Klnnenr'n, 27, Waterloo-street, Birmin^^hnm.

DIVIDEND MEETING,
XJliton, John, plumber, Brighton, April 11.

certificatj: geanted.
Taylor, Joseph, builder, Sunbury, Middlesex, third doss.

insolvents.
Bailey. Jnmes, plumber, Cookhain, Berks.
Coe, 'rhoinoe, painter, Diss.
Kandford, JoIid, blacksmith, St. Mary, Devonshire,
Teer, Daniel, bricklayer, SuLford, Lunciishire,

DISSOLUTION OF I'AUTNERSHIPS.
Bennett, John M. and Hy. A., timl>er and date merchants, Muncheaier.
Bower and Hull, Irunfounders, Dniylsdni.
Butcher niid Co., timber merchants, Great Yarmouth.
C\et^a and Chndwick, plumbers, Rochdale.
KitKon, Thomi)^on, nud Ilewitson, engineers, L«eds,
Nicholson and Co , slati- mt^rchant)', Glo'nter.

Whittingham and Bond, euifineers, XJeliwr.

OBITUARY,
Butcher, on 11th inst., at Westbury, Mr, George II iitcher. joiner, aged 89.
ChHppelt.on i:{th inst., at Oakhnm, Mr. ThoiiutB Chuppell, slater, aged 7l^,

Diaper, on ISth inst., at Poole, Henry St J.ihii Diaper, Esq , C.E., uned 37.
Ktiri, on 7th imit., at Chirton, Mr. JnHejih Karl, mason, aged -18.

Hollund, on 10th inst., at Kingston, Mr John Holiitnd, stonemason, ugcd 69.
Houghton, on lOth inst., at Street, Mr. James Hiughton, carpenter, a«ed 'il.

Johnson, on 16th in»t., at Walton, Mr. Michael Johnson, mnson, aged 3fi.

MarKhall, on 11th inst , ut Wesron, Mr. .tamun Marfthnll, painter, aged -lO.

Smithflon, on 8th inft,, ut St'uilun, Mr. Heiirv Smiihsun, mason, aged 42.
White, on Hlh Jnnuury, ut Hahin, South Americn, Thorans While, J5sa., C.E , aged 5

Williams, on lltb inst., at Bowden, Vr. Jumes Williuios, builder, iigvu 63,
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PROPKKTY IN ART.
RriSTS and poets, according to one of the

many popular delusions which formerly

reigned supreme, but are now fast fading

into oblivion, were imagined to labor solely

with a view to fame, and to be above vulgar

considerations of pecuniary gain. Surely
' they must have been thought to have had
something of the nature of a chameleon—the

capacity to feed on " thin air." Jars of

honey from Mount Hybla and an abundant

supply of cold water from the Castalian

spring of Parnassus must have been ro-

rdcd as all the munitions de louche that could

be admitted to their larders without derogation

from the character of followers of the Muses.

E,\periencehas taught the loversof art that even

high priests and interpreters are mortals like

themselves. Cold pinches them without, how-

ever ardently the sacred fire may glow within, and

ethereal nectar does not fill their stomachs or take

the edge off their appetite, for grosser and more solid faro. The flesh-

pots of Egypt have their attractions for artists as well as for other men;

and, as they are liable to all the ills which affect frail humanity, require

food and raiment, have families to provide for, and are animated by the

prudent desire to secure a shelter for old age, when the sacred fire has

burnt out—leaving naught but ashes, watered by regrets and embit-

tered by failure—and faculties for e.'cecutiou are stiffened into inca-

pacity, there is no reason why they should not condescend to insist

upon being paid tlie market value of their labor.

There is another reason even more potent. Art has been reproached,

not altogether without apparent cause, as the flatterer of despotism.

She is said to be the handmaid of supreme and uncontrollable authority,

servilely prostituting her genius to the glorification of tyranny. It is a

well-worn theme with writers on the subject, and even with debating

societies, whether or not the development of art to the highest point is

practicable in a free state. We—at least all of us on this side of the

water—have deep interest in proving that freedom and art can live

together. If she is to be free, those who interpret her must be

independent. They must be in a position which renders them superior

to all CDnsiderations, save the welfare and progress of the mistress in

whose service they have entered. Men whose bread is dependent on

power soon sink into courtiers, however much it may be against their

inclination to do so. To guard against this evil, no less than for our

national credit, we should afford aitists the means of maintaining their

independence. We cannot subsidise them from the public purse, for

that would be simply a variation of the mischief, and nothing more or

less than a change of masters. The wisest, and in reality,'.the only way to

attain this end, is to place artists in the position of other men ; to con-

yince them that their independence rests with themselves alone, that

their present success and future fame do not depend upon the caprice .

of a monarch or his court, but upon their own genius and their

own efforts. Their imaginings will then take a freer and a manlier

tone ; they will be purer and licalthier, rising, perhaps, to a standard

never before reached or dreamed of in the most ambitious flights of

fency, and becoming the instruments of civilisation and education when
they cease to flatter royal taste, and follow the fashions of the times.

As a means to this end, the Society of Arts have endeavoured to

frame a bill which is to be submitted to the legislature for enactment

at the earliest convenient season, to ascertain and secure property in

works of art, or to obtain, as the title of the measure runs, the establish-

ment of artistic copyright. That the Act would be literally one of
justice to artists, and in the highest degree advantageous to art, there

can be little difficulty in showing. We arc not likely to hear the com-
munistic heresies of Earl Granville, Sir James Graham, and Mr. J. L.

Ricardo, that the creations of the mind are the common property of the

public, which all may use without let or hindrance, and that men of

true genius disdain to accept remuneration on commercial terms for

their labors—although willing to accept gifts or alms. Perhaps that

which has conduced more than anything else to the improvement of

modern literature, althoxigh it may have escaped general observation, is

the improved condition of literary copyright. True, the day of royal

and noble patrons was coincident witli the a])pearanoe of the greatest

poets ; but that was an accident, for the worst poems e.xtant arc dedi-

catory, or those written by command. Now, authors rely upon the

public to render them independent of patrons, and the result is that

their writings, as a whole, are manlier, nobler, and more useful.

Pruriency and indelicacy, scurrility and obsequiousness, are alike laid

aside, because, although they might please a Duke of Queensberry, they

would offend the public, to whose verdict the author looks for reputa-

tion and remuneration. We could not well dwell further on this point,

without allowing it to be infen'ed that we consider art to be obno.\ious

to some of these charges, than which nothing can be further from o»ir

intentions. But still it cannot be denied that artists have not what may
be termed an open market for their works, and that they are compelled
to canvass in some shape or other for patronage from the titled and
the wealthy.

In a memorandum of reasons in favor of the Bill above referred to,

which has been drawn up by the Council of the Society of Arts, it is

shown that in the United Kingdom there is practically no copyright for

original works of art, with the exception of sculptures and engravings.
The latter arc generally copies, and from the defects of the law, which
admit of prints taken from worn-out plates that have been retouched
and almost re-engravcd by inferior hands, being sold with the name of
the first engraver still attached, there is virtually no protection to the
public. Cases have recently occurred painfully illustrative of this

mode of doing business. Works by Doo, or Robinson, or Burnet, are

bought when their printing power is exhausted, and they may be patched
and doctored, or rejiroduced by eleetrotyping, and made to disseminate

thousands ofspurious imitations, which among those who are ignorant of
the styles of these masters, pass current as specimens of their handicraft

and skill. Vie have seen cheap illusti-ated periodicals distribute, gratis,

engravings of these gentlemen, among others, of Burnet's chefs

(Tceuvre—the Cartoons, AVilkie's Rent Day, Blind Fiddler, and Rabbit
on the Wall, but which exhibit not the faintest trace of his

vigorous, luminous, and faithful burin. It was quite competent to

the enterprising publisher to have procured engravings direct

from the Cartoons, or from Wilkie's pictures, by permission of those, in

whom their copyright was vested, or after the copyright had expired

;

but it was manifestly unjust to purchase one of the engravings and copy
from that, employing a mechanical process to transfer the drawing, and
'prentice hands to do the work ; for the public is defrauded, or receives

erroneous impressions of the engraver's skill, and the artist's reputation

may be seriously compromised. We shall be met, perhaps, with the

argument that these cheap copies and sophistications tend to improve
the taste of the public and to advance art-education, and it may be un-
hesitatingly replied that false and distorted specimens of art convey
just that sort of education which is worse than absolute ignorance, and
which has to be unlearned, to be uprooted and cleared away, before the

seeds of true art can be planted with any hopes of thriving.

The protection afforded to sculpture is also very inefficient, and this

is a point which comes neai'cr home to the reader, for without entirely

concuiTing in the dictum, that it is the object and duty of architecture

to provida a home for statuary, there can be no doubt that architects

owe the grace and emphasis of their designs in no small degree to the

aid of theii- brethren of the chisel. Still, notwithstanding the inadequacy

of the protection, and the uncertainty of the law, with all its quirks

and quibbles, sculpture as an art and sculptors have largely benefited,

although the old leaven of patronage and court favour is not entirely

removed. It has opened a market for art-manufactures—a conjunction

of terms very inappropriate and even contradictory—w ithout involving

the artist's reputation, or pretending to the reproduction of works of

art. For the statuettes of Minton and Copeland, admirable as they may
be, do not pretend to be anything more than manufactures, and no one

supposes the sculptors to be responsible for the execution, or beyond
the general outline and design. Moreover the statuettes are notoriously

copies reduced from originals.

Having endeavoured to show the necessity as well as the wisdom of

securing to artists the property in their works, we proceed to notice

the means proposed for doing so. The Bill is to establish copyright

during the author's life-time and for thirty years afterwards, and to be

retro-active. On this point we would venture to suggest that to give

transactions in copyright—since it is generally disposed of, and seldom

remains the property of the author—a character of security, it would

be well in such cases to fix a specific number of years during which

copyright should exist. Thus, supposing the copyright to be sold

within the twelve months of publication, the purchaser should have a

copyright of from 50 to 40 years, as the JjCgislature may determine. By
this means, dealings in works of art would be greatly simplified and

rendered all the more secure ; while, as political economy teaches, their

value would be greatly enhanced. Buyers would not have to calculate

the probable duration of authors' lives, or to keep up a watch for their

decease. We believe that all parties would be gainers by this alterna-

tive, and therefore respectfully submit it to the notice of the Coimcil

of the Society of Arts. The class of works to be protected by copy-

right are " designs of an artist as he may himself have conceived, and

as have been produced by his hands or by those of his assistants, and

as he may have signed or marked ;" and " works of art of a more

imitative character, and not necessarily embodying original design, and

to prevent these being used by strangers as a means or basis for rewo-

duciiig others like them to be sold in competition with them." The

first definition would comprehend what aie termed origiiual works of

art by painters and designers, sculptors and architects, and die-

engravers. The second would embrace the works of photographers

and engravers, preventing the evil adverted to.
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To complete this notice, which is necessarily brief, and for lawyers,

somewhat imperfect, we subjoin a description of the penalty under
which the Act is to be enforced, and for which we arc indebted to the

Atherxnnn.
To J^rttit'ct the Piihtic offningt yf-aiut—l. By making or caufiinp to bo mado, copies of

works of Rrt, for the fraudulent purpose or selliui; or cxchaiiging: Bueli copies as
oriuiliaU—£. TIk- fraudulent sale or exchange o( copies as originals.—o. The fi-audu-

lenl use ijf artists' or engravers* names, as to works which are not theirs.— 4. The
passfaHT off fraudulently retouched engravings as first proofs, &c., or as the works of
the ori^'inal engraver, though retouched by other bands.
The liiode of effecting this is proposed to by making— 1. The copying, or know-

inirly uttering of the copy of artists' names or monograms a felony. [The Hill pur-
I to make it only a misdemeanour].— '.2. Tlie other ofl'ences a misdemeanour.

' Legal Procedttrt to Ef^rorcc Copt/riffht.^Xa addition to such remedies as the law
would give, arc to be—1. Penalties, not less than £.">, and not exceeding double the
value of the desigrn or work pirated, to be recoverable for each oifence, in manner
Srovidod in Ornamont.'U Designs' Copyright Act, 184'.;.—2. l*o^\er to Courts and
ustices to order the delivery up or the cancelling of pirated articles.

Upon cou8id*'ratIoH of this report, the Council only have fully concurred in tlie

coaolailon th:tt the practical way of supplying the defect in the present law, will be
to give to all artists copyriglit iu such only of their designs as are autlienticated or
warranted by their signature, and to make the forgery of such signature an
!iidi<4ablc otfeacc, which, after all, is putting the signature no higher than a trade-

BUirk.
It was suggested, that the copyright to be so conferred ought to be made condi-

tional on the registration in some way or other of the works to be protected; but,

nflcr carefully considering the suggestion, the Council unanimously decided thatrc-
grislration was practically impossible—would be of noi)ublic utility, and would make
any enactment including such a scheme virtually a dead letter ; an opinion la which
they believe all artists, without a single exception, entirely concur.
The Council of the Societv of Arts, and the body of artists, have come to the further

conviction, tliat no law could be properly framed for creating an artistic copyright
whicli did not, at the same time, afford protection from the numerous frauds prac-
tised on them by the manufacture and sale of spurious copies, pretending to be
original paintings, of works in which no copyright could exist-such as those by the
old masters, and tlie like.

With these objects in view, the draft of a Bill has been prepared, which, after re
pealing the Acts relating to sculpture and engravings, proceeds :

—
Sec. n.—To define (rt) the word "design," this being the principal subject of the

proposed copyright, and equivalent to the invention ill a patent, ib) "jucture," as
including all \vorks of Fine Art in the flat, (c) " sculpture." including all works in the
round or in relief, {d} " engraving," as including not only works properly so called,
bnt woodcuts, lithographs, photographs, Ac.
Sec III.—IVoposes to confer on the artist a coyyright for the term of his life and

tliirty years afterwards.—1. In the case of original works the desifft} is protected. 2.

In the case of copies, each copy will be so protected as to prevent its being used as
the foundation for a new copy, leaving the copyright in the original design (if any)
unafl'ected, except so far as it lias been partially disposed of to the copier. 3. In the
case of arcliitcctural designs, the Act would give protection against such piracies as
alxive alluded to.

Sec. V.—Uetiuires artists, as a condition of copyright, to put their names on their
works, to ser^-e for warranty or authentication.
Sec. VI.—Kegulates the mode in which copyright may be acquired in works exe-

cuted before the Act comes into operation ; requiring for this purpose the joint con-
seut of artist and owner.

Sec. IX.—Extends the benefit of the Act to artists residing abroad, whether
British subjects or fori'Igners.

Sec XII.—Subjects the makers of piratical copies to pecuniary penalties.
Sec. XI 1 1.—Makes forgery of a signature, or any work of Fine Art, a misdemeanour.
Sec. XIV.—Prohibits, under pecuniary penalties :—1. Falsely signing any works of

art. 2. Selling works so signed. 3. Jlakiiig unauthorised use of an artist's name on
any copy or engraving taken from the original work. 4. IManufacturiug copies to be
Bold as originals. 5. Selling copies for originals. G. Altering works of Fine Art
without the artist's consent, and re-issuing them as by the artist.

Sec. XV.—Makes all penalties recoverable before two justices.
Sec. XVI.—Prohibits the importation of piracies.

We should be sorry de parler houtiquc in reference to a subject which
relates to the practice of all the arts, but we should be glad of learning
how the Bill is to affect architects. Our esteemed coiitemporaiy says,

"Qualification on the copyright proposed.—1. As to architectural jilans,

models, &c., only tlie use ofthe originals, but not to prevent new draw-
ings, &c., being taken from executed buildings or works." The pro-
fession will probably not see very clearly how or in what manner tlie

Bill when passed into an Act, will or can confer benefit upon them.
Undoubtedly an architect, if ho design an original capital, or any other
architectural feature, will be able to prevent his brethren from imitating
it during the existence ofthe copyright ; but would that be an advantage
to art ? AVe trust that no niemlser of the profession will ever embark
in lawsuits to prevent the .copying and popularising of his designs, since

imitation, provided it be not literal, is the greatest compliment that
could be paid to him, and we do not see either that the first inventor
would be a sufferer, or that any detriment would result to art. Wc
should, however, be delighted if pure copyism could be brought imder
the penal operations of the Act. We should like the coriyright of the
Parthenon to be made perpetual and invested in King Otho. But wo
are brought to a stand-still by the question " how to do it ? " "We should
require puUic prosecutors and a whole army of copyism detectors, with
the addition of half-a-dozen judges to the bench. Jrankly then, in this

respect we think the Act must be inoperative and remain a dead letter.

The protection of drawings from existing buildings would come under
the clause relating to engravings. But though we do not anticipate

any benefit to the architectural profession from the enactment of the
Bill, we do not hesitate, nevertheless, to give it our sincere and earnest
support, not only because it will be advantageous to either artistic

profession, but, because it will be an act ofjustice and wise policy.

Encovragement to British Artists.—We are glad to hear that at the
private viev. of the Suffolk-street Gallery, nearly £'2,000 worth of pictuies were
sold, b<:ing .C.OOO more than the purchases made at tlic same period last year.
Tlic selections made, too, confirm our faith in the good taste of the public.

THE SERPENTINE.

AT the meeting of the Select Committee on the best means of purifying the

Serpentine, on Tuesday—the Riglit Hon. W. F. Cowper in the chair.

Mr. Bazalgette, tlie engineer to tlic Board of Works, was first examined,
and explained to tlie committee tlint tlie sewage of the Raneliigli Creek flowed

into tlie Serpentine, in spite of all tlie precautions wliicli liad been taken to pre-

vent it. At first a weir had been constructed, wliicli answered for a sliort time :

but as the sewage increased, in consequence of more liouscs being built, it flowed

over tlie weir, and the effect of making the weir higlier was to flood tlie houses

iu Gloucester-place and Westbourne-grove. Tlie weir was constructed wliore

the Raiielagh stream crossed tlie Uxbridge-road. Tlie scheme of the Metro-

politan Board was to carry the sewage wliicli now flowed into the Serpentine

across the park by means of a covered drain, and thence by the general drainage

system to Barking Creek, 12 or 14 miles below London-bridge. The plan of

diverting the sewage from the Serpentine had been actually decided vj)on. Tlie

average number of days in the year during wliicli the sewage overflowed was
14, but ratlier less in dry seasons. The overflow geuernllv occured after a heavy
fall of rain, or continuous rain. Tlie Serpentine was rendered ver>' offensive by
the flow of sewage in hot weather, but he knew nothing of the character of the

mud.
By Captain Akchd.^i.l—The proposed sewer to carrj' off the sewage that

now fell into the Serpentine was to be a circular sewer, eight feet and a half in

diameter, and considerably below tlie level of the Serpentine.

By Mr. Blackbuhn—The precise route of the new sewer is not yet fixed,

but will probably be fixed within a fortnight. Communications had been
made to the Crown, and its assent was obtained. No further powers were
necessary.

By Mr. Locke—It was alwolutely necessary for the purification of the Serpen-
tine that tlie Kanelagli sewer sliould be diverted. A liirge number of sewers iu

Westminster were constructed on a gravel bed, and the usual practice was to

make the bottom impervious to percolation, but to allow the water to drain into

the drain from the top. Ten years ago, a large majority of the lionses in London
were drained Into cessjiools, hut such cases were quite exceptional now. Water
taken from a gravel bed in which sewers were placed could never be perfectly

pure.
By Sir M. PExn—He saw no reason why the Ranelagli sewer should not be

blocked up altogether. As a general rule all the drainage along the park went
through it. There was a very rapid fall in the proposed new sewer, and he did

not think it would be necessary to flood it.

By Sir J. Shelley - The sewers in the district near the Thames were full for

12 hours out of every 24, being in fact tide-locked ; but when the main drainage

system was carried out that would be altered. The water obtained from gravel

lieds through which sewers passed was never fit for drinking jnirposes. The effect

of drinking such water was most pernicious to health, and he had little doubt
that the cholera which broke out some years ago was attributable to that very
circumstance. He should say that there were very few cesspools in Belgravia

now. The new drainage scheme would prevent the percolation of the surface

water and sewage gravel bed, and, in point of fact, no scheme which did not do
tliat would be eitcctive.

By the Chairman—The quantity of sewage matter in the sewers varied very

much- At night in dry weatfier they were not a quarter full, while at midday
tliey were half full, and iu continuous floods of rain quite full. He should think

that a large supply of pure water might be obtained from the gravel bed if the

sewage matter were prevented from percolating into the gravel, hut he had not
sufficient evidence upon wliicli to form n decided opinion.

Mr. Hawkesley, C.E., was recalled, and stated that he thought the filter

beds which he recommeitded would require cleaning about once in three weeks.
They were made in the same way as the Lancashire filter beds used in connexion
with jirint-works, where the purest quality of water is required. Filti'ation

would have no effect upon the chemical qualities of the water. The instructions

lie had received from Mr. Eitzroy ill reference to the purification of the Serpen-
»tine had notliing whatever to do with providing accommodation for bathers and
skaters. In fact, Mr. Fitzroy stated tliat he should feel himself unable to ask
Pariiameiit for money for that purpose.
This being the whole of the evidence, the Committee adjourned, and the future

meetings will be devoted to the consideration of the report.

The Conservative Land Society.—The thirtieth quarterly general
meeting of this society was held at the offices in Norfolk-street, Strand, on Tues-
day, the 27tli inst.. Viscount Ranelagli in the chair. The report of the executive
committee, read by the noble chairman, showed a large increase in the business

returns, the receipts for the quarter being £17,88.3 13j. 9d., making an increase

for the half-year of 18G0 and 1859 of upwards of £13,000. The total receipts

amounted to £442,870 Is. 4d., and the sale of land to £237,17.3 18s. lid. The
allotment of the Roman Road Estate, at Old Ford, had resulted in the sale of all

the higher priced plots ; building has already commenced on the estate, and plots

in the Roman-road—which will be widened for the public accommodation—have
been resold at a premium. Measures have Iieen taken to procure additional rail-

way accommodation for this rajiidly increasing neiglibouniood, by a new station

at or near Addington-road, Bow. The Roehampton Park estate lias now passed
into the possession of the society, and sales have been effected of portions of the
Putney-lieath frontage for the immediate erection of first-class villas. The
executive committee will deal with this property as with the St. Margaret's
estate, waiting a reasonable period for an offer for the mansion and the whole or
porlion of the land; and if not disposed of, it will be entirely converted into

plots for building, which will be allotted in due course. The society has acquired
its fbrtietli estate at Oxford, on the IfHey road, within a mile of the city. A
committee of allottees on the St. Margaret's estate having entered into negotia-
tions with the department of the Woods and Forests to purclia.se the feiry at

Isleworth, a public meeting is called for the 29th inst., at Richmond, to .ask for

the co-operation of the inhabitants, and those of Twickenliam, Isleworth, St.

Margaret's, &c., to raise the necessary funds to erect a foot bridge as an appen-
dage to the railway bridge across the Thames at Richmond. Before the next
quarterly meeting the executive committee entertain the expectation to offer,

through the Register of Rights, some eligible investments in ground-rents and
houses, as well as in building land. On the motion of the noble chairman, the
report of the committee was unanimously received and adopted, and tlie custo-

mary complimentary votes of thanks concluded tlic business.
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AN INSTALMENT OF THE GUEAT TRIBULATION.
AS our readers nre already aware, there now is great tribulation in

Great Kussell street, Bloonisbury, owing to the more than em/mnpoint
—even the uncomfortably pletlioric and cramfiil condition of the British
Museum, wliose contents have fearfully out-grown the measure taken for
it by the architect, now nearly half a century ago. As regard.s the
present building itself, it may perhaps be recollected by some that on one
occasion the late Sir Kobert Peel said, in his place in the House of
Commons, that he had seen the model of the colonnaded faQade, and
assured his hearers that it would prove "one of the finest pieces of
architecture in Europe." The question that here arises is, why then
were not the public permitted to take so much as a peep at that prodigy
of architectural loveliness, which might easily enough have been exhi-
bited either in the Museum itself or at the Royal Academy ?

The facade itself, however, has not fulfilled the promise made for it.

since though there is nothing to call forth direct censure, notlung is

there, to provoke admiration. Of secundum artcm respectability, and
drawing-board correctness of design, the fa<;ade may be allowed to have
not only enough but to spare. What it altogether lacks is some vivifying
touches from the Promethean torch of imagination. Most assuredly, the
general composition— if it deserves that name—is not a little monotonous.
The central octastyle, for instance, whoso pediment scarcely now breaks the
general lioi-ixontalit3-, might have been made to pronounce itself emphati-
cally by being carried up loftier than the lateral colonnades, so that its

entablature would have "cleared" that of the present order. Many years ago
a rough sketch for such treatment of the pedimented portico was shown in
Laxton's " Civil Engineer ;

" there, by rising above the Ionic colonnades,
a Corinthian octastyle not only broke up monotonous sameness, but gave
spirit and emphasis—now so much desiderated for it—to the general
faijade. Not to go further into matters of architectural composition and
design, which would detain us here too long, we will confine ourselves to
animadverting upon the wantonly extravagant sacrifice of available space,
whicli is now so heavily felt.

For no other apparent or intelligible reason than that of superstitiously
confining himself to the e.xact site of that embodiment of ugliness, the
original old Montague House, with its dismally sulky court-yard in front
of it, did the architect of the present edifice sacrifice so much valuable
space by setting the portico so far back from the street—rendering future
enlargement of the plan, on that side of it, all but impossible—possible
only by complete alteration, involving destruction, as has been the ease
with the costly inner quadrangle. That ere very long there would be
necessity for increased accommodation, must, we think, have begun to be
perceived even at the time the colonnaded fagade was commenced—nearly
a quarter of a century after the works were first begun. Surely, then,
was the time for reconsidering the first plan, and reshaping it so as to
facilitate enlargement from time to time without at all disturbing the
exterior.

Rather strange it is that a lesson was not taken from the Bank of
England; for had the general line of the front been brought up—even
quite up to the street, and only the centre of it set back some fifty feet or
io, inner-courts might have been formed, and galleries (mere plain build-
ings externally) have been added as occasion for them arose. That would
not have at all encroached upon the street, which is now no wider than
before—yet wide enough for architectural efiect.

_
No doubt there would have been a considerable extent of blank wall on

either side of the columnar centre. By " blank " we mean wall unper-
forated by windows, which, liowever, so far from being left bare, would
afford a field for decoration. Of this we have a tolerably convincing proof
in the west side of the Bank, which is suggestive of not a few ideas : in
fact, it is a very great advantage indeed, and one of singularly rare occur-
ence, to be able to dispense with such quotidian features as windows, be-
cause their very absence serves to stamp distinct character on the struc-
ture, pointing it out most unmistakeablyas a "monumental " edifice. And
here we may remark, en passant, that the Mint on Tower-hill, would hare
expressed its purpose infinitely better had no windows shown themselves
externally. Nor need we here be reminded that Antoine's celebrated work
the Hotel des Monnaies, or Mint, at Paris, has a perfect plethora of win-
dows

; which very circumstance causes it to look not a Mint at all, but, on
the contrary, too much like a palatial domestic residence.
Returning from the above digression or parenthesis, we continue by

giving it as our opinion that, to say nothing of the important advantage
as regards space, which, though now lost, might have been secured by
bringing the faQade forward, and continuing it along the entire extent of
frontage from east to west (rather more than 500 feet), something far
more striking than the present conmion-place piece of classicality might

—

nay, must have been produced. In saying this, we do not speak at ran-
dom, and unadvisedly, because we have more than once taken i^encil in
hand, and committed to drawing-paper several ideas of our own, some for
retrieving and turning to account a portion of the space now thrown away
in front of the Museum ; others in which, giving free scope to our imagi-
nation, we have indulged in sundry variations of the estonnaded fayade as
now erected.

In the originally executed design for the Museum, a good deal beside
•pace was wasted ; to wit, all the arcliitectural embellishment bestowed
upon the inner quadrangle, with its Ionic columns and antfc, for as the
public were not permitted to enter it, no more than a mere glimpse of the
Upper part of its sides or facades could be obtained through the
windows of the Royal Library and corresponding west gallery. Had the
•ame regard to cost-sparing economy which has too visibly prevailed in
Other and more important respects, been there consulted, never would con-

siderably more than a thoustandfeet of stone-faced and decorated wall, hayc
been so squandered away there, where it contributed next to nothingness
of efiect, more especially when such poverty-stricken meanness—even
vulgarity also, is allowed to show itself in immediate contact with Peel'*
" most beautiful piece of architecture in Europe," and which were it even
hypersuperlatively beautiful in itself, would be sadly marred by such
contrast.

Very great would have been the saving, both as to expense andto space,
which can very ill be spared, had the whole of the south side of the
general plan been made an external architectural screen, concealing all
that however convenient could hardly been rendered sightly ; and which
so far from being little better than a blank, might have been made a
sufficiently varied, and ornate composition, strikingly significant and
characteristic also. Turning toone ofour own sketches, we will here fancy
the street front to have been in three divisions—a colonnaded centre,retiring
between two lower wings, forming an east and west gallery, with tetra-
styles and their pediments, facing each other, consequently placed at right
angles to the principal and loftier octastyle. Three porticoes
so contrasted in their position, and connected together by two
concavely curvilinear walls, each having three niches with statues,
and a continuous panel above, filled with sculpture, would produce a rather
striking, at any rate not a very commonplace or infelicitous combination.
Varying that idea, we will suppose the two smaller east and west porticoes
to be semicircular ones, thereby contrasting still more forcibly, not only with
thelarger rectangular portico, but with the concave sweep ofwall connecting
all the three ; which so grouped together could not fail to produce decided and
unwonted play of perspective, light, and shade. It is sufl[icient to refer to the
north-west angle of the Bank, to enable almost anyone to picture to himself
what would be the effect of two curvilinear loggias, fronting each other,
and flanking yet in advance of the loftier entrance portico. The loggias la
question need not be made entrances, or even appear to bo such, but might
boldly declare themselves to be simply ornamental receptacles for a group
of sculpture.* Some " Sir Utilitarian Hypercritic," will pcrh.ips, here lift

up his hands in astonishment at the bare notion of bringing m two such
utterly useless architectural features, merely for the sake of artistic effect,

although he perceives no extravagance of the kind in erecting a totally
useless church tower and spire, which oftentimes cost together quite as
much if not more than the body or veritable church itself. Being, so to
term them, merely ornamental expletives, those loggias might be upon a
considerably smaller scale than the actual portico, also of a different order,
somewhat similar to that of the monument of Lysicrates.
Nothing of the sort, however, is to be thought of now ; all that can be

done is to conform to actual circumstances, and provide greatly increased
accommodation, without interfering, or interfering as little as possible,

with the existing facade; for effecting which the following is our idea.

The two lateral colonnades running in the direction of north and south
might beprolongeii southwards, by adding to each of them six more columns,
having immediately behind them a screen wall about half their height

;

between which and the present official residences, to be appropriated to

the Museum, there wouhl be sufficient space for erecting additional gal-
leries, which, after being carried respectively eastward and westward
along the street frontage, would connect themselves with what are now the
dwelling-houses tacked on to the JIuseum itself. No doubt, objections

—

for they are sure to be quite as plentiful as suggestions—will here be
started; wherefore, foreseeing them, we also forestall them. Such scheme,
it will be said—and not altogether without some plausibility— is so far

from leaving the colonnaded facade quite untouched as it now stands,
that it actually abridges it, and very considerably, too, contracting it to
no more than the octastyle and three intercolumns on each side of it,

making altogether thirteen intercolumns whose measurement does not quite
amount to 200 feet. Nevertheless, such contraction of the present court-
yard and space in front of the portico would be rather an advantage than
the contrary, because, so enclosed, and all other now disturbing objects

screened out, the portico, with the colonnades immediately attached to it

(at a right angle), would acquire the importance and impressiveness that
is now desiderated for them. Yet few seem to comprehend that— in some
cases, at least— the diminishing space serves to greatly augment architec-

tural effect.

The alteration here suggested would not involve any frightful expense,
the columns required for the purpose being already provided—namely,
those which form the two hexastyles of the south ends of the wings, and
which have only to be taken down and differently arranged ; a work
of no extraordinary difficulty, similar transposition of columns
having already been practised on more than one occasion, as for

instance, in the portico of the College of Surgeons as altered by Barry,
where two columns were shifted from the west to the east end ;

and again in the front of the Treasury buildings, where the entire

order was raised upon the ground floor which it originally included.

Of course something more than shifting some of the columns as here

suggested would have to be done. Towards the street there must
be some return of coluraniation, which might be by two columns in antis

(right and left) corresponding with the three intercolumns on either side

of the octastyle portico, or else extended to five intercolumns, in which
latter case, the forecourt would be more enclosed, and the pedimented

portico would exhibit itself far more effectively than it now does.

We do not pretend to be able to depict verbally and clearly visible ia

others, the images that present themselves distinctly to our own mind's

* In our numerous day-drcanis und visions we have moro than once fancied that

wc saw it tenautcd with a statue of .Sir Jolui Soauc, with the legend or Inscription:—
" Si mouumeutum <iUo;ri8_*j Ecce

!
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eye. So far, too, from asking others to subscribe implicitly to the ideas we
have thrown out, we are quite ready and well disposed to listen to any and

all objections with which we may chance to be favoured by " Ciorrespon-

dents."

NEW PUBLIC WORKS IN THE FRENCH COLONIES AND
ALGERIA*

ACCORDING to the programme of the Emperor, in his memorable letter to

M. Fould, the execution of gigantic works is to be accomplished under

the direction of his Government and at public expense. We have already

given an account of the projected extension of railways and canals in

France, as well as of the proposed railways in Algeria, and come now to

works of a more general character to be carried out in Algeria.

Harbours.—Algiers, Oran, and Philippcville, are not only the three most
important ports on the Mediterranean coasts of the French possessions in

North Africa, but they are also the termini of the three projected lines of

railway descrilwd in our last number. Algiers is a tolerably good harbour,

but the works hitherto executed there have been carried on with hesitation

and parsimony. To secure a perfect calm inside, the construction of a

breakwater is absolutely necessary, and the crowning of the jetties is still

incomplete. A work, however, of primary and more pressing necessity is

the completion of a graving dock in which men-of-war and merchantmen
may be repaired. At present, nothing of the kind worthy of the name
exists upon that portion of the African coast. The graving dock will be

finished by the end of next year, and then the construction of the break-

water is to be commenced. Oran, which already overlaps its walls of

fortifications, possesses a small harbour, which is little more than

temporary. It is far too small for the present trade, which is increasing

day by day. The harbour is the nearest point to the Spanish coast, is pro-

vided witli regular lines of steamers, and will be, as it were, the head of the

railway system. Flans have been prepared for usefully employing what
already exists. Mers - el - Kebir is to be treated as a roadstead or

harbour of refuge, in which vessels may find shelter when from stress of

weather tlicy are unable to make Oran. A plan had been prepared, of

which the French Government has not approved, for making the railway

terminus at Mers-el- Kebir. The vested interest of land and house-owners

at Oran was allowed to prevail over the arguments of prudence, common
sense, and public convenience, for assuredly it would be infinitely better

that the terminus should be at a harbour like Mers-el-Kebir, wliich is

ample, safe, and accessible in all weathers, than in one like Oran, which is

already too small, is insecure, and cannot be made in bad weather. M.
Chasscloup Laubat has never calculated, probably, what would be the cost

to trade of shipping being compelled to anchor in the roadstead until fair

weather permitted an entry to the harbour of Oran. Philippcville is of

quite recent creation, although the present population is upwards of

10,000. It is the outlet of the province of Constantine and the terminus
of the railway. The harbour has, however, to be built, and the yearly

occurrence of numerous wrecks shows how urgently it is required, for the

annual loss of property at the anchorage of Stora is estimated at £60,000,
and during one gale in 1854, twenty-eight vessels were driven on shore.

The projected works at Oran and Philippeville have been designed to

gradtially increase in usefulness at each successive outlay, however small

it may be. Works are to be executed at Bone to form a harbour, which
will be finished in a few years.

Hoods, which are the first want of a colony—if Algeria can be called one,

and not simply a military possession—are wanting in the province. For
lack of them, the few and scanty colonists

—

rara avis in lerris—to whom
grants of land have been made, either decline the gifts, because there are

noconvenient means of getting to them orfrom them, or are unable to obtain

adequate remuneration for their labour by reason of the cost of carriage.

Military roads have been opened as a matter of course and others com-
menced ; but the length of each is considerable, and what remains to be
done, in cutting through the spurs of the Atlas, or in crossing extensive

marshes, is attended with great constructional difficulties. The State
declines to undertake the cost of making all the ro.tds, but accepts that of

establishing the main lines. The roads from Algiers to Laghouat, from
Oran to Tlcmccn, and from Stora to Biskra, all three at right angles to

the sea, have been opened for the greater part of their length, and extra
votes are required to finish them. Their construction was determined on
strategtitical ])rinciples, as leading from the French base of operation— the
seaboard— and facilitating invasion of the interior. To complete their

character, thej' required to be connected together by a road running
parallel to the base of operation, that is to the seaboard. With this view an
extra credit is to be opened for the construction of a road from Algiers to

Constantine by Setif. It is already traced between Constantine ami Setif,

and is indispensably required to be extended to Algiers, as it will enclose

Kabylia, pass through fertile districts and unite the chief centres of
population, between which there is no possible direct communication at

present. The grand trunk line is to be made up to Oran, and ultimately
to be extended on the west to the frontier of Morocco, and on the east to

the frontier of Tunis, as a step towards the conversion of the Mediterranean
into a French lake. The roads described are to be comjjleted out of the
extra credits opened, and over the valley or ravine of Constantine, the
bridge of El-Kantara is to be built to unite the town with the table-land

on which the railway station is to be constructed, and in place of the old

Roman bridge over the Khummel, which was a remarkable architectural
monument, and fell to ruin a few years back.

Agricultural Works, comprehend the drainage of marshes and irrigation.

* C'oncludtd from page 22{.

For the State to undertake them would be too costly to the treasury,

although drainage is reqiiired to prevent fever, as well as to restore large

tracks to cultivation ; and irrigation to give fertility to the parched soil. To
accomplish these improvements it is proposed that the State should grant

concessions of the land to be drained or irrigated, or that it should grant

subvention to companies who would undertake the requisite work for

bringing the land under cultivation.

Artesian Wells were first essayed four years ago, and their success has
been most complete. In the southern portion of the province of Constan-

tine twenty artesian wells have been bored to depths varying from 196 feet

to 521 feet, which together produce 10,000 cubic feet of water a minute.

Bj- means of these ever overflowing springs new oases have been created,

while those whose fertility was lost by the old wells having been choked
with sand, have been repeopled, and cultivation has sprung up where
formerly there was nothing but a desert. From Batna to Temacim
artesian wells have been bored along the road, and the Ar.abs are en-

thusiastic in their admiration of the works, for they (of the south) will

no longer be compelled to pasture their cattle in the Tell at certain seasons.

The geolojjical researches that have been made warrant the hope that

water will be as easily obtained by artesian wells in tlieothertwoprovinces

as in Constantine, for which purpose extra credits are asked for. It is

very much to be regretted that the authorities at our War Office and
Colonial Office will not in this instance follow the example of our neigh-

bours. The want of wiitcr in South Africa is felt no less than in the

north, and is the great obstacle with which Cape colonists have to contend.

Water has to be carried with the travellers, and when the stock is ex-

hausted they .".re glad to f;nd mud holes from which they can extract

moisture through a handkerchief spread on the surface. We have at the

Cape probably 10,000 troops, and certainly fatigue partiesfrom them could

not be more usefully employed than in boring artesian wells, at where
strategical considerations would determine the positions cf military stations,

and at regular intervals along the military roads. Common humanity
ought to dictate establishing artesian wells as far as practicable, for drought
is the cause of great misery and mortality among the native races. The
same arguments apply with greater force to Australia.

Lighthouses.—In 1846 a general system of lighthouses was decided on
for the North African coast, but only a very few of those proposed, have
been hitherto erected. The original scheme is now to be carried out.

Civil Buildings.—Among the civil edifices which are to bo built by the

State are the Cathedral and the Clerical College at Algiers, which have
been commenced, and are to be continued by regular grants. Law courts, or

a palace of justice, a custom-house, and a public school are urgently re-

quired, but the means disposable will permit of the two last alone being

carried out, the last as tending to a fusion of the Arab and French races.

The additional funds to be appropriated during the current year, or

extraordinary credits as they are termed, amount to £200,000.

We come now to works in the few French colonies. In none of the
French West Indian possessions is there a dock in which a man-of-war or

a merchantmen can be repaired. French vessels are consequently obliged

to go into the docks of other countries, which M. Chasscloup Laubat asserts

imposes enormous expenditure on the French navy, considerable loss of

time, and is " lastly an intolerable inferiority." La Slartinique has en-

deavoured to supply this want, and remove the " intolerable inferiority,"

by submitting to sacrifices to construct a graving-doclc at Fort-de-France.

£28,000 have already been raised towards defraying the cost of the works,
which is estimated at £80,000. It is proposed to give half this amount from
the Imperial Exchequer to the colony in three annual pay ments for the exe-

cution of the dock, as Fort-de-France is the rallj'ing-point for French naval

stations in the West Indian seas. The earthquake in 1843 at Guadaloupe
created obstructions in the entrance to the magnificent bay of Pointe-a-

I'itre, and to the basin wherein ships can lie alongside the quays. The
cost of the works is estimated at £28,000, out of which the colony will

contribute upwards of £20,000, the result of local taxation. It is pro-

posed that the State should sujiply the balance— £6,800—in two annual
payments. A further sum of £1,000 is asked for to complete the light-

house, that is built at Caravelle, which is the first land ships make bound
for Martinique. The total sum required therefore for the French West
Indian possessions is £47,800, out of which £16,000 is to be spent during
the current year. Works also are required at Reunion, where a liarbour has
been constructed, towards which the State has granted £40,000, and among
them are graving docks, in the absence of which French sliips are obliged

to go to the Mauritius, much to the Minister's regret. It is also proposed to

construct a capacious fortified harbour on the western coast of Africa, be-

cause French siibventioned steamers, sailing to Brazils and La Plata,

are bound to touch at some point of the coast. Goree, or Dakar, will be
in the locality of the harbor.

Some remarkable ruins have been discovered near tlie river Pecoa,
90 miles above l"ort Stanton, New Mexico. They are situated on a plain, and
are massive relics of a people who have passed away. The city appears to have
been built by a warlike race. It is quadrangular. Many of the buildings on the

outer line are pierced with looplioles, as though made lor the use of weapons.
Several of the buildings are built of large blocks of dark granite rock. There
are three buildings, each of which has a front of 300 feet. The walls are now
35 feet high. In the centre one there are no partitions, thus fbrniins; an immense
hall. Tliere are carvings in bas-relief and fresco work in this .'(ui)posed temple.

Tli« blocks of which these buildings are composed are cemented together by
mortar of a seeniiimly bituminous kind. Vast portions of the walls have fallea

down, and the blocks remain together.
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FAMILIAR LETTEKS TO AN ARCHITECT-.
By Soi-omon Setsquaue.—Letter IV.

My
DEAR Toil,—You may remember that, in my second letter, I

advised the use of short specifications and numerous drawings. You
will frequently have your works undertalten by provincial, and even
metropolitan tradesmen, possessed indeed of high intelligence, but a
limited education, to whom much reading is a real grievance ; and yet to

the minds of these men a good drawing will instantly convey a perfect

idea of a given work required of them. Some architects take a pride in

tlie length of their specifications : I conceive they lose sight of the great

necessity there is for encouraging a contractor to frequetithj refer to his

specification. Lawyers, released from tlieir own parchments, are wiser in

their generation; and I have known one of the fraternity, on his architect

placing in his hands a long specification for his country builder to sign,

exclaim, " Good heavens, what's the use of this ? You'll never get him
(the country builder) to read through all that !"

Still, you will say, "Write specifications as short as you will, there is a

certain amount of proli.xity inseparable from a good specification, that

shall set forth, not only all that is to be done on a building, but how to do

it." This is quite true ; and I am very far from being an excuser of a

vague specification If you adopt the course alluded to in my last letter,

and write your specification from the quantities, it can never be vague,

and will hardly be prolix, If you do not adopt this course, as will bo

most likely your case as a town architect, the completeness, and I may
almost say, the brevity, of your specification will depend on the abundance
of your drawings. There is, however, one portion of every specification,

ill the drawing up of which you may attain to brevity, and at the same
time relieve yourself of considerable trouble : it is the " how to do it

"

italicised above. The particulars of what is to be done on one building

may vary considerably from what is to be done on another, as every arclii-

tcct knows, who has attempted to " hash up " an old specification to suit a
now building ; but most architects are accustomed to adhere to some
favorite way of having their viorks done by the builder, as for example of
mixing the mortar, of quoining the masonry, of strutting the floors, of
trapping the drains, and the like, and many architects adopt tlie excellent

habit of illustrating their fiivorite mode of construction by* sketches on
the margins of their specifications. Now here I think is a good occasion
for having recourse to the system of written or printed forms, which I

recommended in my last letter. By keeping " a handybook " in j'our

office, in which you might enter under each artificer's trade, these several
" modes of procedure " with j'our works, you and your clerks, after having
specified ichat is to be do7ie, will readily run the eye over these favorite

clauses and marginal sketches, and add before or after each trade such of

tliem as may applj' to the work in question, and show jjlainly how it is to

be done. Tliis little volume— say, " Vade mecum," or " Handybook of
wrinkles to my tail "— will be found worth the trouble of keeping up, and
of weeding from time to time, as new modes of construction come in, and
old ones grow obsolete ; for it will afford you a reasonable guarantee that,

as you grow older and more expert in your profession, your specifications

will become more and more perfect; a happy consummation by no means
common with architects, owing to the extreme variableness of their

practice, and the difficulty of referring to the voluminous papers, that
accumulate in their offices.

While I am on the subject of Specifications let me say a word about
foundations. Many architects, well meaning men enough, but who, I con-
ceive, entertain erroneous notions of the position of an architect in relation
to his client, adopt the custom of leaving undecided the depth to which
their foundation walls are to go down, so as to secure a good foundation

;

they give themselves little or no trouble to ascertain the nature of the
site, leaving the builder to provide for carrying up his footings or concrete
"from a good and sufficient foundation." I cannot but think this course
injurious to the builder, and not unfrequently to the client, while it cer-
tainly has the effect of lowering architects in public estimation. Having
yourself fixed on the spot on which the edifice is to stand, it is certainly
better to either settle definitively the depth and nature of your foundation,
BO that your definition may serve as the basis of a bargain to be varied bj'

more or by less, as in the execution of the work it may be found necessary;
or, to define on your sections a datum level, and stipulate that, all work
below it shall be paid for at a given price to be previously entered in the
schedule. It is a mistake to imagine that your employers Cwere the
issues /wo and coji. to be explained to them) really desire to have these
"pig in a poke " bargains made for them ; and I am quite sure that the
welfare of your profession demands that, so fur as it is practicable, your
contriicts should be so framed that the builder should receive no more,
and the client pay for no less, than the true value of the work and
jnaterials provided.
On the subject of Quantities, or the bases of the calculation on which a

.•contract is founded, much difference of practice exists amongst architects,

and much dissatisfaction amongst builders and employers. The difference

is threefold ; some architects having nothimj to do with the quantities, some
liaving only lialf to do with them, and others having everythimj to do with
them. They who adopt the first of these three courses do so with highly com-
mendable motives, and yet I have known even intelligent contractors to ob-
ject to it that, in caseof grievous error— say of omission by non-responsible
surveyors—some portion of culpability must rest on thearchitect, in virtue
of his acknowledged office of sole administrator of the contract. If this be
a builder's view of the question it is easy to imagine what would be a

client's, in event of any serious error made by way of excess. Of course
the objection (if it be an objection) applies with double force to the second
of these courses, wherein the architect " takes out" on behalf of his client,

and the surveyor on behalf of the builders about to tender. To me it has
long seemed that the truly equitable course is to admit* the quantities as
a recognised document capable of rectification, save in cases of trifling in-
accuracy ; a measure which would enable the architect to do what, by the
present system he is deterred from doing,—I mean, making use of the
quantities to determine the proper sums to certify as instalments of the
contract during the progress of the works; or in cases of death, bankruptcy
and the like, to assess the exact amount of unfinished work. In any case
it is expedient for obvious reasons that the architect should know some-
thing of the details of the contractcstiniate of the building he is engaged
in superintending; and with that remark I will pass on to the next subject
ofmy letter.

This is the procuring of Tenders. Whether you invite one or many
builders to tender for your work, it is of the last importance that you
should deal with responsible tradesmen ; and some architects have such
a dread of violating this rule as even to warn their employers that, if they
insist on a public unlimited tender, they must decline to warrant the
soundness of the work and materials. However, you will often find a
private client insisting on the exactly opposite course, and instructing you
—say in the case of an alteration of premises—to apply to only one builder

for an estimate. In such cases it is hardly prudent in 3-ou to submit to

your client a previous estimate of your own however rough, and then,

adopting his instructions, to leave the tradesman to make out his own
estimate alone. It will most likely bo much in excess of yours, and you
will then be put to a world of trouble (if the work is considerable) to

reconcile the two conflicting amounts, with, I may say, a certainty of
being worsted in the contest, to your own discredit with each of the
friendly parties, and certainly to your pecuniary loss. I would recom-
mend you to adopt in such cases as these one invariable rule, wherever
the amount of work is sufficient to justify you in applying it : send for a
surveyor (unless you wish to measure the work yourself), describe to him
and your monopolist builder what works you require ; let them meet on
the spot, measure up the work, and settle the amount between them ; the

surveyor of course measuring only on your behalf, and adding half his fee,

and the builder taking the responsibility of his own personal share in the

matter. I conceive tliere is little doubt that, a work undertaken in this

manner will terminate satisfactory to both parties, the client and the

contractor ; and I need not say, that result will ensure your own satisfac-

tion. On the other hand, I have known serious feuds arise between all three

parties (in couples) from the architect's yielding to his client's commencing
on the usual jjlan, without even a schedule of prices by which to assess

the extras and omissions, so likely to follow on a contract for au alteration.

If, on the other hand, you have to call in tenders from several parties,'

you will find it absolutely necessary (or you will have no tenders) to have
the quantities taken out at an early stage of the trausaction; and as time in

building matters is a consideration, your best course will be to issue your
invitation to builders without waiting for the entiie completion of the

contract drawings and specification, a.s of course the only object of their

inspection of your documents is to form a general idea of the extent and
chariicter of the intended work. It is however desirable that, you should

have ready for them your form of General Conditions, and of the Agreement
they will be expected to execute. If it accord with your own office prac-

tice (I will assume that you do not issue your own quantities) it will be

well for such as attend, to nominate a surveyor on their behalf, and on
that of the absentees, who will be expected to add their signatures to the

nomination. If the intended works are very considerable, and the invita-

tion to tender is by public advertisement, you will find it necessary to

stipulate (or you will be inundated with .applications real and pretended)

that each builder applying for the quantities sli.iU deposit a sufficient sum
in token of his application being a bona fide one. This you will find a

somewhat troublesome business ; for, of course, the large deposit is

returnable on the openingof the tenders. It is not apleasant thing to find

one's office turned into a minature bank of deposit; and some architects

to avoid the trouble and responsibility entailel by this plan, stipulate for

the deposit of a small nominal sum—non-returnable. I think this course

is adopted in some of the Government offices—of the two courses it is

cort.ainly the less dangerous one, and there seems nothing very objection-

aVile in it, when it is considered that the attendances and correspondence

arising from the issue of many bills of qu.antities will certainly subject you
to the loss of both time and money.

Having assumed that you don't lake out your own qn.antities, I will

take it for granted the surveyor or surveyors will see that there is a proper

form of tender, and a schedule of prices to accompany them. No tender

ought to be received which is not couched in this settled form, or your
client will have no assurance of a fair comparison between one builder and
another. If the work be a private one, it is usual and I think desirable

that, .ill the tenders should be opened simultaneously, and in the presence

of the parties. When this is done the usual custom is to name a certain

hour for the delivery of the tenders, to which the builders will hardly

consent to your adding a quarter of an hour's "grace;" but with the

breaking the seal of the first tender (at the utmost) all absentees must be'

excluded.

One or two other matters still remain to be noticed in connexion with

• The Speoificationsof DoncastcrChurcli, lately given in Donaldson's " Uaudbook
Of Spepificatloua " stfordaa good e.\aniple of this habit.

• In Hie builder's contract for the Kosal Exchange some soch course as this wonld
seem to have been adoptoa j for the quantities are even itieorporated icith the spec^fi-

cution. See I'roleasorUonaldsou's - Uaudbook of Spcciflcatioiia."
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this topic, (the mode of entering into and admmisteriug contracts,) so I

will reserve the conclusion of it for my next letter.

Yours faithfully,

Solomon Setsqujlbe.

THE SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

THE Suffolk Gallery contains this year as nmuerous a collection of

modern pictures as it has done on any former occasion ; but we seem
to miss an equal number of leading subjects on the line as we pass round

the rooms, and are therefore incUned to tliink that the present Exhibition is

not quite so good upon the whole as its predecessor of last year. This

feeling of unfilled space with pictures of interesting subjects may arise

from two large and prominent paintings irresistibly attracting the atten-

tion to themselves, and thereby rendering the intermediate labors of the

other artists less conspicuous and important. As the two pictures alluded

to arc likely to cause as much difference of opinion as they are opposed to

each other in the style of their painting, we shall be doing no more than

the rest of the world in comparing them together. That opposite to the

spectator on entering the large room is by Mr. Salter, of " The First Inter-

•new ofKing Charles and Henrietta Slaria, or the Union of the Rose and the

Ijly ;" and the otlier on the visitor's riyht in the same room is by Mr.
Hurlstonc, entitled, "Alargaret of Anjou, Queen, and Edward, Prince of

"Wales in the AVood, on their Flight after the fatal Battle of Hexham."
No two paintings, in their general effect, ever presented a greater con-

trast; for that by Mr. Hurlstone has all the power and tone of the Spanish

school, with the richness of Venetian art, and the picture by Mr. Salter is

pale and feeble in its arrangements, and can scarcely be compared to the

style of any school, except, perhaps, to that of the French, represented

by the allegorical subjects of Boucher, but without his freedom of drawing.

We are quite certain that tlie same person cannot admire both these

productions. He must be content to accept the rough treatment of Mr.
Hurlstone, both in the drawing and coloring, for the sake of powerful
effect and robust harmony of tone—the whole based upon the style of tlie

old masters. If this kind of picture is not to his taste, he will find the

very opposite of all we have here described in the work by Mr. Salter. There
he will meet the pale and the smooth, feeble drawing, inanimate faces, and
dresses, the last being as conventional as they are in the other subject,

but destitute alike of general character and direct imitation. Those,
therefore, having any well-grounded principles in legitimate art, and a
due respect for artistic license, will not hesitate to prefer the picture by
Mr. Hurlstone, because it is a production of considerable pictorial power,
while the effort of Mr. Salter is far below the force and effect of the
reality, without a shadow of pretence to imaginary treatment or painter-

like inspiration.

In proportion as this artist approaches subjects requiring characteristic

expression, his failure is evidently in an increased degree ; therefore, if he
fall short in the mere namby-pambyism of a love-sick and sea-sick queen
on coming from on board ship, and the delicate faces of smiling courtiers,

what can he hope to achieve when attempting " Shylock "—" the very Jew
that Shakspeare drew?" The face of the " Hebrew Jew "—if it be Jewish
at all—looks as if he were a dealer in lemons, and was testing the quality
of one of them remarkable for its sourness; and poor Jessica is more like

S Madame Tussaud cfflgy of a Circassian slave, sympathising with an ill-

looking old fellow, wlio has evidently a pain somewhere. Let Mr. Salter
give up his ambition of being an historical pamter, and take to subjects in

which he might hold a respectable position. We can honestly pity any
subscriber to an Art Union, with a £350 prize, and no other picture to be
had than this artist's larger picture upon which to expend that sum.
To the same extent as the Iiistorieal pictures by Mr. Hurlstone and Mr.

Salter, but in a less degree as regards direct opposition, the landscapes of
Mr. Syer and Mr. Vicat Cole may be compared. The success of the latter

may be more interesting as the effort of a rising artist, and from such an
advance suggesting the diflSculty of predicting how far his future efforts

may go, while that of the former being a better picture than he usually
paints, although he always paints well, is the production of a confirmed
artist who has readied his climateric in art, and, therefore, with whom any
great extent of speculation as to the future is entirely at an end. But his

large picture of " Tantallon Castle," if it have not the novelty of a young
success, has all the advantage of matured power. The general arrange-
ment may have been suggested by the numerous repetitions of similar sub-
jects by Vernet, but the style in which this view is treated is entirely

original, and the local truth quite justifies any imaginary embellishment
with which the artist may have thought proper to invest it. When we
say there is a ruined castle on a high rock with a lurid sky as its back-
ground, a raging sea below, with a vessel going to pieces, and some men
among some fragments of rocks on shore assisting to save all they can
from the wreck, the mention of Vernet in connexion with this picture is

not so far-fetched, but on seeing the picture itself all resemblance will

vanish, because it is not so cold in tone or so mannered in the execution as
the pictures by the Frenchman, and it has consequently more the charm of
reality in the truthful way in which the gleam of light falls upon the
vegetation on the high land, the vigor and motion of the sea, and the
firmness of pencil, as well as the painter-like tone in which the fallen

masses of rock are painted. The feeling displayed in this picture is appro-
priately firm, square, and decided. The contrary feeling which dwells
upon undulating country, fleeting clouds and gently waving corn is as

appropriately pervading the " Harvest Time," by Mr. Vicat Cole. In this

no foreign painter affects the memory, forjupland, lowland, and foreground
are peculiarly English, and if the mind of the critic be carried back at all

it is because there is a certain approach to the grandeur and classicality

rendered so permanent by the Italian scenes of Caspar Poussin. It is

probably by the breadth and form of the middle distance, as well as by the
fitful flashes of light upon the distant river, which would otherwise b»
almost lost in the natural haze of the atmosphere, that reminds us of
classical art more than the foreground, which although quite modern in

character is cleverly painted, and the effect of the passing cloud casting a
shadow over the corn bending to the breeze is as happy in the rendering as
it is artistic in its introduction.

" The Flower at the Window Sill," by Mr. Roberts, is a well-painted

picture, but without the title and the quotation from a poem by Smith, of
which it is an illustration, the critic would be led to censuring the extreme
elaboration and truthful imitation, amounting to illusion, which the artist

has bestowed upon the flower at the window, as it forms a focus of attrac-

tion, and throws the figure of the young girl, with all its careful paint-
ing, into a secondary position ; but with the catalogue before us, and
being bound by the expressed intention of the artist, we must unavoidably
praise the hght, the projection of leaves, and the exact imitation of all

connected with the garden pot, the plant itself, and the pure daylight that
plays around it. But we do not feel that we are equally bound to praise

the minute execution of the work-box, it not being mentioned in the

quotation, and which, in the extreme resemblance to tlie reality, seems to-

contend with the plant for pre-eminence. The general effect of daylight

seen through the window is artistically assisted by the low, but luminously
warm tone which pervade the dress of the girl and the broad shadow
against which she stands.

There is a small picture by Gill, which reminds us of Wilkie, both in

its subject and management, except that the tone is too dark and the
touch more heavy. Two boys, one dancing to the fiddling of the other,

are endeavouring to amuse the inmates of a rustic cottage, not forgetting

the baby. Between the itinerants and those they seek to entertain—at
least tlie younger branches—there is too strong a family likeness, arising
from the same model having been used for different attitudes as well as.

different people. The boy, however, pliiying the fiddle does it with aa
easy air, and his dancing companion executes his pas seid witli equal
spirit; the title of " Ballad Singers" must, therefore, be a mistake.
The pictures by Alfred Woolnier are as prettily conventional as ever.

" Lucy Ashton at the Fountain " has more than his usual unity in the
treatment, the background agreeing extremely well with the subject in

the foreground ; but the character of the lady's head and shoulders is not
sufficiently elegant nor gracefully imaginary for the rest of the scene.

No. 15 has a very charming moonlit background, and all except the female-

is delightfully ideal, but the lady falls in that respect below the general
conception. The subject is the scene between Lorenzo and Jessica in tha
" Merchant of Venice."

Mr. J. Boddington appears in his usual force, and sustains his well-

earned fame. His fine picture of " A View on the Hills, North Wales,"'

will fully attest this. It has, with the rest of his works exhibited, aa
admirable perfection of touch, skilful arrangement and aerial effect. Mr.
Tennant still adheres to his well-beaten path among the wooded vales and
meandering rivers, and treats them all with the same elegant arrangement
and e.\ccution which we have noticed so frequently, but we fear to suggest a
change of style and scene to this well-established favorite at Suffolk-

street, lest he should sink into pre-Kaphaelitism, symptoms of which we
noticed in his foregrounds last season. The same brightly-colored

peasants still occupy the canvasses sent by Mr. E. J. Cobbett, and
although the dresses are carefully executed, still the whole is so artificial,

without bearing the sentiment of rusticity, that we should much prefer

less theatrical rouge on the cheeks of his young girls, more homely and
tattered garments, to all the impossibly red petticoats, and the rest of the

gaudy attire. Although the pretty touch given by the pencil of Mr. Pyne
in the smaller portions of his pictures, and the two subjects he exhibits

this year are not deficient in that respect, still the " Wreck and the

Wreckers off Beaumaris," and the other picture are not equal in import-
ance to either his picture of last year or many others which dwell in

our memory. The waterfalls of Norway still retain the affections of Mr.
West, with unabated success, but his sea pieces, in which he introduces
vessels and rocks, the latter are rendered so elaborately in all their details,

that they lose the appearance of distance, and losing that they seem no.

larger in nature than they really are upon the canvas, and consequently
by the rule of comparison which the eye unconsciously establishes in all

matters of art, the vessels also become real, and appear no larger thaa
toys, and thus from the neglect of true art the whole picture is de-
prived of space, distance, and atmosphere.

A Talking Chandelier.—There arc many "indicators" afloat, some
to give the work of engines, others for use in foes, some for giving notice fbr

"more water" to boilers, but there never has been, until lately, an "indi-
cator " for an escape of gas from a chandelier. This long-felt want is supplied^
and by a most simple and ingenious piece of mechanism—the patent, we believe,

of Mr. Hu"lies, of the Atlas Works, Hatton-garden. In all old-fashioned tele-

scope chandeliers water forms the joint, but this is evaporated by the heat gene-
rated immediately beneath. As the water evaporates, the liberated gas rushes
unperceived into the atmosphere of an apartment, without giving the slightest

intimation of its intention so to do ; but with the new jiatent chandelier this evil

is avoided. A whistle is simply inserted in the throat of the tube, so (hat, as
the gas escapes, the alarm is sounded, and the consequent evils of the old system
averted by the supply of a little more water. The thing is simplicity itself—so-
are all really useful inventions.
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ADDITIONS TO THE CADETS' ACADEMY, WOOLWICH

COMMON.
WE have recontly given a brief description of the building and other

operation now in progress at tlie ISoyal Arsenal Woolwich, and
are enabled to furnish some particulars descriptive of the extensive addi-
tions now in hand at the Cadets' Academy or College, situated on
Woolwich Common.
The original edifice, to wliicli tlie present additions form an addenda,

is an extensive erection that was built during the war mania, when
George III. was King. It was designed in a sort of pseudo-Gothic style,
partaking of the charaetcristica of the Tudor period, from plans fur-
nished by an architect of the time, of extensive practice, now fomiliarly
called "Old James Wyatt"—in contradistinction to the host of architects,
sculptors and other artists of the same name, some of whom have subse-
quently so eminently distinguished themselves.
The present adilitions to the military academy consist of two wings,

e.ich of which has a length of 170 feet and a depth of 30 feet, and will
cover an area, with surrounding ground accommodation, of about 10,500
square yards. In each wing there will be two class-rooms, 54 feet long by
M) feet wide and 17 feet high in the clear. To each of these is attached
-.1 master's room, 12 feet square and 16 feet high, over which there will be
in observatory, that will form an octangular tower .54 feet in height.

In the southern wing will bo comprised officers' quarter.^, three stories
in height, with an entrance from the south and west, and in connexion
witli which is plamied an octagonal tower, to balance the one to which
we have adverted, the ground floor of which is to form a porch to the gen-
tlemen's sleeping-rooms, which are 13 feet square, and 11 feet high.

Between the two towers named, the sleeping-rooms are to be arranged;
the central portion will he three stories in height, with an archway 10
feet inches by 13 feet, communicating with the outbuildings on each
side are to be blocks two stories high.
Each wing is contrived to accommodate one officer, and has sleeping-

rooms for 48 young gentlemen.
The inside of the class and masters' rooms are to be finished with a

framed dado, six feet high from the floor, above which the walls will bo
plastered in Portland cement set with Parian composition, so that there
will be no danger of their becoming chipped or otherwise damaged. The
ceiliiigs are to be divided into compartments by moulded beams, with an
open flower in each, and an ornamental pendant at the intersection of each
girder.

In noticing these extensive additions to the Cadets' College at Woolwich,
we should consider it a dereliction of our duty did we not mention some-
what in detail the adm'rable way in which the various apartments are to
be warmed and ventilated, considering how much has been saiil and
written relative to the liighly imperfect manner in which our military
establishments have been planned in this respect.

When we seriously consider that pure fresh air is the very breath of
life—the sustainer of our very existence—it behoves us to hail with plea-
sure all attempts that are made in the way of improvement in reference to
tlie warming and ventilating, not only of our public buildings, ecclesiastical,
military, and secular, but also our domestic dwellings, even down to the
most simple domicile of the poorest peasant of the land.
In our survey of the buUdings in question, we rejoiced to learn that the

warming and ventilation of the structure has been entrusted to Mr. George
Jennings.

The system of Mr. Jennings may be described as fallows—viz., instead
of the usual wool trimmer heretofore fixed in front of chimney openings,
an iron perforated one is inserted, having one of its sides " shoed," as it is

technically termed, in order to receive the joist trimmers, and on the other
side is a flange which serves to support corrugated hearth blocks— which
blocks entirely supersede the usual half-brick, segmental arches used
under hearth-stones. The openings in the iron trinmiers correspond Avith
the openings of the hollow hearth blocks.

Similar hollow chambers are continued up the sides of the fireplace, and
over each of the chimney openings is placed a strong air-chamber arch-
block, having a conical flue through its centre.

Tlie smoke flues are all circular, 7 J inches in diameter, and are formed
within a square chamber, the spandrel portions being, as a matter of
course, filled with heated air. These flues commence on the arch
blocks, and extend two feet above the roof.

In thcexternal walls, ornamental glazed stoneware air bricks, 12 inchesby
6 inches, are built in, by which medium the fresh air passes through the per-
forated iron-trimmer and hearth-block, and ascends up the air-chambers
surrounding the smoke flue to about 8 feet from the floor-line. At this
point the air is diverted at right angles to each side of the room through
hollow blocks, which are very ingeniously contrived to bond in with and
form part of the brick-work of the walls.
Openings arc formed in the upper portion of the walls near the ceiling,

which communicate with the air-chambers round the flue, and through
these openings the hot and vitiated air is drawn by extracting power due
to the heat communicated by radiation from the smoke flue. Above the
roof a string-course of glazed air bricks is constructed which allows free
egress for the impure air.

The new buildings, in connexion with the Cadets' Academy, arc
being faced with red bricks of excellent quality, set on a Portland
stone plinth, and to bo finished at top of the walls with a moulded
stone coping, surmounted by a battlement. The designs were all care-
fully revised in the Royal Engineers' offices at Woolwich, and the tender
wr the works sent in by Mr. George Myers, builder, was accepted in

November last. The various works are expected to be completed iu se

venteen months. The probable cost will be about £45,000. The build-
ings are under the special supervision of Colonel Walpolc, commandant
of the Royal Engineers

; Captain Eochner, divisional ofHcer j and Mr.
William Jones is the clerk of works ; Mr. Henry Pulley being the prac-
tical foreman on the part of the general contractor.

IMPROVEMENTS IN COOKING, BATHS, WARMING OF BUILD.
INGS, &c.

AMONGST patent inventions having reference to the general comforts
of society, perhaps none are more important than those having special

reference to culinary appliances and the warming of apartments ; for it i«
in vain to have a dwelling-house, elaborately and expensively embellished
internally, if the cookery and sanitary arrangements are defective.
No doubt, within the last twenty years very great improvements have

been made in such matters, and few inventors have labored more perse-
veringly or successfully in the cause, with the view of adding to our
domestic comforts, than Mr. Thomas Phillips, Skinner-street, SnowhiU,
London.
One of the most notable of the Inventor's works is an apparatus for

roasting, baking, broiling, frying, boiling, and stewing, either separately or to-
gether, the largest size being capable of dressing a dinner in excellent style
for thirty people, and at the same time supplying hot water in like pro-
portion.

In our somewhat hurried survey of the manufacturer's establishment,
we noticed another specimen on a small scale, being only 13 inches wide
by 15 inches deep and 2 feet 2 inches high, but which is cap.ible of roasting
a good-sized joint of meat, baking a large pie, and receiving three
saucepans upon it for the cooking of vegetables ; so that in this what
we may call the multum in parvn cooking apparatus, the operations of
roasting, baking and boiling are all going on simultaneously in the small
space above indicated, and that, too, in the most economical manner,
without any waste whatever, for even the dripping exuded from the meat
is carefully saved in its pure state; and good cooks all know the value of
this essential ingredient in their interesting and recipary operations.

Mr. Phillips has, also, an apparatus on a still smaller scale, that would
suit the most confirmed disciple of bachelorism, if we may be allowed to
coin a word: this consists of a tiny cylinder of iron, 12 inches diameter
by 12 inches high, in which we saw a mutton chop cooked in ten minutes
in admirable style, for the small charge of the fractional part of a farthmg,
as illustrated by the gas indicator, no fire being employed.
Independent of cooking apparatus on a small scale, we find that Mr.

Phillips has extended his operations, in reference to cooking on an extensive
scale, and in 1858 fitted up one of his apparatuses of somewhat gigantic size,

in the Garrison Hospital at Chatham, the caiiabilities of which were
exhibited in the presence of nearly sixty officers of the garrison, including
Commandant-Colonel Eyre, Colonels Sandham, Williams, Jarvis, &c.,
Major Sidebottom, Buckley, Gordon, &c., together with the Deputy-
Inspector of Hospitals, Dr. McLean, and other distinguished men connected
with the army.
The apparatus exhibited is about 5 feet in length, 2 feet G inches

broad, and about 3 feet high, and is capable of cooking for 500 men ! at an
expenditure of about 2s. 6d. worth of gas !! In the peculiar arrangements
of the scheme, every department is independent of the other, or again, the
whole may, if necessary, be worked simultaneously. The supply-taps are
so nicely adjusted, that any graduation of heat maybe readily obtained,
from tlie singeing of a feather to the roasting of a hundredweight
of meat.

In the case before us the ordinary rations of the day were taken in
order, that the apparatus might be fully tested in all its various ramifica-
tions, and after due time it was found that roast beef, roast mutton, roasted
fowls, boiled beef, stews, pies, soups, &c. ; and to crown all, some bread
was baked and served on the table hot from the oven. The officers tasted
the viands produced, and one and all expressed their admiration and
approval of the system adopted, in the most energetic terms.
Having briefly adverted to the results of the manufacturer's ingenuity in

reference to culinary appliances and the warming of buildings, we may
now state that he has produced a very peculiar bath, as heated with gas,
which can be maintained at the same temperature during the whole
time it is in operation. This is a decided advantage over every other
method yet invented ; and we only regret that our space at present will

not allow us to go into detail in describing it ; suffice it to say, that we
can only advise the public to pay a visit to the establishment of Mr.
Phillips and judge for themselves, and can only wish him that amount of
success which his indefatigable exertions and ingenuity deserve, in his

praiseworthy effijrts to add to the comforts of mankind, iu their domestic
associations.

NEW CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, MARKHAM SQUARE,
CHELSEA.

SINCE our previous notice of this church, the works have been so far

brought to a successful termination that the building will be formally
opened for divine worship on Tuesday next the 3rd April.
The edifice has been designed by Mr. Tarring, architect, and displays on

a small scale an extremely favorable specimen of modern Gothic archi-

tecture in that peculiar phase of its development called "Decorated;"
the principal windows being filled with geometric tracery, and the tower
and spire carried out in appropriate detail.

The tower, spire, and entrance porch on the southern side of the struc-

ture form prominent features in the composition, and have been worked
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out by the contractor and hU assistants with a considerable amount of
ability, both as regards construction and ornamenlnl carvings in stone; the
latter of which have been etrectively rendered by Mr. Samuel Kuddock.
The tower is 14 feet square at its base, and is carried up ou this plan

about 90 feet, above which rises a eharaetcristic spire, constructed entirely
of stone. This spire is square nt its base, where it joins the summit of
the tower, after which it assumes an octangular shape, and gradually
diminishes to its summit. Vertically it is divided into two stages by
windows, which are surmounted with acute angled pediments embellished
with crockets and fiiiials. The angles of the spire arc moulded,
and the whole may be pronounced highly satisfactory as an effective

composition.
The cornice at the base of the spire is exceetlingly bold, and enriched by

carved patara*, and at each corner there is a carved gurgoyle, of perhaps
somewhat too great projection.

The buttresses sup]>orting the tower are terminated with enriched
pediments, having highly effective finials, and the entrance-porch is a very
clever production, both in design and execution. It consists of a pointed
archway, snrmoiiutcd by a crocketed pediment—the tympanum of which
is filled with bold carvings of the vine and wheat— emblematical of the
bread and wine of the Sacrament— .ind in the hollow moulding of the arch
is represented, on one side the oak, and on the other the ivy, executed
with great taste and feeling.

We m.iy remark as a novelty in the plasterer's art that the internal

snrfaces of the walls of the porch arc finished in a peculiar manner, being
covered by a dusting of granitic sand in minute particles of quartz, mica,
and felspar, which gives them all the appearance of being executed in real

granite.

Internally all the scats are open, and there are galleries along both sides

and at the western end. An organ, by the eminent manufacturer.
Bishop, is being fixed in an arched recess at the cast end of the
church

i but, unfortunately, we fe.ir, its case has not been designed by
the architect. It is anything but satisfactory, and docs not harmonise
with other details of the edifice. Underneath the floor of the church there
are schools embracing the whole area.

^Ir. George Myers is the general contractor for the works, and Mr.
Smith, Fitzroy- square, has warmed the building on the hot-water prin-
ciple. Mr. James Acomb is the clerk of works, and Jlr. Thomas Epps
is the practical foreman on the part of Mr. Myers. The stone carvings
are by Mr. Sanmel Ruddock. The works in every department are
exceedingly well carried out.

CIREXCESTER •CHURCH AND TOWN HALL.
THE parish church of Cirencester—of a portion of which we present an

engraving, taken from a drawing made purposely for us—is a noble
building. It consists of a nave, chancel, side aisles, and several chapels.
The tower, a remarkably fine specimen of the period—stands at the west
end of the church, and is 134 feet in height. The perforated stone win-
dows—if they may be so termed—in the upper compartment, lighting the
belfry, have a i>eculiarly pleasing effect.

The interior of the church is by no means equal to the exterior. The
chancel and some of the chapels are the most noteworthy. In St. Mary's
Chapel the walls were covered with frescoes ; a port of one of the subjects
was some time since discovered, a thick coating of whitewash liaving
obscure<l it for many years. It represents pnrgatorj', hideous devils being
engaged in torturing sinners, while others are loading wheelbarrows with
fresh supplies. The Town Hall, so closely joining the church as almost
to form a part of it—indeed, the church porch is under the hall—was built
in the early part of the reign of Henry A^III. It is a rich, effective " bit

"

—for it can hardly be termed more- and groups in capitally with its

ecclesiastical neighbour, each giving importance to the other. It is divided
perpendicularly into three compartments by buttresses, ornamented with
niches, in which acre statues of the twelve Apostles. In each compart-
ment are oriel windows reaching to the cornice below the battlements

;

the cornice is decorated with grotesques.
Like incubi against each end of this building stood houses some thirty

years ago. These have been removed, and the mutilated walls of the
Town Hall restored.
From whatever point we view Cirencester Church in connection with

the Town Hall, or the latter with glimpses of the former, and the noble
tower rising above, a striking picture is formed ; and justly are the toivns-
people proud of the picturesque group— the ornament of their market-
place.

c

STAINED GLASS.
WE obgcrve that the large eastern window of St. Sepulchre's Church,

City of London, has just been fixed, and presents an admirable speci-
men oftheglass-slainer's art.

In the Number of the Biildixc Nkws, December 9tli, last, we noticed
this work, amongst several others, and have now only to add that the artists
who have erected it— Messrs. Lavers and liarraud, Endell-strect, Blooms-
bury, have well sustained their reputation in the window alluded to, which
may be pronounced a perfect success.

shaded, seven in color, and ton from the life, nearly all of which are

executed with a considerable amount of ability, and reflect much credit

on the clever and intelligent master of the school, Mr. Casey, for his ui>-

wearied attention and anxiety for the progress of the pupils under his

tuition.

The works in outline comprise drawings from natural leafage and
flowers, also from plaster ornaments. The shaded specimens are of a
miscellaneous character, some of which, particularly a copy from the

antique, and lion's head, is beautifully manipulated in chalk and highly

effective. Probably those in color and from the life are the least success-

ful in the Mllection, which is easily accounted for, these being the most

difficult stages of fine-art education, and proficiency in which can only be

acquired by great perseverance and exteu-sive practice.

For the most meritorious of the works twenty-four local medals have
been awarded, and nine drawings liave been selected for what is termed
" national competition." The following students have had medals nssij;ned

to them— viz., Mr. Trego, two ; and Messrs. Roche, Glenny, New, Willson,

I'arker, and Dixon, one each ; to Miss Von Sturraer a medal has been

awarded for a fine water-color drawing of fruit and flowers.

We regret to be compelled reluctantly to state that amongst the collec-

tion there is not a single specimen of modelling, and only one in archi-

tectural design.
^_—

Jekkixgs' Patent Safety Valve Closet.—Amongst numerous im-

provements in hydraulics, having special reference to domestic purposes,

we have had much pleasure in examining a recent invention, patented by
Mr. George Jennings, Holland-street, Blackfriars-road, which consists of

what is called a valve closet and trap, formed in one piece of earthenware.

On former occasions, in our pages we have urged the abandonment of iron,

in all cases where it is subjected to the action of water, and we now again

may be allowed to state that it is totally unfitted for such purposesj

unless itbe effectually and permanently enamelled. The invention of Mr.
Jennings, however, renders such process quite superfluous, for his closet

pan is, as we have st.itcd above, in one piece of earthenware, and con-

sequently resists the action of water, and is not liable to corrosion
j

in fact is indestructible, its surface always remaining clean, without

oxidation, as is the case with iron. Not the least recommendation
of the invention is its extreme simplicity, there being no wires, cranks,

levers, regulators, or other complications required, the basin, valve seat,

and trap being complete, and in one piece of imperishable material. The
invention has been already largely introduced at the Grenadier Guards'

Hospital, Rochester-row, Westminster, the Life-Guards' Barracks, Re-

gent's-i^ark, and other public buildings ; and no doubt will soon become
in general use, owing to its peculiar advantages of simplicity, cleanliness,

and durability.

ST. MARTIN'S SCHOOL OF ART, CASTLE STREET, LONG
ACRE, LONDON.

rIE private view of the works of tlie students at the establishment
indicated above took place on Tuesday evening last, the 27th inst.,

and was numerously attended.

Tbc subjects exhibited include thirty-three examples in outline thirteen

Competition for Sculptors of All Nations.—^Tho Prince Regent of

Prussia has directed a monument to be raised at Berlin in honor of liis fatherj

Frederick William III. The statue is to be equestrian, in height and dimensions

after the model of the celebrated monument by Rauch of I'rederick the Great, a

copy of which, on a reduced scale, it will be remembered, is in the Crystal Palace

at Sydenham, now, however, and for some time past, most ruthlessly buried by

being turned into a convenient shelf for exhibiting planks of Canadian and other

specimens of timber. Tlie site chosen is between the Royal Palace and the

Museum. Sculptors of all nations are invited to send designs, and the particulars

as to measurement, &c., may be had by applying to the Prussian Ministerof

Church and Educational Affairs. The time for sending in will expire'on the 15th

of December, I860.

Sale of the Pictures of Mr. J. W. Linton.—Tliis remarkable collec-

tion is now exhibited previous to being sold by Messrs. Christie and Manson, at

tlieir rooms in Charles-street, St. James's. Besides many large and beautiful

landscapes, there is a most interesting collection of sketches taken chiefly from

Italy. Nearly all of them have some excellence of treatment or happy effect

seized with surprising truth and given witii great feeling for the picturesque, as

well as most able, artistic touch and coloring.

Public Exhibition of the " Apollo and Marsyas," with the " Sposa-

lizio," in the Brera Gallery, at Milan.—Count Bromures, director of the Brera

Museum, on hearing of Mr. Morris Moore's arrival at Milan, at once invited him
to exhibit there Raffaelle's " Apollo and Marsyas," in order that the capital of

Lonibardy might enjoy the advantage of seeing this famous masterpiece. It is

now on exiiibition, with the " Sposalizio." Several of the first connoisseurs of

Milan who have already visited it, have warmly ratified the decision of Paris,

Munich, Dresden, Vienna, and Venice, where, "as is well known, it created th»

greatest sensation among artists and lovers of art, and have conlessed their ex-

pectations to have been outstripped by the reality. The Cavaliere Giuseppe

Molteui, conservator of the Brera Gallery, and Sir C. Eastlake's chief adviser

here, to whom, as we read in the annual reports ou the National Gallery, onr

national pictures are from time to time entrusted for repair, has pronounced I

the " Apollo and Marsyas " to be a Raifaelle, recognisable at a glance,-a magni-

ficent one,—a stupendous work,—a real wonder,

—

opera stnpentUi, una vera

meraviglia ! while, as well as others, he acknowleges the accuracy of Mr. Morris

Moore's judgment with regard to its date, namely, l.'JOo-G, that is, after the

" Sposalizio," and before the Borghese " Entombment." The C^ivalierc Molteui

considers the exhibition of the "Apollo and Marsyas" in the Brera Gallery as

of paramount interest on account of its obvious relationship to the " Sposalizio."

He declares that Milan ought to be its home, and that he would be the first to

vote for retaining it here. Another significant circumstance is, that the Brera

Gallery possesses authentic and good specimens of both the Montagnas, as well

as of Anilrea Mantegna, of both the Francias, and of Timoteo Delia Vite, names

that ignorance, malignity, and self-interest have alternately, to the detriment of

'
: endeavoured to fasten upon Raftaclle's exquisite crea-_pon uattaclie's exquisiti

Sir C. I'^astlake's friend and adviser, the'
the public service, so long
tion of "Apollo and Marsyas. .._ _. ,

Cavaliere Molteui, treats these eflbrts of Mr. Morris Moore's enemies will*

supreme ridicule and contempt.
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TIIK i;\rON OI' SCIILPTIIRK WITH AHflllTliCTUKi;.

ON WoiliKwduy evciiinfT .John Hki.t., 1-;.si|., sculptor, KciisiiiKtoii, ilclivci'ed,

in the I.CL-tiire-tlieatrc of the South Keiisingtoii Museimi, the foUowiiifif

piiper before tlic Council, nioinbers, and friends of the Architectural Museum:

—

Tun Bubjoet on wliich I have been invited to address you to-night is the l.'nion of
Areliitectnre and iSnulpture.

Sculpture has been called the phonetic illustration of architecture, or the voice of
arcliiteclure, from tlie word "0or(;," which is Grcclc for voice. This name Iiag

been given it iVoni the fact of its liavina: been, in ancient, and also in tlie best times
of modern art, so nuich called in to illustrate and particularise the object of the
buildings with whicli it lias been associated.
The structures of Egypt, for instance, are wrought over witli sculptural tlgures,

emblematic of the actions and sentiments each were erected to record, and tlie wor-
sliip of each divinity, to wliich the Classic temples were raised, was illustrated in
sculpture on their iagades.

'i'hus has it come tliat sculpture has been called the "voice ot architecture." This,
however, while not, perhirps, in some respects, saying too much for sculpture, might
seem to underrate tlie torce of expression of a.-cliitectnrc, which has herself
assuredly a voice, and one tlint is eminently powerful and beautiful, capable by turns
of conveying the most grand, religious, noble, graceful, and elegant sentiments.

I'aiuting, sculpture, and decoration, however, lastly enhance the force of this
expression, and never does tlie language of these Muses sound so sweetly as in the
combineil syiiiplionies and madrigals of united art.

Tliis liarniony of force, expression, and beauty which forms our just-guide through-
out the whole great subject of the union of tlie arts, all'ords, of course, tlie widest
tlicme for contemplation. At present, however, as in duty bound, ! will seek to eon-
line my remarks within the limits indicated by the title of my address, viz., the union
of sculpture with arcliitecture.

Tlie advantages of this union of architecture and sculpture are twofold—mental
and sensuous— the flrst speaking to the mind, the second to the eye. In the more
liirectly nieijtal sense, sculpture lias to explain and illustrate the intention and object
of the building witli which it is associated, by means of the personages represented
and tlic stories and thoughts it embodies ; secondly, in the more sensuous qualities
of art-combination it should decorate and give life to the comparatively inanimate
forms of ardiitectural structure.

.Sculpture, to truly do her mission in connect ijii with architecture, must achieve
botli these results.
No nation, perliapa, has ever so intimately and nniversully united arcliitecture and

sculpture as tlie ancient Kgvjitians—at least, in respect to relievo; the wliole sur-
faces of their buildings, botli within and witllout, having been covered with tliese
sculptured decorations—tills ample use of relievo having been favored by tlieir
hieroglyphic nietiiod of writing, of whicli the emblems were drawn from all the
kingdoms of nature. (So mucli is this the case, that the literature of Egypt may be
said to have united with her sculpture in decorating her architecture.
No feature of Egyptian architecture illustrates this better tlian that of the obelisk.

This is the figure of one now erect in Kariiak, having stood there more than 11,000
years. It is 03 feet high, in one block. Now, you see here at once how the figures are
incised and cut into the stone, and that tliey do not project beyond the surface, like
llie relicvi of other styles. The figures represented are, as it were, taclicd into the
surface, impressed beneath, liki' a seal in wax ; so that no part of the subject is above
the adjacent surface. This treatment decorated the surface without disturbing its
breadth and massiveness, the character of Egyptian architecture.
Tlie Egyptians were great in their knowledge and practice of the union of tlie arts.

Their whole manner was archaic, no doubt ; but it was most expressive and has been
most enduring. A treatment of incised relievo, analogous to that they so much used,
miylil well, I conceive, take part in our own granitic architecture, whicli idea has
lately been favorably discussed at the Society of Arts.
The Egyptians also used vast figures attached to their temples and tombs, not

unfrequently rock-hewn—also ranged in avenues. Uetween Luxor and Karnak, a
distance of about two miles, stretched tlie most renowned of these avenues of statues
composed of repetitions of colossal recumbent sphinxes, lions, &c. With colossi of
this cliaracter, and a profusion of incised and storied relievi, most of the Egyptian

U edifices were enhanced within and without.
We will not, however, linger longer in the valley of the Nile, but will proceed to

Greece via the Euplirates.

1?^!,*''" '""''"'''""' '^'""'''"' ''"I''"'"'''^' ""'' between that and tlic Tigris, dwelt of
old the Assyrians, and they also united intimately their architecture and sculpture.
On the outside of the lower story of their public structures, and in the very blocks

Of limestone whicli formed the walls, were hewn colossal images of their kings,
warriors, and spirits, and otlicr emblematic figures, from wliose very backs the
structure seemed to arise.
Among these figures the most remarkable are tliose colossal winged sphinxes, of

which you may see examples in tiie British Museum. These were placed usually as
guards at the entrances, either opposite the person entering or sideways, or both,
according to the restorations of Mr. Fergusson and Mr. Layard. Iietwcencolos6.il
jcnlptnred s)mbols of this kind did Senn.acherib re-enter his palace on his return
Irom his discomforture before Lachish.
These figures highly enhanced decorativeiy the appearance of the architecture with

which they were associated, and also meant a great deal. The sphinx, as the old
antlior, Clement of Alexandria says, signified " the combination of force witli
intellect. The lion's body witli the man's head—that is, the Androleonine sphinx,
from " ai'i;p," Greek for a man, and "leo," Latin for a lion. But the Assyrians
had another variety of the sphinx—viz., the androtaurine sphinx, from " niijp," a
man, and " tauruB," Latin for a bull—in wliich the bull's body was substituted for
'hJ'P* the lion. As the former personified military force, so might the other pro-
bably have had a more pastoral significance. Tlie Assyrians also added eagle's wings
to .typify swiftness and extent of power. These two remarkable emblems of force,
togetlier with other colossal forms at the base of the Assyrian structures appeared as
supporting the whole edifice. ,So you see they had a meaning, and were not merely
<Iccorations : they were mental as well as sensuous.

\Vlien tliese .sphinxes appear on tile walls back to back, their wings together form
a fine structural embellishment of an arched form.
Witliin tlie walls, in the interior, the sculptures of the Assyrians were on a much

eraaller scale, illustrating a great variety of subject. In the British Museum an
additional apartment for these works has been lately opened, which will well reward
a visit. Amongthcm arc relievi as fresh as if they came from the hand of the work-
man yesterday, althougli 3,400 years have elapsed since tliat period. Here, for
instance, is the east of a horse's head, just sketched in with the chisel, the original
ot which looks if as left off this morning to be gone on with to-morrow.
Besides, however, the great historical interest of these works of the Assyrians, and

also tlieir frequent excellence, these lesser figures are peculiar, as being of a style of
very flat, and yet elTective, relievo, half-way between the incised principle of the
hgyplians and that of projection adopted by the Greeks. In modern times Dona-
tcllos method called " acuato," in which the outlines appear as if drawn with a
needle, resembles this more than, perhaps, any other examples,

iVe will now proceed to the (ireeks, as your time and mv space will not allow of
any extended discussion of cacli phase of our subject it may be well to restrict our-
selves, as to the union of Greek architecture and sculpture, to the one example of the
1 aiithenon, which, however, is a host in itself.
Nowhere can the union of the two arts be more justly illustrated than in this

example of Classic teuiple-stnictnre— in which they were so evenly combined that it
woiilil appear a doubt whetlier the sculpture were more markedly a decoration to tlie
arc iitccturc-or the architecture a iiedestal, protection and ftame for the
sculpture.
This far-famed edifice was commenced on the Acropolix of Athens IJO years before

Our Saviour, and therefore 'ilin years ago. It was aljont 100 feet wide by 224 feetong
; was bui t of white Attic marble, and was, within and without, moat eUboratcIr

illustrated and decorated with sculpture.
•'•^•j

In the most retired Interior was the statue of the (ioddess •• Athene" lieraell 00
feet hjn-h. 1 his, however, having been maile, by the decision of the priests, of iv'orvand gold, contrary to the wishes of the sculptor himself, Phidias, h»« ling slnci
perished-not ft pmch of dust remains of the iJaiighter of .love.
There were various other smaller statues, doubtless, within the walls of this cdlBce

as attendants on the divinity, and as illustrations of the object of the temxAe but of
these It was deprived by the Uomans, when they flnnlly vanqnlshcd Greece and
despoiled her at once of her freedom and her works of art.

It is, therefore, to the exterior sculptures of which we have record, and to thoau
cherished remains whicli we possess in the British Museum, that wo must turn
In these also shall we find that not only did they decorate the tcmnle exnuisltelv'
but they told its story. ' "•'
The Partlienon was, as you know, erected in honor of the goddess whom theRomans called Minerva—but the Greeks Athene—and after whom Athens wasnamed. She was fabled to be the daughter of .Jupiter or Zeus, the supreme irod ofheathen mythology, and to have sprung ready-armed from his head She wasworshipped as the (ioddess of Wisdom, it hapjiened, also, that she always remained

a maiden. I'arthenos is the Greek for maiden-hence I'arthenon, the house of the
maiden, or. In otiier words, the temple of the virgin.
Here you see a representation of its ruins, as taken in a late photograph We

have not presumed to restore it. The spaces in the front and sides of this temple
were chiefly decorated with figure sculpture on the east and west fronts, as in the
tympana, and the metopes between the triglyphs are the columns whicli were con-
tinued at the sides as well as in the frieze whicli ran round the cella, or body of the
buildiiijT, beneath the colonnade—of these the most important are the tympana.
Within the triangular space of the east tympanum, which was in reality one "able

of the roof, was represented, in sculpture, the birth of Jlinerva, or Athene, ainl the
council of the gods on Olympus, the figure of Jupiter, or Zeus, occupvin"- the
centre.

Witliin tlie west tympanum, on the opposite front, was represented the contention
of Athene and of Neptune, or, as the Greeks called him, " I'oseidon," for the honor
of giving the name to Athens. Athens, the capital of Ceeropia, or, as it was after-
wards called, Attica, was situated on tlie sea-coast, connected at some distance with
her port, or harbor, called the l"ira?us, just as Edinburgh, our northern capital—often
called the modern Athens—possesses her Leitli harbour. The Athenians were in a
great measure a warlike maritime people, sea-robbers, in fact, originallv. and yet
they claimed to furnisli the favored .abode of wisdom and the arts of peace. Thus
the myth arose, naturally, that originally there had been a contention between the
Ciod of tile Sea and the Goddess of ^V'isdom for the privilege of naming the city.
This is the old story :—These two deities having seriously disagreed on this sub-

ject, the assembly of the gods arranged the dispute by passing the resolution that
that one should have the preference who produced the most useful present for the
inhabitants of the eartli.

Upon this Neptune struck the rock with his trident, when immediatelv a horse
issued forth.

Minerva then waved her hand, wlien, full in leaf and fruit, from tlie teeming earth,
sprang up the olive, on which she was immediately congratulated by the unanimous
voice of tlie gods as having obtained the victory, who observed, as ilesiod says, that
the olive, as the emblem of peace, is preferable to the horse, the emblem of war and
bioodshi'd, a remark in which, probably, we shall all coincide, in spite of our rifle
corps ! The representation of this contention in connection with groups of those
various personages, which figure in the tableaux of great mythology, formed the
subject of this tympanum. Tims did this composition voice the west front of
the temple and image forth how the daughter of Jove came to be the patroness of
Athens and the goddess of the temple. This was the mental part—it thus told the
tale of the edifice.

As to the sensuous part, as ah achievement of art-decoration, doubtless nothing,
also, could be more 'complete, according to the data tliat remain to us. Without
crowding or confusion, the triangular space afforded by the tympanum was occupied
by line ricli masses of sculpture, carefully adjusted, as to projection, and light and
shadow, and on a plan of geometric balance and flow of line, on the principle of
wliich I shall presently offer a few remarks.
Along the sides of the temple, above the columns, were arranged, between the

tryglyphs, the metopes, whicli were chiefly of groups of warriors contending with
centaurs. This is a very common subject in Greek sculpture ; probably its fre-
quency arose from the (Jreek traditions ot tlie early incursions of the Tiiessaiians,
who were horsemen, upon the (ireeks who were foot-soldiers. The old myth of the
centaur, or compounded form of a man and horse, arose from the appearance of a
horsemen in tlie distance, wlien tliey might, to those to whom horses were un-
known, present the ideaof a single animal. This was not confined to the Greeks.
When Cortez and Pizarro invaded America, and for the first time introduced
horses into the country, each mounted Spaniard was taken for being all of one
piece with his liorse—together one animal—which, as you may conceive propor-
tionably astonislied tlie natives!
Just so it might have been, when tlie Thessaliau cavalry made their great

incursion into Greece. The Greeks successfully resisted tlieni and drove theinout;
and thus, probably, the sculptured fights of men and centaurs, the record of tliis
early triumph, became a recognised and staple part of the decoration of their
public buildings, Tlie collection of ancient marbles in the British 3Iuseum will
afford you several examples of this besides those of the I'arthenon.
So much for the tradition they recorded. In tlieir quality of bold art-decoration

within the square spaces tliey occupied they were higlily effective, as we see by the
remains we possess and the androequiue bodies and forms come in finely and give
variety and surface tothem as architectonic compositions.
The figures we have spoken of in the tympanum of the east and west fronts were

all more or less colossal, or considerably above the size of man, and they repre-
sented divinities of difl'ereiit grades. These were all figures in the round. These,
separate or in groups, however, were yet so arranged near the wall behind them,
that they presented the combined efi'ect of a very bold high relief.
On the other hanil the metopes, altliougli projecting much from the background,

were only in high relief, being wrought out ot tlie same block of stone with the
background and attached to it. They were of a scale less than that of life, and
represent tlic actions, not of divinities but of heroes.
We now come to the frieze, in which the same con.sistent principle of gradation

in subject, scale and treatment—from tlii! gods to men—from the tympanum to the
frieze is preserved. The frieze of the I'arthenon was a nearly continuous equable
band of low relief running like a zone round the whole solid of the temple beneath
the colonnade. It represented an Athenian procession in honor of Athene and the
other gods. This frieze is composed, almost without exception, of mortal figures-
of men, women, youths, maidens, cavalry and sacrificial victims, &e.. as we may
sec in tlie British Museum; Although less in scale than the metopes, they are
equally beautiful as sculptural works and architectonic enhancements.
We have not time to consider now any other Greek examples of the union ofarchi-

tecture and sculpture, or to dwell longeron the charms of tins building which we have
taken as their type. Had we time to do so, the more we should recognise how
thoughtful, logical and just were the inventions and art-treatment of the Greeks in
the union tlioy produced. As regards the I'arthenon, the sculptural theme and art
moved in unbroken harmony with the architecture, what it enhanced to a degree
which has never probably been elsewhere attained before or since.

From Greece we naturally proceed to Rome. The Romans, in their architecture,
adopted, in many respects, the practice of (ireece—but added many inventions and
additions of their own—or drawn from otluT sources. Rome, indeed, was even more
lavisii of sculptural enhancements than Greece, and works of this art were used in
connection with her architecture in the greatest profusion. For this purpose, not
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only did they ranetack Greece^ but had very many copies made of Greek statues, as

well as new ones of their own, to diTorale their oaths, fora, gymnasia or places of
exereiso, as well as (heir temples and public arenae.

The majjfuiticent tomb of the Kmperor Adrian, built prospectively for himself,
which is now the Castle of St. An^elo, was among the buildinj>s ma<j:niticently en-
riched with statues; and in the rnius at its base was found the well known Dauciug
Faun restored by Michel Angelo.
The Koman triumphal arches, also, as those of Titus and Septimus Scvcrus, were

protusely enriched with sculpture, illustrativo of the victories of which they were the
record. 'They also, like the mouumeuts, were records in stone of the events they
celebrated ; and this not only by means of illustrative statues and relievi, but also

they usually containeti a loug inscription, decorativuly arranged, in the front.

No feature of architecture, however, can be adduced in which sculpture has taken a
greater part than in the Tr^an's column, the whole of the surface of the shaft of
which ift occupied by relievi of triumphs of that Kniperor. These appear in one
continuous baud, running spirally round the surface from the base to the ciipital like

a ribbon round a staff, and containing many hundred hgures. It was a bolti thought
and effective decoratively. but it is deiieient in clearness and mental effect. The com-
positions cannot be seeu in setjuence at any point, and are not distinguishable without
a ^ftM. except just at the base of the shait

.

Altboagfa It has been copied in I^aris, it may rank rather as a clever, novel and
vigorous conception, very well for once, than as among, examples to be followed
of the union of the arts.

Having now touched cursorily on some phases of the union of sculpture and archi-

tecture in the ancient days of tnc Egyptians, Assyrians, Greeks, ana liomans, 1 will

proci.fd to those of modern days, in wliich, however, my space will restrict me to a
Btdl lestt adi-quate mention. 1 would , however, previously make a few remarks on
some principles which arise practically in tlie union of sculpture with architecture.

The geometric decorator, or sculptor of decoration, as distinguished from the

sculptor of Htatuary proper, of the human ligure, is well aware, wiien he has to till

« space in harmony with the surrounding features, that he must set out with selecting

a geometric skeleton of just device, or scheme of general guiding lines, on wliich to

cODstnict his composition. I do not, however, notice that this principle is always
equally or adequately rec(^ised in the profession of sculpture proper—in whicn,
however, it is equally essential to good effect.

In the arrangement, for instance, of the sculpture for a Classic tympanum, this

consideration, after the choice of the subject, has the first claim for attention. In this

case of the tympanum, no scheme of general arrangement, perhaps, is preferable

to that ot the circle] in the centre, pretty nearly tangent to the base line, and to the
apex of the roof, and then flowing off in waving and harmonious lines towards
either end. On this the composition would be constructed decoratively, like foliage

or conventional forms, as regards balance and play of line, and yet informed with
the variety of human iorm and vital action. 1 would, however, by no means intimate
that this especial sclieme of guiding hues, of a circle in the centre, with lines waving
off on each side, is the only one suitable to the sculpture of a tympanum. On the
contrary, I merely put it forward as one of which the effect is harmonious, and con-
sonant with the spirit of the space it occupies—as thus :

The mission of a roof is to cover over, as it is the mission of the pillars beneath to
support. Thus the pillars with their flutings, are upright. The tympanum, on the
other hand, is the gable of the roof, and shows its spread, and therefore the forms
which occupy it should partake of the same spreading character in their composition
and arrangement, as we have good reason to accept was the case with the sculpture
of the tympana ot the Tarthenon.
Also witnin the square spaces of the metopes, the Parthenaic treatment affords

examples of a perfect hai-mony between the groups as sculpture and their decorative
effect as regard the architecture.
The frieze also encompassed the temple beneath the colonnade with a zone of

perfect architectural decoration, at the same time that it is unsiu'passed as relievo
sculpture.
In all these several cases there is no compromise. The two arts moved on, hand in

hand, with perfect ease and pleasantness, uke two young and loving sisters.

I will now say a few words as to statues and groups in "the round," in their
connexion with architecture.
By statues and groups in the round, I mean those intended to stand by themselves

and apart, in contradistinction to those in relievo, which are attached to a background,
or those statues, which being arranged as in a tympanum, partake of the nature of
relievi.

All such statues as I speak of now, as in the round and apart, may be regarded as
finials on architectural forms. One of the most common ot these finials is the vase,
both in direct connexion with architecture, and also in gardens of geometric plan.
Vases are of various proportions ; some of these are tall, and some wide, which

fits them respectively for different situations.
Now we shall find that various of the best statues, in different attitudes, afford

these vaselike contours.
Let us instance as one example the well-known Venus dc Medicls. This, in the

principal view, as regards general arrangement, takes the contour of a long ovate or
egv-Iiae form, with a top and base—or in other words that of a tall vase.
i-romthis wemay turn to its antipodes in human form—the Eracles of Glycon—

or as it is conunonly called—the Farnesc Hercules. This also is of a geometric con-
tour, somewhat like a cone, but still like a vase, only wider at the foot than the
Venus, so as to give the look of greater stability.
Ik)th these statues, diverse as they arc in character, may be considered, architectoni-

cally, as having a common quality—as being both statuesque vases, or vaselikc statues

;

and this quality no doubt had a large part in obtaining for them that wide popularity
which they have ever enjoyed. In ancient art they were more repeated tnan any
other statues, greatly no doubt because they came in so comfortably as finials and
architectural enhancements on pedestals. It may be well for us sculptors to
recollect lliis when designing a figure, that a pleasant geometric contour is one pass-
port to fame.
In modem art the well-known group of the Rape of the Sabincs by John of

Bolojrna yields a good instance of a vase-like form with a serpentine line of decoration
round it, like a vase with a wreath of flowers.
As r^ards. however, tall vase-like forms produced by sculpture proper, perhaps no

better example (xIhIs among ancient or modern works than the well-known classic
group of Cupid and l'My<lie ; you may turn it round in all directions, and yet in each
does it preserve that tap* r, vase-like contour which renders it so elegant a fiiiial and
so aptas au architectural enhancement, and this without trammeUing or fettering its
grace and action.
Ho much for tall, taper, statuesque, vase-form ; now in regard to wide ones. This

wider character of form, often highly desirable in connexion with architecture, is most
generally gained In sculpture by seated statues. The Lorenzo de Medici by Michel
Ansrelo affords a fine example of this. Also the beautiful work of the " First Cradle '

'

by Dc Bay.
Another of the most important and valuable geometric forms for sculpture is the

pyramid. Instanced in the Laocoon, the NIobe, Ac, and also in groups on the summit
of triumphal arches, which should be somewhat of the tympanum form of group,
freed from the bounding architectural lines at the top. This was attained in Koman
art by a group of a car and four horses, and the general or imperator standing
aupereminent in the centre; as also is supposed to have been the case with the
monument of Mausolus the statue of that king there ocenpying the car.
A great deal more remains to be said on this subject, for which I have not space

now. However, it may lie safely accept<?d, wen as regards sculj>ture7)er se, that a
statue is ever the better for geometric symmetry of composition and far more useful
architectnrally.

1 have already, as you have recognised, brought in one or two modern instances to
assist as illustrations of the general question, nevei-theless, take it altogether, dating
from the time alter Conetanluic, moueni art has not been so thorough going in the

union of the art as in previous periods. The brevity therefore forced on mo to-night
by my short remaining time, will be the more excused in treating on the question in
more modem days.
The monstrous abuses of the late Roman Empire espeeialy, brought vast discredit

upon statues, and in the fourth and fifth centuries, there arose in the Greek Church, a
sect of enthusiasts, called emphatically, Iconoclasts or Image-breakers, from lUbtv

an image, and xXaw to break ; who, founding their indignation [upon a false reading

of Scripture, went about smashing every statue they could lay their hands on, and of
course did not have any made. These, therefore, as you may conceive, were not very
good times for sculptors, whose profession, for|8ome centuries, was depressed in
consequence. Eventually, however, the intellect of Europe, saw through the falsities

of these ideas, and sculpture arose and attained great perfection in the Italian
school.
The Mohammedan portion of those who lit their "lamp of architecture," at the

shrineofByzanthim, never got over their prejudices. Their prophet had told them
they could make no statues cxcei^t under the penalty of having to find souls for them
at the day of judgment—a sufltciently ludicrous dogma, ss you will agree—yet,
nevertheless, one \vliich has proved sufficient to frighten sculpture out of Islam to
this day.
Pope s well-known line, however—"The noblest study of mankind is man," la

especially applicable to art, and assuredly no style of architecture can be of the
highest rank which does not amicably and cordially xinite with painting and sculp-
ture of the human form. Thus the Mohammedan and Saracenic styles which ignored
it altogether on principle, can never, in dignity and expression, take rank beside those
which welcome it in the fullest degree, as the Greek and Italian.

liyzautiue arcliitecture was not much enhanced with sculpture originally, because
of tne prejudice I have already mentioned—nevertheless, our own grand and broad
Saxon and Norman style with round arches, like Durham Cathedral, is an offspring
of that style of the early church, which we call Byzantine, welcomes it.

This style is, I conceive, full of undeveloped harmony with the highest class of
painting and sculpture. It is simple, grand, free, stable, and Anglo-Saxon, and offers

a large scope to combined art.

We have not time on this occasion to enter upon the large field of Italian
architecture and sculpture combined, and therefore we will now turn to Gothic
— that exquisite, varied and picturesque style, so dear to landscape lovers,
which, when produced with most ielicity, seems more like coral spires
and stalactite caves, wrought by gnomes and fairies, than the work of men's
hands, and which has enriched modern Europe with so many picturesque and
charminj>: compositions. Elegant picturesqueuess is indeed its great characteristic;
and this is by no means confined to its youth and freshness, but is at least equally
strikin"- in its age and decay. One loves, indeed, Gothic in all her phases—in her
crystalline completeness, and in the grey ruin ; in her long, fretted vaults, tremulous
with music, and streaming with rainbow tints from her stoned windows, and in
the mouldered fane, bcdccKed with ivy and wild grass, and mute, save the voice of
the owl.
Also we may proudly say, that no country surpasses these isles in the beauty of

Gothic architecture. Yet we must not, when it is tested by a question such as
this of to-nirjht, allow our enthusiasm to run away with ns.

This style has received great accession of force of late by having been adopted by
various men of great talent of this day, and adopted exclusively, yet we must not
allow this exclusiveness to carry us too far. Gothic has its great and varied beauties

;

yet, as it is, and as it has existed, up to the present time, it has also its great short-
comings.
When a question like this, of the union of the arts, comes before us, so important

to their advance in this country, it is essential to treat it openly and without reserve,
and it were duplicity on my part, invited as I have been by the Architectural Com-
mittee, to treat the subject, if I wore to belie my convictions, or shrink from
expressing them, even if what I say may not in all quarters be acceptable.

The whole course of our arcrument to-night teaches us the propriety of the union
of the arts. Do we not all believe that they should meet and be a mutual aid like

sisters? formy own part I believe in the perfect harmony of the arts on the same
level, and as a direct consequence, that no style of architecture can be of the
highest class, unless it will unite cordially with the highest class of painting and
sculpture.

1 believe the different arts thus afford a mutual test of excellence, and that the
proof of high excellence existing among them, is when they are perfectly free and
unrestrained in each other's company. Now comes the important question—can
Gothic architecture offer this unconstrained welcome to the sister arts? or, in other
words, " Is Gothic architecture in harmony with the highest class of painting and
sculpture?"
This special question has been pretty well winnowed during the latter part of the

year in a well-known periodical, the Building News. < )n September the 0th in that
Journal I first asked this question in the terms I have just used.
The result of this was, I understand, a variety of correspondence, for not one-half

of which that Journal could find room. Without rest, for nearly four months, did
the debate continue, at the rate of three or four articles or letters a-week, up to

nearly the end of the year, when, without any editorial hint, I closed my part of the
discussion. For its arguments and results I refer to the pa^ea of that Journal.

If it may be alleged that judgment was allowed to go by default, I could not help
that.
For my own part, I had simply gone on asking my original question in various

ways,—"Is Gothic architecture in harmony with the liighest class of painting and
sculpture?"
At first there was some indignation expressed at my asking such a question at all,

and it was replied to, poiutblauk, that Gothic architecture was in perfect harmony
with the highest class of painting and sculpture ! Examples, however, seemed to fan
on investigation, and a retreat was sounded into Upper Italy, among examples,
however, iu which it was evident that neither the painUng, sculjiture, or architecture
wcre'of the highest class.

Some of the instances attempted to be brought in answer to my question were
peculiarly unfortunate, as those of the Angels of the Lincoln spandrels, which were,
as sculpture, liighty lauded, until it was known there were casts here in the Archi-
tectural Museum open to the close view of the public, when we heard no more about
them.

'J'hat there arc some fine examples of Medieval Gothic sculpture is undoubted, and
this is especially the case with recumbent figures on tombs, which by being less

closely connected with the structure, are less constrained by it.

Also it must be acknowleged that the earlier and 8imi>ler styles of Gothic are more
favorable to the introduction of high art than those which are more elaborate. Yet
it is equally certain, and without going iuto details, I am sure it will be allowed, that
there are no specimens of Gothic sculpture at all equal to the sculpture which grew
up in connexion with the art of other styles—as the (Jreek, Koniun, ami Italian.

Now, what is the reason of this? I do not think it difllcult to reply.
In these stales—Greek, Koman, and Italian, Architecture is a "Lady Bountiful " in

her hospitality to her relations. " Come in," she says, " my dears ; make yourselves
quite at home; do as you like; sit here ; stand there; do.iiot staud upon ceremony

;

be quite unconstrained; the house is your own ; follow your own inspiinlions."
This is what Architecture says on welcoming her sisters at the door ot her Koman,
Italian, or Inigo Jones's mansion. But it is a very different thing at the door of her
Gothic house ; lier note is (juite changed then. Then it i;*, " J am very glad to see you
indeed ; but you must behave yourselves ; you must be staid and demure ; you nmst
stand so iu a niche ; or you must bend your neck so to aeeoinmodute an arch ; and yott

must be highly pre- Kaffaellite and even on gold ground if you winh to he qtiitv iu the
way of the house. And you (speaking to Sculpture), must be early English and archi-

tectonic, which Is pretty nearly the same as saying, you must be coustrained, archaic,

and unnatural.
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Indeed, as a griicral rule, it may bo paid, that in the purcHt, iiiostcharactenHtie. and
most thoroujih development of (iothie, tlie paintintrH <xo into tlu- windows and the
sculpture into the niches, where the one is transpiirL-nt and the otlier in durance;

I

and where, in consequence, instead of vital and individualized works, tlicy become
1 only secondary,—not on a level with the architecture, but quaiut, cramped and
conventional.
Kvon with a recollection of various of tlie sculptures of the Catliedrals of Wells,

Lincoln. Kly, and Weatminster, I thinlc I must acknowiedg-e that the best examples
of Gothic sculpture I know, are modern. Those of Gecrts of Louvalu, but a few
years deceased— various of tlie casts of whose^excellent works were at the Crystal
"I'nlace at .Sydcnh;iin, and arc now at Stockport, some of which, especially as I love
lairness. and tliiil both sides should have their best iliustrations— I liave lately been
attemptiii;^', aliliuni^li as yet, I regret to say in vain, to get up a subscription and
biiy for tlie Muisenm.

,
These works, however excellent as they are in spite of difficulties, most clearly

evidence and illustrate the efforts of a great genius workiuj:r under trammels, which
will ever be the case while Gothic continues what it is, and sculpture tries to work
to its phase.
This is a blot on the escutcheon of Gothic and it behoves the Gothicists to strive to

wipe it out. Much as I admire Gothic architecture, I do not hesitate to alfirm that
if that style, as at present constituted were to come in anything like exclusively,—
for mind you. It is only its exclusivcuess I object to,—into use in this country, it would
be to the vast and direct disadvantage of the higher qualities of the sister arts. It

behoves all art lovers of extended views to regard this attentively, and the architect
and artists especially to look lo it.

The adoption of the Gothic style—now many years ago—for the new Houses of
Parlianunt, admirable as a work of genius a« that elaborate structure is, lias already
been of great injury to art. How ditferent would have been the results to painting
and sculpture had those houses been, instead, of some broad, simple, enduring style,

like that of Inigo.Iones or Kir Christopher Wren, whose styles quite as much belong
to this country as any other style, and the elements of which are the common
heritage of man, especially of European man. How far nobler and more congenial
would then have been the scope afforded to the sister arts

!

I am telling a truth—n truth which tinds its response, I believe, in the mind of
every painter and sculptor who luis worked for that building, which, in its way,
nevertheless, is one of the finest in the world. I believe I am correct in saying that
.the architect himself is not answerable for the adoption of the style, but that it was
linposed on him.
But now let us take another and a more agreeable phase of this subject in con-

sidering, merely for thoitime, what might be the best for the interests of Gothic,
per se.

We have heard much of late of a new Victorian style of Gothic, which is to be of
this, the nineteenth century, fresh, new, and which is to surpass all others. The
prospect is pleasant, hopeful, and inspiriu"-, and in regard to it I would venture to
submit a proposition—whether there could be a better clue towards oiiginality than
that which Gothic has never as yet thought it worth while to trouble herself about,
viz., the seeing if she cannot be thoroughly fair, and liberal, and cordial to her
sisters ?

I would, indeed, take this opportunity of again putting publicly this important
question to the art lovers and workers of Britain. It Gothic architecture is at the
present day really to advance, would not one of the best inspirations other fresh
career be to try and see whether she cannot welcome and foster the highest develop-
ment of the sister arts with the same perfect freedom, scope, open-heartednces, and
cordiality, as the styles of Greece, Kome, and Italy have already done? For then,
and not till then, do I conceive, will she prove herself to be of the highest class of
her own art.

There is one other point, to which I wish to call attention before I conclude. A point
also, I conceive, of great importance to the progress of the arts considered in its

broadest view—that of their union : I mean that of a universal Museum of Architec-
ture.

This may, from its wideness, appear at first a vague term, but I will explain what I
mean. I mean by it a Sluseum, In which should be set forth clearly, how man has
built in al! ages and climes.
This might be well effected by means of a collection and exhibition on a grand

scale, of drawings and models of completed edifices, arranged sectionalty and chrono-
logically, beginning with Egyptian. Cyclopean, and so forth, and coming down through
alt the styles of ancient and modern time, to the present. These should be set
forth with suitable explanations and illustrations of the most varied kind as the
^luseum advanced.

It has, fortunately, now become the fashion, and I hope something more, the
-'ntiment and feeling of the people to discuss architecture, its style and meanings,
.aid yet of those who discuss it in the drawing-room, how small is the portion
who could stand even a school-boy examination on its history and details !

As regards the workman also, what opportunity has he of gaining this knowledge
at present ? Yet this Universal Museum of Architecture, which I suggest, would
put such information so easily before him that he would be able, within the hour
or two he could spare on one visit to attain, so as to carr3j- away with
him a general knowledge of " how"—as I have said, " men have built in all ages and
climes."
Thus, all classes would be benefited. I have epoken, at various times, myself, to

some of all classes nearly, on this subject, and the answers have been all, without
exception, to the same effect, that " it was what would be individually most welcome
to each person."

Alf^o, it is a greatgratification to me to be able to acknowledge here, the ready in-
dulgence that this view received at once from the Committee of the Architectural
Museum, who iiave already endorsed it with their distinct approval. Also I may add
that tlie Department entertain the proposition with favor. JCothing, however, has as
yet been done practicallv, except as regards the Gothic part of the subject.
But the very soul of ttie idea, and the value of its realisation, exists in its Univer-

sality, which would rest on the fact of each style of architecture bein';f represented
clearly and fully under equal advantnges of location and light; and that each style
should be illustrated with photographs, &.C., of details and examples of such paint-
ings and sculptures and tlecorations as are proper to each, or copies in small of
them, so that the visitor might compare the advantages and qualities and beauties of
the different styles fairly and freely.
The history of architecture has been said to be almost the history of the world. It

must also be recollected that architecture is, as it were, the very backbone of art,

on which so much of its form depends. Painting and sculpture are directly aflected
by architecture, and even a piece of metal-work or majolica porcelain depends in
deti:ree on the time when it was made, and the apartments to which it was to be an
adjunct.

Wherever, therefore, this Universal Museum of Architecture be erected, it is evident
that it should be in close connexion with the arts of painting, sculpture, and deco-
ration, and That art-education to which it will be the best guide.

It is truethat the realisation of this idea requires space and funds. There is, how-
ever, space around to build, if Government and the public would find the funds. [I

would desire to say here, by way of parenthesis, that I am in no way connected with
the Department of Science and 'Art, or with the Architectural Museum, and am only
speaking as one of the public]. To resume—True it is also that this idea of a Uni-
versal Sluseum of vVrchitecture is one which has not hitherto been carried out in any
other country, and that it remains for Britain to do it first, as she did the first great
interuafional lOxhibition of the world. Britain is slow to move—proverbially so—yet,

when she does move, she generally does things well. I hope this will be the case
With the Universal Museum of Architecture.
To conclude : at the commencement of this address, I spoke of Architecture, Taint-

ing.and Sculpture as having voices. I'crhaps it were a closer simile to speak of the
formej* as the symphony, and of the latter as the vocal accompaniment—arcbiteo

ture HH the instrumental music, and painting and srulptun- as the human vniees that
accompany it and give it speech. I.tt th. re. at any rate, therefore, bt: liarmnny be-
tween the arts- if possible on the highest level — but at any rate let there be
harmony: iind when in presence of a grand triumph of architecture, painting:, and
sculpture combined, let us regard it, and listen to it, and driuk it in, as we do the
stoned strains of Handel, Haydn, Itetithoven, or Mozart—

*' Music married ti> immortal verse."
Nothing at least can illustrate and empliasiHo better to the true and catholic love oS
art, of all the arts the advantage of their Harmony.
The chair was occupied by tlic President of the Architectural Museum,

J. A. B. Beuesford Hope, Esq., and amongst other gentlemen present we
noticed, Mr. G. E. Street, Mr. White, Mr. Joseph Clarke, Mr. Rapliael
Brandon, Mr. W. Biirges, See.

The lecture, wliich was numerously attended, was illustrated by a number of
drawings, maps, casts, &c.
At the conclusion of the lecture, the Chairman was sure he rose to express

the feelinp: of all present when he proposed to offer their l)est thanks to the able
and ingenious lecturer of that night for the discourse witli which he had gratified
them nil. That was a discourse which travelled over so wide a field that perhaps
they all of them could not follow the lecturer over every stage of its progre^^s

;

but every one of them must have found something in that lecture which parti-
cularly arrested his attention, something or other in which he might have felt

more interested than in other parts of the discourse. He contended,
in opposition to the opinion or Mr. Bell, that Gothic arcliitecture

was much more hospitable than Classic to tlie sister arts of sculpture and paint-
ing. Gothic invited her friends Sculpture and Painting to come in and make
themselves at home with l»er, for a Gothic edifice was not built as a house for
one large statue, but in every corner a proper statue might be set up- Well, if

Painting and Sculpture were thankful for that, it might be asked, did Gothic
lodge them as well in the middle ages? Gothic might answer that perhaps it did
not, but that it provided for them as well as it could ; that drawing from the
round and the study of anatomy were not so much pursued in the middle ages as
was the case now, but that the Gothic of the future might be the Gothic of the
past with the improvement of more extended study and the knowledge of
anatomy. He thought that, with such an explanation as that, l*ainting and
Sculpture would say that Athens was a very pleasant place in which to spend a
few days in summer, lodgings being cheap, but that for solid comfort and
respectability of life, they would take up their abode with the Gothic. He
moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Bell for his excellent paper.
Mr, BiRT, an art-workman, seconded the motion, and expressed his admira-

tion of Mr. Bell's paper, for the broad and universal views which it embraced.
He hoped to see tlie day when there would be statuary in all our public gardens,
particularly Kew Gardens, and he hoped also yet to sec statuary in the Parks,
and in the public streets, as was the case on the continent.

The motion was carried by acclamation.
Mr. Bell in acknowledging the compliment said, his desire in his lecture

had been to prove before the audience the great advantage of universality

in these matters, and that, however, beautiful one style of architecture
might be, they should not restrict themselves to that. Nothing could
be farther from his feeling than to attack Gothic architecture; he only
said it had some faults. It was in that spirit he had ventured to make
the few observations he had done about the shortcomings of Gothic architecture

in association with painting and sculpture. The Chairman had taken up the
matter in a kind manner, and though he did not agree with him (*Mr. Bell), he
agreed with him thus far, that they expected Gothic to do more in future than
it had done up to the present time, and that might give Gothic great force. As
to his proposition to have a Universal Museum of Architecture, he hoped it would
become a fact, and if .so, it would have the effect of doing away with small
jealousies as to style mere than anything else, and then people would see that
different styles of architecture were suited for different styles of buildings. In
the valley of the Nile the people worked out their own style of arcliitecture, and
the Greeks, who were a very conceited people, worked out their own style of
architecture, and poetry, and everything else. But in the present age of the
world we could not look at things in that wayj we had before iis either thQ
works of the world or accounts of them, and wc must open our minds to a more
universal feeling in respect of these subjects. He had said in liis paper that he
hoped they would be catliolic in art, and by catholic, as the word implied, he
meant universal. Then let them all strive to be thoroughly catholic in all art,

not sectarian, and if they followed one particular branch, let them keep their

minds open to all others, so that they niiglit do them justice.

The Chair.max announced that on Wednesday next a lecture would be
delivered at the Museum, '' On Architecture as developed by the various Races
of Man," by R. H. S. Smith, Esq., B.A.
The meeting then separated.

ON THE ART-TREATMENT OF GRANITIC SURFACES. •

THE DISCUSSION,
Mr, Robert Huxt, F.R.S., said the very able and comprehensive manner

in which Mr. Bell had dealt with the subject of the art-treatment of granite

surfaces, left but very little for him to say upon it, and he did not know that he
should have been disposed to say a wor<l upon it, had it not been for something
which had fallen from him (Mr. Hunt) on the occasion of a discussion of a
recent paper, read before the Society, ui)on building stones. The question arose

as to the permanence of granite, and reference was made in the pa|>er to

London-bridge and Waterloo-bridge, as affording specimens of granite decay.

He was quite willing to accept the reference to those structures as specimens of

granitic durability during the time—altliough it was comparatively a short one—
that they had stood. A question arose as to the causes which led to the disin-

tegration of granite, and they were told that, in tlie case of Waterloo-

bridge, they would see the 'felspar crystals decomposing, and leaving

holes in the stone. Now, this was not the fact, and any one walking

over Old Westminster - bridge would find projections known as horse-

teeth, consisting of felspar crystals, standing high up. The other constituents of

granite had decayed, and the felspar remained intact. He stated on that occasion

that he did not believe in the decomposition of felspar having produced, for

example, the China clay, which was refemd to as an instance of the results o*

the decompositiou of granite. Time would not allow him to go into this question,

* Continued from page 236.
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but hv niicrlit state jyenerally liis views upon it—views not Iinstily arrived at, but
after many years' examination of all the pranite masses of England. He found
that there were g^ranites, as he believed, of very different ages, certainly of very
different characters. On Dartmoor, and at many other places wheii; tuey were
working granite for building purposes, they found a very hard and durable
material, containing little or no evidences of being motalliterous; but if they

took a band of three miles in width, extending from Okehampton in the north to

Plvmpton in the south, they could find a granite which was richly stanniferous

:

and the whole of that granite they would find in a friable state, and
unfit for l>uilding puri>oses. Another formation resting on this appeared to be
the China slone or China clay, and similar formations were to be found in Corn-
wall, especially at Penrjn and St. Austell. Mr. Bell had stated his opinion

that granite was an igneous rock. He (Mr. Hunt) did not think it was so in a

strict sense. It was not like the greenstone or basalt. It was not a mass poured
ont in a molten state from below ; but seeing that the granitic masses contained
particles of water, his impression was that the granite was formed from the so-

lution of its constituents in water at a hi£;h temperature ; and these softer gra-
nites and decomposed portions were not really granites which had been decom-
posed, but granites which, so to speak, had never been properly formed by nature

;

and he believed if they took the granite which nature had finished making, they

had one of the most (liirable stones that could possibly be obtained. Mr. Bell

bad refemtl to the incised ornamentation of granite. Any one who was fami-

liar with Cornwall was aware of the large number of ancient crosses existing

there. They were of three distinct periods. Some of them he believed to be as

old as the introduction of Christianity into Britain ; others he imagined to be about
the time of King John ; hut taking the most ancient of them, they found a consi-

derable amount of incised ornamentation, similar to that which was presented by
theEgyptian works, which was as perfect at the present time a.s the day after it was
chiselled. The beating of Atlantic storms ui>on these crosses had produced little or

impression. Jle found two or three cases in which the driving of the sand had
had an efiect ujion them, although the weather appeared to have exercised no
influence whatever. Tliere was one point on which he would venture to suggest
that Mr. Bell was somewhat in error. Refen-ing to the quanies from which the
beautiful ChiH;sewriug granite was obtained, Mr. Bell had told them that there

was a work of art in the neighbourhood from which the stone derived its name.
He (Mr. Hunt) believed that was an eiTor. The Cheesewring was unquestion-
ably the work of nature. There had been enonnous masses of softer granite dis-

integrated from the harder portions during the lapse of time, and the masses
nhieh remained in a solid form constituted the Cheesewring. With regard to

the duration of granite and the ornamental work upon it, he might refer to the
remains of the churches which still existed upon Dartmoor. Those churches
were built during the reign of King John, when that monarch granted peculiar
privileges to the " turners," as they were called. At that period, there was evi-

dently a large population upon Dartmoor, and many churches stood where houses
were now scarcely to be found. Those churches were ornamented in a very elabo-

rate manner, and though now covered with moss, the work was quite perfect at
the present time. It ap))eared, therefore, as regarded the duration of granite,

that it w as a material particularly suitable for the recording of noble deeds which
were worthy ol being immortalised. Mr. Bell had dwelt at some length upon
the numerous varieties of granite. It should be remarked that singulaSy white
and beautiful variety alluded to existed, not in the ordinary form, but as a huge
granite vein running into the other mass of granite, and thousands of tons of it

might readily be obtained. They had upon Dartmoor many varieties of grey
granite, and, in rmall portions, some beautiful specimens of red gi'anite. If they
went to Cornwall they found the bright graniteoftheCheescwiing, which ranked
amongst the most durable of all; and from its peculiar structure, and from there
being no very great difference between the sizes of the respective crystals of fel-

spar, qnart2, and mica, it appeared to be a quality of stone well suited to the pur-
poses of the artist. In I^ieestcrshire they found some varieties of granite, and a
great deal of stone was brought from that county into Lon>lon, which was called

granite, but which he thought would be more correctly termed syenite and green-
stone. Another very beautiful granite was the Shapfell, a specimen of which
was to 1« seen in the hall of the Museum of Practical Geology. The
darability of that stone had been shown, up to the present time, not so much by
works of art, but at Redcar, on the eastern shore of Yorkshire, they would find
boulders of this granite which had been brought there by icebergs in ancient
geological times, and lodged upon that shore where they had remained till the
present day. And here was shown the disintegration—not of the felspar—but
of the other constituents of granite, in the same way as in the case of Old West-
minster Bridge. He begged to express his acknowledgment of the great service
which Mr. Bell had rendered in calling the attention of the meeting to the most
durable of British stones, which was shown to be valuable, not only for building,
but also for ornamental and decorative purposes.

SirJohn Rknxie, F.R.S., had listened with attention and interest to Mr. Bell's
paper, and he wished to bear his tustimony to its merits. There could be no
question that, practically speaking, granite was the most durable stone they
could employ, lie had himself seen "in the quarries of the Egypt, to which
reference had been made by Mr. Bell, specimens of the granite which had
been used for the obelisks of the Egyptians, and on which the orna-
mentation was such as Mr. Bell had described. They would observe at
Alexandria, in the case of Cleopatra's Needle, that the only means by
which the granite had been disintegrated was from the action of the sand
driven by the .Simoom winds, the attrition of which had worn away the edges.
He was struck with the power of the wind to carry the sand when, in coining
from Egypt, some 40 years ago, he was surprised to find the capstan and the
rigging of the Teasel in which he was sailing, covered with fine sand. He
inquired of the captain of the vessel how far they were from the nearest land, and
was informed about 130 miles. To show what might be done with granite, lie

would mention that it was used by Smeaton for the Eddystone Lighthouse. At
tiiat period it was called Moor-stone, and it was so hard that they could not get
workmen to look at it. It was got from the moors in large blocks, 'but the working
it was considered an impracticability. It was, however, used for the Eddystone
Lighthouse, without any driissing, in combination with mortar. When the con-
struction of Waterloo-bridge was contemplated, in 1800, his late father proposed
that it should be of granite : but he had great difficulty in getting niasons to work
njion it. The consequence was, the granite of that bridge was procured at a cost of
7». Id. per cubic foot, which he need not say was an enormous iirice. The
balnstraae8,whichwereof Aberdeen granite, cost £310s.each. Tliey could liardly
realise the idea ofsuch prices in the present day. Shortly after that he was engaged,

under his father, in the erection of Southwark-bridge, for the foundations of which
it was necessary to get large blocks of granite, weighing from 15 to 18 tons each.
That was thought impossible. However, they were obtained, and were brought
from Peterhead to London, and were worked at 20 per cent, less cost than had been
the case with Waterloo-bridge. Then followed the jiresent London-bridge, the
upper portions of which were decided to be of Aberdeen granite. Owing to the
experience that had been gained in the other instances he had alluded to, the
stone for that bridge cost only about 5s. 3d. per cubic foot, being a reduction of 30
percent, upon the tbrmer cost of tlic material, merely as the result of experience.
When they came to polishing red granite the cost was enormous. He had paid
£•25 for a small slab foriuing a sideboard, which at the present time could be had
for £10. In Portugal the whole of the northern district of the country was a
mass of granite. The Portuguese were a very industrious people, and the
churches of Oporto, formed of granite, were very elaborately ornamented, and
in thein he had not been able to detect the smallest disintegration of the mate-
rial. From his own observation and experience, he was satisfied that the more
granite was introduced into this country for building purposes, the more eco-
nomical the buildings would ultimately be, inasmuch as it was impossible to cal-

culate the duration of that material. He might particularly instance the granite
column at Ramsgate, which had been e.xposed to the influence of the south-west
winds and storms for about 30 years, and they could not see the least eflect

upon it.

Professor Ten'nant would follow the example of Mr. Hunt in refeiTing to

the paper read in that room a fortnight since. On that occasion, in the course
of some hasty observations which he made, he stated that the cost of transport-

ing materials from Windsor to London was, in former times, before the introduc-
tion of railways, about £3 lOs. per ton. Since then he had referred to the
authority whence he had obtained his information, and he wished to correct that

statement. He ought to have said 30s. per ton, and by water Os. per ton. The
present charge by railway was 2s. 8d. per ton. With regard to granite there

was much misconception. If they referred to any good geological work, they
found that granite was composed of three simple materials, quartz, mica, and
felspar, and it was to the preponderance of one or other of these substances
that the characteristics of the difterent varieties were due. There were also

several kinds of felsiiar. Sometimes the coloring of the granite could be traced
to the felspar, and the white granites were partially composed of albite,

and the syenite consisted of quartz, felspar and hornblende—the latter taking
the place of tlie mica of the true granite. The Mount Sorel stone, near
Liverpool, was of this character, and was extensively worked for road material;
and another beautiful example of the same kind was afforded in the Malvern
granite. Then they had basalt, which was used by the Egyptians to a gi-eat

extent, fine examples of which were to be seen in the British Jluscum. The
Rosetta stone was an example of this. There were also two obelisks of tliat

material there, upon which there were several thousand characters engraved,
and these were amongst the finest monuments of antiquity in that inagnifleent
collection. There was one beautiful illustration of the syenite in this country
which was very little known. That was an obelisk at Kingstone Hall, near
Wimborne, in Dorsetshire, brought over by the late Mr. \V. J. Bnnkes, in

1819. He had seen a description of it. There were three Greek iu-

scriptious on the pedestal. Syenite was composed of ielspar, quartz,

and hornblende, with occasionally very minute scales of mica. The decom-
position of that material was, in his opinion, greatly due to the mioa.
The water could get in between the plates and disintegrate the mass : the quartz
itself would last tor ever. If they wanted a thoroughly compact material, not
capable of being acted upon by any of those influences, they must take porphyry,
which was of uniform texture. The porphyry of Scotland, he consiiiered, was
equal to that of Egypt— equal also to the celebrated Swedish porphyry—and to

some which was found in Bohemia. Tlien there were the conglomerates, a sar-

cophagus of which material was exhibited in the British Museum. In a work
published by Chai'les Kniglit, there was a drawing and description of that sarco-

phagus, ill which it was stated that the characters engi'aved upon it amounted
to no less than 21,700. This conglomerate was composed of brecciated jasper,

which would last forages, exceeding the durability even of granite.

Sir John Rennie [remarked, that in the paper of Mr. Burnell upon build-

ing stones, it was stated that decomposition of granite might be observed in

London-bridge and Waterloo-bridge. He certainly was not aware of anything
of the kind. There might be some discoloration from the oxide of iron, but as to

disintegration or decomposition of the granite in those structures, he had never
seen it.

Mr. Robert Bawlinson, as an old mason, could say something practical

upon this subject. In the early part of his life he was engaged in sonic works
where more granite was used, perhaps, than in any other place,—viz., the Liver-
pool Docks. He thought granite had not been used in this country to the extent
It ought to be, and might be, used. One insupnrable barrier to that was the cost.

They were living in an age in which cheajiiiess and free- trade ruled everything.
They had great difticulty in inducing individuals or a free goveniment to adopt
anything more expensive than the cheapest material. Tlie cost of granite at the

quarry, as compared with freestone, was as 3 to 1 ; in some cases it was as 5 to

1 ; and the cost of working those granites in the ])laiiiest manner would
be in about the same proportion. It was well known tliat freestones

and limestones disintegrated very rapidly in this country. This deterio-
ration took place generally in the drip-stones, which were most exposed to

the action of the water. It appeared to him that if a material upon which
water had no action, such as granite, were introduced at these points, it would
preserve the other material o< the building intact, and would also given beautiful
variety and relief, by introducing a little of the Byzantine character. It had
been correctly stated, that to woA granite in any, even the idaincst manner, was
very expensive, and when anything like raised ornament or moulding was intro-

duced, the cost became enormous. He could mention the instance of the door-case
of the Police-station at St. George'sdock, at Liverpool, which cost £05. Granites
were very largely used in the Liverpool docks—not as ashlar but as rubble. The
sea and dock walls were, many of them, built of small stones. They had begun
in the first instance by quarrying enormous blocks of from eight to fifteen tons

each, until vast quantities of ihbrin were accumulated in the nnarry, which
induced them to supersede the use of ashlar, and to construct the walls with
granite rubble, wliicli he thought would prove as durable as the granite itself.

Sir JoHX Renxie inquired what was the first cost of the granite delivered

from Dumfries-shire to Liverpool, because he apprehended there was some
mistake upon this subject.
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Mr. Kawlixson Naid the prices varied from 29. Cd. to 4s. and os. per cubic foot
for tlieroiisli stone ddivfrcd at Liverpool. The price depended upon whether
the stone Iiad l)een scabblcd or not. It was frequently sent unscabbled, and for
leabbling tliey paid Is. per superficial foot.

Sir John Rennik was surprised to hear siicli a price. He had had the finest
Penrjn granite delivered at Rams^ate at 29. ad. per cubic foot.
Mr. C. II. Smith called attention to a large granite tomb which was erected

In the burial-ground of St. John's, Westminster, to the memory of the Master
Mason of King George I. He believed the date of that tomb was about 1722,
and he thought it was the oldest specimen of ornamental granite in London.
It showed no signs of decay.

Professor Morris remarked that the use of granite by the Egyptians in early
ages, as Mr. ]!ell had pointed out, was clearly indicated by the numerous objects
of Egyptian nntiqiiily wliich had been banded down to them. Those were pro-
bably the largest and most enduring monuments that ever existed. The Romans,
^0, largely used granite. Subsccjuently, during the period called the dark ages,
the material was very little used, until tlie application of it was restored in Italv,
about the year 1379, by an Italian artist of the name of Peruzzi, who established
a manufactory for tlie working of bard stones. A similar manufactory was
Mtablished, in 1472, by an Italian named Ferueci, who worked largely upon
these hard stones. Granite was also much used in Florence, and one hundred
mid sixteen years after, an establishment was erected by Ferdinand, Grand
Duke of Tuscany, which remained up to the present time, and in which
the numerous works in granite and porphyry from Florence had been and
were still produced. With regard to tlie general use of granite, he could
add his testimony to tliat of Jlr. liell as to the extreme desirability of
extending the employment of that material, more especially when they
found that all that bad been done of late bore no comparison with the
extent to wliieli granite was used in past ages. In a report by tlie Commissioners
of the Paris Exhibition, it was stated that the Louvre contained more monu-
ments of antiquity in granite and porpbvry than had been executed in Europe
gnce the period of tin; reuHissanee. Willi regard to what had fallen Irom Mr.
Hunt as to the probable origin of the granite formations, they all knew the fact
ttiat granite was not an irruptive rock. Whether molten or not, it had never
been poured out upon the surface of tlie earth ; but there was evidence to show
that felspar, quartz, and mica belonged to that class of minerals which did not
TOntain water, but were considered to have their origin from the crystallisation
of mmeral matter in a state of igneous fusion at great depths, assiste'd, perhaps,
by the action of water in a state of steam. These two forces combined, acting for
a lengthened period while the mass was gradually cooling, had engendered that
^culiar crystidline form which characterised gi'anite. Another point which Mr.
Hunt would admit was,— that they found granite in the form of veins, not only
the newer granite pervading the older, but frequently intruding into
the adjacent strata. There were two kinds of granite in ordinary
use J and a more careful study of their composition might enable us more
accurately to compare their relative durability. The granites mentioned as
having been used by Mr. Macdonald were of two kinds,—the red and tlie grey,
tat he believed both consisted not only of felspar, mica, and quartz, but of two
tands of felspar, one of which was the ordinary felspar of granite, the other a
^spar containing a certain amount of soda, or a felspar of the sixth system.
One other point was as to the working of granite, to which the attention of Mr.

• BeU had probably been especially directed. He was not aware whether that
gentleman had visited the celebrated works of MM. Bigot-Dumaine and Her-
mann, at Paris, who were probably two of the largest workers of granite in that
aty. He had been informed that they worked and polished their gi-anite bv the
use of a species of black diamond obtained from Brazil, fixed in wood or brass.
In Sweden, at Akerehuus, a prison near Christiania, prisoners were employedm polishing granite, and it was stated that the manner in wliich the work was
done left nothing to be desired. Another point was the peculiar decomposition
Of the granite itself. Mr. Bell had probably noticed the colossal arm of Tliothmes
III. m the British Museum, which was called Egyptian syenite. There was

• a peculiarity which bore upon the working of that granite, as it did upon all
other kinds, which was this—that it appeared to decompose or exfoliate in layers,
presenting a rough cleavage structure, parallel to the planes of the worked
suriace, but at right angles to the force employed in working it. In that arm
tlie granite did not break off in the direction of the crystals, but broke off
parallel with the circular form of the arm itself, the direction of the exfoliation
haying no relation to the crystalline structure of the felspar or quartz, but he
believed there was a law still to be worked out as to the occurrence of this
exiohation. The columns of Peterborough cathedral, constructed of Barnack
rag, were an example of it.

Mr. Rawlinsox attributed the exfoliation in the manner described by Pro-
fessor Morris, to the jarring effect of the blow upon the stone in working it.

fhis had the efiect of disintegrating the stone to a certain depth below the
surface.

Sir John Rennie mentioned that granite had been used for the construction
of a large dry dock at Sheerness, and the cast-iron gates, weighing 59 tons each,
were fitted into the granite so closely that the' connections were perfectly
water-tight.

The Chairman said that however interesting the discussion might be—and
he_ ventured to think it was of more than ordinary interest—it was now time to
bnng it to a close. It was very useful to them to hear men of great practical
KHOwledge of the subject explain the qualities of the important stone which had
been the principal object of consideration that evening. But he rather regretted
that more attention had not been directed to the special object of Mr. Bell's
paper, which was the art-treatment of granite, especially with regard to incised
decoration. In the consideration of that question their attention was naturally
directed to that remarkable people to whom and to whose works Mr. Bell's paper
greatly referred—the ancient Egyptians, who had left a more lasting impress
upon the face of the globe than any other people. They had produced works
whose antiquity it seemed scarcely possible to determine, exhibiting qualities of
conception, invention and treatment which he ventured to say would be remark-
able in any age, and were eminently remarkable in the age in wliich they were
producc-d. They had erected structures the vastness of which could only be con-
ceived fitly by those who had seen them. As to their actual beauty many might
mifcr, but .is to the great skill with wliich they had been executed, he
thought there could not be much doubt ; though such works could hardly
be appreciated now, owing to our ignorance in many cases of tlie cir-
cumstances which they were intended to commemorate, or the pur-

pose for which they were designed. It had Iieen his goo<l fortune
to look upon some of these works in Egypt itself, and he would especially refer
to that gigantic work on the western side of the Nile, in the valley known as the
" Gates of the Kings." They there found themselves in the midst of stupendou*
excavations made 3,0()0 years ago; and the mode in which that ravine had been
excavated and tunnelled into corridors of great length, and chambers of trreat
extent, was such as to astonish every beholder. They found the whole of theae
surfaces, extensive as they were, covered with the incised decorations to which
Mr. Bell had called their attention. Standing in one of these cliaiuben), they
saw the first step was to produce a polislied smface equal to marble ; then that
surface was covered with the drawings intended to Ije repi-esented ; after the
drawings had been made tlie incised surface was produced, and the obj.ets weru
presented with a truth, precision, and peculiar grace (although the latter waa
not generally regarded .is a characteristic of Egyptian decoration), which could
hardly he excelled at the present day. He had stood in one of the chambers
which was left incomplete in its decorations, part of the wiUls being covered with
drawings of remarkable beauty. All this went to indicate the extraordinary care
and wondrous labor, and great expenditure of lime, which cburactcrised the
works of this ancient people. With regard to the incised sculpture, he thought it
must be admitted that it contributed largely to architectural efiect. He had
brought with him some notes of observations taken when"lie visited that coun-
try, but at that late hour he would not detain the meeting by reading them. lie
should therefore conclude his duty by doing that which he was sure would be
gratifying to them—proposing a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Bell for having
brought tills highly interesting and important subject before their notice.
The vote of thanks was then passed.
The Paper was illustrated by various specimens of British granite, as well as

by tools for working it from tlie quarries, and by drawings of Egyptian capitals,
and of the floral types from which they were taken, as the lotus and papyrus.
Also by drawings of the English water-liUes and of the Victoria Regi/i, and by
illustrations of their application as floral decorations to obelijks, drinking foun-
tains, and other features of art in granite and marble.

EDINBURGH.
T!ie Architectural Institute of Scotland.—The prizes offered to appren-

tices have been awarded by the Council of this Institute as follows :—For
the best geometrical drawing—medal, Alex. C. Beattie, apprentice to Mr. D.
M'Gibbon, architect ; second prize, Thomas Bryson, apprentice to Messra. Pixldie
and Kinnear, architects. For the best series of drawings of details measured and
drawn from the originals—medal, Francis D. G. Stanley, apprentice to Messrs.
Brown and Wardrop, architects. For the best original design—subject, an
ornamental public fountain—Jolm Alexander Hamilton, apprentice to Mr. David
Hhind, architect, this being the third occasion on which Mr. Hamilton has
borne off the Institute's medal. For the best work in clay of an architectural
ornament—George M'Callum, apprentice to Mr. William Brodie, R.S..\.
Orand Reception at the Royal Scottish AcadeiHy.—On 'riiursday night

a grand reception took place in the National Gallery, under the auspices
of the Royal Scottish Academy. The magnificent galleries were superbly
decorated for the occasion, and realised to the imagination a scene of more than
Oriental splendour. The beautiful collection of works of art that decorateii the
walls were tastefully intertwined with evergreens and palm leaves which relieved
the monotony of their beauties and gave the display a light, fascinating and
agreeable effect. The centre of the great room and several of the octagons had
raised floral devices, formed of many-coloured bouquets, and tastefully grouped
evergreens, while above the archway of the centre room was displayed the
Scottish lion, with the motto, " God save the Queen." Music also added its

charms to the brilliancy of the reception ; the band and pipers of the gallant 78th
Regiment being stationed in tlie east gallery, and that of the 13th Light
Dragoons in the west. At the entrance door of the Academy, where
it was intended the guests should alight, was erected a superb
covered wMy leading from the street to the entrance hall of the
gallery. This was formed of snow-white canvas, lined with striped

calico of pink aad white, alternately interwoven with evergreens, and lighted
up with rows of gas jets enclosed in glass globes. The hour for the company
arriving was fixed for eight o'clock, and shortly after that time they began to

pour ill
J

tlie line of carriages conveying them extended from the Mound to the
Waverley Bridge. The guests were received on alighting by Robert Scott
Lauder, Esq., and the other members of the Academy, in the unavoidable absence
of Sir John Watson Gordon. By half-past nine the magnificent suite of rooms of
which the gallery is composed was thronged to overflowing by a most brilliant

and fashionable assemblage, comprising some of the most celebrated names in the
church, law, medicine, and in the literary and artistic world of the Scottish

metropolis. Far as the eye could reach along the vista of the gallery it was one
scene of pictures and evergreens, brilliant gasliglits and floral devices, crowds of
fair ladies "I'aining influence" with their sparkling eyes; and military and
naval officers in brilliant uniforms, displaying memori.ils of the battlefield in the

shape of medals and ribbonds : the whole forming a coup d'ceil of the most im-
posing splendour. Among the company present were Lady Elizabeth Douglas,
Lady Milne, Lady Brewster, Lady Hamilton, Ills Royal Highness the Prince De
Conde, the Earl of Kinnoull, Lord Deas, Lord Neaves, Lord Curriehill, Lord
Bethune, Lord Benliolm, Sir Andrew Orr, Sir Arthur Halkett, Sir William
Johnston, Sir David Brewster, Sir John Melville, Principal Tulloeh,DrSchiaitz,
Professors Bannennan, Eraser, Playfair, Lizai's, Swiuton, Syine, PiUans, Christi-

son, &c.

South Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 24tli JIarcIi,

I860, the visitors have been as follows:—On Monday, Tuesilay, and Saturday,
free days, 4,0G0 ; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 5,211). On the

three students' days (admission to the public 6d.), 1,293; one students' evening,

Wednesday, 478. Total, 11,581. From the opening of the Museum, 1,341,2(58.

It is willi regret that we have to record the complete <iemolition of
the beautiful south window of Hope Chapel, Plymouth. The miscreants, it i»

believed, are sheltered within tlie walls of the new R.iglan Barracks.

The Primitive Methodists of Scarborough, have announced their

intention to build a new chapel,—the present one being inconveniently small.

The foundation-stone of a new and improved Turkish bath was last

week laid at Bifrons, Patrixbourne, by the Dowager Marchioness Conyngham.
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CHURCH NEWS.
A most extensive restoration—costing considerably over £1,000—has

rfCfntly been made in Plympton St. Mary church ; and witli very good effect, for

whilst the original desipn has been adhered "to as far as possible, the high worm-eaten
pews and obtrusive lofts have been replaced by open seats in keeping with the cha-
racter of the edifice. The roofs and walls of the aisles have btnjn repaired ; a pave-
ment of Minton*s tiles laid down; the old decorated windows replaced by new; and
cverythinsr done that has suggested itself to those who have had the eaiTying out
of the restoration as necessary. Voluntary effort has done its pnrt here also.

The Countess of Morley, besides other improvements, and the gift of a handsome
carved oak pulpit and desk, has lengthened the decorated east window of the
chancel and the tower window to their original proportions, by restoring to its

proper height the tower door. Miss Coryton has restored the interior of the

tower, and moved the western organ loft, tlius opening the bcautifiU tower arch,

and transferring the organ to the eastern end of the north aisle next the chancel.

H. Hele Treby, Esq., undertook the rebuilding of the north aisle wall and one
of the windows. The other nortli window was supplied by John Pinder, Esq., of

Crumpsall House, Manchester. The western window of the north aisle was also

given oy the Countess of Morley. The chureh is now oi>eu for service.

A now chancel window has been added to the other attractions of
Market Harborough Church. Some idea of the richness of the design may be

estimated by the fact that the glass alone will cost not far sliort of £400. There
is much tracery at the top, and the window is divided into three tiers, containing

fifteen compartments, each representing a separate subject, and all illustrative of

the life of Our t^aviour. Hardman and Co., of Birmingham, we believe, are the

artists.

Refering to tenders recently sent in for the new Congregational
Cliapel at Stilton, of which Messrs. Poulton and AVoodman, of Reading, are the

architects, a local paper I'emarks that the dift'erence (£:)D0) in a small contract

of this description would almost imply [that a new "Builders' Price Book"
would be desirable.

A new church is about to be erected in the parish of St. Philip and
Jacob, Bristol. Tlie site chosen adjoins the Midland Railway.

The Rev, 11. R. Luanl, incnnibent of Great St, Mary's, Cambridge,
has called the attention of membera of the University to the condition of that

church. Mr. Luard argues that it is impossible to celebrate the Holy Communion
with decency so long as the chancel is blocked up by the Doctors' Gallery, which
he styles a "hideous defonnity." calculated to " convey to a careless observer the

ideas of selfishness and luxury." The rev. gentleman urges that if the colleges

would subscribe upon an average £100 each, ample funds would be o))tained for

purposes of restoration.

The church of Plympton St. Mary, Devon, was reopened on Thurs-
day, after having undergone a thorough restoration and repair. The Ven. Arch-
decacon Downall preached in the morning, from Isaiah iviii. 12, and the Hon.
and Rev. C. L. Courtenay in the afternoon, from Ezra v. 11, when the collections

exceeded £1*20, leaving the repair fund still short of the expenditure by some
£200. The church is a fine old building, and one of the largest in the diocese,

and has the uncommon feature of a large chapel on the north side, of dimensions
sufficient to justify its being called a fourth aisle. The chancel is a beautiful
specimen of Decorated work, but the rest of the building is Perpendicular, Of
the sum required for re-roofing, re-pewing, and general restoration, £1,000
Vi-BS levied by a rate of Is, 8d. in the pound, two -thirds of which was borne by
the owners, and the remainder by the occupiers of the lands, the rest being made
by subscriptions and special donations.

The lay-rector of Highworth, Wilts, Mr. A. D. Hussey, has given
orders for the restoration of the chancel-roof oi that charch.

We understand that the plan of Mr. Blessley, of London, for the
proposed new church in South Myton District, Hull, has been accepted by the
Church Building Society of that place.

The beauties of Coniston Lake will be sliU further enhanced, in a
short time, by the addition of a very pretty clmrch, to contain several memorial
windows. Tie original mover In the matter was the Rev. Joseph Patch, a native
of London, and a graduate of Cambridge; and so thorough was his canvass of
the subject, that in a very short time he had collected subscriptions amounting
to £1,400. Mr. Paley, of Lancaster, will be the architect.

AVc read in a Cambridge paper that it is in contemplation to remove
All Saints' Chureh from its present position, near Trinity and St. John's College,
to a site immediately opposite Jesus College. Liberal contributions have been
received, and more are promised; and thi^ week the Improvement Commissioners
have voted £H} in consideration of tlie removal of the tower, which now projects
over the street. This sum will no doubt I>c considerably aogjnented if the parish
will coDSf-nt to widen the thoroughfare known as All t>aints* Passage.

The restoration of the chancel and transepts of the interesting
and fine old church at Downton, Wilts, is now very nearly com|deted, and
in the conr^e of a week or two these portions of the church will be fit for the
performance of Divine se^^'ice, when it has been determined to commence forth-
with the nave and north aisle, the latter of which is in a very dilapidated state.

Ihe ceremony of laying the Ibundation-stonc of the new church at
Over, whicli is to Ije erected and endowed at the cost of Lord Delamere, took
place on Friday, the 23rd inst. Tiie church, which is intended as a memorial to
the late I-ady Delamere, will be of Geometrical Gothic design, and will consist of
nave, chancel, north and south aisles, with a chantry and vestry on the north
hide of the chancel, and a tower and >pire (140 feet high, to receive six bells)

erected at the south-west angle. The building will accommodate 550 people,
and the bittlufss, fur the most part, will be free.

71t€ Clothworkers IJall.—The Clolhworkers' Hall was opened on
Tuesday evening, and the Company gave a grand banquet on the occasion. His
Royal Highness the Prince Consort was a guest, and was attended by a numer-
oDs suite. We have, from time to time, carefully recorded the progress of the
new building, and have but to add that the decorations for the occasion were
tastefully carried out, and that the banquet was worthy of the occasion.

Preston is in want of a new town-hal! and increased market
accommodation, and steps are about to be taken to put the project on an
advanced footing.

LIVERPOOL AUCHITECTUKAL SOCIETY.
At the usual fortnightly meeting of the Liverpool Architectural Society, Mr. T. D.

Baury occupied the chair, in the absence of the president.
THE NEW PUBLIC-OFFICES.

Mr. L. TToRNBLOwER exhibited and explained the planH prepared by him for the
proposed new Public-offices in Dale-street. After a tew preliminary observations, in
which he stated that tho preparations of the plans had cost him nine months* hard
labor, he said the buildiug was in the French Italian style, with a urauilc rusticated
basement ; in fact, he had tried as much as possible to retain tlie appearance of the
old Town Hall in the centre of the building. It had ground-floor windows, carved
and moulded dressings, and keystones, surmoimted by Corinthian coupled columns'
detaehed.carryinfj a Corinthian entablature with balustrade and dormer lights. In the
centre was carried up another series of columns carrying an entablature and square
dome, with ornamental and enriched crest. The front was enriched with panels
charged with carving, showing the shieldsof the various Mayors of tlie town of Liver-
pool. There were two minor entrances for the various offices—one in Crosshall-street,
and one in Sir Thomas's-buildings. The plan of the building was a parallelogram of
235 feet by 175. It was designed so as to sui t either the new street or Dalc-st net.' In the
centre of the building there was a recess portico, of double columns, in wliieli they
entered alarge vestibule to a central hall, with n double flight staircase, which was
lighted from the upper story and basement. The corridors were right and left and
encircled the building. The offices being all to the outside, they were lii^Iited externally.
In the centre of the building there was the couucil-chamber, 80 feet by 40, and 40 feet'
high, with an entrance from it to tlio Mayor's room, and five comniittee-rooras. 38
feet by ^1 feet inches, and 32 feet high. There was a separate entrance for the
Mayor, and a separate entrance for tlic Council. On the ground floor, and to the
rij^lit, were the bfiices of the town clerk, who had twenty-one offices appropriated to
him and to his deputies. Tassing the town clerk's were the surveyor's, who
bad three large oftfccs with safes. The keeper of the records had two offices

with two safes. To the left of the entrance two offices with large safe were
designed for the use of the borough treasurer. There were also offices for the
health and water committee's treasurer, the dividend offices, private offices, the
chief clerk's olfice, and largo general offices. Beyond those were the offices of the
inspector of nuisances and of the building surveyor. On the first floor there was a
largo general room, 38 by 2J feet, and library and newsroom, for the use of the mem-
bers of the Council when waiting to attend committees. To the left of that there
would be tho olfices for the inspector of hackney carriages, the deputy town clerk,
the meilical officer, and the borough engineer. In the basement were other twenty-
seven offices. Above he had got a space of 800 feet, and had arranged the rooms
22 feet hi^h and 22 feet wide, as a picture gallery (in the centre of the town), with
lii^bts suitable for pictures. The cost of the entire building was estimated at £80,000.
The dift'erent officers of the Town Council were all perfectly satisfied with the
accommodation provided for them. He should be very glad to hear any Hu;j:gestions
or any criticism that might be offered by the members present. He had attempted
simplicity in the i>lau, and he thought they would say the building was well
lighted.
Mr. John Hay said the fact of their having the same amount of accommodation

in tho present plan, with some 2,000 feet ofland less than was required by tho borough
engineer, was a very important question to the ratepayers. It would make a difier-

ence of something hke £l(i,000 in the value of land alone, liut there was a question
connected with the plans of Mr. Newlands which was a very important one. AVhy
should the borough engineer be overloaded with duties of this sort, whcu there were
men in the architectural profession, living by that profession, quite able to tstaud oa
the platform with the borough engineer upon an architectural matter '.'—{Applause).
He was of opinion that the dosij^ns for tho i'ublic-offices ought tu have been put out
to general competition, or at least a competition limited to the profession in Liver-
pool. He had uot tlio slightest hesitation in saying that there was no comparison
whatever between tlio plans now before them and those which had boon shown in
the Town-hall of Liverpool—(Applause). He did not ^mean to say that Sir. Horn-
blower had produced the very best design, but anything might be better than what
the borough engineer had produced. Mr. Hay being romindcd by the chairman that
it would hardly bo fair to criticise the plans of Mr. Newhmds in his absence, con-
cluded by moving, " That a special meeting of the Society be called on P'riday, the
;jOth instant, for the purpose of memorialisins" the Town Council as to the propriety
of submitting the designs for tlie I'ublic-offices to general or local competition ;

and that the Council of this Society be requested to i)repare a memorial to this
ctfect."
Mr. BouL,T concurred entirely with Mr. Hay as to the employing of salaried officers

in competition witli tho profession on architectural matters. With regard to the de-
sign, he thoui^ht the arrangement extremely good ; and it was manifest that the
whole arrangements of the building had been carefully considered.
The motion passed unanimously.

ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTOHS.
Mr. William Dlckwortii, Jun., road the paper of tho evening, entitled "3Iea-

Buremont and Quantities," in which, in a practical manner, he laid down the great
principles upon whicli measurers and quantity takers wore to act in ascertaining the
dimensions of a buildiug, or in arriving at the quantities required by the contractor
or tradesmen in making his estimate from plans of the execution of work. In mea-
suring buildings he held five things to be requisite— namely, first, that the par*/
measuring should be accustomed, or, as they more familiarly said, used to it ; sccono,
that he should possess a knowlcdt^o of the local customs ; third, that he should be
accurate and careful both in taking his dimensions and squai'ing them up; fourth.
that he should be well acquainted with the diflerent kinds and qualities of material
and workmanship ; and last, have such a knowledge of the various prices at which.
both the work and tho material should be executed so as to romunerate the trades-
men on the one hand, and yet not be extortionate towards the employer on the other.
These essential points Mr. Duckworth entered into in detail, and with reference to
the fifth, he suggested that a new price-book should be drawn up, tho one issued in
1811, having, in consequence of the great change in every species of labor and mate-.
rial, become completely obsolete. A good price-book for Liverpool and its neighbour-
hood, such as could bo elaborated by our John Stewart, J. A. Ticton, IVter Ellis,,

and Thomas Smith, would be almost an inestimable boon. Ho next dwelt upon the
principle of taking nuantitios and having work estimated for before it was done. He
said it was desirable prior to taking quanlitiea that the plans and specification
sliould be first conned over so as to obtain a general idea of the whole ; and for the
information of the younger members of the profession he 8ug<4efctcd—

'* First, that architects should take their own quantities or employ a competent
party to take them— a tradesman's lime is too valuable to take them himsolf, and work
is not sufficiently remunerative that he can afford to employ his own surveyor. Second,
the tradesman should not be called upon to make any sacrifice other than his own
time— that is, lie should not pay for quantities or copies unless he is the successful
competitor: my custom for many years lia.s been to charji'c the copies a lump sum
according to the number and labor involved in making tliom. Third, that a definite
sum, say 1^ per cent., bliould bo charged for taking quantities, and the copies to be
charged in addition. Fourth, responsibility to attach to taking of quantities DO
further than by virtue of gross negligence, the scale of remuneration not warranting
responpibility for more. Fifthly, in case an employer shall decline to go on with the
work after the estimates are obtained, he shall pay for the coats, andcharge copies
and quantities whether done b>^ the architect himself or the surveyor employed by
him. Sixth, that in all quantities it is desirable, whether expressly mentioned or
not, that a certain sum be put down for contingencies, at the option of the contractor
as to amount. Seventh, that tradesmen should be allowed at their oi)ticm to check
all quantities prior to signing thecontract, unless they are expressly guaranteed; and'
last, that it be incumbent to pay for the taking of quantities, one-half upon receiving
tiic first mstalinent of contract, the balance upon receipt of tho second."
Mr. KiLPiN thoui^ht that li per cent, would be rather too high a charge in the

case of large buildings ; but lh».^ su{^gc6tiou& >vUU'h Mr. Puvkworth had made wvrft.
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extremely valuable. H was hi^jhly desirable that the so-called Liverpool price- book
should be superseded by another of more recent date. He hoped a committee of the
Society would bo appointed to publish a new edition of the hook, or an entirely new
work, which would be of great value to builders, architects, surveyors, and the
public at larg-o.

Mr. I'lCTON paid a hij,'^h compliment to the interestintj^ nature of the paper, and
made two or three sufjtjestions in amendment of the details of measurement pro-
[lo^jcd by Mr. Duckworth. Contracts were not so new a;i some people believed, for
tliey foimd now in existence contracts for the execution of various Kinds and por-
tions of work entered inte in the llftcenth century ; so that whatever may have been
the practice in the middle of the hist century, it was clear that both before and after
that time contracts were made for tlie execution of works. The system of measure-
ments and quantities was in a much more eflicient state In London than in the
provinces, and he thouj^ht the best principle to adopt in Liverpool would be to accept
the metropolitan system, so that the whole mi^'-ht be uniform.

."Mr. John Hav could not see what earthly use they had for a price-book in Livcr-
pnol, andhe tliought therecouldbenodoubt but that the London system was infinitely
jjjeferable to the provincial raetliotl.

Mr. Nicoi- was of opinion that the quantities should be so carefully and accurately
drawn out that when they were placed before a contractor he should be able to frame
liis estimate without aeeinjjthe plans. The London plan was much superior to any-
tiling in the country, and if tliat system could be carried out in Liverpool it would be
:i L,Teat advanta;^e to all parties. He did not see any utility in a price-book, for he
ihou^ht that if a man was not able to sit down and make out his prices without refer-
( lire to a priec-book, he was not fit to !mve a job.
The Chairman pointed out somedefects in the London system, and expressed his

iijiiuion that its working would be much too expensive for cflicient and g^eueral adop-
tion in many provincial towns.
Mr. liouLT saw a great many advantages which would result from the publication

of a Liverpool price-book ; it would be of ^jreat use to stranfje professional ^rentlcmen
I "111 in;? to the town, and would be very useful as a standard ot^jirices for the settlc-
iiiiiit of disputed accounts, which very often occurred.

Jlr. Bennktt pointed ont the jjreat inconvenience and frequent pecuniary loss
which was entailed upon contractors in consequence ofthevag-uencss of specilications,
which were not fjenerally accompanied with the necessary details and plans. He
hoped the matter would not rest with the eveuin<,''s discussion, for there were abuses
connected with the relative position of architect and contractor which lie was quite
sure had only to be understood to meet with a speedy remedy. Speakin,sr of his own
particular branch of business, that of an ironfounder, he could say therc'wero epeci-
fuMtionsput into his hands almost daily upon which it was quite impossible to lix a
lair and just estimate. The errors which in consequence arose were very serious, and
very frequently caused actual loss upon the contract. For himself he could say, that
for some years past there had been a loss upon eight out of ten of the contracts which
Ik- accepted. He explained the causes of these losses, and pfave many instances in
which the lani^-uage of the specilications was inexplicably vague. The question was
one of so much importance to all tradesmen and architects and surveyors, that lie
hoped it would receive the attention of the society and that it would not be dropped
until a proper understanding- had been come to on all sides,
Mr. J t'-ML* said that contractors were bound by their tenders, and he did not sec

why the persons who drew up the quantities (upon which those tenders were based)
should not also be held responsible for their work. The gentleman who took the
<]n:intities should be equally responsible with tho contractor, who was at present
tiLd baud and foot, while no such liability rested upon the person who made the
.•]ii*cifieations.

On the motion of Mr. Weightman, the discussion was adjourned until thcnext
meeting' of the Society.

|rDrmlinr|.g of the Pehronoliiitii fonrd of Moj;Iis.—•

—

THE usual weekly meetine of this body was held on Friday, in the Council
Chamber, Guildhall; John Thwaites, Esq., the Cliairiiian, presiding.

Tlie easli statement sliowed a total general balance in favor of the Hoard of
£301,439 3s. 7d., and payments amounting, in the aggregate, to £5,788 lis. 8d.
were ordered to he made.

Thi; Main Drainage Conimittee presented a report to the Board, on tlie

sfttlenient hy arbitration of tlie cluiin of Air. Monk, lessee of land and premises at
NVoolwich, retpiired for main drainage ])ur|)oses; and recommending that tile soli-
citors he instructed to take the necessary ste|)s for completing the purchase, and that
clieques, as folhnvs, be drawn L— Mr. Monk, compensation £320; Mr. Norton,
arbitrator £10 10s.; Messrs. Church and Son, surveyors £8.—Agi-eed to.

Recommending, '•That applieatiou be made to the justices to appoint a sur-
veyor, under Sec. 85 of the Lands Clauses Act, to settle amount of compensation
to be paid to the trustees ol Mr. Harrington, for certain land abutting on Sun-
alley, Woolwich, required for main drainage purposes."—Agi'eed to.

"That cheques, as follows, be drawn :—Sir Richard Tu.'ton, freeholder, compen-
sation for land near Crossness Point, required for the Soutliem Outfall Sewer
£5,088; Jlr. Thomas Flint, tenant of the above property, compensation £140."

—

Agreed to.

" That the Haberdasher's Company be permitted to build over tlie line of the
Southern lligh-Level Sewers, on any portion of their Trust Estate at New Cross;
that when and where tlie Board may deem it necessary, the Board do construct
such works around the sewevs tor the foundations of the houses as may be
required for the protection of either, and that the Board do consult the wishes
"f the trustees with respect to the positions of the air shafts."—.\greed to.

" That so much of the cost of the works at the Earl Outlet, St. George's
Wharf, as relates to the construction of the brick and iron-pipe sewers, a tender
for wliieh, for the sum of £8,500, was accepted on Friday last, be charged to the
Main Drainage Kate; and that the cost of the engines, engine-house, pumps, &e.,
be paid by the several parishes, according to the actual benefit derived, on the
same principle as that adopted by the Board with respect to the re-apportionment
of the Rock Loan."—Agreed to.

Stating that, in the opinion of the Committee, the new line of street from Old
Street-road to Bethnal Green-road, proposed by Mr. Garland, is not one which
can be advantageously entertained by the Board.—Approved of.

Mr. Wuoi.itYCH, standing counsel to the Board, submitted a Bill for the
amendment of the Metropolis Local Management Act, which was ordered to be
taken into consideration on the second Friday in April.
The Board received a report from the Building Act and General Purposes

Committee, recommending—" That the application of Mr. T. Hofierton, for the
consent of the Board to the erection of a new front to the " Sussex Anns

"

public-house, Pluinstead-road, Plumstead, as shown upon the plan accompanying
the application, be granted."—.Vgreed to.

'"J'liaf the application of Mr. J. G. Bishop, for the consent of the Board to
the erection of two shops in the gardens of the houses, Nos. 1 and '2, Brunswick-
place, City-road, Shoreditch, as shown upon the plan accompanying the applica-
tion, be uot granted."—Agreed to.

"That the line of thoroughfare leadinj^ from Camden-rond to Talbot-road

,

Kentish-town, be callcil Torriano-avenue, and that the houses and building! be
renumbered consecutively, the odd nitmbeiij being assigned to those on the loutli
side, and the even numbers to those on the north side ; that such numbers do
commence at the end, next Camden-road, and that notice be served on the
respective occupiers accordingly."—Agreed to.

" That the name of Soiner's-place, Cambridge-S'iuarc, be afH.xcd to one of the
houses at each end of that locality."—.\grced to.

" That the application of Mr T. Elliott, for the consent of the Board to the
erection of a sliop on the forecourt of No. 5, Aston-place, Lower Holloway, be
gi-antcd, and that the resolution of the Board of the 22nd July, 1850, refusing
the application, be revoked."—Agreed to.

'"That the houses and buildings in Westbournc-park-road, Paddington, be re-
numbered consecutively, the odd nnnibei's being assigned to those on the south
side, and the even numbers to those on the north side ; that such numbers do
commence at the cast end, and that notice be served on the respective occupiers
accordingly."—Agreed to.

After the transaction of some business of a routine character, the Board
adjourned.

(JJorrcspoudcn^c.

BUILDING EXPENDITURE FOR THE ARMY AND NAVY.
Sib,—Your space is too valuable to be occupied'with merepersonal discussions,

and I shall not presume to encroach upon it to follow " E. C." in his obser-
vations beyond the points at issue. These are now reduced to four. The first is,

that fortifications are executed under the superintendence of the Civil Establish-
ment of the Royal Engineers. I am quite willing to accept " E. C.'s" assurance
that such is the rule at present ; and I shall feel much obliged if he will

inform me what are, then, the military duties of the Royal Engineers, and for

what they receive additional pay, amounting, under vote 2, to £.39,408 for

the cuiTent year. Secondly, I submit that the salaries of the Inspectors of
Fortifications ought to be included in the cost of superintendence, because they
do exercise a supervision, are responsible to the Commander-in-Chief, and
go annually on inspecting tours. If not, under what pretence do they draw
their salaries? And, I presume, Sir John Burgoyne will not have teen
flattered at being told he had nothing to do with the superintendence of fortifi-

cations.

With respect to the items for barrack -mastei's and whitewasliing, " E. C."
confounds them, whereas they are separate and distinct, and were referred to in
my last letter to oblige " E. C," who complained that in the article an
erroneous impression was conveyed by the omission of items in calculating the
percentage. It will be for your readers to decide whether or not it is right to

include these salaries in the percentage on the cost of repairs. But, even if to

suit " E. C's" peculiar views, we deduct them, that docs not mend the matter
much, for we shall still have £130,179 spent in salaries, while the works will

cost £1,400,0.50, or upwards of 9 per cent, upon outlay. The percentage will

liave to be further augrasnted when we learn for how much the purchase of land
figures in the vote for fortifications. I am, &c.,

The Writer of the Article.

DEODORISING.
Sir,—It seems a little out of your province to indulge your subscribers with

an article upon sewerage, but it is an object of immense public interest, and
demands attention from all.

You state that Dr. Parkins' estimates the yearly worth of London sewage at a
sum which would amount to £10,038,000, and that no one gainsays the existence

of this wealth. The only difficulty is to pet at it; which is, interest for per-
mission to prove it, and money to pay the expense, for "the way how to do it"

has been discovered, and is wellknown to the writer, who two years since offered to
prove it to the world at his own cost, in the largest and most oftensive sewer
under the control of the Metropolitan Board of Works. I undertake to deposit
the wealth held in suspension in sewerage ; deodorise and disinfect it, storing up
its fertilising ingredients tor the growth of vegetation as food for man and beast.

If a few enterprising gentlemen will furnish the necessary funds, and guarantee
a very small royalty, it shall be clearly demonstrated.
The Metropolitan Board of Works propose expending £20,000 of the rate-

payers' money, during the approaching summer, in perchloride of iron and lime
for deodorising purjjoscs in several sewers, which is tlirowiug money away, for it

will not prevent the poisonous exhalations of the Thames in warm weather,
arising from the accumulations of filth since last summer.

I am, &c.,

Charles F. Kirkman.
Palace New-road, Lambeth, 2Cth JIarch, 18G0.

THE LONDON SEWAGE, AND HOW TO USE IT PROFITABLY.
Sir,— Your leader article on "London Sewage" I have read with much

interest, in last week's BuiLuiNO News, and having devoted many years of
attention to the subject of removing the sewage from the north and soutli sides

of London by sewage tunnels, and at the same time forming an embankment wall
of protection on each side, from overflow of high tides, such as have lately

occurred, and caused a tremendous loss to wharfingers and others, I have,
therefore, again intruded upon your time and attention, as to whether an
" Englishman " and a " Practical Workman " as I am, may be allowed (instead

of a Dutchman) to suggest what may be done easily and cfiectually with the

wasted London sewage, which is now doing immense mischiefas a slow poison, but
which will increase in its effects daily as thedischargesbecomegrcaterfrom thesewers

into the Thames. The waste sewage of five million persons is now daily run into the

Thames from Oxford down to Greenwich, and this great accumulating mass of

filthy garbage is washed up and down the Thames every tide, and a large portion

is drunk by the London population—some portion of which water is filtered, but
a great quantity is used as it flows, with all its horrid impurities—and in the

neighbourhood "of Bcrmondscy and similar river-side localities, the drinking

water and cooking water is dipped out of the Thames, and used by those who
cannot get better ; the consequence is, that disease and squalid dirt and poverty

are generated in all directions in those places, and the sewage is really and
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actually recoiisumed by tlie ^inhabitants, instead of being couveyed oflf to the
country for agricultural purposes, and not allowed, as it now is, to poUute the
Thames, and poison all surrounding it.

I have closfly watched the varied points of data and information given from
time to time by the otiieers of the Metropolitan Sewer Commissions, and I see,

by extracts of sewage flowinjr into the Thames in the Metropolitan and City
districts in 18r)3-4, taken in dry weather at the discharge mouths of sewers, that
about oC million gallons flowed into the river in m hours from the north side, and
20 million gallons in "24 hours from the south side ; now, taking a fair calculation

for IStX)- 1 , allowing seven years of increasing population, and that many new
sewers have added increase discharges, I estimate that above 03 million gallons

of sewage, equal to 418,000 tons, arc daily discharged and wasted in tlie Thames.
Is not tliis fact perfectly monstrous, and apparently impossible 1 But so it is in

reality.

Now foi the removal and remedy. I have tried my best to get the right way
iatroduced of removing sewage by embankments and tunnel sewere underneath,
on each side the river—but these plans were rudely and unceremoniously upset,

for the Board of Works to get their pet plan introduced, and which the Lon-
doners w ill pay through the nose for, in more ways than one ; and in another ten

years my plans may possibly get recognised. I therefore propose another tem-
porary remedy to get rid of a portion of the sewage from the Thames and transfer

ft to a proper place to do good. I have, by proof of weigliing and measuring,
a36ertaiiiec that wnrf will absorb thick flowing sewage to one-third more of its

own weight, without incrcising in bulk of measurement ; consequently a barge con-
taining 1.'.0 tons ofsand will absorb50 tons ofsewage, which can easily be run through
hose pipe into the barge at low tide from the sewer mouths, and float ofTwhen charged
—this sand and sewage will then form a rich di-essiiig for clay or chalk lands; and
the same principle applies to filling barges laden with clay orcrushed chalk and sew-
age and spreading it on sandy soils. All tJmt is required in each case is deep plough-
ing, and good under-drains to the lands, to allow the sewage to filter through it,

and leave its virtues (equal to guano) in the soil. Thousands and tens of
thousands of acres, now useless lauds on our river banks and sea coasts, could
thus be made feeding or crop-growing lands. The experiment is a very simple
one to prove, if there is any man or men of capital or energy to try it; fori
despair of any gof d being edeeted by public companies, such as the Metropolitan
Boards, who will not be led or driven to do that which is right and consistent
with common sense reflections—the fact is " they don't know and won't be told."
The proving the efficacy of my suggestions as to removal, and discharge, and

spreading on the land, of a few barges of sewage for land-dressing, must neces-
sarily had to adoption ofa wholesale mode of removal of sewage by tunnels, pipes,

conducts, &c., for it would take upwards of 8,000 barges, holding 50 tons of
sewage each, to clear ofi'one day's discharge of sewage, and this in dry weather,
and irom the metropolis sewers only. The system is available for all towns and
cities situated on or near rivers and is open for any or all to try it.

I trust I have said enough to induce some persons or parties to try this simple

eofa working man, whose want of means and opportunities alone prevent
carrying his plans into work. The addenda of chemicals ofvarious scientific

men's suggestions, could also be easily introduced with the sewage mixings and
soils, and comparative results be obtained from each, definite and conclusive, for
inlbrmation of all. I am. Sec.,

W. Austin.^
THE SCIENCE OF SYMBOLISM IN ART.

Sir,—As the remarks made by Mr. J. W. Papworth, seeking to throw doubt
on tlie exactitude of the contents of my paper, read before the Institute of
British Architects, on the evening of the I'Jth March, have in part been printed
in the Building News, will you permit me to say a few words about them, as
at the time they were spoken I did not deem them worthy of notice, and only
oneeroee to contradict him, when [he had the candor to attirm, as I undcrstooil,
that all which I had advanced might be found in the " Anacalypsis," and that it

was from that source I had derived my materials. It was then only that I

thought it might be necessary to assure the meeting, through the President, that
the Institute were in no way indebted to Mr. Higgins for anything which they
had lieard from me that evening.
Mr. J. W. Papworth may, for all I know about him, be, in his own sphere, an

angel of light; but he certainly did not exhibit himself that evening in favor-
able colors, and might have passed for the very opposite of what he would
probably desire to lie taken for— a well-informed, well- intentioned, and modest
young man.

There were many subjects noticed in the paper on which Mr. Papworth was no
doubt quile competent to speak, and it is to be regretted that instead of offering
some professional remarks on these, he chose instead to attack my veracity and
truthiulness, and to drag down the "^Anacalypsis" wherewith to crush the author
at once, and show his own dexterity and gigantic strength in wielding so
ponderous a matter.

Persons who presume to speak on what they have not made especial subjects of
study, are not only not worth listening to, but, in fnct, have no right to be heard

.

Had Mr. J. \V. Papworth, who appears to be as innocent of all knowledge touch-
ing the ancient Egyptians as of tlie Indians, the Scandinavians, and Kelts, taken
the precaution, before he struck out into deep waters, to inform himself a little

better about them from gentlemen in the room, he might have spared himself an
exhibition which was at once, in my opinion, derogatory to the character of an
architect, unworthy of the occasion, and, I humbly venture to think, ungenerous
and unjust towards myself, v« ho had labored most assiduously to produce out of old
and well-worn materials something original and new, and from a chaos of mis-
shapen forms to draw forth in an orderly and methodical manner the elements of
a Dew science.

Your obedient servant,
Newington-butts, Surrey. 11. C. Barlow, M.D.

Bo'ness—The Town Hall.—A new and elegant tower, to ))c sur-
mounted with a clock and bell, is in course of erection in front of the Town Hall,
which will give an additional ornamental character to the town. This tower is

nnderstood, we believe, to commemorate the visit of the Duke and Duchess of
Hamilton to the port of Bo'ness in 18.'i7, and who, when waited upon, hand-
somely contributed £200 towards its erection. The building is of a square form,
and is to be 75 feet in height. The clock will have a face and indicators at the
four different sides, and will be lighted up with gas at night.

TENDERS SENT IN.
FaH IICADINGLV, LEEDS.

For tlirce houses at Far IlcaUiuglcy, Leeds, for G. Vevers, Esq.
architect.

Dif/qer^ Mason.
.lackman £1,009
Wood 903 7 ?
Whitoley 930
Nicholson and Son WO

Carpenter and Joiner,

Mr. G. Corson,

and Bricklayer.
Moxon £918 o
Ulingworth and Watson 889 13 11
Simpson and Sou* 813 18 1

Thorp £f)99
Kiley and Son 595 10
Tomliuson 3M
Waiuwright 570 12
Ithodcs * 5ftj

Uerry 51u 5

.£67 15

Nicholson and Sou £080
llobsou 679
Kirk 030
Wiuu and Fawson 019
liritton COS
lieckwith 601)

Slater.
William Fycock £79 7 |

William Watson*
Ptumber and (Harder.

liraitliwaite and Myers £117 12 I Webster and Sons £109 19
Hall 110

I

Storey • lOi
PUisterer.

Senior £l.'i6 10 I ISrantou £124
Barker 129 17

|
Garlick 123 3 10

Procter 123
I
Wilson and Son* 119 10

Painters.
Kdwin Smith £S0 I Wood and Son £48
Swithenbank 74 2 3 Kershaw * 40
Barker 59 13 0|
The tenders marked * were accepted, subject to alterations in the plans, which

reduces the total amount to £1,581 17s. lOd.

Skirlalgh.
For Skirlaugh National Schools, and Master's and Mistress's House.

Hall, Hull £849 9 I George Ilebb, Leven £729
Charles Hutchinson, Hull 750 Thomas Eeles, Hull 665
Kobcrt Frow, Hull 739 5 | Isaac Reynark, Skirlaugh ... . 024

Chelsea.
For tlie alterations, &c., at Chelsca^Workbouse. G. Handford, Esq., architect.

Quantities supplied.
J. andC. W. 'todd £2,297
Kudkin 2,105
G. Smith 2,103
Godbolt 2,158

G. Todd, Jun 2,143
McLennan and Bird 2,122
Adamson and Sons 1,931

OSCOTT, NEAR BlRMlXGnAil.
For the construction of the new academic buildings, at St. Mary's College,

Oscott, near Birmingham, E. Welby Pugiu, architect. The quantities supplied by Mr.
Slarples.
Gascogne £1,240 1 Smith £999
Hordwrite 1,050 { Branson and Guigther 990

Ramsgate.
For new buildings at St. Augustine's. Ramsgate, E. Welby Pugin, architect.

(Quantities supplied by Mr. Maples.
Walton £.3,900 [ Brown £3,080
Smith 3,840

I

For Abingdon cemetery.

John Chestorman
Orton anil I'hild
Jamos Thonia.s
William Bowler
"William Walters
Thomas Bcekenscl! .

VouiiLt and (Jo

S. ami s. Orchard . .

.

Hkh.ird Drew
William Dalrj-mple .

"William Kimlier
"Williams and Blvcu

.

Itandalland Co
Henudcwlez and Co..
Frank Copeland
('harles Grafton
Hill and .Smith
William Shaw
Thomas Jones

Abingdon.
Poulton and Woodman, Reading, architects.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Chapels Railing; Totals for

and Boundary Laying and Noe.
lodffe. walla. out. gates. 1,2,3.
£ B. (1. .e s. d, £ s. d. .£ N. d. £ I, d.

1,48) 10 10 501 5 2 114 2 C 37 1 9
1,3M 425 200 75
1,420 403 187 10 71

1,360
1,310

512 1
249
5.Wi

3S8

2,084
2,075 2 »
1,090 Of

170 18
100
91
85
83 10
77

1,170 12
« The two last accepted, t For 1, 2, 3, 4,

Spring Grove Estate, Middlesex.
For plasterers' work to two villas ou the Spring-grove Estate, Middlesex. Mr.

T. Page, architect.
Arnold £803 12 6 I Taylor £568 10
Hawkins 080 14 4 Lewis and Thomas 404
Traoey 574 | RIandon 340

For one villa only.
Pcttifcr £420 0|Bas8 £384 5 4

HoLBOBN Union.
For supply of timber.
12-fect pine plank 3 cuts
12-feet 1-inch deals white is.

12-feet 3-ineh deals Os.

12,|- feet 1-inch deals yellow Is.

12-feet 1-iuch deals , Is.

Very best yellow deals, 1 inch Is.

. Ditto white Is.
• Accepted.

Crowe.
5s. Od.
Is. 2d.

03. lid.
Is. 2d.

Od.

lOd.
5d.

Putney.*
4s. 9d.
l8. 2d.

Is. 2d.

8d.

8d.

1, Dane'i

WlSIBLEDO.V.
For erecting and finishing a dwelUng-liouse at Wimbledon. Mr. B. A. C. Beniag.l"—'i-inn. Strand, architect. Quantities sui)plied.

If out' House only is

erected.

Hammon £1,910
Turner and Sons 1,803
^larsland and Son 1,745
Macey 1,054
Downs l.ftiO

Brown and Robinson * 1,507
* Accepted.

If two Houses are
erected.

3.800
3,360
3,395
.3,'278

3,180

3,147
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Camdkn Town.
I'or W«rcliou«e at Camdcn-town, for Messrs. C. Gooilall and Son, Mr. Tlionms jr.

1,'ickman, nrcliitcct, M, Kcppcl-strcct, W.C. Quantitioa supplied by Mr. Arlliur
t ;itcs.

.liuikson and Slmw £1,.W,') \ McLennan and Kird £l,'tlo
i:vaiis IJrolliir.s I,:!r5 K. BatU-rbury 1,335
I irowne and KobiuBou 1,347 (

-e-

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CEMKTEUY.

A i.i>EiisnoT.—For plans, spooilications, and estimates for levelling; and draining tlic
proposed cemetery, the ereetion of a wall on three sides thereof, a dwarf wall oud
iron rniling in front, and chapels and sexton's lodffe. The surveyor whose plan,
Ac, may be adopted will be paid a fee of twenty guineas for the same, but the
Hoard do not bind themselves to accept any one of the plans that may be submitted.
I'laus addressed to Mr, Murless. clerk to the Burial Jloard (of whom further
information may be obtained), Aldersliot, to be sent on or before 11 a.m., April 4.

UOU.SES OF TAULIAMENT.
Svnjfr.v, New South Walks.—For designs for New Houses of I'arliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of (ireat Britaiu, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. .£0(10 will be awarded for the approved design, and jESOO
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under scaled covers,
addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs.
William L. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon-street, E. V. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Goveniment), for transmission to the colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Jlr. Wcale. ."ill,

High Holborn, and of 5Ir. Alexander Hill, Edmburgh ; Mr. H. Campbell
Argylc-strect, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodgesand Smith, Dublin, Messrs. I'liilip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
photographic views of the localitv may be seen. Mr. Wealo will give such
cxphiuations as may bo desired of him by personal application or by post.
Dosigus to January 1, 18B1.

MONUMENT.
BERLra.—For a monument to be raised at lierlin in honor of Frederick William HI.
The statue is to equestrian, in lieight and dimensions after the model ot the cele-
brated monument by Itaucli of Frederick the Great, a copy of wliich, on a reduced
scale, is in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham. The site chosen is between the Koyal
Palace and the Museum. Sculptors of all nations are invited to send designs and
particulars as to measurement, &c., may be had by applying to the Prussian
Minister of Church and Educational affairs. Designs to December 15, I860.

SAVINGS' BANK.
LocGUBOROLOii.—For plans for anew building, including a bank-room, waiting-
room, and suitable accommodation for resident housekeeper, at an expense not ex-
uding £40(1, exclusive of materials now on the site, for the Loughborough Savings
Bank. A ground plan of the site may be seen, and further particulars had at the
present bauk. Plans to be sent to the Secretary.ou or before April 7.

VESTItY HALL.
en. James's, Wcstminster.—For an elevation for the proposed new vestry hall
and offices, in Piccadilly, near St. James's Church. The following premiums will
be awarded. For t lie design selected for execution £13 15s., for the second best
design £'> Js., both drawings to become the property of the Vestry. The remainder
Will DC returned to the competitors. The drawings to be marked with a motto or
device, in the usual manner, with the name and address of the architect enclosed in
8 sealed envelope. Full particulars ni.iy be obtained by application, personally or
by letter, to Mr. Howell, Vestry Otflccs, 14, Marshall-street, Golden-squarc. The
successful competitor will not be employed in superintending the erection of the
Iniilding. The drawings must be delivered at the Vestry Offices, on or before April
14. (See advertisement.)

teNMAM.—For plans and general specifications for a workhouse, to be erected on
land near I'enmam, and to contain 30 persons. Information as to the rooms and
4»fficcs retpiired, so as to insure proper classification, ,and a plan of the site may be
obtained, and other particulars on application to the Clerk of the Union. The
whole to be done in a plain, substantial manner, and the maximum sum to be ex-
wended is £1,800. The architect producing the best plan in the estimation of the
Board will, subject to the approval of the Poor Law Board being obtained to such
rtan, be employed at a sum not exceeding 3 per cent, on the outlay. The Board of
Guardians will adjudicate on the 8th of Jlay. Plans to May 1.

SEDCEFtELi>, Dl'kiiam.— For plans and specifications for a workhouse to be erected
on land at Sedgelield, and to contain 00 persons. Information as to the rooms and
offices required, to ensure proper classification, and a plan of the site may be ob-
tained, and all particulars known on application to the Clerk of the Union, at his
Offices in the City of Durham, The whole to be done in a plain, substantial man-
tier. The maximum sum proposed to be expended on the buildiu"; is £1,500. The
architect producing the best plan in the estimation of the Board will, subject to
the approval of the I'oor Law Board being obtained to such plan, be employed at
a Bum not exceeding 5 per cent., on the sum of £1,500, notwithstanding a greater
outlay mav be incurred or expended on the buildings. The plans to be sent to the
Clerk, addressed to him .at Sedglield. The Board of Guardians will adjudicate on
the l-lth dav of April. Plans to April li.

^
COMPETITION A'WARDED.

llr. Kirk, of ntiddersfield, has been awarded the firit premium in the competition
OT the proposed new workhou.se, Llauhousc, near lludderslield, and 3Ir. Littlcwood,
of Uancbester, the second premium.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASSIZE COUIITS.

Manche«tj:r.—For the erection of the Manchester Assize Courts (the wliole of the
buildings), with the exception of the foundations already executed. Plans, &c.,
and bills of quantities, at the Office of Jlr. Thomas Taylor, surveyor. No. 10:^,

Cross-street, .Manchester, on and after April 14th. The magistrates reserve to
themselves the right of rtgecting the whole or any of the teuders.Tendera to
May 1. (See advertisement.)

ASYLUM.
WAKrFiELD.—For the building of a lavatory and entrance lodge, at the West Y'ork
Asylum, Wakefield. Plans at the Asylum, from the '<;8th March, to the 7tli April.
No date specified.

BEACONS.
CaooKiiAVEN, County of Cork.—Fortlie erection of a Ijeacon on the Alderman
rocks, on the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven. The beacon to be of
cast-iron ca^^iiig filled with masonry. I*lans, Ac, between 11 and ;{ each day, at the
Ballast Office, l>ublin, or at the Crookhaven lighthouse, Itock Island, where also
may be had printed forms of tender. I'roposals to be sent through post. Tenders
to April IS).

Sligo Hay.—For the erection of a wrought-iron pillar beacon on the Wheat or
Wluaten liock. off Kalily I'oint, in Sligo Bay. Forms of tender on application
txfwi en 11 and :i each day, at the Ballastdfflce, Dublin, or atthc South lighthouse,
* Oyster Island, opposite to Kosse's I'oint, Sligo Harbour. Proposals to be sent
through post. Tenders to April yf».

CEMETEUIES.
Lttoxeter, St.vffordsiiire.—For the necessary works required in tlie erection of
two chapels, lodge, and entrance gateway, &c., at the intended cemetery. Draw-

ings, Sic, and conditions of contract at the offices of Jlr. Henjamin Wilson, anbi-
fect. VI, Cornmarket, Derby, from Thursday, the :£;nd dav of March, to Monday,
the 7tli day of .\pril next. Hills of quantities mav be obtained of the architect on
and after the ^'.ind inst., on payment of ten Bbilling.s, wliich will be returned to
jiartics teudering. Tonders (on printed forms) to before 4 o'clock, April 7.W ALLiNOFonn, Berks.— For the erection of two mortuary chapels, lodge, entrance-
gates, boundary fences, and for the formation of roads and paths on the site of the
cemetery. Plans, Ac, at the office of the Clerk to the Burial Itoard, Walllngford,
between the hours of ten and five. Further information, and bills of quantltica,
on application to Jlessrs. Poullon and ^Voodinnn, architects, Heading. Tenders are
to be ])repare<l and delivered separately as follows ;

—

Contract No. I.—For erection of elmpels and lodge entrance.
y.—I'or boundary walls.
3.—For the formation of roads and paths.
4.—Iron gates and railing.

Contraclors may tender for more than one of the divisions. Tenders to be sealed
and separately endorsed. Tender No. I, ti. 3, or 4. Tenders to April 10.

CHAPELS.
Bati.ey, neah I)r.w.sBLnv, Yorkshire.—For the building of a Weslcyan chapel,

at Batley, near Dewsbury. Plans, &c., at the present chapel at Batley,on Mondav,
April :.'ud, and to Wednesday, April lltli. No date specified.

Cmfton, near liRiHTOL.—For erecting the intended Chapel-of-Ease, at Clifton.
Drawings, &c., at Messrs. Pope aud llindun's ofUces, Guildhall cliainbers Bristol.
No date spccitied.

CHURCHES.
Norton Surcourse, Norfolk.—F'or re-covering the roof of the parish church, at
Norton ;..SubcourBe. The materials to be used; either the best green slate or
Staffordshire tiles. Tenders to be sent into the Churchwardens of the above named
parish to April 10.

St. Albans.— For the proposed alterations at St. I*eter"s, St. Albans. Drawinga,
&c., and conditions of contract, at the Office of Mr. Hill, architect, St. Albaus.
Tenders to April 11. (See advertisement).

St. Luke's, Chelsea.—For the repairs of St, Luke's Church, Chelsea. Specifica-
tions at the Vestry on Monday, April :!, between 10 and 1 o'clock, when Mr. H.
Burnell, architect, will attend' to furiiisii any information that may be required.
Tenders to April 14.

SuNDERL.VND.-For the erection of St. Patrick's new Catholic church, Sunderland.
Plans, &c., at the Ollicc of Mr. James (.'illes Browu, architect, aO, Bridge-street,
Sunderland. Tenders to six p.m. April \'i.

TowiE BY Alford, Abehdeenshire, Scotland.—For the masons', carpenters',
slaters', and plasterers' work of a free manse and offices, to be built at the
free church, at Towie. Plans, &c., at the said church until April 0. Tenders to
April 0.

DRAINAGE.
Romford.—For the drainage of the town of Komford, the construction of sewafje

tanks, the improvement of the river Itoin, and other works connected therewith.
Drawings, *tc., and form of tender, and schedules of quantities on payment of one
guinea, on application at :i5. Great George-street. Westminster, the Offices of Mr.W . Edward Gotto, Engineer to the Local Board of Health, on aud after April 3rd,
between the hours of 10 aud 4. Tenders to 4 o'clock, April 10. (See advertise-
ment).

ENGINE HOUSE, .to.

West Mills, JIirfield, Y'ohksiiire.—For the erection of an enginc-hoase, boiler
'

house, and chimuoy, at West Blills. Plans, .tc, until April 5, at the Offices of
Messrs. Gates, architects, George-street, Chambers, Halifax, by whom bills of
quantities will be furnished if desired. Tenders to April 0.

HARBOUR.
Renfrew, Scotland.—For deepening the harbours of Renfrew, Specifications, Ac,
on application to the master of the works. Tenders to April 15.

HOUSES.
Cattlstock Lodge, I'arisii or CAttistock, Dorsetshire.—For the perform-
ance of alterations and erection at Caltistock-lodge. Plans, &c., on the premises,
and further particulars on application Xm Messrs. Riccard and Sons, solicitors
Southampton, Devon. Tenders to April 13.

C.VVERSHAM, OxoN.—For the ereetion of a dwelling-house, school, and out-offices

(Caversham Hall School) at Caversbam. Plans, itc, and lithographed copies of
quantities at the Offices of Messrs. Ilaslain and Buckland, land agents aud sur-.

veyors, 17, Friar-street, Reading, and 88, Cannon-street, West, City. Tenders to
April 7.

LiNCLUDEN M.\iN.s, Du.MFUiEsiiiRE.—For the mason, carpenter, and other works
required in making an addition to a dwelling-house .at Llncluden Mains. Plans,
&c., at the Oflice 01 Alexander Crombie, architect, who will receive estimates till

April 11.

DuNcow, DuMFRiESHiRE, SCOTLAND.—For tlic Various works required in the erec-
tion of a raausion house for .Tames Heron, Esq., of Dnncow. Plans, &c., at the
office of Alexander Crombie, architect. High-street, Dumfries. Tenders either
for the whole in one sum or separately to April 4.

G0.SF0RTH, CuMBERL.\Ni>.—For the building of a house .at Gosforth (to be let by
private treaty). Tlie mason, joiner, and jifastcr work will either be let together or
separate. Plans, &c., at the Post-office, Gosforth, on and after April 2. Tenders
to April 10.

MAIX.S or Hills, P.vrish of Lochrctton, Du.mfrie.shibe.—For the erection
of a new farm-house, on Plains of Hills, in the parish of Loehrutton. Plans, &c.,
in the bands of 31r. Dickson, tliere. Tenders to April 10.

Mllwood near Fuhness Abbey, Lancashire.— For the erection of a residence
bouse and otiiees, together with a lodge and stabling. Plans, &c.. at the office of
Edward Wadliam, Lsq., Ulverstone. Particulars and quantities on application to
l^Ir. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford. Time for sending in tenders, agree-
ably to the form supplied, extended to 4 o'clock, April 7.

Sc.vRBOROUGii, Yorkshire.—For a villa proposed to be erected on the South ClifT,

.Scarborough. Drawings, .tc, and bills of qu.antif ies, at the Offices of Messrs. John
Edward and .1. I). Gates, architects, 4'i, Monkgate, Y'ork, on and after April 2.

Tenders to April 7.

Salford.—For the ereetion of three shops, in Greengate, .Saltord. Plans, &c., at
the Office of John Artingstall, architect and surveyor, 21, Old Uilgate-street, Man-
chester. Tenders to April 11.

HOSPITAL.
Starleton, ne.vr Bristol.—For the whole of the \vorks required in making
certain alterations and additions to Colson's Hospital, at Stapleton. Drawings, &c.,

with form of contract, at the offices of Messrs. Forster and Wood, 0, Park-street,
Bristol, between the hours of ten aud five, from the 20tb March to April 7th.

Copies of spccitications and contract may be obtained ofthe architects, on payment
of 2s. Od. each copy, also printed forms of copy. Tenders to April 7. (See advertise-
ment.)

RAILWAY.
Cockermouth .\nd Workington.— For the erection of a bridge, Ac, over the

river Marron, upon the line of railway between Cockermouth and Workington.
I'lans, &c., and conditions of contract at the Itailway Office, Cockermouth. No date
specified.

Whitehaven Junction.—For widening the existing line of railway between
\Vhitellaven and Harrington, a distance of about four miles. Plana, &c., at the

Company's Oll'ices, Brousty station, Wbiteliaven. Tenders to April 0..

REtT( IKIES.
I'AKEFiELD, NEAR LOWESTOFT, SUFFOLK.— For erecting a rectory-house at Pake-

field near Lowestoft, Suffolk. Also for a dwelling and offices on the Town Close
Estate. Norwich. Plans, .kc. at the offices of Messrs. Bcnest and Newson, archi-

tects, Bauk Chambers, Norwich. (No date specified.)
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SnALDEN Nr^\H ALTON, HANTS.—FoT the trcction of a rcctory-lioiise at Shalden.
Drawings, ic, at the old rcctory-houae. Tenders to April D.

SCHOOLS.
Barbt, Leicestershire.— For the building of a national school at Uarby, Parties
desirous of estimatintj^ are requesteil to send tlieir names to ilessrs. Bellamy and
Hardy, architects and surveyors, •,»>, liroadgale, Lincoln, alter which due notice
will be giveu of, when drawings will be readv for inspection.

SEWKUAGlC, Ac.
Bbadfobd.-For the seweringr, levellingr, paving, linirgiiis-. cliannelliiip, and com-
pleting a portion of Mili-strcet. rlans, sections, Ac, at t lie Otliees of Mr. E. J.
Lawton, survcvor to the Board ol Health, 13, Cooper-street, Manchester. Tenders
to April 4.

Bbibtol.—For laying down, constructing, and completely furnishing certain intended
brick sewers in the "St. I'hilip's Sewer IMstiict," about 3,iff4 yards in lengtli.

Plans, &e.. nt the liflices of the Local Board of Health, l.l. Prince-street, Bristol.

Further information bv personal iippliealion or by letter (pre-paid), to Sir. Fre-
derick Aslimead, t'.K.,'surTeyor to the Local Board of Health. Tenders to tw^elve

o'clock April fi.

PADDINGTON.-For the execution of the day and jobbing works of every kind re-

ouired to be performed in constructing, altering, rebuilding, or clearing sewers,
drain pullies, water-closets, privies, &c., within tlie Parish of Paddington. Specifi-

cations, &e., on payment of 58. per copy, and other particulars on application to

Mr. Jlcrn-, surveyor, at the Wstry Hall, Harrow-road, between the hours of 10

and 1-', uiitil the 2ud day of .\nrii. Tenders to April 3. (See advertisement).
Sleafohd.— For providing and laving down certain sewage drains in tile parish of
New Sleaford. Plans, Ac., on application to Mr. W. H. Knight, Surveyor to the
Board, of whom information may be obtained. Tenders on printed forms not later
than U o'clock a.m., April ~. (See advertisement).

SUPPLY, Ac.
d-iFFE, Chalk and Denton, Higiiaji Abbey, Ac, Kent.—For the supply of

good rag-stone, free from hassock, for the several levels extending from Giaves-
cnd-bridge to Sheerness, and thence along the river Medway to Pensliur.'^tin Kent,
and for the supply of large block stones of two-hundred weigiit or upwards each
stone. Tenders will be received by the Commissioners of Sewers for the above
limits, at the Crown lun, Kochester, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, April 11. Ten-
ders for supplying large chalk in the same levels, will be received at the same timo
and place.

TEMPERANCK HALL.
Tredegar, Monmoothshire.—For the erection of the Temperanee-hall, Tredegar.
Plans, Ac, at the Fngineer's OiTice, Tredegar Iron Works. Tenders to April 17.

WATEKWORKS.
Leeds.—For the construction of about two acres of filter beds, wifh.culverts, shafts,
Ac, at the Westwood reservoir, in the townsliip of Headingly. Plans, &c., at the
Office of Mr. Edward Filliter, C. E., Borough Surveyor, Town-hall, Leeds. Tenders
to April It^.

"West Melton.—For complete house services, including excavating the ground
tapping mains, providing, laying, and fi.ving lead piping, stop and bib cocks, ftrruies,
and other fitting required by Ihem for supplying water to West Slelton and Watii.
Specifications may be inspected at the company's office, in West Melton ; also at
the office of Mr. J. McLandaborough, civil engineer, 2.1 and 'M, Qucensgate, Brad-
ford, from whom printed forms of tender and any further particulars may bo
obtained. Tenders to April 3.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Recorded to March 28.

Messrs. Calvert and Light, for " Improvements in portable buildings and
structures."
Mr. )Iathew Craufurd,of Kinson Clay I'ofteries, for near Poole, "Improvements

in blocks or bricks for building purposes."
Mr. Joseph Mitchell, of Sheifield, for an ** Improvement in pullics and apparatus

for raising and lowering window blinds and other articles mounted upon rollers, and
retaining them in a given position."

Grants.
Mr. .Tames Arnot, of Birmingham, "A now or improved spindle for door and

other knobs."—Protection six months.
Mr. Charles Batiste, of Toulouse, in the Empire of Fr.ince, "An improved wood

groovlngmachinc."— Protection six mouths.
Mr. AureliuB Bruce Mitchell, of Birmingliam, " An improvement in ornamenting

brass knobs for doors, drawers, and for other like purposes."— Letters patent,
Mr. .Joseph Randall I'almer, of Xewport-cottnge, Old Ford, How, " Improvements

in the manufacture of paints and vaniisbes, and also in the manufacture of lacquers,
japans, and blacking."-Dated 10th October, 18.5'J.- Letters patent.

Notices to Proceed.
M. Charles Batiste, of Toulouse, in the Empire of France, " An improved wood

grooving machine."
M. Fran?ois Coignet, of No. .IS, Boulevard St. Martin, at Paris, " Improvements in

the manufacture of bCton or composition applicable for purposes of covering tiuilding
and construction, and for various uses .':s artificial stone."
_

3Ir. Robert 3[ushet, of Coleford, Gloucester, " An improvement or improvements
in the manufacture of iron and steel."
Mr. .lames Ward, truss maker, and Mr. Henry Burman, brick maker, both of

Stratford-on-Avon, "Improvements in machinery for making bricks and tiles, and
for moulding peat and plastic substances."
Mr. William Whittle, of Smethwick, near Birmingham, " Improvements in the

mannfacturc of nails, and in machinery to be used iu ilic said manufacture. "

Foreign Patents.
Mr. Benjamin F Barker, of Belfast, Me., Isaac F. Harker, of Jlontville, Me., for an

" Improved machine for sawing veneers, spirally from the log."
Mr. William Cbadwick, of Bury, England, assignor to himselfand William GrifTitlis,

of Philadelphia, Pa., for an "Iroiirovement in ventilators."—Patented iu England,
May ». IS-ls.

' "

Mr. T. .J. GifTord, of Salem, Mass., for an "Improvement in securing scaffolding
brackets to buildings."

''

Mr. Levi Heywood, of Gardner, Mass., for an " Improved chainfor timber-bending
machines." "

Mr. Edward Mattocks, of Lyndon, Vt., for an " Improvement in shutter operator."
Mr. William H. Sherwood, of Greenwich, Coun., for an "Improved composition for

artificial atone."

SpECIPCATIONS PtIBI.I8IIF.D DURING THE WEEK.
No. 188S, price 3d.. Constructing buildings with fire-proof shafts or passages.
No. 1893, price led.. Cement and lime kilns or furnaces.
No. PJO.'), price Is. «d., Manufacture of bricks tiles, Ac.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
(From the Zoni/OM Gasrlte.y

Lawton^ J., balldcr, Edhibttrfli; to mtet Mftrch 30, ut two, wiihm StcrenBon's Roomp, Edinburgh,

DIVIDENDS DECLAUED.
Brown, R, J, timbtr mercbant, SunderlBud ; ]. 9(J. in the pound, on fiiruri'iiy. Mnrch 31, or any
«b«e4)aent (^atitrd«f , bctwcra 1 1 nod 3, at the Office of Mr, Bnker, Newca»tlr-upon-Tyne.

£4vard», C., bnildcr, Otnnb, aiamvrgBMbirc j M, in tbv jKmnd, oa Wedntradajr, April 4, or any aubM-

qiient Wednesday, at the Office of Mr. Millvr, Dristot,

Foirhall, T. H., iind Biiter, W., Jun., iniuni-iicvrs, London-road, Southwnrk; 2s. in the noun d, nay
Tuesday, between eleven nnd two, ul the Ortice of Mr, Pennell, Guildhall-chaml»-r«, Basiofe'half.

Gill, E., brick mnnufncturer, BlrtcltbHiilts : 15 16d. in the pound, iiny Saturday between el«r»u and three,

Ht the Office of Mr. Uaker, Newcoslle-upon-Tyne.
Heard, W, ironmonger, Bristol ; 'is. 6d. in the pound, on April 4, or any Bubscquent Wedneaday, between
eleven nnd one, nt t)ie Office of Mr. Miller, Bristol.

IIin(URuj.'b, Marv, Hud De Neuumn, A. F., limber merchants, Nrwcnstle-upon-Tyne; 6|d. in tlie pound,
any Sut.irdny, between eleven nr,d three, nt the Office of Mr. Baker, XewcHstle-upon-Tyne.

Motley, T., Hnrdy, I„ and Ilenrd, W., iruumonperB, Bristol j lid. in the pound, on Wednesday, April 4,

or any subsequent Wcdnesdny, between eleven nnd one, at the Odice of Mr: Miller, BriRtol.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Cobhara, G. F., carpenter, Milton-next-Oravesend, April IS, Court, BasinRhRll-Btreet.

Kaston, J., builder, Claphnm-road-place, Afril 13, Ciurt, Itusinirhnll-fitrett,

Mellur nnd Terrtts, joiners, ManchiHier, April 2i^, Court, Mnnclu-ster.
Penrce, B. W., builder, Cainden-town, A|>iil 14, Cour', Banin^chall-Btrcct.

Tnylor, J., builder, Sunbury, April 16, Court, Bnsinyhall street.

CERTIFICATES GRANTED.
Cottrell, II , elue manufacturer, Bristol, first cloas.

Ilicksoii, J., irunmon^^er, Sheffield, second chiss.

CERTIFICATES fo hegranted unless came he shmcnfor r(i/\t8al on the day appoinUth
Fran cis, T., pliisterer, Islinfrton, April 18, Cunrt, BusineliRll-striet,

jRcksin, T., contractor, Cuiinoii-Blreet, Court, liHSinBhnll-ttreet.

Litmpnra, S , plumber, Portsea. April IH, Court, Basinf^ball-street.

Miirbhftll, T , boilder, Plymouth, April 2a,at Athenreum, Plymouth.
Nnsh, f)., bncklrtyer, Lei(fhton Bucxiird, April 18, Court, Basinnhnll-atrcet-
I'nderwood, T.. jun., ironmonger, Cardiff, April 21, Court, Bristol.

Walls, W., huiltfiT, Soutbum, April 23, Court, Birminirhnm.
White, I., ironmonger, Bijfj^leswade, April 18, Court, Basing hnll-Btreet.

INSOLVENTS.
Croft. Genrcv, builder, Hove, Sussex, nt Lewe^, April 10.

(iriffiths, Willinm. jdumber, Newcastle-umler-Lyme. Stufford^bire, at Stafford, April 10.

GuUick, WilUtim jnmes, builder, Landport, Hnmi>shire, ut Winchester, April 12.

Pruvis, Jnmes, ironmonger, Sniiit Dav, Cornwull, at Bodmin, April 12.

Scatlerffood, John, builder, Sneiuton Isiements, Nottinghamshire, at Nottingham, April 16.

DISSOLUTION OF rAllTNERSHIPS.
D*(Ty nnd Rob, rt,, plasterer,, Liverj>ooI.

Frost, H. 8. snd T., jtracticsl enffineers, St. MArtiD's-lane.
Hilton and Fowden, timfier dealers, Ardwick.
Jenkiuson, W., Jun., «ind J., joiner,, E^remont, Cumberland.
M'llivruith and Nichol, builders, Piralico.

Wright and Brocklebnuk, builders and joiners, Oxton, Cheshire.

OBITUARY.
Baxter—On 20th inst., at Combe, Mr. WiUinm Baxter, mason, aged 46.
Cotterell—On 24th ini-t., Edmund l^otterell, Esq., sculiitor.

Dnnn—On 10th iiist , at Barton, Mr. William Daiin, brickmaker, aged 35.

Gnndell- Ou 24th inst., Mr. John Gandell, iron merchant, of Clemcnt's-lane, E C, and of Belgate,
aged 74.

Goslin—On 25th inst., at BunhiU-row, Finsbury, Hr. James Goslin, carpenters', aud founders' pattern
msker, aged 71

.

Gnmmoe—At St. Austell, nAer a short illoees, Mr. John James Gommoe,land surveyor, aged 42.

Hoivlet—On lilth inst., nt Bewlev, Mr. Henry Howlet, plasterer, uged 22.
James—On 20th inst.,nt Ashford, Mr. E<iivaril James, mason, aged 31.
Lugar—On 2lBt inst., at 36, Bloane-strcet, Mrs. Susanna Lugnr, window of the late Robert Lugar, Esq.,

architect.
Williamson—On 2l8t inst., at Barrow, Mr. Joseph Williamson, joiner, aged 42.

Wilson—On ISth inst., at Cradley Mr, Darid Wilson, carpenter, aged 24.

New Bill on the Supply of Gas in the Metropolis.—The Bill in the
Commons for better regulating the supply of gas to tlie metropolis was issued on
Tuesday- It contains fifty sections, and was prepared and brought in by Sir
Jolin Shelley, Mr. Jolin Locke, and Mr. Byn^. Several companies liave agreed,
as far as possible, for eacli one to confine its supply to a separate district, in

order to economise capital and avoid the too frequent opening of the public
streets; and it is necessary that such districting should receive the sanction of
Parliament, and it is declared to be expedient that provision be made for the due
regulation of all companies and persons supplying gas within the metropolis
with respect to matters in wliicli the consumers of gas are interested. After 8
variety of general directions, the Bill proposes to enact that gas companies
shouUI provide pipes and supply gas nnd meters at prescribed rents, and, if neces-
sary, security is to be given to the companies. In case of differences as to the
security, the matter is fo be settled by police magistrates. Service-pipes are to

be fully charged witli gas. A pressure of not less tlian ten-tenths, or one inch
head of water, is to be maintained at all times on the service-pipes of the gas
companies witliin the premises of the consumer. The "rents" are regulated by
prices—for a two-liglit meter 28. Gd. a-year is to be charged, and 4s. for a three-
light meter, and so on.

Another Second Conviction under the Smohe Act.—!Mr. William
Miller, a sugar refiner in Battersea-fields, was summoned before Mr. Ingham,
at the Wandsworth Police-court, for not using the best practical means for con-
suming the smoke of his furnaces. Evidence of the smoke was given by Police-
constable C:ole and Mr. VV. Sandison, the Government engineer, who stated that
the only alterations the defendant bad made to the furnaces since tlie first in«
spection was a few holes in tlie doors. That was not the best practical way of
consuming the smoke, fur tlie stoker even told him that he could not prevent the
smoke unless he opened the doors for a draught, and then the lieat which they
required became deadened. Mr. A. Taylor, tlie chief clerk, proved a former con-
viction against the defendant, nnd said that on the 17th of October, 1869, he
was fined £5 and 2s. costs. A gentleman attended for the defendant, and saiti the
answer to the case was that a great deal bad been done to tlie furnaces, and that
a lar^e sura of money had been expended in adopting and carrying out the
experiments. He also said that under any circumstances tliey could not prevent
tbe emission of some smoke. The defendant's foreman was then called, and stated
that several alterations had been made, but none had been found etilctual, and
they had now adopted the practice of using the Wel.sh coal, which made no
smoke. Mr. Ingham inquired of the witness if the Wel.sh coal proved an effectual

remedy. The witness said it did, although it was at a greater expense, for the
coals were dearer. Mr. Ingham said the Act of Parliament did not refer to the
expense, but to the best practical means. He tliought the .foreman's evidence
was conclusive against the defendant, for he had proved that tlie smoke can be
effectually put a stop to. As it was the second offence, he fined the defendant
£10 and 28. costs.

The erection of Rifle butts is a matter of competition among builders
just now. Ten estimates were sent in for a "Swiss" butt, to be erected at i

Whitton Dean, for a Middlesex corps, varying from £US to £99. The War- •

wickshire corns, at Leamington, appear to be more ambitious ; their butt is to
cost £745. Eleven higher estimates ran up to £1,320.
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NATURE THE INSTKUCTRESS OP ARCHITECTURE.
IS now the fasLion to exhort architects to

take Nature for their monitress and guide

;

yet with admirable inconsistency— that

ought not, indeed, to be patented, but to

be patent to every one—those who do hohl

forth with so raucii unction and oilincss

about tlie propriety, or rutlier the positive

duty of following Nature, are precisely the

persons who altogether reject her autho-

rity by perversely taking a course quite

contrary from the one she points out to

them. Aroliitecture is not au imitative

art : it finds no models in any natural

objects either animate or inanimate. Even
the lowest, the rudest, the most artless

construction, though it be no more than a

hovel or a pigstye, must of necessity show
itself t ) be an artificial production. By

bestowing r n them Instinct, Nature herself in-

structs the lower animals how to frame their

habitations, ns do the bird, the beaver, and the bee ; but Man she

"ifted with Intellect, and then left him not only to provide himself with

shelter, but to refine upon the simple requirements of his foremost phy-

sical necessities, till what was originally intended only for shelter

became transmuted by happy alchemy into the resthetically beautiful.

Repeating the emphatic words of Scliiller, we may truly say,

—

Die Kuust, O I Mensch, hast du alleiii.

The painter and the sculptor have only to follow Nature by imitating

pre-existing shapes of beauty, whereas the architect, if he be really

worthy of such name, has to devise impressive beauty out of absti-aet

and apparently ipiite insufficient elements. He has to advance fiir

beyond the point to which Nature and common sense will conduct him;

ergo the real, or rather our own ideal ai-chitect is—but we here take

shelter in aposiopesis, or else we should make the Royal Academy
shudder, from its porter's desk to its President's chair ; and we don't

care, by thrusting our finger into it, to stir up into active liveliness such

a hornet's nest.

Buildings bear no resemblance to any natural objects or productions,

neither should they do so. They are uudisguisedly works of human in-

genuity and industry ; therefore, the more distinctly they are made to

show studied contrivance, exalted from utilitarianism into the region of

art, so much the better. Nature has not engrossed to herself all pos-

sible modes of beauty, but has left man to devise, work out, and refine

into the aesthetic, the first rude lineaments of necessitarian construction.

Perhaps we shall be thought to speak very profanely when we say that

Nature is all very well so long as she confines herself to her proper

department. Nature may be allowed to rule in the nursery, but not

to rule the roast in the kitchen, or wo should have very Lenten fare all

the year round. If we mistake not, it is said of the Laputans, by
Lemuel the Veracious, that while they clipped their trees into the

shape of cubes and cones, they made their columns and cornices quite

crooked, the first practice being intended to correct the rudeness of

unpolished nature, the other to avoid the intolerable formality of what
they called the Priggish style. As fivr as architecture is concerned,

some sprigs of Laputan taste have sprung up among ourselves. Irreg-

ularity is preached up as artistic freedom ; uniformity cried down as no

better than wearisome monotony, and produceable, moreover, quite

mechanically, by a sort of Rule-of-Three method. Symmetry of com-
position is now sneered at by those who, rather hypocritically, affect to

take Nature for their guide and preceptress, notwithstanding that they

go clean contrary to the chief and most direct and imjiressive lesson she

has to give them. The " Naturalists " are ([uite welcome, for aught we
care, to accuse Nature herself of being a formal, methodical prig and

dullard, for invariably making one side of " the human face divine," and

one-half of the human frame correspond antithetically to the other.

She does not, like Gothic architects, design faces all awry. For the

avoidance of monotony and the insurance of pieturesquoness and
variety, she does not put both eyes, or arms, or legs on the same side

of the" body ; neither does she make arms and legs sprout out with that

free-and-easy diversity of shape as do the arms of trees. Occasionally,

indeed, yet only very rarely, she does indulge in excessively strange

freaks and fancies, in what by the learned are called lusi natures,

and by others monsters and monstrosities—such as children with two
heads and cats with thi'ee tails.

Regularity of composition is, in fact, a sine qua non condition

for all edifices of a monumental class, in which we naturally look for

evidence of thoughtful, painstaking design, and scrupulous observance

of symmetry. AVith buildings of a decidedly ordinary kind, and which
make no pretension to beauty and finish of detail, it is altogether

different. In a cottage or farm-house, irregularity is so far from being

offensive that it becomes even a propriety. One does not expect a cattle

meadow to be kept in such dainty trim as a lawn, or a turnip field to
emulate the artificial arrangement of a parterre. The uncouth gait,

and still more uncouth speech, that would disgust us in a ball-

room docs not do so in a ])oor clod-hopper.
In like manner, as there is a time for everything, so ii there also u

place for evei7thing. There is one place for irregidarity of building,

another for architectural symmetry ; which latter ought to be, if nowhere
else, rigorously observed for our monumental and public buildings, as
seems, in fact, to have been almost invariably intended by the original

designer, although many examples that have since been taken &»

warrantry and authority for defiance of regard to symmetry, are
unsymmetrical and unrhythmical only because they happen either to

have been maimed or left unfinished. Nevertheless, the result of a

late " world-wide competition " has been no better than the choice of
an amorphous design in which every principle of harmony of features,

as well as of composition, is grossly violated.

We ought to apologise for saying so much in recommendation of

attention to symmetry and architectural concord, were it not that

certain doctrinaires are now endeavouring to make proselytes to their

own convenient architectural antinomianism, and who even pique
themselves upon perpetrating picturesquencss by designing slovenly

for the nonce—of course not because they are unable to conform to the

most punctilious etiquette imposed by symmetry. What has more
than once struck us as remarkable is that no one belonging to that

school, either master or disciple, should have thought of, or if he
thought of it, cared to render his own person picturesque by shaving

only one side of his face, or even going so far as to lop off an arm or

a leg.

Perfect regularity of composition is quite compatible with pictu-

resque variety, and even apparent intricacy and confusion, what is

called " formality " being broken up by perspective or optical efli'ect.

No building of considerable magnitude and consisting of several
" planes " can possibly be seen as it shows itself when delineated

geometrically. No one, not even Wren himself, ever beheld St. Paul's

as it is exhibited in a " formal " elevation of it, with the whole of the

dome and its peristylar tholobate seen immediately above the west front.

Even the medieval architects were observant of symmetry—or what
is now objected to by our Neo-Gothicists of the day, as fonnality—in

their noblest and most finished works. The facades of their cathedrals

and other large churches are, when completed according to the original

intention, invariably arranged symmetrically

—

ergo, formally. Pope's

hackneyed line,
" One half the alley just reflects the other,"

has sometimes been quoted, neither very ingenuously nor very

sagaciously, as condemning in architecture that kind of attention to

symmetry, which is denominated Balance. And what, it will, perhaps, be

asked, is to bo understood by Balance ?—simply this, that whereas

symmetry requires perfect correspondence of halves on either side of a

centre line. Balance consists in the correspondence of oppositesides.*

It is naturally looked for, even by the most uneducated eye, in such

interiors as galleries or rooms, whose length greatly exceeds their width.

One side of the nave of a cathedral "just reflects the other,'' and very

properly too. In fact, what is offensive formalism in gardening and

annature is in such perfect accordance with the nature, so to call it,

of architecture, that the disregard of it is nothing less than a violation

of one paramount principle of the art.

If we further consult Nature, we shall plainly perceive that she

teaches us to disguise, mask, and conceal whatever is unsightly. She

kindly spares us the horror of beholding the wonderful organisation of

our bodies fully revealed, with all its bones, muscles, arteries, veins, and

viscera laid bare to view. She does not allow any difference between

the right and the left side of the human frame to be visible externally.

Nature, in short—but we may spare the rest, because we should speak

in vain to those who, while asking us to take Nature for our guide in

architecture, go directly contrary to the only du-ections she can afford

us in that art. _^__
Fatal Scaffold Accident.—An accident occurred on the 3rd instant

at the mansion. No. 22, Hanover-square, by wliicli a house-painter, named John

Brightman, aped 32, was kil led, and two other men, n.imcd Cooper and JIaloy,

also at work tliere, received very serious injuries. It appeara that a scaffold was

erected hi the lofty staircase of the hall, to enable the woi kmen to redecorate and

paint the walls. At the hour stated several men, including the three above raes-

tioned, ascended the scaffold, when it suddenly gave way, and the unfortunate

workmen were precipitated to the bottom of tlie hall. Brighlmau, Cooper, Mid

Maloy were found to have sustained frightful injuries about tlieir heads and diffe-

rent portions of their bodies, and were instantly removed to St. George's Hospital,

where every attention was promptly rendered. Brightmau died within three

hours, and the two other injured men remain at the hospital in a precarious state.

An inquest will be held by Mr. Bedford, coroner for Westminster, wlien it will

doubtless be ascertained whether there has been any culpable negligence asregards

the erection of the scaffold.

• The colonnades at Greenwich Hospital are a flue example of a noble architectural

and scenic vista; aud those commodious ambalatorics completely refute the loic

notion that, however introduced, colonnades arc ill suited to our cluuate.
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GREAT ST. MARrS. CAMBRroGE.»

IT is a somewhat remarkable fact, that in our two great Universities,

the very cradles of the rerival of ecclesiastical propriety of arrange-
mpnt, and our ancient English Church Architecture, the worst examples
in the kingdom of the old unsatisfactory state of things should still

survive j and it is still more remarkable that in both instances tlie

example should be the same—the University Church, the heart and
centre, one might not unnaturally suppose, of the great movement in each
place.

At Oxford, indeed, there is a certain amount of internal decency ; the

Mats are bad and badly arranged, but they do not outrage common
decency ; they are handsome of their kind, and well-meant. Their greatest

fault is, that they were the best that could have been done in their day,

aud that day was a bad day.
But the fabric of the church itself is in a horrible plight ; the windows

are filled up with discolored and even tattered blinds of calico ; the fine

old stone-work is obscured and destroyed by repeated coats of yellow-

wash, and galleries prevail and flourish in rank luxuriance. The chancel

is nearly a ruin, and requires complete repair in every part ; the glass in

the windows is disgraceful. The nave is tumbling to pieces ; some of the

pinnacles are nearly gone, and of others nothing remains but the iron

fpikes on which they were stuck.f
At Cambridge, on the other hand, something' has been done of late

years to the external fabric; but the interior still remains the most com-
plete collection of all conceivable and inconceivable abominations to be
found (we should suppose) in any important town in a civilized

country.
How such a state of things should have been tolerated so long by these

learned bodies, we are at a loss to imagine: the crusader against pews has
cherished till the year of grace 1860 the vilest pews that ever were built;

the crusader against dilapidated churches has preserved its chief church
unrestored, as if for the purpose of keeping a sample of the old reg-lme for

a perpetual beacon and a warning for ever. Not a visitor to Oxford
or Cambridge but has groaned over the University churches and
wondered.

It is now, however, our pleasing duty to announce that, both at Oxford
and at Cambridge, men's eyes have been opened to the greatness of the
scandal, and it has been resolved to do something to remove it, and that
immediately.
Of Oxford doings we shall have a few words to say hereafter : it must

suffice for the present to state that the necessary fun-Is for tlie restoration

of St. Mary's Church are at last forthcoming, and that a beginning will,

in all probability, be shortly made.
At present we propose to consider briefly the case of the principal

church of the sister University. This we shall do in connexion with the
pamphlet recently issued by Mr. Luard, of Trinity, the new incumbent of
the parish, and an influential member of the Cambridge Architectural
Soei.-ty.t

The present church, it appears, was begun to be rebuilt on the site of
a much older fabric in the year 1478. Very little money was forthcoming;
and ten years after so little progress had been made that, in 1487 and the
two following years, it was found necessary to tax the University funds
Tery heavily. This seems to have become unbearable in 1493, when "the
zeal of the governing body of the University led them to hire three horses
at a charge of twenty shillings, and send forth the Proctors with letters
written expressly by the Vicar of Trumpington, who received 6s. 8rl. for
his labor, to ^collect for the church

;
yet when they returned, galled and

jaded with their long excursion, they must have had the mortific.ition of
reporting their journey a complete failure, for, since five pounds two
shillings r.nd twopence farthing was all that was furnished by the
University this year from every source, small indeed must have been the
sum they succeeded in gathering ! " The church was not finished till

1519, and the tower very nearly a century later.

To come to our own day. A committee has now existed for the
restoration of this church some three or four years. Mr. Luard tells us,
they " have not been quite so unfortunate as the Proctors of 1493," and
yet they have not " been able to collect the sum required to carry out the
proposed plans." Their " appeal has not met with that general support
which at first everyone expected would be the case."
No doubt this is " not creditable to the University, nor satisfactory in

any point of view," and we are rejoiced to find that Mr. Luard has had
the courage to say so, and to step forward in the front of the battle, and
plead for the committee's good cause, boldly and fearlessly.
His plea is a twofold one, for the use of the church is twofold, it is both

a parish church and a University church, and it is neither fit to be the
ne nor the other.

And first, as a parish church. It is in the chief church of Cam-
bridge that " the font has been driven out of the church, and now
stands in a comer xmder the staircase leading to the Doctors' gallery,
where baptisms are administered in the presence of the three or four
persons immediately concerned, instead of in the presence of the con-
gregation, which is thus absolutely impossible."

• " Ilr-mnrkfl on the prt'sunt condition and prqpo94!(l Kestoration of flu; Church of
Great St. Mnrv's. By Henry Uichards I.tiard, SI.A., I'ldlow, and Assiatant-tutor of
Trinity f olU-fe, and I'crpetual Curate of Great St. Mary's. Cambridge : At the
Unlvcriiity I'rias, IsfiO.

t It is only fair to say that something has been done of late years in the fabric of
St. Mary's, Oxford, also, but the Improvements have been confined almost entirely
to the tower and spire.

t An Architectural Congress Is to take place In Cambridge, wc ondcrstand. In
whitsun v,<x\i, Wc wish it all success.

Again, "If there be only a few communicants, there is room for them
in the chancel; but if there are many, or if any remain in tlieir seats, they
cannot hear the service, unless the oflieiating clergyman read in a voice so
loud as to be very unsuitable for that solemn ordinance, and, besides, very
distressing to himself. The sight presented to one officiating there of the
back of the Doctors' gallery in all its hiilcous deformity, while he catches
faint glimpses of the congregation through the arches, is as dismal and
disheartening as can well be imagined."

This gallery is commonly called " Golgotha " by the undergraduates,
being the seat of the Heads of Houses, and so absurd as to be truly inde-
scribable by any other expression than " the place of a skull !" There is

really nothing like it in art or nature elsewhere.
Every other arrangement in the church is equally unseemly and dis-

tressing to all men of any taste or right feeling.

Need we add another word to prove the absolute necessity of providing
a remedy for this great public abuse and gross wrong done to the
parishioners by the University ? In the name of conmion sense and
decency we call upon the authorities,—successors of those who first per-
petuated these crying evils, and too long tolerant of their bad work,—to
clear away that which has so long been the cause of injury to a whole
parish full of worthy people, and a public scandal.
The Cambridge correspondent of a clerical contemporary says, and his

conclusion is as true as his facts,—" The Heads, Professors, and Doctors
still luxuriate in thai hideous deformity, which blocks up the chancel, and
conveys ideas in direct opposition to the humility and equality which one
associates with the House of God." It is, indeed, a wonderful proof of
the immobility of the " Heads," that "Golgotha" has survived so long;
we rejoice to see tliat men occupying a good jjosition in the Univcrsitj' are
not afraid now to speak out manfully under their very noses. Its days
are certainly numbered.
Mr. Luard, in the second place, speaks of St. Mary's as the University

Church. His remarks are so telling and caustic, that we must give them
almost entire :

—

The University Church ouglit to be as perfect a church as the country can show, a
model in its arrangements, to which its members mi^^lit refer with pride, from which
cverv one might pain ideas of what ecclesiastical arrangement ouuht to be, wliich
would bear fruit m future, when he comes to have a church of his own. What the
case is I will describe in the words of the late Archdeacon Hare: "Unfortunately a
Cambridge man may deem himself sanctioned in any license he may choose to indulge
in, by the strangely anomalous urranyement in St. alary's ; where the chancel is con-
cealed from view by Jthe seat iu which the heads of houses and professors turn their
backs on the Lord's Table." What the effect must be, and has been, on many ofour
undergraduates is but too obvious. St. Mary's is in some respects scarcely regarded
as a churcli at all ; and could a stronger fact be brou-flit ibrward than the name which
this gallery has acquired— a name 1 am sorry to say I have heard used by persons
high in authority in the University, by which this great blot of our University Church
has been associated with that of the place where the most stupendous event in the
world's history, the object of all our reverence, was consummated ?

But I have been told that some persons say, as regards the University, St. Mary's
is not a church, but only a i)reachiug-house. I would tell such persons that they
cannot degrade God's-house into a mere prcachin^^-house—what is a cliurch must
always remain so. If the preaching of siTmons were its only use, it would be better
for us to have them in the Scuate-house, where we should have the building entirely
to ourselves, and in no way be troubled about room, liut there are other University
services. The attendance at our I.itanics, so poor at present, would surely bo im-
proved, were the church at all approximatiiiff to what it should be : and 1 cannot but
think that were we to follow the example of Oxford in beginnino: each term, or at

least each academical year, in all of us as a University receivin;^ the Holy Communion
together (which, I believe, was formerly the ease also at Cambridge), we should gain
strength for our annual work in a way which would have a marked effect on the
whole year's course,
Now of course the groat sin of the present arrangement lies at the door of the

University—this gallery was put up solely for their fancied convenience, and even ^t
the time in defiance of considerable 'remonstrance. Formerly the Vice ChancellcOr
sat " in the first stall on the soutii side under the screen, and the heads of colleges
according to their seniority in the I'niversity, by liiin on the same side. Tlie noble*
men, bishops, and other doctors and professors in the stalls on the north side.

according to their diirnity and creation," It is now only a century since the present
gallery was erected (1707). It is then surely incumbent on the colleges as corporate
bodies to do their part in remedying the evil. If each college would subscribe but
£100, the funds the committee would flien liave would be ample for the restoration.
Some colleges I am glad to see already in the list of subscribers. I should bo Indeed
rejoiced if these words were the means of inducing the rest to come forward, Fioitt
the ample incomes so many of our foundations enjoy, and the liberal way in which aU
schemes lor good are usually promoted by them, it is surely not too much to look for
aid in a matter like this, close at home, tar more crying out for remedy than most of
those at a distance, and for which the University is itself responsible.

Great St. Mary's may yet become an ornament and a credit to Cambridge.
The church is inferior in size and architectural character to its sister tit >

Oxford, but it is a very fine church nevertheless, and has great capabilities ;

Something must be done at once, and done well too and thoroughly ; and,

unless we are very much mistaken, Mr. Luard is the man to do it. Cam-
bridge will yet " be cleared from the disgrace of having for its University i'

and principal town church, one which has been well described as ' a model >

of everything that a church ought not to be.'

"

New Brentford.—At a meeting of the vestry of this parish on Friday
last, specially convened for the election of officers for the ensuing year, and tit

the appointment of a competent professional man for the survey and valuation of

the new docks recently constructed at Brentford, and also the contiguous portion

of the branch of the Great Western railway from Southall. The appointment
was conferred upon Mr. John Davis Paine, who, under the sanction ot the Poor
Law Board, surveyed the parish oflsleworth, Hounslow, Sec, and other divisions

within tlys union.

Street Improvement in Scarborough.—Three plans are now before
the Town Council of Scarborough for emcting street improvements on a large

scale. Those acquainted with the locality know the necessity for a better road

than at present exists between the Sands ind Newborongli-street. All three plaqs

propose to cut away the north side of Carr-street in eflecting the desired oDJeet,

and the cheapest estimate is £14,500.
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JCXTENSION OF THE BlilTISIi MUSEUM, AND ALTERATION
OF THE XEIGIIBOUUIIOOU.»

WHEN a poiiulous and wealthy nation, such as England, has arrived

at a high state of civilisation, learning, and commercial relationsliip

with the greater part of the world, it must necessarily have innumerable

opportunities of obtaining the most valuuble and interesting objects of art

and science of bygone times, from all other nations; and for the benefit of

the present, as well as succeeding generations, such opportunities should

neither be allowed to pass disregarded, nor be treated with indifference.

By a just and plausible appreciation, almost amounting to a religious vene-

ration for such relics, the English Government has become possessed of a

collection of which it may well be proud, being equal, if not superior, to

that of any other nation. And it is worthy of remark, that with a few

trifling exceptions, the whole has been fairly bought and paid for out of

the funds of tlie public revenue.

At present the numerous specimens or various collections in the British

Museum may be divided into four principal groups—Geology, Natural

History, Antiquities, and Literature. It is e.\ceedingly probable, that at no

Tery distant date a division of the departments will be made. If tlie col-

lection of Natural History should be removed, it will do little more than

dispose of glass cases and their contents, of no great weight, now distri-

buted on the upper floor ; the more ponderous and bulky specimens of

Geology and Antiquities are suitable only for the ground floor or basement.

Ere long something must be done, for the present buildings are not only

full, but are actually overflowing ; and which of the before-named groups

may be deemed least inconvenient to remove to some other locality, is an
JQiportant question yet to be determined. No more space can be found

within the edifice for the department of Antiquities, therefore the beau-

tiful sculptures from the Tomb of Mausolus are at present in a temporary
resting-place outside the Museum, within the lateral porticoes, which ac-

commodation, of course, greatly disfigures the elevation. Antiquities are

generally large, occupying much room, and this division of the Museum
may fairly be expected to increase more than the others. Twenty years

ago it was the constant theme of travellers and antiquaries, that most of

the cities of Asia described by the prophets Isaiah, Ezekiel, and other

Hebrew writers, as having long flourished in power, riches, and magnificence,

were "swept with the besom of destruction," and lost from the world, pro-

bably for ever. Even their precise situation was unknown, consequently

all historical record of those once brilliant empires was at that time with-

out a trace of corroborative evidence from remaining monuments. Yet, by
the persevering exertions of Layard, our national Museum is at this time

exceedingly rich in genuine sculptures from the long-lost, ruined city of

Nineveh.
I need scarcely call to mind the interest or value these bas-reliefs have

conferred on the history, manners, and customs of that powerful multitude

whose exploits and government constitute so prominent a part of Our
Scripture writings ; those who have carefully examined them may con-

sider they are so well known to all that it is useless to waste time in

expatiating upon their historic value ; I will theretore merely observe,

that they so graphically represent the ordinary practices and usages of

the Assyrians in days of yore, that, with the help of a fertile imagination,
we may fancy ourselves partakers of the actual busy scenes which are so

vividly portrayed. In iivct, by studying the Nimroud marbles, we may learn

more of the manners and customs of that ancient people, than we at present
knovv of the usual mode of life of our ancestors, during the time of the

Plantageiiets or Tudors. As a thorough-bred Englishman, I fancy myself
numbered amongst an industrious, mercantile, sea-faring population,

descended from that maritime race, which occupied so early, so long, and
so distinguished a position on the shores of the Mediterranean, " whose
merchants were princes, whose traffickers werethehonorableof the earth;"
and that some one or more, from amongst the commercial British people
will erelong imitate the enterprising researches of Layard, Fellows, or

other learned antiquary, and explore the site and neighbourhood of those

people who were, at an early period, so celebrated for their commerce,
navigation, and fine arts ; and from whom the Greeks unquestionably
derived their earliest rudiments of painting, sculpture, and architecture.

Nothing is more probable than that, a few feet beneath the surface of the
ground where the cities of Sidon and Tyre once flourished, lie buried
numerous sculptural and architectural remains of long-departed grandeur,
which if uncovered, would display themselves in melancholy state, unin-
JBted, or nearly as perfect as they were two or three thousand years since.

Should such treasures be exhumed, and ofTered to the English Govern-
ment, or to the Trustees of the British Museum, are they to be rejected on
the score of having no place to put them in ? are the originals to be eagerly

Eurchased by a foreign potentate, and after a time, the English will have
to pay nearly the same amount for plaster casts of them, as was the case
with the Egina marbles, now at Munich.t

It is now about forty years since it was proposed either to greatly enlarge
or rebuild Montague House (erected about the year 1078), for the purpose

• For CD'^ravcd plan, sec page ^70.

t Whcu the Kgiua Marbles were discovered, the English Government contemplated
purchasing them for £0,000, on condition that they should be sent to England for
examination, and if wortli the money, that we should have the refusal of them; but
tf rejected, they should be allowed to be exported, free of duti/, for any other pur-
niaser. This oiler was not accepted ; it was considered a sort of blind bargain, not
kttowing what mif^ht become of them. Afterwards, the British Museum sent out
jr. Coombe, superintendent of antiquities, to negotiate for them ; but on his arrival

^ Malta, he found they had been sold to the Prince Itoyal of Jtavaria, and were on
their way to Munich. Ultimately the liritisli Museum paid a large price for plaster
M»t« of the marbles, as restored by Thorwalsden ; these casts are now in the Jiritish

Museum."—C'ommi«ec of Home of Commons, Eviience on Elgin Marbles, Ut March,
1816.

of forming a national museum. Whether any one uniform plan, somewhat
like the present general arrangement, was contemplated at the time the
north buildings were erected, or when the eastern portion was built for the
royal library of George III. is of no conseqtience to this present investiga-
tion. It is pretty certain that twenty or thirty years ago neither the
trustees nor their architect entertained the slightest idea that in so short a
time they would be almost overwhelmed with invaluable objects of interest

to science and the fine arts. Yet that time is actually arrived. The rooms
of the museum are replete with the most interesting and instructive series

of historical .and arclia;ologieal monuments from Assyria, Egypt, Greece,
Asia Minor, and Italy, most of which are already exhibited to the public,
and many others are out of sight, stowed away for want of more room.
Formerly the collection of antiquities increased in a retail way, by the
occasional addition of a few busts, or a statue, being a donation or bequest
from some well-disposed individual ; now the acquisitions are certainly
obtained in a wholesale manner ; instead of single specimens, large
ponderous cases arrive by the hundred ; ships are entirely freighted witli

one class of sculptures, probably all from one building.

The casual visitor may be surprised at the defacement, or outside condi-
tion of the principal entrance to the establishment; the very threshhold is

almost obstructed; the lower region has become a depository, as if to

obscure the specimens from public view; and the question is no longer
whether additional rooms are wanted, but the most important discussion

is, how can more space be obtained at a comparatively moderate cost, or
without disturbing a multitude of inhabitants, long settled in the district.

It is easy to say sweep away the houses in Bedford-square, or the adjoining

streets; but such a plan would be attended with very considerable delay,

and an enormous expense, long before a brick could be laid for the pro-
spective improvements. At a moderate estimate, the houses and gardens,

together with the freeholder's interest, situated on the north, east, and
west of the Museum, may average at least £3,000 each, and there are about
twenty houses on the eastern sitle, in Montague-street and Russell-square;

thus, certainly not less than £60,000 must be expended in the purchase of
one site; and there is no reason to suppose that freehold ground and
house property is of less value on the north or west sides adjoining the
Museum.
By experience we have reason to consider it was an oversight to place

the chief entrance so far from the street, apparently for no other object

than to give grandeur and dignity to the approach to the edifice; and in

this respect the arrangement has beyond doubt been very successful, but
but it was not attained without a vast sacrifice of valuable ground. It

may now be worthy of consideration whether an equal amount of grandeur
might not be obtained by very ditt'erent means. The present disposition

of the columns and portico is entirely for external appearance, being of

little or no real use. The entrance hall, a, is a good, plain, unpretending
apartment, fit for its purpose at the time it was built ; but the room, b,

leading from the hall to the Gallery of Antiquities is narrow, gloomy, and
not in ."ccordance with the grand Ionic portico, nor with the bold archi-

tectural features of the Gallery of Antiquities, to which it forms almost

the only leading thoroughfare. I have an idea, that if a certain number
of the same Ionic columns that now compose so conspicuous a feature of

the exterior, were to be differently arranged and covered with a dome and
arches so as to form a large entrance hall, and that if some such plan could

be advantageously designed, the edifice as a whole would probably not

appear less dignified than it does at present, some of the grandeur would
be transferred from the exterior to the interior, and a spacious lofty hall

of entrance, c, would form the principal thoroughfare leading to all parts

of the building. Nor is there any reason why such a large room should

not be applied to useful as well as ornamental purposes, within it might
be placed many of the largest sculptured antiques, such as were produced
during the earliest periods of art; by which means the uninstructcd visitor

in his progress through the galleries, would be gradually led on, from
rudeness during heroic times, to simplicity and refinement in the Phidian

age, when art attained its acme amongst the ancients.

I am quite prepared to hear some of my Classic friends denounce the

notion of crowning a pure Greek building with a dome and arches ; but I

view the architecture of all ages and countries as progressive, as advancing

by intellectual improvement. The Greeks invented three distinct orders

of columns for their buildings ; and liad they continued as a free nation, no
doubt they would have invented others, or some different style of build-

ing : we have no reason to suppose that, with their fertile minds, they
would have merely copied what their ancestors had designed ; therefore,

we should not servilely copy what the Greeks did, but rather imagine

what they would have done at the present time and under present cir-

cumstances.
No alteration whatever is suggested at the present principal entrance,

nor will it be requisite to interfere with the present windows facing the

south, on cither side of the entrance hall. The only removal required

by these alterations is that of the rooms for the trustees and
their clerks, which may be placed a little more towards the

west, at D D, without any material inconvenience. Prom the pro-

posed great hall two rooms on each side may be erected ; those towards

the east, e e, leading and opening direct into the Royal Library ;
those from

the west, f r, having an uninterrupted way through the whole length of

the Museum, from south to north. These new rooms will be partly

lighted and ventilated by windows into two open courts, o o, the windows

looking into the courts, like all others in the Museum, will be elevated

considerably above the floor of the surrounding rooms, and will thereby

admit of covering in the two courts just beneath the windows, so as to

form two large rooms, o g, on the basement, about 20 feet high, lighted
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by skylights and entered by descending steps, u h, from the Great Uall-
At the south-west is a cross room, i, with eight columns and a circular
aperture open to the upper floor, over which will be a skylight to assist

lighting both floors in that particular part of the JIuseuni. Thus the
collective additional space may be reckoned as about eight new rooms on
the ground-floor only, each averaging, as near as need &, the size of the
present Elgin Gallery. On the ujiper floor there would be only five rooms,
because the two courts must be left open above the basement for light

and air, and the principal hall should be open to a considerable height,

for the purpose of forming a grand imposing feature on first entering the
Museum. Practically, there wonld be but little waste in a plan of
tliis kind for enlarging the Museum ; nearly all the materials

and workmanship of the buildings now forming the south
elevation, might be removed and refi.'ted, under proper supervision, without
injury ; some few of the Ionic columns, four iu nimiber, are already in the

proper places conformable to the proposed new arrangement, and will

therefore not need to be disturbed ; the others should be observantly
marked, as the stones are taken down, and immediately rcfixed on a new
fouitdation, prepared in readiness to receive them, without the liability of

their being damaged by laying about during the reconstruction. If the

portico should consist of a greater number of columns that at present,

that is, should it bo " decastt/!c " instead of " octostyle," the cornices must
be elongated; and as it is usual to make the proportion of pediments
flatter over a great number of columns than if only four or six compose
the portico, the angle of inclination will be different, therefore, the apex
and both extremities of the raking cornice must be new, but all the rest

wotJd merely be refixed. The eflect of the sculptures in the tympanum
would bo improved by having a little more room ; at present the figures

certainly appear to be uncomfortably crowded together, almost as though
the.v were wedged in, especially in height, some of them seem to have the

weight of the cornice on tlieir shoulders, without room to move their heads.

If some such general idea of this mode of enlargement should be con-
sidered advisable, it might be put in practice immediately, the requisite

space being within the iron railing, and already in possession of the
trustees ; no leases or goodwill to purchase, no disputing about value of

site. On the whole, I consider the Museum would be improved by this

proposal for combining various new and old rooms into one general design.

The progress towards the circular Reading-room, to tlie Royal Library,
and to the Antiquities would certainly not be less dignified than at present.

We must now consider the efiect[of outside appearances as regards the south
neighbourhood. If Great Russell-street and the houses on the south
opposite the Museum, were to remain as they now are, while the fore-

courts within the railings would bs nearly covered with buildings,no doubt
much of the grandeur of approach would be lost. But if we look at the
houses opposite the Museum, in Great Russell-street, they are at least

1 50 years old j much older than those in Jlontague-street, Charlotte-street,

or those in Bedford or Russell squares ; in little Russell-street, the property
is equally old, and of no great value ; and in Gilbert-street there is nothing
but rubbish ; so that I consider a quadrangle about the size of Bloomsbury-
square, might be formed opposite the Museum, with wide openings into
Holborn, at Duke-slreet, Sluseum-street, and Bury-street, at a very mode-
rate cost, compared with the value of house property in the surrounding
neighbourhood immediately adjoining the Museum. If such new square
were formed, the beautiful iron rail enclosure and gates might be removed
without difficulty, and refixed parallel to their present position, about C5
feet more southward at k k, where they would meet, or he intercepted
by the railing continued in a straight line along the north side of Great
Bussell-street. On the east side of the gates the railing should be refixed

in a line from the gates to the circular termination leading into Montague-
street. In this manner there would he a considerable distance between
the entrance gates and the portico, quite sufficient to do away with the ap-
pearance of closeness, or of narrow, confined, and limited space. And I am
of opinion that the public streets and thoroughfares facing the Museum
would in no way be injured or rendered less convenient by the alteration

;

especially if the present unsightly buildings in Duke-street, Little Russell-
street, and Bury-street, which would display conspicuous elevations to-
wards the new square, were to be rebuilt in a somewhat architectural
style, either for business or for private residences.

24, Ilatton Garden. C. H. SjiiTn.

American Joltings.—5,000 dols. are likely to be appropriated for im-
5roving the new station of the Harlem River, at and above the High Bridge,
few \ ork.—The liricklayers' Union of New York give notice to the boss builders

ment, upon the streets and pubhc grounds, and upon the Potomac Water AVorUs,
has been suspended, whereby thousands of men have been thrown out of eniploy-
ment and compelled to leave the city.—A large and splendid convent or seminary
for the Sisters of Charity is to be erected forthwith in .\lton, HI. This will be the
largest structure of the kind in the West, covering an entire square, and costing
90,000 dols.—The wind in the West has lately been playing serious pranks. In
one place it completely scooped out a banking office in Milwaukie, and sent the
bank hills flying in every direction ; in another instance blowing in the gable, and
unroofing the Lutheran Church, at West Brookfield, Ohio, injuring fifteen per-
sons, who formed part of the congregation at the time. It is intimated that an
appropriation will soon be asked from Congress in favor of a project for the con-
struction of a national monument to Lafayette, in tlie form of an equestrian statue
of that hero, with a pedestal commemorating many of his principal achieve-
ments.

THE APPROACHING ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

THE annual Architectural Exhibition at the rooms in Conduit-street will

he opened to the public on Tuesday next, the 10th of April. A large

portion of the drawings are already hung, and the models and specimens

of building materials are arranged for the examination of the visitors. In

our next Number we sh.all notice iu detail the various works which have
been s<ibmittcd for public inspection, and content ourselves at present with

a glance at the interesting contributions which have been obtained by the

Committee.
The total number of works is unequal to those of the previous year.

We are sorry that architects do not see more fully the mutual advantage

of laying their productions before the public in an exhibition founded

especially for tiieir benefit. The older members of the profession—with
one or two exceptions—withhold their support, and seem rather to

patronise coldly, than to assist heartily the efforts of the Committee. The
members who take the chnir at the meetings of the Institute, and who
are honored by the Academy, have surely erected some buildings which
would instruct the public, and mark the progress of architectural art in

England. Why then are tlieir names, elsewhere so conspicuous, wanting
in the catalogue of this professional exhibition ? and why arc we for-

bidden to behold them side by side with the productions of the younger
architects ? It is, perliaps, that excessive modesty accompanies their

abilities, and thus robs us of the delight with which we should dwell upon
their creations. We much regret if it should be so, and would urge them
to rub off a little of it, and to allow their drawings to mingle cordially with
those of their less distinguished brethren in the Conduit-street galleries.

If they do not, the public will begin to think that their reputations are

altogether fictitious, or that the talent has left them which enabled them
to rear particular and well-known buildings. We would prefer to see

their fame strengthened and enlarged, and to behold the embodiment of

their often expressed opinions in substantial designs.

Besides those who have never yet contributed, we miss, this year, seve-

ral architects who have previously rendered good service to the Exhibition.

Mr. Owen Jones, who before sent a fine series, illustrative of the

Muswell Hill People's Palace, and the classic Mr. Falkener, whose drawing
of the Parthenon Restoration, last year, worthily occupied the post of

honor in the large room, are both without a subject here. Mr. Penncthorne
sends nothing to be compared with his Government OlBces design of

last year. Mr. Scott is represented, we believe, only by a few photographs,

by Bedford, of the drawings for the Foreign Office, which were laid before

the members of Parliament in the course of last session. But if we miss the

works of these gentlemen, we still gladly recognise tliose ot many of the

oldest supporters of the Exhibition, i'oremost amongst tliem is Mr.

Thomas Allom, with his designs for the Manchester Assize Courts ; Mr.

Digby Wyatt, with drawings showing his perfect mastery of ornamental

design, aiid the still-unsurpassed etchings of Mr. Street's original and meri-

torious compositions.

Mr. Wilson, of Alnwick, contributes a series of drawings of Classic and
Gothic buildings dashed in with marvellous power, and intended as a guide

to the judgment of tlie public on the relative advantages and properties

of the two stylos. They show plainly enough tlie bent of his own taste,

by the greater attention and care which he has devoted to the delineations

of medieval buildings, and will not materially assist in the solution of the

difficult problem. Mr. Burges has several frames full of his deep know-

ledge of Gotliic art, and he, like several other architects, shows tliiit some-

thing better could be done in tlie way of drinking fountains than has yet

been efll'ectcd, with one exception, in tlic metropolitan streets. Mr. Truefitt

has his customary, and characteristic large frame, containing liis annual

budget of design. It comprises the houses he is erecting in the Camden
and Middkton-roads, and the fine shop at the cornerofBurlington-gardens

and Bond-street.

In addition to Mr. Allom's design for the Manchester Courts, wo recog-

nise also those of Mr. Pownatl, Messrs. Shaw and Nesfield, and several

others. The Cambridge competition has likewise supplied three or four

sets of drawing!!, and we meet again the best design for the Jews Hospital.

Interspersed with these are designs in almost every stylo and for almost

every kind of building, and drawings of foreign monuments of consider-

able merit, some colored with a vigorous hand, others most painfully

manipulated. There is a clever water-color drawing by Mr. W. Callow, and
an oil picture of one of the Seven Clnirches of Asia by Mr. Allom. We
cannot avoid noticing the number of imitators which Mr. Street's style of

etching has produced here. Eormcrly his designs could be inmiediately

detected by their manner of execution, as well as by their inherent merit

:

in the former quality he has now some half-dozen rivals. A series of three

drawings of street architecture, etched in this waj', occupy one frame,

which we hope are executed, or in progress, on account of tlieir architec-

tural excellence.

We have been led into a more lengthened notice than we anticipated, our

object being more to direct the attention of the profession to the opening

of the Exhibition than to dwell upon any especial design. We reserve

that task until the issue of our next number, when the galleries will be

open to the public.

Battersea-parh.—The alterations, enlargement, and improvement of

the large sheet of ornamental water, or lake, are nearly complete(l, and will add
greatly to the beauty and interest of the landscape by which it is surrounded.
The rose garden, flower beds, a grotto, and gymnasium are also nearly finished,

and will soon lie opened for the inspection and (free) use of the public. A drink-
ing fountain or two will shortly be erected in convenient spots in the beautiful

gardens now forming in the centre of the park.
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PKOGRESS or GOVERNMENT WORKS AND PUBLIC
BUILDINGS IN 1859.

IN face of the enormous expenditure and proportionately no less enor-
mous deficit, public accounts liave more tlian ordinary interest. It is

improrident in the liigliest degree and most unfair towards the tax-payers

to look for an ultimate balance solely to the augmentation of receipts.

Whatever may be the elasticity of our trade and commerce, however great

may be our pecuniary resources, tliey are now taxed to the greatest extent

comparable with progress. The income-tax is encroaching upon national

capital and operating as a check to commercial enterprise. Not only ciin-

not wc support new burdens, but wo cannot support existing ones con-

finuously, and early relief is absolutely necessary if we are to maintain

our position and not lag in the race. Wherefore we submit that we must
not look to increase of income to balance expenditure, but to the reduction

of expenditure to meet our income. Circumstances which it is not within

our province to discuss, and which perhaps cannot bo avoided, have doubled
the Army and Navy estimates since 1850. Prudent management would
dictate a curtailment of other expenses. But such has not been the case.

All the other items have increased, and the total civil charges have aug-
mented by one-third. Comparing the first and last year of the present

decide, we find the revenue which was i:52,810,CS0 in 1850, is estimated

•to amount to £70,564,000 this year. We have consequently an increase

of £18,000,000 sterling; but during the last nine years wo have repealed

taxes, amounting in the aggregate to £2-1,187,5-11, and on the other hand,

we have imposed taxes during the same period, to a total amount
of £19,593,80.5, leaving a balance of £4,593,736 remitted to the nation.

This saving would convey but a very inadequate idea of the result of the

Tarious financial measures adopted since the inauguration of Sir Robert
Peel's policy. By degrees the burden of taxation has been shifted from
trade to property and earnings. Thus, in 1844, the customs receipts were
41 '7 per cent, of the total income ; in 1858 they were reduced to 37'2 per

cent. ; while the property-tax, which was 9'5 per cent, in the first year,

was raised to 11-9 iier cent, in the second year. Again, the home trade

was burdened, for while as we have seen the reduction in customs amounted
to 4'5 per cent, the augmentation of the excise rose from 24-7 per cent,

in 1844, to 27-5 per cent, in 1858.

If we forget .Mr. Gladstone's pleasing sophistry, and eloquent nothings,

it will appear that the real amount of taxation remitted, was four millions

and a half in the first nine years of the present decade, and now^ tliat is

more than counterbalanced for the additional income-tax and new imposts;

in fact, comparing the progress of expenditure with that of income, the

latter is in no better position tlian it was ten years ago, for the balance of

remitted taxes and increase of revenue, will be nearly all accounted for by
the additicnal taxes, thus shon-ing the exceptional system of the present

finance, and proving the jiroposition with which we set out that we can
expect no further increase of revenue proportionate to our expenditure,
from ordinary sources, since we have abandoned them, or a continuance of

the present war rate of taxation.

Let us now glance at expenditure. In 1850, the interest on the national

debt was £28,091,590; in 1860 it is to be £26,200,000. In 1850, the army
and navy cost £15,392,944 ; this year the two services are to cost

£29,700,000 ; and tlie civil charges, which were £6,749,340 in 1850, are
now estimated at £9,500,000. Thus, altliough the total expenditure has
risen from £50,231,874 to £70,100,000 within ten years, the expenditure
for the interest on debt, the army, navy, and civil charges will be in 1860
£65,400,000. Whether it be practicable to reduce the expense of the
revenue department we do not say; but of one thing we are quite positive,

that there is no excuse for the civil charges increasing nearly three millions

in ten years. With the army and navy estimates we cannot deal, because
we are told that this increase is absolutely necessary for our protection,

but with the civil services wo may, and as a beginning we take the

Parliamentary Return, printed last Febru.ary, of abstract accounts of the
receipt and expenditure by the Commissioners of Her Miyesty's Works
and Public Buildings.
The Repairs of Royal Palaces cost during the year ending March, 1859,

£47,2.38 19s. lid., against £22,034 12s. 4d. in the preceding year. Of this

outlay, £19,731 19s. 8d. were for palaces in the personal occupation of the

Court; £11,093 13s. lod. for palaces partly in the occupation of the Court;
and £16,413 6s. 5d. for palaces not in tlic occupation of the Court. As the

palaces are, after all, national property, it is quite as well that the nation

should take charge of their maintenance, but still we are at a loss to con-

ceive wliy the cost of repairs should be augmented twofold in twelvemonths.
I'liere are what may be termed landlord's repairs, these should be at the

cost of tlic nation; but tenant's repairs—the nature of which the reader

will readily understand— should be at the cost of the Court, whose civil

list is ample for that purpose. If it be not suificient, we are confident the

nation would prefer increasing it to finding itself charged with outlay un-

der all sorts of pretences. That either Her Majesty or the PrinceConsort
is cognizant or approves of these proceedings no one supposes; but there

Arc secretaries, grooms, and chamberlains, who think to win favor by
jcUarging as much to the nation as possible. Tims, the public exchequer
has to pay for the supply of water to the lake in the private gardens of

Buckingham Pal.ace. No one can contend that this is a landlord's charge;

it is for tUc private enjoyment, and therefore should be at the cost of, the

tenant. The amount is trifling, which makes the proceeding of the Court
all the meaner; but that matters not: it is for the principle we contend. If

the civil list be not sufficient to pay for the supply of water to tlie lake, by
all means let it be augmented by that amount ; but do not let it be charged

to the nation, any more than the Court's soap or candles, or firewood or

lucifer matches, or scents or crinoHne.

Government offices and public buildings cost £118,601 13s. lid., against
£94,965 183. lod. in the previous year. The principal items were, works
and repairs £.33,559 Us. 3d. ; £22,586 17». 9d. for rent of houses hired for
public purposes, being ai\ increase of £3,000 in two years, and the penalty
we pay for neglecting to build proper public offices. An enormous quantitj
of soap appears to be consumed in our public offices, for it costs with gas,
oil, and candles, £9,240 Is. 6d., or double the previous year's amount. As
the office hours are during daylight, little gas, oil, or candle-light can be
employed, ami therefore the money must go in soap. Uoyal, public and
ecclesiastical buildings in Scotland, cost £11,020 7s. 4d., which is more
than a fair proportion, and ought to satisfy our brethren beyond the
Tweed. The supply and repairs of furniture cost £18,470 48. 6d. last year,
against £27,005 9s, "d. in the preceding year, against £36,998 19s. 8d. in
1857, and £47,394 2s, 7d. in 1856, and this is the most gratifying feature
in the account. The reader will remember probably, that for years past
we have pointed out the extravagant expenditure under the head of
furniture, and have insisted upon its reduction. In four years the amonnt
has been reduced by more than one-half, and nearly £30,000 saved to the
nation yearly. It would be unfair if we did not direct attention to this fact,

as evidence of the willingness of the administration to defer to the
expression of public opinion, and to carry out those reforms which its

organs have shown to be desirable .and practicable.

Uoyal parks and pleasure-grounds cost £90,031 lis. 10s., which is less by
£16,000 than in the preceding year, and by £5,000 than in 1857. Here
also economy has been practised, and we venture to say without any
reduction in efficienoy. 'The St. James's, Hyde, and Green parks figure

for £23,600 10s. 8d., being a reduction of nearly £13,000 as compared with
the preceding year; Kew Botanic-gardens for £11,741 9s. 2d., being a
reduction of nearly £4,000 ; Victoria-park £4,883 lis. 8d., being a reduc-
tion of nearly £1,000. There were a few trifling augmentations, among
which are Battersea-park £8,232 19s lid., being an increase of nearly
£2,000 as compared with the preceding year.

The costly unfinished and yet decaying Houses of Parliament cost

£87,210 10s. 9d. In this sum were included works and fittings under Sir

Charles Barry, £53,528 16s. Id., with his commission, £2,345 12s. lOd.;

works repairs necessary for the maintenance of the building, £4,746 7s. lid.;

supply and repair of furniture, £8,758 lis. 4d.; payments on account of
great bell and four quarter bells, £2,255 6s. 8d. Here are two items
which would certainly not pass in a bankruptcy court without explanation;

they are " warming, lighting, and ventilating the building, including

superintendence and wages, £5,316 3s. lid.," and "supply of gas and oil

lamps and fuel for both Houses of Parliament." If gas, oil, and fuel be
not lighting and warming we siiould like to know what they are. No
useful purpose can be served by such a system of keeping accounts. The
appearance of a v,ish to conceal is more damaging than the naked truth

can possibly be ; and there is no reason why the accounts of the nation

should not be as intelligible and straightforward as those of any merchant
or trader.

The additional offices for the W'ar Pepartment, in Pall - mall, cost

£19,248 6s. 2d., composed chiefly of sums paid for the purchase of Crown
leases of Nos. 80, 81. and 82, and of Sir John Kirkland's interest in the

house No. 80. The Probate Court, London and District Registries, cost

£29,013 15s. 6d., out of which £9,962 4s. 9d. were for purchase-money;

£8,000 advances repaid; £2,338 12s. 2d. works and repairs; and £5,487 13s.5d.

furniture and fittings. Lord Cowley contented himself with £956 3s. lid.

for the current works and fittings of his ambassadorial residence in Paris.

The embassy houses at Constantinople and Therapia cost £3,735 lis. 8d.,

out of which £2,472 lis. lid. were repayments to Lord Stratford de Ked-
cliffe for advances from 1854 to 1856 ; and the embassy chapel cost

£662 lls.7d. Tlie Shrewsbury and Holyhead roads figure for £14,1 34 3s. Id.,

out of which £4,702 16s. were expended in the maintenance of the road,

including engineer's salary and travelling expences. The rest consists of

repayments and transfers, and it is satisfactory to note that the expendi-

ture was within £82 of the rents and coach tolls. The British Museum
cost £32,624 83. 4d., including £9,446 for works and fittings of the new
reading-room ; £14,521 16s. for new buildings— wherever they may be,

unless they are the packing-cases in which the Budrum marbles are

housed—and £7,063 8s. 4d., for other new buildings and fittings. Mr.

Sidney Smirke's year's commission amounted to £1,551 Us. Id. A
strange item introduced is the wages of a porter ; surely there must be

more than one porter in the Museum, and why this particular individual

should be exhibited alone, instead of in company with his fellows,

is not explained. Works to the amount of £6,977 13s. 9d. were executed in

connection with Chelsea bridge, which, with engineers' charges and law costs,

run up the item to £8,082 43. 8d. BatterseaPark appears a second time for

£1,688 15s. Id., tlie greater portion of which is for expenses that will occur

annually—rates, taxes, and repairs—and ought, therefore, to be charged

with the item under royal parks and pleasure-grounds. Chelsea embank-

ment is set down:it £41,928 Us. Id., out of which only £7,896 9s. Id. were

expended on works, with £371 Is. lOil. to the engineer ; £.32,733 were

withdrawn at the Exchequer. Nothing was done with the Edinburgh

Industrial Museum, although a vote of £10,000 had been prccedently

takcn, or with the Edinburgh General Registry House for which a vote of

£15,000 liad been similarly taken. Here is a grievance for the Scottish

liou! The General Repository cost £7,185 5s. Id., including works and

fittings, £6,S00 9s. 9d., with Mr. Pennethoriie's commission, £334 19s- Id.

New Westminster Bridge is credited with £64,508 2s. 6d., out of W'hich

£31 809 Is. 6d. were for works executed and materials supplied

;

£1,810 9s. 2d. payments to Mr. Page ; £262 10s. to resident engineer, and

£30,000 advances repaid. Lord Cgwje^- coin?s fprward agam and t»W9
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X4,657 1 8s. lOii. for the Embassy House in Paris on the score of works, &c.,

for the repair and restoration of tlic Krabassy House, under tlie superin-

tendence of SI. Ravcau, arcliitcct, I'nris. Of course no English architect

was competent to the task, or would have done the work so cheaply and

honestly as this unknown Frenchman. The point will, however, be decided

in a few years, wlit-n we are called upon to repair M. Raveau's repairs.

The British ConsuhUe, Constantinople, costXlO.lOT Is. lid., of which

f7,520 Us. nd. went for works and fittings and £2,308 were repaid.

Pimlico improvements cost £10,077 Os. 2d., oiit of which £8,025 were pur-

chase money of property acquired. X50Q to an architect " on account" of

professional services, and £860 for a new road and sewer in front of

Buckingham Talace. The site for new public ofllces figures for

£11,230 l.'is. 3d., out of which £10,565 19s. went for the purchase of pro-

perty, making the total expenditure £63U,662 198. 6d.j to which must be

added expenditure out of extra reccipt8,£12,248 Us. lOd., which brings up the

total to £651,91 1 lis. 4d. The OfUce of Works and Public Building cost

X36,OS0 12a. 4d., out of which the law expenses amounted to £4,734 3s.,

independently of law stationers' charges; bo that one-sixth of the total

income is spent in law. In fact lawyers feed upon the Board to an extent

little imagined, for the total law charges paid by the Board were

£6,993 lOs. 2d. Would it not be better, for it would certainly be cheaper,

to follow the example of leading railway companies, and engage a respect-

able solicitor as a law clerk ?

Under the second division of the Return, entitled Special Accounts, we
find the Metropolis Improvements Account—embracing the works in

Oxford-street, Long-acre, Spitalfields, Coventry-street, and East Smith-

fleld—received £142,860 3s. 7d., of which £138,564 6s. Id. were from the

London-bridge Approaches' Fund, and £2,569 78. from rents. Out of this

JE141,190 88. were repaid to the Consolidated Fund, leaving a balance of

jei03,546 08. 3d. due to the Exchequer. The New Inland Revenue Office,

Somerset House, cost £4,101 IDs. 4d., out of which £3,566 2s. 4d. were for

works, and £178 6s. Id. for Mr. Pennethorne's commission. The General

Post Offlce—or the home of many (H) ills, as it is called— cost £27,785

128. 6d., of which £17,454 Is. 9d. were spent on works, and £3,881 14s. on

furniture. The works and tomb of the Great Duke in the crypt of St.

Paul's cost £635 168. Id., and architect's commission £233 16b. Id. ; and

the Wellington monument model cost a little over £500. Fitting up the

Chapel Royal for the marriage of the Princess Royal cost £5,559 15s. Id.,

with an addition of £2,400 to be provided out of the present votes. By
all means let the civil list be augmented, if only to spare the feelings of

the Court, and the Speaker's salary, who is debited with "Expenses in

obtaining stabling for the Speaker, £15 15s." Is there no shame, no

deUcacy, in public men to prevent their dipping their hands into the public

I on every occasion for sucli paltry sums ?

VICTORTA CROSS GALLERY, EGYPTIAN HALL,
PICCADILLY.

** rPHERE is a tide in the afl'nirs of man, which taken at the flood

J. leads on to fortune," said Shakespeare, and something to the same

effect seems to have thought Mr. Desanges when ho commenced his

Victoria Cross collection from the first institution of the Order for valor

displayed in actual warfare. The enterprise was so bold in itself

that we are not quite sure that the old and orthodox exception to prove the

rule should not be made in favor of Mr. Desanges, and that ho should be

decorated as a pictorial V.C, for so courageously taking upon himself so

new and so laborious a burden. It may be that not one of the deeds

recorded in this gallery was done with a thought offiguring on a canvas, but

on the contrary, every daring act was no doubt tlie spontaneous result of a

genuine humane or friendly sentiment. But still, if the honor of wearing

the little bronze record of valor, and even the prospect of appearing

among a gallery of heroes were the motive, we should see no harm in

it, for it is becoming a question whether we English are not as much
too untheatrical in our habits as the French are too much addicted to

personal show-off, and our shrinking from public display seems cal-

culated to cause us to be underrated and misunderstood by foreign

countries. If France has her Gallery of Battles at Versailles, and Ger-
many her Wallialla, why should English prowess and daring not find as

grand and national a record ? For the establishment of such a series of

Dlustrious deeds, Mr. Desanges' labours would form a most valuable part,

as representing recent events ; but although we wish him every success,

we should regret to find his plan taken up by the Government, because

in the present state of everything connected with art, is so complete, per-

severing, and audacious a job, the originator of the Gallery would bo

inevitably sacrificed to our pluralist President of the Royal Academy, as

the beau-ideal of art-omnipotence at the Court of St. James's ; or be

•wallowed up either in the National Gallery, or the South Kensington

Museum— the Scylla and Charybdis of all that concerns our public

collections.

In attempting to criticise the pictures of the Victoria Cross Gallery, as

in all other works of art, it is necessary to first consider the intention of

the artist. Mr. Desanges' previous success as a portrait painter naturally

led him to develop his old specialty in the carrying out of liis new under-

taking ; and consequently portraiture must be taken as his principal aim,

and the rest of his compositions as merely accessories to his main object.

But even those have not the ideal character which might be attributed to

them ; for they lielong to the subject, and arc painted from descriptions

given by persons present when the event depicted actually took place, or

are taken from the accounts which have appeared in letters and public

accotmts ', so that truthful resemblance, whether personal or accessorial,

may be said to pervade the whole scene. It must also be remembered
that these are not grand battle-pieces, but individual episodes connected

with war, and only those, too, tlio heroes of which have survived, and tlio

fame of whose deeds has become sufficiently known to authority to gain

for them the honor of wearing the Victoria Cross ; hut how many similar

deeds have been performed in the heat and confusion of raging battle,

where death has mingled the victors and the vanquished, neither historian

can record in his pages, nor painter depict on his canvas. All that can be
said is, " Peace to their manes."

In directing his energies to this labour, Mr. Desanges has a perfect right

to treat it in his own way—although it may be a rather exceptional one

from the ordinary rules of art. Ilis purpose is to show us the individual

exactly as he appeared at the moment tlie deed was done, with all surround-

ing circumstances, and no more for merely pictorial cflcct, and, still further,

we must recollect that the hero so represented has been selected from hi»

brother warriors for the one particular deed, and his person decorated and

identified by the Cross, and that therefore if strictly individual portrai-

ture, peculiarity of costume, accompanied by singularity of aeccssories,

were permissible in any works of art, they must consistently find a
prominent place in the present collection. The painter lias nothing to

suggest beyond the actual fact before him, but if ho were painting a great

battle—that at Waterloo, for instance, as that may be supposed to have

decided the fate of nations—any grandeur of treatment with which it could

be invested by the mind of the artist to impress upon that of the beholder tha

vast and lasting importance which attended its result, such suggestive inspi-

ration should by all means over-ride the whole scene. As a shock of arms it

was inferior to many which have taken place in modern times, but as a
momentous political event it deserves all the consideration that it baa

received. With these feelings on this subject we remember being much,

annoyed at seeing a picture in the Crystal Palace by a German painter^

who in his foreground had represented the wounded bespattered

with mud and the dead lying in puddles of water—this was, no doubt,

a perfect resemblance, because we know that it rained in torrents

through the whole night before the battle commenced ; tliese details,

were, however, far beneath the dignity of the subject for tlie reasons

whidi we have already given ; but if skilfully introduced into an
individual episode, like one of the pictures by Mr. Desanges,—and by the

way he has represented a soldier splashed with mud in a large subject,

which was no doubt the appearance of the man at that particular moment,
and, therefore, in the present case not to be censured. The same atten-

tion to detail as mentioned in tlic report " the hand-grenades burstiiig

all around," and very properly the painter has shown those missiles in

all the degrees of falling, bursting and burst. This is the picture of
" Lieutenant Young and William Hall fighting the Shannon 24-pound gua
close under the walls of the Shahnugeer before Lucknow under a heavy
fire. Lieutenant Salmon is descending wounded from the tree which had
afforded him an opportunity of picking off with rifles many ol the

enemy." So in the night scene, «ild fowl are seen rising, which

altliough perfectly natural, as they were disturbed, but tlicy belong

also strictly to the story, for they marked the whereabouts of Com-
mander Day, who was making a nocturnal reconnaissance to the

sentinel who fired towards the point indicated by the birds, but

without effect, from the lines at Genitchi. A French officer had beem

killed in a similar attempt a few nights previously. In like manner, the

naked feet, shirt and trousers of" young " Butler, although not picturesque,

are quite appropriate, as he swam across the Goomtce river to mount
the enemy's parapet under a heavy fire of musketry, and is drawn waving
his cap as a signal to the skirmishers on the opposite bank. But the most

remarkable of these peculiarities is seen in the portrait of Lieutenant

D'Aeth, who has his glass fixed in his eye while assisting Commander Raby
and John Taylor, afterwards boatswain, in carrying a wounded man
across upwards of seventy yards of tlie " open," under a heavy fire of

musketry. Through subsequent casualties, Commander Raby was the

only one of this gallant party who lived to receive the cross. Another
picture represents a most daring feat performed by Captain Kerr of the

South Mahratta Horse, who with seventeen followers carried a position of

great importance against thirty-four well-armed Sepoys. The desperate

nature of this affair will be shown by the fact that of the seventeen, eight

were killed on the spot, four died subsequently of their wounds, the rest

were more or less injured, and Lieutenant Kerr received a severe wound.
During the retreat from Chinliut, under a tremendous fire. Lieutenant

Cubit, of the Volunteer Cavalry, at Lucknow paused three times, each time

saving the life of a 32nd man, and brought them away in safety, or they

would have been barbarously murdered. They had all lost their hats, and
one man was delirious from the heat of the snn, and his state greatly

increased the danger of the whole party. They passed through an appalling

scene—horses and men disembowelled and torn to atoms, with more than

the ordinary brutalities of warfare. The heroic deeds of Lieutenant-

Colonel Henry Tomba and of Lieutenant .lames Hills are recorded in the same
picture. The latter, in defence ofa battery of two guns, was at first knocked
down with a musket, then ridden down by a horseman, and would have

been killed but for the arrival of the former, who cro.sscd the path of the

enemy's cavalry—they cutting at him as he pas.sed, and who came twice to

the rescue of his subaltern. There is a picture of private Sims, who after

the failure at the Redan went out into the "open " in broad daylight, and
brought in, under a heavy fire, several wounded comrades. The last

subject we shall allude to is one in which Mr. Desanges has displayed con-

siderable pictorial skill. It represents the inside of Lucknow in a state of

conflagration, with lighted torches gleaming through the smoke, as well as

I the flaslies of musketry. Drs. Hume and Bradshawe had missed their
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road to the Uesidcncy, and with the wounded whom they had in charge
fell into tlie hands of the rebels, when a fearful massacre took place. They,
liowever, got shelter, and defended themselves bravely until saccour
iirrived.

IJcsidcs the new pictures jnst added to the exhibition, relating chiefly to
llie Sepoy rebellion, those belonging to the liussian campaign are still to
be seen, and form altogether a most interesting series of heroic actions
which have deserved and won the Victoria Cross.

FAMILIAR LETTERS TO AN ARCHITECT.
By Solomon Setsquake.—Letter V.

MY DEAR TOM,—To conclude my observations on the mode of
entering into and administering contracts, I will now say a few words

on the Superintendence of such works, as you may be entrusted with.

Here there is no doubt the practice of us modern architects differs

fjreatly from the ancient ones; and frequently to the injury of our edifices

in the matter of constructive detail. Your modern architect is a fine

ijentlcman, with a brass plate on his doorj and bred up within certain
artificial trammels, as to what is and what is not " professional." Thus it

is s.'tid to be, and by high authority, not " professional " for an architect to be
resident on, and to officiate as his own clerk of works, although, if you
reflect a while, you may perceive this should be the very kernel and per-
fection of architectural practice, which they who desiderate good building
may sigh for but in vain, for it is forbidden by the artificial conventionalisms
of modern life. No modern architect would content himself with designing
and superintending one building at a time; or, otherwise to express it, no
client would bear the expense of so costly a resident superintendent.
Hence we are compelled to put up with an inferior architect (" clerk of
works ") for the constant control of our edifices during their construction,
imd to content ourselves with only the casual visits of the presiding artist

or inventor; and for this state of things—as we must be genteel, Tom—

1

fear there is no remedy.
For large undertakings then, we will assume that a clerk of the works

or daily substitute for the architect is a necessary evil. Some architects
there are who object altogether to such an officer; while others with a
large town practice retain a constant clerk of works attached to their

oflice, whose duty it is to go round daily to inspect and report on each
small work in hand. This is a very admirable system; as it keeps up a
continual communication between the architect's office and those works
of minor consequence which so frequently cause more trouble than really
great edifices. Should it ever be your lot to have a large miscellaneous
practice, you will do well to employ such an assistant, and to encourage
him to take an interest in your office; and your pupils (if you have any)
will be likely to acquire good practical hints ftom his daily visits to it, to
report on all that is going on out of doors.

I mention pupils in reference to superintendence, because I do conceive
that, next to your own personal supervision, your senior pupil ought to

be the fittest person to officiate as your resident superintendent, in cases
where the distance or magnitude of a building in hand will justify the
•expense of a separate clerk of the works ; and by " senior pupil" I ought
to explain that my idea of pupils is that they ought at least to remain five

years under articles. Whether the fault lies with the master or the pupil
I know not ; but to me it is surprising that modern arehitects do not
more frequently appoint their pupils as local superintendents of their
buildings ; not because I consider there is any dearth of trustworthy
intelligent men to act in the capacity, but because the credit .-.nd career
•of an architect and his pupils are more closely identified than those of an
architect and a clerk of works proper. The latter is (as far as concerns
the architect), " here to-day and gone to-morrow ;" while the pupil either
Is or is to be directly or indirectly connected with the architect for years.
Who so likely as he to enter into a formal study of the special difficulties

of the particular building; to register with pen and pencil its variations
from the contract ; and to aid the architect in maturing his details from
time to time, and in winding up the accounts between the client and con-
tractor ? I say nothing of the service you will by thus employing your
senior pupil render to the young student himself, and to the general
advancement of your art. I repeat it, the general advancement of your
art ; and if you modestly remind me of the rule, experimentum in corpore
vili, I reply. While medical students are allowed to walk the hospitals
and to meddle with the noblest work of the Great Architect, e'en let your
pupils have " the run" of your buildings in progress—that is, Tom, if you
have pupils and buildings in progress : for unfortunately an architect's
practice is by no means so constant as a doctor's j and while people will

fall ill, clients will not always keep building.
Of tlie relation which a clerk of the works bears to an architect you

will not unfrequcntly find building committees and private clients taking
^ite arbitrary views, while attempts will sometimes be made to carry
these views into practice. A clerk of the works', you will be told, is an
officer paid by the client to act as a check on the architect. He is nothing
of the kind, being only a subordinate coadjutor of the architect's, between
whom and himself (as the architect appoints, though he may not pay him),
there oukIiI to exist the utmost confidence. I say the architect appoints
the clerk of works, and is held responsible for his acts; it is then only
Justice that the architect should exercise the fullest control over him.
Bbould your client insist on appointing as well as paying, your duty is to
represent to him the manifest confusion that must arise from such
CstablisliTiicnt of an imperium in imperio ; and by no means to commence
•he work under such absurd conditions.

Again, of Superintendence—you will be sometimes invited to sapply

designs with the requisite details and specification (say for some work of
magnitude and much repetition of features), and yet to give it only your
general, casual supervision. Be very careful how you undertake such
business. I ought rather to say, don't undertake it at all : the magnitude
of the building may indeed tempt your employer to save himself so large
a sum as an architect's per-ccntagc on what may seem a very simple and
monotonous building, but remember, Tom, all its monotony and simpUcitv
is (qua architect's responsibility) nothing to you. Should anything go
wrong in the construction whereby the entire soundness of the edifice i*
compromised, ijour share of the blame and responsibility will be measured,
not by the stinted commission you have accepted, but by that very
magnitude of the work, and that very frequent repetition of its parts, that
seemed, before the undertahinij began, so very plausible an excuse for yotir
client's withholding the proper architect's commission. There are, in
short, two modes in which architects are very prone to injure themselves
—in their fame as artists, by furnishing designs without superintendence;
and in their character as constructors, by this yielding to shabby clients
in the matter of superintendence, ijei me call the two the Scylla and
Charybdis of architectural practice; and by all means advise you to steer
clear of the latter.

Keep an eye to the cost of the building while you arc superintending it

for no matter what were your and your employer's resolutions to keep
within the contract on commencing the work, you will, if you leave matters
to the last, be amazed to see how this little improvement of yours, that
little alteration of your client's, and t'other little suggestion of his friend's
or of the builder's, will have swollen up in the end to one huge claim for
extras. Of course I take it for granted you never allow your client to give
orders for work save through yourself. Provide always some reserve sum for
contingencies, and endeavour to keep within it. As a trading virtue you
will soon find the value of this habit in the growing popularity you will
acquire, as an architect who always manages to keep within his estimate.
If you look well to your specification while the works are proceeding, you
will discover many little matters in which yon or the contractor may hare
economised, which, when your building is completed, will be difficult to
retrace and agree about. These it will be best to deduct for, and on the
other hand to candidly admit all legitimate extras j avoiding as much as
you can the habit of cancelling omissions and extras, one against the
other. This, however, will depend upon your remuneration for measuring
or not, which I shall have to speak of hereafter. I will now only refer to
it to remind you that, as builders are seldom satisfied you have done them
justice in these off-hand set-offs, and clients are far too prone to imagine
the balance of extras and omissions has been subjected to a process of
hocus pocus, in which they have had the worst of it, it is in every sense
to your interest and peace of mind that an open statement should be pro-
ducible, showing plainly the pros and the cons of the matter.

Your certificates for instalments and for the final balance will often be
fruitful sources of anxiety to you. The former will be considerably sim-
plified if you can arrange for the contractor giving you up before signing
his agreement under certain conditions imposed on your honor, a priced
copy of the quantities on which he based his tender for the work. Want-
ing this the architect has a very perplexing task to encounter, in the
granting or refusing of instalments. On the one hand, he is anxious that
his contractor, if a needy man, should draw enough on account to enable
himself to proceed vigorously with the works ; and, on the other, there is

the dread of granting him too much ; lest, in event of his failure to com-
plete them, owing to bankruptcy or other cause, the architect should incur
a heavy responsibility towards his client and towards the sureties of his
contractor; if to these latter his responsibility extends, as is not unlikely.
I am inclined to think your safest course will be, not to hamper yourself
and the contractor by stipulating for too small a proportion of the contract
being awardable by way of instalment as the works proceed ; but to grant
him—always subject to your own discretion—as much as 80 or even 90
per cent, of the estimated value of work completed, and material delivered
on the spot.

As to the final balance it is best not to retain loo large a sum in hand. U
you have carefully inspected the works from time to time, a large sum in
hand can hardly be a necessary precaution ; and with its greatness of
amount will lie the difficulty of retaining it lor any length of time. On
the other hand, I would insist on keeping the reduced balance for a con-
siderable period, varying with the extent of the works. There is no
hardship in this, when the thing has been stipulated previously (as it

ought to be) to the delivery of the tenders ; and it will save you a good
deal of anxiety about those small shortcomings of a building, too liable to
be discovered after completion; which the architect can scarcely avert, and
which in my opinion he ought not in nine cases of ten to stand sponsor
for. ]{emember that architects neither keep workmen nor materials; nor
can their pecuniary remuneration for the soundness of the work exceed
5 per cent, commission on its amotmt. Be as careful and faithful to your
duties as you can, your supervision of the works is at best but a general
one; and it is hardly fair that, after carefully defining by pen and by
pencil (your only tools and "plant") how soundfly everything is to done,

I say it is hardly fair >/ou should be left all alone at the hist to be the

scapegoat in the eyes of your angry client for a choked-up flue or drain, a
twisted panel, or a blown off chimney-pot. It is not enough to have
provided in your builder's agreement that no certificate shall be held to*

exonerate him from the consequences of any gross neglect in carrying out

* Tlie cIsDie isqidto unneceasary. Lord KlleDborougli luiviDg, in a trial for dispoted
balance of contract, decided tliat no certificate woiud exonerate a builder in sooh
case.
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the works—you must be in a condition to awaken Ills susceptibilities by

reference to a sum retaiued in hand.

Lastlv, with rcsrard to winding up the Extras and Omissions. Tlicre is

a growing habit amongst architects of leaving these to be stated by the

contractor, who sends in his claim in writing, which the architect and he

somehow wrangle orer, till they come to either a settlement or a dead lock.

It is a very unsatisfactory proceeding. I speak of small contracts j
for m

works of great extent there usu.-illy exists a schedule annexed to tlie con-

tract, and the more orderly course of a regular admeasurement of the

extras and omissions. If it is known amongst builders that this course I

condemn is vour mode of dealing with small contracts, you will be put to

endless wofrv with these final windings-up-, especially with all items to

which day bills can be applied. Whererer day Avork is unavoidable, the

bills ought to come in within a few days after the doing of the work, and

be countersigned by your clerk of works, if you liave one. I know no bet-

ter plan of dealing with these accounts of Extras and Omissions than the

one I ventured to recommend to you in my last letter, in the case ot

single builders offering an estimate for works placed in their hands with-

out competition. Believe me to remain.
Yours faithfully,

S. Setsquabe.

SUBURBAN STREET BUILDINGS.

OUR attention has been called to a large quantity of houses now in

course of erection for dwelling purposes on a portion of the IloUoway

estates lying to the cast of the New Cattle-market, Copenhagen-fields,

comprising the Koman-road, St. James's-road, &c. The perusal of tlie

following, which was recently addressed to one of our contemporaries,

may serve to introduce the subject, which we consider to be one of very

great importance:

—

Sib,—We have an advertising watclimakcr who almost daily lectures on the con-

struction of that useful trifle. Could not some taleuted artisan be found to lecture

upoH and expose the rascally manner speculative houses are run up in the suburbs of

London ; how cleverly th? Building Act is evaded ; how wonderfully old materials

arc used ; how plaster floors are substituted for sfoue ; how seldom we find lead

"Utters or cisterns ; how chimney-bars are generally missing ; how bad the chimney

and window arches arc built ; how many houses have brick-on-edge partitions with-

out proper bond timber; how even rotten scaiTold-polcs are used for ceiling joists,

&c Could not some one be found to point out how injurious the present hasty rotten

system of building is, and that it is no wonder the public avoid buying: modern
houses ; and that, in consequence, honest builders often become bankrupt, and no

one benefits except the ground landlord, who exacts au extortionate annual ground-

rent ^ ^ ^°^* ^^-^

Dalston. Shcff Brick.

Knowing that the locality in question is tinder the supervision of a dis-

trict surveyor, we really were slow to believe that such a state of things

existed ; but on making a survey of the structures adverted to found that

the picture sketched by " Shuff Brick " is not in the slightest degree

exaggerated, and consequently we deem it our duty in behalf of the pur-

chasers of houses to expose a most villainous system that is now being

pursued, it would seem with the most barefaced impunity, by unprincipled

builders who erect dwelling houses in the most shameful run'em-up style,

and victimise persons who are not capable of judging of the quality of a

structure. In fact it is somewhat difiaeult for an expert surveyor to ascer-

tain what kind of materials have been employed if he is not called upon to

examine the house until it is entirely finished, .tfterall the bad bricks have

been covered with plaster, and tlie attenuated joists laid with the floor

boards. True, the stairs may creak when they are ascended, and the floors

may sag in the centre, and these are the principal drawbacks that can be

discovered. Afterwards, however, as the plaster work becomes drj', and
the floors have been acted on by the summer heat, it is found in the former

case that sooty bricks have been intermingled amongst others ; and the

floor boards show unmistakeable symptoms of opening their joints to a

frightful extent, and consequently are unfit to lay a carpet on, without pre-

Tiously having strong brown paper pasted all over them, to hold them
together. AVe may also state for the information of our readers, that

when the sooty surface of a brick comes on the face of an internal wall,

the plaster put upon it will never dry, and hence in many cases the spoil-

ing of the paper witli which the walls of rooms are hung.

We have not at present the Metropolitan Building Act before us, but
should hope there are imperative instrnctions in it—at least there ought
to be—that in the erection of all new houses new bricks should be used,

and generally materials of the best description.

In the case before us the speculative builders of IJolloway seem to set

Acts of Parliament and district surveyors at defiance, for independent of

the thousands of old bricks that have already been used up in party-walls,

and other portions of the buildings, hundreds of cart-loads of dire

rubbish, in the shape of whole, half, quarter, and fractional parts of old

bricks are now lying onj the ground ready for use, the defects of which
will be made up with mortar of the very worst quality, mixed with
earthy loam instead of good, clean, sharp, river sand, as it ought to be.

Unfortimately, too, the " black compo " (it cannot be called cement)
employed externally is of equally inferior quality, and in our survey
we observed the upper cornice of a house, and that of the shop on the

ground floor, actually falling away, most of the members having dis-

appeared, and in some instances leaving the ground-work of bricks and
tiles exposed, and this, too, before the house is occupied ! Really such a
lamentable state of things should not be tolerated, and we trust, for the

protection of the public, that immediate steps may be taken by the proper

Authorities to put an end to it at ooce and tQr «ver.

MR. SPURGEON'S NEW TABERNACLE.

AS most of our metropolitan, and some of our provincial, readers arc

aware, the large place of worship now in course of erection for Mr.

Spurgeon, the eloquent and popular Baptist preacher, is situated near the

Elephant and Castle tavern, so well known as the halting-place for

omnibuses that ply to nearly all the localities of London and its suburbs.

Since the termination of the building operatives' strike, the various

works of the new edifice have been pushed forward with an extraordinary

amount of vigour, and even now the edifice asserts its " local habitation,"

as to its somewhat large area. At the present time there are, as wc

understand, upwards of 120 mechanics, laborers, and boys engaged on

the works, and the numbers, no doubt, will be increased as the season,

advances.
The merits and demerits of the design of the building have been so-

elaborately discus?ed in our p.igcs on former occasions, that we shall not

now enter into tlie vei-atu quesllo of the matter, but merely remark, en

passant, that the architect of the structure, to our mind, has nearly solved

the problem of Sir Cliristophcr Wren, to the etfect that it was impossible

to construct a church or chapel wherein 5,000 persons could each, indi-

vidually, see and hear the preacher, agreeable to the formula of the Church

of England service.

The total length of the building, measuring from the front steps of its

entrance portico to the back wall at the western end, is 208 feet, and its

width is 106 feet; in addition to which there are open areas round the

sides and western end of the edifice.

The chapel (including the vestries, all of which are situated on the

ground floor) measures 174 feet by 85 feet, exclusive of the portico. The

internal height, from the basement floor to the lantern light of the roof, is

89 feet.

In the b.asement there is a spacious school-room, four class-rooms, and

a large lecture-liall, which will have an area greater than Mr. Spurgeon's

present chapel in Park-street.

Both the architect and Mr. Spurgeon himself appear to have paid very

great attention in reference to tlie acoustic qualities of tlie new Tabernacle,

and from what we can at present judge, we think their combined efforts

will be crowned with success.

Contrary to the practice of placing the pulpit near the wall at one end,

Mr. Spurgeon suggested that a sort of tribune, with a semicircular end,,

should be projected from the western end wall of the building, in tha

middle of which the pulpit is to be placed, and in front of it the baptistry

is planned.

There will be two tiers of galleries around the building, which are to be

supported by 10 cast iron columns extending from the basement, and which

rest on sound concrete and brick foundations.

The tribune to which wo have adverted will project 29 feet from the.

end wall, its width is to be 20 feet, and its height from the floor line will

be 4 feet, so that an excellent sight of the preacher will be obtained, both

from the floor and surrounding galleries of the interior of the edifice,

which is planned to accommodate from 7,000 to 8,000 persons. The

iuter.ial surfaces of the walls of the chape lare to be entirely lined witli

wood, which is naturally supposed will cause the voice to rebound, instead

of falling dead on a dense opaque surface, as stone, plaster, &c.

The building rests on an excellent stiffconcrete, 3 feet 9 inches in depth,,

the lower stratum being gravel, which no doubt many persons would have-

deemed sulficient, but in the present instance, to make security doubly

sure, concrete has been employed.

It gives us no small amount of pleasure to observe that not a single

brick is employed on the building externally, tlie general walling being

encased with Kentish rag, and the sextile portico and dressings of the

windows and doorways, &c., being all executed in Box-hill Batli-stone,

which has been tested and found to resist our London climate during the

last 50 years.

Mr. AVilliam Willmer Pocock, of Trevor-terrace, Knightsbndge, is the

architect for the Tabernacle, and Mr. William Higgs, Palace-road,

Lambeth, is the contractor.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
APRIV.iTE meeting ofmembers was held on Tuesday evening last, S. Smirke,

R.A., Fellow, in the chair, pursuant to a circular, to consider the resigna-

tiou of Mr. Nelson, who has acted as Hon. Secretary ten years. A resolution

was come to, expre-ssive of the high sense of the menihcrs of the valuable services

rendered by Mr. Nelson in the etHcient and courteous discharge of the office, and

it was determined to invite the members generally, to contribute a subscription

not exceeding a guinea, for the purpose of presenting a fitting memorial of regard

to the Hon. Secretai-y on his retirement. Fifty names were at ouce put down

and a Committee appointed to carry into effect the resolutions.

—-
LECTURE AT THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

On Wednesday evening a lecture was delivered in the Lecture-theatre oi the

South Kensington Museum, before a numerous assemblage of the members and

friends of the Architectural Museum, by R. II. S. S.mith, Esq., Bjl., Assistant

Keeper of the Art-Museum, the subject being "Architecture as developed by the

various Races of Man." We shall give a report of the lecture m our uext.

Easter Holiday Sights.—To those who wish to enjoy a quiet intellec-

tual treat during the holidays we recommend a visit to the South Kensin^oa

Museum—where, in addition to the usual sights, the Sheepshanks Collection-,

the pictures of the National Gallery (British School), and the Art School for

Male Students, will be open, free, every morning and evening, from the 9th t»_

the 14tli April, inclusive, between the hours of 10 and 5, and Irom 7 till 10 in tna

evening.
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CENTRAL COURT AND CORRIDORS.-OXFORD NEW MUSEUM.
WE present our readers this week with iinother illustration of the

Oxtbril New Museum; drawn by Jlr. Cattcrmole, from an admirable
photograph by Mr. Hills, of the Cornmarkct, Oxford.

It represents a portion— a small portion only, it is true—of the Great
Central Conrt, but enough is shown to enable anyone who has had no
opportunity of seeing the building itself, to form a very fair idea of what
it is like.

The Museum is built, it may be necessary to remind the reader, in the
usual form of four main groups or masses of buildings, arranged round a
square area called a quadrangle, or in common Oxford parlance a " Quad."

In the case of tho. colleges this space is always left open to the sky, but
at the Museum it has been covered in, in a kind of Crystal Palace fashion
done in Gothic, in the peculiar manner of Mr. Skidmore.
We have iilready detailed in these pages the slow and tedious process by

which tills result has been attained, and the melancholy disaster which
befel the first attempt; how the slender wrought-iron columns gave way
under the superincumbent mass of heavy woodwork and thick glass; how,
after the work was nearly finished, it had to be taken away ; and how,
amid the not altogether undeserved sneers of the numerous and noisy
prophets of evil, a new commencement was made among tho ruins.

We remember seeing at the time in Mr. Hills' studio a stereoscopic slide

of the shattered bases, and confused debris, which would have done for a
frontispiece to Dr. Cumming's fanciful essays on " The Great Tribulation."
And certainly the " tribulation " that followed was not little. We well

remember the noisy Congregation-house, and the hard language of the
clerical and chemical combatants ; and liow everything, reasonable or un-
reasonable, was opposed except some trifle whicli was conceded with
becoming gallantry by the Disraeli of the House to a lady whom it most
concerned; and how the worthy and respected clerk of tlie works stood
at the doorway of the sacred precincts, the image of despair, and heard a
trifling grant for putting in small stones or some such matter, indignantly
opposed ami actually rejected! They wore anxious days for the friends of
progress in Oxford, and of the progress of social science and every kind
of science throughout the kingdom : after lavishing thousands of pounds
the builders seemed disposed " to spoil the sliip to save a pennyworth of
tar." But the Museum party conquered, and gained by importunity what
they could not gain by any amount of sober reasoning. The worst that
can bo said of the delegates is that they have made many mistakes ; but
their ground was untrodden, their difficulties almost insuperable, and we
like them the better for their mistakes now, when we are able to rejoice
with them at the brilliant success which they have achieved.
Our view shows the internal arrangement of the Museum to perfection.

The doorways and other several rooms open, of course, into the inner
court, not directly into the court itself, but into open cloisters or corridors
—an admirable provision, not only for the extreme beauty of the effect,

but also, and chiefly, for the great facilities thus afforded for easy and un-
interrupted communication at all timesbetweentheroom3ofthesever.il
professors.

The buildings being of two stages, the corridors are of course two in
number, and arc set one above the other.
Arcades are employed instead of windows, an imported improvement,

in such a case as this at all events, upon the old English method.
The shafts are of various British marbles, arranged in a consistent order;

and the capitals, corbels, &c., are in process of being carved into a regular
botanical series. A very considerable amount of this carving has been
already accomplished, and much still remains to be done. It is decidedly
successful, and deserves to rank among the best modern works of tho kind.
Only a few men are employed upon it—men of great skill and decided
natural taste and talents, who copy faithfully, and not too conventionally,
from the natural plants themselves. They are left very much to them-
selves, instead of being cramped and hampered by lifeless working
drawings, following Nature as their only guide, and we are bound to say
that their success is as conspicuous and unmistakeable as the boldness of
their employers.

It is, of course, impossible to do justice to the sterling qualities of their
work in a general view such as|ours; but our artist has succeeded in
giving a very good idea of the general effect produced.

The shafts are alternated by piers, with corbels forming capitals like
early imposts. In front of each of these it is intended to place a statue of
some great man, eminent for his knowledge of natural science. Some of
these have been already provided, not by the University, but by benefactors,
such as the Queen, who has given several; and, last not least, some under-
graduate members of the University. Here Newton, Bacon, Liebnitz, and
old Galileo appropriately find a place. And such ancients as Aristotle,
Pliny, Hippocrates, fArchimedes, and Euclid will look down upon the
youthful aspirants after scientific fame, in company with the great lights
of this later age—Cuvier, Linna;us, Harvey, and Hunter, Watt, Black,
Dalton, Kepler, Franklin, Davy, Herschel, Jennor, and others. Nothing
can be more admirable tlian the scheme, and, as far as it has gone,
nothing more successful and praiseworthy than the way in which it is

carried out.

We must not omit to mention that the corridors, which are of ample
width, are being fitted up with cases, intended to contain collections ofnatural
specimens ofall sorts, which the University possesses in considerable abund-
ance. And we cannot doubt that these collections will soon be rapidly
augmented by private benefactions. Suchan establishment as this, connected
withour oldest L'niversity,and centrally situated, recommended, too, and sup-
ported by such men as Henry Acland, Professor Brodie, Professor Phillips,

and the rest, must, without fail, obtain the public confidence, and come to

be regarded ere long, as the safest and best depository for gifts of a semi-
public character.

The arches of the arcades, and tho walls which they support, arc left iu
a somewhat rude state, as may be seen from our drawing; the plain yellotr
and red bricks being left bare instead of being coated with plaster. But
the general effect of this is harmonious and good. The arches are of stone,
of two colors, yellow and red, the treatment being somewhat similar to
that adopted in Balliol College chapel, but the effect is better, the latter
being very spotty in appearance, and nmch too irregular in design.

Generally the stringcourses, mouldings, &c., in this, as in every other part
of the Museum, are unsatisfactory, too square in section, and thin and
wiry in detail.

It is hardly necessary to describe the shafts which support the iron and
glass roof, they are so well shown in our engraving. The bases are of
stone, up to the bottom of the bell-shaped portion. iTie shafts themselves
are grouped, and tied together in two places, the capitals being enriched
with admirably wrought foliage.

Here the limits of our page and of the lense cut short our view, and we
are able only to give tho springings of the great arches which surmount
these columns and bear aloft tho roof. They are very acutely pointed f

indeed, in our judgment, too much so. The springings, it will be observed,
are almost perpendicular. But yet it cannot be denied that the efi'cct is

fine, and the great height most imposing. The spandrels are filled with
wrought and cut iron foliage of wonderful freedom of execution and bold-
ness of conception ; and there is no lack of pretty pierced work in the in-

termediate spaces, so that the general effect is by no means heavy, though
heavier of course tlian the too light and flimsy structure which it was
found necessary to take away.

It is hard, after finding occasion for so much hearty and deserved praise,
to be compelled to find fault ; but it must be even so. The entire court
is spoiled by the abominable system of coloring which has been adopted for
the ironwork. Of course this is curable, and there is nothing to prevent
what is painted in an ugly fasliion to-day from being painted properly to-

morrow ; but, unfortunately, the present coat of paint is a retrograde one,
and has supersedsd a better and more successful decoration.

There is a Golgotlia at Oxford, though there be none in her University
church, every bit as much as there is at Cambridge, and ancient " heads "

and " Dons " are no leaky vehicles into this advancing age of the stupid
prejudices of the past. So they have done the Museum in "genteel"
colors.

The first coloring we saw was not, indeed, a successful, but was certainly
a creditable attempt, and quite capable of being modified into something
respectable. The main colors were rich greens and chocolates, with a
fair admixture of brighter hues.

A second, or some subsequent experiment which we inspected, was, in

our opinion, better still. Both were really answerable to the term " color,"

and there was no mistake about it. We never heard anyone, except some
very ancient people indeed, suggest that it was overdone, though every-
body regarded it as an instalment of something better to come, capable of,

and requiring improvement.
But one day we found in a corner of the court one column among the

groups presenting a very remarkable appearance, and looking very much
as if it had been drawn through a river of bread-sauce, or as if some foul

animal with an unwliolesome tongue had licked it. In our innocence we
thought that some fresh experiment was about to be tried, and that this

was a " first coat," destined to receive something better. Nothing of the
kind ! It was itself an experiment, and what was more, was considered a
vast improvement on the earlier coloring; and, behold, the leprosy has
spread and infected every column in the place. The ironwork is accord-

ingly for the time destroyed; the shafts look like huge slate pencils,

alternating with vast Bath-sticks, and the entire place has been quakerised
to the uttermost. Alas! that we cannot whitewash the sea, and paint the

sky and the trees and the fields drab! There is, however, one great con-
solation in the midst of all this disappointment : these successive coats of
paint are very good for the ironwork, and the present final coat will do
excellently for a ground-work for some sensible coloring by-and-by. But
what a pity it is that so noble a work as this should beso marred by being,

as it were, cut short in its growth ! It is all the invention and creation of

this century, except the finishing touches, which have been derived
undiluted from the wishy-washy age of neat gentilities which has passed.

We never catch a tooth-ache or a sore-throat in that vilest of all junctions,

at Didcot, without wishing that we could compel to be stokers and engine-
men every surviving member of the Hebdomadal Council, which insisted

on the Great Western Railway keeping some twenty miles south of Oxford,
.and has condemned the University to the inconvenience of a branch-line
for ever. And we shall never enter the New Museum without wishing we
could set the same worthies to work to repaint the beautiful ironwork
with brushes made out of their own wigs!

Singular and Fatal Accident.—On Monday a cai'man, named
Belcher, in the employ of Mr. Chamberlain, contractor, of Belvedere-road,

Lambeth, had just unloaded his cart of bricks at Mr. iVewton's, Falcon-wharf,

Bankside, and the tide being low, he ventured down to wash the horse and cart.

He had not proceeded many yards before the horse led the man beyond his depth,

and before assistance could be rendered both man and horse were drowned.

The Price of a Ream of Paper.—Messrs. Winsor and Newton, of
Rathbone-place, have introduced a new drawing paper (and a most ma^iicent
specimen of paper-making it is), the retail price of which is seven sltillrngs per
sheet, or at the rate of £10(J per mill te&m.—Stationer.
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A CITY REVIVAL.
THERE are doubtless many modem traders and merehants who daily wliirl up

to London by the express morning trains and return at night to their villas,

spending a few hours in their counting-houses, who know as little of the City of

London, and its vast memorials of former times, as a Cherokee Indian. We very
much question whether there are not many handsome Halls and rich Companies
which lew but those specially eonneoted with them know anything about ; and
that there are hundreds of corporations and charities of which many Englishmen
areas ignorant as a Frenchman, and we cannot give a stronger example of

ignorance of English afihirs.

Yet in this same City of London there lies, buried as it were under modern
accumulations, a coniplete framework of ancient society. Under the modem
system of trading lies another, as under St. Paul's we find St. Faith. The mere
visitor sees in the Royal Exchange, in the bank and its buildings—in Lombard-
street and its bankers—in Crutchodfriars and its merchants—in Wood-street and
AA'atling-street, and New Cannon-street, and their great manufacturing dealers

—the trade of London, and he little imagines that out of the common thorough-
fores exist what may be termed the fossil remains of its former greatness and
grandeur. In inconceivably narrow streets, in strange odd angles and corners,

are to bo found houses that might rival those of Grosvenor-square for size, and
which have a substantial though old-fashioned appearance that inspires respect

and bespeaks former grandeur. In these buildings are preserved the Guilds and
Corporations which were the bones and arteries of our former trading society, a

system which, though now fallen into disuse and out of fashion, has had nosmall
hand in mnking us the nation we are. The Guilds of the trader and the artisan

were the cradles of our libertj"; and out ofsuch associations grew our representa-

tive system of government. Tliey in the middle ages checked the tyranny of the

feudal system, and gave to England that middle class of society which has stood

as a mole and a barrier against the tyranny and excesses of a proud and powerful
oligarchy.

As, therefore, we owe to these antique institutions so much, it is but a matter
of gratitude that we should regard them with respect, and inquire into them
witli interest. Nor will it be found that they are by any means dead, though the

great purposes for which they onoe existed have, from a variety of causes, flowed
into other chaimcls.
The commerce of London, and indeed of the kingdom, was once, as it were,

under their control, and aided their revenue; and we all know how, in those

palmy days, kings sued to them for money, and political parties wooed them for

their interest. It is a matter of history to trace how this great framework,
embracing at one time all occupations, and wielding and controlling in a variety

of ways all the trade and operative proceedings of society, came to fall into decay,

and to become a mere skeleton of dead bones, held together by the ligaments of

endowments and property bequeathed to them for various trusts.

Many reasons, some physical and some moral, conduced to this decay. Tliere

were inherent defects in their constitution, and the developments of society

Proceeded too fast for their slow and narrow system of internal government.
lad they possessed men of snpcrior intellect as their rulers, wlio could have

expanded them to the wants of the progressive time, they might have grown
with the age. But they were restrained by their narrow rulers within the literal

and rigid bounds of their original constitutions; and as they did not enlarge with
the enlarging ideas of each generation, they became fossilized, and to a great
extent remain so.

The principles of entire freedom for trade, which were so urgently promulgated
in the middle of the last century, and have been increasing ever since, hastened
their downfall, by bringing into contempt all notions of anything like association
and legislation upon snch points. The apprenticeship principle was vigorously
denounced by .'^dam Smith and his followers, and all corporate bodies were
decried as injurious monopolies. This, like all other new doctrines, was pursued
with a species of fanaticism, and carried to an extreme that, it is beginning to be
felt, was unjust and unsound.

Tlie great Guilds of the middle ages were very noble institutions, and if like

the church and the law they requireid reform, they did not deserve destruction.
Had they been judiciously reformed, they would have been of vast advantage to

modern society. They would have done much to mitigate the sufferings of the
operative classes ; they would have prevented that alienation between the masses
and their employers, which is found to be producing so many sad, not to say
dangerous, enects. Had every Guild attended to his own craft, it must have
resulted in good. The very organization would have been beneficial, and the
benefits to the arts and to manufactures great. They might have been the
medium for that communication between masters and men, which a special
Committee of the House of Commons is now seeking to promote. They might have
effected, in fact, an amount of good, both of an artistic and a philanthropic kind.
Which is now imperfectly performed by other means. One fatal thing they
themselves performed for their own destruction. They admitted to the rights of
their corporation the sons offreemen, disregardful oftheir not being ofthe trade and
craft of the Guild. This fatal error rendered t.iem a mass of of individual atoms,
having no interests, no pursuits, no rights > common. From the time they did
this, they became mere formal associations, without any real vitality or use.
Having abandoned the only bond that could hold them together, uniformity of
trade and occupation, they subsisted only on their accumulated property, and
have now become so many fanciful institutions.

There is, however, we firmly believe, yet a real life in them if it could only be
Dgeniously brought forth. They have sfJ left in them all the scaftbldiiig of
eflective associations', and, skilfully treaif^, they yet might materially benefitthe
crafts they represent, and so society generally. It would seem that such is the
opinion of some of their more enlightened members; and we have been carried
into this train of thought and dissertation by having presented to our notice a
very laudable effort to revive the utility of the old.corporations, and to adapt
them to living manners and circumstances. The able and intelligent master of
the Painter-Stainers' Company, one of the most ancient of the city guilds, has
put forth a plan which is certainly likely to arouse the attention and excite the
efforts of the operatives engaged m house painting and decoration, which he very
properly styles arts. He seems to have thoroughly mastered his subject, and has
not sought, with any antiquarian dilettantei^m, to revive any obsolete cere-
monies or forms, or even usages, but conies at once to utilizing the powers and
meansof the Guild to modem requirements. We cannot better show his plan
than by his circular addressed to his own trade :

—" The powers of the various
Guilds are not maintainable under their byelaws, and it must be acknowledged
tbey have fallen into desuetude, and operate in restraint of trade. I consider.

however, by substituting emulation for coercion, that the Guilds (especially thoge
where skilful handicraft is required) might yet maintain as bodies a firm and
useful position in society ; and my suggestion for effecting this, as relates to this

company, consists in inviting the workmen, artificers, and artists connected wiUj
painting and decoration, to submit their works annually to public inspection

;

their merits to be judged by competent persons. The public exhibition of such
works to take place at the company's ancient hall."

This is a judicious step, and in the right direction, and is greatly to be com-
mended and encouraged. It must delight Mr. Ruskin, and all the true lovers of
art, who know how much depends on the imparting an intellectual and artistic

feeling to the actual operating artisan. In no other way can really fine work
be produced. Should this simple example take eft'ect, as we have no doubt but it

will, it may give a beneficial impetus to all other guilds, which, in the like way,
may do much to improve art and elevate the mind of the artisan, and so raise his

SosiLion in society, and amend his physical as well as artistic condition. Should
Ir. Sewell, the originator of this notion, succeed, with the aid of his assistants,

the Painter-Stainers' Company, in his laudable attempt, he may not improbably
lead to " a city revival " which may excel other revi vals, of which we have heard
so much in America and elsewhere; and a great social problem may be solved—
that ofbringing into one focus the interests of the Employers and the Employed.—Leader and Saturday Analyst.

TEMPORARY CHURCH, PENTONVILLE.
WE observe that a " temporary mission church " has been erected at

Penton-street, Pentonville, for the Rev. A. L. Courtenay, D.D., which
embodies many of the principles recommended in the article on " Temporary
Churches," contained in our last volume (page 1,163), especially in that it

makes no pretension to be permanent in its character, while at the same time
everything has been provided internally which can be required for the decent
celebration of Divine worship with comfort to the congregation; indeed, wa
have seen many permanent structures which aftbrd less of this latter deside-

ratum.
It is constructed mainly of wood, covered externally with galvanised iron, and

the roof with felt. It is boarded internally, canvassed, and papered. The light

is admitted almost exclusively from the top by a skylight, running nearly the
whole length of the building, which affords also means of ventilation.

This mode of lighting has a pleasing effect internally, but renders windows
unnecessary which would certainly have improved the appearance. It however
admits of the walls of the permanent church being carried up outside the
present building while it is yet standing, so that the congregation may use it

until the permanent church is roofed in. 'The church is 04 feet by 40 feet, with a
vestry 14 feet by 8 feet, and three entrances.
The seats, floor-boards, joists, and timber work, and boarding generally are

suitable for use, with slight alteration, in the permanent structure.

The total cost of the building, including gas lighting, has been about £580,
and the old materials of the houses which stood on the site worth about £17.5,

but as the basement had to be filled in, and deeper walls used, the clear gain
would not be more than £100, making the cost £680, which, as the church
seats 490 persons, allowing 18 inches to each, is little more than £1 7s. 8d. per
head ; and it is believed, at the end of five years, the materials would he worth
£250 to sell, or £300 to use on the same site in the permanent church, making
the clear cost of accommodation for the congregation above named, for five or

ten years if required, £380. The whole was completed in six weeks after the

clearing of the site, by Messrs. Dove, builders, under the superintendence of

Messrs Lander and Bedells, 4, Great James-street, W.C.

SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

AN announcement has been issued by the Lords of the Committee of Council
on Education, expressing their desire to afford the greatest facilities to

teachers of science and navigation schools in obtaining the best instruments,

apparatus, &c., for giving instruction in science and navigation, towards the

purchase of which the Science and Art Department is authorised to pay 50 per

cent, of the cost. The Council consider that the fullest opportunities should be

given to manufacturers in all parts of the kingdom for supplying such apparatus,

&c. At the same time the Council are of opinion that it is necessary that the.

Science and Art Department should have some guarantee that the ajiparatus

and instruments are of good quality and moderate in price. My Lords have
therefore laid down the following rules and conditions :

—

1. Samples of all articles on the manufacturer's list are to be sent to the

Educational Collection, South Kensington Museum, foKexhibition, where thCT

will be arranged separately, according to the science for which they are intended,

so as to aftbrd teachers and others facility in inspecting them .ind making •
choice.

2. The manufacturer is to supply priced catalogues of such articles, printed

in demy 8vo., in order that the various catalogues may be bound up together)

and supplied when asked for.

3. 'The manufacturer is to guarantee that the articles exhibited are fair samples

of those specified in the priced catalogue, and he must engage to take back any
article supplied to schools which may be inferior to the standard.

Manufacturers willing to comply with these conditions, are to make a state-

ment to that effect, and to send lists of apparatus, instruments, books, &c., in

the following sciences :—1, Practical Plane and Descriptive Geometry, Mecha-
nical and Machine drawing, and Building construction ; 2, Physics, (mechanical

and experimental); 3, Chemistry; 4, Geology and Mineralogy; 5, Natuisl
History (Zoology and Botany, Vegetable and Animal Physiology) ; 6, Navigation

and Nautical Astronomy, and Physical Geography. If these lists and prices are

such as can be approved of, the manufacturer will lie infonued, and as soon as i

possible on his fulfilling the conditions, his list will be inserted in the catalogne.

The catalogue will undergo a revision at least once a year, when manufactorers
may send any improved forms of apparatus, &c.
The selection of the manufacturer will lie wholly with the Committee of the i

School. On their demand being sanctioned, the manufacturer will i-eceivc in-

structions to supply the articles upon his receiving the 50 per cent, due from the i

School.
On obtaining a receipt from the Committee of the School (which is included in i

the form of the requisition) that the articles have been received, the remaining i

60 per cent, will be paid quarterly to the manufacturer by the department.
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ARCHITECTUHAL ASSOCIATION.
rpIIE ordinary fortiiiglitly niueting of the Aicliitectural Association was held in
I tlie rooms, Couduit-strcet, on Friday ; J. W. Pbnpold, Esq., tlie Chairman,

I
irftsiding.

.Mr. Heiuiing, Honorary Secretary, read the minutes of proceedings at the
last meeting, whicli were approved of and confirnied.

Mr. C. 1'. IlAYWARD read tlie following paper on
MOnEKNI.SM IN AUT.

IT might .«oem desirable in eommcneiuj^ tlie few remarks T am about to make on
Jlodernisni in Art, to dctine the terra before 1 proceed to discourse upon it. But

1 prefer to leave the preface till the last, or if you have not perfectly comprehended
.ill that 1 mean by the term at the conclusion, we will discuss the matter and en-
ilcavour toobtjiin some dffiuitions of it.

M. Montalcmbert in his celebrated pamjihli't, speaks somewhere of the study of
(outemporary Archajolos^y ;" and this I cannot lielp fancyin^^ is a phrase intended
convey suoli notions of the value of the observation ofd.aily life and present cir-
imstauts and living' history, which I would endeavour to include in the term 1 have
lioseu.

The study of antiquity is enforced in a variety of ways at the present time; although
Die period cboseu is somewhat changed—Classic to Medieval lore -societies in every
county, and amateurs without number, devote themselves to the collection and con-
ttuiplation of the minutest relies, often overlooking in the study of a detail, the more
broad and comprehensive objects of research, and caring less for the beautifuland
suggestive, than for more curious and a^cd.

ft has, however, been reserved for a French idea—to form a political society for
the sole purpose of studying and couleraplating ruins-renouncing any interest in
1 lie present, acknowledging one only duty, and that, the support ofan effete piece of
arclneology which liappens to be contemporary.
To the artist, however, and especially to the architect, the study of antiquity is

necessary, not only to form his ideas but to stimulate them ; not only to awaken his
enthusiasm, but to feed the fire of his genius ; not only to afford fit subjects for con-
templation, but to give him instruction and advice, and to oiler suggestions for his
daily labors.
Archaeology is a necessity with him if he would excel, but its true use is like the

study of history— of wliich, indeed, it is only a branch—to teach lessons of wisdom,
of warning, and of hope.
But to study ancient art for the purpose of reproducing it, without reference to

altered circumstances and times, is the same as studying costume for a fancy ball, or
the fables of heathen mythology, for the purpose of setting up the worship of Isis
or Jupiter.
Moreover, it is quite contrary to the spirit of the arts in any age, for no art can be

art (paradoxical as this may seem) wliich subsists on bygoue talent, and has no
power of its own, but that of copyism.
Your antiquarian is not generally a surpassing genius of originality, but belays up

stores of valuable lore for those who have the wit or the wisdom to turn them to
account
Now it surely is a matter of surprise, that living in the present with all the

associations and connexions of modern life, and feeling all the force of passing
events, and the attraction of the present times around us, that this spirit of antl-
quarianism should so often over-ride, and over-rule our artistic notions, stifling the
aspirations of genius—cooling the enthusiasm of youth—and distorting even those
Inevitable lines of beauty, which are traced by the hand of the true artist.
Yet that it does so affect the fine arts generally at the present time—and especially

our own branch of them— I thiuk few will deny. None can be more ready than
myself to admit that its influence is considerably less than it was even a short time
ago, and to rejoice in the hope that its cramping and hampering influence shall
entirely give way before the genius of nineteenth century art ; that its effect shall be
recognised only in the curbing and restraining of too wild and sportive fancies.
Which, by substituting mere couceits tor high art, often in the best periods bring
down ridicule and contempt upon art and its professors.
Now, let us inquire bow, in the history of our own branch of the fine arts, the

wants of the period and the capabilities of the times were met—bow far ancient
architects were modern in their day.
OfEgypt, as far as we know or understand their works, they seem to have had their

eyes open to the works of nature around them in the form of their columns and the
floral and other ornamentation they introduced, and even did not disdain to copy in
•ndaring porphyry the tailors' work of the period. Then look to the use of the
^blcst materials in tlic noblest proportions. Of Assyria we know at least this-that
their houses and tlieir temples were suited to their circumstances .and their purposes,
and that their ornamentation and .their sculpture Icommemorated their modern
events.

Who shall say that the great Greeks were antiquarian architects ? Slight evidences
rf^Efyptian studies, indeed, are to be found ; but how great must have been the
onfftnaliti/ and inrentire. power of their architects—what infinity of design, what
Ulount of careful thought and study have been ™ne through before the simplicity
Ofsrandeur in their forms and the delicate magniflcence of tlieir decoration had been
mievcd. We hardly appreciate this inventive power in the Greeks sufBciently.
Gradual, doubtless, but throughout original, and in the end perfect, was the archi-
teetnre of this wonderful race ; but it was also essentially suited to themselves, their
wnnhip and their climate, and the materials around them.
Hie Komans were a progressive people, and I would give them the full credit of

Wpreciating Greci.an works, which is often denied them; while at the same time
tney were essentially modernists. They had different works to erect, and were
masters of more science, though less deheacy of taste, and, let us add, less noble
materials than the Hellenes.

l'"ar from copying alone, they went on originating and adopting till at last their
ongmiility overcame their antiquarianism, and they produced^ their grand basilicas
with vaults or domes such as Grecians never dreamt of.
WeiT they not modern ? When a circus to hold half the city seated was wanted—

bow was the dilliculty overcome? Certainly not without reference to precedent, but
with unprecedented boldness and success was the problem solved. Who was the
Heiijamin Kdgington of the period who made the velarium ? and what were the
' iishions made of ? Such thoug-hts may help us to realise that these things were not

lit to be mere picturesque rums for an English traveller to contemplate on amoon-
!i;lit night, but were once modern works to serve the wants of the time.
fhoii, as to tlie Early Christians, I am disposed to fancy that a good deal of art we

consider modern to them was ancient, inasmuch as they probably adapted many
common pagan notions and symbols in their churches, &c. Yet what they built was
most csseutially different and had a different purpose to serve from the pag.an art
around them, and when as ages rolled on in the darkness or rather twiUgnt of art,
'hiirch after church was erected east and west, no slavish copy of former types, was
neld, but here a dome, there a round vault, iind elsewhere a flat ceiling, all referable to
former phases of art, but at the same time all modern in their day, gave a character
and a distinctive individuality to tlie building.
Ami when at last this darkness rolled away, and the glorious power of the sun of
'ithic art was felt, did the art traditions of antiquity or the originality of modern
iiius stand out as the vita! spark of all this blaze ? Step by step can we trace the

path of this noble development of art, each piece in advance of tlie other spurning
any backward movement for three centuries and more. One period, feeling its own
power, disclaiming to continue Its previous design of ithadbeen stopped in its fullil-
nient. and taxing itsown genius to find a fresh (at that time at least considered an im-
proved) design for the remainder : Artists at one time overstepping the limits
assigned by the endurance of their materials, then repairing their error by a fresh
and perchance even a bolder experiment, triumphing over material, submitting to
every variety of circumstance, and improving every opportunity and every local ad-
vantage. '

n as brick to be obtained and atone not, the baser material was not despUed butshown to be capable of bearing the impress of the artut's mind.
Was iron available, it was welcomed by the designer, and wrought out with care

fashioned with tlie tongs by the snUth into forms ofTieauty. Was glass manufacture
established, the painter touched it with his brush, and the arcliiteet made way for
it In his walls, cutting out of his stone graceful forms of tracery to set the most
precious jewels in.

Foreign marbles were scarcely wanted where men could And at home alabaster
purbeck, and serpentine. •

AnUquity need not be searched for subJccU to sculpture when tlic truths of
Christianity were deemed worthy the noblest efforts of tuc sculptor's chisel The
painters of plaster walls were at no loss how to decorate, whether a flat cellin" or a
vaulted roof was to be the subject of their labors. The workers of lanes'lry or
stamped leather, the makers of furniture or armour, were all imbued with the same
spirit, keeping up to the knowledge and requirements of tlieir day, and belnc-
perhaps, as ignorant of, as unable to copy, any art but their own.
And here isthe gistof thewliole matter: they bad not to produce a Grecian worker

a Itoman.or a Uomauesqiie, or an early this or a late that, but to do something modem
of their own time and period. Their employers would not have been satisfied with
ail Egyptian house, a Norman church, a Grecian museum, a Itoman exchange a
Itomanesque warehouse ; but house, church, museum, exchange, or warehouse
would have been designed of one date and in the style of the time, embodying the
best art which was to be had, each and all being individual, artistic emanations,
and no more to be confounded one with another than the individuals who built
them.
Living art must be at unity with itself, and when so it must progress. A house

divided against itself must tall ; and so is art degraded when its'proiessors are iutent on
producing archaEological specimens, instead of real designs, in the art of their own
day.
Then, as to what is called Renaissance, or Italian revival of the antique ; at the

same time that we object to the inordinate reverence for everything of a former
period in this phase of architecture, so that art was not valued with reference to its
own intrinsic worth, but according as it embodied former notions in every detail, we
must .admit that the great element of modernism was not wanting in many of its
arrangements. Indeed, under the hands of the great surpassing genius of the time,
it was impossible it could be.
And it seems to me that it is owing to this very circumstance that Its influence in

our modern times is to be attributed. When men shook off the trammels ofprecedent
—behold what was produced in Florence ; buildings which embody the spirit of their
times in every stone. See at Venice what was the effect of I'alladio's cold but
correct tabular architecture, and read how its proportions are described in all
students' books, as if it were a tabic of some building act, showing how the proper
thickness of a wall was to be found by the rules of arithmelic. The Unest buildings
of this period are those least of all correct, and perhaps one of the wildest of all— tne
church of Sta. M. delta Salute, in Venice—has, in my opinion, as fine an outline as
any buildinjf of any date. Yet, as I said, the necessary element of life existed in the
style—viz., its sympathy with the wants of the age, and the requirements of the
period. I cannot help, however, stopping to remark the great individuality of the
artist, his personal ascendency over the style, not, as in the preceding Gothic period,
when the workman was lost In the grandeur of the style and the great art-sjiirit of
the period seemed to pervade all grades alike. I do not desire to lower our estima-
tion of the fifteenth century artists, but simply to point out this significant fact, that
they seem more prominent than their art.

To come to more recent times—the seventeenth and eighteenth century-how did
architecture adapt herself to the wants of that age.' Has she generously accepted
the altered circumstances of the times-made the popular requirements her own, and
so popularised her art ? Has she adopted every new scientific improvement, and
clothed it in robes of beauty, adding all the loveliness of grace to mere constructive
requirements, and moulding every form of pure workmanship into a shape of
artistic excellence ? In short, has she been worthy of her high mission ?

Nay, is it not rather true that, through pride or incapacity, she has held aloof
from the great work of the times, that of infusingthe spirit of her art into everything
about her? Dispising this her true mission, she disdained to touch any but great;
works, and so in turn was not permitted even to direct those, till at last architecture
herself seemed dead, and all appreciation of her seemed confined to pure archaeological
students ; and when at last she began to show signs of hfe, it was in this
arcbajological direction she began to move, and the antique school for a long time
endeavoured to keep up this backward tendency. The architecture which is to
endure beyond the fashion of half a century must be the art of the day—modern in Its
appliances, its arrangements, and its tastes—like all the great developments of art
before it in every age.
In the foregoing remarks on periods of architecture, T am speaking, of course, very

generally; otherwise I might have referred to many illustrations of the truth, or to
the exceptions which may be found in the works of some individual artist—our own
Wren for instance,

I might, I think, show where he is essentially modem in his designs for
Protestant churches, although he sometimes based his notions on Gothic, partially
learned, as well as on Italian architecture, most profoundly studied. I might show
that his greatness is exhibited more in his departures from "correct" Classic pro-
portions and arrangements than in his adherence to tliem, that bis genius is greatest
where is least indebted to antiquity ; that where lie has been most blamed by
dilettanti architects, he has shown most his high appreciation of the circumstances
and necessities of his work ; in fact, that the chief reason of their influence, and the
chief value of his works is, that they contain, in a great degree, that necessary
element of all true art—modernism, or adaptability to the wants, and sympathy
with the feelings, of the times in which they are wrought.

I believe St. I'aul's churchyard is the first space which was enclosed by cast-iron
railings, and I never hardly pass by them without recollecting this significant fact.

Now, had Wren been properly supported by men of his own profession, had his
followers been imbued with his spirit of true art, united to his love of science; had
his mantle of modeniism fallen on any of his pupils, or rather had it descended upon
the members of his school, instead of being partially caught by a few, what a noble
position might our art have been in at this time. What an amount of noble work
might have been found in our cities, and what a mass of ignoble and base erections
might we have been spared. If he had been allowed to plan London afresh and been
followed by true men, our city might have rivalled any in the world, and wc have
taken the lead of all nations in art as we have done in science—instead of laboringday
by day—pushing back a house here and there to get space enough to move along our
streets—beseeching, every now and then, some Board of Works to grant us a
few feet more room to get a sight of what architecture is left to us by that great man !

But the real state of the case will serve to show that an individual, however great,
has but limited influence, and, therefore, how vain to hope of any great permanent
artistic change, except from a whole generation of artists I

Of course other circumstances had their influences, but I do attribute to the school
which men founded— to tlieir want of sympathy with their great master's principles

—

the dearth which followed. It seems to me that had they perpetuated his principles
and carried onward the work of revival which he, in a measure, may be said to have
recommenced, the public would have learnt to confide in them, and would have en-
trusted to architects, not only their churches, hospitals, and public buildings, but
their warehouses, shops, business works, and private dwellings.
Instead of this onward march we have to note a retrograde movement—less mo-

dernism, more antiquarianism—till the building public learnt to believe that architec-

ture was a mere toy, or at best, a sort of conventional dress which was proper to be
used on state occasions. That it was meant only for display of wealth or to please
the fancies of some learned nobleman.
Thus, when a house was to be built, if it were substantial it must be plain, if it were

to be good it must have no gimcrack ornament, till at last your ilarley-streets
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fiaker-strocts, and Portland-places, were produced and not only built, but, worst of
all, considered the rifjlit thin>;.

Thus, when a public building was to be erected, the folios of the works of Talladio,
or the wonders of Athens, measured and drawn by Stuart aud Kcvett had to be
appealed to. or ayrain, the remuauts of Kome as dolinoated by Desjyoatz ; and nothing
could be done without the sanction of the great Uod of Architecture—Vitruvius. A
portico was a necessity, and the origfiuahty of a novel intercolumniation of, say an
inch or two more than usual ; or, perhaps, an Ionic capital with two baluster sides
next each other so as to show tlic curls on outside angle was the subject of discussion
and sufficient artistic capital for a lifetime.
So it came about that an architect must travel to Athens, and pick up sufficient

unused " antiques " to form novelty at home, and the art of de8i<;n was mere tact in
picking out suitable bits to fit in given positiout>.

To come to even later times, have we not to lament that sort oi censorship which
has been set up over the early workers of our Gothic revival—by amateurs and others
learned in nieaieval archawlc^y —nay, is tliis over yet? Must not an architect be
prepared with precedent, chapter ana verse—for his design—be it ftom Italy, France,
or at home.
Has he ever to defend the principles of his designs, or if he has and Is successful

€0 far, are they admitted witliout his being able to point to some building or other,
being very near relatiouship to his work ?

If these remarks are considered as applicable to a few years back, but not to the
?resent moment, so much the better So much are we nearer, what this generation,
hope, may yet see a rational and national modern nineteenth century architecture-

based on the'wants combining the resources-a|>peftling to the sympatliies and em-
bodying the sentiments of these glorious days oi prosperity and content.

Of style, I do not Intend to say much, but this I fully beJieve, that had our seven-
teenth and eighteenth-century architects been all minor Wrens—looking to his
almost at the time ifohtftil^ though perhaps cold appreciation ofsome of tlie beauties
of Gothic architecture—uoting that more.thanoncene built in that style, with, we may
say, partial success -I say, observing all this, I believe that our own noble examples
of medieval architecture, must have made an impression on the minds of the seven-
teenth and eighteentli-century architects, had they been worthy to tread in Wren's
footsteps.
AVc should, I believe, have long ago taken up our national style, and wrought it

out into something as superior in power, at least if not in beauty, as our scientific
works are superior to our materials, and appliances more varied than those of
medieval times.
So we should have saved a whole century ; and not only this, but without having

trogressed. we might at least not have retrograded altogetlier.nor been compelled to
lose further lime in picking up lost ideas in experimenting to find the lost path.
And again, t lie nation would not have lost all appreciation of architecture as a

modem art, nor looked so coldly and suspiciously on its professors.
Wc should have had nothiu<j- like the !Sational (Jallery. purely archjcological in all

its associations. AVe should Iiave Iiad a decidedly difierent British Museum, where
all the ideas are referable to Greece, and our churches would have probably contained
Fome allusion in their sculpture or their design to tlie Christian religion, other than
the simple reminderthat i'aul preached at Athens, from whence also the architectural
details were borrowed. Look how Wren rendered the pediment of a Classic building
jntcrestiug to the people, for whom, and iUustrativc of the object for which, it was
erected. Was he right in making St. I'aul and his followers usurp the place of
Jupiter and his ? Then have we been wrong ever since till our Gothic revival.

1 put forth the broad statement not with reference to pediments only, but to orna-
mentation generally, and I use it as an illustration of my remarks.
No doubt the hard study of Gothic has been necessary to ground us in its principles

;

no doubt the buildings which have been erected In this style were necessary re-
productions of ancient Gothic forms to give confidence to ourselves and those
who employ us, so gaining liberty for our own artistic emanations. No doubt the
spread of archaolopical study of the medieval age, among amateurs, has led to the
formation of a body cf the public deeply interested in, and capable of, appre-
eiating the efforts of modern, as well as ancient, architecture.
But 8fill_it is time we began to build modem churcheswithoutalwavs taking ancient

churches as our models for every arrangement. It is time we showed the public that
Gothic architecture applied to public buildings, is not a mere affair of muUions and
Icad-liyhfs ; that a warehout^e can be of true modern architecture, and yet accord
with the ancient prmciples of medieval art—which was, in fact, tlie greatestcommon-
Bcnse architecture of the time; and that iron eirders and plate glass and gas burners are
not inimical to true art, and only a difficulty to a mere arclucological architect or
church restorer.
An amusing illustration occurs to mc:— Some fifteen vears ago a gentleman was

looking at the 'restorations, then going on, at a church of liury St. Edmund's
(being more ol a business man than an artist, and decidedly rather modern in all his
notions than antiquarian), spoke to some one in the church, who seemed connected
with the works, aud sugi:ested the introduction of the bude light—then a favorite
patent method of lighting used in St. Tancras, and a few other great London
churches, in some of whieh even now a sort of inverted glass umbrella remains to
testify to Its adoption.
Fancy the horror of the architect, who turned out to be the gentleman addressed,

at this bright idea—"Sir, if I had my way, nothing but wax candles should be used,
and few of lliem."
Yet though my friend was wronjr, we cannot admit that the architect was right, or

was working in the spirit of the old Gothic men. The church itself was a mass of
window space, which was doubtless filled with gorgeous color, and yet a century
and a hair before, perhaps not more than a hundredth part of the light would have
been admitted into the church. AVhy ? Because they had not the glass to use.

Shall I be told that medieval enterprise would not have used gas in their churches
had it been invented, or plate glass either? and yet we have men, even to day,
lamenting over railways, and gas, and telegraphs, as if the advance of mind in one
direction were antagonistic to its progress in another. Kather let us imitate the
spirit of Gothic art by refusing to copy even its sublimest eflbrts, lest we end by
spoiling for ever the effect of the original.
Would our cliurches be the worse for being warmed and ventilated and used,

instead of being shut up and preserved .' Bather would it tend to the breaking down
ofthe idea that architecture is a mere abstract idea, and not a living art for daily use and
c\^rywhere.

If we arc true to ourselves—such is the risinisr spirit of the art in the public I
believe, such the Increase of intelligent, independent judges, such the opportunities

% of seeing examples of good modern art everywhere, and such the resources at our
<M>nunftnd~that nineteenth century art has only to be cultivated, to grow into a fiourish-
ingand wide-spread tree. It is already planted; there arc those capable ofguarding and
protecting its tender years ; and it only depends upon the rising generation to do
their duty, and it will briiig fortli fruit to perfection.
Let us not forget the magnitude of tlie work; for it is not only here but in Australia

in Canada, in India, and Constantinople, as well as on the Continent, our architecture
Is demanded,—not only ecclesiastical, (for some would fain persuade us tliat our art

1 after ages what
is only fit for religiouspurposcs), but large secular buiIdino:B,—universities, museums.
Parliament-houses at home and abroad are rising, and will show in
we were capable of in the nineteenth century.
1 question then if there will be much care as to whether the early part of the

twelfth century, the middle of the fifteenth, or the late fourteenth, or the too-late
fifteenth century, was the basis of the design, if only loveliness of form, fitness of
purpose, hearty sympathy with the work, and true artistic power be discernible in
all.

Then shall we have praise for our modernism, and not blame for our want of it,

and though our indiviuu;ility be lost, what matter, if only the gn-at flow of artistic
genius envelop it, instead of its being overwhelmed by the ignominious cloud of in-
capacity. In a generation pf artj^tSj fe^ nam?8 and those are of surpasslnj; powerj

will survive, but if we have all done our work in elevating the art of our day we may
feel satisfied in leaving the result to futurity, and rely on the fair judgment of
posterity.

It would take along time to discuss, but I believe it is intimately connected with
my subject, the divorce of science, par excellence, the " science *' of construction from
the '*art" of architecture. It might have been necessary for the onward course of
mighty modern inventions, sucli as railway viaducts and bridges, and ho it might
have inevitably have come to pass even had the followers of Wren been worthy of
him. But still, when I recollect what a man of science Wren was himself, wlien we
see what the artistic men of the fifteenth century did, what the priestly architects of
medieval times, what the Boman, or Grecian, or Egyptian architects achieved,
I am constrained to believe that artists must have in a moasurero/«//^«n7//resi"Ticd
their position, leaving engineers to build bridges, aqueducts, railways, aud docks,—
speculative builders to houses, and hotels, aud shops, and stores ; gardeners and
iroufounders to do crystal palaces and railway stations, and retaining to themaclvea
only the fewpublie buildings which admit of pure anesthetic (!) treatment, and a few
private works which their friends may wish to put in their way.
Who built the bridge at Narui 1800 years ago ; and who spans rivers and street

miles in width in the present day ? The architector the civil engineer ?

It may be right that our Leonardo Da Vincis, should confine their attention to
canvas or fresco, but surely architects should not Iiavc lost all control over the
chief civil and domestic buildings of their country.

It seems to me tliat it is in the power of the present generation to regainitiu part,
and I commend this notion to your consideration.
In the foregoing observations 1 have confined myself to our own branch of the fine

arts, but I believe the same remarks will hold good in a modified form, with reference
to the sister arts of sculpture and painting. Why have we Nymphs at the Bath with-
out end, and so few embodiments of the most stirring incidents of our own history,
our own religion, and the events of the present period? Vacant pedestals seem to
be our chief advances towards the statuesque decoration of our cities ; invitations to
young England to achieve something worthy of a hoist up, as if no one yet had done
anything for country, but Nelson and Wellington. But there arc signs, 1 hope, of
something better in time.

I'aiuting, too, does not disdain to represent the events, the costume, the emotions
of the day, and some of the noblest art is applied to perpetuate scenes which will be
hereafter identified with the nineteenth century. But it is as impossible for one
branch to flourish without the (rest, as for a good tree to bring forth evil fruit-

Frescoes have begun to enliven our blank walls, and sculpture to adorn our empty
niches.
Let sculptors aud painters look to it—the game is in tlieir own hands.
And now for a few illustrations and I have done. I have referred to the British

Museum as a piece of arciianology, now let me speak of the reading-room as a piece
of real modernism. Here is the Pantheon dome translated into modern language.
Suitable to all its purposes, light, solid, fireproof, convenient for readers, yet wanting
somewhat in decorative finish, thougli;this is not the architect's fault. The new Museum
at Oxford was in many points not so successful at first, I mean as regards its con-
structive roofs of iron and glass ; what it may be as a work of scientific art we
hardly know yet, but of this I am sure it will be a source of wonder to many who
could not conceive the artistic value of metal-work, or who believed our smiths in-

capable of producing artLstic forms in it, and who when iron was mentioned had
only visions of tubular bridges and wrought iron girders, studded over with little

dots called rivets. Kailway engines and tenders have been made highly decorative,
and gorgeous metal-work pavilions,-have been sent after tliem to the luxurious East.
Our own Crystal Falace does not pretend to be artistic, except in its mighty cover-

ing of 8pace,_but the I'loral Hall is a combination of science and art on a smaller
scale, which, as a sign of the times and a great stride onwards.^is very valuable. St.

James Hall is another example of the use of modern appliances artistically worked
out.
But time would fail mc if 1 were to enumerate the great and small churches, ware-

houses, mansions, clubs, and indeed I must not attempt so great a task as tocriticise

them even as a whole.
This 1 will leave to your own suggestions, and shall venture to hope that you will

be urged to consider some of the points I have brought before you.
Crude, and perhaps erroneous, may these few observations be, but they havethisin

tliem— that they emanate from one sincerely anxious for the best interests of hia
profession, and ready in any way in his power to advance the study of all true art.

Tlie Chairman suggested that, owing to the limited attendance, the discussion

on Mr. Ilayward's paper should take place at the next meeting, which would
be on the 13th of April. On tliat day, according to previous arrangement,
the conversfizione siiould have taken place, but the committee bad
thought it advisable to postpone that convvrsaztone for about a fortnight, as

the convci'sazionc of the Architectural Exhibition was to be held on the lUth.

Mr. Graham then moved that the discussion on Mr. Haywood's paper be

taken at the next meeting.
Mr. Herring seconded the motion, wliich was unanimously agreed to.

The meeting then separated.

ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND.

ON Monday evening a meeting of the Architectural Institute of Scotland wan
held in George-street Hall—the Lord Provost in the chair.

awarding op prizes.
The Secretary i-ead tlie report of tlie Council upon the drawinj^s sent in

in competition for the prizes offered by the Institute. The report stated that the

competitors were not so numerous tliis year as formerly. On one of tiie subject*

of competition, namely, the best perspective line drawing of any existing

example of architecture, projected and raised from the plan, the Council were
sorry to remark that there were no competitors. In regard to the remaining
subjects of competition, the Council had awarded the prizes as follows:

—

I. For the best geometrical drawing.

—

Medal—Alexander C. Beattie, appren-
tice to David M'Gibbon, Esq., architect, Edinburgli. Second Prize—ThoxaM
Bryson, apprentice to Messrs. Peddie and Kinnear, architects, Edinburgh.

II. For tlie best series of drawings of architectural details, measured and
drawn from the originals.

—

Medal—Francis D. G. Stanley, apprentice to Messrs,

Brown and Wardrop, architects, Edinburgh.
III. For the best original design : Subject—An ornamental public fountain.—

A copy of " Tlie Glossary of Architecture."—John Alexander Hamilton, appren-

tice to David Rhind, Esq., architect, Edinburgh.
IV. For the best model in clay of an architectural ornament, bein^an original

design.—A Book—George M'Cullum, apprentice to William Brodie, Esq., R.S.A.
Tills was the second occasion on which Mr. Stanley and Mr. M'Cullum had

gained prizes from the Institute, aud Mr. Uaniilton had on two former occasiona

been a successful competitor.
The Lord Provost then delivered the prizes to the successful competitonB,

congratulating them on their success, and expressing a hope that they might be <

stimulated to increased e^e^'tion in the path of self-improvement.
THE OOXmC AND\;t,ASSIC STYLES OV ARCHITECTrnE.

Mr. UonERT Ani>;:rson, architect, then read a paper "On the Domestic Archi-
tecture of Italv p.nd France ^iirJny: the Middle A^'ch, and the Period of the Kenala-

sance." Havfngexplain^^ (hu various dri^w^n^aexlubited to illustrate the sub^e^ i
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of his paper, which were suluctod from tlrawinffs m;i(le during- a residence in France
and It;ily in isoS-OU, and comprised speciinenrf in stone, brick, and lava, and a collec-

tion of llenaissuuce examples chirfly from Uomc, he described briefly the details of
tiome of tlic Medieval houses in Italian towns, in)intin[*- out tlio advnnta^je of indi-

viduality of plan in comparison with the uniformity of our principal streets, and ex-
pressing- his opinion that it was a mi-stake to sink llie individuality of u house in the
^H'neral dosit^n of a street, ile tlien proceeded to advocate a more extended ubc and
study of Medieval art for domestic purposes than has hitherto been accorded to it.

In duiiiLi' so he referred to certain objections iiHually urged ngainst the employment
<>i' Medieval art, as gathered from the reports of the deputation who waitetl upon
Lord I'almerston with reference to the Foreign Oflioe competition. It was to be ob-
.^-^rved that these objections were stated in an oificial manner by the members of a
deputation representing tlie views of ::i<K) out of '-VtO arcliitects of this and other coun-
tries, and might therefore bi- taken as the sum total of the objections that the collective
ingenuity of tiiose wlio put their faith inChissic art had been able to bring-forward In
.•support of their position. The fir*t of these objections was the expense—au objec-
tion wliich, liowever, had long been exploded, the numerous buildings being- erected
everywhere i)roving- that Medieval art might be used as cheaply as Classic art. The
second objection was the great diflicultyin lighting: and ventilating properly, and
also in arranging an •. laying out plans. The plans nosv exhibited would show that
tliere were equal if not greater facilities to be found in Jledieval architecture for
securing these objects, than in Classic architecture. The facility for disposing- of the
|jlan he considered one of the strong- points of favor of the former. The exterior
and interior of the buildings in that style could be made to harmonise so well that
they would always tell iheir purpose to the instructed eye. But it must be admitted
by anyone who had examined tiie many buildmgs of the best class of Greek, lloman,
and ICenaissance in this and other towns, that, in some cases, great expense had
i.i ill iiK'urred to disguise those necessary parts of the edifice that could not be made
' liannonise with the rest of it. The third objection was want of congruity, which
Miraut tliiit Gothic and Renaissance did not agree well together in the same town;
'mt he did not think this objection of suITieient weight to require a formal answer.
As to the fourth objection, that the Gothic, when employed in building's for business
jnirposes, hiid been made to serve as a sort of advertisement, he maintained that the
^;ime objection applied with a hundredfold force to Classical architecture—nearly all

the business premises* in this and other large towns being: built in the latter style.
It was next objected that the Sledieval art was as^clearly unlit for public buildings as
would be tlie dress of tlie middle ages for the clerks, porters, &c., employed in these
'difices. He thought the man who got up tiiis objection must haveoeen a strange
Jellow. Why doesn't he (continued Mr. Anderson) insi.st on having- all the officials

ii the British Museum dressed in Greek, or the flunkeys at the club-houses in
iiulian costume? And how was it that the Uoyal Scottish Academy so far forgot
iiemselves when they received their g-uests the other evening in a bnildinj^ of purest

lireek art, attired in the villianous swallow-tail coats and stand-up tiles of the
nineteenth century. AVhy didn't Mr. R. S. Lauder do Iiimself up as Apclles, Mr.
Steele as IMiidias, and 3Ir. lirycc as Callicrates, and have a regular tableau vwant,
'.-unsporting us in imag-ination to the land where "Burning Sappho loved and
;nig.'' if classical men will insist on theabove as a principle, and at the same time
.(Imit that Gothic art is well suited for ecclesiastical purposes, they are surely bound
10 maintain that tlie minister and his man—nay, every one who sits in a Gothic kirk
—is bound to dress in the costume of the period. The sixth objection was, that the
:irt represented the views of particular religious sects, or, in plainer words, "No
t'opery." To this he replied, that the distinctive peculiarities of the Roman (Catholic
religion were not the causes of the rise of the Gothic architecture ; and that the
Jioman Catholic Church had never considered the arts of the Middle Ag-es as
necessarily idcntilied with its peculiar doctrines, for it readily took the
iead in abandoning: them on the revival of Classical literature in the
tiftecnth and sixteenth centuries. The seventh objection was, "that it

i> a matter of fact that the Gothic style has had a point of excellence for its

time beyond which it has done nothing, whilst, since the time of Henry VIII., the
it.ilian or Neo-classic style has been changing itself so as to accommodate tlie divcr-
^j^y of climate, the invention of new materials, or the improvement of old ones."
If the lirst part of this objection meant that Gothic art rose, culminated, andfell.the
< iassical art had also risen and fallen twice—first in the hands of the Komans, and
a'^ain when the Kcuaissance finished off in what was called Parocco and Kococo ;

and it would do so a third time unless it was practised on truer principles. But the
objectors thought dirtVrenlly, and maintained that Classic art had been changing
itself to acccommodale the diversity of climate; but what those chan^jcs were he
had sought for in vain. The best Uenaissancc building-s In the country did not differ
from those on the banks of tlie Tiber, the Arno, or the canals of Venice. Noticing
next the objection of want of nationality broug-ht against the Gothic, Mr. An-
derson quoted from a speech made by Lord Palmerston, in which his lordship
contended that the Gothic was a foreign style, and not a national one, in the sense of
its being eiiher used or invented by the nation. He objected altogether to the use of
the word "invented," ?.s apiilied to true art, which was not invented, but developed
from man's most primitive instincts and desires ; and in illustration of this remark,
he showed the length of time devoted to the development of the various stales
ttf arciiitecture, each of w^hich took centuries to arrive at a state of maturity.
He also denied that mere ntc constituted nationality in art, maintaining that a
national style was one that had been developed and worked out by a nation, and that
none could say that the Classic art had been developed in this country beyond where
the Greeks and Komans left off. 3Ir. Anderson, in closing his paper, said, that
although he had endeavoured to break down tlie objections of the Classical school,
he by no means objected to Classical art. All he wished to advocate was free-trade
in the arts of the past as the true way to develop something that we might call our
own. He held that all the world's past experience, whether tlie offspring of I'agan,
Mahometan, or Christian peoples, were the legitimate sources from whence to draw
for the satisfying of the wants of the present; and that their intelligent study and
use, guided by correct principles, would infallibly lead to the production of buildings
that would be as truly identified with the age "as the best examples of Classic or
Medieval structures—(Applause).
On the motion of Mr. PeddiEj seconded by Mr. D. M'GlBBOy, a vote of

thanks was given to Mr. Anderson for his interestiiig paper, and it was agreed,
after some conversation on the general question discussed in the paper, to ad-
journ tJie discussion till next meeting, Mr. Anderson agreeing, on the suggestion
of Mr. Lessels, to exhibit Iiis drawings two days previous to tlie meeting.

It was, on the suggestion of Mr. Cousin, remitted to the Council to consider
whether they should not employ some properly qualified young man to take
drawings during the summer months of existing buildings, such as Melrose and
BryburgJi Abbeys.
A vote of tiianks to the Cliairman terminated the proceedings.

THE USE OF LIME AND PERCHLORIDE OF lUON AS
JjlSINFECTANTS.

THE following report by Drs. Miller, Hoffman, and Frankland, has just been
presented to the Metropolitan Board of Works :

—

Gentlemen, —In accordance with tlie minute of your Board, dated lOth March,
tt60,wehavccarefully considered the subjects relerred to us therein, and beg leave
to report as follows—
. Iflt. On last year's experience of tlie use of lime and chloride of lime.
With regard to the use of these agents, as was practised during tlie course of last

Mmmer, we think there can be no doubt that the state of the river was decidedly
Improved by the means then adopted. The temjieraturo of the river wasfor a whole
month above the hottest point whicU it attained iu the previous summer, the raipfaU

of Uie preceding autumn and winter was decidedly deficient, and the quantity of
sewerage matter was greater than in former years, yet according to the testimony of
many who made it their particular object to observe this point, the oireuslve condi-
tion of the river was mitigated.

2nd. On the necessity for the use of Home disinfecting agent.
Considering that the pollution of the river Is annually incrcafllng, owing to the

gradual conversion of cesspools into watercloscts, and the extennlon of the systorn
of drainage, we are decidedly of opinion that some means ought to be adopted, with
a view of endeavouring to mitigate the offensive condition of the river In hot
weather.

3rd. The advantages expected to bo obtained from the use of perchloride of Iron
in the sewers.
The lime and chloride of lime were at the time they were employed last year the

best deodorising agents that could be obtained in sufficient quantity^ and, at reason-
able cost, to supply the demand which suddenly arose.
Durmg the summer a careful investigation was made upon the use of perchloride

of iron. These exjjcriments pointed out this agent as the one which, taking all cir-
cumstances into consideration, is best adapted to operations of such magnitude.
Those experiments, however, were made with stagnant sewerage produetM, confined

in tanks, in a manner corresponding to that in which the matters will have to be
dealt with when the system of main drainage at present in process of construction
is completed. The perchloride proved perfectly successful under these circumstances
in arresting putrefaction for at least nine days during the hot period in July last;
but it must be borne in mind that the conditions under which the perchloride can at
present be applied are essentially different, since it must be mixed with the liquids
whilst they are fiowing through the sewers.
Nevertheless, there is every reason to expect that the application of perchloride of

iron to the contents of the sewers as they flow outwards will bo attended with a
benefit greater than that which was found to' be thc;rcsult of the use of the chloride
of lime in the course of last summer.
We are further of opinion, that in order to derive full benefit from the use of this,

or of any other deodorizing agent, its application at the outfall of the sewers should
be commenced some weeks before the hot weather sets in; not later, for example,
than the 1st of May.
In conclusion, we wish to state distinctly that we believe that the use of perchlo-

ride of iron will effectually arrest the putrefaction of the matters daily contributed by
the sewers, and '^o far towards reducing the condition of the river to that in which it

would be if the sewerage products were for a time diverted. But we do not anticipate
that the use of the perchloride, or indeed of any otlier disinfecting agent, in the only
manner which i.s at present practicable, will altogether prevent decompofiition in the
body of water and mud already in the river,

We have, &c.,
(Signed) Wm. Allen Milled.

A. W. Hoffman.
To the Chairman and Members of the K. Fbanklani>.

Metropolitan Hoard of Works.

DWELLINGS FOR THE LAUOUHING CLASSES (IRELAND) BILL.

IN the House of Lords on Thursday, on the motion that the House go into

committee on this Bill,

The ]\Iarr,uis of Claxiiicatide said he understood the Board of Public Works
in Ireland liad been consulted, and had stated they had no objection to the
measure, as it would not interfere witli any power wliich they possessed. He
thought this matter had been looked upon by some persons in too narrow a
spirit, for taking into account the rise in tlie price of labor, and the great
diminution of laborers in Ireland through emigration and other causes, it had
become a matter for very serious consideration. He never knew a man who did
not state tliat the improvement of labourers' dwellings was the first duty of the

proprietary classes in Ireland. Tin's Bill would be a feeble attempt in that

direction, and he hoped tliat the House would go into committee. He would
mention to their lordships tliat the Farmers' Club of the county of Westineath
Iiad sent to him a petition, signed by the president, to present to the House in

favor of the Bill, which was tor the purpose of enabling landed proprietors and
tenants for life to obtain money on loan for the improvement of such dwellings,

and the petition showed that the very large number of 100,000 dwellings in

Ireland were valued by the Government valuators at from 5s. to Is. per annum,
and furtlier that sucli dwellings in the majority of instances were wholly unfit

for the abode of human beings. He thought their lordships would see that it was
highly important for the country and for the State that something should be done
to improve the dwellings of the labouring classes, in order, if possible, to check
the emigration wliich was so regularly going on of the best of those classes.

The Marquisof Westmeath said he still entertained objections to the Bill,

but he would not go so far as to oppose its going into committee. lie did not
see tliat tlie position of the noble marquis had changed since tiie former discussion.

The opinion of the Westmeath I-'armers' Club was, in truth, the opinion of the

president, wlio made this subject liis hobby, as the noble marquis did. He siiould

like to know who would have to keep the buildings in repair, for there would be

no special fund for that pnri)ose. Then, under what machinery would the Act
be worked ? On that point nothing had been said by the noble marquis. If their

lordships went into committee he hoped that something definite would be arrived

at to the satisfaction of all parties, so that complete justice would be done.

The Duke of Newcastle said he might state that a clause would be proposed

in committee whicli would meet the objections of the noble marquis, and also

that lie had received a letter from Sir H. Griffiths, stating that he was in favor of

some such provisions as were in the Bill. They had been compared and fully

considered with the provisions in certain Acts of Parliament regulating the Boara
ofWorks in Ireland under which loans were granted, and it wasbelievcd that these

provisions would not clash with former Acts. Under these circumstances he hoped
it would be seen that the inteiests of all parties concerned and those of the land-

lords of Ireland would be better served by the Bill as it stood rather than by not

legislating on tlie subject.

Lord Redesdale said it had been proposed to extend the power of granting

money to a new species of improvement, and their lordships had to determine

upon what terms the works were to be undertaken, Parliament, in his opinion,

was as competent to fix the terms as the Treasury. The clause simply stated

that no more cottages siiould be built than were necessary for tlie due cultivation

of tlie estate, but he thought their lordships would do well to insert restrictions

similar to those which were agreed upon in their lordships* House last year.

The Earl of Wicklow was of ophiion that the amendment suggested by the

noble lord who had last addressed the House was exceedingly desirable, and if

their lordships would not sanction such a clause, Iju Iioped the Treasury would

take care that similar restrictions were enforced. He doubted whether tlie pro-

posed provision went far enough, for it appeared to him not only desimble that

the restriction should be made as to the building of cottages, but that provision

should be ini*de for their subsequent maintenance, 1« 99me cases the landloTO
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might take advantacre of the loans for the purpose of building cottages, which
tliev would let at a high rent; and not mei-ely that, but also to keep up, and
perhaps also let, the cottages which were in existence when this Uill became an
Act.

Viscount DusoAXN'ON observed that it certainly was most desirable that pro-

vision should be made for the maintenance of the new cottages to be erected

under this Act, for if lefl to themselves, as was too often the case in Ireland, they

would fall into ruin and decay. The removal of the original cottages, which were
in most cases mere hovels, ought to be insisted upon, as they were not fit for

animals, much less for human beings, to live in.

Their lordships then went into committee. The bill passed through, and was
reported without amendments.
Lord Kedesdale then brought up the clause, ofwhich he had stated the sub-

stance, and proposeii its insertion in the Bill. He observed that he could iiotsee

the urgency of nisertirg any provision for keeping the cottages in repair, for there

was no great probability that they should fell into decay in the space of twenty-
two years, when repayment to the Board of Works must be made, and the Board
would of course see that the cottages were constructed of proper and durable

materials, and that they should be maintained so as to produce a rent that would
give security for repayment of the advance. As to the removal of the old cot-

tages, he thought tliat ought to be left to the discretion of the Board of Works.
After a few words from V iscount Duxganson,
The Marquis of Loxdokderry thought it would be as well in the first in-

stance to ascertain what amount of money was at the disposal of the Board of

Works.
The ^larquis of Clanricakde expressed a hope that there would be a re-

port from the Board of Works setting forth the effect of the loan in Ireland as

nitherto applii d, because he thought it would appear that the Board of Works
had done its duty, and that the landlords and tenants for life had done their duty,

and that the loan had been altogether of the greatest utility. He objected to the

clause because it would unnecessarily fetter the discretion of the Commissioners,
and because it would be sure to occasion objections in the other House of Par-
liament.

The Marquis of Bath 'supported the clause, which would, he thought,

constitute a useful rule for the guidance of the Commissioners of the Board of

Works.
The Duke of Newcastle observed that as to the loan, he had made inquiries,

and had ascertained that there was still some money available for the purposes of

the Bill. He was, however, opposed to the clause, and thought it would impose
a needless control upon the Commissioners.

Alter a short conversation the House divided ; when the numbers were

—

Content 24
Not content 26—2

The clauses were then agreed to, and the BiU as amended passed through
Committee.

—•

—

THE STONE FOR THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Sir,—I have no desire to enter the lists on either side in the controversy

respecting this somewhat unlucky material. Perhaps, however, as the subject

of its choice is now passing into the regions of history, a trifling personal re-

miniscence of it may not be uninteresting.

Having been appointed, in 1841, architect to the "Martyrs' Memorial Cross"
at Oxford, I found the committee agitated by a question as to the material to be
adopted—one party favoring the Bolsovcr stone, then recently recommended by
the Commission, on account of its beautiful, warm color ; and the other advo-
cating Roche A bhey stone, on account of its fine grain. I ventured, in my
simplicity, and as a dabbler in geology, to suggest that, if the district of the

magntsian limestone were carefully examined, a stone might, perchance, be
stumbled on which would unite these desirable qualities. Dr. Buckland, who
was a member of the committee, at once rebuked my presumption, saying that

such a suggestion might have been very good years back, but now that the whole
district was known, it was idle to think of finding what I suggested,
Nothing daunted, however, by my rebuff, I set out with my then partner on a

geological pilgrimage of the magnesiau limestone, beginning at its southern
portions in Nottinghamshire. Here we found a considerable quaiTy being already
worked for the Houses of Parliament, at Mansfield Woodliouse. The stone

seemed excellent yet did not quite come up to my imaginary sample. Its color

was hardly so delicate, nor its grain so fine, as what I had set myself to discover.

After looking for some time at the quarry, I ventured to described to its manager
the vision which iloated before my " mind's eye," when he at once declared he
could show me the veryj stone I wanted, and that in an ancient quarry which bad
been disused for centuries. He, accordingly, took me across the Jiill for some
distance,—hammer in hand,—to an old working, overgrown with brushwood,
and on knocking ofl"a fragment from a moss-grown rock, wljat was my delight to

see the very material of my waking dreams! I took the precious morsel with
me on my i)ilgrin)age, and went on to other places; but, finding nothing to

approach it, I cut short my geological survey, having, by wonderful luck, dis-

covered my prize on the very first day.
Let no one, however, imagine that it was a very golden discovery. The stone

lay in such shattered blocks that, though its quality was finer than anything I

have ever met with, the mere quarrying of it was a most costly matter, and it

was with difficulty that blocks of any tolerable size could be procured. However,
the work was executed in it, and stands thoroughly well, and probably will con-
tinue to do so for centuries to come.
The practical point to which I desire to call your attention, however, is this

:

that though this most exquisite material is unsuited to general use, the main
quarry hard by, which was at that time used for the Houses of Parliament, is not
so, and that the stone it supplies is of very fine quality, and of great beauty.
I am not sufficiently acquainted with the causes of its relinquishment, but I have
nsed it from time to time ever since, and am largely using it at the present moment

;

and, what is much more important, the parts of tlie Houses of Parliament
in which it was made use of have recently been pointed out to me by a practical

mason who was, I believe, at that time employed on the works, and is now a
master mason in large business in London, and most certainly all he pointed out
to me remain in a state of perfect preservation. It is, also, a curious fact, and

by no means dishonorable to the judgment of the Commission, that this Mans-
field Woodliouse stone turns out to be virtually that which they intended to

recommend ; for they recommended Bolsover stone under the impression that it

had been made use of in the Norman portions of Southwell JMinster, whereas
there is now every reason to believe that the stone for that building came li'om

Mansfield M'oodliouse.
Prolessor Ansted, as quoted by Mr. Grissell, says that these stones are good

$0 long us they arc crystallised ; and I well recollect, at the time of the change,
examining both kinds with a magnifying glass, and giving my opinion that that

since made use of was very inlerior in tliis respect, and I felt sure would be

found to be much less durable than that I have been speaking of. It is, however,
but i'air to say that from personal inspection I know that in the Auston quarry
the difl'erent beds vary greatly in hardness and, no doubt, in durability.

Geo. Gilbert Scott.

THE CADET'S ACADEMY, WOOLWICH COMMON.
Sir,—I think it right to notice with reference to the article in your paper of

the 20th ultimo, headed—" Additions to the Cadets' Academy, Woolwich Com-
mon,"—that the writer of it is in error in stating " the tcarming and ventilatimi

of the structure has been entrusted to Mr. George Jennings."
It is quite true that Mr. Jennings' smoke-flues in the chambers for drawing

off vitiated air, as well as his air bricks, are to be universally used in the new
wings, but they will be applied by Mr. Myers, the contractor, solely under the
direction of the Engineer Department.
The arrangement and distribution of the air bricks, which will be adopted for

the purpose of introducing fresh and warm air into the several apartments and
class rooms, are the suggestions of Mr. Jones, the Clerk of Works. The system
has already been carried out in an office in rear of the R. M. Academy, and is

precisely that which has been described in paragraphs 14 and 15 of the article

alluded to.

Requesting the fevor of an insertion of the above in your next impression,
I am, &c.

J. Wah'OLE, Colonel R.E.

THE METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.
Sir,—Jly attention has been called to the report of the case in the daily

journals respecting a proceeding under the Metropolitan Building Act by Mr.
Mayhew, the district surveyor of St. James's, Westminster. The reporters have
incorrectly reported what 1 advanced on the part of the district surveyor, and
have mixed up what Mr. Sleigh said in defence with my argument in support of
the summons. I relied on the 26th section of the Act, part 2, which directs that—"In any street or alley, of a greater width than 30 feet, any shop front may
project 10 inches and no more, and the cornice may project for 18 inches from the
external walls, bnt no more." I said, I hardly knew what defence there could
be ; but I believed the defendant relied on part 5 of that section, which states

that " no projection of any building shall extend beyond the general line of fronts

in any street, as be had made a plan showing what he considered the general line

of the fronts, and might contend that this shop front did not extend beyond such
general line; but the magistrate would see that this part of the section applied to

projections other than shop fronts."

1 did not rely on the 10th section, as stated in the newspaper reports. That
section was quoted by Mr. Sleigh. I said :— " If the defendant relied on the 9tU
section of the act, it would be seen that that section made every alteration, addi-
tion, or other work made or done for any purpose (except that of necessary repair

not affecting the construction of any external or party wall) in, to, or upon any
old building, 'to the extent of such alteration, addition, or work, subject to the
regulations of this Act.'" But here the whole front wall had been taken down
and rebuilt, and the shop front taken away altogether; and, whatever its former
projection was, a new one must conform to the 26th section of the Act, for the
pulling down the whole wall and shop front, and building new ones, could not
be considered a necessary repair of the old.

The learned counsel argued that it had been proved that the wall was de-
fective, and it was in consequence necessary to rebuild such wall, and it in con-
sequence was a necessary repair, and was exempted from the restrictions of the
Act.
The magistrate took this view, and decided that the summons was not sus-

tained.

As this decision may be of importance in future cases, my client, as well 'fi$,

myself, is anxious that the grounds upon which the summons was supported
should be correctly stated ; and I shall feel greatly obliged by your inserting

this letter.

Your obedient servant,

April 3. W. L. Donaldson.

Sir,—Seeing that Dr. H. 0. Barlow has thought fit to appeal in your columns
to a possible public misunderstanding of the observations offered by me at the

Royal Institute of British Architects, on the lOtli ult.—remarks which have
been shockingly curtailed in the discussion as reported—1 beg to ofier, equally
jmblicly, as warm an assurance as any gentleman can give of my regret that a
conscientious condemnation, which I can better defend than express, and which
was approved by almost every one who heard it, of his paper in question should
have caused him so much inconvenience and uneasiness.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,
14a, Gt. Marlborough-street, 3rd April, 1860. JouN W. Papworth.

THE LEGNANO LUINI.
Sir,—Having heard in Germany, and subsequently read in the Oazzetta

Vffizialle di Venezia, of December the lOtli, that the Bernardino Luiui in

Bramante's beautiful octagonal church at this place had at last been purchased
on account of England for 800,000f., I resolved, in the event of my reaching

Milan, to inquire at the fountain-head how the matter really stood. The picture

is still here. Having brought from Milan an introduction to the gentleman here

best qualified to satisfy my curiosity, I spent some time with him yesterday evenr

ing and this morning, when he freely communicated to me every particular.

Rumour had doubled a preposterous offer. Through the agency of one Carlo

Taddeo, of Pavia, late mine host in this venerable seat of learning, at that sign

of purity and victory—the "Crocc Bianca," and again through the agency of an
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a<rent liere of this ngent, &c., &c., the entire squad being niarslialled by ex-agent

Ilerr Otto Miindlei', who, the Chevalier Eastlake propitious, retaliates our
tinceremonious treatment of liim by still waging against us his remorseless

activity. Tlie sum offered for this picture is :iO0,()OOf. (('inijlin: £l-2,00()), plrnt a
hint that another 100,000 of this insignificant coin (.£IG,0U0) might possibly be

found, tlie latest feeler having been put forth within the last fortnight. Wliat
the late " Commissaire-Export et Agent dc la Galerie Nationale de Londres," as

he fondly used to print it, and his i)ickets are to " divide " over and above for

tlieir " trouble," I have not fathomed ! but the family of Darius happily furnishes

a " precedent" for douceurs commensurate with the dignity of the fundamental
transaction. Thus, with this hedge of agents to vail liis countenance, .John Bull

may doze secure, that if items choice and flavorous as Madonna Catcrina Kini,

Count Visani's fLnime-de-chambre, and Angela Dorigo, Pisani's porter's wife,

grace not the Luiui bill, there will at least not be wanting a sturdy phalanx of

lackeys.

AVheii I visited Legnauo, in 1857, the sum that had then been tendered for this

I.ulni was 1,^30,000^ (£0,01)0), a sum full a third above its value, even taking
into account its ricapUo, or place of derivation, the meridian test of art with our
])edigree purveyors. This offer having been rejected, the Fabbriceria (Board of

Churchwardens) was invited to name a price. " A million of francs," was the

pithy reply; "una mera bngatella per la Riyina Vittorin d'Intjhilti'rra."
" A mere bagatelle for Queen Victoria of England \" The Pisani Paul £14,000
lleak, or, to speak with propriety, £13,650, exchigive of jiacltinij, insurance,
freight, framinij, and other sundries (since in his dirge over Hen' Miindler on
this personage's sudden official extinction in 1858 by a vote of the House of Com-
mons, the Chevalier Eastlake so bitterly and so reasonably denounced the impu-
tation of £14,000 ns a wicked libel), is graven in the Continental brain as the
pivot of all future British picture-marketing.

Jt will not be amiss to quote here what Vasari, a contemporary and friend of
the greatest artists of the golden age of Italian art, and by far the most authori-
tative \vritiT on art of modem times, says of the Lombard school in general
and of Luiui in particular. Discoursing of Beiivenuto Garofalo, he says :—
Arrived at Home, Bcnvenuto was not only amazed but almost in despair on seeing

the grace and vigour which the pictures of Kapliacl possessed, and the profundity of
Michael Auyelo's design. Wherefore lie cursed (ma/ediva) the Lombard manner
and, bad he been able, would willingly have erased from his memory tliat which witli
80 much study and toil he had learned at Ilantua. But as there was nothing else to
be done, he resolved to unlearn, and, after the loss of so many years, from master to
become disciple. Therefore, having begun to draw from those tilings which were
best and most diiricult, and to study witli all possible diligence the manner bo greatly
commended, he for the space of two consecutive years scarcely attended to aught
clse,_ by which he so changed the bad practice and manner (la prattlca e maniera^
cattiva) into good, that he came to be held in account by artists ; and, what was
more, he so endeared himself by his humility and by every alTectionate service, as to
become the friend of Kaphael of Urbiiio, who, most kind and never ungrateful,
taught him many things, and always helped and favored Uenvenuto, who, had he
continued the practice of Rome, would, without any doubt, have achieved things
.worthy of his tine talent.

Adverse family circumstances compelled Garofalo to quit Home and settle in

" average," and the like. I humbly concur with the Aretine biographer and
critic, and am so rash as to consider Michel Angelo's friend and disciple as
respectable an authority ns " Kughr's Handbook," or even as the learned Eng-
lish translation of it " with notes." I'he reader, however, must neither forget
that Luini is here rated as compared with tlie greatest luminaries of modem art,
nor that Leonardo da Vinci, although so intimately connected with Lombardy,
was always strictly a Horentine, not a Lombard, painter.
The Legnano Luini does not confute Vasari. Its claims are represented by the

term rayioncvoli. We find here the habitual brownness and heaviness of color-
'jjoj.fl'e stereotyped boneless, smirking boys, unmasculine character wliere
virility is essential, tameness of expression and design, absence of style as regards
form. Even the Virgin's head, which rises considerably above the rest of the
work, i.s still but a faint reflection of Leonardo. I would have given a descrip-
tion of its several compartments, but that I have already exceeded the space
which I had prescribed for myself. If required, I can supply the omission on a
future occasion. I am, &c.,

MoRHis Moore.
Legnano, March 23.

THE PURIEICATION OF THE SERPENTINE.
Sib,—I have just read the last report of the Select Committee, on this subject,

and I see that it is stated, "that the whole oftheevidence is concluded, and the
subject will now have to be reported on." I trust the conclusions and decisions
will be such as will reflect credit and praise on those to whom this important
matter has been referred, otherwise it will only have been a waste of time, and
tile evil results (if not decided rightly and consistent with common sense and
•eason) will be increased by perpetuation of wrong principles.

1 was favored by insertion of my letter in the Building News, of .August
SC, 1850, on the subject, and inwiiich 1 pointed out suggestive arrangements, for
folly removing present objections to the waters ofthe Serpentine, and substituting
« simple but perfect remedy of the present evils.

I am fully borne out in my observations and proposals, by the main conclu-
•ions to be drawn from the general verbal evidence, lately given before the Com-
mittee, which is, " that the Serpentine bottom of filthy mud from sewers must
be cleared out, and a hard compact mass of concrete bed be introduced, to being
the general water depth to a more uniform level ; and at the same time this con-

.
Crete must be of such a character and nature as will not disintegrate, nor allow
the cold springs to rise tlirough the bed, which is now the case, and frequently
produces cramp and loss of lil<! to the bathers."
As I have before stated, lime concrete is useless, and rather adds to the evil, by

attracting foul collections to itself, until an addenda nuisance is engendered, as
proved beyond all doubt in the lime experiments of the past year in the river
Wiaraes, and wlifch I see is to have perchloride of iron to an extent involving
£20,000 outlay,

i for the next season's diversion of public funds. But if the
money is to be thrown away, it is as well in perchloride of iron as lime, for one
fe as non-effective'and useless as the other.

I have submitted notices of my propositions to the Chairman and Commitee,

but the favor of a simple recognition, of a reply, or notice of receipt of my com-
munication has nut been vouchsafed to luc up to the prewnt time.

I am, Sec.,

W. ACBTIJf,

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Kecorded to April 3.

Mr. Tliomas Krancis Edgeworth, of Toxteth-park, Liverpool, for " Improremcats
in obtaining light."

51. August I'cntzlin, of Glasgow, for "Improvements in machinery for cutting
wood."
Messrs. Rimington and Rimington, of Sklpton, for " Improvements In box Un^i

for saving doors."
M. Ernest .Stelzl, of Nancy, in France, for " Improvements in ornamenting the

surfaces of glass, wood, plaster, &c., and protecting them from the action of fire and
moisture."

Grants.
Mr. Thomas Henry Dodd, of Bessborough-place, Pimlico, " Improvements in

portable apparatuses for the use of smiths, carpenters, and other workmen." Dated
5th October, 18j9.—Letters patent.
M. Jozi! Luis, of the British and Foreign OfBcc for Patents, No. 1b. Wclbeclc-

street. Cavendish-square, " An improved calcarious wash for coating wood, metals,

faper, ships, and other substances." A communication to him from abroad by Jean
'rancois Joseph Lecocq, of Cherbourg, iu the empire of France.— Protection six

months.
M. Marc Antoine Fianjois Mennons, of :)9, Rue de TEchiquier, Paris, "An im-

proved metallic window sash.—.Six months.
Mr. .James Wright, offi, Bridge-street, Blacklriars, "An improved method, means,

and process of treating wood, so that it becomes so changed as to be well adapted for
uses for which It is naturally unfit."—A communication to him from abroad, by
Philander Shaw, of Boston, Stussachusotts, United States of America.—Protection
six mouths.

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. Thomas Culpin, of No. i!t, Dowg:ite-hill, " Improvements in water closets and

all sanitary vessels that require frequent Hushing."
Jlr. William Henry Elkin, No. 27, Belvedere-road, iu the parish of St. Mary, Lam-

beth, " Improvements in window frames and sashes."
Jlr. Alfred Vincent Newton, of the OfBcc for Patents, No. Wi, Chancery-lane, "Im-

proved machinery for cutting and dressing stone."—A communication from abroad
by Jean Philippe Kehr and Jean Millet, of I'aris, in the empire of France.

Foreign I'atbnts.
M. Baatard, Brothers, domiciled with Lepez, of Rue de la Barre, Lille, for "An

apparatus for working hard and soft stones."—Dated J3th December, 1859.

M, BelUit, of Du Puy, Department dc la Haute-Loire, for " Venetian blinds and
shutters of iron and wood."— Dated i:Uh December, 1859.

M. Gilain, represented by Brade, of 29, Rue Ste. Anne, Paris, for "An apparatus
for sawing stone and marble."—Dated .30th November, 1859.

M. F. Hoffmann, of Berlin, and SI. A. Light, of Danzig, a patent of prolongation
for their " Annular fixed kiln for continuously burning bricks and other objects, as
patented 3rd May, 1858."—5 years.—Dated 23rd February, 1800.

M. Kehr and M. Millet, represented by M. ilathieu, ot 45, Rue St. S^bastien, Paris,

for "Machines for cutting, shaping, or mortising stone, marble, &c."—Dated 10th
December, 1859.

M. Sloan, represented by M. Mathieu, of 45, Rue St. Sebastien, Paris, "Closing
jointed shutters. "—Dated 8th December, 18-59.

M. Videgrain, represented by Guion, of 29, Boulevart St. Martin, Paris, for " Im-
provements in the manufacture of artificial marble."—Dated 9th December, 1859.

SpECIECATIONS PUBLISnED DURING THE WEEK.
No. 1,927, price 3d., Facing or decorating walls.
No. 1,945, price (5d., Castors.
No. 1,977, price 5d., Vices.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Kentish Town.

For rebuilding .1, Mansflcld-place, Kentish-town. Mr. W. P. Griffith, architect.

Fbbage £249 I Brake £210
Crane 228 Fowler (accepted) 209

Maun 215
i

Mr. E.
Wolverhampton.

For the first part of a House of Mercy, Wolverhampton, for Mrs. Wearing.
Welby Puirin, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Marples.
Branson and Guyther £2,1:14

|
Smith (without fittings)... £135

lleveringham (accepted) 1,908
|

St. GEORGE'S-lN-TnE-E.VST.*
For a A'estry Hall and Offices for the jiarish of St. Georgc-in-the-East.

Andrew Wilson, architect. Quantities supplied
Mr.

Wood, Gravesend £5,580
Hocken 5,319

Wood, Mile-cnd-road 5.300

Hack and Son 5,2.37

McLennau and Bird 5,000

Winden 4,999

Hill 4,992
* We have received a communication respecting this competition which states that

the tenders of Mr. Glenn and Mr. liaby were not accepted for the alleged reason
that neither had enclosed the schedule of prices with their tenders.

Blackburn £4,984
Wilson 4,974
Hart 4,899
Ennor (accepted) 4,675
Raby 4,651

Glenn 4,690

Great Queen Street.
For Schools in Great Queen-street, Mr. W. W. Pocock, architect.

George £3,203
Clement 2,594
Sutton 2,540
Fish 2,511

Porter 2,-19li

Todd 2,4rfi

I'ipcr and Co 2,400
Smith 2,.39y

I

Cowlaud £2,394 10

Dowes 2,3.30

Richards 2,314

McLennan and Co. ^'^
Katterbury 2^7*
Hudkin 2.199

Glenn (accepted) 2.100

Westminster Road.
For repairs tojpropcrty in the Westminster-road, for J. Stevens, Esq. Mr. W. uey,

architect.
Dirons £249
Gassweller (accepted) 233

Carter (too late) SIO
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Mr.
Kessisgtov.

For alterations and convcrllng No. 7, the Terrace, HIgh-atrect, Kensington.
W. Sim, fcrrhitect, 1, Oancs'-inu, Strand.
Whecltr £:\v.\\ Cowland £238
Tiah 252

SPITALFIELUS.
For works to be done at the Jewa' Free Scliools, Bell-lane, Spitalflelds. Messrs.

Tlllott and Chamberlain, architects.
Jennings £476 1 Pritcbard and Son £322 10
Aahb^andSons SB

I
King 25110

Soi'TU NORWoon.
For the erection of St. Mark's Infant School, South Norwood, Surrey. Mr. AVilliam

Carter, architect.

Kins £4M I Hollidcc £175
Kins:, Burton and Hipwcll 484 | I'eacoek 456

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
IIOUSi;S OF I'AliLlAMENT.

SVDNET, New Soutu Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Tarliamcnt to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great liritain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £<HO will be awarded for the approved design, and .«3u0
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers,
addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs.
William L. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon -street, K. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be bad of Mr. Wcale, 51>,

High llolborn, and of 3Ir. Alexander liill, Edmburgb j Mr. H. Campbell,
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Slessrs. Ilodgesand Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Sir. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by pest.
Designs to January 1, 1861.

MONUMENT.
Bermx.— For a monument to be raised at Berlin in honor of Frederick William 111.
The statue is to equestrian, in height and dimensions after tlie model ot tlie cele-
brated monument Dy Kauch of Frederick the Great, a copy of which, on a reduced
scale, is in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham. The site chosen is between the lloyal
Palace and the Museum. Sculptors of all nations arc invited to send designs and
particulars fts to measurement, &c., may be had by applying to the Prussian
Minister of Church and Education.il affairs. Designs to December IS, 1800.

VESTliY HALL.
St. J.vmes's, West.mi>stef.—For an elevation for (he proposed new vestry hall
and offices, in Piccadilly, near St. James's Church. The following premiums will
be awarded. For the design selected for execution i,'15 15a., for the second best
design £5 5s., both drawings to become the property of the Vestry. Tiie remainder
willbe returned to the competitors. The drawings to be marked with a motto or
device, in the usual manner, with the name and address of the architect enclosed in
a sealed envelope. Full particulars may be obtained by application, personally or
by letter, to ^Ir. Howell, Vestry Offices, 14, Marshall street. Golden-square. The
successful competitor will not be employed in superintending the erection of the
building. The drawings must be dchvered at the Vestry Offices, on or before
April 14.

WORKHOUSES.
Pesmam.—For plana and general specifleations for a workhouse, to be erected on
land near Penmam, and to contain 50 persons. Information as to the rooms and
offices required, so as to insure proper classification, and a plan of the site may be
obtained, and other particulars on application to the Clerk of the Union. Tlie
whole to be done in a plain, substantial m.-mner, and the maximum sum to be ex-
pended is £1,800. The architect producing the best plan in the estimation of the
Board will, subject to the approval of the Poor Law Board being obtained to such
plan, be employed at a sum not exceeding 5 per cent, on the outlay. The Board of
Guardians will adjudicate on tlie 8th of Slay. I'lans to Slay 1.

Seikjefield, Dcitii.\M.--For plans and specifications for a workhouse to be erected
on land at Sedgelield, and to contain 60 persons. Information as to the rooms and
offices required, to ensure proper classification, and a plan of the site may be ob-
tained, and all particulars known on application to the Clerk of the Union, at his
Offices in the City of Durham, The whole to be done in aplain, substantiul man-
ner. The maximum sum proposed to be expended on tlie building is £1,500. Tlie
architect producing the best plan in the estimation of the Board will, subject to
the approval of the Poor Law Board being obtained to such plan, be employed at
a sum not exceeding 5 per cent., on the sum of £1,500, notwithstanding a greater
outlay may be incurred or expended on the buildings. The plans to be sent to the
Clerk, addressed to him at Sedgfleld. The Board of Guardians will adjudicate on
the 13th day of April. Plans to April 12.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASSIZE COURT.*.

Makchesteh.—For the erection of the Slanchester Assize Courts (the whole of the
buildings), with the exception of the foundations already executed. Plans, &c.,
and bills of quantities, at the Office of Sir. Tlionias Taylor, surveyor. No. 102,
Cross-street, Manchester, on and after April 14th. The magistrates reserve to
themselves the right of rejecting the whole or any of the tenders. Tenders to
May 1.

CHURCHES.
Norton Scbcodrse, Nohfolk.—For re-covering the roof of the parish church, at
Norton Subcourse. The materials to be used: either the best green slate or
Staffordshire tiles. Tenders to be sent Into the Churchwardens of the above named
pariah to April 10.

St. Albans.—For the proposed alterations at St. Peter's, St. Albans. Drawings,
&c., and conditions of contract, at the Office of Mr. Hill, architect, St. Albans.
Tenders to April 11.

SusDERLASB.—For the erection of St. Patrick's new Catholic church, Sunderland.
Plans, Ac, at the Office of Sir. James Gilles Brown, architect, 20, Bridge-street,
Sunderland. Tenders to six p.m. April V^.

CHAPELS.
Batlet, near Dewsblry, YORKsniRE.—For the building of a Wesleyan chapel,
at Batley, near Dewsbury. Plans, &c., at the present chapel at Batley, to Wednes-
day, April nth. No date specified.

CliFTON, KEAH Bhistol.—For erecting the intended Chapcl-of-Ease, at Clifton.
Drawings, &c., at Messrs. Pope and Blndon's offices, Guildhall chambers Bristol.
No date specified.

Batter.sea.— For the erection of two chapels, lodge, &c., on the proposed burial
ground, adjoining Battersea Common. Particulars from Sir. Lee, architect, 20,
(iolden-squarc, Westminster. (Sec advertisement.)

RECTORIES.
Pakefield, near Lowestoft, Si;rroLK.—For erecting a rectory-house at I'akc-

lleld near I-owcstoft, Suffolk. Also for a dwelling and offices on tlie Town Close
Estate. Norwich. Plans, &c., at the offices of SIcssrs. Bcnest and Newson, archi-
tects. Bank Chambers, Norwich. (No date specified.)

8bALDEN NEAR Alton, Hants.—For the erection of a rectory-house at Shaldcn.
Drawings, &c., at the old rectory-house. Tenders to April 'J.

SCHOOLS.
Harry, Leicertehshihe.—For the buihiiug of a national school at Harby. Parties
desirousof estimatiug are requested to send their ii.amcs to Slessrs. Bellamy and
Hardy, architects and surveyors, '.io, Broadgate, Lincoln, alter which due notice
will be given, when drawings will be roadv for inspt'ctiou.

LociiMACiiEN, Df-MKHiES (N.B).— For building a parochial school and oflices at
Lochmachen, Dumfries-shire. Plans, &c., and ground, pointed out by Mr. Ker,
architect, Annan. Tenders to Rev. Dr. Liddill, i.oclimalien, to April 18.

Ef..\ch, Ca.mbbidgesiiire.—For the erection of a chapel school at Reach. Draw-
ings and specification at the Rectory, Swaflliam Prior, from iUh to 18th April.
Tenders, sealed and endorsed, to Sir. Charles F. llayward, architect, 8, Adam-
street, Adclphi, London, W.C, to 18th April. (See advertisement).

DWELLING HOUSES, &c.
BuccLEUCii Estate, Dl'SIfries-shire(N.B.).—For the following works :—.V now
parish school-house a new dwelling-house, on the farm of Enthorn ; additions to
farm-steading, at Drybrow ; additions to dwelling-house, on the farm of Slarela-

whole ; and additions to steading on tlie farm of Broomieknowe,—all in the parish of
Canonbie.—A new she]ilicrd's house on the farm of Sliaws ; two new cottages on the
farmof Flatt; a new shepherd's bouse on the farm of Foulfthitis; addition to

shepherd's house at Whiteropefoot, on the farm of Leys, &c.; addition to steading
ou tlie farm of Castleton ; anewllyreat Hardenburn, on the farmof Dykecroft;
and additions to house and steading on the farm of Roan,—all in tlie parish of Cas-
tleton.—Additions to steading on the farm of Sorbie in the parish of Ewes. —A new
cottage on the farm of Garwald; addition to dwelling-house on the fanu of Dumfcd-
ling, and additions to steading on tlie farm of Cassock, all in the parish of Eskd-ale-

muir. —Additions to steading on the farm'at Wcstwater, in tlie parish of Langholm.
—Additions to steading on the farm of Slegdale, in the parith of Westerklrk.

—

Plans, Ac, at the Office of Sir. Burnet, Superintendent of Works, Saw Mill, Lang-
holm. Tenders to Sir. Council, Chamberlain to his grace the Duke of Buccleuch,
Irvine House, Langholme, till 23rd April. 18G0.

Cattistock Lodge, I'arisii of Cattistock, Dorsetshire,—For the perform-
ance of alterations and erection at Cattistock-lodge. Plans, &c., on the premises,
and further particulars on application to Messrs. Kiccard and Sons, solicitors

Southampton, Devon. Tenders to April 13.

Grange Chine. Isle of Wight,—For building a house for lifeboat, and resusci-

tating-roora adjoining, at Grange Chine, near Brixton, Isle of Wight,—building to

be completed by 31st July. A second boat-house, with adjoining resuscitating

room, same plan, will be erected either at Brooke, Compton, or Freshwater j tenders

for which may be offered with the above. Plans, &c., with (i. Wyatt, 78, Noclehill,

Newport, Isle of Wight. Tenders addressed to the Treasurer of the Islcof AVight
Lifeboat Fund, Newport, to 13th April.

Lincluden Main.s, Dumfriesshire.—For the masonry, carpentry, and other works
required in making an addition to a dwelling-house at Lincluden Slaiiis. Mans,
Ac, at the Office ot Alexander Crombie, architect, who will receive estimates till

April 11.

Mains of Hills, Parish of Lociirltton, Dumfries-shire (N.B.)~For the
erection of a new farm-house, on Slaiiia of Hills, in the parish of Lochrutton.
Plans, Ac, in the hands of Sir. Dickson, there. Tenders to April 10.

Salford.-For the erection of three shops, in Grecngate, Saltord. Plans, &c., at

the Office of John Artingstall, architect and surveyor, 21, Old Hilgate-street, Slan-

chester. Tenders to April II.

Tynron, Dumfries-shire (N.B.)—For building a new dwelling-house at Stenhouse,
£arish ot Tynron, l>umfries-shire. Plans, Ac, from Sir. Howitt, clerk of works,
irumlanrig Slains, Thornhiil, on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays to i:ith .\pril.

Tenders to Sir. Maxwell, Chamberlain to the Duke of Buccleuch and Queensbery,
Dabton, Thornhiil, to 17th April.

VILLA. ,._
South Cliff, Scariiro', York.—For a villa to be erected on the South Clm,

Scarbro'. Drawings, specifications, and bills of quantities at the offices of J. E.

and J. D, Gates, architects, 42, SIonkgate.York, to whom tenders, endorsed, " Tenders
for works," till April 17.

TESIl'ERANCE HALL.
Tredegar, SIonmoutiiriiire.—For the erection of the Temperance-linll, Tredegar.
Plans, Ac, at the Enghicer's Office, Tredegar Iron Works. Tenders to AprU 17.

COOPERAGE, Ac.
St. John's, Southwark.—For the rebuilding and re-erection of the cooperage,

workshops, and premises, together with the adjoining premises. recently destroyed

by fire, iu Thornton-street and Three Oaks-lane, St. Jolin's, Southwark. I'lans, &c.,

at the Office of SIcssrs. Allen, Snooke, aud Stock, architects, 0, Duke-street,

London-bridge. Quantities taken out by a responsible surveyor, may be had
for £1, to be returned to the parties tendering if not successful.

CEMETERY.
Wallinoford, Berks.—For the erection of two mortuary chnpels, lodge, cntr.ince-

gates, boundary fences, and for the formation of roads and paths on the site of the

cemetery. Plans, Ac, at the office of the Clerk to the Burial Board, Wallingford,
between the hours of ten and five. Further information, and bills of quantities,

on application to Slessrs. Poulton aud Woodman, architects, Reading. Tenders arc

to be prepared and delivered separately as follows :

—

Contract No. 1.—For erection of chapels and lodge entrance.
2.—For boundary walls.
3.—For the formation of roads and paths.
4.—Iron gates and railing.

Contractors may tender for more than one of the divisions. Tenders to be scaled
i

and separately endorsed. Tender No. 1, 2, 3, or 4. Tenders to April 10.

CELLARAGE, Ac.
Kirkcudbright, (N.B.)—For erecting coal cellar, ashpit, and privy, Ac, at each ol i

the police stations at Newabbey, Dalbeattie, New Galloway, and Kirkcudbr^ht.
Plans, Ac, of the constable at each place. Works to be completed by 20th May.-

Tenders to Sir. Johnston, chief constable, Kirkcudbright, to lOtli April.

CONDENSERS, Ac.
SIiddleton.— For condensers, scrubber, purifiers, with centre valve, exhauster,

'

steam engiuc and boiler, large iron water tank, pumps, Ac, with all necessary ^

connections. Plans and specifications at the Gas Offices, SIiddleton. Also for one

station meter, to pass 12,000 feet of gas per hour, with 12-inch inlet and outlet pipes

and 12-inch by-pass ; also three gas governors for street mains, 0-inch inlet and
outlet pipes, and U-inch by-pass to each. Sketch of meter and governors to bo sent

with tenders. The whole of the above to bo fixed complete, at the SIiddleton Gas-
works, on or before June 30, 1800. Also for a supply of retorts and nre-bricks, tor

,

the ensuing season. Tenders addressed to tlie Chairman of Directors, Gas Otnces,

Middlctou, to Monday, April 10. I

ALTERATIONS AND REPAIR.?. I

QuF.ENSBERRY ESTATE, DUMFRIES-SHIRE (N.B.)—For alterations and repairs on
dwelling-hou.ses and steadings, at Orchard, Tower, Netherfarding, Glenwliarni',

and Guffolkland Eastside, ail in tiie parish of Kirkconncl. Also for alterations and
repairs on dwelling-houses and steadings, at Conrick, Dalpeddar, Slennork SIill.

Knockenhair, Slains or Newark, Castlebrae, Southmalns, and Ulzieside, all in the

parish of Sanquhar. Plans. Ac, from Sir. Howitt, clerk of works, Drumlanrig
Slains, Thornhiil. Tenders to Sir. Slaxwell, Chamberlain to the Duke of Buccleuch
and (Jueensbery. Dabton, Thornhiil, Dumfriesshire, to 17th April.

Worcester. — For the repairs and painting of the Guildhall buildings, ami

offices, and also for the decoration of the Assembly-room, SVorcester. Spicitica-

tions at the office of Sir. Rowe, architect, Forcgate-street. Intending coutractorj

to send in separate sealed tenders, marked "Tender for repair and painting oi

Guildhall," and "Tender for Assembly Room:" to John Hill, town clerk, Guiio-

hall, to 16th April.
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SKWEKAGE, &c.
KiusTOL.—For Iii3'iiiH' down, oonstruoliiig-, and completely iurnisJiinproortnln Intended
l.rick sewers In the "St. riiilip's Sewer District," about :J,<>71 yiirds In length,
rians, Ac, at till.' unices of the I, ocrti Hoard of Ilenltli, i:(, IVincc-strect, Ijrintol.

Purtlier information by personal application or by letter (pre-paid), to Mr. Fre-
derick Ashincad, C'.K., surveyor to the Local Itoard of Ilcaltli. Tenders to twelve
o'clock April 12,

London.—For the construction of newsewcrfl, in Devon shire- street and Cavendish-
court, and worka in connexion therewith. Plans and specitlcations at yewers-officc,
Guildhall. Tendci-s to one o'clock, April 17.

DKAINAGE.
ROMFOKD.—For the draina2"c of the town of Komford, the conBtmction of scwaq-o
tanks, the iniprovctnent of the river Item, and other works connected therewith,
Drawin{»-8, &c., and form of tender, and schedules of quantities on payment of ouo
guinea, on application at ;J5, Great George-street, Westminster, tlie Offices of Mr.
vT. KdwardGotto, Enfjineerto the Local Board of Health, on and after April .Ird,

between tlie hours of 10 and 4. Tenders to 4 o'clock, April 19.

Batterska.—For draining the proposed burial ground fiir the parish of Battersoa
,

adjoiniunr llattorsea Common. I'articulars from Mr. Lee, architect, 20, Golden-
BQuare, Westminster. (Sec advertisement.)

EMBANKING.
TTadmarton. Oxford.—For lowerinpr, embanking-, and altering- the western end of

Oathill, in the Banbury, lirailes, and Sliipston turnpike road, parish of Tadmarton,
Oxford, riim, &c., at the office of Mr. J. Forteseue, Clerk to the Trustees, 44,
High-street, to whom tenders till llth April.l

TANK, &c.
Wells.—For a brick tank 5fi feet in. diameter, and 16 ft. G in. in depth ; also for a
retort-house and iron roof for same. Plans, &c., at the Office of the Wells Gas
Co., and Messrs. .7. Emson and Son, gas engineers, Wolverhampton. Tenders,
endorsed, "Tenders for tank and retort -house," addressed to the Chairman of
the Gas Co., Wells, to 10th April.

WATERWORKS.
LEED.S.—For the construction of about two acres of Alter beds, with culverts, shafts,
&c., at the Weslwood reservoir, in the township of Headingly. Plans. &c., at the
Office of Sir. Edward Filliter, C. E., Borough Surveyor, Town-Iiall, Leeds. Tenders
to April I",*.

STONE DYKES AND FENCES.
Cabspiiairn, Di:MFaiEs-8TnRE{N.B.).—For rebuilding about 410 falls of 19 feet each,
and erecting about 225 falls of a stone dyke, between the lands of Marbrack and
Knoek-^ray ; for erecting about 2,000 yards of a wire fence on the above line of
march ; for building about 150 falls of a mid dyke on the lands of KnockCTay ; for
building about 140 falls of a march dyke, between theMuir of Waterhead and the
Clannochs ; for building about 100 falls of a march dyke, between the farms of
Knockengurroch and Bank. The above dykes are all in the parish of Carsphairn.
Specifications at Slarbrack or Knockgray. Tenders, for each lot, to Mr. S.
Adamson, writer, Dumfries, or Mr. K.Smith, Barbette Mains, Dalmellington to
10th April.

WALL.
DCNSconE, DuMFRiEs-siiiRE (N. B.)—For building a garden wall at Stroqulian, in
the parish of Duuscore. Particulars of Sir W. Broun, Bart., Solicitor, Dumfries.

SUPPLY, &c.
Clitfe, Chalk and Denton, Hicham Abbey, Ac, Kent,—For the supply of
good rag-stone, free from hassock, for the several levels extending from Gravea-
end-bridge to Shcerness, and thence along the river Medway to I'enshurstin Kent,
and for tlie supply of large block stones of two-hundred weight or upwards each
8tone. Tenders will be received by the Commissioners of Sewers for the above
limits, at the Crown Inn, Rochester, at 11 o'clock in tiie forenoon, April 11. Ten-
ders for supplying large chalk in the same levels, will be received at the same time
and place.

St. Ll'ke's, Chelsea.—For the supply of 2,000 tons of Guernsey granite lumps, to
be delivered at the parish stone-yard, near the wharf at Chelsea, before Michaelmas
day next, free of charge for delivery. Tlie contractor will be required to enter into
a written contract and bond, with two sureties, for the due performance thereof,
and tlie names and addresses of persons proposed are to be sent with sealed and
endorsed tenders, deliverable at tnc Office of W. L. Diggens, Clerk to the Board of
Guardians, Chelsea, to 10th April.

RAILWAY.
COCKERMOLTH AND WoRKiNGTON.—For the crection of a bridge, &c., over the
river Marron. upon the line of railway between Cockermouth and Workington.
Plans, &c., and conditions of contract at the Itailway Office, Cockermouth. No date
specified.

SCANTLING.
HiLES Plattinc, Manchester.—For a quantity of English oak scantling, for
waggon building jjurposes. Forms and specifications, of Mr. Emmett, Lancashire
and Yorksliire Railway Company's waggon shops, as above. Tenders, sealed and
endorsed, addressed to the directors, to H. S. Lawn, secretary, Manchester, till

ten o'clock of the 17th April.
GATES, &c.

Highbridge, Somerset.—For the construction of two pairs of new oak gates, iron
hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to the masonry of the fresh water gates at
theClyce, at llighbridge. Also, separate tenders for the construction oftwo'other
pau-s of new oak gates, iron hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to the
masonry of t he safety gates under tlie Turnpike-road, at Highbridge. Drawings and
specifications, at tlie cottage of Mr. George Wilton, at Highbridge, on and after the
2ndof April next, between 8 a.m. and () p.m. Tenders to the Office in Wells, of
Mr. T. C. Robins, Clerk of the Sewers for the County of Somerset, to April 23.

HARBOUR.
Eenfrew, Scotland.—For deepening the harbours of Renfrew. Specifications, &c.,
on application to the master of^tlie works. Tenders to April 15.

BEACONS.
Crookhayen, County of Cork.—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman
rocks, on the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven. The beacon to be of
cast-iron casing filled with masonry. Plans, &c., between 11 and ^ each day, at the
Ballast Oflice, Dublin, or at the Crookhaven lighthouse, Rock Island, where also
may be had printed forms of tender. Proposals to be sent through post. Tenders
to April 10.

Sligo Bay.—For the crection of a wronght-iron pillar beacon on the Wheat or
Wheaten Rock, off Rahly Point, in Sligo Bay. Forms of tender on application
between 11 and ."t each day, at the Ballast Office, Dublin, or at the South lighthouse.
Oyster Island, opposite to Rosse's Point, Sligo ilarbour. Proposals to be sent
through post. Tenders to April 20.

^ ASYLUM.
"Wakefield. —For the building of a lavatory and entrance lodge, at the West York
Asylum, Wakefield. Plans at the Asylum, from the 2Sth March, to the 7th April.
Ko date specified.

Dorset.—> or sundry works proposed to hp done in erecting a pauper lunatic asylum
for the county of Dorset. Plans, &c., at the Office of the Arefiitcct, Mr. 11. E.
Kendall, jun., .Tt, Brunswick-square, London, after 18th April. (Quantities (charges
to be paid by successful competitor) from Mr. Thomas l*crey, 1, Alfred-place, Bed-
ford-square, London, surveyor. Tenders, sealed and endorsed, " Tenders for
County Lunatic Asylum," to Chairman of Visitors, under cover, to the Clerk, Mr,
•John Brown, Dorchester, to Uth 3Iay. (See advertisement).

WORKHOUSE.
FiBHPOOL, NEAR BoLTON, Lanca.siiiue,—For finishing the new Workhouse at
Fiahpool, near Bolton, viz :—The building of all the necessary workshops, coach-
houses, laundries, and other outbuildings ; also all the fence and boundary walls,
all the wood and iron fixtures required for the dining hall and other rooms, all the

grates and kitchen ranges for the entire establishment, all the cast-iron railings
and entrance gates, and stone parapets required for the building. Drawings and
fipt elfications may be seen, and particulars obtained at tlie office of Mr. 8. Wood-
houae, architect, Silverwell-yard, or Mr. L. Hall, architect. Nelson-square, Bolton,
till April 0. Tenders sealecl and endorsed " Tenders for New Workhouse, Bolton,*'
addressed to Cliairman of the Board of Guardians, to April 10.

BUILDIKQ MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
About 000,000 stock, washed and picked stock facings and place bricks ofeood

quality. Also, a large quantity of rough bricks and bat. Within quarter of a mile
from a siding on the Eastern Counties Colchester Line. Messrs. llumphreyg »i^
Waller, auctioneers, 08, Old Broad-street, Loudon, E.C., and itomford. (See adrcr-
tisemeut.)
Sound materials and fittings of the buildings on Times Wharf and Albert Wharf,

Wilton-road, and of a house in Belgrave -square. Also, a steam engine and two ex-
cellent cylindrical boilers, with other valuable machinery and effects, at the saw
mills, corner of Wilton-road. Messrs. Eversllcld and Home, auctioneers, ^0. Par-
liament-street, (See advertisement.)
About t)0 blocks of Sicilian marble, recently consigned, and several thousand feet

of Englisli-sawn slab; also 2 marble tombs, 2 pair of lions, 2 pair of dogs, and 2
figures of Spring and Summer. On the premises. Bridge Wharf, Millbank, Tuesday,
17th April. Messrs. Everslield and Home, auctioneers, 40, Parliament-street. (See
advertisement.)

1,(')00 yellow, white, and pine planks, deals, and battens; 220 squares of U-in.,
1-inch, g-inch, and |-inch prepared flooring; 5,000 feet wide pine board; 10,000 feet
quartering; 000 cut deals, 20 doors, and a few excellent materials. On the premises,
Camden -terrace, Camden-town, on Jlonday, April 10th. Messrs. Lerew and Lerew
auctioneers. (See advertisement.)

'

00,000 Bangor slates, finest quality, comprising lOJ-InchduchosscB, 24 by 12; 21-ineh
countesses, 20 by 10 ; 13-inch viscountesses, 18 by 10 ; 15^-ineh ladies, 16 by 8. At the
Victoria (London) Docks. Messrs Lerew and Lerew, auctioneers. (See advertise-
ment.)

BANKRUPTS.
(From the London Gazette.)

Coney, H., builder, ManoIiPBter-villas, Tfiwnshend-road, Ue^.-nt's-park April 13, at half-pait one, and
Mny 11, at nne, at the Court, Uiiftinf(hnll-8irt.'et. Official tiaiignw, whitmore, Baflmgball-Atmt

;

solicltore, Messrs. Church and Co., Southampton -buildingpi. Chancery- lane.
Gibson, C. A., timWr merchant, nristol, April 16 and Mar 8, at eleren, at the Court, Bristol. Official

a&sif^nee, Miller, Bristol; solicitors, Messrs. Bi-Tan and Co., Bristol.
Lee^, J., irou manufacturer, Walsall, Staffordshire, April 13 and May 3, at eWra, at the Court,
Birmincbam. Official a«si(;:nee, Whitmore, Binningbam ; aolicitora. Smith, Birouoghvm, and Sheldon.
Wednesbury.

Noble, Oeortf* Charles, builder, Northampton, April 14, at one, and May 14, at imlf-past one, at the
Court, Basi nffhall-street. Officinl osaignee, Pennell, Ouildballchamhers, Basinj;Uall-8lrcet ; solicitor.
Wells, Moorgate-street.

Slater, J., stone merchant, Leeds and Oulton, Yorkshire April 23, and May 21, at the Court, Leeds.
Official nstiignee, Mr. Hope, Leeds: solicitors, Messrs. Bond and Berwick, Leeds.

Unwin, W. ir, and Greenwood, J^ buildersi Henry-street, Limehous"-, April 17, *t three, and May 22, at
the Court, Businphall-stteet. Official assignee, Mr. ]>e, Aldermunbury : solicitor, Mr. Neal, Pinner's-
hall. Old Broad-street.

Wootion, A. B., timber merchant, Bloxwich, Staffordshire, April 13 and May 3, at elcren, ot the Court,
Birmingham. Official assignee, Mr. Kinnear, Birmingliam ; solicitors, Messrs. Potter and Crump,
Walsall.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
Anderson, J. M., ironmonser, Glasjfow, to meet April 10, at tweUe, within the Faculty Hall, Glasgow.
Galbratth, C, timber mercnnnt, Edinburgh, to meet April 6, at eleven, within SteTensou's-rooms, Ediu-

Gouriay, J., plumWr, Dumfries, to meet April 7, at twelve, within the Commercial Hotel, Dumfries.
Moxham, E., architect, Stornoway, lioss-sbire, to meet April 7, at twelve, within Steveason's-rooms,
Edinburgh,

Muir, T,, and Steel, W., saw millers, Glasgow, to meet April 6, at one, within the Faculty Hall, Glasgow.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED.
Dorer, 11. J., builder, Anerley-vole, Norwood, Surrey, 4d., on any Wednesday, between eleven and

three, at the office of Mr. Whitmore, Busingball-street.
Ellis, J,, joiner, Liverpool, 9d.,' on Thursday, April 12, op any subsequent day, between eleven and

two, at the office of Mr. Turner, Liverpool.
Pearson, J. M., builder, Coaiham, Yorkshire, 3a. 6d., any day betw^eea tea and one, ftt the offic« of

Mr. Youn^, Leeds.
Porter, J., screw-bolt manufacturer, Snlford, Lancashire, 9d., on Tuesday, April 17, or any subsequent

Tuesday, between eleven and one, itt the office of Mr Eraser, Manchester.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Gilbert, J,, contractor, Manchester, April 25} at Court, Manchester.
Hotden, J., painter, Bolton, April 2rf; at district Court, Manchester.
Merson and Ini^hnm, glass manufacturers, St. Helen's, April 20 : at district Court, Liverpool.
Wakelin, W. H., builder, Ealing, April 25 ; at Court, Basingball-street.

CERTIFICATES GBANTED.
Forrester, W., iron merchant, Hanlev, second class.

Giles, F., ironmaster, Dudley Port, tirst class.

Junes, J., ironmonger, Tunstall, third class.

Lynull, W. S., plumber, Birmingham, second class.

CERTIFICATES fo begranted unless cause be shownfor refusal on the day appointed,
Clarke, G., carpenter, Brixton-liill, April 20; Court, Basinghall-street.
Elliott, E., quarryman, Berwick -on-Tweed, April 26; Court, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
HowlasOQ and Brooks, builders, LiTcrpoul, April 24 ; Court, Liverpool.

INSOLVENTS.
Carter, Robert, builder, Chigwell, April 18; court house, Portugal-street.
Harrison, Charles, sawyer, Chesterlield

.

Harvey, Wni., builder, Uawkhurst; April 19, at Maidstone.
Howlett, Wm., builder. Old Ford-road, April 17; court house, Portugfal-street.
Johnson, Thns., bricklayer, Yarm : April 16, at York.
Kitson, Edwin Sheppard, joiner, Hutlderstield ; April 16, at York.
Wbitgreove, Fraa., engiueer, Dudlpy port ; April 18, at Worcester.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIPS.
Clark, Wilson, and Thi.stlethwaite, timber dealers, Hornby (so fur as regards Elizabeth Tlus*letbwaits)*
Crabtree, Burnictough, and Charlton, ironfouuders, Staniiigley.
Evans, J. and W., builders, Bristol.
Frtwcelt and Smitli, plasterers, Oldham.
Jtavons, T. and J., iron dealers, Halittields, Staffordshire.
Lee, Fflllding, and Steer, sawyers, Attercliffe,

Levin and Howell, timber merchants, Hilchin.
Marsden and Barnes, tlint glass manufacturers, Manchester.
Nayliir, Roberts, and Pearson, contractors, Cleckheaton.
Russell, Campbell, and ilancock, joiners, Manchester. ,

Widdop and Woodhead, iron merchantti, Brighouse.

OBITUARY.
Allsopp—On S6th ult., at Manehester, ^fr. Daniel Allsopp. timber merchant, aged 41.
Burr—On 2fith nit., at Bridlington, Mr. Robert Barr, builder, aged 79. , w_i.Brightraan—On 3rd instant, at 22, Hunover-squarc, occasioned by the fall of a aeafrold, Ur. J tan Wifht
man, huuKe p>iinter. aged 32.

Dormer—at Earl Shifton, Mr. S. Dormer, plumber, in his 29th year.
Eckcrsley—on 22nd ult., at tlalybridtre, Mr. John Eckersley, bolt maker, aged 47.

Maclean—On 30th ult., at Glasgow, Sir. Tbomaa Marlcan, engineer.
Scaife—On 22nd ult., at Pocklington, Mr Robert Scaife, painter, aged 4'J.

Smith—At Great Casterton, Mr. Robert Smith, plumber, aged 40.

Tebby—On Ifith ult., at Pritwell, Mr. I». Tebby, builder, aged 66.

Vivian—On 2l8t ult., at Grimsby, Mr. Thomas Vivian, stonem»son,'agcd 60.
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DAT & SON, Lithographers to the Queen, execute in the best style, on the most reasonable

terms, and with despatch, every description of Lithography, Chromo-Lithograpby, and Steel and
Copper-plate Printing, Artistic or Commercial.

PERSPECTIVES in Outline or Color, and Paper Drawings generally, produced in a superior style,

with despatch, and economy. Applications for Estimates will meet with prompt attention.
6, Gate Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London. (20'2)

WHITE AND PARLEY'S
NEW ILLUSTEATED CATALOaUE OF

PAPIER MACHE & CARTON PIERRE ENRICHMENTS.
PAKT I. NOW KEADY. FORWARDED POST FREE ON RECEIPT OF TWELVE STAMPS.

WHITE AND PARLBY,
49 & 50, GREAT MARYLEBONE STREET, LONDON, W.

WHITE
THE VIEILLE MONTAGNE

ZINC MINING COMPANY'S

OXIDES OF ZINC AND ZINC PAINT.
Th« Oxides sold by the A^nts of the alwvc Coinimiiy are produced from the Spelter of its own Mines, and is THE PUREST KNOWN. »» has been proved by repeated assays iu England, FrnncH

u)d Oerxnftnr.
The adTantaffM derived from the use of ZINC PAINT «« l>ecomia(r daily more K^oerally known. It is aokaowledjfed to be WHITER, MUCH MORE PERMANENT, and, therefore, mor«

•cooomicalthan any other; and, niorcoTer, to be PERFECTLY INNOCUOUS, hoth to the painter and inhabitant.

FOR INTERNAL PaInTING it is unrivaikd, both lor BRlLLIANCY*and PERMANENCY OF COLOR, »"d REMAINS COMPLETELY UNAFFECTED BY CAS or
tulphurous enianiUioiis. howerer conhnedt he Ri>art!neiit.

FOR EXTERNAL WORK-^f properiymi.ed and applied, u will retain iis original whiteness SEVERAL YEARS LONGER THAN LEAD OR ADULTERATED ZINC. Aa
anniiul washing' to remove dust or dirt will restore it to all its ori^ual treshnesa.

The Company's Ag^eriU in all principal towns sell four different sorts of Oxides, each perfrctly pure, but differing in the mode of production, viz. :—
Ist. Snow White (which can ouly be produced from this Zinc), for decorative interior painting.

2nd. White No. 1, for both external and internal painting.

Srd. Stone Color, for external painting, used for priming work, to be finished with White No. 1.

4tb. Ihirk Grey Oxide, a dense metalfic paint for rough external or ironwork.

For zinc paint to retain all its advantages, it must be mixed from the PERFECTLY PURE OXIDE; if at all adulterated, it will fail. QUANTITIES ARE DAILY SOLD WITHI CON-
SIDERABLE MIXTURES OF BARYTES or other inferior matter, for the sake of offering them at a low price ; and oxide of lino has actually been known to be sold by this means CHEAPER
THAN it COULD BE BOUGHT FROM THE PRODUCERS, ^^t^h adulterated paint is frequently pt-rfectly white, but when applied is found to have lost its body and other qualities.

OXIDE OBTAINED FROM OLD REMELTED ZINC, nnd containing a proportion of soldering and other foreign matter, or from an inferior quality of spelter, must necessarily produce a

Very interior qu^ty of paint.

For Prices, MEANS OF TESTING THE PURITY OF OXIDE, an^ other information, apply to the

GENERAL AGENCY, 12, MANCHESTER BUILDINGS, WESTMINSTER,
OR TO Messrs. CHARLES DEVAUX and Co., 62, King WiUiam-street, ( t nnHnn a «-..«*<.

Mr. F, BKABY, Fitzroy Works, Euston-road, J
i-onaon Agents.

THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARBLE CALLE^iES
17, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET,

EDWAEDES, EDWARDS, and CO., PROPEIETORS.
The LARGEST and MOST SUPERIOR STOCK of CHIMNEY-PIECES in EUROPE on VIEW at the above-named Establishment.

Manufactories:

—

Carrara (Italy), Belgium, and 17, Newman Street, London.
ESTIMATES POR EVERY DESCRIPTION OP MARBLE WORK. , -21S)

COLLINS AND GREEN,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

8, ALBION PLACE, BLACKFRIARS BEIDGE,
LONDON.

FOB BEDROOMS—30-lN. REGISTER STOVE AND MARBLE CHIMNEY,
COMPLETE FOR 31s.

DRAWING ROOM STATUARY, FROM £8 10s. TO 100 GUINEAS.
STOVS, RANGE, AXO CASTZirGS 'WASBHOUSE.

Tablets, Menuments, Vases, Wash-Stands, Staircases, Pedestals and Slabs cut and
polished by Steam Macliinery.

ESTinX/LTES GIVEN-. DESIGNS F RNISHES ir REQUIRED.
(842)

SERPENTINE MARBLE AND STONE WORKING COMPANY (LIMITEO),
rOR THE

MAXCFACTimE OF SFRPElVTraE STONE OF THE LIZARD ROCK, OORJTWilL,
And every other description of Marble and Stone.

ESTIMATES CIVEN^
KOSmOW OmCB *, BUOVr rooms—S, 'WATERI.OO PKACE, PAIiZi MAIiXi, S.-W. Mr. S. C. GOOBIMCAN, Secretarr.

ks—PENZANCE.—Mr. JOSEPH HARTLEY, Manager.

CHEAP, LIGHT, AND DURABLE ROOFING.
/^ROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT, has been extensively used and pronounced efficient, and particularly applicable for warm

'
climates.

lit. It is • non-condnctor.—Sod. It is portable, b«inff parked in roUa, and not liable to damaffe in carriage.—3rd. It effecta a Bavins' of halfthe timber nsually required.— 4tli. It can be caBily applied

1.—6th. from iti liehtneeB, weighinif only abuut 421)i8. to the square o* 100 fett, the coBl of carriage is email.—6th. tinder alate, metal, or tiles, it is a mos
INODOKOUti FELT, for damp whIIh and for damp tloom, tinder caruets and floor-clotha. Price OKE PENNY per square foot.

CIIOGGON and CO.'b PATENT FELTED bllEATHING, for Covering Khips' Bottoms, (tc, and
DRT HAIR FEIiT, for CoTerinic Bteam Boilers, Piues, &c„ preventing the radiation of Heat, saving 35 per cent, of Fuel and deadening Sound.

_.„7.. ,. »„ BppUo»tieiit«CKOGuoNMdCO.,S,I>OWOATBHliai,LOMDONiandat2,aOREE PIAZZA, I-CVBRPOOL.

any BOprwtised perton.—6tb. From its ligbtnesB, Treighing
^^•'"""MUti FEL'

CIIOGGON and CO.
jLrm OA.1M «:ajua. for Coverii

Bftinpl«t, TwtitoeiuaU, and fiiU iiutracUo

I most effective uon-conductor.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

,

xiii.KIli is a great deficiency in this year's exliibi-
^ tion of architectural designs in the Conduit-

street galleries. It is by no means equal, either
in point of numbers or of interest, to that of
last year. If the profession desire to moke it

permanent, they must exert themselves more
than they have hitherto done, and send such
drawings of the works executed during the
year as will give us some idea of the progress
which has been made. We suspect that many
drawings which should have been forwarded
to these galleries have been sent to the Royal
Academy. The perspective views of several
of the designs for the Assize Courts, which
were shown at Manchester, are for some
reason withheld, and the visitors to these
galleries are obliged to content themselves
with an examination of the geometrical eleva-
vations. The same remark applies to the de-
sign for an hotel, to which the gold medal of
the Academy was awarded ; but in that case
we can well understand why the more im-
posing view of the design should be offered

to the hanging committee of that body by whom its merits were recog-
nised and rewarded. The designs hitherto submitted have neither been
too numerous nor too meritorious, and the Committee have been cora-
Eelled to hang on the walls many designs which they would doubtless
ave been better pleased to reject. We cannot fail to observe that a

great number of drawings in this collection are placed on the walls
simply to cover them, and we again urge our architects to make in
filture some little sacrifice of time to ensure an adequate representa-
tion of English architectural art. The ten or eleven designs for the
Manchester Assize Courts are important contributions, and comprise in
themselves more real merit than perhaps all the rest of the drawings put
together. We have, at the period of their exhibition at Manchester,
already examined them in detail. They then possessed the advantage
of being accompanied by plans, sections, and every drawing which tlieii-

authors deemed necessary for their full development, and likewise ofbeing
snrrounded by the designs of their rivals. Mr. AV. H. Crossland's three
frames (1, 2, and 3), contain the two elevations, towards Ducie-street
and South-hall-street, and the plans of the courts ; and we admire again
the excessive amount of study and the knowledge of detail which he has
pressed into it. The whole of the ornament is most elaborately
delineated, and will repay the most careful examination.
Mr. Grarling sends the clever Classic design which he submitted, and

Wuch is admu-ably shown in the original sepia drawing (4), and
Messrs. Green and De Ville contribute two perspective sketches of the
staircase and one of the courts (6) and (7), besides ageometrical eleva-
tion of the principal front (26). The former consists of Doric columns
on either side of the grand flight, carried by piers and covered with a
OTrvedToof, having ornamental glass panels. The exterior was one of
the best at Manchester, and we miss the admirable perspective view
Which was there so attractive. Jlr. Kirkby, Mr. Lamb, and Mr. E. M.
Bwry, send their respective designs for the same building in Nos. 8, 9,ma 10, and adjoining them are the fine collection of drawings by
Messrs. Norman Shaw and Nesfield. They are admirable in every
respect. The originality of the design is only equalled by the felicitous
manner in which every portion of it is drawn. The skill of the archi-
tects IS evinced alike in the sculptured ornament, the well balanced
masses and the good plan, and we are glad to see the whole series dis-
played for the benefit of our metropolitan architects. Mr. Trufit's
design (7) shows also a "reat facility of design, and, spite of its eccen-
tncities, deserves careful study. In Nos. 11 and 17 we are introduced
to the two designs which Mr. F. Hyde Pownall sent to JIanchester, the
latter in the Gothic style is a very agreeable composition, and shows a
complete knowledge of the style. Mr. Morgan's ecclesiastical looking
group 20, 21, and 22 ; Mr. Hahn's fine Classic composition with its
broad flight of steps, and long colonnade, and Mansard roofs (25) ; Mr.
Kogcr Smith's (16) ; and Ur. Thomas Allom's two designs 29, 30, and
31, complete the series which has resulted from the Manchester Com-
petition. The latter was that which received the 2nd premium of
*150. It is in the Gothic style, and though not altogether satisfactory,
IS grouped with the skill which belongs almost exclusively to this
accomplished architect. We prefer the Classic design which hangs
beside it, which was adapted to the same plan, and which is an ampli-
ncation of the architect's design for the Liverpool Library. It con-
sists of a central portico and two wings, with a dwarf wall filled with
statues, furnishing a remarkably rich and substantial base to the com-
P°?'''°°- The general proportions and picturesque grouping displayed

'aii
'^'^^'o'ls are admirable, and no one understands better than Mr.

Allom where to place his ornament to render it thoroughly effective.

One of the frames contains views of portions of the interior, sketched
in Mr. Allom's peculiarly charming manner.

No. 18 is a view of a design for a " Metropolitan Hotel," one of those
we suspect, tendered in competition for the Royal Academy gold medal.
Ur. Gunning has evidently taken for his model the buildings of the
Rue Rivoli, and there is the same continuous colonnade runnin" round it.

It forms a parte cochere under the projecting Corinthian portaco which
is introduced in the centre of the principal fi-ont, and which is not har-
monious with it, although the cornice is continued throughout the building.
It is four stories in height, two being above the cornice and one in the
Mansard roof which is broken in the centre and carried, very objection-
ably, at a lower level behind the portico.
An "Elizabethan House" (23) of simple design, erected at Putney,

by Mr. Charles Lee, has been etched very creditably by Mr. Sidney
Lee, but it has the appearance of being copied from a photograph, and
if so, the photograph had much better have been sent here instead of
the drawing.

No. 24 directs our attention to three very common-place shops,
erected by Mr. John D. Ellis, in White Lion-street, Norwich, with
heavy quoins and window dressings. They have been made the worst of
in a very badly tinted di-awing.

No. 27 and 28 comprises the gold medal design (1859) for a "Metro-
politan Hotel." It is based upon foreign Gothic models and reminds
us mucli of a design by, we think, Mr. Ilewit, for the " Manchester
Courts." It is, nevertheless, very freely and creditably treated, and, as
the work of a student, betokens promise of still greater excellence.
The apartments are all arranged on the four sides of a large covered
court. The lower story projects, and is devoted to shops with mezzanine
story over them carried up to the height of the first floor of the hotel.
Three stories rise above it. The tall windows on the right occupy
two stories, and light the ball or assembly room. A studieu variety is

observable throughout the design. Even the corner towers, though
similar in general outline, are varied in their detail, and a single tower
rises on one side of the central gateways which lead into the court and
form the principal entrance of the hotel. There is none of the extra-
vagance so often seen in academical designs, and no vast intrusion of
ornament. Mr. Ernest George has sufficient originality, and has
evidently well studied the style he has so successfully adopted.
No. 32 is a competition design for " Rawdon College, Yorkshire," by

Mr. J. G. Bland, of Birmingham. It does not possess any striking
originality, but has a good collegiate character, and considerable pic-
turesqueness of outline.

No. 33 is the north-west view of the same building.

The proposed "Independent College at Taunton" (34) by Mr. John
Tarring, is three stories in height, the central one being the principal.
There are buttresses between each bay—and too many of them to look
well. Bay windows are placed in each wing. The dormer windows
are too plain for the rest of the design.

Mr. Charles N. Beazley's sketches (36 and 37) in France and Italy
are placed too high to obtain the examination which they evidently
deserve. They are drawn in pencil and unfinished, but the several
views are given with great accuracy, and have apparently been un-
touched since the artist left the spots. There are likewise references
in the margins to guide us in completing the pictures, but what they are
it is impossible to distinguish. The sketches are eleven in number, in
two large frames, and include views of " Laon Cathedral," inside and
out, the " Nave of San Miniato," and the " Side Entrance of the
Cathedral at Florence," the little Church dedicated to " Santa Maria
della Spina, on the Quay at Pisa," the " North side of Chartres
Cathedral," and a good view of the " Interior of St. Anastasia, at
Verona."

Messrs. Hadfield and Goldie contribute the " Exterior of the Holy
Cross Church, at Liverpool" (38) where a large crucifix is planted con-
spicuously in the centre of the decorated west window, n has a kind
of Lombardic porch, supported on projecting columns. The pinnacles
at the angles should have been carried somewhat higher or altogether
omitted. As they are they disfigure the building.

The pubhc rooms and baths designed for Lytham (39),butnotsubmitted
in the competition, consist of an extensive Gothic design in red brick
and stone, by ^Messrs. Ford and Meyer, The building has six large
crocketted gables to form a central feature, and five stepped gables on
either side of it. The details are weak, and the cresting of the roof,

where lightness was desirable, is made as heavy as possible, without
crushing the roof Mr. J. P. Jones has sent all the elevations and
views of his design for the "Cambridge Guildhall," and they form
together a most valuable design. The now fashionable foreign Gothic
has been adopted very successfully. Arcades on the ground story,

pointed windows, towers, corbels, high-pitched roofs, and party-colored
materials are used with great skill. The view from " Peas Hill " (42),
with the beautiful angle tower, is especially good. We have seldom
seen this style treated with more picturesque combinations. Mr. I'Anson
fonvards (in 47, 48, 49 and 50) his design for the same building in the
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French- Italian st^-le, very carefully and studiously worked out, and
bearing the impress of an accomplished mind. The other Cambridge
design (52), by Messrs. De Ville and Green, must have had an uncom-
monly good plan to justify its being one of the six selected by Professor

Donaldson, lor the view, as here shown, is one of the vulgarest speci-

mens of design in the gallery. It is meant to be foreign Gothic, but
its principal features are an extremely tall, ill-proportioned tower,

partially stepped gables, lanky pinnacles, and a quantity of coarse, in-

comprehensible detail, prominent, however, amongst which are two
griffins balancing themselves on their tails upon the parapet. The
whole design looks more like a caricature than a serious design. Tlie

interior (51), showing a "Music-hall," seems, with its open wooden
roof, constructed purposely to destroy the sound, and ajinoy both per-

formers and audience.

The conscientious scruples of Dissenters must give a good deal of

trouble to a Gothic architect, and it is curious to notice how Mr.
Roger Smith, in bis design for a " Chapel at Mile-end " (53), has

fashioned a substitute for the " objectionable " cross on the western

gable, and managed to light the space both above and below the

galleries, without destroying the character of his building. There are

two entrances in the western front covered by gables, having an
inscribed tablet under a smaller gable between them. Over them rises

a slightly moulded arch, enclosing a double range of windows. There is

a small apology- for a spire on the roof doing service in ventilating the

chapel. Tlie drawing is beautifully tinted.

54 to 59, inclusive, comprise three designs, by Mr. Phipson, Mr.
Bland, and Mr. Hahn respectively, of " Heighnm Church, nest Nor-
wich." They are all executed in pencil, the latter with remarkable
dexterity. In fact, as a design, we likewise prefer Mr. Hahn's. It

evinces a more thorough knowledge of English Gothic art in every
respect. The tower is omitted in Mr. Phipsou's drawing, which shows
it, therefore, at a great disadvantage with its rivals. A collection of
three designs for the " Church of SS. Peter and Paul at Cork " are also

placed side by side. The premiated design (61, 62) is by Messrs. Hadfield

and Goldie, and is in the Decorated style. A large window occupies
nearly the whole of the western wall, and is filled with cusped circles

and flanked by canopied statues. The doorway beneath has columnar
jambs and sculpture in the pediment. Mr. NichoU's design (64) is

very boldly and pluckily drawn, and the ornament is indicated by that

vigorous touch which a ripe intellect alone directs. The tower is

original and clever, and the plan (of which a small photographic repre-

sentation is given) shows a happy combination of the chapels for

pictorial effect. The roof of the church is, however, a sad mistake,

and as ugly as it could possibly be made. Mr. Wigby's design is,

perhaps, the most original of the three, or rather seems so, for we
suspect he has only been further for his models, and that recollections

of the sonny south have inspired the small windows, which give such
size to his building. It is, nevertheless, full of merit. The plan is

very similar to Mr. Nicholl's, but he has very judiciously adopted double
columns placed transversely to carry the nave arches.

No. 66 is another design for Heigham Church, with black and red
tiles most tastelessly arranged, which the architect, Mr. Waller, very
wisely withheld from the competition, and which might as wisely have
been kept from public exhibition.

No. 67 shows us a "Memorial Clock Tower to the Memory of Gen.
Havelock," by Mr. J. Harris, Jun. It is octagonal in plan, with
Corinthian columns on the ground story, and ill-drawn Caryatides over
them bearing a clock in a cornucopia frame. The whole is surmounted
by a Roman military trophy, to be cast in bronze. The figure intended
for Havelock stands in the centre of the ground story, and looks so

miserable that we can almost fancy him to be conscious of the probable
erection of this memorial. The arches in the two splayed sides are

supjiortcd by pink columns, and have green panels in the soffits. Some
comical sculpture is introduced on the base of the monument.
Mr. E. C. Robins, in 68, exhibits his design for the " Public Hall

and Literary Institution at Croydon." It was one of the three selected

designs, and is in the Italian style, very similar in character to the
architect's design for the Great Tabernacle of the boy-preacher. It

has the same bold pediment, with Corinthian pilasters, and the rounded
comer, so striking in the former design, appears also in this one.

The competition design for " West Croydon Congregational (Jhurch"

(69), by Mr. R. Blessley, is a coarse collection of red, grey, and white
stone, with broken-backed gables and dwarf spires, without the slightest

novelty or beauty to redeem them. The following design (70), by the
same architect, is simpler and better. It is a design for the " Abingdon
Cemetery Buildings." One chapel is shown in front, the other in flank,

with a wooden gateway linking them together. ]Mr. George Morgan
has sent a valuable contribution in his very elegant design for the
" Jews' Hospital," (74) which we described fully when it was exhibited

at Sussex Hall. It is very picturesquely grouped, and is decidedly the

best exterior which the competition yielded. We are glad to have
another opportunity -of directing attention to it.

THE COLLECTION OF DCILDIXO MATERIALS, PATENTS, LNVENTIONS,
MANUFACTrRES, &C.

IN noticing the departments of the Exhibition, as indicated above, we
must again record our regret, as on previous occasions, that there are

not more s-pecimcns of realarl, as cut from the soliJ in marble and stone,

and generally works the execution of which call forth tlie higher powers
of the artistic mind, as models of figures, animals, and foliage for internal

and external decoration, such as capitals, friezes, coats of arms, &c.
True in the more purely mechanical departments of art bearing directly

on building operations, there are numerous examples of a very superior
description exhibited, that reflect great credit upon our manufacturers

;

but we miss the works of such men as Hardman and Skidmore in metals j

Edwards, Edwardes and Co. in marble, George Jackson and Son, M. Joyan,
" Parsons, White and Parlby, Whiddon and Casentini in modelling; llagims
in slate; and the Serpentine Marble and Stone Working Company in the
beautiful examples of their works, which were wont on previous occasions

to shed their patches of beautiful form and glowing colors in the Exlu
bition.

What may he the cause of the above eminent manufacturers and artists

not furnishing their annual contributions, and why others arc deterred

from displaying carved works in marble, wood, alabaster, and stone, we
shall not say ; but beg to suggest, in the latter case, that the Council of

the Exhibition would do well to adopt a somewhat more liberal policy in

their charges for space, and bear in mind that superior works of the class

to which we advert entail much thought and labor in their execution, and
are too often accomplished by young men whose pecuniary means are

limited, and consequently they are not in a position to pay for space at

the same ratcTas wealthy manufacturers. We therefore trust that the
condnctors of the Exhibition will take the matter into consideration, as

we throw out the hint with tlie kindest intention, having as great an
interest in the success of the Architectural Exhibition as they can possibly

have themselves.
As several of the manufacturers have allowed their works to remain

in the rooms since last year, such as Maw and Co., mosaic and en-

caustic tile pavements ; Johnson, Brothers, works in brass, &c. ; Cox
and Son, carvings in wood, &c. ; Williams, Coopers, and Co., paperhang-
ings ; and Desachy, modelled decorations in his patent material, wc refer

our readers to former notices in the Building News bearing upon
them, and on the present occasion shall only enumerate any of their

works that were not included in their last year's display, and which may
offer features of excellence or novelty.
Taking the collection seriatim, we commence with specimens worked in

a material called " scagliola marble," manufactured by Mr. Vincent Bell-

man, 14, Buckingham-street, Eitzroy-square. These are placed in what is

termed the " Lobby," leading from the great to the north gallery. They
comprise five examples, which are everything that can be wished in design,

imitative resemblance, and precision of finish. One of them is a candel-

abrum, the capital of which is in imitation of Sienna marble, the shaft

verde antique, and the base and plinth in porjAyry. The others are

pedestals adapted for placing busts or statues on, severally in imitation of

Giallo antico, Paonozetto, Bahbacombe, and verd antique marbles.

In the same lobby Mr. Cumberland Part, successor to Messrs. Stevens
and Son, 1S6, Drury-lane, exhibits some admirable specimens of "Martin's
cement," a material now coming into general use for internal works.
Under the head A is a panel, 4 feet long by 14 inches wide, from a
screen tliat was shown at the Great Exhibition, Hyde-p.irk, in 1851.

The outer border moulding of this panel is black, highly polislied,

and the enriched tracery on a marone in the centre is in the natural

color of the material, as used for scagliola, the white tracery being in

superfine cement. B shows a specimen which was rendered in the rooms
of the Exhibition, and painted within twenty hours after it was completed.

C exhibits a plain surface prepared for papering or painting. The pro-

perties of this excellent cement are extreme hardness and capability of

bemg polished equal to scagliola, and also the advantage of being papered
over or painted a few hours after it is worked—a very desirable quality

for the execution of works to be effected in haste : it is also perfectly

fire-proof. D is a specimen in which equal parts of Martin's cement and
sand have been used, and represents ashlar for internal work. E is an
example of Mr. Part's improved cement, recommended where it is not

desirable to paint or paper the work immediately after it is finished. F is

a specimen of inlaid work executed in the original Martin's cement.

Anotlier specimen is 2 feet 4 inches in length by 10 inches in width, of

inlaid pattern in its centre, deep blue, on a yellow ground. This sample
was made twenty years ago, and was laid on a floor over a steam-boiler

for upwards of five years, and does not show the slightest indications of

its surface being affected by such a severe test. This material is now
held in high estimation, and its inventor had a prize medal awarded to

him by the Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibition, since which period it

has been largely applied in several Government buildings, as in the State

Paper Office, the offices of the Duchy of Cornwall, at several of the large

railway stations, St. James's Hall, Piccadilly, the Oratory, Brompton,
numerous mansions of the nobility, and gentry throughout the United

Kingdom, and also at several public buildings in Liverpool, Edinburgh,
Leeds, &c., and in the Cathedral at Montreal.

From what cause we know not, the works of Mr. Bellman and Mr. Part

described above, although first in the printed catalogue, are not numbered
regularly, and wc now come to No. 1, which comprises a superb display of

the works of Messrs. Hart and Son, Wych-strect, Strand, and Cockspur-

street. These comprise ecclesiastical and domestic corona, gas standards,

pendants, and brackets, pulpit lights, candlesticks, candelabra, moderatoi
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lamps, Alma dishes and boxes, font corers and jugs, flagons, chalices, and
patens, flower vases, &c. ; together with wrought iron grills, altar rails,

and font guards, monumental brasses and cofiin furniture, locks, handles,

hinges, holts, bell-pulls, improved easement stays and fastenings, Arnott's

valves, Slieringhara s ventilators, Pitt's patent and Clark's patent self-

adjusting door furniture in china, glass, and ebony, with finger-jilates,

bell-levers, shutter furniture, &c., en suite. In remarking upon the

peculiar productions of Messrs. Hart and Son, it is but common justice to

Bay that, as regards carefully studied design, good materials, and elaborated

manipulation, they are everytliing that can be desired. In the centre of

the group, which, as a whole, glitters with splendour and glowing colors,

is a monumental brass, having its enrichments picked in with blue, red,

and green, surrounded by narrow border of lozenge pattern, an angel

being introduced in the centre, bearing the inscription.

Under the head, No. 2, is a large display of ornamental works, executed
in Kansome's patent silicious stone, at the establishments of the Company
Cannon-row, Westminster, and Ipswich. The specimens include, in the

centre,a large chinmey-piece, highly ornamented, over which arc capitals,

busts, brackets, and uumerous other examples adapted for architectural

piirposes. In reference to the material of Mr. Ransome, we may add that

it is also applicable to monumental purposes, and have ourselves sometime
ago examined a head-stone, if it may be so called, in Iligligate Cemetery,
that had been executed in this sioilious stone several years ago, which
seems to resist the action of atmospheric influence equal to Portland stone,

to which in texture and color it bears a very striking resemblance.
At No. 3, the Architectural Pottery Company, Poole, Dorset, and 36,

Parliament-street, London, display a good collection of ornamental tile

pavements, for entrance halls, churches, conservatories, &c., designed by
Messrs. Raphael Brandon and J. M. Lockyer, architects. The firm also

exhibit a mosaic pavement in the lobby, at the entrance of the galleries,

which was also designed by Mr. Brandon, and displays more precision in

its laying than we have hitherto observed in works of a similar description
in actual execution.

In the space No. 4 Messrs. Hewett, Allott, and Walker, Sheffield, show
"Wright's Self-acting Watercloset." The manufacturers state that this

watercloset is so constructed tliat it is free from all the defects of the
watcrclosets in general use by being self-acting. It is readily fixed by any
ordinary plumber, has no pan and receiver, with the accompanying cranks
and wires. No effluvia can escape into the dwelling, as the flush is perfect
and instantaneous, and is /ree from noise during the flushing operation.
The- manufacturers recommend their production as " the most complete,
Bimple, and effective apparatus hitherto brought out." Should this be the
case, other manufacturers in the same category must look to their laurels.

At No. 5 Messrs. Arrowsmith, 80, New Bond-street, London, exhibit
nnmerous specimens of their peculiarly beautiful and substantial solid

parquet floors, together with designs for halls, corridors, reception-rooms,
panelling, chancels of churches, &c. Several of the designs have been
executed for the Earl de Grey and Ripon, Carlton-gardens; Ralph Sneyd,
Esq., Iveele Hall, Staffordshire ; R. S. Ilolford, Esq., Dorchester House,
Hyde-park—Mr. VuUiamy, architect ; three reception-rooms for the Hon.
E. S. Jervis, Little Aston, near Birmingham—Mr. E. J.Payne, architect

;

the dining-room of -E. Vickers, Esq., Tapton Hall, near Sheffield ; the hall

and staircase of Sir Robert Buxton, Bart., Sliadwell Court, Norfolk—Mr.
B. S. Teuton, architect j the new Town Hall, Leeds—Mr. C. Broderick,
architect, with numerous other works in London and the provinces, to-
gether witli a specimen of the beautiful floor laid down in 18.55, on the
occasion of the Queen's visit to the Turkish ambassador at his official

residence in the metropolis, which appears to bo as perfect as it was the
first day it was put together, and assuredly presents an excellent illustra-
tion of the durability of the solid Swiss parquetere. We observed also an
excellent design for the floor of the Manchester New Assembly-rooms,
which, when completed, will comprise the large area of 80 feet by 40 feet.

The manufacturers also exhibit, at 180, in the great gallery, a design for
a library, to be executed in oak and bronze, for T. S. Mort Esq., Sidney;
at 186 an interior view of Hooton Hall; at 234 an interior of St. Peter's
church, the chancel floor of which is laid with parqueterie; and at 290,
the design of a portable " Swiss Chalet," as fixed in Newsham-park,
Brocksby, Lincolnshire, for the Right Hon. the Earl of Yarborough.
To form a more comprehensive view of the manufacturers' productions,

the nobility, gentry, and professional architects would do well to visit the
spacious show-rooms of the firm, in which are exhibited an endless collec-
tion of designs and executed examples.*

Smoky Chimneys.—Wa see that Sir, John Billing, F.R.I.B.A., and
District Surveyor of St. George's-in-the-East, having succeeded in estabUshing
tile entire efficiency of his Patent Terra-cotta Terminals by their extensive use,
Doth in preventing and remedying the annoyances of smoke within the apart-
ments of all buildmgs, and also in securing a permanent architectural chimney-
top in each style of building, and being frequently requested to furnish to

.
architects a memorandum for reference of the mode of applying the invention,
has submitted the following statement in a prospectus :

—
"Tlie cost of the

Terminals, including a fee for the use of the patent and personal superintendence
of the mode of its application, and the builder's expense of fixing complete (in
the neighbourhood of London) during tlje erection of the building, is IGs. Gd.
for each flue, or, if fixed after the completion of the building, 27s. each flue. In
the latter case additional attention is usually required, and other building works
which are not included in this statement of cost, but which can be accurately
estimated upon au inspection of the premises.

• To be continued.

MANSIONS, QUEEN'S GATE, HYDE PARK.
ABOUT two years ago there stood a row of small inferior houses at the

corner of I'rince Albert-road and Gore-road, Kensington, fronting
towards the I'ark.

Mr. William Jackson, the builder, having taken a building lease of the
land thus occupied and an adjoining sitc,determined to pull down these inferior

buildings and to erect four good houses, suitable to the site and locality,

and to this end placed the matter in the hands of Mr. J. Tarring, the
architect, the noble mansions now nearly completed being the result.

These buildings, which are in the Italian style, m.iy be fairly classed

with the best specimens of domestic architecture around Londou, both in

respect to their artistic treatment, and workmanship. No expense has
been spared by Mr. .lackson to render them thoroughly sound and durable;

and, while paJhs have been taken to render them pleasing to tlie eye, ex-
ternally as well as internally ; care has been observed to prevent the
introduction of ornament for mere ornament's sake.

The whole of the works have been carried out under the supervision of

the architect.

The practical foreman at the building is Mr. Thwaites, and the excellence

of the workmanship throughout, testifies to the ability and attention he has
exhibited in the discharge of his duties.

There are six stories above the ground, also a basement story, which
contains the kitchen and domestic offices. The space on the plan occupied

by each house is about 90 feet by 30 feet. The height from the floor of

the basement story to the ceiling of the top story is 85 feet 6 inches, and
from the ground floor to the same ceiling 73 feet 6 inches.

Tlie corner house, which is somewhat the largest, contains 35 rooms,

besides entrance hall, staircase, gallery-lobbies, and water-closets. There
are also ample vaults and cellars in the basement.

The tower is 104 feet high from the level of the footway to the top of

parapet. The principal staircase is constructed in the tower and extends

up to the fourth floor.

The upper part of the tower is occupied by a lofty apartment, the

windows of which command a fine view of London and its suburbs.

WESTMIXSTER BRIDGE.
THIS beautiful strnetiire— though we may say, unpresuming after any

architectural eS'ect, excepting that simple one which is derived from nicely-

arranged materialj'— Mifast assuming form and palpability. One-half being

nearly completed, it remains now for the old bridge to be taken piece-meal away,

and certainly nothing has so desolate or melancholy appearance as propped-up

decay being carried away from the spot it has so long encumbered with its

presence. On the site where the old bridge yet stands, tlie corresponding half of

the new one will be erected. Of course, as they proceed, a fresh arrangement

for the passenger traffic must be arranged.

On the up-side only are the piers carried out with cutwaters, &c., complete.

Wliere practicable, the piers have been built the full width of the intended

bridge, two only in number. This applies also to the retaining-walls and

abutments on the Westminster and SuiTey sides of the water, which are only,

of course, partially completed. With regard to the up-side: the first pier at

Surrey end, the pier-cap is still wanting, and the parapet which is of open

ornamental ironwork, is nearly completed, and the outside girder composing the

elliptical arch is painted a light green color (according to a model on the works),

of a tint between and ohve and sap green, which, when the whole is finished, will

have a fine effect, and will lighten the appearance of the bridge very much. Tills

is almost the only application on a large scale of that principle of painting of iron

bridges—whether cast or wrought—which we have long wished to see carried

out, and which is absolutely necessary to relieve them of that heaviness which is

too frequently produced. If this were done with our tubular structures, slightly

of course, at the Surrey end, the parapet is nearly complete, and is in a similar

state along the third span. All the parapet has yet to be put in above the

fourth span. About ten feet of parapet is still wanting above the fifth, and about

the same quantity over the sixth spans. Only portions of the hand-rail are de-

ficient above the seventh span, and by this it will be seen that little remains to be

done ere the whole up-side half is completed. The whole work is well executed,

and the east iron portions of girders well fitted against the stone piers, which are

of granite. The retaining walls at Surrey and Westminster ends are built of the

stone taken from the old bridge, and, at present, have a somewhat mottled ap-

pearance, contrasted with the granite piers ; but this will disappear in a short

time, aud leave them the usual color of freestone. The whole structure is sin-

gularly strong and beautiful, and, when completed, will considerably raise the

elevation of the Houses of Parliament. It is under the superintendence and

direction of Mr. Thomas Page, C.E., and reflects the greatest credit on both

engineers and contractors.

Bradford.—The committee appointed to make arrangements for the

re-building of the chapel and schools at Little Horton-lane, some Uttle time ago,

issued invitations for plans to architects in different parts of the comitry^ who
have acquired celebrity in the erection of buildings of this class. Thirteen

designs were submitted in response to this invitation, under motto and seal, when,

after careful examination and consideration, the unanimous decision of the com-
mittee was in favor of those marked " Expericntia docet," which proved tobe

the designs of Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson, architects, of tliis town. The

second premium was awarded to Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, of Reading.

The new chapel will be a large and handsome structure, capable of accoromodatiug

upwards of l,o00 people, with school-room for 300 scholars, and spacious class-

rooms immediately adjoining. All modem improvements with regard to arrange-

ment, construction, lighting, warming, and ventilation wiU be introduced in the

new buildings, which, when complete, will form a conspicuous and handsome

feature in that part of^tlie town were they will stand
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ARCHITECTURE AND SCULPTURE.
EVEN if Mr. John Bell had not made direct reference, at the Archi-

tectural Museum, in his lecture on " The Union of Sculpture and
Architecture," to the discussion which took place in these columns on the
respective merits of Classic and Gothic architecture as a home for sculp-
ture, we should be loth to let the subject pass without submitting a few
observations to the consideration of the reader, for it is one of the highest
interest, and has rarely been treated with so much research, such acute
oestheticnl perception, and in so frank and catholic a spirit as it was at

South Kensington the other evening. Standing on opposite sides, and
differing greatly from Mr. Bell as to the capacity of Gothic architecture,

we may nevertheless be permitted, on behalf of the Gothic members of the
profession, to express hearty commendation of his masterly investigation

and exposition of an all-important question, and a warm appreciation of

the good feeling and perfect courtesy by which the proceedings were
characterised and the lecture adorned.

In proposing as a test of tlie flne-art merits of a style of architecture
its degree of harmony with sculpture, Mr. Bell certainly struck upon a
novel and tolerably sure method. We say tolerably sure because there
are many fine-art constructions which are devoid of sculpture, and to

which in fact it would be difficult to adapt sculpture without considerable

alteration of the design. We need not go further than the Banqueting-
hall of Inigo Jones, and the Reform Club-house of Sir Charles Barry, both
specimens of a style which we are told " is a Lady Bountiful in her
hospitality to her relations (Sculpture and Painting). ' Come in ' she says
'my dears, make yourselves at home; do as you like; sit here, stand
there, do not stand upon ceremony, be quite unconstrained ; the house
is your own, follow your own inspirations.'" In the specimens we
have referred to, illustrating the earliest and latest periods of Anglo-
Italian architecture, (so far as the exteriors are concerned) sculpture,

if it did not stand upon ceremony would have nothing indeed to stand
upon. No shelter is afforded it in these structures ; and if it attempted
to stand up between the windows it would be universally vote de trap.

Yet although both the Banqueting-hall and Club-house are so little

in harmony with sculpture that they afford no room for it, it cannot be
denied that they are fine-art constructions, perhaps the most artistic

examples of that particular style of architecture to be found anywhere.
Consequently it is evident that we may have very good Classic archi-
tecture, nay very chefs d'ceuvre of Anglo-Italian, without any sculpture at

all, and even purposely designed to be incompatible with sculpture. If,

therefore, these edifices are to be judged by the test or standard set up
they would be condemned as poor in the extreme—which it would be a
misnomer to apply the style of works of architecture. We are not sure
how far Somerset-house would not come in the same category, and the
majority of Wren's churches, to say nothing of his Marlborough-house and
designs at Hampton Court.
Under these circumstances, it is for Mr. Bell to say if he deems his test

infallible or not. That Anglo-Italian, or Classic, architecture, in all its

varietiesi, may be harmonious with high class sculpture we do not deny,
although we have instanced examples where it is not ; and just tlie same,
but reversed, Mr. Bell quoted examples where Gothic architecture, if not
inharmonious, at all events put a constraint upon sculpture and painting.
But that cannot be held as conclusive evidence (any more than would be
our illustrations against Classic) that Gothic architecture imposes, in-

yariably and by reason of its character, conditions upon the sister arts, say-
ing—" You must behave yourselves

j you must be staid and demure
;
you

must stand so in a niche; and you (speaking to Painting) must bend your
neck so as to accommodate an arch ; and you must be highly pre-Kaf-
faclite, and even on a gold ground if you wish to be quite in the way of
the house. And you (speaking to Sculpture) must be early English and
architectonic, which is pretty nearly the same thing as saying you must be
constrained, arciiaic, and unnatural."
We think Mr. Bell is somewhat in contradiction with himself when he

says that architectonic sculpture is constrained, archaic, and unnatural

—

at all events, we are very certain there is no necessity for its being so in
Pointed architecture. To be architectonic signifies that the sculpture is to be
in harmony with the character of the edifice which it is to adorn. Now,
Gothic architecture is not constrained, for it allows full and entire liberty to
the designer, which its opponents translate into license ; it is not fettered by
the laws of symmetry, and compelled to balance an ornament by its coun-
terpart; and it is the freest of all styles. Gothic is not unnatural, because,
without going to the extent of saying it copies nature, we may affirm, with-
out fear of contradiction, that it is more directly inspired by the study of
nature, in its clustered columns and foliated decoration, than any other
style ; and it is not archaic any more than nature is archaic, because the
very essence and spirit of its style is adaptability to the contemporary
wants and purposes for which it is to serve. Thus we sec for sculpture to

be in accordance or in harmony with Gothic architecture, it must be free
and unconstrained ; it must be essentially natural, in so far as to be
inspired by the study of nature ; and it must not be archaic.

Is it derogatory to sculpture, intended to serve as the phonetic illustra-

tion of architecture, to be architectonic ? Although in one part of his
lecture Mr. Bell says when it is so it is constrained, archaic, and unnatural,
yet in a previous paragraph he refers to the Parthenon, and speaking of
the tympanum showing the spread of the roof, insists that " the forms
which occupy it should partake of the same spreading character in their
composition and arrangement, as we have good reason to accept was the
case with the sculpture of the tympana of the Parthenon."

Sculpture of this general composition must be architectonic, for its out-
lines are governed by considerations of harmony with the principal lines

of the edifice. Wherefore, unless the sculpture be architectonic, it cannot
be in harmony with architecture. Whether the subordination be an evil

or not we have not to investigate, because it exists with respect to all styles.

But we may state, as a general opinion, that it is precisely this subordi-
nation which constitutes the harmony spoken of, and that there is nothing
derogatory to sculpture in such being the case, because we do not design
edifices with a view to contain certain particul.^r works of sculpture, but
the sculpture is designed and carved to decorate and give emphasis to
buildings, which also serve some useful purposes. It is the voice of archi-
tecture and is to be toned and accentuated according to the idea expressed
in the building to denote its purpose, not the idea to be shaped according
to certain fixed tones. Or, if we might descend to a vulgar simile without
giving offence, «e should say that sculpture, likellumann's coats, must be
made to fit the wearer, and not the bust padded to fit the coat. There
must be a general consideration to wliicli details should be subordinate
if harmony is to be attained. Should it be thought too much to claim for

architecture the duty of giving the key-note to the general harmony, it

may be answered that jiainting has to be considered as well as sculpture,

and that neither of these two, but architecture, is responsible for the
general effect—the a;sthetic tout ensemble.

If the reader is satisfied that all sculpture intended to be allied with
architecture should be architectonic, there only remains to ascertain
whether the general characteristics of Gothic are favorable or unfavor-
able to the highest development of the sculptor's art. We will take it

that these characteristics are vertical lines. Is then a general appearance of
verticality unfavorable to the due exhibition of sculpture ? We sincerely

believe not. With the exception of recumbent figures, with which also

Gothic admirably accords, the leading lines of statuary are vertical, and
would, therefore, most harmoniously accord with the verticality of the
structure. So true is this, that Mr. Owen Jones, in some very clever
observations on the art of dress, pointed out that the lines of ornament in

stuffs and tissues should be vertical and never horizontal. The talented

author of the " Alharabra " stigmatised as destructive to the appearance
of the human figure horizontally-striped trousers—the perfection of

gentish taste. It does not, however, follow that the lines of statuary
should be rigidly vertical—straight ups and downs—to accord with the
character of Gothic architecture. We are ready to admit that in the
statuary decoration of medieval Gothic they were so, but that was due
more to the then condition of sculpture than to any absolute requirements
of Pointed architecture. On the contrary, if the statuary be nude, the
curved lines and flowing contours of the human figure will better accord
with the verticality of the architecture, because although the lines follow

the same general direction, they are not identical. There is just that
variation which constitutes harmony.

Again, the flowing lines of Classic and modern drapery accord better
with Gothic, for the self-same reason, than the rigid vertical lines of
Medieval sculpture. In ancient Classic architecture, although its general
characteristic may be said to be horizontality, in contradistinction to the
verticality of Gothic, it must not be forgotten that it had vertical lines

which accorded with the sculpture. Thus the lines of columns which
carried the entablature agreed with those in the frieze, and with those of

the figures in the tympana ; while the boundary lines of the pediment may
be said to have married and harmonised the two directions of the lines

into an agreeable whole. On the other hand, it must not be imagined that
Gothic is destitute of horizontal and slanting lines, or that it is limited to

verticality. There is a predominance of the last, but not to such an
extent as to enforce rigidity and constraint.

We do not pretend to say that Gothic is better suited than Classic in all

its varieties for the due exhibition and free development of sculpture and
painting in their noblest walks, whatever may be our opinion of its

capacity for these purposes eventually. We do not say that it is actually

so well suited, because we have no iiroofs,—nothing like the Parthenon to

adduce in support of the assertion. But we limit ourselves to maintaining
there is nothing inherent to the quality of Gotliic architecture, nothing
essential to its cliaracter, to prevent it from extending a large and generous
hospitality to the sister arts, and allowing them that freedom which it

claims as its chief and distinguishhig attribute.

It is very satisfactory and encouraging to those who hope for a great and
novel development of Gothic architecture to note Mr. Bell's statement that

the best examples of Gothic sculpture are modern. We do not take this

to be an admission in favor of our views as to the capacity of Gothic,

because the speaker is not a partizan. Ho is a seeker after truth, and
what he discovers he proclaims to the world, regardless whether or not it

operates to the advantage of the view he had previously entertained ; and
it is this frankness, this unselfishness, which pre-eminently distinguishes

Mr. Bell both from the opponents and advocates of Gothic, and which
invests his disquisitions with so much pleasantness and profit. We feel

that we are not in the presence of an enemy, or listening to a nisi prius

pleader in a court of art, but that we are accompanying an art-student

in his rciearches, and partaking with him in every fresh increment of

knowledge. £. S.

Malton.—It is expected tliat a scheme will sliortly be brought
before the inhabitants of Malton respecting the erection of a mausoleum and
monument in the new cemetery. Mr. Gibson, of Mnlton, architect, lias prepared
a very neat plan for the purpose, which would provide for families and individuals

wishing to purchase vaults. The monument is of the Decorated period, and
terminates m a spire about thirty-six feet in height, octagonal, and containing
on each of tlie elevations tablets for the insertion of the names of those who
may be interred in the mausoleum. Arrangements are made for seventy-five

vaults, and the proposed site of the building is an oval beyond the chapels.
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THE IMPERIAL LIBRARY, PARIS.

THE discussions past and inippnding as to the organisation of the British

Museum give more than ordinary interest to M. Itouland's annual
report upon the condition of the Imperial Library in Paris. Contrasted
with tiie establishment in Great Kussell-street it has none of the charac-
teristics of a national library. There is a sliow of liberality to readers by
not requiring them to obtain admission cards ; but as tliey are forbidden

access to the library catalogue, to printed works that have been publislied

within the last ten years, and to newspapers tliat have appeared within

the last twenty years—in reality tliere is no liberality. Wliy the catalogue,

so far as it is printed, should be kept for tlio exclusive information of the

li brarians, and withheld from the public, we are at a loss to discover. For
the last thirty years successive commissions have reported upon tlie pre-

judice resulting to tlie library from a collective administration, in wliicli

the natural tendency has been to make personal convenience superior to

the general interest of the establishment, and on the insufficiency of the

public service, wliich was moreover independent of control. Since 1858,

that is to say, since the putting in force the decree of the 14th July, there

has been an improvement. A new front has been built in tlie Rue Neuve des

Petits Champs, and new buildings are being erected at the angle of this

street with the Rue de Richelieu. When the works arc completed the

various departments are to be re-arranged, and two reading-rooms formed
—one for the general public, and tlie other reserved specially for literary

students. We certainly think this a great improvement, and one which
we earnestly recommend to the consideration of Mr. Panizzi and the
Museum trustees, although it may not be so necessary here as there, for

the ticket system does, or at least ought, to admit none but those who
come to read, while it is notorious that the free libraries in Paris are,

during cold weather, the refuge of idlers, who cannot afford to purchase
the hospitality of a cafe, or to have fires at home.

The absence of a public catalogue renders tlie obtaining a work a matter
of some difficulty and time, and to such an extent have readers suffered
from librarians stating books to be absent when asked for, and from their

delays, that it has become necessary to establish a rigid supervision. Thus
the bulletins on wliich readers write the titles of works required are num-
Taered in regular order. The functionary to whom they are handed marks
them with the name of the librarian in whose department tlie books are
shelved, and notes the hour at which they are sent in. The hour when the
books asked for are handed to the readers is also noted on the bulletins.

In cases where the librarian declares the book absent the functionary
considers whetlier it is probable, and orders a fresh search. The morrow
the bulletins are arranged in numerical order and given in to the adminis-
trateur-general, who ascertains by inspection if a number be wanting,
which would indicate negligence or concealment on the part of the officials.

The time elapsed between the demand and supply of the books, as marked
by the notes on the bulletin, affords an opportunity of ascertaining the
activity of the librarians; and where works asked for have not been found
a fresh .<!eareh is instituted. If successful, and the persons who asked for
them are known to be literary students, a note is written to their residence
apprising them of the fact. So far well and good ; but if there were a
complete reference catalogue, well kept, all this extra labor and super-
vision would be avoided, to the far greater convenience of the readers. The
time-notes upon the bulletins or tickets are a most useful improvement,
serving as a check upon the subalterns, which might be adopted with
odvantage in the British Museum; for although, if a reader be kept
waiting an unusually long time, he is sure to receive the most courteous
ossistance from the officers in the room, still it would be preferable that
the public should be relieved from this species of police, and that the super-
intending authorities should exercise it themselves. Tor this purpose we
would suggest the construction of an apparatus somewhat similar to a
railway numbering machine—the numbers to represent every five minutes
«f the day, and to be changed by clock mechanism. Thus, when the reader
liands in a ticket to the receiver the latter places it in the machine, wliich
stamps it with (say) 10.20. When the ticket is brought back with the
book he again stamps it with the hour, at that time (say) 10.35. The tickets
would be carefully kept, and next day examined. As the officers who
delivered the b^oks would put their distinguishing mark on each, the
superiors would be able to ascertain and reprove all cases of negligence
and delay. Any clockmaker could construct such an apparatus as we
have indicated, and its cost would not be more than a few pounds. The
check which is now furnislied by making readers responsible for books while
the tickets are in the custody of the officers might be maintained by
printing the tickets with counterfoils, which last would be the checks
against the readers, and given back to them when tlie books are returned.

.
The great defect in the Paris Imperial Library, besides the want of a

reference-catalogue is a proper system of classification. The present
system, which dates from 1682, divides the contents, so far as relates to
printed matter, into twenty-seven classes, distinguished by letters of the
alphabet. For instance, A embraces the Holy Scriptures, text, versions,
and commentaries in all languages. The private catalogue of this portion
is completed and is separated into subdivisions, arranged on shelves
according to the size of the books—folios, quartos, octavos, and duodecimos,
and according to the alphabetical order of the towns in which the books
»ero printed. The titles of the works in this portion have been arranged
IQ two catalogues under the names of authors and subjects. B includes
liturgical works, and these two divisions embrace the most valuable books
—-those which are illustrated or printed on vellum or adorned with
Jniniatures—whose presence was imperfectly ascertained in the library,
«Dd of which the largest part was not mentioned in the Bibliography of
Van Praet. The works classed under O (liistories of Spain, Portugal, and

extra European States, M (history of Northern Germany), P (Biography),
and Q (Biography), have been partially catalogued. L includes the
history of France, and forms one-eighth the whole library, and one-fifth
of all the books asked for. Of the catalogue, volumes V. and VI. have
been printed, and volume VII. is in the course of printing. T comprehends
the Medical sciences, and the second part of the catalogue is in the course
of execution. N includes books on English history, which have been
classed, and will shortly be provided with the manuscript catalogue.

The Manuscript department is composed of what are termed the ancient
stock and the supplements. Of the former inventories existed of the
different sections, and they only required to be arranged. The latter had
to be catalogued and formed in volumes. The bulletins or index titles of
the catalogue of Hebrew manuscripts are flni.shed, and in the course of
transcription previous to the general revision, before being printed. The
catalogues of the Syriac and Sabian stocks will be completed this year to
be inserted in the first volume of the catalogue of Oriental manuscripts,
which is to be shortly printed. Savants, strangers to the library, have
aided in cataloguing the Ethiopian, Armenian, Coptic, Sanskrit, Persian,

and Turkish stocks and supplements. The general catalogue of the
manuscripts of the Arabic stock and its vast supplement has been com-
menced upon a new plan. 1,382, out of the 3,800 which formed the stock,

have been described and accompanied by a special notice. They are
divided into the following categories :—Christian manuscripts, the Koran
and its exegesis, Mussulman theology, jurisprudence, geography, and his-

tory. In the course of this work 4,870 sheets of parchment were examined,
among which were distinguished specimens of 227 Korans. Some of them
date from the first ages of the Hegira, and are the finest known examples
of the calligraphic art among Mussulmans, making the collection probably
without a rival in Europe. The alphabetical t;ible of Chinese and
Japanese books in three volumes, is just completed. The rearrange-
ment of the Greek manuscripts of the ancient stock—tlie supplement
and the De Coislin stock forming 4,128 volumes—is completed, and
so shortly will be the papers from d'Anse, Villoison, de la Porte du Theil,

Gail, &c., which will form about 100 volumes, to be added to the supple-

ment, and will complete the catalogue of Greek manuscripts. The re-

arrangement of the Latin ancient stock and supplement, the remainder of
the St. Germain, and the Notre Dame, and Corbie collections has been
finished, as well as more than one-third of the St. Victor collection. The
number of charters catalogued is at present 7,061. A double table has been
made ofthe contents ofthe Moreau collection,which exhibits the chronological

classification of charters anterior to 1180. The manuscripts of the French
stock, comprising the collections of Perigord, Champagne, Franchc-Comte,
Lorraine, Vaudemont, Dom Housseau (Angou and Louraine), Decamps,
and La Marre have been inventoried. The classification of the ancient

genealogical collection has been terminated, and forms 17,769 portfolios.

A considerable supplement is to be added, consisting of original family
titles, receipts from individuals, and religious establishments, historical

documents, exhibits, and surveys, and feudal fuages. The Saint Esprit

collection has been arranged. It contains portraits of the knights, draw-
ings from Gaiguieres, police reports of the 17th century, and a considerable

quantity of documents relative to the naval administration. The docu-

ments relating to the St. Esprit order of knighthood have been arranged in

150 volumes, the remainder will be cLissified in three collections—police

reports, navy documents and drawings. The number of volumes accessible

to the public is 4,787. The manuscript treasures of the library are

boundless, and they tlirow so great a light upon English history that it

would be well worth the while of the British Museum to authorise some one
to examine them with a view to obtain copies or abstracts of the most im-
portant. We should prefer abstracts to copies, because the pith and
marrow of the historical documents, that is to say the historical facts,

could be compressed into a few yearly volumes. The cost would not be
much, and the results soon supplied to the public. It is not to be supposed
the French government could be at the expense of publishing documents
concerning our own history, it will be quite sufficient if they give us access

to them.
The department of Medals and Antiquities lost in the late M. Lenormant,

an active and zealous conservator. He suggested a scheme which has

been carried out for classifying the Merovingian and Carlovingian medals
and coins. The same has been done for the numismatic series of the

kings of the third race, and a catalogue containing 4,788 entries completes

the index of coins to Louis XVI., which is to be printed. A catalogue

containing 3,3U entries of bronze and silver coins of the Roman Republic

has been terminated, and the catalogue of the imperial coins is in the

course of preparation. The same is the case with the Grecian coins ; and
the catalogue of antiquities, consisting of about 10,000 entries, will be

finished this year.

The department of prints contains at the very least two millions and a
half of subjects. 6,198 volumes containing 788,416 subjects have been

catalogued, including the majority of the most important possessed by the

library.

M. Rouland calls attention to the fact that the annual sum allowed to

the library for purchases and binding is £2,174, and contrasts it with the

Parliamentary vote of nearly twenty times as much for the British Museum.
As an inevitable consequence, the Paris library is unable to compete with

foreign governments and private individuals at public sales, or even to

import important works published abroad. As much as it can do is to

repair old bindings. The law which requires the deposit of a copy of

every work published is in reality applicable in Paris alone, and many
important works published in the provinces are wanting. The Minister of

State, Department of Public lustruction, proposes that works possessed
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by the Paris public libraries—Sainte Genevieve, Mazarine, Arsenal, and
Sorbonne—and wanting in the Imperial library, should be transferred to

the latter, in exchange for duplicates of useful works. For this purpose
he proposes to appoint a commission, in which all the libraries would be
represented, and which would examine the question of appropriating the
considerable number of duplicates possessed by the Imperial Library to

the formation of reading-rooms in remote quarters of the town. '1 he pro-
position is borrowed from a suggestion that was made here years ago, in

reference to the duplicates and triplicates in the British Museum. We
aincerely trust that it has not been lost sight of, and that although post-
poned at first, it will ultimately be carried out, if only to afford space. A
branch of the National Library in Spitalflelds would be productive of the
greatest good, especially if opened of an evening. It would be an antidote
to the extravagances of the Spurgeons and Bryan Kings, a great help to

sobriety and progress, as well perhaps as evoking from the masses fresh

spirits of inquiry and philosophical research.

!Leslie Sutton.-
"STLVANUS UBBAN" AND AECHITECTTIRE.*

THE Gentleman's Magazine is a veteran indeed in the ranks of
journalism. We are afraid to say how long ago its earliest numbers

were published, for its origin is almost lost in the mist of years, and the

Number now before us forms a part of the 208th Volume.
As to its quality, we may say of it, as of wine, " the old is better." It

has always been a good magazine ; and, since it came into Mr. Parker's
hands a few years ago, it has been better than ever. It has become, how-
ever, as might naturally be expected with such a proprietor and (we sup-
pose) editor, less and less an historical magazine, and more and more
architectural. Hence it fairly claims an occasional notice from us.

The present number is a particularly good one, and contains three
excellent articles in our peculiar line, all illustrated with the little wood-
cuts for which Mr. Parker's publications are so famous. These are

—

" Early Italian Painters ;" f a well-written review of the late lamented
Mrs. Jameson's work on that subject ;

" The Church of St. Duilech and
anchorites of the Middle Ages ;"J and the continuation of Mr. Scott's Paper
on Westminster Abbey,§ which is only new to us, by-the-bye, in the matter
of the numerous lovely engravings which are employed to illustrate it.

The woodcuts to the second of these articles contain a curious illustra-

tion of the folly of giving what the Scotch call " lang-nebbit " names to
things of ordinary occurrence, such, for example, as the small openings in
church walls to afford a view of the altar to persons in an aisle or chantry
chapeL Not that we approve of the very vulgar term employed in the
" Glossary," and invented by Rickman or some such scholar,—" Squint :

"

but even this is really better, because more intelligible, than the Ecclesio-
logical Society's " Hagioscope." This precious word Mr. J. S. Sloane, C.E.,
has spelt in three different ways in his sections and plans of St. Duilech,
viz., " Hagoiscope," " Ilagarscope," and " Hagaeiscope." We really are
not surprised at this, and hope we may never see the word again in the
Gentleman's Mngaizne
The object of the article, however, is unimpeachable—to promote the

good work of a committee which has recently been formed in Ireland to
gather funds for the preservation of one of the most ancient and interesting
of Irish Ecclesiastical structures. This is the church of St. Duilech, or St.

Boulagh (as it is corruptly termed) near BallygriflSn, in the County of
Dublin.
We earnestly trust that this desirable work may be accomplished.

There is scarcely m all Ireland a more interesting building than St.
Duilech's, and it will be a shame if it be suffered to fall into ruin " for
lack of a few necessary repairs, the cost of which is estimated by a com-
petent architect at less than XI 50."

For a very entertaining account of this church, chiefly drawn from
the report of the Restoration Committee, we refer our readers to Sylvanus
himself.

We must not omit to mention that there is a very pleasing announce-
ment from Mr. Mackenzie Walcott, in the " Minor Correspondence," which
may be fitly associated with the proposed restoration of St. Duilech's.
That most interesting relic of our ecclesiastical architecture, the old
church in Dover Castle, is at last to be restored by Mr. Scott. Since the
year 1690 it has been a ruin, and all appeals on its behalf have been
steadily resisted hitherto.
Perhaps this has been well, as an incapable architect would have done

far more harm than good ; now it is entrusted to safe hands. Mr. Scott,
though not fanatically conservative, is nevertheless, we hope and believe,
deeply imbued with respect for old work, and will not commit the error of
replacing, where it is possible simply to repair, the stones which were
reared in the reign of Stephen.

|| Mr. E. A. Freeman and others, who have
given their opinion pretty freely on this point from time to time, have
gone to preposterous extremes, and recommend—if we understand them
rightly--the retention of everything old, merely because it ii old. As in
everything else, so in this, extremes are bad : our greatest Gothic archi-
tect will follow the safe via media, we are confident. But we may not omit
to remind even him that, in denling with the old church in Dover Castle,
he ii dealing with a unique building, and posterity will not forgive him

• "The Gentlcman'B JIagazInc and Historical Review," by Stlvascs Ubban,
Cent. April, ISOO. London : John Henry and James I'arkcr.

t Sec paj^e 315. t Sec page .T)l . § .See page 301.
« Is not " Henry III.,'' In .Mr. Walcott's letter, a mistake for Henry I. ? How can
tbe stonework u»t/er tbe central tower" be "mostly of the time of Henry ILL"

sod " the remainder of the reign of Stephen ?"

if he mars or injures it, though it be from an over-anxiety to do his

work well.

The illustrations to Mr. Scott's paper on Westminster Abbey comprise
the triforium arcade and a portion of wall arcade, remarkable for its

exceeding richness and beauty, which are well brought out by the Gothic
pencil of Orlando Jewitt. There is also a page of mouldings, including

those of the tower-pier and pier-arches and the fine transverse ribs of the
groining in the aisles. These are followed by a conjectural, but extremely
probable restoration of one of the great rose windows, two pages of well-

drawn specimens of the fine old encaustic paving tiles still remaining (the
pattern of one of which is remarkable as very closely resembling the

great rose window, or rather what it must once have been), one clerestory

bay of the choir, and one in the nave, the latter exhibiting the junction of
the two styles, imperceptible save for the different character of the mould-
ings. Other cuts represent capitals from the wall arcade and two very fine

spandrels.

We should be glad to see this useful and valuable paper printed in a
separate form, together with the illustrations.

Among other articles of interest comprised in the present number of the
Gentleman's Magazine, may be mentioned a carefully written "First
Notice " of Mr. Leveson Vernon Harcourt's Edition of the " Diaries and
Correspondence of the late Right Honourable George Rose," ** which
scarcely, however, fall within our compass.
More in our way is a telling letter from that veteran of Literature, Sir

Henry Ellis, which completely disposes of Mr. Freeman's theory (which he
has lately been advocating ad nauseam in Sylvanus Urban's department of

Correspondence) that great part of the nave of Waltham Abbey Church is

of much earlier date than the reign of Henry II., to which most antiquaries

had assigned it. Mr. E. A. Freeman has laboured to prove that only a
very small portion of the church—some of the clerestory windows only.—
were built in that reign, but Sir Henry Ellis proves, witliput labour, but
simply by adducing incontrovertible facts, that if this be so, no less a sum
than £2,000 was paid for the carriage of the stone only ! The inference is

irresistible that Mr. E. A. Freeman is wrong, and that those who have all

along maintained the opposite view, including we believe' Mr. Parker
himself, are right. It is wonderful how large a mass of baseless though
plausible theories one little fact ff will upset

!

The letter which follows that ofSir Henry Ellis is from Mr. E. A. Freeman
himself, and relates to Northampton Castle. It is ingenious, and of some
value as illustrative of the use, in an architectural point of view, of inci-

dental allusions in historical MSS. " It will be well," he says, and we
think so too, " now that medieval domestic architecture is deservedly

drawing to itself so much attention, for all the students of medieval
literature carefully to note any passage they may come across which may
throw light upon it." As regards ecclesiastical architecture, at all events.

Sir Henry Ellis has anticipated Mr. Freeman here.

"C. S." (but where the need for his being anonymous ?) contributes

an account of his recent pilgrimage to the Fitz-Walter monuments ia

Little Dunmow Church, which may have its use for future writers or
correctors of local guide-books, who are only just beginning to leave

off calling late Norman buildings " Saxon," and late Tudor churches
" ancient specimens of the Early English style of architecture."

The "Miscellaneous Reviews" are well written, and the books well

selected.

Such, then, is a fair description of an average number of this useful

and truly venerable serial. It is not difficult to see that, in its own
peculiar department, it cannot fail to be of pre-eminent service, so long

as it be conducted carefully and impartially, and its articles and notices

conceived in a genial and attractive spirit. Some time ago it contained

a few harsh reviews of " Historical Manuals," especially one very bitter

and sarcastic review of Mr. Murray's very useful and deservedly popular

work, " The Student's Hume." We regretted this at the time, and we
are glad to be able to say that such an ill-natured strain of criticism has

been abstained from since. We trust it may never be renewed. We do

not know who the writer was ; but we do not envy his temper or state of

mind, whoever he may be.

There is room for the Gentleman's Magazine as an historical and archi-

tectural review—more room than it fills now. But it is gradually working
its way again into the public confidence, and we should be sorry for any-
thing to check it. The subjects of which it treats are far more popular
now than they were in the days of its greatest prosperity, and their popu-
larity is yearly increasing, and must continue to increase. Besides, it has
an advantage now which it never possessed under the old rdgime, in the

perfection of the almost necessary appliances of accurate and artistic illus-

tration. The co-operation of such a workman as Mr. Orlando Jewitt is

of no small assistance even to a purely literary Journal.

•• We see, by the way, that a commencement has been made of the publication «t
the noBthumoua worlis of the late celebrated Sir Robert Wilson. We are very glad
of this ; for, perhaps, there was no man in his day who had better opportunities of
becoming aecjuainted with all that was passinjf in the political and military world, as
there was certainly no man better qimlilied to record what he observed. Mr. Slurrsf
has just publishetl his "Journal of the French Invasion ol Uuseia in 1813," admirably
•dited by tlie deccawed General's nephew and son-in-law. the Kev. Herbert Kandolph

;

we commend it to our readers as one ofthe best books of the season. Sir Koljcrt liad an
eye for architecture as well as for the beauties of nature, and not only for the less ro-
mantic though moving scenes of war and of diplomatic life. There are many passages
In this Russian Journal which prove lliis, and raise in our minds sanguine expecta-
tions of the value of the contents of the diaries and other materials which wo
understand it is proposed to publish shortly.

+t The evidence is derived from the Chancellor's Roll of the 25th Henry II., pre-
served In the MS. Department of the British Museum.
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FAMILIAll LETTERS TO AN ARCHITECT.
Bv Solomon Setsquaue.—Letteu VI.

My
DEAR TOM,—I would willingly make this si.xtli letter a very short

one; because the subject of it, liowever important as a question of
" trade," is so utterly prosaic and uninteresting, that I hardly expect an
ardent young artist like yourself to entertain it at all.

It is Your OJfice System. I know very little of the system in use in the

office where you have just completed your articles, but I know this, you
are very unlikely as an architect's pupil to have attached any consequence

to the necessity of observing any system at all ; and even now that you
have entered into practice for yourself, I fear some slight apologetic

preface is needed, in order to induce you to discuss the subject with me.

Remember then, we are not, in these letters of mine, treating of Art at

aU. A painter or a sculptor may afford to be disorderly, to toss his

sketches here and there about liis studio ; or to scribble off a free and easy
note, and despatch it uncopied to his correspondent. It may seem rather
hard that, being equally with these two a brother of the Fine Arts, an
architect should be denied the like immunity ; but there is this difference,

the absence of method in the studio of tlie painter or sculptor can affect

only his own loorks and property, while the same thing in the office of the
architect will do more than operate injuriously on himself; it may
.seriously compromise his cUents, or the several contractors and capitalists

with whom he is called on to deal in the practical pursuit of his profession.

This will strike you at once, if you consider how in great measure an
architect acts as a sort of registrar of the monetary transactions necessary
to the realising of his artistic conceptions, at the cost frequently of many
thousands of pounds ; that these transactions often occupy him several
years in their control, and do not after then always terminate, so far as he
individually is concerned in them ; since for years afterwards his purse and
his fair fame maybeputtothe test, as to how these several transactions were
administered by him ; and the drawings and documents by which he did
administer them must then be forthcoming. And this is only one view of
the matter ; for so much of pure science and of useful technical lore is mixed
up with the practice of his art that, in its fortuitous nature having no
certainty how soon (though possibly never) he may be called in to again
construct any given kind of work, the architect is really obliged to reserve
his documents for his private use; and to so arrange his office that, on the
emergency as it arises, he and his assistants may readily lay their hands
on a particular map or section, or other document written or delineated.

To give a petty example of what I mean :—You may be called on to-

morrow to construct an ornamental ice-house in some nobleman's grounds;
and I will venture to say, Tom, that however handsome you are capable ot

making an ice-house, you would be put to a sad 7ion plus to know how to
deal with its construction. Ice-houses would instantly become your
" question of the day," and not unlikely your occasional nightmare. By
the time you had completed the desired erection, you would have grown
learned in ice-houses, and have collected a very treasure of wise resolutions
hoH- to build one better, if only some other patron would but drop in and
order an ice-house. However, the practice of an architect being, as I have
just said, very fortuitous, the chances are that, instead of an ice-house, you
might have next to try your hand on a church, when away would go your
ice-house reflections, and in would come high art, the equilibrated arch,
and perhaps a paper war with the Ecclesiologist. Fast on the heels of the
church you might perhaps have to build a town theatre, dipping you
deeply into the merits of the isacoustic curve, and the peculiar provisions
of the Metropolitan Building Act; so that, making every allowance for an
excellent memory, it will not be unreasonable to suppose that if—say in
twelve years—a second ice-house were wanted, you would, for want of
one minute's reference to your old drawings, be compelled to take up the
entire subject of ice keeping de novo. I say this is only "a petty example "

of the evil of an architect losing his papers; and I leave you to cogitate as
you may on a graver one, involving some dire question of meum and luum,
in which your honor and veracity may be concerned, or your professional
trustworthiness in some equally grave one of insufficient foundations, or
the like.

So far the preface; and now for my suggestions: for suggestions are
all I can venture to offer on such matters of taste.

Your Office : where should it be situate, in town or country ; how should
it be situate, with or without a residence ; and how should it be arranged?
The answer to all three questions will depend mainly on the nature ofyour
practice ; and as even that may vary with the course of time and circum-
stances, the answer is not very easy to give. Moreover, some architects
pursue their practice in one way, some in another, widely differing from it.

The late Mr. Pugin, fixed his office, with a good, wholesome contempt for
concentricity, one day on Salisbury Plain, and another on the West Cliff
at Ramsgate ! There iu a very brief period he built up a European name
as an architect ; and he lies buried in a church of his own founding. What
more can any architect want ? I fear, however, we must put Mr. Pugin
aside as a model for the every day architect, and humbly fix our locus in
quo within the limits of "The Post Office Directory." Well, then, if you
have a large and miscellaneous practice, requiring many assistants, I
would say to you, have your office in some central professional spot in
town, and your house in the suburbs. There are disadvantages in this, you
will say : I grant them ; but the advantages are these,—you can daily
change the noisy routine of the town, with its audiences and consultations,
for the solitude of your suburban study ; while at the same time you
modify and correct by forced daily exercise the very brownest of studies,
and give elasticity to your powers of design

; you readily maintain
discipline iu your town office, to which people resort for busiuess alone,
and are saved from that dissipation of the miad, attendant on that atate of

H

e

i

1

a

being "always at home," common to those who reside at their office, and
who, poor wretches, are liable to be invaded at any hour of the day by idle
chatter-baskets, both masculine and feminine. Whether you are married
or single, with a large or a small practice, it matters little, «o long as yott
observe this separation of your house from your office.

But I have supposed your practice large and miscellaneous: if it be so,
and you prefer residing at your place of business, the inconvenience of
your doing so will be very soon apparent, if not to yourself to your wife
and family. You will find it indispensable to separate the official from
the domestic apartments of your house, and have no little difficulty in
doing it. It is, indeed, very rare to see a well-arranged architect's town
house and office combined. Sir John Soane's house, in Lincoln's-inn-field*,
falls short of what is required ; and I do not at this moment recall to
mind more than two architects' houses, that possess that important re-
quisite—a dignified office entrance and a dignified house entrance from the
street. One of these is the house erected by the late Mr. Inwood, in
Euston-square ; and the other a house and office formerly occupied by
Mr. Page, in Tlieobald's-road, Gray's-inn. The latter is well worthy of a
slight notice, on account of its eminently practical adaptability to the
conditions of a London town house, possessed, as many town houses are,

of a garden or forecourt in front. A corner house in a
good neighbourhood is too commonly seized on for a
shop or a surgery ; and, to gain a separate house door
and office door, it is no uncommon thing for an ar-
chitect to invite his clients down a flight of area steps
to his office on the basement story, or, worse still,

along a dirty mews, reeking with dung-heaps, to
his back door. I have sketched you a plan somewhat
similar to that of the house in Theobald's-road, that
you may see how great an improvement it is on these
and other such unsatisfactory contrivances

; [S being
the public street, H the house, O the office, G the gar-
den or forecourt, and e e e being the entrances to the
house and garden and to the front of the office re-

spectively. The office being two stories in height
is readily connected with the dwelling by a kind of
private gallery above (thus affording a covering to)

the front door of the dwelling itself which though so connected is effec-

tually shut off, with its noisy children and "women folk," from the
quiet-seeking architect ; whilst during office hours his clerks and clients

can come and go, without in the least interfering with the members of his

family.

As to the arrangement of your office, it will depend on your staffof pupils

or assistants; ofwhich I would merely say, the fewer you have the better.

You require at least three apartments: a waiting-room, clerks' and private

office ; the first and second effectually separated, and your clerks' office (if

you have only one room and more than two occupants) boxed off for the
convenient seclusion of each individual. Of this part of your office I can-
not help saying, by all means let it be a good room, liberallyfitted up. Con-
sider how varied are the services you require of your assistants, and with
how very many different kinds of books, papers, and instruments a
modern architect works, momentarily cTianging these from time to time.

Do not, as is the custom of too many architects, thrust your clerks pell-

mell into a small, dirty, ill-arranged drawing-office, with facilities for

nothing but chattering in chorus all day, and wonder why they cannot be
more dihgent in drawing, designing, sponging, rubbing, writing, tracing,

scheming, plotting, glueing, pasting "printing," tinting, squaring, abstract-

ing, and all the rest of it, while you, " Tom all alone, " sit wholly un-
disturbed, in a grand saloon some thirty feet square,

" with all appliances and means to boot,"

vigorously drawing, not only "happy" designs but, odious comparisons
between your own industry and the idleness of your unfortunate

pupils, snarling and stumbling over one another, like cats in a canvas
bag.

Yottr Office Books I wouhl have regularly posted, and by one p.articular

clerk or pupil, whose duty it should be to take charge of your petty cash,

to see tliat the diaries are kept, and to enter daily in your ledger each
person's time occupied on the different works you may have iu hand ; to

clear the tables every evening of loose drawings and papers, and consign

them to their proper nests and portfolios. Do not have too many office

books
; yet some are indispensable, such as a common diary or call-book,

which it will not be amiss to Jasten to a desk in your waiting-room.

Diaries for yourself and your principal assistants, a letter book, and a
register of drawings and documents prepared for your clients, a certificate

and a contract-book, in which last to keep a rough debit and credit account

of each building contract undertaken, that you may see from time to time

how matters are going, as to extras or omissions. Several Portfolios ranged
about your office will be found preferable to drawers for works in hand, as

they admit of more easy reference.

The Arrangement oj your Papers is really a science in itself, if you only

consider the multitude of drawings, tracings, and manuscripts that yearly

accumulate in an architect's office, and consider moreover that they may
be, after use, either utter waste paper, or matters of the greatest conse-

quence to preserve, just as circumstances may dictate. Incoming letters

and other written papers you will, of course, have filed or tied up under

the names of your respective works or cUents, and drawings while in use

you will keep flat in drawers or folios as before stated. The great question

"(a serious question of dust and space) is, what to do with drawings after

the buildings they illustrate have been completed. The ordinary process

is to roU them up in one huge thick roll, and consign them to some shelf or
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closet, whence the chances are they are never taken down for reference;
mainly because, in order to get at llie one single drawing to which the
reference is needed, you have to encounter so very much dust, confusion,
and loss of time. A good plan, adopted in an office I know of some forty
years' standing, is to fold each drawing flat within a fixed uniform size

(say open foolscap), and, writing ils registered number and title on both
sides, to strap it up with its set, and pile the bundle vertically like books
on a bookshelf properly labelled. This you may say by creasing injures
the drawings; but who cares about the beauty of an old, used-up contract-
drawing ?

Yonr Dravings themselves should, as well as you can conveniently keep
them so, be made to one uniform size of paper, rather tlian to any one
favorite scale; and, that you may keep to a small size of paper (say im-
perial, folded once), I would suggest your avoiding the inconvenient cus-
tom of placing more than one drawing on a sheet. I know of only one
tolerable excuse for the practice; and that is where architects desire to

develop their elevations and sections all round the plan of some small
isolated edifice: in this there is a manifest utility; but save me from large
tinwieldy sheets of drawing paper, covered all over with four sections all

of a row, and four bewildering elevations of the front, back, and sides of a
building similarly ranged in a line .'

Avoid puzzling your clients with geometrical probationary drawings, as
elevations, which non-professionals do not understand, and which really do
not correctly represent the structure you wish them to decide upon. One
or two plans and a perspective sketch in pencil is quite enougli to submit
at once; for some clients are hard to please, and you must remember they
have no idea of paying you for drawings anything more than 5 per cent.
on what they shall ultimately lay out on the building. Of course there
must be some limit to these probationary drawings, and, strictly speaking,
your client is not entitled to more tlian the first set, or design.
Your contract drawings should be small and portable, and to m;/ mind

drawn to any scale but one—a quarter of an inch to the foot, which is the
most useless scale on your rule, too large for any general, and too small for
any detail, drawing. It will be far better to use a small scale, and elucidate
the general plans, elevations, and sections by drawing (to say one-eighth
of the full size) compartments of the work enlarged. Instead of full size
details for a work, that may possibly be countermanded, the marginal
sketches or details to scale appended to the paragraphs of your specifica-

tion will answer every purpose till the work is in hand, and afibrd good
general ideas of what is wanted. The originals of these contract drawings
are usually the most carefully figured and projected, and, being ordinarily
subjected to many erasures and emendations, they are unsuited for sig-
nature by the parties to the contract. For these two reasons they form
the most suitable set of drawngs to give the bKildcr to work from, while
tracings of them, which admit of no erasure, are the most suitable to sign
and preserve. This set of tracings, with its accompanying specification,
belongs to the architect only, unless they are to be signed away from his
office, and deposited as archives with any public officer, in which case you
will have a third set of drawings and specifications to prepare, or be with-
out copies yourself, which is impossible; and you must see before the con-
tract is signed that you are renymerated for these extra documents ; or
you may go on drawing and copying all the year round, with little or
nothing to pay you for it; a?, I need scarcely tell you, architectural
drawing is very expensive work.
As to your detail drawings, it will be suflicient for your own use to study

and draw them out in pencil to some large scale, not exceeding one and a
half-inch to the foot. Liet your builder have inked tracings of these pencil
details, and issue either from your office, or from your clerk of works, who
I will suppose to be an advanced pupil of your own, full-sized drawings
for the artificers. Of these full-sized details I would retain no copies:
they arc seldom worth office-room, and no true architect cares to refer to
them.

Your Approximate Estimates form a species of office-papers which, to
complete my subject, it will be necessary to say something about. You
will, I presume, take these by tlie cubic foot; but the process is not very
reliable, unless you reduce it to a uniform system, accommodated to your
own practice. The prices you apply should be such as you know by actual
experience belong to the class of building you are estimating; and to ob-
tain them you will do well to construct a table or schedule of the various
edifices you may erect from time to time. Even then t.here will always
exist a certain amount of doubt as to whether you have applied the most
appropriate price per foot, and it is hardly pleasant to be vacillating, as in too
many cases you must be, between two prices per foot, whose reasonable
difference may double your gross estimate. You will find the following a
more trustworthy process, and for the result, not a very tedious one, more
especially if you will collect a few usual prices of such items per square.

Multiply the superficial area of your building in squares by an ascertained
price per square, formed of all the known horizontal items of your work, or
items such as roofing, which can be reduced to a horizontal superficies,
thus, in the supi)osed case of a two-story building:

—

Digging over the surface feet deep — per square.
Ground joists and floor over . . —

„
Ceiling, floor joists, pugging, & floor over — „
Ceiling and ceiling joists over . . — „
Roof timbers, rough board, and slating — „
To which add for raking surface thereof — „

Making a total of . per square.

term the horizontal outlay; and having got so far into detail, you will easily

be tempted to add the few lineal or running matters, with the vertical

items of walls and partitions, and to count up and put a price on the doors,

windows, staircases, fireplaces, &c., &c., at which there is no other mode
of arriving.

A little practice will make this system easy to you; and, believe me, it is

preferable to the one of estimating by the cubic foot.

I remain, my dear Tom, faithfully yours,

S. Setsquabe..

DUBLIN.
The Rotundo.—'The Governors of these buildings have had a gallery con-

structed in the Round Room, under the direction of their architect, Mr. S.

Symes—Mr. George Farrell being tlie contractor. This apartment is a noble

one, perhaps the most so of its purpose and cliaracter in the United Kingdom,
being tlie chef d'mtivre of George Ensor, architect—and the addition of this-

feature thereto was at first regarded as a hazardous experiment, lest its bcautifuL

proportions and acoustic properties should be deteriorated. On close examina-
tion, however, it was found that the windows and recesses were so favorably

placed, that the gallery mi^ht be constructed without intruding much on the

apartment ; accordingly the work was determined on, and is now acknowledged'

as completely successful, and likely to bring in a fair return to the charity by the-

extra accommodation to those renting for exhibition. The circumference of the

room is about 250 feet, and the new gallery—which provides three rows of seats,

accommodation for 380 persons, and is supported on light iron uprights, and'

finished with handsome metal balustrade—extends 200 feet, leaving the portion

over the orchestra unoccupied. Access is obtained by stairs, in two separate

places, not visible in the apartment, in one instance by an original stairs, which,

was ingeniously taken advantage of for the purpose.

—

Dublin Builder.
House-building in the Suburbs.—The approaching season promises to be-

a busy one, ancf now that the last vestiges of winter have faded away,
architects, builders, and building speculators are bestirring themselves. At
Rathmines, Ratligar, &c., even despite the unprecedented inclemency of the last

few months, ranges of dwellings have been pushed forward, and will shortly bo
ready for occupation. Every mch of available ground is sought after by eager

capitalists, more especially in the neighbourhood of Kenilworth-square, where it

is taken at prices from 2s. to 5s. per toot ; and as quickly do half-finished houses

find ready tenants in anticipation. This state of things savours strongly of ever-

growing—yet overgrown—London, and it ailordsan unquestionable evidence ot

bur increasing prosperity. Contrasting, however, otir general mode ofbuilding, and
the character of the materials employed, with those of the " 7-un-'em-up " struc-

tures—pasted over with bad cement to conceal settlements, having feather-edged

joistings for floors, poor zinc guttering, and insufficiently-lnpped slates for roofs,

with a variety of other economical ('!) stratagems—adopted by the "short"
leaseholders in some of the London suburbs, we have much reason to congratulate

otir modern house builders. Adjoining the square at the Harold's-cross end, and
between it and Roundtown, an extensive tract, presenting some 3,000 feet o£

building frontage, has been laid out most advantageously by the proprietors,

Messrs. Bentley, who have constructed new roads, both main and minor, con-
veniently communicating with Garville-avenue, Leicester-road, &c., and an im-
portant field for operations is being opened up.

—

Dublin Builder.

THE MONUMENT TO HER GRACE THE LATE DUCHESS OF
CLEVELAND.

IT will be remembered that last August we noticed that His Grace the Duke of

Cleveland, K.G., had honored Mr. Edward James Physick, the sculptor,

residin" in the Marylebone-road, with the commission to design and execute the

memonal in memory of Her Grace, tlien but very recently deceased, and we
promised, upon the completion of the work, to give further particulars respecting

it ; and we have now the pleasure to add that, owing to the great exertions made
by the sculptor and his numerous staff of assistants, this elaborate monument has

become completed in a shorter time than is usual, in accordance with the wish

of His Grace, and was last week completed in Staindrop church, which is in the

immediate vicinity of Raby Castle. The design is extremely effective, and has

been very carefully and ably executed, the entire memorial being in the best

Carrara marble ; its base, resting upon the floor of the chancel, consists of a
Gothic altar tomb, upon which reclines, in a very easy attitude, the Duchess,
lying in the sleep of death, the countenance plainly indicating tlie heavenly

assurance of perfect peace ; one hand lies gracefully upon the bosom, the other

almost covered with the flowing folds of the drapery. Immediately behind, in an.

alto-relievo, is seen, soaring above the clouds of earth, an Angel of Glory, con-

ducting the departing spirit to the realms of bliss, and here again Jlr. Physick
has produced an able work, the details being all carefully studied. The contrast

between the mortal remains below, and tlie spirit here seen departing, renders

this monument peculiarly pleasing and attractive. The whole is enclosed witir

white marble pillars, supporting an enriched Gothic canopy. Upon the tomb i»

engraved the following inscrijition, by which it will be seen that the deceased

was sister to the present Earl and Countess Poulett, in memory of whose departed'

family Mr. Physick erected a handsome marble figured monument,wliicliwe noticed

in detail at the time :
—" This monument is erected to the memory of Sophia,.

Duchess of Cleveland (daughter of John, 4th Earl Poulett), who departed thislil«i_

upon the 9th of January, A.D. 1859, by an afflicted husband, who bewails the lossof

such an affectionate and amiable wife. Affalile and courteous in her manners to all'

witli whom she was acquainted , and kind and affectionate to all connected with her

by ties of relationship, she has died as she lived, esteemed by all, and universally

regretted, but in the hope that she will obtain that blessed immortality which
every pious and good Christian looks forward to in another world. ' She is notr

dead, but sleepeth.'"

Thig will give you, with tolerable accuracy, the true cost of what I will

South Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 7th April, ISSOj

the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday and Saturday, free

days, 4,991 ; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 3,773. On the two students'

days (admission to the public Gd.) 967 ; one students' evening, Wednesday, 359.

Total, 10,09Q,
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CATllKDUAL WINDOWS.*

IN cniiiiiliaiice witli a rpquisitioii to tlic Lord Provost, a ptililip luectiiig was
lirld vcsti-Tday, in tliu Tradi's' Hall, " to takt; into consiilcnitloii tlic; pro-

|)04al to till tlio windows of tlie Glasgow Catliedral witli stained glass, designed

and manufactured in (ierniany, to tlie entire exclusion of glass designed or

manufactured in Great Britain." There was a large attendance, and among
those present we observed, Hailie Gemniill, Councillor M'Dowall, Councillor

Chirk, Councillor Harvey, Councillor T. C. Orr, Councillor M'Cubtjin, (Councillor

Morison, Councillor Allan, Councillor Martin, the Deacon-Convener, Professor

Rogers, Mr. Salmon, architect; Mr. Koughead, arcliitc^ct; Mr. Campbell
Douglas, architect ; Mr. C. R. Brown, Mr. Jas. Iledderwick, Mr. John Craig,

Mr. J. R. Swan, &c.
Councillor M'Dowall was called to preside.

The CnAin.MAN having stated the object of the meeting, and expressed tlie

ilillideucc with which he took the chair on this occasion, which ho did liecanse he

found, from personal observation, a very wide-spread feeling of dissatisfaction

among the public, and because lie was invited by a number of gentlemen to act

as chairman—said that it appeared from a public statement put into his hands re-

specting this whole question, that some years ago the committee appointed by the

subscribei's to act on their behalf in having the windows put in with stained

glass, had not come to the resolution which it appeared they now had, to get the

work done by Munich artists. He had no doubt whatever tliat they thought a
greater harmony, both in design and execution, would he attained by doing this.

That, however, seemed to be very onc-sideJ. He thought they had a

liglit to expect that in a national undertaking of that kind the execution of

the work should have been thrown open to artists, coaie whence they chose.

(Hear, hear, and applause.) All things being equal, he would be very much
inclined to employ liomc artists. On the faith of this, an application was made
on behalf of the late Mr. John llouldsworth, of Cranston Hill, well known when
he was alive in this city, to have the window that he was to jjut in executed by
a British artist—namely, Mr. Ballantyne, of Edinburgh. His proposal was
entertained unquestionably, if not by the whole committee, at least by leading

members of the committee. The consequence was that Mr. Ballantyne prepared
a design for the window ; and before he had completed it he sought an audience
with the Chief Commissioner of the Board of Works, Lord John Manners, who
approved of the design, suggesting some little alterations upon it by way of
improvement, and subscribing his name to it as a proof that ho did approve it.

In the course of time, when the window was being executed, a change of Minis-
try took place. By the time the window was nearly ready to be put in its

place, another application was made to the Chief Commissioner, the Hon.
Mr. Cowper. He, however, as some thought, in consequence of the strong
influence used by the committee, or some members of it, with the Government,
refused to sanction what his predecessor had done after all this expense had been
incurred, and incuri'cil in good faith. He told Mr. Ballantyne that he did not
consider him.self bound to carry out what his predecessor had led /lim to believe

ought to be carried out. This appeared a very great hardship to the parties

interested, and to artists in our own counti-y who were looking forward to com-
pete with othei-s. All they wanted was fair competition, but that favor had not
been allowed. Mr. Houldsworth's window was now ready, but the committee
positively refused to allow it to be introduced into the cathedral. Of the com-
mittee, which was composed of a number of noblemen of the highest mark, and
gentlemen well known to them, they could not speak but in terms of the very
highest respect. There was no doubt whatever that they had undertaken a
<lifticult task, as a question like this, arising out of their labors, fully proved, and
lie trusted that the speakers who would follow him would speak of that committee,
and of their actions, m as courteous terms as possible. (Hear, hear.) He thought
they had erred in judgment, but he was not prepared to say that they could hot
give good reasons for the course which they had adopted. He was very much
disposed to give every allowance in his power to public men, placed in situations

of that kind, and who were fairly open to just criticism. Some might very natu-
rally say this was a question for the committee to consider, and not for this

meeting, but he submitted tliat the public had a patrimony in their cathedral.

•—(Cheers.) They never could submit to the Government removing the cathedral
to any other quarter, and they could not tamely submit to the Government filling

the windows with stained gla.s3 of an incongruous or offensive kind to the com-
munity. They had a public right in that noble building, and he hoped that
nothing would transjiire through that committee, or any other, by which that
right would be hindered—(Cheers).
Mr. Salmon rose and moved the first resolution

—

That the appropriate decoration of Glasgow Catliedral is .m object not only of
• local, but of national interest, towards the fulfilment of wliich the best ability of
evsry kind and overywhore should be open and should bo employed, and that any
8J:r»ns;ement which doUborately and entirely excluded tlie glass-palntors of Great
Srltaln fVom the possibility of participating m the execution, is an Injustice In Itself,

M K unwarrantnbly tenores our native art.

In doing so, he nskea what wern the Interests of the citizens of Glasgow in the
cathedral, for In that the whole merit of the question rested. If they just

remembered what their bygone Interest* had been, and the feelings which the
citizens of Glasgow had always shown—how ready tney were to defend It when a
band of zealots were ready to destroy It—how they had petitioned their councils
and approached the Government of the country In reference to It. These
acts showed that the citizens of Glasgow had not only had a patri-
monial right, but had always felt th.it right and Interest. Tliey could
not do anything which would be more offensive to the citizens of Glasgow
than Interfere with their interests in the cathedral. Hence was it tliat this

meeting had been called to-day. This meeting had not only interests in the
cathedral, but they had rights in it ;' and he thought the next question which
they had to consider was, if that was the position which they, as citizens of Glas-
gow, occupied iu reference to the ciithedriil, what was the position which this

committee occujiied in reference to it? These were two important questions.
For himself he liad to say that he did not know tlie members of the com-
mittee. He, indeed, knew some of the members of it ; but wlioever the

committee might lie, he was perfectly justified in saying, that its rights, or
the power which it posses,sed, could not surely be equal to the rights and in-

terests whieli the citizens ])osse.ssed. If that were tlie position which this

committee occupied in reference to the cathedral, lie would next i)ut this

question, what was the position which this couiiiiittce occupied in refereiKW

_to the citizens? He could easily see that it would liave been a very different

' Extracted from the Glasgmo Daily Herald, March 31.

thing, indeed, if tliis committee had liecn appointed by tlie citizeiui of Glasgow.
He could see it would have been a different thing for geutliMnen, who siibec.rilieil

money to put iu windows in the cathedral, calling a iiKxiting of citizens and
submitting proposals; and if the meeting had appointed a committee to re|)ort
upon the question, and if the committee had called a meeting of the citizciis and
submitted their report, such a committee so acting would have been in an intel-
ligible position, and such a meeting as this would liavc l«-en prepared to give
weight to their report. But this committee was not appointi-il by the citizens;
the citizens were never consulted in the decoration of the cathedral. Tliat com-
mittee was appointed at a meeting in Glasgow, at wliich there were only seven-
teen persons present—only seventeen subscribers to windows. That committee
submitted their report to a meeting when there were no more present than that
number. That was the authority which this committee possessed with reference
either to reporting or to carrying out any measure for tlic decoration of the cathe-
dral. In tliese circumstances, even, he did not know that the citizens ofGlasgow
would have interfered with the proceedings of the committee if they had acted
reasonably; if they had brought forward such a report or suggestion as recom-
mended itself to the interests and common sense of this community, he believed,
that even though the committee had not been appointed by tlie citizens, they
would have been prompt to homologate its proceedings, had these licen of such a
character. But when the committee came forwanl with a proposal so extraor-
dinary as that which they had presented—he would not say presented for the
consideration of the public, and for adoption—but when they came forward with
a dogmatic declaration that in this great country there was not an artist who
could design a window suitable for the cathedral, and that even if they could get
an artist who could design it, there was not a glass-painter in Great Britain
or Ireland who could execute the design which was put into their hands
— (Loud applause)—when they came forward with propositions so extraordi-
nary as these, the public of Glasgow had a right to ask thus question, surely
this committee must be possessed of some great and overwhelming art authority.
(Cheers). He could conceive notliing less than the art authority of the world
that would justify any committee of merchants coming forward with a proposal
so extraordinary as tliat which they had presented—(Cheei-s). [A voice, " and
insulting."]—(Renewed applause). He thought they had the right to ask this

questionof this comuiittee-Who or what was the art authority on which their
report was founded ?—(Cheers)—who were the artists whom they had con-
sulted?—(Cheers)—where was there one name in the committee who had any
authority in the world of art—(Cries of "Bravo," and loud cheei-s). He did not
wish to speak in any w.iy <lisrespectfully. He did not wish to say that an Earl
was not an earl in art, and if there was any member of committee who had any
knowledge of it, he might have kept in the background, as his name had never
been made known. This meeting was perfectly justified in assuming the fact that
there was not one member of the committee who had any authority in the world
of art, and for whose opinion they would give the weight of a straw—(Loud
applause). He spoke advisedly when he said so. Yet the committee came
forward without any art authority whatever, and said to the citizens

of Glasgow they were gouig to fill all the windows of Glasgow
Cathedral with painted glass, and so they fixed upon a factory — that

was their own name for it — ki Bavaria, a factory set up by the
monarch of the state, whether for the purpose of aiding his income he did not
know, and called from that circumstance the Royal Factory at Munich. The
committee said that they had gone to the factory at Munich, and they were able

to tell the citizens of Glasgow that they could get painted glass nowhere in tlie

world but at the factory at Munich, and if they got one single square inch of
glass that was not manufactured by some single pair of hands in Munich, they
would destroy that pile of which they were so proud—(Applause). That pro-
posal of the committee did not rest on the weight of any art authority,

out, so far as he knew, upon this, that two or three gentlemen, men-
bers of that committee, took a hasty summer run of four or five weeks
through this country and on the continent. These gentlemen, in five weeks, made
themselves masters of art, at which the world had been laboringfor a thousand years
—(applause)—and had not yet perfected. There was no person who should speak
dogmatically on the subject of glass-painting ; and if the committee had been a
committee of artists they would have spoken with great modesty, they would have
known the great difliculty ofjudging, and would have given in their report with
feelings of delicacy and modesty. But this committee had no feelings of modesty,

—(Laughter and applause.)—They came forward and told them that the great

discovery was left to the city of Glasgow and this sapient committee, that Munich
alone could furnish stained glass.—(Laughter and applause,)— But he would let

the committee speak for itself. They said that they found it stated that glass

staining was at a very low ebb, and they would go to a foreign country, and make
the windows of Glasgow Cathedral a school for teaching the artists of their

native country. Tney did it out of kindness to native art^—(laughter and
applause)—and that was what the committee said. They said, ''Wait a little

until we give you the first Instalment," and they had at length given that

Instalment. They said, " That Is our justification j that stops your mouth for

ever ; look there—look at that window I" But others said that so far as their

opinion and knowledge and experience went, that window was no justification of

the committee. Though the committee had thus travelled and acquired such
knowledge, they had not been able to make great use of the knowledge they had
attained. The designer of the window never saw the place where tne window
was to go, and had put in a window—he must say it though it was a strong

expression—which, though he would not go the length of denying that it was
totally devoid of merit, yet so far as suitability, so far as harmony, so far as

artistic knowledge, or great grasp of knowledge were concerned, had no harmony
whatever with the great and glorious old edifice—(Cheei's). There were no

great masterly lines or masterly conception in that window which had
been made by a harsh and anti-national proceeding—(Applause). He would

like to add a few words regarding Mr. Houldsworth's window. Tliis

committee said that Mr. llouldsworth traversed the arrangement of ths

committee; that lie was not justified in the steps which be had undertaken.

They now went so far as to say that the Government of the country homologated

their proceedings from the very coniiiiencement. He, however, had letters

addressed to himself, from the First Ck)iiimissiouer of her Majesty's Board of

Works, which said that it was not true—(loud applause)—and he and anotlier

party with whom In; wiis iu communication with the First Commissioner had

obtained leave to luepare designs I'or tlie windows. (Renewed a|>pl.iuse.) Nor
was he singular in regard to Munich glass. They would permit him to read an

extract from the highest authority in Scotland in reference to that subject, Noel
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Paton.—(Loud applause.) He said, in a letter

which he held iii his hand, "Of all the stained

jilass wliieh 1 have ever seen, that i)rodiice<i at

the lioyal Manufactory at Munich, and placed

in Bologiie Cathedral, is about the worst

adapted for the situation which it occupies."

Mr. Houldsworth was a member oftlieeom-
niitti>o: and lie (Mr. I^almon) thought it had
generallv been acknowledged that the late Mr.
Houldswortli's knowledge of art was acute

and clear. He would go so iar as to say that

Mr. Houldsworth had a decided knowleage of

art, and of art necessary to fill the cathedral

with stained glass, more so than any other

member of the committee. Mr. Houldsworth
had employed a British artist—(applause)—to
provide a window, and it was most e.xtraordi-

narj- tliat though eJforts were made behind-

hand, and with the Government of the countr)',

to get them to cancel the permission which had

been given to put tliis window in, no direct

effort was made by the committee until John
Hsuldsworth died. It was unheard of until

his Iiead was beneatii the sod—but when Mr.
Houldsworth died, tlien the committee, with

great want of feeling, said to tlie relatives of

the deceased that they would not allow the

window to go into the cathedral. They had so

overpowered the Commissioner that he had

homologated that decision, and would not

allow the window to be put into the cathedral.

He trusted tlie citizens of Glasgow would take

this upon themselves, and insist upon the Go-
Temment of the country permitting that win-
dow to be put in—(Tremendous cheering).

He had seen that vrindow, but it was only in

parts, and he could conscientiously declare

that the window—he would not say was better,

for they would thiuk that he was making a case

for liiinself—that that window, designed and
painted by a British artist—Mr. Ballantyne

—

was equal to the window which had come from
Munich ; it was equal to it in all its general
characteristics, and was a great deal more in

harmony with the old biggin' than the window
which was already in.

Mr. Hugh Wilson asked who were the
gentlemen composing the committee who tra-

eUed?
Mr. Salmon said—Mr. Dalglish, Mr. Stir-

ling (of Keir), Mr. Charles Heath Wilson.—
(Buses.)
A Voice—Who is he ?

Mr. Salmon—Superintendent of the School
of Design.—(Fmther signs of dissatis^ction.)
Another Voice—Was Sir Andrew Oirat It ?

—(Lanrfiter.)

Mr. Salmon—I am not sure whether he
was or not ; but I may say that Mr. Dalglish
entirely dissented from the opinions of the
committee. He entirely dissented from the report which they presented, and
he refused to continue a member of the committee. (Loud applause.) Mr.
Dalglish said as much as that the report which the committee had given in was
contrarj' to what they had seen in their travels. -(Applause.)

Councillor Harvey seconded the resolution, and expressed his concurrence
in Mr. Salmon's remarks.
A Gentleman here rose in the middle of the hall and said—Mr. Chairman,

many of the facts have been overstated, with respect to the design and the
reasons which induced the committee to select Munich. (Name, Name.)
The CuAiRMAX—What is your name, if you please ?

The Speaker—Mr. Tliomson. That gentleman went on to say—1 also be-
lieve that the statement brought forward, both primarily by the Chairman and
also reiterated by Mr. Salmon, with regard to the window provided by the late

Mr. Houldsworth, and the dispute which arose at the Board of Works, has been
considerably misstated. Therefore I consider myself warranted in coming forward
thus unprepared to contradict, to a certain extent, what has been said.—(Cries of
" Proof" and " Platfonn.")
Mr. Thombon w-ts persuaded to mount the platform, and, on doing which,

was again questioned from many quarters as to hu name.
The Chairman-Thomson, Thomson.
Mr. Thomson (after a little)—Have they all heard it yet ?

Mr. Craiu—There are so many 'ihomsons, .which is it^—(Laughter.)
Mr. Thomson— I see the meeting don't want to hear anything that 1 have to

say—(cries of " No ! no !
")—and I will therefore sit down again.

Mr. Tliomson tliereupon resumed his seat in the body of the hall.

The Chairman then put the motion, which was carried.
The Deacon-Convener moved-
That It is the opinion of this meeting that each subscriber to the painted windows

in the cathedral, tciplnfr always in view the purpose of general harmony in the
decorstknui, should liave it iu his power to employ any artist or glass-stainer, whether
British or foreign, who can completely execute the work, the cartoons always when
finished to be subject to the approval of the Government Board of Works.
In supporting bis motion, the Deacon-Convener said he was waited upon no
doubt because he represented the Trades' House, and they had subscribed for the
second largest window in the cathedral. He did not presume to offer himself as
a judge in the matter of glass-pauiting; he merely came to advocate what he
thought was justice. (Hear, hear.) He might mention, also, in ex-
planation, that as Deacon-Convener of the Trades' House, he was
a member of the committee which had been so much spoken of

QUEENS GATE SOUTH-KENSINGTON
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by Mr. Salmon, and he was sorry that Mr. Thomson did not go on
with his statement, ibr he was sure that the meeting was not called for the

purpose of repressing any sentiment which ought to be uttered in reference to

this matter, but rather for the purpose of expiscating the trutlt on the subject.

Being a member of the committee, he might remark that he was a dissentient

irom the proceedings of the committee, and his predecessor in office. Convener
Morison, was also a dissentient ; and they had very good reason for being so,

inasmuch as the Incorporations and the Trades' House were devoting a large

sum for the purpose of ornamenting the cathedral, on the express luiderstanding

that they should have competition in reference to the artists.—(Applause.) He
tliought nothing could be iairer than the motion. The Board of Works were the

proper conservators for the nation of our ancient cathedral; and consequently,

if subscribers could not satisfy the conservators of this noble edifice, the matter

ought to be at an end. He thought it was unfair that Government should hand
over to a small body of subscribers the power of determining at what school the

whole of the windows should be executed. The Trades' House had agreed

to give this window provided the committee allowed them to decide for

themselves from the designs of two British artists and one of the Munich
factory. As to Mr. Ballantyne's design, the committee were, to say the

least of it, extremely dictatorial in tlie matter. They were even dictatorial to the

Board of Works. Whatever might be the position of the committee, he thought

that the Board of Works were at any rate entitled to take tlie initiative. He did

not wish to make reference to any particular artist, and would not, were it not

that he considered that this was a part of the committee's actings, which was
very wrong. The Board of Works requested the committee to scud a deputation

to inspect the window referred to, ana state their objection to it, either as to the

design or the ejcecution. To this, he was sorry to say, tlie committee had not

consented, and he, as an individual, stood alone in insisting that the request of

the Board of Works should at once be agreed to, and if there were objections to

the window, they should be reported to the Board of Works, and, of course,

there would have been an end to the matter—(Applause). He then referred

to the benefits of competition, and concluded by stating that the committee

might yet change tlieir resolution, which, in fact, seemea to he not so much
a resolution as an agreement.
Mr. Jambs Hebdekwick seconded the motion, which was carried unaoi-

mously.
Bailie Gemmill then moved the third resolution :

—

That the memorial now read, to the Kight Honorable the Commissioners of Her
Majesty's Board of Works, be now adopted, and signed by the Chairman as express-
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in;; the views of the meeting on tliis important subject ; and that, if found nectssary,
Her Majesty should be addressed an<l I'arliamcnt petitioned in terms of the resolu-
tions of tliis mcctintr, and of the said memorial ; and that the following pentlemcn,
with power to add to their number, be appointed a committee to talce charge of and
pr( sent tlie memorial, with power to take such other steps as may be found ncoss-
sary to Rive clfect to the resolutions now passed, and to the sentiments now
expressed.

The following is a copy of tlie memorial :

—

I'lilo the. /liuht irnnorahlf llie Commissioners ofHer Majesty's Board qf Works,—
The humble Jlemorial of the Inhabitants of the City of Glasgow, assembled in the

Trades' Hall of (ilas^ow, and held on the .'lOth day of March, ISOO, in terms of
public advertisement in the newspapers—

Sboweth,—That your memorialists, citizens of Glasgow, naturally feeling a deep
interest in anything relating to the ancient cathedral of that City, had the liveliest
satisfaction to learn, some time ago, that a number of parties had offered to beautify
the cathedral, by subscribing to till several of its windows with painted glass with
suitable representations of historical events.
That your memorialists, however, regret to have to represent that the satisfaction

then felt has been greatly impaired on the citizens learning, very recently, that a few
of the subscribers to (he memorial windows had assumed the extraordinary power
of compelling all the subscribers, without distiuctlon, to get the windows agreed to
be subscribed for painted at fliunicb, however repugnant such a step might be to
their feelings and judgment.
That your memorialists humbly, but very decidedly, submit that the course adopted

by some of tlie subscribers, above indicated, is fraught with great injustice to the
subscribers, many of whom agreed to subscribe on the express understanding that
the memorial windows were to be open for general competition, and the memorialists
are well assured that many subscribers, but for this understanding, would not hare
become contributors to the great work of beautifying the cathedral.
That your memorialists also respectfully submit that the proposal that the Jlunich

company should have an entire monopoly of furnishing tho memorial windows
necessary for the cathedral, at such prices as they may please to name, is not only
unjust to the subscribers, who ought to be allowed to bestow their patronage on such
artists as they may prefer, who may be capable of performing llic work, equal in
design and quality to any foreign artist, but such monopoly w ould unfairly and Im-
properly ignore cutirclv the arlists of Great Britain, who ought rather to be encou-
raged than discouraged in their avocation, and who, therefore, at least, ought to be
allowed to compete with any foreign artist.
That, in these circumstances, your memorialists approach your Eight Honorable

Board, with a respectful request, that your Honorable Board will so tar interfere in
this important matter as to authorise any of the present subscribers, or such other
subscribers as may hereafter contribute towards the decoration of the cathedral, to
obtain their memorial windowslfrom such artists as they may prefer, whether British
or foreign, with this proviso, that your Honorable Board shall first approve of such
windows, as works of art, and as being suitable in harmony and character with the
cathedral itself.

That your memorialists, finally, beg respectfully to represent to your Honorable
Board, that, by granting this liberty of action to the subscribers, (he important work
of decorating the cathedral will be best secured, and much more generarsatisfaction
would be given to the citizens of Glasgow and the nation at large.
May it therefore please your Honorable Board favorably to consider the terms of

this memorial, and to decide that (he memorial windows of (he subscribers to (he
cathedral shall be oijen to general competition, whether by British or foreign artists,
subject to the condition that your Honorable Board shall first ajiproveof the windows
as works of art, and as being suitable, and in harmony and character with the cathe-
dral itself.

And your memorialists will ever pray.
Signed, in name, by authority, and in presence of (he said public meeting, by

.
John JI'Dowall.

Bailie Gemmill thought the resolutions and memorials were exceedingly
modest and reasonable in the terms. He was of opinion that they should
encourage native talent as much as possible.

Mr. M'CuRBiN seconded the motion—in doing whicli he said the chairman
of the committee stated to him yesterday that neither the citizens of Glasgow nor
the public at large had anything to do with the matter—at which he was sur-
prised. He had written two letters to Mr. Heath Wilson, secretary to the com-
mittee, asking to be allowed to see the minutes of the committee, for the purpose
of bringing the whole question before the Town Council ; but the replies he had
received evaded the (juestion, and were evidently written for the purpose of pre-
venting him from seeing how the matter stood.
The motion was then adopted, and a vote »f thanks to tlie chairman terminated

the proceedings.

*
FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

ON the night of Saturday the 7th instant, Mr. William Keyfe read a paper
before the members of the above-named Association, on the '"Turning and

Boring of Heavy Guns." From the fact that the reader was for several years
manager of the Royal Gun Factories at Woolwich Arsenal, it will be readily
imagined that the paper in question was of an eminently practical character, and
so indeed it was. Mr. Keyte explained, in workshop language, the mode of
dealing with the mass of cast-iron intended for conversion into a great gun,
after removal from the sand, and until it was ready for proving. Several well-
prepared diagrams tended to make the explanations of the reader more readily
understood, whilst a piece of chalk and a black board did good service also in
the .same direction.

From the fact that steel and iron, wrought, and homogeneous, are supplanting
largely the east iron guns of other days, it cannot be expected tliat public interest
will be very extensively enlisted in the details ofthe manufacture ofold68-pounders,
and Mr. IKeyte will pardcn us for not noticing his valuable paper thereon at more
length. At the conclusion of the reading, Messrs. Aydon, Stabler, Briggs, and
others discussed it, and the chairman, Mr. J. Newton (H. M. Mint), in putting
the question—answered affirmatively and wcth. con.— of a vote of thanks, took
occasion to express his regret that Mr. Keyte had not touched upon the inven-
tions of the rival War Engineers—Whitworth and Armstrong.
The announcement of a paper for the May meeting by Mr. Briggs, on the

" Resistance of Cast-iron to Internal Pressure," concluded the business of the
evening.

Town Hall, Carmarthen —At the quarter sessions opened at Carmar-
then, on Thursday last, the report of the Bridge and General Purposes Committee
was presented to the Court, when Lord Emlyn said that four plans of the pro-
posed alterations to the Town Hall had been submitted for the inspection and
consideration of the Committee, and that after mature deliberation the Cbinmittee
decided on recommending the Court to adopt the plan submitted by Mr. Lindsay,
architect. He therefore proposed that the plan be adopted, conditionally on Mr.
LuMJsay's estimate being satisfactory.

THE SERPENTINE.
DURING the investigations of the Select Committee into the best mean»

of purifying the Serpentine, we deemed it neither respectful to the
committee, nor fair to Mr. Ilawksley, whose sclieme was then on trial; nor,
indeed, advantageous to the public interest, to express opinions upon the
subject. But now that they have made their report— strictly in
accordance with common sense as well as with the health and wishes of
the metrepolitan population—we are at liberty to review the evidence
taken, and to congratulate the committee on havmg laid the axe at the root
of the tyranny of " eminent engineers." It will be henceforth for people
themselves to complete the downfall of a domestic despotism, as oppressive
and as unreasonable as any, and bring its authors to a sense of their duties
towards society. The arterial drainage of London we trust will be the last
folly they will be permitted to perpetrate at our cost, and to our incon-
venience.

The improvement of the health of London is of [imperial im|)ortance,for
it is the seat of the Legislature, the chief abode of intellect, and the centre
of commerce in all its ramifications. Mr. Bentinck and other bucolic gen-
tlemen will doubtless maintain, as they have hitherto done, that it is a
purely local question. We submit that it is not so, for the country con-
tributes largely to our inconvenience and expenses. But even were it not
so, we cannot forget that in the metropolis are located one-tenth the total
population of these isles, and that alone will make the health-con-
dition of its inhabitants of the importance stated. The Registrar-
General, with his accustomed acuteness and eloquence, throws such con-
siderable light upon this point, that we are glad to hear what he says.
The estimated population of London in the middle of last year was
2,774,338, consisting of 1,299,602 males and 1,474,736 females. The
excess of women over men was, consequently, 175,134, and was due to the
greater ntimber of female immigrants and to the higher mortality of the
men. The excess of registered births over registered deaths was, for
1859, 30,930, and the aggregate number of immigrants, according to the
best estimates, 23,000, making the probable increase 54,000, or over 1,000
weekly. The births in the year were 92,556—47,189 boys and 45,367
girls—being at the rate of 254 daily. They exceeded the births of 1858
by 4,000, and those of 1845 by 26,672. The number of deaths last year
was 61,617—31,451 males and 30,166 females-against 48,332 in 1845.
Although the number of deaths hag increased, it is due to the augmented
population, for the average mortality during the last eighteen years was
annually 2,439 per 100,000 ; whereas last year the average death-rate
was ne more than 2,229 for every 100,000 living. Sanitary science and
wise commercial legislation may, therefore, be said to have saved two
lives out of every 1,000 persons living, or, in other words, 5,548 indivi-
duals were preserved from death during the last twelve mouths. Figures
are generally admitted to have eloquence, but they do not receive that at-
tention they merit, and often fail to convey to the mind their w hole truth
and full importance. We say 5,000 lives were saved, and congra-
tulate ourselves on the victory achieved under Providence by civili-

sation over the grave. But words cannot depict, the imagination can
but faintly realise, the grief and sorrow spared to 5,000 families ; and even
if we descend to economical details, we cannot accurately estimate the gain
to society. AVe may suppose an outlay of £50,000 saved, and, taking the
gains of each individual to average £50 a year, we may conchide that a
quarter of a million was added to the income of the London population.
Certainly these are great and satisfactory results, but we ought not to rest
satisfied with our success, not to lie on our oars, and, above all things,
not to allow sentimental considerations for the reputations of eminent
engineers to retard the progress of sanitary science ; for even this re-

duced death-rate of 22 per 1,000 is just double what it should be, or
what would be tho loss of life frem non-preventible diseases alone. And
Major Graham truly says

—

The nation exults justly in the progress of its manufactures. But the progress of
its manufactures is surpassed by the progress of the health of its capital.
The improvement in the health of Loudon has proceeded step by step with the

amendment of the dietary, the drainage of the soil on wliich the houses stand, the
purification of the water which the people drink; with the sweetening of the air;
and with the progress of medical science, which is the source of sound sanitary
doctrines.

.So long as these improvements arc maintained, the diseases of the seventeenth
century will not recur, and all further progress is in the hands of the ptKiple. They
can work out their own salvation with God's blessing. The causes of disease are
numerous ; but every one that has hitherto been discovered can be, to a certain
extent, controlled. If by persevering in the exact observation and analvsis of tho
diseases of (he population science succeeds in bringing to light the evils of'unnatural
diseases still existing, we may hope confidently that those evils will be averted ; and
that, rising from the Thames, the site of London, which was pronounced in the
seventeentn century a field of blood and terror, will be a field of health, concourse,
and security to the population of the metropolis of the empire.

If we have shown the reader that the condition of the health of London is

of importance to society at large, he will readily excuse us for insisting on
the purification of the Serpentine ; for, presenting, as it does, to atmo-
spheric influences an area of 42 acres of stagnant and sewage-laden
waters in the centre of our parks, it is liable to be— if, indeed, it be not so

already—the source of innumerable disease and considerable mortality. In
its depth of 9 feet of mud, the elements of taint are generated to be evolved,

and raising to the surface their unhealthy influence, is quickened into acti-

vity by solar light and heat, then to be caught up and wafled on currents of
the atmosphere to far distant homes. It now contains sixty million

gallons of water, underlied by 200,000 cubic yards of mud, or about half
as much mud as there is water ! What is the character of the two we
learn from the report of the committee.

The Serpentine was originally derived from the Ranelagh-brook, which,
after springing in the Highgate hills ran along the Bayswater-valley
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through Kensington-gardens and Hyde-park, under the ancient Knights-
bridge, into the Thames. The waters of the brook having been checked
by the dam which was thrown across the lower end of the Serpentine in

the reign of Iving William III., they flowed into gravel pits and ponds ad-

jacent to their channel, and occupied their present area in 1730. As popu-
Itktion increased in the districts crossed by the brook, it lost its character,

and became known as the Ranelagh sewer, which grew so offensive

in 1834 that an Act of Parliament was passed to divert it from the Ser-

pentine through a covered channel, and since that period only the overflow

in heavy or continuous rains, has reached the Serpentine. This overflow

is the main cause of the complaints which have been made of tlie state of

the Serpentine, and constitutes such a nuisance as in the opinion of the

committee ought to be immediately abated. The engineer of the Metro-
politan Board of AVorks stated the Board are about to commence works
for the purpose of intercepting all this sewage, that will be completed
before the end of the summer. When this is done the main cause of the

past deterioration of the lake will be removed. The mud which has
been accumulating for so many years covers the bottom of the lake

to a thickness of 9 feet in some places, and even 20 feet, in the

spring-sources or well holes. It is black and partially semi-fluid, con-

taining a large proportion of decaying organic matter,and is very pre-

judicial to those who, by accidents in bathing, skating, or otherwise, are

immersed in it.

The foulness of the Serpentine, which renders it so unfit to be
the place of recreation for the multitudes of all classes and from
all places who flock to the metropolis, is attributable mainly to the

following causes:—The occasional admission of sewage, the contamina-
tion arising from putrifying mud, the deposit of soot and other impu-
rities of the XiOndon atmosphere, the results of bathing, and tlie stag-

nation of the water. The brook, before it became a sewer, carried down into

the Serpentine large quantities of vegetable matter and deposited them at

the bottom, and to these were added fcecal matters as the district came to be
built upon. Until within the last few years, Mr. llawksley admitted, de-

posits had been going on, and we believe they do still, whenever an over-
flow takes place from the Eanelagh sewer into the Serpentine. From the
time of its formation down to the present time it has never been com-
pletely emptied, and, of course, no portion of the mud removed. So far

back as 1834 public attention was directed to the condition of the Serpen-
tine, and an Act was passed which required the Commissioners of Sewers,
within nine months of the passing of the Act, to construct a weir at or

near where the brook crossed the Uxbridge-road, so as to prevent the
sewage from flowing into the Serpentine. A weir was constructed across
the head of the brook 6 feet in diameter, which was sufScient to carry off

the sewage for some years, but when tliere was a heavy fall of rain the
overflow passed into the Serpentine. As the district became more built

over and tlie overflow more rapid and frequent, the lake became a nuisance,
and by a subsequent Act the weir was increased in height. Although
that answered for a time, building still continued to increase, the sewage
became worse, and the overflow still more frequent. Efforts were made
to stop up the weir, hut it was found impossible to do so in the then state

of the sewer, inasmuch as the houses in Gloucester-road and Westbourne-
gTove became flooded whenever the weir was raised. When the main
drainage scheme propo.sed by the Metropolitan Board of Works was deter-
mined upon, it was resolved to divert the overflow which now passes into
the Serpentine, by means of a covered sewer running across Hyde-park,
and passing along the northern bank of the Serpentine. Tlie drainage
will by that sewer be carried away to Barking-creek, a distance of four-
teen miles below London-bridge, where it will be discharged into the
Tliames. The sewer itself is calculated to take away all the sewage and
all the rainfall except in the case of very heavy floods.

Although Mr. Hawksley—supported by the eminent chemical authorities,
who have just committed the extraordinary blunder of recommending the
Metropolitan Board of Works to employ perchloride of lime as a disin-

fectant of sewage—declared the mud in the Serpentine did not give rise to
noxious emanations, and that the general opinion of its rendering the
water impure had no foundation in fact whatever, we prefer to trust the
evidence of our senses. But were we difijdent of the accuracy of our
olfactory- nerves, and disposed to accept the odours wliich arise from the
mud being stirred on summer evenings by bathers as pleasant perfumes,
we hare the testimony of one whose experience entitles him to speak with
authority, who contradicts Mr. Hawksley, and assures the public their nasal
organs are not out of order and mere ornamental appendages.

Mr. Williams, for seventeen years the superintendent employed by the
Eoyal Humane Society at the Serpentine, said, at present the water of the
lake was not in an objectionable state, but the summer before last it

became so bad that it was found necessary to put lime into it to purify it.

No very marked smell had proceeded from the lake since. More smell
arose from the water in the morning and evening than in the middle of the
day, arising from the bathers putting the vegetable matter in motion.
Every time there was a heavy fall of rain the sewers overflowed, and the
overflow consisted of black " slush," similar in appearance to that col-

lected in the streets by the mud carts. The appearance of the water of
the SeriMJntine varied very considerably, being more opaque in summer
than in winter. Some years ago he was in the habit of bathing in the
Serpentine, but the water had since become so foul that he had desisted
from the practice. The estimated annual number of bathers was nearly
270,000. Frequently in very hot weather as many as 8,000 and 10,000
persons bathed at once in the evening. During the last sixteen years
thirty-two persons had lost their lives from bathing in the Serpentine

j

262 had bwn rescued and landed tininjured; and there had been IH

bad cases in which medical attendance was required. In some of these
cases the persons died after leaving the Receiving-house and going home.
When a man required assistance from the Humane Society's servants he
was generally found with his head and shoulders embedded in the mud
and kicking with his legs, and it required considerable force, even when the
drag caught him, to extricate him. When the head rose above the water
it was generally found that the mud had entered the mouth and nostrils

and had closed up the air passages. In many cases persons who had lost their

lives would have been recovered if it had not been for the effect the mud
had upon them. If the safety of the bathers was to be consulted, the
depth of the lake ought not to be more than seven or eight feet. A greater

depth rendered the process of dragging, when the life of a person was in

jeopardy, most difficult. If the bottom of the lake graduated in depth
from the sides, many persons would be rescued who now lost their lives,

inasmuch as persons who could not swim would be enabled to render assis-

tance, while at present they were deterred from entering the water on
account of unequal depth of the water. A person committed suicide by
jumping from the bridge, and remained in the water for six weeks ; when
discovered he was buried in the mud from tlie head to the knees. Another
person jumped from the bridge head first, and became fixed so tiglitly in

the mud that he had to be twisted round by the drag like a corkscrew
before he could be got out. During 16 years about 1,268,000 skaters had
visited the Serpentine and the long water. Only three deaths had
occurred in the Serpentine, one in Regent's-park, and ten in St. James's-

park during that period. On the long water no death had taken place.

Since the concrete bottom was laid in the lake in St. James's-park no life

had been lost, though as many as 50 boys had broken through the ice in

the course of a day.

Dr. WooUey, who was for thirty-two years the principal medical officer

of the Royal Humane Society, and had consequently many opportunities

of becoming acquainted with the state of the Serpentine, gave even
stronger evidence. He said: The odours arising from it were so bad seven
or eight years ago, that he recommended the boatmen when on duty to

smoke tobacco. In hot weather fermentation took place, and gases were
emitted wliich were highly injurious to health. The offensive state of the

water arose partly from the state of the mud at the bottom, partly from
the water being stagnant, and partly from the entrance of the sewage on
the occasions of overflow. In many cases which came before him of per-

sons who had been in the water, the time lost in clearing the mud from
the air passages rendered it extremely difficult to save life. Many persons
have died whose lives would undoubtedly have been saved if the bottom
of the lake had been hard. They stuck in the mud, and it was impossible

to extricate them until life was extinct. If the water were rendered
purer, there would be a great increase in the number of bathers, and it

would be a good arrangement to have the water so shallow at the sides

that a child might enter it with safety. The depth might then be gradually
increased until it reached six or seven feet in the centre.

Dr. Hassall also : He analysed the mud, and found it contained a very
large quantity of organic manner, as black as ink, the color being pro-
duced by sulphuretted hydrogen. As there are many thousand yards of

such mud lying at the bottom of the Serpentine, he said it is impossible

that the water above could be otherwise than charged with organic

matter. With regard to the purification of the Serpentine, there are three

things which are absolutely essential thereto. In the first place, the black

and putrid mud at the bottom should either be removed or purified. So long

as it is permitted to remain in its present state no steps can be taken for

the purification of the Serpentine that can prove effectual, inasmucli as it

is physically impossible for water, which possesses highly absorbent
qualities, to remain in contact with such matter and not deteriorate. In
the second place, the water poured into the Serpentine should be pure, or

should contain the smallest possible quantity of decomposable matter; and
thirdly, there should be a daily ingress and egress of water sutEcient to

maintain a gentle current. Without these throe things are attained, no
plan that can be devised can be successful. It is not absolutely necessary
that the mud should be removed from the bed of the lake. It may be
thrown up, mixed with chloride of lime, and thoroughly drained. It i«

also advisable that the bed should not be made of one level, but that it

should shelve gradually from the sides to the centre. It would, how-
ever, be improper to reduce the depth in the centre. It ought to be kept
7 or 8 feet deep at least, and the bottom should be covered with concrete

so that it might be occasionally cleansed out (which would be necessary in

any plan that may be adopted) at intervals of from five to seven year*.

It is stated in the evidence that sewage matter still finds its way into the

lake. So long as that is permitted it is altogether impossible to purify the

water.*

Whitby.—A mortuary window has just been put up in Lythe Church
bjr Mrs. liing, to the memory of her late husband, the Kev. W. Long. The
window is by Wailes, of Newcastle, and the subject, iu rich colours, is our
Saviour blessing the cup. In tlic head of the window are the symbols, the
Lamb and the Dove; and in the lower part the the monogram IHti. The old

church has been sadly modernised, but steps are being taken to restore its

ecclesiastical points. The parisliioners at Ugthorpe have erected a memorial-
window to their late pastor, the Hev. W. Long. The main light is three compart-
ments broad : the figures, by Wailes, are Faith, Hope, and Charity. This cliureh

is a chapel of ease to Lythe ; and as carried out in all its architectural detaib
(save the screen at the cliancel entrance) is an architectural gem.

• To be continued.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL EXIIIBITIOiV.
OPENING MEETING AND CONVEHSAZIONE.

THE opening meeting and conversazione of the Arcliitectural Exhibition took
place on Tuesday evening, in the areliitectural galleries, Conduit-street,

Regent-street, under auspices of the raost favorable character, the galleries

being crowded by a fashionable assemblage of ladies and gentlemen in evening
dress. The visitors minutely inspected the various drawings and other articles

in the rooms, and expressed themselves much gratified with the exhibition.

Refreshments were provided in the committee room attached to the west gallery.

At nine o'clock the chair was taken by I'rofessor Cockeuell, R.A., who said

he had very great pleasure in welcoming the visitors to the present exhibition,

which was the second since they occupied these galleries. They had hardly
yet been sufficiently accustomed to these rooms to put their use of them to the

best advantagi!, but he hoped they would be able soon to satisfy their wants in

a more complete manner. They bad in the rooms a great many elaborate works,
many of them particularly interesting. They had competition drawings there,

for instance, tliose for the Assize Courts at Manchester. That had been a great
and noble work, and one possessed of much interest. There were also many
drawings of works going on in the country, and they were about to contemplate
those works before they were finished. They had also a great number of
comparative drawings assisting the history of art, and highly interesting

artistically and architecturally, and in every other sense. Many of those
were by highly eminent artists, arclutects of considerable reputation, and
known to the public for some time. Those who visited the exhibition would
assist with their judgment in respect to the great contest that was going on
between Medieval and Classical architecture; there were in the exhibition,

drawings useful for comparison on both sides. It was for the public to
decide wliich way they should turn, and it was to be hoped something highly
original of the period would be produced. He should call their attention also to

many of those interesting mechanical and artistic works sent to the exhibition in

brass, tiles, and other materials. The Committee of the Exhibition invited their
friends to assist them in any way connected with building materials and fashion.

The meetings in these rooms would, he hoped, turn out to good account by and
by ; and there he hope<l they should have drawings of various dates, to show the
fashions that had prevailed at different times. He hoped that sculpture might
also be introduced. And all these things would be forwarded and promoted by
the assistance of the visitors. The Committee of the Institution believed that
the rooms in which they were then assembled were well-lighted, and well calcu-
lated to effect the purposes for which they were intended. He was sure they all

deeply felt the loss they had sustained in the death of their late worthy president.
Earl de Grey, who was a most noble, energetic, and zealous member of the
Institution. He then remarked that he was certain the visitors would see in the
rooms many things well worthy of their careful attention and study, and what-
ever eouclusious they might come to, the Institution would derive advantage
therefrom.
Mr. J. Edmeston, honorary secretary of the Institution, said it fell to his

lotto make a few remarks in the room of the treasurer, Mr. Ashpitel, who, he
was surej they would all regret was too ill to be present on that occasion. At
their previous annual gatherings, the Treasurer had rather a painful duty to
perform, a doleful tale to tell, the balance being on the wrong side of the
account. On the last occasion there was an account of a more cheering cha-
racter, and to-night they were even in a better position than they then were.
This was the first report which had been made since they took upon themselves
the trouble and expense of coming to these rooms. They had several hundreds
of pounds to meet, which had all been met, and met in a very gratifying way,
and they had been met in the greater part by the Exhibition itself. Of the
season tickets, which were sold at half-a-crown each, for the benefit of the
public (including admission to the lectures, of which there was an excellent list

for the present season), about 700 were sold last year, being more than ever
sold before. But he had no reason to doubt that number would be very much
exceeded this year. The subscription list remained very much as it was; they had
lost some, and got some new ones. He hoped that in time the Exhibition would
be so entirely self-supporting that subscriptions might be abolished. That time
had not yet arrived, but he hoped it would not be long before it did. The Chair-
man had expressed his regret at the loss of Earl de Grey, their late noble, good,
and powerful President. Yet, though they had lost so good a friend, they
should not forget that last year the Prince Consort became Patron of the Exhi-
bition, and in reply to a note he addressed to General Grey, he had received the
fcllowing kind and courteous communication :

—

Windsor Castle, April 3rd, 1860.
Sir,—I have had the honor of receiving and of submitting to bis Koyal Highness

the Prince Consort your note of yesterday. His Royal IFighuess desires mc to say
that it would have given him the CTeatest pleasure, had he been in London, to at-
tend your openmg Conversa.-:ione ; but as the Court will still be here, he regrets very
much that It will not be in his power to be present.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your most obedient servant,
J. Edmcston, Esq. C. Grey.

Though they had had the misfortune to lose their good friend. Earl de Grey, they
had as good a friend in the Prince Consort. He then referred to the architec-
tural prize proposed to be given by the Society for the Promotion of the Fine
Arts. That prize would be confined to a meritorious design shewn in the Archi-
tectural Exhibition, or at the Exhibition of the Royal Academy. It was resolved
to confine the prize to these two Exhibitions. Now, if that prize was a golden
medal set with brilliants, it would only be a toy, and comparatively valueless,
unless the award was made with great judgment. He hoped, therefore, that fit

and competent judges would be selected, and that the prize would be given to a
really meritorious design, for the purpose of encouraging those who had not yet
reached the top of the tree. In the name of the Committee he expressed satis-
fiiclion at the crowded state of the galleries, and the presence of so many
ladies.

On the motion of Mr. Lamb, a vote of thanks to the Chairman was passed by
acclamation.

The', Chairman acknowledged the compliment, and the assemblage prome-
Baded the galleries for a length of time.

Halifax.—The work of putting in the foundation of the New Town-
hall, commenced ten or twelve days ago, is being proceeded with carefully, and
the erection of the structure, we learn, is likely to be prosecuted with considerable
^iiit. The architect is Sir C. Barry.

THE ETHNOLOGY OF AUCHITKCTIIRE.
THE subject to which, on the Invitation of the Committee of the Arcbltcctursl

Jluseuin, I propose to invite your attention is. The KthnoIo(,'y of Architecture ;
that is, architecture considered according to its development amoDi; the cliarac-
terlstlc varieties of the human race ; In other words, the modes in which some of the
various races of man have expressed themselves In architecture. Vou Iiavc bad
many proofs in the discourses delivered here tliut this art of arcliitccture has been
studied ehronologlcaily, lilstorically, gco!,^rBpliically, nationally, but scarcely yet by
the aid of ethuolofy. Ou the other hand, cthnolocy, the study of the varieties of the
human race, has been viewed by the U|,'lit of physiology, the science of the structuro
of man ; by the light of philology, the science of laugu^e. It baa yet to be studied
by the light of art.

After a few prefatory observations on the scope and complexity of the subject, the
lecturer proceeded :

—

In the (ir»t place, then, I propose to notice Jiow art is calculated to aid ethnology, and
what art is best able to render such aid ; next, to bring forward a few facts respect-
ing the distinction of the types of mankind, and to show the permanency of some of
these types ; and next, to group the varieties of man in such a manner as to exem-
plify what I have called the ethnology of architecture.
The science that, under the modern name of ethnology, investigates the varieties

of the human race, that marks their permanency and their iunueuce ou human
destiny, and seeks to explore their origin ; this science has, as I have remarked, sum-
moned, first, physiology to its aid, and scrutinised with laborious care the pecu-
liarities of the structure and of the external anatomy of man ; it has next appealed
to philology, and as speech is the primary and characteristic product of the human
intellect, it has sought alike, in the delicate refinement of civilised expression—the
majjrniticent instrument of social intercourse employed by JEscbylus or Demosthenes,
and in the uncouth tones of the naked savage—to gather materials for generalisation
and for the establishing of great and interesting truths.

It appears to me tliat there is yet anotlier patTi by which to explore the domains of
Ethnology, and that a path peculiarly interesting to us : it is the path of art ; here
truly there is much, almost everything, yet to be done, and doubtless much that will
repay oar labor. Many considerations unite in making art a most efficient guide in
ethnological iuvestijjations. 1 believe that in art, man strives to express his relations
to external nature, to his fellow-men, and to his Creator.
Art is also, let it be noted, especially luuiuui. In instinct man is excelled by the

lower animals, in intellect by higher orders of created beings, but in art he is alone.
If, then, it be acknowledged as a vehicle of human thought, it must also be an index
of the peculiarities of tlie mind that shapes the thought.
Now these mental peculiarities arc marks of distinction of race ; by the records of

art, then, we may justly reason in ethnological inquiries.
I have purposely used the term art in the general sense, meaning all, not merely

mechanical, that we ordinarily include in that expression ; but it must be obvious to
slifcht reflection, that the more directly art emanates from human thought, the better
will it be fitted for my present argument.
Now, of the three commonly known as the fine arts, viz., painting, sculpture, and

architecture, Paiutiu^ finds its materials in the delineation of form, of action, and
passion, that actually exists, or in the conception of such as might exist in life, in
the exhibiting the harmonies of color, or in the interpretation of the aspects of ex-
ternal nature ; Sculpture, the more abstract, yet deals with forms that are conceiv-
able in life ;—not so Architecture ; it alone has no archetype in external nature—it

is, therefore, more directly the emanation of man's own individuality, either the pro-
duct of his necessity—even of his fears—or of his luxury, or of his religion. Arclii-
tecture, then, among the fine arts, is that best fitted to tell us somewhat of the pecu-
harities of the races of man. In the ordinary or popular sense it is not, then, an
imitative art, but in the higher and truer sense in which the greatest authority, Aris-

totle, uses ^ifitjaic, embracing poetry and music, it is also contained, as being the

embodiment of a mental conception, the changing a brain-image to a tangible

reality.

It would be beside my present purpose, even did time permit, to enter on any
detail of the peculiarities and distribution of the varieties of the human race, but I

must bring fx)rward briefly a few facts respecting their present occupation of the
face of the globe.

If you will turn with me to the map of the world, I can more readily indicate tho
prevalence of the characteristic types of man.
[The lecturer showed the chief distribution ofthe varieties of man, and, by means of

diagrams and casts, pointed out their distinguishing peculiarities, mentioning the
classiflcations of lilumenbach, Cuvier, I'ritehard, Zeune, &c. He then noticed tlMS

permanency of some of those types, and traced them to very remote epochs, from
the evidence of ancient authors and monumental records.] He then continued

—

It thus appears that the lapse of 4,000 years has not produced variation in those
types which, happening to be the subject of art-record, are still recognisable by us.

We might justly infer that many other of the types now existins could then, and
previous to that remote period, have been found ; but in default of artistic record,

of which you will perceive the paramount value for this purpose, we cannot make the

assertion positively.
I do not meau to enter on the question of how or when these great distinctions of

race which we have seen to be durable, originated. I am not yet prepared to state it

as my belief that the primeval races of man were placed on the earth at various

epochs, and under various conditions of existence. Our present knowledi;e, although
pointing to some such conclusion, is, peihaps, not quite sufficient to establish it

;
but

I may in passing remark that such a conclusion, should it be established on scientino

evidence, would no more militate against the truths contained in Scriptural revelation

than do the acknowledged facts of astronomy or geology against Biblical statements,

with which, at first view, they may not appear to coincide.
Were it requisite for ray present purpose, I should not hesitate to_ beg soine

attention to this weighty question respecting the primeval inhabitants of the earth,

though it l)e vexed by infldel sarcasm ou the one hand and well-intentioned theolo-

gical opposition on the other ; for 1 feel that;we have a right to claim for science a
public and patient hearing: of her assertions, while opposing commonly received im-
pressions, are made for the sake of truth.
But it is for the present suOicient that I have exhibited a brief sketch of the

argument wliicli appears to me to establisli the antiquity, and, so far, the per-

manency of the chief varieties of the human race, and luiving done so, we may
advance to our next point—the grouping these races in such a classification as may
best aid our present inquiry respecting their artistic capacities.

_

I propose to distinguish Into three groups, marked by characteristics of mental
organization, throe principal developments of the human race.

First—Those races in whom the sensuous faculties prevail.
.

Second—These of higher organization, in whom the intellectual powers begin to

exert a greater influence. . -

Third—Those of the highest organization, in whom the moral faculties liavo gainea

their full energy, and the balance of the three powers Is just.

The object of my clossiflcation is to inquire more conveniently whether these

groups have severally recorded themselves in the art of architcctarc, ami it *"•"""
what comparative success : and thence to draw some conclusions as to tue uaiure

of the faculties employed in the service of the higher arts.
-«•,*»<

First—The group I have named sensuous. This includes the whole of the Nign-

tian family, the African—excepting Esyptiaus and Nubians-lu the nortn, ana

Cafl-rcs in tlie South. It includes also the rolynesian races, and as a distinctiou

based ou mental-characteristics, it should pcrh.ips truly embrace all who nave suiut

to the degradation of savage existence. ^,..1.1 .....f
The question before us Is what arclutcctural art has been developed by this vast

and ancient group of the human race.
. .a.

Art of a certain character they have—an art of surface-decoration-an art tn»t

works by a seemiug instmct, and which 1 therefore propose to name sensuous, or
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instinctiTe : it is wi'll shown in these can-ed paddles from New Zealand ; it pervades

the art of all nations whom we rail savase ; it has none of the hesitation incident

to reflettion; it seems to be guided by some sueh law as controls rather than

snide* the operations of the lower animals ; yet it is absolutely true in principle,

and c«n, u we shall see, unite with tlie highest effort of art. and contribute to the

perfection of the latter. Itiit in architecture this group have effected nothing.

The art which emanates from the nobler faculties is above their organization
;
they

arc incompetent for it ; they have existed without it ; and, according to all evidence,

no myriads of years would so alter their nature as to create in them.the power to

**
Let'them blend with other races ; let them come, as we shall presently observe,

into association with a higher type, and they can learn somewhat and imitate a little

and contribute another and distinct quality which is capable in due subordination ot

enhancing the higher art, but of themselves and from themselves no work of the great

art of architecture can arise.
, j i n -.i„„

Pass, then, in the second place, to the group whom I have marked as oxlilbitlng

the power of the intellect to control the sensuous nature. In some—the majority—
the balance between the two powers seems ever to vibrate-the animal nature ever

versus the intellectual. Yet as a group 1 mark in this division the chief section ot

the yellow races-the Turanian , the Mongols, the mixed Turkish race ; also the Arctic

types-the Samoieds, the Esquimaux, tlie TschukI, the Laps (not the 1 inns)
;
also the

American group and the Aztecs ; also the Thibetans and the Chinese.

•Widelv indeed differing in intellcciual vigour and in progress towards civilisation,

»ome perhaps more properly falling within my first group, but yet having certain

characteristics in common. . ,., , ...,

One of the most remarkable phases of civilisation that the world has known-the

Chinese-comes within this group. The .Tapancse, subject, perhaps, to someexfernal

stimulating influences, are also included within it. I do not ignore the advance in certain

kinds of art which these people have made ; their admirable skill in surface-decoration,

their innate sense of color, their appreciation of certain harmonies of design, whether

in form or in flat ornament. Neither do I disregard their discoveries, long before

any western eflbrts, of much that we are apt to arrogate to ourselves as proofs ot

Eimjpean invention ; their knowledge of the compass, of printing from wood-bloclis,

of the use of gas for lighting, their manufacture of gunpowder, ef paper, &c.

Yet what has this second vast group accomplislied in architectural art-thc reply

may seem almost paradoxical ; their nature is beneath the power needed for the

invention and development of great art-they have done almost nothing.

Yet I shall be reminded of the vast structures of the Chinese, their mighty towered

wall, their forts, their bridges, &c., &c. , .

,

r .,,„ i„i.„-„„»
These erections I take to be proofs of my:argument, evidences of the inherent

distinctions of race and the incapacity of vast groups of mankind, despite great

mechanical ingenuity and considerable intellectual power of attaining true archi-

tectural art. They are indeed builders, and in the working of stubborn material are

altogether unsurpassed since the days of the Egyptians, but their building is but an

evidence that the heart of the people is not in their work ; their heads and their

hands, their busv brains and dexterous workmanship may be there, but architecture

—the living art that tells the sense of beauty and fitness, and the majesty ot the

conceptions that start from the kindling imaginalion—this is absent.
. , ,

They have their Pailoos-a sort of monumental gateways, often elaborately deco-

rated—they have the Taa or Pagoda, at times a striking andmost picturesque structure,

these are architecture, but these are borrowed ; neither are indigenous tliey are ot

Indo- Iranian origin, and therefore come from a higher type of the human race.

Moreover, in Chinese hands, they have been so far modified, as to depend tor their

effect mainly on that surface-decoration which, as I have observed, is an instinct

among the less highly organized races of man. The great nine-staired Taa, called

the I'orcelain Tower, is the most notable example of what I mean ; pieces ot its

material which I have seen, show that it is faced with a terra-cotta coated with a

stanniferous glaze, and this more than 400 years old ; these fragments exhibited an

uninjured surface. As the building is upwards of 200 feet high, the effect of this

brilliant glaze is, I have been assured, very striking. This surface ornament is the

cA«ia( <le batnilk of Chinese builders j the museum here contains some extremely

Interesting illustrations of their use of these various colored and efl^ective glazes.

fSpceiraens exhibited.]
, ^

ft is needless lor me to mention other sections of this the second great group

of the human race, their scale is descending till they blend in common inferiority ot

organization with the races that preceded them. ,. , , ... ,

The last group we have to consider is that in which the highest organization is

exhibited by the just balance of the sensuous, the Intellectual, and the moral or

Bpiritual powers. „ ,., . . . -

We have noted that the types in whom the lower faculties exert a chief

control arc incapable of the art for which we seek. We have seen that even in a

higher organization, when the intellectual nature begins to sway the instinctive,

indigenous architectural art is scarcely found. We must now look further and dis-

cover a power that can command the intellectual nature to its service and strengthen

it»elf for its efforts by the vigour of the sensuous instincts also. This power Is

alone found in the moral, the spiritual, the religious tendencies of man's nature. I

would guard myself from the appearance »f asserting a dogma respecting what

under the present conditions of human tliought, is scarcely conceivable, a system of

o called natural religion. I merely desire to keep in view the distinction that is

ever durable between the three powers of man's nature, and as diflerent dcCTees ot

relative prominence belong to each of these in different types of mankind, I look lor

results in proportion. . viv
As we approach, then, thehighest development of human faculties, it might become

us to pass, as It were, in review the architectural expression which man's nature has

found for itself in all ages and countries where its powers have been adequate to the

effort ; but, besides that, this would be manifestly beyond the limits of many disser-

Utions. It is here also the less necessary, while addressing an audience vvho have

had the advantage of attending the course'of lectures of which this paper of mine is

the conclusion.
This last group of the varieties of man Includes the Iranian type, embracing

mainly the Caucasian of Hlumenbach. It comprehends; the Arian races, Hindoos,

Persians, Armenians ; also the Semitic races, the Arabs, Jews, &c. j also the Euro-

pean races, excepting the Laps.
Thus the sources of the civilisation of the world arc now before us :

from the

Semitic race has come religious civilisation ; from the western branches of the Arion

type has emanated material civilisation ; the forms of physical structure that are

deemed most perfc-ct are among these races ; the moral and mental energies that

have left the deepest and most abiding tracks across the path of time have come out

from them, whether the Hebrew, the Greek, the Uoman, or tlie sudden enthusiasm

of the Mohammedan.
We have now to consider whether these races, in whose original organization the

liigher faculties have been given the fullest sway, have sought in their architectural

works an expression of their nobler nature, and how far they have succeeded.

We must in this Inquiry be prepared to keep in mind that, if human nature be at

all truly, as I conceive it to be, reflected In art, we shall not discover any instance of

its higher powers expressing themselves without some alloy of the baser faculties;

but where the efl'ort can be traced, and a tendency towards such expression is marked
there, we arc Justified In an acknowledgment of the more noble motive.

We shall also see that the dominant nature of those types possessing higher

organization, having subdued to its will the other lower races, has yet almost uncon-

aciouBly yielded somewhat to their Instincts, and allowed a trace of their nature also

The first witness we summon is the Egyptian
And it may well seem strange to us that

'

the most ancient architecture on earth

to'betray Hstlf In^^rti'the'origrnai conception of which would have been utterly

beyond their powers. ^ «. i
It will, therefore, be convenient to bear in mind thcTclasslflcatlon of all art eflVirt,

no matter by what type of man developed, under sensuous or instinctive, intellectual,

moral or aplritual, as ethnology- bears a remarkable w itness to the prevalence of these

motlTea, mingled even tlirough and through this last group that 1 have proposed.

should be that which among pre-Christian styles bears the moat remarkable wit-

ness to the prevailing sway of man's spiritual nature. The characteristic which

separates the Egyptian from all other ancient architectures-a characteristic the

grandest that architectural art can possess—sublimity—has never been surpassed,

never, perhaps, been equalled elsewhere, in any age or in any country.

We have seen that this art of architecture, it it have any life in it, is the ex-

pression of the heart, the mind, even the instincts of the nation at the period. What
then in Egypt led to this marvellous art of theirs ?

, , ,,

They were beyond all other people of past ages swayed by three motives-

the conviction offuturity, the certainty ofjudgment, and the hojic of immortahty.

Their relioious system, their government, their social habits, their dally life and

occupations'are more or less known to us chiefly by monumental records, and such

evidence illustrates the testimony of their architecture. It is needless for me here

to enter into detail respecting the extraordinary monuments that remain in Egypt,

and upon which our reasonings are based ; diagrams, photographs, &c., have made

von familiar with their general character, but I am assured by those who know them

well that no description, however vivid, or no illustration however graphic, can

realise the eflect that these marvellous works are capable of producing.

Their gigantic scale has doubtless much to do with this—also their material, most

durable in its nature and difficult of workmanship, a sense of stability and of repose,

then, are among their characteristics—" liy their own weight made steadfast and

immovable, looking tranquillity.*' „,, . ,. ^ , , ^ j
This effect of repose is also partly produced by the use ofthe massive lintel instead

of the arch, by the sloping jambs, by the skill with which sculpture is employed

without breaking up surfaces, by the large proportions of the columns and the general

simplicity of the forms.
, ,, ,. ^ «i, ,.

Beauty of design, as we commonly estimate it, was not the object of these archi-

tects, though it be often wonderfully secured by them ; but they built to appeal to

deeper things than mere external beauty ; they seemed to defy time, and measure the

strength of their structures against eternity; and truly, when we reflect on therf

works, the revolution of centuries and the flight of ages seem to be put aside hke a

^"s^in'dsof a"K)w type of organisation could not have thought such thoughts of

futurity and immortahty. Had we, therefore, no evidence of what the race was, or

any knowledge of its physical characteristics, we should be able, by a sort of com-

parative anatomy of architectural art, to form, at least, some concepfion of what it

must have been, we should, at least, have known, without hesitation, where to class

it as a type among the three groups I have proposed. The sensuous, deficient in

intellectual and spiritual nature, could not embrace it-something beyond the coarse-

ness of sense is wanted. The intellectual, still deficient in the moral and spiritual,

could not reach it ; something beyond the coldness of a mere mtellectjs needed ; the

third alone, where the balance of powers is finally adjusted could be sufficient for

such a race, and great indeed might such a nation be, could the human heart be pre-

^'^But tlic'majesty and sublimity of the forms of their architecture are not alone to

be noted—the ornament with which it is enriched seems to me (o convey another

ethnological truth—this ornament is perhaps the truest in principle that ever adorned

architecture. I allude not alone to the sculpture which Mr. Bell so skiliully ex-

plained in his lecture, but also to the system of colored decoration and conventional

treatment of natural forms. To enter into detail would carry me too far, and wo''L'l

not be very requisite here, where materials, to justify my assertion, as tar as books

and illustrations can do so, are at hand. , j t i.-„«
Now this completeness of surface-decoration has been always found, as 1 nave

already observed, among that first division of the human race, which 1 have desig-

nated as the sensuous group. A sort of instinctive sense of color and adaptation oi

fofm to flat treatment is their art-possession. ,. ^ .„ „ j „„
Since then we find these qualities so remarkably combined with the grand concep-

tions of Egyptian architecture ; could it be that they were the art-inheritance ot

another type, a lower organized race who gave way before the greater vital energy 01

the superior form; but who, with the true persistence of race distinctions, contmuea

to exist as a substratum, and have left, on the imiierishablo records of their con-

querors, a memorial of their nature also? I think this is so-and were there time

now to extend the inquiry, I feel that curious illustrations, at least, if not proofs,

might be brought forward. * ..r *!,..«,

Ethnology at least tells us this, that three distinct types of race, two of them

going to my third group, and one ofthem to my first group, existed from remote an-

tiquity in Egypt.
\r

to I

there IB eviut:ii,^c wi ill,; >, wiiviufi V. I* .u,. ^. ..j^^v,.- -
;, .-. »i,a

ration. This lower type, the ethnology of the country also supplies us with— it is tlie

Nigritian type, capable of executing in great measure the colored ornament forw-nicu

their instinct, as it were, fitted them, but incapable as we have seen of rising higher.

The nobler art was supplied bv the two other types, the Semitic giving the religious

aspirations, and the other, an Arian (9) form, giving the amazing mechanical and con-

^
After'som'e further observations on Egyptian art, the lecturer regretted that his

time would not permit him to enter on tlie curious questions that arise vyithregara

to the ethnology of Greek architecture, and also stated that it had been his intention

to have brought forward as an illustration of his views,-as a chief architectural

witness that style, the greatest that had .irisen since the Christian era, and, in trutn,

the greatest among all, as an exponent of man's higher nature.—the Gothic ;
and

J»
have shown how deeply seated in the distinctions of race, and how profound are tne

springs from wlicnee it has drawn its sublimity and glory, he continued :

To ?ollow in detail the questions that arise from the various developments of archij

lecture under this third and chief group of the human race would carrj' me beyona

my nrescribed limits. I may, however, be allowed before 1 conclude, briefly to re-

capitulate my argument by reminding you that having first indicated this almoM

untrodden path of architectural ethnology, h.iving touched on the variety, numOOT

and distribution ofthe types of mankind, and having shown the permanency of soine

at least, among them, from periods antecedent to history, we then classed these

types under three primary divisions according to their mental organization, ano

showed that it was not until in the combination of mental characteristics, the moral

or spiritual element began to exist as a controlling power that architecture properi?

so called was developed. „ , i, • , i. «i,n,.nhf
1 If I have ventured to assert the supremacy of art in the region of human thougni

more decidedly than is wont to be done, I think an audience here may well be di«-

cosedto receive such statement with indulgence, and if any think that niy view

implies an undue exaltation of the art of architecture as an expression of mans
mental being, 1 can only say that had time permitted I think I could have shown

further cause why this chief art, the parent of decoration and the nursing mother m
painting and sculpture should be so regarded, and I am persuaded that aiiv earnest.

conslderationof this subject would lead to the conviction I have stated that arjm-

teeture cannot develop its highest efforts except among those races of mankind m
whom not alone, the greater qualities ofthe intellect are exerted, for this is otivloul,

but among wliom there is also an effort to give expression to the aspirations of man

moral and spiritual nature.
^ ^ a- , % „ k„»« <

Thus it isfas has often been noted, that architecture's greatest efforts have beenta

theserviceof, or associated with, religious belief; and where the characteristic ot a

nation is the absence or the feebleness ofsuch conviction, there, as in the vast thinese-

cmpire, architecture is almost powerless.
, ^, , , j ,. ,„„._rf.

What, then, arc the aids at present offered to those who think and work towaro*

the study of this art. It must be confessed that at present they are sfanjyj

efforts very earnest efforts, have been made with excellent result by the gentlemen

by whom I am surrounded, but something more than individual eflort is needed. I.
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Am one of those who trust to see established a national Institution—a museum of the
architectures of all nations—where this art, so lonjf loft to be eomiirehended by
accident or inspiration, may be worthily taught and nobly supported.
True, a museum, however rich or comprehensive, cannot 8U|)ply the majesty of tlic

K^'yptian, the symmetry of the Grecian, the beauty of the Indian, the solemnity of
the Oothie ; but it can supply vast stores of knowledge respecting them. The re-
producing of ancient works, the Illustration of detail, and the example of ornament
—these can aid us to realise, can make the dim shadows in our minds take substance,
can make our images Ilit more palpably before us, can clothe the dry bones of our
skeleton thoughts with flesh and blood, can breathe upon them the spirit of that
intellectual and spiritual life of which I have spoken, and make them arise an
cxceediugly great array.
On the motion of Mr. W. Burges, a vote of thanks to >Ir. Smith for his able and

talented lecture was carried by acclamation.
The meeting: then separated.

PROPO.SED LUNATIC ASYLUM FOR THE CITY.
TO BE ERECTED AT STONE, NEAR DARTFORn, KENT, FRO.>I A DESIGN PREPARED BV

J. B. BUNNINO, ESQ.
The building is to be in the domestic style of architecture, and will contain 154

male and 168 female lunatics.
The niaiii buiidiiic;-, with a southern aspect, will consist of a centre and two

wing buildings, with communicating corridors, three stories in lieiji^ht, excep t

tlje extreme ends, wliich are to be occupied as infirmaries, and will be two stories
high. Tlie centre portion of tlie building will contain an assembly and dining
hall, chapel, committee-room, reception and waiting-rooms, matron's and assist-
ants' rooms, kitchen, sculleries, store-rooms, servants' bed-rooms, and the warm-
ing and ventilating apparatus.
The eastern wing is to be appropriated for the males, and will contain, on the

ground-floor, a day-room, and single rooms for 20 inmates, with exercising
corridors and lavatories, and other requisite accommodation.
The one-pair floor will be arranged in the same manner as the ground-floor,

and will accommodate the same number of inmates.
The two-pair floor will contain associated dormitories only, and will accom-

modate 4(i inmates.

The western
.
wing is to be appropriated for the females, with similar ar-

rangements as to the eastern wing, and is intended to accommodate 100 inmates.
The infirmaries will each contain a day-room for the convalescent, four single

rooms on the grouad-floor, and two associated dormitories on tlie one-pair story,
to accommodate 20 patients in each Infirmary, with bath-rooms, nurses' rooms,
ftnd other requisite appurtenances.

The wash-house and laundry building will be erected at the rear of the western
wing, and in addition to the requisite arrangements, will contain dormitories for
44 inmates associated, and four in single rooms, day and bed-rooms for the
head and under laundry-maids, also lavatories, store-rooms and other require-
ments.

A building to contain workshops for several trades will be erected for the males,
at the rear of the eastern wing; also on the ground-floor, a day-room, kitchen,
bakehouse, store-rooms,'and on the one-pair story associated dormitories for 44
Inmates, and four in single rooms ; also rooms for attendants, lavatories, and other
necessary appurtenances.

A residence for the medical superintendent will be erected at the eastern end of
the site, easily accessible to the whole of the buildings.

Airing grounds in the front of the wings are to be provided, of a circular form,
and inclosed with sunk fence walls. The entrance to the building is to be on the
north side.— City Press.

UTILIZATION OF TOWN SEWAGE.—EXPERIMENTS AT CARLISLE.¥E are informed by the Carlisle Journal that the Town Council have
granted upon very liberal—indeed nominal—terms to Mr. M'Dougall, of

Manchester, the use of the sewage of Carlisle for fifteen years. Mr. M'Dougall
has commenced liis operations^pon the Willow Holme, which he has leased from
the Duke of Devonshire for the purpose. The area of the iiolme is about 80
acres, divided into two portions by the Caledonian railway—GO and 20 acres.
The outlet of the main sewer of Carlisle is in the lesser portion ; and near the
entrance from Caldewgate to the larger holme an engine-house has been erected,
and a tank has been constructed by tlie side of the main sewer, with a sluice so
arranged that as much of the sewage can be diverted into it as may be desired,
as It flows down in its course to the river. Adjoining this tank a smaller recep-
tacle is constructed in which is mixed a strong disinfecting fluid, which is allowed
to run througli a small pipe into the larger tank, and there disinfect the whole of
the sewage as it accumulates. A powerful pump, worked by the engine, then
forces the sewage thus disinfected and deodorised through an iron pipe about 10
inches in diameter, which carries it to the holiae, where the following mode
of irrigation is adopted :—A small canal, about a foot wide and a foot
deep, covered with grass sods on the sides and bottom, and with a
proper descent, is constructed to run all round the holme. This is the
main canal, and from it run at right angles lesser canals connected at the
ends, and thus formed into parallelograms. The whole holme is thus divided
into plots surrounded by canals ; the sewage can be let at pleasure into any one
of the series or into the wliole,!and thus any one plot or the whole number can be
surrounded by streams of sewage. It is intended, however, only to surround
one or two plots at one time. As soon as the canals are filled, breaches are made
in the sides of the canals, which allows the sewage to overflow the whole of the
enclosed spot until every part of it lias been inundated. Tliis is allowed to be
absorbed, and it will then be left undisturbed until the grass has grown. Another
plot is ineanv/hile proceeded with, and the rotations will be so arr.inged that there
will always be some parts of the holme where the grass is growing, others where
It is ready for the scythe, and others again where the process of irrigation is
being carried on. Tlie fluid used as the disinfectant is one patented by Mr.
Ja'Dougall. This diluting process will be carried on in the small tank referred
to, and the patentee estimates that one gallon of the concentrated essence as it
leaves the chemical works will be sufficient to disinfect from 10,000 to 20,000
gallons of sewage. Meanwhile, knowing the results of the application of
town sewage to land elsewhere, we wish success to the spirited undertaking.

Icunjii;.

Ure's JJictionary ofA rts, Manufactures and Mines. London : Longman.
THE completion of the first volume of Mr. Hunt's revised edition of Ure's

standard work will enable the public to Judge of its value and impor-
tance better than they could do from the first part or two. That the judgment
will be very favorable it raav seem almost superfluous to slate, for the public
have not waited for the verdict of the press. It can be no disparagement to the
memory of Dr. Ure to say that the work, as it left his hands, contained many
imperfections. Indeed it could hardly be otherwise, for he received little or no
assistance in its compilation, and however great or varied were his acquirements
they did not embrace the whole circle of mechanical arts and manufactures. It
is true that as a consulting chemist, einploycil by patent agents in .settling speci-
fications wherein reference was made to chemical science and processes, he obtained
great insight into certain classes of our manufactures, which was further fortified
by his practising as professional witness in courts of law. But these facilities
had their disadvantage. They gave a bias, of course quite unintentional, in favor
of those processes which were the inventions of his clients or of the clients of the
patent agents with whom he was in relation. These processes came within his
observation, and were subjects of his study—perhaps more than they deserved
were they estimated. On tlie other hand inventions of singular merit escaped his
notice. Thus in his Dictionary (not the present revised edition) may be seen copious
descriptions of patented processes which have long since ceased to be employed, even
ifthey were ever called into practice, and others omitted which have given impetus
to and exercised influence upon our productions. It has been Mr. Hunt's task,
assisted by an aide staff" ofcollaboratcurs, to excise all matters merely complimen-
tary to individuals or useless to the public, and to supply their place by original
descriptions of what the Doctor had omitted, or of what had occurred since he
retired from public life. Like many scientific men, Doctor Ure had his profes-
sional quarrels and prejudices, which blinded him to the merits of contempora-
ries, and in no instance was this more unfortunately remarkable than in his ion"
antagonism towards the present Master of the Mint; and this drawback the pre-
sent editor has had to correct, to convert the Dictionary into a truly standard work,
with which Dr. Ure's name remains connected, although little of his compilations
remains. Taking, for instance, the article " Clay," we find out of nearly six
pages, thereis not quite a page of Dr. Ure's, the remainder being by the Editor and
Mr. H. W. Bristow, with analyses by Mr.T. H. Henry. If we offer auy remarks
upon the new work, they are not in a spirit of hypercriticism, but rather to con-
tribute a humble mite towards the perfection of a work which is a very great deal
more than a revised edition, and which will be a book of reference for years to come.
Fire clays are now termed in French, nrgiles or terres refractaircs, and not
artfiles a pyres. The Montereau clay, largely used in the production of pots and
pans, does color red at moderate firing, although it is what is termed semi-refrac-
tory. In the article " Brick" it is said a French workman will mould from 9,000
to 10,000 bricks daily : he will not do one-third. In our 4th volume will be
found a history of hollow bricks, that yearly are coining into more general use
both here and on the Continent, from their solving an important building pro-
blem—the introduction of a vertical bond ;—and we may perhaps be permitted
to express regret that so important an article as ornamentally-glazed bricks are
not even so much as mentioned.

—

—

THE ARCHITECTURAL UNION COMPANY AND THE PRESS.
Sir,—I am desired to communicate to you the following copy of a resolution

passed unanimously at the Committee meeting this day, E. B. Lamb, Esq., in
tlie chair:—"That this Committee regrets to see that detailed notices of the
Exhibition have appeared in the Buildiny News and Builder before the
arrangements for ttie opening were completed, particularly as the persons in
charge could only alfoid iulbrmation in contravention of orders to the contrary
given by the Committee." I am, &c.,

Architectural Exhibition, Henry Moody,
9, Conduit-street, Regent-street, W. Curator.

London, April 7, 1860.
[We really think that the Committee must have made some mistake in this

matter. We have published no detailed notice of the Exhibition previous to the
one in our current Number. It is the duty of the journalist to fill his columns
with as much news as possible ; and surely the passing notice which appeared in
our paper of last week must have tended more to benefit than to injure the Exhi-
bition. Let the Committee beware lest they succeed in making their galleries
too select. The Exhibition owes its success in a great measure to the exertions
made in its behalf by the architectural press; and we think that we are justified
in maintaining that the representatives of the Builder and Building News
have a right to be admitted to examine the drawings in the galleries some days
previous to the admittance of the representatives of tlie daily press. Upon the
occasion in question the galleries were opened on Tuesday evening, and but a
small idea of the merits of the dr.iwing3 could lie arrived at during such a short
and formal visit. The Builder and Building News go to press on Thursday
night; so that the Committee of the Exhibition kindly allow two short days for
the compiling of a report which is anxiously looked for" by the subscribers of both
journals in the distant provinces in Scotland, in Ireland, and in the colonies. Is

this treatment fair to thejournals ? Is it fair to the profession .' Is it fair to the
exiiibitors? Does it show the wisdom of the Committee? \Ve leave our readers
to answer these questions; but we are bound to inform them that it is impossible
in the time allowed us to get up a conscientious and carefully-compiled report on
the drawings, designs, and articles of invention now in the Architectural Galleries

in Conduit-street. The Committee ileliberately accuse the editors of the Builder
and Building News of tampering with the officials who have the care of the

galleries. We cannot deny this charge without some feeling of disgust. The
idea is unworthy of the Committee, and an Insult to the public press.

—

Ed. B. N.] -
BUILDING EXPENDITURE FOR THE ARMY AND N.WY.

Sir,— I do not wish to occupy your space with mere personal discussions, but
I would desire to correct the errors of }'Dur correspondent and to show him that
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the superintendence of the works carried out under the War Depnrtment do not
cost one fiirthing more than they would if handed over to civil architects and be
subject to the usual cliarges of the profession.

It is all verj' wt-ll for vour correspondent to take into account the pay of the

militarv' branch of the department ; I cannot pretend to say what the exact duties

of the Engineer Office are, but this I can say, that they do not act in the capacity

tjf architects : would it not be anomalous to think so ? seeing their only practical

architectural qualification is obtained during the few jcecfo course through which
they are " put " by a Clerk of ^yor^s at Chatham. The military branch is

attached to the civil branch in the Engineer department that the former may
become familiar with the practical execution of works, so as to be found efficient

when their ser%iccs arc required in the field. The civil branch perform all the

duties that devolve upon them as architects, hut the misfortune is that persons

are appointed into it who have not the professional knowledge which they should

poaaess,—pensioned-ofl sappers,—favoured working foremen,—and such like;

whereas every candidate should be put through a strict examination, similar to that

for the District Sur\eyorship of London, which would make this branch one of the

most important in the service. The natural consequence of the present consti-

tution of the department is, that there is not that intimacy which should exist

between the oflicers of Engineers and the members of the civil branch, either for

their own benefit or the public advantage ; the former taking upon themselves

the responsibility of works which more properly should belong, and are practi-

cally carried into execution, by the civil branch, whose professional existence is

ignored, and the interest which they may have in the proper discharge of their

duties extinguished by the inferior position in wliich they are placed with regard

to the military officers, whose want of business tact, and practical knowledge
involves the perpetration of serious expensive blunders ; but were tt possible to

remove the civil staff from the immediate control of the Royal Engineers and
make it an independent branch under the surveillance of qualified Military
Architects, the public would soon find expenses avoided, ability promoted and
efficiency secured. I am, &c.,

E. C.
^

WIDENING OF THE NORTH END OF CHANCERY LANE.
Sir,—Although Messrs. Webb, Living, and Pugh, the occupants of three out

of the four houses required to be pulled down in order to efiect the above desirable

improvement, actei promptly on the application of the superintending architect of

the Metropolitan Hoard of Works, in submitting the respective amounts ofcompen-
sation they required for tenant right, goodwill, &c., as settled by a highly re-

rtable "firm of valuers in Chancery-lane, in compliance witli the resolution of

Metropolitan Board of Works, on the 10th February last, referring the
matter to the Street Committee of that Board, no report thereon has as yet been
presented.
So long a period as two months having elapsed since the matter was referred

(one week after Lord Brougham presented my petition to the House of Lords),
probably some of your readers will favor the public with the cause of this most
injurious and expensive delay. The tenants cannot be blamed, for they acted
promptly as above stated ; the fault, if report can be relied on, lies in another
quarter—viz., replies being required to communications addressed to a certain
circumlocution omce, not over remarkable either for energy or speed. In the mean-
while the house destroyed by fire has been nearly rebuilt, and is rapidly progress-

n towards completion,
n the event of no satisfactory reply being elicited, probably some inde-

pendent member of the House of Commons, after the recess, will obtain from the
Chief Commissioner of Works, in his place in Parliament, either an answer to the
above, or as to the steps Her Majesty's Government intend to take, or have taken,
on my petition upon the above subject, presented to the Hon. House by Sir
James Duke, Bart., M.P., on the2Ist February last.

I am,&c.,
John Robt. Tayloh.

13, Brownlow-street, Bedford-row, W.C, 9th April, 1860.

THE MODEL BUILDINGS OF 1860.
Sir,—In your paper of the 6th instant there is an article written by a gentleman

who styles biniselt "Shuif Brick," exposing the manner in which dwelling
hoH-ses are being constructed at Camden-town and HoUoway. The following
case, which came under my co^izance will tend to show tliat ho has not over-
drawn the present condition of affairs in these neighbourhoods. About twelve
months since, a friend of mine was desirous of purchasing a house near the
Baptist Chapel, Camden-road, and on inquiring the price, which was about £500,
agreed to purchase the property; but before closing, took the precaution (by
Lis friend's advice), to call in a surveyor. On going over the house together,
U wag noticed that the interior, although not of the best description, was never-
theless all that might reasonably be expected for that class of property ; but
tbe surveyor was much puzzled to account for an uneven appearance
in the setting of tlie bricks at the side of the house. Observing anotlier simi-
lar pair of semi-detached villas a little way ofi' in process of construction, and
raised about 20 feet above the surface of the ground, he took the opportunity to
run up the ladder on to the scaffold, accompanied by his client, and looking
round, discovered tbe cause of the appearance in the other house; the foct was,
that the outside wall instead of being a solid wall was hollow, a brick l>eing
placed at regular intervals cross-ways, to keep the wall together. The plan
adopted seems to be thus—say 10 feet above the ground the wall is built solid,

but directly peojile cannot see what is going on the remaining portion is con-
structed, as above slated. My friend, from his surveyor's advice, instantly de-
clined to complete the purchase.
On descending from the ladder the builder of the houses just examined came

running up, looking very much scared, and recommended them to look at some
other houses a little way down, stating that his were not good enough for them,
and seemed relieved when they went away. From the above facts 1 am of opinion
that the district surveyor does not do his duty ; had my friend not taken the pre-
caution to employ a professional man in the case, it is very probable that he would
have had his lieuse about his ears, with the pleasure of reconstructing it at Ills

own expense, in twenty years time. The conclusion to be drawn ironi the above
case is that no one ought to purchase house property without employing a pro-
fessional person in the matter, and further, this communication will not be un-
serviceable if it should induce the district surveyor of Camden Town to look a

little more sharply after the manner in which builders are running up houses Sa

that neighbourhood. I am, &c.,

A SOBSCRIBEiU

DOCTORS SELDOM AGREE.
Sir,—You are either a very inconsistent individual, or you have a " spare-rib "

(who is certainly not your " better Iialf "), who assists you in your labors. I am
a " canny Scot," and " think for mysel'," and like many of my countrymen, am
not at all bigoted ; but it so happens here, as elsewhere, that the one-sided arc

the greatest " chlashers" (talkers).

To come to the point.—I am an enthusiastic admirer of true architecture, qf
whatever style; but unfortunately for the art (!) 1 was not bred an architect;

but tliat is " neither here nor there." I read your journal regularly, and have
often been puzzled to make out whetlier you were an " old fogy," or had the
true stuff in you, when I thought my doubts were put at rest by an article in

your paper for March 2nd, page 101, on " Debased Classic or Secular Gothic,"
which you acknowledge as your own child, and wherein you take "an oppor-
tunity to notice the objections urged against the carrying out of the plans of

Mr. Scott for the Foreign Office, which appeared in an article in the Buildino
News for the 13th of last month, and which, from the omission of initials at the
end might be supposed to be an editorial expression of opinion."

Well, Sir, is your article for last week, entitled " Nature the Instructress of
Architecture," which has no initials, an expression of editorial opinion, or not?
If it is not, it should have had the initials of the author, even although shit

should be your spare-rib ; and if you are so unequally yoked, all I can say ie
" God help ye," for such twaddle I have not read for a while.

What stuff it is to talk of a man "shaving one side of his face," &c., "t»
render his person picturesque;" none but a fool would do so; and there are, I
fear, architects in some sort deserving of that epithet ; but that is beside ue
question.

In the very number in which the article I object to appears, there is a view of
the " Central Court and Corridors of the Oxford New Museum," and a nobl^
work it seems to be ; so much has It taken me that I intend revisiting that

ancient city this ensuing summer to see it (D.V. of course). Well, every one of
the capitals in that court is of a different design, and yet because in a comely
man his hands should be alike, and his eyes ditto, your spare-rib would have it

that all the said capitals should be ditto.

Again, Mr. B. N., your spare-rib must be a lady of fasliion. For a wager
she wears crinoline ; hear wliat she says : " If we further consult nature, we
shall plainly perceive that she teaches us to disguise, mask, and conceal what-
ever is unsightly." I would just ask your spare-rib to let us have some naticp

of the " human form divine."

Edinburgh, 9th April, 1860. Sawnbt. .

[We respect our friend " Sawney," and we are bound to respect our " spars-

rib." Our pages have long been open to free discussion, and if " Sawney" and
our " spare-rib " will agree to discuss their differences with a due regard ta

argument, and will bind tliemselves to avoid personalities, we are willing to opeil

our columns to their communications, and to pray that " Sawney" may live long
to differ with our " spare-rib," and tliat our " spare-rib " may live for ever, ana
never agree with " Sawney."

—

Ed. B. iV.]

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Kecorded to April 11.

Mr. Kobcrt Atkinson, ofSouthampton-court, Tottcnham-court-road, for " ImproT*.
ments in chimney tops."
M. Gustavc liicher, of Salins, France, for " An improved apparatus to be employdd

for blasting rocks and to be applied for the formation of tunnels."
Mr. Thomas Martin, of Withybush, Haverfordwest, lor " Improvements in the

construction of roofs."
Mr. J. W. Kogers, of Koberts town, for " Improved means for facilitating the

drainage of buildmgs."

Grants.
Mr. Charles Frederick Bielefeld, of Gower-street, "Improvements in tbe fabrlna-

tion of plastic materials pressed in moulds for building and ornamental purposes, and
for statuary," Protection six months.
Mr. John Brown, of Norwich, " Improvements in window sashes, frames, aaul

doors, in order to render them when closed, air, dust, and water-tight." I'roteotiO|>

six months.
Mr. George John Calvert, of the city of York, and Charles Llewellyn Ltoht, of

rarliament-street, Westminster, " Improvements in portable buildings and strae-

tures." Protection six months.
Mr. John Jenliins Cole, of, Essex-street, Strand, " Improvements in chimneys."

Protection six months.
Mr. Matthew Craufurd. of the Kinson Clay Pottery, near Poole, " Improvement^

in blocks or bricks for building purposes." Protection six months.

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. .John Arrowsmith, of Bilston, in Ihc coimty of Stafford, " Improvements in Vtib

manufacture of beams or girders, and in machinery and furnaces used in the Bsii

manufacture."
Mr. Joseph Miibbott, of No. 7. Suubury-terrace, Liverpool-road, " Improveraenll*

in wind-guards for chimnies."
Sir. John Jloore, of No. 46, New-road, Woolwich, " An improved damper for chim-

neys and flues."
Mr. Krncst Stelzl, of Nancy, in the empire of France, " Improvements in omiH

menting tlie surface of glass, wood, plaster, aud other materials, and m protecting
them Irom the action of fire aud moisture."

FoKEiGN Patents.
M. Aug. Cador, of Charleroi, for "A system of frames of drawn iron applicable to

all kinds of tile, slate, and other coverings."—Dated i:Jth March, ]H(K).

M. H. A. Cahuzac, represented by O. Dardcnne, of I.it'ge, for "A lime-kiln.**—
Dated 8tli March, 1800.—(French I'atent, leth March, 18;jU.)

Mr. William Emmctt, of Galveston, Texas, for an " Improvement in machines tof
polisbiDg marble."
Mr. George A. Engelhard, of New York, N.Y., for an •' Improvement in varnishes.'*
Mr. Clark D. Page, of Kochester, N.Y., for a " Composition for artiiicial stone."
Mr. Artcmas llogers, ol Painesville, Oliio, for an "Improved machine lor bendlJ^

wood."
M. .Toseph Saxender, for " Manufacture of water and fire-proof bricks." 2nd yosf.
(Secret.)—Dated aist December, 18.')8.

-trl. J. T. SchulTcncckcr, of Keokuk, Iowa, for an " Improvement in brick moulds.'

of Vienna, for " Improvements in pavlnjf.'Messrs. .loscph and Anton Selka,
1 year.—(PubUc.)—Dated loth December, 1869.
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M. Moriz Tliilcn, of Vienna, for "Obtaininff buildin^r materials by means of
planter, cement, wood, and other substances. —1 year. — (I'ubllo.) — Dated 17th
December, 185U.

Specification ruBLisiir.n dlrinc the Week.
No. 2026, price 3d., "Apparatus for the combustion of smoke, &e."

TENDERS SENT IN.
VILLA AT KNIGHTON.

For the completion of a pair of semi-detached villas for Bichard llallctt, Esq., on
his estate, Knighton, Buckhurst Hill, Essex. Mr. J. H. Bowley, architect, 17,
St. llclen's-place. City.
Sewell £932 I Davey £6ft9
Goodman OSO Kstall 480
Eivett 603

I
Burrowes 459

SUNNINGDALE ClIURCn.
For alterations and additions to Sunningdale Church, near Staines. Architect,

Mr. Street.
Hollis (accepted) £1,09.')

|
Hardy and Son £1,.3&1

J. and 11. Lawrence 1,108 | Oadcs and Son 1,57S

Farm House and Homestead.
For a Farm House and Homestead at Easton Grey, near Malmesbury, for Graham

Smith, ^Esq. Messrs. Money and Son, architects, Newbury. Old materials
included.

Landsdown, Malmesbury £2,200
Brown, Tetbury 1,775
Watts, Chippenham (accepted) 1,580

Cemetery Chapel at Dowlats.
For buildinpr a Cemetery Chapel at Dowlais.

David Lewis (accepted) £324 4
SvanJones 339 18
John Gabe 330

Fireproof DRvnou.qE.
For Fireproof Dryhousc, to be built at the west-end of Leeds.

Smith and Fmuiders* Work.
ClilTJ.andJ £778
Green Thomas 085
Bedford Joseph (accepted) . . 688

Crossland Bobert £1,043 10 7
Tetlcy and Best <>45 10
Wilkinson James 882 2
Bingleyand Co 792 7 3

_^ Jlrichi'orl:
Winn and Pickard 724 12 6 I Hobson Peter 692
Giles Samuel 010 11 7 Long-ley Thomas and Sons
JSichoIson aud Son 595 o) (accepted) 532

Stone Masons' Work.
Wcholson and Son 277 | Longley Thomas and Sons . . 200
Hobson Peter 207 13 o|

Carpenter and Joiners'" Work.
Nicholson and Son 120 10 | Wood William 104 10 lOJ
BlleyandSon 121 7 | Hill Thomas (accepted) .

Plumber and Glaziers* Work^
89

Wordsworth andWood
Hall John

82 I Clough John (accepted)
81 6

I

Plaster Work.
10 10 1 Barker W. H. (accepted)
Slaters" Work.

69 1 10
I
AVatson Williiun (accepted)

.

Painters" Work.
Kershaw Joseph 12 4 5

| Smith Edwin (accepted)

Wilson James and Son

.

SheniU William

13 IS

58

10 19 C

Portland Town Wesleyan Chapel.
For proposed new galleries, now porch entrance, &c., at Portland Town Wesleyan

CaapeL John Farring, arcliitect.*

New
f^lleries.-"

070 18
007

5 1

Cleaning and
New porch Tarnishing

£94
iin
87
93
70
89
70

7

80
84
09 10
90
70 15
84 2 8

old work.
£32
43
20
20
21
42 15
33

Eopcrand .Son £910
George Myers 791
Sturgis 801
William Higgs 760
Newman and JIann 7.50
Clerihew and Lascelles ....
Patman and Fotheringham
J.Porter 019
Batterbury 6.3.3

Boberts 600
Saunders 670
T. Kichards (accepted) 655
^ okins and Hurd 419 5 1 .. 84 2 8 .. .32 1 3 .. 635 9

The decision of the committee was only received by the arcliitect last week.

Lower Clapton.
For honse, for W. T. Noakcs, Amhurat-road, Lower Clapton. Architect, Mr. F,

<J. " Iddows. 3. Conthall-hnildino'S. Onnntitipa nimnliVrt

45
28
30
15
25 10
.32 1

TotalB.

£1,036
950
911 11
865
840
803
770
774
745
699 10
675
637

t Iddows, 3, Copthall-buildings,
''"•ten £l,99i)
l.rowne and Eobinson 1,8:!8

',il™n l.SfiO
"111 1,-50

Quantities supplied.
Sargent £1,097
Tolley 1,500
Wheen 1,4.37

Baby 1,390

Bestoration, Limehouse.
1 or restoration, after damage by fire, at No. 9, Brighton-terrace, Ehodesweil-road,

Limehouse. Mr. B. White, architect.
Jood £218
fiiton 205
Intchard 198 10

Wilson £192
Heath 179
Hcnshaw 175

I

House, Bishopsgate-street.
* or erecting a house in Bishopsgate-street, for Messrs. Soames, Son, and Page.

?. ,• "• ^Vilkinson, of Oxford, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Meakin.
tubittnndCo £8,900 I Lucas, Brotliers £7,750
Mansfield and Son 8,3.50 Wilson (accepted) 7,.597
'"y;" 7,862

I
IMper and Sons 7,i>64

ti, i

^'" '"' *"''" *''*' Messrs. Pipers' tender (the lowest) was not accepted, tlirongh
their being unwilhng to comply witli conditions of contract.

^ .

C01HPETITION3 OPEN.
HOUSES OF PABLIAMENT.

OYDNEv, New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
Invited to compete. £0li0 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300

for the second lK!8t design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed coren,
addressed to tlio Secretary of I'ublic Works, Sydney, to the care of Meurs.
William I.. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon-slrcit, 10. C. (tlie commercial af^ent* 01
the New South Wales Government), for trausmission to the colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of jfr. Wcale, M,
High Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Mr. H. CampbelL
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Slessrs. Hodgesand Smith, Dublin, Messrs. I'hilip ana
Son, Liverpool ; and Jlessrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Wealo will give snch
explanations as may be desired of him by personal appUcatioo or by pest.
Desigus to January 1, 1861.

MONUMENT.
Berlin.—For a raonnment to be raised at Berlin in honor of Frederick William III.
The statue is to equestrian, in height and dimensions after the model of the cele-
brated monument by Itauch of Frederick the (ireat, a copy of which, on a reduced
scale, is in the Crystal I'aiace at Sydenliam. The site chosen is between the Uoysl
Palace and the Aluseum. Sculptors of all nations arc invited to send designs and
particulars as to measurement, &c., may be had by applying to tlie I'russiui
Minister of Church and Education.il affairs. Designs' to b'ecember 15, 1800.

INFlBMAltr.
YoRKsniRE.—For designs for an inflrmary for the North Biding of Yorkshire. A

£50 for the best design, and £25 for second best.premium of £60 for the best design, and £25 for second best. Should the successful
competitor be engaged as superintendent architect, the iiremium to be merged in
the commission. I'artieuiars from John S. l*eacock, Hon. Sec. to the Committee,
Middlesborough. I'lans to June 1.

WOEKHOUSES.
Penmam.—For plans and general specificatioBS for a workhouse, to be erected on
land near Pcnmara, and to contain 50 persons. Information as to the rooms and
offices required, so as to insure proper classification, and a plan of the site may be
obtained, and other particulars on ai>plieation to tlie Clerk of the Union. The
whole to be done in a plain, substantial manner, and the maximum sum to be ex-
pended is £1,800. The architect iiroducing the best plan In the estimation of the
Board will, subject to the approval of the Poor Law Board being obtained to such
plan, be employed at a sura not exceeding 5 per cent, on the outlay. The Board of
Guardians will adjudicate on the 8th of May. Plans to May 1.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASSIZE COUliTS.

Manchester.—For the erection of the buildings of the Manchester Assize Courts
(excepting foundation already executed). IMans,' Ac, ^and ;bill8 of quantities,
at the OniceofMr. T. Taylor, surveyor, No. 102, Cross-street, Manchester, after
May 1. Tenders, under seal, to 31r. F. C. Shulton, Clerk to the Manchester Assize
Courts' Committee, to Slay 14. (See advertisement).

PBISON.
Waterford.-For rebuilding the amalgamated Waterford County and City Prisons.
Plans, &c., at the Offiee of Charles Tarrant, Esq., architect, County Court-house,
Waterford. Tenders, sealed, addressed to "Colonel Boberts, Secretary to the
Commissioners, Waterford," and endorsed with the No. of the specification,
" Tender speciflcation. No.—, for rebuilding Waterford County and City Prisons "

to May 14.

CHUECH, Ac.
Manchester.—For the new Congregational Church, and Schools, Chorlton-road,
Manchester. Plans, &c., at the vestry. Iron Church, Sloane-street, near Brook's
Bar, from the 17th to the 30th April, between ten and four. Tenders (sealed and
addressed to the Building Committee) to the hon. sec, H. Dunnill, Esq., 5, Bond-
street, Manchester, to April 20.

Stalybridge—For the erection of new Congregational Church, Stalybridge. Plans,
&c., at the Schools, Melbourne-street, Stalybridge, after 20th Apnl, Poulton and
Woodman, architects. Beading, have prepared bills of quantities. Tenders, sealed,
addressed to the "Building Committee," to Mr. Churchill, Stalybridge, to
May 8.

West Kensington.—For the addition of a chancel and other works to the church
of St Barnabas, West Kensington, for the Eev. Dr. Francis Hcssey. Drawings,
specifications, and otlier information, at the vestry of the above church, between
10 and 4, to the 20th of April. Tenders to the Eev. Dr. Francis Hcssey, St. Bar-
nabas Parson-agc, Addison-road, West Ivensington, to 5 p.m. of April 28th. (See
advertisement.)

Cheshunt.—For the erection of a new church and parsonage at GofTs Oak, in the
parish of Cheshunt. Drawinofs, specifications, and quantities, at the Office of the
Architect, W. G. Habershon, Esq., 31, Bioomsbnry-square, W.C, to whom tenders
on April 17, at 10 a.m. precisely. (See advertisement.)

CHAPELS.
Battersea.—For the erection of two chapels, lodge, Ac, on the proposed buria,
ground, adjoining Battersea Common. Particulars from Mr. Lee, architect, 20
Golden-square, Westminster.

Manchester.—For theerection of the new We8ley<an Chapel, Pasley's Park, City-
road, Slanchester. Drawings, blank bills of quantities, and form of tender (charge
10s. 0.), from Mr. T. Shawcross, 13, Bond-street, Manchester, on April 10th 17th,

and 18th. Sealed tenders addressed " Eev. James Carr, 13. Dawson-strect, Maa-
chester," endorsed " Tenders for Hulmc Chapel," to May 1.

I'AESONAGES.
FORsnROOK, Staffordshire.-Forthe erection and finishingol a parsonage-honsc

at Forsbrook, nearCheatlle. Plans, &c., at the offices of Ward and Co, architects,

Hanley, till April 23. Tenders to the incumbent, the Bev. O. Beilby, as above, to
April 23.

Talk-o'-th'-Hill, ne.vr Newcastle-under-Lysie.—For the erection and
finishingof a parsonage-house, at Talk-o'-th'-Hill, near Newcastlc-under-Lyme.
Plans, &c., at the offices of Ward and Co., architects, Hanley, till April 23. Ten-
ders, marked as such, to the incumbent, the Bev. J. W. M'Huteliin, as above, to
April 23.

SCHOOLS.
Lochmachen, Dumfries (N.B).—For building a parochial school and offices at
Lochmachcn, Dumfries-shire. Plans, Ac, and ground, pointed out by Blr. Kcr,
architect, Annan. Tenders to Eev. Dr. Liddell, Lochmahen, to April 18.

Beach, Cambridgeshire.—For the erection of a chapel school at Beach. Draw-
ings and specification at the Eectory, SwalTham Prior, from 9th to 18th April.
Tenders, sealed aud endorsed, to Mr. Charles F. Uayward, architect, 8, Adam-
street, Adelphi, London, W.C, to 18th April.

Windhill, Shipley, Yorkshire.—For the whole, or portion of the works to be
done in the erection of the national schools, teacher's house, &c., Windhill. Draw-
ings, &c., at thelofflce of 8. Jackson, architect, 2, Kirkgate, Bradford, till April
20. Tenders, sealed, to Mr. J. G. Taylor, Junction, Windhill, Shipley, to three
o'clock, April 20.

DWELLING HOUSES, &c.
BuccLEUcn E.state, Dumfries-shire (N.B.).—For the following works :—A new
parish school-house a new dwelling-house, on the farm of Enthom ; additions to
farm-steading, at Drybrow ; additions to dwelling-house, on the farm of Jlarela-

whole ; and additions to steadingon tiie farm of Broomieknowe,-all in the parish of
Canonbie.—A new slicpherd's house on the farm of Sliaws ; two new cottages on the
farm of Flatt ; a new shepherd's house on the farm of Foulshicls ; addition to
shepherd's house at Whiteropefont, on the farm of Leys, &c.; addition to steading
on the farm of Castleton ; a new Byre at Hardenburn, on the farm of Dykecroft

;

and additions to house and steading on the farm of Koan,—all in the parish of C»8-
tletou.—Additions to steading on the farm of Sorbie iu tlie parish of Ewes.—A new
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cottage on the f«rm of Garwald; addition to dwcUinR-lioiiseon tlicfarmof Ilumfcd-

Bng, and additionsto steading ontliofarmofCassock.all in tbcparisli of Kskdale-

mtur.—Additions to steading on thefarm at Wesiwatir, in tlic parishof I.angliolm.

—Additionsto steading on tlie farm of Megdale, in the parisli of Westerklrk.—
rians, Ac., at the OtBee of Mr. Unmet, Superintendent of Works, Saw Mill, Lang-
holm. Tenders to Mr. Connell. Chamberlain to his grace the Duke of Bucclcuch
Irrine House, Langholme, till Mrd April, 18«0.

FniE, Aberdeenshire.—For a dwelling-house and the requisite accommodation
for a baker, including, liakehouse, oven, retail-fhop. Hour store, &c., at Fyvie.

Plans, &c., of W. MUue, Hillhead, Fyvie. Further information from Messrs.

Chalmers and Fanjuhar, advocates, Aberdeen. Contracts (if suitable offers bo

made) will t» entered into at Itothiebrisbane, Fyvie, on April Jl.

The I.ISCOMBE8, Toagfay. —For the erection of a dwelling-house and offices, at

"The I.incombes," Torquay, for L. I'alk, Esq., JI.l". Drawings, &c., at the

Tormsham Manor office, Torquav, utter 10th inst. Tenders to Jiimes William
Kowell, architect and survevor, Tormsham Manor office, Torquay, to 51 h May.

Qi EENs-EO.\D, Uristoi..— i'or the erwilon of a house and premises in the (Jueen's-

road, Bristol. I'lans, &(., and bills of <iuautities, at the oflice of Fosters and Wood,
architects, 0, Park-street, Bristol, to 20th inst., to whom tenders, to L'Oth April.

VILLA.S.
SoirrH Cliff, Scabbro', York.—For a villa to be erected on the South ClilT,

Scarbro". Drawings, spetitications, and bills of quantities at the offices of J. E.

and J. D. Gates, architects, 42, Moukgate,York, to whom tenders, endorsed," Tenders
for works," till April 17.

Bath.—For the erection of 8 villas, in the neighbourhood of Bath. Drawings and
Bpeeifieations, at the office of James Wilson, architect, Bath, to whom tenders, to

APPEBtEV Bridge, Yorkshibe.—For the works required in the erection of a villa

residence, stables, lod^e, and fence walls at A pperley-hridge. I'lans, .te., at the

office of T. C. Hope, architect, to April 17 ; to whom .tenders, till 5 o'clock, April

17th.
Camberwell, SiRREV.—For the erection of a villa residence for W. StaiTord, Esq.,

in the Brunswick-road, Camberwell. Drawings, &c., at the Offices of J. G.

Smither, architect. Falcon-court, Fleet-street, to whom tenders, to April 19.

(Secadvcrtiiiement,)
Kedhii.1..—For the erection of a pair of semi-detached villas at Redhill, IJ mile

from the Kailway station. Drawings, &e., at the Office of T. Smith, and Son, 36,

Hart-street, Bloomsbnry, to whom tenders, to April 21. (See advertisement.)
TEKEACKS, Ac.

KsoTTixci.r.T, YoRKSHiRE.-For the erection of extensive stone terraces, oina-

mcntal flights of steps, doorway entrances, massive moulded edging, piers, en-

elosingwalls, and other architectural, park, and g,irden works, togetlierwilh some
earthwork, and the construction of new bay windows, &c., to mansion at Byram,
near Kuottingley, Yorkshire, the scat of^ Sir John W. Bamsden, Bart, M.P.
Drawings and specifications, and copies of quantities (prepared by Mr. Northcroft,

8urveyor),at the Office of William (J. Habershon, esq., architect, 38, Bloomsbury-
squares, London, W.C. Application in writing, in the first instance, giving re-

ferences to works done of^ similar character (where builder is not known to

architect). Copies of drawings will afterwards lie at Byram, and personal atten-

dance for explanation will be given before the Tenders are delivered, which is to

be at Bloomsbury- square, at 12 o'clock on April 27th. (See advertisement.)

COTTAGES.
Plymouth.—Tenders (separate) for the erection of two lots of eighteen and ten cot-

tages, in a field adjoining the Charless Xiitional School, Plymouth, for the I'ly-

jnouth Improved Building Association (limited). Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr.
Parson, secretary of above company, Bedford Chambers, Plymouth ; to whom
tenders, sealed, till 12 o'clock noon of April 23,

FAIIM BUILDINGS.
BCTTOS, BccKFASTLEiGH.-rFor the ercction of a new set of farm buildings at

Button, in the parish of Bnckfastlcigh. .Specifications at Button Farm House.
Tenders to Mr. H. Hnmhng, land agent, AVell Park, Dean Prior, of whom further

information to May 1.

M^UiUFACTORIES.
Hanlet, STArroBDsniRE. — For the erection of a manufactory in Joincr's-

square, Hanley. Plans, Ac, at Mr. T. F. Walklet's, 111, Bow-street, Ilanley, to the
14th, to whom tenders to April 18.

St. jJoDN's, SouTHWARK.—For the rebuilding and re-erection of the cooperage,
workshops, and premises, together with the adjoining premises , recently destroyed
by fire, iu Thornton-street and Three Oaks-lane, St. John's, Southwark. I'lans, &c.,

at the Office of Messrs. Allen, Snooke, and Stock, architects, (1, Duke-street,
London-bridge, Quantities taken out b^ a responsible surveyor, may be had
for £1, to be returned to the parties tendering if not successful.

SEWERAGE.
Bath.—For the construction of pipe sewers in Batliwick-hill, and Sion-hill. Plans,
Ac, at the City Engineer's Ofliee, 6, Orange-grove, to whom tenders, addressed to

the Sewers Committee, to 18th April.
DoDEE, N. B.—For constructing sewers In flic burgh of Dundee,—the cost, when
completed, estimated at £4,000. Plans, Ac, at the Office of the Town Surveyor,
Police-buildings, Dundee. Tenders, on forms, to be supplied, addressed to the Com-'
missioners of I'olice, Surveyor's Office, aforesaid, marked " Tender for Sewers,"
to May 7.

St. Mabtin-is-tiie-Fields.—For the supply of materials and execution of
jobbing and measured works reqaired for the sewers and drams within the parish
of St. llartin-ln-the-Fields, for one, two, or three years, from Lady-day last.

Printed forms of fenders, and schedules of prices upon which the Tenders must
be based, and conditions of contract, may be obtained of Mr. Burstall, Surveyor to

the Vestry, at his (Jffice, Xo. 15, Castle-street, Long-acre, between the hours of
ten and four, on payment of 5s., to be returned to parties tendering, and no other
form of tender will be accepted. Tenders must be addressed to the Vestry, and
delivered, sealed up, at 44, Castle-street, Leicester- square, endorsed, "Tender for

sewers' work," before four o'clock, of April 111. (See advertisement).

STONE DYKE.
KiKCAHDiNE O'Neil, N.B.—For erecting about .500 yards of double dykes, on the
lands of Kincardine. Specification with A. Lawson Forester, Kincardine O'Neil.
Tenders to Alex. Simpson, Jan., advocate, 13, lluxter-row, Aberdeen, to April 23.

GUN SHED.
Sani>owti, Isle of Wight.-For the erection of a gun-shed, at Sandown Barracks

Isle of Wight. Parties desirous of tendering must leave their names (paying
10s. fld. for bills of quantities) at the Koyal Engineer Office, Portsmouth, to

AprU17.
DRAINAGE.

EOMFOBD.—For the drainage of the town of Uomford, the construction of sewage
tanks, the improvement of the river Uom, and other works connected therewith.
Drawings, Ac., and form of tender, and schedules of quantities on payment of one
guinea, on application at :i5. Great George-street, Westminster, the Offices of Mr.
W. Edward Gotio, Engineer fo the Local Board of Health, on and after April 3rd,

between the hours of 10 and 4. Tenders to 4 o'clock, April 111.

Battebsea.-For draining the proposed burial ground for the parish of Battersea,
adjoining Battersea Common. Particulars from Mr. Lee, architect, 20, Golden-
iquare, Westminster.

PIPING, Ac.
ROCE8TER, STAFFORDSHIBE.-For laying down about 1,000 yards of 2 and 3-inch
diameter Iron piping, at per yard, in the town of Kocestcr ; also for posts, lamps,
and fittings. (The roads are unpaved). Particulars from E. Alsop, Esq., Secretary
to inipectors, Kocestcr, Ashbourne.

TANK.
WiCKLOW.—For building a tank. 31J feet diameter by 12 feet deep, for a gasholder,

at the Wicklow Gasworks, in AVickiow. Contractor to leave tank dry for erection
ot holder, but bound to deliver tank waterproof, and filled with fresh water,
according to specification, and to be finished in three months from the date of
contract' I'lans. Ac., at the Company's Offices, in Wicklow. Tenders, marked
"Tender for Gasholder Tank," to the Secretary, fill 12 o'clock 17th April.

BRIDGE.
Leciilade, Gloucestersiiirf..—For sundry repairs to St. John's-bridge, Lech-

lade, consisting of the re-construction of the culvert and bonndary-walls, Ac.
Plans, Ac, at the County I'olice Station, Lechladc. Tenders (post free) to the
Clerk of the Peace, Gloucester, endorsed " Tender for Repairs of Bridge, Lech-
lade," to 18th April.

STATION.
Kendal.—For the construction of a new passenger station and shed at Kendal, for

the I,ondou and North-Western Railway Company. Particular, drawings, Ac., at
the Office of the Engineer at Lancaster. Tenders to April 19.

SCANTLING.
Miles Platting, Manchester.-For a quantity of English oak scantling, for

waggon building purposes. Forms and specifications, of Mr. Emmett, Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway Company's waggon shops, as above. Tenders, sealed and
endorsed, addressed to the directors, to H. S. Lawn, secretary, Manchester, till

ten o'clock of the 17tli April.
SUPPLY.

Bermondsey.—For the supply of the public lamps in the district of the parish of
Bermondsey with gas, or other equally powerful illuminating material, for a period

of three, five, seven, ten, or fourteen years, from Midsummer, 1861. The number
of public lamps at present lighted is 014, but that number will be increased mate-
rially. If gas be supplied it is to be pure carburretted hydrogen, free from sulphur

and ammonia. The contractor to provide and maintain alllamp-posts, brackets,

lanthorns, and other necessary fittings which may be reiiuired during the term.

Further information at the Vestry-office, Maltby-street, Bermondsey, prior to the

7fh of May next, when the Vestry will meet to consider tenders or applications.

(See advertisement.)
Sheffield.-For the supply of the following for year ending March 25, 1861, for the
township of Brightside Bierlew :—Street mason work, the construction of main
sewers, from Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive, per lineal yard ; boulder pitching, per superficial

yard i asphalting, per superficial yard; gannister delivered at the Office-yard, per

cube yard ; grey cinders, delivered at the Station, per ton ; fiags 3 inches thick, and
not less than half-a-yard superficial, delivered at the station, per superficial yard ;

edge-stones, 12 inches broad, 8 to 10 inches deep, and in not less than 2 feet lengths,

delivered in the town part of the township, per lineal yard ; square stones 10 inches

deep, 7 to 10 inches broad, and from 7 to 11 inches long, delivered at the station, per
superficial yard, or per ton; metal eastings, per cwt. Specification and forms of
tender at the Office of Samuel F. Holmes, Surveyor to the Board, 7, St. James'-row,
adjoining the Vicarage, Sheffield. Tenders addressed to the Chairman of the

Board to the Vestry-offices, Nursery-street, to 12 o'clock of April 19.

For the following, for the Board of Sheffield Hij^hways:- flags, 3J inches

thick, no flag fo contain less than four superficial feet, at per yard ; cinders,

best grey, at per ton ; metal castings, at per cwt j
gannister, at per yard,

of 22 ewt., to be delivered in [any part of the township. For masons' work,
boulder pitching, the construction of main drains, the working of the Board's

stone quarry at Wadsley, carriage of stone from the quarry to any part of

Sheffield. Specifications and forms of tender, at the Highway Office, Queen-
street, Sheffield. Tenders to April 17.

For the following, for Nether Hallam Highways, for year ending March 25,

1801 :—Good gannister, at per cube yard, delivered on the Langsett, Fulwood,
and Crookes-roads, also, price per cube yard at the quarries ; three self-faced

flags, each flag; to contain not less than four feet superficial, price per yard;
hard squ,are pitching stones, 10 Inches deep, 7 to 10 inches broad, 8 to 12 inches

long, price per yard superficial ; main sewering, at per lineal yard ; 12-incn

edgestones, from 8 inches to 12 inches deep, and in not less than 2-feet lengths,

at per lineal yard. Information of Samuel Eawson, assistant surveyor, Cuth-

bert-place, Langsett-road. Tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the Board,

Vestry Hall, Crookes Moor, to o'clock, April 19.

GATES, Ac.
HiGiiBEiDGE, Somerset.—For the construction of two pairs of new oak gates, Iron

hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to the masonry of the fresh water gates at

the Clyce, at Hlghbridge. Also, separate tenders for the construction of two other

pairs of new oak gates, iron hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to the

masonry of the safety gates under the Turnpike-road, at Hlghbridge. Draivings ana
specifications, at the cottage of Mr. George Wilton, at Hlghbridge, on and after the

2ndof April next, between 8 a.m. and fi p.m. Tenders to the Office in Wells, of

Mr. T. C. Robins, Clerk of the Sewers for the County of Somerset, to April 23.

LANDING STAGE.
Birkenhead.—For the construction, placing, and completing, ready for public UB^
a new fioating landing-stage, to be moored in the River Mersey, in front of, and

Sarallel to the new dock wall at Woodside Basin. The contract will comprise flfty

oating pontoons, of the very best boiler work, in length varying from 80 to 101

feet, and weighing 980 tons or thereabouts ; five wrought iron kelsons, or hollow

rectangular beams, each 800 feet long, from 3 to 5 feet in depth, and 2 feet in width

the gross weight of which will be 990 tons, or thereabouts i
five other hollow

beams, of wrought iron, forming the girders of two bridges connecting the stage

with the shore, and weighing about 234 tons ; 105 tons, more or less, of cast iron

;

and about 141 tons of smiths' work, in straps, bolts, spikes, mooring chains, Ac ;

together with about 80,000 cube feet of timber, in deck beams, decks, Ac, wrought,

fixed in place, and painted. A specification of the works and conditions of eon-

tract, with duplicate schedules ot quantities for the parties to tender upon, foge-

tlier with an atlas of detailed drawings, will be supplied, upon the payment M
seven guineas, at the office of the Dock Secretary, Revenue-buildings, Liverpool,

between 10 and 4, on and after 7tli May. Further information on application U)

Mr. John B. Hartley, Engineer to the Mersey Dock Board, at his office. Dockyard,

Coburg Dock. Sealed tenders for the above works, on the duplicate schedule of

quantities which accompanies each specification, are to be delivered at the

Secretary's Office, in sealed covers, addressed to the "Chairman of the Committee
of Dock Works," and marked on the outside " Tender for Landing-Stage," toMw
2nfh, at 10 o'clock a.m., after which hour on that day no tender will be received.

Parties, or their agents, to be in attendance on that day at 11 o'clock. Each tender

must contain a sealed letter with the names of two responsible parties who are

willing to become bound, jointly and severally with the party tendering for the

contract, in the sum of twenty thousand pounds for the due performance thereot

The Board will not be bound to accept the lowest or any of the tenders.

LIGHTHOUSE, Ac.
Calf Uock, Co. Cork.-For the erection of a Lighthouse Tower on the Calf Rock, f

westward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling houses on the east shore of Dursey

Sound, Co. Cork. I'lans, Ac., at the Ballast Office, Dublin. Tenders (on printed form«
j

and through post only), sealed and addressed to the Secretary of the Port ofDublin {

Corporation, to April 19.

BEACONS.
Chookiiaven, County of Cork.—For the erection of a beacon on the Aldermanj

rocks, on the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven. The beacon to he oT
cast-iron casing filled with masonry. I'lans, Ac, between 11 and 3 each day, at th«

Ballast Office, Dublin, or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island, where also!

may be had printed forms of tender. Proposals to be sent through post. Tendered

to April 19
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Slico IIav.—For tlie erection of a wrou^ht-iron pillar beacon on the Wlu-at or
Wheaten Uock, off Halily I*oint, in Sli<:co Hay. Forms of tcudiT on apnlication
between 11 and :\ each day, at the Hallaat Office, Dublin, or at the South lifjnthouHe.

Oyster Island, opposite to Koa.sc's Foint, Sligo Harbour. I'roposala to be sent
through post. Tenders to April 20.

ASYLUM.
Dorset.—For sundry works proposed to W done in eroctins; a pauper hinaticaBvlnm
for the county of Dorset. Flans, Ac, at the Ofike of the Architect, Mr. H. E.
Kendall, jun., .TJ, Brunswick-gquare. London, after 18th April. Quantities (charges
to be paid by successful competitor) from Mr. Thomas Fercy, 1, Alfred-place, Bed-
ford-square, London, surveyor. Tenders, sealed and endorsed, "Tenders for
County Lunatic Asylum," to Chairman of Visitors, under cover, to the Clerk, Mr.
John Brown, Dorchester, to 0th May. (See advertisement).

TILES.
Buxton, Derbyshiue.—For supplying- riwfing and flooring tiles for a. new church,
Ac, at Buxton. To be delivered either by rail or canal, i'urticulars from Mr.
!Duke, builder, Buxton.

BUILDING MATERIALS TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
20,000 feet of .Spanish and Honduras mahogany, Ilavannah and New South Wales

cedar ; :iw planks, rosewood, bird's-eye, maple, and Italian walnut ; 2,000 fecC Ameri-
can birch ; 5.(XMJ pine planks, yellow Archangel deal, &.c. On the premises, 35, Bird-
ca<;e-walk, Hackney-road, at 11, April IT. Thomas Roberts and Co., auctioneers.

(See advertisement.)
Spanish, Cuba, and Honduras mahof^any, in log, plank, and boards, veneers, pine

plank and deals, spruce, white and yellow deals and battens, a large quantity of dry
prepared flooring. English ash ana beech plank, &c. On the premises, S.Oxford-
street, at 11, April 24. Messrs. T. Roberts and Co., auctioneers. (See advertisement.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESFONDENTS, AND NOTES AND qUERIES.
All Letters and Communications to be addressed to the Editor ol the Building

News, 20, Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

E. G. L.—The wood of which the roof of Westminster Hall is constructed is oak, not
chestnut, as has often been stated.

JlASO-N (Brighton).—^""0 cannot insert the communication. Bath stone has been used
in London for about forty or tifty vears.

31. B.—l. You will find an analysis of Noble's " Frofessional Practice of Architects '*

in our last Volume ; it is a very useful work. 2. You cannot possess a better book
than Bartholomew's "Specifications."

F. II. —Received.
Dilemma.—We think you are wrong. It is held that the wilful disobedienceof a just
and reasonable command of the master, which theservanton entering into the ser-

vice has contracted to obey, is a breach of duty which authorises the master to put an
end to the contract. The duty required of you was in your ordinary business, and
we do not see that you would have risked your safety, in which case alone you
would have been justified in refusing to perform the work. Return to your employ-
ment if not too late.

Young Bricklayer.—The thickness of walls in London houses is regulated by the
Building Act. The top story of a house of the size and height you mention should
be 14 inches ; above the gutters it may be 9 inches. Notice viiist be given to the
district surveyor.

Rifleman, M. H. L., J. H., W. Hannan, &c.—In our next.
Db. C LL.—Next week.

BANKRUPTS.
(From the t-oitilon (razetle.)

Strange, H., painter nml jflazier, New^nt, Gloocestfrahire; April 17 and May 22, at the Court, Bristol.

Mr. Miller, official osBiirnee, Bristol ; Mr. Wilkes, solicitor, Gloucester.
Watson, W. J., builder. Upper Hollowav ; lo surrender Apnl 19, at halt-past one, and May 24, at one, at

the Court, Baain^hal 1-stieet. Mr. Bell, official assignee, Coleman-street-buildings ; Mr. King, solicitor

College-hill.

DIVIDEND DECLARED.
Perltin, J. 8., builder, Brantcliffe, Yorkshire; 2fl. IJd., any Saturday, between ten and twelve, at the

office of Mr, Hope, Leeds.

DIVIDEND MEETIXG.
Ouklfy, J. and B., builders, Southampton, April 27; court, Basingliall-fltreet.

CERTIFICATES GRANTED.
Foremaa and Johnson, corpentent, Faversham ; third class.
Bnmner, J. W., builder, Reigate; second class.

CERTIFICATES to her/ranted unless cause be shoionfor refusal on the dan appointed.
Brown, T. H. J., builder, Scott'»-yard, EC , and Hammersmith, April 27; court, Baainifh:iU -street.

PerMins, J. T., iron merchant, Dudley, April 30 ; court, Birmingham.
Wale, B B., builder. Chancery-lane, April 27 ; court, Basinghall -street.

WrixoujCJ. P., and H. B., lead merchants, Blenheim-street, Mny 3; court, BusiughaU-atreet.

INSOLVENTS' DIVIDEND MEETING.
Dudley, Thomas, plumber, Smethwiclc, April 17, at Oldbury.

INSOLVENTS.
Brown, Thomas, stoneraa.4on, Lowtoii.
Hill, Peter, hrickmaker, Garston.
Maraden, Robert, painter. Lees Brook, Lancashire.
Uortin, Charles, consulting sngineer, Tiigg-lane, E.G., aud Isleworth.

DISSOLUTION OF FAUTNERSHIPP.
Butler, Cass, Whitley and Daviea, JronfoimderB, Wrexham (fa far as regards J. Duvies).
rfi .„,-„- . . ^ Bireet and Coal Exchange.Oreen and PbilUpi- ''P?j '•"'*" merchants, _
Griffiths, J. nnd W., joiners, Manchester.
Henderson, J. and T. timber merchants, Greenside, Ditrliam.-
Kelshaw, Wilkinson and Sharkleton, ironfounden, EUtmd.
Oatley, W., jun,, Hnd sen., house decoratorB, Aldermanbury.
Hothtvell and Bradshaw, plumbers, Great Bolton.
Waters and Gwatkin, blacksmiths, Newport, Monmouthshire,

OBITUARY.
Allen—On 51h inst., Mr. William Allen, joiner and builder, ag.-d 23.
Atkinson—On Snd iiist., auddeuly, at In^leton, Mr. John Atkinson, atoneraaiion , ag^ed 72.
Barr—At Bridlinpton, 2iith in.t., Mr Uohert Uarr, builder, affed 73.
Bonwell—On 1st mat., in the 51»t year of hi« age, Mr. John Bpnwell, architect Qud estate-agent, of Eaat*
parade, Bradford, and Brijr^te, Leeds.

Compston—On 24th inst., in Kirklaiid, Mr. Thomas Compston, carpenter and joiner, afired 71.
Cornwall— At Bishopaearmouth, in Hiifh-street, on 20tli ult., .Sir. John Cornwall, builder, aged 60.
Croasland-At Bathley, on SIst ult., Mr. William Crosslnnd, bricklayer, iiged 71.
Ellery—On 21th ult., Mr. William Ellery, plasterer, Swansea, aged 92.
«cey—March 22, at the residence of his son, Pimltco, London, Mr. H. H. Facey, builder, Bjed 70.
ftftncia—On April let, at Bristol, Mr. Wil!i;im Francis, builder, aged 68.

Hall -At Earl'slreet, Horton, Mr. Joseph Hall, stonemaaon, ajfsj 69.
H«rdy-On 4lh inst., ot Liiicoln, Mr. John Hurdy, I'ormrrlr a Joiner al Morton, ued 87.
Hnrtley-Ou 28th ult., nt Ittxleton, Mr. Itobert Hartley, aired 90.
Macdonald—On 23rd ult., suddenly, Aleiander .Macdontild, E.q , proprietor of the mlrbr<l«l Pi>IUIm4

J."Vl!\^Lf.°f.^^^.*l.'.„?^!™''
_"'".'' """ »'*"'" pi""" in »t. Oaorxe's Hall and moat of Kr. HMft

itnius have been supplied
ftiininson—On 3rd inst., nt Hull, M_r. T. Siminson, builder, aifed 58.
Thorp—On 3rd inst., Mr. John H. Thorp, enginetT, of Liverpool, agad 30.
ViTian—On 22n<l ult., nt Oreat Grimsby, Thomas Virian, stonemaaon, airad W.
Whithuir-On 3rd inst , at Slicker, St. Mawan, Mr. Joseph Wbitbair, blackamitb, aged 01

Louth.—A large meeting of members of the Establighed Clmrch was
held in the Town-hall on Friday Inst, to hear a statement from the rector of ths
expenses incurred liy carrying on the services and repairs of the church. There
had been collected since last July .£170. A consequence of the late storm was
raisiUB the expenditure to £217, leaving a deBcit of £47. The Kcclesiastical
Commissioners hadj engaged to expend £800 in repairing the chancel if the
parishioners would remove the pulpit and reading-desk out of their prs'^nt
aukward positions, erecting a new pulpit on the spot now occupied by Dr.
Dymock's pew, close to the pillar, the desk standing against the opposite
pillar. Assuming that the unsightly galleries were removed, room might
be made, in re-airanging the seats, for 100 persons more than can at present be
accommodated, which is 1066. From a rough calculation the propojed alte-
rations might be made for ,£2,000, and he would himselfgladly contribute £1 ")0 to
the object. J. L. Fytclie. Esq., promised the same amount, and bad ottered to
restore one of the east windows with stained gla.ss at a cost of£:300. The Rector
placed before tlie meeting two plans—one to restore the chancel aisles, remove
the organ, and erect a pulpit; the other to entirely renovate the church. Ulti-
mately a resolution admitting the desirability of restoring the fabric, and ap-
pointing a committee to ascertain the probable cost was carried.

Bath.—A movement was commenced a short time ago by the Itev.
C. Xemble, the Rector of Hath, to cany out certain nlterationj and improve-
ments in the Abbey Church ; and with this view he consulted G. G. Scott, Esq.,
of London, one of the most eminent church architects of the day. That gentle-
man made a minute examination of the abbey about six weeks ago, and has now
sent in a report of the necessary alterations, ia which he says that he does not
consider the church too vast to be treated as one entire building for the use
of the congregation. He has, therefore, drawn out a plan, and suggests the
following alterations^ which will provide increased accommodation for 400
persons. The screen which at present divides the nave from the choir, to
be removed and re-placed at the west end. The organ to be removed to
the north transept, the pulpit to be placed against tiie north-west column,
which now supports the tower, and the desk at the south-west. The
galleries to be altogether removed. The font to be placed near the south-west
door, and the Communion-rails to be extended as far as the west-end of Prior
Bird's Cliapel. The fittings to he all of the best description, both as to design,
workmanshi]), and material. Mr. Scott also proposes to carry out the original
design of the stone-grained ceiling In the nave similar to that over the choir. The
church to be thoroughly warmed, and lighted with gas. Mr. Scott estimates
that the above improvements, if the stone vaulting be adopted, may be done for
about £12,000.—The quarterly meeting of the Bath and Wells Diocesan Church
Building Committee was held at Wells on the 20th ult., when the following
grants were voted :—Towards the enlargement of the Church of Fiddington, near
Bridgewater, £20. Towards the restoration and enlargement of the Church of
West Hatch, near Taunton, towards which the sura of £500 has been most
liberally given by W. H. Gore Langton, Esq., £80. For the erection of a new
chapel at Oakhill, in the parish of Shepton Mallet, for the accommodation of a
large outlying population belonging to that parish and Ashwick, £120, subject
to the improvement of the plan in some details. An additional grant of £30 was
voted towards the new church of Draycott.

A New Plastie Material.—We have been favored with an examina-
tion of various articles manufactured from a new plastic material, the patent of
Mr. J. C. Martin, of High-street, Barnes. This material the patentee assures
us can be worked up in all the various articles now manufactured of papier
mtiche find carton 2>>errc, and is maintained to combine greater strength, with
facility of working. This, however, remains to be seen ; but we readily wel-
come into the field of art and science a new aspirant to profitable fame. Respect-
ing the nature of the material, it very nearly resembles wood, chemically,
in its ingredients, being in great part composed of fibrous pulp, of as long a
kind as possible (to which the material owes its strength), which is worked to-
gether by resinous gums, acted upon chemically, and as nearly as possible to
imitate tlie nature of wood. It contains no earthy or non-fibrous matter, in
order that it may be made to take a fine impression—hence it may be easily
worked, and even carved, without chipping or breakage. The article made can
be highly polished, and can be grained to imitate any kind of wood. The cost,
in comparison with wood, carved or not, is but trifling—and many articles pre-
viously beyond the pocket-capacity of the working public, may now be placed
within their reach. Of course, all patentees are sanguine, but we really think
this invention will be a formidable rival to other inventions in plastic materials.
We must not omit to state, that the articles exhibited to us showed every evi-
dence of being produced from a hardy material, and were well worked out.

Preparations for the Prince of Wales in Canada.—Tenders have
been received and accepted for the erection of a building, in which is to be held a
grand Provincial Exhibition at the period of the Prince's visit. It is intended
to be a permanent structure of glass and iron, and is to be erected under the
auspices of the Board of Arts and Agriculture, and to be devoted hereafter to the
furtherance and encouragement of the special objects it has in charge. The
Government intend making a grant of 20,000 dols. in aid of the present

exhibition, which is intended should be on such a scale as to impress favorably

our intended visitors, and enable them to take away with them some correct

notions as to our resources, and the advances we have made in those arts and
sciences which have been the foundation of the unequalled greatness of our
nursing mother. Preparations are afoot in various other parts of the provinces
for the great event of the year, the Prince's visit, and the inauguration of the

great marvel of modem science and skill that now bears his honored mother's

name. The influx of visitors expected here at tlie time will "be a caution,"
as our neighbours across the borders have it, and they, being " sight-loving

folk," are sure to be " thar" in numbers to see a real live Prince. Such an oc-
casion may not again occur for a generation.

—

Canadian News.
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B EN SON'S WATCHES,
" Perfection of Mechanism "

CLOCKS, &c.
Homing Pott.

Gola Wfttche3,4
to KVt jruineas.
Silver Watches,

2to50guineJiS.
Sondtwostamps

for Benson's Illus-

trated Walch
ramphlct.
Watches sent to

any jmrt of tlie

Kingdom on
receipt of a re-
mittance.

l-eTcr I-scapeinent,
33aihlS4,LUi»GATE HILL. LONDON, E.C.

Established 1749.

TO BUILDERS AND COHTEACTOES.

A LARGE assortment of BELL-
UANGING MATEKIALS kept In

stock by AV. HUMPHIUS, King-street, Hol-
bom, Loudon.
A good Lever, with white china knobs and

roses, 2B.ed. a pair.
Burnished end and side driving cranks,

6b. per gross.
Plate carriages, 4s. Od. per dozen.

And every other article at proportionately
low prices.

("iRINDSTONEt?, all sizes, from 10 inches dia-
X nieter to 6 Icet 6. Also Stones for Dry (Irindingand

for CutUng Saw Teeth Address, SAMUEL TKICKKTT,
Isle of l>ogs. E. ^695)

PRICE'S
DOUBLE PA -

TENT KIltE-KESIST-
INO and BUKGLAK-
PKOOF SAFES, con-
taining all the Improve-
ments under his two
Patents of 1855 and 1859,
and fitted with his "NE-
PLUS-ULTRA " LOCK,
arc Sold Ketail tVom
Ten to Thirty per Cent,
nnder the Safes of other
first-class Makers.

PRICE'S PATENT
J
IKON DOORS and
FRAMES for Strong

' Rooms and Fire-proof
Closets. Tho size 6 feet
by 2 feet 6 inches, both
Fire-proof aod not Fire-
proof, always in stock.

PRICE'S New Patent
"NE- PLUS- ULTRA"
LOCK is warrnnled un-
plckable against every
known mode of picking,
and fh)m itsshupliclty of
construction, nothing
but absolute violence
can throw it out of

acti<m ; and the extra strength of its parts renders it the most
dnrable Lock extant. Sold Retail, with seven Acting
Levers, Twenty per Cent, under other flrst-class Locks, with
bnt six Levers.
lUostrated Price Lists of Safes and Locks (with Testi-

monials), free, on application to the Patentee and Manu-
fiicturer, Cleveland Safe and Lock Works, Wolverhampton

ntonr roofzitg, fxiOorxktg, ani^
BSXDGX: -WORKS.

GAS STREET, BIRMINGHAM—LONDON
OFFICES. 33, NICHOLAS LANE, E.C., where

Plans, Estimates, and Priced List may be obtained, and
where PI10T0<;RAPHS of Roofs and Bridges of various
dimensions, mav ha seen.
FiRK-PROOf' FLOORS, on the French system, as

recenliv carried out on a lar^re scale by the Advertiser.

JOHN HEBDEESON POETEE, Engineer and
Contractor. (HOP)

To Builders, Zronmong^ers, and tbe
Trade grenerally.

WROUGHT-IRO.V PIPES and FITTINGS of
the very Bost Qualitv, for Steam, Gas, &c. Very

Superior Galvanized do. for 'Water, IIlKli-pressure Cociis,
&c. l»r. Arnot'8 Improved Ventilators.

HULETT and CO.. 55 and m. High Holliom.

CBZSrSSTOWISS I CRnrSSTOITES I

ENGKNEEKS, Ironfounders, Tilo Cutters,
Cotiers, and all others who require Kood .KIIARl'

CUTTIKO STONES -ivould do well to visit the VICTOUrA
STONE W'HAKF, MILLWALL, POI'LAI!, wliere tlic

l&rgcst stock of >>est selected Grindstones are to be found in
London, comprising Rilston. Newcastle, JJamsley, D.arfield,
Harebill.BanJon lllil. and Derbyshire. (69.1)

IRONMONGERY, &0.

H. BOREHAm A, SOJC,
Ko. 26, WII..Mf)T STKEET,

RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.
BUILDKK.S, PAIXTKKS. OLAZIKU.S, GILDEKS,

AND UOUbE DKC0KAT0K8.
Floroben to the Imperial Gas Liffht Company.

Kstimfttes given for general Kepairs. r]3«8)

STUART and .SJIITH respectfully refer to St.
George's church. Doncaster, as an illustration of Iheir

SYSTEM of WAKJIING, which secures an aKreeable
temperatcre at a very small cost of fuel. Other references
and every Information pivcn. on application to their 3lanu-
factory. Koscoe-place, Sheffield ; or to their London Agent,
Mr. 11. BAJiBKJi, Xo. SO, John-Street, AdclplU.

^rotcctelr IKosal Hetters )?atrnt.

PATENT No. 2111.

JACKSOX'S ARGAXD FIRE BAR
HAS I'ltOVED ALMOST A PKUFECT SMOKE CONSUMEE.

The adoption of this liar necessitates no alteration in the fiimace. Its lip^htness more than compensates tbe trifling additional firs
cost. The almost oert'ect combustion ensured elTecte a great saving in fuel, with a hijrher ratio of Hteam. Clinkers can never attnch to
these Bars, whilst tiieir durabilitjr renders them the most economic invented. TVith these advantages, the Inventor deems that he ha
secured all the requirements in n Fire Bar, viz. :

—

1. AN ALMOST TOTAL CONSUMPriON OP 8M0KE. I 3. A HIOHER RATIO OF STEAM. I B. PHRVENTION OF CLINKBR.
3. A GRKAT SAVING IN FUEL. | 4. LIGHTNESS AND CHEAPNESS. | 6. GREATSa DUOABILITT.

TEBBUTT AND JONES, Agents,
DOTVGATE HILL CHAjMBERS, CANNON STKEET. LONDON.

JOHN RUSSELL & CO.,
FA-TEISTT TUBE M.A.K:EKS.

THE OLD TUBE WOEKS, WEDNESBUE7, and THE ALMA WORKS, WALSALL, STAFFOEDSHIEE

;

and 35, GEANBY EOW, MANCHESTEE.

69, UPPEE THAMES STEEET, and 5, CHAELES STEEET, SOHO, LONDON.

The Original Manufacturers of WROUGHT-IRON GAS TUBES, and Inventors of the Lapwelded
Tubes for Locomotive and Marine Boilers. All kind of TUBES and FITTINGS, whetlier f^or Gas,
Steam, or Water. Galvanised and Composition Tubes. Chandeliers, and every kind of Brasswork for

Gas and Steam.

STOCKS, DIES, & TAPS OF ALL SIZES. CAST-IRON PIPE & CAS METERS.
^LL GOODS AV^RRA-NTED.

G. H. HOBSON,
(late op the firm of k. kiohahds and CO.)

PUMPS WITH SINGLE OR DOUBLE BARREL,
ON SALE OR HIRE,

WELL BORINa TOOLS AND PIPES.
IRON PAILS, BLOCKS, CILlIJfS, CRABS, JACKS,

SHOTELS, LIGHTER LOCKS, PATENT BARGE WINDLASSES,
AND CASnXGS OF EVERl DESCRIPTION.

A Strong 2i-inch Brass Lift and Force Pump, with Handle
on Plank, complete, 603.

90, UPPER GROUND STREET,
(SURREY SIDE,)

BLACKFRIAR'S BRIDGE.

ARTESIAN -WELLS, BORING TOOLS, PUMPS, &C.

ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS, SURVETOKS, BUILDERS, or others reciuiring a good supply
of WATER may have any quantity procured by

W. SPELLER,
14, YORK STREET, BLACKPRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.B.

Tools for Sinking or Boring, of every diameter and depth, supplied In any quantity; niso
Men and Tools to bore for Itailroads, Jiinerals, &c., in any part of tlie world. Boring Tools
and suitable Pipes for exportation, with fliil instructions for their use.

BUILDERS, CONTKACTORS, BRICKMAKERS, BARGE and SUIP BUILDERS, and
Others, can be supplied with Wrouglit or Cast Iron I'umps, double or single, for excavation of
Deep Wells, fi'om 3 to 14 inches iu the bore, and ftom 6 to 130 feet iu length, to work by
Hand or Steam Tower.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS for CONSERVATORIES, &c., on the most economical and
Improved principle.

Sole Manufacturer of Captain John Grant's much Improved COOKING
APPAEATUS, adopted by H. M. Governmentj and now in operation at the various
Military Depots in the Kingdom,

iMSOBM

SNOXELL'S
PATENT REVOLVING IRON, WOOD AND IRON, AND WOOD SHUTTERS,

WITHODT MACIlINERr,AT 4s.rER FT.; IP WITH MACHINE CUT SCREW GEARING, 2s. 6d. PER PT
AT HIS STEAM WORKS, 135, OLD STREET.

Testimoniftlfifrom Architects, Bankers, &c., of their secttrity and dural)ili(y forwarded.
MAI^UPACXl'RKR OP METALLIC DRAWN RASIl-llARS, STALL HOARD PLATES, kc.

Agent for the Crystal Glass Pillars aad Sash Bars, (471)
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all; one's man success does not necessarily entail the failure of'many
others. Sn- Edwin Landseer, for instance, does not block up the way
against ^\ illiani Iluggins.* Whereas rivals of that class may walk
together peacefully, if not exactly hand in hand, it is impossible to say,
in the words of Joel, of those who engage in architectural competitions,

T" rf
""*^ * another

; they shall walk every one in his
path. On such occasions the prize can bo carried off only by one,
though there may, perhaps, bo one or two secondary premiums to pour
as wine and oil into the wounds of one or two of the disappointed. As
to all the rest, they, it seems, are only rightly served, are altogether
unaeserving of compassion; and to be set down as "incompetent."
J^ven it such be the fact, we desiderate some evidence in proof of it,

coUecTtan If'li.lf
^ brother of our own talented contributor Samuel Hugginj, awuecuon of whose now scattered papers is greatly desiderated.

ANOTHER VIEW OF ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION.
Ill—that is, the present writer, who

adopts the impersonal plural cer-
tainly not for the purpose of
passing off his own opinions as
those of the Editor, but merely in
order to avoid egotism, and in

conformity with the established
custom of writers in periodicals,

—

We, then, readily admit that the argu-
ment put forth in favor of architectural
competitions is an exceedingly plausible
one- The obvious and declared object
of inviting architects to a public compe-
tion being to obtain the best out of a
number of designs, it is too readily
assumed, and uninquiringly taken for
certain that the result invariably responds
to the professed object. Yet facts rather
contradict such comfortable illusion. In
his inaugural address to the Institute of
Irish Architects, the late SirRichard Mor-
rison remarked that from among designs

sent in to a competition he had
sometimes known almost the very
worst to be chosen, which is not
quite so surprising as it is de-

plorable, when those who ask for designs,
enveloped in Cimmerian darkness, and
wrapped up in impenetrable Boeotian sto-
•'J'tJ) frequently proclaim their own stultifi-

c.ition in the advertisements t ey issue, by nllowing onlj- pi c^ostei uusly
^llort time lor the preparation of designs. However little they may
understand about architecture, they ought at least to be aware that
architectural designs are something more than so many ad libitum
drawings upon paper; and that it is absurd to expect to get carefully-
considered, dihgently-studied, and well-matured designs, if they must
be struck off at a heat, and stans pede in uno. Possibly, a very passable
design can be produced almost as expeditiously as an ego- can be
Iioached ; but between the process of poaching eggs and hatchin" them
there is a wide difference, though it does not seem to be at all under-
stood, or even so much as suspected, by those who in their innocency
fancy that eggs can be metamorphosed into roast chickens by beino-
immersed for a {'e\Y minutes in hot water.—Of " hot water," by 'the by
there is generally enough and to spare in all competitions.

'

Suppressing—and not without some effort—much that we here feel
tempted, even provoked to say, we content ourselves with remarking
that the sometimes absurd limitation as to time is a gratuitously there"
fore, tyrannically, indicted hardship. To say nothing of its stupidity
It IS surely not a little tyrannical and unfeeling to caU upon architects
to task and worry themselves for the sake of obtainin-r what is after all
.1 mere chance. Were it for a certainty, it would be a different matter-
tlien, indeed, the inconvenience and irksomeness of bein<r compelled
iiowever needlessly, to work against time might be submitted to, if
not with cheerfulness, with acquiescent resignation.

After all, too, what is gained by such immoderate hurry at the outset?
Wothing better, perhaps, than subsequent procrastination and delay,
buch has undeniably been the case in more than one notorious instance.
Uad those who competed for the Government Offices been allowed at
least a full year for duly considering their designs, the probability is
that, not only would the best of the designs sent in have been all the
better, but one of them would have been now realized.
Whatever may be boldly assorted to the contrary, we as boldly con-

tend that the position of the architect who enters into a " competition
"

IS such a singularly anomalous one, as to be altogether different from
tliat of any other artist, or even " art manufacturer." Emulation is
one thing; "competition" for a specific object, another and quite
(litierent one. \V here rivalry is only general, there is room enough for
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something to convince us that the judges—those who take upon them-
selves to officiate as such, are invariably gifted with the requisite
quantum of judgment and nous. It would be an excellent regulation
were no one to be permitted to act in such capacity, without''under-
going some examination as to his being qualified for it.

We are speaking of open competitions, in which all but the one or
two who obtain the offered premiums, will necessarily—as must have
been foreseen from the very first—have employed much anxious labor
to no purpose, and the foreknowledge that such must inevitably be
the case, coupled with not ill-founded mistrust of Committees, is
quite as likely to chill as to animate competitors, more especially as
they must work entirely in the dark as to one very material point.
With a private client or employer an architect can come to a clear
understanding at the very outset ; the matter can be leisurely talked
over between them, and even before putting pencil to paper, the pro-
fessional man can, at any rate, gauge the other's taste, can fully explain
his own views and opinion, and by so doing, perhaps, bring over the
other to them.

In a public competition all this ig reversed. The charitable pre-
sumption is that the fractions which go to make up the sum total of
a Committee are invariably persons of unimpeachable integrity—at
the least of comme il faut respectability

; yet what does that avail,
even if, clever also as they may be in other respects, they are not at
all conversant with the several technical modes of representation
indispensably necessary for explaining an architectural design ; and
then putting together all that is necessarily shown in separate
drawings, to picture to themselves a sufficiently distinct ima^e of the
proposed structure ?

Our charitableness is so elastic that we can stretch it to the extent
of taking for granted that the judges—a/iai those who are intrusted
with the management of public competitions—are not only persons
of unimpeachable respectability and honor, but also possessed of
general good taste. At any rate they know what they ilicmaclvoo
like, and have accordingly a right to please themselves, which last is what
we positively deny. The power conferred upon them imposes correspond-
ing duties also ; it becomes incumbent upon those who are placed in
such position, to have regard to much more than their own unaccount-
able— certainly unaccounted-for likings or dislikings. They act
only as trustees, and ought, therefore, to be prepared to give a satis-
factory account of their stewardship.
Be he a duke or be he a dunce—and possible it is for the same

individual to shine in both characters—when building for himself, a
person has an indefeasible right to do just as he pleases, without being
responsible to any one for what he does ; for in such case there is, at aU
events, i\o jobbery—no vexatious disappointment on the part of a hard-
worked, yet unpaid, majority of competitors.

With public buildings and competitions for them, it is altogether
different

; if only because structures of that class must, when once
erected, remain—not, indeed, for ever, but for several generations, how-
ever unworthy of being looked upon at all. They are not birds of
passage

; neither can they be made to emigrate, or be exported to our
colonies. They cannot, like our "books of the season," be converted
into useful waste paper when the " season " is over. They cannot be
stowed away out of sight in lumber-rooms, like old family portraits and
such-like pictorial frights. No ; they stick by us as closely as did the
horrid old wretch upon poor Sinbad's shoulders. The moral of all
which is that hardly can too much consideration be given beforehand to
a design for a building of more than every-day importance ; whereas
" build in haste and repent at leisure," is the ironical advice that seems
very frequently to be followed.

Not very long ago it was said in the Saturday Iteview, with most
consummate insolence and with most unfeeling insult, that designs upon
paper are no better than so many worthless bubbles ! notwitlfstanding
that it is obvious to all but the wilfully stupid that the worthiness or
worthlessness of an architect's ideas is just the same, whether they ever
get beyond paper or not. A volume of " Contrasts," d la Pugin, of
successful and unsuccessful, of rejected and accepted designs, would
make not a few startling revelations, more comphmentary to the
"bubbles " than to the successful ones. We readily admit that rejected
competition designs, be their intrinsic merit ever so great, are " worth-
less " in one sense of the word, inasmuch as they possess no pecuniary
value.

That the public should take no interest in such drawings and " ele-
vations " is not at all surprising, since they see no more in them than
what lies just upon the surftice. Drawings ofthat description are confess-
edly conventional representations, and so far unnatural as what is so
shown never can by any possibility be so seen. They are necessarily,
and most undisguisedly, and avowedly anti-pictorial. But even when
wakened into life by the vivifying touch of perspective, light and shade,
and color, even when so shown, however skilfully it may be treated, if
it be no more than a design or composition, an architectural subject is

scarcely ever recognised &s a. bond fide production of .art. It may cut
a figure in an exhibition room, but never does it find a purchaser, or
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even so macb as .any one prompted by curiosity to inquire its price

—

strange apathy as contrasted with the popular sympathy with the most
prosaic namby-pamby and nauseatingly ninny-hammer and lackadaisical

subjects. Ere now, portraits of platefuls of nuts and oranges have been
exhibited on the walls of the Royal Academy, and such imintellectual

graphic rubbish has found its admirers, perhaps its purchasers also,

while however poetically conceived, however artistically treated, archi-

tectural drawings have obtained from the public no more than a passing

look of withering condescension.*

HERR CARL WERNER.
rjTHlS accomplished and popular artist has again returned from Germany
J. to London, and once more he has established himself in his atelier at

49, Pall-mall. Herr Werner has resumed his classes for the study and
practise of painting in water-colors, according to his habit during tlie last

few years ; but he will not in future exhibit his pictures in his own
atelier, in consequence of Ids having been elected a member of the New
Society of Painters in Water-Colors, and his pictures will consequently
appear in the exhibition of the Society. Wliile we congratulate the

Society on having secured so valuable an accession to their ranks, and
also while we record our satisfaction at finding the name of Herr Werner
thus formally enrolled amongst our English artists, we cannot refrain from
expressing at least some degree of regret at not being alio either to anti-

cipate or to enjoy our usual yearly visits to the ever-a?reeable little col-

lection of choice works at 49, Pall-mall. There is always something
peculiarly pleasant in a small exhibition of pictures, and more particularly

when we know that they are of the highest order, and wlien we may further

rely upon being able to converse with the artist who produced them at the
very time that the pictures themselves would be before us ior examination
and study. Carl Werner's annual exhibition of his own works has always
occupied a foremost place in our esteem, and we cannot accept the
fact of its having merged into one of tlie public exhibitions, without hav-
ing our satisfaction nceooiatod with rogrrot. To the artiat himoclf tho
change will, we trust, prove to be decidedly advantageous. This year he
sends eight pictures to the gallery of the Society. Of these two are
Venetian scenes ; one is from Verona ; another from Padua ; a fifth from
Sicily ; a sixth is a scene at the Convent' of St. Saba, at Viterbo, near
Bome J the subject of the seventh is a church in Holstein ; and the
eighth is the Hall of the Emperors, at Goslar, in Germany, in which
characteristic representations are given of the celebrated paintings by
Michael Wohlgemuth. These pictures are all in the artist's most admir-
able manner, and they cannot fail to produce a powerful effect in their

new position. The two Venetian pictures exhibit in a striking manner
the versatile powers and the poetic feeling of Herr Werner. They are as
fresh and as impressive as if Venice were a new subject for artistic repre-
sentation. In them the Venice of the past is shown in contrast with the
Venice of to-day—in the one picture the " Sea Cybele " wears proudly her
princely tiara ; in the other we see her sad and powerful, her sun of glory
set, lingering beside the waters that serve but to reflect, with painful
truthfulness, her present degradation.
We have much pleasure in adding that it is Herr Werner's intention

this year to devote as much time as possible to sketching in England, and
also that both himself and his portfolio will be found, as heretofore, at his
atelier, at 49, Pall-mall.

THE NEW OFFICES OF THE GLASGOW CORPORATION WATER
WOKKS.

THESE new ofiices which are now all but completed, have been erected in
Miller-street, on the site of the late Glasgow Water Company's Othees,

whose whole plant and property have been purchased by the Glasgow
Corporations, in terms of the Act to supply the City with water from Loch
Katrine.
The new offices have a frontage to Miller-street of 57 feet 9 inches, and a depth

from Miller-street to Sidney-court of 85 feet, to which court they have afrontage
of 85 feet. The building is divided in its depth, into three compartments, a front,

a back, and an intermediate, which latter is carried up only one story above the
rtreet floor, and is lighted from the roof, thus allowng both front and
back buildings being supplied with abundance of light aud air in their upper
floors.

A basement floor extends under the whole area of the buildings, and is reserved
for storage.

On the street floor, in the front building to Miller-street is the cntrance-hall
and staircase, and on the right and left of this hall are the treasuries, public and
prlTate offices, and the offices of the Ist and 2nd Engineers, with large safes
In each, these rooms are about 16 feet by 15 feet inches each, and have a clear
ceiling of 13 feet 6 inches. In the hall, and opposite to the entrance-door is tlie

entrance to the public or collector's office, which occupies the centre compart-
ment, and, as has been said, is lighted from the roof, this apartment is 29 feet
square, and has a richly coved and panelled ceiling, it is further decorated with
two sculptured panels in alto-relievo (placed each over a door on tide opposite to
entrance), the one represents the " Lady of the Lake " standing up in her skiff',

the other " Fitz-James with his hounds, by the side of his dying gallant grey,"
in allusion to the romantic source from which the water is supplied, the orna-
ments in the cornices, capitals of pilasters, and in the panels have also been
modelled, from the leaves and flowers of water-plants.

In communication with the public office are the ofiices for the surveyors and
for receiving crsii) li.nts.

The front building has three floors above the street, on the first floor is the
board-room, 37 feet by 18 feet, having a clear ceiUng of 16 feet, which is coved

• To be continued.

and panelled similar to the public office—on this floor is also situate the
Committee or retiring-room, and the secretary's public and private offices with
large and substantial safes in eacli.

On the second or upper floor of this compartment are fine large offices, well
lighted from front and back, and having a clear ceiling of 12 feet.

The back building is entered from Sidney-court, but is also in immediate com-
munication with the public office. It, like "the front building, is carried up three
floors above the street, and is appropriated as offices for the collectors and In-
spectors, and as stops for tlie smiths, plumbers, and laborers.

The elevation to Slillei-strect, though much less oniainental than most of the
warehouses and offices that have lately been erected in this street, is neverthi;less

very chaste in design and substantial in character. Tlie ground floor elevation
consists of eight piers, with enriched capitals, composed of water-leaves, support-
ing a plain frieze, with dentil cornice above. Between the third and fourth
pier, counting from the left, is the entrance door ; and between the other piers

plain windows, with moulded sills, supported by small moulded consoles, with
panelled dados between. Two oval shields, having the monogram " G. C. W."
wrought on their faces, and carved borders of water-leaves are placed on the face
of piers on each side of door to adorn and mark the entrance. In the two floors

above this, these piers are carried up quite plain, with seven windows in each
floor recessed betmeen them. These windows have each moulded architraves,
sills, and lintels, with panelled dados. Those of the first floor are enrichett

with carved keystones, and carved horizontal band or frieze above lintels. Ths
entablature of the elevation rests immediately on lintels of second floor windows.
Tile frieze is ornamented with carved wreaths over each pier, and the whole
front is crowned with a raodillion and dental cornice, very chaste in detail, but
scarce bold enough to terminate the fa<jade or harmonise with the buildings,

near it.

Messrs. Clarke and Bell, of St. Vincent-street, Glasgow, are the architects

from whose designs, and under whose care, tliese fine offices have been erected
'J he contractora for the several works are—Mr. John Reiinie, builder j Mr. John
Wilkinson, carpenter and joiner; Mr. Robert Neilson, plasterer; and Mr.
Thomas Arnot, painter. ^

BURTON HALI-, BAKEWELL, DERBYSHIRE. *

THE country mansion which we this week engrave has been erected near
Bakewell, in Derbyshire. It is the country residence of William

Allcurd, Esq. The mansion -tras originally built iindnr the superintend-
ence of the late Mr. Pugin, and additions have recently been carried out,-

at a cost of upwards of £7,000, by Mr. Edward Hughes, builder, ot
Liverpool, under the superintendence of T. D. Barry, Esq., architect, and.

Mr. H. F. Price, clerk of the works. The new works have been carefully^

designed to harmonise with a portion of the old building, wliich has been.

preserved by the proprietor, and the whole forms a favorable example at.

the homes of our country, and of the manner in which Gothic architecture,

is now employed in domestic structures, and of the skill with which our
architects meet the requirements of this nineteenth century. The building;-

stands upon an elevated site, with a broad slope banked up into two ter-

races towards the pleasure grounds, which are studded with fine grown'
timbers, and form an agreeable prospect from the principal apartments.
It has the customary gables and muUioned windo« s, with a rich carve4-

tower, forming a conspicuous feature in the centre of the facade. Th*
masses are characteristically varied and from several points of view group
most picturesquely with the neighbouring objects and the leafy foliage bj-

which it is luxuriously enclosed. A handsome greenhouse has been placed-

on tlie left hand, and is seen glittering through the mass of trees in thai'

foreground.
*-

THE DUKE OF HAMILTON'S WINDOW IN GLASGOW CATHEDBAX,
WE had the opportunity, on Saturday last, of seeing temporarily unveiled^

for the first time, the painted glass window, the work of Miinich artistsu.,

which has been put up in the north transept of the Cathedral, as the noble gin '

of his Grace the Duke of Hamilton. In artistic style it harmonises, of course,

,

with the great western window lately fitted up by the munificence ofthe Brothers i

Baird ; but in some important points it is essentially different. In the westwim^t
dow many figures are grouped together in one panel or compartment ; but :

the transept window, each of the six panels into which it is divided by the muh^i
lions, contains only the figure of an ancient Prophet. These are Moses, Isaiajlf,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Malaclii, and John the Baptist. In the little compartment*!
below these are respectively represented the armorial bearings of the ancienM
families now centered in the Ducal House of Hamilton—viz., ChatelherauM(^
Angus, Douglas, and Arran, and the coats of arms of William Duke of Hamil-
ton, and his wife, the Princess Marie of Baden, Duchess of Hamilton. To on
thinking, this window, as a work of art, is of marvellous merit. The beauty i

the drawing, the brilliancy of the colors, the grace, boldness, and dignity oft!

portraits ofthese the greater Prophets, complete a work which, we believe, hi

not anywhere been excelled. But as there are some amongst us who are rather

obstinate in acknowledging the merits of Miinich art, we would advise all wl©
I

are interested in this matter, and all who are lovers of the good and the beautiful,

to direct their steps to the Cathedral, and inspect the window for themselves,

after it shall have been formally and finally uncovered, %vhich it will be after

Thurstlay next. On that day the window will be inaugurated in the presence of

the subscribers to the windows, and of some private friends of the Duke of

Hamilton—his Grace at present being absent from the kingdom.

—

Glasgow
Daily Herald.

Hereford City Improvements.—These works, comprising new general

market, warehouses for hops, &c., and a large room for public meetings for the

Guildhall, have been commenced. The market will be 200 feet long, and will

have a roof formed with curved and enriched wrought-iron principals, with

skylight down the centre of each division. Mr. John Clayton is the architect

Messrs. Beavan and Bowers, the contractors; the amount of contract, iucludinf;

value of old materials, being £4,650.

• Illustrated at page 315.
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THE AKCIIITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

WE resume our notice of the drawings now exliibitcd in the Conduit-
street galleries. No. 71 shows us the "South-west View of a

Church designed in IS.'JS for Competition," by Mr. J. Bentley. It is

very originally treated, and is built chiefly of red brick in the fiishioiiable

foreign Gotliic style, but with an amount of freedom and purity which our
architects do not always infuse into tlieir productions in this style. ' The
tower is connected by means of a cloister or arcade with the main body of

the church, and the fierceness of the general color is judiciously subdued
by bands of black brick and by projecting heads set in circles in various
parts of the design. Adjoining this we have, in the design for a "Church,
School, and llesidence at Yarmouth" (72), by Mr. Erere, a simple and
unpretending Gothic building, with red brick dressings and stripes

relieving the rough courses of Grey stone.

A thorough Scotch character pervades Mr. G. Eowler Jones's design

(73) for the "Inverness Lunatic Asylum," and it deservedly obtained al

premium in the recent competition. Its openings are plain and unde-
corated, giving the front remarkable simplicity ; but the various portions

are so well arranged that, by the aid ofthe square-roofed towers, with their

circular-corbelled angle-turrets, the building is brought into harmony
with the surrounding scenery.

The drawing for the " Ashton Schools " (74), and that for the " Abel
Smith Memorial School," are designed in a weak Gothic style, without
refinement or originality.

That for the " Chesterfield Schools," by Mr. C. J. Adams (77), contains
a good deal of novelty and fertility of invention, but the cross-bars of the
large window, pierced with trefoils, seriously injure an otherwise good
building.

A largo frame, bearing the number (78) contains specimens of architec-
tural engravings, executed in the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, and
nineteenth centuries. They commence with a work of P. Galle, dated
1537, and end with the rich Early English foliage by Mr. J. II. Le Keux.
We presume they were h\;ng simply to cover the walls, for had the com-
mittee intended them for examination and comparison, they would
surely have been placed within a reasonable distance of a moderately tall

spectator.

80 and 81 are pen and-ink sketches, feebly executed, of designs by Mr.
Dudley Male; the same moderate ability is observable in both the Classic
and the Gothic drawing.
Mr, Kirkby's design for the Glamorganshire Banking Company's

premises shows a careful study of Italian art, without any marked
originality or outrageous departure from existing examples. It is only
two stories in heiglit; the upper one having windows with the usual
alternate curved and raking pediments.
Mr. Blatchley lays before us the " Design for the Scarborough In-

firmary," which obtained the second preniium. It is formed of two Italian
wings, with a series of iron verandahs between them, and has groups of
deverly sketched convalescents in the foreground.

Mr. G. Low's design for a " Baptist Chapel " (85a) seems in one respect
well suited for a popular preacher, with an hysterical audience, for there
are no less than five doors for escape in the front alone, and one apparently
at tlie same end of each flank wall. Thus there are no less than seven
doors altogether, enough, in all conscience, for the outpouring of the
strongest spirit ; but far too many for the extent of the front. It was,
perhaps, designed at the time of the Surrey Hall catastrophe, and with
an especial eye to revival contingeucies. An ugly tower with high square
roof and iron cresting is placed at either side of the front without the
slightest meaning or artistic value. The ornament in red brick is equally
bad and wastefuUy intruded.

AVe next come upon a very elaborate, accurate, but wirely-drawn repre-
sentation of the fine old tower and spire of Grantham Church, well-known
to every lover of medieval art; and a sketch of the North Porch of Selby
Church, both by Mr. Richard B. Marsh. The detail in the shadow of the
latter drawing is well brought out.

There is a " View of the Interior of a small Church," (86), by Mr. W.
"White, which deserves examination. It is built at New-quay, Cornwall,
and the red marble of the country has been advantageously employed for
the shafts of the columns. All else is remarkably simple, and yet the
quiet appearance of a village church has been most successfully stamped
upon it. The exterior, with a small turret on the western wall, and the
plan—a nave in three bays and south aisle, are shown by small pencil
sketches in the spandrels of the colored drawing. The total cost of the
building did not exceed £600.

88 is another design for " Heigham Church," and consists of an effective
Decorated cruciform church, with tower and spire at the north-west
angle.

The " Buildings on an Estate at Lewisham," shown in a bird's-eye view
by Mr. Cross (89), are nothing more than ordinary semi-detached villas.

Mr. Charles Gray, a regular contributor to the Exhibition, has in one
frame two views of the exterior, and two designs for the interior of his
project for the " Chapel of the Holy Trinity," at Knightsbridge (90), Both
the exterior views show his customary cleverness and prodigality of
ttsource, but both have too much work crowded into them. The entrance
bota the road is covered by a semi-detatched porch on stout single columns
*ith a well-filled tympanum. There are coupled windows on either side
4>f the door, and over it a row of five connected windows, surmounted by a
rose window not only disproportionately large, but so much so as to
destroy the apparent solidity of the wall beside it. The smaller rose
windows below had better have been altogether omitted to allow the eye to
rest on a little plain wall surface. The breadth of the design is interfered

with by this superabundance of varied fenestration. The same remark
applies to the park front. It would be much improved by blocking up
the upper coupled windows on both sides, and omitting the enriched
capping which runs from the lower ones round the angle of the building,
and which gives an air of weakness where stability should not only exist
but strikingly proclaim itself. The various portions are otherwise skilfully
grouped and designed. The mteriors are both badly drawn and unworthBy
conceived.

93. " New School at Emneth, near Wisbech," is a meritorious piece of
Gothic building, very nicely etched by Mr. William Smith.

95 is a fine representation of the imposing offices and salerooms recently
completed in Mincing-lane, City, from the designs of Mr. John Whichcord,
F.S.A., and we noticed with pleasure what we should like to see generally
adopted in this exhibition,—the name of the artist appended to it in the
catalogue. The drawing is capitally executed, and very effective, notwith-
standing its being unpleasantly "sicklied o'er" with a pale cast of blue.
The building is divided into six compartments by rusticated piers, and
comprises four lofty stories lit by coupled windows. There is a great deal
of fine carving about it, but the ornament is mainly concentrated on the
central portion in which the doorway is placed, flanked by Doric columns,
surmounted by recumbent figures, and filled with large and elaborate
iron gates. The consoled cornice is very richly decorated, and a balus-
trade with piers, gives a good finish to a handsome specimen of the modem
class of commercial buildings.

96 is a beautiful drawing of the fine inlaid pavement designed by
Mons. Stuhnal, in the Saint Chapelle, at Paris, reduced to one-sixth of the
actual size from tracings of the floor, by Mr. Thomas Vaughan, whose
other contributions (112 and 113) "View in the aisle of Chevet Abbey,
St. Denis, near Paris," and part of the south transept, Notre Dame, Paris,
as well as those of the spires and the Chevet lantern and north transept
at Coutanees, and the triforium of Chevet Bayeux, show the faithful and
elaborate execution which distinguished his views of the English cathe-
drals in last year's exhibition. No. 113 and 116 especially are lovely groups
of carved masonry.

Mr. Charles L. Eastlake contributes nine or ten sketches in Italy and
Germany, some colored and others in pencil on tinted paper. Amongst
the former that of thePeschierain the Ghetto, in Rome, is the most strik-
ing, although it does not realise the rich coloring of the actual view. The
pencil sketch of the well-known staircase in the courtyard of the Palazzo
del Podesta, Florence, is beautifully executed, and the figures in it are
touched in with remarkable and unusual dexterity.

The works in progress at Caterham, Surrey (119), by Mr. R. M. Drew,
consist chiefly of waterworks built of red brick, with black bands and
small openings, and though hardly more than blank wall surface, the
architect's ability is visible in the contrast he has made with the broad
mass of red brick in the chimney behind, which is constructed of red and
yellow bands of brickwork in alternate courses.

A very good Italian design (120, 121) is exhibited by Mr. W. C. Reed,
" The Proposed New Oflices for the National Provident Institutioa."
Drawings are given of both sides of the building. The entrance is at the
angle, and has carved figures springing from the jambs to carry the
cornice over it. On the top of the ground floor Corinthian columns are
placed, extending upwards for two stories, and supporting a cornice with
the frieze filled with heads and foliage. A row of French dormers are
placed in front of the roof behind the balustrade. The details throughout
are well studied, and a great deal of originality and taste is developed in
the design.

The " new premises in Thames-street " (123) by Mr. E. C. Robins, con-
sists of a plain stone building, with little ,or no attempt at decorative
architecture.

The " Studio and Residence for Mr. J. R. Swinton," is shown in a well-
tinted perspective view, and a small plan underneath it. The plan is very
conveniently arranged. A picture-gallery, 25 feet by 20 feet, is entered
immediately from the entrance-hall, and leads to the principal studio, 38
feet by 25 feet, with a direct northern light in the side wall. To procure
this, the architect has dexterously turned the room to an angle of 45° with
the other apartments, and without destroying the symmetrical arrange-
ment of the different rooms. The exterior is white brick, striped with red.

The windows are simple, with slight cement dressings ; a trivial fringe of
red brick has very injudiciously been placed round the principal window of
the first floor. The porch consist of coupled square columns.

125. The " Wandswortli-road Almshouses," built from the designs of
Mr. E. I'Anson, is a Gothic red brick building, with stone dressings, and
occasional black bricks in the arches. There are the usual gables over
the upper windows, and a tower on each flank.

" Sennoweville, Bushy Heath, Herts" (126), erected at a cost of £6,250,
by Mr. John Cundy, is a square block of white Suffolk brick, and stone

dressings. It is two stories in height, with five openings in the principal

front, and three in each return front. They are all similarly enriched

with square cornices, trusses, and architraves.

More freedom has been given to the Italian style in the adjoining " man-
sion of T. Bass, Esq., M.P.," by Mr. J. K. Colling (127). The tower
and outbuildings heru group picturesquely together. It is altogether three

stories in height. The upper one is lit by dormers, which are brought for-

ward between the balustrade. The " Schools at Haslington," near Crewe
(128), by the same architect, are built of red brick, without any striking

architectural features.

129 is the " Public Hall Building," constructed at Maldon, Essex, by Mr.
T. Roger Smith. It is very simple, of yellow brick, with arched openings,
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a projecting centre with pediment over it and was constraoted for

ZSOshowstlie "Middlesex Industrial Schools." recently completed from

the designs of Messrs. Banks and Barry. It occupies a considerable plot

of ground, and accommodates 800 boys. The large block in the centre,

three stories in height, is connected with the wings by sing.e story buiia-

ings pierced with square-headed windows, divided by rusticated pilasters ;

an agreeable outline is by this means obtained to the whole design, llie

central portion is rusticated on the ground floor, and has rusticated quoins.

The walls are built of red brick. ,,.,,.,. •. „„,„ii„i
130 is a measly view of "Treves Cathedral," which has is parallel

-only in -255 a view of « Maintz Cathedral," from the same skiUcss hand.

Both, however, though so feebly executed, have at a slight distance very

much the color of the original buildings.
. , ^^ . -o^^,,, rinrV

There is a great deal of very choice design in the Drawing Room Clock

(-133^ by Mr W. G. Smith, but the massive Uttle spiral columns seem to

us inappropriate to such an article, and the outer ornament S'^es it a <lis-

agree.ible outline. The detail is, however, exquisitely managed espe.ally

sS the foliage in the spandrels, and has the crisp sharpness which metal-

work ought to possess.
. ^, u

Very near this drawing. Mr. Smith has another contribution, in the shape

of DeLns for Drinkin|Fountains (138). Their value is lessened by the

Obvious^s raining for novelty. The outer moulding is, for this reason

Sngly, broken in the most vexing way. In fact, it strikes "' that t e

Sain would be considerably improved by the entire removal of this

moSg and its prickly drip stones. With a modification of the excessive

Siamferfng the design would be a very good one; as they now s and, we

Srefer No . with its outer arch of brick and bold basin. Both, however,

ISsess a rire amount of merit, and show rather too prolific inventive

'^m^'^'The National Schools, Marden, Kent." A clever Gothic design

marred by eccentricity in havirg apparently one principal of each roof

•fixed externaUy, as a barge board. The transomes of the windows areK the centre, which we would hope is a defect of the drawing. Mr. J

'M. Hooker's famiUarity with the style is, however^ more visible in the next

•frime (135), Parsonage-house, Paddock Wood, Brenchley, which is very

tStefuUy composed. The bay window on corbels is a good idea well

-^rked out. The variety of outline and form of gable, and the relief of

The red mass of brickwork with the dark bands is quite successfully

'°
The^re^is too much studied regularity to please us in the {"""^^fff^fg"'

by the same architect (136), for the "National Schools, Charlton,

Kent " The bell cot, supported in the centre by a narrow stup of cor-

belled buttress, is placed in the middle of the front and precisely the same

arrangement of gabled masses is adopted on both sides of it. 137 s a

Sorriblv blue drawing of the otherwise ^e'l-de^igned Decorated church of

North Pickenham, Norfolk, proposed to be rebuilt by Mr. Dudley Male.

The next four frames are filled "j'h <l«^'e"V^°^.I^rif/"i|f""^^'°;-

We have before alluded to those of Mr. W. G. Smith (138) those

numbered 139 and 140 by Mr. J. G. Stapleton, jun are
'"^^I'l^^t^^^l

gant style, 139 is the best but its crocketted pinnacle in the centre is out

Sf all character with the bronze mermaidens and the simple basins below

it. no has some chocolate and blue ironwork crawling round the stone

basins. It has not the sturdy look which metal-work should have,j hen

designed to support such ponderous masses as Mr. Stapleton has placed

upon it. 141, by Mr. F. Wallen, is a sheet of weak notions without any

of the true Gothic spirit.
, , r.* » i,„ -vr,- T r

142. "Buildings erected in Great Tower-street, City, by Mr. i. L.

Clarke. The unquestionably good tinting of this drawing cannot mask its

faulty perspective. There are several vanishing points on thesamesideof the

building, and the outline has been most carelessly drawn It is, perhaps

however in keeping with the design which is an Italian block div ded nto

three co^partments by tall, narrow, panelled pilasters The central portion

rises higher than the rest, crowned by a pediment with a broken eornice,

and a low arch within it. There is no redeeming quality to justify such

a departure from sound design. It seems to have been done with the

simple notion of producing singularity. ciu^v.^
143 and 144 contain a dozen sketches of the new Roman Catholic

Church recently completed at Lanark, and other works in progress by Mr.

C. Goldie. They are very slightly sketched in pen and ink ;
but we preler

them to the more pretentious drawings which the same architect elsewhere

exhibits. In fact, we imagine he is rather more at home in this class of deUn-

eation, and in the design of the baptistery and pulpit of the Lanark Uiurcn,

his undoubted knowledge and powers are fully developed 1 hey are beauti-

fully designed and most artistically grouped. The sketch of the Ipswich

Church "
is affectedly drawn from a high point of view—to look, we sup-

pose, more Gothic. It certainly has the appearance of being drawn by a

hide unpractUed hand ; but when we know and see how much better

Mr. Goldie can draw, we regret to observe an example of such medieval

conceits. „ , _, • tt nr *-

145. Design for a "County Bank and shops," by Mr A. II. Morant.

When our ancestors had no bricks they built half-timbered houses, which

have made during their long years of Ungering decay good subjects for

our painters ; but this quality has not been able to compete with the many

ereater advantages of brick buildings. As a mere architectural fancy the

style may still occasionally be adopted ; but it cannot be prevalent, par-

ticularly in towns. If nothing else checked it, the extra premium for

insurance against fire would do so. Mr. Morant has nevertheless, shown

in his drawing that he has well studied the old remaining buildings, and

he has produced a design so picturesque and well worked out that it maKes

us almost regret that the day h.-is passed by
[°J f"f„ ''™fj"";;;J^'jf

small shop on the right is particularly good ; but, for its perfect illustration,

''

fir' A t;g'raS"sl"o«Cg^Tir^latial residences recently com-

pleted in Gorfroad, Kensington," by Mr. John Tarring As we engraved

the view in our last week's Number, there is no need to notice it lurther

°°Mr Edwin Nash exhibits two masterly sketches of Rouen and Charles

r 148 and 149) and the Penge School for Infants (150) now erecting from

l^iisdeJ^ns They are very simple, and are built in red briek with stepped

'"^^^ ^:i;tlSr:-has been adopted by Mr. ^/-^^ant-m ^ «>u.

new shops at Swindon (151). They are bu, It of red brick «ith stone dress

ings. The ornament is limited almost wholly to chamfers

152 and 153 are specimens of the Foreign Gothic, ^"^'^h Mr. E. M
Godwin like many other architects, seems to have generally adopted. The

undoubted freedom with which he uses it, and the commendaWe |"aniier in

which he adapts it to modern requirements, are injured by afi-ectatio i and

want o taste'^ He crowds too much into his designs. In the National

Schools St. Phi ip's, Bristol, a clever design is spoilt by the conlmuous

En"of;mall window's, with narrow square 'i'-r"' ^J^ X'w.ll td
which runs round the lower part of the design. It weakens the «all, and

Ts painful to behold. The solitary little column on the apex of the gable

is another unworthy feature in the design
riovonOiirp

In 153 he has introduced the same style '"'« °"«
°^„f".^?,l°"7;t'

clmrches-Staverton, and though perhaps somewhat out of place, yet,

Ssically, the windows with their shafts of polished natn-e marbles are

infinitely preferable to the debased Perpendicular work which our strict

church res^torers would have felt it a duty to place there simply because

a portion of tTe old jambs showed traces of it. Mr. Godwin deserves credit

'%?fSregaUotf"ctpe^i; now erecting at Chelsea, by Mr. John

Tarring is a rich, decorated Gothic building, with tower and spire, pin-

nacles crockets, and eUhorate tracery, without anything to distinguish

the "chapel " from a church but the absence of the cross on the gables.

Mr. Kl Phipson exhibits a large drawing of the Library Fireplace a

Brandes on Hall, Sufiblk, designed by him most successfully to accord

withtwoof the upper panels, which are old. We do him only justice

when we say tl>at it looks as if he did not design it at all, but as if it were

""stops in Rendezvous-street, Folkestone, by Messrs Walton and Rob-

son -These are the most meritorious specimens of street architecture

wli ch we have seen for some time, the centre drawing strikingly o. Lach

Xn is different, but harmony is preserved between them. The upper

gaWe with arches in them, are brought forward on stepped corbels to

Ihe greater depth to the reveals, with charming efieet lliere -« a play-

fu introduction of brick bands, and the variety in the heights of the dif-

ferenrbuUdings and the variety of the roofs produce a picturesque appear-

ance very rarely seen. The cornices are likewise d.flerent, and are not

simply he mou^'ied projections so often, and too often seen, but are eor-

heTled sk IfuTy and artistically. One drawing shows a high stepped gable

with a no nted arch and parti-colored voussoirs brought out on corbelled

buttresses very effectively. The great merit of the designs mainly

denends on the clever way in which variety of surface and outhne is thus

oEed by eorbelUng The shop-fronts are equally meritorious. The

glass is set back, with the iron columns outside, and in some cases arches

over them; in others wooden brackets very originally introduced We

should like to have seen, instead of three drawings, the whole of the

buildings brought! if pos'sible, into one view. Their value would thus

have been more clearly perceptible.

KOTICES OP THE BUILDING MATERIALS, PATENTS, INVENTIONS,

MANUFACTURES, &C.—NORTH GALLERY
. , . ,

No 6 Weiterstedt's patent me/«/.-This peculiar manufacture is adapted

to the following purposes, viz. :-The covering oi fiats circular and sloping

rlf!domeI church spikes, verandahs, flushing, railway stations and

l°olt roofs over railway platforms, &c., also, as a covering for deck-houses

companions, &c., in ships and steam vessels, and for rods subject to the

acUon ot sa t sp^ay or humidity on the sea coasts. It is manufactured in

sheets of he blowing sizes, viz. :-l lb. and U lb to the foot, 8 feet by 2

feel 9 inches-2 lbs. and 3 lbs. to. the foot, 9 feet by 3 feet. It is also made

as ow as 8 ozs. per foot, suitable for the lining of cellaretts,&c. Theagents

for tL new met^al, in London, are Messrs. W. W. and K. Johnson and hons

4 Waterloo-place, Limeliouse, London, E.
, u i i- „„..o

No 7 Charles iiotteu and Son, the manufaclurers of hydraulic appa-

ratus Crawford-passage, Kay-street, Clerkenwell-green, again exhibit

!

[arge number ot' their peculiar manufactures; but as the whole wer-

shown at the last year's gathering we do not deem it necessary to ente

into detail, as we described them at the time they were f^rst displayed.

No 8 comprises a full size model of what is called " Cole's patent smok

exhauster and down draught preventer," as manufactured by Mr. \\ .
Jone

27 Castle-street, Leicester-square, the planning of which seems to be ex

tremely simple, but for the efficacy of which, as a matter of course, w

cannot pass an opinion without practical illustration, knowing as we d.

that the cure of smoky chimneys has puzzled the most scientific men, ni

eluding the once noted Count Rumford, and others ever smce the inventio

°'^Mr""wiliiam Pierce, the veteran manufacturer of slovc-gralcs,

Jermin-street, exhibits his works in great force under the head JNo.

and also at 196 in the East Gallery. TI.e leading principle m the stov
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grates of Mr. Pierce, appears to be the substitution of fire-brick in their

sides and backings instead of iron. In tliis Mr. Pierce is right ; for, all

practical men who have studied the subject with care, know the simple
fact that iron is a conductor of heat, in contradistinction to which, fire-

trick is a non-conductor. Hence the great superiority of the latter

material ; for in cases of iron being adapted, a very large percentage of
heat is absolutely absorbed and positively wasted, whilst in the application

of fire-brick the heat is entirely thrown out into the apartments by
radiation. Aided by his great experience in these, what we consider
highly important matters, as regards domestic comfort and economy of

fuel, Mr. Pierce has taken a most comprehensive view of the subject, and
brouglit his untiring energy, perseverance, and ingenuity, to bear upon
his various appliances as adapted for cottages, servants-rooms, schools,

hospitals, mansions, &c. In the former case there is a specimen shown,
called an " Improved Fresh Air Cottager's Grate, for warming two rooms at

the same time, with only onefire." Amongst numerous other examples sliown
at 195, in the East Gallery, the inventor has what he calls "Pierce's Fresh
Air, VVarming, Purifying, and Ventilating Fire Lump Stove-grate ;" and
another of excellent design, called a " Pyro-Pneumatic Stove-grate," suit-

*ble for warming and ventilating picture-galleries, entrance-halls, &c.
Keturning to the North Gallery and proceeding with the numbers con-
secutively, Messrs. K. and N. Norman display, at No. 10, specimens of
their model bricks, which we noticed in detail in our description of the
last year's exhibition, on which occasion we spoke of them in favorable
terms.
Under the head No. 11, Mr. G. F. Chantrell, 6, Hatton Garden, Liver-

pool, has fitted up what is called " Chantrell and Dutch's Patent Economic
Self-acting Water Closet and Water Waste Preventer."

At No. 12, Messrs. Manders, Brothers, exhibit a seat and panel of good
design, prepared to show the superior qualities of their ' Hard-drying
trackless varnish," and also their white copal varnish. The materials
assuredly possess undisputed excellence, proved by the fact that this is the
second year the work has been exhibited without being re-varnislied, and
still maintains its original colorless appearance.

Comprised at No. 13, Messrs. John Moore and Sons, church, turret, and
musical and house clock manufacturers, 38 & 39, CIcrkenwell Close, London,
display a most unique example of one of their clocks, together with patent
moveable glass ventilators, for every description of public and private
buildings, hothouses, conservatories, warehouses, ships' cabins, railway
carriages, &c. Amongst the examples of clocks, the firm exhibit one with
its face emblazoned with Rees and Co.'s patent transparent colors, for illu-

minating by night, and having a solid opaque appearance by day, which
to us appears to be a most ingenious invention well worthy of attention.
In reference to this unique specimen of their manufactures, Messrs. Moore
and Son remark, that " all that can be desired is obtained, and the saving
of cost and re-gilding, scaffolding, &c., is effected, the dials being per-
manent."

Messrs. Fayle and Co., Newton Works, Dorsetshire, were exhibitors last
year, and on the present occasion, show much improvement in the manipu-
lation of their white facing bricks, and architectural moulded blocks for
quoins, dressings, window parapets, copings, &c. These blocks and bricks
are manufactured from a superior quality of clay, and approach very nearly
to the color of Bath stone. Should they be well manufactured, they will

prove not only cheaper, but also more durable than much of the inferior stone
that is used in the metropolis. The blocks and facings can be made to any
dimension or pattern.
At No. 15, Messrs. Critchley, Wright, and Co., of Burton Weir,

Slieflield, exhibit what thoy designate " Wright's Patent Gill Calorifer,"
for warming churches, public buildings, mansions for the nobility and
gentry, schools, conservatories, &c. This peculiar stove consists of a
number of metal plates arranged vertically, constructed in such a manner
M to form, when put together, what is technically termed a " cockle."
The inside of the stove being corrugated, acquires heat from the fire

with great rapidity, while the very large extent of surface presented by
the projecting wings, warms a considerable volume of air at a low tem-
perature.

The stove •exhibited is one of the smaller sizes usually manufactured,
and is calculated to warm a building having an area of 50,000 cubic
inches.

Under No. 16, Messrs. Pugh and Co., 13, King-street, Snow-liill, London,
*how a valuable and interesting case of mortice locks, door-knobs, rim
locks, spindles, and other examples of door dressings in glass, colored
woods, ivory, and china ware of very beautiful manufacture.
At No. 17, the redoubtable lock opener, "Hobbs," under the firm of

Hobbs, Ashley, and Co., 76,Cheapside, London, displays a small but excellent

xnlleclion of locks, keys, and other appliances for doors, safes, &c. One
«peoiu)en, called the new mortice lock, is noticeable for the appli-
jcatioa of the double spring, the latch is made to work, independently
•of .the crank, whereby the necessity of slamming the door is entirely

yreventeil ; while by the peculiar form of Hobbs's Patent friction-

aess follower and crank, as they are called, a rolling, instead of a rubbing,
motion is produced, which prevents friction, and consequently conduces to

durability. In reference to the examples shown by Messrs. Hobbs and
Ashley, we may safely affirm that for excellent materials and
TOecision of workmanship, their productions are assuredly unsurpassed.
Tlie partners of this house have had medals awarded to tlieni by the
principal institutions of Europe and America ; by the ComraissioRers of

the Great Exhibitisn in 1851, and by the jurors of the Paris Exhibition.
Prom the works in the rigid met.ils, by Hobbs, we come to No. 18,

nnderrieath whicb are shown three examples of models in plaster, produced

from glue moulds, by Mr. R. N. Hanwell, architectural modeller, 59, Char-
lotte-street, Caledonian-road. These models are executed with a large
amount of taste and freedom, but we think Mr. Hanwell will admit with
us that they ought to have been colored or painted in "flat," and not with
glazed color, in which case the subjects would have shown their light and
shade to much more advantage. The works comprise two friezes of foliage,

birds, and figures, worked with great vigour ; and the other is a drop of
flowers, which is not quite so successful. The style throughout adopted
by the artist is that known as Renaissance, as recognised in the works of
Donatcllo, Luca, Delia Uobbia, Ghiberti, and other eminent artists of the
period, who flourished during the revival.

No. 19 is left blank in the catalogue, but in the absence of dcscriptioff •
we may remark that under it arc displayed three works from the esta-

blishment of Mr. George Jennings, the well-known sanitary engineer,

Holland-street, Blackfriars, which, as usual, display all the ingenuity,
simplicity and elegance peculiar to his special manufactures.
The Eastern Gallery of the exhibition contains in a great measure spe-

cimens of contributors that were shown last year in the same room, by
Maw and Co., in reference to mosaic pavements j M. Desachy, in decorative

modelling, produced in his patent material called "lAi Staff;" and the
paperhangings of Messrs. Williams, Cooper, and Co., West Smithfleld. In
this gallery, however, in addition to old contributions, we are glad to enu-
merate at the northern end upwards of 50 specimens of encaustic tile

pavements and other kindred works by Messrs. HoUins and Co.

The examples shown, about fifty in number, are of a very superior
description, and fully maintain the high name of the firm—they comprise
mosaic pavements, together with specimens of majolica ware, in relief

&c.,—the ornaments being raised in white, upon blue and green grounds,
the whole being excellent in design, of good durable materials, and well

executed. •

On the western side of the east gallery Messrs. Harland and Fisher, 33,

Southampton-street, Strand, exhibit a very interesting series of paper-
hangings of Gothic pattern, which in design and judicious blending of
colors show a marked and decided improvement upon the senseless and
absurd combinations of impossible perspectives, dyspeptic, and gaudy
groups of fruit and flowers, and other vulgar and inappropriate abomina-
tions that were wont to be emblazoned on the walls of our apartments
some quarter of a century ago. In the samples displayed by Messrs.

Harland and Fisher the diaper system is largely sdopted, and in reference

to the combination of colors we may remark that those are the most suc-

cessful and effective in which the primitive tints are j udiciously and har-

moniously blended. At No. 193, in the same gallery, are specimens of

Smith's Patent Ornamental wood, suitable for panelling's and other

architectural decorations, also for the embellishment of ships' cabins,

railway carriages, &c., and as a substitute for the inlaying of pianoforte

cases and cabinet-work generally. For our own parts we are the advocates

for real, and not artificial inlaying, and think that as imitations the

examples shown are susceptible of much improvement. Mr. W. Howard,
34, Berkeley-street, Lambeth, is the agent for the patentee.

On the wall at No. 194, are several specimens of green marble, called

vert antique, from the quarries of Mr. Kleanthez, Greece. The price of

this material is 30s. per cubic foot for usual sizes ; and for extra sizes, or

monolith pillars, 40s. Mr. E. C. lonides, 28, Threadneedle-street, is the

London agent for the sale of the marble.*

HER MAJESTY'S THEATRE.
THIS unrivalled Opera-house has now been open about a fortnight under

a new management, Sir. E. T. Smith being lessee. The circle remains

as before, no renovation having taken place, but which we understand is

intended next year. The approaches and lobbies have undergone a
transmutation delightful to behold. First impressions, independently of

pleasurable expectations, are of great importance, and certainly the care

taken to produce these in this case has not l)een thrown away. The
exterior has been re-painted, and hung with elegant lamps, with gilded

iron fittings. The interior staircases and approaches to the boxes have

been re-gilded and panelled, with rich carpeting, &c., to match. A
peculiarly beautiful arrangementofcliandeliers, withsilver-gilt pendant rods

and circular clusters has been made, and a brilliant effect is produced by

the spirally treated pendant-rods in conjunction with the clusters by gas

light. The colors in the decorations consists principally of gold on a white

ground; crimson and violet having been used in carpetings, curtains, &c.,

principally. These have a charming effect, and upon them can the

eye luxuriate without fear of satiety during the brief transit from

entrance to box. A figure, we believe in terra-cotta, holding a vase of

fruit and flowers, appears upon the first landing of the principal staircase,

and completes the tout ensemble of what we consider quite a charming

picture.

In the circle, we may suggest, perhaps, the removal of the time-honored

amber-colored curtains, and in their stead, violet or light-blue color.

The Sale of the Opera Colonnade Hotel.—On Wednesday the

Opera Colonnade Hotel, Charles-street, St. James's, was offered to public com-

petition, at Garraway's, bv Messrs. Bowes and Bellinghain. The auctionrer

stated that the directors of' the company had expended nearly £30,000 upo" *M
property. After a very brisk competition, tlie lease and goodwill were kuocked

down for £7,500.

• To be continued,
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F
THE SKKPEXTINE*

JAVING shown the condition of the Serpentine we may now examine

the remedies proposed. First, there is that of Mr. llawksley, which

has been commenced and received an expenditure of i 14,000, and which the

committee recommend should be abandoned. After this, and seeing that

the scheme was condemned by the majority of engineers examined—not

the eminent ones—it would be unkind to criticise it, and likewise unneces-

sary, as we did so in our last volume. The whole thing is moribiind, and

we trust will be speedily interred by the House of Commons—Sir S. M.

Peto and Mr. Joseph Locke acting as chief mourners. We are sorry for any

• disappointment to Mr. llawksley individually, but rejoice at it for the

public health, and even hope that it may serve as a lesson—teaching not

overweening confidence in oneself, but consideration for the opinions of

Others. It may, however, be serviceable to recall to mind that this gentleman

proposed to' construct filter beds with their appurtenances at a cost of

XI 7,000, and to pump two million gallons of water, or one-thirtieth part

of the contents of the lake daily, through the filters, whence it was to run

back again into the Serpentine. The annual expense was estimated at

jESOO.

Mr. Greaves, engineer to the East London Waterworks, was of

opinion that the daily filtration of one-thirtieth part of the water would

not produce any sensible result in clearing and purifying it, and in summer

time the vitality in the Serpentine would be so great that it would

soon overtake the eflfects of filtration. A certain quantity of water

may be purified daily, but if it be turned into the main body again

it soon becomes as impure as it was originally, and the withdrawing of two

million gallons daily from the lower end of the Serpentine and pouring it

in filtered at the top, would not necessarily take ofi' the whole quantity of

impure water in thirty days, as the pure would blend with the impure and

be running through again.

Mr. Simpson, the greatest hydraulic engineer of the day, and who has had

more practical experience than any man living in the filtration of water,

from his connection with the Lambeth and Chelsea Waterworks, believed

that the greatest diflSculty to contend with in filtering the Serpentine would

be the removal of floating vegetable matter. As engineer to the Chelsea

Water Company he had under his charge the reservoir, suppressed by Sir

Benjamin Hall, in the Green-park, and found it impossible to keep it clean

by any process of filtration. The Serpentine might be improved by filtration,

which would probably be the most economical process, but the water could

never be rendered thoroughly pure. Fish should be encouraged rather

than got rid of. The lake was shallower above the bridge than below, and

iroold, therefore, be the easier to clean out. If the overflow of sewage were

intercepted, as it is to be by the arterial drain, in the summer the mud
Trould soon sink into a quiescent state. The depth of water should be de-

creased unless provision were made for a constant supply of fresh water.

The daily supply of a million gallons of fresh water allowed to run out at

the lower end would be preferable to the filtration and return of two

million gallons irrespective of cost. In the summer of 1856, sixty million

gallons were pumped by the Chelsea Company into the Kensington Basin,

whence it overflowed to the Serpentine, notwithstanding which the state

of the water was still complained of. On two occasions 15,000 cubic yards

in all of mud were excavated from the Serpentine, spread on the side of

the lake to dry, and spread on the grass as manure. It would be useless

to attempt to collect the drainage of the Park, Mr. Simpson believed,

—

why he did not say. The supply to the Serpentine is not self-supporting.

It once got down to 46 inches, and remained as low as that for some
days, in 1850 and 1851 there was very little water in the lake. In

justice to Mr. llawksley we should state that Mr. Simpson said that,

as a practical man, he was not prepared to recommend the abandonment
of the filtration system for the purpose of resorting to any other system,

and that the relevelling of t he bottom of the lake, combined with a proper

system of filtration, would be quite sufficient for all sanitary purposes. It

is needless to say that, even with the addition of burying the mud beneath

clay and gravel to the filtration system, we believe it would be the acme
of nastiness, for year by year all the soluble filth would become more and

more concentrated, until, in the end, the Serpentine would become a salt

lake, of what character the reader can imagine. We have the greatest

respect for Mr. Simpson's statements and experience ; we can even admire

his esprit de corps which makes him come to the help of Mr. Hawksley,
although they differed on the great drainage question, but we decline to

surrender our health and comfort into his keeping.

Mr. Easton stated that for the last 38 years he had had considerable ex-

perience in reference to waterworks. At the present moment he supplied St.

James'sPark,thcHouseofCommons, and the gardens at Buckingham Palace

with water. In June, 1 848, he was consulted by the Commissioner of Woods
and Forests in reference to the Serpentine, and on the 4th of December in

that year he sent in a report. In that report he proposed to increase the

depth of the water at the Kensington-gardens' end of the Serpentine from
1 to 2 feet, and to 3 feet 6 inches in the centre, and 2 feet 6 inches on each

side. At the lower end, near the cascade, the depth of the water to the

top of the mud was 1 1 feet, which he proposed to make the permanent
depth, and thus give an inclination from the upper to the lower end of

about 1 inch in 50 feet. By that means bathing would be rendered perfectly

safe, and the waters could be changed oftener. The total contents, after a

basin was thus formed, would be about 57,123,000 gallons, which would
take sixty-one days to fill at 650 gallons per minute—the quantity he

proposed to deliver from the Government waterworks in Orange-street. To
form that piece of water about 20,000 cubic yards of mud and earth would

* Continaed from page 296.

have to be removed from the upper end to a little above and below bridgej

and it would require from 40,000 to 50,000 yards more to equalise the

bottom towards the lower end. He further proposed to cover the mud
with one foot of concrete, and the solid earth with six inches, and

the total cost of carrying out his works he estimated at £28,000.

Having carried out the works at Duck Island with perfect success, the

total cost of the works being £7,500, he wrote on the 1st of January, 1859,

to Lord John Manners, then Chief Commissioner of Works, submitting a,

plan and estimate for permanent machinery and buildings for extending

the works, so as to include a supply of water for the Serpentine, in front

of Kensington Palace, and in Buckingham Gardens. His total estimate

for erecting buildings, putting up a steam-engine of 30-horse power, three

sets of pumps, and two boilers, and for laying down 1,500 yards of 15-inch

pipe from the works to join the 15-inch pipe near the circular reservoir on

Constitution-hill which leads to the Serpentine, was £5,850. The pumping

and filling the lakes in St. James's Park and Buckingham Gardens cost

during 1858 about £500. He estimated that if the works he proposed

were put up, the expense would only be £450 a-ycar, and when the Ser-

pentine had been cleaned out and made like the lake in St. James's Park,

he could keep the whole supplied for £600 a-year. The present cost of

supplying the lake in St. James's Park was £280 l5s. 6d. per annum, and

the cost ol supplying Buckingham Gardens from the Orange-street works

was £169 17s. 8d. He wrote to Mr. Fitzroy, the late Commissioner of

Works, offering to provide and fix the necessary machinery and pipes, and

to supply the Serpentine daily with 2,000,000 gallons during the summer

months and 1,000,000 during the winter months for £13,000. He also under-

took to guarantee that the annual expenditure should not exceed £900. His

offer was not accepted. He had no doubt from his experience of the well

at Duck Island that it would provide a supply of water sufficient both for

St. James's Park and the Serpentine, and from the chemical analysis the

quality of the water appeared to be very good. With regard to the Ser-

pentine, he proposed to pour in a given supply at the upper end of the

Serpentine, and allow it to flow over the waterfall at the lower end. The

water at present pumped out of Duck Island well amounts to between

500,000 and 600,000 gallons daily. If the same source is resorted to for

supplying the Serpentine it will not be necessary to sink the well more

than 4 feet deeper. His firm, if the House of Commons sanction the

plans, is perfectly willing to undertake the responsibility of carrying

them out. ^
PIMLICO RAILWAY.

ON the site intended for the station, in Queen's-road, a large number of

bricklayers and laborers are employed,—excavating, pile-drivmg, and

building. That part of the station, adjoining Queen's-road, has the brick-

work in up to the asphalting, and piles, 14 inches square, are being driven

the whole extent of area intended to be occupied, the soil being composed

of loose silty sand and clay, which renders such a precaution absolutely

necessary. By the side of the temporary bridge now erected to carry

" Belgrave-road," a substantial iron bridge, composed of wrought-iron web

girders, strengthened by standards, and with flanges of L irons, carrying

cross girders, which, in their turn, carry the roadway, is t)eing constructed

and will have beneath, five openings. The cast-iron columns are ranged

in pairs at girder bearings, and will number six to the set, a set composing

each pier. With freestone buttresses and retaining walls, this will afford

a spacious roadway above of the same width as the approaches at present.

From this bridge, on either side of the railway up to Lower Be!grave-road-

bridge, retaining walls are being carried up on either side, and iron truss-

work being thrown over to carry a glass-roof. At Ebury-bridge the arch

over basin has been raised, and a bridge composed of iron girders carrying

a brick parapet resting upon brick abutments is constructed of one opening.

The line is laid with the broad and narrow gauges, and is under the direc-

tion and superintendance of the engineer, Mr. Fowler, C.E.

CLEANING WINDOWS.
F coarse all will recollect the Bill recently introduced into the Commons to

^ prevent others than adults or " professionals " from getting outside a build-

ing to clean windows. The Bill was thrown out, it having been rightly sunmsed

that the inventive genius of the country would supply some means to overcome

this unpleasant, if not dangerous, difficulty. Mr. Elkin has stepped into the

lists with a patent process ; and, having seen it, we can speak to its simplicity.

The improvement consists in that portion of the frame called the pulley-style

being made loose, instead of fixed ; it is kept in its place by an elastic arriinge-

ment at each end, and the face of the pulley-style is thus made to press equally

against the edge of the sash. In windows thus fitted, the sashes remain con-

stantly steady, and free from rattling noise, being kept in their place by a uni-

form side pressure ; but the main advantage to be derived from this improvement

consists in the facility with which either the top or bottom sash may be taken out

for cleaning, repairing broken glass, or repairing sash-lines, without in the

slightest degree injuring the paint or woodwork. The removal of the sash is

eflected by pressing it sideways against the elastic pulley style, which yields suf-

ficiently to allow the sash to be disengaged from the beads of the opposite pulley-

style. The fi-ee side is then drawn inwards, and the other side of the sash libe-

rated from the elastic style ; the line is then simply unbooked, and the sash is <

disengaged. The pulley-styles may then be lifted out of the frame to repatt

weights or lines. The principle can be applied to existing windows at a very

small cost. There is but one defect we have to notice, which can be easily

amended, and that is, in pressing the lower sash against the pulley-style, the i

upper one is liberated, and comes down of its own accord. Unpleasant conse-

quences might ensue ; but, as we have said, the difficulty can easily be met ;
and

i

we may here add that persons wishing to see the principle applied can do so tk

27, Belvedere-road, Lambeth.
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MAXIMS AXD MEMORANDA RELATING TO TIIE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS.— No. I.

A "VARIETY of circumstances have, within the last few years, con-
tributed to give a prominence to the science and practice of agri-

culture, and to raise it to a higher status in the estimation of the general
public tluiu it has ever before enjoyed. Time was—and that at no very
distant period—when evcr^'tliing connected with agriculture was looked
upon by those not immediately concerned in its practice, in a light the
most derogatory and degrading to its dignity as a science. Nor was this
greatly to bo wondered at, for assuredly at the period to which we have
alluded, farmers were not, as a body, characterised by their anxiety to
adopt new and improved i)ractices ; or to gather to themselves the aids,

and to avail themselves of the power of the dicta of science ; or the results
of nctti and successful experiences. On the contrary, they were " slow "—to
use a modern word expressive enough in its meaning—to adopt new modes
of working, opposed to improvements, and jealous to a marked degree of
all moving or disturbing influences on what they were pleased to look upon
as their perfect practice, and established usage. Looking upon—in the words
of one of their own class, quick to praise their good, and slow to cen-
sure their bad works—"all science in contempt," and showing themselves
" little grateful for any attempts to instruct them," was it to be wondered
at that men of science kept aloof from lending their aid to the furthering
of agricultural progress, and left the farmers of Great Britain to indulge
in their fancied independence of extraneous aid ; their indifference to
all true progress, and to their scorn of all innovations ? But all this
lias changed, and to a wonderful degree ; a variety of disturbing influences
from within their own body, as well as from without, has infused new
life amongst the farmers, and is urging agriculture forward on a career of
extended usefulness and scicntifio vigor. A desire to avail themselves of
the teachings of men of science, as well as of the practical lessons of
their advanced fellow-farmers, is as marked a characteristic of the body
of agriculturists throughout the kingdom now as was the converse years
ago. " So changed, indeed," as we have remarked elsewhere, " are the
circumstances in wliich agriculture now finds itself, that men of science
vie with each other in promoting her interests and furthering her
progress. Chemists were amongst the first to offer her their aid

;

mechanics followed in their steps and helped her advancement mightily
;

and now engineers of celebrity are beginning to perceive that triumphs

—

less popularly striking, perhaps, than some which have graced their
career in another walk, but not less fruitful of real social benefits—await
them in the wide field which agriculture opens up to them, in which they
may exercise their ingenuity and display their skill." Nor less worthy
of notice is the influence which arcliitecta may exercise upon some de-
partments of the practice of agriculture. Too long has the domain of
taste been invaded by monstrosities of construction, which rearing their
hideous deformities of brick, mortar, or decaying timber, have marred the
beauties of sylvan scenes or pastoral glades, which erections of taste
would have but helped to beautify and adorn. Even in this respect a new
era is opening to agriculture, when not only good construction, but
tasteful and appropriate design, will be noticeable in our rural districts,
and bring with them pecuniary, as well as other advantages too obvious to
need mention here.
But while forseeing the wide field of usefulness which will shortly be

extensively cultivated, in which the skill and the taste of the architect will
ably second and adorn the efforts and the practice of the agriculturist ; it
must not be forgotten that before this aid can be given to agriculture by
architecture, the followers of the latter art will require to be initiated
into certain "maxims," and to have a ready facility in availing themselves
of " memoranda," useful in the arrangement and construction of farm
buildings. For it is not sufficient for the purposes of the arcliitect in
carrying out a design for a " farmery," " farm-steading," " homestead," or
" homestall "-—for by all these names are farm buildings designated—to be
acquainted with the fact, that certain apartments, with certain names, and
certain uses attached thereto, are requisite to be given in order to enable
the business of the farm to be carried out. But it is essential, if real
utility is cared for, that the connection of one ap.irtment with another be
thoroughly known, that the principle of arrangement be mastered ; so that
the various apartments shall be placed in the best position one to another,
so as to secure the greatest economy of labour in carrying out the processes
of the farm-steading. Moreover, it is essential for the architect to be
acquainted with the fact that all the apartments which he may be
accustomed to look upon as integral portions of a farm-steading, are not
wanted in every farm for which he may be called upon to design a
farmery. As different branches of manufactures require different
arrangements of the factories in which they are to be carried on,
so there are different species or modes of farming which
require special arrangements of buildings in which the various
processes can be conducted. We are well aware that architects
have already designed farm buildings in which an intimate knowledge of
the wants of the farm for which they have been arranged has been as
markedly disphiyed as the architectural taste and constructional
skill; but, on the other hand, we are not the less aware that farm buildings
have been designed in whicli, doubtless, the various apartments required
have a place, but which have been so placed with reference to each other,
and to the farmery as a whole, as to give indubitable proof that the real
wants and necessities of the farm have not been known to, or understood
hy, the designers. It is to this class, then, and to young architects who
are looking forward to a career of usefulness in connexion with their
honored profession, tliat our "maxims" are addressed, and for whose
benefit our "memoranda" are noted down. We lay ao claim to originality

of conception or design in the papers which we propose laying before ont
readers. We are more ambitious to be useful than original— to act rather
as the introducer of our reader to authorities on the subject who may ba
useful as guides—than to assume the dignity of authorities or guides
ourselves.

To give to'oup maxims and memoranda all the advantages which a oon»
venient and easily referred-to arrangement can secure, we propose to
throw them together under three great divisions. First, Position or Site ;
second, Principles of Arrangement ; third. Construction and Fittings of the
various Apartments. These will be amply illustrated wherever illustra-
tion will render the maxims or memoranda more easily comprehended.

Division First, Position or Site.—Under this head we cannot do better
than give the maxims of the great leading authorities, and first fjr those of
Mr. Henry Stephen, author of the " Book of the Farm." " It is a necessary
condition "—says this distinguished authority—to its proper use, that
every steading be conveniently placed on the farm: to be most conveniently
placed, in theory, it should stand in its centre ; for it can be proved in geo-
metry that of any point within the area of a circle, the centre is the
nearest to every point in the circumference. In practice, however, cir-

cumstances greatly modify this theoretical principle. For example, if aa
abundant supply of water can be easily obtained for the moving power of
the thrashing machine, one steading may be placed for the sake of
economising horse-labor, in a more remote and hollow si)ot than it should
be in other circumstances. For the purpose of conveying the manure
down-hill to most of the fields some think the highest ground near tha
centre of the farm is the best site for the steading. Others prefer the
lowest point near the centre, because the grain and green crops being then
carried downhill to the steading, the labor would be less than carrying
them uphill, and they are heavier than the grain crops and manure. la
selecting either of these sites, it seems to be forgotten that loads have to

be carried both to and from the steading, so that either position will

answer, provided there be no steep ascent to, or descent from the
steading The lower situation, however, is more consonant with expe-
rience and reason than the,higher, though level ground affords the easiest

transit to wheel carriages. It is desirable for the farm house to be situated

so as to command a view of every or most of the fields on the farm, that
the farmer may have constantly a bird's-eye view of them, and if circum-
stances permit, especially a plentiful supply of good water. The vicinity

of the house should be the site for the steading, but if a sacrifice of the
position of either is necessary, the farm-house should give way to the
convenience of the steading." " Book of the Farm," Vol. II., pp. 518-19.

Blackwood and Son.

Another authority on the subject, Mr. Newlands, in the " Cyclopajdia of
Agriculture," thus refers to the question of site and position of the
steading or homestead. " The conditions of the site may be conveniently

divided into two classes, the permanent and the improvable. Under the
first are arranged climate and aspect ; and under the second the nature of
the soil, the drainage, and the supply of water. Climate, although to a
limited extent, in reference to moisture, dependent on the alterable condi-

tion of soils and drainage is yet probably the condition of a site least

subject to human improvement. In some districts of our country, the
climate will be found to vary even within the limits of a moderate sized

farm. It may be warm or cold, or it may be moist or dry, a moist climate

whether warm or cold is ever unhealthy, compared with one which is dry,

which whether warm or cold is invariably healthy. Nothing short of
absolute necessity, therefore, should lead to the placing of buildings in a
humid climate ; a cold climate may be tempered by planting, but a weep-
ing climate nothing can improve. In regard to aspect, it may be observed
that in every district there is a certain point from which, owing to local

peculiarities, storms are more frequent than from any other. This once
ascertained, the rule should evidently he to choose such an aspect as will

afford the best f belter under the circumstances. But apart from local

considerations of this nature, it is found that in general in this country,

a south-east aspect is that which secures the advantage of sunny warmth,
light, air, cheerfulness, and shelter from high winds and driving rains.

This aspect in farm-buildings when comprised within the form of a long

rectangle, with the closed side facing the north-west, and the open side the

south-east, admits of such arrangements as insures that the rays of the

sun shall visit every part of it in the course of a day. Among the im-
provable conditions ofa site we have classed the nature of the soil and sub-
soil. The best soil on which to erect buildings is that which is in itself the

driest, and the worst is such as is most retentive of moisture. Gravel and
clay are the two extremes; and a soil is well adapted to building on, in

reference to health, precisely as it recedes from the latter extreme. It is

remarked by Mr. Loudon that those soils are the healthiest which are

superimposed on sandstone and calcareous rocks, those based on chalk

are less healthy, and the worst are such as lie on argillaceous bottoms ; but
even the worst soil may be improved, the great improver being

perfect drainage. * * The certainty of the existence of an ample supply
of water when a stream or brook is not available, ought to be established

by sinking or boring, as a preliminary step, before any other arrangements
are made, and the well should be completed before the dwellings are

began. * * * In placing the buildings of the farm it is desirable that

they should be placed as near to the centre of the cultivable grounds as

possible. Such a position economises labor, and should only be foregone

to secure some counterbalancing advantage, for not only have the working

cattle and the machines of the flirm to be sent from the homestead to

their daily work in the fields, but the produce of the fields has to be carried

to the buildings, and again in part returned to them, in the shape of

manure. To obtain water for the supply of the homestead is a necessity
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to which centricality of situation must be sacrificed; and it may also be ad-
TJiable to abandon it for the sake of obtaining water as a motive power;
but for this advantage it must be remarked, all the other conveniences of
situation are too often sacrificed. It is a point of frequent discussion,

whether in equal circumstances it is better to place the buildings on the
higher or lower ground of the farm. It is correctly aflBrmed that the
loading of the manures is less laborious from the high position, but this is

counterbalanced by the difficulty of carrying the crops from the lower to

the higher grounds, and the crop being the bulkier commodity, favors the
view that the lower side is the best, especially as in such a situation water,
shelter, and other requisites, are more likely to be met with. It may there-

fore be held as a rule of very general application, that the homestead be

placed on a gently sloping surface, rather lower than the average elevation

of the farm. If, where water-power exists, such a situation can be found,

it is well to take advantage of it. But, if, to secure such power, it is

necessary to place the buildings where light, warmth, ventilation, and
drainage cannot be obtained in perfection, then the water-power ought to

be sacrificed to these more important benefits. The position of the home-
stead is often determined by the existing roads and divisions of the farm,

irrespective of the eligibility of the situation is itself. This is an absurd
practice, and cannot be too strongly reprehended."—" Morton's Cyclopa3dia

of Agriculture," article " Farm Buildings," Vol. I., pp. 787, 788. Black-
wood and Son.

3. With regard to the position or situation of the farm buildings—Mr.
London, in his "Encyclopaedia of Agriculture," has the following :

—"The
situation of every farmery, ought, as far as practicable, to be in the centre

of the farm, because this will reduce the labor of carting home produce,

and carting out manure to a minimum. When the surface of a farm is

Tery irregular, or where it consists of the sloping side of a hill, the site of

the farmery should be chosen at that point of height on the slope where
the extra labor of carrying home the crop will always be balanced by the

extra facility of carting out the manure, and where, as much as possible,

the labor of the two operations may be equalised. The most difficult case

for choosing a proper site for the farmery is where the lands lie on the

two sides of a valley ; here there is no choice but that of placing the

farmery in the valley, and laying out the fences, roads, and even ridges of

the field in directions athwart the slopes, so as to diminish all the farm
labors to the extent of one-half of what they would be by ascending and
descending in straight lines. All labor with ploughs, carts, or waggons,
and even harrowing, and the manual labors of hoeing and reaping may be
diminished on this principle. In laying out farmeries in all old countries
which have been long intersected by hedges and roads, and the boundary
lines of all landed property in which is exceedingly irregular, numerous
cases occur where true principles must give way to circumstances, and all

that the architect can aim at is, after weighing well the arguments for and
against particular situations, to make choice of that which has a maximum
of advantages. Our intelligent contributor, Mr. Main, has paid much
attention to this subject, and has sent us the following observations :

—

•Proximity to a high road, to a natural pond, or to the summit of a dry
knoll, in order to be free from floods, is an advantage which is never dis-

regarded by the British farmer ; but for the sake of these we often see

others of much greater importance wholly neglected. If the buildings are

on the highest ground belonging to the farm, it follows tlint carting out
manure from the yards must be facilitated, but that on the other hand all

the produce will have to be carried up-hill ; and if, for the sake of water,

the homestead be placed in a valley, that these circumstances will be re-

versed. A gedtle eminence near the centre of the farm, is, on all accounts,
the most eligible, provided only that water can conveniently be had near it;

but now that the practicability of obtaining water by boring, in almost any
situation has become so well known, no homestead need be wrongly placed,

merely on that score. Some homesteads are badly arranged in other
respects, such as placing them across public footpaths or bridleways, in

which case gates are frequently left open by careless passengers, and much
damage is often sustained by the straying out of cattle, &c. There are
even instances of farm-houses building on one side of a turnpike road,
and the barns and yards on the other; but surely accident and not design
must have produced such absurdities."—"Longman's Encyclopiedia of
Agriculture."

4. Another authority, Mr. Andrcwes, has on the point now under
discussion the following:

—

The choosing of the site upon which to build the steading is a very important
matter, and requires much more consideration than would at first appear, for itit Itas

been judiciously chosen, a vast annual amount of labor may possibly be saved.
Theory would at once point out tlie centre of the farm as the spot best suited, but

the locality (in nearly all cases) will alTord some peculiar advantage that will settle
the question. Kor instance, if water-power can possibly be obtained, either from
the natural fall of any river, or from the penning up of any little hrook, or from the
draina»e of the land (as has been done in some cases), then it ouglitto decldcthe
position of the steading at once, as there is scarcely any advantage that can equal
a motive prjwer from a natural fall of water, not that an inconvenient spot in other
respects should be fixed upon, merely because that fall happens to be there, as there
are many simple contrivances of engineering for carrying the fall of water to the
mill, if it is inconvenient to take the mill to the water.

Facility of aecers to a turnpike road, or proximity to a railway station or canal
wharf, or the opportunity to discliar^^c the liquid manure from the tanks to some
distant spot on the farm by its own gravity, and to avoid the great labor of pumping:
all these and others are circumstances that will affect the choosing of a site.
But there are certain desiderata that must be sought and had under all circum-

stances, such as a tolerably level piece of ground, or one gently sloping towards the
south ; this must be perfectly dry or artificially made so. Proximity to marshes,
ponds of stagnant water or sluggish rivers should be avoided, and a plentiful supply
of good water must l>e at hand, and the means exist for procnringan efficient drain-
age of all the water from above, or from the adjacent land.
It the steading be placed on a bed of gravel or sand. It will be an advantage.*

* Rudimentary Treatise on Agricultural Engineering, vol. 1. Buildings, pp. », 10.
TVealc.

5. On the choice of situation for a farmery, Mr. Ewart has the following
remarks:—" The site of a farmery should be, as nearly as circumstances
will admit, in the centre of the ground, with which it is intended to be
occupied; it should, moreover, be tolerably level throughout the extent of
the principal buildings, easy of access, dry, elevated above, and removed
from the immediate vicinity of marshes, lakes, and sluggish rivers, shel-

tered from prevailing winds by higher ground, and have a plentiful and
never-failing supply of wholesome water. A combination of these advan-
tages constitutes perfection of situation; it, however, very seldom happens
that a site can be found possessing the whole of the desiderata mentioned:
then, that having the most is to be preferred—bearing in mind, however,
that good access and healthiness ought never to be sacrificed for obtaining
the other advantages which in most cases may be supplied at a little

expense. The site, for instance, if not thoroughly dry, may be made so
by undraining; water may be conveyed, and shelter may be provided by
judicious arrangement of the buildings without much additional outlay.

Besides shelter, another important adv.tntage may be obtained by a
farmery not being built on the highest point on the farm. The drainage
water of higher ground being collected at a proper elevation in an under-
ground reservoir, will rise by its own pressure to a height suflicient for

filling boilers, or for any other purpose so essentially necessary may be
required in any part, of the farmery; and a supply can thus be obtained at

all times without being raised by pumping, or any other means by which
expense may be incurred." Mr. Ewart's " Essay on the Construction o£

Farm Buildings," vol.'.llth, page 21C,—"Journal of the.Royal Agricultural
Society of England." See also Mr. Ewart's " Treatise on Agricultural
Buildings," p. 2, published by Lambert, of Newcastle, and his " Agricul-
turist's Assistant," p. 172, by Blackie and Sons, of Glasgow.

6. Such may be taken as a resume of the opinions of the leading pub-
I ished authorities on this important point of position or site of the buildings
of the farm. As will be observed, very nearly all agree in essentials; some
notice points which others pass over, giving, however, in this way fortu-
nately, a variety of notions from which the reader can cull " maxims " of
great importance to him in practice.

GLOUCESTER HOTEL, PICCADILLY.
ALTHOUGH as yet only a skeleton exists of what will be, when com-

pleted, a large and commodious hotel, there is sufficient to warrant a
notice of what is already done and contemplated. The elevation, about
90 feet of which will be in Berkeley-street, at right angles to the other
portion, consisting of about 40 feet in Piccadilly, will be in what we must
term the Italian stylo of the least presuming description, and looking at

the whole, coming from Hyde Park-corner in the direction of the Hay-
market, will present a bold and uniform appearance. It is intended to

comprise about 150 bed-rooms, and about 20 sitting-rooms, if possible, but
of course these arrangements will, as the building approaches completion,

be subject to alteration and amendment according to the requirements of
the intending occupier. A spirit vault will be provided adjoining the
Piccadilly entrance, the chief entrance being in Berkeley-street, on either-

side of which are commodious sitting-rooms, smoking-rooms, &c., the-

entrance-lobby leading on the left to a spacious staircase, ascending to the
topmost floor. Beyond this staircase shaft, is an open area, opening oir

either side into bed-rooms, &c., &c., and running up to the roof. 'fhis

will give light and air to the back portion of the building.

At present all the floors—five in number—besides basement, are defi-

cient, the floor-beams only being fixed: these are braced together so as to-

ensure steadiness, and the whole work throughout is of a highly sub-
stantial character, at least that which is already done. The perforated
bricks are largely used. There is a greater absence of iron than in the
majority of our large buildings of recent date; and we must remark that
whilst being perfectly cognisant of the various uses iron is susceptible of
constructively, it is in many instances carried to an extent which is-

alarming. We particularly allude to it when used as columns for the sup-
port of great heights of brickwork; these columns being so far apart that

should any settlement t.ike place in their foimdalions they would be thrown
out of the plumb, and what would be the consequence? In many instances^

we regret to observe, they are weak in section, although the girders resting^

on them are above the average strength required.

In the building now under consideration, great care has been taken with
the foundations, a mixture of cement and concrete being used to a con-
siderable deptli, with the former of which materials the entire elevatioiv

will be faced in the usual style of Italian architecture.

A material difliculty has arisen in the erection of this hotel—viz., that

some old property adjoining and facingPiccadilly, consisting of shops occu-
pied by Mr. Gritten, painter, and Mr. Swift, tailor, is under long leasehold

tenure, and could not be purchased to make way for the new structure^

preventing a consummation of the original plan, and which thus leaves the-

olden coach entrance to the old premises entire, retaining an antique-
looking balustrade, as at least a remnant of what was no doubt tlwilr.

a hostelry of good renown.

The whole is under the direction and superintendence of the architect
Mr. Munt, Tokenhouse-yard, City.

South Kensington Museum.—Easter week.—Free Days,
.
17,772 ;

Evenings, 10,336. Total, 28,108. From the opening of the Museum, 1,380,792.
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DESIGNS rOR NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT, AND PUBLIC
OFFICES, NEW SOUTH WALFZS.

GENERAL CONDITIONS ON MIIICH COMPETITIVE PLANB ARE INVITED.

THE Government of New South Wales, being desirous to make arrangements

for the erection of a building in which accommodation may be provided for

the two Houses of the Legislature, and for the different departments of the

Executive Government, lias decided to ofler a premium of £000 for the best, and

of £300 for the second-best plan of the proposed structure. In the following

specification will be found all the information which can be required as to the

amount of accommodation, and the relation in which the ditferent parts of the

building should stand to each other. The accomijanying contour plan shows

clearly the nature of the site, the character of the foundation, the facilities for

drainage ; and the photographic sketches exhiljit the view from a spot near the

centre of the proposed site, and also a view from the harbour, which will enable

the architect to form an idea of the effect which the building will produce when

seen from various points of the surrounding country, or from the deck of a ship

entering the port. The series of sketches from a central point form a circular

panoramic view, and they follow each other in the order in which they are

numbered and lettered.
. n, . ...

Each person intending to compete for the premiums herein offered must submit

the following plans and drawings :

—

, ,. . .

1. A block plan, showing the site of the building with relation to the adjoining

street, on a scale of 32 feet to 1 inch.

2. A plan of the basement, and of the different floors, on a scale of 16 feet to 1

3. Sections in different directions through the building sufficient to illustrate

completely the different plans, on a scale of 10 feet to 1 inch.

4. Elevations of the different fronts of the building which will enable the

CommitteeofSelectiontojudge of the general effect when looked at from diffe-

rent points of view, on a scale of 10 feet to 1 inch.

0. A perspective sketch of the whole as supposed to be seenfirom the Harbour,

or from some point in the direction of the Harbour.

The plans and sections only to be tinted and shaded at the discretion of the

competitor. The geometrical and perspective elevations to be plain line drawings,

without colour or shading of any kind, with the exception ofthe window and door

openings, which are to be in one sliade of neutral tint. All the drawings to be

on light pine stretchers, and to have no borders other than a plain black line, at

the option of the competitor.
The designs should be prepared to admit of additional buildings, witliout

injuring the general effect.

The plans must be accompanied by an estimate showing the amount of materials

of different descriptions employed in the structure, and tlie character of the labor

expended upon them; the estimate being so detailed as to enable persons

acquainted with the value of labor in the Colony to put a price upon the work,

and thus to arrive at an approximation to the cost of the structure.

The materials which will be available for the building are

—

1. A sandstone of good quality, varying in color from white to alight yellowish

brown.
2. Brick of a middling quality, indifferent color, being generally spotted with

black, owing to the presence of iron in the clay.

3. Shell lime of middling quality.

4. Timber of good quality for roofing, joists, and girders, is easily procured in

tlie Colony, and the Kauri pine of New Zealand affords very good material for

flooring. The cedar of New South Wales furnishes a very beautiful material,

similar in color to mahogany, for inside fittings. Looking, however, to per-

manency, and to security against fire, it would be as well to make a great portion

if not tlie whole of the building fire-proof, by using iron girders, with brick

arches or stone slabs between tliem for the support of the floors, and iron frame-

work for the roof.

The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed cover, addressed

to "The Secretary for Public Works, Sydney, New South Wales," and free of all

charges, to William L. Merry, Esq., No. 30, Cannon-street, E.G., London, on or

before the 1st day of January, 1801, for transmission to the Colony by the Mail
steamer of that month, so as to arrive here on or before the 31st day of March,
1861, on which day the different plans then rteeiveil will be opened, and the

prizes awarded immediately thereafter.

Each plan will be marked on the right hand lower corner with some distinctive

sign or motto, and the name and address of the architect will be enclosed in a
sealed cover marked with the same sign or motto—which cover will not be
opened till the prizes have been awarded. The designs for which prizes may be

given will become tlie property of the Government ; the designs which have not
obtained prizes will be returned, free of cost, to London, where they will be
obtainable by the respective competitors, on application to the Commercial Agent
of the Government.
The Board by which the relative merits of the different designs will be

determined will consist of qualified persons appointed by the Government, and a
preference will be given to that design in which, in case of an equality in other
respects, the internal arrangements have been more carefully studied.

Amount of aci:ominodtUion which it is desirable should be provided in the new buildiuf/s

for the Houses of Parliament aiul Government Departments.
Approximate

Area.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL. Feet.

Large Entrance Hall or Lobby
2 Kooms, one on each Bide of Hall for Members' hats, &c 300 each

Chamber for 100 Members, with Bar, and open side Galleries, Galleries
for Stranf^ers and for Reporters, and Private Gallery for Ladies

1 Ante-room or Kcading Koom adjoining the Chamber .500

a Rooms for I'reBident, communicating with each other, and adjoining
the.Council Chamber 288 each

1 Koom for Minister at right of President's Chair 288
1 „ for Members, „ 360
1 „ „ left of President's Chair 360
1 ,, for Chairman of Committees 288
1 Ante-room for do 224
3 Committee Kooms 360 each
1 Waiting Uoom for Witnesses. &c .'iOO

1 Room lOr Clerk of Council 288
1 Autts-room for do 2"~4

1 „ for Clerk AsBistaut 288
3 „ forClerks 288each
I „ for Clerk of Select Committees 288
1 „ for Short-hand Writers 288

17

„ for Reporters .360

Press Reading Itoom 360
Koom fur Usher of Itlack Rod 288
Messengers' itoom 288
Kooms for occasional purposes 288eich

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Large Kiitrance-hall or Lobby
Rooms, one on each side of Hall for members' Hats, Ac ."lOO each
Chamber for 2.'jO Members, with Bar, Galleries for Reporters and for
Strangers, &c., and a Private Gallery for Ladies, with ample space
behind Speaker's Chair lor Members of Council, &c

Rooms for Division Lobbies 3U0e<ch
Kooms for Speaker, communicating with each other, and adjacent to
the Chamber 288 each

Room for Clerk of Assembly, communicating with Speaker's Onter
Koom 288

288
Ante- room for da 224
Boom for Clerk Assistant 288

„ for Second Clerk Assistant 288
„ for Scrgeant-at-Arms 288

,, at right hand of Speaker's Chair for Ministers 288
„ communicating with the above and with Chamber, for Under

Secretaries 288
„ at right hand of Speaker's Chair for Members 3«o
„ at left hand of Speaker's Chair for Opposition 360

Stationery and Store Koom 360
Kooms connected with Library as Writing rooms, &c 288 each
Committee Rooms 360 each
Ante-rooms for Witnesses 288 each
Koom for Chairman of Committees 288
Ante-room fur do 2'24

Long Room for copying and Record Branch 600
Record Koom off do. 360
Room for Printing Branch 288
„ for Clerk of Select Committees 288
„ for Short-hand Writer 288
„ for Reporters 360
„ for occasional purposes 360each
„ for messengers 288 each

FOR BOTH HOUSES.
Refreshment Room 1500
Library 1500
Fire-proof Record Room 800
Koom for House Steward 288

,, for Plate and China, &c 288
„ for Librarian Wi

Smoking Room, in a convenient Situation
Residence for House Steward, Kitchens, Servants' Rooms, Cellars,
Water-closets, and Urinals

Pantries and Sculleries, Stables and Out-offlces

COLONLAL SECRETARY.
Koom for Chief Secretary 360
„ Private '221

„ for Deputations, &c 400
„ Chief secretary's Clerk 'in
„ Waiting (public) 360
„ Under Secretary 288
„ Ante-room 221
„ Records 800
„ Messengers 2'21

„ Clerks (Records) 288
„ Chief Clerk 288
„ for General Clerks 306 each
„ Library 600
„ Librarian 224
„ Extra 288 each

COLONLAL TREASURER.
Room, Finance Minister 360
„ Private 224

Waiting 288
„ Undersecretary 288

Ante-room 2*24

Room, Accountant 288
Pay Office 600

„ Public Receiving Office 100
„ for Subordinate Clerks 600
„ for Public Land Sale Koom 60O
„ Records , 400
„ Strong 221
„ Messenger 221
„ Extra 288 each

MINISTER FOR PUBLIC LANDS.
Room for Minister for Public Lands 360

„ Private 2*21

,, Under-Secretary 288
„ Aute-room 221
„ Chief Clerk 288
„ for Clerks 360 each
„ Waiting (pubUc) 360
„ Messengers 224
„ fur Opening Tenders, &c 324
„ Extra 288e«ch

MINISTER FOR PUBLIC WORKS.
Room for Minister for I'ubllc Works 360

„ Private 221

„ Under Secretary 288

„ Ante-room 224
Chief Clerk 288
for Clerks 360each
Waiting (public) 360

„ Messengers 224

„ forOpeningTenders, or Board Room 3*24

,, Records 224
Extra 2:8 e«h
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MINISTER OF JUSTICE AND EDUCATION.
1 Boom for Minister of Justice and Education 3G0
1 „ rrivatc 224
1 „ Secretary 288
1 AnteUoom 224
2 Koonis, Clerks 288 each
1 Koom, Messenger 224
1 Waiting- Room (public) 360
1 Extra 288

9
LAW OFFICERS.

1 Boom, Attorney-General 300
1 „ Private 224
1 „ Solicitor-General 360
1 ,, Private 224
1 „ Waiting- (public) 360
1 „ Secretary to Law OOlccrB 288
1 „ Clerks 268
1 „ Parliamentary Draftsman 288
1 „ Crown Solicitor 288
1 „ Clerks, Criminal Business 288
1 „ Clerks, Civil Busiuess 288
1 „ ClerkofPcace 288
1 „ Crown Prosecutor 288
1 „ Messengers 224
2 „ Extra 288eaeh

16
SURVEYOR-GENERAL.

1 Boom, Surveyor General 288
1 „ Private 2-M
1 „ Keception 288

1 „ Deputy Surveyor-General 288
1 „ Head Quarters Local Surveyor 288
1 „ Chief Draftsman 288
4 „ for Draftsmen, lighted from above 700each
1 „ for Description Writer 2S0
1 „ Exhibition Uoom for inspection of Plans 520
1 „ Chief Clerk 224
4 „ for Clerks 600 each
1 „ Records and Jleeds 400
1 ,, Instruments and Stationery 360
1 „ Messengers 224
2 „ Extra 288 each

22
INTERNAL COMMUNICATION.- (RAlLWAYiBBANCH.)

Boom, Chief Commissioner 288
Waiting (private) 224
Accountant 288
for Clerks 460 each

do 288 each
Messenger 224
Engincer-in-Chief 288
Assistant Engineer 288
for Draftsmen, liglited from above 700 each
Chief Clerk and Cashier 288
Waiting (public) 288
for Inspection of Plans 520
E.xtra 288 each

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION (TELEGRAPH* BRANCH).
Room, Superintendent 288
Ante-room 224
Boom, Clerks 450
„ Instruments 480
„ Biittery 224
„ Store 288

2 „ Extrn 288 each

8
* To be centrally placed for use of FarUament and Public Departments.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION (ROAD.BRANCrl).
1 Boom, Engineer of Koads 288
1 „ ClerkofWorks 288
2 „ Clerks 288 each
1 „ Draftsmen, lighted from above 500
1 „ for Inspection of Plans 500
2 „ Extra 288 each

AUDITOR-GENERAL.
Boom, Auditor-General 360

Chief Clerk 288
Corresponding Branch 500
Examining 500 each
Accounts and Records 360
for entries., 224
Vouchers 360
Waiting, adjoining Auditor-General's Room 288
Messenger 224
Extra 288 each

12

1 Boom,

1
1
1
I
X
-J
1
1
]
1
2

COLONIAL ARCHITECT.
Colonial Architect 288
Waiting (private) 224
Chief Clerk of Works 28S
2nd Clerk of Works.... 255
Chief Clerk 288
Clerks 30O
for Draftsmen, hshted.from above 500
Exhibition Plan Boom 500
Records and Stationery 288
Waiting 288

Messenger 224
Foreman of Works , 360
Extra 288 each

14

HARBOUR AND RIVEU NAVIGATION DEPARTMENT.
1 Boom for Enginecr-in-Chief 288
1 „ Waiting 224

1 „ Draftsmen, lighted from above 288
1 ,, Messenger 224
2 „ Extra 288 eseb

6

Memo.—Tlie rooms should be lofty to suit tlie climate, and care should be
taken to secure sutlicient ventilation tlirougliout the buiidinp^ generally,—but
especially of the two Chambers of the Legislature. The mean highest and lowest
shade temperatures (Fahrenheit) at Sydney, are as follows :

—

Mean Maximum Mean Minimum
Shade.

January 78-2

February 77'7

March 753
April 73-0

May C7-0

June 60-2

July 58-4

August 63-8

September 64'9

October 74-9

November 74-4

December 7G'2

Shade.
62-9
61-8

610
53-9

600
44-7

42-8

4C-7
49-6
55-6

68-4
00-9

Accommodation should be provided in the basement for balf-a-duzea or more
oflScc-keepers and messengers.

Ample provision should be made for water-closets and urinals. in connexioD
with each department.
The offices of the heads of the ministerial departments should be on the

ground floor,—the clerk's offices above stairs, with every facility for communi-
cating bv staircases.

The rooms and offices of the Legislative Council and of the Legislative Assembly
should be arranged so as to be in immediate connexion witli their respective de-
partments, but distinct from each other.

The rooms, &c., common to both houses, should be so placed as to be accessible

with equal convenience from each.

The ministerial and chief departments to be in juxtaposition, viz. :—Colonial
Secretary's department. Treasurer's department, ilinister for Lands department.

Minister for Public Works department. Minister of Justice and Education de-
partment, Auditor-General's department ; and the subordinate departments to

be in proximity to the chief department to which they respectively belong, viz.:

—

The Surveyor-General's department to be in proximity to that of the Minister

for Public Lands.
The Department of Internal Communication—(Railway, Electric Telegraph,

and Road Branches) ; the Colonial Architect's Department; the Harbour and
Navigation Department to be in proximity to that of the Minister for Public

Works.
The Law Officer's Department to be In proximity to that of the Minister of

Justice and Education.
Gbopprey Eaoak.

LONDON AND MIDDLESEX ABCHjEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

OX the 12tli iust. a general meeting of the meml)ers of this society was held, by the
special permission of the Benchers of the Hon. Societies of the Inner and lUddle

Temple, at Middle Temple-hall,
The Rev. Thomas Robinson, D.D. (Master of the Temple), presided,.and the

attendance of ladies and gentlemen was very numerous.
The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, remarked upon the great advantages

which this and similar societies afforded in the preparation of the history of any
place or time. Without such societies history would be very imperfect, and would In

many cases require evidence of veritication. He had no hesitation in expressing his

deep sympathy with the researches of this particular Society, which had been of very
great value. Witli respect to the present meeting, they were assembled in one of the
most striking edifices in the City of London, if not m Europe. In that place the
ancient cliivalry of the Templars was wont to be seen ; and [it was one of the most
remarkable and most interesting sites in the metropohs.
The minutes of the last meeting of the society having been read and confirmed.

The Rev. Tiios. Hugo, F.S.A., read a paper on the " Record of Domesday," which
he said the Master of the Rolls had kmdiy given them permission to inspect.

'I'racing tlie history of this valuable record, the rev. gentleman said it was commenced
in the year 1084 and linished in 1080, many persons In every part of the country being
directed to assist in the collection of the necessary information . The English name
of domesday had been variously interpreted. By some it had been held to allude to

the Day of Doom, from the minuteness and unsparing nature of its details ; wlUle by
others it had been said to derive its name from the fact that it was dejiosltcd in the

King's Library in the Church of Wiuchestcr or Westminster, and iu a particular

pl.ice in oneof those churches called Domus Dei. It was greatly valued, and kept
under three locks and keys, in the custody of the auditor, chamberlain, and deputy
chamberlainof the Exchequer. Soon after its completion it was removed to West-
minster, was in 10U6 placed in the Chapter House, and down to a very recent period

remained there ; but it had found a better and safer place of deposit in the new
Record House attached to the Rolls Chapel.
Mr. Bassett Smith then read a paper on the '* History of the Temple ana

Templars ;" and Mr. Barnard Smith gave a history of the armour.
Soon afterwards the visitors proceeded to the Parliament Chamber, Librarv, &C.,

and then through the courts to the Inner Temple-hall and library, and the Churcli.

By the special permission of the Master of the Itolls, the members of the society

were allowed to visit the Public Record Office for the purpose of seeiu^^ " Domesday."
The proceedings, wluch were of an interesting character, terminated at an advanced

hour of the afternoon.

The Guards^ Memorial.—In the House of Commons on Tuesday
evening, Mr. James asked tlie First Commissioner of Works whether any person

was about to place anything, and, if anything, what, upon the summit of a
pedestal wliich had been standing for 1'2 months at the southern end of

Waterloo-place, Pall-mall ; and if anything was to be placed there, when it

might be expected to be done? Mr. Cowper, in reply, was happy to assure the

hon. and learned gentleman that the pedestal in Waterloo-place was not to

remain vacant. A group of statues was to be placed upon it to commemorate the

heroic conduct of the Guardsmen in the Crimea. Tlie management of the

memorial was in the hands of a committee of subscribers, and therefore he was

not able to say when the work would be completed. Mr. Bell was the sculptor,

and he had no doubt the statues would be placed on the pedestal before long.



3IS THE BtriLDING NEWS.
ON STONEWARE. •

IN prcsuminsr to address such an audionoe as tlie present, I have undertaken a task
which it will be my desire to perform briefly, and, without claiming anytliinjr

orl^nal in my treatment of the subjeet, I shall endeavour to interest you for a short
r'riod whilst, as clearly as I can, 1 detail a few facts and flBTures relative to stoneware,
am sustain.Hl iu my presumptnous effort by fcclinsr assured that mv crude remarks

wul be aeeepted In that spirit of indulpfenee so characteristic of this Society. The
many adaptations of stoneware to the wants of life, its active participation in the
^reat strides which trade has made in the last quarter of a century, and its not un-
important position in British manufacture, would appear to entitle it to the notice of
•Society for the Enoouragrenieut of .\rt8, Sfanufactures and Commerce, and the fact,
that with these apparent claims to your consideration it has not been included In the
many papers whicli have been read in this room, joined with the hone that the manu-
facture, thouKh only "over the water," miarht be foreign to some of you, must be my
apology for placing the subject and myself so prominently before your notice this
evening.
The following definition of stoneware is from the Hand-book of the Official Cata-

logue of the Great Exhibition of l-xll :—"Stoneware is a dense and highly vitrified
material, impervious to tlK> action of aoids, and of peculiar strength ; it differs from
all other kinds of glazed earthenware in this important respect—tliat the glazing is
the actual material itself, fused together." This description is, perhaps, vague, and
though I believe intended to characterise the London-made goods, would equally
apply to a large portion made in Staffordshire and elsewhere. As I purpose, how-
ever, to confine my remarks exclusively to the stoneware as made in Lambeth, which
has always been the chief seat of manufacture, you will kindly understand that I use
the term in its general acceptation—that of a "stone," or vitrified Iwdy, the surface of
which is coated with a glass or glaze formed at a high heat by the combination
thereon of a portion of silica (a constituent of its own) with the soda of decomposed
salt in a state of vapour, generated by throwing salt into the kilns when the requisite
heat is attained.
Thongh pottery, or the art offorming vessels from elay, is as old as the hills of

which it is made, I have no facts to assure me that stoneware is of so ancient a date.A Captain Grose, or any one equally curious In such matters, might find for it a
pedigree as long as any morsel of a superior kind of clay might desire ; he might
pursue backward its history until he found the stoneware coffin of the present day
the degenerate descendant of the sarcophagus of a Pharaoh, or the Portland Vase tlie
patrician progenitor of the present pitcher, but as such respectable antecedents would
not enhance its value in the eyes of its consumer, I shall only call your attention to
its utilitv.

In so doing I name its only title to your;respect ; it has none of those enrich,
ments and embellishments which give rise to love at first sight; it is too plain to
throw into raptures any pilgrim in pursuit of the beautiful ; it stands in very un-
adorned simplicity, valueless except in its capability to perform offices of the most
plebeijin character. Thus viewed, it is not surprising that we find few chroniclers
of its progress as a trade.

I have been unable to ascertain with certainty at what date stoneware was first
made in Lambeth, it is certain, however, that three generations ago the little trade
there was then was principally in what is called Delftware, indeed, the last indication
In the shape of a Dclft signboard, if I may so call it, has quite recently been removed
from Mr. Stiff's pottery in High-street, in building new premises. As far back,
however, as 1570, we find pottery crying aloud for protection. Stowe,
in his Survey of London, speaking of the potters, says:—"About
the year 1567, Jasper Andries and Jacob Janson, potters, came
away from Antwerp, to avoid the persecution there, and settled them-
selves in Norwich, where they followed their trade, making galley paving tiles and
apothecaries" vessels and others very artificially. Anno 1570, they removed to London
They set forth in a petition to Queen Elizabeth, that they were the first that brought
In and exercised the said science in this realm, and were at great charges before they
could find the materials in this realm. They beseeched her. In recompense of their
great cost and charges, that she would grant them house-room in or without the
liberties of London by the water side."
In the year HISS two brothers, of the name ofElera, came from Nuremberg, and

located themselves in Staffordshire, the then seat of manufacture. Here they stayed
forabont twenty years, practising their trade with the greatest secresy, and subject-
ing themselves to considerable annoyance thereby. With all their precautions of
paildin»a high wall around their premises, and employing idiots to do their labor,
they could not succeed in keeping secret their manufacturing processes, and about
2" '^ removed in disgust from Staffordshire to Lambeth or Chelsea. Others

affirm that their removal was in consequence of persecutionon account ofthe volumes
of smoke emitted from their kilns, and inseparable from the manufacture; if so itmay be inferred that Lambeth was more indulgent than at the present day. "Too
eften," says a writer of 18.17, " does research develop instances in which the exist-
ence ofmany of the arts has depended on poHce regulations; and manufacturing
Industry, also the manufacturer's welfare, has been rested on the frail basis of the
caprice of a magistrate. Driven by ignorance, prejudice, jealousy, to a distance
from materials, workmen, or market, some manufactures continue to
endeavour to surmount the obstacles which oppose their progress, and maintain a
disadvantageous struggle with the difficulties of their situation." To the brothers
Elers is ascribed the introduction of the salt glaze. How long they practised in
Lambeth or Chelsea, whether they were the founders of the trade, or whether the
before-mentioned Andries and .Tanson were there before them, I have been unable
at present to ascertain. A backward fiight of fortv years, however, will suffice to
•"ow how rapidly the trade ha.s since been developed. I am sorry that the little time
which successive snatches from business really amounts to has not sufficed to allowme to fill up the intervening century.
Forty years ago commerce had not received those aids and appliances which steamwas destined to bring it; railways were only looming In the distance; the cheap

postage might have been an embryo In the brains of the suggester, but no more

;

conveyance of all kinds was very slow and expensive, and necessarily operated
•frongly against so cheap an article as stoneware ; raw material was not so readily

i!?'"'^
' '* ' "" '""Portant article to the stoneware potter, was taxed to an ex-

orbitant extent— it then cost more pounds per ton than it now does shillings—a tax,
moreover, was upon all goods of a certain size, and free trade had in no way blessed
the land. In the face of these impediments it Is not to be wondered at that the
market was limited, and a healthy expansion of the trade prevented. The potters
then In Lambeth were in number some six or seven, working some sixteen small
Bins of seven or eight feet in diameter, the produce of each kiln being under £20
worth of ware, the principal articles made being blacking bottles, ginger-beer bottles
(very extensively made still), porter and cider bottles (not so largely made now),
»pnicc-becr bottles (gone with the beer, quite out of fashion), ink bottles (more usednow than ever), oil bottles, pickle jars, hunting jugs, Ac. A few chemical vessels
were also turned out well from one kiln belonging to an eccentric individual, whose
chief boast was to drink a gallon of beer a day, and do without rest on Sundays.
The Introduction of new blood and energy, however, induced an active competition,
and soon sent them to other fields, and stoneware was found to be just the tiiin" for
articles which were previously unthought of, but which now, with others, form
standard products. The trade gradually assumed a healthy vigour, and steadily
Increased up to the period when the lloard of Sewers discovered the advantages of
stoneware dram-plpes, and the snbsequent overwhelming demand for them com-
pleted what energy and enterprise had begun, and brought the trade up to its present
position.

In this space of twenty-five years, many improvements in machinery had been
elTcctcd, and many new articles introduced: among the former I may mention
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string-wheels in lieu of the so-called "kickers," by which the workman was
enabled to make more articles, and the price was consequently lowered. Another
introduction was that of moulds for fiat bottles ; the practice previously had been
to throw them on the wheel round, and then to flatten the sides to the requisite
shape—the result, as compared with the moulded ones, will bo seen by the two
specimens on the table. The mould also insures the bottles being of one size, which
is not always the case with thrown bottles. Other moulded articles quickly followed
to a very large extent, and now continue. The turning lathe, for giving a greater
finish to articles requiring it than can be done on the wheel, was also an introduction
of this period. It enables the clay to be cut into any form by taking the article in
stiff elay, which can then be worked like a very soft wood. Sharp outlines cau
be well defined, and running: ornaments thrown up with clearness and precision.
Among the manufactured goods introduced, I may mention filters, the necessity

for which is still ignored by the mass of the public, and the construction very
imperfectly understood. Their introduction to any extent is due to the cele-
brated Mr. George Uobins, and the quantity made for him and scattered broad-
cast through the land is most surprising. The utmost means of Messrs. Stephen
Green, and Uoulton and Watts were insufficient for a time to meet his requirements.
The filter trade is still a very important item in the Lambeth potteries, and large
quantities are annually exported. No article in domestic use is more indebted to
stoneware than the filter, and few have had more attempts made to improve them;
in fact, amateurs, professionals, scientific men, and country gentlemen, arc all In the
habit of inventing filters ; as the best of them, however, will clog Itself up in time,
that is of most value which will hold out the longest. Here I may refer to a com-
pany, cither formed or upon the point of forming, having in view the remedy of these
drawbacks, in, as I think, the only practicable way. They arc to supply a cheap filter
at a rent of a few shillings annually, to be placed in the cisterns of the house to be
supplied. It Is a vessel of stoneware, of a simple form, having a pipe attached, with
tap to draw over the side ; it is filled cliicfiy with animal charcoal, arranged to filter
quickly. Any number of these can be placed in a cistern, and wheu they become
clogged can be replaced by new ones—that Is to say, with new charcoal, &c. When
we consider the importance of pure water, and the difficulty, according to Drg.
Lankester, Letheby, and others, of obtaining It, any attempt to secure it for us cattr
not be too highly estimated.
The clay best suited for making stoneware is brought from Devonshire or Dorset-

shire, and recently a deposit has been found at Farnhan, in Surrey ; the main supply,
however, is from the two first counties. Cornwall sends a small proportion of pre-
pared clay, which though principally used for chlnaware, is nevertheless in a degree
employed in Lambeth. The best quality of stoneware clay Is found at depths varying
from 20 to 50 feet from the surface. After cutting through an upper deposit of waste
mould, itc., 10 to 40 feet thick, we reach a very aluminous bed of clay, about 3 feet
thick, called " Tough Tom ;" beneath this is a bed of a very useful clay for the com-
mon kinds of ware, from 5 to 10 feet thick ; to this succeeds 4 to 5 feet of " Domestic"
clay, used in the north of England very largely for whitening stone steps, &c., which
brings us to the stoneware clay proper, from 10 to 16 feet thick. Beneath this is th»
tobacco-pipe clay, formerly used for the same purpose as the best white clay is nov»i^
until about some forty-five years ago, when, at the suggestion of Mr. Duggan, the?
London proprietor of the stoneware clay, Mr. Stephen Green's father Introduced If
as a substitute for the tobacco-pipeclay, which it has now quite supplanted. I may
here add that to Mr. Stephen Green is due the introduction of the string wheels,
the moulds for bottles, and the turning lathes before alluded to.
To procure the clay an upright rectangular shaft is sunk until the required kmd

of clay is reached, the sides of tlie shaft being prevented from collapsing by stays
and cross-beams. The clay is cut into uniform oblong lumps, of about .30 lbs. eaca,
and stacked awhile in sheds, to get rid of superfiuous moisture, and is then shipped
by steamer or sailing vessel to London, unloaded with barges, and delivered at the
various wharves on the river, where it Is again stowed in open sheds, this time with
heated fines beneath the floors, or about the kilns or any other place where the
evaporation can be accelerated. When the balls of clay become dry and compact, or
as It is called, "white hard," they are forwarded to a crushing mill, whence the
clay issues in a moderately fine powder ; the necessary mixtures of other clays, &c.,
arc then made for the different kinds of ware required. These mixtures vary with
different potters, but speaking generally 1 may say all small ware up to two quarts
Is made from white clay alone, whilst larger vessels have increased quantities of
strong clay, sand, rough stuff, t. c, pulverised burnt ware, or other ingredients to
meet the requirements of strength, liability to fly to pieces in the burning, or to stunt
and crack in the cooling, &c. Chemical vessels which are subjected to the action
of acids, alkalies, sudden expansions or contractions, &c., require above all others
a careful and complex mixing. The powdered clays are now ready for the pugmill or
kneading process ; formerly after the elay was ground It was spread on the floor in
the way that a bricklayer mixes his lime and sand to make mortar, and after being
thus mixed was trodden out with the naked feet, and so welded together ; it was then
thrown on one side In a heap, and allowed to lie and mellow, or become a mass of
an equalized consistency ; this mode is still practised to some extent where time Is
not an object. However, it is impracticable for a large demand, and, therefore,
various machines are In work for tliis kneading process, dilfering In minor particulars
only, and I shall confine my description to one kind, which performs its work
admirably.
The pugmill is an upright iron cylinder, some six feet high, and, say, 18 inches In

diameter, with a rotatory shaft passing vertically through its centre. To this shaUC
are attached a number of blunt knives, so disposed as to form a disjointed Archi-
medean screw ; to these are opposed similar knives, projecting from the interior at
the cylinder. The shaft being set in motion by overhead gearing, the clay, which.
Is poured In at the top with a graduated supply of water. Is, by the form of the screw,
propelled towards the bottom ofthe cylinder. In Its passage downwards the acti(UL
ofthe knives is changed from a rapid cutting motion to that of cutting and press-
ing, and by the time it is ejected from the bottom of the machine, it Is pressed into
almost a fit state for the thrower. The action of the above mixing process is assist^
by sectional gratings at certain distances in the cylinder, which is also provided
with openings and doors, that any part may be the more easily repaired whes
damaged.
The clay is divided into lumps something like the original form, and elthet

stacked away in walls or conveyed by lifting machinery to the different floors for
distribution to the throwers and moulders. As it is essential that the clay, when
received by the workman, should be free from all Irregularity of substance, it ia
again subjected to another sort of kneading, called wedging, which is simply tho
repeated cutting In two (done by a length of wire with a handle at each end) and
the lifting of one half and throwing it anglcwise forcibly upon the other. By tUi
means air bubbles, Ac, are liberated, which if allowed to remain and worked into A
vessel, would expand whilst burning, and so destroy it. Portions, in accordanoe
with the size of the vessel required, are then handed to the workman, whose first
action Is to dash the lump forcibly on the revolving wheel, working It between hi!
fingers, first to a hollow column and then to a flat disc, as a last assurance that
foreign bodies are dispelled. The potter's wheel Is probably known to you simply
as a turning lathe, with Its mandril in a vertical position, instead of, as usual,
a horizontal one. By this means a flat revolving table is obtained, oa
which the workman forms his vessel ; the motion of the wheel is accele-
rated or retarded as the shape of the vessel may require, and very bcautifll
it is to see the apparent ease with which the workman makes the clay " fir»
to his hand—obedient to his will." No form is strange to the experienced
hand, though It requir«8 years of assiduous industry to become one. The acquired
expertness which some attain in this department may be judged from the fact that
one man can make as many as 160 bottles for ginger beer in an hour, or at the rate (Ji
nearly three per minute, from as many shapelc'ss lumps of clay, and when It is re-
membered they have to be true to the gauge for height, width, and internal capacity,
it forcibly shows the power of practice. Most of the smaller articles at this stagit
after being put by for a while to become white-lurd, are ready for the glazing and

I
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burning, btit many which require a more finifihed appearance arc smoothed by a
turuinf,'' laihe proper. On the time of drying', and t-areful attention that it is not
forced* depends in a great measure the safety ol the vessels when in use.

In the ease of cliemical apparatus, requiring to stand sudden alterations ol
temperature, it is requisite tlie preparatory dryinjj should be as slow as possible, to

prevent irre}jular contractions from the first. It lias frequently been 8U^,^y:t'sted that
machinery, so potent in otiier manufactures, nnVht be substituted for manual labor

at the wheel, but the perfect blendiuf^ together of the atoms between the workman's
fiuger, which is of parumount importance, has always been considered an
insurmountable obstacle. This manipulation is nowhere more manifest than in

the makin"' of vessels of great capacity (one of which, containing 3(X) gallons, I should
have had here to-night, but, like the vicar*s picture, it would have been too large

for tiie door). It is necessary, like the martin with lier nest, to make them in layers,

so as to secure the hardening of one layer before the next is put upon it. A jar of
this kind will, therefore, require some half-a-dozen different rings of moist clay at

different intervals, worked one upon the other, and when it is remembered that each
layer of chiy has to shrink a considerable extent, and that accordiugto the shape of the
vessel these shrinkings will vary, and that, in the burning, if one portion shrinks
more than is reckoned for, the vessel is either distorted or destroyed, it is no mean
certificate to a manufacturer to perfect such ^oods, which can only be accomplished
•with great care. Indeed, care or incessant vin:ilance is the mainspring of a potter's

success. He must be always on tlie i/KU'i'yeto lorstall a chance of error, and number-
less are the little opportunities to give strength to the proverb of "a stitch in time
saves nine."
At the commencement of this paper I stated that my remarks would chiefly, if not

exclusively, apply to stoneware, or salt-glazed ware. As, however, the more
fastidious taste ol late years has almost ignored the use of salt-glaze for articles of
domestic use, the present appearance of Lambeth ware is not of stone, but of a
dipped glaze. This kind, called "doubleglaze," from being glazed by two processes,

one inside and one out, ensures a uniformity of color which cannot be produced.in
the salt-glaze ; and whiht the latter, from its being part and parcel of the vessel

itself, is the best, the former is thought to have a better appearance. It is secured
by dipping the article into a composition of glass, Cornish stone, and other ingre-
dients, fusible at a high degree of heat. For large vessels this is, of course, imprac-
ticable ; nor iH it adapted to resist the action of acid to the same extent. Now the
heat to fuse these ingredients is about the same as that required to convert salt into a
l^aze : hence the simple plan of throwing salt into the kiln.

The constituents of the clay being about two-thirds silica and theremainder alumina,
with a little alkali, when the kiln is at the highest (suppose about 1,900 deg. Fahr.)
the ware isiu the condition requisite totakeup acertain amouutof the soda contained
in the salt vapour. The two combining not only deposit a surface of glaze on the vessel,

but the glass thus formed permeates the interstices of the fine particles, thus
becoming incorporate with the body, as is easily seen under a lens. AVhilst

at this point, permit me to draw your attention to a paragraph from the Jurors'
Beport of class '^7, in the Exhibition of ISol ; it refers to stoneware thus :—" In
addition to the high degree of firing, the glaze, instead of being applied by dipping-,

as is usual with earthenware, is produced by throwing into the furnace, at a certam
stage of the process, a quantity of coarse salt, which is instantly vapourised by the
Intense heat, and this vapour, penetrating to every part of the kiln, produces de-
composition where it touches the vessels that are bein^ baked; a film of ^lass is

formed by the combiuatiou of a portion of the silica ol the clay surface with the
BOda, while any iron that exists is brought to the surface, becomes oxidised, and
gives a tint of colour, apparently also adding to the strength of the glaze."
This assertion, from so high an authority as the writer of that report, is of so much

weight as to appear beyond question, but instances apparently pointing to the
reverse are so frequently turning up that I feel justified in reverting to them. I
have a chemist's ladle with the film of glass formed by the combination of the sCica
and soda, which could only be done at a very liigh heat ; and yet, if color is an in-

dication of tbe presence of iron, none is brought to the surface ; on the other side.

It will be seen to have the color, but is deficient of the glaze. What, then, is the cause
of this ? If the professor is right in stating that it is the salt that brings the iron to

the surface, why is it not colored all over? And if the brown color, said to be the
Jpon, adds strength to the glaze, where is the glaze on this side that it is to
strengthen? 5Iy belief is that the brown color is due only to the foreign matter
brought up by the flame during the salting process, and deposited on the vessel
wherever the flame licks it. It Is the very fine incombustible particles of tlie fuel

:

and if the article could be kept from the flame, and supplied with salt and oxygen,
a colorless glaze would be produced. If the vessel on the table be examined, it will

be found to be covered with u multitude of .small colorless dots : in the centre of each
ef these is a very small hole, tilled, Iiowever, with the glaze. I account for this

appearance in thefollowin^ manner;— The smallholeof course is oncof the interstices

which the evaporation had left unfilled before the glaze wasajpplied; when the boiling
glaze reached it and covered it, the air expanded in the form of a small bubble, driving
ackward, in a circle, all the fine particles brought up with the flame, and when the

bnbble bursts, the recoil, as it were, is not sufficient to counteract the attraction of the
body of the vessel, and they are left in a circle instead of being gatliered together.
If this is the case it would prove that the colour is conveyed to the ware, not drawn
out of it, and as far as strength is concerned, it makes no difference at all. I have
said thus much, because, as a general rule, brown ware is preferred, as being most
burnt, when, provided the glaze is on the paler sort, it is equally good audf much
handsomer.
There are three kinds of kilns used in Lambeth :—The Staffordshire, or slab kiln,

the saggar kiln, and the patent kiln. The first may be described, when viewed from
the inside, as a circular structure, 12 to 10 feet in diameter, with a flattened dome,
surmounted by a conical chimney. It is built of good stock bricks, with the walls
some three feet thick, and a lining throughout of the best fire-bricks ; through the
ceiling or dome are a number of holes to admit of the egress of tlie smoke, and also

for glazing by salt. There are several openings around the base of the kiln througli
Which the fire is introduced, around the sides arc anumber of shelves or cupboards,
formed by slabs of fire-clay, to contain the smaller ware ; other shelves,

as the kiln is filled, are extended from side to side, and the large
ware piled upon the top, and on each other, finishes the setting ; the door-
way through which the articles were carried is bricked up, and the burner lights

Tds flres ; to each fire is a flue or chimney leading into the body of the kiln, but with
perforations to admit the fire also to the bottom. With frequent replenishmgs of the
wes the heat inclosed is rapidly increased, and in the space of 40 to 4S hours,

•ocording to the size of the kiln, a whitish heat is attained, and at about 1,900 degrees
Jfe the time for salting; the skill of the burner is proved by the fact that a few fires

too many at this point would bring the whole to a melting state, whilst one or two
ftres too few would fail to form the glaze. The firing is then discontinued, and all

AOcefis of air stayed, and in about tlie same time as that required to reach the heat
tke kiln becomes cool enough to draw.
Another mode oi;burning is in saggars, or circular boxes, made of fire-clay, which»

tMing filled with ware, are piled one above the other, the bottom of one being the lid

Ibr the other beneath it, and thus forming so many tall columns of boxes. This
Jftodc is only well adapted for small ware.
The third kind is a recent invention, being patented in 1858, by Mr. John Cliff, of

the Imperial I'otteries, Lambeth. A model of it was shown last year in your
(fehibition of Inventions.
The invention has for its objects, firstly, great economy of space; secondly.

''Monomy of fuel ; and thirdly, the more thoroughly consuming of the smoke than by
%Uii8 of the ordinary kinds.

In the accompanying woodcuts, figure 1 is a vertical section of half a kiln of this

flEfnd, and figure 2 a plan.
To effect the economy in space there is built within the lining proper of the kiln

liud at various distances from It (according to circumstances), a second lining from the

floor to the level of the commencement of the arch of the kiln, leaving an annular

J

space round the entire kiln (supposing ft to be circular), from the base or floor Un«
to the spring of the dome ; at the base of tbia
circular flue, and at intervals, are holes to
connect It with a tiollow chamber under tbe

{floor of the kiln, in which floor are left a
number ol holes at proper distances, orer
which are erected a series of perpendicular
flues, terminating on a level with the before-
mentioned inner lining or Blfghtlv above It by
the means of variable lengths or hollow pil-
lars and collars of larger diameter, as shown.

,
These variable lengths of pillar and collar
allow of constructing quarry floorings across

,
the kiln at any desired height, and thus utilize
a large amount of space hitherto impractica-
ble. The floor of the kiln and tbe top tier are
fitted close, so that during the burning no
flame, smoke, or draught can approach the
ware, thus effecting a rapid accumulation of
.heat withia the kiln to the point required,
and by the removal of one nuarry opposito

t the door or entrance to the kiln, and lour or
j

five slabs from each tier of the middle row
;
(supposing the kiln to be circular), the kiln

; can be filled and emptied with an amount of
! case and rapidity not attainable in the
ordinary mode.; t-:^^ • „

. ~ €»*-•'

^ To effect the combustion of the smoke, cold
; air is introduced by means of an opening
; from the front of and on the top of each Are
[arch behind the burning fuel. The smoke ia
'

its passage of the narrow annular flue, and up
! the hollow pillars, by being so much divided,
and having to travel over so much more than
the ordinary heated surface, is more effici-

ently consumed, and is again met at its exit
into the funnel, by streams of atmospheric air

! passing in at openings througli the base of tho
1 same.
|i It will appear by the above that the pro-
ducts of the fuel are more equallv distributed
through the body of the kiln, that the heat
necessary is more rapidly generated than in
kilns of ordinary construction, and a con-

' sequent reduction is made in the quantity of

I

fuel used. The same means that admit of
I more rapidly heating the kiln apply also to
[ the coohng of the same, thus allowing larger

,
kilns to be filled and emptied within a stlpa-

! lated time.

f A kiln of this description, 14 feet in dia-
. meter, will bum £1(K) worth of ware with
t abooit eleven tons of coals, whilst a man, with
,
four boys in turns, may set, burn, and draw it

I once every week, at a breakage loss of about
[ nine per cent.
8 The improvements in machinery, Ac, made
[to meet the increasing demand for stoneware
have, of course, helped its extension, and in

^the laboratory, for sanitary improvements, or

i
domestic use, it plays an Important part. I

i before remarked on the impetus the trade had
t received when drain-pipes in stoneware were
^ adopted; now, as these have to conduct
t sewage containing the strongest elements of
decaying and decayed matter, it becomes a
primary necessity that the conduits should
neither absorb, nor in any way retard the flow

;

accordingly, the first object of the I..ambeth
potters is to secure a thoroughly vitrified body
with a perfectly smooth internal surface.
Their system oi glazing by salt liad the
advantage of securing these desideraia, inas-
much as no glaze could be formed if the
heat was insufficient, therefore a pipe
deficient in glaze would show that it was
short of burning also. However, the mistake
which in the trade is too likely to be made,
of considering low-priced goeds as cheap

Fig. 1. goods, has been the means of bringing inferior

pipes into the trade, so that many with partial burning and common clav are little

better than a common red ware pipe. Mr. Northen is admitted to be the origmal

maker of pipes in Lambeth, and Messrs. Doulton, at the present time, are the most

extensive. At one time there were forty kilns in Lambeth burning pipes ; and
allowing them to be filled with 9-inch, C-inch, and 4-inch pipes, to tlie value in grosB

of say jeso, these kilns would be turning out nearly 000 miles per annum.

Fig. 2.

The laboratory is supplied with stills, and jars from 1 to 300 gal on s, condensers,

worms, pipes and pumps for conveying acids, jugs and adles for l''i'"f^^/"*ii"""^^
for strafning. Candle makers arc largely supplied with copper-shaped Pjns, ^d
dyers with another kind. Electro-gilders and platers use hatha fj\^^^^^
character. Kxport merchants arc supplied with l^ott»*^«' P'P^^*^^,*'^*' J;"IJ»"' JS^
tight and otherwise-articles of recent introduction, and very largely «P»^tP^a-*]?>

ginger beer bottles, pale ale and porter bottles, Ac. Distillers, wine and spirit mer-

chants, have barrels, bottles, or cans, flat bottles. &c.
, , . ^ . . „^,^

The domestic uses are more numerous than select. Staffordshire ware being more
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approved, except for b«r jug:8, blacking; bottles, w-armers, butter pots, and others of
alike character.
Dri^ists' pots, tobacconists* jar«, insulators for telegraphic wires, and tanks for

aquariums, are all made of stoneware, besides a numerous array ot vessels and appa-
ratus for individuals of all trades and rcquiromcnts, sometimes the sport of over-
sanguine speculators and inventors, at other times a cheap assistance to a valuable
discovery.
The present state of trade in Lambeth, when contrasted with its position

at the period 1 commenced, affords a satisfactory picture. In place of some sixteen
kilns, turning^ out each under £'iO per kiln, we have now about 70, turninjr out each,
perhaps, on an average £50. They consume upwards of :^0,000 tous of coals, paying-

a

corporation tax of say £.;,100per annum. The law requires this quantity to be burnt
wituout smoke, and after immense cost and labor, this difficulty may be called sur-
mounted. Twenty-three thousand tons of clay are annually changed into useful
articles, giving employment to more tlian 800 persons. The returns of the Lambeth
{>otters cannot be estimated at less than £140,000.

Gratifying as these results may be, and forcibly apparent as is the progress made,
it is equally certain that much more remains to be done. When in the short space of
forty years so much has been accomplished, the trade as it were in its infancy, we
have a right still to hope for greater tnings, not only in the new markets daily open-
ing up in foreign countries, or in the new uses which may be suggested for the
articles, but the manufacture itself is still in the land of darkness—the lamp of
Bcience does not shine in I..ambet)i. We hear of chemistry applied to the arts, out
as yft stoneware is not among them. It is with the greatest respect that I assert
that the potter knows little of the chemical constituents of the material he has to work
and bum. The result of this ignorance is, that experiments are often failing from
undiscoverable causes, glazes peel off, run off, fail to shine when they have been
treated in the same manuer as usual, the fault being in the materials themselves, the
quaUty of which can be ascertaiued by a chemist ouly, and not by the potter until
too late for remedy.

I maintain, then, that every potter should be his own chemist, so far as his trade
Is concerned. lie should have at liis fingers' ends the qualities and actions of cacli

element he has to use, composed and decomposed, and when he is as perfectly an
fait with his chemistry as lie is at present with other branches, he will have added a
new dignity to his ancient calling, and will enjoy his success all the more by having
deserved it.

We ahall jfivc the discussion in a future Number.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
XIST OF GROSS TOTALS OF FEES RECEIVED BY THE SURVEYORS OF THE
SEVERAL DISTRICTS UNDER THE METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT, FOR
THE YEAB ENDING 3IST DECEMBER, 1859, ARRANGED ACCORDING TO
VALUE.

Districts.

Tower Liberty
Putney and Roehampfon
Botherhitbe and ilatcham, &c
Stoke Newiugton
Fulham
Streatham and Brixton
St GeorKc-in-the-Kast and St. Botolph.

.

Greenwich
St. George Hanover-square (North)
St. Giles and St. George, Uloomsbury
Limehouse, &c
Woolwich
Clapham and part of Battersea
St. Martin and St. Anne, Soho
HammcrsmitlL
Whileehapel
Chelsea
Wandsworth and Tooting
Uampstead
Bromley
St. James. Westminster
Southern Division of City
Camberwell
St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster..
SpiUlfieids, &.C
Penge &. Lower Norwood (part Lambeth.
North ?5t. Marylebone
Holborn and East Strand
Plumstead and Eltham
Charlton, Lee and Kidbrooke
Northern Division of City
Deptford
Western Division of City

,

ClerkenwelL
St. Luke, Old-street, Ac
Eastern Division of City
Southwark, &c
Hackney
MileKnd Old Town '...'.*..

Bermondsey, <kc
Bethnal-green .*,

Belgrave and I'imlico
S<9uth Kensington
South St. Marylebone WW
Eaat Islington
Lambeth, South Division, &c '..'.'...

Lewisham
North Kensington.
West iHlintiton

"

Bow and i'oplar '.,.'..

South Islington !!!!!!!
Shoreditch and Norton Kolgatc
St. Pancras
Newington, Central Lambeth & Batterseti
Pwldingtou

Gross F BCS Office Net
received. Expenses. Eerenue.

£ B. d. £ B. d. £ s. d
57 6 22 35 6
62 U 3 12 50 11 3
93 16 3 68 25 16 3
95 2 19 14 75 8

117 3 9 15 10 101 13 9
125 6 9 17 10 107 10
ICO 7 3 50 110 7 3
1C8 17 95 73 17
171 10 3 05 106 10 3
182 11 9 35 117 11 9
187 11 9 21 166 11 9
190 15 100 10 1 95 18 11
207 52 6 154 14 6
210 12 12 198 12
239 4 6 134 2 9 105 1 9
241 19 6 47 12 194 7 6
259 8 9 85 174 8 9
204 11 04 20O 11
2-1 4 9 160 18 110 6 9
270 9 82 19 6 193 1 3
270 2 W 212 2 fl

310 7 6 no return 310 7 fi

332 16 230 102 16
348 10 9 .36 312 10 9
348 15 39 309 15
349 6 3 51 10 6 297 15 9
304 2 53 8 2 310 13 10
371 2 H 141 12 10 226 9 3^
371 15 84 287 15
380 19 3 37 343 19 3
383 2 9 115 208 2 9
398 17 100 298 17
410 12 120 290 12
432 4 6 48 3»t 4 6
438 17 1 60 378 17 1

440 9 116 324 9
442 4 3 .50 392 4 3
500 9 277 223 9
607 6 6 90 417 6
509 13 9 95 414 13 9
518 2 95 14 422 8
534 5 85 449 5 6
653 19 1?2 4 431 15
698 2 3 150 448 2 3
599 8 1 142 4.57 8 1
647 2 1 14« 10 498 12 1
652 11 165 487 11
676 9 204 15 6 471 13 H
705 14 9 81 14 8 624 1

792 14 3 101 1 10 691 12 5
801 13 3 225 576 13 3
813 18 7 172 <H1 18 7
914 7 6 no return 944 7 6
900 18 78 882 18

1,079 19 9 160 919 19 9

22,385 9 2J 4,901 19 10 17,483 9 41

Bradford Parish Church.—This yenerable edifice is shortly to be
restored and improved in the interior. On Sunday three sermons were preached
Jnaid of the improvement fund, anil tb? extraordinary sura of £804 12.s. 2Jd. was

SIR GARDNER WILKINSON AND MR. JOHN BELL ON
OBELISKS.

AFTER the paper read lately at the Society of Arta " On Granite and the Art-
treatment of its Surface," by Mr. Bell, the following letter from Sir Gardner

Wilkinson was read, addressed to the Secretary :

—

Sir,—The admirable remarks of Mr. Jolm Bell have presented many convincing
arguments in favour of the employment of granite ; and a j udieious treatment of the
material itself, with a proper introduction of ornament, adapted to that massive
stone, and in accordance with our wants, our tastes, and our climate, is capable of
introducing a new era into the use of granite for monumental and ornamental pur-
poses. This, in the hauds of Mr. Boll, promises to be carried out with success. But
ni the treatment of it we ought to be satisfied with no mere copy. We require it to
be original and English ; and no imitation of Egyptian work will satisfy or accord
with English requirements or taste. We may derive hints from those, who, like the
Egyptians, have had great experience in its use, but we should hesitate to adopt
Egyptian ideas, 'either in the form of granitic monuments or in our mode of orna-
menting them. I can fully appreciate the merits of Egyptian architecture, but I can
see its faults ; and though I admire the vastness of conception, the knowledge of
coustructiveness, the skill they showed in sculpturiug as well as in transportingr'
granite, I must allow that the Egyptians were deilcient in real taste ; and while it u
the exception to find any object of Greek workmanship dehcient in grace and beauty,
it is the exception in Egypt to find it possess those high recommendations. There u
little that we can adopt from the Egyptians, cither as tasteful in itself, or
adapted to the style of our monuments. The curve of the cornice, which
is broad in its character, the simple shaft of one of the old Egyptian
columns, with its graceful shallow grooves (the prototype of the Greek
Doric), and a few devices—as the papyrus, the lotus, and some other8,~arc of a-
pure and elegant form, but the general character of Egyptian architecture is re-
markable rather for solidity than beauty j and though the Egyptians deserve credit
for being the first to lay down the principle of variety in the jiixtapositionofcolumuB-
with different capitals, and in avoiding the monotony of repetition of form and orna* ,

ment throughout a building, we can neither imititate their columns, the style of
J"

their buildings, nor the character of their sculpture. Mr. Bell recommends the;

adoption of flowers as ornaments, to be sculptured in "incised relief" {or, as I haT
termed it, " relieved intaglio ") in granite ; but it is a question how far floral ornamen1|
such as ferns and similar delicate plants, are suited to a material which requires the '

ornamentation to have the broadest kind of treatment ; and I agree with him when
he says that the flowers should be treated conventionally, and not present an appear-
ance at variance with thatcliaracter ofornamentation required by the nature of the
material. The Egyptians did not fail to perceive this; and the granite pillars of Karnac
areornamented by water plants in high relief, of the boldest and broadest character.
For though the Egyptians sculptured granite in intaglio, and in relieved intaglio^

they sometimes cut figures of men, and plants, and even hieroglyphics, in relief on
the same kind of stone; and one temple, at Bebayt, in the Delta, presents hiero-
glyhicsin high relief upon all its granite walls, as well as on the columns, architraveaj
and other parts of the building. I have also seen the human figure sculptured Inq
relief on granite tothe height of nine inches above the surface ; and Egyptian figurer
in relief may been seen in some museums of Europe.

l{emark,able instances of floral, heraldic, and various fancy devices, as well i

human figures, cut in reliefupon granite, are met with in various parts of Cornwall |

and the church of Launceston, built in 1524, is covered with them, transferred fron"
an unfinished house in the neighbourhood, which was to have been decorated witl

these sculptures, which, however, 1 must confess, are heavy and graceless, and littUI
worthy of imitation.

'^

Mr. Bell mentions the extent of the quarries in Egypt, and very justly calls attend
tion to the quantity of granite, suited for monumental and ornamental purposes,!
which we possess in the British Isles ; and such is the extent of the quarries in Dart-
moor and in other places, both in England, Scotland, and Ireland, that the remark
made by Pliny respecting the porjihyry quarries of Egypt miglit well be applied to
them—"quantislibet molibus ca-dendis sufficiunt lapidicina;."
With regard to the erection of obelisks In England, I confess I am altogether op-

posed to their adoption for monumental purposes, as I have elsewhere had occasion
to state. We attach no mi aning to them ; we have no association connected with
them ; we do not even appear to understand the use for whtch they were invented

;

and wc employ them in places and positions diametrically opposed to their character
and to the principle which led to their adoption by the Egyptians. They served as a
vertical line to contrast with the long horizontal character of the Egyptian temple,
where their effect and position were admirable. We place one by itself in some open
space like a raon.*(ter gnomon ; and, what is worse, we even design a chimney in im-
itation of an obelisk. We also spoil the character of the obelisk by mounting it on a
Roman pedestal, which entirely interferes with its general form and character, and
we depress its apex as if we wished to deprive it of an important feature which con-
stitutes one of its peculiar beauties.
The mere imitation of an ancient monument, in no way suited to our wants, tastes,

or predilections, is a sad sign of deficiency of inventive talent ; and unless an obelisk
is so placed as to accord Willi the purpose for which it was originally devised, it is a
false application of an ill-understood principle. The right application of it will, I
have no doubt, be duly considered and determined by a sculptor of Sir. Bell's great
proficiency and taste, and we shall then no longer have to condemn obelisks as un-
meJiuing objects, and as the refuge of those who are destitute of invention and the
ability to design an original monument.

It is by the adaptation ofan older or a foreign principle that many of the fine monu-
ments of Greece and other countries have been devised. It is no disgrace to
borrow an idea from another style. It is only the mere slavish copy which is a proof
of want of genius ; and the whole history of architecture proves how one style hag
grown out of another, by adoption and adaptation, according to the wants and
requirements of each people. This adaptation seems to be one of the great prin-
ci])les which Mr. Bell takes as his guide; and his intention of introducing a suitable

art treatment into our modern monuments—as public fountains and other structures
—will confer a benefit on public taste.

I am, &c.,
3-3, York-street, Portman-square, March 13th, 1860. Gardnek Wilkinsos.
The above letter was published in^the "Journal of the Society of Arts," and called

forth the following response from Sir. Bell addressed to the Secretary.

Sir,—I am much gratified by the kind expressions of .Sir Gardner Wilkinson, IB
bis letter read after my paper on the 14tli, on the treatment of granite, and I am
desirous to return to him, through your .Journal, my best acknowledgements for it.

I fully agree with Sir Gardner, that, "in the treatment of granite for monumental
and ornamental purposes, we ought to be satisfied with no mere copy ;" " that we re-
quire it to be original and English, and that no imitation of Egyptian work will
satisfy or accord with English requirements and taste." I believe that my views, as
expressed in my paper, show how fully I agree with Sir Gardner on this point, as I
expressly separated the adoption of the incised method of the Egyptians in treating
granite from the emblems they used, suggesting instead a national decoration by
means of wholly new subjects, special to our own time and country, for this purpose.
This agreement with the views of Sir Gardner Wilkinson and Mr. Bonomi, whose
letter follows his, shows how fortunate I am in thus treating a subject founded on,
although not servilely copying, Egyptian work, in accordance with two of ont
greatest authorities on the subject.
In the treatment of the obelisk as a feature of monumental art, I hope also that I

am equally in accordance with the views of .Sir Gardner, as I assuredly conceive that
we should not copy Egyptian obelisks ; but, on the other hand, gift the feature with
a treatment analagoqs to that which the Greeks would have done had they adopted
it, as I explained last May, in the .'-ocioty's rooms. Asa mere feature of art, I con-
ceive, of ?ourse, thm the tall ftod pointed monolith, one phase of wtiich tlM
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Kgyptiftns adopted, is the common heritage of art, as findirijr Its prototype in ou'
"Needles, at the Isle of Wight," perhaps ns celebrated as "Cleopatra's needle," and
in various of such natural formations and mountain "spicula" in our islands, or
elsewhere.
The Kg-yptians, no doubt, arranged these features in pairs. " as vertical linea to

contrast with the long horizontal character of their temples, where their effect
was admirable," but this was by no means the only way in which the ancients
employed (hem. Nebuchadnezzar, as -Mr. lionomi points out, put up one by itself
on "the plain of Dura," and Scmiramis did the same thing in her great city, in
regard to one of greater height than any in Egypt, viz., one of IM feet high, which
she obtained in the mountains of Armenia, at least, so says Diodorus, and erected in
a higliway, as "a marvel to tlie world ;" and this was also put up by itself .Jacob
also put up one in IJettiel, whence various of the solitary ere<-*t stones of record arc
said to have received tlie name of " Jiaituloi." Other nations also set them up, as
the Assyrians, rhoeiilcians, and Indians. Indeed, nothing can be more natural than
to set up such features as marlfs and records ; and, where permanence is the great
object, as Is likely to be the case, that they should bo monolith.i, and that records
should be engraven on them, of which there are various ancient instances besides
those of Kgypt. Indeed, with all due deference, I am desirous to call attention to
the fact that these features were, and are, far from being exclusively Kgyptian.

I certainly conceive that their "pyramidla," or pointed tops, had better never be
interfered with, as their form afTord.s the best finial that can be invented. As regards
the bases, assuredly they should be composed so as to liarmonise with the sur-
mounting form, but I see no reason for restriction beyond that. As to the treatment
of tiie obelisk itself, (I use this name for the sake of brevity, as the recognised one)
I conceive it capable of a great variety of treatment beyond what it has ever yet
received. I see no reason why, for instaucc, the obelisk should not be fluted as well
;is the pillar ; and ou the occasion of readini' my paper I exliibited two obelisks with
II facial floral treatment, of a character whien I believe Is novel.
One great advantat'e whicli an obelisk possesses for monumental purposes is that

it is complete in itself; that it is not like a column, a part of n building, removed
from an ediiice ; also that it is not a feature of support, like a column, wliieh wants
Hometliing to carry, which lias led to "mast-heading our admirals," and placing a
portrait statue so liigh that its features cannot be distinguished. The use of
obelisks would never lead to this. In tlieir case the statue of the hero would be
placed on a pedestal in front of the base of the obelisk, where it could be seen, while
it would be his deeds alone which would be chronicled high in air on the granite
uhaft behind Iiim.
But then such an obelisk should not be an Kgyptian obelisk any more than it

should be Egyptian granite. It should be British granite and a British obclislc. I
believe there is quite as wide a field open for novelty in obelisks as tliere ever was in
columns. Perhaps we might have a better name, for when we speak of obelisks we
immediately think of Egyptian obelisks, for which there is no necessity. After all,

obelisk is not a very dignilied name. The term is not Egyptian, but Greek. " Obeliscon"
means a little spit! " A commodity of good names," as our great poet says, "is
wanted "in this case, or, at least, of one good name, among the advantages of which
would be the getting rid of the idea of such a feature of art being necessarily
Kffyplian, for which I beg to submit there is no just reason whatever.

I am, &c.,
Kensington. John Bell.

. —
ECONOMY IN THE WAR DEPARTMENT.

THE following significant and interesting paper has just been issued by the
Secretary at War :

—

Mr. Secretary Herbert desires that the particular attention of all the engineer
officers should be called to the nocessitv of exercising the strictest economy of the
public funds in the design of works and' buildings for military purposes.
, Cases liave been recently brought l>efore him where the provisions of the estimates
aubmitted to the War Ofllce have been so excessive that they must have been pre-
pared by inexperienced subordinates, and forwarded by commanding engineers with-
out consideration or study.
All such designs are, it is true, submitted to an examination in the War Office, and

a reduction is thereby often effected ; but the effects of such revision are often
arbitrary and un.satisfactory, unlike savings eflected by ofliccrs who are thoroughly
mastering the requirements they have to fulfil, and who meet them in the most
skilful and economical manner.
There is reason to fear that there are engineer officers who consider tlie duty of

desi^'ning beneath their notice, and who are too ready to place in the hands of sub-
ordinates duties which engineer oflicers in most other services iu Europe perform
unassisted, and wliicli are really among the highest functions of the architect or
engineer, be he military or civil.

It being considered that military works ought to be designed by military men, in
order that military requirements may be fully attained, it is most illogical to place
their duty in the hands of the civil branch of the department when there are military
officers available.
Mr. Herbert does not allude to the works of fortifications, which on account of

their magnitude it has been necessary to make special arrangements to carry out,
but to the fufilment of the numerous current services for barrack-store and general
purposes, amounting in the aggregate to a very large annualsnm, which are executed
from the designs made .at the head-quarters of eacll engineer district.
Mr. Herbert wislies that the designs for new works should, wlienever it is practi-

cable, be prepared by an engineer officer whose name shall be attached to the design.
When it is necessary to employ a civil member of the department, he also shall sign
the plan, and have the full share of responsibility which attnclies to the designer.
The person employed should consider carefully what is the object to be attained

and the means or attaining it ; he should compute the number of persons, or quan-
tity of traffic or stores for which he has to provide accommodation, and subordinate
not only the dimensions of the different parts, but thedegreeof solidity, permanence,
and finish given to them to the object in view. He should carefully consider the
origin of the proposal, and whether he cannot avoid a new construction by the repair,
restoration, or appropriation of some existing building. The Secretary of State for
War will always be glad to consider such proposals if made with care and delibera-
tion.

A few instances may be quoted wherein, from no want of professional skill, but
rather from want of preliminary thought and consideration, considerable unnecessary
expense has been incurred or proposed.
• In a recent instance a bridge was recommended across the moat of an obsolete
fort, when a causeway of earth would have answered every purpose. A drawbridge,
of a size and strength equal to the traffic of the entrance of a fortress, has been con-
Btructed to an insignificant coast-battery.
The bridge may have been faultless as a bridge, but the first thing to determine

was whether it was indispensable, or whether it could not be replaced by some
cheaper, but equally useful expedient. A jetty was required to ship ammunition
ftom a magazine, the conditions being that 3,'-**,'0 barrels and cases should be put on
Iward in six hours. Uailways were in use at the magazine in question, and the
trucks running upon them each carried 20 cases. There were, therefore, Ifil truck-
loads to be conveyed to the head of the jetty and to return empty in six hours, or
one truck-load every two minutes. To accomplish tliis it was proposed to construct
Ajetty to carry six double lines of rails, which would have given an average traffic
of one truck every Vi minutes on each line. One double line of rails was found
ample, and the work has been executed for one-seventh part of the original etitimate.
But when the proper plan and dimensions are arrived at, care and judgment are

required in selecting the most suitalile material, and applying it iu the mode best
calculated to attain solidity at as little cost as possible. It is often bad economy to
build in too temporary a manner, bul the converse is also true. It may be cheaper
to build every ten ycvs la wood than to sluk a large sum in etouc, Tbc best

materials should bcprovlded where they arc required, but it is quite proper to UB9
inferior materials when they will answer the purpose as well.
Mr. Herbert does not wish absolutely to proscribe ornament, but It should be used

sparingly and with judgment, and never cause any sonHihlc increase to the cost of the
buildings. Heavy cut stone dressings, cornices, and plinths seldom make an addition
to the appearance of a building at alt coninieusurate with their cost.

!Iigh finish or expensive fittings to tlte interior of any part ofmilitary buildings are
still more to be avoided, and are out of place in a profession where simple anil^agal
habits should be encouraged among all ranks.
Engineer officers should endeavour to make the ease their own, and do for the

public service what they would do for themselves had they to find the funds.
Large as the public revenue ofher Majesty is. It is the bounden duty ofevery cittzca

and, above all, of every officer in her Majesty's pay, to make the revenue go as far aa
it can.

Jlr. Secretary Herbert feels confident that many officers of engineers do give him
the assistance he requires, aud all can if they will only make the attempt. Mr.
Herbert sometimes hears as an excuse for costly work that "it is necessary to do
credit to the service," but he is not prepared to give credit to any olBcer for an
injudicious application of the means placed at his disposal from the public purse.

B. llAWES.

REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN tlVERPOOL.
On the Ilth inst., the foundation stone of a Reformed Presbyterian Church (the

first of the denomination in Liverpool) was laid in Shaw-street, on an eligible

site of land opnosite the Collegiate Institution. The new church will be a very
handsome edifice. The site is 39 feet wide by about 120 feet deep, the whole of
which area is covered by the church and vestries at tlie back, and being close up
to lofty houses on the south side, with the prospect of having similar houses, ere
long, on the north side, the cliureli, with tlie exception of large windows in the
east and west gables, will be lighted entirely by a range of windows on each side

of the roof. All of the edifice that will be exhibited to the street is simple the end
elevation or gable, flunked by large octagon piers, terminating in richly crocketed
pinnacles, and pierced in the centre with a six-Iiglit window. The area in front
will be protected by a breast wall, with oak gates at each end, leading by flights

of long steps to the main entrance, which is of considerable width, and spanned
by a lintol archway, deeply and riclily moulded, and decorated with tlie ball

flower. Granite sliafts are to be inserted into the jambs, finished with moulded
bases and floriated caps. The whole of the front will be executed in Minera stone,

the quoins, mouldings, and otlier dressings to be polished, the walling to be in

thin courses, pitclied on tlie face. The interior of the church will be one apart-
ment, 78 feet long by 35 feet wide, divided into seven bays, with arched princi-

pals of laminated timber, resting on stone corbels. Over these arches a ceiling is

to be introduced, wliicli telween it and tlie ridge will have a large space, to act
as a non-conductor. All the roof timbers, purlins, rafters, &c., are to be cham-
fered, stained, and varnished. A small gallery will be fitted up at one end only,
and a raised pulpit platform at the other, surrounded with Gothic railing.

Vestries and session house to be erected at the back, and a large ceUar, 8 feet hign,

to extend under the whole of the building. Accommodation will be provided for

COO worshippers, and the cost of the building is contracted for at £2,200, by Mr.
Morriss, mason and joiner; Mr. Thomas Jones, slater and plasterer; and Mr.
Thomas Holt, plumber, painter, and glazier. Tlie Messrs. Hay are the archi-

tects of the structure.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1862.

Tlie Council of the Society of Arts are engaged in forming a guarantee fund,

in order to carry out the International Exhibition of 1862. The principal con-
ditions of tlie guarantee agreement are :

—

1. That no subscriber will incur any liability until.at least £250,000 have been
guaranleed.

2. That no calls will be made unless it should happen that, contrary to the

experience of the Exhibition of 1851 , when there was a surplus of nearly £200,000
there should be a loss, when tlie call will be prorata.

3. Any surplus will be at tlie disposal of the guarantors, for the promotion of

arts, manufactures, and commerce.
4. The trustees and managers ofthe Exhibition named are—The Earl Granville,

K.G., Lord President of the Privy Council, Vice-Presidentof the Society of jVrtsj

the Martmis of Chandos, chairman of the London and North Western Railway;
Thomas Baring, Esq., M.P.; C. Wentworth Dilke, Esq. (Hoyal Commissioners

for the Exhibition of 18.51); Thomas Fairbairn, Esq., chairman of the Manchester
Art Treasures Exhibition.

The council do not propose to limit the fund to the £250,000 named, but,

having secured that sum, they will endeavour to increase it as much as possible.

Already a few members ofthe society, and other bodies, liave promised their names
as guarantors to the amount of£170,000.

A circular letter has been addressed to the members of the society, drawing
their attention to the importance of filling up I lie guarantee list as soon as possi-

ble, and those members and their friends who are desirous of giving their assistance

to this undertaking, are requested to send in their names to the Secretary of the

Society of Arts as early as jiossible, with the sums tliey arc willing lo guanmtee.
The amounts guaranteed by individuals vary from £10,000 to £100.

Improvements at Reading.—The Berks Chronicle says that a public-

spirited effort is about to be made to preserve and restore that interesting relic of

antiquity, the Abbey gateway, one of the few attractive features which Heading
presents to tlie stranger. Tlie erection of llie new court-house, with its imposing
architectural character, close to the gateway, has left the venerable edifice to

sufier so greatly by the comparison that we began to think its removal a sad but
inevitable necessity. The corporation, at their meeting as the local board of

health, have set an example of liberality highly to be commended, by themselve*

subscribing a handsome sum in their individual capacity, and they will vote a sum
not exceeding £500, from the improvement rate, supposhig that the public do

not come forward witli the entire sum required for the work. Tlie residents will

soon be called on to assist, and we doubt not that a liberal response will be made.

The Forburv, when laid out as a public pleasure-ground, and improved by the

buildings referred to, will give to the town an attr.iction superior to any other

witliin a wide district, and tlie cost will lie amply though indirectly repaid by the

enhanoed value of property and ?(bw results fftvouraWe to local JTOtperity.
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dJori'^spmU'ncf.

THE ARCHITECTURAL UNION COMPANY.
Sir,—In your last Number I read an article headed Architectural Union Com-

mn; and the Press, in which you complain of the conduct of the directors of the

Company, in reference to the Architectural Exhibition. I should feel obliged by
your informing your readers that your remarks apply to the directors of the

Exhibition, and not to those of the Company, as they are totally distinct, and
the latter simply let the galleries to the former for the season and have no control

OTer the arrangements for the Exhibition.

I am, &c.,

Charles Mathew,
London, April 18, 1800, One of the Directors of the

9, Conduit-street. Architectural Union Company.

THE MODEL BUILDINGS OF 18C0.

Sir,—I am the District Surveyor of Camdcn-town, accused by your corre-

spondent "A Subscriber" of not doing his duty, and I utterly deny the truth of

his statement and the implication which he draws from it. There is no Baptist

or any other chapel in the Camden-road, nor are there any dwelling-houses con-

structed, in or near that road, or in any other part of the district, in the manner
stated by the writer.

If there be any truth in his " facts," which I very much doubt, they must refer

at all events to somebody else. A rifleman must not go out on Wimbledon-
common, and shoot ladies' lap-dogs ; nor ought a public writer so to use his sling

s to send his missile against the head of an innocent man.
That there are some scamping builders in St. Pancras, I do not pretend to

deny; they give me a vast deal of trouble, and little or no pay, for they almost

invariably "end their career in the Gazette. But there are likewise many others,

now " running up " as Subscriber calls it, houses in Gordon-square, St. Mark's-
square, Euston-road, &c., which it is quite a pleasure to survey, for they are

truly " Mo<lel Buildings of 18C0." The variation in quality certainly proves

how essential it is to call in professional advice before purchasing, or lending

money upon, house property ; unfortunately however, the public frequently

encourage scamping by purchasing only what is cheap, and r.ot what is

good. I am, &c.,

11 Upper Gower-st, Vf.C HENRr Baker.
April 16, 1860.

^^

WALTHAM ABBEY CHURCH.
Sir,—Perhaps you will allow me to correct two mistakes as to 'fact which

occur in the article, in your last Number, headed "Sylvanus Urban and
Architecture."

1. I have not maintained that there is no work at Waltham of the reign of

Henry II. besides your clerestory windows on the north side. In my original

paper in the Essex transactions I brought prominently forward the fact, that
the whole of the conventvul buildings vicre of ihntisAe. In my last letter in

the Gentleman's Magazine I gave as the result of my last examination at
Waltham that Harold's ehurch was repaired under Heni7 II., that not only
part of the north clerestory was rebuilt, but also that something was done in the
transepts, which I suggested may have amounted to their complete addition or
Tebnilding.

2. I was not aware that most antiquaries attributed the nave of Waltham to
Henry II. Certainlv, my antagonist in the Gentleman's Magazine never did
so till this month. In the course of our controversy he has put forward two
theories; one, that the nave was built during the first fifty or sixty years after

the Conquest; the other, that it was built about 1130-50. If Sir Henry Ellis's

extract proves that it was built about 1179, it is clear that my antagonist's
theories are disposed ofjust as much as mine.
The real bearing of the entries in the Rolls upon the date of the church and

conventual buildings I hope to show in a communication to Sylvanus Urban
himself. I am, &c..

Wells, April 16th, 1860. Edward A. Pkeeman.

THE CONDUIT STREET EXHIBITION.
Sir,—Will you allow one who takes an interest in art to make a few remarks

upon the present exhibition in Conduit-street ? There are one or two facts which
most strike those accustomed to the former exhibitions ; one is, the almost entire
absence of those miraculous combinations of striped brickwork and variegated
tiles which bade fair at one time to make London itself more dazzling than the
coat of Joseph. Even Mr. Gray has sobered into one of the most beautiful and
truthful designs it has been my good fortune to see for many a year.
Another fact is, the absence of many great names from the catalogue. What

is Sir Charles Barry doing ? Has Mr. E. M. Barry nothing to show but an un-
SQCcessful and not particularly good design ? Where is the successful Manches-
ter Assize Courts design, that professional judges may see what it is like ? So
also with the Cambridge Guildhall. Where are the numerous successful designs
of Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, and Messrs. Bellamy and Hardy, that one may
sec why in their own and neighbouring counties they are so invariably preferred ?

Or, still more unfortunate for the observer, where is the facile pencil of Mr.
Minray? where Mr. Siddon? where Alliambra Jones? but these area few only of
the names I should, for various reasons, like to see there.
There is still another fact, and it is a sad one—viz., that with few exceptions

the works exhibited are bad—most wretchedly bad—infinitely worse on the
average, than those of last year. May I ask who accepts or rejects contri-
butions, and why the walls are disfigured by such things as are now there ? I

would rather not mention names, but, for example, take Nos. 139, HO, 167,
and other works of the same master. Surely some one should have a right to
reject these ! This " some one " should also, I think, see that such clear conti-
nental sketches as those of a Mr. Beazley are not stuck up above all sight;
and that gentleman himself would do well not to spoil his works by putting
them into mourning.
" Some one " might as well ahio abstain from increasing the calendar of

saints. No 282 in the catalogue—a wretched drawing and bad in design

—

informs us tliat it iilustrates " Uaiot Mary Sonthey." Who this lady is 1 luiow

not, unless Poet Southey has been canonised as an old woman. There appears,
however, to be a place called Southerj', and this place, I believe, rejoices in the
building shown.

I could extend my remarks, and should be glad to do so, to give professional

men an idea of what we unprofessional shilling payers think of this year's show.
I must confess I thought the exhibition, and especially the catalogue, very dear
at the price I paid for them. I am. Sec., Observer.

.»

THE DRAINAGE QUESTION.
Sir,—I take the liberty of suggesting to you how, in my opinion, the London

sewage may be made available ibr the improvement of the land we live in. I

propose that the sewerage should be collected into six or more large tanks, one
hundred feet in diameter, and as deep as may be necessary. These tanks should

be so constructed that the liquid might flow from one to another, the solid

excreta being allowed to sink to the bottom. The partially-purified liquid

might then be pumped up by engines into towers 150 feet or more in height.

Cisterns of large dimensions should be placed in these towers to hold the liquid,

which could then be conveyed to other similar towers by attached gutta-percha
pipes, and thus dispersed over a wide extent of the country. The excreta could
be removed from the tanks by engine-power and conveyed thence by rail. This
process would be quite practicable, and although expensive at first would soon
pay. It has been suggested that it would be better to mix the liquid with sand,

after which it could be conveyed by water carriage wherever it might be re-

quired. In my opinion, if it is to be profitably applied for the improvement of

our soil, it must flow by its own weight to its resting-place. I beg leave to add
that I think the proposed towers could be so constructed as to be made avail-

able for beacons or fortresses to protect our shores.

If you think my suggestions will be useful in furthering the object in view,

please give them a place in your valuable Journal.
I am, &c.

Carwinley Cottage, April 18th, 18C0. James Pbndrigh.

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS.
Sir,—The publication of the official circular from the War Office, in the jour-

nals oi^ the 13th April, is a curious revelation of the state of things in the Royal
Engineer Department, and well calculated to raise the inquiry what are the

duties of that department ? and by whom are those duties performed. Distinct

allusion is made to a civil branch, and there is a tolerably broad admission that

they make the designs for not only civil works and buildings, but for military

works as well, for the circular states in paragraph four, " there is reason to fear

that there are engineer officers who consider the duty of designing beneath their

notice." Now, if these gentlemen consider designing as work too inferior for

them, what are we to think are their ideas of superintending the execution of
tcorks; and what are we to think of military works designed and executed en-
tirely by civilians ?

The Secretary of State has no fault to find with the professional ability dis-

played, but directs attention to the thoughtlessness or indifference of commanding
engineers who pass unexamined the productions of a civil officer, and recommend
them for adoption.

Would it not be better, in so important an arm of our military service, to sepa-

rate the two branches appertaining to each distinct duties, giving over all mili-

tary works exclusively to the corps of Royul Engineers, that they may be designed

and executed by them alone, without the aid even of contracts so far as labour is

concerned ; thus making the corps thoroughly aufait in their work, instead of

being novices, as they must be while their designs are made by civilians and
executed by contract ; and giving over to the civil branch all civil works and
buildings, including barracks, and making them responsible for the work they

actually do, instead of resting the responsibility of their doings upon the shoul-

ders of others.

It would lie well if the Secretary for War were to cause a careful investigation

to be made into the organization of this department, by some impartial but well-

qualified professional men.
By the insertion of the above you will oblige

One who Knows.'
^.

STONEWARE DRAIN PIPES.
Sir,—I am desirous of making a few observations on the well-written essay,

delivered by Mr. Goddard, on " Stoneware," at the Society of Arts, and
which you will no doubt fully report, inasmuch as it has been productive of

great good in setting at rest the long-contending rivalry in priority of invention

amongst the Lambeth potters, for they being most, if not all, of them present,

were not able to refute the observations advanced by Mr. Northen, " that the

first pipes made were invented and manufactured by him, and sent to the Sewers

Office on the 9th September, 1845;" and the first order given was by Mr. Jolm
Phillips from that office, at which time the standard quality of his pipes were
then, as now, in the highest possible state of vitrifaction, obtained from a heat Of

near 3,000 degrees. 'Therefore, if it is the case, as Mr. Goddard represents,
" that the stoneware he alluded to does not go beyond a heat of 1,900 degrees,

which no potter present did contravert, it follows as a matter of course, and is S
confirmation of public opinion, that Mr. Northen's pipes are more highly vitri-

fied than any otlier manufacturer. Eor it is lamentable to witness, from tlM

extreme competition in prices, what perfect trash is now imposed on the public,

under the character of stoneware, and passed by many surveyors as first -class

pipes, whose only knowledge of their quality, it is to be regretted, appears to

consist in their having a good glaze, regardless of their interior density, thereby

rendering injustice to the honest trader, and defrauding the parishioners they re-

present ; and as an act of public duty, I purpose devoting for the future ^otne

attention to this subject, reporting the various cases as they arise; fori hare
already witnessed some strange proceedings, savouring peculiarly of favoritism.

On the south side of London, where the proper thickness of pipes has been dis-

guised by end bands, and the vitrifaction totally imperceptible.
I am, &c., T. Lucas.

Sir,—In your notice of the Architectural Exhibition, you have noticed rerjf

favorably the tinting of the perspective sketch exhibited there by me, of •
design for a Congregational chapel (No. 53). I shall feel obliged by yoor
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allowing me to take this means of stating that that ^drawing was tinted for me by
Mr. George Row Clarke, of Great James-street, Bedford-row.

I am, &c.,

67 Strand, April 13, 1860. J. HoGER;;SMiTir.

Sm.—Can you or any of your numerous readers inform me of the best

method of making new red brickwork appear like the old. The old brickwork
has not been up for any great length of time, but still the contrast between the

old and new is so obvious that it is desirable to reduce it in some degree.

I am. Sec.,

Rupns.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
THE usual fortnightly meeting of the Architectural Association was held in the

rooms, Conduit-sti-eet, on Friday ; T. Roger Smith, Esq., in the chair.

Mr. IlEUKiN(i, hon. secretary, read the minutes of proceedings at the last

meeting, which were approved of and con6rmed.
The discussion on Mr. C. F. Hayward's paper on " Modernism in Art," read

at the previous meeting, was then proceeded with, the speakers being the Chair-
iflBn, Mr. Randall Drnce, Mr. Herring, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Lewes, &c. We
shall probably, give a report of the proceedings, which were of an interesting

character, in our next.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
rETITIONS UeCOUDED TO APRTL IS.

Mr. Thomas ISurstnll, of Southall, for " Improved machinery for manufacturing
brteks from clayalone, or mixed with other materials."

BIr. Ilny-h Smith, of Glasgow, for " Improvements ia cutting wood."
Mr. William Smitli, of Kcnnington-row, for " Improvements in paving or covering

rowU and other ways."

Grants.
Mr. Oiietavc Biclilor, of the town of Salins, in the department of the ,Tura, France,

"An itiii)roved apparatus to be employed for blasting rocks, and the application ot

the same 1o the formation of tunnels."—Letters patent.
Mr. Tliomas Franms Edgcworth, of 147, Park-road, Toxteth-park, Liverpool,

•*lmprovoments in obtaining light."—Protection six months,
Mr. Thomas Itothwell, of Manchester. " Improvements applicable to warehouses

and other buildings in wiiich * well-holes ' are constructed for the purposes of light
and ventilation."—Dated 12th October, l&'jO.—Letters patent.

Notice to Proceed.
Mr. Uobert Watson Savage, of 1.1, St. .Tames's-squaro, Westminster, *' Improve-

ments |in fire-escapes, also.nppUcable to ladders, portable scaffolding, and such like
parposes."

Foreign Patents.
Mr. De Malbcck, of 38, Hue d' Angouleme du Temple, Paris, for " Wholesome fire-

places."— Dated lOtb December. 18011.

Mr. .Mousty-Catry, of St Quentin, for " A lime-kiln."—Dated 22nd December,
1859.

Mr. Sayssel, represented by Ricordeau, of 2.1, Boulevart do Strasbourg, Paris, for
"An ornamental article for paperhangings, &c."—Dated 17th December, 1859.

SpF.CrFICATTONS PUBHSIIEO DURING THE WEEK.
No. 2,059, price lod.. Manufacture of wrought-iron beams.
No. 2,002, price 9d., Manufacture of nails.

TENSERS SENT IN.
Kestoration or St. M.vhy's, Asiiford.

For the restoration of St. Mary's Church, Asliford, Kent. Mr. Joseph Clarke,
P.S.A., diocesan architect, 13, Stratford-place, W.

T. R. Smith £2,195
John Kdwards —

Aisle anb Spire to St. Thomas, Golborse.
For building new aisle and spire to St. Thomas Churcli, Golborne, Lancashire.

Mr. .Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., architect, 13, Stratford-place, W.
JahnKaton £1,873 I James Fairclough £1,490
P. Farrell 1,862 Joseph Pennington 1,390
BflwardHughes 1,550 [Thomas Stone 1,252 7 3

Alterations &c., Dunster House, Rochdale.
For alterations and additions to Dunster House, Rochdale. Mr. Joseph Clarke,

F.S.A., architect, 13, Stratford-place, W.
Mark Fogsett £1,254
Edward Hughes 1,075
P.Farrell 934
Edmund Taylor 1,300

Schools, Orford.
For new schools at Orford, near Warrington, Lancashire. Mr. J.Clarke, F.S.A.

•Tchitect, 13, Stratford-placc, W.
Bierpont £1,9.35

|
Pennington £1,719

Gibson 1,055 Stone 1,696
Hughes 1,790

I

Parsonage, Rochdale.
For Pcnfold Parsonage, Rochdale. Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., 13, Stratford-

^ace, W., architect.
Hughes £1,925
Stone 2,035 .... 140
Eaton 2,140 .... 95
Nield 2,140 250
P.Farrell 2,200 170

St. Luke's, Chelsea.
For supply of 2,000 tons of Guernsey Granite Lumps.

R. L. and .). Fenuings 138. 4d. per ton
Joliu Mowlcm and Co lis. Od. „
A. and F. Manuelle 10s. lOd. „

Neither of the tenders were accepted.

Hereford City Improvements.
For markets, hop and weol warehouses, and public room to the Guildhall, including

Taluc of old materials. Mr. J. Clayton, architect.
Welsh £5,110

I

Niblett, Gloucester £4,587
Beavan and Uavies 4,698 Evans, Brothers, London 4,495
Beavau and Beggleaton 4,620 | Beavan and Bowers (accepted) .. 4,341

St. Peter's, St. Alban'b.
For Works at St. Peter's, St. Alban's. Mr. Thomas Hill, architect, 8t Alban'8.

MIskin £493 1 Smith .2435
|
Young (aoeeptcd) £3G0

Alterations, Bloomsbury-squarb.
For alterations to the premises of the Pharmaceutical Society, Bloemsbory-aqaare.

Messrs. Lansdown, architects.
Mansfield and .''ous £2,112
Axford and Co 2,050
Patman and Fotheringliam 1,962
Piper and Son 1,93U
Myers 1,900

Ilocken £1,89S
Holland and Ilannen 1,H40

Mncey 1,746
Batterbury 1,719

LrpE-BOAT Houses, Isle op Wight.
For life-boat house, at Grange. C. H. Cooke, Esq., honorary architect, London

Quantities supplied by Mr. W. IL Moorey, honorary surveyor.
Ill Brick,

Arnold, Yarmouth £343
W. and A. Jackman, Brixton (accepted) 317 11

Jackson and Kennett, Newport 313

LiFE-BO.VT House, Brooke.
Ill Stone.

W. and A. Jackman, Brixton
B. Jacob Brooke (accepted for stone) £245

In Uriclc.

£309 12
317

Restoration of St. Margaret's, Topcraft, Norfolk.
For the restoration of the Church of Saint Margaret's, Topcroft, Norfolk. Messrs

.

Benest and Newson, architects. Bank-chambers Norwich.

And old lead and materials.
Ling and Balls, Norwich £639
Mumford and Jackson, East Dereham 635
Botwrlght, Bungay SiO 10
J. Brooks, Norwich 468
Spiuks and Bnrrell, Norwich 465
Godbolt and Sons, Brockdish (accepted) 390

The result of the tenders was only known this week.

Warehouse-Fitting, Cannon-street.
For flttlngnp a warehouse at Cannon-street-west, for Messr.s. Murdoch's, Nephews,

and Slater. Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect. Quantities supplied.
Brown and Robinson £898 '

"' '
"'

Ashby and Sons 895
Lawrence and Son 882
Brass 872
Ashby and Homer accepted, as they undertook to do the work in one month.

Ashby and Homer (accepted) £832
Wheen 819

Sargeant 815

Blackburn.
For No. 1 contract, for earthworks, roads, and foundations. For the worM

necessary in levelling the site for the new Workhouse building; and also for the
excavations and masons' work for the foundations and walls ofthe intended building,

up to the ground level. Messrs. Gates, architects.
Mann, Halifax £4,039 15 10 I .L Neill, Bradford £3,797
A. Neill, Bradford 4,000 | T. Counsell, Blackburn 3,072 10 10

« The works to be completed in three montha.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Stdnet, New South Wales.-For designs for New Honscs of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are

invited to compete. £600 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers,

addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Jlessrs.

William L. Merry and Co., 36, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59,

High Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edmburgh ; Mr. H. Campbell,
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodgesand Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
pliotographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Woale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.

Designs to January 1, 1801.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Blackburn.—For designs, with plans, specification, and estimates, for a building to

contain a large room for Exchange purposes, a news-room, committee, and other

rooms for the transaction of business, for the Bl.aekburn Exchange Committee.
Three premiums are offered—viz., one premium of £50, one of £3'), and one of £2<^
to be paid in the order of merit. The premium designs to become the property ot

the Committee. The Exchange will be erected opposite the Town-hall. A ground
plan and further particulars may bo obt,ained, price 28. Od., from Messrs. Hopwood
and Garsdcn, surveyors, Blackburn. Designs, with a motto and the name and
address (under seal) of the competitor submitting tile design, endorsed "Design for

Blackburn Exchange," be addressed to T. Crooke Ainsworth, secretary, Town-hall-
buildings, Blackburn, to June 2.

MONUMENT.
Berlin.—For a monument to be raised at Berlin in honor of Frederick William III.

The statue is to equestrian, in height and dimensions after the model of the cele-

brated monument by Rauch of Frederick the Great, a copy of which, on a reduced
scale, is in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham. The site chosen is between the Roy^
Palace and the Museum. Sculptors of all nations are invited to send designs and
Sarticulars as to measurement, &c., may be had by applying to the Prussian
linister of Church and Educational affairs. Designs to December 15, 1860.

INFIRMARY.
YoRK.sniRE.— For designs for an infirmary for the North Riding of Yorkshire. A
premium of £50 for the best design, and .£25 for second best. Should the successful

competitor be engaged as superintendent architect, the premium to be merged in

the commission. Particulars from John S. Peacock, Hon. Sec. to the Committee,
Middlesborough, Plans to June 1. (S 'e advertisement.)

ALMSHOUSES.
Faversiiam, Kent.—For designs for thirty almshouses, containing accommodation

for thirty poor persons, with a chapel adjoining tlieroto, to be erected on land

belonging to Napplcton's Charity, [in the town of Favcrsham, containing 2 acres

and 19 poles, for the JIunicipal Trustees of the charities of the borough of Faver-

sham. Particulars from Mr. F. J. Giraud, solicitor. South House, Faversham.
ARCHITECT AND SURVEYOR.

, ..

Ealing, Middlesex.—For fillimr the joint ofiices of architect and surveyor to toe

Burial Board of Ealing. Candidates to submit plans for two chapels, entrance-

lodge, and gateway, to be erected upon the proposed burial-ground, at a cost not

exceeding £1,400 ; and also to state the terms per day for the necessary duties at

surveyor. Tender and plans to Sir. W. H. Sanders, Old Brentford, Mlddlese-t,

where plans are to be seen, to Mav I.

MEMORIAL CLOCK PILLAR.
Penrith—For designs for a memorial clock pillar. Premium £5. Particulara nrom
Mr. Birkett, accountant, Penrith, to whom designs, to April 5.
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WORKHOUSES.
Penmam.—For plans and general epeeilicatioHS for a workhouse, to be erected on
land near Tenmam, and to contain 50 persons. Information as to the rooms and
offloee required, so as to insure proper classification, and a plan of the site may be
obtained, and other particulars on application to the Clerk of the Union. The
whole to be done in a plain, substantial manner, and the maximum sum to be ex-
pended is £I,SiX>. The architect produoinp the best plan in the estimation of the
Board will, subject to the approval of the Poor Law Board beine obtained to such
plan, be employed at a sum not exceeding S per cent, on the outlay. The Board of
Guardians will adjudicate on the 8th of May. I'lans to May 1.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
EiRKCl'DBRiGBT. N.B.—For. plans for a building, for the Kirkcudbright
I'ublic-rooms Company, the accommodation of which shall; be as follows :—
A Hall for Lectures, concerts, balls, &c., ; and affording scats for five
hundred persons ; a library-room, IS feet by 16 feet ; a reading-room, 22 feet
by 16 feel ; a kitchen and two rooms for the keeper ; two cloak rooms ; and
two waterclosets. Two fronts of the building to be Duilt of galloway blue stone,
square dressed ; and the facings to be rustic granite. The entire cost not to exceed
£1,400. The plans, elevations, and sections, must all be drawn to a uniform scale
of S feet to an inch, and be accompanied by a detailed specification of the work, as
well as a definite estimiite of the cost. The Committee will award a premium of
£20 for the best plan, the prize plan to be the absolute property of the Committee

;

but the Committee reserve power to reject the whole of the plans, should they not
be suitable. The plaus, post free, to Samuel Cavan, merchant, Kirkcudbright, to
l.'ith^lay, without the author's name, but with a motto. A sealed letter tearing
the motto, and containing the author's name, to accompany the plan. A plan of
the site may be had upon application to Mr. Cavan.

CKMETERY, CHAPELS, &c.
WiTTON, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.—For designs, plans, sections, descriptive specifica-

tions, and estimates for fencing-in a portion of the land, purchased for a cemetery,
at Witton, and for erecting two chapels, with reception and waitlug rooms to encn,
a superintendent's residence, with board-room, Ac, porter's-lodge, entrance-gates,
and approaches, accompanied by such details and suggestions as the competitors
may think necessary for the information and guidance of the Committee m their
selection ; for the Burial Board Committee of the Council of the Borough of
Birmingham. A premium of £50 will be given for the design considered first in
point of merit, unless the architect should oe employed to carry out the works, in
which case it will merge In ,and form part of his commission ; and one of £110, and
another of £'20, for the second and third best. The designs obtaining premiums to
become the property of the Committee, who are not to be bound necessarily to
employ any of the competitors to carry out the works. Lithographed plans of the
site, drawn to a scale of Jone chain to an inch, with contour lines marked thereon
at every 10 feet of altitude, the sites of chapels, superintendent's residence, &c.,
porter's-lodge, entrance-gates, and approaches, and further particulars as to the
competition, may be obtained on application to the Borough Surveyor, Public-
office, Moor-street. The plans, estimates, and particulars, with the name and
address of the competitors, marked thereon, to be enclosed in a sealed cover,
endorsed, " Designs for Chapels, &e., at New Cemetery," addressed to Thomas
Standbridge, Town Clerk, at his Ofiices in Temple-street, Birmingham, free of
ejtpense, to June I. (See advertisement.)

MANGE HOUSE.
Chisleiiurst, Kent.—For building additions to and making alterations in the
Manor-house Chislehurst, Kent, for S. H. Barcourt, Esq. Drawings on the pre-
mises, between 12 and 8 o'clock after April 24. Further particulars of the archi-
tect, F. F. Thorne, 7, Eaton-terrace, Daere-park, Lee, who will be on the premises
on Tuesday and Wednesday next, and to whom tenders, free, at his Ofllccs in
Bacre-park, Lee, to 1 o'clock. April 30. (See advertisement).

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
WiTTON, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.— For designs and estimates for laying-out and plant-
ing the land purchased at Witton, distant about two and a-lialf miles from
Birmingham, for the purpose of a cemetery. The designs must embrace the
following particulars:-1st. A ground-plan of the site, showing the proposed
roads and walks, the ornamental planting, the portions to be used for the purposes
of interment, and all other requirements for the proper working of the cemetery.
2nd. Sections showing the earthwork required for the arrangement of the surface.
3rd. Such other details and suggestions as the competitors may think necessary for
the information and guidance of the committee in their selection. The site includes
an area of about 106 acres, but it is onlv intended to appropriate about sixty acres
in the first instance. A premium of £:» will be given for the design considered
first in point of merit, and one of £20, and another of £10 for the second and third.
The designs obtaining premiums to become the property of the Burial Board
Committee of the Council of the borough of Birmingham, who are not to be bound
necessarily to employ any of the competitors to carry out the works. Competitors
to state the terms upon which they will carry out the works. Lithographed plans
of the site, drawn to a scale of one chain to an inch, with contour lines marked
thereon at every 10 feet of altitude, the sites of chapels, superintendent's residence,
lodge-entrances, and further particulars as to the competition, may be obtained on
application to the borough surveyor. Public Office, Sloor-street. The plans, esti-
mates, and particulars, with the name and address of the competitor marked
thereon, to be enclosed in a sealed cover, endorsed "Plan for Laying-out the
Borough Cemetery." addressed to Thomas Standbridge, town clerk, at his offices,
in Temple-street, Birmingham, free, to June 1. (See advertisement.)

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASSIZE COURTS.

Manchester.—For the erection of the buildings of the Manchester Assize Courts
(exceptin£foundation already executed). llans, &e., and bills of quantities,
at the Office of Mr. T. Tavlor, surveyor. No. 10-2, Cross-street, Manchester, after
May 1. Tenders, under seal, to Mr. F. C. Shulton, Clerk to the Manchester Assize
Courts Committee, to May 14. (See advertisement).

„ PRISON.
Waterford.—For rebuilding the amalgamated Waterford County and City Prisons.

1 lans, Ac., at the Office of Charles Tarrant, Esq., architect. County Court-house,
«atcrford. Tenders, sealed, addressed to "Colonel Roberts, Secretary to the
Commissioners, Waterford," and endorsed with the No. of the speeiflcation,
lender specificatioD, No. —, for rebuilding Waterford County and City Prisons "

- SAVINGS' BANK.
XiLANDiLo, CAHMARTnENaniRE.-For the erection of a new Savins-s' Bank-house.

Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. J. Harries, architect. Bank-buildings, Llandilo.
Tenders, endorsed "Tenders for building," addressed to the Coinraittee for
building, Llandilo Savings' Bank-house, to Slay 8.

CHURCH, &c.
Manchester.—For the new Congregational Church, and Schools, Chorl ton -road,
Manchester. Plans, Ac, at the vestry. Iron Church, Sloane-strcet, near Brook's
Bar, from the 17th to the rtOth April, between ten and four. Tenders (sealed and
ftddres'ied to the Building Committee) to the hon. sec., II. Dunnill, Esq., S, liond-
•treet, Manchester, to April 20.

Btalvbridge.—For the erection ofnew Congregational Church, Stalybridge. Plans,
Ac., at the Schools, Melbourne-street, Stalybridge, after 2f>th April, Poulton and
Woodman, architects, Reading, have prepared bills of quantities. Tenders, sealed,
addressed to the "Building Committee," to 3Ir. Churchill, Stalybridge, to
Mays. (See advertisement.)

West Kensington.—For the addition of a chancel and other works to the ehurch
Of St. Barnabas, West Kensington, for the Rev. Dr. Francis Ilessey. Drawings,
•peclflcations, and other inform tion, at the vestry of the above church, between

10 and 4, to the 20th of April. Tenders to the Uev. Dr. Francis Ilessey. St. Bar-
nabas Parsonage, Addison-road, West Keusiugtou, to 5 p.m. of April 28tli. (See
advertisement.)

CHAPELS.
Battersea.—For the erection of two chapels, lodge, &c., on the proposed burial
ground, adjoining Battersea Common, i'articulars from Mr. Lee, architect, 20,
Golden-square, Westminster.

PARSONAGES.
FORSBROOK, STAFFORDsniRE.—Forthe erection and finishing ol a parsonage-house

at Forsbrook, nearCheadle. Plans, &c., at the offices of Ward and Co, architects,

Hanley, till April 23. Tenders to the incumbent, the Rev. O. Beilby, as above, to
April 23.

Taek-o'-th'-Hill, ne.vr NEWcASTLE-UNDEn-LvME.—For the erection and
finishing of a parsonage-house, at Talk-o'-th'-Hill, near Newcsstle-under-Lyme.
Plans, &c., at the ofiices of Ward and Co., architects, Hanley, till April 23. Ten-
ders, marked as such, to the incumbent, the Rev. J. W. M'Hutchin, as above, to
April 23.

Thurlby. For the erection of a small parsonage-houae and offices in the parish of
Thurlby, between Lincoln and Newark. Application by letter to Mr. Christian, 10,

Whitehall-place, London, S.W., to April 25. (See advertisement.)
SCHOOL.

Harby, Melton JIowbray*.—For the erection of a boys' and girls' school, class-

rooms, and master's residence, at Harby, near Melton Mowbray, to be built of
native stone, with Ancaster dressings. Plans, Ac, at the Office of the Architects,
Bellamy and Hardy, Broadgate, Lincoln, and at the Rectory, Harby. Tenders to
April 25.

LIBRARY.
GEossor.—For the building of a library and reading-room adjoining the schools ia

St. Marie-street, Glossop, for Lord K. Howard. Plans, Ac, at the Estate Office,

Glossop, to April 25. 'I'enders to contain, in addition to sum total, a list of prices
for the various works, to the Estate Office, Glossop, to May 1.

VILLAS.
Peveree Park, Peytuoutii.—For the erection of a villa at Peverel-park, near Ply-
mouth and Devonport. Drawings, &c, at the Office of Mr. A. Norman, architect
1'2, St. Aubyn-street, Plymouth, to whom tenders to April 28.

DWELLING HOUSES, Ac
Bucceeugii Estate, Dumfries-suike (N.B).—For the followng works :—A new
parish school-house, a new dwelling-house, on the farm of Enthorn ; additions to
farm-steading, at Drybrow; additinns to dwelling-house on the farm of Marela-
whole ; and additions' to steading on the farm of Bromicknowe—all in the parish of
Canoubie.—A new shepherd's house on the farm of Shaw ; two new cottages on the
farm of P'latt ; a new shepherd's house on the farm of Foulshiels ; addition to
shepherd's liousc at Whiteropefoot, on the farm of Heys, Ac. ; addition to steading
on tlie farm of Castleton ; a new Byre at Hardeuburn, on the farm of Dykecroft;
and additions to house and steading on the farm of Roan— all in the parish of Cas-
tleton.—Additions to steading on the farmofSorbie in the parish of Ewes.—Anew
cottage on the farm of Garwald; addition to dwelling-house on thefarm of Dumfed-
liug, and additions to steading on the farm of Cassock, all in the parish of Eskdale-
muir.—Additions to steading on the farm',at Wcstwatcr, in the parish of Langholm.
—Additions to steading on the farm of Megdale, in the parish of Westerkirk.

—

Plans, Ac, at the Office of Mr. Burnet. Superintendent of Works, Saw Mill, Lang-
holm. Tenders to Mr. Connell. Chamberlain to his grace the Duke of Buccleuch
Irvine House, Langholme, till 23rd April, 1860.

The Linco.mbes, Touquay. —For the erection of a dwelling-house and offices, at
"The Lincorabes," Torquay, for L. Palk, Esq., M.P. Drawings, Ac, at the
Tormsham 3Ianor office, Torquay, after 10th inst. Tenders to James William
Rowell, architect and surveyor, 'lormsham Manor office, Torquay, to May 5.

Gateshead.—For the erection of dwelling-house and stables at Gateshead, for the
North-Eastern Railway Company. I'lans, &e., at the Office of Mr. Roaser, archi-
tect, central station, Newcastle. Tenders, sealed, endorsed " Tender for stables
at Gateshead," to the Secretary, to April '25.

Bath.—For the erection of S villas, in the neighbourhood of Bath. Drawinofs and
specifications, at the office of James Wilson, architect, Bath, to whom tenders, to
April 25.

Northampton.—For the erection of extensive premises in the Drapery, Northamp-
ton. 3*lans, specifications, and bill of quantities, at the Office of Mr. E. F. Law,
architect, Northampton, to whom tenders to May 5. (See advertisement).

WAREHOUSE.
LiNcoEN.—For the several works to be done in the erection and completion of an

additional warehouse, cellars, and sample room, to premises belonging to Mr. R.
Dawber, GuildhiiU-street, Lincoln. Plans, Ac, to 28th April, at the Office of
Bellamy and Hardy, architects, Lincoln. Tenders to Sir. Dawber to April 28.

TERRACES, Ac
Knottingley', Yorkshire.—Forthe erection of extensive stone terraces, orna-
mental fiights of steps, doorway entrances, massive moulded edging, piers, en-
closing walls, and other architectural, park, and garden works, together with some
earthwork, and the construction of new bay windows, Ac, to mansion at Byram,
near Knottingley, Yorkshire, the scat of Sir ,Tohn W. Ramsden. Hart., M.P,
Drawings and specifications, and copies of quantities (prepared by Mr. Northcroft,
surveyor), at the Office of William G. Habershon, esq., architect. ;J8, Bloomsbury- .

squares, London, W.C. Application in writing, in the first instance, giving re-
ferences to works done ot^ similar character (where builder is not known to
architect). Copies of drawings will afterwards lie at Byram, and personal atten-
dance for explanation will be given before the Tenders are delivered, which is to
be at Bloomsbury-square, at 12 o'clock on April 27th. (See advertisement.)

COTTAGES.
Ply'mouth.—Tenders (separate) for the erection of two lots of eighteen and ten cot-

tages, in a field adjoining the Charless National School, Plymouth, for the Ply-
mouth Improved Building Association (limited). I'lans, &c, at the Office of Mr.
Parson, secretary of above company, Bedford Chambers, Plymouth; to whom
tenders, sealed, till 12 o'clock noou of April '23,

War.mington.—p'or the erection of four cottages on the estate at Warmington, of
the Friendly Society held at the Ship Inn, Ouiidle. Plans, Ac, at Mr. J. Wright's,
North-street, Onndle, to whom tenclers to April 28.

Windsor.-For the erection of cottages in Windsor Great Park and Forest. Plans,
Ac, with W. Menzies, Esq., Park-side, Eagle-field-green, Chertsey, who will show
the sites, staked out. Particulars and plans are also at Mr. Teulon's, 9, Craig'S-
eourt, Charing-cross. Tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Buildings, Ac," addressed!
to the Hon. Charles Gore, Office of Woods, 1, Whitehall-place, S.W., till 12o'olock,
May 10.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Bltton, Blckfastleigh.—For the erection of a new set of farm buildings at

Button, in the parish of Buekfastleigh. Specifications at Button Farm House.
Tenders to Mr. H. Hamling, land agent, Well I'ark, Dean Prior, of whom further
information to May 1.

Camhridgr.—For alterations to the Slade Farm premises, at Burwell, in the county
of Cambridge, for the Commissioners of Woods and Forests. Drawings, Ac, OT
Mr. Dehenham, at Burwell. Tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Buildings," addressed
to the Hon. Charles Gore, Officer of Woods, 1, Whitehall-place, London, S.W., t»
May 1.

STABLING.
Webt,minster.—For taking down and rebuilding the stabling, Ac, at No. 7J, Great
Chapel-street, Westminster. Drawings, Ac, on the premises from 24th to 27tll

April inclusive. (See advertisement).

. GASIVORKS. _,
BliACKPOOi.,—For a gasholder, (» feet diameter, and 14 feet deep, fixed on six eqa*

I
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distant columnB, including- cost of fixinjj. rarticulars from, nnd tenders to John
Griffin, Surveyor to the IJIaekpool Local Hoard of Health.

PORTSEA.—For the erection of a buildin;,' (with iron framed roof), to contain a new
set of purifiers, at the works of the I'ortsoa Island Gas Company. Tlans, Sec, at
the Oflbcn of Mr. Uakc. architect, St. (jleor^je's-square, I'ortsea. Tenders, endorsed
*• Tender for rurifyin^- House," addressed to the Chairman of the Company, to the
Gas-office, I'ortsea, till noon, Hay.l

FILTER HEDS.
Leeds.— For the construction of about two acres of filter beds, with culverts, shafts,

&c., at the Weetwood reservoir, in the township of Headingley, for the Leeds Cor-
poration, rians, &c., and forms of tender, at the Office of Mr. E. Filliter, C. E.,

Borough Surveyor, Town Ilall, Leeds. Tenders sealed, and addressed to *' the
Waterworks Committee, Town Clerk's Office," Leeds, to May 3. (See advertise-
ment.)

RESERVOIR.
LocnGiLpnEAD.—For the construction of a water reservoir for Bupplyinj:: Lochgilp-
head. There is between H,000 and 10.000 cubic yards of material to shift; about
300 lineal yards of wall, 6 or 7 feet hi^'h, to make ; and about 120 yards of water
channel to make and pitch. Flans, &c., with D. M'Lachlan, writer, Lochgilphead,
to whom tenders to April 25.

ROADS.
Tamwortii.—For an improvement of the turnpike road, leading from Tamworth to

Lichlield, at Ilopwaa Hill, for about 5(50 yards. rian9,&c.,of Mr. C. Clarson,
surveyor, Tamworth. Tenders to J\Ir. Francis AVillington, Clerk to the Trustees,
to May 1.

STONE DYKE.
Kincardine O'Neil, N.D.—For erecting about 500 yards of double dykes, on the
lands of Kincardine. Specilication with A. Lawsou Forester, Kincardine O'Neil.
Tenders to Alex. Simpson, Jun., advocate, 13, Iluxter-row, Aberdeen, to April 23.

RAILING AND COPING.
TiTCiiFiELD.—For the erecting and lixin^:, at per running yard, of GOO yards or
thereabouts, of iron railing and stone coping. Tenders are to be for both cast and
wrought-iron rails, and for Portland and Purbeck stone. Specifications, &c., of
Henry Collins, Clerk to the Titchfield Burial Board.

PAINTING.
KlNGSTON-upoN-iluLii.— For painting the outside work of property belonging to
the Corporation, within the borough. Specification, at the Corporation Surveyor's,
Town Hall, between 12 and 1 o'clock, daily. Tenders, endorsed "Tender for
Painting," to the Town Clerk's Office, to May 5.

RAILWAY.
TuDELA AND BiLBOA RAILWAY.—For the cxecution of the section of the Tudela
and Hilboa Railway, extending from tlie town of Miranda de Ebro (where the sec-
tion alrcad;y under contract terminates) to the junction of their line with the rail-

way from Zaragoza to Pamplona, at a short distance below the town of Alfaro,
being a Ien":th of upwards of 143 kilometres, or 80 English miles. Plans, &c., after
May 1, at theoffice of the engineer-in-chief, Charles Vignolles, Esq., No. 21, Duke-
street, Westminster, London, S.W., who will give all necessary information. The
works are divided into subsections, and tenders can be sent for the whole, or for
each sub-section. I*roposals in strict accordance witli^the conditions, and on a
printed form (to be supplied), addressed 'to Cepriano Segdo Montesino, managing
director, office, the Tudela and Bilboa Kailway Co., No. 20, Calle de Bidebarrieta
Bilboa, till 12 o'clock, June 14. (See advertisement.) *

TIMBER, TRUCKS.
Gbe.\t Northern Railway.—For 47 pairs of timber tnicks (the Company finding
wheels and axles). Specification and form of tender (on which alone tenders wiU
be received), at the Offices of the locomotive department, Doncaster, or at the
Offices at King's-cross station. Tenders, sealed and marked "Tender for Timber
Trucks," to the secretary, Henry Oakley, King's-cross station, London, to
May 1.

SEWERAGE.
Dundee, N. B.—For constructing sewers in the burgh of Dundee,—the cost, when
completed, estimated at £4,000. Plans, &c., at the Office of tlie Town Surveyor,
rolice-buildiugs, Dundee. Tenders, on forma, to be supplied, addressed to the Com-
missioners of Police, Surveyor's Office, aforesaid, marked " Tender for Sewers,"
to May 7.

DRAINAGE.
Battersea.—For draining the propo.sed burial ground for the parish of Battersoa,
adjoining- Battersea Common. Particulars from Mr. Lee, architect, 20, Golden-
square, Westminster.

PIPING, &c.
Eocester, Staffordshire.—For laying down about 1,000 yards of 2 and 3 -inch
diameter iron piping, at per yard, in the town of Rocester ; also for posts, lamps,
and fittings. (The roads are unpaved). Particulars from E. Alsop, Esq., Secretary
to inspectors, Rocester, Ashbourne.

CARRIAGE BUILDING.
Manciiestiir.—For a quantity of prime seasoned English oak plank, suitable for
carriage building purposes. Specifications and forms, of Mr. Jay, at the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway Companys' coach building shops. Junction-street, Oldham-
road, Slanchester. Tenders, sealed, endorsed, and addressed to directors, to W.
S. Lawn, secretary, to ten o'clock. May 1.x

SUPPLY.
Bermondsev.—For the supply of the public lamps in the district of the parish of
Bermondsey with gas, or other equally powerful illuminating material, for a period
of three, five, seven, ten, or fourteen years, from Slidsummer, 18*il. The number
of public lamps at present lifjhted is G14, but that number will be increased mate-
rially. If gas be supplied it is to be pure carburretted hydrogen, free from sulphur
and ammonia. The contractor to provide and maintain all iamp-posts, brackets,
Janthorns, and other necessary fittings which may be required during the term.
Further information at the A'^estry-offiee, Maltby-street, Bermondsey, prior to the
7tli of May next, when the Vestry will meet to consider tenders or applications.
(See advertisement.)

fiALiSBURY.—For the supply of about 8,C)00 square yards of Purbeck, Pennant, and
York paving stone, and about 4,500 yards run of Purbeck and Pennant curbstone,
also, tenders for laying the same. Forms and particulars of Mr. J. C. Bothams,
surveyor, offices of the Salisbury Local Board of Health. Tenders, addressed to
the " General Purposes Commitiee," to C. M. Lee, clerk, to April 30.

LANDING STAGE.
Birkeniieai>.—For the construction, placing, and completing, ready for public use,
anew floating landing-stage, to be moored in the River Mersey, in front of, and
parallel to the new dock wall at Woodside Basin. The contract will comprise fifty

floating pontoons, of the very best boiler work, in length varying from HO to 101
feet, and weighing yso tons or thereabouts ; five wrought iron kelsons, or hollow
rectangular beams, each 800 feet long, from 3 to 5 feet in depth, and 2 feet in width
the gross weight of which will be 000 tons, or thereabouts ; five other hollow
beams, of wrought iron, forming the girders of two bridges connecting the stage
with the shore, and weighing about 2:14 tons ; 105 tons, more or less, of cast iron ;

and about 141 tons of smiths' work, in straps, bolts, spikes, mooring chains, &c. ;

together with about 80,000 cube feet of timber, in deck beams, decks, &c., wrought,
fixed in place, and painted. A specification of the works and conditions of con-
tract, with duplicate schedules of quantities for the parties to tender upon, toge-
ther with an atlas of detailed drawings, will be sujiplied, upon the payment of
seven guineas, at the office of the Dock Secretary, Revenue-buildings, Liverpool,
between 10 and 4, on and after 7th May. Furtlier information on application to
Mr. John B. Hartley, Engineer to the Mersey Dock Board, at his office, Dockyard,
Coburg Dock. Sealed tenders for the above works, on the duplicate scliedule of
quantities which accompanies each specification, are to be delivered at the
Secretary's Office, iu sealed covers, addressed to the "Chairman of the Committee

of Dock Works." and marked on the outside "Tender for Landing-Stage," toHar
20th, at 10 o'clock a.m., after which hour on that day no tender will be received.
Parties, or their agents, to be In attendance on that day at 11 o'cUkU. Each tender
must contain a sealed letter with the names of two responsible parties who arc
willing to become bound, jointly and severally with the p.irty tendering for the
contract, in tlie sum of twenty thousand pounas for the due performance thereof.
The Board will not be bound to accept the lowest or any of the tenders.

BEACON.
Slioo Bay.—For the erection of a wrought-iron pillar beacon on the Wheat or
Wheaten Rock, off Kahly Point, iu Sligo Bay. Forms of tender on application
between II and 3 each day, at the BallasK^ffice, Dublin, or at tlie South lighthouse.
Oyster Island, opposite to Jtosse's I'oint, Sligo Harbour. Troposals to be sent
through post. Tenders to April 26.

COAST GUARD STATION.
Bournemouth, Hampshire.—For the erection of a coast guard station at Bourne-
mouth, Hampshire. Drawings, &c., at theCoast Guard watchroom, Bournemouth, or
Coast Guard office, 12, Spring-gardens, London, S.W., to May 4. T(.'ndcr8, en-
dorsed " Tendcrfor Bournemouth Station," under seal, addressed to the Commodore
Comptroller-General of Coast Guard, Coast Guard Office, as above, till noon.
May 5.

POLICE STATIONS.
IIailsham, Sussex.—For the erection of new police stations at llailsham and East
Grinstead. Plans, &c., with Superintendent Flanigan, Hailsham, and Police-
constable Lilly, East Grinstead, wuo will show the sites. Particulars also of Mr.
II. Card, North-street, Lewes. Tenders, endorsed ** Tender for Hailsham or East
Grinstead," to the Clerk of the Peace, County Uall, Lewes, to April 30.

ASYLUM.
Dorset.—For sundry works proposed to be done In erecting a pauper lunatic asylum

for the county of Dorset. Plans, &c., at the Office of the architect, *Ir. II. E
I [Kendall, jun., 33, Brunswick-square, London, after 18th April. Quantities (charges

to be paid by successful competitor) from Mr. Tliomas Percy. 1, Alfred-place, Bed-
ford-square, London, surveyor. Tenders, sealed and endorsed, *• Tenders for
County Lunatic Asylum," to Chairman of Visitors, under cover, to the Clerk, Mr.
John Brown, Dorchester, to 9th May. (Sec advertisement.)

BANKRUPTS.
fFrom the London Gasftte.t

Auhbj, J., builder, Cu-lisle^Btrcet, Soho-sqanrp, April 25, at twtilre, an<1 May 21, at oor, at the Court
Basiiiarhnll-fitreet. Solicitors, Messrs. Fruser and Maj, Dcau-strcet, Soho \ official aasigDce, Mr. Pe»-
iiell, Guildhall-cIiamberB.

Axford, J,, and Greenaladi.', C-, timtjer merchants, BridRewnter, Someraetihire ; May 15 and June 6, at
12, at the Court, Exeter. Solicitor, Mr. Dallon, Ducklersbury, City; official ossigDee, Mr. Uirtzel,
Exeter.

Brettle, W., plumber, Oldbury, Worcestershire, May 4 and 24, at elcTen, at the Court, Birming-hnm. Soli-
ciUim, Messrs. Hodyrson and Allt-n, Birmin(fbam, and Messrs. HincUIiffe and Hooper, West Brorawich

;
official asBig>ne«, Mr. Kiiincur, Birmingham.

Linley, J,, manutacliirer of edge tools, Sheffitdd, April 29 and June 2 at 10, at the Court, Leeds; Soli-
citors, Messrs. Smith and Bnrdekin, 8heffi<'ld ; official mtsi^nee, Mr. Brewin, Sheffield.

MacAlpine, J., ironraouKer, Cheltenham, May 1 and June 4, at el«Teii, ut the Court, Bristol. Soli-
citom, Mr. Prutin, Chellenhnm, and Messrs. Abbot and Co., Bristol : official assignee, Mr. Acraman,
Brist'tl.

Kwyle, G„ flint-plasB manufecturer, Sutton, Lancashire, April 24 and May 15, at eleren, at the Court.
Lirerpoul. Solicitors, Mr. Haddock, St. Helen's, and Messrs. Erars and Co., Livrrpool ; official
assignee, Mr. Morgan, Liverpool.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
Oatt, J . Juhnstoue, Renfrewshire, joiner, to meet April 23, at one, within the Globe Hotel, Paisley,

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
IfarrlEon, J., builder, Pages-walk, Bcrmondsoy, May 10, Court, Bosinghall-street.
Haywood, J.,ironfbuuder, Derby, May 10, at ahire-liall, Nottingham.

DISSOLUTION OF rAETNERSHIPS.
Damnnt and Ilcid, architects, Plymouth.
Hill, Nelson, Crobtree, Sugden, and Murgatroyd^tone merchants, ManniDgham, Yorkshire.
Ivison and Welton, contractors, Newcastle-upon-Tyne;
Penuey and BatcliJf, irunfuunders, Stapney-cuuseway.
Ploder and Draycott, ironmongers, New Sleaford.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and Communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building

News, 20, Old Boswell-eourt, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

Can any of your readers oblige me with the names and prices of Commercial Lists,
devoted wholly, or partly, to operations in the timber market—English, Foreign,
and Colonial. H. L.

Rifleman. —1. See above. 2. Take a common-sense view of the question. You have
new walls, newly plastered, plaster and brickwork are both saturated with
moisture ; while iu this state you wish to cover the surface with some composition
that shall prevent the damp mjuring the paper. Must not the composition be
waterproof, and if so, how is the moisture to escape ? In warm weather, or by tlie

action of the tires, it must expand, loosen up, and blister the composition and the
paper until it finds vent, and by the time llie walls arc dry you have the greater
part of the work to do again, Our own practice is to line the walls at first with a
cheap paper, or, as we prefer when we have our own way, to use color only. " Gutta-
percha paper " is sometimes useful to cover patches of damp where the moisture
can disperse into the dry wall, but used even for that purpose only, we have
several cases how in hand where it has failed completely ; time is the only perfect
remedy. 3. We think you might use a riHe gallery in the situation you mention,
provided you adopt means to prevent the reports being heard too distinctly in the
streets. Perhaps double and thickly padded doors would answer the purpose, but
the consent of the occupant of the rooms above should be obtained, and you would
be responsible for any accident tliat might happen in the rooms above, or in the
street for want of proper precaution.

M. U. L.—Thanks. Refer to our pages.
J. H.~Received, but not suitable ; the other subject you mention may be more In
our way. Send MS.

Observer.—Shall be attended to when we have had the question under our con-
sideration for some time.

W. Uannan.—Good zinc does not require to be painted.
D. il TT.—A brown or reddish color iu limestone may generally be considered to
indicate the presence of iron.

George Wilmot.—Refer to our advertisement pages.
W. L.—1. Send the photograph and your address ; we will reply by letter. 2. Cer-
tainly not. You cannot have the shadow of a right to do as you propose. 3.

We shall be glad to receive any information respecting the new inhrmary. 4.

No,
Enquirer, P.Q.—The views are now in the hands of the engraver, and will shortly
appear.
M K N M.—Send the article, if up to our mark, we wU Insert it, see notice
above.

Amateur.—The mould is sanded to prevent the clay adhering. Your idea Is

curious, we wish you success.
A Perplexed Joiner, will gain additional strength in glued-up work by chalking
the surface before applying the g!ue, of Which no more uian is jast sufficieut should
be used.

James 3Iarbon, X. V., Cl—k. Yes.
A.li.—Conduit-street, Sir R. M., LooKER-ON (Norwich), rcoelyed.
G. W.-Too late.
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BENSON'S WATCHES,
»• ParfecUon of Mecbaikisai

"

CLOCKS, kc.
Morning Post.

t;ol(l \Vaiches,4
to 1()«) guineas.
Silver Watches,

2 to ,'iO guineas.
Seiiil twostamps

for Benson '8 Utus-
t r a 1 ft Watch
rampUlot.
Watches sent to

anv part of the
Kins^lora on
rceeipt of a re-
mittaoce.

Lever Escapement.
SSandSi.LUIXiATK HILL, LONDOK.E.C.

Established 17-19.

T. Tiri.ox{. 6l sorrs
T> A 1' \l N T IRON
X P UM 1' f,.r Sh«l low %\'ell b

,

and tor Kitchens, Yu^s, <>nr-
dpnft, I[ot-h(>UM-«, Kc 6w ut

barrrl, SJ inches. The advau-
tupp in this Pump is that, by
•hiflinf^ thr Hhuulder-piece,thfl

Pump limy be made to work
either ri^ht or left handed.

To be hiid of all ironmonger"
and plumbtTS, either in town ot

eouotry. Price, '^a. fid. «ach.

J. TYLOR and SONS'
Warwick-lane, Newffale-strect,
London, E.C.,manafiicturereof
erery description of Plumberi,
Brasswork, Higli-tiressure

Cocka and Closets, Fire and
Garden Eitjrines, Well Enpine*
and Pumps, Copper Good«,
Lamps, &c. Cittalo^es sent

on HpplicutioD.

CAJtSEM' EKGINES, SYKINCES, &.C.

J TYLOR and SONci' Illush-ateil Catalogues of

• the above, to be had on applicatiou at J. TYLOlt and
SONS', Manufacturers, Warwick-lane, Nowgate-atreet,
London. E.C.

PTn«PS,-WATER-CX.OS£TS,ORI>ZNAKY
IkXTt HZGH-PKBSSimS COCXS.

J TYLOR and SONS' Illustrated Catalogues of
. the above to be had on application at J. TYLOK and

SONS', Manufacturers, Warwick-lane, Kowgate street,

London, E.C.

a&THS AXIS BOT-'WA.TER
AFVARATVS.

J TYLOR and SONS' ILLUSTRATED
• CATALOGUE of BATH WORK, &c., to be had on

mpplication. Estimates and Plans for Fixing given.—
J. TYLOK wid SONS, Slauufacturers, Warwick-lane, New-
^te-street, London. (99)

HOT 'QTATER PXPES, IRO»' - "WORK
FOR OVENS, &.C.

RAIN PIPES, &c.—F. A. TIDDEMAN and
CO., St. Ann'ii wharf. Efu-1-str«et, Citj-, near BUckfriarii-

bridg^e, keep a lar^ stock of Kain Pipes, Heads, ShoKs, Klliows, &c.,
half-round and O-O Gutters, Socket Pipes {ut Water or Oaa, Flange
Pipes, Hot-water Pipes snd Connexions, Sash Wei^lits, and othei
Caatinfts; Iron-work for Baker's Orens of eeery description, fitted

complete, to lie bad in seta or in parts.—Prices equal to all coin
petition. Contracts taken to any extent. Goods landed. A powerful
•rane. (1936^

T H. HOLBROOK and
> GENERAL FOUNDERS,
IRON MERCHANTS, AND SMITHS,

MANOR IRON WORKS,
LKOR ST3EET, KINO'S ROAD, CHELSEA

CO.

LoAsr AKD Greek Sasd.
0ASTIKG8 OP EVERY DE3CK1PTI0N. (199)

IRONMONGERY, &c.

K. BORfiBABC A. SOir,
No. 2G, WILMOT STREET,

RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.
BUILDERS, rAINTEKS. GLAZIERS, GILDERS,

AND HOUSE DECORATORS.
Plumbers to the Imperial Gas Liylit Company,

Esthnfttes given tor Keneral Kepairg. fI368)

HANCOCK'S MILL-BANDS, for SAW-
MILLS and MACHINEKY, VULCANIZED INDIA-

BUBBEK MILL-BAND**, cf any lenRth cr iliickness, up to 24
ioebca wide, for dnrinir nil kinds of macliineri

.

TbcM MILI^BANDti are warranted to resist STEAM HEAT, arc
moeh cheaper than leather, and require no kind of dressing-.

Price, instructions for oae, and mrvry r«qoutite information given
on application. post-free.

JAME8 LY5E HANCOCK, Vulcanised Inder-Ilubber Worlu,
8, CJoaweU-road (oppf'«it« Rpencer-street), London, E.C,

-DRAUGHTS and DUST round
Doors and Windows

EFFECTUALLY I'KEVENTED
BY

ORZEK-aroos's
PATENT INDlA-JlL'ltliEl! MOULDINGS,
ihe neatest,most simple, and effectual raethotlof
iiiakinxair-tiKlitjoints to joiners' or cabinet work,
iil/D or NEW. .Self-acting Spring Stops, for the
liittoms of doors. The most iniperlect door can be
made air-tij^bt without re-banging The trade
iijjpUed on liberal terms. JOHN OltEEN WOOD,

D^

I•ATL^' li: L, 10, Arttiur-strcet-wcdt, Londou-brklg

«

<43)

Vrotrcteti ts Kogal itcttrrs |)atent.

JACKSON'S ARGAND FIR£ BAR
HAS FROVED ALMOST A I'ERFECT SMOKE CONSUMER.

The adoption of this Bar necessitRtfS no nltemtion in the furnace. Its lij^htneas more than compensntes the trifling additionul fire
cost. The almost perfect oomhustioii ensured effecu a great saving in fuel, with a higher ratio of steam. Clinkers can never attxcli to
these Bars, whilst tlieir durability renders tliem the most economic inveutcd. With these advuritages, the Inventor deems that he ha
secured all the requirements in a Fire Bar, vis. :

—

1. AN ALMOST TOTAL CONSUMFTION OP SMOKE.
2. k GREAT SAYING IN FUEL.

. A HIGHER RATIO OF STEAM.

. L10HTNK88 ANO CIIEAPNK83.

TEBBUTT AND JONES, Agents,
DOWGATE HILL CHAMBERS, CANKON STREET, LONDON.

I
G. H. HOBSON,

(late OF THE FIRM OF R. RICHARDS AND CO.)

PUMPS WITH SINGLE OR DOUBLE BARREL,
ON SALE OR HIRE,

WELL BORING TOOLS AND PIPES.
IRON PAILS, BLOCKS, CHAINS, CRABS, JACKS,

SHOTELS, LIGHTER LOCKS, P.ITESIT BAUGG WINDLASSES,
AND CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

A Strong S^-inch Brass Lift and Force Pump, with Handle
on Plank, complete, 60s.

90, UPPER GROUND STREET,
(SURREY SIDE,)

BLACKFRIAR'S BRIDGE.

COTTAM'S
PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES,

ATVARDED A PRIZE AT THE PARTS EXHIBITION,
h Governments, as well as by the principal Nobility, Gentry

Xingdom.
In oae at Her Majesty's Stubles, Aldenliot and Balmoral.

ICOTTAM and COMPANY, Winsley. street, W., are th«
original Inventors of the PATENT ENAMELLED^
MANGER, Water Troupfh, and Wrought-irou Rack, unite
ito an iron top-plate, and torming one complete and uscf
fixture, liaving Cottam's Patent Noiselesa Halter Guide ai
Collar Ilein attached, which is taken to tlie hack of i:.,_
^manger, and works with ease and freedom up or down thn
; guide-bar.

(
COTTAM'S NEW PATENT SEED-BOX, an important 1

, addition to the above Sittings, beini; simple in eoimtruction,
light, and durable, promotes cleanliness, and ia ecouuinica* j
in its results.

I COTTAM'S PATENT PERMANENT ATTACHES
DROP COVER, for the above, ia a most easential addiiiOiL
lo their fittings ; it is never in the way ; can be iduci^d anj^
replaced in an instant; while its cheapneM, fciniiilicity, and
utility in keeping the contents of tlie troughs clean, imd
regulating the quantify to he taken, is quite sufficient to
insure its use.

COHAM'S PATENT SADDLE & HARNESS BRACKET COMBINED

can be used with great advantage where space is an object, as it

can be turned up out of the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED WROCGHT-IRON VENTILAT-
ING BRACKET preserves the shape and allows a freeadmiSBioa

of air to the under parts of the saddle.

COTTAM'S IMPROVED SURFACE CUTTER, with perfo-

rated moveable cover, the use of which prevents accidents, und
can be easi'y cleaned out.

COTTAM'S CAST-IRON SANITARY TRAP, from its im-

proved construction, gives a full water passage, and does not

edlow any smell to ascend from the drain.

PATENT LOOSE-BOX FITTINGS, and every article for the

harness-room and stable, kept in stock, plain, galvanised, and
enamelled. Iron gates, fencing, hurdles, &c.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND ESTIMATES GRATIS, UPON APPLICATION TO

COTTAM and COMPANY, 2, WINSLEY STREET (opposite the

Pantheon), OXFORD STREET, W.

MORTAR-MILLS, ?
CRABS,

CEANES,
BLOCKS,

j;^ o k: 8

.

&c., &c.

PUMPS
OF ALL

DESCRIPTIONS.

WELL-BORING TOOLS,

IRON PAILS, &c.,

OF ui^XiL SIZES.

PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINES FOR HIRE OR SALE.

E. RICHARDS & CO., Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars Road.
(14M)
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BRITISH MUSEUM.
AVING put forth an idea of our own

(p. 243) for the same purpose, we have

naturally examined Mr. C. H. Smith's pro-

ject and plan for enlarging the Museum,
with more than ordinary attention and our
— i.e. the jiresent writer's—opinion is that at

any rate he has not stinted himself, but, on

the contrary, helped himself to an enor-

mously large space of ground to the south

of the Museum in order to obtain a place

in front of his projected facade, as ifwhole-

sale alterations and improvements of the

kind, would be achieved hero just as easily and

expeditiously as they are in Paris, where an

imperial _fiat can sweep away whole blocks of

houses as easily as if they were only so many
cobwebs.

Without going so far as to say that Mr. Smith

seems to have fancied himself to be Napoleon III.,
''"'

he certainly does seem to have overshot the mark
;

or at any rate he does not apply the narrow end of the wedge.

The suggested alteration is such as to leave nothing whatever of the

present e.^ferior intact, except only the official residences, for even the

palisading with the entrance gates and piers, would have to be taken

down and replaced differently', which change, comparatively trifling as

it may seem, could not be effected without clearing away several blocks

of houses ; and even then it would involve the inconvenience of inter-

rupting the now perfectly straight line of communication between

Tottenliam-court-road and Bloomsbury-sijuare. To come, however, to

the plan of the proposed new structure itself, our opinion is that the

" Great Entrance Hall " not only absorbs a great deal of space that

might be turned to better account, but would produce a disagi-eeably

disappointing anti-climax. No doubt, a hall disposed as a Greek cross,

measuring about 140 feet in its extreme dimensions either way, and,

moreover, covered in its centre by a dome whose apex could scarcely

be less than 100 feet from the floor, would be not a little striking. The
^lijection to it is that it would be very far too striking to be all in keep-

ing with what would follow it. Its superior spaciousness and loftiness

.vould, by contrast, completely dwarf, diminish, and contract the galle-

ios to which it would be only an approach.

To say nothing ofwhat would be gained by utilising space thrown away

n that plan ; it strikes us that it would, in other respects, be infinitely

jetter to connect the proposed advanced portico with the present (and to

jj retained) entrance-hall, by a columnar avenue leading up to it. Such
i])proach to the hall might be, and, indeed, ought to be made part

md parcel of the portico itself, in immediate connexion with, and con-

inuation of it, being separated from it only by two columns in antis,

brming three open intercolumns at the south end. If he refers to

\Ir. Smith's plan (p. 270), the reader will have no difficulty in clearly

:omprehending our meaning : what is there the recessed part in the

•ear of the portico would be prolonged up to the present entrance

jetween a range of columns on each side just detached from the wall

)ebiud. The propylaum, so formed, would plainly pronounce itself to

le no portion of the interior of the Museum, but merely an extension

-a branch line of the portico in that direction—which would account

jf the columns being on the same scale as those on the exterior.

Quite as probably as not it will be objected that there is something

xtravagant in our idea, and that never before was portico so planned

'-a reproach that we submit to most willingly. Neither might we
nave thought of, at least not ventured to propose, aught of the kind

ut for what—whether seriously or not—has been actually proposed by
'Ir. Smith, which has set us a-thinking, and has fallen like an igniting

park upon our somewhat inflammable imagination.

Without having recourse to paper and pencil, we can sufficiently

llistinctly ficture to ourself the effect of such complexity of columnia-

|ion. Scenic in an extraordinary degree, it could not possibly fail to

irove attractive—perhaps rather too much so—as it would be no easy

Uatter to work up the rest of the fagade, so as to be of corresponding

liaracter, at least not without further deviation from Mr. Smith's plan.

What with so much pulling down first and afterwards building up
jgain, we must confess that his scheme seems to us rather a vision-

rj one—which will, perhaps, quite as likely as not, be said of our

wn. Nor do we deprecate criticism for it ; on the contrary, people

ave our free consent to make as many objections, provided they be

acked by something like valid reasons for them, instead of being no

etter than those of a mere " sawney." Our plan, then—which we
ave now revised and corrected—would convert the present courtyard

ito a quadrangle enclosed on three of its sides, but open to the

reet—that is, separated from it only by entrance-gates and palisading,

hich would, therefore, have not to be disturbed ; neither would there

2 any necessity for widening the street itself. E.xcept that it would

abridge the facade as it now stands, in the direction from east to west,

the proposed alteration would not interfere with it, would not disturb

the central portico and parts immediately connected with it, while it

would, we conceive, greatly enhance the general architectural effect, by
continuing columniation somewhat further southward, along the sides

of the courtyard—so to call it—as far as the " returns," or cast and
west ends of the new buildings that would form the advanced portions

of the entire and greatly extended fayade. As to the central octastyie,

that could not fail to gain greatly in importance by being enclosed in a
suitable framing excluding all that is extraneous to, and utterly at

variance with it. Not the least advantage of all would be that the

pcdimented portico would, instead of being diminished by being seen

from afiir, be magnified by coming suddenly into view, on reaching the

central, recessed division of the general facade.

At present, there is no sort of continuity or consistency whatever in

the ensemble, for it looks too much like a would-be grand service of plate

eked out by supplementary pieces of pewter. The architectural "gran-

deur " breaks down suddenly with a most violent jolt. No doubt, the dwell-

ing houses, as lodgings for the officers of the establishment, are, if con-

sidered only by themselves, passable enough, and significant enough of

their purpose and destination ;
yet, as the terminations of what ought

to have been a well-considered architectural composition and ensemble,

they are decidedly most undignified and prosaic features, yet are never-

theless retained by Mr. Smith. We should recommend those two

blocks of buildings to be incorporated with the Museum, and be con-

nected with the main structure by being included in the advanced

wings, or general fajade ; which would, of course, require some re-

habilitation of their exterior at their south ends, in order to make them
of a piece with the rest. But where, then, it will be asked, if the

officers are to reside upon the spot, are they to be lodged ? We have

sometimes thought that the same number of houses on the south side

of Montague-place might be allotted them for their occupation ; but

we are now of opinion it would be decidedly better to erect an entirely

new and uniform range of houses immediately facing the Museum
itself, and extending from Duke - street to Bury - street, leaving

as many of them as were not required for the accommodation

of the officers of the establishment to be tenanted by other

persons. That would not be attended with anything like such

an uncalled-for sacrifice of property which might be retained and

turned to far better account, as would be occasioned by the sweeping

away all that lies between Great Russell-street and Little Russell-street.

As regards general architectural effect it would surely be a most

decided public improvement to provide and secure " for ever," as the

lawyers say, a handsome line of buildings immediately facing and

co-extensive with the site of the Museum itself, and which, although

separated from it by the intervening street, would show itself as an

appendage subordinated to, yet at the same time sufficiently in keeping

with the main edifice. The houses so placed might, without incon-

venience, be set back some 25 or 30 feet from the general line of

the street (as in Lancaster-place, Wellington-street), thereby giving

increased exp.ansion to that reach of it, and there would then be suffi-

cient space behind them for gardens abutting on little Russell- street.

That, we conceive, would be far more advisable than giving up all that

plot of ground in order to form a " square," which would necessitate a

a large further purchase of property in order to obtain tolerably com-

modious sites for the houses that would have to be erected on three of

its sides. Supposing, however, that difficulty to be got over, what

would such square be likely to prove ? Would it not be given over to

the tender mercies of speculators ? Would it, in the first instance, be

designed with due regard to architectural character and cflTeet? or,

supposing it were so—and that is supposing very much—would it be

kept up in its original integrity ? However, it is unnecessary to insist

further on the manifold and palpable objections to a scheme that is all

but impracticable, or practicable only by needlessly undoing a great

deal that has already been done at no small cost. Upon paper it is

easy enough to spunge out the whole of the columnar facade of the

Museum; no more difficult, in fact, than, when either dreaming or deli-

rious, to fancy that by applying a sponge you can quietly wipe out the

national debt. Here we adjourn sine die, for we make no promise,

neither any threat, of returning promptly to further explanation of our

ideas for extending the lateral colonnades of the so enclosed entrance-

court of the Museum, and there introducing panels oi diaphanous poly

-

chromic mosaic of Classical design. L-

Art Union of London.—Oa Wednesday the annual meeting was held

in the Adelplii Theatre, Lord Monteagle in the chair. The report rend by the

Secretary showed tlie receipts bv subscriptions to have been £14,138 los. bd.

;

and the disbursement—including;' printing, advertising, amount set apart tor

printing and volume of wood engravinffs, amount allotted for prizes and reserve ot

•2i per cent.—to have readied £14,139 149. The reserve fund now amounts to

£9,383. The report was carried unanimously. Tlie drawing of prizes was then

proceeded wiih, and occupied the " mau at the wheel" nearly two hours, after

which the meeting separated.
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EARLY ITAUAN SCULPTVRE AND ARCHITECTURAL
DECORATION.*

AMONG the periods of art that have hitherto been very inadequately,
if at all, represented in the public collections of this country, is that

important epoch when the artistic energy of Northern and Central Italy
found an almost new sculptural language in wliich to express itself
An impulse, such as is ever in art the natural sequence of attempts to

intensify expression,—a vigorous impulse towards realisation of the human
form exhibits itself in the isolated, perhaps somewhat desultory efforts of
those who led the van in this new art-conquest. Its history, therefore, is

chiefly instructive during its progress upwards to its culminating points,
while instinct with the liviug vigour that urged it onward; in truth, this is

80 with all art, the struggle towards the highest development teaches more
surely and more profoundly than that stationary pause which ensues of
satisfied success; while subsequent decadence, though it be ever so gradual,
is obviously for the most part, fruitful in lessons of warning.
The Lombard architecture with its Byzantine resemblances, and the

Grothic with its loftier and more intense aspirations alike found that the
intellectuality demanded by the one, and the spirituality sought by the
other were above expression by sculpture as it then existed.
To indicate some of the early efforts towards the attainment of a more

perfect language for architectural sculpture, and to exhibit by examples
somewhat of tlie progress of these efforts is our present object, facilitated
for the first time in this country by the display in a national collection of
important examples of the art of this instructive period.
The name most justly celebrated among those who conceived and

sought to realise a higher sculptural art is that of Nicola Pisano. He is

an epoch-marking artist ; before him are indeed noble attempts at expres-
sion ; sculpture has great thought, but fails of power to utter them ; he
framed a language, and beyond him for two centuries its utterance gained
in distinctness, sometimes even in energy. Tlie works on which his fame
mainly rests—the Pisan Pulpit, the Shrine of St. Dominic, and the
Siennese Pulpit—were wrought in the middle of the thirteenth century.
The bas-relief of the Final Judgment in the first of these is indeed
wonderful, and were nothing else of the period extant, would itself suffice
to show that a new art had arisen, and that a great genius was developing
it. The influence of his study of the antique—the story of Hippolytus
told on that ancient Greek Cippus, now in the Campo Santo at Pisa, was
his chief lesson-book—is seen, but the struggle throughout is to ennoble
his art, to make it interpret a deeper, holier thought than marble had
ever told before. Of this great man's work we can scarcely point to
examples in the present collection at South Kensington, unless the
recently-obtained angle figures from a marble pulpit have been touched
by his hand, as they are unquestionably of his country and time.

These valuable fragments came from a church in the neighbonrhood of
Pisa, and must have formed portions of a work of such size and import-
ance, that had it been wholly executed by Nicola, it would most probably
have been remembered as his. The figures are in Carrara marble, and
stand about 3 feet high ; two are angels, one of whom, bearing a thurible
or censor, is an expressive and grandly composed figure; the others are an
evangelist, with the emblems of St. Mark and St. Luke at eitlier side, and
a semi-detached group of three, St. Peter, St. James (?) and another
Apostle. The drapery of the centre figure of these is skilfully cast, the
head expressive, and firmly chiselled. The work is, perhaps, too good for
Giovanni Pisano, yet appears somewhat later than the time of his father.
The borders and other ornament of tlie Angels' draperies are elaborate
and beautiful. The impetus to grand architectural decoration given by
Nicola's genius was vigorous, and carried his son Giovanni, though greatly
his inferior, and his pupil Arnolfo and others, forward to excellent works,
and after them arose Andrea Pisano, who advanced rapidly upwards in
the new path of art, and with him a greater than all—Giotto. This
second portion of our art-epoch seems yet unrepresented in the Museum,
and the quatro-cento has commenced before we can resume a reference to
examples, except that a small and beautiful marble bas-relief may be seen
among objects on loan. It is of the period and school of Giotto—a head of
the Virgin and Child in very low relief, touched with color and gilding,
deficient in foreshortening, but exquisite in calm beauty of expression.
The sculpture and modelling of the quatro-cento period are illustrated

by many works in marble, stone, and terra-cotta. Tlie more important
of these are of quite recent acquisition, and are seen under the disadvantage
of temporary and makeshift positions. An instructive and valuable
example of the art of the period is a large sculptured chimney-piece of
Florentine stone, " pietra serena," believed, and with reason, to be the
work of the sculptor Donatello, and probably dating somewhere about 1440.
It was brought from a villa at St. Miniato, in the neighbourhood ot Florence,
and exhibits two portrait busts and armorial bearings, doubtless of the
family for whom it w.as executed. The sculptured frieze bears two flying
Amorini in high relief, and the brackets at cither side are ornamented
with statuettes also of amorini, the one supported by a dolphin, the other
riding on a syren. The panelled pilasters are enriched witli fruit, foliage,
&c. The character of the ornament of this remarkable work, and its
size, about 12 feet long by 10 feet high must Ijave made it when set up in
its original position, a striking architectural decoration. When shall we
see our modern home palaces, instead of being supplied with the current
pattern of chirancy-piecc, cornice, truss, stucco-work, &c., individualized
by art efforts, with at least as true an aim as, though it may be with less
sure success than those of this great quatro-cento epoch 1

Another example of sculptural decoration, but little later in date, and

in some respects more remarkable still, we would especially point out to
artist workmen, as affording a fine study of Italian ornament. This also, for

lack of fitting wall-space against which to rear it, lies "prone" in one of
the new rooms of the Museum, but its position, however otherwise un-
favorable, affords at least opportunity for the minute scrutiny its work-
manship merits. It is a large domestic fountain "Lavabo," sculptured in
" pietra serena " by Jacopo Sansovino and Benedetto da Rovezzano, the
same who was afterwards employed at the court of our Iving Henry VIH.
This admirable work consists of a large oval cistern, raised on a baluster-

shaped stem, and placed beneath an arched recess, the top of which is

formed by a fluted shell ; urns with birds are carved in relief at the
back, and at either side are pilasters sustaining an architrave, frieze, and
massive cornice; the whole enriched with arabesques of conventional
foliage, &c., in relief, beautifully designed, and executed with a grace,

freedom, and yet precision which is altogether excellent; the small

pilasters sustaining the sculptured stone that forms the arch of the recess

are studies of surface ornament, and fortunately the work retains, except
at the base of the cistern, which has been worn by frequent use, all the
decision of the dexterous hand that wrought it. "Two small white marble
busts are inserted in medallions in the spandrels of the arch of the recess,

the remainder of which is filled with exquisite ornamentation. The
dimensions of the whole are upwards of 13 feet in height by 10 feet

in width. It formerly stood in the ante-room of a house in Florence,

in the Via degl' Arcliibusieri, and is believed to be the work mentioned
by Vasari in his life of Bondetto da Rovezzano.
On another occasion we may return to the subject of Italian sculptural

decoration, as there are other recent acquisitions to which the attention o£

artists, and not less of workmen who wish to advance somewhat
further than the beaten track of mechanical performance, should be
directed.

ENGINEERING WORKS.
nillE Secretary of State for War has just issued a most important circular to

i the commanding engineers at all stations, and comptrollers of army ex-
penditure abroad, calling attention to the necessity of consulting the customs of

the respective countries in fixing the terms upon which supplies for engineer
purposes are to be made and works are to be executed, directing that the terms
agreed to by contractors should be enforced with as much strictness as the inte-

rests of the public service and fairness to rejected candidates require, with the

view to the public receiving the full return for the price paid in all cases. The
Secretary of State gives some instances in which the terms originally fixed have
enhanced the cost of public works without the least corresponding advantage,
viz. :—a specification may provide for a description of brick whicli, however ^ood
in itself, is little, if at all, superior to that wliich can be obtained in the neigh-
bourhood of the proposed work ; one description of stone, brick, or timber may be
insisted upon when a choice of several miglit lie given ; the time for the supply of

materials may be so short that it is not possible for a dealer to get a consignment
from the source of supply, and he is obliged, in fixing his price, to calculate upon
having to purchase tlie material in a limited market ; the time for the completion of

a work may be so short that the contractor has to calculate for unusual expenses of

all kinds, not only in the supply of materials, but labor ; workmansliip and fittings

may be insisted upon to which the inliabitants of a country are unaccustomed,
and which few will undertake, or, if they do, at extravagant prices only. No
bond should be required, except when absolutely necessary, and the payments
should be made as frequently and the reserves as small as possible. Contracts

are to be entered into only with those who are known to be competent to perform
them ; but, at the same time, the most extended competition is to be resorted to

among those so known. The Secretary of State furthermore counsels the

authorities at the various stations to consult those persons who generally tender

for engineer works or supplies, including unsuccessful candidates, as to the

nature of the terms which are most advantageous to tlietn, and that every

facility compatible with the interests of the service should be afforded to the con- *

tractor in carrying out the work. Finally, he advises that where work may be

carried on, by the hire of workmen and the purchase of materials, at a cheaper
rate than by contract, the former system is to be adopted. There is evidently an
intention on the part of the War-office authorities to do all they possibly can to

increase the efficiency of the engineering services, while, at the same time, they

are clearly determined to have all such services properly performed, whether as

regards price or material.

• Illustrated by specimens recently added to the Jluscum, South Keuslogtoo.

COLLECTION OF DRAWINGS BY THE LATE LT.-COL.
HAMILTON SMITH, F.R.S.

TTPWARDS of 15,000 drawings of antiquities, ethnology, topograph,
U geology, &c., giving evidence of the skill, learning and research, and
of the unwearied assiduity of the late Col. H. Smith have been offered for

sale to the Art Library of the South Kensington Museum. The collection,

illustrative of costume, contains upwards of 2,000 drawings, taken from
every source of information that was deemed trustworthy, monuments,
illuminations, brasses, medals, stained glass, &c., &c., and many from life.

The original drawings for the illustration of Sir S. Mey ricks' work on

ancient armour are included in this series, also many others published in

the transactions of various antiquarian societies both in England and
America. Among the antiquities are also the frieze of banners designed

for the Palace at Westminster, and a vast coUectionof other standards
and heraldic drawings. The zoological portion contains' all the original

drawings which Colonel Smith contributed to Sir Wm. Jardine's "Natural-
ist's Library" prepared by him during many years of foreign service and of

travelling in various parts of the world. The whole collection is a mine of

knowledge from which the liberal author allowed many to dig freely dur-

ing his life-time, and the whole, or at least a larger portion of it, would he

a valuable addition to any public library.
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PLAYGROUNDS AND PUBLIC HEALTH.
ENGLISHMEN are accustomed to pride themselves, not without reason,

upon their love of corporeal exercise and field sports ; an<i they excuse

some of their pastimes, such as coursing and hunting—which, from cer-

tain points of view, are reprehensible, as oftending feelings of humanity

—

on account of their contributing to promote pliysical vigour. Our
national games, it is argued, may not be highly intellectual or refined, but

they carry off the humors of the body, brace up the nerves, and invigo-

rate the frame, producing a strong and healthy tone in sentiment and
idea. Wherefore wo pass lightly over the cruel features in our amuse-
ments, preferring the lesser to the greater evil, and go to the meet for the

sake of sana jneiis in corpore sano.

If out-door exercise be deemed so necessary for the health of the minds
and bodies of the upper and middle classes, it is all the more so for the

working classes, and especially for those among them who are congregated
in large cities. The physical strength of working men is the source of our
national wealth, the foundation of our manufacturing greatness, and the

Ijuhvark of our imperial defence. On the other hand, it is the healthy

vigour of their minds which, from their greater numbers, determines the

cliaracter and tone of society, and constitutes the best protection to our
liberties and constitution. Take us as a nation, and we shall not rank
liigh if the masses are afflicted with sickly frames and minds, uneducated,
or cramped, or perverted, though the wealthy or educated minority should

be remarkable for mental culture and muscular development, because,

tlie proportion of health to disease being so small, the former would be
overwhelmed in casting up the averages. The refinement and propriety
of the wealthy will not conceal or compensate drunkenness, wife-boating,

and brutality, if ihey existed, among the people ; and our defence would
be weak indeed if the rank and file were dwarfs, with flabby flesh and
gristle in place of muscle and bone, though their officers should be very
Titans.

The establishment of places and of opportunities for physical exercise or

amusement has not kept pace with improvements in the education, food,

and sanitary condition of the people. It is to be hoped the volunteer

movement, when working men are able to participate in it, will help to

supply the deficiency, and call into being a new class of English sports
and pastimes. But drill and rifle practice, though admirable adjuncts in

developing the physical qualities of men, are not all that should be had
recourse to. They will teach the best use of eyes, hands, and feet, and
do away with slouching gait ; but they will not supply the place of foot-

ball, wrestling, foot-racing, boating, cricket, leaping, swimming, and those
tlioroughly English games of single-stick and quarter-staff, which still

delight our rural population. We are oven so old-fashioned as not to

exclude boxing, with or without gloves, when it is not made a trade by
roughs. In country districts these things can bo accomplished ; but in

large towns they are beyond the reach of the people ; yet old Roman
wisdom would have provided for every separate community public
baths and a gymnasium, and there is no reason why we should
not revive a practice proved to be beneficial twenty years ago. In our
liirge towns there are few amusements for working men that are not ener-
vating or injurious to morals.
We have movements of all sorts, and societies for almost every conceivable

object—from converting Jews and Turks at so much per head, to supplying
negroes with papillottes and curling irons. What if we were to have a
Muscular Development movement—a Society for Ameliorating the Breed
of urban Englishmen ? Surely the appearance of ourselves and kin cannot
be of less importance than that of sliort horns, southdowns, bantams, or
pouters ; and there are thousands, if they knew how to set about it, would
be glad to help in the work which cannot be achieved by Act of Paliament,
but must be left to voluntary efforts.

We only require to make a beginning, and nowhere can it be made more
effectively or with better grace than in the parks of Loudon, under the
sanction and stimulus of the Crown. There can be no objection worthy
of being for a moment seriously entertained, to the formation of a

I

gymnasium in each of the parks — Battersea, Kennington, Victoria,

I

and Hyde Parks. Half an acre or an acre subtracted from the area would
I

be no detriment, and the cost of providing the material would be trivial

—

I a few hundred pounds that might be saved out of the expenditure on soap

j

in Government ofiices. That tlie permission ofthe Crown, if necessary, would
,
be freely and gladly given we are iierfectly convinced, and the present Chief

I Commissioner of Public Works, the Honorable Mr. Cowper, has the power
as well as the means to do the good deed. It might be desirable to levy a
subscription as a test of a desire to practice, or to pay the salary of an in-

structor or gymnasiarch, and working men would not object to contribute
sixpence a month for this purpose. The ,example would soon be followed
all over the kingdom, and we should not have to wait long before every

1 people's park and mechanic's institution or popular athenaium or public
i library would have in connexion with it a suitable locality for the athletic
exercises of its members. Town councils might very appropriately make
grants in aid, public subscriptions would flow in, and the clergy lead the
movement, for they would find the healthy exercise of the body combat
many evil influences and give healthy tone to the mind to receive and
profit by their ministrations, while the athletes would not be the least
attentive or observant among their congregations. The establishment of
a gymnasium in any town need not be costly, for the site may be, and indeed,
should be, in the poorest neighbourhood, and architects might exercise
their ingenuity in devising cheap combinations of baths with a gymnasium.

If we should succeed in making provisions for the physical development
of youth and men, we must not neglect children, but rather begin with
them. For "the boy is father to the man." Mr. Slaney's Bill for esta-

blishing playgrounds does not appear to have yet produced a satisfactory

result, although playgrounds are becoming more and more necessary for
the infantine population of towns. Buildings grow so rapidly as almost to
put a stop to out-door play—which we should never forget is essential to
health. The metropolis is particularly unfortunate in this respect ; and in
the city the density of inhabitants is from 131 to 291 on the acre, while
in other English towns it rarely exceeds 50. The children of the poor are
confined to streets and blind alleys for exercise ; and the case of thote
who are in the class next above them is even worse, for their parents do
not allow them to play in the streets. If a child is deprived of proper
exercise, it cannot take proper nourishment, and the seeds of disease^

perhaps early death, are planted. In bis annual report on the sanitary
condition of the city. Dr. Letheby says with his fearful logic and irre-

sistible eloquence

—

All of which go to show that the great Influences which arc at work In shortenlDg
a city life arc those which check the healthy nourishment of the body, and yet hurry
forward the movement of the vital powers. These influences are remote as well as
immediate In their action ; forjnot only do they at once produce a rich harvest of
death, but they scatter the seeds for future growth. In lact, tlie conditions which
tend to enfeeble the parent are perpetuated In the child, and the future generation
becomes less able to bear up against the noxious influences which may have
only weakened their progenitors. Something definite is wanted to meet these
conditions, for they are independent of what is thought to be the common
and preventable causes of disease. Hitherto our attention has been directed
to what may be called the self-evident sources of disorder—as the crowding
together of human beings, the collection of putrid refuse, and the insuf-
fleient supply of water; but nothing has been thought of the more latent
influences — as those of habit, and occupation, and poverty, and many do-
mestic ills, the effects of which are quite as serious as those which come from
filth and the action of zymosis ; indeed, the deaths from diseases uf growth and con-
stitutional develepment are far more numerous than those of the preventable class,

as they are commonly called ; and the time is not far ofl" when it will be thougUc
necessary for the extension of sanitary science beyond the domain of filth.

The lack of bodily exercise is that which more than anytliing else

checks, " the healthy nourishment of the body," and when this is known
we may hope that a gymnasium for adults and a play-ground for children

will be considered as essential to every parish as a school or a bible-class.

The imperative necessity of providing playgrounds for children, unless

we would cripple the bodies and deprave the minds of the rising genera-

tion, will become evident when it is seen that the practice of the Police

Act in the metropolis leads to the imprisonment with felons of young
children whose only offence has been a boyish game in the public streets.

Now, we are perfectly willing to admit that rounders before the Royal Ex-
change, or tip-cat in the BurUngton-arcade, would be inconvenient andeven
dangerous to the public, but should not be made felonious to be punished as

a crime. Yet, from a statement made by Mr. Taverner Miller in tlie House
of Commons, it would appear that the magistrates of the metropolis do
punish as criminals children guilty of playing at ordinary games. The
Police Act gives magistrates power to imprison children for such practices.

Some of the children brought before them have been sent to prison for not

less than one month. No less than 44 children were sent to prison last

year, and since the commencement of the present year there were 25

children sent to prison. Out of the number was a child of only twelve

years of age, who was taken up and imprisoned five days for playing at a
game called " rounder." Another case was that of a child of ten years of

age. He was taken up by the police, and sent to prison for seven days by
the police magistrate for playing at " tip-cat." In no other county in

England were children committed to prison by magistrates for playing at

such games, than the county of Middlesex. In Manchester, where, although

they had an Act since 1844, and had the same power as the Middlesex ma-
gistrates, they had never exercised such power. In general those children

had never been imprisoned until apprehended under the Police Act. The
sending of young children to prison, in cases where they had not committed

any crime, was very serious, and there could be no doubt that such a pro-

ceedingwas calculated to break their hearts. Theywere subsequently looked

upon by their associates as criminals, and they never in after-life got over it.

If, for the convenience of the adult population of the metropolis, children

are to be prevented here from taking in public thoroughfares that physical

exercise which is necessary for their growth, society is bound to provide

playgrounds ; and we cannot afford to debase a portion of our youth into

criminals in order that gentlemen's horses may not be frightened. As a
middle course. Sir George Cornewall Lewis, with that benevolence wliich

is hereditary in his family, and made his father's administration of the

Poor Laws the opprobrium of our domestic Legislature, proposed public

whipping in lieu of imprisonment. If we contrast the Draconian severity

of the Home Secretary's application of our laws to young children with

his leniency to prize-fighters, his partiality will appear in the most
offensive light. By an ordinary oratorical artifice. Sir George affected to

give utterance to the sentiments of the advocates of the ring, and to speak

as their organ. Speaking of prize-fighting, he said

—

It aflbrds a model of fair fighting between two persons who engage in a pugilistic

encounter ; it lays down certain rules wliich iiiay be observed by all who light in a
less regular manner ; iu tlio fights arising out of quarrels, whicli must be Irequcnt

in every community, the rules laid down by the professional members of the ring

arc looked to for guidance. In tliat way you avoid the casualties which are In-

flicted wliere similar rules arc not observed, and an inducement is tlius affordea

for the adoptiou of a mode of fighting much better than the bowie-knife, tlie sU-

letto, or even, let me add, the shiiieiagli, the use of which, I understand, is not very

uncommon in Ireland. There certainly did occur in former years, and perhaps do

now sometimes occur, encounters at Irish fairs, which we must admit iirc some-

what more dangerous to the public peace than encounters such as we arc now
considering. Ifaving merely adverted to wliat fell from tlie hon gentleman, I WIU

now answer the question of my hon. friend behind mo as to what is tue state oi

the law. I do not find there is tlie slightest doubt that a prize-flght is an .lUcgM

act. It is clearly a breach of the peace. An assemblage of persons to aid ana

abet such a breach of the peace is an unlawful assemblage, and any person present

and tailing part in it may undoubtedly be indicted for a misdemeanour. It has not

been the habit of the Government of this country to institute prosecutions m cases
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of this sort, cTen at a time when they were mueh more common than they are
now, and therefore more likely to cause inconvenience and confusion. lUit it is open
to the local authorities, when any fight talces place, to institute a prosecution in the
ordinary way, and bring the matter before the proper tribunals.

So Sir George will not move a little finger to stop a brutal and degrading
practice, which is undeniably associated with low debancliery, drunken-
ness, and gambling ; but he will scourge little boys, or send them to a
felon's gaol, to the destruction of their prospects in life and the ruin of
that within them which is immortal.
When the inhabitants of our squares, or those who have the control of

them, are informed on the eminent authority of the City medical officers

of health, that the children of the working classes are inoculated
with disease and crippled in their limbs, they will uot object to

admitting them, on condition of being clean and properly behaved.
Temple Gardens are proof how highly the concession is valued, which has
contributed more than we are aware of to the reduced rate of mortality.

Why should not Lincoln's Inn-fields be similarly opened ? Tlie enclosure
is rarely visited, and we can hardly believe that those who have the
privilege of admission are so churlish or heartless as to refuse their poorer
Tieighbours permission to share in it. The suggestion has only to be
trought under the notice of the rich, for our squares and ornamental
enclosures to be thrown oj^n on Sundays and summer evenings. Exclu-
siveness is banished from the parks, and there is no occasion for it

to exist elsewhere.

INNS OF COURT.—NEW MIDDLE TEMPLE LIBRARY.
IN noticing this structure we cannot but commend that spirit of improvement

which has induced the benchers to give increased accommodation to their
extensive Library, such being accompanied by^a full intention to do so in a
manner befitting the dignity of legal loredom. The passenger by steamboat may
see, as he travels from London to Westminster, on his riglit, situate between
Blackfriars and Waterloo bridges, a Gothic structure in the Perpendicular style,

the southern end of which is presented to his view, having a fine oriel window,
adjoining and in striking contrast with the old weather-beaten, dingy halls and
chambers so celebrated throughout the country. Strange it is that our associa-
tions of the abode of law are so tinged with dust ana gloom ; nor have our
modem novelists forgotten to keep up the legendary connexion. However, here
and there, a briglit ray of innovation breaks across it, and we are compelled to
admit that when it does so it is really bright, and produces some startling eifecls.

Looking at the building from the north-east and south-west, it is susceptible of
two fine perspectives, which, we understand, will be published in due course, and
it is to be regretted tliat a view as efiective as it merits cannot be obtained on the
land side, on account of being surrounded by old chambers, &c. ; but from what
is now called Fountain-court a very good one is obtained.

In the course of the construction which is fast approaching completion—exter-
nally, we may remark, it has nearly done so—considerable difhculties have been
surmounted. In the first place, on excavating for foundations, a quantity of
broken brick and silly gravel were discovered mixed together; and at a deptli of
about eight feet, water became troublesome, obliging the use of pumps, and a
drain at north end to carry it oft'. This might have been supposed to involve a
little sinking of the building there ; but owing to great care having been taken,
and a layer of concrete under footings and buttresses, 9 feet deep by 6 feet wide
all round, no decided symptom of sinking has taken place, ample time having
elapsed for such to have been the case, it likely. It appears, from the presence
of broken bricks in excavations, to have been formerly made ground, and the
site of old houses, as, of course, all this bank of the Thames must have been.
It is intended to raise the approach in Garden-court to a level with Fountain-
court, and an archway is now being laid in for the purpose of carrying the stene
steps, flanked by a stone-panelled parapet. This will lead to the north entrance-
door, immediately adjoining an octagon tower at the north-east corner. And
BOW to describe the plan of arrangement adopted. The plan on basement is

rectangular, comprising a total outside length of about 90 teet by about 45 feet
in width, being fiankea at corners, sides, and ends by buttresses, alternating
with windows. At the north-east corner is an octagon tower 12 feet G inches in-
ternal diameter, running up to within ISfeet of the apex of roof(which hasa pitch
ofGOdegrecs, and the height ofwhich is from ground-line 93 feet), and terminating
in battlements with enriched pannelling set on gargoyle corbels. Immediately
attached to this tower is a smaller one, exceeding it m height about ft., and
leading to the upper portions of the building. The north entrance opens into a
passage 7 ft. wide, which nins the whole length of the building from north to
south, and having on each side a successive arrangement of chambers and offices,
varying in size from 24 ft. by 18 ft. to 11 ft. by 1.5 ft. On the east and west
sides are entrance-doors, opening into a passage, crossing the other at right
angles, ft. wide. Immediately to the right of north entrance, provisions are
made for watcrelosets, &c., and on the left lavatories, &c. The arrangement of
offices, &c., on the first floor is similar in every respect to that on the basement,
with the exception of one room to the left (24 ft. by 18 it.), being intended ibr a
benchers' room for the transaction of committee business. Returning to the
basement, by a spacious staircase in the octagon tower, we reach the library on
the second floor, extending the whole length of the building, lighted at north
and south ends by fine Perpendicular windows, geometrically treated, that on
the south being an oriel window of singular beauty and novel in design. Light is

also aflbrded by large side windows and dormers in roof, which latter, exter-
nally, have the eflect of relieving the heaviness of appearance consequent on
great pitches. The library measures 8.5 feet long liy 42 feet wide, height from
floor to ridge-piece 03 leet G inches. The roof is of open timber work, composed
of pitch-pine trusses braced and bolted after the style of that in iSt. Stephen,
Westminster, and is certainly a fine and much to be admired adaptation of that
particular style. It is what it pretends to be, and pretends to no more than it
really is—strong, yet with a light and graceful appearance, an eflijctive combina-
tion so difficult to produce in an exclusively timber construction. The bearings
are upon stone corbels composed of small clustered pillars, and the feet of
principals project some feet from these, terminating at springing in carved
volant figures bearing shields upon their breasts. The whole is of pitch-pine,
twice oiled ; no paint will be used, and the right color seems by tins means to
have been produced.
The windows at the north and south ends will be composed of stained glass.

having heraldic devices. It is not yet decided whether the side windows will be

similarlv treated, or merely tinted or colorless glass used, and apropos of this, we
nmst estimate the difficulties an architect often has to contend with by frequent

and unexpected alteration (we do not particularly allude to the building in

question) of arrangement upon a pre-conceived and pre-constructed plan. It is

intended, we believe, to heat the Library by means of hot-water pipes, connected

with an apparatus beneath the octagon tower. The whole building is, as far as

practicable, made fire-proof, the ceilings of rooms being arched with brick,

supported by iron girders, those of passages being similarly treated. In all cases

where possible, timber is dispensed with—i.e., in architraves, skirtings, &c.—
and cement used instead, displaying a breadth of treatment far superior to

anything that could be done for the cost in woodwork. The floor of the Library

is underlayed with a bed of concrete, ensuring diyness, and making it additionally

fireproof.

Externally a free use has been made of gargoyles, which are also used as media

for vcntilaticm, in addition to a turret surmounting the roof, which serves a like

purpose. Gargoyles surround the building relieving, and carried upon the pro-

jection beneath the liljrary windows, there is also one on each apex of faetable at

north and south gables, and although in ecclesiastical structures we confess no

great partiality for such ornaments, here they are not inappropriate, and are

treated so as to command attention, their execution being admirable. The roof

is covered with variegated tiles, beneath the eaves of which are monograms
giving date, &e., of the erection. The walls, buttres.ses, &c., are composed of

brickwork, faced with Bath stone, and the whole bears evidence of good work-

manship and careful superintendence. Mr. Myers is the contractor, Mr. Brodie,

clerk of works; Mr. Ruddick has executed the stone-carving, and the whole

from the design and under the su))erintendance and direction of Mr. R. H.
Abrahams, architect, 3, Bridge-street, Westminster.

PICTURE RESTORING IN PARIS.

pAFFAELLE'S picture of " St. Michael overcoming Satan " has just

It been replaced in the Louvre, after having been subjected to a fifth

or sixth restoration. It was painted, together with a Holy-family, by

order of the Duke of Urbino, for Francis I., to whom it was presented in

1518, the year it was finished. It was painted on panel, and, apparently,

the wood was of an inferior quality or had not been properly seasoned,

for twelve years afterwards Priniaticcio was employed " to w.ish and clean

the varnish," and of three other pictures besides, for which he was paid

about eleven shillings, according to an entry in the accounts of Royal

Buildings :
—"Donne la somme de uiize livres a Francisque Primadice

de Boulogne le peintre, pour avoir vaquer durant le mois d'Octobre, 1530,

a laver, nettoyer le vernis a quatro grands tableaux appartenant aa

roy, de la main de Raphael d'Urbin, h savoir le Saint Michel, la Sainte

Marguerite, la Sainte Anne, et le portrait de la reine de Naples." Prirna-

ticcio did something more than clean and wash tlie varnish, for, with

that fatal ambition which is the curse of picture cleaning, he restored or

repainted a portion. The left foot is, or rather was, almost entirely his,

and some inches longer than Raffaelle's original drawing. After the

restoration of Primaticcio came that of a French painter, Guelin, who
figures in the accounts—under the date of 8tli May, 1685— for 2,200 livres,

for having restored (rctabli') the St. Michael. In 1753 M. Picault

transferred the painting from panel to canvas, which soon rotted,

and had to be replaced by fresh canvas in 1776, under the superintendence

ofM.IIaquin; and in 1800 the second canvas was replaced by fresh byason

of M. Picault. Evidently the work or re-lining had been very clumsily

done, and each operation was attended by restoration or re-painting of the

cracked and fissure! parts. Girodet was the last employed to paint over

Raffaelle's work, and he imitated the blunder of Priniaticcio with respect

to the left foot. Recently, or rather ten years ago, it was observed that

certain portions of the painting peeled oil', and that others crumbled to

dust. During this period various expedients were employed to replace

the scales, but the destruction advanced so rapidly that at last it wag

determined to attempt a radical cure. The work was entrusted to M.

Mortemart, who performed the operation called enlevage, which consists

in flaying the hack of the picture until the contour or preparatory drawing

lines of the first artist are reached, leaving, of course his colors intact.

In this operation five different sorts of mastic were discovered, which had

been used to plug the cracks by successive restorers. When the enlevage

was completed, as well as the re -lining, tlie sophistications, from Primaticcio

to Girodet, were removed, and the original work of Raflaelle exposed to

view. No retouching or restoration of the surface has been allowed

—

nothing beyond stopping the cracks— while all traces of previous restora-

tions have been completely removed. The painting exhibits at least

the drawing of Raifaelle, and the evidences of decay are more sightly

than the clumsy tricks of picture restorers. M. de Nieuwerkirke deserves

great credit as administrator of the gallery, for his determination to put an

end to the restoration system.

NEW CHURCH AT MAIDSTONE.
a1HE foundation stone of a new church (dedicated to St. John the Evangelist)

that is now in course of erection at the Mote, Maidstone, was laid on the

14th, when, amongst those present, were the Rt. Hon. the IJarl of Romney,
Lord Marsham, the Ladies Marsliam, the Hon. Robert Marsham, &c., kc. The
elmrch, which is being built from the designs, and under the superintendence of

Henry Blandford, Esq., architect, Maidstone, is in the Early English style of

architecture, slightly inclining towards the Transition to Decorated, and constetoi

of nave, chancel with apsidal end, north porch, vestry on the north side of chancd,

and organ chaml)er on the south, also campanile at west end for three bells. The
walls are of Kent rag, and the dressed stonework Bath; the interior of tll«'

church is also faced with dressed stone.
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THE ARCIIITECTUUAL EXHIBITION*
157. " St. John's Churcli, Bedminster, Bristol," by Mr. John Norton, is

a Decorated Gothic church. Tlie upper portion of the tower is octagonal,
witli pinnacles at the angles. There are gables in front of eacli bay at the

side of tlie church.

158. The Schoolhouse and Teacher's Residence, Stogursey, near Bridge-
water, by the same architect, is a much better proportioned design. It is

built, seemingly, througliout of one material—a rather unusual arrange-
ment now-a-days.

159 is a quasi Italian composition, a "Proposed Sailors' Home, at Great
Yarmouth," by Mr. II. II. Collins. The details throughout are coarse and
nnstudied, and a clocli with lieavy trusses surmouuts incongruously the
roof of tlie campanile.
The first slcetch of the Synagogue for Spanish and Portuguese Congre-

gations, now in course of erection in Upper Bryanstone-strect (160), is in

better taste ; but Mr. Collins does not seem to liave more than a super-
ficial idea of the style lie has adopted. A heavy balustrade is put over
slight arches, and a large rose window in the upper part of the tower.
There is no relative proportion between the dilTerent parts of the design,
and the ornament is not indicated by a few spirited touches, but is left in

most convenient and incomprehensible indistinctness. In the interior

(161) this defect is universally spre.id over the drawing. Tlie only por-
tion of detail drawn firmly is the guilloclie in the soffits of the ceiling-

beams. The rest may mean anything, and we can only gaess at the style

^f the building. The general appearance is that of a London concert-
hall, with iron columns supporting the side galleries.

162 is a praiseworthy attempt to produce a good effect with very simple
materials. It illustrates the " Freeman's School, Wellingborough," re-

ereoted in 1859 by Mr. Frederick Warren. The group of chimneys and
^ho porch at the far end of the building balance well the principal gable in
the foreground.
A good design by Mr. Henry Hall for double villas to be erected in

Dorset (16.3) is injured by putting porches at each corner of the blocks
•carried on angle columns, wliich give it an appearance of weakness. The
design, otherwise, is creditable, and is built seemingly of rough masonry,
"with red brick dressings.

In the following frame (164) Mr. Hall exhibits a single villa, to be erected
in the same county. The doorway is rather too large, but the de.'ign shows
an intimate acquaintance with the capabilities of the Italian style.

We come next upon six small drawings of designs by Mr. J. G. Staple-
ton, for chapels and laborers' cottage?, all weak dilutions of examples
which we have seen numberless times represented.
The " Walsall Blue Coat and National Schools," by Mr. H. Cooper (172),

shows a good deal of the true Gothic spirit. The toner is especially good,
and composes well with the adjoining gable and open porch. It has

—

what it did not require— the prevailing bars of brickwork. The architect
might have been content with good proportion and composition, without
adopting the prevailing stripes, which some architects seem to think is all

that is required to enlist the admiration of the beholder.
The "Design for the rebuilding of St. John's Chapel, Bedford-row" (17,3)

is in every way worthy of its accomplished architect, Mr. H. B. Garling.
It is no mere rechauffce of old e.\amples, and yet there is nothing particularly
novel in the details. Its great merit lies in its exquisite proportions. This
fine and rare quality with Gothic areliitects is the more noticeable when
the design of the tower is examined in juxtaposition with one of very
similar disposition in 157. Both are square at the base, and octagonal
above, with pinnacles at the corners, and the superiority of Mr. Garling's
consists almost entirely in a happier arrangement and proportion of the
several features and spaces. The tower is perhaps too imposing for the
conventional chapel, but the design, independently of that circumstance, is

none the less meritorious. It has an apse at the east end adjoining the
tewer.

175. A rather unusual contribution to this Exhibition appears in the
work of tliat well-known water color painter, Mr. W. Callow, yet one which
"we welcome the more cordially because we believe that views of buildings
by professional artists would agreeably vary the monotony of simple
"designs " and lend an additional attraction to the galleries. The subject is

"taken from the well-known town of Evereux, and represents old houses in

the Rue aux Fcves (175). The old and worm-eaten woodwork with carved,
ill-shaped grotesque figures and broken armorial shields, irregular levels

and perpendiculars, the rusty hard hinges, widely projecting roofs and
over-leaning gables stand out dark and massive against the bright light in

the distance, a dark shadow falls across the loose wcrn stones, relieves the
bright figures which chequer the narrow streets, and rests on the oppo-
•site houses. Such buildings must, in the course of time, gradually dis-

appear, even from tlie continental towns. They are not altogether coni-

fortable habitations, but they form pleasant companions, when so well
depicted, in our more sanitary " first-class " homes.

176. 'The drawings of the "Schools, at Weston-Super-Mare," by Mr.
Hans Price, is not worthy of the design, which is well massed, and has a

' fine square tower.

177 is a combination of several of Maw and Co.'s excellent tile

pavement patterns in " Wood Walton Church." They are chiefly black
and red, with occasional bands of green. The chancel is laid with a
more enriched pattern, but all the varieties are equally good in point of
design.

178 is a Gothic building, well treated, for the "Abel Smith Memorial
School, Hertford," by Mr. J. M. Hooker. It is built of yellow brick,

with red bands. The spire is rather too ecclesiastical.

• Continued from page 3U9.

179. "St. John's Church, Lamsford, Herts," by Mr. D. Brandon, is a
Decorated church, with, judging from this view, a disproportionately
large east end window.

180. "Design for a Library in oak and bronze," for T. S. Mort, Esq.,
Sydney, by Arrowsmith and Co. It is a Gothic library, with canopied
niches, supported Ijy twisted columns, with bronze caps. The figures on
them are likewise of bronze, and were executed by Potts, of Birmingliam.
We cannot judge of their merit by this drawing, which does injustice also
to Messrs. Arrowsmith's well-known excellent workmanship. The ceiling
is gaudily colored in red, blue, and yellow, and the walls red and white.
Even the books in the oak cases are unsubdued in tint. They have all

either pink or light blue backs.

In 182 and 18.3 Mr. Corson, of Leeds, exhibits his customary unflatter-
ing photographs—justice without mercy. The first is a view of tho
"Feather-hill School" erected by him at Woodhouse, near Leeds, a simple
Gothic building of rough stone, with freestone dressings. The second is

the " Porch at Grove House, Leeds," in which his peculiar style is more
readily discerned. It has tall columns, with foliated caps, and octagonil
bases in the jambs, supporting a plain .arcliivolt with beaded angle and
cornice continued round it. As the porch fills the whole of the view, we
cannot see how it is combined with the remainder of the building. Taken
by itself, it is hardly as successful as the works we have been accustomed
to see from this architect.

184. The excellent photographic reductions of Mr. W. Burges's design
for the proposed cathedral at Brisbane, South Australia, show his thorough
knowledge of Gothic art. It consists of nave and aisles in six bays, with
transepts and triple apses at the east end. The tower is at the south-east
corner, and roofed with a simple gable. It is in the foreign Gothic style of

the twelfth or thirteenth centuries, with a fine western door, having the
four Evangelists introduced into the tympanum of the arch. Over it is a
row of statues in niches, surmounted by a rose window. Every portion of
the design gives evidence of tho architect's ripened mind and skilful hand.
The two elevations, two sections, and plan, by means of photography, are

introduced into one moderately large frame.

185 and 186 are photographs of the sculpture and picture galleries just
completed at " Hooton Hall," by Mr. J. K. Colling. They are in the
Italian style, with dark marble polished Corinthian columns, brought for-

ward from the walls in the sculpture gallery, and carrying arched ribs

elaborately ornamented with foliage, whicli is continued also in the entab-
lature. In the picture-gallery, which is likewise lit from above, the ribs

of the arched ceiling are supported on trusses and form panels filled with
bold and well-designed ornament.

187. Show, by photographs, the stone carving to Mr. Whiehcord's new
oflSces and salerooms in Mincing-lane. The Eagle over the 1st floor

windows, the foliated spandrels to gateway and the figures over it are beau-
tifully carved, and reflect great credit on Mr. J. Tolraie.

196. Mr. J. Bentley—whose designfor achurcli wo have already noticed,

gives us here another specimen of his powers in an equally meritorious

"design for a Clock-tower and Drinking Fountains." It has the same
originality and good taste in it. The tower is divided by bands and strings

into several stories. At each angle of the ground story, there are lamps
supported on iron brackets, and quaint, grotesque figures spring from the
corners of the upper cornice carrying some useless and not very orna-
mental metal-work. Above this is the clock in an arch supported by
columns. Pinnacles, finials, and prickly crockets are scattered about the
design with sparkling touches, more clever perhaps, even than the
tower is the back-ground to it, which repre.sents a domestic Gothic mansion,
treated in a very able manner both in its details and general outline.

197. "Interior of the Church of St. Peter and Paul, Brenckbourn
Priory, Northumberland," as supposed to have been decorated in the olden

time, by Mr. F. R. Wilson. An elaborate drawing, very dirtily tinted,

more especially on the right-hand side, where the sunlight is supposed to

be streaming through "richly diglit" windows upon the wry-necked,
funereal monks, whose black forms are so many blots upon the picture.

The outline is rather carefully drawn, but the patches of red, yellow, and
black color tend to obscure it, and the very objectionable practice of intro-

ducing gold leaf has been resorted to, with a result as bad as might have
been expected.

198. Three figures, being the centre panel of the ancient " Retabulura of
the High Altar at Westminster Abbey," have been very ably painted by
Mr. H. S. Marks, and the surrounding canopies as carefully drawn by
Mr. R. Edgar, under the direction of Mr. G. G. Scott, A.R.A.

199. " The ancient Church of St. John, at Pergamos, in Asia Minor,"
painted by Mr. Thomas Alloni. A picturesque mass of old towers and
crumbling arches, warm and sunny, backed by blue mountains and sur-

rounded by cool cypresses. It is scarcely more than a sketch in oil, but

shows that Mr. Allom is as dexterous with his brush as with his pencil.

200. A curious lot of old drawings are here exposed in juxta-position,by

Mr. H. Oliver, and may be examined and compared with the productions

of modern draughtsmen. Several of them are very cleverly sketched, for

instance, "The Church of St. Bertin, at Ypres," and the " Interior of a

Church," both by J. Coney.

201. " Design for a Bracket Clock for a Church Tower," by Mr. G. R.

Hartshorne. It projects from the face of the tower and is supported by

a long iron bracket. There is r.ither too much importance' given to what

should be a feature subordinate to other parts of the design. This is

further enhanced by the red, blue and yellow tints with which it is

colored. The cross in front of it is too high also, even for the size of the

clock
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208. " The Kuins of Arbroath Cathedral.Forfar, Scotland," are indicated

in • weak drawing, by Mr. G. L. Beetholme.
203 to 208. A series of six anastatic prints, showing works recently

executed by Mr. R. J. Withers. The " Narraghmore Cliurch, as altered

and remodelled," is the best. The turret there carried over the western

gable is supported by brackets and a central buttress, and turns into an

octagonal spire. In " Llanllwchairn Church, Cardiganshire " (206), the

tiuret, somewhat similiarly placed, is just as ugly as the other is beau-

tiful. " Little Cawthorpe Church, Lincolnshire," is a pretty little group.

The church is covered by a single roof and has a good wooden turret.

" A part of the sculpture in the Keredos of Sherborne Abbey " (209),

designed by Mr. W. Slater, is exhibited in a well-executed photograph.

The carving has been beautifully done by Mr. James Forsyth, aud repre-

sents the Sa viour in glory, with the Apostles on either side of Him.
Another photograph shows a fine piece of carving by Mr. Theodore

Phyffers, representing the "Sacrifice of Abraham" (212). It is to be

placed over the high altar of St. John's, Limerick.

210, 211, A series of photographs from drawings of Messrs. W. J.

Green and L. de Ville's design for the Grand Opera House at Rio do

Jane ro. The design is in the Italian style, and comprises five interior

and two exterior views. The principal front seems based upon that of the

new Covent Garden Theatre, but arcades are substituted for the columns

of t he portico. The apse shown in the back view is lieavy, and seems to

hav e been hastily designed. Tlie interior of the house has a rich and

magnificent effect. The ceiling appears to be supported by low arches

springing from columns at the corners of tlie theatre. It has four tiers of

boxes, and is decorated with blue and gold with amber hangings. The
reireshment saloon is arched, and decorated profusely with columns,

frescoes, and foliated ornament.
213 is a photograph of an "Efflgial Tomb to the late Marquis of

Ormonde, K.P.," erected in St. Canice Cathedral by Mr. Edward Richard-

son. It is an ordinary square Gothic tomb, with armorial bearings in the

panels and foliage in the spandrels. The effigy is laid on the top, with the

children of the deceased grouped very artistically round it.

KOTICES OF THE BUILDING MATEKIALS, PATENTS, INVENTIONS,

MASUFACTUKES, &C.

Previously to leaving the eastern gallery, the last objects we
noticed were the specimens of green marble from Greece, sinee

which time several specimens of works in zinc have been added.

Amongst these is an elliptical panel, embellished with the egg and

tongue ornament, and scroll work designed and brought out with good

effect ; a pedimental moulded head, together with vertical spouting, &c.

These examples are exhibited by the Vieille Montagne Zinc Mining
Company, the agents for which, in London, are C. Devaux and Co., 62, King
William-street. The Company under the head of No. 346, at the western

end of the great gallery, show a further variety of their peculiar manu-
factures in zinc, many of which are of a more ornamental character, and

are good in design, material, and execution. These consist of a festoon of

laurel, suspended from grotesque heads, ricli cornices, terminals, roofs, &c.

The Exhibitors do not explain tlie process by which the zinc is made to

assume moulded and ornamental conformations, but it must be evident

that the material is forced by compression into rigid moulds as it is ex-

tremely thin. For our own parts we may be allowed to give a candid

opinion, and state that we have a considerable amount of faith in zinc

being very judiciously and advantageously applied to certain purposes, but

we think that to press it into forms representing stone moulded pedi-

ments, and carvings, is an entirely false principle. In many applications

where iron is now used, unquestionably the superior qualities of the zinc

supplied by tlie Montagne Company would be much more preferable, as

not being hable to oxidize. The various examples shown are exceedingly

well got up, and in their design a considerable amount of good taste has

been displayed. The modelling and general execution of the works in

most instances are also highly creditable.

In the commencement of our remarks on the manufactured examples

in the E.\hibition, we stated that Messrs. Johnston Brotliers, Holborn, in

brass works, and Messrs. Cox and Son, of Southampton-street, Strand,

maintain their old positions, in recesses at the eastern end of the great

gallery. The former firm, we regret, have notliing new to show us ; but
Messrs. Cox and Son have several fresh specimens illustrative of the power,

advantages, and saving effected by the application of their peculiar carv-

ing machines, which display a very considerable amount of ability.

The most prominent examples of novelty added by the firm this year
comprise shields encompassed by scroll-work, picture-frames cut from the

solid, elaborate panels, corbels, emblems of the Evangelists, &c. Several

of these specimens are in the rough, as they are left from the machines,

in contrast with others as produced from the hands of expert carvers, who
carefully go over the works, and add the required detail, vigor, taste,

and feeling, after the extraneous material has been removed. It is quite

evident, by this system of saving valuable labor, that great economy of

price is effected by the superfluous wood being removed with such facility

by machinery ; and no doubt, ere long, we shall have objects of beauty illus-

trative of thS carver's art very greatly multiplied amongst us, and thus
improve the taste of the people generally in those arts that, by their tran-

quil influences, educate the mind.

Two of the specimens display continued enrichments for a hollow,

in which the leafage of the small maple is represented. One of these

shows the work as left by the machine, and the other exhibits it after

the finishings by hand, in which the effect and delicate manipulation has

been added by an accomplished carver.

In reference to these highly interesting examples, we may remark that

if Messrs. Cox and Son continue to employ first-class carvers to follow

their machines, they will assuredly confer a benefit upon art in this

country, and tend in no small degree to disseminate many more objects

of real art amongst us. Next year we anticipate the pleasure of seeing

specimens in stone, marble, and alabaster in this collection, knowing as

we do that the machinery employed is equally applicable to those more
rigid materials, as well as wood. The firm also exhibit numerous speci-

mens of church furniture, as supplied from their establishments at 28 and

29, Southampton-street, Strand, including altars, tables, lecterns, reading

desks, altar chairs, bench ends (principally carved in oak), together with

corona; in brass and iron. We also understand that the manufacturers have
adapted their machinery to cutting out and engraving upon metal, more
particularly as appUed to monumental brasses, so that they anticipate

making as great a reduction in the cost of medieval metal-work as they

have already accomplished in carving.

In continuing our observations, it is with much regret that we lament

the fact that there is such a great paucity of examples in either designs

or actual specimens of stained glass. In fact, we are not aware that

there is one example of the latter in the whole Exhibition, and we can-

not avoid stating as our opinion that the committee are under great

obligations to Messrs. Lavers and Barraud, for having sent several car-

toons and small-scale designs of a branch of art that is daily becoming
more popular. We certainly expected that such men as Ilardman, Clay-

ton and Bell, and Mr. Gibbs, would have contributed some of their

works, to have added interest to the Exhibition, which, in reference to

examples in glass, is singularly meagre. The principal contributions of

Messrs. Lavers and Barraud comprise several full-size cartoons, drawn
by Mr. J. M. Allen, of portions of the window recently fixed

at the eastern end of St. Sepulchre's Cliurch, Snow - hill, Lon-
don. The window as carried out has embodied on it representa-

tions of the Crucifixion, and the entombment with statues of the

apostles, on each side. The commission for this window was given

to the artists by a committee appointed through the parish authorities

acting by a public competition, in which some of our most eminent glass-

painters were competitors. At No. 354 in the western gaUery, Messrs.

Lavers and Barraud also exhibit a carefully colored design sent in compe-
tition for a window to be erected in the north transept of Canterbury

Cathedral. On the Secretary's table is shown a small sized model to

illustrate Elkin's patent improvements in window frames and sashes.

Tills improvement, to use the patentees own words, consists in that por-

tion of the window frames called the "pulley-style," being made loose,

instead of fixed ; it is kept in its place by an elastic arrangement at each

end, and the face of the pulley-style is thus made to press equally against

the edge of the sash. In windows thus fitted, the sashes remain constantly

steady, and freeJrm?i rattling noise, being kept in their place by a uniform

side pressure; but the great advantage to be derived from this peculiar

patent consists in the facility with which either the top or bottom sash of

the window may be taken out for cleaning, repairing broken glass, or

repairing sash-lines, without in the slightest degree injuring the paint or

wood-work. The principle of the invention is in operation as we under-

stand on a large scale at the premises of the inventor, 5, Guildford-street

east.

Previous to closing our remarks on this portion of the Exhibition, we
may state that in an artistic point of view, one of the most important

contributions to the collection has been omitted from the catalogue, not

from any fault of the managers of the gathering, but through the delay of

the contributor himself. Signer E. Agneni, 29, Devonshire-street, Queen-

square.

This gentleman is evidently a consummate artist, in fresco and colored

decorations, and has brought his peculiar ability to bear upon subjects

ifithin the range of the internal embellishments of our apartments.

Mr. Agneni exhibits five examples ; the largest is an allegorical sub-

ject painted on glass and adapted for the panels of doors. The representation

is rendered on silvered glass, anddisplays^a " Nymph attended by Cupids,"

having a charming effect. Another of the specimens is in water color and
displays "Love leading the Hours." Another illustrates the "Birth ofVenus,"

whilst the others have similarly characteristic peculiarities, the whole

being treated with the power and feeling of a true artist in reference to

design, drawing, and color.

AVith regard to the application of Mr. Agneni's peculiar system u
applied to glass, we may observe that spoiled looking-glasses may be deco-

rated with great facility, by applying over injured parts allegorical groups,

garlands of flowers and other combinations, which miglit be interspersed

with portraits of children, in order to add more individual interest to the

painting.

According to the patentee this peculiar species of painting does not

suffer any change by the lapse of time, or by smoke or gas, remaining

permanent, and retaining its beauty for years.

I

Kew Wet Dock at Jersey.—Mr. Lyster, accompanied by Captain

Sydney, who arrived in the Aqnila on Thursday, has made a survey, at low

water, of the rocks adjoining the Hermitage, as a site for a wet-dock in tliat

locality. They also, on Friday, in company with Captain Goodridge, went at

high water over Albert harbor and the old harbors, inspecting their capabilities

for wet-docks and graving-docks.
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FAMILIAR LETTERS TO AN ARCHITECT.
By Solomon Setsquare.—Letteh VII.

MY DEAR TOM,—The last subject w)iich I desire to discuss in these
letters is tliat of your professional charges.

Few pupils trouble tliemselves during articles with considering the why
and tlie wherefore of an architect's emoluments. I apprehend that, like

the generality of young architects, you have commenced practice witli the
mere vague, general notion that you are to be paid a commission of five

per cent, on the edifices you erect. You have never considered what
services are included in this five per cent. ; whether five per cent, will
always remunerate you for your work ; whether you will always be able
to insist on so much as five per cent. ; nor are you likely to consider such
questions, till they are forced upon your attention year after year, as they
will he, in every mortifying shape. Tlien you will discover—not without
wading through sundry treatises on the subject—tliat there exists no
professional lex scripta on the question j that, in short, you liave no one to
appeal to, sliould you and your client come to an issue on the subject of

> our charges. You and he may go to law about them ; and call in the
most respectable architects, who will testify, by their conflicting depo-
sitions, that the whole question of professional remuneration is in the
most helpless state of chaos. Perhaps, some of these days, you or some
other young architect may succeed in getting up a new society of
•Tchitects, who shall settle the question of architectural charges, and meet—say once a quarter— to elect white, and expel black, sheep: meantime,
as you have actually begun practice, it won't do for you to wait for such an
institute. You have now to settle the question for yourself, and will do
well to discuss it with me. After we have discussed it, if you shall feel

satisfied with the reasons I bring forward for the several charges, I really
think you cannot do better than to draw up a sort of schedule, or table of
them, and affix it over your office mantel-piece. Do you object—it will
frighten your clients away ? I reply, let it frighten them : it is far better
they should fly away at sight of a straightforward manifesto of what you
mean them to pay in the end, than that they should begin (on the most
friendly terms, as is usual) to employ you as architect to some building of
vast outlay, and quarrel with you utterly and for life at the last, because
they never dreamed of your charging this or that for your services. The
truth is, the clients would not fly away ; but their previous insight into
the conditions on which you undertook to serve them would raise plain,
wholesome questions, the plain replies to which would tend vastly to esta-
blish a proper understanding between yourself and them. It is to your
interest that they should clearly see how you are paid for your trouble.
At all events, it is better that they should do this, than that they should
cogitate thus—"I really don't see how my architect has made this building
pay him ; and as I can't see it, and know he can't live on air, and must be
paid, I assume he has some underhand mode of getting at his money
through the builder, out of my pocket," &c., &c., &c. I can only say, if

clients do not thus cogitate to themselves, it is very clear they never think
at all ; for I could name several buildings, carried out by young architects
with the vague indiscriminate use of the five per cent, commission, which
•most assuredly have not returned their mere office expenses, and have
quite justified such reflections.

First, then, let us consider how should an architect be paid, for on this
point some people raise a question. I say, he ought to be paid (at all events
jor superintending a building) hy a commission ur percentage on the gross o«i-
/ay he controls for his client. Sir Christopher Wren, it may be said, was
not paid a percentage on the cost of St. Paul's, but was dragged up in a
basket twice a day for two hundred pounds a year. Let us grant this, and
proceed to later times, keeping ourselves to dead men, that we may avoid
personalities; and we shall find that Sir John Soane, Sir Jefiry Wyatville,
Messrs. John Nash, S. P. Cockerell, and T. Hardwick, were always paid by

immission; that tliat commission was a uniform one of 5 per cent, on
outlay, and that such custom and percentage applied to works of
nagnitude, such as Windsor Castle, the Bank of England, Buckingham
e, &c. Indeed so general is the custom of paying by commission on
y that, prevailing as it does in our own time, it scarcely belongs to us,

are satisfied with it, to prove its reasonableness, which would lis easy:
)»«« of objection lies rather on those few writers who decry it; not
.ys in the most temperate mood. Let it suffice to say here that these
3rs, for the most part, lose sight of the fact that, an architect is an
niitrator of moneys as well as an artist. Were he an artist only

—

is to say were tlie architect relieved of his responsibilities as an arbiter
administrator in serious pecuniary matters—I could very well compre-

:1 the objection to remunerating him by percentage on outlay

;

I will give you an instance of what I conceive to be its absurdity.

he late Mr. Joseph Bonomi, an architect of some repute in the last

-ury, published a scale of professional charges, which he divided into
ie classes, as follows:

—

. For cases wherein he was called in to officiate completely as architect
a building ; and in these he claimed for designing,jestimating, and super-
lending it (clear of all expenses for clerk of works, travelling and mea-
ring), a commission of a per cent, on architect's estimate, subject to increase
commission, in event of his design being altered by his employer during

tecution.

2. For cases where he furnished only a design, and all requisite docu-
aents for its execution, but no superintendence, lie claimed a commission
f 3 per cent, on London prices of labor and materials, that is to say, on his

wn estimate.

3. For advising and preparing drawings for alterations of a building, a
large of five guineas a day. In cases where a design and complete set of
awings, &c., for execution were set aside and a new one substituted, he

claimed a commission of 3 per cent, on his estimate; and on the substituted
design, if carried out, hia ordinary commission of 5 per cent, in addition.

Now hero will, I think, be seen a manifest absurdity. The first class of
cases seems well enough, if I except that Mr. Bonomi's practice was to
throw the entire cost of measuring up the works on his client, whereas
the more usual and equitable plan is to apportion it between the client and
the builder, and sometimes in London to charge the entire cost of measur-
ing to tlie latter. The second class, wherein he charges three per cent, oa
estimate for mere documents, can only be defended on the ground that, as
tlie edifice is to be built from these documents, the architect incurs a
certain pecuniary responsibility, regulated in amount by the ultimate
cost ; but the third class, in which he claims the same commission for
drawings, &c., for a rejected design never to be realised, seems altogether
unjustifiable. Here the proper course would have been for Mr. Bonomi to
have valued his documents by the worth of his time and talent, five
guineas a day, or as the case might be ; for of course the first intended cost
of the edifice could in noway affect the value of his services, and the system
ofpayment by percentage becomes nonsense, by the design being abandoned
and the architect's responsibility removed. Mr. Bonomi, Iiowever, seems
to have been wise in his generation, and to have known better than to
apply the five per cent, commission to alterations. He was, if I remember
rightly, an architect much employed in alterations (of country mansions,
&c.), and had doubtless found out that five per cent, on alterations is very
inadequate pay for an architect. He is one of the few architects who has
bequeathed us an intelligible schedule of professional charges. The late
Francis Goodwin, no mean professor of our art, was another.

I am not able to refer to Mr. Goodwin's scale of charges, but the mention
of it leads me to another question it disposes of. I mean the question
whether the architect's commission is or not to vary with the expenditure
on the building. Mr. Goodwin limits the application of a percentage
charge to works exceeding a certain amount. It must be evident that
five per cent, on anything under £700 to X1,000 is not a fair remuneration
to an architect ; nor is it any answer to the assertion to say, architecta
ought to make the large commissions pay them for tiie small ones. The
public are quite ready enough to see that architects shall always make due
allowance for great outlays ; thus we find the custom of the East India
Company was to allow their surveyor five per cent, on the first £10,000
laid out each year, and 2i per cent, (additional to a fixed salary) on all

sums beyond the £10,000. For my own part, I cannot help thinking this
varying of the percentage with the greatness or smallness of the outlay,
betrays a weakness in the percentage system which would altogether dis-

appear were architects to separate their claim for superintendence from
that which they make for their services in preparing the necessary draw-
ings, &c. These latter must of course vary with the size and nature of
the edifice, whereas the superintendence, involving the chief responsibility

cannot vary. You will see Mr. Bonomi's schedule assesses the superin-
tendence at two per cent. It is now usually considered at 2.J per cent., or
one-half the full commission. Let me advise you to make this your in-
variable chargefor superintendence ; and (however disposed you may be
to abate your charges for drawings, ^c, in special cases), to altogether
refuse to superintend a building however vast or simple, on any lower terms.
I have in one of my former letters given my reasons for ofiTering this

advice.

As to what services are to be comprised in the 5 per cent., it is not
necessary to add much to Mr. Bonomi's schedule. It is, I believe, unique
in restricting the amount of commission to that, not of the actual outlay,
but of the architect's estimate, undisturbed by the client; and in the matter
of journeys, payment of clerk of works and admeasurement, it quite

agrees with the terms of Mr. Nash and Sir Jeffry Wyatville; but it omits
all reference to charges for time occupied in travelling long distances to

and from distant works in progress. This is usually charged for by a rate

per day, two, three, five or eight guineas, as the case may be. The charge
for measuring up the works in detail is usually from 2 to 3 per cent. ; and
some architects profess to include the duty of measuring in the 5 per cent,

architect's commission. I apprehend however, that like most gratuitous
services, these admeasurements are of a very rougli and general character,

only sufficient to base an unchallenged certificate upon. No architect can
afford to include within his commission of S per cent., the heavy service of
measuring the works in detail ; and, owing to the discouragement recently
given by architects to the practice of measuring, few of our town archi-

tects are capable of measuring up works in detail. If the thing is

required it ought to be paid for at the customary charge, wholly uncon-
nected with the 5 per cent, charged for designing and superintending a
structure, and at a commission as above stated.

Mr. Bonomi's custom of calculating his commission on the amount of
his own estimate, possesses many excellent points, serviceable, not only

to the client but the architect himself; and the want of some equivalent to

it is fraught with evil. For example, by its adoption a check is at once

put on the tendency of an architect to understate the probable expenditure;

and clients are protected from false estimates of that kind. Architects, on

the other hand, are protected in those frequent cases of practice, wherein

the client builds with old materials, or with new materials of his own,

or employs his own workmen. In all such cases the task of the architect

in stating the true outlav on which he is to base his commission after

completion of the work, is" most invidious; so that if you do not adopt Mr.

Bonomi's scheme of computation, it would be well to agree beforehand

with the employer as to how the outlay for percentage is to be computed,

tliat there may be no quarrelling about it between the client and llie archi-

tect at the conclusion of tlie works. The same remarks will apply to all
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those cases, most unjust to the architect, wherein the amount of the ten-
ders fall below the fair competition value of the building.

Let me add that in cases of alterations or additions, the 5 per cent, com-
mission is neTcr to embrace the architect's services in surveys of the site

or drawings of the existing buildings. These should be charged for in

addition, and by the day.

Yon will see from what I have said on this subject of the architect's

percentage, that I by no moans assert it should never fall short of 5 per
cent. For alterations and additions, for small or for complicated and
elaborately artistic works, I am very sure 5 per cent, is not an adequate
remuneration; while for very large, simple, or repeated works, I conceive
you may fairly be expected to receive less than 5 per cent.—not on account
of any reduced value of your superintendence, the charge for which should
in all cases be invariable, but on account of the reduced value of your
drawings and other documents, whose paucity and simplicity will, as a
matter of course, be brought about by the vastness, simplicity, or
monotony of the building they are to illustrate. Let your charges for

such works be reasonable ; and by all means encourage your patrons to cull

in an architect when they build.

You will, however, find youself often engaged on small structures, under
two or three thousand pounds or other average outlay, and soon find that,

on an average practice, an architect's is by no means a profitable profession.

Look about you, and you will find that, very many of your fellow architects

are gentlemen of birth, liberal education, indomitable assiduity, and great
natural talent ; but you will find very few of them who have become rich

men by even the long and steady application of all these qualities to the
pursuit of their labori.ius profession. I believe the great reason of this is

that its practice conduces too fatally to the gratification of human vanity,
which impels us on at al! hazards or loss to seek for it, and enjoy in it an
opportunity of making a noise in the world, and of leaving behind us in

durable brick or stone the records of our skill in an Art, whose nature it is

to endure and remain popular to all time; so that long after we shall have
passed away, our structures will remain for connoisseurs of future
generations—ignorant of the squabbles we have passed tlirough with our
patrons and contractors—to look upon, and as we fondly trust, to admire.
This, however, is not business, my dear Tom, and as it is on business I am
writing, let me warn you against yielding to such fascination ; and advise
you rather to lay down a few simple rules to regulate the amount of
service you ought to render your client and his builder for your 5 per
cent., or whatever else may be your commission, and for all others you
may be obliged to render them owing to capricious alterations of your
design, bankruptcy litigation, or other casualty, of which you have not
been the cause, to persistently add to your commission the proper pro-
fessional charges.

Yours faithfully,

SOLOMOK SeTSQUARE.

CRYSTAL PALACK.
THE directors have just submitted their programme for the seventh

season—1860-61. In it they state that the modifications adopted last

year in the guinea season-tickets, by which the holders were admitted on
payment of 2s. 6d., when the price of admission for the day was Ss. and
upwards, has given general satisfaction ; the directors have, therefore,

wisely determined on repeating it, with the additional advantage that
these tickets will not be excluded on any day this season, as they were on
the occasion of the Handel Commemoration Festival of last year, as a largo
class will desire to avoid the inconvenience of recurring payments. Two
guinea tickets will be ifsued, giving admission on all occasions. This is a
good feature. Season tickets— a perpetual open sesame—for children will

be issued at 10s. 6d. each. The new season opens on Friday next with a
festival for the inauguration of the statue of Jlendelssohn. Flower shows
will be held on Saturday, May 26, Saturday, June 30, Monday, August 6,

and following days, and on Thursday, November 15, and two fol-

lowing days. The directors announce as fixed six grand opera
concerts, viz.:—May 11th, June 1st, 15th and 22nd, and July 6th and 13th,
others are in contemplation. The first talent has been engaged for them,
principally from the company at Her Majesty's Theatre—including the
incomparable Alboni, Mdlles. Nardi, Bell' Anese, &c., and Sig. Mongini,
Saldi, Konconi, and others well known to the music-loving public. Messrs.
Benedict and Manns are the conductors. A morning concert of selections
from Wallace's compositions is fixed for May 19th. Nor must we omit
to mention the hearty performances of the members of the Tonic Sol-fa
Association, numbering 5,000, on May 16 ; that by the Metropolitan
Schools' Choral Union, on .Juno 16th ; and, though last, by no means the
least important, the Metropolitan Charity Children, also in June. Alter-
ations, not unneeded,have been eflTected in the construction of the Concert
room. It is cow larger than Exeter Hall, or any other music hall in or
near London; and the possession of admirable qualities for sound are now
claimed for it. The interior ornamental decoration is not yet commenced,
but soon will be. The old favorite Saturday Concert will be resumed
in the autumn. The Directors, i n the musical section of their pro-
gramme, announce that an arrangement has been concluded with the
Societc des Orpphonistes of France for the visit of a large body of the
members, under the charge of M. Delaporte, the founder of the Society,
and the dates of their performances are the 25th, 26tli and 28th June.

Greater attention is being paid to the attraction and accommodation of
popular meetings and excursionist parties at the Palace. We need only
say that a greater attention to the comfort of passengers at the several
termini and increased railway facilities is as much as anybody requires,
the attractions in and outside the building being readily enough come-at-

abla A brass band contest (!) is in contemplation for the 10th and llth
July. Winter would be a more appropriate season, we fancy. Butts
have been formed for the London Rifle Brigade ; others will be formed for

the London Scottish Volunteer Bifle Corps and the Queen's Westminster
Volunteer Rifles, to be open to visitors. We need not say how attractive!

a feature this will prove. A grand archery meeting will be held on thft]

19th and 20th July, and poultry and bird shows will be repeated in galore.i

But we halt for a moment at the refreshment department, AttractivaJ
as that "feature" and "department" has always been— especiallyI
during the summer months — there was great room lor amendment.
The directors have noticed the defect, and are now trying to mend it.l

A new suite of private dining-rooms have been erected, capable ofl
accommodating from 5 to 50. The provision is warranted up tol
the requirements of Mrs. Glasse, and the cook (chej de cuUine, vre-

believe is the proper designation) is advertised as a maitre des maitres.

Passing on now to the library and reading-room, we find them transferred

to the tropical end of the building. One thing we would notice here, and
that is, that the directors would do well to pay greater attention than they

have hitherto done to the selection of works intended for binding. With
this remark, given in all good feeling, we pass on to a new feature—an
experiment—a School of Art, Science, and Literature. We wish it suc-

cess,—but we very much doubt if the scheme will be able to command icl
The Art Union is a f.uccess,—in fact, so decided was it last season, that!

the Council are encouraged to expend £2,000 in anticipation of the amount]
available for prizes to tlie subscribers in the ensuing season. It would!
exceed our limits to give a list of the prizes or the design and material ofl

their composition-

To new features in various departments of the building we may probably I

soon return ; meanwhile we trust the public, on whom success depend8,|

will heartily respond to the exertions of the caterers for their instruction

and amusement at the Crystal Palace.

CORONA FOR NEW ZEALAND.
Yesterday we examined at the manufactory of Messrs. Hart and Son, Wych-

street. Strand, an exceedingly good example of a Corona just completed fori
Trinity Church, Littleton, in the province of Canterbury, New Zealand. TliisJ
specimen of the brassworker's art is to be dispatched to the Antipodes ial
the course of next week, previous to which our renders may be somewhat]
interested to know what our London manufacturers are sending to the extrema
confines of the globe, to embellish the ecclesiastical structures of our far-off

colonies.

The corona is of the usual general plan and is 9 feet in height having a circle

at its base 5 feet G inches in diameter. Around this circle are projected 8 deli-

cately designed brackets, each adapted for 5 lights, making a total of 40 lights ; but,

as our sailor friends would express it, these brackets are made to " ship and unship,'*]

by which mode 3 or 4 lights can he ajjplied to each, so that the corona will coiu-j

bine a triple purpose, and is contrived to furnish 24, 32, or 40 lights as particular 1

occasions may require.

The production is entirely of bright brasswork and displays workmanship
of a very superior quality. Its summit is finished by an imperial crown, from'
which chains are suspended in connexion with the lower circle, the whole forming

a very elegant and useful embellishment of its particular class of manufacture.

THE PROPOSED NORTH RIDING INFIRMARY.
THE following is a copy of the particulars issued for architects:—The buildine

is to be erected in tlie north-eastern portion of a field, .situate on the south
side of the turnpike-road between Middlesbrough and Stockton. The Committee
have acquired two acres of it, but the precise shape is not yet specified, and may
be varied according to the plan of the building; the only stipulation of the

vendor being that the site of it, immediately adjoining the road, be not
taken in a long shape and unfairly, all alongside the road (the land being valuable

as building land), the approach to the building will be from the turnpike-road.

The design must contain the suggested shape and precise position of the two
acres. "The ground is level but the drainage from it is good. The premiums
which are offered, viz., £.00, and £25, are to be for the whole design, which con-
templates 100 to 120 beds. The actual part to be built now must contain the
whole of the ofhces, surgeon's, and committee's-room, and wards and beds for 40
patients, and all the kitclieu, washhouse, and other similar accommodation need-
ful for the whole design when carried out. The cost of the portion to he built at
present not to exceed £3,500, but if this sum will not cover the cost ofthe kitchen
and other accommodation named above, arrangements must be made in the plan for

adding these ^jro rata with the other extensions. Architects to state the total cost

of the whole design as well as that of the portion to be erected immediately. The
portion to be erected at once to be colored in the design a darker shade tlian the

rest, but no coloring to be admissible in any ofthe drawings, perspective or other-
wise, except sepia or Indian ink. The whole of the drawings to be to a scale o£

8 feet to an inch. About 150 superficial and 2,000 cubic feet of space to be
allowed for each patient. The ward windows must be placed to front the south-
east.

The building to be two stories high. The external appearance to be plain but
handsome, the facing of bricks, relieved at the architect's discretion, but not
much money to he allotted for ornamentation. The whole ofthe out-buildings to

be enclosed within a boundary wall, but the front of the infirmary to be open to

the grounds, which are to be laid out with due regard to the architectural effect.

The building to be kept up at least G feet above the present ground level, so as to.

secure good lighting, drainage, and ventilation to the builduig.

The galleries, landings, and staircases to be fireproof. Each set of designs,

must have on it some distinctive cypher or mark, and must be addressed to the

secretaries, accompanied by a sealed envelope marked with a similar cypher, and
containing the name and address of the competitor, and must be sent in not later

than Friday, the 15th of June next. If the successful competitor is appointed to

carry out the design, he will be paid 5 per cent, commission (less the premium)
on liis estimate, only and on such conditions as are ordered by the Comroittee.-

As there will be a clerk of the works appointed, the architect must pay his own. •

traveUing expenses.
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ON STONKWARE.—DISCUSSION.'

Dr. Chambers Iiiiviiifr been calkil upou by the Chairman, said that altlioun-h he
was not particularly acquainted witii tlie manufacture of stoneware, he had rilacod
on tlie table some specimens, one of which was a remarkable instance of the employ-ment of tliat material. The specimen he held in his hand was probably made about
1,400 years a";o. It was a stoneware pipe, taken from a villa at Ostia, of the time of
Hadrian, and was nsed for conveying heat from a central stove over the whole house
which contained fourteen or fifteen rooms. In the specimen before them no irlaze
had been used, nor was it required for this purpose. From its appearance he
im.agiued the pipe had been similar to those which had been made by a method
patcuteil of late years, namely, that of squeezing the clay through an openintr
similar to the mode in which macaroni was made into small sticks or pipes The'
streaks upon the pipe were evidence, in his opinion, that that mode of manufacture
was in common use in those days. Such a mode of heating houses was mentioned
by Oalen and other writers of his time. Mention was also made of a hearth-tax
which, in fact, answered to the present house-tax ; the impost was placed upon the
one ;hearth which formed the heating apparatus for the whole house. The other
specimens he had sent were some dinner plates, in ordinary use in some of the
Ita Ian provinces, and showed the continuation of the manufacture of stoneware in
Italy, lu the present day, in that most benighted portion of Europe, the i'apal
States, a very good.descriptiou of stoneware was manufactured, nicely glazed • andwhat was important for the civilization of the people, decorated with good artistic
etchings, which were diiferent on every plate. This ware was exceedingly lio-ht and
jileasaut to the touch, and showed that the manufacture of stoneware was not°exMnct
in a country to which Great Britain might be said to have been originally indebted
lor the manufacture of pottery.

•
^^^' ^7/-^'"^-^ Green could not add much to the information given upon this sub-

ject in Mr. Goddard's paper. The outline given of the trade as it at present existedand as it had been developed during the last quarter of a century, he believed was
quite correct, and he thought did not admit of much addition. The Koman pipe which
Dr. Chambers hart spoken of, was made with a description of fire-clay, and for thepurpose for which it was employed required no glazing. The same quality of articlewas made at tlie present time in large quantities in diiferent parts of the countrv
Uetter pipes tlian that exliibited were made at Lambeth.

'

Dr. tJiiAMBEK.s inquired, whether in Mr. Green's opinion the lines upon thispipe indicated that it was made by being squeezed through an opening as he had

Mr. Stephen Green replied that the appearance of the pipe favored that view.
?."Vf "7?

"'"K'ultto say precisely whether it was so madeor whether it was moulded
It It had been moulded, it had been tinislied off afterwards, and the rough ed<'es re-moved; but he imagined that it had been made in the way Mr. Chambers ha'd su''-gested. The machine usually employed for this purpose at the present day was simoTv
?i,?t;^^iTi"'"""'T

T''?"-" were various kinds of pipe-squeezing machines, butthat most in use and most m favor, he believed, was the one patented by Mr. Spencerbcvernl of these machines were in use at Lambeth and elsewhere. He believed therewere gentlemen present who had this machine in use, and who could describe it betterthan he could, as he had never used the machine himself. Tiie apparatus he ratherpreferred ^yas something like an Archimedean screw, divided into several parts, anddid Its work very well. The advantage of that plan he considered to be, that theoperation was continuous. There was no stoppage to fill the machine with clay Thescrew earned the clay down, and the machine worked as fast as the clay was put in

pa't'en'twfr/'Mr SpenceV™'
""' S'="'-'''''">' ''"''sidered to be so good a machine as that

fL^^t'Li".','."
'^o.'-'i-™^ said Mr. Goddard had told them, in his concluding remarks

h .f„i= P .
"

'i'^y If"" "Veservmg of success, unless they were not only potters

^n\f.^
cheinists In no place, and especiaUy not before this Society, would fie wishto say anylhmg to lessen the importance of bringing science, in all ts branches to

^mi' M!;?;?r"^r '"f
"™ of manufacture. At the" same time, he tl might SlnCJr^n

fnteiw t?h"n ''f ''r''''^':?"^^'^^''^''"'''
bear him out, and that th? advent of an

ntereftinl Z H..,'",
" " ^^^"l »''^° ^^ *? ""^ forking out of some curious and

VrrJh !l^"
tl eories, thougli perhaps somewhat expensive. Sir. Goddard had dit"''.'red from I'rofessor Aiisted as to the report he had made as a juror of the Great

tli™'rv'of"'t\,ec^f'
Tbc. I'rofessor had been charged with not uSstmding thet eoi y of the coloring of stoneware. As a potter, his (Mr. Doulton's) opinion was

Kd hafnK^;'n^™"i'?'f
''"^'"'"' wrons- The chemist's ladle which was e^hl!

fW .wi^i
brought forward as evidence. The statement of Mr. Goddard was

a ?lmr nf
.1°"™' '•""veyed to the ware, and not drawn out of it. He tlioii"litThe

?hewa?e ^v1lP,;'''^h''„'fl'''
""•'','"'. '?5''"-."'''f "'« ™lo'- was sometimes convc"yed tS

anneTrancc 1 "t be if.hWH « "?," "'"* 1'=?™'.'^'! ^ substance which gave the darkappearance
; but ho behoved that he was wrong n say ng that the color was not nUn

lZtc'"f!lrVZZ'\
''•?'•

AVn';''
".'O not saytLt'the salt drew out he color!

or„H ^ .1
I'oulton) contended that it was the heat, and not the salt which

K th" flame'licS it "„f7"/'»
'°/"" '%'"'•' ?'"»'>ited, the bottom part was'colo e

«w.,i .1^?
licking It, and depositing a foreign substance upon it. The white side

fn,n!I,li f .T'""?'^'"??
shielded from the fi.ame, no color liad come out But ho

n ilfo cliv f.^l'Li?''"'' V""
'hat, they would find that there was a foreign subs an ce

hL,i?i.^"~k »'?,'"'!.'"'''• 'on-and the action of the fire brought it out, and that was
and fused ,'^d''LVH"> ''°r,,^°'"='' ""i'^"!:

• "'e Leat brought Jut the ?ron"n hfc ly!

bid l?epn V^t^^J"^ '\ °? ""^ ""/"' ''''"<^h gave color to the surface. The questionh.ad been started, what was stoneware ? Mr. Goddard had adonted the deflnit nn
f<^:Z '„°

'l"-

offl-'i^ catalogue of the Great Exhibition whYchS " Stonewar? s a

stren^h " ile [.onlh'n
7"*?™'. '"-Pfvious to the action of acids, and of peculia?

Buuf^TCnt in to s„"J "tV i,'S-'^''f
'''=

'"'if'.'h'
ajust general definition of stoneware,

1™
It went on to say. It differs from all other k nds of glazed eartlienware in this

S^Srrrfer/edTthe"'/ '"^ f^^'""^
'' "" »''""" "»*"™' "self Sdtoge her."

thouc^ht Mr rodii/ ""^"^ stoneware-one section only of the manufacture! and he
wWcl a^orhon nf t r„ .ii"™"

m calling that onlv stoneware which was fused, inwnicn a portion of the silica on the surface of the clay was fused bv the salt

or uni'lazed"" tl"
'""*'

f"'''"f,' 1'°?'="}°'^'' soporous matJrill and m1g7t be glazJd
of whfih wl;..

"", >^''"'-'' P"' '"8 fland upon three pieces of pottery on the table all

cfoddarf on v'one w.u?,^T"v''°""''''"''^vr/ >"=*• "^cording to the definition of m"
mens «n,;„ ?l,^ ?„ hiJ „ '

H?
s*°."?ware. [Mr Doulton then pointed out three speci-

M?mn n*}- «»l/fi f™' °"? °f,"'!'?,h was entirely unglazed, another was glazed by theaction of salt thrown into the kiln, and the third by being previously dipoed in a

ml"
'

#wh?c , the f,,::'"";-^^
Oodclard wouM consider as Stjliew.^re ^as tT speci-

OTt oS a thn cofS nf ?'''"i''-'^
fl"^ ™"' t'>e siUca, and thusput on a thm coatinjj of glaze during the burn ng. But he (Jlr Doulton^ said

Ion of"ston?ware ."n^'f"''^•'r, "'%''''r^
<"" ^»'*- '»ey all came nn'der the Smina-

whaf w=, ^inln ,r ? '""."^'' """^ ''ad stoneware of various cliaracters. There was
twi kP'' t''°

''°" ''">°'=ware of Staffordshire, although there was no iron intic clay; but water-jugs (on which there was little or no glaze) were m^de of th/sware in various colors, and they all partook of the character of Jtonewar? The
tpie™"" With"'/e.'a,d''';„™'t'^"°S?''"7,"/"'^^'"/• "' '° "'->la°- w"hich were
il},tf.r„„.= „*

regaid to the date of the introduction of this ware, althou<^h

ormoaerao,.wS'°KoZ7r1
'"''*''• ''° '.'.'""S"* this particular description of ware w°as

u itTi within Ifeiw^T,'^."""?" ?""'='/ was of a porous nature, and he believed,
!If .. I V '. two last centuries, no ware had been made in England excentof tli,at character. The rough description of ware was glazed with IcmI for a r?d

5ear i~^™wh,!;;'',b?H''?.""' ''ifi"" '
••""'

'V°
""'-o ""P'^'-'or to that w4., n ade until he

^n«,„ S^'^ '?",'''» J'rathersJJers came from Nuremberg, and settled in Uurslem
Mr Godd'^Tiroir't.V'}'"^''-

"«th°"h''\''heindividuairp?evioimIyref?rredtoMr. Goddard brought the knowledge of delft-ware into this countrv but the first introduction of salt-glazed stoneware was made by the Brothers Eers who commenced
ac ur? t'lilm'r.b* "T'''"'- ^\ '^''"' '"'^ """y '"^'* ™»h diiriadties h, 11°" mam,acture, through the jealousy and suspicion ol the people, and, perhaps, naturally

• Continued from page 320.
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Iiv 'ng^Tier i?f?l^s;?,;l™r''^;raVa;rcr ^?:'"^ '' tuemtr^di^t'ionX nl':^zt'z

^&eT;jL£Sl|HHi:SS'S

^,J'„'h"^''k'''"!;V?'"'=.""'"-
olcinc'l them, introduced th.™ into the dav and mi

of shape, he could get a better body, thin in texture, and coat it «ith a (ln?r ,,!??„applieJ on the surface, then a great stride was made in the hs or? of ?arthcnwa/o
man^,f«cn.r, 'J

*,'"'•"""""'"'='"* '"•"*»''!«"»'= were made of fSt ware and tl^oraimufacture of stoneware was continued for articles tor which it was better adanted
ibrk, snT".".?

discovery of steel, one would not think of using fronknivS'^and
Ker^r/i^iL n?S"-'^ "i?

^^ '""Sf™od ware instead of the ordinar"y stoneware for thelighter articles of domestic use, though the stoneware was still like the iron iiseriwcommon purposes. He agreed withlllr, Goddard that a rapid advance in Ids saltg az ng stoneware in London bad been made within the lait thirty or fortv v< ar«>Ie, liowever did not think that Lambeth had always been the pHncipal manufactoi^
?L hi fl'"^'"\T''""<'; ^5 '""«<• 'n Staffordshire for a long period, Sk' SvedthStthe^bro hers Hers had made their ware at Chelsea and Fulliam before it was mad,.
iuL, h"!','

''.""''at loealitv had now become the centre of' he saTt-"la™d warea though
1 had been but little developed until within the last twentv-hWcars in

nln ,r?
".""^^ '"e absurd excise regulations had been removed. A duty was Sacid

Cnverni n?"wf'*.'," '"'''• ""^ '* '^°'" ">ore «» ^I'l^ct the duty than it rc.aHsed to the
H,!tfl eS;?'- ^X""'«''C8e restrictions were removed, the trade made rapid advancesliut there wireother reasons for its advance. There was not onlv the introdiictinn of

SsmL^'J'"'"'/"''
'''''''^' ''''' "^ *?•'=»* ""P<^»'""™s given to the t?iL by t?e^^^^^of stoneware drain pipes, as mentioned by Mr. Goddard. Fillers had been deferred fo

n?nhll fi" "!'''' an impetus to the trade.' He was delighted to hear th.at "here wm a
Seor-e Koh^i,"

'
r

°reatcr demand for filters than was occastaned by tl e'-'late Mr
whicfi wa? to in.rnduJe'IS'''' ',"'? '!"" " ^ompa-y.was either formed, or to be formed,wiiicu was to introduce an article to supersede all the old filters but this was nil iiw.

}?nS'"'?f?','.°"
'" " i'"""."

'"ey bad been favored. Mr God ard^md "venTdescr dtion of three kinds of kilns, which he termed the Staffordshire or slab kmiXsa-gar kiln and the patent kiln. The kiln which Mr Goddard had desl-na id theold s aflordshire kiln, s.iid to be a kiln with cupboards round it made m of slabs

V 1 not'^the' s',Yff',?d''sV "'I'^f "W^' stonewar'i articles piled 'o^enpoS anothe?;
J:\a- °, . •

'Va™rd»hire kiln, but was peculiar to Lambeth. They nowhere in.Stafrordshire placed their goods one upon another. It was goin<' iut of use but U
whfeh the''L^„nHr'"'"' f""',

'^"•' "<"" '"'" >Kentio«edwTs tlie saggar kiln, in

ThTtwas inffetThr^ffir ',"• ='W^?a>-«.. <>r pans, to protect them frSm the f^ame
.i~ ^f^ tact, the Staffordshire kiln ; it was not much used lu Lambeth Imt wasalmost the only kdn in use in Staffordshire. But Jtr. Goddard came to tiJeclimav

mad'ebv'M''r"'/''oL'"'H*
kiln patented and used by Mr. ClTThe??was one remark

Sfhr„*'^,
*^'?ddard with respect to tliat kiln, which he thought would not make

ci^t ofh^'l"""' ??'"?"*' ^o"^""' ""• 'hat was that there''wa3 about iiin"por

Sesiribcd fn t1r;° n,ne"r"fi'f^'i" {''7 ^r;"'' ""K" ^'"'^ of'^"" '"'ich had nit ble,[

h^f.nint^J^
the paper. Which had slabs or cupboards throughout the kiln, from

thi i-rT, Mr I'.^Sh
^^ "fl" was the kind of kiln now principally Ssed in Lambeth lie

tinl "„!•„;
*^°'ldard had been unfortunate In his statistics. He had stated 20 MO

Doulton??^,"nrf;!" 7!;!"°'" 'L''^
consumption of the Lambeth potters, but he (C

ortenithi^SrnJi if^*""™
'''m used 9,000 tons, and consideriVig there were eght

hitween Vh^,S ^'^^ was reasonable to suppose that tliey used moVe than 11,000 tons

wfrrnsei at I^J.wM,'''^,''''''!"''^""'^
"''.'''*>' "«'•'''' " "as stated that 23 000 tons

hi?hon^btMr ni^Ji^'
"''"'W" a™ used more than a third of that amount, and

to 5he fii.ir.^/"''''"''',!".'?"
have underrated the amount of trade carried on As

witdStheZrk A7/rL'^.<^'''"'','''i'P.°.'^"'''' ''« considered £140,000 was quite

Tc encedid not shini i-,w ^''l'"'!.,™?.''''!''''''
'"' P-'P'^'" "^y 'emarking that the lamp of

eSnt^oKi ""^ '" Lambeth. I'erhaps it was not very bright, but they had inade

in?v1diot» wfre^JZin''^^ '' upon the first Introduction ofNh'is brancli of Sadionly Idiots were emp oyed in it, it was not to be wondered at that it had not
Smfe1mo?.'">TH™P""yi?,"'I"="'™S:htMr. Goddard was in error wih regard totliose Idiots He believed the true state of the case was this. There was considerable

one reillv s1,'frn7ell"'''*' T' "''' P/"'"''' of glazing used by the brotte-rs wir^tnd
anim^^iUT^nm TP"H°fS*l°/'"PP^'*™°'^«'"''^"^^ >" their works in

siirSI^ S? TT,"--
and thus the secret was let out. Tlfe result was, the trade

indil.?ed?ofh5f
'"'""''''',''"'' P^'HtP" ""^ manufactures of Lambeth were somewhatinoeDted to that circumstance at the present time

Gree"'; hJ'JL"^**"''' IV''?'
would add one word to the remarks which Mr. Stephen

S the ^'^L^^l/^T ""'
"i''*!"=5

of manufacture. As a neighbour of that gentleman
JL^t J , f darkness' he had the opportunity of hearinj the opinions of two^
Lambeth wth?^e'nhii'^/'7°P'' ^^'"'Z^ "S*

Kbelmann, wl.o wen"^ to this " dark"

hi^fllr Wi son tlJi\ fh ''T^h"''"?';:'
^""""^ manufactory, and who stated to

p"utioi'theren^,ttnI,l/,7'^'f'°"°^''''=*J™''"<^'"™«^»°'l "'e beauty of mani-puiation mere put to shame the foreign manufacturers.

not as a mamd'»iinT,^r"!fP,''
'"''*• '"''"?" P''''^ " """"l "^l of attention to this subject

With the ant?oMitv of n^^f/' J,""""
"^ ^'oneware, he would offer one or two remarks,

snicimen of ?,n 1^^ ^I'T^^ 1'!"^ ''''"'' *" a'^luainted, and they had been shown a
fr'ira the desci nHJ " •

'^'"'"' fas many hundred years old. He differed

ixamoles of the I?me „ ^'"S" k\', " i'"= "°<''' "^ making it. He had seen

KoS remain,wei?f„?, ' °'''
"""S"" *^" '"'1"'"">' ""^ on the continent. In most

merit of 1 V r,T^fl!?''"'i ^"^1°" ''^\' .tliat class of hollow bricks. He claimed tho

STiv?rniol "Ti^hnil"''''.? Yr!'^l°'^
""' "character in the roof of St George's Hall.

cimio3.?fti,r„fi'°""'^"'*
the Romans made that class of brick npon a mandril

was ?rusr™ri Iv el/.^^7";''''ir°'','T"'°!.'''?'
"'"^ »" "'^^"i^' core in two pieces, which

to a recei? nn -LS w-« ' "° believed that mode was adopted in Staffol-dshire down
throiml? ^t,K- Pt- ^m'- \';S'""^ 'o the method of mixing the clay, he had been

s deri^ thi 1^^,?^"'"!^ S^^'al y .and non-ofHcially, and he hnd obseri-eH what he con-

nrm'ert ,;n^,? Tl^°.'^
of mixing the clay, and he was told that it could not be im-

?o,wiUi„!.P? '.I ,'J"!.'
"!" description of machinery would get the clay into so good a

ni,"7» i?r f ,
old-fashioned mode of slicing and wedging. With regard to sockct-

E .Pf b'„ 1 ^ K ""^ ""J'^y people claimed to be inventors of earthenware socket-pipes.
( i,.„t ,

"°''" ''"'"P'''sed, during his stay in Asia .Minor, in ISif). to find Turkish and
J,'),^v„= ",,.?^ repairing an aqueduct leading to a hospital on the banks of the Bos-pnoi us w itii this very description of socketed eartlicnw.are pipes, about 4 ins. in dia-mtrer ana l.lins. long. Ilefound that description of pipe had been made there from timeimmemorial lor water, and tliey were buried to the extentof thousands of miles in that

lAli / "^'' ""d probably in India. These pipes were exactly similar to thosocket pipes now in use in this country. 'R-ith regard to the use of pipe-making
macuinery, he thought they were upou the eve of great improvements. There wero
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npon the table speoimena of perforated bricks of various kinds, and he becked to
draw particular attoutton lo them, as suitable for architectural purposes, both for
wntilatiou and ornament. He did not know why architects sliouUt oare about
baring' n*et-work in perishable Btone, when they had a material like stoneware in
which they could pret ornamental forms, which, at the end of a thousand years,
would probably be as perfect as they were at the present time. He also thought a
ppcat aeal mi^ht be done with this material in Gothic tracery. He believed archi-
tecture hail injured itself materially by the use of stone for purposes to which stone
oug'ht never to have been put ; and one of the ijrefttest mistakes of modern times was
to be found in the use, in the Houses of Parliament, of stone cut into elaborate
tracery, and exposed to the action of the elements on all sides, for it was already
cramblini? away. They had scarcely a building- with florid tracery which had stood
for a century. Henry VII. 's chapel had Ix^en onco or twice restored. If architects
would exercise a little more judyrment in combining their materials, he maintained
that by the use of earthenware, which was only another name for terra-eotta, they
might have the most elaborate and durable ornamentation, and they might put up
buildings which Lord Slacaulay's "NewZealander" mi«;ht have a chance of seeing
when he came over to this country. He beg^d to inquire wliether any gentleman
could inform htm about what date the first earthenware drain-pipe waa introduced ?

Mr. XoRTiiEN replied that, on the 9th September, 184ft, he sent the first drain-pipe
to the Boarii of Sewers.
Mr. Rawlixson added, that the form and quality of drain-pipes had been a

battle-ground with engineers. The Big-endians and the Little-endians of Lilliput

were as nothing to the wars respecting earthenware-pipes for sanitary purposes. He
had laid, or caused to be laid, between 100 and 200 miles of pipes, and he believed the
advance of civilisation waa in a great measure dependent upon the improved manu-
facture of eartlicnware, as applied to sanitary purposes. To show the extent to

which this manufacture had prown, his friend Mr. Doullon told him, some time ag:o,

that his make of pipes could not be less than from six to twelve miles per week,
whilst some thousands of ordinary soil-pans were turned out from his manu-
factory in the same time. From this statement they might imagine what
an extent of work was done. He held that, by the proper use of thirty or forty
yards of this materia], they had one house properly drained. He considered the
proper drainage of one house was the lengthening of one life perhaps ten years, and
a saving of an amount of sickness wliich he would not attempt to estimate. There-
fore, considering some twelve miles of pipes were made in one manufactory per week
and used lo ndvantag^c, he thought stoneware was playing a more important part in

the progress of civilisation than rifled cannon—lor which knighthoods and honours
were conferred. As to the endurance of these works, it was truly asserted by arch-
leotogists that the extent of the Itoraan empire was better known by the remains of
pottery du<r up than by their works above ground. Some nations were known by
the earthenware, in which they excelled; for instance, the Etruscans. He main-
tained that, in making earthenware, and especially in using it for sanitary purposes,
they would write their history In far more indelible characters than if graven in

brass orjeven incised upon granite—as was so eloquently advocated by Sir. John
Bell a few weeks ag^o.

Mr. Xewton remarked that attention had been called by the last speaker to the
question who was the first maker of earthenware socket-pipes. He believed that to
Mr. Northen that honour was due. But Mr. Goddard liaving alluded to the fact
that machinery liad not been applied to this manufacture to the extent that might
have been anticipated, he would refer to the name of Spencer, which had already been
mentioned in this discussion. That gentleman had introduced a machine for
socketing the pipe at the time it was made. By means of machinery the pipes were
made of uniform size and fitted accurately one into the other; consequently they
were much superior to those made upon the mandril. By the same patent an
improved quality of flower pots was manufactured, and pipes, three feet in diameter,
were turned out by it, which had never been obtained by any other process.
Mr. Goddard, in reply upon the discussion, said that Mr. John Doulton had

questioned the accuracy of his statistics, but he had furnished no positive statements
of his own in lieu of them. Mr. Doulton had stated that, if 20,000 tons of coals was
the annual consumption of the potters of Lambeth, his own firm used more than one-
third of that quantity. All he could say upon this subject was that he obtained his
Btatistics with reference to the quantity of coals from the person who supplied them,
and his other statistics were obtained from reliable sources, and he believed them to be
substantially correct. In saying that, he was quite ready to accord to Messrs. Doulton
the pre-eminence over all other potters. Mr. Doulton had stated that his consumption
of coals amounted to l>,00f) tons per annum, but this did not affect the correctness of
the total. He (Mr. Goddard) certainly believed he was under the mark, because the
proprrcss in this manufacture had been very rapid during the last 40 years. He did
not put forward the definition of stoneware referred to by Mr. Doulton as his own
definition, but as the definition in the Jury Keports of the Great Kxhibition; he
certainly considered it was not sulficiently explicit. The specimens he had shown
must not be taken as specimens of beauty. He could have sent numberless speci-
mens much more attractive to the eye, out his object was to show the manufacture
in ita different stages. With regard to the term "stoneware," which might be mis-
applied perhaps, to some of the goods made in Staffordshire, he made it a point at
the commencement of the paper to state clearly that he was going to treat of the
Lambeth stoneware, and that he confined himself'^to the salt glazed ware, as that was
the general acceptation of the term. He could have given all those particulars with
reference to the Staffordshire potters, to which Mr. Doulton had alluded, but the
time at his disposal did not admit of his doing so. With regard to the filter company,
he had not intended to make that an important fact, nor did he mention it as an
adrertisemcnt of the concern. He thought good filters at a small rent per annum, in
lien of apurchased filter which would get rapidly out of order, were worthy of con-
sideration. He differed from Mr. Doulton as to the saggar kiln; it was used in
Lambeth. As to the 9 per cent, of breakage in the patent kiln, that was perhaps
an incorrect expression; he should have included bad and useless articles. He
questioned whether Mr. Doulton turned out a £100 kiln of goods with less than that
amount of breakage and bad articles. He was obliged to his audience for the
attention which liad been given to his paper.
The Chairman waa sure he should have the sympathy of the meeting, when he

said they wereobliged to Mr. Goddard for his paper. They would also feel obliged
to Mr. Doulton for his criticism of the subject, anrf for having contributed during the
dfflcnssion an importa.nt amount of information, ;With regard to the term *' stone-
ware ** It WM used locally to designate the I*ambeth ware, and did not apply genc-
rallr to the StafTordshire pottery. The fact was, all fictile ware was of two characters
—glazed or unglazed, hard or soft, more or less sonorous, and more or less trans-
parent ; and when the vitrification was most perfect, all other conditions being equal,
they had the highest quality of ware, as far as strength and durability were con-
cerned. With regard to the materials used, decomposed granite was the constituent
of which all chinaware was more or less made. The felspar formed the
firlaze, and the china clay the body of the ware, flints being likewise used
to give it consistency. Thus, in the cases of Chinese, Dresden, Berlin,
and modem Sevres china, there were hard porcelains so highly vitrified as to
show on the surface of the fracture a semi-vitrified glaze. He had simply to add,
that Mr. I>ouIton'H definition of stoneware was right in one respect, in'including both
glazed and unglazed ware. He held in his hand a piece of Wedgwood jasper ware, not
elazed, but very hard, and of beautiful quality. He thought if any men deserved to
nave their memories perpetuated by monuments, such men as Wedgwood, Minton,
and others who had created so large an industry inthiscountry, were specially worthy
of that honour. They had conferred a national benefit by the art which they had
created, which was one that gave the lai^est amount of industrial employment in
proportion to the cost of the material used. He owned that this was a question
which had been a very absorbing one to him. He had visited a great many factories
in this country and in other parts of Europe, and the manufactures of Vauxhall he
looked npon as inferior to many others, although for the purposes for which they
were employed very suitable ; looking at the price of coale and labour In London, and

thcprieeof the clay from Devonshire, the manufacturers of Lambeth must have a
large amount of intelligence, industry, and machinery to enable them to compete with
thosepartsof the country where they obtained coals so much cheaper. He begged
to propose a vote of thanks to Mr. Goddard for Ms paper.
The vote of thanks was then passed.

T
ECCLES NEW CONGREGATIONAL CHtrnCH AND SCHOOLS.
H E beautiful new congregational ehurcli at Eccle3,near Manolioster, has just

1 been opened. The corner stone of the collective buildings was laid on the J
22ndof April, 1859 (Good Friday), by George Wood, Esq. The followinit I
description we take from the Congregational Year Book for 18(10 :

—

"I
"The church is in the early Decorated style of Gothic architecture : in width

41 feet ; in length, 73 feet G inches, with an apse of 14 feet inches, giving an
extreme length of 88 feet. The accommodation will 1)e for about 700 pci-sons. A
spire, 135 feet high, stands at the south-east angle, which forms, in the lower
stage, the main entrance-porch to the building ; while above tlie porch it is open
to the interior of the church, and from it is projected one of two small aiigln-
galleries for the reception of Sunday scholars, a similar one being also projicted
from the opposite or south-west angle. There is a large window in the soutli or
front elevation, the tracery of which is exceedingly exquisite ; and all the windows
at the sides of the church, and in the tower, are of strictly decorated character
and the tracery of each of different design. The variety and elegance of the
windows generally has commanded universal admiration. At the south-west
angle is another entrance-porch ; and at its rear, as well as adjoining the tower
spiral staircases, in turrets of considerable beauty of form, give access to the
galleries.
" Within, the church has an open roof; the principals spring from corbels in

the side-walls, consisting of small polished shafts of red granite, on bases of
freestone, and with chastely carved capitals. The effect is a novel one, but
quite in keeping with the pure examples of the Decorated style. The apse has
a groined roof, springing from carved corbels, and finished with color beautifully
applied ; it is intended to receive an organ. Fronting it is the pulpit, very
simple in character, but chaste and pleasing; before which is the communion
table, enclosed with ornamental rail. On either side are the minister's and
deacons' vestries. The side windows of the church are to be filled with orna-
mental glass, of a delicate green tint, having a running pattern in oak and
ivy leaves altemateljr, and surrounded with stained crocketted borders. The
principal window will be of rich stained glass, of geometrical design, with
labels and shields at intervals, on which passages of Scripture are boldly em-
blazoned. In each gable is also a small window, richly colored. The windows
have been designed and executed under the direction of the architects, by
Messrs. Edmundson and Son, of Manchester. Both the exterior and interior of
the church are greatly heightened in effect by the judicious introduction of a
considerable amount of carving. The school buildings communicate with tlie

vestries and church by a covered passage ; and, on the ground floor, consist of
an infant school-room and four class-rooms; over which, and the passage
referred to, is a lofty and spacious school-room, with open roof, 27 feet C inches
wide, and 55 feet long, approached by winding; staircases in turrets of unique
design. The school buildings are of the same size and character as the cliurch in

every respect. The interior of the large room has the walls covered, to a heiglit

of 4 feet 6 inches, with Minton's tiles, in buff and black, with ornamental top
border and skirting. The whole of the works are executed in Yorkshire Pier-
point, with dressings of Hollington stone. The contract was taken by Messrs.
Penk and Son, for £2,959; but several hundred pounds additional expense has
been incurred by decorative improvements on the original plan.
The Salford Weekly News enters into a more elaborate description of the

buildings and their uses, in the course ofwhich it says :
—" An elegant spire rising

from a well-proportioned tower, forms a pleasing feature of the structure ; and the
various turrets at the different gables assist in keeping that complete unity of (lesign

which is one of the most effective characteristics of the building. A pleasing
novelty of the exterior is the introduction of raking bands of white stone round
the turrets, following the internal line of the stairs, and maintaining a uniformity
of appearance with the horizontal bands in the other parts of the structure. We
especially admire the taste displayed in the disposition of the school attached to
the church. Instead of being entirely apart from, and forming, by its clumsy
construction, an unsightly contrast with, the main building, it is built precisely
upon the same principle, and the same architectural features make it as much an
object of admiration as the sacred edifice itself—of which, indeed, it appears to

form an indispensable portion, being placed, like an additional cliapel, trans-
versely at the foot of the church. The basement of this portion of the edifice is

divided into a number of convenient apartments, suitable for class and oilier

rooms, while the whole of the upper floor makes an excellent school-house. The
walls, from the floor to the height of about five feet, are faced with encaustic
tiles of square simple patterns, and the room is finished throughout with great
taste and artistic skill. In the construction of the school furniture, also, great
ingenuity has been displayed. To obviate the necessity for unsightly cu])l)oards

in which to store the class-books, the chairs of the teachers are supplied with
boxes under the seats, the lids of which open from the front. It is also proimsed
to affix to each a convenient and very ingenious swing reading-board, supported
on an iron rod rising from the side of the chair ; and the convenient use of which,
as a rest for the teacher's book, will dispense with the necessity of cumliersoine
desks. The head master has a very complete ecclesiaslieal-looking reading desk,
which is well supplied inside with cupboards and convenient drawers.

*' The chief entrance to the church is a porch in the turret supporting the
spire. During the day the porch receives light from small trefoil-shaped windows
at the sides, filled in with colored glass, and having, upon ornamental scrolls,

boldly displayed, the «'" "late injunctions of the divine psalmist—" Come
before His presence w;.„ „.anksgivings," and " Enter into His courts with
praise." At night the porch receives light from a beautiful lamp, of Gothic
character, filled with stained glass, and suspen<led from the centre. The pordi
opens into an inner lobby, separated from the church by a Gothic screen, filled

with ornamental glass ; the entrance into the church is being draped with elegant
damask curtains, suspended from gutta percha rings, which are the most suitable

for this purpose, owing to their noiseless quality. The open seats are carried out
uniformly throughout the churcli, accessbeing had to the centre and side sittings

by two aisles running the whole length of the church.
" The choir will occupy seats behind the pulpit, in the apse where the organ

will be placed when the walls are sufficiently dry to receive it. The gi-oincd
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ceiling: of the apse is colored a beautiful blue, forming the ground, and on which
gold stars syniholise the heavens when adorned in all their flittering beauty.

"The architects are Messrs. Poulton and Woodnian,ofReading, and itisdueto
them, as furnishing the niost conclusive evidence of the beauty of their design, to

say that it was uuiininiously selected by the committee from the drawings and
specifications sent in for competition ; and their conceptions have developed into

tiie beautiful reality which h,ns given an important addition to the attractive

features of Eceles, under the direction of Mr. Johnson, who has acted as clerk of
the works. As stated in the " Year Book," Mr. John Penk, of Cheethnm Hill,

Manchester, is the general contractor ; and the sub-contractors are—Messrs.
Hollins, of Manchester, masons; Messrs. Iliggins and .Son, bricklayers ; Mr.
Kixon, plasterer and painter ; Messrs. Mayer and Hilton, plumbers ; and Messrs.

Kirkley, ot Salford, slaters. The pfrounds round the edifice have been very
tastily lai<l out and plauted with shrubs, by Mr. Cummins of Eceles; the orna-
mental fence and gates, in a style in keeping with the building, are being con-
structed by Messrs. Longden and Co., of Manchester; the church is warmed by
steam apparatus, under the direction of Mr. Ptdley, of Ardwick Green; the

tower and spire vane, and the lightning conductor, have been supplied by Mr.
Jewett, of Manchester; the gas-fittings, which are richly emblazoned on deep
blue giouud, reflect credit on Mr. Pendlebury, of Eceles ; Mr. Parr, of Eceles,
Las supplied the forms for the school; and the whole of the stone carving has
been admirably executed by Mr. Nichols, of London.
" The entire cost of the building will be about j£5,500j of this sum, £4,000 was

subscribed before the opening.

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF AETS AND MANU-
FACTUKES IN 1862.

SINCE the last notice of the propo.sition for repeating the successful
experiment of 1851 appeared in these columns, it may be said to have

passed through the probationary stages of scheme or project, and to have
attained to reality. We have no longer to combat the argument of those

who opposed it ; for that a Great Exhibition of the Works of Art and
Industry of all Nations will be held in two years' time, is as positive

as anything within the compass of human achievements can be; and we
are all at libertj' to bend our energies to the task, with a view to make
the future Exhibition even more successful than the first, and to exhibit
proofs of the advantages derived from the lesson read in '51, and of our
National progress since then.

If the forthcoming festival of the peaceful arts is already entitled to

rank as a " great fact," it would be the grossest injustice to deny, or to

seek to diminish, the important part taken by the Prince Consort. To His
Koyal Highness belongs the credit of having mainly contributed to con-
vert a scheme into a reality, which it would be churlish to refuse him.
It is now no secret that, from the first. Prince Albert, as President of
the Society of Arts, with whom the proposition originated, has given it

bis warmest and most earnest support, so far as was consonant with the
restrained part our constitutional jealousy allows him to take in public
affairs; and he has given the finishing touch

—

finis coronal opus—by pro-
mising to subscribe £10,000 to the guarantee fund so soon as it shall have
reached £240,000—that is, to complete the amount. In a letter dated on
the 9th of this month, from Windsor Castle, Sir C. Grey annouuces the
Prince's resolution in the following terms:

—

Ab president of the society, it is ever the wish ofliis Koyal Hijjhness to assist, as
far R8 it is iu his power to do so, any well-considered plan proposed by tlie society,
which has for its object the advancement ot art and science as applied to industrial
pursuits. But, fecUng at the same time that the favor of tliepublic to any such plan
Bbould be due to the merits of the proposal alone, he has iu gener.al made it a rule to
decline giving his name to any unflertakiiig which had not already received such an
amount of public support as would insure its ultimate success.
In the present case, however, considering the conditions under which it is pro-

posed to raise the guarantee fund—one ot wllich provides tlult "no liability sliail be
Incurred by any person subscribing the agreement, uuless the sum of £2;j0,000 be
subscribed within si.x calendar months'—His Royal Highness will so far depart from
liis ordinary practice as to intimate his readiness when the public mtcrest in the
proposed exhibition shall have manifested itself to the extent ot subscribing £:i40,000,

to contribute the further sum that shall be necessary to complete the full amount of
the proposed guarantee.

Anything that we could say would rather detract from, than add to, the
graceful character of the Prince Consort's resolution. But we may be
permitted to observe that the industrial classes and brain-workers of this

country fully understand and appreciate the difficulties of His Royal
Highness's position. They know that he must walk warily less he
Stumble, that he cannot always do as he might wisli lest his intentions

should be misinterpreted, and his influence perverted to selfish purposes.
Knowing these things, they will all the more highly value this departure
from Court etiquette, which testifies to the sincerity and activity of the
Prince Consort's sympathy with industry, and will make his name a very
household word iu the homes of labor. It would be impertinence to allude

to the magnitude of the pecuniary liability which Prince Albert incurs,

except so f^r as it serves as an indication of the far more important stake
whicli he ventures—the prestige and influence of his name and reputation.

The sum already subscribed towards the guarantee fund has reached

£176,000, consequently there remains £64,000 to be subscribed for to

reach the amount when the Prince's subscription will be available, which
has, probably, already been done as we write. Very wisely the trustees

and managers have determined not to limit the fund to a quarter of a
million, but will endeavour to increase it as much as possible ; and there

can be no doubt, now that the Exhibition may be considered as a certainty,

that the fund will speedily reach an amount worthy of the occasion and of

the nation. The larger it is the greater will be the confidence inspired, and
the greater will iie the success. A million or two would not at all be out
of place, not so much as an indication of our wealth as of our dctcrminiitioii

to deserve success. We may now safely leave the financial side of the
question, and examine those points most interesting to the reader.

Where is to be the site of the E.xhibition ? for that must be the first

thing decided. We conceive there are only two that would at all satisfy
the necessary conditions—the former site in Ilyde Park, or on the available
part of the ground purchased by the Commissioners of the last Exhibition.
Both are equally good, but the first has historical associations in its favor,
while the South Kensington estate possesses, perhaps, even greater facilities

of access, would not be liable to the objection of encroaching upon the public
park, and would give the managers what would be tantamount to their
own ground, entailing no inconvenient alteration or disfigurement of the
structure to suit public prejudices. It would be highly desirable to insti-

tute early inquiries in order to arrive at an early determination, to leave
time for the proper elaboration of a design, which shall be a credit to
English architects. There is one point of view from which the site and
building might be examined, and that is how far it would be possible to
select the locality and design for them to be partially available
subsequently for the purposes of the Horticultural Society. The society,

wc have been informed, has agreed to rent a certain portion of the Com-
missioners' estate, and Mr. Sydney Smirke has been instructed to prepare
designs, in which the principal feature is represented to be enclosing or
boundary arcades.

Supposing the Exhibition to be successfully concluded, the building
materials employed in its construction will have to be disposed of. We
cannot hope that, with the fate of Fox and Henderson before their eyes,

contractors would be found to take the materials back, except at the value
of old iron and glass, less the cost of pulling down and removing. It

is scarcely probable that a second Crystal Palace will be erected, or
rather we should say, a third, since the one at SluswcU-hill has been
launched. Consequently, the whole cost of the building, with the
exception of the reduced value of the old materials, as just explained, will

have to be provided for, unless some other combination can be hit upon.
Now, it would.certainly be well worth the while of the Horticultural Society
to enter into arrangements to obtain at least a portion of the Exhibition
structure, either as a winter garden or as a noble conservatory. It

would be no very difiicult matter, and one to;which Jlr. Sydney Smirke is

thoroughly competent to design, the boundary walls of the gardens to serve

as the foundations and exterior walls, for a certain portion of their height,

of the Exhibition building, provided, of course, that the space enclosed

would be suflficient and there be no objection to the locality. Were this

combination practicable it would tend considerably to enhance the archi-

tectural appearance and character of the structure, which, unlike the
Crystal Palace, would no longer be a huge conservatory of iron and glass,

devoid of all architectural design and dependent for effect upon its size

alone. On the contrary, it would then appear as a building in the sense we
understand the word, crowned with a crystal roof ; and certain we are

that, with such scope and materials, the architect would create a hand-
some novel design,—a structure better suited to the purpose than if the

side walls were wholly of glass, and more satisfactory to the eye by an
appearance of solidity. By this combination, or one of a similar nature,

there would be no absolute loss of money or waste of material to the

public, for what was taken from one public body would be added to

another—what the Exhibition Committee lost the Horticultural Society

would gain, and, therefore, the public in the end.

Were this course not adopted and the trustees decided that an edifice

expressly designed for the occasion should be built, we submit that it

should be thrown open to public competition, despite tlie odium sought to

be cast upon this mode of awarding commissions. We do not offer this

suggestion in accordance with the principle of there being notliing like

leather, or from any selfish motive on behalf of the profession, but simply
from the belief that as architects make it tlieir business and study to plan

and carry out buildings, tliey are more competent than horticultural

gardeners for the present purpose, just as we should employ a surgeon to

amputate a limb, and not a ploughboy. We do not ask that the competi-

tion should be restricted to architects, but simply that they should not be
excluded, and that they may bo permitted an opportunity, in common with
the rest of the world, to display their skill, invention and taste in the

practice of architecture—their profession.

No alarm need be felt that we advocate making a call upon the profes-

sion to embark in the lottery of a competition, and undertake a vast amount
of labor that may probably remain unproductive and unremunerated. The
thing will be quite voluntary, and, beyond the amount of thought given,

there would be little labor. The authorities of the Exhibition, when they
have determined the site, could issue a plan of it, accompanied by a state-

ment of area that will be required for visitors and exhibitors, a«d wall

space. It would be for competing architects to study the distribution of

the ground plan and plan of the galleries, and devise the most spacious and
most convenieut.

With regard to the external appearance, no elaborate drawings would
be necessary. For the sake of economy in cost, and in time in putting

together, it will be required that the details of construction should be all

after a certain set of patterns, just as in the old Exhibition building. The
drawing, therefore, of a single bay would be quite sufficient, for all the

facjades, with the exception of t'ne entrances, would be a simple repetition

of bays, like the river front at the Palace at Westminster. In all

probability no architectural effect which was not the result of construc-

tional necessity would be permitted, but it would be for the profession to

study how best to combine tlie two, so as to obtain the most artistic

appearance by the cheapest combination and grouping of details. We
believe we speak the general sentiments of the profession in saying that

the amount given in premiums will be regarded as of very slight

importance. Let architects be furnished with full and detailed and

exact information as to all requirements and resources—let them b«
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allowed sufficient time to study and elaborate appropriate designs—let
it be arranged for the competition to be thoroughly anonymous—the
judges competent to discriminate and decide, and the winner assured of
the commission, and we believe the profession will ask for nothing further.
We likewise believe the results of sucli a competition would be the pro-
duction of a design in all respects better adapted to the purposes
of the Exhibition than the one which stood in Kotten-row, cheaper, or at
all events not dearer in cost, with an infinitely greater arcliitectura),
and, therefore, artistic appearance.

NKW SOCIETY OF AVATER-COLOR PAINTERS.
ris in vain to deny the fact that foreign painters, whether French,

German, or Belgian, all display in their pictures a certain schooling,
which amounts to systematic learning, in all they do; while, too generally,
English painters in their works show a decided effort at premature
maturity, to the neglect of gradual and regular rudimentary development.
Hence their pictures present at the best but a wild kind of science, which
takes some time to discover, while those of their foreign contemporaries
speak at first sight in a learned style of language, which satisfies at once
that you are in the presence of accomplished scholars, leaving you at
leisure to discover whatever amount of the higher order of genius they
may possess. It is for these reasons that we hail with pleasure the addi-
tional strength this Society has received in the new member who has just
joined them—we allude to Herr Carl Werner. His seven drawings in the
present exhibition are the most highly finished, and, upon the whole, the
most painter-like works in the gallery. They are admirably drawn, the
coloring is judiciously harmonious, the general effect systematically
arranged, and the perspective as well as the character of liis architecture
skilfully managed. All these excellent qualities in art will be found in
apparently a very unpretending drawing, entitled the " Parish Church at
Eekernfdrde, in Holstein." In this simple but charming little interior, the
congregation being nearly all seated in pews, leaves the early style of the
building entirely free, while the preacher from an elevated position ad-
dresses his flock. Tliis arrangement, with a rather soft light, gives great
repose to the scene, and the interest of the foreground is sustained by an
ancient font, the decorations of which are expressed with excellent taste.
"Venice as it was ; Patrician family going out in Gondola, Palazzo
Cadoro," affords the artist a better opportunity of showing how well he can
draw the figure. The small portion of the building seen is, of course, well
marked m character, and the rest successfully treated ; but however de-
serving of approbation the other works by this talented artist maybe, we
thmk the crowning one of his present labors is that entitled " Venice as it
is; Palazzo Delfini." This drawing is full of poetry. The broad mass of
cool shade; the old gondola lying unused by the decaying stonework of the
steps; the dark, still water—all combine to suggest the sentiment of deso-
lation tastefully indicated by only incipient decay, in tones of subdued
harmony, but suflScient to mark theneglect ofthe present ; while theg owing
tints from the setting sun, lighting up the crumbling of the higher parts of
the architecture, would seem to revive the faded glories of the past. This
18 decidedly the best and most perfect drawing in the Exhibition. As a
display of Herr Carl 'Werner's powers of drawing, where architecture
forms the principal subject, attention may be directed to No. 291, "In-
terior of the Cathedral of Cefalu, in Sicily, during High Mass;" while the
skill and learning he manifests in giving interest to a simple interior,
without living objects, will be found in the " Hall of the Emperors, at Gos-
ter, in Germany.—Paintings on the walls, representing the old Saxon
Emperors and Sybils, painted by Michel Wohlgemuth, master of Albrecht
JJiircr. In this the arrangement of color, the focussing of the light, and
the accuracy of tlie perspective, with the purely artistic feeling which
pervades the whole, produces a very charming result.
Now that Herr Carl AVerner has joined this Society, and can paint

both figures and old interiors, Mr. Louis Haglie must look to his
laurels, and lose no time in doing so, for his drawings of the present year
will not bear comparison with those of the new comer. We think it is not
wise to add to the numerous representations of the murder of Riccio as a
mere historical fact. It is but a brutal murder at the best, and utteriy
tinworthy of the attention of a first-rate artist, unless by his treatment of
the subject he could invest it with the mental degradation of the period,
or shallow forth by the power of his art, the results of such a deed ; other-
Trise it is nothing but cowardly butchery, and a disgrace to the history of
the penod. The scene has been represented several times much better than
Mr. L. Uaghe has succeeded in doing, wliich is another reason why he
should not have made the present attempt. We think him more successfulm a smaller drawing, entitled, " The Lion's Mouth in the Ducal Palace,
Venice," in which the boldly-carved figures over the fireplace possess
misiderable interest, and there is much expression in the attitudes of the
figures in "The Room of Ambassadors" in the same palace. In his
other works we do not think that he is up to his usual standard, with the
exception of his large drawing of " An Improvisatore at Rome," in which
his execution of the architectural ruins and the surrounding country,
with the atmospheric effect, has been most happy.
The only other feature suggestive of improvement, besides the new

member, is the advance made by Mr. Tidey to a post of honor in the
present exhibition, which he sliares with Mr. Henry Corbould. The SHhject
is a daring flight for a rising artist to essay, being no less than an
illustration of Shelley's " Queen Mab," where she is described as descend-
ing in her car, and releasing the soul of lanthe. The mortal figure is, of
course, very cleverly treated, and the whole of the background, including
the Queen, her car, the mystic light, and the departing soul, are executed
with much imaginative delicacy, and the whole drawing has that general

effect of refinement which distinguishes the works of this very talented
artist. The "Day Dream," from the same pencil, is a large drawing, for

water-colors,—a half-length study. It shows how well Mr. Tidey can draw,
and that he has obtained tliat rare mastery over the lineaments of the human
comitenance, which, while it renders all the necessary truth, preserves the
apparent power of motion to the features, and thus his faces are free from
that fixed, rigid, and mask-like look which too often seems to stare at the
spectators in too many ofour modern galleries.

AVhile appreciating the praiseworthy ambition displayed by Mr. Tidey,
in his drawing of " Queen Mab," when we stand before No. 14 ;

" tho
young thing just come frae her mammy," we are induced to hope that "a
vaulting ambition will not o'er leap itself," so far as to the neglect of the more
homely subjects, which he treats with such charming naivete and delicacy.

The drawing is so perfect in sweetness of expression, tone of color and
elegance of touch, as to elevate it into the realms of rural poetry—a pure
and simple refinement of rustic nature.

Mr. Edward Henry Corbould exhibits but one drawing, which is neither
so important in subject nor so remarkable for patient elaboration as
several of his productions have recently been, neither can it claim that
boldness of imagination which has distinguished its predecessors in the

same part of the gallery for a few years past. We think " Saul at Endor "

is most defective in composition. There are only three principal figures,

two of the faces of which are not seen, and the third is so thrown into

shade as to be almost imperceptible. Samuel, whom the witch has raised,

is completely hidden in flowing drapery, part of which entirely covers the
head. Saul lies fallen " straightway all along on the earth," consequently
only the back of his figure is seen, and the Witch of Endor having partly

retired behind a curtain, the shadow from which greatly conceals the heaU
and shoulders, throwing that part of her form out of the composition, while
the vivid light striking upon her dress, brings it into undue prominence.
As to the inelo-dramatic portion of the subject—the lightning, tlie skull,

and the fire on the altar, and the general effect—that is, of course, all very
skilfully managed, but that being the only success, the drawing is certainly

not equal to the fame of the artist.

Mr. Augustus Bouvier is the most extraordinary exhibitor in any of
exhibitions ; he seems to persevere in producing works of labor in colors,

without apparently being conscious of the most primitive impressions
relative to the objects and purposes of art. On the present occasion he
has exerted himself to a greater extent than usual in establishing his

entire innocence as regards all artistic requirements. His great effort in

the present exhibition is entitled "A Court Frolic in the time of

Charles II." and being, we suppose, in the opinion of the hanging com-
mittee, much worse than usual, it is placed proportionately higher than
usual in order that it may affect the public taste as little as pos-sible.

Mr. Henry Warrens exhibits two drawings this year—"The Good Samari-
tan " is the principle one. The figures are good and the landscape is

excellent, but the group which gives the title to the subject is subordinate in

composition, but without it, the landscape, however excellent, is not suf-

ficient to make a picture, so that one part is merely balanced by the other,

and no leading point of interest established, which is a result indispensable

to all good and legitimate pictures. " The Bower of Bliss," by the same
artist, is in point of feeling far inferior to the above, and it is scarcely

creditable that it can be from the same hand. The treatment of the

accessories, the roses and other flowers, being extremely hard and pre-

Eaffaellite, and the surfaces of the nude female figure kneeling by " Binde-
meer's stream " are entirely destitute of the undulations of nature—indeed,

it is quite Indian in treatment, and therefore too primitive in style of art

for the present day, and being so, it cannot be natural to a modern artist,

and therefore cannot rank higher than an affectation.

Mr. William Lee exhibits several of his very neat, clean, and careful

figure subjects. They have all his usual good qualities ofaccurate drawing
and purity of taste, but injured in our opinion by the bare coldness of

general treatment. We prefer " The Grateful Draught " to the rest of his

drawings, on account of its possessing more warmth of feeling, and the

pretty, natural, and expressive character of the heads.

In the landscape department of the exhibition, Mr. Bennett as usual

takes precedence. Critics generally are apt to dismiss the works of this

artist in one general notice, but there is considerable variety in the mode
of treatment he employs, according to the style of his subject. " The
Giants of the Forest," for instance, has all the firm vigor, decided hand-
ling, and deep toned distance of the old masters, and the same sternness of

purpose is displayed in the skilful and positive manner in which the herd

of deer is introduced in the middle distance, making altogether a very fine

subject and worthy of the title. There is suflScient atmosphere for the

purpose, but compare it with the sea-piece nearly opposite, and observe

how strikingly aerial the general effect is, how fresh the breeze, how the

air is filled with salt particles from the spray, and how mistily luminous

they envelop the heavy vessels ! If we wish to see a similar effect

carried into landscape, " Morning Shadows upon the Long Grass," in the

dews of the morning are rendered with the same happy success, and for

unassuming elegance in composition, we would direct attention to the view

of " Hurstmonceau Castle, Sussex ;" while for the effect of the sun's rays

streaming partially down on a wcU-wooded and distant country, we would
recommend the "View of Heaven's Gate, Longleat, Wilts," and as this is

the spot where Bishop Kerr composed the Morning and Evening Hymns,
the bright rays bursting through the clouds may be intended to sj'mbolise

his pious labors. The natural and unpretending style of execution in the

above, will contrast advantageously with one of large extent, by Mr. Aaron

I
Penley, of " Loch Awe, with Ben Cruachan, from Cladich, Argylesliire,"

in which the apparently meretricious treatment spoils the effect of what
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would otherwise be a fine mountainous country enveloped in torrents of

rain.

Tlie rest of tlie landscapes do not call for any lengthened remarks.
" Folding the Stubbles," by Mr. Maplestone, is heavily colored, and the

legs of the sheep being all black alike, and sloping in tlie same direction,

is an example of very bad taste. There is some pretty touching and color-

ing in Mr. Telbin's view of " St, llosario, Venice." " Bodiham Castle,

Sussex "—a small drawing by Mr. Bennett—we do not like so well as

bis others, because the ruins want the character of solidity, as com-
pared with the foliage, but tlie water is charmingly transparent. The
effect of daylight is happily imitated in the view of the "Market Hall,

Shrewsbury," by Mr. Thomas S. Boys. The drawings by Mr. J. II. Mole
have most of them an agreeable object. The fisherman, for instance, in

the "Return from Prawn Fishing;" the little child near the railings over

the sea, in "The Welcome," and in the country lane, "At Bishop's Waltham,
Hants," where the flatness of the road, and the truthful shadows cast

across it by the trees are very successfully rendered. A pleasing " Sniff

of the Briny," may be enjoyed while looking at the vessels in Dublin Bay,

by Mr. Edwin Hayes. Mr. T. L. Eowbotham exhibits his usual number
of delicate and elegant views in Italy. There is much sentiment in the

treatment of Mr. Wliymper's " Solitary Farm House," by its sombre tone

of coloring. Another sea-piece, by Mr. Edwin Hayes, has much light, air

and motion ; and " Wimpfen, on the Neckar," by Mr. Edward Richardson,

is very elegant. It is needless to particularize more of the drawings, in

order to give our readers to understand that although there is no ad-

Tance in art beyond those few works we have indicated, the present collec-

tion will prove a very agreeable morning's amusement.

FAVERSHAM.
THIRTY new almshouses and a chapel are to be erected at Faversham. The

following are tlie instructions issued by the municipal Trustees ol the

charities of the borough of Faversham to architects, as to the design, specifica-

tions, and estimates to be prepared :

—

The almshouses are to be erected on a piece of land within the town of Faver-
diam, containing 2a. Or. 19p., adjoining the High-road leading irom West-street

to St. Ann's-cross, as shown on the annexed plan.

OSPRINOE ROAO TO FAV£F.SHAM

pe;

au

Scale
HOTE.—The piece No. 1 is the ground proposed to be built on, bounded by the lines

as lettered A A A A at the corners.

The houses are «acli to have a sitting-room, a kitchen, two bed-rooms, and
necessary outbuildings.

As many of the houses as possible must have a frontage to the road, and

every dwelling must communicate with the chapel by means of a covered way.

The chapel is to be placed as nearly in the centre of the group of buildings as

possible, so as to be easy of access to all the almspeople. It will be open to all

ersons at the time of Divine service, and after providing therein for the

ue accommodation of the inmates of the almshouses, all the sittings are to be

free.

X The design for almshouses and chapel is to be accompanied with an estimate

of the cost of the levelling, draining, and fencing required for the site, of the

work and materials for the buildings, and of all the fittings.

The Trustees will he empowered to expend a sum not exceeding £11,000, in

erecting and fitting up the almsliouses and chapel, including the necessary wells

and pumps, and the preparation, draining, and fencing of the site.

In tlie event of the Trustees approving of the design, the architect will be

requested to prepare a full specification of work to be done, and materials to be

used to form the basis of the builder's contract.

No architect will receive any remuneration or compensation, unless his plans

and specifications be adopted by the Trustees, and a builder's tender for carrying

out the same and all works connected therewith, for a sum not exceeding £11,000
shall be accepted by the Trustees, and unless the said plans, specification, and
tender shall be approved of by tlie Court of Chancery.

All plans and architects' estimates are to be delivered at the office of Mr.
Francis F. Giraud, solicitor and clerk to the Trustees, at South House, Faver-

sham, on or before the 31st May, 18C0.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
IN the House of Commons on Tuesday night, Mr. Gregory moved for a

select committee to inquire how far and in what way it may be desirable to

find increased space for the extension and arrangement of the various collections

of the British Museum, and the best means of rendering them available for the

promotion of science and art. He reiterated some of the arguments he had

urged in support of the motion last year, observing that all he had then alleged

as to the hopeless state of congestion of the Museum was applicable to the pre-

sent condition, which was, if possible, worse than ever ; and he indicated the

specific subjects to which. In his opinion, the inquiries of the committee slioald

be directed. One of them was the question as to the separation of the collec-

tions ; and he avowed his opinion to be decidedly in favor of separation, Uiougfa
he was opposed to the removal of any part to Brompton.

Sir G. C. Lewis snid he did not object to the motion, which had been agreed
to last session ; but he dift'ered from Mr. Gregory as to the distinction he drew
between the separation of the collections and the removal of a portion. If new
buildings wsre to be added to the Museum, it was a play upon words to call this

a separation, which meant that some portion (such as the Natural History
Collection) should be removed to some other locality. Having attended meetings
of the trustees, his strong conviction was that it would be a very great
advantage if a removal of a portion of the collections took place, which would
cost much less than an addition to the present building. Other objects, such a*
lectures, likewise involved the question of expenditure.

Mr. TuRNEK, looking at the question as one of expense, and adverting to the
cost, delay, and probable injury attending the removal of the Natural History
Collection, thought that every necessary object could be accomplished by pur-
chasing a row of houses on the south side of Montague-place, and adding to the
Museum, the expense of which could not be very great.

Colonel Sykes deprecated the breaking up of'^tlie collections.

Lord Palmerston quite agreed that if the question simply was whether the
collections and the additions to them should be retained in the same locality, and
this could be done without expense to the public, it should be done ; but the pre-

sent building could not hold tiie collections now on the spot. The question then
arose whetlier some portion should not be removed, and the trustees were of
opinion that the books and antiquities ought not to be that portion. It followed

that the Natural History Collection should be removed. "Then came the ques-
tion of locality, whether it should be in contiguity with the present building or

elsewhere, and a calculation showed that the difi'erencc ot expense would be
£200,000. No person responsible for the expenditure of the public money could,

he said, advocate such a proposal.

After some further discussion, the motion was agreed to.

ASTLEY'S AMPHITHEATRE.¥E cannot say anything in praise of the exterior of Astley's in the Westmin-
ster-road, but internally we must give Mr. Batty a large amount of well-

deserved credit lor the admirable manner in which he has decorated the interior

of the house, and added to the comforts of his audience, the numbers of which,

we rejoice to learn, are weekly increasing. The new decorations have been carried

out in a great measure under the general superintendence of Mr. Harvey ; the

magnificent cut-glass chandelier suspended over the arena, and those projected

from the fronts of the boxes being from the noted firm of Messrs. Defries and
Son, Houndsditch.
The great central chandelier, which consists of upwards of 30,000 different

Eieces of rich cut crystal glass, is extremely elegant in form, and has a clear

eiglit of upwards of 15 feet, and a diameter at its principal horizontal line of 16

feet ; around it, at its larger diameter, are 2o projected lights, which have a very

fine effect, and at intervals in front of the two ranges of boxes there are 14 crystal

branches in each tier, from which are suspended miniature cut-glass chande-

liers of picturesque design.

The fronts of the boxes are decorated in relief, having emblematic shields

on them surrounded by scroll-work, alternately with groups of horses, with

their riders in action, adapted, as we should premise, from the Panathenaic frieze

of the Elgin marbles, and assuredly colored with more taste than the abomina-
tions of a similar class at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham. The ground of these

works is a bright, cheerful green. The Queen's box has an extra amount of gild-

ing and decoration bestowed upon it, and the tout ensemble of the interior is

highly satisfactory.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BKITISII ARCHITECTS.

ON Monday evening an Ordinary General Meeting of this body was held in the
rooms, Conduit-street, Regent-street; Professor Cockekell, K.A., the

President of the Institute, in the ohair.
Mr. C. C. Nelson, Hon. Sec, read tlic minutes of proceedings at the last meeting,

which were approved of and confirmed.
Introduction.— 'ilT. George Truefltt was introduced to the Chairman by Mr.

George Godwin on the occasion of his being present for the first time since his elec-

tion iia a member of the Institute.
Death.—Mt. Nelson announced the decease of Mr. Peter Lee, who had been an

honerary Fellow of the Institute almost from the commencement.
Donations.—ilt. C. Hayter Lewis announced the following donations :—From

the Royal .Society—A descriptive Catalogue of the portraits in the possessiou of the
Royal family, by Charles Richard Weld, assistant secretary and librarian ; from the

author—Church of St. Mary Aldermary, Bow-lane, by John Whicbcord, Esq., F.S.A.

;

from the author—" London Main Drainage, Value and Disposal of Sewage, Sketches
of tlie Water Supply, aud of the Legislation on Sewers," by Dr. Sayer; from Mr. J.

Hogarth, Haymarkct—Photograph (mounted) from plaster cast of one of the draw-
ings of the Alhambra ; from E. C. Robins, Fellow—Design for the Exeter brauch of
the Devon and Cornwall bank, aud six mounted pliotographs from drawings ; from
R. S. Sibley, Associate—" Travels in Sicily, Greece and Albania," by the Rev. Thomas
Smart IluKhes ; from J. M. Lockyer. Fellow—" Anticliita di Ercolano," 9 vols, folio,

Napoli, irn ; from ,J. H. Stevens, Fellow,—" A Picturesque Tour through Londou
and Westminster," illustrated by Thomas Mutton ; from J. K. Colling, Fellow—
"New Picture Gallery, Hooton Hall, Cheshire," two photographs from drawings
(interiors).

Professor Donaldson proposed a vote of thanks to the donors who had favored

them with such ml^Jnillcent additions to their library. It was g-ratifying to find that

one learned society sliould have sent a donation to another, and that they should not
forget. Ho should allude to (he uoble work of nine volumes presented by Mr.
Lockyer. It was a most noble addition to their coUeclion, because the line engravings

were in the first style, the drawings were also iu the first style, and the Essay was ot

the most valuable kind, bringini; to bear all that was discovered iu rejfard to licrcu-

laneum, and making them acquainted with many of the practices of the .iiicients

with which otherwise they should not have been acquainted. He thought it »»«
particularly useful and inferestinif to preserve designs. In two competitions in wnicn

he had been called in toassist-those at C:ambridge and Southampton—the "esigns

were of the most excellent character, and it would be well if they could reduce t»MO
designs by means of photographs, so that the designs might be preserved, ine
volume of travels by Sir. Hughes was a most valuable one.

The vote of thanks was passed unanimously. ^ ,j j i,- i a b.

Mr. Penbose, Hon. Foreign Corresponding Secretary, said he held to his nana a

letter from Professor Caumont thanking the Institute for electing lllm an honorary

member, and inviting the members to attend an architectural and archsological

congress to le held at Dunkirk. ^ . ^. . „*
I'roposed Architectural Examinations.—yit. C. Hattee Lewis, at the request ot
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the Chairmuk, read the draft of rules and regulations for the management of pro-
posed architects' examinations for degrees and certificates. (These rules will,
neroafter, be made public.)
Mr.;CiiARLEs Barry.—Was it j)ropo8ed that the paper read should be printed and

circulated amongst the members of the Institute, and aid it come before tnem as the
recommendation of the Council ?

The Chairman.—It is not proposed to discuss the question to-night.
Mr C. Barry.—What is the course proposed to be taken .'

TheCHAiRMAN.—Aeopy of the propesed rules would bo sent round forthwith to
the members, and a day would be appointed for tlie discussion of them.—(Applause.)
AVic Mfmbers.—The lollowinsj ^ntJemen hnvinji been duly balloted for were unani-

mously elected members of the Institute :—Messrs. Wyatt Papworth, of Ha, Great
Uarlboroii^h-street ; Charles Henmau, associate, of 7, Millman-street, Bedford-row

;

Charles Gray, of 14, iSouthampton-street, Strand; as Fellows; and Mr. John
"Wilson Walton, of 18, Adam-street, Adelphi, and Durham ; as Associate.

Presentation of the lioyal Gold Medai.—The Chairman having: called for Mr.
Sydney Smirke, K. A., who rose amidst cheers, said,—I have the honor, Mr. Smirke, of
presenting you with the Koyal Gold Sledal oi this Society, which has been unani-
mously awarded to you by the Council, an award which was approved of by Her
Majesty, is approved of by this assembly, and indeed I may truly say universally
approved of— (Cheers.) We consider. Sir, that you are the iuheritor of that remark-
mble school founded by Sir Kobert Smirke; a school which we so much admire and
so much profit by in every possible sense, rrofessionally we are all aware of the
Tcry great accession of high respectability and character your brother and yourself
have conferred on the profession.—(Cheers.) Many of us remember former days in
which the profession was by no means so respectable, Willi a great deal of talent
on the part of the predecessors of your venerable brother—I say that while tliere

was a gTv&t deal of talent and the general ajiprobation of the public, there was
M want of that character which we desire and require above all thinj^s in this jirofession
—(Hear, liear). Matters are different now, happily, from what they were titty years
ago; lean remember particularly, fori had the ereat advantage of being in your
brother's school, and partook of the great privileges conferred by his assiduity,
ability, and character altogether. We rejoice to see. Sir, vou have carried forward
that reputation with so much decorum, propriety, and high commendation of your-
»elf—(Cheers). We delight to see, t-ir, that you are of arace of artists remarkable for
ability and for character, and which has raised your profession in the scale of
society, and of universal approbation. Your veucrable father some of us remember,
and most of us have tieard ot—(Applause). With years you have well sustained all that
reputation, and you have, besides your eminent professional character, also entered
the walls of benevolent institution's and societies, in which you have conferred very
great happiness on those who have been unfortunate—(Cheers). These considerations
and others with which I do not venture to trespass on the attention of the meeting, fully
entitle j'ou to our utmost respect and regard ; and with the utmost pleasure I present
to you this gold medal, and we hope sincerely you will have many years ofenjoyment
of the reputation it carries with it—(Loud cheers).

Mr. Sydney Smirke said he was inadequate to express his feelings, he never
felt it more difficult to speak than he did then— indeed, lie felt it utterly impossible
to give expression to feelings which were so strong and yet so contradictory as well
as so strong. He felt proud and elated at receiving so §reat an houor at the liands
of the Institute, but at the same time he was very sensible of his own ineflicirncy.
He could not but feel that it was very doubtful whether he deserved so much honor
at their hands—(Cheers). While he felt most ^jjitefulto the Institute for this strong
and striking work of their kindness towards htm. he was perfectly convinced there
were many who were far more competent and far more deserving of this compliment
than himself— (Cries of "Ko," "No "). He would banish those fears and doubts from
his mind, and indulge in the pleasinfr thought that the Institute had, in its wisdom,
thought fit to grant him this medal because it was deserved— (Hear, hear). There
were many considerations which gave this medal much %'alue in his mind. He felt
be had been a very negligent and fa very cold member of the Institute—(Cries of
"Ko,'* "No"). His written communications had been few and very insignificant,
and his personal appearances had been far too rare—indeed, he was free to confess
that bis personal appearance had been mostly that of a delinquent. He must not in-
trude on the cause ot that, be must not dwell on the constitutional and physical defects
which rendered every evening spent by him in a hot and crowded room a cause
of real and undeniable suffering. These defects, he was well aware, this great negli-
gence on his part, had made him to cease to expect so great a favor from the Insti-
tute ; but they had kindly and nobly overlooked the defects, and so long as he lived
he ehonld never cease to feel a sincere regard for the Institute ; and the medal Mhich
he had received that nig;ht had whh hira greater weight because it came to him from
the hands of Mr. Cockercll— (Cheers). Be knew the warmth of the chairman's
heart, and the kindness of his disposition, and that might Iiavo led him, in speaking
of him (Mr. Smirke), to depart from that truthfulness which was one of tlie most
striking peculiarities of Blr. Cockerell's character. They were old friends; they
were both nupils ot the same master, whom tliey both highly appreciated, and upon
whose qualities Jlr. Cockerell had touched with such delicacy and so much truth;
and from their first acquaintance down to the present liour he had never received
anything but kindness at Mr. Cockerell's hands. It was not in a multitude of words
the heart expressed itself, and he sat down bv thankinfj the Institute for this crown-
ing act of honor, and trusting that the Institute would long rejoice in their new
bouse and have constant and mcrcasing prosperity-(Loud cheers).
The Ensuing Election of Chairman, cfc— The Chairman said he had the honor to

announce to them that the present was the season when the election of Chairman
or President and other officers of the Institute took place—not immediately on that
occasion, but from that moment they would be called to occupy themselves with
that important consideration. He should be proud, indeed, to offer himself for the
high and proud position of Chairman—(Loud and continued cheering). He said he
should be proud to offer himself a candidate for that position if he could be sure of
bis health and the little circumstance of age permitted him, and if they could be
assured of his utility and ability in respect of the important scat of President. liut
there was a time for all things, as they would find when they came to consider, with
his friend Mr. Smirke. the years that had passed, rememberinsithat fifty-three years
ago they talked together about a new theatre, which was a matter of much con-
sideration at the time. There was a time for nil thing?. For the position of the S' at
of I'resident of the Institute, very great health, vigour, punctuality, and attendance
on all occasions were greatly necessary—(Cries of "No," "No"). It would be agreat
misfortune if by any oversight, by any neglect, there was any evasion of those duties
which were of such vast importance to tlds very interesting and highly significant
Institution. That would be the greatest failure of a life of sixty years of study in the
architectural profession in one way or another. He should be very proud indeed
to offer the Institute his humble services on that occasion on which they
would be called upon to elect a President. Iteferring to the occasion on
which they would have to elect a President, he could not pass over the
aeirices of the noble Earl who for twenty-four years paid them the most
able and courteous attention, and to whom they owed particular obligations.
He believed that the Institute was indebted in a great measure for the gift of
the Gold Medal by her Majesty to the strenuous exertions of their late President-
tHear, hear). And what Karl de Grey did, he did with a tact and ingenuity which
were concealed by that high breeding which distinguished him ; while he kept in the
back ground his own Hinj,^ular pretensions as an artist himself, it was not to be for-
gotten that he was a lord amongst artists, and an artist amongst lords. Under the
guidance of Karl de Grey, the Institute had grown into great importance. They
must not foi^et, also, that they owed to liim, besides the patronage of Her Majesty,
that of the Prince Consort, to whom the artist world was more indebted than they
were always ready to confes.o. By his Royal llighness's silent labors their artistic
pursuits were increased, advanced, and improved. One could not help adverting with-
out Interest to the high breeding, and urbanity and kiodncss of the late Earl de
Grey on all occasions, bis tact find kopwledge of the world being always con-

spicuous. The members of the profession were subject to disunions, rivalries,

and a great many feelings which sometimes made them forget the character-
istic suavity and kindness of the noble deceased ; but lie thought tliey could
never forget the obligations they owed to that illustrious gentleman. The selection,

he doubted not, of their future President, was a very difficult one— (hear, hear).

because if they chose a member of their own profession they had a rival, and if he
was possessed of vigor and health he would be occupied with his own engagements
and pursuits. How then could such a man be so devoted as he oug^ht to be to the
office of President. However, the; members of the lustitute would judge, as they
had already judged, on so important a question—(Cheers). Then there was another
consideration, whether there should be the entire absorption of the whole man who
occupied the position of President. They knew very well that the President of au
illustrious society, of which they were a sort of rival, had been obliged to give up his
professional avocations and practice, and had devoted his whole time to the office of
President, saying—" I am no lon":er an artist, I am no longer a painter." If they
had a President not at all their rival, but applauding their pursuits, he would come
in as a separate member, as one of the estates of Lords and C-ommons. He thought
it his duty to make these observations. Let them rejoice in the establishment of
this admirable Institute. They had in the Institute the advantages of a guild with-
out its faults and its troubles ; they had a bond of union, they had freemasonry
enlarged, rendered more popular, and no lonj^er shackled by rules and secrecies ; there
were no restrictions on craftsmanship, and they were free as men could possibly
be, and as free as man should be in this great country. This Institute was founded,
by a few gentlemen, and it brought much honor and distinction to the country. It
would cert.iinly raise the standard of this profession. In their young days no such
Institution existed; they used to catch a stray professor as they could, but they had
no bond of union that could give the profession weight in the eyes of the public. He
believed that in the mcdievaltimes freemasonry existed, and thatthere was a college
and institute, a central place wliieh conferred' all the advantages they derived from
their own Institute, which would now be greatly extended in their new rooms, where
they associated with the other architectural societiea, all bearing fruit, and doing
great honor to their profession, and to their public character. They had heard that
uight, too, of the measure respecting examinations which had been concocted and
considered in the Council, and by the carrying out of which an importance and credit
wouldbegiventothememborsof the profession which they did not at present possess,
for they would have the seal of science and a diploma, a.s well as the approbation oftheir
fellows. That was a matter of great importance. They would thus establish ex-
aminations in which deo^reea in science and art would be conferred. They had
hitherto too much overlooked the importance of Hue art, but now, with their
increased space, they would be able to indulfje in it in rapid and very interesting
steps. They had also to confess that which was always disgraceful except
to honest men—they had no funds (a laugh). But it was a vulgar notion to suppose
that wealth was necessary to success— in fact it often retarded instead of promoting the
interests of science and art. And they must be content to go on as well as possible.

It was their duty to improve education, and to meet the advances which were being
made on the Continent in that respect. They were, in respect of the institutions of this

country, somewhat in the position of orphans, they were not endowed by Govern-
ment for the advancement of science and art. It was left to public support to do
that which was not and could not be done by Government under ordinary circum-
stances. That was very proper, and perhaps was all the bettor for them as artists,

for they had a large amount of liberality to avail themselves of in the various classes
with which they were connected. They had also the advantages of schools, acad-
emies, medals and other benefits. They liad a very large field in this metropolis, the
zeal of which had been of wonderful growth, and of great advantage to the public.

They had schools of design, and they had two schools at the London University of
the greatest value and importance-the head of one of which he had the pleasure of
seeing present that evening (Professor Donaldson)—who had carried on his
labors with the greatest advantage to the art. If they had no funds of their
own, he said they could well take advantage of those funds wliich
were so liberally distributed elsewhere. Above all things let them not
quarrel with anybody, let them not assail any institution, let them be
friends with everybody. If others were in fault let them courteously and obligingly
apprise them of those faults and they would be sure to turn their advantiigcs to the
proper account. In regard to other institutions, they should invite their co-operation
and not incur their hostility on any account. It would, in fact, be suicidal to do so,

for some other institution might say "We are not so well-informed on your
art, and we have many arts to look after, you have only one art to look
after, and we shall be glad to take advice from you." The architectural
profession was the ars regina, and ought to be the ars reyina, and whatever
was useful let them submit to other institulions, that was the object and the duty of
the ars regina. He ventured to add a few words on the subject of education. There
was a difficulty about the natural rivalry of science and art. But architecture was,
unquestionably, both a science and art. They had the necessity of two opposite
acquirements—the acquirement of science and the acquirement of art. They knew
iiow difficult ill life it was to unite the two forces. Wren was one of the most
illustrious specimens of the real artist and of the scientific men united. Let
them show by the manner in which they conducted the Institute, and
by their discrimination, that they did what they could to promote the
public good and advance the progress of art. He then made several
extracts from some authors, showing that architecture should be united with the
sister arts—painting and sculpture; that they could not be usually separated, and
that the advantage of their being brought together could not be overlooked. The
finest works of Italy were the fruits of the combined arts of architecture, painting,
and sculpture, and so it was in France and Germany. It was the union of the three
arts which it was their duty as an Institute to establish on a proper footing. The
French,.always aiming at effect, were ever re-fcrming, re-touching, and improving
the Academy'at Paris, and he thought we should be taking some leaves out of their

books. Various criticisms might be applied to the practice of the Koyal Insiitutc of
Britisli Architects, but he did not venture with his small acquaintance to offer any
such criticisms. But he saw the great respect which the members of It liad for the
Institute, and he saw that at a future time they should become the arbiters of every-
thing that was right and proper in the way of architecture in that respect—(Cheers).
He had seen in his time so manv caprices of taste and change that he could not help
feeling that they wanted that school, that example, and authority which should carry
that weight which should be as a standard, like the Greek and Poman literature. He
did believe that the Institute would, under wise direction, become the centre
of architectur.al improvement. The arbitrum of professional practice would no
doubt be established by the Institute, which would become the natural court
of appeal on professional questions without affecting any dictation whatever, and
great would be the obligations confessed by the country in future times from the
cottage to the palace. They had laid the foundation, and there was no doubt, thoufjh
they might not live to see the superstructure, it would be obtained in due time. He
had no doubt they would increase and flourish. Vulgar funds would come in : they
would have their legacies and other means. His only fear was they should be cor-
rupted thereby, as other institutions had been, for it was too frequently the case that

the moment they L'-ot wealthy they got stingy. Let, them, therefore, rejoice in the
growth which had taken place in the Institute in twenty-five years, and let them
cultivate most earnestly those advantages of labor and union and zeal in the noble
art which they Iiad the honor to practise. On that occasion he had thought it his

duty to make these observations, which he should be glad to hear entertained at

their next mec*ting, wbi-n the President would be elected—(Cheers).
Professor Donaldson said the discourse with which the Chairman hod favored

them that evening contained a great variety of subjects in reference to the institute

and the progress of the Institute. But there was one subject which he (Professor
Donaldson) would allude to more particularly, and that was the subject of the
selection of President of the Institute for the ensuing year— (Cheers), Now, he
ventured to say th^tthatwfl? ft enb^ect which wasfirst andtOKiuQStmthe viewof all
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present, and it was one on which would depend materially the succcsa nnd harmony
of the Institute. He should not have referred to that matter that evcnhipr. as at the
next meeliiif,"- the subject of the election of Tresldent was to be considered, but atlU
it was well, after what had fallen from the Chair, tliat their minds should be made
prepared for the election, which was to take place at the next meetinf?— (Hear, hear).
The excuse which the Chairman had made for not becoming a candidate for the
Presidentship had not with him that force which they seemed to have in the Chair-
man's own mind—(Cheers). The Chairman seemed to think his liealth and years
would not enable him satisfactorily to fullil the duties of the office, but he thou^jht
the members of the Institute would not agree with him— (Cheerinj^). And the way
in which the Chairman had discharged the duties of the ofhce durin^r the time he had
been Tresldent would induce the members of the Institute to ask Mr. Cockerell to
continue his valuable services for the ensuing year—(Loud cheers). The Chairman
had been pleased to say that there was a time tor all things, but he thought that the
present was not the time for Mr. Cockerell's retiring—(Loud cheers). The Chairman
was also pleased to say that there was a necessity for attending many meetings of
the Institute on the part ol the l*resident, and on that account he indicated a wish
to retire. Hut it was felt that it would be tlie duty of the Council to prepare
such a list of Vice-Presidents as should effectually support the Chairman, and so aa
not to engross too much of the Chairman's time ana attention—(Cheers). If any-
thing could contribute more than another to the harmony of the profession and to
the prosperity of the Institute, it would be Mr. Cockerell's consenting to preside
over them for the ensumg year. It would be to him (Professor Donaldson), to all

the Fellows, and the other members of tlie Institute, a source of great sorrow if

Mr. Cockerell were not to re-consider his decision, and to yield to the general wish.
and continue to be their President for the next year~(Loud cheers).
Mr. F. C. Penbo.se (lion. Secretary for Foreign Correspondence), offered a few

observations on some of the models for the Wellington Sionument lent to the Insti-
tute by the Government. He premised by making some remarks on monumental
sculpture in generah The antique monument, so fur as known, was entirely of an
architectural character ; it was the forgetfulness of architecture by the sculptor, or
their want of union which had led to the present undecided or equivocal state of
monumental sculpture. They knew a good deal of the mausoleum of Ilaliearnassus,
and it was clear it was the union of architecture and sculpture. It was the same at
other tombs, as at the tomb of Cnidus, making out a proper connection between
architecture and sculpture. The smaller monumental works of the ancients were
very much in the nature of ordinary Gothic head-stones. The architectural monu-
ments of antiquity seemed to have given rise to the Byzantine and those of the Nor-
man period as seen in Sicily, showing a distinct union between architecture and
eculpture. The Norman and Jlyzantine form gave rise to the Gotlilc tombs, of which
there were some beautiful in I.ngland, especially in Westminster Abbey. But the
finest tombs of that class were to be found at Naples, and they contained some of
the finest specimens of Gothic architecture. One point clear in those tombs was that
there was nothing too ponderous, or to block out light and air, and everythmg was
solemn, and everything was in order. Those tombs derived from the antique gave
rise to the architectural compositions of the revived classical sculpture of Home and
Venice. Mr. Penrose then described, with much care and minuteness, sketches, which
were bung on the wall.of the lollowing tombs :—At Venice, i:)oge Andrea Vendramino,
also Doge Giovanni Mocenigo, both by the Lombardi ; at Komo, Adrian VL. by
Balthazar I'eruzzi; and at Verona, Tomasso Vico, by San Michele. The action of the
sculpture at those tombs was all of a quiet character, and however permissible it

might be in sculpture to exhibit violent action in a square or public place, it was
certainly out of place in an ecclesiastical building. As to allegorical figures, unless
exceedingly simple, and treated in an obvious way, such as the representation of
the cardinal virtues, which had become so symbolised that we recognised their
meaning without their name being written under cither—it was undesirable to intro-
duce allegorical figures to any great extent ; but if they were introduced, according
to the practice of the great masters--and he thought it was one which recommended
itself to their reason—they ought to put them on an architectural footing, and of
course that could not be done without a proper union between architecture and
sculpture. It was difficult to assign the period when tlio practice of block
monunients took place. It might have been from a mistaken attempt to fol-
low Michael Angelo; but it was not for ordinary mortals to follow Michael
Angelo. The earlier monuments in Westminster Abbey were mostly of a
suitable union of architecture and sculpture. The great objection to the block
monuments was that they liad such an amount of mass as to greatly
encumber the building, whether placed against the walls or in the centre of
the building. It was certainly desirable that every sculptor should have a
inowledge of architecture, and that arcliitects who wished to reach the highest
parts of architecture should have a knowledge of the Imman figure. The models
before them were some of the models for the Wellington Jlonument, which received
premiums, and which were exhibited in Westminster Hall. After making a few
cursory remarks upon some of the models, Mr. Penrose said it had now been decided
that the Wellington Monument should be placed in what had been the Consistory
Court, which was not now required in consequence of the recent alteration in the
ecclesiastical law. A design of an architectural character was the one which had
been approved of to be placed in that position, at all events it was intended to see
how such a design would look there. It was being prepared by Mr. Stephens, who
besides being an architect was essentially a sculptor. Messrs. Marshall and
JTiddington were at present engaged on the statue. And he was in very great
hopes that all those gentlemen would do very greatj justice to this national
"monument.
Mr. C. Barry moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Penrose for the observations he had

made. It had occurred to his (Mr. Barry's) mind that the possibility of the so-called
failure of the competition of the Wellington Monument was the very great difliculty
imposed on all persons competing, of uniting the sentiment of a monument and the
sentiment of a tomb. To that he thought might be traced the great difficulty of
treating the subject by the competing artists. Whereas the idea of a tomb should be
alesson of mortality taught to the living, that all, however high or however low,
were equal in the tomb; on the other hand, the monument seemed to give us some
representation of the great deeds of the person gone in order that the living might
^itatc his good deeds, progress, fortitude, and the advantages conferred upon man-
kind.
The Chairman put the motion to the meeting, and it was carried by acclamation.
The meeting then separated.

LECTURES AT THE ARCHITECTUKAL EXHIBITION.
I.—PROFESSOn DONALDSON.

ON Tuesday evening a lecture was delivered at the Architectural Exhibition, Con-
duit-street, Kegent-street, by Professor Donaldson, the subject being "The

arrangement of a Roman Consular House, and theEvery-day Life of a Roman Patri-
cian.' There was a numerous audience, and G. E. Street, Esq., was called to
the chair.
The Chairman, in introducing the lecturer, stated that the present was the third

. time of Professor Donaldson giving the opening lecture at the Exhibition, notwith-
standing the very numerous calls upon his time and study in various ways—
(Applause).

Professor Donaldson (who was loudly applauded) then delivered a long and inte-
resting address on the subject of his lecture, which was illustrated by various
4rawing8. He said he had been invited on that occasion to make some observations
on a subject which should be connected with the Architectural Exhibition. There
were on the walls drawings of several phases which architecture had assumed at
Various period.-*, and there was sufficieut for them to see that when the mind was
bestowed on any sid:>ject it could produce works worthy of the admiration of all ages.
He then referred, first, to the works of the Egyptians, next to tho.se of the Greeks, I

ftUd then to those of the Romans, who, possessing in point of construction a different

arrangement as to their buildings, had followed out and explained to us a new feature
of Iwauty well worthy of admiration. Then followed the medieval ages, when archi-
tecture was exhibited to so great an extent. It was his duty that evening to call
their attention to the domestic edifices of the Romans, a subject whicli came home to
the early history of this country. After referring to the flr.il invasion oflhli* country
by the Romans, luider .lullus Cresar, in the year .VJ before Christ, and to the deter-
mined opposition they met with from the hardy ancient Britons, who, after a few
months' possession of this country, compelled tlie Roman Emperor to return toGauI
to recruit his cohorts, and take steps with a view to the enilrc sut>jngation of the
barbarian Britons, he remarked that on their second mvasion the Romans took
nos.'iession of our mines, and held the jwssesalon of this country ^.V) years. The
Romans prepared military roads, established camps (rmtra), which afterwards
became cities (7)»/fnVj/»*rt), which were surrounded by fortifications. In subsequent
times castra became Chester, and the names of many other towns, such as Man-
chester, Chichester, Uochester. Ac, indicated that they had at one time been prin-
cipal Koman stations. The Romans constructed houses, not only of convenliince,
but ()f magnificence, and erected theatres and amphitheatres, the arts of peace
existing at Rome being transported to this country. It would be extremely inte-
resting if we could have an authentic history of England during the time of the
Roman possession, for it would undoubtedly snow that at that period a vast amount
of civilization was introduced into this country by the Romans ; and the means of
obtaining such a history were becoming greater every day, owing to the great amount
of Roman remains being found fn excavating in dificrent parts of the country.
Lately he had seen in some parts of the country, where tlie Romans liad had
camps, some beautiful mosaics; and within the last twenty or tliirty years
there had been discovered many very beautiful remains of Roman art in
this country. When the Romans retired to protect Rome from the attacks
of the northern barbarians, after 4.50 years' possession of the country, it was found
that very little impression in the way of civilisation had been made on the people
who inhabited England at that period. He thought some explanation of a Roman
mansion would enable some of them the better to understand the Roman remains
which wore constantly being met with In this country. He then proceeded to describe
the house of a Roman patrician, and to show the common circumstances that
occurred during the daily partition of a patrician's time. He first called the
attention of the meeting to the disjmsition of a Roman house (donms), and referred to
a drawing of one containing full accommodation for a patrician of the Augustine
period. It was called an insula, or Island, being surrounded by streets. Around the
enclosure of the house or palace were shops, some of which were let for the purposes
of revenue and others used for the sale of the produce of the farm of the patrician.
There was also a bakery attached, in which women slaves were occupied In grinding
the corn, as well as ovens for baking the bread. There were signs at the shops, such
as that of a cow, where milk was sold ; of a goat, where goat's milk was sold, and
"chequers," to Indicate there was a public-house there where good wine could be
had, &c. The common wants of common life were as much studied in ancient times
as they were at the present time. The Professor then proceeded to give a
description of the interior of tlie patrician's palace. In the vcstibuiutn there
were a janitor and a dog, the latter barking wlien any stranger entered to draw
tJie attention of the janitor to the incomer. And if the dog was away there was an
mscription hung up conspicuously. Cave w*Twm—" Beware of the i)og." On one
doorstep of the house by which the visitor entered there was the inscription, mire—
" All liaii !

" '* Welcome !
" And on the other doorstep by which the visitor went

out, there was the word r^/^-"Good-bye !" "Farewell!" After referring to the
entrance court [atrium), which was surrounded by columns, he remarked that it was
in the vestibule tlie patricians received their friends and clients, and that they got
up early in the morning, perhaps between five and six. There were various chambers
attached to the atrium. After referring to the triplinum, or muniment-room, and
to the peristidium, which was a very elegant part of the palace, the learned
lecturer observed that the pluvial water of the houses was carefully preserved, in
order to have a plentiful supply of soft water. He next* drew the attention of his
audience to the culinary department, the residence of the servants, the chariot-houses
for the hif^rp and the quadrigfe. But besides the higce and the quadriga'^ there were
other chariots, like a sedan or Bath chair, for conveying people to and from
different parts of the city. He next referred to the triclinia (dining-tablcs
or couches) whicli were to be found in different parts of the house. There
was the greatest sumptuousncss amongst the Romans, and the most precious mate-
rials were placed on the dinlng-tables. After dinner were introduced dancers, singers,
and, at times, gladiators. He next alluded to the basilica, a great and noble hall,

where the patrician heard and decided on the most Important causes ot state or of
private controversy. He then came to the balnea, or baths, which he described at
great length. Then the religion of the people was introduced into the house, there
being a small temple or cell for the liousehold gods. The patrician after seeing his
clients at home, and after breakfast, would leave about ten o'clock, visit the Forum^
and attend to public and private business tfiere or elsewhere, and would return home
to his abode about three or four o'clock, when he would repair to the court reserved
for bodily exercise, and engage in the pentacohii (five different games). After noticing;

the rooms for the ladies, who did not give such large assemblies as was now the
custom here, he observed that the Roman patricians had large gardens, with foun-
tains, statues, and .p/scv^fy, or ponds for gold and other fishes. He then referred to
the elegant manner in which the fioors of the house were arranged with mosaics, and
tiie walls eleo'antly adorned with pictures and other orn.iments, having the
most beautiful colors, and the decorations of the house always showed a sentiment
for art.

On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks to Professor Donaldson was
passed by acclamation, and the meeting broke up.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
AN ordinary meeting of this body was held in the rooms. Conduit-street, Regent-

street, on Friday, i:3th April ; T. Roger Smith, Esq., A.I.B.A., in the
chair.

The discussion on Mr. C. F. Ilayward's paper on *' Modernism in Art," read at
the previous meeting, being resumed.
The Chairman said Sir. Hayward was detained by business in a distant part of

England, and could not, therefore, attend the meeting. He hail just to call atten-
tion to the fact that the paper which Mr. Hayward read, thou^jh entitled "Mo-
dernism in Art," might, perhaps, have been more correctly styled a paper upon
"The Truthful Expression of Architecture in the Present Pay," for instead of
referring to the ultra development of modern taste, part of which they saw going
far enough and wild enough, he touched rather upon the architectural points that
were appropriate to the wants and tastes of the present day and the exigencies of
the time, and he also referred to the way in which, in days long gone by, architects

had been modern. For instance, medieval architects were architects of their own
age, and produced a singularly harmonious, bciiutiful and scientific result as a
whole in their style of architecture. Now, we had the disadvantage of haying a
medley of old styles and forms, and it eould not but be admitted that in the

present day it was customary to practise all styles, and they would be carried on
simultaneously and side by aide. On the other hand, mod«^rn architects had the

advantage of liaving access to vast funds of information, the experience of past

ages, and thev also had the means of extending and enlarging their iuformalion

very much. It seemed to him that a new spirit had crept into European literature

and art, which might, perhaps, be termed a romantic spirit, and had led to the
revival of Gothic architecture as well as the revival of Gothic literature, as

testified by the works of Goethe and Sir Walter Scott, and the archxologists and
geologists of the last century. Now. they certainly were forminir, though slowly, a
modern style of architecture, but if they did it must be very broad and compre-
hensive—it must possess a certain degree of eomprehensiveness and universality

They were going on slowly, but ho thought surely, in the formation of a style of
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which the Gothic might be the basis, but thero would aleo be the Italian and
Grecian. They had new materials, new modes of construction, and a degree of
BCientitic knowledge which, he hoped, would lead to a certain modern and universal
stvle of architecture in this country. At present they all knew they were in a
state oi transition, but he thought they should ultimately provide a style for
themselves.

Mr. Randall Price thought that the lecture on "Modernism in Art" would
have been devoted to looking round such an Kxhibition as the Architectural Exhibi-
tion, to pointingont modern excesses and modern want of taste, and pointing out
vherein useful modes of decoration were carried to much grenter lengtne thau {^ood

taste warranted. Such, he sltould have thouglit, would have been the subject of the
lecture, but that was not what Mr. llayward chose as the subject for his lecture on
" Ifodemism." What he {Mr. llayward) seemed rather to meau was, that arcliitccts

of each stvle worked upon that style which was new to them, or modern to tliem,

and then lie came ftom that rather to consider the general style choseu, the mode ol

practising it at the present time, and the following of modernism in the
nineteentn century, as ancient architects followed modernism in their own
times. Mr. Smith (the Chairman) seemed to think it was necessary—at least,

he seemed to hint—that any architect of these times should uecessarilv work
Ax)m several sivles. But he (Mr. Druce) thought architects would work with much
more success, it each man followed the style for which he had tlie strongest bias.

Painters, unless they were very great men—kings in their profession—confined thcm-
•elves to one department of their art. So in architecture, the buildings of those who
had kept themselves to one particular style, were more perfect than if they had
worked first in one style and then in nuother. After some further remarks, Mr.
Druce said he was of opinion that anything tliat was against taste in modern art

ought to be avoided. What were the styles really comitig to ? For some years he
had thoughtthat they were coming to one stvle, and that it would be difficult by and
by to sec what was "the difference between different styles, they approximated so
nearly. They were approaching so closely that it would soon puzzle tuem to say, as

to style, which was which.

Mr.Johnston almost despaired of the architecture of England becoming the archi-

tecture of the period. Most of tlicni, he thought, would be glad that tlie architecture

of their age should have some distinctive features of its own, but he thought they
should not be able to accomplish anything satisfactory. All the styles had their

advantages and defects, and in his opinion each student should follow that style for

which he had tlie most liking. After speaking in favor of the introduction of color-

ing into architecture, he said Mr. Hayward's paper contained many useful sug-
gestions, and he thought they were very much indebted to him for the trouble he had
taken in preparing it.

Mr. B. A. C. Herring.—With regard to their having at the present day any fixed
style, he questioned very much whether they should ever attain a fixed style. The
styles of past ages were'decidedly useful and applicable to the buildings put up, but
they were not so applicable to the buildings we now put up. He thought many of
the buildings of past ages had a superfluity of decoration, such as was wholly un-
necessary at tlie present day. People had not time to look long at a building, and
they wanted something that would at once strike the eye and leave an impression of
the building in the memory. Now, if they could do away with all superfluity, and
adopt such decoration only as should be natural to the materials used, and to the
place, so that the eye could easily take in both structure and decoration, instead
of having a number of pilasters and architraves, and other decorations at every
building, they were likely to achieve success. But as to having a style either
Gothic, Greek, or Itahau, he did not think they would ever have that, he should
not wish to see that, and he did not think that any two men would ever
think exactly in the same way as to what a building should be. They
could not find two artists who painted in the same style. But he thou(*^ht they were
sretting to the right point, *nd that was that they were getting to utilitarian archi-
tecture ; their buildings were becoming to be designed for the uses for which they
were intended. What was the use ot putting up a church that would remind them
of an old temple, or a type of an Early Englisn cathedral ? They had great appli-
ances in the present day which had recently come into use, and they had iron and
glass, both useful and inexpensive materials. Why should they not use those
means ? They ought to use all the materials at their command, and make their
architecture useful and suitable to the time. They should first of all look at the
purpose for which the building they were going to erect was to be applied, likewise
take into consideration the materials they had to build it of, and make their decora-
tions as useful and inexpensive as possible for the style chosen, while care was taken
that at the same time they were beautiful. There were many little points in which
expense of buildings might be saved if they only went into the cost of those things.
Kearly all the materials they used at the present day were susceptible of being
converted into ornamentation ; even slate materials might be put into forms pleasing
to the age. There was a httle church of Teulon's in the Westminster- road, where
the slates were ranged in a manner very pleasing to the eye; it gavea wondertul
lightness and cheertulness to the roof The iron which they used constructively was
not used to the greatest advanta^jc, as it was hidden in most cases. He thought it

was absurd to hide the material of which the main construction of the building
consisted. If they had iron girders and other materials cast in a pleasing form, ho
did not see wliy they should be covered up, lie would rather have them open to the
eye, though they might look a little rough. If they were to study more the use of
building materials, the use of them in the most economical manner, and likewise
decorate them, he believed they should do something worthy of themselves, and that
was the only sense in which he thought they should have a nineteenth-century style
—everything in its proper place, and everything with its proper decoration.
Mr. Lewes, referring to what Mr. Hayward had said in his paper about architects

and civil engineers, said he thought it was much bettor for the two professions to
be separated, seeing the amount of work supplied to both, and seeing that arcliitccts
sometimes required the assistance of an engineer.

The Chairman remarked that a good deal had been said about styles but he
thought that English Gothic was the only style that had grown up as a national
style, and become an indigenous plant amongst us. He did not agree with Mr.
Herring that they should not cover up the iron and bricks, and he stood up for
cement. In T.ondon, where they could not get stone, Portland cement was a very
raluable material.

Mr. Drcce differed from the Chairman. Of all lustrely substances he thought
cement was the worst. He had a great objection to plaster ornaments and plaster
mouldings, though he did not sec much objection to a plain coat of plaster.
After some further discussion the meeting separated.

C^orri'spiulcncc.

Improvements at Chatham Dockyard—The Lords of the Admiralty
have ordered Btreral very important alterations and repairs to be eiFected in
No. 1 dock at this dockyard, in order to provide additional accommodation for the
large line-of-battje and other ships required to be repaired. A new entrance is

to be made to it from tlje river, and the dock is to be considerably enlarged, the
works in connection with which will occupy several months.

South Keimnglon Museum.—Duringthe week ending 21st April, 1860,
the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday andj Saturday, free

days, 5,308; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 5,735. On the three students'
days (admission to the public (id.) 1,033 ; one students' evening, Wednesday, 211.
Total, 13,277. From the opening of the Museum, 1,403,069.

WALTHAM ABBEY CHURCH.
Sir,— It Ls of course impossible for any individual to read all that Mr. E. A

Freeman writes hero, there, and everywhere about Waltham; he has wiitten

quite enough on the subject for any one man to read, in the Gentleman's
Magazine.

For mistake the first " as to fact " Sylvanus Urban, whom you quoted, is

responsible, not you : not that Mr. E. A. Freeman has accounted for all the

stone which was carried to Waltham in 1179 by anything that he has written

yet.

For mistake the second also Sylvanus is responsible not you. But I have no
doubt whatever that you and Sylvanus arc right, and there is a small difference

after all, between "about 1150" and "about 1179" for Mr. E. A. Freeman to

build a mistake as to fact upon.

The truth is, that, Mr. E. A. Freeman has asserted, and therefore, it would
seem, expects every one to believe, that the nave of Waltham Abbey Church, 'as

now standing, was built hi/ Harold, which to my mind is absolutely incredible.

He promises to settle Sir Henry Ellis and his old antagonist in the Gentleman's
Magazine (or May ; but I apprehend that the latter, at all events, will be more
than a match for him, and that the former will not trouble himself any further

about him. I am, &c.

Plymouth, April 21, 1860. Z.

THE NAVE OF WALTHAM ABBEY.
Sir,—Though I do not attribute to this nave the early date contended for by

my talented friend Mr. Freeman, 1 must say that I should be mucli staggered in

all my theories ofthe relative dates of dificrent classes ofNonnan work if it could

be proved to be as late as the reign of Henry II. It is true that sundry altera-

tions, probably of that date, are evidenced, arising as it would appear Irom the

giving way of certain parts, and that the north clerestory of the greater part of

the nave is of this date, but to believe that the early-looking Norman Architec-

ture which pervades the structure was being erected simultaneously with the

choir at Canterbury, the western transept at Ely, and many other distinctly Tran-
sitional or almost developed Pointed works in this country demands an amount of

faith far exceeding that which I am possessed of.

Now I forget the details of the history of Waltham, and have not time to read

them up again, but I think you will find that it was converted into a Benedictine

monastery during the days of Henry II. and that he built the Monastic offices

consequent thereupon. There remains a portion of one of these buildings a little

way to the north-east of the church, and this is good Transitional Pointed work,
agreeing with what we generally find in works of that reign, and having no
resemblance to the work in the church excepting the small parts already alluded

to. It follows, as it seems to me, that the expression " Ecclesia de Waltham"
in Sir H. Ellis's extract must be taken in a sense not limited to the church itself,

but including the monastery.
I am &c.,

April 20, 1860. Geo. G. Scott.

HOUSE BUILDING.
Sir,—As I am unacquainted with the exact line of demarcation which marks

the boundaiy between Camden-town and that of another district, 1 may have
inadvertently attributed neglect to the surveyor of Camden-town to which he is

not entitled. If such be the case, perhaps he will allow me to express my regret

at having done so. If Mr. Baker says that the cheap builders occasion him
considerable trouble, it may be taken as an evidence that he looks after them,

and that he does his duty. I am not, however, inclined to concede anything

further in this matter, as I believe my statement to be a correct one. Mr. B.

denies that there is any Baptist Chapel in the Camden-road. In answer thereto,

allow me to say that, having lived several years within a stone's throw of the
" Brecknock Arms," I have a positive recollection of tlie erection of such an
edifice near tlie City Prison ; moreover, I have consulted a friend who lives close

by as to whether the chapel is still in rerum natural, and he states that such is the

fact. If it be objected that it is not in the Camden-road, I can only add that the

enclosed jilan (which, Mr. Editor, I beg to submit to your perusal) of the

Ecclesiastical District of St. Luke's, Camden-road, HoUoway, and Islington,

represents the Camden-road as extending to the City Prison, where it diverges,

one portion leading to the Seven Sisters-road, and another toward the Tolliiigton-

road. I think from this evidence I am correct in stating that there is a cliapcl,

and that it is in the Camden-road; if, however, it can be controverted, I have

nothing further to say. With respect to the other portion of Mr. Baker's com-
munication I have only to add, I have no doubt at all but that gentleman who
told me the circumstances of the case quoted, did so correctly, and further that I

have also correctly represented them. Anyone may question facts, and Mr. B. is

quite at liberty, if so disposed, to do so wi'th respect to all I have mentioned.

One thing, however, is certain, and that is, that if ever I purchase a house, I

shall bear in mind my friend's experience, and by employing a professional gentle-

man in the matter, endeavour to prevent any cheap builder irom catching
Yours, &c.,

Bloomsbury-square, April 23, 1860. A Subscriber.

THE GUN-BOATS.
Sir,—In the Times of Saturday last, under the head of "Military and Naval

Intelligence," is a statement of the result of an examination of many of the

gun-boats built for the country by private contract, and out of the large number
of those so examined, only two appear to have come out ofthe investigation with
anything like credit.

To a dispassionate peruser of the statements in the article referred to, a con-
viction of the low state of the morality of the ship-building trade must force itself

upon the mind, and when we read of the timbers of vessels not six years old being

absolutely rotten, and crumbling to dust at the touch of bolts merely driven in

two inches on each side, instead of passing quite through the timber in one solid

piece, and the various other dodges by which,the work has been scamped, we feel

mdignation at the knavery brought to liglitj and relief at its having been found

out before any of these boats met an enemy on the high seas.

The result of a conflict, at long balls, with any vessel who could manage
to hit her adversary at all, would not long remain doubtful witli such built boats
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as these, and but for this timely discovery, the life of mnny a brave man must
inevitably liave been sacrificed.

Hdw are we to Itnow tliat the pun-boats sunk at tlie inouth of the Peiho, were
not of this class? Once give the British Admiralty a name forsendinp tlieir men
afloat in unseaworthy vessels, and the difficulty of manning the fleet will be

tenfold increased.

Meady, Mr. Editor, some member of Parliament ought to move for a return of

the gun-boats and mortar vessels built by private contract, the names of the

builders, and the present state of the vessels. It would only be justice to those

firms who have properly caiTied out tlieir contracts, to distinguish them from

those who have not. I am, Sec,
Civis.

THE SYDNEY COMPETITIONS.
Sir,—The programme of instructions to competitors for the Ilonscs of

Parliament at Sydney is by no means particularly tempting. Architects are left

in most perplexing uncertainty as to two very material points which ought

to have been so far determined beforehand as to serve for some sort of guidance:
the first is ntyle, the other expendittire. There are only two premiums, and the

highest will be no great prize, as remuneration for tlie formidable task of having
to arrange the plan of a complicated structure, in which between two or tliree

hundred rooms are required.

One rather startling announcement is, that the premiums will be adjudged
immediately after the designs liave been looked at. Now, I should imagine that

before the pi*eraium5 could be fairly adjudged, the designs ought to be examined
most carefully, diligently and deliberately, and well considered in all their bear-

ings, which is hardly to be done off-hand and immediately. Perhaps, however,
that same immediately means nothing, or nothing more tlian that the premiums
will be awarded and promptly paid, as soon as the preliminary deliberations shall

have been concluded.
Except that the windows may be tinted, the geometrical elevations and per-

spective views are to be only in outline. So far as this guards against the seductions

cif color and imaginary pictorial effects, that is a good enough regulation ; the

question is whether those to whom the designs will be submitted will be able

aearly to foresee what would be the proposed ultimate effect of what is so

diown. I am, &c..
One who Does Not intend to Compete.

THE SERPENTINE.
Sir,—The public owe a debt of gratitude to you and the press generally for

the decided stand you made against the partial and ineffective scheme which was
flo near becoming an accomplislied fact, for the pseudo-purification of the Ser-
pentine.

The Committee, in their examination of the various witnesses, do not appear to
have gone at all into the question of how the works came to be commenced, and
so much of the public funds wasted ; but I think it would have satisfied the
country very much more if they had asked and obtained answers to some of tlie

queries I have given below. If money be wasted, we always like to know whose
fault it is, and though John Bull often pays his cash away with his eyes blindfold,
and consequently is not seldom unmercii'uUy pigeoned, he gets particularly savage
if, when the bandage is removed and his eyes opened, he finds no one at hand
whom he can conveniently blame for tlie advantage taken of liis credulity. With
a view, therefore, of fixing, if possible, the saddle on the right horse, I should
like to know

—

Ist. Why the contract was taken and tlie works commenced when Mr. Fitzroy
was on his death-bed, and is it true that he told Mr. Easton that he intended to
let the matter rest until Parliament again assembled ?

2nd. Where is the authority of Mr. I'itzroy to cmy one for commencing the
works?

3rd. Who took out the "quantities" for the work? Was it done by the
Office of Works, or by their advisers, or by any person connected with the office ?

4th. By whose authority was the contract let ?

5th. \>as any public aclvertisemcnt issued for tenders for the works, and is it

not the general rule to advertise foi- public works, and if so, why was the usual
practice departed from in this instance 7 I am, &;c.

M.

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS.
,
Sir,—The circular from the Secretary of State for War, given in your Num-

ber for last week, contains four points deserving particular attention—viz., That
the civil branch of the Royal Engineer Department has very much to do with the
designing of military works; that, consequently, vei-y many of those works are
inappropriate to their intended uses; that all are enormously expensive ; and
tterefore, as a remedy, it is desirable to direct the officers of Engineers to design
ihr themselves.
Now, sir, without questioning the facts here stated, permit me to sav that the

proposed remedy is thoroughly futile. Were it not for tlie assistance afforded by
the civil branch in designing and carrying out tlie works in question, the (so-
called) scientific corps, the Royal Engineers, could never carry out the duties
they are entrusted with.
The

_
inappropriateness and expensiveness of works executed by the Depart-

ment is not owing to the fact of their being prepared by tlie civil branch, but
being thus prepared at the respective stations where the proposed works are in-
tended to be carried out ; they are transmitted for the approval of officers, wlio,
knowing little of the circumstances which called for the projected works, never-
theless alter and modify the design, so as to make features, harmonious and con-
sistent in the original design, glaringly inappropriate in the autliorised work ;

then it is the subsequent alterations of those modified designs, in the course of
their execution, or, after they are finished, that causes the extravagance com-
plained of.

It will not improve the present system to compel the military engineers to
design all the works requirc^d for the army, for they do not possess the n'icessary
architectural education. They have no practical business-like tact. They have
no personal interest in the work, and it is out of their province as military engi-
IMers to practice civil architecture.

Talcing all in all, the circular shows the necessity ofeaiTyingout the suggestion
contained in the latter part of my letter in your Number for April 13th, written
before the jmblication of the circular, and tidopted by your correspondent " One
•*o Knows." I am, &c.,

B.C.

EXHIBITORS AND CRITICS.
SiK,—It is quite amusing to read tlie notices and letters which are appeariOK

In the papers relative to the Architectural Exhibition. 1\k Athcticeum says It U
a first-rate one ; the Building Neu-n and Jiuilder that it is not up to the
mark. The latter approves of the works of each architect being kept togetlier,

and in the same line suggests that they shall be separated by putting all churche*
together, all domestic buildings together, ice.. Sec. The Building NeuJM
abuses works which the Athnnueum praises, and makes suggestions to the hanjf-
ing committee, as does the Builder ; hut I can easily fancy what it is to be on
the hanging committee, to be at the Exhibition for days, neglecting your busi-
ness, trying to make oat illegible writing, finding names of architects who do
not put them to their drawings, reading letters from gentlemen who wish their
bad designs put in good places, to be obliged to refuse works by "good men," to
have to do the work of those members of^the committee who arc out of town or
do not, for some reason, attend, and, lastly, to get abused by every one. As to
the Exhibition itself, my private opinion is that it is better far than usual.
Certainly, there are not so many drawings; but formerly it was swamped
with unsuccessful competitions. This time the greater number of the works,
I believe, have been executed. Yon, Mr. Editor, and ditto of the Builder, would^
I believe, like to see more plans and sections, and fewer " pretty drawings,"
but I notice that you both frequently make such remarks as " this is a well
colored drawing," or " this is badly drawn and out of perspective," showing
that you as well the public seem to be taken with a good drawing as well as
a good design. And here I may as well mention that our Artist-Architects (by
which term I mean those who can make their own drawings and designs) ara
those who are putting up the best buildings, and are those whose drawings are
most looked for. As to many architects' names not appearing in the catalogue,
that will always be the case, but those who stay away may as well be told that it

is not to their benefit so to do, for in a businets point of view it has been of great
service to many, commissions having been obtained through exhibiting works
cvecuted. One friend of mine last year added to his list of clients a live and
noble lord, and I have myself had several works through the Exhibition, and
hope to obtain more. I have been bold enough to write these lines, knowing
that you insert letters on both sides of every question. I must, however, take
up no more of your space, but finish by repeating what I once heard Professor
Cockerell say in a lecture, at the Royal .\cademy,—" In criticising a design,

don't try and find out its faults, but endeavour to point out its beauty." Any
one, like "Observer," in your last number, can find fault with a design, or
with an exhibition, or with anything else, but it is not everyone who can under-
stand what's good in,—say such a buildinir as St. Luke's Hospital, or Newgate
Prison, or even in our Architectural Exhibition.

I am yours,

A CONSTAKT ExHiBrroB.

STONEWARE.
Sir,—I perceive you have inserted the paper " on Stoneware," read at the

Society of Arts by me on the Ilth inst., and that you intend to insert the discus-
sion in your present Number. May I request you will be kind enough to include
the letter (a copy of which is enclosed). I am, &c..

Imperial Potteries, Princes- street, Lambeth S. Edwin Goddahd.
23rd April, 1800.

Sir,—The late hour at which the discussion closed on the lltli inst,, did not admit
of my fully explaining the lengthened speech of Mr. Doulton, and therefore I trust
you will allow me to add a few lines to the reply.

I am reported to have said that " I was ready to accord to Messrs. Doulton the
pre-eminence over all other potters," I did not say so, or, at least, this was not my
meaning, since if I had made this assertion, the certificates of the Great Exhibitions
of London and Paris would have contradicted me. My object was to give a trathful
account of the stoneware manufacture in Lambeth, not to make invidious compari-
sons.
The point in question was this, that out of the more than 20,000 tons of coals used

in Lambeth, Mr. Doulton said his firm used eight or nine thousand. There must 1)0,

I fear, some mistake in tliis statement, for I have the supply of 18"»0 lying detailed

before me, and fbatdoes not credit Messrs. Doulton with anything like the quantity.
In reference to tliis statement, I said " I was willing to allow tliat his firm con-

sumed a greater quantity of coals imd clay than any oilier potter in Lambeth, but
this would not affect my totals." The clay used for drain-pipes being of a cominjner
description thiiu that for chemical or general ^onds, a larger quantity would, of
course, be required by "the most extensive drain-pipe makers."

I am, *c..

Imperial rotteries, Lambeth, April 10th, 1800, Edwin Goddars.

STATISTICS OF REPRESENTATION.
Sir,—The Times, of the ICth, gave publicity to a letter from Mr. David

Clmdwick, purporting to show tlie eUect upon the new boroughs created by the

Reform Bill, of his proposed plan for obtaining an index number to represent the

relative importance of each constituency.
I am concerned only for the proposed new borough of Chelsea and Kensington;

but as I thought I had discovered an important error in his facts, from which he
liad obtained an entirely erroneous result as affecting that district, I felt it to be
my duty to ask the favor of the insertion of the following letter, which having
been denied me, I am under tlie necessity of appealing to you, to allow me to

place the matter in a different light through your columns.
I am, Slc,

Charles Laiiee, Vestry Clerk.

The Vestry of the Parish of Chelsea, in the County of M iddlesex.

Offices, Manor House, 111, King's-road,
April 24th, 1800.

To the Editor of the Times.
Sir,—If all the calculations of Mr. David Chadwick arc based upon data as in-

correct as are those with regard to the proposed ucw borough of Chelsea and Ken-
sington, much reliance must not be placed upon the results they exhibit.

Mr. Chadwick's figures are as follows :—
ropulation in Estimated annual value of Index No. or

1851. Property in ISSi). Claim to Kepresentation.

110,500 300,000 •41

The correct figures should be :

—

100,691 688,874 79
I am, &e.,

Charles Lahee, Vestry Clerk.

Vestry Offices, 111, King's-road, Chelsea, April ISth, 1860.

IMPROVEMENTS IN WINDOW HANGING.
Sir,—Having noticed an article in your paper on improvements in windows,
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by Mr. Elkin, and the advantages of the same, I bep to call your attention to
its disadvantages. I have examined the model, and find that it is quite as you
have represented it. All the advantages are derive<l from cutting througli the
top and bottom, and all the nails, screws, Sec, of the inside and outside linings.
In doing so the pulley stile is set at liberty ; and by packing the top and bottom
with indiu-rubber, pressure against the sashes is produced and relieves them
from the beads by pressing against the stile. I now beg leave to ask a few
questions on the practicability of the same. First. If the top sash is fixed, how
will he get out the bottom except by letting the top sash fall ? Second. If the
pulley-stiles are more than G or 7 feet long, how will he prevent the bending in
the middle when pressure is exerted in getting the sash out? Third. When the
screws of the shutter hinges have been remgved, arc the shutters to be fixed to

the inside linings ? If so, the thin lining, not Iwing sufficient to hold the screws,
would bend, with the weight of the shutters, making them worse than useless.

If the linings and pulley-stiles have been repaired bv separating them, the
Eatentee would have to make a new frame, &c., &c. Now, supposing him to
ave got over all the above difficulties, I would ask, as a fourth query, what

has he arriveil at ? He has simply got the sash out of the frame, still attnclied
to the lines, the same as if he had removed one bead. He would then have to

disconnect the lines which, with a large sash, will require the assistance of two
persons, and they, if inexperienced, might let go the lines, causing great
trouble in rehanging the sash. He has then the disadvantage of carrying the
sash into the room for the purpose of cleaning.

I am an advertiser in your paper for improvements in the construction of
windows which facilitate the operation of cleaning. Of the intrinsic value of
these improvements, however, I will leave others to certify; suffice it that I

Lave been selected from among other patentees to execute the orders from the
office of Her XIajesty's Woods and Works, for whom some windows of large
dimensions have been couipleted in a most satisfactory manner, as certified ; and
I am now progressing with extensive orders for several of the Government offices.

My designs have also received the preference from Sir Charles Burrell, Bart.,
M.P. (see the windows, Richmond-terrace and Knapp Castle.)

In conclusion, I have constructed windows for houses in the principal parts of
London, and am now engaged in supplying to builders and others the fittings at a
charge of 6s. per set. including permission to use as many as purchased of me.
These (acts, I submit, prove the superiority of my design over Mr. Elkin's
model. I am, &c.
No. 7, Great Smith-street, Westminster. Thos. Allen.

Apra 24th, 1860.

Sir,—I should be much obliged to you to correct, in your next Number, a
misprint which nearly makes nonsense of a sentence in ray letter on Waltham
Abbey in your last.

For " your clerestory windows " should be read "four clerestory windows."
I am, &.C.,

Lanrumney, Cardiff, April 23th. Edward A. Freeman.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Enlargement of Buildings at SxArLtTON.

I'or the enlareemeut of the buildings at St,ipleton, for the Guardians of the Bristol
Workhouse. Messrs. Medland and Jlabcrly, Glo'ster aud London, arcliitccts.

Mr. Thomas Brooks, Bristol £15,095

Plllino Down and Reblilding, No. 31. Strand.
For pullinsr down and rubuilding No. .31. Strand, for Mr. J.W. Allen. Mr. J. Bamett,

architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. W. W. Gwyther.
Thomas £:i,52(,
Clements 3,3-lS
Jackson and Shaw 3,290
Smith 3,182
HUl 2,949
Evans, Brothers 2,931

Condcr £2,900
Patrick 2,808
Myers 2,792
I'atman 2,791
Macey (accepted) 2,710

Chapel and School. Hampstead.
For a new Baptist chapel and School-room, Heath-street, Hampstead. Mr. C. G.

Bearic, architect and surveyor.
CIwiwl. SpirP. Gallery.

Holland £5,050 ....£432 ....£5f>2
Macey .5,034 .... 409 .... 572
Piper 5,840 .... 620 .... 640
Lawrence '5,730 680 070
llycrs 5,393 .... 420 .... 500
Brown and liobinson 5,175 .140 490
Hill 5,090 .... 027 .... 530

WAnEHocsE, Cannon-street.
*or alterations to Messrs. Mcycr's.warehousc, Cannou-strcet. Mr. F. G. Widdows,

architect.

To ftllow for Old
, , ,

Unterials.
Ashby and Homer £32
Lawrence and Son .' 40
Sargcant 35
Glenn. 50
Whecn 40
Ashby and Son

, 09
Brown and Kobinson 18
Massey 35
Heath 90

£1,005
1.022
1,504
1,540
1,517

1,498
1,457
1,445
1,384

Wareiioises, Norwood.
For alteration! and additions to warehouses, Upper Jfarkct, Norwich, for Mr

Charles Winter. Mr. John Daymond Kills, architect, Norwich.
Brown and Bailey £897 01 Minns and Foyson £800 5
Curtis and Balls 895

Sewer Work, St. MARTiN's-uf-THE-FiELOs.
For >ewer-work In the parish of St. Martln's-ln-thc-Fields, for the ensuing year.

B«ln«- Schedule PriCl!..

Messrs. Abbott and Hopwood, Bleeding Heart-yard,
Uatlon-gardcn 2J per cent.

Mr. John Ley, Surrej'-grove, Old Kent road 15 „ „
Hessra. Mowkm and Co., Grosvcnor-wharf, Westminster,

(accepted) 16 „ „

Rectory, Ounole.
For erecting a Rectory 'House at Tansor, near Oundle, ^Northamptonshire. Mr.

John Norton, architect, 24, Old.Iioud-street.
With Castertoii and With Anraater

Kt;ltO[i st,)iie

stone dressings. drrsninf^.

Cogswell and Day, Peterborough £3,003 £3,189
Tresonnnd lierridge. Tansor 3,141 .... 3,171
Bennett and Sons, Whittlesey 2,120 2,320
Pooley, Peterborough 2,430 .... 2,400
Ellis and Sons, Peterboraugh 2,195 .... •2,113

* Accepted.

Episcopal I'al.vce, Gloucester.
For taking down and rebuilding the Episcopal Palace at Gloucester. Mr. Evan

Christiau, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. T. W. Goodman and Mr. J. A.
Bunker.
Williams £11,0,52 7
Beckcnsall 10,938 5 11
Clark and Son 10,844
Holland and ILinncn 10,799
Estcourt 10,350

Lillcy £10,182 1
Wingate and Son 9,7.50

L. Moore 9,09-1 17
JonesaudSon 9,370

DWELLING-HOUSES EdGEWARE-ROAD.
For tiie erection of three houses in the Edgware-road for Mr. M. Levy. Mr.

H. H. Collins, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pearson aud Doughney.
Houses. Vuults. Totul.

King £4.242 .. £289 .. £4,531
Myers 4,187 .. 200 .. 4,447
AVilliams.Brothers 3,997 .. 230 .. 4,227
Walbutton 3.940 .. 250 .. 4,190
Evans, Brotliers ..S.Sfw .. 227 18 7 .. 4,092 18 7
Keyes and Head.. 3,800 .. 190 .. 4,050
Pickard 3,728 .. 212 .. 3,940
Macey (accepted).. 3,089 .. 224 .. 3,013

House, &c., Brentford.
For a House and Offices in the Boston-road, Brentford. Mr. James Harris,

architect, of HanwcU. Quantities supplied by Mr. D. J. Brown, 27, Great George-
street.

Brunsden £1,935
Nicholson 1,885

Duncansou and Moultrie 1,820
Maccallow 1,790

Adamson and Sons £1,777
Nye 1,699
Chambcrleu (accepted) 1,697

Robson £8,004
Dcthick 6,987
Taylor 6,543
Harcourt 0,342
lIiU 6,342
Pound 6,280 17

Marriott 5,930

Drainage, Komfohd.
9

I
Patman £5,890 1 5

7 8 Murray 5,777 9 6
11

I
Barnes 6,090 11 6

7 10 Aycrs and Co 5,614

9
Ubucra 5,595 3 "i
Coker 4,949 9 11

Barnsley Cemetery.
Jlessrs. Perkins and Backhouse, architects. South-parade, Leeds.

Accepted Tenders.
Masons' IFori—Robinson. Barnsley £1,800
Joiners* and Cai penters' }Vork—11. Harrison, Ditto .... 435 13
Slaters' Work—Vf. Brown, Ditto 139
2*lumbin(f and Glazing—W. Brown, Ditto
Iron Work—W. Brown. Ditto
IHastering—'W . H. Barker, Leeds
Carn'Hf/—Mawer, Ditto
Painting and Staining— Chas, Rogers, Barnsley ,

84
80
74 14
80
30 8

Railway Hotel, Leeds.
For Bricklayers' work to be done in the erection of the New Railway Hotel,

Leeds. Messrs. Perkin and Backhouse, architects, I'ease's-buildings, No. 5, South-
parade, Leeds.

David Nichols. Leeds 3,543
John Shattoe, York 3,-301 14 10
Tliomas Bedford, Ditto 3,240
Fairburn and Watson, Ditto 3,169 14 2
Swale and Brown, Ditto 3,1.34 18
B. Woolloy and Son, Ditto 3,000

Peter Hobson, Ditto 2,800

W. D. Boothman, Leeds (accepted) £2,705

Villa, Camberwell.
For the erection ofa villa residence in the Brunswick-road, Camberwell New-road,

for William StalTord, Esq., Mr. James G. Smithcr, architect. Quantities supplied.
.Smith £2,350 0"'
Rudkiu 2,209
Mallet and Young 2,170
Nixon 2,100
Hemmings 2,025 14
AxlordaudCo 1,924
Tarrant 1,988

Hockney aud Co 1,948 3

McLennan and Bird £1,931
Richards 1,929
Hart 1,890
W.Smith 1,880
George 1,834
Humphries aud Luxford .. 1,757 10
Kiley 1,600 14
ClcmentB 1,530

Farmhouse, Surrey.
For erecting a farm house and sundry buildings, at Highworth, Surrey, for Captain

Rudyerd. Mr. James G. Smither, architect. Quantities supplied.
Suriilrr

Houite and Buildin);s,
Staljles. Roud, &c. Total.

Ockendon and Sons... £1,960 5 .... 450 13 .... 2,422 18
Harding 1,812 .... 568 .... 2,380

Hardy and Sons 1,831 .... 452 .... 2,283

M'Lennan and Bird.. 1.057 .... 475 .... 2,132

Fisher 1,020 .... 495 .... 2,121

Thornton 1,648 .... 459 .... 2,107

Barnes 1,701 .... 300 .... 2,061

Klrklcy 1,351 .... 327 .... 1,078

Warehouse, Cannon-street.
For an extension of Messrs. S. and .M. Meyers' Warehouse, Cannon-street-west.

Mr. Fras. G. Widdows, arclutcct. Quantities supplied,

W. Laurence and Sons £1,702
Ashby and Horner 1,697

Sargcans 1,5'.)9

Glenn 1,690

Whecn 1,557 ]

Sewerage Works, Burgh of Dundee. ^^
For sewerage works to be executed in certain streets within the above burgn.

John Fulton, surveyor.
Mr.M. Downes NorthShields £4,476.

Asliby and Sons £1,498
Macey 1,480

Browne and Robinson 1,475

Heath aud Son (accepted) 1,*74
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Scnooi., CAMnRiDOF.siiinE.
Tenders for Chapcl-Bchool, lloacli, Cainbridjjcsliire. Mr. Charles Forstcr Ilay-

ward, architect, 8, Adam-street, Adclphi, W.C.
Additional works. Total.

Wm. French, Melbourn £500 .. £?.-i 15 .. £f>:!5 15
Hunt and Stevens, SwafTh.-im Itiilbeck .. .M? 15 .. 82 19 4 .. (WO 14 4
Wm. liell and Sons, Cambrid^'C 48.3 . . 83 5 .

.

500 5

St. Maktin's-in-the-Fields.—Sewers Work.
Abbott and I lopwood 2J per cent, under schedule prices.
Lee, of Newin<fton 15 „ „
Moniem, Iturte, and Co. (accepted).. 10 „ „

Cemetery, Walmnoeord,
Hessrs. Poulton and Woodman, architects, Kcadinjj.

ChftpeU aud Itoundnry Lnyin{f Iron ^ntrs and Th«
Lodf^. walls. out. railiti}^. wbolt..

£ s. d. £ s. £ s. d. £ s. £
John Dalrymplc 1 .303 CO.. 030 .. 120 .. 05 ..

J. and S. Orchard .... 1,227 0.. — .. — .. — .. 1,090
Youug-andCo 1,105 0.. ."iro .. — .. — .. —
Moses Winter 1,14(117 .. SOO .. 105 0..— .. —
K.J.Wood 1,104 10 5 .. — .. — .. — .. —
Orton and Child* .... 1,070 0.. 5.37 .. 98 10 .. 07 .. —
William nr.azier — .. 570 18 .. —..— ..—
William (ireen — .. — .. 158 15 .. — .. —
William Shaw — .. — .. 125 19 .. — .. —
Jones and Blackstow. — .. — .. — .,900.. —
Richard Wilder —.. — .. — .. 75 15.. —
William Hood — .. — .. — .. 71 0.. —
Charles Grafton .... — .. — .. — ..050.. —

•Accepted.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Blackburn.—X^or desiiirns, with plans, specification, and estimates, for a bulldinp: to
contain a large room for Exchan<je purposes, a news-room, committee, and other
rooms for tlie transaction of business, for the Blackburn Kxchauge Committee.
Three premiums are oifered—viz., one premium of .£50, one of £30, and one of £20,
to be paid in the order of merit. The premium desitrns to become the property of
the Committee. The Exchans:e will be erected opposite the Town-hall. A srround
plan and further particulars may be obtained, price 2s. Od., from Jlessrs. Ilopwood
and Garsden, surveyors, Blackburn. Dcsijjns, with a motto and the name and
address (under seal) of the competitor submitting the design, endorsed " Design for
Blackburn Kxchange," be addressed to T. Crooke Ainsworth, secretary, Town-hatl-
buildings, Blackburn, to June 2.

Kirkcldbright, N.B.—For, plans for a building, for the Kirkcudbright
I'ublic-rooms ('ompany, tlie accommodation of which shallj be as follows :

—

A Hall for Lectures, concerts, balls, &c., I and affording seats for five

hundred persons ; a library-room, 18 feet by 10 feet ; a reading-room, 22 feet
by 16 feet ; a kitchen and two rooms for the keeper ; two cloiik rooms ; and
two watcrclosets. Two fronts of tlie building to be built of g.alloway blue stone,
square dressed ; and the facings to be rustic granite. The entire cost not to exceed
£1,4(X). The plans, elevations, and sections, must all be drawn to a uniform scale
of 8 feet to an inch, and be accompanied by a detailed specification of the work, as
well as a definite estimate of the cost. The Committee will award a premium of
£20 for the best plan, the prize plan to be the absolute property of the Committee;
but the Committee reserve power to reject the whole of the plans, should they not
be suitable. The plans, post free, to Samuel Cavan, merchant, Kirkcudbright, to
15th ISIay, without the author's name, but with a motto. A sealed letter bearing
the motto, and containing the author's name, to accompany the plan. A plan of
the site may be had upon application to Mr. Cavan.

JIONUMENT.
Berlin.—For a monument to be raised at Berlin in honor of Frederick William III.

The statue is to equestrian, in height and dimensions after the model of the cele-
brated monument by Ranch of Frederick the Great, a copy of which, on a reduced
scale, is in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham. The site chosen is between the Royal
Palace and the Museum. Sculptors of all nations arc invited to send designs and
particulars as to measurement, &c., may be had by applying to the Prussian
Minister of Church and Kducational affairs. Designs to December 15, 18i)0.

SCHOOLS.
EiPON.—Plans and estimates for building, of brick or stone, a new female training

school, near the city of Ripou, to accommodate 00 pupils. Cost not to exceed £5,000,
and constructed so as to meet requirements of Privy Council. The site may be
inspected on application to S. Wise, Esq., Ripon. Plans and estimates for approval
of the Building Committee, under cover to T. Greenwood Tealc, Esq., Hon. Sec.
York and Uipon Dioccsau (New) Building Committee, to 3Iay 20th.

ALMSHOUSES.
Faversii.\m, Ke.nt.—For designs for thirty almshouses, containing accommodation

for thirty poor persons, with a chapel adjoining thereto, to be erected on land
belonging to Napplcton's Charity, in the town of Faversham, containing 2 acres
and 19 poles, for the Municipal Trustees of the charities of the borough of Faver-
sham. Particulars from Mr. F. J. (iiraud, solicitor. South House, Faversham.

WORKHOUSES.
Penmam.—For plans and general specifications for a workhouse, to be erected on
land near Penmam, and to contain 50 persons. Information as to the rooms and
offices required, so as to insure proper classiflcalion, .and a plan of the site may bo
obtained, aud other particulars on application to the Clerk of the Union. The
whole to be doncin a plain, substantial manner, and the maximum sum to be ex-
pended is £1,800. The architect produciu*r the best plan in the estimation of the
Board will, subject to the approval of tiic Poor Law Board being obtained to such
plan, be employed at a sum not exceeding 5 per cent, on tlie outlay. The Board of
Guardians will adjudicate on the 8th of Blay. Plans to May 1.

BATHING ESTABLISHMENT AND MONUMENT.
Bpa, Belgium.— Between Belgian aud foreign artists for tlie erection of an extensive

bathing establishment, and the construction of a monument, to be placed near the
wells of the Pouhon. The estimate for the expenses amount to 800,000f , the pro-
jects to be sent to the Communal Secretary of Spa before the 15th August, 180(i. A
sura of 12,000f. will be divided among the authors of tlie best projects; the said
plans will be exhibited in Spa till the ond of the season. The programme, topo-
graphical maps, price of materials, Ac, may be procured for 2f. oi the following
booksellers :—Wollcssi, Spa; Dcsocr, Liege; OfHce do Publiciti', Brussels; Li-
brairie Renouard, rue de Tournon, Paris. The aforesaid documents may also be
found at the Belgian Consulates in London, Birmingham, Manchester, &c., and all
over the continent.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
Witton, near Birmingham.— For designs and estimates for laying-out and plant-
ing the land purchased at Witton, distant about two and a-half miles from
Birmingham, fx>r the purpose of a cemetery. The designs must embrace the
following particulars:— 1st. A ground-plan of the site, showing the proposed
roads and walks, the ornamental planting, the portions to be used for the purposes
of interment, and all other requirements for the proper working of the cemetery.
2nd. Sections showing the earthwork require.l for tlie arrangement of^ the surface.
3rd. Such other details and suggestions as the competitors may think necessary for
the information and guidance of the committee in tlieir eelectiou. The site includes

an area of about 105 acres, but it is only Intended to appropriate about sixty acr««
in tlie first instance. A premium of £30 will he given for the design considered
first in jioint of merit, and one of £20, and anotlir^ of £1U for the second and tliird.
The dc'signs obtaining premiums to become the property of the Burial Board
Committee of tlie Council of the borough of Birmingham, who arc not to be bound
necessarily to einiiloy any of tlie competitors to carry out the works. Competltora
to state the terms upon which they will curry out the works. Litliograplicd plans
of the Bite, drawu to a scale of one chain to an Inch, with contour Hues marked
thereon at every 10 feet of altitude, the sites of chapels, supcrintcndcafa residen<».
lodgc-cntrances, and further particulars as to the competition, may be obtained on
application to the borougli surveyor, I'ublic Office, Moor-street. The plans, esti-
mates, and particulars, with the name and address of the competitor marked
thereon, to be enclosed in a scaled cover, endorsed "Plan for Laying-out the
Borough Cemetery," addressed to Thomas Standbrldge, town clerk, at bisofflccs
in Teuiple-strcet, Birmingham, free, to June 1. (See advertiscmeut.)

ARCHITECT AND SURVEYOR.
Ealing, MiDnLESEx.—For filling the joint ofhces of architect and surveyor to th«
Burial Board of Ealing. Candidates to submit plans for two chapels, entrance-
lodge, and gateway, to be erected upon the proposed burial -grouncl, at a cost not
exceeding £l,40O; and also to state the terms per day for the necessary duties as
surveyor. Tender and plans to Mr. W. H. banders, Old Brentford, Middlesex,
where plana are to be seen, to May 1.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASSIZE COURTS.

JlANcnF.STER.—For the erection of the buildings of the Manchester Assize Courts
(excepting foundation already executed). Plans, Ac, and bills of quantities,
at the oniceofMr. T. Taylor, surveyor. No. 102, Cross-street, Manchester, after
May 1. Tenders, under seal, to Mr. F. C. Shulton, Clerk to the Manchester Assize
Courts' Committee, to May 14. (See advertisement).

PRISON.
Waterford.—For rebuilding the amalgamated Waterford County and City Prisons.
Plans, &c., at the Office of Charles Tarrant, Esq., architect. County Court-house,
Waterford. Tenders, sealed, addressed to "Colonel Roberts, Secretary to the
Commissioners, Waterford," and endorsed with the No. of the specIBcatlon,
"Tender specification, No.—, for rebuilding Waterford County and City Prisons "
to May 14.

TOWN HALL, &(j.

Bishop Auckland.—For the whole or any portion of the work in the erection of
the New Town Hall and Market, for the Bishop Auckland Town Hall aud Market
Company. Plans, speciiieations, and conditions at the office of the secretary, 5Ir.
W. B. Cherrett, Bishop Auckland ; or the oflSce of Mr. Johnstone, architect, 6,
Clayton-street, West, Newcastle-ou-Tyne. Tenders, endorse(l " Tenders for New
Town Hall, &o.," to the Secretary till .May 7.

DRINKING FOUNTAIN.
Bradford.—For the erection of the Beaumont Memorial Drinking Fountain.
Drawings, &c., at the office of Mr. E. Mllnes, architect, 30, Hall Ings, Bradford,
till May 2, on which date tenders may be delivered, till 12 at noon, to Mr. Milnes.

SAVINGS' BANK.
Llandilo, Carmabthensiiire.-For the erection of a new Savings' Bank-house.
Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. J. Harries, architect. Bank-buildings, Llandilo.
Tenders, endorsed "Tenders for building," addressed to the Committee for
building Llandilo Savings' Bank-house, to May 8.

CHURCH, &c.
Bridgwater.-For the enlargement and restoration of Fiddington Church, Bridge-
water. Plans, &c., with the Rev. H. B. Hare, Rectory, Fiddington, on and after
the 30th. Tenders, endorsed to Mr. Norton, nrcuitect, 24, Old Bond-street,
London, W., till May 14. (See advertisement.)

Stalybridge.—For the erection of new Congregational Church, Stalybridge. Flans,
&e., at the Schools, Melbourne-street, Stalybridge, after 26th April, Poulton anil
Woodman, architects, Reading, have prepared bills of quantities. Tenders, sealed,
addressed to the "Building Committee," to Mr. Churchill, Stalybridge, to
Jlay 8. (Sec advertisement.)

CHAPELS.
Battersea.—For the erection of two chapels, lodge, &c., on the proposed burial
ground, adjoining Battersea Common. Particulars from Mr. Lee, architect, 20,
Golden-square, Westminster.

Skipton.— For tlie erection of a Baptist Chapel and Sunday School at Skipton.
Plans, specifications, and quantities, at Mr. John Wintcrbottom's, bookseller,
Skipton to May 2, on wliich day sealed tenders are to be sent, addressed to Mr.
Thomas Wilkinson, Sipton, and marked, " Tender for Baptist Chapel."

Oldham. —For the erection of the new Baptist chapel, Oldliam. Parties desirous of
submitting . tenders are requested to furnish their addresses to the arclii-
tect, H. J. Paul, Esq., Burnley, on or before Monday the .30th instant,
aud bills of quantities will be forwarded to them free of charge. No
application will be attended to after that (late. Tenders for the whole
of the works or _for each trade separately, will be received. Drawings,
specifications, and conditions of contract will lie for inspection on Friday ttic 4th
of Slay, and on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, in tlie following week. In the
schoolroom, George-street, Oldham, from nine to twelve in the morning, aud from
two to five o'clock in the afternoon. Tenders addressed to Jlr. W. Mason, York-
shire-street, Oldham, to Slay 10.

Battersea.-For the erection of two chapels, a lodge, tool-house, and the enclosure
of jiroposed burial-ground, situate adjoining Battersea-common ; as likewise for
draining the said land. Tenders to Mr. Charles Lee, No. 20, Golden-square, archi-
tect, from whom particulars may he obtained. The Burial Board for the parish of
Battersea, will open the tenders on the !ith of May, at half-past ten o'clock in the
morning precisely, at the vestry-room of the parish church of St. Mary, Battersea,
wlien persons tendering arc required to be in attendance, aud to be prepared with
the names of two sureties, to enter into a bond for the due performance of the
works witliin the time specified. Form of bond and contract may be seen at Mr.
Lee's.

CEMETERY.
Bramiiope—For the various works required in the building of two chapels, lodge
and entrance-gates, fence walls, &c., Bramiiope Cemetery. Plans, A-c, at the office

of T. Shaw and Sons, architects, 2, Beigrave-square, Leeds, From May 1. Sealcil
tenders to 12 o'clock. May 8.

RAILING AND COPING.
Titchfield.—For the erecting and fixing, at per running yard, of 000 yards or
thereabouts, of iron railing and stone coping. Tenders are to be for both cast and
wrought-iron rails, and for Portland and Purbeck stone. Specifications, Ac, of
Henry Collins, Clerk to the Titchfield Burial Board. Tenders to May 1.

SCHOOL.
Landport. —For the erection and completion of school and class-rooms, and for tho
enlargement of Wesley Chapel, Arundel-strect, Landport, Drawings, specifica-

tion, aud further information on application at the Offices of Mr. George Eoke,
architect, St. George's-squaro, Portsea. No date specified.

LIBRARY.
GLO.'^sop.-For the building of a library and reading-room adjoining the schools In

St. Slaric-street, Glossop, for Lord E. Howard. Plans, Ac, at the Estate Office,

Glossop, to April 25. Tenders to contain, in addition to sum total, a list of prices
for the various works, to the Estate OHice, Glossop, to May 1.

PAINTING AND PLUMBING. *

Kingston-upon-Hull.—For painting the outside work of property belonging to
the Corporation, within the borough. Specification, at the Corporation Surveyor's,
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Town H»U, between 12 and 1 o'clock, daily. Tenders, endorsed " Tender tor
I*»intins," to the Town Clerk's Office, to Jlay 5.

rABDiNGTON.—For works to be done in the completion of five or more twenty-
roomed houses, as also for jobbing works on other property, raxticulars of Mr.
H. M. liamsay, Wcatboume-square, l^addin^tou.

DWELLING UOUSES, &c.
Kettering, Northampton.— Kor the erection of seven houses and offices at

Kettcrini<:, Korthamptuushirc. Plans, Stc, and a bill of the quantities at the Office

of Mr. E. F. Law, architect Tenders to the Kev. Thomas U. Madge, the Rectory,
Kettering, to May 5.

The LiscoMBES, Tohquat.—For the erection of a dwelUnff-house and offices, at

"The Liucombes," Torquay, for L. I'alk, Esq., il.l'. Brawinffs, &c., at the
Tormsham )lanor office, Torquay, after 10th inst. Tenders to .lames William
Kowell. architect and surveyor, Tormshiuu Manor office, Torquay, to May 5.

KoRTnA.MPTON.—For the erection of extensive premises in the Drapery, Northamp-
ton. Plans, spec Ltlcatione, and bill of quantities, at the Office of Mr. E. F. JLaw,
architect, Korthampton, to whom tenders to Slay 5. (Sec advertisement).

LODGING-UOUSES.
liKtET.—For the whole or any portion of the works to be done in the erection of
three lodyinfr-houscs proposed to be built at Ilkley. Drawiugs, &c., at the Office of

Samuel Jackson, architect, i, Kirkgate, Bradford, to May 5. Tenders to Mr. Jack-
son to May 5.

WAREHOUSE.
BOCHDALE.—For the erection of a warehouse for the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway Company, at Rochdale. Flans, &.C., at the Company's Offices, Hunt's
Bank, Manchester. Tenders to W. S. Lawn, secretary, to morning of May 8.

GASWORKS.
Bl^CKPOOi..—For a pr«sholder, 00 feet diameter, and 14 feet deep, fixed on six equi-

distant columns, including cost of fixing. Particulars from, and tenders to John
Grigg, Surveyor to the Blackpool Local Board of Health.

FOHTSEA.—For the erection of a building (with iron framed roof), to contain a new
set of purifiers, at the works of tlie Portsoa Island Gas Company. Plans, &c., at

the Office of Jlr. Rake, architect, St. Gcorge's-square, Portsea. Tenders, endorsed
•• Tender for I'urifying House," addressed to the Chairman of the Company, to the

Gas-office, Fortsea, tiu noon. May 3.

FILTER BEDS.
Leeds.— For the constrnction of about two acres of filter beds, with culverts, shafts,

fcc, at the Weetwood reservoir, in the township of Ueadinglcy, for the Leeds Cor-
poralion. Plans, Ac, and forms of tender, at the Office of Sir. E. Filliter, C. E.,

Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Leeds. Tenders sealed, and addressed to " the

Waterworks Committee, Town Clerk's Office," Leeds, to May 3. (See advertise-

ment.)
SEWERAGE.

DtJUDEE, N. B.—For constructing sewers m the burgh of Dundee,—the cost, when
completed, estimated at £4,000. Plans, &c., at the Office of the Town Surveyor,
PoUce-buildings, Dundee. Tenders, on forms, to be supplied, addressed to the Com-
missioners of Police, Surveyor's Office, aforesaid, marked '• Tender for Sewers,"
to May 7.

DRAINAGE.
Battebsea.—For draining the proposed burial ground for the parish of Battersea,

adjoining Battersea Common. Particulars from Mr. Lee, architect, 20, Golden-
quare, Westminster.

SUPPLY.
Bermosdsey.—For the supply of the pubUc lamps in the district of the parish of
Bcrmondsey withgas, or otlier equally powerful illuminating material, for a period

of three, five, seven, ten, or fourteen years, from Slidsummcr, 1801. The number
of public lamps at present lighted is 014, but that number will be increased mate-
rially. If gas be supplied it is to be pure carburretted hydrogen, free from sulphur
and ammonia. The contractor to provide and maintain all lamp-posts, brackets,

lanthoms, and other necessary fittings which may be required during the term.
Further information at the Vestry-offlce, Maltby-street, Bermondscy, prior to the

7th of May next, when the Vestry will meet to consider tenders or applications.

(See advertisement.)
Cardiff.—For the supply of oak and deal timber required in the construction of 200

coal waggons, for the TaffVale Railway Company. Specification, and information

at the Office of the general superintendent, Cardiff" terminus. Tenders, sealed, and
endorsed "Waggon Scantling." addressed to Board of Directors, to May 14.

For the supply of wrought-ironwork required in the construction m the con-

struction of 200 coal waggons, for the Tafl" Vale Railway Company. Specifica-

tions, and information at the Office of the general superintendent, Cardiff"

terminus. Tenders, scaled, and endorsed "Ironwork for Coal Waggons,"
addressed to Board of Directors, to May 14.

KAIL'WAY.
Ttn)ELA AlTD BiLBOA BAitwA Y.—For the execution of the section of the Tudela
and Bilboa Railway, extending from the town of Miranda de Ebro (where the sec-

tion already under contract terminates) to the junction of their line with the rail-

way from Zaragoza to I'amplona, at a short distance below the town of Alfaro,

being a length of upwards of 143 kilometres, or 89 English miles. Plans, &c., after

Jlay 1, at the office of the engineer-in-chief, Charles Vignolles, Esq., No. 21, Duke-
street, Westminster, London, S.W., who will give all necessary information. The
works arc divided into subsections, and tenders can be sent for the whole, or for

each sub-section. Proposals in strict accordance withlthe conditions, and on a

§Tinted form (to be supplied), addreased'to Cepriano Segdo Montesino, managing
irector, office, the Tudela and Bilboa Railway Co., No. 20, Calle de Bidcbarneta

Bilboa, till 12 o'clock, June 14. (See advertisement.)
TIMBER TRUCKS.

Great NoRTnERU Railway.—For 47 pairs of timber trucks (the Company finding

wheels and axles). Specification and form of tender (on which alone tenders will

be received), at the Offices of the locomotive department, Doncaster, or at the
Offices at King's-crosB station. Tenders, sealed and marked "Tender for Timber
Trucks," to the secretary, Henry Oakley, King's-cross station, London, to

Hay 1.

CARRIAGE BUILDING.
MANCnrsTER.—For a quantity of prime seasoned English oak plank, suitable for

carriage building purposes. .Specifications and forms, of Mr. Jay, at the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway Companys' coach building shops, Junction-street, Oldham-
road, Manchester. Tenders, sealed, endorsed, and addressed to directors, to W.
B. Lawn, secretary, to ten o'clock. Slay IS.

MANOR HOUSE.
CaisLEBCBBT, KENT.—For bnilding additions to and making alterations in the
Hanor-house Chislehurst, Kent, for S. H. Barcourt, Esq. Drawings on the pre-
mises, between 12 and 6 o'clock after April 24. Further particulars of the archi-

tect. F. F. Thome, 7, Eaton-terrace, Dacre-park, Lee, who will be on the premises
on Tuesday and Wednesday next, and to whom tenders, free, at his Offices in

Sacre-parK, Lee, to 1 o'clock, April 30. (Sec advertisement).

COTTAGES.
WiNDHon.—For the erection of cottages in Windsor Great Park and Forest. Plans,

&c., with W. Menzles, Esq., Park-side, Eagle-fleld-green, Chcrtsey, who will show
the sites, staked out. Particulars and plans are also at Sir. Teulon's, 9, Craig's-

court, Charing-cross. Tenders, endorsed •' Tenders for Buildings, &c.," addressed
to the Hon. Charles Gore, Office of Woods, 1, Whitehall-place, S. W., till 12 o'clock.

May 10.

ROADS.
Tamworth.—For an improvement of the turnpike road, leading from Tamworth to

Lichfield, at Bopwas Hill, for about 560 yards. Plans, &c., of Sir. C. Clarson,
nrveyor, Tamworth. Tenders to Mr. Francis Wlllington, Clerk to the Trustees,
to Hay 1.

ASYLUM.
Dorset.-For sundry works proposed to ha done in erecting a pauper lunatic asylum

for the county of Dorset. Plans, Ac, at the Office of the architect. Sir. 11. E
Kendall, jun., 33, Brunswick-square, Loudon, after 18tli April. Quantities (cliargea
to be paid by successful competitor) from Sir. Thomas Percy, 1, Alfred-place, Bed-
ford-square, London, surveyor. Tenders, sealed aud endorsed, '-Teuders for
County Lunatic Asylum," to Chairman of Visitors, imder cover, to the Clerk, Mr.
John ISrown, Dorchester, to 9th May. (See advertisement.)

LANDING STAGE.
Birkenhead.—For the construction, placing, aud completing, ready for public use,
a new floatiug landing-stage, to be inoorod in the Kiver sfersey, in front of, and
Sarallel to the new dock wall at Woodside Basin. The contract will compiise fifty

oating pontoons, of the very best boiler work, in length varying from 80 to 101
feet, and weighing 980 tons or thereabouts ; five wrought iron Iceisons, or hollow
rectangular beams, each 800 feet long, from 3 to 5 Icet in depth, and 2 feet in width
the gross weight of wliich will be 990 tons, or tliereabouts ; five otlior holloiv
beams, of wrought iron, forming the girders of two bridges connecting the stage
with the shore, aud weigliing about 234 tons ; 105 tons, more or less, of cast iron

;

and about 141 tons of smiths' work, in straps, bolts, spikes, mooring chains, &c.

;

together with about 80,000 cube feet of timber, in deck beams, decks, Ac, wrought,
fixed in place, and painted. A specification of the works and conditions of con-
tract, with duplicate schedules of quantities for the parties to tender upon, toge-
ther with an atlas of detailed drawings, will be supplied, upon the payment of
seven guineas, at the office of the Dock Secretary, Revenue-buildings, Liverpool,
between 10 and 4, on and after 7th Mav. Further information on application to
Mr. John B. Hartley, Engineer to the Mersey Dock Board, at his office. Dockyard,
Coburg Dock. Sealed tenders for the above works, on the duplicate schedule of
quantities which accompanies each specification, are to be delivered at the
i^ecretary's Office, in scaled covers, addressed_to the "Chairman of the Committee
of Dock Works," aud marked on the outside " Tender for Landing-stage," to Slay
20th, at 10 o'clock a.ra., after which hour_on that day no tender will be received.
Parties, or their agents, to be in attendance on that day at 11 o'clock. ICach tender
must contain a sealed letter with the names of two responsible parties wlio are
willing to become bound, jointly aud severally with the party tendering for the
contract, in the sum of twenty thousand pounds for the due performance thereof.
The Board will not be bound to accept tlie lowest or any of the tenders.

COAST GUARD STATION.
Bournemouth, Hampshire.—For the erection of a coast guard station at Bourne-
mouth, Hampshire. Drawings, ttc., at the Coast Guard watchroom, Bournemouth, or
Coast Guard office, 12, Spring-gardens, London, S.W., to May 4. Teuders, en-
dorsed " Tender for Bournemouth Station,

'

' under seal, addressed to the Commodore
Comptroller-General of Coast Guard, Coast Guard Office, as above, till noon.
May 5.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Button, Buckfastleigh.—For the erection of a new set of farm buildings at
Button, in the parish of Buckfastleigh. Specifications at Button Farm House.
Tenders to Sir. H. llamliug, land agent. Well Park, Dean Prior, of whom further
information to Slay 1.

Cambridge.—For alterations to the Slade Farm premises, at Burwcll, in the county
of Cambridge, for tlie Commissioners of Woods aud Forests. Drawings, &c., of
Mr. Debenham, at Burwcll. Tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Buildings," addressed
to the Hon. Charles Gore, Officer of Woods, 1, Whitehall-place, Loudon, S.W., to
May 1.

Moulton Park, near Northampton.—For rebuilding the residence, offices, and
farm buildings, at Moulton-park, within tliree miles of the town of Northampton.
Plans, &c., at the Office of the clerk of works, on the premises ; also of Slessrs,

Baxter, Rose, Norton, and Spoforth, G, Victoria- street, Westminster, S., and of the
architect, Mr. F. Eggar, of Farnham and Alton, Hants, of whom also forms of
contract may be obtained. Teuders, sealed, and endorsed " Tenders for Works at

Moulton-park," to Messrs. Baxter and Co. , as above, to May 10. (See advertise-
ment).

COAST-GUARD STATION.
Sunk Island, Yorkshire.—For the erection of a coast-guard station at Sunk Island,
Stone Creek, in the East Riding of Yorkshire. Drawings, &c., at the Coast-guard
watch-room, Patrington, or at the Admiralty Coast-guard Office, 12, Sprins:-

gardens. London, S.W., to Slay 3. The forms upon which tenders must be made,
obtained on application to the Coast-guard watch-room, or at the above Office.

Tenders to Coast-guard Office not later than twelve o'clock May 4, under seal,

directed to the Commodore Comptroller-General of Coast-guard, and endorsed
" Tenders for Coast-guard Buildings, Sunk Island."

CONSERVATORY.
South Kensington.—For the execution of a conservatory on the gardens of the
Horticultural Society, at South Kensington. Drawings and information, at the
Offices of the South Kensington Sluseum, between ten and fouro'clock, on .and after

May 10. Names and addresses of intending contractors to be sent in to 14tli May,
andressed to the Works Committee, South Kensington Museum.

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
With the goodwill of tlie business of a general builder, Ac, place of residence, &c„

building plant and stock iu trade, comprising slieet lead and piping, lead pumps,
patent waterclosets and apparatus, crown and sheet glass, varnishes, oils, colors,

?osts, scaffold boards and poles, ladders, barrows, and numerous effects. On the
remises, St. Johu's-road, Battersea Rise, on Thursday, Slay 3, at 11 for 12 o'clock ;

auctioneer, Mr. J. Stevens. (See advertisement.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Boiidinq News, 20,

Old Hoswell-court, St. t'lemcnt's. Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Sfanuacripts.

G. W.—We happen to know the propertv .vou mention very well, and Judging from your par-

ticulars, coiisiiler it to be worth aljout £2,700. But, of course, mudi ilcpciuls i.n the

nature of the holding, respecting which, wo fancy, your Intormatlon is not quite correct.

K. FisHEa.—Blackfriars-brfdgc was commenced on the 7th June, 17(10, and completert in 1770;

Old Wcstmuistor-brldgc was begun in January, 173!i, and finished iu 1760. The latter is

therefore the older of the two. „ „^ , „,,,,.
AST Student.—1. Garbett's "Principles of Design" was publnlioil by Wcale, S9, High
Holborn. It is a most useful work. 2. Apply at the Sluseum at Bromptou.

A Clesk.-We will think of it. ^ ... , . .,

L. w. M ni.—Wc cannot hisert your letter, as wo should l«y ourselves open to an action

for libel.

Master liuil-nER (I'orli) ; John C k—No. .,._,„,.
Edwakd C—VVc have already Illustrated tho.bullding ; your sketch will bo returned on ap-

plication at ourpublis'.iing office.

WiDE-AwAKE.—Wc know nothing more of the Society you mention.
A Victim of Damp Walls.- Sec answer to "Rifleman" in last week's Jiumbcr. ^\ c speak

from experience. , ... * ,. , ,

William CAaxwaioHl —Borrow some largo scale detail drawings fVomyourmaster; begin by
tracing thcin, and only when your hand Is accustomed to the use of the pencil and drawing-

pen, begin to copy to the same size : then, when you find that you can do so much wifli

ea.sc, enlarge or reduce the scale, and make sketches from executed work, drawing tttem

out more carehdly at home. . ,

M. Z. ; Frank : Q. E. D.—We cannot comply : It would be too great a tax on our tunc.

W. L.-Wc have received the photograph and sketches, but take thno to consider your

request.
Constant Reader (Dublin).— Thanks.

, ,^ tj...-«-™ .

E. W. 8. i Wakneu ; Philip R e; Pupil ; Poor SnascniBEB; A Victimised builder ,

F, W. ; Qeoroe Kolfe We are obUged to defer our replies untU next week.
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3IETROrOLITAJ!J LOCAL MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
ACT.

LTIIOUGH little more than four years old, tlic

Metropolitan BoarU of Works have already

obtained two amendment acts to the measure
under which they were constituted, and now
seek to achieve a third. An annual tinkering

of their constitution becomes a serious tax

upon Parliament, amounting, perhaps, to a

nuisance, and a source of great anxiety, as

well as annoyance, to the ratepayers, who are

kept ever on the watch against the encroach-

ments of the Board, even though none should

bo contemplated. The man who is constantly

under the doctors' hands, or, worse still, is

ever doctoring himself, seldom enjoys health

of mind or body, and generally ends in be-

coming a hypochondriac. He fancies his head

is put on the wrong way, buttons his coat

over his back, and bewails being unable to sit down
on his belly ; or will have it he is a teapot, remonstrates

against your laying hold of him by the spout when you

shake him by the hand, and pathetically entreats he may not

be set on the hob, lest he should crack ; or he will sit for

weeks in a clothes-basket, on a dozen of Dutch cheeses, and

nibble at the ends to let out the chicks. Or he will believe he

has an imperial mission to uphold order, destroy revolution,

and make war for an idea ; or that he has a reform mission

to destroy the aristocracy, quelcli intellect, juggle the people, and set

np as a pope in Manchester, with cotton twist for a tiara, and a spindle

for a sceptre; or, when appointed to remove the filth from our streets

and houses, that he belongs to a species of rival Parliament; that his

sayings and doings are of imperial importance, and that he is possessed

Of hereditary right, derived from parents who kept an old clothes shop

in a suburban market, to control our habits. These are some of the

many thousand grotesque delusions classed under the head of hypo-

chondriacism, and which spring from over self-esteem, and over-care to

be better than we are. Now, surely, the Board of Works cannot re-

quire parliamentary tinkering every year. Its powers ratepayers find

ample, and it may come to pass that in one of the amendment bUls, so

incautiously thrust upon the Legislature every session. Parliament may
take advantage of the opportunity to insert a clause or two reducing the

Board to nonentities, or perchance providing that on the 31st of
December next following the Board shall cease and determine. Here
would be a position for the Board to find themselves in, without notice

or warning. Their dignity would collapse like a pricked bladder or

overblown soap bubbles, and the verdict of the pubhc would be felo
de se, even if they did not go to the extent of the Welsh jury and add,
" served them right."

What the Board goes to Parliament for does not very clearly appear in

the Report of the Committee on the draft Bill, unless it be for what
one of their members called the glorious principles of negation. In the

Seport of the Committee referred to, which was appointed on tlie 21st

of last October, and consisted of Mr. Thwaites, Mr. J. O. Hall, and Mr.
James Pascal,

" • • * the three
To make a new Thermopylse,"

it b Stated that the Bill does not contemplate superseding the authority
ol county magistrates, in relation to county rates, lunatics and
bridges, and vesting it in the Board ; nor does it purpose conferring
upon vestries and district boards control over licences for slaughter-
houses, public-houses, and places of public entertainment, and the
powers now possessed by justices of the peace, or giving certain parishes

additional representatives at the Board, or separating others into distinct

districts. The Bill will not alter the "incidents" (sicjnorig.) of local

taxation by imposing main drainage and other rates, now paidby landlords,

upon tenants ; it will not extend the power of rating to districts beyond
the metropolitan limits, or subdivide the area of taxation to impose
differential and special rates ; it will not interfere in the dispute between
Testries and district boards on the one hand, and gas and other companies
on the other, or authorise vestries and district lioards to undertake the
snpply of gas and water. It will not inflict penalties for the use of invalid

chairs on footpaths—nothing is said of perambulators—or increase the
number of prohibited projections from buildings, or provide for

Ecensing and inspecting marine stores, or inflict penalties on gipsies

and dwellers in caravans and moveable habitations ; nor will it abolish
the authority of trustees, commissioners, and committees, and transfer
it to vestries. None of these terrible things do the Board contemplate
doing—for the present at all events—whereat we are led to be thank-
ful for so much moderation, grateful that we have some cake and ale,

Utnough the Board be never so virtuous. Lest the expansive gratitude of
iie Londoner at the dangers escaped should lead him to the commission

^fextravagance,weadd what the reportsays thcBillwilldo if passed. It

will remove some of the chief obstacles encountered by the Board,
Vestries, and District Board in carrying out their duties ; that is to say
it will provide for the apportionment and payment of the mortage debts
of the late Commissioners of Sewers; it will define the area of taxation
with refiirence to the arrangements of the Metropolitan Board, fix the
standard for the assessments, and ensure payment of the money
assessed ; it will facilitate the collection of rates by vestries, render the
remedies of District Boards more effectual by compelling overseers to
account for moneys levied under their orders, will insure eijual taxation
of all rateable property to the sewers, facilitate procedure against rate-
payers and others, define and enforce the obligation of private parties
with respect to the drainage and paving of new streets, rendering the
law effectual with reference to buildings beyond the general line of
frontage as well as to the naming and numbering of streets, guard the
sewers and property of Boards and Vestries from injury and encroach-
ment, repress nuisances, and provide for tlie protection of oflicers in the
performance of their duties under the Act. Such are the objects of
the Bill, to give the Board greater command than ever over the pockets
of ratepayers, and over private property, to quicken and invigorate the
process of the law. All for the Board and not a shadow of protection
or care for the public. We will now proceed to examine the clauses.

After giving the interpretation of certain terms, the draft Bill pro-
poses to defray the cost of Counter's Creek sewer, 43,72 1/.- 15s., now
charged to Paddington, Chelsea, Kensington, Westminster, Hammer-
smith, Fulham, Willesden, Mai-ylebone, Hanover-square, Hampstead,
Acton, Ealing and Chiswick, and 10,000/. out of the cost ofthe Ravens-
bourne works, now charged to Deptford, Greenwich, Kidbrook, Lewis-
ham, Camberwell, Charlton, Lee, and Eltham, out of the main drainage
rate or loans raised on security of it, thus releasing the parishes from
the whole cost of these works, and spreading it over the entire metro-
pohs, while credit is to be given to the parishes for any over-payment
they may have made since the 1st January, 1856. The cost of works
executed in the Victoria sewer since the constitution of the Board, now
charged to the eastern and western divisions of Westminster sewers, the
Regent-street and Regent Park districts, is in like manner to be defrayed
out of the main drainage rate, by giving these districts credit in future
assessments for what they may have paid, beyond their share, to the
cost of the sewer since the period named. The various sewers' loans,

or value of annuities amounting to 295,689/. 14s. 7d., are to be charged
against the metropolitan parishes in the following proportions :—Mary-
lebone, 5,418/. 6s. 3d.; St. Pancras 2,131/, 19s. 5d.; Lambeth,
35,669/. 8s. 4d. ; Hanover-square, 6.040/. 12s. lOd. ; Paddington,
359/. 5s. 9d. ; Bethnal-green, 922/. lOs. 7d. ; Newington, 18,904/.

15s. 4d. ; Camberwell, 9,233/. 12s. Id.; Westminster, 1,847/. 16s. 4d.

;

Chelsea, 1,226/. 14s. lOd.; Kensington, 1,514/. Os. 9d. ; Southwark,
11,905/. 25s. 7d. ; Barmondsey, 18,997/. 14s. Id.; St. George's East,

3,292/. Is. lOd. ; St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, 47/. 13s. 8d. ; Mile-end
Old-town, 4,869/. 163. 3d. ; Rotherhithe, 5,840/. 12s. 9d. ; Hampstead,
110/. 12s. Id.; Whitechapel, 3,479/. 17s. 6d. ; Westminster, 1,822/.

5s. 7d.; Greenwich, 19,156/. 12s. 4d. ; Wandsworth, 8,397/. 12s. 9d.

;

Hackney, 3,549/. 93. 8d. ; St. Giles, 871/. 7s. ; Ilolborn, 738/. 10s. 7d.

;

Strand, 4/. 43. 6d. ; Fulham, 14,050/. 16s. 7d.; Limehouse, 3,573/.

19s. 7d. ; Poplar, 572/. 17s. 7d.; St. Saviour's, 15,950/. 9s. 7d. ; Plum-
stead, 2,501/. Is. 7d.; Lewisham, 22,889/. 7s. 4d. ; St. Olave, 8,380/.

17s. Id.; Gray's Inn, 3/. 10s. lid.; Willesden, 304/. 6s. 9d. ; Acton,
2,407/. 2s. 2d. ; Ealing, 425/. 14s. 6d.; Chiswick, 1,251/. 7s. 6d. ; Croy-
don, 280/. 18s. 9d. ; Richmond, 3,031/. 9s. Id. ; Southampton-buildings,
5s. Id.; Lambeth Palace, 72/. 8s.; Deptford Dockyard, 41/. 7s. lid.;

Borough Market, 16/. lOs. lid., and 53,721/. 15s., charged to the
main drainage loan.

The loan due to the Clergy Mutual Assurance Society, amounting
to 105,000/., is to be charged to the metropoUtan parishes in the fol-

lowing proportion :—Marylebone, 10,563/. Os. 3d. ; St. Pancras, 7,466/.

4s. 7d.; Lambeth, 5,181/. 16s. 6d.; Hanover-square, 9,449/. Os. 3d.;
Islington, 4,618/. 18s. 9d.; Shoreditch, 2,658/. 153. 6d. ; Paddington,
4,544/. 193. ; Bethnal-green, 1,103/. 13s. 8d.; Newington, 2,008/.

4s. 8d.; Camberwell, 2,219/. 123. 6d.; Westminster, 4,348/. 6s. 3d.

;

Clerkenwell, 2,274/. 5s.; Chelsea, 2,290/. 7s. 2d.; Kensington, 2,560/.

17s. 2d.; St. Luke's, 1,726/. Os. 6d. ; Southwark, 1,317/. 128. 3d.;
Bermondsey, 1,391/. 12s.; St. George's-in-the-East, 1,754/. lis. 5d.

;

St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, 2,642/. 83. 3d. ; Mile-end Old-town, 1,589/.

2s. 6d. ; Rotherhithe, 676/. 9s. 2d.; Hampstead, 814/. 2s. 4d.

;

Whitechapel, 2,533/. 10s. 2d.; Westminster, 2,695/. 5s. 2d.; Green-
wich, 2,527/. I83. lOd. ; Wandsworth, 3,160/. IO3. 6d. ; Hackney,
2,734/. 8s. 2d.; St. Giles, 2,772/. 23. 5d. ; Holborn, 1,915/. 16s. lid.;

Strand, 2,732/. 10s. 2d.; Fulham, 1,215/. 8s. 6d. ; Limehouse, 1,749/.

5s. 7d. ; Poplar, 2,306/. 17s. 9d. ; St. Saviour, 1,701/. 14s. 3d.;

Plumstead, 1,109/. Is. 6d. ; Lewisham, 1,459/. 13s. 4d. ; St. Olave,

1,021/. lis. 5d.; Charterhouse, 20/. lis. lOd. ; Gray's-inn, 143/. 133.

lOd. Due care is to be taken to save the rights of persons holding

securities.

All assessments and precepts made or issued by the Metropolitan
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Board to be valid, asiJ all sums mentioned therein to be recoverable
by the Board, who ara to adjust accounts between parishes or parts for

the purpose of levying rates.

From the date of enacting of the Bill, all parts of the metropolis are

to be deemed equally benefited by drainage or other works executed
by the Board, and the assessments to defray their cost are to be made
according to the suinuai value of property alone in the several parts of
the metropolis, cstiuiated on the basis of the county rate, or sewers',

police, or Tower Liberty rate by the Board, who are to be authorised

to determine the annual value of property. At the same time the
Board may appeal against so much of the basis or standaid of the

county rate as affects any portion of the metropolis.

The assessments and precepts to obtain moneys are to be according

to certain forms, in the name and under the seal of the Boai-d.

Vestries mentioned in Schedule A of the first Act for the local

government of the metropolis, are empowered to satisfy the precept of
the Board out of the moneys in hand, or that may be received during
the ne.xt two months, and reimburse themselves out of sewers' rate

to be subsequently levied. In case of neglect or default of payment,
the Board to levy a rate of such amount in the pound on the annual
value of property as will in their judgment be sufficient to raise the

money reijuired, with an addition thereto of two shillings in the pound
to be applied to the general fund. The rate, to be assessed on the
annual value determined by the poor rate, is to be collected by officers

appointed by the Board, who are to be paid by poundage or salaries

out of the rates, and who are to have the same powers, remedies, rights

and privileges as have overseers for levying poor rates. The Boards'
rates to be published and allowed in the same manner as poor rates, and
to be subject to the same provisions in relation to appeal, excusing
persons from payment on account of poverty and otherwise as poor
rates. The expenses attending the making and collection of the
Boards' rates are to be raised in addition to and as part of the rate, and
the excess beyond the amount of the precept, with the additional sum
of two shillings in the pound and expenses, is to be placed to the
credit of the parish. In cases of a vestry declining to pay the money
required by precept; or neglecting to pay within the two months
following the service of the precept out of moneys in hand or coming
into hand ; or neglecting to strike a rate during the two months to

satisfy the precept ; or a district board neglecting during the two
months after service of the precept to issue orders to overseers for the
levy ; or in case collectors or overseers shall not with all practicable
dispatch perform the necessary acts for levying and paying the money,
then the Metropolitan Board are to be empowered to make the
rate.

If the rates levied on any locality mentioned in Schedule C of the Act
of 1855, to discharge the loan as apportionately charged to parishes
beforementioned, should exceed the proportionate assessment with its

incidental expenses, the surplus is to be carried to the credit of the
locality as a set-off against future levies for the main drainage rate. To
obtain payment of sums assessed on such localities, the Board are to
issue a precept under seal requiring payment to their Treasurer or
Bank, and address to persons having control in these localities, who are
to raise the money by a separate rate in manner similar to, and under
like provisions as, the sewers' rate, to appoint collectors, to pay them
by salary or poundage, and take securities from them ; and who are to
be superseded by the direct action of the Board in case of refusing or
neglecting to strike the rate or raise the money in like manner as pro-
vided in similar eases for vestries and district boards.

To raise money assessed by the Metropolitan Board under the Act of
1855, in localities without the Metropolitan area, the Board may levy
rates on the annual value of property rateable as will in their judgment
be sufficient to raise the money assessed, or such part as may remain
due, the rates to be levied in conformity with the previous provisions.

The Board to be empowered, in cases of omissions or inaccuracy in
assessments or precepts, to make alterations or amendments to render
them conformable to the provisions of this and preceding Acts, and to
revoke precepts and issue new ones in their place.

The portions of the 138th and 161st sections of the Act of 1855, which
provide that the vestries of parishes mentioned in schedule A shall order
overseers to levy and pay to the parish treasurer sums required to
defray expenses of the execution of the Act, and that the overseers
shall levy by equal pound rates for the sum requu-ed, are to be repealed

;

and in lieu thereof it is to be enacted that the vestries scheduled under
A in the Act of 1855 shall levy the rates direct, and so take the place
of overseers, for which purpose they are to have free access to and
liberty to copy assessments to the poor rate, with power to appoint
collectors, paying them by salaries or poundage, and take security, and
the collectors are to have the same powers and remedies, be subject to
the same regulations and directions, as overseers to the poor.*

• To be continued.

NATIONAL COLLECTION OF BRITISH WATEE-COLOR
PAINTINGS.

IT may seem strange that this country should have waited until now
commence some public recognition of the national art of water-col

painting ; an art in wliich it is admitted that our native school excells ;

others, and in which the degree of excellence attained is not mere
relative but positive. To note the origin and trace the history of this a:

to mark its early efforts and exhibit something of its ultimate developme
is surely a matter of public interest, and the first attempt to do this h
been recently made in the Art Museum at South Kensington. The nucle
of a permanent public collection of water-color paintings has been formt
and we trust that public aid will advance as it ouglit to do what has
the first instance been worthily initiated by private liberality. Mr. Shee
shank's gift of a collection of original sketches, by British artists,

pencil, crayon, and water-color, has been the origin of this at prese
limited, but instructive gallery.

The works of our early water-color painters are still to be had ; th
require for their preservation, care, knowledge, and watchfulness, a:

therefore, in ordinary hands, they perish or become hopelessly injure

Before the opportunity of collecting a record of tlie rise of this mo
interesting and valuable art has passed for ever, we had need to besi

ourselves, and we are therefore glad to see the matter taken up where
is likely to be prosecuted with energy and judgment.

Sixty years ago the art showed signs of the approach of a transit!

state, but some time elapsed before the new development was general

recognised. Those who were absent from the foci of art-practice continu
their early methods, and even in 1811 the silver medal of the Society

Arts was awarded to a drawing, excellent, indeed, in many points, b
entirely in the old or pre-transition style. When the change wrought 1

the genius of a few came, it was so decisive and so attractive—increast

vigour, and, in some directions, greater truth were to obviously attaint

that the ancient system, perhaps over hastily, was despised and discardei

It is alone by the bringing together, into one collection, of the old, tl

transition, and the new methods that the public can be instructed in tl

curious passage of art-history.

Water-color painting, as we now understand the practice, is of comp
ratively recent date ; to trace the story of the art in its less narrow accc]

tation is beyond our present purpose ; to do so would take us very f

back into historical records ; we may merely allude to the early practice

missal illumination, of miniature painting on ivory, &c., and in Ilollai

and Flanders, of flower and figure, and, indeed landscape-painting

water-colors, as by Van Iliiysum, occasionally by one of the Bloemaer
Everdingen, and others.

The latter half of the last century must be the epoch when we first fii

ground on which a school can be said to have been erected. Paul Sandl

and Cozens are the most notable names amongst the elder race, the form
often employing tempera, as in one remarkable drawing exhibited in tl

collection ; the latter using transparent color somewhat timidly, thou|

with excellent effect, washing it, in fact, over a drawing already fui

made out in a blue or neutral tint. He secured, however, an admiral

delicacy, and conveyed a sense of repose which often contrasts adva
tageously with the more vivid works of modern artists. Hooker is al

represented here, and Nicholson, whose long life was extended through t

three periods we have indicated, but whose works during the transitii

time, especially his coasts with stormy sea, are notable as exhibiting woi

derful effect, with but little recourse to the methods of rubbing and cuttii

out, then first coming into vogue. In the drawing of the " Waterfall

RhaidrMawr," the example here of his later manner, he has freely avail

himself of these expedients.

One drawing, by Joshua Cristall, dated 1814, is shown, not, however,

favorable specimen, but exemplifying, at least, his free use of the conti

vances of wiping and picking out, with which we are now so familii

These methods are observable, but in a lesser degree, in a drawing 1

Munn, dated 1808.

Thomas Girtin and John Varley were, the former especial

leaders of the new and more forcible style, and also a great

than either,—Turner. In some qualities Varley was not surpass

by any of his time : in transparency and tenderness of sky pair

ing, in the firmness with which he laid in his broad washes, and t

quietness he secured by their unbroken surfiices. He was among the fii

to practise the method of working on paper kept constantly moistened

the back as a means of obtaining greater depth of tone. Turner, bom
1775, ultimately, though not suddenly, distanced all his competitors, at

in truth, founded the modern school ofEnglish water-color art. A lari

and very fine early work of liis, " Easeby Abbey," lent to the coUectio

shows the painter already striding out of the reach of his contemporarii

The general subdued effect and the tone of the ruined Abbey in this nol

drawing, speak of the influence of the old school, but there is a pow
throughout it, and a character in the foreground and accessories, which
Turner's own.
His water-color art, although not illustrated as splendidly as it was

the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition, is yet, by the aid of such po

tion of his own gift, as has yet been given to the public, tolerab

well exemplified at South Kensington. A few of liis very early works a

contained in the National Gallery in the style previous to the transitio

two noble examples of a later period, a view of Edinburgh, and a skirmi;

in the Val D'Aoust, and several small specimens of the epoch of his chi

power are among its treasures. Included in Mr. Sheepshank's gift is al

one of an important period of his career, wlien his knowledge was b

little below its culminating point—the view of Hornby Castle, Xjaucashir'
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tliis beautiful and precious work is well noticed in the excellent intro-

ihiction, by Mr. Redgrave, to the published inventory of the drawings, and
to his judicious remarks we would refer our readers.

I'rout, David Cox and De Wint are not sufficiently represented, though
there is something good of each, especially an admirable little drawing, by
Cox, " The Belated Traveller," with much of poetic feeling and the

ni:ister's accustomed facility of handling and mastery of expression.

Many notable names are yet wanting to at all fairly represent the elder

time, but we hail with mucli satisfaction this commencement, at least, of a
\aluable instructive national art memorial.

The establishment of a National Gallery of Water-color Paintings at

iutli Kensington, to which we have drawn attention, has already pro-

ceed a result which strikingly shows the liberal and patriotic feeling

. iiicli exists among art-patrons in this country if only opportunity be
iveu for its display. It is gratifying to be able to state, and will be

jually so the public to hear, that a most valuable collection of water-
olor paintings, fifty in number, has been presented to the South Ken-

sington Museum, by Mrs. Ellison, of Sudbroke Holme, Lincolnshire, and
that the liberal donor lias secured to the nation an additional gift of fifty

more at her death. The best period of our best artists is represented in

this choice and costly donation—De Wint, Wm. Hunt, D. Cox, Copley,

Fielding, Cattermole, Lewis, Sidney Cooper, Haghe, &c., are among those

whose works are included in the collection. There is, also, Warkworth
Castle, by Turner, and one of J. Varley, of Haag, of Stanfield, and other

equally known names. The drawings are in perfect condition, and good,

sometimes first-rate, examples of the respective masters ; and it is im-
possible to appreciate too highly the generous feeling which prompts their

owner to part during her lifetime with works of art so attractive and so

much valued.

# ,

WINDOW CLEANING.
Sir,—The article on cleaning windows, in your publication of the 20th inst., having

brouj^ht forth a letter from Mr. Allen, ofGt. Smitli-strcet, Westminster, which might
create considerable prejudice in tlie public mind against my invention, if not rephed
to, 1 will, with your kind permission do so, to the best of my ability.

In the first i>Iace, Mr, Allen suys he has seen and examined the model, finding it

quite as you represented it, referring, 1 jpresume, to the defect noticed by you—which
In point of fact, was no defect at all. The model you saw was a new one, and in an
unfinished state, the weights attached to the lines were made for a much smaller
model, and were only put to that one until the projjer ones were ready, and as you
were the only person who saw it in that state, proves the first error of Mr. Allen, for

I defy him to point out any defect in the falling of the top sash. Kespectmg the
liberating the pulley style, I beg to say, the process I adopt is much more simple
than cutting through nails and screws ; and in the next place there is not an atom
of India-rubber used in my invention. P'or answers to questions one and two, I must
refer him to an attentive examination of the model, when, if Mr. Allen is a practical
man he will see at once the simple means made use ofby me for effecting both objects.

Suestion three relates to the fixing the shutter hinges; I beg to say there is no
teratiou made in hanging the shutters, their presence having a tendency to

strengthen the inner lining, instead of weakening it, and the screws will still have a
substance ofone inch in tliickness to fasten themselvesto, which will, I think, be quite
BuflBcient. Passing over the having to make new frames, &c., &c., for that only
proves Mr. Allen has made himself but little acquainted with my invention, he
next asks what I have arrived at, supposing me to have overcome the above difflcul-

ttes as A(? /C7*r».<t^/iC7rt, and then proceeds to answer the question himself, by stating
that I have simply got the sash out of the frame, &c., &c., and that I must then
diBconnect the lines, and carrjr the sash into the room, to clean it. This is another
OTOof of his total ignorance of the subject, for when the sash has been liberated from
the frame, by pressure against the pulley style, it has simply to be turned inside
outwards, and put into the frame again, for cleaning or repairing, the simple metliod
of attaching the lines having facilities for that purpose ; the bottom sash being done,
is then taken out of the frame and drawn down out of the way, the top one is then
treated in a similar manner, and in no case is the sash disconnected trom the hues
except when new ones are required, and even those can be supplied by the domestics,
without the aid of any raeclianical tool whatever.
Havingfullyreplied|to Mr. Allen's questions, I will, with your permission, say a few

words ou what he calls his design. Having seen it, T immediately recognised—with
liie exception of some important parts, which I understand have since been supplied
—my very earliest effort to overcome the danger of wiudow cleaning 25 years ago,
which, on trial being made, was louud to have serious objections, the first of which
Was the reduction ot the sash style to half its proper substance, namely, one inch
instead of two ; and the mortice or middle bar reducing its strength still more, it

was not considered sutliciently strong to withstand the force of the wind.
Its next objection was the not providing for repairing lines and weights, without

taking out the beads, and seriously damaging the paint and woodwork. It was then
hUd aside in consequence of its imperleclions. I am &c.,

W. H. Elkin.
27 Belvedere-road, Lambeth, S. April 30th, 1860.

THE FAY OF THE AllCHITECT'S ASSISTANT.
Sir,—As the building strike is over, I think professional assistants ought to

pat in a claim for a better and more equitable remuneration for our services than
we at present receive. AVe who have served our articles, and been educated to
the profession have no means of adequately subsisting upon the paltry pittance,
doled out by architects and surveyors. The qualifications required are ofacharacter so
elaborate, that we really feel quite at a loss to understand how tliey can reasonably
offer so low a qnUJ pro quo. A professional assistant is required to be a gentleman
born, educated and accomplished, with an intuitive knowledge of the profession in all
Hi Various branches. Thee.xpensesofour education alone are ofno trifling amount, and
cannot be possibly less than £500, our probation in many eases costs more than that
nount, and yet lorsooth, notwithstanding this outlay and the advantages we are
apposed to have obtained, the remuneration we receive is totally inadequate to enable» effectually to occupy that «^«(f« in society it is expected we should. I see no le-
gitimate cause why we should not form ourselves into a "union" for a proper and
»»e lucrative adjustmentof our dues, and for a better and more equitable remunera-
tkmfor our services.
I would suggest t hat a meeting be called and that a committee be formed for carry-

togout the above object. We cannot hope for much until we have adopted this
Otnrse ; in the meantime let our motto be IIeform.

BtHLBING OPEKATIVES AND EMIGRATION.
BIB,—At the present time when the working classes are organizing themselves

«to benefit and trade-protecting societies, and are consulting and considering

amongst them what is the best course to pursue in order to aowliorato thefr poaiUon,
I will, with your permission, make a few remark:: on the importance of emJipratloii
to them. I am induced to do so by tlic fact that, though It never more aeriooaly
demanded their attention, yet during these last twenty years it ha» not been tbouffhc
less of than it is now. I am convinced that If they ever wish to improva tfieir
condition permanently and effectually they must do it through the medium of
emigration. TIic beuetits that the building trades have derived from tliis source
during these last ten years are without precedent. It lia.s been the principal cauao
of their success in the strikes that have taken place during that time.
In the year 1850 gold was discovered In Australia, and the yield of it began to get

so astonishing that thousands of our London mechanics rushed to the auriferous
and beautiful colonies of Victoria and New South Wales. To such an extent wa«
emigration from the United Ivingdora carried on from lail to 1854, that some of oar
leadmg patriots began to yet seriously alarmed at the fate of the mother country.
Members of both ileuses asked the Government whether they were not going io
adopt measures to stop the tide of emigration that was tlien at its liighest. It was
during that time that jthe operative builders of the metropolis obtained a rise of
sixpence per day in their wages. In fact, there was a general rise in tiie price of
labor throughout the country, \^\\t a deplorable change was about to take place.
The free emigration fund which had been accumulating in the hands of the " Emigra-
tion Commissioners," was becoming exhausted. Tliis fund, let me here observe, was
obtained from tlie sale of Crown lauds in the colonics; as by an Act;of the
Imperial Parliament called the Wakefield Act, money obtained from this
source was devoted to the purpose of bringing out free emigrants from the
United Kingdom. A Bill passed the House the following year, l>^o5, introduced
by Lord J. Kussell, which gave the Australian colonies responsible Government,
and at the same time too great a proportion ofskilled labor had arrived in the colonies,
so that the markets were glutted for a time, and wages bet,'an to fall rapidly. lu
twelve months the wages oi mechanics fell from thirty to sixteen shillings per day,
but they, to prevent anv further reduction, organized themselves into irades' unions,
after which,they, in order to provide work for the whole of their number, or, in other
words, that the whole of them should have a share of the work, struck for and
obtained "ten hours' pay " for " eight hours' work." Notsatisiied with that they (the
working classes of Australia) got up a violent agitation against free emigration, and
would only elect sucli members as promised to vote against it. ^The Governments of
Victoria and New .South Wales, are in every sense of the word democratic. They
have "manhood suffrage," "vote by ballot," and "triennial parliaments.")—Con-
sequently all free emigration has been suspended,— I might almost say permanently
stopped since 1850, and the results are becoming evident,l)oth in the mother country
and m those naturally rich and beautiful colonies.
But that the working classes of the United Kingdom should tamely submit to this

outrage on their common rights astonishes me, and many of the real friends of the
colonies. Are the million of iortunates who are in Australia, to monopolize the
hundreds of millions of acres of rich land, which needs only be "tickled with a straw
that it may laugh with a harvest," to themselves and their posterity ? No, not if tho
Chinese can prevent it, for they will soou outnumber the English in Australia, and
secure that favored land, which seems and is provided for the surplus population of
Britain, to themselves ; already are there between sixty and seventy thousands ofthe
Mongol races there, and are extensively employed on the railways that »re now
being constructed by an Eng'lish contractor in New South Wales, at wages that would
starve an English navvy. This is one of the results of the insane conduct oi the
operative classes in Australia. Another, yet more serious, is tliat capital is fast
leaving it, men who have made their fortune there (very few go there witii a fortune)
say to themselves, " Well, here it will cost me so much to build a cottage, in England
it will cost no more to build a mansion." "Here my class is unrepresented in
Parliament, in England it is almost the only class that is represented. And finally
they resolve on leaving the colony, which has been so bouuttful to them, and settling
down in motlier England. " That is exactly what we wish," says the Ei^iish
operative ;" that poor men will go to Australia, make a fortune, and return to Eng-
land to build." Unfortunately, very few are going-, still fewer arc making their
fortune in a decaying colony, and the very colony is oeing wrested from our grasp by
Chinese.

I call upon the working classes of England to look to the right source for their
amelioration. They must, in order to improve their condition, give this subject the
consideration its importance demands. They know by bitter experience what fierce
competition rages between capitalists as well as laborers. All who read the
Building News' list of "Tenders Sent In," must have noticed the many com-
petitive builders, and the alarming difference in their tenders. How is this ? There
must be surplus capital as well as labor here. Emigration is the only remedy, 1
believe, for all the ills from wliichwe suffer. The population ot the United Kingdom
is altogether too great. No country in the world is blessed or plagued with so many
of Adam's descendants in proportion to its size or extent ; and such a concentration,!
fear, is contrary to nature. Man was made to replenish the earth, and not to con-
gregate in large and demoralirang cities. We are highly favored in regard,to emi-
gration fields, and those fields possess astonishing attractions ; hut some of the
principal seem to be unfortunate in their Governments. The statement of Mr.
Marsh—who was formerly connected with that highly productive part of New
South Wales, now called (Queensland—in the House of Commons last Thursday must
fill the hearts of all friends of that colony with deep regret.
There are fortunately many other colonies which oiler great advantages to every

class of laborers and mechanics. Tasmania, South and West Australia, as well
as the provinces of New Zealand, arc panting to receive the surplus labor of Britain.
In conclusion, I wish to suggest the propriety of establishing an emigration fund

in tlie clubs and societies which are now springing up. In fact, I believe an emi-
gration rate would bo much more palateable than a poor rate. I am sure that if the
working classes would give this subject one-quarter of the attention they devote to
their own theories for improving their condition, their exertions would be crowned
vfiih far greater success.

I should like to say more on this subject, but fear I should encroach on your
valuable space. I am, &c.,
Windsor, 28th April, 1860. T. L 8.

OUR CRITIC AND Nos. 80 AND 81.

Sir,—You have been so good as to condemn my abilities on inspection of Nos. 80
and 81 in the Architectural Exhibition. I am not responsible for No. 81; it is not
exhibited by me. I do not know whose it is. The former (No. 80) was desipied
according to the requirements of the " Friends," that it should be of a perlectly
simple aud plain character.

I nada better opportunity last year in some half-timbered cottages, which re-
ceived ver^ different remarks. I enclose them. I feel that your notice is likely to do
me much injury.
You think favorably of design 137, but do not like the blueness. The church is to

be built in llint and stone, which is the reason why the color is used.
I am. Sir, yours obediently,

5, Lower Phillimorc-place, Kensington, W. Dudley Kaj<X.
April 26th, 1800. ^

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION- ,.,u.»^
Sir,—In continuing your remarks upon the works, or rather drawings, as exmbitea

in the Architectural Exhibition, we shall feel obliged ifyou would in addition, simply
state
No. 180. The bronze ornaments supplied by Messrs. Potts, of Birmingham, and the

floor of Arrowsmith's Solid Parquetry. , ^ *
No. 186. "The rtoor of Oak Parquetry." supplied by Arrowsmith. ofNew Bond-strce^
No. 234. The chancel of the church laid with Arrowsmith's Sohd Parquetry (and

much preferred by the incumbent, the Key. Mr. Trcmlett to stone or tiles, as being

much warmer.)
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No. aOO. The dado and the floor of Arron-smith's Solid Parquetry.
IfyouMTiU give the above additional information, which is not inserted in the

.catalogue. It will greatly oblige,

Yours truly,
80, New Bond-street, London TT. Arrowsmith and Co.

April iitb, 1800.

E-XETER BRAXCH BANK COMPETITION.
Sir,—As you are •rivinsr in vour paper a detailed notice of the various works con-

tained in the Architectural t.shibitioii, we wish to draw your altention to No. 347
in the eat.ilosue of the same, and therein thus described—" View of the Design for
the ExetiT Branch of the Devon and Cornwall Bank, to which the lirst premium
was awariied. E. C. Uobius."
The desi^Ti there exhibited and thus described is not the design to which the first

premium was awarded, and we are at a loss to understand the conduct of the person
whose u;i!ue is appended as the author. But in order that such reprehensible
conduct may be exposed, and to remedy as far as possible the iujury done to our-
selves, we submit the annexed extracts "from correspondence in our possession.

We are, &c.,
Wobarn-square, April 30th, 1880. Kennedv amd Kogebs.

" Ertrartfrom Instructions, ((-c., to Architects inrited to Compete.
** The .irohiiect whose plau is preferred and adopted shall have the superintendence

of the building on the usual terms of 5 per cent, on the outlay. The architect whose
plan is considered second in merit shall receive ilO 10s., and the third in merit£5 .^s.

(S^iffned) "David Debhv, General Manager."
" Extractfrotn Letter.

" Devon and Cornwall Bank, riymouth,
Iflth JIarch, 1800.

" Gentlemes,—I have the pleasure to inform you that the directors of this Bank
have selected the plans marked " Avlse la Fin " for the buildiu<; the Bank House at
Exeter, &c., &c.

(Sigmed) " David Debrt.
" Messrs. Kennedy and Bog«r8, 33, Woburn-square, London."

THE NATIONAL GALLEllY,
Sir,—Captain Fowkes' scheme for altering the National Gallery, which was com-

mented upon some time ago in the Building New8, has recently been brought
forward afresh in the Cornhitl Matjazine, but without taking any notice of, or the
slightest attempt to moot and refute any of the objections urged against it in your
own publication—owing, perhaps, to their having escaped Captam Fowkes' atten-
tion. Hall they not, I think he would so far have taken advantage of them as to
correct some of the defects and inconveniences there pom ted out.
Were his design to be adopted, there would be anythin": but improvement

externally, the efevatiou being of most common-place quality. By continuing
the upper floor uninterruptedly from end to end of the building, a deal of space that
is now unavoidably lost, owing to its being divided between two distinct establish-
ments, would of course be utilised, and that floor would be nearly trebled in extent.
So far well ; but then, if, as appears to bo intended by Captain Fowkes, the whole of
the upper floor were to be appropriated to the "Gallery," and instead of beiug turned
out of the buiUling the "Academy" were lodged below, where could they possibly
get even tolerably well-lighted exhibition rooms ? Has that rather important point
been carefully considered by the Captain.' I rather suspect that it has not, but
that, like many other oversights and mistakes of the kind, it would be left to bo
found out afh-ncards.

Possibly some "good-natured frien d " of the Captain's will point out to him what
have been pointed out by others, not only as shortcomings, but as serious defects in
his plan for improvmg the National Gallery.

I am, &c.,
Neither Captain nor Captivating.

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM.
Sir,—From a publication styling itself the Cr«/c—which, by the by, "A Constant

Exhibitor ' does not appear to have seen,—surely something like sober criticism, or
at any rate decency of language, might be looked for. In its notice of the Archite c-
tural Exhibition, it is said, with reference to the Classic designs for the Manchester
Assize Court* :

" Whose is the sense of beauty so peculiar as to be pleased with the pr e-
Tiiling variations of llie Trafalgar-square mustard-pots, the unmeaning pediments,
the clumsy vases all of a row as the flnish to a parapet, the bald oblong spaces wi th
pedimented tops which are called windows ? " In Punch such stuff' might pass for
ittn, but in tile Critic it excites equal astonishment and disgust; nor is it to be won-
dered at that professional men should not be very eager to exhibit their designs if by
so doing they expose themselves to attacks from vulgar ignorance and malignant
senrrility.

Of Mr. AUom's designs for the same Assize Courts, one is said to be *' sham
Gothic," and '• gingerbread Gothic; " the others Classic version of the same thing,
and took nakedly hideous to have even won a premium."
Hardly on any other subiect would equal flippancy and shallowness be tolerated in

a respectable journal; but the general public are as yet so unacquainted with archi-
tecture, that in what is intended for their reading, any opinion however absurd,
however unjust, may be uttered with perfect impunity. Sadly am I afraid that the
Exhibition in Conduit-street must, for some time to come, be content with the Prince
Consort's patronage, and contrive to get on as well as it can without that of the
public.
Whether such will ever continue to b e the case or not, it is at present the singular

misfortune of architects to have scarcel y any other tolerably competent judges than
those belonging to their own class, con sequently moreor less in the position ofrivals.
DesieUng from saying more, I subscnb e myself Yours, Ac,

L. D. S.»
E.XHIBITION DRAWINGS.

Sir,-In reading yourcrlticlsms of the drawings and designs in the Arclii tectural
Exhibition. Regent-street, I was struck with tlie following case, which unha ppily is
too often practised in these days, viz., in seeking to appropriate to ones elf the
fame and the honor that belongs to another. Messrs. Arrowsmlth, of New Bond-
street, exhibit a very bad drawing "of a library" (vide. No. 180), which t hey call
their own work both in design and execution, for a Mr. Mort, of Sydney. Th e truth
Is that Messrs. .Vrrowsmith have been employed by 5Ir. I'otts, of Birmingh am, in
the capacity of cabmet makers, to make the carcase of his bookcases, and n othing
more. The whole of the models, both in statuettes and architectural deco ration,
are by Robert .lelTerson, of 00, Hercules-buildlngs, Lambeth, from which Mr . I'otts
Is producing the bronze work; and are from the design and under the supe rvision
of Mr. Alfred Smith, Buckingham-street, Strand.
You will favor me by Inserting this fact, for It will be In justice to those who wish

to see wrong put right.

I am, &c.
Lambeth, May 2, 1800. Robert Jefferson.

STONEWARE DRAIN-PIPES.
Sir,-In the Number of the Building Newh of April 20th, in reference to a paper

read bv Mr. Edward Go<idard, upon stoneware drain-pipes, at the Society of Arts,
in reply to Mr. R. Rawlingson's inquiry, one of the speakers, who inquired who
ttrst introduced stoneware drain-pipes, Mr. W. Northen said he sent the first stone-

ware drain-pipe to the Board of Sewers the iith of September. 1845 ; and Mr.
Newton remarked that attention had boon called by the last speaker to the (jues-
tion. who was the first maker of earthenware socket-pipes? He believed that ic
Mr. Northen the honor was due. Will you permit me to say a few words upon this
point ? Having been concerned upon some property at the corner of T»wer-street,
Westminster-road, where the drainage was in a teiaful state, and in on^ part more
so than another, were the resources of two water-closets placed upon the load-
flats, and near each other. Their contents passed down a wood trunk in an angle
of the external part of the building next the street, and met another closet at the
bottom, and witoin two or three feet of the public footpath. The result of this
ill contrivance became so notorious, through the defective trunk beiug continually
choked, and often overflowed the footpath, to the great discomfort of the foot-
passengers, as well as the occupiers ol the houses, and many throats were made
against the owners of the promises. In consequence of the nuisance, I was spoken
to by the parties of the property to eradicate the evil, if possible. It then occurred
to me that a pipe made of glazed stoneware would be the thing, and, acting upon
that impression, I set to work and made a drawing of the kind of thing I thought
was required, showing the iulets. bends, and junctions ; and this I further illustrated
by a small plaster model, showing how they socketed into each other.
These pipes are socketed into each other, and are in 3 feet lengths and 7 inches

diameter. They were made for me by Sir. James Stiff, of High-slreet, Lambeth, in
a satisfactory manner, in the latter part of the year 184+. When completed, I had
the old trunk removed, and the drain that was formed witli plaee-bricks was com-
pletely riddled by the rats from the sewer. I had the whole removed and the pipes
placed and laid in their position, and trapped at their connexion with the sewer, to
prevent any smell from rising, at the beginning of the year 1845. They have done
their duty well for lifteen years, and have not boou out of order, that I am aware of.

A portion of them can be seen at any time by the passers-by. This will show that I
was in the field for honors for socket stoneware drain-pipes before the date named
by 3Ir. Northen. In couclusion, Mr. Editor, let honors be awarded where they are
due.
Terra-cotta Works, 74, Blackfriars-road. Mark H. Blanchard.

THE STONEWARE DISCUSSION.
Sir,—As you have inserted a copy of a letter from Mr. Goddard to the Society oj

Arts Journal, in which he impugns the correctness of the statistics given by Mr.
Doulton, at the discussion on stoneware at the Society of Arts, relative to our con-
sumption of coal, we will thank you to insert our reply, a copy of which we enclose.

We are, cSic,

Lambeth Pottery, London, 2nd 3Iay, 1800. Doulton and Co.

[Copi/ of a letter to Society of Arts Journal.]
" Lambeth Pottery, London, 25th April, 1860.

" SiR,--In Mr. John Doulton's remarks at the discussion on stoneware, he said,
that he thought 3Ir. Goddard, in his statistics, had underrated the extent of the
trade.

" In support of this view he Instanced the fact that we consume 8,000 tons of coals
annually (not 0,000 as reported), and that it was therefore reasonable to suppose that
the other eight or ten firms in Lambeth cousumed together more than the remaining
12,000 tons.

" We observe that Mr. Goddard writes to your .Tournal questioning that statement,
' because he has the supply of 1850 lying detailed before him, and that does not
credit Messrs. Doulton witli anything like the quantity.'
" From whence did Mr. Goddard get his returns ? He never asked UB for them, and

it is not possible he can be aware of all the sources of supply.
" Here are the exact figures, and your readers can judge who is most likely to be

correct :—
" Consumed 1S59 Coals, 7,401 tons.
"

., C'oke, 803 chaldrons.
" Mr. Goddard's chief object, however, in writing to you, seems to be to tone

down his admission as to our position in the trade by limiting it to the manufacture
of drain-pipes ; and this may lead some to suppose that Mr. John Doulton included
in his estimate our consumption of clay and coal at our country drain-pipe manufac-
tories. This was not so; lie spoke only of Lambeth, otherwise lie would have had
to state quantities of clay and coal together amounting to Mr. Goddard's estimate of
the whole e.xtont of the stoneware trade in Lambeth.
" We have made several inquiries, but we cannot hear that Mr. Goddard com-

municated with the Lambeth potters previous to reading his paper. If he Iiad done
so. he would have been more likely to be correct in his stiitistics : he might have fur-
nished the walls and the table with other productions relating to stoneware besides
those of the house in which he is engaged, and his paper altogether might have been
more worthy of the occasion. " We are, &c.,

" Doulton and Co."

THE DISSENSIONS IN THE BUILDING TRADES.
Sir,—I observe that a Mr. Blanchard Jerrold has taken up the trade of travelling

demagogue, and endeavoured to make some notoriety out of the present unfortunate
dissensions between the masters and workmen of the building trades. Had Mr.
Jerrold confined himself to Ihis object, however reprehensible it might be, neither I,

nor any one else, would have thought it necessary to have noticed his sayings and
doin";s ; but he has gone out of his way to attack in the most unfair manner private
gentlemen ot known character and respectability, and, therefore, it seems to me to
be the duty of every one connected with the press to protest against such an un-
worthy course of proceeding.

3Ir. Jerrold, in fact, accuses Messrs. I'eto, Brassoy, and Betts of taking as much as
£3,000 or £4,000 a year from their workmen under false pretences. I have taken
steps to assure myself that this accusation is utterly uufounded, and Mr. Jerrold
could easily have assured himself that it is so. The repetition of his attacks upon
Messrs. Peto and Co. cannot, under these circumstances, be considered otherwise
than as an attempt to dilTuse an injurious slander. My attention was only called to

this matter at a late periodj but, by your permission, I will return to it next week.
I am, &c.,

Geo. R. Bubnell.
14, Lincoln's-inn-Fields, May 3rd, 1800.

The London Building Company.—The first general meetinc; of share-
holders of the London Building Company (limited) was held at the Institution,

Cleveland-street, Fitzroy-square, on Tuesday evening, May 1st. In the

directors' report it appeared that the company had not been supported by the

building operatives to the extent they anticipated ; but still that had not de-
terred them from endeavouring to obtain work ; and as the opportunity oifered

of sending in a tender for certain works at Heiiiel Hempstead Church, they had
done so, and although theirs was tlie lowest estimate for pew fittings in deal, it

was not the lowest in oak, and tlie church committee had not yet decided who
was to have the job. 'The shareholders expressed every confidence in the

management of the company, re-elected the directors and tliesecretary, appointed
two auditors to examine the financial statement read to them, and requested that

the articles of association should be printed, and sold at a moderate cost.
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MAXIMS AND MEMOKANJ)A RELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS.—No. II.

7. Having in the first of our series of papers on tliis important subject

Jiscussed pretty fully the question of position or site, this forming the

first division, we now proceed to consider the points relating to the

second division, namely

—

principle of arrangement of theJam- steading.

8. It may, perhaps, be to some of our readers a novel statement, that

there are several kinds or modes of farming practised throughout the

kingdom. The term farming in its usually received acceptation is a very

limited one, conveying as it does the idea that its principles and practice

are the same everywhere. Thus, to the popular mind, farming in one

district or locality, is the same kind of business and distinguished by the

same peculiarities of practice, as farming in another. There are doubtless,

in the several modes or systems of farming practised in Great Britain,

many peculiarities common to all ; but some possess points not at all

discernible in, or applicable to others. It is not here our purpose to enter

into a disquisition on the point, or to detail minutely the diflTerences

which exist between the different systems pursued in the kingdom ; we
proceed at once to note that there is one kind of farming which is pursued

to a very considerable extent, indeed we may say to tlie greatest extent in

the arable districts; and this is known generally by the name of "the

mixed husbandry system." This kind of farming requires the greatest

exercise of agricultural skill, continued activity and vigilant exercise of

forethought, in order to practice it with success, for it combines and em-
bodies the peculiarities of nearly every other mode. On a farm conducted

on this system, grain is grown, cattle and sheep reared and fattened for

market, butter and cheese made. To carry on all these departments, a

large farm is necessary, from 500 acres and upwards. Independent to a

great extent of the peculiarities of soil and locality, and possessing a
facility of adaptation to the generality of circumstances, the " mixed
husbandry system " is, as we have before said, largely practised , and it

is therefore to it that authorities have chiefly endeavoured to apply certain

principles of arrangement for the buildings required to carry on the various

processes of the farm. It is not to be supposed that one arrangement of

plan will apply to all localities ; but there are certain principles or
" maxims " which will be found applicable to the arrangement of every

steading.

9. Before giving our "plans of arrangement," we deem it advisable to

cite here the opinion of a few of our agricultural authorities on the
principles of arrangement. And first as to those of Mr. Stephens, which
for general applicability, as well as for the lucidity of the statements in

which they are explained, cannot, we think, be excelled.

10. "Straw being the bulkiest article on the farm, and in daily use by
every kind of live stock, and, although heavy and unweildy, having to be
carried and distributed in small quantities by bodily labor, it should be
centrically placed in regard to the stock, and at a short distance from their

respective apartments. The straw barn, its receptacle, should thus occupy
the central point of the steading. The several apartments containing the
live stock should be placed, in respect of distance to it, according to the wants
of the stock for straw, in order to save labor in its carriage, for so bulky
and heavy an article as straw should, in all cases, he moved to short distances,

and not at all from any other apartment than the straw barn, so that the
threshing machine, which deprives the straw of its grain, should be placed
as at once to deposit the straw into the straw barn. The stack-yard con-
taining the unthreshed straw with its corn, should be contiguous to the
threshing machine. The passage of straw from the stack-yard to the

straw barn, through the threshing machine, being directly progress! ve, it is

a material consideration in the saving of time to place the stack-yard,
threshing machine and straw barn in a right line.

11. " Different classes of stock require different quantities of straw to
maintain them in the same degree of cleanliness and condition, so that
those classes which require the most should be placed nearest the straw barn.

The younger stock, including those in the hammels, requiring most straw,

receiving it largely for fodder as well as litter, the courts which they occupy
should be placed contiguous to the straw barn, one occupying each side of
it. The older or fattening cattle requiring the next largestquantity ofstraw,
the hammels which they occupy should be placed next to the courts in

nearness to the straw bam. Horses and cows, requiring the smallest quan-
tity of straw, the stables and byres may be placed next furthest in dis-

tance to the hammels from the straw barn.
12. " The position of other two apartments are necessarily determined

by that of the threshing machine, the one being the upper barn,
which contains the unthreshed corn from the stackyard, ready to be
passed through the mill ; and the other the corn barn, which receives the
corn immediately after its separation from the straw by the mill. The
granaries should be in direct communication with the corn barn to save
the labor of carrying the clean corn to a distance. • • • The granaries
should always be elevated above the ground to keep the grain in good
condition, and it enables their floors to form convenient roofs for cattle or

cart sheds. The elevation which the granaries give to the building should
be taken advantage of to place them so as to shelter the cattle courts from
the north wind in winter ; and, in order to afford the warmth of the sun
to the cattle, all their courts should be open to its light and heat. The
courts being open to the south, and the granaries forming a screen from
the north, it follows that the granaries should extend east and west on the
north side of the courts ; and as it has been shown that the cattle courts
should be placed on each side of the straw barn, it also follows that the
straw barn, to be out of the way of screening the sun from the courts,

should stand north and south, at right angles to the south ofthe granaries.

The fixing of the straw barn to the south of the granaries, and, of course,

to that of the threshing machine, the position of the stackyard is

necessarily fixed to the north of both, where it is favorably situated for

the preservation of tlie corn in the stacks.
" The leading principle involved in the above arrangement is as compre-

hensive as simple, and is applicable to every size and kind of steading.
But obviously correct as the principle is, it is seldom adopted in practice;
and I may safely assert that the greater the deviation from the principle,

the less desirable steadings become as habitations for live stock in winter."
—Book of the Farm, vol. 2, pp. 519, 520.

13. Mr. Stephen, has elucidated this statement of principles with a care-
fully prepared plan of a steading for 500 acres cultivated on the " mixed
husbandry system ;" and to which we refer the reader. The "principle"
and its applicability may, however, be explained by the block plan,

which we have prepared and given in plate 1, fig. 1, and of which the
following is the literal reference :

r Cow Byre, Shippon, or Cow-house
for Farm-house.

e Cow Hyre for Servants or Laborers.
8' Court for Cow Ityres.

t Boiliug HouBC for Cows.
u Turnip and ICoot Store, and Turnip

Outtinr Koom.
V Oil Cake Store or Out-house.
w Guano and Artificial Slanure Store.
XX Hammels or Feeding Courts, and

Sheds for Heifers, Ac.

l/y Boxes for Fattening Cattle.

ix Bull Sheds and Courts.
rfoTiegery.
1/ Inflrmary for Sick Cattle.

c' roultry llouse.
d' Hntchinp House.
e'c'e' Liquid Manure Tanks.
/•'/' Dung Stores.

Granary

Straw Cutting, and

a Boiler House.
b Krigine Koom.
c Corn Barn.
d Straw Barn.
ee Shelter Sheds for Cattle;

over.

/ Court for fattening Cattle.
o „ Young Cattle.
A Smiths' or Carpenters' Workshop.
• Gig House.
j Uidine Horse Stable.
k Hay House.
It Work Horse Stable.
mBollinff House for Stable.
n Oat Crushing,

Corn Koom.
o Implement Shed or Oat-house.
pp Cart Shed.
g Calves House with Court g'.

14. In this plan which we have designed to elucidate the application of
Mr. Stephens, principle'of arrangement, as well as of other points not
alluded to in the extracts which we have given, the following will be
observed:—The position of the stack or rick yard indicated at aa is

placed to the north. The corn-barn c, with the threshing machine floor

above it, is placed contiguous to the stack yard, from which the grain is

taken and threshed, delivering the straw immediately to the straw-barn d,

which is placed in the central point of the steading. From this the straw
is delivered right and left to the cattle courts / and g, the stable II, the
cow houses r and s, the cattle hammels or feeding sheds xx, and the cattle

boxes yy. Between the work-horse stable II and the riding-horse stable j,
the hay house k is placed—from which right and left doors afford the
means of taking the hay into either of the stables as required. The
boiling-house for the stables is placed in close contiguity to them at m,

while a door of communication admits of the bruised corn, &c., being
taken at once from the corn and crushing-room n. The workshop h is

close to the implement house o, and cart shed pp. The dung from the
court/, stables II and J, and from the cattle boxes yy, bull sheds zz, and the
piggery a'a' is wheeled off to the dung store ; the liquid manure being
led by appropriate means to the tanks e'e'. A dung store and two tanks
is thus provided for all the apartments east of the straw barn. The space
of one of the liquid manure tanks e' might be converted with advantage
into a shed for preparing and keeping composts.
Turning to the western division of the steading, we find the cattle court, g,

calves' house g, byres, or shippons, r and s, and feeding-sheds, x x, supplied
from the straw-barn d, wliile the dung is at once led off to the dung-store, /,
and the liquid manure to the tank, e'. The food mashes, &e., for the cows
is prepared in the boiling-house, t; the roots being washed and cut up in the
root-store, u. If more space is required between the courts, s and g, and
the sheds x x, or between the stable 1 1, and boxes, y y, the] sheds, x x
and boxes, y y, may be moved forward, so as to occupy the space marked
by the dotted lines 1 1 and 2 2. The central part c d being ex-

tended—to insure uniformity of outline—to the part marked 3, 3, thus
giving space for the sheds and courts for young horses or colts. It is

hoped that the arrangement here indicated is one likely to a great extent

to meet the necessities of a farm on the mixed system, and to facilitate

the various operations carried on in the steading, with economy of space
and time. The plan—in common with all the other plans in Plate I.—does

not show the position of doors, windows, stalls, &c., &c. When we give

the working drawings of the various apartments in the division on con-

struction, these shall be indicated in their proper places. The dairy is

supposed in this plan to be connected with the farm-house, or, if preferred,

it may be placed in the position marked 4, or at 5.

15. Some'years ago the Council of the Eoyal Agricultural Society of

England offered a prize for the best essay on farm buildings. This called

forth a great variety of plans, all of them possessed of much practical

value. The various essays in which these plans were promulgated and de-

scribed were published in the eleventh volume (1*50) of the Society^s

Journal, to which the reader desirous of consulting them in extenso is

referred. At present we propose to cull from them a few " maxims " as

to principles of arrangement, which may be advantageously added to

those we have already given. Mr. Thompson—one of the Judges of the

essays sent in for competition— in a letter to Mr. Pusey, introductory of

the essays, has the following :

—

.

" One of the first points which will strike every one conversant with

farm buildings is, that in all the plans now published the old method of

building round a rectangular area, and using the enclosure as a stravr-

yard, has either been given up or very much modified. The cause of this

change is obvious. So long as fiirm horses were fed on unground corn and

uncut hay or straw, it was only necessary that the stable should be con-
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veniently placed with respect to tlie btirn and the haystack ; and when
cattle were wintered chiefly on straw, which was supplied to them direct

from the barn-door, the old-fashioned square yard, surrounded by build-

ings, was probably the best that could have been adopted, inasmuch as it

took up the least room, and was the cheapest mode of supplying slielter to
cattle.

16. "By degrees, however, it was discovered that if the horse corn was
ground and the fodder cut into chaff, not only was the food consumed with
less waste, and more jierfectly digested, but the labor of mastication was
materially reduced, and the animal power economised and reserved for

more profitable employment.
1 7. " The same principle holds good in the feeding of cattle, and of late it
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has been carried a step furtlicr, and heat lias been applied, either to steam

or scald the chaff, with linseed, gruel, and meal, with the view of rendering

the nourishing ingredients of the food more perfectly digestible, and of

supplying artiflcially the heat which must otherwise be produced by a

waste of the animal tissue. • * » That it is found profitable to call

in the aid of machinery, and to make the>usines3 of a farm approximate

more closely to that of a manufactory.

18. "The necessary consequence of this change of system is a great m-

crease of intercommunication between tlie different buildings of a farm.

The straw which formerly went from the flail to the rack, now goes m
the first instance to the chaff-cutter, from thence to the boiling-house,

and lastly to the stable or cattle-shed ; so that it is becoming more and

more important that the straw-barn, the chaff-house, the cooking appa-

ratus, and the live stock should be as near one another as possible.

Hence one of the indispensable requisites of a modern farmyard is great

facility of communication, especially between the buildings just named.
* • * Another point of importance is that the straw barn should

be as central as possible. The great inconvenience of moving straw

to any distance, especially on a windy day, is so well known that it is

quite unnecessary to offer any proof under this head.

19. " These main points havins; been provided for, the next feature of im-

portance is that the buildings should be conveniently grouped together."

After reviewing the prize plan, and going into a detail of the requisites in

a first-class steading, the Keporter thus sums up the conclusions which

are arrived at :

—

t , ,• ^ j.

" 1st. That the communication between the different buildings ofa farm

should be by means of a paved or macadamised yard, and not across a

straw-fold.
" 2nd. That provision should be made for the Introduction of loose boxes

or stalls for fattening cattle.
" 3rd. Tliat small open yards with covered sheds should be provided for

young or store cattle.

"4th. That covered manure-pits are^not generally advisable."*—" Jour-

nal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England," Vol II., p. 192.

20. In the Report above alluded to, there are given, as before stated,

various plans, the prize plan being that of Sir John Tancred, of which wo

have prepared a block plan on Fig. 2, Plate 1, showing the position of

the various apartments, and of which the following is a literal reference :—

Shed for mixing sheep manure and
ashes.

J } Large Implement Shed.
l-'k Small Implement Shed.
I Carpenter's Shop.
m Smith's Shop.
n n Horse Boxes.
o o Sheep ties for fattening sheep.

p ^[anure dep6t.

q q Shed far lambing ewes.
r r Boxes for Milk Cows.
s s Pig Boxes.
( Breeding Sties, with
u Covered Yard.
V V Dairy.
!P Turnip Store.

r'.TSpace . for Gi? - hoase. Harness
Room, and Nag Stable. The second

,._ floor space above v f, is a Chaise Koom,

// Sliedfor hospitaler other purposes. I above to a Fowl Itoost, and above xx a

g g Slied for Calves and Young Stock. ! Hay Lolt.

/( Bull House or Tool House.
I

21. The
letter-pre

^ ^ „
permit us giving these in exienso, we place before the reader the following

abstract :—The stack or rick is placed to the north, from whence the grain

is delivered to the threshing-machine in the barn, the grain being

delivered from thence into sacks below, ready for the market ; and

the straw carried forward into the upper story. The grain crusher, oil-

cake breaker, &c., placed on the second-floor, deliver their work into ap-

propriate receptacles on the ground-floor. At this central portion of the

building is placed what may be called the Idtchen, in which the various

food of the stock is prepared, and from which it is delivered to the several

apartments inhabited by the stock, and all of which converge to this point.

The manure made in these apartments is led off through the further ex-

tremity of the yard, either to the land, or to the manure depot. By
this arrangement the chief part of the steading is kept clean, no litter,

&c., being visible except at the further extremity, where young stock,

pigs, &c., are kept, and even this may be avoided by feeding these in stalls

or sheds.

22. On entering the steading the power is met with on the left hand,

—

the engine and the horses, the implements and machines, with which these

are connected, and workshops in which they are repaired ; in

the central parts and to the right are the grain, the fatting beasts, and
the dairy. Beyond are the open sheds for the young animals, the whole

being protected from the northerly directions by the high buildings con-

taining the granary, &c. " It has thus," says the author, " been at-

tempted to place the buildings in that order which a consideration of the

dependence of one on another, seemed to point as most advisable."

23. In plate I, fig. 3, we give a block plan showing the position of apart-

ments of the farm steading proposed by Mr. John Ewart, and fully illus-

trated and described in the report of the Royal Agricultural Society.

The following is a literal reference:

—

A A Position of Stack or Kick Yard.
a Boiler and Engine House.
b Barn.
c Steaming House.
fl Koot Store.
The Barn contains the Separator, the

Winnower, the Corn-elevator, and Corn-
Bin. Tlie Steaming House, a Boiler and
Steam Chest for preparing raaslies. &c.,

&c. Tlie Root Stores contains Turnip
Slicers for sheep and cattle. A second
floor is placed over the apartment a, .and
contains a Steam Grain-Drying Room
and Granary. The floor above. 6, c, and
rf contains Mill Stones, Threshing
Machine, Linseed Cruslier, Oil - cake
Breaker. ChaiT-Cutter, CornLoft for.hors-
es, and Straw Barn.
ee e Cattle boxes

e principles of the arrangement are fully stated by the author in the

X'sa accompanying the drawings, but as our limited space will not

nip I

• iii Double range of cattle lulrs or
h Koilliig and turnip liouse.

ii L
boxes.

k Cowhouse or byre.
1 1 1 Single range of cattle boxes.
m m Do. do. do.

n Calves' house.

a a Ham of two stories.

h b Straw barn.
c Engine and boiler-room.

dd Work-liorse stalile.

e Space for loose boxes.
/ Slanure depot.
g Implement shed.

24. This plan shows an easy capability of extension j thus the calf-

house may be extended, as shown by the dotted lines o, and accommoda-
tion made for four cattle-boxes, the site marked p will give three ; that

marked q q six ; and r r five. By throwing the implement shed in the

direction of s s, increased accommodation ctn be had in the work-horse

stable.

25. Fig. 4. Plate I. shows the arrangement proposed by Mr. Ewart for

a dairy for 20 cows, which when forming part of the steading in flg. 3,

should be placed southward from it, with a clear space of 30 feet between

them. The following is a literal reference of Eig. 4:

—

/ Piggery.
g Manure.
A ftBull Houses.
i Fodder House.
jj Calves House.

showing arrangement of

Farm Buildings proposed bv Mr. Hudson, of Castle Acre, one of the most

advanced and practical of oiir agriculturalists. This plan was entered in

competition for the prize of the Royal Society already often alluded to ;

and was commended by the judges. The following is a reference to the

drawing in the Plate

rtaBarn.

a Cow House.
b Scalding Room,
c Churning Room,
d Milk Room,
e I'oultry House.

25. In Fig. 5, Plate I., we give block plan^

n Carpenter's Shop.
o Cart Shed and Granary.
;) Harness House.

q s Cart-horse Stables.

f Corn House and Granary
t Harness House.
« Riding Horse Stable.

V Gig House.
to 'Wlieat House.
a; Poultry.

sy Yard.

Knginc House,
c Boiler House.
de Hay and Straw.
j Young Cattle Court,
/flr Cattle Yards.
'hh Turnip Stores.
t Cattle Yard.
1* Cow Yard.
k Calf Pen.
I Cow house.
m Piggery.

26. In Fig. 6, Plate I. we give a block plan of farm steading, designed

by Mr. James Cowie, Kincardineshire, and for which he received the Prize

from the " Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland."

a n Corn Barn. A Byre.

* 6 Straw Barn. .'/ Turnip Shed,

c c Cart Shed. « Tool House,

rfrf Carl -horse Stable. .i Stable,

ec Cattle Shed. * Poultry House.

///Byre. ' Boiling House.

We have still some "maxims" and "memoranda" to present for the

consideration of our readers ; but the rapidly dcreasing space warns us

to defer to another opportunity.

say
• On this " vexed question " in agricultural practice, wo shall have somewhat to

ly iu Division Tiiird—Construction.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT PATENTS.

WE have already shown that in round numbers not less than £130,000

per annum have been expended on patents in this country on an

average in each of the last four years of the seven, during which the present

law has been in force ; but this amount includes the charges of the patent

agents. The amounts actually received by the Patent Law Commissioners

have been, independently of fees for examinations, and copies of specifications

and drawings, only £82,500, viz., 1,000 applications, at £5 each, £5,000 ;

2,000 completed patents at £25 each, £50,000 ; and 550 third year stamps,

at £50 each, £27,500. During the first three years, of course, no third

year stamps were due. Now, if cogency were wanting to the natural

reasons which we have already advanced for a further modification of our

patent laws, we most assuredly have it here, inasmuch as during the 235

years prior to 1852 only 14,359 patents were taken out, which gives an

average of little more than one patent per week, as against the sixty

now applied for.

It may be objected that an average ought not to be thus taken over so

long a period ; but even during the few years immediately preceding the

alteration of the Patent Laws in 1852, thenumber did not much exceed one

per diem, as against the ten now applied for. Even during 1850, which was

the year preceding the Great Exhibition, only 523 patents were taken out.

the total Government cost of which could not amount to £120,000, as

against the above, which, we must recollect, will be swollen to from £90,000

to £100,000 per annum henceforth, by the addition of the septennial

£100 payments. From this, it is evident that the demand for

protection to discoveries and inventions is governed by no exceptional

or special natural laws, but is subject to the now almost universally

recognised principle of commerce, viz., " that the more cheaply a produc-

tion can be supplied the greater becomes the demand for it." Indeed in

many, if not most cases so rapidly does the demand increase that it is even

found more profitable to sell cheap than dear. Hence the system which

has been adopted of late years by unprincipled vendors, oftakmgadvantage

of the general ignorance of retail purchasers, i.e., consumers, by sacnftcing

quality to cheapness, and so introducing inferior and often spurious pro-

ducts at otiitrwise impossible prices—a .system which has given great

encouragement to, if it have not altogether created, a class of inventors ol

means to facilitateit; whose designs materially help to increase tlienumherot

patents taken out, not only directly for their own protection, but also in-

directly by inducing high-priced producers to take out what are called

" Counting-house Patents," the supposed tuperiority conferred by which

(Continued from page 180.)
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enables those who can " work the oracle " to obtain higher prices for the
goods manufactured under them than the same goods would otherwise
fetch. True, we do hear at odd times of such things a» a " glut in the

market," bat these little affections generally soon relieve themselTes; and
although no market probably suffers so much from this complaint as that

for " abortive patents " yet is no mart so little affected by " business being

quiet" as the Patent Office. There is no capital so inexhaustible as human
vanity, and therefore there is no fear of the Patent Office ever coming
under the operation of " the Winding-up Act," and as it does not
necessarily follow that patents for improvements in illegitimate manu-
factures are therefore illegitimate patents, we must take illegitimate

patenting in its proper place, and go on here to show that the income of

the Patent Office is not likely to suffer by the alteration which we pro-

pose in the "limes of requiring the stamp duties."

Xow in proposing any alteration of our general statute law, we apprehend
that an Attorney or Solicitor-General, or any of our "law lords" in the
upper house, would be but little likely to adduce the code Napoleon, or

any other system of foreign jurisprudence, as an argument in favor of

his innovation, or " to take anything by liis motion " if he did. And why
should it be otherwise with our patent laws ? The spirit of our own laws
has been generated by the spirit of our people, both the most practical on
the face of the earth ; and, therefore, any alterations which circumstances
or OUT advancement in civilisation may demand, must, to be improvements,
be conceived in the same spirit, so as to be in strict consonance with both.

Therefore, instead of looking abroad, let us look at home, and see what
analogous " reforms " we have already achieved.

In the first place, what is the position of the Government as represented
by " Her Majesty's Commissioners of Patents "?

In so far as regards the income from the Patent Office, the fees are by
the 16th Vict., cap. S, paid as " stamp duties," and placed under " the care

and management of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue," subject to the
general Stamp Acts ; and the disbursements arc made by " the Com-
missioners of Iler Majesty's Treasury," the amounts being fixed by " the
Commissioners of Patents for Inventions," and the accompts regularly
laid before Parliament, with the exception of fees for oppositions,

disclaimers, and memoranda of alterations, which are fixed by the
Commissioners of Patents, and paid to the respective law officers by whom
the cases are heard. But although we state this for the satisfaction of

those who concern themselves about knowing it, it does not alter the fact

that as regards patentees themselves, and its income from them, the
Patent Office is simply a mart for the sale of Protection, or rather of
Protectability, as we have described it already.

Let us, therefore, examine a little more closely the nature of the altera-

tions of 1852 in the Patent Laws, because the tenfold increase which their

actual working has absolutely created in the number of patents applied for

teems with significance. As the number of patents applied for most be
contingent upon the number of persons able to apply for them, it is

evident that the relative or positive cost in money must be the governing
consideration which regulates this number; because it is equally evident
that the smaller the outlay and risk involved in the application, the
greater must be the proportion of the whole community capable of
undertaking these. The amount of validity possessed by " letters patent,"
or, in other words, the extent of protection confierred by them, may form
an essential element of their absolute value when obtained, but is

altogether independent of the simple money-power to purchase, and,
therefore, in no way aff°ects the number by whom this may be possessed.

Taking, then, this money-power simply as a test of numerical ability

inverseli/ a$ its amount, we are able to account at once for the increased
demand for patents ; because, under the old laws, it was compulsory to

p«y the whole £300 for the three kingdoms and the colonies before the
patent was finally completed, and, consequently, not only was it impossible
tot any to take out a patent but those who could command that amount,
but also the whole costs of the patent were risked ; whereas under the
present laws, although a patent still costs ultimately nearly two-thirds of

what it did under the old law, yet the first cost is barely eight per cent,

of what it was, a certain time being allowed to try the invention before
the remainder is demanded : in this lies the whole secret of the com-
paratively successful working of the present patent laws. That we
are strictly correct in thus attributing the increased demand for

patent protection to the reduction in cost is abundantly proven by
many collateral and contemporaneous cases. In 1839, the year before
the penny postage system came into operation, the number of
letters carried was only 75,908,000, whilst in 1857 it amounted to

504,221,000, or about 6} times the number, whilst in the latter year the
clear direct profit to Goveimment had returned to rather more than four-
fifths of that of the former year, independently of the heavily increased
returns upon other articles such as paper, &o., which have been continu-
ously created by the increased cheapness of correspondability. Again, we
refer to the more than tenfold increase which thereduction of fares, rales, and
time has occasioned in both the passenger and goods mileage of the United
Kingdom ; whilst the changes which, by these reductions, and by the intro-

doction and improvement of machinery, have been brought about in the
prices of manufactured goods, especially those from cotton, are little short
of miraculous. But changes have not been effected in the costs of produce
and transit only, because as prices fell, a continued necessity was also

plainly evidenced for relaxing the fiscal burdens and restrictions with which
various businesses were fettered, so that duty after duty has been modified
and redoced, and many of them finally repealed; alteration after alteration

gradually opening men's eyes, and obliterating their prejudices, so that not
only has the Inland Revenue system been greatly simplified, but much also

of the practice of our courts and men of law ; whilst treaties have been
concluded, and intercourse established with foreign nations, involving a
total abolition of prohibitory duties, and almost of protective charges
also.

Now to what, but to our recognition of the right of every man to enjov
what himself creates, can we attribute the whole of these incalculable
advantages ? Would inventors as a class have worked as they have
worked had all title to remuneration for their exertions been denied them ?

A few men of independent fortune, and an irrepressible passion for
scientific research, with, perhaps, a laudable ambition to possess the admi-
ration and esteem of their fellow men, and to have their names handed down
to be honored by posterity, would have worked as they have worked for the
benefit of their kind ; but could they without the assistance of less dis-
interested fellow laborers have achieved all that has been achieved ? We
know, that even as it has been (and much as we certainly owe to them), we
are far from being indebted to such men for the utilisation of their dis-
coveries by a practical application of the principles so discovered to the
production of articles of daily consumption. Yet, with all these fiicts

staring our people and rulers in the face for more than three-quarters of
a century, our patent charges were, if not the last, yet amongst the last

to be modified. We trust, however, that our moral and intellectual per-
ceptions are no longer thus obfuscated, but that the justice, prudence, and
general benefit of encouraging and rewarding true ingenuity by
placing all the pioneers of mechanical improvement, rich and poor,
on the most honorable, equitable, and liberal footing possible, may be
practically recognised, both by the nation at large and the Legislature, by
such an alteration of the stamp duties and other charges made for letters

patent, as will place them within the reach of the greatest possible number
of the community. It is no argument to say that if a poor man have a
good invention he will be sure to find some one to provide the requisite
capital Such cases are rare exceptions, especially when the inventor is

comparatively uneducated; and even when a capitalist is found, the con-
nexion seldom continues to go on smoothly. In nine cases out of ten of
those so taken up, the capitalist either knows nothing, or has but a smat-
tering of the subject-matter of the patent: the probability is very great
that he gets talking to some of his acquaintances about it, either by way of
brag or consultation, and in either case is almost safe to be " put out of
conceit " with it by some superciliously-sapient croaker, so as to stop im-
moveably in the middle of it, after which the inventor may in vain seek
for further help, unless he can also succeed in conce-iling his having had
any, because every fool will " feel sure that if it had been a good thing,
the first man would have gone on with it."

Having considered closely this question of duties, we have come to the
conclusion that the following schedule is the very utmost that ought to be
imposed, and as, including patent agent's fees, it would reduce the first cost

to about half its present amount, and also relieve the succeeding duties,

we feel certain that even the large present amount of applications would
be much more than doubled, and that so far from the income of the Com-
missioners suff'ering, it also would be increased in consequence of the
greater proportion wluch would be " kept alive." For the purpose of com-
parison we also annex the present duties.

• Proposed Present
datic*. duties.
£ B. d. £ s. d

On Petition for grant of Letters Patent 2 6 5
On CertiHcate of Record of Notice to Proceed 110 6
On Warrant of Law-officer for Letters Patent 8 2 5
On the Sealing of Letters Patent 1 12 $00
On Speoitication 2 6 5
On the Letters Patent, or a duplicate thereof, before the
expiration of the third year 25 90

On the Letters Patent, or a duplicate thereof, before the
expiration of the flfth year 50

On the Letters Patent, or a duplicate thereof, l)cfore the
e.Tpirationof the seventh year 100 100

On Certificate of Kocord of Notice of Objection 2 6 2
On Certificate of every Search and Inspection 10 10
On Certificate of Kntry of Assie:nment or License 5 5
On Certificate of Assijniment or License 5 5
On Application for Uisclaimer 5 5
On Caveat against Disclaimer 5 2
On Office Copies of Documents for every ninety vrords 2 2

Let our Patent Law Reformers associate themselves systematically and
judiciously, and ask for this and no more in the shape of pecuniary relief,

and be content with it when they have got it, and we are sure that it will

not be denied to them, if asked on the principle which we have already

put forward—viz., Do not tax an invention until it has become a pro<luclive

property. As a class, patentees stand as little in need of eleemosynary aid

from Government as any other class of the community, and ought to be

above receiving it, let alone asking for it; but it is another thing to say

—

"Do not hobble us." But while we say this, and also say that we
certainly can see no reason why the Patent Office and its adjuncts—the

library and museum—should not be self-supporting, we also say that,

should the inventive genius of the country ever happen to flag so as to

leave these establishments in debt, it would then become even more
imperative on the Government than now, if it pretend to be paternal, to

nurse the dying embers by opening its purse strings and keeping these

fountains of information and inspiration playing in full force, ratlier than

to drain them finally by "putting on the screw." With this object also

the library at the Patent office ought to be open every night, or at least

three nights a week, until ten o'clock, instead of being closed at four p.m.,

as at present. There is no more imperative duty for a patentee, botli to

himself and also to the public, than to ascertain the novelty of his invention

before he patents it, and for this purpose the utmost facilities ought to be

afforded. It is obvious that comparatively few of the most able and use-
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I'ul inventors can leave their employments for this purpose during the

present library hours of tlie Patent Office, and arc, therefore, practically

proliibited from making the important search among the published specifi-

cations by which alone this desideratum can be obtained. Full sets of the

published specifications ought also to be constantly kept, at say half-a-

dozen of the free libraries, which are to be found in the most densely popu-
lated districts in different parts of the Metropolis, open in the evenings

for the benefit of artizans, who cannot be expected to be able to come
nfter their work, from the East-end of town, and from towns around the

different railway termini to Kensington Gore or Cliancery-laue.

These last two suggestions can be carried out at any time by the

commissioners themselves, and we feel sure would be considered very great

boons by inventors, and the i)ublic generally. We have too few
artizan patentees.*

THE PROPOSED CHURCH OF ST. BONIFACE.
THE small chapel of St. Boniface, so long the only place of worship for

the thirty thousand German Catholics in London, is to be replaced

by a magnificent church worthy of the German name and nation. Con-
tributions for this purpose are now being collected throughout Germany,
and the interest felt in that country is an assurance of the success of this

noble undertaking. Itwillservetokeepup the bond of union between these

temjiorary exiles from their country, and promote intercourse and preserve

a spirit of nationality. The church is to be built in Wiiitechapel, and will

measure 170 feet in length, 70 in width, and 75 in height, and afford

accommodation for 1,500 persons. The buildings, comprising in their plan

church, presbytery, and schools, are to be constructed of coursed Upholland
stone, with Portland stone dressings.

The work is under the direction of the Rev. A. Purcell, of Moorfields,

who has resided for many years in Germany, and possesses the confidence

of the Germans both at home and in Germany.

WORKS IN PROGRESS, WEST END OF LONDON.
Brouk-street, Hanover-square.—On the northern side of this street, occupy-

ing the area between several extensive mansions recently completed from
the designs of Mr. Dunning, architect, and the western branch of the

London and County Bank, a large and remarkable structure is now in

progress for Mr. Harry Emanuel, jeweller, silversmith, and diamond
merchant to the Queen. The building is progressing very rapidly, from
tlie plans of C. Octavius Parnell, Esq., 50, Pall Mall.

In the designing of the structure, both externally and internally, the
architect has, we think, very judiciously adopted tlie Elizabethan style,

which admits of the representation of diamonds and jewellery in stone,

plaster, and other materials. The edifice has the advantage in a picturesque
point of view, somewhat unusual in a street building, which is, that at

one end there is a semicircular bow that will give variety to the general
fac^ade. The total length of the building is 64 feet 6 inches, and its height
about 36 feet, with the addition of dormers in the roof. The front is

principally of stone, having the partial introduction of red brick, and its

ground story comprises a series of eight windows, and the chief entrance.

These openings are divided from each other by stone piers, having pilasters

on their centres, the front faces of which are adorned by projected repre-

sentations of diamonds and jewels, in the same material. Above these piers

there is an appropriate dentilled cornice which breaks over the pilasters.

On the first floor the windows correspond vertically with those below,
but their dressings are of a more ornate description. They are separated

!
from each otherby diminished stone pilasters that are profusely ornamented,
and terminated with Ionic capitals, in which the egg and dart enrichment
is worked very effectively. Above these pilasters and capitals there is a
liold cornice, surmounted by the dormers, between which there are
perforated stone parapets. The roof is covered with party-colored slates

in scale pattern.
In the interior of the building the same regard to appropriateness of

design appears to have been maintained, the cornices being embellished
with representations of jewels and other characteristic ornaments peculiar
:to Mr. Emanuel's special manufactures. The ceilings are elaborately

Ipanelled, and interspersed with pendentives, having in their centres sun-
lights by Strode. The contractors for the works are Messrs. Jackson and
Shaw, Earl-street, Westminster, whoso practical foreman is Mr. Robert
Brown, under the supervision of the architect.

Glasshouse-street, liegcnt-street.—On the northern side of this street the
houses No. 3 and 4 have been pulled down and rebuilt. The combined
interior is now in process of being finished for the business purposes of
Messrs. Harding and Son.
This new building is on an extensive scale, and towers up five stories in

height above the curb level of the footpath. The first and second floors

present the somewhat unusual feature of having their windows projected
semi-polygonally from the face of the wall, by which mode, as a matter of
"oursc, an additional amount of light is obtained, and on one side a view is

jbtaiued into Regent-street.
The first floor portion of the front is rusticated in cement, and the

moulded cornices, piers and dressings of windows are of the same material.
The three stories over the first floor are of a plainer description and are
faced with yellow bricks surmounted by a moulded cornice. The building
I'lirms a great improvement on the property on each side, and is being car-
ried out by Messrs. Browne, Robinson and Co., 24, College-street, Dowgate-
liill.

* To be contiuued.

PiccadilUi.—The works at the Gloucester Hotel, at the corner of Berkeley-
street, and Piccadilly, we are sorry to learn have been much retarded in con-
sequence of some legal differences, but we understand that matters have been
settled and the works are now progressing with a considerable amount of
vigour. The block is in a very commanding situation, and carried up to
the somewhat excessive height of seven stories. When completed it will
entirely dwarf the diminutive-looking houses which it immediately adjoins,
and also the remarkably plain, bald, and mean-looking brick palace of the
the Duke of Devonshire, in close proximity to it.

South Audley-street.—Since our previous notice of the block combining
three large family mansions on the western side of this street, the works
are now nearly completed, and we may make a similar observation in re-
ference to the two princely residences in Grosvcnor-square, which have
severally been built by Mr. Freake and Mr. Kelk, under the direction of
Thomas Cundy, Esq., architect for the estate on behalf of the Earl ofGros-
venor,

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
TIIK usual fortnightly meeting; of this Association was held In the Rooms, Conduit

-

street, licgcnt-strcct ; J. AV. TENroLD, Esq., the President, In the chair.
Mr. B. A. C. llEHiiiNG, Hon. Sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last

mcctin<j, wliicli were approved of and confirmed.
Architectural Examinations.—Hr. Bunker wished to ask tlie Ilonorarv Secretaries

whctlier any correspondence liad talten place between them and the Royal Institute
of Britisli Architects as to the proposed scheme for granting: degrees and diplomas In
architecture ? He should be glad to have some information on tlie suljject.
Mr. Hekring—No correspondence of any sort has taken place between our Com-

mittee and tlie Council of tlie Institute.
Mr. Bunker—Can you tell me why?
Mr. Herring—I believe the matter was first made known to-day in the profes-

sional papers.
Blr. Bunker—I have seen it months ago.
The CHAIR.MAN— I think it is a very Important matter.
Mr. Bunker was of opinion that as examinations for diplomas In architecture were

to take phicc, and as tJie Association was supposed to represent the younger members
of the profession, the Committee should immediately address some communication
to the Institute, and respectfully suggeat that as the Association was the first to
propose examinations for diplomas, they should be allowed to make some propositions
as to the course to be followed, if it was not too late. He thought it was very
important the Association should take some part in the very important measure
taken bv tlie lustitute.
The Chairman said a motion on the subject could not be entertained tliat

evening, as notice of it had not been given, but a motion could be considered at the
next meeting, which was one for the dispatch of special business.
Mr. Druce thought that by putting the matter off to the next meeting some time

might be lost ; it would be a pity to lose a fortnight before any steps were taken in
the matter.

Mr. Bunker thought it would be sufRcient for the Secretaries of the Association to
write to the Secretaries of the Institute, asking for information on the subject,
and then the matter might be considered by the Committee of the Association.
Mr. Druce—The Committee having lioardof the matter should take notice of it, as

they would any other matter affecting the interests of the profession.
Mr. Bunker thought it was of the utmost importance that the Association should

watch over any making of diplomas, or certificates, or degrees to architects by the
Institute, especially as the Association was the first to propose the institution of
degrees in architecture.

It was then arranged that a special committee meeting be held on an early
evening to consider the matter, and to correspond with the Institute for further in-
formation.
Sculptures.—ilr. John Norton, F.I.B.A., then read a paper on Sculptures, which

was profusely illustrated by a great number of copies of ancient sculptures in ivory
(the property of the Arundel Society), photographs and engravings. The following
are the principal portions of Mr. Norton's paper :—

GENTLEMEN,—It is not my intention to give you anytliing like a history of the
art of sculpture, nor to enter upon the controversy that has lately raged

between those who have advanced diverse views upon the subject of our sister art.
My engagements have allowed me but few hours to prepare this evening's paper; the
treatment I can give to the subject must, therefore, be more suggestive than com-
plete. My attempt will be to put before you the subject in something like a
chronological order, bringing forward, in Illustration of each epoch, certain examples
which will afford the students of the Association an opportunity of obtaining a good
general idea of the subject by comparing one example with another, and for this
purpose I propose bringing before the Association a valuable series of copies of
Ancient Sculpture in Ivory, published by the Arundel Society. It will thus be seen
at the onset, that I shall contribute nothing to the sculpture controversy; but
though I advance nothing original, I trust the subject may be clothed with somewhat
of new interest, owing to the instructive scries of illustrations to which I shall have
to call your attention, for in them we may examine somewhat in detail the peculiar
style of each period from the earliest ages of Christianity, enabling us to arrive at
general criteria by which the works of various centuries I'liay be assigned, both as to
date and country, in the same manner as a piece of moulded stone will generally give
us, within a few years, the date at which it was wrought.

,
I will not waste the short time allotted to my subject, by any attempt to elucidate the

niuch controverted questions referring to the origin and the exact date of the origin
of sculpture as a fine art—but I thiuk the more we inquire the more fully satisfied

shall wc be that its origin dates beyond all written records, and that the Greeks were
quite moderns in the art, compared to those nations who practised it in the ages
which preceded them. Instead of Daidalus introducing the art into Greece, it is

pretty clear he was simply an improver on what had gone before ; no doubt, by adding
life to the expression of the features, and animation to the limbs of his statues, he
made a great advance on his predecessors, but although the ancient writers speak of
his works as possessed of divine expression, we may rest satisfied that, though good
for some fourteen centuries before our era, they could not compare with the works of
later schools. His was, no doubt, a great epoch in the History of Ancient Sculpture,
but as all the exanlplesof that andotlier cotemporary schools have perished, we have,

unfortunately, no means of comparing the relative excellence of each, iu their varied

phases. Rome became the great art-treasure house of the civilised world from the
spoils of Greece and Etruria. but she was robbed of her accumulated spoils by liyzan-

tmm, who, in turn, was despoiled of her treasures, which were irrecoverably lost, in

the various sacks and conflagi-ations to which she was subjected ; aided too, by the

zealof Constantino in destroying all traces of the .ancient worship, not, however, in

either case, before .iccomplishingtheirmission of perpetuating the art and founding
separate schools, the infiuencc of which was felt throughout the middle ages.

It will be instructive at the outset to advert to the various materials and modes ot

working adopted at each period by the ancients. In the most ancient times it is pro-

bable that the ImpressionB of form were presented to the eye by the softer and more
plastic materials, and that the modeller in clay—at first a potter, modelling objects

for his art, at length became so adept, that he ventured upon reliefs and, eventually,

figures. We see in the Greek and later Etruscan pottery what exquisite forms of art

the material was susceptible of, and it seems very natural that a high development
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of this art should lead to subsequent excellence iu works in various stages of

relief.

Nnmerons proofs of the excellence of the potter's art arc to be seen in the terra-

cottas in ourown and foreign museums ; at Konio. statues of the gods larger than life,

and at Naples, lif<v9iie models recumbent on Ktruscau sarcophagi, show how uearly

the art approached that of sculpture. Alabaster or gypsum was much used by
nations even more ancient than the Greeks. Reliefs in stucco was the art of forming
practised by the Komans.

It may incidentally be noted that the ancient terra-cottas and figures in pottery are

for the most part highlv colored, tVom which was probably derived the custom, which

at all events, was pariiallv practised by the ancients, of coloring statues worked in

marble and other hard materials. Great dexterity was shown in the formation of

agures in bronze and brass, sometimes by casting and soldering in the locks of hair

and other projecting details ; at other times, by hammering and embossing for works

in gold and silver.* Brass figures were frequently covered with gilding, remains of

which can now be seen on the celebrated horses at Venice. The ancients do not seem

to have understood the tempering of iron, so as to use it for art purposes. Carved

figures in wood were used both in the temples and for private objects, the favorite

wood being cedar, which had the reputation of being incorruptible. Ebony, citron,

i»vnr»«« vTn«» niire Rtirt Other woods were also used. But the substance most prized

colored marbles were much used. Other kinds of marble in great repute were Can_

ara, which resembled fine sugar; rentlielic, which was veined and streaky; and

Bymettian. the Ncro-Antico, a favorite marble for statues of Isis, Rosso-Antico,

and rorphvry. Calcareous tufa was also used, especially for Ktruscau sarcophagi.

The I^ptians showed marvellous dexterity in worlcing the harder materials, such

as porphyrv, granite, basalt, and syenite.
, , , .

The Romans worked occasionally in these harder materials, fVequently Inlaying

portions with various colored marbles, and even with metals ; busts and figures

executed iu this manner do not accord with our modern notions of refinement, and

have a disagreeable harsh appearance, but the practice among the ancients seems to

prove their love of color, and it is natural to suppose that this /jo/i/dWic process of

sculpture originated from the use in the antique examples of actual painting and

gildinn- originally with vivid colors, and afterwards, with softer tones ; this i» called

poll/chromic sculpture. I think in comparison of the two processes, tlie latter would

unquestionably be more in accordance with refined taste. Another favorite practice

was coating the surface of the marble with wax, which pave the surface a soft and
slightly colored gloss. The draperies, the hair, and portions of ornament were also

punted, but apparently only for the purpose of relief, for I do not consider the

practice of entirelv convering the surface of sculpture with bright positive colors, as

anything short of'a libel of the tastes of the ancients. In modern times Canova and

our own Gibson have adopted the same method of rubbing the surfaces of marble

with wax and of partial polychrome, as far as I have had opportunities ofjudging, with

pcrlect success. The last process to which I shall refer is, that of carving in ivory,

and as my examples are all in that material, I will devote a Uttle closer attention

to it.

When the art of the Toreutes, or metal-workers, was combined In ancient tiincs

with earring in ivory, we come to a process which is called chryselephantine sculp-

ture, which was much practised in antiquity, and is undoubtedly the most_important

development of carving In ivory. The ancients procured elephants' teeth from India

and Africa of great size, and by a process of splitting and bending, we are assured

that thcv could obtain plates of ivory from 12 to 20 inches in breadth. The colossal

figures executed in this manner appear to have been covered with these plates of ivory,

joined with isinglass, over a rough internal model made of wood, and iron bars for

support. I'ausanius mentions that the teeth of the hippopotamus was also used

instead of ivory, and the northern nations of Europe are known to have used the

tusk of the walrus, from which drinking homsofimmense size were made, the surhces

being sculptured with hunting and other scenes. The most celebrated example of the
'• chryselephantine " method was the colossal statue of Minerva in the Parthenon, by
Phidias, which was about 39 feet in height, and an equally celebrated statue of

Jupiter in his temple at Olympia. The cost of such works is described to have been

fabulous, and it is clear that the labor and expense of execution must liave precluded

their frequent repetition. We thus find that ivory came at length to be used solely

for obiects of cabinet size, such as diptyches, triptyches, sitnlse, devotional tablets,

statuettes, and generally to mobliary works.t It is supposed that the ancients had

a method of softening the ivory, which would render the process of elaborate carving

and occasional undercutting less remarkable, but this has been doubted by some
authors. , .

Having thus briefly described the materials used in sculpture at various epochs of

the art, I will commence my scries of Illustrations, and describe to you vanous
examples Trom the Greek period through the Roman, Byzantine, and Medieval,

down to the time of the Renaissance. The Arundel casts will furnish examples of

* This process was termed Toreutic art, and was employed for shields and
armour. j • j

t As these diptyches form our principal illustrations, it will be well to understand

correctly their object and uses. The word diptych is derived from two Greek words
signifying •'/ /b/rf twice," when therefore more than two leaves are employed for

these tablets.they become either " triptyches," " pentatyches," and so on. They were
formed sometimes in wood but more frequently in ivory, the leaves hinged together

in the manner of doors, so as to expose the sculptured sides, and to protect the in-

terior of the tablets, which were prepared with a surface of wax on which memoranda
were written. They were also called pugillares from their extreme portability ;

they

were strapped round and sealed with wax, and this appeared to be the ancient mode
of conveying the most secret dispatches. The diptyches form a most interesting series

in the study of ancient art, and many elaborate treatises have illustrated them ; they

were divided into two grand classes— secular and ecclesiastical—the former were
called '\iliplycha conmlari," and the latter "diptycha ecclemastica." The consuls in

the time of the Roman emperors, were in the habit of presenting to their friends, the
first-named class as a memento of their appointments to office, and it isjeven said as

presents to the principal voters who were instrumental in their elevation—a practice

dllTering somewhat from our modern notions of electoral matters. The exteriorfaces

of these tablets were elaborately carved in low relief, usually with a figure of the

consul in his robes of office, and illustrations of the Circensian games to which he
bad probably contributed to pay the expense. Besides proving to us that high

dignities were anciently not to be enjoyed without expense, these diptyches

afford valuable records of costume and customs, and are the more so, as the

inscribed name of the consul frequently furnishes the exact date ofithe carving.

The second class, or ecclesiastical diptychs, were universally introduced in the

Chnrch, from the period when the Itoman empire became Christian. They were
used for various purposes, and were first presented by the consuls to the Church as

Totive offerings to the altars, and subsequently were used for inscribing the names
Of converts, great benefactors, the saints canonised by the Church, and of the faithful

geaerally. The subjects of the canings were generally scriptural ; btit instances

occur in which ancient consular diptyches were converted into ecclesiastical ones, by
•lightly altering the figures and inscriptions. It is worthy of remark that the carved
jkfe is the reverse of the consular diptychs, the carving being on the inside, and the

leaves folding over for protection. In later periods, these diptyches were multiplied

to such an extent that both clergy and laity seem to have been universally possessed

of them. They were made smaller in size for iwrtability and economy of cost.

Their introduction on the altars of churches probably gave rise to the " retahlo " and
"reredos," or ornamented back to the altar, In the first instance portable, and
afterwards in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries developed into the magnificent
peeimens we sec in foreign churches, in which the " plaques " of ivory form panels
enclosed within borders, surmounted with elaborate canopies.

almost every century from the second to the sixteenth, wliilit the photographs taken
from original works at Rome, Florence, and elsewhere, will illustrate the works of
Greece and Rome. The work of d'Agincourt will be of great assistance in filling up
gaps and affording additional illustrations.

Jewish.-0{ the ancient nations whose art had a separate existence to that of
Greece and Rome I have no illustrations to offer, but we need go no further than the

Bible to prove that the art of sculpture had reached great perfection amongst the

rhffiuecians, Tyrian8,and Sardinians. We read, too, of gilded images of Gods exist-

ing at Babylon, carved in gold, in silver, and in wood, and the ample description of

the building of the Temple of Solomon by the Jews, containing incidental art

references, seem to show that at that period (1,000 years before the Christian era),

the sculptor's art was not then in its infancy.

K(iijptmn.—Of Egyptian sculpture we have numerous and fine examples in our o^vu

museum, and in these we trace an intimate connection between the architectural and
sculptural arts, and even with the literature of the nation, in the symbolic forms,

images of men and beasts, but more especially in the hieroglyphic enrichments with
which the surfaces of the architectural members are elaborately covered. In their

sculptured figures, besides the colossal grandeur of their size, there is)a dignified com-
posure which seems never broken, and it is impossible for us to contemplate

them without a feeling of awe, ignorant though we be of their symbolic and mystic
meaning. .This applies even more remarkably to the animal than to the human forms,

for we know that particular animals were held in the highest esteem by the Egyptians
There is, however, great conventionalism and want of variety, as well as an absence of
iile, tending to prove that their artists were compelled to obey rigidly certain types

and established proportions which precluded originality, and that the study of

anatomy was restricted by law. This is especially observable in their temple
sculptures, but when warlike and domestic scenes are attempted there is an air of

greater originality. Their reliefs generally risevery slightly from asnnk or depressed

surface.
The marvellous head of the so-called young Mcmnon is, perhaps, thefinest example

we have, and although it has the usual eliaracteristic thick lips, projecting eyes, and
rounded nose, it still possesses great dignity and beauty.

£(rK.scan.—The art of this nation is preserved to us more particularly in the

cinerary urns of their tombs, both these and their sculptures have a close resemblance

to the early and stiff character of the Greek school, particularly that of iEgina. Thch>

sculptures were usually in terra-cotta, sometimes of stone and bronze, andshow signs

of liaving been painted ; remains are also found in the tombs, proving their excellence

in working the more valuable metals. Tlie heads frequently possess great beauty,

but the draperies and actions of the figures are far inferior to the best works of

Greece, the attitudes being exaggerated, and the drawing generally affected and un-

natural, but possessing at the same time masculine power, and though stiff still a bold

independent treatment, which distinguishes the school of Etruria from that of Greece;

in lieu of the grace of the latter, we find violent muscular, almost contorted action,

combined with much delicacy of execution.
OVeefc.--Grcek sculpture may be divided into numerous periods, but as it is my

object to describe more in detail the works of the less known ages after the Christian

era, I shall say but little on this head. The archaic was the most ancient period of

Greek sculpture, and I will illustrate it with the example of the temple of Jupiter

Olympus at Agrigentum, which has been so well illustrated by Professor Cockerel!.

The giants which support the Atlantes which support the entablatme, and attached

to the walls of the cells of this temple, form an interesting example of the archaic

manner of the Greeks, and are not unhke the works of Etruscan sculptures. The
manner in which they subserve the architectural forms is very interesting, and

their bold angular and energetic treatment seems to suit them admirably for the

subject in view, whidi was to support a superincumbent weight. Their lieiglit was

25 feet, and they were constructed with stones having parallel courses with the walls

of the cella, and the joints of the alternate courses show vertical joints, and thus

form a part of the construction of the cella. You will notice the peculiar character of

the heads, with the half-closed eyes, long and prominent nose, and hair arranged in

uniform curls. Although these sculptures are supposed to be only about four

centuries B.C., consequently not anterior to the Parthenon sculptures, still we see

in them a much earlier treatment, proving that the ancient manner was practised later

in Sicily than in Greece. The next great period was that of Phidias, when the art

made a wonderful advance, and during which the grandest works the world ever saw

were executed. The early stiff forms were rejected, and the rigid and inelegant

actions of the archaic period became refined, and instead of the dryness and Imrdness

of their treatment, we find in the works of Phidias the most perfect expression of the

human form—graceful and flowing lines taking the place of severe and architectural

forms of the early period. The casts exhibited of the Theseus and Ilyssus from the

Parthenon afford, perhaps, the most perfect example of this style, the originals of

which are to be seen in our own Museum. The first has lost portions of the legs,

arms, and nose ; the size of the original is 5 feet 8 inches by 4 feet in height, and has

been called by other authors Hercules, the figure is half-reclined upon a rock, covered

with drapery and the lion's skin. The wonderful development of the anatomy is to be

remarked, and thus is combined the most perfect scientific knowledge and truthful-

ness to nature, with the highest ideal of beauty. The Ilyssus is a figure equally

beautiful, from the opposite or western pediment of the Parthenon; it is half-reclined

like the Theseus, to suit the raking lines of the pediment ; the figure possesses great

truthfulness and animation. ..„.», i. . .„
The next great period, or development, was during the ageofPraxitelcs,whointto-

duced a more sensuous style, and Greek sculpture lost much of its sublime character,

but exhibited the utmost technical skill in drawing, especially of figures m the nude.

The photographs give illustrations of some of the finest works of this period. 1. 1 lie

Pythian Apollo, which was found in the fifteenth century, near the ruins of the villa

of^Nero, at Antium. 2. The Venus of the Capitol, found in the eleventh century, and

the exquisitely refined statue of the same goddess, in the Tribune, at Florence, whicn

is probably, of the age last mentioned, and is an instance of the departure from tne

rigid grandeur of the earlier forms, and displaying the most fascinating and graceful

harmony of lines and purity of expression. The Dancing Faun is another marvellous

specimen of Greek art at its perfection, differing from the last instance m its mus-

cular development and elasticity of movement, the entire figure seems in action, but

there is nothing unnatural or distorted, and the physical quality seems subordinatca

to that of ideal refinement. 4. A beautiful example of the best period, illustriilingtBc

peculiar mode of draping the female figure, is shown in the statue of Pudicitia or

"Modesty" from the Vatican, this figure possesses wonderful grace and dignity, ana

the folds of the drapery are arranged in broad masses, and have the appearance oi

being modelled from drapery wetted and applied closely to the body showing tne

lorm beneath. Another photograph shows that marvellous example of retineroent

and dexterity of execution the group of " Laocoon," found in the ruins of the Uatns oi

Technical difficulties of execution have evidently been sought for, and it is Im-

possible to imagine anything more perfect than the drawing and anatomical perfec-

tions of this work, at the same time the sentiment of tlie subject is so well prcserrca

that the spectator is agonised at the sufferings of the father and his sons. 1 his perieci

work of ancient art throws into the shade the performances of Michel Angelo,wmca

appear stiff and cold in comparison. ^ .v .rf
;(onian,-From the decline of Greece, Rome became the great cultivator of tne an,

and as the Grecian sculptures found an asylurti at Rome, and as the chiefworks were

transferred from Greece as tlie spoils of war, it is natural that the early works ol tne

Roman school, take a Grecian character, and supplanted the earlier
,"t>''''.'"''.V''V.r

founded upon the Etruscan, and sculpture became much more generalised in its aaap-

tatlons, equestrian statues, and public works of every kind, gratified 'he""
•""^^'"J ,

splendor, The base of the column of Antonine, renresenting the Apollieosis oi <

Antoninus and Faustina, is an illustration of their sculpture m which we traremucu,

of the Greek feeling—whilst the marvellous sculptures in the column of J rajau, siiun

an entirely new application of the art, and illustrate the fertility of their ""''""''"

but the art became gradually debased and it degenerated into luxurious and capri-
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cioue lorms. The busts and portrait Ktatucs of the Emperors form an Important class
of this time, and we have numerous llhlstrations of historical eventsMany works were executed in the time of the Autoniues, but afterwards became
gradually debased, an llustration of which may be seen in the sculptures on the
arch ononstantinewhicli are executed in a rude and clumsy style, and we tinally
lose all traces of distinctive lioman art In the works of the liyziintine sculptures
in many ot the earlier Christian monuments traces arc to bo found of theKoman manner, In the catacombs and Barcopha^l of tlie first ages of (.'hristlanity

1 draw your attenlion especially to the.sarcojihaKi of Hassus and of l-robus, bothexccutrd in the fourth century, and in which the reliefs containiiifr Old Tcstimeut
subjects miKht be taken for debased Koman works.
The ivories will now come to our aid in illustratlnjj the subsequent development ofsculpture t iroughout the early periods of the Christian era, illustrations ofwhich are

scarcely to be louud ni any other material. They thus become doubly valuable
SfcoHrfC/.^wry -The first example is of the second century, and is composed oftwo plaques of a Itoman diptych, with mytliolo<;ical figures of .Esculapiu.s and Tel-ocsphonis. and Ilvfjcna and Cupid.

»i-iu.-! auu »ci

Third or Iwarth Crnturks.-'Uvio leaves of a diptych of similar character, now usedas a Ijook cover in the Library of Siens. These alle<;orical compositions representiJacchus and Diana in triumphal cars, and possess much vig-our of executionA leaf from a diptych preserved in the Treasury of Monza Cathedral, rciirescntino-a iluse with a lyre, supposed to be a portrait of a Roman lady of the tinie. Thes'eexamples are of the (greatest interest, in consequence of the rarity of Koman diptychesof tins period, and differ from those already mentioned as consular.
llie next example of the third century renresents an Kmperor between two officers

""™"'"|'ff f,';^,San"'8 in an amphitheatre below. The Eni]>eror represented is sup-
S?„l, l"}"" "J''ii!

""' ^^'"?''' ""'^ "'0 '^"«^- AH- -'<•"• There is great merit in the re-

?I^Jf ? °r, ,. ,
8t>iir-huiit; the animated appearance of some of the animalscontrast with the death-like ajipearance of other.s.

T^M'Il
'^""'"•.'/—O'tlic fifth century, or late fourth, we have two leaves ofa diptychirom the 1 reasury at Jlonza, the one side n^presenting standiuL'- ii|>-ures of a lady anda boy supposed to bo Galla riacidia and her son Valentlniai ill. ; and the othershowing a warrior standing erect, with a shield and lance.

Ihe plaque representing the standing figure of Elavius Felix, is from the " Cabinet

vHth th.!"i!'.f^V „?,i
"''"• "',"'

In?!"'?^''";'* '" "'" y"'' *-*• •"'>s » I'»t'n inscription

I- ,; ,.
^^ "^*'"' «<""*"• Tl'is 18 the first of the consular diptyclis.

...,( ,o
''""".'/•— il'c^two ne.xt examples are of the early part of the sixth century,and represent seated figures of Clementinus, who was Consul of the East, A D 513He IS represented m his robes, and holding the insignia of his office ; on eitlier side^etlpures of Komc and Constantinople, and over the inscription are medallions of

If «,:^"P„'!r"!', ","? i:'"J":';f '•
8';pa'"'>tcd by a fJreek cross. Suspended over the head

In the lower part of
fides

ry nearly a
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Of the Consul is a medallion, a curious monogram of his name. .i. uie lower part oi

inte&"f\7?i'!!?''i"''?''''P''**™'"''.''',''''''''''"'"" """"J'' diptyches, and other articlesmtended for distribution amongst the people. The reverse plaque Is very nearly aTepetition of tins, with, however, certain variations in .ietail. The inscription
continuation of the former, setting forth the titles of C^lementinus. Another beauti-
lul example of this century is from Herlin.aud represents Anastatius the Consul, A D
;™»\ !

'""""^ '""'-'8 of office as before
; as in the case of the previous one, in thearena below the spectators are enjoying the struggles between men who are enclosed

S-th"e"'»™n-,l.'''"'.'^ ''MH.''"»
""''

H"""'
'^'"' "'" """"S 'ot loose from doors in the side

2r,i 1? .!^fj
.';'"'.?• ' l"-' "?"''- o*^ Anastatius is much more animated than the last,and he holds the mappu circencis " in the right hand, which is elevated.

«i-,K i"." ?'"^\°'^^""'!l'P,'>''^'"''">*'"°'"S™'='iallion heads are a curious example
not » ii»i f ,? """M'"'';,;," 'l!"

"'".'h century, which we must certainly admit as being

was cons ,'>rr. ..,- ^I'S ^"^K'"
"le upper medallion represents fhilixenus, whB

JI_.?°"*"l.'" ^"- \'.^''': *'}<: centre medallion contains his name and titles, and thelower one female relief 'holdini
I contains his name and titles, and the

•Anf i>^„„ nil. . .,'," . '"""cr with a laurel leaf, and supposed to renre-

nH3,^''-< }^? '^"^ '"
"I'''".'',

""^ ''"''"S of these medallions intertwine remfndsone of the interlacing work of later times
>-iuiuua

,A"?|'>'''',)?"'»"«'''«'".»'>>Pleofthe consular diptych is from the Imperial Libraryat Paris. 1 he consul is supposed to have been of the Imperial family; and over the

ft,l?v i?„;!f?'"?''°'''"''';?'".1
"*''»"'"'• "" tlie details are very beautififly and care!

S^L,. ^'"2- "'^'"'"*."/. """ •^''•'^ "^halr. with figures of Victory surmountin" tile

olhe^eiamnufSre 1 mTh ""i"^
^o"f^r,tmop]S less rudely ex^ecuted than il, To

"oSsfy atSatecfflgures ' *^ '''"' ™''^-™"™'"i«'» " *« be seen in.the marvel-

'

ee^tu^ies^is disn'l'ivEf'ii''""^'''
"^

V'"-
''^"I'^siastical diptych of the fourth and fif^hSc us t ?, ;Xllnfo*" ""ITPi" '" "";: °'"' M"'™™. of which we have a cast

SJ^Mh^ represents a noble figure of an angel or archangel holding a sceptre

SJ^,fr^iS
' VT' ?,"™"»>"*8 'h<' litter, which isllso repeated Sver the ifead of thetore m a shell m the centre of a wreath

^ZJl™"^'"^ Piu ?*' ^"'^""^ "''' assigned to the sixth century, and are remarkable
S^i?;. .i"""

'™'?'"on period between Pagan and Christian art. The Virgin

dtenit and r»H«^'7r' \?° '"'"'^^ ™ ™'" «'<!'' <" "'« diptych, has mSch ofIhe
VftS7„„L„™?"'

of the Egyprian sculptures, whilst the throne on which the

M^itions?,^-,h„ ""1 ^^"^'- "",
'i'"

""'" '"''^'^ '"•'^ '"'^"d, and the allegorical repr":

Sn e1„ r "''hVP.';° •'';'''''• '"'"'''"l "'"• »f ""= <"""" insular dIptycheS. The figures

the exnKssin?^ H '/'if 'P'"?f^^S^- .I'<''«'-«Vd St. Paul, and it'^is remarkabie'that
™ffh.\Ptf.Jl"i",l^"_''™ds of the Saviour and attendant saints is nearly identicalwith the types of later aces

i8?ig?ied1o ?hL^lV'th'o;'^:i;Jth''crtu''-'^''^**"J'*^-'"
*'-.'.—5' ''* Monza, and are

consuls seated in their chairs of stal
?!!f^^''' *°. ".": "f^h or sixth centuries; .and undoubtedly represent the figures if
has f rnnsfn-V^AH '.V.^.U""'"."

°

,",i
"•'"'."'' ""d it « vcry curious to note liow little'change

Sinhnn .H^.^! *""? ',"."' t:hristian diptyches. They now form the circus of Jn

HoS In om.^th^ll"'''
''^ Qucon.Tiico.iorinda by .St. Gregory to the cathedral of

tot th^>' stiff in^i, in
.?"""' ""'"" ' standing with his robes and insignia of office,

Snoov over' reite,? ^f
"" ™P!l"al ".igle, is surmounted with a cross, ami thecircuiai:

MMrseem. fn 1^ '"k"
""'''"" '"^'>»<'''

'
but the Ornamental foliage forming a

SsteLl X h»^l- ff "ii
'^" ""t .a«;ay. and the words Sanctus Ciregorius carded

m.irri;Jl whi h ? "'" "1""^' '"'"<''" "f l''" drapery suspended from a rod, form
Sms f^^f;7. h.i"';'" " '^"S''"™""? •" ""^ '='"-»«^ exampl'es

; a fresh plate of ivory

a^orv T ,„ h .H
'°/"'«'' on which was inscribed a legend in lionor of St.

Sief«fr'=nVit.!f ^ ""= ,™nsulhas simply been altered by the cutting away of

«?ted info » fi™. ™c"w .'«'';>"».»fi<'a tonsure. The opposite plaque has "been con-

eSoDvandtlfi-TM?
'^'"?-,"''"d,vfith the simple introduction of a cross over thecanopy and the addition of the legend, "David Kex "

fto^theTre'a'sH^v l!?!'"''"'"/! M '1'" f"™"' *""""'">' '""y """^ ^e considered. It isHom the treasury of .Sens Cathedral, and forms the top of a comb belon^in- '- "'

the- Massacre of the Innocents, the Adoration of the Magi, andthe Harrlaee Feaat at

wJeaHis a«S\ead7,;i''e*.''eh''''''' "? "'"'
^l'"'S^»<"'^ cmbSSn.. eSlo" d^ta^'towreaths and heads ol each evangelist in the corresponding angles beneath

"*""'
/-•uMh, Ainth and Tenth Centuries.~th>-m! three ccnturle. are ill,.«Vr...,.rt K-

diptyche, and book-covers, which we will next c^nJlder & t r»t p. ^f 1 "a*^^from the treasury of Milan Cathedral, and already «how a marked UMTercn^^treatment. In each panel four subject, from the 'life of Christ are ripreseSted

tS:" .."v J'

divisions, presenting at first sight the appearance of a sh.gle suE '

riie next is a specimen of a book-cover from the liodlelan Library cSt lastanding upon the lion and adder, surrounded with small panels 1^ ed wUh sub eel?Auo her from the same collection represents Christ with eva^ehcal symNjUseated on an "aureole," or "vesica," the feet resting In the heads of two K?2rrepresen nig Earth and f)cean. The next is a cover of an evangelaire from>.,^representing' the Crucifixion
; above Is a singular representation of UioEv,Xeir»u"writing their Gospels inspired, as it were, by the four symbohc anima , who are fly:ing towards tliem; allegorical figures of the sun and moon appear wtr the crSis andat the sides allegories of the synagogue and of Jerusalem , it the foot of the cro«»the figure probably representing the Church, between figures of Earth and Ocean

h .f„^t",''''/il"",'' "! "."r" "''; i'™" »" cvangelaire from the Paris Gallery, which
Mu. ?f>.^ .^ ifj? /'"- '-''*''/''• ^^{ *"*•

c^""'"' '" '-•'(hroned in an aureole, presenting
i 1 ,n,!,°

*".,'''''''"•, ""'','' '«"'' '" ^'- l'*"!' the other side represents the VirSn
« ?.S''I'''

«"t'"'oned and attended by angels. The last booklcover Is from ScI tisli Museum, representiiifr a crucifix, the four spandrels of the cross being adornedwith the emblems In high relief, as compared with the other objects, and executedduring these three centuries.
»>.vui.«m

w.JL'l!''' ""i"v
"'"'"'y "0 have a very Interesting specimen in the siluta, or holywater vessel, from the" treasury of Milan Cathedral. The top is surrounded bv an

A"*n'''.?-.',°°
P™""-' 'hat It was dedicated by Godfrey, Archbishop of Milan circA.D. !i,.J, upon the occasion ot the Emperor Otho visiting the cathedral. Five semi-circular niches are formed by arches resting upon columns, with capitals of Bvzan-

li'ffhi"*!.™'"'''"
',.".' "!''".?''"'^P'h'"=l "''' the Virgin and Child, and fSur other panels

emblems
"'" °» their Gospels, and attended by the usual

A tablet from the Berlin gallery, representing the twelve Apostles in two rows,with tlieir names and emblems, illustrates the carving of the eleventh or twelfthcentury, and reminds us of the somewhat grotesque, though serious-looking, statuesfound in the niches of churches of that age. A leaf of an ecclesiastical diptych, fromour Museum, forms another curious illustration ; below is the Nativity, in the centre

round'?he "(""i
'
"""^ "1"""^ 'h" i^aptism, with a very remarkable border running

lllir.antinc.-oi the carvings of the Byzantine or late Greek school, the Arundel
Collection is especially rich. A complete triptych, from the Paris Collection, shows
the mode of uuging; to perfection, and illustrates well the school. The central
tablet .s the Crucihxion, with St. Mary and St. John, and smaller figures at the foot
ol St. Constantine and St. Eleanor. Half figures of the archangels appear aboveand m the wings arc ten medallions of saints, with Greek inscriptions of tlieir names

"

the cross and background of this interesting triptych is also carved with Greek
inscriptions, the outside of one of the wings is also shown. The next example ofthe Byzantine period is the cover of an evangelaire at Paris, and represents Christcrowning Komanus the IV. and Eudrokia. his Empress, which occurred A.D. 1068
1 he last specimen of this school is from the Soane JIuscum. and is of that class ofJiyzanfine known as Kusso-Greek. The Virgin enthroned Is surrounded with multi-
tudes of figures, and It IS worthy of remark tliat the peculiarities of this school havebeen handed down to this present time with but little variation. The pyramidal
??.,i'' ?T ?"'"?""',"J""*

'I-''"''*'""'/'" '*'-""^' thonah of uncertain date, is cer-
tainly of this school, and forms a good illustration of the peculiarities of the style.Jlnrhenth Centurij-Ot the thirteenth century we have a beautiful pair of devo-
tional tablets, with the Virgm and Child and attendant angels, and the Crucifixion,
with St. Mary and St. John. Another of the Virgin crowned by angels under a
canopy, with angels censing in the spandrels.

Foiirteentli Centiiri/.—Ot the fourteenth or late thirteenth century we have a
beautiful med.illion or devotional tablet of sunk quatrefoils, containing the Presenta-
tion and Christ and the Virgin in glory. Next two tablets, now in the BritishMuseum, representing the Adoration and the Coronation, the other the Nativity and
Kesurrectiou, under Gothic canopies. A pair of devotional tablets from Paris in
square panels represent the Flagellation, the Descent, the Kiss of Judas, and the
crucmxion. Another specimen shows twelve subjects from the life of Christ
arranged in six square panels. Most of these examples arc evidently ol French
origin. A very peculiar one. which is supposed to be of'^English workmanship, is a
devotional tablet, with the subjects of St. .lohn writing his Gospel and the Corona-
tion ol tiie y rgiu, under Hat ogee crocketed canopies, over whicli are supposed to bethe armorial bearinnrs of Grnnaisin, Bishop of Exeter, rjjr— l-tiiu.

St. Mary and St. John, two beautiful statuettes from a crucifix in the LouvreIhe two photographs show a pair of devotional tablets of this period, kindly sent

arreV. .,ir,.,„;,.,,„.i '"'"w'l
"''""' ^P' ^p- '' represents in very delicate workmanship

TheTv c.^"'^,"'."' .V"* ?
''™<1' SnardeJon either side by a lion rampant.

'

of book ^nvirJ .,
.'1,^"''"'°"' "'""." ']'" "'"•« of •'" "« a, applied to the manmaoture

forin^nZ.^?'
"' ""

^''T- P'-'r'od of which we have been treating. The two earliest

^ of more ..nntnrf'!"'''*'^ 'V^" '"Wiotheque Imperiale, at Paris, and appear to

Mvers ft rv™f *",',"'""' ™dcr workmanship than the second pair, whicTi form

totnl,?,,,?.„
P

"f V!f ?'.'"1' "^nttfyin the treasury of Milan Cathedral. The
the sir, ? \y ^^"'^^ Christ enthroned between the apostles Peter and Paul, and
moi,nt.„;n ,i 1

'""' and Child with attendant angefs ; both panels being sur-

^i"e^» V Y''!';'"''
crosses, enclosed within an olive gaHand.supported bv winged

the Men.ll,
"

r 7 ">'"'
'S^'v''

f""'''^ represent the Annunciatioh, the \-isitatron,

blind H.,T 1

,?'*'''?,'' """^ *''"'y.'
u*"''

'••" l'"''?l>' '"to Egypt, Christ healing the

In^h; l„f
P''"'ly"'',' "'« woman with an issue of blood, and the centurion's servant.

Samar, . ,Ti ?,"
i",

•°"'' '* !•''?
*'""'5' into .Jerusalem

;
and of the other, the Woman of

(lirist .'.n^?/ , 'i'-n'!?'''^
Lazarus. These are, perhaps, the rudest specimens of

•h . rnv I '"f-."" ?"J,1
""'":'= pervades in them a serious and dignified character. In

cross ,7,",
"'

,'
eeiitury we have centre panels, containing the Agnus Dei and

u«;i»V, .V . r.-
*
w-'

snPPoi-tcd laterally with six smaller panels, containing theiwuai events in the Ufe of Christ, the top and bottom panels containing the Nativity,

,.„ ..1 ;* .1 r,.i L.'"".~ — "." o "* "'-I. .*.v...vn, uelicately cusped and
crocketted. The subjects represented are the Entry into Jerusalem, the Last Supper,
the Betrayal, the Washing of the Feet, the Agony in the Garden, and the Cruci-
fixion. Each panel is a perfect study in itself, and although the drawings are some-what exaggerated, the figures possess marvellous breadth, and the heads are full of
character. .Such works as these are very suggestive to our minds, as forming models
for ecclesiastical decoration.

*^

j'',";."u'"""''''l ''"'l'''^''''" "1™ •"""I*'"* "'ost interesting specimens ofworks of the 13thana i«h centuries of a secular character, and of these specimens are exhibited; ladies
nawklng, knights besieging the Castle of Love, tournaments, chess players, Ac. lorm
the princioal Illustrations of this class.

i- i =•
>- i"im

Fijienith Ccntiiri/.—Ot thQ Fifteenth and Sixteenth century, lllnstratlons are shown
oitfie German, trench, and Italian schools, "The Flaggelatlon of Christ," from aGerman tablet, a panel from a book cover, German, "Christ receiving drink from
'."ni. ?>'??".• ""' f'&n''e8 dressed in the German costume of the time. A pax with
„„;.i'i >"'"';' m,!""'?"',''^'!"' Virgin." A Virgin and Child in high relief, with
cattle below, "fhe Adoration of the Kings," a devotional tablet, under German
f.''n",''P ,.^ ""<'. a^.n-gin and Child seated on a canopied throne. Another tablet with

iiie Virgin in Glory," surrounded by emblems of various kinds having legcndal
reference. A beautiful specimen of the mirror cases of the time, subjects representing
a tournament, and a capture of the Castle ofLove. In circular panels with the anglesmade out square with monsters with human heads ; this is probably of French work-mans up A basso relievo representing a procession of figures—Joshua, Samson, and
.luaith, trom the Louvre, illustrates the Italian work of the Bixteenth centurv, and is
curious as showing a recurrence in a rude manner to the classical mode of represent-
ing procession. Time will only allow of my glancing at the illustral ions of other
sciioois

1 but I must call your attention for a fewminutes to the wonderful sculptures
oturciigna, at Or San Michelo at Florence. [He then referred to tlic Pisani who
lionnshed at Florence and Pisa at the middle of the fourteenth century, to a pulpit
atiisa, and to the Ghlberti, and the large door at Florence, representing the principal
cventsof the ministry of Christ.]

b i i

Miclu't v^Myeto. -The monuments of the Medtci, in the Church of .San Lorenzo, at
i' lorenee, represent Juliana and Lorenzo, the latter is seated, with his face resting
on Ills hand which partially covers the mouth, the whole expression is that of deep
meditation, totally distinct from any work produced by the ancients. The figures
reclining on the sarcophagi, are Aurora, Twilight, Evening, and Morning, and are
of grand character. He then referred to the statue of Bacchus, by JI. Angclo. in
the gallery at Florence. Moses, trom the mausoleum of Julius II.. at Rome

;

1 reta, at the Church of St. Peter, at Kome, bv Michael Angelo. Vast energy
characterise his works, and produce the effect of the power of his genius In the
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mind, and y«t the PreU. and JaUma, show the wonderful versatility of his genius,

and that hi tould eive the expreation of perfect repose a» well as muscular power.

Cellini, who worked in the first half of the sixteenth century, nossessed great

delicacy of execution, mainly shown in small articles of gold and silver Alter tms

time aculDturc became little practised, and became meretricious and ilepravea in

taste, executive skill taking the place of the higher qualities ot the earlier schools.

Bmwnl is an (example ot the sculptors of the seventeenth century. Uis statues

exhibit minute execution of detail, but to the destruction ot the lugher qualities ot

Adffn In .ill the best schools wo have this evening considered, the most pcrlect,

iSllirs to have been those exhibiting the greatest simplicity, both in massing the

Smeries and in the outUnes, whereas at the time of Bernani we lose all simplicity

;

andmechanical contrivances were resorted to to produce undercutting of luarDlL

which was totally unsuited to its nature. This debasement was continued through

the subsequent periods, and consequently we have very few examples which are ex-

**Eneli8h art appears to have been at its zenith in the thirtecnUi andfourtecnth cen-

tnnef, and the S.-alptures in the west front of Wells which were in progress during

the time when Nicolas llsani was restoring sculpture in Italy, may be referrid to

with pride as an independent natural elfort. We had many examples of excellency

in the time of the Kdwards, but it would be beyond my present limits to enter now

into this portion of the subjec^ and, must now leavcyou to draw your own conclusions

ttom the inspection of the scries of examples now brought before you. I cannot but

think that the study of objects executed throughout so many centuries, placed side by

side cannot fail to prove a valuable leason.to us. The series of ivories we have been

considi'ring show us, without doubt, that the formative art never enUrely dis-

"•"^"'ijiie, a mnch more completely consecutive scries could be brought together

bat our collection is sulficiently complete to leave no very considerable ffaP» «» d«

fiUed up. The art of sculpture seems to have been at its zenith at the time ot 1 l''dias

and Praxileles, but subsequently to have sh.ired tlie fate of those nations who prac-

tinffd it rlsin<r ind declinin" with the rise and decline of nations, whether CxreeK,

S^n. or Bvran ine, tili"r apparently died away, but with the advent of Christianity

Srringpassed so many vicissitudes, a new school arose, which allied itselfto ?!;«
advance

Sr Christianity and bt-came the handmaid oflreligion trammelled at h"tw,th * « co"-

venUonal reminiscences of earlier styles, Imt yet distinctive from all hat had hltle^^^

been practised -distingnished, not somuch by its technical dexterity, but eiteni g lully

into the devotional feeUng of tlie times, gradually emancipating itselt Irmn the

trammels of early conventionalism, medieval sculpture may be described, according to

the expression of Coleridge, referring to medieval architecture, the "petrifaction ot

the Christian religion."
^ ^ j, * , .i *v.„* tv,.,

I feel that I have "".•" iTioiionnatelv nerformed mv task, ana that tne

subject could be continued almost indeflnitcly beyond the present limits, but X

feel obliged for the attenUon you have given me, in bringing before you m ever so

sketchv a manner this most interesting subject—(Loud applause).

Owiiin- to the lateness of the hour when the reading of the paper and explanation

of the Illustrations were finished (J-past 11 o'clock), the discussion was postponed to

*
Notice'ot^M^on.—Mr. Bunkkr gave notice that at the next meeting he should

move—••" That it is the opinion of this meeting that the present system of conduct-

ing the business of the Architectural Association docs not meet with that amount

of support from the members generally as to warrant its continuance, and that it is

advisable some other arrangements should be proposed by the committee, and sub-

mitted to the members generally at as early a meeting as possible.

On the motion of Mr. Uri;ce, a vote of thanks to Jlr. Norton for his exceUent

paper was passed by acclamation, and the meeting separated.

LECTL'KES AT THE AKCHITECTUEAL EXHIBITION.
II.—Mr. Robert Kerr.

, , . .

ON Tuesday evening Mr. Robert Kerr delivered, at the Architectural Exhibition,

Conduit-street. Regent-street, a lecture entitled, " The Battle of the Styles ; its

Fast Present, and Future : from a Favorable Point of View." There was anuraerous

attendance, and, on the motion of Mr. James Edmestos, Mr. George Godwin was

called to the chair. .j , i. i. ji
The CiiAiRM.*!.-. in Introducing the lecturer to the meeting, said he believed lie

was the means of first making Mr. Kerr known to the public. Many ot them would

recollect a series of papers which had been published, and which Sir. Kerr after-

wards coUecU-d as the New Leaf discourses, which might now be read with very great

advantage. Though the publication might have its faults, yet it vigorously

urged on tlie public that architecture was a fine art, and that those who professed it

worthilv should consequently be artists. ^ i n. .

Mr. Kehr said he took it that they were all acquainted with tlie fact that a cer-

tain controversy had taken place in this country between the adherents of the Classic

style and those of the Gothic style of architecture. They in this country were gene-

rally twitted with having no style at all, and it was said they borrowed from other

countries, and never agreed. Now, he thought if his audience followed him, they

would agree with him that such was not the case. He first spoke of Palladianism,

and observed that all art, like other things, would follow the elian<'es of the times,

and so it was with architecture. Vitruvius and others established the hve ordersot

the Roman architecture—Tuscan, Roman, Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite. I'alla-

dio was the chief who applied that to the acquirements of the age,

and since then it had been designated Palladianism. This Talladian style

soon reached England, and after passing through the Elizabethan style it passed

onder Inigo Jones in the reign of James the First. Then the works of Sir t-hris-

tophcr Wren came in, and after that Vanbrugh and others, m the same stylo. Ihen

they came to Chambers, whose name marked an epoch, and after Chambers they

might see the Palladian style begin to decline. Somerset House, one of his works,

was the last of the Palladian style. Then the genius of architecture tried to escape

from that state of things. There was a reaction towards the baronial or the old

English style. Then began the battle of the styles, which had gone on very sud-

denly, progressing year by year. Before leaving Palladianism, let them stop and pay

a tribute to Sir Christopher Wren. An amateur, a professor of mathematics, they

still found that before his death this great character accomplished the erection of

between twenty and thirty of the finest churches of the age, a very gnat number of

Eoblic and private buildings of a miscellaneous character, Greenwich Hospital, and

istly, the great work of the Metropolitan Cathedral in London. The famous Wren
in the change of taste had been somewhat decried, but he thought it would be a poor

sUte of things when a new school spoke ill of one of the most graceful designers the

architectural profession had ever produced. When Wren's style of design leaned, as

It almost always did, away from the Palladian system, it leaned towards the Greek,

which showed the bias ofhis mind towards grace and elegance. The lecturer then

referred to the eighteenth century Classicism. In the middle of the eighteenth century

occurred the pubfication ofsonie books on Greek works, by Stuart and others. In 1707

the DUettanli.Society published their" Ionian Antiquities." Greek taste then became in

theaaeendant. In uniand i;7'.i, respectively, they found Sir John Soane and Sir Robert

gmirke taking thegold medal at the Royal Academy, those two men being destined to be

the leaders before long in Greek architecture. It was thccustom now to disparage Greek

architecture in favor of the triumphant style ; but he thought it might be well to

fbrbear such criticism. He next referred to the eighteenth century Gothicism, the

revival of which took place a little before the Greek theory which ho had been de-

scribing, to feudalism, and to Horace Walpole, the introducer of the new Gothic

taste, who caused to be rebuilt by Wyatt his house on Strawberry-hill, which was
thought to be a fine, romantic proceeding. But, parallel with these procedings, they

found that the picturesque came into vogue, and cathedral restorations were being

carried on by Wyatt. In 17W; they found Carter commencing a systematic protest

acaiiut the works of Wyatt. In 1795 the Society of Antiquaries were publishing the

drawbigs of Carter, which were the first to show what were the Gothic works of the

day -fnd We possessed a well-known structure of that diiy in the front ot Guild-

hall in theCMty of London. The lecturer then alluded to Batty Langley, to whose

namea "leatdeal of ridicule had been attached, however, iniproiierly, and to the

nineteenth century Classicism. At the close of the ^yar they found artistic matters

assuming a new interest in the old direction, but with a decided interval in taste

between what was then done and what was done twenty years before. After the peace

some gentlemen at the head of the profession, such as Mr. Cockerell and Mr. Donald-

son takin"-advantage of thatstate ofthings.went abroad audreturned with ncwillus-

trationsof'^ Greek remains, which were eagerly soughtforand adopted, iroin ISOO to

1827 Sir John Soane was building the Bank of England. In IMS Mr I.obcrt Smirke

commenced the building of the General Post Office. Jlr. Cockerell early acquu-ed

celebrity as a Greek practitioner, and :other artists in architecture and sculpture

were practising the same principles. It had become the fashion now to sneer at the

Greek style, and at the professors of the Greek style, but these were not men to be

sneered at. Look at Mr. Cockerell ; he had been a Greek, was so still and was

likely to remain so. Such men would be much missed when they had lost them, and

he was satisfied that there was no one of the new school who would sit down

shoulder by shoulder with Mr. Cockerell without respect for that Classicahty ol

character which belonged to him. The nineteenth century Gothicism was meanwhile

progressing. In 1814 they had Alton Towers, the seat of Lord Shrewsbury
;
In

181'J they had Toddington j and they were all acquainted with Abbotsford, in which

Sir Walter Scott had his own way. Thus amateurs came in, and had a preponder-

ance in carrying out the baronial style. In the commencement of the nineteenth

century antiquarianism was progressing. After alluding to the piiblieations of

Britton and Pugin, the lecturer said one of the most successful practitioiiers of the

Early Gothic was Mr. William Tite, as was shown by his Scottish Church in Regent-

square, which was reckoned one of the finest Gothic buildings of the day. After re-

ferring to some other Gothic buildings of that period, Mr. Kerr said the Gothic church

of Sir diaries Barry at Brighton was a very successful one, and was followed by the

erection of several others in various localities. After referrmsj to the formation of the

Cottmgham Museum.Ifhe lecturer observed that aboutthe time in question, I udor design

became the rule for country mansions, asylums, and other bui dings. 1 hen they came to

the first great Gothic triumph—that of the Houses of Pariiament at Westminster.

The Government confined the designs to Elizabethan and Gothic, sir Charles

Barry w.as the successful candidate with a Gothic design, and the second prize was

awarded to an Elizabethan design. Shortly after that Gotliic, pure and simple, came

to be considered as the baronial style. Mr. Kerr then claimed the houiage of he

meeting for Sir Charles Barry, whom he could only compare to Sir t hristopher

Wren. " Sir Charles Barry was no book-maker or speech-maker, but at the drawing-

board he was a prmce, and he thought that England would lOng be proud of him as

one of her ablest designers. Referring to the Italian Palatial s yie, the lecturer

remembered that it was reserved for Sir Charles Barry to adopt the proper Italian

Palatial style, which he first introduced in the Travellers' Club and it was afterwards

followed. He thought any unprejudiced person must admit that tlie style that was

set up in the most modest way and with the least pretence was the Italian style.

Much had been said agamst Nash, but though he might have committed faults, they

were not his so mucl^ as the faults of the age. Now, with regard to eclecticism,

under James Wyatt the system was introduced of an architect having more

than one side of design. Wyatt adopted the feudal demands of his time, and

was always ready to build in the Baronial or Gothic style of the day. And
in that he was followed by Sir Robert Smirke and Nash. During

the warGrecian and Gothic became recognised styles of architectural antiquity. But

to that list were added several others, so that there were a great many styles,

and hence eclecticism arose. Copyism and precedent became the texts of the eclectic

school. One of the great maxims of eclecticism was the superiority of all foreign art

to all English art. it was not till 185:5, when the Paris Exhibition of I iiie Arts took

place, that that doctrine was overthrown, showing that instead of beiug inferior,

there was a superiority in English art so far as architecture was concerned. Ihe

triumph ofthe English school was exhibited at Lille in ISofl, and in Westmmster

Hall in 1857. Sir diaries Barry became an K.A. in 1842, and that might be con-

sidered eclectic, for he was equally great both in Gothic and Classic architecture

The lecturer then called on the meeting to join him in the recogn tion of the very

great merits of Professor Donaldson, who had worked hard all bis life, and worked

Sard still, and no man in the ;profession at the present time was more entitled

to their gratitude for his efforts in favor of a very elaborate principle—that ot

eclecticism. The lecturer next referred to ecclesiastical Gothic. In 18.,:j and wi
Pugin the younger published books in favor of Gothic architecture, and he carried that

into the whole domain of the decorative arts. Certainly the eftorts of that one

man in favor of his task were herculean. In 1841 they found the Cainbrid^

Camden Society in existence, and then the Eccksioloijtst was published m 1S4A

Symbolism by this time became the favorite, and the archaiological societies of England

began rapidly to spread and to revive the sound Gothic principle. Church-building

and church-restoration became quite the rage, and great had been the success of that.

\T- c««)f +1... mnof ominont T»r«/>titinner nf the Gothic, soon took the leaa. in l^ti

Church-bmlding

"..- -. -, hesuc

Mr" s'cott,"thrmo8t'emiren"t'pra'ct'itioner oltlie Gothic, soon took the lea

they had his Camberwell church, then the church of St. Nicholas, at Hamburg, and

since then he had been engaged in building a town-hall, at Hamburg. In Isoo tne

celebrated competition for the cathedral church, at Lille, took place, where -Hr.

Burges andMr. Street, whoso talent and successful application of their favorite study

could not be too highly spoken of, carried off the palm, and eight out of the sixteen

prizes ofl-ered were carried ofl- by English artists. The ne.xt year Jlr. 'l;>,''gLj' w«»

number one in the competition for the erection of the Memorial church, at C onstanti-

nople, and Mr. Street, number two, which no doubt raised the character of those

gentlemen to the very highest pinnacle. He then said a few words about .l«t!tiidi-

narianism, and spoke highly of Mr. Leeds, a gentleman who did much service in lus

time, when a younger man. He next referred to the Architectural Association, m
which fiery discussions used to be waged at Lyou's-inn Hall, which showed a spirit

of excellence and of independence highly creditable to those who took part m them.

In l»i:! came Mr. Ruskin with his Modern Painters, and with his latitudinariaiusm

;

he was called by some an eeclesiologist, but he was no ecclesiolo^ist, he

was a latitudinarian. He considered Mr. Ruskin to be a very brilliant

phenomenon indeed. It was not the mere elegance of hia style, or the gooa

taste of his literature - these were only superfluities - but there was

a certain honest pluck and audacity about the man which was delightful, and lie

knew of no man to compare him to but John Briglit-(lfoars of laughter).
_
As tj>

Classicism in IS.'?!), they had the Royal Exchange, then Liverpool St. George s HalJ,

and the Leeds Town Hall, which were all very successful as monumental works land

they had the Palatial Italian almost universally spreading over the country. Gotme

architecture seemed to be going towards the Italian : he thought that if tlassical

architecture was turning gradually towards the Gothic germ, Gothic architecture

was turning towards the Classic. He then said a few words on eelectici.^ni in regard

to the Government ofiices competition. There were many admirable designs in that

competition, especially in the Gothic style. Though he was no favorite of thcGothio,

he must say that the designs of Mr. Scott, Mr. Street, and he thought more par-

ticularly of Mr. Woodward, were almost the finest things of that school he ever

looked on. Of the Classic designs, that of Mr. darling was of the very highest,

merit. To make Gothic principles the style of the age time was required as well a*

modifications. In ecclcsioliigy theory was less wild, but he thouglit it was liigli tune

some of our Gothic architects made an attempt to revert to Protestant pniiciples in

their style of architecture. lest such principles should be forgotten altogether, tie

thouglit the picturesque was ever thought of at the present day, and his opiuioii as to

what was coming was this—that the Italian principle and the Classic principle wouia

become more picturesque, and thus become more Gothic. He thought at the same

time that the (5otliic style would become more refined and more gracelul, and, tnere-

fore, more (JIassic. Thus, he was of opinion that the time was coniing when me
present rivalry and conflict would end in an honorable alliance. ,He did not cxpecit

any new style, but he expected a sort of amalgamation, the result of fraternizauon
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that would at all events liold its own for a generation or so. (iuasi-liothic on one
side of the street and quasi-Classic on the other, both harmonising, nii^^lit hold tllelr

own. If that should be the result of the liattlu of the Styles, he thought the battle

vould not have been in vain.

The CiiAiitMAN proposed a votif of thanks to ^Fr. Kerr for his very lucid, excellent,

and admirable discourse.—(.'arried by acclamation.
The meetinff then separated.

[On Saturday last His Royal Highness the Prince Consort visited the Architec-
tural Exhibition, and minutely Inspected its contents, with which he ezpreawd him-
self highly gratilied.]

MARBLE GROUP BY TPIE LATE MR. GEORGE RENNIE.

THE late Governor of the Falkland Islands, Mr. George Rennie, devoted

himself at the beginning of his eareer to sculpture, and his works

gave a promise which was blighted by liis entrance on the stormy sea of

politics. Foreign critics—amongst others, Dr. Waagen—gave him a high

place among English artists, and spoke with commendation of liis feeling

for arciiitectural sculpture, noting especially the six allegorical figures

which he executed for the Bank, admiring also his delineation of youtliful

forms. One of his works, " Tlie Grecian Arches," which he presented to

the Athenaeum Club, is well known. Another is now exhibited at the

South Kensington Museum. It is a marble group of" Cupid and Hymen,"
small life size, executed about the year 1838, but up to the last worked
upon by tlie artist, and even now left unfinished. It represents Hymen
crowned with his usual wreath of flowers, and holding his torch, standing

in a somewhat dejected attitude, wliile Cupid leans lovingly towards him.

The figure of the latter is graceful and well modelled, but the heads,

especially tliat of Hymen, are deficient, and the hair has the fault of com-
plicated and artificial adjustment, in a style similar to that wliich mars the

effect of many works by Canova. Tlie nose of Cupid recalls that of one

of the Genii beside Canova's monument to the Stuarts, in St. Peter's, at

Borne. ^
TUE NINE HOUKS' MOVEMENT AGAIN.

/^N Wednesday eveninji: the journeymen carpenters held a public meeting at the

XJ White Hart tavern, Drury-lane, convened by the executive committee of tlie

building trades. Mr. liooth was voted to the chair, and explained the objects of the
meeting, which were to take measures to obtain the nine hours' limitation of labor.

Mr. Osman (a plasterer) explained what measures the plasterers were taking to
obtain the desired end. They were forminijr an extensive amalgamation throughout
the country, feeling the time had arrived for labor to make a common stand against
the growing tyranny of capital. He (Mr. Osm.an) was engaged at the New Talace
Hotel, in the employment of Slessrs. Myers. On Tuesday 150 men turned out,

through the treatment they had received at the hands of those men who had signed
the document, and who were constantly taunting the society men. The
result was that 1.50 men, of whom 45 were non-society men, left their
work. A deputation waited on Messrs. Myers without any result. Yesterday
a further deputation was appointed, consisting of disinterested parties. Messrs.
Myers replied that they would not shirk the question. The raeu had grievances, and
they had chosen a busy time to state their grievances, for which they could not blame
them ; for they had as much right to make the best of their labor as the capitalists to
make the most of their capital. To settle the difficulty, Mr. Myers agreed to place
the men who had rendered themselves offensive at the basement of the building,
wliich was considered the worst part of the labor ; and, further, should any others
render themselves obnoxious, if pointed out, they should be instantly dischar^^ed.
Mr. Osman concluded by remarking, if united they must ultimately succeed in
obtaining the nine hours ; and a reduction in the time of labor would do more to
raise the working classes in the social scale than anything else. Mr. (Joomber and
others addressed tlie meeting, calling upon the non-society men to come forward and
enrol their names on behalf of the common cause, and they would find themselves
at no distant period sustaining the position they so well deserved.

TENDERS SENT IN.
For works, 08, Wclbeck-street, Mr. W. C. Eiles, architect.

Clemence £l,«a
Haward 997
Hallett 925
G. Mansfield and Sons (too late) . . 915

I'Anson £891
Batterbury 862
Airey and Belllngham 830
Macey 818

Scnoor,, Barnes.
For School-room, National Schools, Barnes. Mr. G. Stonham architect. Estimate

£100.
Hurst and Chamberlain £209 I Carpenter and Sale £172 1.3

Humphrey 199 10 Hammon* 167
Goodale 197 o|

* Not accepted for want^of funds.

CiiAPEi,, Fkadley, Lichfield.
For a new Chapel of Ease at Fradley, near Lichfield. Mr. T. W. Goodman,

architect.
Lelley, Mcrsham £7M 12 3
Wright, Nottingham (aocepted ) 050

School, Plymodth.
For an Infant School in connexion with the British School, Plymouth. Mr. James

Hine, Architect.
W. E.Elliott £489

I

Adams and Son £V<S
Call and I'ethick 475 S. Stitson 400
S.Clarke 475

|
J. Finch (accepted) 433

ViLL.,v, BicKuunsT Hill, Essex.
For the erection of a detached villa, for Mr. W. Angell, at Buckhurst Uill, Essex.

Mr. J. U. Kowley, architect, 17, St. Helen's-place, City.
Ashton £800
Cave 792
Humphreys and Son 740

ell 735 10

Kivett £730
Salmon 689 10
Goodman (accepted) 6S3

Sewell

Chancel, St. Babnabas, West Kensington.
For addition of a chancel and other works to Church of St. Barnabas, West Ken-

tntrton, for Iter. Br. Francis Hessey. Mr. Thomas Jolmsou, architect. Quantities
by Mr. Trego.
Cowland £1,447
McLennan and Bird 1,370
Matthews 1,250
Borter 1,200 o

Cooper £1,129 3
Harding 1,125
Kudkin 1,059
Davis 757 IS

.ScHOOLK, niRHT.VLL.
For National Schools at Birstall, Leicestershire. Messrs. Mlllican and .«mith,

architects, Leicester.

St(metcork, (fr,

Wykes £372 1 Duxtmry £289 10
Cox 325 9

I
Fton( accepted) 2« 10

CarpenttTg' Work, tc.
Bishop £183

I

Wvkes £176 15
ShetcUIey 1H2 o Ashhy |M o
Brown 179 h

|
Kobinson (accepted) 147 6

For the whole, Osborne and Co £427.

Sewerace, Kentish Town.
For Sewerage of Conservative Land Society's Kentish Town estate. Jlr. James

Wylson, engineer. Quantities not supplied.
Edward Cole £2,600 6 «
liichard Barnes 2,547 11 fl

Itobert Mann 2,412
I'hilip round 2,392 9
Abb»tt and Hopwood 2,.340

liichard Hare £2.2««
William Kentmore (accepted) 2,2.')0

Hlchard Batterbury 2,206
George Rogers 2,08S 10

Villa, Beading.
For building two villas on the Western Elms Estate, at Heading^. Architects,

Messrs. Cooper and Goulding, Ueading. Quantities supplied.
Hooper (London) £1,'.«J2

|
Orton and Child (Beading) £1,6(K>

Shepherd, (Ueading) 1,719 Woodrolfe (Heading) \,mi
Wells (Beading) 1,680|

Villa, Peverel Park.
Villa at Peverel Park, South Devon. Mr. Alfred Norman, of Devonport, architect.

T. Jenkin £1,029 I .lohn Weary £920
S.King 903 Thos. Hosking 904
W. Coiidy 925

I
Dingle and Martin (accepted) 860

DWELLIJfG-noUSE, &C.. NORWICH.
For dwelling-house and offices on the Town Close Estate, Norwich, for R. White,

Esq. Messrs. Benest and Newson, architects. (Quantities supplied.
Boardman £1,820
Ling 1,775
Bishop 1,667 10
Worman 1,048 10
Norfor 1,627
Lacey 1,000
Minns and Fryson 1,544 10

Plummer and Bloom £1,495
Brown and Bailey 1,477
Bockery 1,468
Spinks and Burrell.. 1,467
Wright 1,450
Moore 1,.370

Villa, Scarborodgh.
For Villa on Sonth ClilFi Scarborough, for A. Clapham, Esq. Messrs. John Edwin

and J. D. Gates, architects, York.
^Vlwle Tenders.—U. Weatherley, £1,640—house, £720; walls, £450. W. Pickard

and Son, £1,714—walls, £492. P. Hobson, £2,151 Os. lOd. J. Nclll, £1,887—fence
walls), £411.
Excavators^ and Brick and 3fa8ons^ Work.—John Wilson, £913 lOs. ; walls, £455 10s.

James Aspinall (walls, £050—£'22o, £375—£73.) S. Lucas (walls, £200 £160). Fox,
(walls, £481 163. 6d.—£2.33 13s. ; £331 13s.—£75 19s. 4d.). W. Peacock (villa,

£975 10s. ; fence walls, £421—£800 Is. 9d.) Thomas Fetch, £407 123.-£210. J,
Smith and Co., £490—£205 (fence walls, £414).

Slaters' JKorA'.-William Ellis, £32 7s. ; Henry Sanderson, £31 158.

Plasterers' Work.—f. KawUng, £120 ; Ben. Smith, £150 ; J. Smith and Co. £116

;

Croft and Braithwaite, £118.
Carpenters' and Joiners' Work.—W. and J. Taylor, £450; George Simpson, £452;

W. Coates, £509 ; Wm. Lawson, £414 ; Thos. Watson, £385 17s. 6d. ; John Kelly,
£396 ; Wm. Jowsey, £409.
Plumbers' and Glaziers' irort.—W. Prince, £180; J.Dickinson, £209; W. and J.

Hodgsons, £215 ; J. Humphries, £204; A. Gibson, £180; H. Stephenson, £187 178.

Ironfounders' and Smiths' irori.—Wm. Walker, £70; John Fryer, £94; Wm.
Ayers, £100 14s. ; J. Whitehead, £77 ; George Thompson, £94.

Painters' Ifbrfc.-Hy.Eayson, £33 ISs. ; Kuddock, £4<J 10s. ; F.Jackson, £31 lOs. ;

K. Pearson, £33 ; F. Jloore, £40 ; A. Wrightson, £26 15s. ; J. Smith and Co., £-29 ;

M. Vary, £29 16s. Od.

Kectory, Pakefield, Suffolk.
For Kectory house, Pakefield, Suffolk, Messrs. Benestjand Newson, architects.

Bank chambers, Norwich.
Norfor, Great Yarmouth £1,258 I G. Kix and Sparham. Lowestoft. .. £1,115
Johnson, Great Yarmouth 1,250 Woodruffe and Son, Beccles 1,060
Boardman, Norwich 1,160 | K. Kix and Frost, Kessinglaw .... 1,049

Wall, Cbeapside.
For rebuilding party wall at No. 121, Wood-street, Cheapsldc, for Mr. Sawson.

Messrs. John Young and Son, architects.

Axford and Co £456
Browne and Robinson 4;J5

Lawrence and Sons 418

LarkeandSon £398
Chessum 330

Wahehouse, &c.. Great Tower-street.
For the erection of offices and warehouse. No. 2.3, Harp-liuie, Great Tower-street,

for Mr. Hampshire. Messrs. J'ohu Young and Son, architects. Quantities furnished
by Mr. Shoppee.
Slansfleld and Son £2,778
Slarsland and Son 2,5S)

Lawrence and Sons 2,537
Little and Son 2,5.34

Aahby and Sons 2.498
Condcr 2,496

Axford and Co £2,482
Piper and Son 2,458

Browne and Robinson 2,394

Hart 2,319
Knight 1,846

Chdrch, Gilmorton, Leicestershire.
For rebuilding and enlarging the Parish Church at Gilmorton, Leicestershire.

Mr. William Smith, New Adelphi-chambers, architect.
Dral Sroto. Oik 8«lU.

YoungandCo £2,200 .. £2,400
Lindley and Fim , Leicester 2,095 .

.

2,275

Howes, Sheen 1,730 .. 1,928

Law, Lutterworth (accepted) 1,748 .. 1,860

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Blackbctin.—For designs, with plans, specification, and estimates, for a bnildlne- to

contain a large room for Exchange purposes, a news-room, committee, and other

rooms for the transaction of business, for the Blackburn Exchange tommlttee.

Three premiums are offered—viz., one premium of £50, one of £:w, and one of *.20,

to be paid in the order of merit. The premium designs to become the property ot

the Committee. The Exchange will be erected opposite the Town-hall. A ground
plan and further particulars mav be obtained, price 2s. Od., from Messrs. Hopwood
and Garsden, surveyors, Blackburn. Designs, with a motto and the name and
address (under seal) of the competitor submitting the design, endorsed " Dcsignfor
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Blackburn Kxchangt\ '

' be addressed to T. Crooke Ainsworth, secretary, Town-hall-
btuIdiDLTS. Utai*kburu, to June 2.

KiRKCLDBKiGiiT. N.B.—For, plans for a buildinj;^, for the Kirkcudbright
l*ublic-rooms Company, the aecoinmodation of whicli shallj be as follows ;—
A Hall for Lectures, concerts, balls, &c., T^nd affordinjj seats for five

hundred persons ; a library-room, 18 feet by 10 feet ; a readiiif'-room, '22 feet
by 16 feet; a kitchen and two rooms for the keeper; two cloak rooms; and
two watcrclosets. Two fronts of the building to be built of galloway blue stone,
•quare dressed ; and the fucinj^ to be rustic jjranlte. The entire coat not to exceed
Xl,400. The plans, elevations, and sections, must all be drawn to a uniform scale
of S feet to an inch, and be accompanied by a detailed speciticatiou of the work, as
well as a definite estimate of the cost. The Committee will award a premium of
£20 for the best plan, the prize plan to be the absolute property of the Committee;
hut the Committee reserve i>ower to reject the whole ol the plans, should they not
"be suitable. The plans, post free, to Samuel Cavau, merchant, Kirkcudbri}i:ht, to
2oth May, without the author's name, but with a motto. A sealed letter bearinir
the motto, and containing: the author's name, to accompany the plan. A plan of
the site may be had upon appUcation to Mr. Cavan.

MONUMENT.
Berlin.—For a monument to be raised at Berlin inhonor of Frederick "William III.
The statue is to equestrian, in heiji^ht and dimensions after the model of the cele-
brated monument oy Kauoh of Frederick the Great, a copy of which, on a reduced
scAle. is in the Crystal Palace nt Sydenham. The site chosen is between the lloyal
Palace and the Museum. Sculptors of all nations are invited to send desi^s and
particulars as to measurement, itc, may be had by applying: to the Prussian
Minister of Church and £ducati<m.il affairs. Designs to JDecember 15, 1860.

DKINKING FOUNTAIN.
St. Giles, London.—For sketches of drinking fountains, to be constructed in iron,

stone, or other suitable material, acconipauied with full particulars and cost of each
fountain complete. Simplicity, durability, and economy, are especially requisite in

the construction. The Surveyor to the Board of Works for the St. GUes' District,

IIW, llolborn, will give any further information. Sketches to May 7.

MORTUARY CHAPELS.
Halifax.—For designs and estimates for the erection of two mortuary chapels in

the intended new cemetery at Halifax. Cost of each to be alike, not to exceed
iCi,00u each. Premium of twenty guineas to the selected design, but if architect
be retained to superintend, premium to merge in the 5 per cent, commission. Plan
of cemetery, showing site, at the Town Clerk's Office, Town Hail, Halifax, where
designs arid comman ications are to be addressed. No competitor will be entitled

to premium unless design can be completely carried out for £1,000 each chapel.
I>eaigu8 to May 21.

SCHOOLS.
KiPON.—Plans and estimates for building, of brick or stone, a new female training

school, hear the city of Ripon, to accommodate 00 pupils. Cost not to exceed £5,000,
and constructed so as to meet requirements of Privy Council. The site may be
inspected on application toS. Wise, Esq., Ripon. Plans and estimates for approval
of the Building Committee, under cover to T. Greenwood Teale, Esq., Hon. Sec.
York and Ripon Diocesan (New) Building Committee, to May 20th.

ALMSHOUSES.
Faversham, Kent.—For designs for thirty almshouses, containing accommodation

for thirty poor persons, with a chapel adjoining thereto, to be erected on land
belonMng to Nappleton'a Charity, in the town of Faversham, containing 2 acres
and 111 poles, for the Municipal Trustees of the charities of the borough of Faver-
sham. Particulars from Mr. F. J. Giraud, soUcitor, South House, Faversham.

COMPETITION AWARDED.
BiPLEV Chapel, Derby.siiire.—The Committee of this chapel have selected the
design of Mr. R. C. Sutton, of ^tottingham, under whose superinteudence the
work is to be carried out.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
ASSIZE COURTS.

JfAKCHESTER.—For the erection of the buildings of the Manchester Assize Courts
(excepting foundation already executed). IMans, &c., and bills of quantities,
at the OSice of Mr. T. Taylor, surveyor, No. 102, Cross-street, Manchester, after
May 1. Tenders, under seal, to Mr. F. C. Shulton, Clerk to the Manchester Assiza
Courts' Committee, to 3Iay 14.

PRISON.
Waterfori>.—For rebuilding the amalgamated Waterford County and City Prisons.
Plans, &c., at the Offiee of Charles Tarrant, Esq., architect. County Court-house,
Waterford. Tenders, sealed, addressed to •* Colonel Roberts, Secretary to the
Commissioners, Waterford," and endorsed with the No. of the specification,
"Tender specification, No. —, for rebuilding Waterford County and City Prisons"
to Hay 14.

BATHS ANI> WASH-HOUSES.
St. Martin's-in-the-Fields.—For the execution of various works, and supply of

fittings at the pubUc baths and wash-houses, situate in Orange-street, Leicester-
square. Drawings, specifications, and conditions of contract may be inspected and
forms of tender and further particulars obtained.at the office of Messrs. Balsam and
Lee, 10, Buckingham-street, Adelphi. Tenders may embrace the whole of the
works, or tenders for the "builders' work " and for the "engineers' work," may
be given separately. A separate tender may also be given, if desired, for the
" dryinsjT closets." The contractor whose tender or tenders shall be accepted, will
be required to enter into a contract, or bond with two sureties, to be approved ofby
the commissioners, for the due performance of the works, such contract and bond
to l>e prepared by the solicitor to the commissioners at the expense of the con-
tractor, fenders, sealed, to be addressed to the Commissioners of Baths, &c., and
endorsed "Tenders for Works," to the Superintendent, at the Baths, in Orange-
street, to 3Iay 15.

SAVINGS' BANK.
Llandilo, CARMARTnENSHiEE.—For the erection of a new Savings' Bank-house.

Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. J. Harries, architect. Bank-buildings, Llandilo.
Tenders, endorsed "Tenders for building," addressed to the Committee for
boildittg Llandilo Savings' Bank-house, to May 8.

.CHURCH, &c.
Bbidgewater,—For the enlarg^emcnt and restoration of Fiddington Church, Bridge-
water. Plaufi, &c., with the Rev. H . B. Hare, Rectory, Fiddington, on and after
the 30th. Tenders, endorsed to Mr. Norton, architect, Ui, Old Boud-street,
London. W., till 3Iay 14.

STALYRKiDGE.~For the erection ofnew Congregational Church, Stalybridgc. Plans,
Ac, at the Schools, 31 elbourne-street, Stalybridi^e, after 26th Apnl, Poulton and
Woodman, architects, Reading, have prepared bills of quantities. Tenders, sealed,
addressed to the "Building Committee," to 3Ir. Churchill, Stalybrldge, to
May 8.

Stamford.—For the restoration of the chancel of St. Mary's Church, Stamford.
Plans and specifications at the office of 3Ir. Edward Browning, architect, Broad-
street, Stamford. Sealed tenders to the Rev. F. E. Grettou, by 6 p.m., May 18.

^'OOMBE KEYSE8, near Wool. —For repairing and partially rebuilding the pari
church of Coonibe Keynes, near Wool. Plans, Ac, at the ofnce of J. Ilicks, architect,
Dorchester ; to whom tenders, endorsed, " Tender for Coombe Keynes' Church," to
May 21. (.Sec advertisement.)

CHAPELS.
Bath.—-For erecting two mortuary chapels for the parish of St. Michael, Bath.
Drawings and specifications at the office of3Icssrs. jianncrs and Gill, architects,
Bath, to whom tenders to 31ay 14.

Battersea.—For the erection of two chapels, a lodge, tool-house, and the enclosure
of proposed burial-ground, situate adjoining Battersea-commonv as likewise for
draining the said land. Tenders to 3Ir. Charles Lee, No. 20, GoldcM-square, archi-
tect, from whom particulars may be obtained. The Burial Board for the parish of
Battersea, will opeu the tenders on the Uth of May, at half-past teu o'clock in the
morning precisely, at the vestry-room of the parish church of St. Mary, Battersea,
when persons tendering are refjuired to be in attendance, and to be prepared with
the names of two sureties, to enter into a bond for the due performance of the
works within the time specified. Form of bond and contract may be seen at Mr.
Lee's.

MANSE.
St. Fergus, Aberdeen.—For the mason, carpenter, and other works of an addi-
tion to the Klanse of St. Fer«ru8. I'lans, &c., with 3Ir. Smith, architect, Aberdeen,
till May 7; after that date with Rev. J. 3Iitehell, Manse of St. Fergus. Tenders,
sealed to Messrs. J. and A. Blaikie, advocates, Aberdeen, to May 22.

CE31ETEUY.
Bramiiope.—For the various works required in the building of two chapels, lodge
and entrance-gates, fence walls, &c., Bramiiope C^eractery. Plans, &c., at the office

of T. Shaw and Sous, architects, 2, Beigrave- square, Leeds, From May 1. Sealed
tenders to 12 o'clock. May 8.

VICARAGE.
Elm WisBEAcn.—For rebuilding vicarage house at Elm, near Wisbeach. Apply
with reference to Mr. Christian, 10 Whitehall-place, London, to May 14.

VILLA.
Hertford.—For the erection of a villa residence and stables at Hertford. Plans,
Ac, at the office of T. Y. Kimpton, architect, 2 Adam's-court, Old Broad street,

London, E. C, to whom tenders, properly endorsed, to June 1.

SCHOOL.
Landport.—Forthe erection and completion of school and class-rooms, and for the
enlargement of Wesley Chapel, Arundel-street, Landport. Drawings, specifica-
tion, and further information on application at the Offices of Mr. George Rake,
architect, St. George's- square, Portsea. Ko date specified.

Llanfair Dtitfryn Clwyd, Denbighshire.—For the erection of schools and
teachers' residence, at Llanfair DyflVyu Clwyd, near Ruthin. Drawings, Ac, at
the Office of Lloyd, Williams, aud Underwood, architects, Park-lane, Denbigh,
from Slay 1 to 10 (inclusive). Tenders to architects, endorsed " Tender for new
schools and masters' house, at Llanfair Dyffryn Clwyd, No date specified. (Sec
advertisement).

Winchester.—For the erection ofa new diocesan training school, for schoolmasters,
with residences for the principal and vice-principal, at Winchester, Hants. Builders
desirous of tendering arc requested to send their names to the architect, Mr. John
Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester. The quantities will be supplied.

KiNGscLERE.—For the erection of a new Church of England free school, at Kings-
clere (near Newbury), Hants. Tenders to the architect, Mr. John Colson, St.

Swithin's- street, Winchester, till 12 o'clock. May 12.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Hackney.—For the erection of two houses at Bower-road, Hackneywipk, Hackney.
Plans and specifications may be seen at 0, Newcastle-street, Farringdon -street,

City, where the tenders will be received up to .3 o'clock May 10.

Peterhead, N.B.—For the masons', carpenters', and slaters' work of a dwelling-
house on the farm of Smiddyhill, aud a range of office-houses on the farm of
Torterston ; also for slating a range of office-houses on the farm of Middle Barn-
yards, in the parjsh of Peterhead. Plaus, Ac, at the offices of Messrs. A. and W.
Boyd, solicitors, Peterhead, till 3Iay 12. (No date specified.)

CuxwoLD, LiNCOLNSHiRE.-For works to be done in the erection of a dwelling-
house and offices at Cuxwold, near (ireat Grimsby, Lincolnshire, for H. Thorold,
Esq. Drawings, «&c., with 3Ir. Kirkby, at Cuxwold. or at theofficeof 3Ir.;j. C. Col-
ling, architect, 6 Ridgmount-place, Hampstead-road, N. W. (With whom further
information), after May 16. I'arties desirous oftendering to send their names to Mr.
Colling, to 3Iay 12, so as to have copies ofquantities forwarded. (See advertisement.)

Hull.—For the works in the erection of a dwelling-Iiouse and shop. Spring-
bank, Hull. Plans, &c., at the offices of Mr. Wm. Botterlll, architect, 2:i, I'lrlia-

ment-street, Hull, after the 7th; to whom, also, tenders, sealed and endorsed,
" Tender for dwelling-house, &c., Spriu£,rbank," to 12 noon Mav 11.

Hull.—For the works in the erection of a dwelling-house ana shop, Scale-lane,

Hull. Plans, &c., with 3Ir. Botterill, architect, 23. Parliament-street, Hull, from
7th to 12th May ;,to whom also tenders, sealed and endorsed, " Tenders for shop,

&c., Scale-lane." to 12 noon. May 14.

Kincardine O'Neill, N.B.—For the masons', carpenters', and slaters' work of a

dwelUng-house, to be built on the farm of Wester Mains of Campfield ; and
of stable, byres, &c., on the farm of Blairhead of Camptield, parish of Kincardine
O'Neill. Specifications. &c., with 3Ir. J. Skinner, Kinnerty of Kaymone, or of L.

M'Kinuou, Jun., 233, Union-street, Aberdeen; to either of whom tenders are to

be delivered to May 12, on which day, at 12. contract will be made.
WAREHOUSE.

Rochdale.—For the erection of a warehouse for the Lancashire and Yorkshire
Railway Company, at Rochdale. Plans, &c., at the Company's Offices, Hunt'K
Bank, Manchester. Tenders to W. S. Lawn, secretary, to morning of May 8.

GASWORKS.
Blackpool.—For a gasholder, GO feet diameter, and 14 feet deep, fixed on six equi

',

distant columns, including cost of fixing. Particulars from, and tenders to John
Grigg, Surveyor to the Blackpool Local Board of Health.

Torquay.—For the erection of new works at Paignton near Torquay, for the Torquay
Gas Company. Plans and specifications may be seen on application to 3Ir. James
Greenfield, at the office of the Company in Torquay, to whom tenders to May 17.

Tenders may be for the whole or separate parts of the work.
HALL.

Peterborough.—For additions to Orton Hall, near Peterborough, the seat of the

Marquis of Huntly ; also for additions and restoration to the mortuary chapel
belonging to his lordship. Plans, &c., at the office of E. Browning, architect, Stam-
ferd, on 1st 3Iay. Tenders, on form to be supplied, to 3Ir. Browning, to six p.m..

May 21.

FAR3I BUILDINGS.
MouLTON Park, near Northampton.—For rebuilding the residence, offices, and
farm buildings, at Moulton-park, within three miles of the town of Northampton.
Plans, &c., at the Office of the clerk of works, on the premises; also of Messrs,

Baxter, Rose, Norton, and Spoforth, 0, Victoria- street, Westminster, S., and of the

architect, Mr. F. Eggar, of Farnham and Alton, Hants, of whom also forms of

contract may be obtained. Tenders, sealed, and endorsed " Tenders for M'orks at

Moulton-park," to Messrs. Baxter and Co.. as above, to May 10.

High Halden, Kent.—For the erection of a set of farm buildings and bailifTfl

house, at High Halden, near Tenterden, Kent. Drawings. &c., with particulars,

at theofficeof Mr. J. G. Smithers, architect, Falcon-court, Fleet-street, from May
7. Tenders to 12 noon, May 28. (Sec advertisement.)

COTTAGES.
"Windsor.-^For the erection of cotta'^es in Windsor Great Park and Forest. Plans,

&c., with W. Menzies, Esq., Park-side, Eagle-field-green, Chertsey, who will show
the sites, staked out. Particulars aud plans are also at Mr. Teulon's, 0, Craig's-

court, Charing-cross. Tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Buildings. &c.," addressed

to the Hon. Charles Gore, Office of Woods, 1, Whitehall-place, S.W., till 12 o'clock.

May 10. , ,.

Alford Valley Railway, N.B.—For building and finishing cottages for the

agents nt Kcranay, Whitehouse, and Alford stations of the Alford Valley Railway;

also two cottages for porters at Alford. a timber goods shed, and crane at Kemnay.
and a crane at Whitehouse. Plans, A-c. at the Engineer's Office. 72, Waterloo-

quay, Aberdeen. Tenders, marked for the separate works to wliich they refer, to

Robert Milne, Secretary, Waterloo station, Aberdeen, to May 14.
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SCHOOLS.
Batlev.—For «1I or any of the works in tlie erection and completion of the Batlcy
Churcli National HcliooU, master's residence, and fence walls. Orawintrs, ttc, at
the office of Sir. Sneard, Jun., architect and surveyor, Datley, from 10th to 17th
M»y inclusive, to whom also tenders to 4 p.m. on Slay r.

MILITAKY HIIT.
ALDERuaiioT.—For enlar^inf; hrigadicr's hut, military lines, south camp, Aldershot.
Plans, &c., at the Royal En;,'ineer'8 oflice, Aldershot, after 7tli May, wltereintendinf^
contractors must leave their names toi.May II. and pay 10s. (id. for bills of quantities.
Tenders to be addressed under cover to the Director of Contracts, \Var office. Tall
Mall, London, .S.W., and endorsed (l.h.) "Tenders for Brigadier's hut," Aldershot,
by 10, A.M., May 10. (Sec advertisement.)

COX.SKllVATOKY.
SotiTn Kensington.—For the execution of a conservatory on the ijardens of the

Horticultural Society, at South Keusiuffton. Drawings and information, at the
OfBccsof the South Kensington Museum, between ten and fouro'clock, on and after
May 10. Names and addresses of intending- contractors to be sent in to 11th May,
andressed to the Works Committee, South Kensington Museum.

SUl-l'LY.
Mile-end Old Town.—For thesupnly of L.'iOO tons of best blue Guernsey broken
granite, and also separate tenders for lO.iWJ feet auperticial of two-inch York
paving, to be delivered pursuant to the terms of specifications, which mav be seen
at the oflice of the survevor, at tlie town house, between the hours of 10 and 1.

The contractor in each case will be required to enter into a contract, to be prepared
by the clerk to the vestry, at the expeuBo of the contractor, not to exceed £0, and
find two approved sureties in half of the amount of his contract for the due per-
formance thereof. Tenders, containing the names and addresses of proposed
Bureties, endorsed with the article tendered for, to be delivered at the office of
Thomas Frice, clerk to the vestry. Town house, Jlile-cnd-road, before 3 o'clock,
P.M. of Jlay 9.

London.—! or the supply of road materials for the Commissioners ofthe Metropolis
Eoads north of the Thames. Particulars at the offices, 22 Whitehall-place. Tenders
sealed, endorsed, "Tenders for materials," addressed to Commistioners, to the

^ above office, to 12 o'clock of Jfay l.').

Cakdiff.—For the supply of oak and deal timber required in the constr Jction of 200
coal waggons, for the TaH'Vale Hallway Companv. Specification, and Information
at the Office of the general superintendent, Cardiff terminus. Tenders, sealed, and
endorsed " Waggon Scantling," addressed to Board of Directors, to May 14.
iorthe supply of wrought-ironwork required in the construction in the con-
struction of 2(Ki coal waggons, fertile Taff Vale Railway Company. Speciflca-
tions, and information at the Office of the general superintendent, Cardiff
terminus. Tenders, sealed, and endorsed "Ironwork for Coal Waggons,"
addressed to Board of Directors, to Jlay 14.

„ SKWAGE WOKKS.
West Ham.—For the following contracts, or any ofthem :—

Contract No. 9.—For the supply of sewer and drain pipes, and other articles.
Contract No. 10.—For the construction of certain brick sewers, river crossings,
earthenware pipe sewers, man -holes, and other works.

Contract No. 11.—For the construction of certain brick sewers, earthenware
pipe sewers, man-holes, and other works.

Contract No 12.—For the construction of do., do., do.
Plans, &c. may be seen, and forms of tender, bills of quantities, and schedules for
prices had (price 10s.),on and after April M, at the office of W. J. Barsham ; solicitor
and clerk to the West Ilam Local Hoard of Health, Stratford-green, K., or at the
oflice of K. Itawlinson, C.?;., :14 Parliament-street, Westminster. Tenders, sealed,
and endorsed," Tenders for Sewers, Contract No.—," to the Clerk of the Local
Board, to May 21.

_ KAILWAYS.
iUDELA and Bilboa Eailwat.—For the execution of the section of theTudela
and liilboa Railway, extending from the town of Miranda de Kbro (where the sec-
tion already under contract terminates) to the junction of their line with the rail-
way from Zaragoza to Pamplona, at a short distance below the town of Alfaro,
being a length of upwards of 143 kilometres, or 89 English miles. Plans, &c., after
Jlay 1, at the office of the englneer-in-chief, Charles VIgnoIles, Esq., No. 21, Duke-
street, Westminster, London, S.W., who will give all necessary information. The
works are divided into subsections, and tenders can be sent for the whole, or for
each sub-section. Proposals in strict accordance withithe conditions, and on a
printed form (to be supplied), addressed ifo Cepriano Segdo Montesino, managing
director, office, the Tudela and Bilboa Railway Co., No. 20, Calle de Bidebarrieta

^
Bilboa, till 12 o'clock, June 14.

Castlereagii, Ioeland.—For the construction of the railway from Castlereagh to
Castlcbar, as authorised by the Great Northern and Western (of Ireland) Railway
Act of 1.S59, and the necessary stations and works connected therewith. The line
18 a single line, 37 miles in length. Forms of tender and specifications may be
obtained at tlie Offices of Mr. Fowler, No. 2, Queen's-square-place, Westminster.
^?i ,

''* raust be in the prescribed form, and enclosed in the envelope (which
will be delivered with the form), and be lodged at the Office, 36, I'arliament-street,
Westminster, till 12 o'clock, June e.

I!n ^ ROADS.
ISROMLEY.-For the formation of roads and erection offences (either or both), on an
estate at Bromley, Jliddlesex, for the London and Suburban Freehold Land andBuilding Society. I'articulars of Jlcssrs. Hammack and Lambert, surveyors, 59,
Blshopsgate-street, City, from May 11. Tenders to Jlay 10. (See advertisement.)niNCAHDiNE O Neill, N.B.—For constructing about 200 yards of road at Wester
Ir^' ^^Vlf

°^ Kincardine O'Neill. SpcclHcations, &c., from J. Law, ground

f m''
™^'' °^ Learney. Tenders will be received on the ground at 11 o'clock

CARRIAGE BUILDING.

S. Lawn, secretary, to ten o'clock, Jlay 15.

„ BRIDGEf5.
HERKsiiiRE.--For rebuilding Tyle Jlill liridge, near Aldermaston, Berks. Plans,
&c., t)i is of quantities, and forms of tender, at the Office of the county surveyor.
J. Ji. (.lacy, Esq., after Jlay 3. between 10 and 4 o'clock. Tenders to Mr. Clacy
endorsed " Tender for Tyle Mill Bridge," to May 18.

„ PIER WORKS.
lORTs.MOUTn.-For certain works at the Victoria pier, Portsmouth. Flans and
specitications at the Office of Jlr. LIvesay, I'enny-street, Portsmouth. Tenders,
sealed, to be delivered at the Office of C. H. Binsteed, Secretary of the Board of
Directors, to May 14.

,,
LANDING STAGE.

JiiRKENHEAD.-For the construction, placing, and completing, ready for public use,
a new floating landing-stage, to be moored in the River Jlersey. in front of, and
parallel to the new dock wall at Woodside Basin. The contract will comprise fifty
noating pontoons, of the very best boiler work, in length varying from 80 to 101
lect, and weighing 980 tons or thereahouts ; five wrought iron kelsons, or hollow
rectangular beams, each 800 feet long, from 3 to 5 feet In depth, and 2 feet In width
the gross weight of which will be 990 tons, or thereabouts ; five other hollow
beams of wrought iron, forming the girders of two bridges connecting the stage
with tlie shore, and weighing about 234 tons ; 105 tons, more or less, of cast iron ;and about 141 tons of smiths' work, in straps, bolts, spikes, mooring chains, .tc.

;Wgethcr \vitli about 80,000 cube feet of timber, in deck beams, decks, &c„ wrought,
lixcd in place, and painted. A specification of the works and conditions of con-
tract, with duplicate schedules of quantities for the parties to tender upon, toge-

ther with an atlas of detailed drawings, will be supplied, upon the payment of
seven guineas, at the office of the Dock Secretary, Kcvcnue-bulldingB. Liverpool,
between 10 and 4, on and after 7th Jlav. Further information on application to
Mr. John B. Hartley, Engineer to theJlersey Dock Board, at hisofflce, lio<kyard,
Coburg Dock. Sealed tenders for the above works, on the duplicate scluduie of
quantities which accompanies each specification, are to be delivered at the
Secretary's Office, in sealed covers, addressed to the "Chairman of the Conimlltec
of Dock Works," and marked on the outside"Teuder for Landing-Stage," toMay
2»ith, at 10 o'clock a.m., after which hour on that day no tender will Ix; received.
Parties, or their agents, to be in attendance on that day at 11 o'clock. Each tender
must contain a sealed letter with the names of two responsible parties who are
willing to become bound, jointly and severally with tlie parly tendering for the
contract, in the sum of twenty thousand ponncis for the due performance thereof.
The Board will not be bound to accept the lowest or any of the tenders.

POLICE STATION.
UcKFiELD, Si;«SEX.—For the erection of a new police station and other works at

Uckfleld. I'lans and speclHcations, at Superintendent Bennett's, I'ckfield, who
will show the site for the new buildings, luformatlon can also be obtained of Jlr.
II. Card, North-street, Lewes. Tender8.(scaled) endorsed, " Tender for Uckfleld,"
to be delivered to the Clerk ofthe Peace, County Hall, Lewes, to May 22.

ASYLUM.
Dorset.—For sundry works proposed to be done in erecting a pauper lunatic asylum
for the county of Dorset. Plans, Ac, at the Office of tlie architect, Mr. H. E
Kendall, jun., 3.3, Brunswick-square, London, after 18th April. Quantities (charges
to be paid by successful competitor) from Jlr. Thomas Percy, 1, Alfred-place, Bed-
ford-square, London, surveyor. Tenders, sealed and endorsed, *• Tenders for
County Lunatic Asylum," to Chairman of Visitors, under cover, to the Clerk, Mr.
John Brown, Dorchester, to yth May.

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
Chimney-pieces designed with superior taste, and sculptured in pure statuary;

Italian, French, and other colored marble ; a A'cnus dl JIedlci,size or original; two
fine antique busts ; several statuettes^; a pair of valuable tables, the upper slabs of
Oriental grauite, 7 feet 9 inches by 3 feet 8 inches, from Trajan's Forum, mounted on
suitable stands with dolphin supports ; a mural monument in classic taste, 8 feet
wide, and 5 Ceet (J inches high ; a few scagliola pedestals ; and a variety of objects of
taste and utility, at the Galleries and works in Grafton-street east, near the London
University ; May 17, and day following. Auctioneers, Jlessrs. Rushworth and
Jarvls.
Building materials of three shops, with houses, comprising stock, brickwork, plain

tiles, timber in roofs, floors, &e., flooring, shop fronts with plate glass .sashes
and frames, doors, lead in gutters, pipes, cisterns, &c,. iron columns, slate
cistern, paving, kitchen range, register, and other stoves, fixtures and fittings ; ou
the premises, 2:), 24 and 25, Bridge-street, Blackfriars; May 8, at twelve for one
o'clock. Auctioneers, Messrs. Glasicr and Son.

JIaterials and joiner's work, 4,000 bricks, cut stuff and quartering, laths, drain pipes,
scaffolding, nails, and sundries. On the premises, Springfield-road, Kilburu, ou 7tU
Jlay, at 12 noon. Auctioneers, Jlessrs. Lerew and Lerew. (See advertisement.)

8,000 pieces of paperlianglngs, in 220 lots, statuary, veined, Sicilian, and black mar-
ble chimney pieces. At 12, Holborn-bars, and 1, Castle-street, Holborn, May 8, «tl,
for 2 o'clock. Auctioneer, Mr. E. White. (See advertisement.)
About 1,200 yellow, white, and pine planks, deals, and battens ; 1.50 squares of

prepared flooring; 5,000 feet quartering; 1,000 feet mahogany, cut stuff, laths, 40
register and other stoves, 1,000 pieces paperhangings, scafrofdiug, paling, and old
materials in long joists, quartering and flooring. On the premises, Kensal New
Town, near the Gas Works, on Jlay 14, at 12 uoon. Auctioneers, Messrs. Lerew and
Lerew. (.See advertisement.)

JIaterials and joiners' work, about 10 loads of Swede timber, 124 scaffold poles,
80 ditto boards, 12 dozen cords, 110 putlogs, cut stufl", York stone, burnt ballast,
guttering, pipes, &c. On the premises, Cann's-lane, Kentish-town, close to the
turnpike. May S, at 12 at noon. Auctioneers, Messrs. Lerew and Lerew. (See
advertisement.)
Over a million stock bricks, several thousand yards of dry and clean sand and

shells, Bramley fall masonry, stone cornices, light wrought-iron roofs of various
spans, slate covering of roofs, several tons of lead, sashes, doors, stone staircase,
rain gutters, iron girders, &c., to be taken down by purchasers. On the premises.
Waterworks, Thames Bank, Pimlico, Jlay 10, at 12 for 1 o'clock. Auctioneers, Messrs.
Eversfied and Uorne. (See advertisement.)
Old stores, wainscot aud deal tables, presses, desks, pigeon holes, office chairs and

stools, cocoa matting, oilcloth, rope matting, bagging, sheet-iron trays and boxes,
flock pillows, hair brooms, mops, and small turnery, doors, glazed sashes, firewood,,
ironwork, granite pitching, &c. On the premises. Store-yard, Great .Smith-street.
Westminster, Jlay 8. at 12 for 1 o'clock. Auctioneers, Messrs. Eversflcld and Home.
(See advertisement.)

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building News, 90

Old Hoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
Tlie EtIitDr cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

IliGGiss' Patent Stucco—Can any of your readers favor me with any Information as to the
mode of preparing and using a cement known some years ago as Hlgglns' I'atent Stucco ?—W. Kaliifurth.

Jack or Newuuuv's House Can any of the readers of your valuable paper oblige me with
some, particuliirs respecting the character and present condition of the house known as
"Jack of Newbury's,^' and where it is situated ?—tieorge Rolfe.

Shakesceke—"Antiquary " asks where, and ofwhat date, Is the earliest known autograph of
Shakespere.

E. W. S.- 1. The chalk limestone obtained at Dover and Gravoseiid is associated with silex;
that at Dorking with clay, while tlie Merstham limestone has a description of sandstone,
and some clay sand. a. Koche Abbey stone Is a compact crystalline limestone of a grey
color, and it elfervesces slowly iu acid. This stone works to "a good face and Is by many
considered very durable.

rnoTooaApuEB.— 1. In a photographic-room light from due north to due east is the best, and
it should fall on the sitter, the southern and western aspects mav be considered as useless
for general puroposes. 2. The north and east sides of the walls and roof, the latter
" hipped." should he glazed, the other portions mav be plastered. 3. The glass must
be of the t>est quality ; Ifitcanbe obtained of a bluish 'tint when seen on the cut edge. It
will be found better than it green, owing ttHtlie presence of yellow In the latter color, but
the less tint of any kind the better. 4. Tile best color for the walls, &c., of the room Is a
light French ultramarine. .;. We have found the cost of arooin ofthe size you mention and
flttnigs to vary from about'£250 to tMO, according to circumstances. 6. The arrangcmentof
the blinds is verj^- important, and is too complicated a matter to explain without sketches.
Obtain the services of an architect experienced In these buildings.

A LEARNEa.— Dog-legged stairs, or newel stairs, are those In which the outer string of
the upper flight stands perpcndicularlv over that of the lower flight. For answers to your
other questions we must refer you to Nicholson's Dictionary.

Wakneb; a Pupil.—We cannot assist; consult a solicitor.
Philip U c—.shall appear.
Took SuBscaiDEa.—We cannot tell if the article will suit us unless we sec It ; If it Is up to ou
mark we will willingly remunerate you for your trouble.

.V Victimised IU'ildeb—We fear you have no remedy In law, and indeed, judging from
your communication, fear yon are'less sinned against than sinning.

F. W. ; James Johnson; W. Eastlake.—bee our notices of the Itullding JIaterials in the
Architectural Exhibition.

Q. VooRELEsT.—We have made inquiries, and find that the haformatlon wo gave was quite
correct.

E. Mappin. -Consult the Post Office Directory.
Woon.MAN —1. The chief objection we see to your scheme Is, that when timber is too suddenly
dried It Is idniost certain to split. :.'. Tlie'Iarch-lree is said lo have been first planted in
Scotland In 172.1, and more extensively In 1740-50 by the Duke of ,\thol.

SuBscRiBEB (Worcester); P. Newton.—In due course.
W. DUBIlAH; V. Z. ; M. A. II; vVbTIST ; P. SMITH; One who RusS AND READS; J. BuB-
DEN—Received. A Wobking JIan.—Thanks.
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ENSON'S WATCHES, CLOCKS, &c
"rerfection of Mechanism."—ifomrnD' Awf.

Colli Watches, 4, to loo ffiiiueas.

Silver Watches, 2 to 50 guineas.

Seud two stampe for Benson's

Uustrated Watch Pamphlet.

Watches scut to any part of the

Kingdom ou receipt of a remit-

tance.

Lcrer Escapement,

SSaudM,

LUDGATE HILL,
LONnH>y, E.C.

Established 17^9.

PUMPING and HYDRAULIC MACHINERY
of tlie most improve*! mottern cousiruclion, auil

adapted for cvcr\' tlescnutiou of work, can Itc had from
G W Y N N E A U D C O.,

HYDRAULIC AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS,
ESSEX STREET WHARVES, STRAND,

LONDON.
Illustrated Catalogues on receipt of six stamps. (920)

ENGINEERS* TOOLS, Steam Endnes, Boilers,
fcc.—W. BLACKETT, Hope Iron Works. Southwark

Bridge-road (dose to Union-street). Loudon, is prepared to
supply all kinds of Vertical. Horizontal, aud Portable Steam
Knjjines and Boilers, Vertical and Circular sawiug Machi-
nery, &c. Every kind of larjje and small Latlies, Drilling.
Punching and Shearing, Planing. Shaping, Slotting and
Screwing Machines. Screw*-jackn and other machinery. A
large assortnunt u( Kiisinecrs" Tools and Steam Engines

. always iii stock, .ind ready lor delivery. (1028)

MOREWOOD AND CO.,
(iHtir Morewooil and Rojftra),

Dowgmtt Dock, Upptr TJ.ames-atnrft, London
i and BukerviUe

Works, Birmiii^rhRm
PATENT GALVANISED TINNED IRON and TILES-

GALVANISED IKON,
PLAIN or CORHUGATED, andCURVED, of all Gaiigfts.

too, BLACK or PAINTED CORRUGATED IRON, GALVA-
MZED or BLACK CAST GUTTERS, PIPE, &c.

All kept in Stock.
Also Galvanised Water and Gas Tubing, Stamped and Moulded

Gntum, Wire, Wire Netting, Hooping, Nails, RiTets, Paila, Bowl*
gkipa, ftc.

Etliwiea given for Rooft, Cburehei, and every descriptioQ of
GaWaiitsed Buildiuirs. Kt the

OFFICES and WAREHOUSE. DOWGATEDOCK, LONDON

T

T UPPER AND COMPANY,
Mann facturers of

GALVANISED IKON and
GALVANISED TINNED IRON,

la tHiecU, Tileft, Iron Root's, Housrs, Cisterns, Taoks, Iron
Fences, Telegraph Wire, and Stores.

Offices—61, SIoor^ate-atreat, E.C, London.
WORKS

:

HMEHOU8E, LONDON :

BERKELEY STREET, BIUMINUHAX.
Uercfaauts and Shipfiers 8ui>pUed.^ Iron of every dpscriptmn galvanised.

B E G G O N AND C~a>
ZINC AND GALVANISED IBGN MANCFACTUBEBS,

OALVASISERS, CORRUGATOHS, AND METAL
PERFORATORS.

COBECOATED IRON 1!UILI)1>>GS AND ROOFS
ERKCTED.

All kinds ol Ironwork Galvanised.
ZIHC HOOFING OF £V£BT DESCRIPTION .

S2 «nd 2:1, Jewin-8t., and 57, Gracechurch-st., London, E.C
GalvaniBing worka—at, St. John-ntreet, Clerkenwe ll.

r^^ n. HUL,BUOOK and CO-A . GENERAL FOUNDERS,
IRON MERCHANTS, AND SMITHS,

MANOR IRON WORKS,
KAN'OB 8T3BET, KING'S EOAD, CHELSEA.

LoAU AND Greek .'^anji.

CAPTING8 OP EVEIIY DESCRIITIOH. (199)

CJ.RINDSTONES, all sizes, from 10 inclies dia-
M meter to 6 feet 6. Also Stones for Dry (Grinding and

for Cutting Savf Teeth.—Address, SAMUEL THICKKTT,
IsleofUoKS, E. (895)

CSXlTSSTOirES I GKIWDBTOirES I

ENGIM:1:.U.S, Ironfounders, Tile Cutters,
Cutlerfi, and all olllcrg who require good SHARP

CUTTING STONES would do well to visit the VICTORIA
8T0NE n-UARP, MII.LWALL POPLAR, where the
largest stock ol l^est selected (irindstoneH are to be found in
London, t-oniprisinf,' Hilston, Newcastle, Bamsley, Darflcld,
llarehilt.Randon llill. and Derbyshire. (896)

STUART and SMITH respectfully refer to St.
George's Church, Doncastcr, as an illustration of their

SYSTEM of WARMING, which secures an agreeable
temperature at a vcf}' small cost of fuel. Otlier references
juul every information t'iven. on application to their J^Ianu-
CKtory, Boecoe-placc, Sheflleld; or to their Lo "

Mr. B. BAKHEK, No. 20, .lohn-street. Adelphi.
;
or to their London Agent,

BOX "WAXES PIPES, XKOJUT - WORK
FOB OVEirS, &.C.

RAIN PIPES, &c.— F. A. TIDDEMAN and
CO., St. Ann'. Wbsrf, Earl.stnet, City, [)«.r IllaclcfriurS'

bhigtf kvep ft Ittrgp ehtclc of li&iD PiPfS, Ilcadii, .Sliof., KDjowa, &c.,
balf^round .od 0-(i Ouiun, Socket Pipes for Watrr or Gas, Plaikge
Pipea, Hot-water Pipe* and Connexiooa, Saab Wei|fbu, and ottiej

CailinBa; Iron-work for Baker'a O.ens of erery dcaeription, fitted

complete, to be fa«d in seu or in parts.—Pricea equal to all com
p^tioo. Cotiti«cts taken t« anjr extent. Oooda landed. A powerful
crane. (I93«>

G I Rp ER S
(WEOUGIIT and CAST),

Supplied by

Mr. PORTER,
U, York-bulldings, Adelnhl, W.C.

Formerly Eoglueer to the late Tbomu Cnbltt.

MORTAR-MILLS, "W
CRABS,

CEANES,
BLOCKS,

J a.ck:s,
&c., &c.

PUMPS
OF ALL

DESCRIPTIONS.

WELL-BORING TOOLS,
lEON PAILS, &c.,

OF .A-X,X. SIZES.

PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINES FOR HIRE OR SALE.

R RICHARDS & CO., Upper Ground Street, Blackfriars Road.

PATENT CLIMAX DOOR SPRINGS,
SINGLE & DOUBLE ACTION DOOE .

PATENT CASEMENT STAYS,
FASTENINGS, AND CUPBOARD TURNS,
GOTHIC DROP AND OTHER DOOR-

HANDLES.

PATENT BARREL BOLTS,
ITorfolk, Suffolk, and Gotblc Iiatclies,

KUASS AND IKON LOCKS
OF EVEIIY DESCUIPTION.

/^S
Dite^mm

A i^^'^i^~s~aB

jm
a

BUILDERS', CABINET, & SHIP
BEASS FOUNDERS,

WM. GREENWAY & CO.,
MANTfact;'UK us,

BIREV1I NCH AM.
GALVANISED IRON AND ZINC WORKS.

GALVANISED OK BLACK SHEET IRON, COERUGATED AND PLAIN, ALWAYS ON STOCK.
GAB AND WATER TUBING, GUTTERING AND PIPING, WIRE NETTING, TELEGRAPH AKI>

FENCING WIRE.
EVERT DESCRIPTION OF IRON WORK GALVANISED.

ESTIMATES GIVEN FOR IRON ROOl'S, SHEDS, STORES, tc.

VAVASSEUR AND CO
GALVANISED IRON AND ZINC WORKS, SUMNER STREET. SOUTIIWARK, S.E.

PATENT WROUGHT IRON WINDOWS,
(PATENTEE FOR ENGLAND, MR. DAVID MOLINE,)

Manufactured and Sold by

THE GENERAL IRON FOUNDRY COMPANY (LIMITED),
HENRY ROGERS, MANAGER,

LYONS WHARF, AND No. 43, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON.
It is well known that Cast Iron Windown, from their frreat liability to fracture in making, carriajre,

and handling-, and the almost impossibility of repairing them, have been about the most unsatisfactory
artictca that a lounder could make, or a builder use.

The Patent Wrou^rht Iron Windows are far stronger, lighter, and rheaper than those made of cast-iron

;

tie imposs'.ble to break them by fair means; they are ornamental in appearance; there ia no need for

ncurring the cost of patterns, as they are manufactured by apparatus, the construction of which is in-
eluded in the patent; they can be ma^e of any sire; and can lie used in almost erery instance where a
window is reouired; but are especially adapted for churches, chapels, factories, warehouses, railway stations,
and other public buildings ; conservatories, green and hot houses, and for exportation to the colonies.

PRICE 8d. to Is. 3d. per Superficia Foot.
DELIVERED IN LONDON, LIVERPOOL, BRISTOL, GLASGOW, OR HULL.

May be had of all respecUhU' Ironmongers in the United Kingdom, as may also

H. EOGEES & CO.'S EEGISTEEED SEWEE, STABLE AND DEAIN TEAPS,
which are now very extensively used in various Government and private establishments, and are proved to
be the moat perfect traps made, being, at the same time, the most moderate in coat.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS IN WARMING AND VENTILATING
CHURCHES, CHAPELS, SCHOOLS, INFIRMARIES, WARDS

OF HOSPITALS, &c.

pi£:iz.cje:'S xjTstiti'srA.x^i^mD
PVRO-FNEUZaATXC FXtESH-AIR WAXtKZIfG

AN-D VENTIIiATIIfC STOVE-GSATZ! ;

HIS CELEBRATED FRESII-AIE VTARMmG & VENTI-
LATING EIRE LUMP GRATES,

Being the only Fresh-air O rates that are formed entirely of Fire-liimp , without any
heatinff surface of iron, liaving tlie open cheerftil fire, protliu-in;: liealthlul Wannth
with self-acting and unceasing Ventilation, requiring no atten{i*'n whatever when in use.

.TED CATALOGUE, with TESTIMONIALS, PKICES, and DIMEN-ILLUSTKATEl ,

6I0KS, will he furnished on application to the Inventor and 1 lanufacturer,

WILLIAM PIERCE,
No. 5, JERMYN STREET, KEGENT STJIEET. (1075)

W. HARMER AND SON,
IRONMONGERS, SMITHS, BELLHANGERS, AND GASFITTERS,

MANUFACTURERS OF CLOSE AND OPEN FIRE KITCHEN RANGES, including the

BEST LEAMINGTON KITCHENER.
REGISTER KT0VE9, 5d. p»r inch and uptviirdn; ELLIPTIC STOVES, from 2J<1. per iucli ; SELF-ACTING COTTAGE RANSB8

from 24j. each ; BEST 8ELK-ACTIN0 OVEN and HOILER RANGES, wilh Wroupht Bart Bod Brijfht Fitting, from Ms. each.

CAST RAIN-PIPES—2.in.,10d.; 2i-iii,, I2id. ; 3-in., Is. SJd. ; Si-in., In. fid.; 4-in., Ja. lOd. ; 5-in., 2fl. 3d. per yard.

Ditto ilALFIlOUND GUTTERS—3-ln.,rjd.; al-m., 8d.; 4.in. SJd. O. G. GUTTERS—3i-in., 1 Id.; 4-in., li. i 4i-in., U. Id.;

6-in., Is. 4a. peryard.

BEST CUT CLASP—2-in., 14«. : 2iin., 13». 6d. ; 3to 6 in., 13«. ; BEST CUT LATH, ISi.i BEST SHEET FLOOR BRADS,
12i». 6d. per ewt.

19, HOBSEFERRY ROAD, and I, NEW PETER STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
ESTABLISHED 1817 (1106)
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THE REVIVAL OF THE DIPLOMA AGITATION.

F all things difficult to destroy, delusions aro the

hardest. They have a vitality of the most en-

during and tenacious character. Consume tliem

with the fire of sarcasm, pound thera beneath

the accumulative forces of logic, scatter the ashes

to the ibur corners of the earth, yet a little

while and tliey will return to be gathered to-

gether, and draw up from some undreamed-of

source new samples of the same old heresy. Tares

spring up where wlieat alone was sown, and

weeds thrive faster than (lowers. That witch-

craft, black-letter art, and astrology, will some of

these days start into vigorous practice and wide-

spread belief, we have warnings in the success

of table-turning and spirit-rappings. There are

still seekers after the philosophers' stone, be-

lievers in the power of some undiscovered body

or compound to turn all baser metals into gold.

A piece of the rope with which some poor wretch

has hanged himself is greedily coveted in France

as a talisman, and dead men's fat is believed to be

an infallible cure for aching bones. Before such delu-

sions human reason and Christian faith are impotent.

Although somewhat of a different character, the archi-

tectural diploma agitation is nevertheless a delusion

—

perchance more harmless than O'Connor's Land Scheme, or Brother

Price's Agsipemone, or Woman's Rights Society, but not less a

nuisance. For the last two years nothing has been heard of it.

Architects and amateurs thought that it had died out, when to their

great surprise the Council of the Institute of British Architects re-

vive the scheme, under the shape of a voluntary examination at first,

to terminate ultimately in a compulsory diploma. It will be seen

in a former impression that at the meeting of the Institute the

Secretary read a draft of rules and regulations for the manage-

ment of proposed architects' examinations for degrees and certi-

Gcatcs, wliich have since been circulated among the members. The
Jtmncil have evidently not been favored with any new light, and

iroduce no fresh reasons or arguments in fevor of introducing academical

itrictions and diplomas. They revive the old pleas, that Government

d heads of learned professions have introduced examinations ofcandi-

dates for admission into the public naval, civil, and military services,

ind of candidates for participation in the rights and privileges of private

jttofessional men ;—that in divinity and medicine prelimmary exami-

nations have been of long standing, though only recently established

in the legal profession ; and that O.xford and Cambridge offer voluntary

middle-class examinations. Cognisant of these facts, the Council of

e Institute avow that they have felt " the imperative necessity that the

ihitectural profession should no longer continue the only one open to

assumed, at any rate nominally, with all its heavy responsibilities,

y the ignorant and bold pretender." The Council have misinterpreted

ue facts, and have misstated the premises ; for the sister profession

civil engineering, whose members have the monopoly of such

sliitectural works as bridges, railway buildings, lighthouses, and

Bcturcs into which iron enters, are in precisely the same position

issuing no diplomas and requiring no examinations.

The Council recommend the initiation of a scheme, to be cautiously

gradually developed, not attempting much at the outset, but work-

_ to the ultimate establishment of a system of compulsory examina-

ions, extending to all ai-chitects. The propositions now submitted are to

"Ttablish a voluntary professional examination of the present Associates,

iture Fellows and Associates of the Institute; an elementary exami-

"on for students and Associates under 25 years of age ; and a higher

lamination in tlie theory and practice of the profession for Associates

)ve that age and future Fellows. The elementary examination to

ibrace pure and applied mathematics, land surveying, mensuration,

ilogy, ordin.ary construction and materials, drawing, the styles of

hitecture, history, languages, and chemistry. The high - class

imination to comprehend languages, architectural jurisprudence, the

ilding Act (!), sanitary requirements, history of architecture, the

heory of the beautiful, analysis of the styles of art, architectural compo-
•liition and literature, and the theory of the construction ofarches, domes,

'md bridges, besides the application of iron. The examiners to consist

if the president. Present and past Vice-presidents, and the Council of

lie Institute.

The first question which a stranger would naturally ask is, whether
jritish architects, as artists and builders, are so behind their predeces-

ors, or contemporaries abroad, as to warrant innovation, and cull for the

Institution of an academic 7-egime, with its examinations, diplomas and
estraints. The answer may be sought around, here, there, and on
very side. In Westminster Palace, in our club-houses, our modern
Lurches, our warehouses and street buildings, and not only here, but

in Leeds, Bradford, Oxford, Cambridge, Liverpool, Manchester, Cork
Glasgow, and Edinburgh. In every city throughout the three king-

doms where are activity and progress, British architects give proofs in

bricks and stones that in the practice of the mechanical or scientific

portion of the profession they are quite up to the mark. Of their

artistic capacity, there is less call to speak, for that can neither be ascer-

tained nor promoted by examinations or diplomas. But for satisfaction,

we may refer to the late French competition open to foreigners—that

of Lille, where an English architect bore away the prize ; to the suc-

cess of Englisli architectural exhibitors in the French Universal Exhi-

bition ; and lastly, to the difference which was made manifest in the

Public Offices Competition, between British and foreign architects.

Again, contrast the devouring activity with whicn architecture is

pursued as an art here with the dozy proceedings elsewhere. Here,

m the metropolis, we have four architectural bodies, the Institute^ the

Association, the Exhibition, and the Museum ; in Liverpool a society

unequalled for energy and talent ; and numerous other societies and

institutes scattered among the chief cities in the land. In France

there is a section of the Academy in which architecture is repre-

sented—Lord John Russell would say it shines by its absence

—

where papers are occasionally read from French architects or

rather archasologists travelling abroad. But that is all. Of the

living every-day art there is no trace in tlie Academy. The rare

and valuable papers of M. Hittorff and of M. Beule are no exceptions,

for learned and, interesting as they are, they are limited to the investi-

gations of the remains of art. In some of the provinces there are

archajological societies which add architecture to their style and title,

but they never occupy themselves w^ith architecture, save as a dead art,

in connexion with the ruins of Gothic or Roman buildings. There is

no architectural literature in France at all worthy of the name, save

the works of M. VioUet-le-Duc. True, there is a soi-disant monthly

publication which sometimes does not appear for two or three months at

a time, and whose chief merit is in the plates, for the letterpress is so

ancient and frowsy as to be below criticism : a Moniteur of architects

was located on the Boulevart du Crimee, which never trespasses^ on the

domain of artistic and scientific construction. There are, besides, or

were, a Builders' Journal, less interesting than our contemporarr—in

fact, a mere advertisement sheet ; and a Journal of Public Works,
which is perfectly innocent of architecture and a vehicle for puffs of

joint-stock bubbles. In Germany things are in about the same state,

and what architectural activity exists in Spain or Italy, none can tell.

It would not become us to speak of the architectural Press in Eng-
land, but we may point to the lectures at the Institute, the Association,

the Architectural Exhibition, the Architectural Museum, the Liverpool

Society, the Architectural Institute of Scotland, and elsewhere, as

proofs of the study and research of British architects, of their activity

and love of art; and we may also refer to the adm'u'able architectursd

criticisms and essays which adorn the pages of newspapers, magazines,

and reviews. Shall we then, exchange the vigorous freedom, and

deep-rootedness of architecture here, because of a few "house

doctors" that may have intruded on professional practice, for the fet-

tered, shallow, and moribund state in which it exists on the Continent ?

The two systems of academic and non-academic management have

been tried sufficiently long, for us to judge of their results. If there be

one fact in connexion with the subject undisputed, it is, that academies

are the symptoms if not the cause of decline in art. That the hot-honse

system, despotism, and selfishness of academism should con-ode art, is

quite as likely as that when art is sickly, has lost root in the soil and is

withering, its professors should have recourse to an academy as an arti-

ficial protection or kind of trade guild to ensure them a livelihood. It

often happens that from the will of parents, position in hfe and other

circumstances, the true vocation of an individual is not discovered until

he has reached manhood. Under the academic regime it would not be

easy for a man to pass from one profession to another, and were the

reg-ime rigidly enforced, as in France, it would be impossible. There,

the professional gioove in which the boy is started, the man must keep

in, unless he intends to follow no profession. Of the Church we do not

speak, but a doctor cannot become a barrister, or a soldier a barrister,

or an attorney, or a notary, or an apothecary an architect, and if the

system is to be fully developed it will be the same here. The academic

regime in Rome, as imagined by the Institute, would not have allowed

Michel Angelo to build St. Peter's, until he had passed an examination

in languages ; here it would not have allowed Wren to design St. Paul's

until he had proved his knowledge of geology, nor Chambers to wect

Somerset House until he had passed examination in chemistry. That

is to say, academies in Rome aud London would have destroyed the

three chief architects of modern Classic, and have prevented ^the world

possessing the two chefs dceuvre of modern architecture, St. Peter s and

St. Paul's. Had the profession of civil engineering been cursed m our

own day with an academy and diplomas, Keniiie, the stonemason, would

not have built AVaterloo-bridge, wliich Canova, a good judge, pro-

nounced to be the noblest in the world, George Stephenson would not

have invented the locomotive, nor proved the practicabihty of the rail-
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wnr jvsfcm by buiKUng the line from Lirerpool to Mnnchester, Robert
Stepbenson would not nave built tubular bridges, and demonstrated the
applicability of the principles of their construction to structures to cross

lai^ roans and to Leviathan ships. With these examples before our
eyvB 01 what civilisation and liumau progress would have lost, we may
well pause before we adopt the artificial system of academies and
diplomas.

The Council have not attempted to show that the condition of the
profession in England requires the introduction of exclusive measures,
or that it is unsatisfactory. They could not do so in the face of the

abundant evidence afforded on all sides of its high artistic standing and
rapid progress ; wherefore, to change for mere sake of change is

daigerous and extremely foolish. But the Council argue that admission

to Government situations, and the learned professions is obtained by test

examinations, and that the same course should be adopted with

respect to the practice of architecture. There is, however, no clear

and positive analogy between the two cases. The Government exami-
nations are competitive for admission to employment, and a means to

escape from the mvidiousness of selection and patronage. The Govern-
ment stand in the light of employers ; they may set up a standard, for

they pay those who comply with it and take service, just as certain

families require their footmen to be pious, six feet tall in their

stockings, with calves of certain protuberance, and to wear powder.
When John present.s himself as a candidate he is measured, his calves

examined, and he must produce a certificate of piety. But the Council

of the Institute can offer no salary, no remuneration, no employment to

those on whom they seek to impose compulsory examinations. Witli

respect to the church, law, and medicine, persons who pass examina-
tions are admitted to share in the monopoly of lucrative professions.

For there to be any analogy between them and architecture, the

Council ought to be able to secure to those who have passed the

examination exclusive practice, and to obtain an enactment that none but
them should be allowed to design and carry out architectural works.

Everyone knows, however, that to do so would be impossible

;

that no Act of Parliament could prevent civil engineers from building

bridges, railway stations, lighthouses, and all structures they chose to

take in hand, or builders from constructing as many houses as they can
find the money for. In all transactions there must be a consideration

to be loyal, but the Institute can offer none. The diploma will not

secure practice. We have proof of tliat in the fact that the gentlemen
who were manufactured into regular certified civil engineers at the de-

funct college at Putney enjoy no preferential standing in public opinion

over their uncertified brethren. Is it to be supposed tliat the botcher
and disfigurer of a city church would be preferred to Mr. Scott,

or Mr. Street, or Mr. Butterfield, because he held a diploma and
they none ? And yet, if the system were established, he would have
a claim to be so preferred.

Tlie Council forget that architects are, or should be, artists, and that
it is this quality—their aesthetic taste and culture—which should ditsin-

guish them from civil engineers and builders. Wlien, therefore, the Insti-

tute propositions are examined from tliis point of view, their absurdity
becomes all the more glaringly manifest, for as artists it would be coiitrary

' to all practice and reason to examine architects, and to examine them alone
of the thousands who design and erect constructions would be unfair.

'What would be said if it were proposed to institute examinations and
diplomas for sculptors and painters ? Society would not tolerate the
scheme, but overwhelm it with ridicule and contempt, for we all know
how it would exclude the Chantreys, and the chief artists of the English
school. Then as for the examinations. We should be glad to know
how many of the present Fellows could pass them ? Chemistry is one
of the requisites ; but the professor of architecture at University
College, who has contributed, we are informed, to shape the proposition
of the Council, declared publicly in the discussion on Professor
Westmacott's paper, at the Society of Arts, on Polychrome, that he did
not possess sufficient chemical knowledge to be able to say whether the
admixture of iron with bronze would produce a certain effect upon its

complexion ; and there was nothing detrimental to his reputation as an
architect in such an admission. Were it desirable, we could supply
proofs that some of the most distinguished architects could not pass
even the elementary examination ; nay, we know more than one who
would be plucked in English composition.

It is not worth while to protest against the injustice which
releases present Fellows from liability to examination, and imposes
it upon Associates, for although it is called voluntary, it would
soon become, were the propositions carried out, compulsory on
all except the present Fellows. Now these gentlemen have no
claim to exoneration, many of them rank much lower as architects

than the majority of the Associates. And it would have been no
more than fair, that as authors of the proposition they should have
been the first to have submitted to it. Let them come forward to
be examined by a committee of Associates, and then all may stait fair

;

otkenriae the whole thing will look like a job or manoeuvre of the ins

against the outs, which we submit is not at all'desirable to tolerate in

the profession, for that would be a further aggravation of the Academic
regime, which it_ should never be forgotten has always for its object the

protection of mediocrity, and for an inevitable result the suppression of
genius.

CAPTAIN FOWKES' VERSION OF THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

A PARAGRAPH in the Critic informs us, " there is to report that
Government intend to adopt Captain Fowkes' plan for altering the

National Gallery." That there may be such report is possible, but that
there should be any such intention on the part of Government is scarcely
credible, if only simply because the Captain's scheme for enlarging the
Gallery, without turning tlio Royal Academy out of tlic building, is neither

more nor less than impracticable—and fortunate it is that it is so. Of the
impracticability any one may now convince himself by referring to the
CornhUl Magazine, the March number of which contains an article recom-
mendatory of the proposed alteration, illustrated Tvith sketches, which,
liowever, do not, by showing a plan of the lower floor, let us into the secret

of the Captain's power of contrivance, by means of which he would there

be able to accommodate the Academy, and enable them to perform " High
Life below Stairs '' to the entire satisfaction both of tlie public and them-
selves.

The architectural Captain seems either to h.ave forgotten to ask him-
self, or else to have hoped that no one else would be so iniijortinent as to

ask him, what sort of e.xliibition-rooms could, by any possibility—by the

utmost stretch of ingenuity—be provided for the Academy on the lower
floor. Lighting them from above is altogether out of the question, as all

the light that could be got for them would be no more than what could be

got for them in windows in the walls at their ends, north and south, those

on the north deriving all their light from the dismalness of the narrow
passage behind, hight Duke's-place. But hold ! here we confess to being
ourselves guilty of a sad blunder, for we should have said " Kuke's-court."
Such blunder, however, is mucli more excusable— certainly much more
easily corrected—than that of obliviousness of the necessity for light,

equally distributed, in rooms intended for tlie exhibition of pictures. Evea
supposing—which is supposing very much indeed—that there would be
quantum suff. of light for the pictures hung up on the east and west sides of

the new rooms, the wall-space for hanging up frames—no matter whether
what was in them could be seen or not—would be greatly dog-tailed, or
what is vulgarly termed ear-tailed, by the openings in the end walls north

and south for the admission of light, or rather twilight.

In the enlarged edition of Britton and Pngin's " Public Buildings of

London " plans of both floors of the " Gallery " are shown, from which it

is seen at once that the lower one is divided into rooms of much smaller

dimensions than those above; nor could they be enlarged so as to corre-

spond with them in size without removing walls that help to support the

upper floor. Has, then, Captain Fowkes got over that difficulty V and, if

so, why has ho not "armoured" himself ag.iinst very natural doubts and
objections, by saying as mucli, and explaining how he purposes to accom-
plish what he proposes ? It is all very well and easy enough to say that

bis sclieme would greatly increase accommodation for the national collection

of pictures by giving up to it the whole of the upper floor—greatly enlarged,

too, by theflooriny being continued uninterruptedly the entire length of the

building; and that instead of being turned out, the Academy would have
all the rooms below. No doubt the Academy would be exceedingly sorry

to have notice to quit, if merely because if they leave the building they

must leave the neighbourhood also. Nevertheless, although not forcibly

expelled, the R. A.'s would be compelled to withdraw of their own accord

—

voluntarily, yet very much against their will—which sounds very mndi
like a bull.

To urge further objections against a scheme which, it seems, has

obtained the approval of Government is superfluous. We may, however,

be permitted to point out one or two minor, yet by no means small,

defects and oversights in the general plan—which, by the by, can hardly

have been submitted to the careful consideration of any professional

architect. Although there are four staircases, they are all miserably

cramped up, without any half-pacen and with winders, and the topmost

step lands immediately upon the floor of the central saloon ! As back
stairs they might serve well enough, but as staircases in a public and
national building would be equally paltry and inconvenient. Mistaken

we may be, but until convicted of error, we hold that a National Gallery

ought to be something better than a warehouse for the national pictures

—

ought to show, if nothing more, regard to the mere decencies of architec-

tural planning ; whereas Captain Powke's plan ignores the restraints of

architectural grammar. The central saloon excepted, all the other rooms

have their doorways placed out of the axis ; besides which, just in order to

gain a few feet more in the direction of north and south, his plan utterly

ruins the portico—which now challenges its rival for equal dignity of atti-

tude and pose—converting it into a mere excrescence. Except it be Captam
Fowkes himself, almost any one— that is, any one capable of first examin-

ing and afterwanls deliberately considering a plan, and taking note of all

its pros and cotis.—must, almost at a glance, have perceived its slovenliness

and shortcomings. We might easily enougli go on and point out, one by

one, the non-improvements externally that would be inflicted upon

Wilkins' facade by Captain Fowkes' improved version of it. But we

desist from saying more at present.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.*
'"ptONTINUING our notice of this Exliibition, we come upon a fine col-

\j lection of drawings hanging npon the right-liand wall of the large

gallery. The choicest of tlie contributions seem to be all placed together

here, "with only just sufficient of inferior works to act as foils to tliem.

215 to 219 area series of lodges and gates, now erecting at Uedwell Park,

Herts, for Sir Culling E. Eardley Bart., by Mr. W. G. Haberslion. They
are half-tiiiiliercd and red brick built, diapered with black bars.

The gables have barge boards, and a strong family likeness pervades them
all.

220. " Bird's-eye view of the Church, Parsonage, and Schools at Boyne
Hill," famous in a double sense, but chiefly and architecturally so, as being

the production of the first amongst our Gothic architects. No one has

more forcibly exemplified the resources of the Gothic style, or brought so

much talent to the task, as Mr. G. E. Street, and there is not a single

frame iu the whole of the galleries which contains such an amount of re-

finement and invention as are seen in either of his contributions. The
most cultivated taste is, in his designs, united to great originality and good
proportions, and his buildings are i)ortraycd with a fine firm hand, which
shows a complete mastery of his subjects. Other architects may use parti-

colored materials and diversity of ornament, but by him—and we had
almost said by him only— are they used in such a way as to afford un-

alloyed satisfaction. Many liave attempted to compete with him, but the

results are nothing more than attempts. The secret of his success lies not

simply in his mode of delineation, nor in his bands of color ; neither is it in

his sparkling foli.agc. These are but materials with which, after long and
laborious study, he is enabled to show the true livirjg spirit of Gothic
architecture. Three-parts of our so-called Gothic designs are but galva-

nized resuscitations of old defunct forms. The proposed steeple introduced

in the Boyne Hill is beautifully proportioned, as also is that shown in the

exterior of the " New Church of St. Giles', Oxford " (223), where the

gables over the spire-lights are carried on detached columns, and form an
extremely rich cluster on the upper portion of the spire. 221 is the in-

terior of the same church, and consists of but four bays with narrow
Bisles, apparently for passage-way to the seats. The easternmost bay of

the 'nave, as shown in the small plan, diverges for some—to us incom-
prehensible—reason inwards towards the chancel. The columns are short

and sturdy and of polished marble, with exquisitely-designed caps and
broad, bold bases. The roof is arched and painted; the tie-beam and king-

post showing below it. The east end is a gorgeous piece of design, and
every portion of the church is worthy of it.

222. "Portions of the Grammar School and Vicaragc-house at Bloxham,
Oxon," by the same architect, are perfectly plain, without any feature

that demands notice, if we except the dexterous way in which the
drawing is etched.

224. The Roman Catholic Chapelat "St. Mary's Cemetery, Kensal-green,"
hy Mr. S. J.Nichols. The bell-cot, sliown in the drawing, unfortunately has
not been executed, and the money has been less advantageously bestowed
upoa ornaments at the apsidal east end. As originally designed, it was
an important and graceful element in the design. The west end is pierced
by two lancet windows, haviug a rose window over them, with plain,

irertieal, and horizontal bands to form a cross in the centre of it. There is

a small open porch at the south side, supported on detached columns.
The design shows very able treatment.

225. A very elaborate drawing, by Mr. W. Purdue, of " Two Compart-
ments of Giotto's decoration of St. Maria dell' Annunciata, Padria."
(Wh,it does the compiler of the catalogue mean by " Statue Maria?") It

Owsists of two pictures, separated by bands of delicate mosaic and painted
jBHiament, and has been copied with scrupulous fidelity.

We next have to notice a dozen large frames filled with drawings by
ilr. F. R. Wilson. 226 alone contains six drawings. The most commendable
ajnongst them is " The House and Premises of Messrs. Purvis, of Alnwick."
A sketch is shown of it both before and after the alterations, and enables

IU to appreciate the value of Mr. Wilson's alterations. The front is

timple, but a deal of picturesqueness has been thrown into it, and a very
creditable fiv(;ade has been produced. It is represented at a greater
advantage than its companions, being drawn geometrically without any
attempt at pictorial effect. The tower of the church at Kiloe, near
Berwick-on-'Tweed, was rather better before the alterations, for it had
(Ben only plain walls, and it is now disfigured by an ugly open parapet
trail at tlic top of it, which is likewise pressed into service on a dotnestlc

Dnilding in the mansion at " Clieswick." In one or the other, if not in

ioth, it is out of place : ecclesiastical and domestic Gothic do not run so

accurately in the same groove. The mansion is otherwise very well

composed, and we notice in it a genuine desire to produce something
Oteditable to the profession—something more than mere repetition of old

ftirms and details. The ceilings of the rooms, especially of the drawing-
room, are skilfully designed, and are given to prove the possibility of

executing ceilings at an economical cost in harmony with the style of the
exterior of the building. In this Mr. Wilson has been perfectly successful.

The main beams which support the floors above form part of the ceilings,

and no space is lost. We should liave been pleased if the hanging com-
mittee had placed these drawings a little lower, so that they might have
been minutely examined. No. 6 in the same frame is a very pretty
combination of balconies and open loggie—a charming transformation of

the old granaries into an hotel and four dwelling houses. A view of some
very common-place and out-of-place " Buildings Erected iu the Cemetery
at Alnwick " complete the list of subjects in this frame. The chapels
appear to have "bay windows " projecting from the east end— a counter-

Continued from page 332.

balance probably to the introduction of the church battlement into the
Cheswick mansion.
Three frames (227, 228, 229,) with the interrogatory titles of "Is it to

be Classic ?" and " Or is it to be English ?" bear Mr. F. U. Wilson's
name. They are meant, we suppose, to Invite comparison, but the
subjects are, wc think, unfairly selected, and the partiality of the com-
piler is rather too visible. It is the same as if a careful academical
drawing of an Englishman were placed beside a rough daub repre-

senting a Neapolitan cripple, to ask for judgment on the relative pro-
portions of the two men. In 227 we have temples piled on temple*,

triumphal arches, countless monumental pillars, violently colored in red,

green, and yellow, with a huge bronze figure of very questionable anatomy,
bestriding a fat horse in the centre. The animal has seemingly been put
together in pieces, for the white joints are conspicious ; the ability of two
legs to bear the weight of so ponderous a beast is very doubtful. He is,

however, in some strange way supported on a crimson pedestal with a hlue

panel on it, and yreen cornice and base mouldings. In 229 we are treated

to a back view of the same quadruped, and it is not more flattering.

Around him are grouped the same comical effigial columns with blue and
red panels—like pantomime bills—in the pedestals. There is a repetition of

the yellow column with its gilt figure standing on one foot. There are

statues in every available spot on the temples, and in the back ground as

though they had descended miscellaneously and miraculously in a shower
from the mottled blue sky. Equestrian statues are also brushed into the

picture. On the left we see a sample of the beast which was ridden before

oats were grown, and horses tamed for their beauty. He has no hoof
and his leg is pointed like a pencil. His mane is erect and bristly, and his,

nostrils distorted at the view before him, and at the sight of a venerable

old stony Roman on the opposite side, who is amusing himself with rolling

a large marble backwards and forwards on the palm of his long skinny

hand. The caricature may be very cleverly dashed in, but the joke is so

thickly veiled, that many may take it for a serious testimony of an archi-

tect's knowledge of Classic architecture.

In the other frame (228) " Or is it to be English ? " a cluster of ancient

cathedrals, churches, and domestic buildings are collected, and drawn with

the greatest care and fidelity, and with an evident love of the subjects.

The faultless linear drawing is nevertheless disfigured by sooty clouds of

color, which separate the buildings, and; quite overpower their delicacy,

and, as if this were not sulBcient, the buildings in the foreground are

stained with a wash of gamboge. In the centre of the picture is the ever

famous and lovely High-street, Oxford, and on either side views of the

Gothic colleges. The most remarkable of our country church towers and
turrets occupy the middle distance ; that of St. Nicholas, at Newcastle, is

almost invisible through the allegorical clouds of Tyne smoke. Beyond
them the cathedrals stand out gloriously against the bright sky—Lichfield
with its three steeples, and Durham's towers, the Minster of York, and
Salisbury's elegant spire being conspicuous amongst them.

230 represents "Alnwick Castle" in various views. It is "externally

Tiledievalised and internally Italianised." We can hardly reconcile this

practice of Mr. Wilson's with that of making even the "ceilings in the

Chiswick mansion (226) in harmony with its exterior," but it seems to

reply to Mr. Wilson's previously-mentioned pictorial queries, and say that

whilst the exterior may remain Gothic to gratify the eyes of antiquaries, the

interior must be far otherwise, to meet the requirements of modern life,

and to insure the necessary comfort in a nobleman's mansion. Mr. Wilson

seems to have performed his task of restoration with rare and praise-

worthy zeal, " every stone being insured for its place to secure the peculiar

character of the ancient masonry in the new erections," and even this

view is made witli all proper medieval stiffuess and crudeness of color, so

as to look as if it were executed centuries since. The flag on the castle

tower is not shown as it flutters in modern Northumberland breezes, but

is fixed rigidly square and comic, like the tin banner which a child

regards with complacent and heart-felt gratification on the summit of his

toy fortress.

232 and 233 contain some practical suggestions for the application ot

the principle of mosaic to roofing, by Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, which arc

now being worked out by Messrs. Maw and Co. It is a question whether

the roof of a building is the proper place for a display of elaborate detail,

but there can be no question about the manner in wliich Mr. Wyatt has

adapted the tiles to elegant and harmonious patterns. The outlines of

the various tiles are given—ten in number ; and the ornamental character

is obtained by their judicious aud artistic disposition.

234 is a beautiful little water-color drawing of the interior of an

ordinary decorated Gothic church by Mr. W. Mumford. Four feeble

etchings of villas by the same architect surround it; tliey contrast pain-

fully with the vigorous productions of Mr. W.- Burges which hang beside

them. The latter consist of " Designs for Drinking Fountains," and their

boldness of design is equal to their fine drawing. They show the genuine

medieval feeling which Mr. Burges infuses into the greatest as well as the

simplest of his designs. The two last are remarkably good ;
one 13

covered by a lean-to roof supported by large wooden brackets, between

which a grotesque monster juts out and carries a lamp. The fourtli sketcU

is perhaps still more beautiful. The basin is borne by a cluster of columns

with short, dark marble shafts. A lamp-stand rises from the centre of it,

jewelled with fine ornaments. Wo should like to see some such ones

erected instead of the semi-classic frivolities which stud the metropolitan

strcGt-corncrs

Mr. E W. Edis lays hefore us in 240, two sections, a plan, a sketch, and

several details of the " South Porch of St. Alban's Abbey," drawn oare-

' fiilly to a comprehensive scale and well etched.
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Mr. Ki<;har(l«on's " Two views in Westminster Abbey " are too roughly
tketched to show the (letail minutely, and too roughly colored to have
much artistic ralae. They look very like the colored lithographs 'which

wc see now in every stationer's window.
No less than eleven subjects bear Mr. G. Trufltt's well-known name, but

as usual they are brought into one Inrgo frame. Most of the buildings

have been previously noticed by us whilst they were in course of erection.

The most conspicuous amongst them are tlie architect's own residence

(251), and tlie house erected lately at the comer of Bond-street (253).
Both have his individuality stamped strongly upon them, and even in the
"Pair of Cottages" (249), we trace the same light sparkling fancy and
original management of detail, which characterises all his productions.

The house of R. P. Harding, Esq., at HoUoway, (247) has little ornament
about it, but we sec, at once, in its well-balanced masses and good propor-

tions, the work of a ripe and tliouglitful mind.
S48 is a series of small sketches in the centre of the large fritme, sepa-

rated by violent green leafy sprigs. They represent ditferent parts of the

restored church of Shelshley Walsh Church, Worcestershire. If they are

"restorations," there must have been another G. TruStt who lived at the

erection of the cimrch, for the font, witli its short red columns and original

basin, the mosaic carpet around it, the fireplace, altar-ruil, sedelia, and
pulpit, all smack strongly of the modern architect, and they are in

every way worthy of him.
2o4. "Continental Sketches." Those few people who have never seen

views of St Gereon at Cologne, Notre Dame, and the Hotel de Ville at

Bruges, may, perhaps, be interested in these four etchings of them, by Mr.
Charles K. B. King.

S56 and 257. " Stratton Audley Park, now in course of erection, near
Bicester, Oxfordsliire," by Mr. T. Koger Smith. This Gothic building has
a good solid substantial character about it, and is devoid of all the preva-
lent affectation. There is no sacrifice of convenience to antiquarian

requirements. The outline and the detail are both well studied. The
drawings are etched after Jlr. Street's manner, but the sky looks like a
background of rocky splinters impenetrable to both bird and pickaxe.

We do not altogether approve of the mixture of Classic and Gothic
features in the " House and Entrance to Stables in Melior-street, South-
wark"(258) by Messrs. Newman and Billing, but it is particularly striking

on account of the black bricks introduced into the arches over openings.

A good deal of creditable medieval design is visible in the design for

"Eeredos, and ^Embroidered Frontal for the use of the English Church." It

would, doubtless, cause a yell from the sensitive spirits of low churchmen,
bat why, let us ask, as Rowland Hill did about the music, should the
" Romanists " alone fitly decorate their churches? The Reformed Anglican
Church was never meant to be a " whitewashed Ebenezer," and art, wliiah,

in the earlier periods of the Church history, lent her its aid, should be

cordially welcomed back to her. The candlesticks, the cross, the patens

and chalices, should be in liarmony with the rest of the church. Mr.
Edmund Sedding's designs are steps in the right direction. If we are to

have regular Gothic churches let us have the furniture to match them.
The only objection we have to make to these, is that the figures are not

guflSciently well drawn.
Mr. John Hebb does not show the beautiful proportions of the

Pandolfini Palace, in his sketch (262). He has stood too near the building,

and he has committed the same mistake in his companion sketch ot the
" Palazzo Bartholini " (261).

263 is one of the most attractive frames in the galleries. It approaches
nearer to Mr. Street's productions both in point of execution and of design

than any other of his imitators, but Mr. R. Norman Shaw has, nevertheless,

a good deal of superfluous matter to skim ofi* before he equals him. His
faults are chiefly visible in his " Monuments to be erected in the Cemetery
at Bruges" (270). His best qualities—and they are of a very high order

—

shine out in " The Priest's House at Droogenbosch, near Uccle, Belgium."
The front is very simple in outline; it shows the face of one gable and the
•ide of another, yet a marvellous amount of design is pressed into it. Tlie

back view, showing the east end of chapel, is quite as perfect, whilst the
interior is a brilliant piece of work. The ornament sparkles in it like so

much jewellery, and the eye wanders in delight over every part of it. It is

seldom that we have seen so much talent in so limited a space. On examin-
ing the elevation with the plan, there is, however, a defect which we feel

forced to notice. The picturesque balcony is supported by an isolated pier

projecting far into the room on the ground floor, and it cuts ofi' about a

quarter of the library on the first floor. Not even its beauty can atone for

SDch a mistake.

In the drawings for the tombs above mentioned (270), Mr. Shaw's fancy
runs unbridled. There is his customary novelty, but there is too much
of it, and it wants lepose. The crosses, beautiful in themselves,
disfigure the tombs by their unnecessary size and the ornament does
not possess any of that refinement which overflows the chapel at Droo-
_ " The
made of it.

gensboscli. The same power is visible, but the like good use has not been

Mr. E. B. Lamb in his six contributions, treats us to that happy combi-
nation of the several portions of his buildings which we have so long been
accustomed to from him. There is very little surface decoration, and the
good effect is obtained almost entirely by skilful grouping. In all his
designs he makes the chimneys contribute powerlully to the agreeable
outline. The Station Inn at Penshurst looks even better in execution
than in this drawing (265). The porch, central turret, and transept, in

^ the design for Bagley church, Yorkshire, arc most happily composed, and
blended together. 269 is the principal doorway of the Church I'Abbaye
d'Ardennes, near Caen, from the careful hand of Mr. Vaughan, but it lacks

the spirited touch with which Mr. Nesfield has depicted in 273, the
Tympanum of the north doorway of the Porte Royale, at.Ghartes. ^Ma
pencil drawing could be finer than this. It is as accurate as a photogripn,
and has not its opaque shiulows to obscure the oijtline. The l.ibor bestowed
upon it must have teen immense, for the sculpture is of the most elaborate
kind, and all of it is f:uthfully recorded. The signs of the Zodi.ic, and
representations of the months are introduced in the arch, which is filled by
a figure—Christ surrounded by angels. Even the taps have minute
sculptured subjects on them representing the Massacre of the Innocents
and the Adoration of the Magi. The character of the Gothic drapery, and
the peculiarity of the Grotesques are admir.-ibly caught. 274. The
" Chapels and Schools, Epworth," by Messrs. Sutton and Paull, are »e-

markable for the quantity of black brick bauds wliich has been intruded
into the design without proving an obstacle to its erection. On the
principal front the black arches over the windows carry a blind arch of

the same color between tliem, jointly supported on the apex of each. Over
other windows we see a plain perpendicular bar of the black brick. It

requires a good stretch of charity to consider them ornamental. 275, 277,

Mr. James M. Lockyer, with whose Contiuental sketches we have been
long familiar gives us a couple of sketches of a room in the Palazzo Reale
at Palermo, and the Pulpit in the Cathedral ofRavello, accompanying them
by eleven detail specimens of the mosaic work, all drawn with his usUal

accuracy and care. In 276 he shows a mural monument which is in

course of erection from his designs in St. John's Church, Moulsham, Essex.

It is incised and inlaid with a black composition, in the manner of the in-

laid " dallage " and slab tombs of France and Italy, during the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries. It consists of a pointed arch sup-

ported on columns, surrounded by a border, and enclosing a cross and the

inscription. It has the sacred monogram in the spandrels.*

THE NIAGARA RAILWAY SUSPENSION BRIPGE.

THIS bridge connects the New York Central and Great Western of

Canada Railways, and the immense traffic which poured over it after

its opening, on 19th March, 1855, evideuced the necessity for its

existence.

The engineer, Mr. I. A. Roebling, has reason to be proud of the success

which has crowned his efforts in this and other similar bridges. Its cost

was £80,000, considerably under the figure a similar bridge would cost in

this country.

Mr. Stephenson recommended the erection of a tubular bridge in its

place, which must have cost the promoters ten times the amount they

have outlaid on this handsome bridge, than which it could not better have
answered its purpose, as is proved by five years of ince3S.tnt wear and
tear, without a sign of weakness or increased deflection.

Absolute rigidity was not to be expected : there is not a bridge in the

world that will not vibrate under a heavy load in motion. Were the

bridge entirely of iron instead of a combination of wood and iron, there is

no saying how long it might not last; but repeated failures, added to one's

natural feeling of apprehension on being conveyed, per train, over one of

these graceful though somewhat aerial structures, have disinclined those

who have the charge of the construction of our railways to their

adoption.*

But engineers, some of whom predicted its speedy downfall into the

Niagara, whose chasm it spanned, if not previously blown away by the

first hurricane, are having their attention drawn to the fabric of which we
give a drawing.
The means employed to adapt this bridge for railway traffic were, weight,

girders, trusses, and stays. 'Too much weight has been the cause of more

than one failure; it nmst be added to a sufficient extent to secure the neces-

sary stiffness.

The power of resistance of this bridge is equal to eleven hundred tons,

while the utmost burden it could be called upon to sustain is not one-fifth

of that. The length of the bridge between towers is 800 feet, and a heavy

goods train over its whole length, caused a deflt>ction of but 10 inches.

But the severest test of its firmness was during successive terrific

hurricanes, which caused a strain upon it laterally to which it must have

given way but for the provision made by Mr. Roebling for such treatment

by the well-advised distribution of tlie staya, the security of the anchorage,

and the excellence of the masonry.

There are two floors, the upper one for trains, the lower one for ordinary

road traffic ; these are connected by trusses of simple construction. The

two upper cables are l,2(jl feet in length, and the lower ones 1,193, and

are composed each of 3,640 wires of No. 9 gauue, sixty wires going to the

square inch. The upper cables pass over the towers upon cast-iron

saddles, which rest on ten cast-iron rollers, which thus admit of a slight

movement caused by passing trains, or changes in temperature. The cables

arc anchored on either side at a considerable depth in the rock beneath.

The towers arc 60 feet 6 inches high.

The elevation of the bridge above the river is 250 feet.

Fourteen trains on an average pass over it daily, besides the road travel

on the under platform. No interruption of traffic has taken place, and

the condition of the bridge has been repeatedly and recently examined by

independent engineers, and no defect or unsoundness is discoverable; nor

do the heat and cold to the extremes of which it is subject injuriously

affect it, as the amount of camber lost during the summer is completely

regained during the succeeding winter.

* To be continued.
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METROPOLITAN LOCAL MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
ACT.*

THE 164th section of the Act of 1855 !g to be repealed, and in lieu

thereof it is to be enacted that every sewers' rate levied within the

metropolis for purposes to which sewers' rates are applicable under Act

fo{ Parliament relating to the Metropolitan Board of Works is to be

V made and levied on air persons and in respect to all property rateable

c^\o the poor, provided the 163rd and lC9th sections of the Act shall be
^.applicable to the such sowers' rate.

i: ;- The Metropolitan Board or vestries scheduled under A are to be
a-ewpowered to require persons having control over the poor rates to

-Mfbmish within a given time copies of poor rates books at the price of
' W. for every twenty-four names (inclusive of particulars), to be verified

: by solemn declaration. In cases of refusal or neglect to furnish copies

^iJT to make the declaration, the parties are to be liable to a penalty not
.jexceeding \0l. for every offence, and to a further penalty of lOl. for

'-each day the offence shall be continued, to be recovered by summary
proceedings.

Where a vestry scheduled under B in the Act of 1855 shall have
*.lawfully incurred expenses under this or preceding Acts, the Board of
kiWorks for the district in which it is situated shall, in case the payment
^ it not otherwise provided for, defray the cost of these works out of the

money they are entitled to raise.

The sums assessed by the Metropolitan Board on extra-parochial
property included in separate sewerage districts under the Commission
of Sewers, towards payment of debts charged to those districts, for

payment of which provision is not otherwise made, are to be paid on
demand to the Board, by the tenant or person in possession of tolls or
profits from incorporeal hereditaments in respect to which the assess-

ment is made. The sum assessed may be recovered by an action at law,

^^or by summary proceeding before a justice.
''^'' In cases where overseers neglect to pay over sums levied by district

"Boards and to furnish vouchers within five days after being required to

do so, they are to be liable to penalties provided in the 65th section of
the Act of 1855.

One summons of occupier or owner before a justice for the recovery
of rates in arroar is to be held sufficient, and its cost is not to

.exceed Is.

y Parties lending money to the Metropolitan Board, or to district

ji,
Boards, or to vestries, to defray expenses incurred in execution of the

fiu^ct of 1855, are to be bound, as they were under preceding Acts, to
'. ascertain that the boards or vestries, or their meetings, were properly
,j(Constituted, or their proceedings legal. The common seal of the board
, or vestry in each case to any mortgage or bond they may have granted
. .shall be binding and conclusive.

Public Loans Commissioners, under the Act of 1856, may make
advances to the Metropolitan Board, or vestries, or district, upon the

' security of the rates, without requiring further security than a mort-
gage of the rates, the advances to be repayable by instalments within a
period not exceeding thirty years.
The Metropolitan Board to be authorised to stop up streets, roads or

'_ ways necessary for the due execution of works under this and previous
Acts, and to make orders regulating the passage of vehicles, horse and

-loot passengers as they may deem fit.

,^i The compulsory powers of taking land given to" the Board under the
|«ti>Act of 1855, and the Lands Consolidation Acts of 1845 are .to be ex-

tended and made applicable for the purpose of making roads or ways to

^B^or in connection with the sewers or works vested in the Board, or for

jlilnaking roads or ways during the construction of sewerage works, or for

ftaq>oil banks, or places of deposit of surplus earth and materials in the
execution of the works.
When in exercise of their powers the Board have carried sewers or

rorks across, over, or under roads or streets and have constructed
*l>ndges, culverts, arches and passages, in connexion with their works,

1 these constructions are to be maintained at the expense of the Board,
who may however contract with the authorities having control of the

ds and streets for the future maintenance of these constructions.

The Board to be empowered to make and maintain bridges, arches,

"cnlverts, passages, or roads in connexion with their sewerage works,
provided they be deemed necessary and convenient for preserving com-
munication between the lands through which the sewerage works are

canied, and the Board may contract with owners and occupiers of land
to pay compensation in lieu of making and maintaining bridges, &c.
The extension of time granted by the Act of 1858 to be applicable

to sewers and works in connexion with the main drainage of the metro-
polis, and for preventing, as far as practicable, metropolitan sewage from
passing into the Thames within the metropolis.
No gully in connexion with a sewer vested in the Board to be trapped

without previous consent in writing of the Board.
Notwithstanding the 89th section of the Act of 1855, vestries and

district boards are not to transfer their powers in relation to sewerage

—* Continued ftom page 330,

and drainage to the MetropoUt«B Boacd-without ike previous Couilbnt
in writing of the latter.

, ,

""*

By the 211th and 212th sections of the Act of 1856 the Coiniilfttee

of Appeal of the Metropolitan Board may hear appeals against tje
orders and acts of vestries and district boards, allow or dismiss tLe
appeal, quash or confirm the ordfet appealed against. It is now soaght
to DC provided that the committee shall have power to compel the
attendance of parties, administer oaths and declarations, order the pro-
duction of booKs, surveys, plans, and documents, and to inflict peiiaJties

not exceeding 20/. on persons obstructing the hearing, refusing to
attend to make oath or declaration, and to produce documents withoiut

lawful excuse. The committee is to be further empowered to levy
rates for the recovery of expenses incurred by the late Commissioner*
of Sewers, and who are to have all the rights and remedies vested in

the Board in that behalf, including the one of summoniug before thorn
those who have failed to pay within fourteen days after the demand,
and in cases of non-appearances or no sufficient caase for non-payment
be shown, of issuing distress warrants upon the goods and chattels of
defaulters.

In exercise of the power given to the Metropolitan Board by the
Act of 1855, to issue orders to vestries and district boards for their

guidance and control in the levels, construction, alteration and
cleansing of sewers, and for securing proper connection and inter-

communication between the sewers of the several parishes and districts

and with the main sewers, when the Metropolitan Board shall order
sewers in one district to be connected with sewers in another, it is to
be lawful for the vestry or district board for the [drainage of whose
district, and at whose instance the orders have been issued, to execute
all necessary works, provided the communication be made under the
supervision and to the satisfaction of the other vestry or district

board. The Metropolitan Board, where deemed needful, may order
compensation to be made to the vestry or district board into whose
sewers the outfall has been made, and who may recover the amount of
compensation by an action-at-law or by summary proceedings before

a justice.

The 157th section of the Act of 1855 is to be repealed, and in lieu

thereof it is to be enacted, that the Metropolitan Board, or any vestry or
district board, may, in execution of works authorised by this or previous

Acts, open any turnpike-road, subject to the following restrictions and
provisions :—seven days' notice and a full description of the works to

be left at the office of the road authorities ; the openings in the road
to be effectually secured, fenced and lighted during the night ; the

road authorities to be absolved from liabilities in respect to accidents

occurring from the works ; the road to be restored to its original state ;

the road authorities to be paid a compensation not exceeding one
shilling per superficial yard to expenses of future subsidence of mate-
rials ; drainage, paving Jof water-channels, kerbs, footpaths and other
matters connected with the maintenance of the road, to be made good

;

and in default the surveyor of the road authorities may cause the same
to be done, to be reimbursed by the party who executed the works
which opened the road.

Inspectors of votes appointed under the Act of 1855, for a parish or

ward, to nominate, before entering upon the duties, an umpire, who is

to determine between them in cases of disagreement, and whose
decision is to be final and conclusive.

The 17th section of the Act of 1855, which directs the poll to be
taken on the day next following the election of vestrymen and auditors,

to be repealed, and in lieu thereof it is to be enacted that the poll is not

to be taken until two clear days after the election (excluding Sundays).

Where a vestryman has been elected for two or more wards he is to

elect for which he will sit, and the churchwardens to fill up the vacancy

in each ward by returning the candidate having the next largest number
of votes, or where there is no candidate the parishioners are to make a

new election.

Any vestryman or member of district who shall not have attended

any meeting during six months to be superseded, and his place filled up
at the next annual election.

Owners or occujjiers of land within the metropolitan area to be at

liberty to construct sewers at their own expense, subject to regulations

and conditions hereafter mentioned, and the vestry or district board of

the locality may contribute out of the sewers rates to the construction of

the works.

Vestries and district boards about to construct new sewers are to

submit to the Metropolitan Board of AVorks plans of the streets or

places where the sewers are to be made, drawn to a scale determined by

the Metropolitan Board, and on which arc to be shown the position,

course and dimensions of the proposed sewers with their sections and

such other particulars as the Metropolitan Board may require ;
and no

sewer without the approval in writing of the Metropoliwn Board or

contrary to their directions.
'

Three clear days' notice in writing to be given to the Metropolitan

Board by vestries and district boards previously to cotmecting a sewer
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with • main sewer, and the communication to be made to the satisfaction

of the MelroiK)litan Board.
Private parties intending to branch a sewer into a sewer vested in

the Metropolitan Board, or vestry, or district board, to submit plans

and sections to, and apply for the sanction of, the vestry or district

board of the locality, and the works not to be commenced until the

sanction in writing has been obtained. But, before giving their sanc-

tion, the vestry or district board are in turn to submit the plans and
sections to the Metropolitan Board, whose approval must be obtained.

Private parties intending to branch into a sewer vested in the Metro-
politan Board to make an application, seven clear days before, to the

Tcstry or district board of the locality, accompanied by a plan showing

such particiUars as may be required by any bye-law or resolution of the

Metropolitan Board, and the works are not to be commenced until the

sanctii'U in writing of the vestry or district board has been obtained.

Whfii it is intended to abandon wholly or partially, or to alter

designs for, a sewer (previously approved of), notice of the intention

must be given by the vestry or district board of the locality, accom-
panied by plans and sections, to the Metropolitan Board, whose sanc-

tion to the abandonment or alteration must be obtained, and private

parties must in similar cases follow a like course and obtain the sanc-

tion of the vestry or district board of the locality.

In cases of sewers not being constructed within twelve months after

the date of their sanction, a fresh permission will be required.*

NOTES FROM THE BOEDEE.
THE northern border is particularly rich in ruins. Besides the dissolu-

tion of monasteries which affected all parts of the kingdom alike,

this particular portion of the country was subject to many centuries of

constant feud, the effects of which were shared by its ancient buildings.

The bell of castles all bear traces of siege after siege ; the church towers

tell of frequent fortifications and defence; and immense tracts of moorland,

still uncultivated, show that peaceful cultivation of the soil has not always
been the order of the day. On the bleak hiUs moss-troopers liave left

evidente of their occupation of the ancient Britisli Camps and other

recesses ; on the road sides, stone crosses point out the spots on which
kingf liave been slain or taken prisoners ; and in corn and clover fields,

connon balls, dinted battles-axes, and rusty swords are even yet occasion-

ally turned up by the plough. The face of the whole country tells the

same tale : its history and traditions record war, pUlage, and retaliation,

and its architecture corroborates the statement. The masonry is of a
most massive description ; and window openings, both in castles and
churches, at a considerable height from the ground. In some parishes the

pastor was provided with a fortified tower or peel, into which he could

receive his flock upon any sudden alarm. The objective evidence points

in every direction to the aggressive and defensive basis upon which the

inhabitants founded their structural operations. The mouldings and
stringcourses on various buildings tally precisely,—a fact which leads us

to assume that some particular movement or necessity animated certain

localities at intervals, and induced tlie owners of the various buildings to

enlarge or repair them, as the case might be, at the same time. Thus
there are mason's works of an identical character upon the ancient castles

of Alnwick, Dunstanborough, and Prudhoe, a coincidence which certainly

suggests, if it does not prove, that the same men were employed upon tlie

three siructures. And again, so late as the last century, a very general

reparation of the few castles that were still habitable prevailed ; and such
ancient windows as existed and were within sight, were destroyed, and
replaced by new of a uniform description—ordinary sash windows with
circular heads, as at Bamborough and Eord. But by far the greater

number of the feudal buildings are in ruins ; ecclesiastical edifices, being

convertible to parochial use, were rather more fortunate, but of these also,

a large proportion have fallen to decay. It would be difficult to move
three miles in any direction on the English border without passing a
ruined castle, peel, church, chapel, or monastic , building. And this pro-

fusion of treasure archiEological extends as far south as the Tyne.
The spirit of restoration which has pervaded the more southern pro-

vinces of England for tlie last half-century, has overlooked the deficiency

of title to medieval honors, Northumberland must deplore, in having no
place in Domesday book, and is now prompting the owners of many of

these ne^ilected buildings, not only generally to prevent their further decay,

but also, in some instances, to put them to good and fitting use. The most
important of these restorations is Alnwick Castle, which is the more so

because the noble owner, the Duke of Northumberland, has ventured to

depart from precedent, so far as to partially rebuild and very much enlarge

the ancestral home of the Percies in two distinct styles :—The exterior

medieval English, the interior, Italian of the Cinjue-cento period. Apart
from this startling proceeding, which is of too important a nature in its

bearing upon the vexed question of Gothic or Classic to be discussed in

this sketch, there is but little to regret, except the demolition of two of

the ancient towers which fortified the curtain wall to the north. The old

Percy hall is reported to have been past help, and has also been taken
down. For the rest, no expense has been spared; Italian artists of the

first celebrity Iiave come across the seas to superintend and design. The
labor of a whole year has been expended upon the superb carving of a
single window shutter, and the ceilings and other portions of the interior

have been executed upon a similar costly scale.

* To be continued.

About ten miles from Alnwick, on the month of the river Coquet, stands
Warkworth Castle. The walls of the keep of this edifice arc in very good
preservation. Thereof has, however, been stripped ofl', and the effects of
the elements have been uncontrolled and unremedied for centuries. A suite

of chambers occupying the south-west front of the keep has been put in

perfect repair with a faithful reserve of the original arrangements and fea-

tures. Some old carved oak furniture which is supposed to have belonged

to the Castle before it was dismantled, reocoupies its ancient place, and
presents to the eye and to the mind as near a realisation of old-world

magnificence as is to bo obtained.

Tracing the bank of the river for a mile we see upon the opposite side

the Hermitage—a cell cut out of the solid rock—with fourteenth-century

window lights, doorways, and withal a recumbent effigy on an altar tomb.
Here no restoration is required, but the nice order in which the landing

and paths are kept, shows that the relic is well cared for.

Still on the banks of the Coquet, where the stream makes a sudden
bend, we come within sound of the mallet and chisel, and find another

restoration, that of Brinkburn Priory Church. The rocks on either side

of the river are so steep, and the bend so very sharp, that we are close

upon the building before we are aware of its proximity. The domestic

buildings of the i?riory have disappeared, but the Church endures with
beautiful completeness. One angle had fallen, and the roofs and gables of

the transepts were no longer in their places, but these have been restored

and the original outline has been filled in. The rarity of examples of the

transitional style of Brinkburn Priory makes this building one of great

value and interest. It consists of a nave with north aisle, chancel, north

and south transepts, both with aisles ; and a square tower rising from the

centre of the church. Every feature contains a beautiful admixture of

the Norman and Early English styles. The doorways are Norman, headed

with a profusion of Early English ornament ; the windows are long and
slender, lancet-shaped, but with circular heads ; the columns are clustered,

and the east end is lit with three rows of triplets, of which the two
lower are Pointed, and the upper Norman, as if to refute any supposition

that might occur to posterity ; that the erection was not of a uniform

date. We think the architect has done wisely in eschewing slate or lead

for a covering to the roof, which would have had but a dismal effect,

in favor of a quiet red tile, which Ughts up the shady dell and contrasts

happily with the verdure with which the cliff-like banks are clad. We are

not so sure he has done well in closing up a characteristic passage-way

cut through the piers ofthe west-end. A wheel window brought into the

south gable of the transept is the most prominent of the new features, and
stands out boldly in our recollection till we are some miles away.

Skirting the sea coast we see that the outline of the ruins of Lindis-

farne Priory Chmrch have been altered in some recent repairs, and that

there are now two hanging arches, instead of one, as heretofore. This
building, albeit it is situated on a semi-island, which is twice a-day, at

high tide, cut off from the shore by three miles of ocean billows, has not

escaped the fury of invaders. The Venerable Bede records the frequent

ravages of the Danes, in which they pillaged the church, " built of wood
and thatched with weedes," which then occupied the site of the present

ruin;and since his time the Scots and pirates have paid unwelcome visits

to the island. But the elements have been still more disastrous to the

Norman structure.

The ruin was remarkable for a single arch which spanned the angles

of the tower high up in the air, clear of any other object, in bold relief

against the sky. The picturesque weirdness of this feature has been con-

siderably impaired by its duplication; otherwise, the gathering together

of stray stones and general repair will have a beneficial tendency.

The same feeling which dictates the preservation of these remains, is

alive to the importance of the conservation of the less important works of

our forefathers ; and many of the minor churches have already felt its in-

fluence. Of these more anon, in our next " Notes from the Border."

ALUMINIUM.

THE price of aluminium, which in 1S54 was £55 the lb., and two

years ago was reduced to £5, is on the point of being still

further lowered. Messrs. Morin and Co., manufacturers of chemical pro-

ducts in the Gard, are fitting up their factory to produce the metal at 86s.

the pound, which, taking the lightness of the metal into consideration,

would make the proportion of cost about £1 for articles in aluminium

which in silver would cost £10. M. Mourey has discovered a mode of

soldering aluminium by the use of a compound of the metal with zinc and

copper ; also a mode of burnishing and gilding it direct, without the inter-

vention of copper coating. It was by these processes that M. Mourey vras

enabled to make a helmet for the King of Denmark, which was gilt

repousse work in aluminium, and weiglied, with the lion for crest, IJ lb.

The reduction of price to 363. the pound will make aluminium no mor*
than five times dearer than tin or copper.

[ADVERTISEMENT.]—CHUBB'8 SAFES.—BCRGLAKS AGAIN DEPEATED.—9, Kingi-

strcct, (loswell -strcet.Londoii, May 4tli, 1880. Messrs. Chubb and Son. Gentlemen,
—During last night a desperate attempt was made to open our iron safe—one m
your manufacture—an attempt was made to drill into the works of the lock.wmou
appears to have been prevented by the steel-plate. The thieves then endeavourcdto

drill and prise open the door from the top, which efforts we are (jlad to say were

frustrated by the strength of the safe. We arc, Gentlemen, Yours truly, HarpHAM
AND Son." Complete Illustrated price lists, gratis, and post-free. Chubb and Son

5?, St. Paul's Church-yard, B.C. (1'*-)
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THE BllIXISH MUSKUM AGAIN.
WHAT ve said in a previous Number with respect to enlarging the

present building, was penned before we Imd read tlie debate which
took place in the " House," on the 24tli ult., on the subject of our National
Museum. That, whatever it might be as a production of architecture, the
edifice planned by Sir Kobert Smirke made no provision for any growth of
its contents is now only too evident. No other alternative is left than
either enlarging, and of course altering more or less the building itself, or
else lodging some departments of the general collection elsewhere.

It had, it seems, been suggested—we know not by whom—that great
increase of accommodation might be obtained by merely erecting an
additional story ; but it was fortunately discovered beforehand that such
addition would infallibly operate as an extinguisher, by completely shut-
ting out light from what is now the upper floor, and consigning it to total

darkness, making it, in fact, no better than " a cellar upstairs."
With respect to the removal of the Natural History department, the

rooms now appropriated to it being on the upper floor, could hardly—if

given up in order to provide sufficient accommodation for the now over-
flowing collection of antique sculpture, and similar ponderous specimens of
art—be safely trusted to for requisite Atlantean strength of flooring.

Accommodation upon an extensive scale is, it seems, urgently demanded
for dulj* exhibiting to the public numerous interesting antiquities, which
are now imprisoned in packing-cases, stowed away and entombed in the
cellars of the Museum ; and might, therefore, just as well, for any service
tliey are of, either to artists for their study, or the public for their astonish-
ment—^just as well be at the antipodes, or still further off, if that
"further ofT" is to be found on the surface of this our terraqueous, habitable
globe.

Without large increase of space on the ground floor, very bulky and
ponderous relics of antiquity could not be exhibited ; or, if a comparatively
moderate increase of space would sufllco for the purpose just at present,
it ought to be borne in mind that much more may be required for the
suitable accommodation of future acquisitions of the same class, unless,
indeed, they are to be warned away by a notice of "No admittance here."

If, therefore, additional building site is to be purchased for the enlarge-
ment of the present edifice, the readiest and most economic mode would,
no doubt, be that proposed by Mr. Turner—namely, to purchase the
houses on the south side of Montague-place, and immediately in the rear
of the Museum, There would not be the least difficulty in forming a
direct communication on both floors, with a new range of galleries towards
the above-named street, wliich so situated, could very well afford to
dispense with regard to external appearance, since it would be seen quite
apart and remote from the facade in Great Russell- street, which would
remain in statu quo. While the enlargement of the plan would be very
considerable, such addition to it would not occasion alteration of what is

already erected.

To touch now upon another and quite as important a matter. It has
been argued by some that the sculpture galleries.should be lit up with gas
in the evening, and opened at that time to the public. Without making
the expense of lighting and of attendants an objection, it would, we
apprehend, be anything but easy to so dispose the lights as to show the
individual works of sculpture to advantage, and at the same time produce
a satisfactory general effect. In his " Observations on the British Museum,
&C., (1849) " Mr. Fergusson—who, by the by, is by no means sparing
of his reprobation of Sir K. Smirke's building—makes some excellent
remarks as to the peculiar conditions to be observed for exhibiting statues
as they ought to be. No doubt they may be shown to most advantage by
artificial light : yet it may be questioned if gas could possibly be so
applied for tiiat purpose at tlio Museum as to render a visit to it in the
evening anything equal or approaching to " the Vatican viewed by torch-
light." Were the doors to be thrown open at such time indiscriminately to
aH comers, it is more probable than not that much inconvenience, if

nothing worse, would be experienced.
If public galleries, whether of sculpture or painting, be really intended

for instruction, instead of ostentation on the one side, and the gratification
of idlc,listless, sight-seeing curiosity on the other, such laudable purpose si

defeated by their being (though not so named) converted into mere " places
of amusenient." Hardly possible is it for any, except the superlatively
gifted with the power of abstraction, to be able to study in a crowd j

yet it is only by studying, not by merely staring at them, that people can
instruct themselves in art by having the opportunity of gazing on some of
its choicest and finest productions. At the risk, or rather the certainty
of being contradicted, we venture to pronounce—to whisper here, at least

—

that art is not for the " million." No doubt one dozen—well, we will say
two—out of a million become infected by the intended art-contagion, and it

may be well worth to cast out the net for the sake of catching and securing
those some one or two dozen.* But we are treading on slippery ground,
so let us take leave at once of the department of antiquities, and turn to
that of literature and books.

It is the Library, with its legion tomes of catalogues and its mile-long
shelves for books, and ever-increasing cargoes of printed paper, that causes
so much perplexity. Nearly forty years have elapsed since Sir K. Smirke
took measure of the space that was then deemed sufficient, due allowance
being made for the growth of the collection ; but since then its increase
has been quite prodigious. The multiplicity of books, it has been said, is

a great evil ; at the Museum it certainly occasions such very great incon-

I

venience, that some method of abating it ought, if possible, to be devised.
Now, although the Museum is entitled to claim a copy of every literary

* We have in our writing-desk au imfinished paper, entitled, "Wliouco Artists I

Come.** I

work published in this country, surely that privilege is not accompanied
with the awful condition of being compelled to take in and find lodging
room for all, without distinction, that yearly issue from the press—for aU
its abortions and the still-born proofs of its fecundity. Did we possess the
power of doing so, wo should kill two birds with one stone, for we should
bar the door against novels, and thereby bolt out all the novel readers.
Whatever their merits as such, works of fiction of that class are some-
what out of place in a national library, more especially if they take up
room both on the book-shelves and in the catalogue that can be very ill-

afforded them. We cannot afford to embalm and mummify all the literary
defunct who while alive " fluttered their little hour " the sportive ephemera
of their short-lived popularity ; but we have the fortunate alternative of
being now very well able to afford to forget them.
In its present condition, the Library is overloadcdjwith a deal of rubbish

sent in by publishers, who are unjustly taxed by Act of Parliament, by
being compelled, under a heavy penalty, to send a copy of every work
issued by them to the Museum. Many tons of reprints and literary

trash are sent in every year, and some tens of thousands of volumes
might be eliminated, turned out of doors, and sent to take refuge
upon the cheap book-stalls without being missed at the Museum. If
such wholesale purgation could not be accomplished all at once, it

might surely be effected by degrees, by purging it from time to time
" of all that reading which is never read," or, at least, of all that whose
proper element is the school-room. Yet, though much of it may be mere
weeds, all, it seems, is fish that is caught in the net of the omnivorous
library of the British Museum. One work, however, is still wanting and
is likely for ever to remain a great desideratum : namely, a classed cata-
logiie, without which it is impossible to ascertain what are the stores belong-
ing to any one special department of study. Its arrangemen being merely
alphabetical, the present catalogue is an absolute chaos. All the works
relating to architecture, for instance, instead of being brought together
under that head, are now scattered throughout the length and breadth of
the enormous catalogues in the most inconvenient and bewildering manner.
Only those architectural publications whose titles are previously known
can bo sought out, whereas in a classed catalogue a person would find
many works which, having never heard of before he could not possibly
have searched for, consequently could not have discovered, except by the
merest accident. With respect to the enlargement of the Museum itself,

it may be questioned if anything will be done for a long while to come,
notwithstanding that it is spoken of as a matter of pressing necessity.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
THE Ninety-Second Annual Exhibition of the Royal Academy -was

opened, as usual on the 1st Monday in May. Architecture—the poor
Cordelia of the arts—wanting " that glib and oily art " which belongs
exclusively to her favoured sister, has been year after year neglected by
the Covmcil ; her own professors among the " mighty Eorty " finding that

she cannot receive that " portion such as was at first proposed," like false

Burgundy, turn their backs upon her. Her chamber has been invaded for

several seasons by second-rate pictures, which hustled her most offensively,

and she is now turned out on to the staircase landing, preparatory, we
suppose, to a final dismissal, or to a cordial and fitting re-admission,

"She is not the first

Who with best meaning has incurred the worst."

We went to the Academy scarcely expecting, from previous experience, to

see so many architectural works admitted as we found there, but con-
vinced from tlie poverty of the Conduit-street Galleries that a large num-
ber of fine works must have been sent, and that our architects still prefer
their exhibition on the walls in Trafalgar-square to their display in those
galleries which have been devoted exclusively to them. We were not dis-

appointed,— a finer collection of drawings and designs it has seldom been
our lot to see together, and there are very few inferior works amongst
them. Out of 1,096 hung in tlie several rooms, 112 are the production of

architects, and we find amongst them the names of many of our most dis-

tinguished members. The Academicians—Messrs. Hardwick, Barry,
Cockerell, and Scott contribute nothing, and Mr. Smirke exhibits but one
drawing. But, leaving those whom the Academy has honored, we see the
names of many whose talents are justly appreciated by the public and the
profession giving proof positive of their sterling qualities. Foremost here,

as at Conduit-street, is Mr. G. E. Street, and worthily following his example,
we see the names of Messrs. R. W. Billings, E. I'Anson, Green and De
Ville (with their design for the Turin and Genoa Prison and the Man-
chester Assize Courts), W. Webbe—"A View of the New Dramatic Col-

lege J
" E. P. Pope, W. M. Toulon, Captain Fowke, C.E.—" Suggestions for

a public road across the Park ; " W. Burgess, M. D. Wyatt, Pritchard and
Seddon, A. Aspitel, Walton and Robson—another "View of their Folke-

stone Improvements," Hadfield and Goldie, E. W. Pugin, E. S. Clarke, J. T.

Kuowles—a very fine " Design for the Grosvenor Hotel ;
" F. C. Penrose,

D. Brandon, Kendall and Mew— •' Views of two designs for the Slanchester

Assize Courts; " T. H. Wyatt, W. 6. Habershon, S. Smirke, R.A.—"Arcades
about to be erected at South Kensington "

; T. Page—a splendid view of the
" Bridge over the Golden Horn, at Constantinople "

; E. M. Barry—t he " Floral

Hall and Covent-garden Theatre;" O. Jones—" Slessrs. Ostler's Gallery, Ox-
ford-street ;" F. P. Cockerell, W. Tite, Le Keux, and Pownall- The hall so

long devoted to the miniatures in the south room has this year been given

to a portion of the architectural views ; the rest are hung about the landing,

where for two or three years previously engravings have been placed. The
posts of honor have been justly appropriated to Mr. O. Jones's view of

Ostler's gallery, to Mr. Barry's "Covent-garden Theatre, and to the brilliant
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contribution of Mr. T. Page, This Utter is one of the finest architectural

drawings we have ever belield. The color is pure and delicate, and har-
rooniously blended, whilst the luminous qualities of the atmosphere could
not be better rendered by the best of our water-color painters. But we
shall speak of it more in detail hereafter ; our object tliis week is to give
a general, although limited, idea of the architectural display which may
be seen upon the walls, and we should fail in one important part of our
task if we did not point attention to the many fine oil views of Venice, by
Mr. E. W. Cooke, A.R.A., which are scattered amongst the general sub-
jects in the different rooms. They arc drawn with surprising and unusual
fidelity ; even the details are defined with that accuracy which architects

suppose themselves only to be capable of indulging in, and the adjuncts of

tremulous gondolas and heavy barges, with painted sails, are managed
with the painter's well-known dexterity. Mr. D. Roberts, E.A., also

delights US with his vigorous representations of architectural subjects, and
the life which he dashes into his figures. Next week, when we have
examined them with the care which they deserve, wo shall give a detailed

notice of the purely architectural designs.

BUILDrNG PROGRESS IN THE CITY OF LONDON.
Mhcing-Jane.—Tlie locality in which our great colonial mercliants con-

gregate—rendering "the laue" as famous in business transactions as "old
Drury " is for dramatic representations,—has within the last two years
presented a scene that must have been very gratifying to our architectural
and building friends, and we can assure them that during the present time
there are building operations now in progress in it involving an outlay of
upwards of £100.000, added to which we may safely put £50,000, in

Seething-lane wliich runs parallel to it. This being the case, it may form,
although a somewhat complicated, yet an interesting question for our
mathematical readers to answer—viz., to ascertain the total amount of
capital now employed on new buildings in the City of London, taking into
consideration that the large sum of £150,000, is now being expended in

two narrow lanes of our Great City, in which wealth now appears to have
l)ecome an absolute plethora.

It is gratifying to know, that more particularly in the city, all the new
edifices that have been erected within the last five years are of a most
superior description, and exhibit externally, a large amount of good taste,

and generally good detail ; and internally an amount of constructive
arrangement far in advance of works of a similar class that were executed
during the last century; it is, therefore, a source of great pleasure to us to
think that we are going on improving, and ultimately we may expect that
lomething like really good street architecture will extend itself, not only
to the immediate adjuncts of the city, but also to the far suburbs of
London, which we regret to say greatly need a more rigid control, in order
to put a stop to the rickctty bsildings wliich we have had occasion from
time to time to condemn in our pages.

_
Since our previous notice the large block of building on the western

side of Mincing-lane, adapted for the special uses of Colonial Merchants is

now nearly completed, the scaffolding being all cleared away from the
front, which now displays the carvings by|Mr. Tolmie to great advantage.
We shall return to this building when the "scaffolding is removed from the
interior, which we shall describe in detail, as containing novelties of treat-
ment and materials employed worthy of special notice ; meanwhile we
may refer our readers to a fine perspective view of the building, and some
excellent photographs of the carvings with which it is embellished, now
exhibited in the Great Gallery of the Architectural Exliibition, Conduit-
street.

Immediately opposite to the structure to which we have briefly adverted,
is what is called the Commercial Sale Rooms, a large edifice that was
erected in 1811, from the designs of Mr. Joseph Woods, architect.
Although in the Greek Ionic style wliich is not now in fashion, the fayade
ia one of first-class description, and under the superintendence of Mr.
James Kensole, surveyor to the proprietors, the whole has been cleansed
and renovated by Messrs. E. Allen and Son, contractors, Haggerston
Wharf, Albert-street, Rcgent's-canal. The lower part of the front is not
yet finished, which when done some handsome iron railing is to be fixed to
protect the premises.
The ground-floor portion of the building is rusticated, and above it there

is a range of six three-quarter columns, crowned by Ionic capitals of
elegant design, the whole being surmounted by a bold moulded entablature
under the comer of which are large dentils. Over the first-floor windows,
between the columns are five deeply recessed rectangular-shaped panels,
filled with finely executed alti-relievi, which were executed by Bubb, who
was a favored sculptor of George the IV. The subjects are emblematic
of commerce in its various phases, the central one having a statue of
Britannia seated, accompanied by the British lion, &c. The principal
objects in the other panels are recumbent statues, finely treated both in
expression and drapery, accompanied by appropriate emblems and back
grounds. These works of the sculptor's art now they have had the soot
and dirt of nearly half a century removed from them, look remarkably
well, and having a western aspect, towards the close of the day there is a
fine effect of light and shade upon them. The front of the building is en-
tirely constructed of Portland stone. We need scarcely inform our readers
that it was in the Indigo-ioom of this building, an apartment capable of
holding 50O persons, that the redoubtable champion, Tom Sayers, received
from the proprietors of tl»e rooms a purse containing 100 guineas, on
Saturday, 28th April last.

On the same line with the Commercial Sale-rooms, and lying between
thita and the recently completed ClothwQrk«r's llall, Messrs. Thomas

Piper and Son, 173, Bishopsgate-street without, have erected a large block of
buildings adapted specially for the business purposes of colonial n;erchant»
and brokers. The block comprises three houses. No. 40, one adjoining

the Clothworkers' Hall, and comprises a frontage of 30 feet, and a height
of about G2 feet. The ground floor is cased with Portland stone, and the

upper cornice is of the same material. Above the ground floor the walls

are faced with malm bricks. The building possesses no distinctive archi-

tectural character, but is planned with the view of obtaining as large an.

amount of light as possible. It is the property of James Cook, Esq., and.

will, when completed, be entirely occupied by the eminent firm of James
Cook and Co , colonial brokers.

The house. No. 39, in combination with No. 35, forms one composition,,

architecturally, the intervening numbers being occupied by a court, the

entrance of wiiich is through No. 35. The whole embrace a frontage of

about 60 feet, and a height of about 61 feet. As at No. 40, the ground,

story is of Portland stone, and the various dressings of the windows,

together with the upper cornice, are also of stone, the plain facings of the

walls being of white brick.

This range in our enumeration possesses a much larger amount of

architectural expression than No. 40, the architect for which latter is Mr.
Richard Roberts, of Lawrence Pountney-lane.
The upper part of the buildings being occupied as indigo show-rooms,,

require light only from the top, as admitted from a northern aspect, thus-

restricting the amount of external decoration that might otherwise be.

admitted.

P.4RLIAMENTARY NOTES.

ON Tuesdav, Sir F. Kelly asked the Chief Commissioner of Works, whether

he had received the report of Sir Roderick Murchison and Professor Fara-

day on the processes for preserving the external stonework of the Houses of

PaVliament, and whether he has any objection to lay the same before the House,

together with the instructions or minutes of reference to those gentlemen, and

any correspondence, not already before the House, which bad passed between the-

Board of Works and the respective patentees, the referees, or Sir Charles Barryv

—Mr. CowPER said he had received the opinions of those gentlemen, but he did

not feel at liberty to make them public, as they were given more for his own
private guidance than for public reference. He would, of course, take upon him-
self all the responsibility of whatever might be done in con8e(|utnce of those

opinions.—Mr. Dillwy'n moved for and obtained a return sliowmg the salaries-

of the officers and assistants employed in the British Museum, the South Ken-
sington Museum, the Museum of Practical Geology, and on tlie Ordnance Geo-
logical Survey, specifying the duties of each person, tlie date of his appointment,

and any regulations which may exist regarding increase of salary ; also stating

when, and by what amount, any such salaries may have been augmented.

—

Mr. Garnett moved for and obtained leave to bring in a Bill for regulating the

use of locomotives on turnpike and other roads, and the tolls to be levied on such

locomotives, and on the wnggons and earri.Tges drawn or propelled by the same.

The hon. gentleman explained that his measure was in its main features identical

with that which he had introduced last session, and which had been referred to a
select committee.

Improvements in the Comtniction of Windows.—We Lave examined
a model window, prepared by Mr James Kennedy, of Church-street, West-

minster; we find that his invention consists in constructing thesliding sashes

of windows in the following manner— viz., that instead of forming the

fashes as commonly practised, he proposes making each sash double, or in

other words, instead of fixing the sash bars to the sliding sash frame, he
adjusts the bars in an entirely separate frame, at one side thereof, so as

to open inwards, thus enabling the window to be cleaned on both sides

from the inside of the room, and thereby avoiding the risk of the sacrifice

of human life. Again, the moveable hinged part of the sash frame may
be formed of two parts, each hinged to the outer frame similar

to a "French casement,' in which case both the upper and lower

sashes thus constructed present the same appearance when closed

as ordinary sashes, suitable fastenings being employed for keeping the

hinged parts closed when desired. Mr. Kennedy states that his

invention applies to metal sashes as well as those made of wood. The
greatest recommendation of the invention is its extreme simplicity

and one great advantage of it is that the whole window can be cleaned

without the aid of steps to reach the upper sash, which may be brought

to the lower level with the greatest facility, and opened inwards into the

room, after which it is made to assume its original position. Witli these

recommendations we can with confidence recommend the invention to

professional architects as well worthy of their serious attention,

with the view to the introduction of these peculiar windows into their

now buildings ; for our own parts we have always pleaded guilty to the

weakness of almost shuddering when we see the poor " servant of all

work" sitting on a window-sill, at great risk, cleaning the exterior of
windows, and consequently consider it our duty, as journalists more
especially connected with building operations, to give the utmost publicity

in our power to all inventions tliat tend to improvement and social

amelioration.

The New Street in Southwark.—Tliis leading thoroughfare ftont

High-street, Southwark, to B!ackfriars-roa<l, will be proceeded with immediately,

and the occupiers of premises that have been purchased by the Board of Works,

and who arc now residing in them on sufl'rance by permission of tlie Board, have

been served with notice of removal, it being intended to carry out the works

during tiie summer months, in order to complete the street as rapidly as possible.

The new building in tlie course of erection for the offices of the

Metropolitan Board of Works on the sitfi of Berkeley-house, Spring-gardens, is

advancing rapidly towards completion,
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ST. MARX'S, OXFORD.
TT is now several years since we directed tlie attention of the public to

X tlie forlorn and miserable condition of this important church.

A week or two ago (while congratulating Cambridge on the zeal and

energy of Mr. Luard, the new incumbent of her University church, who is

working hard to effect its restoration, ifonly to a state of common decency),

we promised to recur to the subject at an early period. As nothing is

over gained by delay, we will redeem our promise at once.

O.Kford, as all our readers know, is one of the great centres of English

education, and specially of the education of the'.CIergy, to whom, to a very

great extent, the education of the population in general is intrusted.

And St. Mary's is the " University church," that is, the church in that

city which has for its parish, as it were, the members of the University,

both graduate and undergraduate. Every college and hall lias its chapel

in which there is service twice-a-day in Term, but (with a few exceptions)

there are no sermons in these chapels, and the theory of the University is

that its members should go to St. Mary's for the sermons. Accordingly

on ^Sundays, and other great days, sermons are delivered there without

any other service, except, indeed, a hymn.
This cliurch then is that to which the members of the University, and

the young men especially, may be expected to look as to a model of pro-

priety, capable of forming their ideas on matters architectural, as the ser-

juons ought to do in matters theological.

The case is the same at Cambridge, and we have seen what is the'state

of things in these respects there on the testimony of the incumbent of the

University clitirch, who is also a Fellow and Tutor of Trinity. Is Oxford

much better ?—We shall see.

First, then, St. Mary's in its present state is full of shams ; the stone-

work having been allowed, we presume, to get into a filthy condition, has

been coated nil over, including the rich carved work of the niches, &c.,

with stone-color wash, and the lower portions, lest the wash should

transfer itself inconveniently to persons' backs, are painted stone-color.

Secondly, the sunlight having been found annoying to the dignitaries of

the University, whose seats are most absurdly turned round, though in

the nave, to face the south windows, these unfortunate windows were filled

up some years ago, not with thick;or colored glass, but with vile blinds of

common calico, stretched on frames caricaturing the forms of the lights

and tracery openings. Moreover, these blinds are stained and discolored

horridly, very much tattered, and apparently very rotten also.

Thirdly, the whole of the chancel of the church is shut out from it (and
not used except on rare occasions for the Communion) by an ugly, solid

screen, covered with Gothic Irippery, and with some ridiculous repre-

sentations in panelling of the south windows of the nave.*
Fourthly, the seals appropriated to the actual parishioners (for the Ox-

ford St. Mary's, like the Cambridge, does double duty as a university and
parochial church) are models of everything that should be avoided in a
parish church—high, lilted with curtains, &c., and even locks and
keys to the doors, which are used every Sunday too, a piece of exclusive-
ness once very common, but very rarely to be seen now. Indeed, we be-
lieve that in this respect the University Church is unique.

Fifthly, the seats appropriated to the University—viz., thrones and long
seats for the Vice-Chancellor, proctors, and doctors, facing south j benches
for the Masters of Arts, facing east ; and similar benches for the
Bachelors of Arts, facing west; besides galleries facing east and south for

the undergraduates, compose the most ill-contrived, uncomfortable, un-
seemly, and unusual jumble of church sittings ever seen or heard of,

except, indeed, the old square pews of our ancestors.
Si.\thly, although the church is very large, it contains only a few single-

light gas-burners, just numerous enough to render the darkness visible,
but miserably inadequate to the requirements of the church. We could
not find any lights whatsoever in the enormous galleries, and believe there
are none. '

,

.

Seventhly, the north side of the church is shamefully blocked up, the
windows being obscured altogether, and the space in the north aisle,
behind the doctors and under the gallery, choked up with unsightly pews,
fitted with curtains, &c.

Eighthly, the whole of the exterior of the church, except the tower and
spire, which would have fallen down had they not been repaired, is very
little better than a ruin, an object of wonder to every one who visits
Oxford, an object of dismay to all who know what is right, and how wrong
such a state of things as this is.

It is quite impossible to describe the details of this dilapidation. The
stone is of a very perishable and friable nature, and is rotten, needing
renewal in almost every part. The north side is black with decay and
dirt, and the pinnacles so misshapen that they look as if they had been
sucked into their present forms. Some of these quondam decorations are
apparently dangerous, and certainly several of them cannot last much
longer. As to the pinnacles on the south side, occupying the most
prominent situation in the whole city of Oxford—namely, the very centre
of the High-street, they are absolutely disgraceful, and several of them
have been missing altogether and that for years, nothing remaining along
the parapets of this ancient and venerable church but tall, rusty, iron
spikes.

Yet this is the church which the youthful parson is to see and form his
ideas by, before he enters upon his distant duties, and has to deal with a
distant church !

1 he eastern face of this portentous erection, towards the chancel, is painted oalj
color, organ, organ-pipes, and all, and is very nearly as Iiideous, though not of course
soprofane, as tlieCaiabri(ige"(iolKOtlia."

&
Is it not truly marvellous that the study of Eeclcsiaitlcal archttectare

should have made the vast progress it has, with snch an example as 'tlils

set continually in the high places of its very school ? Is it not rrtorc
marvellous still, that a state of things which, we are thankful to say. It

now becoming quite the exception in our country towns, and even in our
remoter villages, should be prevailing unchecked at this present moment
at one of the great centres of the architectural movement ? And is it

not altogether unintelligible how such a spectacle should have been
tolerated so long as the chief ecclesiastical building of the University
more uncared for than almost any other building in it ?
We now hear, and we desire to say emphatically, if it be true—" Better

late than never ! "—that the work of restoration is at last about to be
commenced. But wc have heard this so often, that this last report sounds
to us more like the echo of one of the old fallacious ones dying away than
anything else, and we refuse to believe it till we see a beginning made.
There need not be much trouble about raising the funds, if only some

one will take the pains to organise and set going some feasible plan. The
parishioners, wo understand, have nearly a thousand pounds in hand
towards the nave ; Oriel College, as rectors, are bound to do the chancel

;

and the University is equally boun<V to provide whatever else may be
required, seeing that it has the free use of the church for its peculiar
services, to the incouvenience of the regular parishioners, whoso morning
service is driven into a corner by the University arrangements.
The means are not wanted, but the will is wanting somewhere ; we wish

we could find out where, that we might expose it.

It is always right, however, to hope for the best; we will accordingly
hope that the report is true that something is to be done at last, and that
Mr. G. G. Scott is likely to be called upon not only to prepare designs on
paper, but actually to carry them out in stone and mortar, and assuming
this, we will conclude our paper by stating, as briefly as possible, the
manner in which, in our judgment, this restoration of St. Mary's Church
ought to be carried out.

'rhe exterior must be thoroughly renewed, and made at least respect-
able, which (the beautiful spire always excepted) it is not at present.
The interior must be cleared of all the rubbish of paint and yellow wash,

and the stonework repaired where necessary.

The screen should be removed, and the organ placed in the north
aisle.

The galleries should be taken down, and a portion of the naye set apart
for the undergraduates.

The chancel should bo restored, stalls being provided for the authorities
of the University, the Vice-Chaucellor sitting in a returned stall.

The pulpit should be placed against one of the piers of the chancel
arch.

The entire area of the nave should be seated with uniform open scats,

appropriated in a duo proportion to masters, bachelors, undergraduates,
and parishioners.

The choir should be accommodated in the chancel, in seats fixed in front
of the stalls.

It should be observed that our plan, which is obviously the only rational

plan, would have the effect of opening up the whole church for use,
arranged in such a manner as to afford the best and most convenient
accommodation possible for the various members of the University, and
to give to the parishioners the best instead of the worst parish church in
Oxford.
We have left till last the subject of lighting: the present number of gas

burners is simply ludicrous, and altogether beneath any attempt at serious
argument that they are too few. During Lent the Evening Sermons of
the Bishop of Oxford and other distinguished preachers have been atten-

ded by crowded congregations, to whom the gloom of the place was very
trying, if we may judge by the numerous complaints we heard. The best

of the joke was that there was a collection or two to defray the cost of
lighting, " etc." We know how much the " lighting " was worth from ex-
perience; but what is " cetera " that was so expensive?

PARIS BUILDING SOCDETY.

WE have regularly chronicled the progress of the gigantic Land and
Building Society established in Paris under the auspices of the

Credit Mobilier, not as an example, or as a warning, but as a curious
contribution to the history of speculation ; and the report presented to the
recent meeting of shareholders, over which the celebrated and successful

financier, M. Emile Pereire, presided, comes very apropos to complete our
information. The operations of the society are divided under several

heads, in which order wo will notice them, after giving the first place to

that most important particular—the balance-sheet for 1859. The credit

side of the account stands thus:—By the Hotel du Louvre, site and
building, £459,753; furniture for the hotel, £97,916; houses in the Rue
de RivoH, site and building, £263,711; land and houses on the Boulevart
des Capucines, £178,719; Ditto, in the Rue du Cairo, £14,154; Ditto, in

Champs Elysfies, £118,032; running account of the Credit Mobilier Com-
pany, £137,638; various debtors, £274,833; rents to be repaid, £11,899;

cost of foundation, £32,064; difference in the realisation of land deben-

tures to be repaid in forty-five years, £44,585; securities, £106,767; cash,

£15. The debit side of the account is:—To capital, £960,000; legal re-

serve, £40,766; extra reserve, £21,988; loans paid upon, £615,528; due

to contractors, £178; to be paid at fixed periods (to complete cost of sites

and building), £39,895; Interest due, £37,316; rents received in advance,-

£6,326; balance of profit and loss (£17,188) and abstraction from the

extra reserve (£2,011), £19,199. The profit and loss account is credited
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with rents, i£33,57 1 ; net earnings of the hotel, £37,652 ; bonus on resales of

land and houses, X24,0-12; lottery prize in drawing the debentures, £4,000;

and abstraction from extra reserve, £2,011 ; and it is debited with balance of

interest on loan from Credit Fonder, £15,257; general expenses, £7,052;

repayment of one forty-fifth of the loan, £956 ; sundries, £411; profits,

£77,600.
The houses in the Eue de Kivoli produced a rental of £21,003, or eight

per cent, upon their cost The shops in the basement of the Hotel du
Lourre returned a rental of £12,084, and the gross receipts of the hotel

from customers wore £88,107, out of which, as shown above, £37,652 were

profits ! Consequently, the net earnings of the hotel speculation were

nearly 9 per cent., which may, perhaps, encourage our monster hotel com-
panies to persevere ; for it is asserted that these results have been obtained

in presence of a considerable increase in the price of provisions and of a

great falling-off in the number of travellers putting up at the hotel. Tlie

operations in the Boulevard des Capucines consist in the purchase of the

site of the Hotel d'Osmont and the erection of houses upon it, up to tlie

pavement, and upon tlie Rue Basso du Rempart, which has been sup-

pressed. The houses are up and roofed facing the Rue de la Paix. Tlie

first stands in an area of 1,700 square metres, with a frontage to the boule-

rart of 30 metres in extent. Two others stand on 500 square metres eacli,

and each has a frontage of 17 metres on the projected extension of the

Bue Lafayette, which at present terminates at the top of the Faubourg
Poissonniere. A fourth house occupies an area of'300 square metres, witli

aflrontageof 17 metres on the Rue Lafayette, and another frontage of

16 metres on the boulevart. There still remains a portion of the site, 510

square metres in area, with a frontage of 20 metres on the Rue Lafayette,

which cannot be built upon until the Place de I'Opera be opened by the

municipality. A shop in one of the houses in the course of construction,

with the cellars and entresol, has been let for £3,600 annual rental, which
will aflbrd some indication of the absurdly high rents paid in Paris, and of

the gambling nature of retail trade there, as well as of the fleecing to

which customers are subjected. The new Opera is to be built on the site

of the houses 10, 12, 14, 16 of the Rue Basse du Rempart, and the houses

referred to as being built by the Company have been designed under
municipal regulations in accordance with the architecture of the new
Opera House. In addition to the site of the Hotel d'Osmont, the Company
have bought two houses in the Rue Basse du Remparts—one estimated at

£23,200, and the other at £27,000—in exchange for two building sites in

the Champs Elysees, a house in the Avenue Montaigne, and a certain sum
in cash.

The operations with respect to the building ground in the Champs
Elysees, on the site of the old Jardin d'Hiver were brought to a stand-still

by the Italian war. The previous sale of 5,745 square metres gave a profit of

£24,043. Buildings have, however, been proceeded with, including two
large houses, occupying two areas of 1 ,6 1 4 square metres, and an hotel on 509

square metres, which three will be completed in the course of .this month.

There are moreover, two large houses standing on 1,571 square metres,

and a small hotel on 370 metres. The total area purchased was 22,653

square metres, of which 2,240 have been given up to form the Rue de

Marignan, 14,783 have been built upon, and 5,638 remain to be sold. The
operations of the Rue du Caire are conducted with a net profit of £10,000,

besides leaving the company owners of tlie house at the angle of the Rues
du Caire, and St. Denis, which cost £14,000, and already returns a rental of

£1,000, which is to be increased to£l,400 when the whole of it is let. Tlie

dividend for lastyear was at the rate of seven per cent. Into the financial

parts of the report it cannot be interesting or instructive to enter. They
have the old taint of stock-jobbing and finesse, and will not stave ofi" the evil

day. Nevertheless, we think there are two conclusions which may fairly

be drawn. The first is that building is a safe and legitimate field for the

operations ofunited capital, and secondly that large hotels would pay in Eng-
land since the chiefcustomers of the Hotel du Louvre are Englishmen and
Englishwomen. We do not mean to say for all that that the monster
hotel in Paris does not provide worse fare, worse attendance, and less

comfort, at larger prices than ordinary liotels in that city. But there is

an Immense amount of show, as well as of gilding; and if travellers prefer

this gingerbread with watery soup, bad wines, stale fish, tough meat,
ancient vegetables, and sheets looking as though they had been previously
slept in since they were washed, to more homely fare but clean linen and
good food, why let them have their choice, and certainly English people
now think more of appearances than they did before, and sacrifice more for

their sake; still it would be quite practicable, provided nothing beyond a
desire for moderate profit existed, to combine a certain amount of wliat

is called " style " with good attendance, good food, and cleanliness in

joint-stock hotels. There would be lacking the active superintendence
of the landlord and his cordiality, which, thougli it may liave been
aflTected—a mere habit of trade—was an agreeable delusion to the tra-
veller. Inns died out with mail coaches, their loss is one of the penalties

we pay for progress; and those who have taken their ease therein may be
excused for regretting them.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

AT the concluding meeting of the session of the Liverpool Architectural and
Archawlogical Society, held on Wednesday evening, in tlie Royal Institution,

Colnuitt-str«;t, the Pr(:«ident read his closing address for the 8e.«sion, in which he
paid an eloquent tribute to the memory ofthe late Mr. Verelst, and next reviewed
the action which the society had taken in respect ofthe by-laws of the Health Com-
mittee, and the proposed erection ofnew public offices from designs by the liorough
engines. lie alludrd to the chief papers which had been read during tlie session,
and touched upon the proposed now Foreign Offices, the Manchester Assize
Courts, and the I'arUamentary buildings for Australia. After pointing out the

issue of the late difference between the metropolitan contractors and their
workmen, and the serious consequences of all strikes to workpeople, the Chair-
man concluded :

—

The death of the late noble President of the Koyal Institute of British Architects
has occasioned a vacancy which has, much to the satisfaction, I believe, of tliat body
nud of the profession Q:cncrally, been filled up by the election of one of the veteransof
the profession, and one of its most learned and experienced members. It is to be hoped
that thisBtep may maric a new era in tlie inanaKcment of this central body ofour profrs-
sion, as however valuable to anew society the support and countenance ofan intellectual
and inttuential nobleman as its president may be. such a society as that in question.
whence once fairly established, can only, according to all experience, be duly ail-
vanced and prospered by the directions and exertions of the leading members of the
profession it respresents.
The question of architectural examinations, not nnfreqnently mooted among ns

has been made the subject of grave consideration and of discussion and report, by a'

committee of the Institute, the result of which is published. The general object is
undoubtedly a very valuable one, as tending to insure at least a competent degree of
knowledge in those undertaking the profession of architecture, and tlio Institute of
British Architects bein<; the only chartered body in the profession, seem the fittest
to undertake the responsibility such examinations would involve ; but as regards the
higher examination proposed for future Fellows of the Institute, it seems to me
higlily improbable that the honor of that title wi 1 be often sought by men in
cstablislieti practice at the cost of tlie irksome ordeal which is proposed ; and how-
ever desirable the proof that a new practitioner is competent for what he undertakes
to direct, others, whose works give them a right to the title which they assume, may
well be excused if they decline to seek admission to the leading body of the
profession by the temporary negation of their claims implied in their submission to be
examined as tyros.
The importance of iron as a constituent in architectural construction —a point

I have before dwelt upon—is becoming constantly more obvious, and from time t o
time new forms of the material, in simple rolled bars, adapted for greater stress
than has heretofore been laid on such, are presented to us. These, and the general
substitution of wrought for cast girders, will certainly influence design, and it is

well worth our thought how these can be best applied to insure consistency of
design, as well as sufficiency of construction. As 1 have before taken occasion to
say, my own opinion is opposed to the extensive use of iron where architectural im-
pressions of importance arc aimed at. Much of this may be the results of habits of
thought, but much, too, I think, is founded on principles of art ; and 1 touch on the
subject, which recent circumstances have recalled to my mind, to draw attention to
the necessity of duly weighing such questions if we are to have at once consistent
architecture, and the full use of our present improved means of construction. Re-
curring to subjects of local interest, a most liberable offer on the part of Mr. William
Brown, to cover in a portion of the New Free Library and Museum, intended to
have been reserved for purposes of future extension, and to devote it to matters
connected with inventions in practical science, has been lately the subject of consi-
deration by a joint committee of this Society and others. The matter interests the
architectural profession, as opening the prospect of a museum of new materials and
applied science, and the community at large are much indebted to Mr. Urown for this
further proof of his generous liberality.

No buildings of much importance have, I think, been commenced in Liverpool or
its neighbourhood during our past session, but many have been carried towards or
to completion, and the great business centre of the town gains year by year in the
importance of its architectural features. The subject of the proposed Puljlic Offices
is equalled in interest by that of the projected improvements in the external and
internal lines of communication of the town. It is to be hoped that the way may be
seen to carrying forward these most necessary projects, whicli have a special interest
lor our Society, as embodying many of the points recommended by the Improvement
Committee organised in great part among ourselves, and to myself they have the ad-
ditional interest, that they coincide in their general tendency, and in several leading
features, with what occurred to me when engaging in the competition on town im-
provements some years ago.
The question of fire-proof construction, which, perhaps, I should have coupled

with that of the use of iron in building, demands more attention generally th an I
think it has yet received ; and I am reminded of it by the recent disaster to one of
the leading buildings connected with benevolent objects in Liverpool. I cannot but
hope that in the reconstruction of this, and in the erection of future buildings of the
same kind and character, an endeavour will be made to secure greater safety for
life than at present generally exists ; and in this instance I feel sure that the able
architect originally designing the Sailors' Home would second such an object
heartily. The substantial and faithful character of the main building is evidenced
by the small external damage it exhibits ; and so firm an external frame would seen
a most suitable recipient of fireproof internal construction.
The question of lighting by gas is, in ray opinion, likely to take a new form, and

consequently to demand the renewed attention of arcliitects through the economy
which seems likely to result from the use of the lime light with mixed gases. We
should do well to keep our eyes always open to such questions and their various
advancing phases.
An architect may at any time be called to give an opinion upon, or propose some

new method or system of lighting, ventilating or warming buildings : and unless he
takes pains to keep his knowledge up to the mark of the continual progress
of science in such matters, he may find liimself at fault when he least expects iL

No branch of knowledge is foreign to our art, and neither the youthful student nor
the experienced practitioner can safely neglect any opportunities of enlarging his

stores of information on general art, on the various branches of physical science, or
on the practical appliances at his command ; and on the young and tlie practised
alike it is the duty of those who have at heart the interest of"^their profession—of the
general community—of civilisation and human improvement—to impress the obliga-

tion which they are under to make their profession honorable by the services it

renders to tlie comfort, the happiness, and the intellectual enjoyment of their fellow-

mcn ; such considerations I have always endeavoured to keep present to ray
mind in wliat I have had the opportunity of saying to you from this place, and witn
their reiteration I desire to conclude my present address ; and heartily thanking the

Society in general and the Council for their constant kindness and consideration to

mc during ray tenure of office, and for the honor they liavc done mc in allowing me
to hold it, and asking most sincerely tlieir forgiveness for the many shortcomings of

which I am but too conscious as having marked my imperfect discharge of its

duties, I retire from the chair with the fixed resolve to continue to the best of my
power a constant supporter of the interests, and willing contributor to the usefulness,

of the Liverpool Architectural and Archscologlcal Society.

Mr. BotJLT said it was a matter of great gratification to him, after having had

considerable intimacy with Mr. Horner for about twenty-five years, to propose a

vote of thanks to their late president for the valuable services which he had ren-

dered to the Society during the two years he had filled the office.

Mr. HuGOiNS secondSi the motion, which was passed by acclamation,

and the Chairman having suitably acknowledged the compliment, the

proceedings terminated, the arrangements for the annual excursion being left to

a committee.

The New Palace of the People, Muswell-Tiill.—OVmg to the

inadequate chiiracter of the applications for shares in the Great Northern Crystal

Palace, at Muswell-liill, no allotment will take place. Tlie promoters, however,

still sanguine of success, are making arrangements for the construction of the

building, the particulars of which are to be duly announced.
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COMPETITION FOR A NEW PALAIS DE JUSTICE AT
BRUSSELS.

BY tlie kindness of tlie Secretary of the Belgian Legation we are able

to present our readers with tlie particulars of this competition, which
we translate for general convenience, reducing the plan to a convenient

size for our pages.

Sy Royal Decree of 'ZJth March, 1860.

Art. 1.—A competition is open for the construction of a new Palais de Justice,

to be erected at Urussels, agreeably with the programme accompanying the pre-

sent decree. Architects of all countries are admitted to the competition.

Art. 2.—Preliminary designs only are required, without dimensions, estimate,

or details. E-iplanatory remarks may be attaclied.

Art. 3.—The drawings must be fonvarded to the Minister of Justice, fourth

division, before the Ist August, 1800, and must not be signed, except by a mark
or motto, a duplicate of whieli must be contained in a sealed letter, signe<l by
the author of the design. This letter will not be opened until after the award.

The competitor who shall make himself known shall be excluded from the com-
petition.

Art. 4.—The Minister of Justice will, hereafter, determine the course to be
adopted as to the examination of the drawings, and the award.

Art. 5.— Prizes shall be awarded to the three designs, which shall have been
decided to be the best among th«se which comply with the conditions of the pro-
gramme. The first prize will consist of a sum of 10,000 francs ; the second of a
sum of 0,000 francs ; the third of a sum of 3,000 francs.

Art. 0.—The desigiis to which prizes are awarded will become the property of

the Government, which reserves to itself the right to make such use of them, or
to take out such portions as may be judged expedient, either entirely or in part.

The other designs and their adjuncts will be returned to their authors, who must
claim them within three months after the decision.

Programme.— General Arrangement.
Art. 1.—The Palais de Justice shall be erected fronting a place of at least the

dimensions of the Place-Royale, and to which will abut on one side, the Rue de
la Regence extended ; on another side, the extension of the Avenue de la Cambre,
(Rue des Quatre Bras) on a third side, if it is possible, the street will be directed
towards the centre of the town. It must face the Rue de la Regence, and be
completely isolated.*

Art. 2.—The architect may dispose for the Palais, of a superficial area of
4 acres 17 poles. t It may extend to the left as far as the Rue Aux Laines, to
the right, as far as and including the ground appropriated, on the plan of M.
Groetaers, to the street whicli bounds below tlie terrace of the Palais. The
Place to be formed before the building, must not extend towards the Place
Royale beyond the line which limits, on this side, the Place proposed by M.
Groetaers in his plan of 31st December, 1859.

Art. .3.—The building must be capable of being properly ventilated and warmed.
In determining the forms and dimensions of the courts, the competitors will
endeavour to satisfy the exigencies of acoustics. Accommodation must be
provided for lighting apparatus, and for the distribution of water tlirooghout the
whole edifice.

Art. 4.—The preliminary designs must include : 1—A general plan ofthe Palace,
of the approaches, and of the proposed streets, with the levels of the several parts
of the design shown. This general plan is to be to the scale of that prepared by
M. Groetaers—viz., 1 to 2,500. 2—Plan of each floor of the edifice to a scale
of 1 to 200. 3—Elevations and sections to a scale of 1 to 100.

Art. 5.—The Palais must contain the accommodation necessary— 1, to the
Court of Cassation ; 2, to the Court of Appeal ; 3, to the Court of Assize ; 4, to
the Military Court; 5, to the Tribunal de Premiere Instance; 0, to the Tribunal
de Commerce ; 7, to the Council of War ; 8, to the Justices of the Peace, to the
Police Court, and to all the dependencies of these various senices.
Art. 0,—The portions appropriated to the departments indicated under Article 5,

must each be arranged distinct from, and connected with, the others by easy
means of access only. It is desirable that the courts have a vestibule or ante-
chamber. The libraries should be so placed as to be as near as possible to the
council chambers and consultation-rooms. These last should communicate with
the courts either directly, or by lobbies and passages. The robing-rooms for the
magistrates should be placed near the council chambers of ordinary service, and
the robing-rooms of members of the bar and ministerial offices near the parts
particularly devoted to their use.

Art. 7.—The accommodation required by the examining magistrate, the tribunal
coirectionnel, the court of assize, and, if possible, that devoted to the chambre
des appels de police correctionnelle, to the military court, council of war, to the
bar of premiere instance and of appeal, should be placed on the ground floor.
The police court and the justices of the peace may, if necessary, be placed in
the basement, if there be any.

Art. 8.—The doorkeper's rooms should be placed near the principal entrance
iif the JPalaig. Those of the porters near the entrances to the departments to
which they belong.

;

Art 9.—In determining the height of the courts, the artist will bear in mind
that the part re-served for the judges (prffitorium) must be higher than that
ilevoted to the public, and also higher than that occupied by the bar.

Art. 10.—The rooms for the ancient archives should be vaulted, paved, and
protected from damp. They must have altogether an extent of at least 7,525
i.et.

Art. 11.—The architect must arrange, as nearly as possible in the centre of the
j^iflce, at least one spacious court, surrounded with covered galleries.
I Art 12.— The old plans, estimates, memoirs, and reports relating to the con-
iitruction of a Palais de Justice, at Brussels, shall be placed at the use of com-
letitors, who may communicate thereon with the Minister of Justice.

Particulars of the accommodation required by the several Courts of
Tribunals. %

Chapter I.—Court of Cassation.
Section 1.

—

General Accommodation.
Approximate Area.

Feet.
• argc Hall for the Solemn Courts 30' to 39' 0" wide by 79' long 3,100
"nsulting-room for the United Courts :2G' by 3'^' ti" 845

' See the plan accompanying the present programme (page 384).
t 1 hcetart' (10 acres. The area of the I'alaJH without the I'lace or approaches.
t Kxcf-pt for the courts, the minimum width of which must not be reduced, the
meusions indicated may be modified.

Boom for ordinary court* aSC to 32' (C b7 52' 1,720
Consulting-room 26' by 19' 8' (W
One or two rooms contlguona for libraries, together 1,013
Hobing-room ,•.. 5S7
Water-closets, &c

aeetion 2.—First President.
Cabinet 322
Antechamber 215
HcsBcngers'-room 129 to 180

SectionX—l'ublic Prosecutor.
Cabinet for the l'rocureur-ti<:'ni:ral (may contain the library) M4
Antechamber ino to 21S
Cabinet for the Attorneys-General 209
Messengers-room 100 to 215
Kecretary's-room 289
Uoom for clerks 280
Itecord-room 430

Section i.—PTOtlu>notary.*
Room for chief registrar 322
Clerks' office 215
Room for the inspection of documents by the advocates 160 to 215
Office for copying clerks 100
One or two rooms fur papers, together 044
Hesscngers'-room 172

Section i.—Officers.

Room with dressing closet 215
Section fl.

—

Advocates.
Antechamber, to serve also as a robing-room 322
Assembly-room, may contain the Ubrary 484

Section 7.

Store-room
Fuel Stores
Water-closets, &c., water service cisterns

Chapter II.—Court op Appeal.
Sectioti 1. — General Accommodation.

Large hall for the Solemn Courts, 30' to 39' 6' wide by 79' long 3,100
Library, may also serve for the general assemblies of the court,

:(.;'0''by58'6" 1,900
Antechamber for the officers ,... 180
Cabinet for the First President 387
Antechamber 215

Section 2.

—

First Second and Third Chamber.
Three rooms for ordinary courts, each 27' 6* to 29'6'by58'6' 1,725
And attached to each court :

—

One Council-chamber 408
One Cabinet for the president (t) 280
One Cabinet tor the officer of the public minister 280
Antechamber, general 215
Dressing-room, containing 12 presses 2' 3' wide...
Waterclosets, &c

Section 3.

—

Fourth Cluimber (appeals en maiiere correctionnelle).

Court 58' 0" by 32' 6" 1,900
Council-chamber 408
Cabinet for the president 215
Cabinet for the officer of the public minister 180
Antechamber, general 180
Dressing-room, containing 12 presses, at the least 2' 3' wide.
Waterclosets, &c
Two lockups for the prisonerst 215
One room, attached, for the gendarmcst 160
One room for witnesses, tor) 387
One room for witnesses, against! 387
One room for the archives of punishments 387
Waterclosets, &c

Section \.—Recorder.
Room for copying clerks, 20 feet by 22 feet 9 inches 602
Room for chief registrar 322
Clerks' room 387
Room for papers 537
lioom for records of conviction § 400

Section 5.—Itegi»try Office..!

Public office, and for the use of the clerks 387
Receiver's office 200
Chamber, fertile deposit of registers 430

Section 6.-1. Advocates.
Room for receiving instructions 583
Consulting room 322
Antechamber separating these two rooms 215
One or more dressing-rooms

2.

—

Attorneys,
Room for receiving instructions 322
Antechamber, to serve as a dressing-room also 215

3.— Officers.

Room for receiving instructions 322
Antechamber for the officers' seats; to serve as a dressing room also, . 215

Sectioji 7.—Store Closets.

Cellars or stores for coal and wood, waterclosets, &c., water service,

cistern s

Section 8.~Public Proseattor.
Cabinet (may contain the library) for the Procureur-Gcn^rale 451
Antechamber " ; 100 to 215
Room for officer 129 to 172
Cabinet for the Attorneys-General of the Deputies of the I'rocurcur-
Generale 387

Room for the secretary 387
Room for the clerks 387
Two rooms for Tapers 430
Water-closets, &c
Store for coals and wood

Chapter III.—Court of Assize.
Section 1.— General Accommodation,

Court 3£C by 78' 3,100

* The Prothonotary must be near the rublic Prosecntor.
t If the rooms belonging to the three civil courts can be arranged so as to form an

ensemble, with the library in the centre; and easily accessible from each, two
cabinets of the presidents, and two for the officers of the public mimster wiU
suffice.

J These rooms must communicate with the court ; those of the prisonrara,

between the judges' bench and the bar ; those of tin? witnesses, as nearly as possible

directly opposite ; there must be no communication between them. The room for

the peiKlarmes and prisouers may be on the basement floor.

§ This room may De placed In the bnsement.
II Thi.s office must be near one of the entrances to the Palais; itmay be plaeea la

the basement.
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Conncil Chamber 387
Cabinut for t hv IM-esident 216
Cabini't for tlic oOictr of the Tublic Minister 215
Antcchambt^r. (general • ». 160
Auti'diainber ibr the oHiccrH lOO
I>roi^sin^''-room fur ten presses •

Cabinet for the Registrar 322
Cabinet adjoininj^ 269
Koom for articles to be produced 215
VVatercloaets, &c •

Throe rooms for Witnesses, one about C44
a second about • 038
tlio thirdabout 32ii

Withwatcrclosets, &c
A fourth room for witnesses brought from prisons *

Section 2.

Eoomforthe juryt ilyt

Antechamber for the chiefof the crendarmes 160
A courtyard for the jury, if possible
Wator-elosets, &c

Section 3.

A yard or covered place for the prison vanst
Cells for the aceusedt
Four rooms contiguous for the gendarmes
WatercloBets, &c

Chaptek rv.—Military Court.
Sectimi 1.

—

General Accommodation.
Court, 2r' 0" to 29' 6' by W «" l,7-«)

Consulting-room 387
Cabinet for the President 322
Antechamber 160 to 215
Koom for oflicers 160 to 215
DreBsing-room 160 to 215
Eoom for witnesses for 216
Koom for witnesses against 215
Koom for prisoners lOO to 215

Section 2.—Bar.
Cabinet of the Auditor-General 387
Antechamber 160 to 215
Cabinet of the deputy 322
Boom for the Secretary 322
iibrary 322

Section Z.^Regisirar.
Boom for copying clerks 387
Cabinetofthe Kegistrar 322
Boom for the archives 60O
Cellar or store for coals and wood
Water-closets, water service, &c

Chapter v.—Council of War.
Court 26' by 39' 1,014
Council-chamber 322
Cabinetofthe l^esident 322
Cabinet of the Auditor 322
ABtcchamber, general 160 to 215
Clerk's room 322
Two rooms for witnesses, together 538
Two spacious cells for prisoners
watcrclosetfi, &c

Chapter VI.—Tribunal de Premiere Instance.
Section 1.

—

General Accommodation. 1

—

Civil Courts.
Two courts, each 27 feet inches by 52 feet, and contiguous to each
court ; 1,430

A council chamber 322
Cabinet for the officer of the Public Mini8ter§ 215
A dressing-room, to contain at least eight presses 2 feet 3 inches wide
In proximity to both courts, two rooms for witnesses, each 215
Wateroloscts, &c
' 2.

—

Police Correetiojinelle.
Two courts, each 27 feet 6 inches to 29 teet 6 inches by 52 feet, and con-
tiguous to each court 1A35

Uk. council chamber 322
43abinet for the ofnce of Public Minister il

215
Cabinet for the President!! 215
,An antechamber, general 160
X dressing-room, to contain at least 8 presses
Koom for witnesses for 322
Boom for witnesses against 322
Blx cells for the prisoners IP
Toom for the officers of the court and Gendarmes 269
ratercloscts, &c

Section i.—Library, ^x.
Lroom to serve as a library and as a hall for the general assemblies . . 1,000
attached to this room, the cabinet of the l*re8ident 322
\ court for the referees 680

,. Preceded by an anti-chamber 322
» atcrclosets, &c

Section 3.

—

Protkonotaty.
othonotary's cabinet 322

,. >, Clerks' office 322
(totechamber for the public 450
Soomfor copying clerks 450

I

*»veral rooms for ancient records together 3,225
^everal rooms for tlie records of the civil state 4,300
Several rooms for the current records 260
om for the Recorder's Clerk charged with the records of misde-

K^eanors and the articles produced in evidence 262
noomfor tlie advocates 215

, J
Jjom for the deposit of goods produced on the trial ; shed for large

^hings, such as carts, boards, ladders, &c
I
ITatcrciosets, i&c

• These rooms and the offices attached must have no communication ;with each
ber.

^•f The jury-room and offices attached must be in communication with the part con-
iious to the Court of Assize, and must be approached from the interior of that

^ rtlon of the building only.

"J See that this yard, the entrance for the accused, and the way to the cells from the
Wirt adjoin Assize <_'ourt.

i One Cabinet will suffice for the officers of the Public Minister it it is in direct

'OnununicafSou with, and near both courts.
II One Cabinet for the two Presidents, and one Cabinet for the two officers of the

"Ublic Minister will suffice, if both are in direct communication nith, and near to the
iro courts.

T These cells may be placed In the basement

Section 'i.—Attorneys and C'theri. ' '
~"

Boom for attorneys 387
j

Antechamber, serving for dressing-room, to contain eJljht prmteB .... I

Cabinet for the ushers 322
Dressing-room, containing six presses

Section 5.

—

Examining Jtlofffttratea.

Four cabinets, each IG' by 20' 320
Antechamber, common to each
Two rooms for witnesses, each 3R7
lioom for tlie free accused 26tf

Six cells for the accused detained
Room ibr goods to be produced in evidence
Watereloscts, &c

Section 6.—Public Prosecutor.
Cabinet for the I'rocureur du lioi 322
Autichamber 172 to 215
Two chambers for the deputies 322
Room for the employes of the department of mladenwanora 430
Room for other employes 322
Koom for the person charged with the statiatical and Secretary's

Office 32a
Koom for supernumeraries attached to this department 215
Room for records IflO

Central autechambcr* 322
Cellars or stores for wood and coals <

AVatercloscts, &c

Chapter \lI.—TribtiTuUo/ C&mmerce.
Section 1.

—

General accommodation.
Court, 36 feet to 39 feet by 50 feet 1,935

Antechamber 322
Two rooms for witnesses, each 215
Rooms for cases returned for conciliation ..• 269
Consulting-room 525
Cabinet attached, for the president... 322
Cabinet for tlic registrar 322
Dressing-room • 215

Section 2.

—

Uegistrar.
Hall, accessible to the public 484
Koom for Clerks 484

SectionZ.
Room for the records 700
Watereloscts, &c

Chapter VIII.—Justice of the Peace.
Two courts, one to serve also as a police court, 20* by 52' 0" 1,378

The other court 644
Two cabmets for the justices of the peace, each 375
Two rooms of the clerks of the court, each 215
Two rooms for the police registrar, each 215
Room for the officers of the court .....•• 160
Two rooms for witnesses in police cases, each 215
Koom for prisoners t 269
Roomforthcofficer of the pnbllc minister 315

Room for his Clerk 172
'Watereloscts, &c

Chapter IX.—Guard.
Guard-room 36' by 13' 468
Sergeant's-room 10' 0" by 13' 215
Officer'8-room, in case of a double guard IC' 8" by 13' 216
Police-rooms
Waterclosets, &c

ROAD ACROSS HYDE PARK.

ON Monday afternoon an influential deputation, including, among other

members", tlie Duke of Rutland, the Earl Grosvenor, General Sir John
Burgoyne, Sir M. 'Wyatt, Admiral Bethune, General Delamotte, Mr. Tite, M.P.,
Mr. Kinnaird, Mr. Henry Cole, &c., waited upon the First Commissioner of

Public Works, for tlie purpose of calling his attention to the necessity for some
means of direct communication between the districts north and south of Hyde-
park. Earl Grosvenor, who Introduced the deputation, said that five years had
now elapsed since a committee of the House ofCommons inl855liad recommended
that some means should be adopted in order to eflect a better and more direct

communication between the districts north and south of Hyde-park than now
existed. During the interval that had elapsed both districts had increased Im-
mensely, both in size and importance, and it was necessary that some steps should

be taken towards the formation of a new road at once: The Horticultural

Gardens were advancing fast, the Kensington Museum had been established, and
there was to be the Great Exhibition of 18G2,— all objects of immense interest to

the population of the metropolis, and which -nould attract such numbers to the

western districts that the formation of some new road across the park -would

become indispensable. They did not come forward with any plan of their own,
the formation of which, they were sure, would be mnch better left in the hands
of the First Commissioner. The object of the deputation was merely to show
the necessity for the road being made. There were two miles' distance

between Kensington and Park-lane, and the chief road to and from these places

across the Park was entirely closed at night, and not open to cabs at any time.

It was the earnest wish of the inhabitants of the district that some steps should

be taken to remedy this state of things at once. The First Commissioner said he

could see by the deputation before him how general was the interest taken in the

subject. What his lordship had said as to the distance between Park-lane and

Kensington, and the closing of the best road at night, which only left open the

present inconvenient and devious route round by Church-lane, showed the

necessity for some improvement in the means of communication. He supposed

that such an iraprovetl road, if carried out, would, of course, be open to omnibuses

and cabs botlu and in order to be of any use it must also be a thoroughfare

open during tile night as well as day. At the same time, while admittiiiK

the great convenience of such a road, it must not be forgotten, on the other hasm,

that an immense multitude now resorted daily to the Parks for rest, quiet, and

recreation, and whose comfort and pleasure he was sure would be seriously

interfered with by the dust and noise of such a thoroughfare through the Park.

• The arrangement should be so managed, that the rooms may be grouped around

this anti-chaml>er.
, ,., .. ..^„_4.

t This room must communicate, cither ;dircctly, or by a passage, with the court

by a private door. It is desirable that a simUar arrangement ,be adopted lOr tue

witnesses' rooms.
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On the Mrtof the public, therefore, who frequented the park, he could say that

tf k wiTbop*! U> Lm .broad thoroughfare across the park rom Park-lane to

KiJdr,^^.^«».,uch a .^iK^e could not tx- listened to B""l"=„^P"f'»"

b,d«^i4lv not come forwani to advocate any particular plan, "id the one

ttat toTbeen mentioned to him by tho« acquainted with »»>* »"bject of c«rr>mg

a road under the level of the park, seemed certainly worthy of attention ana

^e^tion. Suclianavenue\h.'chwo.ad answer all the
P>''-P<>^,,';f|»'JS^

SSw ta .n«le eaaily from the U.xbridpe-road "> K«"«">gt»°-8°'*-
ll'l^irSSe

tothe«xt>eo»e of the project, he could say notlung at present, as at this tune

tt^were^h iuU ^rks ^ing forward in connexion with the mam dramage

irt^M^aUt migfit beverv^lilculttospare the money. However l^cod

ti^ the deputa^n that the pn-nosal they bad aid before 1>™;„^»"
f

. ^.^"i^^
cMsidered, and should receive all the attention which the unMrtance and Interest

^n^ in The subject warmnted. Mr. Tlte M.P., .aid that tbe present

thonSchfare between Prince's-gate and the Marble areh was only open till 10

oS at ^hi^ iTwould be a^great convenience if, during the s^s.on, a little

SiS^nme^ given. If the real was only left open till 1 o'clock itWd be

fSei UwT ^r. Cowper replied that ft was not in his power to grant the

iSJS^, bSThe would laj't belSre the Ranker, His Royal " SUness 'he Duke of

Smtodee from whom lie was sure it would receive every attention. After a few

WdVfr^ra Mr VV^tmacott, complaining that one of the mam roads through

KeTs^-gton-gnMens was moit unlWrly cTosed to all but P"vate carnages tie

deputation tfianked the right hon. gentleman and withdrew to lay their appli-

cation foruially before the Duke of Cambridge as Banger of the Park.

BESTORATIOK AND RE-OPENING OF LUDBOROUGH CHURCH
rmflS church has betn re-opened for Divine service. It is an ancjent and

T Ume-worn ediHce, and poiesses many features of considerable interest. It

consuls of a nave, with north and south aisles,
f»"'=.f,'J'J'*«'?rTis extreme

from it« great size may be ranked as a iirst-class village churel^its extreme

iSSnal Vngth being upwards of lOO feet, and its breadfli nearly 60 feet. It isK stTh! of architecture known as the Eariy English and was er<^ted

protobly about the year 1190, the nave being the earliest worfc. The tower is of

Se Perpendicular character, and belongs to the fifteenth century :
there are

portions of Decorated (fourteenth century) work, as the south windows of he

Sancel and the windows of the south aisle show. In the spring of 1858 the

BBve was unroofed by a heavy gale, when, upon examination, the building was

fcund to be in a very defective condition, and steps were taken to get the whole

thoroughly repaired. The north aisle and the north arcade of the nave were in

.very^ilapidated state, and had fallen 17 inches from the perpendicular; they

bad consequently to be taken down and rebuilt, as had also the «)uth

clerestorv wall and the chancel areh. In re-building the. clerestory, one of the

old windows was discovered, and adopted as a model : they are simple roundlieaded

lights, widely splayed within. The chancel is lighted by three deeply splayed windows

on the north side, on the sill of the western one of wluch, on the removal ol the

old plastering, was discovered a very beautiful scroll painting, which has been

carefully preserved. It is almost as fresh as when painted, upwards of COO years

ago : the outline sketching of the design being still visible. At the east end are

two similar windows of larger dimensions, with a quatrefoil in the g^ble;

bctvreen the two windows externally there is a projecting buttress, which was

somewhat higher than those at the angles, and has a band of dog-tooth moulding

under the weathering. The south windows of the chancel are placed at a lower

level, the original stringcourse having been cut away to allow of their being so

placed. There is a goml double piscina on the side of the chancel, which is

worthvofnotice; the water drains are foliated : opposite tothese is the old aurabrie,

the arched head of which is circular. The whole of the roofs are new, and are

of framed timber st.iined and varnished, and covered with red tiles, those

of the chancel being in striaj of white and red, they are high pitched,

and contrast very favorably with the flattened covering of the old

church. The nave is upwards of 40 feet in height. The walls are

built of the white chalk stone of the district in random courses,

the dressings beuig of Ancaster stone. The contrast of the walls \yith the root

is very pleasing The greater part of the area of the nave and aisles has been

seated wiUi open wooden benches. The stalls in the chancel are of a more

elalwrate character, and finished with open traceried fronts: the floors

throughout, except under the seats, are paved with Mintoii's tiles. The pulpit,

which is of good design, occupies the north-east corner of the nave Ihe

windows are glazed with yellow tinted cathedral glass, which gives a briglit and

cheerful appearance to the chancel. The quatrefoil in the east gable of the

chancel is filled with stained glass, having the sacred monogram as a medallion.

The works just completed have rendered this one of the finest churches ot the

district, and an honor to the parish in which it stands. Taken as a whole,

there are many points in the chureh which give it much Interest to the mind ot

the antiquary: and now that it is restored let us hope still more to the

parishioners. The superintendence of the works was entrusted to Mr. James

Fowler, architect, of Louth. The work was carried out by Mr. Maxey, ot

Louth. ^—
THE ROYAL EXCHANGE DRINKING FOUNTAIN.

A MODEL of a handsome drinking fountain has been placed in front of the

Royal Exchange, by the sculptors. Wills Brothers, of the Euston-road, in

order to judge of the cflect the work would have when erected.

It consists of an elegantly-posed figure, life-size, of a young giri, emblematical

of "Temperance," holding a water-bottle in her hands, from which she pours

the delicious beverage into the cup placed for the use of the drinkers.

The figure, which is to be of bronze, will stand on a marble plinth in the centre

of a large granite bowl—which will prevent the water from splashing over on to

the pavement—which rests upon a base in the same material, of the tripod form,

around which are grouped three dolphins in bronze, well modelled, in unity with

the whole work, which, mounted on three granite steps, \vill be about 12 feet in

bcififtit.

This fountain, which is quite a work of art, Is well suited for Its site, and re-

flects great credit to the sculptors. It Is the gift of Samuel Gumey, Esq., M.P.,

to whom the public are indebted for this and several other works of the same

THE FALL OF THE HOTTSIES-nrtnWyAHl) SI'KRM'. .-^
FROM inquiry into the causes of this tementable catastrcmhe, "^JJ'KSSJ

that it was purely accidental, the immediate cause of tW «ccia«M *eihg«g

heavy weighrof the bricks on the second floor This fact had jnst previou^S remwkedon, and some of the bricks had been removed-
.
The Vuse was

^y M and In a retten condition, and It is therefore aot surprising that aftervf

was razed to the second floor, and had a great weight put on it, the joists of th«

flooring should give way. At the inquest on Patrick i^lnn (one of the sn«erc"),

orwc^nesday, a verdict of " Accidental Death" was returned: but the :^ij

expres«T^ opinion that sufficient protection was not afforded workmen iftid

the public during the razing of buddings in the public tl.oroughfares.

F«.n inquiry at the hospital we learn that Christopher Inghsh, one of tte

injured men, left there on Monday last m a recovered state. He had hoaj

sev"Sy bruisetl about the head and shoulder. John Dargan is now the on y oo|

in hosiiital. The poor fellow Is in a contused and shattered condition, but prt*

gressing favorably. "i'

* ~ !S

LKCTUEES AT THE ARCHITECTUKAL EXHIBITION. i

Ill.-Slr. J. H.FABKEBfof Oxford). v-.„.«?.'i

nN Tuesday evening Mr. J. H. I-akker (of Ox^rd), f'l^^^*
""':^

.^"^i'^^^^JJ
I r Vviiihitinn Conduit-street, Regent- street, a Lecture entitled. On tnt t..om-

J^r«tive rrolressTEn»^^^^^^ French Architecture.
'

'
There was a numerous

Lteudanc/,anTontte motion of Mr. James Edmeston, Mr. K. B. Lamb was culled

*°The ChI'^rman said he had great pleasure in Introducing Mr. Parker, who was

wdl-kL"^n"o every persoS in the room as the author of many o''.^"™' «"'Vw„

d;??e^So^e?'iL'ISini^^'iiV;^^^^^
^
M;"rAR.SR'?he7read''a long and elaborate paper, of which the following Is an

°"Mr"''l>ABKEB be^an by fixing the year 1,000 as the starting point, on Jhe^onnd

that in thefnter?^rbetw?on th? fall Jf the Kon.an empire anS X^^^'ltTS^s.
It was the usual habit of the people in both countries to build of wood. li'Lre »re

^
fiw except"™! such as, in L^.Rlund the erypts of Hipon and ««''"'•

^"ft'^JjJJ^
of eluirches at Brixworth and Dover ; iu, i'rauce several crypts and some cliuruics

of tl e «me 0? Cliarlemagne. but, though of historical intereB, they a.e no of mu^^

architectural value, and not numerous enough to P'"'^"«th«
"'«„™X»"yt''^r,k[n fro^

anrtcarvinf stone which were lost for wantof practice, and had '9 b« 'e»™^°='''"J,'T^

Se study S(th"Koman remains, when the f»shion of building ms one was revi^^^^

immediately after the year 1,0U0. The Roman remams were more numerous and nacr
'"'"- °. j"L"„;. .i,o„ L „.i,pr« »nd were at HvBt frcciv used as quarries.

. ^ ^^
ons

ClMS.

It is stated that a drinkinrr fountain will shortly be erected in the

Zoological Gardens, Regenfs-park. The design is that of a water-JUy, exwuted

to marble, most excellently cut by Mr. John Bell, sculptor,

immediately after the year l.uuo. ine iioman remuins „v.c...^.. ...."...-

SsomL district thau In others, and were at llvst freely used as q"*"'.^/,- ^. ^

.

'\'rp?ov-incial character proVailing iu different parts of France ,' P««
f,

»

attributed to the style of the favorite Roman model in «««\\
^, f"^'pothie ner od aud

and Burgundy fluted pilasters eontlnued to be used <.h|;7,K''°"< "'\Goth'C perw

in many parts of France plain round columns with Classical capitals w ere never

entirely disused even in the finest Gothic buildings. ,,„„,. .i>„t (i,n<. mif-
In England there were scarcely auy Roman buildings remaining «tt>ft„t' "<'"'«

ffi8ty"ew-assometiiiies continued after the Norman conquest, as at Lincoln and

^'in'^France much greater progress has been made in the art of building In stone

and abo°t 10^0Ed^v'irdthe?;onfes9or sent to Normandy <»' n""*™^,
*.°i„'',"'^,f^i|

Ahhpv at Westminster the choir ofwhich was completed aud consecrated just ociore

re™a!„raTd more civilised state of the people the pr^^^^^^^^

^Tfi;V1ll°N'o?mrc"fa«est, England and Normandy
1«^^^^^

ratan^^-^rCnl^dfirroui^^^^^
attained a decree of pci^eclion to which it did not re.ich in the north tpT,"™"?,"',"'

aStloirof olSer buUdiugs of the ^ime penod bears out tie^^^^^^^
^'h'e' «U^ a^

^Z!1;^;^^7IJ^'C.S;^ ^t^>?^.i':;wS'^^.12g}^ often SJved

afterwards, and this has tended to mislead inquirers as to the time when carvm„ lu

stone was introducort into England.
i,,„„.„ _.. i„ .rtvanoe of Enirland,

During the eleventh century it is clear that Jranee was
J" ""^'""'.^e'/'^^a the

?J«l??t^?Jlf S^'iSl^r'li/V^Jdsh^^f{^
""SSM

1121 are so massive, plain, and rude, that if their history was not perfectly clear taey

'";t'ePf.?^,??d''Sa7o?,r;wn"'first introduced by K??-.
"'f^Ke f.m'e"lrmr''

'

babilitv to a certain mi.xture of the Byzantine style in English Gothic. It ?"»»%

eamet'o us through Anjou. The lon^ peaceful and proaperous^^^^^^^^^

was very favorable to the progress of architecture, and tlie great cnan^e ui = j

called the Transition took place during this reign.
„pKtorn nrovinres o:

He held his court frequent y at Angers, and the whole of tlie w<^^tern provii

France! nearly one- thi?rt of t'he territory belonged o his """"^ ""^ if^^.^p*^'

kinirdom with England. The meeting of the bishops and nobles ot "'' V"''' .Jl.,

V nfes! from the nSrth of England to Gascony, at Anthers as a ^"t™ P;^ ^,^ f^'f '."Ki

nt .1 time when architecture was the subject on which all tlie greatest mimi
'

Hgewe^eeng^ed! could not fall to have considerable influeuce and accelerate It.

'''Tfie's?vle of Anjou and Poitou, at that time, was a mixture between the nyMj-tJ";

of reri,'?,id imd the Romanesque or Norman, '^tcad of acual domes ,,™ms *
roof domical vaults were used under timber roofs, and these "p*^" '" ""r^J j. o,
w^y'to the English system of vaulting, which is different from that practised in ui

roval domain of France. r „.„i„ ., st rw.nis in II"
The Abbot Lugcr bad there begun the change of style at St IVnia, in i

his work Is so helivy, and has so iFttle of the Gothic clement, that Mr, ' ""
, ,

not consider It at all in advance of English work of fh? fapje period, Ihc I- ,',



^m li!- ^miaMMmsM.mn Biw iimii i i
ii|i ff;

,Ag
Mok alcaie doca not constitute the Gothle style. He considers that the French
Crc»tbic of th« royal doinuins and the Knj^lish Gothic of the Kn^;lish dominiona were
developed alniuAt t<imultiin(^ou«ly, and iudepciidently one of tlie other, tliftt one l9

not copjed from the other, and it is diificult to say which has the priority of date.
English Gothic was fnlly developed between 1190 and 1200 ; French Gothic not at

all earlier. Gothic mouldinys were freely used in England at that period, aa at Lin-
eoln, Winchester, and Kly. At that time they were scarcely used at all in France,
and the rich suites of aiouMin^s so common iu Kn^land are rare in France. French
windows have usually no mouldtu;{S at all ; tlie openiny^ are merely cut throug^h the
vall, and left quite plaiu. (Mustered pillars are also comparatively rare in ! ranee,
riain round columns, with Classical capitals, arc used In some of their finest Gothic
buildings, and the round abacus is very rare in France.
The ornaments commonly used in Kng^Iand in the thirteenth centory, such as the

tooth ornament and the ball Hower, are frequently found in the Kng^ltsh provinces of
France in the twcUth, and are scarcely found at all in the real French Gothic of the
royal domain.

rlate tracer); appears to have been introduced at Lincoln by S. Hugh, of Buri^undy,
from that province ; but this is rather a doubtful question. It was certainly more
used and developed to a greater extent and on a larger scale there than in England

;

but a complete series may be found at home, without going abroad for It.

Bar tracery appears to have been first used in the Sainte Chapelle, at Paria, and
immediately afterwards in the Chapter-house at Westminster.
English chapter-houses are unrivalled. The octagonal vaults with a single central

pillar do not occur in France. On the other hand, the vestry is a much more
Important feature in French churches than in Knglish ones. The large doorways
and porches of the French churches have no counterpart in England ; on the other
hand, the whole west front, covered with 8culi)ture, as at Wells and Exeter, or the
lefty arches of the west front of I'eterborough, arc imknown m France. The French
churches in general have greater height ; the English greater length, and a better
proportion of parts to each other, l-an tracery vaulting is one oi the great beauties
of English Gothic, and Is unknown in France. There is much greater variety of
window tracery in the fourteenth century in England. The French Flamboyant and
the English I'erpendicular show how far the styles of the two countries had diverged
from oue another, and yet they have many things in common. There is much to
study and admire in the styles of both countries, and it is not necessary to depreciate
the one in order to raise the other.
The paper waa illustrated by a great number of drawings, engravings and photo-

graphs.
On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks to Mr. I'arker for his exceed-

ingly valuable paper was carried by acclamation.

KOYAL IJhSTITUTE OF BRITISH AKCHITECTS.
ANNUAL GENERAL. MEETING.

TpiIE Annual General Meeting of the members of the Royal Institute of British
>A. Architects waa held in the Rooms, Conduit-street, Regent-street, on Monday
evening, Professor Cockerell, R.A., the President, in the chair. The meeting
was not open to the representatives of the press, but from various sources we have
gathered the following particulars.
Mr. Nelson (Hon. Sec.) read the minutes of proceedings at the last annual

meeting, which were found correct, and confirmed.
Mr. T. Uayter Lewis (Hon. Sec.) announced that on the 21st of May a paper

ivould be read by Sir. Ashpitel, *• On the Origin and Development of the use of
Crypts in Christmn Churches from the earliest period." And on the -Ith ofJune oue
by Mr. M. Digby Wyatt. He then read the annual report of the Council, detailing
the proceedings of the Institute during the year.

Mr. Nelson read the statemeut of accounts, from which it appeared that the
balance iu favor of the Institute was not so large as usual, owing to the heavy
expenses consequent upon the removal from Grosvenor-street to Conduit-street.

rrofesBor Donaldson referred to an anticipated claim of £50 by a travelling
student, and expressed some fear that if such claims were to occur annually, the
Travelling fund would be soon exhausted, and the capital of the Institute would
nave to be interfered with. At the same time such a claim was exceedingly gratify-
ing iu its nature.

It wau then moved, seconded, and unanimously agreed to, that the report of the
Council and statement of accounts be received and adopted, and printed and circu-
lated amongst the membcrfj.
Mr. TiTE, M.P., having stated hia approval of the 6U£*gested architectural

Wtaminations referred to in the report, expressed a hope that due notice would
oe given of the intended special meeting for the discussion of that important subject.
The Chairman said due notice would of course be given.
The following is a copy of the circular which has been Issued respecting the

proposed architectural examination :—
"It has now become an established rule, both with the Government authorities

Udwith the heads of the learned professions, that candidates either for admission
into any branch of the public service, civil, naval, and military, or for participation

.
in the nehts and privileges enjoyed by the several denomiuations of private pro-
fessional men, should undergo an examination to test their capability to discharge
^e duties of the positions they may desire to occupy. In divinity and in medicine
wi& rule is of long standing, but the application of it to the branches of the legal pro-
fession is comparatively recent.

" So far in the public interest has this spirit of affording a guarantee of capacity
been carried, that the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge now periodically offer in
'their ' voluntary middle-class examinations' to numbers, not graduates, about to

j

.enter on commercial or other ordinary avocations, the means of obtaiuing a certifi-

j
3fJ|te of their progress in the usual branches of modern education. Cognizant of

I

tnese facts, the Council of this Institute have .felt the imperative necessity that the
tprchitcctural profession should no longer continue the only one open to be assumed,
tijit any rate nominally, witli all its heavy responsibilities, by the mere ignorant,
jtheugh bold pretender. It is with this feeling they have taken into cousideratiou a

I ^•Cheme, which has been laid before them, for establishini? an architectural cx-
I amination, of which they now submit an outline for the consideration of the members
I^.Cl this Institute.

*'The question of Instituting such an examination has already been discussed at
meetiuL^tt of this Institute ; and the Council do not profess to do more than recom-
mend the iuitiatjou of a scheme to be cautiously and gradually developed and
brought into working order, in which too much should not be attempted at the on-
set, but of which, in accordance witli the rule now established in other professions,
the ultimate result should, in their opinion, be the establishment of a system of
compulsory examination extended to all architects, whether members or uot of this
Institute.

" t^ho^ld the scheme be carried into operation and meet with the desired success
some alteration in the rules which now govern the admission of Fellows and Asso-
ciates would become necessary.
"The Council submit the outline of the scheme in the form of propositions,

adopted after due consideration by themselves, aided by the valuable advice of the
Hoard of Fxaminers of Candidates under the Metropolitan Building Act, and of the
Troffssor of Architecture at University College, London.

'* I'ropositiou 1.—That it is desirable to afford an opportunity for a voluntary pro-
fessional examination to the present Associates and to the future Fellows and
Associates of the Royal Institute of BritLsh Architects. That an elementary exami-
nation be therefore established for tiie students and Associates of this Institute
under the age of 20 years ; and a higher examination in the theory and practice of
the profession for Associates above that age and for future Fellows.
"Proposition 2.—That the rules as to students and their prizes be reconsidered

by the Council so as to lead edacationally towards the last-named more important
examination.

'dinary PoUntrucHoA
:>t' archltocture, langMCVtf

•iuUrl)r nec«fs»ary t tlMmaidM

'Tropositlon 3.—That the rTcmnnt:iry rvnn^'r-^

mathematics, land survey i if,-, m.irvnrvti.m,
material!, drawing, the etyle^j nl .ircliit. .tur- .

and chemistry. 'I'he.trxamluers to di line iht- [>uuj< vm ;iimoiu

to be apportioned to each; and the aggregate number esituutial tu eutUle cache
date to a certiflcate.

"I'roposition 1.—That the chief subjectn for the higher examination be such ''i^

occur in professional practice, with the general theories on which the detail ofRnw
practice is based— <•.

ff., languages, architectural JuriHpradene«, the B«ilding Aoly
sanitary requirements, the history of archiivcture, tlio theory ot the beautiful, tha
analysis of the styles of art, architectural cum[>ositiou, the literature of architecturef
the theory of the higher suldects of coustructiou, e, ff., archo, bridges, and domea.
the application of iron, &c.

" That the subjects for the higher examination may also be a development of thoi(«
enumerated tor the elementary examination, to an extent commensurate with theln*
formation on other subjects expected from the person examined.

" Proposition n.—That a curriculum be prepared and circulated, fflvlnfif a ffeneral
outline of subjects for examination.

'* Froposition (>.—That the examiners be authorised to take into eonslderation any
diplomas or certiJicatcs of competency that may have been obtained elsewhere, c.^.,

from the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, the professors of architecture at Urn-
versify College, and King's College, London.

•' Proposition 7.—That the examinations be carried on by means of writing as well
as orally, and that they take place in the months of July and October.

'* rroposition 8.—That the examiners be chosen by the I'resideut, the Vice-Presi-
dents, tne past Vice-Presidents, and the Council for the time being, from among the
members of the Royal Institute of British Architects, so far as may be possible ; and
that they receive fees for their attendance.

" Proposition a—That the following fees be paid by the candidates on entering
their names for examination, viz.—For the elementary examination, two gnineas ;

higher examination, three guineas."
Mr. Jennings inquired whether the Council had still the power under afbrmtr

resolution to sell out stock for the expense of the lease of the new premlsea and the
removal thereto?
Mr. Nelson explained that the former resolution referred to was still in force, and

added that the tenure of the premises amounted practically to W years' interest, for
which the Institute had paid £500.
Mr. TiTE, M.P., then rose to move a resolution, thanking Professor Cockerell for

his services during the timehehadloccupied the chair of the Institute, and rei)nesting
him to continue in office for the ensuing year. Iu the business paper containing the
list of officers to be elected on the present occasion, he regretted to And the absence
of any name proposed as President of the Institute, and he unhesitatingly proposed
that that blank should bo filled up with the name of Professor Cockerell—(Loud
cheers). Mr. Tite then dwelt forcibly upon the advantages which had already
occurred, and which must hereafter occur to the Institute from the presidency beiu^
held by so eminent and distinguished a member of the professfion as Mr. Cockerell—
(Cheers). The compliment which Sir Charles Eastlake had paid to their distinguished
president at the Koyal Academy, on Saturday last, was a remarkable proof of those
advantages—(Applause). The eves of the scientific world were upon the Institute,

and nothing could be more gratifying to scientific men than the retention by their

friend Mr. Cockerell of the oflSce which he had so ably filled—(Loud cheers). The
vice-presidents who were to be elected that cveniiig would relieve the president In

the unfortunate event of his having ill-health or infirmity, and for himself, he (Mr.
Tite) strongly urged the adoption of the motion on the ground of long personal
friendship, lie trusted Mr. Cockerell would accede to the motion as if It had pro-
ceeded from the general body in the shape of a round robin—(Applause).
Mr. Beresfoud Hope seconded the motion iu a eulogistic speech.

The motion was then put to the meeting, when, on the suggestion of Professor
Donaldson, every member rose from his seat, and the resolution was carried by
acclamation.
Professor Cockerell, in an earnest and feeling manner, acknowledged the high

honor conferred upon him. and expressed his warm appreciation of the kind una-
nimity of the meeting, whose wishes he felt it impos.sible to resist, and, therefore,

accepted the office of President for the ensuing year—((ireat applause).
On the motion that a vote of thanks be given to the \ ice-presidents, the Honorary

Secretaries, and the Council of the Institute, Professor Bonald.son 8Ut,'gested that

a special vote of thanks should be given to Sir. Nelson, who was about to retire from
the office of Honorary Secretary, after ten years' valuable services.

Xotwithstandiug a protest from Mr. Nelson, a separate motion was accordingly
proposed, and strongly supported by Mr. 31. Di»^by Wyatt, Mr. T. Hayter Lewis, and,

Mr. Scoles, present and former colleagues of Sir. Nelson. The motion was then
carried in the midst of the greatest enthusiasm.
Mr. Nelson, in acknowledging the compliment, heartily thanked the members of

the Institute for their kindness, and alluded to the arrangmentby which he pro-

posed to continue a member of the Council, although he ceased to be an Honorary
Secretary.
Votes of thanks were then passed to the Honorary Solicitor, the Auditors, and

Treasurer, and it was suggested that the Council should award some substantial

acknowledgment to the Honorary Solicitor for his valuable services in connexion
with the lease of the new premises In Conduit-street.
Messrs. George Godwin, T. L. Donaldson, and M. Digby Wyatt were elected

Vice-Presidents of the Institute.

Mr. T. Hayter Lewis and Mr. James Bell (late M.P.), were elected Honorary-
Secretaries.
Mr. F. C. Penrose was elected Honorary Secretary for Foreign Correspondence.
The following gentlemen were elected ordinary members of Council :—Messrs.

F. J. Francis, G. Morgan, F. W. Porter, It. L. Koumieu, J. H. Stevens, G. YuUiamj-.
B. Ferrey, VV, Haywood, C. C. Nelson, and J. Norton. -

Mr. W. L. Donaldson was appomted Honorary Solicitor, and Messrs. J. #.

Scoles and J. T. Christopher were appointed auditors. v i
The meeting broke up about half-past teu o'clock.

77ie Purchase of Aston Hatl and Park.—We very much regret to

hear, says the Birmingham Gazeite, that new difficulties have (irisen seriously

affecting the prospects of this undertaking. Some time ago the Aston Hall

Company arranged to pay to the proprietors of the estate Jt^4,000, by yearly

instalments, extending over teu years. It was hope*l that tlie increasing attrac-

tiveness of the park, aided by exhibitions, flower shows, and other sources of

income, would have rendered 'it at least possible to carry out this agreement.

The failure of last year's exhibition, the absence of profit in the refreshment de-

partment, and other causes explained at the last annual meeting, liave destroyed

this hope. An instalment of £3,000 is now over-due, the company cannot pay

it, and the proprietors may, if they Uiink fit, re-enter into possession of the pro-

perty, in which case the £7,000 already paid, and the £4,000 or £5,000 speat

in improvements would be lost. We do not, however, suppose that the computy
need apprehend very rigorous treatment on these points. The question is, what
can be done to rescue the project from its hopeless position ? It would be a melan-

choly result of the labour, time, aud money expended in the eilbrt to acquire

the hall and park for the public, that the project should fail and the opportunity

be entirely lost.
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Comspondena.

Sol—In one of his recent invectives, llr. Disraeli told the fhnncollor of the Ex-
chequer •' th«t it w!>s easier to be critical than to bceorreet," Kcver before was the

'ftr^ofthls remark morebrought home to my mind than on rcadnis a criticism winch

appeared in your contemporarv, the Builder, last weclc on the Architectural Exhi-

tutioD Correctness, indeed, we all know to Im! a rare virtue in some critics, for to be

oorrce't requires sound judpncnt, some little knowledtre, at least, of the subject

reviewed and clearness in the mental vision. The public expect distinctness, at

least and method from their masters—the professed writers on art. The flrst duty

of those who teach is to make themselves understood with ease, for the supinencsB of

the public is proverbial. In their search after knowledge they wish as much as

posMble to avoid trouble. But in the architectural notice to which I am referring,

correctness of ludgment and clearness ol expression— quaUties so requisite in ii

writer upon art—were sadly wanting. I shrewdly suspect, however, the critic of your

contemporary. If not a wag by profession, was seized, perhaps not for the

first time, w ith the desire to play the fool with the public ; and, laughing m his sleeve,

to lead them on a wild-goose chase through tlie architectural rooms. After all,

architectural designs are a sorry subject for a joke, since /'««c/i has drawn all the

fun possible out of medieval drawings. The writer in the lIuiMer, however, may be,

for what we know to the contrary, an artist of great merit ; may even possess some
slight knowledge of architecture, and only be deiicient in the power of expressing

himself clearly m his mother tongue—if, indeed, English be his native language. I he

following passage, referring to some designs for a church at Cork, is remarkable for

its confusion both in language and in judgment :-• There is a peculiar similarity in

the decorative features of the principal designs, as in those of the cciliugs and rools ;

and these features have great merit. We have referred to those of Mr. Tugin's in-

terior and it would be difficult to find tiner features of detail, or a better manner of

their combination, than we tee in Messrs. lladlield and Goldie's interior view of

their design, the ' premiatedv ' Itisiim tcneatis amlci.'
"

What value can the readers of the Jinililer attach to the opinion of a writer whose
ideas are «o confused, or so ill-.-irranged, as to fall to convey in words a definite idea

to the reader ; On inspection of the "prcmiated" design, on which such lavish

praise was bestowed by the sapient critic, it appeared impossible to come to any

other conclusion but that the laudatory writer had made a mistake as to the design

he was describing, and that the meed of honor he gave to one design was in reality

meant for auotlier. There is only one other solution of the difficulty, and, perhaps,

the true one, and that is. that the critic, it he deserve the name, had come to the

conclusion of praising without discrimination and without judgment, and at all

risks, the designs of one particular artist. For a feebler design, or more faulty

execution, than the "premiated " interior and exterior views of Messrs. Had-
ficld and Goldie's Cork Church cannot well be conceived. It is wanting in origi-

nalitv. it has no boldness, and the combinations are so weak and confused, as to leave

no definite and lasting impression on the mind of the spectator. 1 should not, per-

haps, have taken the trouble to make these observations were I not indignant at

seeing the too-evident attempt, in the writer in a respectable journal— I suppose,

however, only a casual contributor—to abuse the indulgence of his readers, and to

mislead, by his indiscriminating criticisms, the public judgment. Tor to speak as

lie does, a few passages below the one we have quoted, of the Holy Cross Chm-ch,
Uverpool, as.amasterly and finished production, is nothing short of an exaggeration

so barefaced as to be simplv absurd. Let any individual who passes through the

architectural rooms examine for himself the work in question, and he will be satisfied

that I am under the mark when 1 characterise the design as ill-conceived in its out-

line and faultv in every detail.

Well may Slessrs. Hadfield and Goldie exclaim. Save me from my friends ! An
injudicious friend is worse than an enemy. The next time the writer of the late archi-

tectural notice in your contemporary desires to promote the interest of a struggling

young artist, let him remember that undue and excessive praise is sure to recoil

Dotli on the giver and on tlie receiver. The public becomes indignant on discovering

the shallow trick, and justly includes in its condemnation all who lend countenance to

so paltry a system, as derogatory to the self-respect as it is injurious to the best inte-

rests of the artists.
I am, &c..

Delta.

What not a little surprises me in it is that a professional man should—especially
before such an auditory, have expressed his opinion of Mr. Huskln as a writer on
architecture in terms of unqualitied admiration. Whatever may be his merits as a
literary artist, .lohn Kuskin—w hom, it seems, the lecturer compared to .John Bright,

is very unsafe and delusive in his architectural teachings ; deahng iu Bophistries, and
being crammed full with the most palpable self-contradictions.

At any rate it is difficult to reconole Mr. Kerr's attachment to Classic, and his

praise of Barry's Italian style, with his laudation of a writer who has savagely de-

nounced Classic and all that is based upon and reminiscent of it as no better than
"rotten rags." J am, &c.,

An Anti-Ruskikite.

THE AECHITECTUBAL EXHIBITION.
SiB,—It cannot, I think, be denied that the collection ofdrawings and photographs

at the Architectural Exhibition is mucli inferior to those of previous years. The fact

may seem extraordinary, and difficult to be accounted for ; but the remark has been
made by many persons, and architects themselves have been obliged to admit its

accuracy. The Exhibition is supposed to represent the profession, but it cannot be
said to do them credit this year. Whether this is to be attributed to apathy amongst
themselves, or to a deficiency of competent draughtsmen, I am not able to say ; but
the fact is certainly to be regretted. The Association appears to be well patronised,

and the pubhc has manifested an evident disposition te take an interest in {the Exhi-
bition. Xet us hope that it will be more worthy of the national name next year.

The ariistic power manifested in Mr. Allom's designs for the Manchester Assize
Conrt deserves to be noticed, though his drawing cannot claim much architectural

merit. He is rather an artist than an architect ; and whatever may be said of his

Grecian designs, his Gothic has few, if any points, that are worthy of admiration, Mr.
G. Scott, oneofthearchitocturalmagnatesof the present day, sends a few photographic
copies of this design for the Foreign Office, of which it has been said that it possesses
neither the soul and beauty of the Gothic, northeheavy grandeur of the Grecian style,

that the architect, in this instance at all events, has manifestly fallen between two
stools.* Mr. Ilurgess sends several elevations ol Brisbane Cathedral, demonstrating his

perfect archaeological knowledge, and clearly showing who was the actual author of
the successful designs for I.ille Cathedral. Mr. Clutton, his former partner, sends
nothing. The designs of Messrs. Snow and IS'esfield though somewhat crude, and
showing a certain want of practical experience, have many points deserving of com-
mendation. There are four designs for the Cork competition, those of I'ugin (which
was finally selected), Hatfield and,;Goldie, Mr. Witfiey, and Mr. Nicliol, tiie others
are not exhibited ; but of the three unsuccessful designs which have been sent to
Conduit-street, those of the latter gentlemen are certainly the best. I'robably no
one who Impartialljr compared the wiiole of these drawings will feel any surprise at

the decision of the judges. That of 3Iessrs. Hatfield and Goldie is defective both in

design and execution.
The Builder of the present week, in referring to the Cork designs, has so curious a

sentence, that the grammatical construction points to the conclusion that there must
have been either a typographical inaccuracy or a verbal slip in the "copy."
After using expressions of commendation which seem to have been intended for the
successful design-otherwise the word "and," in the middle of the sentence, is incor-
rectly used—the writer applies them to that of Hadfield and (ioldie, which every one
must consider the least meritorious of the Cork drawings that are here exhibited.
There are several creditable designs for other churches, amongst which those of
Pngln and Street probably take the first place. I'ugin's arc, perhaps, weaker in
touch, but more harmonious in design and more beautiful in conception. Mr. Street's

are meritorious, and show both energy and advancement, while they are occasionally
somewhat rude in conception. It is much to be wished that next year's JOxhibition

may be more worthy of our English archUccts. Westuonost.

JOHN RUSKIN A LA .JOHN BRIGHT,
fltr,—As I did not hear Mr. Kerr's lecture on "The Battle of the Styles,"

I can Judge of it only from the abbreviated report iu the Buildino News.

Sib,—Allow me to express my hearty concurrence with the writer of the very
inrropos letter signed " Reform " which appeared in last week's Building News, on
the subject of the remuneration ol' architects' assistants.

Wlien the manifold duties and responsibilities of a thoroughly educated and qnaU-
fied assistant are considered, it does seem preposterous that, in the majority of cases,

the amount of salary that he receives is no better Ihim the wages of a London journey-

man bricklayer, and forms but the most infinitesimal part of the emoluments of the

architect himself. A builder is generally satisfied with from '-'fl to 30 per cent, profit

upon the wages of his workmen, but an architect thinks nothing of making 1,500

per cent, upon the pay of his assistants. This may appc.ir very startling, but let us

take an iuBtance. Suppose a day's work of att assistant, including petty expcnscB,

such as drawing paper, &c., coststhc architect 7s., for this he will receive from his

client say .'i guineas. Of course I speak of cases where the work has been studied

and worked out by the assistant, the architect merely explaining to him what he
wishes to be done. This is the reason why some ot our eminent architects with
large practices make such immense fortunes. Surely such a state of things requires

amendment ; and can we wonder at the number of young men who continually rush
into competitions, iu the forlorn hope ot bettering their condition.

I'utting aside for a moment the question of inadequate pay, which il suppose will

be defended by interested parlies, on tlie principles of supply and demand, which are

generally brought forward to palliate an injustice, let me say a few words on another

grievance of architects' assistants, which admits of no excuse; T allude to the want
of consider.ition shown to them by tlieir .employers, and the ungentlemanly treat-

ment they experience in too many cases, unequalled, I think I may venture to say,

in any other profession ; in fact, the assistant is looked upon as a mere machine for

making money by, and the idea of treating him as a gentleman seems never to be

thought of by some architects. In proof of this, It may be mentioned that there

appeared not very long ago, an advertisement of an assistant for a situation, in which
gentlemanly treatment was made a special requirement, and let me notice that the

arcliitectB of London, as a body, have not done anything as yet towards the adoption

of the Saturday half-hohday movement.
Of course there are many honorable exceptions to the above gloomy picture, archi-

tects who look upon their assistants as gentlemen equal in the social scale with

themselves, and consider it to their interest to treat them as such, knowing well thai

when a man feels that he is scurvily treated and scurvily paid, he will never use his

best energies in the service of his employer.
Let arcliitects take warning in time, and not drive their assistants to adopt th(

suggestions of" Reform " by forming themselves into a union for thi' purposf

of obtaining justice for their claims, which I fear is the only course left open tc

them.
I will finish my remarks by saying that the Architectural Association would ncvci

want for support from the architectural assistants of London, if it did its duty, b;

following ,up one of the original objects of its foundation, by looking after then

interests. I am, &c.,
JUSTITIA.

ITHE NATIONAL GALLERY AND THE "APOLLO AND MABSTAS, '

Sib,-On the lUthof December last the sculptor Widnmann, one of the leading

artists in Munich, and I'rofessor at tlie Royal Academy there, wrote to me tlius :-

"The artists of Munich, wishing to show in some way their gratitude for th(

supreme pleasure which you have procured them by the exhibition of your sublimi

picture by RafTaelle, have commissioned mc to request you to do them the pleasur*

of passing to-morrow evening in tlieir company. Some new members will bf

received into the Society, and the occasion will serve at the same time to rendei

some Blight tribute to the exhibitor of the Rafl'aelle," Ac.
rreseut at the meeting was an Englishman, named J. Harold Stanley, an artis

I believe, but of whose being I was until then ignorant. Since some years resideni

at Munich, he had become a member of the Society. Yielding to a not un-Englisl

sentiment, he begged of Professor Widnmann to introduce iiim to the hon oitlu

moment. This wisli gratified, he settled himself beside me for the rest of the

evening, and so hot was his cordiabty that he not only pressed me to dhie with bin

on the morrow, but on our finding ourselves sxib Jure, he made a wide divergent

from his own road through a pelting snow at one o'clock of a Munich Decembei

A.M., in order to see me safe to the end of mine, and it was his lusty arm tliat coaxcc

tlie drowsy varlets of the inn to overlook my dissipation. I resisted the dinner, bu

subdued by his urgency I broke a resolve and compounded for "tea." Betwcei

that evening and the a:ird of December, the day of my departure for Dresden,
called upon him two or three times.
On the SOth, the Committee of the Artist's Fund presented me an an address oi

the " Apollo and Marsyas." On the 7th of January the Spectator publi.'^hcd a trans

lation of it, containing the following declaration ;

—

" Public opinion has pronounced itself with rare unanimity upon this painting, tht

exquisite beauty of which, with irresistible eloquence, proclaims as its author thi

sublime llrbinate."
Tliat translation was Mr. Stanley's, who regretted his inability to render the forci

of the original.

Onthe^Sthof February I received at Venice information from Munich, that pool

after my leaving the latter city this identical J. Harold Stanley, acting upon Claudes

tine advice from Sir, or Le Chevalier Eastlake, had been agit.iting against me. Oi

the 22nd of March, I received here from diflerent persons, one of them a member e

the Artists' Society, two further communications from Munich, confirmatory of th^

first, but with the supplement, that the said Stanley, still inspired as above, hni

gone the length of demanding from the Society a revocation of the address, threaten

lug to .withdraw from it if refused. Indulgent enough for the occasion, the rcpl;

was, "Witlidraw whenever you please." Stanley's sorry servility became the topi

of tlie day. But mark how malice bliuds. Suppose the revocation obtained !
Tb'

free, original suffrage alone would be sterling; such revocation a mere couuii

Arc services, such as this Stanley's, performed witliout fee present or prospi

At Munich they are Bceptical of this. It may here be observed that I'mi

Widnmann's letter is not a wliit less an attestation of the " Apollo and 3Iarsyaa s

authenticity by tlie artists of Munich than is the address itself."

At Dresden, conduct analogous was pursued under the auspices, it was said, of

Mr. Shee, sou of the late President of the English Royal Academy, and an ally o

the present one ; but the unanimity|and candour of the Dresden connoisseurs, headc

by Director Schnorr, who, in the;bri:sileu ,/iiimml of December 3iitli, spoutaneouBi:

recorded his attestation of the "Apollo and Marsyas'B " genuineness, defeated tli

plot. ,

At Vienna, simultaneously with my arrival there, a hostile article, with entreat,

for its immediate iuBcrtion, reached tlie official journal; but it fell into the hands o

Professor R. v. Eitelberger, a man of wit, heart, and honor. The Raflaclle cxhlbitcc

an essay worthy of it was the response. ,« u
At Venice, where the late Bccrctingof Raffielle's original design for tlie 'Apou

and Marsyas " belonging to the Academy there is matter of notoriety, Le Chevslic
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EAStUke'R local pictiiro-toutcrB and ''reBtorcrs " were ia baruuBs. I'ublic opinion*
Jiowerer, liintcd prudence.
Uere at Milan, the focus of ilritiah picture-caterinfif and picture-restoring in Italy,

the well-ltnowu habitual recipients of liritisb coin, inspired by (jleanlnpts, past, pre-
sent, an fl prospective, bavc been busy for their paymaster; and, haviuf;^ more at
etalce, bolder. Zealous to avert from him and themselves a triumph of the " Apollo
and Jiarsyas " in Milan, they devised to prevent my beiny; invited to exhibit it in
the IJura Olallery. Tliis failing, thanks to the uprifrhtness of Count Uiberto Burom-
meo, the director, they tJiouR:ht to dim its lustre by ^ainiuj; the Governor of Milan
not to visit it, be having: declared bis intention to do so. But not KalTaelle's was the
loss.

Some will donbtless h,we remembered the statement in the London press in the
summer of 18.VH that letters from Knn;land.had reached JI. Merimee and other influ-

ential men in J'aris beseecbini; them not to countenance either man or picture. But
at Paris, as at Munich, 1 had bad the start. Brief: wherever I have sojourned since
I withdrew from England in Feb. KSW, convinced of the fact afterwards proclaimed by
the Times, that in JOnf^land to impeach not anoiiyniouslv the iiijjbly placed isperdition,
a fact of trravcst import as fouling the source itself of liberty, {graver to the economy
of the commonwealth than even a treaty of commerce, there have I been dof,Tjed;
and the conspirators, themselves the providers of the proofs, there, little to the incre-
ment of our Enj^lish respectability, is the conspu-acy notorious; for it follows that
where repelled, iiidi^^natjon would infallibly denounce their olTeusive advances. It
was remarked by a distinguished German that this persecution "savoured of the
dark ag^es, but that to the ferocity of tiiose days it united the meanness of these."
The purchase of the so-styled '* Beaucousin Collection " for double its value, as

I hear, is received in i'aris as not foreign to this theme ; Messieurs. Nieuwenbuys
and Beaucousin—the former ouce loud afifainst Le Chevalier Kasttake, but now
silenced, and both known to have thrown in tlieir mites towards uudermining me
there—being its late proprietors. Of the latter it is said, " c'es^ saiw tloutt; le jiayment
de ses 7'/«///'«/cs." One of these platitudes being; that be " p^reatly preferred his
"Noli nie tauffcre," by Francesco Mante^'na (purchased, in 1S50, by M. Nieuwen-
buys, at the Duroveray sale, and now banking' in the National Gallery), to the
"Apollo and JIarsyas ;

" although, to the best of my belief, he, like Dr. VVaagen,
who, nevertheless, wrote ai^ainst it, has never seen this work. The sentiment is

shared by lii.s partner. But besides bis acumen at the Duroveray sale, we have otlier
criterion for 31. Nieuwenbuys's "feeling" for ItaifaeUe, Le ClievaUer Eastlakc
informed us in, his evidence before the Committee on the National Gallery, of 185.1,

that, himself beinfj incompetent to decide, be had summoned the late Mr. Samuel
\Voodb.arn, Mr. Colnagbi.Mr. L. Gruner and M. Nieuwenbuys to (ell him whether the
" Vision oi a Knight,'' which it was then contemplated to purchase for the nation,
was b^ ItalTaelle ; that the three first pronounced in the affirmative, the last in the
negative. Indeed, I have heard M. Nieuwenbuys say of tltis jewel, that it was not
worth f 10.

Another circumstance remains to be told, and as I adhere to the resolution which
I published on tlie subject in May, 1850, and which I am known to have often re-
peated since, no one can have a right to stretch the letter of my words. Immediately
after Mr. Coningh.xm's question to Mr. Disraeli in March, ISoi)—the same that
elicited from the right hon. gentleman so gentlemanly and famous a reply, Le
Chevalier Eastlake called upon the former, in order to ascertain upon what terms
the " Apollo .and Marsyas " could be obtaiued. Not having myself decided upon the
matter, none other could be my spokesman. But the interrogator himself intimated
a sum, a .^um absurd indeed for a Rafl'aelle in some ways unique, but especially as
the appraisement of a man who had recently bestowed £13,t»50 upon a coarse, tenth-
rate picture, and was actually recruiting- .agent after agent to procure for £12,000 or
£10,000 another inferior work,—nevertheless a sum more than tour times the value of
any picture of its school of like dimensions, not by BafTaelle. Deduct, if yon will, his
often self-confessed incompetency in such matters ^ still we may surmise the director
ofour National Gallery's conviction on the" Apollo and Marsyas," a conviction, "for-
tiiied," no doubt, by the high authority of his pedagofjue ex-travellinj:^ agent, Ilerr
Otto Miindler, the "expert," without whom, as was intimated in the House of Com-

,

mous by Lord Elcho, the directorshipof the National Gallery bad for him no charms;
' and who, as was published in 1?SjO without contradiction, bad expressed big own con-
viction that the '* Apollo and Marsyas " was unquestionably by KaflTaelle.

I am, &c., Morris Moore.
Milan, Tuesday May 1, 1860.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Beaumont Memohial Drinking Focst.vis, Bradford.

.1. and W. Beanland, Bradford £305

.Tames Burnley and Son, ditto :iiit 12 C
Dennis Lee and Welsh, Leeds 205 10
C. Mawer, Leeds 182
Francis Stake, Manningbam (accepted) 176

The Committee having confidence iu the latter named party, decided to accept his
fender. The architect's estimate was .£180.

Dwelling-house, Norwich.
For alterations to house. Bank Plain, Norwich, for Arthur Preston, Esq. Mr.

^ohn Daymond Ellis, architect, Norwich.
.-imes Kc-ad iS89 10 i Miuns and Toyson £759
iobertUump 817 | J. W. Lacey 740

Warehouses, Great St. Thomas Apostle.
For the erection of a new warehouse in Great St. Thomas Apostle. Messrs. Tress
nd Chambers, architects.
laoey £2,120
irass Brothers 2,108
iawtry 2,o:i8

onder 2,026
lamsey 1,01(7

Lawrence and Sons £1,980
Evans Brothers 1,067
Coleman and Son ,, 1,950
Brown and Kobiuson 1,91-i

FARMnousE. &c., Spaldington, Yorkshire.
For farmhouse, buildings, and cottages in course of erection on the estate of Sir
Kcnry M. Vavasour, Bart., at .Spaldington, Yorkshire. Messrs. Stevens and Kobiu-
)ii, architects.

Frost, Hull £5,030
Addy and Nicholls, Leeds 4,999
.Sinclair. York 4,970
Ncill, Bradford 4,800
Bullock, Melbourne 4,85()

Lax and Moody, Leeds 4,803
Chadwick, Masborough 4,7,'J3 2
Tomlinson, Leeds 4,667 2
Brown, York 4,58110
Fly and Ivcnnett, London 4,553 11 9
"^Veatberlcy, York 4,544 10 11
Lilley and Smith, Asbby-de-la-Zouch 4,464 9 9
King, ShelTord 4,257 2
Bellerby, York 4,215

Megsinson and Co., West Hartlepool 4,09113 5
llUngwortb, Bradford 4,048 10
Lewis, Hull (accepted) 3,9.')2 14 4
Andrews, Sclby 3,932 1 3

CE.METBBY, T'TTOXETER.
For two Chapels, Lodge, and (iatcs at the new eeraetery, Uttoxeter, Dcrbjrihire.

Sir. Heiijamin Wilson, Derby, architect. Quantities supplied.
.)no. Barnsley, llirmlngham .. £1,674 10 I .I. W. Thompson, Derby £l,Mg
U. Voung, Lincoln 1,613 E. Thompson, Derby I,.'i00

Wm. Forrester, Stockport 1.501 5 | E. Cooper, A»hby (accepted) .. 1,335
l-'or constructing the Koads and Planting, under the same architect.

E.Cooper £395
I
J. TomUnBon (accepted) £38S o

Scnooi., Melton Mowbray.
For National School, Ilarby, Melton Mowbray. Messrs. Bellamy and Hardy, srelll-

tects, Lincoln.
£ 8. d.

.Tohnson, Mellon Mowbray. ...8.00

Dyer, Nottingham 809
Challand, Botteslord 780
IlobsonandTaylor, IJog8thorpe.558

£ a.

Aakew, Ponton iSi
Morrison and Chester, Wal-
tliam 825 2

Stone and leadings provided by Committee. Architects' estimate £010.

House Carcase, Kilbuhn.
For building the carcase of a house in the .^lortimer-road, Eilbuni, for George

Brown, Esq. Messrs. Flexmaii and New, architects.
Wicks £1,4.50

I

Cowland £1,103
Cross 1,.324 McLennan and Bird (accepted).... 1,173
Foskett 1,249

1

Cooperage, Upper East Smithfield.
For rebuilding cooperage, Loats-buildiugs, Upper East Smlthflcld, tor Mr. Worlejr.

Blr. Lane, arcliitect.

Holland and llannen £742
Mansfield and Sons 720
Longraireand Burge 718
Bird.

Ashbyand Horner £(ai
Littleand Son 593
SIoLennan and Bird (accepted)...... 586

Davxnant's Schools, Whitechapel.
For building boys' new school atthe rear of the above schools. Mr.G. H. Simmonds,

architect, 7, Groat Alie-street, E.
Jacobs £79.'>

King and Stanger 750
Heath 749
Woods 749
Outhwaite 748

Read and Son £716
Hall and Son 688
Hill 671

LitUe «»

DvrELLINO-nOUSE, Blackfriars.
For repairs and alterations at No. 11, Chatham-place, Blackfrlars. Messrs. Nelson

•and Innes, architects.
Todd £93.'?

1
Fish (accepted) „.£675

Slowman and Dunckley 878
|

Dm-elling-house, Cotent-gabden.
For repairs and alterations to Nos. 31 and 32, King- street, Covent-garden. Messrs.

Nelson and Innes, architects.

Thomas and Poole £1,424 1 Howard £1,335
Simpson 1,350

|
Seager (accepted) 1,220

Houses and Shops, Hounslow.
For two new houses and shops, at Hounslow. Messrs. Nelson and Innes, aicnl

Todd £1,349
I

Carter .£1,195

Adamson and Sous 1,2'20
{
Jac)^ 1.125

Chapel at Edmonton.
Mr. Charlesbams', architect. Quantities supplied.

Palman and Fotheringham £1,124
Glenn 1,080
Butters (accepted) 1,037

Factory Buildings, Smetiiwick.
For additions to factory, new engine house, &c., to Messrs. Ncttlefold and

Chamberlain's I'atent Screw Works, Smethwick, near Birmingham. Thomas Chat-
field Clarke, architect.

Hardwick and Sons £4,053 I Briggs £3,934
Creswell .3,9C)0 Watt and Sons..(accepted) 3,833 10

Pasbley 3,956
|

COMPETITION A-WARDED.
Hull Church.

The designs of Messrs. Sutton and Andrd, of Nottingham and London, have been
chosen.
Corn Exchange, Leith, N.B.—The plan submitted by Messrs. Peddle and

Kinnear, architects, Edinburgh, has been adopted by the Shareholders.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOUSES OF PAULI.VMENT.

Sydney, New South Wales.—For designs for New Honses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
Invited to compete. £000 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under scaled covers,

addressed to tlie Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs.
William L. Merry and Co., 36, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59,

High Holborn, and of Sir. Alexander Hill, Edmbure:h ; Sir. H. Campbell.
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodges'and Smith, Dublin, Messrs. I'hilip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.

Designs to January 1, 1801.

MEMORIAL nL^LDING. . ,

Bdrslem.—For designs for the erection of a suitable building in Burslem, combining
School of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the late Josiah « eog-

wood, F.S.A Premiums of £20 and £10 will be awarded respectively to the two
designs most approved. Conditions and general particulars may be had on appli-

cation to James Macintyre, Hon. S<e., Building Committee, Town Hall, Burslem.
MORTUAHY CHAPELS,

Halifax.— For designs and estimates for the erection of two mortuary chapels in

the intended new cemetery at Halifax. Cost of each to be alike, not to exceM
£1,000 each. Premium of twenty guineas to the selected design, but if architect

be retained to superintend, premium to merge in the 5 per cent, commission. Plan

of cemetery, showing site, at the Town Clerk's Office, Town Hall, Halifax, where
designs and communications are to be addressed. No competitor will be entitled

to premium unless design can be completely carried out tor £1,000 each chapeL
Designs to May 21.
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SCHOOLS.
BiPOX.—FI«nB and eatimatca for building, of brick or stone, a now female training
rchooi, near the cltj of Kjpou, to aceommodati' fiO piipilB. Cost not to exceed £6,000,
and constructed so as to meet requirements of Wlvy Council. The site may be

' inspected on application to S. Wise, Ksq., Uipon. I'lans and estimates for approval
of the Bulldiu^ Copimittee, under cover to 1. Greenwood Teale, Ksq., Hon. Sec.
York and Uipon Diocisau ^Xew) ISulldlni!: Committee, to May 20tli.

ALMSHOL'SKS.
1 FxrEBSHAM, KE.NT.—For designs for thirty nlmshouses, containinglaccommodation

' for thirty poor peraons, with a chapel adjoiuinpr thereto, to be erected on land
belon|;)D{<r to Nappleton's Charity, in ti»o town of Faversham, contalnlnfr ^ acres
and Jy poles, for the Aluniclpal Trustees of the charities of the borough of Farer-
ham. rarticulara from Mr. F. ,T. Oiraud, solicitor, South House, Faversham.

COKN E.XCIIAXGE.
Leeds.—For plans and estimates lor a Com E.vchangc, Leeds, rians, &c., at the

office of Mr. K. FilUter, O.K., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall,:Lceds. A premium of
£100 will be ^ven for the first, and £50 for the next approved plan, both to become
tbeproperty of (he council. I'lans, &c., to June 30. (See advertisement.)

CONTRACTS OFEK.
TOWN HALL.

^NEWCASTLE-tTNDEIl-LrJiE.—For additions and alterations to the Town Hall, Ncw-
^ castle-under-Lyme. IMans, &c., at the Office of the Borough Surveyor, New

Uarket-buildlngs, renkhuU-street, to May 22, Tenders to be delivered at the

; Office of the Town Clerk, Brunswick-street, marked " Tender for Town Hall Alte-
' ration," to May 22.

PUBLIC HALL.
_ New Mills, Derbyshire.—For the various works required in the erection a Public

Hall, Ac, atNew MillB„Uerbyshire. Plans, &c., from 14th to ICth May, on application
to Charles Yates, Esq. Tenders, endorsed "Public Hall, &c.. New Mills," to be
addressed to Mr. James Hibbert, to May 19. Quantities will be supplied.

MARKET.
Makchesteb.-For the erection of a market in London-road, Manchester. Plans,
Ac, at the t^ty Snr^-eyor's Office, In the Tovra Hall. The masons' and joiners'

work will b« let separately. Tenders to 12 noon. May 18.

CHUKCH, Ac.
STAMroRD.—For the restoration of the cliancel of St. Mary's ;ChurcIi, Stamford.
Plans and specilications at the office of Mr. Edward Browning, architect. Broad-
street, Stamford. Sealed tenders to the Kev. F. E. Grettou, by G p.m.. May 18.

COOMBE Kevses, NEAR WooL. —For repairing and partially rebuilding the parish
churcli of Coombe Keynes, near Wool. Plans, Ac, at the otnce of J. Hicks, architect.
Dorchester ; to whom tenders, endorsed, " Tender for Coombe Keynes' Church," to
May 21. (See advertisement.)

CnELTENBAM.—For the erection of the Church of St. Mark, Cheltenham. Plans,
Ac, at the Infant School-room, St. James'-square, Cheltenham, from May 28 to
June 7. (See advertisement.)

MANSE.
6t. Febgcb, Aberdeen.—For the mason, carpenter, and other works of an addi-
tion to the Manse of St. Fergus. Plans, Ac, with Sir. Smith, architect, Aberdeen,
till May? ; after that date with Rev. J. Mitchell, Slanso of St. Fergus. Tenders,
sealed to Messrs. J. and A. Blaikie, advocates, Aberdeen, to May 22.

SCHOOLS.
Batlet.—For all or any of the works iu the erection and completion of the Batley
Church National Schools, master's residence and fence walls. Drawings, Ac, at

the office of Mr. Spcard, Jun., architect and surveyor, Batley, from 10th to 17th
May inclusive, to whom also tenders to 4 p.m. on Mav 17.

BossALL, Fi-EETWOOD.-For the extension of the south front of Rossall Schools.
Flans, Ac, at the Bull Inn, Preston, after the 10th ; Mr. Lilly, clerk of the works,
will attend at the Bull, on Monday, May 14, to give any information. The bricks
will be made on the ground adjacent. Tenders to the Bursar, liossall, Fleetwood,
to May 19.

POBTSEA.—For the erection of a school-room, and for certain alterations in con-
nection with St. Paul's-square Chapel. Plans, Ac, and additional information, at

the Offices of Mr. George Bake, architect, St. Gcorge's-square, Portsea. No date
specined.

Y'OBK.—For the erection of school-rooms and other buildings, at the rear of the
Centenary Chapel, St. Saviourgate, York. Plans, Ac, with conditions of contract,
in the vestry under the chapel, till twelve at noon. May 9. No date specified.

Lakdport.—For the erection and completion of school and class-rooms, and for the
enlargement of Wesley Chapel, Arundel-strcet, Landport. Drawings, specitica-

tion, and further information on application at the Offices of Mr. George Kake,
architect, St. George's-squarc, I'ortsea. No date specified.

Winchester.—For the erection ofa new diocesan training school, for schoolmasters,
with residences for the principal and vice-principal, at W inchester, Hants. Builders
desirous ot tendering are requested to send their names to the architect, Mr. John
Colson, St. Swithin-strect, Winchester. The quantities will be supplied.

VILLA.
Hebtford —For the erection of a villa residence and stables, Ac. at Hertford. Plans,
Ac, at the office of T. Y. Klmnton, architect, 2 Adam's-court, Old Broad street,

London, E. C., to whom tenders, properly endorsed, t« June 1. (See advertise-
ment.)

CEMETKRY.
Ceotdon.—For the erection of two chapels, lodge, piers, and dwarf enclosing walls,
three entrance gates, and railings, as under, for the Burial Board of the parish of
Croydon. Plans, Ac, at the office of the architect, Mr. E. C. Robins, 19, Arundel-
street. Strand, after May 16. Tenders to be prepared and delivered separately as
follows :—
No. 1.—For the erection of the chapels.
No. 2.—Ditto, lodge
No. 3.—Ditto, piers and dwarf enclosing walla for'raillng.
No. 4.—Ditto, ironwork in gates and railing.

Tenders, sealed, to H. Richards. Clerk to the Board, to May 28, (Sec advertisement.)
DWELLING-HOUSES.

YOBK.—For proposed alterations at and additions to. Terrace-house, Osbaldwick,
near York. I'lans, Ac, at the office of J. E. and J. D. Oatcs, architects, 8, Coney-
street, York, to 16th May. Tenders to five p.m. May 17.

HnLL.—For the works in the erection of a dwelling-house and shop. Scale-lane,
Hull. I'lans, Ac, with Mr. Botterill, architect, 23, Parliament-street, Hull, from
7th to 12th May ; to whom also tenders, sealed and endorsed, " Tenders for shop,
Ac, Scale-lane," to 12 noon. May 14.

ExHALL.— For the erection of a residence, Ac, at Exhall, near Coventry. Parti-
culars from J. Murray, architect, Coventry, or 4, Agar-street, Strand.

Hebefobd.—For the erection of six houses and offices, in the City of Hereford, and
two semi-detached villas, in the suburbs thereof I'lans, Ac, at the Office of Mr.
J. Williams, architect, St Owen-street, Hereford. Tenders, sealed, to May 22.

GASWORKS.
Blackpool.—For a gasholder, 60 feet diameter, and 14 feet deep, fixed on six equi

!

distant columns, including cost of fixing. Particulars from, and tenders to John
Grigg, Surveyor to the Blackpool Local Board of Health.

ToBQiAv.—For the erection of new works at Paignton near Torqua}'. for the Torquay
Gas Company. Plans and specifications may be seen on application to Mr.,lames
Greenfield, at the office of the Company in 'I orquay, to •whom tenders to May 17.

larts of the work.Tenders may be for the whole or se

Petebbobocgh.—For additions to Orton Hall, near Peterborough, the scat of the
Marquis of Ilantly; also for additions and restoration to the mortuary chapel
belonging to his lordship. Plans, Ac. , at the office of £. Browning, architect, Stam-

ford, on Ist May. Tenders, on form to be supplied, to Mr. Browning, to six r.M..
May 21. ' {

FARM BUILDINGS.
Hion Halden, Kent.—For the erection of a set of farm btiildlngs and bailifs
house, at High llalden, near Teuterden, Kent. Drawings, Ac, with particulars,
at the office of Mr. J. G. Smithers, architect. Falcon-court, Fleet-street, from May
7. Tenders to 12 noon. May 28. (See advertisement.)

MouLTON Park, near Northampton.—For rebuilding the residence, offices, and
farm buildings, at Moulton-park, within three miles of the town of Northampton.
Flans. Ac, at the Office of the clerk of works, on the premises ; also of Messrs,
Baxter, Rose, Norton, and Spoforth, 6, Victoria-street, Westminster, S., and of the
architect, Mr. F. Eggar, of Faruham and Alton, Hants, of whom also forms of
contract may be obtained. Tenders, sealed, and endorsed "Tenders for Works at
Moulton-park," to Messrs. Baxter and Co.. as above, to May 26.

Horsham, Sussex.—For the erection of a farm homestead, and additions to farm
house, on Kingsfold farm, near Horsham, Surrey. Plans, Ac, with J. B. Denton,
52, 1'arliament-street, Westminster, to whom tenders to May 22.

MILITARY HUT.
Aldebshot.—For enlarging brigadier's hut, military lines, south camp, Aldershot.
Plans, Ac, at the Royal Engineer's office, Aldershot, after 7th May, where Intending
contractors must leave their names toMay 11. and pay 10a. 6d. for bills of quantities.
Tenders to be addressed under cover to the Director of Contracts, W^ar Office, Pall
tiall, London, S.W^., and endorsed (l.h.) " Tenders for Brigadier's hut," Aldershot,
by 10, A.M.,;May 15.

CONSERVATORY.
South Kensinoton.—For the execution of a conservatory on the gardens of the
Horticultural Society, at South Kensington. Drawings and Information, at the
Offices of the South Kensington Museum, between ten and fouro'clock. on and after

May 10, Names and addresses of intending contractors to be sent in to Hth May,
andressed to the Works Committee, South Kensington Museum.

SEWAGE WORKS.
West Ham.—For the following contracts, or any ofthem :—

Contract No. 9.—For the supply ot sewer and drain pipes, and other articles.

Contract No. 10.—For the construction of certain brick sewers, river crossings,
earthenware pipe sewers, man-holes, and other works.

Contract No. 11.—For the construction of certain brick sewers, earthenware
pipe sewers, man-holes, and other works.

Contract No 12.—For the construction of do., do., do.

Plans, Ac. may be seen, and forms of tender, bills of quantities, and schedules for
prices had (price IDs.), on and after April .30, at the office of W. J. Barsham; solicitor

and clerk to the West Ham Local Bo.ard of Health, Stratford-green, E., or at the
office of R Rawlmson,C.E., 34 Parliament-street, Westminster. Tenders, sealed,

and endorsed," Tenders for Sewers, Contract No.—," to the Clerk of the Local
Board, to May 21.

DRAINAGE.
London.—For the construction ofmain brick sewers, 1 mile 420 feet in length, or there-
abouts, (1,912 feet of this length being in tunnel,) and for the execution oi other works
in connexion therewith, to commence at the Ranclagh Sewer, near Albert Gate,
thence through Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens to the Grand Junction-road.
I'lans, Ac, ot Sir. J.IW.IBazelgette; engineer to the Board ofWork8,l, Greek-street,
Soho, till May 24. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan Board of Works, to
their office, by 4 p. m. ol Slay 24. (See advertisement.)

TANK.
Devonport.—For building a tank on Slaker Heights, near Devonport, Cornwall.
Intending contractors to leave their n.ames at the Royal Engineer Office, Devon-
port, to Slay 10, and pay 10s. 6d. for bills of quantities. (See advertisement.)

SUPPLY.
London.—For the supply of road materials for the Commissioners ofthe Metropolis
Roads north of the 'rharaes. Particulars at the offices, 22 Whitehall-place. Tenders
sealed, endorsed, " Tenders for materials," addressed to Commissioners, to the
above office, to 12 o'clock of Slay 15.

JIAIDSTONE.-For the supply of 500 tons of Aberdeen granite pitches, 3 inches by 5
inches, for paving. To be delivered free of charge into the carts of the com-
missioners, at a wharf in the town of Slaidstone, on or before the 20th day ofJuly,

1800. Tenders to SIcssrs. Bealc and Hoarc, solicitors, Slaidstone, to Slay 15.

St. SIarv, Lambeth.—For the supply of Guernsey broken granite, clean broken
flints, pit gravel, Ac. to be delivered on the roads m certain districts, or alongside

any wharf as ordered, clear of any charge whatever ; also for the performance of

mason's and pavior's works for the parish of St. Slary, .Lambeth, for one year,

from Slay 31st. Tenders, sealed and endorsed "Tender for " (describing

the nature thereof, to 3 p.m, of Slay 15, the day of meeting. Printed tenders only

will be received, the forms of which, and every other requisite particulars from the

clerk, or the Surveyor of Highways, at the offices of the;vestry, Kcnnington Green,
any day, between 1 and 2 o'clock, p.m.

RAILWAY.
Newbury.—For the construction of a line of railway, from Babington, on the Rad-
stock branch of the Wilts, Somerset, and Weymouth Railway, to Newbury, In the

parish of Kilmersdon, in length above two miles. Plans, Ac, at the office of the

Westbury Iron Company, at Westbury. Tenders directed to W. B. Naisb, Esq.,

Chairman of the Westbury Iron Company, and endorsed "Tender for Newbury
Railway," to June 1.

Castlereach, Ireland.—For the construction of the railway from Castlcreagh to

Castlebar, as authorised by the Great Northern and Western (of Ireland) Railway
Act of 1859, and the necessary stations and works connected therewith. The line

is a single line, 37 miles in length. Forms of tender and specifications may be

obtained at the Offices of Mr. Fowler, No. 2, Queen's-sqiiare-place, Westminster.
The tenders must be in the prescribed form, and enclosed in the envelope (which

will be delivered with the form), and be lodged at the Office, 38, Parliament-street,

Westminster, till 12 o'clock, June 6.

Wansbeck Railway.—For the construction of the line, which is 25 miles in length.

I'lans, Ac, at the office ol the engineer. Sir. John F. Tone, 10, Slarket-street, New-
castle-on-Tyne, where parties wishing to tender will be furnished with printed

specifications, schedules of quantities, and forms offender. The resident engineer

will be in attendance at the Queen's Head Inn, at Morpeth, Slay 14, at ten a.m., to

accompany contractors over the ground. Tenders to Benjamin Woodman, Esq.,

Solicitor, Slorpeth, to noon, of Slay 25.

COASTGUARD STATION.
Hy-the.— For the erection of a Coast-guard station, at Hythe, Kent. Drawings. Ac,

at the Coast-guard Watch room, Sandgate, or at the Coast-guard Office, 12, Spring-

gardens, London, fVom Mtli to 26th Slay. Tenders to Coast-guard Office, sealed,

directed to Commodore Comptroller-General of Coast-guard, endorsed, "Tender

for Hythe Station," to noon of May 28.

SCHOOL.
~

Llanfair Dytfrvn Clwyd, DENniGHsiiiRE.—For the erection of schools and

teacher.s' residence, at Llanfair DylTryu Clwyd, near Ruthin. Drawings, Ac, at

the Office ot Lloyd, Williams, and Underwood, architects. Park-lane, Denbigh,

from Slay 1 to 10 (inclusive). Tenders to architects, endorsed '• Tender for new
schools and masters' house, at Llanfair DylTryn Cl«-yd, to Slay 20. (See ad-

vertisement).
CORN EXCHANGE.

Jedburgh. N.B.- For the mason, joiner, slater, plumber, and plaster work of the

Corn Exchange and Public Hall about to be erected by the Jedburgh Corn Ex-
change Company. I'lans, Ac, at the secretary's office, Burnwynd, Jedburg. len-

ders sealed and marked "Tender for Corn Exchange," to Sir. George Bell, archi-

tect, at 51, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow, or with Mr. Turnbull, writer, Jedburgh, to

May 24th.
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• ASYLUM

Dorset.—For sundry works proposed to b»^ (Jonc in erecting a pauper lunatic asylum
for the county of Dorset. Hans. Ac, at the Office of the architect, Mr. li. E

r Kendall, jua., SO, Brunswick-square, Loudon, after 18th April. QuaQtities (cbari^s
. to be paid by siicerssful compt'litor) from Mr. Thomu.s I't-rcy, 1, Allrod-plm'e, Ited-

% ftrd-gquiire, J*ondon, eurvtiyor. Tenders, aealed and t'ndore«d, '-Tendkra for
County lainatie Asylum, " to Chairman of Visitors, under cover, to the Clerk, Mr.

: John iJrown, I>orche8ter, to May '^:i.

JlUKWEllY.
JFarnham Suurey.— for the erection of a new brewery at Farnliam, Surrey. Plans,
Ac, at the office of Chas. Marshall, architect, Knruliftm. from whom bills of quan-

; titles at lUs. tid. ; also of J. Harnett,'^ Cuildford-placf, Jiussell-Kquare, London,
J from May 14. Tenders to Mr. Marshall (on prepared form), to 10 o'clock a. ni..

May '^1.

c - CARRIAGE BUILDING.
JlANcilESTER.—For a quantity of prime seasoned Kn^Ush oak plank, suitable for

cjirriai;e buildinti" purposes. Specifications and forms, of Mr. Jay, at the I^aneaMhirc
and Yorkshire Railway Companys' coach buiUlinK"sIiopi), Junction-street, Oldham-
road, ftlaucheater. Tenders, sealed, endorsed, and addressed to directors, to ^Y.

S. Lawn, secretary, to ten o'clock, May 15.

ROADS.
Srohlet.—For the formation of roads and erection offences (either or botb), on an
. eatatc at Bromley. Middlesex, for the London and .Suburban Freehold Land and

Building' Society. I'articulars of Messrs. Hsmmack and Lambert, surveyors, 59,

Bishopssrate-strect, City, from May 11. Tenders to May 10. (Sec advertisement.)
BRIDGKS.

Berkbhire.—For rebuilding Tyle Mill Bridge, near Aldcrmaston, Berks. Plans,
• Ac, bills of quantities, and forms of tender, at tlie OflBce of the county surveyor.

J. B. Clacy. Esq.. after May IJ. between 10 and 4 o'clock. Tenders to 3Ir. C)acy
endorsed " Tender for Tyle Mill Brid'^e," to May 18.

CHANNELING.
GoBPORT. —For deepening? the Camber and Channel, and piling and planking the

sides of the Channel at Friddy's Hard, near Gosport, Hants. Intending con-
, tractors to leave their names at Royal Engineer Office, Gosport, to May 24, and pay

lOs. Od. for bills of quantities. (Sec advertisement).
PIERS.

SnEERNEss.—For the erection of a new western extremity or landing-placo to
Sheemess Pier, with waiting-rooms, i&c. Plans. &c., with Mr. J. Beaf, Charles-

> street, Sheeruess. Tenders sealed, to Mr, R. Edmeades, Clerk to Pier Commis-
Bioners to May 2'2. (See advertisement).

LANDING STAGE.
.BiHKEsnEAD.—For the construction, i)lacing, and completing, ready for public use,

; a new floating landing-stage, to be moored in the River Mersey, in front of, and
parallel to the new dock wall at Woodside Basin. The contract wili comprise fifty

floating pontoons, of the very best boiler work, in length varying from 80 to 101

feet, and weighing 960 tons or thereabouts ; five wrought iron kelsons, or hollow
- rectangular beams, each 800 feet long, from 3 to 5 feet in depth, and 2 feet in width
, the gross weight of which will be OUO tons, or thereabouts ; five other hollow

beams, of wrought iron, forming the tjirders of two bridges connecting the stage
with the shore, and weighing about ^^itons ; lOo tons, more or less, or cast iron ;

and about 141 tons of smiths' work, in straps, bolts, spikes, mooring chains, &c.

;

together with about 80,iXK) cube feet of timber, in deck beams, decks, Ac, wrought,
fixed in place, and painted. A specification of the works and conditions of con-
tract, with duplicate sehedules of^ quantities for the parties to tender upon, toge-
ther with an fttlas of detailed drawings, will be supplied, upon the payment of
seven guineas, at the office of the Dock Secretary, Revenue-buildings, Liverpool,
between 10 and 4, on and after 7th May. Further information on application to

Mr. John B. Hartley, Enmneer to the Mersey Dock Board, at his office. Dockyard,
, Coburg Dock. Sealed tenders for the above works, on the duplicate schedule of

.' quantities wliich accompanies each specification, are to be delivered at the
i^ccretary's Ofllce, in sealed covers, addressed to the "Chairman of the Committee
of Dock Works," and marked on the outside "Tender forLanding-Stage," to May
2Cth, at 10 o'clock a.m., after which hour on that day no tender will be received.

Parties, or their agents, to be in attendance on that day at 11 o'clock. Each tender
must contain a sealed letter with the names of two responsible parties who arc
willing to become bound, jointly and severally with the party tendering for the
contract, in the sum of twenty thousand pounds for the due performance thereof.

The Board will not be bound to accept the lowest or any of the tenders.
POLICE STATION.

UcKFiELD, Sussex.—For the erection of a new police station and other works at
Uckfield. Plans and specifications, at Superintendent Bennett's. Uckfield, who
will show the site for the new buildings. Information can also be obtained of Mr.
H. Card, North-street. Lewes. Tender3'(8ealed) endorsed, "Tender for Uckfield,"
to be delivered to the Clerk ofthe Peace, County Hall, Lewes, to May 22.

BI7II.DIKG MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
About 1,200 yellow, white, and pine plank, duals and battens, 150 squares of pre-

pared flooring, 5,000 feet of quartering. l.tKHj feet mahogany, cut stulT. laths, 40 register
- and other stoves, 1.000 pieces of paperhanging, sent^ol-^ing, palinj^, and old material

. in long joists, quartering, and flooring, on the premises, Kensal New Town, near the

gas works, May lijth, at V-i, auctioneers, Messrs. Lerew and.Lerew. (See advertise-
' inent.)
' Materials of five houses, comprising sound brickwork, tiles, timber on roofs and
iloors, window sashes, stoves, ranges, lead, &.c. ; on the premises. No. 21 to 25 Little

* "Trinity-lane, City, ilay 21 at 12 ; auctioneer, Mr. Debenhara. (See advertisement.)

.1 INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitio>s Recorded to May 9.

" Messrs. Denley and Perrin, of Chelsea, for "Improvements m fireplaces and
: Utiefl."
^" Mr. John Martyr Fisher, of Taunton, for "Improvements in chimney tops or

'''Cowls."
* Mr. William Edward Newton, of Gfi, Chancery-lane, for " An improvement in

TOtary planes, also for improvements in the manufacture of glass."

Grants.
, Mr. Henry Monument, of Myrtle-street, Dalston, and George Berry, of Buttesland-
- street, Slioreditch, " Improvements in apparatus for raising and moving earth

A- and other matters and bodies."—Dated 8th October, 1859.—Letters patent.
' Mr. AUred Vincent NewtoB, of the Office for Patents, 00, Chaneery-lane, " Improved
machinery for cutting and dressing stone."—A communicatioh to him from abroad
by Jean Philippe Kehr and Jean Millet, of Paris, in ;the empire of France. -Dated

,, iilst DecembLT, ItsjO.— Letters patent.

J Mr. William Smith, of Kennington-row, Konnington-park, for " Improvements m
'((paving or covering roads and other ways."—Protection six months.

^i' Notices to Proceed." Mr. Hugh Smith, of the firm of Smith, Brothers and Company, of Glasgow,
** Improvementfl in machinery for cutting wood."

.,.. Mr. Willoughby Smith, of Pownall-road, Dalston, "Improvements in transferring

. ."Resigns and ornamenting glass and other sv-rfaces."

Foreign Patents.
^. Mr. EH W. Blake, of New Haven, Conn., for an '• Improvement in machines for

Tireaking stones."

:Mr. Jow( pli W. Briggs, of Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to himself and Jacob W.
Joralemon, of same pJace, for an " Improvement in »iDdow-ffa«th itupifortqr.", . t

air. F. Hure, of Li6ge, a Pateut of luiprovein4;ut for " A ventilator of cUlmmttyi.'*—
Dated 10th April, INjO.—(Original Patent, l.'iih D« cember, liiO'J.)

Air. L. Descamps. of Ilornu, fur an imported invcutiunof **A fixed grats wltb
move.-ible bars, applleubl« to all kinU» ol llre-pluccN."—UateU 5tli April, IBOfX—
(French Pateut. •47th October, 1«60.) ,

3Ir. David Donalds, of New York, N.Y., for an "Improved machine for cattloff
veneers." «

Mr. Frederick PoeppcU, of Castlemaine.lQ the county of Talbot, for an inrcntion
intituled, '- Improvements iu maohinery for making bricks." Dated SfVtta October*
185*.i,—

<
'hron. !No, 1^74.

Mr. Cb. Prevdt, of Brussels, for*' A machine for making pins for Joiners."—Dated
4th April, 1800.

Specification A Publibueo during the Week.
No. 2.19fl, price Od., A\'arming apparatus.
No. '^,*il4, prico 3d., Cement.
No. 'Z,'-i22, price (id., Pianing, slotting, and grooving machines.
No. 2,230. price 3d., Treating and moulding clay for the manufaotnre Of bricks

tiles, &c.

BANKRUPTS.
(From thr London Oazettf.')

>Iill«^r,F.. lead and glani merf^Iiant. Poland-Btrnrt, Oxfortl-Btrcet ; May 23, ftttwo. atw) June 19, «t twdre,
at the Court, Busiughall-street. Mr. Z^e, Aldennanhiiry, official aMi(fiie«; Mr. Edmuadt, St. Bhdc's-
nveiiue. Klettt-fttreet, Hohcitor.

Palmer, J., ironmoa^r, Qlouceater; May 33 and June 19, at cleren, at Ihft C^wt^ Briitol. tfr. XUIer
Bristol, official aaaignee; Mr. Wilk«s, Gloucester, solicitor.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
Deiihoim, P. D., contractor, Edinburgh; to meet May II, at two, frithia Dowella aod LjroQ'i Boomi,
Edinburgh.

Millar and Pater»on, builderc, Hamilton ( May 12, at noon, at Dick's King's jLrma Ian, Hamilton.

DIVinEND"DEC)LAKED.
Meraon, J., glass manufacturer, &t, Helens, XOs. tn the pourtd, on Wednesday, May 9, or any tabseqtiant
Wednesday, between eleven and tiro, at the Office of Mr. Turner, Liverpool.

DIVIDEND MEETING.
Jewell, O. S., builder, Bertnondsey and Cnmberwell, May 39, Court, Basinghall-sueet.

CERTIFICATES GRANTED.
Brown, T. H. J., bui1di>r, Scott's-vnrd, E.C., and Hammersmith ; second class.
Clarke, U., carpenter, Brixton-liill ; third class

Nnsh, G., bricklayer, Let^^hton Bunnrd ; third class, after fifteen months, ftom April 30, 16S9.
Rowlason uiid Brooks, builders, Livcrpvol ; second class.
Whale, B. B , buildtr, Cbancery-Iane ; second class.

CERTIFICATES to be granted unless cause be shown for refusal on the day
ajipointed.

Hrather, J., hutlder. East Moulsey, May 39, Court, Basingh all-street.

Wurburton and Stevenson, timber merchantn, Manchester, Juni: 6, Court, Manchester.
Wootton, A., timber merchant, Bloxwich, June 8, Court, Birmingham.

INSOLVENTS.
Cross, Solomon, ironfbunder, Smethwick, May 3^, at Warwick.
Duggins, William, hbicksmith, Birming-ham, May 35, at Warwick.
Kingstone, William Henry, joiner, Birmingham. M«y 35, at Warwick.
Lea, John, road contnictor, Birmingham, May 25, at Wiirwick.
Sandi-rs, Thomas, slater, LiTerpool, May 18, at Lancaster.

DISSOLUTION OF PAKTNEKSHIPS.
Davies and Tew, eivit engineers, Chesterfield.
Edwards and Bowker, painters. Huddersfietd.
Knyaud Brearley, steam sawyers. Bury.
Norbuty and Maguire, cngine«-ra, Sallhrd.
Perry, W., st-n. and jtin., nail manufacturers, the Lye, Woreestershirs.
Smith and Dixon, ulnstereis, Briidtbrd,
Smith and Taylur, iioii'te deconitors, Commercial- road, Whttechapel.
Welch, W. and T- Y., timlier merchanta, Lancaster.
Wood and Maggee, brickmakers, Ince, Lancashire.

OBITUARY.
Christie—At 2, Darnaway utreet, Edinhursh, on the 5th in.t., A I«rnnd«r Christif , Etq., A.R.S.A.
Hands—At Birmiii(^ham, oa the jst iiist., Mr. John Hands, brasflfouuder, B}(ed 61.
KeUey—At WudOinifton, on tlie 21at uit., William Kel.wy, carpenter.
Kirl(—At Goinshoroutjh, on the 23th ult., Mr. Iloljert Kirlt, plaalerer, aged 56.

M'lntyre—On the 17tli ult., Mr. Peter M'lntyre, engineer and lilter, formerly of Aberdeen.
>'e8bitt—At Doddington, on the 4th inst.,Mr. John Neabitt, for many yeara land agent to the late Col.
Jarri9,aiid to the pre«nt O. K. JarriB, Esq., aged 69.

Parlcin—At Horncaatle, iu Lawrence's-Btreet, on the S6th ult., John Parliin, stonemaBon, aged 35.
Keilmile—At Tinwell, on the 27lh ult., J. Uedmile, blaekainith, aged 68.

Iteunie— At Shotta, Closelturn, on the 3rd inst., Jamea Rennie. engineer, aged 39.

Ward—At WUitmore-place, HuZton, on tlie 17th ult., Mr. Charles S. Ward, builder, aged 80.

Chapel Royal, Savoy-street, Strand.—This ancient chapel has re-

cently been restored by command ofhur Majesty the Queen, under the direction

of Sir George Grey, the Chancellor of the liuchy of Lancaster. Many historical

associations cluster round the chapel and its precinct, with wliich most people are

familiar, but very few of the ten thousand wayfarers of the Strand have any
knowledge of the very interesting remains which may yet be seen in the existing

chapel. It is of the plain Perpendicular style of Gothic, belonging to the early

part of the reign of Henry VIII. The special beauty of the chapel is to be found
in the ceiling, which is a richly-emblazoned network ofquatrefoils, extending over

the whole surface. The ornaments are made up of shields, having various emblems
of the Passion and other events of the Gospel history. The rest of the space is

occupied with a large number of the regal emblems of the houses of York and
Lancaster. The altar-piece is also wortliy of notice, and many of the monuments
are of much more than average interest. The restorations have been entrusted to

the care of Mr. Sydney Smirke, A.R.A.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
AH Letters and communications to be addressed to Uio Editor of the Bcuj)Ulo HEW», 20

Old lioswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cauuot undertake to return unused Mnuuscrlpts.

TueChambzes Supplement. • Wo give with this Xumbcr fnooxtrii illustrations -a double

piixe enKTaviiiK of the proposed plan lor the New OarJeiw of the Ilortlcitllural Soclolj at

South Kenslnston, and a page enfcTaving of the plan relating to the erection of a >cw
Palais de Justice at Brussels, eoDsc.iuently our paper belnj; lurtj-pa«[c». the full sire and

weight allowed bv the postal regulations, we arc iiuable to issue the ehambers siipple-

metft." We tliluk that when our subscribers take into coiwidcration tlic trouble lutd

expense wc have incurred In settiusr up the p ans, and 'ra"?l»"n.i<'''i='^""",'»"' '"'"',!

Brussels competition, they will forgfve us for the omission. The Chambers bupplement
will be Issued as usual next week. . ., . r d...4.....«. a

Keoeived —ti WMilesll N (Bath); W. P.; Gilbert B d.: Artist : J. Patteson; A
Competitor

;'

J. Turnbu'll ; C. Hutton ; Workman (Yarmouth) ; A Subscriber; F. Featonley

We are obUgeU to defer our anawens to next we«k.
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WHITE AND PARLBY'S
NEW ILLUSTEATED CATALOaUE OF

PAPIER MACHE & CARTON PIERRE ENRICHMENTS.
PART I. NOW KEADY. FORWARDED POST FREK OX RECEIPT OF TWELVE STAMPS.

WHITE AND PARLBY,
49 & 50, GREAT MARYLEBONE STREET, LONDON, W.

THE VIEILLE MONTACNE
ZINC MINING COMPANY'S

WHITE OXIDES OF ZINC AND ZINC PAINT.
ITieOxid** Bold by the Ag^ents of the atwve Company ftrf produoed from the Spelter of ita own MiiiL-fl, an,l is TH£ PUREST KNOWN, "i^* Uita Ije.'ii prov-eil l»y rtjpefitod assnya iri EugldnJ, Franc*

Blid Germany.
TheadTant«ef»dOTTedfh>mthPU5eof ZINC PAINT '»'' 5'^-'>'"'"i,''l'>il^''»o'--- F«'"ri»ny kriown. It is ar-lv.iowlodjwl ta be WHITER, MUCH MORE PERMANENT, a""!, therefore, mora

eonomicatthan nnTOtber; and, noreoTer, to l>e PERFECTLY INNOCUOUS. h<>th to tlu- p;iiiit^r and inhabitant.

FOR INTERNAL PAINTING <i i* o»riv.«ii.^i, b^tu ur BRILLIANCY >md PERMANENCY OF COLOR, and REMAi:<iS COMPLETELY UNAFFECTED BY CAS »'
vlpDuroiurinaiuttions, howertrr coiitiDedt he apartintNit.

FOR EXTERNAL WORK,*' propw-iy mixed and appUed it will muo its origimii whiteness SEVERAL YEARS LONGER THAN LEAD OR ADULTERATED ZINC. An
uuitial wathin^ to rvmore dust or dirt wilt rt-E^torv it to all its ong^inal frfshness.

The C<HPpaoy*a Agents in all principal towns m-II tour different sort« of Oxides, each perfectly pure, but difTt^riitg in the mode of production, vix. :—
lat. Snow White (which can only be produced from tbia Zinc), for di'corative interior painting^.

Sad. Whitt Vo. 1, for both external and inirrnal painting.

ftiL fltane Color, fbr external pointin:^, used for priniinj; work, to be finished with White No. 1.

4th. Dark 6r«y Oxide, a dense meuUic paint fui rou^^h (external or ironwork.

Foriine paint toretain all its adraata^ea, it must be mixed trom the PERFECTLY PURE OXIDE; if at allndultcrated, it will fail. QUANTITIES ARE DAILY SOLD WITH) CON-
SIDERABLE MIXTURES OF BARYTES *>f other inferior matter, for the snke of offLTin; them at n low price ; and oxide of zinc has actually been known to be sold by this means CHEAPER
THAN it COULD BE BOUGHT FROM THE PRODUCERS. 8"ch adulterated paint is frequently pi-rfectly white, but when applied is found to hare lost its body ami oilier qualities.

Q}(|Q£ OBTAINED FROM OLD REMELTED UNC, ^^'^ containing a pxoportioa of soldering and other forei|;;n matter, or from an inferior quality of spelter, must necessarily produce ft

*cry tnfenor qu%Iity of paint.

For Prioea, MEANS OF TESTING THE PURITY OF OXIDE, «ntl other information, apply to the

GENERAL AGENCY, 12, MANCHESTER BUILDINGS, WESTMINSTER,
OR TO Messrs. CHARLES DKVAUX and Co., 63, King William-street, I t „„,,„„ i„„„t

Mr. F. BRABY, Fitzroy Works, Euston-road, i
^0"<'<"' Ao^^t

THE BRITISH AND FOREBCN MARBLE GALLERIES
17, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET,

EDWAEDES, EDWARDS, and CO., PROPRIETORS.
The LARGEST and MOST SUPERIOR STOCK of CHIMNEY-PIECES in EUROPE oa VIEW at the above-named Establishment.

Manufactories:

—

Cakrara (Italy), Belgium, and 17, Newman Street, London
ESTIMATES FOR EVERY DESCRIPTION OP MARBLE WORK. '213)

SERPENTINE MARBLE AND STONE WORKING COMPANY (LmiTED),
FOR THE

BAXCTACTCRE OF SERPEKTIKE STOAE OF THE LIZARD ROCK, CORNWALL,
And every other description of Marble and Stone.

ESTIMATES GIVEN.
KOVSOnr orrXCS a. SHO'W booms—S, TXTATERI.OO PZiACE, PA.I.I. MAIiK, S.W nSr. I. C. COODMAir, secretary.

ks—PEAZAiNCE.—Mr. JOSEPH HARTLEY, Manager.

COLLINS AND GREEN,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

8, ALBION PLACE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
LONDON.

FOB BEDBOOMS-30-lN. REGISTER STOVE AND MARBLE CHIMNEY,
COMPLETE FOR 31s.

DRAWING ROOM STATUARY, FROM £8 10s. TO 100 GUINEAS.

STOVE, BANGIS, AJTO CASTHCas VTAREHOITSE.
Tablets, Monuments, Vases, Wash-Stands, Staircases, Pedestals anil Slabs cut and

polished by Steam Machinerj-.

ESTIMATES CIVEIT. BEBXGirS FUBSriSSES ir KEQUXBEB.
(M2)

PAPIER MACHE & CARTON PIERRE WORKS,
49, RATHBONE PLACE.

GEORGE JACKSON AND SONS
(Established in 1780.)

Beg the attention of Architecta, Builders, Decorators, and tlio trade in general, to their large awort-

ment of Enrichments for Ceilings and Cornices, in tlie Gottiic, Blizaliethan, Italian. Renaissance, Loms

XIV., XV., XVI., and many other styles; also rich or simple Panel Decorations, Elizabethan ana

Gothic Dados, Door Caps, Mouldings of all sizes; and to tlieir varied selection of Centre Flowers for

Ceilings, Gothic Bosses, Trusses, Column and Pila-ter Caps, all executed in the highest style ol art.

The large and lengthened eiperience of GEORGE JACKSON and S0.N3 in decorations of Drawing

and Dining Booms, Libraries, kc, lor private houses or public buildings, many of which tliey have had

the honor of executing under architects of the highest eminence, enables them with conlideuce to direct

notice to that branch of their business. „ „, , , r, - c
Upholsterers are invited to inspect the large variety of Glass rrames. Tables, Cornices, Screens,

Candelabra, to. The large extent of their works, and the recent adoption of steam-power and machinery,

enable them to offer very superior advantages in materials and speed ;
while for design, quality, reuel,

and finish, they flatter themselves they stand unrivalled.

DESIGSS MADE FOR ANY WOEKS.

Papier Macho and Carton Pierre Works, 49, Rathbone-place, London,

XXTHOOKAPBES SESZOI7S OF CEZIiINC riOWERB, 4.C., SENT FREE OH

JUROR
CLASS 26,

GEEAT

EXHIBITION,

1851,

FIRST-CLASS

MEDAL,
PARIS

1855.

APPZiZCATZOH'.
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DEATH OF SIR CHARLES BARRY.
THE present session of the Institute, young as it is, has already

merited the melanclioly distinction of a black letter in our
annals. The opening was clouded by the death of Earl do Grey,
the zealous President of the Institute, and the earnest friend to

architecture, and now, ere we are liiirly settled to our work, comes
the unexpected news of tlie deatli of Sir Cliarles Barry—of one
from whose presidency it was hoped the Institute wotdd, at some
future period, derive fresh lustre—ofhim who was the cliief ornament
to our profession, and the most accomplished architect in Europe.

In both cases the suddenness of the loss which has afflicted the

Institute, no less than the profession at large, has added to its bitter-

ness and to the poignancy of our regret. The staff on whicli we
leaned breaks asunder, and leaves us, in amazement, to our own re-

soiirces, doubtful of tlieir extent and distrustful of their capacity, at a
time when the art is in a ti-ansitional state, and when its professors

most need to guide them to a successful issue the travelled experience,

the refined taste, and catholic spirit which were united in one and
the same individual, who has passed away from among us, even
while teaching by his practice that art is of no time, or clime, or

style, but of all. After all, it may be mere selfishness on our part

to repine at the suddenness of our loss. To die almost like a

soldier on the field of battle, within a few hours of the practice of
his profession, without pain or lingering illness, is perchance, the
death that genius would most desire. If so, in this instance, it has been
obeyed. For on Friday last Sir Charles Barry whose health had
exhibited no failing, beyond what was natural to his age—and he was
not stricken in years, barely 70—attended at the Houses of Parlia-
ment, and transacted busmess as usual. On the following day,
Saturday, he visited the Crystal Palace for a considerable period,

and on returning liome was seized, between eight and nine in the
evening, witli paralysis, which terminated fatally before the day was
out. Of the birth, ]>arentage, and education of Sir Charles, little

is known, for he had that in common with most artists, more
particularly architects, of affording few materials to the
makei-s of biographies, but abundant matter to whomsoever
may choose to write the history of contempor.ary art. His biography
umst be read in his works. Still, the public will not be sorry to learn
a few particulars. According to the most authenticated accounts.
Sir Charles, was the son of Mr. Walter Barry, and was born at

Westminster in May, 1795. He had not the advantages of a Uni-
versity education, though he subsequently repaired the omission by
a severe course of private study, for at a comparative early age he
Wiis articled—in those days apprenticed—to an architectural firm
at Lambeth, Messrs. Middletou and Bailey. Almost immediately
on the expiration of his articles. Sir Charles, then twenty-two years
of age, visited Italy, the battle ofWaterloo and consequent liberation
of Europe having opened the Continent to English visitors. From
Italy he subsequently went to Greece and Egypt, and studied the
ai-chitecture of each. But his inclination or bias was evidently in
liivor of Italian architecture ; a variety of which, till then little

practised, he introduced and naturalised in England.
The first and most numerous works of Sir Charles Barry were

Italian. From the days of Inigo Jones, Palladio was the model of
Anglo-Italian architects. They all followed the same lead until
Sir Charles showed what could be done in astylar composition, and
then he too had many imitators, but no rivals. The Travellers' and
Reform Club-houses are perhaps his most successful examples of
this style ; and we may here add that besides the Palace at West-
minster, his chief works are Bridgewater House, built for the late
Karl ;of Ellesmere ; Trentham and Clifden Houses, for the Duke of
Sutherland ; Shrubland Park, for Sir William Middleton, in Suffolk

;

Manchester Institution and Athenaium, King Edward's School,
Birmingham, and the alterations of the College of Surgeons. With
respect to his Italian designs, it has been alleged that Sir Ch:u-les
vas guiltyr of copyism. The front of the Travellers', in Pall
Mall, it is asserted to be a copy of the Palazzo Pandolfini, at

Florence. It appears to be the curse of architects to be attended
'ly critical Fluellins, who discover likeness in all things, even

of

<y critical i'luellins, wlio discover likeness in all things, even
etwoen Monmouth and Macedonia, Harry the Fifth and " Alexander
lie pig." In one of his notes to Don Juan, Lord Byron, speaking of

Campbell, maintained that there could be no plagiary in polishing a
ii'wel and sotting it in a casket of one's own workmanship. Now tliis

vas precisely what Sir Charles did, and to this extent was he guilty
<i' copyism—a crime all lovers of art would rejoice to see more pre-
alent, and which is totally distinct from that servile imitation which
1 the canker of architecture. Critics who prefer the charge ofcopyism
deny the architect of Westminster Palace originality, but it may be
questioned if they truly understand what constitutes originality in

design. It is more than probable that they mistake eccentricity for

originality; and in that sense Sir Charles was never original, for he
was never eccentric. He was, on all occasions, most thoroughly
artistic. From the general design to the minutest detail everything

was most carefully studied and elaborated, with a view to artistic

elftct. Notliing was left to chance or unprovided for. Several
architects even of the present day are content to roughly sketch out
the general plan, and leave the details to be worked out by their
assistants. The published drawings of Sir Charles Barry, par-
ticularly those of the Travellers', prove that he followed a totally

ojiposite course. Everything passed through the crucible of his

mind "and received his refining touch. Nor was he content with
designing the mere external shell, for the plan of the interior, or
distribution of apartments, which many architects leave to subordi-
nates, as beneath them and as merely mechanical, received from him
the most careful consideration, and the closest aj)plication of inven-
tive powers. The Reform Club-house, of the interior of which no
plans have, unfortunately, been published, is a monument of Sir
Charles Barry's patient industry and skill in planning. There are
instances, of course, where the genius and aptitude of the architect

in this respect have been sacrificed to certain exigencies, including
the wishes of the employer, as at Bridgewater House. There the

exhibition of pictures was made a primary consideration, at the
expense of the comfort of what may be termed the dwelling
apartments.

Fenestration received from Sir Charles Barry an amount of study
and elaboration which had not previously been given to it. Windows,
which architects who drew their inspiration from Stuart and
llivett's Athens, looked upon as inconvenient inventions of modern
barbarous times, to be slun-ed over without detriment to the general
eiTect, were made by Sir Charles prominently ornamental features

in his designs. It was this, perhaps, more than anything else which
enabled him to mark a new epoch in metropolitan architecture, and
to direct professional attention, as well as to inchne public favor,

from cold and barren soi-disant Greek to a style apparently more
limited in its resources, yet in reality far more copious and versatile in

its expression when moulded to present purposes by the hands of
such a master, who could impress the stamp of genuine felicitous

originality upon what had hitherto been hackneyed features in

design, taken from architectural copybooks tor beginners. And
here did he evince the originality of' his genius, for it is the per-
fection of invention to invest with novelty that which is old, to

adapt what has hitherto been useless, to make artistic that which
was commonplace, and to impart life and beauty to dead forms.

Greater inventive powers are required to accomplish this transfor-

mation than perhaps to devise new forms which may never move or
have their being. Few men are puzzled to design something new ;

schoolboys can accomplish so much on a slate. The difficulty is to

conceive and be delivered of what is beautiful, appropriate and
practicable with existing means. Give full reins to the imagination,

eliminate all question of cost and the practical solution of construc-

tional problems, and there will be no lack of novelty. But limit

the architect as to site, bind him not to exceed a certain amount
in cost, fetter him with the restrictions of the Building Act, require

him to conlbrm to certain exigencies, and to obey the caprices of his

employer ; forbid him the use of effective materials, and then see

how many will succeed in producing even a tolerable design, to

say nothing of novelty. Yet, under such restrictions. Sir Charles

BaiTy did produce works the exact parallels whereof are nowhere
to be seen, which strike the beholder as possessing the charm of
freshness and exhibit that rare attribute—elaborate richness refined

into simplicity by exquisite taste—and which constitute nearly all

that can bo truly called the architectural embellishments of modern
London.

Although Sir Charles Barry showed an inclination for Italian, he
was no less a master of Gothic, in all its branches and varieties, and
in this respect showed superiority to Sir Christopher Wren, with
whom, doubtless, he will be the oftener compai'cd hereafter. If we
may judge from the towers to Westminster Abbey, Wren would
appear to have had no more than a very faint and elementary know-
ledge of the principles and resources of Gothic architecture. But in

the neighbouring pile, Barry has proved himself inferior to none

—

not even to the medievalists—in his intimate acquaintance with,

and a;sthetic treatment of, Gothic ; while he may fairly challenge

comparison with Wren in his management and development of

Anglo-Italian. As St. Paul's is AVrcn's monument, so will AVest-

minster Palace be Barry's—the one by which his genius will be the

more popularly estimated ; and there need be no fear of the results.

For even now, unfinished as it is, disfigured by neighbouring build-

ings ; shut out from view and ill-placed, it is the grandest building

of modern times, and with hardly a rival in the history of archi-

tecture. It has been called an edition in stone of English history,

and a noble work it is. I^evertheless it has not escaped hostile

criticism ; but to those who point out and exagger.ate its few short-

comings, we may reply—" Show us a building that has none, or that

has so tew." Until we see a design perfect, leaving no rooin for

improvement, we are entitled to turn a deaf ear to these criticisms,
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•when tlier partake of personal hostility or a partizan character. The

difficulties Sir Charles Barrj- had to contend with and surmount in

carryinT out the work are not known to the public, and probably never

will be." He was confined to a site the most inappropriate, and the least

suited to proper display possible to unajiine. His designs were made

subordinate to the theories of Dr. Eeid on ventilation, and thereby

mutilated and disfigured. He had to comply with conditions the most

onerous, imiiosed by obedience to obsolete forms, or by the caprices

of certain amateurs of different mechanical arts ; and to comply with

others that were not originally provided for, and which arose

from the totally unexpected increase of railway and private business

in connection with the legislature. Lastly, he was interfered with

and controlled by the Commission of Fine Arts to an extent little

dreamt of by the public, while the treatment he received from " My
Lords" of the Treasury, through Mr. Wilson, was simply a disgrace to

the Grovernment. Nothing could be more harassing to an artist than

the uninterrupted cross-questionings and insinuated suspicions of " men

of business" to which Sir Charles was subjected, or to be called

upon every session to do battle for his remuneration, and to be com-

pelled to defend the regular professional charge or commission from the

Repeated assaults of the Government. And Sir Chai-les's resolute

conduct in this respect constitutes not the least of his many chiuns

upon the gratitude of the profession.

The readers of the Bbiiding News will be gratified to learn that

the remains of Sir Charles Barry are to be deposited in Westminster

_^bbcy—a distinction rarely conferred on architecture.
.„ ^ ,

The Institute, with a promptitude for which the profession will teel

grateful, made application to the Dean of Westminster for the necessary

Permission, which has been accorded in the handsomest manner. On

Tuesday next tlie remains of the greatest architect of the age and of

our race, will be placed among those of the statesmen, poets, warriors and

artists of England, and will repose beneath the shadow of that glorious

pile wherein the councils of the nation are assembled, and which for

ages will bethe most fitting monument to his genius and industry.

METROPOLITAN LOCAL MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT ACT.*

THE costs of making tewers by vestries or district boards, to streets or

houses constructed since 1st January, 1856, with all incidental

charges and expenses, are to be defrayed by the owners of the streets or

houses or of the land abutting thereon, in such proportions as the vestries

or boards shall determine. The money to be paid in one sum or by instal-

ments within a period not exceeding five years, as the vestries or district

boards may determine, and the money is to be recoverable by action at law,

or by summary proceedings. The same clause in all its particulars is to

apply in cases of sewers constructed by vestries or district boards in

streets where no sewers previously existed, and on which no sewers rate

had been previously laid : as well also to cases where sewers shall be con-

structed by vestries or district boards in streets where previously there

were no sewers, or only open sewers, and where sewers rates had been

previously levied, with the exception m this last instance that part of

the expenses shall be contributed out of the sewer rate of the parish or

district in the proportion to be determined by the vestry or board. The

owners of land abutting on streets wherein sewers have been constructed

under the above conditions, may be charged by vestries or district boards

m a less proportion than the owners of house-property, and where the

estimated expenses shall exceed the actual cost, the difference is to be re-

paid to the owners of houses or premises who have contributed; but where

the estimate is less than the cost, then the owners are to pay the diffe-

rence, in recovering of which vestries and district boards are to have the

game remedies as previously described. Vestries and district boards are to

be empowered to defray a portion of the cost out of the sewers rate in sucli

proportion as they may deem fit. Persons deeming themselves aggrieved

by orders or resolutions of the vestries or district boards, may appeal

against them to the Metropolitan Board. The vestries and district boards

to have absolute discretion, subject to;the control of the Metropolitan Board,

as to the execution of drainage works within their jurisdiction.

To give increased facilities for the execution of sewerage works, by

vestries or district boards beyond^the metropolitan limits, they are to be

authorised to do so provided that the works shall be in continuation of

those commenced, and that no sewerage works within or without the

metropolitan area, shall be executed without the consent of the Metro-

politan Board by any vestry or district board having control over sewers

-within the metropolis.

When the Metropolitan Board, or any vestry or district board, shall

have covered over, filled, or diverted a sewer, the surface of land gained

by such proceeding to be vested in the board or vestry, who may dispose

of it to other persons for such considerations, and on such conditions, as

they may deem needful. Persons encroaching upon the land, or occupying

it without the consent of the board or vestry in writing, to be liable to a

penalty of £5, and to £2 for every day's continuance of the offence after

notice. Provided that, before disposing of the land, the board or vestry

shall first offer it to the owners of the adjoining land, who, in case of

their acceptance of it, are to signify the same within a month after the

offer has been made.

The provisions, contained in the 80th section of the Act of 1S55, which

authorises vestries and district boards to levy contributions in money on the

owners ofhouses towards the construction of sewers into which these houses

drain, are to be extended to the MetropoUtan Board of Works with respect

to houses draining into main sewers, constructed at the expense of any

other body than the Commissioners of Sewers, and which are vested in the

Metropolitan Board. The extension of these provisions to be made to all

sewers within the metropolis, as defined in the Act of 185.5, built since the

1st of January, 18o6, and to all others that may be built hereafter at the

expense of any other body than the Metropolitan Board, district boards,,

vestries or bodies having control over sewers within the metropolis into which

house drains may be made or branched. The Metropolitan Board, vestries,,

district boards, and bodies just defined, may at their discretion accept

contributions from owners of houses draining into these sewers, either m.

one payment or by instalments, within a period not exceeding twenty years,

with interest not beyond 5 per cent, per annum, wliich contributions are

to be paid over by the Boards, vestries, or other bodies to parties entitled

thereto. The contributions are to be recoverable by an action at law, or

by summary proceedings before a Justice of the Peace. Where time shall

liave been given for payment towards the cost of a sewer, the Metropolitan

Board to keep a register of orders for contributions, to contain descrip-

tions of premises, accounts payable, periods of payment, and other necessary

particulars. The register to be open for inspection during oface hours

without charge, and vestries, district boards, or other bodies, to transmit

to the Metropolitan Board copies of their orders and other particulars

relative thereto, as the Metropolitan Board may deem needful.

The 77th section of the Act of 1855 is to be repealed, and in lieu thereof

it is to be enacted that no person shall branch a sewer, or make an

opening into a sewer vested in the Metropolitan Board of Works,

vestries, or district boards, without their consent in writing being

previously obtained. But it is to be lawful for him, having obtained their

consent, to do these works at his own expense, provided they be executed

according to the direction of the boards or vestries. Provided also that

where a contribution to the cost of a sewer is payable in respect of

drainage into it, persons are not to branch into it, except m conformity

with the directions of the board or vestry, and in case of their doing so

they are to be liable to a penalty not exceeding £50 for every offence,

while the board or vestry will be empowered to cut off the connexion, or

to execute the works, conformable to their reguhitions, charging the

persons with the cost, and recovering it in manner before stated.

The 143rd section of the Act of 1855, is to be repealed and it is to

be enacted that no building shall be erected, without the written consent

of the Metropolitan Board, beyond the general line of budding in a street

or row of houses in case the distance of the generalbne, from the highway,

does not exceed 30 feet, or withm 30 feet of the highway when the

distance of the general line therefrom amounts to, or exceeds 30 feet, not-

withstanding there being gardens or vacant spaces between the general

line and the highway; and in case of buildings being erected without tie

Board's consent, or in violation of its terms, the Board are to summon the

persons so offending before a justice, who, in case of non-appearance or ot

being satisfied the complaint is proved shall issue an order directing the

building to be pulled down and the materials removed. Ihe expenses

incurred by the Board in so doing are to be recovered in the manner before

stated. The portion of the 103rd section of the Act of 1855, relating to

reports by district surveyors, of cases in which rooms or cellars are occupied

contrary to that enactment, is to be repealed, and m lieu it is to be enacted

that district surveyors and inspectors of nuisances are to report without

fee or reward to the MetropoUtan Board, vestries or district boards, whett

required so to do: occupied under ground rooms or ceUars are to be con-

structed in conformity with that Act.
.

The 76th section of the Act of 1855, which provides for vestries and dis-

trict boards making their orders, in relation to matters therein referred to,

and causing them to be signified to parties concerned, withm seven days

after the receipt of their notice, is to have the time extended. I hat is to

say, when the notices have been given to vestries or district boaras,

their surveyors, if deemed necessary, are to be empowered to require

within three days after the giving in of the notices from the parties, that

the building or works referred to, shall not be proceeded with until alter

the next meeting of the vestry or district board having authority m tue

case, and until their directions shall have been notified to the pa"'^3>

provided the directions be issued, at the latest, withm fifteen days alter

the receipt of the notice by the vestry or district board- Persons P'oceea-

Ing with buildings, contrary to this enactment, to be fined m a sum not

exceeding £5 for each offence, and £2 for every day's continuance ot it, to

be recovered in the manner before stated.
, ^ ca^'i

The 73rd, 74th, 76th, 81st, 85tli, and 86th sections of the Act otl9^J,

provided that certain works are to be required by vestries or distnci

hoards to be executed by owners or occupiers, and that where t"e .'»""

refuse or neglect to comply with the requisitions, the vestries or i'^'"^;

boards are empowered to execute the works and recover theu- cost, u i-

now proposed to be enacted that parties refusing or neglecting to comp y

with the requisitions are to forfeit to the vestries or district oowasic

each case a sum not exceeding £5, and a further sum not cx<:ecJ'ng
^

for every day's continuance of the offence, to be recovered in manna

before stated ; and the vestries and district boards may at their d's'-rei'"';

either execute the works and recover the costs from the owiitrf^o.

recover the penalties, but parties are not to be liable to be proceeut.

against both for the cost of the works and the penalties.

* Continued from page 390.
* To belcontinucd,
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RAIT>WAYS THROUGH THE METROPOLIS.
TT has been often, wisely, and correctly remarked, that " it takes a long

! time to make the British public know what is good for itself," which
i.iptitude, thongh it may occasionally operate negatively to save the said

iiblic from taking a false step, as often lets slip an opportunity which
( ither never again occurs, or can only be recovered, sometimes wholly and
-onietimcs only partially, by a very largely increased outlay. These
uths have seldom received so obvious an exemplification as the history

the various railways projected through London affords. But though at

[.resent wo have not time or space to review this, yet we should fail in

(lur duty as public journalists did we omit to beg the earnest attention of

our readers to the imi)ortant contest which is at present going on in one of

the Committee-rooms of the House of Commons with regard to a proposed
extension oi the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway from Beckenham to

Join the Metropolitan Railway near the bottom of Holborn-hill with a
lurminal station on the site of the old Eleet prison in Farringdon-
'rcet, and a branch from Herne-hill to Battersea Fields—a contest

iich has already continued for four weeks,' the duration |of which it is

[possible to estimate, and which will probably be resumed before a com-
mittee of the House of Lords.

Even in 1S33, when rival companies began to compete for the profits

pected to be derived from powers to appropriate a carrying out and
'.ablishment along the leading streams of traffic, of the advantages of

•ihich the performances of the Rocket engine and the opening of the

liiverpool and Manchester railway had but just promised to be a dim
foreshadow, the possibility, the impossibility, the benefits, the nuisances,

;uid the cost of intramural lines and stations naturally began td be
generally and even anxiously canvassed, though it was as generally con-
ceded that the "iron-horse" was too intractable an animal to allow
liimself to be turned either out of or into " the yards " at Charing-cross,
I'otter-lanc, Fleet-street, Holborn, the Old Bailey, St. Martin's-Ie-Grand,
Lad-lane, Graccchurch-street, and Aldgate, or to "call at" the Regent-
circus, the Glo'ster, the Green Man and Still, the Angel, the Bricklayers'

Arms, the Elephant and Castle, or the Horns. Nor did even those
iihose intelligence and perspicacity enabled them to foresee its speedy
iloraestication dare to rouse the indignation of the million who would then
liave been " frighted from their propriety " by any attempt to lead among
the time-honored streets of this venerable city those wonders which had
already inspired a timid awe by the death of a Huskisson; except the late

i.ieut. George Walters, R.N., who, in conjunction with the late Colonel
l.andmann, K.E. and C.E., cradled the babyhood of the South Eastern and
llrighton systems by the completion of the Greenwich railway.

This success, however, and the supposed great saving of time, trouble,
.nd expense which would accrue, emboldened others, and the Blackwall

was made; but more were delayed for a time, by the absolute decision
unst them of a Government commission, of whom the late General
-ley was a prominent member. Nevertheless, ten years work great
;u!ges, and this was got over by the South Western Company, who ex-

. M.led their line to the Waterloo-road; since which London has been com-
pletely girdled by tlie North London and Crystal Palace Railways, and
HOW at last the Metropolitan, which like Rip "Van Winkle has been
l.ybernating for nearly seven years, has succeeded in commencing opera-
tions. The Victoria Station and Pimlico, the West London Extension,
and the South Eastern and Brighton Extension to Charing Cross, have
all got their Acts, and are approaching more or less rapidly to completion.
Here is a list of urban and suburban lines which by the time they are all

finished will represent an expenditure of something like seven millions of
money, and yet let any one take a map of London, on which they are all

laid down, and examine it carefully, and then, if he can, dispute with us the
I'osition we assumed at the commencement of this article, and prove that
more, very much more beneficial results could not have been obtained for
two-thirds of the amount had a well-digested and uniform plan been
! -cided on in the first instance. Let us also endeavour, as wise men, to

I in from the experience of others, and deduce all the useful information
can from the past to guide the operations of the present and the future.

la the first place, from the comprehensive diffusion of the old coaching and
arriers' yards, let us learn that terminal stations ought neither to be too
ar apart nor yet too much centralised, therefore, if we wish to diminish
he overcrowding of our public thoroughfares, we must as far as possible
ise the London-bridge, Waterloo, Victoria, Hungerford Market, Holborn-
iridge, Fenchurch-street, and Shoreditch Stations, and all the stations on
he Metropolitan, North London, West London Extension, and other lines,
er goods as well as passengers, and let each station receive for all the
ruak hues, and every other station ; which could be accomplished with
very little station extension by merely having a covered siding with a few
labelled vans, into which all goods could be placed at once, each van being
;ent off with a passenger train as soon as filled, to have the goods re-sorted
It the outer stations, by which less than half the present establishments of
irses, carts, and waggons could do all the work. In the second place,

us examine closely what connections can be advantageously made
ween the lines which being now legalised are wholly unalterable, or
ii-ly so, and let us not permit the stupid bickerings of vain-glorious
irds of direction to create or foster superfluous expenditure of capital,
:ich might be more advantageously employed in more legitimate im-

Tovements. But before doing this let us consider the London, Chatham,
nd Dover extensions, their partial rival the South London Railway, and
lie opposition of the South Eastern and Brighton Companies that we
lay have the whole of the circumstances before us in forming our con-
lusions.

As we may safely except the engineering evidence given to prove the

mechanical possibility of making the line, which no one can for a moment
doubt, and also an unlimited amount of abuse of the South Eastern Com-
pany, which the latter returns in kind, the only points of public importance
really elicited before the Committee liave been that a very important
amount of time could be saved to the Post Ofilco in the transmission of
the mails; a similar amount of time and trouble in the conveyance of troops
and ammunition, which, in case of war, might bo of paramount import-
ance; a certain quantity of fruit and other vegetables brought to Farring-
don Market; some cattle and sheep taken through by rail instead of on
foot; and a very limited number of passengers saved the trouble of
"cabbing" a short distance; with a probable excursion traffic to the
Crystal Palace, and a local passenger traflic between the West and South
of London and the City. These, of course, wo must grant are all points
of very great importance, and would, collectively, be worth spending
£1,650,000 upon, did it not happen to be perfectly practicable to accom-
plish the whole of these objects at least as well, if not better, for less than
the £650,000, without the million, as we will presently show.

The South London Railway commences by aj unction with the Windsor line
of the South Western Company, on the west side of Falcon-lane, and after
traversing Battersea fields and connecting itself at Long Hedge-farm with
the West London extension, the Crystal Palace and the old South
Western lines, strikes across through Clapham, Brixton, Loughborough
Park, Denmark-hill, and Peckham, to the Commercial Docks, at Rother-
hithe, throwing out connexions to the whole of the South Eastern and
Brighton systems as it passes under them. It is also intended to make
this like the West London a double gauge line so as to give both the South
Western and Great Western systems access to the Grand Surrey Canal
Docks and the Commercial Docks, and the estimated cost is but little over
£40,000 per mile. Now, the importance to the public generally of such a
line as this cannot be over estimated, indeed can scarcely be duly appre-
ciated. In order to prove the value of their Victoria Station and Farring-
don-street branches, worked together for town trafiic, the London, Chatham
and Dover Company's witnesses told the Committee that the North London
Railway is at the present moment carrying nearly 7,000,000 of passengers
per annum, and consequently paying a dividend of from £5 to

£6 per cent, on a capital of £150,000 per mile. Here they should have
"let well alone," but intending to do "better than well," by strengthening
strong evidence, they showed that this i^assenger traffic has been gratuitous,

the £150,000 per mile having been expended for the solepurpone of connect-
ing the North Western, Great Northern, and Eastern Counties systems
with the docks, the goods traffic from which it is obligatory to carry by
night in order to accommodate the unanticipated passenger traffic. Now
this obviously is "a knife wliich cuts two ways," inasmuch as it proves
that it was worth while to expend £150,000 per mile, to the extent of

£1,300,000, for the mere purpose of giving dock accommodation to the
narrow gauge systems on the north side of the Thames, and therefore that
dock accommodation must be " dirt cheap" to the no less important broad
gauge and South Western systems at £40,000 per mile on no greater
distance, independently of the very important fact that the local passenger
traffic would absolutely be better accommodated by this line than by the
London; Chatham; and Dover branches. It must also be remembered that the
Grand Surrey Canal Dock Company are now obtaining powers very largely
to increase their dock accoramedation, and that both they and the Commer-
cial Dock Company, are quite prepared to fulfil as rapidly as possible any re-

quirements that may be made of them, altliough the London, Chatham and
Dover Company appear to think themselves uncalled upon to seek from this

prolific source dividends on their £100,000 per mile, under a fallacious hope
of getting longer tonnages by working their river traffic from Queens-
borough !

The opposition of the South Eastern Company, is directed of course to
a justification of the course which they have teen pursuing towards the
London, Chatham, and Dover, during tbe last seven years, to rebutting the
charges of factiousness and unfairness brought against them, proving that
no necessity exists for the formation of the new lino, and especially that
no public advantage will be permanently gained by it, wliilst a serious

deterioration in the value of the share stock of the old company, must be
an immediate and inevitable consequence. In so far as the recriminatory
evidence goes, an impartial person cannot think either company perfectly

immaculate, and although the probability of a heavy through traffic may
be disproven, yet that only gets rid of one of the points which we have
enumerated above. That after a heavy and ruinous competition the two
companies will coalesce or come to an understanding all experience estab-
lishes, and therefore cheapness of fares can only be temporary, which may,
however, cause more or less depreciation in the property of all the share-
holders which represents a capital of about £13,000,000 for the old com-
pany, and £4,000,000 for the new one, making a total of no less an amount
than £17,000,000 of money dependent at the present moment on the fiat

of the five Members of Parliament who comprise the Committee sitting on
group No. 2, and who it is to be hoped will deal tenderly and cautiously
with it. Parliament has never yet sanctioned both of two new competing
lines, and there can be no reason why an old line and a new one should be
diflerently ilealt with. The Brighton Company are only now showing their

cards, but there can be no doubt that a new liue to the Crystal Palace must
be their principal dread ; the more so perhaps, that the amount of accom-
modation on gala days is highly discreditable.

Having thus got our principal data, and a map of London showing the

routes and termini of the existing, the authorised, and the projected lines

before us, our first business is to sec how best, both for public and private

interests, to accommodate the Post Office, the War Office, the fruit,

potatoc, meat and cattle salesmen, and the passenger traffic generally.
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For these purposes let us conimcnce at tlie City Terminus of the Jletro-

politan IJailwny, and follow the proposed new line southwards. By doing
this we come to the line of the I^ondon Bridge and Charing Cross Extension
immediately after crossing the Thames at Blackfriars. Here, then, at

once is all we require— viz., a branch out of tliis latter line, without going
ftxrther south, incurring heavier outlay, and injuring or destroying
vested interests; a branch which would do more than the London,
Chatham, and IJover Company would ever accomplish.
The next point is to give dock accommodation to the Great AVestem and

South 'Western systems by authorising the construction of the Soutli Lon-
don Railway. The third point will be (if it be deemed desirable) to pass
80 much of the London, Chatham, and Dover extension, as will carry tliat

line on from Beckenham to a junction with the South London line at Brix-
ton, by which means they would have a better express line from the West
Knd than the mishiid-out Crystal Palace line, which is notoriously a dis-

grace to its original promoters, by whom it has been sold to the Brigliton

Company, who now hold it. A comparatively short extension in some
future session of Parliament would connect Farringdon-strcet with the

Eastern Counties line at Shoreditcli, and be very useful; but this and other
similar short-cuts we must leave to a future opportunity.

All that we have suggested above in regard to new lines may be granted
by the present Committee, because were the northern portion of " Rail-

way No. 2 " granted to the London, Chatham, and Dover Company,
power fonld be given them at the same time to dispose entirely of that

jwrtion, eitlier to the Jlctropolitan Company or the London Bridge and
Charing Cross Company, or any other company by whom it could be

made ; or to associate any other companies with themselves in

making it.

These details, however, we need not give here, as should the Committee
take a similar viuw of their duties to our own, it will be quite possible for

them to find those who are well qualified to inform and advise them.
What we have said with regard to receiving all but the very heavjcit

goods at all the passenger stations can be, of course, carried out at any
time by the directors of the different companies, and we hope will be so,

without the interventiun of Parliament.
If it be objected that these railway companies are not " the British

public," wiih observations on whom we commenced this article, we can
only say that if the British Parliament, by wliom these powers are granted
for the general benefit of all. and the holders of £17,000,000 of capital as

public carriers be not treated as an important section of the British

public, we do not know who are ; and we beg further to observe that the
Metropolitan, the London Bridge and Charing Cross, the South Western,
the Great Western, and the Brighton Companies have all been included in

these remarks.

I-OXDOX ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.
AT the ustiiil monthly meeting of this Associatiou, at tlieir rooms, 35, St. Swithin's-

lane. Citv. on Saturday, the Stii inst., Mr. Jolm Briggs read a paper on tlic

Concussion of' Water in rifws nttiiched to rumps. Having briefly adverted to tlie

progress ro.ide in hydraulic engineering generally during the last fnw yeans, aud to
a communication he had made to tlie Society on tlie subject pome mouths back, Mr.
Brings proceeded to state that the more he had considered tlie subject, tJie more had
he Become impres.sed wltli its importance. He had been engaged, too, in correspon-
dence with a srcntlemau wliosc associations had induced the necessity of his devoting
much altontion to the subject of the concusslou of water in the delivery aud suctioii
pipes of pumps. That geutleinan was Jtr. Nayior, of the Great Indian IVninsula
Railway, and he had expressed a willingness to have his views placed before the
Association for the Information and criticism of its members. Mr. Nayior stated
that water as it was dealt with in force pumps generally might be considered as an
inelaftic fluid. It was a mere truism to say that all bodies put into motion had a
tendency to continue in a Btrai;;ht direction until interfered with by some
othcrpowerorforce. Let us assume that we have a pump with a 0-inch working barrel,
and a :i-inch rising main, and let us imagine also, for the sake of more clear illustration,
that it is supplied with a clack valve of the exaggerated dimensions of ij inches diameter,
and having a lift of ^ inches. Then assuming that the velocity of the bucket is such as to
keep the valve full open until it has reached the end of its stroke, it is evident in this case
that as the valve had 2 inches to fall, the column of water in the rising main must
fall 8 inches wiiliout allowing for any water to have passed the valve while in the act
of closing. The effect would be equivalent to that of a solid body equal in weight to
the entire column of water falling 8 inches. Here then, is a momentum, and the
valve strikes a blow upon its seat. Then follows a secondary effect from the fluid
exerting Us force in all directions, the one it was originally moving in being suddenly
checked. Hence arises the noise, jarring of the pipes, and what is called concussion.
By the application of an air-vessel near to the pump and on the rising main, all
other coDoilions remaining the same, and the bucket, as observed, moving sufficiently
quick to keep the valre full open until it had completed its upstroke, it would be
found that Instead of water ascending the rising main, a magazine of power in the
form of compressed air would be lodged in the afr-vessel, and this would give out its
eflect upon the column of water in the main while the bucket was descending, and
thus cause a continuous and very nearly equal flow of water from the delivery pipe.
This, then, would destroy the momentum, or. if you please, "concussion." Tlic
ordinary fire-engine, it may be said, gives a continuous flow, but the momentum does
not in that case apply to our argument. Now, let us assume that the pnmp Is worked
slowly. An infirmiitent outflow will inevitably follow. The water will be " spurted "

out with a nish, and the column will descend, partially filling the air-vessel. What
will be the effect, however, on the valve and pipes ? It will be tliat though the water 1 a
the main descends almost as a solid body, yet it falls upon an air-cushion, as it were,
and its blow becomes a mere push until the comjiressed air is able to counterpoise
its weight. In the upstroke of the bucket the air gives out its force again, and the
water (.'uslies forth, as before spoken of. In meetiu!.' and mastering mechanical and
scientific difficulties, we jflean always valuable information, and an illu.«tration of this
fact ma.v, perhaps, here be ventured on. A pump had been fixed in a well, and it

bad been intended that it should raise water to a height of 80 feet above its own
level. Its diameter was (i inches, and the rising main was 4 inches in diameter. No
expense had been spared In its construction or the mode of fixing it, yet something
or other connected with it was continually out of order. Sometimes the Joints
became leaky, then the framing worked loose, and, in short, difficulties were of^ con-
stant occurrence. How to overcome this was the point. In the first Instance, one
of Naylor"» piston pressure-gauges was fixed on the branch pipe leading to the rising
main. When the pump was at rest and the main full of water, the gauge indicated a
pressure of :ii>lb«. per square inch. When the pump was in motion, however, and
the bucket bad reached the top of its stroke, the gauge indicated l-Mlbs. pressure!
This was the effect of concussion. An air-vessel was nOw placed between the pump I

and the main. The column, when St rest,' of cmirse'j'-HVe the 8:ime indicated pressure
as before ; but when the pump was started and worked at ;jo strokes per minuttj, the
gauge showed, in place of lot^ lbs. pressure, an almost uniform force of yolbs. only,
and the water was delivered steadily into the tank above 1 Slow working gave oscil-

lations to the gauge varying from ir> to 70 lbs. on the Inch, and intermittent deliveries.

The concussions in each case were got rid of, and it was long before further repairs
were needed.
The advisability, nay, the absolute necessity, of attachmg vacuum chambers to suc-

tion pipes of pumps where those pipes have to travel far in a liorlzontal direction,
was next shown by ]Mr. Briggs. and confirmed by Mr. Nayior, who instanced two
cases in point. In one, the sueliou pipe was 3,84') feet in length, ;and had 17 feet
perpendicular lift, whilst in the other its length was 2,l(J0 feet, lind with ~:J feet Uft.

The porosity of the iron of tlie pipes, together with inti)crfeet joints in both, induced
the application of air pumps to extract the air at the foot of the pumps and the latter

afterwards worked .as steadily as if they had been immersed in the water instead of
being three-quarters of a mile from it.

The above are but some of the points introduced to the notice of his brother mem-
bers by Mr. liriggs, who concluded by saying tliat he quite agreed with Mr. Nayior
in say'ing, "That because a pump is the simplest machine we have, it had not re-

ceived sullicicut scientific attention, and generally speaking it is but httle under-
stood."
Mr. Ives, referring to the question of the oscillations of the pressure 'gauge when

attached to pumps aud pumping machinery, instanced some remarkable facts per-
taining to trials of Sliaud aud Mason's new steam fire-engine.
Mr. Aydon combated Mr. Ives' theory of the causes of these oscillations ; he con-

sidered the air-vessel to be the panacea for all cases of irregularity and vibration in
the pipes of pumps, and mentioned suudry cases within his owu knowledge where it

had been proved to be so.

Mr. Hayks agreed with Messrs. Briggs, Nayior, and Aydon, and also added
valuable testimony to the same cud.
Mr. WaivXeh, of Fleet-street, urged the absolute necessity of paying the greatest

possible attention to the proportions of pumps, valves, and pipes, which, of itseh",

must obviate much of the inconvenience so frequently experienced with this kind of
machinery. He had great opportunities for verifying by experiment the truth of
what he asserted. At the same time he admitted the value of the air-vessel.
Mr. Stablek considered that economy was studied to too great an extent in these

days of contracts and competition, and that frequently the area of pipes connected
with pumps was much too small for the work they were expected to perform. Of
course the momentum of a column of water would only equal the force exerted la
moving that column. 'With regard to the new fire-engine spoken of, it was con-
structed on American i>rinciples, and in this case those principles were not sound.
The patent had been purchased by Shnnd and Slason, but he feared they would be
losers by their bargain. He (Mr. Stabler) believed that he could devise a steam fire-

cngiue in every respect superior to that in question. In order to demonstrate this,

he described the weakpoints, as he considered them, of the American invention,
and concluded a long and i>racti?al address, by stating that, as a rule, air-vessels
should be of ten times the area of the working barrel of the pump, whose Inequahties
they were to overcome.

lilr. I'niLLii'S confirmed much of what Mr. Aydon had advanced, and spoke of the
oscillations observable on steam-gauges as well as water-gauges.
Mr. Ivi:s advanced the notion of a" series of pumps workiiig into each other, or

rather delivering water to each other as a means for overcoming concussion and
vibration ; but this v/as set aside on the ground of expense and eomplication.
The Cii.A.in.MA>i (Mr. Joseph Newton) coincided with the advocates of the air-

vessel theories ; but agreed completely, too, with 3Ir. Warner's recommendation, to
use extreme care as regarded the i)roportious of pumps and pijies. In proposing a
cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Briggs lor ably introducing the subject in question, and
to Mr. Nayior for contributing so largely to the instruction of the members of the
Associatioe, Mr. Newton took occasion to express his own satisfaction with the
admirable discussion which had ensued.
The vote of thanks was then put, and carried amid much applause.
It was afterwards announced that James Kobertson, Esq., of Napoleon-wharf,

Bankside, would read the June paper, and that his subject would be "The Develop-
ment of the Iron Trade."
The business of the evening, which had extended over three hours, then came to

aueud.

THE LIME LIGHT.
TIOR the last two or three weeks we have observed nn unusual display of light

J. on that portion of the new Westminster Bridge whieli has already been
completed, and are informed that arrangements have for some time been made
for the permanent lighting of the structure when entirely finislied and opened
to th« public, hut as some time must necessarily elapse before tliis can be accom-
plished, the " Universal Lime-light Company" have erected temporary works
for the purpose of testing the light on this first portion of the bridge.

The success which has attended the thoroughly practical capabilities of the new
system for all the ordin.iry as well as the extraordinary purposes of illumination,

has, we think, been nearly proved, and with certain modifications, we are of

opinion that the ultimate results will be most satisfactory.

The new lamps have the ajipearance of small suns, and when contrasted with

the neighbouring gas-lamps, the latter appear as stars of tlie third or fourth

magnitude. TJie superior brilliancy, steadiness, and continuity of the lime

light, are assuredly very conspicuous.
The posts on which the lamps are fixed are well placed for distributing the

light on the bridge, being nine in number, five on the upper and four on the

lower side, alternately disposed. Each lamp consists of two jets placed at an
angle of 120 degrees with each other, .so that the intervening spaces between
them are completely illuminated. The arrangement of the gases (oxygen and

hydrogen) are of the ordhiary kind, and are for the present contained in apparatus

under one of the arches of the bridge as a general supply.
Although the brilliancy of the light, from its concentrated character, is so ex-

tremely great (each jet being equal in intensity to from GO or 70 ordinary gas-

lights) it is perfectly diffused over the surrounding areas, so as not to produce

any inconvenience to the iiasseiigers, and it is somewhat remarkable that hoi»es

passing ah.ng the bridge do not appear to notice it.

We understand that among numerous other ileraoastrations, the company liavc

just comjileted a similar practical exhibition of their light on the south landii

stage, at Liverpool, where during two months it was nightly the admiration ol

who saw if, aflbrding the greatest facility for the embarkation and di

embarkation of the many thousands of ])ersoiis wlio Jiass between Liver|i

and the opposite shore of the Mersey, and enabling the steamboats to steer i

and approach the landing-stage without danger.
j

The annual dinner of the Builders' Foremen and Clerks of the

Works took place on Wednesday evening. There was a numerous gathering, and
a pleasant evening was spent by the company.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

WE commence our detailed notice of the architectural drawings with

those works which are liung on the landing at the toi) of tlie stairs,

between the doors of the norlli and south rooms.

61C shows us tlie interior of the " Tonbridge Scliool Chapel " by Messrs.

Wadmore and Baker. It lias an arched wooden roof, with the principals

resting on red shafted columns, supported by brackets. There are three

rows of seats on either side of a central aisle.

Mr. Stockdale's view of "Wells Cathedral" (617) is taken as the con-

gregation are departing from the Evening Service. The last rays of the

setting sun fall upon the upper portion of the magnificent building, but

there is a want of brilliancy in them, and the picture is altogether too low

in tone. The green in the foreground is somewhat too bright to harmonise

with the general gloom which pervades the rest of the view. It is other-

wise very well drawn, and the point of view has been judiciously selected.

CIS. "Operas, Sweden," now being erected from the designs of Jlr. W.
A. Boulnois, has a very picturesque arrangement of the towers at the

angle formed by the return of the two fronts. The chimney at the side

of it is introduced with capital effect, but we do not altogether approve of

the pedimentcd windows to the first-floor of the tower. They are so wide

that the cornices of them nearly meet, and thus the vortical cliaracter of

the campanile is injured.

619. We have so often seen the "Tomb of Henry V., Westminster,"

better drawn, that we cannot reconcile ourselves to this representation of

it by Mr. AV. J. Boddy (619). A disagreeable blue haze covers it, without
producing the effect of distance.

The view of "St. Mary's Church, Ware, seen through St. Mary's
Chapel," (620) by Miss J. T. Taylor, is taken so close to it as to give a

distorted appearance to the architecture. The ceiling is divided into

square cusped panels, not quite correctly drawn, and much too violently

colored. No amount of reflected light could produce there such positive

blue and red tints as she has shown. The colors of the ceiling are even

more brilliant than those of the window, through which the light streams.

621. If we are not much mistaken, we have seen this view of the gate-

way and staircase to the " Porter's Lodge at Kemble " exhibited before.

If we have not, it must be a further illustration of the s.ame building.

There is the vigorous originality, and the ponderous stability which Mr.
E. W. Billings has before made us familiar witli. The effect is obtained

by an extensive use of corbels and steps. These features used occasionally

may be made important adjuncts to vary the monotony of a too regular

composition, but when used extensively, they are apt to destroy its

breadth. They should, as a general rule be the minor instead of the major
elements of a design.

622. In one frame we have the geometrical elevation, details of windows
and staircase, and view of the subscription-room belonging to the " Corn
Exchange-chambers, Seething-lane," erected ,from the designs of Mr. E.

I'Anson. The exterior is a very chaste and elegant production. The
architect has evidently taken for his models the early palaces of Florence,

modified by an intimate knowledge of Renaissance art. This latter

influence is visible more especially in the roof and dormers. As in all

Mr. I'Anscn's designs we see the result of assiduous study without a
trace of affectation or vulgarity. The interior of the subscription-room is

additional evidence of the purity of his taste. Doric pilasters support the
main beams of the ceiling, which are painted white, with lines and small
stars in blue and red. Between the walls, up to two-thirds of their height,

the walls are colored green with a darker ornament upon it. A dwarf
pilaster then divides the remainder into two lights, filled with embossed
glass on one side of the room, and with foliated ornament on the other.

The continuous pedestal, forming a skirting round the room, has a dark
tint upon it. Both the decoration and the architectural proportions are

exceedingly graceful, and the whole design has the quiet dignity with
which Mr. I'Anson seems naturally to stamp all his works.

"Design for the decoration of the drawing-room ceiling at Torry Hall,
near Sittingbourne " (623), by Mr. R. Beavis. The ceiling is divided into
square panels of different sizes. They are filled with Raffaellesque work
in a very successful manner. The four oblong panels which enclose the
centre [are devoted respectively to Dante, Petrarch, Ariosto, and Tasso.
The corners are filled with figures emblematical of the arts, on a black
ground, very admirably disposed to avoid the confusion which would
otherwise have resulted from the large display of similar ornament.

624 professes to show us " Wellington Church, Somerset," but instead
we see only the upper story of the tower, bearing a plentiful crop of
pinnacles. The view portrays neither the proportions, nor beautiful
details of tower or church.
We are rather surprised that so few drawings have been exhibited

relating to the late competition for the Piedmontese Prisons. Messrs.
Green and De Ville lay before us this year both their designs (625, 626).
The Genoa prison is shown in a perspective view, exquisitely tinted, with
the hills, distant mountains, and ocean most beautifully depicted. It would
have been built of yellow brick or stone, with red bands and red and black
arches over all the openings. We question wiiether this would h.ave given
a due severity to the appearance of the building, and the sloping walls so

universally adopted is not an arrangement which we entirely approve of;
but spite of these minor drawbacks, the design is one of great merit. The
various masses are built up Tvith great judgment, and show a high order
of artistic composition. The tower is rather clumsy and incongruous,
but in the following design for the prison at Turin this defect disappears,
and a fine and elegant central feature is made of it. The hitter prison is

portrayed in an equally excellent isometrical drawing. It has, likewise,
Bands of red material, but they are narrower and more regularly disposed.

The design is hexagonal in plan, with an exercise ward facing each angle,
and blocks of building between them meeting in the centre. The whole
is surrounded by double walls ; the outer one is stoutly buttressed, with
small arches on brackets to carry the projecting battlements. Watch-
towers are placed in the corners ; they are very ingeniously planned to
afford supervision both to the interior and exterior of the boundary
wall.

627. We are glad to see so good a home provided for the "poor players "

as is shown in Mr. W. Webbe's " Design for the Royal Dramatic College,"
(626), to be erected at Mayberry, Woking. Here, when " little wit remains
in the bald crown," and

The big manly voice
Turns again towards cblldlib treble,

they will escape the hunt of adversity, and be sheltered in modest and
dignified retirement. The building, most properly, is not mere "alms-
houses," but is designed with much taste and appreciation of the feelings
of its future occupants. It is a late Gothic design, verging on Elizabethan.
The houses forming the centre and wings are built of stone, the rest of red
brick with stone dressings. This occasions a certain want of harmony in the
general tint of the building. An arcade in front of the piers runs along the
ground story, but its value is destroyed by the inequality of the arches and
the intervening buttresses. Over it are windows varied with great
judgment. They are sometimes plain with muUions, at other times oriels

and projecting bays. The gables are likewise diversified, and thus
monotony is avoided in the long front. There are nine or ten houses on
each side of the central building. There is a tower in the centre and on
either wing, with a liberal supply of statues on different parts of the
building, not always well placed, as, for instance, the large one over the
principal gable, which is likewise too large. The terraces are very well
arranged, and a good fountain plays in the middle of them. The roof is

slated with an ornamental ridge.

Mr. E. C. Robins in the first prize "Design for the Croydon Cemetery
Chapels" (628), has disfigured a very creditable Gothic design by one or
two matters of detail. The gables of the two chapels face the approach,
and the two arches which connect them form the entrance. Over one
arch rises the tower, and, with the varied fenestration of the chapels, the
features group together with considerable pictorial effect, but the dumpy
buttress under the principal window, and the thin ones against the
tower, are trivialities which are as unsightly as they are constructively
useless.

629 is a beautiful little drawing of the aisle of a much neglected parish
church, " St. Nicholas, Canterbury," by Mr. J. K. Thompson. The
cracked and broken plaster, stained by wet, and smeared with rank inci-

pient vegetation, the dilapidated stairs to the belfry, the irregular brick
paving, old chest, and rotting seats combine far better for a picturesque
view than they would, we fear, if, however prudently, " restored."

A flat Tudor arch forms the front of the porch just added to the " Old
Hall at Ilallwell, near Bolton, Lancashire" (630), by Mr. R. H. Potter.

The angles are canted and long narrow windows introduced there which
weaken the appearance of the porch and allow of no adequate abut-
ments for the arcli. It is novel, but we cannot add handsome. The draw-
ing is very forcibly tinted.

631. The " Lunatic Asylum for the Colony of New Zealand," designed

by Mr. C. J. Shoppee, as illustrated in the drawing 632, is a half-timbered
house of considerable extent, with projecting floors carried by brackets,

and a high tower in the rear. The design has been very ably worked out,

and it evinces a careful study of the old English examples; in fact, too much
so in one or two points; for instance, in the graceless manner of filling in

the gables with curved timbers abutting against the sloping sides of the

rafters. This, though perhaps sanctioned by " precedent," cannot have
aught else said in justification of it. It strikes the eye immediately by its

incongruity. There is a very bountiful supply of light to the different

chambers; the roof is unpierced by windows, and is covered by bands of

red and grey tiles.

An extremely minute plan of a " Coved Ceiling for a Drawing-room,"
is exhibited by Mr. C. J. Allen (632). It is divided into panels ranged
round an oval centre. The main tint is blue, relieving the white scroll

ornament. It has been as carefully designed as it is drawn.

Hanging next to it is an equally elaborate view, showing a " Design for

Decorating a Gothic Entrance Hall in Wales," by Mr. C. Pfander (633).

The walls are green, bordered with red, and have high oak skirtings. The
ceiling is blue and gold, with red lines. The pavement is black and red.

The general disposition of the colors is very effective, .and thej- unite very
harmoniously; but the detail of the decoration is not of that quality which
we hope will be put into the original work.

63-1 sliows the " East Tytherly Parsonage, Hants," designed by Mr. C.

Smith. It is a small red brick building, with timber and plaster gables

and bay windows, very crudely designed, and without any valuable

novelty.

635. The design submitted to Mr. Faucon, for his "Proposed New
House, near Rouen," by Mr. TV. S. Barber, is in the Italian style, and
divided into three compartments. The two wings are connected by a largo

Doric porch. It is built of red brick and stone, with French roof and
dormers, and a high campanile at the side. The terraces and fountain in

front are very tastefully arr.anged.

Mr. Phipson's "Parochial Schools, now erecting at Uilbrook, Suffolk
"

(636), is an example of the eft'ect of an indiscriminate employment of the

black bands. There is not the slightest taste visible in their disposition.

The unpleasant horizontal bars are laid across the building at regular in-

tervals, and even the sides of the dormers are colored in the same manner.
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The ^rindows ia the principal gable are not placed in tlie centre of it, and
as if to mark the defect strikingly, an enclosing arch is put over them,
with one of its sides immediately under the coping. The best portions of
the design are the chimneys.
The next frame (637) contains the plan, general view, and no less than

nine sketches of the " Hospital at Hemsworth, Co. Cork," now rebuilding,
from the designs of Sir. K. V. Pope. The buildings are arranged round the
sides of a parallelogram, with a detached Governor's Residence at a little

distance ou the left. They ore etched in that peculiar style which Mr.
Street introduced, and but for the name in the catalogue we might have
taken them for products of his accomplished pen. They betoken tlie same
Gothic spirit, and the like facility of infusing it into the most simple
features. The main portions are only one story, with angular projections

for the porches, and a semicircular bay between them. The master's
porch, carried on short columns, very much resembles that at the Sudbury
Schools, built by the same architect. The diapel entrance is very quiet
and good, and in the audit-room sketch, we see that the architect's atten-

tion has been devoted even to the furniture. The table is designed in

complete accordance with the rest of the work. There is no unnecessary
ornament—no affectation, nor medieval conceits ; it is a plain, truthful
building ; but the architect's ability and good taste shine out in the
skilful arrangement and good proiwrtions with which he has em-
bellished it.

The drawing of "West Broyle, Chichester" (638) by Mr. W. M.
Tculon, is an ordinary late Gothic residence, built of rough stone, witli

freestone dressings, and a square bay window jutting out from the angle.

This peculiarity can never be made to look altogether right. We know
there is a strong lintel to carry the superincumbent masonry, but the

appearance of a mass of stonework resting on a glass foundation inspires

us with an unpleasant sense of its insecurity and weakness, more parti-

cularly as it occurs where we naturally expect solidity and strength.

The house has barge boards to the gables, and is covered with a roof of

ornamental tiles.

" Calthorpe Church, Leicestershire " (639), is, by the catalogue, at-
tributed to Sir. A. B. The compilers were cither unable or unwilling to
decipher the Gothic characters in which Mr. A. B. Trend delights to

record his patronymic. The building is to be erected of red brick, with
stone dressings. It has a tower on one side, with a square turret on one
of the angles of the upper story. The terraces might have been more
tastefully laid out.

640. Captain Fowke's " Suggestions for a Public Road to connect the
districts North and South of Ilyde-park," meets every objection but
one which have been rallied against any scheme for linking Kensington to

Bayswater by a public road. The privacy of the park is not at all inter-

fered with. Sauntering nursemaids will not have their sweet privacy
intruded upon j the idle lounger will be undisturbed in his afternoon's
reflections ; and the beauty of the locality will be augmented rather than
sullied, whilst the inhabitants of two large districts will at the same time
have that easy communication opened wliich the contiguity of their
relative positions fully entitles them to. It is a manifest absurdity that
an inhabitant of Stanhope-terrace or Hyde-park-gardens should be com-
pelled to make so extensive a circumlocutory drive to visit his Kensington
neighbour. It is as bad as if starting from the top of Cheapside, we
were compelled to go by way of the Mansion House and King William-
street to reach the western end of Cannon-street. We are glad that these
plans are prepared. They show how the thing can be done. The road,
starting from the Exhibition road, would proceed northwards to Rotten-
row, and then make a polygonal bend eastwards to the Serpentine bridge,
and, continuing on, debouch into the Uxbridge - road, opposite the
soutliern end of Westbourne-terrace. It would run for almost its entire
length in tlie sunk fence between the park and Kensington-gardens

;

at the Serpentine bridge, the only point at which it appears, it will be
perfectly separated and shut out from the promenade in the gardens. A
new promenade, rising 1 in 114, would be formed, passing over the
new columns of the bridge which flank the proposed road. This
promenade communicates by terraces with the banks of the river. The
new portion of the bridge consists of coupled Doric columns over the
present piers, surmounted by a balustrade, to enclose the promenade
before referred to. It reminds us of one of Canaletti's designs for the
" Eialto," now preserved at Parma, and would prove not only an orna-
mental addition to the park, but aflbrd a delightful prospect from
its summit over all the surrounding objects. The one objection which
this design does not overcome is that of expense, and that will be the
barrier, it seems, for some time to come. Sooner or later, however, a
road must be made. The localities interested are already too large and
too influential to put up with the existing inconvenience, and with the
well-digested plan of Captain Fowkes to guide them, they will, we hope,
be able to make a short cut through the obstacle and—the park.

Four of the designs for the Manchester Assize Courts, hang upon the
Boyal Academy walls. 641 by Mr. W. Blackett, with its original and
clever tower. The semi-ecclesiastical edifice by Mr. G. Morgan, 663 ; the
bold Italian design of Messrs. W. J. Green and De Ville, 684 ; and the
twin productions of Mr. U. E. Kendall and Mr. F. Mew, 673. We have
already expressed our opinion fully of their respective merits, and we will

only .idd now that the latter coupled designs for the same building and
adapted to the same plan, afford a much better opportunity of judging
of the relative qualities of the two styles, than any partial contrasts of
existing buildings. Both designs were prepared to win the prize ; one
was not meant as a foil.to the other. Of course some slight modification was
necessary to enable a Grecian and a Gothic facade to fit a common] plan,

but there is no material difliference in the general disposition of the
masses, and the two styles may be fairly compared. Botli have great
and undoubted merit, and the deductions we make fVom their examination
are, that it is simply a contest between vertical and horizontal lines ; that
an able architect may give a required expression to any style

;

that the employment of one exclusively was the result of ignorance of
others, and that we cannot return to that narrow practice, even if we
would do so, without fettering our intellects and clogging our energies.

642. The clmrch at " Coed-y-pane, Monmouthshire," 042, recently'

completed from Mr. M. D. Wyatt's design, shows little of his customary
skill, either in tlie general design or in the decoration. The paiattd
ornament round the chancel arch is heavy and inelegant, and the inscrip-

tions about the walls are a barren kind of decoration.

Mr. W. Burges' single contribution is a very valuable one, " Staircase
lately erected at Gayhurst, Buckinghamshire, the seat of the Right Hon.
Lord Carrington," 643. It is an exquisite bit of design in the Jacobin
style. The newel, the balustrade, the panelled skirting, and rich hangings
on the walls, the flat ornament in the arch, and the arched ceiling

panelled and studded at the angles, are all worked out with his usual
felicity. The only objection we have to make is to the cumbrous bracket
under the landing. The drawing is beautifully colored by Mr. E. S. Cole,

whose name, very properly, is appended to it.

644 is an illustration of the " Tomb of George Gwilt, Esq., F.S.A.,

F.A.S., &c., the eminent architect and author of the ' Encyclopajdia of

Architecture.' " It consist of an inscribed marble block, enclosed by
simple iron railing, which has been most appropriately placed in the

churchyard of St. Saviour's, Southwark; a church to whicli he devoted
much gratuitous labor in the restoration of its chancel and Lady chapel.

The drawing is by Miss Westlake.
A drawing of the large cruciform church of " St. Stephen's, South Lam-

beth," and the parsonage attached to it is exhibited by its architect, Mr.
J. Bamett (645). It has a high tower and spire at the north-west angle.

The plain eaves on the flank of transept, scarcely harmonise with the

gablets at the side of the nave. The pinnacles at the angles of the tower
are altogether inadequate to meet the thrust, if there be any, of the flying

buttresses placed against them, and if there be none, they are useless and
had better have been omitted. The square panel for the clock is by no
means a successful way of introducing it. The parsonage is built of red

brick with stone dressings.

Mr. H. W. Brewer's view of "Norwich Cathedral," (646), suffers raucli

from the coarseness of the coloring.

Entering the south room,—we are at once arrested by Messrs. Pritchard

and Seddon's view of the " West-end of Llandaff Cathedral " as restored

by them, with the proposed south-west tower and spire, which they have
designed for it (647). The first thing which strikes us is that the two towers
are out of character with eacli other, but we are bound to confess that the

new one is more in harmony with the rest of the front. The nortli-west

tower, with its crown of pierced battlements and pinnacles, thougli be.iu-

tiful in itself, is out of place. How far this is the result of the restora-

tions we cannot say, as there is no sketch of its previous state to guide us.

The new tower is, however, a noble work.

Mr. G. E. Street's monument, to be erected in Lichfield Cathedr.al, " To
the memory of Major Hodson," (648), has tlie defect which we noticed in his

design for a pulpit exhibited last year at Conduit-street. The sculptured

ornament is made too prominent, and the architecture is only as a setting

to it. Beautiful as the sculpture is—and there is no questioning its merit

—it should have been subordinate, and placed as ornament to the monu-
ment, whereas, on the contrary, Mr. Street seems purposely to have sub-

dued every architectural feature .belonging to it. The trefoiled arch over

the centre panel, which represents the gallant soldier receiving the sub-

mission of the Princes of Delhi, is as simple as it could possibly have been

made, and the canopies likewise over the angle figures of David and other

warriors are hardly more than plain blocks of stone. Between the angles

and the central group, figures emblematical of the cardinal virtues arc

carved. The square mass composing the monument is crowned by a

simple coping and a flat cross. Some inlaid marble and inscriptions are

very tastefully introduced on the mouldings of the base. Although we
object to the principle which the arcliitect has followed, we heartily a"-

knowledge the taste which has directed him. Tlie sculpture is of a vci

high order, boldly and decisively drawn, the details rich and sparkling, ai

the originality of the whole work as manifest as the beauty of the detail

but it is in the fine proportion of his churches that Mr. Street more par

ticularly excels. We have here a good example in that about to be built a;

Cowley, near Oxford (649, 652), where, by comparatively trifling raatteif

he gives remarkable richness to it. We woald direct attention to the inl-

mirable porch and the elegant decorations ou the arch of it, and to 11

circular ornaments between the triforia windows. We do not altogeth

approve of the irregularity in the heights of all the roofs—nave, alsit

porch, transept, and chancel, allcut somewhat disagreeably into each othi

This is likewise visible in the small view of the north-east side, wliicli ;

supported in the clouds by a couple of starved angels, with peacock

feathers on their wings. The south transept window is also more novi i

than beautiful, and the attempt to combine a rose window and one with

mullions has signally failed. Tlie interior view shows an extremely clevti

timber roof, short sturdy columns, on which, by the way, the bands ;

color would have been better away, and very spiritedly-drawn capital

The central roof is arched and painted, thus graduating the richness till i

culminates in the vaulting of the chancel and the elaborate altar. Tl

nave and chancel arches are novelly and effectively decorated, each witli ;.

Greek cross in a circle, filled in with mosaics.
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THE AKCIIITECTURAL EXHIBITION.*
279. A pretty group of builJing, by Mr. Tliomas Goodman, representing

tliu " Cliurch ami Presbytery of our Lady of tlie Immaculate Conception,

Aspnell, Wigan." It comprises navo and aisles, with turret at their

iinictioa to the chancel. The Presbytery abuts against it at right

:illi{]eS.

ill tlie gloomy " Swiss Protestant Cemetery at Florence " (279), by Mr.
:. Roberts, two English memorials arc prominently portrayed. For any

aieliitectural merit which they possess they might as well have been placed

iiltogetlier in the background.
280 is called by its author, Mr. C. Bruce Allen, a " Study for a Palace

Window." After examining it very carefully, we see neither trace of

stud}', nor evidence of the slightest materials for study. The outline of

tlie window might be copied from one of the old palaces of Sicily, with the

liricks and voussoirs very straightly and methodically drawn. The shading
of the opening and the tint in the materials is likewise carefully inserted,

but when wo look at those portions which afforded opportunity for " studi/
"

and design—the caps to the columns in the jambs and the iron railing

—

we see only rude meaningless scratches, apparently executed with a com-
I'lon writing pen. Such studies, we fancy, would not prove very oppressive

) tlie brain, nor give any very gratifying results to the public.

;i81. There is a very striking departure from ordinary shops in the
.lesign of Mr. G. K. Clarke, which has been erected for Sir M. E. II.

JSeacli, in Coin St. Aldwyn, Gloucestershire. The whole of the front wall

lias been rebuilt, and the shop projects boldly forwards several feet, and
is covered by a liipi)ed tile roof. It is subdivided by chamfered muntins,
capped by trusses to carry-i eaves. It rests on a diamond panelled base
icall, filled in with plaster. It is noticeable on account of the effect which
has, in good hands, been produced with limited funds.

This quality is further visible in the same architect's " Xew National
School-room, Bismorton, Worcestershire " (283). It is built of Malvern
syenite, with red brick dressings, and cost but £200, including fittings

and boundary walls. The rose window is very effectively chamfered and
notched, and the bricks are laid occasionally angleways. In even
tlicse simple appliances, the architect has manifested his ability and
taste.

282 is a church consisting of nave and aisles, and a broached spire,

bearing the title of "St. ilary Southei/—Downham Market," by Mr. W.
Kobinson. Whether it is a new building or an old one we are not in-

formed, but whichever it may be there is little to instruct us in it.

The bay window is not very well combined with the rest of the building
at Clewer-park (284), and a very good outhne is injured by want of due
attention to the details. The same defect appears in Mr. E. Roberts'
adjoining frame (285), "The Rev. T R. White's School House, now
erecting at Finchley." The splays and mullions are too slight, and in tlie

large windows a mullion runs very awkwardly up to the centre of the arch,
and a panelled transome, with cusps and shields, is introduced across it.

in the interior view (286) the splays to window jambs are just as slight,

and huge, ungainly trusses are placed to carry the ceiling beams.
,
287. A very good specimen of a half-timbered mansion, now building

fer the Right Hon. Lord Lilford, at Warrington, Lancashire, from the
designs of Mr. W. G. Haberslion. The basement is of brick ; the super-
Structure of timber, filled in with plaster, with the customary gables,
flnials, verge-bands, octagonal chimneys, &c.

288. There is a very skilful combination of parts in the parapet wall
0»er the portico of the " Wedgwood Institute," proposed for erection by
Messrs. Ford and Meyer. That is the best portion of the design. The
portico has four red Ionic columns, and in the upper story red bands are

1
alternately laid. AVe think it would have been in better taste if the color
had been altogether omitted.

2S9. We have already noticed Mr. W. White's "Little Church at
Xewquay, Cornwall " (84). This is a colored view of the exterior.

290. "The Portable Swiss Chalet," as fixed in Newsham Park,
I'lrocklesby, Lincolnshire, is a worthy specimen of Messrs. Arrowsmith's
workmanship. There is a considerable amount of invention in it. The

I

panels are designed very tastefully, and the color most judiciously intro-
duced.

I

291 and 292, "Exterior view of St. Thomas Church, Northampton,"
aad " Interior of St. Peter's and St. Paul's Church, Cork," by Mr. E. W.
I'ngin. Tliey are both in the Decorated style, and treated with great
ibility. The windows are rather too crowded in the view of St. Thomas

.Church.

I 293. " Apley Castle, Salop," to which additions hare been made by Mr.
W. G. Ilabershon, has a good solid character stamped upon it. The deco-
ration is concentrated on the central tower and portico.
294 is a quasi " Gothic Mansion," by Mr. Sancton Wood. It might

Iiavo been thought creditable some forty years ago.
A site upon a hill side has been very successfully utilised by Mr.

Ilabershon in the "Westerham Schools," and the turrets and gables have
been tastefully linked together, but the chimney-stacks are far too small
and low. This drawing, like all bearing Mr. Ilabershon's name, is beauti-
fully tinted, and should have borne the artist's name.
Mr. F. P. Cockerell exhibits several designs for " Drinking Fountains "

(297, 300, 301), all characterised by unusual merit. Tlie majority of them
are but sketches—studies but the architect's ideas are forcibly rendered
and diished in with a brilliant touch. They are apparently intended to
be combined with stone seats in the parks. The knitting and flirting
nursemaids, the captivating guardsman, and the thirsty mechanic are

* Concluded from page 370.

sketched in an equally artistic manner. In 301 he shows a roofed &\nc or
grotto-fountain, erected at Spilsbury, Oxon—a clever piece of building
wortliy of having (jt-en transferred from one of the road-sides of Italy.
Mr. Cockerell shows himself equally at homo in the Gothic style (299)
—"Cemetery Chapels, at Ledbury, Herts." The porch in the consecrated
chapel strikes us as being a trifle too large.

302 and 303. Another design for the " AVest-end Branch Synagogue,"
by Mr. G. Low. It has the same concert-hall character which we noticed
in the design of the successful architect.

Mr. Slater exhibits in ono frame fourteen of the towers and spires of
Northampton (305) which have been restored under his superintendence,
and the interior and exterior of the well-known "Church of Sompting,
Sussex," most worthily etched by Mr. R. W. Carpenter.
One of the best designs wo have seen, by Mr. E. M. Godwin, is the

"Carriage factory at Bristol," built and taken down for some uncxphiined
cause during the last winter. It is in three stories, and is very successfully
graduated from the bold and enriched arches on the ground story. Appro-
priate carving is introduced into the spandrels ; tho whole building is

broiidly and vigorously designed, without any affectation to detract from
its sterling merits. Leaving the Hon. Sec, Mr. Edmeston's, feeble emana-
tions (312), we must, ere we conclude, give a brief glance at the works
hanging on the screen. The most noteworthy subjects are the artistic em-
bellishments, in black, white, and gold, on the carriages, engine, and tender,
built by R. Stephenson and Co. The design and superintendence of its

execution devolved on Mr. M. D. Wyatt. 'They should be carefully and
minutely examined, for they are full of talent. The funnels, boiler, lamps,
and carriages are covered with excellent and elaborate ornament. Tho
decoration was executed by Mr. P. G. Grace.
Mr. E. W. Pugin shows a series of photographs of works executed by

him (320, 321), and Messrs. WiUton and Robson a photograph of "Messrs.
Shields' shop, at Durham," as cleverly as it is originally designed. There
is a good Italian design for the "Residence of the Governor-General of
Canada" (330) by Mr. W. J. Green, and some 31 specimens of the pro-
ductions of the Architectural Association Class of Design, amongst which
those by Messrs. Randall Druce, Haddoo, and Rogers are the moss
successful.

There are two admirable photographs of doors carved by Theodore
Phy ffers, from the designs of Mr. M. D. Wyatt, and a series of photographs
of Mr. G. G. Scott's New Government OfBces; Mr. C. F. Hayward exhibits
a cleverly designed carved oak cabinet, and Mr. Q. E. Street, a lovely
chalice in silver, to be enriched with jewels, enamels, and filagree executed
for the Lord Bishop of Brecklin. We must not forget two large photo-
graphs of splendid drawings by Mr. .T. E. Goodohild. They are views of
Sir C. Wren's first design for St. Paul's, and show how gloriously tho
great architect planned his building to obtain a diversity of light and shade
and endless variety of internal effect.

Mr. J. E. Goodcliild, in another drawing, shows the comparative eleva-
tions of the principal buildings of the world (328). It is equally well done,
but we have seen it done before, whereas Wren's great design has never
yet been so effectively illustrated. A few frames are hung at the side of
the entrance in the west gallery, but there is nothing particularly worth
notice amongst them if we except Messrs. Lavers and Barraud's design for

a painted glass window (354). The selections from the illustrations issued
by the Architectural Publication Society—the best architectural lithographs
ever executed and deserving a place in every architect's library, and the
design for the Exeter Branch of the Devon and Cornwall Bank, by
Mr. E. C. Robins, a rich Classic design to which the first premium was
awarded.
We have not time to notice them further. Our space has been already

intruded upon by the extended account which we have given of the exhi-
bition. We can only hope, in conclusion, that the Committee and the
leading members of the profession will bestir themselves between this and
next session, and endeavour to procure drawings which will attract tho
attention of the .architect and amateur by their merit alone.

There is a large quantity of talent to be seen in the Gallery, but it is

confined to a comparatively few. exhibitors, and this is the more to bo
regretted when we know that it need [not be so, if every architect

formed the resolution to do his duty and acted strictly in accordance
with it.

Yarm.—Netv Catholic Chapel.—On Thursday last this building was
formally opened. The building (which was designed by Messrs. Uadfield and
Goldie, of 44, Parliament-street, Westminster), is in the Gothic style of archi-
tecture. It is composed chiefly of brick, but a small proportion of stone has boon
introduced for ornamental purposes. The body of the chapel is 70 feet long by 22
wide. The north or rather north-east end terminates in a semi-octagonS form,
and is set apart solely for the sanctuary. On the east side of the nave, stand the
sacristy, tribune, &c., and on the west side is the public entrance, and a jiorch,

above which is a small bell -tower, plain two -light diamond windows are

placed in the sidewalls, a large five light window beneath a ti'ulbiled arch occu
pies the southernmost end. Nine lancet windows of stainedglass light the sanc-

tuary at the north-east end of the chapel. The altar is by some considered one of

the best specimens of its kind in England on account of the sculpture and carv-

ing viith which it is ordained. It is of Caen stone. The pulpit, all.ar rails,

tribune, screen, and the font at the south end of the building ore of richly carved

stone.

New Drinking Fountain at Wandsworth.—On Saturday last a new
drinking fountain was opened for the accommodation of the public in the centre

of Wan<lsworth. The design consists of an elegant column, surmounted by a
handsome globe-shaped lamp, with suitable cups and a trough for cattle.
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NEW HOUSES IJT EASTGATE STREET, CHESTER.
THERE is no city ia the kingdom so interesting in an arcliitectural

point of view as Chester. It is not our intention, l^wever, at present

to describe its walls, castles, two ancient cathedrals, or other churches,

but to draw attention to its street architecture.

The city of Chester, within the walls, which are two miles in circum-
ference, is divided by two main streets, which intersect each other at

right angles at the High Cross, by St. Peter's Church. These streets

face the cardinal points, and where they pass through the walls the old

fortifications are carried over by noble archways, named respectively

Jforthgate, Eastgate, Watergate (West), and Bridgegate (South). These
four streets are undoubtedly of Roman construction. On either side of

them are raised arcades or galleries, called '"rows," to which access is

obtained by flights of steps at intervals ;^the houses being built over
these galleries, they form extensive covered promenades, along which are

to be found some of the largest and most attractive shops in the city. •

Beneath these " rows," and having a frontage to the streets, are other
shops of minor importance, so that, in fact, there are double lines of

shops. Behind many of the lower range, and underneath the roadway of

the arcade, are vaulted chambers or crypts of thirteenth-century date,

constructed of the red sandstone of the district, and they are generally in

excellent preservation.

Although presenting very much the appearance of ecclesiastical struc-

tnres, they were probably designed as places of deposit for foreign wine,

which was an extensive article of commerce in Chester during the middle
ages. Upon many of these substantial stone basements beautiful timber-
framed houses were erected during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, with quaint gables to the street and curiously carved devices on
the face, many of which are still standing. Much praise is due to the in-

habitants for the careful and correct manner in which some of these have
been restored, and others built in a similar style. Our engraving repre-

sents a pile of building of a different design, which has j ust been completed
in Eastgate-street j it is one, however, which is most appropriate to

Chester, and reflects the highest credit upon the native architect, Mr. T.
M. Penson. Underneath a portion of this noble structure is one of the

most perfect of the thirteenth-century crypts before mentioned, and from
it have been derived the data for the style of the superstructure, a style

which (as will be seen) has been most carefully followed throughout.
The tower contains a circular stone staircase with an entrance from the

" row," and gives access to the first and second floors, which are used as

offices or chambers, in the " row " are three extensive shops, and under-
neath occupied by a wine merchant are vaults including the old crypt, to

which the door at the base of the tower affords an entrance. The building

is constructed of Bath stone, and has been built for Messrs. AV. and C.

Brown, silk mercers, whose own place of business it adjoins.

Too much praise can hardly be given to these gentlemen for their good
taste and liberality, in having 'such a pile of buildings erected, and we
sincerely trust that when, through the decay of any ofthe old timber houses,

rebuilding becomes necessary their fellow townsmen will follow their noble
example, so that Chester may never become a weary waste of brick and
mortar, like so many towns in the adjoining county. And in conclusion

we must express a hope that Mr. Penson, who has in this instance shown
so much ability, may have many more opportunities afforded him of beautify-

ing his native city.
•

AKC'IIITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.—SPECIAL BUSINESS MEETING.
THE Annual Special Business Meeting of the Architectural Association was held

on Friday evening, in the rooms, 9, Conduit-street ; J. W. Penfold, Esq., l*re-

sident of the Association, in the chah*. On tins occasion there was a numerous
attendance of members.
Mr. Herring, Hon. Sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last meeting,

which were approved of and confirmed.
77(€ I'ropoaed Architectural Examhtations htj the Institute.—The Chairman, in

reference to the proposed examinations to be instituted by the Koval Institute of
British Architects, remarked that a memorial from the Association in favor of archi-
tectural examinations was presented by the Association to the Institute some four
years ago, and the Committee of tlie Association thought that the most proper course
under existin"^ circumstances for them to pursue was to pass a resolution expressive
of their satisfaction at the proposed examinations by the Institute.
Mr. Cates moved *' That this meeting expresses its satisfaction at observing that

a series of propositions has been issued by the Council of the Eoyal Institute of
Bntish Architects.
Mr. Capes seconded the motion.
Mr. K. W. Billings said he thought they were dealing with a very difficult subject.

He did not ajiprovc of the proposition made to deal with artists, as all architects
ought to be, in reference to the matter of diplomas. A great portion of an architect's
work was that of a builder. And if they put the staudard on the artist or architect,
they m^ht as well put it on the painter, tlie engraver, or any other artist. It was a
very dimcult subject to deal with. When they were moving on with free trade in
everything;, a body of artists said that a man should not get his bread except upon
some condition—{a Voice : "No, no I")—but he said it would be so unless old fogies
were not allowed to ride rougli-shod over them. He knew many gentlemen in the
Institute who could not draw ; let them submit to an examination, let every architect
submit to an examination, and he would have no objection to submit to one. At the
formation of the Institute—and he was one of the four who founded it—the subject
of professional examinations was discussed seriously, and he proposed a test for
examination, but was out-voted.

• The following amusing description of these "rows" is given in "Christopher
Tadpole" :—"The passenger's footway lies right ;through the first fioor fronts of
the nouses, which arc cleared away altogether, and above the shops, of ordinary
normal position, by the road side ; and thus the back drawing-rooms, or whatever
eUe they may be, are turned into more shops ; and great Is the puz:£le of the
stranger aa to whether the roadway is down in the cellar, or he is up-stairs on the
laadiag, or the bouse has turned itself out of window ; affording a literal

proof of that curious state of domestic affairs so often spoken of And first

he fancies the "row," as it is termed, is like the Quadrant, with the road excavated
a floor lower, and shops made under the pavement ; and then it reminds him of a
Thames side tavern, with all the shutter wainscoats that divide the large convivial
room into so many little philandering ones, drawn away, and the windows knocked
out"

Mr. Bunker expressed surprise tliat the Committee of the Association hiid done
nothing in regard to the proposed examinations by the Institute, seeing that the
Architectural Association was the first to take tlie matter in hand.
Mr. BiCKM.VN said the Committee of the Association were most anxious that

evenin*^ to have the opinion of all the members of it on tlie subject under discussion.
Mr. BiUiugs was opposed to tlie proposed diploma, as a shibboleth in the archi-
tectural profession, but he (Mr. Itjekman) looked upon architecture a.s an art, and
reqniriuga great deal of mechanical and artistieal skill. He thought that if they had
such an examination as tliat which was proposed by the Institute, and found in the
result that they obtained men of capacity and of business liabits, they should be
laying the foundation for a much higlier position—not only for any particular class
ol^architects, but for the architectural profession at large in this country. He looked
forward to the propositions'of the Institute with very great satisfaction,—indeed, as
the germ of what was calculated to effect a great deal of good. Such examinations
as those proposed would be more valuable than any examination at our colleges or
universities ; and he should be very glad to hear that the secretaries of the Asso-
ciation were instructed to write to the secretaries of the Institute in favor of the pro-
posed examinations, backed by the opinion of the members of the Association.
Mr. Herring was of opinion that as the Institute had made the subject ot pro-

fessional examinations a close matter, the Association should make it no business of
theirs. From what he had seen of the propositions of the Institute he should oppose
the scheme, which referred to the acquisition of foreign languages, which he could
not understand. If examinations were to be instituted for constructional matters,
there could be no objection to such a proposal, but if they were to be for art m-itters
alone lie sbould resolutely oppose the Bcheme.
Sir. Billings.—You have not been asked to take any part in the discussion about

the proposed examinations by the Institute, and you should never go to a party to
which you have not been invited.
Mr. CATE8 spoke in favor of the proposed examination for diplomas and degrees

in architecture. Examinations had been adopted both at Oxford and Cambridge, as
well as throughout the kiugdom generally, and he thoujiht architects ought notto be
behind their [neighbours. If examinations in one branch of art were necessary, he
thought they were also necessary in architecture. He felt a great interest in this

question, and he thought it wouUi be a sorry thing and cast a great slur on the Asso-
ciation if they did not speak out on this question.
Mr. Bunker was in favor of the diploma proposition, but he wished to ask a

question :—How was it that the Institute thought it was a more proper time to
establish such a diploma now than It was five or six years ago, when the Association
memorialised the Institute on the subject?
Mr. Cates was of opinion that the Association had no right to ask the Institute

what had induced them to come to the proposition which had been published re-

specting examiuation for diplomas and degrees. He was in favor of the proposed
examinations.
Mr. Goodman thought the Association sbould take no notice of the examinations

for diplomas and degrees proposed by the Institute, seeing the members of the Asso-
ciation were so insignificant as a body iu the matter of attendance at their own
meetings.

3Ir. KicKMAN was of opinion that the Association ought to compliment the
Institute by sending to them an acknowledgment respecting the proposed ex-
aminations.
Mr. Herring thought the Institute ought to have complimented the Association

(the body which first suggested examinations for diplomas) by sending them a copy
of their propositions on tlie subject.
The resolution of Mr. Cates was then put from the chair, and carried with only

two dissentients.
K Mr. Cates moved that a copy of the preceding resolution be furnished to the
secretaries of the Institute of British Architects.

JMr. JtiCK.MAN seconded the motion.
Mr. Bunker moved, as an amendment, that the meeting proceed to the next

business.
Mr. Billings seconded the amendment, which was carried.
The Present Condition of the Association^—Mr. Bunker, in accordance with notice

given at the last meeting of the Association, moved the following resolution :— '* That
it is the opinion of the meeting that the present system of conducting the business of
tlie Architectural Association, does not meet with that amount of support from the
members generally as to warrant its continuance, and that it is advisable some
other arrangements sbould be proposed by the committee, and submitted to the
members generally at as early a meeting as possible." He thought that there must be
something very wrong if they could not induce the younger members of the pro-
fession to come forward and assist them in carrying out the object they had in view,
as was the case at the meetings of Ithe Association, which were held in Lyon's-inn
Hall in days gone by.
Mr. Herring seconded the motion ; although heartily agreeing with tlie first

portion, of it, he did not agree with the second.
Mr. Billings thought that the attendances at the meetings of the Association,

must be left to the individual members, and suggested that every member of the
Association should be communicated with, urging upon bim that it was his duty, and
would be to his benefit and pleasure to attend the meetings of the Association. One
of the great things to be done was to urge the attendance of members at the meetings
of the Association, and he could not help remarking that the lectures delivered .it

the Association, contrasted very favorably with those delivered in the presence of

those who were supposed to be above them. He was sorry that such a motion as

had been proposed should have been brought before them, oeeause it showed that

there was not that living spirit amongst the younger members of the profession wliich

there ought to be.
Mr. Cateh said his view had been that the Architectural Association was not

established for the hearing and delivering of lectures, but for the purpose of impart-
ing to each other knowledge, in the way of conversation after a short paper had been
read. He must at the same time admit that the elaborate and able papers which had
been read in that room, reflected the highest credit upon their authors, and through
them upon the Association. He had taken a great interest iu the Association, but

was sorry to say that the younger members of th^profession did not take that interest

iu itwliichthey ought to have done, as they found out at Lyon's-inn Hall. Tliecon-
dition of affairs at Lyon's-inn Hall led the friends of the Association to believe that

they should endeavour to commence a new state of things, and Mr. Kicknian, sup-

ported by himself (Mr. Cates), brought forward a proposition for tlie dissolution of

the Architectural Association. That motion was fully discussed, and only three or

four hands were held up in its favor. By that vote si.xty or seventyi members
and friends of the Association pledged themselves to support the Association

actively, and to carry it out with the greatest vigor. Had they done so

since that period? Had the attendances materially increased? No. They then re-

moved to the rooms in Conduit-street, but tlie attendances at the meetings of tJK'

Association since their removal had not been what they ought to have been. Since

they removed to Conduit-street the attcudanees of the members of the Association

at tlie usual meetings iiad become smaller and smaller every week. All the facts

before them proved that the Association was not in a flourishing state, and was not

fulfilling its mission, and he thought it was desirable that the Association should

cease altogether. [Mr. Bunker,-"No, no."] Yes, he thought it was desirable

that the Association should cease altogether. If Mr. Bunker could bring forward

any scheme for the carrying on of the Association he should be glad to support him,

for his heart and soul were with the Association, and with those whowereits friends.

He moved as an amendment to the motion. That the last paragraph of the motion

be omitted, and that the following be substituted—" And it is, therefore, desirable

that the Committee should forthwith take steps for closing the operations of the

Association."
Jlr. IticKMAN seconded the amendment. He did not fear that some such society

as the Architectural Association would arise, and he thought the neglect of thi
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ABHociation arose from tlio present mode of study not ncceasltatinpr the younjjer

members to come tlierc and discuss matters in question. Such an association must
arise, and was requisite (or tlie younger memoera of the profession, and the only
way of makiuK' thini feel the want of it was its abolition, in conseiiucnco of their

neglect. When the cour.se of study of younf; men required them to meet to liaye

discussions, then they would have such associations, but it was no use keeping up
the Architectural Association for the middle classes for the readiug of papers, ana
to have them publislied in the professional papers. As Uc agreed wltli Its principle,

he seconded Sir. Cates's amendment.
]\Ir. liLNKEU remarked that he denied emphatically the Association was not

doing its duty. About three years ago the Association was nearly .£10i> in debt, and
lie tliought that its not now above -£lu in debt. lie thought if the Committee of the
Association were to do tlieir duty to the Association, there were many schemes that
might be adopted which would not only (ill the room in wliicli they then were, but
an adjoining one as well.

After some further discussion, Mr. Gates, with the consent of Mr. KiCKMAN,
agreed to alter his amendment, which then stood as follows :—" That it is the
opinion of tliis meeting tliat the members of the Architectural Association have not
nnorded, and do not aiford. that practical support in its working which is needed for

carryingout its object, and that it is tlierefore desirable that the Committee should
fortliwith consider and report whether there is any course short of closing its

operations which tiiey can recommend for the adoption of the Association."
Mr. liuNiiER withdrew his motion ; the amendment of Mr. Catcs then became an

original motion, and was unanimously agreed to.

The meeting then adjourned.

BUILDING PROGRESS IN GLASGOW.

A STRANGER visiting Glasgow at the present, could not easily be persuaded
that it was, but eighteen mouths ago, the centre of the " great commercial

crisis" which for a time paralysed the commerce and manufactures of the whole
country, and seemingly had buried the city in the blackest ruin. The building

trade, whicli suffered, perhaps, most of all others, has, PlicenLx-like, sprung into

new and more vigorous life, and many palatial and imposing structures have
lately been added to the architectural embellislmients of this city ; many are

also in progress, tlie greater number of which are business chambers or ware-
houses. Among those which are at present being completed for occupation, at

the ensuing term of Whitsunday, we will notice two very creditable works, both
in West George-street, and near to each other, and both of them erected from the

designs and under the immediate care of Messrs. Jolm Baird and James Thomson,
architects, Glasgow.

Mesgrs. William Stirling and Sons nmcwareliouses.—These new warehouses
are built on tlic north side of West George-street; they have a frontage of 02
feet to tliat street, and a depth of 90 feet. The front portion of the building is

three stories high above the street floor (which is raised nearly 4 feet above level

of pavement), with a half-sunk basement storj', well lighted from area in

firont.

The sale-room is placed on the street floor, behind the front building ; it mea-
sures 60 feet by 40 feet inside, has a clear ceiling of 23 feet, and is lighted entirely

from the roof, the lights being introduced on all sides by glass panels placed in

the large cove at junctions of ceiling and walis, and also by two dome-lights in

centre of the flat ceiling—an equally diffused light is thus distributed overjthe
whole area of the apartment. A riclily ornamented plaster cornice runs round; at

start of cove, and the flat ceiling above it is tlu'own into panels, round the domes,
all richly coffered and ornamented.
The front building is occupied as counting-houses and business rooms for the

principals of the establishments. These apartments are finished in a much
plainer manner, but all in a first-class style. In all parts of the building the

arrangements have been carefully studied so as to procure an abundance and
equality of light and ventilation.

The elevation is modem Italian in style, rich and dignified in appearance,
•and though containing nothing strikingly novel in its treatment, is, nevertheless,

characterised by a pleasing richness and harmony of parts, goodproportious, and
correctness of detail. The ground floor is rusticated in the Venetian manner,
with moulded channels, the quoins round windows and doors being further eu-
riclied by a grooved panel on face, in lien of vermiculation. The windows and
doors in this story Imve semi-circled arches, with large ovolo mouldings wrought
•n outer edge of eybates and carved keystones.

This floor is divided from the upper two by a plain cornice, the wall above
lieing plain between the windows. There are seven windows in each floor, those
of the first floor have rich dressings, of moulded architraves, with outer pilaster

under carved trusses on each side supporting the cornice and carved quilloche

frieze abutting between trusses. The windows of second or upper floor are made
Tery plain, which enhauce the effect of the rieli entablature and balustrade above

;

the frieze has a well designed and finely carved scroll along its whole length, and
Ihe cornice is ornamented with dentils and carved modillions. An ornamental
railing ofa scroll pattern, resembling somewhat the frieze, encloses the front area,

and five gas lamps of an ornamental character in unison with the building and
the railing are placed in it, at regular intervals.

Tlie estimated cost of the whole building is £5,500, the contractors for tlie

larious works are—masons, Messrs. Watson and Bruce ; joiners, Messrs. M'Craw
«ndKay; slater, Mr. John Morrison; plumber, Mr. John Rattray; plasterer,

Wr. James Steel, all of Glasgow. We may add that the modelling of all the
flmament has been executed by Mr. Steel.

The Gartsherrie Offices.—This handsome new building, the property of

Messrs. William Baird and Co., the well-known iron-masters is now nearly
finished, it is built at the north-west corner of Hope-street and West George-
street, and has a frontage of 90 feet to the former and of 47 feet to the latter

street. The building covers the whole ground, and consists of three floors above
the street aad a basement floor. The ground floor which is entered from centre
of front to West George-street, will be occupied by the Company, and the first

and second floors as separate business chambers, the entrance to them Ijeing in

centre of front.to Hope-street. These offices and chambers have been provided
with several fireproof chambers constructed of solid masonry, having each fire-

resisting doors on a new princijile by Messrs. Thomas Perry and Son, of Staftbrd-

'lire. Tlie floors over tlie Company's oftices are constructed with brick arches

"n iron girders, so that should fire occur it will be confined to the floor in which
it originated. The builduigs will be heated by " Sylyester's Patent Gill Air-
warmer."
The elevation is in many respects like to the new warehouses noticed above, but

much plainer, the rustication is here only in horizontal channels, the first-floor

windows have lost their carved frieze as also the entablature, and the main
cornice the dentils, which are the more missed, the modillions being here also

carved. Tlie estimated cost of tlie whole work is about £0,000. The con-
tractors are, mason, Mr. Alexander Broom

; joiners, Messrs. Hunter and
Marshall: slaters, Messrs. A. and D. Mackay; plumber, Mr. John Battrav
phtfterer, Mr. D. Smith, all of Glasgow.

Thomas

TENDERS SENT IN.
Villa, &c., Headinglby, Leeds.

For villa and stables, coach-house, &c., at Hcadingley, near Leeds. Messrs
Shaw and Son, architects, ;;, Belgrave-squarc, Leeds.

Masons' Work.
.Simpson and Son £911 I Thomas Wllklns
lUchardson and Co 895 | A. Wright and Sons

Ptumbera' Work.
John Hall £210 I Mrailhwate and Myers
J. Towers 30« | Thomas Webster

•Joiners'' Work.
Thomas Hall £fm I George Chaffer
John Tomlinson (Kl John Thorp
George licrry 54« |

Plasterers' Work.
liranton .£148 I Senior
Barker 137 | Kd. GarUck

Slatiivi.

J. Croft £135
I
Pycock ,

Painting.
Scales and Greenwood £41 I Twithcnbank
Simpson 26 | Frederick Jackson

T. E. Robinson for the whole contract £1,800
• Accepted.

Cemetery Chapel, &c., Bramhope.
Tenders for the whole contract.

Hobson £550
I

Joseph Walkington £499
Freeman, Dawson, and Co 505

| George Chaffer 485
Single Tenders.

£8$5 10
884 10*

£19? 17*
191 15

£510
60O 0«

£122
120 0»

£95 0»

£2.1 5
20 10

Masons' Work, Freeman and Co £300
Joiner, G. Bury 87 10*

Plumbet,!. Tower 22 10*
* Accepted.

Plasterer, E. Garlick £16
Slater, William Pycock 61 14*

Northampton.
For new houses and premises in the Drapery, Northampton, for Mr. Xorman. Mr.

E. F. Law, architect, Northampton.
Young, Lincoln £3,868
James Watkin, Northampton 3,798
Dunkley, Blisworth 3,792 12 4J
Cosford, Northampton 3,790
CUfton, Leicester .3,735
Pooley, Liverpool 3,430
John Watkin, Northampton (accepted) 3,300

Hall and Far.mbuildincs, Coventry
For works to be done in enlarging and repairing Whoterloy Hall and Farm-

buildings
Salt and Co.. Coventry £1,197
Ballam and Co., Coventry 1,100
Marriott, Coventry 830

Wellson, Coventry £794 10
Kandle, Coventry 760
Hardy, Nuneaton (accepted) 663

ScuooLs, Birmingham.
For St. John's Catholic Schools, Birmingham. Mr. E. Welly, engineer, architect.

Hardwiok and Son £1,598 10 | J. Wilson £1,539
Branson and Gwyther 1,575 S.Briggs 1,46110
W. Gascoyne 1,575

Villas, Streatham.
For additions and repairs to two Villas at Leigham Coort-avenue, Streatham.

Mr. E. Drew, architect. Quantities not suppUed.
Warburton £1,280 | G. Todd, Jun £1,218 | Do^vims £1,160

Dwelling Houses, Norwood.
For building two dweUing-houses at Upper Norwood. Mr. B. A. C. Herring 1,

Dancs'-iun, Strand, architect.
One HoiiH«. Two Houses.

TumerandSons £1,445 .. £,2819
Marsland and Son 1,380 .. 2,710
Ooleman and Son 1,349 .

.

2,698
Browne and Kobinson (accepted) .... 1,365 .

.

2,670

Llasdilo Savings' Bank.
For works in the erection of Savings' Bank, Llandilo.

.Jenkins and Jones £1,110 I Williams and Thomas... £875
Morris and Richards (accepted) * . . B4'>

|

• Estimated cost of building £930.

CnuHcn, Littleh.vmpton, Sussex.
For new Congregational Church, Littlehampton,;Su38ex. Mr. James G. Stapclton,

architect. Builders took out their own quantities.
Richard Blaker, Littlehampton ...tl.llo I John Ellis, Chichester 1,018
JamcsA. Snowin,Littlehampton.. 1,075 | Robert Bushby, Littlehampton .. 917

Malthooses, Lincoln.
For malthouses at Lincoln lor R. G. Hunt, Esq. Mr. Charles Bailey, architect.

Newark. Quantities suppUed by Mr. C. Poland.
Francis Ashton, Retford £2,379 I Chas. Ward, Lincoln (accepted) . . £2,298
Freswell & Henderson, Newark . . 2,350

|

Four builders were invited to tender.

Priory, Breadsall, Debby^.
For alterations and additions to Breadsall Priory, near Derby, for Francis Morley,

Esq. Mr. Robert Scrivener, arcliitect Uanley. Quantities supplied.
Bricklayer Carpenter Plumber Punter

and and and Plaetcrer and
Stonemuson. Joiner. Glaaier. Decorator.

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ s.

Cooper, Derby 1,518 10 .. 1,07119 .. 178 13 6 —
Thompson, Derby 1,342 0.. 94S .. 210 —
Clewes, Hanley 1,350 CO.. — .. — —
Morley, Derby — .. 1,150 CO.. — —
Crump, Derby — .. — .. 226 6 —
Ward and Co., Strangeways,
Manchester — .. — .. — 325 0»

Thompsou — .. 2,500 0*.. — —
* Accepted.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOUSES OK 1'AKI.IAMEXT.

Stdskt, Nnr Socth Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £C0O will be awarded for the approved design, and f ;iOO

for the second best design. The style of arohitectare will be left to tlie com-
petitor. The drawing and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers,
addressed to the Secretary of Tublic Works, Sj'dney, to the care of Jlcssrs.
William L. Merry and Co., 36, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59,

Ui^h Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edmburgh ; Mr. H. Campbell,
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodges'and Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip ana
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Jlr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desind of him by personal application or by post.
Desifns to January 1, ISCI.

MEMORIAL BUILDING.
BcRSLrM.—For designs for the erection of a suitable building in Burslem, combining
School of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the late Josiah Wedg-
wood, F.S.A Premiums of Jt20 and £10 will be awai'ded respectively to tlic two
designs most approved. Conditions and general particulars may be had on appli-
cation to James Macintyre, lion. Sec, ISuildiug Committee, Town Hall, Burslem.

MOKTUARY CIIAPhLS,
HAurAX.— For designs and estimates for the ercctioa of two mortuary chapels in

the intended new cemetery at Halifax. Cost of each to be alike, not to exceed
;ei,0O0each. Premium of twenty guineas to the selected design, but if architect
be retained to superintend, premium to merge in the 5 per cent, commission. Plan
of cemetery, showing site, at the Town Clerk's OlBce, Town Hall, Halifax, where
designs and communications are to be addressed. No competitor will be entitled

to premium unlesa design can be completely carried out tor ;ei,000 each chapel.
I>csign8 to May 21.

SCHOOLS.
BiPOS.—Plans and estimates for building, of brick or stone, a new female training
school, near the city of Ripon, to accommodate 00 pupils. Cost not to exceed £5,000,
and constructod so as to meet requirements of Privy Council. The site may be
inspected on application to S. Wise, Esq.. Kipon. Plans and estimates for approval
of the Building Committee, under cover to T. Greenwood Teale, Esq., Hou. Sec.
York and Ripon Diocesan (New) Building Committee, to May :iGth.

CORN E.XCHANGE.
Leeds.—For plans and estimates for a Com Exchange, Leeds. Plans, &c., at the

office of Mr. E. Filliter, C. E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall,' Leeds. A premium of
£100 will be given for the first, and £.)0 for the next approved plan, both to become
the properly of the council. Plans, &c., to June 30. (See advertiseraeut.)

CONTRACTS OPEN.
TOWN HALL.

NETCASTLE-trsDEK-LTME.—For additions and alterations to the Town Hull, New-
castle-under-Lyme. Plans, &c., at the Office of the Borough Surveyor, New
Market-buildings, Penkhull-street, to May 22. Tenders to be delivered at the
Office of the Town Clerk, Brunswick-street, marked " Tender for Town Hall Alte-
ration," to May 22.

CORN EXCHANGE.
Jedburgh, N.B.—For the mason, joiner, slater, plumber, and plaster work of the
Com Exchange and Public Hall about to bo erected by the Jedburgh Corn Ex-
change Company. Plans, Ac, at the secretary's office, Bumwynd, Jedburj. Ten-
ders sealed and marked "Tender for Corn Exchange," to Sir. George Bell, archi-
tect, at 31, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow, or with Mr. Turnbull, writer, Jedburgh, to
May 24tb.

ASYLUM
Dorset.—For sundry works proposed to be done in erecting a pauper lunatic asylimi

for the county of Dorset. I'lans, &c., at the Office of the architect, Mr. H. E
Kendall, jun.. Si, Brunswick-square, London, after IStli April. Quantities (charges
to be paid by successful competitor) from Mr. Thomas Percy, 1, Alfred-place, Bed-
ford-square, London, surveyor. Tenders, sealed and endorsed, ' Tenders for
County Lunatic Asylum," to Chairman of Visitors, imder cover, to the Clerk, Mr.
John Brown, Dorchester, to Mav 23.

CHURCHES.
COOMBE Ke^-ses, NEAR WOOL. —For rcp.ming End partially rebuilding the parish
church of Coombe Keynes, near Wool. Plans, &c., at the office of J. Hicks, arcliifect,

Dorchester ; to whom tenders, endorsed, " Tender for Coombe Keynes' Church," to
May 21. (See advertisement.)

Cheltenham.-For the erection of the Church of St. Slark, Cheltenham. Plans,
&c., at the Infant School-room, St. J.imes'-square, Cheltenham, from Jlay 28 to
June 7. (.See advertisement.)

MANSE.
St. Fekous, Aberdeen.—For the mason, carpenter, and other works of an addi-
tion to tl e Manse of St. Fergus. I'lans, &c., with Mr. .?mith, architect, Aberdeen,
till May 7 ; after that date with Rev. J. Slitcliell, Manse of St. Fergus. Tenders,
sealed to Messrs. J. and A. Blaikie, advocates, Aberdeen, to Jlay 22.

SCHOOLS.
Portsea.—For the erection of a school-room, and for certain alterations in con-
nection with St. Paul's-square Chapel. Plans, &c., and additional information, at
the Offices of Mr. George Kake, arcliltect, St. George's-squ.ire, Portsea. No date
speciticd.

Lasdport.—Forthe erection and completion of school and class-rooms, and for the
enlargement of Wesley Chapel, Arundel-strcet, Landport. Drawings, specifica-
tion, and further information on application at the Offices of Mr. George Rake,
architect, St. George's-squarc, Portsea. No date specified.

Winchester.—For the erection ofa new diocesan training school, for schoolmasters,
witli residences for the principal and vice-principal, at Winchester, Hants. Builders
desirous of tendering are requested to send their names to the architect, Mr. John
Colsou, St. Swithin-street, Winchester. The quantities will be supplied.

VILLA.
Hebttord —For the erection of a villa residence and stables, &c. at Hertford. Plans,

&c., at the office of T. Y. Kimnton, architect, 2 Adam's-court, Old Broad street,
London, E. C, to whom tenders, properly endorsed, to June 1. (See advertise-
ment.)

CE.METERY'.
Cbotdon.—For the erection of two chapels, lodge, piers, and dwarf enclosing walls,

three entrance gates, and railings, as under, for the Burial Board of the parish of
Croydon. Plans, 4c., at the office of the architect, Jlr. E. C. Robins, 19, Arundel-
street. Strand, after May 10. Tenders to be prepared and delivered sepivratcly as
follows :—
No. 1.—For the erecilon of the chapels.
No. 2.—Ditto, lodge.
No. 3.—Ditto, piers and dwarf enclosing walls for'railing.
No. 4,—Ditto, ironwork in gates and railing.

Tenders, scaled, to H. Richards, Clerk to the Board, to May 28, (Sec advertisement.)
DWELLING-HOU.'^ES.

ExnALL. — For the erection of a residence, &c., at Exhall, near Coventry. Parti-
culars from J. Murray, architect, Coventry, or 4, Agar-street, Strand.

Hereford.—For the erection of six houses aud offices, in the City of Hereford, and
two semi-detached villas. In the suburbs thereof. I'lans, &c., at the Office of Mr.
J. Williams, architect, St. Owen-street, Hereford. Tenders, scaled, to May 22.

GASWORKS.
Blackpool.—For a gasholder, CO feet diameter, and 14 feet deep, fixed on six eqnl
distant columns, including cost of fixing. I'articulars from, and tenders to John
Grigg, Surveyor to the Blackpool Local Board of Health.

FAR.M BUILDINGS.
High Halden, Kent.—For the erection of a set of farm bnlldings and bailifTs
bouse, at High Halden, near Tentorden, Kent. Drawings, &c., with particulars,
at the office of Mr. J. G. Smithers, architect, Falcon-court, Fleet-street, from May
". Tenders to 12 noon. May 28. (See advertisement.)

MouLTON Park, near Northampton.—For rebuilding the residence, offices, and
farm buildings, at Moulton-park, within three miles of the town of Northampton.
Plans, &c., at the Office of the clerk of works, on the premises ; also of 5Iessrs,
Baxter, Rose, Norton, and Spoforth, 0, Victoria-street, Westminster, S., and of the
architect, 5Ir. F. Eggar, of Farnham and Alton, Hants, of whom also forms of
contract may be obtained. Tenders, sealed, and endorsed " Tenders for Works at
Moulton-park," to Messrs. Baxter and Co., as above, to May 20.

Horsham, Sussex.—For the erection of a farm homestead, and additions to farm
house, on Kingsfold farm, near Horsham, Surrey. Plans, &c., with J. B. Denton,
52, Parliament-street, Westminster, to whom tenders to May 22.

BREWERY.
Farnham Surrey.— for the erection of a new brewery at Farnham, Surrey. Plans,

cic, at the office of Chas. Marshall, architect, Farnham, from whom bills of quan-
tities at lOs. 6d. ; also of J. Barnett, 2 Guildford-place, Russell-square, London,
from May 14. Tenders to Sir. Slarshall (on prepared form), to 10 o'clock a. m..
May 21.

SEWAGE WORKS.
West Ham.—For the following contracts, or any ofthem :

—

Contract No. 9.—For the supply of sewer and drain pipes, and other articles.
Contract No. 10.—For the construction of certain bricK sewers, river crossings,
earthenware pipe sewers, mau-holes, and other works.

Contract No. 11.—For the construction of certain brick sewers, earthenware
pipe sewers, man-holes, and other works.

Contract No 12.—For the construction of do., do., do.
Plans, i&c. may be seen, and forms offender, bills of quantities, and schedules for
prices had (price 10s.),on and after April 30, at the office of W. J. Barsham ; solicitor
and clerk to the West Ham Local Board of Health, Stratford-green, E., or at the
office of R. Rawlinson, C.E., 34 Parliament-street, Westminster. Tenders, sealed,
and endorsed," Tenders for Sewers, Contract No.—," to the Clerk of the Local
Board, to May 21.

DRAINAGE.
London.—For the construction of main brick sewers, 1 mile 420 feet in length, or there-
abouts, (1,912 feet of this length being in tunnel,) and for the execution of otiier works
in connexion therewith, to commence at the Ranelagh Sewer, near Albert Gate,
thence through Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens to the Grand Junctiou-road.
Plana, &c„ of Sir. J.IW.IBazelgctte; engineer to the Board ofWorks, 1, Greek-street,
Soho, till Slay 24. Tenders, addressed to the Sletropohtan Board of Works, to
their office, by 4 p. m. ol May 24. (See advertisement.)

TANK.
Devonport.—For building a tank on Slaker Heights, near Devonport, Cornwall.
^ Intending contractors to leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Devon-

port, to Slay 10, and pay 10s. 6d. for bills of quantities. (See advertisement.)
RAILWAY.

Newbury.-For the construction of a line of railway, from Babingfon, on the Rad-
stock branch of the Wilts, Somerset, and Weymoutli Railway, to Newbury, In the
parish of Kllmersdon, In length above two miles. Plans, &c., at the office of the
vVestbury Iron Company, at Westbury. Tenders directed to W. B. Naish, Esq.,
Chairman of the Westbury Iron Company, and endorsed "Tender for Newbury
Railway," to June 1.

Castlereaoh, Ireland.-Forthe construction of the railway from Castlereagh tc

Castlebar, as authorised by the Great Northern and Western (of Ireland) Railway
Act of 1859, and the necessary stations and works connected therewith. 'I'he line

is a single line, 37 miles in length. Forms of tender and specifications may be
obtained at the Ofllces of Sir. Fowler, No. 2, Queen's-square-place, Westminster.
The tenders must be in the prescribed form, and enclosed in the envelope (wlilch
will be delivered vnth the form), and be lodged at the Office, 36, Parliament-street
Westminster, till 12 o'clock, June 6.

Wansbeck Railway.—For the construction of the line, which is 25 miles in length
Plans, &c., at the office ot the engineer, Mr. John F. Tone, 10, Market-street, New-
castle-on-Tyne, where parties wishing to tender will be furnished witli printec
gpecifieations, schedules of quantities, and forms offender. The resident englueei
will be In attendance at the Queen's Head Inn, at Slorpeth, May 14, at ten a.m., t(

accompany contractors over the ground. Tenders to Benjamin Woodman, Esq.
Solicitor, Morpeth, to noon, of May 25.

CHANNELING.
Gosport. —For deepening the Camber and Channel, and piling and planking tht

Bides of the Channel at Friddy's Hard, near Gosport, Hants. Intending con
tractors to leave their names at Royal Engineer Office, Gosport, to May 24, and pa:

10s. Od. for bills of quantities. (See advertisement).
PIERS.

Sheerness.-For the erection of a new western extremity or landing-place I

Sheerness Pier, with waiting-rooms, &c. Plans, &c., with Sir. J. Beat, Charles
street, Sheerness. Tenders sealed, to Sir. R. Edmeades, Clerk to Pier Commis
sloners to May 22. (See advertisement).

LANDING STAGE.
BiRKENHE.VD.—For the construction, placing, and completing, ready for public nsi

a new floating landing-stage, to be moored in the River Siersey, in front of, an
parallel to the new dock wall at Woodside Basin. The contract will comprise flft

floating pontoons, of the very best boiler work, in length varying from 80 to IC

feet, and weighing 980 tons or thereabouts ; five wrought Iron kelsons, or hollo'

rectangular beams, each 800 feet long, from 3 to 5 feet in depth, and 2 feet in wldtl
the gross weight of wliich will be 990 tons, or thereabouts ; five other hollo' f

beams, of wrought Iron, forming the girders of two bridges connecting the staq
'

with the shore, and weighing about 2.34 tons ; 105 tons, more or less, or cast iron

and obout 141 tons of smitlis' work, in straps, bolts, spikes, mooring chains, &c.
together with about 80,000 cube feet of timber, in deck beams, decks, &c., wrough >

fi.xed in place, and painted. A specification of the works and conditions of cor

tract, with duplicate schedules of" quantities for the parties to tender upon, togi

tlicr with an atlas of detailed drawings, will be supplied, upon the payment <

seven guineas, at the office of the Dock Secretary, Revenue-buildings, Liverpoc
between 10 and 4, on and after 7th Slay. Further information on application J

Mr. John B. Hartley, Engineer to the Mersey Dock Board, at his office, Doekyar
Coburg Dock. Seale'd tenders for the above works, on the duplicate schedule
quantities wliicli accompanies each specification, are to be delivered at tl

'

Secretary's Ofiice, hi sealed covers, addressed to the "Chairman of the Committi.
of Dock Works," and marked on the outside *' Tender for Landing-Stage," to SIi

.

26th, at 10 o'clock a.m., after which hour on that day no tender will be recelvo
'

Parties, or their agents, to be in attendance on that day at 11 o'clock. Each tend 1

must contain a sealed letter with the names of two responsible parties who a
I

willing to become bound, jointly and severally with the party tendering for fl

contract, in the sum of twenty thousand pounds for the due performance thrr. i

The Board will not be bound to accept the lowest or any of the tenders.
POLICE STATION.

UCKFiELD, SusBEX.—For the erection of a new police station and other work-;
Uckfield. Plans and specifications, at Superintendent Bennett's, Uckfield. w
will show the site for the new buildings. Information can also be obtained of y
H. Card, North-street, Lewes. Tenders (sealed) endorsed, "Tender for Uckfi*"!'!

to be delivered to the Clerk ofthe Peace, County Hall, Lewes, to Slay 22.
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spectaor, nm f / " P"u'V"' T ''"" separating the arena from thespectators, and the entrances below the seats, on a lower level than the
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arena, preclude the supposition that the exhibitions of the arena were
either the combats of wild beasts or water games (naumachije). They
were most probably limited to boar hunts, bull-fights, and gladiatorial com-
bats. In 1S53, a bull-fight, for which the toreros and espadas were brought

from Spain, took place amid general enthusiasm.

A short dbtance from the amphitheatre and to the south are the ruins

of a Koman theatre, which is said to have been built under Augustus,

but which was almost entirely rebuilt by Constantine. The most remark-

able of the remains is an archway, with a simple but most graceful frieze,

overgrown by plants, the remainder have been built up into houses. In the

middle of the fifth century, St. Hilary stripped the theatre of its marbles to

decorate the churches of the town, and, subsequently, the theatre was con-

verted into a fortress. The main axis of the theatre, which is dedicated

to Augustus and Livius, was from east to west—that is to say, tlie

stage was towards the town, and the audience, or circular part, towards

the west. In some of the neighbouring houses may be seen portions of the

inclined arches which carried the seats.

Two portions of the exterior remain that are well worth study-

ing. The first is an arch, with the entablature tolerably well preserved,

and exhibiting a great departure from the supposed rules of ancient art.

The metopes are decorated with bassi rclievi representing bulls and their

attendants in half length. Above is a Corinthian frieze, ornamented with

foliage of the acanthus formed into wreaths, in the centre of each of which

are groups of children, boars, and hares. The second portion of the ruins

referred to is called Roland's Tower, built into a part of the city wall. It

consists of three stories, pierced with arcades, but the upper one is clearly

an after addition to the original edifice, and dates from the medieval period.

The decoration of the first order resembles that of the arch just described,

but it is sadly degraded. In the second order the Corinthian frieze is of

much simpler design. In the interior of the theatre are two Corinthian

columns of African breccia, which still carry portions of an architrave.

They are placed in that portion of the stage which was closed, and served

to throw forward the actor's voice, giving it at the same time increased

volume and sonority. Of the buildings which surrounded the forum little

remains except the ruins of the Palace of Constantine and those of a
Pantheon. The remains of the palace are two colossal columns in granite,

standing on what is now called La Place des Hommes, and which were
evidently restored during the early days of Christianity ; a portion of a
vaulted apartment, with the arch, a segment of a circle, and lunettes ; and
the Tower de la Trouille, on the banks of the Rhone, communicating with

the constructions on the Place des Hommes ; but the last has been so ill-used

and is in so filthy a condition, that it is impossible to discern traces of

palatial architecture, except perhaps in some fragments of the cornice.

The tower appears to be the receptacle for the fcecal refuse of the city, and
necessitates great courage in the traveller, as well as strong olfactory nerves,

to approach it. In the centre of the Pantheon is another, but fluted, gigantic

column, which springs up to the roof. The exterior walls are decorated

with arcades, filled in and separated by Corinthian pilasters, the whole
indicating a period of decline in art.

On the Place Royale of Aries is an obelisk in Estevel granite, which is

probably the only ancient monument of this form executed out of Egypt,
and is supposed to have stood in the Chariot Kace-course. It was dis-

coTered in the soil, in 1389, but was not dugout until under the reign of

Charles IX., and was not set up until 1676—as curious an instance of

delay or procrastination as is to be met with in the history of any people.

The height of this monolith is nearly 60 feet, and it is placed on a pedestal

11 J feet height, with the base resting upon bronze lions. The taper is much
greater than in Egyptian obelisks. Under Louis XIV. it was ornamented
with his crest, the sun; under the Republic with the cap of liberty, and under
the Empire with an eagle. Louis Philippe put up the sun again, which still

remains, and the result is an appearance by no means pleasing or artistic.

On the same place is the local museum, established in the ancient church
of St. Ann. It is particularly rich in tombs or sarcophagi, dating from the

Lower Empire, which are of considerable artistic and historical importance.

The decorations of one—that of Julia Tyrannia—consist of representa-

tions of musical instruments, including a water-organ. The busts and
figures which ornament the sarcophagus of Hydria TertuUia, throw great

light upon the costumes of the period, and others upon the manners, such
as the oasti-relkvi representing a boar-hunt, stag -hunting, the gathering
of olives, &c. Among the ruins of the proscenium of the theatre was a
block of marble, sculptured on the three sides. The centre represents
Apollo seated and leaning on his lyre, with a tripod by his side. On one
of the sides is Marsyas, and on the other Phrygius, sharpening a knife.

The figures and their accessory ornaments are classical in design, vigorous
and yet graceful in their execution. The gem of the collection is a head
of Diana, the work of a Greek sculptor in the best days of art.

The monuments of the early Christian ages are more interesting than
the remains of Gallo-Roraan art, for the reason that they have a character
essentially local. The church of St. Trophimus, dating from the end of the

eleventh or commencement of the twelfth century, exhibits the decline of

Boman into Romanesque art, and the first indications of Gothic. The porch
or main entrance is surmounted by an acute angular pediment, enriched

with mouldings, ornamented with foliage designed and executed in strict

accordance with the spirit or traditions of Classic art. So are also certain

details of the porch. But elsewhere—in the rigidity of certain figures,

varied capitals, and plinths decorated with lions and monsters—we have
the premonitory signs of Gothic art. Scenes from sacred history are

represented in the facade, and although the execution be coarse, the spirit

in which they were designed was evidently religious and mystic. The
porch, taken as a whole, is in violation with truthful construction, for it

looks like an application to wall of small rubble work set in cement. The
principal doorway, although apparently circular-arched, shows, on careful

examination, indications of the I'ointed arch. In the centre of the

tympanum is the Father, surrounded with emblems of the Evangelists, and
having the Elect to the right, and the Damned to the left. Beneath, in the

lintel, are the Apostles. Between the marble columns which decorate the

sides of the doorway, the front, and outside, are statues of saints and
bishops, a Resurrection, and other religious subjects. The tower stands

forth from the centre of the structure, and is supported on Pointed arches

carried by four stout pillars. It is square in plan, Roman in style, and
consists of three stories, surmounted by an attic, which are separated

from one another by circular-headed arcades. The windows in the tower

are likewise circular-headed, and ornamented with colonnettes. The
plan of the church is that of a basilica, unusually long, with the nave be-

longing to the Transitional period, while the chancel and apsis belong

to the fifteenth century, having been built in 1430, by Cardinal Lal-

lement who has a monumental tomb witliin the edifice. The altars

of the church, or at least, several of them, are decorated with

bassi - relievi, taken from tombs belonging to the Lower Empire.

The cloisters of the church are well worthy of the most careful

study. They consist of four galleries, two of which are Roman and two
Gothic. The first of the Roman cloisters is apparently the most ancient,

and shows a eloser resemblance than the other to Classic art in the fluted

columns and pilasters with their Corinthian capitals. The columns, in

pairs and in sets of three, support circular-headed arcades, between short

stout piers; but in the Gothic cloisters they alternate with the piers. In

the angles of the piers of the Roman cloisters are statues ; that is to say,

the angles of the piers are cut away to form niches in which statues are

placed. If one be taken as an example of the rest it will be seen that it

stands upon a square pedestal, two sides of which are visible with the angle

outwards, the remaining two sides being lost in the construction of the

pier. Upon the head of the statue rests the angle of a square capital, orna-

mented with foliage, and a narrow band of foliage is continued down on

either side of the statue so as to frame it in. The space of the piers

between two statues is ornamented with sculpture and medallions on a

line with the heads of the statues. The whole of the sculptural decoration

is novel and pleasing, so far as the manner in wliich it is married to the

architecture, while the execution of the statues is superior to that of the

figures in the porch, although belonging to the same period. Unfortunately

the statues in the Gothic cloisters have been destroyed; but the bassi-relievi,

carved in the tliirteenth century, are very inferior in general design and

workmanship to similar sculptures in the Roman cloisters.

Several private houses are ornamented with remains of ancient and

Renaissance art, and many of them were designed by Mansard, who is

also reported to have corrected Peytret's plans for the Hotel de Ville,

which is on the Place Royal, crowned with a tower copied from the Roman
Mausoleum of St. Remy. The fa9ade on the Place—for it has two—is

more pompous than artistic.

Not the least curious archjeological feature of the district is the

cemetery of Alyscamps, a place of burial under the Romans, through

which passed the road, bordered with tombs, from Aries to Mar-
seilles. On the conversion to Christianity of the inhabitants of the

district, by St. Trophimus, the Pagan cemetery was consecrated, but the

Pagan tombs were, with a strange, unchristian, and irrever ential spirit of

economy, emptied of their contents, and gradually appropriated to receive

the remains of Christian population as they died. The business of under-

taker or mortellage was the monopoly of the monks of St. Honorat, and

very profitable they made it. For Alyscamps grew in reputation as a

species of Holy Land, and the dead were brought thither for interment

from remote districts. Sometimes those who lived up the Rhone—which

always run down—used to place the dead in coffins with the interment fees

on the top, and leave them to drift down. The boatmen at Aries, were ac-

customed to drag the coffins on shore, and share the fees with the monks

who then performed the necessary funeral rites. Now the chapels, in the

Alyscamps are in rums, the monuments broken, and the site crossed by the

railway diagonally. The richest sarcophagi were opened and despoiled of

their contents to be presented to princes and cities. Thus Paris received

the sarcophagus of Cecilia Aprula, Lyons that of Servilius Marcianus,

and Marseilles that of Flavins Memorius. Among the architectural mon-

uments whose ruins are still standing in the Alyscamps are the Albey of

St. Csesareus, dating from the sixth century, and the Church of St.

Honorat, the western entrance of which belongs to the twelfth century,

although the interior was restored in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, and the crypt beneath dates from the introduction of

Christianity.

Raffaelle's Apollo and Marsyas.—" The Accademie di Belle Arti,

of Venice, ever since 1822, when it became possessor of the Rafiiielle drawings,

and, therefore, many years before Mr. Morris Moore exhibited here, side by side

it, the painting of Apollo and Marsyas, of the same design as tlio drawing of that

subject, has never doubted that this drawing was the work of Iliiff'aclle ; since both

bv deceased and living connoisseurs it was ever recogjnised as being by the liand

of the divine painter. Therefore it was that in the Academic Council

on the 6th of the past month of March, it was by a unanimity of votes resolved to

erase the name Benedetto Montagna written beneath it ; and this was at once

conscientiously done. This notice will also serve as a guide to whoever may
possess the photograph recently taken from that drawing, under which ph"'*;

graph still appears the name Benedetto Montagna."—Gasc^te l/ffiziale «
Venezut, April 13, 1800.
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FUiVERAL OF SIR CHARLES lUURY.

THE funeral of Sir Cliarles Harry, H.A., F.H.S., F.U.I.B.A., will take place

at Westminster Abbey, on Tuesday next, tlie 2-2n(l inst., at one o'clock, p.m.

precisely. Professional and private friends are invited liy the Institute to attend

the funeral, and to meet for that purpose at the Abbey at half-past twelve

o'clock.

At tlie meeting held at the Institute on Wednesday evening, resolutions to the

Ibllowing effect were passed :
—" That the special thanks of this Institute be given

to the Dean of Westminster for so kindly permitting the interment of Sir Charles

Hnrry in Westminster Abbey : and that, letters of condolence be fonvarded

from the Institute to Lady Uan-y and the family.

The meeting announced for Moeday evening next will take place, but Mr. M.
Digby Wyatt, Fellow, will offer some remarks upon the life and works of the late

t^ir Charles Barry, in place of the Paper proposed to be read by Mr. A. Aflipitcl,

Fellow.
-^

RESTORATION OF HEREFORD CATHEDRAL.
niHE restorations at present being carried out at Hereford Cathedral were

J. commenced in April, 1859, under the general supervision of Mr. G. Gilbert

Scott, and it is probable the operations will extend over a period of two years.

Tlic works comprehend under-pinning the foundations, cutting out decayed

stonework and replacing it with new, and tlioroughly cleansing tlie interior,

the whole of which, with the exception of the nave, liad been covered with a

Iliick coating of whitewash.
The capitals of the buttresses of the north transept have been removed, and

restored to their original design by pedimented heads, embellished with crockets

and tinials. The stair-tunvt has been crowned by an appropriate spire 30 feet

in height. Wyatt's eml)attled coping to the gable has been removed, and
replaced by a new one, finished at its summit by a cross. The table-corbelling

of the choir has been lowered 3 leet to its original position, as indicated on the

great tower, but wliich was altered by Wyatt. In the south-east transept

mnllioned stone windows have been inserted in lieu of the wooden ones, which
were quite out of place. The timberwork of the roofs of the choir, south-east

aide, and south transept have been thoroughly repaired, and the whole covered
with new lead. The jambs and arches of the windows appertaining to the Lady
Chapel, together with the interlacing arcade, have all been carefully restored.

In the Andley chapel every vestige of the moulded portions having dis-

appeared, they have been properly restored to their original forms. The
buttresses of the nave are now having their finials put on. These had been
ruthlessly demolished and plain common-place looking caps substituted. The
old canopied stalls, together with all portions of the Bishoji's throne that could
be found, have been temporarily put up in the choir, from whicli they were
recklessly removed without remorse by Cottingham, and to this gentleman we
presume we are indebted for the great quantity of their parts that are missing.
Mr. John Tliompson, of Peterborough, is the contractor for the works. Mr.
Heeley, 4, Canterbury-place, Lambeth, is executing the carvings in stone, and
Mr. W. Chick is the clerk of works.
The whole of the decayed portions are being removed where found to he really

rotten, and i-eplaeed liy fi'esh stone, so as to present as nearly as possible_/ac-
siviiUs of the original work.
The great north transept, the ceiling ofwhich has been admirably brought out

in colour. Lady and AuUley Chapels, and the south and east transepts are now
nearly completed.

^
PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

THE TEMPORARY FOREIGN OFFICE.

IN the House of Commons on Friday evening. Sir J. Shelley askhed the
Chief Commissioner of Works whether it was true that it was in

contemplation to expend between twenty and thirty thousand pounds
oo temporary buildings for the Foreign Otiice at or near to No. 8, Spring
Gardens, and whether the Clerk of the Parliaments had in consequence
received notice to quit that house; also whether it was the intention of the
Oiief Commissioner to carry out the proposal announced by Lord John Manners
Wben Chief Commissioner of Works, namely, to cause the plan of the architect

md the estimates for the rebuilding of the Foreign Office to be exhibited in the
library for the inspection of the members of the House of Commons before any
jBoceeding was taken or any money expended ?—Mr. Cowper said, in reply, that

some temporary accommodation must be found for the Foreign Department
between the time of the pulling down of the present building and the erection of

fl>e new office. A plan had been under consideration liy which the house of the
Clerk of the Parliaments would be used, in conjunction with other houses, for

that purpose, and this design had been communicated to the Clerk of the
Parliaments, but beyond that step nothing further had as yet been decided upon.
As to the style of "architecture for the Foreign OfHce, the First Lord of the
Treasury had last year informed the House that before expending any money,
flie plans and estimates would be submitted to the House, and that promise

I liaving been given it would be kept. He would rather not at present enter into

I any statement as to the precise sum that might be required to make the temporary
Imilding suitable for the purposes intended.
On Tuesday, Mr. Slaney moved a resolution that it was expedient that Her

Majesty's Government or Parliament should take steps to inquire m what

I

nauner adequate open spaces in the.vicinity of our increasing populous towns,
a* pubhc walks and places of exercise and recreation, might be provided and
secured ; and to encourage and direct efforts, by private subscriptions, voluntary

i rates, or public grants, to carry out such objects. The hon. gentleman, in the
course of his observations, called attention to the enclosure in Lincoln's-inn-
flelds, and expressed his regret that so salubrious and central a place was not
thrown open at convenient hours for the relaxation of the humbler classes and
their children, by whom green trees and flowers were at present unattainable.

—

Sir G. C. lewis reminded the hon. gentleman that an inquiry by Parliament
into the subject was unnecessary, as the obvious course was for large towns to

take the initiative to make provision out of the local funds under
the control of town councils or other municipal bodies for the establish-

ment of recreation grounds.— The motion was negatived without a division.

Lord Haddo moved that the exhibition in schools of art of females
wholly unclothed ought not to receive the sanction of a public grant of

money to the schools in which such practice was adopted. The noble lord

urged that the practice of drawing from nude moilcis was a dissolute mode
of study which tended to immorality, and was unnecessary for the pur|)otei of
art.—Sir G. C. Lewis recommended the noble lord not to press the motion, as it
was well known that the practice of drawing from life models was a necessary
means of instruction.—Mr. Adderley defended the practice, and charged Lord
Haddo with wishing to obtain the result of art, while he condemned the procesa
bpr- whicli it was achieved.—Mr. Spoouer sujiported the motion, and contended
that drawing from nude figures was "contrary to the direct spirit of tlie Holy
Word of God."—Lord Palmerston regarded the motion as an endeavour to in-
terfere inquisitorially with matters which were not within the province of Par-
liament ; and ou a division, the motion was negatived by 147 to 32.

^-
LECTURES AT THE AUCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

IV.—Mr. G. E. .Street.

ON Tuesday evening, Mr. G. E. Street delivered a lecture at the Archltcctnrar
Exhibition, entitled "On the application of (Jothic Architecture to Civil and

Domestic IJulldings."
In the aiisence of Mr. Beresford-Hopc, who, it was expected, would have talcen

the chair, Mr. Kobert Kerr was, on the motion of Mr. James Edmeston, called
to preside over the meeting.
Tlie CiiAiHsiAN, in introducing tlio lecturer, referred to the great loss the archi-

tectural profession liad sustained by the decease of the very eminent arcliitect, Sir
Charles iJarry. Whether in season or out of season, Sir Charltjs Barry was un-
questionably without comparison the most eminent architect in the eclectic school in
modern lOurope. 'fbe loss of sueli a man must be felt as a great calamity to the
areliitectural profesnion. The Chairman then said he had great pleasure in intro-
ducing to the meeting a gentleman of the rising school of art, of whom he expected
mucli ill liis life, as well as in his lecture that evening -(Applause).
Mr. Street then read a long and elaborate paper, which is shortly to be published

in a separate form, and ofwhich we have therefore been requested to give merely a
bare outiine, TIic Gothic, lie said, was emphatically suitable in this day for civil

and domestic buildings, aud capable of all decorations. Tiiey were told that Gothic
was only suitable for ecclesiastical buildings, but he coutended that such was not the
case. After remarking that Lord Palmerston was incorrect in the statements whicli
ho bad made as to the ideas of the people of this country about art, and referring to
the diflerent classes who opposed tlie Gothic style of arcliitecture, sucli as the present
President of tlie Itoyal Institute of iiritish Architects (whom tiiey could only nope to
imitate by tlie devotion of their lives to tlie sole study of that portion of the art which
tliev followed), sucli as those who were told that they could not get on with the
Gothic (whicli was not tlic case), the lecturer proceeded with his subject, observing
that Gothic arcliitecture was capable of accomplishing all purposes, and tliat tlio

Gothic architect should be not only an architect, but a sculptor, and sltilled in
stained glass, in metal work, painted decorations, &c. He contested the statement
of some opponents of Gothic architecture, who held that that style of art did not pay,
and, therefore, tliouglit that it was not suited to the age. The lecturer next proceeded
to consider what was taking place as regarded thepractice and development ofGothio
architecture. After alluding to St. Stephen's Chapel, to Ely Catheora], Canterbury
Cathedral, and other buildings of note in reference to tlie prevalence of Gothic, the
lecturer referred to the introduction of the Pointed arch, and said that he who
refused to use it must adopt an eclectic system of architecture, and the use of an
eclectic style liad been attended with the most disastrous results. The effect of the
adoption of the eclectic system liad been very unfortunate, more particularly in archi-
tecture; as well as in painting, carpentry, and in all arts connected with the con-
structional profession. Mr. .Street then proceeded to speak of the revival of the
Gothic style, remarking that they were now in a position to point to works in
existence in various quarters, worthy of comparison with the works of medieval
times. They were told tliat Gothic arehitocturc was very well suited for ecclesiastical

buildings, but that it was not suited for civil or domestic purposes. Now, if they
compared the present with the past, he was full of hope that there would l>e a revival
of the whole spirit of the architectural art in the adoption of the Gothic.
He contended that Gothic had a strong hold on the people of this age, and that it

worked out strong results. And if art was to flourish in this country it must be
a uniform and exclusive style of the Gothic. He assumed that the very nature of
Gothic m.ade it a style which was suited for the use of this country. It had been said
tliat the Gothic was not national in this countrv, but he supported the Gothic because
it was an eminently free and national, as well as an eminently practicable style.

The reality and truthfulness which characterised all Gothic art were recommendations
to them to adopt it. He then spoke in favor of the suitability of tlie Gothic buildings
that had been erected in this country for the purposes for which they were intended
and for the localities in which they were situated. After referring to the picturesque—
ness of buildings in medieval times, he remarked that the Elizabethan and Jacobin
buildings were only attempts to revive the recollection of the older works. The
Gothic style was consecrated to them by its national religious character, its

heraldic system of emblazoning, and utilitarian and attractive style. He
then spoke of the peculiar advantages derived from the treatment of
windows in the Gothic style ; the Classic treatment was a great inconvenience,
but that of the Gothic was a great convenience. He then referred to Gothic doors,
which were of great convenience and excellence, and to inside fittings and ceilings..

Alter referring to iulaid work, colored works, works in wood, ivory, and other carv-
ings in the Gothic style, the lecturer remarked tliat of (Jothic istaireases there
miglit be endless varieties. The Gothicists had no right to be afraid of comparing^
their furniture with that of the Classicists of tlic present day; and medieval em-
broidery was now being busily proceeded with by hundreds of fair hands. Again,
stone, brick, and iron were all capable of being used in the best Gothic buildings,
and it was hardly necessary to say that wood was equally available. The cost of
Gothic work was often alleged as a reason against its use, but a good and character-
istic Gothic house could be built for less money than one of the same description in
the Classic or Kenaissance style of the same proportions, only that Gothicists would
not build in compo. He then proceeded to contend th,it Gothic was applicable to
civil and domestic as well as to ecclesiastical buildings.
On the motion of the CnAiUMAS, a vote of thanks to Mr. Street for his excellent

lecture was carried by acclamation.
The meeting then broke up.

Laying Down of New Iron Pavement.—Messrs. Burt, Mowlem, and
Freeman, contractors, of Millbank, are at present engaged m laying a new kind
of iron pavement in Fenchurch-street and Leadenhall-street for the patentee,

Mr. J. B. Redman, civil engineer, of 5, New P.alace-yard. The iron pavement
is placed down as a tramway on either side in 6 feet blocks of 2 feet wide and
9 inches deep, having the under and upper surfaces alike—that is, cast with deep

diagonal otoovcs, to prevent the slipping of horses, their feet, in narrow streets,

being likely to tread on the pavement. The similarity of both sides of tlie pave-

ment will, to a certain extent, render repairing a simpler process, as the blocks will

merely have to be turned over. Between the tramways, for the horse traffic m
general, the usual pitching process will be adopted, and will be laid down by
Messrs. Crook and Son, sewer contractors. In Fenchurch-street 200 feet of

iron tramway will be laid down, and in Leadenhall-street, about 300 feet, the

latter occupying the same position where an iron paving was placed about two
years since, and found to be a comparative failure. No better spots than Fen-

church and Leadenhall streets, for a severe test, could well have been selected.
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Correspondence.

THE KOYAL EXGIXEERS.
Sir.—Mr. Secretary Herbert, in his recent circular, very wisely calls the attention

of the Koyal Engineer officers to the necessity of exercising the strictest economy in

carrying: on the works committed to their charge, and proceeds to point out to them
some principles for their guidance in making designs. These principles, very good
In their way. are so singularly elementary that we should have IJeen disposed to con-
sider them "more adapted as instructions for the training establishment at Chatham
than for full-blown engineers, did we not happcu to know that these gentlemen are

the veriest tvros in the engineering profession, and if we did not also see in the
circular itself that there is an acknowledgment that heretofore the most important
part of their duties has been committed to the civil professional branch of the Koyal
En'.>ineer department.
In future (whenever it Is practicable) Sir. Herbert desires that our military

engineers should make designs for civil works and buildings themselves. What can
this parenthetical sentence mean ? Is it that such work is to be performed whenever
the military officer has time to bestow upon a design, or whenever he is capable only ?

If the latter, there is too much reason to fear, not as Sir. Herbert does, that the

engineer otficer is above designing, but that the designing is above him ; for how can
it be otherwise—how can a man who has never been trjuned to a profession be in any
way qualified to carry on the duties of that profession ? We should be little disposed

to submit a surgical case to the treatment of a naval officer, or one requiring legal

tact and acumen to a novice In the Law, and it would be unreasonable to expect a
successful result to any case placed in unskilful and untrained hands, even though it

may be prefaced with a desire that the most careful attention should be given to it;

yet the engineer otiicer who gets only six weeks' training for an architect and
engineer, while at Chatham; which consists but of copying the coloring of some
lithograph drawings, the construction of which he knows nothing, nor has had any
opportunity of knowing anything, is expected to design ! .Surely Mr. Herbert catinot

know what designing is. It does not consist merely of putting lines together in the

most convenient forms, or even of making on paper plans of convenient arrangement.
There is. an intinite variety of considerations to be taken into account of the streugih

and qualities audadaptalion of materials, of modes of construction suitable for every
conceivable variety of circumstances, bad foundations, and so on—which can be suc-

cessfully met only by long and regular trainmg and experience, and an intimate
practical knowledge of construction generally.
But even supposing these military officers were able to perform the duties referred

to, what advantage would it be to them or to the public service ? Would they be any
better «jualified for their legitimate duties of planning and executing works of
defence, with all their numerous complications, such as are required to meet all the
chanL'ing tactics of military science 1 It is far more reasonable to think, when we
consider how much depends upon the right form and construction of these latter

works, that the entire time, and all the talent and energies of our military engineers
ebould be devoted to them, instead of being frittered away upon works of an inferior

description, which may, with much greater economy and satisfaction, be left to the
cItU branch who now carry them out. 1 am, &c., O-

SiR,—"Justitia's"' letter in your Journal of last week concerning the remuneration
of architects' assistants is apt to convey false views and impressions to the world at
large, to the serious detriment of the interests of the profession, and to do little good
to the subordinates themselves.
To affirm that an assistant's day's pay of 7s. creates 5 guineas to the architect is a

most preposterous misstatement.
Every one conversant with the duties of the profession knows that unimportant

works are constantly undertaken by architects, such as the restoration of small
chnrches or chapels, alterations of shops and tradesmen's houses. Here the outlay
may be £200 or less. The architect's percentage, &c, £10 or more or less.

Ten to twenty drawings and copies are required, long specifications and altera-
tions of all of them, so that beside his own labour to be paid for, twenty or thirty days
of the assistant's time have been expended on the one work, costing half the profit,

and leaving the architect himself the lion's share of 83. to 10s. per diem.
I (It will be replied that the architect does not live on one or two such commissions ;

the more he has of them however, the more assistints he will need, and when office

work falls short the assistants arc to be maintained on competitions, perspective
drawing or other speculations.

I will not deny that great advantage is sometimes taken in offices, " Crescit amor
nummi," Ac, and the more successful an architect is, the more liis ambition may
tempt him to put the screw on his clerks, but the reverse is often the case.

Yours, &c.,
Practicien.

Female ScJiool of Art.—Under the immediate patronage of her
most gracious Majesty the Queen, a conversazione will be held at the South
Kensington Museum, for the purpose of raising a fund for erecting a building
for the Female School of Art, on Thursday, 2Ist June, 18C0. By the gracious
permission of the Queen, the Koliinoor diamond, which has been re-cut since
the Exhibition of 1851, will be exhibited, together with a collection of ancient
and modem jewellery, which the Council of the Fine 4rts Club has kindly con-
sented to provide tor this occasion. The Marquess of Salisbury will liberally
contribute the services of the band of the Hertfordsliire Militia for the night.
The admission will be by tickets only, which may be obtained of any member of
the Committee of the Female School of Art, 37, Gower-street. Gentlemen's
tickets will be 5s. each, and ladies' 2s. lid. each.

Water Supply of Victoria, Hong Kong.—On the 14tli of last October
the Government of Victoria offered a premium of 1,000 dollars for tlie best and
most practicable scheme for providing tlie city of Victoria, Hong Kong, with a
constant and sufficient supply of pure water, to be accompanied with specifica-
tions, plans, and working drawings, and a detailed estimate of the whole source.
The sum contemplated by tlie Government as necessary for the works was
£25,000, and the competitors had to the Ist of February to complete their
designs, &c. The award has been made, and tlie plan of Mr. S. B. Rawling, of
the Royal Engineer department in that city, is the successful one. There were
three competitors, Lieutenant Bird, B.E., and Mr. Walker, A.E. Mr. Raw-
ling's estimate is within that of the Government, being £23,417 7s. Od.

Conway.— ^^ Pennant Commemoration" Clock.—This clock, purchased
wltli a portion of the £300 granted to tlie town of Conway by the Hon. E. G.
Douglas Pennant, M.P., and entrusted to Mr. Fairer, of London, is now com-
plete, and is a fine specimen of modem horology. The iron frame is made upon
the improved longitudinal plan, so that each wheel and part can be taken out
separately, without intcri'ering with the other details. It is constructed to carry
four dials, of 6 feet (i inches in diameter, and of sufficient capacity to strike upon
a bell of 15cwt. We hear Mr. Fairer has completed another four-dialed clock,
for the pretty and fashionable Llandudno. The clock about to be pi'esented by
J. Pease, Esq., to the town-hall of Darlington Is also iu the hands of this enter-
prising manufacturer.

EUesmere Memorial, Worsley On Tuesday the 1st of May, the
first stone of this Monument was laid by Mr. Webber, architect, of Seymour-
chambers, Adelphi. The Rev. St. Vincent Beecliey, M..4., Rector of Worsley,
who at the laying of the foundation stone invoked a blessing on the work, was
present at the ceremony, and in a beautiful and impressive prayer, returned
thanks lor its successful prosecution up to the present time. He also in a short

congratulatory address to the men, made appropriate allusion to the fact, that

not a single .iccident had happened to any of the men employed upon the work,
nothwithstanding its being carried forward through one of the severest wintere

we have known for years. Jlr. Webber having ascended the scaffolding and per-
formed the ceremony of laying the stone, the proceedings terminated with a
round of hearty British cheers from the assembly below. In a few weeks, we
understand, the whole of the works will be completed, as the carving and iron-

work are being proceeded with rapidly. It is worthy of remark that in spite of

the severe weather and heavy gales that have wrought so much damage to

buildings generally during the past winter; the monument, though standing 300
or 400 feet above the level of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, and exposed

to every wind that blows, has not in the slightest degree been disturbed or affected

thereby, but has by the most cai'eful testing been proved to be perfectly correct

and true from base to finial point.

Institution of Civil Engineers,-—Mr. G. P. Bidder, President of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, has caused cards of invitation to be issued for a
conversazione, to be held at the liouse of the Institution, on the evening of Tues-
day, the 5th of June, instead of the last Tuesday in May—the 29th inst., as for-

merly announced.

The. Genealogy of Architecture.—At the last meeting of the Liver-

pool Architectural Society, Mr. Samuel Huggins exhibited and explained his

diagram, " The Genealogy of Architecture," an analogical representation of the

entire history and chronoloj^y of architecture, and which was graduated by hori-

zontal lines representing the centuries before and since the Christian epoch. The
Greek, derived from the Pelasgie, blending with Egyptian and Assyrian elements,

and the Roman, originating in the li^truscan and the Greek, and changing in the

course of ages into the Christian Romanesque and Romanesque of Lower Italy,

formed the centre trunk, from the sides of which flowed out on the east the

Byzantine, on the west the Lombardic and other Gothic styles. From the

Byzantine the Saracenic styles were seen emanating iu their proper order, and
also the Sicilian and Venetian Gothic styles ; while the development and the

relationship of the various Gothics of the north, the German, Frencli, Flemish,

Spanish, English, &c., were as clearly indicated. The origin and connexion of

the styles were sliown, not by line only, but by color, which was significantly

applied to each style according to its characteristics, the severer styles being

shown by the colder colors, and the more elegant by the warmer and brighter.

Aberdeen.—A hamlsome mausoleum has been erected over the bury-
ing grounds of the families of Macpherson and Grant, in the churchyard of Aber-

lour, and in which are interred the remains of the late lamented Mrs. Macpher-
son of Aberlour. The mausoleum has been in course of erection for upwards of

twelve months, and is now all but finished. It is in the Gothic style of architec-

ture, and very pleasantly attracts the eye from the turnpike road which pa.sses

by. It is estimated that the cost to Miss Macpherson Grant will be about £1,.500.

Bedminster. —The foundation stone of a ]5aptist chapel was laid here

on Monday. Thecost of the building is estimated at about £1,200. The struc-

ture is to consist of a chapel which will contain about 700 seats—which are to be

entirely free—schoolrooms, and minister's private vestry. The style of the work
is to he in the plain Italian. Mr. Joseph Neale, of St. Leonard's-cliambers, is

the architect, and we understand that he presents the designs, and will superin-

tend the work gratuitously. Mr. Wm. Smith, of Bedminster, is the contractor.

The Road across Hyde-park.—In the House of Lords, on Monday,
Earl Ducie presented a petition from many inhabitants of the districts north and
south of Hyde-park, to the west of Edgware-road in the former case, and of

Sloane-street in the latter, begging for some more direct communication than

at present existed between the districts lying to the north and south of Hyde-
park. The petitioners abstained from suggesting any particular plan, regarding

that function as one properly belonging to the board which had charge of sucn_

matters. They were anxious, however, that, whatever was done, the sanctity of

Rotten-row should be preserved, and that nothing should be done to interfere

with that ride. Every plan that he had yet heard suggested included a tunnel

under Rotten-row. It was, moreover, not desirable to make a public road in too

close vicinity to Kensington-gardens.—Lord Ebury thought everybody would
concur that" this road across Hyde-park was absolutely necessary; and with

the necessity of a more direct communication between the north and south sides

of St. Jaines's-park was also quite evident. He regretted that when the foot-

bridge was made in St. James's-park, two or three years ago, a carriage-road

was not constructed, which might have been done without injury to the gardens.

—Lord Llanover said it must be admitted that there were hardly any of the

great thoroughfares in the metropolis capable at present of accommodating
sufficiently the traffic that had to pass through them, and serious inconvenience

was felt from this cause. But there were great difiiculties in the way of exten-

sive metropolitan improvements. In other cities and boroughs the municipalities

had large funds, derived from various tolls and dues, applicable to the improve-

ments of the town ; here the whole of those coal dues and revenues from other

articles was levied by the Corporation of the City of London, who expended that

vast sum of money within the City, leaving to the rest of the metropolis no other

resource than to impose a local rate. The widening of the south end of Park-

lane, only as far as from Piccadilly up to Ilolderness House, would cost no less

than £100,000, and it was impossible that such improvements could be effected

out of a local rate.—The Earl of Powis hoped that this matter of the desirable

communicalion between the north side and south side of the parks would not

have to wait until the question of the reform of the City of London corporation

was settled. Some reasonable scheme for a road across Hyde-park or Kensing-

ton-gardens should be contrived, and, as it concerned the royal parks, he thought

Parliament would not be so unwilling to allow it to be aided with pulilic money.

Society for the Encouragement ofthe Fine Arts.—The Poiu'th Con-

versazione of the season will take jilace (by the kind permission of the Earl of

EUesmere, President) at the Bridgowater Grdlery, Bridgewater House, Cleveland-

music will take place, under the direction of M. Benedict.
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LATEST TENDERS, CONTRACTS, &c.

DWF.I.MNn-HOLSES, TUNBRIDGE WELI.S.
I'.T erecting a pnir of stmi-dctuclied houses for Jlr, Uiclinrd Hownrd, in the
alvt'riy-road, Tunbridge Wells. Mr. Henry U. Cronk, architect. Quantities

lupplied.
Ilnrrett £l,«r5 1 Pink £1,830
Valker 1,889

I
Xoakes 1,781) 15

DWELLlNC-nOL'SF.S, I.SMNOTON.
Fnr erecting two honse.s in the Knglcfleld-road, Islington. 3Ir. F. G. Widdows,

rrliitect. No qu!intitiC8 supplied.
V.i,.,l £1,0.50 1 M'heen £937
iiiith l,um

I

COMPETITIONS.
HOSPITAL.

\MT.—For (le.'^igTis. I.e., an elevation and plans for the erection of the Chalmers*
lli>>;])ital, Banff, against the 'i'lrd day of June next, with certification. There will
[];ive to be provided accommodation for.W patients, being "destitute sick paupers,"
f^tra house surgeon, matrons, attendants, dispensary for the hospital, ana a meet-

I -room for the Trustees. The sum to be expended on the building not to exceed
'"^0. Tlie structure to be of such a style and character that it can suitably be
a rged hereafter, in case the funds of the charity shall be able to afford increasd

.. oinmodation, in terms of the deeds. Information as to site and other par-
luulars, and the remuneration to be allowed to the party whose plans are selected,
•\ ill be li'arne<l on application to William Coutts, Solicitor, in Hanff. The plans to
'.' :ira motto, and be accompanied with a statement of the style and fini.«h of the
ImiUling, and an estimate of the expense of erection, and put up therewith a sealed
']i\ elope, having thereon the same motto, but containing therein the name and
uiilressof tlie party sending the plans, to be opened when the Trustees decide.

CIIAl'KL.
AiiBOHOur.n.—Fora new Wesleyan Chapel, Scarborough, and the most appro-
i.riate use of the laml connected with it. £20 will be given for those adopted, and

' for the second best. Designs, <tc., with a motto, and the name and address of
party competing, under seal, to the Uev. Samuel Tindall, 23 Long Westgate,

,:.arborough, to June 2, of whom also particular, may be had.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
TOWN HALL.

liESTERFiELD.—FoF the work required to be done in the altering and convertinff
the Town Hall, Chesterfield, into four shops, with dwelling-houses, &c., thereto.
Plans, &c., with Mr. Marsden, Market-place, Chesterfield; to whom tenders to
May 25.

INFIRMAKY.
EiCESTEn.—For the several works in the enlargement of Leicester Infirmary.
Applications to be made at the ofliccs of Messrs. Hain and Smith, St. Martins,
Leicester, to May 28.

POORHOUSE.
EITH, N. li.—For erecting a Poorhouse for the parish ofNorth Leith. Plan;, &c.,
and schedules of measurement, of Mr. P. Hamilton, architect, 18 St. Andrew-
square, Fdinburgh. Contractors to estimate for the whole work. Tenders addressed
to the Chairman of the liuilding Committee, and marked " Tender for North Leith
Poorhouse," to be lodged witli the inspector, 3Ir. .J. W. Gardiner, at his office, 17
Dock-street, Leith, to May 31.

CHURCH.
:;fBniDOE Weils. —For the erection of a new church at Tunbridge Wells.
Applications to Mr. Christian, 10 Whitehall-place, London, to May 20. (See
idvertisement.)

CHURCH RESTORATIOX
YMEnjNr.. —For the restoration and enlargement ofthe parish church of Wymering,
Hants. Plans, &c., with Rev. G. Nugee, Vicarage, Wymering, Cosham Station, to
!lth of 3Iay. Tenders to G. E. Street, Esq., 23 Montague- place, W.C, to May 25.

CHAPELS.
SNER Middlesex.—For the erection Oftwo chapels on the new burial ground,
situate at Pinner, as likewise for draining the said land. TenderstoW. S. Tootel,
;:lerk to the Burial Board of the Chapelry of Pinner, at Edgware, to May 31.

JL'LL.—For the various works required in the erection of an organ gallery, and other
Uterations in connexion with the Baptist Chapel, George-street, Hull. Plans, &c.,
(it theofhces of William Bottcrill, architect, 23 Parliament-street, Hull, from 28th
i8t Sealed tenders marked "George-street Chapel," to ilr. Bottcrill, tol2 noon of
iy24.

CHANCEI>, &c.
IHOPSTOKE.—For the erectio)! of a new chancel, vestry, organ-room, and other
'Orks, at Bishopstoke Church, Hants. Plans, &c., at the vestry-room, at Bishop-
ike. Tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Bishop Church," to the office of the
Mtect, Mr, John Colson, St. Swithin-strcet, Vi inchester, to May 31.

SCHOOLS, &c.
ISTERFiELD.—For the works required to be done in the erection of new Inde-
ident Sunday Schools, and alterations and additions to the Independent Chapel,

.—•esby-street, Chesterfield. Copies of quantities may be obtained by enclosing
Ive shillings, in postage stamps, to Mr. K. Sloffat Smith, architect, 1, Lloyd-street,

[Chester. Tenders, sealed and endorsed "Tenders for Chapel and Schools," to
lie addressed to the Rev. R. W. Selbie, Chesterfield, to May 22. The committee do
it bind themselves to accept the lowest tender.
"SBUBN.—For the erection of a school and master's residence, at Kirklnn-n. near
Iffleld. I>rawings, &c., at the office of R. G, Smith, architect. County-buildings,

'nil, from Monday 21st, to whom also sealed tenders to May 3a
BANK OFFICES.

; Aberdeen. —For the masons', carpenters', slaters', plasterers', .and plumb-
's' works in the erection of additions to tlie North of Scotland Banking Company's

lIscs, at Keith. Plans, &c., witli James Matthews, architect, Aberdeen; and
Mr. Longmore, Keith. Tenders to Mr. Slatthews, to 3Iay 30.

VILLAS.
iT-nrLL.—For the erection of several detached villas at Forest-hill. Par-

's of Mr. Stevens, 1, York-row, Kennington-road. (No date specified.)

DWELLING HOUSES,
ly, Dumfries.—For the erection of a dwelling-house and ofliccs at Kelton.

&c., at the office of Mr. Alex. Crombie, architect, Dumfries, to whom ten-
lot, to May 30.

nsH-TowN.—For completing six houses, Alland-road, Kentish-town. Plans,
,, and quantities of work done, with Sir. Sewell, 20, Nicholas-lane, E.G. ; or of
'.J. M. Dean, surveyor. West Ham-lane, Stratford, after Monday. Tenders to

r. J. Sewell, not later than 10 a.m., Slay 28. (See advertisement.)
".—For the various works in the erection of a dwelling-house, ifec, in Clare-

.t-terrace. Beverley-road, Hull. I'lans, .fee. at the tiffices of 3Ir. W. Bottcrill,

'tect, 2:1, Parliament-street, Hull, from the 21st to the 2Sth inst. Sealed ten-
duly endorsed, to Mr. Botteriii, to .lune 1.

GASWORKS.
.DLow.—For the erection of the requisite buildings, tanks, fencmg, &c., for^the
•orks of the Hadlow Gas Company. Plans, Ac, with Mr. Hatch, the Secretarv,
' Hadlow, or at Mr. S. Bartlett's, Ashford-road, Maidstone. Scaled tenders, aa-

led to the Chairman of the Companv, to Slav 22,

FARM BUILDING'S.
OTTAR, N.B.—For considerable additions to the farm-steadings on the farms

of Lochburn, Hailymires, and Blackhill, in the Parish of Duonottar. Plana, &e.,
with Messrs. Kinoear and Monro, writers, Stonehaven ; to whom tenders. No
date specllled.

CADDiMiTON.— For the erection of farm buildings at the IIIU Farm, Caildlngton
(between Luton and Dunstable). Plans, Ac,, with W. J.IIambllng, Esq. at the Free
School, Dunstable ; to whom scaled tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Vann Build-
ings, Caddington," to May H.

FvviE, Aheiideen.- For the masons', carpenters', slaters', plaster and asphaltc
work of Farm offices, at Lewes of Fyvie. Plans, &c., at Lewes, or m Aberdeen

,

at the Offices ot Messrs. Chalmers and Farquhar. The work will be let at
Rotbiebrisbane, at 10 o'clock. May 25.

COTTAGES.
Fannal, Harrington.—for the erection of three cottages at rannal, near Harrow-

gate, plans &c., at the office of Jlr. Prosser, architect, ToftGrecn, York, (juaniltiea
will not be supplied. Sealed tenders addressed to the secretary at York, marked
" Tender for cottages at Pannal," to May, '23.

rENARTii.—For the erection of twenty cottages on the land of the Penarth Harljour,
Dock and Railway Company, at the Penarth Tidal Harbour.—Application as to
terms &c., in writing, to Booth B.acon, Secretary.

SEWERAGE.
Leicester.-For alterations in the pumping engines at the Sewerage Works.
Drawings, &c., at the Office of the Local Board of Health, Silver-street, Leicester,

to which place tenders must be sent, endorsed " Tenders for alterations of
Engines," to 5Iay 31.

Bro.'BI'TON.—For building about COO feet of sewer in West Brompton, and making
the road. Specitlcations, &c., with Messrs. Godwins, architects, 24, Alexander-
square, Brompton.

HiGiiBRiDGE, So.MERSET.-For thc Construction of two pairs of new oak gates, iron
hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to the masonry of the fresh-water gate
at the Clycc, at Highbridce, Somerset. Also separate tenders for construction of
two other pairs of new oak gates, iron hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to
masonry of safety gates under the turnpike-road, at Ilighbridge. Drawings, &c.,
with Mr. G. Wilton, Highbridge. Tenders to M. T. C. fSobins, Clerk of the Sewcra
for thc County of Somerset, Weils, to May '2i<. (See advertisement.)

SEWERAGE.
Mile-exd.—For the construction of a sewer in I'hilpot-street, in the hamlet of Mile-
end Old Town. Drawings, &c., at the otHce of the surveyor, at the town-house,
between ten and one o'clock. Tenders containing the names and adresscs of pro-
posed sureties arc to be delivered at the office of Thomas Price, clerk to the vestry,
Town-honse, Mile-end-road, before 3 o'clock, of aiay 23.

DRAINAGE.
AuciiLOS8.\N, Aberdeen.—For executing. In all, about two miles of excavations,
forming part of the works for drainage of the Lochs of Auchlossan, Plans, &c.,ott

application at Auchlossan. (No date specified).

CHANNELLING.
WooDSTONE, N.B.—For cleaning out and enlarging thc mill dam at St, Cyrus, o»
the estate of Woodstone, and altering tlie lade, repairing the sluice, spender, and
other jobs. Specifications of Kenneth M'Crae, ground officer, on and alter the 23rd
inst.; contractors meet on the ground at 12 o'clock of May '20.

BRIDGE.
LociiMABEN, Dumfries.—For erecting a stone bridge over the river Kennell at

Shaws, in the parish of Lochmaben, county of Dumfries. Plans, &c., with Mr.
Robertson, road surveyor, Moffat, to whom tenders to May 30.

WALL,
St. Pancras.—For the erection of a boundary wall in front of the workhouse of St-

I'ancras. Specifications, at the office of the chief surveyor, 10, Edward-street,
Hampstcad-road. Tenders to Jlr. Francis Plaw, clerk to the vestry. Vestry Office,

Kiug's-road, Pancras-road, to 12 noon, of May 30.

KOAD.S.
Leicester.—For carrying out certain improvements proposed to be made at the
Danes' Hill, near to Leicester. Plans, &c,, on application at the office of 3Ir. Colin

A. Slacaulay, surveyor. Friar-lane, Leicester, to whom tenders to June 1.

Heeley.—For the construction of a new road on the Broadfleld I'ark Estate, at

Heelcy, which is about to be allotted. Plans, c&c, at the offices of Mr. S. F. Holmes,
I^. 7, St. James'-row, Sheffield. No date specified.

SUPPLY.
Burt.—For the supply of bricks required in the erection of a mill-shed, chimney,,

and outbuildings, for the Bury Co-operation JIanufacturing Company. Samples to

Mr. David Barnes on the ground ; tenders stating where delivered, to be addressed
to the Secretary of the Board. Wellington-street, Elton, to May 24.

Sr. Giles'.—For the supply of all or any of the following maierials, pursuant to

orders to be given by the Board of Works for the St. Giles' district—viz., for the
supply of stone for paving, gravel, sand, and ballast, and cartage of old materials.

Particulars of .Mr. William Treliearne, surveyor to the Board, I'JU, Holborn. Ten-
ders to 10 a.m. May 22. (See advertisment).

BREWEKY.
Farnii.vm, Surrey.—Time extended to May 2S. (See advertisement).

BUILDING MATERIALS TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
Building materials, &c., of ten modern houses, comprising about ."iOO.OOO stock,

bricks, rafters, joists, girders, &c., 100 square of slating, plain and pantiles, 200 pair

of A'cnetian, French, and other sashes and casements, modern doors, marble chim-
ney-pieces, closet fronts and interior fittings of a superior description, 300 square of
sound floor boards, stone paving and steps, coping and sills, 200 feet run of iron rail-

ing and gates, balconies and verandahs, several tons of lead in flats, gutters, and
pipes, coach-house, gates, and stable fitting, stones, ranges, coppers, cisterns, and
numerous useful fixtures and fittings up. On the premises, in front of the Mary-
lebone-road, near the Edgware-road, on May 30 and following day. Auctioneers
PuUen and Son. (See advertisement).

5S0 scaffold poles, 500 ditto boards, 500 putlogs, 100 dozen new cords, ladders,

blocks, falls, pails, yokes, baskets, two 8-inch very large oak landings, Ac, on the
premises. King Edward's-road, South Hackney, June 14, at 12, Auctioneers, Messrs.
Lerew and Lerew. (See advertisement).

Strike of Joiners and Carpenters.—The joiners and carpenters of

Burv have struck for an advance of wages. For some time efficient workmen
have been in receipt of £1 Os. per week, but otliers have been receiving rather

less. The present demand of the workpeople is that in future 2s. advaiice should

be paid to every man. The masters, we understand, are willing to give £1 8s.

per week to efficient workmen, but are not disposed to give the same wages to all

the workmen alike.

New Episcopal Palace at Gloucester.—Tho Ecclesi.istical Commis-

sioners liave accepted the tender of Messrs. Jones and Son, builders, of Glou-

cester—who, it will be remembered, erected the Market and Corn Exeliange—for

tlie erection of the new episcopal palace in Gloucester, and the work is ^°J^
proceeded with immediately. The net amount of tlie contract is £9,370. The

new palace will be of Gothic design, and tlie only portion of the present edihce to

be retained is t!ie ^eat hall, known ns the Abbot's Hall. The works are to be

completed in two years.
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INVEiNTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
I'ETITIONS RECOUDKD TO SlAV Ifi, 18(">0.

Mr. WiUijun Basford, of Iturslem, for " Improvements in the mode of constructinp:

brick walls, and in the mode of forming and omamcuting the materials to be used
for the same."
Mes.*™. nrown and May, of Devizes, for " Improrements in brlckmaking

inachiner\-."
Mr. Frederick Kdwards, of Great Jlirlborough-atrcet, for •'Improvements In

cliimney bars or plates."
Messrs. Morrell and Cliarnley, of Leyland and Pcrston, for "An Improved machine

for making bricks and tiles and other articles from plastic materials.''

Grants.
Mr. VTilliam Bncktvell, of rhirni.x Stone Works, East Greenwich, " Improvements

in the construction of iron roofs and bridges, and in apparatus to be used in their

erection."—I'rotection six months.
Mr. Henry Thos. Green, of .Moreton , Stafford, and Mr. Samuel liarlow Wright, of

I'arktields, Barlaston, for " Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of
plain and ornameuted bricks, slabs, tiles, &c."—Protection six montlis.

Mr. James Kennedy, of Church-street, Millbank-street, Westmiuster, "Improve-
ments in the construction of sliding sash frames or windows."—l*rotection six
months.
Mr. Josef Franz >Iayr, of Vienna, " Improvements in the obtaining of light, and in

the apparatus employed therein."—A communication to liim from abroad by .lohann
Sepomuck Reithoffer, of Vienna aforesaid, India rubber manufacturer.— I'rotcction

six months.
Mr. Thomas Henry MorrcU, of Leyland, " Improvements in apparatus used In

moulding and pressing bricks, tiles, and other articles made from plastic earths."

—

Dated Kth Febrnarv, ISfiO. Letters patent.
Mr. Xavier Tarte.'of No. 20, Kuc de I'Union, Brnssels, and Mr. William Toovcy, of

Xo. a. Hue dc la I'orape, Brussels, " Improvements in the construction of floorings

and roofings and other parts of buildings and other structures, which improve-
ments are also applicable to the construction of bridges and other works."—Pro-
tection six months.

Mr. James Ward, and Jlr. Henry Burman, both of Stratford-on-Avon, " Improve-
ments in raachinerv for making bricks and tiles, and for mouldiug peat and plastic
Bubatances."—Dated loth November, 1S59. Letters patent.
Mr. William Wilkins, of Banbury, " A * ritlge trestle ' or apparatus which may be

employed on the ridges of buildings to support persons and planidng."—Dated 15th
November, lSo9. Letters patent.

Foreign Patents.
BIr. Levi A. Beardsley, of South Edmeston, N.Y., for an " Improved bench vice."
Mr. Daniel Ucck. of Dobbeln. Saxony,for "A process for impregnating timber."

—

5 vears.—Dated 13th April, 1860.

Mr. John Cadweli, of Cincinnati. Ohio, for an " Improved carpenter's clamp."
Mr. Elizur E. Clark, of New Haven, Conn., for an " Improvement in concrete

•walls."
Mr. II. C. Hunt, of Ottumwa, Iowa, for an " Improvement in bench planes."
Messrs. Frederick Kavemann, Charles Kavemann , and Bannert Hoerstmann, of

Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to Frederick, Kavemann aforesaid, for an "Improve-
ment in extension ladders."
Mr. William Harrison McCoy, of Wheeling, and Mr. John F, Muth, of Grafton,

Va., for an " Improvement in window sash."
Mr. C. P. Morton, of Philadelphia, Pa., for an "Improvement in saw mills."

Specifications Published DrHiNc. the Week.
No. 2,2.^2, price 5d., Iron-clasped bonding plates for joists, &c.
Ko. 2^260, price 6d., Portable apparatus lor tlie use of smiths, carpenters, &c.

BANKRUPTS.
(From the LoTidnn Gazette.^

, , May 25. June 22. attweWe, Rt Basinpliall-street, Offi-

; iiolicit«r, Mr. Chaffers, B*:dford-row,— - -, , „ -Tillaa, Westboume-grove north, Mhv 24 at two, June 19,
•* half-put two, at Basin fthall-street. Official OMi^ee.Mr. Edwards, Baaioghall-street ; solicitor, Mr.
Daniel, Lancaater-place, Strand.

( r rora the Lo
lumridgc, Hemy, builder, Brixton-road, Surrev, I

*W Mnjraee, Mr. Cannon. Bttsinjfhall-Btreet ; liolii

Bherren, £dward Richards, builder, Richmond-villui

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
LotliiMi, Waitun, ironmonger, 'Wishaw.

DTVIDENDS DECLARED.
AjtOD, Charles, builder, Atlleborooph, Norfiilk; first diridend of 2d. in the pound, on Wednesday next, and

three cnbsrquent Wednesdars, at Mr. Edwards', 22, Basinehall- street.
Pishcr, John, builder, NottiDJfhnm ; first diTidend of Is. in the pound, on Monday next, and three follow-

inff Mondays, at Mr. Harris's, Li>w-pavement, Nottinirham.
Gubb, William, ironmonirer, Topsham, Devon j first division of 38, fid. in the pound, any Tuesday or Fri-

day, at Mr. Hirtwl'ii, Queen-street, Exeter.
HrHor, Georpe. and IVrraj!, Jitmen, Imildem, Manchester; second dividend of lid. in the pound, any
Tueaday, at Mr. Hemnmau'rt.fig, Priii cess-street, Manchester.

Junley, John, joiner and builder, jt'ottinpham; first diridend of 6d. in the pound, on Monday next, and
tlnee fallowing Mondays, at Mr. Harris's, Low-pavement, Nottingham.

„_^ _.
DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

Barford and Thompson, ironmasters, Bilston, June 13, Court, Birmingham.
Carr. R.. clusa manufacturer, AttercUffe cum Darnell, June 2. Council-hall, Sheffield.
mwkfl. P., brickraaker, Kinsonlodge, DontetBhire, June 15, Court, Exeter.
WebMer, J-, joiner, Wavertree, June 7, Court, Liverpool.

CEKTIFICATES U> he granted unless cause be shown to the contrary on the
dm/ appointed.

Bnlc. M.. ironfounder, Grav-street, Poplar, June h ; court. Basinprhall -street.
Bouchw, J., timber dealer, Blackwell, J.ine 2; Council-hall, Sheffield.

^Vif'-i plftM n»anuf«cturer. AuercUffe-cum-I)amell, June 2 ; Coiincil-hftll, Sheffield.
Kenbaw, J. and W. O., ntooemasons, Wakefield, June 1 : court, Leeds.
WcbMer, J., joiner, Wavertree, June i; court, Liverpool.

INSOLVENTS.
»"'wnflM>«>"tJoinep, Bedlinglon, June 16, at Blorrwih.
Jonca, Tbofau Powell, lime burner, Swansea, May 25, at Cardiff.

^ ,, ,
DISSOLUTION "oi^ARTNERSHIPS.

B««del, J., and W. J., and Chancellor, architects, Chelmsford.
tMowrr, Ililditch, and Gibson, brickmakers, ChesUrton.
Liooley and Pirn, stonemasons, Ijeicester.
fltonea^ and Coow, brickmakeni, Watford.
WaUccr, b. J. and 8. D., stone and marble masons, Nottingham.

_ ^ ^^^ OBITUARY.
*i?"7-^> l2th inst., at his reaidence nenr Cfapham-common, Sir Charles Barrv, in his 70th year.

^m"/ * ""' "* ^"^'^K Bombay presidency, of cholera, E. Denny, fisq., civil engineer, in his

*'*i!,^'"J^^*" "* '"*' "* S** John's Park-villas, Haverstockhill, Mr. Joseph Gibbons, ironmonger, of
345, Oxfurd-Mreet, affed 41.

i r > »

Oratton—On the 4lh inst., at Tlmberfield, Stretton, Mr. John Gratton, land surveyor and valuer,
aged 83.

i j »

Xbm—On 12th inst., at Bowyer-place, Camberwell, Mr. Andrew Knox, slater, ajjed 67.
?***^*"—"" April 24, at Brid(re-»treet, Niirihamptoti. Mr. Thoma* RohfrU. builder, aged 7fi.
Beott--On 2rid ifirt,, ,n St. Stifphen's-street , Mr. Scott, painter and glazier, aped 58.Bn»«^On 11th inst , « Binfield-road, Stockweli. Mr. Geot^e Smith, timber merchant, aged 56.
Wtaiva—On I2th inst., at Doddingtoa-grore, KeoDiagtoD, Mr. John Warren, formerly of .Stationer's
Hall>conn, in ht» 85th year.

» » •
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters luul communications to be adilrcssed to tho Editor of tho Building News, 20

01<1 lieswell-court, St. Clement's, Stranil, Lonilou.
The Editor cormot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

SiiAKESPi^itE.—In answer to " Antiquary."—Wc believe the earliest known autograpli of the
poet to be in i>*^»ssession of C. W. Hinl, E9q.,of rortland-chambers, by whom it was dis-
covered in Itoa. It i.s %\Titten on the outer mar/in of a black letter edition ofUaataU'fl
(.'oUfictlnns in Knj-dish, of the Statues of the Kealm, printed in tolio, 1598.

IIhjoiks' Stitcco.— I am able to inftinn your correspoudeut, W. Kainforth, that the stucco
at)out which he inquires, may be made as follows ;—To eitfht pounds of the best stone jinie
add 7 pounds of finely powdered bone ashes, and about 42 pound.'^ of washed river s.iiii

iiuitc ilry, and coarse or Hue, as may be desired, mis thoroughly and keep from tlie air until
wanted, when it must be worked up with lime-water and used as quickly as poijsible.—Jolin
Wells.

<i. W. JIiLES.— 1, If we remember rightly, horizontal engines are mostly in use on the r'.

Ohio and Mississippi. 2. The tolls takeu on Waterloo-bridge in 1828, amounted to tlu'

of £13,688.
GilbehtP D.—The flrst (300 feet in the Thames Tunnel cost for excavating, upwards oi

£200.000.

F. Fentonly.—iJ^/;)?«'M was an implement used by the Greeks in naval engaKcmonts It
usually consisted of a heavy mas.s of metul, generally iron, moulded somewhat in the form
of a flsh, and which, being slung to the sliin's yards, was emnloyed as a battering-ram
against the sides of the enemy's vessels. 2. The ancient GreeVs built chimneys to their
houses, but they were somewhat rude in their construction.

M. CocpAED (Paris).—We owe our best thanks to our obliging correspondent, and will
gladlv av'll ourselves of the infurniation sent. In answer to the query if bricks were used
in England earlier than the time ofllcnry YIt., we may say, yes, for Ewehne Palace. Ox-
foi-dsJiire, erected by William de la Pole, and Uurstmonceau Castle in Sussex, both of
brick, were built during the reign of Henry VI.

A Pui'iL Out of His Time.—You cannot have made good use of your "time," or you
would know that grounds are the framings directly attached to the wall, and to whlcli thft

ioinors' work is fixed. Yourotlicr quostlims arc too trivial.

Workman (Yarmouth^.—The BniLDiNo News is published early every Friday morning.
The delav must be witli the bookseller.

An Associate; F. P.; E. B s.—We have already drawn our readers' attention to tho
proposal to exempt tlic present Fellows of the Itoyal Institute of British Architects from
examination. We hope the reason F. I', assigns for such a course is not quite correct. We
nmy return to the subject.

An Anxious Father.—We fear wc cannot advise— so much depends on circumstam .

which we can have no knowledge. The taste, disposition, manners, and L'lliication <

youth must lie considered, an<l alwve all his position in life. The premium on
articled, current expenses durhig term, and necessary expenses abroad, you must cak u^.i^t

at not less than £l,u(M).

W. liASTLAKE.—We have already replied to your question.
It. N. (Bath) ; A SuBsciiiBEB. In type.
PiiiLiP K c.—You are somewhat impatient. Our pages, crowded as they are, can scarcely

afford room for the matter we lutvejn hand. All in good time ; we will And a comer for

vou shortiv.
Ahtist.—See reply to " Photographer" in our Number for May 4th.
J. Burden.-We cannot insert your communication, it is below our mark; and besidea,
has alreadv appeared in the pages ot a contemporary.

P. Smith.—One who runs and reads; yes.
W. DuimAM shall hear from us.

V. Z.—"We are obliged for your offer, and have examined tho specimens of drawing sent, they
are by no means deficient inspirit, but want thatcare and fidelity which, combined witJi

effect, can alone render them suitable for our pages. We are sorry we canuot assist you.
J. Patterson and C. Hctton.—We are always anxious to oblige our correspondents as far

as lies in our power, but we must draw the line somewhere. We advise you to consult a
respectable solicitor, and pay him his proper fees.

The Chambers Supplement.—P. L. Martin; Q. It. S.; A Subscriber from Number
Oxe; James Gallon; T. Snee; F. Smith; G. Piitpps—In a notice to correspond tnits

last week, we stated why we were unable to issue the "Chambers Supplement." It appears
with tho present Number as usual.

Received.—C. Carpenter, G. G. Jones, J. Burlon, P. W., J. N. (Suffolk), J. N. (Edinburgh),
Exhibitor.

Mysteuious complaints have of late reached us thatan individual has applied forinformatioa
at the offices of many respectable architects in the name of the Editor of this Journal, and
that the information, compiled at some trouble, has never appeared in our pages. It liafl

also been stated to us that this same individual lias applied to the managers of tlieatros and
other places of amusement for admittance on the strength of notices which have appeared
in our pages. It is time that such dirty tricks were stopped. There are two regular
reporters upon the Building News, Mr. I>avid Kitchie and Mr. Benjamin Mmkie.
These gentlemen always present their cards when they call upon the business of the

Journal ; at least, when necessary, for Mr. Ritchie is well known. We cannot publish the
names ofthe gentlemen who assist us in the literary department of our Journal, but they iu-e

men of education aud principle, and would one and all shun the company ofthe mysterious
unpaid contributor.

New Churchy Beverly-road^ Hull.—The Committee for the erection

of the above church held a general meeting on the 2.'>th ult., and passed a reso-

lution by which they accepted the design submitted by Messrs. R. C. Sutton and

J. L. Andre, architects, of Nottingham and London. The new church will be of

red brick, in the Geometrical Pointed style. The plan shows a broad clerestorial

nave, with lean-to aisles, divided fi'om it by arcades of five bays each, a chancel

with aisles extending nearly to cast end, aud a vestry on the north. A lofty

slated spire at the south-west angle of nave forms a soutli porch. Above this

entrance a bold iron bracket projects from the face of the wall, carrying aa .

ornamental clock face, which will thus be visible from the end of the street—a '

feature wliich is a Gothic adaptation of one common in Sir Christopher Wren's
London churches. The chief portion ofthe external and internal decorations

will be obtained by the ornamental disposition of the brickwork, stone beingiised

for the window tracery and door-heads. The accommodation on the gi'ound floor
\^

will seat 800 adults, whilst a west gallery will contain 250 children, making a i;

total of 1,050. The site selected is an admirable one, and as the design is very

bold and original, the building promises to be a conspicuous ornament to the

neighbourhood, and especially it will form a pleasing feature to the new

park.
Hood-lane.—On the western side of this lane, at its southern end, a \

characteristic building is now in progress, from the designs of Messrs. Join*

Young and Son, 35, King-street, Cheapside. The front has been constructed

entirely of Portland stone, and the whole of the enrichments, which display

much inventive power in design, are being cut from the solid in j)(>s!tion.

The elevation is in four stories, and surmounted by an eflective moulded

cornice. The windows are all semicircuiar-headed, tlie lower ones having no

impost mouldings, their arched archivolts springing from enriched capitals, upon

which stone-carvers are at present engaged. These caps, when completed, will

comprise representations of leafage and flowers. The second and tliird flooi

ranges of windows are of a plainer description, and are separated from each othei

by enriched string-courses. The lower portion of the elevation is at pre-jcii

surrounded by scaffolding, which when cleared away we shall describe thegii"

story of the structure externally, together witli the internal charactcristic-

the edifice. The works so far have been well carried out by flie contractors

Messrs. E. Allen and Son, Ilaggerston-wharf, Albert-street, Ilegent's-canal

The height of the elevation is 50 feet from the foot-path level, and in the roo

there are dormer windows. The style adopted by tne arcliitects is tliat o\' tli

Trench Renaissance, which is now becoming much in vogue in our street arclii

tecture, and wliich admits of more diversity of treatment and detail than th

I*alladian manner.
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HYDE PARK.
RITICS, both native and foreign, have rc-

peatod to satiety that the parks are the

chief and distinguishing ornamental fea-

features of tlie metropolis. They have

been called the " lungs of London," and
ive can scarcely quarrel with the appel-

lation, albeit there be something of hyperbole

in the figure of speech, for they are the great

breathing spaces for our population, on whom
they exercise a large health-proniotinij influence.

They have no parallel in Continental cities for

their extent, their charming verdure, and rich

foliage, so charming and refreshinj!; to the eye.

When our legislators, metropolitan asdiles,

<^^-^'^?5J\'^S^'^'^ and public press vie with one another in

' ,3/yi£jgr lauding the recent alterations in Paris—we are

not confident they can be termed either architec-

tural embellishments or sanitary improvements,

since, in the latter respect, they make no pro-

vision for sewerage, but leave cesspool abomina-

tions untouched—it is reasonable to suppose they

would not frrudge a trifling expenditure to enhance what is our only

metropolitan ornament. Yet, so far from such being the case, any out-

lay on the public parks is jealously criticised and pared down, as if they

were of more local, and not national importance. Mr. Bentinck and

other narrow representatives of the bucolic mind in Parliament, will

always be found to protest, in terms more forcible than elegant, moi-e

fiwtional than logical, against the slig'htest augmented contribution from

the Exchequer. We are sure these gentlemen must steel their hearts

whenever they take their "constitutional," and witness the thou-

sands of workmg men and young children escaped from close homes

and reeking alleys, in these glorious May days, to breath more freely,

expel the humours from mind and body by 1 little sunshine, and gladden

the senses by green turf and the music of rustling leaves. Otherwise,

and but for this case-hardening, it is impossible that country gentlemen

would deny their poorer brethren what they themselves so largely and
well enjoy when Parliament is up.

Prom the peculiar circumstances of the case—from the parks, with

the exception of Battersea and Victoria (and even over them local

authorities here have no control whatsoever) being, by a constitutional

IJction, the property of the Crown, who appoints the Chief Ranger,
although virtually their supervision is in the hands of the Chief Com-
missioner of Public Works, the Honorable Mr. Cowper—the cost of

maintaining the Hyde, Green, and St. James's parks must be paid

for out of the pubUc purse. It is an arrangement consequent upon the

settlement of the civil list ; wherefore it follows, that were Londoners
willing to tax themselves for embellishing the parks, they could not do
so. Were the Metropolitan Board of Works more energetic and public

spirited than they have the reputation of being, we would respectfully

suggest to Mr. Bentinck and his friends that they should either with-

draw their objections to the grant of public money, or that they should

obtain the transfer of the parks from the Crown to the metropolis.

The present is a very dog-in-the-manger system. The Legislature

will not do what is needful or allow Londoners to do so.

We are induced to call attention to the subject in consequence of im-
portant works being carried on, or about to be effected, which present

extraordinary opportunities for the embellishment of the three western
parks, and which, if allowed to pass unprofited by now, will never occur

again in all probability. In the evidence given before the Serpentine

Committee the Engineer to the Metropolitan railway pointed out how
.glad would the contractor of the works be to deposit in the park for a

trifling remuneration—probably none at all—the immense mass of earth,

•day, and gravel which he has to excavate, and is now obliged to con-

ey by railway to Chalk-farm. On the same occasion Mr. Bazalgette

Teierred to the overflow sewer which is to be cut through the park, and
which is to intercept sewage from the Serpentine. People were too

anxious to get rid of Mr. Hawksley's scheme to pay attention to col-

lateral ijuestions. But Mr. Bazalgette's works, which will be completed
in nine months, are worthy of the most serious consideration and in-

vestigation, with a view to ascertain whether they may not be made to

conduce to the increased decoration of the park, and to aflibrd further

convenience to the public.

Several lines of route had been proposed for this sewer. After giving

them careful examination, and consulting with the Superintendent of

Hyde Park on behalf of the Chief Commissioner of Public Works, Mr.
Bazalgette decided on recommending to the Metropolitan Board that

4e sewer should be constructed from a junction with the Ilanelagh

Awer, near Albert gate, to proceed thence along the eastern side of the

Serpentine, through Hyde-park and Kensington gardens to a junction

with the Ranelagh main sewer, near the Crown Inn, in the Uxbridge-
road. The length will be about 1,000 feet of brick sewer, 9 feet in '

diameter, and 4,700 feet of brick sewer, 8 J feet in diameter. The cost

is estimated at £23,000, towards which the Board of Public Works
will contribute £2,000, as the sewer will provide means for the efficient

drainage of the barracks and other Government property in Hyde-park.
The contribution will be made on condition of the work being executed
in accordance with the plan submitted, and with the proviso that the
Legislature sanction the estimate. The specification, which would be
too long to quote in full, provides for underpinning the Ranelagh sewer
for 76 feet with 18-inch brickwork set in cement. The connection is

to be by meansofasplayed junction for the sewer entering the Ranelagh
sewer. There are to be 460 feet of sewer, 8 feet by OJ feet in open
cutting; 2,788 feet of brick sewer, 8^ feet in diameter, of a tliicknessof

one brick and a half, with the upper arch in mortar and the rest in

cement, and the haunches from springings to the top of the interior

arch to be filled in solid with concrete ; in tunnel 1,912 feet of brick

sewer, 8 feet in diameter, two bricks thick, set in cement ; 320 feet

of brick sewer in open cutting, 9 feet, 2 bricks thick, set in cement, with

the upper arches in mortar, the rest in cement and the haunches filled

in solid with concrete as before. There is also the ordinary provision for

bell mouths, weirs, &c. This work has been designed in connection with

the main intercepting drainage, and has for its cliiefobject to provide a
storm overflow for relieving the upland districts, and to intercept all

sewage from the Serpentine, which at present flows into the lake, as

explained by Mr. Bazalgette to the Serpentine Committee. It has been
separated from the middle level sewer at the request ofthe Metropolitan

Board, in order to expedite the issuing of the contract. The reader is

probably aware that a portion of the Kanelagh sewer traverses Hyde-
park from a point opposite the end of Albion-street, in the Uxbridge-
road to Albert gate.

The total length of the new sewer will be 1 mile 420 feet at an in-

clination of 1 in 421-5 or 12-5 feet in a mile. Its greatest depth below
the level of the soil will be about 45 feet, and the minimum depth about

15 feet. The latter will e.xist for only a very short distance near Albert

Gate ; the remainder will never be under 20 feet. The course will be
through clay.

As the works are to be commenced forthwith, and will probably be
completed by the end of the year, or before next summer, we beg to

suggest that the department presided over by the Hon. Mr. W. Cowper
should take an immediate decision as to the water supply of the

Serpentine, and make arrangements for the execution of the sewerage

works in connexion with it. It was elicted before the Parliamentary

Committee by one of the members, Mr. AValter, that by draining the

area of the Park and Gardens, a supply of water could be obtained

suflicient to feed the Serpentine at a rate of 4 feet constant depth, after

allowing for evaporation, so that very little assistance would be required

from the Chelsea Water-works. JMr. Ilawksley, who received the

suggestion much more favorably than might have been anticipated from
his disappointment, stated that this supply might be further and very

considerably increased by driving drains through the sand to the up-

land district, along and under the Edgware-road. From the evidence,

especially that of Mr. Fowler, who had tapped numerous abundant

springs in excavating the underground railway, it appears that the

supply obtained in this manner would be the cheapest, the most
abundant, the most constant, and the most agreeable. Such
being the case, it is highly desirable that the new sewer should

not interfere with this supply. AVe do not say that it would,

nor do we see any reason that it should, so long as the sewer runs

below a retentive unbroken top stratum of clay. The public would

be glad, however, to have positive assurance on this point : for if

the clay be pierced, surface drainage will pass down the breaks, and
may percolate into the sewer. \Ye should also like to be satisfied

whether there be a chance or not of the sewer operating as a drain to

the Serpentine, since it will be considerably below the level of the

bottom of the lake. AVe may appear, perhaps, apprehensive about

trifles and stretching suspicion beyond waiTant ; but there have been

so many lamentable obstacles created to improvements by works being

carried out separately, which should have been in accordance and sub-

ordinated, and such unfortunate waste of water from the diversion into

sewers of streams which should have gone to feed pleasure ponds or

augment the volume of the Thames, that our apprehensions have a

legitimate excuse.

To avoid mischief, and to take full advantages of the opportunities

that will be presented, we beg leave to urge upon the immediate con-

sideration of the Government, no less than upon that of the Metro-

politan Board of Works, the expediency of entrusting to Mr. Bazalgette

the supply of water to the Serpentine, when its source is decided upon,

which should be forthwith, or at all events of associating with him the

engineer who may have charge of carrying out the works for obtaining

the supply, so that no detriment may result. We confess that_ we should

like to see associated with them an architect and a landscape* gardener,

with a view to profit by the occasion for the embellishment of the park.

Were the works to be carried out in common it might be fomid prac-

ticable and desirable to estabhsh communication, to be closed a
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pleasure, from tlie lowest level of the bottom of the lake to the sewer'
to admit of the water being drained off without recoiu-se to pumping
A considerable portion of the filthy mud would be got rid of withou'
polluting the atmosphere, and the lake could afterwards be the more
easily cleaned out as often as required. The material excavated for

the construction of the sewer would be of considerable utility.

The clay would serve to level the bottom of the lake, which
would render it watertight, and over that the sand or gravel
might be spread to insure a clean bottom and clear water. There is

another use for the material. We have in London nothing like a
C!hamp9 de Mars—no place where reviews and military displays can be
carried on under the full and convenient inspection of such a crowd as

•would be sure to attend here on these occasions. The volunteer move-
ment has taken so deep a root, the martial instincts of Englishmen have
been so thoroughly aroused, and their interest in all appertaining to the
army so vividly excited, that military field-days and volunteer reviews
will soon become regular London sights. The only place where they
conld be conveniently held is Hyde-park. Wormwood Scrubs is too

remote. In the Park the spectators would not be at ease. None
but the two front ranks could catch a glimpse of the troops, and
even their view would be very partial and limited. With the immense
quantity of material to be obtained from the excavation for the sewer
and from the underground railway, it would be easy to construct ban-
quettes, with the surface at a gentle incline, round the edge of the
park, at intervals, so as not to interfere with the roads. By this means
there would be formed a grand amphitheatre, more capacious than the
Champs de Mars, in Paris, and where the spectators would be more at

{heir ease, while enabled to command more extensive and complete
views of the proceedings . If the slopes of the banquettes were sufficient

to accommodate the public in rows fifteen deep, all of whom would
command a perfect view of the troops, hundreds of thousands of spec-
tators could be present without trenching on the space allotted to the
military. The cost of constructing the banquettes would be next to

nothing, for the contractor would be only too glad to shoot the debris

so close at hand. But if the present opportunity be missed the cost

of constructing a Champs de Mars would be too great ever to be wrung
from Parliament.

MANSION AT ELVETHAM.
AT page 419 we illustrate a mansion now being erected for the Eight Hon.

Lord Calthorpe, at Elvetham, Hants, from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. S. S. Teulon, of Craig's-court, Charing-cross. The
mansion is being built of red bricks, with patterns in black. Mes8rs.
Wells, of Egham, Surrey, are the builders.

ARCHITECT LECTURERS.
THOSE of our readers who were present at Mr. Lamb's lecture at the Archi-

tectural Exhibition on Tuesday evening, will most likely sympathise with
a few remarks which, as well wishers to the Exhibition, we venture to offer, with
special reference to the rendering these lectures popular.
Mr. Lamb's lecture was attentively listened to, and received with applause at

its termination ; but we do not hesitate to say that on the whole we were disap-
pointed with it— or perhaps it would be more correct to say—with its delivery.
The pen and the pencil are not always wielded with equal facility by one man,
and by committing himself to the former only Mr. Lamb did himself great in-
justice. We make no scruple in criticising his style of lecturing because, possessed
of such high power of dehneating what he means, Mr. Lamb is just the man who
can afford to boar our comments on his lack of what may be regarded in an archi-
tect as an inferior gift,—the power of orally conveying that meaning ; and as
these remarks may be usefully applied to future architect-lecturers at Conduit-
street, where such lecturers "most do congregate," Mr. Lamb, we feel sure,
will cheerfiUly excuse our singling him out for animadversion. The suggestions
sought to be conveyed by the lecture, especially those contained in the
latter part of it, were evidently the valuable result of much thought
on the principles of design in architectural composition : but, rend off
deliberately in a somewhat low tone, they seemed to fall flat and insipid on
the ears of his auditory. Here was the very opportunity for the introduction
ofthe black board, or of the slight sketch hung or circulated about the room, and
why were they not applied ; Of Mr. Lamb himself it is high praise to say, his
own designs executed and unexecuted are amongst the best works of our time, to
have adduced as optical embodiments of the hints he was offering to his hearers,
hearers who it should not be forgotten were, as they should be in this gallery,
lay as well as initiated. It may be urged, in answer to these remarks,
that for a lecturer to hand round his own sketches would be an act savouring
of egotism; then why not make a selection from the works of other men ? Mr.
Lamb commenced his lecture with an exordium in honor of that highly-gifted
architect, who had that day been consigned with such solemn honor to the tomb,
suddenly hurried away from our midst, while almost in the act ofconsummating,
like Brunei and like Stephenson, his grandest achievement. Mr. Lamb must be
well acquainted with the many works of that accomplished, versatile architect—

a

fellow contributor with him, by the way, to that " Loudon's Magazine," to which
the chairman of the evening had alluded—and if modesty were the lecturer's plea
for withholding illngtrations of bis hints selected from his own designs, it would
not have been difficult to cull from the works of Sir Charles Barry many illustra-
tions of the soundness of his own valuable "Suggestions." It is the curse of
many lecturers and writers on art that, whilst they can go on lecturing and
writing upon it for years, they have either no meaning at all, or at best a mean-
ing not worth illustrating. Such men do very wisely to avoid drawing what they
mean ; and we remember a case in which one of these gentlemen, after keeping

liiniself well before the literary world with an art theory for years, committo
aciual filo dene, and fell into irretriev.ible collapse, by one day unluckily makiii.
a drawing of what he had to say, if we may usl- the expression. Now tlii-; j

not Mr. Lamb's case at all ; arid in future lectures we hope to see him ini| in
interest to them as heTcan by graphic illustration—the architect's own wen|i,)ii

par exeelUnce. l. L. Y.

A„T,x,.^
BUILDEES' BENEVOLKMT INSTITUTION.

SftETING of the members of this excellent institution wa? held yc8terda\
(Thursday) afternoon, at the London Tavern, BlBhopsjfate-street.forthe ijurnosl

of electin<r three pensioners to the benellta of the Society. There was a niiiiierou«

'

attendiihce of members, and. in the unavoidable absence of Mr. Ocorge Suiiih.thc
treasurer, who was expected to preside on the occasion, Mr. Joseph Bihd was called
to the chair.
The CiiAiRMAX, in opening the proceedings of the meeting shortly after twelve
clock, stated that they had met for the purpose of carrying out the fiftoentb

election of pensioners since the establishment of the Institution. lie next alluded
to the rapid improvement in the position of the Society, and stated that several o'
their opulent brethren had waited before civins their active assistance to it, to see
how the Institution got on, but having felt satisfied that the manner in whiili it
was progressing was satisfactory, they had come forward and rendered their
hearty assistance. They had met on the present occasion to elect three pensioners
—2 males and 1 female, out of IC candidates. In the funds thcv had ±7,Oi,iO, which
he considered a very satisfactory sum, hut they oxpemlod annually between Ckuo and
£000 iu making provision for the pensioners. Instead of electinfr three pcnsiouers
on the present occasion he was at one time hopeful that they would have been able to
elect on the present occasion six candidates ; such they had not been able to do,bul
he hoped that in November next there would be another election.
The votinfj was then proceeded with, and it lasted from about half-past twelve tc

three o'clock, when the poll was closed.
Scrutineers were then appointed to investigate the voting papers j and at the closi

of their inquiry it appeared that the following were the successful candidates :—
•Tames Oliver (Kensington) 1,0.% votes.
William (3oodfellow (Stonchouse, Devon) 856 „
Catherine Edmunds (Bermondsey), 1,729 „

(The amount of pension annually for a male is £24, and for a female £20. At th.
close of the election all the candidates were treated to an excellent dinner at th'
Albion, at the expense of the Institution.)
After a vote of thanks to the scrutineers and the chairman, Mr. Richardson pro-

posed, and Jlr. Cozens seconded, a vote of thanks to the Press for their attendance
The compliment was briefly acknowledged by the reporter of the Buu.dino News
who stated that the proprietors of the paper he represented, were upon all occasioni
exceedingly desirous to promote the welfare of the Builders' Benevolent Association
The meeting then separated about half-past four o'clock.

HOTEL DE L'EUROPE.
15 and 16 Leiccster-plare Lekesfer-square.—a very unique coffee-room hai

just been formed at the above establishment in the French style by Messrs. Abbott
and Hopwood builders. Bleeding Hart-yard, Hatton Garden and tasteiully deco-
rated by Mr. Lee of 36, Cranbourne Street. The bar is recessed at one end" within
a large elliptical arch, with looking glasses on each side surroimded by flat

frames having gilded beads on each side, with a flat facia between, covered bj
crimson cloth and relieved with gilded pateriE placed at intervals. This peculiai
system of decoration is also applied to the doors of the room, the panels being ol

looking glass instead of wood, which gives a charming effect of additional space
The paper of the room lias a ground of deep green mtli gilded ornaments on it in

vertical stripes. The cornices and other decorations in plaster are picked out in

colors, the mouldings being buff and the enricliments white. The woodwork is a

good imitation of bird's-eye maple relieved by gilded mouldings, the whole
having been executed with a considerable degree of taste.

The Workmen and the late Sir Charles Burry.—Lady Barry and the
family have addressed the following letter to the workmen (400 to 500 in num-
ber) who took part in the funeral ceremony of Tuesday List:—"The widow
and family of the late Sir Charles Barry, return their hearty thanks to those

workmen, who, having labored under his direction, during his life-time, have
this day attended him to the grave. Tliey recognize in that attendance, not only

a kind and cordial sympathy with their own sorrow, but also a proof of the

respect, with which his memory is regarded, and of the pride and interest felt,

in having aimed to accomplish, what his genius had conceived. Amidst all the

consoling memories of this day, there is none on which they will dwell with

greater pleasure, and their thanks are given, not so much for themselves, as for

him, who, as he felt a cordial interest in all his fellow laborers, so would have

been deeply touched by such a proof of their respect, and sympathy with liim.

—

Clapham Common, 22 May, 1860."

Allotments of Freehold Land and Oround Rents.—The allotment of

the Conservative Land Society's estate at Oxford took place yesterday at tha

Society' oflices in Norfolk-street. The property is about a mile fi'om the City,

and is laid out into about sixty building lots for villas and other houses. Early

rights were sold to secure plots on this estate. Several freehold ground rents on

the Battersea estate, let on building lease of 99 years, were also offered to the

members and taken by early rights of choice.

Wilkins' Patent Ridge Trestle.—Among specifications recently filed is

that of a ridge trestle patented by Mr. Wilkins, builder, Banbury. This con-

trivance may be employed singly as a stand or stage for a workman, or in pairs

to support putlogs for scaffold planking. It consists of a pair ofstrong wood bars

or beams, hinged at top so that they may be opened out at an angle, and having

hinged to them at their junction two beams for extending horizontally, and at

their lower ends two b.irs for supporting the latter. The apparatus is set up by

opening the fii'st named bars at the proper angle to suit the pitch of the ridge,

placing it astride upon the latter, extending the beams and resting their outer ends

on the supporting bars which are raised to receive them ; .suitable arrangements

are provided to adjust the beams on the bars, at their proper level to suit the

ridge angle and to prevent the bare from falling inward or outward. The appa-

ratus when not in use can be folded up into a compact shape, to he carried about

from place to place. There are models of this trestle on view at the South

Kensington Museum.
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THE INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS.
rilllE Council of the Royal Institute of British Architects have laid

JL before its members a reniarkiible and interesting document, perhaps
llie most important in its bearing upon the future prospects of the archi-

tectural profession that has ever emanated from that body, containing,- as it

does, the outlines of a scheme, the success of which " some alteration in

the rules which now govern the admission of Fellows and Associates

would become necessary." This memorandum also contemplates the
establishment of a scheme for the gradual formation of a system of

c xaminations, to be at present voluntary, but, to quote the words of the

Council, of which, in accordance with the rule now established in other

professions, the ultimate result should, in their opinion, be the establish-

ment of a system of compulsory examinations extended to all architects,

whether members or not of this Institute.

As this memorandum, read at the meeting of the Institute on the 23rd
April, has not yet been discussed or published, although it has been
jirintcd and circulated among the members, we sliall refrain from giving

;m account of the project in detail till the special general meeting is held,

which will be convened for the discussion of the subject ; but wo shall

unbrace this opportunity for making a few remarks upon tlie subject, and
pointing out a few of the dangers into which those originating such a

scheme may be liable to fall. It will be for those gentlemen who propose

to discuss the question when brought before the Institute to consider how
tar the scheme before them will require modification to secure it against

such dangers.

Architecture is one of those callings that any man can enter in any way
that best pleases him; and, looking at the profession as a branch of the

fine arts, there can be no question that it ought to be thus free. The
sculptor, the painter, tlie poet, the musician, require no preliminary
examinations, no diplomas ; their genius and their education make them
what tliey are, and tlie approval of the public, when obtained, stamps
tlieit efforts with success. It would be madness to propose to issue a
license entitling the holder to paint landscapes, or a certificate that the

person named therein is competent to write a sonnet, or may be permitted
to set a song to music and publish the same ; why, then, we may ask,

should not this rule hold good with the architect? Cannot the public

judge of his talent, and employ him or reject him as they find good?

The natural answer is not only that the public can and do judge
of the architect as much as of his fellow artists by his works, but that
tliey always n'ill do so, and that examinations and diplomas will not make
nmch difference in this respect. The public are always sure to decide
pon an architect by his works, and he will be popular or neglected, a
ivourite or the reverse, according as his works happen to take the popular

fancy, or to be praised by those critics to whose judgment the multitude
habitually defer. E.xaminations, therefore, need not be much directed to
tills side of the question.

But besides Jiis position as an artist, the architect holds another posi-
tion, inseparable from the nature of his profession, and one not filled by
any other artist. lie is steward of his employer's property, and bound to
Jay it out to the best advantage. He is guardian of his employer's com-
fort, his mistakes or incompetence may involve fatal accident, pecuniary
ruin, law suits, chancery suits, inconvenience of every degree, disappoint-
ment of every kind, and damage alike unnecessary and irremediable.

Now, it is on this side of the question that the desirableness of every
guarantee for efflciency which can be afforded becomes apparent, and any
scheme which will render it difficult for incompetent person to assume the
jiosition of architects, will be equally beneficial to professional men and to
their emploj'ers.

The public ought to be able to feel sure that in coming to an architect
they are consulting a person competent to perform the duties they wish
to entrust to him. And those men who really are able efficiently to con-
duct their business, ought to be only too glad of anything that will render
it less possible than at present for ignorant and unqualified pretenders to
usurp the name of architect, and bring it into disrepute.
And while urging that the chief cause for examinations or a diploma

lies in the necessity for securing experienced and educated constructors
and men of business, we also admit that, to a certain limited extent, even
artistic acquirements ought to be willing to submit to a test. Intending
clients have to form their judgment of an architect in the majority of
instances, not on a completed work, as is the case with a picture or a
poem, but on a very incomplete delineation of it. The architect may be
able to build better than he can draw, or may draw better than he can
build ; any examination, therefore showing, by a knowledge of details, &c..
That the author of a design is not only competent to make a sound
structure of it, but also a consistent one architecturally, will be beneficial,
and is in fact much needed.
Some acquaintance with the practical details of building, so as to ensure

good construction, and a general familarity with modes of estimating the
cost of proposed buildings, as a protection against that under-estimating
with which architects are often reproached, seem almost essential. General
construction, special expedients for peculiar circumstances, precautions to
be observed against risks, sanitary laws and methods of effecting drainage
and ventilation, are some among the things which an architect is expected
to know, and requires to be familiar with. If then it is proposed to establish
a system which shall secure that all who have passed a certain examina-
tion shall know what it is necessary every architect should know ; these
are some of the subjects that must form the basis of that examination.

It will, however, be probably found desirable to allow gentlemen who
have studied a special subject to distinguish themselves in a separate ex-
amination, open to those who have passed the ordinary one, for honours.

This step would enable the examiners to raise their higher questions to a
very high standard, without at the »ame time unnecessary severity
towards all.

That a preliminary examination, and a certificate of competency to
practice after passing, will be the best means to raise the general standard
of the profession seems pretty satisfactorily shown by the other profes-

sions, where such examinations exist. The method of introducing it re-
quires, however, care, and the nature of the examination ought to be
adapted to the present circumstances of the young men in the profession.

We have no regular academic system of education, and our instruction ift

very unsystematic. To do justice to a class of young men so trained (and
none are so useful as tliose brought up practically), the examinations
ought to be based rather on things than on books, and ought to come a
good deal in the form in which questions of actual business will hare to-

come before the student. If this is not done, many a perlectly competent
youth will stand a risk of being unsuccessful, while worse men than he
will pass through. Should the system now proposed to be inaugurated
fulfil the expectations of its promoters, it will, probably, bring in its

wake—nay, must do so—something approaching a regular recognised
course of study for young architects. This, however, is not a question

for the present moment, but it should not be forgotten that, in any
attempt to introduce such examinations as men in practice will volun-
tarily undergo, their present circumstances must be taken into account,,

and the examination must be made quite an exceptional one in cha-
racter. Many of them have, perhaps, not undergone anything like ques-
tioning since they left school or college, perhaps as many as a dozen years-

ago, and are out of the habit of it. They, if in active practice, are with-
out leisure to enable them to " read up," and are, perhaps, little in the
habit of putting their thoughts on paper, and on these grounds a large

number of them, through perfectly confident, and justly so, of their com-
petence to act as architects, may prefer that the reputation their practice

has procured for them should remain undisturbed, rather than that it

should be risked in a trial where they would no longer feel themselves-
half as much " at home " as in their schoolboy days.

The important decision has soon to be come to, whether an examination.
.shall be inaugurated at all, and if it is to be made only voluntary for the
present, how is it to be made popular 1 for a voluntary examination to-

which no one cares to submit himself will be of course of dead failure.

One examination has been for some years established—that of candi-

dates for a certificate of competence to be district surveyors. The fact

that no one but a holder of this certificate can for the future assume this

ofDce is a sufficient inducement to persons to undergo that examination,
and if it were not for this, as an absurd prejudice seems to exist against

the certificate being in any way made use of as a general testimonial to

competence, no person would in all probability care to present himself for

examination.
If the Institute propose that no person shall for the future be eligible as

Associate or Fellow who has not obtained their certificate, they will ensure
that some few will present themselves, but they will most unquestionably
diminish very materially the number of their new members ; and for this

reason, that only those who care for distinction among their professional

brethren, will feel much wish to be examined. Those principally who care to

stand well with the public, will not unnaturally say cui bono? and stand aloof.

The more prudent plan undoubtedly would be to establish some honorary
title, which successful candidates might assume, and as two grades of
examinations are proposed, two titles ought to be created, say Student in

Architecture, and Licentiate in Architecture ; if this were done, numbers
of persons would at once desire the honor of the letters S.A. or L.A. after

their name, while it might without unfairness be announced that after the
lapse of a certain time, which ought not to be less than four or five years,

the Institute would admit no persons as members, and recognize no persons

as competent architects who had not passed the Licentiate examination,

always excepting those who were already established in practice at the

time the regnlation first was made, or in other words at the present time.

The examinations are intended to show to the public that architects are

competent, not to enable them to show to one another the exact amount
of acquaintance they have with their profession. If, therefore, no badge
or title is provided which appeals to the public, and which it would be
worth an architect's while to possess, for the sake of obtaining clients and
practice, the Institute must expect that their scheme will not meet with a
hearty welcome. The bold and the superficial who enjoy a certain repu-
tation in some circles will naturally be unwilling to enter the doors of a
room where the slenderness of their attainments will be pointed out, and
the really competent, if they liappen to be also diffident, as many of the

best-informed men are, will shrink from volunteering to undergo an ordeal

which is naturally formidable to them, and from which they do not see

that they shall reap much good.

These are some of the considerations that should weigh with those who
propose and discuss the sclieme under our notice.

Other branches of the subject suggest themselves, but must be reserved

for future consideration. This very important proposal will, no doubt, be
canva.ssed by the profession, very generally, and we cannot doubt but tliat

the principle will be readily accepted and adopted by its members as de-

sirable. The details, as we have shown, require care and caution in work-
ing out, but if only pains is taken by tiie Council of the Institute to

ascertain the feeling of the profession at large, and especially of the rising

members of it (for they are the ones whose interests are most at stake),

and if this general feeling be taken as a guide to the framing ofthe scheme,

we have little doubt that a successful commencement may be made and
that excellent results will follow. fi. S.
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
MR. A. ASHPITEL's " Design for the Restoration of St. Margaret's,

Westminster " (650), proposes to strip ofFthe Batty-Langley casing of a
hundred years ago, and to reclothe the churcti in the style of Henry VII.'s

Chapel and the neighbouring Houses of Parliament. This could only be
done at a great e.xpense, and it is doubtful whether the result would
justify it. The florid Perpendicular, notwithstanding Wordswortli's
oft-quoted idea of the "ten thousand cells where music lingers,"

is now justly regarded as the manifestation of Gothic decadence.
Its heavy masses and elaborate pannelling are interesting as pas-

sages of art-history and for their national associations, but for

little other reason. The Houses of Parliament would not, at

the present day, be re-built in that style, nor could we, even for

the gratification of getting rid of Batty Langley's excrescence, welcome
llr. Aslipitel's costly substitute. Decay, which cheaply mantles so many
buildings with beauty, may do something even for St. Margaret's. The
present design, with its exuberance of pierced battlements and i)annelled

stone-work, ogee arches and finials, pinn.iclcs and tracery, though
according with two of the buildings near it, would not be in keeping with
the beautiful portions of the Abbey. We do not impugn Mr. Aslipitel's

design, it is only the style we object to. He proposes to restore the

church as it wa? rebuilt, a short period before the erection of Henry VII.'s

Chapel. We differs with him as to tlie advisability of such a proceeding,

but at the same time acknowledge the ability he has brought to tlie work.
651, "Design for a Cathedral of the 13th century," by Mr. F. P. Gom-
pertz, is one of those extensive accumulations of towers, spires, flying

huttresses and tracery which a young architect with great ambition and
an imaginary bottomless purse alone can freely indulge in. At first sight

it would appear a useless employment of time, but its value is real to the

author, though slight to the spectator. The thought it has awakened,
and the study it has necessitated, is of practical service to him wlio has

undertaken it. It is like severe training wliich fits him to make liglit of

any minor labors whicli may fall to his lot.

We have already noticed at the Architectural Exhibition the new shops

recentl}' erected at Folkestone by Messrs. Walton and Robson. They
exhibit here a view of two others in the same locality with some of those

we before referred to in the distance (653). Those in the foreground are

built of brick, with stone or cement dressings. The manner in which the

architects have overcome the inequality of the ground deserves notice.

They have grappled boldly with tlie difiiculty, and made it instrumental

in producing a pleasing variety in their buildings, and a liappy combina-
tion of sky-lines. A great deal of originality is thrown into the details,

and the same bold projections which we before noticed occurs in the heads

of the upper windows. A similar character is stamped upon both tlie

shops, although the features are different ; and, as a contrast, the distant

block is built of parti-colored brick, witli pointed arches and a high-

stepped gable on one of the houses. The general masses are most pic-

turesquely composed, and every minor feature, as, for instance, the orna-

ment on the roof, the decoration of the chimney-stacks, the carving of the

capitals, &c., betoken the like careful study.

65-1, "Entrances, Balcony, and Flanking Turret at Dalzell Castle," is

another of Mr. R. W. Billing's characteristic Scotch designs, with an
abundance of corbelling and stepped gables. The greatest freedom has

been taken in introducing Gothic cuspings and Classic pediments.

The "National Schools on tlie Boundary of the Park, Dynevor Castle>

Carraarthensliire " (655), is a pretty little Gothic building, constructed of

grey stone, with red bricks in the window arches. It has wooden porches,

rather stilted, .and slate-ropfs. The design was furnished by Mr. W. M.
Teulon.

656. " Interior view of the Chancel of the new Roman Catholic Church,
Lanark," by Jlessrs. Hadfieid and Goldie, is a very meritorious work.

The east end is not, as is too often the case, cut up into numberless niclies,

nor occupied exclusively by a large traceried window ; but, instead, a fine,

broad space is reserved for the display of a fresco, representing a Romish
version of the Crucifixion, where bishops in canonicals are spectators,

and semi-angels catch the blood spurting from the wounds. The reredos

beneath it is divided into five compartments by columns, with an enriched

cornice on a level with and connecting the caps. There is in each com-
partment a figure of an angel on a geometrically carved ground. A
circular window is placed over the fresco. Tlie simplicity in the general

arrangement of the design is continued to the altar and tabernacle, but

the statues supporting the canopy are not Gothic figures. We notice

defects in the detail in various portions of the drawings, but the general

expression of tlie chancel and the breadth which pervades it is highly

satisfactory. The roof is arched, divided into panels, and painted.

657. This is .another fine Roman Catholic church, "St. Augustine's,

Dublin," by Mr. E. W. Pugin. The tower is raised over one bay of the

nave, and is thus broader from north to south than from west to east.

The roo6 of the corresponding bays of aisles are carried a little higher

than the others, and abut against the tower, which gives a very agreeable

outline to the building. The details are worked out with Mr. Pugin's well-

known skill. The only objection we have to make is the same which we
noticed in his drawings in the Architectural Exhibition, that it is rather

overloaded with ornament and the features too crowded together.

Mr. Pownall's " Buildings for the 2nd Regiment of Cheshire Militia

Macclesfield " (658), is a small drawing, and, with that consideration which

the hanging committee show for the feelings of architects, it is placed very

high on the walls. All we can discern is that it is a Gothic building of grey

ttonc, surrounding a square parade ground.

A similar fate has been incurred by Mr. G. S. Clarke's drawing of the

" Premises of the London Printing and Publishing Company" (659). The
building is constructed of red brick and stone, and is C or 7 stories in height.
It has the look of solid substantial Itusiness premises. Strong piers rise
almost tinbrokcn the whole height ; one or two slight strings alone break
the vertical line. The outline is very picturesque, and its good effect is
obtained by stepped gables of different sizes on the two fronts in combina-
tion with roofs behind them.
One of the finest buildings which we have seen from Mr. Knowles' pencil

is introduced to us in (660), "The Grosvenor Hotel now in course of erec-
tion at the Victoria Station, Pimlico." It is a long massive front, noble in
its proportions and rich in its decorations. It comprises six lofty stories,

all varied in their architectural details but arranged with great simplicity
and dignified repose. The entrance is by three arches in the centre of the
front wliich is rusticated throughout its entire length. The cornice is bold
and suitable to the building. The roofs are curved, and are surmounted
with ornamental cresting. Over the roof of the wings a balustrade
carries a pair of cupola; which form a pleasing outline to the whole
building.

"Finchley Hill School" (661), by Mr. E. Roberts, is designed in red
brick with stone dressings. It has a good circular tower at the angle
and three gables on the principal front, the windows in which take up too
much space.

062. " Henham and Wangford National Schools," now erecting, by Mr.
E. L. Blackburne, is a picturesque composition, built of grey-stone with
white stone dressings. It has a red tile roof barred with tiles of a darker
tint. The turret and porch are very ably designed, and considerable
originality and taste are seen throughout the building, more especially in

the combination of the various colored materials.

Tlie church about to be erected at Cardiff by Messrs. Prichard and
Seddons (664) is in the Decorated style, with the tower rising between the
nave and chancel. The combination of pinnacles and spireliglits produces
a rich effect at the base of tlie spire. Tliere is a noteworthy peculiarity in

this Church ; the aisle walls are carried up at the outer edge of the

buttresses, and the space between them is seemingly devoted to a passage
to the seats—a very good arrangement to prevent the piers which support
the nave walls becoming an obstruction to the congregation.

In immediate juxtaposition with Messrs. Prichard and Seddon's church
we see an equally successful one of an entirely different arrangement,
although they are both in the same style, and both have the towers in the

same position. Here, however, the likeness ends ; Mr. W. Smith " New
Church at Norwich," (665), has made every part of his building visible in

this view contribute to one massive and striking group, of which the tower
is the centre. It has an apsed chancel and a short spire. The church is

beautifully proportioned as a single design, and beautiful also in the dis-

position of the relative parts. We should have liked it even better if the

plain mass in the upper part of the tower had been slightly pierced, to

avoid the trifling heaviness which it now possesses.

(666) "Restoration of the Governor's House at Stirling Castle." This
is, we think, the best of Mr. R. W. Billing's contributions. It groups
better than the others, but is otherwise similar in character, though with
less ponderous detail. The peculiar Scotch character of the architecture

has been most successfully obtained. The omission of the angle window
on the first-floor would have prevented the weakness it now gives to that

portion of the building, and it would have increased the effect of the

shorter luid therefore better window in a smaller position on the upper

floor. One little eccentricity of that kind would have given the design a

Viilue which its repetition on a larger scale altogether destroys.

667 is the " South-east View of St. Nicholas, Sidraouth," by Mr. W.
White. It is a Decorated church, with nave, aisles, transept.*, and chancel

The tower is very well proportioned, but it strikes us that the drawing is

rather out of perspective.

In the " St. John's National Schools, Reading " (668), Mr. C. Smith

seems to have introduced gables on purpose to destroy them. The line of

one is broken by a bell-cot in a very clumsy fashion, that of the porch is

broken by steps in the middle of the line, ami a chimney-stack intrudes

into a third. The building is constructed of greystone, with freestone

dressings.

The superabundant strength which Mr. E. W. Mantell has put into the

buttresses of his " Schools at Lydiard, Tregoy, Wiltshire " (669), might

be adv.nntageously transferred to the mullions of his windows, which fire

now disproportionately weak. The porch abutting on to the centre of the

flank gable is another objectionable feature, particularly as the doorway

has no jamb on that side. The second design in the same frame, " Schools

at Purton, Wiltshire," is in much better taste. The combination of the

bell-cot with the roof oriel windows is very cleverly designed ; but the

projecting chimney in the centre of the distant gable is too heavy to be

altogether satisfactory. The school is built of yellow brick, witli white

dressings, and is covered with tiles.

Westminster Society School.—We are requested to state that

the drawings of Mr. W. G. Habershore, alluded to in our last week's notice

of the Architectural Exhibition, were tinted by Mr. W. Richardson.

Oughtihridge near Sheffield.—The first stone of the new schools was

laid by Lord Wliarncliffe on Thursday, the 17th inst. The building is designed

in the Tudor style, will lie of the local stone with ashlar dressings, and compnse

a school for 150 boys with class-room, a school for 1,50 girls with class-room, ana

a seliool for 200 infants, with two residences for the teachers. Mr. R. G. Simtli,

of Hull, is the architect, and Messrs. Ash andClayton, of .Sheffield, the builders,

the contract was taken at £1,395.
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FAMILIAR LETTERS TO AN ARCHITECT.
BT SOLOMOM SETSQUAUE . LETTEB VIU.

MY DEAR TOM,—My last letter as to your professional charges ended
in an exhortation to avoid rendering, gratuitously, any services as

architect or surveyor, beyond those which should fairly bo expected ofjoa
for the ordinary architect's commission of 5 per cent., and in this exhorta-

i tion, I used the phrase, " service rendered to your client and his builder."

As a young practitioner you will start at the thought of rendering service

to a builJcr—service that you are to expect him to pay you for; so, before

]iroceeding any further, it will be necessary to say, I yield to no architect,

young or old, in the holding of tliat salutary abhorrence we should all en-

tertain, of placing ourselves in a false position between our clients and
tlieir contractors. I earnestly advise you, on no consideration to lay your-
self under an obligation to a builder, who is executing works under your

! supervision. I don't say, if you should slip into a cesspool, refuse to let

him pull you out ; but by all means be as squeamish as you like about all

indirect favors or compliments ; thus, if a builder incontinently sends you
!i Michaelmas goose, roast it, eat it, and ease your conscience by sending
him a turkey to balance the account between you. As to money douceurs
I r commissions from tradesmen, it is'needless to say they can never be
accepted, save witli the clear previous knowledge and express, writteit

sanction of the client—an impossible condition, which, self-imposed
en the architect, will always keep him clear of such untoward negotia-
tions.

So much for indirect payments: but are there no direct charges which
an architect may, with full propriety, claim of his contractors ? Un-
doubtedly there are. I have already (in former letters) alluded to the
custom of a highly respectable architect, of charging the cost of measuring
"omissions and deductions" to his clients, and that of the "extras and
additions" to his contractors; a custom which, says this gentleman, ho
always found gave satisfaction to both the client and the contractor. To
myself it seems an excellent system; yet by it you see an architect is made
10 receive money from the builder; and why not? He is not thereby
I'laced under any obligation to the builder ; nor Is he even employed by the
liuilder, who, by defraying these charges, merely compiles with one of the
previously stipulated conditions of his contract.

The plain truth is, that the custom of remunerating architects by a
iiimission of .5 per cent, is an Infallible protection to the client, who

thereby can never (without fully comprehending the reason) be called on
to ])ay an extravagant sum for an architect's services ; but that this very
custom. In its etfect on the architect himself is very often fraught with
injustice and downright hardship. It is quite clear that this payment of
:". per cent, is intended to remunerate him for some definite service ; and
that the service in question must have some limit, beyond which he ought
not to be expected to act without further remuneration. Now, I am not
about to recommend any petifogging course of practice, by which you are
to multiply services and documents for the mere sake of making out a
lung bill against your client. You are bound to adopt the most economical
mode of procedure, consistent with the due legality of your several docu-
ments ; and will, I have no doubt, if you be left to yourself without
interference, adopt the simplest and least expensive mode of serving your
client. But you will not always be left to yourself: you will frequently
have to deal with clients and contractors, committing all manner of Irregu-
larities ; and these, if often repeated, or applied to works of considerable
extent, will so multiply your duties and documents that, a commission of
1 per cent, instead of 5, will scarce suffice to remunerate you for your
services.

1 ask therefore, what may you be reasonably called on to do for the
usual commission of 5 per cent. ? Most architects will agree in describing
it as follows—that Is to say for new edifices.

1st. You are to take all necessary dimensions ot the immediate building
site and premises abutting thereon ; to prepare a probationary design and
japproximate estimate, together with the subsequent working or contract
iplans, elevations, and sections ; as also a detailed specification and (If

there is no solicitor engaged) a proper agreement on which to base a
contract with the builder to be employed. When you shall have completed
all these documents, with a set of duplicates of them, and placed your

' {client in a condition to begin building, you will have half completed your
duties as his architect, and be entitled to receive one moiety of your
L iramlssion, on the contract sum or your own estimate, as the case may
be. This Is Indeed the custom with some architects, but the simplest
imethod is for the architect to wait, and claim the whole percentage on
Ithe sum of each of his certificates as they are granted.

2nd. You are to superintend the works, providing during their progress
all rec£uisite enlarged detail drawings and directions for their due execution;
' > draw up all necessary reports and correspondence, to prepare from time

time all approximate calculations or estimates for the granting of

stalments and for final certificate, and generally to ofiieiate as architect
li' the building, clear of all expenses for travelling (and in very long
journeys for time spent In travelling), and for all expenses Incurred for
the assistance of a clerk of works, or of a surveyor if needed.

This is a tolerably clear exposition of what you have to do. It Is the
inown practice of the leading architects of the day. Some architects
:licre are who provide only one set or cojiy of their several drawings and
jther documents, and whose custom it Is to charge their contractors with
he duplicates. I do not think this at all justifiable. Certainly In large
;ontracts. Involving the copying of very many elaborate documents, the
providing of duplicates is a suflficiently grave question to induce some
rregularities in architectural practice, but I do not see how a contractor
s to be denied a gratuitous copy of every drawing, specification, or docu-

ment, serving as his direction how to proceed with the work. The rca
question Is this, how many sets or copies of these documents ought an
architect to furnish for his five per cent., and to whom do they belong ?
I reply, two seta—one of them, the first or original document prepared for
the client, should be given up to the builder, to whom strictly speaking it
should belong, the second set, being the signed contract duplicate, should
bo lodged with the architect, and remain In his possession for future
reference. This second set is the property of the architect ; from it ho
has prepared all his details, to It Is referred all his correspondence, all his
directions and opinions, while the works have been proceeding ; and he
must not part with It. It sometimes hai)pen8 that a client, cither for
purposes of litigation or to put off the payment of his architect's com-
mission, declines to settle his accounts with that functionary, till all the
drawings and other documents he Is to be charged with are delivered up
to him, and I have known architects to bo puzzled by the demand, and
greatly to their chagrin yield to it, and give up their drawings, &c. It is

a very shallow, not to say reprehensible proceeding. If you have supplied
your employer through his builder with a copy of every needful document,
setting forth your instructions for carrying out his building, you have
fulfilled all that can fairly be expected of you as an architect.

Of course in all town, county, government, and other public cases,
wherein a solicitor is engaged, and your contract documents are lodged in
public oflSces, no such question as the foregoing can arise ; but tlien there
Is another question springing out of this very process of depositing these
documents, on which It will be necessary to say something, and that is,

at whose expense are these deposit drawings, &c., to be prepared. I say,
clearly their preparation forms no part of your duty, or rather of your
ordinary commission as the architect, and that you have a fair additional
claim on some one for preparing them. They come properly within the
items of expenditure, and ought to be paid for by your employers.
But unfortunately this is not always the only extra labor you may be

called in to perform, ere you can bring your building to a satisfactory
conclusion. We have all heard of contractors losing a whole set of
drawings and specifications at the very beginning of a job; and of builders'
workshops being burned down with these documents consumed with them.
Nay, there is a well authenticated case of a country builder, setting out a
new foundation by the time-honored process of arranging his contract
working plans, weighted down with brickbats on the grass; of his leaving
these documents out all night, and returning next morning only in time
to see the last fragment of them being munched up for breakfast by a
horrid goat! In all such cases the architect must, of course, set to work
again and prepare fresh duplicates of his documents; but certainly not as
part of the regular service he has undertaken for a fixed uniform per-
centage. He Is, I think, quite at liberty to look for payment to the party
who has put him to such extra trouble, and that without any imputation
of acting unprofesslonally.
While I am upon this subject. It occurs to me to call your attention to

the great facilities now afforded to architects, by the various processes of
lithography (and for the matter of that photography'), by which not one, but
several, duplicates of the contract drawings of an intended building may
be issued at the time of letting a contract, with many obvious advantages
over the old system of tracing or copying.

The 5 per cent, being usuivUy charged on the ultimate outlay—that is to
say, on all labor and material necessary for realising the design, by whom-
soever supplied—It follows that. If you adopt the plan of dividing your
commission into moieties, as above mentioned, and additional works are
ordered by your client, the computation of your whole commission will
have to be based on the increased cost thereby incurred. Again, it must
not be subject to any deductions for omlsslonsclalmedof the contractor, and
for this reason—viz., that these omissions are In reality no gain to you
Individually, for you have already undergone all the drawing, estimating,
and specifying of them before their omission ; and If they be deducted
from the sum on which your percentage Is to be computed, you will have
undergone all that trouble, and the trouble of advising on such omissions,
without any remuneration whatever. I do not expect that any respectable
architect would harrass his patron by splitting straws about his com-
mission; but It Is quite Incredible to what extent architects are harassed
by the changes made in their designs during progress, the pecuniary
effects on their own proper commission being eminently calculated to keep
them a poor class of men, as I think they are on the whole. I will put an
imaginary, but by no means unlikely case, by way of explaining what I
mean. You, Tom, are a young enthusiastic architect, so I will suppose
you to be the architectural hero of it.

It is tlus, then : I will suppose you called In to erect a £4.000 chuich.
say, nave and aisles, tower, chancel and chantry chapel. Well, you get
out all drawings, &c., and let the works; but have scarce opened the
ground, when your client discovers he shall never find funds for the towers,
so directs you to substitute a gable bellcote. Presently after, comes a rich
parishioner of his, who disapproves of chantries, but desires to aid church
extension by the substitution of a transept: lastly, the lower story of your
abandoned tower, having been designed to serve as a south porch, you or
your client discover it will be desirable to Introduce a porch; and all these
changes we will suppose have been arranged by prior agreement with the
contractor. Let us now see how the case will stand, that you may send
in your claim for the ordinary architect's commission of 5 per cent.

Five per cent, on £4,000 Is £200, and this you would have received If you
had been left alone to carry out your client's first instructions. However,
while you are considering the matter In comes a letter from your client,

enclosing an order for your commission, which he has computed as

follows :

—
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CoDtnwt No. 1 (the ori^nal Church) £4,000
Contract No. :^ (ibe Tntusept) 600
Contract Na 3 (the South rorch) 60

CoutractNo. 4(thc Bellcotc) 40

£4,700

From which deduct as follows :—
The Tower omitted £800
The Chantry omitted 860

1,300

Cost of the Church £3,400

On whicli sum your client's calculation of your commission at 5 per cent.

is £170; and this sum after all your trouble in designing and bargaining

with your builder about added and omitted features, each of which is a

super-addition to the service you first undertook, is less remuneration by
£30 than you would have received for your first design.

Now, what you ought really to claim in such a case as this, is a com-
mission on £4,700—that is to say, £235, or £35 more than you might liave

claimed luid you not been interfered with, and full £65 more than the ofier

made by your client. The worst feature of sucli a case is that, he would

be able to quote an instance or two to justify it,—I mean of architects who
might from thoughtlessness assent to his method of computation, or might

have themselves settled their accounts with neighbouring clergymen on his

basis. You will at once perceive how very unreasonable it is.

With one other remark I will end this question of architectural com-

mission ; yet, although I add it in order to touch upon every point relating

to that subject, I do not suppose it likely it will often have any relation to

your own practice. It is this, that unless you are specially paid for it,

over and above your ordinary commission, you should steadily avoid

having anything to do with the manufacture or purchase of your client's

building materials, or the hire of his artificers. Sometimes you will meet
with clients, wliose ideas of an architect are, that such matters are in his

way, or such duties are usual for the 5 per cent. ; whereas there is an
increase of responsibility attached to them, wliich should involve the pay-

ment of a considerable additional percentage to the architect, supposing

him to be capable of tmdertakiug that responsibility ; and this as archi-

tects are now educated is improbable : so such service had best not be

undertaken at all. It is unprofessional.

Here I might terminate these letters to you as an architect, for I think

we have considered your charges as such in all its bearings ; but you will

remember that, in my first letter I adverted to the possibility, if not also

the propriety, of your being occasionally called in as a surveyor. It will,

therefore, be necessary to add a few observations on surveyors' charges.

They will possibly have few charms for you, who, as a young aspirant

pursuing a noble art, may be supposed to yearn for the time when archi-

tects shall be more of artists, and less of commercial men, tlian they now
unhappily are. For my own part I have always sympathised with such
yearnings j but as a question of making a living, (honorably though not

always artistically) we must take architects as we find them ; and, were I

to leave out of these letters all reference to the charges oj surveyors and
agents of land and building property, I should fall into an error it has

ijeen ray desire to avoid—that of dogmatising as to what an architect is,

and what he is not; in flat contrariety, as it might be, to what we every

day see is tlie practice of the bulk of our English architects, many of them
at least among the ablest men of their day.

Yours faithfully,

SOLOHON SSTSQUABE.

Whiteehapel.—^At the western end of Whitechapel, nearly adjoining the

Minories, three houses and shops have just been rebuilt, forming a great

improvement in this locality, which is remarkable for the meanness and
inconvenience of its old buildings. These new structures are faced with yellow

bricks, having Portland cement dressuigs to their windows, and are surmounted
with large moulded cornices of the same material. Adjoining this block, the

south-eastern corner of Whitechapel and the Minories has been rounded, and
thus funns a more spacious approach, which was much needed in the busy
thoroufrhfare to Tower-hill. On the northern side of Aldgate, at its eastern

end, Mr. Thompson, builder, Camberwell-green, has erected a shop and house,

and is now finishing its interior, fi-om tlie designs of Mr. Thomas, architect.

The ground-plan of the building is L shaped, its longer arm havuig a depth of

41 feet and a frontage of 21 feet 6 Indies from centre to centre of the party walls.

Leadenhall-street.—On the northern side of this street, nearly opposite the

East India House, the old shops and houses, Nos. 14.5, 146, and 147, have been

pulled down, and a large structure has been erected on their combined sites, from
the designs of D. A. Cobbett, Esq., architect, 57, Fenchurch-street. The
exterior of the structure is pecuUar in its mode of treatment, in reference to the

dressings around the first and second floor windows. These windows are in two
divisions, tlie soffits being square, and supported in their centres by slender iron

colun^ns, and their soffits have staff beads on their angles. No architraves

am eii;pIoyed throughout the whole fa<;ade, which may almost be said to be

composed of surface work, for where projections do occur they are extremely
gligut. The upiiermost range of windows are semicircular-headed, and like

those immediately underneath them, are in two.lights, divided from each other

by square pillars, having enriched capitals. Over these windows there is an
extremely plain coinice, which is surmounted by a parapet of open balustrading,

relieved at intervals by moulded piers. The building has a frontage of 49 feet,

by a depth of 58 feet, and its height from the curb level to the top of its parapet

is 51 feet 6 inches. Mr. John Willson, 130, Great Suffolk-street, Southwark,
is the contractor for the whole of the works, and Mr. Brown, bricklayer, Peck-
bam^ acu as general foreman at the building, there being no clerk of works
employed.

THE METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT ACT.

THE penalties declared by the 83rd, 12l8t, 122nd, and 123rd sections of

the Act of 1855 are to be extended, and made applicable to all parties

committing the ofl'ences specified, or by whoso order the ofi'enccs have been

committed.
Certain property within the metropolitan limits, being so situate as to

render it impracticable or practicable only at great expense, to be connected

with covered sewers, it is expedient that some temporary provision should

be made for draining it ; it is therefore proposed to be enacted that where
a building is without sufficient drainage, and there is no proper sewer

within 200 feet of the house, the vestries or district boards may require

in writing the owner to lay from the building a covered drain, into a
covered water-tight cesspool or tank, not being under the house or within

such distance from the house as the vestry or district board may direct,

and to construct the cesspool or tank. Tlio several provisions in the Act
of 1855, with respect to laying of house drains at the expense of owners,

and penalties for any omission, to be applied to the making of the drains

and cesspools alluded to in tliis clause.

If it appear to vestries or district boards that houses within theur

respective parishes or districts are without proper supply of water, which

can be furnished at a rate not exceeding 3d. per week to each house, con-

formably with the scale of rates authorised to be charged by any water

company within the metropolis, as defined by the Act of 1855, the vestries

or district boards may give notice in writing to the owners or occupiers,

requiring them within a time specified tlierein, to obtain supply, and to

do all such works as may be necessary for that purpose ; and if the notice

be not complied with, the vestries or district boards are to do the works,

and recover the expenses from the owners of the premises, as hereinafter

provided. The water companies, upon the requisition of such vestry or

board are to supply the houses, and the water rates are to be due

and payable by owners, and recoverable by the companies, as if owners

had contracted with them.
Persons erecting buildings, fences, obstructions, annoyances, or encroach-

ments, in, upon, over, or under sewers under the jurisdiction of the Me-
tropolitan Board, or vestries or district boards ; and obstructing, filling-

in, or diverting sewers under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Board,

or vestries or district boards, without their previously written consent,

shall, in addition to any other proceeding to which they m-ay be liable

therefor, forfeit a sum not exceeding £20 for every ofience ; and the Board

or vestries may demolish and remove the buildings, fences, obstructions,

annoyances, or encroachments, and perform works necessary for restoring

the sewer, or other work or thing damaged ; and the parties offending are

also to pay the expense of removing the obstructions, encroachments, or

annoyances, and of re-opening and restoring the sewer obstructed or

diverted ; and in case of a continuous offence in any of the cases

mentioned, the offender to be liable to a further penalty, not e-xceeding £5,

for each day after notice thereof from the Metropolitan Board, or vestries

or district boards, to be recovered in manner before stated.

Persons removing, demolishing, or interfering with sewers vested in

the Metropolitan Board, or vestries or district boards, without their

previously written permission, or who shall wilfully damage sewers,

banks, fences, M-alls, penstocks, gratings, guUeys, side entrances, tide-

valves, flaps, works, or things vested in the Metropolitan Board, vestries or

district boards, or do any act by which the drainage of the metro-

polis shall be obstructed or injured, are for every offence to forfeit a

sum not exceeding £20, and are also to pay all the expenses of repairing

or restoring the sewers or other works interfered with, to be recovered as

hereinbefore stated.

Vestries mentioned in schedule A to the Act of 1855, and district

boards are to be authorised to provide and maintain drinking fountains in

situations they may deem proper, and to supply them with water,

defraying the expenses, out of the general rate authorised to be raised

and levied under the Act of 1865.

AH property and rights, whatsoever, which before the passing of the

Act of 1855 were vested in surveyors of liighways in connexion with their

duties as surveyors, transferred by that Act to vestries or district boards,

are to be deemed to have become transferred to, and to have vested in, the

vestries or district boards by virtue of the Act. The income of all estates

which are or may hereafter be subject to any use or trust, for the repair of

highways within the metropolis, shall be applicable to the repair, mainte-

nance and improvements of the highways within the metropolis, under the

provisions of the Act. The income to be respectively, and from time

to time, accounted for, to the respective vestries and district boards, and be

applied by them for the purposes of the highways within their parishes

and districts in the same manner as before the passing the Act.

The vestries and district boards are to be empowered, with the previously

written consent of the Metropolitan Board, to alter streets, roads, or

bridges, for the purpose of facilitating passage and traffic ; or to join with

the Metropolitan Board, or with others in such improvements ;
and to

take by agreement, gift, or devise, land, right in land, or property for

these purposes, on such terms as they may think fit ; they may take

down present bridges, first agreeing with the persons interested to erect

others in their place ; or erect new bridges beneficial for traffic; repair

and maintain existing or new bridges, and indemnify the persons interested

against the future repairs and maintenance; the expenses incurred are

to be paid out of the general rate. - , . *

Buildings which partially project beyond the general hne of the street,

or beyond the front of the building wall, or railing on either side, when

• Continued ftom page 394.
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taken down to an extent exceeding one-half (to be measured in cubic feet)i

or destroyed by fire or other casualty, or demolished, then the Metropolitan

Board are to be authorised to require the new buildings to be set back to

a line, provided that they make compensation.

Wliere rostries or district boards under the powers given by the 105th

section of the Act of 1 855, shall have paved, or be about to pave new
streets, the owners of the land abutting are liable to contribute to the

expenses, as well as the owners of houses therein ; the vestries or district

boards may charge the owners of land in a less proportion than the

owners of house property ; the costs, including that of paving at the

points of intersection of streets, and all other incidental charges, to be

apportioned by the vestries or boards, and be recoverable either before the

•work shall be commenced, or during its progress, or after its completion.

The vestries or district boards may accept p.ayment of the amount appor-

tioned by instalments, spread over a period not exceeding five years, to be

recoverable from the present or future owners in manner before stated.

Tlie proviso of the 106th section of the Act of 1855 is to bo repealed, and

in lieu it is to be enacted, that no street shall be repaired, unless notices

be given to the owners and occupiers of the houses in the street ; and if,

within one month after notice a written notice of objection to the repair,

signed by at least two-thirds of the owners or occupiers of houses be

given to the vestry or district board.

In cases of def\iult by owners of public places, not thoroughfares, to

comply with the requisition of vestries or district boards to pave or drain

as described in the 100th section of the Act of 1855, the latter, in lieu of

enforcing the penalty mentioned in the section, are to be empowered to

execute the works, and recover the expenses from the owner.

Where persons are liable under the Act of 1855 to reinstate the pavement

of a street under the control of a vestry or district boiird, or to repay the

expenses of reinstating the pavement, they arc to be liable to reinstate the

pavement, or to pay the expenses of so doing of the parts of the street

broken up, as well as of the part or parts contiguous thereto, which may
be affected by the works.

Tlie Metropolitan Board are to be authorised to make, alter, and

repeal bye-laws for the guidance and control of the vestries o£ parishes

in schedule A to the Act of 1855, district boards, and all other persons,

in relation to the levels, dimensions, construction, maintenance, and

cleansing of sewers in their respective parishes or districts, and for the

other objects enumerated in the 138tli section of the Act of 1855, sub-

ject in all respects to the several provisions relating to bye-laws contained

in the 202nd section of the Act.

Vestries or district boards to be authorised to close streets during the

execution of paving, sewerage, or otiier works as long as necessary'.

Buildings are not to be erected on the side of a new street of a less

width than 40 feet, whicli shall exceed in height the distance from the

external wall to tlie opposite side of the street; nor shall the height of

the buildings be at any time subsequently increased so as to e.xceed the

distance mentioned, without the Board's consent ; and in determining the

heiglit of the buildings, the measurement to be taken from tlie level of tlie

centre of the street immediately opposite up to the parapet or eaves of

the buildings. Persons committing an offence under this enactment to be

liable to a penalty of £5, and a further penalty of 403. for every day
during which the offence sliall continue after notice.

Where in streets, the roadways, and footpaths, or either of them are

situate in more than one parish or district, or where the whole of the road-

way and footpaths of a street arc situate in one parish or district, and the

whole or any part of the houses and buildings abutting on the roadway or

footpaths are situate in anotlier parish or district, in cither of the said

cases the Sletropolitan Board nmy order that the roadway and footpaths

shall, for the purposes of sewerage, drainage, and paving, be under the

exclusive management of the vestry or district board of one of the parishes

or districts, and order in what proportions the costs of constructing and
maintaining new sewers in the street, or of the paving or making up of

the roadway or footpaths, shall be borne by the vestry or board of each

parish or district, and the decision of the said Metropolitan Board shall be

final and conclusive. In case of default by a vestry or board liable under
tills order to a payment, the vestry or district board entitled thereto may
sue for and recover the amount thereof by action at law.

The 141st section of the Act of 1855 is to be repealed, and in lieu

thereof, it is to be enacted that vestries and district boards are to be em-
powered to affix to buildings tlie name of the street, and to renew it

whenever it may be obliterated or defaced. The Metropolitan Board
may direct the names of streets, places, or rows, to be altered by vestries

or district boards; before a name is given to a street, notice of it is to be

given to the Metropolitan Board, who may within one calendar month
object to the intended name ; it shall not be lawful to set up a name to a
new street until the expiration of one calendar month after notice thereof

has been given to the Metropolitan Board, or to set up a name objected to.

The Metropolitan Board is to be empowered to order that the buildings in

a street, shall be marked with such numbers or names as they shall

specify; and whenever the Metropolitan Board have passed an order,

they are to transmit a copy to the vestry or district board concerned who
are to carry out the order by giving notice to the owners or occupiers

of the buildings to mark their buildings ;with the numbers or names
ordered, and to renew the numbers or names as often as they are oblite-

rated ; and if an occupier of a building neglect for one week after notice to

mark the building with the number or name as required, or to renew it,

he is to be liable to a penalty not exceeding 40s., and the vestry or

district board may cause the number or name to be marked or renewed,
and recover the expenses ; if any person wilfully destroy or deface the name

of a street, or the name or number of a building, or paint or affix a name
or number to a building contrary to this cn.ictmcnt, for every offence I u
must forfeit a sum not exceeding 408. ; and the vestry or district boaril
are to cause the name or number affixed, contrary to tbo directions, iu
their notice to be obliterated.

Persons who, without giving the notice directed by the 7f.th section of
the Act of 1855, begin to lay the foundations of new buildings within
parishes mentioned in schedule A of the Act, or districts in schedule B of
the Act, or to make drains directly or indirectly into sewers under tho
jurisdiction of the vestries or boards, are to be liable to a penalty for
every offence not exceeding £5, and to a continuing penalty of 40s. for

each day during which the notice directed by the said Act be omitted to

be given.*
^

CHAPTEUS ON PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.—No. IX.
ON CUANCELS.

THE subject of " Chancels " is one that is dear to the Ecclesiologists,

who have written a great deal about them that is practical, and a
great deal that is quite the reverse.

Indeed, we scarcely know a subject on which more utter nonsense has
been gravely printed and published than on this. For there are who
would have you believe that the chancel of a church is such a terribly

sacred place that no layman ought to venture to enter the blessed

precincts. These gentlemen call a chancel the " Holy of Holies ;" some
even style it " Heaven," and the gates in the chancel screen the " Holy
Gates." It is a comfort to know that the number of these fanatics is

remarkably few—and decidedly fewer now than it was some ten years
ago—and decreasing.

The majority of persons who have to do with chancels now-a-days are

men of common sense, really desirous of finding out how best to build new
chancels, and how to make the best use of old ones. And to these wo
propose to say a few words.

First, then, of old chancels. And these must be subdivided into two :

—

1st, chancels of ordinary dimensions ; and 2nd, chancels of immanageable
size.

1st. The word "chancel" is derived from aLatin word signifying a screen,

and is applied to that portion of a church which is screened off" from the

nave or sittings of the people, for the use of the clergy or others engaged
in conducting the services.

Originally this screen was high and massive—an arrangement suitable

enough for Roman Catholic worship, which tho people could not have
joined had there been no screen, as they did not understand it—but very
unsuitable for the services of the Reformed Church, which admits the

people to their due rights in the sanctuary, and calls upon them to take an
active share in the services. Of course, the extreme medievalists still

recommend the high screens, though even Roman Catholics in England
have generally discarded them : accordingly there is a genuine high screen

in church of St. Barnabas, Pimlico.

But the only kind of screen now in favor among rational individuals is

what is called technically a " low screen," a meredivision, in fact,for purposes

of convenience, and in no way interfering with sight or sound. Indeed, to

this the more reasonable of the ritualistic school are giving in their

adhesion, as may be seen at All Saints, Margaret-3treet,f a noble and
gorgeous structure, and free from most of the obsolete medievalisms which
disfigure the earlier church of St. Barnabas.
We will suppose, then, an ordinary chancel, separated from the nave by

such a low screen as we have described, and about thirty feet in length, or

a little more. It contains on one side the Rector's pew, and on the other

side the Squire's. The reading-desk, Bible-desk, and pulpit are in the

nave; the choir in a gallery at the west end.

We will suppose, too, that this is an arrangement of very old standing,

and that there are serious practical difiBculties in the way of any
alteration.

Let no alteration be attempted : a decent and not inconsistent arrange-
ment is quite possible, nevertheless.

First, let a long stalliform seat be set on each side of the chancel in the

place of the square pews: let the westernmost part of the rector's seat be a
stall with a somewhat larger desk for the Prayer-book ; the Bible being

placed on the opposite side, on an eagle or lectern. The rector will not, of

course, object to sit next to his own family, and he will be sitting " in the

old accustomed place," while the site of the former reading-desk in the

nave will affbrd room probably for the erection of two new benches or
seats.

It is true that this arrangement will give great offence to the more
zealous ecclesiologists, but it is based on sound common-sense, we are

convinced. There is no particular reason why the squire should not
retain the seat of his ancestors, though the chancel was not originally in-

tended for such as he: the rector, surely, may claim a place there for his

belongings. And although, for our own part, we should vastly prefer to

see the whole congregation seated in the nave on terms of perfect equality,

yet it is of no use, we are sure, to set ourselves against long-established

practices, which are not absolutely harmful in themselves, and to enter on a
bitter contest for the overthrow of which would be sheer insanity, and
nothing better.

II. The case of a very large old chancel is much simpler, for it will

probably be found possible to find room in it for both the old occupants

and the choir, who may have been relegated to the western gallery.

• To be continued,

t See the fine view of the Interior of this ehnieb In our last volume.
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When there is no chancel arch, or at least no very marked one, the hest

plan is to advance the nave into the chancel (i.e., of course, if additional

nave accommodation is required, and not otherwise), putting up a low

screen at some point nearer the east end than the site of the old screen.

If this be done judiciously, it may not he necessary to offend any one by
expulsion from the chancel, for open longitudinal benches hold many more
than old square pews, and nearly fifty be-pewed persons may, on benches,

be accommodated on the area of thirty. The space east of the low screen

would of course be arranged in the ordinary way—as a chancel for the

clergy and choir.

If, however, the nave be so large that no accommodation is required for

the people, and the chancel also is so large that the voice of the clergyman
officiating at the east end can with difficulty be heard in the nave, the

most fcisible plan is to shorten the chancel from the east by cutting off a

bay or two, and throwing a reredos like a false east wall across the

chancel, the east window appearing from behind above it. The effect of

this arrangement is always good, and it is really the only satisfactory

way of managing those vast chancels, which were useful enough, no
doubt, in old Koman Catholic times, but are. excessively useless and cum-
bersome now.

In the very fine church of Dorchester, near Oxford, the nave is shut

out from the church, with the exception of a very small portion, the

congregation being placed in the chancel, and the choir, a kind of second

chancel, being screened off at the east end for the clergy and smgers.

Even with such a restricting arrangement as this, the church contains the

most ample accommodation for the parishioners, and the clergyman at the

altar is quite as far off from them as is convenient. The restricted

chancel is still so large that it has been fitted up with kneelers and book-

rests, to which all the communicants proceed from their seats in the nave

at the commencement of the communion service. The arrangement is

admirably adapted for a large and unmanageable chancel, though quite

out of the question, of course, in any ordinary sized church, and not to be

attempted in a new church. The architect employed for Dorchester was
Mr. Buttcrfield. •

It remains for us to say a few words on the size of chancels in new
churches.
And hero a distinction must be made between town churches and

country churches.

In the former a moderately large chancel is undoubtedly desirable, as

accommodation will probably be required for a large choir.

In the latter it is a great mistake to imitate the long chancels of

medieval times. A good village choir, from which every discordant and
unfit element has been eliminated, will not require much room, and there

' will seldom be more than two clergymen, and in most instances only one.

It is, therefore, merely wasting money for an "idea," with no chance of a
" Savoy and Nice " to make up for it, to build a long chancel which will

never be used. It may look well outside, but it will be a cold and dreary

spectacle inside.

But here we must not be misunderstood: we are by no means advocating

the resuscitation of the little starved chancels of thirty years ago,
' affording barely room for a sacrarium. Let there be a good sacrarium,

with ample room for the clergy, three or more steps, a space for the

approach of the communicants, and two short stalls for tlie minister and
iis village choir, and every requirement of appearance will he satisfied as

well as of convenience.

In small churches we do not recommend the break of a chancel arch,

they are by no means necessary, and in some districts, Cornwall for

instance, such a thing is hardly to be found. Nothing looks better than
the long straight roof ; the division may be slightly marked by arrange-

ment of the windows and string-courses. Of course in a large town, or

any large church, the break of the chancel arch is valuable, and may
always bo adopted with advantage.
The subject of the arrangement and distribution of a chancel in a new

church is a large one, and must be reserved for our next chapter.

WESTMINSTER NEW PALACE.

A RETURN, signed by Sir Charles Eastlake to an order of the House of
Commons for accounts of the money expended in the decoration of the

New Palace at Westminster with fresco paintings and statuary; in the main-
tenance and repairs of the buildings and furniture since tlie occupation of the

building ; and in the current expenses of lighting and ventilating since these ser-

vices came under the management of the office of Her Majesty's works and public

baildiiigs shows tliat upon fresco paintings from 184.5, in which year the first

payments were made, to the 3l8t March, 1860, there were expended £19,828
lOs. Od., and upon statuary from 1845, in which year the first payments were
made, to the 31st March, 1860, £22,010 5s., making a total of £41,838 15s. Od.

This return has been prepared in strict accordance with the precept of the House
of Commons ; but besides the expense incurred on account of fresco paintings, the

sum of £1 ,900 has been expended on account of the 28 portraits in the '
' Prince's

Chamber," executed not in fresco, but in oil.

The money expended for the maintenance and repair of the New Palace at

Westminster, and furniture therein, since the occupation of the building has

been £65,210 9s. 4d., and for the current expenses of lighting and ventilating

since these services came under the management of tlic office of Her Majesty's
works and public buildings, £37,068 2s. Id. ; making a total under this head of

£152,278 lis. 5d., or £194,117 Cs. lid. in all.

* This gentleman planned everything in the general rcstoratiOD, and made
worlcing drawings for the restoration of the north aisle, which was not done first.

TtKise plans were afterwards set aside, and Mr. Scott employed. Mr. Scott has
done lits work well, of com*se ; but we happen to have seen Mr. Buttcrfield's

deaignfi, and we are of opinion that they were conceived more in the spirit of the
original work^ It is a pity that he was superseded.

FUNERAL OF SIR CHARLES BARRY,
fPURE E times within the last six nionlhs has the sacred quiet of Westminster
J- Abbey been broken by the solemnities of state funerals, and in the deaths of

Robert Stephenson, Lord Macaulay, and now of Sir Cliarles Barry, the country
may be said to liave lost its foremost men in science, in literature, and in art.

The death of Sir Charles Barry, like those of the two great men who were laid to

rest before him in the Abbey, has been a loss to his profession and almost to the

country at large. At a time when architecture and all relating to its progress

Iiave been flourishing in an unusual degree, he has long been its cl.ief professor,

and not only regarded so in England, liut in Europe, where he was considered

one of the most distinguished members of the greatest architectural societies

throughout the Continent. Sir Charles BaiTy was born in Westminster, in Mav,
1795, and at an early age displayed such a decided taste for the profession in

architecture, that it was the path at once chosen by his friends for his future career of

life. For a time he studied his art in England with all the abiUty and ardour that

belong to the youth of genius, and having here mastered all that could be gained

from books and rules, hetora long time travelled through the Continent, Egypt, and
Greece, where he enlarged his experience and cultivated his taste still further.

His first celebrattd public work on his return to this country was, we believe,

a church at Brighton, and after some other efforts he again distinguished

himself in a pubhc competition by the successful design for the

Manchester Athenseura. A still greater degree of celebrity attended his design

and construction of the Grammar School of Edward VI. at Birmingham, and
again in his successful designs for the Travellers' Club, the College of Surgeons,

and the Reform Club. In these buildings, however, the most appropriate and
beautiful, and the best opportunities which then offered. Sir Charles Barry had
no scope for that richness of design and beauty of detail for which he has since

made his name so famous, and it was not till 1834, after tlie destruction of the

Houses of Parliament by fire, that he found an adequate field for his genius in

the competition for the designs for the New Palaces. How he succeeded in this

the great structure which he has since reared sufficiently shows. It was on the

occasion of the opening of the finest portion of this great work—the Victoria

Tower—in 1852, that Her Majesty conferred on Sir Charles the honor of knight-

hood. The last tribute of public respect and admiration which was paid oa
Tuesday, then, was not more than was due to the merits of the architect, nor less

than was expected by the profession of which he was the head and ornament.

Westminster was both his native place and the scene of the most prominent and

most enduring monuments of his genius. The venerable Abbey itself is almost

overshadowed by the regal structure which confronts it, and almost beneath

the shadow of the great monument which now towers so hi^h rest the

remains of Barry in the nave of the old Abbey, at the foot of the cofhn of Robert
Stephenson, and side by side with that of Stephenson's great competitor, Telford.

The arrangements on Tuesday inside the Abbey were better than on the recent oc-

casions of the burial of Stephenson or Lord Macaulay. Though the nave was more
crowded than during the first-named solemnity, there was apparently less incon-

venience, while the effect was not marred by a number of spectators in bright

dresses, as none were admitted near the grave who were not in mourning. All,

too, were early in their allotted stations, and the appearance of the hushed,

sombre assemblage round the narrow open grave was mournful and impressive in

the extreme. All the gentlemen who were to take part in the procession, and

who numbered between 400 and 500 representatives of the great societies of arts

and science in England, assembled in places adjoining the cloisters, and there

waited the arrival of the funeral cortege. The hearse reached Dean's-yard a few

minutes before one o'clock, and the coffin was borne through the old cloister, to

the side entrance of the nave, where the Dean and Chapter, headed by the choir,

were waiting. The procession was then formed, and to Purcell's solemn anthem,
" I am the resurrection and the life," moved slowly up the nave. First came the

High Bailiff of Westminster, then the beadsmen, vergers, and choir, followed by

the Dean and Chapter, and the coffin. There were eight pall -bearers
— Sir Charles Eastlake, President of the Royal Academy ; the Chief

Commissioner of Works, the Right Hon. W. Cowper, M. P. ; Mr. G.

P. Bidder, President of the Institute of Civil Engineers ; Lieutenant-General

Sir E. Cust; the President ofthe Architectural Museum, Mr. A.J. B. Bcresford-

Hope ; the Dean of St. Paul's ; the President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects, Mr. C. R. Cockerell; and Mr. Tite, F.R.S., M.P. Immediately

following the body tlie five sons of the deceased walked as chief mourners, witli

the Dean of Chichester and other private friends of the late Sir Charles. To
these succeeded a procession of immense length, which took nearly a quarter of

an hour to file slowly into the Abbey, and for the members of which there was
scarcely sufficient accommodation either in the choir or in the nave. The House

of Commons was represented by Lord John Manners, Mr. J. Greene, Mr. R. S.

Gard, Sir Joseph Paxton, Sir S. M. Peto, Sir A. Hood, Mr. F. V. Hume, and

Mr. J. Locke. Among the Council and members of the Roval Academy were

Messi-s. T. Creswick, A. Elmore, J. H. Foley, S. A. Hart, J. R. Herbert, G.

Jones, J. P. Knight, Sir E. Landseer, Messrs. C. Landseer, D. Maclise, P.

Macdonall, W. C. Marshall, B. W. Pickersgill, F. H. Pickersgill, J.

Phillip, D. Roberts, R. Redgrave, C. Stansfield, S. Smirke, R.

Westmacott, and Professor Partridge. Among the associates were also

Messrs. T. L. Cooper, W. Frost, P. F. Poole, E. W. Cooke, F. Goodall,

G. G. Scott, B. O'Neil, R. G. Lane, and J. T. Willmore. Of the

Council and members of the Royal Society there were the Rev. J. Barlow,

Sir Roderick Murchison, Messrs. J. P. Guest, C. R. Weld, J. P. Gassiott, and

R. W. Walton. The Council of the Institute of Civil Engineers was repre-

sented by Messrs. C. H. Gregory, T. Hawksley, J. Locke, M. P., Sir J. Rtnnie,

F.R.S., Messrs. J. Simpson, C. Manby, F.R.S., T. H. Wyatt, J. Hawkshaw,
F.R.S., J. R. Maclean, J. Cubitt, J. E. Errington, J. E. Harrison, J. D.

Hemans, J. Murray, &c. ; and the Council of the Architectural Museum by

Messrs. E. Street, J. Clarke, K. Brandon, E. Christian, Rev. T. Scott, Messrs.

G. Scharf, H. D. Chantrell, W. Slater, and J. Gibson. Of the Council and

members of the Institute of British Architects there were Messrs. G. Godwin,

F.R.S., T. L. Donaldson, M. D. Wyatt, V.P.S., J. H. Lewis, J. Bell, F. C.

Penrose, F. J. Francis, G. Morgan, R. A. Romeau, J. H. Stevens, G. Vullianiy,

B. Ferrey, C. C. Nelson, J. Norton, Sir W. Farnuhar, J. J. Scoles, I. -Vngel,

H. Ashton, I. Bellamy, J. B. Bimning, D. Burton, F.R.S., C. Fowler, H. Ken-

dall, D. Mocatta, A. Salviii, O. Jones, J. Pennethorne, and atout 150 other

members of the Institute and profession.

Among the others attending were the Earl of Carlisle, the Duchess of Suther-

land, Archdeacon Hale, Mr. A. Austin, of the Board of Works ; Mr. Wink-

worth, Society of Arts; Mr. A. W. Franks, Society of Antiquaries; Mr.
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Henry Ottley, Society for the Jincouragemcnt of Tine Arts; the Hon. Arthur

liordon, &c.

As many as could be accon\niodated in the choir having taken their seats, the

ilemn service proceeded by tlie choir cliauting with melancholy impress!veness

(iiindel's "I know that my Redeemer liveth," and the mournful cadences of

rurcell's 90th Psalm. The Dean then read the lesson, after which the choir

iif^ain sang " When the ear heard," &c. The procession was then re-formed,

;:nd moved slowly to the side of the grave amid the most solemn silence.

At the edge of this the coffin was deposited while the choir chanted in a sub-

dued tone Croft's touching anthem, "Man thatis born of woman hathbutashort

time to live," and " In the midst of life we are in dcatli." The coffin was then

slowlv lowered to its last resting place, amid the unrestrained emotion of the

mourners and friends. The Dean proceeded with the rest of the service, which

was listened to with the most profound silence, broken only by the sharp harsh

rattle of the earth as it was strewed on the coffin. The choir then chanted " I

licard a voice from Heaven," and still more impressively the anthem, " His body

is buried in peace, but his name livetli for evermore." The ceremony concluded

n ith the benediction pronounced by the Dean, and the solemn music of the Dead
"larch rang through the Abbey while the relatives and friends pressed forward to

i -ike a last glimpse of all that remained of the gifted Sir Cliarlcs Barry. A
union jack was hoisted on the Victoria Tower half-mast high during the Jay, as

will as four black flags, and as long as that tower stands its great founder will

need no otlier memorial of his fams with posterity. The arrangements made by
the Institute of Architects, were chiefly conducted by Professor Donaldson, Mr.
Kobert Kerr, and Mr. James Edmeston. A great number of workmen who had
boon employed on the works of the deceased, joined the mournful procession at

Vaiixhall-bridge, on its way from the residence of the deceased to Westminster
Abbey.

Jieport of the Works Executed by the Hon. the Commissioners of Sewers of
the City ofLondon during the year 1859. By William Haywood, m.i.c.e.

F.B.I.B.A., Engineer and Surveyor to the Commission.

niHIS report gives in general terms the amount of work done during the past

J- year. The total length of new sewers was 1,828 feet, 1,716 feet of which were

upon the lines of old sewers past service from various causes; 130 houses were
drained : giving 12,862 as the total number of houses of which some record is now
possessed as to their being drained. No record exists of the drainage of 3,138

liouses in the City of London. Improvements effected by setting back the front

lines of houses in various streets are referred to, the triennial contracts for

lighting the street lamps were taken, to expire Midsummer 1862, partly by the

Great Central Gas Company at £4 10s. per burner, per annum, the price per

Ijurner in the last contract being £4 4s. and in the previous contract £3 33. The
present contract will be nearly £4,000 in excess of that ending in 1856, while

apparently only the same number of lamps are lighted.

The Graduated Series of Reading Lesson JBooisfor all Classes of English
Schools. Book the third. 12mo., pp. 304. Longman and Co.

THESE lessons are arranged in four divisions :—Miscellaneous, Descriptive,

Travel, Natural History, and Historical Narrative, A short collection of

poems is added to the first division. Nearly all the subjects, of which there are

more than one hundred and twenty, have been selected with great care and dis-

crimination. It is justly considered that a lesson cannot be properly read unless

it is comprehended ; and it obviously by no means follows that a lesson is easy of

comprehension because it exhibits a scarcity of unusual words and constructions.

Most of the subjects have an agreeable freshness, and are, besides, and as they
should be, interesting.

The Practical Mechanic's Journal.
niHE present part, for this month, maintains its useful and practical character.

JL The continuation of an interesting liistory of the sewing machine, further

illustrated by five woodcuts, brings us down to James Murdock's patent, dated
December, 1855. A diagram of a silent spring blind, the mechanism or which
is simple, and may be adapted to any common wooden roller, leads us to wonder
that the idea has only now been thought of. It is so with all really useful

inventions.

TIte Engineer's Handbook, by Charles S. Lowndbs. 8vo pp. 120. Long-
man and Co.

CONTAINS many exceedingly useful memoranda. In these days of " hand-
books ;" it is something to be able to say, that the author appears to have

endeavoured to give as much information as possible in the least space ; there is

no evidence of a bookmaklng propensity ; the information given is for the most
part of a practical every-day nature, which while chiefly intended for engineers,

"is not impertinent for architects." The volume too is very neatly got up.

A Practical Treatise on Sewerage and Drainage, elucidating the Leading
Principles that should Regulate the Disposal of the Seicage of Towns and
Buildings, and the Forms, Sizes, and best means of Constructing the

Sewers and Drains designed to effect that Pui~pose. Specially icritten

for the use of Members of Vestries, District Boards of Works, and Local

Boards of Health. By Lewis H. Isaacs, Associate of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, &c., &c. 8vo., pp. 40, and C plates.

N tliese pages and with a new dress, we find many long familar ideas ; indeed

the author himself disclaims any attempt to introduce novel theories or

views, thinking it best to confine himself to a careful perusal of the best authori-

ties, and to incorporate with his own observations such only of the principles they

liave laid down as have been proved to be practically correct.

The work will be useful to those for whose use it is more especially written.

The Dublin Builder, Vol. I., 1859.¥E have received the first volume of this very useful and interesting paper;

of course much of the matter is purely of local interest, but we observe in

addition some important observations on old buildings and antiquities, which,
ijut for the establishment of our contemporary, might long remain unnoticed.

We observe that our own pages have been occasionally pressed into the service,

not, however, without honorable acknowledgment.

I

After Many Days ; a Tale of Social Reform. Uy Seneca Smitb. 12m'*-

W. Twecdie, 337, Strand.

A NEAT little volume, well printed, and one that may serve to make a couple
of otherwise dull hours, m a railway-train, pass pleasantly enough.

Steyne's Grief; or Losing, Seeking, and Finding.
Garretts," &c., &c., and

Harry Birkett ; the Story of a Man who Helped Himself.
author of "Town Life," &c. Both published by Twcedie.

ALTHOUGH unpretending, arc pretty little volumes, that will repay a glance
at any idle half-hour.

By the author of " Bow

By the

Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures and Mines. Part VII. Longman
and Co.

In our last notice of this valuable work we were obliged to take exception to

one or two slips ; the fact is, the general matter is so good, that a fault, slight

though it be, stands out far more prominently than it would in any inferior work.
In the present part " Fir-wood" being dismissed with one line of description, is

intended, we hope, to be more fully treated of under some later heading, as
" Timber." The article " Gas-pipes " simply treats of iron piping, not the
slightest reference is made to white metal pipes.

Upwards of thirty pages fully describe the details of the interesting manu-
facture of " Glass " and its subsequent cutting, grinding, &c. With one or two
trifling sins, such as those we have referred to, and rather of omission than com-
mission, the " Dictionary " is all that can be desired.

The Gentleman's Magazine.
Those who have not been favored with an opportunity of seeing TJie Recordof

the House of Gournay (privately printed) will feel obliged to our excellent

contemporary for four plates of subjects illustrated in those volumes, viz.. Views
of details of the Church of St. Hildevert. Mr. Scott's paper " Gleanings from
Westminster Abbey," and with which our readers are acquainted is also illos-

trated and concluded in the current part.

On the Construction ofHorse Railwaysfor Branch Lines in Englandand the

Colonies. By Charles Burn, Civil Engineer. 8vo., pp. 59, and 6 plates.

STATISTICS of English and Foreign Railways show that whereas the average

cost per mile of railways in Great Britain is £34,950, in the United States

it is only £8,275; that the proportion of expenditure to receipts in the first case

amounts to 47 (query, per cent.;) and in the latter it is as much as 54 ; yet; while

the receipts per mile'on English railways are larger than on all others, the interest

paid upon the total capital is the least, being in the former case at the rate of
4-11 and in the latter at the rate of 6'70.

This anomaly, the author considers, is due to our defective system of railway

legislation, which has been the cause of great unnecessary cost, and has allowed

the construction of competing trunk lines and unprofitable branches, and
advocates Government control in these matters—aproposal against which we can

have nothing to say. In France, Government does not allow railways and

pubhc works of a similar description to be formed unless it can be shown thai

the net revenue will return an interest of more than 5 per centum upon the

capital, an example that, with some modification, we should do well to follow.

The writer argues that branch locomotive lines do not accomodate the inter-

mediate population between the stations, that is to say, those who live along the

route of a railway must be conveyed to the nearest station by other means. But
surely those who live on the route of the trunk line have to suffer the same in-

convenience : how many hours would it take to reach Edinburgh from London, if

the train was liable to be stopped by any passenger, at any point on the journey ?

Certainly, our author considers great speed unnecessary on short branch lines:

and that it is never attained we know, to our frequent vexation. It is proposed

as a less costly arrangement than the present, for short branches, to lay rails along

the public roads, and to employ horse-power, until a perfect road locomotive

engine is invented.

Horse-railways for the conveyance of passengers have been formed in New
York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, and Boston, as our readers are aware, and it is

said that they have not been found to cause any obstruction to the ordinary

traffic, but it is self-evident that this can be the case only in wide and spacious

streets, and when will the heart of London contain several such streets ?

Details of the estimated total cost of the proposed line from Clermont to Riom,

in the department of Ruy de D6me are given; the amount is £2,800 per mile,

including the rolling stock of preliminary expenses. The estimated cost of the line

from Arras to Etaples, in the Pas de Calais, is £2,033 per mile, while in Eng-
land, employing the " Loubat" raU, it is £2,500 per mile ; adopting M. Light's

cast-iron rail, £2,737 ; and using a rail proposed by the author, £2,250.

An " Act to Incorporate the Dorchester Avenue Railroad Company " and two

"Acts in addition," are appended, with plates showing various forms of rails.

We have no wish to return to the "good old stage coach days" a proposal for

which in these days of novelties we are not altogether unprepared, but there are

many facts worth considering set forth in these pages our space warns us to

close.

Directory (revised to March, 18C0), with Regulations for Establishing

and Conducting Scieiice Schools and Classes. Chapman and Hall, 193,

Piccadilly.

THIS Directory, published by order of the Science and Art Dapartment of

the Committee of Council on Education, gives a summary of the nature and

amount of assistance afibrded by the Depaitment to the industrial classes in

procuring instruction in science; and a syllabus of the subjects m which

certificates as teachers are given by the Department. Intending candidates

should possess themselves of fliis pamphlet, which costs only sixpence.

Hi7its on the Building and Management of Schools, with reference to the

Selection, Conveyance, and Laying-out oj Sites; Plans and Specifications

of Buildings; Furniture; Organisaticm; Management; School I-ees

;

Subscriptions; and the Obtaming of Grants from the Committee of

Council on Education. By Harry Chester Esq., late Assistant Secretary

to the Committee of Council on Education. 8vo., pp. 30, and three

THlfrantents of these pages formed the subject of a lecture delivered b); the

author, in compliance with an invitation from the Secretary of the Science
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and Art Department of tlie Committee of Council on Education. Written by

one from behind the scenes, the sugsrestions offered relntive to ilie applications

for grants from the Society, are riot without vnlur-. Our author deprecates
'* personal interviews."
Let mo advise you to call at the Conncll-offlce only when you have diffleulties

capable of solution by conversatioo, and incapable of solution by correspondence,

and I will give vou tokens bv which you may ascertain whether, in the opinion of

the ofllcer who receives your visit, you are protitably or unprofitable employine: your
time. If he makes notes, asks questions, and occasionally interjects a smile or a

nod, a " well," or a "yes," you may conclude you are givmg to him information

which can most conveniently be ffivcn orally. If, however, he sits immoveable,

looking straight into your face, without nod, smile, or any expression on his own
eountenance.and without any vocal interjections, I recommend you to wish him
"good morning ;" for, depend upon it, you will do no good by takiug up any more of

bis time.

The pamphlet contains many useful notes, and rcg-arding drainage we read

—

"Let Bites be drained that ne'er were drained before,

And those that have been drained.be now drained more."

Catalogue of EecUfiastical and Domestic Medieval Metal WorTi. Thomas
Brawn, Hockley, IJinninglmm.

'nj'E noticed an earlier edition of this book in February last, when we felt

W compelled to observe that although many of the examples given were

designed in the right spirit, the labor bestowed on them was really lost from

want of more careful drawing. The edition now before us contains soxe ten or

a dozen new plates, in which more care is discernible ; but on the other hand the

old plates have by use, and owing to the style of drawing adopted, become so

blotchy as to be "unintelligible as regards detail generally, and in some rather

difficult subjects, the perspective is not very correct.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOUSES OF PAKLI.MIEXT.

Stdiiet, New Socxn Wales.—For designs for Sew Houses of Parliament tobe
erected in .Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and Franccare
invited to compete. £6fK) will be awarded for the approved design, and f 3

for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under scaled covers,
addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Jlessrs.

William L. Merry and Co., 36, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to tlic colony by steamer.
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of >lr. Wcale, 59,

Hteh UollHjm, and of Mr. Ale.vander Hill, Edinburgh ; 3Ir. U. Campbell.
Argyle-strect, Glasgow; Messrs. Ilodges'and Smith, Dublin, Jlessrs. Philip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Slanchestor, At each establislimcnt
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by pest.
Designs to January 1, 1861.

MEMORIAL BUILDIXG.
BcRSLEM.—For designs for the erection of a suitable building in Burslem, combining
School of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the late Josiah Wedg-
wood, F.S.A Premiums of £20 and £10 will be awarded respectively to the two
designs most approved. Conditions and general particulars may be had on appli-
cation to James Macintyre, Hon. Sec., Building Committee, Town Hall, Burslem.

COEX E.XCIIAXGE.
Leeds.—For plans and estimates for a Cora Exchange, Leeds. Plans, &c., at the

office of Sir. E. Mlhter, C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Leeds. A premium of
£100 will be given for the first, and £50 for the next approved plan, both to become
the property of the council. Flans, &c., to June 30. (sec advertisement.)

HOSPITAL.
Banff.—For designs, /.c, an elevation and plans for the erection of the Chalmers'

Hospital, Banir, against the 23rd day of June next, with certification. Tliere will
have to be provided accommodationforSOpatients, being "destitute sick paupers,"
forahouse surgeon, matrons, attendants, dispensary for the hospital, and a meet-
ing-room for the Trustees. Tlie sum to be expended on the building not to exceed
£5.000. The structure to be of such a style and character that it can suitably be
enlarged hereafter, in case the funds of the charity shall be able to afford increasd
accommodation, in terms of the deeds. Information as to site and other par-
ticulars, and the remuneration to be allowed to the party whose plans are selected,
will be learned on apphcation to William Coutts, Solicitor, ia Banif. The plans to
bear a motto, and be accompanied with a statement of tlie style and finish of the
building, and an estimate of the expense of erection, and put up therewith a scaled
envelope, having thereon the same motto, but containing therein the name and
address of the party sending the plans, to be opened when the Trustees decide.

CHAPEL.
SCARBOnoncH.—For a new Wesleyan Chapel, Scarborough, and the most appro-
priate use of the land connected with it. £20 will be given for those adopted, and
£10 for the second best. Designs, &c., with a motto, and the name and address of
the party competing, under seal, to the Rev. Samuel Tindall, 23 Long Westgate,
Scarborough, to June 2, of whom also particular, may be had.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
INFIRMARY.

Leicester.-For the several works in the enlargement of Leicester Infirmary.
Applications to be made at the offices of Messrs. Dain and Smith, St. Martins,
Leicester, to May 28.

POORHOUSE.
Leith, N. B.—For erecting a Poorhouse for the parish of North Leith. Plan:, &c.,
and schedules of measurement, of Mr. P. Hamilton, architect, 18 St. Andrew-
square, Edinburgh. Contractors to estimate for the whole work. Tenders addressed
to the Chairman of the Building Committee, and marked " Tender for North Leitlj
Poorhouse," tobe lodged with flic inspector, Mr. J. W. Gardiner, at his office, 17
Dock-street, Leith, to May 31.

CHURCHES.
CnELTEKHAM. -For the erection of the Church of St. Mark, Cheltenham. Plans,

Ac., at the Infant School-room, St. James'-square, Cheltenham, from May 28 to
June 7. (See advertisement.)

CHANCEL, &c.
BisiiopsTOKE.—For the erection of a new chancel, vestry, organ-room, and other
works, at Bishopstoke Church, Hants. Plans, Ac, at the vestry-room, at Bishop-
stoke. Tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Bishop Church," to the office of the
architect, Mr.John Colson, St. Swithin-strect, Winchester, to May 31.

VILLA.
HERTFonD -For the erection of a villa residence and stables, <t-c. at Hertford. Plans,

Ac., at the office of T. Y. Kimpton, architect, 2 Adam's-court, Old Broad street,
London, E. C, to whom tenders, properly endorsed, to June 1.

CEMETtiRY.
CROvnoN.—For the erection of two chapels, lodge, piers, and dwarf enclosing walls,

three cnlraoce gates, and railings, as under, for the Burial Board of the parish of
Croydon. Plans, 4c., at the olflce of the architect, Mr. E. C. Robins, 19, Arundel-

strcet. Strand, after May 10, Tenders to be prepared and delivered separately as
follows ;—
No. 1.—For the erection of the chapels.
No. 2.—Ditto, lodge.
No. 3.—Ditto, piers and dwarf enclosing walls for railing.
No. 4.—Ditto, ironwork in gates and railing.

Tenders, scaled, to H. Richards, Clerk to the Board, to May 28.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Kei.tox, Dumfries.—For the erection of a dwelling-house and offices at Kelton.

Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. Alex. Crombie, architect, Dumfries, to wliom ten-
ders, to May 30.

Kentish-town.—For completing six houses, Alland-road, Kentish-town. Plans,
&c., and quantities of work done, with Sir. Sewell, 20, Nicholas-lane, E.C. ; or of
Sir. ,T. SI. Deau, surveyor. West Ham-lane, Stratford, after Slonday. Tenders to
Mr. J. Sewell, not later than 10 a.m.. May 28.

IIlll.—For the various works in the erection of a dwelling-house, &c., in Clare-
mout-terraee, Beverley-road, Hull. Plans, &c., at the Oflices of Mr. W. Hotterill,
architect, 23, Parllnment-Btroet, Hull, from the 2l3t to the 28th inst. Sealed ten-
ders, duly endorsed, to Sir. BotterlU, to June 1.

SEWERAGE.
Leicester. —For alterations in the pumping engines at the Sewerage Works.
Drawings, &c., at the Office of the Local Board or Health, Silver-street, Leicester,
to which place tenders must be sent, endorsed "Tenders for altcriilions of
Engines," to May 31.

Brompton.—For building about GOO feet of sewer in West Brompton, and making
the road. Specifications, &c., with Slessrs. Godwins, architects, 24, Alexander-
square, Brompton.

Higiibridge, Somerset.—For the construction of two pairs of new oak gates, iron
hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to the masonry of the fresh-water gate
at the Clyce, at Highbridge, Somerset. Also separate tenders for construction of
two other pairs of new oak gates, iron hollow quoins and beams, and for repairs to
masonry of safety gates under the turnpike-road, at Highbridge. Dr.awings, &c.,
with Sir. G. Wilton, Highbridge. Tenders to M. T. C. iloblns. Clerk of the Sewers
for the County of Somerset, Wells, to Slay 28.

DRAINAGE.
Ai:cni.os9AN, Aberdeen.—For executing, in all, about two miles of excavations,
forming part of the works for drainage of the Lochs of Auchlossan, Plans, &c. , on
application at Auchlossan,

RAILWAY.
Newbury.—For the construction of a fine of railway, from Babington, on the Rad-
stock branch of the Wilts, SomerHCt, and Weymouth Railway, to Newbury, in the
parish of Kilmorsdon, in length above two miles. Plans, &c., at the office of the
vVestbury Iron Company, at Westbury. Tenders directed to W. It. Naish, Esq.,
Chairman of the Westbury Iron Company, and endorsed "Tender for Newbury
Railway," to June 1.

Castlereagii, Ireland.—For the construction of the railway from Castlereagh to
Castlebar, as authorised by the Great Northern and Western (of Ireland) li.iiiway
Act of 1859, and the necessary stations and works connected therewitli. The line
is a single line, 37 miles in length. Forms of tender and specifications may be
obtained at tiie Offices of Mr. Fowler, No. 2, Qoeen's-square-piace, Westminster.
The tenders must be in the prescribed form, and enclosed in the envelope (which
will be delivered with tlic form), and be lodged at the Office, 3G, Parliament-street,
Westminster, till 12 o'clock, June 6.

BRIDGE.
Lochmaben, Dumfries.—For erecting a stone bridge over the river Kennoll at
Shaws, in the parish of Loclimaben, county of Dumfries. Plans, &c., with Mr.
Robertson, road surveyor, Slofl'at, to whom tenders to May 30.

WALL.
St. Pancras.—For the erection of a boundary wall in front of the workhouse of St.
Pancras. Specifications, at the office of the cliicf surveyor, 10, Edwiird-street*
Hampstead-road. Tenders to Sir. Francis Plaw, clerk to the vestry. Vestry Office,
King's-road, Paneras-road, to 12 noon, of Slay 30.

ROADS.
Leicester.—For carrying out certain improvements proposed to be made at the
Danes' Hill, near to Leicester. Plans, &c., on application at the office of Sir. Colin
A. Slacaulay, surveyor. Friar-lane, Leicester, to whom tenders to June 1.

Heeley.—For the construction of a new road on the Broadfield Park Estate, at
Heeley, which is about to be allotted. Plans, Ac, at the offices of Mr. S. F. Holmes,
No. 7, St. James'-row, Sheffield. No date specified.

CHANNELLING.
Woodstone, N.B.—For cleaning out and enlarging the mill dam at St, Cyrus, on
the estate of Woodstone, and altering tlie lade, repairing the sluice, spender, and
other jobs. Specifications of Kenneth Jl'Crae, ground officer, on and after the 23rd
inst.; contractors meet on the ground at 12 o'clock of May 26.

MILDMAY PARK ISLINGTON..
A portion of the Mildmay-park estate, whicli is the property of Henry Cliarics

Sturt, Esq., M.P. lor Dorsetshire, is now being prepared for building purposes
on a somewhat extensive scale, the main and branch sewerage for which has
just been completed by Messrs. Abbott and Hopwood, builders and general

contractors, Bleeding Hart-yard, Charles-street, Hatton-garden.
The main sewer is of i brickwork, egg shaped, 3 feet 9 inches, by 2 feet 6

inches, and comprises a length of about 1,400 feet with ventilating shafts and
gullies. The branch connexions are by drain-pipes 12 inches in diameter, sup-
plied by Mr. James Stofi", of the London pottery, High-street, Lambetii.
The principal sewer will discharge itself into the main in King Henry's-

walk.
On all portions of land which Mr. Sturt allots for building purposes, he very

wisely, as a first step, cau-ses all the sewers to be constructed previous to the

buildings being commenced, which is a most excellent preliminary course. The
second step should always be to make the various roads ; but, in this instance

this could not be effected owing to so much level having to be made up, wliich

will gradually be effected by rubbish being shot on the ground as the houses

are being erected. It is intended to cover the area with about 300 houses.

The entire cost of the sewerage is paid in the first instance by the proprietor

of the ground, and afterwards charged to the owners of the houses in projiortion.

Mr. Henrj' Newton, New North-road, is the architect and surveyor appointed by

Mr. Sturt, and Mr. Charles Higgins, surveyor to the parish of St. Mary's, Isling-

ton, has the general supervision of the works. ' Several of the houses are alrcail.v

commenced, but the exces.sively high price of bricks at present, viz., 4'2s. per

thousand, somewhat retard their progres?, but of course tliis unusual rate

will soon be reduced as the season advances for making them in larger quanti-

ties.

There will be no new place of worship or school required for the locality, as the

Church of St. Jude, with an accompanying school, is close to the new estate. One
of the stations of tlie North London Haihvhy is also within a few minutes' walk

of it, and the line taken by the Kingsland-road Omnibuses that ply to the City ia

within a convenient distance.
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eotteider, take its pl«oc in the history of art. Tho l*aU-inall iVont has bccti
ftvatiently charHcleriscd by supt-rticinl ohservors as a copy, or reproduction,
with sli^^ht inodilications. from KatTnelle's I'aiulolfini Talace at Florence.
One inomeut'8 ct»inparisou of the two elevations will suffiee to entirely dispel the
id«i- The I'andoUini Tnlice has only, in connuon with the Travellers' Club-house,
the accidents ofU-in^^ two-stoiied. liavlirj; rusticated anfjli-s, and a doorway nt the
extreme ri<:ht-hHnd side of the iironiid-tioor. In every other respect, the dissimila-
rities are most strikin^r : tho proportions ofthe windows are about one-tliird narrower
in the Travellers' than they are in the I'andnltiui ; in the former, they arc Ionic on
the first-tioor. and l>oric on the pround ; while in the latter, they are Corinthian on
the tirst-lloor. and have simply returned architraves and no order on the g:ronnd-
floor. The four windows ot llie first-floor of the Florentine facade are surmounted
with alternately any^ular and se>:meutal pediments, and united by panels in the
interspaces and horizontal members, while the tive of the Pall-mall buildins: arc
precisely uniform, and the wall is entirely ft-ee from panellinji:, and the runniuir
through of any of the members formins- or decoratinir the fenestration above the cili

level. One of'the leading features of the Pandoltini is its deep plain frieze, adorned
only with a very simple classic-Iookiuf; inseription ; wliile in the entablature ot the
Travellers* Club the frieze is reduced to so small a proportion and is so highly
earred, aa in fact to do duty rather as an enriched member of the cornice than aw a
distinctive frieze at all. As a corroboration of the remarks I have ventured to make
in respect to the universality of ^viiius, and the immediate elTect upon the public of
any salient manifestation of it in the shape of a work of art, it may be noted, that
troia the date of its completion, in the year 183:^, to the present time, no architectural
Zoilns has ever raised nis puny voice to tho disparagement of this real gem.
The contract was taken early in 1830, by Messrs. Lees, at £19.000; and the total
cost was £:>.t. 160. On the completion of this beautiful structure, its architect was
elected a life member of the club : a compliment, considering the very exclusive
nature of its constitution, of no slight social and professional importance to a
risine artist.

Pall-mall also possesses two ordinary shop facades of great cleverness, executed by
Barry, and the Imperial Insurance Offices, opposite to his great club-houses, and of
about the same date as the Travellers'. While the last-named was in progress, he
was subjected to three disappointments, one of which annoyed him a good deal. He
became an unsuccessful competitor fi)r the "Westminster Hospital, carried out by In-
wood; for the Law Institution, carried out by VuUiamy ; and for the Birmingham
Town-hall, entrusted, as is well known, to Messrs. Hanson and Welsh, under very
peculiar circumstances. In response to the advertisement issued at the close of IS'iO,

oalling for designs for the last-named building, Barry forwarded a noble scheme for
a Doric temple of grandeur, and at the same time of so much simplicity, that his

friends contidently averred that it might be well curried out ;for the £18,000, which
formed the limit fixed by the committee. Barry's plan was so long placed in the
ascendant, that lie confidently reckoned on being employed to execute it. From first,

however, it somehow sank down to third, and a design was at last adopted, which, after
utterly ruining the contractors, cost the (Mrporation nearly double the amount to which
they at first limited the outlay. Barry exhibited his design, which was much
admired, in l.*v!'J. From that year liis occupation appears to have been so incessant
as to preclude his contributing to the Koyal Academy, and it is not until 1840, that
he re-appears in the architectural room. Nothing daunted by his bad luck with the
town-hall. Barry sent in designs (for the preparation of which two months only had
been allowed) on the 1st November, 1KT2, forthe Free Grammar School, commonly
known as King Edward's, at Birmingham, which he won easily. This popular build-
ing, with its seven regular bays, and bay windows breaking through two stories at
each end, was most carefully carried out in every detail, and in a good collegiate style
in that most beautiful building stone, Darley Dale, and gave great satisfaction. It
was completed in 1837, at a cost of £31),2C;j. The study bestowed by Barry upon the
working out of this building, and, consequently, upon the Tudor style generally, he
found of the greatest possible service to him when subsequently called upon for the
Houses of Parliament competition. It was abeut the period of the completion of the
Birmingham schools that Barry became acquainted with Welby Pugin, wliose talents
he always greatly admired. Pugin was selected and employed to work out the
drawings from Barry's sketehcs for some of the structural details, and tor the fur-
niture of that budding, and thus the foundation of their mutual regard was laid.

1834 was an eventful year for our profession, and for that member of it whose
career I am now endeavouring to trace especially, since on the Ifith ;of October in it

took place that memorable tire which rendered the reconstruction of our national
assembly a positive necessity. That event occurred at a time when Barry was closely
occupied upon several works of importance, in addition to those already mentioned,
such as various constructions at Bowood, for Lord Lansdowne ; the Campanile Lodge
and Golden Gates, being in progress so late as 18.38 ; the portico and enlargement of
the College of Surjjeons, which was sufficiently advanced to show its designs in

February, 1835. and was finished in 18.37 ; Lord Tanker%'ille's beautiful Italian villa

at Walton-on-Thames; and various alterations at Wobum for the Duke of Bedford.
He had also been called in by the Slarquls and Marchioness of Stafl'ord, who had
been first impressed with his talent for picturesque gardening, by the terraces and
other features which they had remarked at a fete given in the Queen's Park,
Brighton. The architect was introduced to these leaders of taste at the time by Mr.
Attree. for whom he had laid out the grounds in which the fete was given, and was
Bnbsequently employed at first in trifles, such as vases, flower-pots, and ornamental
details: but ultimately in vast works at Trcnthnm. Stafford House, and Cliefden, so
late as 1853 ; as well as in great designs for Dunrobiu Castle.

In 1K33, the extensive designs for the conversion of Trentham, an ugly house in a
flat and uncongenial soil, into what that princely seat now is, were made. No one
could be abetter judge than tho late Mr. Loudon of the local difficulties presenting
themselves to the architect, and T prefer, therefore, quoting him to making any com-
ments of my own. He thus (writing in May, 1834) records his impression of the
daring and talent evinced by the artist architect:—
"Trentham Hall, the residence of the Duke of Sutherland, is about to undergo ex-

tensive improvements. When we first heard of this, and that Mr. Barry was em-
ployed, we could not help doubting whether even Mr. Barry could make anything of
this great, dull, flat place, with its immense mansion, as tame and spiritless as the
ground on which it stands. We have seen the plans, however, for the additions to
and alterations of the house, and we must confess that we were delighted and
astonished with them beyond measure. I^et no one henceforth ever despair of a dead
flat. We shall not attempt to describe the additions made to the house at present

;

but we may obser\'e that the modifications of the ground, and the large lake of water
and its islands, which are proposed by Jlr. Barry, prove him to have as just a taste
in landscape-gardening as he has a refined and correct one in architecture. The
architectural flower-garden, which will contain several acr«*s, will be the largest and
the best of the kind in England. On one of the islands a villa with terraces, in the
manner of the Isola liella, will be erected, as a feature to be seen from the house
over the architectural garden ; and a column now erecting on a distant liiU will form
another feature. The fountains of the garden, which will throw their waters as high
as those at Chatsworth, Versailles, or Nymphenburg, will be supplied by a steam-
engine, or by a water-wh<'el on a distant stream ; and no garden Deauty will have a
more striking tfl'ect In Staffordshire than this feature."

Barry's employment in realising the greater part of this vast programme extended
over about ten years. By way of current business in 1830, he had also in hand the
3fanchester Athenorum.a we)l-worked-out. but simple Italian building, costing about
iC15,0(X». We now approach the great event in Barry's life—the competition for the
New Houses of Parliament.
(fnOctoberthe Ifith, 1834, as T have already stated, the conflagration took place,

and sliortly afterwards Sir Itobert Smirke was employed by the Department of
Werks to make plans, &c., for the rebuilding. Sir Hobert Peel, always a kind patron
to Sir Robert Smirke, appointed a committee to examine his designs. The committee
publicly acknowledged themselTes unable to form a sufficiently accurate judtrment

upon the merits of any plan, but recommended open competition and the appoin
nient of a Royal Commission, which was acex>rdingly applied for.

To this course, so lar as the appointment of a commission of five is concerned, the
were no doubt mainly instigated by Sir VMward Cast's celebrated letter to Sir Rober
Peel, dated January 31st, 1835. Sir Kdward was, however, averse to the principle o
competition in the nnitter ; he would have intrusted the selection of tlie architect t

tho commisslou he suggesti'd. The style of the proposed building was determined b;

Parliament should be either Gothic or Klizabetnan.
On the 17th of July, 1835, the country obtained from the King the issue of a Royi

Commission to fix the site and obtain designs for new Houses of Parliament. Th
terms of the Royal Commission provided for a selection of not less than three, nt
more than five designs, all of which were to be reported to Parliament, and one c

the three or five to be definitively recommended for adoption. The acting Commis
sioners were the lute Mr. Haubury Tracy, afterwards Lord Sudeley, Sir Kdwan
Cust, Thomas Liddell, Ksq.. and George Vivian, Esq., Lord Dungannou being at tl]

time First Commissioner of Her Majesty's Woods and Works. Ninety-seven desigut
comprising upwards of 1,000 drawings, were contributed in competition for three c

five premiums of £500 each, and after a private view for the members of both House
&c., and the confirmation by a Parliamentary Committee of the report of the iioyi

Commissioners, were publicly exhibited from the ~8th of April. The Royal Con
missioners state in that document, approved by His Majesty, and presentid to hot
Houses of Parliament on the 20th of February, 183G, that " although a diflcrencc <

opinion may exist between us with respect to the ground plans separate!
considered, we are all unanimous in our opinion that the one delivered 1

us, marked 64, with the emblem of portcullis, bears throughout such evidei

marks of genius and superiority of talent as fully to entitle it to the prt

ference we have given it in our classification; anci we have no hesitation i

giving it as our opinion, that the elevations are of an order so superior, and displa

so much taste and knowledge of Gothic architecture, as to leave no doubt whatevt
in our minds of the author's ability to carry into effect your Majesty's command,
should you be pleased to honor him with your commands. The design thus rcconi

mended proved to bo the one drawn, to a great extent, by the very hands of the lat

Sir Charles. It is not generally known, but it is, nevertheless, the case, that Barr
entertained a predilection in favor of an Italian style for the Houses of Parliamen
and went so far," in despite of the formal proscription, as to prepare sketches ai
studies, some of which are still in existence. The second premium was awarded
Mr. Buckler, the third to Mr. Hamilton, and the fourth to Mr. Railton. It was m
from these rivals, however, that the most strenuous efforts subsequently made
wrest away the precious prize from the victor emanated. The battle of the styl

appears to have been opened by the late Mr. W. R. Hamilton's first letter totheEa
or Elgin (July, 1836), recommending Greek, and its disciples Sir Robert.Smirke ar

Mr. Wilkins. Mr. Hamilton's letter was followed by a second in the same year, i

February, 1837, and an article on Barry's designs in the "London and Westhiiusfc
Review. These were replied to ably by Colonel J. R. Jackson, who support)
Gothic on the pica mainly of nationality. Mr. Hamilton's views were endorsed!
Mr. Wilkins. under the pseudonym "Phil-Archimedes;" Mr. Grellier, and Mr.
W. llakewill, and Colonel Jackson's were anticipated by Welby Pugin and Beiijam
Ferrey, who, with T. L. Donaldson, stood up honorably, and with none of the pet
jealousies displayed by Savage, Wilkins, and others, in favor of the execution fn i

integrity olthe selected design. Acrimonious pamphlets, in the shape of "observi
tions, apologies, strictures," &c. were freely bandied about. Accusations offavoritis
were made against Sir Kdward Cust on the plea of his having been concerned
assisting in tlie production, a year or two previous to the competition, of a curioi

little etching by Barry, now very rare, showing the defects of the lowness of Wilkins
designs for the National Gallery and the effects of a loftier structure. That somi
what satirical performance had offended Wilkins, who had previously eome off vi
torious in a competition for the works at King's College, lor which iiarry hi

sent in; and its execution may account for the sharp stings of Wilkins's very point*

pen.
It is curious, in looking over these old controversial wranglings between Goth at

Greek, to note how little we have changed. The battle, unfortunately, still wag
amongst us at the present moment, and we are obliged to confess that the spitcfulne

of yesterday, and of many a yesterday, is but a version, with scarcely a variation,

the spitefulness of to-day.
All these hot agitations and heart-burnings, coupled with the proverbially feeb

administration of the Department of Works, and the slow and desultory action
Parliamentary Committees, retarded, more eveu than the physical difficulties

be overcome, the commencement of the works. Cotemporary protests against i

this/riction were by no means wanting, and the following, from the pen of M
Bartholomew, is among the most animated, and evinces a just appreciation of tl

powers of the architect, and;the|difllculties which laid in his path ;— '* The nation mi
take this pleasing assurance," he observes, " that, confided to Mr. Barry, a senat

house worthy of the empire will be produced, with every det-ail correct, not only
the principal parts of the pile, but also in the most retired parts of it. This e:

cellent architect is rarely found straying from his subject ; he studied it like a Fre
mason of the olden times : the nation should therefore, second liberally his genero
eflbrts ; it would afterwards be verjr proud of them; it should allow him to tna

iniked substantially with granite, with Portland stone, and with oak ; it should dei

him no proper ornaments; they cost comparatively little, and if denied now, regr

will be felt hereafter."
In the interval which elapsed between the acceptance of his plan and the laying

the first stone, which took place on the ti7th of April, 1840, Barry was, as we shi

now see, by no means idle. In addition to the preparation of the vast quantity
designs and working drawings necessary for entering into contracts for the llous

of Parliament, and for carrying on the works he had in hand before the competitic

he proceeded, in 1837, to enter actively into the limited competition for the Itcfoj

Club, to which Messrs. Basovi, Blore, Smirke. Burton, Cockerel!, and he himself li

been invited. On Wednesday, the 13th of l>eccmber, in that year, the commiti
proceeded almost unanimously to fix upon his design, which was ultimately (^arri

out at a cost of about .£80,000. This noole building is so completely patent to eve

Londoner, and its merits are so universally acknowledged, that I shall offer rtmai
upon three points only in connection witli it. First, tnen, let me remind you of f

entire originality of converting the usual cortile of the Italian palace into an inter)

and most beautiful hall ; secondly, let me caII your attention to the perfection of t

domestic arrangements, which teach us that the most minute attention to c-
-:*'

and the satisfactory working of utilitarian necessities, is compatible with the >

of the most delicate sense of theretinemont,and-tlie hardilioodof bold audi
genius; thirdly, 1 would be^ to vindicate the memory of Sir Charles Barry U\ni

charge of plagiarism, to the full as absurd as that which lias been grounded iipon i

fancied resemblance of the Pall-mall front of the Travellers' to the Strada Pandol
front of Itaflaelle's Florentine Palace. It has been alleged that the Reform Clul

some de<;ree finds its prototype in the Palazzo Farncse. Setting aside the ut

nonconformity of any two features in their respective plans, let us for an ineti

compare their elevations : the one contains thirteen bays in width, tlic other ni

Botharethree-gtory buildings, with large crowningcornices, and tlnTf tlie rcsoinblai

ends. Every detail is absolutely different, and let me add that 1 do not think that

Charles Barry *'ver did or ever could copy ; his whole system ofworking wasoppo;
to anything of the kind. " Should you ever have the opportunity of tracing out

progress of his thoughts, as I have frequently, and as, no doubt, all his pupils hn

through any series of his studies for any particular building, you will find ih-'

work is always, as it were, growing evenly under his hand from the .--i

generalisation In the first small scale-sketch to the plotted-out bay or rep'

subsequently to the large scale detail ; then back again into another
elevation, to see how far that particular detail will work well in combinati-i
altered according to the result of that test, and roughed out again to a lar-'

to make sure of the effect of the parts when near the eye ; and so on freciueni 1

his fastidious judgment would get almost bewildered under the multiplyii
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coiitllctiiiK' Impn-sHioiis prortitc''d by tlie various studios. Tlie man who works in

tliat WAy i)ersc"V<'rintrly iniiy at least make fluro of two things—that his work will bo

good ; ami tluit it will bo liis own and nobody rise's.

Anions,'' the practical questions roun€'rted w'ith the new Houses of Parliament, one
of the most ury:ont was the selection of the stone ; and as the mooting of that ques-

tion led to the important survey by a commiKsion in the year lH:is, 1 may perhaps
mention the immediate couneetlon of .Sir Charles with that movement. It appears
from Information with whicli I have been supplied by our kind friend Mr. (J. fl.

Smith, the only surviving member of the commission, that soon after the flro a Mr.
Joubert,of ('aen, sent specimens of (^nen .'»tone to about twenty different members
of I'arlianu'ut. and among others to Mr. .Joseph Hume. Mr. Hume referred to Mr.
Smith for a report, which was forwarded to the Department of Works, and by them
to Mr. Harry, who at once wrote an admirable note to Mr. Hume, stating bis views and
his intention of making a tour throughout (Jreat Kritain to collect information. It

was then arranged that .scientific and practical men of eminence should go on the

same errand witli liim, ani the result was that, during tiftv days in the autumn of
1838. the information was collected which has been embodied iu the valuable report
of the commissioners.
In 1840 Barry made five designs, which were well carried out, for converting Ilij^h-

clerc, a seat of Lord Carnaivon's, into an irregular version of Italian. About the
same time he completed additions to University (College, O.xford, and I believe made
comprehensive dcsiLcns for buildings at Worcester (.'ollege. In the same city. In the
ear following tlie laving of the first stone of the Houses, Barry began to reap the

honors be hiul so fairly won. being elected Associate in that spring. Associate elect

in 184^*, and Uoval Academician. in Wilkie's phice. in tS44. His first recognition from
abroad dates from Kome, December 2ath, IKl'^, conveying bis affiliation to the
Academy of St. Luke's; his second from St. IVtersburg, December :{lst, 1S15. His
election into the liusslan Itoyal Academy, wliieb was accompanied by the presentA-
tion of a diamond snuffbox from the Czar, was ultimately followed oy his nomina-
tion to those of Belsinm, '.»th .January, 1S47; Trussia. 'isth April, 1810; Sweden,
'^'5th May, 1850; Denmark. Antwerp, and the American Institute. In 1855 he re-

ceived the gold medal of honor for architecture given at the Exposition Univcrselle
of Paris.

In 1841 Barry produced his fine design for Bridgewater House, for Lord Ellesmere,
which was very different tVnm that which he commenced as late as .Inly, 1847.

Probably no building he ever executed was more elaborately studied, and the result

1b shown in much of the beautiful detail wliich decorates the princely structure.

The tirst stone of the superstructure of the Houses of ParHament, the angle of the
plinth of the Speaker's house nearest the bridge, was laid (as has been already stated
on the 27th of April. 1S40). by the architect's wife, without any public ceremony, and
in the presence of afew personal fl-leuds only. The first stone of the Victoria Tower
was also laid in tlie same unpretentious way by Lady, then Mrs. Barry, on her own
birthday, the ^'^nd of December, 184'1.

From 1 Sin to 184.1, the works at Westminster, to which neighbourhood (32, Great
George street). Barry bad removed in 1S41, proceeded at a splendid pace ; but shortly
after that date diflicuUies arose against which even his strength, industry, energy,
Mid unrivalled dexterity in managing recalcitrant employers, failed to make success-
ftil head. The only wonder is he was not killed by Incessant worries and annoyances.
To these cares his son Kdward alluded in the following terms, in the paper he read
here on the 1st February, lS;"iS. on his father's great work :

—

" In the session of 1814, a committee of the House of Lords, which was appointed
to inquire into the progress made with the works, in consequence of a natural desire
on the part of tlieir lordships to enter their new house, and a still more natural
Inclination to blame an architect for anything inconvenient, commenced its labors,
and reported that several alterations had been introduced into the design by the
architect, without any authority from the Government; an accusation he explicitly

' denied by stating that he liad received authority, express or implied, for all lie had
done. The alterations alluded to were a re-arrangement of a portion of the plan
between the Victoria Tower and the House of Lords.
"Great objections were made by some members of the Lords' committee to these

modifications, and many inconveniences foretold, both to Her Majesty and their
lordsliips, but 1 am not aware that practice hasjustified these predictions, orrevcrsed
the opinion of the committee of the House of Commons, which sat soon afterwards,
and resolved that ' no blame was to be attached to Mr. Barry for the course he had
taken, and that they had every reason to believe that all the alterations
hitherto made, had conduced to the convenience and general effect of the building.

*' It was at this time tliat many complaints began to be made in Parliament about
the so-called delay in completing the building, and the anxieties consequent on
the various committees, and other inquiries, in addition to the unavoidable respon-
ibilities of the architect, caused him a serious illness, and thus made a reality of that

I delay which, up to this time, had been imaginary, as far as he was concerned.
"indeed, hadit not been for the hearty and generous support of Lord Lincoln (now

j

Bnkc of Newcastle), who was then First Commissioner of Woods, I do not think the
works could liave been carried to a completion by my father.
"His lordship took special pains to make himself personally acquainted with the

nature and bearing of the various complaints, and having satisfied liimself that they
' were not based on justice, threw the whole of his official weight into the scale, and

I
^Te the architect no half-hearted or stinted support in carrying out his views, until

I the close of his official connection with him."
All honour to the duke for this manly, kind, and honorable support of a great

ISnan, worried almost to death ; and equal shame to those who hounded on the
isenseless cry from which he in part protected him. I need not remind this as-

imbly of the feelings with which Barry was regarded by our late esteemed l*re-
dent, the Earl de Grey. On the occasion of tiie presentation to Barry ofthe Queen's
old medal in these rooms, on the evening of June 3, 1850, Lord de Grey touched on
he peculiar trials to which the architect of the New Palace at Westminster, as it

ttben began to be called, had been exposed, with his usual light but most skilful hand^ the following terms :—
" * * * 5Iay you live to see the magnificent work now in your hand s com-

llleted. St. Paul's was thirty-four years iu its erection : you have not occupied half
iftt time as yet, and have made a pro-rress which, if it had depended on yourself,
Dtild have brought the Houses of Parliament nearly to completion, but the means
r working have not been at your disposal. Sir Christopher Wren was entrusted
Itii a large and striking work, destined for a single purpose. It was to be a great
Dd glorious temple, dedicated to the worship of the Slost High ; but your work is

J^be devoted to 1 know not how many purposes. Sir Christopher Wren had to deal
"*'^h men who knew what they wanted. Sir C. "Wren, no doubt, received his in-

eotlons from men who knew the purpose to which the building was to be dedi-
)d, and (to a certain extent) what was required to carry it out ; but I am sorry to
rthat that is not always the case with respect to the buildings entrusted to you.
' C.Wren's masters, however tyrannical and annoying, were few; yours arc
'-in. I am sorry to say that august assembly which has most to do witli the
Hon of this magnificent structure, has in it a vast number of men who ask
tions, make Buggestious, and ofler criticisms, while at the same time they do

(know what is wanted, or, indeed, what they want tberaselves. It is not wonder-
'Ithen, that the architect should be impeded, and that fault should l)e found
liont any good or substantial ground ; and yet, with all these hindrances and
Wbftcks, you have made a progress in the stupendous work which you have uuder-
m which is perfectly surprising."
f the true nature of the labors by which alone the difficulties of bis task and posi-
1 could be overcome, or even coped with. Sir Charles Barry has given tlie simplest,

S most manly, and, I verily believe, the truest possible picture, in the following
irds, extr.'icted from an official letter of his, which must for ever live as an indelible
na upon those for whom the artist's noblest work was done:—"I may here add,

> a ground for the increase ratfier than reduction of the customary remuneration in
l^cct of public works, that, owing to the troubles, delays, and perplexities attendant
^Official communications and requirements, the architect's labors and anxieties

are much greater than those which he has tu incur in privat« practice ; and Ifthltt bo
true of public buildings of nn ordinary character. It raay be easily roncelvt-d tiiat
tho.sc hibors and anxieties have been iiicompHrnbly greater in carrying Into emrotsiMih
a work as the new Palace at WcsTminster. in wliich not only the (iovenimeiit, but
committees in Parliament, and even the jniblle, have unci-ashiKly attHumed the riiiht
of criticism and control. As one proof, among many olhers that might be adduced,
of tlie enormous amount of labor that bos already ilevolved upon mo In condtiottng
tills national work to Its present state, it will not he irrelevant to mention that no Ipjis

than between H,0(K) and U.OOfj original drawings and models liave been prepareU for it,

a large portion of whicli have emanated from my own hand, and the whole of tbo
remainder iiave been made under mv own immediate direction and HUpfrvlriloQ.

1 consider that lam entitled toaiurther rennuierntion for special servlCfB not con-
nected with my professional duties in respect of the works of the building. Tbeao
services consist of att<ndance8 upon the Fine Arts Commission ; report*, and
numerous drawings prepared in compliance with tlie orderti of that commtoston ;
fVequent communications with Its secretary, and thcnrtista appointed for th« deco-
ration of the interior of the new j)»lace ; attendances upon committees of Parliament
in every session from the yearl841 to the present time ; preparing data required by
those committees

;
giving and correcting evidenees. making up voIuminoiiK rctuniB,

In compliance witli the orders of the Ilouse of (.'omnions, rme of which occuplod
myself and clerks for nearly four months; attendances to give evidence upon two
Commissions of Inquiry with reference to Dr. Reid'Hsynt^'mof wnrraing and ventila-
ting; preparing plans and other documents for tlic'use of those eommlssinners

;

conferences and communications with the law nffic-*!rs of the Crown with
reference to contracts, disputed claims, and threatened legal proc^eilings ; numerous
reports and estimates required from time to time by thuOlfipcof Woofhj; negotiation*
and arrangements consequent upon establishments 4)f Government workshops at
Thames-bank, and the superintendence of the collection of above :i,fX)0 castnof the
best specimens of medieval art to be found in this as well att In foreign countries for
the use of the wood-carvers ; preparing plans, estimates, >tc., for providing accom-
modation for the wholcof the public record.s of the kingdom, and other miscellaneous
services."
Before such a crushing list of altocrether unrequited exertions, how miserably

the official sophisms of "my Lords" betray the thinness of the stately mantuy
,
through which peep out their costive penury and meanness. Against their beha-
viour and conclusions in respect to the remuneration of Sir Charles, a subject upon
which I scarcely dare trust myself to speak, it must ever be a satisfaction to the
members of this body to remember that its council protested respectfully, but with
firmness, and a deliberate contempt for the unworthy special pleading of the (I sin-
cerely hope mis-) representative for the time being of Her Majesty's treasury, In the
following terms :—" That 5 per cent, upon outlay has been, and is, the only rate of
charge recognised by the profession, as fairly remunerative in the averace practic-e
of architects. That it is to be deeply regretted that it should be proposed to depart
from the above rate in the instance of the New Palace at Westminster—a building-
involving in its design and execution the exercise of fhe highest professional attain-
ments. That the example which would be set by Her Majest>**8 Government, should
the course proposed be carried into execution fa legal appeal against their decision
being practically impossible), it is to be regarded as disastrous to the future pro*-
epects of architecture in this country, as calculated to lower the character of public
monuments in Kngland, and unworthy the Government of a {freat nation, whose
obvious duty it is adequately to foster and protect the genius of its artists."
Under such complicated annoyances. Barry's health must inevitably have broken

down altogether, if it had not been for the support, comfort, and affection he re-
ceived in the bosom of his own family and the circle of his own friends. Happily for
him iu his domestic relations no man could be more auspiciously situated, ana hchaa
in moments of confidence expressed to me his sincere and almost solemn thankful-
ness for the manner in wliich all about him repaid the love ho lavished unstintingly
upon them.
In the year 1840, his eldest son Charles entered bis father's office, therein to acquire

that professional knowledge which such a school could so well give, and became the
fViend and associate of BIr. Banks, his present partner, then the chief confidential
assistantofSirCharles. Together they were actively concerned in all those varied works
which for the next eight years were engrossing Sir Charles's attention, including the
commencement of the New Palace at Westminster, and its prosecution, till the year
1848, in which, with the advice and sanction of Sir Charles, they entered into that pro-
fessional connection foimded on intimate friendship which still continues. Sir Charles's
kind and valuable advice (at all times freely given to all young members of the
profession) was specially aff'orded to Messrs. Banks and Barry, and greatly valued
by them, and from this time for the next two or three years, the partners occa-
sionally assisted, and at times represented Sir Charles professionally, until their
own practice increased so as to require their whole attention ; and the younger
son. Edward, who had been articled by his father to 3Iessrs. Wyatt and Brandon,
and who, on the dissolution of partnership between ray brother and Jlr. Brandon,
about a year after Mr. Kdward Barry had entered their office, served the remainder
of bis term with tlie former, bad become able to assume that place of confidential
assistant and representative which he held till the day of the deceaseof Sir Charles,
who has bequeathed the drawings, papers, and books relative to the New Palace at
Westminster, to the younger son, as having thus for many years past been specially
connected with his father in carrying out that great work.
At the close of the paper, Mr. Wyatt said he assured the meeting that he had used

every possible exertion to obtain for them the most correct information which the
limited time would allow, but he was forced suddenly to come to a close, as he would
rather do clearly and correctly what hccould from the beginning, and throw himself
on the indulgence of the members for any imperfections that might arise owing to
shortness of time for preparation. The great point which he wished to impress upon
the junior members of the profession was, that however great their ability might be,
and however prosperous miirbt be the circumstances in which they were placed, they
never could hope to attain anything like the celebrity of the late Sir Charles Barry,
unless they adopted the same means of unstinting and untiring industry. So long a&
his head and heart allowed him power to work, the late Sir Charles Barry exercised
his great powers, and within a very short time before his decease he produced some
drawings which exemplified all his original ability and talent.

Mr. BKnEsroRD-HoPE proposed that the thanks of the meeting be given to Mr
"Wyatt for his excellent paper, and for the great ability and feeling which it dis-

played, combined as it was with a playful display of fancy, which was yet subordi-
nate to the solemnity of the occasion, and of tlie circumstances under which they
had assembled. Many of those then present had been actiuainted personally with
the late Sir Charles Barry, and others knew him only by his works; and all must
fully appreciate the brilliant sketch which BIr. Wyatt'had given of the career of the
distinguished architect whom they had lost, and he hoped that that sketch, in a very
much enlarged ancl extended form, would be L,dven to the public. The reputation of
Sir Charles Barry ought not to depend merely upon inferences fVom his works, but
representations of the works themselves ouirnt to be collected for the guidance of
future students. As to the battle of the styles, some of them were Goths, while
others were Greeks, and no one should be ashamed of his persuasion ; and when they
attended on the following day at Westminsrer Abbev, he was quite sure that there

would be no feelinc: whatever about styles of art; nothing of the kind, he was cer-

tain, would cross their minds. He cordiallv expressed his own trratitudc to Mr.
Wyatt for the admirable tribute which he had paid to the late Sir Charles Barry, and
moved that the thanks of the meeting be given to that gentleman for the memoir
with which he had favored them. ,.

The Chairman had no doubt that the meeting would cordially agree to the

motion which had been proposed bv Mr. Beresford-Hope. and he could not but bear

his testimony to the accuracy and fidelity with which Mr. Wyatt had condensed the

details of a somewhat extended life into so short a compass as he had done in his

memoir of the late Sir Charles Barry. The paper of Mr. Wyatt would be the founda-

tion and the backbone of a biography of the lat^; Sir Charles Barry, whom it would
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be the pride and pleasure of them all to endeavour always to appreciate and imitate.
Mr. Wyatt had uot been able to eiilarg^e upon the private, aneotionute and moral
?ualitie8 of the deceased, but these were well kno\<'u to every member of the
iistitute, and highly appreciated by them. He was sure they would all unite in
thankm<r Mr. Wyatt for his able and eloquent address ; the memoir, although brief,

w&s most satisfactory.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Wyatt was then carried by acclamation.
Sir. Talbot Biry spoke of Sir Charles Barry's connection with the late

Mr. A. Welby Pugin, and of the manner in which Mr. Pugin and he worked so
harmoniously tog^tther. Few persons were aware of the intimate connection which
existed t>olweon Mr. Tugin and Sir Charles Barry. Their intimate association
origrinated at Kiuy: Edward's School, Birmingham, and was continued and strength-
ened during the erection of the new Houses of Parliament at Westminster. He
hoped the members of the Institute would attend in great numbers the funeral of Sir
<;karles Harry on the following day.
A Member stated that he understood a full and complete memoir of the late Sir

Charles Barry would speedily be published.
Mr. M. Dir.BV Wyatt stated that the family of the. late Sir Charles Barry were in

possession of interesting sketches and graphic illustrations from the pencil of the
l«te artist. His block plan of the Houses of Parliament was a study, and might be
pUoed in comparison with the designs of Sir Christopher Wren for St. Paul's.
Mr. G. Gilbert Scott paid a warm tribute to the memory of the late Sir Charles

Butt, and cordially concurred in the vote of thanks passed to Mr. Wyatt for his
excellent paper on their deceased friend.
The Chairman bore testimony to the great merits of their deceased friend Sir

Charles Barry, whose talents entitled him to rank with William of Wykeham, Sir
<7hri8topher Wren, and Inigo Jones.
The meeting then broke up.

d^orrespondencc.—
PUBLIC ROAD ACROSS HYDE-PiRK AND HOW TO PAY FOR IT.

Sir,— The population oa the north and south of Hyde-park exceeds that of

two onlinary Continental capitals, but it is practically kept three niiles asunder,
except for pedestrians walking before 10 p.m. A road can easily be made by
using the ditch between Hyde-park and Kensington-gardens,and bridging over

Rotten-row orrather tunnelling under it. Such a road might be made actually

to improve the appearance both of the Park and Gardens. But you raise very

properly the question ofexpense, and ask, Who is to pay for the making ? That
seems to be the difficulty, Here however is a simple answer, Let the Government
make the road and take a toU of sixpence for every horse drawing a carriage, and
Id. for every foot pa-ssenger passing between the hours of 19 p.m. and 6 a.m. If

the funds proved more than sufficient to pay the interest on the outlay, fund the
I>alance as a sinking fund. This plan would be a boon of Gd. and a quarter of an
hour to every one using a cab, who starts from the cast side of tlie road, aud Od.

additional in respect of turnpikes to those who start from the west.
I am, &c.,

May 21, 1860. Felix Summerly.
: ^^

THE DRAWINGS Nos. 625 and 626 AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
Sir.—In your notice of our drawing for the Piedmontese prisons, Nos. 025 and

626, now exhibiting at the Royal Academy, you speak in the highest terms ofthe
coloring of them. Will you oblige us by allowing the use of your Journal to state

that they were colored for us by Mr. George Childs, of 10 St. Thomas St.
Islington-green ? We are, iScc,

Ormond Chambers, 36, Great Ormond-street, Green and Db Ville.
May 19, 1860.

THE GRIEVANCES OF ARCHITECTS' ASSISTANTS.
Sir,— I was glad to see the letter of " Praticien" in your impression of last

•week, in answer to mine of the previous week.
The logic of his first paragraph is rather obscure, according to his views, it

seems, abuses must not be exjiosed, on account of endangering the interests of
the profession, forsooth. If this were so, the best thing for the profession to
do, would l)e to set about eradicating those abuses as speedily as possible.
" Praticien" very coolly characterises the assertion in the first part of my

letter with regard to the profits of architects, and the pay of assistants, as "a
preposterous mis-statement." My letter did not mean to imply that such im-
mense profits were made by every architect in the profession, and I again main-
tain that architects with large practices do, in numerous instances, make the
enormous profits upon the pay of their assistants which I there stated, in fact
they even go further. " Praticien" must be aware that numbers of architects,
both in London and the provinces, carry on their business almost entirely by
means of pupils, and that hybrid class ofindividuals, yclept "improvers," who give
their services without any remuneration—that many ot them make comfortable
incomes out of the premiums alone paid by their pupils, for which premiums I do
not consider that the pnpils of the present day receive an equivalent, taking into
account the little instruction given, and real attention paid to them in large
offices, and the present crowded state of the profession. And is he aware that
some ofour eminent architects are in the habit of taking heavy fees from im-
provers for the privilege of working for them ?

I will leave " Praticien" to calculate what the profits must be in these cases,
where tliey get all their work done for nothing, and, besides that, get paid for
tbeprivilcge of doing it.

With regard to what " Praticien" says about small works of only £200 outlay,
or less, it requires rather a stretch of the imagination to suppose anv architect
having " twenty drawings and copies of them, long specifications, &c. " prepared,
taking up thirty days' time of his assistants, for work that will bring him in only
£10. But, even if it were so, in these sort of jobs, the architect himself fre-
quently does nothing but sign the drawings when done, and for this, I consider
he would be extravagantly well paid with the 8s. or 10s. per dav, whicli
" Praticien " says would be Iiis share of the profits, and a lion's sliare indeed,
being about 1.50 per cent, on his assistants' pay.
As to the assistants' time being occupied, when work is slack, on competitions,

perspectives, or other speculations, as he terms them, that is another proof of the
wretched pay they receive, or architects could not afford to employ them on such
unprofitable work.
" Praticien " has not answered tlie second part of iny letter with reference to

the ungentlemanly treatment assistants receive in many cases, so I suppose his
silence on that point must be taken as an assent.

At the end of his letter he partially admits that assistants have some reason to

complain, but very considerately puts it down to ambition on the part of the
architect when he grinds his assistants.

In conclusion, let me remark that " Praticien's " letter would furnish you with
a very good proof, if any were wanting, of the statement contained in the
excellent leading article which recently appeared in the Building News, on
the proposed examinations by the Institute, to the etfeet that there are many
architects who would be plucked even in English composition.

1 am, &c.,

JUSTITIA.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Worcester C.\tiiedral.

For the restoration of Worcistcr Ciilhedral.
John Thompson, Peterborough £4,346
Less if window to Lady Chapel not done 156

£4,190
Messrs. Bennett and Son, Birmingham £4,316 10

Less if window uot done 108 u

£4,148 10

Villa, Great Malvern.
For two semi-detached villas, at Great Malveru, for Major Daniell. Mr. E. W.

ElmsUe, architect.
Davis, Malvern Wells £3,400
Perkins. Malvern 3, li)5

timart, Malvern Lluk (accepted) 3,157

Hotel, Great Malvern.
For the Great Malvern Hotel. Sir. K. W. Elmslie, architect. First contract.

Davis, Malvern Wells £a3.!).)0
|
Farrell, Manchester £20,800

McCann and Evcral, Malvern.... ~'2,750
]
Myers, Loudon 20,700

Eassie, Gloucester 21,7i>C 1 Broadbent, Leicester IS.OOO

Wood, Worcester 20,OjO | Perkins, Malvern (accepted).... 17,'j-~ii

Villas, Eeading.
For erecting three villas upon the Western Elms Estate at Reading. Messrs.

Cooper and Goulding, Beading, architects. Quantities supplied.
WoodrolTe £2,(X;>J I Slieplierd £1,998
OrtonandChild 2,020 |

Wells 1,933

DWELLING-HOUSES, TOTTENHAM.
For the erection of four houses in the Somerset-road, High-cross, Totteuham, for

Mr. Thomas Kcasley. Mr. J. H. Kowlcy, architect, 17. St.;Ueleu's-place, City.

Kivett, Stratford £1,103 1 Goodman, Loudon £1,039
Humphreys, Tottenham 1,130 chapman, Tottenham 1,035 10

Banks, London 1,002 | Cashing, Enfield (accepted).... 93S

DWELLING-HOL'SE. BERKS.
For erection of dwelling-house, Earley-park, Berks, for Thomas Porter, Esq. Mr.

A. Waterhouse, Jlanchester, architect. Quantities supplied.
Carter, HoUoway £6,990 I lloopur, I'imllco £0,843
Patman & Fothcringham, Theo- Smith, I'imlico 0,115

balds'-road 6,498 | Wheeler* Son, Beading (accepted) 5,795

SHEERNESS PlEH.
For the improvements for Sheerness Pier.

Ball, Rochester £3,005
Wood, Gravesend 2,940

T. Hall, Queensboro' (accepted) 2,823

Lets for Old Timber, &c.

£150
150
122-

Schools, Northampton.
For the erection of new schools, &c., in the parish of St. Giles, Northampton.

Mr. E. F. Law, Northampton, architect.
CUfton, Leicester £2.843
Parker, Thrapstonc 2,750
Whiting, Northampton 2,075

Broadbent, Leicester £2,390

Ireson, Northampton 2,443

Cosford, Northampton (accepted) . . 2,300

DwELLISG-nOUSES, NORTHAMPTON.
For seven houses in Ketterinjf, Northampton. Mr. E. F. Law, architect.

King, SheiTord £3,323 13 8
Hawthorn, Kettering 3,028 19 8
Pooley, Liverpool 2,828
Bayes and Brown, ICettering 2,795 17 8
Cosford, Northampton 2,729

Simpson and Glover, Burton
Latimer £2,700 10

Henson, Kettering 2,098 13 t

Boddington, Wellingborough
(accepted) 2,039 3

St. Alphage Church, London-wall.
For works to be done in alterations. &c., at St. Alphage Church, London-wall.

Messrs. TiUott aud Chamberlain, architects.
Knight £920 I Fritchard and Son £087

JIason and Son 828 Wills «»(
Browne and Kobinsou 698

TnoRNLEY Wharf, Regent's Park Basin.
.

|

For works to bo done in repairs, &c., to premises, Thornley Wharf, Regent's I'arc

Basin, for Messrs. Finney, Seal aud Co. Messrs. Tillott and Chaniberlam, archi-

tects.

Holland £340
|
Pritchard and Son £258

Cannon 270 Wills S2i

Oxford-street.
For alterations to shop and premises, No. 115, Oxford-street. Mr. H. Field, arcni-

tect. Quantities supplied.
Edver £1,057 G. Todd.jun £9*
Mansfield 1,0,'iO Saunders.
Patman aud Co 1,013

COMPETITIONS AWARDED.
St. James's Vestrt Hall.—First prize, .Atr. I'earce, of Clapham ; second pn»<

Sir. H. W. Budd, 18, North-street, Westminster.
St. Tho-mas, Radcliffe, near SIanchester.—The plans of Mr. W. Walker,

St. Ann'B-street, Slanchcster, have been accepted for this building.

COMPETITIONS.
SCHOOLS.

York.—Plans for a school-room, capable of containing 100 boys,with a suitaWeK
sidence for a master, and a board-room for the trustees (eleven in number) wnew!
to Imld their meetings, with the requisite outbuildings, offices, &c.,at a cost no

exceeding £700. Phms. &c., to William Lister, clerk to the trustees of BroOW
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I )];i rity, at Tliorno, Yorkshire, South Parade Thorne. to June 30, accompanied by
;i li' Iter statinj,"" the chnrj;o, in case it may 1)6 considered necesHary, for BUperin-
1> ml inf,' the crrction, iiiciuiliiii,' tlie Buhiry of a clerit of works, whose appoiutmcut
will of course be subject to the approval of the trustees. The Bite contains about
nnc rood of land, and has a fronta-^e of 7:i fuet to the town Btreet. Premium of £i;u

will be given for the Plans, Ac. approved.
PUIILIC lUJILDIXGS.

I.'ANCBESTEK.—TIic time for receivinfr tenders for the erection of the Manchester
'Assize Courts, has been extended by tlio committee to Tuesday the l^ith day of
iJune. Plans, Ac., at the Office of Mr. Taylor, surveyor, lO^i, Cross-street,
.Manchester.
YTiiAM, Lancashire.—The brickwork, stonework, joiners' and carpenters'
'works, slatinc, ptumbinjj-, and f,''Iazinjj:, plasterinjj, and paintinpf, and iron work,
required in thi: building; and comi)letion of public baths, assembly and other rooms,
and two dwelling-houses annexed thereto

; proposed to be built in Lytham,
Lancashire, except the engine, boiler, and the piping, and fittintis connected with
tlie baths, and the supply of the water thereto. Plans, &c., at the Otfice of Mr.
luirles Jfolt, architect, Nelson-square, Holton-lc-Moors, to Wednesday, June 0.

CHURCH KS.
ON.—For all the' works connected with the building of a Catholic Church, in
.ii;m's-lanc, Puxton. Plana, sections, apecitications. and a draft of the intended

n;ract, may be inspected at Mr. Anzani's. Sprluy-gardens, Ruxton. Tenders to
Ih JJev. Edward Macgreovy, liuxton, to May ^.'0.

ujviNGHAM.— For taking down and rebuilding the pillars and clerestory of the
!;fvt' of Folkingham Church, with a new roof, &c. Plans, A-c, at the Otfice of Mr.
:. llrowuiugf, architect, Stamford. Tenders, sealed, to the Churchwardens, to
inu.-n.

\^r liLATcniSGTON.-For the repair and reseating of the parish church of East
lllalchington, near Newhaven, Sussex. Apply, to May 31, to Mr. Christian, 10,
Vliifehall-plaee, London, S.W. (Sceadvortisement.) '

' '^ r.LL, Lkicester.—For works to be done in the restoration of the church ofAll
Is, in theparishof Pickwell, in the county of Leicester. Plans, Ac, at the
ofMr. R. "VV. Johnson, architect and surveyor. Melton Mowbray. Sealed

...KTS to be delivered lo A. Smith. Esq., Leesthorpe Hall, to May 30.

PARSONAGE.
KMiiiLi,, Wilts.—For the erection of a parsonage house, at Brcmhill, near
liippenham, in the County of Wilts. Plans with Mr. William Powney, parish

1« rk. llrcmhill. Sealed tenders to be sent to the office of Mr. Charles K. Davis, 3,

\ -Ii,^ate-buildings, Hath, to 4 o'clock, May 30.

'!n<;ham. St. M.vttiiew's Paiisonage.—The drawings and specicflatlons may
en at the Vestry, and Otfice of the architect Mr. Charles Wright Edwards, ^8,
iswick-squnrc, Loudon, W.C. Tenders to be sent to the architect on or before

i .V. oth day of June.
LLY Gaer, Glamorgan.—For the parsonage-house proposed to be attached to
tie Gelly Gaer School Chapel, close to the Pengam station on the New
Ihymney railway. Plans, Ac, at the offic? of Messrs. Prichard and Seddon,
rchitects, LlandjiIF, to whom tenders to June 9. (See advertisement).

CHAPEL.
'ffWORTHAM.—For the erection of a buildiugr in the parish of Penwortham, to be
5ed as a chapel and school-room. Plans, &c., at the Ucv. W. E. Kawstone's,
enwortham, to whom tenders.

SCHOOL.
BKNEV, Lincolnshire. -For the erection of a school, with teacher's residence,
the parish of Friskney. Plans, Ac, with 3Ir. Stanton, Wide liargate, Boston.
"led tenders to be sent in before the Ist of June to the Key. W. 11. Lutrin,
akncy.

VILLA.
ITPORD.—For the erection of a villa residence, .'^tables, Ac, at Hertford. Plans,
c, Tirtth Mr. T. Y. Jvirapton, architect, 2, Old Bread-street, E.G. (Sec adver-
loxnent.)

CEMETERY.
and-cl'm-Greatland, Yorksiiiri;.— For erecting two chapels, entrance-
dgfe, and appurtenances, boundary-walla, entrance, laying-out roads, walks, and
amage of the new burial-ground. Plans, Ac, with Mr. Horsfall, architect,
aterhouse-street, Halifax, to whom tenders for several contracts to May 30.

WAREHOUSE.
,BT.—For the erection of a corn warehouse, at the Kettering Station ; and also
the Midland Station, at Wellingborough, for the Midland itaihvay Company,
rawinis, Ac, at the Engineer's Offices, Derby Station. Sealed tenders by post
i-epaid) to the Secretary to the Way and Works Committee, Derby Station, not
|.er than 10 a.m. of June 4.

DARWEN.~For the extension of a warehouse at Over Darwen, for the
lincashire and Yorkshire Railway Co, Plans at the Company's Offices, Hunt's
vnk, Manchester. Tenders, properly endorsed, and addressed to the Directors, to
iiy 29.

GASWORKS.
OTON, Devon.—For the erection of the works at Paington, in the county of
jon, of the Paington Gas Light, Coke and Coal Company (Limited). Plans, Ac,
:ne Offices of the Company, in Paington. Tenders to Yard Eastley, notary
>Uc and solicitor, Paington, Devon, to June 4.

PAVING, Ac.
•Ri>.—For the paving, flagging, sewering, and completing of a number of
its, situate within the Salford district of the borough of Salford. Articles of

'Oencnt, plans, sections and specifications may be seen, and forms offender ob-
led, at the Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Salford. Sealed tenders, addressed to
Chairman of the Salford District Paving and Soughing Committee,Town Hall,
ford, to 12 noon of June 11.

BRIDGES.
;made, Cardiganshire.—For the work to be done in widening the bridge at
irmade. I'lans, Ac, at the office of the Clerk of the Peace at Aberystwyth.
[ed tenders, addressed to Mr. R. Kyrke Penson, Ferry Side, under cover to the
'k of the Peace, to May 31.

,—For the construction of a lattice girder bridge, at Lendal, York, of 175.5 ^^^^^

I, and 41 feet ti inches wide, designed by Wm. Dredge, Esq., C.E., containing
~^18 of 400 tons of wrought iron, with stone abutments ; also, for a small
ler bridge across the road adjoining, with iron railing and retaining walls for
approacncs thereto. Contract No. 1 consists of the whole of the ironwork and
iung; contract No. 2 consists of the masonry, brickwork, sciifToIding, road-
ing, Ac Specification and drawings may be inspected, form offender, sched-
for prices, and bills of quantities obtained, upon application at the City Sur-
or'B Office, from theStli day of June to the 22nd. Drawings, Ac, to be obtained
Tie City Surveyor's Offices after the 10th June next, upon payment of .£2 10s.

led tenders endorsed " Tender for Lendal Bridge,*' are to be delivered at the
Stmreyor's Offices, before ten a.m. June 32.

SEWERAGE.
IBLLO, N.B.—For the execution of sewerage works within the Burgh of
ibello; and also for about 129 lineal yards of cast-iron pipes in connexion
Tith. Plans, Ac, at the Commissioners' Office, Portobello, and schedules of
irement ;tnd information from 5Ir. Paterson, C.E., surveyor, 20, St. Andrew-

dinburuh. Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Sewerage Works," to
ed with Mr. Alexander Paterson. Clerkto the Commissioners to June 5.

DRAINAGE, Ac.
—For the construction of a brick drain and iron sewer on the Hard, Port-

Plans, Ac, at the Office of Messrs. Houghton and Son, Civil Engmeers,
-street, on and after Monday, the 21st instant. Tenders to be delivered at

Offi«e ol W. O. Marshall, Clerk to the Commissioners for Paving,&c., G6, Han-

over street, endorsed "Tender for Constructing Sewer on the Hard, Portsea,"
to June 4.

Ahkhdeensiiire.—For erecting a large extent of drainage on the following fartna,
viz.:-On the farms of Drumdelgle, Haughs, Haddooh, and Koadburn, hi the
parish of Cairnie; Whitpiums and Westseat, in the parish of Garlly; Corac of
Kliinoir and Nether ISruntstane, in the parlnh of Huntly. Spcdficalious with air.
M'Pherson, Gibston, to whom tenders to May 31.

FAU^I BUILDINGS.
Wigtown (N, B.).—For executing very extensive repairs on the farms of Ttroiighton
Mainh and Klffer Park, in the parish of Whithorn and county of Wigtown, accord-
ing to specifications lodged with the tenants respectively. Kstlmstcs toMr. George
A. Schneider. Cally Office. Gatehouse, to June 1.

ABERi>EENHniHE (N.B.).—For mason, carpenter, and slater work additions and alt4?r-
atious for farm steading, at the Newe Arms Inn, Culquhonnay. Strathdon. Plans,
&c., with Mr. John Stuart, Castle Newe, until the 3Ist inst. Also for additions and
alterations on the farm steading at Mains of Aslown, Alford. Plans, &c., with Mr.
Charles 3Iechie, at Mains of Aslown. until 1st June.

SCPJ'LY.
Paddinoton.—For the supply of the best blue Guernsey granite (2,000 cubic vards
of broken and 1,(XK) tons of unbroken), and l.OfXJ tons of small, brown-surface,
hand-picked Hertfordshire or Kentish flints, free from pebbles and dirt, at per ton;
to be (lelivcrcd by the side of the l'addingt(m parish wharf in the Harrow-road,
free of expense, on or before Saturday, the 29th day of September next. Tenders
to be sent, sealed, and directed" To the Vestry," and left at the Vcslry-lmll, Har-
row-road, on or before Monday, the 4th day of June next (after which no tender
will be received). endorsed, "Tender for Granite or Flints," as the case may be ; and
persons sending tenders are to attend at the Vcstry-hall aforesaid, on the following
morning (Tuesday), at 10 o'clock precisely. The form of the contracts may be seen
at the Vestrv Clerk's office, between the hours of 10 and 4. The expenses of the
contracts to oe paid by the contractors.

Commercial-roai).—For the supply of broken Guernsey granite and flints forthc
Commercial-road Trust. Forma of tender from William Baker, Clerk. 3. Crosby

-

square, Bishopsgate-street, London, E.C. The Trustees will adjudicate on
J unc G.

RAILWAY.
Bickerstaffe.—For the earthwork for a branch railw.ay, about half-a-milc in
length, near Bickerstaffe, for the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. Plans at the
Engineer's office. WJgan ; and tenders, properly endorsed, and addressed to
the Directors, to W. S. Lawn, Secretary, Manchester, to May 29.

ROOFING.
Woolwich.—For renewing the slating and leadwork of the roofs of certain build-
ings at the Royal Military Academy on Woolwich-common. Intending contractors
to leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Academy, Woolwich, before
June 4. (See advertisement.)

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
Dry stock of timbers and deals, scaffolding, well seasoned cut stuff, mabogany

doors, sashes and frames, old materials, chimney pieces. Ac, two cart-horses, two
carts, household furniture, &c May 30, at l2'ior 1 ; auctioneers, Messrs. Lerew
and Lerew. (See advertisement).
250,000 rod stock bricks, 45 squares of flooring, with the joists, girders and beams-

stall boards, racks, mangers, posts, Ac. ; 00 squares of sound plating, lead gutters
cisterns, pump, hips, ndges. water piping, stable and coach house doors, windows
fittings of men's room, 20,000 Dutch clinkers,JAc., Ac, on the premises, Wimbledon
on Jnne 12 ; auctioneers, Messrs. Chinnock and Galsworthy. (See advertisement).

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters antl communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building News, 30

Old Hoswell-coiirt, St. Clement's, Strand, Londim.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

A Post-Office CLEaK.—1. The present chief office was completed in 1829, an Act for Itft

erection heiuff passed in 1815. 2. When the Fost-OiTlce was first formeil by the (lovernment
durini; tlie Proiectoratc its annual revenue was about £lo,Ooo. We cannot tell what was
the amount of revenue in the year I'ou, tjut about that time it amounted to £100,000; in
1744 it was £2J5,00O; in 1793, above £600.000; and in 1827, £2,392.270, of which sum £1.645,254
was pjiitt into the Exchequer after deducting all expenses. 3. In the year 1829 there were
about 112 persons in attendance tor the niorntnff duty, and about 120 for the evening duty,
4. The expenses of the Post-Oflice In 1827 amounted to 27 per cent.

C. C.iHpENTEK.—You are in error. Seven Sisters-road, Holloway, is so called from certain
trees, formerly in tlic Stamford-road, at Tottenham, ealled the Seven Sisters. An Act-
passed in the year 1B28-9, empowered the Coinmissiuuers to make and maintain a roaa
from the Camden-town-road to the parish of Tottenham, nearly opposite the trees above
mentioned— hence Its name.

O. G. Jones.—We believe that .39 designs were su'tralttod for the facade of the new St.
James's Vestry Hall, eight of which wore set aside for furthorcousidcratlon, the others
iK'iii;,' unsuitable, or oltjectionable on account of the cost of carrying tiiem out. Finally, the
(^miinitUe selected the design "Equity," by Mr. Pearce, of Chipham, as the best, and
tliat iiiiukcil "H. W. B." by Mr. liudd, ot W^estminstcr, as the secoud best. It was
resulved that it be referred back to the Kates Collection Committee, to lake such steps as
may be necessary.

P. W. ; J. N. (Ecfinbur^h). -Shall appear.
J. ItuELON.—Send an address, that we may communicate with you.
J. X. (Suffolk).—!. Yes ; a landlord having giving ni>ticc to his lessee (under a covenant in
the lease) that he would re-enter it the premises were not put into ri-pair within thred
month?, if an auctioneer sell the lease without communicating the fact of the notice to the
buyer, the latter may recover his deposit from the auctioneer, although he knew the dl-
lajiidated state of tlie premises at the limo of the sale. 2. The Iteport of the Select Com-
mittee on Dilapidations, &c., Is printed for the use of the members uf the Hoyal Institute ot
British Architects only.

A BiriLOEa (Worcester).—Wild pine timber is said to hethemostdurablepf the pine species,
Brindley, tlie celebrated caiiiil engineer, was of opinion, that it is as durable as oak.
Seniple, in his treatise on Building in Water, expresses a similar oiilnion. Duhamel states^
tliat on the pine piles of an old church, which had existed many centuries, being drawn,
they were found to be perfectly sound at the centre, with a resinous smell, although the
outside was a littledecaycd. Doubtless, however, the condition under which timber was
used iu olden times was more favorable to its preservation than at present

; perfectly sea-
soned timber can now hanlly be obtained.

A. Z.—We take time to inquire as to the accuracy of the information sent; If correct, wblcb
we have our own reasons for iloubting, it shall av>pear.

Abcuitkct's Clerk.—Very possibly ; but we must be allowed to exercise our own discretion
as rcgarils any interference in matters between employers and employed. Anything you
may imve to say that appears reasonable and just we will promise you space for, and our
cordial support ;it the right time.

Arthur A. ; W. Badger ; E. Bulleb. -Thanks.
W. (Ieorge.-When inquired into shall appear.
The IliussELs Cosipetition— In reply to several correspondents.—The plftn and particulars
were sent lo us by the obliging secretary of the Belgian Legation, but we believe they may
be obtained bv anyone applying for them to the Minister of Justice at Brussels. The
translation or the ilimcnslons given by us wa-s approximately correct. A ttietre is

3L',H(t8,!Ki2 English feet ; a hectare is IO,Otio siiuaro metres, or 1,U»6.03;I English square yards

;

HU are is loo square metres or 1,193,0*1 English nquare vards. Afilliintftre ana centimetre
explain themselves, namely, the onc-tUousandth and one-hundredth part of a metre
resiiectively. No vicic la mentioned in the progrannnc.

A. Allen.—Too late.
P. Thomas.—G. Kennet Xcxt week.
W. Y. Z.—You mu-^t obtain the consent of the Commissioners of Works and Public Buildinffs
before making any alterution on Crown property. Address : 1, Whitehall-place, S.W.

L. ^l.—Book received—review Is in type.
James Walters.-Not suitable,
Thomas A h.—Send your address, iipt, however, for pabllcatlon, unless j-ou desire It,

and the letter shall appear.
Received.-Frederick Walton, Y'oung Vitruvius, Professor J. K 1, T. Morris, wllUam-
sou, C. Gurney, F. G.
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I 3VC x» x£. o "v x: I> SldETTTrrrEXKS.
EEAT^CIS & CO.

H«vtrs:ma.l<><;RKAT IMPKOVKMENTS In the MANtirACTURK of WOOD or I HON KKVOLVINI! SHUTTERS, are miWert to supply the Public at the following REDUCED
PHtOES:-WOOn ItEVOI.VINll SHUTTERS, with all requisite Genring complete, at 2s. per foot. lUOK REVOLVIKG SUUTTEUS, with all requisite Uoarlns complete, at 3a.

-
- - -

- •' nRASS DRAWN SASU-ltARS, ami URASS STALL-PLATES, at a great roduc-

Hoi.BORsr, XiOwsoir.
nor (bot. ^nitable for B«nkliig-hcu«e!*. Public Ituildings. OIKces. Shop Fronta. and Private Houses
ilw- in Price, liiustraleil Prospectuses and 7 jslin-onial'' senttree i^v post on application at

8&, CKAVS ZITN IiAITE

CLARK & HUNT, IRONMONGERS, MERCHANTS, &c. 169, SHOREDITCH
A LARGE ASS0ETME:IT OF BAR, SHEET, and HOOP IRON, Stove -and Chimney Piece complete. 6d. per inch.

RANGE and STOVE METAL; ^
ALSO A GREAT VARIETY OP ELLIPTIC, REGISTER, COTTAGE

AND OTHER RANGES, FITTED, ALWAYS IN STOCK.

R#g-i«ler StovcB, with strong BarB, per inch, 4Jd.

ImproTcd New Patt«rn Circular Check Register, with Btrong Bars and Trivets,

(M. pnr inch.

Beat Solar ditto, with Fire-brick Back, per inch, lOd.

Bright Stoves, with Two Fires, 40a. to lOOs. each.

Bmt Cut Clasp and Rose Nails.

IJ-incU. a-inch. 2J-inch.

15a. 14s. ISs.
Uinoh.

15a.

Beat S«If-actin;, with Biigrht Wrought Bars,

34 inches Ms.
36 56a.

^•inch.
128. per cwt.

Beat Sheet Cut Floor Brads, 12s. per cwt.
Best Cut Lath Nails, 15s. per cwt.

2-inch. 2J- inch. 3-inch.

Cast Rain-water Pipe.—9d. lid. la. Id. par yarfi.

Cast Gutters. 1-inch, 8d. per yard.

4-inch. 4j-ineb.

O-G Gutters, with cupa on. lid. la. Id. per yard.

2 3 4 5 6

Patent Line. Ss. 6d. An. 58. 78. 9b. per gross.

6-iuch Rd- Ward Mortise, with best Furniture and Patent Spindles, 2b. 9d- each.

Light Elliptic and Register Metal, 138. per cwt.

Dr. Arnott's Ventilators, 48. each.

B r <- k Moulds kept in stock. Any siws made to order.

BLACK ANNEALED FENCING WIRE, lis. per cwt.

I
Self-acting Cottage, with Oven and Back Boiler.

30 inches S4a.

32 „ 86a.
I

34 „ 28b.
I

36 „ 308.

BEST BERLIN BLACK REGISTEIt

Best Japanned llffgisters, 408.; Berlin Blftck, witb Hrij-lit AfimJd-

ings, 60s.
J
Bright Fronts, with Ormolu Ornaments nud Twti Stsia at

Bars, 90a.; Improved Ca»t Mant^ers, with Wrou|; lit Hayrack and
Watei Trough, tilted, 45b.

AN ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF PATTERNS WILL BE SENT ON RECEIPT OF POSTAGE STAMP. (1710)

PRICE'S SURREY IRONMONGERY WAREHOUSES
16, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, AND 127, LONDON ROAD, SOUTHWARK, LONDON.

Valla, Zronxnongrery, Brass Foundry, &c., at Birznlngrhaxn Prices. Rang:es, Stoves, and General Castings, at Thantes-st. Kates.
Btiit Cut Clasp and Rose Nails.

ll-uteh. li{-inch. 2-inch. 2^inch. 3-incb.
15s. 15s. I4s. 138. 128. per cwt.

Best Sheet Floor Brads, 12s. per cwt-
Best Cut Lath Nails, ISs. per cwt,

64itch Rim Lock*, with best furniture, ISs. per dozen.
6-inch Solid Ward Mortise Locks with ditto, 33a. do.

Register Stoves from 4Jii. per inch.
Ditto with Fancy Bracket Hobs from 5d. per inch.
Elliptic Stoves, with Double Backs, 2^. per inch.

Self-acting Cutluge J{.anges, with Oven and Boiler.

30-in. 248. 32-in.26s. 34-in. 2Ss. 36- in. 30b.

Best Ranges with Wrought Bars, and Bright Fittings.
34-in. 64b. 36-in. 56b. 38-in. 5S». 42-in. fiOs.

Price-list sent to Builders, &c., ou receipt of postage stamp, enclosing a card.

Caet Rain-water Pipe.—2-inch. 2J-inch. 3-inch.
9d. 11 K Is. Id. peryard.

CaBt Gutters.—l-inch 8d. 4J-i nch lOil. ptr yard.
Galvanised Furnace Pans, 7^11 , per jfailoit

Frame Pulleys, Iron 9d., Brass 2s. bd. perduzen.
Patent Line.—

2

3 4 5 6
Ss. 6d. 4s. 5b. 7s. 9s. per f

(1068)

CLARK'S NEW PATENT

STEEL REVOLVING SAFETY SHUTTERS,
In One Sheet,

FOR SHOP-FRONTS AND PRIVATE HOUSES,
At 38. per Foot, super, complete.

THE MOST SIMPLE, LIGHT, SECUEE, AITO CHEAP
SHUTTER EXTANT.

CLARK'S PATENT
SELF-COILING REVOLVING WOOD SHUTTERS,;

At 28. 6d. per Foot complete.

'he Engravings represent the Shutters bein*' opened and close
without the aid of Machinery of any description.

BRASS SASH-BARS,
STALL-BOARD PLATES, &c., &c.

15, GATE STREET,
LINCOLN'S-INN-FIELDS, LONDON. (730)

BE N
"Pcrfc

s o N ' a
ction of Mecliani.sm,

WATCHES,
—Morning Post.

GoMlAVatches, fl, to 100 guineas.
Silver Watehes, 2 tt> 50 guineas.

Send two stamps for Denson'g
Illustrated Watch Pamphlet.

Watches sent to any part of the

Kingdom on receipt of a remit-

tance ; or to India and the Colonics

for ss. extra.

33 and 34,

L'UDGATE HILL,
LOSDOX, E.C,

Established 17«. *

CASTINGS AND WROUGHT IRONWORK
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

GLOVER, BROTHERS,
FOUNDERS, ENGINEERS, AND SMITHS,

168, DRURY LANE, AND WORKS ALSO AT SPA ROAD, BERMONDSEY.
A large Stock of Patterns for Buildiin; and oilier Purpose.«, for the use of which no extra charge is mad«.

ESTIMATES ON APPLICATION.

WHEELWRIGHTS and CONTRACTORS—1, Dean-street, Oxford-street,

and Parker's-row, Bermondsey. itm.
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THE MORIBUND ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
UMOUKS wliich have been circulating for

some time past will have prepiireil the

architectm'al public for the proximate dis-

solution of the Architectural Association,

and lor its speedy interment amid general

indifference. To readers in the provinces,

and to those who are without the circle of

professional gossip, the announcement will

doubtless cause surprise ; for they, re-

membering the career of usefulness of the

Association, short though it may have been,

and the energy put forth little more than

a year ago to invigorate and give it a fresh

start in life, will fail to comprehend the

cause of so rapid a falsification of all hopes

and promises, and of such premature

decay.

Nothing can be more unprofitable, more
costly, and more vexatious, than to attempt

to revive and keep alive a death-doomed

Elant. If, after a precocious display of hardi-

ood and promise of bearing, it come to a

stand-still,—sucking up no sap from the soil,

acquiring no increase of growth, and shooting

forth no new branches, or if it do no more than

send forth a few apologies for leaves in spring-tide, which shrivel

up before a sumraei-'s sun has warmed them, with a bud or two that

never blossom, then the care, manuring, watering, and watchfulness are

spent in vain. Further bestowal of time and money would be mere
waste where the germs of decay are irremovable, or where life can

only be maintained by constant sacrifices, for which no return is to be

hoped. Better by far to give up the thing at once ; and treat it like

the barren fig-tree—"cut it down, why cumbereth it the ground?"—in

I

order to plant in its place something that has at all events a chance of

I

life, and to be able to devote to its rearing the means that have hitherto

I

been expended without profit or gratification, or even the promise of

1
either.

In the first development of the Association it did great things. It

[

initiated and established the Exhibition. It undertook the investiga-

tion and settlement of several important professional questions, and
cieated for itself a sphere of usefulness. It was ambitious, and because
of its ambition successful. Its members were giants in those days, for

I they did not hesitate to scale Olympus. But when they left, with them
I also departed the spirit of initiation, and the sustaining spirit of

I
greatly daring. For years the Association languished neglected and

I
unknown ; it lurked in one of the dingiest and most forsaken of the

I old inns of court. The public knew there was some such aggregation

I of gentlemen calling themselves architects; but whether they had
la right to the name, any more than had the Bowyers and other obsolete

ICity corporations to their respective titles, was uncertain, or whether
|it formed a convivial association, or a cock- and-hen club, or a benefit

society, like the Odd Fellows, was held to be dubious. True, tliere were
traditions of former artistic vigour, and of services rendered to the pro-
Ifession floating about, but they were hazy. Occasionally antiquarians,

enturesome spirits, and others curious in the history of old London would
Jset out on a voyage of discovery with a view of obtaining from a know-
||edge of the manners and customs extant, an insight in our early civilisa-

'on. They would witness the City doing feudal service to the Crown
counting tallies and chopping wood before the Exchequer. They

jould sketch and measure Gog and Magog ; survey the remnant of
ondon wall, and wander in the old City halls, noting the quaint por-

raits of worshipful bygone aldermen and mayors. They would attend a

banquet, listen to the toastmaster, and behold the loving-cup sent

and, and when they had had theirfiU ofold saws with modern i iittances

hey would determine to see an excellently preserved example of old
ondon life. Under the guidance of a competent cicerone, they would
ead the defiles of the Strand, and passing beneath a gloomy portal

TOuld penetrate into one of the oddest ofLondon nooks. A ehauman and
relary, and a treasurer, and three or four gentlemen might be ob-
ved in a dim and uncertain liglit listening perhaps to a disquisition

I the architecture of Palmyra. There was no interest evinced in what
Ifas going on either by the office bearers or the audience. They were
kiotionless—statuesque—and the mumblings that woke the echoes of the
|ld room might have been the production of a skilful imitation of the

*tne of Memnon. Some of the visitors were totally incredulous as

> the rejility of what they witnessed, others fancied that the proceed-
gs were in fulfilment of a proviso connected with some ancient
equest, like the Gresham lectures. The more youthful imagined the

fnole thing was got up in imitation of the club to which Master
^umphrey was admitted, and where Jlr. Pickwick was last

eard of. But none, not even the most speculative, dreamed that

the half-dozen "ontlemen they saw in the musty room were the
expounders of a living art, and the only rallying point for a numerous,
active, and money-loving profession. At last, however, the truth
oozed out—by what accident or fortuitous occurrence of eventa does
not much matter now—and the bowels of the architectural public were
moved to compassion for an association which had worked on so per-
sistently in the shade, had kept up under the most discouraging cir-

cumstances the sacred fire of an art, and preserved through a long period

of neglect the traditions of past success for their encouragement. As we
were in the midst of revivals—Gothic, liturgical, haberdashery,

political, and national—the question was mooted to revive the Archi-
tectural Association. The proposition met with encouragement and
support. The Association was represented to be crippled for want of
funds and to be weighed down by debt. Money was subscribed to

extinguish the debt, tlie press lent its aid to bring its proceedings into

the broad, vivifying light of publicity ; and, lastly, by the efforts of

the Union Company, the Association was transplanted from the smoky,
torpid atmosphere of Lyons'-inn to the more genial regions of the

West. Nevertheless, the sacrifices and efforts of the public have only

served to prolong the agony of the Association, which is now represented

to be lying at death's door, accelerated, it is said, by transplanting.

Why is this? When the money was subscribed it was on the implied

engagement of the younger portion of the jjrofession to take a new
lease of public usefulness, upon the faith that they would turn the

means placed at their disposal to their own profit, and not to enable

the Association to depart this life in a state of perfect solvency. If it

were doomed to die, the public were in no way affected or inte-

rested in the condition of its balance-sheet ; and if the press devoted
time and space, it was not to chronicle the convulsions of a moribund
corporation, but its birth into a new life.

The Committee, in their report upon the present condition and future

propects of the Architectural Association, allege two specific causes

for its unexpected decay. The first is the neglect of the members them-
selves, comprising their non-attendance at ordinary meeting.s, and non-
payment of subscriptions ; and the second is, publicity afforded by the

press to the lectures and proceedings ofthe Association. If young archi-

tects and architectural pupils are so deaf to counsel for their own interests,

and so blind to their own advantage, as not to support an .association

formed and maintained for theirespecial benefit, there is no help for the

case. A horse may be led to a pool of crystal water, but he cannot be
made to drink unless so minded ; and the Association may be supported

to the utmost by the public, but if its members do not choose to attend

and take advantage of the opportunity, there are no means of com-
pelling tliem to do so, even though they be sufferers from their neglect,

now and hereafter. With respect to the second allegation, we must
confess it takes us by surprise, is without foundation in truth, and
savours somewhat of ingratitude. It cannot be forgotten that before

we undertook to report the proceedings of the Association it had fallec

beneath public notice, save an occasional brief paragraph in a contem-

porary resi^ecting the annual meeting. To report the lectures and discus-

sions ofthe Association—not always interesting—is an onerous and costly

task, making large demands upon our space that would otherwise on
many occasions be filled with more amusing and more instructive

matter, which would be more agreeable to our readers, and more
profitable to ourselves. Dm'ing the season, we are compelled to trench

upon the space allotted to original articles and reviews, to keep the

Association in public view. If we make these sacrifices—and that

they are sacrifices there can be no doubt—it is from a desire to serve the

Association, believing that its maintenance and increase conduce to

the advancement of architecture and to the profit of the profession. With
respect to members refraining from attendance because they can read

reports of lectures in the columns of the press, we believe it|is an excuse

more ingenious than truthful. For what is wanted is not an audience

of mere listeners, but the presence of gentlemen to take part in the

discussion, in order to reheve the proceedings from their dull and
scholastic or professorial character. Now, the "reatest stretch of

ingenuity cannot establish that these gentlemen would be content with

perusing our pages, and that reading a report is equivalent to criticising

and discussing it. Clearly, then, the publication of proceedings can

exercise no inlluence upon the attendance of that class of members
whose presence is held to be the most desirable. Indeed, architects

are not in general a reading class, as the publishers of architectural

works know to their cost. They are more distinguished for their

lecturing and talkative propensities ; and we shall be curious to learn

how many men of note and acquirements will be got to lecture at the

Association if their lectures are to be divulged only to the two or three

dozen members who may chance to be present, and if " the publication

of papers read be under the control of the committee." Although we
think the proposition suicidal, still, as it emanates from the committee,

and is the deliberate expression of their opinion, there will be no diffi-

culty, if it be adopted by the Association, in suppressing for the future all

notice of the Association, and in leaving it to the undisturbed enjoyment
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of that seclusion which it appears to deem necessary to its existence, and
wherein we Lope it may live long to blush unseen.

Admitting to the full, that the younger members are responsible for

the disastrous position of the Association, and deploring as much as

anyone can their neglect, which proceeds in many instances from
excessive snobbishness, and a stupid ambition to :iflect the allures of

men of fashion—for how many can plead having joined Volunteer
Corps as excuse for staying away ?—we are bound to inquire if the

Association have adopted the best means to attract them. It must not

"be forgotten that the absentees are engaged all day long in the practice

of their profession, and that by no means the most agreeable portion.

"When they have done, it is nothing more than natural that they should

feel no great zest to pass their evenings in a drawing class, or in

listening to a scholastic lecture on the practice of their profession, at

which they have been fagging, perhaps, eight hours beforehand. To
return to the scholastic part of the profession may be a relaxation for the

elder members ; but it is none to the younger ones, for it is a continua-

tion of their daily labors. If, therefore, we are right in our surmise,

the break-down of the Association must be imputed to the well-meant,

but mistaken endeavours to make it a " Mutual Improvement Society

and Educational Institution." Any young man who has been improving

and educating himself all day, would like a change in the course of

mental diet or some relaxation, even if it were sliding backwards. The
Association has committed a mistake in striving to become like

Mantilini's mangle, " one eternal horrid grind " ofmutual improvement.

Let it try back, as we say in the hunting-field, and ascertain if mutual
amusement, which need not be devoid of instruction, would not be more
attractive than the system hitherto followed.

We could point to other errors and shortcomings of the Association,

but if we were to do so, we are by no means positive we should not

disobey the injunction.
"De mortuis nihil nisi bonom."

NEW SHOPS, EENDEZVOUS-STREET, FOLKESTONE.
THE spirit of progress and improvement has almost entirely remodelled

the old-fashioned smuggling town of Folkestone. But a few years
ago its streets were narrow alleys, and its alleys flights of broken irregular

steps. The town was one large maze of bricks and mortar, broken
paving, and mud, built upon numberless hillocks. The stranger almost
needed a guide from one end of it to the other, and was fortunate if, in

threading its puzzling thoroughfares, he escaped the danger of tumbling
down the chimney or of walking into the attic window of the house in the
valley beneath him.
The contrabandist there did a splendid business, and many of the old

bonses, until lately, retained evidence, in their secret communications and
hidden store-rooms, of the owners' occupations. Fishing was then the osten-
nble, but smuggling was the real, trade of the place. The railway de-
stroyed that lucrative business, but it has brought well-fledged visitors to

the healthy spot; and the inhabitants have turned their attention to

another equally profitable calling. In providing accommodation for

smoked-dried Londoners they provide bounteously for themselves. The
largeness ofthe National Debt has been alluded to as a sign of the nation's

prosperity. The extent of this town's debt may, in the same way, there-
fore, be taken as a proof of its great wealth. Happy is the town which is

able to bear so heavy a burden, and still vigorously cuts new streets,

builds new houses, churches, and a palatial abiding place for its spirited

council.

Rendezvous-street reminds us, by its name, of bygone days. It was the
place where the smugglers—the great men of their time—were accus-
tomed to congregate. The narrow street is now enlarged to a uniform
width of 40 feet ; and, with one or two exceptions, the whole of the
buildings have been reconstructed within the last few years, the whole of
one side within the last twelve months. Those shown in our engraving
have lately been rebuilt from the designs of Messrs. Walton and Kobson,
who have likewise enriched several other parts of the town. The
principal block adjoins the memorable hall for the Town Council, the
tmdcrstandings of which failed some months since. These shops are built

on the site of the old triangular market-place and of the town prison or
" Black Hole." The upper of the two shops has a frontage of 26 feet and
an average depth of 45 feet. The basement contains kitchen, scullery,
and the usual offices, besides a large dining-room, &c.
The shop occupies nearly the whole of the ground floor, with two arched

recesses and external windows at the back. It has a spacious staircase to
the rooms on the first floor. On the remaining floors there are two large
sitting-rooms, eight bed-rooms, a private staircase, and a capacious store-
loom in the roof. The other shop has a frontage of nearly 50 feet and an
average depth of 20 feet. It occupies the curve of the road, and has three
fronts, one of which is shown in the engraving. The central one is gabled,
has a large semicircular window on the first floor, and two triple windows
on the floors above it. The basement is appropriated to a warehouse, the
upper floors to workshops, with store-room in the roof. The materials
employed in the erection are white bricks of excellent appearance and
quality, made in the proprietor's field in the neighbourhood, with stone
dressings. The roofs are covered with red and white tiles laid tastefully
in patterns. The carcases were built by Messrs. Stiff and Richardson, of
Dover ; the finishings by Mr. J. Bills, of Folkestone, who have executed
their respective work in a most satisfactory manner, under the immediate

superintendence of the architects, Messrs. Walton and llobson, of Adai
street, Adelphi.
The group of buildings in the distance is from the designs of the san

architects, who have very pleasingly and skilfully varied it to contra
with the other block. They consist of two shops of smallest dimension
both in frontage and depth. In frontage they are respectively 23 feet ai
17 feet. The fa(jade3 have been constructed entirely in red and wlij

brick judiciously disposed. The shop fronts show some novelty of trea'

ment, being supported upon cast-iron columns of cliaracteristic dcsig
fixed externally and detached from the oak frames of doors and window
behind them. These shops were built by Messrs. Stiff and Kichardsoi
The whole was constructed for W. Garstang, Esq., of Folkestone, to who
the town is largely indebted for such picturesque additions to its man
new buildings. —

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION SOCIETY.
fPHE annual general meeting of the subscribers of this Society was held in t]

J_ West Gallery of the Architectural Exlubition, Couduit-strcet, Regeut-stret
on AVednesday eveninjr. In the absence of Sir. John Whichcord, from domcst
affliction, Jlr. Edwarb I'Anson was called to the cliair.

3Ir. Arthur Gates, lion, sec, read the notice conveninj? the meeting, the minut
of proceedings at the last annual meethig-, which were confirmed, and the report
the Committee, from which we make the following extracts :

—

*' At the last annual general meeting, proofs of six plates of the illustrations. th(
to be issued for tlie year 1S58-50, were laid on the table, and it was announced th
six other plates and the whole of the text of D would be comprised in the public
tions of that year. These were completed, and were delivered to the subseribera
the autumn ; and with the parts, a title-page was issued for the second volume
the Dictionary, together with a table of contents, to facilitate the arrangement of t]

work by those original members who might desire to bind up in their appropria
places in the Dictionary the detached essiiys and plates issued during the first fo
years.
"The publications for the twelfth year ended the 31st of December last ha'

received the caretul attention of your Committee, and they have the pleasure to li

before you copies of the first part for that year, which lias been just issued. Th
comprises :—thirty-two pages of text, being the letter E, from Eadgha to Ellar
Edge, and six plates, illustrations to E, F, Gr and H ; viz., Egyptian Font and Foi
Cover, Gable, Gargoyle, Gate-house, and Half Timber House ;' these plates compri
tweuty-seven subjects, and have been arranged and lithographed from sketch
kindly contributed by Messrs. E. Ashwortli, I. T. Christopher, G. R. Clarke, ;

Falkener, C. Foster Hayward, E. H. Martineau, U. 11. Shout, and J. J. Thoniao
TIic remainder of the letter E is in type, and the letter F is in preparation. S.

other pljites of illustrations are now in the hands of tiie Hthograpner ; these plati

illustrate—Font and Font Cover, Gallery, Griffln, Lecteni, Metal W^ork (knockeri
and Metal Work, and comprise thirty-one subjects, which the Committee have bet
permitted to select from the portfolios of Messrs. \V. Burges, F. F. Cockerell, (

Goldie, I. Hebb, C. H. I'urday, and G. G. 8cott
"The Society is also indebted to the liberality of other gentlemen, besides tlioE

above named who have placed at the disposal of the Committee several valuab
portfolios, selections from which will appear in future p.arts.

" Prior to commencing the * Dictionary of Architecture.' the Committee prepan
and circulated among the Subscribers a * List of Terms ' or articles, proposed to I

included in the w»rk, and if e.ich member would occasionally refer to such list, an
forward to Mr. AV'yatt Papworth (the secretary for the Dictionary) any circumstance
special facts or particulars of sources oi' information which may come within his co{

nisance, and may relate to the portion of the Dictionary then in hand (at present, si

F and G), the work will receive a further portion of that valuable addition con ten
plated at its commencement ; and thus, very much important, uncommon an
otherwise inaccessible information will be collected, and made available for tl

mutual advantage of the Subscribers.
"The lamentetl decease of Sir Charles Barry, has deprived the Committee of th

assistance he had always so readily furnished, and whereby the Dictionary has bet

80 much enriched.
The addition of the names of new subscribers to the list has been an object'

which the attention of your Committee has been constantly directed; but the public;

tion of the Dictionary and the illustrations having now extended over nine years, tl

arrear subscription to be paid up by new members has become so large that it dete
mauy.from subscribing wno would otherwise readily do so ; and it beingevident th;

every year will increase the difficulty, your Committee have arrauged timt.if;

desired, new subscriptions may commence with the current year's publications, ai

that a new subscriber may pay up the subscriptions for past years at any periods, at

in any manner convenient to him, receiving the publications in proportion to tl

amount he may pay.
"An arrangement has also been made by which subscriptions will be received f'

the text only of the Dictionary, should any one desire to acquire it, without tl

illustrations, from which it is quite distinct, being in itself complete,
" The attention of members and their friends, more particularly those who do D-

possess the publications of the first four years, is Invited to the volume of ' Dctachi

.

Essays,' comprising the text with its illustrative plates, issued from 1848-52. Tl

importance and value of its contents were readily recognised when first is-;;;!-

;

evinced by the extensive demand for the work during the first four years; :<•

Committee find that imperfect copies of the pubUcations of these years are pri

London booksellers at a considerable advance upon the original subscription , ..-

this last fact is a source of great satisfaction to your Committee, as sliowing tlial tl .

care which they have bestowed upon the publications has led to the production oi
|

book which will not only maintain its value in the market, but also bear a prt-niiii

on the original subscription price ; and it is their earnest hope that by reue\\

ertions, and the continued co-operation of their friends, they may be enabled sj

to bring * The Dictionary of Architecture ' to a satisfactory conclusion, ;;;.

to conduct the publication that they may secure to the subscribers a li!

gratifying result, and guard against that rapid depreciation in market \;il

which has lately prejudiced the subscribers to many important works.
" It is with great pleasure that the Committee announce that among the new sii

scribers enrolled last yc.ir have been the Royal Academy, the Commissioners of II

Majesty's Works, the Athena:um Club, the Institute of France, Ac, &c. ; and tl;

hope in future reports to have the satisfaction of recording the names of otii

inst itutions in whose libraries the ' Dictionary of Architecture ' would be an importa

standard work of reference.
" The Committee have deemed it desirable to avail themselves of the services

Mr. H. Moody, the resident Secretary of the Architectural Union Company, wt
being constantly upon the premises, can attend to the interests of the Society, ai

answer any inquiries.
" The fln.al account for the eleventh year ended April 30, 1859, shows a balaacc

£8 188. njd. in the hands of the treasurer. By an examuiation of the detail

this account it will appear that the income due to the year has been £315, and tli

;

£88 lis. Ijd. has been brought forward from the previous year, making a lot

'

receipt of £403 lis. IJd. ; while the production of the works issued for that year U
i

cost the sum of .£394 128. 2d. . i

The first account for the twelfth year ended December 31, 1859. shows a reccjpt
|

subscriptions of £242 Us., and on account of arrears, Ac, £92 88., which, auu

to the balance in hand, makes together £343 178. ll^d. ; while the expen..i"

already incurred for the production of the first part for the year has amount; d
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£191 178. 9d., leaving a balnnce of £\^i-i Oa. 2Jd. to bo appropriated towards the
expeiise of produciiijj the seeond part for that year, which, hi the »iipplenientary

account, is estimated to require £VJ5. Your Committee therefore request all members
In arrear to forward their subscriptions without further delay.

" Arthur Cateb, Hon. Sec."
The CiiAinjiAN, in moving the adoption of the report, said the great object at

present was to get new subscribers, which would no doubt much promote the aotlrity

of the Association.
Jlr. CuRisToruER seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. Laker moved the next resolution, which thanked the Committee, the Trea-

gurer, and the local secretaries for their services, and re-elected them to office.

Mr. Bedells seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

Mr. St. Aubyn moved the thanks of the meeting to Mr. Wyatt Pnpworth, Hon.
Sec. for the Dictionary of Architecture,' and to Mr. Athur Catcs, lion. Sec. for cor-
respondence, for their services during the past year.
Mr. LocKVER seconded the motion. SinceMr. Catcs became one ofthe secretaries

the subscriptions had been falling in more rapidly than formerly.
The Chairman remarked that to both the lion, secretaries they were under great

obligations, for they had done a great deal in promoting the Interests of the
Society.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Wv.vTT I'APwoiiTH moved that the thanks of the Society be given to Messrs.

H. R. Newton and Bright Smith for their services as auditors during the past year,
and that ifesrs. George Aifciiison, -Tun., and J. II. Good be requested to accept the
office of Auditors for the ensuing year.

'

Mr. LiiiiiTLEV seconded tlie motion. Carried unanimously.
Mr. Bright Smith moved that the thanks of the Society bo given to the gentle-

men who had placed their collection of sketches at the disposal of the Committee,
and to Mr. O. Hansard for his kind services in the collection and arrangement of the
illustrations.

Jlr. J. W. I'ArwoRTn seconded the motion.—Carried.
Mr. CnRisToriiER moved that the thanks of the meeting be given to the Com-

mittee of the Architectural Kxhibition for placing one of their galleries at the
disposal of the Society for the present meeting.
Mr. LiGiiTLEV seconded the motion.— Carried.
On the motion of Mr. .1. W. r.vrwoRTii, a vote of thanks was passed to the

Chairman, who briefly acknowledged the compliment, and the meeting separated.

THE EOYAL ACADEMY.*
JITE. PENEOSE, in designing the "Completion of the Interior of St. Paul's,"
J.TJ. (670), has coincided with the judgment of its great architect, who de-
sired to have beautified the interior of the cupola with the more durable
ornament of Mosaic work. In following the example of St. Peter's, he has
also adopted in a great measure the style of decoration. In the spandrels
of the arches we have figures of the apostles in circles on a gold ground,
flanked by those of cherubim on a blue ground. There is also a large
inscription running round the dome; but wliereas at St. Peter's it is placed
in a perfectly legible position, it is liere rather unwisely put in the frieze of

the whispering gallery cornice, so that the projection of the gallery in
a great measure hides it. All the monuments on the lower portions of the
walls are backed by eitlier red or green marble. Paintings are introduced
into tlie arches, set in gold. The railing of the gallery is gilt, and like-
wise tlie niches over it between the windows. At tlie base of the cupola a
series of painted saints or disciples are planed on a blue ground in arched
panels, and tlie cupola itself is divided by enriched bands into gradually
diminishing panels, with subjects painted on them. It would be unfair to
criticise tlie detail of the design, for although drawn to a large scale, it can
give hardly more than a sketch of the work. The main object has been,
we presume, to give an idea of the effect which colored decoration would
give to the noble building, and all real admirers'of Wren's architecture—
and there are few architects who are not ranked amongst them—must
heajtily desire to see his project carried out with the "mosaic work"
which lie himself proposed, unfortunately without receiving the encourage-
ment which he deserved,

" Ilerastead House, Kent," by Mr. D. Brandon Is shown in two views—
the " Entrance Front " (671) and the "Garden Front" (683). It is a Jaco-
bin design with towers, gables and oriels, and they group remark.ibly well.
The outbuildings in the first view combine capitally with the main struc-
ture, and an octagon room, at the angle, seemingly of the stable court, aids
powerfully the general effect. The principal window has raking transomes
to follow perhaps the line of the stairs, but it was scarcely right to make
this so prominent a feature in the front. The entrance is by a parte cochcre
formed of Doric columns. The garden front is equally bold and dignified,
and there is a cliarming original feature introduced, in the sliape of isolated
columns rising from the corners of projecting balconies of two win-
dows. It not only embellishes tlie exterior but the projecting cornice
shades the window. We should have liked it better if it had been carried
out on the upper story only, and if in the lower stage a spare projeetingbay
Window were substituted for it. The building is constructed of red brick
With stone dressings, with slate roof and tall brick chimneys.
Mr. G. M. Hills exhibits, in a very comprehensive set of drawings, the

proposed restoration of" Wiston Church, Steyning" (672); plans, sections
and views, both before and after the completion of the works, are included
in one frame. He proposes to rebuild the south aisle, enlarging it both in
an easterly and westerly direction, to pierce the west wall, and to sub-
stitute an appropriate roof for the present flat one. The tower remains
untouched.

The roof of Mr. E. Massey'a "Design for a Baronial residence " (674)
spears much too high. It overpowers the rest of the design, and the
qiace would not, we imagine, be profitably employed. The design other-
wise shows a great deal of originality and artistic power. The tower is

especially fine, and the turrets at the angles of it, supported by the pro-
jecting balcony, have a very rich and beautiful effect. The balconies are
well introduced and designed, but there is extravagance in the height to
which the architect has drawn his numerous finials. The mode of dcline-

• Continued from page 414,

ation — mingled wash and etcliing—does not adequately portray the
merits of the building.

675 is a mixture of Northern Italian and English Gothic in the desiga
for the " Merchant Seaman's Orphan Asylum, Snaresbrook," by Mr. G. 8.
Clark. The majority of the windows have pointed arches, witli parti-
colored voussoirs ; there is incongruity in the introduction of the square
mullioned openings in juxtaposition with them. The space between the
upper windows is filled with black diamond diaper. The tower at the side
is based on Verona models; this is visible not only in the projecting porch,
but in the peculiar battlenjents. It is, however, none tlie worse for that,

but on the contrary, rather better. It is no mere transfer of an old
example, but evidence of careful study by an architect who is able to apply
it skilfully to a modern building.

676. "A house at St. Leonard's Dale, near Windsor," now erecting from
the designs of Messrs. J. and H. Francis, is a Gothic building of a rather
old school. It is built of one material only—a novelty now-a-days—with
battlements, labelled and bay windows, and a slate roof.

677. Mr. D. Brandon has produced a charming group of Elizabethan
towers, chimneys, and gables in his design for " Taverham Hall, Norfolk."

The single-light openings give great importance to the noble bay windows
at tlie side. The entrance is by a fine pilastercd porch. The materials

are red brick and stone.

We suppose it is flat heresy to consider the " Great Mosque at Cordova,
from the Holy of Holies " (678), very ugly, but in an architectural sense

there is nothing to admire in that stupendous irregular mass poised so

adroitly upon the comparatively slender columns. It excites only wonder
how it all got piled-up there, but that is about the only feeling it awakens.
The ornament on the upper portion may be beautiful as decoration, but
of that Mr. Dobbin's drawing gives but a faint idea.

679 and 680 are a couple of drawings of " St. Vincent, Rouen," and
" Rouen Cathedral,'' by Mr. Scandrett. They are very freely drawn, with
spots of body white flickering indiscriminately over every part of them, in

the shade as well as in the light, bestowing on all the materials, no matter
what their color may be, the same impartial white blots.

681. "Alterations and additions to Latham House, Lancaslilre," by Mr.
T. H. Wyatt. This is a Classic structure, which dates apparently from the

seventeenth century, with a rusticated basement, pedimeiited windows on
ground story, and square architraved openings above, with a large

pediment, enclosing the family arms, surmounting a central attic story.

The additions seem to be the entrance-gates and enclosure walls in front,

and some stable buildings at the sides, which are carried out in the same
style.

We have, in 682, the perspective view of Mr. George's gold medal design

for a metropolitan hotel, which we have already noticed in our review of

the Architectural Exhibition.

The " Tower Entrance, Elvetliam Hall " (685), by Mr. S. S. Teulon,

shows us a massive and noble red brick Gothic tower, with wide-spreading

buttresses and square bay windows on projecting courses. The dormer
rising out of the parapet combines well with the high roof behind it. The
entrance is at the side of the tower, and has columns in the jambs. The
general outline is picturesque, and the details are carefully and originally

designed, although occasionally verging on weakness—as in the fanciful

quoins, whicli interfere with the dignity and repose of the structure.

"Sandy Church, Beds" (686), of which Mr. W. G. Habershon exhibits

an interior showing the restorations carried out under his superintendence,

is a decorated Gothic building, having octagon piers to support the nave

arch. Tlie new roof appears much too heavy; it has pierced brackets to

support the tie-beams, resting on stone corbels.

687. " The Arcades about to be erected at South Kensmgton, with the

Pavilion for her Majesty's use," by Mr. S. Smirke, R.A., shows two
ranges of arcades, and being designed for the Horticultural Society's

grounds, materials of different colors have been judiciously adopted. On
the lowest terrace the arches and pilasters are of red brick, divided by
stone piers, with statues and niches on the face of them. The Pavilion

has on the ground story red brick rusticated Ionic pilasters, and stone

arches between them, springing from detached columns. Some ugly
shields are placed on the tops of the pilasters. The frieze is of red tiles

with blue spandrels. In the upper story the piers are formed of panels

with inlaid red and white tiles, and iron ornamental sash frames and
corbels to carry the wide-spreading roof, which has a blue soffit and gilt

cresting. A flight of steps leads from the upper terrace, on which the

Pavilion stands, to that below it. The lower story of the Pavilion is

carried along to form the upper series of arcades, but they are surmounted
by open ironwork for plants, and will look best, to use an Irisliism, when
the creepers have completely hidden them.

691 is a very large drawing of Messrs. Ostlers' show-room, designed for

them by Mr. O. Jones, in the style which he has likewise carried out at the

London Crystal Palace. It is lit by star-shaped openings in the roof, of

different colors, geometrically arranged, and the result must be better,

although undoubtedly the room is smaller than it is shown in the drawing,

which seems to have been made to exhibit the extensive assortment of glass

goods collected at 450, Oxford-street. The sides and end walls are covered

with silvered glass. Here again, no less than in the brilliant colors of

the roof, the architect has shown iiis skill. He lias made the roof exactly

suitable to the purpose for which it was built.

692, 696. Exterior and interior view of a fine Decorated church now
erecting at Maidstone, by Mr. F. Peck. It has a tower and spire at the

north-west angle, and gables facing each bay of the aisles, which are re-

lieved by the straiglit line of eaves to nave roof behind them. The dwarf
wall and railing in front, although a minor matter, are consistently worked
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out ; the interior is likewise. very well proportioned in every part, but the
surface decoration applied to it is weak and not sufiSciently studied.

Miss Husrhes has sent an interior of Mr. Street's " Boyn Hill Church,
Maidenlicad " (6SS), but its beauties are but feebly indicated, and we can-
not avoid reflecting how different it would have appeared in one of its

architect's own spirited etcliings, or—in reality.

Mr. T. P.ige exhibits undoubtedly one of the most attractive drawings
in the architectural collection, but the building it portrays occupies but a
small portion of it. The •' Bridge over tlie Golden Horn, Constantinople "

(689). consists chiefly of an iron latticed open ballustrade, running from the
octagon piers at the sides to the centre, and suspended by iron rods. The
coitral tower is the only architectural feature : it is formed of octagon
angle piers, with trefoiled arches sufliciently high to allow of men-of-war
passing under them. The lower portion is perfectly plain, with only
projecting spurs or breakwaters. At the springing of the arches the deli-

cate Turkish ornament begins ; it is continued in the cornice, and culmi-
nates in the green ogee roof to each of the four turrets, and surmounting
flnLols, decorated, of course, with the national crescent moon.
The " New Floral Hall and Covent Garden Theatre " (690) has had its

many merits so fully detailed in former pages of this Journal that it is

useless duelling further upon it.

C93 is a very rich Early Decorated church to be erected in Tottenliam-
park, by Mr. T. H. Wyatt. The column-shafts are of red marble, and
those supporting the principals of the roof are of green marble, resting on
carved stone corbels. The font has a cluster of red columns round a
central green shaft, relieved by stonework, effectively carved. Tlie pulpit
projects from the eastern wall of the nave, somewhat like that at Beau-
lieu, Hants. The less successful portion of the design is the wooden roofs,

the details of which are too large, particularly in the aisles, and tend to

dwaxf the beautiful architecture below them.
694. Mr. F. P. Cockerell exhibits a drawing which is as delicate in its

execution as it is thoughtful in arrangement. He calls it " Art in De-
TOtion." It represents a monk in the cloisters—very like those of St.

Antonio at Padua—busily carving a statue of the Madonna and Child.
On one side is a completed figure of St. Michael ; on the other the shell
of a tomb canopy, with the outlines of the decoration traced in red linos
upon it. Around him lie the materials and implements of his labor, painted
with microscopic minuteness. The architecture is, of course, most accu-
rately drawn, and the decoration, which Mr. CockreU has designed upon
the cloister vaultings is in the purest taste.

695. " Interior of Norwich Cathedral," is the best of Mr. Brewer's con-
tributions. The shady portions of the choir are rather slovenly tinted,

but in other respects it is boldly and carefully drawn, and illustrates well
the noble proportions and rich vaulting of the cathedral.

Messrs. Hadfield and Goldie's " South-east Prospect of St. Peter's
Church, Phisboro,' Dublin" (697), is a noble pyramidal composition. A
gallery which runs round the chancel materially aids the general effect.

The octagonal apse forms an agreeable contrast to the straight lines of the
transepts and ton-er, which rise behind it. The tower is covered by a
roofed gable, and is the central feature in the group. The dormers in the
towers are so large as to have a domestic rather than an ecclesiastical

character.

698. A drawing with Jlr. Tite's name attached to it, but which the
catalogue tells us has been worked out by Mr. AV. J. Green, is entitled
" Contrasts and Comparisons, in illustration of the Horizontal and Vertical
Principles of Architectural Compositions " (698). On one side a series of

Gothic buildings have been placed, amongst which Strasburg, York, and
Salisbury cathedrals, Brussels Town Hall, Waltham Cross, and the West-
minster Memorial are conspicuous ; on the other, the column of St. Theo-
dosins—called erroneously that of " St. Mark "—the Berlin Theatre,
St. Bride's and Bow Churches—the latter sadly out of perspective—St.

George's Hall, the Walhalla, and Sansovino's Library. Connecting the
two sides is Shinkel's Bridge at Berlin, backed by the Cathedral of
St. Paul's. The buildings are drawn impartially, but the result, we e.xpect,

will be, as before, that tlie Gothic architects will admire one set of struc-
tures, and the CJlassic the other. Mr. Tite's—or rather Mr. Green's

—

drawing will not influence the partizans on either side.

699. Mr. T. R. Smith exhibited the mansion of " Stratton Audley Park,"
in an etching at the Architectural Exhibition. This is a colored drawing
from the same point of view.
Mr. T. Porter's design for the " Intem.ational Hotel, Strand " (700), is

hung too high to be properly examined. It is apparently a square block,
some seven stories in height, with towers at each angle, and one higher
than the rest for a clock tower.

702. " St. Edward's Church, Romford, Essex," by Mr. D. C. Nichols, is

a simple decorated church, composed only of nave and chancel, with a
well-designed wooden bell-cot bestriding the centre of the nave. The porch
is novel, but hardly satisfactory.

Mr. T. Bury shows us " The Grand Staircase, New Lodge, Windsor
Forest " (703), the seat of the Belgian Minister. It is in the Gothic style.

The staircase-newels, surmounted by Belgian lions and lamps, the railings,

the soffits of landings, as well as a cabinet in the hall below, are all most
richly carved. The ceiling is panelled with pendants in plaster. A good
effect is obtained by the opening into upper landing. The floor is partly
laid with blue and white tiles.

704. "View of Alterations and Additions making at Arley Hall,

Cheshire," is another of Mr. T. H. Wyatt's late Gothic mansions built in

red brick with stone dressings. It has the customary oriels, mullioned
windows, gables, and a tower in the angle.

705, 706, 707 are three small studies of old examples. The first is an ex-

ceedingly delicate drawing, by Mr. W. Ward, of the " Old Ruined Market
House at Uochford, Essex." The second is one of tliose wooden church
porches which Mr. J. D. Wyatt has drawn so frequently and so well ; and
the last is a sketch by Miss L. R.nyner, of the " Belfry of St. Nicholas,
Canterbury." It is drawn on rough paper, in her father's bold manner, and
she has the same simple method—by emerald green and crimson—of
throwing light into the picture.

710. Carlett-p-ark, Cheshire," by Mr. T. H. Wyatt. This is another
red brick and stone building, without any noteworthy novelty, if we
except the ingenious way in which the angle of the building is empha-
sized—by raising a square roof, against which the roofs of the principal
gables on both the south and east fronts abut.

The "Military Chapel, Warley Depot, Brentwood" (709), is in the
catalogue erroneously attributed to Mr. J. D. Wyatt, instead of Mr. T.
Digby Wyatt. Rather too much of the chapel has been included in the
view, which throws the near columns and arches out of perspective. The
circular arches in the nave are supported by a kind of Byzantine columns,
and the church has a plain king-post roof. The w.alls are of red brick,
occasionally slightly cut. A verse of Scripture is inscribed on the three
arches, which are placed between the nave and the apsidal chancel, the
roof of which is decorated in blue and gold. A cresting, rather Indian in
character, perhaps in allusion to the - Company," runs along the top of
cornice, hiding the feet of rafters, and a moulded pendant is fixed under
the centre of tie-beam. There are relieving arches over the coupled
windows at the side, which we venture to think no improvement, as they
rob the windows of half the depth of their reveals. The church is noble
in its proportions, and Mr. Wyatt deserves credit no less for his courage
in running counter to the prejudice for Gothic churches, than for the
ability witli which he has designed one in a different style.

711. This is another of Mr. W. A. Boulnois' Swedish designs. It is a
town house to be built at Gothenburg, and consists of a square block in the
Italian palatial style. A Doric parte cochire forms the entrance, the cor-
nice and balustrade of which is continued over the conservatory at the
side, and connected with that on t!ie front. It thus makes it an integral
portion of the building, and weakens its appearance on that part. It
looks like an over-large window placed at the extreme angle of the
mansion.

Mr. Coe's "Cemetery Chapels" (712) seem designed to suit the taste of
people who required a great deal for their money. Tliree arches with
tracery in them, buttresses, pinnacles, and a spire awkwardly poised above
them, form the entrance. The design is over-decorated throughout, and
wants simplicity and repose.

Mr. Phipson contribates, in 713, a lovely design for "Parochial Schools
at Iloveningham, Suffolk." It is built of red brick, and tatooed with black
stripes, like a red Indian; it nevertheless is done in .admirable taste, and
the turret and roof over the windows, although excessively simple, group
charmingly together.

A fine Gothic design '.is exhibited by Mr. E. W. Mantell, " Blunsden
Abbey, Wiltshire " (714). It is well proportioned, and the several details

show an intimate knowledge of the style.

Passing Mr. J. H. Le Keux's drawing of the University Sluseum, Oxford
(715), which is too small to give mure than an idea of the building, we
notice a simple but elegant design for St. Mary's Church, Yorkshire, re-

built from Mr. P. H. Pownall's design (716). There is a square tower with
pierced parapet at the west end, and an angle turret for the staircase. A
gable and dormer is put at the cast end of the nave, which looks con-
spicuous and intrusive. Vfe can't see the object of it. It does not im-
prove the appearance of the church.

The " Town Hall at Bishop Auckland " (717), by Mr. J. P. Jones, is an
Italian Gothic design. It has an arcade and angle sculpture on the ground
story, and a tower in the centre of the front.

There is a very effective drawing of Abbeville Cathedral (719), by Mr.
H. Jenkins, and a little fartiier on we could not but remark the excellent

way in which Mr. S. J. Hodgson (726) has represented the oak confessionals

in St. Paul's, Antwerp.

PAINTERS' HALL.
THE first exhibition of this Company, and the distribution of the first

prizes, took place on Thursd.ay. This move has been made by the
Company to encourage ornamental workmen in perfecting themselves in

drawing, coloring, and design for ornamental purposes, and to make
known to the tiade and the public the names .and residences not only of

the successful candidates, but also those of all the other exhibitors ; so

that the talents of the men shall no longer be overshadowed by the

influence of masters. The exhibition is highly creditable to all concerned.

The prizes were awarded to Mr. J. Simkin, 20, Palace-road, Lambeth, for

a design of decoration in arabesque ; the second to Jlr. J. McDowall, 31,

Nutford-place, Edgware-road, for pilasters and inlaid marbling ; the tliird

to Mr. J. Ednutt, 10, Long-acre, London, for writing on plate-glass ; and
the fourth to Mr. J. T. Kershaw, ;)", Baker-street, Portman-squarc, for

marbling and ornamental inlaid graining. Tliere are 35 exhibitors alto-

gether, but several send as many as 14 specimens of their abilities, so

there is a very respectable collection in point of numbers, which is highly

creditable to the workmen for the general talent and taste displayed ; and

this first step in the right direction by the Company is well calculated to

produce a good and a lasting benefit, and is very honorable to the liberality

of feeling which has originated this valuable movement.
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MAXIMS AND MEMORANDA RELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS.—No III*

27. We devoted our last paper to a consideration of the " principles

of arrangement " as proposed by various agricultural authorities, exem-

plified by block plans of buildings in which these principles were elucidated.

We now resume our remarks on this head.

28. Referring the reader to the plans in Plate 1, Figs. 3 and 4,t the

arrangement of which has been proposed by Mr. Ewart the well-known

Agricultural Engineer, we propose to give now this gentleman's ideas as

to the principles which should regulate tlie " arrangement of the build-

ings." " The leading features," he says, " to be attended to in the arrange-

ment of a farmery are, simplicity, compactness without crowding, and

the position of the several buildings being in strict accordance with the

relative position of each as it depends upon that of another, so that all

the operations carried on throughout tlie homestead may be performed at

the least expense cf time and labor. * * * farm buildings have been

recommended to be arranged in the form cf a circle, or regular polygon of

more than four sides, but no other than a rectangular arrangement can

ever be applied to a farmery with advantage. In any building having

oblique angles there must always be loss of space, besides which, oblicjue

angles arc always attended with inconvenience of shape.

29. "It is of the very greatest importance in designing a farmery that

theprinoipal buildings should be so arranged that, in the event ofany future

alteration in the size, or mode of cultivation of the farm, an adaptation of

any of the buildings to suit change of circumstances may be effected without

derangement of the plan, or impairing the usefulness of any other

building as to its relative position, if its purpose be not changed by tho

alteration. Oversight of such provision in planning a set of farm offices

has frequently occasioned much future expense, and is very often the

principal cause of the inconvenience of arrangement so commonly to be

observed wliere alterations (especially extensions) of farm buildings have

taken place.

30. " To prescribe a rule by which the arrangement of farm buildings

will be applicable to all cases with equal advantage is impossible, as pe-

culiarity of the form of the surface of the site—opportunity of applying a

stream of water as the motive power of machinery {—and many other in-

cidents, may render a special modification of a plan necessary to obtain com-

plete convenience, wliich, under circumstanccsnot requiringspecial provision,

might be in every respect the very best that could be devised. As a general

rule, subject however to exceptions from a variety of circumstances for

good arrangements of fiirm buildings, the barn and its appendant conve-

niences should occupy and form a side of a rectanguhvr court ; the stables,

sheds, and cattle-lairs form the adjacent sides ; whilst the dwelhng-house,

dairy, and domestic offices should occupy tlie fourth, or opposite, side of

the rectangle. Tlie interior of the rectangle should have an uninterrupted

exposure to the sun's rays at noon."—"A Treatise on Agricultural

Buildings," p. 5.—Longmans and Co.

31. Mr. Andrews, in his work "Modern Husbandry," has the following

remarks, which are worthy of consideration, on the arrangement of tlie

ferm steading:—"To arrange the various offices in the best manner in

which the business carried on will be conducted in reference to each other,

so that when the plan is completed, all those apartments having anything

in common with each other, shall lie together, the parties employed in

them not having to waste their time in passing to and from different offices

distantly situated, nor heavy weights to be carried an inch further than

there is positive necessity for. • • • •

32. " The leading principle to be carried out is, to make the passage of

the straw (which is the bulky article) progressive from its arrival at the

bam until it reaches the manure depot, never returning, or being

unnecessarily carried about, which is too often the case. The straw-barn,

therefore, should be placed close to the rick-yard, so tliat, after it has been

threshed, it may proceed to a receptacle from wliich it may be conveni-

ently supplied to all the different courts, sheds, and hammels, that contain

the stock ; and the manure depots must be placed so that they may
receive it wlicn it is removed from these offices as easily as it was pre-

viously supplied to tliem.

33. " The threshing-barn should be placed between the rick-yard or corn-

barn, and the apartment for the unthreshed straw, into wliich the

threshing machine should deliver it at once from the shakers.

34. " The granary should be so situated that the corn may be removed

from the threshing-barn with dispatch and ease, and without subjecting

the grain to the pilfering of dishonest people, or to any injury from incle-

ment weather.
35. " The buildings that contain the stock must be so arranged that the

food and litter may be conveyed to them without unnecessary carriage.

36. " The yards and stock courts must be roomy and enclosed, well

sheltered from the north and cast, and be perfectly free from draughts.

The other offices should be placed as near as possible to tliat department,

with which they are more particularly connected ; \*hile the whole should

form large simple mass, enclosing areas of rectangular shapes. As few

breaks, angles, and projections, as possible, should exist, as they increase

* Continued from page 355. t Tor this I'latc see Page .^o4.

J Altliousjh the application of water by means of a water-wheel, is unquestionably
the cheapest, the steadiest, and in every point of view the best motive power for

machinery, yet it very rarely happens that the situation where water power can be

used possesses other circumstances of artvantaije as to constitute it a desirable site

for a liomi stead. Wherever fuel can be obtained at iv moderate price, a steam-
engine in tlie farmery will completely supersede the necessity of the sacrifice of any
Important advantage for the sake of that of water power to give motion to the

oiftcbinei'y.

the cost of construction, and waste tho space which the steading should
occupy." " Modern Husbandry," p. 63.

37. The last authority we shall quote is Mr. Newland, the anther of

the article on " Farm IJuildings," in the " Cyclopajdia of Agriculture,"

edited by Mr. John Clialmers Morton. Mr. Newland thus gives his opinion

as to the principles which should dictate the arrangement of the steading.
" The leading object to be arrived at in the arrangement of the plan is

economy of time and labor in the performance of the work to be carried

on. In following this object, there are two important principles which
should guide the designer ; the first, that there should be an immediate
connexion between these buildings or apartments whose usefulness depends
upon each other ; the second, that houses used for analogous purposci
should, as much as possible, be classified and arranged together. In carry-

ing out the first of tliese, we shall find that the position of the bam
governs that of the other buildings or apartments. For the straw-bam
being the great storehouse of forage and litter, fVom which the stables,

feeding-houses, sheds, and yards receive their supply, it is necessary that

these be situated as near to it as possible, and those the nearest to which

the greatest and most frequent supplies have to be conveyed. Again, the

straw-barn is an appendage to the barn where the com is threshed ; there

is a necessary connexion here also. To the cora-barn must be attached

the building which contains the motive-power to drive its machinery ;

and it is a convenient arrangement to have the granary in immediate con-

nexion with the corn and dressing-barn. Further, the house where food is

consumed should be in connexion with, or at least not far removed from

the house in which it is prepared, and this again should be contiguous to

the places where the food is stored. Lastly, that the cleaning out of the

houses may not consume unnecessary time, the place where the manure is

deposited should be near to them and of ready access.

38. "It should always be borne in mind that it is more important to

save time in comparatively insignificant operations, of frequent occur-

rence, than in larger matters which are not often repeated. Thus, it is

better to have the house where food is prepared, and whence small quan-

tities are taken several times each day, close to the place where food is

consumed, than to have it near the store-house, firom which the supply

may require to be carried only once.

39. " The second principle of arrangement, although subordinate, is yet

of great importance ; it is to classify and arrange the buildings or apart-

ments used for like purposes. Attention to this greatly facilitates the

labor of the homestead. Thus, the houses and yards for particular de-

scriptions of stock should be placed together ; the working cattle should

be kept by themselves ; the cows of the domestic dairy should be kept

apart from the feeding stock ; the pigs and the poultry should have each

their proper locality. It is of great assistance to this classified arrange-

ment to have a working court or yard, round which are assembled, in their

proper places, the apartments for storing and preparing food, the sheds

where the wheel-carriages of the farm are stored, the houses where the

tools and the smaller implements are kept ; those in which the blacksmith

and carpenter work, and the others used occasionally for various pur-

poses. And, in addition to this, it is important to place the highest

buildings so as to afford shelter from the prevailing winds, and yet not to

intercept the rays of the sun from the other buildings and the yards. In

many situations it is desirable that the whole of the outhouses should be

so arranged as to have one common entrance, which can be closed for

security every night."—"Cyclopajdia of Agriculture," Vol. 1st., p. 789.

Mr Newland enters minutely into an explanation of the principles which,

in his opinion, should decide the form which the buildings should assume

when arranged together. For his remarks on this subject we beg to refer

the reader to the above article.

40. "We have thus given a variety of opinions, all emanating from

authorities on the subject. Some of these will be found at variance with

others, but, as on the point ot position of the farm buildings, so on this of

arrangement; a general coincidence, rather than a diversity of opinion,

will be found to exist; so that the reader wiU be able to cull, from what
we have given, a number of sound maxims anduseful memoranda, available

in practice.

41. Before concluding our present paper we deem it advisable to lay

before the reader a few plans showing the arrangement of farm buildings

for different sizes of farms, which we give in Plate 2. In Plate 2, fig.

1, we give the plan of a steading or farmery adapted for a 100 or 150 acre

farm cultivated on the mixed tillage system; and of which the following is

a literal reference:

—

a Corn Barn.
b Straw bam.
c Calf House.
c' Calf Court.
d d Cow House (six Cows).
e Boiling House, Turnip store, and Oil

Cake Store.
/ Hay House and Corn Crushing

House.

U Stable for four Horses,
ft h Cattle Boxes for fifteen Cattle.

i i i I Cattle Courts. One of these may
be made into a Shelter Shed and Fold for

fattening Sheep.

Jj Cattle Sheds.
* Infirmary.
1 1 Turnip Stores.
m m Piggery.
n n Cart Shed.
o o Out House or Food Store.

pp Bun^ Pit.

q q Liquid Manure Tank.

In this farmery the threshing machine is worked by a portable "horse-

gear works." The stack-yard is toward the side of the building marked
d d.

42. Fig. 2, Plate 2, is the plan of a farmery for a 200 to 250 acre farm

on the mixed tillage system, and of which the following is a literal refe-

rence:

—
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a Corn Bam.
(, .straw liarn.

,' Jlay House.

,t .Stable for six ITorscB.

c Boil IIouso and Corn Store.

// Cow House for twelve CowB.
r/ CalfJIouse.

A lullrmnry.

i Boil House for Cattle.

;
Turnip Store.

'k k Duns' .Store.

1

1

Cattle itoxes.

m Tool House or Workshop.

n Out House or Implement Work-
shop.
o Poultry.
p Bull Box.
'/ a I'Ifc'geries.

r r Cart Shed.
8 B Cattle Court.
tt Cattle Shed.
u u Turnip Stores.
V V Sheep Sheds.
w w Sheep Folds or Courts.
X X Food stores.

y y Feeding Passage.

T!ie machinery is driven by horae-gear or by a steam-engine placed near
tlie corn barn a,

43, Fig. 3, Plate 11, is the plan of a farmery for a 400 and 500 acre farm.

It will bo observed that the whole of the apartments, with the exception
of the corn barn a a, and engine and boiler-house, c and b are all under
roof, or rather three lines of parallel roofs, as in flg. 4, which shows part
tlovation towards the cast end. The interior walls in such erections are not
usually carried up to the roof, but left short, forming so many low divisions,

so that from an elevated position the whole interior arrangements are visi-

ble. From the numerous external openings which are essentially necessary
for the various operations, a variety of currents are generally caused, whic'i
.idd considerably to the discomfort of the animals. By the use of cast-iron
pillars the internal brick or stone walls may be dispensed with, and wooden
partitions carried up to the roof or ceiling line. Warmth will thus be
secured to the animals, a point it is needless here to say which is of the
greatest importance, the maintenance of a due degree of warmth being a
saving in the food of the cattle. In the arrangement shown in the plan as
the walls of the straw barn d d, and boil-house o, will be carried up to the
roof, there will bo less chance of draughts, the whole length ofthe building
being by this means divided into two bays or portions. The following is

a literal reference to the plan :

—

a a Corn Barn, Granary over.
b Boiler.

c EUfTiue House.
rf d Straw i^.arn.

e e Work Horse Stable. .

/ Loose Box.
g Uidins-horse Stable,
ft Hay House.
9 Gig- House,

jj Cart Shed.
'* ft Workshop.
II Cart Fassageff for Carting ont

maaare.

m mCattle Courts.
n n Cattle Sheds.

Boiling House.
pp Turnip Stores.

q Byre.
r Guano Store.
s a Feeding Stalls for Cattle.
1 1 Feeding passages.
« Infirmary.
V Bull Shed.
w Poultry House.
X Piggery.

y y Dung Stores.

THE METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT ACT.*
PEllSONS other than those employed by or contracting with vestries or

district board, or those employed by them, who ask for, or carry away,
dirt, dust, cinders, night-soil, rubbish, ashes, or breeze from premises, or
from streets or highways, or any road scrapings, refuse, or mud, from
streets or highways, are to be liable to be summoned before a Justice of
the Peace upon complaint ; to forfeit, in each case, the sum of £5. Pro-
vided that notliing contained in this clause be deemed to apply to the
removal of the refuse of trade, manufacture, or business, or of building
materials from houses or land by the direction of the owners or occupiers.
Persons affixing bills or papers against, or disfiguring street-posts,

lamp-posts, pumps, or buildings vested in the boards or vestries, or
removing or injuring notice-boards, or who shall deface notices set up
by order of the boards or vestries, for every offence are to forfeit a sum
not exceeding 40s.

Persons scraping or placing mud, dirt, rubbish, filth, soil, sawdust,
shavings, straw, or refuse from shops or buildings, or other premises, into
streets, or into channels or gutters at the sides of streets, are to be liable,
for each offence, to a penalty not exceeding 40s.
Persons placing dung or refuse in streets, or in mews or stable-yards,

except into dung-pits properly constructed, are to be liable in each case
to a penalty not exceeding 40s.
No person to be allowed to keep swine in localities or parishes men-

tioned in schedule A to the Act of 1855, or in districts mentioned in sche-
dule B of the Act, which are unfit for the keeping of swine, or where they
would create a nuisance, under a penalty not exceeding 40s., and to a
further penalty of lOs. for every day after notice to discontinue the offence;
and if in the proceedings it be proved to the satisfaction of the Justice
that the localities are unfit for the keeping of swine, the Justice may pro-
hibit the using thereof for that purpose in future ; and any person dis-
obeying the order of the Justice to be liable to a penalty of lOs. for every
day during his default.
Persons placing upon any part of the carriage-way or footway any goods

or articles whatever, are for every offence to forfeit a sum not exceeding
lorty shillings.

The justices acting in Petty Sessions Division within the metropolis are
to hold a special sessions every October, of which they are to cause public
notice to be affixed to the parish church. The special sessions may be
adjourned from time to time; and from the passing of this Act, no place
withm the metropolis is to be used as a cowhouse without a license from
the Justices of the Peace acting for the division where it is situate, at the
special sessions, signified under the hands and seals of a majority of the
justices. The fee not to exceed Is. for the license, provided that no license
^e granted, except on the production of a certificate from the clerk of
the vestry or district board. The officers of the vestries and district

* Concluded trom page 417.

boards to be authorised to inspect such premises. The certificate to be to
the following effect: cowhouses not before licenied, to be properly lighted
and ventilated, and of sufficient capacity for , cowa; is drained by
sufficient drains provided with the necessary branches and properly trapped
inlets; that the cowhourt; and the adjoining yard are properly paved,
that the surface water is effectually conveyed into the drains; that it it'll
furnished with a proper supply of water; that it is provided with a pro- .

perly-constructed dung-pit, grain-bios and receptacles for wash in good
repair, clean, and well-covered : and as regards cowhouses previously
licensed, that they have been kept during the year in a satialjictory state :

a cowkeeper or dairyman using as a cowhouse a place within the limits
of the Metropolis Act, which is not so licensed, for each offence is to be
liable to a penalty not [exceeding five potmds : provided always that
before a license for the use of a place as a cowhouse is granted by a
justice, fourteen days' notice previous to the 1st day of October of the
intention to apply for the license be given to the vestry or district board,
to the intent that the vestry or district board may show cause against
the granting of the license, and also seven days' notice previous to the
special sessions being held, of the intention to apply for the license bo
given to the clerk of the justices for the division.
The 217th section of the Act of 1855 is to be repealed, and in lieu there-

of it is to be enacted, that a vestry or district board is to have the power
to require the payment of expenses which the owner of premises may be
liable to either from the owner or occupier, and the owner is to allow the
occupier to deduct the sums of money which he so pays out of the rent.
Provided the occupier be not required to pay more than the rent due
from him, or which, after the demand of expenses from the occupier, and
after notice not to pay his landlord any rent without first deducting the
amount of the expenses, becomes payable by him, unless he refuse to
disclose the amount of rent, and the name and address of the person to
whom it is payable ; but the burden of proof that the sum demanded
is greater than the rent duo at the time of the notice, or which has since
accrued, is to lie upon the occupier: I'rovided also that nothing in this
clause affect a contract made or to be made between an owner and occupier
of property, whereof it may be agreed that the occupier shall pay and
discharge all rates and dues, in respect of the property, nor afiiect any
contract between landlord and tenant.

If the landlord of premises from whose rent an amoimt be deducted in
respect of expenses hold the premises at a rent not less than the rack rent,
he shall be entitled to deduct the whole amount paid by him for costs
from the rent payable by him to his superior lantUord; and if he holds
at a rent less than the rack rent, he shall be entitled to deduct from tha
rent payable by him a sum bearing the same proportion to the amount paid
by him on account of costs, as bis rent shall bear to the rack rent ; and if

the owner or landlord from whose rent any deduction be made under the
last provision be liable to the payment of rent for the premises in respect
of which the deduction shall be made, and hold them for less than twenty-
one years unexpired, but not otherwise, he may deduct from the rent
payable by him a sum bearing the same proportion to the simi deducted
from the rent payable to him, as the rent payable by him shall bear to the
rent payable to him; and so on in succession, with respect to every land-
lord of the premises, both receiving and liable to pay rent in respect
thereof, and holding the same for a term of less than twenty-one years
unexpired. Provided always, that nothing in this clause shall be con-
strued to entitle any person to deduct from the rent payable by him more
than the whole sum deducted from the rent payable by him.
la documents required to bo served upon owners or occupiers of pro-

perty, it is not necessary to insert the names of owners or occupiers;
the notice is to be valid if addressed to the " owner" or "occupier" (with-
out naming him) of the house or premises upon whom the notice shall bo
served.

When a notice or document is to be given on behalf of the Metropolitan
Board, or a vestry or district board, the document and the signature of
the Chairman or an officer of the Board, or of an officer of the vestrj- or
district board, may be either in writing or print, or partly in ivriting and
partly in print; and the document may be served either personally, or
transmitted through the post to the last known place of abode of the party
to whom it is addressed.

No existing road or way of a less width than 40 feet is to bo hereafter
laid out as a street for carriage^trafflc, unless it be widened to 40 feet,

from the centre of the roadway to the external wall of the buildings
erected or to be erected on each side, but where forecourts or other spaces
are intended to be left in front of the houses or buildings, then the width
shall be measured up to the boundary dividing the forecourts from the
public way, or for the purposes of foot-traffic only, imless the road or
way be widened to 20 feet, measured as aforesaid, or unless the streets
respectively shall be open at both ends ; and a road or way hereafter to be
formed for either of the pm-poses aforesaid shall be deemed to be a new
street, and become subject to all the provisions of the Acts referred to and
this Act, and to the provisions and penalties under bye-laws in relation to
sewerage, drainage, or paving, and to width, construction, surface incli-

niition, and other requirements.

The Metropolitan Board are to permit the formation of a street of less
width, or with one ox)ening only, under special circumstances.

Penalties for forfeitures recoverable by a summary proceeding, may be
recovered before a Justice of the Peace.

All those parts of the parish of Ilorusey lying south and south-c.ist ofa
line commencing at a point in the middle of Stroud-green-lane, 150 feet or
thereabouts north-west of the centre of ToUington-park, and opposite, a
footpath leading towards Hornsey-wood, and thence passing in a genera
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easterly direction along the middle of the footpath, across the Great
Northern Railway, to the middle of Hornsey-wood-lane, and thence south-
wards along the centre of Hornsey-wood-lane, to a point near to and in

front of Humsey-wood House, and thence in an easterly direction along
the middle of a certain road leading from Hornsey-vrood House to the

Green-lanes, to a point in the said Green-lanes opposite Lordship-road, at

the bouiidar.v between the parishes of Hornsey aforesaid and Stoke
Kewington, are, for all purposes of paring, lighting, cleansing, and sewer-

age, to be deemed to form a part of the parish of Stoke Newington, and be
subject to the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Board, and of the Board for

the Hackney district respectively, the rateable property in these several

parts of the parish of Hornsey is to be liable to all rates and assessments
raised or made by the boards ; the sums which the Board for the Hackney
district miy require to be raised on their parts are to be raised and col-

lected by the overseers of the parish of Stoke Newington, and the property
in respect of which the rates are to be levied, are to be exempt from the

jtayment of any other rate raised for like purposes in the parish of

Elmiisey.

The expenses incurred by the Metropolitan Board in obtaining this Act,

are to be included among the general expenses of the Board.
The provision in the 227 section of the Act of 1855, for the recovery of

penalties and forfeitures, is to be extended to damages, costs, or expenses

payable or recoverable under the Acts referred to, or this Act, by sum-
mary proceedings.
"riie 234th section of the Act of 1855 is to be repealed, and in Ueu'thereof

it ia to be enacted, that penalties or forfeitures, recovered are to be paid

as follows : one-half to the Informer, and the remainder to the vestry or

district board of the parish or district in which the offence was committed,
or to the Metropolitan Board, in case the injury was sustained by that

board ; or if the vestry or district board, or the Metropolitan Board be the

informers, then tlie whole of the penalty recovered is to go to them, and all

urns so recovered to be applicable towards the general expenses. Pro-
Tided that in every case where a board or vestry are liable to a penalty or

forfeiture, the whole of it is to go to the informer.

No process to be sued out, and no proceeding instituted against, the

Metropolitan Board, or vestries or district boards, or persons acting under
their directions, until a month after notice in writing shall have been
served upon the Board or vestry, stating the cause of action, the name
and address of the intended plaintiff, and of his attorney; upon the trial

the plaintiff is not to be permitted to go into evidence of a cause of action,

except such as is stated in the notice served; unless the notice be proved
thejury areto find for the defendant; every action is to be commenced
within six months after the accrual of the cause of action; every action

to be tried in the county or place where the cause of action accrued. The
defendant in an action to be at liberty to plead the general issue, and give

the Acts and this Act, and all special matter in evidence thereunder. The
Board, or vestry, to be empowered to tender amends to the plaintiff, within

one calendar month after service of the notice, and in case it be not
accepted to plead the tender in bar, and by leave of the court, with the

general issue,' or other plea or pleas ; and if upon issuejoined upon a plea

pleaded to the whole action, the jury find generally for the defendant,

or if the plaintiff be nonsuited or discontinue, or if judgment be given

for the defendant, then the defendant shall be entitled to full costs of suit;

and in case amends have not been tendered as aforesaid, or in case the

amends tendered be insufficient, it shall be lawful for the defendant, by
leave of the cdurt at any time before trial, to pay into court under plea

such sum of money as he may think proper, and (by the like leave)

to plead the general issue or other plea or pleas, any rule of court or

practice to the contrary notwithstanding.
The 233rd section of the Act of 1855 is to be repealed, and in lieu

it is to be enacted that no person shall be liable for the payment of a

penalty or forfeiture for an offence made cognizable before a Justice, unless

the complaint respecting the offence have been made within si.x months
next after the commission or discovery of the offence.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
ABIEETIXG of this body was held on Friday in the rooms, 9, Conduit-street,

Regent-street J J. W. Pesfold, Esq., the President, in the chair. About 20
inemt>ers were present.
In the absence of the two hon. secretaries, one of whom was ill and the other

iHit of town, Mr. Capes acted as secretary, and read the minutes of proceedings at
the last meeting, which were approved of and confirmed.
The Present and Future o/tlie Association.—The Chairman stated that the business

of the present meeting arose out of a resolution agreed to at the last meeting of the
Association, which had been held for tlie purpose of considering whether the opera-
tions of the Association should be continued or brouglit to a close. In compUance
with that resolution the Committee of the Association had met, and agreed to a
l^ort, which he would read to the meeting. The following was a copy of the report
wtdch the Committee had agreed to :—
*^ Report of tite PresiderU and Vi^- President of the Architectural Association on be-

luuf of the Committee with reference to a resolution passeA at tlie SpecUhl Business
Meeting held on Friday, Maij llth, of which thefollowin^ is a copy ;

—
" • That It is the opinion of this meetinL' that the members of the Arcliitectural

Association have not afforded and do not afford that practical support in its working
which is needed for carrying out its objects ; and that it is tlierefore desirable that
the Committee should forthwith consider and report whether there is any course,
short of closing its operations, which they can recommend for the adoption of the
Association.'
" In pursuance of the above resolution, your Committee were called together on

Friday, tlie IKth inst., and after a full discussion of the important subjects brought
before them, deputed the I'resldent and Vice-President to prepare this report, for the
purpose of embodying the general views of your Committee, and communicating to
you the course they would advise you to adopt
" The position of the Association it is needless to remark has for some time been a

source of anxious consideration to your Committee, and they cannot shut their eyes
to the fact that for the last two or three lesslons the laterost of members has been
gnuiiially decreasing.

*' It had been lioped that the removal to Conduit-street, combined with the means
taken by your Committee at the commencement of the present session for making
known more extensively among the younger members of the profession tlxe objects
and advantages of the Association, as well as the oifer of prizes to thelCiass of I^esign
would liave been instrumental in reviving the interest ; but yonr Committee arc com-
pelled to admit tliat although a slight accession of members h.is been the conse-
quence, these measures have failed to accomplish the object in view; and, in fact,

matters have arrived at such a pass—especially with reference to the attendance at
ordinary meetings, as entirely to justify the proposal of a dissolution.

" Believing it will be admitted on all hands that the Association has, in its time,
been of great advantage to its members, aud has taken the initiative in procuring
the adoption of many measures beneficial to the profession at large, and that if weU
supported it is still capable of effecting much good, your Committee are unwilling to
recommend that a society possessing so suitable an organisation should be broken up
until every means has been tried to restore its cfBciency.

" It is felt unanimously that although this Association wfiS established, and is

carried on chiefly for the advantage of the younjjer members, that they do not come
forward as they might and ought to take an active part in the proceedings, and that
the proper course would be to endeavour to make them sensible that this is their
society and to place them in a position in which the support of it will devolve mainly,
if not wholly, on themselves. Great difficulty is experienced in obtaining committee-
men and ofhee-bearers, and most of the active members of the Association, as well as
of the committee, are gentlemen who joined in its early days, with now many other
claims upon their time, and who, however consistent tliey may be in their attach-
ment to the Society, and their wisli to help it, ought not to be left alone in the
management. Most of the present members of tlie committee have repeatedly
desired to be relieved of their duties, and nearly all of them feel that tliey are
endeavouring to carry on this Society, not so much for their own good as for that
of others.
"With the hope, then, of infusing new blood, and of creating a fresh interest in

the Society, as well as of testiug the real feeling of those who should be its main
support, the Committee unanimously passed the foliowin'j resolution ;

—'That it is

desirable the office-bearers for the ensuing session should (with the^ exception of
three) be selected from members who have never before held office.'

" Your Committee, though they thought it undesirable to pass any other formal
resolution, considered it would be beneficial to offer a few suggestions on the future
policy of the Association. It was unanimously felt that free and unreserved discus-
sion had been the life and soul of the meetings, aud tliat a stronjj effort should be
made to recover that social cliaracter which was a distinguishing feature of the early
days of the Association, but whicli seems now in a great measure to be lost, and as
one of the causes of this decline it was suggested that tlie papers read at the ordinary
meetings, excellent and talented as they have been, are, perhaps, too elaborate in

character, and that practical and theoretical subjects, treated in a simpler and less

studied manner and more witli the object of eliciting a discussion, would be better
appreciated by the members. It has often been observed that the remarks or ques-
tions of the junior members, even though some of them may have seemed at the time
almost absurd, have led to most interesting discussions. Your committee would,
therefore, earnestly call upon their younger friends to take their proper share in the
proceedings. It is feared, however, that the practice of reporting the discussions in
the professional periodicals has deterred many from so doing, and your committee
therefore suggest it would be well if ,iu another year the discussions, except under
peculiar circumstances, should not be reported, and that tlie publication of the
papers read should be under tlie control of the committee. Lastly, it seemed the
general opinion that if, instead of issuing the usual programme at the commencement
of the session, a system of fortnightly announcements to each member could be
adopted, as was formerly the custom ; it would bring the proceedings more con-
stantly under the notice of members, and might have a beneficial effect on the

attendances.
"Your Committee, in conclusion, earnestly hope that the measures which the

general meeting may see fit to adopt will result in advantage to this Association ;

they will as private members gladly contribute to its success by any means in their

power, and they commend the subject very seriously to your consideration, as one
which they deem to'be of "reat importance to almost all the younger members of the
profession in the metropolis.
"Conduit-street, May 2.'Jrd, 1850." " J. WoaNHAM Peni'OLd.

The Chaibman said the above wa8;the report which the Committee hadagrcedto
present to the general body, the whole object being to induce the younger
members of the profession to take a more active part in themanagemeut of the Asso-
ciation.
Mr. Arthur Allom moved the reception of the report of the Committee, which

was a very ably drawn up document. Some years ago steps were taken somewhat
similar to those which were taken by Mr. Cates at the last meeting; and he (Mr.

Allom) was there more particularly that night with the desire, if possible, of saving
the Association, the meetings of which he had not been able to attend for two or three

years. He had very great pleasure in moving the adoption of the report of the Com-
mittee.
Mr. Gritten, one of the younger members of the Association, seconded the

motion.
Mr. R. W. Billings remarked that he needed not to say that he quite agreed with

the report, with one exception, to which he would presently allude. The report of

the Committee certainly treated the whole question in a most admirable manner. The
Architectural Association was a Y^oung Blen's Society, and the older members of the

profession joined it, not for their own sakes, but for the sake ofthe younger members,
and it was a great pity that these did not come forward to avail themselves of the

advantages of the Association as they ought to do. If the Architectural Association
were to be broken up it would be tlie most extraordinary thing he ever heard of—it

would be tantamount to Englishmen depriving themselves of their food. Such an
occurrence would be a most extraordinary thing, and not in accordance witli the

spirit of the age. One thing had kept him away very often from the meetings of the

Association, and that was the want of punctuality in tlic commencement of the pro-

ceedings. The time for the commencement of proceedings was eight o'clock, but

they scarcely ever commenced before half-past eight. That want of punctuality had
had a prejudicial effect upon his own attendance, and he was quite sure that it had had
upon many other members of the Association. He miglit then proceed to notice the

proposal to exclude the gentlemen of the press. Now, the very fact of the papers

read at the Association aud the discussions thereon being reported In tlio public press

was, to the Association, a very great compliment. For the Association to break
friendship witli the press would be a monstrous thing, for but for the press the

Association would not have been in existence, for the press Iielped them both by
reports and subscriptions. The press had had a great deal to do with the resuscita-

tion of the Association, and they ought, as members of the Society, to be grateful for

what had been done. The reporting of their proceedings had, he thought, a most
beneficial effect upon the Association. For heaven's sake let them not exclude the

press, which had conferred so many benefits upon them !—(Applause.)—He could not

understand the reason of the Committee for making such a proposition as the exclu-

sion of the press, and he hoped that it would not be persisted in. He tliought that

if tlie recommendation was agreed .to it would be fatal to the Association,

for no Society which held hole-and-corner meetings could ever last long.- (Loud

cheers.)
Mr. A. Allom was grateful to Mr. liillings for what he had said, and particularly

in reference to wliat he had advanced concerning the press ; he perfectly agreed with

him. Tiiere were several causes which might be mentioned why the attendances at

the meetings of the Association were so limited. When he entered the room that

evening he thought it was not like a meeting at Lyon's-inn Hall, where the Chair-

man could be seen by everybody in the room, but at the present meeting the Chair-

man being seated in so low a chair could not be seen by all.

The Chairman.—We have had and can have a larger chair.
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Mr. Allom, in contiuuation said, ho thought if thoy were to keep posBcseion of

those rooms, they ouffht previous to tlie meetings to be c!ircl\illy nrranged by the

servants. Ho was also of opinion that tliey ouft^ht to select a l*re«ident out of

those who had taken an active part in the proccediucfs of the Association. Ho had
the honor of havinjr been chosen once Trcsident of the Association, and twice Chair-

man of the Class of Design, a honor which he much felt, and from which he had
'derived great advantage, Wlien ho considered the great end and object of the Asso-
-clation—the benefit of the youn^^or members of the profession—he thouf,^ht that no
one should bo elected its rresideut uulcss he rofjnlarly attended its meeting-sand

took an active part in the management of its aflairs. He agreed with what Mr.
BIliinQTS had said about punctuality in the commencement of tlie proceedings at every

meeting. He thouglit that what had been stated in the report of the Committee as

to the effects produced by the presence of the press had been exaggerated. Two
years before he became president they had the press at their meetings, and no
detrimental effect resulted therefrom, for there were very good attendances at the
meetingsoftlic Association, and at the dinner which took place at the close of liia

presidency there was a greater attendance than had been the case on any similar

occasion since. Now, how was it that such had been the case ? Was it that the two
secretaries had been inactive ? He hoped that such was not the case, and expressed

" regret that the Association had lost tlie services of Mr. Bunker, who wlien secretary

was extremely active ; and he thought that the Committee had made a mistake in

discontinuing tlie sending Of the fortnightly notices of mectiDga which used to be
issued to the members.
Mr. Thomas M. Kickman.—That was done by a resolution of the body.
Mr. K. W. Billings.—It was a mistake.
Mr. Allom (in continuation).—It was a great mistake. He was so anxious that

'"the Association should not be dissolved, that he would make considerable sacriSces of
. time to Baveit (Loud cries of*' Hear," "Hear"), and he hoped that the gentleman
"present would do all they could to reinstate It and extend Its operations. He liked

to see Rorae little difference of opinion in the Committee, for it was likely to lead to
beneficial results in the long-run. With regard to the proposed reduction of the
number of old members of the Committee to three, ho thought it was a question

. whether that number was not too small, he should say that four or five of the old
-members should remain on the Committee. As he said before, two very important
matters were the choice of president and of secretaries. He remembered that Mr.
Gates was one of the most able secretaries the Association ever had.
Mr. Billings.—Put Idm in again—(Hear, hear).

Mr. New said he carae there that ercning for the purpose of endeavouring to
fiavG the Association. He thought it was a very important thing that the members
should have fortnightly notices of the meetlng^s, for they wore apt to miss the mcet-

. Ings unless reminded of them. Ho did not thmk they need be afraid of the presence
of the press at their meetings, for the freedom of the press ought not to be infringed,

' -and he for one was an advocate lor the continuance of the presence of the press at
' their meetings, by which bo much good had been effected. He was of opinion that
they ought not to have loss than five members of the old stocb*on the new committee.
He had no objection to place his name at disposal to assist on the committee—
XApplanse).
Mr. K. "VV. BiLLTXGS.—And I am sure 1 shall not—(Much applause).
'Mr. TnoMAS M. Hickman thought the practical course they should adopt, was to

sappoint a committee from the present meeting; to make a search of the record of
' names, and ascertain who wore willing to serve on the neve committee. He was in
'f^vor of their having shorter lectures at their meetings than had for some time been
the case, and that such lectures should be explained and illustrated on the black
board.
A Member.—You would find that rather a diflUcult matter.
Mr. Hickman (in continuation). They were getting too much now in the habit of

having a great number of lectures, everybody in the profession was obliged to
become a lecturer. Architects had many occasions of meetin"- with people in agreat
many ways, and he, therefore, though it desirable they should acquire the power of
Speaking with freedom and fluency, an acquirement which would be much promoted
hy extempore lecturing. He thought it was of importance that they should have less

i**-jSTitten papers and more oral remarks.
Mr. Billings moved as an amendment to Mr. AUom's motion—"That the report

"lereccivedwith the exception of that portion of it, which proposed the exclusion
from their meetings of the press, whose attendance it was desirable should be

.*toicouraged."
Mr. New seconded the amendment.
Mr. T. Roger Smith thought that the adoption of the report would not necessarily

lead to the exclusion of the press ; the Committee merely wished to state in the
report what were their views as to the causes which had led to the decline of the
'Associations.

Mr. Allom said that in proposing the reception of the report of the Committee he
id not wish it to be understood that the meeting adopted all its suggestions, which

ht be left for future consideration.
Cates was in favorof their proceedings not being reported, !and saidhe did

it look on the Architectural Association as a public body ; it should have remained
a mutual Improvement society and educational Institution.
Mr. Billings—You must recollect the Architectural Asseociation formed the

-Architectural Exhibition, and thus became a public body at once—(Hear, hear).
Mr. Cates was well aware of that, but the proper interest In the Association had

not been kept up hy the younger members of it. He admitted that to the press—
at least to one section of the professional press—the Association owed its existence
—(Hear, hear). Pecuniary and other assistance was rendered to the Association by
that section in a most remarkable manner at the time it most wanted assistance, and
for that aid all the members of the Association, and, indeed, all the members of the
profession ought to be, and must be, exceedingly thankful—(Applause).
A Member (whose name we could not ascertain) said, that as a young member of

\ the Association he thought it was quite a mistake to say that the presence of the
press at their meetings was injurious to their interests ; on the contrary, he thought
It was advantageous to them. He should not be afraid of taking part in the dis-
cussions because of the press being present, but the papers read were generally of
too abstruse a character.
Mr. Capes thought they could not say too much of the press, for it had done more

to raise the professional reputation of Individuals, and to bring the profession under
the notice of the general public than otherwise they could have expected. But he was
affipatd the press had been rather too kind to the Association, for some of the younger
members were timid in the presence of reporters in taking part in their discussions.
The Association ought to be like a friendly society, whare discussions might take
place, the members saying only a few words instead of making set speeches. lie
agfrecdwith the recommendations of the report of the Committee.
A Member said he should certainly support the amendment of Mr. Billings. He

never conceived that the Association was exclusively a friendly society, and certainly
thotight the press ought not to be excluded from their meetings.—(Hear, hear). He
always looked forward with pleasure to reading in the professional papers, dis-
cussions which might take place at the mcctinf^s of the Association, as circumstances
might frequently arise which would prevent his attendance. He should not like to
see the press excluded, and hoped that tlie Association would not die, but enjoy a
healthy and vigorous existence. He would support Mr. Billings's amendment, for
in© did not like secret societies.
Mr. T. Hoger Smith said the Association must admit that they were deeply in-

iflebted to the press. But he !shonld oppose any proposition for the publication of
^elr discussions, as their publication led to the small attendances which had been
complained of. People for non-attendance made such excuses as these—'* I am very
ibnsy, or I am very tired ; I cannot go to the meeting, but I shall see the whole pro-

Sceedings reported in the Building News next Friday." It was not the want of
aubscrfbers (that is if they would pay their subscriptions), but the non-attendance of
Members, of which they had to complain.

%r

On the question being put, there appeared, for the amendment, 13; and for the
motion, 0. The ameaameut of Mr. iilUings waa tbU4 carried and omidat loud
cheers.
On the motion of Mr. Toomas M. Uickman, seconded by Mr. T. l:^ i , ir,

Itwas resolved, "That a sub-committee be formed of the young'

i

to
confer upon the munea of those willing to servo upon the new coujn , i mo
Association."
The following gontlemcn were then appointed tho eub-eommUtce:—Metir*. Vcw,

Gritten, W. Paine, Ough, Lewes, andKecves.
Mr. Uoger Smitu, addressing Air. Billings, said:—I ruaember on«of tlMBiost

overflowing meetings wc over had at Lyon's-inn-llall was upon the occasion ofyour
delivering a lecture ; will you dehver us a lecture next session 7

Mr. iiiLLiNG8~I shall be very happy to do so—(Loud cheers.)
It was stated by the Chairman that at the next meeting Judges would be appointed

for the awarding of prizes for the best productions of tho Class of Design dunoff the
session.

Some formal business having been disposed of, the meeting separated.

LECTUBES AT THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
v.—Mr. K. B. Lamji.

ON Tuesday evening a lecture was delivered at the Architectural Kxhibftion,
Conduit-street, by Mr. E. B. Lamb, the subject being "Suggestions on Archi-

tectural Composition.^' Owing to Tuesday being the day when Sir Charles Barry
was buried in Westminster Abbey, many persons were desirous for the postpone-
ment of this lectiu-e, but it was impossible to put it oflT, as the season ticket holders
(some hundred in number) are not required to give their addresses, and therefore
notice could not be sent to them that the galleries would be closed for tho evening;
but had it been possible the Committee of the Exhibition would have done so.
On the motion of Mr. James Edmeston, Mr. Edward Hall was called to the

chair, and he briefly introduced the Lecturer to the meeting.
The Lecturer commenced by paying a tribute to the late Sir Charles Barrv. He

said :—All honor to the memory of Sir Charles Barry ! To day wc have paid a last
tribute of respect to his remains. The gathering was one of universal feeling,
showing that the world had lost a great man ; and all those present, who understood
and appreciated his genius, must have blended a feeling of pride with their sorrow,—
pride that his merit had received these last honors so justly due to him, and sorrow,
that so bright a career was so early and suddenly terminated. The proud pageantry
has passed—but his name needs no association with the great and august in the
venerable Abbey—no engraving on the cold marble of empty eulogy—it will be ever
associated with our art, and engraved on our memories. All honor to the memory of
Sir Charles Barry. Mr. Lamb then proceeded with his lecture as follows :—

IN presenting to you this evening some Suggestions on Architectural Composition,
I am actuated by no wish to press my opinions before those of established

authority, nor have I any desire to dogmatize upon our art ; but as one sincerclj
zealous m the promotion and elevation of architecture to its proper jjosition among
the other fine arts, I trust you will accept my crude notions in the spirit, rather than
the letter, in which I am desirous of rendering them.
To within a few years, architecture, although acknowledged as a member of the

sisterhood, has scarcely held the position of a fine art, by the mode of treatment she
has received. Too much has been given to rules, and loo little to prlncJpleB by
which compositions have been regulated ; and although the former should gwern
the latter, it is too painfully evident that rules have mostly swayed the art.
In the study of architecture, every known work extant should be carefully examined,

Its objects and intentions investigated, its position scanned, the cause ofits excellence
Inquired Into, why its locality was determined upon, and why the composition
assumed a character and expression which drew our attention to it. Yet should we
be careful in this Investigation not to misapply our knowledge of the past, but to use
it in comparing and ascertaining if we have advanced in the same ratio as was
evidently the case in preceding periods-if we have composed our works upon '.tlie

principles which governed the compositions of our forefathers—if we have introduced
any new features which the alterations of the requirements of society have demanded

,

—Ifwo have produced any new works that will live in the estimation of posterity.
Composition in all fine art may be defined as the combination and arrangement of

several parts to form an harmonious whole, but frequently the architect Is cramped in
his composition by circumstances and things over which he has no control : not so
the painter, who may take his flight in any direction ; the wide expanse of nature is

ever open to him to select and arrange to the utmost extent of bis imagination ; he
knows no bounds but the limit of ius canvas. Although the compositions of the
architect are frequently fettered by the limit of his means, the difTiculties of the
arrangement of plan, and the materials '.for his use, he has still to bear in mind that,
like the painter, the same principles of harmony should pervade his whole work ; then
Indeed he may give latitude to his imagination, either in simple or ornate detail,

according to the exigencies of the subject, which would result in a good work irre-
spective of style.

Composition in architecture may comprise the appropriate adaptation of known or
ancient forms to particular purposes, or the reproduction or the characteristic
features of a past style of architecture ; but where those features are reproduced,
without regard to the changes of customs in modern times, many Incongruities will
necessarily arise ; then it becomes necessary to resort to inconvenient and expensive
expedients to carry out the reproduction, such expedients showing clear testlmony^
that the composition has been misapplied, and ill adapted to the purpose. Archi-
tecture is a progressive art, and there is no instance on record in former ages of a
retrogression In art, or a reproduction of the works of former times. Even now we
should think little of the genius of a painter or sculptor who could only produce
copies of the works of his predecessors, and a mere imitator of Shakespeare would
hardly be considered entitled to the eminent distinction of a poet. Yet in the pre-
sent time architecture is rarely commended unless it bears indelible marks of some
ancient authority from which it is taken. Nay, the cflbrts at original thought, and
where a disposition is evinced to shake ofl* the trammels of precedent, are met witU
doubt, distrust, and ridicule, however well the works may show the evidences of tho
deep study of principles, and however suited they may be to the wants and refine-

ments of the present time, or the circumstances by which they have been governed.
It may be said why is this? Why is architecture to be levelled from its elevated
position among the fine arts, and reduced to the degraded position of mere pre-
cedent? What does this arise from? One thing, probably, it may be ; at present we
have hardly ventured out of the leading strings of the mechanical dicta of former
training—tew have dared to traverse the paths of original thought—few have dared to

shake ofi" the fetters and enter the broad field of invention. Constantly we hear
works spoken of as founded upon some ancient temple or church, and the nearer the
approach to the original type the more lauditory the criticism, the comparison gives

anandlc to remarks, altuough the reproduction may be replete with incongruous
expedients, which render all pleasurable applications of the ancient art a botch and
a bungle.
The works of former ages were frequently beautiful, beoauflc they were consistent.

The artists of those times blended the forms of beauty and Jiarmony in art with the
conveniences which had resulted from long and successive improvements in the re-

quirements of society. The occupants of the houses of the middle ages required

Srotection, warmth, and security ; they cared little for extensive views from the wm-
ows ; in fact, views were denied them, from the necessity of enclosing their houses

with high walls; glass, too. was of inferior quahty, and only procurable in wnall

pieces and at great cost. We cannot, however, close our eyes to the stubborn fact,

that as men began to fear their neighbours less, they threw down by degrees the

barriers which shut them from the beauties of the landscape ; then, too, a desire

sprang up for a more convenient and agreeable arrangement of the window—the
liatural,'although not the most tasteful, method ensued for this object,—the mullions
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knocked out of tho windows and tlie sash was introduced— this practice was
qnlddf carried out to a very grreat extent, not only in this country but on the conti-
nent, and which was no doubt strenjjtliened by the general introduction of Italian
architecture,—this addetl to the ruthless destruction : in some instances the mulliouB
became more attenuated before their entire disuse, but at last so reduced that they
lell away alti>£jether. and the vulgrar sash usurped their place. And so following on
the samebroad principle, in the ordinary course of events almost all towns underwent
great alterations-the houses were rebuilt or considerably modified—but no mullious
were used in the windows, and the I) ij^'h-pointed arches were reduced to flut-headed
openings. Casements which were tlien—and still are, but clumsy contrivances, soon
K»ve way to the much more convenient sash. It may thus be fairly said that the
attack upon the art at the time of the introduction of the sash was a fatal blow, for it

took from Gothic architecture one of its most vital elements.
In more recent times the desire to revive the architecture of the middle agea has

brought with it the ditflculties and inconveniences which caused the fearful navoc I
have just spt^ken of among the mansions of the olden times. The mulliou is still a
difficulty and the sash is its antagonist—this coupled with the now almost universal
use of plat« glass in large sheets, must result In its disuse once more—perhaps not in
the same unceremonious way in which our ancestors solved tho dimeulty. but in

some way that may allow us to use Gothic architecture in a modified and progressive
state, without tutirely divesting it of its most leading and characteristic feature.

Almost every practical architect has felt that his hands were tied when compelled
to tise Gothic architecture in its antiqunrian and not its artistic form. How many of
ns have introduced a double-muUioned window—that is. a stone one outside to satisfy

authority, and a wiwdoue inside, fitted with sashes, for the convenience and comfort
of the inmates ! This mode, when money is plentiful, may be well enough, and who,
but the owner should complain of the cost—not so, however, when the greatest effect

^ to be obtained for the smallest means ; such lavish expenditure could not then be
tolerated. Then comes our trouble, the mullion and the iron casement—for at present
there has been no substitute to take its place, at about the same amount of cost—but
sappose we get over this difficulty, we have other objectors who love the works of the
old masters and wish to emulate them, but they object to mullions. This is no exag-
geration, it is what I have experienced, and I have no doubt others have been in the
same position. Some years ago I erected a Gothic building in the country, but before
its entire completion circumstances occurred which rendered it necessary that the
property shouul be sold- it changed hands ; and when my Gothic building required
to be completed, every obstacle was removed to render that completion as reasonable
in cost and convenient in its appliances as possible. The mullions were knocked
out ! and the convenient sash fixed in their place. As may be supposed, my aston-
ishment was great when, a few years afterwards, I passed by my Gothic building,
which had then assumed something of the appearance of those mansions so indus-
triously mutilated a century ago.
In the present day the same cry is raised against mullions—in many iastances,

perhaps, with little reason ; and the ditliculty has in some measure been met by the
application of an earlier or foreign style of medieval art. There can be no doubt
that the style of the thirteenth century would admit of an easier mode of arrange-
ment of windows, because shafts and not mullions were then used, which would
allow of the sash being behind the shaft, and unconnected with It; and wide open-
ings would be admissible in that style without shafts. Yet it would be a double
window, and that would hardly be in the spirit of the old style or consistent with
reasonable practice, and could surely not be mistaken for a resuscitation of the art
In its fullest integrity. Would it not appear very little better than the mere Act of
Parliament gaps? would it not rather harmonise with the modified and now gene-
rally accepted Italian style rather than the Gothic? Would it not be an Italian
skeleton in Gothic habiliments ? It could hardly be considered a healthy state of
art, but would be, after all, a mere sham, and that sort of transparent sham that
would leave no doubt upon our physical or mental vision. I should be bold, indeed,
were I to say that all styles have been " used up," or that I had little respect to the
jurt of past ages. This, however, is not the case. I venerate the relics of those
times ; I have the deepest feelings of respect for the men whose minds have pro-
duced such marvellous works. But my respect and veneration give me a desire to
emulate them, to dive into the thoughts that spangled the world with such gems. I
would study their art that I might think in their art. I would sit at the board with
them. I would not be their outside lackey.

I cannot help thinking that a time is not far distant—nay, I almost see it springing
up already—when architecture will be studied with more attention to artistic prin-
ciples and less to precedent. Then will be generated a style of art in which the
thoughts of the old minds may be fairly united with young ideas.
The greatest stumbling-block to the reproduction of Gothic architecture is the

mullion. It is the monster ever before us. How, then, shall we overpower him ?

Not, I fear, by a mere mutilation of any known style ot art ; it must be by a pro-
gressive development of art out of the wants which knowledge and refinement are
constantly creating. Then let us fearlessly grapple with the subject ; let us unite,
in our transition state, the past with the present, only compounding out of the good
material, ideas which might have arisen if similar circumstances required them in the
olden time. But let those ideas be free, unshackled, unprejudiced, and only restricted
to the laws of harmony of form, color, material, and construction. I would borrow
ideas from all ages, but I would not take a whole building. I would endeavour to
use those ideas so as to produce the same amount of artistic effect as I found in its

prototype, whether the style be Gothic or Classic. Few would inquire where the
Kuowleage was obtained, if the effect produced were likely to be satisfactory and
permanent.
That all art declined about the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries is generally

admitted, and that it is now in a state of transition. Within the last twenty years
much has been done to bring into use more artistic principles in composition than
had taken place In the years immediately preceding; and I think there can be little

doubt that in any new amalgamation of style that may arise the principles will be
fotmded upon Gothic architecture, as the most plastic art, and the most suitable for
the application of the native materials. Butalthough the style may be Gothic in prin-
ciple, I can scarcely tliink it will be the Gothic as now applied, but one that will date
its revival from, probably, the point where it may be said architecture, as well as the
Other arts, stopped—about the seventeenth century, or the iienaissance of France.
The style of that period may be considered a transition from the Gothic style, out of
which the perfect style is yet to be developed. It is pliable, admits of great variety
of form and pictorial effect, frequently elegant in detail, although sometimes coarse,
suited to the material of any district of this country, truthful in construction, and
capable of receiving an amount of colored decoration that would satisfy the most
Tivid imagination. It Is a stvle tinted with its sire, and one that might be moulded
into beauty, breadth, and dignity, as well as pictorial effect.

It is not my intention to advocate the stylo of architecture of the sixteenth cen-
tury, but merely to sliow that that was the point where art may be said to have
declined, and where progression should recommence. I would not advocate any
strle in particular, as all style must depend upon the natural or rational application
of the materials of a country, which necessarily constitute a national architecture.
In all countries this fact is evidently and fully developed ; and any reproduction of
a style of art not indigenous would render the application of the native material
difficult, dangerous, and inconsistent; comforts and conveniences would be outraged,
artistic eff«c(8 would be false and unconnected, and the whole of the natural laws of
the beautiful and the picturesque—viz., harmony and unity of science and material,
would be destroyed.
We cannot dwell too much npon these truths. At the present time the unsettled

state of the question of "stvle has been the cansc of the introduction of designs in
architecture of such a variety of nations and periods that we not only regret the
want of pictorial effect in our strceti", but we are absolutely offended at the violent
contrasts exhibited.
The artist leads the public by his knowledge, taste, and skill. It is incumbent upon

him, therefore, to produce such works as will impress tliem with a certain conviction

that what he does is not only useful in every respect, but is also in good taste ; and
if a universal tone of feeling could pervade the professors of art, there would be
universal harmony in our edifices, the various compositions would blend in one
pleasing group, yet each individual might be stamped with genius and originality
incidental to the requirements of the subject. That this feeling was the case in
former times the researches of the antiquary and the illustrations they have pre-
sented to the world amply testify.

The different modes of treating one style by our forefathers form inexhaustible
study, both for the architect and the painter ; but in our time the diversity offeclino'
and opinion on this matter, I fear, only tends to the fact that there is too rauchdcsira
to produce variety by the introduction ofnew styles, and too Uttle knowledge of the
proper and artistic mode of using them.

It would be inconsistent in an artist if he confined his attention to one model or to
one subject, instead of gathering his ideas from the various forms and incidents con-
stantly presented to him— his work would not only become mannered, but monoto-
nous and wearisome in the extreme—he would be like a bibliologist, who could see no
beauties in books that were not printed in black letter. Equally inconsistent would
be the architect whose mind was only stored with the architecture of one country or
one period. It would be unfair for him to adjudicate on other works, or attempt to
set up a standard of esthetics; he could have no enlarged views of artistic beauty, and
he closes his mind to an exteusive fleldofoperation,thcstudyof which would enhance
the value of his labors.
The battle of the styles, as the present controversy has not inaptly been caUcd,cftn

scarcely be termed a battle to obtain a victory favorable to art—it is rather a conflict
of prejudices between antiquarianism and utilitarianism-it is a fight between thiiigs,
as they are, and which common consent and convenience have made them, and things
as they were, which require so much cutting and contriving to render fit for our pur-
pose.

It is not so much the contest between the two great divisions of style, as the
rational development of a new style, or a consistent and characteristic decoration of
the Vernacular style, which the every-day requirements of the present time have
rendered useful, and are still rendering more useful, although not. In all instances,
beautiful.
In all controversy upon the vexed question of style, I know of no artistic champion

who has entered the lists on either side. I know of no statement why one style is
greferable to the other as a work of fine art. It is true that the term "most
eautiful " has been largely applied to each, but upon what grounds has not to my

knowledge been stated. Such terms are too frequently misapplied and become
dogmatical, and are too apt to mislead the great bulk of the public wlio are un-
acquainted with architecture as a fine art, and scarcely think for themselves, but are
content to let those who appear to know more think for them.
Let us, however, endeavour to treat style as it ought to be treated ; when, in

reference to the preservation and restoration of works of past ages, which have
been ackuowledo^ed by all to be worthy of preservation, let us fully enter into all

the details, so that they may be still preserved for future ages, to show how our
forefathers did think at a particular time and for a specific purpose; and to show,
also, when that purpose was answered, and other circumstances required new
thought; how they abandoned the old habits for new— not suddenly, or by total
obliteration, but by engrafting of new ideas upon the old stock, and thus yielding
new shoots. It was not abrupt and discordant ; it insinuated itself, as it were, into
fraternisation, and became part of the old family—more vigorous, perhaps—more
refined. It was an advance upon the past. Why, then, should not the art at the
present time insinuate itself into the good forms of all past periods, and become
part of that great family, but vigorous and healthy in its development, instead of the
rickety apparition and crippled representative [of the venerable paterfamilias?
Why should we not clear away the mere shadows of autiquarianism, and try to
direct our thoaifhts to the same principles which then governed art ? Each jtarticular
age bore its characteristic distinction ; it was one art—one great thought ; although,

as we know by our researches, we may call it a dream of one feeling, but of infinite

complexity, tangled yet distinct.

The laws of the beautiful are equally applicable to all art at all times ; but styles

in art were created by various circumstances at different periods, the result of the
advanced condition of society and its union with mechanical science and manufac-
tured products ; and although art in its progress will necessarily be tinted with
preceding styles, yet it may contain mucn original conception. It would be as

inconsistent to condemn one style as another, when, perhaps, the modification of

cither or both might form a suitable basis for a transition style to meet all our wants.
A mere repetition of past art can only be called antiquarian architecture; but a

blending of all the ideas we can obtain in one harmonious composition, so as to suit

the exigencies of the present time, would do much more towards a legitimate revival

of fine art than all the quackery of authority, which shows so little inventive power
or artistic skill.

Out of the natural or rational application of the materials of a district or country

an individual style of architecture might again arise—the evidence of past times

attest this truth ; but any reproduction of a style of art not indigenous would render

the use of the native material diihcult, dangerous, inconsistent, and costly ; art and

science would give way to expedients ; comforts and conveniences would be shackled

artistic effects false and unconnected, and the whole natural laws of the beautiful

and picturesque would be annihilated.
The habit of observing and admiring antiquities, the associations they cnii-cnder

their pictorial effects, their harmonious grouping and blending of color, too often fil

the mind with crude and false notions of what such works would be if rcproducec

for our modern institutions and domestic edifices. Such reproduction would fre-

1

Quently want the charm and picturesque effect the old types have acquired by mool-

!

aering decay, roughness, and discoloration.
There is a veneration attached to ancient art which frequently gives it a valui

,

beyond its artistic merit. As historical records, all works of the past have intenst

interest, and well repay the antiquary's pursuit ; they possess, too, for him a feelinj

unknown to; ordinary observers, for he can fathom, in the overturned fragments an(
[

mutilated sculpture, thcthouglits of a generation long since perished, perhaps only
i

recorded in those remains. But, if he does see beauty in a grinning gurgoyle, or j
j

royal statue with an arrangement of bones and muscles nature never authorised,

—and if we cannot agree with those opinions, at least we must admire the zeal in i

cause which prepares the way for other refiections—for architects should examine

pursue, sketch andstore, yet disunitethe agglomeration, forget the histonca! intercsi
|

and only use those ideas where excellence and beauty abound, and which would beaj

the strictest test of architectural criticism. The ancient art should be collected as tool i

of thought, by which may be wrought.the noblest works. ""lustead of copying th

teaching of old masters," says Sir Joshua, "copy their conceptions." Tcs, entej

into the spirit of their imaginations, and not into the letter of their remains. Thin,

with them. " The real trouble of all professions," says iiarnctt, " is the trouble c

thinking."
There are two great and main systems of architecture. One which has a decide

tendency to horizontal lines, and the other that partakes of a greater inclination 1

vertical lines ; yet at particular intervals they merge into each other. The one gn :

division is generally known as Classic art or Trabeated system, the other Gothic i

Pointed.
The early Classic tyne may be fairly considered as a system of strong contrasts,

consisted of a scries of blocks at various intervals, set upon each other or iornun

massive walling, and in regular positions spacious voids were arranged for window
and doors.
Classic architecture as it is now understood, comprises an extensive period o( a

of an early character, as well as a more modern application of tho stylo, and nlthoij

in this range the character is greatly varied, the principles, features, and lca<.i

forms are the same. The columns and entablature are used through all the perm

and the general deviations are in the forms of openings, in the use of the dome, ;n

he building, a series of stories one above another, each containhig a single onu
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Yet in vrtrioiis dcgreesofbuauty.lhrous^h the whole development of the Classic art tlie

coinpusitious were ijeni-'rallyharmoniouK,iUidthosv who can see beiinty in all fhie works,
will look witli Liitliusiastic pleasure npon ihe early ClaHsic architecture, nor will they
allow oui" (ietraction from the merited connncndatious their system haH received. Yet
Classic art is diihcull ol' application in this country without considcrablemodificatioii,

flud when i*ucli modilieation has been made by men of j,'cniUN, we lose the ancient
type, except as a pro^fresflion in art, and obtain much orij,'-inality of IVelin;,' uniting
with convtnicncc of arran'^emcnt and trenonil unity in the composition. Tiie workd
of ^Vren, llawksmoor^ Vanbrup^h, Ini^fo .Jones, and others, show to what extent the
Classic art could be moditied in such liands. Yet. still they were tranimellcpl, and
jbUowed to a great extent the laws laid down by the Italian ardiitects ; they rarely
ventured to deviate from the five orders, and scarcely attempted to overcome the
ditficultiL'S of construction when carrying out the entablature in its full authority ; we
Mill flee the combination of stonea with vertical joints stretching from column to
column. In some cases the joints of the stones radiate from a common centre, but still

the sotfitof the architrave is horizontal, the elT^'ct of which in to give tlie appear-
ance of a dellection, if not an actual one in the architrave. Tho materials of this
country will rarely admit of large stonea being applied a.s in the original type of the
Classic art, lu-nee urosu some moditications, but these did not go far enough.

It must be ailmitted that the introduction of Grecian architecture in more recent
fimes rather retarded than advanced the h-gitimate use of materials—showing, that
however nincli the temples of Greece desiTve our study, they are unfitted for Knglish
houses— the (i reek Temple style, however, had a short reign, it was sought by us
with avidity, its details were used in every conceivable position and utensil ; it

remained with us long enough to show its utter unfitness for our purposes in its

perfect state ; It left us as suddenly as it came, and is now almost entirely disued ;

still, this style contains the elements of beauty in detdgn, and harmony of form
wliieh no unprejudiced artiat can deny ; and it would be well if we were to study its

adjimcts, its decorative sculpture, ami its bassi relievi, these mark their perfect
uiiiun with th<' architecture, more by a similarity of breadth an<l simplicity in their
composition, which is in harmony with it, tlian immediate connexion by an absolute
MTiiun with its pai*ts. Tlie sculpture also possesses the great merit ot simplicity of
»h;Lpery and correctness of development of the human form. It would be well if

Ihi^ union of the sculpture and arcnitecture in abuilding, were more carefully studied
by our artists—so that that vexed rjuestion, "Is Gothic Architecture in union wltli
the highest class of Tainting and Sculpture?" might be at once settled. The
sculptor and architect of the Greek Temples seemed to work with one mind ; not so,

: however, the architect and sculptor of the present time. For the sculpture is either
80 antiquarian that it would be diihcult to define the outline of the human form from

I the multitudinous folds of its ample drapery, or it is designed on such high art
I principles, that its position would be quite as w/isuitable in one place as another. Let
I
It not be thuught that I intend to disparage the works of the sculptors of our time ; I
'ask only for a unity of thought betwceu them and the architects, and for them to
I
descend from their high school of art toour humble sphere, so that their labors should
merge into the ever growing and progressive changes of architecture. May I with-
out olTence say that sculpture la a decoration of architecture and should be in
harmony, but subordinate to it, and that architecture is not a mere frame for the
exhibition of sculpture: in the spirit of unitv the two arts should go hand in hand.

,
The later division—but before the Grecian mania—of Classic art, or rather the

skeleton of the art, was a style again used up to a very recent period, and by its
jilmost universal application, is evidently suitable to our wants ; it had before been
'the cause of the tadiug away of the Gothic art, and little remained unaltered except
I

in Ecclesiastical architecture, for it was less necessary and more difficult to alter
[these buildings to the same extent as those of a domestic character.

It is easy to talk of the ugliness of our " hole-in-tlic-wall " street architecture, but
for a large town built under similar circumstances as most of our towns are, could
Gothic architecture be admitted ? Ko doubt we could build our gabled or embattled

I
elevations, our oriel windows, our buttressed walls, but I fear this too would soon
'become a pattern for leaseliold property; and if not too^expensive, we might see
j
infinite rows of Gothic houses in place of our present dingy structures, but we have
Limited space and means, as well as the fear of the Uuilding Act before our eyes.
The custom of, knocking out tho mullions of the Medieval windows, caused the

Vernacular art to assume more of Classic character than Gothic, and as the great
jnajority of town houses partake of the former type, any attempt at change would I
ear, only result injestablishiug the unsuitableness for its purpose.

I Inquiries of this nature are necessary to show to what extent any known style
rould be applicable to modern uses—hitherto, however, all reproduction of any style
1 architecture, in its unaltered state, has been utterly fertile when forced to unite
.ith our customs and appliances. Sir Joshua again expresses my own feeling where

•^uys " That which is most worthy of esteem in its allotted sphere, becomes an
't, not of respect, but of derision when it is forced into another to which it is not

>tliic architecture is a combination of small parts in general forms and construc-
tt-aturts. the lines have a vertical tendency, but more especially as applied to

ii' drals er other public buildings. In the early art the openings of windows and
'1^ had hii:h pointed arches, but in the later periods the arches were generally

t pressed, and the windows square-headed.
It is not my present business to inquire how Gothic architecture arose—it is suffl-

! lit to know that it employed the materials of the district, or when necessary to be
jtained from a distance, they were of such dimensions as made them easy of transit.
Iiat they did use small stones in the construction of their buildings, and that those
oues harmonised with the small divisions of their compositions, is sufficient now for
ir purpose, but such fact is certain evidence of their artistic skill, and that they
msidered and applied the materials of a locality in a natural manner.
I'hc forms of Gothic architecture were always' united—they grew out of each other,
tilended with the construction ; they were usually continuous, and rarely abrupt,
pt in such positions where contrast was required. This system was the very

.CISC in the Classic style, where the blocks were placed abruptly upon each other,
ith little connecting link to unite the wliole mass ; and the contrasts consisted in
ly continuous lines that were found necessary in the composition. One style may
considered as the union of curved and pliable lines and inseparably linked
Iher, the otiier a union of massive forms, square arrangement, and abrupt lines,
iiring little but the positive indication of ponderous strength to satisfy our
tiuy as to its perfect combination of harmonious parts. I have taken this wide
illol as most suitable to my illustration of the incompatibly of the two styles
•liug in the same group or arrangement of buildings without positive detriment
itlier the one or the otlier. Togetlier, it would be dilTicult to dispose a composi-

m that could be pleasing in an artistic point of view ; but separately the same
inclple.s of aesthetics would establish a perfect work of art.

\ arious columns in the same portico, a mixture of various sizes, of various forms,
omposition of various dates, windows of various widths and forms, would not be
ire offensive to the laws of harmony in one building than the arrangement of the
li-rent styles of architecture in juxtaposition in a number.
liow, then, can we reconcile the practice so generally adopted, and constantly
vocated, as the application or reproduction of the two styles of art, so diametri-
!y opposed to each other—one for ecclesiastical and the other for secular purposes?

. the Gothic art the windows are large, but subdivided by mullions; and when
increased size is required in the windows, an increased number of mullions are
'"luced, so that very little difference is made in the sizes of the general forms,

. thus harmony of form is preserved.
i' a composition where numerous windows are required of nearly the same form,
Uvitiion of the parts of construction should be similar ; and if larger windows
' required, as in a tower or other parts of the structure, the increased size should
btaiued by increasing the number of divisions, and not by merely magnifying
;;''neral forms, for in the latter case the eflect would be to decrease the apparent
"f the tower.

lie general effect of any composition will depend upon its unity of form or outline.

Outhne gives us our first impression, whatever this may bo; It should be studied
first, indepi iidently of any arrangement of light and eliade and color contained
within it. Outline applies as much to the composition of many other tubjects M
well as to architecture, and should be amenable to the same principles. The beauty
of an outline may not entirely depend upon flowiuif »"'! graceful lines; it may
consist of straight and short lines, and abrupt angles. The harmonious arrangement
of the lines woukl of thenuielves constitute a ueauty, although In one case of a
yielding and flowing character, which might indlcnte elci^ancc and delicacy ; in
another, short, crisp, and angular, imparting to the design an appearance of firmness,
weight, solidity, strength, and durability. Still, they would be equally beautiful if har-
moniously arranged. It is the combination of like parts which produce a harmonious
whole, whether those parts be curved or s<|uare in their general forms.

I have before shown tha{ compositions ot perfectly opposite character may bo har-
monious in themselves; it is not the materials, but the proper arrangement of
materials, which constitutes a beautiful picture.

It would be well to turn our attention more frequently to the value and Importance
of outline, when scrutinis'ng any work of art; it is impressed upon us In a greater
or less degree, according to the variety of its arrangement, and it should always
retain that position, even when in connexion with the forms It surrounds; and In
order that those forms should harmonise with it, they should indicate Us presence In
a minor degree, and be the index, as it were, of the other features.

It may be ahnost said that outline embodies imagination; for the mind conceives
an occujiancy and gives solitlity to a mere outline drawn upon any surface; the
limited space Is immediately tilled up by the mind and connected with whatever pre-
scribed form the outline partakes, in this disposition of the imaf^lnation the con-
ceived composition is pleasing or disagreeable according to the quality of the outline
—its leading principle.
Outline and harmony of form will naturally lead to the consideration of what is

termed "proportion." Proportion is too frequently considered a fixed standard or
type of art ; it should rather be considered a relative quality, by which we regulate
the numerous details of a composition.
I'roportion Is a term in such general use, when applied to architecture, that I feel

a degree of diffidence in attempting to explain what proportion is, and not what It is

generally understoo<I to be. I'roportion muat be a relative quality, as It must
have a direct reference to some other thing. Yet we constantly hear of a
column being in good proportion. True, it may be in good proportion In
reference to another of the same kind, or when applied to the object it sup-
Eorts ; still, if this were the case, a column supporting a statue could hardly
e in good proportion, as compared with a similar column supportln^^ an

entablature ; there can be no comparison between the weights supported. Then
what becomes of the standard proportion ? A column by association as well as
fact, is only part of a composition— a limb of a perfect body, and it is inconsistent to
apply it to a use for which it was never intencled. A column is an established part
of Classic architecture, and applied in every age for a specilic purpose ; it therefore
otTends our associations by placing it out of its position, and shows by this misappli-
cation a lack of thought and invention, and how httlc study is given to the contrivance
of characteristic composition. It is quite true that numerous precedents can be cited
for such misapplication, in Rome and elsewhere, but I cannot help doubting the
good taste of those authorities ; it was a custom rarely if ever practised by the
Greeks or the Medievalists, but if it had been so practised, I still think it a custom
more honoured in the breach than the observance.
Troportlon, we have been taught to believe to be also a fixed standard for the di-

mensions of rooms, and that when the measure is many breadths iu length and
height, that such proportions are essential to beauty iu architdcturc. liut are these
the only proportions that we must look to for a satisfactory and :esthetic composi-
tion ? If so, I fear there is little of our art that can chum any beauty; nay, more,
that there is little chance in these degenerate days of utilitarianism, of adopting the
elevated proportions laid down by the Italian masters. Yet I do not despair that at
the present time many works will stand the test of criticism for ages to come.
although they may be composed upon rules quite contrary to those I have alluded to.

Kules, I have before stated, must give place to principles, and a clear conception of
harmonious arrangement. And when the relative proportion of the parts to the
whole is fully carried out, at least an agreeable composition may be attained. I
would lay a great stress upon rt/s system ofproportlon-this equipoise In the composi-
tion, as it must be evident that such a system would engender fresh thoughts, and
new ideas, which when thoroughly analysed, and foutid perfectly connected, must yield
a satisfactory composition. Upon these principles 1 would recommend all works to
be tested ; such investigation would be severe, but instructive, and would soon lead
to a wholesome state of critical inquiry and study,—we should hear less of dog-
matical ridicnie, and receive more instructive information in architecture.

I cannot refrain here from remarking upon the various ingenious modes of ascer-
taining the system of composition which produced those marvellous works the
ecclesiastical edifices of the Middle Ages. JIuch labour and thought have been
bestowed upon the supposed origin of the composition of those edifices. One theory
is based upon a combination and intersection of a series of triangles, and might apply
to two or three structures, but it rarely fits more than that number ; and, even then
some portions of the design do not exactly coincide ; yet we are told that this fact is

not to be taken as a defect in the theory, but as a defect in the execution of the work.
It is not my intention or wish to deprecate such labours, —any one who will take the
trouble to propound a theory renders a great service to art, and, although we may
differ in opinion, at least he has called attention to the subject in a way that may lead
to further investigation, by which we may elicit much valuable information. I do
not feel at present convinced upon this subject, any more than that of the theory of
proportion laid down by the Italian architects. I consider that tho great works of
theMiddle Ages are the result of an intuitive and artistic inspiration,—in the first

instance rouglily sketched out, then reduced to the principles of harmony in form,
colour, material, and construction. I would rather take this system of composition
with strict analjsation, then all the piling of triangles one above another according
to the theories just alluded to.

It would be a useful study for the young architect to test his compositions by the
principle I am advocating. I feel assured that although all I say may not be correct,

at least he would acquire a power of analysation very useful to him in describing his
own works or those of antiquity that he may have seen. In the numerouo excellent
illustrated works published the descriptions are in such general terms that little

mlbrmatjon is obtained from them that can be useful to the student ; but by acxiuirmg
a power ofjust criticism the architect would not only be storing much Information
for his own benefit, but he would be In the way of imparting knowledge to others—
that knowledge, in short, that would redound again to his oenefit—for the more the
public obtain knowledge of our art the more they appreciate it ; they then feel

greater diffidence in attempting to carry out works In architecture without a previous
amount of arduous study—such study as can be rarely acquired by an amateur.

I will not now speak of tho system of composition founded upon squares, as my
objections, however ill-founded, apply equally to that system ; these theories. In

short, are but expedients— helps to composition, and lame helps too.—they fetter the
mind and cramp the energies, for "although art has its boundaries, imagination
has none."
rroportion is too frequently associated with our knowledge of existing works m

art as standards of excellence from which no deviation can be allowed ; vet by such
works we are apt to judge all others, instead ofjudging by the abstract laws of har-

mony ; convenience, scientific construction, durable materials, locality, and other

requirements incidental to circumstances, must always be considered before^ny
attempt is made to use any particular style of architecture in a composition. Tina
should invariably be tlie case, as the requirements of circumstances and the mate-
rials to be used would most likely lead to the application of such forms only as would
be fresh. The materials of the locality would have considerable influence upon the

general character of the composition. Presuming that nothing remained to be done
but to arrange the artistic composition, this must necessarily arise out of the wants
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previously coiisiderod ; iind in all districts opportunities oociir tor considerable variety
in embclusluucut without launching' iuto profuse display.

r It can scarcely have escaped the observation of persons acquainted a little ^vith art
that, if an artist desires to produce a good effect in a building, although only
part of his picture, he does tliis in many instances by a crispness of touch and
a subdivision of parts, which gives distinction to the joiutiug of his masonry,
and breaks up his surface; It produces dilTerent dispositions of light and
shade, and keeps the eye employed and prepared to receive the other and
more Important divisions of hia composition without violent contrast; broken
surface, too, gives greater apparent size. In stone districts, the common
walling is frequently extremely Victuresquc, and when soundly built becomes an
important surface decoration. The introduction of brick with stone, where the
latter material is rare, gives an excellent opportuuity for contrast ; brick and flint in
alternate courses—in panels, in chequers, and various other modes, form great
variety and pictorial etfect lu all this description of surface decoration, great
attention is required to Ihejoiutiug,— not merely the practical miisoury but the
artistic jointing; no line of joint should appear to be continuous, or merely wavely,
or with such reg:ular undulations that produce smoothness ; the joints should be
crisp, the angks of the stone sparkling, not neat, the termination of the lines

abrupt,—such, in short, as I'rout used to delight in, leaving on tho'mind an ira-

Cision of brilliancy, tlint walling produces a similar effect; Then, too, the
d stones of window and door jambs shouK bear the same character of

work; thev should not be square, regular In the tail of the bond, or of eaual
heights ; they should be varied, just as the man who worked the stone had
fonnd it when fresh from the quarry. This is almost imperative, as the rough
tall of the stone, when united with the rough wall, harmonises with it, and prepares
the mind by easy stages to the more finished portion of the work, in the moulded
jamb. Again, too, it gives j^cater value to the decoration in the window, or other
features by the gradual union of the strong or rugged with the more finished and
delicate portions ; and at the same time, by concentratiug the objects, draws the eye
to the most observable forms in an unobtrusive and yet pleasing manner. In com-
mending this kind of rough building, it is not my intention to disparage squared
masonry. I am now merely pointing out the simplest means of legitimate surface
decoration—a subject full of suggestion, and worthy of the greatest attention ;—-but,
although full of interest and value as an artistic study, it has its limits : roughness
should not merge into uncouthness or slovenliness, and an affectation of roughness

;

nor should the distortion of natural smoothness, by giving the appearance of rough-
ness, at an amount of additional labor and cost, be allowed; sucli labor would always
prove abortive. Uoughncss of surface must arise from evident consistency of con-
struction, and when thus tinted with it, shows a certainty of streiij^th andclurability,
and another charm is then added to the composition. In some districts the native
material is of such a description that there can be no roughness without bad masonry,
except, indeed, where the stone is chopped into shape—a very useful mode of surface
work. In smooth-surface masonry it is much more difficult to produce an elTect at a
moderate cost^ as the regular, close, horizontal, and vertical joints produce little or
no variety in the wall, and in many instances look like a wall ofone stone perforated
with openings ; and, if without string-courses, or other apparent ties, the decorations
of windows and doors appear unconnected with the wall. We need not look farfrom
tliis metropolis to see ample illustrations of this fact : in such work the object of the
mason is to make his work look *'all of a piece," and the union of the parts
becomes abrupt. "We do not see where the jamb unites, or bonds into the wall. Fre-
quently pilasters or columns are in larger blocks than the wall masonry, and are
practically and positively defective in construction. In positions where bricks are
used for the suriace of walls and jambs of ^vindows and doors of stone, it is a common
practice to carry the stone jambs the whole height without any apparent union : this
18 not only defective in composition but also in construction, and the loss of the uniting
tie of the jambs is a loss in pictorial effect of the wall decoration.

I speak of these matters irrespective of style, as the picturesque and pleasing in all

architecture would be in like manner produced in either or any style.
Hitherto I have spoken of walling, or surface, in the first or simplest mode of artistic

decoration—an incrustation, in short, upon tlie surface; but similar prmeiplea of
arrangement will apply to the most elaborate ornament. On the surface, as a whole,
it forms but an incrustation, a roughness acted upon by the sun's raya, and thus
producing lights and shades. The size and distribution of those parts also tend to
produce a relative magnitude in the grouping. For we only observe the magnitude
of buildings by their re;«/i re /)ro»or^'on«. Take for instance a mere plain wall, the
size and extent of that wall would appear greater or less if a door or opening of large
or small dimensions were placed in it. The plain squared stone, with little appear-
ance ofjoints, would also reduce the apparent size; but a few breaks, cither in a
difference of construction or panels, a small bracket or corbel, a basso-relievo, on the
surface, would add to the appearance of extent, and at the same time produce a picto-
rial and pleasing variety. IJut suppose the doorway and panel to be nearly of the
same size, they would act in an antagonistic manner, and divide the attention

;

whereas a decided difference in dimension would give value to the larger feature, and
leave the smaller one, being less in consequence, to carry the eye by degrees to the
plain surfaces or repose in the wall. Too great a similarity of surface decoration,
whether of simple or ornate character, would be as defective as too httle, and become
monotonous in the extreme. In architectural composition there are many things
which would give us the power of breaking up ttie surface of a wall without resorting
to the commonplace expedient of blank windows, useless doors, or tenantle-ss niches.
Whatevcris used for purposes of this kind should be perfect in itself, not left to the
imagination of the observer to complete, or, in the country, to be filled up by the
growing plants of the gardener.
You will at once see how a multitude of useful forms of every description may be

legitimately used in the decoration of walls; a rough wall becomes decorated by
the mode of arrangement and construction of its materials; any wall, however
elaborately wrought or panelled, would, at a certain distance—that distance from
which we view an outline properly—produce no more pictorial effect than its rough
relation, and, upon a nearer approach, it should be evidently constructed upon the
same consistent principles, so that the several parts should be undoubtedly united,
and that one part could not be removed without the destruction, not only con-
Btructively, but artistically, of the whole composition. The Egyptians decorated
their walls most profusely with sculpture and hieroglyphics : in the Grecian temples
the walls were almost invariably plain. The Romans introduced panels and orna-
mental sculpture on their walls ; the modems carried to a greater extent this system.
The early medieval artists decorated their walls with panelling, which, at a later
date became profuse, extravagant, and frequently monotonous. All these methods
of ornamenting surface walling may be artistically called a production of incrusting
to create variety and light and shade; and in an artistic point of view, when con-
sidered in a general composition, they must be taken in that sense. It is in a
particular inspection that these matters must derive a further individual interest; and
BO aid in producing a fine work of art.
If it were easy to remove any part of a composition without detriment to the

general effect, it must be evident that such part of the design would not only be
nimccessary, but would amount to an obtrusion and a deformity. One of the great
leading principles of all composition is, that every single part should have a positive
relation to the whole, constructively andassthctically. If the whole outline of a com-
position is pleasing, and the balance of parts is in perfect relation to each other, the
minor accessories should hold a similar relationship; the contrasts, the light and
shade, the incrustino and repose, require a like balance and relative proportion. The
Important feature should not only be sufficient to demand the first consideration, but
the repetition of some connecting link should be carried throughout the whole work,
leaving a greater influence in the parts most required to be brought into .secondary
consideration—as in the composition of a picture the painter draws vour attention
to the main subject by slow gradations ; his high lights, his cxjlors, his forms, are
carried in leaser degrees throughout his canvas, so contriving his composition that
his satellites shall reflect, though in diminished lustre, the rays of the parent planet.

In speaking of surface decoration, I am naturally led to the consideration of those
featm-es which individally may come under the denomination of distinct designs ; but,
as 1 have before mentioned, when connected with the walling, must be inseparable
from it, and should, therefore, next claim our attention.
The early writers on Classic architecture have laid down rules for the 7)n>port«M;,

as they call them, of windows and other openings, the breadtli of spaces or piers
between, and the size of their decorations. In most of the erections which come
under the hands of architects of the present day, such rules may have formed the
study of previous years ; but although known, how are they to be now applied ? for
every new building requires a new treatment, as it is most likely for a new purpose.
How, then, are we to reconcile those dogmas with the necessities of the case?
Certainly not by such rules.

I have before stated how necessary it is for the student In architecture to store his
mind with the knowledge of every style of architecture, and to study each style, so
as to ascertain in what way the great effects have been arrived at in those works that
have received .universal commendation. No doubt it will be found that tins
arises from the principles of harmony being carried out to the fullest extent, and
that every single design is governed by the principles of harmony which principles
are universal.
But the rules for one' subject can only be derived from the principles of that

subject. Perhaps I may be more clearly understood by stating that the principles of
harmony are universal, without regard to style or particular subject ; but the rules
derivable from the harmonious composition of one design may be perfectly different

or any other : for instance, the massive, simple, plain, and sturdy appearance of the
temples at Prcstum require that the details should partake of the same massive
character and size. The relative proportions of the parts of this design would be
unsuited to that of a temple or other building of a lighter, more ornate, or simple
structure : hence it is that no rules can be universal, but principles must be bo.

Taking this broad basis, 1 again reiterate that the rules laicl down by old writers
must be regarded with care and jealousy, as they may lead to error, and, by a too
zealous attention to precedent, the principles of harmony be destroyed,

I feel that I have exhausted my time and your patience in the subject I have so
feebly discussed. I feel, too, that I have touched but lightly upon the .subject of
architectural composition—a subject of unbounded interest;—and the unconnected
way in which 1 have treated these suggestions, will, I fear, contribute littli.- to the
general stock of usefulness. The matter still waits to be treated by abler hands; yet
I feel a certain conviction at the close of these remarks, that it ia still necessary to
speak out, and, unequivocally. "3Iau builds houses to live in." It is a stubMni,
cold fact, entirely divested of all antiquarian or architectural enthusiasm, that
mullions will still be knocked out of Gothic windows, because thev are useless; that
the Gothic style will be still difficult of application in its full truthfulness ; Classic art

will bo mangled into utility; and Act of Parliament houses still are, and will be
continued to be built ; for, as we are taught, that in " a multiplicity of opinions there
is wisdom," I think there can be no doubt that in a multiplicity of modern hoosca,
there is the wisdom of convenience.
Out of these facts we shall, no doubt, found a new style, or progressive change in

art, suitable to our purposes. I feel that that change has already commenced; but
the ultimate result is a problem I must leave for others to solve.

It may appear in these suggestions that I desire to set at nought all 09tabli?hed
rules and authority. This I trust you will not place to my charge. A knowledge of

architecture is not to be derived without a close study of every connecting link In

the art ; this connexion can only be firmly held by grasping all information, whether
from buildings or books, yet there must be a time, after long and arduous striving,

that buildings and books shouldbeconsideredonly as the foundations of new theories

and fresh ideas. In the heyday of life we are, perhaps, too apt to give our imagina-
tions full scope, before we have sufliciently digested the ideas of others. Inraoro
mature age we may endeavour to enlarge upon those principle;? which we have
received as a bountiful legacy from our forefathers. AVe should, however, bend our

energies to the task with unflagging zeal ; we should follow the art for the art alone,

for he who merely looks to the amount of his commission for the repayment of his

labors, will not only lose the pleasure derivable from the study of a noble art, but

will do little worthy of regard; nor can he hardly be considered to have added his

quota for the benefit of his species, for no purBuit tends so much to the profit of the

mind as the development of the arts of the beautiful.
On the motion ot the Chairman, a vote of thanks to Mr. Lamb for his exceUrait

lecture was carried by acclamation. i

The meeting then separated.

TI.—Rev. Mackenzie Walcot, m.a.

ON Tuesday evening the Rev. Mackenzie Walcot, M.A., delivered the sixth ot

this course of lectures at the Architectural iilxliibition, Conduit-street, Regent-

street, before a numerous audience. The chair was occupied by Mr. E. li. Laub,
who introduced the lecturer to the meeting.

;

The Rev. Mackenzie Walcot then read the following paper :—

IN undertaking a lecture upon the character and acts of a person who has long

'

since been dead, I will employ the apology of Bacon with reference to Hcnrj
VII. in a similar case—" I took him to life as well as I could, sitting so f;ir off am
having no better light." I owe it also to this audience to assure tliem that siuce ;

pubhshed a volume on the subject in 1852 I have been able to repernse the variou

sources of information of wluch I then availed myself, and have neen also so fortu

nate as to make some additions, which for the first time I shall have the honor ti

submit to you. Still, it is a subject of painful regret that, owing to the nrglect o ,

their opportunities of collecting facta by Wykeham's earlier biographers, we hav
lost " jnany things of worthy memory whicli now shall die in oblivion, and we retun

unexperienced to our graves."
In the same year (l.T^4) two of the most memorable men of a remarkable age firs

|

saw the light—John Wycliffe the Reformer and William of Wykeham. by far th
I

greater and better man of the two. If there was ever a noteworthy instance of self

;

help in a religious spirit, it is that of this illustrious character. It has been asserte

that he was connected with the family of Wickham of Swalcliffe, in Oxfordshin
Whenever a man raises himself to rank, position, or wealth, there are ahvays hun i

dreds ready to claim kinship and prefer a right to such distinction. It is quil

certain that none of the name gave a helping hand to the young boy. when lieucedf

it. His fatlier was known ns John Longe ; bis mother's name was Sybilla, daughti

of William and Alice llowade; and quaint old Fuller makes a very coinplimentar

pun on his father's name. When he rose to eminence he never adoi>ted the arms i

.

the Swalcliffe family, but took the device of a chevron or carpenter's couple, i]

allusion to that science to which he owed his fortunes, or else as significant thi
j

he had been the architect of his own success. Those who are curious in tl

colours of heraldry read in the black, perpetuity, and in the roses which 1

'

adopted the signs of brotherly love.

The village of Wykeham, from which he took his name, lies four miles south I

Waltham, on the west bank of the river Arle, in a very pretty and pictaresqM

country. He took his name from the place which he thus ennobled. Hisimoth:
was connected with the lords of Stratton, and she gave her child the Christian nai

,

of her father. Possibly to this alliance we may refer the patronage of Sir Nichol

Uvedalc. lord of the manor Wykeham, Lieutenant of Southampton, and Govern

or Constable of Winchester Castle. He was gent to the Cathedral school, whi

stood near the king'p gate, just outside the walls of the Close, and occupies the s;

of a still earlier Hcminary in which several sons of the Saxon kings, including Alir

himself, had received their education. He is said thence to have proceeded

Oxford, where he attended the mathematical lectures of Lewis Carlctou, afterwar -

llisbop of Hereford, and the Pra^lectionsjin Civil Law of W. Dorach daring f

'

years. French, geometry, logic and arithmetic he studied at Winchester. On I

spot where his chantry now stands was an altar of St. ^fary, where the mcnil
' maBB was sang ; and to it the boy constantly repaired for his devotions. Ferha

|
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to these frequent visits wc may attribute tliat love of areliitectiirc and incliniitlon for

the siTviee of the Chureli, which bo eniinenlly distinguished him in after-life. Of his

Oxford earcer we Icaru only tliat ho studied logic, mathematics, civil law and arltli-

metic, and became the friend of W. Courtenay, afterwarda primate, and .John

Bucldngliain sometime Bishop of Lincoln. It is worthy of remark that lu all the

patents previous to his reception of holy orders, lie la styled Clericus, which tho

Sreat ( )xford antiquary, A. Wood informs us was the title of academical students.

His early knowledge of arithmetic, mathematics and geometry tended to

hts aeiiuisition of tlie science of architecture. After six years spent at (Jxford

Wykeliam entered tiic service of his generous patron, to whom he recommended
himself by his skill in overseeintr repairs-and alterations In Winchester Castle, and
by his ability as a secretary in writing: letters to the Kins and nobles. After tliree

years. Sir liichard Uvedale introduced him to Edyugdon, the Jiishop of the diocese

and Lord Treasurer of England, and he was received into his family—an expression

rcferrinpr to tlie household and yountr men ofpromi.se, whom bishops, at tliat period,

were in the habit of training for active emplovmciit in the tlliurch and State. The
Intimacy thus formed lasted through life j on December lu, IK;!, Wykeham acted as

his attorney in taking: possession of certain lands ; and in V.&i, llenry Sturmy, of

ISlvetham,who had recently served the ollice of liigh siieriff of tlie county, consti-

tuted bini his attorney to deliver seisin of some estates to the bishop. We may,
therefore, presume that his knowledge of law was by no means Inconsiderable. The
only letter of Wykeham extant is in French. It is of more peculiar Interest here to

remember that the church of the native place of Edyngdou contains the earliest

appearance of the I'erpendicular style, and must have been built during the resi-

dence of Wykeham in the Bishop's house. Another noteworthy circumstanco is,

that Edyngdon's chantry, in the Cathedral of Winclicatcr, is the llrst th.at was built

as a di.fiinet chapel between the piers of an arcade, and was the model of Wyke-
hani's eliautry, and of those of Bishop Gardiner andCardinal Beaufort—an arraiige-

ment peculiar to this cathedral, and, we can hardly hesitate to infer, tlie design of
AVykeliam. The notice of Edyngdon led to still more important results. In 1:117

King Edward 11 1., on his return from the siege of Calais, spent several days at Win-
chester. The Constable and Edyngdon presented their secretary to tlie King, who
was then in need of engineers and arciiitects, and Wykeham was "another Euclid

in geometry." His excellent address, line person, and great abilities installed him
in the Iving's favor at tlie early age of tbrce-and-twenty

—

" His years but young, but Ills experience old

;

His head unmellowed, but his Judgment ripe."

The King plied him with pointed questions on subjects of tiuancc, conditions and
treaties of peace, declaration of war, and other political matters, and he answered
with equal modesty and tiUeut. The King found an easy method of supporting him.
He made him a lay rector. An objection has been adduced against Wykeham for

accepting the revenues of a parish without discharging its duties. Other men,
equally honorable and conscientious, have held ecclesiastical preferment as laymen

;

for instance, Sir II. AVotten was I'rovost of Eton, and Camden had a stall at Canter-
bury ; while at the present day tlie lay rector is still a name not unknown. Until
we amend our own alluirs in tlie nineteenth century I think we need not be too
curious in detecting faults in earlier periods of onr history. Besides, at this parti-
oolar time it was well that an Englishman enjoyed even pluralities, so numerous
were Italian and non-resident foreign clergy in the country, and the evil rose to such
a height, that in l.j;4 ICing Edward III. required a return of their numbers. Indeed,
in one instance, we lind that Wykeham was a merely nominal rector, the i*ope having
Instituted proeeedin';s against him for holding the living of rulham. More than
this, the confusion ofthe times, the scarcity and ignorance of the clergy, necessitated
tile bestowal of pluralities on the few men capable of adorning high station and
administering important oflices. It is impossible to determine for what length of
ttme, when exchanges were common and frequent, Wykeham held his benellces after

liehad taken holy orders. In l;iG6 Pope Urban directed abull against pluralities, and
Jn the return" wiiich was made it was shown that he had voluntarily resigned tliose

Ip^eferments witii cure which necessitated residence, that he held only sinecures and
lifftlls, while as arclidcacon of Lincoln, he no doubt was as vigilant and active as he
irfterwards proved when he became a bishop. However, there can be no question on
file point, for in abull of the Pope, dated at the very close of that year, the Pontiff
Writes to Wykeham assuring him that he had received from very many quarters of
the highest credit testimonies of praise for his great learning, his excellent life and
Character, his forethouglit in spiritual matters, and his prudence in things temporal.
Jt Is to us of interest here to know that he was l*rebendary of Tottenhall in St.

Paul's Catliedral, a canon of St. Stephen's chapel, Westminster, the crypt of which
•till remains, and has recently been restored ; and also dean of St. Slartin's-le-Grand,
Which occupied the site of the General I'ost Ofiice. In the chapel of Winchester
House, Southwark, which adjoined the present priory church of St. Jlary Overege, he
was admitted priest and subdeacon. In this church he married Gower, the poet, to
Alice Goundolph. It was at St. Martin's that Wykeham first exhibited his bounty.
We find his successor, W. do Mulsho, and the chaptor,pn 1367 declaring that out of
Ills own private means, and at heavy charges, Sir W. de Wykeinam, witli works in

wood and stone, restored then: free chapeland the cloister in the midst thereof in a
aew form of wonderful beauty—(you will observe tills expression, whicli certainly
jpoints to his invention of tlie I'erpendicular style)—built it. and adorned it with
ielllngs of stone, and undertook to build the chapter house on its foundations, which
were dug to a great depth in the ground. He resolved to complete it in an admirable
Snanuer with stone ceiling and enrich it artistically, at an enormous expense, works
Which, without his hand and aid, beyond a doubt, would never have been completed.
The church was destroyed in 1547, but on clearing the site in ISIS the crypt, part of
Wykeham's building, was laid open to view. The value of this testimony is consi-
derable. W. de Mulslio, Canon of "Windsor, was appointed Surveyor of "Works at
Windsor in l.'SS, and clerk of the works in 1301. On October 30, 1350, Wykeham
tKoame Surveyor of Works at "Windsor and chief warden and surveyor of the castle,

i>Dly 10, 135'J. In the latter year, according to a MS. chronicle of the period preserved
tn Christchurch College, Cambridge, Wykeham is said to have instigated the King to
Oebuild large portions of the castle, probably of the upper, now the middle ward. In
X366-7 the King, according to an old tradition, was urged by his royal prisoners

I

£iphn and Bavid to extend the castle, and replied, "i'es, he would, with the help of

I
'neir ransoms. W. de 31ulsho, as Wykeham's successor and assistant, could cor-
notly estimate his knowledge and science, and he offers this splendid testimony to

his anility. In 13(i3 he was made canon of St. Stephen's chapel, which was in course

j

flf htulding from ISiO to 1302. The same hand which designed the restoration of St.

I Ibrtin's in 13(10-ftS was doubtless employed in the construction of the beautiful
dutpcl of Wesiminster at the very same period.
There is one ofHce held by "Wykeham- that of tho I'rovostship in Wells Cathedral

—^whlch shows that lie was no mean proficient in music. He was I'resident of the
Oollege of Minor Canons, and liad equal powers with a sub-dean or sub-chanter at

I Tork ; he acted as the Precentor's vicar, and in choir was superior to any canon.

I The office still exists at Milan.
Wykeham, on his introduction to Court, proved eminently useful to the King. Tn

Bie preamble to a licence of mortmain granted to his colleges. King Kichard II.

I
declares tliat he was induced to make the grant on consideration of his higli merits,

iltfs strict honor, and the many advantageous services rendered in various ways by
I'Wyteham from early youth to Ills royal grandfather, his father, and himself after

1 his accession to the < 'rown ; in the laborious government of the realm and the ad-
I lainistration of its affairs, by his advice, his opportune aid, his readiness, loyalty, his

I Jteadfastness, his endurance of the foil and share in the expenses. Surely this is

I
• noble testimony to a young man set in the dangers and trials of a court, one the

Ivvinclpal portion of whose active life was cast in the brilliant and eventful reign of
ISdward lit., distinguished by French and Scottish conquest, by the improvement of
Ihome commerce and manufactures tlirough the league with Jacques d'Arteveldt and
Itte men of (jhent ; liy the encouragement of the native tongue of England, and tli

^ofteningof its literature by those Provencal minstrels who accompanied theconquero
ifCreasy and Poictiers from Guiunc. He might have proved a soldier-bishop, like

Courtenay ; a courtler-prlest, like Wolsey; fa mere creature of intrigue, lilcc too
many of those who have tilled a similar position of trial ; bat that earnest piety
which characterhted the boy was the aafegiurd of the man.*

FEMALE SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN.
THE inadequacy of tlie premi.ses occupied by this e»tah}|shnicnt in Oower-«treet

must have been long famijiar to our readers, and it is also Icnowii that an
active movement lias been lately made to raise a fund for the erection of a suitable
building; in which to conduct its future operations.

Tlie committee of tlie t-chool, tlie lady visitors, the teachers, and many dis-
tinguished promoters of art education are eami«tly at work to promote this
object ; upwards of £-JO0 have been already subscribed, including £80 from the
students of tho school and several munificent sums from artists and friends of
art, among whom (although it may appear invidious to particularise) we can-
not resist mentioning .Mrs. S. C. Hall, .Mrs. Harry Chester, Mrs. H. Cole, Mr*.
Redgrave, Miss Bell, Mrs. Beriali Botfleld, Mrs. Dewint, Laily Eastlnke, and
Mrs. Russell Gurney, to whom we might add other honored names.
Ho less than £2,000 will be required, und to aid in realising it the most effi-

cient means appears to be the convergazione announced to be held in the South
Kensington Museum, on Thursday, the 21st inst. This has the patronage of the
Queen, who will send the world-famed " Kohinoor " Diamond to exhibit ; the
additional lustre ofwhich, under the skilfnl cutting of Messrs. Gcrrard, it has ac-

quired .xincetlie Great Exiiibition of 18.51, will no doubt be duly appreciated. The
" Fine Arts Club" will contribute a collection of ancient and modem jewellery,

and there is no doubt that contributions will pour in upon the promoters of the
movement in the utmost profusion.

That the conversazione (the admission to which has been fixed at a very
moderate sum) will attract a brilliant assembly there cannot be a doubt, and the
band of the Hereford Militia, by permission of the Marquis of Salisbury, will

attend, .ind, as representing a branch of the fine arts, will be well associated with
others on this occasion.

It appears from a statement just issued, that of 118 pupils now in the school

77 are studying for tlic express purpose of ultimately maintaining themselTes by
tlie application of their artistic SKill and taste to practical purposes.

—

—

Uncle Solomon,—Whatever Tom may think of your "Familiar Letters."

they liave afforded to myself so much satisfaction and support of opinion, that

it seems impossible for them to be unwelcome anywhere ; only Iain sorry you
think it unprofessional to enter info the occasional purchase of materials and
other details of an executive character—of coui-se I mean when adequately re-

munerated—and can adduce the case of a mansion that will stand comparison

with any in the kingdom for excellent workmanship,—an excellence, indeed, that

could hardly have been attained by the contract system. In this case the pro-
prietor had two estimates—"A," for the carcase, and "B" for the finishings.

For the first a contract was entered into, and satisfactorily fulfilled, by a London
firm, but the second was abandoned ; and it was determined to erect workshops on
the spot, employ good artificei's, under tlie immediate direction of the clerk of the

works, subject to the general supervision of the architect, to whom weekly returns

were made—just as though he had been the chief performer his name implies—and
such materials and artistic portions as could be best obtained in London were so

procured. The workmanship is, as I have said, perhaps unique ; cost was not a
vexed question, because the owner saw and felt that he had " money's worth,"

and he ungrudgingly paid an extra five per cent, for the professiontil aid wliich

had evidently been well earned.

The field upon which you now propose to enter is of the CTeater importance,

because we are at a loss for some grand criterion or landmark, like that of the

arcliitect's five per cent. I lately received the opinion of a man of great

eminence and practical experience, that if not supported by some official or

or professional appointment, and abstaining also from the duties connected with

the management of property—spuming, in point of fact, the name of

"surveyor," and clinging solely to that of "artist architect"—the younp
practitioner would find himself upon a road with the stiffest gradients, and his

onward movement is very np-liill work indeed.

It is worth noticing, perhaps, that the architect to the India Board holds his

valuable appointment as " clerk of the works," and that the present officer of

the city of London is the first to whom the title of architect has been accorded.

Appointments of this character, not precluding private practice, but largely

promoting it—ns do also the surveyorships—ought, I think, in fairness to the

brotherhood, to preclude the tenure of other similar offices; but there are

cormorants among us who seem disposed to use each accession of influence only

for the accomplishment of further professional aggrandisement, and if you think

with me, I hope you will give weight to the suggestion. But returning to the

subject of " Charges," it would be convenient to know where fees of an arbitrary

and absolute kind, and when a pro rata scale or commission ought to be re-

spectively adopted. In cases where the labor is proportionate to some result in

money, it seems natural and appropriate to measure the reward thereby, but

thereare also cases in whicli that proportion is not so perceptible, £md where the

charge by commission is defensible on less apparent founds, such as might be

used, for instance, by the tax collector, tho stockbroker. Sec., where the charges

for the duties performed are commensurate with the responsibility, rather than

with the trouble, or even .skill, of the parties employed.
One of the Irish Boards made public some montlis since the scale ofremunera-

tion to tlieir estimating surveyors, and, as might be expected, it would sometimes

happen, that for doing more work they would receive less money

!

The prmciple of the scale I send you is free from that defect, because the

reduction in the ratio of charge is applicable to the excess only over each of the

stages or amounts attained. Tliis scale has, too, I believe, the further value of

emanating from a public department, as one by which it was ready to abide m
reference to the valuation of property—viz., up to £400, 2.i per cent. ; after £400

to £1,000, 1 per cent. ; after £1,000 to £2,000, J per cent. ; after £2,000, J per

cent. If out of London, tlie time spent in travelling and the c.x])enscs were also

allowed. It applied to the valuation only, free from all negotiation or other

collateral business: and there was a constant influx ofcases from the same source.

To be continued.
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Competent persons hare told mo that tliis is somewhat below tlie average rate,

but it is not, perhaps, the lowest of all ibr valuations ptn-e et siiiiple, when a

mortgage or other risk impends, the charge would be greater, and where the

sale of property is effected the surveyor's recompense ought not to be less,

perhaps, than half-a-year's rack rent of the estate alienated ; and I hope you

will be express on this point, from having seen how verv narrowly we are some-

times dealt with in compulsory sales under Acts of Parliament, when, after

trouble and attention exacte(i for months,, or even years, the most pitiful

recompense is made to the surveyor, whose fidelity was due to his employer, the

vendor, yet whose payment the Act may provide shall come from the

purchaser.

In cases of building land, the business is usually of a tedious character,

though the advantages to the owners are genemlly too obvious and tangible to

render the commission a matter of difficulty ; still", it mav lie well to have your

temperate and convincing remarks on the subject as well as upon dilapidations,

measuring, ke.
Finallv, I invite you (though I know it to be needless) to observe the

impartial rule of your previous views ; as the grand object is, not to make high,

but indisputable claims, for as the good proverb teaches, " Better is a dinner of

herbs where love is, than a stalled ox and hatred therewith."
Simon Tersquaee.

Sir,—I am sure you will allow me an opportunity, through the medium of

your Journal, to correct the strange assertions contained in Mr. Mooris Moore's

communication from Milan of the 1st May, which appeared in the Building
JfEWs of the 11th. I can only conclude Mr. Moore's monomania respecting the

persecution which he conceives follows him through Europe, and the ineoiTCCtness

of his Munich correspondents have originated these misstatements of circum-

stances following upon the exhibition in this city of his picture " Apollo and

Marsyas."
All recollection of Mr. Moore's name had ascaped my memory when he came

to Munich, and no commuulcation of any kind had ever reache'd about him or

his picture. I was introduced to him by Mr. Uietz, the then President of our

Artists' Society here. Whatever my private opinion may have been regarding

the picture, I have never taken any part directly or Indirectly In the discussions

and criticisms with reference to it. ' 1 leave Mr. Moore's personalities respeci ing

my plain civilities to him to yoiu- readers' own discretion ; I translated as well as

I could in unavoidable haste the address refered to by Mr. Moore, presented to

him by the President and Secretary of the Artists' Benevolent Fund. I translated

this address at Mr. Moore's urgent request.

A few days after Mr. Moore left Munich, I mentioned at the Artists' Society

that I had translated this address, giving the wording as I had interpreted it. I

was astonished to find none of the members present seemed to be acquainted

with the tenor of the document. Some days after this it was decided on, to

ascertain the real intention of this address, that I should write a letter to the

Artists' Society, desiring as a member, to be informed If my interpretation of Its

meaning to Mr. Moore had been the correct one—that Is to say, as an expression

of the feelings of the Munich artists as a body. At a meeting of a large number
of our members, it was decided I should be furnished with a copy of the address,

and with it a letter of explanation (which was considered due to me), to the efl'ect

that the document Mr. Moore had received was not intended to express any
critical opinion of theirs with reference to the picture, but merely to thank Mr.
Moore for the pleasure afforded by its exhibition, and for the money which the

Artists' Benevolent Fund received theretrom. Both Mr. Dietz (President of

Artists' Society) and Mr. Bcrnhard (President of the Artists' Benevolent Fund),
declared publicly at this meeting and afterwards to me personally that this was
the only sense the address was intended to convey.
As the copy of the address had been mislaid, I did not receive it with Mr.

Sietz's letter of explanation until six weeks after the general niee Ing had
elapsed.

A legalized translation of Mr. Dietz's letter I enclose, begging you will insert

it togetlier with this.

The language of the " address " was In a German Diplomatic form, often

difficult even for a German to understand, and doubly so for a foreigner.

These facts constitute the whole of the suppos<;d conspiracy against Jlr. Moore
as far as Munich is concerned, they might have originated in any other circum-
stance than the exhibition of his picture, and they really only concerned the

private Interests of tlie Artists' Society. With these lines I shall close any further

communication on the subject, I am, .ice.,

Munich, May 24, 1800. Harold J. Stanley.

Mr. Habold J. Stanley—HONOKED Sin,—Instructed by a fellow member, Jlr.

Doeplex. respecting your doubts witli regard to an address presented to Mr. Morris
Moore, the Society has taken the enbject mto consideration, and commissioned the
undersigned to communicate to you the following points decided by them. 1. Tlie
mddress presented to Sir. Moore is nothing more than an expression of thanks tor the
benefit conveyed to the Artists' Benevolent Fuud Society, nor has it in any manner
the character of a testimony of artistical criticism, 'i. 'J'he address was not presuatcd
in the name of the Aluuich artists as a body, but only in tlie name of the Artists^
Menccotiiiit Society^ a society which in nowise pretends to have a decisive voice in
matters of taste. 3. The address was written and signed by the President of the
Artists' lienevolent Society, who holding that office of trust for the year IMi), from
the members of that Society, ts thereby empowered during that period to transact
with absolute right, business of tliia kind in the name of the Society. 4. Even if in
this address the originality ot this picture by Itall'aelle be recognised, tlic rresident
of the .Vrtlsts' Benevolent Society might have based his judf/ment upon subjective
pounds, but he had on the other iiand objective juBtihcutioii, since in fact tiie

m^ority of tliose who expressed an opinion in this place, pronounced in favor of the
Baffaclfc picture's authenticity.
After unprejudiced consideration of the above, you will not, honored Sir, have

reason to liud in the matter in question any cause of doubt, and we cherish the hope
that the many years' friendly relations between Mr. Stanley and this Society will not
suffer any injury by tliese differences so regretted by us.

With great respect, in the name of the Munich Artists' Society,
Unuich, November t)th, 1800. F. Dietz.

The undersigned certifies that the foregoing is a true and faithful translation of
the German original letter, signed by Mr. F. Dietz, and bearing date of the 11 tli

o( February, 18U0.

Munich, ;iCth May, l&OO. M. Wertheim,
Swom-Tnterpretcr and Translator

to the Koyal Court of Judicature at Munich.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Cemetery, Croydon.

For the Croydon Cemetery works. E. C. Robins, architect.

Down s £2,433
Datterbury 2,191

Kent 2,.1o0

Jackson and Shaw 2,180

Kbbutt 2,200

Beavers 2,195

King, Burton, and llipwell .. 2,400

JIcLeniiau and Bird (accepted) 1,940

IMckard 1,777

Bass 2,150

Lodve.

£511
4S9
480
525
400
523
470
420
425
4G0

Dwarf
, ;ei

l,i

1,

I,

1,

1,

1,

1,'

Walls.

2.50

,519

,345

,350

,327

,262

100
22:3

785

Total.

f4,2U
4,19fl

4,175
4,055
3,987
3,980
3,970
3,&s:i

2,987

For the ironwork in gates and railings for the Croydon Cemetery.
Hill and Smith £886 10

Kandall Stap 800

White 749 10

FordaudSon 016

Hood and Son £598
.Jordan 575
Lalngworthy and Eeid (accepted) ... 640

RErAiRs, Ac, City.
For works to be done in pulling down and rebuilding premises Nos. 9 and 10,

Addle-street, City, for Mr. A Sliore. Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects.

Quantities supplied.
Fish £1,013

Rider 1,502

Brown and Robinson 1,458

Wills £1,373
Pritchard and Sou 1,305

Cannon (accepted) 1,150

Residence, &c., Northampton.
Tenders for the erection of residence, otBces, and farm-bulldings at Moulton Park,

Northampton, for G. M. W. I'eaoocke, Esq., M.P. Mr. Frederick :Eggar, architect,

Farnhani and Alton.
, « . , „»

Ireson, Northampton £4,013 I Boddingtou, WeUmgborough .... £4,137

Watkin, Northampton 4,350
|

Hotel, Aldeeshot.
For the erection of an hotel in the Victoria-road, Aldershot, for Mr. Thomas

Sauuton. Mr. Frederick Eggar, architect.

Smith, Uuildford jei,«0

Villa, Hanley.
PFor villa residence for Mr. Thomas Ford, Haneley.
Matthews, Hanley £007 10 8 I Jones, Hanley £020

Hammersley, Hanley. 043 | Stallbrd, Hanley (accepted) 006

Gas Works, Hadlow.
For works at Hadlow, for the Hadlow Gas, Coal, and Coke Company (limited).

John Elden, Hadlow £347 13 I William Waghorne, Southboro'.. £297 10

George Chittenden, Tonbridge. . . 315 10 Wm. Warren, Hadlow (accepted). 275 10

John Leeds, Hadlow 303 10
|

Ranelagh Storm 0^'ERFL0W.
For the construction of Ranelagh storm overflow. Estimate ofMr. Bazalgette, the

engineer of the Board, £24,040.
Rummens .£.35,800

Newton 29,090

Moxon 27,000

Ucthick 23,500
Robinson 24,903

Hill 23,920

Batterby £20,500
Thirsk Lavers 26,317

Row 29,089

Bird 20,779

Hare 30,765

Treadwell (accepted) 35,455

Villa, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.
" For the erection of a detached villa for Mr. T. Comlield, Buckhurst-hill, Essex.

Mr. J. H. Itowley, architect, 17, St. Hclen's-place, City,

Rivett £1,033
Cordery 070

Goodman 040

flumphreys £020
Sewell 004

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Sydney, New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament tobe

erected in Sydney. Tlie architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and Franccare

invited to compete. £600 will be awarded for the approved design, and £3
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will requu-e to be sent under scaled covers

addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs

William L. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents

the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by sliamer

General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 69

lliffh Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Sir. H. Canipbcll,

Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodgesland Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment

photogrupblc views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such

explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.

Desijjns to January 1, 18G1.° CORN EXCHANGE.
Leeds.—For plans and estimates for a Corn Exchange, Leeds. Plans, &c., at the

office of Mr. E. Fllliter, C.E., Borouffli Surveyor, Town Hall, Leeds. A premium of

£100 will be given for the first, and £Bi for the next approved plan, both to become

the property of the council. Plans, &c., to June 30.

HOSPITAL.
Banff.—For designs, i.e., an elevation and plans for the erection of the Chalmers'

Hospital, Banir, against the 23rd day of June next, with certification. There will

have to be provided accomraod.atiou for 30 patients, being " destitute sick paupers,

for a house surgeon, matrons, attendants, dispensary for the hospital, and a meet-

ing-room for tlic Trustees. The sum to be expended on the building not to exceed

£5,000. The structure to be of such a style and character that it can suitably be

enlarged hereafter, in case the funds of the charity shall be able to afford increaad

accommodation, in terms of the deeds. Information as to site and other par-

ticulars, and the remuneration to be allowed to the party whose plans arc! sulccted,

will be learned on application to William Coutts, Solicitor, in Banff. The iilans to

beara motto, and be accompanied with a statement of the style and finish of the

building, and an estimate of the expense of erection, and put up tliercwitli a scaled

envelope, having thereon the same motto, but containing therein the name ana

address of the party sending the plans, to be opened when the Trustees decide.

BURIAL GROUND.
Oswestry.—For plana, sections, descriptive specifications, and estimates for fenoiiir;

in, laying out, and embellishing the laud for a new cemetery at Oswestry, and '

erecting a chapel, with entrance gates, lodge, and toolliouse, aocompanii'd by m
details and suggestions as the competitors may think necessary for llie infnrinni -

and guidance ot the Burial Board for the town and parish. The site eonipn.si'.^ .1"

area of 4 acres, and is distant about half a mile from the town. A premium ot ±\ •

will beeiven for the design considered first in point of merit, unless the ai;<:liit''

should be employed to carry out the works, when it will merge in the commissiont
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and £10 will be given for the second best. Desijfiis to become the property of the
Board. Coinpetilors to state terms for their earryinj,' on the works. Furtlier
Informafiou from I!. J. C'ro.xon, Clerii to the lioiiril. IMans, estimates, and partieu-
l»r»> "'"' name and address of competitor marl<ed thereon, to bo enclosed in a
mlcd cover, endorsed " Oswestry Cemetery," addressed to Mr, C'roxon, as above,
to June ^3. (!-ee advertisement).

,
LANDING PLACES, &c.

I SttRSEV.— 1' or the two most approved plans, accompanied by estimates, for improv-
togthe ixisting: landiufr places or constructing new landmsj places at the above
ferries, so as to render tliem in all respects convenient for passeufrer trafllc, and as
regards Kgremont Ferry for .wods trafllc also, namely, for the first best plan for
Mch ferry .eoo ; for the second ditto, £-,'.o. I'lans selected to remain tlie property
of the Wallasey Local Hoard of Health. I'lans to the Oflices of the Local
Board, 1, Church-street, Esrcmont. near liirkenlicnd, to .luly 1 next : and furtlier
Information may be bad ot the Chairman of the Ferry Committee of such Hoard ;

or to v. K. Ilassall, Clerk to the Board, at his t)ffice, :), Old Churchyard, Liverpool.
JIECHAXICS' INSTITUTE.

ttAnTLEPooi,.—For plans and drawings for a proposed new Jlechanics" Institute
to be erected at the head of Jliddlegate-strect, Hartlepool. The site is 100 leet by
60, and the building is to include library, news-rooms, class-rooms, large lecture-
Ball, and keeper's-rooms. A premium of £iawlll be given for the plan approved
Of and accented. No remuneration, however, of any kind will be given except the
premium of £10 for the plan accepted. I'lans, accompanied with estimates of the
cost, to be sent in to the Secretary, llr. .1. Ilindmarsh, to July 2.

_ SCHOOLS.
I'OJ'K.—rians for a school-room, capable of containing 100 boy8,%vith a suitable re-
jldence for a master, and a board-room for the trustees (eleven in number) wherein
to held their meetings, with the requisite outbuildings, offices, &c.,at a cost not
exceeding .«700. I'lans, Ac, to William Lister, clcrk;to the trustees of lirooke's
charity, at 'I'horne, Yorkshire, South I'aradc Tlionio, to June 30, accompanied by
a letter slating the charge, in case it may be considered necessary, for superin-
tending the erection, including the salary of a clerk of works, whose appointment
will of course be subject to the approval of the trustees. The site contains about
one rood of land, and has a frontage of "2 feet to the town street. I'remiuraof £2
will be given for the I'lans, &c., approved.

CHAPEL.
SCARBOROucn.—For a new Wesleyan Chapel, Scarborough, and the most appro-
priate use of the land connected with it. .£'J0 will be given for those adopted, and
AIO for the second best. Designs, &c., with a motto, and the name and address ot
the party competing, under seal, to the Kev. Samuel Tindall, 23 Long Westgate,
ocarborough, to June 2, of whom also particular, may be had.

FERKY-HOAT.
iuERSEY Loc.vi, ItoARD.—For the two most approved plans and modelsofa steam-

boat, suitable for conveying passengers across the liiver Jlersey in all states of
tile tide and weather, between the several ferries of Seacombe, Egremont, and New
Brighton, and the landing stages at Liverpool, regard being had to the nature of
tne lauding stages of such respective ferries ; such plans and models to be accom-
panied by an estimate of the boat complete in all respects, namely—

For the First Plan and Model £100
For the second ditto SO

The plans and models selected are to remain the property of the Board. Plans and
mode 8 to be sent to the offices of the Local I'.oard, I, Church-street, Egremont,
near iiirkenhead, on or before the 1st dav of July next. Further information on
mplieation to the Chairman of the Ferry Committee ofsuch Hoard, or to Mr. T. K,
Haeeall, Clerk to the Board, at bis ofHce,3, Old Churchyard, Liverpool.

^
CONTRACTS OPEN.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

MANCHESTER.—The time for receiving tenders for the erection of the Manchester
Assize Courts, has been extended by the committee to Tuesday the I2th day of
June. I'lans, &c., at the Office of Mr. Taylor, surveyor, 10-2, Cross-street,
Manchester.

Lytiiam, Lanca.shire.—The brickwork, stonework, joiners' and carpenters'
works, slating, plumbing, and glazing, plastering, and painting, and iron work,
required in the building and completion of public baths, assembly and other rooms,
and two dwelling-houses annexed thereto ; proposed to be built In Lytham,
Lancashire, except the engine, boiler, and the piping, and fittings connected with
flie baths, and tlie supply of the water thereto. I'lans, &c., at the Office of Mr.
Charles Holt, architect. Nelson-square, Bolton-Ie-Moors, to Wednesday, June 0.

MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
STOCKPORT.—For the new mechanics' institution to be built In Wellington-road
South and St. Petersgate, Stackpool. Plans, &c., and conditions, at tlie office of
the architect, Mr. J. Stevens, :3.3, Princess-street, Manchester, from llth to 2.5th
June, (iuantities from the architect. Tenders to be sent to the institution. Middle
Hill-gate, Stockport, addressed to the chairman of the directors, to June 25. (See
advertisement.)

TRACT DEPOSITORY.
Leicester.—For the several works in the enlargement of Leicester Infirmary.
Plans and bills of quantities of Messrs. Darn and Smith, architects, St.. Martin's,
Leicester, from June G. No date specified. (See advertisement.)

INFIRMARY.
Stirling, N.B.—For new premises for the Tract Depository at Stirling. Drawings,

specifications, and copy of quantities from Sir. Drummond, Tr.ict Depot,
Stirling, and of Messrs. Hay, Liverpool, the architects. Tenders to Juno 15. (See
advertisement).

CHURCHES.
Cheltenham. —For the erection of the Church of St. Mark, Cheltenham. Plans,
&e.. at the Infant School-room, St. James '-square, Cheltenham, from May 28 to
June 7. (See advertisement.)

FoLKiNonA.M.—For taking down and rebuilding the pillars and clerestory of the
nave of Folkingham Church, with a new roof, &c. Plans, Ac., at the Office of Jlr.
E. Browning, architect, Stamford. Tenders, sealed, to the Churchwardens, to
June 11.

Barbourne.—For the erection ofnew church at Barbourne, near Worcester, phans,
&c., at the offices of Mr. Martin Curtler, solicitor, Worcester, from June I. Sealed
tenders endorsed " Barbourne Church Tender," to be delivered at Mr. Curtler'

s

offices, to July 7.

Weston Tcrville, near Atle.sburv.—For re-seating the church ofWeston
Turvjlle, and repairing the chancel. Plans, &c., at the rectory, Weston Tnrville,
and further information from D. Brandon, Esq.. 24 Berkeley-square, London.
Tenders to the rectory, as above, to June Hi. (Sec advertisement.)

Mautock, So.merset.—For the restoration of Martock Churcli. (Quantities and forms
of tender will be supplied by Mr. Northcroft, l:i Notliugbam-plaec, St. Mary-le-
bone, surveyor. Plans at the Vicarage, Martock, .and further particulars at the
office of the architect, B. Ferrey, Esq., Trinity-place, Charing-cross, London.
Tenders, addressed " The Committee for the restoration of the parish church,
Martock, Ihninster. Somerset," to 2 p.m. of June 5.

BETiiNAL-OREEN.—For the execution of the work of restoration of St. Matthew's
Church, liethnal-grcen. I'lans at the offices, 25 Can non-street, E.C., of T. E.
Knightley, Esq., the architect. Tenders, sealed, marked outside, " For repairs of
church," and addressed to R. Yoss, Clerk to Committee, the Town Hall, Bethual-
green, to June 5.

BBD.STON.—For the restoration of Eudston Church. Plans, &c., at the Office of the
Architect, Mr. Fowler Jones, 4, New-street, York, from June i till June 7, Inclu-
Itc, and at the church, from llth to 14th June. Bills of quantities may be had at

the Architect's Office. Tendera addressed to Her. Edward Mortloek, Badfton
Bridiiuifton, to June 18th.

CHAPELS.
HtiLi..—For the erection of the new Wesleyan Chapel, BcTcrley-road, Hull.
Drawings, Ac, and conditions, at the Office of W. Botterlll, architect, 2:(, Par-
liament-street, Hull, from 4ili to 14tii June. Tenders, sealed, endorsed " Beverley
road Wesleyan Chapel," to Mr. Botterlll, to 12 uoouuf June 15. (Sco advertise-
ment.)

Penwortiiam.—Forthe erection of a building In the parish of Penwortham, to be
used as a chapel and school-room. I'lans, &c., at the Key. W. E. Uawitone'l,
Penwortham, to whom tenders.

PARSOXAGE.S.
NoTTixcnAM, St. Matthew's Pahsonaoe.—The drawings and specicflatlona may
be seen at the Veslry, and Office of the architect Mr. Charles \V right Kdwarda, 28,
Bruiiswick-squnrc, Loudon, W.C. Tenders to be eeut to the architect on or before
the 8th day of June.

Gelly Gaeh, GLA.MORCAN. —For the parsonagc-honee proposed to be attached to
the Gelly Gaer School Chapel, close to the I'engom station on the New
Rbymney railway. I'lans, &c., at the office of Messrs. Prichard and Scddon,
architects, LlandafT, to whom tenders to June 1>.

SCHOOLS.
Cleeve. Bristol.— For erecting a school-house at Cleevcncar Bristol. Plans, &c.,
with Mr. Harding, schoolmaster, Cleeve. Tenders to the Rev. 11. Symes, Clecvo,
to June 11.

Bromyard.—For the erection of schools, out-buildlngs, &c., at Bromyard. Here-
fordshire. Plans, &c., with the Rev. .I. Palmer, Vicarage, Bromyard, to June 11.
Tenders to F. R. Kempson, Esq., 30, Gordon -square, W.C, to June 12.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Balmacassie, Aberdeen.—For executing the mason, carpenter, slater, and plas-

terer work of a dwelling-house on the farm of Balmacassie, on the estate of Ellon.
I'lan, ifcc, with Mr. Glennie, Balmacassie. until 12tli June, on whicli day tlie work
will be let, at ten o'clock.

DEE.siDE.-For building and completing two houses, at the Lumphanan station ofthe
Deeside Railway. Offers will be received for mason's, carpenter's, slatcr,8, plaster's,
and||)lumber'8 works, separately, or forithe whole works, distinguishing tlie amount

£laced on each. I'lans, Ac, with Mr. John Stuart, architect, Sluchails ; Mr.
•uthie, station master, Lumphanan ; or to Messrs. Smith and Cohrau, advocates,

1, Huutly-street, Aberdeen, by whom offers will be received up to i:ith .June.
WAREHOUSE.

Derbv.—For the erection of a corn warehouse, at the Kettering Station ; and also
at the Midland Station, at Wellingborough, for the Jlidland itailway Company.
Drawings, A-e., at the Engineer's Offices, Derby Station. Sealed tenders by post
(prepaid) to the Secretary to the Way and Works Committee, Derby Station, not
later than 10 a.m. of June 4.

GASWORKS.
Paington, Devon.—For the erection of the works at Palngton, in the county of
Devon, of the Paington Gas Light, Coke and Coal Company (Limited). Plans, Ac,
at the Offices of the Company, in Paington. Tenders to Yard Eastley, notary
public and solicitor, Paington, Devon, to June 4.

PAVING, Ac.
Salford.—For the paving, flagging, sewering, and completing of a number of
streets, situate within the Saliord district of the borough of Salford. Articles of
aj^reement, plans, sections and specifications may be seen, and forms of tender ob-
tained, at the Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Salford. Sealed tenders, addressed to
the Chairman of the Salford District Paving and Soughing Committee,Town Hall,
Salford, to 12 noon of June 11.

VILLAS.
Hertford.—For the erection of a villa residence, stables, &c., at Hertford. Flang,

&e., with Mr. T. Y. Kimpton, architect, 2, Old Bread-street, E.C. (See adver-
tisement.)

Sydenham.—For the erection of a pair of largo semi-detached villas at Sydenham

.

Drawings, spociflcation, and terms at the Office of Mr. George Low, architect, 10,

Basingball-street, City, E.C. Tenders to June 12.

WORKHOUSE.
WiiiTBY.--For the enlargement of the workhouse, at Whitby. Drawings, &c., at the

office of T. B. and W. Atkinson, architects. '.).3, Jlicklegate, York, to «th June, and
at the workhouse, Whitby, from i)th to tlie 15th Juno, both inclusive. Scaled
tenders to Robert Breckoii, Clerk to the Guardians, at the Board-room, to 9 am.,
of June 16. Schedules of the quantities may be obtained on application, on and
after llth June.

PAINTING.
Headington.—For painting the whole ofthe external wood (and other work nsually
painted) to the Headington Workhouse. Particulars at the master of that esta-
blishment. Sealed tenders to be delivered to 3Ir. Cripps, Clerk to the Board, at
bis ocffie, flfarket-street, Oxford, endorsed " Tender for palntinff," to June 0.

Holijeach.—For painting with two coats of paint the inside and outside wood and
iron works of the workhouse, the infirmary, tlie offices, and the gates, and palisades
on the premises connected therewith, of 'the same colors as such wood and iron
works are now painted, for the Board of (Juardians of the Holbcach Union. Specifi-
cations may be seen, and forms of |teuder bad, at the Clerk's office, and no other
form will be attended to. Tenders addressed "To the Clerk of the Board of
Guardians, Holbcach," to the workhouse on the morning of June 4th.

FARM BUILDING.*,
PiCKHiLL York.—forthe building of a complete set of farm buildings, attached to
Mr. Cartwright's farm, at Pickhill, in the North- Riding of the county of York.
I'lans, &c., with Jlr. Cartvvright, to June r)th, to whom tciulors, scaled and addressed
"Tenders for Buildings," by 12 noon ofJune 3. Further information ofMr. Palliser,
surveyor, Northallerton.

MARKET.
Stafford.-To joiners and others.—For closing the north entrance to the covered
market, plans, .tc, at the office of R. W. Hand, town clerk, Stafford, tenders to
whom, to June 5.

SHOW-YARD.
Pontefract.—For the erection of sheds, pens, boardings, and fittings for the show-
yard of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society, at I'ontefract, in Angustnext. Plans,
(fee, at the office of Sir. Crawshaw, Local Secretary, I'ontefract, or at the office of
.lohn Hanan, secretary. Kirk Deighton, Wetlierby ; and sealed tenders must be
sent to Mr. Hauuan, or to Mr. Crawshaw, endorsed " Tenders for Show-yard," to
June 0.

SEWERAGE.
Portobello, N.B.—For the execution of sewerage works within the Burgh of
Portobello ; and also for about 120 lineal yards of cast-iron pipes in connexion
therewith. Plans, &c., at the Commissioners' Office, Portobello, and schedules of
measurement and information from Mr. Paterson, C.E., slir\'eyor, *20, St. .Andrew-
square, Edinburgh. Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Sewerage Works," to
be lodged with Mr. Alexander I'atcrson, Clerk to the Commissioners to June 5.

DRAINAGE, &c.
Portsea.—For the construction of a brick drain and iron sewer on the Hard, Port-

sea. Plans, &c., at the Office of Messrs. Iloiiglitou and .Son, Civil Engineers,
Union -street, on and after Monday, the 21st instant. Tenders to be delivered at

the Office ol W. O. Marshall, Clerk to the Commissioners for Paving, A-c. no, Han-
over street, endorsed "Tender for Constructing Sewer on the Hard, Portsea,

to June 4.

KO.\D MAKING. &c.
Old Ford -For the road-making and drainage works on the estate of the Conser-

vative Land Society at Old Ford. Plans, Ac, after June 4, at the offices of the
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Society's snrTeyor, Mr. J. Wylson, 33, Norfolk-Street, Straud. Tenders to Satur-
day, June 9. <Sce advertisement.)

SUPPLT.
rADDnJOTON.—For the supply of the best blue Guernsey in"anite (2.000 cubic yards
of broken and l.OiH) tons ot' unbroken), and l.OOo tons of small, brown-surface,
hand-nieked Hertfordshire or Kentish limts, fVee from pebbles aiul dirt, at perlou;
fobeaelivered by the Bideof the Paddiu$;fton parish wharf in the Harrow-road,
free of expense, on or before Saturday, the '.'Wth day of September next. Tenders
to be sent, sealed, and directed " To the Vestry," and left at the Veslry-hall, Har-
row-roatl, on or before Monday, the 4tli day of June ne.xt (after which no tender
will be received\ endorsed, "Tender for Granite or Flints," as the case may be ; and
persons sending tenders are to attend at the Vestry-hall aforesaid, on the "following
morning; (TuesdayX at 10 o'clock precisely. The form of the contracts may be seen
at the Vestrv Clerk's office, between the hours of 10 and 4. The expenses of the
contracts to be paidby theeontraetors.

CoMMEKCi.\i.-RO.\i>.—For the supply of broken Guernsey nranite and flints forthe
Commercial-road Trust. Forms ot tender from William liaker, Clerk, 3, Crosby-
square, Bishopsg^ate-strcet, Loudou, K.C. The Trustees will adjudicate on
Jime&

LOCK. -
ojmERCiAi. Dock.—For the construction 6f a new lock or exit from the docks of
the Commercial Dock Company into the river Thames, |near Lavender Dock,
Kotherhithe. Plans and conditions at tlie Company's offices. No. 1015, Fenchurch-
Btrcel, from ,Tune llfh to June -1st, Fridays excepted. Speeilications. bill ofquan-
tities, and blank tender, upon payment of three guineas, and all tenders must be
on the printed form for tliat purpose. Tenders, under cover, addressed to the
Secrct.irv of the Commercial Dock Company, endorsed "Tender for New Works,"
to be delivered at the Dock office, 106, Fenchurch-street, on or before twelve (noon)
ofJune 22.

BAILWATS.
l5Tr.KXi:ss(N.B.).—For the pbrtlon of the works on the Inverness and Eoss-shire
Hallway commenciiifr at the station at Inverness and ending at the Shore-road,
near the town of Dinsrwall. a distance of 18 miles, 1,253 yards.
The works of the intended contract comprehend :

—
1. From 41X1,000 to .'iOO.OOO cubic yards of cuttings and embankment.
2. .'10 overway and underway bridges, and bum bridges, and culverts.

^ A stone viaduct across the river Ness, consisting of five arches of 72 feet

span.
4. Two timber viaducts at the river Beauly. 400 feet in length.
5. A stone viaduct of five arches across the river Conon, of 77 feet span.
The rails, sleepers, fencing, &c., for the permanent way will be supplied by the
Company.

Drawings, &c., at the Offices of Mr. Jlitdiell, C.E., Inverness, from whom, and
the assistant-engineer, duplicate schedules may be obtained at 40s. each, cost of the
measurements to be paidby the successful contractor. The whole line is staked
out at every loO feet from Inverness to Dingwall, according to the working section

;

and an assistant-engineer will .attend at the Station Hotel, Inverness, at ten o'clock
on Monday the4tliaud Monday 11 th June, to accompany contractors along the line,

and point out the site of the bridges. The draft of a contract proposed to be en-
tered into at the Engineers' or at the Secretary's Office, from 4tn June till the last
day, when offers will be received. Sealed tenders addressed to the Secretary, and
marked "Tender for Inverness and Koss-shire Kailway Works," must be lodged
at his Office, Inverness, to June 10.

CASTI.EREAGII, iBELAND.—For the construction of the railway from Castlereagh to
Castlebar, as authorised by the Great Northern and Western (of Ireland) Kailway
Act of 1859, and the necessary stations and works connected therewith. The line
is a single line, 37 miles in length. Forms of tender and specifications may be
obtained at the Offices of Mr. Fowler, No. 2, Queen's-square-place, Westminster.
The tenders must be in the prescribed form, and enclosed in the envelope (whicli
will be delivered with the form), and be lodged at the Office, 36, Parliament-street,
'Vfeatminster, till 12 o'clock, June fl.

BRIDGES.
TOKK.—For the construction of a lattice girder bridge, at Lendal, York, of 175J feet

span, and 41 feet 6 inches wide, designed by Wm. Dredge, Esq., C.E., containing
npwards of 400 tons of wrought iron, with stone abutments ; also, for a small
girder bridge across the road adjoining, with iron railing and retaining walls for
the approaches thereto. Contract No. 1 consists of the whole of the ironwork and
painting; contract No. 2 consists of the masonry, brickwork, scaffolding, road-
making, Ac. Specification and drawings may be inspected, form offender, sched-
ule for prices, and bills of quantities obtained, upon application at the City Sur-
veyor's Office, from the 5th day of June to the 22nd. Drawings, &c., to be obtained
at the City Surveyor's Offices after the 10th June next, npon payment of £2 10s.

Sealed ten'ders endorsed " Tender for Lendal Bridge,'' are to be delivered at the
City Surveyor's Offices, before ten a.m. June 22.

Lewes.—For the construction and erection of a wronght-iron drawbridge, intended
to carry a double line of railway across the Lower Ouse Navigation, near Lewes,
in the county of Sussex, for the London, Brighton, and "Soutii Coast Railway.
Specifications, &c., at the Engineer's Office, London-bridge Terminus, on and
after Slonday, the 21 st inst. Scaled tenders, upon the prescribed form only, to
Frederick Slight, .Secretary, London-bridge Terminus, to Juae 0.

BARRACKS, &c.
Hartlepool.—For the completion of tlie requisite buildings and works for the
proposed store-rooms and barracks of the Durham County Militia Artillery Regi-
ment, intended to be erected in the Farewell-field, near to tlie town of Hartlepool.
Plans, &e., at the Office of William Crozier, Esq. .County Architect, County Courts,
Durham, from 4th .June, and printed copies of the quantities of the several works
obtained, on apphcation at the same time and place, and payment of 5s. for each
copy. Tenders (properly filled up in every particular, strictly in accordance with
the prescribed form), under seal, and endorsed " Tender for Durham Militia Artil-
lery Barracks," to the County Architect, to .Tune 18th.

GUARD HOUSE, &c.
GosPOBT.-For the erection of a guard-house and building for reception of returned
ammunition, atPriddy's Hard, Gosport. Intending contractors to leave their
names at the Royal Engineer Oflice, (iosport, from 6th to 13th June. Pay 10s. Od.
for bills of quantities. (Sec advertisement.)

ROOFING.
WooLwicn.—For renewing the slating and leadwork of the roofs of certain build-
ings at the Uoyal Military Academy on Woolwich-common. Intending contractors
to leave their names at the Royal Engineer Ofiiee, Academy, Woolwich, before
Jane 4.

SLATING, &c.
WooLWicB.—For renewing the slating and lead gutters, &c., of the soldier's

tiarracks, left wing, front range. Royal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich. Intending
contractors to leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, to June 13, and pay
78. 3d. for schedule of prices. (See advertisement.)

REPAIRING, &c.
WooLWicn —For repairing and painting the front range of the Royal Artillery
Barracks at Woolwich. Names to be left at Royal En^neer Office, Woolwich, to
June 13, and lOs. 6d. to be paid for bills of quantities. (Sec advertisement)

BXTII.Dma MATERIALS TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
Spanish and Honduras maliogany, cedar, American birch, veneers, &c. ; about

1,000 dry pine planks, spruce and yellow deals, &c, ; pit saws, screws, rollers, and all
trade utensils. On the premises. Singleton-street, south. East-road, City-road,
June 6, at 11 o'clock. Auctioneers, Messrs. Thomas Roberts and Co. (See adver-
tisement

Whippmgham New Church.—On Tuesday, Her Majesty, attended by
a suite, laid the first stone of tlie new Church at Wliippingham, Isle of Wiglit.

Woods for Building.—At the weekly meeting of the Society of Arts
lield on \Vednes(Jay evening, a paper was read by Mr. G. R. Burnell, " On
Building Woods ; the causes of their decay and the means of preventing it."

Want of space necessitates the deferring of our report till next week.
Newgate-street.—The old shops and houses, seven in number, tliat occupied

the space between No. 77 and tlie nortli-east comer of King Edward-street, oix

the northern side of Newgate-sh-cet, are now nearly all cleared away, to glw
place for new erections of a superior class, tlie fronts of which will lie set bac^
so as to be on a line with new structures that have been finished in this street

within the last five years, in order to relieve the excessive traffic in this crowded
thoroughfare. The site, wlien cleared, will be of great depth, and consequently

will admit of a slice of 10 or 12 feet to be taken off its fi-ont in Newgale-street

to effect the improvement so much desired. In carrying out the project, how>
ever, we trust that the demolition of old property will ultimately extend to tile

north-eastern comer of St. Martin's-le-Grand, and thus relieve the approacU tD

the Post-office and the entrance to Cheapside. At present the eastern ead«l
Newgate-street forms a sort of cul-de-sac, which causes very great inco»<

vcnience to the drivers of veliieles, as well as absolute danger to foot-passengeji.

Little Tower-street.—\\'e are glad to observe tliat the works of the large

block of four houses extending eastward from the corner of Mark- lane to Tower-

hill are now being pushed forward with a considerable amount of activity, and

we trust the day is not i.ar distant when the widening of this much-confined

street will be continued right through to Tower-liill; for its eastern end is quite

inadequate for the great amount of traffic that is compelled to pass tlirougli it.

We therefore may be excused for calling the immediate attention of the City

authorities to the subject. We have noticed the external characteristics of the

buildings, which possess much novelty, on a former occasion in our pages. The
design is by Mr. Thomas Chatfield "Clarke, architect, 137, Leadenhall-street.

New Members of the Royal Institute of British Architects.—At the

last meeting of the Institute, the following gentlemen were elected Fellows :—
Mr. William Surges, of Buckingham-street, Strand ; Mr. Edward Hoberts,

Holies-street, Cavendish-square ; and the following were elected Associates-

Mr. Hartley Burgess, Walbrook, City; Mr. Frederick R. Kempson, Gordon-
square ; Mr. Martin Underwood, Denbigh, North Wales.

The first portion of Mrs. Ellison's gift of water-color drawings were
received on Wednesday at the Soutli Kensington Museum, and will be exhibited

to the public on Siiturday, the 2Gth. It includes admirable specimens of some
of our best artists—" The Emeute," by L. Haghe, good examples of De Vi'mt,

Copley Fielding, Hunt, Cattermole, &c. j also the noble drawing of Warkworth
Castle, by Turner.

Death of Mr. James Blake.—AVe have this week the melancholy
duty of recording the death of Mr. James Blake, an accomplished architect and
civil engineer, who has for some years past resided in Oswestry. Mr. Blake's

successes in obtaining medals for designs, &c., we have on several occasions

recorded in our columns; and his works in Oswestry will remain a monument of

his talent. The deceased had been for some time sinking under tlie dire disease

of England—consumption ; but with the hope that often buoys up the victims of

that complaint, he came to London for advice : but too late. He sank rapidly,

and died on Monday last. Mr. Blake had for two or three yeai-s been an occa-

sional contributor to the Building News.

ANSWERS TO CORRESrONDENTS AND NOTES AND (QUERIES.
All Letters anil commuuicatioiM to Ue iidilressed to the KUltor of the Building Mews, 20

Old lioswell-court, St. Clement's, Straud, Loudon.
The Editor cannot undertake to return luiused Manuscripts.

EaaATi-M.—The Brussels Competition.—For, " a tmire is 32,808,992 English feet," hi our last

Numher, reaJ "a 7iietre is 3- 2,808,992 Kiigllsh foct."

W J. T.—Enamels are varieties of glass, generally opafjuc or colored, formed by tho
combination of difterent metallic oxklos, to which certain lUslblc salts are added. Our
space will not allow us to give you a complete history of the various processes.

Fdwin Newman.—Apply fur permission to the Clerk at the National Gallery.

A scrFEHEK There is a contrivance partly adopted in some works, to prevent the il! < ii .* is

arising to workmen engaged in dry pollshhig steel goods. A casing suiTouuiIs thii M-n,;,

oDenonly over a small portion of the grinding edge ; tho raplit revolution of lln' i"ui-

causes a current of air which carries of)' most of the finer particles of dust into a tube

contrived for the purpose, and which conducts it to a distance from tho worlunaii.

Thomas Nokris.— Vour article shall appear.

^V PuiFSON.-The statue on the York Column, Waterloo-place, was executed by Mr. West-
liiaoott. It is of bronze, and was fixed hi 1834.

3lR William Kllis, Ireland.—You may doubtless obtain the book you mention, on hand-
railing, by applying to Mr. Weale, .w, llolborn, Loudon.

G Vabley —'I'he British Museum was founded in ir.-<3 by the purcluisc of Sir Hans Sluane's

collection for, we believe, about £S0,0lxi. 2-We gave a view of the FltzwUllam Museum, at

Cambridge in our last Volume j the deacriptive text accompanying lUe view wlU give you
tho information you require, a.—If approved. ,.,.,, , „ ,

Inventor.—We cannot attempt to give yon, as you ask, "a complete history of al! the ma-
chines that have been inveuteU for saving labor In joiners' work." You canuot be aw ;irc of

the labor such a taslt would entail. We may brieily say that we lielicvc the first :ia.mpt
to construct a planing machine was made by Mr. Hatton in U7(j. Sir Samuel lictiili.mi,

1790, succeeded 1 - •

-
' 'iiuuut xMPv, .-"^-— In fonnlng machinery for jtlanlng, mortising, dovetailing, rtlj;iniig,

&c and Ifir sawing in various directions ; this, witli several other machines, he inipiMVL-d,

and' wc think, patented in 179.3. They were, however, much l>elilua those uuw in use, I.H>ih

as regards the quality and quantity of work executed by them. Mr. Brulima, In isria,

patented niaelitucs lor producing fair surfaces on wood, stralffht and curvilinear. .Mr.

jlruncl made some further advances in the right direction some tew years later, and others

followed. Mr. Thomson constructed machinery for sawing, gauging, grooving, and
tonguing floor hoards about IS2«, and since that time tlie attention of inventors lias Ijeen

more geiierally directed to the subject ; Itut wc arc confident that even now there is a cer-

tainty of further iinprovenient, botii as regards expedition auil finish.

An Apprentice.-Vou bad iietu-r not leave without tbe consent of your master—indeed you
canuot do so. In answer to your more peaceful inquiry, Christiana deal Isfioatcddowu the
river Glonunen to Christiana, whence Its name.

Peter Martin—Thomas V,'- T Send addresses that wc may reply by letter.

W. li.—James Wvatl was born in J74C, and died In 1813 ; you win find an account of many of
the works carried out under his direction in Mrs. Cresy's translation of "Mlllzia's Lives of
Celebrated Architects," but the list is far tTom complete, though it contains his most im-
portant works.

E. Trinker To obtain admission as reader to the British Museum Reading-room you must
obtain a letter of lutroductiou to the chief librarian.

Mathew N E (1. VV. R.—We cannot supply addresses tliat any one can find by referring

to the Post Office Directory.
CuAltLEs Wilson.—Thanks lor the hint.

Edward Geouge P We will hear it in mind.
K. L. C Our reporter shall be present,

D. IS. ; E. K. ('. ; W. B.—Thanks; we have many subjects in preparation, but wc shall be
glad to see jihotographs or sketches, and will engrave them if suitable.

IlENHY Smith Onr weekly lists of Sales at Garraway's will be be resumed as soon as we can
find siiace. They are not discontinued.

WiLLiA.M A Wc shall be glad to receive any trustworthy information as to worlts In
progress In South America.

BiU.W. ; U. T. ; AMeubeb; Anthonx; Constant BEAiiEa.—Next Week.
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SURVEYORS' INSTITUTE.

i^ appeal has been made to us, in feeling and
forcible terms, to submit to the notice of

the public a proposition for establishing a

society for the benefit of the numerous and

honorable profession of surveyors. The first

impression of the reader will probably be one
of surprise that nothing of the sort has

already been done. It will scarcely be
deemed credible, when architects, builders,
engineers, and even their subordinates

—

clerks of works and foremen engineers—have
their institutions, and when every trade,

down to the most mechanical handicraft, has
its mutual benefit association or provident
club, that a profession which is in close con-
nexion with the practice of construction and

engineering, standing midway beween the two, and
giving a hand to each, should have no common

centre ibr the reception and radiation of jirofessional

intelligence and assistance. The importance and value of
some such bond of union is so obvious that when the want
is signalised, there can bo no doubt of its being promptly
and efficiently supplied.

It must be admitted that the fault rests with the
'urveyors themselves. They have been singularly remiss in the per-
ormanoe of their duties towards one another, and neglectfid of their

nterests as a body. Taken as a class, surveyors are second to none in

iitelligonce, acquirements, and importance to the community. They
iiust possess certain mathematical attainments, perhaps not so high as
II entitle them to a " double first," but still sufficient to distinguish

liem from rule-of-thumb men, and to have necessitat^jd hard study.

Uore than one eminent mathematician and astronomer have risen from
he ranks of surveyors into European fame. Upon their intelligence,

experience, and integrity, transactions, yearly involving property to the
xtent of hundreds of thousands of pounds entirely depend. If
Messrs. Leifchild were to publish accounts of their business within the
ist twenty years, people would be astonished, not more at the
nagnitude of the operations than at the position of importance and
rust in which surveyors stand in relation to society ; and it cannot be
licet or prudent that men so circumstanced should remain isolated

rem one another, without means for intercommunication and mutual
lofence. Those who have met with success in the world are in duty
lound, by every, consideration of honor and humanity, to lend their

tintenance and support to their less successful brethren, and to
iiurage young beginners. And they owe duties still more sacred to

ill; widow and the orphan.

Standing alone, surveyors have'their individual character and position
olcly to rely upon in disputes with their employers. They conse-
i|uently are compelled to succumb in many cases, and very unjustly,

vhicli they would not do if enabled to challenge the representatives of
he profession for support. AVhen the employers are town councils or
orporate bodies, the case is hard indeed, for as they have, as a rule, no
lonscience or sense ofjustice, they make it a rule to use their strength
,ike a giant, and screw down the charges without reference to the
i|uantity and quality of labor done, but to the unfriended position of
[he surveyor, from whom the most menial services are required, as was
i he case some months ago in Yorkshire, where it was stipulated he
bould help to break stones on the road. Besides these difficulties, sur-

eyors have others to contend with. They are placed between the two
rofessions of architects and engineers, who come into rivalry on many
oints, and while resisting encroaclmients on their respective domains,
lacitly agree to treat the practice of surveying as No-man's-land, each
ppropriating what ho can take and hold.

Although architects and engineers disagree upon all points
f professional practice, they arc united in treating surveyors as

iterlopers. Gentlemen who style themselves architects may be
eard now and then lamenting over what they term the intrusion of

' uilders and surveyors to an artistic profession, and its conse(|uent

ncumbrance with greedy, pushing, needy competitors, who take the
lead out of the mouths of some and lower the social standing of all.

Miethcr the allegation has truth for foundation or not the reader must
ide for himself accoi'ding to the nature of his own experience; but
vould be curious to ascertain if architects have not intruded on the

•ractice of surveying. Examples, perhaps, may be forthcoming of
'rchitects in extensive practice of their art, and writers upon it, acting
n the principle that it is all fish in their net, and accepting commissions
)r the commonest surveying work, including surveyorsliips of railways.

this appear, then the conduct of surveyors may appear as ahonliJ

,'itimate retaliation; or they might say, " Since architects have proved

themselves competent surveyors, there can be nothing incompatible in
uniting with surveying the practice of construction." We don't say tlie
logic is faultless, but it is very captivating, at least to one party, and
has the wamint of the old saw that what is sauce for the goose is sauce
for the gander. Nevertheless, that surveyors should undertake to
design and erect buildings we believe to be a serious evil, no less than
that architects should undertake surveying; all tlie more so since there
are no grounds or excuse for this mutual encroachment and unseemly
rivalrpr. If it be admitted that surveying is a branch of architecture
that IS no reason for their being confomided. On the contrary, the
greatest good would result to both from their being kept separate
which would, perhaps, lead to the creation of mutual respect and kindly
feeling in lieu of what at present exists. For surveyors, although con-
tributors in money to architectural societies and to the Builders' Bene-
volent Institution, are not admitted to share in their benefits.

Our correspondent brings forward a proposition, under circumstances
which reflect great credit upon him, for establishing a Surveyors' In-
stitute of a threefold character ; first as a benefit society, like that of
artists, literary men and other professions, and to make provision in cases
of sickness, poverty, and in death, for widows and orphans ; next as a
means for rendering legal assistance to members, which we think had
far better be omitted, because however hard may be the case of indi-
viduals, the society representing the profession cannot with propriety
interfere in actions at law, because quite as powerful aid may be
afforded in a less direct but more legitimate and probably more effi-

cient manner ; and, lastly, as a body in which the interests of surveyors
would be represented, watched and protected ; in this respect some-
what similar to the Law Institution. It is also proposed that at the
oflSce of the Institute a library should be formed of works of reference,
touching all matters connected with the practice of surveying, in-
cluding price-currents and tariflTs ; and that periodical meetings should,
be held for the discussion of subjects interesting to the general body.
To the propositions—excepting always the one for rendering legal

assistance to members to recover what is justly due to them—we give
our cordial adhesion and support. And we venture to express the
belief that there will be less reason to entertain the second proposition
when it is remembered that it will be quite competent for the council of
the Institute to investigate all claims and to give evidence in a court of
law, of their justice and usage by precedent. AVere evidence of this

nature produced, no judge could refuse to accept it or a jury to pay
deference to it. But where the most beneficent action of the council
of the Institute would be felt would be in offering to form committees
of arbitration, to investigate and settle claims between surveyors and
their employers. By recourse to such a tribunal a great deal of money
would be saved, as well as much ill-will .ind annoyance of all parties

avoided. We would also suggest that the Institute should appoint a
committee to compile and publish price-currents, than which nothing
is more needed. The ordinary price-books are defective in the ex-
treme, and we could cite a case where a contractor founded his estimate
upon the prices contained in one of these publications, and finding

himself led into error to the incurrence of considerable loss, threatened
the proprietor with an action for damages.

To the public, the establishment of an Institute, as suggested, would
be of advantage, for it would exercise a controlling influence over the
profession at large, eliminate some black sheep, with which, doubtless,

it is encumbered like all other professions, and elevate its tone and
standing. ]Men would hesitate to bring in exorbitant charges, or to

neglect their duties, if liable to the formal censure of the Institute, sup-
posing them to be subject to no other pains and penalties ; and incom-
petent men would think twice before they embarked in proceedings with
which might bring them into collision with the Institute. There would
be no occasion to establish diplomas and examinations—although they
would be more practicable and less objectionable than in architectural

and other artistic professions ; but the quiet and unostentatious work-
ings of the Institute would in the course of time eftect quite as desirable

a result. Were the scheme once realised in London, affiliated branches
would soon be established in Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin
and the chief provin;;ial towns, where surveyors mustered in sufficient

force to defray the expenses of local offices. For this purpose we would
suggest that the subscription should be divided into two amounts ; one
to the Relief fund, in which all the surveyors of the United Kingdom
would be entitled to participate, and to which non-profossional persons

might be permitted to contribute by donation or subscription ; and the

other to the expenses of the est.ablishment, which would of course be

local. Whether a guinea each from surveyors, and half that from their

assistants would be adequate to carry out fully the purposes of the

Institute we do not pretend to say. We should be inclined to make no
distinction between surveyors and their nssistints, but to let all stand

on the same looting. These, however, are matters of detail which the

promoters are most competent to settle when they meet.

We cannot think that the appeal ofour correspondent will be allowed

to reiuaiii unanswered. The profession is numerous, wealthy, and
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public spirited. All that is requisite is to make a beginning and

complete success, we feel confident, will speedily follow—a consum-
mation to which the proprietors of the Building Kews will be happy
to contribute by subscription and every means in their power. To
this end we shall be happy to receive communications and promises

of subscriptions until a committee be formed, which we trust our corre-

spondent or some of our readers will do in a week or t\ro.

A COUNTRY HOUSE IN NOBWAY.
The Villa, an engraving of which we this week present to our readers, is

rpther a novelty, l^ing located amid the grand and picturesque scenery

ofNorway, at Sorcusen, near Christiana—a new field of labor for the

English architect.

As timber is tlie chief building material in that part of the world, this

Norwegian country house (with the exception of the chimneys) is entirely

constructed of wood, and in order to insure proper protection from the

extremes ofcold and heat, the walls are built hollow and the vacuum filled

up with moss. The rooms are grouped around a largo central hall which

also serves as a dancing and assembly room on festive and state occasions.

On the ground-floor are the dining and drawing-rooms, witli a small

sitting-room ; the kitchen adjoins the dining-room ; the stables and other

offices are arranged round a courtyard at the back.

The bedrooms are all on the first floor, access to them being obtained by
a handsome gallery running round the upper part of the hall. The stair-

case of this gallery is made a marked feature in the design of the interior

The central room, opening on the covered gallery of the first floor, is

intended to be used as a summer sitting-room. There is a room in the

upper part of roof, over the hall, showing externally as a tower, and the

attics afford sleeping accommodation for domestics. The style of this

Norwegian villa, though not so broken and picturesque in its lines as the

Swiss Chalets, is designed somewhat in their character, and no doubt forms
a'pleasing feature amid the pine fir-trees and snow-clad mountains by which
it is surrounded.
Norwegian country dwellings generally are of but one story or ground-

floor. Some of the interiors are decorated with texts from Scripture,

exhorting the inhabitants to industry, temperance, and the fear of God ;

they are painted on the cornices of ceilings, &e.

The arcliitect of the villa we have engraved, is Mr. C. F. Hayward of

London.
^.

CATHEDKAL OF NOTRE DAME DE PARIS.

THE repairs of this noble building approach conclusion, and one of the

most difficult and dangerous portions of the works, that of the

restoration of the choir, is finislied. The portion of the Cathedral in

question suffered, with nearly all the other fine ecclesiastical buildings in

Trance, from the barbarous taste of Louis XIV., who in executing the

-ow8 of his predecessor, who had dedicated his kingdom to the Virgin,

and decreed, " That in order that posterity may not fail to follow our will

on this subject, we shall cause to be constructed anew the grand altar of

the cathedral church of Paris, with an image of the Virgin, bearing in

her arms that of her precious Son descended from the cross, and where we
shall be represented at the feet of the Son and of the mother, as presenting

to them our crown and sceptre," plastered the Gothic churches with the

most incongruous ornaments. As a French writer says, " The ancient
sanctuaries were overturned, and the precious monuments which they
enclosed were destroyed to make place for decorations of doubtful ( ?) taste,

and which had not, generally, even the merit of being constructed with
worthy materials ; in fact, Notre Dame of Paris excepted, the other cathe-
drals thus modified hardly present in their sanctuaries anything more
than a sad heap of painted and gilt plaster, of clouds in cement, rays in

wood, and statues in stucco."
The high altar, or rather sanctuary, of Notre Dame, as arranged under

the orders of the Grand Monarque, consisted of a kind of portico, with
arcades in red and white marble, furnished with gilt bronzes. The pave-
ment was laid with an elaborate mosaic ; a group in white marble, the
work of Nicolas Couston, filled the central arch ; and on rich pedestals,

to the right and left, ornamented with the arms of Franco in gilt bronze,
were two kneeling figures : one, by Couston the younger, representing
Iiouis XIII. ; the other, by Coysevox, Louis XIV. Six bronze angels
ornamented the pillars, and the whole was surrounded by a gorgeous
railing of iron and copper gilt. In 1792 all the bronze work was sent to
the Mint, and the statues were carried to the Museum of the Petits
Angustins. The marble work was thus left naked and full of holes.
Previous to the coronation of Napoleon I., in 1804, the railing and the
group by Couston, and, eleven years later, the two statues of the kings,
were replaced on thdr pedestals, and the angels were also again placed on
the pillars, In 1831 the two statues were again removed to the Isle of
Swans, preparatory to their being taken to Versailles ; these figures are
not in the Louvre. It is rather remarkable that the fine carved stalls of
the time of Cardmal do Noailles remained in the cathedral during the
Berolution.

AVlien the repair of the cathedral was commenced in 1845, iimch fear
was entertained that the main pillars of the church had been seriously
injured by the barbarous work of I.«uis XIV, and in 1847 it was resolved
to remove the marble work, when in fact the old i)illar3 were found to be
in a very dangerous condition, undermined, and drilled in all directions in
order to support the decorations, their capitals broken and the arches
above in great danger. The repair of these fundamental portions of llio

old edifice was a work of great delicacy, in order to avoid injury to the
vaultings above and the flying buttresses. By a most careful and elabo-

rate system of shoring, however, the work of underpinning has at length
been completed without accident. The whole of the ornaments above
mentioned have been or will immediately be replaced, and the sanctuary
will then be almost exactly as it was at the commencement of the last

century ; it is a great pity in an artistic point of view, that the incon-

gruous mass was not banished altogether, and the statues left in the

museums. A new grand altar 13 feet long has been raised on the mosaic
pavement. The upper painted windows have been restored ; they repre-

sent, the crowning of the Virgin, the Annunciation, and the Visitation,

together with the Founders of the church, the Fathers, the Saints of the

diocese, and the Apostles.

As regards the exterior of the pile, the Gallery of the Kings over the

main door is all but finished, and the whole of the twenty-eight niches will

soon be filled with figures. The door of Saint Anne, at the foot of the

southern tower has received all its statues; and in a short time the door

of the Virgin in the north tower will also be completely restored. The
facade of tlie south transept is now covered with scaffolding, and when
this is restored the repairs will be complete. The rose window requires to

be entirely reconstructed, and the stones are already worked and lie in an

adjoining shed. It is hoped the interior of the cathedral will be com-
pleted during the present year._

—

.^

THE SPA COMPETITIONS.

AN invitation has just been issued to architects by the town autho-

rities of Spa to compete for the erection of baths and architectural

works at the mineral spring of the Pouhou. The proposed site is the

centre of the town, in front of the Place Royale, and overlooked by the

public walks of Annette and Lubin. It is a parallelogram, with a facade

of 43 metres by 85 metres deep. The building is to be detached, and to

consist of ground and upper floors, with provisions for the complete sepa-

ration of the sexes. Cellars are to be built to admit of being used. On
the ground floor, besides the baths, there are to be a vestibule, two wait-

ing-rooms for visitors, and adjoining rooms for the servants, a director's

bureau, a saloon-gallery, and apartments for the lessee of the baths. The
baths are to consist of two waiting-rooms for visitors, and three rooms
for their servants, and of fifty-two baths, of which four are to have
sitting and dressing rooms each ; twelve with only a- dressing-room

each ; and four for seat-baths, two plunging baths, four douches, two

vapour baths, each with bed and dressing rooms, eight medical baths,

with dressing-rooms, and six mineral or soft water baths for the working

classes.

Competitors are at liberty to select what style of architecture they

choose, but the total estimates, including the fittings for working purposes,

are not to exceed £20,000.
The architectural works at the mineral spring of Pouhou are to consist

of a ground floor, including one large and two small saloons, forming a

gallery for bathers; of a porter's lodge; bureau; the supply of water to the

inhabit.ants (gratis) and to the establishment. There are also to be iron

galleries capable of being shut in when it is desired to give fetes or musical

entertainments, and of being thrown open upon other occasions. The
estimates are not to exceed £12,000.

The drawings are to include front elevations and sections, plans of the

basement, ground, upper floors, and attic, to be accompanied by descrip-

tions and estimates. The scale is to be one centimetre to a metre.

Four nremiums are tobe givenfor the fours elccteddesigns in thecompeti-

tion for flic bathing establishment—the first to be of £160, the second of £40,

and tbe two others of £20 each. A similar sum, divided in like manner,

is to be distributed in the second competition. The jury to be named by

the town authorities, who are to become possessors of the premiated plans,

and to be at liberty to purchase any of the others at £12 a piece. The
drawings, which are to be sent in before the 15th of next August, are to

be unsigned, and will be publicly exhibited for a fortnight. The direction of

the works may be given to the first prizeman, in which case the premiiun

is to bo deducted from his commission.

The Works at Worcester Cathedral.—The work of repairing and
restoring this fine old building has just been commenced, under the supervision

of the Chapter architect, Mr. Perkins, and a large staft' of masons is busily

employed upon it. The contractors are Messrs. Bennett and Son, of Birminghani,

who have entered upon their first contract, which is to be completed before the

next Worcester music meeting in September. The works comprised in this con-

tract are the restoration of all parts of the south-east transept not aheady

restored. The internal walls are to be cleansed from whitewash, the Italian

arches to be removed, and the beautiful interior tliroivn open to the view. Thn

clerestory in the Ladye Chapel to be restored on the north and south siJes, :'

the early English windows, buttresses, and other details to be restored to r!

ancient forms ; the marble colunms to be thoroughly cleansed from the wliiu

wash with which they are now covered and hidden, and the northandsouthaisles
]

to be thoroughly restored, and the intra'ior walls, piers, &c., to be cleansed froiii

the disfiguring wash ; the south side of the clerestory of the choir to Iw rcstiii

and the deficient arcades in this part of the cathedral to be supplied. 'J'l

works are to be followed by other general restorations, and It is intended to 1

the great east window with painted glass, a portion, if not the whole, of which

will be placed in before the l-'estival of the Three Choirs.

British Museum.—Tlie Committee appointed a s'lort time back

by the House of Commons to inquire into various particulars connected with the

national collection, met on Tuesday, when Mr. Panizzi was examined. Heg&ve
evidence at length on the accommodation in the building for the disposal of

objects. The committee then adjourned.
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RAILWAY BRIDGE OVER TIFE RHINE AT KEHL.

IN our number of the 25th February, 1859, we recorded the commence-

ment of this important work, and gave the dimensions of the most

important parts, together with some particulars of the mode of construc-

tion. We may now report that tlio line from Strasbourg to Kchl, for

which the bridge in question is being constructed, is expected to be opened

in October next, wlicn tlie Frencli Eastern railway will be in direct com-

mnnicBtion with the German lines.

The four piers of the bridge over the main stream of the Rlune have

been completed for some time. The chief work that remains to be done is

the formation of tlie two abutments. This is a work of no small labor.

In the first place, the necessary excavations amounted to about 112,000

cubic yards ; this work was performed by powerful machines. The foun-

dations are built in caissons, each of which Is more than 51 feet by 39,

and upwanls of 48 feet high. These enormous caissons were got into

place in the excavations by means of rollers in about two hours each. The
weight of each caisson is given at 50,000 kits., or nearly 47 tons English.

Tiiese caissons are now being filled with concrete, of which more than

11,000 cubic yards will bo required ; two-thirds of the quantity is already

in its place, and the caissons are expected to be filled by the end of the

present month. To accomplish the work 200 workmen are employed day

.ind night. The caissons are surrounded with sheeting-piles, which were

pU driven by a Nasmyth machine, giving 60 blows a minute, and driving

20 piles a day.

The two swinging portions of the bridge weigh about 470 tons, each

being about 70 yards long. When open they leave a passage of more

tlian 2S j-ards wide for the passage of vessels.

The fixed portion of the bridge is now under construction, and 250

»-orkmen of Baden are employed upon it. The system adopted is the

trellis or American, which has also been used at Offcnburg, and quite

recently at Knitzig. Each of the three trellis beams is .585 feet long by

about 20 feet high. This bridge, when completed, is to be pushed on to

the piers by means of a steam-engine. The total weight of this bridge is

said to be 1875 tons.

Besides this bridge over the main arm of the Rhine is another over

the smaller stream. This latter will consist of three arches in iron, of

about 65 feet span each ; two of the piles and one of the abutments of

tliis arch are finished. Tliis small bridge will be of a very elegant con-

struction ; but it is complained that the appearance of the larger struc-

ture will be totally destroyed by the precautions which have been con-

sidered necessary in case of hostilities occurring between the countries on

the opposite shores.

The viaduct which unites the two bridges is finished, and all the other

works are in such a state of forwardness that it seems probable that tlie

line may be opened in the autumn of the present year, as expected.

I

ST. MARTIN'S SCHOOL OF ART.—ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION OF
PRIZES.

THE annual Distriijution of Prizes to the successful students at the St. Martin's

Scliool of Art, took place in the large school-room of the Institution, Castle-

street, Long-acre, on Thursday evening. May 31, when there was a very

numerous attendance of ladies and gentlemen in evening dress. Amongst the

^'cutlemeu present we noticed the Rev. W. G. Humphrey ( Viear of St. Martin's),

hard Hardinge, Sir Walter C. James, Bart., Mr. M. J. Lawless, Mr. J. C.

Robinson, Mr. Bowler, Mr. R. G. Maul, Sir. Ruddock, Mr. W. L. Casey,

(head master of the School), Mr. Burchett (second master), &c.

The walls of the school-room and a number of tables were decorated with the

productions of tlie students, and contributions from various friends of the insti-

tution. On two tables were several w'orks from the Ho^rtli Sketching Club
(contributed by Mr. J. Hogarth, publisher, Hayraarket), including productions

of Staniield, Leslie, Uwins, Chalon, &c., all in water color and sepia. A
painting by Jlr. Bowler, Art Inspector of the South Kensington Museum, the
aubji'Ct l)eing " ^Iny Flowers To-day ? " was much admired. There were also

exhibited two original bas-reliefs by Mr. S. Ruddock, and two religious subjects

—one the figure of an angel, and the other that of the Virgin. We also noticed

a beautiful bas-relief of " Morning," by Mr. S. Peel, master of Finsbury
School of Art ; and a great many specimens of the early school of water-color

paintings, kindly contributed by Mr. J. C. Robinson, Curator of the South
Kensington Museum. There were likewise in the room proof impressions by
Mr. Joseph Swain, the engraver, from original drawings by Millais, Lawless,
Tenniel, Leech, C. Keene, &c. Some beautiful bronzes were contributed by
Messrs. Elkington and Co., Regent-street. The drawings sent in for national

competition, nine in number, were also exhibited. That which gained the

national medal, a fruit subject, done in chalks, by Mr. Samuel Willson, 18
years of age, and who had been at the School 20 months, was much
admired. Several contributions from Gower-street school, sent by Miss
Goun, were much admired. We noticed in the room a variety of

productions from the St. Martin's Sketching Club. Messrs. Hart
and Sons, the eminent metal workers, of Wych-street and Cockspur-
trect, exhibited on a table, amongst other articles, beautiful specimens
of new designs of paper trays, offertory dishes, door-plates, candelabra, &c. A
number of clffomolithographs were exhibited by Messrs. Rowney and Son,

Rathbone-plaee. Several specimens of antique shields, &c., kindly lent by Mr.
Robinson, of the Department of Science and Art, attracted much attention. A
stand of armoury in miniature in a glass case (made by Mr. Alfred Dixon,
student of St. Martin's School), including helmet, breastplate, daggers, spear,

sword, lialberds, shield, S:c., surmounted by an ornamented banner of white silk,

with red tassels, in which was fixed a cross of burnished steel, attracted much
attention. Mr. J. Hogarth, publisher, exhibited a number of sketches from the

Royal Academy.
Shortly after 9 o'clock, the Rev. W. G. Humphrey, President of the Insti-

tution, was called to the chair.
The Rev. Chairman, before distributing the prizes to the successful students,

congratulated the meeting on the very prosperous and progressive condition of

the institution, as was shown by the works of art which decorated the walls that

evening, and by the prizes gained in competition with other uistitulioiis of a
similar kind. Every year was proving more and moi-u the importance of these

schools of art, and calling forth and displaying a talent fur art which was not
believed to exist in the population, and which must tend to the improvcinent)!

all arts, as well as to the improvement of the national character, leading tha

population to the love of nature, and from nature to the love of nature's God.
'Though the students might begin by learning rules, and rise from one stage to

another—not so quickly iwrhaps. as they could wish,—yet as they went on in

the various branches of design, drawing and painting, they would acquire a great

love of their work, and the more they loved tlieir work the better would they do
it. There was hardly any one whoapplied himself earnestly to the work in which
he was engaged, who did not acquire a considerable amount of skill in it, and
become eventually successful. lie was present there that evening for the pur-

pose of distributing the prizes which had been gainwl in the diilcrent examinations.

The Chairman then presented brona* medals to the following students :-

Carkeet, Jones Young, John Allen, 'George Drew, "John Roche, Henry God-
bold, "W. H. Parker, E. A. Ilanison, William Nosworthy, •Samuel Wilson,

Mary Hutchinson, Robert Durham, •Frances Von Stiirmer.

The Rev. Chairman then presented book prizes to the following students:—

John A. Bolton, John Allan, Alfred Powell, Wm. Jas. Welch, John A. Banes,

Haidee Goodbold, Henry Reich, Samuel Walker, Wm. Nosworthy, Wm. Stone,

•Thomas E. Jago, Henry Wm. Field, Ralph J. Mackay, William Allen, E.

Rosenthal, Gustave Rosenthal, Edward Fitch, Samuel Willson, Thomai Ph.

White, Edmund Fowler, *John Daymond, Thomas Stacy, Alfred Dixon, W. R.

Brown, Francis Womdeighton, James W. Eves, Alf. Dorset Bic^, George J.

Pinwell, John R. Play fair, Henry J. Burrow, James Green, Jas. Cfa. N. Wliitc,

Frank Shepherd, Henry Fisher, Richard J. Moore, Rirhard Green, Wm. John
JIackay, Wm. H. Darke, Edwd. A. Harrison, I'ercival Ball, *K. Knight, Jones

YoungJ Thomas ,K. Pearce, Charles Morgan, Edward Crosse, Caroline M. A.

Martin, Geo. J. Gray, Jas. Thorpe, Charles Newman, Major Hawkins, Charles

Salisbui-y, Emily J. Cole, W. Davy, Harry Maile, Chas. Geo. Hcan, Emily

Mable, Francis Boadella.

On the obverse of the school bronze medal is a medallion portrait of her Ma-
jesty, with the inscription—"By the Grace of God, Queen Victoria." On the

reverse are the words—" Local prize for success for art, awarded by the Depart-

ment of Science and Art."

The Chaikman, in conclusion, said that, encouraged by what had been done

that night, he hoped that next year a much larger number of medals and other

prizes would be presented to the students of St. Martin's School of Art.

Mr. RoBiNsox, of the Art Museum, South Kensuigton, said he had no doubt

that a great majority of those present were aware that the medals and and other

grizes awai-dcd consisted of three distinct grades. The first pade was that of

ooks, which was merely elementary, the bronze medals were those prizes which

were awarded for successful competition among the students of each particular

school, while the national medallion was given for successful competition with

other schools of the same kind throughout the country. St. Alartin's School

had this year obtained twenty local medals, and one national medallion. Every-

thing he had to say of the school was of a very complimentary character. That

was not too much to say, for St. Martin's School had taken precedence of all

other schools of art in the metropolis, and he had no doubt that it would con-

tinue so to do. It had a gre.it many advantages over some other schools.
_
It

had, amongst other advantages, excellent masters, and was situated in the midst

of a large population. And the least ho could wish was that there might be

many other schools in the metropolis running St. Martin's closer than at pre-

sent. It gave him very great pleasure to meet them occasionally, and to express

how much pleased he was in keeping up a connexion between the head school of

art, of which St. Martin's School was now an independent ofispring, and he was

glad to see how fine a child it had become. He hoped that next year there would

be many more competitors, and that the school would still win more medals,

owing to the still higher character of the works produced in it.

Lord Hardinge said he came amongst them ordy as a visitor, bnt having

come there he had that evening derived great satisfaction from an inspection of

the results of the labours of the students of St. Martui's school. The drawings

he had examined had greatly exceeded what he thought could result from the

capabilities of schools like those, which were the offshoots of the head institution

at South Kensington. He happened to go to the South Kensington Museum the

other day, where he met the Inspector-General of the Schools, Mr. Redgrave,

Royal Academician, an old fi-iend of his from whom, when a little boy, he re-

ceived instructions in art for a few shillings per lesson. He thought that that

fact should eneoui'age the students of all schools of art to renewed industry, and

he saw no reason why they should not succeed as well as the gentleman he had

alluded to had done in the peculiar branch of art which he had taken up. Wlien

he met Mr. Redgrave he was engaged with Sir Charles Eastlake examining stu-

dies prepared for competition for the national medals, and he told him (Lord

Hardinge) that he never saw better sets of drawings sent up from the metro-

poUtan and provincial schools. And he did not know then that he should have

the honour of telling them that St. Martin's School had carried oft' one of the

national medals. And he thought that the work of art which had gained that

distinction might vie and compete with any of the other drawings that had obtained

national prizes. Mr. Redgrave, at the time he referred to, assured him that

these schools of art had been of great benefit to thecountrj-, especially in manu-

facturing towns,—such as Manchester, Leeds, Binningham, and other large

cities. 'The manufacture of porcelain, chintzes, and other productions of industry

and skill, had been greatly improved. In lii51 we were distanced by foreim

tised in our schools in order that they might —
.

were certain laws and principles in nature which were applied to designs ot many

descriptions. The principles of design could be seen in tlie bough, the leal an*

the tree, and these should be well studied. He would only remind them of what

was stated by Lord Brougham the other day in a northern University, that how-

• Drawings selected to compete for the National JledalUons together with two

studies from life. Water-color by William Trego, art pupil teacher. Nine »toaej»

received " honorable mention " for their drawings. FUty-seven prizes were awarded

by Her Majesty's Art Inspector at the Klemcntary ExamiuaUon m March.
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ever moderate a man's abilities_niight be, if he applied his mind tliorouglily,

zealously anil energetically to the pursuit of the study in which he was engaged
he could not fail to command success, whatever might be the occupation which
he had taken up. That, ho thought, should be a great encouragement to them
all ; if they only threw sufficient energy and zeal into the pursuit in which they
might be engaged they would command success. On future occasions he should
be very happy to take part in the proceedings of a meeting like the present.

The Rev. R. G. JI.WI. proposed a vote of thanks to the ttachei's for their

earnestness, zeal and ability during the past year, and to the stewards of the
conreriazioiie. Carried by acclamation.
Mr. Casey, head master, Mr. Burchelt, second master, and Sir. Carkelt, hon.

secretarj' of the coiireri'azione, severally rcturued thanks,
Tue enjoyment of the evening was much enhanced by the performances of a

TOcal party, consisting of Miss Svmondson, who presided at the pianoforte;
Misses Newman, Romer, Rowland Mrs. Spruies, and Jlessrs, Hopkins, Garland,
Sproles, Stark, Bowden, Upton, Neal, and Sepson; the conductor being Mr.
Constantine. The members of the Euter|)ean Society assisted in the choruses.

The company did not break up until a late hour.

CHURCH BELLS.*
Bells have upon their crowns metal loops called canons, by which they are

attached to a piece of wood called the stock, by means of iron straps and coup-
line plates. I'he stock has axes or gudgeons fixed in brass sockets called brasses,

which are let into the stout wooden frame which carries the bells. On the inner
side of the crown is tbced an iron loop called the crown staple, from which the
clapper hangs.
How large bells were set in motion in early times it is difficult to say ; but

instances occur of small bells of a very early period having a kind of handle or

straight lever fixed to the stock at right angles to it, to the end of which a rope
was tie<l—very similar indeed to the way in which school-bells are liung now.
This is no doubt a very ancient mode. In the instance which occurs in this

county (Maningford Abbots), the socket of tlie lever remains, while the lever has
been replaced by a modern wheel.

In the church of St. Gervais, at Avranclies, in France, a large bell is rung in a
curious and rude way, without the use of either wheel or rope. To the under-
side of the stock two pieces of wood are fixed, parallel to each othtr, and pro-
jecting a short distance l)eyond the stock. Upon these stand two men, each
having a foot on cither side of the stock, who, by throwing their weight simul-
taceously first on one side then on the other, get the bell into motion, and so ring
it. This is a very clumsy expedient, and may be all very well in the land of
wooden shoes, but how would an Knglish village ringer like this sort oftread-mill
work on a bell of 30 cwt. or 2 tons ?

The straight lever soon gave way to the quarter-wheel, which again yielded in

course of time to the half-wheel. Both were decided improvements, and made
the operation of ringing less jerking than that produced by the lever. By the
half-wheel method, bells could not be raised above stock level.

This was followed by the three-quarter wheel, which was introduced about the
year 1C20, when ringing was becoming more popular. A reason for the alteration

IS given in the churcliwardens' accountsof St. Edmund, Salisbury, for that year.
It is called, "bringing the bells to more compass"

—

i.e., by means of a three-
quarter wheel the bells could be rung higher and in better time. The
transition from the three-quarter to the eutire wheel was easy enough after

this.

We uow come to consider the hanging of the clapper, which is the next im-
portant part of bell-gear. The earliest mode with which we are acquainted is

that known b.v the " busk board" principle. The upper end of the shank of the
clapper is made in the form of astirrup. Between it and the crown staple a piece
of wood is inserted for the purpose of preventing any side play in the motion. A
strap of strong leather, called the bawdrick, made of horse-hide, passes through
the stirrup and over the crown staple. Then, in order that the centre of motion
may be at the staple and not at the stirrup, a piece of stiff wood, called the
" busk-board," is pinned through the middle of the bawdrick and tied at the

other end to the shank of the clapper.

There are many of these clappers to be found, not always, however, in a sound
state and good working order. I have frequently seen them witli the busk-board
quite loose, so that the bell when set in motion could not be struck evenly by the
clapper. They have then, in fact, two centres of motion instead of oni,—one at
the staple and another at the stirrup. Churchwardens' accounts of the
seventeenth and earlier centuries have frequent entries for new leather for the
bawdricks.
The objection to this mode of hanging a clapper is that it is complicated and

soon put out of order. Two or three plans have therefore been introduced to

make the suspension more simple ; but the one ordinarily in use is to do away
with the stirrup and dovetail the clapper into a piece of wood ; attaching it to the
crown staple by means of an iron strap pinned to the clapper. There is au
objection to this also.

I will now point out two improved methods of hanging both the bell and the
clapper.

Bells are not permanently attached to their stocks, for the obvious reason that
it becomes necessary sometimes to turn them. The constant blows of the clapper
will in process of time wear a hole on the two sides which are exposed to them.
These depressions sometimes amount to something considerable and endanger the
bell, which must then be turned. This is done by freeing it from its stock,
turning it quarter-round, and refixing it. A false staple is inserted in the crown,
and the clapper is brought to bear on points at right angles to its former line of
action. But it will be observed that this operation once performed cannot be
repeated ; and therefore that any mechanical contrivance which would extend
this operation would he a great desideratum.
Now, two such contrivances have been projected, one by Mr. W. L. Baker, a

clever and ingenious civil engineer ; the other by Mr. E. B. Uenison. I will
first describe Mr. Baker's plan, because it was first in the field, and is admirably
adapted to the purposes for which it was dtsigucd. There are three principal
feature* in it :—

* The substance of the above article was first emlwdied in a Lecture delivered
at Marlborough during last month, by the liev. W. C. Llkis, MA F S A
of Colliugbourne Duds, near Marlborough, Author of "An Account of ciiurch

I. .4 ciVcM/or io,« on the crown of the bell in the place of canons, through
whicli a single bolt passes and attaehes the bell to the stock.

II. Au iron stock instead of a wooden one.
III. The bell is so attached to the stock that the bell may be turned round

its vertical axis so as to present a fresh part in succession to the blows of the
clapper.

'The central bolt .serves two purposes : 1, to bring the bell in firm contact with
the stock ; 2, to carry the clapper (that part of the clapper which passes through
the l)e!l is round). Whenever it is necessary to tuni the bell the nut is loosened,
and by means ofa toothed wheel keyed to the boss, and an endless screw fixed to
the stock, two or three turns of a spanner or wrencli will efl'ect it.

This is an ingenious and at the same time very simple contrivance, and most
satisfactory in every way.

Without entering into the advantages ofan iron stock, and before passing on to
a brief consideration of Mr. Denison's plan, I must say a few words respecting
Mr. Baker's plan for lianging the clapper. He returns in a measure to the
early type or stirrup shape. The end of the central bolt is made hollow, and the
clapper is'pinned to it. There is a great advantage in this plan, for the wear of
the clapper may be satisfactorily ivmedied for 500 or GOO years without having
occasion to renew the main or central bolt. The pin may be renewed as often as

required at a trifling cost ; and if in course of time the sockets of the clapper
should wear, the upper end of the shank can be cut oil' and renewed. Any small
side-wear can be remedied by the insertion of a thin washer.
Now let us examine Mr. Denison's plan, which is l)etter known than Mr.

Baker's because he w.as allowed to apply it to the great ill-fated Westminster
bells. It is a modification of Mr. Baker's without its ingenuity or simplicity.

There are no canons, but a boss or excresence of mushi'oom shape. A central

bolt passes through this boss and carries the clapper, but now follow clumsy
complicated contrivances for securely attaching the bell to the stock. Mr.
Denison liad not the courage of a really practical scientific engineer to trust his

bell to the strength of his wrouglit-iron central bolt, but adds several iron bolts

which clip the flange of the boss with their hooked ends. These were certainly

needless, although they may impart a feeling of security to a timid observer. A
bell that is not intended to be swung does not require so much support as one
that is. The direct strain on the bolt is limited merely to the dead weight
of the bell ; and it was easy enough in the case of the Westniiuster bell to

proportion the dimensions of the Bolt, aud consequently its strength, to tlie

required strain.

It has been satisfactorily shown by a gentleman (Mr. Nichols) who is fully

competent to do so, that the greatest direct strain upon the bolt supporting a
bell in motion varies from about three to four times the weight of the bell. There
is another strain at work whicli has to be taken into account, viz., a triinsverse

one; and it is a combination of these two strains wliieh tends to produce fracture.

This horizontal or transverse strain, however, is diminished by letting the bell

into the stock, as Mr. Baker proposes, whicli is one of the many great advan-
tages of his principle of bell-hanging. But as a proof of the perli;ct security of a
bell thus suspended, the gentleman above alluded to shows that the
transverse strain on a four-inch bolt, such as would be required for a ball

weighing two tons^ would not be more than one-eighth of the breaking strength
ofwrought iron.

Then Mr. Denison proposes another clumsy contrivance for turning the bell.

AU the bolts have to be loosened, the bell has to rest on the central holt, and a
number of men have to lay hold of the mouth of the bell and slue it round—If

they can

!

As the great Westminster bell, popularly known by the vulgar name of " Big
Ben,"has cracked twice, you may perhaps wish to know whether any satisfactonr

reason has been assigned for the remarkable fatality which has attended it. It

has been considered, by thosewhose judgment is entitled to the highest credit, that

the fault has been in the metal itself. And this seems to me to be the secret of

the whole matter.
The best bell-metal is composed of two pure metals, copper and tin, in certain

proportions ; the mixture producing an alloy whicli is hard, elastic, and vibratOTy.

Now, the great aim of bell-founders has lieen to discover tlie true proportions;

and one has been in favour of 3 parts of copper to one of tin—another re-

commends 4 parts of copper to 1 of tin; and so on, Mr. Denison, I believe,

inclined to the first.

Now I will give you, in very few words, the results of some experiments made
four years ago by Mr. Baker.* These experiments were most carefully conducted
with a view to the utmost accuracy, and may therefore be safely relied on. His

object was to test the ultimate transverse strength of some alloys of copper and
tin, and he had bars of metal made for the purpose 12 inches long by 1 iuch thick

each way. The following were the results:—A bar consisting of li parts of copper

to 1 of tfn required a force of 2,910 lbs. to break it, and it was found that the

greatest deflection at breaking was 'G-i of an inch. A bar (4 copper, 1 tin)

required a breaking force of 2,1GG lbs., its greatest deflection being -lO. A third

bar (3 copper, 1 tin) required a breaking force of 1,552 lbs., its greatest deflection

being '11.

You will observe that there is a considerable difference between the first and the

* The following are the particulars given to Mr. Lukis by BIr. IJiiker: "The
following are the results of some experiments I very carefully made in October, 1856,

ou the ultimate transverse strcng-th of some alloys of copper aud tin :

—

'

Parts I'arts w^.m."!" Df0ection
Copper. Tin.

lbs.
^'"^^

C 1 i;,910 03
1 1 a.ioc 19
3 1 Liifl.; -n

These are there-suits when the results of the actual experiments are reduced to bars
|

1" + 1" and 1 foot long between the points of support ; the actual bars were 3 feet i

long between the points of support. Three sound bars of each alloy were broken, I

making nine bars in all. The breaking weight stated is in evt-Ty case the mean
breaking weight of tlie three bars. The experiments were very carefully conducted,

j

each bar being loaded iu the centre, aud numerous experiments gave the mean
specific gravity of the bars of each alloy as t>75. I'roni these experiments it will be
seen that, assuming the strength of tlie Westminster I'alace bells (which, made under I

Mr. Denison's direction, are :t of copper and f of tin) to be -'; the strength of ordinary I

bells (which are 4 of copper and 1 of tin) will be nearly ;i. In addition to this I

weakness of constitution Uig "lien's hammer was also made by Sir. iieuison much
|

larger in proi)ortion than clock hammers are iu general, lie has been twice cast

of tlic same alloy, twice tried, aud twice cracked. The cause of this failure is pretty

CTideut."
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tliinl tor, both as to its breaking strength and its elasticity, the first being nearly

twice as stronp and nearly six times more elastic.

Now, assuming Hiff Hen's strength (composed of 3 copper, 1 tin) to be repre-

sented by the figure i, then tlie strenc;th of ordinary bells (composed of 4 copper,

1 tin) will be nrarly represented liy figure 3, and they are nearly twice as elastic,

or more vil)ratory.

liig Ben being thus of a delicate constitution ought never to have been
subjected to unnecessarily heavy l)Iows. But Mr. Henison had such confidence

;u its powers of resistance that he gave it a hammer much larger in proportion to
its weiglit than clock hammers are in general. At the first failure he attributed tlic

fault to Mr. Warner, tlie founder, for departing from the instructions he had
received. Mr, Denison seems to have overlooked tlie real cause ; and as
the second bell was cast out of the same metal, a like fatality attended it

also.

I hope I have made this clear to you; for the fatal result had nothing
whatever to do with the tightening-up of the bell to its stock, nor with
defects in the casting, batwas the result of inherent weakness of constitution.

WESTMINSTER POLICE COURT.
THE METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT.

TliTr. T. D. Simpson, proprietor of Cremorne Gardens, appeared before Mr. .\rnold

iVi to a summons taken out by Mr. Samuel Beacheroft, Surveyor of the parish

of Chelsea, for tliat he being the builder engaged in erecting a building situate in

Cremorne Gardens, neglected to give him, the said surveyor, two days' notice

before sucli l)uilding was connnenced, contrary to the statute, by which neglect
he had rendered himself liable to a penalty of £"20.

Mr. Pawle was engaged by Mr. Simpson.
Mr, Beacheroft saio^ that about three years ago he attended at that court to

prefer a similar charge against Mr, Simpson, and which was dismissed on tlie

ground that he (Mr. Arnold), Ijy whom the case was investigated, was of opinion
that the structure did not come witliin the meaning of the act as to wiiat was a
building. The present was, however, a very different case,

3Ir, Arnold asked in what way the present charge differed from that he
formerly beard?
Mr. Beacheroft replied that in the present case there was some brickwork upon

the ground, and a quantity of posts, which were sunk about four feet in the
ground in concrete. You, Sir, dismissed the former summons as you were of
opinion that the former structure was not to be a permanent one,

Mr, j\jnold,—This appears to be a very different case. Let me hear the
evidence.

Mr. Alfred Williams, clerk to Mr, Beacheroft, proved that on the 12th of May
he went into Cremorne Garrlens and found the building in course of erection. It
was nearly circular, about 108 feet diameter, and at each angle posts were let into

the ground. There were also posts varying from 34 to 20 feet In height. At the top
of the building there was to be a cupola, and the roof was to be covered with
asphalted felt. In the centre of the structure was a raised platform, about
8 feet from the ground, and the public were admitted to It by an inclined
ascent.

Mr. Pawle said that the present summons differed very little from the previous
one, and he was prepiired to show that the structure in question did not come
within the interpretation of the woi-d " building," as contemplated by the Act

,

as this, after being erected, could be speedily removed, and be placed in another
position, Mr, Simpson had been at a very considerable expense in endeavouring
to obtain views of various parts of the scenery of Switzerland, and which he was
desirous of exliibiting at Cremorne Gardens. Mr, Telbin, under his direction,
had been to Switzerland, passing into Italy over the Alps by the pass of the
Mont St. Gothard, and had taken views ol' all tiie picturesque scenery on his
journey. These his client wanted to exhibit as a painting, and it was only for
this purpose that the structure was erected. It was a structure that was easily

removable, and he considered not such a one as was contemplated by the Act as

a building, any more than could a dancing booth, or any large tent for the
e.xliibition of shows at a fair. After a long .argument,
Mr. Arnold observed that it was a case of some importance, and that before he

gave his decision he should take an opportunity of^ going to the gardens, and
seeing the " building " in question. He concluded by saying that he would let the

parties know when lie would resume the investigation of the case.

Reopening of Thurlby Church.—On Thursday last this church was
leopencd, having been closed for the purpose of erecting a stained-glass east

.window (the gilt of Mr. T. Cooke Hubljard, lay rector), a reredos, and for

other improvements. The window is of five lights, with rich tracery, and is

17 feet high by 11 wide. The centre light contains the figure of our Saviour,

elevated above" the others, holding the orb in his left hand, his right hand being
raised. Below is introduced a group of the crucifixion. Below is another group,
xepresenting our Lord calling jMatthew from the receipt of custom. Beneath is

a group—our Lord's charge to St. Peter, " feed ray sheep." St. Paul is resting

with both hands on the hilt of a sword, and below is a group representing his

preaching- at Athens. In the southernmost compartment is St, John, and below

tie is represented writing his Revelations in the Island of Patmos, The numerous
"tracery lights are filled with mosaic patterns. Tiie artists arc Messrs. Tiioraas

Baillie and Co., London, who have also inserted three smaller stained-glass

windows in this cliurch. The reredos extends tiie whole length of the east wall

of the chancel, and exhibits a series of seven obtuse-headed canopies, supported

on muUious standing on a basement of horizontal mouldings, with a buttress at

each end. The whole is surmounted with a horizontal moulded cornice, termina-

ting with the Tudor flower. The hollow moulding of the cornice is filled with
the vine. The spandrels of the canopies contain sprays of natural foliage and
flowers representing the ivy, oak, hawthorn, maple, holly, nut, lilies of the

Taliey, rose, hop, wheat, lily, primrose, passion-flower, and vine : a few insects

are carved amongst the foliage. The pinaclcs and flnials of the buttresses arc

crockctted with the vine and ivy. Six of the tablets contain the Lord's Prayer,
Belief, and Ten commandments, in fifteenth century lettering, with illuminated

capitals. The centre panel has the Vesica Piscis, with the sacred monogram
surrounded bv a scroll. The design has been worked in Stamford limestone
by Mr, Robert Tinkler, jun., and it is hoped that his example of introducing

natural English foliage in stone and wood decorations will be extensively adopted
by carvers generally.

JIEKTINGS OF THIO CAMUUIDGK AUCUITKCTUBAL CONGKKSS.*
MEETING AT WALTIIAM ABBEY.

ON Whit Monday tlic CambrldKc Architectural Congress met at Wkltham Abbey,
Owing to the Inclemency of the wciither there were but about thlrty-flvc pcrsoDI

present, chiefly members of the Kssex .Soriety.

The Congress Invited gentlemen interested in the study of architecture from all
parts of the country, and among the visitorx were the Kcv. Lord Alwyn Compton,
Kev. — I.ukis, IJcv. — Myers. Kev. J. Fuller liuasill, Kev. T. W. Uarlow, Kcr. 5. U.
Cooper (formerly .Secretary ot the (iinibrldu'e Architectural Asaoclatlun), Kev, A,
I'ownali, the \'eneriible Archdeacon Thorpe (Itristul), Jtev. — Ilodaoii, Kev. — Klllott,
Kev. Tiios. James (Hon. ("anon of I'eterboroutb), K. A. Freeman, Kuq. (Oxford),
K, IS, Denison, Esq., Q.C. ; Mr. Hart (medieval metal worker), Mr. I'arkcr, and Mr,
Jtell (publishers). The architects present were—Mr. 0. O. Scott, Mr. Street, Mr.
Slater, Air, iiodley, Sir, W. Burges, of London ; aud Sir. Frltchett, of Utabop
.Stortl'oril.

Sir. Fbeeman gave a lecture upon the Abbey and the recent restorations there by
Mr. W, linrges. jfn the course of his remarks he referred to a controversy that bad
been carried on for some time in the GnttUiauns Maf/avtne as to the date of this
building. He found historical evidence that the nave was consecr.ated in 1<^jO ; from
that he was of opinion, Judging from the details of the architecture, that It was the
work of the Saxon King Harold. It is right, however, to say that Professor Willis
thinks It Is later work. This was not ori^onally an abbey. In the reign of King
('anntc a miraculous cross was found in this neighbourhood. Tovey, who wan lord
of the place, built a chapel as a shrine for this cross, and attached two priests to It, It
then became the property of Harold, who built this nave in which we now stand.
In " De InveiUione," wliicli was written before 117.5, there is a full account of
the consecration on the 3rd of May, loOO. The foundation charter is dated 1062,
and although in the foundation of monasteries the date of the charter is gene-
rally earlier than the foundation of the church, because the preparation of the
charter was mOBtly a death-bed transaction, wherein a wealthy man about to pass
out of the world' to the realms of glory above, bequeathed all his estate to the
church ; vet the case of Waltham is widely diflVreut, as Harold, in the prime of
life, constructed bis building, put in a dean, twelve secular priests (not monks),
and founded a school. In 1177, Henry II. turned out the secular canons, and put
in regular canons and an abbot ; and Henry II. intended to rebuild the church
as detailed in Gervaise ; this be was unable to accomplish, but he did erect the
conventual buildings. In l*,.'ri there was a great consecration at thcrebiiildfug of the
choir. The next occuiTence recorded is that a protracted feud, almost amounting
to a civil war, raged in the neighbourhood between the IMandeville aud L)c Alblni
families ; but itdoes not appear that the church w.'is injured in consequence. It may
be asked, Is the architectural evidence sufhcient to upset the historical evidence? Here
we liave Itomanesque work ; ^VaItham and Westminster Abbeys were nearly coeval,
but no part of the latter is standing ; some remains of the domestic portions are
to be found, and their details agree with M'altlmm. Hut an e.'itraordluary theory
is started by some, based upon an obscure passage in Gervaise, and referring to
Canterbury Cathedral, to the cITect that the mason's chisel was not in use in
Enghand till 1170, and that therefore every piece of stonework was done with an
axe ; that the work here is too elaborate for axe work, hence it follows that
Waltham Abbey church is later than 117u ; in short, to that chisel and axe theory
the rudeness of all early work is ascribed. William of Malmsbury, in describing
tills building, says its details were so good that it was copied iu succeeding
buildings ; and Matthew Paris, writing one hundred years after, says
that it used to be imitated, as being the t)est buildiug of the time. The piers
here are not very rich, but there is a pecidiar squareness of section ; there are no
rolls, no hollows, but tlio squareness is rounded; the presence of mouldings is an
evidence of lateness in Norman work ;

plainness of itself is not an evidence of early
work. In the triforium aud clerestory tliere is a sliglit departure from the square

;

by way of settling the controversy about the date of the work, it is supposed that the
piers and pier arches are Harold's work, aud that the work above them is later. In
1177 a very important alteration took place : the church was originally of three stories,

viz., nave arcade, triforium, and clerestory ; but the people of the Decorated period
tried to convert it into a two-story cliurcli, by cutting aw.iy the lower arches aud the
triforium, as may be seen in the western bays ; they added a beautiful Decorated
front and a large chapel. In the reign of Henry VIII., the Abbey was destroyed,
and the church underwent the usual fate of abbey churches. The church belonged
jointly to the abbey and parish, and the monks aud parishioners quarrelled, as at
Wymondham, Dunster, and elsewhere ; the choir, which was used by tlic monks
was pulled down, when they were cleared out, and the nave, which was used by the
parish, remained, and was preserved. It was originally intended to have three
towers ; soon after the suppression the centre tower fell, and in I'liilip and ilary'a
reign the west end was repaired. During the last year the chnrcli has not been
" restored," because that means pulled to pieces and destroyed ; but it lias been care-
fully repaired in a conservative spirit, by which no damage has been done to the
building.
Mr. I'.MiKER di/fered entirely from Mr, Freeman ; he was convinced that no part

of this Inave Is of the eleventh century ; in his opinion, it was of the
twelfth century, and built a bay at a time. The choir as the shrine for the cross
was built lirst . and no part of tliat exists. In early work, before 11-0, they could
not find a cliisel mark upon it (except, perhaps, in I- ranee). There are many marks
of settlement especially iu the pier, which now forms the commencement of the
chancel. It may be that Harold's body was buried under a cairn in Suffolk, and
translated here some time after his death, and as soon as a fitting shrine had been
prepared for liim. He considered that the only remaining portion of Harold's church
was a small piece of rubble masonry, at the east end of the south aisle.

sir. IJurc.es said that, in his opinion, Mr. Freeman had the best of the argument,
for the masonry is of so simple a character, that every part of it could have been done
with an axe and pick. lie believed, liowever, that the part now forming the chancel,
or, in other words, the two easternmost bays of the old nave, had been taken down,
and rebuilt witli the old stones.
Mr. Hope summed up the discussion, and thanked the previous speakers for the

trouble they bad taken to seek for an intelligent explanation of this moot point.
^

The party then adjourned to the vaulted chamber in a garden ; date, about King
Jolin, tliougbtby some to have been the iiilirmary ; the exterior is of rubble, the
interior of squared ashlar, and the pointed liowtell occurs in the vault ribs.

The party also visited tlie ancient perpendicular gatew.ay, abutting upon the moat
formerly approached by a draw-bridge ; also, inanadjoining, field a medieval bridge,
carried upon stone ribs.

Time wore on, tlie whistle sonndcd, and the party left Waltham for Cambridge, to

attend Professor Willis's lecture.
EVEXIXO MEETING.

In the evening, at eight o'clock, the Congress assembled in the large lecture-

room, at Trinity College, for the purpose of hearing an opening address from the
President, and a lecture by I'rofessor Willis, on "The Architectural History of

the University."
Tlie lareo room was filled with a numerous audience, and among them we obserred

the Vice Chancellor, the JIaster of Triuity, the Master of .Sidney, and other dis-

tinguished personages, besides gentlemen connected with .tbe town, and a large

number of ladies. There were suspended atone end of the room several well flnished

diagrams, showing the architectural history of several of the colleges. These were
made by I'rofessor Willis, and most clearly did they indicate the various features

associated with the design and building of the colleges.

At the hour appointed, A. .1. B. I)EREsroiiD-HoPE, Esq.. the President, took the

chair, and, in introducing the proceedings of the evening, expressed the pleasure It

* Tlie remainder of the proceedings of the Congress will appear in our next
number.
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gave him to see so many ladiea and gentlemen present. That evening- was the
opcnin^r of the Congress, to which they had invited persons from all parts of the
country, wherever arohitccture was the study, and wherever it whs admired, to meet
them in tbis Tniversity, where there were so many op^^ortmiities given for the study
of architectore in all it's phases and peculiarities contained upon tlie scroll of history.
In this way they would t>e enabled to discover that which was visible and natural in
times past np to the present day. The glorious study was one which was great in
importance, and in a measure regulating all human affairs where practicable, giving
facilities to the good and opposing the projects of the wicked. The l*residout ad-
Torted to the science being one calculated to instruct us, by seeing what had been
done in the past, and comparing that with the present. Altliough by some, these
were matters which were entirely overlooked, and placed with things forgotten

; yet
tdongside of this great physical development had grown \ip a reasonable appre-
ciation of what had gone on before us. It was thus that we learnt
what were the teachings of the past, and were enabled to apply them
to the present day. lie proceeded to dwell in eloquent terms upon
these features, illustrating how they regulated controlling' powers, and cal-

culated to improve and advance the noble artof architecture. The I'resident, allud-

ing to the audience, passed a high compliment upon the Stastcr of Trinity Ck)llegc

and Professor Willis, then sitting side by side, for their scientittc discoveries, and
having adverted to the beuelits sucli knowledge was likely and did produce, he said

there was their justification in meeting togetlier tliat evening. The I'residcnt spoke
of the nufting of the Congress at Waltham Abbey that morning, and to the tonics

of interest then presented ; and he also alluded to (he meetings which were to place

on the following day and Wednesday and Thursday. Alluding to the latter day.
and their meeting at Bury S^t. Kdmund's, he said that had not the churches and
architectural beauties visiole in that town been situated in Suffolk, but in France or
Italy, a book would have been written about them before now. The l*resideut closed

his address by calling upon l*rofe5sor Willis to dehver his lecture.

PROFESSOR WILLIS'S LECTURE.
Professor WitLis said the subject of his lecture was an exceedingly comprehensive

one ; and therefore he sliould not be able tof^ointo details ; all he could nope to do
was to give a sketch of those historical objects which could still be seen and not
those which had departed. In giving them a complete history of the buildings it

would be necessary to show what was the character of those which preceded the
present ones, and in what way they were superseded, but he recollected that he was
addre.s'ng a body of antiquaries, and consequently he concluded that they were
already in possession of a knowledge of tlie architectural structure of the old build-

tags as well as the new. Jloreover, he had the honor, a few years ago, of addressing

the assembly of the Archieological Institute, in the Senate-house, upon tbis subject,

and since that time ho had applied himself more than ever to it, and was pleased to

acknowledge that he had, in tnc course of his investigations, met with every kind of
encourag iient and courtesy. The college autliorities had rendered him every
facility, and.therefore he was glad to say that he had been afforded with fresh oppor-
tonft'es given for research, and had been enabled to discover many new facts ; but,

on the present occasion, it could not be expected that he should particularise every
object of interest. There were few towns in this or any other country that presented
80 many objects of interest as did the two Universities of Oxford and Cambridge ;

but as time would only admit of his giving a brief outline of some of the
colleges, he would at once proceed. Hie object would be that of showing the
general position of the colleges—their architectural arrangement, and how they had
changed from time to time. He should, so to speak, give a sketch of one or two
types of colleges. Xow, the early colleges were buildings of a very simple character
—the master was content to have but one room (there being no lodges) ; books were
few, and kept in a chest ; therefore no libraries were wanted. The devotions were
performed in the parish churches—hence there were no college chapels; but refec-

tories their always appeared to have been, as it seemed when a college was founded,
the very first thing that was done was the preparation for providing a refectory,

kitchen, and buttery, simply because the students could not do without food. It

appeared to have been the custom of a founder of a college to purchase two or three
cottages and convert them into a refectory and sleeping rooms. l*roceeding, the
Professor said our earliest remains belonged to four cone":es, viz., Pembroke, Corpus,
Conville, and Trinity Hail. To begin with Corpus, which they could visit for them-
selves, that consisted of a plain c^uadrangle, with chambers on three sides, and a long
row of buildings on the fourth side, known as the "Hall range." There was cut
through the latter a transverse passage, known by the name of " screens," the walls
of which were pierced on one side with doorways leading to the kitchen and buttery
on one side, and to the refectory on the other side. The earlier colleges, called halls,

were constructed upon a plan resembling that of a great mansion ; and this fact was
Bupported from Hudson Turner's domestic Architecture, as completed by Mr.
Parker, of Oxford, who shows that this system of the arrangement of colleges was
universal up to Queen Klizabeth's reign. At the opposite end of the hall to the
screens there was a dais, and beyond that one large chamber, better than the other
chambers. This chamber, which we ought to call a parlour, was a common room
for the collegians, and the only room in the College in which there was fire, and in

this room the College business was transacted, and above it was the Haster's
chamber. That was the origin of the Lodge of Corpus ; in this College there arc
two stories of students' chambers, which are the oldest in the University. Now, as
he had hinted that there were no chapels, the students used to go to the parish
churches or puri»OBe8 of devotion ; and consequently every founder first obtained a
Bite abutting upon a parlsli church, then the advowson, so that he could have jierfect

control over the hours of the parish services. In proof of this, the professor related
several historical facts in regard to Pcterhousc and the church of St. Mary the Less,
Corpus College and St. Jlenedict's Church, Gonville Hall and St. Botolph Church,
Trinity Hall and St. John's Church (pulled down to make a site for King's Chapel),
Uichael House and St. Michael's Church. Jesus College and the parish church or^St.
Rhade^und, and In some instances it appeared a covered corridor was built to con-
nect a College with a church. Their devotions, however, not only consisted in the
attendances upon ordinary services, but also for private prayer ; and therefore it was
that in the fifteenth century Corpus College erected a little chapel in its own pre-
cincts for private devotion. Tne Professor here referred to the first Michael
House, which, as those before him were no doubt aware, was re-built by
Haney de Stanton, who erected St. Michael's Church in the nature of a
college, chapel, and parish church, in which the shattered remains of the
founder lay moulderinir, uncarcd for, and without a fitting monument. It is

a church; remarkable for the manner in which the choir projects into the nave,
and presents a fine example of flowing decorated tracery, and what is important is

the fact of its remaining nearly in its original state. The Professor next adverted to
the architectural structures of"^Queen's College, noticing the chief features of interest
therein. It was, he said, a remarkable building, and a very fine example of collegiate
architecture. It was erected by Doggett, who really founded tljc college. As a work
of brick architecture, it presented a complete series ; it had noble archways and gate
enta-ances, and had preserved its ancient aspects extremely well, excepting, of course,
the fantahtic clock and bell turret at the west end of the chapel. The erection began
to 1-1-1><, and he never knew a more complete analogy between two buildings than the
arranirements of this college and Haadon Hall. The Professor lucidly proved this
assertion by a lai^e plan of each building drawn to a similar scale, and pointed out
the corresponding features. In contiuualion, he said the master was content with
his one room, or, at least, if not content, he could get no other ; but it seemed that
when, by a change in the law, the master weis permitted to marry, it so happened
that he increased hialodgc—(laughter)—and after the Reformation the masters began
to marry in a surprising manner~(laughter)— and the lodges began to increase in a
corresponding ratio—(laughter). Now, to prove that lie was not asserting things
which were not actually true, he might mention that in Christ College, for instance,
to which he had free access, that the present dining-room in the master's lodge
was formerly the college parlour; and Corpus College, as another illustration, it

waa perfectly marvellous to think how the lodge had spread out—so much so that

wlieu Archbishop I'arkcr came. It ran right out into the garden. The Profensor next
adverted to the long galleries in the early colleges as being an idea copied from
the cloisters in which the monks and the students used to promenade backwards
aud forwards in studious meditation, to keep themselves warm, as there was only
one fire. The Professor explained, ft-om his diagrams, the galleries in Haddon Hall
and Queens' college, whicli it appeared in the latter case was erected over the
cloisters. Professor Willis remarked that what was most curious to observe waa
the way in which tlic bay windows were arranged in Haddon, as hi the mansions of
the period, and pointing to a diagram of Caius college said those windows were
made to the recesses in wlijch the students used to retire to hold convcrsa tion in
confidence with the master or tutor, and the oriel stood out in the gnrtlen to this
day. In Queens' the oriel projected. The windows were Bystematically constructed,
and so placed as to be opposite to a blank wall on the other side, in order that a
better light might be secured upon the paintings hung upon the blank wall ; this
was according to the theory laid down l5y I'liilibert dc Lorme. In course of time,
then, the master's lodge had been so constructed as to be analogous to those of a
nobleman's mansion. Archbishop Parker had likewise a similar gallery to those he
had described built in the second court of St. John's college; these galleries were
then quite as common a feature as the lodges. Now if they wished to study the
peculiarities of architectural history, they must not look to see if a building was
hftndsome, for there was no such principle as that of absolute ^beauty or historical

perfection for what is deemed as correct taste in one age is thought to be very ugly in
another age; fashions in architecture change like fashions in dress ;butthey must look
to the time in which such buildings were constructed, and ascertain if they accorded
with the period and circumstances then existing. Their object should be that of seeing
whether the buildings in their arrangements and details correspond with the times
in which they were erected. The next buildinf*- referred to by the I'rofe.^sor was
Clare Hall, now called Clare College, upon examining which he had found quite as
much interest as in any of medieval architecture. It laid, if he might use the term,
"across the Commonwealth;" it has a fine Italian palatial appearance; he con-
sidered it one of the best buildings (apart from style) in the University. The
college was begun in the year 1G38 ; and at that time there was a long sti'eet called

Mill-street which ran close by. When first built it stood in a lane, and the angle
ot it was so very close to King's College chapel that there was scarcely room to pass
through, and consequently it was rebuilt nearer to the river. A very great contro-
versy between the two colleges arose ; King's College wished Clare to be kept from
their neighbourhood, while Clare was anxious to build upon the "round adjoining
King's. The dispute went on till eventually a roj'al letter settled the controversy,
and in 1C3S Clare built the front, and side next to King's, in a very peculiar style of
architecture; it was Italian upon Gothic, in which the two were intermingled; he
did not know of any building like it. The Professor explained from the diagram his

meaning, and showed the elevations of two compartments of the structure as partak-
ing of a uniqueand peculiarformof Kenaissance, which is not at aU of the Klizabethan
type. After the restoration in 1009, they began to build that side next to the river,

and he would endeavour to show them how it got into Its present state. One re-

markable circumstance he wished to direct attention to was the fact that in the
whole medieval architecture they never heard of an architect ; they hoard of car-
penters and masons, but no architect. In the reign of King Charles I. there was
recorded the fact of one, William Grumball, receiving 58. Cd. for making a design for

a bridge. The Grumballs came from Raunds, in Northamptonshire, and upon the
gravestone of the father was an inscription informing us that he built Trinity-

College, Clare Colle":e, &c., but that he believed was a mistake. In 1704, the
river front was completed with cruciform windows, formed by a mullion and transom.
The fashion of having sash windows then came in, and the mullions and
transoms were cut out. The whole of the restoration having been completed,
a new feature in 1815 was put into force—that of cutting down all the pedestala
of the windows to the very fioor levels, as though people could walk out iVom
the upper rooms into the air. The Prolessor here traced the original state of the
windows in 17(52, and commented upon the changes that occurred prior and after the
restoration, the removing of the parapets for battlements, and then for them
substituting balustrades, &c. The Professor here alluded to the diflieulty he had
had, and still did find, in ascertaining dates connected with the changes that had
taken place within the last century in the architectural arrangement of the buildings

in the colleges, for in the College Occurrence Books there were no entries of
anything like annals or reasons for the various changes. Whether this omission
arose from bashfulness, or from the fact of the continual change in society, or fVom
positive neglect, he could not say ; but certainly the diflieulty of discovering any
correct data concerning the history and changes in the arrangements of buildinga

were extremely difficult. When he was an undergraduate, he did not then see toe
importance of tlieso things, or he should have taken more notice. In some of the
College Jlinute liooks there were entries, but there was a great deal of valuable
information relative to architectural changes which never appeared, and though
well worthy of being in print, was never even put to paper. One of the early

masters of Caius College began to keep a correct entry, and when he died, the bookia
which he recorded the changes contained a large number of blank pages, which how-
ever never got filled up. The Professor, pointing to one of the diagrams, said it was a
very curious drawing, representing the second court of St. John's College. The desira

was one which set forth no details—a mere scliool-boy's painting, in which tna

colors were "tricked out" as in heraldry painting. The walls were all delineated,

but the windows were colored with stripes, without any relation to the various ma-
terials; and certainly, so far as the design was concerned, was merely intended for
show. He might state that it was the only design which came up to the latest period,.

and bore the autograph of Kalpli Simons, written in large broad letters, who no
doubt was very proud of his signature, as he signed his name to everything he did.

This Kalph Simons built the cottages of Sidney, Trinity, and St. John's. The l^ro-

fessor here alluded to Dr. Neville, who by his generosity paid money out of his OWIl

pocket for the purpose of building the three remaining sides of the court next to the
kitchen and hall of Trinity College ; he built Neville's court, and began to arranee
the walks. For all these improvements, they were much indebted to Dr. Neville,

who was afterwards Dean of Canterbury, and who lived long enough to see them
carried out. The Professor pointed to a plan of Jesus College, which was formed
by Bishop Alcock, out of the Nunnery of St. Rhadegund ; the nunnery had got Into

disrepute, and the nuns had lost their character, and consequently it was,broken up.

The conventual elmrch, which was also a parish church, is now the coUe<i:e

chapel ; the nave was shortened by Bishop Alcock, and the aisles puUcd down ; the

immured nave piers were lately disentombed by opening the wall; one btill remoinB
in the master's copper chimney (laughter). Some years ago, the college began to

restore the cliapel, and it is now the most interesting in Cambridge. Tiie Professor'ft

able lecture was then brought to a close by referring to the places of .«ludy for the
students, chambers without a chimney, and to the miseries and privations which the

students Buffered in olden times. He thought he had now detained them long

enough ; but had time permitted, he could have gone on for a considerable length—
in fact, in the history of one college, there was sufficient material for a lecture. He
trusted, however, ere long, to be enabled to give them a complete architectural

history of the individual colleges. By that means, he would be enabled to put wpoa
record all the matters of detail which had come under his observation, and which had^

through the college authorities, been placed before him. In fact, lie felt it his duty to

publish these facts. He had to plead for their support upon the publication of the

work, which was now in such a state of forwardness that he hoped the time was not

far distant when they would have an opportunity of making themselves acquainted

with the subject.
Sir. C. H. Cooper (Town Clerk) moved a formal vote of thanks to the Prolessor

for the able lecture delivered—a lecture which must have highly gratitied every per-

son present, and he had, therefore, very great pleasure in proposing that the thanks

of the meeting be given to Professor Willis for his kindness in deliveruig a lecture

that evening.
TheJiASTERof Trinity College moat heartily joined in the proposition maac
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Ijy Mr. Cooper. For hiinsclf. he was very p^lad to embrace every oi)portmiity lie could
to receive iiiformutioii from the vast trojisiiry ol' kiiowied'Tu possessed by Professor
AVjlUs. The hearing- of Iho lecture only added to the importance of the subject being
Iirout'ht out as a wliolo in a more prominent form. They could now only obtaiu
fut-uifnts, which made them the more anxious to know more, lie had, however,
f^Tiiit pleasure in thauking' Professor Willis for the information given them.
TlieC'iiAiHMAN in puttin;,^ the resolution to the meeting, said he had no doubt

that all before Idm had antieii)at('d what kind of lecture would be given by Professor
iVilhs, who had, while occupying their attention that cvenuig, brought out striking
conclu.«ions, a lucidity of argument, and perfect logic in all his statements. The
Chairman continiu^d to observe that they had learnt that evening how private houses
originally corresponded with coUegiate buildings, and how building!* in general were
corstructed, and how as one was removed another was raised in its place. These and
many other important features had been prominently brought before tliem.
The vote of thanks was carried by aeclauuition.
Profchsor Willis, in acknowledging the compliment, expressed the pleasure it

gave him to think that his lecture had bcon received with so much indulgence. Ho
had butgivcn a brief sketch, as time would not admit of his doing more. If he were
to attempt to give them a description of the building of Trinity College, that would
alone occupy a whole evening. Profe-^sor WilUs, in a humorous slyle, adverted to
the fashion of changing the names of colleges. We ought, he said, to be proud of
the api)ellation given them by their founders. This was much to be regretted, and
in concluding his observations, he said that he found very great difficulty in writing
" Clare College "—(laughter). The meeting then closed.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF ItKITISIT AUCniTECTS.
AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held at the rooms of the Institute,

Conduit-street, llegent-street, on Jlonday evening; Gkoroe Godwin, Esq.,
V.P., in the chair.

Sir. T. ;Havter Lkwis, hon. sec., read the minutes of proceedings at the last
general and special meetings, wliich being found correctly entered, were signed by
the C'hairman.

Jtitroduction of Recentltj Elected Meinbers.—'X^hc following gentlemen being present
for the first time since their election were introduced to the Chairman :—Mr. lloberts,
as Fellow; Mr. J. W. Pcnfold. as Associate; and Mr. W. liurges, as Fellow.

Letterfrom the Fnmihf of (he Infe Sir Charles Bamj.—Mr. T. IIayter LE-\ns,
hon. sec, read the following li-tter trom Lady Barry :—
"Lady Barry and the lamilv of the late Sir Charles B.irry beg to acknowledge

with the most sincere tlianks the resolution of the Uoyal Institute of British
Architects. They are deeply sensible of the honor conferred on him by such a testi-
mony from that noble profession, to which it was his greatest pride to belong ; they
rejoice to feel that his memory is Iicld in aflTectionate and respectful remembrance by
those friends whose opinion he so highly valued; ana for themselves they
acknowledge with gratitudeproportionate to the greatness of their loss, the expres-
sion of such warm and cordial sympathy. Nor can they ever forget while they look
back with inexpressible emotion to the memories of this day, that to the Institute is

due the conception and the conduct of that movement which has laid him in lionor
among the gnat men who arc departed, and so given a public testimony to the value
of his labors in the course of art, and his services to his native country.
"Clapham, May 22nd, 18G0."
The Chairman stated that the Council of the Institute had passed a vote ofthanks

to those members of the Institute who had assisted tliem in the mournful ceremony
attendant upon the fimeial of the late Sir Charles Barry, as well as a vote of thanks
to the workmen who had shown their sympathy with the general loss sustained by
the death of the late eminent architect, in taking part in the funeral procession.
Donations.~M.r. Bell, lion. Sec. announced the donations whicli had been made

since the last meeting, which included:—From M. Cesar Daly, "Kevue Generale
PArchitecture et desTravaux Pubhcs," par M. Cesar Daly, architect. Vol. XVII.,
parts III., IV., VII., VIIL, IX., and X., Paris, 18.)9; from Mr. Ai-thur Gates,
"London and Westminster Improved," illustrated byj)lans, to which is prefixed
a Discourse on Public Magnificence, by John Gwynne, London, 170f); from the pub-
lisher,,'* The Eeclesiologist," for June, ISGO ; from M. Achille Fould, "Archives de
la Commission des Monuments Historiques," Nos. 52 to m inclusive, published by
orderof the Minister of State, Paris, large folio ; from Mr. K. C. Robins, Fellow of
the Institute, *' The Accepted Design for the Croydon Cemetery Chapels, about to
be erected," Photograph; from Mr. C. Duggin. Plymouth, "Tinted Lithograph of
Plymouth Church, Brooklyn," by Charles iJuggin, architect. New York; from Mr.
David Brandon, "Plans of Buckinghamshire General Infirmary," intended to be
erected at Aylesbury.

I'rofessor Donaldson proposed a vote of thanks to the donors. He had
pleasure in seeing amongst the donations the accepted designs of the Croydon Ceme-
tery Chapels.
Mr. Penrose, Hon. Foreign Corresponding Sec, in seconding the vote of thanks,

said lie had to present to the Institute some specimens of the marbles about to be
used by their hon. cori-c-spondent, Cavalierc Matas, in the facade of St. Croce. at
1' loreneo. That gentleman was also about to proceed with his fafade for the cathe-
dral, in which it was to be hoped he would succeed.
The Chairman said he thought the Monuments Historiques were of great value,

and it would be well if our Government took a lesson from the French Govern-
ment in reference to our own historical monuments.
The vote of thanks to the donors was then agreed to.
Mr. Penrose said he had received exceedingly kind letters from several foreign

corresponding members, in answer to invitations to attend the funeral of the late
Sir Charles Barry.
Mr. AuxnuR Ashpitel then read the following paper, which was illustrated

by a great many drawings. "On the Origin and Development of the Use
of Crvpts in Christian CiiURcnEs from the earliest period."

THERE are few objects, the works of man's hand, that affect the mind with more
solemnity than the crypt of a cathedral. Tlie massive character of the edifice,

whicli not only carrys its own "arched and jpondcrons roof," but also the more im-
posing and heaven-aspiring building above it ; the sepulchral aspect of the vaults ;

the dim, broken light, struggling faintly from aisle to aisle, which scarcely is sufficient
to guide the gazer's feel; the enduring solitude, the silence, broken perhaps at
intervals only by the distant roll of the diapason of the organ, descending from
above through the massive masonry— all tend to affect the mind with the deepest
solemnity

; and vet it is curious that less perhaps has been written as to these ex-
traordinary fabrics than any parts of our noble ecclesiastical edifices. They seem to
have been passed over as certain substructures necessary to carry tlie building
abovo,which,btingthere. were used for the purposes of sepulchral rites, or of sepulture
Itself, but of whose origin and history little or nothing can be related.

It is my purpose to endeavour to give some slight sketch of the origin of these
structures, and the progress made in their size and importance for many generations,
till from somr> unknown cause they almost suddenly ceased to De erected as parts of
Christian churches.

Tlie construction of subterranean chambers of all kinds was probably suggested
to the exist, nee and use of natural eaves. The desire to enlarge these for purposes
Ji dweUing, concealment, and stowing away articles of value, naturally would lead
to the formation of rock cut caverns by excavation. It .appears also from Scripture
that sucli caves were early used as places of sepulture. Thus we all remember in
TOC book of Cienesis that Abraham purchased the cave of Maclipelah from Ebron
tlie Hittit'e for 400 shekels of silver, that he might there inter the body of hia wife
Sarah.
The earliest subterranean excavations are probably the catacombs of the Ejryptians,

Wnich are described by most authors, but particularly by Pococke. lie gives
•OCOunte of some to the south of the Pyramids of Saecara, others near Alexandria,

and particularly some, of extensive dimenBlona, near the old canal of Canopua
These last consist of large galleries runningrout of each other at right anglea^ in

,

the walls of which are a number of excavations ranged etde by side, more re-
sembling the boxes In which we keep our papers, and which we familiarly call
pigeon-holes, than anything dso. He lias shown them In ranges, each opcninir
large enough to hold a mummy ijlaced endways; each range contiunlng eiifht
openings, side by side, and three in lieight. ^Vhether these auffgcatctl the catacombs
of Kome and of Sicily, it is of but little use to inquire, as the subject more imme-
diately before us is the crypt itself.

The word, as we alllknow, is derived from the Greek Kovirrta I li^de. or conccaL
But it seems curious that the word KpvTrn/. '*»9 appUod to any similar constructIon.
is of rare. If not of solitary occurrence among the Greek writers. It is usedby Athe-
n»U8, book v.. cap. 8, In describing some of the works of Ptolemy Philopator. la
tlus passage the word jcpVTrTTj seems to mean a vaulted roof, and cannot be said to
apply to a suhterraneom building, as the chamber it covers is expressly called
VTrcpwoJ" ^^ ^^ "upper chamber." The Latin word "crypta " (no doubt derived
tVom the same root) is also of rare occurrence. \Yc find It in the fifth satire of
Juvenal (105), and there evidently it means the great sewer, or "cloaca maxima.'* It
Is used also by Petronius, p. 47 (Amst. W0j), in a passjige which, according to Bur-
man, means the same thing; but Krhani, on the authority of an old glossary, con-
siders it to be a subterranean chapel dedicated to the god Prlapus. fn Seneca, cp.
57, and in a passage in Seutonius (Caligula, 57), the word " crypta " clearly means a
subterraneous tunnel or passage. Vitruvlus uses the word but once (lib. vl. H), and
that in the list of oflices necessary to a country-house, viz. :—" Stables and sheds in
the vestibules (or outer courts), and crypts, 'cryptai,' granaries (horrea), and
apotheciB (stowage places, particularly for wines—see JulTus Pollux, vi., 11), and
otiier places for preserving truit, which should be in the houses."
An attempt has been made to show, as Varro de K. U., lib. i., tells us, the corn was

often kept in pits under ground, that the "crypto" must necessarily be sub-
terraneous; but. as *• horrea" clearly are the granaries, the proof Is defective. In
fact, all we can gather from the passage in Vitruviua^is that "cryptae'* were used,
among other places, "ad fructus servandos."

It is therefore doubtful whether the word in classic times ever had the signiflcation
which we now give to it ; still less should we confuse it with the word "crypto-
porticus," a construction whi^h resembled rather the walks of one of our cloisters
than what we call a crypt, although we gather from the description of Pliny, Ep. 11.

17, andfromSldonius Apollinarious, ii. 2, that these walks were sometimes partly
sunk in the ground to keep them cool. The best example extant is perhaps that
round the garden in the villa of Diomedes, at Pompeii.
But before going directly into the history ol tlie crypts in Christian chnrches.it

will be well to advert to some of the Etruscan sepulchral chambers, which resemble
very closely the early crypts, and by which they probably may have been suggested.
Like the tombs of the Greeks, they were always below ground; in fact, where this
was diiflcult to accomplish, from the tiatncss ot thecountry, a circular apartment was
built, and tlie earth piled over it so as to completely cover it. The Greek tomb was
generally a sort of chamber to enclose the body; sometimes a mere stone |coffln;
sometimes very much like our own family ^ anlts. but without the arch. The 'Etrus-
can tomb, on the contrary, was the banquetting-hall of the departed spirits. Hewn
out of the solid rock, the ceiling was, nevertlieless carved to rcsemole the timber
rafters of a chamber, the walls panelled like wainscot.—benches, arm-chairs, foot-
stools, tables,— all hewn from the solid rock, fill the chambers ; while the walls are
hung with weapons and tripods ; lamps and other utensils lie about; and the panels
are filled with pictorial representations and stucco figures. There is, in fact, little
doubt that the Etruscan subterranean chamber was a complete copj', in design,
decoration, and arrangement, of an Etruscan dwelHng-house. A plan and iutenor
view of the famous tomb at Tarquinii, commonly called that of the Cardinal, is given
by Cauina, " Etruria Mar.," pi. 84. Attention is particularly called to the plan,
which, it will be seen, strongly resembles that of some of the early crypts.

It would now be a very curious and interesting intjuiry as to the customs of sepul-
ture among the ancients by burning or by burial ; but it would, though bearing
directly on the subject, be too wide and extensive an iuquiry^for the present occasion.
SufUcc it |to say, .that the customs of burning, and sometimes burying the dead,
were practised by all the three nations—the Greeks, Romans, and Etruscans. A
very high authority, the Canon di lorio, who had excavated as largely as any one,
says (" Sepul.," p. 2S) that, among the Greeks, not more than one body out often
was burned; while, among the Komans, not more than one out of ten was buried.
In fact, it appears from a passage in Ilomer ("Iliad," vii. 331), that burning was
practised among the Greeks as a matter of convenience, for Nestor recommends that
the bodies which had fallen iu battle should be sought out and burned, that the
remains might be more easily carried to their cluldren when the heroes returned to
Greece. Among the Komans we have the direct testimony of Pliny ("Hist. Xat.,"vil.
55) that in ancient times their practice was to bury the dead ; and tllis prevailed among
the old families even till a late period, Sylla being, as he informs us, the first of the
Gino Cornelia whose body was burned.
At the time of the Christian era, as we shall see, the practice became almost uni-

versal ; but, as Christianity became more diffused, it gradually fell into disuse, till

Macrobius (Saturn. 7, cap. 7), who is supposed to have written his work about
A.D. 4';;o, tells us in his days the practice of cremation was quite left off, and it was
known to him only from reading.
But whether the one or the other of the modes were preferred by the Romans,

one rule was strictly observed. It was a law of the Twelve Tables neither to burn
or bury a dead body within the city walls, a space which of course included also the
"Pomjerium." The words are given by Cicero in his treatise (Oe Legebus, 1. 2),
thus, "Ilomiucm mortuum in urbe nc sepelito neve uritc;" and this law prevailed
for many centuries after the Christian era.

One great barrier which the early Christians invariably opposed to the persecu-
tions of their he.athen ruler was this, that they scrupulously oljeyed the laws of the
country wherein they may have sojourned, or of t!ic superior who governed, pro-
vided that their laws did not positively command them to do anything absolutely
contrary to their faith, the most prominent of which was the sacrificing to idols.
In other respects they declared themselves the most faithful of citizens. Accord-
ingly, we find there were no burials within the bounds of any cities, either Christian
or Pagan, for several centuries after the Christian era.

The Kom.an antiquary will remember how he must have been struck to see the
huges vestiges of tombs and monuments stretching away across the Cumpagna down
theFlamlnian, Salarian, Pronestine, and, above all, the Latin and Appian ways.
For miles the memorials extend along both sides of the i-oad leading to the city ; for
miles, tombs—some of gigantic, some of moderate, and some of very small propor-
tions—line the roads leading to the refined city that once governed the whole world,
and must have given a strangely impressive effect to its entrance—viz., that the in-
troduction to the presence of the greatest among the living should have been through
the silent ranks of the remains of the dead.

But theChristianfecling revolted from the practice of burning the dead; and this
variation from the conventionalities of society (as it is the fashion to express onr-
selves in this day) gave rise to great prejudice on the part of the Pagans against the
Christians at that time. JIany of my liearers must have read the delightful .'i]iology

of Minucius Felix for the Christian religion. This beautiful little treatise, in manner,
language, and elegance, worthy to be compared to gome of the best philosophical
essays of Cicero, introduces the Christian Octavius, walking with hisheathen friend,

Caicilius.at Ostia. The mightv ocean, the everlasting bills are before tbeni,txhibit-
ing the unlimited power of the Deitv, while llie occupation of a few boys, who are
amusing themselves with pitching smooth pebbles into tiio sea, and watching them
spring from wave to wave, is a fine illustration of the vanity, the nothingness of
liuman pursuits. The friends begin to moralise, and tlie Pagan, after remonetratlnff
with hia Christian companion as to some gross charges brought against them—such
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as worshipping an aw's licad—an accusation, by thr yray, whl«li it appears from
ome coins may not have bctn nnfoumled aa agwDst that slranR^' sect tlic Gnostics,
who n'pr»'S4'nte<l their deity. Abraxas, with an ass's head. Alter this has been re-
futed, Cfwlliu." begins to blame the Christians for some peculiarities he deems
absunl. He objinMs that they are not content, like other people, that their dead
bodies should be burnt ; because they fancy, if they should be deposited in the earth
instead, they are to rise acain to the skies at some fhture time. But the Christian
•poloi^at answers him, • What care we if our bodies are dried up in the sands, or
parish in the waters, or are consumed into cinders, or are dissolvea into vapour— the
Almighty receives the elements. Nor do we. as you believe, fear any damage to the
soul ftom any manner of sepulture, but we follow that which we consider the older
and better method, of burial In the earth." I will not pursue the eloquent and
toncbing explanation of the Christian ; It is too Ion" for our purpose. I onlv quote
a short part, to show how the customs of the heathens and Cliristians difleied at
that time, and liow the latter adhered to the practice of inhumation.

liut this was written scarce a century after the apostolical period, and before the
more organised persecutions w hieh followed ; the history of which, though deformed
by ridiculous legends and cx.i^jeratlous, is stIU a Very great and affectingpart of the
annals of our religion.
Togo luto this history would be not only beside the purpose, but far too extended

an inquiry for the space we have. Suffice it to say, from the exigencies of the per-
secution of the Christians arose two most important clrcumstanees—the use of the
basilica as a place of worship, which afterwards became the settled form of the
Christian church ; and the use of the catacombs, the cubicula or crypts, which were
the principal cause of the use of crypts in churches. It appears that at first the
Christians interred the dead in open lields. which were called '• aresc," and we have
the testimony of Tertullian(ad Scapulam, 3), tliat when llilarion wasjrefect, the use
of these "area? sepulliu-arum " was denied to the Christians. " Ket thi ic be no
arttc," was the decree. A similar expression is fonnd in the Acts of St. Cyprian.
Kusebius (vil. 10; Ix. 2 ; vii. v>) tells us, too, that their cemeteries were taken away
(Vom the early Christians, and not restored to them till the time of Gallienus,
A.D. 2<K.

In fact, one part of the policy of the prosecutor was to deny the rites of sepulture
to his victims. According to I'rudentjus, the body of Hippolytus was cut into litllo

piece.', and scattered abroad. Many bodies were turnt, and the ashes given to the
winds ;many thrown into wells, and otiiers into the sea. One of the most curious in-
stances Is cited by Daronius, In the Acts of the Sfartyr Tharacus, or Taracus. The
Fxvscs HaximuB, who seems to have resembled .ludge JolTries in his violence of
temper and language, burst out at the martyr—" Won't I destrov you ? Yes ! and,
as I said before, even vour remains. The little women (muliercu'lK) shall not roll up
jour carcase in fine linen, and cover it with ointments and odours. No : I'll com-
mand you to be burnt, you scoundrel (sceleste), and your ashes to bo scattered to the
winds."
Under these trying circumstances, one tradition tells us the Christians were com-

pelled to flee to the crypts or catacombs, both for the exercise of their worship and
for the burial of the dead.
Another tradition, recorded by liaronius, states that the Christians, being con-

demned by their persecutors to labor in the mines like shaves, some of them were
sentto these sand excavations, and took the opportunity to use them for the pur-
pose before named.
Through the greater part of Italy, particularly round Home and Naples, as most

of us arc aware, there are vast beds of an arenaceous substance called pozzolano.
It is a very close and compact body of sand, mixed with a sort ot burnt argillaceous
matter in granules, very much resembling pounded brick, and Is evidentlv of
volcanic origin. It being the best possible material for making hydraulic mortar, it

has been dug out in a countless number of excavations for ages ; in fact, the exca-
vations are going on now.
The material is very easily moved, and yet stands with extraordinary firmness ;

in fact, unless water has got amongst it, there is scarcely an instance of the roof
or walls (so to speak) of an excavation falling in. It, however, varies much in hard-
ness and quality, which probably accounts for the irregularity of the passages ; the
workman turning to the right or left, or ascending or descending, as the inaterial
was more or less easily worked, or more or less valuable. It also contains frequent
masses of tufo, in which the cubicular, or crypts proper, are generally excavated.
The Komans called the pozzolano "arena," or sand, and the excavations

"arcnaris," or sand-holes. Jfany of the Itoman burial-places, for depositing the
"oilic," or urns, which contain the ashes of the dead, are excavated in this soil, liut
the most remarkable of all are these celebrated "crypts " in tlie Catacombs near
Home.
There are innumerable narrow passages tunnelled out in the solid earth, not more

than 4 or :> feet in width, and about 7 to 10 feet in height. Having been excavated
without pl,in or settled purpose, they run in every conceivable direction—some side
by side, some over each other, formiug a most inextricable labyrinth—and that of
such dimensions as to astound and bewilder the visitor. Aringhi has given several
plans of parts of these passages, one of which is before us. It will be seen they
form mazes of passages, like the adits in a mine. The principal plans given by this
writer are those called the Catacombs of St. Callistus, St. Agnes, and St. Marcel-
linns. In the plan before us, that of a small part of the former, it has been esti-
mated there are full five miles in length of those passages. In the time of liaronius,
4.3 of these cemeteries were known ; at present it is iirobable twice the number have
been found. Taken together, it is estimated that there is a sort of network of these
passages under liome, which must measure at least 100 miles.
In the sides or walls of these are a countless multitude of excavations, mostly

alxmt half-a-yard deep, and about fi feet in length ; hi fact, square horizontal
niches, to hold the body-not of the jiigeon-holc fashion of the Egyptians, but like
bodies, laid leng'thwise, as a sort of shelves.
Sometimes tliere is but one body In the height, sometimes two, three, and four

;

and in the catacombs of .S. Saturninus are many places where no less than five
bodies are deposited, one above the other, in the height of the passage.
The front is covered by a slab of stone, or very commonly or marble, and some-

times of terra-eotta, on which is usually carved the name and age, and any other
particulars, of the deceased, and generally some Christian emblems.
Some, however, arc constructed by cutting a semicircular arch into the natural

wall, and then sinking beneath it an excavation to receive the body, wliich is after-
wards covered with a stone slab, and forms a tomb much like the monuments
recessed Into the walls of our cathedrals.
These tomb tops have been used as altars.
To give some idea of the vast numbers deposited in this city of the dead, it has

been reckoned tbat there arc upwards of 170,000 bodies In the crypts of St. Scbattian
only.

I know nothing more extraordinary than visiting these solemn places, which, on
the flrst occasion, I did alone. It was at St. Sebastian. I had seen the noble church,
and was then directed to a small door which opened, and there was a descent to the
catacombs.—a narrow passage scarcely higher than one's head. At the entrance I
was met by a single bare-footed monk, in the course brown robe of his Order, the
cowl of which he drew over Bis head, to ward off the cold, for it was winter, and the
air was chilly to him, for below, in the excavations, it is warm and close.
He lighted a large torch, and we descended, proceeding by one winding turn after

another, sometimes asciiidlng and sometimes descending for a very long time. Tome it seemed marvellous that he did not lose his wav, but he evidently knew every
step and almost every tomb, pausing to point out, as we passed, those of tlie greatest
interest. "

The atmosphere, as I said before, is close, and stifling, and smelling of earth. Xot
a living thing, not an insect, not even a spider, is found therein. It is, in every
sense, tlic abode of death.
Many stories have been related, and I can readily believe them, of persons whonave ventured mto these passajces without proper guides, and who have been hope-

lessly lost. In fact, it is said, that as late as the year I8:)7, the teacher of a school,
accompanied by llilrty pupils, went Into an excavation tliat happened to be open,
stating that amongst so many it was impossible to lose their way, and that not one
of the party was over seen or heard ot from tlie time of their entering, though
every possible search was made by proiicr persons as soon as the fact was known.
Other tales arc related of those who have been so afl'ected by the " gclidus horror "

of their situation, "the deep burial beneath the earth, in an inextricable labvrinth,
and in close contact with a vast multitude of the dead, as to become mad witli'terror.
Nothing can describe these awful solitudes better than the words of St, Jerome, in
his commentary on Ezekiel (cap. JO), who says,—" When I was a boy at Uome (A.D,
350), and studied the liberal sciences, I was accustomed, with others of the same age
and disposition, logo round on Sundays, and visit tlie sepulchres of the apostles
and martyrs, and frequently to enter into the crypts, which are dug deep in tlic
earth, aud on each side of them, to those who enter, they have the bones of the dead
for walls, and arc so dark as almost to fulfil the saying of the prophet ' Let them go
down alive into hell.* "*

T
THE L.\TE MR. JAMES BLAKE, C.E., M.ll.I.B.A.

ilTE ta.sk that tlie writer of this .sketcli has before him is one of a peculiarly-
painful nature; lie is called upon by the voice of friendship, which, speaks-

jiainliiUy from llie new-nmde grave, and by the fraternal love fostered by pro-
fessional relationship, to pay a small tribute to the memory of one who
promised well to leave it unnecessary for historians to record his existence

—

one who, when among us in wielding the powers of his master mind, wielded
them for good—who struggled long to mould his talents to fonn- part of the
great competitive structure of his profession, and who, wlien the honours so
well deserved were beginning to he conferred upon him, was called to his place
in a " house not made with hands."
James Blake was born in the year 1827, near Ballinasloe, in tlie county of

Galvvay. His father was a surveyor, in good practice, and from him his son
received the groundwork of his professional education. His education at school
was limited, so that his proficiency as an Englisli scholar, mathematician and
other requirements was the result of self-education. M the ago of eighteen he
left his father, his home and his country, and arrived in London to fill his first

situation in England ; he soon after removed to Liverpool, where he passed a year
or two, when a situation more lucrative drew him to St. Helen's, at which jilace
he married, and made great progress in his professional skill. Having more
tinie to devote to the classification of observations which had come too quickly
before his sensitive mind in London and elsewhere, it was at this place he studied
first the beauties of Classic architectui'e, and afterwards turned his attention
to Gothic principles. His married life was of but short, though happy,
duration— he laid his dear partner in the grave, a victim of the-
same dire disease that he so lately succumbed to. Soon after this
he left St. Helen's to fill a situation at Haudsworth, near Birming-
ham, and it was liere that lie first became a competitor for the prizes
so enticing to the aspirant to fame. To the best of the writer's recollection
the "Collegiate Church" at Cheltenham competition was the first prize he
attempted to gain. In the same year (1855) he went into competition for the
honors of the Royal Institute, and came off with the silver medal, of which he
was proud, though not satisfied ; he entered the lists in "Government Ofiices"
competition, and afterwards made another and more successful endeavour to grasp

.

the highest honor that lie could possess from the Royal Institute, with his
Sketches, History and Restoration of Kilconnel Abbey ; t5iis was his last attempt,
his health would not permit of any more excitement. He was resident in
Oswestry when he received these honors, where he had removed to carry on
business for the late Mr. Thomas Penson, F.R.I. , B.A., which situation he did
not hold long, being advised by his friends to establish himself in that place,,
where he has erected several buildinm of a highly praisworthy character.
For the last three years his health gradually declined ; consumption,,

accelerated by hard study, bore him down to the grave at the early age or
thirty-two years, he died in London, where he had removed for medical advice
on Monday, May 28tli.

He was a Roman Catholic, tliough he sought not to interfere with other
mens' faiths; he was just, honorable and faithful to his trusts ns a man of
business, prompt in action, firm in purpose, a staunch friend ; of his ability n»
architect and essayist, the profession have had an opportunity of judging.

ClIEHRON OP ClYMPTON.

OPENING OF THE PEOPLE'S HALL WORKS.
rpiIE large building in Loveday-street, Birmingham, hitherto known as the-.

i " People's Hall," with the adjoining property, was some time since purchased
by Mr. W. Grecnway, manufacturer in brass, &c., for the purpose of conversion
into one immense factory. Mr. Greenway had previously, we believe, employed"
some two or three hundred men, but an increasing business necessitated the em-
ployment of more, and consequently an extension of premises for their accom-
modation. The above buildings were secured, and have—with the .issistance of
Mr. J. Bateman, as architect, and Mr. Pashley, as builder—been converted into,

works capable of accommodating two thousand eiiqylnyi's. On Thursday last

the completed buildings were opened with a dinner to all the workpeople, who,
to the number of MO, sat down to one of those happy reunions we should like to
see prev.ilent throughout fJie working world. Of course, every one enjoyed
himself; and after dinner Mr. Greenway was presented with a handsome silver

claretjug and salver, in the name of his travellers, clerks, and workpeople. We
have judged these works of sufficient merit and interest for illustration and
description, and intend shortly to place such before our readers.

New School Building, York.—It having been decided to build a
second Wesleynn School in York, on Tuesday week last the foundation stone was
laid. There will be two rooms in which to instruct the children. 'The larger one
will be S4 by 3(i feet, and the smaller one about 30 feet square. They will com-
rnunicate with each other, and there will be connected with them six class-rooms,
including a large room for a library. The architect employed to superintend the
work is Jlr. FMward Taylor, York, and the following are the contractoi-s :

—

Messrs. Young and Biscomli, builders ; Messrs. Shaw and Young, joiners

;

Messrs. Close, Ayre, and Nicholson, the iron-work and hot-water apparatus

;

Mr. Wm. Hartley, plumber; Mr. H. Raysoii, painter ; and Jlr. Francis Raw-
ling, plasterer, "riie school will be capable of accommodating about 400'

children.

• To be continued.
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ON BUILDIXG WOODS: THE CAUSES OF THKIU DECAY. AND THE
MEANS OF PREVENTING IT.*

rpHE uso of timber for buililinj? purposen bdiiK of an importance even grentcr than
J, that nf the use of stone, has naturally attracted more attention from the practical

and ficicntific studL-nts of the arta of construction than haa been devoted to tin; study
of tiie cotrnate 8nbj(!ct above-mentioned ; but the information recorded upon the con-
ditions under whieli timber sliould be employed is dispersed throuji^li so numerous a
body of authors, that it appears to me to nave become almost necessary to condense
it iuto Bome popular form. At any rate, the introduction of several hitherto unknown
descriptions of timber into our markets, tlie recent aturtllu<; tale of the decay of our
tjunboats, and tlie application of certain processes for the purpose of prevcntin'f tlie

decay ot limber, seem to render opportune a sliort review of the state of our kuow-
led;,a' of the subject, and also to render a discussion of the value of the respective new
materials and new processes desirable. With these objects in view, it is proposed In
the following'- pajier, ilrstly, to consider the conditions under which timber trees ifrow
and decay In forests ; secondly, to describe the various descriptions of timber
(generally used in Eng^land, and tlieir properties; and, thirdly, the causes of the
decay of converted timber, and the more frenorallv known processes applied for its

preservation from internal decay, or from external attack.
L— Growth and Decay of Timber Trees in the Forest.

Timber trees may be described briefly, in botanical terms, as beiu(^ plants of the
dicotyledonous, exogenous families, in which the branches are perennial, and sup-
ported upon a trunk. The structure of their stem consists, firstly, of the pith at the
centre, above the point of separation between the root and tlie stem; secondly, of
the medullary rays, which establish the communication between the pith; and,
thirdly, of the bark. Of these parts of the stem, the bark usually bears a larf^er

proportion In its thickness to that of the heart In young trees than it does In old
ones, and so lontr us it retains its vitality, it allows the wood beneath it to expandby
addinj; new tissue to itself. The bark is usually divided into two distinct parts,
un<ler the names of the cordical texture, and tiie liber, or inner bark ; and its function
is to protect the wootly part of the tree from ordinary external sources of injury.
Beneath the liber, and above the wood, occurs a laycrof a mucous viscid nature, called
the cambium, which was considered In^ Lindley to furnish the nutriment for the
development of the plant, or to be, in iiict, the j*^enerative sap, and it was said by liini

to exhude both from the wood and the bark.t The medullary rays commence with
a sheath surroundin<> the pith, and from thence they radiate tlirouL^h the various
layers of the woody tissue and the vesscis dispersed throug'h the latter. One of
these layers is formed every year around and beyond the layer of the last year's
yrowth, and it is supposed by some authors that the several zones of woody tissue
arc separated from one another by a layer of cellular tissue. When a tree has
attained a certain ajje, the wood in the very centre changes its color and texture, in
deu^rees varyint; with each particular description of wood; and the heart-wood, or
duramen, becomes) both harder and darker in its color than the more recently-formed
lavL-rs (which are known by the name of tlie alburnum), in consequence of the elimi-
nation of a eoloriujj matter in the duramen alone. It must be observed, however,
that the law above-mentioned, of the tfrowth of wood by means of annual layers,
only holds in climates where the alternations of heat and cold are distinctly marked,
and that in tropical regions it is by no means rare to lind that as many as four layers
of wood may be depositt-d around the former parts of the tree in one year.
^ Tlie parts of a growing tree are, lirst, the root, the whole of which is usually, but
not necessarily, below the ground ; the stem, or bole ; the arms, or branches; the
twigs; and the leaf-stalks and leaves. For the purposes of economical application,
the stem and branches are converted into baulk, or log-wood; the branches, generally
speaking, are only tit for the purpose of fire, or cord-wood ; wliilst the twigs are only
used for bavins, or faggots. The barks of certain trees, such as the oak, cork, beech.
*fec., are used for the purposes of commerce, and possess a very great industrial
value. One important remark to be made with respect to the structure of the wood
of the stem especially, is that each ring evidently consists of two portions, one pre-
senting a close, firm, and horny texture, and the other an open, vascular
texture. The horny part of the layers occurs upou the outside, or
nearer to the bark, and the vascular part towards the centre of the
tree. The quality of a wood, for building purposes at least, depends greatly ou
the mode of growth of the horny part of the annual rings, for it is in them that the
elements of the tenacity and elasticity of the wood reside. In woods of the best
quality, the horny part of the rings is thick, and so dense as only to allow its

vascular structure to be detected by the microscope, but It is found practically that
woods of this description are exposed to shrink, warp, and crack to such an extent
as not to be fitted for use as plank stuff, whereas the woods in which the horny
structure is displayed in a less decidedly marked manner are well-adapted for
those particular purposes, but are not so well able to support violent eiForts of
rupture or of compression.
Every description of tree affects a particular description of soil, and requires

ccrljiin conditions of moisture, exposure to the air, and light in order to arrive at its

maximum of useful development, or at such a stage of growth as to be most
fitted for the usages of commerce. Thus, for instance, it is believed that the oak
thrives the best in England, in rich sandy loams, and that it attains ttie greatest
length when grown In rather dense forests, whilst it attains the greatest volume
when the trees grow in open situations and apart from one another. The elm
grows well in rather stin clays; the beech, in chalky soils; the acacia, in
tufaceous, fissured limestone; the maple, in sandstone districts ; the poplar, in rather
wet clays; and the '.willow and alder, in frequently submerged alluvial lands ; but
whether the trees be able to bear sucli excessive quantities of water as those last
named, or only require a moderate amount of liquid food, the character of their
wood (so far as grain and strength are concerned) is materially afTeeted by the action
ofthc prevailing winds upou their stems. The bark becomes thicker and more rugged
on the exposed sides ; the horny part of the annual rings is'more distinctly marked
also on those sides, but the most serious consequence of exposure to violent winds
is to be found in the tendency of the wood to assume a twisted, spiral mode of
growth, which materially affects the strength of timber adapted for building
purposes. Some people consider that the hardwood trees thrive better when they
are exposed to the north and east, than when they are exposed to the south and
west ; but whether this opinion be correct or not (and it has been very decidedly
questioned), it is certain that the timber of the hard wood trees
assumes a very lax and spongy texture when the subsoil of the place where they
grow is of a retentive, close nature. It would appear also to be the law that the best
and soundest timber is produc(;d in the temperate latitudes, or at such elevations
above the sea level, in tropical climates, as to allow the frees to enjoy a temperature
exempt from the extremes of cither heat or cold. The whole of these important
considerations of the effect of external cliraatological and geological causes, have been
discussed iu the most elaborate manner in De CandoUe's Geogrnph'ie Botanique, to
which the student is referred for further details. It may suffice for our present pur-
poses to state that the result of M. de CandoUe's observations is to show that the
distribution of trees, or of plants generally, does not follow so distinctly the course
of the isothermal lines as it does that of the lines indicating 1 the existence of enual
amounts of heat beyond certain fixed points, varying with the nature ofthc plant
observed. The best timber is, however, grown in those countries where the requisite

• A Paper read at the Society of Arts, ou the 30th ult., by Mr. G. R. Burnell,
F.G.S.. F.S.A.

'

t The modern writers upon botanical physiology appear to believe that the cam-
bium, and the fluids circulating in the external wood of a tree, occupy, towards the
latter, positions analogous to those of the flesh and of the venal blood in the human
frame

; and it may very possibly be a consequence of this relation that, as in the
human frame, the decomposition of the body when vitality ceases begins in the
flesliy tissues, so in the timber trees the parts immediately connected with the cir-
culation of the vitiated circulating fluids may be—nay, we know that they are—the
parts most likely to decay.

sum of heat is most equally distributed over the longest period; for In them the grain
ofthc wood is found to be more regular and uniform than It (s In the countries ex-
posed to sudden and violent changes of tcmperafure. A considerable amount of
moisture in the atmosphere, and in the ground itself, is also an essential condition of
the growtli of largo plants, or of trees ; and the equable nature of the supply of this
element is again more likely to prevail in the regions where there arc no marked ex-
tremes of heat and cold at the various seasons of the year.
Some descriptions of trees, after attaining a certain growth, arc cut down, and the

stump is left in the ground, from which. In course of time, shoots spring, of a size
almost equal to the parent stem. Other trees, used for building purposes, are rooted
up; and if replaced, they are so from plants raised ftom seed, or
from cuttings of older trees, —generally speaking of the former. Oak
trees are often treated in the manner above described (or in forest phrase "pol-
larded"), but the shoots which spring from the stump are exposed to rot In many
peculiar manners, in consequence of the decomposition of the sap in the roots, and
in the stump itself, produced by the great change In what may be called the
functional conditions of those parts of the tree. The same description of action
may take place in trees raised from seed. If a large branch should be suddenly
removed from their stems; for fhe root which supplied that branch Is often able to
change the mode of growth of the rest of the tree when its sap it no longt-r able to
follow the original course. It must, therefore, be a matter of some importance to
the growth of a tree that the lopping of the branches should be carefully performed

;

but in forests, such as supply our great timber markets, the trees are usually left
to themselves, without any such care or superintendence, and the boughs they
lose arc only detached by storms or by lightning. In whatever way sucli boughs
be removed, the effect or tlieir removal is, however, very frequently to produce a
rotting of the inner wood, which indicates itself externally by a sudden and
abnormal swelling of the trunk a little above the root; sometimes tln) trunk
becomes hollow at the part affected, and this particular description of rot will
almost invariably be found to exist in those trees whose roots are much exposed.
The rot itself is either of a red, black or white color in the timber when lelled,
and when either of the two last-named colors prevail, it will be found that the
decay does not extend very far into the tree; but if, on the contrary, the color
of the parts most visibly affected should be decidedly red, the wood should be re-
jected lor any building purposes. Sometimes small brown spots, indicative of a
commencement of decay, may be observed near the butt, or root end of trees, and
though they do not appear to be connected with any serious immediate danger to
the durability of the wood, it is advisable to employ the material so aflected »nly
in positions were it would not be confined in anything like a close, damp atmo-
sphere.
The growth of trees takes place with, comparativelv speaking, greater rapidity in

their youth than it does in the maturer stages of tntir development ; but witn all
varieties there is a period (dependent upon the nature of the tree, and of the condi-
tions under which it grows), at which all increase, whether of height or of volume,
ceases, and the tree then, instead of gaining, begins to lose strength and vitality. It
is easy to discover when this period has been attained, for the upper branches begin
to lose theirlcaves, and thetreebecomes,inwoodman'sphra8e, Stog-headed." Indeed
the state of the upper branches of a tree may be consiaered to bu amongst the best
indications of its soundness, and provided they be in a healthy condition the wither-
ing of the lower branches is a matter of comparatively small importance. So long*,
however, as the trees continue to grow, the heart-wood is the harder and denser ; but
when they are on the decline, the outer rings, which seem to be more actively con-
cerned in the vital processes of the tree, absorb the nutrition from the heart-wood,
and thus superinduce in it a gradual but sure decay. Trees, under these circum-
stances, become exposed to the inconvenience of what are called star shakes, or cracks
in the body of the wood, radiating from the centre towards the circumference, with
their greatest width towards the centre ; whereas the star shakes, or cracks of young
timber, have their widest opening towards the circumference. If the trees thus
aflected should be allowed to stand, the heart-wood will, in the end, entirely decay
and the stem will become hollow, especially if a large branch should be broken off",

and thus allow external moisture access to the Inner wood through the ruptured
fibres. It follows from these conditions that wood intended to be used in the more
important operations of building, should be obtained from trees which had not ex-
ceeded their age of growth ; and it also appears that the season of the year when the
trees are felled, has a distinct influence upon the durability of the wood. Theoreti-
cally, the best period for that operation would be the one immediately preceding the
first movements of the sap in spring time; but as jt is not possible, in practice, to
command the amount of labor required for such purposes, it is customary to fell the
timber of regularly worked forests during the whole of the season comprised between
the moment when vegetation ceases in the autumn and the moment when it recom-
mences in the spring. In other words, it is customary to fell limber of the best
description between the months of October and April, in our latitudes at least.

There are some other conditions in the growth of trees which give rise to the
defects it may be desirable to notice here. Thus, inthevery heart of sound, healthy-
looking trees, it is by no means rare to meet with circular bands, which form sepa-
rations, in fact, between the layers of the wood, and which are supposed to be
occasioned by the action of violent winds upon the stem of the tree at the period of
the formation of the new layers. These cup-shakes, as they arc called, are most
frequently to be met near the roots of trees, and if they. should be black, and accom-
panied by star-shakes, they materially affect the strength of the timber, though they
do not seem to have much influence upon its durability. Sometimes the cup-sliakes
exhibit themselves externally by an abnormal increase of bulk of the stem a little

above the root. In other trees, again, circular bands occur, in which the wood Is

of a softer and more spongy cliaracter than in the rest of the tree, and which even
occasionally present a commencement of decay. This accident occurs in the very
best timber, and, unfortunately, when it does so occur, the effect seems to make itseu
felt throughout the whole length of the tree, a circumstance by no means extraor-
dinary—if the generally received opinion as to the cause of the phenomenon be cor-
rect—viz., that it is produced by the action of sharp frosts upon the rising sap in
the newly-formed layers ofthc wood. Timber which possess this character will in-
fallibl)^ decay in buildings, and it should therefore be carefully excluded ; and great
hesitation may also be admitted as to the use of timber which presents large bands of
what are supposed to be indefinitely marked annual growth, because the existenceof
zones of wood so affected may be considered to indicate that the tree was not in a
healthy state when they were formed, and that the wood then secreted lacked some
of the elements required for its duiabillty upon being subsequently exposed to the
ordinary causes of decay.

In many cases, when timber trees are cut down and converted for use, it is found
that at the junction of some of the minor branches with the main stem, the roots, as
it were, of the branches traverse the surface wood in the form of knots, and that
they often assume a commencement of decay, which, in the course of time, will ex-
tend to the wood around tiiem. This decay seems to have arisen, in the majority of
cases, from the sudden disruption of the branch close to its roots, with an irregular
fracture, and with such depressions below the surface as to allow the sap -to accu-
mulate, or atmospheric moisture to lodge in them. A decomposition of the sap takes
place—in fact, a wound is made in the tree—and what are called "druxy-knots " are
thus formed, which have a contagious action on the healthy wood near tliem. The
druxy-knots of a foxy color are the most dangerous ; but if the color should be
decidedly black, there is a probability that the mischief will not extend very far.

Growing timber is sometimes affected bv blows, or by the rubbing of falling timber
in a forest, and a species of local decay 'may be thus created, Lf;g:htning, when it

strikes a tree, may either shiver it completely, or simply crack it m various direc-

tions, or even cause a species of rot by producing a decomposition of the sap. And
it mav also be observed that the growth of mosses, or of fungi, upon the bark of a
standing tree is so closely connected with the existence of decay in its interior, that
it is hard to say whether it be in the relation of cause, or of effect to that decay.
All the conditions of the decay of trees above described, depend upon the chemical
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changes produced In the sap and in the albumnm, by the external actions which
either determine an undue How of the cireulatiu^r fluid to any one particular part of

the tree, or give rise to a decomposition of the aoovc-namcd portions of its organisa-
tion. The ftin^id growths, it Is true, participate of another nature, and are of a
much more obscure character, but as tnev equally aftVct wood after it has been
eonTerted to constructive purposes, and tliat, too, in a manner more immediately
interestinjj to the builder, it may be advisable to defer their consideration for the

Kresent. The stranpre nature, and the fearful extent of the ravaOTS exercised by
iseots. and sometimes by birds and small animals, upon trees still in the forest.

eannot. however, be passed over without some specific notice, tlioujli. of course, the

limits of this paper will not allow of its bein;; treated with tlio development it

merits. TIio attacks of m.arine li^nivorous insects upon dead wood will be specially

noticed in the sequel.
Thev may be considered to be three classes of destructive insects preying' upon

timber trees, founded upon the manner in which tliey carry on their operations—viz.,
those which feed upon tne leaves and tender shoots ; those which feed upon the bark
and the albumnm ; and those which feed upon the lieart-wood. The leaf-eaters, again,

may be divided into those which devour the substance of the leaves without touchiuff

the'epidermis ; those which devour the upper and under surfaces of tlie leaves ; those

which devour the whole substance of the leaves; those whicli devour the flower ; those

which devour the farina of the flowers alone, and those which simply extract the

circulating fluid from the vessels of the leaves : whilst there are other insects

which injuriously affect STOwinpr timber by giving rise to galls, or analogous
excrescences. These animals injure trees by the interference they produce
In the discharge of the natural function of respiration carried on through the

leaves, and bv ttie privation of shade to the stem normally produced by the foliage.

They also give rise to a strange disturbance of the circulating system of the trees, of

a nature, at times, to cause tlieir rapid decay. Fortunately, this class of Insects does

not conceal itself in anv eifectual manner, and it is only on exceptional occasions

that the atmospheric changes, and the attacks of insectivorous animals, are unable to

prevent their excessive development ; tluis bats, moles, badgers, hedgehogs,

squirrels, foxes, swine, grcenlinchcs, woodpeckers, nuthatches, treecreepers, starlings,

chalBnches. titmice, goldfinch, redbreast, redstart, cuckoo, crows, ravens ; lizards,

frogs, toads j many kinds of beetles, flies, ichneumonida!, field and tree bugs, spiders,

&c, eagerly devour the herbivorous insects, and in conjunction with frosts, rains,

and floods, thev tend to keep down the number of tliese phigues. The insects which
fccd upon the hark In their turn are of several varieties, and some of them only eat

the outer bark or rind ; others the inner bark or bast, and the alburnum, whilst

others teed ujpon the solid wood. Amongst the two former divisions. Kirby and
Spencc. and KoUar, place the Scoh/tus deslnictor, the Hi/li'simiis /ra-rini. the Tomicm
t>ipographus, the Bostrichtispinastri, the Sphinx opiformis, the Curculio abretis, the

Ltrnfxj/loii, and the Curculio nolalus. Amongst the last division may be included,

the destmctive Cosms lirpiiperda. the Cn/ptorUjptchiis lapathl. the Lueanida, the

Cerambi/cMa; (the stag-beetle, and tlie long-horned beetle tribes), the Sirex gigas, and
the Sirex duplex, and even the Zengera iPsaiH. Of these timber devourers the most
dangerous are, in our latitudes, the Scoli/tus destrttctor, the Tomicus tupographm, the

Costns ligniperdii, the Sirex gigas j and in the East the Primius ginanteus. It is to be

obsened that some of the insects which feed upon the heart of wood do not cease

their ravages upon the removal of the tree j but that, on the contrary . the Cossus

Sirrex, of our indigenous fauna, and the larva of the CiUlidiimi bajulmn, which are

often found in imported timber, continue to devour the wood long after it has been
Inserted in buildings. Tliere seem to be very few means of defence against this class

of destructive agents; and very few trustworthy indications of their existence, or of

tlie extent of the ravages they have committed, arc to be discovered externally ; and
it thus frequently happens that a sound, hearty-looking stick of timber may be so

seriously bored by these insects as to be of comp.aratively little value for building

purposes of any (fescription.

The injurious action of birds and animals upon forest trees is not really a matter of

serious importance, for even the woodpecker and the nuthatch do not attack wood
unless it bo in search of the boring insects on which they feed, and their bills are

hardly able to penetrate sound timber. Hooks and crows do real service, by the

eagerness with which they hunt for and destroy the larger beetles ; and altogether it

would seem to be more than questionable whether the tree birds arc not the most
valuable agents for keeping down the number of destructive insects, and that they

thus more than compensate for any injury they may chance to inflict whilst in pur-

suit of their prey. Nearly the same remark may be made with respect to squirrels,

bats, and other fruit and insect-devouring mammalia, and the browsing animals,

such as horned cattle, deer, sheep, -fee., are only able to attack young trees, or the

lower branches of those which have attained a certain growth. No doubt in tropical

climates the elephants, girafl'es, and other gigantic lierbivorous animals may do
greater mischief amongst forests than we are accustomed to witness in temperate

Tatitudes. but the action of all these classes of animals is so immeasurably inferior to

that of the tree-boring insects, that the consideration of the former may be passed

over cursorily without any great philosophical impropriety. The insignificant Scolytus

deelructor will often do more mischief In a forest in one season than all the birds or

beasts it may shade would be able to do in a century.
1 1. Description of the timbers i/eneralli/ usedfor building purposes in England,

whether of native or offoreign growth.
Ist.'Xatire grown timber.—'thc woods employed for building purposes in our large

towns are so exclusively derived from foreign countries, that professional architects

especially are apt to overlook the importance of the resources of this description

furnished by our own land ; yet it may fairly be stated that the supply of the wants
of agricultural builders, and of many of the trades connected with tliat important
branch of natural production, is derived exclusively from the English forest trees.

Such woods as the lime, the maple, acacia, wild cherry, thorn, and willow, are

frequently used for carpenters, Joiners, turners, furniture makers, and wheelwrights'
purposes In agricultural districts ; the holly, pear, walnut, sycamore, and yew, are

more eagerly sought for by what are called the Tunbridge ware makers ; the poplar

Is used for box making ; the birch, for rough carpentry and scaffolding purposes ; the
elm is used for farm buildings, for carpentry intended to be constantly submerged,
cart building, and for coflin-making; the alder is sought for on account of the
extraordinary value of Us charcoal for gunpowder manufacture; the horse chestnut

and the »wcct chestnut arc used for farm buildings occasionally ; the hornbeam and
ash are used for the most important details of millwrights' work, on account of their

hardness, evenness of grain, and tenacity, and the ash In large lumps, or wide planks,

is used for chopping boards, or blocks, counter tops, ironing boards, or other
aualogouB purposes ; the Scotch flr, silver fir, larch, spruce, and other varieties of

the pine tribe, are extensively used for rustic carpentry, and even for railway sleep-

ers, or timber platforms kept constantly underground ; the beech is used, as a hard
wood, in rustic carpentry, and for pile-driving when the wood Is permanently sub-
merged ; whilst the purposes to which the English oak are applied are too numerous
and too well-known, to require detailed notice. In town buildings, the English
woods most commonly used, under the directions of architects and engineers are,

however, only the elm, ash, oak. beech, and occasionally the sweet chestnut, and it is

to them alone that attention will here be called.

Tlje elms grown In England belong to several species, of which the small-leaved
elm(t7mi«coinp««/ri»). the corked-barked elm (if. «H/wro«n), and the wych elm (f/.

montana), are the most commonly diffused, and the first of which may he taken to

represent the type of the group. It thrives In almost every variety of soil m the

south and west of England, and grows into trees of from 75 to 100 feet in height and
4 feet diameter. The wood of the full-grown healthy tree is of a deep brown color,

compact, free from knots, and of a fine grain, unfit, however, to take a polish of any
descriptiou ; it loses, according to Loudon, as much as 00 per cent, of its weight in

drying. Elm timber has great transverse strength, but even in this respect it is far

inferior to the oak ; and It is on account of its peculiar powers of resistance to

strains that it is hardiv ever used to support heavy loads, whilst it is well adapted for

such situations as woi^d expose it to concussions. After being seasoned this wood

does not split or crack, and it is durable when constantly exposed to the sun or to
water, but it rapidly decays in situations wherein it is alternately exposed to wet or
dry. The piles of the old London-bridge were made of elm. and the wood, after 800
years, was as sound as on the first day of its use. The water pipes used until the
commencement of this century were bored out of elm trees ; and at the pi'esent day,
ships' pumps, boxes of wheels, blocks, dead eyes, and other wooden furniture of
rigging, are constantly made of this wood. The color of the wood is. in old elm
trees, of an oak brown ; in younger ones it is brownish white, with a shade of green

;

and coach-makers and otliers who use this material, observe that the old trees yield
a wood of a far more brittle nature than the younger ones do. The seasoneclelm
weighs about .'JG-7 lbs.; its specific gravity is 0'588, and tliere are usually about 01 feet

to the ton ; Its cohesive strength is considered to be Vi.WJ lbs. ; its resistance to a
crushing weight, 10,:i:il lbs. per incli superficial. The great use of elm is, it may be
added, for coffin-making, for which purpose its powers of resistance to the decom-
posing action of damp ground are of great value.

It may be essential, even here, to notice a singular illustration of the lack of
practical information on the subjectof building woods amongst our oflieial authorities,

viz., that Lord C. Taget, in the House of Commons, said that, in consequence of the
scarcity of seasoned oak, the contractors for tlie celebrated gun-boats had been
allowed to use elm planks instead of oak. Now, as the gun-boats were nearly all

drawn up on the slips, after a few months' use, the elm planking in question was
placed in precisely the conditions which would have led to its decay, .had it been
desired to produce that result.
The dC3cri|)tion of ash used for ordinary purposes in England is the Fraxlnus

excelsior, 01- Common Ash, which frequently grows into trees of from 90 to 100 feet

in height, and about feet in diameter. Ash soon rots in damp, or in alternately wet
or dry situations ; and if felled when full of sap it is singularly exposed to the attacks
of worms, or the boring larv.T. It is very flexible, but tough and elastic, and on
these accounts, whilst it is practically excluded from use in ordinary building opera-
tions, it is much sought for by agricultural implement makers, wheelwrights, and
engineers. The handles of spades, shovels, picks, boat-oars, milk-pails, kitchen
tables, and other similar articles, in addition to those previously mentioned, are

usually made of English ash. The weight of a foot cube of this wood is about 4» lbs.,

Itsspeciflc gravity 0707, and there are usually 457 cubic feet to the ton ; the tenacity

per inch superficial is about 17.207 lbs., and the resistance to a crushing weight
9.203 lbs. per inch superficial. The best ash is grown on free loams with a mixture
of gravel, the trees grown in cold wet soils being surely exposed to what woodsmen
call "the canker," which displays itself in black spongy masses on the stem and
branches. The bark and the sap wood of the ash are exposed to the attacks of many
destmctive insects of which the Hi/lesinusfraxini is the most mischievous.

The oaks most commonly grown in England belong to the respective varieties of

the Quernis pednnculata, or the Quercus sessilitlora, and it may be at once observed
that the differences between tliequalities of the woods furnished by those varieties are

so slight, that, unless when specially mentioned as appertaining to one ofthem, the

following notice of the properties of the oak may be considered to apply to both the

abovonamed varieties. For all building purposes wherein strength is required—whether
to resist crushing loads, transverse strains, or efforts of torsion, or wherein hardness
and durability are Bought for—oak is bevond all comparison the most valuable and the

most beautiful wood. If the alburnum' be removed, the heart-wood will be found to

resist almost every condition of moisture, or of alternations of wetness and dryness,

provided always that the moist atmosphere be not allowed to stagnate round the

wood. In joiner's work the variety of color in the grain, or as workmen call it "the
flower," of the picked oak planks, known by the technical name of " wainscoat,"

causes it to be lil<'lily prized, and the beauty and durability of the woodwork in the

roof's, stalls, pulpits, rood screens. &c.. of our medieval churches and halls, may well

explain the marked preference of our builders for this invaluable material. It seems
that the Q. piduneutata yields a timber which is, for some purposes, superior to that

of the g. sessilitlora, for the latter does not split so freely, and is, tlierefore, less fitted

for lath or pale rending ; and, moreover, although heavier than that of the

Q. pedunculata, the wood ot the Q. sessilitlora is said to be more exposed to warp and
crack in seasoning. For shipbuilding purposes ; for carpentry exposed to water or

in damp positions in the air, there are no substantial ditterences of resistance ; and
timber of^both these kinds may be used as they may come to hand.
The oak trees, converted for building purposes, are not usually of more than 100 or

130 years old, although for naval architecture, wherein large scantlings are required,

trees of much greater antiquity are used. It %va3 formerly by no means rare to meet
with oak trees ranging from 75 to 130 feet in height, and 10 feet in diameter in the

middle of their height ; but the excessive demand for this class of timber tends to

make such monsters of the forest more and more rare ; and at the present day it is

only on extraordinary occasions that the long straight sticks of Engl'sh oak are tfl

he met with of more than 2 feet scantling. The color of oak wood is of rcddidl

tinge, and the larger septa and medullary rays are numerous and distinctly marked,

giving rise to the flower ; the grain is tolerably straight and fine, and generally f»0
from knots, the wood itself being of suflSciently evenness ot character and density

toallowof its beingpolishedeither byoilorby laov.irnishes. It is said that the a
sessilitlora wood has less flower than its congener ; and that in its grain it so much
resembles the sweet chestnut as to have given rise to the often-repeated tales about •

the use of the latter In our medieval buildings. The weight of a cubic loot or

seasoned oak is said to be 583 lbs. ; its specific gravity is 0.934 ;
there are usuaUy

about 38-3 cubic feet to the ton ; the tenacity per square Inch is 17,300 lbs. ,^and I haw
applied a crushing weight of 11,240 lbs. per Inch superficial on a cube of English ott

without producing any permanent change in its elastic powers. All oak prcsentt

the inconvenience of'^ splitting and warping in the seasoning, and it is oo

this account especially that it is so important to use none but seasoned timber In

shipbuilding, and the best oak is liable to objection on the score of the galfle

acid it contains, which has a marked action upon any iron nails, bolts, «
fastenings used in connexion with it.'* Young oak is tough, often cross-gramed and

hard to work ; old oak is more brittle, but also more easily worked. Oak trees, It

may be added, are exposed to the attacks of numerous insects, some of which, such

ita the Cossus tigniperda, bore holes of more than half-au-lnch diameter into the

very heart-wood, and continue their ravages at times even after the tree has been

converted to building purposes. The lymexnlon is also a destructive enemy of the

oak, but he seems to confine his attacks to tlie alburnum. Oak trees grow the best

upon deep and rather stiff clays, provided the upper surface be kept tree and open

by means of surface and subsoil drains. The quality of the wood seems to be in-

juriously affected when there is an abnormal quantity of the peroxide of iron present

In the deep soil. v. i .j
The beech trees which furnish the best timber for building purposes are obtained

from the chalk districts capped with loam around London, and they there attain the

dimensions of the largest forest trees of the second class, or present boles of from *
to 40 feet In height, and from 3 to 4 feet in diameter. Tliis wood is hard and britt e,

varying in color from a pale brown to white, according to the nature of the soil, the

darker color being usually considered to be indicative of tlie superior description ;
tno

transverse fibres and the horny rings are distinctly marked, producing an agrecaDie

variety of color, and it may be worth while to remark that the difference in color

between the heart-wood and the alburnum is; less distinctly defined in beech wood

than is the case in either the ash,' elm, or oak. licech is much used for piles and lor

waterworks generally, provided it be kept constantly submerged ; but if <?XP.<>8™™

alternations of wet and dry it decays with fearful rapidity. At all times this wooa

* It appears from the account of the experiments recorded in the Times of the 28th

ult., that the .ictlon of this gaUic acid upon the coating of the iron-plated ships is ot

a very energetic nature, and it seems, tlierefore, to me, that if vessels of that peculiar

description should be adopted, it would be preferable to use, in thcirexternalporuons

at least, nothing but creosoted Ur, which Las no destructive action on iron.
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J3 .xpowU eo (he attacks of bci'tlOH, nnd it cannot be used even for liouscliold
furniture without Ix-inKimprejrnntcil witli some kind of varnisli, as a defence n<'aiust
tlioBeinsects-a very curious fact, bo it observed in passiuL', for the KrowiniTtrces
are icniarkably free from tlie attacks of wood-devourinfr Insects. Beecli is easilv
worked, ol a close, tnie texture, but is not susceptibie of receiving a polish Tlie
weight of a cubic toot IS ^:)l- lbs., or its specific (rravity is 07-7, and thtTe are
T)! cubic feet to tlie ton: the tenacity per superllcial inch is considered to be
1(1,817 lbs.

:
and the resistance to a crushing force to be 1I,W8 lbs. per superUcial

At the present day chestnut wood is not very largely used. Indeed there is so
little of this niaterial brouKht into the market, that the principal motive I had inview in alluding- to it, was for the nurpose of referrinff to the tales so commonly told
about the use of the chestnut m Westminster Hall, and elsewhere. Careful exam-
ination has shown that the roofs so referred to, were really executed of the wood ofthe (/tierciu sessilijlora. which is very like that of the sweet chestnut, and mustalwaVs have been more common in North-Western Europe than the latter could
possibly have been. The small quantity of chestnut now used near London isused for ^'ate posts barrel staves, &c., and It is remarkable for the very small rela-
tive proportion of he sap to the heart-wood. For Kcncral purposes the chestnut isof fur less value than either the hornbeam or the common varieties of native-g-own firs, which the limits of this paper will prevent us from noticing as they

2nd /jH/wrteiT'iMifj-.-The principal supplies of timber used in our large towns
are, at the present day, derived from foreii,ni countries, as was before stated, onaccouiit of the facilities which the inland navigation of our country furnishes for^eir delivery, and of the continually diminishing quantity of English grown wood.We therefore find that the softer woods of the lir tribe are obtained either fromAmerica or Northern Europe, the hard woods from every quarter of the globe, whilstthe furniture woods are obtained of every variety, and from every imaginable

th"'ubse uent""'^^
classiUcation of the particular class of woods wiU bo adopted in

The (ir-woc,l8 now most generally used in England, that is to say since the equali-
sation of the import duties on timber, are obtained from the countries situated unonthe shores of the lialtic ; the large, or baulk timber of It inches square or upwafdsbeing obtained from Uiga, Dantzic, Jlemel, or the Prussian dominions and theC.orman provinces of Uussia; the scantlings of about 10 or 13 inches square areobtained from .'^wedeu, and the scantlings of about 8 inches square from Norwav ' Themanufactured goods, as the various kinds of deals and planks are called, are obtainedirom cither, or all, of the above-named sources 1 and they are known under thenames of planks when more than 11 inches wide, deals when about « inches wideand battens when

(.J or 7 inches wide; deals and planks are usually .3 inches thickand battens are -J inches thick. All these maunt'actured poods may bo eitl er whiteor yellow, and the above speciflc terms may occasionally be apidied to the spruce goods
be Xe,vel°t ,*'„';

^"" ^^
''"""i'- ,^«.'» '»« O""'"*- "f theseVinds of tinibe" U^may

temne^Jture » rnt".?™""' "''"• "'" ^'^ "'j""'!'^''
l'"'"'

<^<'"»'"''s where the mean
.^«L H,/„ A °' Sfvere, are more regular in their structure, though, perhaps.
nS tir^t ^^?o

''?^'' ^""^^ '•" "i^y "'" ""uations. and that the MemSl imber is

the n,™ 1 1

*' ^"P^i""-- > its strength to the Swedish or Norwegian, and tha

emner!?ure of •(.?,! r Mr ^.""''^^ ''™''' «™."° "'""- ">« '^""'^ «ff«<'"^<' "y thetemperature of the Gulf stream, are superior to the Archangel deals or those

Sr?H,1,.™n , ftrr """"'"'y ™»«' »f S»'<-'>i™- In the best timber the annual rtags
Snf 1 1,"^ t^iS^ f"™! ''"'"•'' "^ °^ " ''"«'" '«'l «•<"• especially when the trees have
^^,w H

'"PP'^'l for 'lie purpose of extracting the resin ; an operation which iaearned on to a great extent, and which materially diminishes the elastic tv and thodurabih y of the timber. Many of the accidents before a lude<Uo of a nature to
*r'„?w.''h""'''.'"'''.''r«'',''™o<lin the shape of druxy-knotsfuigoid growths
etn'lovin

" u Zl """' '" 9' ^"^'^'^ ?'" = ""<' Precautions must therefo?e be'^tak™ in

durnhlP /nd in^, S?'""
" ^""^ Circulation of air. Good sound fir is, however, very

ftl f \ . i^!'?**?/
""""^ •-ngf.ncers it ia considered to be more so than even oak

lllo "^' "ny/"'* "ic permeability of fir renders it more susceptible of some of theprocesst-s for the preservation of timber to be noticed hereafter, and this, under some
^^^riT''^,^•J."^^'K\'^'r.'

"' "'l^-'ntage over the more ua"uran7du?aWe
!f.^H I-

."? »»«ou?t of "8 ligMness, stiffness, and durability, the fir is /ommonlvused for girders, joists, rafters, and framing in general ; for joi ler's work it is u?pdextornally and internally, on account of its being more eisi"y wi^ug°'t. stindin^beter under tlic ordinary variations of temperature and light than ofk, and Sf its

freoSent?v''d,!fn^r'^.'J'?P'"v J^"
S^inis. usually straight and regula?, b it it is very

hS,7l^.
'•'.fomed by knots; and it is very rarely of a character to allow of its

nS,r,frH„f Jr'I"?f"'
"""?, Po'n'ed. The different kinds of fir vary in their physicalKL fl?' '"','>" " "^"''

'/
considered that the Itiga timber weiglis 1700 Ibfto the

fh?w°/' ,""''."",? ^''Tr ?'"'''">' of »?«
i the Christiana deals weigh 43 oi lbs tS

Jh^ ?»L H =/'"'*^'''"'".1'"'%'*''*^
'
"""^ '^"orway spruce, 21-2aibs. Thetenaeityof

Jes^Slc^'t^'fc-ru'lhrn^g^'I^rgfit '^^f^^^""'
^^'^^ '^'- ^^ ^""^^"""'^ '-"

'
"'"i

'^'

are
''

= in,LV'"''"f
'™P,o'-ted at the present day from the Atlantic ports of America,

Sc ntn? nin;^'""T'."'?
°^ the pine tribe, such as the yellow pint- and

awou^ntof t'hesi„™ii';^"T''
"'>*'"'"

""""i^ '" '""'"' »«"• for'joiners' work, on
ftof™reat value ??Jtl'""""'i''"'";"™'',5^''

regularity of the grain, which renders
rm „„".,^= , > i"' "''; '^o'-k'"!? of mouldings

; it is, however, a very soft and by
The nftchnir''„^"'.r'"''?"''

"'' ""*' "«'-efore, much used 'for external works'^

woo<ffr,^frm,', t'Uf°''°" 'Y^'" I
•'"•"''ably close- grained, hard and resinous

Kemn?SvLT?.^7.'"^'"" 'j'-''"1' '^"'' Possessed of great durability, for which reason

floors Tn^fl/.ti"'^ 'l"*
'"'''"'s,"?'! risers of wooden staircases, the clecks of sliips. and

terth"/pitch pinT'Sb li,?'
'^''^'" "'''"' ""'"'' P'""^'^ '"''' "'^- P^-""bfcfoot,

ft^mmrVwn''.'^ri''"'''l?"'V''^''''^,'!'',™''"<^'='^''™'" "'^ Pacific shores of America,irom our own colony oi ^ ictoria, which seems to me to possess sucliverv remarkableproperties, tha although the numerous philosophical questions it ["ves rise to have

SS™thtvr.'"''''''?>'r'"V°i'??^
';'''''•'''''= "»""'=•• I cannot refrain from dwemnS

Muntrv fn wr"''7'^ ''"''""! '!"'''''; "'"i
particular detail. The wood comes to thiS

^^^IJ '°*^''
""'L'" manufactured goods. Instead, Iiowever, of being only 14 to

I h»l» =Ll*"""''^ ;?? ''Vl'"'' 1°"^ at the maximum, as in the case ofthe Baltic timber,

inrt !^t,r» J.?""
?''"' "' ""= Vancouver's Island timber not less than la? feet long

^Ih I?, .V
'"

\f ' ll""!''' at one-third of the height measuring from the butt-end

Tf tf,S£i
was. about 00 inches square ; this :iog actually contained 1,307 cubic feet

«p.V5.?,^;
','•''"3 hardly be considered ancxceptionalillustration of the capabiii-

Sriv^L .^ •
P,""!','!?'" tlcscription of timber, for there are at present in our docks or in

fii.n, I^ P"','°» yrds, many logs of nearly equal dimensions. Now tliis timber,

«ifhl^T®«°l'."''
experiments I have myself made, is not only larger and longer than

?.;,„„ ."."r-^-'ncncan firs or nines, but its tenacity is greater, and its resis-

»Sh .iP„'"'"'?l""".i"'''E''' apparently superior; indeed, when loaded as a girder,

UuJaZ Ir'^
'" "}e,ccntre to the point of instantaneous rupture, the Vancouver's

».n f?^=r^i ,
weights which were to those borne by English oak as 13 to 12, and

me«.nr?, >"''
''Z

"'"
^'f'""'

•"" *= 13 to 8; and I subjected cubes of the three woods
So f^!^L ° inches on the sides, to weights of 45 tons each, or 5 tons (11,240 lbs.), on
rt-eete?!

«"'»
,";V'

^-'"'" ' f*"""* t'"" t'"* permanent elasticity of the oak was notraecteu, that oi the ^ ancouver's island timber only slightly so, whilst the Baltic

*n ..J .T"?
permanently and perceptibly compressed, f do not licsitate, therefore,

UUni .• .
Siriicrs, masts, large timber-framed work, &c., the Vancouver's

»»i„h. ?''"l''
.'' «,npcrior to ordinary fir, on the score of its strength ; and as it only

IfcriS^!
about 42 lbs. per foot cube, it is equally preferable to oak on the score of itsiwniness. tor joiners' work, the straightness, freedom from knots, deep warm

«m„;i™
".canty of the flower, certainly place the Vancouver's island timber in a

»m,w7 Pos'ti.on to any other of the fir or pine woods, whilst its greater hardness
rZ^l„ Firtam positions (as in staircases, floors, Ac.) compensate for any slight in-

lal.nS ." u P""'-' ,°f '^hor occasioned by that hardness. I have used this Vancouver's"wna timber in the joiners' work of tho board-room of the Equity and Law Life

u>Tii:rri^:ir:i\t «i:er!"^i''f,«rbiT';,"i,f'!S''''''" Tf'T- »»" » "•"'
sequent occasion it may be n"c"«.arv torrf.r i^n,

' "uccesslul. ^n some sub-
destructive <ll,tlllation of this wo^ Im at fresL^it i.^,„ J'?"'""'''",'!

"""'.'' "I'"" ">«

i's^oi^k do'r"''''^'
'"" ""'- -a l-^t-^'v-iViXYMI ZL'^h-a't^'t^li Va:"'^^

account it is o. ly iTtted for Joiners' wo?k- but fv,r L'lT """"• """ •"• tl"t

It would be possible to in^crease the a?ea of supp' y'^of .hlsloitk PurmJ^ln ^^v

Sicr ?han w^^;,>'""'''i",'"?
""''• ^'"'"SG its extraordinary speiilfc gravity (U*

li ?,..!.. ".""tcr) would of course oppose its general use. T'he Amerulan n.kis less hard, less beautiful in its grain than the ifuiopean oaks and .t is lSi» .

fnT.L,"^ pp.".''" toalternations of dryness and humXy There ?» a vwd know,?in trade by the name of African oak, though the correctness of fhnt,.r™,„fT"
quest.onetT of great hardness and di,r„lnii,v » 1,1.1. k.'. k''"

,°f..;°® term inay 1,0^^of^Xf::"^^^ {^^Jjo^term .r^^he

te£ &t;^i^^s^^r-^^?i-s»-^4£;i;^S
and J.^.t ..

"jnt'ines necessary for framed engineering or carpcnUrs" work
f„ fi,^ "f/'

therefore, remain of comparaUvely little use. All these oaks are siTbl^tto he attacks of insects, either in tiie forest, or afterwards, when used in building
and evelfeJ"'"^

'""''' ''as of late years been muoli used'trshipbmidliit" hoX
nnri« ^f 1,

""'"^'*'
•'°"ii'''y;

^^e best varieties are obtained from BurmaK or th^
n?rfecMv ';"'^T? "', Houlmein, and it is by no means rare to meet wTth sticks ofperfectly straight teak, 00 or 70 feet lonff, and about 2 feet by 2 feet Gin scanthn^
but w".'" I"/ ''!"''• tongh, and, w-hen sound, of great stren|tliaSdt?Sadtrbut, unfortunately, the trees In their native forests seem to be expofcd to the att^Sof numerous insects, and to accidents of a nature to produce serious local disei^^s^the timber, so that hidden defects of extremely dangerous charMti'raJcoAenTote
me n'"teall"i*''5,r';,'!r"rH"^ "W"^''

'^'"^ «'-ig^t of a cu"wc f^t o'f drr^Su^
Siin<?Vr..„ * "^6!' 9 tenacity per superhcial inch is 15,000 lbs. ; and ita

f frnort ?^„h'f
"^ P.7 8"perflc'al inch, ia,101 lbs.

; the wood is easily worked, and takc^
sakl to '^on^^i',,

"""'"''
r"'""'- ". ' ""'l

?'"'"''« '" "^PO^'-d situations, and it j'

oak
''""tam some oily properties which render it less injurious to iron thao

The rcon, another Indian wood, formerly exported to some extent ban latterw

sSeTr'"'^''''
"'"^ '"'°'' '"*''*™"' "'** " is nowPhardly ever fmiJrted: It may nSsufhce, for our present purposes to say.of the kowrie, a New Zealand wood of thi

i"5''*V?"'™?.';'"'''''"t''e Australian red cedar, of thr"abacue, and Tome othe?
?h1? a1 i;'o1f,.h'^»''''^"'"''"'"'^^°f^''"^''^'«"P'^'« "re to be found in Tr doScs^

th?yVre 1 ot retiinXii'?'''^!'''?"'^''''''.'''
Present advantages of some description or otiier

to thSr eom^.l^i .""""'.
^"?rl^ '" """ant the formation of any definite opinion as

ofDemcrar^Pi^ woHh^nf
•' .'^''1" Kreenheart timber, imported Irom our own colonyOI iwmerara, is w ortliy oi particular notice, on account of the reputation it nosspssea .ifenioyiug immunity from the attacks of marine boring worm87,"nd, for tE Reasonit is now being largely used at Liverpool and elsewhere, in opMafions connected wUh

ca^ut on 5n "^^T'^fi V^k'' ^T'"''"' '? ™P"'' "P°" engineers the n^cs^fo?
fn «,? wL. J- "J^ "/","* timber, because from the state of some logs of it wliich I sawin the AV est India docks, on the Hth of this month (especially of two logs bearing thedock numbers 162 and 172 ex-Perthshire), I am convinced that the LT-eeShea?t™iova

S?eiu'dr"th?
^-'hateverfromlthe attacks of laud insects. Without pretending to

Sc?«" if ';„''f
'"" °^ '.'"' ""nnnity of this wood from the attaiks of maJine

whfchthe reni,?i,^n„'S-'^^
'°

""i
"nPortant to examine the conditions unde?WHICH the reputation of the greenheart lias been obtained.* It will bo neccsaarvto revert hereafter to this subject; and after stating thit the greeX>art [X^

ce. ainli°is7I ","'
'" ^^autlinesof .10 inches square Snd 70 feet fn length tharS

passTom ?1 ,^^; ".'"'^'i-

anil (iurable, m alternately wet and dry positioSs, I would
flmt the !,„„„ T^i'*'"?'""' °,^ *'"''!? l"" descriptions of building woods, by sayingthat the hacmatack, formerly used for railway sleepers to a great extent is now
,fik°dri^,if,

,',?.;,*
"' '"? ^"''^"'-•''°

'.""K
an? swanfp elms arfsometfmes (. ed foT

to the J .eL?.*^
"'!"-' engineering works (I believe for no vaUd reason), in preference

Wrch is inK and more commonly known European woods; that the Ameri^
carriwe ,, Mi„

P'^""'" '.".""' E^opean birch
; that the lancewood is only used for

SlfcaSi'-.'.Jif.^"''*''
»'•'''« '?"'''''*'' •'' Khtand peculiarly tough material of

frnvthinTi,, , f^'-
""•.that the florida, or pencil cedar, is never used iS England foranjthingbut joiners' or rather c.ibinet-makers' work. This latter remark mav be

g'utta nei'b, wn'oT'™r'' ''""'I
l-irSl's-eye maple, Hungarian walnut? s«tin"wL^

reiim^Fn/lh i .'
zebra-wood, and some fancy woods obtained from tho tropical

w^^Sn t!ie'prefeni occisioS.''
''' """"' ^° """ " """'" o""^" '""^ "« "'"^"^''^

Tliere is one description of furniture wood, however, which has lately been so
Z?n„".fh"Vi'"P'"'""'""' "'"i

'''"'^'> ^'""^ to possess such valuable pro^rtSfOT
morerf'^.^ta ""'i*%l!,"!;P'*'/'

**""
'} T^ ^'^ expe.lient to notice it wlth^mewhat

the f«wu^.'Vi, ?J "It °^
™J"'^'''

'">''" 'oahogany, a wood obtained from some of
. nilr^f 1"* ""^

Vf''^'"!." *^™' 2' fron» the mainland of Central America. The
HavPfV^f

* m f..""''"'f^
" *^"?*' is derived either from the island of St. Domingo or

the^i arS?,?i^S
southern extremity of Cuba, or from Honduras, and the qualitfes of

or the i ?"'''' f""""'
""= order in which they have been above named. The best.

sfrmlrK, hn'i'i'"';''"^""''' ''.T'^^ f^,°^
the sea board on the south of Hayti, and is a

flmfei^/ ^""'' "T'- """^
'i'^\",""

""'"'• of " rich brown color, variegated by a

nurnoses nnrf u''"^ J
remarkable character. It is far too valuable for bnildLgpurposes and Is sold for sometimes as much as £6 per foot cube, when good fir, oCequal value for constructive purposes, would only cost 2s. at the maximum. The

rtfrril^io""''"*;'''"''
i''.,;licre}ore, only used for cabinet-makers' work of the best

as3 ?.' fh"
S'-'x^rally in the form of veneers. The Cuba mahogany is frequently

ft i5,^„ ,i^.n . « ™°'"';'''f^''
Spanish, and, in these days of fraucfana adulteration,

it 18 no doubt often made to pass muster under the name of tho better kind ; but the

nos«,hW^V'^''.'l^''
'^'•''.'."'^''y ''''',"'''' '°,*he Spanish, that no ordinary judge couldpossibly be mistaken in flic normal samples. Honduras mahogany is lighter, of a

?if,?5 „ ."."^ ^^" spongy grain, without much flower, and on these accounts it is
little sought tor by cabinet makers. But it occurs in larger sticks, of a form and
fhJ?„

'°^ ""1° adapted for constructive purposes than the Spanish variety, and ontnese accounts as well as on account of its peculiar mechanical properties, and its
cneapness, the Honduras wood has lately been much used for shipbuilding. Tho
fepanisli mahogany is hardly ever obtained in logs of more than 10 feet in length, by
i

or 24 inches square, whereas the Houduras trees often yield logs 40 feet long by
irom 4* to 72 inches in diameter. The weight of the Spanish wood is said to be
aoout oo lbs. per cubic foot ; the tenacity per supcrfloial inch is 10,500 lbs. ; the
crusliing force, 8,198 lbs. All khids of mahogany are said to be very durable and
tree Irom worms when kept constantly dry; they are not exposed to warp or to
crack under the influence of the sun's light and heat, but they do not resist alterna-
tions of wetness and dryness, and I would therefore venture to suggest that they

* Since the text was written, I have been favored by the communication, from C.
.Johnson, Esq., of apiece of greenheart timber from Victor Bay, Panama, com-
pletely riddled by the teredo. This only renders it more necessary to seek an
explanation of the asserted immunity of this wood In other situations.
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should not be used in any of tlio lower framework of shipf*, or in portions of house
coustructions, such as sashes, &i*., ex|>osetl to those conditions of deeay. The price of
the rommoner descriptions of Honduras timber, it may be added, does not exceed that
of oak ot e<iual qujility. Il has been supplied lately in large quantities at the rate of
about 53. or OS. i"»d. per cubic foot. Some (.mall jmrcels of mahog^any are occasionally
received from Jamaica or the other West Indian islands ; but they are of a quality
so much inferior even to the Honduras wood that they are practically unknown to
wood buyers.*

OX THK DECAY AND PRESKRVATION OF RCILDING MATERIALS.f
The Lecturer stated that the subject of Ids lecture was eminently practical, and

bardly admitted of much variety of illustration, but, he was sure that no one
present could have examined, or even j*lanced at, the numerous specimens of
architectural construction in the older and more picturesque cities of Knglaud and
tiic Continent, could not have admired the graceuil tracery of Westminstt-r Abbey,
could not eveu have looked at the rich detail of the noble buildiuij recently erected
go near it, by one whose genius will perhaps be willingly acknowledged now that
he has passed ttoja amougst us, without noticing the facts the Trofessorwas about
to refer to.

At every turn would be seen fresh proofof apparently capricious and unaccountable
decay, many old stones would be found unaltered, while many new ones were
mooidering fast into rottenness, and the I'rofessor's hearers would, he believed, be
interested, in spite of the apparent drynossof the subject, in anything that would
afford information as to a result so painful, so irregular, and so desirable to check,
ifinanv way its prevention were possible.
Building materials were of several kinds, and the Professor stated he would point

out the priacipal varieties, their peculiar uses, their relative values for special

Surposes, and the special causes ofdecay in each ; and then endeavour to state
le method by which, in some cases, they might be preserved from decay.
There was one thing which he might say with regard to all building materials

relative to stone :—wherever it was found, as part of the earth's crust, it was injured
and altered by coming to the surface. In granite soil, for instance, it scarce!}^ ever
happens that the upper portion of the granite itself is not decomposed, and in all

common, ordinary stones, used for buildiug purposes, this is the ordinary case to a
certain extent, and the extent to which the stone would be thus injured, may be
taken from the appearance of it w^herc it lias been exposed for a considerable time to
the weather ; but that would only api)ly in some leases, for stone would stand
particularly well in its own atmosphere, and that stone, removed from its bed and
placed in a different position, will doeay much more rapidly, and it would be gener-
ally found that in a granite district the surface of the ground is hard, the top, in a
sandstone district for instance, has a little decomposed limestone, and a very con-
siderable amouut of deeompositiou, in fact the whole of the upper bed is converted
into vegetable soil.

First, there is the group, of which granite is the representative, and which is a
very remarkable group of stones with which all were familiar; but, he might say
with regard to granite, that, as it is the hardest, and in some respects the most
valuable ; so, in many respects it is almost impracticable. Granite consists of a
number of crystals in a crystalline base. Although among his numerous specimens
he had none of granite, yet every one knew the appearance of granite, and that it

was one of those stones which was so little liable to decay. A mass of crystals im-
bedded together in a crystalline base is the essential nature of granite, in which it

differs from other stones. This constitutes its value, because, being composed of
crystalline matters, it is non-absorbent, and very little exposed to injury—there is

very little means for the decomposing agent to get at it until lapse of time. But it

was also to be observed that the crystals not being composed of the same matter, are,

therefore, some of them more liable to decay than the others—one group of its

crystals, quartz, for instance, was so hard that one hardly expects it to decay at all,

yet eveu quartz will assume a certain state in which, by the action of the weather, it

will decay. It was a fact to which the lecturer alluded as one of the ways in which
granite will decay. Portions of the quartz will be in a state to combine with water
and combine with alkaline carbonates. In that case they will decav. The crystals
of felspar will decay, for they consist of compounds of silicates, and the alkali among
them IS potash, but occasionally it is soda, and when soda is present in granite it is

more likely to decay than when potash is present. Then, again, the other crystals
are mica, or talc, or some crystals very much like them. These are liable to decay, so
that all the parts are liable to decay. The only thing to be done is to select the better
kinds. In tlie British Sfusoum there were wondrous specimens of granite sculpturing
by the Egyptians, in a dry atmosphere, and since exposed in our metropolis. It
could be seen how well, geueraliy speaking, they had stood, although there might
also be found examples of granite that did not stand. Granite is a material, which,
owing to the g^reat difiiculty of working it, requires to be worked with picks and
wedges, and tuns, generally speaking, cannot be used for ordinary purposes. It costs
atleast from three to five times as much to work it in the quarry, and at least as
tauch as from three to five times as much to tise it in buildings as the other ordinary
stones.
Coming to the group of Freestones, they were in a general sense either sandstones

or limestone. The sandstones form a large group, but they are not very much used
in our metropolis. There were many reasons for this. Sandstones consist for the
most part of the quartz-sand, the same kind of material, therefore, which forms so
large a part of granite, of quartz-sand cemented together by some foreign compound
substance, sometimes chiefly apparently silica, and in that case the sandstone will be
almost unchangeable, such as the fine sandstone used in Edinburgh, known as the
Craigleith stone. But most of the sandstones are not of that kind. Most of them
are connected t<^ether by carbonate of lime, which is filtered in by the action of
water, or the rain, or by the presence of oxide of iron. All these cementing media
are, of course, liable to the action of foreign substances upon them, according to their
nature, and if they give way, it is easy to conceive the substance of the sandstone
itself will give way. Of the substances not likely to give way there were specimens
by the Lecturer's right hand, from the Yorkshire beds, remarkable for their excellence,
but, at the same time, not very manageable, they arc diflicult to work and the most
part durable. On the Lecturer's other hand were specimens of red stone, of carbo-
naceous, of calcareous, and of argillaceous sandstones. They were combined generally
with carbonaceous clays, so that although all the particles of silica might not give
way, they might give way occasionally, just as the silica of granite. Then the
Gnrstals are liable to be separated from each other, and then the stone falls asunder.
The Craterleith stone is almost pure silica, and the Yorkshire stones arc next in
value, and are very good. Then comes the red specimens, which arc generally not
sogood.

ft might be taken that there were altogether a number of these sandstones, and
that they might be grouped In the three following ways :— first, very hard ; second,
very fine packed ; third, generally speaking, fine grained and white.
Ot those which arc hard, in some this quality shows itself much more than in

Others. Stones in which could be seen the planes of lamination, like the leaves of a
book, are, generally speaking, easily decayable. They were not usually of so fine a
frain as the othcr8,but more frequently of mixed grain, made up of particles of
iffercnt sizes. Verv often they have brown tints of color, or reri, owing to the

presence of salts of iron, and are very often irregular in their quality. These three
kinds of sandstone are all subject to decay; first of all from lamination, having been
formed in water, they have been formed in layers over one anotlier. In consequence
of their formation, when exposed to the air, they are liable to give off water by
evaporation, and to suck it in again when rain comes or the atmosphere is damp.

• To be continued.
A Paper read at the Boyal Institution of Great Britain, on Thursday, May 24,

1800. by Professor David T. Ansted, M.A., F.R.8.

Thus, if cold sets In, and the temperature of the water iueidc the stone passes t>eloir
the point of extreme density of water, then the water begins to expand again.
When below 38^ instead of contractiugitexpanris, just as water expands and bursts
a jug with a small neck when a hard fro^t sets in. Exactly in tfie same way the
water in the stone cannot expand' and the stone bursts. In other words, the par-
ticles of the stone become disintegrated. Then, again, the water entering in, in the
manner described, might contain foreign substances. All the water of the atmo-
sphere, falling in the shape of rain, or coming from the atmosphere, is, of course.
alTected by solid substances floating in the atmosphere soluble in water. These
consist mostly of gases. For example, carbonic acid gas ; sulphureous acid passing
into sulphuric acid, and the sulphates of ammonia— all these being substances pro-
duced especially in large towns. These substances entering into the body of the
stone, begin to act upon the cementing medium. If the cementhig medium is begun
to be carried away by these substances, then it is very easily removed. If not, the
stone remains unaltered. But, generally speaking, sandstones having lime or clav
as the cementing medium, are niore or less affected by the foreign substances. lu
this way there is a cause of dirt in the sandstone, and the sandstone becomes
readily disintegrated. These sandstones are not much used in the metropolis, but
they are in the country.
The next group are those which are called limestones. Limestones differ more in

their nature than sandstones ; they include difVerent kinds—for example, carbonate
of lime, purely, and the carbonate of Inne and magnesia. Taking, first, the carbon-
ates of lime;—they differ in condition. Some arc a perfect mass of crystals, such
as marble, and as Is well known, marble is exceedingly close in texture, does not ab-
sorb water, and resists decay for a very long time, it, however, marble is cracked.
decay will enter whore the crack occurs. Slarble is very expensive to work, and
there is a small quantity of It combined with limestone. Borne hmestones are hard
and very apt to contain foreign substances, silica among the rest. Such hmestoues
are those which arc found in many parts of Derbyshire in the rocks which arc called,
by geologists, mountain rocks, or carboniferous rocks. They have very fine crevices
or cracks, and, where these occur, there is a certain amount of decay, where a small
quantity of water ^ets into these crevices, and that is the cause of decay. But the
great majority of limestones used in this country are the oolites ; called so, because
they are made up of grains like small egr^s, or like the roe of fishes, and those par-
ticles are of very small size. These oolites admit of very considerable varieties.
They are found in different parts of England, and the continent, and are very com-
monly used. They are commonly used by us. One of tliebestis known as Portland
stone, of which there was a specimen upon the table. The Portland stones are ex-
ceedingly good. They are made up of a number of little particles, which
are themselves members of groups of small particles, made up of carbonate
of lime. These Portland stones are among the best, and most perma-
nent, and purest stones we have in Knglaud. 8t. Paurs,''and Greenwich Hospital
are built with Portland stones, and it is impossible to find finer specimens. A ver>-
few days before the death of Sir Charles Barry, when iu company with Professor
Ansted, Sir Charles Barry pointed out to the Professor the specimens at Greenwicli,
which were quite equal to the specimens of marble at Milan Cathedral. There are
many other good specimens, the K<'form Club, for example, is one of the best speci-
mens of modern times. I'ortliind stone is the best.butit is also the dearest; not only
that, but it is the hardest to work. Then there is the Bath-stone, which is another
of the oolites and as soft almost as cheese, which can be cut by a knife iu the quarry

.

All stones arc softer iu the quarry than when they have been exposed for some time
to the air. Bath-stone is very easily got and worked, but It is not the stone that
wears. Some specimens of Bath-stone are to be seen In some of the works at West-
minster Abbey, and they have failed so badly that they are worse a great deal, than
much of the stone whieli has been there for centuries ; and yet stones from nearly
the same quarries have been used in the city of Bath, and they are not mucli the
worse for centuries of wear. There Is a great difference in the quality of the stone,
and the air to whicli they are exposed ; and a great difference may be attributed to
the stones of Westminster Abbey not having been picked, or had time to harden. If
the decay of stone commences immediately it will ^o on very rapidly, if it can be
kept for a time it will not decay so soon. Bath stone is exactly the opposite of I*ort

-

'

land stone.
We have many other soft, cheap stones, and Professor Ansted did not know

whether he could mention any worse specimens of soft stone than that of Oxford,
known as the Heddington stone. The lleddington stone was among the worst of all,

No one could have looked at the buildings of Oxford without seeing how bad was
their state.

Besides those there were further varieties of the Oolites, there was the Ancaster
stone from Lincolnshire, the Ketton, and the Barmack stones, from Northampton-
shire, and the Purbcck stone. ThcMtliere was, too, the Caen-stone. A large quantity of
stone, before the time of William the Conqueror, has been obtained from Caen. Part
of Canterbury Cathedral is built of it, and has stood very well ; and then nre speci-
mens in the neighbourhood of Caen which iiave stood very well, but other stones
from the same, or adjacent, quarries have gone entirely, and failed so much that It Is

hardly possible to conceive it other than worse than Heddington stone. There were
some buildings lately erected In London, and Professor" Ansted regretted that
Buckingham Palace was built of Caen-stone, and that not very long after the
building was completed. It became in so bad a state that it was positively dangerous
for sentinels to pass underneath it; that part has been removed and replaced by
stucco painted over. These cases, having regard to the common limestones, show
what sort of a material we have to deal with.
All the cheaper and softer kind of stone is cxccedinglv liable to decay. It decays

in a very simple way, just for the same causes that Professor Ansted alluded to in
speaking of the sandstones. First of all there is the irregular exposure to the atmo-
sphere ; it is absorbent, the water is driven in by the rain, particularly in what
appears to be the sheltered parts of the stone, and then the cold comes, when, if it

had been put carelessly, that is, if, instead of being put as it was in the bed, it was
put at right angles to that position, so that what was originally parallel with the
plane of the bed, that is, horizontally, has now become vertical, the effect will be
that the whole face ot the stone will come off; and, if this stone is cut ornamentally
it is almost impossible then that the jjlanes of bedding should not be exposed. Then
exposure brings away the outer lamina, and then the absorption is more rapid than
before. If it lasts for a certain time without injury, and this is the case with all

stone, it hardens. There is an instance of this to be seen in Mr. Hope's house in
Piccadilly, in which the stone has been sheltered by putting lead over the tops of
exposed places, and Professor Ansted had Sir Charles Smith's authority for stating
that in consequence of that the stone has been preserved, the water has been pre-
vented from draining down into the stone, and thus the stone has had time to harden.
But there are other consequences. Water carried in this way when exposed to the
atmosphere is charged with the gases I'rofcssor Ansted had mentioned, and then the
stone acts as a kind of filter, and while decomposing the substances pass in, and then
the stone becomes actually destroyed. This will very often take place inside while
the outside is apparently pretty good. This effect Is to be seen in the Heddington
stone at (^,\ford, when large surfaces or plates will break off with the inner side
decayed. They arc acted upon mechanically and chemically.
Therejp, however, another kind of limestone—the magnesian limestone, carbonate

of lime and magnesia. Just as the common limestones, when crystalline, are very
durable, just so the magnesian limestones are very durable, when composed of equal
parts of carbonate of lime and carbonate of magnesia. When in that state it seems
to stand exceedingly well, as far as one can tell, perfectly well under ordinary ex-
posure, because in many jilaces where these stones are obtained, the churches built
with them many centuries ago remain unaltered ; yet In our melropolis they begin at
once to decay. It was owing to a neglect of a consideration of this matter, Professor
Ansted supposed, that we suffer so much in the Houses of Parliament. The Houses
of Parliament arc constructed of one of these magnesian limestones. The stone was
selected, it was believed, with the very best possible precaution. A commission was
issued appointing, as conmtissioners, the best geologists, the bept architects, flic best
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builders, thfi best contractors, and tlie boat chemists. Kvorybody concerned seem to

Imve had the hlf^hcst reputation. Those men examined the different limestones of

the country, and they reeommcnded this one because they considered it to be the
best. They I'oiind buildings, constructed of this many centuries apo, unaltered.

Then came tlie dilUculty, that those particular quarries that had supplied the church
in the neighbourhood, were by no means largo enough to supply the llouses of I'ar-

iiamont; and, more than that, it was not at all certam that this stone could be got
iu the same neighbourhood, of precisely the same kind. The stone that was used was
from the same ut-ighbourhood—nominally the same, but different in itself. Under the
actions Trofessor Ansted had mentioned, tiiose parts which arc not perfectly crys-
talline become disintegrated or powdery, so that in one block would be found por-
tions that are hard andportions that arc not so ; and this is the way that the material
has been originally crystallised. Nature has given a certain amount of variety in the*
composition of rocks, &c. ; in the cases where they are of uniform quality the
materials always vary a good deal. That is the case with these magnesian limestones.
Then it appears that a neglect was incurred by the wantof suflicient superintendence
in selecting tlie best kinds of stone. There was no sutflclent superintendence, and the
poor and inferior kinds were not rejected. They were all put together, some of them
g-ood, some of them indifferent, and some of them bad. The same stone was used in
Lincoln's-inn, in the ChapcU Professor Ansted thought, and tliere it was even
worse. The same kind of^stonc was used in the Museum of Tractical Geologv, in
Jermyn-street, and there there is not a stone which is faulty. In Lincoln's inn there
was hardly a stone that was sound, and in Jermyn-street there was hardly a stone
that was faulty. The Houses of Parliament have them of all kinds, but unfortunately
the faulty prevail. These are the entire of the causes of a decay. It may be said, that,
practically, the causes of decay of all these absorbent stones are connected with
exposure to damp atmospheres, rendered impure by the action of acids and gases,
and exposure to temperatures below :JS^. It is quite clear that where there is a
very large amount of these gases present iu the air in large cities ; where a number
of people, while breathing, are constantly giving: otT carbonic acid gas ; where large
fires, burning coals, are always yielding a ccrtam quantity of sulplmr, and yielding
also a considerable quantity of^ammonia, which formed the sulphate of ammonia ; in
this way are very large quantities of these materials entering into the atmosphere
in large towns, which do not enter it in the country, and thus we find that stones
that stand very well in the country will not stand in town. Then there is another
cause, according as they are exposed to certain winds, and the action of the weather
to a greater or less extent, they decay.
The question then arises, how these influences are to be overcome in this climate.

Generally speaking, one would be apt to suppose that rendering the stones non-
absorbent would be a plan, and it would be no new thing to preserve stone and
cement and terra-cotta works, for one can hardly go throusfh a decent square in
London without seeing cement whitened over with paint. What is paint ? Only a
certain mixture of oil and white lead, and the object is to coat the stone in such a
way that the water will not get into It. We all know the result. Paint never looks
well, particularly when applied to stone. The moment it is put on it begins to decay.
The decay must take place, because the oil will immediately begin to decompose the
moment it is exposed to the action of the air, and the result is, that, after a very short
time the oil separates from the exidc of lead, the oil oxidises, and the whole thing
begins to peel off". If you have a thin film of oil and wliite lead, the moment it is

put on it begins to decompose and rot, and in the course of a year or two, you must
do the work over again.
Numerous plans have been suggested and patented for choking the pores of

absorbent stones with preparations combining a certain portion of mineral sub-
stances with oily or fatty matters. AH these tend inevitably to become decomposed,
except those which, from their pitchy and bituminous nature, discolor the stone so
much as to destroy its character ; and it is difficult, if not impossible, to make these
adhere. If our stone buildings arc to be painted until their character, as stone,
shall bo lost, we had better use a cheaper material, and build our palaces of bricks
and stucco at once.
With regard to patents that have been taken out within the last twenty years on

this subject. Professor Ansted had a list of no less than 17 before him. Out of those
17, 11 were for mixtures of those various substances of oils and resins, and tlierefore
were all of the same nature. Some of the others involved mixtures of resins not
oily. None of them were now employed. When mixtures are of things which are
not chemical combinations, they must of themselves fail.

The ouly plan remaining is some one in which either there would be a permanent
choking of the pores by some method altogether unalterable, or that we must make
some mineral deposit which we can answer for, and which will be permanent, which
shall be mineral, and not subject to the ordinary atmospheric decomposition.
Many years ago a suggestion was made by a French chemist, which was appa-

rently very ingenious, and which apparently answered the purpose. It was to coat
the surface of absorbent stones with silica. Silicon with acid forms silicic acid.
This is, however, unmanageable, and it may seem to be opposed to anything like
solubility, liable to take on a soluble form by the action of carbonic acid gas. It is

a natural hydrate ; a mixture with a small quantity of water, about 3 per cent., and
in this way it forms a part of some particular kinds of sandstone. It is also found
in hot water and in common spring water, no doubt produced by the action of car-
bonic acid. But it is also soluble in caustic alkali, in caustic potash, and in caustic
soda ; notunder ordinary temperatures or pressure, but|at.'JOO^ or 400? of Fahrenheit,
and under considerable steam pressure there is no difficulty in dissolving it. In that
way silicate of potash or silicate of soda is obtained. If fluid,!silicatc of potash. In
certain proportions, is exposed to the action of our ordinary air for a time, it becomes
hardened. It parts with its potash, and becomes thrown down as the hydrate of
silica. Professor Ansted poured a little of it upon a piece of glass before the lecture,
which he exhibited at this part of his lecture. The deposit was quite glutinous, and
in a short time became perfectly hard. That was the form in which it was proposed
to use it by this French chemist named Ivuhlmann. Kuhlmann's process is simply
the coating of absorbent stones with a solution of this kind, and, the process being
applied, the stone is expected ^to become covered with silica. When silica is once
there it is well known to be insoluble; but, although insoluble, silica deposited in
that way is still capable of being acted upon by the alkaline carbonates, and, if de-
?08ited it that way, still there will be a failure. But that is not all. If at the time
'rofessor Ansted had placed the fluid silicate of potash upon the jsflass, the Pro-

fessor had not taken care that the glass was dry, or that he had afterwards thrown
water upon It, it would have been washed away, and that is just the case with the
stone. If you put a thin wash upon the stone, and a shower of rain comes, it Is

washed away.
Some years afterwards another process was invented by Mr. Ransome—a mineral

deposit which would adhere to the stone by a double decomposition. He considered
that If a mineral deposit could be absorbed into the stone, and then, afterwards, by
any chemical combination, could be tlirown upon this stone as a solid film, which
could not separate, and be done immediately, so that air could not have any effect

upon it—then the object required would bo obtained. He was iu the habit of manufac-
turing this silicate of potash upon a lai^e scale, and he thought that by combining it

with muriate of brae he wouldget a double decomposition'because silica, in the state
Kuhlmann applied it, liad a very weak affinity for potash, and the affinity of the
chlorides witli the potash, or the soda, would be greater than the affinity of the silica

with the potash or the soda. He, therefore, attempted the process, and Professor
Ansted thought that, when he showed his audience the result, they would think Mr.
Kansomc had attempted it with success. The first thing was to satisfy himself that
he could get a material rapidly deposited. Professor Ansted held in a large glass a
solution of silicate of soda, and In another "lass a properly measured proportion of
the chloride of calcium. On passing the chloride or calcium into tlie silicate of soda
the chloride of calcium united with the soda, and formed chloride of sodium, or com-
mon salt—the silicate combined with the lime and formed silicate of lime—and bc^an
to harden. Professor Ansted stated, that if allowed to remain until the conclusion
Of the lecture, it would be a solid mass, and that unless it was removed from the glass

before long it would adhere so firmly that it could not be got off. This i« the result
of the combination. In that case the silicate of Umo was very rapidly formed
But Iiaving obtained a deposit of silicate of lime are we at all advanced In the boIu-

tion of the problem ? for IVofesaor Ansted thought It waa aaneoesBary to aay that it
was by no means sufliclent to have an insoluble mineral deposited on the surface of
another, whether calcareous or siliceous, since much cohesion was required to render
a coating in any way preservative. Kxporience, however, has long ago shown that
a very thin deposit of this peculiar mineral silicate of Umo does adhere wltli singular
rapidity, and with the most remarkable tenacity to particles of sand and stone with
which it comes in contact. It is the film which produced gradually, elves all Its
value to mortar, and which cements together the stones of which are mrmed what
builders call concrete, on the very existence of which, as a firm solid mass, half our
buildings depend. Immediately on the deposit of the minute particles prodaeed by
the double decomposition of two minerals and formation of two others, this stvoDg
tendency to adhere comes into operation. The particles of silicate of lime newly
set free, Immediately and ftrmly attach themselves to the particles or grains of which
the stone Is made up. not only surrounding them, but binding them to each other,
just as when mortar has long been left to harden, it is as difficult to separate the
parts cemented as it is the solid brick or stone. This it is which gives Us principal
value to the method suggested.

Professor Ansted polutcd out several specimens of building materials which were
lying upon the table. Among other specnnens Professor Ansted particularly drew
attention to two specimens of tcrra-cotta fVom the Koutli Kensington Museum,
which material was well known to be exceedingly absorbent, and proved, by experi-
ence, to become decomposed when exposed to the weather. One specimen of terra-
cotta had been treated with Uansome^s process, and any person who took the trouble
to scratch the surface with a sharp point could easily understand the change that
had taken place. The surface was exceedingly hard, and Professor Ansted asserted
that by a repetition of the application of Kansome's process the terra-cotta could bo
made non-absorbent. The Professor then called attention to some Iloddinffton stone,
which by the application of Kansome's process had been made to resist the decom-
position of test agents. Tiie Professor also exhibite<l another Bpeclmen of stone cut
from the block, ^nlich had been dipped into acid. The surface of one side of the
stone was completely gone, and the surface of the other side not at all affected by
the acid. Professor Ansted also exhibited two specimens of Caen-stone, one of
which was treated with Uansome's process. Upon subjecting both specimens to the
action of the same amount of acid, the surface of one became entirely destroyed,
while the surface of the " Itansomed" stone was uninjured. Several other stones were
exhibited, some of which had been subjected to the application of Kansome's pro-
cess the hardness of which could bo instantly detected, by comparison with the
others.
There was one more process which was likely, at the time of Sir Charles Barry's

death, to be adopted at the Houses of Parliament. Professor Ansted stated that he
knew cither too much or too little about it to give an opinion. Mr Sezrelmoy asked
the Professor to look at the process some time ago, but did not Inform him of the
whole of it, and wished him to consider it a secret process. Therefore, all Professor
Ansted could say of it was, that, as a secret process, it was impossible to test Its
value, except by time and the action of the weather. If It contains any of the
substances which decompose by the action of the weather, time will show.

If, as seems to be the case, wc are forced to make use of soft perishable materials
for purposes of decorative work In architecture ; If we are obliged to accept the
material that nature has provided near at liand, and select from varieties which
differ, indeed, much in duraolllty, but all of which decay, it would seem only reasonable
that due precaution should be observed, to take for the best work the most favorable
varieties of stone, and use great caution in rejecting manifestly bad or indifferently
good samples. That this can be done, every quarryman and every stone-mason
well knows ; and there are means of determining the good from the bad wblcli are
independent of their experience. Where enormous sums are to be expended on
decoration for a permanent building, it is surely not unreasonable to expect and
require that a little niggardly economy In regard to the material of construction
should not be indulged in. But Professor Ansted reofretted to say that in most
public buildings it has not been thought necessary, either to determine the kind ol
stone with reference to Its probable durability, or to appoint a competent person to
reject on the spot bad samples. With regard to our architects, it seems uardJy to
be a part of their education to Inquire into and understand such matters, and they
do not consider themslves responsible ultimately for the consequences of neglect.
Professor Ansted had endeavoured to show what must happen when bad stones
are placed in a building erected in or very near a large town. The whole of the
stone decays, but the more prominent and the more ornamental parts—those on
which the effect most depends, and on which most money has been spent—these
decay first. Moisture is absorbed, frost comes, and the delicate projecting parts
fall. Gases and acids are absorbed, together with smoke, and the stone is first

blackened and disintegrated, and then reduced to powder. But, of course, there are
bad and good pieces—there are exposed and sheltered places—and the result is this,
th^t not only does the stone decay, but it decays with the utmost irregularity;
adjacent stones become very soon in a state so different that no one could suppose
they were dug from the same quarry, and the whole surface is unsightly and
disfigured.
None of the nobleness and beauty of decay is seen in these cases. There is a decent

and picturesque appearance, not unfrequently met with in old buildings, which in-
spires respect instead of dislike. There is the hoary front of age of which none
complain. It Is seen in the marbles of Greece, in the limestones of Rome, and even
in some of the porphyries of Egypt. Time—as the Latin proverb has it -devours all
things ; all human contrivances must submit to it, and, as it is a natural, so it is

often a beautiful condition.

But premature decay like an artificial ruin has a poor and mean appcaraneo. It
does not give the idea of waninc' strength but of absolute innate weaikness. It is a
coup vianque, a thing not merely imperfect but unnecessarily imperfect. It is im-
{>ortant to remark also that such was not always the case. Many ofourold bmldings
lave scarcely shown incipient decay. Many of those in large towns have decayed
evenly, so as not to be unsightly. This it is true must not be altogether attributed
to the material, as such buildings if erected now, with picked stone from the same
quarries, would probably Injure much sooner, owing to the much larger quantity of
impurity in the atmosphere to which they are exposed ; and when a stone has been
for some time exposed to fresh pure air it 'hardens, and thus buildings placed
where wc see them before the large town rose around them, have stood exposure
better than they do now. But there is reason to know that the selection or stone
was much more careful formerly than it has been lately, and the result is manifest.

There is one more point. If the method of protection and preservation so ingeni-
ously contrived by Mr. llansome is successful, as it really seems to be. the softer and
cheaper stones may be safely used. It is certainly the case that a hard, almost flinty
surface is obtained by it, and that such surface is not acted on by the acids that
rapidly destroy the same stone when unprotected. For four winters, [stones thus
protected have stood the action of the weather, and, if it turn out to be as durable as
seems likely, from this and other trials on a large scale ; if abson>tion is checked, so
far, at least, as its injurious effects are concerned-for mere absorption does not seem
tobeinjurious—and, if decay is thus arrested, then there are means at hand which
cannot fail to have a great Influence on decorative stonework, for the material most
easily carved and sculptured is just that one which is most completely improved by
the process.
In thus speaking of the decay and preservation of stone, Professor Ansted endea-

voured to confine himself strictly to the subject before him—not travelling out of the
record. He felt, however, so convinced of its importance that he offered no apolo^
for bringing it forward, and, perhaps, when in our summer wanderings we visit

some noble cathedral, or wander over the ruins of some ancient castle, or tower of
Classical, or middle age construction, we may feel an interest in examiningthe cause
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of the beanty we thoro sch*. ArUtn^rfroni ilecay ; and, contrast it with the dissntisfac-

liou and disMppolDlnunt, that rrofcssor Anstcd was sure wo could not help feeling:,

in oxaniininLT some of the recent restorations of Westminster Abbev, or the richly

doooraled surface of the great palace of the nation, immediately adjacent.

LECTURES AT THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
VL—Rev. Mackenzie Walcot, m.a.*

The word architect, the chief workman, appears to have lapsed until modera
timett, since its use by the Greek and Roman. The expression tcerc-rneestcr^ the
master of the work, or 6rtH-me(S/er, the master of the building, accurately conveys
the same meaning, and is synonymous with the medieval title of the Master of the
Fabric, an olUce established in every conventual house, and the ordinary phrase
Surveyor of the Works. There was anotiter important post known as Clerk of the
Works, wliich, hoxvever, was clearly inferior to that or surveyor, for, in May 10,

Edward III. appoints Wykeham "his faithful and prudent clerk," clerk of the
works at HenK'y and Yeshampstead ; and on October 'iO nominates his " beloved"
W. de Wykeham surveyor oj all the works at Windsor Castle and Park, and in his

manors of Henley and'Yeshampstead. The wording here is explicit. As clerk of
the works be attended to the payment of wages, of masons, carpenters, and work-
men, and tht> purchase of stone and other materials, audited or witnessed by the
controller of the works. As surveyor of the w'orks, he not only exercised the over-
sight of the wagts, the ordering of repairs, and the purchase of materials, but had the
power of impressing workmen, arresting them, and committing them to prison.
In i;it«0 workmen were forbidden to leave without Wvkeham'a license. On July 10,

1350. he was appointed Keeper and Surveyor of the Castles of Windsor, Dover,
Ledes, and Ha«11eigh, and the parks aad manors of Windsor, Eton, Guildford, Sheue,
Eltham aud others. His pay was one shilling a day at Windsor, two shillings in

every otlier place, and three shiltings a week tor his clerk. In the following year,
on Nov. l:i, he received an additional shillingaday. In 1353, he was acting as Grand
Forester and Ranger of Windsor, aud from June 1301 to 130S as co-warden of the forests
upon this side the Trent. In i:itVJ he was justiciary of the roval forests, with a salary
01 208. a day. Edward III. designed to make Windsor Castle the monument of his

victories, where at one time he held the Kings of Scotland and France his prisoners,
The expeiuiiture on these important works amounted to about £50,000 of our present
money. It would appear that the beasts of chase were sold aud the trees felled to
supply this vast sum. The Round Table—so called, probably, in allusion to the
Kuigi'its of King Arthur, with a subtle reference to the new Ox-der of the Garter

—

was completed by Wykeham as a keep, and anotlier tower still bears the name of the
Wykeliam, or AVinchestcr Tower. There is a tradition extant that the envious cour-
tiers delated Wvkeham, asserting that he had engraved on an inner wall the inscrip-
tion, "This made Wykeham," tlms robbing the King of the honor of his works. Tlie
architect, however, 'silenced bis enemies by the following witty explanation.
" What I intended to convey was, that these works, which have obtained for me the
King's fayor, may be indeed said to have made me. My accusers must be very
malicious, or very ignorant ot grammar." There was a very ingenious fraud prac-
tised by the architect of the Pharus : he inscribed his own name on the stone, which
he covered with lime and mortar, and on this, again, carved the King's name. The
trick was not discovered in time to cause him to be exposed to punishment ; but the
cement gradually peeled off, aad discovered in large letters the name of Sostratus of
Cnidus. His repairs and alterations in the city walls of Oxford, where they partly
belt in his college, betray the hand of one tamiliar with military engineering.
The cloister of St. George's Chapel was also the work of Wykeham at Windsor.

But his services as an engineer were not limited to the inland castles of Windsor and
Hadleigh. Dover and Ledes, we know positively, were under his charge, and in all

probability those of Winchester, Wolvesey, and rorchcstorwere indebted to him for
repairs and enlargement. In the spring of 1301, being still surveyor of tlie works, he
commenced the building of Queenborough Castle, ou a swampy site in the Isle of
Sheppey, and employed piles as a foundation for his walls, a method of construction
which he afterwards followed in his College at Winchester. It would have been
well for the honor of England if these fortifications had been preserved when De
Ruyter sailed up the Medway, without opposition, to burn the men-of-war at Chat-
ham. This fort was completed in 1367.

Wykeham had for some time been training up in the school ofstatesmen; he accom-
panied his earl)' patron bishop Edyngden to Calais, and there as one of " six masters
noble men," witnessed to the Treaty of Bretigny. In 130"^ Edyngden ordained him
subdeaeon and priest; but he was still retained near the Kingas his, name appears
signed to various instruments of state as truces, ransoms, and royal marriages. In

. 1362 Wykeham resigned his office of surveyor of Windsor Castle; but his attachment
to that early home lasted to the close of life, for wefindhim;on 3Iay 20, 1402, founding
a chantry and chaplain in the collegiate chapel. His position was now secure, and
advancement rapidly followed.
There was a priest, says Froissart, about the King of England, called Sir AV.

Wycham, who was so great with the King that all things were done by him, and
without him nothing done. The sour Wyccliffe sneered at his elevation. "Lords
will not present a clerk able of cunuing of God's law, but a kitchen clerk, or wise in
building castles, or wise in worldly doin^', though he could not read well his Psalter."
Like most other people, wlio are malicious and envious of others, Wyccliffe
sacrificed truth to force a point to his' sarcasm. In 1305, Wykeham was keeper of the
Privy Seal, and the King allowed him 203. a day out of the Exchequer; and gave
him tlie -Manor of Henley, in 13(i5, addnig that he " was engaged iu various offices
touching his royal affairs. laid especially upon liis conduct, aud liad borne excessive
toil and expense in their furtherance and execution," and that this pay should last
daring his tenure of office, aIthou;ih he was "immediately attached to the royal
household." In April 2.5, 13()0 the Archbishop of Canterburv, Simon Islip, and on
October «, Edvngden liishop ot Winchester both died. The latter had refused the
primates' chair, averring that though Canterbury had the highest rack. Winchester
had the deepest manger. AVykeham was appointed to the vacant see of Winchester.
The Pope on four occasions had written letters of recommendation to Wykeham, and
expressed himself in the highest terms in approval of his character and abilities.
On October 13, the King fssued a conge d'elire to the chapter, and 11 days after con-
firmed their election of Wykeham. On December 11, the Pope nominated him
administrator of the Rpiritualities. The papal power now came into collision with
the royal authority ; Urban determined to appoint Wykeham by way of preservation
and provision; Edward, like an English King, refuged to grant the temporalitieg
without Wykeham's renunciation of any title to them by right of a bull. Pope and
King both desired Wykeham's consecration; but neither would bate his claim. The
Duke de Bourbon, a hostage of the King of PVance, was therefore written to by
Edward III ; he was promised that his ransom should be lessened, provided that he
procured the consent of tlie Pope, then residing at Avignon, to Wykeham's immediate
consecration. The Duke's mission was successful ; on February 22, 1307, the primate
admitted Wykeham administrator of spirituaUties. and on July 14 the Pope gave
permission for his consecration. It seems that the King, uncertain how the matter
would end, took security against loss of money ; for on December 1, 130ft, he granted
the temporalities on consideration of "a great sura of money, which Wykeham paid
down in hand in tlie King's chamber and in the royal presence, for the furtherance of
weighty business." Here than is a distinct and public entry of tlie transaction in the
Patent rolls ; it demolishes the infamous libel of Dr. London, that Wykeham owed
his mitre to the Influence of Alice' Piers, whom he had bribed-London the most
worthless of men, tlie coarse and brutal visitor of convents, the hunter of the early
Reformers, the iustnnnent of the cruel Bishop Gardmer, the persecutor, the
plotter against innocent persons, who was at length degraded and pilloried for perj ury,
and died In the Fleet prison. Alice Piers, we shall soon find, was Wvkeham's open
and avowed enemy. The talc is on a par of veracity with another of the same date,

* Contmucd from page 443.

that Wykeham fell under the King's displeasure, because he asked the church of
East Meon, of which it was said that the incumbent would sueceeil to the See of
AVinchester. In 1573 a zealous AV'ykamist had to deny this silly story. On (letober
10, 1307, Simon de Langhamthe I'riraate, Simon Sudbury, the Bishop ofLondon, and
Robert AVyville of Salisbury, consecrated AVykeham in St. Paul's Cathedral. Ou July
'.», 1308, AVykeham, in the presence of the Abbots of Hyde, and Chertsey, Knights, and
divers men of gentle blood, unshod himself in the Churchof St. Lawrence at AViu-
chester and walked to the Cathedral. There, in the porch, having offered hia
devotions, he put olf cape, hood, birret aud gloves, which with his boots and short
cope, the Archdeacon's servant promptly laid hands on, as his perquisite Then
arrayed in Pontificals, the Archdeacon conducted him to the throne and said, " By
the authority of Christ's Church, I induct and enthrone thee iu possession of thla
church, with all its rights and appurteuances, elect, couHrmed and consecrated.**
AVykeham, like a prudent man, obtained from the King an assurance that,iu all the
offices, from which he now withdrew, he had borne an unimpeachable character. To
this the King assented and on May 22, 1308, gave him a full acquittance of all money
and jewels received or delivered by him previous to his consecration, " of his own
(the King's) certain and special knowledge," "in consideration of his long services,
which had been both acceptable and advantageous, and of that high place, which he
had held in his affairs in various capacities, aud still retained, bearing much toil and
expense in their discharge."
Wykeham made no change in his coat-of-arms : he still kept his carpenters' couple,

the symbol, not only of his architectural knowledge, but also of his accomplishment ot
dithcult works. His administration of his diocese was vigorous and firm. His
oversight was most e.xact. The value of the bishopric in 1345 was £2,077 153. lOd.,
the dilapidations actually paid to Wykeham were 700 marks in kind, corn, &c., with
£1,000 and stock, equal in value to £20,000 sterling; and nobly he spent his revenues.
From an accompt roll it appears that ou his journeys, alms to the poor were freely
disposed in every village through which he passed. In the last year of his life there
is an entry on the back of a roll, mentioning that a person wrote to ask him for
money, and the note is added, " an answer received, and they are sped." In 1377 he
f)aid all the debts of the Austin Canons of Selborne, and gave the Home a second
arge grant, while in 1387 he rebuked them for their neglect and evil conduct. In
his hall 24 bedesmen daily dined; on taking possession of his See, he forgave the
customs due from ])00r tenants, he presented a munificent sum to the infirm and aged
servants, gave lands to the chapter, and paid 3,000 marks to liberate poor debtors
from prison. The University of Cambridge commemorated him as a benefactor,
his arms are seen carved on the walls of Beaulieu, Luton, and Etchingham, thoj
church of Adderbury, and the palaces of AVolvesey, Farnham, Southwark, aud T
AA'altham were almost reconstructed by him, at a cost of about £1(>0.(X)0 sterling, on
repairs upon the estates he expended about £13,000. 3Ir. Cockerell estimates the

]sum devoted to architectural works alone, at £500,000, exclusive of his foundations.!
The restoration of the revenues of the hospital of St. Cross, near AVinchester, la I

opposition to a fraudulent master, cost him six years of dreary litigation. Hi« 1

visitations to the diocese were searching and vigilant. Those of 1380-7 are still pre-.l
served. Two of his rebukes ofcareless clergy are remembered, the one, "If I pleased f
men 1 should not be the minister of Christ," aud the other, "It is sin to prai.se that!
which God abhoreth." However, he would not allow old customs to fall into des-l
uetude. butin the presence of the primate obtained the restoration of the old practicel
of the Chapter to send daily to him when resident in AVinchester, eight loaves off
wassail bread, and four bottles of good wine, by the hands of the junior canon, who

]
presented them, sayinfj- in Frencli, "Sir, SS. Peter and Paul send you those."

AVilliam of AV'ykeliam, before he received the mitre, was nominated
Lord High Chancellor in September, 1397. On August 24, 1308, he signed
the treaty of peace with Scotland. On May 27, 1309, the Parliament met, to consider
the state of affairs ; for a war with France was imminent. AVykeham made the
opening speech ; and like a sensible man, did not. as his predecessors were wont,
preface it with a text or dilute it with wordiness. He spoke out bravely, that " the
King of England had not slacked his duty, yet his enemy the King of France had
done contrariewise, for neither had he delivered up the countries and lands agreed
upon by the treaty, nor had he made full and due payment of the moneys, but had
sent ?.rmed men to wage war and to lay hands upon the lieges of the King, and had
surprised divers of the Iviug's garrisons and towns. Charles summoned the Black
Prince to appear before him at I'aris, to answer for his rule in Gascony, and Edward
replied lie would come with a helmet on his head, and 00,000 men behind him.
AVykeham spoke also on the rising of Parliament. Charles V. threatened that he
would liang a cliallenge on the gates of London. On February 24, 1370, AVykeham
again addressed both Houses. "Sirs," he said, ** the King has received by his friends
aud allies, that his enemy the King of France is making himself stronger than ever
lie was before, and hatli levied such a number of forces as seemeth to him suflicient

this year, to dispossess the King of all the lands and possessions which he hath
beyond the seas. He has, moreover, gotten ready so many galleys and other ships
of war as seem to him sufficient to destroy the whole navy of England, and uses also

his utmost efforts to send a vast force of armed men into this country to destroy it,

and subject it to his own power. Therefore, the King requireth and chargeth his
Lords and Commons here assembled, to consult upon these points and to give him
their advice, how his kingdom may be well guarded and the Navy defended and
maintained against the malice of his enemies, and for the safeguard of the King's
countries beyond the Seas." In consequence of tliis appeal, the laity and clergy
made an offering of £100,000 towards the defence of the realm. A panic seems to
have seized the'Parliament, and they entreated the King to appoint a layman and
chancellor in place of an ecclesiastic. AVykeham at once resigned the great seal and
was succeeded by S.r Bobert Thorp, March, 14, 1371. But it was not long before he
was again recalled to office ; and he lost no share in the conduct of affairs, for he was
one of tlie three bishops who were summoned to the great council which met at
AVinchester iu the following April to decide on the means of raising £50,000 voted by
Parliament. In 1373, John Duke of Lancaster, named him as one of the Committee
of Seven to confer with the Commons on the subject of supplies, and held him In

such high esteem, that both in 1300 and in 1373 appointed him the trustee of his

affairs and the keeper of his castles and estates. In 1373, Pope Gregory XI. impor-
tuned him to use liis influence, and to forward the treaty of peace between Ihigland
and France. The King's indolence and declining health resigned the administration
of affairs into the hands of the designing and ambitious Duke of Lancaster, who
aimed at such clianges iu the law of succession as would give him hopes of attaining
the Crown, as his elder brother the Black I'ince was dying, and his nephew Uichard
was a minor. After a recess of two years, the Parliament met on April 28, 1370, and
recommended a Council to the King to be retained about his person for the govern-
ment of affairs. The King assented, and AVilliam of \A''ykeliam was one of the nine. In
1377 he is styled Chief of the Privy Council and Governor of the Great Council. The
Parliament, whicli the nation named "the good," renewed their subsidies for three
years, but complained that the grant wouUl not have been required, but owing to the
incompetency aud fraud of ministers. AVilliam Lord Latimer, the lord chamber-
lain, was fined £20.000 marks, and imprisoned in the Marshalsca, and
Alice Piers was banished from the court ; these were the Duke of Lancaster's
confederates, and the blow fell heavily upon liim. He waited to have revenge. On
June 8, the Black Prince died, having appointed AVykeham his executor, an office he
afterwards held by desire of tlie Princess of AValcs. as "her very dear friend." The
Parliament desired the King to name Uichard—then a boy of ten years old—heir
apparent to the Crown, and on November 20 the King formally declared him Prince
of Wales. At the close of the session, Alice Piers and the Duke prevailed ou the
King to dismiss his Council, to imprison Sir Peter de la Mare, who had impeached
Lord Latimer in the Commons, and to undo all reforms. On the iuforniation of
nameless accusers, which were fabrications without proof or evidence, the vindictive

Duke had eight articles advanced against AVykeham before the Privy Couuoil. On
one charge only they gave judgment, a matter of £40, which the bishop had ordered
to be refunded to the defendant in the case of a fine of £80 to the Hauaper ; for the -

informality of procedure done in open court, the creatures of Lancaster bauisUcd -
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Wykdiam from couft, .1ml seized upon I1I3 t.Tnporalltics. There 19 a similar Instance
of Wykcliam 9 lenity when Devoreu.v, a ' ••-

. .

f- „„..ti„ r.-i .. i,..,--,—'•'"''"''• ^''''"''"'' b'''"'~''''»n«ctiim against
liiin for a por Ion of the site of \\ inoliestor. iva. cast in £'^00, Wykclmm paid 1I|7. tine,
and alterwards gave him a pension. In l.Vd, on the occasion of a ijeneral pardon at
the Ivniv a Jnbnco, Wykeham only was excepted, while, sijinilicantly enoiuili. Lord
l,atiin;r and Alice I lers were restored to favor. In the Convocation of nHiruary

,i /J.L"!'', .".vT- .i'"??!.'^
Loudon, vindicated Wykeliam, and the synod addressed

he <,rown statinfT "'''t thcv would vote 110 subsidy until redress was made, lieforethcclo^eof the month Wykeham was restored to his see, but the revenues wereKTanl.d to the Prince of Wales. The violence of tlie Duke of Lancaster in St Paul's
eathclrnl, his vnl-ar iiisolenco and threatenlnffs against the bishops iu favor ofH ycoliffe, coupled with his proposal in Parliament to deprive the City of London of

'^' iHrV^r.r- """a
H"'.'"Jls-';'-iti'>" of the people, and they compelled the Uuke to

JNlvjrhi^ life and rec,uired tliat the Kins should restore .sir Peter de la JFare andWykcham to their nurhts. On .June W, iiirr, ^Vykellnm recovered his temporalities,

f, " ,.VZ ':'• '"'^ P-*""' '" ""i consecration of Kiehard IL Tlie young Klmr, oii

'1a I:.,
'" ""T'^

a pardon to Wykehara, and in it mentions "his acceptable,
advantat;eous and praiseworthy services rendered In very many ways, at irreat
cliarse and with s-rcat trouble, to his ffrandfather, the higli place he lleld in the raifairs of various kinds, and the noculiar alfection and true iovo'borno toTlm'by his

latlier. itio Commons chose Sir Peter do la Mare as their Speaker, and
late

couliscatcd the lands of Alice Piers, demanded the confirniation of Wykelmm's
pardon, and the appointment of a supreme council of nine ; and on May 1; 1:J80 the
Kins: appointed sixteen commissioners, of whom Wykeham was one, to examine' into
tiio state of the hnances, and on August 7, annulled all grants of ^Vykellam'aposBcssions made to others. On Augusf fl, l:isl, Wvkeham witnessed the treat "ofmarriayc between tlie King and Anne of Bohemia, the famous (iueen who introduced

^ ?i ,; L*"
"; ""^"i"'"''- jyy s'^-pressly named Wykeham as one of the commissionerswith whom they desired to confer on the low state of tlie exchequer, for the protec-

tlon 01 Liiglish commerce, and touching a treaty with France. In 138.), he assisted
in calling 111 all debts due to the Crown, amounting to £lao,(Xlo. Within five yearsWykehain himself lent £m to the King. In 1380, the Commons demanded a com-mission to redress o;nevances. to curtail the royal expenditure, and to provide a justadministration ot the laws. Wykohara was one of the fourteen members appointed toexamine into tlie expenses of the King's household. Kicliard soon after declared the
S?,T't"""',"'""A^',''°<'

""'•'"""""« "•"''»'•«; "'"•' *'»« 1^"'"' of Gloucester marched
.)F. n\""'',"l"'',*'' '"'fi?

""" 'hen, halting at the Gates, they permitted Wykelmm,ine yiiko 01 1 ork, and Ave other commissioners to wait upon the Kin" at once tomediate and remonstrate. ^Vykeliain bore liimself with such moderation that onMay 4, l.M, the King appointed him Lord Chancellor. Ilis .administration was
Drtlliant and conciliatory. Within a few days the royal proclamations were issuedpromising a better rule tor the honor, peace, and welfare of the kingdom, and tlieBuspenaion of the payment of certain taxes until they were indispensably required

i-ni
° ' H"'V""y '''' l*-*". W'ykeham in liis opening speech, declared that the Kiime with justice, and maintain the liberties of liis people; that it was necessarylo"

provide lor the s.afety of tlie frontier and coast of the realm, but that the taxes raised
lor tlie purpose should be levied in a manner the least burdensome ; he invited allpersons who had petitions or grievances to submit them to a royal commission, and
aesircrt t le Commons to ensure the observance of tlie laws, and maintenance ofpeaceno tlien laid dovvii his oHice, submitting his conduct to the judgment of Parliament
r„» "'S

1,''°';!' '" '"'" *'"-' ">«nk8 of the House. At the close of the year he a^'ain^ened 1 arliament with a speech, requiring money to pay the expenses of a treaty
witli 1. ranee, .-ind to secure the frontier against tlie Scots, and both Houses thanked
l„^H "^ "". I"*; .professions of attachment. Wvkeham, who had re-established thegwd understanding between the Crown, the Parliament,-and n.ation, laid down his

S?^« '" ^eP'ember a? 1301. In 13'JI tile King .and Queen were his guests for several

vmt,^.,
olvesey and i arnham. The expense of entertaining tlieir Majesties and

n,?iS. ?'t
°" September IMh and irth was i:m sterling. He was reconciled to the

?\1,1
Lancaster The infatuated King deprived of advice, proceeded to deny the

.™{. '-., '^1,'"„£'?'" °' ^"'^ speech, or control of the public expenditure. On Sep-
J^!?.i

'..!•""'•'";.'","""*'''''<' "'em by the presence of an armed force into sub-mission
; they annulled the proceedings of the commission of Wsc, and the session ofthe following year, Irom \V'ykeham the tyrant extorted £1,000, as the price of aroyal acqiiitai of any evil design in its intent and execution. Wykeham, on September

~h. swore w-ith the Lords to observe the statutes made in that session in St. Edward'sChapel m )V estminster Abbey. In the following year he successfully pleaded his age
I^„.'k ""*,*'.?'' ?" excuse for his absence from the Parliament of Shrewsbury. OnSeptember .iiith, 1309 he witnessed the abdication of the King in Westminster HallDut he stayed away on October asrd, althongli residing at Wincliester House, South-wark, when Richard was sentenced to perpetual banishment, but he gave the Kino-'s
coniessor Lisliop Itushbrooke, who was reduced to poverty, a house at Woivesey
w.?.f • 't'^ ,7 ,'!° """''"'' unlikely that Wykeham superintended the restoration ofWestminster Hall in Richard IL's reign ; but at the Coronation feast of Henry IV hewas present believing that he had landed to redress the grievances of an oppressed
people, and knowing that he had received the welcome of the chief persons in therealm. 1 lie last public act of Wykeham was to give his vote in a great assembly oflords and bishops i ebru.ary, 14W), at Westminster, when they charged themselves
only with a considerable sura of money to be raised for the defence of the realm
S^S"/ 1; •inee and Scotland. He received the Crown jewels in pledge for a loan of*400 to Henry IV. * o

No one will be prepared to deny to Wykelmm great statemanship, political sagacitynign moral and intellectual command, and peculiar tact In dealing wltli princes
people, and diplomatists. His principles were the truest loyalty to the Crown, silent
under us own wrongs, earnest for the redress of injuries to others. When stripped
ot wealtti he went uncomplaining to the calm retreat of Merton and Waverley, until
tlie I arhiimeut and his own (order demanded bis restoration. As a financier lie
advocated economy in the administration, the removal of burdensome imposts, and
the levy of taxes in ways most easy to the payer. In foreign policy he recommended
tiiclormationof definite treaties, and peace wherever possible, whilst at the same
time he distinctly urged forward the necessity of a Channel Fleet, and of the main-
tenance of the liritish uavy for tlie safety of these shores, when there was an appre-
hension of a I rench invasion. He gave not only words but money to that great
cause, .and I am proud to say that the first public school wliicli gave a company to the
l/Orps of \ oluuteers, was Wykeham's own, at Winchester. Xo doubt the aged bishop
gladly retired from public life ; he had seen two K ings uncrowned and done to death

:

esaw the follies and calamities of the ancestor reproduced in his great grand-
son ; before the close of life he witnessed the usurpation of Bolingbroke, the germ of
the civil distractions which opposed the feudal to the courtier noble, extinguistied the
pomp and power of the former from the E.xe to the Tweed, and changed the entire
social aspect of the kingdom. On .January 27tli, H0.3, Henry IV., was married to
tineen .Toaii in Winchester Cathedral.

??''''?. 'be Papulation amounted to 2,300,000, so greatly had it been impovcrish'-d,
said 1 arliament in its address in 1370, " by war, pestilence, famine, and murder, that
there was but one-tliird of the people left," owing to the French wars of Edward,
and those of the lliikc of Lancaster to secure the crown ofCastile, and the five fearful
plagues between 1340 and 138-_'. The great political movements of the period enia-
natcdfrom the faction and intrigue ofthe nobles, thedivisions and feuds ofecclesiastics,
andpopii.ar risings under leaders to resent the oppression of Government. The
rranklin .stood but one step beneath a noble, the power of the burgesses began to be
relt in l arliament. ami free intercourse to prevail among all classes. Tlie discipline
or religious bodies had grievously degenerated ; the clergy were few and for the most
part illiterate, tlie rniversity of Oxford was the arena of furious disputes and
quarrels, which too often terminated in actual blows ; the course of study had fallen
law, degrees were offered for sale, and poor scholars were the ridicule of the day,
wondering students in the vacation begging alms for their maintenance, and living
in nosteis and inns and licensed private houses, or as menials in tlio colleges. Oxford
was then not the grand city it is now, it had but six colleges in LMO; narrow streets

J word domua,
8 by the local apellation of hall, and

,.,.ii-„..„ V- ''""eslnm." the first so called bclnir
loiiectlon of persons into a unanimous '-—'-- • •

,, ,, , ,, ,. , — - ,- ...od before
III things It is quite certain that in the lllackfriart.name in 18.K in condemnation of Wyccliffc's opinions
ihini from tlie University of Oxford. Wyccllfre was

sieries may still lie seen at Worcester college. Coftcgcs were first founded h»the general name for all incorporated houses deemed religious-the w"rd domus uwe use head of a house to this day -afterwards b '
aomus. as

lastly by the corporate and expressive term
Wykeham's college, the collection of persons Into a unanimous body livingtogether. lie tells us that he had observe'd with a troubled nrUh?„egle?t of thestatutes of founders

; that he implored the guidance of God's spiri . LldTeternilnedn h sown lifetime to provide a fiberal education far above the common stamiard of

S^^.^rd%''o"l\irSm''^',l\'ll^'[ill'Jig?^°"-"'''™''^"'
''•"» -'"' ""v^"^" Sr'c

London, Wykehain signed his
and with the primate expelled „, „. „^.„.„. „ y^^„a reck ess assailant of all opinions wlilch he disliked, and fell into grievous errorsWykeham was calm and temperate in his reform, and foresaw danger in the heat oftic Intemperate favorite of tlie Duke of Lancaster. When he was reproached thStthere vyere Lollards in his college he said •• There was a .Judas among i^ostks aH
?'^>„^ce r/r^n^/^'S"'"? ''T"^'

deacons." He interposed, however, In'^favor of theChancellor ol Oxford, ^vllen lie was exposed to severe punishment for ills couutiuianccof a Lollard preacher. His religious views were most ciecided ; he distinctly says thatin founding his colleffc of Wiuchester, his ultimate design was that fs 8eliola?8should have • a true knowledge of the mystery of Holy Scripture." His colle-es aJ2dedicated In honor of the Annunciation of the Saviour, as Is evident from the scuId-tures still remaining, and it is remarkable that in his will there is not a word relatliiir

mv 'snul .0 u,^?""!**'" n"*?" '"''i^''
";'" '™»?°ee'l "t the Reformation

:
" I reeommcn3my soul to Almiglity God, my Creator and Saviour, who made me from notliin' withmost humble heart pra;)'ing for His mercy, and asking that of His great p7ly Ho

ZZ\t ''""r'^'^H" '"/!!? " 'n the company of His elect. '^ His stalutes adiure crery
b^Tin.rl ;?/'""!?!''"'"• '•y't'e mercies of Jesus Christ, by the iiope of liappiness,both in this life and 111 the world to come, and by the expectation of Divine jud-ment
•nn'T

«™'-5",'"°*r':an<i in al things, to maintain uu ity, mutual charity, peaci, co-ueord;and brotherly love, to desire and be zealous for these bonds of kindness, to avoij
Z^,L r 1, '""'^' eontempt and haggartry, quarrel, jarring, hurt, foul speech,contention ^yhsperlng, scoif, injurious scandal, or wicked imputation, or any com-parison of birth, or oT nobility with nobility, or low estate." Tills was surely therule of bringing up the boy as a Christian and an English gentleman.

^
ii..i

!i'"™"b'emeut of his building at Winchester and Oxford remains-change ha»
''';''?,»'fee.'ed .them; and the happy, graceful, and convenient design, peculiar andoriginal, furnished the mode for similar foundations. The hall anj chapel, themuminent-room and library, the chambers of fellows, chaplains, and scholars andcloisters, the earliest instance in a college, were seen for the first time gathered intoone group. Wykeham here first lowered the pitch of roofs, and employed lead as acovering m place of shingle : and in the wooden vaulting at Winchester may be seenthe germ of fan tracery. Tlie library was richly suppliediby him witli MSsf at Win-diester

:
at >ew College it included in theology 6'i vols., vaUicd at more than £».: in

^ wor!b' f,^°lt •
"""^ '° J""?." ^'"Zv^^^"^?:--

^"'"""l "' ^33; In diclctuls and treatlies,
.1?, north £1,, exclusive of gifts. The building's show the artist and man of taste intheir solidity, proportion, picturesquouess, and harmony of ornament. Tlie Societyof ^c^y College, on April 14, 13^0; that of Wincliester, March 28, 139.3 tootpossession of the new buildings. The course of study at New College was thusprescribed :_ Holy .Scripture, the "mother and sovereign of all other sciences •

I'l'J kP|'^' ""5?" *''? eivil law." He desires that •' specially Chriet may bopreached more often and more fervently ; and the faitii and worship of God spread,and more strong y upheld, and all sciences and virtues more richly abound andstrengthened, and that every member may be always a learner, and -endeavour tobecome a better man, and assist his fellows, that all tending to one end mi-ht have
^u^r'Zi ";"'' «?,' ?'?^-". ?"'* '"' ™ ''''"°"'' '™ ^"'•'' »" •'e civilians, ten canonists,
the rernaining fifty to be students in arts, piiilosophy, and divinity; two being students
of mediciue and two of astronomy. The entire system, we must remember; includedgeometry, mathematics, grammar, logic, rlietoric, music, arithmetic, astronomy, andphysic His sumptuary laws were most excellent: but he encouraged a cheerfulgathering round the fire on every holiday, to sing ballads, to enjoy alllionest merri-ment, and read poems, chronicles, and mawels of the worlds. Latin was to be theordinary language, but Wykeham, like a courteous gentleman, forbade its use in the
presence of strangers. And what did Wykeham for architecture ? He gave thesound nrehminary education. He reared Fox, the founder of Corpus Cliristi College :
Chicheley.of Al Saint s College ; and Wayuflete, of .Magdalen, at Oxford ; and Fi?ld.one of the architects of King's College, Cambridge, ifenry VI., a frequent guest at
.)',?",'"'''?'

'I'lr."
'','?* '"''''eed to found Eton and King's College, adopting his

statutes almost literally
; Wolsey. at Ipswich and Christcliurcli, and Sir T. WhTte atMerchant T.aylors and St. John's, and Queen Elizabeth at Westminster and ChristChurch, adopted the form which lie originated. And the Impulse he gave is notdead at Winchester, for we can still point out with pleasure, as one of Wyke-ham s sons, the name of Mr. Penrose. And more, Wykeham was not de-

structive of earlier works ; when he created his colleges, he did not-like Bcckington,
or VVoisey, or Alcock—found them out of the funds or on tlie ruins of e;?rlicr
buildings. ('V hen the King gave him the lands of certain French monks lie never
rested till he found them aliome and ample revenues at Paris. And what did he do
lor education and literature ? In his school he reared four Archbishops of Can-
terbury, numbering the gentle Warham: Hilson, Uurgess, Lowth, and Kerr,

' Sir K.
Otway

^^i--.'-"™ '
—'^~'

\

—
,
- -•f-'t .-,.,..„ ,„^,.iv;a , iwui opeakers'of the House

of Commons, one of whom is the resfffctcd Lord Eversley ; among seamen, Keatsand 'iVarren
;
and among soldiers, Guildford, Dalbrac, Myers, and Field-Marshal

t^M, -""i'-,
I' "l"Sbt to add that he educated two grandsons of his early patron,

Slr,l{. Lvedale, at Winchester.

^f'E' Z""^ °? ''*';"' ^"^^ nearly comnletad. He carefully repaired the priory church
-„i . i.?^',^"""',",'"'''

^''^''.''' '"* '»"" ""<• mother and sister were buried. It is

leroury, numoenng the gentle Warham: Hilson, Uurgess, Lowth, and Kei
(jrocyn,tlie reviver of the Greek language, philosophic Shaftesbury, Norris, Sir
Wootton, and profound Harris, Sir T. lirowue tlie moralist ; of pocts-Otw
young, Collins, Somerville, Philips, Crowe, and Howies ; four Speakers of the Jlou

related that he could never sing the requiem without tears for their sweet memory.He framed a will remarkable for display of a religious mind, good heart, gratitude,
benevolence, singular exactitude, and tender consideration for all with whom he had
ueeii connecieu. It contains '.230 bequests, to tlie value of £7,000. £I,OW devised ina codicil he had paid in his lifetime. But Ills great bequest was in the service of archi-
tecture, in which iieestabiished and in troduceda new style. When Edygden commenced
^.11^ ."PJ'l''' JJyK'"';-""

""''-'^ X™" otage, and, probably, as he had then been re-commended by Uvedalc to the Disliop, and received bv him as one competent iu archi-
tecture, designed the alterations made in the Cathedral. That building forms an epoch
III the art, an innovation founded upon the remodelling of an ancient structure

;

w_iiere nrominence was first given to a new and animating feature, the development
01 an Idea to which a tendency has already been given. No one has ever denied the
grandeur of the n.ave of Winchester, the only one of sucli enormous size that has
been carried out 111 a consistent style, and still standing in the liigheat rank. Wyke-
liam neither wliolly destroyed nor merely overlaid; he retained the proportions of
llieohl .\oruian fabric, while he exhibited the richness and fertility of his own mind.
I'.very \yord of this straightforward and honest-liearted man carries a special weight.
lie distinctly claims the merit of design and construction in his will—when a man
must speak the truth. He directs that the windows shall be glazed, beginning at
' 1 he west end of the church in tlie new work made by me;" " in the windows, Goth
upper and lower, on the south side of the church repaired by me ;" he desires his
Executors to cause to be repaired the body or middle of the church, between the

north and south aisles, from the west door of the choir down to the west door of the
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chtirch, in the walls, iu the \vindow8, and vaulting, honestly and honorably, confor-
mably and orderly, accordingr to the exigency, form and mode of the now work of the
aisles uow begTin',»nd the aisles also lor the same length for the completion and
consummation of the work, according: to the mode and form limited above." He
deputes the disposal and orderinn- of the new work to the men he had employed in
his collt^^? William Wynford, the stonemason; tlie paymastership, and snrveyorshin,
of the wori:8 to Simon Membully, treasurer of Wolvesey, and the comptroUership
to Jo : Wajie, monk of Winchester, who acted on the part of the dean and chapter.
He bequeathes 'A.'WO marks to these works, and 500 marks to the plazin^ or the
windows. He died, September 27, 1-104. having transacted business withlu four daya
of his decease, and was buried at Winchester.
The splendid testimony borne to Wykeham's reputation, as an architect, by the

venerated president of this Uoyal Institute is singularly in harmony with the cha-
racter of the man iu his publicaud private life, "simplicity and sincerity ofpurpose,"
•* wisdom, forecast and ecouomy," "enlightened principles of taste, "the admission
of no ornament but what is appropriate," "variety of resource and mastery of de-
sign," "his consideration of wants and requirements." Vitruvius sums up every
accomplishment in his ideal of an architect. Wykeham reached that standarcl.
His golden sentence, "There can be no true dignity where there is no real high
principle." His motto is a sermon in itself, full of lotiy meaning"—Slunncrs maketlt
man"—manners which aflect more than laws; on them, in a degree, law depends, and
touch ns but partially ; manners exalt or debase, civilise or corrupt us, by their
steady continuous insensible operation; life takes its form and color from them;
they form or destroy morals. Ivot on wealth, not on rank, not on b rth or accidental
advantages, but on bis own conduct, and worth depends on a man's whole estimation
in life.

Such was Wykeham ; he rose by natural genius, knowledge ofmankind, and talent
for business ; by honesty of puri)0."^c and reliance on God. He was humble, and
therefore became Lrreat. He devoted his whole heart to every labor which be under-

'lo the genius and constitution of the Knglish people." "In my conscience," said
Mr. Canning, "1 believe that without it England would not be what she is." There,
In his own school—I trust many here will visit it one day iu their lives—you will find
his statutes observed in the memorable words with which he closed them, com-
mending all his sous to observe God's will as the servants of Christ, and maintain the
bond of perfect charity.
And when I look round this room, and see the beautiful works of art which adorn

its walls, 1 recognise those who labor in the same school that Wykeham toiled in ; I
cannot but see the promise of a still wider dissemination of the growing appreciation
by the public of "the queen of arts ;" in proportion as the triumphs of peace are pre-
ferred to the excitement of war, and the opening of galleries and museums, and ex-
hibitions such as this elevate and instruct the taste of the people. Nor can I doubt
that higher honors await the professors of tliis art, or that as buildin":s, religious and
civil, of the merit which they now possess, arc multiplied throughout the land as
its chiefest ornaments, the country will fail to bestow on them an adequate recop:-
nition of their services—and take for a precedent the glorious name of Wykeham, the
Ermined Architect.
The Chairman, at the close of the lecture proposed a vote of thanks to Mr.

TTalcott for his most excellent paper, one contaming a large amount of research,
and the preparation of which must have occupied a very great deal of the lecturer's
time.
The motion was carried by acclamation, and the meeting separated.

VII.~Mr. K. P. PuLLAN.
ON Tuesday evening, Mr. R. P. Pullan delivered at the Architectural Exhibition,

a lecture '*0n the Discoveries of the Budrum Expedition," before a numerous
audience.
On the motion of Mr. James Edmeston, Mr. J. A. Behesford-Hope was called

to the chair, and he stated that he had great pleasure in iutroducin(y the
lectnrer.

o *• o ""^

Mr. Plllan then delivered the following lecture:—

IT would occupy several hours, if I were to attempt to give you a detailed account

T
**'*^ discoveries made during tlie stay or the recent Expedition to Asia

Minor. I must, therefore, confine myself to giving a brief description of the principal
oulldiugs and sculptures that were brought to light, avoiding technicalities as much
as possible, referring you for a more minute and accurate explanation to the papers
presented to the House of Commons, in which Mr. Newton's great scholarf^hin and
lliorough acquaintance with ancient art have been brought to bear upon the
subject!
The matter of this lecture will not have for you the same interest as that of others

that have been delivered here previously, since it relates chiefly to Greek art, which
is not now studied in England so much as formerly. For there is a fashion in
architecture as well as in other things. But if an appreciation of beautiful propor-
tion be a principal part of architectural education -if it be the soul and essence

?J ^}} ptTfuct architecture—and if the accurate imitation combined with the
Idealisation of nature be the perfection of sculpture—surely the artist, to whatever
school he belongH, cannot afford to neglect to pay attention to the most exquisitely
proportioned architect urc, and to the most relined sculpture the world ever saw
». . .K^**"'*^*!™^'*^'*''^'''''*''^'

^^ '**^ ^^^ ^ "^'^^ of enlarged views, will find by observation,
tnat the works of art of the best periods have a great resemblance to one another

;

he will see that the sculptures of what may be called the Classical era of Christian

*h" } ?^ *''*^ thirteenth century ; such as the figures of the portals of Kheime,
those of the time of Henry II. of Germany ; and, in our own country, the angels of
i^lncoln choir, and:the figures of the west front of Wells Cathedral, resemble in
slmplicitv of trcalment, in arrangement of draperies, and in the contour of featuressome of the best periods of Greek art; and that the elegant outlines on
lireek and Etruscan vases would with alteration of costume, form good models
lor the coniposilion of groups, suitable for thirteenth-century sculpture, stained
glass, or illummated pictures.
That man of educated taste, who looks upon all art from a philosophical point of

view, and who, if an architect, wishes to produce a development of architecture
•uited to the wants of the age, will find inlGreeklarchitecture the best models for pro-
portion, the best foundations to work upon as far as the decorative part of the art
goes. Ihe Ircnch have (bund out that this is the case ; many of their finest build-

iSS ""v^^^P**'*^ fr"ni Athenian buildings. I may mention the Library of St Gene-
Tlere, whicli, though essentially a modern building to all intents and purposes, is in
lUde«>ratlve f< atures Greek. In Germany, above all, Greek architecture has been
*^5^ « "* "? *"^"i*t>"nfr like purity of style; the new Museum at Berlin and.everal
of the fincHt buildmgs of Munich are designed in this style ; and in our own country
the Imest buildings of Vroil-nmr Cockerell exhibit a thorough knowled-^eand appre-
ciation of (;reek aH. Fifty or sixty years ago the buildings of AthensVere studied
lor the purpose of copyism ; now tliey may be studied—as I think I have shown—
advantageously by the arlist who either wishes to show originality of combiuafon
--in other words, to produce a new style—and by the medievalist who wishes to«o»lgn buildings and sculpture of good proportion, as were aU works of the best
periods of the style of art he alTecffl.
There arc few, I think, who would speak deliberately in disparagement of Greek

art, and turn away with contempt from the J'arthenon, or the Venus of Milo If
tUere be. they must ]>e classed as to capacity of judgment with the ne-ro woman,WHO would call a white man, thouffh he were haudHonie as Adonis, as u-'-ly as sin •

or the CJilnese woman, wlio would turn away with abhorrence from tlie natural
oerormlly of an uncrampod foot. I have endeavoured to show you that thouchGreek art is not exactly the fashion, it has great claims upon tho notice of everyBtmeni of art, and that it is of great value to every man of taste.

Such being its importance it is not astonishing that the countries in which it had
its origin should have been often visited and carefully explored. Greece Proper
has iM^eu at various times visitid by intelligent travellers, amongst whom we may
mention Wheeler. Spun, Dodwell," Leake. Wordsworth. Its architectural remaina
have been explored and admirably illustrated by Stuart, Kevett, Cockerell, Penrose,
and others.
But this is not the case with that country which, after Greece, contributes most to

the history of architecture—Asia Blinor.
This country received the surplus population of the mother country, and the

Greeks carried with them the natural love of the beautiful. The buildings they
erected are more noted for their extent and grandeur, though not so much so
for their purity of style, as those of Greece Proper. The western coast was
colonised by the sons of Ion. Hence it was called Ionia; and it is here that the
most celebrated cities and the finest temples existed.
A colony of Dorians settled lower do\vn on the coast, and founded the cities of

Ilallcarnassus, Cos, Cnidus, and Cainirus, and lalysus in llhodcs.
These coasts have been tolerably well explored, but as to the interior there is no

country so little known, iu comparison with its importance in history.
This vast peninsula of Asia ftlinor has been traversed by few. and of these not

many Iwere competent to describe its architectural remains ; until late years the
lawless character of the inhabitants deterred any but the most adventurous from
penetrating far into the interior. Thevenot, in 1500, was one of the first explorers. He
was followed by Paul Lucas, who crossed from Constantinople to the coast
opposite Cyprus, on his way to Efi-}-pt. He was the first to make known the
existence of the city of Sagalassus. Dr. Pocock explored the whole western part
on his way fnmi Egypt and Syria.
Tournefort travelled along the shores of the Black Sea to Georgia, and returned

through the centre of the country. He also visited the islands and Ephcsus on hia
return. In later times the late lamented Colonel Leake, a perfect scholar and anti-
quary, crossed from Constantiuople to Celenderis. and has left a most accurate de-
scription of his route. Sir (Charles Fellows, went from Constantinople to Adalia, and
also from Smyrnato Constnntinople,makingmany valuable discoveries. Mr. Arundel,
the British chaplain at Smyrna, penetrated as far as Antioch of Pisidia. Mr. Hamil-
ton, the Secretary to the G eological Society, travelled from Smyrna to Erzeroom, and
also surveyed the coast as far as Cnidus ; but for our knowledge of the architectural
remains, we are chiefly indebted to I'rofessor Cockerell, who visited and sketched all

the more important ruins of Ionia and the neighbouring provinces : and to the
valuable publications of tlie Dilettanti Society.
The efforts of individuals ^o far to preserve records of the buildings, but it is

only by means of the combnied efforts of those who form an expedition, that
works of art can be disinterred and transported to England, as the labour con-
seqtient upon making excavations can only bo performed, and the hostile disposition
of the inhabitants overawed, by means of a large body of men collected for the
purpose. The Ifirst expedition to Asia Minor was that sent out by the Dilet-
tanti Society, who have ever been foremost in the encouragement and furtherance of
discovery, for the purpose of obtaining drawings and accurate information with
regard to the fine works of art that arc to be found,—and it was well that it w^as sent
out; for since that time even, numerous devastations have been committed by the
Turks, who pull down the ruins for the sake of building mcterials, and in many
cases simply for the sale of the metal cramps with which the stones were put
together.

It consisted of Dr. Chandler, Messrs. Rcvett and Pars, 1704, and of Sir W. Gell, and
others at a later period. The second expedition was that of Sir Charles Fellows. This
gentleman, in his travels through Lycia, was so struck with the beauty of the sculp-
ture, and the facility with which they might be shipped from places adjoining the
coast that he applied to the Government for aid. Through the influence of the Trus-
tees of the British Sluseum Sir Charles was enabled to proceed in C)ctober, 1S4I, on
board her Majesty's ship Beacon, Capt. Graves, a lirman havino- been obtained
fVom the Sultan for the removal of the Xanthian ^marbles Helanaed at Macri Bay
on 2Gth of December, and remained there until Mar^h of the following year packing,
and transportingto thecoast for shipment those fine Syrian monuments now in the
British Museum. As the whole of the cases could not be conveyed on the Beacon the
Medea and Monarch were subsequently sent to bring away the remainder. Unfortu-
nately the hot season was far advanced, and the crews of the vessels suffered from
fever. Subsequently Capt. Graves, Lieut. Sprattand Professor Forbes explored the
country more thoroughly, discovering twenty-two new cities. Of the monuments
brought to England by Sir Charles Fellows, the Xanthian Ionic tomb is the most
remarkable, it is similar in form to the Mausoleum.
But it was reserved for the Budrum expedition, under Mr. Newton, to be the

means of adding to onr National collection the finest sculpture it possesses, after the
Elgin marbles. This gentleman united to the necessary qualification of being a scliolar
that of being imbued with an enthusiastic love of Greek art, and what is of more
consequence to the leader of an expedition, he possessed a thoroughly practical turn.

of mind and great administrative talent—for it is not only the acquisition of antiqui-
ties he has to consider, but the daily requirements of those imited under his ehai^.
Mr. Newton had been appointed \ ice-Consul ofAIitylene by Lord Granville, in order

that he might have the opportunity of exploring the neighbouring coast, and that
he might turn to the national advantage any discoveries that might there be made.
After a residence of a few years, which enabled him to master the language and
become acquainted with the customs of the people amongst whom he dwelt, he
turned his attention to an object that had always been the nearest to his heart, viz,,

the discovery of the sepulchre of Jlausolts, KingofCaria—one of the seven wonders
of the ancient world, the exact site of which had never been determined, thotig^
several had visited Budrdm for the purpose of ascertaining its exact position.

The existing Government f\irthered his views in a most liberal manner ; and, as art
is a partisan of no school of politics, and therefore equally favored by all, succeeding
Governments supported him by grants of money, and in various other ways. Tho
expedition consisted, in the first instance, of a number of Sappers, amongst whom
were two experienced photographers—the results of whose labors you see before
you—under the command of Lieut. Smith, sent on board the Gorgon frigate, under the
command of Capt. Towsey, who was to co-operatewith Mr. Newton, lend hands for the
excavations, if required, and transport the marbles when shipped to England.
The expedition reached Budriun on the 2'2nd November, 1857, and here, perhaps.

it would be as well for me to describe the beautiful spot at which they arrived, whief^
was to be for a year the scene of their labors

The city of Halicarnassus, now Budrum, was situated on the shores of a bay curv. .

in the form of a horseshoe, 'on ground gradually eloping up to rocky mountains
which lay about a mile from the shore, and the lower parts of which were included in '

the circuit of the walls. The city was built on terraces, formed by low walls, which
prevented the alluvial soil washed from the hills from beingcarricd awav. The bills

encircling the bay gave the ancient city ttie form of a theatre, and in tliis respect it

resembled lihodes ; possibly it was laid out by the same architect, Hippodames, who
is known as an architect of cities. Tlie bay was divided into two equal parts by a
rocky promontory, upon which stood the palace of Alausolus, where now the castle is

situated.*

New Window in Harrow School.—A sta'ned glass wiudgw has
been recently erected in Harrow School Chapel by tlie members of the Iiousc of

the llev. Dr. Vaiighan, the late head master, Tiie subject in the farewtll cf St.

Paul to the Ephesians at Miletus.

* To be continueil.

^
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AUCHITEOTLT.AI, ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of the Classs of Dcsiifn of llic Architectural Ansocintlon was held on
Friday evenluj^ in the rooms, \}, Couduit-Btrcut, when there was an unusually

numerous attendance of'niemberf*.

Sketehes for a '* Temporary Triumphal Arch " were contributed by MeaBre. Lewis
and Sams, also sketches for a " London Warehouse," by Messrs. Uogers and Lewis,
which were criticised by the meeting^.

The following' noil Ihiiien were elected ofllccrs of the Class ofDesign for the enBuIng
yeai- :—I'residint, 3Ir. Henry Ougli ; Vice-rresident, Mr. Charles H. J. Lewis ; Hon.
sees., aiessrs Iteeves and Harris.
Mr. C. U. F. Lewis then read the followlnfr paper;—

ON PREJlI>ICi: A8 TO 8TVLK IN ARCHITKCTUHE.
fjlIIE subject I have chosen lor mj; paper ou;;ht to be particularly Interesting to the
J_ members of the Class of Design, .since prejudice as to.sfyle is an architectural
vice to which wo must all plead more or less guilty. I'rejudicc as to style may
generally be attributed to ignorance or to association ; thus, we always find that the
more any one has studied any particular style, to the exclusion of all other styles, the
more bigoted is he in his attachment to that style, but in proportion as he studies
other styles so do his iHcjudiccB vanish, and that what we have always been taught
to look upon as the most beautiful that do we consider so.

I |The aicliitcctural world, both professional and amateur, may be said to consist of
two classes, viz.— the pn^mliced class, who can see no beauty in anything but their
adop id style, imd the true artists, who can appreciate and enjoy beauty in whatever
style i( displays itself.

The mainstay of the Gothic revival, and what has tended perhaps more than any-
thing else to it.spropapalion,has been the supposed truth of Gothic construction, as
conijiared with that of other styles, and this has been so perscveringly forced upon
our notice, that like a constantly recurring advertising puif, we have taken it for
granted that it is so, without until lately troubliug ourselves to inquire whether there
is any foundation for the claim. It appears to me that Gothic architecture is quite
capab'c of being defended on its real merits, without having recourse to imaginary
ones, but as regards either truth of construction or good construction, the Gothic
style never was supei-ior to any other styles ; indeed. Sir. Scott himself admitted this
fact in his recent lectures .it the lioyal Academy, In which lectures not even the
fitauncliest Classicist could find anything to object to on the score of partiality. Imake
u.e of the two expressions, truth of construction and good construction because It

seems to be forgotten too often that they are not synonymous, and the possession of
the former does not necessarily imply the presence of the latter ; as bearing testimony
to this, we may see every year in the Architectural Exhibition, specimens of masonry
and timber framing in some of the designs, which, however truthful they may be,
and however honestly everything may be sliown, still, as regards construction, are a
disgrace to the architects of the present day. As an instance, I may mention the
practice of making the body of a wall of a hard imperishable stone, and all the ex-
posed parts, such as quoins and dressings of a soft, porous stone.

Tlicre are some who jfo so far as to say that mere fitness and truth of construction
constitute elements of beauty, and will produce a work of art ; as a proof to the con-
trary, look at some of the works of our civil engineers,—men who have gone to work
honestly to effect their purpose in the most economical, most eiBcient, and most
lasting manner, surpassing the works of the ancient liomans, in boldness, magnitude,
and skill ; yet their productions are not works of art, although generally pos-
seseinn- in the highest degree the qualities of fitness, truth, &c., the quasi-attributos
of Gothic.
With regard to sham, every style of architecture that has sprung up in Europe

since the Greek period has been equally fUU of sham, ^oth constructlonally and
artistically ; and if we put faith in the dogma th.at it is unnatural to hide construction
in any way, then we must be paradoxical enough to believe that Nature herself is

very unnatural, tor she always gives us her results, without lotting us see how they
are obtained. If Sir Christopher Wren, for artistic reasons, concealed his buttresses
at St. I'aul's behind a stone screen, the medieval architecis can be charged with
covering their stone vaulting with a wooden roof from the same cause ; and, although
our Crothic architects take credit to themselves for decorating their construction, and
not constructing their decoration, is there a Gothic building, either .ancient or modern,
in which we may not find countless examples to the contrary ? If in the Italian
style we have pediments, weathered and throated cornices, &c., introduced into in-
ternal fittings ; in Gothic have we not gables, buttresses, cmbattlements, and stone
tracery forms introduced into internal woodwork, even in the best periods of the
style ? If we have blank windows in the one, have we not blank arcades in the
other ; and in all styles, numerous instances of columns, a constnictive feature, con-
verted into a purely ornamental one, where we sec detached shafts of columns have
disappeared, the capitals and arches above them still remaining, from having been
bonded into the wall, showing that the columns were, constructively, a mere sham.
The same may be said of the tobacco-pipe shaf s up the angles of buildings, now
being introduced by some architects, which tend to weaken rather than to strengthen
a building by partially destroyingtiic bond at the angles. Again, how much of the
timber in some of the unscientific thrust roofs of the middle ages is constructional
and how much decorative ?

As to the prejudice which many have against the use of stucco and cement, and the
injustice which sucli prejudice often leads to in judging of a work of art ; what I
have to say is, that a building with a cement front, if properly and honestly applied,
may be equal, in point of art, to a building witlx a stone or brick front— a plaster cast
is us much a work of art as a marble statue, and the painter's sketch in charcoal may
have as much art in it as the finished work in oil—for, remember, the art consists
in the design, and not in the material employed.

W^liere the use of cement is objectionable, is where it is used in direct imitation of
stonework, as in the case of quoins, keystones, and architraves, the rest of the work
showing the face of the brick, and also in the window dressings of our suburban
Gothic villas. A further instance of the misuse of cement may be seen in some of
our modern street architecture, where all the constructional parts, such as columns,
arches, &c., are coated with cement, while the purely ornamental portions, such as
carved tympanums and spandrels arc of stone, whereas the reverse would have been
the correct constructional principle.
Another prevailing talUiey has been that the medieval architects did not study

symmetry, and that they thereby followed nature's teachings, and produced plc-
turcsqueness ; and some of our modern architects fancy they are working in the
ancient spirit, as it is termed, by following this plan. Now, if we do go to Naturefor
inBtriietion, surely wc ought to go to the higliest type—the animal creation ; and
there wc see that perfect symmetry is the law, from man down to the minutest ani-
malcula; that exceptions are regarded as deformities, and not as beauties, and cer-
tainly not as jiicturcsque objects. Take the vegetable creation ; in this we shall find
perfect symmetry and regularity in all the details, and irregularity only in the masses,
which is quite the reverse of the practice of the architects of the middle ages, who
made their buildings perfectly symmetrical in mass, and varied the details. Again,
what can be more charming than the beautiful symmetrical forms of crystals and of
snow-flakes ? In fact, symmetry is an essential element of beauty, and beauty can-
not exist without it.

It is beginning to be admitted that the medievalists did study symmetry, and only
iitroduccd irregularity when tliey could not possibly avoid it, which was the prin-

• i|ile adopted in every style that the world has yet seen. The medievalists even went
^o far as to introduce blank windows, which are supposed to be the exclusive pro-
perty of modern Classic, for the sake of symmetry and effect, of which there is an
instance in some small lancet windows in the north transept of Westminster
Abbey.
Another argument in favor of symmetry is, that it is an essential element of good

construction, for by eiiually distributing the weights, it enables the building to press
e;jualh' over its foundations, and adds materially to its stability ; symmetry ought,
therefore, on this account to be considered.
One of the arguments against regularity and symmetry is that carving or casting

repetitions of the same ornament is degrading- to the worknuui. Now, U this be
true, on the same principle, how degrading In Its conseqnences rouat be the modern
system of division of labor, which causes a workman to do nothing r." ' ' fvr
example, but sharpen needlepoints, or make pins' lii'ads, and other o
numerous to mention ; which system has the twofold advnnt»''e of er
tlon of workmanship and economy of production. The ad' • n
of the same forms in the case of our pottery and pore, I i-

obvious to every one, for it is to this modern facility of j d
ungainly forms of articles In dally domestic use have given ,.,., . ,1

productions of the present day, as witness the elegant contour '.

mcnt of the articles from the manufactories of Wedgcwood, Hn
and even suriiassfng, the heretofore far-famed productions ol be»iv,. ui..j uin.r eou-
tineutal manufactories.

The perfection of the study of nature, as regards acalptnrc, is to be found In the
works of the Greeks, who studied the highest types of the animal form, and
ideallsi (1 their conceptions by putting together all that was beautiful In nature, and
omittiiirf her defects, and thus produced works that have never yet been surpassed ;
while the Goths seem to have done the reverse, and in the greatest part of their
sculptural works produced nothing but what is hideous and unpleasant. The Greeks
in their jilaces of worship placed nothing but what was beautiful before the eyes of
the worshippers ; while the filthy-minded monks of the middle ages seem to have
revelled in all that was hideous, even in the house of God—corbel devils grinnin);
and scowling at you from their perches j antedlluvlan-looking animals in a state ol
torture used for the convenient purpose of stopping tlie end of a coping or a string

;

animals of the feline genus, apparently just taken from the rack, and petrified Into
waterspouts ; respectable looking old gentlemen with their features expressive ot
the most painful state of agony, attached to a wall by their seat of honor, and per-
forming the herculean task, while in that unnatural position, of supporting on the
small of their backs a heavy bay window of some two or three stories— typical of
medieval serfdom. And yet we find men of the present enlightened nineteenth cen-
tury, who admire or pretend to admire these abominations, call them Christian
elements, forsooth j and what is worse, still actually copy them in their works, and
thus do the same for architecture that the pre-Kaphnelitcs have done for painting.
Hut the fact of any style beinof deficient in its scnlpture. Is no criterion of^ the per-
fection of the rest of the work : for in Saracenic, where animal forms were never
studied, we find the most beautiful and artistic conventional ornament that can be
conceived, surpassing in elegance and chasteness much of the ornament both of
Classic and Gothic ; and 1 consider Saracenic ornament as particularly worthy of the
study of the architects of the present day, and that numerous valuable hints can be
taken therefrom.

The question of nationality for or against particular styles, with respect to their
practice in this country, has been ably dealt with by the author of a recent pamphlet,
entitled " Kemarks on a National Style," wherein the writer clearly shows that every
style that has sprung up in this country, from Saxon downwards, has been imported,
and that none of them are entitled to be called national As regards the nationality
or Christianity of Gothic, it has been proved that its principal feature, the pointed
arch, existed in difl"ereiit parts of Asia centuries before it was used in Western
Europe ; and that Gothic Itself, when originated, was a mixture of the elements of
pagan and Mahommedan architecture, which was nothing but natural, considering
the circumstances ; and as to the religious part of the question, wc sec that that has
had very little to do in determining the character of the styles practised in Europe

;

for we find that the same styles, with very slight modifications, have suited equally
well, and have been treated with equal success, for either the idol-worship of the
pagan, or the Roman Catholic, or the simpler rites of the Reformed Church. Of
course, we are aware that religion has had great cfi'ect on Saracenic, or the style In
vogue wif h the Mahommedans, whose religion forbids them to use animal forms, and
thus produces the peculiar character of thc'r ornament.
The charge of feudalism, so often brought against Gothic, Is no argument against

its adoption, or we might object to the Kenaissance on account of the state of morals
prevalent both in England and on the Continent when the style was in its zenith.
We of the present century are every day taunted with having no style of our own.

Now, it seems tome that future antiquaries will notice that the nineteenth century
has a very decided style of its own, and that whatever style we have worked upon
as our basis, we have put upon it a very strong impress of our time, and that even
within the last fifty years greater marked changes and improvements have taken
place, than ever were effected in medieval or classical times, even in the space of
centuries, and that in one building alone we often see as much originality as
would have spread through a whole epoch of ancient art. The real danger that wc
do run, is that of too much originality. The true road to originality is a thorough
study of all preceding styles, so as to store our minds wltli the experience of ages.
We should never, as is too often the case, allow beauty or good construction to be
sacrificed to originaUty, or let originality become, in the words of a recent writer,
merely a cover tor ignorance ; for, what siiould we think of the chemist or philosopher
who. Instead of starting from the point at which his predecessors had arrived, were
to despise their researches, and were to waste his time in searching for first prin-
ciples, which had already been discovered for him.

As an instance to what length a craving for originality will carry some minds, I
will mention that in a design for a Gothic memorial tower, which appeared not
many months ago in one of the architectural periodicals, the designer bad actually
turned one of his windows upside down, putting his pointed arch inverted for the sill

of the window, and using the weathered sill for the head of the window, thus setting
all the laws of propriety and good construction at defiance.

It has been often and truly said that rules arc fetters only to men ofno genius ; for, if

the musical composer with the few notes at his command, and governed by the
strictest rules, can produce such endless combinations of originality and beauty,
surely the architect, with the infinity of materials at his disposal can produce an
equal amount of ori":inality. The words of Goldsmith with respect to poetry may
be very aptly applied to the case of architectural composition, that " Fancy restr.ainea
by rules may be compared to a fountain, which plays highest by diminishing the
aperture."
The object ofmy paper, however incompletely I may have fulfilled my task, has been

to show that all styles have their merits, as well as their defects, ana 1 would wish
to impress upon the student the necessity of not lieeding the statements of tho
bigoted enthusiasts of any style, but to study all styles and judge for liimself; and
that if in his practice, he should be confined to one style, still it should not prevent
him from appreciating the beauties of all other styles ; bearing in mind always that
whether a composition is successful or not, is the merit or demerit, not of the style,

but of the designer.
At the close of the paper, the lecturer was much applauded.
After a discussion in which most of the members present took part, the meeting

broke up.
"A Font " is the subject for sketches at the next meeting of tbc cla«8, to bo beU

on the lath inst.

Expense of Public Works in the Metropolis.—In Committee on the

Tlmines embankment, hi answer to the question of the Chairman as to what
public works had been executed in tlie metropolis during the last 20 years, at the

cost of the Imperial Exchequer, Mr. Tliwnites gave tlie following items:—For
Battersea-imrk, £10G,y02; Clielse.i-bridge, £2!»,o00; Vaiixhall and Battersea-

bridges, £130,753; entrance to St. James's- park fi-om Pall-mall, £4,500; bridge

in St. Janies's-park, £3,500; Pimlico improvements, £27,810 ; Westminster-

bridge, £174,420 ; approaches thereto, £40,000.
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Raphael d'VrUn et Son Pire Giovanni Santi, par M. J. D. Passavant.

Edition Francaise, traduction de M. J. Luntschutz, Revue and Annotee par

M. Paul Lacroix, Paris. Renouarde 2 vols., 8vo.

IT would not be difficult, perhaps, for the learned and ingenious Archbishop of

Dublin to demonstrate, as he did for the first Napoleon, the non-existence

of the genius Icnown to posterity as Raffaelle.—so little have we in the shape of

authenticated records of his doings, independently of his works of art. It may
be argued that it is with the production of the artist alone the world has

anythmg to do, and that it matters not—save to those whose curiosity verges

upon indiscretion or sometimes pruriency—bow he lived, what he did in private

life, and what were his habits of thought. But to thoroughly understand and fully

•ppreciate the works of an artist so Httle of a realist as RaHaellc, we require to

know something of the constitution of his mind, the investigation of which is a

great and psvcolcgical studv. To take a recent example, we may ask who does

not rise from an attentive perusal of Mrs. Grote's admirable biography of Ary

Scheffiir, with a truer estimate of his uaintings and a clearer perception of the

tpirit or impulses which impregnated his imagination and gjuided his pencil ?

And, in another branch of art, it may be asked, of what infinite value would a

biography of Shakcspere be to elucidate the meanings of the poet and save acres

of lair paper inke<i in angry couti-oversies, which decide nothing and only provoke

new doubts? For these" reasons we offer a coi-dial welcome to a fresh

contribution to the life of Raffaelle, albeit it wears a French dress.

Were a dozen dilettanti to be asked to define what constitutes the pre-eminent

merit and ercat charm of Raffaelle's works, they would probably each give a

different reason ; and vet we think they would all agree that his dis-

tinguishing characteristics are purity and delicacy of thought, whicli are also

translated in his manipulation. He "exhibits in composition and execution the

^igor of manhood tempered and refined by tlie graces of womanly influence.

The Court of Frederic II., Dukeof Urbino, towards the end ofthe fifteenth and

commencement of tlie sixteenth centuiy, was not the least remarkable of tliose

centres of polished manners and learning which studded Italy, wherein nobles,

educatetl women, artists, and poets met, as it were, upon common ground, with-

out the artificial restraints of society. Tlie crudities of Boecacio were then out

of fashion and society, or at least the female portion of it was leavened by chaster

and more delicate ideas. It presented an analogy to the character of English

»ocietv of the present day, wherein women enjoy perfect freedom and are indepen-

dent "of all restraints, except those tliat may be imposed by their own sense of

propriety, and wherein men are cautious to offer no obstacle to this freedom. Of
what were the educational character and position of women tlien, we can form

gome idea from our own Elizabclh and Jane Grey ; and if we suppose our

forefathers to have acquired the courtly polish and refinement of Italy, we
jhall be able to imagine the Ducal Court of Urbino, wherein Raffaelle passed

his earliest years, and where the mind of woman was brought to react strongly

upon his own to its purification and refinement.

Giovanni Santi, the father of Raffaelle, was one of those facile versifiers, by no

mejins rare in Italy, who sometimes pass current for poets. He was attached to

Duke Frederic on more familiar terms than were, perhaps, ever witnessed in

Western Europe. He was the ducal laureate, for the poem preserved to us

gang the achievements of his patron, and never lias patron fared woi-se at thehands of

rhymester. If the yerscs be not lost, it is due solely to the interest whicli attaches

to everytliing that can be connected with his son. On tlie other hand, Giovanni

Santi was an artist of considerable merit, and decorated the ducal palace with

paintings which were looked upon as remarkable both for their composition and

execution. By a strange caprice of fortune they have been destroyed, so that

he who otherwise miglit have come down to us as a meritorious painter, is now
known only as a worse than mediocre poet. Notwitlistanding what Raffaelle's

biographers relate of his father's poverty and obscurity, his fortune was important,

and his social position in the town sutliciently brilliant to be honored with visits

from the Duke and Duchess. His memory was so esteemed, that when he died,

leaving his son an orphan at eleven years of age, Raffaelle became adopted, as it

were, by the Court and nobility, who did not cease to be interested in him when
he grew to man's estate. Indeed, when he left for Florence, whitlier he was
attracted by tlie fame of Masaccio and Leonardo da Vinci, he received a letter of

introduction to Gonfaloniere Soderini, from the sister of Guidobaldo, then Dukeof
Urbino, who displayed quite a maternal solicitude for the painter. She wTote:

—

"Very magnificent and powerful Signer—He who will preseiitthisletter is Raffaelle,

painter of Urbino, endowed with a noble talent for his art. I recommend him
immediately, and so much as I am able, to your Signory, with prayer that it may
please you "by love for me to give him on every occasion aid and protection. I

shall esteem as rendered to myself, and as a pleasing proof of friendship for me,

all services and kindnesses he may receive from your Signory."

That Raffaelle was lully alive to the kindness of his friends in Urbino may be

readily believed when we find him in spite of the attraction of his studies at

Florence, Perugia, and Bologna, and after repeated travels, returning thither in

bis twentieth year. At that time the Court of the Duke oi' Urbino was more
brilliant than "ever, for it contcincd.Giulo de Medici, Andrea Doria, Ottaviano

Frcgoso (subsequently Duke of Genoa) and his brother Frederico Fregoso, Pietro

Beicho (secretary to Leo X., whom Paul III. elevated to the rank of Cardinal)

;

Divizio da Bibiena (author of La Calandra) ; Lodvico Pio, Trivulce, Count
Castiglione, and othei-s. There was moreover the Venetian Embassy to Julius

II., whose members the Duke Guidobaldo entertained with royal magnificence,

in acknowledgement of the services he had received from Venice. The embassy
was composed of men the most eminent for their talents and their birtli among
Venetian Patricians, bearers of the most renowned names inscribed in the Book
of Gold,—Cardinal Bembo, Paolo Pisani, Andrea Veniero, Kicolo Toscarino,

Moctnigo and others. Among the ladies of the Court wore thcsister of the Duke,
the writer of the letter just quoted, Emilia Pia, the lovely widow ofthe Count of

Hontefeltro, Margaret and Constance Fregosa, Jane of Aragon, Onorata Tancreili,

and high above them all Elisabetta, Duchess ofGonzaga, the liege lady ofthe court,

by her beauty, tlie gentle superiority of her mind, and the respect witli

which she inspired all for her that came within the circle of her influence.

Castiglione, who ^in his Cortigiauo has presented a naif and pleasing picture

ofthe Court, relates that " after supper the members of the Court met in the apart-

ments of the Duchess, where the evening was passed in dancing and with music, oi

in discussing interesting questions. We took great pleasure in these amusements,
for then the most noble signurs and most famous minds were assembled iu

Urbino." On one occasion Bembo, at the request of the Duchess, explained his

ideas on love and beautv, maintaining that moral beauty was the source of physical

beauty, and that when" the mind was freed from all that was of the earth, earthy,

it broke away from worldliness to seek in dreamland forms of purity and beauty.

We can imagine how Raffaelle may have been influenced by wliat lie heard and

saw in such society, or how his own genius may have acquired depth and vigour

by the sympathy he met with on all sides, for his works were the pictorial em-

bodiment of Bemiio's eloquence and ideas—the realisation to the eye of the

elegance and grace which filled Urbino with harmouy. The same atmosphere of

intellectual refinement environed Raffaelle ever afterwards; in it he moved and

had his being, and the suave perfumes of Urbino hung about him through life.

In Rome, when in the inid-day of his glory, Castiglione, charged with a mis-

sion from Duke Francesco Maria to Leo X., found Raffaelle thecentre of a circle of

artists, poets, sympathisers, pupils, and admirers—Beroalde the "iounger,

Sanazar, Antoino"Tebaldeo, the poet, and Bembo, then secretary to the Pope, the

painter's intimate friend, as we may judge from his letter to Cardinal Bibiena,

wherein he savs — " To-moiTow I sliall revisit Tivoli, after twenty-

seven years, with Navagero, Beazzano, Castiglione, and Raffaelle." An-

drea Navagero, a distinguished writer, and Beazzano were two of

the most intimate friends of Bembo, for whom Rafliielle, painted their

portraits on the same panel. There is a copy in the Doria Palace, erro-

neously called liavtoldus and Baldus. From the circle of friends Raflaelle

sought advice in his art, with a modesty and timidity almost feminine. The

classical erudition of Cardinal Bibiena he laid under contribution for the

explanation of the antique subjects he selected. Arios,to was called on to advise in

giving the appropriate cliaracter to personages to be represented in the Iresco of

Theology. Aretino is also reported to have been a Inend in council, for the

satirist "of Arezzo said, " Ratfaclh highly prized iny friendship, of which

Agostino Chigi could bear witness were he living, for he knew that this great

master was accustomed to show me all his works before publicly cxhiliiting

them." But whether it be true or not is doubtful, and the reputation for lying

whicli Aretino possessed militates against it. Still, as he had a gi-eat knowledge

of men, and was a skilful anatomist of human passions, the story is not

improbable. But of all the artist's advisers the chief was Count Castiglione,

his staunch friend from first to last. When the Galatea, painted in the Palazza

Chigi, was finished, Raffaelle wrote to the Count, " With resjicct to the Galatea,

I should think myself a great master if it had only half the merits winch your

Signory discovered were to be found there. I read in your words the love you

bear me, and I would say that to paint a beauty I should require to see

many, on condition that your Signory was present to choose the haiid-

somest. But good judges and handsome women being scarce, I employ

a certain ideal which is present to ray mind. If this ideal has

some artistic excellence it is what 1 do not know, although I take

trouble to acquire it." These few lines, short and pithy as they are,

are pregnant with instruction to modern artists. They are a complete con-

demnation of the doctrines set up by some artists, more particularly among archi-

tects, that amateurs ought not, or are not, capable to offer suggestions with re-

spect to artistic competitions, and they areopposed to the advice to artists to go and

copy nature without venturing on ideal refinement. Tlie letter is also a refuta-

tion of the assertions of the artist's biographers who pretend that his mistresses

were models of his Madoiias, saints and female figures, for when he wrote this

avowal of a lack of beautiful women lor models he was said to be the most im-

passioned for the Foniarina. M. Passavant is disposed to believe the story of his

love for tins " fair bakeress," as she is termed on the Continent, to be nothing more

than a romantic invention. The name of Fomarina is not to be met with until

the middle of the 18th century, and all that we know with anything approaching

to certainty is the simple statement of Vasari, that Raffaelle loved a maiden

to whom he was devotedly attached up to the last moment of his life. A manu-

script note of the lOtli century on the margin of a copy of the " History of

Painters," states that the maiden's name was Alargarita. While upon this Sim-
' .. . .. I -I ... -.11 C. ..e *-!.-. *-n.j^ fmnafOli'V

published the rumours referred to, which Vasari credulously repeated without

inquiry. But the testimony of his friends and contemporaries, as may be found

in the letters of Coelio Calcagiiini and Marco Antonio Micbiel, proves that tde

incessant activity of Raffaelle's mind and the devouring anxiety of his imagina-

tion had so wrought upon his frail and delicate constitution as to render lum a

victim to an aculie illness after a few weeks' languor. After his death his remains

were exposed to the people in his house, that all might once more gaze upon

the features of one so highly prized and dearly loved, and the most touclung

expression of the public grief is to be met with in a letter from Castiglione to hu

mother :—" lo son sano, nia non mi pare esscre a Koma, pcrclie noii vi e pitt

il niio poveretto Rafaello. Che Dio abbia quell' anima beiiedetta."-" I mn in

health, but it does not appear to me to be in Rome, since my jioor, dear RattaeUe

is no more. May God receive his blessed soul."

We have said that Raffaelle was dearly loved. A contemjiorary writes :
" He

is so far removed from all pride that he comes forward as a friend to welcome all,

and avoids the words and reixarks of no one. None better tliau himself likes to

hear his views discussed, to be instructed, and to instruct;" and with such a dis-

Tlie confidence which Leo X. reposed in him was unbounded, for after having en-

trusted hiin with the decoration of the Vatican, he gave him the direcUon

of the works of St. I'eter'e. His fortune equalled his fame, and like »

prince he liad his court, moving with a crowd of frieuds, pupils, and admirers.

Still, bis modesty never faltered, and he always exhibited to his uncle,

Battista di Ciarla, in spite of occasional differences between them

a filial.submission and affection. Iu a letter which is the most precious record tliat

has been
|

of his liou

Thus then 1 do honor to you as well as to other relatives and uiy '

preserved as exhibiting the artist's inner man, Raffaelle, after speaking

ouse, income, and works, "which are paid for at what I ask," says,

.hen I do honor to you as well as to other relatives and uiy country. I

pray you go to the Duke and Duchess, and tell them all this, for 1 know they

will learn with pleasure that one of their subjects has acquired honor *

Learn that the Cardinal Santa Maria in Porto' (Bibiunica) will give mo one of

his relations (in marriage), we are nearer than ever to tlie conclusion, and I wil

instruct you immediately of all. Be not angry if tliis matter finishes well, but

if not I will do all that you may desire, and know that if Francesco Butfa bsm
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a match, so also do I, for I can espouse at Rome a beautiful maiden, and accord-

ing to what I am told, she and liers are of good family with a dower of 3,000

golden scudi; and 100 crowns in Home are worth more than 200 in Urbino, of

which be persuaded." But one more example of the painter's loveahle character,

and we close our quotations. Cadio Calcagnini, the I'ojje's first secretary, wTote

to the mathematician, Jacob Ziegler, " Fabius of Ilavenna is an old man of

stoical uprightness. He is dying at his studies, although lie does not much.
Dying is the word, since this old man is eighty years of age, and is seriously and
dangerously ill. He is cared for like a child by the very rich, and by ilie i*oi)e-

nuicli-esteenied Rall'aelle of Urbino. He is a young man of the greatest good-
ness and of an admirable minrl • • He respects and honora Fabius like a
master and a fatlier." We thus see an illustration in Rafl'aelle's daily life of

I'ietro Bembo's theory upon moral beauty.
We cannot quit the subject without a hearty commendation of M. Passavant's

revised and augmented translated edition of the German work. His catalogue

of the painter's works, from the School at Athens and Hampton Court cartoons,

down to the most fragmentary sketches, is the most important contribution we
have had for some time to art-literature. Wo have referred to the writer's

correction of the names of the portraits, hitherto supposed to be ofBartoldus
and Baldus for Navagero and Beazzano ; and we have to notice the ingenious
process by which he was led to discover the name of the young man whose
portrait is the gem of the Sciarra Colonna Gallery at Rome, and linown as the
Suonatore. M. Passavant shows that as the date of the portrait is 1618, it

could not, from its youthful appearance, be the likeness ofAntonio Tebaldeo, who
was born in 14G3 ; nor of Bernardo Accolti, named Unicio Aretino, who was
born in 1400 ; nor of Giacomo Sansuoredo, who was 44 when presented to the
Court of Urbino in 1508 by Count Castiglione ; nor of Giovanni Mazarello, who
wrote under the pseudonyme, of Mutius Aurelius, for he died in 1810 ; but tlie

probabilities are in favor of its being the portrait of Andrea Marone, of Brescia,

an iinprovisatore on tlie violin, who gained the prize at the fete of St. Cosmo,
which Leo X. celebrated in honor of his ancestoi-s. M. Passavant also restores

to Raffaelle the authorsliip of the womau's portrait in tlie Florence Gallery,

known as that of the Fornarina.

A Home for the Suburbs; Socially and Architecturally Sketched. By
Thomas Morris, Member of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

8vo. London : All Booksellers.

AMA>f need be a walking dictionary, and be perpetually engaged in turning
himself over to arrive at the meaning of the long, hard words which meet

him in almost every line of the book before us. Since we had the pleasure of

reading "The Stranger's Guide to Little Pedlington, by Feli.x Hoppy, Esq.,"
we have not met with its equal. Who does not remember those admirable de-
scriptions which threw a halo of romance round the parish pump, and invested

with a thrilling interest the loss of the ladle, " which was suspended to it, that

the thirsty might drink? " Nor is the parallel between the "Guide "J and
" A House for the Suburbs " confined to the style of the prose, for in both of
these works are scraps of poetry apropos to everything ; albeit with this difference,

that the " Stranger's Guide" quotes exclusively from Pedlinr/tonin, a poem by
the " tuneful Jubb," but our author quotes from poets of higher flight. Is our
attention directed to the arrangement of fireplaces in a house, we are told to

Look to the towered chiraueys winch shoala be
The windpipes of good hospitality,

as Bishop Hall opined, but which have more commonly been classed among domestic
plagues, yet the good bisliop has not been wholly alone, for a namesake of mine
sings merrily the cliiraney's praise—

But a house is much more to my taste than a tree.

And for groves, O ! a good grove of chimneys for me.
The difficulty in insuring chimneys against smoking is hit offthus:—" Chimneys

are indeed more capricious than aught else in the whole category of structural
circumstances," therefore, the flues must be "carried obliquely, converting them
in point of fact into 7-^cc<0)-« of the passing caloric, and thus raising the tem-
perature and aiding the upward current of the smoke."
Again the autlior says : " Delightful alike to spinster and matron, youth and

sap;e (? age), are the suburban soirees. Varied in appliances and means of enter-
tainment, science and mirth, sense and sound,—Sir David Brewster, and Mon-
sieur JuUien—meet upon a common footing. Instruction spreads her most
tempting treasures, and melody sends forth a voice that leaves its dreamy echo
long upon the e.ar, but our readers may inquire, "What has this to do with a
House in the Suburbs?" why, everything. Is there not the social aspect of the
question ? Surburban houses must not only be built, but lived in, and society
of some sort there must be ; but we let Mr. Morris speak :

—

A number of families liad recently located themselves on a certain spot, and, taking
a gregarious turn, set about the organisation of a social system, which was found to
work most admirably; and, as it may be applicable to other places, I may be pardoned
"for attempting, however inadequately, to describe it. The "book club" gave to
Paterfamilias one agreeable night each month, and atforded literary pabulum for all
the leisure Iiours during tlie rest of it. The little republic, scarcely exceeding a
-dozen in number, comprised our Oxford vicar, a professor of King's, the principal of
the proprietary school, and a member of the bar, allof Cambridije ; abraccof M.D.'s;
fiome who gave their " seven hours to law ;" but tlie arts were left to my most ineffi-
cient representation. With several of these not only learning, but teaching, nuiy be
termed a business, aud literature a favorite pursuit ; but the salt of our nodes lihlio-
/AecflHrt were the dear old boys from Capel-court, who were ever ready to illumine
the dulness (they were dull, then, sometimes:) in the sjiarks of heliotropic bright-
ness. Some were engaged in commerce ; most made their daily visit to town, but
others were local magnates.
The members of this society " were peripatetic, and moved the scene from

house to house." At their meetings, after coilee had been served and the minutes
read, " the cornucopia of literature was emjitied on the table, and a bouquet
selected for the coming moiitli. * * General topics after this, with a libation,

as modest in quantity as tliough we had been Epizephrii, but of rare and
curious age and quality, usually detained us till the eleventh hour."
What a striking resemblance there is between the suburban soiree and that of

which Mr. Poole has given us so interesting anaccouut!* At the " tea" given
ty Sicox Rummius, Esq., F.S.A., were present—the Reverend Jonathan Jubb
Xftlr. Poole has most unaccountably neglected to say, whether of Oxford or of
Cambridge), the curate; Rummius the Younger, conductor of The Little Ped-
iington Weekly Observer i Mr. Felix Hoppy, not in his capacity as Master of
the Ceremonies, but as as autlior of " The Guide ; " a " brace " of represen-
tatives of the fine arts—Daubson, the painter of the immortal picture "The

• •' Little Pedlington and the Pedlingtoniana."

Grenadier," and Snargate, the architect of the new pump : Mr. Jawkins, " the
head of our bank ;" Miss Cripps, " our Sappho," and Miss Jane Scrubbs,
" who does the charades and conundrums lor our newspaper." Witbout
attempting to describe the procetdiugs, we may say, that as in the suburb, " In-
struction spread her tempting treasures, and melody sent forth her voice." Mr.
Morris's friends separated at the " eleventh hour." So did tlie Pcdlingtonians.
"Mr. Rummius's parties are always very late," says Scorcwell, "sometimes,
in leed, they don't break-up much before eleven."
The enticing charms of 'ferpsicliore (under whose gentle influence philosophen

relaxed, and dowagers became sprightly ) of the Piccolo, deux temps, Varsoviana
quadrille. The sacred (!) carpet, "or its damask counterpart whereon a satin
slipper glides" sandwiches and gateau appears to have formed a "little com-
bination," which " brought into coinmunication some who but for its existence
would not have been known to each other."

This singular coterie appt.'ars to have acquired a curious habit of sometimes
" running into costume " at *' detached parties."

Our Author having traced social enjoyments from one season to another
becomes conscious tliat " society is acquiring a basis upon which it could not have
stood at any earlier period," and passes to a consideration of female influence,

which, in order to be rightly directed, demands a careful training. AJ'ter

generalising on this point lie seems suddenly aware that his teachings may be
thrown away on dull and inattentive natures, and excl.iims, " But what have I

written ? Is it fixed as that of Pontius ? Shall it be effaced as if inscribed in •

sand ? Or shall it be followed by a mtsericorde 1 Yes, thus it shall be." To
which of these three questions the affirmative replies we are unable to say.

Mr. Morris passes easily, far too easily, and with scarcely a thread of connec-
tion, from female education to the architecture of the day. He says:—" If the
edifices of an age be a monument of its history, those ofan educational character,
which are now cast in the mould of the tliirteenth century, present the petri-
faction of an enigma; such as the synagogues of the Israelites would afiord if

built in the Egyptian manner. We should ask whether they pined for a return
to bondage, or preserved a warning memento of the thraldom they had escaped ?"
Then taking a rapid survey of domestic architecture, introducing a plan with
description of the house of the " Dramatic Poet at Pompeii," and quoting
Vitruvius and Bacon, he comes " to the floating experience of the present
generation." His own office contains a great number of plans of houses built
" for men of great mental acquirement and refined feeling, though of moderate
pecuniary endowment." From these he passes to

" Choose a firm cloud before it fall, and in it

Catch, ere she change, the Cynthia of the minute."
But we arc tired of our unwelcome task; where we can honestly do so, we prefer
to commend rather than blame; it is at all times the more pleasing duty : we
must, however, strongly recommend the author of the work we have noticed, the
next time he appears in print, not to fly his Pegasus quite so high, but in mercy
to persons of ordinary intellects, to write m a style really intelligible. Composing
with a fatal facility, he allows himself to be drawn away by the whim of the
moment, and mistakes nonsense for humour. "A House for the Suburbs " has
lain on our table for some time, we have taken it up again and again in the hope
that we might discover some latent merit fn its pages, but we are now forced to
confess that the most diligent search has failed to find a grain of wit in an in-
tolerable amount of chaft'. We are aware this is strong—perhaps may be taken as
unkind language, but we make it so purposely, from the convietiou that it is

incumbent on each member of our art-profession to represent it before the world
in a becoming manner, just as an individual soldier is bound to uphold the honor
of his flag. Mr. Morris will not, we believe, advance his own interest, and he
will, most assuredly, lower the dignity of the profession in the eyes of the public

by the general tone of his book. Even in an artistic and architectural point of
view he has much to learn. The " House for the Suburbs " shown in the fron-
tispiece is a sorry specimen of the Elizabethan style, with all the defects that
would have been found if designed fifty years ago, The best thing about the book
is the title, which is taking, and doubtless tells well as an advertisement ; the book
is also well printed. But in noticing it, as especially addressed to the general
public, we feel called upon to protest in the most distinct and emphatic manner
against the styld of writing, or of building therein put forth.

Country Cottages: A Series of Designs for an Improved Class of Dwell-
ingsfor Agricultural Labourers. By John VixcENT, Architect. London:
E. and F. IV. Spoil. I860.

THE first impression, created by this elegant volume, cannot fail to be admi-
ration at the tasteful form in which it appeals to the patronage of the

public ; a feeling which must be increased rather than diminished on a closer and
more careful inspection of the capitally executed drawings. Even the elevations,

usually so prosaic, are spirited, and drawn with thoroughly artistic feeling, while

the views, six in number, are as pictures of country scenery, not lass excellent.

A glance suffices to show that the author has worked with an earnest love for

the subject—which, alone would go far towards securing that success which he
has most undoubtedly achieved.
The designs tliown are seven in number, and are for cottages in brick and in

stone, single and double, and in groups of three or four, 'fhe style adopted is

Gothic, and the buildings are marked by an appropriate simplicity, increasing

gradually in ornamental character until No. 7 gives a row of four houses in a
village street with stone coped gables, and a picturesque central feature, formed
by a chimney corbelled from a crow stepped gable. Throughout the design con-
siderable efl'ect of light .and shade is obtained by judicious grouping and distribu-

tion of essential features. The plan shows a living-room and scullery (or cook-
ing-room) fitted with a boiler, pantry, coal place, &c., on the ground floor, and
three sleepinn; rooms above. We are glad to see that in no instance is the objec-

tionable, and even now too often adopted arrangement of entering the living

room at once from the open air, proposed—all the cottages have a lobby or porch.

Of the twenty plates, seven are devoted to the further workinjj out of the

designs—two showing sections, and the remaining five details—drawn to an
intelligible scale, and carefully figured. No. 14 is a capital plate of chimney
caps, showing varietv without eccentricitv.

Under the head o"f " Practical Remarks," the author adverts to the import-

ance of choosing a c/ieer/w/, as well as a healthy site, and recommends special

attention to ventilation and drainage. This portion of the work, while not

thereby rendered less useful to the professional reader, is written in a familiar

style, "disencumbered of the technicalities which too often make architectural

books uninteresting to tlie general reader.
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Besides the designs, and tlieir iiraetical consideration, Mr. Vincent devotes a
Trell-written chapter to " Agricultural Labourers' Earnings and Condition," to
Ulustrafe which he glres a table of wages collected from various parishes in
twenty-nine English counties. The connexion between this part of the work and
the main subject is implied rather than expressed. As cottnge building is at
present nnremunerative to proprietors, on account of the farm laborer's scanty
earnings leaving so small a raai^n for rent, the author wishes to raise his con-
dition, and, by the inculcation of more prudent liabits, particularly in contracting
marriage, to bring about a limitation in the supply of labor, so that, its price
risinpr in the market, the cottager may, out of his increased earnings, not only
provide himself with many little comforts from which he is now cut oif, but also
hare the power of paying an increase*! rent. Certainly nothing could be more
gratifying than to sec our peasantry generally in the' receipt of better wages

—

Hot by any weans, the author considers, an improbable or impossible thing

—

since political economists hold that as a slight increase in the numbers of the
people might make a great depression iu tlieir circumstances, so a slight decrease
would operate a large relief. How an able-bodied man keeps Iiimself, his
wife, and four or five children on eight shillings a week (one shilling out of
nine going for rent) is a mystery to most persons.

All who have had the opportunity must have observed that, for the most part,
our English peasantry are not only easily contented, but cheerful. Their houses
are patterns of cleanliness, with some slight attempt at embellishment. Few
arc without a rose trained round the window, a creeper overhanging the porch,
or a geranium-pot on the window-sill. How very little is needed to add to their
comfort ! And what a blot on a fair page, is that that little has not bcengi-anted
until it has been proved to pay.

It is a matter tor congratulation that landholders, and earnest professional men,
like Mr. John Vincent, begin to take a pride in the erection and improvement of
cotti^es. Works like the present are useful in guiding the taste of the pro-
prietors, but they are not, and never should be, intended to supersede professional
supervision ; for "a cottage, no less than a mansion, demands careful planning,
and that adaptation of means to an end wlilch is so essential in all undertakings
great or small.

Tlie City and Countrj/ Purchaser and Builder. In Two Books. Composed
Iw S[tephex] PfRlMATT], Gent. The Second Edition, much enlarged by
William Leybocrxe; by whom is also added a Third Book, showing how
to Dispose and Proportion the several Rooms in any Building, and to Place
Doors, Stairs, Windows, Chimneys, &c. As also the Art of Measuring Super-
fices and Solids, with Tables for that purpose ; together with the Way and
Manner how to Measure the Works of the several Artificers by the most exact
ways yet practised, with Cautions to be observed in all. London : Printed for
John Wright and the Assignees of Sam. Speed; to be sold by William Leach,
at the Crown in Comhill, near the Stocks Market. 1680.

THE dedication is to Sir Orlando Bridgman, Lord Keeper, Sir John Keyling,
Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, and to the rest of the Justices and

Barons appointed by Act of Parliament for determination of differences touching
houses burnt down or demolished by reason of the late fire in London.
The preface, which is dated from Clifford's-inn, 14th October, 1607, refers to

the harvest which builders and surveyors had been reaping on the city ruins by
combining together.
The first book is on the valuation of properly. There is not much to be learned

as to the valuing of land beyond wliat is contained in the work of Mr. Phillips
lately reviewed. On the subject of mines there are some naive remarks. Of coal
mines he says ;

—

It hath l>een often observed tliat south coxmtry men do very seldomc get anything
but trouble by undertaking in collieries, it being the nature of many north country
men to have a kin<l of itntipatby against the thriving of any but themselves. As to
a colliery that liatli never been wrought, it Is very hard to set a valuation upon the
same, the generality of collieries being worth little or nothing.

Some curious particulars of lead mines are given, of the rights of discoverers,
and their prices and mode of working. Great caution is urged in purchasing
mines, for which not more than one or two years' purchase should be given. Mills,
however, may be valued at ten to thirteen years' purchase.
In valuing brick earth 3 or 4 feet deep, it may be considered that every yard

square will make 700 to 800 bricks. The cost of making bricks is taken as
Labor, &c., 7s. Gd. to 83. per thousand ; carriage, average, 3s.; value, 13s. to 14s.,
leaving balance Ss. Gd. to 3s. 6d., and half of this may be taken as rent, the other
half as profit.

The value of houses, in "many parts of England," is 10, 11, and 12 years'
purchase; in parts of London, 13, 14, 15, or 16 years.
Many houses in London, being built more for pleasure than profit, yield not

more than 4, 5, or 6 per eent. on the cost, while they will only sell to yield 8, 9,
or 10 per cent, to a purchaser; but many houses built in London yield 10, 12, 15,
and some 20 per cent, on the cost.

^Houses that were and (by the permission of God) will be again in Clicapside, Fleet-
street, Comhill, and in otlier high and principal streets, and in some streets and lanes
of note, were for the most part valuccl at 10 or 10 years' purchase ; the ground on
which the same stood, being not subject to such casualties as the liouses, and it may
be the ground-rent of such houses was worth, and would yield, half the rent
or more.
A house in Cheapside, worth £100 per annum, would cost £500 to build, and

the land be worth £1,000; the rent bemg made up of 10 per cent, on cost and
5 per cent, on land—altogether being worth 15 years' purchase ; while a house
in the Strand, worth £100 per annum, might cost £850, and the land would
probably be worth £300, the rent being calculated as before ; altogether being in
this case worth only between 11 and 12 years' purchase. In the first-mentioned
instance the ground may be taken at 25 feet frontage by 40 feet deep, hence worth
a rent 40s. ner foot frontage, or Is. per foot superficial.

Then follow tables and examples for settling the proportions of payments
towards rebuilding by landlords and tenants. The " two montha' rent " from
Midsummer to the fire is an element in the calculations which are made, giving
tlie building owner 10 per cent, for his money.

Tyliny. Bricklayers frequently demand 40s. pei- square; but taking tiles at
25s. per thousand, 2Us. orSOs. should Ije enough, showing 3^ inches. 10-inch
paving tiles are worth 10s. per hundreii, and mortar and labor 4s. to the same.

Carpenters. Timber is put at £2 los. per load p. c. ; sawing, 8s. ; labor to
naked flooring, 5«. per square; floor boards, 153. ; and labor and nails, 4s. The
price of flr has doubled since the fire. A shop front is calculated at £0 19s. per
square, including doors, ironmongery, and shutters. Hoofing is taken at once

and a half the horizontal area, and an e-xample gives 3 inches thick of fir over
that area.

Plasterers. Lathing and plastering, lOd. per yard ; lath, plaster, and render,

Is.
;
plastering on brickwork, 4d, per yard all materials. Plaster of Paris,

Is. Gd. on lath, or 9d. on brick.

Masons. " Peer stones " on botli sides the building fronting high and principal

streets, os. the foot ; Portland paving, 8d. ; white and black marble paring,
2s. 8d. ; and ordinary paving stones, 7d. to 8d. per foot superficial.

Smiths' Woi-k. Bars, hinges, hooks, and plain work, a.Jd. to 3(1. per lb. ; iron

balconies, plain and riveted, 3^d. ; ornamental ditto, 5jd., or 31s. 2d. per yai'd

run.
Plumbers. Sheet lead, at G lbs. or 7 lbs. per foot, I83. per cwt.; lead gutters,

including solder, 233. to 243.

Glnssery. Best French glass, with good lead, well simmoned, IGd. ; English
glass, in square panes, 6d. to 7d. ; ordinary glass for quarries, 5d. per foot super.

Painters. The description not very clear ; but three oils finished stone color.

Is. ; " timber color," 9d. ; " the best cerulean or blew color in oyl," Is. 6d. per
yard.
These prices are then applied to the difierent classes of buildings contemplated

in the Building Act of that day.
The calculations given of building values are based upon those of the time for

new materials, and there is the following which is perhaps the original introduc-
tion of the use offive per cent.

"The builder may add to the computations hereafter mentioned £5 in every £100
for the hazard the builder runs in the proof of his building, and for several small

petty exjienses incident to the same ; as the money expended iu meetings, making
contracts, and given to workmen for moniing draughts, and such like expenses,
although but small in themselves, yet many of thein amount unto a sum.

Tlie builder should be allowed one year's peppercorn.

The Second Booh is entitled " Advice to the City-builder." In choice of a
builder one is to be chosen who sets his men a good example by working with his

own hands. The Act for rebuilding the city contains provisions for compelling
workmen to adhere to their bargains. After a few hints as to bricks and other
materials, we come to "An inspection into the artificers' respective niys tries

employed in building," containing first remarks upon the various trades.

Brichlnyer.—The value of brickwork is taken as follows:—4,500 bricks at 16s.

per thousand. An hundred and a quarter of lyine at 10s., per hundred ; 2.2 load

of sand at 3s. per load : as to labor, 3 bricklayers and laborers can do 1 rod of low
party walls per diem, but front work takes more time, so that takhig a bricklayer at

3s. and laborer at Is. 8d., and countuig 1,000 bricks laid as a day's work, "on an
average, throughout a building, the workmanship should be 2Is. ]ier rod, and for

master's supervision and scaffold Gs. or 7s. per rod in addition, malting the brick-

work, per rod, worth about £C. And it is considered that the extra value of
rubbed facings (worth 7d. or 8d. per hundred), should be included in this price.

This is upon the basis of the "dear rates" before mentioned. White brickwork
could be done before the fire for £5 to £5 5s. per rod. Sume builders demand
"running mea3ure" (or taking no deductions), on front walls to pay for rubbing.
Chimneys are usually allowed at 10s. per rod extra, or say 46s. each, or los. for

labor only. Brickwork in vaulting 10s. per rod extra.

The first building taken is a house to be built in a high and principal street,

with a frontage of 20 feet and depth of 44 feet. This is a ten-roomed house of
fair size. The brickwork will be 18j rods, according to the Building Act. The
cost is calculated at £491 7s. 9d., and after deducting half-cost of party-walls,

£426 6s. lid., or about 2id. per foot cube. In the plan here used the chimneys
are against one party-wail. A second calculation is then given on the assump-
tion of placing the chimneys back to back, and a saving shown of £10. The
same building, if erected in a street or lane of note, would, owing to the reduced
dimensions of timber, walls and altitudes cost only £344 18s. 5d., or IJd. per foot

cube.
Numerous instances are given of the expense to be anticipated in erecting

buildings according to the Act. When the smaller houses are treated of, we
meet the following oesthetical observations :

—

The art of architecture to be used iu any sort of building in high streets or lanes,
consists only in the placing of chimneys and staircases, for convenience of trade, or
otherwise ; for which purpose 1 have set you down chimneys aud stairoaees
of most sorts ; but especially of those sorts which are most in use tor city
builcUngs.

After some "Platforms for mansion-houses " comes " Advice to the Country
Builder." In tiie choice of situation the following are noticed as desirable :^
Good ways, good markets, good neighbors, near the church, near places fop

hawking and hunting, sheltered on north and east, a convenient garden—it being
the " purest of human pleasures "—and good assortment of flowers, and " where
the country builder cannot make election of a place where he may have all

tliese conveniencies, it is good for him to get as many of them as he can."
The third book commences with suggestions as to the disposition and pro-

portion of rooms, and of the parts of a building, among which is the follow-

ing:—
Galleries should have in length five to eight times the breadth, and two-thirds

to five-sevenths of the breadth for height. Halls should have at least three times
the breadth for length. Chambers should not exceed in length the breadth and
half, and for height three-fourths of the breadth. Principal gatc^s should be
from 7 to 10 feet wide, and from once and a-half to twice that in height. Inner
doors should be from 2 feet 6 inches by 5 feet inches, to 4 feet by 8 feet. Win-
dows should be, for the principal floor, twice to twice and a-half their width
in height. The second story may he one-third lower than the first, and the third

one-fourth lower than the second. Fireplaces are described of large size, and
the funnels for smoke-flues 14 or 15 inches for great rooms and 10 or 11 inches

for chambers.
The next subject treated of is mensuration. Of the decimal system it is re-

marked that

—

For universality of mensuration it jxceedeth any other ; but for that it requlreth
a new kind of arithmetic (which all persons are not acquainted with), 1 shall, there-
fore, teach the common way used by all artihcers and common measurers, thougb
myself do never use it.

The following particulars are given of the mode of measurement :—Carpenter'i
work : Flooring, partitioning, and roofing by the square. Tlie area of a roof being
taken asonce and a-half that of the building, cornices, rails, posts, and shelTingare f
taken running. Diors, windows, and stairs are numbered. Brickwork is taken

nearly as at present, arches, however, being taken running. Joiner's work is brought
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into ynrds, all mouldings and panels being girt with a line in one direction only ;

/ramlngs ivrouglit on botli sides being measured as once and a-bnlf.

There is mucli common-sense in the observations of S. P. and his editor.

More complicated interests have, however, since their time come into play :

amongst them the architectural profession. Let us liope that the art of the archi-

tect will not altogether swamp the art of architecture.

THE IRONMONGERS' ASSOCIATION.
THE fourth anniversary dinner of the supporters of this excellent Association

was partaken of at the George and Blue Boar, High Ilolbom, on Wednes-
day night. 11. Stedall, Esq., occupied the chair, tlio vice-chair being filled

by W. V. Morgan, Esq. Covers were laid for about lOU guests.

After the cloth had been removed, the CiiAinMAN opened the proceedings by
proposing the health of Her Gracious Majesty the ()ueen, and in doing so paid
some very high comj)liinenls to lier as Sovereign, wife, and mother. ^Vllen they
compared the state of free and hap])y England with that of neiglibouring Con-
tinental nations, where the people wert; soldier-ridden, priest-ridden, or tyrant-
ridden, they could not but feel much indebted to Her Majesty the Queen for

the benignant and excellent manner in wliich she swayed the scejitre. In what-
ever light lier character was reviewed it was as good as good could be, and in

years to come, wlien ])resent things and persons had passed away, a record of

tlie reign of Queen Victoria would form the brightest page of England's ever-
glorious history—(Cheers). Drunk with bumpers, amid great cheering.

Like honorable mention awaited the next toast introduced by tlie Cuairman,
—that of " Tlie Prince Consort, Prince of Wales, and the rest of the Royal
Family." Tlie Prince Consort liad now been amongst them many years, and he
was desei'ving of their best regard, from the excellent way in which he had con-
ducteil himself in the high and responsible position lie occupied. Tliey must be
all aware that, respecting even the Queen herself, much depended on the clia-

racterofher husband; and when it was recollected that in a nation where they
had tlie unenviable notoriety of being " grumblers," the Prince Consort was
universally held in the liighest esteem, tliat would speak volumes as to his

excellent character. The Prince Consort deserved the respect of all in the land.

He was a firm friend to art, science, and agriculture, and to institutions tending
to promote these matters, for whenever he was asked to take part in meetings
connected therewith, or having for their object the elevation .ind benefit of the
poorer classes of the country, they found him ready and.willing to the utmost of
nis ability. No huslianil in their happy land was more beloved thau was Prince
Albert by the Queen.—(Loud Applause).

" The Fine Old English Gentleman " was then sung by Mr. Bainbridge with
good efTect, at the close of which
" The Army and Navy, and Volunteer Forces," received honorable mention.
The Secretary then read the Fourth Annual Report, which congratulated

the members on the position of the Society, the annual income having increased
by £'21 ; 32 situations had been obtained for members, and the recommendations
had been attended with satisfaction in all cases. Two loans had been advanced,
which liad proved of great service to the applicants. The lectures had been all

they could wish, but the library wanted more support, to meet which, in one
way, a committee had been formed to obtain the gift of a number of books, and
it was intendetl to have a circulating library. Important measures had also been
adopted respecting the future working of the Association, and office rule 2 had
been revised. After thanking various persons for past services, the report went
on to say that there was a deficiency of £-20 odd to meet that evening ; and it

expressed a hope tliat on the occasion of their fourth anniversary many donations
and subscriptions would be forthcoming to render the future history of the Asso-
ciation far more prosperous.
The next toast was the one, juir excellence—" Success to the Ironmongers'

Association." In jiroposing it, the Cuairmax remarked that they were that
night met together to endeavour to sustain and build up the Ironmongers' Asso-
ciation. As an ironmonger he felt a deep interest in the welfare of that
Association, and a heartfelt sympathy with those who were present on that
pleasing occasion—(Hear, hear). He had taken the chair that evening not
only because he considered it his duty, as it was his pleasure, to do so, but
because ho was an Englishman—(Hear, liear). When they looked abroad over
the length and breadth of their glorious land, and saw its proud political, com-
mercial, and social position—when they knew that, politically, it was the
admiration of Europe and of every liberty-loving people—(hear, hear)—and
tliat, commercially, their ships extended over every part of the world—when
they saw wdiat had sprung out of their freedom^tlieir noble institutions by
which they were surrounded and blessed, their hospitals, asylums, benevolent
associations, pension societies, and combinations of all kinds for the removal or

amelioration of the ills to which flesh is heir—when they knew that all those

inatitutioBS liad sprang from the people, that they were a part and parcel of the

glorious fruit of the tree of freedom, he said it was their duty, in this their day
and generation, to do their share of the work, to build up and maintain such an
institution as their own—(cheers)—and to place it firmly as a piece of stone in

fliat glorious national fabric of which they in England had so much reason to be
proud— ( Hear, liear). Tlie worthy Chairman then went on to enumerate the

various objects of the Association, as follows:

—

" To promote a friendly and amicable feeling throughout the trade. To obtain
and give inlorm.ation rospccting assistants and vacancies. To assist (by means of a
loan without interest) any nn-mber who, from accident, illness, or any unavoidable
cause, may require such temporary assistance. To solicit I'rom manufacturers and
Others any new patent, pattern, or invention, for the purpose of an Annual Ex-
blblHoD. To establish a library and lecture-room, where the minds ot assistants
may be developed aud improved, and the trade derive a benefit."

Wliat could be more praiseworthy than the olijects thus sought ?—especially to

the wants and circumstances of their trade. If so, then it was the houuden
duty of the trade generally to assist that Association in every way in its power.

Ae to the difficulty in obtaining patterns from manufacturers for annual exhi-

bition, he was not surprised at that in such a young institution ; but if they could,

by any means, get linked with the Society of Arts (already possessing such ad-
Tmtages), and obtain i'ree admission to tlieir exhibition, this object would be

aoeomplishcd without any cost and difficulty. That Society was a very liberal

one, and would doubtless assist them in all possible ways ; and if the inemhers
could get manufacturei's to send inventions tliere, he thought a very nice exlu-

bition conld take place, and the young men would have all the advantages
dexirable from a more costly procedure (near, hear). After some otlier remarks

of a comparatively unimportant character, the speaker resumed his scat amid
much applau.sc.

Mr. 'r. Allen responded In a veiy excellent speech.
The Secretary then read a list of donations and subscriptions just obtained

in the room, which amounted to the noble sum of nearly £50.
Various toasts and songs followed, the toastiuaster getting peculiarly emphatic.

The toasts were, " The Chairman," proposed by \V. V. Morgan, Esq., in which
that gentleman stated that their worthy president was not so select in his favors
as they miglit imagine, for he was mixed up, in some way or other, with all

kindred trade institutions among tliem, which, in fact, looked upon him as a sort
of factotum—a friend in all ditliculties. Tlien followed, tlie " Vicc-Chairman,"
'• the Patrons," " the Committee," couuling with the toast the names of .Messrs.

Bainbridge and Bourne," and " tlie Ladies." These toasts were duly replied to,

occasionally in a very humonrsume manner, and the meeting broke up in har-
mony at the entrance to the smaller hours.

A SURVEYORS' INSTITUTE.
Sir,—During a severe fit of illness my thoughts were directed to the condition

of tlie building surveyors and their fauiilies, in the event of their being laid by
from work or removed by death (which appears to be the case in many
instances at the present time). Now, Sir, what resource have they or their

families but the workhouse ? "riie Architects' Society not admitting them to tlielr

benefits, and they ai-e not admissible to the Builders' Benevolent institution, (to

which I have been an annual subscriber from its formation). This state of things

in this enlightened age is very lamentable. Now, I want to enlist your
sympathies and advocacy to rouse the attention of the surveyors to form a
society of their own. My idea is that by an annual subscription of £1 Is. from
the surveyors^ and 10s. Gd. from their assistants, a society composed of the three

elements set forth might be formeil ; of course the relief department would be the
most prominent. A library to be formed touching on all matters connected with
the profession, including price-currents, tariffs, &c. Also periodical meetings for

the discussion of any matter that may be of interest to the general body.
Another important branch might be the supplying the members with legal

assistance for the recovery of their just claims; for it is not an uncommon thing,

(which you know as well as I do) to have your claim disputed, and sometimes
the poor surveyor is compelled to submit on account of his straitened means, to

take any sum that may be offered hiin ; now, this would bo remedied by such help
as this. Now, Mr. Editor, I think that the above crude ideas might be made to

work for the benefit of the parties referred to, and I should be happy to attend
any meeting that you might call, and would be willing to contribute, either by
subscription or otherwise, to further these desirable objects, should they meet
your approval.

You must excuse the confusion of ideas and other defects, but I am not allowed
by my medical man to go into harness again at present (of^ which I have had a
dose of between 30 and 40 years), but the idea had so engrossed all ray thoughts,

that I was obliged to make a clean breast of it.

I am &c..

An Old Surveyor, and Scbscriber
TO THE " BuILDINO NeWS " PROM ITS COMMENCEMENT.

2.5th May, 1860. ^

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.
Sir,—The Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts intend to present

a medal for the best architectural design in the Royal Academy or at the Archi-
tectural Exhibition. Now upon the committee I see the names of two or three

arcliitects ; and I beg to suggest, through the Building News, to these

geutlemen, that the profession will not be satisfied if the Fine Arts Committee
appoint themselves the judges in this matter. I should suggest, moreover, that

both Goth and Greek should be represented, and the judges be gentlemen capable

of fulfilling their task.

If the Committee are at a loss who to name, let me mention that Mr. Cockorell,

as President of the Institute, and Mr. Beresford-Hope, as President of the

Architectural JIuseum and Ecclesioloj'ieal Society, are both men well calculated

to represent tlie rival styles, and would doubtless do their best to award the medal
correctly. I am, &c.,

M. H.

ARCHITECTS' COMMISSION.
Sir,—In your Number for 25th May, Solomon Setsquare, in one of Iiis

interesting " letters to an architect " touches upon tlie subject ot professional re-

muneration, and he justly exposes the occasional penuriousness or want of

consideration in clients. He suiJjioses the case of an architect being retained to

erect a church at a cost of £4,000, but ;that eventually £700 worth of extra

buildings was designed and completed, while, on the other hand, parts to the

extent of £l,SO0 were omitted and never carried out. The client who should offer

(as supposed) to pay "commission " on only £S,iOO {i.e. £i,000plus £700, minus
£1,300) would certainly be wrong; for the architect has had all the trouble of de-

signing and drawing specifications for the works which were finally omitted,

and cannot be a total loser from another person's vacillations, but yet it would
seem bard to charge, as proposed, the full 5 per cent, on these baseless fabrics of a
vision never realised. "I'he client offers £170 and Solomon claims £235. I sub-

mit that £202 10s. would be the equitable amount, namely :

—

5 percent, on £3,400 being works both speoilicdaudsuperiutended... £1?0

2i per cent, on £1,300, intended works, only specified and uot
superintended 32 10

£i02 10

I can feel for both parties, having myself acted to a limited extent, both as

employer and employed, and should be glad to see professional charges sst on a

fair and recognised basis. 1 "ui, &c.,
jANt;s.

NINE HOURS' MOVEMENT.
Sir,—Will you kindly insert in your next impression tlie following correspon-
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dencc wliicli lias taken plnoe between the Buildinj; Trades Conference nnd tlie

Central Association of Master Builders, since tlie operatives forwanled their

memorial on the 2olh of Jlay.
Mr. Wales. Secretary to Central Association,
Sir.—At a sptcial meeting of the Conferenco. convened last eveningfor the purpose

ol receivin'.r a sii^jT-stion from vourself to the olTeet that you thought the employers
would rcrciTC a deputation if the Conference asked for one.
Kesolved— '• That the Conference are willin<r to send « deputation if the employers

wish to receive one, that the question may be fully discussed between the two
parties."

I am, Sir. on behalf of the Conference, yours respectfully.
Conference ofUnited nuildincf Trades, Geobce I'oTTEn, Secretary.

11, Rochester-terrace, Westminster, JIny 3l8t, 18(!0.

In answer to the above, the followinjr resolution was received from Mr. Wales.
*' Tliat Sfr. I'otter be informed bv the i"ecretary, that the Committe of the Central

Association dt-clineto renew any discussion on the nine hours' question."
Conference of United Building Trades,

11, Rochester teiTace, Westminster, S,W., June 7th, 18G0.

TENDERS SENT IN.
Rebi'ildino Inn, Hammersmith.

For rebuilding the Hop I'oles Inn, Hammersmith.
Carter £2,mi'
Nicholson and Sons 2,770
Bnwa 2.790
Palmer and Son 2,075

I'ritchard and Shelton £2,580
Hurst 2,4i)8

Chamberlain 2,453
J. and K. liird 2,430

These sums are independent of the fittings.

ClIATEL. C'REDrroN.
For a smaU chapel at Credlton, for the Society of Bible Christians.

Mardon £340 in
|
Dard and Cockram £319

Ueathman 340 10

Coach House, &c., Heavitbee.
For a coaoli-house and stable, &c., for 3tr. Davey, at Ecgent's-pnrk, Heavitree.

Williams £>19 10 I Ilett (accepted) 205 7
Stafford 210

Alterations, E.xeteb.
For alterations at Messrs. Lloyd's, tobacconists, Fore-street, Exeter.

MosB and Son .£470 I Moore (accepted) £339
Staflbrd 433

Houses, &c., Kinknali..
For new house and model farm, at Kinkn.iU Hall, for Richard Dewhurst, Ksq.

Keoyon House, Leigh, near Manchester, liothwell and Son, architects.
Pierpoint and Hephcrd, Warrington £1,794
Thomas Stone, Xewton-le-Willows (accepted) 1,725
Joseph I'ennlngton, Hulnie 1,71'J

Villa, Forest Hill.
A villa proposed to be built at Forest Hill. Quantities not suppled.

Amos £l,2R<i
I

Hind £1,089
King 1,098

I
Humphries and Luxford 1,020

School, &c., Laxdport.
For additions to Wesley Chapel, and new Schools and Class-rooms, Arundel-street,

Landport. Mr. George Rake, rortsca, architect.
For CIin)>el,

For Sthools Inclu(liii;r old Total.
Mntmiilg.

Rogers and Rooth (accepted) £1.130 .

.

£757 .

.

.£1,887
J- Aylcn 1,192 .. 715 .. 1,907
Light : l,]r,9 .. 840 .. 2,009
BurWdge ],07S .. 947 .. 2,025
Backhurst 1,150 .. 875 .. 2,025
Chitmock 1,193 ,. ..

J.U.Hodges 1,402 ,. ..

Gasworks, Portse.v.
For new building to contain four F'uriliers, for the I'ortsea Island Gas Company.

C. J. Kvans, Esq., engineer ; Mr. George Rake, architect.
Burbidge .£075 1 King and Co £513
Aylcn 649 Backhurst S13
"R"*- 5:i5 17

I
Rogers and Booth (accepted) 508

School, Southsea.
*or new .School-room, St. 'Paul's-squarc Chapel, Southsea.

architect, Portsea.
Mr. George Rake,

William A yling 200
J. D. Hodges 310

s.
I

King and Co £330
fi John Aylen 341
0| Thomas Backhurst 372

_ ,„ ., Villa, Edcbastox.
For villa residence, >orfolk-road, Edgbaston, for Jlr. S. B. Howell. Sir. Edward

J. I ayne, M.I.B.A., architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. M. A. Alderson.
^o^-eli £1,120 OiBruton £997 10
Barislcy j,0.i>i o Prideaux 995
Partridge l.ooo 1 Staite 905

Architect's estimate, £1,000.

„ Landing Stage, Birkenhead.
Messrs. T. \emon and Sods, of Tranmerc, have had the contract given them.

iney were the constructors of the ;exi8ting stages on the Liverpoolslde of the

„ HoiSEs, &c., Kensington.
For the erection of 7 houses with shops. Earl-street, Kensington, Mr. W. Sim,

architect, Dants-inn, Strand.
-, , ,

VpT 4 HouuB. I'or 5 HouMS. For 7 Iloiiees.
t-owhmd £2,944 .... £.3,(B5 .... £5,107
gj™ — .... 3,1.30 .... —
'"h 2,470 .... 3,055 .... 4,207

Mr. Fish's tender for the 4 houses accepted.

FAnMBUILDINGS, CONNINCTON, CAMBRIDCESHIBE.
tor the erection . f new Farm House Offices and Homestead, at Connington Cam-

IjrWgeBliirc, ItolK-rt Hutchinson, of Huntingdon, architect. Quantities supplied.
Sams and IJrj-dgc £2,000 A llison and Smith £1,729
Frohock and Leach 1,814 12 Ibbott and King 1.720 13
Freneh 1,790 Allen and Smith 1,690
»*»o'' 1,741 Bunting and Son 1,060
6»lnt 1,739 10

Warehouses, &c., Cottage-lane, City-road.
For works in erecting offices, warehouse, and workshops, for Messrs. Parkinson,

gas metre manufacturers, Cottage-lane, City-rd. J. Tarring, architect, 20, Bucklers-
bury, B.C.

Roberts, Lslington £2,130
Foster, Whitefriars 2,090
Batterbury 1,980

Iliggs, Lambeth £2,300
Patiuan and Fotheringham 2,224
Brass 2,100
Myers : 2,14-1

Ro.\D.MAKiNO, &c., Huntingdon.
For draining and forming roads to tlie budding ground adjoining the Hartford-

road, ill Huntingdon. Sir. Robert Hutchinson, surveyor.
William Mooney £r>87 15 9 I John Saint £500
Zachariali Uobbs 070 o Richard Brown 4.50

Samuel Mason 007 8

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CORN EXCHANGE.

Leeds.—For plans and estimates for a Corn Exchange, Leeds. Plans, A:c., at the
office of Mr. E. Filliter. C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Leeds. A premium of
£100 will be given for the first, and .£50 for the next approved plan, both to become
the property of the council. I'lans. &c., to Jtme 30.

MARKET.
Darlington.—For designs for proposed covered market at Darlington. Time ex-
tended to July 2.

MEMORIAL BUILDING.
BuRSLEM.—For designs for tlie erection of a suitable building in Burslem, combining

Scliool of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the lute Josiah Wedg-
wood, F.S.A. Premiums of £20 and £10 to the two designs most approved. Con-
ditions and particulars from J. Macintyre, lion. sec. to the Committee, Town Hall,
Burslem.

MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
Hartlepool.—For plans and drawings for a proposed new Mechanics' Institute

to be erected at the head of Middlegate-strcet, Ilartlepool. The site is 100 feet by
50, and the building is to include library, news-rooms, class-rooms, large lecture-
hall, and keeper's-rooms. A premium of £10 will be given for the plan approved
of and accepted. No remuneration, however, of any kind will be given except the
premium of £10 for the plan accepted. Plans, accompanied with estimates of the
cost, to be sent in to the Secretary, Mr. J. Hindmarsli, to July 2.

SCHOOLS.
York.—Plans for a school-room, capjible of containing 100 boys,with a suitable re-
sidence for a master, and a board-room for the trustees (eleven in number) wherein
to hold their meetings, witli the requisite outbuildings, offices, &c. ,at a cost not
exceeding .£7*X). Plans, &c., to William Lister, cierk'to tiic trustees of Brooke's
charity, at Thorne, Yorksliire, South Parade Tliorne, to June .30, accompanied by
a letter stating the charge, in ease it may be considered necessary, for superin-
tending the erection, including the salary of a clerk of works, whose apiiointment
will of course be subject to tlie approval of the trustees. The site contains aljout
one rood of land, and has a frontage of 72 feet to the town street. Preraiumof £2
will be given for the Plans, &c., approved.

HOSPITAL.
Banff.—For designs, i.e., an elevation and plans for the erection of the Chalmers'

Hospital, Banff, against the 23rd day of June next, with certification. There will
have to be provided accommodation for 50 patients, being "destitute sick paupers,"
foraliousc surgeon, matrons, attendants, dispensary for tlie hospital, and a meet-
ing-room for the Trustees. Tlie sum to be expended on tlie building not to exceed
£5,000. The structure to be of such a style and character that it can suitably be
enlarged hereafter, in case the funds of the charity shall be able to alTord increasd .

accommodation, in terms of the deeds. Information as to site and other par-
ticulars, and the remuneration to be allowed to the party whose plans are selected,

will be learned on application to William Coutts, Solicitor, in Banff. The plans to
bear a motto, and be accompani(;d witli a statement of the style and finish of the
building, and an estimate of tliecxpense of erection, and put up therewith asealed.
envelope, having thereon the same motto, but containing therein the name and
address of the party sending the plans, to be opened wdieu the Trustees decide.

BURIAL GROUND.
Oswestry.—For plans, sections, descriptive specifications, and estimates forfencing

in, laying out, and embellishing the land for a new cemetery at Oswestry, and for
erecting a cliapel, with entrance gates, lodge, and toolhouse, accompanied by such
details and suggestions as the competitors may tliink necessary for the information
and guidance of the Burial Board for the town and parish. The site comprises an
area of 4 acres, and is distant about half a mile from the town, A premium of £15
will be given for the design considered first in point of merit, unless the architect
should be employed to carry out the works, when it will merge in tlie commissione
and £10 will be given for the second best. Designs to become the property of the
Board. Competitors to state terms for tlieir carrying on the works. Further
information from R. .1. Cro.xon, Clerk to the Board. Plans, estimates, and particu-
lars, with name .and address of competitor marked thereon, to be enclosed in a
sealed cover, endorsed "Oswestry Cemetery," addressed to Mr. Croxon, as above,
to June 25. (See advertisement).

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Sydney. New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £000 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. Tde style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers
addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs
"William L. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for tr.ansmission to tlie colony by steamer
General conditions, togetlicr witli a contour plan, to be had of ]>Ir. Weale, 59
Hlirh Ilolborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Mr. II. Campbell,
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodges'aud Smith, Dublin, Messrs. I'hilip ana
Son, Liverpool; and Messrs. Thompson. Slanchester, At each establishment
photographic- views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Wealc will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by pest.

Designs to January 1, 1801.

LANDING PLACES, &c.
Mersey.—For the two most approved plans, accompanied by estimates, for improv-
ing the existing landing places or constructing new lauding places at the above
ferries, so as to render them in .all respects convenient for passenger traffic, and as
regards Egremont Ferry for goods traffic also, namely, for the first best plan foe
each ferry .£5(1 ; for the second ditto, £25. Plans selected to remain the property
of the Wallasey Local Board of Health. I'lans to tlie Offices of the Local
Board, 1, Cliurch-street, Egremont, near Birkenhead, to July 1 next: and further
information may be liad of the Chairman of the Ferry Committee of such Board t
or to T. K. Ilassall, Clerk to the Board, at his Office, 3, Old Churchyard, Liverpool.

FEKUY-BOAT.
Mersey Local Board.—For the two most approved plans and models ofa steam-
boat, suitable for conveying passengers across the River Jlersey in all states of
the tide andweatlier, between the several ferries of Seacombe. Egremont, andNew
Brighton, and flic landing stages at Liverpool, regard being liad to the nature of
the landing stages ol' such respective ferries ; such plans and models to be accom-
panied by an estimate of tlie boat complete in all respects, namely

—

For the First Plan and Model £100
Fertile second ditto «... 50

The plans and models selected are to remain the property of the Board. Plans an
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models to be sent to the offices of the Locnl Bonn], 1, Cliurcli-stroet, Etfremont,
near Birkenhead, on or before the Ist day of .luly next. Further information on
application to the Chairman of the Ferry Committee ofsuch ]Joard,or to Mr. T. K.
Hassall, Clerk to the Board, at his office, ;t, Old Churchyard, Liverpool,

y the pillars and clerestory of the
kc. I'lans, .*tc., at the Office of Mr.
sealed, to the Churchwardens, to

CONTRACTS OPEN.
VUBLIC BUILDINGS.

ManchesteII.—The time for receiving tendurH for the erection of the Manchester
Assize Courts, has been extended by th<' committee to Tuesday the I'-ith day of

June. I'laus, &c., at the Office of Mr. Taylor, surveyor, lO"-', Cross-street,

Manchester.
MKCHANTCS' INSTITUTE.

Stockport.—For the new mechanics' institution to be built In Wellington -road
Soutli and St. I*etersj,'ate, Staekpool. I'lans, Ac, and conditions, at the office of
the arciiitect, Mr. J. Stevens, ;i:J, rriiiccHS-strcet, Mancliestcr, from 11th to ii'jth

June. Quantities from the architect. Tenders to be sent to the institution. Middle
Xlill-jjate, Stockport, addressed to the chairman of the directors, to June '4o.

IXFIUMAUV.
Leicester.—For the several works iu tlie enlargement of Leicester Infirmary.
Flans and bills of quantities of Messrs. Darn and Smith, architects, St.. Martin's,
Leicester, from June 0. No (late specified.

TRACT DFl'DSITORY.
Stirling, N.B.~For new promises for the Tract Depository at Stirlin^:. Drawings,

specifications, and copy of quantities from Mr. Druramond, Tract Depot,
Stirling-, and of Messrs. Uay, Liverpool, the architects. Tenders to June 15.

HOSPITALS.
ItEDCAR.—For the works required iu the erection of the intended convalescent home,

at Coatham, Kedear. Flans, &c., at the Class-room, attaclied to the Farsonagc,
Coatliam, from llth to 1.5th June, and further information and quantities furnished
(if required), on application to Mr. Giles, Clerk of the Works. Sealed tenders, ad-
dressed to the llev. J. Fostlethwaite, Coatham, Uedcar, to June 18.

Maidstone.—For the erection of a new hospital for females, and also for additional

cells for refractory and insane prisoners at tha county prisons, at^Maidstoue. I*lans,

&c.,at tlie Offices of Messrs. Whichcord and lilandford, architects, Maidstone,
after 10th Jime. Tenders to be sent or delivered at the Offices of JMessrs. Which-
cord and Blandford, scaled and endorsed "New Hospital, County Frisons," or
"Refractory Ceils, County Frisons," to 4 p.m. 'on Wednesday, June 27. Persons
tendering are to be iu attendance at the Courts of Justice, Jlaidstone, at half-past

twelve o'clock on the 28th June.
CHURCHKS.

Fair Oak. Uant.s.—For the erection of a new church at Fair Oak, Bisliopstokc,

Hants. Drawings, &c., at the Vestry-room, Bishopstoke, after the 13th inat. Ten-
ders to be delivered at the Office of the Architect, Mr. John Colaon, St. Swithin-
street, Winchester, endorsed " Tenderfor Fair Oak Church " to June 27.

Orcop.—For enlarging, reseating, and restoring the parish church of Orcop, Here-
ford. Flans and Bpccifieation are to be seen at the Office of Thomas Nicholson,
architect, St. Peter's-square, Hereford, from the 0th to the 20th day of June, on
which latter day the tenders are required.

FoLKiNGiiAM.—For taking dOAvn and rubuildin;

nave of Folkingham Church, with a new roof, i

E. Browuing, architect, Stamford. Tenders,
June 11.

Barbourne.—For the erection of new church at Barbourne, near Worcester, plans,

&c., at the offices of Mr. Martin Curtlcr. solicitor, Worcet'ter, from June 4. Sealed
tenders endorsed "Barbourne Church Tender," to be delivered at Mr. Curtler's
offices, to July 7.

Weston Turville, near Aylesbury.—For re-seating the church of Weston
Turville, and repairing the chancel. Plans, Arc, at the rectory, Weston Turville,

and further information from D. Brandon, Esq., 24 Berkeley-square, London.
Tenders to the rectory, as above, to June Hi.

KuDSTON.—For the restoration of Kudston Church. Plans, &c., at the Office of the
Architect, 3Ir. Fowler Jones, 4, New-street, York, from June 4 till June 7, inclu-

aivc, and at the church, from llth to llth June. Bills of quantities maybe had at

the Architect's Office. Tenders addressed to Rev. Edward Mortlock, lludstou
Bridlington, to June 18th.

CHAPELS.
Hull.—For the erection of the new \\'eslt'van Chapel, Beverley-road, Hull.
Drawings, &c., and conditions, at the Office of W. BotteriU, architect, 23, Par-
liament-street, Hull, from 4th to llth June. Tenders, sealed, endorsed " Beverley
road Wesleyan Chapel," to Mr. BotteriU, to 12 noon of June 15. (See advertise-
ment.)

Penwortham.—For the erection of a building in the parish of Penwortham, to be
used as a chapel and school-room. Plans, &c., at the Rev. W. E. Kawstoue's,
Penwortham, to whom tenders.

PARSONAGE.
Warfield, Berkh.—For the erection of a parsonage-house at Warfield, near
Bracknell Station, Berkshire. Plans, ic, at the Priory Warfield; or with
Mewsrs. Gibbs, and Thompson, Stratford-upon-Avon, to llthinst. Tenders to

to Messrs. Gibbs and Thompson to June 12.

SCHOOLS.
Cleeve, Bristol.—For erecting a school-house at Cleeve.near Bristol. Plans, &c.,

with Mr. Harding, schoolmaster, Cleeve. Tenders to the Rev. R. Symes, Cleeve,

to June 11.

Bromyard.—For the erection of schools, out-buildings, &c., at Bromyard. Here-
fordshire. Plans, &c., with the Kev. J. Palmer, Vicarage, Bromyard, to June 11.

Tenders to F. R. Kempson, Esq., 30, Gordon -square, W.C., to June 12.

Stafford.—For the erection of Kiuj^ Edward's Grammar School and master's resi-

dence, at Stafford. Plans, &c., at tiie office of Mr. Henry Ward, architect. Mar-
ket-place, Stafford. Tenders sealed and endorsed "Tender for King Edward's
Grammar School," and directed to the Secretary to the Stafford Charities Trustees,
Stafford, to June 20.

MiDMAR, Aberdeen.—For the mason, carpenter, and slater work of a school for

Female Children, to be builton the Estate of Corsindae, Parish of Midmar. Plans,
&c., at the Office of Messrs. Stronach and Du^uid, Kinff-strcet, Aberdeen, and at

Corsindae House. The work will be contracted for on toe ground, at twelve noon
of June 16.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Balmacassie, Arf.rdeen.—For executing the mason, carpenter, slater, and plas-

terer work of a dwelling-house on the farm of Balmacassie, on the estate of Ellon.

Plan, &c.. with Mr. Glcnnie, Balmacassie, until 12th June, on which day the work
will be let, at ten o'clock.

Deestde.—For building and completing two houses, at the Lumphanan station ofthe
Deeside Railway. Offers will be received for mason's, carpenter's, slater.s, plaster's,

and plumber's works, separately, or for the whole works, distinguishing the amount
placed on each. Plans, &c., with Sir. John Stuart, architect, Muchalls; Mr.
Duthie, station master, Lumphanan ; or to Messrs. Smith and Cohran, advocates,

1, Huntly-strcet, Aberdeen, by whom offers will be received up toi:Jth June.
XoNDON.— For the erection of several houses at the East Phid of London.
Intending contractors to enclose their cards, per letter, to Sir. Dale, 58, Pall-

mall, S.W.
Hawkley, Hants.—For a house and offices at Hawkley. Applicants to send name
and references to Mr. Teulon, 9, Craig's- court, Cliaring-cross, to June 13.

Aberdeenshire.—For the various departments of work requisite in the building of

a dweiling-house, at Mills of Ahoyne. I'lans, t^c., with Mr. Calder, Factor, at

Aboyue, who will receive estimates until the IGtIi inst.

GASWORKS.
MilNTiiorpi:.—For thc;constrnction and erection of new gasworks, at Milnthorpc.

either tojrethcr or in »»cparate lots, with all material and apparatus requir<>d. Plant,
&c., at tlie Cross Keys Hotel, Milntliorpt, June 14, to wliurh tinu- t<iHl.i •* will be
received by Mr. Isaac Kawlinson, secretarjj of the Gas Company, Milulhorpe, and
from whom further particulars may be obtained; the tenders to be endorsed, •* Ten-
ders for Gasworks.^'

VILLAS.
Sydenham.—For the erection of a pair of large semi-detached villas at Sydenham
Drawings, specification, and termH at the Otllce of Mr. George Low, architect, 10
Basinghall-street, City, E.C. Tenders to June 12.

PAVING, &c.
Salford.—For the paving, flagging, sewering, and completing of a number of

streets, situate witliln the Salford district of the borough of SalforJ, Articles of
agreement, plans, sections and speciHcations may be seen, and forms of tvuder ob-
tained, at the Surveyor's Office, Town Hall, Salford. Sealed t<ndor.-<, addressed to
the Chairman of the Salford District l*aving and Soughing Committee, Town Hall,
Salford, to 12 noon of June 11.

PAINTING.
Rochester.—For the painting of Rochester-bridge. Specification at the Office of
George Essell, Bridge Clerk, the Precincts, Rochester. Sealed tenders for exi-cuting
the work in Carson's anti-corrosion paint, and in common oil paint, resp,;ctivelv-

(at the option of the Wardens and Assistants), to be delivered at the Bridge Council-
chambcr, Rochester, to twelve noon of Saturday, July 7.

ROOFING, &c.
BUR.SLEM.—For stripping and re-slating the roofs, and for sundry extensive repairs
and painting, &c., at the Hill Works, Burslem. SpeciHcations, &c., at the office
of Ralph Dain, architect, iLiverpool-road, Burslem, to whom sealed tenders pro-
perly endorsed, to June 10.

GASFITTINGS.
WiiiTECHArEL.—For fitting up the new wing of the Whitcchapcl Workhouse with

pipes, burners, Ac, for lighting the same with gas. Specifications, &c., on appli-
cation, from George Adams Farr, Clerk Clerk's Office, Whitechapel VVorkhousc.
No tender not on the printed form will be noticed. Tenders to June 12, when con-
tract will be made.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Strichen, Aberdeen.—For the mason, carpenter, and slater workof farm offices,

to be erected on several farms on the Estate of Strichen. Plans, &c., seen and
offers received, at Strichen Mains, on the 10th inst.

Anoi'NE, Aberdeen.—For the erection of a farm steading at Nether Drumgeak, on
the Estate of Aboyne. Plans, &c., with 3Ir. CakU-r. Factor for the Marquis of
Huntley, to whom estimates may be addressed, until the I2th day of June next.

ROAD-MAKING, &c-,
Slindon NEAR EcCLESHALL. —For forming, making, draining, and repairing of a

foot road and bridleway in the township of Slindon, from the highway leading
from Mill Meece to EccleshalI,.to the boundary of the -said township and the three
farms, of the statute width of ei^ht feet, and to keep the some in repair for six
months. Specifications, &c., of Mr. Thomas Tildcsloy, the East-fields, Slindon.to
whom tenders to June 1(>.

Kingston-lpon-Hull.—P'or the repairs of the roads and footpaths within the
Borough of Kingston-upon-Hull, for a period of twelve months, from July Ist
next to June 30, 18G1. Specification and forms of tender on .application to the Sur-
veyor, at the Offices of the Board, 73, Lowgate, from June llth to 15th between the
hours of ten and two. Tenders to be addressed to C. S. Todd, Esq., Clerk to the
Local Board, marked " Tender for Street Repnirs," to twelve noon of June 20.

SEWERAGE.
Putney.—For the construction of about 1,5'.)0 feet of 3 feet inch b y 2 feet fi inch

brick sewer ; 5j^ feet of 3 feet 3 inch by 2 feet i inch brick sewer ; and l.UOO feet
of 15 inch pipe sewer, in the pari.sh of Putney. Specifications, Jtc, on application
to Mr. Joseph Nibleft, surveyor. Biggs-row, Putney, from 9 till 11 a.m. Tenders
under seal, to the Board, endorsed " Tender for Sewers," to June 19.

Boston.—For the construction of certain brick and earthenware pipe sewers (about
one mile in length), together with manholes and other works connected therewith,
for the Local Government Board of Boston. Plans, »fcc., at the ofiice of Jlr. W.
H. Wheeler, the surveyor to the Board. Tenders to John George Calthrop, Clerk
to the Board, Boston, to June 14.

AVhitechapel.—For the construction of brick sewers in Brick-lane, partly within
the parish of Spitalfields, and partly within the parish of St. Matthew, Bethnal-
green. Plans, &c., with printed forms of tender obtained on application to 3Ir.
Frickcr, surveyor, at the Office of the Board. Sealed tenders, on printed form only,
to 4 o'clock June 11.

SUPPLY.
Chelsea.—For the supply of 2,000 tons of Guernsey? granite lumps, to be delivered

into the stoneyard, near the Wharf, at Chelsea, of the Guardians of the Poor of St.
Luke's, Chelsea, before Michaelmas-day next, free of charge for delivery. Tenders,
containing sureties, sealed and endorsed, to be delivered at the Oflice, in Arthur-
street, Chelsea, of W. L. Dig^ens, Clerk to the Board of Guardians, to June 12.

London.—For supplying Her Majesty's dockyards with 4,500 loads of sabicu timber,
and 4,000 loads of Spanish ajahosrany timber, according to distributions, which,
with forms of the tenders and the conditions of the contracts, together with a
specimen of the Spanish mahogany timber, may be seen at the department of the
Storekeeper-General of the British Navy. Tenders to 2 o'clock of June i."i. None
will be noticed unless the party 'attends, or an agent for him, duly authorised in
writing. Every tender must be addressed to the Secretary of the Admiralty, and
bear in the left-hand corner the words "Tender for ," and must also bo
delivered at Somerset-place, accompanied by a letter signed by two responsible
persons, engaging to become bound with the person tendering, iu the sum of^5,000
for the due performance of each of the contracts.

BRIDGES.
York.—For the construction of a lattice girder brirlgo, at Lcndal, York, of i:.>i feet
span, and 41 feet C inches wide, designed bv Wm. Dredge, Esq., C.E., containinff
upwards of 400 tons of wrought iron, with stone abutments ; also, for a small
girder bridge across the road adjoining, with iron railing and retaining walls for
the approaclies thereto. Contract No. 1 consists of the whole of tlic ironwork and
painting; contract No. 2 consists of the masonry, brickwork, scaffolding, road-
making, &c. Specification and drawings may be inspected, form offender,' sched-
ule for prices, and bills of quantities obtained, upon applicatiou at the City Sur-
veyor's Office, from the 5th day of June to the 22nd. Drawings, Ac, to be obtained
at the City Surveyor's Offices after the 10th June next, upon payment of £2 lOs.

Sealed tenders endorsed " Tender for Lendal Bridge,'' are to be delivered at the
City Surveyor's Offices, before ten a.m. June 22.

AVORKIIOCSE.
Whitby.- -For the enlargement of the workhouse, at Whitby. Drawings, &c., at tlio

office of T. B. and W. Atkinson, architects, 9.3, Micklegate. York, to 8tli June, and
at the workhouse, Whitby, from 9th to the 15th June, both inclusive. Sealed
tenders to Robert Breckon, Clerk to the GuardJan-s, at the Board-room, to a.m.,

of June 10. Schedules of the quantities may be obtained on application, on and
after llth June.

LOCK.
Commercial Dock.—For the construction of a new lock or exit from the docks of
the Commercial Dock Company into the river Thames, near I-avender Dock.
Rotherhithe. Plans and conditions at the Company's ofliccs, No. loi), Fcnchurch-
street, from June llth to June 2Ist, Fridays excepted. Speciliealions. bill ofquan-
tities, and blank tender, upon payment of three guineas, and all tendc-rs must be
on the printed form for that purpose. Tenders, under cover, addressed to the
Secretary of the Commercial Dock Company, endorsed "Tenderfor New M'orks,"
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to be delivered at the Dock office, 100, Fenchurch-street, on or before twelve (nooc)
ofJ line 2:2.

RAILWAYS.
iKVERNESsCf.BA—For the portion of the works on the Inverness and Ross-shIre
Bftilway ronimeneing at the station at Inverness and cndiug- at the Shore-road,
near the town of Diufrwall, a distance of IS miles, 1/^*53 yards.
The wo'ks of the intended contract comprehend :—

1. From 400.000 to oO<.>.000 cubic yards of cuttings and embankment
2. SOoverway and underway bridg^cs, and bum bridpres, and culverts.
3. A stone viaduct across 'the nvcr Ness, consisting of five arches of 72 feet

span.
4. Two timber viaducts at the river Eeauly, 460 feet in length.
6. A stone viaduct of live arches across the river Conon, of 77 feet span.
The rails, sleepers, fencing, &c., for the permanent way will be supplied by the
Company.

Drawings, &c., at the OfBces of BIr. Mitchell, C.K., Inverness, from whom, and
the assistant-engineer, duplicate schctlules may be obtained at 40s. each, cost ofthe
measurements to be paid by the successful contractor. The whole line is staked
out at every UH) feet from Inverness to Dingwall, according to the working section ;

and an assistant-engineer will attend at the Station Hotel, Inverness, at teuo'clock
on Monday the4th and Monday 11th June, to accompany contractors alongthe line,

and point out the site of the bridges. The draft of a contract proposed to be en-
tered into lit the Engineers' or at the Secretary's Ofllce, from 4tu June till the last
day, when offers will be received. Sealed tenders addressed to the Secretary, and
marked "Tender for Inverness and Koss-shire Railway Works," must be lodged
at his Office, Inverness, to June 10.

BARRACKS, &c.
Harti-epooi>.—For the completion of the requisite buildings and works for the
proposed store-rooms and barracks of tlie Durliara County Militia Artillery Regi-
ment, intended to bo erected in theFarewell-fleld, near to the town of Hartlepool.
Plans, &c.. at the Oftice of William Crozicr, E8q.,County Architect, County Courts,
Durham, from 4th June, and printed copies of the quantities of tlie several works
obtained, on application at the same time and place, nud pjaymcnt of 5s. for each
copy. Tenders (properly filled up in every particular, strictly in accordance with
the prescribed form), un^er seal, and endorsed " Tender for Durham Militia Artil-
lery Barracks,'* to the County Architect, to June ISth.

GUARD HOUSE, &c.
GosPOFT.—For the erection of a guard-house and building for reception of returned
ammunition, at I'riddy's Hard. Gosport. Intending contractors to leave their
names at the Royal Engineer Office, Gosport, from 6th to 13th June. Tay 10s. Cd.

for bills of quantities. (Sec advertisement.)
SLATING, &c.

Woolwich.—For renewing the slating and lead gutters, &c., of the soldier's
barracks, left wing, front range. Royal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich, Intending
contractors to leave their names at the Royal Engineer Olfice, to June 13, and pay
7s. 3d. for schedule of prices. (See advertisement.)

REPAIRING, &c.
Woolwich.—For repairing and painting the front range of the Royal Artillery
Barracks at Woolwich. Names to be left at Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, to
June 13, and lOs. 6d. to be paid for bills of quantities. (See advertisement.)

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Recorded to June G, 1800.

Mr. Charles Aldin, of Clapham-park, for " An improvement In the construction of paving
tUes."
Mr. Francis Blakemore Cox, of Birmingham, for " An invention for improvements In mea-

suring rules.'*
M.Antonio Jacquin P. Dc Carvalho.ofCl, Moorgate-street, for " Improvements in beams

applicable in the construction of floors and ceilings, &c."
M. Marcel (Jripon Dcschampes, of 2C1, Strand, for " Improvements in machinery for carv-

ing and sculptunng."
ilessrs. Hadfiela ami Atkins, of Iladficld, Derby, for " Improvements in macliinery for

preparing, niakhig, and moulding bricks, tiles, &c."
Messrs. Jarrlin aud Gerard, both of Paris, for "A new or improved maclUncry for manu-

Cacturlng bricks, tiles, &c.'*
— Mr. Joseph Menrtav, of Frlndsbury. Rochester, for " Improvements in the kihis employed
hi and for tne manufacture of cement."
Mr. Alfred Vincent Newton, of fiG, Chancery-lane, for ** Improvements in the application

of steam to tlie warniinp of buiUlhigj? and apartments, and an apparatus therefor.''

Mr. William Edward >c\vton, of (WJ, Chancery-lane, for '-Improved machinery for pre-
paring clay for the manufacture of bricks, &c."

OnANTS.
Mr. Robert Atkinson, ofthefVrm of Atkinson and Co., of Southampton court, Tottenliam-

court-road, " An:apparatiis to give warning to the Inmates of a house or apartment, of
the attemptcfl cntrv of thieves or burglars, which may be called a 'burglar and thief
detector.* ''—Proteciion six montlis.
Mr. Joseph Mabbott, of Ko. 7. Sunborr-terrace, Liverpool-road, "Improvements in wind

guards for chimneys." Dated 7th December, 1859-—Letters patent.
Mr. John Moore, of Ko 4fi, New-road Woolwich, " An improved damper for chimneys and

flues." Dated 2nd December, 18.50.—Letters patent.
Mr. Wra. Edwd. Newton, of 06, Chancery-lane, " An Improvement in iron pavements." A

communication to him from abroad by Baron Otto des Granges, of the city of St. Louis.
3Iissouri, United Slates of America. -Protection ix months.
Mr. Charles Short, of "VVestwoocI, in llie parish of Sclston, Kottingham; Thomas Bowes

Smeeton, of Cnderwood ; and William Howler, of IJutterley-park, in tlic parish of Pentrich,
** The manufacture of bricks, tiles, drain pipes, or otiier articles from cinder or refuse slag."
Bated 5th December, J859. Letters patent.

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. Murray Anderson, of ToUington Tark, Homsey-road, "Improved ventilating

apparatus."
M. Louis Julicn Brethon, of Tours, de d(?partcment d'lndrc et Loire, France* "An im-

proved press, for the compression of bricks, tiles, and similar articles, of either plastic or
other suitable compressible materiaU."
Mr. Peter EfTertz, of the City of Manchester, " Improvements In machinery or apparatus

for making bricks."
Mr. William Edward Newton, of the Office for Patents, CO, Chancery-lane, "Improved

apparatus for producing an artincial draft in chimneys, and for purposes of ventilation."—
A coBimunicatlon from abroad by George Colhoun, of Philadelphia, in the United States of
America.
Mr. WiUiam Smith, of Kcnnlngton-row, Kennington-park, " Improvements in paving or

covering roads and other ways." ^

BANKRUPTS.
(Frotn the Londim Oaxette.t

Ho1>l»,K.,Joiiin-, Kcrthownm.HalifBx, Yorkshire, June 13, and Jaly 6, nt eleren, at tb« Court, Leeds.
Official ttMJ|^re, Mr. Hope, Leeds; lolicitore, Measn. Wavell and Co., IIsHfas, and MesBrs. Bood and
Banrick, Levdt.

DIVIDEND DECLAKED.
BmIiboii, Joaepfa, IrmuDODCfT, Sheffield ; Ant dividend of 7* 9d., od Tuesday next and four fullowiDg
Tawiliya, m Mr. Brewin'i, 11, St. James's ttreet, Sbeffirld.

CEKTIFICATE GRANTED.
Bmtber, Jancff, Imilder, East Uoultfy ; aecond elau.

CERTIFICATE to be grarded utUese cause be shotim to the contrary on the
day appointed.

CfaaMrin, Jot«^, gt»6tting mannfartorcr, Binninicliarn, June 28.

INSoTvENTS.
CooIulfT^ George WalUr, carpenter, Yattoa, June 18, ( Taontoo.
BobUuoo, Joseph, ttODeinBaon, JLeek.

DISSOLUTION Ol'^ PAKTNEIISIIIPS.
Bntstone, Hunt and Dnbsoii, surveyors, Pnrk utri'et, Wfetniinater.
Harcourt, W. and H. J,, brassfoundera, Birmiii;;ham.
Mills, Sen. and Jun., huilders, Bvhnm.
J. A. Wnlker, E. S. Walker, J. Walker, S. Parker, F.Walker. P. A. Walker.E. C. Walker, H.Walker,

A, O. Walker, and H. PnrkiT, lead inercbniits, Louilon, Cheater, Liverpool, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne
(so fur as regards S.Pntker).
Wiillera, Thomas aiu! John, builders, Ttn-iitock.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

ON Monday, iu tlie Commons, Mr. Bowyer asked the First Commissioner of

\Vorljs "whetlier there was any objeetion to giving orders for means to he
used for causing tlie cloek to strike tlie hours upon the largest quarter bell (the

chimes being silent) until a new great bell shall have been cast and inlly

approved. He further wished to know whether the cause of the detect had bncn
ascertained, and whether another bell would be provided.—Lord Ilotham askedi t

the First Commissioner would lay before the House the determination to which
he had come in reference to the' bell before resorting to any further outlay of

money ?—In answer to both, Rlr. Cowper said'that he had the good fortune to secure

the advice and assistance, with regard to the great bell, of gentlemen who were
the best qualified to judge of such matters, but at present their inquiries were
not completed. So far as they had gone he should not be justified in saying

that the bell could be struck without considerable danger ; nor, on the other

hand, did it appear absolutelv necessary to abandon the use of the bell altogether.

He had considered that the best course to take, as a temporary arrangement,

would be to use the larger quarter bell for striking the hour, and the three other

bells for striking the quarters. If this were done, the House would be safe

against the recurrence of those very loud strokes which occasionally not only

drowned the voice of the speaker, but actually diverted the attention of the

House. By using the larger quarter bell, which of itself was as large as the

bell of St. Paul's, it might be struck without exposing the House to any serious

inconvenience. It was certainly rather hard that half the county of Middlesex
should bo informed of the hour at the expense of the bouse. The suggested

arrangement might be made without incurring any expense; and if it did not

answer could be easily discontinued.
Mr. H. Seymour asked the President of the Board of Trade if he could state

the day on which he would introduce his promised bill to carry out the recom-
mendations of the Harbour of Refuge Commissioners, so far as they relate to

giving facilities for the improvement of existing harbours.—Mr. M. Gibson said

he was unable, at present, to fix a day for the introduction of the bill. It was
very important to ascertain the decision of the select committee to which the bill

of the hon, member for St. Ives (Mr. Paul) had been referred, inasmuch as that

measure contained provisions which were analogous to tliose in the Government
bill with regard to harbours of refuge. As soon as those matters were settled,

the bill which was prepared would be at once produced.
Mr. Hennessy moved that the select committee on the Thames embankment

should consist of 17 members, with the view of adding Lord Fermoy and Mr.
Joseph Locke to the committee. The motion being objected to on the ground
that It was unadvisable to increase the number of members already on the com-
mittee, the House divided, when there appeared for the motion, 10; against it,

38—majority, 28.

ANSWKKS TO CORUESl'ONDENTS AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Loiters Bn(t- communications to bo addressed to the Editor of the Buiidixg Skws, 20,

Old Boswell-court, St. C'lciiiciit's, Strand, London.
The Kdltor cannot undertake to retiu-u unused Manuscripts.

" Strike C;lad.se" in Specifications.—Will any ofyour proles-slonal readers favor mc, and
probably the profession generally, by sending to you for publication In the valuable corner
of your naper devoted to '• Notes and Queries," sc, memorandums of the clause they have
luscrted^in their spcciflcallons—to meet the difficulties raised on a coutract for completion

bv a llxed time—iu the event of a Kcueral strike among the workmen. Ihe strike iiiiestjon

requires no ventilation at this particular moment, it is true, but it it were generally known
among operatives that architects had taken proper precaution to prevent unfiiir loss to

either employer or builder, it might operate as a salutary check on any lU-adTiscd proposi-

tions for another general strike Architect and M. X. 11. A.
Jack OF NEWBtmr's House.— I am able to inform vour correspondent, George Ralfe, In answer

to his queries in vour Number for May 4th, that Jack of Newbury's house is situated In the

town of that naiiic ; the front facing the malu street has been much altered, but agabieend
abutting on a narrow passage, some 9 feet wide, shows very clearly the gcucrul character
of the original structure i framed timber work, fUIed in with bricks laid in various jiic-

turestjue directions ; there arc some tolerably good wooden corbels under the (iverhanging

story, carved wooden strings, and a barge board of good characters this cud has been
undcriilnncd with modem brickwork to a height of about 5 feet, and the whole is, as may be
expected, thickly covered with whitewash.—w. M.,iVetr6Mry.

Anthony Mr. 'I'itc's address to the Koval Institute of Briti>h Architects w.os dehvcred on
November 7tli, 1859; it was prhited for distribution among the members, but not published.

It is of some length, occupying 37 pages ; but we do not know where you can obtain a

S.^lf^W. -All the illustr.itlons you mention as having at various times appeared in our

pages were prepared from careful original drawings. We do not think you can obtam
photographs taken from the same point of sight; if tliey exist we are not aware ot it.

orT.: A Memder.—Let well alone; neither you nor ourselves can do any good by Inter-

fering. Had we thought it possible we should have bad something to say on the subject

long ago.
, . ,

Constant Readee.—Nevertheless the article appeared ; look again.

E. G. L.—rellows of the Institute are not allowed to bo engaged in the measurement,
valuation, or estunation of any works, undertaken, or proposed to be undertaken, by any
building artificer,' except such as are proposed to be executed, or have been executed, under

their own direction, or from their own (lesigns, or as referee or arbitrator.

Mr. William Ellis (co. Fermanagh, Ireland),-Wo answered your inquiry in our last.

James I'ATTEsoN.—We will endeavour to comply with your request, but cannot pledge oiu--

selves to any particular course.
A. y.; K. L. \V.; Obseeveb; Peter Thanbv—Thanks for information.

Charles ToDO.— i'iie result is not yet known.
G. E. S.—Apparently we have received part only of the MS.
J. B.—We arc quite aware. It is a new edition. „ ., , .,,

Landowner (Devon).—We liave not rcliuqulshed the subject of cottage and villa arclii-

tecture ; want of space prevents our returuiug to it just nt present.

11. Williams AVe have already done so.

YoDNO AfTHoR.—If you send anything useful and np to our mark, wo will endeavour to

assist you ; but long practice is necessary to fit you lor the otHce of " constant contributor

to a journal ; and you must read a great deal to prevent you falling into egregious

TnoMAs L.'—Wo cannot interfere, and ratlicr suspect you have received a similar reply

before.
W. J. ; O. WiLKiNS ; A Clekk We cannot interfere. J

P. Price.—Sketches lie at the office, and may be had on application.
|

CHARLES Linnet; W. X. Y. Z.—Shall appear.
G. ItcTLEK Too late,

A. Bailey ; John Co.vder; W. B Send sketcljes. Yes.
AtJTHoii.—lteview /jcr^ appeared.

. .. ^

CAprAiN 8,, U.N. -Our nautical friend is quite amusing in his remarks on building matteis.

We may find room for a portion. MeauwhUe, St. Catherine's Docks wore opened in 18S8.

C. K L.—Thanks.
W. f. 3 Engraver. Next week. No.

. „.„„„_„ . n
KEcBivEB.-'iliomas liuiier, Phillip C w. Sir W. A., B. W., T. S. K., S n, «
N 11, C. B.
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questions :

THE INSTITUTE, THE ASSOCIATION, AND THE
SURVEYORS.

HE metropolis can hardly be said to repre-

sent the entire architectural world
of England, as any one knows wlio

has seen much of our large pro-
vincial towns, and what their local

architects are achieving in durable brick
and stone, to mark the art-progress of

this our age, and to shame our " metro-
politan," if not our city, doings in perishable
compo. Still, London is the centre of what
professes to be the concrete of the profes-

sional body, represented by the architectural

societies tliat have arisen in it ; and, more-

over, it is the centre and seat of the architectural

press ; it is not, therefore, assuming too much to

say that, any movement animatedly discussed in

these two quarters points to a change to be effected,

for better or for worse, in the condition and pro-
spects of the fraternity of—" architects- and sur-

veyors," we were going to say, but let us for the

present write

—

architects.

Just at this time there is a movement of this kind in

the metropolis : a triple movement which, rightly directed,

may be productive of great results, beneficial to society in

feneral as well as societies in London ; or it would scarce

e worth tlie serious consideration we propose to give it.

The triple movement takes the shape of these three
-Shall the Institute of British Architects establish exami-

nations for diplomas ? Shall the Architectural Association be remodelled
or extinguished ? and shall Surveyors form an Institute ?

These are not accidental questions, that have come upon men for

want of more useful or more sensible ones to deliberate upon—they are
all three of them questions of grave import to the class of persons whom
they agitate : and the wise or foolish solution of them is no matter of
indifference to the building community.

AVe have put the case of the Institute of British Architects foremost,
not solely because it is the senior chartered society of architects, which
we are all interested in upholding in usefulness, but because we regard
it with sorrow as the very fons et origo mali, the source and cause of
that abnormal condition of things, owing to which we have seen a lar"-e

body of London architects, chiefly young professors and students—the
very sap of the professional body—working for nearly twenty years in

a state of useful isolation from that Royally Chartered Soeietv, which
ought long ago to have made itself the Alma Mater of the English
architect ; but which has hardly taken one step to deserve that honorable
appellation. Let the Fellows and Associates of this fiivored society
look b.ack on the long term of years that has elapsed since its formation

;

let them reflect on what might have been done with Sir John Soane's
magnificent bequest ; let them remember the absorption of the old
Architectural Society ofLondon, not forgetting what its then President,
Mr. Tite, said of the failure of the Institute only a few years back ; and
let them say what real good to architects, or to

, architecture it has
effected during all these years. It has been great especially in one
thing—the according of adulation to those in or out of its own body
who, wholly without its aid, have signalized themselves as architects.
Its latest act of this kind must be accepted with gratitude—the securinn-
of our most honored place of sepulture for the remains of Sir Charles
Barry. Let us be generous, and assume it was really the man and not
the Listitute, for which it sought and secured the honor. Still, there
is no denying, it was at the hands of the Institute, a mere act of tardy
indemnification of that great artist when dead, for the injury done him
while living, the herding him cheek by jowl as a Fellow and no more,
along with a large collection of contemporary architects, some eminent
and most of them estimable men, but amongst whom, it is too well
known, there are professional nonentities, whom it was reserved for the
Institute of British Architects, of all people in the world, to raise to a
par with Charles Barry ! Truly the left-handed compliment assigned
for years to the living man, needed some such expiation as this very
graceful act of recognition, happily accorded in " the nick of time," to
their deceased Fellow. It was an act gratifying to every architect in
the land—long may the Institute enjoy the credit of it—but it was an
act ofjustice !

There can, of course, be no possible objection to the Institute
dividing its members into as many classes as it may deem desirable

;

and were it a mere private club of architects, no one would be
warranted in complaining of its domestic system. But it is not so : the
Royal Institute of British Architects sets up a claim to authority in
England

; and, however ill-directed are its efforts to attain that end, its
avowed object is to devate itself to the position of an arbiter in all

professional questions. Hence the constitution and shortcomings of
tliis society have become fair themes for public criticism. Let us to-
day say little of the latter : let us pass over with a mere allusion the
torpidity of the Institute on sucli matters as the system of public com-
petious for designs, with others vitally alTccting the interests of art in
general, and the respectability of its own members in particular ; and
proceed to consider the constitution of the Institute, classified as it is

into Fellows and Associates. It would seem to have been originally
contrived for the express purpose of preventing this society from ever
rising from the sphere of a private professional coterie to that of an
Imperial Institute, on whose muster-roll it should be the ambition of
every English architect to have his name inscribed.

There is death and decay in the very nature of the Listitute of
Architects, as it is now constituted. Let us hope that these inevitable
results will be averted by the steps now about to be taken for its

reformation ; and that above all things the present method of dis-
tinguishing Fellows from Associates will be altogether abandoned. It
is vulgar and invidious in the extreme

; productive of heart-burnings
and discontent within the lecture-rooms of the society, and of unseemly
ridicule out of doors, where the parade of these distinctions has of
late years assumed even an offensive aspect ; as every architect in and
out of that body must admit when he looks down the long—too long

—

list of architects in the " London Post Office Directory," and sees the
prefix of/, and of a. against the names recorded therein : a prefix
doubless meant to enlighten some city "Japhet in search of" a first-

rate architect, but which every practising architect in London knows
to be simply indicative of nothing. No sane architect in England will
pretend that " to be or not to be " an /. or an a. of the Institute has
anything whatever to do with a man's having or lacking the attainments
necessary for an architect. Here and there it may be that some unhappy
man, emulous of being elected a Fellow, has been black-balled at the
Institute, because he was not " a good fellow " at all ; but who ever
heard of a man being plucked for his " little go " as an Associate
of the Institute for pure mcompetencj' ; or rejected as a Fellow of
that chartered body, because he had ignobly vegetated as a master
architect for " seven years," without raising one single structure worth
looking at ? Sorry should wo be to wrong the Institute, but we fear
greatly none but negative answers can be given to these ugly inquu-ies;
and if it be so, is it not high time there should come a change over a
state of things, that can only have one melancholy result—the per-
petuation of mediocrity ? It will not affect the truth of these remarks
in the least to point to the names of those eminent architects (^Associates
as well as Fellows) whose lustre only imparts a colorable excuse to the
evil

:
in the eyes of the uninitiated public some portion of this lustre is,

it is true, rubbed into the shoulders of their less gifted brethren, cer-
tainly to the depreciation of its market value to themselves ; but though the
Institute, as it is now constituted, were to endure for centuries, it will
never have the respect and confidence of the professional fraternity out
of doors, if even it may secure the good opinion of its own members
within. Not having at hand the list of its present members we write
under correction, but have a strong impression that the career and
present prospects of the Royal Institute of Architects are pretty
much the same as those of the Architectural Association, with which
it is too of>en inimically contrasted—that is to say it has, like the Asso-
ciation, been going on for very many years with a certain average num-
ber of members, who pay their subscriptions, drop off, and make way
for new subscribers, destined, should they become needy or weary of
paying, to drop off and give place to new ones ; and that, in fact, at the
present tune there is no prospect whatever of the Institute, as it is now
constituted, realizing its national title, and becoming in very deed the
Institute of British architects, within whose pale an English ai-chitect
is a somebody, and outside of it of necessity a nobody.

Let The Institute be warned of the future by the results of her past
career. The time is gone by when, continuing a mere comfortable club
of respectable well-to-do gentlemen, she will be enabled to maintain the
/^twiJ-Governmental position she is ambitious to assume—laudably am-
bitious, it must be acknowledged ; for, albeit she has hitherto been but
a sorry Jezebel to the growing generation of architects, " she is a
King's daughter," originally destined to a higher and more British end
than the patronage of respectable mediocrity ; or even the driUing of
Cockney architects in the mysteries of the London Building Act.

Great difference of opinion exists with respect to the wisdom of any
course of examination. The Institute may set up for its present and
future members ; but all are agreed on one point, that it is desirable some
standard of competency should be set up, by which its members may
may be tested as to those matters of professional science and practical lore,

without which an architect, however skilled he may be in his Art, is a
curse to the building community. The great difficulty seems to lie with
the question—what is to be done with the present Fellows ? The
Institute, reflecting how these have been first created, will surely never
dream of constituting them examiners for the contemplated diploma

!

Better far will it be to leave the present Fellows and Associates to re-
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main as they are, and institute two new honorary titles, as " Student

in Architecture " and " Licentiate in Architecture," as admirably

suggested in a recent article in this Journal,* bearing the initials II. S.,

whoever the writer may be, and in time let the titles Fellow and
Associate die out altogether. They are titles reminiscent of a grevious

mistake, once begun and fatally persevered in for years, which the

Institute will do well to bury in decent oblivion ; for who, it may be

asked, if the present Fellows are to remain unexamined, will care to go

up to the Institute, stand an examination, and pay down (as the candi-

date ought) a handsome diploma fee, if after all he is only to be dubbed
F.K.I.B.A. ? There is no way of meeting this difficulty should the

Institute persist in retaining the old titles, and dispense with the

examination of her present Fellows. The new Fellows will most
assuredly insist on having it known that there is a wide distinction

between a Fellow examined and a Fellow unexamined ; even if it should

only be compromised by some such droll result as the tacit recognition

of the former as a Fellow, and of the latter as a Fogey, of the Royal
Institute of British Architects—the idea is ingenious, but not original

:

it is suggested to us by the recent speech of Jlr. K. W. Billings at the

Architectural Association.

But, it may be asked, why have any examinations whatever ? Is it

not quite possible for the Institute to annually or quarterly announce
who among its own members are worthy of, say, the degree of
" Student " or " Licentiate of Architecture," just as her Majesty gazettes

a new batch of peers, or as the Pope announces an addition to the

College of Cardinals ; with this additional feature, that the Institute

might publish the reasons why, by genersJ ballot of all her mature mem-
bers, Mr. This or Mr. That had been raised to the dignity in question ?

All that would be needed would be to erect some approved standard,

embracing certain particular acts or excellences, which combined,
some more and some less in one individual, would, in the judgment of

the Institute, suiBce to make an S.A. or an L.A., as the case might be.

There can be little doubt that, if the Institute conduct her own move-
ment judiciously, she will do much to settle the movement now agita-

ting the Architectural Association ; for there is, of course, no real

reason why there should be two architectural societies in London : but,

however this be, we should be sorry to see the Association extinguished

while the movement of the Institute remains unsettled. The Associa-

tion has for years filled an honorable place in the architectural world as

a pioneer for its elder and graver sister—witness this very question of

professional examinations ; and it may as well prolong its existence till

that, like other useful questions which it has agitated in its day, shall have
been brought to a happy issue ; when it might well retire from the arena
with credit, merging itself, as it is doubtless would, in the reformed In-

stitute of British Architects.

As to The Surveyors, we trust that, when it comes to mature its

curriculum for the diplomas-to-be, the Institute will recognise the value

of those high qualifications that go to make a good surveyor ; and how
close is their identity with many of the qualifications of a good architect.

Is there any valid reason why every architect who enters the Institute

should not qualify himself to receive a diploma, representing a certain

amount of acquaintance with surveying ; and any reason why surveyors,

who would easily gain it, should not be admitted as such to all the

privileges of the Institute ? Let no petty jealousy stand in the way of

these gentlemen being admitted to the Institute. Sir Charles Barry,

we now learn, was originally a building surveyor : the Koyal Academy
seems to have had the honor of making an architect of him. Who
knows but that the Institute, were she to throw open her doors to the

fraternity of building surveyors, might give birth with artistic vitality to

some future Barry, naply doomed, but for her timely extension of her

privileges, to expend his genius in the taking out of vile " quantities"

and the adjustment of viler extras and omissions.

Kirhbum—A school for 130 children is about to be erected at
Klrkbnm, near Driffield. The building, comprising a school-room, master's
residence, class-room, &c., will be of red brick with Mexbro' stone dressings,

in the Tudor style, with bell-tower. Mr. R. G. Smith, of Hull, is the architect

;

the cost of the building will be £750, and Messrs. Simpson and Malone, of Hull,
are the contractors.

Lnughton Essex.—The first stone of the New Baptist Chapel was
laid on Tliursday the 7th of June, 1800, hy Sir S. M. Peto, Bart, M.P. It is

intended to accommodate 3.00 persons, with ample room for each. There are no
galleries at present, but provision is made for them should the increasing popula-
tion reauire their introduction. The plan is a parallelogram witli curved
approaches by twenty-one steps at the side, which take you to the floor of the
cnapel, beneath which are spacious school-rooms. The design has considerable
originality, the style Roman Doric on a rusticated base. The total cost of
erection ls £1,950. The architect, Mr. William D'Ayley; the builder, Mr.
Martin Page.

South Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 9th June, 1860,
the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free

days, 4,37.j; on Monday, and Tuesday, free evenings, 3,C2C. On the three
students' days (admission to the public Od.), 1,904 ; one students' evening,
Wednesday, 287. Total, 10,192. From the opening of the Museum, 1,486,542.

* The Institute Examinations, page 113.

A LESSON FROM SOANE.
THAT very few persons take any interest in plans, even if they under-

stand them, is the less surprising because it is so very rarely that any
sort of artistic interest is thrown into them. What is a mere negative
merit is too easily accepted as a positive one. As far as plan is concerned

it is reckoned sufficient for a house to answer to the character of being con-
venient, that is, not actually inconvenient. Yet how much may be made
of such an unpromising subject to work upon as a London house of no
more than average respectable size and quality, was shown by Soane in

what is now the " Soanean JIuseum, which is iu itself a museum or reposi-

tory of ingenious ideas and contrivances, admirable hints to be seized on,

followed up, and enlarged upon. The house No. 13, Lincoln's-inn Fields,

is by no means an express model for direct imitation, but has much that

may be borrowed from with large repayment of interest. JIuch, very
much there is there to be found, of which much, very much . more may be
made ; and the opportmiities for doing so are, or at any rate might be
made, of rather frequent occurrence.

Be we mistaken or not, our own opinion is that for one person who could

have hit upon such a felicitous deviation from routine in house-building

as Soane did, scores and scores might have been found who would have pro-
duced designs for "Royal Palaces," and similar school-boy " gold medal"
subjects. Now that the example has been once set, the wonder is that

nothing of tlie kind had been thought of before ; and the still greater

wonder, perhaps, is that scarcely any one has profited by the lessons to be
derived from the house in Lincoln's-inn-fields.

We are acquainted with only a solitary instance—nor have we so much
as heard of any other—in which Soane has been most successfully followed;

and that is an alteration which an architect has just made in his own
liouse, to its very great improvement. When we say " followed," we must
not be understood to imply that there is any thing like imitation j because
every point of resemblance is also one of decided dissimilarity. Equal
ingenuity and power of contrivance are displayed; there are many piquant

eflfects, produced by such simple means that they seem to be quite spon-

taneous, and the difficulty would have been how to avoid them.

Having known the house before the recent alteration was made, we are

therefore able to compare what it now is with what it formerly was ; and
are, perhaps, all the more struck by the extraordinary improvement that

has taken place. By taking into the plan what was originally a rather

confined back-court, and of no use except to afford light, the ground-floor

has been extended, even more so in appearance than in reality, for though
small as a court, transformed into a room it looks comparatively large.

So long as that space at the rear of the house remained unaltered

the look-out into it from the room behind the dining-room in front,

was, if not disagreeable, not particularly attractive, or in any way
remarkable ; whereas now, the view into the newly erected " studio " is

not a little scenic, nor is the view from it much less so. Beneath the

studio tliere is what may be called a crypt, on the level of the basement-

floor,—a Soanean idea, it will perhaps be said, but certainly treated altogether

differently. If that is to be accounted copying, all we can say against it

is that we wish we could get a great deal more of it than we do, or are

perhaps likely to do, such copyism being fully equivalent to originality.

From the studio, one easy flight of stairs leads down to the room beneath

it which we have designated the crypt, which latter conducts to aud is

terminated by a most charming little snuggery, designated breakfast-room,

but occasionally made use of as a family dining-parlor, and a most con-

venient, snug, and cosy one it is ; as we can tell by experience of it.

Although we call what is here done a lesson from Soane, it is one from

which Soane might have learnt something ; and to others it holds out

many lessons, and much instruction, it being replete with valuable

impulsive hints, all the more valuable because they propel onward to

further thinking in the same direction. The house we are speaking of

—

and did we think it warrantable to do so without first obtaining per-

mission, we could point out the street and number,—affords convincing

proof that very much indeed may be accomplished with moderate means
both in respect to space and to cost.

If there be anything at all that can be looked on as being directly

borrowed from Soane, it is folding screens, by means of whicli greatly

increased extent of surface for hanging pictures or framed drawings may
be obtained. Yet surely all inventions and contrivances of the kind when
once made known become common property and arepro bonopublico. Were
the privilege of monopoly of an idea to be conferred on the individual who
first started it, there would be a dead stop to all further progress and
improvement, in the case of what though a very useful, may be a very

simple contrivance. Surely, next to the merit of originating anything of

the kind, is that of taking advantage of it, and showing how it may be
turned to account in a variety of ways.

At the risk of being thought to have got astride upon our hobby, we here

remark in an " aside," by skipping over which the reader is at liberty to

display his agility, that it would be better both for architecture itself

and those who practise it, were the latter somewhat less studious of style

or styles, and far more so of that which style serves only as the vehicle,

of, namely artistic design and composition. The most exact knowledge

of, and intimate acquaintance with a style does not confer the power of dis-

playing ability in it. At the best such study is no more than a stepping

stone to something further, a ladder whereby to reach something higher.

It is very possible for an architect to have a critical knowledge of the history

of his art, yet be unable to show anything MVaJorte in the exercise of it.

When we hear a man spoken of as a learned architect we consider it rather ;

equivocal praise. However well he may have deserved such epithet, no

one thinks of applying it to the late Sir Charles Barry, because he was
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something more and greatly better. We question if he troubled liimsclf

:it all about the " battle ofthe styles," but rested content with having shown
mastery in two of very opposite character.

After the above rather long, and what some will perhaps call a very

impertinent asiile or digression, we come back to our proper and professed

subject, which we do by saying that in the case we are noticing there is

nothing of pretentious display, all is modest sober and unassuming. No
aid is derived from what we, somewhat cavalierly, perhaps, permit ourself

to call " decorators' man-millinery," which is generally trusted to too much.
Any day can money command flnery, but it cannot purchase beauty, much
less that best and most bewitching part of it, that of which no distinct

idea can bo conveyed by words. Even so it is in architecture, in fact, in

all art ; but, perhaps we are talking or stalkin? upon stilts, so let us

leap down from them, or in other works throw off buskins and put on

slippers.

Decorators and upholsterers are, no doubt, serviceable enough in their

way, but they ought to bo regarded as only aides-de-camp to the architect.

It is for him to show that, though ho cannot altogether dispense with their

services, the best, the most artistic part of his work is entirely his own.

The decorator, that is, the ordinary "paper-hanging" decorator, stands,

or ought to stand, in the same relation to the architect as the picture-

frame maker does to the painter, or, we were going to add, as the bellows-

blower does to the organist. Too much stress has of late been laid by

some on ornamentation and decorative detail, as if artistic quality of

design depended mainly upon them, and attention to them could excuse all

shortcomings or even faultiness in other respects. That excellence of

workmanship and beauty of material enhance the beholder's gratification

is indisputable; yet merits of that kind cannot be received as equivalent

to, or a satisfactory substitute for, the product of artistic mind. It is in

the power of genuine art, whose motto has ever been materiam superat

opus, to transmute with Midas touch whatever it handles into the most
precious of metals. Of such magic potency of genuine art we have
incontrovertible testimony in Greek fictile vases, whose beauty of form is

such that some of them seem to have been fashioned by the fingers of the

Graces themselves. Beauty of that kind—and it deserves to be distinguished

as the/bnnose or eumorphic—is the very essence and eloquence of all true art.

It is the charm which defies definition, and is wholly beyond the reach of

the most approved rules and methods of teaching. In fact, it is precisely

at the point where rules end that sincere and spontaneous feeling for art

begins to exhibit itself. In architectural design a great deal—the quantum

suff. of the decent and passably respectable, may be got without much
trouble by merely " cramming " for it, and adopting ready-made ideas and
applying them at second hand, from the graphic publications which,

though they may have been intended to promote study, are, for the most
part, perverted to the purpose of deterring from further actual study.

Duly by means of form can the architect show himself an artist and
bestow that inherent constitutional beauty on his work for which it is

indebted to no other than himself. Of course we here employ the term
in its widest and most comprehensive meaning; understanding by form
not merely single forms but combinations of them, including those which
arise out of plan and section. While it admits of any degree of embel-
lishment, what is eumorphic can also afford to dispense with decided orna-
mentation. It possesses a charm which familiarity cannot stale, but, on
the contrary, rather all the more endears. Nevertheless, little regard is

had to excellence of that sort; in fact, careless, slovenly, hap-hazard,
design (?) seems to have become with many the order or rather the dis-

order of the day. A most cynical disregard of the decencies of architectural

composition—let the style be whatever it may—is affected by them; yet
not, perhaps, altogether without suflicient reason, inasmuch as it spares a
great deal of study and mere bothering brain-work.
We feel that we ought to apologise for indulging in so much " by-play " of

criticism, and our excuse ijiust be that we have found it impossible to abstain
from remarks which, whatever may be thought of them, are assuredly
none of the stalest, and which we may, perhaps, return to on some other
occasion. For saying more of the main subject of our paper we have left

ourself but brief space ; nor, indeed, could we by mere verbal description
realise to the reader the full force of the simple charm produced by inge-
nious contrivance and well-considered planning. There is nothing what-
ever to be spoken of that would shine in description, and it is uiterly
impossible for the pen to paint that kind of attraction for which language
has no words and art no terms in its vocabulary. Yet if there is little

or nothing to be described, there is that from which very much indeed
may bo learned. There is what provokes to imagining a thousand
varied Proteus shapes for the same radical idea. Here we stop, or else we
might be only in the middle instead of at the end of this paper. L.

THE AKCHITECTUKAL MUSEUM.
THE foUowin" letter was read at the meeting of the Architectural Museum Com-

mittcf on the 11th inst, :—
" The fiimily of the late Sir Charles Barry beg to tender their hearty thanks for the

Ucsolutioii of the Committee of the Architectural Museum. Livin", as he did, almost
wholly for art., it would have been deeply gratifying to him, and it is, therefore, in
the highest degree consoling to them to receive so emphatic and so general a recog-
nition of the value of his public services. It is scarcely less gratifying to find that in
those Institutions, in the work of which he had some practical part, took at nil times
a strong personal interest, his loss is so truly felt and his memory so kindly regarded.
And for themselves they must ever retain a deep sense of the warm and kindly sym-
pathy which has been given to them in their trouble, and been valued by them m a
degree proportionate to the greatness of their loss. Xor can they fail, at the same
time, to return their sincere thanks to the Committee for the part taken by them in
the ceremonial of this day and in that general and spontaneous tribute of respect
which would have been highly appreciated by its object, and will ever live in the
recollection of those wtiom fie has left behind.
"Clapham."

AKT-TKADES' UNION.
OBJECTION may, perhaps, be taken to the title prcfixod to the present

rem.arks, and it may be argued that the conjunction of terms is a
contre- sense, since art and trade or manufactures are totally opposite and
irreconcileable. Readers who believe in the justice of anathemas hurled
against machine-made ornaments will doubtless take this view; and
although it is certain that " a very great deal may be said upon both sides

of the question," as Mr. Shandy sententiously and sagely remarked, the
reply to the objection must be made, after the fashion of the Irish logician,

by asking a question—" How are we to distinguish those trades or handi-
crafts in which the arts of design do enter from others in which they do
not enter, and which are purely mechanical?" When a new term has beea
suggested, apropos, intelligible and significant of the purpose, we shall be
happy to adopt it and to frankly acknowledge the superior wisdom and
research of its author. Till then we see no escape from the use of the
terms art-manufactures and art-trades.

It has been often proposed in these columns, by a writer whose refined

and classical taste must be admired even when his conclusions are most
differed from, that a new muse should bo set up—Graphia—to whom
shonld be dedicated the arts of design or graphic arts. The proposition,

which at first seemed born of a rich and vigorous imagination, refined by
diligent study of the literature of Grece, and to have little that was prac-
tical or useful in it, now proves, on the contrary, to be a very home-spun
suggestion clothed in an Athenian dress. The idea has taken root in the
mind of working men and grown into a very household desire, until it is

at last made manifest in a thoroughly English form. Although we may
not be destined to witness the birth of a tenth muse, and the addition of

Graphia to " the tuneful Nine," we are apparently on the eve of beholding
the union and consolidation of her humbler votaries into a great confra-

ternity. We do not mean that oil painters, sculptors, water-colorists, and
architects will be fusioned, or ever acknowledge a common band of sym-
pathy or union—their fancied interests, personal and class, are held would
suffer by it—but their subordinates or art-workmen in all branches are
approximating to a mutual understanding and to the establishment of a
" platform " on which all may take their stand, and where every interest

may be represented.

The art-trades in England are more numerous than in any other country,
and we maintain that their graphic powers are greater than those of
any body of foreign workmen, despite what Frenchified statesmen may
say to the contrary. Among art-workmen are potters, glass-blowers

and glass-cutters, wire-workers, wood-turners and carvers, stone
carvers, joiners, cabinet makers, metal turners, weavers, a large

variety of smiths, painters and stainers, and all the classes that come
under the title ef pattern or model makers. These are the principal so

far as we can recollect, although it is highly probable that many
important ones have been omitted : and in each of them, English workmen,
are superior to their competitors. Starting from the canon of art manu-
factures laid down by Mr. Redgrave, that the primary object in the design

of every article should be utility, with which ornament should never be
allowed to interfere, but to which it should always be subordinate, it is

beyond dispute that English goods bear away the palm. They are infi-

nitely more handy, more sightly, better adapted to the purpose they have
to serve, and exhibit a more correct proportion of material to strength,

for every unnecessary addition of material is waste.
Leaving aside the Sevres manufactures, which arc the productions

of regularly educated artists, and altogether beyond the conditions

of trade, there can be no hesitation in arriving at the conclusion of

the very great superiority of English china over that of France. French
coffee cups are generally half an inch thick, and require the drinker

to have the labial abundance of negroes to avoid spilling their con-

tents. They are too heavy to be lifted conveniently when full. The
glaze of all their crockery, as admitted by Mr. Brogniart, is so soft

as to crack in hot water. The same clumsiness is remarkable in all

ordinary dinner services ; butter boats are made in one piece with the

stand, and few of the articles rarely stand fair. They are mostly top
heavy and require threefold the space of English goods in stowing or

putting away. When crockery was introduced into France to be within

the reach of the inferior strata of the middle classes, English potters

English pattern engravers, English pattern printers, and English firemen
had to be imported. Even to this day they are to be found at Limoges,
and in the important potteries of Creil and Montereau. The potter who
has learned to work in the English fashion, and who is called in the trade
Vouvrier Anglais, although in no wise an Englishman, but simply a pupil

of the English style, earns from one-third to one-half more than his

fellow, Vouvrier Fran^ais, who works after the old French fashion.

In the Exhibitions of 1851 and 1855 there was nothing more painfully

apparent to the eye than the clumsiness of French machines and machinery.
Excellent as they were in many respects, there was a superabundance of

material, which did not add to the strength, but rather detracted from it

as well as diminished the durability by reason of increased wear and tear

arising from extra weight, and they also lack what we call finish, but
which is frequently another term for handiness. Yet before they could

make machinery they were obliged to take over English workmen, and
more especially English pattern makers. Tlie ironworks and shop at

Charcnton, almost the first of the kmd, had nothing but Englishmen, who
on pay-days used to ride in glass coaches through Paris, and after earning

their money like horses, used to spend it like asses, and crumple up the

asserters of French law, as if they were. Nuremberg dolls. The immense
works and locomotive factory at Cruesot were founded by Euglish workmen,
so were Kaechlin's works at Mulhausen. M. Gouin, the other great engine
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builder anil machinist, left the Polytechnic to study engineering in England,
and his foreman is an Englishman from Sharp and Kobcrts. John Taylor
went to Marseilles to teach the construction of steamsliips and marine
engines. Mazeline's factory at Havre, for steam boilers and marine
engines, was formed by Englishmen. Buddicombe's railway carriage and
waggon factory at Kouen was established and worked for years by
Englishmen. Paper-making machinery was introduced by an English
millwright—Varral, and French lace, which Englishwomen run such
-dangers to smuggle over, is made by Nottinghamshire weavers settled at

' Calais, Guinnes, and Boulogne, in Nottinghnmshire-made machines, and
from Nottinghamshire designs ; and Frenchmen first learned to make
boots and shoes properly from one of Tom Painc's foolish followers of the

name of Ashley, who was mi-xed up in the Birmingham riots, and settled

towards the close of the last century in Paris, where liis shop may still be

seen in the Rue Vivienne. If it were not for wearying the reader, we could

fill page after page with illustrations of how greatly French manufacturers

are indebted to English designers.

We may be asked if we deny the superiority of French patterns

for fabrics. We may not do so altogether, but we most certainly

deny the degree. Can anything be more wretched or in worse taste

than the ordinary run of Frencli paper hangings representing battle

scenes, or even the better sort with conventional figures shaded so

that it entirely depends upon how the light is admitted into the apart-

ment whether or not the shadow be between it and the body? In colored

textile fabrics, French manufacturers enjoy a great advantage from the

cleanness of the atmosphere which gives brightness to their colors,

that conceals a multitude of errors in design. There are also some specific

qualities in the waters used for dying, which are esteemed favorable

to colors, particular those of the Bievrc, of which Englishmen are

reputed to be envious, and Baron Charles Dupin is reported

some years ago to have discovered a conspiracy of Manchester
cotton printers for transporting the source surreptitiously to Lan-
cashire. How it was to bo done, tlie ingenious Baron did not

disclose. That was an insignificant detail which did not weigh with the

intelligent population of St. Marceaux, when they shouted, A has Us
Anglais! under the guidance of this distinguished statesman. Moreover,
it must not be forgotten that the French manufacture for the wealthy few,

we for the many, who are not so wealthy, and whose tastes are not so

refined. The reproach, if any, sliould be addressed to the consumers, and
not to the manufacturers ; for it is the demand that influences the

character of the supply, and not the supply that of the demand. It would
be easy to exhibit French designs for textile fabrics conceived and executed
in the worst and most outrageous taste. Indeed, we think a collection

of them at South Kensington would be a useful and instructive example to

the public ; and we know that many of the most popular French designs are

executed by English designers, one of whom was accustomed to proceed to

Paris yearly, on behalf of a large firm in the north, to purchase French
designs, which he conceived and executed himself, thus getting double pay.

There can be no secret about the matter, for it was sufficiently notorious

in artistic circles in Paris.

Then we come to articles of utility. What can be said of tlieir designs,

or, rather, what may not be said against them ? Fenders representing
hunting scenes, or landscapes, or tourneys, all bristling with points and
angles, so as to afford no rest to the foot and catch ladies' dresses ; fire-

shovels that will shovel up nothing ; tongs without joints ; easy
cliairs

—

crapavds—so ill-balanced as to topple tlie sitter over, if he lean

back ; carts and harness so heavy as to exhaust half the strength of a
team

;
ploughs that went out of fashion in England before the Common-

wealth ; two-pronged hoes, so short-handled as to bow the back and round
the shoulders of the agricultural population, for you may travel from
Dunkirk to Bayonne without once seeing a spade ; and as for a mop, it

doesn't exist, and can only be expressed by such a paraphrase, as a
" washing-broom."
We have to apologise for this digression, into which we have been led

by a desire to establish that English workmen, to say the least of them,
are quite as competent to conceive and execute designs as French work-
men, acknowledged to be the best on the Continent. If we have done
so, we trust we shall also have succeeded in establishing a claim upon
the attention of the public for a proposition, the germ of which will be
found in a speech at the Ironmongers' Association, reported in our last

Number. The speaker suggested and advocated the propriety of esta-

blishing an annual exhibition of patterns, and recommended that the
various art-trades should obtain a species of affiliation to the Society of
Arts for that purpose. The idea is not only novel, but peculiarly happy
and useful. If the Society of Arts, which possesses an extensive and
admirable system of organization, would permit the affiliation of art-
trade societies, acting as a common centre and bond of union between them
all, we are convinced the happiest results would flow from the measure,
not only socially to the workmen, and to the improvement of the character
of designs, but also to the Society of Arts itself. It would take up new
ground, and enter upon a new career of public usefulness, while the exhi-
bitions could not fail to elevate the character of English designs, and to

secure to English art-workmen tliat standing and public acknowledgment
of their skill and invention which they so well deserve.

point some fifty miles from New York. In the centre of the middle plane
lies the village of Cornwall, nestling beneath tall trees, and upon the edge
of the river. The coast sweeps round to the right, and returns to terminate
in that point which juts out into the centre of background, and rises

abrupt from the sun-lit waters. In the foreground a mountain-stream
issues from a rocky bed on the left, and passing across the picture winds
back to the centre.where it passes under a rustic wooden bridge on its way to

the Hudson. Cattle have come down to drink and stand in the midst of the
stream staring at some wayfarers who have halted on the bridge. On the
right, in the corner, the hemlock contrasts its green foliage with the silver

birch, and on the left the red leaves of the maple give an unusual degree
of warmth to the vegetation, while in the foreground creepers cover the
trees and logs that rest upon the soil with vegetable life. In his

atmospheric eflects, Mr. Cropsey has been particularly happy. The centre

of the picture is luminous indeed, but the light is soft and even soothing
to the eye, and the rays that shoot down from behind the clouds tip the
waters with silver. Mr. Cropsey studied originally for an architect, we
believe. —

^

^.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH, GREAT WINDMILL STREET, ST.
JAMES'S.

THE style of this church is Early Decorated. The internal dimensions
are ;—length, 98 feet ; average width, 50 feet ; height, from floor to

ridge, .13 feet. Accommodation, 713. The building consists of chancel,

nave, and aisles, south transept, and west gallery. The cost of the
building will be about £5,000, without the tower, which is not to be

erected at present. The architect is Mr. Raphael Brandon ; and the
contractor, Mr. George Myers.

OPPOSITION TO THE PROPOSED NOUTnEIiN LOW-LEVEL SEWEK
IN THE STKAND AND FLEET STREET.

ON "Wednesday evening, a numerous and inllueutial meeting, convened by tlie St.

Martill's-in-the-Fields Ratepayers' Protection Society, was held at Exeter Ilall

'•To protest against the Low-level Northern Sewer beinp- made up the Strand, and
to take such steps as may be deemed advisable." The chair was occupied byllENRV
IIOARE, Esq., senior churchwarden. Tliere was present at the meeting a deputation
from the Strand District Hoard of Works, headed by their representative at the
Sletropolitan Board, Sir. PliiUips ; Sir .Tohn Shelley, Bart., M.P. for Westminster,
was also present, and the Chairman read a letter of apology for noQ-attendancefrom
the other member for Westminster, General Sir de Lacy Evans.
The meeting having been addressed by the Chaiuman,
3Ir. Dalton. representative of St. Martin's at the Metropolitan Board of Works,

moved the first resolution—" That in the opinion of this meetin*,^ the embankment of
the Thames between Westminster-bridge and London-brid;(e would be bii,'hly

beneficial to the public at large, by improving the navigation, covering the mud
banks, affording relief to the present overcrowded thoroughfares of the metropolis,

and by providing a healthy and agreeable promenade to the inhabitants of London."
Sir. Churchwarden AIarsuall seconded the motion, which was carried unani-

mously.
Mr. Tempany moved the second resolution,—" That the construction of the

Thames Embankment should be commenced without delay, in order that the pro-
jected Northern Low-Level Sewer may be made within suclx embankment, inntead
of being carried'through the Strand and Fleet-street, a course that would not only be
of serious inconvenience to the public traffic during tiie execution of the work, but
probably of continuous and permanent injury to the property of the locality, and
detrimental to the interests of the occupiers of houses m the hues of thoroughfares.
Mr. Crikb seconded the motion.—f;arricd imaniraously
Mr. Barton moved the next resolution,— •' That petitions be addressed to both

Houses of Parliament, urging upon Tthcm to give to the Jletropolitan Board of
Works the power.s and the necessary funds for carrying out this important under-
taking, the meeting being of opinion that the charges should not be exclusively
borne by the already heavily-taxed ratepayers, but mav be fairly met by an applica-

tion of some portion of the proceeds of the coal tax, and by handing over the hackney
carriage dues to the 3Ietropolitan Board of >Vorks."
Mr. Phillips (representative of the Strand District Board of Works at the Metro-

politan Board), seconded the motion.
Mr. Field (of the Vestry of St. James's, Westminster) supported the motion.

—

Carried unanimously.
Mr. Petter moved. " That a copy of the foregoing resolutions be forwarded to the

whole of the metropolitan and county members, requesting them to support petitions

to the Houses of Parliament in their favor, and to the various vestries and district

boards, inviting their co-operation iu obtaining aupport'aud sanction to the prayer
of the petitions."

Mr. Corbett seconded the motion.
Sir .Tohn Shelly having briefly addressed the meeting, Mr. Pedler (of the parish

of Dunstan's-in-the-West) supported the motion.—Carried unanimously.
After a vote of thanks to the Chairman, the meeting separated.

MR. CROPSEY'S NEW AMERICAN LANDSCAPE.
THE scene which this accomplished artist has selected for illustration

is Hudson river, and the period the Indian summer, when nature
in the New World puts forth her ripened beauties, and most gorgeous
tints. The spectator looks from the land down upon the Hudson from a

Jersey New Congregational Chapel in Si. Helier.—This building, from
the designs of a local arcliitect, has just lieen opened. It is is the Early English
style, built of blue and grey native granite, with Caen stone dressings. There is a
massive tower, at the south-east angle, surmountcil with a corresponding spire, at

a height of a hundred feet, the lower stages of which consist of eight

arcades of the pointed ti'cfoil arch, sharply moiddod, and finished with
carved canopies and finials. The front elevation exhibits a large massive central

door-way, deeply recessed, with columns, &c., and over it a large three-light

window, after the example of the Great Western window of Salisbury Cathedral.

There are also two-light windows on each side of the door to give light to the
lobbies, windows of similar construction in the tower, and a small sharply moulded
quatrefoil window in the centre of the gable, which is finished with stone copings
and a richly carved finial. The interior of the church is of novel construction,

with an open arched ceiling of great elevation, and is wrought in plaster of Parts,

in imitation of groined stone roof, with ribs richly moulded rising from orna-
mental bosses and ornamented with bosses at their intersections.

Taunton.—-A handsome stained glass window lias just been placed
in the south wall of the church of St. Mary Magdalene, to the memory of the

late Lord Hinton. It is a three-light, and has full-length effigies of three of the
warriors of the Old Testament—Joshua, David, and Gideon—under light and
elegant canopies. Beneath arc panels illustrative of .losliim's vision of the Cap-
tain of the Host, David sla>ing Goliath, and Gideon breaking down the idol. In
the tracery are angels holding Christian armour. The execution of the work is

very good,
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MEKTIXGS OF TUE CAMliHIIJGE AUCIIITECTUUAL CONGRESS •

MEETING AT ELY CATHEDRAL.
., '^"."^^fy

niorninsr, a large party went over to Ely, where they were met

tl . O t
" "" ° "ccoiiipiuued them round tlie Cathedral. When all were collected

.i*'""'
'^•'•^C'TT rose and said that he had been requested to act as "cicerone"through the Cathedral. He had lately given great attention to some portion of ?hebuilding but tearcd he could not tell them so well about the history, &c., as some

?» !'i';'',^'''!°
W'^^'-'^P'-Vscnt i but if the audience would pardon any Inaccaraciei he might

nnrt ™, •

,„""!L"'' ," ^'"'.^'" '"^ could. Accordingfy, commencing with the earlfc^t

?Slms 'f,.v*f'''^^'','^';,Pr"l"/?.""''\'''' ""^ "'"•''s of Abbot Simeon,JJishops llarvev -Neal, Kidel, Eustachias, Xorthwold, Alan de Walsingham

clthe'irai?'"
"""'""' S'on'O'^me. and Lesle. Having thus gone through the

iniI'°thv^^^My^;,^'''*' J'^'' I'.P
""

*^}Y'""''
""'' '''1 "'« P^'y o^'^f the conventual build-

l"?,M„oi 1
=

;
" ?*^ ""^ • "'"""!. I'ooses. *c., showing what each old part had beenoriginally, and pointing out proofs of his statements by many curious little details,which generally escape the observation of the ordinary visitor.

"inuis,

_, „ X , ,
EVENINC MEETING.

„!,:, 1„ m""''':*?/"''??'^'*
" ™"™','*"*'<"'« ''Old in the Town Hall this evening. In-

in .1,^°
visitors, there were about one hundred ladies and gentlemen present, and

which weTinT'' r^'"b'tV,<l ^•I'-'ous architectural drawings" and other curiosities,

roramencedby
company. Soon after eight o'clock the proceedings

stacIeV.'H'Tei'r'v.^rl'l''"''''""?''".'''^'^''"'-
"''^'''<' ""=y ''ad now reached a furtherstage in tlieir very rare, and yet very successful, Congress. On Monday morning

i^Lii"''>\"''P'™'''""!'y°f/'^^'-''°- Waltham Abbey-aVry interesting Lilding of

Je^entiv r^.",""'""!'."'''',';'"'!','
"''' "V " ™°" iulc-esting did cliuich, and had been

.he^„ L„ .",T''k''m
•

""i:|!f'-
'".'^''itect, who, upon th?ir visit, explained to them

I Z^ .1 f.
"'1 ''""^',""- ^''ey then came to Cambridge, and in the evening hearda most clear, admirable, and graphic lecture, delivered by Professor Willis, whowhenever he treats upon a subject, dilliculties disappear, and he never handled asubject which (lid not euta 1 many difficult points. Tliat day they bad pa da visitto Ely, and visited the noble Catliedral, wlifch was explained to tliem in a most admi-rable manner by Mr. Scott, under whose superintendence the restoration took placeAt the close ol the explanation, given by Mr. Scott, I'rofessor AViilis added someremarks, unfolding the history of that gre,it monastery of Ely. They were no v cheered

v^ru?^nh'"L'i"'r-''/'"r"",™'"'"'''''-''<""^'=<"°<^''f"'''0'" "''-y ''«Pcd to make con-
S«i^^? "i"

*'"''' "} "rd'aJologyand architecture. On Wednesday: tiicir proceedingswere ol a domes ic turn ; they were determined to see how the peiple of Cambridge
lived, and how tlie students of the University studied. In theii- tour, they exnectSd

Pre,'iden? h^r^'i'^' l''? ''""Ir"'
'^"'''' "°? ^^ "'"^O "^ '"^ ^"'"''W^ asslstLice"^ The

;„r. ,?Pri
^",'1 f™ra"'c programme the objects of interest intended to be visited

fn,i , Jlt""*'i^",'i"'''
"" '""^h *" '-''^," ^""' hi"' that that was a pretty fair mom-

&.rTwh,..i 'f '"'T'.'"'
tli'y would meet again in the lecture-room of Trinity

M "^he Fn'^i«hfV^?<','tr;'., v.''''P"'"/"' ''"'y to intlict Upon them a lectureon ihe English cathedralol theMneteenth Century"-(Applause) The President
P!°T„<^''?P " "'!'<•' t'T 1'"= P'-»S'-'"nn'c what would be the proceedings of the CoS-gresson Thursday, at Bury St. Edmund-s ; and said, wi h those meetings, Vhey
ri?^„'""i'>''*""^f'!°",'"',^°"?'''^'^!

but he was satisfied that the pleasurable recoUlections of It won d not close tliere. Jlc would take that opportunity of thankingboth the dignitaries of the University and inhabitants of tlie town (most woHlilfrepresented tlia evcniug.by the ChiefMagl8trate)-(hear, liear)-forthe\x-ry haiidsome

ZsenT'tliatevenn^ '-".'''ff l'""^
^'"'° n<^t-(Cheer's). It was hoped^l at if' any

t^hevvvn,,! ,L=^ '".^•''^'^'''''''''''l?"
""y '"''J«<'t Of '"terest before the Congress,the) Houlddo so 'ihoro were gentlemen present desirous of addressin"- them-oneupon a subject of an essentially practical efiaracter j the othw, upon one^of an orS?-men al nature, thus symbolising tlie true object of the s?i5y 'ofP ar?Wtc? u?e Th^

Pe?e£nn"h'"j'„'''-''',,>"=''",';'°"P'"?"'"
'''^^- i'"'""«« Ja^-'S. Honorary Caion of

Bup'or|;4t'Lportance""
"™""^ """"' ""= ^"""""^ "' P'^'^-'^' 'ottages-a

The Key. Mr. Ja.mes said he had some ideaof being called upon by them, but whenhe heard from the President that he was desirous of doing six he confessed that he

rnoJdsffn^S'n". r*"?"''" 1", "'"F" ('""Shter); the real Irutii was that he ad to

?,?=K 1 '"" 'wT.S P"' '".^ "^"'*' tof^cther, and was therefore quite unpreparedto address them ^V i h regard to the subject of building cottages it was a ?ery im-
^A H-^'rhr-'rh;^ ^"l"""" '" ^'^^ "•'"! ."»• •sculleries or chimneys he did nolkno J^
idf ,h"?\

^''eonly ground upon which he could claim to address them, was the

of ! - »hn,fi iV"'" "n"^' °^,.""= -^o'-tliampton Society, it was agreed that «ie sumof A,., should be voted by tlie Committee, and that other Societies should be asked tojoin them m offering prices for the best model cottages for the Midland CounHes andhe hoped that persons might be induced from this Sistrict to join the XortI imptonhoeie y in their offer. With reference to architectural societies, he thought too muchattention had been given to archaeology. The time, he thought, l^ad uow arrived when

LnMn'n, f',
^'"^^tudy of architecture was not in the teachings of the past onlv

eno,Jiti^'"r', "'','' 'c/""It of their societies was that they had uot'^gone fw
fn.nV'*

' "n had studied the ecclesiastic but not the domestib, and still less the

hnunr, °Vh ""/'y/* P';?P'<'- .^^ow, hcdid not thiuk that they could Start in anv
nu v, ?i'^.""'",''V"'y'°-.""=

architecture of the cottages of this great country Theold English architecture began with the cottages, and it remaineS with them-diear
Fnc'Ld" (HearT.^';?^

'p""'''
'l"'? 11'" '"."/"'""CO Of the national arehUecti^re of*.ngl,md-(Hear. hear). To speak of the building of cottages, they should lu the firstinstance eon am three bed-rooms; secondly, thick wall?; thesJ two matVrs we?eessential to the comfort and health of the peiple. The rev "eutleman sal UliaJ he

til? bn IdirVf '"M'"
'""' ""JV""' """^^ t" ^"y "P°» t"c subject further than ha?

ar?Wteeturi ^ ^'' '™'' "e conceived, one very important element of modern

Biibje'ct'''"'*"'"'''^
requested Mr. Slater, architect, to say a few words upon the

somenHpn.'iSn .?mP"'"k'- "'"'^ vpry briefly addressed the meeting. He had givensome attention to the subject, but chiefly to the drawing of plans rather than that of
^en.D-M'PT'"''- ??V"\ ''^'t convinced th.at he could peVform Erform"r much
three!, tin'"-' ™"'''/.'r "*.'"• .'^'r. Slater advocated the building of cottao^esTit

Ine lo a t'v o„T' "uV',"'
""=y

''}'°'\^'^J" ^e
constructed as not to be adapt °d to siVt

he'^iel'iPvZi '{."J
•V,r':",s inquired ofthe President whether helknew the statement, made,

iig cot^^^^^^^^
'" ^"'' " "'''"' withregn-rd to the expenses ofbuild:

^hcl*HEsii)E>T: What is the sum named?

named in «,e'r''epOT'f''"^

*"""'' """ "'^- '"= ^'^"'^ " '™' considerably less than that

a'^'^iS"^""''*''
'^°"''' ""t answer the question,

tn ..r^
' iiioiii'E considered the question one of considerable importance cneciallv

?atol "¥he"buTld ,;" ^r.y,"i r' rr^ °',''" ? '^™S'"*'« the trXof wh';t hfd ffi
and he boned l^^T^M^r"'^')'"

cottages for the poor was an indispensable requisite,

brnrov ded !, t ?J ,T' "' ? f" '"^ the requirements of the laboring classes would
attSn toit rt ,v„,

„1?°"''' "'7, .'•'"
^v."

f'cy could do was to" direct public

andSani L-ll nnrf 'f'"'' T," *^ ?.y '"^t coHagcs ought to be built o^ such
bS t "otfr.'S we • ;?,„nin„?i' f

'•j''"' t'"t.''?w «-as it to be carried out ? Tliosc who
spend inn?en^l,nL'^.hr''".\'^

'"'"' P™I>™'tor8 and speculators, aud they would not
ffi.t L^^ t

"""cy than they could see a probability of recovering back Allthat could be done was to call upon architects to improve the cliaPacter of thecottages; they could not eomman J, but they might suigest lie had seln the In-
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conveniences attending the smallness of a cottage in which a father mother an<lseven ch Idren lived
; but there was not anotlicT 0,011^x^10 be had Tie wis of

T,IZ' .'"" 'Vl ^'"'^f
^sPonsiblhty rested upon the prSprieiors o land, who^uld

1„ 1 .'''^n"''.'"*''
'":\°''y the example of a nnbleinan whose name he need not iu?n7lSnaud pull down their old cottages and build new ones. Somebody must^ake.sacriflce, but It could not be expected that poor people coud pay MinCT^s^ rent*the sacrifice mus

, therefore, be on the part of those who couhfXrd it The Areh-'deacon believe.l that the only way of providing a remedy would he 1>J „i.A^JzS^^
the wealthy to make a sacrifice for the needy.

^ "'^ ""^'"^ "P""

M^'lf
"'^^' ^;- ^^>''>'V'"'*/'^'"*>"s<''ol'cfrc)drcw attention to the factor Arehdeaeon

STi'-'"' "'''°™'"'*^,H'''
'™?.^S^™"'toftliesocial condition of theVativfsofT

iw» f„i'"'£'^r^
population of England were living In wretched hovels and dc^ra^

he effect of.''e'.M,U';'"„'"^"!'"P ,?'""' ''"'• "'casures to be taken wh eh HhouldTa"cthe eflect of teaching people to live more decent y. There was a gentleman fnthnroon. who had done a great deal in this way, ancf he (Mr. ^^^) was sure the? wo^dbe glad to hear what was the result of Mr. Barlow's experienceThe Key. I'VV. Barlow stated that he had built Atc cottages in a villas-e In

^oin^toPaTowr^,"." i"?'.'""^ """"J "' •"">
'"t

"f them a shop, wfkh saved p?K.n°going to a town at a distance, and gave a chance to one person In the villacc ofgetting a liviiig. Each of the cottages had a small porch, a sitting-room a i^antrvand three bedrooms a garden In front, and at the back a pump ot'exci-nent water'-ihe expense of building them was from £r» to i:ro eac 1, and thev let for '^ nerweek each. The result of' the improved condition of the inhabitants was I descrlbaEicand habits of clean mesa produced in the children was admirable. The eottaj'es werebuilt of brick and slate, and not by contract. The building of conifortabk>eottI^M

li^^rfngelass"^
"• '™""' "" '"" """""' "^ '='»>f'^^™ng »- great blessing uponthi

i,„^"? M
^"*'fTON (Trinity College) suggested two points for consideration. Firsthe said there was the expense, with the uncertainty of a proper return and howevermuch It might be the duty of landed proprietors to make the outlay, therc^woddstm

refernL*„ Th" "PTF'"'
°'^ P'^'iP" '"'"«'<' ^he secoud poiut Was that whh^h had

^51^"°° }" ""^ "'" ^^c" growing up. He believed that to remedy the evil of a arge
Lli?i'" °f

P^'"" ^"'"« together, it was thought of forming a kind of colle^atesystem whereby young men might be lodged, ife was not prepared to say whethe?such a plan would answer or not. but at any rate it would do away with the eWl of somany living together. lie merely threw out these suggestions as^havin" wcurrcd tohis iiiiiid, and he would iust observe that he thought less attention shoufd be Sven todrawings, and more to the practical bearings of architecture
given to

Mr Bauington of St. John's College, alluded to the importance of giving everv
Thi'?"?,

*° ""^ ">terior of a buikling, and the exterior would be sure to follSw
^

Ihe CiiAiitMAN remarked that Ihe building of cottages had Its town phases and
T?,e"r°e"w„'Le"''""'',-'""'

there were many difficulties which had to bf overcomeThere was the question of rent, and the Inveterate prejudice of the peasants them-selves. The poor people liked to be warm ; they flked to be gettlnrmoney andconsequently they " prgged " together to gain these ends. One^bad way of maklSg
^hose^hnlkln,? fS'„",f«

»<.'^''»"',' ' "-"f
"?,!''•'"" "»"''' ^ "°"» than the LepTiono?those hulking fellows as inmates into their houses for the sake of making a littlemoney. The Chairman recommended the reading of an article in the ofmrterlu

Jl,v,eio, upon the subject, and the conversion of old cottages into new m e" anSsaid landowners might do something by way of improving the reotta-es withoutincurring any risk of money out of their poe'kcts, He believed that Iwforc anothercentury was over, a very Important chang? in this respect will have aken placeH. L. Styleman Le Strange, Esq., read an admirable paper on "The aDDlicafionof Color to Architecture." The paper contained many vefy important fac^s andamong others, it stated that there was no architecture wltlioit cXr nor hideed instrictness could there be. The paper explained the necessity for eilors be n^ asso-ciated with architecture, and illustrated this view by stating that there w?rc nocolorless materials In nature, therefore it became difficult to'conjeive how a m^could set about a colorless building. .Mr. Le Strange concluded by statin "-' I wouM
Zft-^ n^'P""""'

^'"^' ;'« ';?l''c it appears to me tliat architects, who an? theireWes
S,iM?Ph'l';

concerned with creative art, should so study these matters that theymight be themselves the artists to decorate their works, if there be any trutli in theindissoluble union of color and architecture. If architecture itself be a creatlv? art
Irfj^J} ""'r ""'f? ,'"' a/Pifations of the mind, In so far as it be subject to natural

?ame
P
i.^ ."^."u

^''"°"'
'i"*^

*"' """iitcct and the artist should be the one and thesame. I eriapsit may only be possible. In rare Instances, for the architect toexecute

ind^?nn:ri.V
'"' ""'" ''"""s, but in any ease he ought to be the chfef art st himsem

^^?c5 i
" ,'""\ ™P'oyf.d to perform the handicraft of the colorist, they shouldperform their task in obedience to thedictates of the presiding genius --he is the onewho should be endowed with the prophetic eye of taste, and sl.ouldappree ate from

s ,hTr.h?'n'""',
'."'"'"*

"l"-)':''},4-
tltrou^hont all its alms, his finiTed work™ nIts thorough completeness of united form and color

Mr. liuRGEs, architect, spoke in favor of color being an essential clement of

?e'ttred''/„"fh
' AM """'

? ™"', "'^ "'a°''^"' ^^'- 1'" Strang%fS?hfs pape? the company
^l„^?.'S*.'"''^''^'""°"'^^P'"''°'"'to partake of tea and cofl'ee, and after that th"yseparated, having spent a most agreeable evening

u oni. luai, luey

r^ w y^'T ^ "'" ^''^RtOUS OBJECTS OF INTEREST IN THE TOWVOn Wednesday morning, the party met to inspect, in the following order, the
?hi t'^

of interest in the town i-the Chapel ofPeterhouse ; the Church of S™Mai^.tic-Less: Queens' College Chapel (lately restored by Mr. Bodley); St. Benedict's

flnn^I' S-i^T"'^'* ,<<'"•<','> (lately restored); King's College ;lGreat SIWC lurch
;

St. Jl.chael's Church ; New Buildings of Trinity CoFlege ; St Sepulchre'sChurch (restored by the Cambridge Camden" Society) ; ilagdalSne ColleT Je™u«w »f^- r!""'.°^fl'-
Andrew-the-Less (restored by tile CSmbridge ArcliUectur^Society); Chapel ofthe Cemetery (built by Mr. G. G. Scott). The party assembled atthe Iitzwilliam Museum, at 10 o'clock, and proceeded by St Mary-tlie-Less Pete?-house, Queens' Corpus, St. Benedict's Church, King's, 'ciare, Cains St. Michael'sn all of which the Rev. Professor Willis pointed out the various pecu iar ties he hadbefore aluded to m his lecture. Here tfie party separated, and some went by the

M'i.Tv^-i h,"i"T
of '"""y *^'°"'=g'= to Jesus'^Coliege and others went to Grea^t &"!

Marys Church, the proposed restoration of which was explained bv Mr Fawcettand then joined Professor Willis at .lesus College ; after whicraccoinpanied by MrBeresford-Hope, ,the party visited St Sepulcirre's Church and M^dffie College

Andrew's, iLnLT '""'"' ""^ ''""''''' ^'«' °'»1'^ '"<="• way to Lmie It

lectore-'rMm,'upin'"'"''
was delivered by the President, in Trinity College large

T. <•
\'."'' '^''O'-'S" CATHEDRAL OF THE NINETEENTH-CENTURT.

rnr„»rtf''/Jl;^'' c'f, "f.'^P'^f
thc chair, and in the course of some introductory

wn^ moreX^ .""^h » ^'"''"^r^^J".
'''^'"y complimentary terms. No man, he said;

w^roTi^u 1 ^"w'"'i'/''?!.'a''"j'**^"'' tl'c task than the President, to whom the;

»ffi? „^^?
'^^ ?'^^'"?.'^';' the information he had conveyed through his acquaintancewith ecclesiastical history, his watchings from time to time, and, consequently.

President
overcome difficulties. He had great pleasure in introducing the

.T-f.'!,''.l'''''''''™.t^
lecture was very elaborate, extending over two hours in delivery

., ..
the assistance of plans prepared by the principal architects of the kintiiom.

the I resident described his theory, and advocated the building of cathedrals in the
nineteenth century ol more moderate dimensions, so that they might be divested of
a Komau Catholic appearance, and accord with the spirit of our Reformed Church,
w-liicli called for small, compact and religious edifices. He directed attention to the
plans before him :—1. The Catliedral Church for the use of the Scottish Episcopal
Church at Perth. 2. The Cathedral at Kilmore, Irehind. 3. A plan of a Cathedral
at Inverness 4. The plan of a Cathedral at Brisbane. 5. The principal Church of
the Island of St Kifls. fl. Mr. Burgess plan for the Memorial Church at Constanti-
nople. 7. The admirable plan by Mr. Street, which won the second prize in the
late competition

; and lastly, the plan of a church at U-mburgh, by Mr Scott
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The President advocated the use of iron to that of wood, and said that iron mig^ht

be used to far more advantage for artistic purpoees. Ho was in favor of the
«ftth«ctral9 and churches beinjr so constructed as to meet the requirements of popular
ohoral services on the one hand, and the preaching' to the masses on the other. The
President's lecture set forth the various architectural featun'S for the buiUtin;^ of
Mthedrals, with duo provision for the convenience of the coufjrej^atiou, and the
neeeoslties of an extensive choir, explaining- how the latter was separated from the
ft»nner. The leni^th of the nave, the hcijrht of the building, the position of the
pulpit, and the material to be used, were dwelt upon at considerable length. The
style approved of by the lecturer was Gothic, and providincr his ideas were carried

oot, it would, no doubt, act admirably. There need not of necessity be a resident
bishop, but the towns having: these kind of cathedrals mig-ht be so divided, that a
bishop should have the charvre of two or more of them [The Tresident's lecture will,

we understand, shortly be published in €J:tenso.]

The Chairman thanked the Tresidcnt for his ingenious and most elaborate

TrJiTchd. Thorpe, in moTlnp a vote of thanks, made some humorous remarks in

reference to diseussiou bein:; invited, and there being no time left for saving a word.
It seemed as if t he lecturer had said, "You can thank me, and then go liome and go
to bed."—(Laughter).
The Rev. G. Williams suggested that the lecture with the paper read by Mr. Lc

Strange, on the previou.s evening, should be printed. He also took the opportunity
of moving a vote of thanks to the secretary (Mr. Fawcett), for the vast deal of time
he had given in arranging the details for the congress, and also to the Master and
Fellows for the use of that room.
The mttions were received by acclamation, and after a few words by the President,

the meeting concluded about eleven o'clock.

MEETI.NG AT BCRY ST. EDMUNDS.
On Thursday, the Congress, under the direction of Mr. A. J. B. Beresford-Hope,

made an excursion to Bury St. Edmunds. There was a large attendance.
The party visited the liouse in which Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester died i it is

now in a dilapidated state, and the garden surrounding it has been converted into a

farmyard. The Abbotts-bridge and sluices of the ancient fish-ponds were ne.\t in-

spected, the guide-books place the date at 1231, but the details of the masonry, which
mre of much mterest, would give a later date.

It is to be regretted that this fine piece ofwork is in such bad repair, that unless soon
strengthened the whole fabric will fall in a ruinous mass ; we beg strongly to urge
this upon the local authorities.
Passing through the Botanic Garden, the party emerged through the fortified Abbey

gateway to the main street, and examined the loopholes, portcullis, and other means
of defence against the predatory fattacks of the townspeople, which were of

frequent occurrence, as the monks and citizens were always at enmity, in conse-
quence of the insidious attempts of the former to curtail the municipal rights of the

Utter.
Here the party was met by the Hon. and Kev. Lord Arthur Hcrvey, the President

of the SuOblk Archaeological Society and many of the members and their fair friends,

who formed an escort for the remainder of the day.
St. J.^uuess Church, the Norman Tower, and St. Mary's Church were carefully lu-

epected, and the leading features lucidly explained by local antiquaries.

There was next a large meeting in the Lecture Hall of the Athenaium, where Lord
Arthur Hervev took the chair, and in an eloquent address, publicly welcomed the
Architectural Congress. He said, Mr. Hope and gentlemen, our Bury Society is one
of archaiologists : yours is one of architects ; altliough we difl'er in name our objects
are identical ; we study the remains of the past because we believe we can discern in

them those abstract principles of art which remain for all ages ; viewed under the
Kuidance of liistoric truth, they exliibit the art and religion|of every age. To-day we
Save a fusion of sentiment ; we want to graft on the relics of antiquity the utilitarian

Bpirit of the present age ; not that we are blindly and servilely to copy the past, but
that our architects may lead us to a worthy national style which shall embody those
principles, so that future ages may study their works as we now study tiie past. In
the name of the SuiToLk Archaeological Institute, we give you a cordial welcome—
(Cheers).

Mr. Hope, in reply, said, on behalf of the Cambridge Society, and those who have
.come from Oxford, London, and other places to this Congress, we thank you for
^ring us this rich feast of art. We are only architects and lovers of art, therefore
we were unable to get the Kastern Counties Uailway Company to give us a special
train, notwithstanding all that is said as to the uniform courtesy of the Directors,

and the great speed of their locomotives. As it is, however, the train has brought us
here too late, and it will take us away too soon. Architecture and arcliseology run
together ; call each society what vou will, vou will find their sentiments the same ;

80 that we shall all readilv fraternize. We do not content ourselves with grubbing
in old muniment boxes, but by.thc light of their contents we study the history of
arcliitecture, and such glorious monuments of the pietyand magniflcence ot past ages
as this good old town possesses.

We say that architects must dis-Orientalize themselves ; and though they cannot
turn up new styles as our friends over the Channel turn up new Constitutions, at the
rate of atwut twenty in awcek, we have liercMr. Burges'and Mr. Bodley, two architects

of a new school, who are studying tlie work of the past in order to make a new
style.

As an instance of the change these societies have wrought in the public taste, we
do not now have race balls and such things, but architectural and archaeological

meetings, at which the true principles of architecture arc discussed, taking as the
starting point sound and true materials. We have heard of muscular Christianity

;

we plead for muscular architecture. Tlie recent fistic gathering shows, as the French
may some dav find out, that the Knglisli people are found of muscular development

;

the UndorCTaduates of Cambridge will doubtless at the next comnieucemcnt cheer
Sayers and Heenan when their (imaginary) honorary degree is conferred upon tliem
in the Senate-house—(Laughter). We look upon Mr. IJurges and Mr. Bodley as our
Sayers and Heenan, to fight for us the battle of the styles, and to draw some good
result from such visits as this of ours to Saint Edmundsbury-(Cheers.)
The party then adjourned to a cold collation at the Angel Hotel, where Lord

Arthur Hervey took the chair.

Mr. Oedce gave some practical Information respecting the restoration of the Nor-
man Tower by the late Mr. Cottingham, and explained that every loose stone
removed was marked and replaced, and that none of^ the old work was scraped but
faithfully repaired.
Mr. Hope said that in this refectory, he begged to propose the health of Lord and

Lady Uen'cy.
His LoRDsoir returned thanks, and in feeling terms referred to the memory of

the good old spirits wliosc remains reposed in the town.

Tlie lie-9. a. Williams returned tiianks to the Suffolk Society for their urbanity
and hospitality, and regretted that the illness of that distinguished antiquary, Mr.
Tymms, prevented him joining the party.
A general movement tiien took place to the remains of the ancient Abbey, in

which Stephen Langton and the Barons swore upon the altar that tliey would
obtain Magna Charta from King John.
The ancient Bridewell was next visited ; the leaders of the party returned to

Cambridge, leaving some to wander among the ivy-clad ruins of the Abbey, and
others to inspect the interesting Church at Saxham.
We overheard one of tlie good people of Bury discussing the names and meanings

of the two Societies ; finding them dilBcult to pronounce, he escaped from his
.dilemma by calling them " ArchaTtgeU.^^

An evening meeting, at Sidney College Lodge, for the iff^ection of a choice
collection of Architectural Photographs, concluded the Congress, wlilch everybody
cemcd thoroughly to enjoy.

ON BUILDING WOODS : TIIE CAUSES OF THEIR DECAY, AND THE
MEANS OF PllKVENTING IT.*

3.— The Causes of the decay of converted timber and the yeneralhj known processes
for its prevention.

In addition to the causes of decay referred to in the previous portions of this
notice (arising from the efl'ects of the vital disorganisation of the trees by the wounds
superinduced by the disruption of branches, blows, sun-strokes, frost, liglitning, or
from the attacks of the countless insects plagues to which trees are exposed during
their period of growth), timber is exposed, after having been felled, to another class
of 'destructive actions arising from the ;decorapositioii of its elements, under the
ordinary laws of organic chemistry, and occasionally to tlie attacks of other insects
than those above mentioucd, when used in certain positions. The marine boring
worms arc the most dangerous of these insects, and they will be more especially
noticed in tiie following remarks.
The first description of decay, arising from organic decomposition in wood, is pro-

duced by tile changes which take place in the sap retained in the wood at tlie period
of felling ; for the albuminous portions of that sap commence a putrefactive process
directly they meet with the conditions of warmth and heat necessary for its develop-
ment. All timber must, then, whether it be the sap-wood or the licart-wood, be
placed in situations which would allow the sap to exude, or to evaporate, and this
process is tiie one technically known by the term seasoning. Evidently the period of
the year when the tree is felled must have au important influence on the mode of
seasoning ; for, in the winter, the circulation is torpid, and there is tlien far less

sap in the pores than there is when the vital functions of the tree are in full play.
Nevertheless, timber felled in winter requires a certain amount of seasoning ; and,
equally with wood more highly charged with sap, it will decay if that fluid

sboula not be allowed to escape. The sad tale of the decay of the gun boats may
be referred to as an illustration of the danger of shutting up unseasoned timber ;

and unquestionably the dockyard authorities who neglected to provide means of
establishing a current of air through the frame-work of the vessels, avowedly built
of unseasoned timber, should be held partially responsible for their decay. Wood
such as Lord C. Pao;et stated these vessels to have been built of, must of necessity
have decayed by what is called wet rot, under the circumstances these boats were
placed in. It may be as well to state that the term wet-rot is applied to the decom-
position which takes place in timber containing sap and exposed to moisture. If the
sap-wood or the alburnum be cut otf from a tree, and the heart-wood be exposed to
an energetic dry current of air, tlicre will be no danger of its perishing by this
particular process, and it therefore follows that if the sap or the sap-wood cannot be
effectually removed, it is necessary to prevent the destructive decomposition of the
sap by treating it with some fluids which should be able to form at once with it

indestructible compounds.
It frequently happens, however, that during the growth of trees the druxy knots

before alluded to, have established the germs of a putrefactive process in the wood,
which cannot be stopped by any method of seasoning; and I myself suspect they
can only be arrested by the injection of creosote. There are occasionally no doubt
difficulties attached to this mode of preservinfj timber on account of tlie impermea-
bility of the wood, and there are practical objections to its application for building
purposes. But whenever knots of the description referred to may be suspected to
exist in timber, especial precautions should be taken to prevent its being used iu
situations where it is likely to be covered, or where its decay might compromise the
stability of the structure into which it enters ; and as the mere lapse of time
required for seasoning would allow the decomposition of very bad druxy knots to
display itself, there seems to be the more reason for attaching importance to the use
of seasoned timber in the framework of ships.
But seasoned or unseasoned timber alike arc exposed to the cause of decay specifi-

cally known by the name of the dry-rot, which is considered to arise from the
development of several species of fungoid growth in the wood ; or, according to Dr.
BirbecK, of the Boletus, Agariens, Lycoperdon, Mncor, &c. It would seem as though
some of tlie organic tissues of the wood—not the sap, observe—decomposed under
certain conditions of the surrounding atmosphere (as in close, damp, confined, air),

and that they thus furnished, as it were, a soil for the growth of the fungi, which, in

their turn, disintegrated the remaining portions of the tissues by their mere me-
chanical expansion iu growing. The wood becomes, in fact, reduced to a mere
powder, and may then be rubbed away by the finger, sometimes with a rapidity

which is quite alarming. There is also this particular danger about the dry-rot, viz.,

that the germs of the fungi producing it are carried easily, and in all directions, in a
building wherein it once displays itself, without necessity for actual contact between
the affected, or the sound wood ; whereas the communication of the disease resultmg
from the putrefactive fermentation, or the wet-rot, only takes place by actual contact
It may possibly be the case that woods grown in certain soils are more exposed to

dry-rot than others are, and that the germs of the fungoids are taken up by the
spongioles of the roots ; for timber grown in situations where large fungi abound are

said to be more exposed to this disease (the dry-rot) than those which are grown on
dry, well-drained, soils. At any rate, wood kept for any length of time in situations

where it is exposed to become covered with fungi, is very likely "to take on" the
dry-rot at an early period ; and I feel it, therefore, to be my duty to state publicly

that much of the timber arriving from the Nortli of Europe leaves the ships iu a state

which seems to me to contain the germs of decay ; and that the method of stacking
the timber and deals iu some of our docks is often very dangerous. From whatsoever
source the fungoid growth producing dry-rot may proceed, if once it should be re-

cognised to exist in a building, the affected parts, and all the wood-work around them,
should at once be removed ; if the various processes for preserving timber should not
then be ai>plieable, great precautions should be observed to cut off the access ofmois-
ture, and to ensure a free circulation of air around the newly fixed wood.
The Insects which prey upon growing timber very" rarely attack the qualities ot

wood used for constructive purposes, because in almost all cases the soft alburnum
of the trees used for such purposes is cut away, and the bark and bast are entirely

removed, so that the few larvas which may have been left in the rest of the tree perish

for want of nourishment, as a general rule. There are, however, as was before

observed, some insects which prey on what may be called dead timber, such as the
Lymextjlon navalis, the Sirex ginas, the Collodium bajuUmi and the various tribes of

ants. At times their ravages are very serious, especially in the case of oak timber
stacked in large quantities, which iu the north of Europe is exposed to the attacks of

the Lymexiilim, and of all descriptions of wood in warmer chmates which are exposed
to the attacks of the destructive termites, or the white ants. In sea-water there are

two species of insects which commit great ravages, viz., the Teredo naralis and the

Limmyria terebrans; and they devour indiscriminately tlie alburnum, or the heart-

wood, with such rapidity that in a very few years large sticks of timber, whole piers,

in fact, arc destroyed by them. It is said that the torr/o was imported into the seas of

Northern Europe by the Dutch, from their colonial possessions, about the middle of

the 17th century ; but I suspect that there is little reason for this opinion, and that

the teredo has been a constant inhabitant of our coasts at least from llio time of the

deposit of the London clay. About ICOO, however, the safety of Holland was seri-

ously compromised by these animals, and since that period the attention ofengineers

and naturalists has been earnestly and anxiously directed to the study of the best

method of combating this apparently insignificant enemy. The habits of the teredo

have thus been carefully studied ; but those of the limnoria are not so well known.
Of these causes of decay 'it is singular that the most general and the most fatal—

viz., the wet-rot, has attracted less attention than the more startling, but less com-
mon, evils—the dry-rot, or the destruction by insects. The methods of prevention

and cure for either of the rots are, however, fortunately nearly the same, and they

may be described by saying that if some of the more recently discovered processes

for the preservation of timber cannot, for economical reasons, be resorted to, no un-

sound timber, nor timber containing sap or sap-wood should be employed in posi-

tions where it woidd be covered in such a manner as to prevent its examination and

• Continned from page 158.
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repair. Great precaution should be tiiken to ensure a perfect circulation of air and a

freedom from moisture, to all unprepared timber, let it be ever so sound, free from

sap, druxy knots, star, cup, or prouud shakes. If for constructive purposes it be

necessary, however, to use timber In the above danjjerous jjosltious, soraeoneor other

of the processes for resisting; the chemical changes in the tissues of the wood must be

resorted to.

These processes arc all founded on the principle that it is essential to inject some
material which should at once precipitate the coafrulable portion of the albumen re-

tained in the tissues of the wood in a permanent insoluble form, which should not

hereafter be susceptible of putrefactive decomposition. For this purpose many
substJinccB, many solutions, have been employed with variable success, of which the

most important and the best known are; I. Kyan's patent, or the injection of a
solution of the chloride ofmercury. 2. ilar^ary's process, or the injection of a solu-

tion of the sulphite of copper. 3. Sir William liumett's process, or the injection

of the chloride of zinc. 4. Payne's process, or the production of a double decom-
position in the pores of the wood, by firstly inject ing a metallic solution, such as the
sulphate of iron, and then injecting a second solution, such as the carbonate of soda,

which would form an oxide of iron in the cellular tissues. 5. lietbell's process of
creosotiug, or the injection of the heavy oil of tar ; and lioueherie's process, which is,

perhaps, rather a modification of the manner of injecting the sulphate of copper than
the application of a new solution, aUhough he occasionally uses the chloride of cal-

cium, and the pyrolignitc of iron. The experience furnished by the railway system,
and the various hydraulic works of our own and foreign countries, appears to me to

have shown tli.at the eilicacy ofthose various processes may be described as follows :—
The creosoting one is the most generally successful; the application of the sulphate
of copper is successful in many cases ; the other processes, although no doubt of
occasional value, have practically been abandoned. It will, therefore, only be nece-
Bsary to revert to the creosoting process, and the use of the sulphate of copper.
Now the application of any of the aqueous solutions of mineral salts as a

preservative process, seems to me to be of limited benefit in cases where the wood is

exposed to tlie action of frequently renewed water, for it has been proved, practically

that the combination between the salt and the albumen is not suthciently permanent
to resist the long-continued solvent action of such water. For piers, bridge founda-
tions or dock work, or even for railway sleepers, 1 myself should hesitate to use any
of the mineral salts ; but for housebuilding purposes, I think that there cannot be
any reasonable doubt of the beneficial effects of the application of the sulphate of
copper for the prevention of rot in its various forms, and I should decidedly recom-
mend its use for the timbers of ships not immediately exposed to the action of the
water, whether the timbers be, or be not, seasoned. It is also to be observed, that
the solution of the sulphate of copper does not communicate any disagreeable smell
to the wood, an objection which applies forcibly to creosote, and the former process
may, under such circumstances, be adopted for domestic purposes. The proportion
of the sulphate of copper in the solution, should be lib. of^the salt to 4 gallons of
water.
In addition to the objection to the sulphate of copper, and the other metallic salts

on the score of their solubility in running water, there is this peculiar objection to
them in the case of timber used in sea-water, viz., that the action of tlie albumen in

the wood renders them perfectly innocuous to animal life, however poisonous they
might originally be. Woods thus treated arc not, then, in any way protected against
the timber-destroying insects, whereas it is certain that the injection of creosote is a
most effectual protection against some of those creatures ; for you may observe that,
in the section of a pile exhibited, the teredo has gone out of his path to avoid the
portions of the wood impregnated with that substance. In India it seems also that
the white ants have a dislike to creosote, and they avoid wood which has been pre-
gared by its injection; so that inasmucli as the experience of nearly twenty years
as shown that the ordinary causes of decay are arrested by this process, and that it

affords an effectual protection against many timber-destroying insects, it seems to
me that wherever the peculiar odour of the crcsote does not constitute an objection to
its use, it should be applied. I beg, however, distinctly to call attention to the fact
that I do not assert that creosote will protect wood against all descriptions of boring
worms, for samples of wood said to have been crcosoted have been occasionally
shown which exhibit trjices of the ravages of the limnoria terebrans. I think that
much reason for doubt exists on this matter, because in far too many cases the
creosote used has been of inferior quality, and in m.any others the pyrolignitc of iron
has been substituted for it. I have not been able yet to analyse the samples
of the prepared and attacked woods I have seen, but I am very strongly
inclined to question whether any authenticated eases of the failure of creosote really
exist. The asserted fact of the attacks of the limnoria is, however, a very remark-
able rphenomenon under any circumstances, and it merits very serious inquiry by
our scientific and technical bodies. If the pieces of wood in question were really
ereosoted, it would seem to prove that the m,aterial which is distasteful to one
animal may be attractive toothers, and therefore that the green-heart timber, which
is said on very doubtful authority to be protected from the toredo by the essential
oil it contains, may be exposed to destruction from the limnoria ; or from the land
insects I h.avc myself noticed in it. If tlic piece of wood just referred to were
prep.tred by the injection of pyrolignitc of iron, it would equally seem that that
that ingredient is no more able to protect v\-ood against insects than it is admitted to
be able to protect wood against rot or decay. There are several very obscure points
connected with the habits of the marine boring worms which I am at present
studying, and I hope, on some future occasion, to be able to dwell more at length on
the subject. My present impressions are, that these dreadful pests have peculiar
habits— that is to say, that they respectively select the locahties for their residence
OU account of some peculiarities in the chemical composition of the materials of the
sea shore, and that they have peculiar and distinct tastes, so that the immunity
f>om the attacks of one of these classes of insects, does not necessarily imply
immunity from the attacks of others. But as the teredo is the most destructive of
the marine, and the white ant the most destructive of the land-devouring insects, it

seems to me tliat the process of creosoting (which is now generally admitted to he an
effectual protection against both of these enemies), should bo adopted in
all cases where wood is likely to be exposed to their attacks. That creosote
is able to protect wood against ordinary decay is proved by the state of
the sleepers of some of our railways, laid down as far back as 1841. but of course
this process, like all practical chemical ones, requires to be applied skilfully and con-
scientiously. JIuch prejudice against the use of creosote seems, for instance, to have
seen created by the decay of timber treated by the pyrolignitc of iron, and still more
bjr the shameful manner in which the creosote itself has teen used, for in the section
of the pile on the table no more of that oil is to be found in the wood than the latter
would be able to take up by a very temporary immersion. In the best creosoting
works, such as those of Mr. liethell, or the still more extensive ones of Messrs. Hurt
and Co., the oil is injected at a temperature of 120 degrees, and under a pressure of
160 lbs. on the square inch, so that ordinary fir timber absorbs on the average from 8
to 10 lbs. weight of the creosote to the cubic foot. For all buildingor hydraulic en-
gineering purposes, fir timber thus treated is far more durable than the best oak,
teak, or other hard woods, and as the cost of the operation is very small, it certainly
should be resorted to on all occasions where the smell of the creosote is not likely to
be objectionable. When this is the case, I certainly think that some modification of
Margery's process should be adopted, and that house or ship timbers exposed to
damp, warm, and confined air should be treated with the sulphate of copper. •

• At the risk ol' repetition. I cannot help saying that it is essential to observe that
all these methods of protecting timber from external and internal sources of
"Bstrnction, depend for their success upon the skilful and conscientious manner in
which they are applied; for, as they involve chemical actions on a large scale, their
efflclcncy must depend upon the observance of the minute practical precautions
required to e.vclude any disturbing causes. The purity of the salts, or of the creosote
used, the strength of the solutions, the treatment of the wood before the injection of
the preservative materials, and the manner in which those materials are injected, aU *

The above notice of the preservative processes for timber has necesBarily been of ft

cursory and superficial nature, on account of the great range of the subject before ua

;

and 1 have been unable to refer, in any detail, to the various methods Bum,'C8te(l (or
rendering wood practically non-inflammable, non-absorbent, and therefore, com*
paratively speaking, indestructible. I hope soon to be able to lay before this Society
the result of some experiments of this description I am myselfengaged upon in con-
junction with some friends, and in the meantime] beg your contideratlon for the
shortcomings of this paper in all other respects. Art is very long, our faculties are
very limited ; and however earnestly we labor, it fa only a partial view of even ques-
tions of detail that the wisest and most laborious of us can attain. If, then-fore, any
of my hearers should be disposed to study more thoroughly the natural history of
woods, I would refer them to the authors I have myself consulted iu preparmg this
paper, and from whom 1 have borrowed largely :

—
Telford's "Carpentry;" Du llamel, "Transport des Bois;" Harlow,

.Strength of Materials ;" Du Ilamel, " Oe rKxploitation des Forests;"
(:harpenterie ;" Description des IJois ;" par Mathieu ; Kondelct," L'Art i-_

,

"Instruction sur les Bois de la Marine ;' Selby's "Forest Trees;" Scheden, "Zar
Conservirung des Holzes;" Loudon's "Arboretum Britannicum ;" Lyonnet," Traits
sur la Chenille," &c; Kirby and .Spenee's "Entomology;" Katzburg's "Forest
Insects ;" Kollar, " On the Insects Injurious to Gardens, Ac ;" Asa Fitch •' On the
Destructive Insects of the State of New 'V'ork;" Nordllnger, " l>ie Teclinischca
Eigenschaften der Ilolzer ;" Caillaud, "Sur les Mollusques Tcrforants ;" Jussieu,
" Botanlque;" Lindley's "Introduction to Botanyl" McWilliams on "Dry Uot;'*
Chapman on "Dry Kot;" George's "Remedy for Dry Rot;" Papers by Drs. Farada/
andBirkbeck on Kyan's Patent ; Papers in " Transactions of Civil Kngineers," by
Messrs. Bethell and Burt ; reports on " Boucherie's Process," and Reports of Juries
of the Paris Universal Exhibition, together with occasional rclerenccs in the
"Annales des Ponts and Chaussds, des Mines, de Construction," &c., &o. ; Do C'andoUe<
" Sur la Geographic Botanique,"*

On the
ly, "La

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCIIITECTS.
OS THE OltlGIN ASD DEVELOPMENT OF THE USE OF CBYPTS IN CIIKISTIAN CHUBCDES

FROM THE EAULIEST PERIOD.t
Here and there, however, are small chambers, commonly called "cubicula" or

crypts proper, of the greatest interest. In them the Primitive Christians arc said to
have assembled for a species of service, called by TertuUian (ad Uxor, i.) and by St.

Cyprian (de Lapsis) avvai,iQ, or gathering together ; but this is simply impossible, as
out of some fifty or sixty described by Aringhi, and of which he gives the dimensions,
the largest is only 15 feet by 7 feet (i inches ; the greater part being only nine or tea
palms (about 7 teet G inches) square, while those lately discovered by Perret, and
published by the French Government, seldom exceed 4^ metres each way. As haa
been said before, they are generally cut out of the solid tufo rock. IThe probability is,

they were oratories, or perhaps mortuary chapels. That of St. Hermes, wlio is said
to have been a prefect at Rome, who suffered martyrdom in the time of Hadrian,
contains a tomb, which is to this^day occasionally used as an altar. It may be conve-
nient to describe this crypt as a type of very many others. It is about i;t English feet
in length, by about feet inches in width and about 8 feet in height, and arched
like a barrel vault. It is approached by some steps leading out of one of the mazes
of passages before described ; it is plastered with a fine Intonaco, and filled with
paintings, as, in lact, a large maiority are. The tomb at the end is, in fact, a sarco-
fdiagus, the top of which is plain, and the front is sculptured in three compartments,
t is supposed there were two bodies buried at the end (besides that of the saint), four

on the right side and four on the left, becides three smaller spaces which probably
held the bodies of children. In the centre a lamp has been suspended. This crypt
of St. Hermes must not, however, be confounded with the church dedicated to that
saint, which is of considerable size ; and though now entirely covered over, appa-
rently was originally only partly sunk in the earth, as there are a sort of clerestory
windows, which gave light apparently through openings resembUng the walls round
the area windows of our houses.
The illustration (Boldetti, pi. 2) shows another crypt, which is in the catacombs of

St. Agnes. It is groined, and on tliree sides has tombs, which have been used as
altars. On one side is a large chair cut in the solid rock, said by him to have been
an episcopal seat ; by others the seat of the priest, while giving instruction to
catechumens. Such chairs, however, are not uncommon in these crypts. In one
given in Aringhi, vol. ii. p. 81, there are two similar chairs cut out of the solid tufo,
and a bench of the same kind which goes round the other tlirce sides of the room. It
is said, but on what authority I dojnot know, that the second seat was for the
deaconess, and used by her at the catechising or instructing the female convents.
The crypt is, however, but 8 feet long, 7 feet (5 inches wide and 8 feet high, and haa
contained S bodies, besides one (probably) over the door. In addition to those witli
arched or groined roofs, there are some of which the ceilings are quite flat. The
crypt, called the oratory of St. Helena, is of this class ; it is supported by four
columns each, at a little distance from the wall. Sometimes the tombs were covered
by a sort of grating carved in marble, through which visitors miglit look, and pro-
bably view the coffin of the martyr. A very curious one is found in the crypt of St.
Calixtns. The grating is of peculiar form, and much like that under the altar at S.
Nereo and Achilleo.

It is the opinion of Seroux D'Agincourt, and seems a very probable conjecture,
that the idea of these crypts was taken from a species of construction common
among the Romans, where a "s.acellum," containing an "rcdiculum," or shrine, to
the tutelary god of the family, was erected over the "columbarium," or place of de-
positing the urns which contained the ashes of the different members of it. The
illustration shows one not far from the church of St. Agnes. It is wholly of brick,
even the capitals of the columns being cut out of that material, and is supposed to
be of the time of the early emperors. The shrine of the genius of the family is

above, and below is an arched chamber, which was the sepulchre. On each of the

require strict attention, and they certainly render it necessary for the engineer or
architect either to resort to those establishments which have a good reputation to
lose, or to exercise the most rigid personal supervision. Any one, in fact, who would
examine the creosoting works of Messrs. Burt and Co., the largest I have seen near
London, must be convinced of the necessity for these precautious, and it will suffice
to observe the great practical skill, the care and attention with which in those works
the creosote is distilled, the sap or other moisture drawn from the wood, and the
fluids subsequently injected, to arrive at the conclusion that operations of this kind
should only be carried into effect by experienced persons of high character. The
machinery required for preparing a long stick of timber, of considerable scantling, is
in itself a very serious matter, for it is necessary, in the first place, to make a vacuum
which should allow the sapwood to escape, and to do this in cylinders of 6 feet in
diameter, and from 20 to 50 feet in length, is in itself both diflicult and dangerous ;

then the injection of the creosote at a temperature of 120°, and under a pressure of
1501bs. on the square inch is, as every practical man knows, a d.angerous operation,
requiring very skilful manipulation and very costly machinery. Lmphatically, the
use of creosote is one which illustrates the advantages of the division of labor; and
my own impression on the subject certainly is that it would be preferable for the
parties wisiiingto apply this or any other preservative pi-occss. to entrust its execu-
tion to men of the position and character of those above named, rather than attempt
to execute it themselves. Of course in speaking of Jfessrs. Bethell and Burt, I only
speak from my own personal knowledge. I am far from saying that there may not
be others as able and as worthy as they are, and as fit to be employed to creosote
wood. All that I am anxious to establish is, that extreme care aad skill arc reqiurcd
for the purpose.

* To be continued.
t Continued from page 4o4.
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four aides of this lower part is a niche, probably intended for the statues or
** imagines" of the principal members, and eij^ht other very small niches, each of
which contained two nrns, (uH of the ashes of the dead. There can indeed be but
little doubt that these Roman structures (which were a combination of the tomb and
the oratory) ?ave the orijjin not only to the crypts of the ancient and medieval
church, but also to those picturesque tombs now so common in the cemeteries of
Italy and France, where tne family vault is below, and above is a little chapel,
whose grraled door displays an altar and crucifix, where the relatives repair at certain
times to pray, and to suspend crowns of '* immortelles " in memory or the dead.

It will not be within my limits to describe the various objects foxmd in these crypts.
The grr^ater part, as 1 have said, contam paintings, some of very {^reat merit ; the
eubjecls are mostly from Scripture history. There are also, as might be expected,
many ria^, coins, lamps, Ac, found; plain chalices of mixed metal have also been
discovered, probablv eucharistic; strange and horrible instruments, supposed to
have been used for the purposes of torture ; phials of glass, in which, it may be new
to some to hear, are paintin<;s. M. IVrret is said to have made no less than ei^jhty-
six copies of painting-s on, or rather in, »las3 in the various catacombs. To describe
the symbols found on the tombs and the mscriptions would fill many volumes. They
comprehend not only sepulchral inscriptions, the history and memory of the dead,
pious ejaculations, religious emblems, but in many cases delineations of the instru-
ments of the worldly calUng or profession of the departed.

Tliere is one, however, of great interest to the architect, as probably forming the
tomb of a mason or sculptor. There are represented the ordinary compasses, calli-

pers, a rule, 8<iuare, level, mallet, and chisels, and what is more curious, an instru-
ment much resembling a trammel, and which has been surmised to be intended for
the delineation of ellipses.

A few words, however, may be said as to the style and date of these crypts. In
the admirable work of Seroux d'Agincourt a very carious parallel is given between
the pictures found in the I'a^an tombs and those in the Christian crypts. The
author is incUned to thinic they range in point of style and date from the second
century to the eighth, and in instances at Naples even later. lie gives as a parallel the
paintings in a tomb discovered by Hartoli near Rome, which is clearly of the time of
the Antouines and those discovered in the crypt of Saint Friscilla, which may be said

to be identical in point of style.

That many of the paintings in the Christian crypts must be of very early date is

also indicated by their still preserving some traces of l*agan emblems. Thus the
Muses still exemplify harmony ; and for some time Orpheus, with his lyre, attracting
the beasts around him, was given an an emblem of our Saviour; and this is of fre-

quent occurrence, and being surrounded by Scriptural subjects, as Daniel in the
Lions' Ben, Moses striking the Rock, the Kaisinjj of Lazarus, all prove them not to
be the tombs of Titans, but of Christians ; and they also show how the memory of
Orpheus was associated in their minds with the idea of the lawgiver, the leader of
ci\*ilization; and, what is perhaps still stranger, to typify the inventor of fine art ; for

it has been too much the case to represent the early Christians as stern ascetics, lor
whom poetry, music, art, and architecture had no cliarms.
Again, the whale swallowing Jonah is exactly like the dragons on the walls at

Pompeii ; Klijah departs for heaven in a regular classic quadriga ; and the three
kings seek the Saviour, each having on the I'hrygian cap. On some are representa-
tions of persons dining together at a table, not reclining like Romans upon the
lectum or bed around the trichnium, but seated in chairs. These we know, from the

inscription ayajriy, ^vrittcn on them, must be representations of the "love feasts" of

the early Christians. Another curious subject would lead us to believe that the
Christians often employed heathen artists, for on one of the tombs the sculptor has
Erobably forgotten and cut the usual Pagan D.M., or Diis Manibus,butha8 recollected
imself, and struck his chisel across the letters, and placed the well known

Christian monogram by its side. These last cited circumstances, however, prove but

little, as the ayaTrai were continued in churches as late as the sixth Council of

Constantinople, commonly called the Council in Trnllo, which was at the end of the
seventh century, and if the tradition as regards the celebrated monqg^ram be correct,
the Inscription alluded to must at least be as late as the time of Constantine. Of
course without direct evidence, it is difficult absolutely to pronounce on such a point

;

if. however, we may be allowed to reason from similarity m art, wc may believe some
of these crypts to be as old as the third, if not the second century. The art, however,
gives an idea of wealth and refinement among the early Christians, which we are
usually taught not to expect at that period. It seems still more extraordinary that they
should be permitted so to adorn their tombs. It must have been not only an expensive
work but one which must have taken up a great deal of time, and therefore could
hardly have been done, at any rate, to such an extent, without the knowledge of the
authorities. It must, however, be borne in mind, that the persecutions broke out at
intervals, and then ceased ; and. according to the worst accounts, the Christians had
peace for more than 140 years out of the three first centuries.
If the internal evidences as to art give ns no certain data, those as to architecture

give us less. Tliere are no distinctive marks about the construction of the passages,
or the arching, or groining the crypts, that diff'er from what we know decidedly to
be Pagan work. It is true that the details of the capitals in the crypt at St. Agnes,
mentioned before, seem to be Classic, but those in another of the same crypts, given
by Perretin his magnificent book, seem very late indeed, and can hardly be called
Classic work. Still more unlike are the caps of the crypt of St. Pretextatus, given
in the same boijk ; they certainly must be referred to a late period ; while a corbel in
the same crypt, discovered in 184(3, is quite unlike anything Classic, but rather
resembles Byzantine work.

I fear this long account of the subterraneous world must have wearied my hearers.
I must now crave of them—

" Though long detained,
In that obscure sojourn, while in my flight.
Through utter, and through middle darkness borne."

to retam to the upper world, and see what effect the objects below had on those
above.
My hearers will remember the law of the Romans, quoted some time back, on ex-

tramural interments. It appears that frequent attempts were made from time to
time on the one hand to evade, and on the other to enforce it. Ha Irian passed a law
fining any person 40 aurei (about .£30) who buried any i>erson in cities. Short as was
the time between his reign and that of Antoninus Pius, we find (from Julius Capi-
tolinus) that the latter was obliged to re-enact the same law, and that a few years
after Domitian was obliged to do the same. The consequence was, all the Christians,
whether martyrs or not, were buried, not only without the city, but also without the
pomoerium, or suburbs, as Sidoninus Apollinaris (i. .'>) tells us. Constantine seems to
have been the first burled in a city. Kusebms (Vit. Constan. iv. cap. 71) says he was
buried at Constantinople, in the Church of the Apostles ; but St. Chrysostom (Quod
Christus sit Dens) says "in the porch without the church, so they who wore diadems
think it a favor to be buried so that kings are the fisherman's doorkeepers." It will
be unnecessary to go through the history in all its points; it will suffice that the
Council of IJraga (A.D. 503) gave permission for men to be buried in the churchyard
in cases of necessity (n necesse est), but on no account within the "walls of the
church." The claim, however, to lay their bones under a holy roof grew se on men
that wc find a council at Mayence aeciding that " no one should be buried in the
church but bishops, abbots, or worthy priests, or faithful laymen;" and at last we
find the Council of Meaux(McIdense) leaves it to the bishop and presbyter to settle
who should be buried in churches and who should not. The result from that time to
the present is well known.
But to return to the other branch of our subject. When the persecution had ceased

wc naturally find the remains of those who had testified their faith with their blood
held in greater reverence day by day. These tombs were first visited by those who
dwelt near, and then became an object of pilgrimage to those who lived afar off.

Pride of such a situation as the proximity of a holy grave in some, and the love of
lucre In others, caused all sorts of pretences to be act up to the possession of a

martyr's tomb, or relics, and these, like all other possessions, soon became objects of
barter or sale. In the "Codex " of Theodosius (lib. ix. tit. 7, de Sepul. Violat.) we
find this law :

— " Let no one move a corpse once buried to another pfiice ; let no one
take away or make merchandise of the body of a martyr ; but, nevertheless, if any of
the saints is buried in any place for the sake of venerating him, lot them add [or
construct] any fabric which they please as a martyrium." That this trafficking In
relics of saints and bodies of martyrs had become scandalous, wo learn from St.
Augustin, who wrote about this time. He Isays ("De Vita Monach," c. 28), "The
most cunning enemy of souls has sent forth everywhere so many hypocrites in the
habit of monks, ^oing about the provinces, without any mission, never fi.xed, never
settled, some sellin"; the members of martyrs, if, indeed, they are members of
martyrs; others make broad their phylacteries," &c., &c. This state of things may
also be still better illustrated by a solemn canon of the fifth council of Carthage (A.D.
43"). It is the 11th chapter, and the title is, " Concerning churches [basilicis] which
are dedicated without the relics of martyrs." The canon runs thus :—" Whereas,
altars, everywhere, through fields, or by roads, are set up to the memory of martyrs,
in which no bodies or relics of martyrs can be proved to be buried. Let them be
pulled down by the bishops who preside over such places, if it can be done, lint if
It cannot be done on account of popular tumults, let the common people be admo>
nished that they should not frequent such places, so that those who think rightly
should not be caught and bound by any superstition." Then certain principles are
laid down for ascertaining the truth in such cases, and the canou concludes,—*' As to
those who, throu^'h dreams, and certain vain quasi-revelations, put up everywhere
the altars of men, let them, in every manner, meet reprobation."

It IS not my intention, nor would it be in place, to fro into the history of the
increasiuf^ reverence paid to the relics of martyrs. It will be necessary, however, to
mention that people were not content that the bodies of holy men should be vene-
rated at their tombs, but a system of removing the relics into different churches now
prevailed, which system was called "translation." The earliest mention I have
found of this in the works of the ecclesiastical historians is in Socrates Scholastlcus
(lib. vii. cap. 25). He mentions a sect of Novatians who dug up the body of Sabbatius
from the Isle of Rhodes and conveyed It to Constantinople and prayed on his tomb.
Atticus, the bishop, however, caused the body to be removed (this must have been
about A.D. 425). The same author (vii. 44) says that Proclus, about fifteen years
later, removed the body of St. Chrysostom, who had been buried at Comana, to Con-
stantinople, and laid it on the left side of the church of the Apostles, liut before
this wc have long accounts by St, Jerome of the di.po8ition of the bones of SS. I'eter
and Paul under the altars at Rome ; of SS. Andrew, Luke, and Timothy, and Samuel,
the Judge of Israel, at Constantinople. But we have no time to tnter into details,
which may be found in Baronius, and in the letters of the curious controversy between
St. Jerome and Vigilantius. Suffice it to say that in almost every church relics of
martyrs were deposited under the altars.

This, at first, was done by simply making an opening under the altar, in which
the bones or otlicr relics wore deposited, the front of which was closed by a sort of
gratin«( carved out of marble. It must be remembered that in the early Basilican
church the altar did not stand against the wall, but at the chord of the arc of the
bema, or tribunal, on the edge of the raised platform itself, behind which, in the
middle of the apsis and against the wall, was the OpovoQ^ or seat of the bishop,
and on each side of which were the seats of the presbyters, ranged in the form of
a semi-circle. To this day it is so in all churches which claim either to have been
erected by the early Christians or rc-erccted on their foundations; and, to this day,
in all such churches, the priest says mass at the back at the altar, with his
face towards the people, instead of the opposite method, which is usual in other
churches.
This place for depositing the relics was called the " confessione," or place where

the relics of those who had confessed the taith arc deposited, and this name is

retained to the present day. The simplest and, no doubt, oldest form is tliat which
was at the church of the Quattro Incoronati, before the alterations, and which was
a simple aperture under the altar about 2 feet wide. Very much like this was that at
S. Nereo and Achilleo, which is closed by a curious grating, resembling in design
very much that in the crypt of St. Calixtus, mentioned above. At St. Maria in
Trastevere, the "confessione" is a sort of small chamber about 5 feet square, also
under the altar. As time went on, the confessione becomes larger, and more and
more resembling the crypts in the catacombs. At St. Maria, in Domnica, it is in
reality a small crypt, about 13 feet by 10 feet, and is partly below the floor, and is

approached by a descent of five steps. In this is a sarcophagus, containing, it fa
said, the body of St. Ciriacus. At St. Prisca the crypt is still larger. It
is a vaulted chamber, about 10 feet by 22 feet: the arch supported on two
masses of masonry, strongly reminding us of the Etruscan tombs, behind which
are two flights of stairs, of about tiiirty steps in each. I must now call your attention
to two confessiones which partase more of the character of the passages of the
Catacombs than of the crypts therein ; one is tliat of St. Marco, (A.D. 33(j—the Pope,
not the Evangelist) ; this is a sort of passage way, of semicircular form, the extreme
diameter of which is about 24 feet: the passage itself is about 4 teet wide. It
receives light from the grating under the altar. The other is at St. Prassede. Here
the entrance is immediately under the altar, by a descent of eight or ten steps ; this
leads to a passage about 40 feet long, which branches off into two semicircular
passages, much like that at St. Marco. This must have been in existence m
A.D. 41)1), in which year it was restored, we are told, by Pope Adrian, in a life of him,
written by Anastasius. A still larger crypt is at St. Slartino ; this was originally
partly supported by a block of masonry, and partly on square pillars, like the
Etruscan tombs, and forms in fact a small church, about 45 feet each way. In fact,

this is the form tlie crypt now began to assume. At St. Maria in Cosmedin, it has a
nave and side aisles, formed partly by six columns, three on each side, and partly by
two solid blocks of masonry, and is about 22 feet by 13 feet. At San Lorenzo it is

still longer, about 30 feet by 10 feet, and has four columns on each side, and also a
tomb in the centre.

I have thus shown that, as time progressed, the small aperture called the confes-
sione had increased till it became larger and larger, till at St, Miniato, near Florence,
and St. Michele, at Pavia, it had lengthened to 00 feet and upwards, and become a
second church.
At the close of the lecture Mr. Asiipitel remarked that at the oriofin of the

Decorated style of architecture, when there was no difference in religion and no
cause whatever for it, the ci*ypts suddenly ceased. In the Early Decorated, in the
Late Decorated, and in the Perpendicular, in no large church was there a regular
crypt. And yet it was remarkable that tliey were common under otherbuildings, such
as at the Guildhall. The curious interesting structures called crypts seemed to have at
once gone into utter disuse ; we got no more, and heard no more of them. He hoped
to be able, early In the next session, to lay before the Institute some account of
crypts from the earliest period down to the time of their entire disuse. And in the
interim he should feel much obliged to any gentlemen who would favor him with
any drawings of crypts he might possess.
A Poliuli gentlemen, whose name was understood to be BRATTEnnLOBSKv, made

a few observations respecting the crypts at Naples and Alexandria. The catacombs
under Paris were similar to those which had been described. It was difficult to get
admission to them, inasmuch as it had been stated that several persons had entered
them, and never come out. It would be well if the Institute used its infiuencc to
obtain admission for some skilful persons in order that comparisons might be made.
The tombs of the Kings near Jerusalem corresponded in a great measure with the
description of crypts they had had that evening.
Mr. J. W. Papwoiitii moved a vote of thanks to IMr. Ashpifel for his interesting

paper. The motion having been seconded, was carried by acclamation.
Tlie CiiAin.MAN said, Sfr. Ashpitel's paper was one of extraordinary merit; its

fulness, comprehensiveness, and grasp were the only reasons he could give for the
silence that had fallen on their discnssiou-lovini,'- society. The paper exhibited a
great deal of research and patient labor. The Chairman then announced that at the
next ordinary meeting Mr. M. Digby Wyatt would read a paper on illumiuated manu-
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scripts illnstrativc of the Iiistory of the arts of dosigii ; and that on the following;

Monday a special general meeting would be held to consider the propositions of the

Council respecting examinations.
Kem ilemlicrs.—'Vt\e following gentlemen, havmg been duly ballottcd for, were

elected members of the Institute :—Mr. Harry itobcrt Newton, Associate, of 0,

Argyll-street, liegent-street, and Mr. Henry Dangerfleld, of Cheltenham, as Fellows;

an3 Mr. Uobert Knott Blessley, of 8, Furoival's-iun, as Associate. The meeting then
separated.

»
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of this body was held in the rooms, », Conduit-street, Regent-street,

on Friday ; J. W. I'ENFOLD, Esq., the I'resident, iu the chair. About au members
were present.

I Mr. [li. A. C. Hebhino, hon sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last

meeting, which were approved of and conlirmed.
A'ommatioii of Officers, i)''c.—The Chairman having called for a report Jj-om the

sub-committee appointed at the last meeting, Mr. II. A. Reeves, a member of the
sub-committee, read the following report :—
lieporlo/ihe Sub-Cominittec appointed on the Hth ofMay,for the purpose of sekclinr/

the Ojncersfor the cnsuinif Session.
" In the somewhat dltTicult undertaking of selecting the officers for the ensuing

-session, we have, where practicable, relieved the old ones, for two reasons, viz., first,

that many of them felt their offices irksome, inasmuch as they had not sufficient

time to discharge botli their professional duties, and also those of the Architectural
Association in a manner creditable to themselves, and beneficial to the interests of
the Association ; secondly, that by selecting new and young members to the difl'erent

offices, we hope to instil into the Association fresh life and vigor, which no member
of the Association witli any degree ofjustice can deny that it wants. We have also
endeavoured, and believe we have succeeded, in choosing good working members,
wl>o are not afraid of tlie duties they liave agreed to undertalie to perform. And we
sincerely hope that having effected such a reform In the Association, it will not only
increase in its list of members, in attendance at the ordinary meetings, as well as those
of the Class of Peaign, but in time (and we trust not very long hence) become one of
the best resorts for the younger members of a profession so universally admired and
patronised. It was also unanimously agreed by this Committee that, in order to
obtain a more genuine election, and to see if tlio members generally had any interest

in the Association, flic voting papers be not allowed to be used as proxies in tliis

instance, and in fact tliat voting by proxy be not allowed. The following arc tlic

members whom tlie sub-committee have the pleasure of recommending for nomina-
tion to the various ollices, and whose willingness to serve has been ascertained.
(Here follow the names).
The Chairman stated that they could not abolish proxies until they had made

an alteration in the existing rules.

After some discussion it was decided that the rule respecting proxies could not be
altered without notice.
On the motion of Jlr. Thomas M. Rickman, seconded by Mr. Bunker, the report

of the sub-committee was received.
After a desultory conversation, the following gentlemen were nominated to the

various olficcs of the Association (the election to take place at the next ordinary
meeting.)
President.—Ht. T. Roger Smith, A.I.B.A.. and Mr. T. Blashill.
Vice President.—'^U. B. A. C. Herruig, Mr. Arthur Blomfleld, and Mr. Arthur

Allom.
Ordinarii Members nf Committee.—'Hes^rs. R. VV. Billings, J. Bunker, B. J. Ben-

weU, W. Gritten,Jun.,R.O. Harris, C. U. F. Lewes, J. B. New, ^y. Pain, T. M.
Kickmau, A.I.B.A.; H. A. Reeves, A. Walters, E. Wimbridge, and T. Blashill.
Honorary Treasurer.—Mr. Arthur Smith.
Honorary Solicitor.—3Ir. Francis Truefitt.
.^urf(7ors.—Messrs. S. V. Rogers, and W. S. Sams.
liegistrar.—Mr. S. C. Capes, A.I.B.A.
C«ratortf.—Messrs. C. II. F. Lewes and R. O. Harris.
Honorary Secretaries.—Mcsars. Arthur Smith, and E. Wimbridge.
The Future of the Association.—^Ir. Bunker thought there should be some altera-

tion in the rules, iu order to efficfentiy carry on the Association under the fresh
scheme ; if not, they would be pledged the next session to go on with the reading of
papers to empty benches.

iSlr. Rakaire said the question which arose in his mind was, in what way could
they best bring the members of the Association together, and make the papers
read useful and instructive, and otherwise beneficial to the members who attended
the meetings. The first thing which struck his mind was, what was the purpose of
the Association ten years ago, when he was a member of it ? He attended the
meetings of the Association as often as he could ; Friday night after Friday night
he came, and tlien he found very little interest in the papers which were then read.
Whether tliat was because they were beyond his comprehension, or because they
were not of sufficient interest, or because he did not understand them, he could not
fell ; but lie found them very uninteresting. It appeared to liim that the Association
was in tliis particular dilemma at present—it had no particular course before it. Now,
he tbouglit tliere was a sclieme the adoption of which would place tlie Association in
a better jiosifion. Hethought if it held out the faintest chance of success itwasworth
trial ; if it succeeded it certainly could not place them in a worse position, and if it
should fail, then they could return to the position in which they were at present.
The scheme he had iu his mind was the following. It appeared to him ttiat the Asso-
ciation being chiefly established for the benefit of the young men of tiie profession,
who had to go throu"li the drudgery of being pupils, and who as pupils frequently
learned very little, if anything at all, and who wished to get through their
servitude in any way, there was actually no aim for them. But it
appeared to him there would be some aim given to them by joining
the Association, and he thought that before they became members of the Association
they should be required to undergo a simple primitive examination for the purpose
of seeing wliether they were fit to undertake tlio subjects that might be brought
before fhe Association. The examination should not be of a complicated nature, but
simple, and the papers read should be of a competitive and interesting character. Ho
was of opinion jilso that the sketches of the Class of Design should be not so much
fine drawings, but sketches of a practical character; say, for instance, that half-a-
dozen sketches of trusses of various kinds should be sent in, [then tliey sliould be
practically explained and criticised, a discussion follow thereon, and in that way the
Ideas of many persons upon the same subject would be obtained, and much benefit
derived tliercfrom. That, it appeared to him, would create some interest amongst
the younger members of the profession, and induce tliem to come forward for their
own benefit as well .is for the benefit of others. He thought that the examination
he proposed should not be made equal to that proposed by the Institute, but in-
ferior to if. Architecture had been split up into litfle bits ; architects used formerly
to be both architects and civil engineers, but now they were two distinct branches.
And they now found again that the surveyors had ventured on a new line of attack,
as had been mentioned in the press, and some gentlemen had stated it to be the case
that surveyors were sometimes engaged in the preparation of drawings. It further
appeared that tlie surveyors were excluded from the Institute of Architects and tlie
Institution of Civil Engineers, and that they were about to form a society of theirown
—and no doubt they would have a society of their own—{Hear, hear). And he did
notthtok tlu-y would take so long to do that, as some of the architectural societies
uid m forming theirs. He then ridiculed the assumption of some persons, including
builders and sometimes auctioneers, calling tliemselvos architects. Arcliitecturo
seemed to be something tliat everybody could follow, though it was not understood
what was to be done. Now, young men ouglit to be taught what architecture was,

2 ,"'"y should not trust to engineers, surveyors, or aucfioneers, and that they
snonld understand the responsibility they undertook by becoming members of the

profession. With greater usefulness, with more atleutiou to the interests of yoaae
men, the Architectural Association would grcaflyextend the benefits and advantage*
conferred by it. At present the Association did not offer him sufficient Intercsfto
induce him to spend his Friday evenings at its meetings, but it might really interest
many persons who would come to the meetings, but who in consequence of the pre-
sent management stayed away. He suggested that the plan he had proposed should
be referred to the Committee for consideration, and to report whether they thou"ht
it should be carried out or not.

**

Mr. A. Allom.—Mr. I'arairo said indirectly tliat the Association had been a failure.
Now, he begged to remind Mr. Paraire that the Association had been in existence
since liU'i, or about eigliteen years ; he had been a member of it about ten or eleven
years, and in opposition to what had been said by Sir. I'araire he contended it hail
not been a failure. It was true that like all other societies it had gone througli its
vicissitudes, and not only the Institut.e but other institutions had gone throueh
similar vicissitudes. They had liad times of great prosperfy, times when they hail
very good papers, times when they had very bad papers, times when they had a very
good I'resident, and times when they had a very bad President, times when they had
very good secretaries, and times wlien they had very bad secretaries ; and as each
of these matters came to pass, so the Association rose or fell in the estimation
of the public. He was sorry to say that he fancied tlie business of the Association
had not for the last two or tnree years been conducted with that care which formerly
characterised its management. He was quite sure that if 3Ir. Paraire would just look
back and rememberwhat the Association had done througli acourse of years, the interest
wliich the public had taken in its existence, and the information which the public had
been able to obtain througli the Architectural Exhibition which the Association found-
ed, he would see that the Association had been a great success. The Association had
been a great urger forward of the Institute ; he was sure that but for the Association,
the Institute would not have been what it is now, and he thought tliat their Society was
now about to take its proper place as an Architectural Association. As a society they
could not expect to rival the Institute ; they might rival it by doing their work well,
as members of the Society, but if they attempted to rival it as an institution their
attempt would end iu failure, for the Institute had a vast property, had interest
with tlie public, had the ear of the press, and the prestige of the profession, of whicli
a great many members were the older members of the Institute. He did not approve
of all the Institute did ; for instance, the Institute, he contended, ouglit to allow the
whole of its members to vote—that was to say that if the Associates were allowed to
vote, the interest of the Institute would be double what it was at present. The
education of the young architect was a :iue8tion ofvery great importance to themselves
as a profession, and it was also one of great importance to the public. If young men
or boys were allowed to go into arcliitects' offices, the architects reccivin-^; one or two
hundred guineas as premium, and in some cases three or four hundred guineas, he
said it was a disgrace to any professional man to take a young man into] Iiis office
and tlieii turn him out without a knowledge of his art, sometimes without even being
able to draw plans, he might say—(Applause). That was a great wron", in fact it
was robbing the parents of the young men of tlie money which they liad paid as
premiums. One of the great objects of the Association was to counteract that evil,
and to bring the young men together in order that they might mutually interest anil
improve each other. Now, he knew that such had been the case, that great benefit
had been derived by young men from the Association. For himself he could say that
he had derived great practical art-knowledge from the meetings of the Association,
and he thought that many older members of the Association would say the same
tiling. Therefore, one of tlie great objects of the Association was to do what Mr.
Paraire appeared now to propose should be done. With regard to papers and sketches
of a competitive character, they were very useful, and the system had been
tried in the Association, but it had frequently been found that the great
matter aimed at was rather to produce a fine sketch than to go into
the practical details. From his own experience it appeared that, in a great
many of the offices the young men learned very little of their art indeed, what they
did obtain was chiefly picked up by themselves in the course of business. That gap
had been filled up by the Architectural Association, tlie great object of which was to
teach the youug man his art. The Royal Academy was a dead letter ; though he had
tlie honor of gaining a gold medal, lie only attended two lectures in his life. But he
was then a very active member of the Association, and he got more of a practical
knowledge of his art by coming down to the meetings of the Association, instead of
hstening to the tlieories propounded in the splendid lectures at the Royal Academy.
As to the papers of a competitive character, the Class of Design was to some extent
the very medium to give what Mr. Paraire wished tlie students to obtain—that was,
to give to the young student the ]practical as well as the theoretical part of his art

;

but he was sorry to say tlie practical part was rather departed from, and tlie theo-
retical portion adhered to. They ought to elect as office-bearers the very best men
in the Association : unless they had the very best men to take an interest in the
Association tliey could not expect it to go on well. They ought to have as office-

bearers men who would work out the objects of the Association with great spirit.

All he could say was, that he should be very sorry to see the Architectural Associa-
tion dissolved, and unless its meml>ers saw something very much better before them,
he begged tliem not to break themselves up as an Association—(Applause).
A Memrer—AVe do not mean to break up the Association—(Much applause.)
Mr. Herring (Hon. Sec.) complained tliat Mr. AUom should come down to the

meetings of the Association once or twice, after an absence of some years, to find
fault witli the office bearers, especially the honorary secretaries.
The Chairman said if Mr. Allom had comedown to the meetings earlier in the

session they would have been glad to have seen him.
Mr. Herring—Just so ; and he has no right to come down here to-night and And

fault.

Mr. Bunker moved the following resolution :
—" That the Committee be em-

powered to propose any such alterations in the present rules, and also such new
rules as in their opinion may be advisable, and tiiat such proposed alterations or
additions be laid before the members of the Association at the first ordinary general
meeting of the next session."
Mr. A. Allom seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. C. II. F. Lewes remarked that Mr. Paraire and Mr. Allom seemed to be
of ojiinion that the sketches at the Class of Design were only theoretic and
artistic, and not practical ; but so long as he had been a member of the Class of
Design he had always found that the practical parts of the sketches had been as
much criticised as the theoretical.
Mr. Paraire never meant to say that the Association had done no good, as

Mr. Allom had assumed, for he thought it had done an immensity of good. But
he should wish it to do a little more good, and to do that little more good well.

He contended that the young men of the profession ought to come to the meetings
of the Association, where they could get knowledge wliicli tliey could not acquire
at an office. He knew in what a state of ignorance of their profession some young
men were turned out of offices, and in support of such a statement could adduce
some facts which were really wondcrlul and scarcely credible. When pupils were
turned out of offices as they sometimes were, he thought it was clear that archi-

tectural knowledge was not to be gained in such offices. Now it appeared to him
tliat if a moderate examination were insisted on previous to membership of the
Association it would be found exceedingly useful. He did not think there was
any necessity for dissolving the Association, which he should be most happy to

aid with all the support he could, as he was most anxious that the society shoula
be resuscitated and placed in the position which it ought to hold.

After a few remarks from the Chairman, who thought they could not expect all

who joined the Association to subject themselves to an examination,
Mr. ALLOM thought the examination, if acted upon, should be left optional to the

members proposed. He did not think they could expect all the members of the Asso-
ciation to go through an ex.aniiuation.

Mr. Bunker strongly opposed the idea of having an examination. And he hoped
that the Association was not to be confined to the younger members only, to the ex-
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clttsion of the older members of the profession fVom the benefits to be derived from it.

(Hear, hear).
.Ippointmettt qf Jndgts qf the Ctoss of Design I>ratvings, and Essat/s/or Prizes.—

The tollowin^ ffentlemcn were appointed the Judg:e8 :—Messrs. Arthur AUom, J. W.
Penfold, anaT. Ro^cr Smith.—The Essays arc to be sent to the hon. sees, of the
Association on or before the 1st of Septemoer next.
Shortly alterwards the meeting separated.

ECCLESIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
THE annual meeting: of the^EccIesiologrical Society was held in the Central Gallery

of the Architectural Exhibition, Conduit-street, Kcffent-strect, on Monday
evening:, when there was a very numerous attendance ; Mr, A. J. JJ. Beresfobd-
HopE, the President, in the chair.

The Chairman, in openinp; the business of the meeting-, said the Society had come
of aire, that day Iwing: its twenty-first anniversary. They met for the first time in

new quarters, and thanks to the kindness of the Architectural Union Company and
the Committee of the Architectural Exhibition they were allowed to meet in that

Institution. But thouph they met in new quarters, they met with the old heart and
the old cpirit. As to what had been the success of their movement he thought they
mig'bt only appeal to what liad been done in every town, if not every pnrisli in

fingland. Did not churches built everywhere more or less embody those principles

which were thought to be enthusiastic and fanatic when the Society was lirst

founded, in 1840^ They saw their cathedrals and churches restored, and new
churches rising, not only in the United Kingdom, but in the Colonies and every-
where, in a style for art of a quality and quantity^unknowntheu ; and they saw sculp-
ture applied to architecture, embodied in an unfading and imperishable frame. They
also saw painting applied to architecture, and thus the sister arts were now com-
bined with a unity of system and aim hitherto unknown. They saw the vandalism
that destroyed old buildings in former times now dying away, but he regretted to
find that Gueston Hall, Worcester, was doomed to destruction for the most foolish

of reasons. A case like that called for a howl of reprobation all over the country—
(Applause). He called upon the secretary to read the report.

The llev. Benjamin Svebb then read the following- report :

—

Tieeuty-Jirst Report of the Kccleswloffkal Societi/.
" The twenty-first year "of the existence of the Ecclesiologioal Society has been one

of quiet but satisfactory progress in the development of Christian art among us in

its various branches ; and your committee has to record the general prosperity of the
Society.
" The Bishops of Ferth, Brisbane, St. Helena, andLabuan have become patrons;

seventeen ordinary members have been elected ; and J. AV. Clark, Esq., Fellow
of Trinity College, [Cambridge ; the Kev. John Jebb;*J. G. Talbot, Esq.; and
Edward Akroyd, Esq., the munificent founder of All Souls', Halifax, have been
added to the committee,
"The Society has maintained its usual friendly relations with other societies -in

Sarticular with the Oxford Architectural Society, the Cambridge Architectural
ociety, the Architectural Museum, the Northamptonshire Architectural Society,

the Worcester Diocesan Architectural Society, the Leicestershire Archaeological
Society, and the Surrey Archffological Society. The Kent ArehicologicHl Society
hasialso been 4nken into union ; and publications have been exchanged with the Koyal
University of Christiania and the Society of Arts of Throndhjem. A present ot the
splendid monograph of the cathedral at Throndhjem, by Frotessor 3Iunch,
has also been received from the Koyal Norwegian Church and Educational Depart-
ment.

*' Herr Reicheneperger and HerrStatz of Cologne have been in correspondence with
your committee ; who have also received communications from Mr. Burns, of Fhila-
dclphia, and Mr. F. C. Withers, of Newburgh.

** The very successful architectural congress held at Cambridge, in Whitsun week,
under the presidency of our own Fresident, Mr. Beresford-Uope, must be here com-
memorated. It was remarkable for giving Frofes^or Willis an opportunity of
anticipating, in a paper, some of the deeply interesting researches which lie has
made for his forthcoming publication of ' The Architectural History of the University
of Cambridge.'

" The Committee have to thank the various contributors to the Ecclesiologhty and
also the artists who have assisted in the illustration of the several numbers. In
addition to the criticism of architectural works and publications, the magazine has
contained very valuable papers in the several departments which it represents. In

Sarticular may be mentioned the conclusion of Mr. Street's Architectural Notes in
'ranee, Sir. Hills' paper on the Architecture of the Irish Cistercian Abbeys, papers
on Scotch Ecclesiology, on the churches of north-west Essex, on the churches at
Halifax and Doncaster, on St. Michael's, Cornhill, and on All Saints' Church and St.
Edward's Church, in Cambridge. Under the head of ritualism may be noticed the
continuation of the series of Sequentise Inedltisc. Archjrology has been represented
by the valuable lists of vestments, books, and furniture from King's College, Cam-
bridge ; the oric-inal accounts of the building of the organ in the same chapel; a
paper on the old ecclesiastical colors in use In the English church ; and a notice of a
rare miracle play of the twelfth century. Mr. Gambler I'arry has concluded a series
of papers on color as used in architecture ; and a paper on the City clmrchcs, in
reference to the Bishop of London's bill for destroying them, has recorded the
Society's protest against that unhappy measure.
"It may be mentioned here that the Rev. T. James, Honorary Secretary of

the Northamptonshire Architectural Society, has offered a paper for a future
number on the proper arrangement ofa chapel for the use of the inmates of a lunatic
hospital.

•'In the department of ritual music the KcclPAiologisth&s contained, duringthepast
year—besides notices of the Choral Festivals at Ely, Southwell, and Aslibourne—the
conclusion of the Kev. John Jebb's catalogue of Ancient Service-Booka preserved in
the Ubrary of St. Feter's College, Cambridge; and a harmony, by our treasurer, of
the ancient plain song of the burial service,
"Of the eccleaiological publications of the year, the most remarkable Is the English

edition, bylFrofessor IWillis, of the Sketch-book of Wilars de Honecort. The
Issue of two admirably illustrated volumes of Mr, Parker's " Domestic Architecture"
must also be chronicled. Messrs. DoUman and Jobbins have in hand a useful serial,
"The Analysis of Ancient Domestic Architecture." Mr. Donaldson's curious attempt
to illustrate the historv and facts of architecture by coins and medals, in his " Archi-
tectura Xumismatica,' is worthy of record ; nor should Frofessor Cockerell's long
promised work on -Efrina, which has lately appeared, be forgotten. A special notice
is deserved by the valuable publication of tne Surtees Society for last year—the
*• Fabric Rolls of York Minster." Mr. Westlake's "Illustration of Old Testament
History from an early English Blanuscript" is in course of publication. The publi-
cation of the Kev. J. M. Neale's translation of the Ancient Greek Liturgies must
alfo be noticed. Professor Munch's HistoryofThrondhjem Cathedralhas been already
mentioned.

" Vour Committee has to thank the following architects, who have favored us
with drawings of their various works during the past year : —Messrs, Buckerldge,
Bnrges, Bodle^, K. Brandon, Clarke, Douglas, Fawcett. Hopkins, Hills, Hugall,
Jones, Lee, Norton, Pearson, Fullan, Kobson, Scott, Scddon, Slater, St. Aubyn,
Street, S. S. Teulon. W. M. Teulon, Trnefitt, Turner, White, and Withers. To this
list must be added Herr Statz, of Cologne, and Messrs. F. C. Withers and C. M.
Bums, of the United States. In stained glass must be noticed Messrs. Clayton and
Bell, and Messrs. Lavers and Barraud ; and in metal work Mr. Skidmore and 3Ir.
Keith, who has worked some excellent church plate from the designs of Mr.
Butterfield and 3fr. Street.
"The principal new church of the year is undoubtedly Mr. Scott's noble building

of All Soul's. Haley Hill, Halifax, which was consecrated last November. This
fine work has been noticed at large in the Ecclesiologist^ and it was pointed out bow

important an example it Is of the introduction of sculpture into church decoration.
The same architects chapel for Exeter College Oxford, has also been consecrated.
Mr. Buttertield's church of St. John Evangefist, Hammersmith, has been finished:
his St. Alban's, Baldwin-gardens, is in progress. Mr. Street's church of St.
James the I^ess, Garden-street, Westminster, is rising, and another, by the same
arcliitect, in the parish of St. Giles, Oxford, has been begun. The Committee
ob.**erve with satisfaction that in the chancels of these two churches, and in Exeter
College Chapel, vaulting has been adopted. Mr. R. Brandon's church in Great
Windmill-street, will be commenced in the course of the summer. Mr. Slater's
cathedral at Kilmore is almost ready for consecration ; and he is about to build a
mortuary chapel of unusual scale and dignity at Sherborne, as well as a satisfactory
church at Bray, near Dublin. Another work of peculiar interest is the trans-
mution, by Mr. Butterfield, of the parish church of St. Columb, Cornwall, in hope
of its becoming the cathedral of the future diocese of Cornwall. The plans include
the addition ofa clerestory to the nave, and the substitution ofa more dignified
choir for the existing chancel. Mr. Burges' Memorial Church at Constant iuople is
at last really in hand.
"We are able to mention this year with great approbation several colonial

churehes. Foremost of these is a very original design by Mr. Bulges for a cathedral
at Brisbane, Australia. Sir. Slater has completed tlie very successful church of St.
George, Basseterre, St. Kitts; and Mr. Bodley has dcsifj;'ned a peculiarly good parish
church for the diocese of Graham's Town. Montreal cathedral was opened for
service on Advent Sunday, and the cathedral for Sydney is approaching completion.
The high roof recently aaded to Calcutta cathedral is an improvement to tliat un-
satisfactory structure.

*' Of foreign churches we may mention St. Lawrence, Alkmaar, by M. Cuypers ;

the votive church at Aix-la-Chapelle and the cathedral at Linz by M. Statz; and
the Lutheran churches of St. Bartholomew, Berlin, and St. Ancharius, Hamburg. A
volume of designs for churches, built or projected by Herr Statz, testifies to great
ccclesiological activity in Germany. Mr. Scott's church at Hamburg is nearly com-
pleted.
"The new Park Church at Glasgow by air. Rochead may be referred to as a con-

spicuous example of the now common use of the Pointed style among the Presby-
terians of Scotland.
" The work of church restoration proceeds with unabated vigor. Lichfield and

Hereford and Peterborough Cathedrals under Mr. Scott. Chichester Cathedral under
Jlr. Slater, and Worcester Cathedral are advancing. The restoration of the octagon
at Ely as a memorial of the late Dean is soon to be commenced. Meanwhile afriendly
controversy has taken place as to the proper external capping of the lantern. The
restoration of the tower of Durham Cathedral and the projected works at Bristol
Cathedral must he noticed. That any work in this cathedral has been commenced
is, we trust, an omen that the citizens of Bristol will ere long take in hand the
addition of a nave to that fragment of a church which they now possess. At St,
Paul's we have to chronicle with approbation the alteration of the choir and the
renovation of the decorations of the dome, soon, we trust, to be followed by more ex-
tensive works, both ornamental and ritual, in harmony with Wren's original concep-
tion, but guided by a more correct ccclesiological taste.

"We hear with extreme satisfaction that Mr. Guinness, a munificent citizen of
Dublin, intends torestore the ill-used cathedral of St. Patrick. Mr. Slater has nearly
finished tlie works in Limerick Cathedral.
" It is a new thing to hear of the restoration of the ruined English abbeys. But we

are informed that Briukburn I'riory is about to be restored for divine worship by Mr.
Wilson, and there are rumours that Netley Abbey will also be restored for worship.
Meanwhile excavations and repairs there are in progress. At last also the desecrated
church in Dover Castle is to be properly restored by Mr. Scott as a military chapel.
"Mr. Burges has completed a very judicious restoration in Waltham Abbey.

Church; and we hear that some improvements are contemplated at Bridlington. At
Cambridge the interior of the University Church is at last to bo re-arranged ; and in

the chapel of Queen's College Mr. Bodley has placed new stalls and a rcrcdos of a
very original design.
" In the most important re-casting of St. Michael's, Cornhill, completed by Mr.

Scott, and the projected re-casting of St. Dionls Backchurch, by Mr. Street, we have
examples of the different ways in which churches of Wrennian or Debased Classical

style can be developed in harmony with our present better knowledge of ecclesi-

astical architecture. Mr. Hills had a smaller task of the same kind in Twickenham
church.

'* Among minor works may be noticed Mr. Scott's restoration of Nantwich church,
and Mr. S. S. Teulon's re-seating of the Lady chapel (or Holy Trinity), Ely. Mr.
Withers has the honor of having effected some good restorations in parochial

churches in Ireland in the face of the opposition of the tyrannical Ecclesiastical

Commission for that island.
" Abroad the restoration of Throndhjem cathedral is contemplated by the Nor-

wegian government.
" Among the secular Pointed works the progress of the Oxford Museum is the

most important fact of the year, seeing that the matter of the Foreign Office is still

undecided. The selection of a Gothic design for the Assize Courts at Manchester
and for the House of I'arliament at Ottawa are facts not to be forgotten as marking
the improvement of public taste. On the other hand, Mr. Scott's beautiful Pointed

design for a Town-hiiU at Halifax has been superseded by one of a nondescript style

by the lamented Sir C. Barry, which was little worthy of the genius of that eminent
architect, and for the Cambridge Town-hall a non-Pointed design has been chosen.

Mr. Slater's schools for St. John's, St. Pancras, may be noticed as a successful work.

Jlr. S. S. Teulon has conducted some extensive works at Elvetham Hall, Hants, and
Shadwell Court, Norfolk ; and Mr. St. Aubyn has designed the good Pointed

mansion of Delamorc Hall, Ivybridge. The new Hostel, opposite Trinity College,

Cambridge, designed by Mr. Salvin, under the advice of the Master of that College,

is a more than usually successful composition in Third Pointed. Messrs. Walton
and Kobson have distinguished themselves by somel most successful adaptations of

Pointed to domestic work, and to shops and even shop-fittings.

"The introduction of so much excellent sculpture, by Mr. J. B. Philip, in the

church of All Souls', Halifax, both externally and internally, has already been
noticed. The same sculptor's effigy of J>r. Mill for Ely cathedral is at last nearly

completed. Under this head we must notice Mr. Phyffer's bas-relief of the Mission of

St. Augustine, from the dcsign*of Mr.tBurgcs, for the crypt of St. Augustine'." chapel,

Canterbury; and Mr. Street's* spirited design for a high tomb in memory of Major
Hodson, in Lichfield cathedral. The Queen has erected a high tomb in memory of

the Duchess of Gloucester in St. George's Chapel, Windsor, by Mr. Scott, adorned

with reliefs of the Works of Alercy by Mr. Theed.
"The continued success of the Architectural Museum is a subject of great

gratification to our Society, united as it is with the Museum by so many ties.

"The painted glass by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, and the wood carving by Mr.

Rogers, at St. Michael's, Cornhill, and Mr. Hardman's windows in Eton College

Chapel, deserve especial notice.

In the matter of color we have to chronicle that of eight competitors for the cccle-

siological color prize in'connexlon with the; Architectural Museum. The first premium
was awarded to Mr. Simkiu, and the second-piven by the Presidcnt-to Sir. Har-
rison, the first prizeman of last year. For 1800 the Committee have chosen a fragment

of the arch of the Forte Uougc of Notre Dame, Paris, containing two figure.**, for the

subject of the prize. Two members of our Committee have labored hard in this

department of art during the year—Mr. Le Strange in the magnificent scheme of

painting thereof of the naveof Ely, and Mr. Gambler I'arry in designing a dome for

the space over the chancel arch of the church at Higlinam. Mr. Poynter's pamtea
ceilingatWaltham Abbey must likewise be particularly mentioned.
"The continued success of the Ladles' Ecclesiastical Embroidery Society must be

mentioned. More workers, however, arc still wanted, and pecuniary aid is desired

towards the cost of frontals for Colombo and Fredericton cathedrals.
" The death of our honorary member, Sh- Charles Barry, must be commemoratca
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with an expression of our dcpp regret for one who has contributed bo mueh to the
succci'a of the revival of I'olnted architecture. The

,
h)3S of Karl de Grey is another

notable fact of the year. He waw succeeded as Tresidcnt of the Architectural
.Museum by our own rrcsident, 3Ir. Ileresford-Hope.

•* In rcourdlng this chronicle of ecck'8tolo;fical progress under its several aspects,
i>oth vf flosij^n, construction, and ornament, and where there is so much subject for
c'ougfratiilation, the Committee cannot but regret that, while so much of taste and
<-xpi'nsc have been cheerfully contributed both by i'ounders and artists, the archi-
tecture! movement, now more than a quarter of a century old, has not yet produced
a new church completely groined throughout; for without groining, it cannot be
said that it I'ointcd church "po.sscs8es even the elenK'uts of completeness.
**In et)nelu3ion,t!ie Committee have to announce that the subject of discussion this

evening will be "The Tendencies of rre-IlatTaeUtism. and its Connexion with the
Gothie -Movement," and to express their thanks to the managers of the Architec-
tural Exliibition for tlie permission so readily granted of holding our annual meeting
in the convenient gallery in which we arc assembled."
The Venerable the Ahciideacon of Uristol (Thorpe), moved the adoption of the

report.
Mr. G. K. Street, in seconding the motion, wished to know whether anythinghad

been done about chairs in churches, a subject respecting which there was a discussion
at the last annual meeting uf the Society.
The Cii.viRMAN said he had no doubt tliat next year the Committee would have a

great deal to say about chairs. Last year they met in the theatre of the South Ken-
sington Museum, and then sat on benches ; to-night they met in the gallery of the
Architectural Kxhibition and sat on chairs.
Mr. Stukkt thou^^ht it was a fair matter of protest that the Committee had done

nothing in reference to the subject of chairs in churches. As the liberty of using
chairs in churches was forbidden to them by Church Building Societies, he thought
a memorial on the subject from the Ecclesiological Society would have a good
effect.

The Chairman.—The position of Church IJuilding Societies r/ua this question had
never been torraally brought before them, and whether a memorial on the subject
would do good or harm was a matter, not ofjudj^ment, but of policy. Such a memorial
might do harm. There was a journal called the Enffl'tsh Churchman, and having
nothing better to do lie read a number of it, and in that number it was stated that a
movement was being made to introduce chairs into churclies instead of benches, and
the editor said he hoped that such a proposition would not be carried out as it would
be the badge of a party—(A laugh). As a body, the Society had not pronounced on
the question of chairs versus beuclies, in parish churches but that was a fair question
for discussion—not to dogmatise upon. As to the great utility of chairs in the naves
of cathedrals there could be no question, and no satisfactory reason could be given
as to the policy of proscribing them, liut the subject had never been brought fully
before the Committee of the Society -if it had they would have acted upon it.

Mr. Street stated that before the last annual meeting he brought the subject before
the Society, and at the last annual meeting ho again reuewed the subject in an address
to the members present at it.

The Kev. B. Webb, Secretary, said he was afraid it might be his fault that
the matter had not been brought before the Committee ; it was not always
easy to get full Committee meetings, but the apparent neglect had arisen
from no want of interest in the matter, and tlie Committee would now take it as
an instruction to do something in the matter in the ensuing year.
The Chairman.—If after the adoption of the report Mr. Street would move for-

mally that thequestion of the chair-seating of churches should he taken up by the
Committee, he could answer that it would be unanimously attended to.
The report having been agreed to unanimously,
Mr. Street moved a resolution to the effect that it be an instruction to the Com-

mittee to take some action on the question of seating churches with chairs. The
question was at present under discussion in the Church liuilding Societies.
The Kev. AV. Scott.—As to the matter of the gross and abominable tyranny of

the Church Building Society^ to which they all subscribed, he thought they should
protest against that tyranny in refusing grants to all churches where moveable
chairs were used. That, in his opinion, woiildbe the proper course to be adopted.
Mr. Street then altered his motion to the following effect:—"That the attention

of the Committee of the Society be drawn to the question of seating churches with
chairs, and that they be requested to present a memorial to the Incorporated Church
Building Society against their standing rule on the subject of having chairs in
churches."

Mr. Stephen Glynne, a member of the Committee of the Church Building
Society referred to. said he had seen in tlie Committee some symptoms in favor of
the alteration of the rule in question, and he hoped that eventually the alteration
would take place, though he could not say whether such wolild be the case or not.
Archdeacon Thorpe was of opinion that it would be advisable to frame the reso-

lution m such a manner as not to be dictatorial to the Incorporated Society.
T!ie Hev. Mr. James, Canon of Peterborough, thought if regard was had to the

area ot t!ie church instead of the number of sittings it would be well.
The Kev. Lord Alwvn Co.mpton was understood to say that the seats should not

be considered in the grants made by the Society.
After .«oine further conversation. Mr. Street's motion was altered, and then stood

thus ;— " That it is the opinion of this meeting that the-question of seating churches
is one well worthy the attention of the Committee, and that it be requested to take
steps in the matter with reference to the existing rules of the Chureh Building
Societies with regard to the use of chairs and the terms of their grants."
The motion having been duly seconded was carried unanimously.
The Kev. S. S. Greatheed, treasurer, read the annual statement of accounts,

from which it appeared that the total income had been £1'^ l;ls., the total expen-
diture, £4:i 8s. Ud., leaving a balance in hand of .£85 48. Id. An account, the
treasurer stated, was still owing to Mr. Masters, the printer of the Society.
Mr. Glynne moved the adoption of tiie financial statement.
The motion was seconded, and unanimouslv agreed to.
The Ilev. H. L. .Tenner read the Musical ijeport, which gave a favorable account

of the progress of choral services in the church.
Mr. Lyons moved the adoption of tlie report.
Mr. Tellon seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.
The following gentlemen were appointed the Council of the Society for the en-

suing year:—Mr. F. H. Dickinson, Rev. S. S. Greatheed, Kev. T. Helmore, Rev. II.
L. .Tenner, Rev. AV. Scott, and Rev. B. Webb.
The following gentlemen were elected auditors for the year :—The Kev. Sir H. W.

Baker, Bart., and Mr. Robert Smith.
The Chairman said they were that night to have a discussion instead of listening

to a written paper. The Council of the Society having, of course, made the Ecclesio-
logical art the subject of its special studv for years past, could not fail toacknowled"-e
that they had grown up with the Gothic movement, and with another movement
which liud been currently in the public press and in private conversation as well as
elsewhere considered to be identified with it ; he meant that taste in painting which
was known generally as the pre-Raffaelite school—a movement which had given as
much ri.se to discussion, one way and another, as many political questions had done.

S.^*"'"""*^"'*'''-'''*''*"^*'''
**"'^^^' on the floor as a subject for debate that eveninf-^—

'The rendenciesofprc-Raffaelitism, and its Connexion with theGotliic Movement."
riie Council, however, had not pledged themselves to any opinion on the matter, and
they did not ask those who were present at the meeting to pledge themselves to any
opinion on the matter. And if any gentleman should, at the close of the discussion pro-
pose a resohit ion on the subject, he should feel it his duty to dechne to put it to the meet-
ing. But hethoughtthey might have afairand useful (liseusaion on the I'r^-Raffaelite
moveiueut. lie wislied it to be distinctly understood that what he was o-oing to ^aw
was siniply that of an individual, and simplv for the purpose of startin" the debate
It would take a longtime if he were to tell them what was the origin of the pre-
Kaffttchte movement. But he held in his hand a periodical which came out in 1849 or

Is.jO, which appeared in the first instance as the "Gem," and afterwards took the less
concise title of "Art and Foetry." His attention was first drawn to it by Mr. Dyce,
who asked him if he had seen a book by some men who called themselves pre-
Raffaelite brethren. He said that he had not, but soon afterwards became possessed
of the volume. I're-Raffaclitism had from the first starting of it had two distinct
principles at work-one was a sort of nysticism, half-hieratic, half-theological, and
yet chivalrous. But the other phase of*^ the movement was a most strong and deter-
mined realism—a determination to paint nature absolutely, as naturally, or more na-
turally, than nature itself—(A laugh). When he said so, he meant that nature as seen
hy man had a compromise ; nature must appear to every man in a different aspect.
The very keen, shurp-sighted man saw a quantity of objects ; whereas the snort-
sighted man was obliged to sum up and take general results; the minuter features
did not present themselves to him ; he saw just the facts of form and color, but the
details to him were unknown. After some remarks on atmospheric effects and chiar-
oscuro, the Cliairmau remarked that he considered chiaro-oscuro a component element
in beauty, and in all landscape-painting, but that was absent from some pre-UaffacIitc
works. Having briefly alluded to the fact that there were painters of old who lived
in Holland and eLsewhere, who did study effect, the Chairman said that it had been
established that this Intense realism was the present pre-Raffaelitism. But was
that peculiar style of painting the natural correlative of the Gothic movement ? He
humbly contended it was not. He admitted it had done a great deal of good, but It

was one thing to do good as a protest against what was wrong in academic painting,
and quite another thing to be that which was absolutely good. He thought that
f)re-Kartaelitism had done good, but 'pre-Raffaelitism in itself surely was not the
lighest aim of art, and most especially not the highest aim of that religious art whose
handmaid Gothic architecture was. Surely in the representation of the human form
as a compromise, as all nature was, they should aim ot ideal beauty ; they should
surely, particularly in representing figures of sacred personages, aim at that ideal
beauty in which the Greeks were so successful. The Chairman next referred to what
ho considered the imperfect beauty of female figures in pre-Raffaelitism. In the
matter of the facial line pre-Rafl'aeHtism was not a system in which he was prepared
to place his faith. But they were under a great debt of gratitude to prc-Ralraclitism
for knocking on the head many academic traditions of rather a stale character. As
a believer in the spiritualism of Gothic art he looked for that school of painting
which was a true correlative of their movement not in pre-Katfaelitism, but among
painters like Dyce and Herbert in England, on the continent amongst painters knowa
as the Dusseldorf school in Germany.
Mr. W. BuRGES said it struck him that the pre-Raffaelites had tried to do In

painting all the Camden Society did in architecture. They went back to the first

elements ju.st in the same manner that arcliltects were referred to the old churches

;

they kept to nature as the Chairman wished architects to keep to old churches. The
movement of the pre-Raffaelites began much later than thatof the Gothicists. Inthc
mean time their best artists were going on as well as possible. Rosctti, Hunt, and
Millais had begun and were carrying on their works. With regard to conventional
treatment in foliage, they must remember that they were all very mad about natural
foliage. He hoped and trusted the pre- Raflaelites would break the facialline of the
Greeks, of whose "Venus" and "Apollo" he always had a horror.
Rev. Lord Alwyn Compton having said a few words,
Mr. Sei>i>on remarked that it seemed to him they often made a great mistake as

to what the pre-Kaffaelitea intended, and what their tenets were. He thought the
pre-Raffaelites, when they started their movement, meant to say that tiw?y were
entering a protest against the system of the painters in existence at thatperioti; they
determined to paint well whatever they did paJit, and they said they would go to
Js'ature for their types. Now, it was natural that young men taking the matter up
in that way might run to an extreme, and thus probably lost an atmospheric effect.

But he thought that they themselves saw that fault, as other people saw it, and were
endeavouring to overcome it; indeed, they had to a great extent overcome it, and
would overcome it more and more day by day. He thought what the pre-Kaffaelites
meant as regarded the old painters whom they professed to follow was, not that
they thought the tvorks of Giotto and others perfect, and that they should be copied
in all, but because they thought that there was more of art in them than in the
works of Michael Angelo and his followers; they did not mean to say that they
would not adopt tlie greater knowledge of other men.
Mr. Gambler 1*arry.—They were that night discussing pro-Kaffaelite art aa

connected with the Gothic architectural movement, and that was a most important
subject. The members of the Kccldsiological Society were the leaders of a peculiar
pliase in the development of architecture in modem times. What was meant by
originality ? It was going back to genius. Prc-ltaffaelitism had done that. It had
gone back to a pure system of coloring and to nature. And in working out the
principles of architecture, he did not see why they should not work out a new style
by going back to true principles.

Mr. G. K. Street wished to join his word in favor of the school of pre-
Raffaelitism, He thought the Chairman had a little mis -represented the real
result of pre-Raffaelite art. After ireferring in terms of praise to the land-
scapes of Rosetti, Hunt, Millais, and other painters of the same school, Mr. Street
said he thought the pre-Raffaelite school had been developed in precisely the
same way as they bad developed the Gothic movement. Such a man as 1 ugin,
(though he might not be admired in all things) taught them to think of nothing
but truth in tlieir art, and that they should do in architecture what was true and
natural; and that was what seemed to be the object of the pre-Raffaelites. The
work of the pre-Kaffaelites seemed to have been the natural accompaniment of
the Gothic movement. The pre-Raffaelites had a most enthusiastic love of
Gothic architecture, and tliat surely ought to be a consideration for them. A me-
morial in favor of Mr. Scott's design for the Government Offices proceeded from a
body of pre-Kaffaelites. The way in which they were to make the present move-
ment subserve their purpose was to give them some more walls to paint. In defending
pre-Raffaelitism he did not wish to detract from the merits of other painters, for
he had a great admiration for painters like Mr. Dyce and others.

The Kev. W. Scott remarked that as to tlie matter of chiaro-scuro, and to the
last worlv of 3Ir. Holman Hunt (the Saviour disputing with the Doctors in the
Temple), one of the most striking things was that on visiting tropical climates the
atmospheric effect in perspective did not exist. The objects presented themselves
in a mucli flatter way than was the case in this country, and that might account
for the want of atmospheric effect in Mr. Hunt's last picture. In a very warm
latitude things presented tliemsclves in a very flat plane. Another matter which
he wished to refer to was this, a thought crossed his mind to this effect, that in
one branch of nature the pre-Raffaelites had been very scanty in looking after the
nude. He believed the prc-Rafl'aelites had a great dislike to the study of the
nude. Now he thouglit that there was a great deal of cant in that matter, and that
if they were to turn their attention to that branch of nature, and do in it as much,
and in as reverential and proper a spirit as In other matters, they would do well.

The Rev. George Williams coincided with what Mr. Scott had said about the
absence of atmospheric effects in I'alestino. and which accounted for their non-
appearance in the last great work of 3Ir. Holman Hunt. After complimenting the
work of 5Ir. Seddon (Jerusalem), the reverend gentleman said he thought the pre-
Kaflaelite painters deserved well of the Gothicists, and that they should congratu-
late themselves and art on the effect produced by the operations of pre-Raffaelites.

I're-Raffaelites might have committecfmistakes, but he thought they owed them a
very large debt of gratitude ; and there was a great deal which they miL'^ht do in the
decoration of works of eminent architects now engaged in the production of struc-
tures, not only in this country, but even at the antipodes.

The Chairman drew the attention of the meeting to some ivories which were sent
to the meeting by Mr. Gambi<r Tarry, to a handsome jewelled cross, and several
(•peeimens of church plate, exhibited by 3Ir. John Keith, silversmith, Westmorland-
place, City-road.
The meeting broke up at half-past ten o'clock.
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LAMBETH DISTKICT SCHOOL OF ART.
ON Tuesday the Committee of this School pravc a soiree in St. 3Iary's girls* school-

room, I'rinccs-road, Lambeth (where the classes are held), the ifev. Robert
Gregory, the incumlHiit of the parish and ohairmau of the Committee, presiding.
The Lamlx'th Bislrict School is in connexion with the Central and Normal Training
School ol Cromwell -road. South Kcnsln^ou, and its especial objects are to impart
to youn^ men a more intimate knowledjre of those branches of art most useful to
them in their daily avocations. On Tuesday evening the walls of the school-room
wereliunjj round with the vtirious productions of the students, and on tablys near
the centre and sides were placed porcelain, ceramic, and bronze works of art, lent for
the ooeaaion by the Central School. The works of the students are wortliy of all

praise, and during the evening twenty-nine prizes un books, mathematical instru-
ments, Ac, twelve beautjfully-exeented bronze medals, and four certificates), were
Justly awsrded to the successful male and female competitors. The twelve medals
were obtained at the March competition, and were given as follows, the asterisk to
some of the names imphing that the works are selected to compete for national
medallions :—*Kliza .1. Cramsie, for oil i>ainting(figure from a cast); KUen Amor, for
painting in water-color of flowers (from copy); Kate Kirkman, for outline of figure
(oopv); 'Jessie Gardner and Henry .1. Dennis, for outline of ornament (from the
east); •George Hawker, for ornament shaded (copy); *Alen Booker, for design in

eolor; Edward Wm. Leonard and *James Brewer, for drawings from machinery by
admeasurement ; *Mrm. Eodle Hulls, for zinc models of the development of solids ;

Ebcnejter Shuttleworth, for model of ornament ; Thomas I'airpomt, for model of the
fieure. Prizes were given to Mr. O. Harrison. Kate Kirkman, H. Croker, C. J.

Homblow, U. T, Dennis, J. J. Oxer, W. .Jones, F. Mclhuish, T. Hamilton, W. Thorpe,
J. Brewer, A. Marks, K. Haynes, Kliza Cramsie, Hannah Brace, Clara Hubert,
Alfred CowJes, J. .lennings, G. Hawkes, R. M. Sayer, D. Peat, E. Leonard, T. Jlerry
(teaehcrX James (teacher), Emily Shepherd (teacher). Miss Blanshard (teacher) ; and
certtlieates to Miss Cramsie, J. Shilton, — Booker, and another. One student
obtained ** honorable mention."
At the close of the evening, the students (about 100 in all) presented their master

Mr. J. Sparkes, with a very nandsomely-bound edition of Owen .Tones's " Grammar
oi Ornament." when, of course, some exceedingly pretty compliments passed on
cither side. We imderstand that on or about the 'Zfth instant, tlie foundation-stone
ofa National school for the district of St. 3Iary-tho-Less, Lambeth, will be laid on
land now forming part of the Vauxhall Estate. A school of Art will also be attached
to the new academy. It is said th.it the interesting proceedings will be honored by the
presence of Itoyalty, the I'rincc of Wales having been requestedlto lay the foundation-
stone, and an affirmative reply being fully expected, if not already obtained.

THE BU7LDERS' STRIKE.-COMJIITTAL 01 TWO DELEGATES.
AT CIcrkcnwell I'olice-court, on Saturday, John Goffln, William Walshby, and

William Trimlett, appeared before Mr. Corrie to answer two summonses, taken
out by their masters, Mr. Philip Aniey and another, of Whitccross-strcet, builders.
which charged them as follows :— '• I'^or that yon, on the 10th day of May, 18(!0, and
within the space oi six calendar months now last past, in the parish of St. Luke, did
unlawfully, by threats and intimidation, endeavour to force the said Philip Aniey,
then and there carrying on the trade of a builder, to Umit the number and description
of his workmen, contrary to the statute," &e. The second summons was—"That
they did imlawfally, by threats and intimidation, endeavour to force their master to
make an alteration in lus mode of conducting and carrying on his business," Ac.
There was a summons against a (ieorge Mogg, for similar oiTences, but this, Hughes-
man, 105 G, one of the w arrant officers of the court, said he could not serve, as the
defendant had got out of the way.
From the evidence it appeared that the complainant was a builder, carrying on

business at 7^, Upper Whitccross-strect, and on the 15th of May last he had in his
employment a number of carpenters and joiners, among whom were two men who
were working under what was known in the trade as the "declaration." On the
morning of that day the foreman of the prosecutor took to him a paper, of which the
following is a copy :—" At a meeting of the joiners in the employ of Mr. Anlcy on
Tucedav evening, Itay 15, 1S&>, it was resolve<l, that Mr. Anlcy be given to under-
stand that unless the men who are working under the ' declaration ' in his shop be
discharged, and we have a definite answer by dinner time to that effect, we cease
work Immediately." That paper was returned to the men because it had no sig-
natures, and about two o'clock in the afternoon of the same day the men went to the
prosecutor and said that they went to him as a deputation from the men, and handed
to him a paper, the same as that given above ; but this time it had upon it several
signatures in pencil. The complainant then said to the men, "Are these all your
signatures ?" and they having answered in the affirmative, he said, " Have you well
considered what you are about?" and they answered "Yes." He then asked
them if they had any fault to find with him, his clerks, his foremen, or
their rate of wages, and being answered in the negative, the complainant
then said, " What is it then youdo want? ' The deputation then replied," You must
discharge those two men working under the declaration, and if you do not, we shall
leave your work." The complainant then said he would not allow him.self to be
dictated to. He further said, " I think you have been too fast in your decision, and
I will give you half an hour to reconsider the matter; if you then come back to work I
shall think no more about it, but if not I will rather lose my shop than oubmit to
your dictation." The men then went away, and in about half an hour all the men
came back together, and went towards the shop, saying they were going to fetch
their tools. The men were paid their wages, took away their tools, and have not
since come back. Since that day the complainant's yard has been closed, and has
been picketed by relays of those men who left, in order to prevent other men from
entering into hia employment. They loitered about the yard, and the defendant
Trimlett. it was stated by the complainant, had been there about a fortnight.
The complainant's foreman, to a great extent, proved the above, and he was the

only witness called.
In cross-examination the complainant stated that he belonged to the Society of

Builders, which is a trade society. That society was not directing this prosecu-
tion, but they had given him assistance in consequence of his having placed his
case in their hands. That society was not a combination of masters to prosecute
their workmen. What the men said they wanted was, that the men working under
the declaration should he dismissed. He did not enter into any negotiations with
them about taking them back. He had spoken to his foreman about them, but he did
80 bccanse he wanted to find out where the defendants resided.
Mr. Corrie discharged Trinil(;tt, and having taken time to consider his judgment,

said this case was one of the greatest importance, not only to the defendants, but to
the public at large. He was clearly of opinion that this was a case which the Act
was intended to meet. It was a thrc.it that if the master sliould continue to employ
that description of workmen who had worked under the declaration the defendants
would strike, and thus endeavour, in the very words of the prohibition, "to force the
master to limit the description of his workmen." He was clearly of opinion that the
defendants were guilty of the offence charged in the information. Nothing could be
more monstrous or illegal than the conduct of the defendants, who had combired
together and threatened the prosecutor that they would strike, and who had, in fact,
struck work, with a view to prevent him from carrying on his business unless he
would discharge men whose only offence was that, at the request of their employer,
they had promised not to break the law. The object which the defendants had in
view was to deprive innocent men of the means of getting their living, and thus to
drive their wives and families into the workhouse, unless tliose poor men would also
offend against the law by joining those illegal societies. The threats used by the
defendants were far worse than in Pereham s case, and ho should send the defend-
ants with hard labor for one calendar month.
Notice of appeal was given, and bail having been put in, the defendants left the

court with their friends.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
A T a meeting of the Committee of the Builders' Benevolent Institution, held
J\ .It the Ottices, 19, Southampton-street, Bloomsbury, on the 1st inst., Mr.
William Hutclions in the chair, after the tisual routine business had been disposed
of, the nccounts of the ball lield in February last were presented by the Hon.
Sec, Mr. Joseph Bird, from which it appeared that the profits arising therefrom
amounts to £124 Is., exclusive of £4 4s. received from new- subscribers.

Wc congi'atulate th.it gentleman .ind the steward.s for their kind and inde-
fatigable eii'orts by which so gratifying a result has been attained. It appears
that the sum total received from that source since the formation of the Institution

amounts to £1,283 3s. 4d.
Now this is a pleasing mixture of pleasure and profit, and we hold that the

annual bringing together of so riiany persons, nearly all of whom are builders

and their connexions, must tend to keep up good fellowship and feeling ; and we
sincerely hope that the balls of the Builders' Benevolent Institution will ever
prove as prosperous and beneficial to the interestsof the charity tliey are intended
to benefit as the one held in 18G0.

—
Sir,—The diploma question is now fairly before the profession, and we under-

stand that this time sometliing is rcilly going to be done, but " what " still

remains a question demanding a solution, and before a proper conclusion can
be arrived at, some general discussion ought to be brought to bear on the ques-
tion.

If the " members of the profession " were alone to be consulted, the subject

would soon be settled ; but unfortunately there are so many persons of divers

practices and businesses laying claim to theprofession ofan architect, and who have
so long practised the deception that they really now consider themselves estab-

lished architects, men of importance and repute. To relinquish that position

would be ruin in their other sources of income, such as auctioneers, house-agents,

carpenters who furnish designs, general practioners in divers and varied avoca-
cations without any degree of conscience, whose .sole object is to do something and
somebody.
There are too many of this class of " architects." If these professional gentle-

men are to be consulted, the diploma question will never come to pass. The stand-

ard of the profession must be very undefined when so many tag, rag and bobtail

are found amongst us ; or are we to acknowledge a new discovery, that there

are not sufficient respectable architects to do the work required by the public

;

that miscellaneous traders in old chairs, broken furniture, honest small builders,

menders of cracked china, and dealers in Alstone kidneys must be called in by
the members of one of the finest professions to assist them ? We know this

is not the case : these men creep in ; how they do it few persons seem to know—at

least asking produces no information ; that they do obtain work is beyond a
doubt, and that every job they obtain must naturally tend to injure the interest

of the profession composed of men who in their youth have been properly

educated, duly apprenticed withjrespectable architects, who have worked their way
step by step supported by their parents. When left to their own resources prepared

by their knowledge to encounter the difficulties wliich on every side assail a young
beginner, they find some ignorant architectural mongrel, who without study has

stepped in and usurps the position of a legitimate architect.

Allow me to ask, would your parents have paid a heavy premium, if they had

the least idea that their boy, who worked so hard and so indefatigably to obtain a

position, would ultimately be obliged, to obtainhis daily bread, to crouch before the

usurper of his professional position? Certainly not. Still, this is the result of

certain cases which have come under my notice. And how many of my brother

architects must acknowledge that this is one of the evils of our profession, the

want of a projier primitive understanding ! Examples are not wanting to corro-

borate the assertion that such instancesuo exist; still, there are sceptics—for their

ediiication I annex a card.
"Auctioneers, Valuers Architects and Surveyors, House, Estate and General

Business Agents, 47, Oxford-street W.C. Valuations made for

Administr.ition. Money advanced on every description of property intended for

immediate sale, plans and specifications prepared, estimates made out, businesses and
investments bought, sold and obtained, accounts adjusted."

Your contemporary, dal;ed the 24tli jMarch .

—

"SIuLTUM IN PAiivo.—A firm not a hundred miles from Sunderland represent
themselves as ' Builders, joiners, contractors, arcliitecfft, s»7Te»07\s, and valuers, house
and estate agents,' with 'workshops,' 'offices,' and 'residence.' They likewise

furnish funerals, and do the following ;—house and ship work ; monumental stones,

tombs, and tablets ; marble chimney-pieces and hall slabs ; stoves and kitchen
ranges ; all descriptions of stoneware pipes, sinks. &c. ; Roman and Portland
cements ; hot-houses and vineries fitted up complete ; plans and estimates prepared
for buildings and alterations ; repairs, in town and country, punctually executed on
the most reasonable terms ; inventories and valuations made uuder probate of wills,

&c. ; arbitration cases settled with prompitude ; and fire insurances efTected.

These are the men who need no diploma.—A. ii."

Yes, these are men who need no diploma, it is a misfortune A.B. did not favor

us with the address of this ingenious firm. To the profession the prejudicial

effect of such announcements need not be pointed out, but what appears necessary

to place before the young members of the profiession, is the necessity of putting a

stop to the increase of such unqualified usurpation of their position. Can they?
This is a question which bears a double reply. Do these men ever obtain any
architectural practice ? They do, or they do not. Admitting they do, and
that by reduced charges .ind indirect remuneration from other sources, succeed

in giving satisfaction, the matter passes off as most other business matters do

:

they have merely deprived an honest, educated, professional architect of a portion

of his livelihood. Who would not do the same under such tempting circumstances,

and be dubbed architectural auctioneers ? Admitting they do not give satisfaction,

they either inform their client that he ouglit to have gone to a ])rof'essional man,
or that it is not their fault. A law suit may probably follow; the employer does

not think he acted wrong in going to such a man ; Iiestyled himself an architect,

and to alleviate his vexed and troubled spirit, he condemns the whole ofthe archi-

tectural jirofession,

Now, ought there not to be some protection for lioncst men, and some little

protection for those who wish to l,iy out their money in building operations?

There cannot be two opinions on the subject ; there ought to be some means of

discerning between a professional and a non-professional architect, and if men
like those now alluded to obtain work, they rob the profession of its just dues,

take from it the interest of the capital invested in their education, they prevent
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tlicm exercising tlie result of their study and their l.ibor, they impede the progress

of art, and ii' tbey obtain work tliey do it by means repugnant to a gentleman.

If they do not obtain work, then tliere can he no harm done. It shows the

littleness of mind of those who profess that which they do not understand.

Unfortunately, experience will not allow such a favorable view to be taken, and
the worst is tliat tjie public is not aware ofthe responsibilities connected with the

duties of an architect. Even persons about to apprentice their sons do not

think the subject worth consideration ; that it is a very easy profession open to the

most limited capacity, they take as granted, and furt)ier that its pursuit is exceed-

ingly gentlemanly, lucrative, and attended with very little trouble. This I believe

may be taken as tlie public opinion of our profession. It induces parents to make
their sons architects ; once decided on, they soon find some gentleman who is

willing to take a pupil, they remove him from school at the age of 14 or 15, and

Slace liira on trial, and if he likes the business—which important matter is

ecided in about a fortnight or three weeks—a premium is paid, articles jirepared,

signed, and the youth is left to learn his profession how best he can. The
pnncipal, who during the probation may have been very attentive, probably con-
tinues so for a short time, then the young man is left to obtain what knowledge
he can by himself. Again, he can be made an architect, surveyor, engineer,

everything complete in less than a month, at an establishment not one hundred
miles fi'om the Foundling Hospital. Common sense repudiates the latter alter-

native—he adheres to the office. And how does he spend the time of his appren-
ticeship? Does he learn anything beyond tracing and designing? Can
a principal similarly educated, feel any interest for his pupils, beyond
what in all probability was felt for him when he was pursuing
the same course; or, as it is in many instances, can he, if willing, teach him at

all? The pupil manages to get through his time, leaves, and looks about him
for something to do, wondering within himself if he really is capable of doing
anything creditable to himself or beneficial to an employer : it is then be sees the
difficulties which surround him, and which ought to have been pointed out to

him during his pupilage as barriers to be overcome. Does such a young man
know anytliing about economical construction? is he capable of making a prac-
tical detail ? has he ever been taken on a building and seen how work is put to-

gether ; the manner in which materials ought to be put together? is he in one
case out of five-^I may say out of ten—capable of sijuaring a dimension ? does
he, in fact, really know the size of a brick ? And it is with this stock of igno-
rance, caused by tlie wilful neglect of his master, that he is thrown on the world
to obtain the living of a gentleman. It is then, and while seeking employment,
that the discovery is made—a discovery that was palpable, and could have been
foretold, had his master had the honesty to do so; and yet was he by education
prepared to understand the difficulties of the science and theories when removed
from school ? it is to be doubted. Still, if he has what is vulgarly called pluck,
he will set to work in good earnest, and at twenty years of age commence the
education he should have begun at fourteen, and may, probably, if not too san-
guine of his own capabilities, turn out something at last, otherwise he may
aspire to become an architect at once, and compete, never take the prize, and
compete again, until his unsuccessful efforts teach him that there is no royal
road by which to reach the pinnacle of his sanguine expectations. Pretty draw-
ings, clearly executed and neatly colored, do not constitute an architect. It has
then occurred to me, if young men knew , before they could be accepted as
assistants, that some examination would be necessary, to pass which they
must have some practical knowledge, would they not" in their pupilage have
sought after the knowledge they now must attain before they can be of
any assistance ; undoubtedly they would. Their studies would be devoted to
some more useful attainments than they are now.

This naturally leads us to consider the nature of the diploma, what it shall he
given for, whether for efficiently designing, and if so in what style, or whether it

shall be deemed a necessary adjunct to good designing to add sound practical and
economical construction.
Then again, is the diploma to be granted as a standard of efficiency, that

those who obtain the distinction are to be considered as equals in talent, or
would it not be an advantage to subdivide the diploma into three degrees, the
first degree being a guarantee that the holder is qualified to act as assistant, by
the second degree he would be qualified to act as architect, being a person well
conversant with the principles of construction, and by the third degree or degree
of merit, which would be granted to persons of superior capacities, knowledge,
and attainments inx;onnection with architectural practice—this last might be ofa
competitive character.
Our profession is one of a strictly theoretical and practical character ; the rudi-

ments are crude, dry, and to many of an uninteresting cliaracter; still they form
the foondation of our business, and it is not too much to say that if you do not
master the rudiments, you never will understand the theory of architecture, and
ifyon do not understand the theory you will never be capable to frame together
a practical idea, and still less to carry it out.
The language of the profession is a language of lines, you must express your-

aelf with this limited alphabet, your intentions must "be clearly expressed, not
only to your own satisfaction, but must be so clearly set forth that others may
readily understand what you intend, you are to conceive the whole, and to so
express it that those equal to you in knowledge may readily seize your ideas, tlien
you are to subdivide your subject, and still by lines to" bring it down to the
imderstandingof the meanest capacity; this is the first duty of an architect's
assistant, when once you are perfect in the manipulation of lines you may
then aspire to greater objects.

KTho examination requisite to pass this degree should consist in arithmetic,
fisctions, decimals, algebra, including quadratics, geometry, descriptive geometry,
perspective and freehand drawing.
To obtain a knowledge of tliese sciences, you would naturally choose for prac-

tice subjects connected with architecture.
Having obtained a diploma that you are qualified and well versed in the above

sciences taken in connection with architecture, you are qualified to act as
assistant to an architect; you will readily understand what he wishes you to do,
and you will know how to express, and render to paper his ideas, and you will be
able to explain and convey to others his views and instructions, you will take a
pride in your work because you understand what you are about, gradually
discovering the beautiful harmony of lines, and the admirable application of the
sciences you have studied

; you become, in fact, a valuable assistant, you feel
you are, without envy, without pride—for yours is the satisfaction obtained by
talent.

Vou would naturally be anxious to pass to the second degree. The examination

might consist in statics, dynamics, equilibrium of structures, construction gene-
rally, streuftli of materials, carp<;ntry, surveying, levelling, measuring,^ and
valuing, plain designing, specification, kc, kc, a k'nowledf^ of which noaM
qualify you for the general management of an architect's business.
The third degree is one of extreme difficulty, as so many different subjects may

be deemed inseiiarable with the profession of "an architect. It is of the grcateat
importance that yoii should he conversant with the various stylesof architecture,
and general matters in connexion therewith.
Warming and ventilation of buildings.
Architectural Jurisprudence. The Metropolitan Building Act.
Designing of a high character : this might be a competitive examination, &e.»

&c., &c.
I offer these particulars as they come to my mind ; they have been written

down as they occurred, and of course are open to amendment. I have thought
proper as far as it lay within my power to place these few particulars before my
brother architects, that those who feel an interest in the matter may give their
views on the subject, which is one of such material importance to the profession,
that there cannot be too much discussion or opinions offered ; and from a number
of difterent ideas, emanating from persons immediately interested, something
may be taken from the one and a little from another, which may, when collected
together, prove of service to those who are now preparing the course to be
pursued.

It has been stated that a kno^/lcdge of languages is absolutely neees-sary ; to
this I would say that to an architect everything connected with science or art is

necessary, and would prove beneficial, but it does not form part of the funda-
mental principle. A man can be a first-rate architect without the least knowledge
of Greek or Latin. If I am wrong, and that it be proved I ain so, I would then
suggest that a knowledge of sculpture and painting is quite, if not more, indis-
pensable. If then: is to be a diploma, let it be a standard of proficiency in the
science of architecture, and that alone.

I am, &c.,
Alpha.

P.S. Since writing the above, this card lias heen given to me, and is another
illustration of the condition of the profession.

" Every description of architectural drawings, plans, elevations, and sections,
plans for laying out estates, Arc. prepared, and perspectives outlined or colored, on
the shortest notice. Terms moderate."
From my personal knowledge of the above gentleman, he is not qualified to

fulfil any of the above undertakings.

THE PROPOSED SURVEYORS' INSTITUTE.
Sir,—I read with very great pleasure an article in the Buildino News of

Friday last, suggesting the establishment of a " Surveyors' Institute." Holding the

position of a surveyor, and not pretending to be either an engineer or an archi-

tect, I have long felt such an institution a want that ought to be supplied, and
have wished that the profession of a surveyor could be placed on a better footing ;

and that the surveyors, as a body, had some recognised head to watch over their

interests, the [same as the architects, engineers, the medical profession, and in

fact nearly every profession and business.

I sincerely hope that now the question has been once mooted, it will be warmly-

taken up and have every success. I am, &c.,

W. H. Wheeler.
Borough of Boston, Surveyor's Office, June 12, 1860.

"A HOUSE FOR THE SaBURBS.'
Sir,—On the principle that a racy article was suited to a racing week, the

author of " A House for the Suburbs " unwillingly raises an objection to the
notice of his hook ; but he would be glad just to say, that in combining a scientific

with a familiar subject, it might have been difficult to keep strictly to words of
native birth and ordinary use, while looking to the class addressed it was
evidently needless, therefore he set off in the vernacular poh/t/lot of St. James's,
putting on its " party colored dress, of patched and pyebald languages," certainly

with no pedantic purpose (there was no filling the mouth with pebbles to produce
hard words), but from sheer convenience and force of habit.

For himself, the author knows '
' he has much to learn ; " and he is just as

much a student, just as sedulous in pursuit of information, just as grateful for

helping counsel now, as he was thirty years ago. His task at best compels him
to encounter in the same course the two quintains of literature and art, so that
although he break a lance, tres hardimcnt, with the one, he may certainly
count on a hard bob from the other.

" If in his brain lie hath strange places cramm'd
With observation, the which lie vents
In mangled form,"

It is a question between the author and reader—a question referred to the
reviewer for his free and unfettered opinion ; but with ulterior consequences he
has nothing whatever to do. The profession collectively is far too great, and the
author individually much too humble, to be seriously concerned about a few
couplets of rhyme; and he feels that literary censorship has a limit that cannot
be overstepped without counteracting the great purpose of improvement and de-
stroying the impersonal character of criticism. The heroic episode of soldiers

and flags appears, therefore, quite irrelevant and indefensible.

The Author.

THE DECAY AND PRESERVATION OF STONE.
Sir,—The paper published in your last by Professor Ansted upon the above

subject, is calculated to efi'ect much good, and it is iny opinion, if some of those

who are practically acquainted with the nature and peculiarities of the various

stones would from" time to time give the results of their experience, it would

tend still more to increase the general information upon this important matter.

We find that, as regards timber, great cai-e is exercised in its selection, in

seasoning it, and in adapting it to the positions it is to occupy ; but with respect

to stone, until of late years, it was considered enough that it was stone, and the

question of fitness and 'durability was to a great extent ignored.
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I consider then, that stone should be seasoned ; that is, it should be quarried,

some mouths before it is used, until what masons term the natural sap has

evaporated, and it has had time to liarden in the atmosphere in which it is to be

placed. 1 have seen the injurious etiVcts of taking stone at once from the quarry,

and bnaker, and iH-rmanently fixing it in low lying and damp situations. Ex-
foliation has in such cases set in, and all small members, toolings, ice., have dis-

appeared to the permanent, disfigurement of the building.

Again, as regards selection, too much care cannot be exercised, as in the same
quarry are to & found beds of stone diiTering so much that one would stand any
amount of exposure, whcivas the other would not stand the weather at all.

If then it is desirable that our buildings of stone should be durable, and retain

their architectural outlines, three things ought to be especially attended to—first,

the stone selected should be of the best bed the quarry produced, as, for instance,

in Portland stcne, Whitbed, not Basebed, which is too often palmed ofl" upon
the public under the assumed name of best-bed ; secondly, it the work is of

sufficient importance, a competent perion should examine and mark every block

in the qnarrj' prior to shipment, and I feel assured that this course would be to

the advantage ofa contractor, as a man upon the spot would have the first choice

of the stone, and could procure each block with the minimum of waste, free from
vents, flints, and roach, &c., &c., and tlurdly, that the stone should be stacked,

firom four to six months upon skids or spauls, before it is converted into use,

and when fl.\ed to be placed upon its natural bed.

I am, &c.,
* Robert Macdonald.

TENDERS.
CuxwoLD Hall, Lincolnshire.

Cuxwold Hall, no«r Groat Grimsby, Liucolnshire. Mr. Jas. K. Colling, architect.

Quantitie-s supplied by Messrs. Lander and Bedells.

Dove Brothers, London £4,t)r5

Stamp.Barton-upon-Humber i,5M
Brown, Great G rimsby 4,519

I>ob8on and Taylor, Hogs-
tborpe 4,486

IIollingwortb.Great Grimsby £4,414 13 8
1 Myers, London 4,298
WalUs & Son, Market Rasen 4,200

K. Young, Lincoln (accepted) 3,3'J8

Warehouse, London.
For the erection of a warehouse. Meeting House-square, City, for Mr. Joseph

Myers. Messrs. John Young and ijon, architects.

Hall and Son £708
Raby 6:57

Hcushaw 578

Larke and Son £374
Chessum 450

Lower Thames-street.
For pulling down and rebuilding Ko. 9, Lower Thames-street, for Mr. Palmer,

Messrs. John Youug and Son, architects.
Piper and Son £1,342
Browne and Kobinson 1,270

Verry and Turner 1,253

Downs £1,2.36

Hardiman and Sandon 837

PORTSEA, ILiNTS.
For the construction of a brick drain and 720 feet of iron sewer, on the Hani,

Portsea, for the Commissioners for Paving, &c., the Town of Portsea. Messrs.
Houghton and Son, C.E., architects. &c. Quantities supplied.
John Aylen. Portsea £1,243 I J. D. Hodges, Portsea £1,056
Benjanun Harris, Portsea. 1,083

|
Rogers & Booth, Gosport (accepted) 1,030

Alterations, Ac, Harwich.
Alterations and additions to the " Old Brewery," Harwich. Mr. Horace Darken,

architect.
Henry Luff, Ipswich £7.53 5 I Newton. Harwich £580
Oorder, Hadleigh 622 5 9 Worswick and Co., Ipswich 580
Spooner and Co., Hadleigh . . 007 10 I Wilding, Dovercourt 517 10

Architect's estimate .. .£600.

Asylum, Brixton.
For additions to Trinity Asylum, Acre-lane, Brixton. Mr. Samuel Field, archi-

tect. Quantities supplied.
K. E. Roberts £599 I Skinner £575
J. WlUson 577

Farm-buildings, Harbourne.
For a set of Farm-buildlngs and BailiiTs-housc, at Harbourne, near Tenterden,

Kent, for Mr. Henry Latter. Mr. James G. Smither, architect. Quantities supplied.
Donnelly £1,962 I Smoothey and Co £1,505 10
McLennan and Bird 1,777 i Greenwood and Co 1,49117 6
Porter 1,?27 | Humphris and Luxford 1,468 13
EUis 1,597 I Fisher... 1,234

Schools, Kirkbcrn.
For the erection of schools, residence, &c., at Klrbnm, Driffield. Mr. R. G. Smith,

Hull, architect.
Berry, Driffield £863
Shepherdson. Driffield 765
Simpson and Malone, Hull (accepted) 730

Parsonage, Nottingham.
For Farsonage-housc, Nottingham, for the Rev. G. Dnndas, M.A. Mr. Charles

W. Edwards, architect, 28. Brunswick-square, Loudon, W.C, late of 4, St. James's-
temce, Camden-town. Quantities not supplied.

Messrs. Stevenson and Weston, Alfretou-road, Nottingham.....£982
Joel Taylor, Toll-house-hill, Nottmgham 933
Robert Dennett. Nottingham 938 Us.
Messrs. J. and T. Pickordand Co., London (accepted) 930
Architect's Estimate 1000

Houses and Shops, Hornsev-Road.
For building six bouses and shops in the Hornscy-road, for John Wilson, Esq.

Mr. G. WagatalT. of Highbury-lodge, architect and surveyor.
Conder £.t,4i<2

|
Hill and Son £2,985

Rowland 3,1.V) Honeywill 2,860
KoberU 3,140 | Carter 2,660

For sewerage works.
From Moiitti(pif-»t. to

Blsrk Eagle Bt.,

2€5 I'mt in Inugth.

Wood £173
Crocket 200
Kent 207
Morris, 185

Sewerage Works, Spitalfieldb.
, Buek-lane, Spitallields.

From Black Eagle St.

Northwards, Extra Works.
B60 feet in leogth.

£745 .. £100
630 .

.

100
003 .. 100
695 .

.

100
Morris's Tender accepted.

Total amouDt of
Tender.

£1,020
950
912
880

Dwelling-house, Kelton, Dumfries-shire.
For the works In the erection of a dwelling-house and offices for J. D. Minto, Esq.,

at Kelton, Dumfrlcs-shire.
The builders' offer includes excavations, stone and brickwork, for which the follow

ing offers were received :
—

Jlontpromery £725
Lowtner 712
Crackston and Son 710

For the carpenter, joiner, glazier, slater, plumber, aud plaster works, all included in

one contract, the following offers were given in :

—

McCourty £929
Grlersou and Son 871

Robison and Ivinghom 797 8
K.Thomson 777
Mein 914 8

The lowest estimate in each has been accepted—viz. :

—

Crackston and Son £710
1{. Thomson 777

£1,587
In addition, the proprietor furnishes all the lime and sand required, performs all

carriage free of charge to the contractors, who has liberty to use, so far as suitable,

the stones of the present old buildings. The present contracts do not embrace
marble jambs or painting, so that £380 or £400 maybe added for the total cost.

St. Luke's, Heywood.
For St. Luke's Church, Heywood, Lancashire. Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A.

architect.
Hay, Cochrane, and Co £11,652
J. Brumall 11,531

William Buxton 11,305

Bowden, Edwards, aud Co 10,521

Thomas Peak 10,060

Hugh Yates 9,900

Mark Foggett 9,692

Edward Hughes, (accepted) 9,380

Peter Farrell 8,000

Schools, &c., Bhoomyard.
For buildin" schools, out-buildings, &c., at Broomyard, Herefordshire. Mr. F. B.

Kempson, architect.

Nott £1,252
I
Turbill £1,116

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CORN E.XCHANGE.

Leeds.—For plans and estimates for a Com Exchange, Leeds. Plans, &c., at the

office of Mr. E. Filliter, C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Leeds. A premium of

£100 will be given for the first, and £50 for the next approved plan, both to become
the property of the council. Plans. Ac, to June 30.

MARKET.
Darlington.—For designs for proposed covered market at Darlington. Time ex-

tended to July 2.

MEMORIAL BUILDING.
BuRSLEM.—For designs for the erection of a suitable buildingin Burslem, combining

School of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the late Josiah Wedg-
wood, F.S.A. Premiums of £20 and £10 to the two designs most approved. Con-
ditions and particulars from J. MacintjTC, hon. sec. to the Committee, Town Hall,

Burslem.
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Hartlepool.—For plans and drawings for a proposed new Mechanics' Institute

to be erected at the head of Middlegate-street, Hartlepool. The site is 100 feet by
50, and the building is to include library, news-rooms, class-rooms, large lecture-

hall, and keepers-rooms. A premium of £10 will be given for the plan approved

of and accepted. No remuneration, however, of any kind will be given except the

premium of £10 for the plan accepted. Plans, accompanied wtth estimates of the

cost, to be sent in to the Secretary, Mr. J. Hindmarsh, to July 2.

SCHOOLS.
York.—Plans for a school-room, capable of containing 100 boys.with a suitable re-

sidence for a master, and a board-room for the trustees (eleven in number) wherein

to held their meetings, with the requisite outbuildings, offices, Ac, at a cost not

exceeding £7U0. Plans, &c., to William Lister, clerk;to the trustees of Brooke's

charity, at Thorne, Y'orkshire, South Parade Thome, to June 30, accompanied by

a letter stating the charge, in case it may be considered necessary, for superin-

tending the erection, including the salary of a clerk of works, whose appointment

will of course bo subject to the approval of the trustees. The site contains about

one rood of land, and has a frontage of 72 feet to the town street Premiumof £2
will be given for the Plans, &c., approved.

HOSPITAL.
Banff.—For desions, i.e., an elevation and plans for the erection of the Chalmers'

Hospital, Banff, against the 2;jrd day of June next, with certiflcation. There wil

have to be provided accommodation for 50 patients, being "destitute sick paupers,

for a house surgeon, matrons, attendants, dispensary for the hospital, and a meet-

ing-room for the Trustees. The sum to be expended on the building not to exceed

£5,000. The structure to be of such a style and character that it can suitably be

enlarged hereafter, in case the funds of the charity, shall be able to afford increasd

accommodation, in terms of the deeds. Information as to site and other pM-
ticulars, and the remuneration to be allowed to the party whose plans are selected,

will be learned on application to William Coutts, Solicitor, in Banff. The plans to

bear a motto, and be accompanied with a statement of the style and flnibh of tnc

building, and an estimate of theexpense of erection, and put up therewith ascaled

envelope, having thereon the same motto, but containing therein the name ana

address of the party sending the plans, to be opened when the Trastecs decide.

BURIAL GROUND.
Oswestry-.-For plans, sections, descriptive specifications, and estimates for fencing

in, laying out, and embcUishing the land for a new cemetery at Oswestry, and for

erecting a chapel, with entrance gates, lodge, and toolhouse, accompanied by suen

details and sugsrestions as the competitors may think necessary for tlie information

and guidance of the Burial Board for the town and parish. The site comprises an

area of 4 acres, and is distant about half a mile from the town. A premium of £1S

will be given for the desisn considered first in point of merit, unless the an^hitecl

sbould be cmploved to carry out the works, when it will merge in the commissione

and £10 will be given for the second best. Designs to become the property or tae
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Board. Competitors to state terms for their carrying on the works. Further

information from K. J. Croxon, C'ltrk to the Hoard. I'lans, estimates, and particu-

lars, with name and address of competitor marked thereon, to be enclosed in a

sealed cover, endorsed " Oswestry Cemetery," addressed to Mr. Croxon, as above,

to June 25.
HOUSES OF VARLIAMENT.

Stdnf.v, New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Varliament tobe

erected in .'Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are

invited to compete, ffmo will be awarded for the approved design, and f :iOO

for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers

addressed to the Secretary of I'ublic Works, .Sydney, to the care of Messrs

William I.. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon -street, E. C. (the commercial agents of

the New South wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59

Hteh Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edmburgh j Mr. H. Campbell
Argyle-street, Glasgow: Messrs. Hodgesland Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Jlessrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment

photographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.

Designs to January 1, 1801.

PALAIS DE JUSTICE.
Brdsselr.—For designs for a new Palais de .Justice to be erected at Brussels.

Architects of all countries are admitted to the competition. Preliminary designs

only are required, without dimensions, estimate, or details. Drawings must be

forwarded to the Jlinister of Justice, fourth division, before the 1st August, ISCO.

Three prizes will be awarded, the Hrat of a sum of 10.000 francs; the second

of a sum of ti.CKiO francs ; the third of a sum tjf :!,flO<i francs. The designs to

which prizes are awarded to become tlie property of the Government. Particulars

and conditions may be obtained on application to the Minister of .(ustice, Brussels.

A translation thereof, with a copy of the plim, was given in the Building News
on May 11, ISOO.

BATHS, Ac.
Sp.i.- For designs for baths and architectural works at the mineral spring of the
Pouhou. Competitors are at liberty to select what style of architecture they
choose: total cost not to exceed .£-,'0,000 for the baths, and £12,000 for the archi-

tectural works. Four premiums, the first to be of .-ClOO, the second of £10, and two
others of £-0 each, will be given lor the selected designs of the bathing establish-

ment, and a similar sum, divided in like manner, for the selected designs for the
architectural works. Particulars in Building News, June 8th 1800.

LANDING PLACES. &c.
Mersey.—For the two most approved plans, accompanied by estimates, for Improv-
ing the existing landing places or constructing new landing places at the above
ferries, so as to render them in all respects convenient for passenger traffic, and as
regards Egremont Ferry for goods traffic also, namely, for the first best plan for
each ferrv £.50; for the second ditto, £25. Plans selected to remain the property
of the Wallasey Local Board of Health. I'laus to the Offices ot the Local
Board, 1, Church-street, ECTemont, near Birkenhead, to .July 1 next; and further
information may be had ofthe Chairman of the Ferry Committee of such Board ;

or to T. K. Hassall, Clerk to the Board, at his Office, 3, Old Churchyard, Liverpool.

FEUEY-BOAT.
Meusey Locai. Board.—For the two most approved plans .ind modelsofa steam-
boat, suitable for conveymg passengers across the Itiver Mersey in all states of
the tide and weather, between the several ferries of Seacombe. Etrremont, and New
Brighton, and the landing stages at Liverpool, regard being had to the nature of
the lauding stages of such respective ferries ; such plans and models to be accom-
panied by an estimate of the l)oat complete in all respects, namelv

—

For the First Plan and Model £100
For the second ditto «... .50

The plans and models selected are to remain the property of the Board. Plans and
models to be sent to the offices of the Local Board, 1, Church-street. Egremont,
near Birkenhead, on or before the 1st day of July next. Further information on
application to the Chairman of the Ferry Committee ofsuch Board, or to Mr. T. K.
Hassall, Clerk to the Board, at bis office, 3, Old Churchyard, Liverpool.

COMPETITION AWARDED.
WOKKHOUSE.

Sedcefield.-The plans of Jlr. J. Walker, architect, Sedgcfield, have been ac-
cepted.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.

Stockport.—For the new mechanics' institution to be built in Wellington -road
South and St. Petersgatc, Stackpool. I'lans, Ac. and conditions, at the office of
the architect, Mr. .1. Stevens, *!, l*rlncess-str«ct, Manchester, from 11th to 25th
Jane. Quantities from the architect. Tenders to be sent to the institution, MiddJo
Hill-gate, Stockport, .addressed to the chairman of the directors, to June 25.

HOSPITALS.
Redcar.—For the works required In the erection of the intended convalescent home,

at Coatbam, Redcar. Plans, 4-c., at the Class-room, attached to the Parsonage,
Coatham, from Ilth to 13th June, and further information and qnan titles furnished
(If required), on application to Mr. Giles. Clerk of the Works. Sealed tenders, ad-
dressed to the Rev. J. Postlethwaite, Coath.am. Redcar. to June 18.

Maidstose.—For the erection of a new hospital for females, and also for additional
cells for refractory and insane prisoners at the county prisons, at Maidstone. Plans,
*c„ at the Offices of Messrs. Wliichcord and Blandford, architects, Maidstone
after 10th June. Tenders to be sent or delivered at the Offices of Jlessrs. Which-
cord and Blandford, sealed and endorsed •' New Hospital, County lYisons," or
•• Refractory Cells, County Prisons," to 4 p.m. on Wednesdav,June27. Persons
tendering are to be in attendance at the Courts of Justice, Maidstone, at half-past
twelve o'clock on the 2Sth June.

CHURCHES.
FAIR Oak, HANTS.-For the erection of a new church at Fair Oak, Bishopstokc,
Hants. Drawmgs, &c., at (he Vcstry-room, Bishopstokc, after the 13th inst Ten-
ders to Iw delivered at the Office of the Architect, Mr. .lohn Colson, St Swlthin-
street, 1\ inchester. endorsed •• Tendcrfor Fair Oak Church " to June 27.

"?'S''~;..
*"'*/"-'*""• 1>'"'*""S. and restoring the parish church ot Orcop, Here-

ford. 1 lans and specification are to be seen at the Office of Thomas Nicholson,
architect, M. 1 eter s-square, Hereford, from the ijth to the 20th day of June, onwhich latter dav the tenders are required.

RUDSTOS.-For tfie restoration of Kudston Church. Plans. Ac, at the Office of the
Architect, Mr. lowler Jones, 4. New-street, York, from June 4 till June r, inclu-
sive, and at the church, from 11th to 14tli .lune. BiUs of quantities may be had atthe Anrhitoct s office. Tenders addressed to Rev. Edward Mortlock, Kudston
Brialington. to.lune l^th.

CiiESTER.--For the restoration and renewing of St. John's Church, Chester. Plans,

^.«„V,.^^ °c^.' ?'','"^'^V.I°
"" n?'h. '"''• Tenders, endorsed. "Tendcrfor the

restoration of bt. John s. Chester," addressed to the Rev. W. B. Marsden,Chester,
to June .tu. (^ec advertisement.)

^Ti*">; .J'^*".
DvRTF.iRD.-For the erection of a small church and parsonage

fo M? rh,7.?..i'^;n «•J ''!'"},"H
I"«5>!?."'S contractors to apply, with references,

to Mr. Chrwtian, 10, W hltehall-placc, b.W., to June 23, (Sec advertisement.)

CHAPELS.
Knigiiton, Radnor.—For the works required in the erection of the New Primitive
Chapel, Knighton, Radnor. Plans, snccification, and conditions of contract fWim
the lOtli to the .30th Inst, with Mr. Wilson, tanner, Knighton, Radnor by whom al«o
the site will be shown. Tenders to Mr. Wllaon, aforesaid, on the 30th Inst at alx
o'clock.

SCHOOLS.
Ii.KE.STON.—The time for receiving tenders for the Ilkeston boys national school, has
been extended. Tenders to be sent to the Rev. G. S. Ebswortb, Ilkeston Vicarage,
not later than twelve noon of June 18.

Reeth, Yorkshire.-For the erection of boys', girls', and infants' schools at Reetta.
Plans. Ac, with Mr. W. Pcachey. architect, Darlington, on and after June 20, or
with Jlr. E. Pease, Southend, Darlington, to whom tenders to .July 4.

Stafford.—For the erection of King Edward's Grammar School and master's resi-
dence, at StalTord. I'lans, &c., at the office of Mr. Henry Ward, architect. Mar-
ket-place, Stafford. Tenders sealed and endorsed •• Tender for King Edward's
Grammar School," and directed to the Secretary to the Stafford Charities Trustees,
Stafford, to June 20.

SCHOOLS.
FiNCHLEY.—For the erection of school buildings and other works connected
therewith, at Finchley. Plans, Ac, after June lu, with the chief surveyor to the
Vestry of St. Pancras, at his office, 10, Edward-street, Hampstead-road, of whom
forms of tender may be obtained on depositing two guineas. Tenders to be de-
livered at the offices of F. Plaw, Vestry Clerk, King's-road, Pancras-road, to 12
noon of July 12. (See advertisement.)

DWELLING HOUSES.
Leicester.—For the erection of two bouses, in De Montford-sauare, I^elcester.
Plans, Ac, and copies ot the quantities, at the Office of Francis Drake, architect,
30, Market-street, Leicester. Tenders to June 21.

VILLA.
Sydenham.— For the erection of a villa at Sydenham. Bills of quantities may be
obtained on payment of a deposit of 20s. at the Office of Messrs. Banks and Barry

,

architects, 27, Sackville-street, W., where plans and specifications may be seen.
Duplicate plans. Ac, at the Greyhound Inn, near the Upper Sydenham Railway
Station, between the 11th and 2Jth of June. Tenders are to be delivered at the
Offices of the architects to 12 noon, of June 27.

ALTERATIONS, Ac.
BisHOPSTOKE, Hants.—For making additions, alterations, and repairs at Highfleld
Lodge, Bishopstokc, Hants. Drawings, Ac, at the House, after June 25. Ten-
derr, endorsed " Tenders for Highfield Lodge," to the Office of the architect, Mr.
J. Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, to July 7.

ROOFING.
Salop.—For renewing the slating and lead gutters, Ac, of Stanage Hall, Salop.
Particulars at the Office of Mr. Alexander Milne, architect, Northampton.

PAINTING.
Rochester.—For the painting of Rochester-bridge. Specification at the Office of
George Essell, Bridge Clerk, the Precincts, Rochester. Sealed tenders for executing
the work in Carson's anti-corrosion paint, and in common oil paint, respectively
(at the option of the Wardens and Assistants), to be delivered at the Bridge Council-
chamber, Rochester, to twelve noon of Saturday, July 7.

Sheffield.—For painting, papering, whitewashing, Ac, at Sheffield Barracks.
Parties desiring to tender to leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, 227,
Stretford-road, Stanchester, or at the Barrack Office, Sheffield Barracks, on or
before the 20th inst. and pay the sum of 10s. and 6d. for the bills.of quantities.

ROAD-SIAKING, &c.
Kincston-upon-Hull.—For the repairs of the roads and footpaths within the
Borough of Kin3Bton-upon-IIull, for a period of twelve months, from July 1st
next to June 30. 1801. Specification and forms of tender on application to the Sur-
veyor, at the Offices of the Board, "3, Lowgate, from June Ilth to 15th between the
hours of ten and two. Tenders to be addressed to C. S. Todd, Esq., Clerk to the
Local Board, marked *• Tender for Street Repairs," to twelve noon of June 20.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Strichen, Aberdeen.—For the mason, carpenter, and slater work of farm offices,
to be erected on several farms on the Estate of Strichen. Flans, Ac, seen and
offers received, at Strichen Mains, on the 19th inst.

Wareham.—For the repair of the under-mentioned roads for one year, from the
first day ofJuly next:—No. I, the south branch ofroads ; No. 2, the north ditto;
No. 3, the west ditto. Further particulars may be obtained at the office in Ware-
ham, of Thomas Phippard, Clerk to the Trustees of Wareham Turnpike.

SEWERAGE.
Putney.-For the construction of about 1,590 feet of S feet 9 inch b y 2 feet inch
brick sewer ; 580 feet of3 feet 3 inch by 2 feet i inch brick sewer ; and 1,900 leet
of 15 inch pipe sewer. In the parish of Putnev. Specifications, Ac, on appUcatlon
to Jlr. Joseph Niblctt, surveyor, Blggs-row, I'utncy, from 9 tlU 11 a-m. Tenders
under seal, to the Board, endorsed " Tender for Sewers,' ' to June 19.

WORKHOUSE FITTINGS.
Whitechapel.—For the carpenters', plumbers', and other works. In erecting
various fixtures and fittings in the new wing of the Whitechapel Union Workhouse.
Specifications, plans, and conditions, and printed forms of tender, on application
at the Workhouse, daily, between 10 and 3. Tenders on printed forms only to
June 19.

BRIDGES.
Y'ORK.-For the construction of a lattice girder bridge, at Lendal, York, of 1754 feet
span, and 41 feet 6 Inches wide, designed bv Wm. Dredge, Esq., C.E., containing
upwards of 400 tons of wrought iron, with stone abutments ; also, for a small
girder bridge across the road adjoining, with iron railing and retaining walls for
the approaches thereto. Contract No. 1 consists of the whole of the ironwork and
painting; contract No. 2 consists of the masonry, brickwork, scaffolding, road-
making, Ac Specification and drawings may bo inspected, form of tender, sched-
ule for prices, and bills of quantities obtained, upon application at the City Sur-
veyor's Office, from the 5th day of June to the 22nd. Drawings, Ac., to be obtained
at the City Surveyor's Offices after the loth June next, upon payment of £2 lOs.
Sealed tenders endorsed " Tender for Lendal Bridge," are to be 'delivered at the
City Surveyor's Offices, before ten a.m. June 22.

LOCK.
Commercial Dock.—For the construction of a new lock or exit from the docks of
the Commercial Dock Company into the river Thames, near Lavender Dock,
Rotherhithe. Plans and conditions at the Companv's offices. No. IOik Fenchurch-
street, from June Ilth to June 21st, Fridays excepted. Specifications, bill ofquan-
tities, and blank tender, upon payment of three guineas, and all tend.Ts must be
on the printed form for that purpose. Tenders, under cover, addressed to the
Secretary of the Commercial Dock Companv, endorsed " Tender for New Works,"
to be delivered at the Dock office, 100, Fenchurch-strect, on or before twelve (noon)
of July '20.

CAISSON.
Falmouth.-For the construction of a wrought-iron caisson, about 57 feet 4;inehet
long, 16 feet wide, and '22 feet 9 inches high. Drawings,Ac with Mr. J. Abenicthy,
C.E., 3, Parliament-street, Westminster, and Jlr. .J. R. Killack. resident engineer.
Falmouth IHicks Offices. Tenders, endorsed, • Tenders for Caisson." to the
Secretary of the Falmouth Docks Company, offices, Falmouth, to June '2:1.

RiVILWAY.
KEiDBY. Lincoln.—Forconstructing a portion of the intended Trent and Ancholme
Railway, firom the Trent side, nearly opposite the terminos of the South York-
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A TRIBUTE TO THE MEMORY OF SIR CHARLES BARRY.
N speaking of the distinguished and accom-

plished architect who has been taken away
from amongst us so unexpectedly, one
literary Journal has had the hardihood to

assert that Sir Charles Barry was, though
a clever man of business and of the world,
" no artist." Such is the startling verdict

pronounced by the Critic. We almost
jiity the man who, either out of sheer
ignorance or deliberate malice, could pen
so gross a slander ; for if Barry was no

O.^ tS(''y'WI»r*C''^l
artist, where is the individual to be found

) ,'

-;:^J^/ 1" vSk[^j(\ deserving of such title? Diogenes with

(^Tlht^t^fr^a^f^S^^ '^'^ lantern will not discover a single one
among the whole profession. It will,

perhaps, be said that although not inno-
acent, such insult to the memory of one so

pre-eminently gifted as was Barry Is hai-m-

less, and only recoils upon its author, and may
therefore be left to be met and punished by silent

contempt. Yes ; but silent contempt is only
another word for " impunity " with such calumniators as the writer in

the Critic, who has now perhaps undergone rather severe penance, for

mortified exceedingly he must have been, and made painfully sensible

of his own ignorance and littleness of mind, on reading—if read it he did—Digby Wy'''''"^ truly admirable p.iper on Sir Charles's " Architectural
Career," of which it is not too much to say that it is a model of archi-
tectural biograjjhy.

Coming after what has already been said by others in bearing their
testimony to Barry's excellence in his quality of artist, we must endea-
vour to convince our readers that our own opinion of hini as such if<

something more than the echo of foregone applause. To the more
than usually full biographical information that has been supplied by
others we are unable to add even an iota. Our purpose is altogether a
quite different one.

Hardly need we observe that, be an architect ever so gifted, unless
he has tolerably adequate opportunities for displaying superior talent,

he must keep it in abeyance, it being entirely out of his power to put
forth a full and complete embodiment of his ideas, unless actually
employed to do so. That Barry had opportunities which do not fall to
the lot of every one in the profession is very certain

;
yet if he himself

was so far " a lucky man," fortunate it also proved for the art he
practised that he was no less successful than lucky. Among his earlier

contemporaries there were several who had most excellent oppor-
tunities, but of which they made comparatively nothing. Many
instances might be quoted to illustrate and confirm our remark ; but
let it suffice here to name Buckingham Palace, York (now Stafford)
House, and Apsley House.

Hardly can it be said that Barry was especially favoured by
opportunity and circumstances when he made his professional debut in
the metropolis with a club-house having only a very moderate extent of
frontage. It has been said that the Pall-Mall fa9ade of " The Travellers'

"

is little more than a copy of the Palazzo Pandolfini at Florence.
Admitting just for the moment such to be the fact, how happened it to
be reserved for Barry to be first to discover the value of that example,
and avail himself of it as he did ?—to be the first to make evident all

at once of what high degree of refined elegance and exquisitely finished
up ornateness astylar composition is susceptible ? To be able to discern
fresh sources of design that had been all along overlooked, is in itself a
proof of more than ordinary artistic mind and every-day ability ; nay,
even had he been anticipated in the adoption of the astylar' Italian
Palazzo manner, it may well be questioned whether it would have
been treated with equal felicity and feeling by anyone else.

His first club-house presents nothing that is particularly striking at
first sight; it derives nothing of the imposing from mere msignitude,
nothing to bribe judgment by superior quality of material, the latter
being no more than homely brick coated with cement. Nevertheless
it possesses what, though in themselves are imponderable quahties, far
outweigh those which it is in the power of language to render tolerably
palpable, it being stamped by finished elegance and refined grace. The
most thoughtful and studious attention to completeness and uniformity
of taste, even from the very pavement to the summit of the cornice,
mcluding the minutest detail, is there manifested, which is far more
than has since been done by any one else. To Barry we are indebted
for the introduction of that impressive feature the Florentine cornicione
whicli has since been copied so frequently, and has sometimes been
grossly caricatured, and thereby rendered all but vulgar. Were there
no other difference between Barry's copy and his model, a most decided
and important one isproduced by the elegant balustraded screen to the
' ^.^?^' which substitutes for what is else an eyesore and a blemish a
positive beauty, inasmuch as it contributes in a marked degree to com-

pleteness—to careful termination below as well as above. However
reluctantly, we suppress comments that are here at the end of our pen,
because, were we to begin to indulge in them, they would detain us too
long.

As regards the important matter of fenestration, Barry's treatment
of the windows in both his club-houses was no less appropriate than
original, for whether he decorated them with pilasters or with columns,
he applied such dressings constructively, and 'so as to make them form
the actual jambs and reveals of the opening, instead of being separated
from it by an intervening architrave or other mouldings. The fortunate
consequence is that the pilasters or columns, as the case may be, so
employed not only show purpose, but are marked by greater relief and
development; neither is that all, for the general composition of the
window is at the same time rendered more compact. It may be further
remarked that Barry invariably made the pediments of his windows,
whether angular or segmental ones, all alike in the same design, and, as
far as we are aware, never in any one instance distinguished a central

window from the others in order to make it a more conspicuous
feature, unless, perhaps, the grouping three windows together
in the south front of the Travellers' Club - house can be called

an exception, notwithstanding their being else quite similar to

the other two. No doubt BaiTy felt that the introduction of a
markedly distinct feature in the centre of a composition is apt to

break up the simplicity arising from continuousness. Simplicity,

united with ornateness, appears to have been his motto and his maxim

;

and of such union of what are considered antagonist and in'econcilable

qualities, we have an equally striking and convincing exemplification

in Bridgewater-house, whose principal floor windows are of singularly

elaborate, yet, nevertheless, chaste design, purified from the slightest

taint of the vulgarity of mere " finery," which is always to be had
ready-made, and at second-hand, and by means of which the most
commonplace dowdy stuff of design may be bedizened out cheaply
enough, oecause it j-equires not the least cost of thinking.* Attention
to detail is a rarer merit than it ought to be, and it was Barry's in an
eminent degree ; yet carefully as his detail was finished up, there is

nothing of the finical in it, and he always imparted to it and produced
by it what the French call touruure—a word quite untranslatable." It may
have been, and no doubt was, in a great measure the result of study,

but fine natural taste had also a great deal to do with it. Although it

may be thought a very trifling matter, it deserves to be noted that he
always made his window sashes express themselves, instead of showing
no more than a simple horizontal bar, which latter mode carries with it

the unsatisfactory look of blankness or vacancy and want of finish, to

say nothing of the disagreeable effect of an aperture twice as high as

it is wide being cut up into two distinct squares, a defect that might
be corrected with the utmost facility by simply subdividing each sash

into two upright plates of glass corresponding with the proportions of
the general aperture.

W hether he did so elsewhere we are unable to say, but both in the
"Reform" and Bridgewater House he enclosed the principal staircase,

arranged in three flights, extendingfrom wall to wall, and placed at right

angles to each other with raking ceilings. In those two structures he like-

wise applied the inner cortile ofan Italian palazze, converted into a central

hall, for which adaptation to our climate All'. Digby Wyatt gives him
great credit. It certainly is a decided improvement upon the practice

of making the entrance hall—which can be no more than a room of
passage, and which comes into view immediately after crossing the
threshold—the most ambitious and imposing feature of the interior.

Still, there is this disadvantage attending the conversion of what would
else be an open cortile into a "hall"—that by being covered in, it

thereby becomes an integral portion of the interior, and in consequence
of its gi'cater size and architectural importance overpowers all the rest,

the rooms that succeed it, and to which it serves merely as the ap-
proach, suffering by comparison with it, not only as regards spacious-

ness, but loftiness also. By some this will be thought hypercriticism

;

nor is this exactly the place for indulging in remarks that may be
reserved for some other occasion, when we can enter into them more
fully.

If we mistake not, it is to Barry we arc indebted for the invention of
that peculiar mode of hypoethral lighting,f where the light is admitted
not through lanterns or other openings in the plafond of the ceiling,

* The present s^-stom of architectural competitiouls very ill-caleiihited to encouragfo
thoug:ljtfuIne88 of design ; for, in the firBt place, tolerably reasonable time for doing
80 is scarcely ever allowed, and in the next, it would be in the same predicament as
pearls cast before swine—quite thrown away upon those who, more likely than not,
mi;^ht bestow the prize upon a IVcksniff. Ttiere are, it seems, some architects (?)

who trust more to the color-box th an to compasses, being well aware that vermilion
bricks, ultramarine skies, and the very greenest of green grass go a verj- great way
towards successfully propitiating those who, blind as they may be to design, are free
from the intirmity o'i" color-blindness.

t To those who complain of Ihe difliculty of finding a fresh subject to write upon,
we recommend the Origin and Trogress of Ilyp.Tthral Lighting or Fenestration.
3Iost certainly it is not an archajological one, yet properly treated it would, in
interest and practical importance, outweigh an entire reamful of archaeological eru-
dition, that, after all, does little more than "chronicle small beer."
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but tlirougli the cove. Of course now that it has becu done, it is

found out to be one of those things which anybody else might have
done had he but thought of it. AVhat unintended and unconscious
satire is contained in such remark ! Bravely resisting the temptation
to launch out here by following it up, we will exercise our power ot

forbearance by passing it over, and passing on.

Sorry we most sincerely are to be compelled to confess that, owing
to want of suflicient intbnnation, cither verbal or graphic, it is out of
our power to express any critical opinion of what Sir Charles did at

Trenthiun, Cliefden, and other places, whei-e ho must have had enviable
opportunities of showing his refined t.aste. So all we can here do
is to express the hope that a collection, at least a selection, of studies

consisting of episoilical parts and the more important features and
details of his less known works will be given to the public.

We feel that we have here done little more than briefly touch upon
some of the prominent merits of what has been called " Barry's choice
Italian;" nevertheless, small as it is in amount, it is the utterance of
sincere, involuntary admiration, unbought, unborrowed, and unbribed.
Others there are who seem to have resorted to silence, as the only
means of avoiding paying the praise they grudged. Silence is some-
times a sad tell-tale ; most certainly it is so when in Gwilt's " Ency-
clopaedia of Architecture " we find no mention of, nor the slightest and
most remote allusion to the important service Barry had then ren-
dered to Anglo-Italian design. On the contrary, ungenerosity was
pushed even into paltry spitefulness by omitting the "Travellers'

Club-house" in the list of publications on Modern English Archi-
tecture. Strange as that is, there is what is even stranger still : by
those who are not already cognisant of the fact hardly will it be believed,

that in such a work as the " Encyclopajdia Britannica " the writer of
the article on Architecture, in the supplement to it, in the present
edition, professedly intended to bring down information to all but
the very moment of writing, said not so much as a syllable about,

or even mentioned Barry's great work, the Houses of Parliament.
This could scarcely happen through carelessness or forgetfulness

;

or even if it could have done, and actually did do so, could the
proprietors of the "Encyclopedia" accept the -writer's obliviousness

as a valid excuse, and sufficient indemnification for the injury inflicted

on their publication by such unpardonable forgetfulness ?—to be
matched only by that of the historian who could forget, or even contrive

not to remember the Battle of Waterloo. In fact by a little leger-

demain of ailment, it might be proved—as it has been done, that no
such a person as Napoleon Buonaparte ever existed—that the present
Palace of Westminster was not even so much as begun in 1854. Such
as it is, and scant it certainly is, we have limited our notice of Barry's
doings—to what he did in, and did for Italian design accommodated to

modem English and nineteenth century requirements.
With respect to the Palace of Westminster there is considerable

diversity of opinion : briefly expressed, our own opinion is, that it was
fortunate our "detestable English Perpendicular " was the style adopted

;

whereas now some mode of very rampant and hysterical Gothic might
have been proposed and preferred. L.

THE INSTITUTE OP BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
" TXTHO writes the Annual Report of the Council of tlie Institute ?"

YV is a question which ninety-nine out of every hundred readers
of that document, reprinted in another portion of our impression, will

put to themselves in their tirst moments of surprise and vexation at its

tone and style. We know that the speeches concocted for the Throne by
a cabinet of ministers are examples of bad English, and models of slipshod
literary composition. A distinguished statesman and late foreign secretary
has demonstrated, to his own satisfaction at least, the great advantages
enjoyed by attaches and diplomatic agents who are unable to express
themselves intelligibly in any language. But is there any necessity or
excuse for the Institute to copy such lofty precedents of ignorance ?

CUve could not spell, but we do not select our generals precisely for their
deficiencies in orthography. Eldon used to intersperse capitals, as if they
had been shaken out from a dredger. This peculiarity would not have been
a jKJsitive recommendation for Lord Campbell to the woolsack; and really
the representative corporation of a profession, boasting as it does so many
members distinguised for their literary ability, ought to present a report
which, if it had no other literary feature, would be easy of comprehension,
exact, and free from vulgarity. One would almost imagine that the present
report had been expressly composed in illustration of the necessity of
instituting examinations of architects in English literature, or as an
ironical criticism upon the proposition for the establishment of diplomas.
Objection may be fairly taken to what must be termed the undertaker's tone
of the report—in recording the decease of the late President, and several dis-
tinguished Fellows, and also to the extravagant laudation ofvarious existing
members of the Institute, as well as others who read papers during the
session. Doubtless these gentlemen are deserving of praise, which had
been previously awarded them, as reference to our reports will show. To
reiterate it, and in such terms of high-flown panegyric, is to sink the In-
stitute to a level with the society, satirically proposed by the late Douglas
Jerrold, for mutual laudation. It would, however, be very unfair to allow
it to be supposed that the secretary is responsible for the literary character

of the report. We know too well how these things are managed. When
a corporation undertakes to draw up a report, the secretary generally
prepares a draft. A^arious members, filled with a sense of" their own
importance, suggest alterations, which are adopted without due considera-
tion of their agreement with the context. The result is a hotchpotch,
confused, and verbose like the present report, which we do not hesitate
to say is a discredit to the Council of the Institute, and indirectly to the
profession.

The financial condition of the Institute is, on the whole, satisfactory.
It is not so flourishing as it might be wished, but it is encouraging. The
expenses of removal from Grosvenor-street to the liouse of the Architec-
tural Union Company have been partly defrayed out of a special fund, to
which members contributed £258 13s., and partly out of the previous
balance at the bankers, whereby the sale of £800 stock, as authorised,
has been avoided. There are still outstanding expenses to be met, which it

would be more satisfactory to settle in any other way than by a reduction
of the Institute's funded property, that now amounts to £2,256 6s. 3d.
in the 3 per cent. Consols, and £190 7s. 5d. (travelling fund) in the 3 per
cent. Reduced Annuities, besides £350 invested in the 35 shares in the
Architectural Union Company. The permanent annual income of the Insti-
tute—leaving, of course, the balances out of the question—may be taken
at £1,098 ; and the average permanent rate of expenditure at £661 2s. 5d.
This last amount does not include the purchase of stock out of the com-
positions of Fellows, or the costs in connection with removing, or the
expenses of the late President's portrait. They have been met, or partly
so, out of contributions to special funds, which are excluded from the
estimate of the amount of permanent income. According to this showing,
the finances of the Institute are in a healthy condition, the ordinary
receipts exceeding the ordinary expenses by more than 40 per cent. There
are liabilities for rent, salaries, expenses of removal, new furniture, and
other items ; but it is probable they will be met out of the assets, com-
posed of £294 3s. 9d. cash balances in the hands of the treasurer and
librarian, and of £65 2s. arrears due from members. At all events there
appears no pressing necessity for reducing the funded property, so that
altogether the management of the pecuniary affairs of the Institute

reflects great credit upon the business habits and prudence of the Council
and the officers.

Towards the end of last month the Institute consisted of 173 Fellows,
109 Associates, 10 Honorary Fellows, 16 Honorary Members, 80 Honorary
and Corresponding Jlembers, and 12 contributing visitors, or 430 members
in all—a goodly show, but still falling far short of what it ought to be,,

when the number of architects in London is taken into consideration.

There are, however, well-grounded motives for believing that this dispro-

portion is in a fair way of being remedied, and that every year the Insti-

tute will increase in numbers and importance, with a corresponding aug-
mentation of its flnancial resources ; for in the last session 16 Associates

were promoted to the class of Fellows, besides the accession of 12 new
Fellows, 10 new Associates, and 8 new Students, in addition to 15 candi-

dates now on the list for admission as new members, or for advancement
from Associates to Fellow?. On the other band, the Institute has lost by
death 13 members, and 9 by retirement. With respect to the retirement

of architects, the report speaks in dignified and well-merited terms of

reproach ; but it does not appear quite clear that the Institute is free

from all blame in the matter. It m.ay be granted that it argues no deep-

seated love for the art, or sincere interest in the welfare of the profession

among those who withdraw on giving up i)ractice. Indeed, such proceed-

ings savour very strongly of ingratitude. Without referring to the value
of their pecuniary contributions, their countenance and experience are of

material assistance to young members, and what they received from the

Institute in their youth they are bound in honor to return with interest

in their old age. The reader will hardly conceive it possible for an archi-

tect to cease to feel interest in his art simply because he no longer prac-

tices it. A favorite motto with the profession is that " Life is short, and
Art is long ;" but it would appear that art is extinguished in some men
long before life is extinct. If the Institute docs not make the cultivation

of art, and the promotion of her interests, paramount to all other con-
siderations—if it is little better than a mere trades union—then the retire-

ment of members is explicable, and almost justifiable ; and it would
appear that with whom the blame chiefly rests Is not yet proven. That
the Institute is not altogether guiltless may be surmised, for the Council

makes a ilireet and almost invidious call upon Associates of long standing

to increase the pecuniary resources of the corporation by taking their

proper station as Fellows. It would be unreasonable to suppose that, if

the station of Fellows conferred advantages superior to those resulting

from the position of Associates, Associates, for the consideration of an
annual saving of a few shillings' subscription, would prefer to remain in

the secondary, subordinate, and inferior position.

The appeal in the report justifies the opinion generally held, that iiffiUi-

ation to the Institute secures no rank in the profession, and docs not

advance the social status of an architect in the slightest degree. If that

be so, people may be permitted to ask for an explanation of the anomaly,
and, should it not be forthcoming, in believing that the indifference with

respect to admission to the first class proceeds from the conviction that

many of the present Fellows have no claims whatsoever to rank as .archi-

tects, being in short nothing more than building surveyors, and totally

ignorant of the aisthetics of architecture. The appeal also proves the

absurdity of maintaining the distinction of Fellows and Associates since

it admits that many of the second class ought to enter into the first—-the

only qualification required being an addition to their annual subscriptioiis

and entrance fees. We are therefore informed as distinctly and emphati-
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cully as possible, that one class of members is quite on a par with the
next, that the distinction between tlic two may be purchased, like Roman
urders of knighthood, and that the titles of Fellows and Associates are
shams, signifying nothing beyond that some are three-pounder, and the rest

two-pounder members of the Institute. Is it not high time that this

system of deceit towards the public, these artificial distinctions based on
Icnffth of purse should cease in an artistic society ?

There are two points on which it was expected the Council would have
spoken positively in their report. The first was with regard to the
diploma or competitive examination proposition, and the second in respect
to the establishment of architectural copyright. Both are slurred over,
;iad the profession left in doubt whether either will be carried into effect.

The report simply reiterates the opinion that the example of competitive
ixiimination for admission into the learned professions and into the public
sirvice should no longer be suftered to pass unheeded by them, but they
dunot vouchsafe an explanation, why the example ofprofessions with which
tiny have nothing in common should infiuence them more than the ex-
ample of those professions with which they are intimately connected

—

sctilpture and painting. Why architects should be governed by the
internal discipline of the church, the law, physic, the profession of arms,
or the custom-house, we are not told. Just as well might they insist on
wearing horse-hair wigs, or surplices, or uniforms. Really, the sooner this
new craze dies out the better. Architects, that is to say men capable of
conceiving and executing artistic designs, are poets, and not to be
"coached " or manufactured liy any amount of cramming, as the old
Latin saw wisely teaches. The question of architectural copyright seems
to have retrograded, according to what were the original views of the
Council, but many will conceive it to have escaped from the limbo of schemes
and to have assumed a practical character. The Institute's petition in
favor of architectural copyright in executed works produced no results,
but the Council intimate an intention of interfering with a measure pro-
moted by the Society of Arts for legalising the copying of architects'
executed works, and affording protection to their publications. Whether
the interference will have for eftect to oppose or support the Society of
Arts, the Council do not state.

In conclusion, while congratulating the Council of the Institute upon
their financial prosperity, we cannot refrain from expressing sincere
regret that they should not have been more explicit and positive upon
questions of vital importance to the profession, and at the same time that
they should have wandered from their line cf duty in indirectly repre-
hending the opinions expressed by a member of the Institute in reference
to the Nine Hours' Movement, with which they have nothing ofiBcially to
do. The formal expression of their censure is a violation of that impar-
tiality which they so loudly profess.

WHAT THE INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS WILL LEAD TO.TN attempting to form an opinion upon what is proposed by the In-A stitute to be done in the matter of examinations, it may not be amiss
for us to figure to ourselves what the consequences of the step will bo if
taken, and to enquire whether they are in accordance with the general
march of our age ; and this not only as regards immediate results, but
looking at possible ulterior consequences.

Till the nature of the examinations and the choice of examiners be made
known, it is impossible to predict with exactness what will at once follow.
It has been already shown in this Journal that disappointment in the
number of candidates willing to undergo a purely voluntary examination
may be expected, unless some honorary distinction is to be attained by tlie
successful ones. The " Jliddle Class Examinations " have shown, too,
that should the questions be put in an unusual form, although, perhaps,
they may be such as would not be too diflScuIt for the actual attainments
and standard of knowledge of the candiiiates, were they but " in training,"
the want of the habit of undergoing examinations will tell unfavourably
agamst a very large number out of the whole, and many unexpected
failures will he experienced.

It will require much tact and some good fortune, if the examinations are
made strict, to avoid this danger ; and, on the other hand, if they are not
strict and the standard is a low one, they will fail to a great extent of
their object.

There is nothing, however, more to be guarded against than that the
whole scheme should be compromised by either of the above described
risks being run. If only a very small number ofpersons attempt to take the
examination diploma, it will fall in public estimation, or rather will fail
to rise in public esteem; for as yet the public know little about it. If
on tlie other hand, a large number of persons, reasonably well qualified to
pass It, attempt to do so and fail, there will be from them and theirmends such an opposition raised as will go far to destroy the usefulness
ot tlie measure, if not to cause it to bo relinquished, so that to render the
scope 01 the examinations very wide, and as favourable as is consistent
witn fairness, ought to be the aim of those who take them in hand.MUCH of the success will depend upon the character of the men selected
as examiners

: they require to blend extensive knowledge with practical
experience, sound judgment, and such a discriminating spirit as will enableinem to decide who of those that come before them are ignorant, and who
inougu answering badly, are only nervous and confused ; they should

nf I!
tir'pnP.ss enough to reject all who are manifestly unfit, and enough

"I gema.lity in their composition to encourage those who are really in need
oi a little support and assistance to put them at their ease. There arc
several gentlemen among the prominent members of the Institute whose
appomtment as examiners would give satisfaction, and two especially occurlous who seem peculiarly suited to fill the office, both ofthem gentlemen who

have till lately held the position of Hon. Secretary to the Institute. Tim
learning, the practical knowledge, and the zeal of the late secretary for
foreign correspondence are well known ; and when it is remembered that
he has been for long actively engaged, not only in lecturing, but in
examining his students, and that in a manner wiiich all who have etudied
under him pronounce highly efllcient, the appropriateness of the sugges-
tion will be felt. Another late honorary secretary, whose ability, learn-
ing, and standing place him on an equality with the oldest members of the
profession, while his years cause the young men to hold him still as one of
themselves, seems on many accounts to be the next most suitable
e-xaminer who could be found ; and if these, or men like these, are ap-
pointed, we may hope for a satisfactory commencement.

It cannot, however, fail to be felt, sooner or later, and probably will be*
felt from the commencement, that the desultory and unsystematic way in
which architectural information is now picked up by students is not the
thing to fit them for passing any sort of examination, however skilfully

adapted to the peculiarities of the case. It is not unlikely that an attempt
may be made, as we have just observed, to overthrow the whole scheme,
and possibly such a one as it will require firmness entirely to resist.

Supposing this trial safely surmounted, or, which would be preferable, not
to have to be encountered, a systematic mode of study would by degrees
be brought in, as soon as the passing the Institute examination came to be
established as a necessity in a young man's career. The first decided
result, then, that we anticipate from the examination question, be-
yond those results which it is specially intended to secure, will be-
the establishment of architectural colleges of some sort. It is too much,,
perhaps, to expect that by that time the Royal Academy will have made
such an alteration in their arrangements as to be able to offer to their
architectural students instruction even as good as that now given to
students at South Kensington. Some improvement there, no doubt, will
be, and in other directions fresh means of instruction will, no doubt, be
adopted, while the existing ones will be more sought after. In all proba-
bility, certain books will be named by the examiners with which the can-
didates must be familiar, and courses of instruction will, no doubt, be gone
through on the special subjects treated of in these books. It needs no
prophet to foretell that this would do us good, and not harm.

Probably, too, the articled pupils in offices would receive a little more
attention than most of them do, or would, if it became apparent they were
unlikely to pass their examination, receive a hint from their principals
that they had better turn their attention to other iiursuits. It would often
be the kindest and wisest course for this to be done in the case of young
men who have decidedly no talent for the profession they have taken up;
and yet how frequently are they allowed to go blundering on till bitter
experience convinces them of the mistake, at a time when it is too late to
remedy it ! Some gentlemen in €lie profession would, no doubt, become
famous for the success of their pupils, and possibly might make it a prin-
cipal part of their practice to prepare j'oung men for the examinations.

It is perhaps a cause of self-congratulation, that improvements in the
education of architects should rather follow than precede the advance in
their practice, which has of late taken place. The pioneers in every truly
energetic movement must be to a great extent self-trained men, and no
college education or school-of-art teaching is likely to bring out a Pugin,
a Barry, or a Scott, any more than it would have produced a Telford, a
George Stephenson, or a Whitworth. But a high standard being once
established by the great ability and energy of the conspicuous few, there
is need of careful and systematic training to enable the inconspicuous
many to work up to it ; and at the present day when the want of more
means of instruction for architectural students, both in and out of their
offices is making itself felt, the prospect that such an improvement may be
expected to follow as a natural consequence from the establishment oC
examinations, is a very strong argument in their favor.

Another result that may be anticipated is, that the professions of archi-
tect and surveyor would gradually become more and more dissociated than,
at present, and persons would practice in one or other branch only, instead
of undertaking business in both. Within the memory of men now living
a great alteration, almost a revolution, has been accomplished in an imper-
ceptible manner in the distinctive positions of surveyors and architects.
The great spread of the competition system has furnished surveyors a
greatly extended field for their labors in taking out quantities, and the
proposal to form a Surveyor's Institute only shows how rapid an advance
has been made. Now, too, there is a large number of architects who are,
perhaps, unable to perform and certainly disinclined to undertake any
surveyors' work at all.

The upshot probably will be that either the Institute of Architects will
make a surveyors' examination a separate test, to which a separate diploma
will be given, or else the surveyors will do so. In either case, the result
cannot fail to be that this examination will be, or will become a very stiff

one, and such as no person but a reasonably skilful surveyor will be able
to pass through with credit, and that consequently while some architects
will qualify themselves for it, and will receive the certificate and practice
accordingly, a large number will devote their whole attention to pure
architecture, and will limit their practice to this. Should this be the case,,

the fees for architects' services will probably have to be raised, as it is-

well known that in the majority of instances the surveying business in a
mixed practice is much more remunerative than the merely architectnral
business.

Many other guesses might be hazarded, for which we have not now
space; but if the above remarks are well founded, they tend to prove that
the proposed change is likely to lead to advantageous results, and such as
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will improve the standing of the whole profession, while they will benefit,

also, the members individually.

If this be so. it is needless to add that all gentlemen in this profession

should see it their duty to support the proposal, and when the machinery

is set at work to testify their concurrence with it by themselves under-

going the examination and thus giving it the weight of their personal and

practical adhesion. R- S.

THE PALACE AT WESTMINSTEU AND ITS ARCHITECT.

THE profession, and we believe the public generally, will learn with

much sincere gratification, the determination of the Chief Com-
missioner of l*\iblic Works to entrust Jlr. Edward Barry with the comple-

tion of his father's design for the New Houses of Parliament. No choice

could have been more appropriate, and indeed any other would have been

simply ridiculous, productive of great cost to the nation, and ending per-

haps in marring the original design. It is no disparagement to other

architects to say they are not so competent to this particular work as the

gentlemen Mr. Cowper has selected, because they each have distinguishins;

characteristics that could hardly fail to outcrop in the new works which

have to be designed and erected. Saint George's Hall, Liverpobl, is an

apropos example, for, in spite of the taste and general concordance of Pro-

fessor Cockerell's additions to what Elmes left behind him, a distinction

between the two is easily discernible, which detracts from the artistic

merits of the e««e»i6;<!. In a Gothic edifice tlie variation of design some-

times adds to the eflect, but in a Classic structure, perfect homogeneity of

the parts—if we may be allowed the expression—is essential, and the same

holds goods with Westminster Palace, wliich is not Medieval but a Gothic

-design adapted to modern requirements, and therefore worked out with a

certain deference to the laws of symmetry and other canons of Classical

architecture. Great as are the artistic merits of Mr. Scott, Mr.

Street, and Jlr. Butterfield, it is doubtful if either of these gentlemen could

erect the buildings for the competition of Sir Charles Barry's noble pile

without exhibiting a contrast, and points of dissimilarity which, however

meritorious and beautiful, when considered separately would be displeas-

ing when viewed in connection with the whole architectural picture.

Fortunately for the nation, Sir Charles had for years associated with him

his son, Mr. Edward Barry, in carrying out the works at Westminster,

and we believe that although the personal supervision of the great artist

was active and incessant, a more than ordinary share of the labours fell to

the lot of his successor. "Tlie lecture and drawings which we published at

the commencement of our last volume are unrefuted evidence how
throughly acquainted Mr. Edward Barry was, and of course is, with the

history, character and purpose of the works—how completely he sympa-

thised with their designer and was penetrated, so to speak, with his artistic

spirit. This being the case, and the fiict*hat he possesses all his father's

•designs, points to him as being the fittest to succeed to the arduous and

difficult post. For once, therefore, we may congratulate the Government

-on having put the square man in the square hole.

Sir Charles Barry's plans, which he was anxious to carry out, embraced

the enclosure of New Palace Yard and the formation of a quadrangle.

They may be divided into three parts. The first contemplated erecting a

wing upon the site of the houses in Briilge-street, at a cost of £67,000; the

second proposed turning the corner at the east end of Bridge-street, and

continuing the structure to the Law Courts ; and the third embraced the

removal of these ugly courts, and the erection upon their site of an edifice

in continuation and in harmony with the rest of the building. The dis-

cussions which took place and lasted for years between Sir Charles and the

Lords of the Treasury threw these plans into abeyance. The extraordinary

difierence between the original estimate and the cost up to the present time

of the Houses of Parliament—the increase from £730,000 to upwards of

two millions sterling—may, to a certain extent, justify the delay, and

almost excuse, or at least palliate, the tone of the Treasury's official com-

munications with the illustrious architect. It is no more than fair to

repeat what we have stated on previous occasions, and during Sir Charles

Barry's lifetime, that he was not responsible for the cause of this increase.

True, he may have profited by it in a pecuniary sense, which he undoubt-

edly did, and which none can begrudge him, for he did additional work.

The real causes of the augmentation were the advance of the price of

materials and labor during the long period the works were in hand ; a

costly delay, as it has now proved, arising from a false idea of economy in

doling out small amounts by annual votes, whereas, had sufficient sums

been appropriated every year, there is good reason to believe the original

estimate would not have been greatly exceeded, except for the additional

works ordered by Parliament and by the Fine Arts Commission. With
the huge ventilation blunders, which simply ventilated the public purse,

Sir Charles had nothing to do. They were an impediment to progress,

and an obstacle that seriously interfered with carrying out the designs in

their original integrity. Nevertheless, the architect was a sufferer by the

mistakes, whims, and caprices of the others, and by the extra labor they en-

tailed upon him, in the preparation of plans and drawings, left with-

out remuneration, as a matter of course. The annoyances, disappoint-

ments, and delays they created to him will probably never be fully told.

To those who pretended the architect of the Houses of Parliament was in-

fluenced by selfish and mercenary motives, in increasing their cost, a

complete refutation will be found in the fact of his having consented to a

reduction of two per cent, upon the regular amount of the commission

—

from five to three per cent, upon outlay—with one per cent, upon measured

work additional. When we look at the moderate amount of Sir Charles

Barry's personal property, and remember the incomes artists now receive,

as well as that James Wyatt used to earn ten thousand a year, there can

bo no difficulty in believing that if the architect of Bridgewater House had

devoted himself to private practice exclusively, he would have died a

richer man.
It will be seen from what has been said above that the cost of completmg

the Palace at Westminster, independently, of course, of the internal

decorations, statues, frescoes, &c., which the Fine Arts Commission may •

order, will be £297,000. The interest upon this sum with a fair allowance

to form a sinking fund for its ultimate extinction would not amount to

£12,000 annually ; little more, if at all more, than one-fourth of what is

now expended in the shape of yearly rents for the hire of private houses,

temporarily converted into public offices. By this system the public

service suffers ; a large staff of messengers has to be kept up, time is lost,

for an additional number of clerks have to be employed, over whom
it is impossible to exercise proper surveillance for the due economy

of public time. There is not a minister or a head of department

that will not acknowledge the dispersion of the public offices to be

a serious evil, both in an administrative and economical sense. An
immense number of duplicate copies of papers and documents have

to be prepared and kept in consequence, while the risks from

fire are enormously increased. Then again repairs are constantly required,

for the landlord who gets the Crown for a tenant will do nothing until

compelled, and generally speaking the representatives of the Crown are

not sufficiently cautious in saving public money from being expended in

landlords' repairs ; rates figure for a large amount in the yearly votes.

Gas, water, coals, and " soap," all run up to the tune of thousands and tens

of thousands of pounds, whereas with concentration of offices and proper

organization they would not amount to one-half as much, to say nothing

ofthat disagreeable and inexplicable item of " furniture." We do not suppose

that all the outlying public offices hid away in blind alleys and back

slums would find accommodation in the proposed additions to the Houses

of Parliament, but it is certain that a very large proportion would—quite
sufficient to save an annual outlay in rent, that would pay the interest

upon the cost of the buildings. It is high time that the question should

be settled, and that the system of expedients and make-shifts should be

put an end to, if not entirely, at all events as far as practicable. If Mr.

Cowper will do so he will achieve distinction for his tenure of office, will

promote the public service, will economise public money, and last, though

not least, will contribute to the architectural embellishment of London.

There was one point in connexion with the Chief Commissioner's state-

ment to the House the other evening, which will be received with surprise

and invincible dissatisfaction. He said. Sir Charles Barry had agreed to

accept for future works a scale of remuneration never sanctioned by the

profession—namely, 3 per cent upon outlay and 1 per cent, upon measured

work, and that the same offer had been raiide to Mr. Edward Barry. If

Sir Charles consented to this reduction it was because it was no longer a

matter of choice with him, for no regular amount of commission had been

stipulated when he was appointed to carry out the works, and the

payments he received were on account. Subsequently, when Mr. James

Wilson and Sir Benjamin Hall laid their heads together to save a portion

of the architect's commission to the Treasury, the latter found that large

arrears -were due to him, and that if he did not accept the offer he must

lose these amounts altogether, or go to law,—and svhat was of rnore

importance to him as an artist, the opportunity of completing his design.

By all considerations, therefore, was he bound to give way to " my
Lords " and accept their offer. But in the present instance Mr. Edward

Barry stands in a different position, although filial affection and anwur

propre may operate upon him in the same direction as did other considera-

tions upon his father. Still, there is a diff-erence, which may warrant Mr.

Edward Barry in refusing the Goverment offer. Something is due to the

profession, for if in another instance the architect's commission be reduced

by Government to 3 per cent, upon outlay, other parties \vill follow the

example. It may be replied that this is, after all, a mercantile and per-

centage question
;
quite true, but it is also a question of how the profession

are to be remunerated—how architects are to live. If 5 per cent, be

thought too high, and the competition for commissions by competent

architects so keen, it is reduced to the nature of an economical problem

to be solved by the laws of demand and supply. But if the usual and

established architectural commission be no more than an adequate remu-

neration, every instance of its reduction is a permanent injury to the

profession. If it be urged that in large works the commission is extrava-

gant, we reply that these larpe works seldom occur. They are the rare

prizes to the architectural profession, just as the ermine, or mitres, or

batons are the distinction to which lawyers, priests and soldiers aspire.

We do not say the Archbishop of Canterbury is worth his salary, but

the state and splendour it procures him spur men to strive to win it.

Threatened Strike in the Building Trade at Liverpool.—There are

unfortunately, some symptoms of an extension to Liverpool of the strike wliich

worked such disastrous evils to the members of the London Building Trade last

year. The operative house joiners have held a meeting at the Concert-hall,

Liverpool, for the purpose of taking steps for the reduction of the hours oflabor.

The men are " advised" that they are strong enough to enforce their demands, if

not complied with by the employers.

Tunstall.—New Chapel at Mow Cop.—On last Saturday afternoon

was laid the foundation-stone of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel. The new

building will consist of two stories, the lower story to be used as a schoolroom,

and the upper as a chapel, which will accommodate upwards of 500 persons. It

will be of hrick, with HoUington stone dressings, and the cost is estimated at

£700, exclusive of the site and internal fittings. The architect is Mr. K. Oibson,

of Congleton, and the contractor Mr. S. Booth, of Lawton.
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FAMILIAR LETTERS TO AN ARCHITECT.
ISY SOLOMON SKTSQUARE.—LETTKK IX.

My
DEAR TOM,—It remains for me now to complete my observations

on your professional charges, by entering into a consideration of

The Charijes of Surveyors, or, of architects ofBciating as such.

The kind of surveying whicli bears the closest affinity to pure archi-

tectural practice, is, of course, T/ie iletailed Estimul'tMj and Measuring of
Artificers' Wurli. In the provinces this is ordinarily performed by the

architect liimscif; and in small matters, such as the adjustment of the

extras and omissions arising out of a building contract, it is generally well

enough done for all practical purposes, and cliarged for at a commission of

;> to 3 per cent., according to circumstances. In London, the practice of

this not very artistic brancli of liis profession is not much cultivated by
the arcliitect : in large transactions his custom is to avoid it altogether,

and to turn it over to a building surveyor; when, as a necessary result of

the principle of the division of labor, the operation is performed, at great

expense it is true, but with a degree of attention to ndnulicc, and a pains-

taking dissection or analysis of tlie work, unknown to the country prac-

titioner. In smaller matters the prevailing practice of town architects is

exceedingly irregular, and, I may add, unsatisfactory to their clients, tlieir

contr.ictors, and to themselves. Some few there are, who, in arranging a
small contract or winding up the extras and omissions of a greater one,

either call in a proper surveyor, or set to work themselves and make up
a detailed estimate or admeasurement; but they are few indeed. There
is a class of town arohiteots daily on the increase, who trust such matters

to mere rule of thumb; and who, relying on their own assumed 'cuteness

in striking a lump bargain witli a builder, quite ignore all detailed

measuring of the work in dispute. Such architects save their clieuts the
customary surveyors' commission it is true j but at what a loss to them-
selves—not of the ordinary 2 J per cent., but of practical insight into the true

value of artificers' work I IIow is it possible for them, or for their pupils, to

know anything of the real cost of work or materials, when in their offices a
detailed bill is not made out, and scarce a dimension " squared " from one
year's end to another's ? Is it a matter of no consequence that our archi-

tects should be and remain, by such a system as this, ignorant of the value
of artificers' work ? As it affects their own pockets it operates badly, as

you must perceive, for they lose the measuring fees ; but how fares it

with their clients and contractors ? Simply thus, that the latter, after

executing one or two contracts under such architects, and after liaving

had experience of this their lack of professional system, and of knowledge
of what work is worth, take very good care to put on some 20 per cent, to

meet the 1.5, which they know beforehand the architect will insist on
abating from their tender (or possibly withhold, while their bargain is

pending, some coveted certificate) and that their clients " gain a loss " by
the process. Far better is it for the architect, if unable to do it himself,

to call in the surveyor, have the work properly valued ; and the fee (2, 2^
or 3 per cent, as the case may be) charged to the parties, whom the
service may concern. This course obviates all difficulties ; and there are
many I have said nothing about ; such for example as tlie collusion of
" rival " builders tendering for works.
The fee for Measuring, whatever it be, is of course to be paid clear of all

travelling expenses, or disbursements for printing, &c., if necessary. It is

usually borne by the party requiring the document in question : thus
quantities are paid for by the client, through the builder and out of the first

instalment certified by the architect ; and measurements of omissions
and deductions should be paid for in like manner : on the other hand, the
cost of measuring up the extras and additions, sometimes considerable,
may fairly be defrayed by the contractor, who is supposed, and reasonably,
to enjoy the trade benefit of them. This I have before alluded to as being
tlie custom of a respectable"* town architect; and I recommend it for your
adoption. In the country it is almost the invariable practice to ap-
portion the fee for measurement in moieties between the builder and his em-
ployer. For my own part I much prefer the former plan. I have quoted
both modes, that you may decide for yourself : only, whatever you do, let

me advise you to settle on some well-considered system ; and to keep to it

;

whether you find it popular with your brethren or not. Any system is

better tlian the want of a system, which has crept into prevalence with
architects, since the old abused process of " measure and value " has given
way to that of contracts in the lump'. It is highly unprofessional to leave
the construction of estimates and accounts to builders ; and then, after
putting them to that trouble, to sit down bating and bargaining with them
in the continental shop fashion, as though there were really no known
process of analysing and estimating artificers' work—your mere lay client
could do as much without an architect at all.

I come next to the fees or commissions for valuing, selling, and letting
buildings. Tliey ought to be claimed free of all disbursements, conse-
quent on a lease or sale, ij effected. Should there be none, however, you
ought not (unless they be expressly agreed for) to charge your client with

• Mr. John ^\ atson Burgess says (77ie Architect, vol. i., p. .'jll), " In contract work
I invarLibly have it understood witli my employer, that iny commission is to bo on
the avoriige anioimt [of tenders], and I also "insert in my speciftcation that, any
alterations made by tlie employer shall be measured and valued, .and that the usual

^.''^''-ih'
'•'" '^';',"-,';";.P'"'^ "* follow8-by the employer on all deductions, and by

the builder on all additions : as this is an excess of labor, the extent of which is
unlimited, often addiutr notbius fo the sum total, and not calculated on in the first
arnin-tment

;
luit if the quantities are heavy, 2 and even U or IJ per cent. I con-

Hdcr ample and cliarse accordingly. If a work is built without any contract, but at
measure and yaue prices I charge by arrangement IJ per cent., to be paid by the
builder, and deducted out of the balance due to him on settling for the same. Again,

pmS^J.I^l'"'* .'^"'""f
"'<' for, I charge aj per cent., to be divided equally between the

employer and employed
; save when the quantities arc heavy, as before stated."

expenses, fruitlessly incurred in the attempt to dispose of his property ;

such as for advertising, notice boards, &c.
Tlie fee for Valuing Buildings is ordinarily 2 per cent, on the first £100,

and 1 per cent, on all sums above that amount ; but here it will be wise
to use a little discrimination, keeping in mind the extent of pecuniary
responsibility you are likely to incur by the transaction. If, for example,
you value for a client desiring to part with his property, the chances will
be that he himself will negotiate, or at least assent to the transfer for a
certain sum ; and you will hear no more of the matter. On the other
hand, if you value for a client desiring to acquire the property by pur-
chase, by lease, or mortgage loan, as the case may be, your responsibility
becomes far heavier ; and you may hear of the matter again most un-
pleasantly. Many architects and surveyors have, indeed, been ruined by
valuations, which, being fallacious, have entailed injury on the clients,

who have acted on them in cases of large amount. Hence you will
perceive that, in the latter instance, you ought to be well paid for the
pecuniary risk you incur ; while in the former you can afford to charge
your client a moderate fee or commission.

With regard to the Sale of Buildings, the fees are usually 5 per cent, on
the purchase money, if under £500; 2i per cent, from that to £5,000; and
li per cent, on all beyond that sum. They seem somewhat capricious;
but, as an architect is not often employed in such practice, I will pass
them over without comment.
Not so The Letting of Buildings ; for many architects, who rank highly

in London, are employed in house and estate agency ; the reason, I suppose,
being, that their knowledge of building contracts and construction enables
them more readily and faithfully than others to manage such property. I
cannot say that such business is wholly incongruous with an architect's
profession; for it guarantees us the conservation of good existing struc-
tures, and their tasteful alteration when needed. For letting buildings it

is usual to charge 5 per cent, on a full year's rental, if under £100; and a
lower percentage at discretion on rentals exceeding that sum. This rule
will apply to all terms short of a seven years' lease inclusive ; but on
leases exceeding tliat period you are entitled to compute your commission
on two years' rental ; and, if there be a premium, 25 per cent, on it in
addition.

For Receiving Rents and the general management of ground and house
property, 5 per cent, is ordinarily paid on all sums collected, the lessees or
tenants being charjieable (from about a guinea upwards) for all agree-
ments, inventories, or schedules. This, again, is a species of business
from which many of our leading town architects derive a considerable
emolument.

The Letting of Building Ground is in our days a very common practice
with architects, both in London and the provinces. For letting all plots
of ground ranging from £5 to £50 rental you should receive and retain the
first half year's ground-rent; but where they are of less amount than £5
per annum it is customary to claim the whole year's rent. The duties you
may be expected to render for these fees embrace the drawing up of all

advertisements, replying to all inquiries, negociating with the lessees,

setting out the lines of streets, inspecting the elevations submitted for

your approval, drawing up a general skeleton specification, to which the
lessees are to conform, as to materials, &c., and conferring with and aiding
the client's solicitor as to the agreements necessary. These are the duties
included for the fees I have named : but in special cases they are subject to
previous agreement with the lessor; and for some of them an additional
fee may be reasonably demanded. "Tlie fees, however, do not include many
services contingent on the agency of a considerable estate ; such, for
example, as the drawing up of all preliminary reports, the preparation of
all surveys, maps, and designs for laying out the ground, nor for superin-
tending its laying out, paving, drainage, &c. For all such services you
have a reasonable additional claim on tlie lessor ; while the lessee ought to
pay you for all such matters, as copies of building plans and elevations,
surveys for mortgage or instalments; or for surveys necessary to the
certificate for granting leases, which last are in London ordinarily paid for
at the rate of a district surveyor's fee, as regulated by the Metropolitan
Building Act.
Where no letting has been effected no charge should be claimed for dis-

bursements, as in the case of the selling and letting of buildings before
adverted to. The question of disbursements, fee for registering, if any,,
&c., is frequently matter for special agreement with the client, dictated by
distance from town, or other iieculiarities of the building estate.

Another professional duty relating to buildings is the survey and assess-
ment of Dilapidations. The fee for surveying premises and reporting
generally on tlicir condition should range from two guineas tipwards,
according to circumstances ; and a similar fee may be claimed for taking
particulars and specification of a dilapidation, to be served with a proper
notice on the tenant in possession, or otherwise. For taking particulars
and a valuation of dilapidations it is customary to charge five per cent, on
the amount ; but this, I think, should be regulated by circumstances.
Where you may have been called in by a lessor to examine his premises
and draw up such particulars and valuation, it is obvious that, the task
will be heavier than that of the surveyor, who may be named by the lessee
to meet you, and to rebut or confirm the written claim you may have drawn
up on your client's behalf. Tlie opposing surveyor is not very likely to
call your subsequent attention to any shortcomings in your specification;

and it is tlierefore the more incumbent on you to see that your own first

survey shall be a thorough one. Five per cent, is, I conceive, very fairly

earned by this service, faithfully rendered ; and in cases of small pecuniary
amount you will be justified in charging a higher commission. On the
other hand, I conceive that, where you act merely as opposing surveyor for
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the lessee, 5 per cent, (except in small matters) is too high a commission
to charge under all the conditions I have just stated— that is to say, wliere

written particulars have been handed jou prior to your survey for the

lessee.

It does not always happen that the lessee pays down in cash the

amount of dilapidations agreed on or assumed, where only particulars

liare been drawn up. The lessee frequently undertakes to execute them
;

and it then becomes necessary to have a deUuled specification prepared,

and to have the work superintended. For each of these services it is

usual to charge an additional 2\ per cent.: in fact, the tr.insaction is

assimilated to a case of ordinary arcliitcctural practice, wherein the com-
raissiou is 5 ix;r cent, on the cost of the work done.

The last professional service relating to building property is the highly

important one of acting iu Arbitrations. The fees for this kind of business

are best regulated by the value of the architects' time per diem, according

to circumstances : five hours before the sitting referee being usually con-

sidered "a day." I speak, of course, of non-forensic arbitrators:—(I

beUeve a forensic arbitrator's fee is some three guineas per sitting of two
hours, all beyond two to and a half hours constituting another sitting). If

you otficiate as referee, it -will be absolutely necessary for you to include in

your award the cost of the reference and certificate; otherwise it cannot be

sued for : hence it is quite customary (I m-iy say it is the invariable cus-

tom) for the litigant, who desires to " take up the award," to pay down
the whole sum beforehand. If it be not taken up, as sometimes happens,

the fees arc lost; and, in lieu of them, you are left to a quiet meditation

on " the glorious uncertainty of the law."

Architects not unfrequently officiate as land surveyon, valuers, and agents:

and my letters would, therefore, be incomplete were I to oflfer you no in-

formation as to their fees for this description of business. In London,
where it is at all times so easy to lay your hand on an architectural artist,

or a " quantity taker," or a land surveyor par excellence, the information

may be of small use to you ; but, should you ever practice in the pro-

vinces, you will be thrown more on your own resources, and find it very
inconvenient to call in, or refer your clients to, another professional man.
For Siirvei/ing Estates the charge may vary from one shilling to half a

crown an acre, according to extent. I allude to such estates as an archi-

tect may reasonably be supposed to have to do with—surveys of large

tracts of land are charged at lower rates per acre. Preparing finished

maps of land is also charged by the acre, though on what grounds I do
not understand. The charge varies from one penny to threepence per

acre! You will, of course, understand tliat, by "Estates" I am speaking
of land estates, with such buildings as relate to the use or tillage of land.

Survei/s of town sites are seldom undertaken by the acre; hut per diem, or

special agreement, according to circumstances. Sometimes the land is

charged at a price per acre, and the houses are surveyed for an extra j

shilling to eighteenpence each.

For Measuring and Valuing 7unJer,surveyori ordinarily charge from 2 to

5 per cent., according to quantity ; anything under £500 value being

charged for at the latter commission.

The Valuing of Estates is a very responsible duty, to which all I hare said

of the risk occurred in valuing buildings will strictly apply. The com-
mission charged for valuing freehold estates is usually from J to 3 per

cent., on amounts ranging from £300 to upwards of £10,000. Tor valuing

estates to let the charge is 5 per cent, on one year's rental.

Tlie Sale of Estates is charged by a commission on value, beginning at 5

per cent, for selling land, whose value does not exceed £1,000, and decreas-

ing with the increase of the valuation ; so that, should it be upwards of

£20,000, the commission should descend to 1 per cent. If no sale be
effected, no charge should be made for disbursements, save by special

agreement. It must be added, that the agent's commission is claimable in

all cases of the conclusion of a treaty for sale, when the transaction has
had its rise, and been partially negotiated, in the surveyor's oflice, though
not he but the client may have concluded it. I give you this as the ordi-

nary rule, which it is ; but it should be received cum grano salts; for it

seems to me, the remarks already made on valuing buildings for sale will

more or less apply to the sale of estates, and that these are high charges.

With this Letter, Tom, I desire to conclude the subject, on which I have
written—The Practice of an Architect. I have described it as it is regu-

larly pursued in our times by architects great and small; so that I ofl'er no
apology for its Protean character. It is quite possible you niay be called

on to officiate in every one of the capacities I have named. How excel-

lence in any one of them—much less excellence in true Art— is compatible
with the customary occasional pursuit of the whole, is a question I have
often meditated on, but have never succeeded in solving—nay, it grows
every day more and more difficult of solution ; for, in considering the

aabject of architects' charges, I might easily have extended it, and have
said something of the proper remuneration due to architects for yet other
tasks, on which I have not touched in these Letters—tasks which only a
few architects undertake, but which I conceive have a very close affinity

to architecture ; and which, as it seems to me, none but an architect, strictly

speaking, should perform. I mean the designing of furniture, painted
glass, embroidery and, in short, of all kinds of sculpturesque and super-
ficial ornamentation ; whether needed for the decoration of our buildings

or of our persons. How an architect is to be paid for all this I do not see :

certainly the lately enunciated dictum of a learned body as to 5 per cent.

being the only proper remuneration, &c., &c., will not help us to deter-

mine its value ; and yet there is the work being done, and to bo done iy

architects, and by them only. I heartily wish, my dear Tom, I could have
shown you in these Familiar Letters how an architect could successfully

undertake such congenial tasks and yet retain, as the presiding genius of
his edifices, that constructional and monetary* control of them, which, to do
our modern architects justice, they do now beneficially exercise ; so well
indeed that, one fails to discern who it is, save as architect, that is so ably
qualified to exercise it, should he abdicate it. It is not pleasant, after

writing so much, to end one's letters by raising a fog ; but so it is. Pos-
sibly some new school of architects may arise, and disperse it; by showing
us how we may circumscribe our duties, without doing violence to our
position. In the meantime I presume we must continue to keep our
" many irons in the fire," amused with, if not happy in, the contemplation
of the wellknown line that, somewhat freely rendered, does at least justice

to our proud position in the world of modern " Art "

—

"Architectus sum; nihil a me alienum puto."
I recommend it to you, Tom, as an excellent advertising motto for your
next competition design : and " so no more at present from "

Yours faithfully,

Solomon Setsquare.
.^

THE CONVENT OF SAN JUAN DE LOS REYES.
THIS religious edifice must have been once a most splendid specimen

of florid Gothic ; now, partly owing to the barbarous usage of

the French invaders, it is fast going to decay. It overlooked the banks of
the Tagus, close to the bridge of San Martino, It was built by Ferdinand
and Isabella, and was well worthy of them. Tlie portal is the most
noticeable part of the exterior, unless it be the votive chains suspended
from hooks in the wall—the fetters of Christian captives who were
delivered at the conquest of Granada—which give it a singular appearance.
The chapel contains some very elaborate carvings in stone—the brain of
the sculptor seeming to have run riot among all sorts of devices—but it

has been much inj ured, and no wonder, when we hear the French stabled
their horses in it.

The best and most remarkable portion of this convent is the cloisters (of

which a view is given, from a sketch drawn on the spot) ; they are exquisite

and most original in design. The carvings are full of spirit and variety.

As will be seen, the spaces between the piers were treated like windows
unglazed. Modern vandalism has plastered them up, leaving only the
tracery open. Still, the efiect of these cloisters, with their canopied niches,

in which are figures of monks, nuns, saints, and martyrs standing on
sculptured pedestals, the profusion of elaborate ornament, tracery and
groining, is very striking, and makes a picture most worthy of study.
One side of the cloisters is entirely ruined, and the space they enclose—no
doubt once a pretty garden, watchfully tended by the monks—full of

weeds.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

IN answer to Mr. Hankey and Lord Ilotliam, on the loth inst., Mr. W. Cowpcr
said he had inquired of Mr. Denison wliat was required to complete tlie clock

in the Clock Tower and asked him to proceed to complete it, and he was doing
so, which, with the process of cleaning, had caused the stoppage of the clock.

The placing of the hands on the south dial was in progress ; one of them having
been injured had caused some delay. No expense would be incurred with regard

to the great bell without application to the House. The whole expenditure on
the clock would be £22,050.
In answer to Colonel W. Patten and Mr. W. Ewart, Mr. W. Cowper, on the

same evening, said that at the death of Sir C. Barry some works in the Houses
of Parliament were in progress ; they were of small extent, and he had requested

Mr. Edward Barry, Sir Charles' son, who had been assisting his father, to com-

Elete them at the same remuneration, the long pending dispute on that subject

aving been settled by Sir Charles Barry's receiving 3 per cent, on tlie expendi-

ture. As to Sir Cliarles Bari'y's plans for a quadrangle in Palace-yard, there was
no further plan except that contained in a parliamentary paper delivered in 1856.

It was probable that hereafter when the houses in Bridge-street were removed
the House would consent to the erection of some buildings for public offices on
that .site ; but nothing was in contemplation on the subject. An'angements were
being made for increasing the numlier of seats in the jiarks. M'ith regard to the

reservoir ncai'IGrosvenor-gate, which was no longer used by w^ater companies,

and was now the property of the Government, some alteration would be made on
that spot, but no decision had yet been come to. With regard to the iron-railing

round the statue of Charles I. at Charing-cross, he thought it would be desirable

to remove so unsightly an object.

^.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

THE Annual Excursion of the members of tliis Society will take place on
Monday, the 2nd July, to Fumess Abbey.

The inemljers are requested to meet at the Lime-street Station at 7.0 A.M.,

as a train, specially arranged for the Society, will leave Lime-street at that

hour, proceeding direct to Furness, and awaiting the return of the members in

the evening at 6.45 p.m. The Dinner will take place at the Fumess Abbey
Hotel at 4 o'clock. Tickets to be obtained from the Secretary, 11, Dale-

street. Ladies and friends of the members are invited to join the excursion.

South Kensington Museum.—During the week ending ICtli June,
I860, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,

free days, 4,(iU(i, on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 4,414 ; on the three

students' days (admission to the public (id.), 2,518, one students' evening, Wed-
nesday, 300 : total, 11,898. From the opening of the Museum, 1,498,440.

• Writing under an assnmed name, the writer of these "Kamiliar Letters " has
naturally refrained from rel'erring to any living nrcliitoct as aii authority for any
stateineut advanced. Unhappily, ere they can be concluded, one illustriou8 pro-

fessor has pafsed into the category of deceased architects. Sir Charles tJarry is

known to have been originally educated as a buildintr surveyor ; and to have testi-

fied, in tlie zenith of his popularity as an artist, to tlic great architectural utility of

his early acquaintance with measuring and estimating artiflccrs' work.
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CHELMSFORD, ESSEX.

IN tin's pictnresqnelj-situated market-town (the Canoeniiim of the Romans,
and Celmereford of" Domesday Book") progress is being made in buiUling

generally, when wo especially consider that ever since tlic opening of tliat portion

of the Kastcrn Counties Railway which passes througli it, tlie trade has not been

so brisk as was anticipated.

Since the completion of the Com Exchange in 1857, containing as it does such

ample accomnioilation for the requirements of the Essex farmers, several new
fcuildings liavc lieen erected. Tlie old bow-window fronts liave given place to the

more modern style, and necessarily lias afforded more space for foot-passengers.

We particularly notice a large building, adjoining Messrs. Sparrow's bank on

the east side of High-street, recently erected for W. J. Beadel, Esq., of tlie

firm of Messrs. Beadel and Son, 25, Gresham-street, E.C., comprising residence

and offices, from the design and under the superintendence of F. Chancellor, Esq.,

architect of Duke-street, Chelmsford. Being in what we must call (for the sake

of distinction) the Byzantine style of architecture, and almost immediately

fironting the Com Exchange, it causes this end of the town to assume an im-
posing appearance. It is not new throughout, but adapted to the present pur-

Sose by extensive alterations and additions to the premises lately occupied by
fr. Dawson and G. A. Gepp, Esq. Having an elevation from the parapet

pathway of 37 feet, and a frontage of 41 feet. They comprise basement, ground
(with oHices and kitchens behind), and first and second floors, the principal en-
trance being in High-street, fronted by ornamental iron palisades about 4 feet

high. To the fii'st floor is a balcony of iron scroll-work, projecting on stone

cantilevers. The first and second floor windows are surrounded by stone cabbing,

which has the effect of relieving the upper portion of the building. The entrance

door has pillar-jambs with foliated capitals in Bath stone. The entire elevation

is surmounted by a cornice resting on modillions, beneath which courses of

brickwork, diagonally treated, run. The front is entirely faced with yellow
malms, excepting where stone is employed in door-jambs, cabbing, cills, canti-

levers, and cornice. Considering that this is an adaptation of old premises to

new purposes, the whole may be taken as a fair specimen of the praiseworthy
spirit now existing herein patrons of architectural enterprise.

Several other structures deserve attention, but our limited space compels us to

postpone these till a future opportunity. One on the east side^ lower down, for

the London and County Bank is progressing, from the designs of the same
architect, and when completed will afford us room for a few remarks.

leuip.^.

The Art Journal,

THE current number of our excellent contemporary is, as may be expected at

this season, fully occupied with the several Art Exhibitions now open. But
how is it tliat the purely architeetural drawings are not deemed worthy of notice ?

There is matter for reflection when we find them dismissed with a single line, in

a popular work. It goes far to show that our art does not yet obtain that
general attention on the part of the public which alone could do almost as much
as earnest lalior on the part of its professors to improve our present, and perhaps
fina'ly settle the vexed question of a "national style." In striking opposition to

this cold indifference we find almost an entire page devoted to the consideration
ofone picture, by Mr. Holman Hunt, " The Findingof the Saviour in the Temple."
The sixth part Jof " The Companion Guide (by Railway) in South Wales " is

accompanied by eight wood-cuts, readers will remember that the description is by
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall. Of the pictures from the Royal collection, " The Lady
Digby," by Van Dyek is engraved by Annedouche, the drapery wants breadth.
Turner's picture of " Dido Building Carthage " seems to us hardly so success-
fully engraved as it might have been, but we have just been looking at the
original. Artists and buyers will feel interested in glancing over a list of the
prices for which some modern pictures have been sold dui'ing the last few
months.

The Ecclesiologist . June.

rE interior of Mr. Slater's design for St. George's Church, Basseterre, West
Indies, is illustrated in the part before us with a photograph taken from a

drawing ; a small plan occupying less than a square inch suilicieutly explains
the arrangement, and much assists to a right understanding of the view. The
roof timliers exiiibit a somewhat unusual combination, having very powerful
braces below the tie beams, this arrangement appears to have been necessary to
give sufficient strength to resist the frequent hurricanes and earthquakes to which
the locality is sulyect.

A communication on " The Ecclesiastical Colors of the Ancient English
Church " is interesting, and the lists of colors compiled from various sources
indicate considerable research on the part of the writer, who considers that he
has shown, first—that the English Church did not follow the rule ofDurandus
and the Church of Rome ; second—that much licence was allowed on ordinary
occasions to the tastes of the clergy, &c. ; third—that there was no general rule
Miplying to all England. Mr. Scott's works at Haley Hill, Doncaster, and at
Bt. Sliehael's, Comhill, receive considerable attention, although as our readers
may be disposed to think rather late. It appears that the contractor has engaged
to complete the Memorial Church at Constantinople by May Ist, 1803; we also
observe that Mr. Burges has made numerous additions to Gayhurst, the seat of
Lord Carrington.

lire's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines. Edited by Robekt
Hunt, F.R.S., F.S.S, &c.

PART eight of this work is now before us, and, as it is intended to complete it

in fifteen parts, more than half the matter is already issued, bringing us down
to "Iron" in the present number. It may be useful to note that the Portland
Breakwater, Keyham Docks, Commercial Docks, the Hull, Great Western, and
Birkenliead Docks, the national works at Chatliam and Portsmouth, and the
Scutari monument, are entirely or in part constructed of Cornish granite from
the Penryn and Lamoraa quarries; of the same granite, but from the Carnsew
quarries, is the plinth supporting the railings at the British Museum, the gate
Jiers or lodges at the same building being brought from Constantine. Blocks of
2 feet square are readily obtained from Lamomn, while some stones have been

taised_25 feet in length by 11 feet in diameter. Checsewring granite has been
Bsed in the London Docks. Westminster-bridge, the Thames embankment,
Bochestcr-bridge, and for the tomb of the Duke of Wellington in St. Paul's.

The article " Grinding and Chrushing Machinery" hardly contains no much
information as we could have wished, more particularly with reference to soma
modern improvements that we have some recollection off
Some of our country friends will be glad to see the tricks emploved in adulte-

rating guano exposed, so fully as they may here find. Sirop'e moiles of analyw's
are given. The articles Gutta-perclin, Hot Flue, Mlumination, and Iron, will all

be found to contain much practically useful matter ; the latter alone occupies
nearly forty pa^es. There is no necessity to add anything to the well-earned
praise we have long awarded to this work.

M'

All the Year Jtoutid,
OST of our readers who do not subscribe regularly to this interesting serial,

, will thank us for directing their attention to some graphic remarks in the
number for J une 2nd, on Londcm architecture, "Our Eye-witness among the
Buildings " says, speaking of Westminster Abbey—" He who added the chapel of
Henry the Seventh did no injury to the building, although the new chapel was of
a widely different style. He presented his new offering at tlie old slirine, but
gave it in his own language, and in no attempt to mimic that which net-erthe-
less he admired of the older period. Such are the additions—or else none at all—that can be made to an old edifice without offence." We must, however,
demur to the proposal for a Cri/stal Cathedral, suggested by the writer. "The
easy looking, and the simple things in all art matters are more difficult than the
complex and intricate." The new bridge at Battersea is pitilessly condemned;
but the number may be so readily obtained by all, that we must content ourselves
with indicating something of its contents.

Mumc.
MESSRS. Cramer, Beale, and Chappell have recently published some admi-

rable pieces of music, that we are able to commend to cur musical readers,

as well as to those who, still lovers of the art, content themselves with listening

to their fair friends' endeavours to drive from memory the cares and troubles of
the day's occupation. Besides, there is a certain pleasure in taking home a roll

of new music to—say a sister, and watching the interest with which it is opened,
and the haste with with which the gentle owner runs to the piano. From a pile

of sheets before us we would more particularly notice, as set for the piano, the
songs " Days Past Long Ago," a gentle thought-inspiring ballad, music by Mrs.
Sampson, "Sweet Spirit Hear my Prayers," from tue opera of " Lurline," and
" Good-bye, Sweetheart, Good-bye." Of a more awakening and lively character
are the " Woodland Whisper Waltzes," by Gerald Stanley, and the " Harvest
Polka," by Stephen Glover. The latter is, moreover, embellished with a glowing
portrait of, as we suppose, a harvest beauty. Why, en passant, cannot these
frontispieces be somewhat more artistic ? Certainly not from want of apprecia-
tion of better things on the part of those to whom such works are chiefly ad-
dressed.

More classical, perhaps we should say "fashionable," ears may prefer a
" Fantaisie sur Lurline," by Favarger, a " Reminiscenze Melodiche in Omaggio,"
"Vuoleamorun giovin cor," or "II Bacio," a brilliant waltz, all by Arditi, a
careful composer. Madlle. Piccolomini's charming cavatina ," Egli Amore mi
chiedea," from the opera of "Alnuna," and "Ah Perdonaeverspergiura!" from
the same opera, are both composed by Campana, whose name is also attached to
" Giuglini's songs, "Angiol mio, die tanto amai," and "Per me quaggin
discbindere," from Almina. As regards the roll we spoke of, the ladies will

supply Messrs. Cramer and Co.'s address.

ON BUILDING WOODS : THE CAUSES OF THEIR DECAY, AND THE
MEANS OF ritKVENTING 1T.»

Discussion.

MR. IT. P. BUET said much praise was due to Mr. Burnell for the excellent paper
lie had produced, nnd he (Jlr. Burt) should have entered into some detail with

regard to the various processes of the preparation of timber if time had permitted;
but as lie liad offered to lay a paper on tliat subject before the Society at a convenient
opportunity next Session, he should be very brief in the observations lie liad now to
offer. His attention was first called to tliis subject in 1841-^!, wlien lie was one of the
resident engineers on the Eastern Counties Itnilway, under Sir. .Jolin ISraithwaite ;

and although creosoting was then but little understood, and the apparatus used and
the means adopted were of the most primitive kind, [still the timber was found to be
so durable after that preparation as to liave led to the more general adoption of this

process. The sleepers used on tlie line were, at the time he referred to, of tlie com-
monest Scotch fir, and the apparatus employed was so small that not more than fif-

teen or sixteen sleepers could be treated at one time, and the whole operation was
very imperfect in comparison with that now in use for the purpose. Some live or six
months ago those sleepers were examined, and the majority of them were found to be
in as perfect a state as when they wore first laid down. With regard to the various
other methods introduced, he miglit say tliat the processes of Margery, Sir W. Bur-
nett, and I'ayne, had now become ucarly obsolete. He had prep.-ircdlarKe quantities

of timber according to all the known processes, and he could state, as tlie result of
his own experience, that nothing had equalled the ereosoting by the process which
had been described by Mr. Burnell. Upon the Buckinghamshire Kailway Mr. Dockray,
the engineer, determined to try sleepers prepared by all t!ie processes then
known, (lietween thirty and forty thousand sleepers were prepared by Kyan's pro-
cess, and about the same number respectively by Sir W. Burnett's and Jfargery's
processes, the remainder being crcosoted ; and he could state that in less than
four years a large portion of the sleepers prepared by the process of sulphate of
copper, or Kyan's process, were obliged to be removed ; those which were treated
with chloride of zinc, or Sir AV. Burnett's patent, were more durable, which he
thought: arose more from the timber being of a better description, than floni any
actual merit in fhe process. Tliese preparations, he thought, became deteriorated by
time and the action of the atmosphere ; whilst under the creosotin"r process time and
climate appeared to have no such cfl'eet. Timbcr;wliieli had absorbed 8 lbs. or 9 lbs.

of creosote per cubic foot would be as good at the end of several years as when it

was first put down ; and it might be stated as a fact, that the absorption of the creo-

sote further into the timber, owing to its oily nature, continued to go on for a con-

siderable length of time, a result which did not occur with otlicr preiiarations. lu
point of fact, the crcosoted wood might be said to improve by time.

Mr. Robert Davison begged ;to compliment Mr. Burnell upon the excellonce ot

Iiis paper, which ho said contained a great deal of useful information. Ho held It to

be a settled question at tlie present time that the best mwle of preservation was by
creosoting. This was a very old method of presen-ation from decay, as tliey knew
that mummies many thousand years old had been evidently preserved on tins prin-

ciple. His own notion was tliat timber might be effectually dried, Imitating nature.

by passing rapid currents of heated air through it under pressure. That plan had
been carried out with the timber used for the floorings ot the Coal Exchange, ino

' Continued ttom page 479.
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».y^,V;;LyKl?. "!??'' °^ treatment and it was a mistake to suppose that its colorwas injurci by t. Tins process merely took the moisture out, and if tliey coagulated
the albumen, whether in vegetable or auimnl matter, he thought they eft'ected all
that was necessary for preservation from decay. In the course of his experimentsmmy years ago he coagulated the albumen of some beef steaks, whidi he kept In a
2^J .

;? '*'"»' >?•("• .a?"! found to be eatable at the end of the time. Withregwd to timber for shipbuildmg, if the planks could be reduced to a moderate
Jh\l^« li "'"r^*,""-'?"'^™,'*."'^"''' propelled through them, he had no doubtthey coiild evaporate the whole of the natural moisture of the wood.
ii„ K A

"• f^'fn would carry the argument of the la.st speaker a little further.He had spoken of iraitatincr nature, and if they wanted to find a remedy for thedecay of natural products, they could not do better than, first of all, tosee what pro-
cesses nature took to produce ifecay, and what to prevent it. With reference to thedecay of timber there were two elements to be regarded. The one was decay pro-duced by the decomposition of the veget.ible matter, and the other the effectsproduced upon the wood by the attacks ol animals. In both cases, there wereportions of timtHT which escaped animal and vegetable destruction. They knew
that vegetable decay first of all took the sap-wood of the tree. The soundest timberwas that w^hicli had the greatest quantity of resinous or oily matters in it. Theheart-wood, particularly of the lir tribe, was full of turpentine, whilst the sap-woodwi^ not so, and the turpentine gave the wood such a character that the insects did
notlikcit Creosoting was, in fact, producing an action analogous to the furthergrowth of the tree alter it was cut down, supplying a preservative material in asimilar manner to that cmnloycd by nature. The other processes alluded to, such as
the mjection of metallic salts into the wood, had not been successful, because thevwere not true imitations of nature ; but creosoting was a natural process, and ifthey wanted to make wood distasteful to insects they must do what nature had done
for ages past.

^•''' }'•
u,

?tJ'«oj<»s said that no one would question the great importance of the
subject which had been introduced to thoir notice, when it was borne in mind how
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tries, of which about 1,000,000 loads were of hewn timber, and the rest sawn Often
as the subject had been before the members of the .Society, it had never, he thoughtbeen presented m .«o practical and eminently useful a form, for every section of thepaper wiw characterised by a great amount of most useful scientific information, em-bracing alike forestry, botanical, entomological, chemical, and eommercialknowledge.The subject discussed was one not only of interest in the United Kingdom, but iu our
colonics and many foreign countries. The submarine operations carried on abroad
for docks and piers, bridges and railways, rendered the condition and suitability oftimber and its prescn-ation a matter of paramount importance. In tropicil countrieswood was even more subject to decay and to the ravages of insects than in temper.ate
cUmatcs. We are still lamentably deficient on ma;ny points connected with the
quality, supply and charactcnstics of timber, although many new woods had been
introduced within the last ten or twelve years. What was especially wanted wasthe concentration ofthe experimental researches of practical men as to the cha-
racters, useful applications, and durability of difl-crent woods in various countrieshomethmg had been done towards the accomplishment of this object bv theexperiments resulting from the tests of woods shown at the Great Kxhibition oflSIland the subsequent ones in India, New York, Paris, and our colonies, andhe trusted the projected Exhibition of 1803 would develop somefhinirmore in this department. What seemed to be most wanted was a good
collection ofwoods, classified into those suited for constructive or ordinary buifdin"-
purposes, shipbuilding woods, and furniture wood, mth fully explanatory labels
attached, scientifically naming the tree, describing the place of growtli, and its sizeand especial uses, breaking weight, and otiier characteristics, &c. A little had beendone in this respect in the Kensington Museum, at Kew, and at Sydenham, but none
of these collections were so complete as they might be made. There ivas an in-
creasing demand for wood in general, and many of our supplies were much smallernow than formerly, flc used to import, on the average, about 38,000 tons ofmahogany, but last year we only received 33,481 tons. .So with teak ; ten years a>rowc imported 2,, 7C0 loads, of which the great bulk came from India, and a fSwthonsand tons from Africa : now the average import was only 2 ',000 loads, and vetthere was a good demand for the wood. Kvery year the sources of supply weregetting further removed from the seaboard, and hence the cost of transport of thetimber to the shipping port became greater. It was much to be desired that treeplanting in India and our colonies should be more generally attended to, to replacethe wholesale destruction carried on in Canada, New Brunswick, India, and New/.ealand by the demand for wood. Now, we had opened up another fine commercial
field in Vancouver 8 Island, and the timber in our possession on the North-west
f?*S;°.i!l.™^",''V\o'''d,prove scarcely inferior in importance to the gold discoveries
there. There had been little exploration vet in Queen Charlotte's Island, and manyof the continental parts of liritish Columbia, and looking at the magnificent vegeta-
tion of that district, as evidenced by the splendid sticks alluded to by Mr Bu'rnellfrom Vancouver's Island, and the immense trees of the WrlUnqlonea ginanlea of
California, there was much to be looked for from these districts if the queslion offre ght did not interfere. With a diminishing supply of timber at home, tliere wasabundance to be had in many countries, which could be seasoned and protected bvthe important processes described. We imported last year about 0,000 loads ofordinary sjiijjbuildlng woods, exclusive of teak and mahogany, and 2,000 tons of

purposes. That practice prevailed to a considerable exlent on the 1 indes in the

tiiat amount. The process of creosoting suggested itself to him more or less from
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c l„v f.S^"""!^''"*^ V "'» appearance of it, that it had not absorbed • lbs of oil ne?

ltlXAootll\^'^±'i':'T.^!^?!.'^.
a pile for water unless it absorbed Jo£'

thoroughly succei
observations of 5Ii

ji , ,
-" "'e piers at Lowestoft and other places the nroeess had nmiroVithoroughly successful in the preservation of the tiSiber Witrreforeuce'^o Iheobservations of Mr. Davison as to the artificial drying oftimber he a "eed with thatgentleman that very much was to be done by tliat method, and lie oTr liethcin had

Si'Pf:™™ ?d " good deal in that vvay, but hc< had found that in d yi'ng tinibe in'tha

ceaar. ui the furniture woods there was no special account, except of rosewood, of

rnrt'iL'^^/^'7'V''-'''"™^'/ • "'^''J'SJ"'''
"""dedto by Mr. Burncif was not an Kast

r^™i,ittl?^'*^, ,''',",,
''^'"°'!?'^<'l" V""''*'

">* ^" "«: classification of Lloyd'sCommittee it stood in the second rank of durable woods, classing in the ten years'

fimty"!""'
"""K", would refer to a point alluded to in the paper, viz., that intober where decay had commenced in places where there were druxy knots, it had

J^.. 'i^PP^'' ^}' "" '"J^e'lon of creosote. He could confirm that fact by stat n°
fhfi ,? V £ ."^

years ago many thousand sleepers were packed upon the Lanca"
^ fi/H"?!.^

orkshirc Kailwav some time before being used ; when they were about tcbe used hey were found to be more or less decayed? and it w-as a question whether
S,Lh '',°iH"".T''* "".f}^ ""''i"

{<" fifewpod, when the subject of creo'soting was n
"0'

duced, and at length it w-as determined to submit the sleepers to that nrocess After

been stopped b;- the injection of creosote. He could confirm that 'factby'stating
°'""""" were packed upon the

'

ised i when they were al
iud it was a question w
subject of creosoting wa:

B„L M *
r**'

^"' "'f
s'eepers were as good as if they had been sound new timber

?-/.","'''
k'^'^'^''

'" "" '"Stance of the same kind on the Great Northern Railway It
2fli-;''i;Pro^'''''-"PO" ?.'*'?«,"=*'•'• """efeosoting had the efl-ect of stoppin»-

if^l r'",,'''
"^*'' ••"""".eneed in timber. With regard to the durability of the g?Jen-hcart, teak and pitch pine, it was clear that it was owing to the large quantilvofhydrocarbon or oil with which they were impregnated. In some of the nines inUemarara it existed to such an cxtenfthat they were used as torch-wood But thev

^^ii^"^i"'?rf"^
'^*'

""i''"
* '''"^"' "''''';. ''™''- over to this country would be

tSiffih :
t"ea"selhcrewasasyscmof fappUigthe trees for the turpentinewnch they contained, and some descriptions of flVs yklded turpentine to the value

fh.l
''^"

P j' *""""'•, and when the trees had been drained of their turpentinetney were cut down as timber; but they were then almost worthless for constructive '

mode it split very much, and caused considerable dissiitisfaction particularlv with i^e

'

gard to railway sleepers. That splitting did not take place wit iWwaiirvin" No
&e"had i-omuwrifT,;'.*''"'

"""^^•'"ended to be ereos^itcd should be li?st oFaUaried
™„ , !. .

great inconvenieuee from contractors for piers, Ac, sendin" piles to bocreosoted whiA had just been taken from the canal. The lar^e qiSt v of wate?thev contained resisted the entrance ofthe oil, and the result warilia a "reat deal oftimW was badly prepared because the contractors could not obtain it Srv It wasdifl-erent in the case of house timber, because tlie deals w-ere general yst-icked Tndslowly seasoned before being used, and the aqueous matter was entirely dried oStMill tins was not suHicicntly attended to for building purposes! because thev foSnd
e^„?n?';

^,""" '"•?? ,l^eams were put np without a.^V atttnitioii to drvin" and t£c

Mr ni^v^^nv
,"''"'="/?"";

'? 7°""^^
"'"' "'^' "'"'^ "'ortar became dceayS

„„/;,., Iiiw^Sed to state in reply to what had fallen from Mr. licthell withregard to the splitting of wood from the quick-drying process, that m.anv vcars ara
Mnir?'."'

«,'"»'dred. specimens of wood were submitted for exi"?°meiU by J^Cliatflcid, under the direction of the Admiralty. The specimens varcdf'ron" one inchto twelve inches square, and he could .assure Mr. Bcthell there was not a singlenislance in which the wood split. When any openings were previously found Kcwood they were marked, and it was noticed that they were closer after the onerStionof drying than they were before. He was afraid M^-. Bethcll Imd exp'T°mented iSa different way to what he (Mr. Davison) had done. Kverything S.pen^c ™.pon thSrapidity of the current of air. It would not do to bake the wood, but there imist be

we?e no,";; tlH°"w°V,''"'
''"'™'! !",'"" ""' "'"^0 upon both sides of the timier f that

He admrne 1 ?w ,
" ""'"*' ^'o^.'d.be unequal contraction and expansion of (he wood.

treated^hvVbiim.i vT "i"'
" '""" '° "." ''"= of '"e "'ood that could be successfully

wafa'nr%l'r"s'iz\^}^^ t1;"^"ofe?Sn"-
"" '^""""^"'^ ""' "'""'" °'"^ '"^'>'' ^"l™^

in?n njl^'u'^r"'"'"
L- Scott remarked that the processes described miglitbe divided

ate the in ?o-?,;7?"-
'."^e impregnation of wood with chemical salts, so as to coagu-late the juices and to inject a substance poisonous to worms, and the second tlie

aTlftTn"" u ''^""?d^ r"",
some volatile'principle, of which creoLte might be Uken

wbet^Lt ;i,„J'^
"'""''^ ""^ »'"? '^ '""" f™'" ^ome of the practical gentlemen present

?^- rifsi^f ",^^LL^
aware of any experiments liaving'been mafle with powerful

bniw„ I"
"Sents, such as the permanganate of potasli, or the pikric acid, otherwiseknown as carbazotic acid, which possessed .antiseptic qualities in an extraordinary

no^ff.'i
^ro™ 20 to 24 grains of tlie latter substance to the gallon of water seemea

ScoUh'i^nofb'een^commefciaYl/rm^foyed"'"
''""^' "" """-'''' '°^""""^'' "^ *"•

w,',',?iS"'*^i'"'.1''
"''''' '-5 ""f''

«™rccly observe that the subject which had beenbrought under their consideration that evening was one of that eminently practical
character which the Society wished so much to encourage. The way in which ithad been treated was most satisfactory, and the paper would be useful not merely tothe present audience but as a means of dilVusing information througli every part of
tlie kingdom where the Journal was distributed. He need not say tliat there was noplace in which the subject could be without interest, both as regarded its application
to building purposes, and also as regarded that attention which was now beginning
to be paid to the growth of trees, as to the conditions of climate, elevation, exposure
to wind, and other circumstances. All these things were beginning to be considen dmuch more attentively than they had hitherto been. He was very much gratified athearing from an experienced woodman tliat he had found great advanta "e from theuse of a small microscope \yliicli enabled him to study more minutely than he coulddo by the naked eye the habits ol the insects which infested trees, ixnd there could
be, no doubt that many of the vegetable processes which took place could not boobserved without the aid of such an instrument. The study of entoniolo''v wasmuch coiinccted with the subject before them, and had been alluded to by 3Ir.f"r°e''- lie ('he Chairman) liad been struck by the use of some terms in the paper,
rV,'' ',

thought partook in some degree of a local character, for in difl'eront parts
01 tlie kingdom a number of the terms used would be scarcely undcrstoo.l in other
places. He suggested that, through the instrumentality of the numerous Institutions
connected with this Society, a glossary of local terms might be prepared, which wouldbe of the greatest practical use. Many gentlemen who were bestowing attention on
the preservation of timber and on other seientmc subjects, were sometimes at a loss
to uiiderstand the descriptions given by persons coining to tlieni from the country,which was entirely owing to the use of terms well known in particular localities, but
the precise meaning of which was not generally understood. The paper was
lull ot valuable information, and contained many practical and useful suggestions

;

and he could not but think that they were deeply indebted to tlTc author
ot It, as also to the gentlemen who had favored them with some
valuable and interesting remarks upon it, and he was glad that those observa-
tions would go forth in the Joimml, and would tend to increase their knowledge
upon a subject of great importance. Tliere was one wood which had not been
noticed m which he had taken a great interest—that was the t^anadian wood,
.v-„?'''""ir ','" ""J ^''"' *o ""'' *'"'*• owing to the admirable classification, by Sir
yvilliam Hooker, of the woods exhibited in the ."Museum at Kew, illustrations were
afforded ofthe practically useful jinrposes to which ;tlie various woods were appli-
cah.e, following the system of the Museum of Practical (ieologv, and showing the
products ofthe earth and their adaptation to useful purposes. The remarks of Mr.
Davison were of interest to him (the Chairman), because he knew that tlmt gentle-man had given •'rcat attention to the subject, and hail succeeded by artificial drying
in bringing' wood to a state of great perfection, and, where the size of the timber aSmined ol that process being applied, he thought it was a valuable one ,as preparatoiy
to the creosoting, but it was in some degree limited by the size of the timber. Refer-
ring to the butternut wood of Canada, he might state that it was extensively used fi T
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eabinrls for entomological collections, as it had the property of repelling the attacks

of iut^ects, and was not liable to warp or twist ; he believed it was not so well known
for nseful purposes as it deserred to be. The Chairman concluded by moving i vote
of thanks to Jlr. liurnell for his very valuable paper.
The vote of thanks haviuR: been passed,
Mr. Bl'ksell, in acknowled'.'iiig the compliment which had been paid him, said

his object in the present paper was to bring a subject of essential importance to the
building profession as prominently as he could before them and the public, for at
the present day, when they had such enormous hydraulic works going on, and
bridges and railways benig constructed in all directions, at home and abroad, it be-
came more than usually important to know all the coudilions of the decay of the
material which was so largely used for constructive purposes. He knew that
amongst engineers there was a great amount of unsound doctrine as to these
materials, and he thought the remarks of Mr. ISethell that evening, with reference to
grccn-hcart timber, evidenced the tendency which there was amongst professional
men sometimes to adhere to old prejudices npon these matters. There was a stick
of timber upon the table which ho could vouch for as having been sent from Victor
Bay to one of the first houses in the timber trade in London ; the best price had Iwen
paid for the timber by Messrs. Churchill and Sim, and yet that had been entirely
riddled by the Ttrctlo nnnilis. 'VVith regard to what had fallen from Mr. Smith as
to insects always attacking the sap-wood first, and the decay beginning in the sap-
wood, that was scarcely correct, for these reasons— first, if druxy knots were est.ab-
lished in the wood, the wood in contiguity with those knots would decay first. The
UniiijHfila always attacked the heart-wood, and must, of course, penetrate through
the outside to reach it, and it was the same with the large boring worms in the heart-
wood of the teak, so that it did not always follow that the alburnum was the first
part which was attacked. With regard to the collection of samples of wood in our
musi'ums, it appeared to him that mere samples were of limited utility. They could
hardly e.Kpect tlie owners of the wood would send over bad samples, and they could
form little belter opinion of the value of a wood from a sample than they could of
the value of a house from inspecting one of the bricks. What they really wanted
was some correct series of observations founded upon the destructive distillation of
the wood, and its chemical and mechanical properties. Mr. BurncU, in conclusion

,

called attention to a piece of wood which had formed part of a mnmmy case 3,.500
years old, which was as good a sample of creosoting as could be produced by any
artificial process in the present day.
The p.iper was illustrated by various specimens of woods, illustrating the effect of

attacks of insects and other destructive agencies upon this material.

LECTURES AT THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
„ , VII.—Mr. K. I'. PULLAN.*
F the several travellers who visited Rhodes, two only have indicated the precise
spot upon which they surmised the Mausoleum to have been built—Captain Spratt,who made a plan of the town when surveying the coast for the Admiralty, and

lioss, a German architect.
According to the description of Vitruvius, it stood in a broad way at the centre of

the town. Both these sites have a central situation, and, from these being the only
large level platforms perceptible in the centre of the town, they seemed likdy to afford
ground for the hyijothesis. Mr. Xewton explored Spratfs platform first, and found
nothing but Byzautine walls, probably those of a monastery. Ross's platform was
afterwards excavated ; it turned out to be the site of the Temple of Mars. Mr. New-
ton then be"^an to dig in a field belonging to Hadji Captan, where a fine statue of a
female had been found. In this field were found the foundations ol a Roman villa,and several mosaic pavements of rather coarse workmanship. These were carefully
raised, packed, and put on board ship, precaution having been first taken to photo-
^"S ,j i'^'?

" ' "'^'^'^ '" «""—'> 'uost difficult operation, as you may imagine, as a
scallold had to be erected, and the camera arranged with the lens dovniward. This
operation was, however, successfully concluded by the two photographers of the
expedition. Corporals Spackman and Macartney.
During the excavations of the villa Mr. Xewton, in exploring the neighbourhood,

uiscoycrcd some remains of columns and other fragments of a tine Ionic buildingmult into the walls of houses and vineyards, on a spot mentioned many years an-o bvProfessor Donaldson as the probable site of the Mausoleum. Excavations werecommenced here on January 1st, IBM, and in the course of a few days Mr. Newtonhad the satisfaction of ascertaining that he had attained the object of his search—the
site of the JIausoleum—for fragments of friezes were soon brought to li^ht corre-
spoiidiu"- m style and in dimensions with those which had been removed from the
castle of JJudrum, which was known from records to have been built out of the ruins
01 the Mausoleum

; and shortly afterwards parts of two colossal horses were dis-covered, .and then numerous pyramid steps, which proved without doubt that thesewere the ruins of the building described by PUny as having been surmounted by apyramid of twenty-four steps, croivned by a quadriga.
1 here were several obstacles to the rapid progress of the works. One of these waa

thcdifflcultyofpurchasmg the houses and gardens that covered the site. These
™.i?- ll"."l',*^'^'^

°^' '*y ™'^' """l ™<'™ ™'y parted mth by their proprietors oncondition that the excavation should be filled up, so that they could build anew onthe same sites. I he natural cupidity of the Turks was excited: they imagine allenglishmen to be mad
; but they considered it an incredible degree of insanity formen to spend thousands of piastres and so much time and labor simply for the sake

Of a few eski tashler (old stones), even though they might be yaM /ashler (inscribed
stones), or nutrrmvat tashltr (wonderful sculptured stones). No! we must know
01 some concealed treasure ; and had not they or their friends discovered coinsin ancient tombs before now ? Were not they themselves in the habit of buryino-
their treasure m times of tumult, not knowing what else to do with it?-anda3wl
iiat not yet discovered this buried treasure, was it not likely that it might be under
Wrti 'j;",!""'f,'=^'

^^ ''>ey asked fabulous prices for their miserable littte tenements,naraiy better than cowsheds ; and it was only by a series of clever negotiations that
1^:/.

0'' °°, f'? ^°'''*'"' '" ^'=<^"''' '^'™- Even to the last there were two houses
icii unoought withm the peribolus on the south side ; but they were tunnelled underin every direction, without any trace of sculpture being discovered.

fi^w. |''"f,
" 5','''"^'<'°t space of ground was excavated to show a quadrangular cut-

)Z?J^ v
^°''^- ';"

K"'-"'^
^y l'"' "'"'='1 '^<"'''' e"-e ample space for a building

Bi^^Zl'l'^t\'i''%?^,'"^\'KY'''\ "V ''<=<=0'-<""ff to l'"»y. to stand within it. This
3!^«y^ r,.1'^'^t].y ti'Ieil ^vith blocks of green rag, laid in regular courses of a foot in

„«S i 1- ..!'"* 9"''"'=<t ">" core of the stylobate, which must have been of great height
??™ i

*' ^'"' " £'5''t part of the ancient castle of Budrum is built «-ith th"-se

?f„J!,'r *?.
"''™'' '""» of uniform height, taken from the Mausoleum. Pliny's descrip-

.i™„t
the monumeut is, no doubt, familiar to you : he gives the total height of the

n.7„ , ' '°9'"^'nff '>e Q'iadn'ff.1, as liofcet. He mentions that the i)<<.roH° or colon-

same i.e^^i!'?'" .?
the height of an cubits (.irj feet), and that the pyramid was of the

tfrJ? .1, P 1< '• "°, that the stylobate would have been Co feet in height. I may mcn-
XanthV,^.iH^.^'^.' f" >"* not .""usnal

;
it. occurs at the Ionic monument ofAanthus, and in other tombs of tliis class.

Minervi"!,?'l.n!iL°''''°.; I? ^iW'^i' ?°."''=' •esenibling in proportions the temple of

PHnv vi, Qii°r'"."''n'.""-"' '"?'r''t ™n>'' o»t about the same as that given by
t)er^^<;rnf w^;? , ? • y}}^'' Pijan"'! i*'';?* found on the north side and near tlii

lZeTtZ'£^^^.^t'\7 tL''L"i^^^^^ ">?<•- to bulge outwards).

inAcrnifin.^nt ti»»., «" I'v •
2.
—""•;*"" '^" ""'"-' "'"^ sculptures were found some

2?l?i otheiralliSS style
^' ''"' ^"''^t figures, aSd heads and pieces of

* Continued from pag« 464.

/ iiitu tut- ^uesuun oi iiie resioraiioQ. 1 III8, aa you Know, has been
a long period. It would be unfair to criticise the various rettora-
forth (before we ha<l any data to go upon) based upon J'liny'g
it fs so difllcult to reconcile. I may mention that the whole

I will not now go into the question of the restoration. This, aa you know, has been
a (/hcs/kj rcrafrt fur a long "—'"'* ^* i.i ,_....*..._ ._

tions that were put f
description, which _ _ _
queslion mainly depends upon whether the Ki feet given'' by i'Uny aslhclcngth^of
the sides, iu contr.idistiuclion to the fronts, refers to the cella, or to the vleron or
colonnade. Count Caylus was one of the first to make a restoration, and his conoep-
tion of it was unlike anything that has subsequently appeared. This was followed
by those of Tcxier, who supposed it to have been circular ; thosi> of Rosse Pro-
fessor Cockerell, and Sir. V, atkins l.loyd. In Jir. Falkener's "Museum of Classical
Antiquities" wih be found a complete report of these various rontoratlons which arc
all to a certain extent to be reconciled with Pliny.

I may mention that the mode of restoration proposed by vonr Honorary Secrctarr
Mr. Fergusson, explains a passage in Pliny before lost sight of, in which he says
that the pyramid contracts in the form of a goal, which would give it a curvilinear
form. In Mr. Newton's book on the Expedition, I hope to be able to put forth a
restoration in which most of the points are met, at present I am waiting to hear the
result of the collation of the various mannecripta of I'liny which is being done by Mr.
Newton's direction.
Besides the Doric colonnade, which stood in front of the temple of Mars, there Is

nothing of the ancient city remaining above ground but the theatre and the city
walls. The theatre is situated, as is almost universally the case, on the side of a
hill, so placed that the spectators might, betwein the performances, gaze upon
Nature's own scenery, painted in her most brilliant colors. Opposite them, at a
distance of twenty miles, could faintly be distinguished the promonotory of Cnidus

;
a little nearer, the jagged peaks of the Cos mountain called Prion, from its saw-like
appearance; while the magnificent panorama of the city lay immediately beneath
them, the palace of Mausolus and the temple of Venus occujjylng the two horns on
each side of the bay, and the magnificent sepulchre of Jlausoius, rising in the centre
to the height of 140 feet, of Parian marble, brilliant with gold and colors, and
surmounted by the four-horse chariot containing the colossal statue of the departed
monarch.
Theiwalls comprise a circuit much larger than that of the present city, and run

over the tops of some of the surrounding hills. There seem to have been square
towers at intervals. Two, which formed its western gate, still remain.
The harbour was one of the finest and most secure on the coast. The piers are

still visible about 2 feet under water, and on the side near the castle the walls of the
secret port, mentioned in the account ot Artemisia's war with the Rhodians, are
visible on a calm day. I could not help occasionally looking upon this fine site
with a practical eye, and coveting the possession of this advantageous site for
my countrymen. If the sand-choked harbour were cleared out, the piers rebiUIt.
warehouses erected on its shore, and villas on the heights, this would be one of
the most desirable localities in the world.
The cities of Asia Jlinor may be broadly divided into three classes.

In the first class are those that have been deserted shice Greek and Roman times
either from the difficulty of approach to them, or from want of proper supplies of
water. To this class belong those on ;the tops of the Phrygian mountains, those in
the valleys of Lycia, as Sa^alassus and Xanthns.
In the second class are those that have been occupied in Byzantine times, and then

deserted. Cnidus is an example of this class. To the third belong those that have
een successively built upon ; beneath the soil there are really three layers of cities,

—those of the Greek, Roman, and Byzantine.

I do not mean to say that one temple is to be found literally on the top of another,
but that the foundations and lower stories remain in situ.
Rhodes and Budrum are of the latter class.

In October, 1857, as the excavations did not require liis immediate presence, Mr
Newton took advantage of the return of the Supply to Malta to visit the temple of
Apollo at Branchida, the modem Greek name of which is Gerouta, near the ancient
city of Miletus. He was induced to make this excursion for the purpose of endea-
vouring to find certain statues that lined the sacred way approaching this cele-
brated temple, which was the seat of one of the greatest oracles of antiquity. There
is a vignette in the " Ionian Antiquities " showing a group of these figures, and from
this it was evident that they were ofan archaic style, of Eg)-pthin character, and there-
fore valuable to the historian of art as the connecting link between Enrptian and
Greek art. He found eight sedent statues of regal personages in their origmal
positions, but buried up to the neck; most of the heads had been knocked off. Upon
digging round the figures, inscriptions of an interesting sort were found, some of
them in the boustrophedon or earliest character kno\vn—that is to say, runnin" from
right to left and then from left to right, as an ox ploughs, hence the name ; in addition
to which he discovered a lion and a sphinx, and on the former the name of Thales,
the Greek philosopher, who flourished in the year &c<n b.c, in the neighbour-
ing city of Miletus. The temple had been so thoroughly illustrated bv the DUettanff
Society that it offered nothing new. Upon it being represented to the Government
that these eight figures were worthy ,of transportation to England money was
liberally granted for the purpose, and some months aftenvards the Supply again
touched at Branchidai, and by the efforts of the crew these large sculptured blocks
were dragged down to the shore and safely shipped. They are now in the Cnidus
gallery of the Museum.
Mr. Newton, iu company with Lent. Smith, also explored the peninsular on which

Budrum stands, visited the ruins of Borgylia, where there was nothin" of importance
to be found, and identified the city of Termessus Minor, the exact situation of which
had not been before known.
A short description of the castle erected by the Knights of St. John upon the pro-

montory upon which the palace of Mausolus stood may not be out of place. It is
approached by a fortress formed in the glacis bordering the fosse, which defends it
on the land side. This fosse, which is from 100 to 200 feet wide, being crossed, we
enter the inner works through a barbican ; ascending to the terrc pleine of the
rampart facing the harbour, we ^ain admittance to the inner part of the castle by
means of a drawbridge. We find this to be a vast;enclosurc, .almost square in form,
containin<r various buildings. On our right is the mosque, formerly the chapel of the
Knights, late Gothic, built probablylat the end of the fifteenth century. In this I found
the original rood-screen, and pulpit, a curious mixture of Gothic and Renaissance.
In the centre of the enclosure rise two lofty towers, answering to the keeps of Euro-
pean castles : these are surrounded by the ruins of houses formerly occupied by
janissaries. At the further cxtremitv is a building interesting to Englishmen as
having been erected by the English " house " of Knights. It was the refectory, and
consists of a lofty vaulted chamber with deep dungeons beneath. The mouldings of
the doorway are of late Decorated character, and there are shields with the Royal
arms of England on the exterior and a line Uon in relief on one of its sides.
The walls of this building are covered with the names of Knights of all nations. These
and the shields that occur would throw considerable light upon the history of the
Order. They were all carefully copied by Corporal Spackman. I am linppy to say
that Mr. Pranks, of the British Museum, has undertaken to look through them, with
the view to their publication by some antiquarian society. As I said before, a great
part of the castle was built out of the ruins of the Mausoleum ; Iconsequently we
foundnotonly the green ragstones of :the interior, but several arcliitravc and other
stones. It was in the outer walls that the magnificent lions were found. The friezes
procured by Lord Stratford de Redcliffe were taken from the lower part of the outer
walls adjoining the fosse.
In the summer of 1857 Lieutenant Smith, taking with him a pliotographer and

some Turks, made an excursion to the ruins of a temple at Lagina, which was not
known to any former traveller, a city a little north of Stratonicxa, and was known to
Pococke (under the name of China ; we foimd amidst the thick underwood several
fine friezes of Roman temples, of which photographs were taken ; the peri-
bolus gateway was standing, but the rest of the structure which was ofthe Corinthian
ortlcr, was in ruins. The friezes were unfortunately too far from the coast for
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remoTBl, bein^ four or five dajs* journey by an impracticable road—that is to eay,

impracticable Tor sledgree.

Lieutenant Smith also explored the shores of the Gulf of KtTamo, and visited

the city of that name, which had been idenlitiod by the Surveyor of the Admiralty ;

be fouiid there a city of the first class, that is one that had not'been built upon after

Roman times.
In November. 1S57, I started for the purpose of exploring: the island of Cos.

taking with me a photoCTapher {Corporal Spackmau) and two Turks. The island had
been visited by Colonel Leake and oy Koss ; but it was thought that there mi<j:ht

be sculpture or architectural remaius that had escaped their notice.

In the well of Hippoorate-i, about four miles from the city of Cos, is an example
of horizontal arched vaultiujr. the only one 1 know of besides that of the treasury of

Atreus. This well is in the side of a hill, about twenty feet beneath the s:rouud, and
is approached by a subterranean passage, it is about 10 feet in diameter, and 18

feet lugh, the vault is of beehive form.
At Tylia we found the Charmyleion, a monument of the kind called Heriion. con-

sisting of an oblong chamber, w'ith an arched roof, niches for the dead being at the
aides. The Ionic ornaments of the facade were found iu the facade of a neighbouring
church. We visited the site of Astypaloea and Halasarna—which possess but few
fragments of buildings. We brought back copies of many inscriptions ineditcd.

In December Mr. Newton and myself, accompanied bjr a body of marines, were
landed on the barren peninsula, at the extremity of which is situated the city ef
Cniltts, this peninsula. 120 miles long, by from 3 to 4 miles broad, is bounded on the
sides by the Gulf of Doris and Keramo. A high mountainous ridge, with one or
two breaks in it runs the whole length of the peninsula. At the extreme point are

the ruins of the city built on the side of a mountain. The forms of the temple, theatre,

and other public buildings can be accurately distinoruished, and are shown with
great exactness in the map published in the second volume of the "Ionian Anti-
quities," and in the excellent survey by Captain Graves. -

The Triopian promontorv, about a mile long by a quarter ofa mile broad, is joined
totbemain land near the' middle of its length by a narrow, sandy isthmus. Its

natural harbours were formed in this manner—massive walls and piers were
erected round them, which still remain. As there were no houses, however, within six

miles of the city, the marines were employed for some time after our landing in erect-

ing the Crimean huts for the accommodation of the expedition, which had been
aent out from Malta on board the Supply.

In a short time a little settlement arose formed of huts arranged in a quadrangle,
a pier was constructed for the embarkation of antiquities, a tank was sunk for the
preservation of water, which was scarce, and by Christmas day everything was
ready for the commencement of excavations. Our 'first trial was at the ceJebratcd
temple of \'enus. The architecture of the temple (which is thoroughly illustrated in the
*- Ionian Antiquities," was found to be—though elaborate—late and of Roman
character. Ucncath the foundations we found fra<^ments of cornices which induced
us to suppose that there had been an earlier temple in a purer style ; but we found
neither inscriptions nor sculpture.

The vestibule of the theatre next engaged our attention. Here we found
Corinthian capitals, bases, and several fragments of thin marble, showing that the
Interior had been veneered after the manner of the Talace of Mausolus, as men-
tioned by Vitruvius.
The first important discovery was the tomb of Lykoethius on the Triopian pro-

montory. This had been a Roman tomb, also Corintnian, with two columns in antis.

The vault bad been circular. Three sarcophagi of late workmanship were found in
»itu, and a statue of Demeter that had been in a niche at the side. Some valuable
inscriptions were found that had lined the walls.
The findin^^ of a statue fio-ure on terrace near the city walls induced 3Ir. Newton to

dig in the vicinity, and he found that on this terrace had been a tettienos, or sacred
enclosure for interments, dedicated to Uemeter. Here was brought to light a fine

head of I'roserplne, a small Venus, hundreds of lamps of terra-cotta, and also frag-
ments of fine sculpture,
Before coming to Cnidus Mr. Newton had heard of a lion upon some promontorv

near. I had also received information from a shepherd that upon the top of a hill

was a figure like a demon. When the weather became favorable for exploring, I went
in search of this demon, taking witli me two sappers. On the second day of our
search, upon the top of a promontory not easy of access, I had the good fortune to
come upon a magnificent lion, lying on his aide in hollow ground. Ue measured 10
feet long and 6 feet to the top of his head, being represented iu a recumbent posture.
As soon as this discovery was made known to Mr. Xe^vton, he directed an encamp-
ment to be formed on the spot. Lieut. Smith set the sappers to work to construct a
zigzag road (for the clifl" upon which the lion stood was some 200 feet above the level
or the Sea) for the purpose of embarking it, and in a few weeks' time the monster
was hauled up by means of shears and a powerful winch, put into a strong oak case,
dragged down the road by l-'O Turks, at the rate of about 100 yards a day, and at
last shipped by the sailors amidst the united rejoicing of Turks and Englishmen.
While this was being done the tomb upon whicu the lion formerly rested was

carefully removed. That portion that remained standing was a core of petrified
beech—a stone common in that country—circular in the interior, of the diameter of
17 feet fi inches, and externally forming a square of 40 feet. In the thickness of
the walls were eleven recesses for the reception of bodies, and a low entrance.
The casing, which was of a local marble, had been detached and overthrown, and

the stones separated for the sake of the metal cramps. The tomb had been surrounded
by engaged columns of the Doric order, resting upon a stylobate. Above this had
been a pyramid of steps , and, to crown all, a nigh plinth, surmounted by the lion.
The whole must have formed a conspicuous landmark for mariners, and probably
was the original Cnidian lion which we find on the coins of the city, and was, no
doubt, one of the most imposing monuments of the country. The work had never
been quite completed, as the hons" heads on the cornice were left in block, and
the columns unfluted, as at Rhammis and Delos. There was, however, sufiicieut
maieriel to enable me to make a restoration of the tomb. Other discoveries of sculp-
tures were subequently made.
In conclusion, I may say to the student of art, who to an appreciation of antiquities

unites a lore of exploration and something of the spirit of adventure, that there is
no countrv that will so well repay the toil of travel as Asia Minor ; there he will find
that which will compensate for the dangers of an excursion amongst lawless people—and these are not few—and for the inconveniences of a hot climate, and these arc
many. In the course of every day's journey he will meet with, perhaps an inscrip-
tion, perhaps a ruined temple, or i>erhaps a decayed city, abounding with rmns of
theatres, temples, palaces. Here he may pitch his tent in the centre of some vast
theatre, and for days find interest in exploring and measuring the ruins ; or he may
be still more fortunate and discover lunong the brushwooti, or half-buried in the
ground, some wonderful work of art, a frieze, or a statue of Praxiteles or some of bis
pupils. This may be the case even In a place so much exposed and so frequently
visited as Cnidus. One day 3lr. Newton and myself were walking in the outskirts
of the city, and near the outer wall we observeci a piece of white marble protruding.
The surface had been broken off*, but on removing a little of the earth we discovered
folds of drapery, the Turks were summoned to dig, and in a short time a fine
colofsal seated figure was disinterred, which is now in the British Museum. Should
the traveller not be so fortunate as to bring to light any fine sculpture, he may still
be lucky enough to discover some cltv site, which was unknown before, from inscrip-
tions or coins to identify it, thus adding considerably to our historical knowledge.
Ue may bring home drawings of ancient remains that have never been represonted
by the architectural draughtsman.
Not one of the ancient cities of Asia has yet been properly explored, and those that

nave been visited have, with few exceptions, not been illustrated ; so that the field
f" labor is vast, the difficulties not great to an enthusiastic man, and the reward and
satisfaction so great as only to be appreciated by those who have experienced it.
imay mention that Mr. Newton is about to publish a complete account of the

various discoveries made by the expedition, and that the Trustees of the British
Museum have given their sanction and liberal support to the undertaking.
On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks was passed by acclamation to

Mr. Tullan for his admirable lecture.

The meeting then broke up.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE
OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

THE following is a copy of the Annual Report of the Council of the Royal
Institute of British Architects:— •

REPORT.
It is witli feelings of great gratification, combined with others of sincere regret,

that the Council on the present occasion submit their annual statement. At length,
after occupying for years apartments aflbrding only most inadequate accommodation,
tht' members of this Institute find themselves in possession of rooms of ample
dimensions, expressly arranged and fitted for their reception, conveniently situated
in a central locality, and to which tliey can, without hesitation or apology, invite
their friends, and the members of the other artistic and scientific societies of this
metropolis. This gratifying expression of congratulation is, however, accompanied
by the melancholy recollection tliat the inauguration of these rooms by our late noble
Tresideut at the opening of the present session was followed, within a few brief days,
by the unexpected event of his decease. The last public act, it may be
permitted to say, of his long-extended life, was thus kindly and consis-
tently given to the promotion of the interests of a society over which he
had presided for very nearly a quarter of a century, and for which, among
numerous other benefits, be had obtained its Charter of Incorporation,
and the annual privilege of awarding, under tlie highest sanction, the
Royal Medal of Architecture,—the only Royal medal, it is believed, thus conferred
in this kingdom on civilians directly by the Sovereign. As a testimony of respect to
the illustrious deceased, the Council postponed the next meeting of the session, and
addressed to the Countess Cowper, the eldest representative of the De Grey family,
a letter of condolence, the sentiments of which were fully reiterated by the members
present at the following general meeting. Nor is the loss of its Tresident the only
one this Institute has sustained durin^-the last twelve months. The Council have to
record the decease of William Richard Hamilton, F.R.S., Honorary Fellow,—a name
known alike among diplomatists and the foremost investigators of all subjects con-
nected with the Fine Arts of Classic Antiquity ; of Colonel William Martin Leake,
F.R.S., Honorary Member, the patient and learned topographer of Ancient Greece
and Asia Minor ; of Benjamin Green, Thomas IVnson, Vv. C. Stow, George Moore,
F. H.S. ; John Crake, G. Bish Webb, and Edward Lapidge, Fellows. Information of
the decease of Peter Legh, Honorary Fellow, in the year 1857 ; and of the Conte
Orte di Manara, of Verona, Honorary and Corresponding Member, in the year 1858,
has only recently been communicated to the Institute. It may here be allowed to
introduce a passing tribute to two distinguished names among our brethren the
Civil Engineers— Robert Stephenson and Isambard Kingdou Brunei,— men of world-
wide reputation, who have recently been removed, in the prime of life and intellect,
from this scene of active exertion.
Three Fellows, four Associates, one contributing visitor, and one student, have

retired ; but the loss of these gentlemen is more than counterbalanced by the ad-
vancement of sixttten Associates to the Class of .Fellows, and the accession of
twelve new Fellows, sixteen new Associates, and eight new Students ; while
fifteen candidates arc now on the list, either for admission as new members, or for
advancement from the class of Associates to that of Fellows.* This increase of
numbers is a subject of congratulation, both as it aflcctsthe position of the Institute,
and as it affords a highly satisfactory proof of the rapidly progressing feeling in
its favour. The number .of fetudents is especially encouraging, after the almost
total absence, for the last few years, of that Class from the rooms of the Institute.
The Council believe that those now attending have reason to feel assured that
every proper endeavour will be made to render the prosecution of their studies
agreeable, as well as beneficial. It is with peculiar pleasure that the Council find
themselves enabled to state that a name, most highly esteemed, wliich has for a
short time disappeared from the list, can be restored to the position it has graced
from almost the foundation of the Institute, The present Earl de Grey and llipon
has, within the last few days, most readily complied with the request made to him,
and qualified himself to become an Honorary Fellow; expressing at the same time*
his gratification at the proposal, especially on account of the proof it affords of the
regard felt by the Members of the Institute for the memory of his Uncle.
With reference to the gentlemen who have withdrawn their names from the list of

members, the Council hope that if any among them have realised sufficient advan-
tag-es from the practice of their profession to enable them to retire to the enjoyment
or^ease and competency, they will, on reconsideration, think it their duty still to
assist in maintaining an Institution specially incorporated to promote the advance-
ment of an art to which they cannot, in all sincerity, but feel themselves most deeply
indebted.

Tlie loss of our first President has been till now supplied by the kind acquiescence
of our Fellow, Mr. Cockerell, R.A., in the feeling universally expressed at the meet-
ing specially summoned in January last, to elect a worthy successor to the vacant
chair. Though a diversity of opinion existed on the abstract question whether the
preference should be given to a professional or to an honorary Fellow, all were
unanimous in urging Mr. Cockerell to accept the office, as one which his acknow-
ledged acquirements, high standing, and great experience, peculiarly adapted him
to occupy, with credit to himself and advantage to this Institute and to the profes-
sion. The Council are well assured that a hke unanimous feeling would prevail,
could they positively announce renewed acquiescence on the part of Mr. CockerelL
They freely admit that he accepted office on the understanding that a successor
should now be nominated ; still they cannot but indulge and encourage the hope,
which all must entertain, that the urgent appeal made to him at the last ordinary
meeting, in consequence of his allusion to the ajiproaching termination of his Presi-
dency—supported, as that appeal M'as, by the general voice of the meeting—may not
prove abortive ; but that, while returning him sincere thanks for kindly waiving his
own opinion, when taking office, and for the considerate and efficient manner in
which he has since aided in carrying on the afl"airs of the Institute, the members
present on this occasion may anticipate further claims on their gratitude, which they
may have the pleasure of acknowledging, assembled under his presidency, at the
next annual meeting.
The invitation given to the profession to forward drawings and essays in compe-

tition for the Soane Medallion and the Medals of the Institute, has not this time been
attended with satisfactory results, only one set of drawings and two essays having
been received. The drawings were not considered to entitle the author to any
reward ; but the Council, in the due discharge of their duty, recommended to ameet-
ing specially called to consider the subject, that an honorable distinction should be
conferred on the author of one of the essays. The meeting accordingly resolved
that a medal of merit should be awarded; the medal was, however, subsequently
declined. The same mcetin"- unanimously agreed with the Council in recommending
Jlr. Sydney Srairke, R.A., to Her Majesty's gracious consideration, as a worthy
recipient of that distinguished mark of royal favor, and of professional distinction,
the Royal Medal for the year 1850. Under the highest sanction, the medal was pre-
sented, at the last ordinary general meeting, by our President, Mr. Cockerell, in
terms highly complimentary, but fairly due to the recipient -now the third of the
family successively elected to occupy a well-merited position among the Fellows of
the Royal Academy. Information has recently been received that the successful

* May '42, 1860. The Institute now consists of 173 FelloWi^. 130 Associates, 10
Honorary Fellows, 10 Honorary Members, SO Honorary and Cerresponding Mem-
bers, and 12 Contributing Visitors.
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competitor for the Sonne Medallion last year will claim the £50 to which, under cer-

tain stipulations, ho will in due time become entitled;

The removal from Grosvenor-strcct, in June last, was effected with very little inter-

ruption to the ordinary business of the Institute; and under the direction of the

Arran^^ement Coimnittec named in last year's report, these rooms were in order and
ready to receive the members at the opening mcetin;,'of the present session. Thanks

' are particularly due to the gentlemeu who have bo efficiently done their duty as

members of that Committee, as well as to Jlr. Wyatt I'apworth, and to Mr. T.

Hayter Lewis, Honorary Secretary, for the time and attention they have bestowed
on the arrangement and catalogue of the books, which now amount to several thou-
sand volumes. While alluding: to the library, it may bo well to mention the neces-

sity, now apparent, that an amended catalo":uc should bo printed and presented to

each of the members : it Is estimated that it might be prepared and printed at an
outlay of nbout one hundred pounds.*

It will be in the recollection of members that, in order to defray the estimated
expenses of the removal, the Council were duly empowered to sell out funded stock
eamcient to produce the gross amount of £S0O. They have much pleasure in stating

that besides the sum of £0OU paid for the lease, the law charges, and the expenses of
removal of the new furniture, seats, bookcases, carpets, gastittings, cleaning all the
pictures, with their frames, and relining them, have been met to nearly the full

extent of the liability incurred, without, as yet, aeliing out any of the funded stock
of the Institute.

This result is in a great measure due to two causes, in connection with the satis-

factory balance at the bankers previously to the removal—the great accession of
Fellows and Associates which has taken place since the commencement of the

Sresent session, and the spirit with which certain members have contributed to the
emoval Fund. Still, it must be borne in mind that a heavy demand has been made

on tlie current resources of the Institute during tlie present year, as will be seen from
the supplementary balance-sheet ; and that further fixed expenses have to be met
before the subscriptions for another year will become due.

Indeed, the Council, while congratulating the members on the fact that hitherto
no inroad has been made on the funded stock, must fairly state that unless further
aid be forthcoming, the balance at the bankers will ultimately be so much reduced
that a sale of stock must necessarily be resorted to. They therefore feel themselves
justiHed in again inviting the attention of those who have not hitherto contributed to
the Kemoval Kund, which, it may be permitted to observe, seems to have escaped
the notice of very many members. They would, moreover, particularly urge the
propriety of the annual subscriptions not being allowed to continue unpaid till late
in the year ; and they would suggest to Associates of long standing that they sliould
increase the pecuniary resources of the Institute by taking their proper station as
Fellows, and assist in meeting the additional annual expenses, occasioned by the
occupation of the present apartments.
The Council feel it due to the Honorary Solicitor, Mr. 'William Leverton Donald-

son, to call special attention to the value and imi)ortance of the services which he
has rendered in attending to tlie settlement of the lease, in the course of which
many questions arose demanding his time and his attention, both of which he
devoted to them with that readiness and sincere goodwill which have ever distin-
guished his long-continued connection with this Institute.

Last year's report entered at some length into the question of certain changes
which the Institute deemed desirable in the architectural branch of the Uoyal
Academy. The views so entertained having been communicated to the Royal
Academy, previously to the last annual meeting of the Institute, the result of the
appeal was awaited with some anxiety. The official reply of the Secretarj' of the
Koyal Academy, received only in November last, states, however, ** that pending the
existing uncertainty as to the future site and extent of the Koyal Academy, it will
not be possible to enter into any questions affecting changes in its constitution and
regulations."
Under these circumstances, the Council deemed it advisable to take steps to carry

out the views expressed in the following paragraph of last year's report:—"The
Council, in common, it is believed, with all well wishers to the maintenance in an
honorable position of the arcliitectural profession, have felt, and continue to feel
profound anxiety ,with respect to the establishment of a more systematic course of
education for the student ni architecture than has hitherto prevailed. Looking
naturally to the Koyal Academy as the legitimate source of initiation, the Council,
"will seriously discuss and endeavour to originate some movement In this matter, in
the event of the Uoyal Academy failing to provide a more active curriculum tliau it
has heretofore considered necessary."
In fuliilment of the promise given in the above paragraph, the Council appointed

a joint committee, consisting of themselves, the Board of Examiners of Candidates
for District Surveyors, under the Metropolitan Building Act, 1855, and the Professor
of Architecture at the University College, London, to consider and determine on a
echeme for an architectural examination, to be conducted by certain members of
this Institute.
The leading features of the scheme have been recently forwarded to members In a

printed form for their consideration, preliminary to the discussion of the subject at
a special general meeting.
Tljongh diversity of opinion may exist as to the manner of carrying these views

mto effect, {the Council feel that the rule now established, that candidates sliould
undergo the test of examination previously to admission, either into the learned
professions, or into any branch of the public service, naval, military, or civil, should
no longer pass unheeded by them, even were they not committed by the promise so
distinctly made in their last year's report.
The same report, and that for tlie previous year, contain some remarks on the

subject of competition, especially with reference to those of barracks, and for the
Government oifices in Downing-street. AVith regard to the latter, nothing further
has transpired officially beyond the announcement made by the Premier to the
House of Commons, that no decision as to carrying out any one design would be
formed without the consent of Parliament. Witli resi)ect to the former, it is under-
Stood that the architects who received the first prize for the Cavalry barracks will
DC employed to superintend the execution of their design ; in the same way as the
architect of the first premiated design for the infantry barracks is now engaged, it is
most satisfactory to state, in carrying that design into execution. In this instance
good Jaith has been kept by the Government authorities—an example worthy of
imitation by other authorities in all similar instances. The Council feel much
satistaction in mentioning, as a favorable omen of improvement in proceedings con-
nected with competition, that they were requested by the authorities of the borough
oi t^amDndge to name two architects, members of the Institute, to advise the
committee appomted to select a design for the (iuildhall and public buildings
in tnat town

; and that of three gentlemen who sanctioned the forwarding their
names, one became the professional referee, and was subsequently called in to assist
ine lown Council of Southampton under very similar circumstances.

JNo occasion has hitherto arisen for calling together the Committee appointed last
year by the Council to support the Institute's petition in favor of^ architects'
copyright in their executed works, as well as in their publications, before a com-
mittee ol tlie House of Lords, which was then about to investigate, it was understood,
the subject of artistic copyright. But their good services may now be shortly
Drought into reciuisition, should a measure promoted by the Society of Arts ofLondon, entitled, Artistic Copyright Amendment Act, which has only very recently
been, submitted to the notice of the Council of this Institute, be introduced this
session mto tlie House of Commons ; inasmuch as it contains a clause which

It may also be mentioned that the library possesses no copies of the papers read

^^^ y\l
commencement of the meetings up to the year IK-W, witli the excep-

tion of those of l.s;t^ and 184>; and that the Council would f.-el mucli obliged if

fhZl t™ t'**

^^^"° ^^^P'*^^ °*' ''^^ missing papers, would kindly present them to

legalizes the copying of architects' executed works, while it affords protection to
their publications.
Two of the Vice-Presidents, liavlng served during two full consecutive year«, now

retire from office. Two frentleinen, well known to the profession at large, as well as
to the members of the IiiHtilute, to which indeed they have already rendered most
valuable services as ollice bearers, and as individual Fellows, 3Ir. Tliomas Leverton
Donaldson, and Mr. Matthew DIgby Wyatt, have expressed their willingness to fill

the vacancies thus created, subject to the sanction of this meeting.
At the last annual meeting seven new members of Council were elected ; as, how-

ever, the bye-law prescribes that of the ten ordinary memt>er8 of Council, six only
of those who have served during the whole of one year shall be re-elected for the
ensuing year, it has been found necessary to omit one of the seven names from the
list now recommended for adoption—an unpleasant duty, In the discharge of which
reference has been made to the number of attendances at the Council meetings since
3Iay last.

After twelve years' continuous service as ordinary member of Council, during
ten of which he baa acted as joint Honorary Secretary, Mr. Charles Charnock
Nelson, feels justified in calling on some other Fellow and well-wisher to this
Institute to relieve him of the responsibilities attached to latter ofTlce, and of the
constant attention required in the discharge of its duties, lie is, however, willing
to continue his services for a time as member of Council, should this meeting think
fit; our honorary Solicitor having advised that no bar exists to his election. The
Council exceedingly regret that they will be deprived of his more active services,
and they need scarcely say that they most cordially coincide in the movement wlilch
has been originated by some independent members, and warmly received by the
Institute generally, to present him with a lasting memorial of their esteem. He will
have the satisfaction on retiring of leaving the Institute in a most prosperous
condition—one arising, in no slight degree, from his unremitting attention to the
arduous duties of his office. Mr. James Bell, Fellow, who lias been connected with
the Institute during nearly the whole of his professional life, has kindly consented
to undertake the charge reltwjiii^hed by Mr. Nelson. The Council must express
their opinion that the calls on the time and the attention of the Honorary Secretaries
have so increased of late years, with the prospect of still further increase, should the
sphere of the Institute's exertions be extended, as the Council earnestly desire, in a
more practical and active direction than heretofore, that the acquiescence of a
gentleman of Mr. Bell's experience and position in the request fully deserves
recognition at the present juncture.
During the past twelve months subjects of varied nature and of much

interest have engaged the attention of the evenin^^ meetings. The scientific
question of the construction of domes was practically examined by Mr. Hayter
Lewis, Honorary Secretary ; the prize essay on the Architecture and Genius
of Sir Christoper Wren bore evidence to the critical acumen of 3Ir. George
Wightwick; and at the closing meeting of the session in Grosvenor-street
Mr. A\'. Watkiss Lloyd's detailed investigation of the proportions existing in
the Parthenon, proved the close attention and research he had bestowed on that
most interesting subject. The opening meeting of the present session in these
rooms was inaugurated by the last address of our late esteemed President, in which
he recapitulated", in his usual happy and encouraging manner, the satisfactory pro-
gress mjide by this Institute, over which he had so long presided. Another address,
of a marked eh 'racter, on the present condition and future prospects of architecture,
delivered on the same evening, displayed the result of much research, as well as set
forth the decided opinions of its author, Mr. Titc* For two consecutive evenings
Mr. G.Gilbert Scott led his hearers back to the bye-gone ages when Westminster
Abbey shone in the glory of which the gleanings he had collected now alone remain.
To these succeeded subjects of a more practical nature ; the proper manner of using
zinc coverings was explained by Mr. P^meston ; and a very clever summary of the
improvements in building materials and construction during the last sixty years was
given by Mr. G K. Burnell, O.K., whose extensive range through a multitude of
topics, satisfied his hearers that at any rate in matters of a scientific and practical
nature, modern architects have not retrograded from thu position occupied by their
forefathers. Mr. Wyatt Papworth's investigation, respecting the real superin-
tendents of J'Jiiglish buildings in tlie Middle Ages, was evidently the result of much
research and reading, though his conclusions, with reference to one wcll-kno^vu
name among the reputed ecclesiastical architects of those times, did not meet with
universal or uuquahfied assent.
Mr. E. M. Barry explained the highly scientific construction of the new Italian

Opera House, Coven t-garden. and the nature of the contrivances by means of which
it had risen in a few montlis, as if by magic, from the ashes of its predecessor, to
which, both in that and other respects, it had shown itself a worthy rival. Dr. Druitt
enforced the necessity of sanitary measures in the construction and arrangement of
human habitations, a subject which cannot fail to impress itself on the mind of an
audience, especially wlien handled by one thoroughly conversant with all its various
details. Mr. Kerr and Dr. Barlow invited attention to the archaic times of archi-
tecture in their respective treatises on the historical notices of building and art in
the earlier writings of the Old Testament, and on the symbolism in art, with especial
reference to Christian art and architecture -themes, which, though open to diversity
of opinion, yet bore testimony to the labor which both gentlemen had respectively
bestowed to compress within the compass of a brief lecture the results of inucu
patient investigation and deep researcli. At the last meeting, after the presentation
of the Koyal Medal, our I'resident, Mr. Cockerell, was induced by the near approach
of the present annual meeting to deliver an address, in which he treatfd in his well-
known masterly manner anumber of topics of the greatest interest to the Profession
and especially to this Institute ; setting forth and explaining the position it should
occupy, the mission it should fulfil, and the line of conduct which, as representing
the ars rayimi, it should pursue, while carefully attending to its own internal
management, and sedulously cultivating amicable relations with other kindred
institutions. On the same occasion, Mr. Penrose, Honorary Secretary for Foreign
Correspondence, having recovered from a long indisposition, favore<I us with a
critique on the designs for the Wellington Monument in St. I'aul's, which had been
premiated by Her Majesty's Government, though not carried into execution; the
models having been placed in tlie rooms of the Institute ;at the suggestion of Her
Slajesty's First Commissioner of Woods and Works.
The so-called Nine Hours' Movement of the workmen employed in the various

branches of trade connected with building-- operations has terminated, as some had
indeed foreseen, by leaving matters much in the samepositionas they were previously
to the a^fitation of the question. The Council thiuk it right to state, that they did
not feel it incumbent on them, as representing the Institute, to interfere in the
dispute; but rather preserve a strict neutrality, whatever might be their individua
opinions on the points in controversy. They make this statement the more deci-
dedly, because they have seen most erroneous assertions as to their sympathy with
one party put forth in certain prints. Similarity of names may jjossibly liave given
rise to the mistake; suffice it to say. that no one officially connected with theCouncil
is the author of the documents to which th^ir attention has been directed. Should
the Committee of the House of Commons now investigating the lea.sibility ol esta-
blishing Councils of Conciliation to settle disputes between masters and workmen,
be enabled to recommend the Legislature to enact any measure by wliich the results,
disastrous not only to property but even to life, of such agitations as that which has
thus recently paraly-sed building operations, may be mitigated, if not entirely
prevented, the Council feel assured that such a measure would bo hailed witli
satisfaction by the profession, as well as by every friend of order, peaceful progress,
and humanity.
At the quarterly meetings of the Board, thirteen gentlemen have pre-

sented themselves for examination under the Metropolitan Building Act

;

• A copy of this address, with appendices, printed under his own supervision, was
generously presented by the author to each Member of the Institute.
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ofwhom.eisht have obtained ccrtiticatcs of coni|ictoncy to discharg:c the duties of
district sun-eyor. The (.'ouncil, bearing: in mind tlie "gratuitous attention {riven by
the Board, trust that no sentlemen will come up for examination with any othervie\¥
than that of becoming candidates for surrcycrships. under the Jletropolitan Building
Act; more esmrially as the scheme for an extended architectural oxamiualion,
alrmdy alluded to. will, if carried into elTect, n:iTC fidl opportunity to all members of
this Institute to obtain certllicateaofcompctcucy, generally available for all legitimate
professional purposes.
In callin<r attention to the ralnablc additions made to the library during: the last

twelvemonths, the Council have much pleasure in statins that His Koyal Hisrliness
the Prince Consort has nresented lifty copies of an interesting work on wateriilass ;

the conchuiinLr part oftlie jirand work of lA'psius, on Eyryptian antiquities, lias been
fonrarded bv the Trnssian Government, Mr. l>ouaIdr.on', Fellow, has q:iven two im-
portant works, of which he is the author, "Architectura Numismatlca," and the
• Hand-book of Specitications ;" Jlr. Lockyer, Fellow, has presented a valuable folio
work, '• I.e .\nticnitii di Ercolauo." in nine volumes ; and Mr. O. Wip:htwick has
sent a further donation ofhighly valuable original drawings, illustrativeof his lectures
already presented.
The p4>rtraii of our Kite noble President has been presented by members, whose

names arc subjoined ; and the framing of the engraved portraits by our late
President, and of ;irchitects now on the walls, has been provided by one member,
while another has added to the number of shares in the Architectural Union Company
held by the Institute.
The balance sheet, with the supplemental statement, shows greater receipts and

correspondinu' disbursements than in previous ordinary years. The former are
obTlotisly due to the It.moval, .and to the late I'rcsident's Portrait Funds ; but they
are more than counterbalanced by the expenditure rendered necessary by the change
to the present rooms. The arrears of subscriptions are not heavy ; biit were those of
lon^r standing honorably paid up, additional funds would be available most oppor-
tunely at a time when there exist unusual demands on the resources of the Institute.
Haviiig in vain made reiH'ated applications to certain members, few in number, whose
subftcnptions are more than two full years in arrear, the Council have been obliged to
take the more urgent steps prescribed t>y the bye-laws to brnig the matter to an issue.
£l$i 14a. (kl. Consolidated :i per cent, ."^tock has been purchased; and .4i.'>0 lOs. 2d.
3 per cent. Kednced .*<tock has been added to the Travelling fund. Of the purchase-
money for this last named stock, £"^5 were presented, as mentioned in a note to last
year's report, and the remainder was the accumulation of interest of previous years,
which is from time to time invested to increase the fund, and not applied to the
general purposes of the Institute.
With a view to economy, as well as in conformity with the the practice of other

societies, (he Council have determined to issue the papers only at the termination
of each session. Time is thus allowed for a more satisfactory revision than could be
given when each paper was issued almost immediately after it had been read at the
evening meet ing.

The occurrence of isolated cases, in which reference has been made for opinion on
point* connected with professional practice, confirms the impression existing in the
minds of the Council, that a more practicKf lemtenen would lie r/iren to the whole
course o/proreedinrrs of this Imtittite, If the members would more readily communicate
the results of any such cases in which they may have tieen engaged; and if they
would at the same time have greater confidence in submitting these matters to the
consideration of the Council and of the Committee specially appointed to advise on
all subjects connected with professional practice. Amass of evidence and of deci-
sions would thus be brought together, to guide each member of the profession on the
list of this Institute in his practice, on whicli he might rely for support, when
right, in any case referred to the decision either of an arbitrator or of a court of judi-
cature.
After the snccessful result of the application for a Charter of Incorporation, now

some three and twenty years ago, the Council then in office Issued a spirited address
to the members, warning tliem that they would henceforth have the attention of tlie
scientific wnrid more immediately fixed upon their future proceedings, and urging
them to a'^sist in maintaining the distinguished position they had gained, .and in up-
holding the character of the profession ; not stimulated by .a sentiment of personal
aggrandisement, cr the cravings of an ambition for distinction centering only in
themselves, but actuated by the loftier motive of a more generous zeal for the pro-
motion of architecture, and by a cordial interest in the prosperity of an Institution,
which had been for many years the great object of ambition to architects, and with
which the character of tlii' i)rofessiou had become irrevocably interwoven.
The objects of the Institute, as subsequently set forth in the first section of the

bye-laws then enacted, are of an eminently practical nature. Twelve years having
elapsed, the ' Council, in 1*19, at the desire of the annual general meeting, investH
gated the position and prospects of the Institute, in order to ascertain to what extent
the views of Its original founders had been carried out. Their report contains several
propositions calculated, they conceived, to impart increased activity and strength to
the Institute, and to Induce the co-operation of a great number of the members.
without Int. rfering with the proper administrative functions of tlie Council. Some
of these propositions have since been carried into effect ; but otliers of great practical
yalae have, apparently, hardly received the attention their importance merits ; for
ingtanee, the Investigating and reporting upon new inventions and materials, and
the regulating professional practice, both as regards the relations existing between
architects and their clients, and between architects themselves.
The present occasion of the first annual meeting in a permanent resting place

constitutes an epoch in the history of this Institute, as satisfactory, it is to be honed,
aa that marked by its successful application for a Charter of Incorporation. Many
years have elapsed since that event, and it may now again be worthy of considera-
tion whether the views set forth in the address then Issued have been and are
sufnciently horn in mind : whether prosecuting Inquiry, searching for practical in-
formation rather than discussing abstract questions, and establishing uniformity and
respectability of practice in the profession, have been and still are sufflclently re-
garded as main objects to regulate the scope of our proceedings.

iShould there In- any truth and justice in the doubts here ventured, in candour, to
Oe expressed, it lies with the members, individually and collectively, to apply the
remedy : reinforced, as the ranks of this Institute now are, by an unprecedented
eeeMlon of numbers; and again to place it in that position of practical u.sefnlness
which It is bound to occupy in accordance with the terms of the Charter of In-
corporation.
A week had not elapsed from the presentation of this report to the general annual

meeffng held on the 7lh of May. when information was received that the name of
one of Its most esteemed and illustrious members mnst be added to the list of those
whose loss the Institute has to deplore. The members, however, while they "Tieve
lor the unexpected decease of our lamented Fellow, Sir Charles Barry, have the
gratification of knowing that the energetic intervention of our president has vindi-
cated the claim of the profession fo a place of honor, among other worthies of our
land, being assigned to the mortal remains of th<> architect who designed and
erected the New Palace of the Legislature; and that thev rest in immediate prox-
imity to those of Telford and of Stephenson, within the sacred precincts of West-
minster Abbey.

New School in Oxfordshire.—The now Amersliam Hall School is

nowbcinpbuilt at Caversbam, near Reading, and it will afford accommodation
for about 100 ptipils. It will lie in the Tudor style, after designs by Messrs.
Haalam and Huckland, Cannon-street, London, anil Heading. The cost will be
rather more than ;f.v,00O, and contracts for the whole liave been taken by Messrs.
Orton and Child, of Heading, who have engaged for the buildings and everything
to be finished by the month of December next.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

A MEETING of this body was held at the rooms, 0, Conduit-street, Regent- street,
on Monday evening ; Professor Cockerell, R.A., in the chair.

Jlr. T. Havter Lewis, Hon. Sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last
meeting, which were approved of and confirmed.
Mr. Lewis then read a petition from the Council to the Dean and Chapter of

Worcester against the proposed demolition of Gnesten Hall.—Approved of.

Donaiions.—Mr. James Bell, Hon. Sec, announced, amongst otners, the followlnop
donations : — From 3Ir. F. R. Wilson, " A Cursory .Survey of the Churches and
C'hurch Buildings within the Archdeaconry of Lindisforn ; a Charge founded on the
Reports of the Rural Deans." by R. C. Coxe, M.A., archdeacon; from the same,
" Proceedings of the Berwickshire Naturalists' Club ;" from Mr. Wyatt I'apworth,
" Memoirs of the Life and Works of Sir Christopher Wren, with a brief View of the
Progress of Architecture in England, &c.," by James Elmes, architect; from th&
Architectural Publication Society, "The Dictionary of Architecture," part 10, with
illustrations ; from Mr. R. R. Rowe, "Some Account of a late Tour in France, being
a Lecture delivered by William Beaumont, Esq., of Warrington ; from the same,
" Report of the Proceedings of the Congress of Architectural Societies held at Cam-
bridge on 5Iay ~8. 20, ;10, and :tl " (printed from the Cambrid//e Chronicle) ; copies of
the Building News, &c. On the motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks was
passed to the donors.
The Chairman announced that a special general meeting of the members

of the Institute will be held on Monday next to consider the propositions of the
Council on the subject of examinations. He dared say that they would all agree
with the Council that there was no subject of more importance to the artistic

world than this. It was of great importance that they should have examinations, in
order to inspire the public with all that respect, and regard for their profession
which was desired, and it was hoped that there would be a full attendance to consider
file question on 3Ionday next. It would be time enough then, he apprehended, to
acknowledge their obligations to the Council, and to those gentlemen who had so
cordially and strenuously forwarded the movement.
Mr. Bell (hon. sec), read the following paper by Sir Gardner Wilkinson :

—

ON the use of granite.

AS the question of using granite for building and monumental purposes has been
much discussed, I beg to offer a few remarks connected with it, and to notice a

fact which shows at how early a i)eriod the ancient Egyptians had watched the effect
of atmospheric and other infiuences on stone; and liow wisely they profited by the
lessons taught them by experience. They had learned thatearth abounding with nitre,
from its attracting moisture, had the effect of decomposing granite, but that in the
dry climate of Upper Egypt, tlie stone remained for ages uninjured when raised
above all contact with the ground. When, therefore, there was a possibility of ita
being exposed to damp, they based an obelisk, or other granite monument, on lime-
stone substructions ; and these last are found to the present day perfectly preserved,
while the granite above them gives signs of decay in proportion to its contact with
the earth subsequently accumulated about it. I am speaking of Upper Egypt, visited
only four or five times in a ye.ar by a shower of rain

_;
for in the Delta granite remain*

have been aifeeted in a far greater degree than in the Thebai'd; nitre abounds
there ; and it is remarkable that the obelisks at Alexandria have suffered least on the
sides next the sea.

The Egyptians seldom used granite as a building stone, except for a small sanc-
tuary In some sandstone temple ; and in the later times of the I'tolemies one or two
temples were built entirely of granite. But in the pure Egyptian period that stone
was chiefly confined to the external and internal casing of" walls, to obelisks, door-
ways, monolithic shrines, sarcophagi, statues, small columns, and monuments of
limited size, jind was sometimes employed for roofing a chamber in a tomb.

The durability of granite varies according fo its quality. The felspar is the first of
its component parts whicli decomposes; and its greater or less aptitude for decay
depends on the nature of the base of which the felspar consists. Egypt produces a
great variety of granite; and the primitive ranges in the desert East of the Nile,
al>out 3i» miles from the Red Sea, supplied the Romans with numerous hitherto un-
known kinds, as w-ell as with porphyry whicli they quarried so extensively in that
district; but the granite of the ancient Egyptians came from the quarries of Syene
in the valley of the Nile, and from these they obtained what was used for their
monuments. It is from this locality that the name of " syenite" has been applied
to a certain kind of granite ; it is, however, far from being all of the same
nature, and a small portion of the stone found there is really what we now call
" syenite."
Already at the early period of the third and fourth dynasties, between twelve and

thirteen centuries before the Christian era, the Egyptians extensively employed
granite for various purposes, they had learned to cut it with such skill that the joints
of the blocks were fitted with the utmost precision, deep grooves were formed in the
hard stone with evident facility ; and It must have been known to them for a long
period before the erection of the oldest monuments that remain—the Pyramids of
fliemphis ; where granite was introduced in a manner which could only result from
long experience. Again, in the time of the first Osirtasen, about 2050 B.C., granite
obelisks were erected at Heliopolis and in the Fyoom, and other granite monuments
were raised in the same reign at Thebes; from wliich we find that even then, the
Egyptians had learnt how tlie damp earth acted on granite when buried beneath it;
and this interesting question consequently suggests itself :—How long before that
time must the sfone"liavc been used, to enable them to obtain from experience that
important hint, wliich led them to place granite on limestone substructions ?

I have already had occasion to offer some remarks on ilie mode of treating granite
surfaces, which has been so ably detailed by Mr. Bell at the meeting of the Society
of Arts (March Hth) ; and I have stated that the Egyptians adopted the broad
character of ornamentation in sculpturing granite very judiciously advocated by him;
I will, therefore, only add that otlnr good examples of such treatment may be found
in early crosses of Cornwall, Devonshire, and other localities in this country ; where
what has been (rather hastily) called the Runic knot—a design of entwined basket-
work, common also in Italy and other countries ; the large scroll pattern, also fre-
quently met with on the same monuments, and numerous massive ornaments in
relieved intaglio, cut in the thickness of the stone, are instances of a style of
decorative sculpture admirably suited to granite.
On the motion of the Cliairman the thanks of the meeting were passed to Sir 0.

Wilkinson for his paper.

Mr. M. DiGBY WvATT then read a paper "On Illuminated JIanuseripts, as
Illustrative of the History of the Arts of Design," which will be published in our
next issue.

Wallingford Cemetery.—Tlie foundation-stones of the two mortuary
chapels in the Wallingford Cemetery were laid on Wednesday last by Edward
Wells, Esq., mayor, and chairman of the Burial Board, in the presence of the
nienilwrs of the Town Council, clergy, dissenting ministers, and a large number
of the inhabitants. The designs are by JIes.srs. Woodman and Ponltoii, architects,
Reading, and were selected in competition at the latter end of last year. The
style adopted by the architects is the Early Decorated Ootliic. The contracts
have been taken by Messrs. Orton and Child, of Reading, at a little below £2,000,
arid they have undertaken to complete the building and formation of the cemetery
within six months. From the justly-deserved reputation which these builders
have acquired, the Burial Board entertain no doubt that the contracts will be
fulfilled withiu the time stated.
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ACCIDENT AT PORTLAND.

AN (iccidcnt of a serious imtiire, atttndeil witli loss of life, occurred last

week at. Verne Fort, Partland, upon the extensive works now being
carried oat there under the Hoyal Engineer Department by IMr. Jay, of Lon-
don. Tliose works include a range of casemated barracks nearly 81)0 fi'ct long
by about til) feet wide;: n " gargtVee " has been erected along its entire length,

upon which four "travellers" work, with a " crab" on each, for the juirpose

of setting the heavy blocks of stone, of which the masonry is composed

;

several of the blocks weighing from six seven tons, each traveller is built of
two trusses, each truss being constructed of a span beam of timber 15 inclies

square witli two tension rods of wrought-iron lij-inch in diaraetin' passing over
three cast-iron bridges or struts, the centre one five feet higli, tlie other two
three feet ; the rods are secured at the ends of span beam to cast-iron shoes, the
span being about seventy feet. Up to Wednesday, the 13th inst. they had
worked admirably, notwithstanding very severe tests, and a few weeks more
would have finished the laying of the heavy material required for the foundation
of this portion of the buildings ; but on the evening of that day one of the tra-
vellers, with its ordinary gang of six men, was employed in removing a block of
about four tons offa truck from the quarry ; it was about being placed in its intended
position, when without the slightest warning one of the trussed girders gave way
in the centime, and with the crab and the two men that workeii it fell to the
ground (a height of thirty-eight feet) with a tremendous crash, all the gear
being shattered to pieces, and the two men so dreadfully wounded that they died
in a few minutes after tlie fall. The other three men remained on the gangtree

j

one escaped unhurt, another had Ins leg broken in two places by the overturning
of the tailing girder. Tlie third had two of his ribs fractured. The sixth man
of the gang was below guiding tlie stone into its place ; he sprang back the
moment he heard the first crash, in his haste falling over some stones that hap-
pened to be in his way, fortunately at such a distance from the debris as to
secure him from injury.

It was ascertained that the accident was caused by the giving of a had weld in
the tension rod, very possibly overstrauied by the too sudden application of the
break in lowering the stone. All those rods had been closely examined before
they were put up, and every part that was at all doubtful was tiled over or passed
through the fire, but the slightest flaw was not discovered. The fracture shows
that the metal was closely united all round the bai' for J in. deep, the remainder
being defective. An inquest was held upon the bodies, and after a searching
inquiry a verdict of accidental death was recorded.

FREE READING-ROOM AND LIBRARY, GARSTON.
fPHE ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of a free reading-room, lecture-
-l room, and library for Garstons was performed last week in tlie presence of a
numerous and influential assembly. It is intended to erect a building in the
mixed style of architecture, on an appropriate site, given in the most handsome
manner by George Heald, Esq., and it will be constructed so as to accommodate
from 400 to 500 persons. The chief promoter of this good work is Hugh Gaskell
Sutton, Esq., a gentleman who is well known alike for liis liberality and energy,
and whose exertions to carry out the object in view have, we understand, been
most assiduous. The building will contain a reading-room, a lecture-room, and
a carefully selected library, and a cottage for the keeper of the place will be
erected in close contiguity thereto. The cost is estimated at about £1,000 ;

and, considering the undeniable advantages, both socially and morally, which
such an institution will confer upon the inhabitants generally, there need, we
should think, be no doubt that the necessary funds will be speedily supplied. We
may add that Messrs. Hay, of Liverpool, are the architects, and that Mr. John
Jones, of Aigburth, is the builder of^the new premises ; and the names of those
gentlemen are a sufficient guarantee that the work entrusted to tliem wiU be
discharged etiiciently.

Itipon Cathedral.—Memorial Windoie.—Durin" the course of the
past tew days there has been inserted in the third large " Verpendicular " window,
on the south aisle of the nave, a window of stained glass, to the memory of the
Hon. Caroline, wife of Charles Thomas Longley, successively Bishop of Ripon
and Durham, who died in 1858. There are three large figures representing
Faith, Hope, and Charity—the latter of which occupies the centre light. Asa
work of art the window surpasses many of the previous efforts in stained glass
with which the Cathedral has of late years been decorated. It is by Messrs.
Hardman, of Bii-mingham. A memorial window to John Williamson, Esq., late
Recorder of Ripon, and another member of his family, has been inserted in the
last and naiTowest Perpendicular window in the south aisles of Ripon Minster.

Bristol.—-New Chapel at Uedland.—On last Monday CTeninj; the
foundation-stone of a new Congregational church was laid in Redland^park.
The building will be in the Early English style, and simple in design. The
material is to be blue lias, with freestone dressings, and, by way of variety, a
deep red sandstone will bo introduced. The church will consist of a nave and
north and south aisles, with a transceptal recess in the north aisle, in which will
be placed a Hcudamore organ. The length of the nave will be 73 feet, and the
width, with the aisles, will be 48 feet, besides small transceptal projections to the
aisle. The nave is to be 20 feet 8 inches wide, and 50 feet in height. The edifice
will be lighted by a lofty clerestory round the aisles. It is intended at some
future time to add an end gallery. The pilhu-s in the nave will be octagonal in
lorni, And of blue Pennant stone with carved freestone capitals. The tower,
which will be 10 i<;et square, and which, with the spire (of slate), is to be 141
ieet in height, is intended to be placed at the west end of the south aisle. The
estimated cost ot the whole, including the purchase of ground and all extras, is
£4,200. The architects are Messrs Fripp and Ponton; mason, Mr. R.
Widens; carpenttr, Mr. D.Jones; plasterer, Mr. C. Hill; plumber, Mr. H.
u. Osborne ; all of Bristol.

Uapid Decay of the Stonework of the New Homes of Parliament.—
About four o'clock on Friday morning a large mass of stonework, forming the
canopy to the niche containing the statue of Charles II., broke away and tell to
the ground with great violence, from a height of about 50 Ieet, smashing the
pavement by the violence of the concussion. The reason at present assigned is
the rotten and decaying condition of the stone in diflerent parts of the building,
especially m those parts where there are ledges or projections. Several men are
still engaged daily in applying a solution to the more decayed parts with
brushes.

'^

MANCHE.STER Ai<8IZE COURTS.—THE CONTR.\CTS.
rpiIE Assize Courts Committee of the Salfortl Hundred Magistrates have now
i. accepted contracts for the performance of nearly all the work necessary for
the completion of the Assize Courts for the Hundred, which arc in the course of
erection in Bury New-road, .Strangeways.
The fli-st contract, for the excavating, was that of Messrs. Gilbert and Sharp,

and the cost was about £1,200, nnc-spected difficulties and consequent di.'lnys and
expenditure having been met with in getting to really solid ground. Then fol-
lowed the contract for the brickwork and flag foundations, the stone footin-'s
&c., for which the tender of Mr. Robert Ni ill, of Strangeways, was acccpteTl -

and the cost has been about £1,700. The work is now to the level of the
ground-floor, or a few feet above the ground ; and Mr. Neill's contract was com-
pleted a short time ago.
The original estimate was that the builder's work proper should not exceed a

cost of £70,000 ; but the Committee have since that time arranged with Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, the architect, for somewhat extending the plans, so as to.
give rather more space for the court-rooms and the surrounding corridors, and
for the addition of a projecting entrance from South-hall-street. In addition to
this, a rise ha.s taken place in the value of building materials and of laknr ; so
that in accepting the contract of Mr. Samuel liramall, of Bristol-street, Huline,
the exact amount of which is understood to be £09.907, we believe that it is

felt that a gratifying close approach has been made, under all the circtimslanccs,
to the original estimate. The advertised conditions for tenders comprised all
that is usual to include in such contracts ; and Mr. Bramall has undertaken to
complete his work by the 1st May, 1863. Certain of the fittings and decoration*
will then have to be done ; so that it must not be assumed that the building will
be at all fit for use at the date named. Such may probably be the case about the
end of 1803.
The building is to be warmed and ventilated by water apparatus; for the

supply of which the tender of Messrs. Hayden, of Trowbridge, has lieen
accepted. This firm is well known for the extensive works of the kind
executed by them, and the amount of their tender in this case is £2,600.

d^crrcfspntlcita.

THE "SETSQUARE" LETTERS.
Sir,—Now that my " Familiar Letters " are brought to a close, I desire to

thank your two correspondents, " Simon T-squaro" and " Janus," for their
very courteous notice of them.
The former will see that, in Letter No. 8, 1 do not condemn an architect's

purchasing materials, &c., &c., for his client, provided he is qualified for sucU
service, and is paid an additional commission for rendering it, and incurring the
risks it involves. I trust the client he mentions was more liberal than to offer
the usual 5 per cent., or tocompute liis architect's commission on what was pro-
bably the mere prime cost of the mansion allude<l to. I also hope Mr. T-square
will furnish your readers with a copy of the schedule of professional charges he-

alludes to, and the name of the Irish Board, as such information is always
valuable. My concluding letter was in type before his appeared in your
Journal.

"Janus's" suggestion of 2J- per cent, for altered works, designed but not
superintended, is very much to the point ; and where such works happen to be of
considerable amount it might be safely adopted. I adopted o per cent, in the
imaginary case stated in Letter No. 8, because I happen to know it to be the
charge in such cases of an architect of long standing; and, moreover, it very
nearly consists wi th the scale of Goodwin and many other architects—in which
5 per cent, for works under £700 to £1,000 is repudiated as an adequate archi-
tect's commission. It should not be forgotten that alterations give an archi-
tect very much additional trouble.

Thanking you, Mr. Editor, for the opportunity I have enjoyed of stating my
views on Architectural Practice. I am, &e.,

Solomon Setsquare.

NATURAL MINERAL ASPHALTE SEYSSEL,
Sir,—Our attention having been directed to the case of Farrel v. Broughton,

heard before the Vice Chancellor Kindersley, recently, wherein the import-
ant works executed at the Waterloo-station are alluded to, we feel it our duty
to explain that the works in question were equally divided, and conti-acts entered
into for their execution, one moiety by ourselves and the other by Mr. Henry
Broughton, the material specially stipulated to be used in both cases being the
"genuine Seyssel asphalte." The Company's engineer, Mr. Strapp, having reason
to believe that the material used by Mr. Broughton was not the " genuine natural
asphalte," stayed all further progress with his work until he should be satisfied on
that point, which Mr. Broughton having failed to do, the completion of his por-
tion of the work was entrusted to us in addition to our own contract, and finished
by us to the satisfaction of Mr. Strapp.
As we frequently remark that architects fully satisfied of the goodness of the

true Seyssel asphalte, simply specify that their work shall be done with " Seyssel
asphalte," without any other distinguishing name, the following explanation
may possibly not be unacceptable to your readers.

'file town of " Seyssel," from which this natural bituminous limestone, called
" Seyssel asphalte" (so largely used in this country), takes its name, is situate in
France, and the mines which produce it are on both sides of the river Rhone,
where it separates France from Savoy.
This mineral rock-stone is a natural production, and can only be obtained from

three distinct mines, viz. :—Seyssel Pyrcmont, Seyssel Perrette, and Seyssel
Frangy, of those mines the Company represented by Mr. Farrel, import the

produce of the first, whilst we are the importers of the mine " Seyssel Perrette,"
and proprietors for half of the pi'oduction of the mine of Seyssel Frangy.

Except, therefore, from one of those three sources it is impossible that genuine
Seyssel asphalte can be obtained.
With tlie knowledge of these facts it will be very easy for architects, if they

wish their work carried out with the natural mineral productions of Seyssel, to

obtain it by simply adding the name of the mine, the production of which they
desire to use, and by satisfying themselves that the contractors oftheworks import
them direct from the respective mines. We are, &c.,

6, Guildhall-chambers, Basinghall-street, E.C. Aruani et Cie.
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THE DIPLOMA QUESTIOX FROM A NEW POINT.
Sir,—After reading your excellent leader, and the able letter of " Alpha," on

the " Architects' Diploma Question," an impulse prompts me to trouble vou with
• few remarks on the necessity- of examinations with the view of granting certifi-
cates of efficiency to not only " clerks of works " and "builders' foremen," but
to artizaos connected with the building trade; such as joiners and raasous, for
there are many kinds of workmen in these trades, more especially amongst
joiners, and there are not a few as unworthy to be called joiners, as some architects
are to be called architects. My own experience leads me to believe that in no
trade or profession are there more interlopers or usurpers than in that of the
joiner. Amongst those professing to be such, may be found wheelwrights and
cabinet-makers in abundance, and I have frequently met with sawvers, painters,
and even shoemakers. The latter are generally introduced at such jobs as the
" Aldershott Camp." I have seen them at such places with a blue bag, into
which they thrust a " biiar," (very old saw) some gimblets, awls, and a " clawed
hammer," yet these men received the wages as a skilled joiner. Employers are
sreat sufferers from this state of thiniw, but the workmen are still greater.
What, I ask, is the use of reducing the Iiours of labor or of raising wages, till

an effort is made to remedy this growing evil ? I fear very much that it will be
onlv aggravated by such policy ; for either would cause a sudden demand for men,
and other trades would flock to one tliat possessed so many advantages, and the
masters under the present system would be too eager to engage the firat that
presented themselves.

Fortunately there is a remedy for us as well as for the architects, but it must
be done mutually by employers, foremen, and workmen, and the sooner it is

brought into effect" the better for them, and for the public generally. Both
masters and men have shown their power to combine, and why not amalgamate
for this purpose, which would be for their mutual benefit ? Let this be the first

question to be considered, and joiners or masons who wanted employment would
get it, and masters who wanted eitlier would get the " real article," and all

would be benefited.

I would suggest the establishment of a " Joiners' Association " similar to that
of the architects ; where workmen should pass examinations, and receive certifi-

cates first, second, or third class, according to abilities, and cards of membership,
as well as the letters A.J. attached to their names, which would indicate that he
was an Associated Joiner. If he held a first class certificate it would be thus,

—

H. Hussey, No. 1 A.J., which would signify that H. Hussey has passed liis

examination at the joiners' institution, and was competent to act as foreman of
joiners. Of course their wages would be accordingly. The society men at the
present time, the " Conference of Building Trades " have often informed us, only
BX the minimum rate of wag*s to be received by them, but they must admit that
it is a piece of gross injustice, that while a man who is only fit to nail down floor
boards receives the minimum, a staircase hand should only receive the minimum
too. pie minimum for a first-class man might be fixed, as well as for the second
and third, but nothing can be more ridiculous than for it to be the same for first,

second, and thinl.

In conclusion, there is yet another very Important suggestion I wish to offer
to employers, which is that when they are pushed for men, instead of suffering
their foremen to set on the first that comes, they would advertise for the class of
men they require, as it often happens that there are good workmen idle who are
not aware of the exact locality in which they could meet with the work they are
used to. Tliey would not then l>e troubled with wood-spoilers. Very few of the
non-practical builders know what kind of workmen they have to contend with,
and it is astonishing to see how good workmen will help bad ones out of a
difficulty to their own detriment, and to the ruin of their employers. When a
master or foreman asks a man his opinion of another, though he knows he is a
very bad workman, he will say he is a good one. Was charity ever so misplaced?
Great reform is required in our trade, and I would call upon ray fellow workmen
to get about it at once.

I am kc,
Derby, June 19th, 1860. A Joiner.

MODERN SHAM HOUSES.
SiK,—Cannot some stop be put to the scandalous and improper use of the vile

old materials of condemned and other property, almost weekly being pulled down
in the City, Kiag's-cross, &c.

?

This old rubbish, no matter how decayed, is eagerly bought at the auctions by
small working builders, who, by the aid of a few newYacing-bricks, stucco, paint,
and |-inch new floor-boards, are able to pass off as sound new dwellings, to many
incautious buyers, houses more rotten and unsound than many erected sixty
years since. If you doubt mv assertion, visit St. James and Roman roads, Hol-
loway, the London-fields, Dalston, many parts of Peckham and Strattbrd, upper
part of Caledonian-road, and other suburbs.

_
The " duffer," when caught by the police, whether vending false jewellery,

cigars, shawls, or dresses, is very properly punished for fleecing the unwary.
I^t the Legislature protect tenant"and buyer against the

"Duffing Builder."
P.S.—The district surveyor has no power to prohibit the use of old timber,

which causes these apparently new houses to swarm with bugs.

i

Sir,— I observed with great satisfaction a letter in the Building News of
last Saturday si^ed " Alpha," bearing upon the qu&stion of diplomas, now before
the Royal Institute of Bristish Architects. The description given by " Alpha

"

of the sad condition of young men when " turned out," at the expiration of
their term of articleship, is, alas, too true.

In my own person I can substantiate the assertions he has made, and bring
other facts forward, if necessary, further to corroborate him.

I have been left entirely to my own re.sourccs in acquiring a knowledge of my
profession. Some few books I have had access to, but no one to direct my
studies nor to give me profitable instruction. As far as copying specifications and
tracing plans, I would have turned my back upon no one ; here I was as perfect
as any office lad could possibly be, but never had I a sketch placed before me to
make drawings from, and never was I taught to make a section or detail of any
kind whatever. From the principal I derived but little benefit, and the chief
assistant, unfortunately, was loth to give me information.

In what state would J thus have been, to have come up for the examination
which will be requisite, if that admirable scheme meets with the support of that
acknowledged " slow coach " the Institute ; I should Iiave been plucked again

and again perhaps, and would the degradations have rested upon me alone ? truly
not. The principal under whom I had been trained, would have worn the brunt
of the dishonor ; he alone would have been answerable for the *' disgraceful
pickle " into which I should have fallen.

In justice to poor pupils, then, Mr. Editor, urge on this movement and stir

masters up to a full and honest discharge of their several duties.

Tell " Alpha " not to neglect the cause he has so well and so warmly espoused.
I am, &c..

One who will Fight for tub Diploma.

TENDERS.
DWELLINC-IIOUeES, Kentish-town.

For finishing six houses for Jlr. ScwcU, at Allaud-road, Kentish-town.
M. Dean, surveyor, West Ham-lane, Stratford.

Mr. John

Adnam £1,255
Slatlord 1,H8
Cumings l,l-'0

Porter
Davey

800

Harvey £847
Humpliris and Luxford 769
Cordery 705
Hooking. 689

889 Webb 430
Additions of Conservatory, &c., to ditto.

Humphris and Luxford £212 I Hosklng £160
Cordery 241

|

I
DWELLINO-IIODSE, &C., LEICESTER.

For pulling down an old house in High Cross-street, Leicester, and erecting a
new house and shop, with plate glass front. Quantities supplied. Old materials to
become property of contractor.

Ward, Leicester £303 10
Swain and llortovi 288 10
Sketchley 2ft8 10
Keale (accepted) 2G0

Alterations, Oxford Street, London.
For alterations at Jlessrs. Nlsbefs premises. Berners-street, Oxford-street.

Messrs. Reeves and Butcher, architects.
Measra. A.liby and Mr.

Horner. Macey.
No. 1 contract £'XV> .... £325
No.2 „ 195 .... 196
No.3 „ 203 .... 196

Total 733 £717

County Court, Bow.
For new County Court at Bow. Quantities supplied by Mr. Charles Eeeves,

County Court Surveyor.
J. Howard £7,2.50 I G. Mansfleldson 7,140

J. Macey 7.18U W. Cubitt and Co 6,944

Ashby and Horner 7,170 | T. Nixon 6,697

Sewerage Works, Leicester.
For the alteration of the pumpin;; Engines .it tlie sewage works, consisting of 30-

inch suction and delivery pipes, valve boxes, and other connections.
The Butterley Iron Company £25 per ton.
Slessrs. Ryder and Jessop, Leicester 17 10 „
Messrs. Richards and Co., Leicester (accepted).. 15 „

School. Caversham.
For building Amersham Hall School, including domestic wings and offices, at

Caversham, near Reading. Messrs. Haslam and Buckland, architects. Quantities
supplied.
Luker, Reading £5,400 ( Young and Co.. Oxford £5,159
Oadesand Son 5,292 Orton and Child, Reading* 4,600

Shepherd, Reading S,273
|

* Accepted.

Hotel, Reading,
For building additional wing to the Great Western Hotel. Mr. Brown, architect.

Quantities supplied.
S. Biggs, Reading £1,675 |

Orton and Child, Reading £1,627
Luker, Reading 1,030

|
Woodroffe, Reading 1,622

Conservatory, Kensington.
For the new Conservatory in the garden of the Horticultural Society, at Kensing-

ton Gore.
Iron, ftc. Briclts, &c.

Myers £8,012 £3,805 .

Stap 8,328 .... 4,393 .

Kelk (accepted) 9,4.34 .... .3,626 .

Kiike and Tarry 9,690 3,900 .

Lucas Brothers 12,500 4,342 .

Henry Grisell 12,340 .... 4,720 .

CothamaudCo 13,780 .... 4,879 .

Smith 14,288 .... 4,760 .

Wenerleyck 11,832 .... 8,284 .

WeeksaudCo 18,500 .... 4
Peters .... ..

Gla/in^, &c. Totals.

.£1,600 .. . . £14,167

. 1,741 .. .. 14,462

. 1,460 .. .. 14,519

. 1,820 .

.

. . 15,470

. 2,061 .

.

. . 18,903

. 2,180 .

.

.. 19,240
. 2,118 .. . . 20,777
. 2,066 .

.

.. 21,114

. 2,524 .. . . 22,(H0
30 .. 22,800

.. 22,900

Sewerage, Boston.
For the construction of certain sewer works in Boston.

Wilkinson, Grantham £1,372 10 6
Booth and Sons, Spalding .. 1,350
Harwell, Spalding 1,245 10
Baker, Boston (accepted).... 1,197

Freeman (afterwards with-
drawn £894 16

Surveyor's Estimate 1,335

Gas Fittings, Whiteciiapel Workhouse
For the gas fittings to the new wing of the Workhouse, Whitechapel.

J. and E. Deae £206
ranklibunon Ironmongery
Company 205

James KUis 193
Ue Ville 192 3 6
J.Shirley KVt
Lewis Brotliers 1.57 10
G.A.Fulton 157 9

H. Debaufer 152 11

Rlcketts and Hammond 149 10

John Harris 1-35

Thomas Edges 130 9 8
George Porter 128 10
Stevens and Son 114 5
Thome and Lemon 110

Wm. B,assingham (accepted) .

.

105 10

School, North Hyde.
For the works in the erection of North Hyde Schools. Messrs. Nelson and Innes,

architects.

Mauley and Rogers £369
|
.Tacklln £268

Easton 280 I Adamson and Son 228

Hanson 273 Nias 222
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
MKMOKIAL BUILDING.

BuHSLEM.—For designs for tlio crcotiun of a stiitublo building- in Bursleni, combining
School of Art, JIuscuni. luirt Free I-ibrary, as a memorial to tlu; lute .losiah Wedg-
wood, F.S.A. Prt-miums of £~'( and £10 to the two designs most approved. Con-
ditions and particulars from J. llacintyre, hon. sec. to the Committee, Town Hall,
Burslem.

CORN EXCHANGE.
Leeds.—For plans and estimates for a Com Exchange, Leeds. Plans, Ac., at the

office of Jlr. E. Filiiter, C.E., Borough Surveyor, Town Hall, Leeds. A premium of
£100 will be given for the first, and £50 for the next approved plan, both to become
the property of the council. Plans. &c., to .Tune 30.

MAUKETS.
Dablington.—For designs for proposed covered market at Darlington. Time ex-
tended to .July 2. '*-

SoLTiiA.Mi'TON, DEVON.—For designs for a new covered market, &c., on premises
adjoining the Guildhall, Southmalton. A premium of £iiu will be given for the
first and £15 for the second best plan. The person whose plan is adopted will be
required to furnisli gratuitously, a specification and worKing details. Plan of
site, and further information, on application to Mr. K. Snow, borough surveyor.
Plans to be sent under seal to the town clerk, to August 1.

SIECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
HARTLErooL.—For plans and drawings for a proposed new "Mechanics' Institute

to be erected at the head of Jliddlognte-street, Hartlepool. The site is 100 leet by
50, and the building is to include library, news-rooms, class-rooms, large lecture-
hall, and kceper's-rboms. A premium of £10 will be given for the plan approved
of and accepted. No remuneration, however, of any kind will be given except the
premium of £10 for the plan accepted. Plans, accompanied with estimates of the
cost, to be sent in to the Secretary, Mr. J. Hindmarsh, to July 2.

SCHOOLS.
York.—Plans for a school-room, capable of containing 100 boys,with a suitable re-

Bidence for a master, and a board-room for the trustees (eleven innumber)wherein
to held their meetings, with the requisite outbuildings, offices, &c., at a cost not
exceeding £700. Plans, Ac, to William Lister, clerk. to the trustees of Brooke's
charity, at Thome, Yorkshire, South l*arade Tliorne, to June ,10. accompanied by
a letter stating the charge, in case it may be considered necessary, for superin-
tending the erection, including the salary of a clerk of works, whose appointment
will of course be subject to the approval of the trustees. The site contains about
one rood of land, and has a frontage of 72 feet to the town street. I'remium of £2
will be given for the Plans, .tc, approved.

CLOCK TOWER, Ac,
Hekefobd.—For designs for a clock tower, to be erected in the centre of the High
Town; expense of structure not to exceed £1,000. Also for designs for a clock-
tower, entrance into the new market from the High Town, entire cost of structure
not to exceed .-"ioOO. One design only will be adopted, and £30 is the premium to
be given. Each design to bear a motto, and be accompanied by a sealed letter,
containing name and address of architect. Designs to be sent in to July 23,
addressed to Kichard Johnson, E.sq. Town clerk, Hereford, endorsed " Designs
for Clock Tower." Particulars and lithograph of a block plan of the High Town,
on application to Mr. T. Smith, Coningsby-street. Hereford.

BUUIAL GROUND.
Oswestry.—For plans, sections, descriptive specifications, and estimates for fencing

in, Laying out, and embellishing the laud for a new cemetery at Oswestry, and for
erecting a chapel, ivitli entrance gates, lodge, and toolhouse, accompanied by such
details and suggest'ons as the competitors may think necessary for the information
and guidaneeof the Burial Board for the town and parish. The site comprises an
area of 4 acres, and is distant about half a mile Irom the town. A premium of £13
will be given for the design considered first in point of merit, unless the architect
Bhould be employed to carry out the works, when it will merge in the commission
and £10 will be given for the second best. Designs to become the property of the
Board. Competitors to state terms for their carrying on the works. Further
information from K. .T. Croxon, Clerk to the Board. Plans, estimates, and particu-
lars, with name and address of competitor marked thereon, to be enclosed in a
sealed cover, endorsed " Oswestry Cemetery," addressed to Mr. Croxon, as above.
to June 25.

LANDING PL.\CES, &c.
Mersey.—For the two most approved plans, accompanied by estimates, for improv-
ing the existing landing places or constructing new landing places at the above
ferries, so as to render them in all respects convenient for passenger tralTie, and as
regards Egremont Ferry for goods traffic also, namely, for the first best plan for
each ferry £.50 i for the second ditto, £23. Plans selected to remain the property
of the Wallasey Local Board of Health. Plans to the Offices of the Local
Board, 1, Church-street, Egremont, near Birkenhead, to July 1 next : and further
information may be had of the Chairman of the Ferry Committee of such Board ;

or to T. K. Hassall, Clerk to the Hoard, at his Office, 3, Old Chm-chyard, Liverpool.
FEHKY-BOAT.

Mersey Local Board.—For the two most approved plans and models ofa steam-
post. suitable lor conveying passengers across the River Mersey in all states of
the tide and weatlier, between the several ferries of Seacombe, Egremont, and New
Brighton, and the landing st.igca at Liverpool, regard being had to the nature of
the landing stages of such respective ferries ; such plans and models to be accom-
panied by an estimate of the boat complete in all respects, namely—

For the First Plan and Model £100
For the second ditto »... 50 •

The plans and models selected .are to remain the property of the Board. Plans and
modes to be sent to the offices of the Local Board, 1, Church-street, Egremont,
near Birkenhead, on or before the 1st day of July next. Further Information on
application to the Chairman of the Ferry Committee of such Board, or to Mr. T. K.
Hassall, Clerk to the Board, at his office, 3, Old Churchyard, Liverpool.

CONTRACTS OPEN,
PUBLIC INSTITUTION.

SorTnAMrTON.—For the erection of the Hartley Institution, in the High-street,
Southampton. Plans, Ac, at the offices of Messrs. Deacon and I'earce, solicitors,
feoutiiampton, after July 5. Further information can be had from Messrs. Green
and DC \ ille, architects, .3(T. Great Ormond-street, London. Tenders sealed and
endorsed " Tender for the Hartley Institution," to be left with C. E. Deacon, town
clerk, Southampton, to July 28. (See advertisement.)

CORN E.XCHANGE.
NORWICH.—For the erection of the intended new corn exchange in the city of Nor-
wich. I lans, &c., to 28th June, at the offices of Mr. Barry. City Surveyor, Norwich ;and in London at tlie offices of Messrs. Goodwin and Butcher, architects, 27, Bcd-
tord-row, W.B. The quantities and forms of tender can be had on application to
the arcliitects, Thomas D. Barry, and Goodwin and Butcher.

MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
STOCKPORT.—For the new mechanics' institution to be built in Wellington-road
South and St. Petersgate, Staekpool. Plans, Ac, and conditions, at the office of
llie arcliiteet. Sir. J. Stevens, 33, Princess-street, Manchester, from 11th to 25fli
June. Quantities from the architect. Tenders to be sent to the institution. Middle
HiU-gate, Stockport, addressed to the chairman of the directors, to June 25.

HOSPITALS.
ilNCOLN.—For making the additions and alterations atthe Lincoln County Hospital.

1 lans, Ac, at the office of Henry Goddard, ardiitect. High-street, Lincoln.
Tenders to be delivered at the office of the secretary, J. WT Danby, Esq., on

JiAiDSTONE.—For the erection of a new hospital for females, and also for additional
cells for refractory and insane prisoners at the county prisons, at .Maidstone. Plans,
&c.,at the Offices of Messrs. Whichcord and Blandlord, architects, Maidstone,
after loth June. Tenders to he sent or delivered at the (ifflces of .Messrs. Winch-
cord and Blandford, sealed and endorsed " New Hospital, County Prisons," or
" Refractory Cells, County Prisons," to 4 p.m. on Wednesday, June 27. Persons
tendering are to be in attendance at the Courts of Justice, Maidstone, at half-past
twelve clock on the 28th J une.

CHURCHES.
Fair Oak, llASTS.-Forthe erection of a new church at Fair Oak, Bishopstoke,
Hants. Drawings, Ac, at the Vestry-room, Bishopstoke, after the 13th iiist Ten-
ders to be delivered at the (Jffiee of the Architect, Mr. .lohn Colson, St. Switbln-
street, Winchester, endorsed " Tendcrfor Fair Oak Church " to June 27.

BuRBAGE, Oeriivsiiire.—For the erection of a church at Burbage, near Buxton,
Derbyshire. Bills of quantities on payment of a deposit of 20b., at the office of
Henry Currey, architect, 4 Lancaster-place, Strand, W.C., or at -Mr. Wilmot'S
office, Buxton, where plans and specifications may be seen to the 3oth inst.
Tenders, sealed and endorsed "Tender for Church at Burbage," to be delivered
at Mr. Wilmot'S otiiee, at Buxton, on .June 30.

London, E.C— F'or repairs, painting. Ac. of St. Barnabas, Church, King-square,
E.C. Specifications, Ac, at the office of Mr. llammon, architect, 71 Finsbury-
square. No date specified.

Great Barford.— For the erection of a new aisle, and other works in fireat Bar-
ford Church, Bedfordshire. Plans at tlie office of the architect, Mr. .Tames Horslord,
Well-street, Bedford. 'IVinders to be delivered at the office of the architect, to
June 28.

Chester.—For the restoration and repewing of St. .lohn's Church, Chester. Plans,
Ac, at .St John's Schools, to the 28th inst. Tenders, endorsed, "Tendcrfor the
restoration of St. John's, Chester," addressed to the Rev. W. B. Marsden, Chester,
to June .30.

Swanley near Dartford.—For the erection of a small church and parsonage
house at Swanley, near Dartford. Intending contractors to apply, with references,
to Mr. Christian, 10, Whitehall-place, S.W to June 2 .

CHAPELS.
Knighton, Raij^-oh.—For the works required in the erection of the New Primitive
Chapel, Knighton, Radnor. Plans, speciUcation, and conditions of contract from*
the 10th to the .30tli inst. with Mr. Wilson, tanner, Knighton, Radnor by whom also
the site will be shown. Tenders t« Mr. Wilson, aforesaid, on the 30th inst at six
o'clock.

Kiros.—For the several works required in building the Wesleyan chapel at Bipon.
Plans, Ac, in the present chapel at Ripon, to Tuesday, Jime 20.

PARSONAGE.
HORDLE, Hants.—For the erection of a parsonage house, at Ilordle, in the parish
of Milford, near Lymington, Hants. Drawings, Ac, at the Vicarage, at Milford
on and after 2nd July. Tenders to be sent to the office of the architect, Mr. John
Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, endorsed "Tender for Ilordle Parsonage,'*
to July 14.

CEMETERY WORKS.
ALDERSnOT.—Forthelayiningout and draining the cemetery atAldershot.and for the

erection of chapels, lodge .boundary walls, and other necessary works connected
therewith. Plans, Ac, at the offices of the Burial Board, Victoria-road, Aldershot,
to 27th June, anil after that time at the offices of the architect, Mr. Goodchlld,
Guildford, until ,Tuly 3. Sealed tenders endorsed "Tenders for works, Aldershot
Cemetery," to be sent to P. R. Murless, Clerk to the said Burial Board, Aldershot,
to July 3.

Bathwick, Somerset.—For the erection of a chapel, and the entrances and en-
closure of the proposed burial ground situate adjoining the New or Smallcombe
Cemetery in the parish of Bathwick, Somerset, as likewise for laying out and
draining the said Durial-ground. All persons desirous of tendering for the pro-
posed works may send in their tenders. Sjiccifications, at the office of^Mr. A. S.
Goodridge, architect, 7 Henrietta-street, Bath. Tenders, sealed ami endorsed.
" Tenders for Bathwick Burial Board," to E. T. Payne, Clerk to the Board, at his,
office, No. 5, Old King-street, Bath, by 12 noon of July 2.

SCHOOLS.
FiNCHLEY.—For the erection of school buildings and other works connected
therewith, at Finchley. Plans, Ac, after June ly, with the cliief surveyor to the
Vestry of St. Pancras, at his office, 10. E*lward-8treet, Hampstead-road, of whom
forms of tender may be obtained on depositing two guineas. Tenders to be de-
livered at the offices of F. Plaw, Vestry Clerk, King's-road, Pancras-road, to 12
noon of .Tuly 12. (See advertisement.)

Reetii, Yorkshire.—For the erection of boys', girls', and infants' schools at Reeth.
Plans, Ac, with Mr. W. Pcachey, architect, Darlington, on and after J une 20, or
with iMr. E. Pease, Southend, Darlingtou, to whom tenders to July 4.

DWELLING HOUSES Ac
Aldershot.—For a house, shop, stabling, coach-house, stores, Ac, at the South
Camp, for Mr. Allen. Plans, Ac, at 3lr. Tilbury's, Royal Hotel, Aldershot, of
whom quantities can be obtained at 10s. per copy. Tenders to be sent to the archi-
tect, Mr. G. B. Mussellwhtte, Basingstoke, Hants, to June 30.

Dumfries.-For executing the following works, viz. :—In the Parish of Kirkconnel.
1. Alterations and repairs on dwelling-house and steading at M'Crierick's Cairn

;

2. Ditto at Nether Cairn ; 3. Ditto at Upper Cairn ; 4. Ditto at Corsebank; 5. Ditto
at Careos and Spoth ; 0. Ditto at Friarininnan ; 7. Ditto at Crichton's Gleumuck-
locli ; 8. Ditto at Dempster's Glenmucklocli ; li. Ditto at Hall of Glenniuckloch;
10. Ditto at Nether Glenmuckloch ; 11. Building new offices for dairy, Ac, at Kirk-
land. In the parish of Sanguhar; 12. Building new shepherd's-house at Cuehan-
head ; 13. Alterations and repairs on dwelling-house and steailing at Burumouth.
In the parish of Crawfordjohn : 14. Alterations and repairs on dwelling-liuuse and
steading at Wliitecleuch. Plans and specifications with Jlr. Howitt, Clerk of
Works, Drumlanrig Blains, Thornhill. Sealed offers will be received by Mr.
Maxwell, Chamberlain to his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch and Queensbcrry, until
July 3.

Kingsworthv, Hants.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, stable buildings, and
gate-lodge, at Kingsworthy, near Winchester. Hants. Drawings, Ac, at the office

of the architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, after July 2.

Tenders endorsed "Tender for Worthy Lodge," to be delivered atthe Architect's
Office to July 10.

Newcastle.—For alterations and additions to a house at Talk-o'-th'-hill, for Mr.
Thomas Sherratt. Drawings, Ac, bills of quantities, at the Office of Mr. Robert
Chapman, architect and surveyor, Newcastle, to 25th instant, when and where
endorsed "Works at Talk-oth'-hill," may be delivered before three sealed tenders,
o'clock p.m.

New Town, St.vfford.—For the erection of seven dwelling-houses and Offices,

upon a plot of land in New Town, in the parish of Castle Church, near the borough
of Stafford. Plans, bills of the quantities, Ac, on applicatiou to Jtr. Thomas Car-
ter, borough surveyor, Stafford, to whom sealed lenders to June 27.

Bishopstoke. Hants.—For making additious, alterations, and repairs at llighfleld

Lodge, Bishopstoke, Hants. Drawings, Ac, at the House, after June 2.'». Ten-
derr, endorsed " Tenders forHighfield Lodge,"tothe Office of the architect, Mr.
J. Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, to .July 7.

Ramsgate,—For the erection of six first-class houses on the West Cliffe, Ramsgate.
Bills of quantities may be obtained by the 2nd July of G. M. Hinds, architect. 37,

Queen-street, Ramsgate. Plans, Ac. on the premises, late the Roval Kent Baths,
Paragon, on July 3 and 4, from 10 to S o'clock. Tenders to the office of the archi-

tect, at 12 noon, of July U. (See advertisement).

,
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FAKM Bi:iI.l)IX(iS. Ac.
LOKDON Coi.NEY, HERTS—Kor the iTi'ctiou of the farm buildinsTS, at London Colncy,
Hens. I'liius. Ai-.. «ith Jlr. T. Hill, architect, St Albau's, Herts. Tenders to Mr.
Castle, 1, Hyde-park-tjardelis. Loudon.

Havick.—For buildinsr about :>Oo roo<ls of stone dykes, on the farm of Howpasley
at the head of liorthwick AVater. parish of Koberton. Specifications witli Jlessrs
G. and ,1. Oliver, writers, llawick j or of llr. Odiver, farmer, Uowpasley. Tender'
to June JO.

WOUKHOrSE.
SEi>CEnEl.».—For the completion of the whole (or any portion) of the buildinp: and
works required to be done in the erection of a proposed new workhouse to be built
at Sedeefleld. I'lans, i-c.. with .lohn Walker, architect, Scdgefield, till July .">.

SealiKl tenders endorsed " Tender for new workhouse "' are to be delivered to Kobt.
F. Jliddieton, Clerk to the Ouardians, .><edivctield, to July 5.

VILLA.
8TDESHAJI.—For the creelion of a villa at Svdenham. Bills of quantities may be
obtained on payment of a deposit of L'Us. at t)ie Office of Messi s. liauks and Barry,
architects. :.7, Sackville-street, W., where plans and specifications may be seen.
Duplicate plans, A-c.,at the Greyhound luu, near the Upper Sydenham Kailway
Station, between the 11th and 'iilh of .Tnne. Tenders are to be delivered at the
Offices of the architects to 1^ uoon, of June 27.

COTTAGES.
Gbaxtham.—For ornamental cottages at the villajrea ofManthorpe and London-

thorpe. near Grantham. l*lans, &c., with E. Urowninff, architect, s^tamford, after
June'.'S. Tenders, sealed, to be delivered to Simon Hutchinson, Esq., Mautliorpe
Lodge, Grantham, on July V.

DliAIXAGE.
DrxFRiEs.—For the construction of drains, in Brewery-street, Queen-street, &c.,
Dumfries. Sections, &c., with AVilliam Martin, Town Clerk, to whom estimates to
JmieUiS.

MEADOW IMrKOVEMENTS, &c.
EonsBURCn.—For the following works at the Meadows, Bruntsfield, Edinburgh

;

namely— 1. the formation of walks ; :2, the formation of a bowlins:-{?reen ; 3. the
erection of a pavilion; 4, the erection of fences. Particulars at tlie office of the
Superintendent of .Streets and Buildin<;s, Police Chambers, High-street, Edinburgh,
where plans and specifications mav be seen. Tenders to June ^,

KOA'DMAKIXG, &c.
KoP-TUAAiPTOX.—For formlnsr two new streets, including all culvertins", York

pavin',;. granite kerbing, and pitching; macadamising, &c., &c. ; also, for 4(-iO yards
run of combined wrought and cast iron fencing, with 00 gates to match ; also, 17
wrought and cast iron Gothic, Elizabethan, and Italian gates, ,fcc., &c. ; also, for
40*> yards run of Xuneaton brick dwarf walls, with 3Ianstield stone coping; also, 150
yarJjs run of Gothic, Elizabethan, and Italian fencing, in Bath and Manslield
stone. All the above to be erected on the proix.'rty of the Northampton Town and
County Freehold Land and Building Society, at Northampton. Plans, &c., may
lie seen at the office of Mr. Alex. Milne, architect, Js'ortbampton. Sealed ten-
ders to be forwarded to the secretary to the Society, Mr. Gurney, Gold-street,
Northampton, to June 20.

Eastbourne.—For constructing certain roads and pipe sewers at Eastbourne,
Sussex. I'lans, &c., with H. Curry, architect, 4, Lancaster-place, Strand, WC,
or with 3Ir. Insall, at Eastbourne, to July 7. Tenders, sealed and endorsed
" Tender for roads and sewers, Eastbourne," to the office ofthe architect, on the 7tli

July. (.See advertisement),
FLAGGING.

OEoTKAFroBD.—For about 1,000 lineal yards of self-faced Eochdale flags, not less
than three inches thick, to be proi)crly stjuared and laid, on the length of road
between the White House and the toll-bar. Old TrafTord. Tenders to be addressed.
Sir. Benjamin S. Barber, Longford Bridge, Stretford, and endoreed " Tender for
Flagging."

HEATIKG APPAUATUS.
TThitechapel.—For heating the new wing to the Whltechapel Workhouse by hot

water. Conditions and plans at the Office of G. Adams Farr, Clerk, Whltechapel
Workhouse, daily, between 10 and :!. The other portion of the Workhouse is heated
by apparatus erected by Messr.^. Weekes and Co., of Chelsea, and a preference
will be given to a similar mode of heating, and to combine therewith.

PAINTING, Ac.
Oxford.—For cleansing, whitewashing, and colorinjj^ the various rooms and
jiassages of the Oxford Workhouse. Also for certain repairs and alterations.
Specification at the AVorkhouse on application to the master. Sealed tenders to be
delivered at the Workhouse, marked respectively " Tender for Cleansing, White-
washing, and Coloring," and " Tender for Kepairs and Alterations," to 3 o'clock
June '27.

Eochester.—For the painting of Rofhester-bridge. Specification at the OfBco of
George Essell, Bridge Clerk, the Precincts, Kochester. Sealed tenders for executing
the work in Carson's anti-corrosion iiaint, and m common oil paint, respectively
(at the option of the Wardens and Assistants), to be delivered at tlie Bridge Council-
chamber, Kochester, to twelve uoon of Saturday, July 7.

SUPPLY.
Stratford.—For 1,100 yards of new blue Guernsey granite, free from dust, best and
hardest quality, 100 yards of which to be broken to a gauge not to exced 1 inch and
one ^-Inch, and the remaining 1,0(^0 yards to be broken to a gauge of 2 inches and
one ^-inch ; 150 yards of such broken granite to be delivered at the Trustee's
wharf, Stratford (St. Michaels wharf), and the remaining 050 yards at the wharf of
Messrs. John Meeson and Co., adjoining the Itiver Lee, Stratford, Essex, near
Bow-bridge, before the end of September next. Tenders, scaled, and endorsed
* Tender for Broken Granite," to be sent to the Turnpike Office, Bow, Middlesex,
to July 11.

LOCK.
CosiMERCiAt, Dock.—For the construction of a new lock or exit from the docks of
the Commercial Dock Company into the river Thames, near Lavender Dock,
Kotherhithe. Plans and conditions at the Company's offices. No. 106, Fenchurch-
Btreet, from .June llfli to June 21st, Fridays excepted. Specifications, bill ofquan-
tities, and blank tender, upon payment of three guineas, and all tenders must be
on the printed form for that purpose. Tenders, under cover, addressed to the
Secretary of the Commercial Dock Company, endorsed "Tender for New Works,"
to be delivered at the Dock office, 100, Fenchurch-etrect, on or before twelve (noon)
of July 20. ^ '

RAILWAY.
Leeds.—For the construction of the works on the Nidd Valley Branch of the North-
Eastcm Kailway, in length about llj miles, commencing near Kipley station, on
the line from Leeds to Thirek, and terminating at Pately-bridgo. Plans, &c., on
and after the 0th July next, at the Engineer's Office, Central Station, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, where printed forms of tender, specification , and quantities may be obtained.
Sealed tenders, addressed to the Secretary, marked "Tender for Nidd Valley
Branch," to twelve noon of July 19.

STATION BTTILDINGS.
SrssEX.-For the erection of stations, warehouses, engine-sheds, cottagfcs, &e., at
Bramber, Stcyning, Henfleld, West Grimstead, &c., on the branch railway of the
London, Brighton, and South-Coast line, now in the course of construction between
Shoreham and Horsham, Sussex. Specifications, &c., at the Engineer's Offices,
London-bridge terminus. Tenders, scaled, on the prescribed form only, to
Frederick Slight, Esq., Secretary, London-bridge Terminus, to noon of June 2H.
(See advertisement).

_ GROINS.
GospoBT.—For the construction oftwo groins at Gilkieker Point, near Fort Monckton,

Gosport. Parties to leave their names, and lOs. Od. for bills of quantities, at the
Boyal Engineers Office, Brackhurst, Gosport, to June 24.

5111.1 TA ItY STOKE.
DEVONroRT.-For alterations and additions to the field-train store in the gun wharf.
Names of parties willing to tender, to be left at the Koyal Engineer's Office,
Devonport ; and 10s. Od. has to be paid for bills of quantities. (Sec advertise-
ment.)

AKCHWOKK.
Portland.—For the erection of eleven brick arches, at the Vern, Portland. Names
of parties willing to tender to be left at the Koyal Engineer Office, The Northe,
Weymouth, to June 2j; and 10s. cd. has to be paid for bills of quantities. (See
advertisement.)

SHOEING HEARTHS.
AVooLwicii.—For enlarging and rejpairiug and building hearths in the temporary
shoeing-sheds at the hut stables of the Koyal Artillery and Blilitary train, Wool-
wich Common. I'arties willing to tender to leave their names, and pay 10s. Oq. for
bills of quantities, at the Koyal Engineer Office, Woolwich, to July ath. (See
advertisement.)

American Jottings.—On Sunday, 6th ult., the Pennsylvania railroad
Company erected a new iron bridf^e over Eslilemtin's Creek, near Ilarrishurg,

iu Pennsylvania. This bridge is itill fifty-live feet span, and the workmen
commenced removing the old bridge in the morning, and had tlie new one
completed, ready for the passage of the trains, before night. The New York
Central railroad liave brought out no less than twelve anti-dutt cars. These cars
are so arranged tliat tliey are, at all times, as free of dust as a drawing-room.
Tlie Central railroad has purchased the patent for this ear, paying .'JO.OOO dols.

for the same. A firm in Savannali has just received an order for 200,000 feet of
pine lumber, for the Holy Land. Portions of tlie cargo are destined for Jerusalem
and Damascus.

Banbury Cemetery, Oxon.—The buildings in connexion with this

cemetery are now completed and give an artistic apjiearance to the grounds in
which tiiey are erected, comprising in area about iicres. The chapels are de-
tached, standing about 50 yards from each other and are in every respect pre-
cisely similar, containing a portecochere or covered way for hearses, mourning-
coaches, &c., at the entrance, a nave and a chancel. The elevations partake of,

and have tlie distinguishing features of tlie architecture of the 12th centur.y. The
sides of the nave are gabled, having triplet windows, by which means the ap-
pearance of transepts is gained. The details througiiout are evidently studied
and in execution appear exti'eraely bold. The carviiig, of which there is a good
display, is a copy of the natural ibliage and flowers found in the cemetery
grounds. The interior is paved with ornameuta! tiles. The timbers of the roofe

are exposed to view, being stained and varnished, Swinbum's improved stain

being adopted. A bell turret is provided to each chapel upon the west gable
projecting from the face of tlie wall, and supported upon moulded corbels. The
lodge for the sexton is built upon a raised and sloped terrace approached by
flights of steps. Tlie entrance to the board-room and house is by a highly orna-
mental carved timber porch. This building in the exterior presents a novel
feature in the windows which are the same style of architecture as the chapels,

i.e., Early English, but built entirely of brick, the arches which are in colors, are
entirely self-supported without the assistance of muUions. Tlie effect obtained by
this is peculiar but of good effect. The buildings generally form a striking fea-

ture and are much ajiproved, being well deserving more appropriate entrance-gates
than those which are at present existing, which are about the most hideous look-
ing specimens that can well be imagined. 'We hope the board may be induced
to remedy this. The contractors, who have executed their work with great
ability, are Messrs. Orchard, of Banbury, and the architect Charles H. Edwards,
Esq., 28 Bruuswick-square, London, W.C.

ANSWERS TO CORKEBPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Builuing Kews, 20

Old Iluswcll-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return mmsed Manuscripts.

Jack of Newbury's House.—Iu reply to Sir W. A.j tlie only known illustration of this
hou.se, is of the present year. In the March numlier ol the '" British Arcliajolo^'ica! .lounial,"
in wliich ttierc is some account of the house, and a view of the galde-eiid, described in the
lUiLDiNG News of June Sth. iriifortuiiately, neither tlie eub'ravcr nor the drautjhtsman
have done justice to the oriKinal drawin;,'.—K.

A Cakpentek Wainara, or brown ebony, grows near the river Demerara, is of a cross-
grained and hard texture, little liable to spht, and may be obtained from 8 to 12 inches
square, and from 40 to GO feet long.

P. t^.—Thanks. Shall hear from us.
J. SwANSTKAo.— We cannot attoinpt to teach you the science of valuing houses and land.
Nor c*ui we reconiinend an.v book that wouUl he sufficient for j'our purpose, knowing, as
you conles.s, " alj.solutely nothing of the matter." It is true tticre are several works that
contain memoranda which maybe studied with considerable advantage by those who have
already had more than even a " little practice ;" but it is, in reality, for the most part, but
a dead letter to the totally uninitiated. Vour first school must be long experience under
an able principal ; there is no " roya! road " to the art ; it requires long experience, as we
have before saiil, great judgment, and a nice power of discriminating and estiuiatiiig the
importance of many collateral circumstances. Ofcour.se the pith of the whole mat ter con-
sists in a.scertainiiig" the net produce of the property, after paying all doluctions and ex-
penses ; this sum will represent the interest or the total value, which must lie ascertahied
according to the rate of interest required; but here, nia.v be an end of all simplicity
in tlie matter. Tliere is risk— tlie manner in which the property is Iield- if copyhold,
freehold, or leasehold ; if the former, llie amount of the flues; if the latter, the term of
years, and so on. Indeed, we arc not quite sure that one of our volumes, tliick as it is,

would contain all that might be said upon a subject that you modestl.v ask us to teach
you. Be consoled, we have an idea that the " large fees " you appear to think so much of,

have during the past years waxed somewhat mythical.
BuiiscRiittR J'BOM No. 1 Deferred temporarily from pressure of matter. "Will shortly be
risumed.

G. Easton -We advise you to be cautious; you had much better place the alTair inthe bands
of an experienced professional man.

B. DoBsoN—The fees vary according to circumstouces : there is no rule applicabl© to all

cases.
W. M.—At a guess we should sir I'l-oni fii.footo £i,0(iii; we think not more. Will see what
else we can do fur vou if \'un will lorward liirtiier particulars.

T. WiLsrtAD Tlie duly ol a ilirk ol works Is to see that the works are executed according
to the drawings and specilleatioii. He sliouhl have no power to order deviations therclrum,
such ixiwer being usuall.y vested solely in the architect.

H. WoBDLEY, Worcester.—The (iuesteu Hall is familiar to us, but we shall be haiipy to see
your sketch.

w. r. U.—Shall receive attention.
Ai-FnED AysiERsT, Anpiii, N. 15 Write to the news-agent at Glasgow, or to our publisher.
A. Mac C n. - shall aiipear.
A BeiLDEtt.—Complete ; our part of the contract, and you will stand in a much better
position.

A. B.—Your remedy would be by an action for trespass.
VEaNoN U., Brussels The iiuiLui.vu News is pubUshed regularly cverj- Friday monung.
Apniv to another news-agent.

Hccelv'ed :—H. W. L. ; U. L., Exeter; T. Peteeshon ; C. 1. B., Dover; Sorvevos.
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HARBOURS OF REFUGE.—PROGRESS OP WORKS.

LTHOUGH in obedience to the style

adopted and persisted in by the Treasury,

we apply the title of Harbours of Refuge

to the works in the course of erection

at Dover, Portland, and Alderney, we are

bound to admit that itisan entire misnomer.

They are in no respect harbours of refuge,

but military harbours, although merchant-

men occasionally take refuge in Portland.

Alderney lies so completely out of the

track of vessels, that none would think

of running to it for shelter. Dover is so

near the Downs—a far preferable anchorage

—

that few masters would venture in. At the

same time we are far from concurring in the

opinions of Mr. Lindsay and Mr. Bentinck as

to the uselessness of the works. We believe

them to be essential to the military defence of

the kingdom, and look upon it as somewhat pre-

sumptuous to assert the contrary in opposition to

the decided opinion in their favor, pronounced by the Duke of Wellington,

as well as by the chief naval and military authorities of the country.

Take for instance the case of Alderney, the works of wliich are the most
costly, and most obnoxious to the honorable members for Sunderland and
West Norfolk. The latter gentleman argues that because Alderney is 28

miles from Cherbourg, it is as useless for a harbour of observation, as if

it were 500 miles away, and that watching steamers would not, on the

sailing of a French fleet, go thither, but to Portland or Spithead.

Also that as the fortifications at Alderney would require 2,500 men for

their defence, who could not be spared in presence of a threatened

invasion, it is even worse than useless—a source of weakness to our

position. A little reflection will convince the impartial reader how
fallacious and unfounded are the honorable gentleman's assertions.

Taking the channel as our first line of defence, Alderney is an out-

work of the very greatest importance, and how the garrisoning of an
outwork which may delay and must jeopardise an attack, can be
regarded as a waste of our defensive forces, is incomprehensible. The
detached forts round Paris, in front of the lines of fortifications, are

outworks and are the best line of defence; no military man would
object to them, because they absorb a certain portion of the garrison of
the city. Moreover Alderney is an outwork thrust forward into the

line of the enemy's attack, and from which his movements can be
observed, his flank threatened as well as his rear, and communication
with his base of operations constantly menaced. Lastly, without
Alderney it would be impossible to maintain an effective blockade of a
fleet lying in Cherbourg dockyard, under the altered conditions of
naval warfare resulting from the introduction of steam ; but with
AJderney the blockade would be practicable and indeed easier, than
under the old system with sailers. For a look-out frigate off

Cherbourg, and repeating ships between it and the fleet at

Alderney would make every movement of the enemy known.
Our fleet would be lying sung all the time, neither exposed
to wear and tear from keepin" at sea, nor consuming fuel. Yet within
a couple of hours or so of the French Fleet showing signs of movement
our ships would be ready to receive them on their coming from behind
the Breakwater, while, as telegraphic communication exists and
would e.xist between Portland and Alderney the fleet there would be
set in motion and the French ultimately taken between two fires if they
steamed on. At Alderney would be coal stores where vessels could
take in fresh fuel ; and the saving of time as between there and Portland
would be most momentous in war. It might decide the question of
defeat or victory ; while on the other hand, with Alderney as their basis

of operation, whence supplies could be drawn and protection obtained,
a flotilla of steam gun-boats could maintain an almost incessant bom-
bardment of Cherbourg, which would either destroy the enemy's fleet

or compel it to leave. These and other reasons, too many to quote,
render Alderney a strategical position of the first importance. With
Portland it gives us command of both sides of the Channel, whereby we
could operate on both flanks of the enemy's fleet, moving up or down
Channel, and the possession of the island with the ships attached to it,

would compel the foe to lose time in attacking it—the thing above all

others of value to us—or to weaken their attacking force for the defence
of Cherbourg.

When it is remembered that Dover is the nearest point to
the French Coast—to the camp of Boulogne, whence invasion was
threatened last time—the necessity of possessing a secure harbour
wherein our ships could lie, and where they could coal, will be evident
to all unprejudiced minds. In less than two hours they could be off" the
enemy's coast, and if they did not absolutely prevent embarkation, which
we sincerely beUeve they would, they would at all events inflict such
injury on the foe as to cripple his attack materially, and render his

repulse from our shores all the easier. Dover and Alderney, therefore, are
the two points from which we could threaten the whole of the opposite
coasts, from Dunkirk to Cherbourg, not with our stately liners, but
with our mosquito fleet. For it is not to be supposed we should be
content to remain upon the defensive. Our surest defence would be in

a dashing attack, in the destruction of everything afloat in the northern
ports of France, which could be in great measure accomplished within
twenty-four hours after the declaration of war. But if we abanilon our
two advanced posts, our attack becomes a work of longer time as

well as of greater difliculty, and we are thrown back upon the first and
main line of defence, the Channel.

We ought, perhaps, to apologise to the reader for touching upon
points that may appear, at the first glance, beyond our province; but
we remember that architects were formerly military engineers, and
charged with the construction of fortifications, and that in Mr. Fergusson
we have an example of the union of both branches of the art—civil
and military architecture. AVe will now proceed to matters more
germane to our columns.

The " Detailed Statement " presented to the House of Commons this

year shows that the works at Harwich and Jersey have been terminated,

and that those to be carried on are limited to Dover, Alderney, and
Portland. The total estimate for the works at Dover was 651,000/.,

out of which 415,000/. have been voted, which, with 45,000/. to be voted
this year, leaves 191,000/. to be supplied hereafter to complete the

harbour, by the construction of a vertical breakwater, 1,800 feet long,

from Cheeseman's head, which is expected to be terminated in

November, 1864. During the first quarter of the financial year
lately ended, 75 feet of temporary staging were erected, and the
foundation of the pier extended 40 feet ; a length of 70 feet of the
pier was built, from 41 feet below low-water to within

19.J feet

of low water, and a further length of 104 feet was raised from the
level of 10^ feet below low-water to 9J feet above that level. From
the first commencement of the works there has been a length
of 1,235 feet founded, of which 1,163 linear feet were brought up to

low-water, and 1,045 feet up to quay level. The average number of
men employed on the works at Dover and Rye was 259 ; 620 tons of
dressed granite were delivered, and 8,400 cubic yards of concrete
blocks made. In the second quarter the foundations were extended to

1,332 feet, being an advance of 75 feet, raised to an average height of
8 feet ; a further length—70 feet—of the pier was raised to within 14
feet of low-water level, and another length raised from 9 feet above
low-water up to the level of the coping of the quay. The average
number of men was 233 ; 1,090 tons of dressed granite were delivered,

and 6,514 cubic yards of concrete blocks made. In the third quarter no
advance was made in the foundation course of the pier, but 75 feet of
staging was erected. A similar length of masonry was raised from 37 feet

to 1 1 feet below low-water, and a further length of 70 feet from 14 feet

to 1 1 feet below low-water. The average numlser of men was reduced to

190 ; 1,300 tons of dressed granite were delivered, and 4,400 cubic yards
of concrete blocks made. As this quarter terminated on the 31st

December, and concluded the ordinary year of 1859, it may be as well

to state that the foundations of the pier then extended to 1,332 feet

from the commencement, and that the length completed up to the quay
level was 1,147 feet. The progress of the works during the year was
an extension of the foundations by 145 feet, and of the quay by 103
feet. In the last quarter of the financial year, which is, of course, the
first quarter of 1860, the staging was extended 25 feet, and the founda-
tions 13 feet, bringing up the total length to 1,345 feet. 500 lineal feet

of the roadway of the pier were paved, and the same length of sleepers

for the permanent rails laid. The foundation was commenced of the

sea-wall for the junction railway between the pier and the South-
Eastern railway-station. Gas and water pipes were laid from the com-
mencement of the pier to the outer jetties, and the average number of
men was still further reduced to 183, the weather having been most
unfavorable, although 2,430 tons of gi'anite were delivered, and 2,400
cubic yards of concrete blocks made.
At Alderney the estimate for the construction of breakwaters from

Grosnez and Chateau to I'Etoc Points, including the purchase of land,

opening quarries, forming railway, and depositing the stone, was
1,300,000/., out of which 797,000/. have been voted, which, together
with the 65,000/. to be taken this year, leaves 438,000/. to be supplied

hereafter. The period when the works may be expected to be com-
pleted is not stated. During the first quarter of the late financial year
no extension was made of the sea, harbour, and promenade walls of the

Western Breakwater from the shore. The lengths ready for the coping
were—of the sea-wall, 952 yards, of the harbour wall, 954 yards, and of

the promenade wall, 950 yards. The total quantity of stone deposited

in the base below low-water during the quai-ter was 137,000 tons; the

outer end was 490 yards eastward of the then present end of the walls,

or 1,440 yards from the shore. The average number of men employed
was 850, and of horses 51. In the second quarter the base of the

breakwater was extended seawai-ds by the deposition of 143,000 tons

ofstone—sufficient for the foundation of the walls, for a length of 600
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3raids ia advance. Progress was niade in blastino; sunken rocks in the

harbour. Three gangways were prepared for landing from vessels ; five

sets of moorings and five laddei-s were fixed on the breakwater. Two
red leading lights, marking the fareway into the harbour, were estab-

lished on the 1st of last August. The averi^e number ofmen employed
was 854—one of whom lost his life in the Mannez quarries by the

&lling of a crane—and of horses 60. In the third quarter, the base of
the tVestern Breakwater was extended seawards by the deposition of

1 15,000 tons of stone. The total quantity of stone dressed at the

quarries, preparatory to the work of future seasons, was 445,000 cubic

feet. Progress was made in blasting sunken rocks. The average num-
ber of men reduced to 742, and of horses to 36. The rough weather of

October and November in 1858, which drove in unusually heavy
seas from the westward, displaced some stones from the built work of
the seawall near the level of low-water, which were temporarily re-

placed by rubble work. During the year 1859, 525,000 tons of rubble

stone were deposited in the base of the Western Breakwater, which was
advanced on the average 115 yards. In the fourth quarter of the finan-

cial year the base of the Western Breakwater was extended seaward by
the deposition of 100,000 tons of stone. The outer end is now 600
yards eastward of the present end of the walls, or 1,550 yards fi-omthe

shore. The quantity of materials prepared and delivered ready for

building the walls was 113,000 cubic feet of granite, 471,000 cubic feet

ofMannez face stone, and 14,140 cubic yards of concrete blocks. The
average number ofmen was further reduced to 662—one ofwhom was
accidentally killed in the quarries—and of horses to 56. Last winter 26
face stones were drawn out of the seawall by the sea at the level of low-

water. Their places were temporarily filled in with rubble-work. The
bottom at this place is very rocky and uneven. The subsidence of the

base has consequently been very uneven, which will account for the
displacement. Before quitting the subject, we may be permitted to ex-
press regret that convict labor has not been employed at Alderney. As
our criminals have to be fed and clothed, whether they be engaged in

Eublic works or on crank labor, or left to idle meditation, there would
8 great saving to the National exchequer in setting them to work on

Alderney Breakwater. No great expense need be incurred in housing
them. A few of the hulks rotting at Sheerness and Devonport would
be aU that could be required, and their floating homes might be rendered
quite as healthy as prisons on shore, by due regard to cleanliness and
ventilation. The population of Alderney is so scanty that the presence
of a thousand convicts in the quarries could do no harm, and it would
cost no more to keep them in surveillance there than it does to do so at

home. As for any danger of their escape to the shores of France, we
may be sure they would be soon returned upon our hands.
For Portland harbour and breakwater the total estimate was 932,1252.,

out of which 878,0002. have been voted, that, with the 50,000?. to be.

supplied this year, will leave 4,1252. to be voted on a future occasion

The works, therefore, should be terminated next year, although the

engineer's report states that it is dependent upon the application of
convict labor. Surely there can be no lack of convicts. The works
include the formation of inner and outer breakwaters, which will com-
pletely shelter 2,107 acres of Portland Bay. In the first quarter of the
late financial year, there were employed 568 workmen, 38 horses, and
733 convicts in the quarries;! 164,283 tons of rough stone were depo-
sited in the outer or great breakwater, of which quantity 108,349 tons

were sent from the breakwater quarries, and 55,934 tons from the Verne
ditch. The end of the staging is 6,970 feet from the shore, in a depth
of 9i fathoms at low water of spring tides. Of the superstructure of
the inner breakwater 500 lineal feet of the cornice to the harbour face

of the sea-wall, were fixed, and 232 feet of the harbour wall brought
up from the level of the foundation to the coping. The total length of
parapet set to that date was 890 feet. Tne coal store embankment
and side retaining walls were so advanced as to admit ofcommencing the

foundations for the coal store buildings. In the second quarter, the number
of workmen was 620, of horses 41, and of convicts 678. The quantity
of stone deposited, was 141,229 tons, of which 89,207 tons were from
the breakwater quarries, worked by convicts, and 52,022 tons from the
site of the fortification ditch on the Verne. The breJakwater stage was
extended to 7,190 feet from the line of shore. 510 lineal feet ofparapet
of the inner breakwater were set up, making a total length of 1 ,400 feet

with parapet complete. The house for the engines, boilers, and ma-
chinery, connected with the hydraulic apparatus, was built and
roofed in, and the fixing of the engines and apparatus were being pro-
ceeded with. In the third quarter the number of workmen was 618,
of horses 43, and of convicts in quarries 658. The quantity of rough
stone deposited was 87,480 tons, forming an addition to the work, of
1,749,600 cubic feet. Of this quantity 47,214 tons were appropriated
to complete the slopes near the outer end, subsequently to the gale of
October 25 ; 37,440 tons in advancing the work, and 2,825 tons on the
inner breakwater. From the convict quarries 57,060 tons were sent
down, and from the ditch on Verne-hill 30,420 tons. Of the inner break-
water, 266 lineal feet of parapet were completed, and 128 lineal feet up
to cornice on the harbour side of the work. The gale just referred to

was the heaviest that has been witnessed for the last 30 years. It

damaged the temporai-y stage, whereby the transit of locomotives and
waggon trains was interrupted for three weeks. In the fourth quarter,

ending last March, the breakwater was carried forward 184 feet, giving

698 feet as the length executed during the year, and making the total

extent of the breakwater aflbrding shelter, 7,434 feet, with the outer end
in 9J fathoms at low water of spring tides. The quantity ofrough stone

deposited during the quarter, was 2,756,100 cubic feet, or 137,943 tons,

of which 56,045 tons were obtained from Verne ditch, and 81,898 from
the breakwater works, making the total quantity of stone deposited in

the breakwater, from the commencement, 4,289,223 tons. The arches

and side walls of the coal store were completed for one-half of the entire

length of the building, and the fixing of the roof was to be commenced
forthwith. The framing at the west end of the coal store was complete,

and the fixing of the hydrauhc cranes commenced. Although a militaiy

harbour, yet its utility for shelter was sti'ikingly exemplified last winter'

by the large number ofmerchant vessels that resorted there for refuge>

and which rode out the gales in safety. The Defences Commission stated

that Portland harbour could not be defended against a large force—that is

to say, the ships behind the breakwater protected from bombardment bo-
cause of its saliency. But batteries on the island, Chesil beach, the break- '.

water, and Kedclifi point, ought,',if armed with long-range guns, to keep
_

the foe at a distance, while an outwork or detached fort might be-
built on the Shambles which would cross fire with the forts on the east

side of the island. Other points doubtless may be discovered for the
erection efforts, which would render Portland as formidable as Crons-
tadt.

HYDE-PAKIC—A CHAMPS-DE-MARS.

THE inconvenience experienced by the tens of thousands who last

Saturday thronged Hyde-park to witness the Volunteer Eeview,
ought to have convinced the Board of Works of the necessity of doing
something with the ground to enable spectators to see what passes else-

where than immediately before their noses. The excavation of the tunnel
sewer from the Bayswater-road to Albert-eate, and of the underground
railway, will afford a mass of material, with which the contractors know
not what to do, but which would be of great value in levelling a part of

the park, and for enclosing that part with banquettes of earth, on which
rows of spectators 15 or 20 deep could take their stand and with ease

embrace the whole field of evolutions. As it is, the Volunteers were not
seen with advantage from any one spot. The rising ground in the centre

concealed their strength and diminished their imposing appearance. Till

the Volunteers got on to the rising ground they were invisible to one-half

the spectators, and so soon as they got beyond it they were invisible to the
other half. The money spent by tlie Board of Works in erecting the
stand would have gone a long way to pay the expenses, even if it would not
have been sufficient to defray the entire cost, of rearranging that portion of
the ground in the park; for the materials are at hand, and may be had for

nothing. Such an opportunity of endowing London with a Champs de
Mars will in all probability never occur again, and it will give rise to deep
regret if the authorities allow it to pass away unprofited by.

^EPISCOPAL EESHDENCES.
ACCORDING to a return to an order of the Honorable House of Com-

mons, dated 27th April, 1860, of all sums expended by the Ecclesi-

astical Commissioners in the building, improvement, and repairs of

episcopal residences, and of all sums expended in the purchase of lands or
houses for the same purposes, distinguishing the amount so expended in

each diocese, with the date of such expenditure, it appears that there were
expended on the foundation of the new Bishopric of Ripon, from 1838 to

1843, jE14,724 5s. 6d ; and on that of Manchester, from 18.')4 to 1855,

£19,037 7s. 2d., for provision of episcopal residences and demesnes, mak-
ing a total of £33,761 12s. 8d. for both dioceses. In 1840-46 there were
expended in the diocese of Gloucester and Bristol, towards purchase and
improvement of house and demesne land at StapletoH, £1,072 14s. lOd. ;

in 1840-49 in Lincoln, towards purchase and improvement of episcopal re-

sidence and demesne lands at Eisoholme, near Lincoln, as required by the

Episcopal Act, Buckden Palace being out of the diocese, £6,212 6s. 6d. ; in

1842, in Worcester, towards alterations and improvements of episcopal

residence at Hartlebury, £2,801 15s. lid. ; in 1846-49, in Oxford, towards
alterations and improvements of episcopal residence and demesne at

Cuddesdon, £4,800 ; in 1850-60 in Llandaff, for the purchase and improve-
ments of episcopal residence and demesne lands at Llandaff, as required

by the Episcopal Act, there being previously no episcopal residence,

£7,965 7s. 9d. ; and in respect of providing a chapel for the same diocese,

£1,088 15s., making a total of £23,941, which, with the total spent on the

foundation of new bishoprics, £33,761 12s. 8d., makes the total expendi-

ture £57,702 12s. 8d.

The above amounts are all that have been expended by the Commis-
sioners out of the Episcopal Fund, or out of the Common Fund, since the

fusion, in 1850, of the two funds ; any other sums expended have been

either derived from funds belonging to the respective sees, or raised by
mortgage, to be paid off by annual instalments by the bishops for the time

being.
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FAIR PLAY FOR GOTIUC ARCHITECTURE !*

NOT only does the " battle of the styles " contimie to rage among us,

but it has again taken the shape of a purely personal question.

How much this is the case, is strikingly shown by the pamphlet before

lis, put forth under the plea of begging fair play for Gothic architecture,

but really advocating the employment of a particular architect for the
proposed Foreign Office. It is very much to bo regretted that the writer

should have indulged so freely in accusations of prejudice and jealously

against several members of tlie profession, who have been, in a manner,
forced into a prominent position of antagonism to a gentlemen, known to

most of them, and enjoying the respect and admiration of all for his

eminent talent. It was quite needless in a discussion of this nature to

hint at the authorship of a pamphlet, to which his own is a reply, in such
terms as these :—"Now, be it remembered, the two competitors who were
we believe, active in getting up, and who personally attended the deputation

of alarmists to lord Palmerston, and who, moreover, were presented to him
by Mr. Tite, as the leading prizemen, were Mr. Garling and Messrs.
Banks and Barry (possibly, by the by, one of those gentlemen, or his

literary representative, may chance to be the author of the paraplet under
consideration)." Again, the sneer at the New Treasury Buildings, as being
"facetiously called, 'Barry's pinafore,'" is conceived in the worst taste,

and probably now that the distinguished architect referred to is removed
from among us, the writer will himself be the first to regret that in a
hasty moment he allowed himselt to pen a sentence that would, even by
implication, cast ridicule on the memory of Sir Charles Barry. But,
enough; it were needless to remind the writer that invective is not argu-
ment, and that the use of weapons like these does not come by any means
under the denomination of " fair play," which he asks for Gothic archi-

ture. If we were so inclined, it would be by no means difficult to adopt
his own tactics and retort upon him that he may be the hired representa-
tive of Mr. Scott, from his constant reference to that gentleman's lectures

and opinions, and from his uncompromising approval of the buildings in

the Broad Sanctuary, at Westminster, "having had the advantage of
going over several of the houses, and hearing the warm terms of praise in

which they were spoken of by the inmates themselves." But we decline

to follow the writer in this direction, and devote ourselves to a considera-
tion of the points raised by him, and to discuss the broad question of
style for the Foreign Office.

It may not be altogether uninteresting to look back, and consider the
exact position in which the competition for the Government Offices left

the matter. To Mr. Scott was awarded the second premium for one
building, and the third premium for the other ; and hence it has been in-

ferred that he, by cumulation, held a higher place than the other leading
prizeman, who obtained one premium only. We certainly do not coincide
in this view. Neither of Mr. Scott's designs was adjudged to hold the

first place, and " fair play " would certainly favor one of the other com-
petitors.

It was noticed at the time that, as the instructions for the competition
laid down as one of the conditions that the elevations were to be in line

only, those designs which were shaded ought, in strict fairness, to have
been altogether excluded. Lawyers cannot be said to enjoy the monopoly
of quibbling about terms ; for no one can doubt—and many of the com-
petitors were at some disadvantage in consequence of sending drawings in
outline—the meaning of the framer of the instructions to have been the
requiring of unshaded drawings; whereas some—for example. No. 116

—

were elaborated to the highest possible degree by etching with pen and
ink. But, assuming Mr. Scott, by some such arbitrary method as
adjudging marks to the several premiated designs, to hold the first place,
we know that the new Foreign Office is not at all like the selected design.
Indeed, we have his own evidence to that effect, as the building exhibited in
Westminster Hall was designed in recollection ofthe Belgian Hotels de Ville,

while we know that the building now proposed is Venetian Gothic. Now, if

Mr. Scott, why were not the other leading competitors allowed also to
furnish amended designs ? The truth is, that at a critical moment the
administration of Lord Derby succeeded, and the predilection of the Chief
Commissioner for the Gothic style of architecture dictated the selection
of the most conspicuous practitioner in that style as a matter of course.
Instructions were issued to Mr. Scott to prepare an altogether new set of
plans, the arrangement of which was made matter of frequent consulta-
tion between the architect and the Chief Commissioner. Mr. Scott and
his partisans may very naturally complain of the position to which the
question is now reduced. Lord Palmerston has set himself entirely
against Gothic, and proposes that Mr. Scott should put a "new face" to
his plans, and the architect whose dearest object is to advance a particular
style of art, is doomed to practise another of which he entertains the
lowest opinion as to its capability of artistic treatment.
The author of the pamphlet to which we have referred seems very

anxious, and asks, " Shall Gothic architecture be denied fair play ?" One
would imagine that Gothic architecture was in its infancy, struggling in
the hands of some giant for a bare existence, whereas it already possesses a
high vantage-ground. Mr. Scott himself, besides being its practical ex-
ponent, is also its eloquent and earnest advocate. In lectures, in pam-
phlets and books he urges the claim of his beloved style to the afl'ections
of the public, and with such efiect (as we have seen) that he is able to
convert a lawyer, utterly innocent of any knowledge of the subject, into a
public teacher as well as a warm partisan. The skill of Mr. Ruskin as
writer has also been enUsted on the same side, and he, by his eloquence.

• " Shall Gothic Architecture be Denied Fair Play 1 Thoughts suggested by
reading a pamphlet, entitled ' Remarks on a National Style, in relcrence to the I'ro-
poeed Foreign Office.' " Bell and Daldy, ISflO.

has carried away captive the hearts of all who have been brought within
the sphere of his fascmating influence. Pressing closely after him is Mr.
Street, who, from his peculiar abiUty as a draughtsman and enthusiasm as
an architect, is an admirable lieutenant. The younger men of the professioa
follow as rank and file, and altogether form a phalanx which is not only-
likely to ensure " fair play " to Gothic architecture, but to give it a pre-
ponderating influence. Further, if we take into consideration that
subtlest of all powers, because acting without being seen, silent
yet powerful—female influence—the ladies, who are pressed into
the service as amateur glass painters and embroiderers of altar-
cloths, there is a fashion given to Gothic architecture difficult

indeed to lie withstood. And though last, perhaps the greatest
of all, the extraordinary power exercised in past years through-
out England over ecclesiastical architecture by the Oxford and Clambridge
societies,—a power which has gradually won its way to the almost absolute
surrender of every church—and more than that, of the schools and parson-
ages—connected with them. Truly, our author need not ask for " iaii
play." There is far more and weighty reason to beUeve that prejudice is

to be found entirely on one side, and there is need to require for the other
calm and dispassionate consideration. We might also notice the remains,
we have so plentifully strewn amongst us, which appeal to one of the
strongest instincts of human nature—the love of the past as associated
with our own country. And if we wanted any further grounds on which
to found our view of the overwhelming influence brouglit to bear in favor
of Gothic architecture, we might instance the witchery thrown over the
middle ages by the writings of Sir Walter Scott. We feel that we have
stated enough to show that Gothic architecture possesses already a con-
siderable vantage-ground. How is it, then, that having achieved so much—being backed up by such great influence, and possessing the imaginative
and irresistibly-romanticpart ofour nature, there is a chance of its missing
the prize, already within its grasp—the Foreign Office ? This is a ques-
tion that the Gothicists would do well to consider. Having it all their
own way as far as church architecture and its cognate buildings are con-
cerned, how does it happen that their net does not also sweep withm its

meshes the civil buildings of the country ? We believe it to be, because
the discriminating portion of the public feel that the Gothic architecture
of the day is purely tentative. Tliey see that the houses in the Broad
Sanctuary are a variety of English Gothic ; their architect submits in
competition for the War and Foreign Offices buildings in Flemish Gothic ;

and, anon, after more mature consideration, he brings on this amended
design in unmistakable Venetian Gothic. It is impossible to deny that
there is a restlessness about these changes. There is no knowing that ten
years hence some other variety may not be engrafted into the style, and
perhaps the money now spent on the Foreign Office may be employed in
developing a style, which sliall be hereafter repudiated by our more en-
lightened and cultivated descendants. It is this consideration which in-

duces members of the House of Commons to pause ere they give their
consent to inaugurating a pile of buildings that shall stretch from West-
minster to Charing-cross,in a style that may cause poignant regret. A "fine
site " may, for aught we know, be once more wasted. If they could sec that
the Gothicists were themselves agreed as to their course ; if they could find in
the buildings executed or the works exhibited that art was in a sound
state, there would be no question remaining ; but what is tlie fact ?

Bizarrerie—eccentricity—rules the day. Archaistic writing to the draw-
ings, angels stiff and prim—more stiff and prim than Perugino's, and
without expression, flying in the air, and carrying framed models of
churches, medieval frames, and typography. All these betoken the pur-
suit of architecture carried on in the spirit of mere archaeology and
antiquarianism, rather than as a living and breathing style of the nine-
teenth century. The exaggeration of color and the profuse introduction
of stripes may not be so objectionable in isolated buildings, but how will

it be when we shall have whole rows of these stripy buildings repeated
ad infinitum. Mr. Street even felt it necessary in his recent lecture at the
Architectural Exhibition to remark that " architects had become Gothic
to so exaggerated a degree as even to alarm Gothic men." We are glad
to hear this from Mr. Street, as two or three active, clever, and enthusi-
astic young men, in following Mr. Street's well-known predilections for

the earliest period of geometric architecture, tinged with an infusion of
French Gothic, have outrun their master. A rebuke, therefore, from him
is well-timed, especially as he may regard himself as having set the
example of a very marked peculiarity, totally distinct from the simpler
and plainer style practised by Mr. Scott.

Having thus briefly noticed the unsatisfying, because experimental,
position of Gothic architecture as now practised, notwithstanding the
earnestness and enthusiasm of its votaries, and in spite of its having
thoroughly associated itself with the warmer feelings of our human
nature, let us now look at the position of the Classicists. Here we find

lukewarmness, a half-hearted state of irresolution, whUe there we found
burning zeal. The truth is, that the Classic school are ridden by an
incubus, which they endeavour in vain to shake oflT. They are possessed

by the "five orders," and, as some of their most distinguished members
have occupied their learned leisure with delineating the temples of Greece
and Rome, they may be pardoned for having so thorouglily imbibed their

correct and refined taste that they are unable to quit their guidance. To
the more illustrious members of this school it is superfluous to allude by
name ; but it is seen at once that these cannot emancipate themselves

from the influence of classical antiquity. The younger men are, as we
have noticed, completely carried away by the Gothic fashion of the last

twenty years, so that the Classicists have really not a champion to fight

their battle. The zeal on the other side, shown conspicuously by lavieh
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.iadiTulual outlay—as, for instance, in the church in Margaret-street—has
' ao counterpirt among the promoters of secular buildings. Money is the
fulcrum of art.

WhateTer private opinions Classicists may hare, they feel the full

significancy of the silversmiths' argument, " by this craft we earn our
bread ;" and so, perforce, they build churches and schools in the fashion-
able Gothic, and semi-detached villas in Italian architecture. We repeat
that there is no conspicuous writer, lecturer, or publicly-known Classic
architect, but he is committed to the " orders " most irretrievably. Not
the least of the losses sustained by the decease ofSir Charles Barry is that
he was thoroughly acquainted with both styles, and by his design for the
Halifax Town Hall indicated most unmistakably that his views were
considerably modified, and that he proposed to take into Classic architec-
ture the principle of articality, of which, till now, the Gothicists were
supposed to be in exclusive possession. Fas est ab'Jiosfe doceri. Why do
not the Classicists take the line adopted by their opponents, and avow
their readiness to abandon anything and everything tliat forms the dis-

tinctive feature of their style ? Are the Gothicists pressed on the subject
of roiillions ? They at once discard them. Does anyone point out the
difficulty of using sash-windows and the well-known preference for case-
ment ? Oh ! say the Gothicists, we will give you sashes. A hint as to Gothic
fhmiture being stiff, angular, and uncomfortable, at once brings forth tiie

avowal that this hardness can, and shall be got rid of. Plate-glass, sash-
windows, chairs, tables, internal fittings, and you shall have all just as

you like, if you will let us design them for you. Now, this Protean
shifting of their ground is most clever and convenient, but it does
not appear to contain a single veritable principle. This very
dissent from one another is cited to prove the " vitality of the Gothic
Bjovement." If the Classicists will only do the same thing, if

they will abandon their eight and ten diameters for columns,
their settled widths for the proportions of doors and windows, introduce
the gable, and if nee<l be, the pointed arch, their opponents will have the
ground cut from under them. Until they do this, the Gothicists will
continue, as they do now, to enunciate theories that are perfect, but which,
unhappily, look very diflerent when embodied in stone and wood. Extremes
indeed meet, and your ultra-Tory approaches very near to your red-hot
Badical. So the conversative spirit of Gothic architecture is to be ex-
changed for perfect freedom to introduce anything and everything collected
from any age, style, or country: There is not a speaker, writer, or
lecturer on the Gothic side but is perpetually citing tlie buildings, erected
in this country in the great Georgian era. Who attempts to defend
them ? They were built at a time when art had sunic to the lowest
possible point. " When things are at their worst they mend." So it has
been with Classic (so-called) architecture. Cramped by building acts,

spellbound under speculative builders, confined by leases, and weighed
down by the curse of cheapness, our buildings became—what, we all know.
But there has been a rattling among these dry bones. The miserable
stucco carcase has been exchangedfortlieliandsomecovering,orornaments
of stone, and Italian architecture has shown a genius for development as well
as Gothic. Let us, for a moment, turn from theories to facts. Are the gentle-
men in Pall-mall excited, nervous, and anxious ? Do they find their clubs
deficient in light, cheerfulness, or convenience ? Are the habitues of
Belgravian drawing-rooms shocked and offended at the inaptitude for use,
and discomfort of their furniture ? If not onlj' the classes illustrious for

their rank and taste are well content to live in their abodes, if in other
classes we have what we require for domestic comfort; if our houses are
airy and comfortable, where is the necessity for our going back to a
particular period for our architecture, any more than for our clothes, our
carriages, or the arms of our soldiers? If there is one lesson more con-
Bpiuously written than another on tlie page of history, it is—continual
progress. " On, on !

" is the cry that rings throughout time. The
Gothicists can, then, no more force us to the revival of their pet style than
put culverins and pikes into the hands of our foot guards. As we have
seen, they most adroitly avail themselves of this knowledge, whenever
occasiou serves, and express their readiness to attend to internal comfort,
as well as external aspect. All they require is a monopoly of the archi-

tecture of this country. Tlie Foreign office is to be the scene of a grand
experiment, at an expense to the public pocket of an immediate sum of

£300,000, and millions in perspective at least, as the Horse Guards, the
Admiralty, Richmond-place, Whitehall-gardens, Scotland-yard, Northum-
berland House, and the National Gallery must be remodelled. That is the
tempting prospect spread before the eyes of the House of Commons and
the nation. We esteem ourselves most fortunate in having a Premier who
has unreservedly expressed his intention, in or out of office, to oppose the
erection of a Gothic building. For ourselves, we partly confess that we
hold our judgment suspended. Educated in the Gothic camp, we have
been compelled to separate ourselves and stand on a neutral ground, con-
Tinced of the inapplicability of (the present) Gothic architecture, and
equally persuaded that there is an unyielding character about the Italian

style that needs a strong infusion of other elements before it satisfies the
requirements of an art style. In the present dead-lock, the noble Premier
has come to the wisest conclusion, to have, coUte qui co&te, an Italian

building—one more or less, when they are all in that style, is no matter

—

for the proposed Foreign Office. Lord Palmerston did not feel himself at

liberty, he says, to interfere with the decision of the former Government
in the choice of an architect, although he " felt vexed." The fact of Mr.
Scott liaring received a formal appointment from the Board of Works,
by the authority of the Treasury, and a similar appointment with regard
to the India Office from the India Board, was sufficient to make him ac-

quiesce in the nature of that arrangement.

It is very much to be lamented that this Gordian knot should have ever
been twisted; but to cut it was the only solution of the difficulty, seeing
that there was involved a question of legal competence on the part of the
present Government to cancel Mr. Scott's appointment. -i-*

ASHFOBD CEMETERY, KENT.
THE buildings in this Cemetery which are completed, are, we believe, a

decided improvement upon the general run of this class ; we take
this opportunity of laying before our readers a view of the Consecrated
Chapel. This, as well as the whole of tlie buildings in connexion with this

cemetery, is built of Kentish Rag with Bath-stone dressings. The
style of the Unconsecrated Chapel is Early English ; the Engraving before
us is of the Early Decorated period, and the lodge, a handsome building
with the entrance-gates, which we hope to lay before our readers at some
future time, is of the Perpendicular style of architecture. The whole of
the buildings were contracted for, and erected by Messrs. Pickard and
Co., of the Caledonian-road, under the superintendence of Charles H.
Edwards, Esq., 28, Brunswick-square, London, W.C.

THE ARCHITECTDRAL MUSEUM.
rpHE Committee of the Architectural Museum have determined not to hold a
-L Conversazione this year. In this decision they have been chiefly influenced
by the results of former meetings, which, whilst most successful in point of
numbers, have, partly from this circumstance, entailed upon the Institution very
heavy expenses without realizing any adequate increase in the means of providing
for them.
The offers of prizes to artist workmen have, however, been considerably ex-

tended, a change in the mode of expenditure which no supporter of so purely
practical an Institution can fail to approve of.

Meetings of a more useful and less costly nature will take the place of the con-
versazione during the ensuing lecture season.

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.—AKCHITECTCKAL
EXAMINATIONS.

ASI'ECIAL meeting of the members of the Royal Institute of British Architects
was held on Monday evening, at the rooms, 9, Conduit-street, Re^ent-Btreet, to

consider the propositions of the Council relative to architectural examinations. The
mcetins: was not open to the members of the press, but we are informed that the
chair was occupied by the rresideut, Professor Cockebell, R.A., and that between
forty and fifty gentlemen were present. Mr. T. Hayteh Lewis, hon. sec, read the
propositions of the Council, which were published in the Building News ofthe 11th
of May. Various amendments were suggested by different gentlemen to the first

proposition, which was :—
" I'l-oposition 1.—That it is desirable to afford an opportunity for a voluntary pro-

fessional examination to the present Associates and to the future Fellows and
Associates of the Royal Institute of British Architects. That an elementary exami-
nation be therefore established for the students and Associates of this Institute
under the age of 25 years ; and a higher examination in the theory and practice of
the profession for Associates above that age and for future Fellows.
Eventually Mr. Robert Keru moved, as an amendment, that all the words after

''voluntary protessional examination" be omitted. After along discussion, Mr.
Kerr's amendment was carried. The consideration of the further propositions was
then adjourned to Montlay next. Amongst the speakers were, we understand, the
Chairman, Professor Donaldson, Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, Mr. Ashpitel. Mr. R. Kerr,
Mr. AVigginton, Mr. Charles Gray, Mr. Ocfavius Hansard, Mr. J. W. Fapworth, &c.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of this body was held on Fridaylevening in the Architectural-rooms,
Conduit-street, Regent-street; J. W. Penfold, Esq., the President, in the

chair. About twenty members of the Association were present.

Mr. Herkikg (Hon. Sec), read the minutes of proceedings at the last meeting,
which, after an alteration, were approved of.

Election of OJJice-bearers.—3Ir. Cates and Mr. Robinson having been appointed
scrutineers proceeded to assist the Honorary Secretaries in examining the voting
papers for the election of oflice-bearers for the ensuing year. The scrutiny having
been closed, the following gentlemen were declared to have been duly elected ;

—

President.—Mt. T. Roger Smith, A.I.B.A.
Vice-President.—Mt. A, W. Bloomfield
Ordinary Members of Committee.—Messrs. D. A. C. Herring, J. A. Bunker,

Thomas IJlashill, C. H. F. Lewes, W. Gritten, A. H. Reeves, G. B. New, W. Paine,
A. Walters, and R. O. Harris.

TVeffSMrer.—Mr. Arthur Smith.
Jiegistrar.—Mr. S. C. Capes.
Auditors.— Messrs. Rogers and W. T. Sams.
Curators. —Messrs. C . H. F. Lewes, and R. O. Harris.
Honorary/ Secretaries.—Ncsbts, A. Smitli, and E. Wimbridge.
The Chairman hoped that the new Committee would do something which would

have the effect of reviving the Association, and, as a private member, he would do all

he could to promote its interests.

Mr. R. W. Bii.LiNGS moved a vote of thanks to the President for his services

during the past year.

After a few remarks from Mr. Arthur Allom, who said that he would next
session attend the meetings of the Association as often as he could,
Mr. Cates seconded the motion of Mr. Billings.

The motion was carried by acclamation.
The Chairman returned thanks, and moved a vote of thanks to the Committee,

which was seconded and carried by accLimation.
Mr. Gates moved a vote of thanks to the Honorary Secretaries of the Association

for their services during the session, and particularly referred to the valuable
exertions made on behalf of the Association by Mr. Herring, the senior Honorary
Secretary and Treasurer.
The vote of thanks to Mr. Herring was seconded and carried by acclamation.
Mr. Herring briefly returned thanks.
Shortly afterwards the meeting separated.

Drinking Fountains.—We have much pleasure in stating that a
handsome Drinking Fountain is in course oferection in front of the Church of St.

Mary-le-Strand by the sculptors Wills Brothers, of the Euston-road, and that

they have, in connection with the Drinking Fountain Association, lately erected

a fountain after the same design at Putney, in front of the railway station. The
same arti.sts have been commissioned by the Right Honorable Lord John Rassell

to execute a Fountain for erection on lower-hill. They have also in hand other

Fountains of an art character, to be erected in the Borough-road, Adelaide-place,

London-Bridge, and at Woolwich.
,
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PLATE III.

FIC .1

MAXIMS AND MEMORANDA RELATIVE TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS."

T'N our Number for June 1, we gave several plans of farm steadings,

X suited for farms of various acreage; we now conclude this department
by giving one in Fig. 1, Plate 3, which is for a farm of from 1,200 to

1,600 acres. The wliole, as will be perceived, is arranged to be witliin an
enclosure, entrance only being obtained at the gate A (above which a pigeon
house or turret may be placed as shown in the elevation, Fig. 2). The
following is the refSrence:

—

• Continued from page 435.

a a Com Barn.
h h Straw Bam.
a' Engine Uouse.
6' Boiler Houbc.
c d Boilino; House.
e e \Vorlt Horse Stable.

/ Byre for Farm House.
9 Byre for .Servants or Hinds.
A Oil Calie and Food Store.
i Guano Store.
j Machine Itoom for Cutting Koots,

Loose Box.
Infirmary.

mm Cart Shed.
» Implement or Out House.
o Joiners' Sliop.

p Hatching and ronltry House.

g riergcry.
rr rCattle Boxes.
a s Cattle Courts.
1 1 Sheds.
« u Turnip Slieds, from which the roots

are supplied to the Courts s s by the feed

holes (• f. The cattle eat the root under
lean-to roofs which are a continuation of
the roof of the Turnip Sheds « «, as shown
at o o. Fig. 2.
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BRITISH MUSEUM.
THE present condition and future location of the collection in Great

Bussell-street are questions of such national importance, and are so
ardently debated both in the LegisUiturcrand among the general public,
that a statement of the cost of the establishment, as well as of the
progress made towards a more scientific and instructive arrangement of
its contents, and of recent additions, may not be unacceptable to the
reader.

The accounts for the financial year show that it commenced with a
balance in hand of £25,2-11 93. lid., to which have to be added the
annual Parliamentary grant, £77,425; dividends on £30,000 in the Three per
Cents., and proceeds from the sale of guide-books and other Museum
publications, including casts, £1,367 5s. 9d. ; advance repaid, £20 ; and
the balance of grant for new buildings, £5,785 lis. 3d.—making a total

of £109,839 6s. lid. The expenditure was—£36,532 5s. 3d. for salaries
;

£3,306 lis. 4d. for house expenses; £23,763 for purchases (including
£10,001 17s. lOd. for printed books, £3,373 13s. id. for manuscripts, and
£2,862 18s. 5d. for coins and antiquities) ; bookbinding and cabinets cost

£11,580 12s.; printing catalogues, £2,776 163.3d.; publishing cuneiform
inscriptions, £292 19s. ; and miscellaneous items, 192 198. 2d.—giving the
total for expenditure £78,445 33. Id., and leaving a balance of
£31,394 3s. lOd. to be carried forward to the credit of next year's account.
The general repairs and maintenance of the buildings cost £10,181, and
were charged in the Civil Service estimates. It must be confessed that the
Museum is largely and liberally supported, and it is to be hoped that the
means so supplied are economically expended. The item for salaries appears
large, and would be none the worse for explanation on some future

occasion, since we find the ofiScers of the ordinary establishment drawing
£8,000 ; their assistants, £10,000 ; and their attendants and servants
another £10,000, independently of the police, daily and weekly servants,
and stove attendants. When we consider that, with the exception of the
library, the Museum is open only three days in the week, attendance
seems costly. Again, the binding of printed books alone cost last year
upwards of £7,000. It would be desirable to be informed if economy in

this respect be practicable or not. We, believe it is the custom of the
Museum to rebind all books received before it is wanted. Now, few works
are issued unbound, and certainly a very large proportion are of such a
character as never to be asked for ; consequently, so long as the sheets are held
together, that is all that can be actually required. On the other hand,
thousands of works received are mere reprints. Surely there can be no
necessity to spend a penny upon them, any more than upon the thousands
of hornbooks which the law requires to be deposited. If it bo deemed
desirable to preserve such rubbish, let it be stowed away in cellars, for the
future edification of antiquarians ; but do not let them encroach upon
means that are required to purchase standard works published abroad.

Independently of the receipts just mentioned, the Museum has other
sources of revenue derived from special funds. The first is the late Earl
of Bridgewater's fund, composed of stock, and a real estate producing
£426 78. Id. ; next, stock bequeathed by Lord Farnborough, producing
£86 3s. 5d. ; then Stock bequeathed by D. Swinney, producing £150
lls.5d. ; and, lastly, stock bequeathed by Dr. Birch, producing £16 18s. 2d.,

making a total of £679 10s. Id., which, if added to the other funded pro-
perty of the Museum, will make its total upwards of £50,000, which we
trust will ultimately prove to be the nest-egg of a] large private property.
The Bridgewater fund is charged with a salary of 200 guineas yearly to

the Egerton librarian ; the balance is spent in the purchase of manuscripts
and their binding. The Farnborough fund is devoted to the purchase of
manuscripts ; the Swinney fund to payment of the lecturer on geology,
although it will probably be news to our readers that any lectures at
all are delivered in connexion with the Museum. The income derived
from Dr. Birch's legacy is applied to increase the salaries of the three under-
librarians.

The estimates of expenditure for the present year aro£102,150 ; and, for

the first time, include the cost of general repairs and maintenance of the
buildings, £6,136. In this amount is comprised the expense of extending
the present system of warming to the east wing, the provision of two addi-
tional boilers in the north and west wings, and making good walls and
pavements in the quadrangle round the new library. New buildings, what-
ever they may be, are to cost £1,440. Surely these must be the sheds.
Salaries are to be increased by £1,500—wherefore is not stated ; and there
is a vote to be taken of £3,750 for special purchases, of Lord Northwick's
coins, Ryder's MSS., and Grey's minerals. Fittings and furniture are to

cost £1.5,996 10s., making the annual cost of what may be termed keeping
up the building—upwards of £21,000, a large amount, but fully justified

by the late extensive additions.

It remains to be seen what the nation has obtained for its outlay. Con-
fining ourselves to those departments calculated to interest the reader, we
find that the new room for Assyrian sculpture on the basement floor has
been completed, and the collection of bas-reliefs from the palaces of Sen-
nacherib and Sardanapalus III., excavated at Koyunjik by Mr. Rassam
and the late Mr. Ix)ftns, under the superintendence of Sirll. C. Rawlinson,
K.C.B., has been arranged in an order corresponding as far as possible
with the original position of the several slabs, and illustrating the subjects
represented in the sculptures. Explanatory titles are being inscribed, and
as soon as the stone fixings and other fittings are cleaned and finished, the
room will be ready for public exhibition. In the passage adjoining the
Assyrian basement-room some bas-reliefs ef the time of Tiglath Pileser U.,
removed by Mr. Rassam from the ruins of the south-west Palace at Nim-
roud, have been put together and fixed. On the west side of the sepulchral
basement-room the Etruscan sarcophagi and cinerary urns have been in

great part arranged in recesses fitted up in a manner illustrative of the
construction and decoration of the tombs from which these monuments
were taken ; and recesses have been prepared for the arrangement of the
Roman sepulchral antiquities on the cast side of the same room. The
temporary glass shed under the colonnade to the west of the principal en-
trance, which was extended at the beginning of the last winter to the
south-west angle of the west wing, has received the supplemental collec-
tion from the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, excavated by Mr. Newton in
1857-8. On the east side of the principal entrance, in a shed extending to
the south-west angle of the east wing, have been provisionally arranged
the various monuments discovered or purchased by Mr. Newton at
Branchidas, Cnidus, and other localities. The Punic inscriptions and
Roman mosaic pavements, excavated by the Rev. N. Davis, on the sites of
ancient Carthage and Utica, have been removed from the small room in
which they were at first received, and which has been now transferred to
the use of the Formatore, and have been temporarily arranged in the
western basement-room, previously occupied by the sculptures lately
removed to the new Assyrian room. The remainder of the
broken has - reliefs from Koyunjik, several fractured Assyrian
inscriptions, and a few of the mosaics from Carthage, have been repaired
and backed with slates. The remaining sculptures in the Greek and
Roman collections liave been cleaned under Mr. Westmacott's direction.
The second vase-room and the bronze-room have been ornamentally
painted. A considerablo part of the collection of Greek, Etruscan, and
Roman terra cottas has been re-arranged in the second vase-room, the
large bas-reliefs fitted up as panels in a quasi-mural framework, and the
principal small figures and minor fragments mounted on mahogany stands,
and inscribed with explanatory titles. The specimens of Roman fresco-
painting have been arranged beside the terra-cotta bas-reliefs, and in a
similar manner. Seventy Phoenician inscriptions, procured by the Rev.
Nathan Davis from Carthage, have been printed from lithographic stones
by Mr. Netherclift. The preparation of the eleventh volume of the
Museum Marbles has been continued, and about half of the text has
been printed. The fac-similes of the Abbott and D'Orbiney papyri
have been completed, and the text to accompany them is being
printed. Fifty-seven Egyptian antiquities have been described and
catalogued. 183 Egyptian objects have been mounted ; 58 larger
Egyptian antiquities have been fixed on stone or alabaster pedestals,
and 16 Egyptian tablets have been framed and glazed.

The collections received in 1858 from C. T. Newton, Esq., at that
time British vice-consul at Mytilene, and now Her Majesty's consul at
Rome, were stated in the last annual report to be only in part un-
packed. Since that period some important additions, brought over
in Her Majesty's ship Supply, have been received from the same
quarter ; and the two acquisitions, being now united, may be treated as
forming one series. A full description of the whole having been given by
Mr. Newton himself in pai)ers ordered to be printed by the House of Com-
mons, it is only necessary in this place to mention briefly the contents of
the collection, in their several classes :

—

A further series of architectural and sculptural remains from the
Mausoleum at Halicarnassus, of which the most important are several
marble steps with peculiar contrivances for jointing and for excluding the
rain from the joints. These steps are believed by Mr. Newton to have
formed part of the pyramid which, according to Pliny, surmounted the
whole edifice. About 160 ashlar marble blocks, believed to have belonged
to the peribolus of the Mausoleum; the capital of one of the angle-columns
of the building ; a stone in the form of a voussoir of an arch, with remains
of a Greek inscription ; and the nave and other fragments of a wheel of
the quadriga from the apex of the pyramid.
The chief of the monuments from Branchidae, near Miletus, are ten

statues from the Sacred Way leading to the Temple of Apollo. They all

represent figures about the size of life, seated on thrones, and are executed
in a formal, archaic style, probably not later than the first half of the sixth

century, B.C. ; on one is inscribed the name of Chares, Ruler of Teichiossa.

From the same place are a recumbent lion, of very rude archaic work-
manship, but bearing a highly curious boustropliedon inscription, recording
the names of the persons who dedicated this figure to Apollo; a recumbent
Sphinx, equally rude ; and an inscribed pedestal, recording in boustrophedon

characters the dedication of a monument now lost, but executed by an
artist named Terpsicles.

The principal monument from Cnidus is a colossal statue of a re-

cumbent lion, originally placed on the top [of a Greek vaulted sepulchre,
in a conspicuous position on a promotory. It exceeds in dimensions any
similar figure hitherto brought to this country. Its style indicates a good
period of art, and its surface is in good preservation. From the spot
described by Mr. Newton as the " Temenos of Demeter and Persephone "

at Cnidus, is a small collection of sculptures, votive offerings, and
inscriptions ; among which are two statues of the size of life, supposed to

represent those divinities ; that of Demeter having a plinth inscribed with
the name of the giver, Nicoleia ; and that of Persephone being remarkable
for the beauty and liigh preservation of the head.

Miscellaneous antiquities from other neighbouring localities have been
obtained, including a large female statue from Clazomena?, with an
inscribed pedestal, purchased at Smyrna ; a fine bronze ornament of a
vase, with two figures in relief, from the island of Telos ; and a consi-

derable collection of Greek inscriptions from various places.

The antiquities forwarded by the Rev. Nathan Davis are the results

of excavations made under that gentleman's direction at Carthage and
Utica. Among the antiquities from Carthage should be specially

mentioned 36 tablets with Phoenician inscriptions, found near the foot of

1
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tlic liill of St. Louis ; a Rrcy marble statue representing a draped female ;

and several arcliitectural fragments. The larger part, however, of these

antiquities consist of portions of mosaic pavements, all of the period of

the Roman empire. Tliese may be described as follows :—Four jjortions

of pavements with geometrical designs, discovered at the same spot as

those received in 1857. A scries of pavements obtained on the site of a

Roman house j coarse in execution, but exhibiting ornamental designs of

various patterns. Among them may be noticed the subject of deer drink-

ing at a fountain. Portions of a pavement discovered on the site of a

Roman building close to the beach at the northern end of the peninsula

on whicli Cartilage was built. The designs are remarkably elegant, and

novel in character. One of the compartments represents Tritons and sea-

nymphs ; another, female heads surrounded by patterns formed of vine

leaves. In the composition of parts of this pavement glass tessera have

been employed. Portions of a pavement discovered in a building on the

hill of Qamart where was formerly the ancient Necropolis. It represents

fountains in the shape of vases, birds and other ornaments, partly

executed in glass tesserce. Beside the fountains occurs the inscription,

PONTES. The mosaics received from Utica are finer in execution, and

more curious in subject, than those just mentioned from Carthage. Among
them may be specified a semicircular compartment, 'apparently represent-

ing an inundation. On the water are men in boats, surrounding with a net

various wild animals which have been overtaken by the waters. On
another panel is a fishing scene, in which the fishes are formed of glass

tessera. On a third panel are peacocks and other birds. The remaining

pavements exhibit well-executed geometrical patterns. The excava-

tions at Utica have likewise produced several stela bearing late Phoenician

inscriptions.

Lastly, we have to ascertain if those acquisitions profited the nation.

In the year just ended the number of visitors was ,511,895, showing a

falling off as compared with the preceding year, and by more than 100,000

as compared with 1857 ; but an increase of more than 200,000 as com-

pared with 1856 and 1855. The readers last year were 122,424, or more
than double what they were in 185G. The students in the sculpture

galleries have steadily decreased from 3,652 in 1854 to 2,364 last year. The
same may be said with respect to the number of visitors to the print-

room, but the number of visitors to the coin and medal-rooms have nearly

doubled within the last five years. So that as an educational establish-

ment the condition of the British Sluseum is, on the whole, highly

satisfactory.

STREET AND OTHER IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CITY OF
LONDON.

AMONGST the business establisliments on a large scale that have been com-
pleted in the metropolis within the last eighteen months, assuredly one of

the most extensive and best is that recently finished and now occupied by Messrs.

Hyams, clothiers and tailors, on the northern side of Cannon-street-west, a por-

tion of the rear of which extends from Queen-street to Tower Royal.

Tlie principal front in Cannon-street is 110 feet in length by a depth of 7G feet.

The height of the elevations from the curb level to the top of its parapets is 06 feet.

There are no attics in the roof; to which we do not object, for such places are in-

tolerably hot in summer; but the basments of the edifice are large and commodious,

including what is termed a very spacious cutting shop, in which a portion of the

process of cutting the cloth is cflected by steam power ; contiguous to which is

the steam engine and eoal shoot, the tormer of which is arranged to heat the

whole building through the medium of hot-water pipes. In the front portion of

the basement is constructed, under the footpath of the street, a series of open

vaults for the reception of coarse goods, packing cases, &c., &c. At the eastern

end are the strong rooms for depositing the cash, books, &c., of the firm, protected

in such a way so as to render security doubly sure.

As regards the interior arrangements, we"may safely say that for ingenuity of

planning, extent, convenience, and simple classification of separate departments,

together with the admirable fittings, and the way the decorations are effected,

as a whole they are at present unrivalled.

The chief feature of the interior, as in other London establishments of a similar

class, is what is technically called the "well-Iiole," a large opening of rectan-

gular shape in the centre of the edifice, extending from the basement to the

roof, from wliich, and the side windows of the Cannon-street elevation, the in-

terior is entirely lighted. This well-hole is surrounded on each floor by capacious

landings, the walls around which are all lined with match-boarding, as a pre-

ventative of injury to the goods fi'om damp. On these landings, next the open-

ings of the well-holes, are fixed solid mahogany counters 4 feet in width, pro-

tected at their inner edges by dwarf bronzed railings 10 inches in height, capped

with mahogany.
The principal staircase of communication to the several floors, which is at the

northern end of the main building, is formed of real oak, as regards its steps,

risers, and handrail, and the ballusters are of bronzed ironwork of elegant

design.

On the upper stories of the edifice, in addition to the counters to which we
have already adverted, there are eases projected from the side-walls fitted with

shelves for the reception of innumerable quantities of manufactured goods of

every description relating to male attire.

In proof of the excellent classification in arrangement which we have pre-

viously noticed, we may state that the uppermost floor is adapted for what is

termed reserved stock ; the one immediately underneath for trousers only ; the

next forwaistcoats; that under it for coats; the ground floor is for woollen cloths

by wholesale, and, as we have observed, the gi-tater portion of the basement is

reserved for the " cutters."

The principal decorations in relief that adorn the building are the facings of

the internal surfaces of the well-hole, which have been carried out most successfully

under the careful and unremitting supervision of Mr. Thos. Manning, Ibrenian

in this rtejiartment for the contractors, Messrs. Brass and Co., who executed the

main portion of the structure.
The longitudinal sides of the surfaces of the well-hole are each divided into

three panels (bounded by enriched ovolo mouldings), and separated from each

other by consoles, which display much refinement of taste in the pure Greek
manner of dcsigu. Underneath is a cornice embellished with dentils, and at

the top is an enriched Greek ogee, the whole in combination being in excellent

proriortion.

The prevailing ground work of the decorations is a pale, quiet, subdued bloc,

the ceilings and enrichments being white ; the latter are tastefully picked out
with color.

The floors arc supported by a series of iron columns, extending from the baie-

ment to the roof. Tliese columns, or shafts, as we may more properly term
them, arc painted an invisible green, and the enrichments on the bell jiortions and
abaci! of the capitals are etched with gold.

The counters are lighted by ekgaiit gas standards, each having two lights

issuing at the extremities of branches projected from them.
The coramunicationg from the main to the minor wings of the building arc

by iron doors, whicli are worked with great ease and precision from slight iron

beams at top liy means of pullies.

In the western wall of the edifice there is a lift, 6 feet by 4 feet, extending
from the basement to the upper story, which is worked by steam power.

One of the most remarkable features of the establishment is the principal

entrance lobby in Cannon-street, which, including its walls, ceiling, anel cornice,

is entirely constructed of the most beautiful real wainscot, and is one of the best

examples of joinery we have yet seen. The sides are each composed of six deeply-

sunken pauels, and the upper panels of the inner doors are of plate glass. The
ceiling is in one panel. The outer doors of this unique lobby are closed, after

business houi-s, in the most ingenious manner, by invisible means (at least, from
without), and when closed, there are no external indications of handles, locks,

or escutcheons.
On our survey of the interior of the edifice, we confess we were forcibly

struck with the superiority of the fittings, nine - tentlis of which, we
would say, are executed in oak and mahogany, one notable example being

a screen dividing one of the offices from the room of the principals of

the firm, which is composed of beautiful moulded work and carvings, all

executed in the former material. The design of the Cannon-street

front of the building is conceived and carried out in the true Greco-Classic

spirit, without the admixture of ancient Roman, Italian, or Renaissance elements.

This peculiar and chaste style is admirably adapted, in iudicions hands, for the

purpose of warehouse buildings, no extraneous embellishments being admitted,

the whole professing that stern reality of purpose which ought to be the aim and
ultimate accomplishment of all good architecture as applied to individual and
special purposes. The various works of this buildinjj were entrusted to two of

our most eminent contracting firms in the metropolis, Messrs. Brass and Co.

having executed the central portion, and Mr. Joliu Jay the wings, one of which
extends to Queen-street and the other to Tower Royal, from both of which there

are minor entrances. The architects of the building are Messrs. Tillott and Cham-
berlain, Gresham-street, and we conscientiously think there is no flatter}' in saying

that it is by far the best structure amongst numerous others of a similar class

which have been completed from their designs in the City of London.
Qucen-strect, Cannon-street West.—On the eastern side of this street the

rectory-house of St. Thomas the Apostle is now nearly completed from the

designs of Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects ; Mr. Macey, of Milford-

wharf, Strand, being the contractor. The rectoi-y-house is a small edifice con-

structed of brick and stone, combining many points worthy of commendation.
It is three-stories above tlie street level, and has dormers in its roof. Tlie general

facings of the elevations are of Allen's white Suffolk bricks, the archivolts and
voussoirs of the windows being alternately of red and black bricks. The jambs
and archivolts of the flrst-fioor windows, together with the string-courses, are

of Aubigney stone. The crowning cornice of the elevations is exceedingly

effective, and is formed at bottom by a series of miniature semicircular-headed

arches in brick, red and white, supported by stone corbels, the whole surmounted

by a stone coping. The entrance portico is not yet completed, but in its un-
finished state exhibits many good qualities of design and characteristic detail.

MONASTIC WALLS AND GATKHOUSES.*
GATEHOUSES in connection with strong walls constitute an ordinary medieval

feature ; and yet one that has, I believe, never formed the theme of any especial

treatise devoted to their description. Such a subject, tlicreforo, will at ail events

possess tlie recommendation of novelty, which can now be very rarely ofl'ored to the
notice of architectural societies ; and as in addition to this, one of the chief objects

of interest at Worksop is a gatehouse that certainly will command general attention

I am encouraged to tlic hope that some observations on such buildings may be
acceptable on tlie present occasion. From the time t of the Conquest I to that of

Henry VIII., towns, castles, and oven mansions of importance, as well as religious

houses, were almost always defended by outer walls and gatehouses ; but I propose
to couline my attention now to monastic examples alone.

These were sometimes inserted honestly in a distinct wall surrounding the actual

buildlnsfs within them, sometimes rose proudly far above the adjoiuinfr enclosure so

as hardly to come in contact with it, and sometimes were so incorporated into the
general mass of the buildings as scarcely to be observed as distinct features, except
from tlieir arched gateways.
U alehouses also varied as to their distinctive character ; there was the tower type,

so familiar to the members of our universities ; there was the imposing rectangular
structure typo flanked by two, and sometimes four, conspicuous turrets, as in the

magnificent mstancc of Thornton Abbey; and there was the gabled type, as illus-

trated by the gatehouse at Norwich, and this at Worksop. Again, there was a
considerable degree of variety in the construction of their doorways, some having a
single arched gateway, some one large, and one or two smaller gates, all opening Into

the same inner archway, and others having distinct entrances, entirely separated

•Taper read by Jlr. Trollope at the Evening Session on the first day of the Annual
Meeting of the Lincoln Diocesan Architectural Society.

+ Tlie royal licence had to be obtained before castles could be built, or other

buildings fortified or " crenellated," as it was formerly termed from tlio "crenelles

or apertures in tlicir battlements. Such a licence was granted to Robert de Ilos Ue

lieverlac with respect to lielvoir Castle, filst Henry IlT ; to .lohn liek in favour ot

Eresby, 4th Edw. I. ; to lianalph de Frisknev, allowing him to raise a stronglioia

at Frisknev, 31st Edw. I. ; and to Henry do 'ISeaumont, i>ermitting linn to do ttoe

same at Falklngham, in the same reign. See I'atcnt Itolls of those roigus.

J Such as episcopal residences, of wliich tlie followina; are a few instances gatherert

from the Patent Kolls :-Aiitliony lick, liisliop of Durham allowed to build his

castle at Somcrton, OlhEdw.-I. ; Henry Hur"hesh, liishop of I.incoln, allowed to

protect no less than eleven mansions, belonging to him, in a elmilar maancr.
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b^ta.^^VduU'u^rfvnr

"-">«"-= -J^Pt-^ of the gatehouses Which thoy pierced,

irfii . .^ "' ""' P'""" *•'<' illustrious dead were sold to the hie'hest bidder h«

howSf arain'/.^f7h:?r'r;'n'. r"'S^ '"T "?»'"" '™«""- when^ there was a"ynop«oi tumins another penny by so base a deed. Afterwards some mnnasti,- n^iti.houses were converted n.to prisons, as in the case of liridli'n'rn SriS?? IWnZ nrin
";'","/,"""•'" Vr^

^"""';' «:»tohou«es in vurious situat"ousrso asYo fSi in wlh
nf ,P^ -f

P* •"""?"S^''f*.'''"? "djoiuins: tkem, but in the country, unless the pcciu^tvof the situation demanded it, as at Funiess Abbey, there was ordinarUrou Iv mo

side of the T-riorJ!^l;',rch
°'^'' ^"^ *' ^^"'^""^ ""= B«'^^"<"'«'^ '•* on the southern

deUril^T,"" r .n ^IIV"""
Sr«tcways were verv often used as chapels, as at Chertscy,

Br^e Willi/ •e'hrhn^^'T
Poi-tani •• Ijarlfngs, still rcmainfng in the time of

wSster wheie ,he„Mi^''' *f
•'"'"' ^''P<'"» Sancti Thorna ad Portam," and

In J!.i7?. -.' . ' , "H '^'•"P*'' "S now used as the parish church of St. Swithin

oinii «,em »k ".''."Pr''-
"''"' "."'.P™'"S «" ""»>«' P»>-t of KatehousesTelosely aS:

dowment "•v,mSL^'"'°T """^ Milling:, at Finchafe, termea in its ehirter oi ^n-

monks had. niece of I.??'!^"/,'"
""l P0"»» <'« I'ynchall." and at Merivale, whose

Ch^pe^ of0^.r La7/n?a;'tt'Ab4°Gat'e'"'
'"" "" ""''"'^°''°<=« o< 15 tapers in the

«nnHLl''n^n,"JJ
»°other purpose to which the rooms over monastic gatehouses were

nKFn^f;^^r'*'lT-
'.'"' ««-Pt'ou of guests

; the " Hospitano," or guest chamber, being

found .^oTZl'n? n"*"''
"Po*" on. and almost always adjoining the chaptOso ift?f

i."h„ „ . ?K 'P^,*"'';!'"''
of religious houses, as at Stonoley Abbey and l»eterborouo-h

with7he\!i^wo'?"ft1
"

'''ij'•*"""';'""^'""'V^
"^

r^l,d.nnf.V" ?
features. K. .swapham says, fol. xlix., ' In Benedict's days there was

Sn'd nev. we «r?Vm"^\S"V' ?ii' r".'!""^
""y murmuring of the guests o/strangers ;'•

hone '^Wnu "-l'" K'""!f-^>''''o' -J-karius granted the offerings made in th? gate-house chapelt to the adjoining hospitiuni, but that at the same time Seino-

thos'e°»^,o';hri';„'£"-''*'T
'""" ""^ PT,"^""" 'y'^""- h» suifered o™| victors an°dthose who through wealvncss were unable to worship in their own parish cliurclies

on festfviWw^'?hiM* "";'' "°^ {";;"• °"^'="/ "*' ""^n of the sums thus collected

hanS ind ihZ'iI 'r .hirH LT'''','' '°i^,
'«'«'>'=<' by the sacristan of the gatehouse

<?! "^^i,^ .i.Jn . r v"['!.'o'"^ handed over to the chaplain of the a(yoining parish of

this c^,anelf.,??nl''
!*"''''".'

??K°"'''''<'"5''''''''">'
"^"me out of peculiar fegard for

. 1, ™ o
-P -1

'^offerings might be unreservedly accepted for thd use of the hosni-tium, as well as those of strangers whenever they might be given
'^

iTtI!it,2^nIetre'oV^^S;%^?r"'b;e?h^t'."''=^ •"
™"'™"'^'-- '^^ ^"=>' '»

"-^"^

i.rL'iL^tf^°7'i.^^"'
o" *o ";,<! consideration of the various reasons leading to theerection of gatehouses and walls round religious edifices

^
•o-TvJ^f'i.J.'.^A."""''"^

found someplace within the heart of man, even in the darkest
ffi

heathenism and this had led to the invention of various means of defendinir

cWlSs'^Tht' he ?!""?• «"d of preserving offenders from the avenglrs of the°f

Mnc?,t?He; /. .,?ii?^'t'°P'''* "'^
'^r'^';?'^

""dlfome were more or less looked upon as

ftltow men ^mi Iw l*lf/''r°"^'f ' "^'"' '^''™ '" ''»°='='' f™™ ">« ^'olence of theirleiiow men, .ind only crimes of a deep dye, or exasperation of an unusual charaeter

This a™^e fr^o^fTh' i^'!!'''?
'-jerawW f»git'ves From the horns ofheaihen aUars.'

was imnion^^o h.f/.f^ """.'.k'V;
""'*" y?r "'° J""' aren-ers of crime, and that it

*V.v?o?"a„Hfie //%""'' 1"^^.P"''' ''*?''' .One oftTie epithets ofBiana was
"V^li,;. "nrlSj"?r^P''"l""'?

by Komulus and Uemns was dedicated to the god
hav/]5JP'

or"'c".rheosAsyla:u8" of the Greeks. Hence Rome may be said to

^o l^ave w'^ fn.,?H^r
^""^ "« refuo:e it offered to offenders ; so Athens'^is reported

}^t,h^rf.^J'"V?,''^- "^ *" "-^^^"^ ^°'' ""^ protection of the descendants of Hercules
J^SvliISf

f«9 of their enemies; Tyre and Sldon were both possessed of the sanieprivilege, as indicited by their medals and coins, on which the following leo^ends are

^Z^'fZ^rS^,! 'V^*™"
''ieras kai asylou Sidonos hieras kai asylou."^¥& and

thenriHlfJ^r
"'"='•• sanctuaries. The Emperors Honorius and 'fheodosius granted

iitenvard»"»rn,f?i""' V ""^^"^ churches and their environs, from which much evil

^i™i,i?f kO'.?- ""eso favored spots becoming like fortresses, filled with the worstcrta^nals, who there not only elucied, but braved, the magisterial powers.
I,mitVi,„'?5?"''.'''PP*'"?.*o have been the first monarch that found it necessary to

bSioSi to ^'h" -'"f »"?<;'»"& to sanctuaries by ordering that uo food shoukl bo

a?n«?SVf JO ^ ?i
'"^eking an asylum in churches ; afterwards these were allowed

Sor'Suon If ir.h'f'^'
.""•'' '"? ""^ expected to come out and to submit to trans-

;fli„™ ^"„ .
the intenra a layman drove out one of these offenders from hia

mtel LT''^f'"'''''i'"i''."^','''''"=0""°nnication; if an ecclesiastic was thus im-
SJrS.^ '.^^

was punished by his superior. The privilege of sanctuary was after-wards extended to cemeteries, episcopal and clerical residences, and even to districtswithm certain limits around abbeys, &c.
aismccs

wiluVinim.lli''"' '"» of s'.nctuary was in vogue from the most remote period. Dun-
™?,.^nn ?.2^= "k-

* ?"l'l'' P"'!."''''' '' '"'"^ to Have enacted laws, termed the " Mol-
Whi^JfT •^•''''.'^'1!'='' he ordained that the cities and temples of his idol gods, the
"?JlTf'^''''??'°8^.'2

""''"•, th'irfn'-ms, and tenants, should enjoy the privilege of

adversarS
°° """'efactors were safe there, even in the presence of their

A T^'MS^i-'i,''''^ ''V,'^
to have extended to Winchester Cathedral, by King Lucius

ir S
t-^herde I'rimordus, fol. 126.

but i"n thUmV.'iLYi.'^'
""^y portion of British history can be believed in is questionable,

W tUf K ni „f «„ '^ ?°'""' <^^eclesiastical sanctuaries had certainly become established

«.5 liew.';?lif^H^.^''y''""Jj'
P.r'vilege of sanctuary to Croyland Abbey in

found an J?^„,2 f^. ? ""' "^"o/n the circumstance of his having liiiself previously
whenino^e^.T„^^*^5-'"'"'2''"'''?thecellof .St. Etheldreth,''on Croyland island^wnenin great danger from his predecessor. King Egbert.

chii?fhes of Rlnn''„'"Sr?,!i!'''' V'.^,
'"nctuary priviTeire was given by Athelstan to the

Confessor h^K'„,^
John of Beverley, and St. fiurieu in Cornwall. Edward the

r?tcr-s of We»t>?ini„^ ?""".?'"i
«''?';."P0" ''""^ey Abbey, and perhaps upon St.

Cowie? or S.nd??,M Th"'
""' .^'"tilda, Stephen's queen, upon the church of'fempleCowley or Sandford. Ihe privilege of sanctuary was also granted especially to the
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^

Yet let us not suppose that such ordinary medieval defences were nlwnve the IactoIboundaries of the several places gifted with the privUeo-e ors^nctuarrilr ii mll,^^^ins ances mmunity from arrest" or violence warext^dedffrbeS'sud narrowlimits by virtue of royal charters, and perhaps in other cases by custom whilst son.^appear to have had the power of protecting hard-pressed fugi^heronTv or mSstsecurely, ma limited portion of their respective fabrics, as at IVestmiustw wIict?!

™a kas^Vo"' ',a?'LfJ'f'""
""= ^^'>'^^>yP.r^'^'"«'ts, '^eems to have Sedfiie usual!or at least the safest asvlum in cases nr imminnnt .io«„— t^ .

ud»«i.

w J" •'olmScudamore's accounts as the King's receiver for several counties on the

S^nert.y«''*'{ "?,"''.'? "" following Itemin his bill of sale connected with tieproperty of the Austin I-rlory of St. Tiomas at Stafford :-" Item ij gravestones of

w?Ort"he°f^ri? V^Zf.f'^i'^^^^/,^" "^^ .?""? individual's bill of SJcCectedwith .the Crey >nary at Lichfield is a similar item;-" Item the fl-ravter and tlie

iovnl^J'ffZ'^i^^ 1° "','' klchyn, with all the quadrant of the ™ner elSys/e?

i..?„2^f ?K ®
. "'S''

«?d steple, and the church and quyer, and the Ion- newchouse of the est syde of the same cloyster, except and reservyd ledd bellMnavementand grarestones within all the seyd buylSynges, Xc!" See letters re-'latiiig to the suppression of Monasteries, by t. Wri'ghf, pp. hu and 276

,„t.ll"r'"Hf*
had endeavoured to render this ch.ipel attractive by placin'^ within it

ffiMif,Tfen
* Tcsscls), and two alUrs from the stone on wMch the arch-

fo/ -A-^hu^wn""'"^,^''^
with this Act is given by Stow, MS. Collections Harl.,MO,

WM n^t n lie iTi ^ft"'" n"' )^''"j" '°."» Kenulneness, who affirms that the gran

sZZZ\iti:i:l'\i!S}-\oZ ;;re?rb?rir°°'^''"°'''
""<' '" ^-"•-^"on ot ,he

or at 1, nst the «»?V, '„; 1
"" -^ooi'y precincts, seems to have formed the usual,or at least tlie safest asylum in cases of imminent danger. It was termed narexcellence "the sanctuarv." and w>i« nni„ ,,„ii„,i ;:i„...,.K-., ,--„ ....i™!^" g'r

— -;, "••»-"- ooi,.oi, usj'uiui 111 cases 01 imminent danger. It was termed

S?ukeh.'rh, he'""?fh''''^'''''V,<' T",'
»°"' P""^t down ^in 1730 fl-aper by br.btulieley in the. " Archaiologia, " vol. 1, p. :».) In the cases of Uinon and Hexhamon the other hand, the privifege of sanctuary was extended by AtSan over an ar?aof one mile m every direction round the church. In that of the n imierv of Arme

vnT^T
" '" Cumber and, founded by William Hufi.s, stone erases, en"r,?vJdwU™hewwd "sanctuary," indicated the precise limits of its protecting potvc?s and in that

iL^^Z\T],^^^7 '"?, ""=. ^Vters surrounding the" island Sn'^w^iich ft oril"nanystood wore tsasyfum boundaries, so that fugitives might labor, flsli aiidBliootmsalety w-ithin the spacious area of that sanctuary. SiSch inconvonieuce liowcvc?seems at an early period to liave been experienced at Croyland from"he very extent

Turketff'Ihe-ni'el^A'T^'n? '^""l^"^/? ¥''"'"^ » f'^^" '^"^^"^- from Ed?e5?l.D WSlurnetal, tlie tlien Abbot, declined to have the pr vi ege of sanctuarv inserted in tlio

of ?1 "faw' "\?/ulnrH,^f ''t 'ir'^-'' r'°"""'^
improperly aga'i'fsirh'e'exeeStlonoiiiioia«. ingulphi Hist., p. 40. \ariou3 ceremonies were oliserved on the ad-

"rnied t°he "^CrHhai^P' "?'=•
""''^"'"^•i 'l''"'

'^"^ '"'''' "-''t to a particular seat,«.. l;"th8tol" chair of asylum , or "Freod-stol" (liberlv seatl ami

In the rflloJi'te cT" T"?Sn "on^idored free of the immunity of siSctuary.''in the Collegiate Church of St. John, at Bevcr ey, the " Freod-stol " was nlaoed at

iDon?t'".M?a^o".edoJf"°'r- ." ««^f «',one, andU the followfng in"c,ipS cut
f,P,?SnV J ^-^"^ lapidea 'freedstood,' dicitur, id est, pacis cathedra ad quam reusfugiendo perveniens, omniniodam habet securitated."-Camden
th5" ri?,^h =?M

""''^', "*' ^,""='?t''" '» reference to Kipon Slinster also alludes to
^ifi. J 'J'"';

or chair of asylum, there. The fugitives next had to take certaS
nlht !!Sl2°'"i^

""''' "*""'=! '^'0 entered in the Sanctuary Ke|ister who?, tC
l.^r H?'''^'

ordinary circumstances, consider themselves secure.
^

still, however, vengeance was not to be stayed either bv the sanctltv of imeli

mYterh„"^'^ *""'
?.l

?'"'';' '^''•t""' '''hen acts of unusual violence^^^^^^

Si™^.'''^
refugees within their boundaries, or when the avengersof the r evil deedswere powerful or unscrupulous. In l.MScertain armed persons forced their wav^ntothe sanctuary of Leominster, and dra-rmd out thnnoe .„m« f,.„,v,"lr„„ c":.'.,,;, / „.,'?

had seught

UnS'" a'kw' V""".':''.
"isnoi? 01 Jieretord. In the first "year of Godfrey de Crov-

chao'elof S?t Tho^i';''''T"PV ^P-Se violent men pursued certain fugitives into ?L

re powerful or unscrupulous. In l.MScertain armed persons forced their wav^nto
I a. fc^Srj "» I-eominster, and dra-ged out thence sime trembUng fugUives^ whS
Lf„J^ '.^''-'^'•'n- there n

; but for tliTs act of violence its perpetrators wl-re cxcom-
S AhW^ Tril.ck, Bishop of Hereford. In the first year of Godfrey deCiw-

chanelof S?t Tho^l';''''T"PV ^P-Se violent men pursued certain fugitives into ?L
th?moffinrio^^nT„l?,'?'^"''"'

?,'^'t'=,r'',orougli,and after wounding them, carried

no?!J^™^„ 5 5?"- "f t''° .privilege of the prace. In consequence Sf that deed theperformance of divine service in this chapel was suspended for a time and was onlv
^Zn"lta"i'f,^it"""% restoration of theliersons seized, the sprhikhng ofholy wat«withm Its 1 mits, and the reception of the Bishop's absolution

r«„Tni*" !,'""? ^°S^
rctugc. or "gritlie," as it was termed, in St. Martin's-lc-

CoZler Ihen M"N«.;J',"t**''^'''''"f^'*^^^^ '5.™ "ut thence by force, first to the
„,?J^Srfi'. .?.

.t.o Newgate. Upon this the Dean and Chapter of Westminsterappealed to the then King, Henry VI., and the prisoners were released
''""""""

he was" f!,1lowo?iYJ"l;-'°5^'''
".'^"ley, fled to the sanctuary of Westminster in 1.178,

Ui3 followed by Sir Alan Boxhall, Constable of the Tower, accompanied bv
SnXs Zn kMlJoAT,^"' wh' e'i''",'=*™

'""'
"'f

"voir, and there, ailer som??esistanc^on his part, killed him, while high mass was in the act of being celebrated In con-sequence of tins profanation, the church was shut up for about five months and?n
imin^tn'^'th™ Awirn/'lt? ;"? respectively at'^ Gloucester and Westmrnster
ranct.farv ' tw id^"' "* Westminster, complained so loudly of this breach of
nr?viioS2' iv'i

'"' '." eonsequcnce, obtained a fresh confirmation of its asylum
Sry,fe- ^^"l™ore's " History of Westminster Abbey," p. lOO. But the swordof justice, as well as of vengeance, was sometimes not witliheld from following

«n uriJs '%nrfZHV^vSTV^H '",>*'."' fonrteenth, fifteenth, and sMeen I
ST'Nnrwioh ?nr i;'"^''''-^^"'"'''™"'"'''''

Of Carrow, was prosecuted by the

Trovts anrrj-ns 'a^tLn"''''""""^',.'".,
'?""t""''y the murderer of William Kok, of

acquitted I,rnR7.ifLLv'?r"''*S';''*°,P''',''on on this charge, but was fin.^llyacquiuea. in 11S7, Henry \ir. obtained a bull qualify ng the priviieoes of sane-

manVm,M tr"^"^';
"' '%" ^'•?''"™t """«'• '"tit ordaiScdIhafif an'y LnctSaryman should secretly leave his place of refuge and commit any misdeed he should

he'sl ould'l'eavo°ou? of'"r^
'°'">'- .'I^i't though his person w^as safe, the prope?yhe sliould leave out of sanctuary might be seized; and 3rdly, that if any tooksanctuary for treason, the King might appoint keepers to watch them7c4i?^8a?rc-

and" n't'wJ'Ttl"?
'"''^",

" ^""^^r?!^ ^''^P T'""
t^^en, for, in, 152.1, when Robert Lambert

?efu<.o n TinS^.thTv?""^
Christopher Radcliff, at Shenston, in Durham, took

wrot"o fn T ,JrdTwl„ w""7' "? iP^ * P^'^^on than Wolsey, Archbishop of York,wrote to Lord Dacre, Warden of the marches, to extract those evil doers from their
''^l'",^:,

?''.o, Wolsey's letter in the " Monasticon," vol. 3, p. 300A little latter, in 1331, it was enacted that gross offenders against the laws taking'-

l^%1Jc>Z'lfiu'^.\T;IZf""
'™^^"»'-^'^ P'^"'- ''""^^ be co'n^sife'ot°of

Perhaps the most celebrated instances in English historv of the weak flvino- to

W^ownf.
for protection from the strong, are Imited In tlie peVson of' ElizaGemWoodville, the queen of Edward the IV., who, in 1470, sought for safety in thesanctuary of Westminster during the temporary restoration of Henry VI .whereher son, afterwards Edward V., was born, anci where "the say'd child ithoutpompe was chris eny'd, who.«c Godfaders wore the Abbot (Thomas Millynrr)i„rt the

Sron'tEdit llTifp^'S
"'"' '"' ^^^'^ ^""^^ «odmod^.r, according'to Fabyan "

And again, in 14kJ, for a second time did Elizabeth, with afar more despondeut

of "Yirk^^'^lio 1° ;or™.?f i''""'!"'"'^ r'l'
".<• "^'^ daughters and tirouthtS? Dukeot lorlf, wlicu thoroughly alarmed at the arrest of the Earl of Rivers and

winrout'o'f Vhrna?roo'"'"f1^ "1' ^"'?"'^:' "o"«' "»' becoming ™ipable.""Shewent out of the palaces at Westminster" says Sir Thomas jforiO "into thesanctuary and there lodged in the abbot's place, and she and all her children and
Th"rifSre.

'"'"' "^^'^""'^ fof sanctuary persones." Life of Edward v' by "h

Sk?lton^vhe,l''hoPhnT^''''°.,'°.'?*'''^^''f''J"the same asylum was the poet ,Iohnbkelton, when he had incurred the much feared power and wr.ath of Afolsey, in

h7Ho,?rv'vr h' °?^"i°1'o"'""^ '7T "'' """"''• ""<> eventually almost extinguished,by Utnry VIII. In 15.!0 a statute was passed, ordering all persons flying to sauctu-

ho AlVdf,i if?'".,°"''"'i^'l
that they who fled to churches for sanctuary should not

^sloSv and in°'^!^;,f "h
^.''turbed in the highway after abjuration, nor be taken iiito

^S^,S7,.'i„T , i^" dec aration of excommunication was uttered against all who
tSr'^i'^'".""L''''''='^"Sl"ve' from churches, cemeteries, or cloisters; also againstthose who should prevent the necessary food from being taken to such rcl^o-eesCodex Juris Ecclceiastlcl, by Edmund Gibson, vol. 2, page's 1,00.3 «od l,m

"'"^'"'-
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' ary to be confined for life in one particular place of detention, or sanctuary, on the

nlea tliat many persons abjured their country after flying to the usunl sanctuaries as

a means of cxtricathipr tliemselves from their difflcuities, and thus deprived the state

of useful and sliilled subjectB.

In is.'i.'i, on the plea of enconragemcnt given to murderers, roblwrs, and other

criminals, tlirouah the existence of sanctuaries, it was ordered that all tailing refuge

within tluir walls should wear a badge of distiuctlon, should always go unarmed, and
should not leave their lodgings before sunrise, or after sunset.

In IMl, tlie privilege of sanctuary was entirely abolished, excepting in the cases

of Westminster, York, Wells, Derby, Manchester, Xorthampton, Norwicli, and
Lanceton, nor were they even to be entitled to defend murderers, burplars, and other

cToss olTenders. Moreover, none of tlie remaining asylums were to have more than

twenty inmates within their walls at a time, and if any of tliese did not answer to

their names for a space of three days, their privilege ot sanctuary was forfeited.

Codex ,Iuris lOcclesiastici, vol. 3, pages 1,1-14 to l,14it.

Finally, in lfi33, tlie law of sanctuary was totally abolished by an Act of James I.,

running tlms, " Be it enacted by tlio authority of this Parliament, that no sanctuary

or privilege of sanctuary shall be hereafter admitted, or allowed in any case." Codex
Juris Ecclesiastiei, p. 1,151,

Nevertheless, the assumed privilege of sanctuary Btill lingered on in England for

about another hundred years more on the site of the Whitefriary adjoining the

Temple, so graphleally described by Sir W.alter 8eott in the "Fortunes of Nigel,"

as " Alsatia "
; debtors and petty offenders there finding an asylum from bailifl's and

tlie ordinary ofhcers of pohce until the beginning of the last century. In the sister

kingdom ot Scotland the .ancient privilege of sanctuary is still upheld. Within the
" Girth " or asylum, once belonginjn- to tlic Abbey of Ilolyrood, and now attached to

the palace, debtors are yet safe from their creditors ; and as, within its limits

Arthur's Seat and Salisbury Crags are included, this refuge is both roomy and
agreeable enough. It cannot, however, protect criminals. The precise limits and
the character of this asylum are described in the introduction to the " Chronicles of

thoCanongate." See also " Erskine's Principles of the Law of Scotland," Ed. of

1820, p. 4'.ir.

But besides affordinn; a refuge to fugitives, w.illed enclosures supplied with stout

gates and strong gatehouses were, during the medieval period, almost '.indispensable

for the protection of life and property 'generally, against open violence and secret

plunderers ; Cathedrals, Abbeys, and other monastic houses,' as well as castles,

ffreatly needing the same defensive girdles even at an early period. Abbot
Kennlph accordingly surrounded Peterborough Abbey with a wall iu U9'->.

And 77 years later, viz., in lOW, its strength was triedlby an| armed force, when
Hereward le Wale, with thejDanes under ( )8bem from Eli, furiously attacked the
Abbey, which had only just passed into the hands of the haughty Norman Abbot,
Turold. By burning down some houses near one of the Abbey gates, called Bule-
hithe, they forced an entrance into the close,- and ended by giving to the
flames all within it, except the church. Turold had previously retired

to Stamford, but after the heroic llereward had left Peterborough, he returned
with 100 Norman followers, and erected a further means of defence, in the form ot a
mound, or keep, near the Church, afterwards termed" Mont Turold," and eventually
pulled down by Abbot JIartin de Vietis. We cannot be surprised to liear that Tin-
mouth I'riory was defended by an outer wall and gates, as well as various monasteries
near the Scottish border, or those near the se.a, such as Bridlington I*riory,t but
there was good reason for others also to bo thus fortified ; their inmates, occasionally
at least, having to protect themselves from civil, as well as from foreign, aggres-
sions. The Aijbey of Bury St. P^dmnnds, for instance, was defended by a wall and
gateway, and, strange to say, the latter waslbuilt at the expense of the town of
Bury, whose inhabitants it was intended to exclude when necessary. This arose in
thefollowingmanner :—Someof the townsmen having tumultuously attacked and
pillaged the Abbey, they were afterwards sentenced to p.ay a large sum as a com-
pensation to its inmates, and that sum was very wisely spent in erecting the beauti-
lul, but at the same time strong, barrier, that still remains there, as a defence
against any similar " emcute," that might afterwards arise. Bayham Abbey, in
Sussex, was attacked in a similar manner, in l.'i02, by .Sir Henry de Legburnes, and
besieged for three days. Ilis followers clustered round tlie gatehouse and assailed
the poor monks with flights of arrows, &e., threatening to kill any who
should attempt to escape, until at last the Abbot was friglitened into mak-
ing an agreement, by which he bound himself to give his assailant £30,
on condition that he and his band should retire. Treatise by the Rev. G. M.
Cooper, Sussex Archeeological Collections, vol. II. p. 122. So also in 1381,

temp. Richard II., when Wat Tyler and Jack Straw nad succeeded in stirring
up the lower orders against those above them, not only in London,! but in
many parts of England, some of the rioters persuaded the country people and even
tile tenants ot Peterborough Abbey to rise up, and attempt to destroy it ; but most
fortunately, by the aid of its strong wail, it was able to holdout until Henry le

Spencer, ISishop of Norwich, came toils rescue with a large force, and dispersed ail

the rioters, after killing some, and taking others prisoners ^ on this occasion the
privilege of sanctuary was violated, for some of the unhappy peasants, flying to the
altar for refuge, were there run through with lances. Gunton's History of Peter-
borough, p. 280. Nor was this the last occasion when the Peterborough Abbey wall
was useful, for in 1481, during the jAbbacy of William of Ramsay, hundreds of the
tenants were again in an insurrectionary state, and began to throw.down the hedges,
fiU up the ditches, and had they dared, might liave proceeded to further extremities.
Gunton, p, 31.

During the l:!th and 14th centuries. Monasteries had reason to guard against another
class of assailants, viz., the attacks of bold bands of robbers, and especially if

situated, like Worksop, in the county of Nottingham, so famed for its connexion
with some ot Robin Hood's lawless deeds, and who had an especial aversion to rich
ecclesiastics.

" From wealthy Abbots' chests, and churches' abundant store.
What oltentimes he took, he shared amongst the poor

;

• The following are afew instances selcctedTrom the Royal licenses to " crenellatc "
or fortify ; York Minster, 2011i Ed. I ; Johannes de Cadamo, domes suas quas
habet infra clausum^Ebor eclesi Ebor Ebor. Lichfleld, 27th Ed. I., W. no Conyentr
ct Lyeh Episcopus, procinctum demonim suarum ct canonicorum int>a clausum
Cathedral, Lielifleld, muro lapideo includere, et murum ilium kernellarc. St. Augus-
tine's, Canterbury, 2nd Ed. II., Abbas Saneti Augustini, Cantaur, quandum cam-
eram ultra portam Abbaci suam, quam de novo fini faciunt kernellarc. Cathedral
Lincoln, Ist Ed. III., DccanusetCapitulum beat.-e Jlariaj—clausum ecclesia; praedicta;.
Spalding Priory, 7tli Ed .III., Prior et Conventus de Spaldyng Prioratum de Spaldyng,
ad requisitionem delecti elerici nostri Henrici de Edenstowe. Thornton Abbey, (itli

iichard II., Abbas et Conventus de Thornton, quandum novam donium(Abbatia de
riiornton. Line.) desupar et juxta portam Abbatia suic de Thornton, muro. Thorn-
ton, 12th Richard II.. Abbas ct Conventus Abbatia; dc Thornton—Abbatiam Thorn-
ton, Line.

t This I'riory had been [so frequently attacked bv pirates, that Richard II., in
1388, granted a license to its prior, permitting him to enclose its buildings with a
wall and strong gates and gatehouses. One of these last, termed the " P.ayle Gate,"
IS still standing, and in a good state of preservation. It is a rectangular structure,
supported t)y buttresses on its inner or northern side, and having only one large
arched entrance in that facade, but on the other it has a postern doorway also. On
Its northern side were lodgings and stables for strangers.

J Those miscreants had an espechal aversion to foreigners, as well aa to all appa-
rently ol' a dillcruut class to themselves ; these they ruthlessly tore away from the
altars to which they had fled, or from the sanctuaries to which they had vainly be-
taken themselves, and then, if they could not distlnctlypronounee the two test words
<H "bread and cheese," which, of course, was not often the case, their heads were
•natantly struck otr.

No Lordly bishop came in lusty Robin's way.
To him, before he went, but for his pass must pay."

Drnntoirt I'oli/olbioii, Song 2«.
But at length the bold outlaw himself was thankful to retire within the calm and
protecting walls of Kirklees Priory, in Yorkshire, to escape ft-om his pursuers, and
to die in peace,' Still more dangerous, however, was the race of expert thieves,
from whose depredations many ehurehes and monasteries sufl'ered very severely, and
totally in vain were walls and gatehouses, built iu many instances as a protection
against such marauders. In ll(r2, some worthies of that description, from France
and Flanders, broke into Peterborough Abbey, when Godric was Abbot, by foreine
their way through a window over the altar of St. Philip and St, James. One or
their number kept watch over the sleeping sacristan Turlcus with a drawn sword,
intending to kill him instantly should he awake, while the others were packing up
the gold cross, chalices, patens, and candlesticks, &c., with which they decamped;
but they were pursued, seized, and taken before the Justices of King Henry I., when
a very strange result occurred, or rather, one that would be considered strange now,
for though the aggrieved ecclesiastics saw their secret despoilcrs deprived of their lU-
gotten plunder, tuey never saw their plate again, for that was swept ofl' into the
Royal Treasury, whence it was never again extracted. In 128.'), Edward I. granted a
license to the Dean and Chapter of Lincoln, to enclose the Minster, and with a wall
12 feet high, because thieves and other evil doers had been in the habit of prowling
about its precincts where they hatl been guilty of repeated acts of violence. But this
wall did not succeed in producing the hoped lor result, for in a subsequent reign, that
of Edward III., thieves broke into the Cathedral, and stole the highly venerated
head of St. Hugh, with its gold and sliver ornaments and precious stones, which
they sold in London for 20 marks ; returning, however, to Lincolnshire with the
greatest effrontery, and with tlie proceeds of their iniquity in their pockets. It Is

uiglily satisfactory to learn further, that they were first relieved of their Ill-gotten
gains, and then hung, probably on the same gallows, at Canwick near Lincoln, on
whicli the presumed .Jewish murderers of little St. Hugh, and many others of their
persuasion, had sufl'ered for their wealth's sake. In the same way tne Chapel of the
Pyx iu Westminster Abbey was robbed of £liK),O0i), which Edward I. had deposited
therein for the purpose of carrying on the Scotch war, notwithstanding its presumed
sanctity, its stout doors covered with the skins ofsacrilegious criminals, and its double
grated windows.t

Lastly, walls and gatehouses conduced greatly to the preservation of monastic
discipline.
Slander has often preceded contemplated deeds of violence, in the hope that they

may be justified, or at least palliated by this additional wrong. As bees are smoked
before they are defrauded of their honey, and as the lamb In the fable was growled
at and voted a nuisance by the wolf for disturbing the stream, whether it drank
above or below the said wolf, before it was Anally eaten, so it is not surprising to find
that the most abominable accusations were made against the monks, as a body, by
Henry VIII.'s Commissioners, when they were prcpariiK^to wring from their eccle-
siastical victims the possession of their lands ana houses by cajolery if possible, but
otherwise by force. Without therefore giving credit to such base and self-interested
(false) witnesses, whose testimony is strongly rebutted by the rules, and usually by
the recorded practice of monastic establishments, wherein self-denial was strictly
enjoined, charity on a most extended scale was practised, learning was carefully
promoted, and prayer was seldom silent ; doubtless there was evil mingled with the
good there, as elsewhere. We admit that there were bad ecclesiastics in days of old,
and probably a far greater number who were exceedingly troublesome, and in varioofl
ways difficult to control.
As therefore modern college gates tend in some measure at least to the preserva-

t ion of order and decorum at our Universities, so were monastic gates found most
useful to attain the same end formerly.
In a locality in the immediate vicinity of Sherwood Forest., hunting and shooting

must have put strong temptations in tlie way of the younger canons of Radford, or
AVorksop I'riory.

The privilege of hunting was sometimes formally confirmed to monasteries by
royal charters ; for instance, Richard I. granted a license to the monks of Peter-
borough, allowing them to hunt the fox, the hare, and the wild cat in all their
manors within tlie Nossan Burgh Hundred, the other game being reserved for the
Iving ; also to possess dogs, "non expedatos "—i.e., those not maimed by the loss of
three of their forenails, or by the paring of the balls of their feet. S. Gunton's
" History of the Church of Peterborough,'' p. 208. But usually hunting on the part
of ecclesiastics was strictly interdicted under pain of the greater excommunication,
as well as .all pursuit of game, "omnimodas venationes," and even w<anderings
abroad, " alieubi discursuo. It was found quite as necessary, also, to place similar
restrictions upon the inmates of nunneries, lest they shoiUd indulge in gossip, and, I
blush to acknowledge it, in tippling, for wlien Edward Story, Bishop of Chichester,
examined the Benedictine Nunnery, of Eastbourne, Sussex, A.D. 147S, he strictly
ordered that neither its Prioress, Agnes Fawke, nor any of the nuns should pass
beyond the Priory walls, for the purpose of drinking .together, or engaging in any
similar reprehensible habits. Paper by W. U. Blaaw, Esq., iu the Sussex Archaeo-
logical Collections, vol. 9, p. 13.

Shooting also in this county must always have been tempting even to religious, as
well as to other men, but this was .against the monastic rule, although of course that
rule was not alwiiys kept. The Prior of Boxgrave, for example, in lols, was restrained
by his diocesan from frequenting public archery meetings, where he had often preved
himself to be a remarkably good shot, but was comforted with the permission to
indulge in such a sport privately within the priory wall. " You are noted (says
his superior) ' pro sagittarlo,' as an archer, even outside the priory with laymen, and
because you wear out the time which ought to be your leisure for contemplation
and wholesome reading, in vain forbidden sports, and in unlawful matches

—

'iihcites centractibus,' we enjoin you under penalty that neither you, nor your
fellow brethren contend in arrow shootings in any way, beyond the boundaries of
the priory." Paper by the Key. W. Turner, Sussex Archseological Collections,
vol. «, p. C5.

Drink, again, had its charms in former days as well as now, and monks as well
as others occasionally were overcome by this temptation i for instance, when
William, Bishop of Lincoln, visited Peterborough Aol)ey in 131.3, the minority of
its inmates bitterly complained of the troublesome and unseemly results produced
by the existence of a tavern close to the monastery, which had tempted some of
the fraternity to frequent it, who sometimes returned thence iu a very unseemly
condition, and by their singing, and even dancing iu the dormitory until ten or
eleven o'clock at night, were an intolerable nuisance to their more staid and
properly conducted brothers.
Well then might there be an injunction to this efl'ect, " That there be no entering

into monasteries but one, and that by the great far-gate of the same, which shall be
diligently kept and watched by some porter especially appointed for that purpose,
and shall be shut and opened Dy the same, both by day ancl night, at convenient and
accustomed hours, for the purpose of enioreing propriety of conduct, &c." MS.
Cotton., chap. E. iv. fol. 21.

* Robin Hood is generally believed to have died December 24th, 1247. He was
descended from Gilbert de Gaunt and the Fitzooths.ofKyme, and was also connected
with the noble family of Wake, of Deeping, &c. This connexion, perhaps, led him
to adopt the old Lincolnshire stufl' and color for his own clothing and that ofhis men.
" Robin Hood took his mantle from his back, it was of Lincoln green ;" and again

—

" He eloth'd his men in Lincoln green."
+ The Chapel of the Pyx occupies two bays of the Confessor's work in Westminster

Abbey. Several chests of the thirteenth century are still remaining in it. The
present small windows and double gratings may have been inserted in con-
sequence of the above named robbery. Gleanings fi-om Westminster Abbey, by
G. G. Scott.
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BntwKh all their fallings, aud with a cloud of enemies eagerly hankerinfr after

their lands, their Mods and chattels, in many instances the moiiiis'still retained at
leMt a partial hold upon tlie regard of the laity. The great couuties of Yorkshire
and Lincolnshire rose lu their belialf in such a formidHble manner as to cause very
considerable anxiety to the governmentof Henry Vlll,, and in many other localities
reMlllon against the royal mandate on a smaller scale broke forth, when the sup-muton of monasteries was in the act of being carried into elfect, as at Norton
AOPW. in t hcsliire, where the commissioners were only saved from the fury of the
p«tfHfe by seeking refuge in the strong tower of the very church they were come
iojMtry. KlUs, 3»er. Jil.,42.

awalso at lloynham Abbey, after its inmates had been expelled, at an early period
OMfMsey, they were again forcibly nut in Dosseasion of their former eBt«lilialiin<...t

June 2g, i860.

laiu jioHey, aner us inmates naa been expelled, at an early period
ere again forcibly put in possession of their former establishment.m uis curonlcle (SW, new edit.), saving, " You have heard before how the

suppressed many monasteries, of which one was called Heggara.in Sussex,
itna verle eonunodions to the countrey ; but so befell the cause, that a

>»ny, dUgaiaed and unknowne, with painted faces and visers, came to the
|B<erle. and brought with them the chauvres, and put them in their place

^—J promised them that whensoever they rang the bell they would come
, Ji great power and defend them.

"

T>B,l»«t prwr of Worksop. Thomas Stokkes, might have excited greater admira-
tion had he resist, d the suppression of his monastery, but such resistance would have
been utterly in vain, for although it was the policy of Henry VIII. either to cajole or
to terrify the inmates of monastic houses into an apparently willing surrender of the
same, force, and even death were in store for such as did not yield to the lirst-named
means of pressure, those abbots aud priors that refused to submit to wrong and
robbery usually being tried, and as certainly condemned to severe punishment for
such stiffness of character. Of this numbir was John Kcche, Abbot of Colchester
Hugh C"ook, Abbot of Heading, and Kichard Whiting, Abbot of Glastonbury. The
last, although weak and sickly, yet had the spirit to resist the despoilers of his abbey
and would not surrender it.

It was then found necessary to accuse him of concealing the abbey valuables, of
writing against the king's divorce from his lawful wife—the deeply injured Catherine
of Arragon—and of possessing a copy ol a certain life of the slaughtered Thomas,
Archbishop of CanUrbury, after which he was condemned to death as being guilty
of "dyvers and sundrye treasons," and the four quarters of his body were brutally
exposM to public view at Bath, Wells, Ilchester, and Bridgewater, his head beinn-
especially icserred for exhibition on the Gatehouse of his own Abbey, at Glaston-
boy.

IIV therefore, the last Prior of Worksop did not boldly brave the assailants of his
house, but submitted to live on a pension doled out to him annually by his royal de-
spoller, he simply succumbed to ioroe which he could neither avert nor avoid • in-
stead of furnisWng a ghastly addition to the outer fafade of that Gatehouse, which
has been the subject of the present treatise.

ILLUMINATED MANTSCEIPT, AS ILLUSTRATn'E OF THE HISTOETOF THE AKTS OF DESIGN.t
aiaiuai

FROM the invention or introduction of writing in every country of the world to the
present date, it has been customary, more or less frequently as the current ofclvihealion advanced or receded, to embellish manuscript with polychromatic decor-

ation. Of a practice so steadily maintained in spite of ages of indifference and van-dahsm, thousands, and. Indeed, I might say millions of specimens actually exist
Fortunately the intrinsic value of materials oJ which such volumes were made offeredno great temptation to barbarian cupidity, and many a precious codev still r'em.iins
which, stripped ruthlessly of the costly binding which once encased it has beenthrown aside as worthless by the very hand which despoiled it of the covers or ore
cjons capsnlse under which it was once exhibited to the admiration of the faithful onthe altars or lect isternia of the great cathedrals and churches.

'

Su«h memorials of the zeal, industry, piety, and taste of our forefathers lay claim toonraftention on two grounds, apparently diflerent but in reality one and the same
VIZ., their value as illustrations of the history of the arts of design, and the imnort-
ance of those lessons of experience which every artist may, unquestionably, derivefrom the study of the beautiful types, both of form and color, which they present to
nis notice. ^ ^

It is the former of these two divisions of the subject which constitutes the leadino-theme of the present paper, but as it would be comparatively deficient in usefulness
If I failed to establish the ultimate identity between that which may be rcarded as
historical, and that which may be looked upon as more strictly practical, I nroDOse
to do so very briefly in drawing this paper to a close.

• r v^-^^i.

To commence, therefore, with the historical portion of my theme, I need scarcelyrecaU the facts, that not only was that which we know as the earliest type of writingthe most pictorial, but that it was also embellished with color from the most remoto
ages. A glance at the pa»es of Kosselini or Lepsius will suffice to convince us thatthe monumental hierogryphics of the Egyptians were almost invariably painted withthe hvehest tints

; and when similar hieroglyphics were executed on a reduced scaleand in a more cursive form upon papyri, or scrolls made from the leaves of the nanv-
nis, the common flowering rush of the Nile, illumination was also employed to makethe leading pages mure attractive to the eye. Nor was such illumination peculiar tohienvrlyphic characters

; it prevailed also, but not to the same extent, in the hieratic

?J?fnT''i'«'"*'^'"''^jr""'«?;
Of such papyri, notable specimens may be seen inthe British Museum : the most wonderful in existence, however, is the remarkably

Bo'^^'muIeum afrSrin
'""''''"'°° "*' "^^ funeral of a Fharoah, preserved in the

rfiiiS?°r!^r^
dexterity was acquired in a conventional mode of expressing com-

ES^-0"™' ""^
"i'S"' 'JP"* '""Ches, and the life and spirit with which flmlUar

f^t^f^rlTTZi"^ ??„^
ornaments executed, in both tV- early and late papyri

f^Vi^Jl /^T'^i^^"- .,
The precise extent to which the Greeks and Romans were

?.i^il .l''^"'*
J^STPtians for the origination and use of alphabetic symbols the

Ih^^t h °. ?"' ^'' "^r^*"? "P*""-
, V^^l '»»^''- however, concurred in recogn sing

^tfS^';a'"or^l2Tri,rprac}lLI"PP"'"'
'^^ P'*"""""' materials by means of whicil

r,J,^'.', '5i"i"'ii''"i
^^ff 'he ancients were no other than rolls formed of papyriprepared m the following mannen-Two leaves of the rush were plastered to-etSl"

^rJ'fh^'fl'i
"" ?".'^ " .f"" ^F"' '," «"*"' « '^hion that the fibres of one leaffhouldcross the fibres of the other at right angles

;
the ends of each being then cut off ajqnare eaf was obUlned,equaly capable o^esistlng fracture wheS pulled or taken

?n «^J,°.*%''"'''';V°"-
'' '"? ^"^ ""^ P"P5"1 «"e exported in g?eat quantifiesIn order to form these single leaves into the •• scapi," or rolls of the ancients /theprototypes of he rotuli of the middle ages), about fweAty were glued together end to

f^^^-^rT"? T" *^fS e''f,™'«<l in parallel columns, a few inches wide, rinnln"
H^"7.S^'^ '" the breadth of the scroll. To each end of the scrolls were attaS
"""Sm ?

" """ """IV ^ *.'""*T ""<' ''" """P'- To these staves strin-s known as"umbilici" were attached, to the end of which bullsc or weights were fixed The
fcS^^'.n'"'*?,

?' ''^, VP """^^ '"""'' "•"""^ "'"' *'><^«e ™blllcn and were gcneralW

bSk cove?, w«; derl^r " •"""*' ' **"" ''""^ '"'<"' ««= "^'>'«"' " capSa," 'o?

The mode In which the students held the roUs in order to read from them is well

•Be surrendered the house to the Royal Commissioners, George Lawson RichardBellasez, W.llamBlilhman, and James Rokeby, Nov. 1511., r^«i, and eni'oved hispension unUl liM There were ir, brethren in Worksop Vriory at the Ume of ts

^li^^ '"'™ """"""' value was rated at £302 Cs. lOd.'^by Spe^d, and ai"^ lis'

shown lu a painting in the house of the surgeon at I'ompeii. One of the staves withthe papyrus rolled round it was held in each hand, at a distance apart equal to ttewidth of one or more ol the transverse columns of writing. As soon as the eye wascarried down to the bottom of a column, one hand rolled up and the other unroUed
sullicient of the papyrus to bring a fresh column opposite to the reader's eye, and soon uuUl the whole was wound round one of the sUves, when of course the studenthad arrived at the end of his book.

"»•«
Of such papvri I need scarcely remind you that no less than nearly a.OOO werefound at Ilerculaneum, the whole so shrivelled and burnt up as to be susceptible ofbeing opened only at the greatest possible risk of total destruction. By eareftilsteaming and a variety of ingenious processes many have been unrolled aud disnlaved.Ihey proved, however, to possess httle literary and no artistic merit.

r
j
»

The hrst great improvement in book-making was the substitution of sheets ofparchment for the leaves of the papyrus. Necessity was lu this case the mother ofinvention, for I'hny tells us that owing to the illiberality and jealousy of one of the
Itolemies, Lumenes. King ol Pergamus, being unable to procure the Egyptianpapyrus introduced the use of parchment prepared for taking ink and pigmentsIhe second and even more important change was introduced, accordin'" toSuetonius, by Julius Casar, who first divided books into pages. His letters to the-heuatewcreso made up, and subsequently all documents eitTier emanating from oraddressed to that body or the Emperors, were arranged much as our modtTn paperbooks are. Ihe volumes so formed were known as codices, a term which has beenretained to express similar objects during the whole reign of medieval latinityAlthough the rolls to which I have alluded as having been discovered at Hercu.laneum\vere devoid ol embellishment, there is sullicient evidence that many of theclassical .AlftS. were elaborately decorated. Thus Martial alludes to a bookseller's ^

shop opposite the Julian Forum in which his works may be obtained " smoothedwith puuiice-stone and decorated with purple." Pliuy tells us that Varro illustrated
his works by portraits of no less than 700 illustrious persons, and he assures us tlmtwriters cin raedicme gave representations in their treatises of the plants which the»
described. Seneca also alludes to books decorated " cum imagiuibus." Such werethe original classical illuminated MSS.ofthe Augustan ageA distinct class may, however, be recognised of somewhat later introduction intoEurope than those in this simpler style, founded no doubt upon Oriental modelsthe combination of brilUant colors with gold upon purple and other stained vemmisappear to have been derived by the Greeks from InSia and Persia, and contiuuenobe preferred to the more sober style particularly afl-ected by the Romans during the
iVw^nT' «/'"""<'? «' '?««' of ">c ChrisOan era. The eariiest instance of RonZ ,adoption of go d lettering on purple or rose stained vellum is given by JuluS
^o1?JIh .';"f ;;; ^"W'^"

"/.the Emperor Maximinus the younger!' It is^thercinrelated that the mother of the Emperor presented to him, early iS the third century!a copy of the works of Homer written in gold upon purple vellum
"">" Jj .

Although evidence Is not wanting that both styles prevailed among the Romans
'

the simpler one may be assumed as having been most popular In Half: as after the
'

transfer of the seat of empire to Byzantium, scarcely any of^the more brilliant class caS
'

'

be traced as emanating from the Roman schools of cafigraphy. On the other haS
f,l'M,T''.T-

".''''' "PP?" '? •''?™
'"'i'"'

t""* '•^* admire?8 iS ivzautium, smce almost
,n ,1 L . l^f

examples which can be met with of the skill of the artists employedn the capital of the Eastern Empire, are based upon that more brilUant style ofllummation m which golden grounds and conventional ornaments, executed Inbrilliant colors form the leading features of decoration. The Roman style may beconsidered as closely allied in its pictorial elements, originally to the art of Poinneh
tvi„ f^i''*""""'!,'""'

sulJseqnently to that of,the Catacombs 'while the Greek stylepi esented originally a close relation to Oriental prototypes, and ultimately to thepopular art of the mosaic worker.
ji- = "•" uiumnitiy lo ine

«i„„?,^"'
^"''^y ""ude to a few of the principal existing specimens of each style.

tnltrlui
"""

f T""
be.regarded as furnishing the best, aSd indeed the only rclia^blc

b^air^feilfngSed'.^
"' ''"'"^ '"">'' '^"^ "^ ^''"=" <="«--' tradition

The most important Latin illuminated MS. known to the student of pahcoeranhvl

paintings, five of which are now almost entirely effaced. The text is writtenthroughout with considerable regularity in capital letters in black ink, and its only
P^^^""'',

*''' Pfint'ngs of subjects derived from the EiiKid. They are executed
-nS'^^L';"].'"' V **" 5feat writ and a very free hand, but are wanting in finish and inany considerable attention to gracefulness of composition. The whole of the
.r^r.i;'.?'';

architectural and picturesque, are purely classical, and the costume,arms, and technical execution are perfectly characteristic of the fourth century Thcvare not accomnanied by any purely ornamental frame-work, but are separated from
M«e c ?"/ "^ P'?'° ""rrow redtands. It is right to notice this, as In almost allMSS. ot J^atm origm, a similar mode of simple framing of painted subieets may beobserved. The two subjects of this series most interesting to architects ar^nn-
?»"k»„ "i?,!* A^i^°f

"^ which represent Achates and Enxas inspecting the works undcr-
A^h.}'^/^'^°/i!!'

""^ beautifying of Carthage, and King Latluus receiving theAmbassadors of Enaias. In the former, masons and other artificers are renresente* '

fJi.'Jfi
'
i""..

* eu""us illustration is given of the primitive crane, worked by a larM 1wheel. In the latter, the Trojans approach Latinus, who is seated before a tempE, -
with an octasfyle portico, the pediment of which is filled with sculpture, and thegeneral architectural character of which is exceeding clearly defined

•"'">•
A much ruder series of Illustrations of leading Incidents in the Enajld is alsopreserved in the Vatican, in a Virgil probably of the fifth centuryTfomSly in the

Hass1!!',?A?'>?°''r'?';^, "f
'^'- ?<^"''; V'" celebrated Terence of the Vatkai is aClassical MS., of little less interest and importance than the " Square A'irgll," bcinirsimilarly illustrated with miniatures, but of a much ruder description.

bo lar as ancient texts are concerned, irrespective of illuminated decoration, somoof the most valuable now extant are those which belong to the peculiar class ofbooks known as mlimj)sests-tbat is, books which have been twice written over the
Z'&T T ,1^

having been as far as possible expunged, in order to provide a fresh

L,lf:?
""^ velluni for receiving later transcripts. The most important of this classwas unquestionably the treatise of Cicero, Uc liepublica, discovered under a copy of

hL.,^*'^" c".*^.
" ^oninientary on the Psalms, by Cardinal Angelo Mai, the celebratedjiurarian oi nie Vatican.

toTi!L'„"'P'^!['*' ^i^^^'J
at Vienna is rich in Roman MSS. of scarcely inferior interestto those contained in the Vatican. The most elegant is a Calendar, decorated witheight allegorical florurcs of the months. Although of about the same period as thesquare Vatican vfi-gll, It differs from it in containing, in addition to p/cforial Repre-

sentations, numerous elegant ornaments of a conventional description. At Vienna
!fi„..^? 1'?

exceedingly curious M.S., JJioscorMf.% a work of peculiar interest in the

Ihltll? P.""",'"/' ?'"<=« not only does it contain in its text the earliest allusion tothat property of drying which renders oil an eligible material for the painter's usebut in one of its miniatures, illustrative of invention, it shows a scribe writing, andan artist engaged in painting a picture placed upon an easel-differing but Uttle from
those in use at the present date. In one hand the artist holds his palette, and withthe other lie is applying the color to the surface of his picture. At his feet is a slabupon winch his pigments are disposed for transfer to his palette. The date of this
interesting Mb. is satisfactorily fixed, by the fact of its containing an elegant portrait
01 the Empress .lu lana Anicia, for whom it is known to have been WTitten at thecommencement of the sixth century.
The Ambroslaii Library, at Milan, contains a Homer with .Wpictnres, corresponding

with those of the Vatican "Square Virgil." The Laurentian Library, at rtorence,
possesses the celebrated Medicean copy of the latter author, a codex much esteemed

S-l 1?""'^ °'^'''' ''^'' although devoid of illumination.
Ihe I aris Prudentius may be said to correspond (with the exception of a difference ,

Vlr '11
*" capital letters In which it is written) with the Jlediccan

Virgil.
The purest of the classical MSS. were written in regularly formed capitals. The

» next and less perfect class is that In which the characters consist of what are known
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as rustic cupitals, or those in which the writing is slightly inclined, in a manner
corro.apondin;^ with many of the inscriptions which have'heeu found rudely scratched

upon the walls of the houses at Pompeii, and in the chapels and other apartments of

the catacombs.
Another variety of writing in capital letters was that known as the uncial style,

which was the first approximation to a cursive or nmning hand. These letters gene-
rally resemble capitals, but instead of bein;x anfjular are, to a great extent, composed
of rounded forms. Specimens of this uncial character may be traced In the tourtli

century, and it appears to have changed little until the seventh. It is In this cha-
racter that the Dioscorides of Vienna is written, wliile the later of the two Vatican
VIrgiis already mentioned, and the Paris Prudentius are In the rustic.

Tiio uncial character or rounded capital was a transition to the minus(nde, or " lower
case" letter which at length became an entirely distinct character from the alphabet ot

capit,als ; tlie latter being generally known in contradistinction to the mitmscfitf as
nt/i{/wtnnfe ; but whilst a kuo\vled''e of the exact sequence of the varieties of character
in Which illuminated MSS. have been written, is essential to enable us to arrive at

any appro.\imation to a correct determmation of the age of any such work, I do not
propose to dwell upon this branch of the subject here, but rather to conllne myself
to tlie illuminations, which have more direct interest for us as artists.

Having adverted to a few of the most important of the simple class of classical

MSS., I will now proceed to allude to the principal specimens of the more gorgeous
kind, including those known to have been executed in the Kastern|Empire, at thesame
time that those already described were completed in the Western.

St. .Jerome, writin^r in the fourth centur}^, exclaims in a well known passage,

—

"Let those who will nave old books written in gold and silver on purple parchments
or as they are commonly called. In unical letters—rather ponderous loads than
books—so long as they fiermit me and mine to have poor copies, and rather correct
than beautiful books." The principal volumes still existing corresponding with the
description given by this great father of the Church, are the celebrated Codex
Argenteus of Ulphilas, written In gold and silver letters upon a purple ground, A.D.
:i60; the Psalter of St. Germain dc Pres, a fragment of the New Testament in the
Cottonian Library (Titus, C. 15), and a copy of the Book of Genesis in the Imperial
Ivibrary at "Vienna, the three latter of which are believed to have been executed
during the fifth and sixth centuries.
All of these It may be observed are In the Greek character, and with the exception

of the Codex of Ulphilas may be considered as the production of Greek scribes. The
only one which contains miniatures is the copy of Genesis at Vienna, which is illus-

trated by no less than SS. These correspond very closclv with the paintings which
once enriched another ctdebrated Book of Genesis, which belonged to Sir Robert
Cotton, and was almost entirely destroyed in the fire at Ashburnliam House in 1731,
which consumed so many Irreplaceable relics of past ages. The Cottonian Genesis,
as far as can be ascertained from collations made previous to the lire, and from the
charred and shrunken fragments which are all that now 'remain of this precious
volume, contained no less than 250 miniatures, each about four inclies square. These
two remarkable versions of the Book of Genesis are supposed to be of nearly equal
date, a slight precedence in point of antiquity being conceded to tlie English speci-
men. The Vienna text Is written, as we have remarked, in letters of gold and silver,

while that of the English version Is throughout In black. Gold in the English volume
Is but sparingly Introduced in the miniatures, and Br. Waagen remarks that only
the hatched gold upon the borders, the glories, and the lights upon the crimson
mantle, indicate the commencement of Byzantine art.
That whicli is supposed to be the most ancient of all the texts of the Holy

Scriptures, the Codex Alexandrinns of the British Museum, is written throughout
(with the exception of tlie. first three or four lines in each book, which are in red)
in i&ict letters ; a slightly ornamented pen-and-ink line drawn at the end of each
book being the only decorative feature contained In it.*

SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE.
PUBLIC attention has been recently directed with great earnestness, by

the revelations of Government Inspectors and the comments thereon
of the press, to the injuries resulting to health, and "retardation" to

education from the constructional defects of school-rooms. Years ago it

would have been held supremely ridiculous to suppose that the atmo-
spheric condition of a school-room could influence the subsequent physical
character and learning of grown-up generations. Pedagogues of the good
old school, who thought a knowledge of Greek roots must be implanted by
the birch, and that " horsing " was a real help to Latin versification, the
only true gradus ad Parnassum, would have been horrified at such revo-
lutionary doctrines as that confined and vitiated air stultified boys and
prevented them from taking kindly to their lessons ; or that defective
ventilation deadened intelligence to a point that defied the awakening
powers of castigation, or that the progress of a class in certain branches
of learning depended upon the hour when they were pursued—whetherin the
morning when the air was fresh, or in the evening when it was foul. Never-
theless it is true. Afternoon studies are notoriously of little profit, while
it has been ascertained that in many aconstitutiou the seeds ofconsumption
have been implanted in the fetid school-room.
A strange idea for a long time was prevalent, and is not wholly extir-

pated even now, that any apartment, no matter for what purpose it was
built, so long as it was sufliciently capacious and would afford slieltcr,

would do for a school-room. IIow many of those nuisances, genteel
schools, are held in two small parlors thrown into one on the ground-floor ?

While the doors, save one, are closed to prevent scholars running out un-
bidden, almost invariably the windows are fastened down for similar
reasons. The chimneys are closed, and of course there is no ventilation;
for although air may come in by the one door, that which has been taken
into the lungs, burned, charged with carbon and all uncleanness, has no
escape, and must be swallowed over and over again, becoming at each
operation less suitable to the lungs and more deleterious to health. The
dog that returns to his vomit is regarded as tlie type of uncleanness, but
what must be said of those who swallow their breath continually ? Were
the impurities with which the air is charged collected and exhibited,
people would be astonished at their nastiness. If things are so bad in
schools for the middle classes, they are infinitely worse when we go lower
down. One of the City schools used to be kept in an old warehouse, in a
back court

; another in a private house, where upwards of a hundred
children were huddled into rooms not 14 feet high. Some country schools
we have known kept in old manor houses that had been long uninhabited,
and were in a fearfully dilapidated state, with classes in separate small
rooms, and therefore beyond the surveillance of masters and mistresses.
Others have been kept in out - houses, some in more sheds,

* To be continued.

and others again in barns, whicli last were generally the most healthy,

cold and cheerless though they might be. In continental colleges

more particularly those of Paris, the class-rooms are the worst to be
met with. In the first place there is no chimney, bat a close stove in

winter. The windows, as a general rule, are closed, and the scholars are

seated on benches, rising one above another and closely packed. From
sixty to double that amount we have known stowed away on r/radins in a
room sometimes not more than 20 feet square. The unfortunates on the
topmost benches suffered as much as if they had passed the two hours of

the class in a Russian vapour bath. In summer time the heat and stench

were overpowering. Young men lost as much weight in a sitting as a
jockey in training could desire, and what was worse, they lost their

appetites and vigour. Their chests grow contracted, their muscles soft

and flabby, their complexions pale and sallow, and their whole physique
stunted. That there has been any improvement would not appear to

anyone who has seen the unfortunate uniformed, tightwaisted, sickly-

looking colUgiem * walked out through the Paris streets on Sunday and
Tliursday afternoons. One cannot help comparing them to the free and
joyous lads of Eton, Harrow, and our first-class public schools, and con-

gratulating ourselves upon the difference.

The annual report of the Committee of Council on Education, embodying
as it does the reports of the Inspectors of Schools, reveals a state of things

in the school-rooms that came under their observation which must
singularly diminish our grounds for national congratulation until little

reason will appear for us to thank Heaven we are not as other men are; for

it must be remembered that the mass of the youthful population pass not

through such schools as Harrow, but through others where the ventilation

is most defective. The improvement of the sanitary condition of school-

rooms is of national importance, for upon the intellectual and physical

vigour of those who pass through them the future destinies of England will

depend. We cannot afford to have sickly children forming the bulk
among the young generation, nor yet to rear a degenerate race, because
they have an almost inevitable tendency to sink into pauperism—useless to

themselves and burdens to the workers. As fur as it is in our power, we should

take care that those to whom we transmit our inheritance should be strong,

hale, and hearty, with deep chests and iron muscles to hold fast the prize

of liberty, and with minds freed from sickly humours to discern and
appreciate its advantages. The number of scholars present in English

,

Welsh, and Scotch schools, visited by the inspectors last year was 880,131

children, independently of certified teachers and apprentices, and, of

course, whatever influences the health and character of this number of

children nmst ultimately give the tone to a large section of society in the

next generation. The Rev. Mr. Ballairs, inspector of schools in Gloucester,

Oxford, Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, and Monmouth, reported that the

high educational condition of the upper ten thousand was gradually

permeating downwards, although, of course, not in the same degree. lit

had sensibly influenced the middle classes, and was beginning to touch
the labouring poor, for many of whom the time had already arrived to

feel their inferiority from want of early schooling, and to seek its remedy
—instruction—at night schools and in other ways. This sense of

inferiority, the reverend gentleman reported, on the part of the uneducated
will inevitably extend as the demand for skilled labour, intelligence, and
scientific knowledge increases. Political, social, and economical, as well

commercial questions, will have their influence upon the subject, and he
expresses the sanguine hope that the next generation will as a rule be
fairly educated according to their station in life. Let us now see what
are the sanitary conditions of the school-rooms.

In Yorkshire the accommodation provided is at the rate of 8 square
feet per child, or considerably more than double what it is in Paris colleges.

Many new and handsome schools have been built, the most striking of

wliich are at Clayton, Bradford, Shipley, York, Hull, Sealcoates, and
Thornhill Lees, the last built by Messrs. Cook and Wormald, together

with a church and parsonage. In twelve other agricultural towns and
villages new school-rooms are deemed worthy of special mention for their

suitableness, size, or architectural character. In several localities, however,
the school-rooms are cither insufficient in size, or inconvenient from faulty

construction, want of ventilation, or deficiency of heating apparatus.

Some few are dark and damp, others still retain the old-fashioned floor of

stone and brick. Thirty-two were reported against, and it is acknow-
ledged that the ventilation of the school-rooms in Yorkshire, as, indeed,

in almost all rooms, public or private, elsewhere, is very imperfect. In
some of the latest buildings the inspector found no provision made for the

escape of foul air except by the windows, which are closed for nearly half

the year, and that it is very unusual to meet with any arrangement for

supplying the room with fresh and warm air. Cold air in heavy draughts
is plentiful enough and mischievous enough. The blame is charitably

divided between the architect and the managers of tlie school.

The schools in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex labour under curious disad-

vantages. At Yarmouth, for instance, the church bells ring out for half-

an-hour at each lesson, and at Stratford the railway trains in passing

drown all orders and all instructions. On the other hand, as a compensa-
tion, in a school at Ipswich an inclination has been shown for artistic

decoration that is as rare as it is meritorious. The boys' school was
French whitened, and the art-master, Mr. Griffith, volunteered to make
out the walls in panels by means of decorative columns and arches. The
gable end is to be decorated with medallion portraits of Shakespeare,

• Lycee and Lyciens are the Imperial terms for these educational establishments
and their inmates. But seeing the Ephemeral character of the empire. It is better to

adhere to titles familiar to the present generation, and to which we shall shortly

return.
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Miltoo, Kewton, and other worthies typical of high aim in literature and
Mioiice. At Yarmouth the pupil teachers have decorated the room with
large maps painted on the walls. But the inspector observed particularly
that where teachers and pupil teachers suffer from ill-health the rooms are
almost inrariably improperly lighted or imperfectly ventilated. Thus at
Bedenhall, where there are lattice windows, the mistress had a brain
fever ; at Wethersfield, where there is imperfect ventilation, a pupil
teacher's health failed ; at Witham, bad ventilation caused the failure of
two pupil teachers' health ; at Great Waltham, bad light and ventilation
gave the mistress constant headaches ; at Coopcrsale, the mistress com-
plained of the effect of bad light and defective ventilation ; at St.

Matthew's, Ipswich, defective light and consumption, with St. Vitus'
dance, were found in conjunction ; and at Fressingfleld, bad ventilation
and diamond panes were accompanied by broken-down health among the
pupil teachers. The inspector argues that although boys and girls will

sometimes be ill, if a room can bo proved to be unhealthy, according to
known principles of lighting and ventilation, it is in vain to insist that its

efience against sanitary science has nothing to do with the effect of illness.

As it is impossible to swallow doses of poison, no matter how small, without
feeling the effects, he fears that, constituted as many school-rooms are, the
effects produced upon the rising population will be most detrimental. He
thinks without just cause, in our opinion, that high pitched roofs are often
the cause of wretclied light and ventilation. There is no ceiling reflection,

he says, to throw the light down into the room ; but light reflected from
the ceiling is not the best that can be obtained. The Kev. Mr. Mitchell
also complains that the space beneath the high pitched roof becomes a
mere reservoir of foul air, which is constantly descending into the room
where there are no ventilators or very inefficient ones. But the fault is not
in the roof ; it is in the absence of ventilators, or in the presence of in-

efficient ones. Let the same occur with flat ceiled rooms, and the effect

trill be just as injurious upon health : nay, more so, for the deflection of
light and heat will be directly on the heads of the scholars, and the foul
air will descend amongst them much sooner. To remedy what the
inspector imagines to be the inherent vice of pitched roofs, he states

recourse must be had to skylights, and recommends that the example of
of the Thorpe Hamlet school should be followed, where the skylight is

placed closed to the wall in which the chimney is built, the skylight being
made to open outward? from the top. It will occur to most people that no
such simple, cheap, and efficient means of ventilation could be adapted to a
ceiled room—that an Arnott's ventilator might be placed in the chimney
close under the ridge of the roof, and that turrets communicating with
the outside air are the features of pitched roofs, than which no ventilators
caa be more efficient. Moreover, the shape of the pointed roof is more
suitable for the gradual removal of the whole of the vitiated air

than is a flat ceiled room, where ventilators often remove certain strata,
and leave others of impure air untouched. With regard to lighting, the
cases must be few indeed where windows cannot be inserted in gable ends,
and where they cannot be is there not the cheap remedy of a skylight ? *

ARCHITECTS, BUU-DERS, AND THE AGE WE LIVE IN.
fjVilE Builders' Strike, the state of the Association, the 1851 and 1862
X Exhibitions, the Institute Examinations ; are these separate
questions ? or are they signs of one general movement among the intelligent
and the ignorant ?

During the past half-century and more, there have risen among our
profession a number of men of high intelligence, who by their great
individual exertions have obtained a position of eminence. These have
formed a " society " a " class " in general knowledge above their fellows

;

they have, and honor be to them for it, desired to give to all the benefit
of those advantages which they perceived to be deducible from their own
success.

With high aims, with moral courage and perseverance, they have
themselves overcome difficulties : seeing the result in their own case, and
speaking to one another in public and in private, they have concluded
that the scientific result should only need to be known by the public, to
urge all to the same exertions as in their own case had been successful.
Watt, Davy, Arkwright, the elder Stephenson, and Whewell ; the elder

Brunei, Huskisson, Barry, and Pugin, have each and all given proofs

—

first, of their own exertions, and then of their desire to benefit their
fellows ; and then striving to rise to their level, but with their genius only
in degree, many are those who, taken only by the possible benefits of the
others success, have inculcated the pursuit of science and the adoption of
its results as the cure for those evils of the existence of which ignorance is

the test.

The existence of a highly educated class of practical men exhibited the
feet, for the first time acknowledged, that a very large class of persons
were ignorant of the simplest knowledge required in their daily pursuits,
and, from the time of the foundation of the " British Association for the
advancement of Science " though philanthropy may have made great
exertions, philosophy has made still greater to render knowledge accessible,
and to make information general

After a course of twenty years, during which " applied mechanics," and
the "chemistry of manufactures" made great progress, the Society of
Art» instituted the Great Exhibition. In that was shown how great an
advance the appliances ;of civilization had made. But while it showed
this advance did it prove that the workmen had advanced in aught but
the facility of using machinery ? In tlie course of that period, while the
banking interest had been growinginto the mastership of the manufacturer,

* To be continued.

without partnership, the manufacturer had been growing into a master-
ship over their workmen which left the position of masters and their servants

one of estrangement rather than of dependence, and thus another element
of equal importance in understanding the workman's position had arisen

to counterbalance that advantage wlucli it was intended that he and all

should obtain from the facilities of manufacture.
Yet another point which strongly influences the position of the archi-

tectural profession. The scientific part of our manufactures, so to speak,
is performed by men generally of eminence, or at the top of the tree, and
once the necessary calculations and experiments made, and ifnecessary the
patents obtained and the machines constructed, in the ordinary course of

proceedings no further scientific knowledge is required. Hence, except
occasionally, the theorist and practician are separate, more frequently

separate than they used to be in days gone by. While this statement of

the case may be readily admitted as regards manufactures, is not the re-

mark equally applicable in degree to the profession of architecture and
building •?

We appeal to those who are conversant with the working men in the
profession now rising to take the next places of responsibility that may
fall vacant whether they are showing the results of such self-education as

they ought to have obtained within the last fifteen or twenty years ?

—that period during which Sir Charles Barry had advanced hi^ Houses of

Parliament from the foundation to the crown—during which Scott had
advanced from building poorhouses to erecting Hamburg and Doncaster
churches—during which tubular bridges had been invented, and iron con-

struction brought into practical utility—during which the London Uni-
versity and the middle-class examinations had risen to meet an acknow-
ledged requirement.

Engineers still serve a part of their time in the pattern-shop or at the
forge, but where is the practical knowledge obtained by the young archi-

tect ? Can one in fifty, when setting out a btiilding, make the saw-cuts as

one who knows what the grain of the wood is ? Or, admitting that he
has some idea of the use of a formula when it has been given him, hashe
any notion of how far it should be tempered in practice ? or has he any
sufficient idea of the connexion between an algebraical and a mathematical
solution of a question to discuss—not to say, come to any reasonable con-

clusion upon—any conflicting systems of proportion ? And yet we sub-

mit that these and the like are most requisite for the architect, and are

points of the first importance in his education.

It seems difficult to prove that among architectural students the theo-

retical and practical have parted company, without showing much more

—

namely, that both are wanting among those who are rising around us, for

they seem not to have at the command of their fingers the simplest

mechanical or structural principles. Yet they complain of poor pay.

We venture to say that for every one among them who has industry and
ordinary ability, if he will but study the business he is engaged upon as a
study, independently of its artistic or of its commercial aspect, there is a
position and a fair remuneration. It seems as if, since there-introduction

of Gothic architecture, the study of practical construction is not con-

sidered a part of the necessary knowledge of the architectural student ;

as if, since surveyors ceased to number the notchings and framings on
their cube timber, the existence of such things might be ignored.

The effect of the exertions of the groat men, of whose names we have
mentioned some, has been to bring tools of a finer quality into the hands
of the practitioner, to give him, if he will use them, glasses of a clearer

crystal to examine his models, rules of more delicate application to test

the correctness of his works. Nor can we venture to refuse the use of

them. But let us not boast of their possession till our handiwork shows
that we have as complete mastery of their finer chisel-edge as our fathers

had of their readily applied axe-blade.

It is, we believe, from forgetfulness of this precaution, from the want of

constant individual study, such study as in architecture, most fully should

combine practice with theory, that so many of the younger members of

the profession are found wanting, and whence the Association is failing.

And we trust that it is the knowledge of this which is inducing the pro-

posals now on foot for Architectural Examinations. Awhile ago the

pressure came from the younger men; then the Surveyors' Examination
came into the hands of the Institute, through the exertions of Mr. Tite,

and now four times a year the advertisement respecting it appears, and is

answered sometimes by one, sometimes by as many as four candidates.

Now, fi-om the proposal of the Institute it seems that its Council are not

satisfied that this examination is sufficiently extensive in its scope, and a
further proposal is put forward. We trust soon to see the proposal

taking tangible shape, and we would urge upon those for whom it is

intended and specially for Associates of the Institute to enrol their names
as candidates for the first examination.

We observe also with much interest the present proceedings of the As-
sociation. At the last two meetings there seems to have been a disincli-

nation for interment much to be commended, and at both a muster of

young men of the class to be seen in its ranks ten years ago, The adoption

of a fresh committee may do much, and the careful use of the power given

them in Mr. Bunker's notion, and the full consideration of Mr. Paraire's

suggestion may do more to help the Society to a continued career of

usefulness.

The candidates for the Institute and the members of the Association,

however, must no more forget the importance of gaining a mastery of their

tools than the more advanced members of the profession must forget to

keep their " hands in " by fair and open meetings with the younger
members, by competition and discussion.

If such be the case with the practioners of the art of architecture, how
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is it with the artizaiis of the building trades ? A first-class structure is

as well built now as twenty years ago ; masonry and joinery can be turned

out equal to any with which it can Ije brought into comparison, and in the

former the proportion of slcilful worlimen lias increased, but in the building

trades the number of " blaclcs " has increased. We apply this term not to

those who agree to a legal arrangement with tlieir masters, but to those
who from their want of experience in tlieir respective trades require the so-

called protection of a union which, by coercing equal wages for all, may
prevent them from falling into that lower class, little removed from
labourers, which their abilities only merit. We all remember how at the
first strike at the Westminster Palace Hotel when an advance of wages
was required, Sir. Myers considered the opportunity of selecting work-
men according to merit an advantage equal on his side to the advance
required.

Among the workmen then, as well as among the architects, tliere is the
want of practice in using those opportunities of self-culture, those advan-
tages of situation wliicli! the present time aflbrds ; whereas, with the
increased intelligence and almost unlimited power of capital which is at

the command of the master builders of the present day, eacli workman
should become a skilled operative.

We commenced l)y asking' if these things come not from one cause. Wo
see in them all the movement caused by knowledge of a higher order
finding its way from class to class. The results are partial evils, disrup-
tions of the old !,tatun quo. That knowledge is an evil none dare affirm,

but that not the attainment of knowledge only, but also the opportunity
of obtaining it brings the responsibility of its possession, the present state

of the architectural profession and of the building trades demonstrate
alike. Obsbeveb.

IJirOUTAXT DECISION UNDKK THE BUILDING ACT.
MK. AKNOI^U, on Tuesday, at the Westminster Police Court, i;ave judgment in

a case of cousidcrable importance, under the Building Act, respecting a struc-
ture in ('remorne Gardens, the particulars of which will be found in his worship's
remarks.
Mr. Arnold said he was of opinion that this case must be decided upon the same

miuciples as had iullmnced his decision in the case of the Marionette Tlicatre at
.Urcmorne, in I85r, as it fell within the rule then laid do\\Ti that the word "building"
"meant something of a permanent structure, permanent at least as regarded its com-
ponent parts. In some respects, however, this case dillered from that of the Mario-
-nette Tlieatre, inasmuch as this structure was somewhat of a more permanent cha-
.
Meter, as it was supported on poles or uprights fixed in the ground, all the other
parts being screwed or fastened iu by plates. The poles, however, remained as
scaffolding poles by aid of chains, and it was not necessary to dig away the soil. He
had been at great pains to examine the building at Cremorne Gardens, which was
called the Stereorama, and the conclusion he had come to most certiunly was that
the tlieatre had a much greater appearance of solidity and permanency, and much
more resembled a building than the present structure, and consequently came much
more within the Act ;^or it had pits and galleries, and was capable of holding several
hundred persons at once, while the Stereorama had no seats, and, although a large
Btructtire, would only accommodate a few spectators at once. If, then, his decision
as to the Marionette Theatre were correct—and he must say he entertained some
doubt as to whether it was, but as there had been no appeal he supposed that it had
been in accordance with the dictum of other magistrates—that decision must govern
tte present case. The same dilliculty presented itself as in the case of the theatre.
If a structure made of w^ood .and canvas was a building, it must, to comply with the
Act. be pulled down and rebuilt with brick, or to put the matter strictly, a building
of wood and canvas must be made of brick. It was much to be regretted that the

the summons must, therefore, be dismissed.

^,„ ,,
THE BUILDING ACT AGAIN.

OIK JOSEPH TAXTON, Bart., appeared, on AVecluesday, at the Greenwich Police
Vj Court, to a summons, charslng him with not having complied with cert.oin
requirements, under the Jletropolitan Buildings Act, in the erection of a greenhouse
or peach-house at his residence, the Koccles, Norwood, having received the usual
notice from Mr, Badger, the district surveyor.
From the evidence of Sir. Badger it appeared that, on the 23rd November last he

aiscovered a building erected against tlie northern boundary- wall of Sir .1. Paxton's
gardeu, the building mcasuriuLr 00 feet in length and 10 feet wide, and which abutted
on the road leading to Sydenham. The complaint was, that being a buildlnir it had
neither a wall at the ends nor on the southern side.
Mr. Traill inquired in what manner it was intended to be proved that the erection

.m question was a building within the meaning of the Act.
Mr. Hadgcr replied that it was fixed to a plate In the wall.
Mr. Traill.—How do you know It Is a fixture—In what manner is it attached?
Mr. Badger said he could not say In what manner It was fixed, whether with nails

or screws, but he knew it was a fixture, and was furnished with a furnace and flue
and was heated by means of hot-water pipes.

Sir Joseph Paxton, who produced a model of the erection in question, said he had
no desire whatever to cv.-ide any requu-ements contained In the Metropolitan Build-
mgs Act, but he appeared there that day to contend that the structure in question
was not a building within the meaning of the Act. The fact was, the structure was
an iiiventioii of his own for the purpose of being placed in gentlemen's gardens,
with proiierly arranged modes of fixture, and which could be taken to pieces and
removed to anotlierpart of the ground in an hour or two.
It v/M here shown, by the model produced, that the erection could be speedily taken

to piea-s. and as speedily refitted, by an ordinary workman.
Mr. Traill said that Sir. Badger had altogether failed in his evidence to show that

the structure in question was a building; in fact, when asked by what means it wasa fixture, he could give no other evidence, which, indeed, was no evidence, than that
k'lew It was a lixturc, but he could not describe m what manner. The summons

would, thcrelore, be dismissed.

iq£
I^emington Museum.—During the week ending 23rd June,

1B60, tlie visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Satunlay,
tree .lays, 4,U(*, on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 4,209: on the three
students days (ailraission to the puUic (Jd.), 2,081, one students' evening, Wed-
ntti J'l'L^V

Thursday evening, 1,230 (female School of Art conversazione):
otal, ll,a42. Irorn the opening of the Museum, l,ul0,2&l.

CxrrMspiulcnrc.——•

—

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.
Sir,—I have heard of a lazy beggar who, wlien offered a )*nnv, requested IIk

giver to put it in his pocket. This is a fair illustration of Ilie concession of the
members of the architectural profession, who an: particularly lazy in matters
concerning their own interests, while legitimate architectsaretooseltUh to attempt
one little effort for their own ininiediate protection, and leave the lastitute of
Britisli Architects to do all the work while they quietly look on, feeling little or
no interest on this important matter. Should the Institute offer them tlie benefits
many will still be found too lazy to accept the benefit, some, no doubt, wili
object to the whole proceedings unless the diploma is absolutely put into their
pocket.

This state of things evidently denotes something wrong : either the memben
of the profession do not care about the diploma, or tliey do not consider themselves
qualified to go through the oi-deal, the first deduction we know trom experience
to be wrong. The second does not appear so doubtful, particularly when we con-
sider the attainments required tiy the Institute, and which are in some instances
totally unconnected with the practice of an architect.

It appears that when the members of the Royal Institute seriously considered
the subject of a diploma, they did not exactly know what was required of an
architect—an inference drawn from the report of the Council, who, after a great
deal of pandering among niembei's, stating how very clever Mr. So-and-so had
been ; liow thankful they were that another Mr. Ho-and-so had done something
which interested no one but himself, we are informed that the Institute niaide a
request to the Academy to make certain changes in tlie architectural department

;

they waited an answer with "deep anxiety," and the importance of f lie whole may
be gleaned from the fact that the members of the Royal -Vcadeniy informed the
members of the Royal Institute of Britisli Architects that tlieir premises were
not large enough, and they had some serious thoughts of removing.
What does all this mean ? What has the Royal Aaidemy to do with practical

architecture? It is true Sir Charles Barry and others were students at the
Academy, and, by the assistance of outward circumstances, turned out great
men ; but we cannot all be Sir Charles Barrys. Admitting we were, our first
requirement is of a practical character : we cannot all expect to design, still less
to erect, another House of Parhament, another St. Paul's, or another West-
minster Aljbey. Still, we are all bound to know and to understand something
about the practical construction of such places. Such knowledge was never, nor
will it ever be, obtained at the Royal Academy.
The report further tells us, the Institute "naturally" looks to the Royal

Academy. I don't think it is a " natural " look ; to me it is something very un-
natural, particularly when the Institute has the remedy in its own hands, and
seems to corroborate the assertion that the Institute did not, nor do they, know
what they are about : and one is more impressed with such an idea after perusing
the scheme recently forwarded to the members, the first part of which contains,
among other matters, that architects .should pass an examination in Geology,
Chemistry, Languages, the History of Architecture. These matters, by a
stretch of imagination, may be considered necessary to an architect; still, he
may thoroughly understand his business without any knowledge of the above
sciences. By adhering to such a course of examination, the Institute, instead of
shnplifying an already difficult subject, make it more complicated; while it
opens a fresh field to certain members of the Institute to pander compliments to
each " one " member, who may be versed in either of the respective sciences.

I feel satisfied if either of the gentlemen members of the Institute who at one
time examined me were asked one or two questions in geology or chemistry,
they would be at a loss for a reply.

Now, Sir, should these matters be discussed before a general meeting, geology,
history, languages, and chemistry, will each have their say ; each will maintain,
through thick and thin, that architecture, whether artistic or practical, cannot
be practised without some considerable knowledge of the above sciences ; they
will each trot their hobby roimd the arena, and when once they begin, they wiU
ride round and round and round, till one half the Institute will be convinced,
the stone used in the erection of the Houses of Parliament and Buckingham
Palace were chosen on a correct, though somewhat rotten, geological principle;
while the other giddy dizzy, for mere change, will vote that a perfect knowledge
of geology is eminently necessary to the welfare of an architect. These gentlemen
know how to keep their hobby going, should he for one moment flag. Some kind
member asks a question which puts him on his legs again, and when exhausted,
there remains yet suflieient strength to ride round once more to exchange smiles,
receive compliments, and leave the arena to the gentleman possessing the next
hobby. This farce repeated for the other sciences, and the first part is gat
over.

All this is mere premises ; so it is, but they are warranted by the fact that
six out of the ten subjects for examination were suggested by persons who under-
stood the requirements of an architect, wliile the remahiingfour are mere show,
and of no practical utility to the profession.

In the second part of the examination there are four objectionable subjects.
The Institute seem decided not to forget " languages," they form the first sub-
ject of the second degree—to this no reasonable objection can be offered. Still, if

an English architect knew the English language it seems all he can require;
but should he wish to practise in a foreign country he might request the Institute
to examine him in the language of his future home. I should pity him if a
member had ever ti-avelled tiiatway ; still, should he, beyond thenecessary require-
ments of an architect, wish to become proficient in languages, let him do it by all

means.
" The Theory of the Beautiful," " The Analysis of the Styles of Art," " The

Literature of Architecture," are objectional subjects; you may be an architect
without such knowledge. The first of these I really do not understand—"The
Theory of the Beautiful." It shows, I confes8,grcat ignorance on my part. I really
fear this is a matter beyond the province of the Institute, yet some member will
be found to ride the hobby.
The examination proposed by the Institute does not meet the requirements of

the profession; and I repeat, " If tliere is to be a diploma, let it be a standard of
proficiency in the science of architecture and that alone,"—such it will never be
unless the members bestir themselves. All architects are anxious that something
should lie done, but they by tlieir silence object to meet the question.
The members of the Institute have not done their dutj' ; if they had, they would

never have dreamt of going to the Royal Academy. They have wasted valuable
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TUtiArchiteotupal Association, kll but gone, merely requires a lielpiiip hand ;

barttsiead of assting' anU reeooeiling- tli? tarious interests, the Institute
positively idles time awar, and inti<)Ttuuat^ thie^ is no unanimity among the
meBKi)«Tsof.tbeprofessiuuI '."

n'hj not call a meeting of architects ; decide on some course ; po to the Insti-
tute with a properly slia|>ed demand, embodying the achnou>lcilyi)d nauircments
tifnn arrhitect, and leave out all the twaddle. The country aroliitcets will

assist, and a little pentle pressure without will work wonders. Why don't your
contemporary the jBui/rfur, instead of being silent, give us his opinion on tliis

important question ? Why do arcliitects stand back witli fear and doubt ? Let
them remember that the report vos laid before the lustitute last Monday.

lam, &c., "Alpha."

Sis,—Unde Solomon Setsquare having completed the series of letters to his
Nephew Tom, I tiiink it is due to him that they should be acknowledged by
those members of the profession to whom they are of most use—vi2., the
students.

I have read them all carefully through, and have derived much instruction there-
from, and hereby tender, for myself and fellow pupils, our most hearty thanks to

Uncle Solomon ; at the same time we trust that No. 9 of the " Familiar Letters
to an Architect " is not the last. There are many subjects which a clever and
experienced man such as Uncle Solomon may find to write upon.
Our thanks are also due to you, Sir, for the painstaking and study evinced by

the editorial articles, the " Chapters on Practical Questions," by the publishing
of the above-mentioned letters, by the ver>- full reports of lectures, and by the
issue of " Chambers's Treatise" with the Journal.

TTiese are what (independently of the excellent engravings) recommend the
BciLDiso News to students, who will bear out what I have said.

I am, &c.,
Islington, 26th June, 1860. Cymos.

MASTERS AND OPERATIVES AT LIVERPOOL.
Sir.—In the Bcildikg News, of June 22, 18C0 (No. 25), I iind an article

headed " Threatened Strike in the Building Trade at Liverpool." Now, Sir, as a
Liverpool joiner, and a member of the trade society, I am compelled to deny the
assertions put forth by you or any of your contemporaries. On the contrary, a
strike was never contemplated, and at the meeting at the Concert Hall, which you
refer to, the word was only once used, and the speaker said he was no advocate
for them. And I am sure that the working classes of this country, however
much they may be deprecated by men from whom we ought to e.xpeet better,
never enter into a strike, at least very seldom, until they find no other alternative.
You will find that in nine cases out of ten the men have been driven to a strike as
a last resource. As to the men being advised that they are strong enough to
enforce their requests, ifnot complied with, I assure you. Sir, that the employers
have received our memorial, whicn we submitted to them, in aiHendly spirit, and
your assertion is quite untrue with respect to advising the men, for we want to
arrange these matters amicably with our employers and cultivate abetter feeling
between them and the employed; and, Sir, such a statement as was issued in your
last Number has a tendency to sever, rather than bring together these things
that we are aiming for. I am, &c.,

William J. Hay, Joiner.
No. 9, Jasper- street, Chatham-street, Liverpool.
[The paragraph alluded to by our correspondent was copied from a Liverpool

paper into our Journal, and has appeared in most of the London papers. We are
Klad to hear that afiairs are likely to be settled without a strike.—Ed. B. N.]

-^
THE DIPLOMA QUESTION BURKED.

Sir,—I am sorry to say that "One who will Fight for the Diploma" is, as
he stales, not alone in his misfortune. To have a young man turned out as an
efficient assistant at the expiration of his articleship, would make him, indeed,
in these times, a rara avis. I had an assistant some four years since, who,
after four years as an improver with his old master, confessed himself totally
ignorant in " Gothic architecture," and as useless to me with my " Gothic

"

practice as though he had just entered upon his pupilage. His excuse was that
nig office confined itself altogether to the Italian style, and, from the specimens
shown me, that none of the purest. The questions, on a more extended basis
than tliat proposed, will, it is to be hoped, be ultimately settled by the Royal
Institute of British Architects.

Trusting with him in the hope that you, at all events, will not desert the
caiue, or accede to a temporismg policy—that is, an ordeal confined exclusively
to the Institute, I am, to:.,
June 27th, 1860. Delta..

PROFESSIONAL CHARGES.
8iR,—The above question is likely, it seems, to be burked, the first amend-

ment to the scheme proposed by the Institute being lost last Monday night, and
the second, which was carried, being in so vague a shape, as to leave the matter
about where it was. As the debate was ultimately adjourned till next Monday
evening, for a further expression of opinion, it is desirable that the several pro-
vincial architectural societies should at once forward their views upon the subject.
There is time for them, as your paper is everywhere by Saturday morning. If
not collectively, let their individual members, or officers, write up. They might
do so, I have no doubt, under cover to the mover of the amendment (Mr.
Wigginton), and addressed to the Society's rooms. Conduit-street, Regent-
street. I am, &c.,

A Diploma Volunteer.

Sir,—I have read with considerable interest the Familiar Letters of "Solomon
Setsquare " in your widely spread Journal. But I very much want to know if he
Mnistif Is In the habit of receiving "2 percent, on the first £100, and 1 percent,
on all sums above that amount," even when his client is about to acquire the

— T-rTT ; ^

—

~e

^ "

property, or if li« Is' acquainted with many architects who are Sblo to obtain
tluist' fi'es. 1 am quite aware that on thi»«mi oil nmny oUier miittt:rs comicctcd
with prolessional charges there is muc^ <ji,vf>ijii^ .of practice, but I who have a

nioderate business of tins kind, find tliatit is almost impossible to charge at the

rite h^mentions, except at the risk of having little to do. I find tliat a builder

applying for an advance, of, say, from £75 to £17o on mifinished mortam-
jiroiierty, if charged two or tliree guineas for the survey, will, the next timeSo^
builds, contrive to find money elsewhere, and as I presume at a lower rate of fees

for surveying. '' •

I have no wish to charge less than other respectable architects, and thio^ i^ Ll
much to be desired that a uniform rate of charge should be agreed uponj^ji^r^s^jr
some of your readers will add their mite to the common stock of information on
the sulnect, and oblige, with others. Yours, &c., ihl

London, 27th June, 18C0. M.M' A.

ARCHITECTS' FEES. ' '

''".,il,1r

Sir,—Would you or some of your correspondents give me information as too)

the period when an architect's fees become due ? I have always considered my
fees of 21 per cent, for working drawings and specification due |When they were;",

completed, and have in every case, except very small works, sent in my account
for 21 per cent, when the contract was signed by the builder, leaving the other

2J per cent, for details and superintendence, to he paid as the work is beinff

carried out. This mode ofpayment has now been objected to by a committee M
gentlemen, who assert that the usage is for architects to be paid 5 per cent, on the

instalments to builders as they are certified for, which seems to me most unjn^

'

and unreasonable, for is it not clear that half our work is done when working
drawings are finished ready for builders 1 and in case of the death of the architect

,

before he had certified for any instalment is it not evident that 2^ per cent, would
be due to his representatives, as his client would only have to pay 21 per cent,

for details and superintendence ? to his successor who would certainly have the

best part of the bargain. I am. Sec,

176, Great Brunswick-street, Dublin, An Akuuitbct.
June 26th, 1860. .„,

Ilwicics.

The Dictionary of Architecture of the Architectural Publication Society.

THE part last issued contains six plates, illustrating " Egyptian," carefully

drawn, excepting that the perspective is somewhat raulty. " Font," " Font
cover," " Gable," six sketches. " Gargoyle," drawn with more spirit than the

plates we have mentioned, gives ten examples from Somerset and Dorset.

"Gate-house," four examples, and " Half-timber House," two sketches drawn
with more feeling than several of the others, which we can hardly think are from
Mr. Bedford's own hand.

The letterpress advances from " Eadgha " to " EUand Edge " (quarries). The
principal articles will be found under " Early English," " Earthwork," " Earth-
enware," " Edinburgh," a very complete architectural guide, " Efflorescence,"
" Egyptian," and " Elizabethan Architecture," &e. Not the least valuable parts

of this work are the lists of authorities referred to in the preparation ot the

articles for dates, dimensions, &c. We have much pleasure in warmly urging

members to " obtain as many new subscribers, and at as early a period as possible,

as the quantity of matter to be delivered to the subscribers annually will be

increased in proportion to the extension of the Society." A work of this kind

should not lack support from the members of a liberal profession.

The Carpenter's 'and Joiner's [Assistant; being a comprehensive Treatise

on the Selection, Preparation, and Strength of Materials, and the

Mechanical Principles of Training, with their application in Carpentry,
Joinery, and Hand-railing ; also a Course of Instruction in Practical
Geometry, Geometrical Lines, Drawing, Projection, and Perspective-,

and an Illustrated Glossary of Terms used in Architecture ana
iJujMJn;/. jBy James Newlands. PartsXXlII. and XXIV. Blackieand
Son: 1860.

THE last parts of this work, to which we have felt justified in awarding
kindly notices in its progress through the press, are now before us. We

must, however, take exception to the " Perspective" representation of a Tuscan
Gateway, plate cix, as being simply a caricature. Part XXIII. contains the

conclusion of the articles on Perspective and Geometrial Projection, and devotes

ten pages to the Illustrated GlossaiY and Index, which is completed in thirty-flve

pages in the last part, being forty-five pages in all, of small type and unusually,,

numerous cuts. Our readers are so well aware of the complete and practicali,'

nature of the book that we must content ourselves with recommending its

addition to every architectural library. We observe from the preface that

upwards of one thousand figures are dispersed throughout its pages.
,

,

School of Art, Lambeth.—On AVednesday afternoon, His Royal'
Highness, the Prince of Wales, laid the foundation stone of the New School o£

Art, Lambeth, situated in the Princes-road. A large concourse of the clergy

(including several bishops), assembled to give eclat to the nli'air, as also many ra-

the members of both Houses of Parliament. An address was read by the

Rev. Mr. Gregory, of St. Mary-the-Less, who has spared no exertion in the

perfecting of the scheme ; after which His Royal Highness made a short but
suitable reply, and proceeded to lay the first stone of a building in the success of

which we feel deeply interested. The ceremony being completed, the young
prince left the ground amidst the cheers of the spectators. Mr. Pearson is the

architect, and Mr. Colls (of Camborwell), the builder of the new schools, which
will cost over £4,000.

Surrey Archmohgical Society.—This Association held its seventli

annual meeting at Reigate, on Wednesday, under the Presidency of the Hon.
W.J. Monson, M. P., Vice-President of the Society. Tlie places visited were
Merstham Church, Chlpstead Church, Gatton Church and Gatton Hall, Reigate
Church, the Priory, and Reigate caves, and many interesting facts were related

concerning their architecture, history, legends, &c. A dinner at the White Hart
Iim, Reigate, and a subsetjuent visit to the Museum, completed the day's

proceedings. During the visit to Gatton Hall the report and accounts for the

past year were read, and the Society was shown to be in a flourisliing couditioB.

Various officers were also appointed and others re-elected. •
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TENDERS
Union Workiioisk, Whitby.

Kor the Union Workhouse, to b« erected at Whitby, yorkehlrc. J. B. and Wm.
AtkinBon, architects, York. QuauUUes suppUed by Mr. II. Wormald, surveyor,

Masonry, Uricl-worh, and Carpenters' and Jbtnera" Work.

,: itobinson £3,810
I
Wni, Lansrdalc* £3,197

Masonry and Ilrkktmrk.

.John Keswick £2,650 I .John Shaftoe f2,400

Thomas Unford 2,400 I
Wm. Kced ^-WJ

CarjKnters' and Jomen: Uork.

William liellerby £1.3M |
John Holmes ...,...,,....£1,100

rtasterntf/.

Ingham and Co....:...\i.:Li'..t,2i9 10

Thomas Cooke 229 19

Isaac Bolton* 210

Siimucl Bolton i298
Cnift and Co 290

I'homas Kawlinsr 284

.losL'pbMickman 250
Slatina. .,„

( .ittlcy and Son £3.'i0 |
Thomas Overend tSO!

\ViIliam Kills •'!19 i John Overend* 2»u

II, Sanderson 317 17
|

Plumbing and Glaang.
John Smith £490 I Joseph Brown and Sons* £«»
.M. Vanill 455 5 |

John Dickinson 'W)

Painthiff.

Tliomas Ke(lin.in £111 7 I Joseph Beadnell* £90 10

, I, Moore 104 0|
For the Entire Works.

William Langdale £4,189 | Thomas Linfoot £5,086 18

• Accepted.

Villas, Basingstoke. ,,,.„,
For the first pair of semi-detached villas on Winchester-road estate, of the Baslnp-

stoke and Eastrop BuildinR i:ompany (limited), Basingstoke, Hants. Mr. Grcenway,

architect, London. Quantities supplied by Mr. Green.

Budden, Basingstoke £1,471 I Matthews, London *rS2 in
Nichols, Basingstoke 1,445 Edgar, London J.-fg

>"

Brans Brothers, London 1,418
I
Thome, Basingstoke (accepted) 1,118 8

DWELLlNG-nOUSE, CnrNGFORD.
For additions and alterations for James Nash, Esq., at his house. Heron s Ijest,

Forest-Bldc, Chingford, Essex. Mr. J. U. Kowley, architect, 17, St. Helen s-plaec.

City
Brake London £849 lOs. • Barker, Edmonton ^™ ^^'•

Humphreys, Tottenham 785 Goodman, London wo o

Sewcfi, London 694 |

Dwelling Houses, Stdenham.
For a pair of semi-detached houses at Sydenham, Kent. Mr. George Low, archi

tcct, 10, Basinghail-strcet, City.

.Tames Porter, Camden-town £2,890
John Wood and Son, Woodville-

road, Newmgton 2,708

11. (rcorge. Borough 2,GS2
McLennan and Bird, Osnaburgh-

street 2,6:33

1. .'Vdams and Co. Forest-hill .... 2,591

W, Uilcy, Hoxton 2,579

G. Allen and Co., Kingston £2,561

G. Todd, Jun., Chelsea 2,500

Thos. Rudkin, Jun., West Bromp-
ton 2,495

T. Amos, Clapton 2,370

C. Dennett, Forest-hill 2,350

Humphries and Luxford, Claren-
don-square (accepted) 2,295

Coffee-house, Lonoon.
For alterations to Deacon's Coffee-liouse. Mr. WilliamNunn, architect.

Dfarsley £359 153. I Turner £260
(liidsbury 278 Glenn 253

Wills 265 I
Day (accepted) 249

. £3,970
n.-inks ,ind Barry, architects.

Wclcbman and Gale
I'apps
Dover 3,700
Richards 3,606
Beatson 3,.573

Adams 3,570

J.Wilson 3,487
Jackson and Shaw 3.475

Patrick 3,473

Villa at Svdeniiam.

Ward and Baker £3,470
Hill 3,458

Cole 3,357

Glenn .3,300

Adamson and Son 3,292

Stevenson .3,275

PicardandCo .3,072

Amos 2,988

Hotel, London-bridge.
For the London-bridm Railway Terminus Hotel. Mr. Henry Cnrrey, architect.

Suantities supplied by Sir. J. II. Strudwick.
:yers £12!t,12« 17s.

|
Holland and Hannan £122.629

Uoxon 127,500
I
Downs 110,377

Drying Shed, Bermondsey.
For rebuilding drying shed. Market-street, Bermondsey, for Mr. George Mathews.

Messrs. Porters and Markham, architects. Quantities supplied.
J. Marsland and Son £1,495 I Wells (accepted) £1,381

WUls 1,408
I

Alternative estimates substituting ironwork in lieu of brick piers for the upper
stories.

J. Marsland and Son £1,753 1 Wells £1,676
Wills 1,098

Warehouse, Bermondsey.
For the erection of a warehouse and drying shed, Slarket-street, Bermondsey, for

Mr. George Mathews. Messrs. Porters and Markliam, architects. Quantities supplied.
J.J. and F.Coleman £2,765

|
Wills £2,296

J. Marsland and Son 2,405
|
Wells (accepted) 2,250

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Sydney. New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £000 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. The .style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers
addressed to tlie Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs
William L. Jlerry and Co., 30, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be liad of ."Vlr. *Weale, 59
HiL-'h Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill. Edinburgh ; Mr. H. Campbell.
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodgesjand Smith, Dublin, Messrs. I'hilip and
Son, Liverpool ; an(i Jlessrs. Thompson, Slauchester, At eacli establishment
photographic views of tlie locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.
Designs to January 1, 1861.

BATHS, &c.
Spa.' For designs for baths and architectural works at tbo mineral spring of the
Pouhou. Competitors arc at liberty to select what style of architecture theT
choose: total cost not to exceed .£20.(kio for the baths, and £r.;,ix»i forthearchl-

tecturai works. Four premiums, the first to be of £100, the second of £40, and two
others of £20 each, will be given (or the selected designs of tlie bathing (sstabllsh-

ment, and a similar sum, divided in like manner, for the selected designs for the
architectural works. Particulars in Building News, June 8th 18C0.

CLOCK TOWER, Ac,
IIerei'ORD.—For designs for a clock tower, to be erected in the centre of the Tllfffc

Town ; expense of structure not to exceed £1,000. Also for designs tor a clock-

tower, entrance into the new market from the fllgh Town, entire cost of structure

not to exceed £50ij. One design only will be adopted, and £:to is llie premium to

be given. Each design to bear u motto, and be accompanied by a sealed letter,

containing name and address of architect. Designs to be sent in to .July 23,

addressed to Richard Johnson, Esq.. Town clerk, Hereford, endorsed "Designs
for Clock Tower." Particulars and nthograph of a block plan of the High Town,
on application to Mr. T. Smith, Conlngubv-street, Hereford.

MARKET.S.
Darlington.—For designs for proposed coitcred market at Darlington. Time ex-

tended to July 2. ...
SouthA.MPTON, Devon.—For designs for a new covered market, ftc, on premises

adjoining the Guildhall, Southmalton. A premium of £25 will be given for the

first and £15 for the second best plan. The person whose plan is adopted will be
required to furnish gratuitously, a specification and working details. Plan of

site, and further information, on appliialion to Jlr. R. Snow, borough surveyor.

I'lans to be sent under seal to the town clerk, to August 1.

MECHANICS' INSTITUTE.
HARTLErooL.—For plans and drawings for a proposed new Mechanics* Institute

to be erected at the head of Middlegate-street, Hartlepool. The site Is 100 leet by
50, and the building is to include library, news-rooms, class-rooms, large lecture-

hall, and koeper's-rooms. A premium of .£10 will be given for the plan approved

of and accepted. No remuneration, however, of any kind will be given except the

premium of £10 for the plan accepted. Plans, accompanied with usUmateB of the

cost, to be sent in to the Secretary, Mr. J. Hindmarsh, to July 2.

MEMORIAL BUILDING.
BuRSLEM.—For designs for the erection of a suitable building in Burslcm, combining
School of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the late Josiah Wedg-
wood, F.S.A. Premiums of £20 and £10 to the two designs most approved. Con- ,

ditions and particulars from J. JIacintyre, hon. sec. to the Committee, Town Ball,

COMPETITION A'WAKDED.
Training Schools, York.

The designsof J. B. and W. Atkinson, architects, Y'ork, have been accepted, for

the Y'ork and Ripon Diocesan Female Training Schools. The architect's estimate 19

£5,000.
Almshouse, Faversham.

The designs and plans of Messrs. Iloaker and Wheeler, of Brenchley, Kent, have

been approved and accepted. The architect's estimate is £10,500.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
PUBLIC INSTITUTION.

Southampton.—For the erection of the Hartley Institntion. In the High-street,

Southampton. Plans, &c., at the offices of Messrs. Deacon and Pearce, solicitors,

Southampton, after July 5. Further information can be had from Messrs. Green
and De Ville, architects, 30. Great Ormond-street, London. Tenders sealed and
endorsed " Tender for the Hartley Institution," to be left with C. E. Deacon, town
clerk, Southampton, to July 28.

MEMORIAL.
Bingham.-For the stone erection proposed to be built in the market-place of Bing-

ham, as a memorial to the late Jlr. Ilassall, application to be made at the offices of

Messrs. Hine .and Evans, Nottingham.
CHURCHES.

Hockliffe. Beds.—For restoring the roof and repewing the parish church of Hock-
liffcnear Leighton Buzzard, Beds. Application, with reference, to Mr. Habcrshon,

38, Bloomsbury-square, who, on approval, will send quantities ; to whom also

tenders at 11 a.m. of.Tuly 19. (See advertisement.)

Stapenhill, near Bubton-on-Trent.—For the enlargement of the church at

Stapenhill. Plans, &c., on and after July 2, at the Vicarage, Stapenhill of the Her.
Charles Hind. Duplicate copies at the offices in Derby of Stevens and Robmson,
17, Tennant-street. Derby, and 22. Sackville-street, London.

Beechingstoke.—For the restoration of the parish church of Beechingstokc, near

Devizes, Wilts. Drawings, specifications, and conditions of contract, at the offices

of tlie architect, Mr. S. B. Gabriel. St. Nicholas-chambers, Bristol ; and at the

Rectory, Beechingstoke, until the 5fli .luly. to which day tenders will be rceeived.

PARSONAGE.
HoRDLE, Hants.—For the erection of a parsonage house, at Hordle, in the parish

of Milford, ne.ir Lymington, Hants. Drawings, &c., at the Vicarage, at Miiford

on and after 2nd July. Tenders to be sent to the office of the architect, Jlr. John
Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, endorsed " Tender for Hordle Parsonage,'

to July 14.

SCHOOLS.
Hebton, Middlesex.- For the erection of boys' and girls' schools, class-room, two

teachers' residences, and other buildings, at Heston, Middlesex. Plans, &c., and
quantities, after .Inly 4, at the Office of the architects, Messrs. Nelson and Innes.

0; Whitehall. Tenders to Jlr. J. Stansbury, 21, Parliament-street, to 12 noon of

July 11. (See advertisement).
Hampsthwaite, near Ripley.—For the erection of schools and master's house, at

Hampsthwaite, near Ripley. Plans, Ac, will lie for inspection at the Office of Mr.
George Corson, architect, 5, South-parade, Leeds, from 2nd to 4th July, and at

the A'icarage, Hampsthwaith, from 5th to 7th July. Tenders to the architect to

July 9.

Finciiley.—For the erection of school buildings and other works connected
therewith, at Finchley. I'lans, &c., after June 19, with the chief surveyor to the

Vestry of St. Paucras, at his office, 10, Edward-street, Hampstead-road, of whom
forms of tender may be obtained on depositing two guineas. Tenders to be de-

livered at the offices of F. Plaw, Vestry Clerk, King's-road, Pancras-road, to 12

noon of July 12.

DWELLING HOUSES Ac.
Barnsley.—For the erection of two shops and dweUing-honses, in New-land.

Barnsley. Drawings. &e., may be seen, and quantities obtained at the Otncesoi

Messrs. Senior and Wade, architects. Central-chambers, to July 7, on which day

scaled tenders are to be delivered, endorsed "Tender for shops In Ncwland, not

later than one o'clock.
Empshott, Hants.—For the erection of a gentleman's residence, at Empshott, near

Pcterslields, Hants. Plans, &e., at Colonel Butler's, Empshott. Tenders to be

delivered at the Office of the Architect, Mr. Jolm Colson, St, Swithin s-street,

Winchester, to July .'i.
, » j r,, t .r

Leeds.—For the erection of three houses in Caledonia-road, Leeds. 1 lans, aCj^i
the Office of Mr. T. Arnblur, arcliitcet, 10, 1'ark-row, Leeds, to the 6th July. Ten-

ders to July 0.
, . ,, L MJ- A

Kiscsworthy, Hants.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, stable buildings, antt

gate-lodge
of tlie arch
Tenders e

Office to July 16.
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BisuorSTOKE. Uasts.—For making adiiitions, altonUions, and repairs at llighfleld
lodge, Uiahopstoke, Hants. Drawinss. Ac, at the llouse, after JuneM. Ton-
oerr, eJidoned " Tenders for Ili>rhlield Lodge," to the Office of the architect, Mr
J. Colaon, SL Swithin-street, Winchester, to July 7.

BAJtsOATE,—For the erection of six lirst-clasn houses on the West ClilTe, Uanissate.
UlB of quantities may be obtained by the L'ud July of G. M. Hinds, iirpliitoet. :ir,

Qneen-strect, Kamsgate. Plans, &c., on the premises, late the Koyal Kent Jiaths,
Faragon, on July 3 and 4, from 10 to 6 o'clock. Tenders to the omoe of the archi-
tect, at 13 noon, of July 9. (Sec advertlaement)

OOTTAGKS.
GtANTHAM.—For ornamental cottages at the vlllag:es ofManthorpo and London-
thorpc, near Grantham. Plans, &c., with E. ISrowuins:, architect, Stamford, after
June 28. Tenders, sealed, to be delivered to Simon Uutchiusou, Esq., Mauthorpe
Lodge, Grantham, on July a

AXTRI.BT.—For the erection and completely flnishin? a cott*(rc residence at Aner-
ler. mans, &c., at the offices of Mr. James CoUis, architect, Kent Cottage,
S&ooter*s-liill>road, Blackheath, between ten and eleven In the morning. Scaled
tenders, tree, to July 9.

WAREHOUSE.
NormiCBAM.—For the erection of new buildings and for certain alterations and
additions to the lace warehouse of Mr. Heymann, Stonoy-strcit, and I'lumptree-
aud Duki's-placcs, Xottiii^ham. Drawinss, iSc, on and after July •', by applica-
tion to 3Ir. S. Uutton, architect and surveyor, Nottingham, to whom tenders to
July r, endorsed "Tender for additions and alterations ito Messrs. Heymaim's
Warehouse."

MARKET BUILDINGS.
Tbowbridoe.—For the erection of a market-house, market, and other buildings, at
Trowbridg^^ M'ilts, for "Wm. Stanoomb, Esq., Lord of the Manor of Trowbridge.
Flans, with quantities of works, at the office of Sir. Charles E. Davis, F.S.A., 3,
Westgate-buildings, Bath, to whom tenders to July fl, and duplicate tenders to
Wm. Stancomb, Esq.

FARM-BUILDINGS.
BOCKSE-PABK, NEAR Casterbcry.—Forthc crectlon of a farm-house, cottage, and
homestead, on Lenhall Farm, Bourne-park, near Canterbury. Plans, &c., at the
Farm. Tenders, endorsed "Lcnhall Farm Buildings," to Mr. J. Bailey Denton,
52, 1'arliament-street, Westminster, to July 10.

WATERWORKS.
BBmosoRTn.—For the supply and erection of a steam-engine, with two boilers and
pumps, capable of lifting 2,5,000 gallons of water 200 feet high per hour, and for
other works. Sptciflcations. forms of tender, Ac, on payment of £1 on appli-
cation to Jlr. Jolin Smith, solicitor. Clerk to the Bridf,aiorth Local Board of Health,
or at the office of 3Ir. Robert Rawlinson, civil engineer, 34, Parliament-street,
Westminster. Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tender for Steam Enniue, &c.," to be
deUvered at the office of the Clerk to the I>ocal Board, to July 10.

BOAD MAKING.
H0CI.E8.—For thc| formation and sewering of two roads at Eccles. Plans, &c., at
the Office of Mr. W. H. Johnson, 3, Clarence-street. Tenders to July fl.

EABTBOt'HNE.—For constructing certain roads and pipe sewers at Eastbourne,
Sussex. Phms, &c., with H. Curry, architect, 4, Lancaster-place, Strand, WC,
or with Mr. Insall, at Eastbourne, to July 7. Tenders, sealed and endorsed
"Tender for roads and sewers, Eastbourne," to the office ofthe architect, on the 7th
July. (See advertisement),

Waxsall.—For constructing brick sewers, intended to be laid down in Walsall,
namely :—Contract No. 1. Sewers in Freer-street, Lower Hall-lane, Cross-street,
Monntrath-street, Vicarage-road, and Newhall-street, total length S73 yards. Con-
tact No. 2. Sewers in Navigation-street, Frederick-street, Augustus-street, Long-
Steeet, Harsh-lane, Wolverhampton-road, Adams-street, Francis -street, and
BaiTowes-street., total length about 1,704 yards. Plans, &c., at the Walsall Im-
provement Commissioners' Clerk's Office, Bridge-street, Walsall, between 'J and 1
and half-past 2 and each day, except yesterday. Sealed tenders, marked
"Tender for Sewers," to be sent to the Commissioners' Clerk's Office, to July 10.

BRIDGE WORKS.
KiBKMicHAEi,, N.B.—For building a timber bridge over the JE,&t Wood, in the
Sarish of Kirkmichael. Plans, Ac, with Mr. Robertson, Surveyor, Moffat, to whom
snders to July 13.

EocnESTER.—For the painting of Rochester-bridge. Specification at the Office of
George Essell, Bridge Clerk, the Precincts, Rochester. Sealed tenders for executing
the work in Carson's anti-corrosion paint, and in common oil paint, respectively
(at the option of the Wardens and Assistants), to be delivered atthe Bridge Council-
chamber, Rochester, to twelve noon of Saturday, July 7.

POLICE STATION.
KiRKCnDBRiGHTSHiBE, N.B.—For the erection of a two-story dwelling-house,
with cells attached, for a Police Station at Castle Douglas. Plans, &c., with Mr.
Johnston, Chief Constable, Kirkcudbright, to whom estunates to July 5.

WORKHOUSE.
Sedoefield.—For the completion of the whole (or any portion) of the building and
works required to be done in the erection of a proposed new workhouse to be built
at Scdgehi Id. Plans, &c., with John Walker, architect, Sedgefield, till July S.
Sealed tenders endorsed " Tender for new workhouse " are to be deUvered to Robt.
». Middleton, Clerk to the Guardians, Sedgefield, to July 5.

SUPPLY.
SraATPORD.—For 1,100 yards of new blue Guernsey granite, free from dust, beet and
lurdest quality, 100 yards of which to be broken to a gauge not to exced 1 inch and
floe 4-inch, and the remaining 1,0«0 yards to be broken to a gauge of 2 inches and
52* Jr'"'^'' '

'*" ysrds of such broken granite to be delivered at the Trustee's
jmarf, Stratford (St. Michael's wharf), and the remaining 950 yards at the wharf of
Messrs. John Meeson and Co., adjoining the River Lee, Stratford, Essex, near
Bow-bridge, before the end of September next. Tenders, scaled, and endorsed
render for Broken Granite," to be sent to the Turnpike Office, Bow, Sliddlesex,

to July II.

Betosal-Gbeek.—for 1,000 yards of more or less of picked Kent flints, broken to a
two inch gauge, and for 1,000 yards of more or less of broken granite, both to be
delivered irec on the vestrj's wharf. Old Ford-road ; also for a supply of hardcore.
All the bifore-mentioncd articles to be supplied pursuant to specifications at the
offlce of the surveyor. Town-hall, Church-row, Betliniil-grcen-road; between lOand
jnd .3. Tenders scaled (with a £10 note enclosed), marked outside " Tinder for
nints, broken granite, or hard core," and addressed to R. Brutton and 1!. Voss,
Clerks of the vestry, must be delivered at their offlce. Town-hall, Bethnal-green-
road. The tenders for each article must be separate, and delivered to July 4.

„ LOCK. '

COMhercial Dock.—For the construction of a new lock or exit from the docks of
the Commercial Dock Company into the river Thames, near Lavender Dock,
Kotlierhlthe. I^ans and conditions at the Company's offices. No. 100, Fenchurch-
jtrett, froin June llth to June 21st, Fridays excepted. Specifications, bill ofquan-
tities and blank tender, upon payment of three guineas, and all tenders must be
ra the printed form for that purpose. Tenders, under cover, addressed to the
secretary of the Commercial Dock Company, endorsed " Tender for New Works,'

'

^ T °^]^"^ «' tbe Dock office, 106, Fcnchurch-strcet, on or before twelve (noon)
orJuly 20.

, „ RAILWAY.
Lm>8.—For the constmction of the works on the Nidd VaUey Branch of the North-
J»ileniKaiIway, inlcDethabout 11} mileB, commencing near Ripley sUtion, on
incline from Leeds to Thirsk, and tcrmiiiatiuK at I'ately-bridtre. Plans, Ac, onMd after the 0th July next, at tlie Kn^ncorV Omcc, Central .Station, Newcastle-on-
xynt, where printed forms of tender,»pecifieation, and quantities may be obtained.
0;»led tenders, addressed to the Secretair, marked "Tender for Nidd Valley
Bimncb,** to twelve noon of July 19.

DOCKS.
Great Grimsby.—For deepeuin<j the fish-craft dock. Great Grimsby, and for in-

creasiuc" the accommodation in connexion therewith. I'artieulars from Adam
Smith, Esq., K.E., Great (iriinaby. Sealed tenders to 5Ir. Kdward Uoss, Secretary
of the Manchester, Sheffield, imd Lincolnshire Railway, London-road station
Manchester, to July 4.

'

Commercial Dock.—For throe pairs of gates, one wrought iron bridj^e, and
machinery therewith connected. Tlans, &c., at the offices ot the Commercial Dock
Company, 106. Fenchurch -street, from 2nd to 19th July (Tuesday and Friday ex-
cepted). Specification, bills of qoantitics, and blank tender (on which only will
offers be received) will be deUvered on payment of two guineas. Tenders, under
cover, addressed to " Tlie Secretary of the Commercial Dock Company," and en-
dorsed *' Tender for lock-gates, &c." to the dock offlce to 12 noon of July 20. (Sec
advertiaemcnt).

RIVER WALK.
WooLwicn.—For a paved slope in front of river wall ofWar Department, North
Woolwich. Names to be left at the Royal Engineer Offlce, to 13th July, a payment
of lOs. Od. for bills of quantities made. (See advertisement).

SHOEING HEARTHS.
WooLWicn.—For enlarging and repairing and building hearths in the temporary
shoeing-sheds at the hut stables of the Royal Artillery and Military train, Wool-
wich Common. I'arties willing to tender to leave their names, and pay lOs. Oa. for
bills of quantities, at the Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, to July 5th. (See
advertisement.)

Surrey County Surveyorship,—[^Communicated.llt appears that after
the gentlemen who were desirous of this appointment had sent tlieir

names, accompanied by testimomals to the Clerk of the Peace, they
were required to attend a committee of Magistrates and to answer
questions proposed to them. The magistrates subsequently informed
each candidate whether he had or had not been deemed' especially
eligible, so that he might judge of the probable result with respect
to Iiiraself, a course that was fair, convenient and unobjectionable enough.
Thereupon some of the less fortunate, webelievcjapplied for and received thfr.
testimonials tliey had submitted, but, most strange to .say, they are not'
allowed to withih-aw their names from the list of competitors; and are thug'
placed in a false and prejudicial position, which we presume to suggest the
Magistrates would do well to obviate before the election on July 3rd.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
AH Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of tho Building News, Sft

Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripta.

Architect AND M.S.B.A.—The fault is not ours: we had much pleasure In inserting your
inquiry for forms of the " Strike Clause" in specifications, and have tflven space for alT the
communications we have received on the subject. Feeling, with another correspondent, that
on this, as, indeed, on many other points connected with professional practice, a most vain-
able body of inl'onnation, inij,'Jit be accumulated witli tlie assistance of the press—we desires
especially, that it shoidd be known that our pages are open fur the discussion and ventl-
lationof any and every difficulty that arises in practice, and there are, wc think, few
architects who \vill not freely acknowledge that there is much diflTcreuce ofopinion onmany
points ; surely it must he for the beneflt of all that no such obscurity should cimtinue. Take
the subject ot charges only ; theoretically, there is a rule that 5 per cent, on the amount of
outlay be the charge—practicallv, there is no rule at all I Witness most architects' chargeg
tor small works and the compulsorily limited charges of the architect of the Houses of
Parliament. The fact is, architects arc by far too apathetic on all matters connected with
the welfare of their profession ; were it not so there would be no such oppression as we find
gainmg ground daily, instance only charges, and the scandalous treatment of competitors.
Kest assured the remedy is with the profession—it will never come from outsiite the body:
an architect is, in the opinion oftoo many, little more than a superior kind of builder, ho
has not, except in some few favored eases, tlie prestige of a professiouid mau. Therein
another point worthy of note, that In proportlonlas architects are less esteemed, so surveyors
arerislng, in the opinion of the public. Ask any lawyer whose services he would rather
retain in a client's cause, an architect's or surveyor's—he will, In nine cases out of ten, reply
tlic latter : he will say that the surveyor Is the more practical man of business. That suatt
an idea is utterly false, as a rule, we may safely aver, and need not to name many accom.-
plished architects who are, perhaps, the highest authorities on all matters connected with
surveying—we mean not measuring work or land, but valuation of hulUUng property, and
architectural jurisprudence. We have somewhat wandered from our purpose; ueverthelesB»
it is a serious matter for the profession, and we fear that at no great lapse of time ttlSi '

pubhc wilMook upon architects as artists only, and not as business men, whose study iaji ,

andshouldbe,many matters that now fall into the hands of surveyors and—auctioneetSi
How many young practitioners are there who are able to realize from the practice of archie
tecturealone, an Income at all proportionate to the time and hard cash expended daring:
their education? Is the most lucrative part of the profession to lie lost? and it will, most'
assuredly, if they continue to maintain tne same collective indiflference we observe on many'
subjects besides that of our curresiwndcnt's letter. "We do not mind repcatintr lliiit on all
fitting occasions our paper shall be open to the communications of tliose wiii> inive any
suggestion to offer, having for its object the establishment of professional practice uu a
firmer, more definite, and secure base than it can be considered to stand upon at
present.

Ebrati.—In the report in last week's Issue of works in progress, headed " ChoImsfortL"
Essex," we have to correct two slight inaccuracies : " Cabfring " should be "caWing " ana.

*' Bcadel and Son " should read '* lieadel and Sons."
E. L—AVe think the detached plates you mention must be part of Waring's *'Art8 con-
nected with Architecture."

T. Petershore.—Villas are now in the hands of the artist.
C. B. (Dover)—Usually, *' To give the requisite notices and to pay all proper offlciat
fees."

II. W. L.—Full of difficulty. Attempting to decide on an ex parte statement might only leaA
to error.

Surveyor.—You must be already awaro, from what we have done, that we are quite will-
ii^, and, Indeed, anxious to support the proposal. Send MS.

K. L. (Exeter).—Apply to the lion. Secretary of the Architectural Publication Society. TO.
believe arrangements have been made to reduce the immediate large cost of taking op all
the back numbers of the Dictionary.

Hope Defebred.—It is too often the case ^vith public departments. Write again.
T. SwANSTEAD.—Wo thought we had given you a pretty definite answerlast week.—Thew

is no rule without an exception.
N. A. K.—Below our mark.
Query.—Next week.
W. SoMNER.—We donot profess to be a guide to London. We certainly advise you to visit'
the Museum at Brompton before you return.

John Johnson—You cannot do so luitil the term for which you were apprenticed has
expired.

James Norton (New York).—We have handed your letter to our publisher for Ms consida-
ratlon. Send an address that he may reply by post.

P. J.—We cannot undertake to decide wagers.
L. K M.—Try again. Too diftusive.
Traveller.-Thanks for sketches ; some are suitable. Send address.
YouNo Author.—We tlilnk wc have lieard from you before ; If so, pray refer to our former
reply ; if not, we cannot say.

Apprentice.—We believe tlie last edition of " Tredgold's Carpentry" was puliHshed St
£2 \(y&. We seldom see a copy second-hand. It is a useful booK.

J, AI E(Finchley). Thank.'*. Shall receive attention.
M. A.—We cannot disclose the name of the writer of the article you name. If j'OuhaTe aoy
communication to make forward It to the Editor.

n. Mallard.—Yes, a good work for your purpose. --
II. WiLLiAMs.-M.P.-TooIate,
s. T. K.—Wc shall see.
Reader—Perhaps ; we cannot say at present.
Received John Stealler ; P. M n ; J. Kose ; B; O—r (Dublin) ; Bleet-street ; A. B- 0.
Constant Subscriber ; Democritus.
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THE FORTnCOMING UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.

EOPLE who gravely and wisely shook the

head—may be, under the same conditions as

did Mr. Puff's edition of Queen Elizabeth's

minister—when it was proposed to repeat the

experiment of 1851, and who objected that

we should not disturb the memory of a great

success ; that we should leave well alone

;

and that we should be content with having

encompassed one Exhibition of the works of

Industry of all Nations in our generation

—

leaving to our children the care of following

our example if they deemed proper—are now
either converted to the causewhich the Society

of Arts supports, or are reduced to silence.

There can be little doubt that when success

is achieved they will be among the loudest and
most enthusiastic applauders of the idea, Car il

n'y a rien qui reussit comme le succes. It gains

men's minds with the rapidity of contagion, and
makes converts of the ruggedest and most un-

$. ' ungrateful natures. Men who went to bed sturdy

and inflexible opponents of the Exhibition, awake transformed, and boast

how amazingly well the plan has taken with the pubhc, just as if they

had supported it from the first, with their influence and their purse.

Well, we suppose " wet blankets " have their uses in society, although

with our finite understanding we may not be able to comprehend their

purpose, or embrace the measure of their utility. They may serve to

damp the ardour of noble and generous minds, and to force them into

a contest with ignorance, prejudice, and routine, wherein these obstacles

to progress are vanquished, oflen at a loss far greater than they are

worth. But could not the victory have been quite as completely,

and far more easily, achieved by giving full scope to the mind—sustain-

ing and encouraging it to soar—Excelsior ! Drags were useful appen-
dages to the old waggon, but they did not accelerate its speed. That
terrible mind-crusher and invention-damper—the Inquisition—can

hardly be said to have stimulated Galileo's discovery ; nor can the

ridicule which George Stephenson encountered in Parliamentary com-
mittee-rooms, and at the, nands of those far-seeing gentlemen

—

Quar-
terly Reviewers—be held to have promoted the establishment of rail-

ways. The self-same gentlemen slew Keats, " so savage and tartarly,"

without dimming the beauties or clouding the glory of Endymion

;

yet what we gamed by the poet's death, or the publication of the

critique, has never been made very clear to the public. Nevertheless,

we do not dispute the usefulness of " wet blankets." At all events,

they wrap round a man like sleep, rendering him insensible to what
passes under his nose, and are very useful to those whose only care is

their pockets, and who do not mind the contempt which they incur
when they find it convenient or profitable to cease to act as dampers.

The first step towards the final success of the Great Exhibition
has been accomplished. The limit at which the Council of the

Society of Arts fixed the guarantee fund has been exceeded, and
with very creditable precaution the Council have determined, in

order to make success doubly sure, to continue the receipt of
subscriptions until an amount be reached which, even in case

of failure, altogether beyond the range of probability, will diminish
the pro rata calls upon subscribers. Under these circumstances we
venture to suggest that the time has ari-ived for commencing opera-
tions. In less than two years the Exhibition will be opened, and
that is not at all too long a period for erecting the structure and
•organising the Exhibition. It is no more than prudent to take time by
the forelock, and allow a large margin for delays. Indeed, if the

promoters decide to invite architects to supply designs in competition
for the building, there is not a week to be lost, lor the profession
should have at least six clear months to prepare and mature the plans.

And we apprehend the easiest and safest course would be to have
recourse to an architectural competition, in order to obtain the best,

cheapest, and most suitable structure that the architectural genius of
the age can invent. However popular and exciting it may be to do
things in a huriy, there is nothing gained by it. It is all very well to

publish newspaper paragraphs of the marvellous rapidity with which
works proceed, and to boast that workmen retired from one end as the
opening procession entered at the other, but then scamping, short-
comings and blunders are inevitable, which may prove very costly to
remedy. Better that all should be carefully considered and as carefully
executed, even if we forego tropes and similes, and the old references to
fairy speed and magical uprisings, so that the building be convenient,
economical in cost, and executed in a workmanlike manner. If, on the
contrary, the thing be hurriedly done, as on the last occasion, the price
of materials, carriage, and labor will rise considerably, and add,
perhaps, one-fourth to the cost of the structure, which will, neverthe-
less, be of an inferior quality in every respect. At the present time, the

construction of tunnel sewers and of metropolitan railways have

considerably increa.sed the price of bricks, so as to press inconvenientljr

on ordinary building operations. Additional expenditure hereaflcr, if

consequent on procrastination now, would be so much waste, of no real

service to any one, but the cause of serious disturbance to trade. For
all these reasons, therefore, and many more which will readily occur to

the reader, we beg leave to urge upon the attention of the Council the

propriety of beginning operations at once.

It may be argued that there is no reason to have recourse to an

architectural competition, or indeed, to the services of the profession

at all, after the example of the '51 construction. But we reply the

Hyde Park building, neither in its design nor mode of construction,

can be held up as a copy and precedent. The hurry in which the

thing was done, was deemed suflicient excuse for many errors which it

might be hypercritical to dwell upon, but which it would be unpardon-

able to imitate on the next occasion. Then the profession was very

unfairly dealt with. The promoters did not know their own minds, and

the whole thin" was so novel, vague, and confiised, that the greenhouse

design was perhaps the best. Now the case is entirely altered. Crystal

architecture, as the development of greenhouses was termed, has been

tested by ten years' experience, and has made no progress. The Palace

at Sydenham has found no imitators. For permanent structures,

except to protect plants and shrub.s, it is the worst that could be

devised. Iron and glass are not so durable as bricks and mortar ; they

require quite as much, if not more repairs, and they are incapable of

being combined to produce an architectural effect. The aspect is

monotonous and cheerless where there is not a rich landscape outside

and flowers within, while the inmates are liable to extreme cold or

extreme heat. Unless the Council have recourse to an architectural

competition, or if they decide to copy the Hyde Park building, they

may lose the chance of an original, cheap, and artistic design. They
may spend more money on an ugly copy, than a novel and pleasing

structure would cost, and they will not have profited by the experience

and progress acquired by the profession during the last ten years. An
architectural competition would be the safest course, for the promoters

need not bind themselves to carry out the premiated designs, or indeed,

any of them, and the amount of premiums would be trifling ; while if

the profession could design nothing cheaper and more artistic than a

Crystal Palace, Sir Joseph Paxton could be again called in, and we
must bear our shame and discomfort as best we may.

Circumstances have considerably changed since 1851, and fresh wants

have sprung up. Not that we are any nearer the millenium. But we
have grown a more gad- about people. Annual shows have increased

in number and extent, and we love to go where pleasure-seekers most

do congregate. It would, therefore, be a great mistake not to make
the Exhibitinu building a permanent structure. For decennial exhibi-

tions of works of industry will grow into a national institution, and

London will be the seat of the Great Parliament of Labor. No one

supposes for a moment that the next Exhibition will be the last, but the

second, in a long line which will extend until the New Zealander takes

his seat on the ruined arch of London-bridge, or until the French

colonels sack London, and France includes these islands within her

natural boundaries. As these events are so dubious, or if probable, so

remote, we may look forward for a series of industrial exhibitions, and

in that case it would be preposterous to erect and pull down a new
building every ten years. There are other arguments in favor of

making the structure permanent. The site is the property of the

Commissioners, and must be maintained for exhibition purposes, and

London is in sad want of a suitable locality for various exhibitions.

In the first place there is the annual metropolitan show of the Agri-

cultural Society, which for lack of space is compelled to quit the Baker-

street Bazaar, and emigrate to some back slum in Islington. With
a permanent exhibition building at South Kensington, there would be

no reason why the show should not be held in it. It would be more
spacious and more accessible, while the rental would be something con-

siderable. Then again, if the galleries were properly constructed, they

would serve admirably for the exhibition of pictures and sculpture.

The Royal Academy would probably be glad to make their annual

appearance there, the rental for which would probably not exceed the

yearly interest upon the sum proposed to be contributed towards the

building of a new Academy in London, while the nation would be

relieved from a heavy item of expenditure, and the Forty could pre-

serve their independence. Other Fine Art exhibitions would doubtless

take the same road, for there would be ample space for visitors, and no

occasion to reject works, except for their unworthiness, or to hang

them below or above the line of vision. Altogether, we do not doubt

that a very handsome rental would be derived from these sources by

the commissioners, which, with the profits from the decennial industrial

exhibitions, would enable them to contribute handsomely to the promo-

tion of art-education among us. From these considerations, therefore,

we arrive at the conclusion, that the Exhibition building should be a

permanent one. In that case iron and glass would not be the most

suitable materials to employ exclusively iu its erection, although they
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migbt be largely introduced in wuvenir of the original structure. It

would be too mucL, perhaps, to expect the promoters should indulge

in stone, and erect so handsome and architectural an edifice as the

Palais de I'lndustrie, which stands in the Champ Elysees, but brick

piers and arches—to be filled in with iron and glass—^might be em-
ployed, and so airanged as to pro<luce a Tery satisfactory effect.

Against making the whole roof of glass we feel inclined to protest,

because of its liability to leak, and because of the difficulty of

regulating, without expensive adjuncts, the admission of light

for exhibition purposes, to say nothing of the heat on the occasions

of large crowds assembling. Inside, the galleries and roof could

be carried on iron columns and girders, which would afford ample
scope for polychromatic decoration ; but the outside or retaining walls

should be substantial and durable, as well for economy's sake as to

convey the idea of solidity. If open broad arcades ran round all sides

of the structure, visitors could alight protected from foul weather, and
an opportunity would be aflbrded for introducing an architectural

feature that would be a novelty, since the Vandalesque destruction of

Kegent-street colonnade, and to which the nearest approach is the now
disfigured Piazza in Covent-garden. In short, give English architects a

chance, and they will produce what, if not actually the prototype of a

new style, will be fresh and agreeable, convenient and economical.

The next point on which it would be desirable the Council of the

Society of Arts should take an early decision is the devising a system

according to which the admission of objects should be regulated. The
first thing to do would be to fix the amount of wall- surface and area

available for exhibition purposes, and then, adopting the results of '51

as a rough guide, make the apportionm ent according to nationalities and
localities, taking care to leave a sufficientmargin for contingencies. The
managers of the Exhibition could not of course exercise any powers of

selection. They would not have the time to do so, nor would it be
politic they should ; but it is a question to be decided whether it

would be better to proceed as on the last occasion, and accord

admission to all appbcants until the space was exhausted, or to

invite local committees to exercise the powers of selection. In the

first case we run the chance of getting acres of patchwork-quilts and
similar rubbish, as in Hyde-park, and of excluding works ofhigh interest

from lack of space. In the second case we run the risk of obtain ing a

less extensive, but more interesting and instructive exhibition. Perhaps

the most prudent proceeding womd be to adopt a medium course—

a

combination of the two. For instance, the Council might issue recom-
mendations to local committees that the space allotted to them they

should apportion to objects which were either novel in design, in the

processes of manufacture, or in the application of known mate-
rials ; or which exhibited an unusual excellence of manipulation, of

manufacture, of workmanship, or of quality ; or which showed an excep-
tional cheap rate of production. The space remaining after satisfying

the requirements for objects coming within these categories, might then

be allotted to the ordinary productions of the districts, or to the appli-

cants, on the principle "first come first served." These and odier

questions connected with the organisation of the Exhibition cannot be
discussed and settled too soon ; nor will their ven tilation in the public

press be detrimental to the success of the scheme.

SCHOOL AECHITECTtTRE.*
rthe counties ofNorthampton, liutland, Lincoln, Nottingham, Leicester,

and Derby, the school buildings are generally in good repair ; nor
could it well be otherwise, seeing that very many of them have been built

within a comparatively recent period. Although complaints are often

made of the strictness of the Treasury in enforcing the observance of

T^ulations for the stability of the buildings and the comfort of their

inmates, before grants of public moneys are made, the necessity and
wisdom of this strictness are proved by the condition of some school-houses

erected by contributions from the parliamentary funds in the early days
of the administration. From the absence of precautions to ensure the

stability of the fabric, several school buildings are constantly requiring

repairs, constituting a source of great anxiety to the managers and a heavy
drain upon the funds of the schools. SufBcient attention is not paid to

the latrines. In towns, sanitary regulations of the municipalities exercise

a wholesome effect, but in country parishes the absence of this pressure

kads to the most deplorable results. The most effectual flushing system
is the one in use at the Holy Trinity schools, Derby, where there are 800
scholars in attendance on an average. The latrines are what the name
implies—not water-closets and on the ordinary plan. The sides of the

vaults are thoroughly cemented as well as the bottom, which has a very
steep incline. At one end of the roof, and resting on a cross wall, is a

large barrel supplied with water, and having a common valve out of the

reach of the children. When the latrines require flushing the valve is

opened and the water mehes down the steep incline with great velocity,

carrying everything before it into the street sewer. The apparatus may
be supplied to any school, for the water may he pumped up from a well.

The inspector of the Kent, Surrey, Sussex, and Channel Islands' district,

felt compelled to mention the uncomfortablcness of schools as an effectual

* Concluded trota page 522.

bindrance to the more satisfactory progress of the scholars. By uncom-
fortableness he meant the effects resulting from the absence of warmth,
dryness, elbowroom, and sightliness; and avowed that " disguise as wo
will (excepting in the case of model children, such as he never found, and
presumes to be extinct in the south-eastern counties,) schooltime is irk-

some." If, he argues, it be desirable to mitigate this irlisomeness by every
reasonable contrivance, how mucli more should it be sought to remove every
aggravation of bodily discomfort. Sitting on a high bench witli frozen
feet dangling above the floor, fingers too benumbed to hold a pencil, jacket
dripping with March rain, do not favor education ; for bodily comfort, so

far as is consistent with liveliness and discipline, is not a secondary, but a
primary requisite in an edifice in which children of tender years are
assembled.

In the schools of Hertford, Buckingham, TJedford, Cambridge, and Hun-
tingdon, the inspector reports that he has seldom entered a school ofwhich
he could say the air was without taint. In many cases the teachers know
and sufler from it; yet shrink, and very naturally, we think, from having
recourse to the only alternative—doing their duties in thorougli drafts. In

this district, death and disease have been frequent in schools remarkable for

want of ventilation. Although in the Treasury memorandum on the organi-

sation of schools it is laid down as a rule that windows should be introduced at

each end and on one side ofthe room (that side, namely, which is opposite

the rows of desks and benches), schools are built, witli public grants, on
sites admitting of any arrangement, in which this rule is reversed. If the

rooms are lighted by windows behind the desks, blinds have to be hung to

avoid the glare of light in the teacher's eyes, which darken the rooms.

The evils arising from some of the modes employed for- heating the rooms
might be reduced, it is suggested, if, instead of calculating school-accom-

modation at the rate of 8 square feet of superficial area for a child, the

. calculation were also regulated by the cubic feet of air required for a
chamber in which a number of young persons are to be employed for a
given number of hours, with and without gas-light. The present allow-

ance of area is too limited to seat children without crowding and discom-

fort, or to allow proper space for desks and easels, and the necessary move-
ments of teachers. Where a room is overcrowded, from popular attraction,

very little real teaching is done, and if managers will not limit the numbers
it is proposed some check should be laid on the annual grant. But we submit

that it would be better to increase the grant and enlarge the school-room.

For if a school be so overcrowded it proceeds from a belief in the superior

educational advantages it offers, and it would be very hard to allow one
parent to send his child because he was afirst comer, and to refuse admission

to another because he was later, seeing that both pay. Such is not the

way to promote popular education, for it is to be feared parents would
grow obstinate, and as their children were refused admission to the

school of their choice, they would not allow them to go to any other.

Better to humour even the caprices of parents than to risk their

children being kept in ignorance. With respect to modern schemes

for warming and ventilating school-rooms, the inspector objects,

that their general purpose seems to be the superseding open fireplaces

and chimneys, with a view to the economy of fuel, and the supply of

air previously warmed by a variety of devices. Many are heated by
Arnott's stoves, others by stoves with ascending flues, and all possess the

same feature—namely, no chimneys, or chimneys bricked up, and the

stove-pipe made to pass through the roof, or through a hole in the wall. A
modification of the same principle is to make a current of air to enter

behind or below a stove, which takes the place of the common fireplace.

Lastly, there are rooms warmed by hot-water pipes or heated air, supplied

from furnaces in outbuildings. These plans are not applied to conunon
sitting-rooms, where abundance of fresh air can enter by the crevices of

doors and windows, but to rooms built to hold as.many children as possible,

which therefore require an unusually regular supply of fresh air. Censure

is also laid upon what is termed the prevailing fashion of medievalising

modern school-rooms, where only a small portion of the window is made
to open partially, and the greater portion of the glass is cemented into

grooves in the jambs and mullions. If this he a protest against rigid

medievalism we have nothing to say, but if it be intended as a sweeping
condemnation of Gothic architecture we must in turn protest, and re-

commend the perusal of the evidence taken before the Foreign Office

Commission, which distinctly and incontrovertibly establishes that Gothic

windows afford facilities quite as great as, if not greater than, Chissic

(using the word to embrace all that is not Gothic) architecture for lighting

and ventilating. A common fireplace radiates heat, and removes from the

room vitiated air, but in rooms warmed by stoves or hot-water pipes, the

air becomes soon loaded with poisonous carbonic acid gas, and has no
ready means of escape. The inmates are depressed and exhausted, and a
sickening odour prevails. In rooms heated by air from flues the risk to

health is greater, for the air is always loaded with a fine dust, which is

irritating to the lungs, while by passing over hot iron it is deprived of a
portion of its oxygen, and thereby loses its power to sustain life. In 1844

Ely prison was warmed and ventilated by flues. The cells had no windows

but air-vents near the floor. Nice calculations were made of the

quantity of warm air each prisoner, it was considered, would

require, which was supplied to him through an aperture just below the

ceiling, it being presumed the foul air would escape through a grating into

a ventilating shaft. A complete circulation of air, it was presumed, was
established. The apparatus acted so perfectly that some of the prisoners

were nearly killed. They were attacked by a disease presenting unusual

and remarkable symptoms — described by Dr. ilsher to the British

Association in 1847, as occasioned by heated air supplied in a drier and

h more rarefied (deoxygenised) state than is suitable for respiration. There
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can be no doubt that open fireplaces are the most healthy, but in large

rooms where the radiation of heat would be insufficient to give out the

required amount of warmth, the objection to heated air might bo easily

remedied by substituting for the ordinary iron tubes pipes of fire-clay in

whicli the air would be warmed, and making the pipes open into a chamber
similar to a steam-chest, in which there was a small jot of steam to be regu-
lated at pleasure, and from which chamber the air would pass into the
apartment to be heated. The fire-clay pipes would not deoxygenate the

air, while the steam would convey to it any degree of a moisture that
might bo required. An even simpler method, which would require ne
attention, would be to fit on to the outlets of the chest, to which pipes

were adapted for conveying air to apartments, pieces of zincked wire gauze
or other non-corrodiblo reticulated material, over which thin films of

water would be allowed to trickle. The air on being heated would enter

the chest, whence it would escape in finely divided streams through the
reticulations, which having their surfaces constantly wetted, would allow
of each stream of air taking up the amount of moisture it had lost, and
required to have restored to be fit for respiration. The cost of this

arrangement would be trifling. It might be adapted to all existing hot-air

stoves, and would bo self-acting, merely requiring the cistern to be occa-
sionally filled, to keep up a constant supply of water to the reticulations.

We trust some school patron will be induced to test it. What say you.
Earl Ducie ?

In the south-west of Scotland, it is reported, that though a taste for a
betterclass of school premises is evinced in a high degree here and there,

and improvements are extending on the whole, they are slow-paced. Local
parties in some cases prefer to forego the public grant, rather than fulfil

the conditions of the Treasury Architect. Wooden floors are introduced,
and parallel desks. "Ventilation in the vast majority of cases is only pro-
curable by opening the windows. Round holes in the ceiling are usually
boarded up to prevent descending streams of cold air on the masters' head.
Various modes of ventilation have been tried, but none have established a
claim to general introduction. The offices are often erected without regard
to the inculcation of decency, are ill kept, and in very bad order.

The inspector of the north-eastern division of Scotland reported that
nineteen new buildings had been erected in the district, besides fifteen

old ones enlarged and minor improvements, including offices, deal floors,

and parallel desks. Still, there were twelve schools deficient in premises
and eight in furniture. Deficient premises are an obstacle to education,
.and it seems to be a recent discovery that half the school-room floors

«hould be open for class drill, that its area and height should bear any
-known ratio to the number of human beings every moment needing
-breath, and that it should be deal floored, well-lighted, well-heated,
-and well-ventilated. Parish schools of the old style, of which many
are standing, served as models to a multitude of minor ones, which
were moreover reduced below the imperfect accommodation standard
of their models. The prevailing custom was to erect buildings of
two stories—the upper one for the teachers' apartments of two or three
rooms, and the lower one for the school-room, with an average height
of from 7 to 8 feet. The result was that the dwelling-house and school-
room were mutual annoyances, for the intervening floor was seldom
deafened. Healthy ventilation was rendered impossible, aud now fatally
obstructs the desire to raise the schools in height. Such buildings, which
are numerous, might be sometimes converted into a comfortable dwelling-
house. But in every case a new school-room is necessary. In the Western
Isles the condition of the schools is <iisgraceful, although it be better than
that of ordinary dwelling-houses. We are told they possess few of the
requisites of a school, that the floor is invariably made of earth, often
damp, and rarely level ; the furniture is always scanty and of the most
primitive description ; deal boards, supported on stones, not unfrequently
toim the benches, and a rude table the only desk. Surely where there are
so much sympathy and expenditure for the enlightenment of foreigners
and barbarians, the educational establishments for our own children
ought to be better ordered. Exeter Uall would subscribe thousands if

informed that the juvenile subjeets of King Bungo had to stand on the
bare earth or sit on deal boards supported by stones while receiving
instruction. But, of course, not a penny will be forthcoming to assist
in educating Englishmen in a remote district. They are too vulgar to be
objects of fashionable biblical charity. What if they perish by thou-
iMnds, in comparison to the platform exhibition of an evangelical nigger
-•with a keen appreciation of pineapple rum!

So far as the dispensers ofnational revenue are concerned, there is little

room for blame. Last year there were expended £134,199— making
£1,047,648 since 1839— in building, enlarging, repairing, and furnishing
elementary schools

; and £3,008—making £172,303 since 1839—in doing
'the same for training colleges. The expenditure from education grants
last year was £723,115, making £4,378,183 in the last twenty years. The
sum voluntarily subscribed in 1859 was £234,367 ; the number of sehool-
Tooms built, 247 ; enlarged or improved, 230 ; teachers' residences, 178,
and additional school accommodation provided for 58,070 children. Of
training colleges 1 has been built, 4 extended, and additional accommoda-
tion provided for 30 students. For the financial year ending next March
the Popular Education estimate is £798,167, which includes £140,000 for
grants towards the building, enlarging, and furnishing of school-houses,
elementary and normal, and £400 to an architect in London. If the condi-
tion of schools be so essential to health and to the progress of education as
It has been stated, and which we fully believe, we submit that an archi-
tect in London is not sufficient, and that local inspecting architects are
iirgently required to remedy the evils reported to the Council of Educa-
tion. There are, we believe, sixteen districts in Great Britain, and all of

them have diocesan architects and building surveyors or architects in
independent practice, to whom £200 a year apiece would be sufficient and
very strong inducement to thoroughly inspect the schools of the particular
district. Local knowledge in these things is of primary importance, and
without it architectural inspection is a farce. It is not to be expected that
the educational inspectors, however well-meaning, are so competent to
supervise buildings as professional men; and architects employed by school
patrons must obey the orders of their clients, no matter how capricious or
absurd or detrimental to health they may be. The one solitary architect
attached to the London Board can exercise no controlling influence ; he can
only judge from the drawings supplied, and of how little value drawings
are in such cases the reader docs not need to bo informed. And it must
be remembered that the rules for school building may be violated without
oflTending any of the provisions of Building Acts or local regulations. The
true remedy to the grievous state of things reported by the inspectors is a
constant and professional supervision. The annual cost would but little

exceed £3,000, wliich would not be felt in an expenditure of three-quarters
of a million, for it would be more than saved in repairs and alterations of
the fabrics, on tho principle that

A stitch in time saves nine.

THE DIPLOMA DEBATE AT THE INSTITUTE.
WHATEVER he the merits or demerits of the revived question of ex-

aminations for an architectural diploma (and in the columns of the
Building News ample opportunities have been given for both its advo-
cates and its opponents to discuss it) one thing is certain—that it is a very
grave question for the Royal Institute of Architects to have meddled with.
It is in reality the gravest question which that body has ever essayed to

deal with. No less certain is the fact, apparent to the forty or fifty

gentlemen who met last Monday evening to renew the debate, that on the
hands of the Institute this important question lies heavily, hopelessly.
How the Council will deal with it we will leave our readers to judge, when
we announce that, up to this moment, no progress has been made with
even No. 1 of the nine propositions laid before the members at the Annual
General Meeting in May last!

It will be remembered that this proposition was by the Council
framed to the effect:—"That it is desirable to afford an oppor-
tunity for a voluntary professional examination fo the present Asso-
ciates, and to the future Fellows and Associates of the Royal Institute of
British Architects. That an elementary examination be therefore esta-

blished for the Students and Associates of this Institute under the age of
25 years; and a higher examination in the theory aud practice of the pro-
fession for Associates above that age, and for future Fellows."

Proposition No. 1—vital though its integrity may be to the whole scheme
of the Council—would appear to have been conceived beneath some un-
lucky planet. It has now been discussed at two Special Meetings of the
Institute, and the discouraging issue of both debates stands somewhat
thus

—

Meeting No. 1. That it is desirable to afford an opportunity for a volun-
tary professional examination. (Nature thereof undefined).

Meeting No. 2. That this debate be adjourned. (To some distant day,
months hence).

Sorry are we to say that the only day named for this adjournment, that
dwells in our memory, is" the first of April," loudly suggested by one of the
principal speakers, with more wit than dignity. However, judging from
the tone of the debate, this is a matter of very small moment ; and, after all,

comes of the meeting not being open to members of the press, a fatal mis-
take on the part of the Institute as it seems to us, and one concerning
which we will here say a few words—observing, en passant, that in these
days, when every architect is more or less of a public writer, and every
architectural writer is a reader of the Buildino News, it is impossible for

so hospitable a body as the Royal Institute of Architects to so close their

doors, as to ensure complete privacy to these public discussions.

Surely if the body of professional gentlemen who assemble in Conduit-
street have any real claim to their designation, " The Royal Institute of
British Architects," they act most unwisely in excluding reporters, from
what may almost be termed the only debate they have ever had on a sub-
ject, vitally aflecting the interests of the whole flock of British architects,

whom they are supposed—or rather suppose themselves—to represent. If

the members of the arcliitectural press are not to be present on such an
occasion as the one in question, when ought they not to be excluded ? To
hold such a debate as their two late ones, with closed doors, is certainly to

make a very bad beginning with the very grave matter they have under-
taken. What, let us ask, has the Institute to fear from the amplest
publicity of its proceedings in reference to this question of the Diploma,
involving, as Mr. Mayhew, one of the speakers, very truly said, the larger

question of whether an architect should or should not be allowed to earn
his bread by the actual practice of his calling? Mr. Kerr, another speaker,

observed that the Institute, having taken up this important question, had
arrived at "the turning point of its existence " as a public institution. We
quite concur in the observation, and earnestly advise these gentlemen to

treat it— if it be not now too late to treat it—liberally and generously; and,

above all things, not to shun publicity in their proceedings. To exclude

the architectural press is illiberal, which may be nothing ; but it is unwise,

which is something ; for it is an injurious sUght to the whole professional

body, whom that press represents. Amongst these represented architects

there is many an architect unattached, ipsis Hibernis Hiberniar, more
friendly to the Institute than the Institute is to itself.

That the collective body of the Institute look with little favor, or with
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ight distrust, on the propositions of thetOoaaeil^ seems very eviiient

•,*1^ the utter apathy of the members «s to their Jiroceedings. Forty or

"'forty-five members, on a very line July evening, is a very poor muster for

a special meeting to consider this important question ; and, to apply a

;
familiar but no less expressive phrase, wu snspect there is a screw looso

I here. Uow is it that the members, particularly the Associates, whose in-

terests are mainly concerned, manifest so little ardour in these proceedings
I of the Institute? One would ha-ve thought that the Associates, who, but
for these remarks, were destined not only to observe silence in the Lec-
ture-room of the Institute, but to forego all intelligence as to these pro-

ceedings Irom the architectural press, would have mustered in crowds
"ontside the bar," in order to hsten to the debate, instead of being, as

' they certainly were on Monday evening, " conspicuous for their absence."

The Associates of the Institute are doubtless the best judges of the
•' good or the evil accruing from their bodily presence at the meetings.

JPossibly they have no relish for the task of listening, without replying,

to the orations of their more favored brethren, the Fellows. It is, how-
• ever, due to these latter to say that, whilst there was, as there will ever
' be on such occasions, a certain amount of bathos about the debate, there

was much that on a topic of such puWie consequence was well deserving

; of a careful rqwrt Architects need not of necessity be orators ; and there

is, therefore, nothing wonderful in the fact that, the entire debate was con-

^ned to some fifteen speakers. Mr. Digby Wyatt and Mr. Kerr spoke

•well, and with animation : these gentlemen are doubtless well used to

express themselves in public ; but to ourselves it certainly appeared that,

the most useful suggestions that were made fell from the lips of those

gentlemen who were obviously the least gifted in the oratorical art. We
regret particularly that the remarks of two of these gentleipen, who spoke

immediately after Mr. Kerr are, by the exclusion of the press, lost to our

leaders who were absent on Monday evening. Tliey would have been

greatly benefited by reading these speeches ; and, by the way, had they

been present, they would have been amused by seeing how little encourage-

ment is given at the Institute for freedom of debate, oven on such a topic

as that of the Architectural Diploma. It is not often that one hears at a

grave congress of savans an impatient listener declaring pro cathedra his

conviction that, " the two or three last speakers have not understood what
- they have been talking about ;" and yet amenities of this kind are bandied

^ \about at the Institute; and tvill perforce or from sheer love of fun, dwell

, on the memory of any profane looker-on, to the prejudice of better
,'-' features of the debate, which a good reporter would not have failed to

\ record. Though the discussion was certainly somewhat excursive, and

amendments and counter-amendments were plentiful, some little latitude

(a* the Chairman seemed to think) should be allowed to the expression of

opinion on such a question ; and we were glad to see Mr. Kerr come to

the rescue of his old coadjutor, Mr. Charles Gray, on the occasion of this

little outburst of impatience.

As to the issue of the debate, i( is simphj nil ; and with that it will in

all probability die a natural death, as did the agitation of the competition

question, some nine years ago. The curious in architectural revivalism

may be interested in knowing that, so long back as 1851, a committee of

architects, boasting of a live M.P., with an ardent secretary, and a

treasurer with real funds, was actually nominated at a public meeting of

architects (nothing less) and is somewhere sitting on the question

of competition reform to this very day—that is to say, it has never yet

assembled to even " "bolish " itself, as Mr. Punch would say. The question

of competition reform lies in statu quo, and " the funds " lie somewhere

in banco at compound interest till the architectural millennium.

So will it be with the Royal Institute of British Architects, and the

question of the diploma : the question, it now [appears, ought never to

have been meddled with by the Institute, as the council of that body are

now no doubt fully aware. This question of the Architectural Diploma,

albeit a conservative one out of doors, is really a radical question within

the walls ofthe Institute,and has given rise to the most revolutionary propo-

8itions,'such as the one urged on Monday evening by our friend Mr. Papworth,

of which, as it fell to the ground, we say no more. In lieu of its adoption,

the Council very wisely (with regard to the constitution of the society^they

represent) exerted their whole energies to carry the motion for adjournment

to the forgotten date, or the " 1st of April." That these gentlemen have

diligently and disinterestedly applied their energies to the solution of the

question we firmly believe, contrary to what seemed to us, the uninitiated,

the conviction of Mr. Kerr and his followers ; but the task which the

Council members have undertaken is far beyond their accomplishment,

hampered as they are by the original constitution of the society they

represent. To lead a body of English architects to deal practically with

any acknowledged grievance is at all times a heavy task, whose difficulty

can only be appreciated by those who have made the attempt. That the

Council of the Institute would have experienced the truth of our assertion

under whatever favorable auspices they might have acted, we believe.

That they should liave failed in this matter of the diploma, hampered by

the charter of a society that rates its members by so wretched a criterion

as has been in this Journal over and over again exposed, is a result of

' which, pending their discussions of it in Council, they must have had

frequent misgivings, and of which now, after last Monday's debate, they

' can Burelv retain no reasonable doubt. As it was they did, we repeat it,

,' the wisest thing that could be done—they adjourned the debate, and so fell,

like the first Cajsar, muffled up in their mantle of dignity, which we
i) Tentiire4» predicate will serei again be unfolded for the resumption of the

-noo (ij .--, ill iti'..fi .:i =/ .
'

1 1 .lii.d til~..iii .-lii

ovea o) Everything should, by right, end with either a moral or a marriage; and

tlio moral of this IJiplonia JXlnUe ;U tlic InstiWaifaflthlS; thcrei is a
smouldering tliougli a deadly feud between the Follows and the Associates
of the Institute, which sooner or later will,, unchecked, prove disastrous

to that society. There was, during the debate, nmch talk of au alteration

of the charter. That is a task quite witliin the powers of the Institute;

and the sooner its promoters set about it, the better it will be for an old-

established, roy.iUy endowed, comfortable clubofhighlyrespcctablegeuUc-
men; to which we earnestly wish every consideration and success.

As to the Diploma Question, although it may never again bo talked of

at the Institute, we leave it for the further consideration of Mr. Wiggin-
ton, and the members of the provincial architectural societies of Birming-
ham, Liverpool, &c., for whom he so well contended on Monday evening;

and if it is ultimately to become a question popular amongst architects,

we would especially consign the management of it to that active society

in London with whom it first found favor and advocacy, the now twice-

rci-ived Architectural Association. We only regret tliat, owing to the

circumstances already mentioned, we are unable to-d.iy to present its

members with a report of some of the really good things uttered last

Monday evening at the Institute, as fulcra on which to found a more
useful, more fruitful debate of their own.

Iili>i>£Ayuiq '.J---' ui \. Xi. Ij. 1. •

Conservative Land Society.—The thirty-first quarterly general meet-
ing of the members was held at the office), 33, Norfolk-street, Strand^ on Tues-
day, theSidinst; Sir Lawrence Palk, Bart., M.P., in the absence of Viscount
Ranelagh, iu the chau'. The report showed a satisfactory business return. The
receipts for the June quarter amounted to £12,041 Gs. 7d., being an increase of

over £2,000 on the corresponding quarter of 1859, and making an increase in the

receipts of the nine months of 1860, over the corresponding three qnaifers of

1869, of £1.5,038 5s. 9d. The total sale of land amounted to £239,883 lis. lid.

The last share taken up to the 24th of June inclusive, was No. 1.5,648. The So-
ciety has acquired its forty-first estate by a second purchase iu Hert*, close to the

Hertford terminus, which estate, in 26 lots, will be offered to the members on the

18th inst. On the same day will likewise be allotted 26 plots, being the first por-

tion of the Roehampton-park estate. The sites selected are in the south-vjest

part of the estate, partaking of both tlie Richmond-park and Putney-heath boun-
daries, and the finely wooded scenery and the immunity of being built against

which the Royal park and Putney-heath both secure. The j>lots range in price

from £102 7s. to £696 13«. 6d. each, the quantities varying from 36J perches to

1 acre 1 rod 3 perches. The committee in this allotment have kept in view two
considerations, that it will not interfere with the future disposal of the mansion

and park, and that the laying out of the plots shall be in harmony with the por-

tions of land previously sold for first-class villas. A novel feature of the forthcom-

ing allotment will be tlie offer of several freehold villas and houses purchased for

the members in Denmark-road, Camberwell. The report was unanimously re-

ceived and adopted, and after the ordinary business, a drawing took place for

rights of choice.

The foundation-stone of the new district church of St. Ann's,

Hanger-lane, Stamford- hill, was laid on Tuesday last, the 3rd inst., in the pre-

sence of a large assemblage of tlie founder's friends and the residents of the dis-

trict, Ijy Mrs. Newsam, the wife of Fowler New.sam, Esq., of Stamford-hill, at

whose sole expense the same, togetlier with a spacious pai-sonage-house adjoin-

ing, are to be built. The design is by Talbot Bury, Esq., the architect ; it has

an apse and transepts, and will scat 600 persons ; it will be highly finished, and,

when completed, will cost about £8,000, and the parsonage £2,000. The con-

tract for both has been taken by Messrs. Myers. 'Pwo yeai-s back the munificent

founder of this church erected in the immediate vicinity a spacious school and

some model cottages. The whole, when finished, will form a group of which the

greatest philanthropist might well be proud.

Designs for Drinking Fountains.—The Board of Works for the St.

Giles District having issued advertisements for drawings and other information

in connection with the erection of drinking fountains, 69 designs were received

from twelve persons. Upon examination of these drawings it was considered

that many were mifit for the purposes required, and that out of 69 designs only

3 appeared applicable, and those had been submitted respectively by the Coal-

brooke Dale Company, Sun Foundry, Glasgow, and by Messrs. Hood, London,

ranging in amounts at £3 10s., £18 158., and £20. Messrs. Hood having, on

being conferred with upon the subject of the designs submitted by them, stated

that they were willing to erect any of the proposed fountains at the cost named by

them, the Board being at the expense of the stonework, laying on the water, &c.,

Mr. Trehearne, the Surveyor to the Board, estimated the cost of opening the

ground, building foundation, laying on water, making good pavement, &c., to

the fountain No. 1 at about £5, and to any of the other fountains at about

£2 lOs. each. The Board resolved that plan No. 1 be selected, and that a drink-

ing fountain be forthwith erected on the triangular piece of pavement iu New
O.xford-streetat the corner of Hyde-street.

Amendment of the Metropolitan Building Act.—A Bill is now before

the House of Commons to alter and amend "The Metropolitan Building Act

(1855)." The excuse for the measure is that the fourth rule of the 27th section

of the Metropolitan Building Act, 1855, has been found to operate prejudicially

by limiting the contents of buildings to bo erected as workshops for tlie manu-

facture of the machinery anrl the boilers of steam-vessels. The increased and

increasing size of steam machinery and boilers for the royal and commercial

marine of this country requires larger areas for their manufacture than are

allowed by the rule; wherefore it is expedient to amend the Act by providing

that the 4th rtjle of the 27th section of the Metropolitan Building Act, 1855,
•

shall not hereafter apply to buildings to be used wholly for the manufacture ot

the macliinerv and boilers of steam-vessels beyond the distance of three miles

from St. Paul's Cathedral ;
provided always that every building shall consist of

one floor only, and shall be constructed of brick, stone, or iron. It is not to be

lawful for the owners, lessees, or occupiers, or for any interested persons, to use

such building for any other purpose than tlie manufacture of the machinery and

the boilers of steam-vessels until all the rules and provisions of the Act (.18o5),

as to party wulls and other matters which are applicable to buildings of a simUar

character, ehaU have been duly complied mth. ;. jjiA dtU-id
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ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT, AS ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE HISTORY
OF THE ARTS OF DESIGN.*

THE libraries of the Vatican, as well us those of I'arla, Oxford, and London, contain
other specimens of brilliant ancient MSS., written in pold and silver letters, for

the most part no doubt at Byzantine periods, and immediately subsequent to the ace
ot Justinian. There can be very little question that an important moditication in the
character of illuminated 3IS.S., and, indeed, of all the arts of decoration, took place
duriii^'^ the impulse ^ivcn to the arts by the important works carried on by command
ot this Kniperor durinj,' the middle ot the sixth century. The relations which existed
between the empire over which he reigfned and the ruling- powers of I'ersla were
exeeediuj^^lr intimate, and there can be little doubt that the fruits of the "eternal
peace " which he concluded with Cliosroes Nushirvan, in the very year in which
the frrcat church of Sta. Sophia was commenced—A. D. G:«—may De traced In the
golden j,^round8, the jcwellea ornamentB, and brilliantly colored conventional foliage
which speedily and almost completely superseded the traditions of Roman art.
which liad {greatly declined during the mtcrval which occurred between the removal
of the seat of empire from Rome to Constantinople by Coustautlne in the year 32y,
and the accession of Justinian in the year 527.
The moat interesting illustration ot the participation of the art of illumination in

this change we may be proiid to possess in this country, in tlic celebrated and unique
Eusebian Canons, executed on an entirely gold ground, two leaves of which, painted
on both Hides, are preserved in the British Museum (Addit. MS., No. 5,111). Their
l)eauty of coloring Is very great, and both in that respect and in thepcculiar forms
of tlie ornament by which they are decorated, tlieir divergence from Classical
tradition, and their affinity to Oriental art, will be at once perceptible. In the more
pictorial features, such as the small portraits introduced in circular compartments,
they exhibit a mode of painting strictly in consonance with antique precedents,
and still retained in toleraole perfection.
To whatever degree this pictorial i)ower might: have degenerated from the com-

parative excellence of Classical ages, it is to be remembered that it was far In advance
of any other school at that time existing. The social and political convulsions
which prostrated the Latin empire before the Goths, the Vandals, and the Lombards,
reduced the traditions of Roman art to an utterly effete condition, in the land in
which they had once reigned paramount; and it was in the Eastern Empire alone
tliat art found that protection and comparative tranquillity under which it can alone
fructify.

While all was dark in Europe, with the exception of the flickering light still
casting an occasional ray from Constantinople over countries far remote, a new light
and a new school was springing up in the islands of the extreme West. The learned
have differed in their recognition of the immediate means by which Ireland first
became Christianised. It is, however, generally admitted that that providential
change from utter darkness to true light took place at a very early period.
That the Irish were in possession of some of the most ancient versions of the Gos-

pels Is quite clear from the texts of their earliest MSS., which differ essentially from
the version introduced by St. Jerome towards the close of the fourth century. The
oldest of these works date from the sixth century, and exhibit a series of entirely
original features in the extraordinary illuminations by which they are decorated.
Many of their saints were distinguished scribes, while their schools became so cele-
brated throughout Europe as to be resorted to by students from many distant lands.
In the school of Kinian, which is said to have included no less than 3,000 scholars,
the great St. Columba, or Columbkill, who was born A.D. .521, was instructed in
many arts, and in that of illumination he became specially and justly famous. Heit
was who, about the middle of the sixth century, established that celebrated monas-
tery in the island of lona, or Icolumbkill, which was subsequently transferred under
the Irish monk St. Ardan C0;t5-65l)toLTndisfarne, andfrom whence St. Cuthbcrtand
his learned associates spread true religion and sound knowledge far and wide in the
north of England. In the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, is preserved a precious
volume containing an entry of extreme antiquity, relating that it was written by St.
Columbkill himself in the space of twelve days. It is copiously decorated with what
Mr. Wostwood (who has done more than any other student to spread a knowledge
and illustration of tliis interesting school of caligraphy) has designated as *' tessel-
lated interlaced ornament." Nor is this by any means a singular specimen of Celtic
art of the sixth century, since many other volumes of even greater intricacy and
elaboration are extant in Ireland, England, France, Germany, and Italy.
The remarkable diffusion of MSS. executed by Irish scribes is accounted for by

tlie exemplary efforts and untiringperegrinations ofthe Irish and early Anglo-Saxon
missionaries. Thus, St. Boniface, tlie Apostle of Germany, carried with him to that
country his precious Book of the Gosijels, still preserved as a relic, and a highly-
prized one, at Fulda. St. Kilian took with him to Franconia books still preserved at
Wurtzburg. In tlie public library of St. Gall, in the canton of Switzerland, which
Btill bears his name, records of the labor of the Saint still exist; and not only did
these curious volumes help to form the schools of caligraphy which afterwards be-
came celebrated in Germany and elsewhere, but, in the monasteries which they
founded, the Saints themselves educated scribes to imitate the writings originally
brought from Ireland. Thus, as M. Libri, the great bibliographer, has justly
observed, "One cannot help remarking that the most celebrated of these pious
missionaries, St. Columbanus, laid the foundations at Luxeuil, in France, at St.
Gall, in Switzerland, and at Bobbio, in Italy, of three monasteries which afterwards
became famous for their admirable MSS., in many of which the influence of the Irish
and Anglo-Saxon schools can be recognised at a glance. The Bobbio MSS. are
known everywhere by the discoveries which have been made in the palimpsists
which once belonged to that collection. As for the MSS. of Luxeuil they have been
dispersed, but the specimens of them which are to be found in the Libn collection,
joined to what has been published on the subject by Mabillon, O'Connor, and others,
prove unanswerably that in this Abbey as well as in that of Stavelot, in Belgium, and
other ancient monasteries on the Continent, a school of writing and miniature had
sprung up, as remarkable for the beauty of its caligraphy as for the care applied
to reproduce the forms of the Anglo-Irish schools."

I have never seen any MSS. demanding for their execution greater truth and delicacy
of Iiand than some of the.se Irish productions, and more particularly the Book of Kells,
a treasure preserved in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, which tradition asserts
to have belonged to St. Columbia himself. The volume consists of 3:19 leaves, each
13 inches by y.i inches. The text is that of the Gospels, and is considered by biblical
students to be a version antecedent to that of Jerome, sanctioned by Pope Damasus.
In this, like other cotemporary books of Gospels, the Eusebian canons precede the
sacred text, and these are written, as is also usual in arcades. In this respect, and
in the conventional attitudes of some of the figures, can be traced the only analogy
they present to ancient Byzantine or Latin MSS., from which thev totally differ in
every ornamental detail. With the exception of certain flat tints, forming the fillings
in, the whole of the work appears to have been executed with an extraordinarily fine
pen ; there is no attempt whatever at any expression of light or shade ; the whole is
perfectly flat, and no graduated tints are introduced. Gold I have never yet seen in
a genuine Irish MS., and ulthough it is to bo found in some of the books executed in
a similar style In England, I do not think that it was ever used In Ireland
itself
The power ofdepicting the human figure was almost entirely wanting; but occa-

sionally some of the animals occurring in the lacertine combinations of ornament
were drawn with an approximation to correct form. The coloring, however, is in-
variably most conventional in its arrangement. The leading elements of ornament
are interlacing bands, terminating in spirals, coiled most eccentrically one within
another, and interwroathed birds and animals struggling as if in interminable con-
teat. The surfaces inclosed by lines, or by ornaments such as those described, arc
frequently covered over with geometrical patterns of extreme minuteness, executed

_* A Paper read by Mr. Digby Wtatt, at a meeting of the Royal Institute of
Bnush Architects, on Monday evening*. thelSth ult. Continued from page 521.

b;r repeated symmetrical touches of a finely pointed pen, and'correspondlnflr oeoa-
sionally, both with the class of ornament exhibited on Chinese and Japanese work,
and with that found on tlie carved woo<lwork of aboriginal raccB. The most agreeable
contrasts of color in these MSS. are those of purple with yellow.
Considerable life and distinctness was given to combinations of ornament bj en-

closingthe bounding lines with closely serried minute red dots. Although small, one
of the most elegant of all the Irish volumes is that known as the Gospela of
McDuman, preserved In the library of the Archbishop of Canterbury, at Lam-
beth.

It ia exceedingly difllcult to predicate with any certainty as to the relative aM of
the various specimens of Irish illuminated MSS. which still exist; as, altnongb
some are ruder than others, there is scarcely any alteration in the system of orxu-
ment, or the representation of animated objects, to be recognised in the whole series.
How profoundly they were admired in the middle ages is testified by several
citations given by Sir. Westwood, the most Intcrestioff perhaps being that of
GIraldus written In the twelfth century. That author describes a book which he saw
at Kildare, said to have been written by St. Bridget, who died A.D. 5^>. and con-
cludes what Mr. Westwood calls his "tiaming account" of it, by stating, that
*' scarcely c^uld Apelles himself executed similar works, which appeared to have been
formed and painted by some scarcely mortal hand."
From the monastery of Lindisfarne, to which I have already alluded, the arts

taught in the schools of Ireland were communicated to various Ent,'lish monastic
institutions, and more particularly to that at Glastonbury. How completely identical
the practice of the scribes, both Irish and Anglo-Saxon, who exercised their art at
Lindisfarne, was with those of Ireland itself, may be clearly traced by a coniparison
of books known to have been illuminated In Ireland, with such works as the Durham
Book, or Gospels of St. Cuthbert, and others which we cannot doubt were exccnted
in this country.
The last named volume, which is probably the most remarkable MS. in the British

Museum, Is of world-wide celebrity. St. Cuthbert died in the year (i98, and by way
of a memorial to him, his successor, Bishop Eadfrith caused this noble volume to be
written. It was greatly enriched by Ethelwald, Bishop of Lindisfarne, who succeeded
Eadfrith in 721. This prelate caused the book to be richly illuminated by the hermit
IJilfrith, who prefixed an elaborate painting of an evangelist to each of the four
Gospels, and also illuminated the capital letters at the commencement of each l)Ook,
The nishop caused the whole to be encased in a splendid building of gold, set with
precious stones, and in the year 950 a priest named Aldred rendered the book still

more valuable, by interlinin"' it with a Saxon version of the original, which (unlike
the more ancient Irish MSs!) was in the Latin text of St, Jerome. In the diagrams
on the wall I exhibit to your notice various ornamental features from this extra-
ordinary book— some drawn to the exact size of the original, and others magnified
so as to enable you to perceive the general characteristics of the style from a
distance.
The preservation of this most elaborate volume Is of the highest importance, aa

showing that, for at least 100 years after the advent of St. Augustine in this country,
the Irish style of Illumination was adhered to In the north of England by Anglo-
Saxon students, and that very few traces were manifested of tliose changes in style
which were unquestionably Introduced through the admiration excited by the com-
parative pictorial excellence of the illuminated books known to have been brought by
the envoy of Pope Gregory tlie Great into this country in the year 507.

These books are known to have consisted of a Bible in two volumes, two Psalters,
two books of the Gospels, a book of martyrology, apocryphal lives of the Apostles,
and expositions of certain Epistles and Gospels. The Bible, which was beautifully
written on purple and rose-colored leaves, with rubricated capitals, with portions in
^old and silver, was certainly in existence in the reign of James I. Some of the
learned think that this original Gregorian Bible may be traced in the magnificent
purple Latin Gospels of the British Museum (Royal Library, 1 E. G), but a careful
examination will, I think, suffice to establish the presence in that volume of features
so decidedly characteristic of Anglo-Saxon work, as to render it exceedingly unlikely
that the volume could have been written anywhere but in this country. There can
be little doubt, however, that if not the identical volume it was one of the earliest
transcripts made from it, and probably under the superintendence of St. Augustine
himself In this Book of the Gospels trie execution or the figures is entirely different
from that commonly -practised by the Irish scribes. There is an attempt at shading,
and there is a sketchiness of touch which appears to me to clearly indicate the
attempts of an artist, accustomed only to the use of the pen, to copy the touches and
effects produced by means of the brush.
Mr. Westwood, in articles recently published In the Archa'ological Journal^

has shown himself as clearly of opinion that a Scriptorium, or school for the
production and multiplication of illuminated books, was established by St. Augustine
at Canterbury, almost immediately subsequent to his arrival in this country, and he
cites various MSS. in which the combination of the Irish or earliest Anglo-Saxon style
with features evidently derived from classical antiquity, through \x>i\\ Greek and
Latin MSS. , Is plainly to be recognised. In these, the writing, the initial letters, and
the interlaced ornaments—lacertine and simply decorativc—are altogether Anglo-
Irish, or in other words, early Anglo-Saxon ; while the figures and pictorial features
are evidently copied from classical models, from their imitation of which there is

little doubt the Saxon scribes ultimately acquired that free manner of sketching, to
which we shall presently have occasion to allude, as distinguishing the second class
of Anglo-Saxon illumination.
The most notable illustration which I am acquainted with of this combination

occurs in the Cottonian Psalter, known as Vespasian, A. 1, the principal illustration
in which consists of an arcade, formed of an arch and pilasters, entirely ornamented
with the tessellation, the spirals, and the red dots of the Hibernian scribes, and
within which King David is represented as seated and playing on the lyre, sur-
rounded by attendants rejoicing and blowing horns and trumpets. The frame-work
is outlined in the hard, sharp, pen style of a scribe, while the subject is executed in
body colors with a free brusn, with considerable attention to lii?ht, shade, and
effect, and a total absence of the hard outline which bounds all the figures In such
volumes as the IJook of Kells and the Gospels of St. Chad.
Of all the series ofMSS. known to have been brought to England by St. Augus^tine,

the books of the Gospels are the only ones the existence of which at the present time
may be considered as probable. Fragments of a set of the Gospels are preserved in
the Library of Corpus Ghristi College at Cambridge, the illuminations in wliich are of
the highest possible interest. The most Important of them represents St. Luke, in
perfectly classical costume, seated under a triumphal areh supported by four marbled
columns, and ornamented just as wc might supposea similar architectural monument
would bo by a mosaic worker of the time of Gregory the Great. Hung to, orplaced
against, the two outside columns supporting this arch, are two square pictures, en-
closed with the plain Roman red frame, which I have described as a common feature
in the more simple style of Classical Illumination. Xo ornament recalls the Celtic
style in any degree, and there is every reason to believe, from the internal evidence
afforded by the MS. itself, that it may have been executed at Rome, and brought to
this country by St. Augustine.
In this case tradition coincides admirably with artistic probability. The above,

and another fragment preserved among the Ilatton MSS. m the Bodleian Library
at Oxford, containing no other illumination than the contrast of red and black ink,

and a few ornaments about some of the initial letters—contain entrit^s In Saxon,
written certainly more than 1.000 years ago, connecting them with the librnry of the
Abbey of St. Augustine at Canterbury ; and furthermore they correspond with a
description given by a monk of that monastery, who, writing In the reign of Henry
v., dwells upon the '"primitie Uhrorum totlus ccclcsie Antjlicane,"'' preserved in that
library, as the very book of Gospels in the version of St. Jerome, brought to England
by St. Augustine.
Considerable interest is attached to the question of the probable nature of the

illustrations to the book of I'salms brought hither by the Roman missionary, in con-
sequence of the existence of a set of illuminations, such as we may conceive to have
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been copied from a olassical original, not altogether unlike certain well-known Latin
HSS., eou*iitutiu<j one of the earhest and most ably illustrated scries of 11lustrations,
CATiieil out unquestionably by Snxon scribes, and executed in that which 1 have
alluded to as the second An^lo-Saxon manner. It was the manner, in fact, of
8crit>e jriviner up purely conventional ornament, and takinjj to imitative art.

The finest specimen of this Transition stylo Is exhibited in the psalter once be-
lou^n^ to Sir Kobert Cotton, and now preserved in the I'ublic Library at Utrecht,
In lliis volume the text is written in Koman rustic capitals, and In narrow columns
three in a pajjc. both evidences of considerable antiquity ; such, in fact, as would
certainly place the MS. amongst those of the sixth or seventh century. At the same
time it contains several features common to Anglo-Saxon scribes during the seventh
and eighth centuries. The principal illuminations are executed in pen and ink,
without the application of color at all. The architectural forms, the costume, and
many of the details are completely Koman in style. The figures are drawn with
great spirit and expression, bat with rather a weak and llutteriug outline. Mr.
Westwood, who has examined this Utrecht Fsalter more carefully than any other
KngU^hman, observes that the subjects are treated identically in this and no less
than four well-known Saxon MSS. The classical nature of all the details, and the
ETcat popularity of this set of illustrations, justify the belief that they must have
been copied from some classical specimen held in great estimation ; from just such
a MS., in fact, as would have been one of the psalters brought to this country by St.

Aosu&tine.
There can be little doubt that several other Anglo-Saxon MSS. which have much

fsozzled
stutleut8, owe their apparent anomalv to the fact of their having been

requeutly copied by scribes at various periods from early classical originals. Such
for example, as the celebrated MS. of Cicero's translation of the astronomical poem
of "Aratus " (Harl. MSS., No. 617), the!miniature8 in which Mr. Otley considered so
thoroughly ancient in every respect, that he was induced to ascribe the origin of the
MS. to the second or third century. More recent students are, however, clearly of
<^inion that in this case the MS. was executed at no earlier date than the ninth-
century, and that it is a copy from some classical model of the age to which Mr,
Otley desired to ascribe the transcript. " :

There can be very little doubt tnat to this habit of copying works of claaaical
antiquity, introduced probably into this country mainly through the foreira monks
who rapidly followed in the wake of St. Augustine, must be ascribed much of that
graphic dexterity which characterises the Saxon MSS. from the commencement ol
the ninth-century to the Norman Conquest,
The third style of Anglo-Saxon illumination is that in which the intorlacings, and

Bomeofthe ornaments of the Hibemo-British School of Scribes are retained, and
combined with original illustrations of current contemporary scenes, such as sports,
pastimes, incidents of the chase, and agricultural pursuits. Among these one of the
most interesting is the Saxon Calendar, preserved in the Cottouian library (Tiberius
B. 5>, and even.in this many classical features are to be recognized.
The fourth and final style is that which we may believe to have been founded, or

at any rate greatly encouraged under St. Ethelwold, at the monastery of New
Minster, or Hyde Abbey, near Winchester. In this style gold was very freely intro-
duced, and, indeed, the charter of King Edgar to this same monastery, granted in the
year 066, is written entirely in gold.
The most magnificient specimen of this school is unquestionably the celebrated

Benedictional of St. Ethelwold in the library of the Duke of Devonshire, engraved
in ejctenao in the twenty-fourth volume of tlie " Archaalogia." In the figure subjects,
as well as in the ornamental portions of this volume, great and striking originality
is to be recogrtised. and it is especially distinguished by a delicate harmony of color,
and tenderness of shading, superior to that of any other production of Anglo-Saxon
art with which I am acquainted. In this MS. and in others, such as the Gospels of
King Canute, the tv/o Gospels preserved at Rouen, the Cottouian Psalter (Tiberius,
C. 6), the Hyde Abbey Book, late in the Stowe library, and the Gospels at Trinity
College, Cambridge ; the text is generally enclosed within a rich frame- work, formed
by wide and solid bars of gold, about and over which twine and break elegantly
shaded masses of conventional foliation.

I have dwelt in some detail upon these BritishMSS. becausetheyareunquestionably
of the highest national interest. To the architect they are of very great importance,
since they afford him almost the only completion of the picture, of which some
faint traces.'are presented to him in the scanty existing remains of Anglo-Saxon
structures.
Mr. Thomas Wright, in a most interesting article in the first volume of the

"ArchaelogicalJournal,'' has dwelt upon the valuable illustrations of the details of
Anglo-Saxon architecture which are contained in illuminated MSS., more especially
in those of the end of the 10th and the beginning of the llth century. In one of these
especially, [(Cotton 3ISS. Claudius B. 4).. a fine copy of JElfric's translation of the
Pentateuch, he has carefully examined the various pictures which contain a great
mass of architectural detail. Among the most frequently recurring features are
arcades, carried upon columns, and the arches occasionally surmounted by pediments.
Triangular-headed doorways, and baluster shaped columns (are frequently repre-
sented. The doors are shown with iron work of an ornamental description, and the
capitals of the colunons are not unfrequently covered with foliage of graceful forms.
"Polychromy," says Mr. Wright," is observable in all the architectural subjects
throughout the SIS. The arches, and even the mouldings and different parts of the
columns are painted of various hues. The colors most frequent are yellow and
blue. It may, perhaps, be doubted how far we may depend on the strict truth of the
colors employed by the early artists, for in some instances they seem to be extremely
fanciful. I have met with pictures in whicli men's hair was painted of a brightblue,
but it IS not impossible that at some period it may have been the custom to stain the
hair of that color. However, be the colors true or not, these drawings appear to
establish the fact that the Anglo-Saxon buildings were painted in this variegated
manner.*' As the general result of his comparison, Mr. Wright finds that almost all
those structural features which ecclesiologists have recognised as An^lo-Saxon, in
contradistinction to Norman, are represented, rudely, perhaps, but not maccurately.
In the 518. in question.

In respect to the point so much mooted of late—the date of Walthara Abbey—Mr.
>A right observed in another Anglo-Saxon 318.—the Frudentius of the British Mu-
seum (Cotton MSS. Titus D. 4.), written apparently about the middlejof the eleventh
century, two rows of columns, of which the shafts are ornamented m precisely the
same style as some of those which still remain in Waltham Abbey. On this and on
other grounds he is inclined to recognise in the existing remains the real church of
Harold, or at any rate a considerable portion of it. He thus sums up the nature of
tbecvidenccas to Saxon architecture to be derived from Saxon MSS. : -*' We have,
then, in the MS. under consideration, a series of architectural drawings, which are
pure Saxon, and of tlie date of which there can be no doubt. They present a number
of characteristics which are sufficient to distinguish apeculiar style, which, probably,
was thegeneral style of Anglo-Saxon buildings. It is certain that the old artists
produced nothing on parchment which was not modelled on what really existed be-
fore their eyes. I would add, that although iMurainatcd MSS. became more numerous
after the Conquest, I never met with one of later date exhibiting any of the peculiar
characters mentioned above. We find a similar style on parts of existing buildings,
which are evidently of a very early date, and which, therefore, as it appears to me,
we are justified in attributing to tne same age as the MS, ; in the same way thatwe
should ascribe an unknown effigy to the age m which its costume is found to prevail
In .similar illuminations."

If the character of Anglo-Saxon architecture and sculpture agreed with the re-
presentations of both given in the Benedictional of Etholwold—as I have every
reason to believe it did—it must have been both massive and elaborate in the highest
aegree ; and there is no reason to suppose that a people who were capable of draw-
ing so well as they assuredly could, should have limited their productions in the
Bister arts to the rude and clumsy, long and short, and other similar work, which we
*wuM babit of supposing characterised all their principal productions.
While the progress In the art of illumination, to which I hare thus called your

attention, was made in the extreme west of Europe, but little novelty was introduced
in the studios of Byzantium. The brilliancy and harmony of color which was first

developed in the age of Justinian was never subsequently exceeded. That agreeable
composition in figure subjects, which remained as the last relic of antique art. be-
came gradually lost sight of, and in weak action and attenuated forms the saintly
personages of the principal Byzantine MSS. degenerated at last into complete man-
nerism. In technical excellence, however, Greece long retained its superiority ; and
that which had been at first an art of uncertain resiSt, finally became a well-regu-
lated process of manufacture. Occasionally, and more particularly about the era of
the Norman Conquest, figure subjects of great exceUeucc were executed at By-
zantium, both in marble, in metal, in ivory, and in painting on wooden tablets, and
illuminated MSS.
The advance towards excellence which should have followed after the introduction

of so many original Oriental features into Greek illumination of the age of J ustiulun,
was cruelly interrupted by the iconoclastic troubles. Under Leo the Isaurian, A.D. 7'^6,

multitudes of skilful workmen and artists were forced to take refuge in the monastic
establishmentB of all Europe. Their settlement in the convent of Sta. Maria in
Cosraedino at Home, led to the foundation in that cai>ital of the famous sctioia

Gf'i^cca, and gave a vast impetus to the execution of mosaic work and the production
of pictorial embellishments both on walla, on pane's, and in books. Ou the cessation
of those persecutions in the middle of the ninth century a revival appears to have
taken place in Greek art, no doubt coincident with the return to their native country
of many of the descendants of those who had been exiled in the early stages of the
persecution. Under Basil the Macedonian, A.D., 975, and indeed until about the
year 1200, many beautiful ornaments were painted upon gold grounds, and lessons of
no mean degree of beauty in ornament were set to the liusslan Syrian and Armenian
illuminators who always closely followed the precedents communicated to them from
Byzantium,
Contemporary with the development of Irish school of illumination, there prevailed

in Central Europe a style of considerable rudeness compounded of the ornamental
features, affected by the Irish and Anglo-Saxon scribes, the traditions of ancient art

still prevailing in some of the principal ancient lloman settlements, and an odd sort
of originality, which may be, perhaps, best designated as Frankisli. In this concrete
style, the comparatively few books illuminated for the magnates of the Merovingian
dynasty were executed, and it was to convert that comparatively barbaric style into
something better corresponding with his accumulated dignities, that Charlemagne
enlisted in his services the best artists that he could procure in Italy and elsewhere

;

and engaged our own much honored Alcuin to take charge of a scriptorium which he
founded at Aix-la-Chapelle, and more especially in the Abbey of St. Martin at Tours.
It was in that "paradise," as the Saxon sage describes it in one of his lutters that
all the latter years of his life were dedicated to the superintendence of correct and
beautiful transcripts of the Holy Scriptures, and other precious books for the honor
and satisfaction of his friend and affectionate patron ; and certain it is that the books
produced under his auspices are among the most precious monuments of caligraphy
still existing.
Among the moat important of these are the Gospels of St. Medard de Soissons, so

called because believed to have been presented by Charlemagne to that abbej-. and
now probably the "reatest lion of the Bibliotheque Imperiale at Paris. This magni-
ficent volume exhibits just what might have been expected from the condition of the
art of illumination at the period—that is, a style of grand initial letters and compli-
cated ornaments of an interlacing kind peculiarly Saxon, combined with a series of
figure subjects painted with a free brush in body color, and completely in the antique
style. One can, therefore, readily believe that in the execution of the ornament and
caligraphy generally the most skilful Anglo-Saxon artists were employed, while for

the execution of the figure subjects the talents of painters learned in all the arts of
Byzantium and the traditions of ancient Home were enlisted.
In addition to the Gospels of St. Medard, among the magnificent volumes pro-

duced for Charlemagne may be enumerated an Evangcliarium long preserved in the
abbey of St. Scrim, in Toulouse, and ultimately presented to Napoleon I. on the
baptism of the King of Rome. From contemporary entries, this appears to have
been completed, after eight years' labor, in the year 781 by the scribe Godescale. In
the same list we must include the Vienna Psalter written for the Pope Adrian and
the Gospels of the Library of the Arsenal at Paris, formerly belonging to the Abbey of
St. Martin des Champs, the forms of which arc principally Saxon, althougli the
coloring, which is mainly restricted to gold, purple, white, and a little very brilliant

vermilion, are on a purer and more elegant scale than is usual in contemporaneous
productions. That which is known as the *' Codex Aureus " we preserve in England
in the Harleian Collection. A somewhat similar volume was found upon the knees
of the Emperor on opening his tomb at Aix-la-Chapelle, and last, not least as tlie

production of his era, if not completed in his lifetime, we may reckon the celebrated
Bible known as that of San Calisto, preserved in the Benedictine monastery of that
saint at Home. This is by far the most magnificent illuminated volume I have ever
seen. It contains no less than 33'J pages, and is one blaze of gold and color from
the first page to the last. It Is no less than 10 inches high by 1^ inches wide. The
large initial letters are quite Saxon in form, the borders—of which there are endless
and beautiful varieties—are more strictly classical in character than is usual in
Caroline MSS., and the pictures are in an indeterminate style between Greek, Latin,
and original Frankish—in that style which, under the descendants of Charlemagne,
grew into the peculiar type of twelfth-century work, the progenitor of the pure
Gothic of the thirteenth.
Time will not permit my dwelling upon the chief monuments of this transition. I

cannot, however, pass over the Bible of Louis le Debonnaire, his Gospels, and the
iSacramentaire de Metz, which differ in some degree, althougli they correspond in

general magnificence, with those executed for Charlemao;ne. The Bible of Louis le

Debonnaire is, however, in that Frankish and semi-barbaric style on which Alcium
and others improved.
The MSS. written for tlie grandsons of Charlemagne are very remarkable for their

splendor and curiosity. Thus the Gospels of Lothaire were written and decorated
at the Abbey of St. Martin, at Tours, as were also the two celebrated Bibles executed
for his brother Charles the Bold—the one known as the Bible of St. Denis and the
other as that presented to the monarch by Count Vivien, Abbot of St. Martin's. In
these, as in the MSS. executed durin^' the lifetime of Charlemagne, the ornameni is

unquestionably characteristic of the Hiberno-Saxon school, intermixed with both
painting and ornament derived from classical models.
The scriptorium founded under Alcuin, at the Abbey of St. Martin, at Tours, was

speedily rivalled by corresponding establishments in other localities, and thus from
tne Abbeys of St. Martial, at Limoges, from Metz, Mans, St. Majour in Provence,
Rennes, St. Germain and St. Denis, at Paris, issued, from the age of Charlemftgne
to the thirteenth century, an uninterrupted series of highly illuminated volumes, a
suflieicnt number of which remain to enable us to trace the progressive development
of that expressive and original style which attained its greatest power in the early
part of the thirteenth century.
Many Byzantine features were brought into French illumination through the

schools of St. MartiaPs and other abbeys of Limoges, and all illuminations produced
In the South of Franco shared in the impulse which which French architecture re-

ceived from its adoption of many of the peculiarities of Eastern origination. It was
at Paris, however, as we might readily suppose, thst the most rapid change from
mannerism to individualitv was eflected. Tlius at St. Germain snd St. Denis w re
produced during the first half and middle of the eleventh century two volumes still

existing in the Imperial Library of France, which distinctly show the gcrmina1i«^n

of Gothic. The St. Germain "Mysteries of the LifeofChrist" are ilhistrnted by many
original and very spirited outline compositions, some of which are slightly colort-d ;

while the Missal of St. Denis displays that peculiar grace and nairetc in the action

and expression of the figures, together with that soft elegance in foliated ornami-nt

which for several centuries remained dominant excellencies in the best French illu-

minations.
It is but just to mention the reactioa wMch took place upon Anglo-Saxon and
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Enf,OI«!i illumination from the improvementB Imported into the art under ChaHe-
nittln'*' "0** '"*' successors, and more especially throu{:h the original vigour displayed

in these already most characteristic Gothic coniposiiionti. In fact we have every

reason to believe that, distracted by the invasion and liual ascendancy of the DancB.

and ultimately by the descent of the Normans, Saxon illumination almost entirely

died out in tlie country In which it had been prona^^ated, So shortly alter the Nor-
man Conquest as the year IOi»l, In^ulphus, in alludtnfi: to the fire which deHtroyed

the noble library of his Abbey at Croyland, states that the juniorn in his monastery
were unable to decypher the Saxon character, that letter liaving- been, as he says,
*' for a lontf while desijlsed and neglected by reason of the Normans, and now known
only to a few of the more nped."
That section ot tlie French nation which acquired power in England afforded by

no moans good spectmenH of the lettered Frank, and under its auspices the develop-

ment of a new style to take the place of the extinguished Saxon was undonbtedly
but tardv. With the accession of the Pluntagent-'ts, however, inllM, and especially

through the marriage of Henry II. with Eleanor ofGuienne, the best French inttuenee

was allowed to acouire a marked predominance in English iillumiuations ; and for

nearly 100 years from that date the progress of style in En<jland and France was
parallel and almost identical. And here it is but fair to the Dominicans and Fran-
ciscans to recffgnisc the extent of the influence exercised by those monastic orders in

consolidating the (iotliic elements which took the place of the gradually disappearing
komancsque features.
As the styles of architecture varied in England and France, agreeing in leading

fiarticnlars. but each acquiring for itself a set of distinctive characteristics, so did
he art of illumination. In the purely Gothic work, such as prevailed from 1250 to

1400, extreme finesse In execution, tenderness of color, gentleness of expression,
piquancy of ornament, and elegance of composition, may be regarded as almost
InTarinble attributes of French productions. In England on the other hand, the
style was not so harmonious, but more vigorous, the color was fuller and deeper, the
action of the figures more intense, the power of expression more concentrated, and
reaching occasionally in its energy almost to caricature, the sense of humour always
freely developed, and a more generally active sentiment of life impressed upon
design, not only in figure subjects, but in ornament. In the latter, monkeys and
other animals, aragons and comic incidents, are very frequently intermingled with
^aeefiil foliage and heraldic embellishments. In, fact, it is to the credit of both
countries that with so much that is excellent in common they should still have dis-

played such free and distinctive features as marked the works of each respectively.

About the year 1400, in both countries, the mechanical reproduction of the
accredited types'and leading incidents of Scripture and of Catholic faith began to be
abandoned, and—mainly from the necessity of giving to the historical personages
Introduced in secular romances and chronicles an individual force and vigour

—

an attention to portraiture and a transcription of characteristic traits of active
life are freely developed.
Considering how rew traces of the art of painting, as exhibited either in panel

Pictures, or in mural embellishments, remain to attest the condition of the arts in
Ingland and France in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, it is

irapospible for the student of Gothic art to over-estimate the extreme interest which
attaclies to the chronological series of specimens of the painters' art, which may be
examined in the great metropolitan libraries of either country. It is very fortunate
for our reputation that wc are enabled, through so large a series of volumes as still

exist, to trace such distinctive and national characteristics as enable us to assert,

without fear of error, that, so far as graphic dexterity is concerned, the English
artificers were fully competent to execute all the artistic productions which have as
yet been found upon our soil. That foreigiiers were freely employed there can be no
doubt, but that the works which were executed by them could not have been
executed by Englishmen, no one can with safety assert who has traced with any
considerable care the gradual development of English art through a series of English
Ulumiuated SISS.

The most perfect production of the English school in all respects is, so far as I
have been able to discover, the celebrated book known as "Queen Mary's Psalter."
It appears to have been executed about the year i;i^;o for a member of the Willoughby
family. It contains 320 leaves, and is filled throughout with illuminations, whicli
Professor Waageu deliberately regards as the reflection of a larger school of paint-
ing. " Upon the whole," he states, "I am acquainted with no miniatures, either
Netherlandish, German, or French, of this time—by no means so favorable to art as
the thirteenth century—which can compare in artistic value with the pictures
executed by the best hand in this MS. The artist here displays equally in subjects
which require a strict architectonic disposition as in those admittinf^afreer arrange-
ment, a most correct feeling for the disposition of subjects in a given space. The
motives are not only true and animated, but very free, and frequently uncommonly
graceful, and in the heads the moral expression is very rightly indicated. The pro-
portions are slender, the drawing of the nude (the period considered) unusually good,
and the hands especially of excellent action. In the draperies, it is true, the Gothic
somewhat conventional manner predominates, though treated with refinement and
excellent taste." The doctor recognises what must, 1 think, strike any unprejudiced
observer—the coincidence of the lightness and freedom with which these designs are
expressed with that which may be remarked in both the second and fourth styles of
Anglo-Saxon miniatures.

The impulse given by the Emperor Charlemagne to French illumination found a
rival in the school instituted in Germany under the auspices of the Emperor Henry
II. fl002—1024), of which many interesting examples are to be met within the libraries
of liamburg and Munich. Shortly previous to the accession of that monarch, St.
Ulric, Bishop ot Augsburgh, who died in the year 07;t, had paved the way for this
improvement by himself decorating several copies of the Gospels with miniatures,
in which Byzantine influence is apparent, and with ornaments already exhibiting a
very pure taste. One of these is preserved at 3Innieh, and another in the llarleian
Collection, No. 2,070. It is, in fact, in the full development of that ornament which
wc generally know as Uomanesque, and which was of a nature far more complicated
than than commonly recognised in this country as Norman, that the greatest
amount of originfllity and the highest perfection was atttained in German illumina-
tion. The artists of Germany early converted these Romanesque forms, at first
highly conventional, into a quaint reproduction of the more natural features of
growmg and convolnted foliage, and introduced those crinkled ornaments, the
mannerism of which subsequently, in their more completely medieval specimens,
proved a considerable stumbling block to their arriving at the 'graceful elegance
attained in the best specimens of French and English illumination. Their minia-
tures, in later examples, reflect the peculiar angularities of the early German school
of painting, and through the influence which they exerted upon the Flemish masters,
they tended in no small degree to popularise that greatly increasing- spirit of
naturalism in art which during the fiftet^nth century displaced the purer Gothic, and
more ideal elements of the preceding century.
The improvements in pictorial art introduced by the school of Van Eyck, proved a

fruitful source of excellencies for Flemish illumination, which, under the patronage
of Phihp the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, arrived at the highest pitch ofperfection, and
exerted no slight influence upon the miniature painters and illumiuists of England
and France. In those countries, Jean, Due de Berri, brother of Charles V., and the
great Duke of Bedford, entered into a keen competition with the great Burgundian.
Of the library of the former his Psalter, his two Prayer-books, and his copy of the
"Mervailles dn Monde " in the Imperial Library at Paris, and of the latter the
celebrated Bedford Missal in the British Museum (mainly, no doubt, the production
of Flemish artists) still exist to attest the perfection attained at this period.
Whether the increasing popularity of the art of illumination in Western Europe

induced all those artists who had preserved any of the traditions of ancient art to
quit Italy and to take service under more liberal patrons than they could find in that
QOuntnr; or whether the frightful internal convulsions which distracted that soil
gave the deathblow to the art in the capital of Christendom, certain it is that little or

nothing remains to testify the proficiency of the Italian scrlbea in this branch of «H,
from the ninth to the end of the twelfth century.
At the commencement of the thirteenth century, howercr, some few ItaUui

specimens are to be found, and by the beginning of the fourteenth we meet hi th«
writings of Dante with a commemoration of the talents of Odt-rigi, the contem-
porary of Cimabue, and of those of his punil and successor, Franw of Bologna,
who was contemporaneous with Giotto. \ asari bears testimony to thu talente of
Franco, with whose works he appears to have l>cen well acquainted.

I might of course multiply the names of the succeHfiors of these diHtingtilshed
artists to a great extent, and If time permitted dwell on the skill of those distinguished
masters by whom the splendid series of choral books were executed which still re-
main at Sienna, Ferrara, I'erugia, and elsewhere, to attest the rare merit of ]hefle
brilliant illuminators. But from the revival of painting in Italy, pictures—both on
tarolo and In fresco—so greatly abound, and arc so well known that I cannot but feci
that however interesting a specification of their peculiarities and merits might be,
enough exists in more important monuments than illuminated books to illuatratetho
history of Italian art.

The same remark applies with equal cogency to those exceptional artists who ta
the various countries of Europc'continued to practice, and some of them with extrap-
ordinary success, the art of illumination as a luxurv,"long after thc^invention of
printing, and the popularization of painting had ceased to render their works labors
of necessity. There are, however, among these Italian masters, three whose merits
were so transcendant that no sketch however slight, of the history of lllumtnation
could approach completeness without a passing allusion to their exquisite pro-
ductions.
For the great families of Italy,—the truly princely patrons,—such as the Sforzas,

the D'Estes. the Medici, the Gouzgazas, the Strozzi, and the ViscontI, the best artists
were constantly employed in decorating both written and printed volumes. In which
portraiture is freely introduced, and picturesque and historical subjects are repre-
sented with great vivacity, and attention to costume and local truth.
Among these artists at the end of the ir)th and during the first half of the 16th

century, no one was more celebrated and excellent than GiroIamodalLibrl. Vasarl's
description of the talents of this celebrated Veronese gives so lively a picture of the
then popular style, that I am tempted to translate it. " Girolamo executed flowers so
naturally and beautifully, and with so much care as to appear real to the beholder.
In like manner he imitated little cameos and other precious stones and jewels cut ia
intaglio, so that nothing like them or so minute was ever seen. Among his smallest
figures such as he represented on gems or cameos some might be observed no larger
than little ants, and yet in all of them might be made out every limb and muscle in a
manner which to be believed must needs he seen."
This extreme delicacy of Individual imitation was not confined to Italy, but found

most zealous votaries iu France, Spain, England, and (Flanders. In France espe-
cially, the artists employed upon the celebrated Hours of Anne of Brittany carried
to extreme perfection this almost microscopic style of miniature painting.
Among the principal claims of Girolamo to our respect must ever be regarded the

fact of his having been the instructor of the still more celebrated Julio Clovlo, who
was born in 14".i8 and is believed to have died in 1578. Adopting his ornaments, the
general characteristics of Girolamo's compositions, which he worked out in tenderer
color; and in his figure subjects with a miniature Michael-Angelesnue pose and
drawing, Julio Clovio executed for Clement VII., and his successor Paul III., a series
of master pieces, such as it would be impossible to even indicate in such a paper as
the present. Fortunately we possess, in this metropolis, two fine specimens of hi*
skill, one in the Soane, and the other in the British Museum, both tolerably acces-
sible. Others are, I believe, in various private hands, but I am happy in being able
to produce for your inspection this evening, two copies made from the miniatures ia
the Soane 3Iuseum, of the greatest possible accuracy and beauty. They were pre-
pared under the superintendence of Mr. t)weu Jones, and have been reproduced in
chromo-lithographj' with the utmost perfection that process is capable ofattaining iu
his and Sir. Noel Ilumphrey's splendid work on Illuminated Books.
Julio's succci'sion in the office of illuminator to the Papal chamber was an artist of

not quite as great strength and brilliancy as his predecc-^sor, but one who was en-
dowed with a keener sense of elegance and harmony. Apollonius de Bonfratellis de
Capranica surrounded subjects usually taken from the incidents recorded in the Holy
Scriptures, with borders of the most glowing colors, in which are introduced com-
partments with small figures, touched with extraordinary delicacy and skill. I have
never seen any more glowing and brilliant specimens of late Italian decoration. sucU
as might be most fittingly introduced in combination with good ItaHan architecture,
than are exhibited in the elegant compositions of this master. Many beautiful spe-
cimens of his works were brought to this country in the year 1825 by the Abbati
Ce]otti,froni whom they passed into the collection of the late Mr. Rogers. Apol-
lonius does not appear to nave worked later that 1572. After the cessation of his
labors, however, the Apostolic Chamber appears by no means to have relinquished
the employment of an official illuminator, as elegant illuminations continued to bo
produced down to certainly within a few years of the commencement of the eight-
eenth century.

I have now run over at what you will, I fear, consider too ^eat a length, although,
at the same time, far too rapidly for the interest of the subject, the principal histo-
rical characteristics of the art of illumination, enlarging upon its features at those
epochs upon which additional light is most needed for the illustration of the history
of art, and condensing my theme into extreme tenuity at those periods in whicn
more important monuments are sufficiently abundant to require but Utile collateral
illustration from subsidiary arts ; it remains, therefore, forme only now to touch
upon the practical lessons which must, I believe, follow as inevitable sequences from
the historical incidents I have endeavoured to indicate.
The most obvious of these is the coincidence with, and proper subjection to, the

major arts of those which must always be regarded as minor. The miniature
ornament of every period reflects on a diminished scale, and frequently in a highly
concentrated form, the leading spirit which pervades the greater revolutions of
monumental art. Owing to the license which this diminished scale afforded, the
imagination of the artist in these works was restricted by none of those material
impediments, which in the execution of the major monuments of art, protracted the
realisation of the changing fashions of the day, frequently until long after the
period when the original impulse may have been communicated to the art in which
those variations were possibly but transient fluctuations.
Thus it is that in these relics of the past may frequently be traced artistic impulses

destined to find no other embodiment than the form in which they are presented to
us iu the pages of a SIS. The copiousness, then, of such documeutary illustrations
of the Invention of remote periods is one of the most valuable features of the
teaching they should convey to us. No revival now-a-days of any historical style by
the architect which is not based upon a knowledge, not of the purely architecture
features of the period alone, but of the condition and characteristics of all thosu
decorative details which distinguished it as a living reality from the eiTete and
denuded relic, which may now only present itself for our information. Thus even
the Saxon and Romanesque styles of architecture may, through the architect's

careful attention to the decorative features exhibited to us in the pages of ancient

illuminated books be revived, not in their rude and structural nudity, but as glowing
with those colors, and decorated with those forms, which we may obsene as pecu-
liarly affected in the ornamental and pictorial embellishments of the bestarl;bla of
the days when those styles were the only ones popularly adopted. And not only are
the beautiful ornaments and decorative features of illuminated MSS. valuable as

supplyiug us with correct information as to the system of embellishment regarded
by the best artists of each period, as harmonising most perfectly with the structural

styles prevalent in their days ; but in the measure of their permanent beauty they
are no less valuable to us as indications of what is excellent for all time.

Thus, then, they may be used either as enabling us to restore the most brilliant

feature? of the historic styles witli an accuracy to be acquired from no other sources

of information, or they may be regarded as providing us with materials for that
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more extended system of eclectic selection which must afford tho only basis of per-
fection and ori^iiahty lu any styles which wo may desire now or hereafter to
originate ; and the ori^uatiou and perfection of whicli we may desire to bequeath to
8U0C«ediu>^ ;:euerations, as testimonies that in the nineteenth century there lived
men as capable of the creation of beauty as any whose happiest inventions are to be
found in the patres of these ancient and most precious volumes—(Loud applause).
The paper was accompanied by a tn"eat number of illustrations.

Mr. BiRGKss thought that as to illumination as a common art it could never be
rerired to any great extent, but he did not si-e why illuminated books should not be
used in cathedrals. However cheering the chromolithographs might appear, they
were not equal to the originals, as they all knew; and he saw no reason why their
mory distinguished artists should not illuminate MSS.
Mr. Lewis had made manv experiments in illumination, and in so doing followed

the instructions of Theophilus. but the gold was always his greatest difficulty.

After many trials he never could get anything like a proper gold.
Mr. DiGBV Wv.vTT was free to confess that none of the processes of putting on

gold seemed to answer well ; but the use of the white of an egg or size appeared to

give the most successful risults.

After a few observations by Mr. BcKGEs and Mr. R. K. RowE,
Mr. Robert Kerr moved the thanks of the meeting to Mr. Digby Wyatt for the

very excellent paper he had read to them.
Tht CnAlRM.A.>" was sure thev would all heartily join in that recognition of Mr.

Wnitt's able paper, which displayed enormous learning and research.
The motion was carried by nffclamatiou.
AVir .3/em6ers.~The following members were elected.

—

The Right lloA- the Earl do Grey and Ripou, as Honorary Fellow.
Mr. Edward Bliddleton Barry, Associate, of 1, Old Palace-yard ; Sir. Geoi^e Low,

Associate, of 10. Basinghall-street, City; Mr. Thomas E. Knightly, Associate, of 25,

Cannon-street. City ; >lr. Octavius Hansard, Associate, of 11, Argyll-place, Regent-
street ; Mr. Frederick H. I'ownall, Associate, of IS, Gower-street, Bedford-square

;

Mr. C. F. Recks, Associate, of 12, Jliddle Scotland-yard, as Fellows. M. Louis do
Ville, of 36, Great Ormond-street ; Jlr. Thomas Tod Mardon, of 0, Great James-
street, Bedford-row, as Associates.
The meeting then broke up.

BRIDGE OVER THE GOLDEN HORN, CONSTANTINOPLE.
THE design for this bridge consists of two spans on the suspension

principle—each 600 feet—supported by four l.irge towers, built on

two piers each 125 feet long and 40 feet wide, leaving an opening between
them of 8o feet for the admission of large ships ; and, as the archway
between the tower for the passage of the chains is upwards of 200 feet

above the level of the water, large vessels can pass in or out of the Golden
Horn without the necessity of striking their top-gallaut masts, as will be

seen in the view.

There would be two ways, an upper and lower, each 40 feet wide, the

upper one would be used more as a promenade, which would afford a
delightful recreation for the inhabitants of Constantinople, and lower, for

* carriage and other trafiSc ; the difference in level of the two roadways
wotild be 22 feet, and the headway above the water would be about 20
feet.

The supporting towers are of an ornamental character, and would con-

tain rooms for refreshments, &c., they are of an octagonal form, 40 feet by
40 feet, and are braced together on the level of the chain saddles by orna-

mental Moorish arches, over which the chains pass : the height of the

towers from the surface of the water is 320 feet. The foundations of the
towers would be formed in the deep water of the Golden Horn without
great expense. The architect is Mr. Thomas Page.

THE ESTATE MARKET.
OL^R attention has been directed to a new feature in connexion with the

sale and letting of property—the Estate Market, No. 3, Hanover-
square, conducted under the management of Lewis C. Hertslet, whose
name is well known in business circles. The peculiar features of the
" Market " are that property may be put vp to public auction for a fee of

one guinea ; that J per cent, on the purchase money is charged on sales

by auction or by private, treaty ; and that for every property let a fee of
one guinea is charged. Subscribers of three guineas annually have some
advantages, in reduced fees, &c. The idea seems a good one ; but we
withhold our opinion until we have some practical knowledge of its

working.

Rutland.—Restoration of the Church of St. Mary and St. Andretv,
Bedlington.—This week the above building will be reopened, after having under-
gone an extensive restoration. The chancel windows have been renewed, heating
apparatus supplied, seating in the chancel, prayer desk, pulpit, as also centering
an! shoring nave arches and underpinning the columns, with sundry improve-
ments to tlie ground work outside. A new font has been provided, the roof
raised to its original high pitch,—aU, we believe, under the hand of Mr.
Halliday, builder.

SojUh Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 30th June,
1860, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days, 6,289, on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 4,496; on the three
students' days (admission to the public Od.), 2,062, one students' evening, Wed-
nesday, 240; total, 13,087. From the opening of the Museum, 1,523,351.

Durham.— The Cathedral.—The works of the restoration of the
p;reat central tower have been carried on so successfully that the upper parapet
IS already completed. The design for this has been taken from drawings of the
tower made by Mr. Carter before tlie destruction of the original stone parapet
about 50 years ago. The new parapet is fully 3 feet higher than that in cement,
is more massive, and has the base of a small pinnacle in the middle of its Jengtli

on each of the four sides. The entire height of the tower, measured from the
floor of the cathedral to the top of the new parapet is 220 feet 9 inches. We
understand that Messrs. Walton and Hobson, the architects, have received
instructions from the Dean and Chapter to effect a complete restoration, in
stone, of the lower stage of the tower, on its east side, which is the only remaining
portion coated with cement. The works would otherwise have been brought to
a close almost immediately, but, as this addition is of a somewhat elaborate
nature, the entire completion cannot be looked for till September.

COCKBTIRN-STREET, EDINHURGH.
q>HIS new street, projected by the High-street and Railway Station Access
1 Company, for the purpose nminly of providing a more direct southern route
to and from the railway termini at Waverley BiiiTgc than is afforded by North
Bridjfe and Princes'-street, has now reached a stage which calls for sonic state-
ment of its progress and character, supplementary to tliat which wo liave already
given.

Tlie street opens from the south end of the Waveilev Bridge, and curving in
the form of the letter " S," winds up from the bridge to the High-street, the
opening into which is almost Ojiposite Hunter-square. In style, the Imildingsto
be erected on both sides are cleverly adapted specimens of Scotch domestic archi-
tecture, as it prevailed towards the close of the sixteenth and the earlier part of
the seventeenth centuries.

The whole of the roadway has been completed for some time, except as regai'ds
the pavements and causeway, and has been (with the limitation that, as it is not
lighted, it is so far closed at dusk) ireely used by pedestrians. A slight delay,
however, has taken place in the general commencement of the buildings which
are to line the street, in consequence of the company liaving found it desirable to
apply to Parliament for power to raise additional capital by " preference" shares.
This step was rendered advisable by the hmited amount of capital and borrowing
power which the original Act (passed in 1853) allowed, and by even that limited
amount not having been fully realised. When that Act was obtained, it was pro-
posed to purchase properties on the direct line of the street and sites
of the new buildings only, to form the roadway, and then to build as
many of the houses as the remaining capital would allow—namelv (as
was estimated), about one-half of the whole. Tliese structures were" then
to be sold, or money raised on them, to supply funds for the erection of
the remaining edifices. Ultimately, however, it was decided tliat it would be a
better arrangement to build the whole at the same time, so that tlie street, when
opened, and the houses and shops, when occupied, might be free from obstruc-
tious to the traffic. It was also found advantageous to purchase more property
than was originally contemplated, as such additional property would gi-eatly
enliance the value of that already acquired, and could be obtained on reasonable
terms. As will have been seen from parliamentary proceedings, a Supplementary
.\ct was passed a few days ago; and now, we understand, the directors are
making vigorous preparations for carrying it into effect. The architects of the
company, Messrs. Peddie and Kinnear, have prepared the working jilans of
nearly the whole of the blocks of buildings in the street, and several of them will
be in the hands of the contractors in a very short time.
Already a conspicuous block at the bottom of the street, facing Princes'-street,

is in progress, and has reached fully half its ultimate height. This building
occupies the plot of ground at the west side of the new street, and presents a
frontage to Market-street of about 40 feet, and to Cockburn-street ofabout 00 feet.

Tlie lower story is devoted to shops (as will be the case with the majority of the
buildings), two of which face Cockburn-street; the third occupies the whole
front to Market-street, besides having two large windows in Cockburn-street.
The doorway of the third shop is at the corner, iormed by the junction of the
two streets, where the building is " splayed " off to afford space for the door and
windows above it, and to give an easy sweep to the pavement between the two
streets. These shops will have all modern fittings, including large plate-gla,ss
windows. In the front, to the new street, there is also a door leading to the stair
which gives access to the two floors above. Each floor is laid out as two separate
tenements of three and four apartments each. They will apparently be well
suited for chambers, show-rooms, or private dweUings. Over part of the build-
ing is an attic-floor of four rooms.

Externally, the chief feature in the design of tins block—which, though
perhaps the most ornate, may be regarded as a key to the architectural charac-
teristics of the whole street—is a tower at the corner of the streets. Taking the
form suggested by the hne of the two streets and their " splayed" junction, the
tower is octagonal in plan, and consists of four stories, with an attic in the roof.
At the level of the fourth story is a bold corbel course, and the windows on each
side above are ornamented with semicircular coronels. Each of the three sides
of the tower next the streets is furnished with a pointed galilc, and the tower is

surmounted by a steep pitched octagonal slated roof, terminating at a height of
upwards of 70 feet in a gilt vane. In the front, towards Market-street, a circular
turret is corbelled out at the side of the tower; this turret also terminates in a
steep slated roof. South of the tower, the front to Cockburn-street consists of
two stories above the shops, with three windows in each ; a string-course runs
round the building at the level of the sides of the upper windows, wliich are
finished above the line of the eaves of the roof with boldly-moulded gablets ter-
minated with pinnacles. At the south comer of this front a circular turret is

corbelled out at the level of the first floor (top of the shops), which by a further
series of corbelling at the level of the floor above, becomes square in projection,
and finishes with a steep moulded gable set diagonally to the main front. Tliis

forms an effective termination to the building, and balances the tower at the
north end of the elevation. Ahold cornice runs along the two fronts above the
shops, and on this, in the front to Market-street, is an ornamental iron balcony.
The outHne generally, as well as the details of the various parts of this section of
the new street, have more of a Gothic character than is usually seen in recent
adaptations of the old Scottish style. This undoubtedly gives the whole design
a greater degree of lightness, and is therefore more appropriate in the new
buildings, as, with their light ground-story of shop windows, they are ill-

adapted to carry a massive and unbroken superstructure. The contractors for

this building are—Mr. G. Lorimer, for the masons' and Wrights' work ; Mr. Jack,
for the slaters' work; Mr. R. Tliomson, for the plumbers' work ; and Mr, J.
Anderson, for the plasterers' work.

Considered either in mass or detail, the designs for Cockburn-street possess,

we think, the character and outline essentially required for the site. Alarm
was formerly expressed about the effect the new street might have on the appear-
ance of the massive structures on the slopes of that noble ridge which has made
the Old Town of Edinburgh the pride of citizens and the admiration of strangers.
This alarm may be safely pronounced altogether groundless. The new buildings,

regarded either architecturally or in contrast with the towering tenements by
which they will be overlooked, promise to add to the amenity of the situation,

and to heighten greatly that picturesque effect which the line beginning with the

summit of the Castle Rock presents from Princes'-street. Indeed, the ncwstreet
may truly be termed a " restoration," especially when its style of architecture
and the unsightly and crumbling buildings it has displaced are taken into con-

sideration, if there be any cause for regret in connection with the new
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street, the chief is certainly the hideous gap made in the lligli-street.

Anjtliing worse than tills can scarcely be conceived. Much has been

written and more spoken on the subject, and various suggestions

have been made. An archway, to be snrmonnted by a building of the height

and style of the line of street has been spoken of; but this plan is objectionable

in various respects. The most natural remedy ajipears to be to carry Cockburn-
strect up to the line of the Hi<fh-street, by the company acquiring the building

on either side of the gap, and simply extending their plans. By this means the

present blaekened and mtolerable deformity would give place to what would be
pleasing to the eye, and in strict keeping with the locality. At the other end of

tlie line, or rather of the double curve, of the new street, again, the handsome,
picturesciue, and characteristic opening to Waverley Bridge will tend to throw
out upon the view from Princes'-street the hideous hulk of the Bank of Scotland
in an obtrusiveness of ugliness still greater than at present. The building is not,

we presume, altogether beyond architectural redemption ; the directors are surely

not behind their brethren of other banks either in good taste or in available funds;
and when the city owes so much of its adornments to other banking-houses, it is

certainly an unenvied position for the oldest of all—for the Bank ot Scotland—to

have alone the discredit of being a prominent eyesore upon one of the most com-
manding positions of our own romantic town.—ioca? Paper.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
THE adjourned special (private) meeting of this body, further to consider the

propositions of the Council of the Institute as to architectural examina-
tions, was held on Monday evening, Professor Cockehei.l, R.A., the Presi-
dent, in the chair. There was, we understand, a numerous attendance, and the
whole question was discussed at great length. At a late hour it was decided, on
the motion of Mr. DioBY Wttatt, that the further consideration of the whole
subject of architectural examinations should be postponed to the next session,
and that, in the meantime, the Council of the Institute should put themselves
in communication with the various arcliitectural societies throughout the king-
dom, with the view of ascertaining their opinions and wishes thereon.

THE ARBITRATION CASE OF MYERS v. SARL.—THE AWARD.
IN tills famous ca-se, which has been under arbitration for nearly two years, the

award of the learned referee has been made, but the case is not yet settled,

and cannot be settled until November next, when the opinion of the Court of
Queen's Bench upon certain reserved points will be asked for and given. This
case was originally called on for trial on tlie 10th day of July, 18.58, before Lord
Campbell and a special jury at the sittings after term of the Court of Queen's
Bench, at Guildhall, and, on the suggestion of the learned Chief Justice, was
referred. The gentleman appointed to conduct the arbitration was Thomas
Norton, Esq., barrister-at-law, of the Inner-temple. The plaintill", as most of
our readers will remember, is Mr. George Myers, builder, York-road, Lambeth,
and the defendants are Messrs. Sari and Sons, gold and silver smiths, Comhill.
The action was brought to recover the balance of an account for talcing down the
old premises of the defendants in Comhill, and building new ones. The account
of the plauatiff consisted of contract and extra work, and also of certain sums
which he had paid to various tradesmen on behalf of the defendants.
The defendants denied that they were liable to the plaintiff to the amount
allege<l, the plaintiff's charge being, in their opinion, excessive, and who was
alleged to have done work as alterations for which orders in writing had not
been given, as was required and provided for by the contract between the parties.
It was also alleged that the plaintiff had not completed the work within the
proper time, and had thereby incurred penalties which ought to be deducted
from his account. The amount of the contract was £8,697 ; amount of extras
in the building, £1,347 17s. lid.; fittings, £1,004 17s. lid.; day work,
£533 83. 5d. ; making the total amount of extras £2,886 4s. 3d. The plaintiff
had been paid by the defendants the sura of £7,800, leaving a balance of £3,783,
for the recovery of which the action was brought.

Counsel for the plaintiff, Mr. Tompson Chitty, barrister-at-law (instructed by
Messrs. Amory, Travers, and Smith, solicitors, Throgmorton-street) ; counsel
for the defendants, Mr. Beasley (instructed by Mr. Biggenden, solicitor, Wal-
brook).
Our readers are aware that we have reported in the Building News, at

great length, and from time to time, for two years, the proceedings connected with
this arbitration case. Tlie award has now been made, and the following is a
copy of it :

—

To all to whom these presents shall come, I, Thomas Norton, Esq., of No 3 Tan-
field-court, Inner Temple, Barristcr-at-Law, send greeting: Whereas at the sittings
of Nisi I'rius, held at the Guildhall, on Saturday, the tenth day of July, In the
twenty-second year of the reign of our Sovereign Lady Victoria, by the Grace of
God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland Queen, Defender of the
lalth, and in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight
before the Kight Honorable John Lord Campbell, Lord Chief Justice of our Lady
the Queen, assigned to hold pleas before the Queen herself, a certain cause came on
to be tried, in which George Myers was the plaintiff, and John Sari, William Sari,
Abraham .Sari, and Joseph Sari were the defendants; and thereupon, by a certain
order of Nisi Prius then made, it was ordered by the Court, by and with the consent
of all parties, their counsel and attorneys, that the jury should find a verdict for the
plamtifT, for the claim in the declaration and costs forty shillings, subject to the
award or certificate, order, arbitrament, final end, and determination of me, the said
Thomas Norton, who was thereby empowered to direct that a verdict should be
entered for the plaintilT or the defendants, or a nonsuit entered as I should think
proper, and to whom the said cause and all matters in difference between the said
parties were thereby referred, so as I, the said arbitrator, did make and publish my
award or certificate in writing of and concerning the matters thereby referred ready-
to be delivered to the said parties, or cither of them, or if they or either of them
should be dead before the making of the said award or certificate to their respective
personal representatives requiring the same on or before the fourth day of Michael-
mas Term next ensuing the date of the same order, with Uberty to me, the said
arbitrator, under my hand in writing, to enlarge the time for making my said award
orcertincate. And it was thereby also ordered that I, the said arbitrator, should
nave the power to state a special case for the opinion of the Court of Queen's
Bench. And it was thereby likewise ordered, by and with the like consent, that
tae costs of the cause should abide the event and determination of the said award
or certificate

; and that the costs of the reference and award or certificate should be
Jn the discretion of me, the said arbitrator. And it was thereby likewise orderedWat I, the said arbitrator, might find generally for the plaintilT or for the defendants,
and need not find upon any specific issues unless required to do so, the costs of any
Bpwitic Issues (if found) to abide the event. And whereas the time for making my
said award was duly enlarged until the first day of Michaelmas Term, in the year ofour Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty, Now know ye that I, the said

arbitrator, having taken upon myself the burthen of the said reference, and having
examiued the said parties and their respective witnesses on oath, and having heard
and duly considered the several proofs, allegations, documents, and vouchers nro-
duced before me, by and on their behalf respectively, do hereby make and publish
this my award in writing of and concerning the premises. In manner following, that
is to say: As to the said cause, I do find, award, adjudge, and determine that the
plaintiff was and IS entitled to recover therein from the defendantn the sum of two
thousand live hundred and sixty pounds eleven shillings and two pence (after giving
credit to the dcfcndiints for the amount of certain lines incurred by the plaintilT by
reason of his not having completed the works hereinafter mentioned within the time
stipulated by the contract, hereinafter referred to (subject to the ODinion of Her
Majesty's Court of Queen's Bench), on the following

v-^"^

CASE.
The Plaintiff was a builder, and by a deed bearing date the eighteenth day of

October, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six, and executed by him and the
defendants, he contracted and agreed with tlie defendants to erect and build forthem a house and premises for the sura of eight thousand six hundred and ninety,
seven pounds upon the terms and subject to the stipulations and conditions contained
in the said deed. A Tcopy of the deed is hereunto annexed marked A, and the
same may be referred to and considered as part of this case. The house and
premises were built by the plaintiff, and certain extra works and fittings were done
and provided by him in and about the same, and the action was brought to recover
the sum of three thousand seven hundred and eighty-three pounds, four shillings
and threepence, being the balance claimed to be due on the contract, and the value
of such extra works and fittings, after giving credit to the defendants for all sums
paid by them on account. By the contract it was provided that no alterations or
additions should be admitted unless directed by the architect of the defendants In
writing, under his hand, and a weekly account of the work done thereunder should
be delivered to the said architect, or the clerk of the works, on every Monday next
ensuing the performance of such work, and the delivery of such account should be a
condition precedent to the right of the plaintiff to ri'cover payment for any such
addition or alteration. On the hearing of the case before me it was contended on
behalf of the defendants that the plaintiff was not entitled to recover for some of the
extra work done by him, on the ground that the same was not directed to be done
by the said architect by any writing under his hand piu-suant to the clause m the
contract .above set out, and also on the ground that no sufllclent weekly
accounts of such work were delivered by the plaintiff within the meanino- of that
clause. With respect to the latter objection, it .appeared in evidence before me that
certain accounts of the extra work were delivered by the plaintiff as and for weekly
accounts withm the meaning of the contract, and it w;i3 contended on his behalf
that the term " weekly accounts," as used in the contract, was a term of art wellknown in the building trade, and to all builders and architects, and that parole
testimony was admissible to prove its meaning. The admissibility of such evidence
was objected to on the part of the defendants, I, however, held that the words used
were a term of art, and that such evidence was admissible, and accordingly received
the same, and was satisfied thereby that the weekly accounts delivered by the
plaintiff of such extra work were sufficient weekly accounts within the meaning of
the contract, and accordingly have included the value of such extra work in the
amount above awarded to the plaintiff. With respect to the objection, that the
plaintiff was not entitled to recover for part of the extra work, on the ground that
the same was not directed to be done by the said architect by any writing under Ills
hand pursuant to the contract, I find and determine that, as reganis the greater part of
such extra work, tlie same was directed to be done by the said architect, by sufficient
orders or directions in writing under his hand, but as regards a small part
thereof, amounting to the sum of one hundred and live pounds, eigliteen sliillin"-s
and flvepence, the only evidence of any such orders or directions In writing produced
before me were eert.ain sketches indicating the manner in which such extra work
was to be done, but not specifying the materials to be used, or containin"- any
absolute order or direction for the execution of such work. These sketches we're aU
prepared in the office of the said architect of the defendants by his clerks,
and under his directions, and were by his order furnished to the plaintiff
but were not ;8igned by the said architect or his clerks. These sketches are
hereunto annexed, and are respectively marked li. As regards these sketches
I have held and adjudged that they are not suHiclcnt orders or directions In writmg
within the meaning of the contract, and have accordingly disallowed to
the plaintiff the value of the work done under the same. The questions
for the opinion of the Court are : First, Was I right in admitting parole testimony
to show the meaning of the term " weekly'acconnts '

' as used in the contract ' If the
Court should be of opinion that such evidence was inadmissible, then the amount by
me awarded to the plaintiff is to be reduced by the sum of One thousand and seventy-
eight pounds seven shlUings and eight-pence, as I find and determine that, in-
dependently of such parole testimony there was not sufficient evidence before me of
the deUvery of weekly accounts pursuant to the contract, so as to entitle the plaintiff
to recover the value ofsuch extra work. Secondly, If the Court should be of opinion
that the said sketches were sufficient, written orders or directions for the execution
of the works therein indicated, and that I ought to have allowed to the plaintiff the
value of such works, then the amount awarded to the plaintiff is to be increased by
the said sum of One hundred aud five pounds eighteen shillings and five pence. And
I award, order, and direct that the verdict shall be entered for the plaintiff for snch
sum as the Court shall direct, and that the defendants shall and do pay such sum
to the plaintiff. And I do further find and declare that no matters in difference were
bronght before me by either of the said parties except those in the said cause. And
I do further find, award, order, and direct that the defendants shall and do pay to
the plaintiff his the plalntilTs costs (to be taxed) of the said reference, and that the
defendants shall and do bear and pay their own costs of the said reference, and that
each of the said parties shall and do bear and pav a moiety of the costs of this my
award. And lastly, I do certify that this was a lit and proper cause to be tried by a
special jury. In witness whereof I the said arbitrator have hereunto set my hand
this sixth day of June, One thousand eight hundred and sLxty.

TnoMAa Norton.
It will be seen from the above that the amount claimed by Mr. Myers was

about £3,800, aud that the amount awarded by the arbitrator to the plaintiff is

£2,560, subject to a case in the Court of Queen's Bench, which will come on for
hearing in tlie early part of the ensuing Michaelmas term. Tlie case to be
brought before the superior court will involve questions relative to the admissi-
bility of parole evidence as to certain customs respecting " vn-itten orders " in
the building trade, and as to whether sketches are to be held equal to a written
orfer. If the parole evidence respecting certain customs of the building
trade (wliich had been admitted by tlie arbitrator) ought not, in the
opinion of the Court of Queen's Bench, to have been admitted,
tlie amount of the award will have to be diminished by £1,078
7s. 8d. And if certain sketches, which were rejected by the
arbitrator, should be considered by the superior court as equal to a " written
order," then the amount of the award will be increased by £105 18s. 5d. The
cost of the award is £5(34 9s., of which each party to the suit pays a moiety, in
acordance with the orders of the arbitrator. "The defendants will, of course,
liave to pay the taxed costs, but it is said in some quarters that that bill will not
exceed, if it should amount to, £1,000, although the total amount of costs
incurred by each party to the ease is cstiniatcd roughly at £.3,000. There are
some heavy items wliicli cannot be recovered by either ot the disputants, such as
the short-hand writers' accounts, amounting on each side to upwards of £500,
and the law stationers' account for making copies of the short-hand writers'
notes (for use of counsel, &c.), amounting on each side to probably about £375 78.
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We hare beard that Sir Fitzroy Kellv is retained to argue the case in the Court
of Qntwi'a Bench on behalf of the Messrs. 8arl.

Xoqr people have expressed astonishment at the length of time which has been
ocenpied by this arbitration case, which lias lasted not quite two years ; but their
surprise will probably be diminished when we tell them that we are acquainted
Tith au arbitration case—respecting the building of a wall—which has been in
existence for about eiglit years, and of which, a« soon aa the award is made, we
shall furnish our readers with full particulars.

GREAT STRIKE OF MASONS AND BRICKLAYERS.
ON Monday morning the masons of Leeds "struck "work to the number of

250, and unless their demands are meanwhile conceded by their employers,
the bricklayers and bricklayers' labourers will follow suit in the movement. Their
Eievances may be briefly stated. They wish, on Mondays, to have the hours of

lK>r fixed at seven to half-past five o'clock ; and on other days, from six te half-
past five o'clock, except on Saturdays, when they wish to terminate work at four.

The new Monday regulation is advorated on this ground—tliat many masons who
live at a distance from tlie scene of their daily toil are at present obliged to leave
tlieir families on the Sunday night, in order to be at work at six o'clock on the
Monday morning, no trains arriving in Leeds on the Monday morn-
ing in time to allow them to commence business at six o'clock. In
the winter months the men further wish to commence work at daylight,
and close at dark. Tliey also want one hour for dinner throughout the year,
and half an hour for breakfast during summer, the summer work to be 4s. 6d.
per day for 40 weeks, and for the other 12 weeks 4s. per day. They also

ask that sub-contracting and piecework should be abolished ; and, further, that
in no case simll wares be paid at a public-house. Another rule, adopted by the
men at a meeting held in Leeds recently, provides for the appointment ofa mixed
committee of masters and men to tettle any dispute that may arise. As the
masters did not give any reply to tlie circular addressed to them by the men, the
latter suspended operations on Monday morning. Several important contracts
will thus be affected in point of time, amongst the rest the new railway hotel in
Wellington-street (which was intended to be finished in time for the Royal
Agrienltural Society's meeting in Leeds next year), and the new poor-law offices

in East Parade.—AeraW.

THE WORCESTER DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
THE first general meeting and excursion of this Society for the present year

took place on Thursday week. The route chosen for the day's journey lay
amongst the cburclies situated to the east of thiscity, commencing with Spetchley
and ending with Abbot's Morton. The place of rendezvous was 51, Foregate-
street, in this city, and at about half-past nine o'clock the gentlemen and ladies
who formed the nucleus of the party quitted that rendezvous in a coach drawn by
four horses, and taking the road for Spetchley, soon left the city behind. At
various stages of the journey archseologists in other vehicles joined the party, till

at last the excursionists became a tolerably numerous body. A most happy day
was epent by the party, and they wended their way homewards about nine
o'clock in the evening, reckoning the day as one of the red-letter days of the
Society,

MIDLAND COUNTIES ARCH^OLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
AN excursion of the above Association took place last 'Tuesday, chiefly to view

the Abbey Church of Tewkesbury, and the Cathedral of this city. A con-
siderable party of archoeologists, accompanied by female iriends, left Birmingham
by a train in the morning, and were joined at the Shrub-hill Station by a few
members of the Worcester Diocesan Architectural Society. On arriving at
Tewkesbury they repaired to the Abbey Church, where the liistory of that fine
structure, as far as it is known, was related by the Rev. C. G. Davies, vicar of
the parish, who also pointed out the various points in the building worthy of re-
mark. After lunch, the party returned to this city, and assembled at the College
Hall, at three o'clock, where Mr. J. Seveme Walker gave a very interest-
ing historical and architectural account of the building, illustrating his
remaiks by a large plan, which had been prepared, and suspended from the
wall. He next conducted the party through the cloisters, the crypt (which was
lighted up for the occasion), the Cathedral and the Chapter-house, pointing out
the principal objects of interest in these massive and extensive piles of masonry.
We were glad to hear that so experienced an archseologlat spoke approvingly of the
works which have taken place in the Cathedral, under the direction of Mr. Perkins,
architect to the Dean and Chapter, for the restoration of portions ofthat venerable
edifice. In the evening, the party dined together at the Crown Hotel. The
chair was taken by Sir E. A. H. Lechmere, Bart., and the vice-chair by the
vicar ofTewkesbury. On the removal of the cloth, thanks were given to the two
gentlemen who had been the learned guides through the two important edifices,
and considerable discussion on matters architectural and ecclesiological took
place. There was, however, but little diSerence of opinion on any subject, and
none m respect to the threatened demolition of the Gucsten Hall, which has put
the archaeologists in such a state of excitement of late. Mr. Timmins proposed
a resolution to the effect that the meeting, looking on the Guesten Hall as a
most valuable record of ancient architecture, and believing that the interests of
art and the honor of the city of Worcester alike require its preservation, re-
solved to memorialise the Dean and Chapter on the subject. The memorial was
headed as proceeding from " The Midland Counties Archseological Association,"
assembled in general meeting at Worcester, and stated their opinion that the
Guesten Hall was " a rare and valuable specimen of ancient architecture, and an
historical record most interesting to the city of Worcester," and that they had
heard with pain and dismay of a possibilitv that the hall might be destroyed, or
suffered to perish trom decay : they f hereiore " implored " the Dean and Chapter
to preaene the building. The motion was seconded by Mr. Buncc, editor of
Arut Oazette, and carried unanimously.

Cheshire.—Nantwich Church.—The restoration of this fine specimen
of architecture of the fourteenth century is rapidly approaching completion, as
the only unfinished part, the chancel, is now being restored.. The work, it is
expected, wDl be finished by September next.

»
An account of the Chorleywood Asmeiation for the Improvement of tht
Laboring Clattet. Pamphlet 8vo. 1860. Longman and Co.

VERY recently, in reviewing Mr. Vincent's work on " Cottage Architecture"
we said, "It is matter for congratulation that landholders and earnest

professional men begin to take pride in the erection and improvement oS
cottages." Not less gratifying is it to know that while landowners are awaken-
ing to a sense of the necessity of improving the dwellings of the poor country-
man, and architects like the author to whom we have referred, to the necessity
for their assistance in the good cause, not less gratifying is it, we repeat, to know
that others are working, as regards the world generally, in a more silent, though
not perhaps therefore less eflicacious, manner to improve the 7h«»i, and such is
the object of the Association, doubtless in common with others throughout
England, brought more prominently under our notice by the simple, unpre-
tending account now before us.

Chorleywood, near Watford, Herts, occnpies by no means an important place
on the map of England, it is little more than a tract of country some four or five
miles in length by some two or three miles in breadth, and contains under 1,000
inhabitants, of all classes. Sixty-tlirec men, representing as many families, are
members of the Association, so that taking each family to comprise five indi-
viduals, it appears that above three-tenths of the entire population of the district,
or nearly one-half of the labouring population, belong to the Association, which
appears to form a rural republic ofa most useful nature, the managers, wisely
think it desirable to cause the members to attain self-reliance, and the
power of helping themselves, in short, wish to make them think for themselves,
instead of resting always contented with allowing others to think for them ; and
how much this is the case, we need not remind those who have had much ex-
perience of the habits and customs of a country district ; to a large extent serf-
dom has only taken another form since the middle ages, and so still exists,
without a recognised name.
The Association was commenced inl855, so that some experience of its working

may very fairly be considered to be in the possession of the managers. The
original ob_ject was only to provide allotment gardens for the labourers, but this
has been since made a foundation for other objects

; prizes are now given for the
best grown vegetables, monthly lectures are delivered, and prizes, firstly of
money, but now of books, are given for the best reports of the lectures, which
commence in October or November and continue for five months in each year.
Each allotment consists of about fifteen perches. This little community appears
to flourish under the care of the managers, and deserves all the support that can
be awarded to so meritorious an undertaking.

Glasgow Painters' Strike—A Full Report of Statements and Disclosure*
made by Employers and Operatives at three Important Meetings held
in Glasgow, May, 1860. Pamphlet, Glasgow, W. Love, Great Enoch-
square.WE are not anxious hastily to plunge deeply into so complicated a matter as

strikes have proved to be, but we may say that the Glasgow report can-
not fail to he read with interest if not benefit, by all concerned in questions of a
like nature.

Proceedings of the Berwichshire Naturalists' Club.

THE doings of the Berwickshire Naturalists' Club would, at the first blush,
appear to have but little connection with our own proper vocation, however

much its purpose may enlist our interest on those occasions, too few and far
between, when we are enabled to bid adieu to London for awhile for a glimpse of
nature—but the members of the club referred to, appear to be arcbaxilogists no
less than naturalists, if we may judge from the printed report of their proceedings.
The vicinity of Norham, its church and ruined castle, Coldingham, its priory and
other interesting remains, Melrose and Briukburn, have been thoroughly ex-
plored, and old histories searched for dates, &c., of the various objects visited.
The priory of the latter place formed the subject of a paper read by Mr. F. R.
Wilson, A.I.B.A. ; it is given in extenso in the report before us, together with a
view of the ruins, which are in themselves extremely interesting, though not
worthily represented in the cut.

We also observe a paper on Melrose by Mr. John Stuart, F.S.A. : and not
without interest is Mr. George Tate's notes of the mountain limestone formation
on the Berwickshire coast, but somewhat too brief. The present part forms
No. 3 of the fourth volume.

Wolverhampton.—New Church.—The foundation stone of the new
church of St. Luke was laid on Tuesday week last. The church is being erected
on an open site a little below the summit of Goldthom-hill. The building is

designed by Mr. G. T. Robinson, of Leamington. The style of architecture of
the structure will be Early Enrfish, and the exterior walls will be dressed bricks,
ornamented with coloured brickwork and stone work. At the south-west comer
will be a tower, upon which it is proposed ultimately to place a spire. There will

be at the western entrance an arcade, decorated with iron shafts. The interior
of the church will consist of nave, aisles, and large chancel, which will also con-
tain aisles. There will be no galleries. The roof will be open timbered, of elabo-
rate design. The extreme length of the edifice within the walls will be 180 (eet,

and the width 52 feet, but arrangements have been made by tlie architect to allow
of future extension, if needful. By means of transepts. 'The shafts of the pillars

on either side of the nave will be of cast-iron, with ornamental wrought-iron
capitals. The ends of the pews will also be of decorated iron, while the bodies
will consist of stained deal. The church will be capable of accommodating 700
adults and 200 children. Messrs. Lilley, builders, of Measham, have undertaken
to complete the church for £2,800, and within twelve months.

Market Ilarborough.—The church of St. Dionysiu.s is undergoing
another repair. In removing the plaster from the walls of the interior some
fresco paintings have been found. Over the arch at the east end a grouji repre-
senting the Crucifixion has been exposed to view; and in addition to this

description of ancient decoration the walls also contain scrolls having passages
from Scripture written upon them.
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RKS ANp BUILDINGS.
AliTHOUGII the Civil ServjCeKstirrfttes for the year have not bcea

discussed by the guardians of tlic public purse, the reader will,

doubtless, be glad to learn somtthiug of the extent of patronage propojed
to bo accorded by Govornment to architecture durini; the eiisuinir year.

'Xlia total is large enough, but the items are scattered through different

cl^^ea of the printed estimates, and cannot be easily ascertained.

Great improvements have been effected lately in tlie system of keeping
public accounts, and we venture to suggest that hereafter all moneys
expended in building purposes, in various departments, should be abstracted

from different returns aud grouped under one head, in order that tax-

payers may know the exact amount spent every year in bricks and
mortar. Thus we have a separate return for harbours of refuge, referred

to in our last impression, another for Holyhead harbour, a third for Port
Patrick, and a fourth for Kingstown—all harbours of refuge. By the
present system the vote would appear £160,000, whereas it Is £197,627.

In matters of accounts it is impossible to be too exact or precise. The
oew arrangement might give a little more trouble to Government clerks,

but we are not sure it would not save a considerable sum yearly in

printing, and we are confident the national accounts would be much more
intelligible to the nation, We would also suggest that all building
•operations and repairs in the departments of public administration should
be executed by, or under the direction of, the Board of Public Works and
Buildings, for.the concentration would lead to a simplification of accounts
and a saving of expenditure. When works were required to be done in

any department, a requisition might be sent into the Board, who would see

to their execution and assume the responsibility. At present, the Board
have nothing to do with the erection of school-rooms in whicli £1.50,000
are to be expended this year; neitherVith the extension of the Tour Courts,
Dublin, the restoration of the Crinan canal, the Dublin Wellington
Testimonial, the Birkenhead and Europa Monuments, the erection of a
National Gallery, Dublin, the erection of an Industrial Museum, Edinburgh,
the erection of Guard-room in Windsor Castle, the increase of accommoda-
tion in Trafalgar-square National Gallery, the temporary Foreign Office,

proposed New Foreign Office, Westminster Bridge, Carisbrook Castle,
nor with the construction of Sheriffs' Court in Scotland. Surely the
scattering of building votes cannot be necessary, and their reunion under
the direction and supervision of one and the same responsible Board could
but conduce to efficiency and economy. After this preparatory growl,
and small remonstrance, we may proceed to notice the items of expen-
diture.

In Class 1 of the Civil Service estimates, specially entitled for " Public
Works and Buildings," the total estimate is £621,990, showing a decrease
as compared with last year. Palaces in the personal occupation of the
Crown are to cost £22,269, out of which £12,087 are to be spent at Wind-
sor, exclusive of the new guard-house, which, as just stated, is dove-
tailed in another class of estimates ; Buckingham Palace figures for

£2,024, and its chapel for £2,400, besides £1,802 for the mews. Palaces
partly in the occupation of the Crown cost £4,827, all appropriated to
St. James's Palace. Palaces not in the occupation of the Crown are to
cost £16,549, out of which £8,745 are to be spent on Hampton Court—the
people's Versailles. Windsor, again, creeps in for a small sum. The
saving in expenditure for palaces is nearly £3,000—an economy which,
though trifling in amount, is important as the recognition of a principle, to
which the public press have mainly contributed.

In the repair and maintenance of public buildings £49,163 is asked for,
being an increase of nearly £13,000 over last year's expenditure. Out of
this total. Public Offices take £29,111; Chelsea Hospital, £4,101, which
ought to be transferred to the Army Estimates, and £1,200 for a shed to
receive that fine-art production, the Wellington car. Except for associa-
tion, the thing is worthless, and might with advantage be transferred to
Madame Tussaud's. The rents of premises hired for the accommodation
of public departments amount to £25,165 8s. 4d., being an increase of
more than £3,000, and a strong argument in favor of the prompt erection
of the much-talked-of public offices, for this rental represents the interest
on a capital of £838,000, besides a yearly payment of £16,000 for rates,
taxes, and insurance.

Public buildings in Scotland are to cost £16,393 lOs. Ud., in which the
principal items are for the restoration of Holyrood.

Furniture, as usual, is costly and inexplicable. This year it is to cost
£2.3,000, being an excess of nearly £3,000. Some of the items are so
ridiculously small—like Is. lod. for the British Museum—as to create
great doubts of their authenticity or accuracy. They recall to mind the
famous odd three-farthings in the estimates for the rebuilding of the
Houses of Parliament.

Eoyal parks and pleasure gardens will require £100,440 for their ordinary
maintenance and repair, being one-fourth less than last year, when they
produced an income of £5,331 paid over to the Treasury. There is, in
addition, extraordinary expenditure,—£3,690 for Battersea-park ; £1.000
for Chelsea Hospital grounds ; £507 for Kennington ; £1,570 for Kensing-
ton

; £13,593 for Kcw ; £708 for Regcnt's-park j £2,374 for Richmond
;

£4,182 for St. James, Green and Hyde parks ; and £1,217 for Victoria-
park. ICew-gardens are so admirably managed, and productive of so
much enjoyment as well as of instruction to all classes of society, that no
expenditure upon them would be regretted. Last year Sir W. Hooker
rqwrted the number of visitors was 384,698, being 20,000 short of the
previous year, which is in great measure accounted for by the wet spring
and autumn and sultry sunnner. No additions have been made to hot-
houses and greenhouses, but the palms—some 60 feet high—have been
remoTed from the tubs and planted in the ground under the great dome,

"60 that the visitor walkg among them on a level withth',- '* ,nd
graceful tnniks, and obtains such an idea of their magnificc!] no
parallel in Europe." The now improvements contemplated :ii. live

acres in extent, with wooded islands (nearly completed) and ft conservatory
or temperate greenhouse, the plans for which have been prepared
by Decimus Burton, Esq. It is to be erected within the arboretum
raised on a terrace, which will be parallel with and near to the Deodar
Vista leading to the Pagoda. Londoners will be gratified to learn that

the period for admission i8^«x4ended'!£?»m four to six months—from Ist

May to the end of October.

The new Houses of Parliament are to cost £39,597, out of which £5,649
will be required for casual external and internal repairs to those parts of
the building delivered over to the Departments ofWorks and Buildings, as
well as for repairs of official houses and electric bells ; £4,333 for cost of
works connected with warming, ventilating and lighting, and wages of

attendants, besides £1,000 for the officer in charge; £5,795 for gas;
£3,180 for fuel ; £1,500 for the police ; £3,350 for furniture ; £1,300 for

taking up hair-cloth and mats and clearing dust under House of Commons
—the peers being more cleanly, and never making a dust, apparently ;

£500 to complete the great clock, and £3,000 for the purchase o£ site,

building stables, coach-houses, &c., for Speaker's residence ; £4,000 are to

be appropriated for the decoration of the Palace of Westminster—includ-

ing Maclise's meeting of Wellington and Blucher at Waterloo, and the

death of Nelson, Ward's and Cope's frescoes and the statues of Rings.

Probate courts are to cost in purchasing and hiring premises, building,

furniture, &c., £5,000; embassy houses in Paris, £1,035; in Constantinople

and Therapia, £2,350 ; and Madrid, £250. The British consulate,

Constantinople, including Seamen's Hospital and Prison, require £7,700,
the balance of the estimated cost of£30,700. The vote asked for Holyhead
is £30,000, leaving £762,000 to be supplied in future years. The total

aggregate estimate up to the present time is £1,920,000, and of this

£1,158,000 have been already expended. The original estimate of M. Rendel
was £1,303,063, to which were added £445,000 for the cost of the eastern

breakwater piers, but the greater part or whole of which it is expected
will be saved by the adoption of a plan for supplying the necessary steam
packet and postal accommodation by an alteration in connexion with
the present packet pier, the cost of which is not likely to exceed £10,000,
while the necessity for a new pier for transatlantic steamers has
been in a great measure obviated.

The public buildings in Ireland are to cost £80,117, and Kingstown
harbour £7,226.

SOCIETY OF ARTS AN.NUAL GENERAL MEETING.
THE Annual General Meeting for receiving the Council's report and the Trea

surer's statement of the receipts, payments, and expenditure, during the past
year, and also for the election of officers, was held on Wednesday, the 27th ult.,

at four P.M. Sir Thomas Phillips, F.G.S., Chairman of the Council, presided.

The Secretary having read the bye-laws relating to the Annual General
Meeting.
The Chair.man said that, by the bye-laws, he was directed to nominate two

gentlemen to act as scrutineers of the ballot for the election of officers. He would
ask Mr. J. P. Bull and Mr. Frederick Lawrence to undertake that office. Those
gentlemen having consented to act, the Chairman declared the ballot open. He
then called upon the Secretary to read the Aimual Report, from which we abstract

the following :

—

The charter and bye-laws provide that, at the Annual General Meeting all

holding office in the Society shall retire, and that the Council shall lay before the
members assembled to elect the officers for the coming year, an account of the
manner in which they have discharged their duties during their term of office.

In compliance with these provisions the retiring Council now present their

report.

committees.
The Gutta Percha Committee still continues its investigations, and two of its

members are conducting on an extended scale, under the direction of the Govern-
ment, a series of experiments in reference to this material, more particularly as

regards its qualities for telegraphic purposes. Already, it is understood, that these
experiments, though not concluded, have led to valuable additions to know-
ledge in electrical science and its applications. The Committee, however, is not
yet in a condition to make a report. Its investigations, from the very nature of
the subject, must extend over a considerable period of time. The Artistic Copy-
right Committee has resumed its laboui-s. The bill for securing an
artistic copyright, as originally drawn, has been carefully revised, and an
influential deputation, with Sir Charles Eastlake, P.R.A., at its head, and intro-

duced by the Right Hon. S. H. Walpole, M.P., accompanied by many members of

Parliament, waited upon Lord Palmerston, as First Lord of the Treasury, with
the object of inducing his loi-dship to introduce the bill into the House ofCommons
as a Government measure, or give its promoters the facilities and support without
which, looking at the position of public business in the House of Commons this

Session, it appc.ired scarcely reasonable to expect success. The Government,
however, though it is believed that individual members of it are favorable to the

principle of the measure, has hitherto been unable to comply with the wishes of

the Committee, and it is now impossible that any bill could be carried through
the legislature this year. The Council, however, feel that much has been done
to advance the cause they have in view, by the steps which the Committee have
taken, in making more generally known the defects of the existing law
on this subject, and the wants as well of artists as of purchasers of works of art.

The Committee states that :—" In nearly every country in Europe, except Eng-
land, the law secures a copyright to artists of every description,

—

generally dnring the life of the artist, and a term of 20, 30, or oO years after

his death. In the United Kingdom there is, practically, no copyright in

original works, except sculpture. Pictures, photographs, and architectural

drawings are wholly unprotected ; while tlie Acts conferring a copjTight on
sculpture and engravings (which latter are generally copies, .seldom original

designs) afford even to these a very insufficient protection. In this want of

protection the works of artists stand alone : for literary and musical works,
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medumicnl inventions, and even designs, so lar us tlicy are applicable to

mAufactures, all have their appropriate copy or patent rights.

"The justice of axniriuir eopyriirlit to :ill works of art—especially to those
which possess original desiani and invention—will not be dispnted. So natural,
indeed, does the right appear, that it is often supposed actually to exist ; a
supposition which gives rise to much imposition and confusion both as regards
the artist and the public.

"The ill-consetinence of this defect in the law is apparent in the frauds
perpetually and systematically practised on artists and on the pubUc, by the
nanu&ccure and sale of spurious copies of works bearing tlie forged signature of
the original artists; by printing copii-s of worn-out, mutilated, and botched-up
plates (in which the copyright now aftbrded by law has e.xpired), retiiniug the

name of the original artist and engraver ; by making, without the artist's leave,

inferior copies of his works, by engraving, lithography, photography, or other-

wise using his name and damaging liis reputation.
" Instances may be multiplied almost without end; and in all it appears that

the fraud is rendered eft'ectiml and profitable to the pirate by the unauthorised
use of the original artist's name. Upon this assumption the bill has been
framed, assimilating the artist's signature, as much as possible, to a trade mark.
" Again, in the case of photograplis, advantage is taken of the defective state

of the law by making a new negative from a bought copy of the original ; and
thus, at a trifling expense, and without trouble or artistic merit, the means are

procuKed of indefinitely multiplying positives (f. e., copies), which, though
inferior to the original, compete with it in the market, and rob the artist of his

just reward ; in the case of architectural drawing's, by inviting a competition of

designs, selecting, perhaps, one, but borrowing from the rejected designs impor-
tant points of originality without acknowledgment or remuneration.
" in the course of their inquiries, the Committee received information from

aany of the most distinguished artists and other persons connected with the iine

arts, affording conclusive evidence of the defective state of the laws of Britisli

artistic copyright, and of the wrongful and fraudulent acts which are extensively

and constantly committed with impunity, to the serious injury of artists and the

pnrchasers of works of art, as well as to the demoralisation of the parties to such

acts."
The Council have fully concurred in the conclusion of the Committee, that the

only practical way of supplying the defect in the present law, will be to give to

all artists copyright in such only of their designs as are authenticated or

warranted by their signature, and to make the forgery of such signature an in-

dictable ofience. It has been suggested by some that the copyright, to be so en-

forced, ought to be made conditional on the registration in some way or other of

the works to be protected, but after carefully considering the suggestion, the

Council, fully agreeing with the decision of the Gommittee, unanimously decided

that registration was practically impossible—would be of no public utility, and
would make anv enactment including such a scheme virtually a dead letter ; an
opinion in whicli they believe all artists, with scarcely an exception, entirely

concur. The Council of the Society of Arts, and the body of artists, came to

the further conviction that no law could be properly framed for creating an
artistic copyright which did not at the same time afford ])rotection from the

numerous frauds practised by the manufacture and sale of spurious copies, pre-

tending to Ije original paintings of works in which no copyright could exist—such
as those by old masters and the like. With these objects in view, tUe draft of the

bill was prepared.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OP 1862.

The main business of the Council during the past year, has been the Inter-

national Exhibition of 186'2, and a very large portion of its time has been occupied
on this subject. In tlie last report of the Council laid before the members, at the

Annual Meeting in 18.59, it was explained, not only why they had originally pro-

posed to hold an Exhibition in 1861, and the success they foresaw for it, but why
they had subsequently seen reason to postpone it until a more favorable oppor-
tunity. The actual state of war in Italy, and the uncertainty as to its duration
and extension, which had induced the Council reluctantly to assent to this post-

ponement having ceased, the new Council, on their first assembling, in the

autumn, passed the following resolution, affirming the importance of proceeding

with the arrangements for holding an International Exhibition in 1862 :

—

Kcsolved, that the war in Italy having terminated, the Council are of opinion that,

although the aspect of continental atfairs may not be favorable to arts, manufactures,
and commerce, it is nevertheless their duty to resume measures for Ciirrying into

effect an iDteruaUon.Hl exhibition, iu accordance with the Ist,2ud,and 3rd resolutions

of the Council, passed on the 14th of April, 1858.

The first step of the Council to give effect to this resolution was to promote
the formation of a guarantee fund, of not lessthan a quarter ofamillion in amount,
and they passed resolutions inviting the following noblemen and gentlemen to

bMome trustees of the undertaking, their acceptance of the trust to depend upon
the amount and character of the guarantee list, as evincing the extent of interest

and support which the Exhibition would receive from the public and those in-

terested in its success.

The Earl Granville, K.G., Lord President of the Privy Council.
The Marquis ofChandos, Chairman of the London and North -Western Railway.
Thos. Baring Esq., II. P., C. Wentworth Uilke, Esq., Iloyal Commissioners

for the Exhibition of 1851.

Thos. I'airbaim, Esq.,Chairman ofthe Art-Treasures Exhibition at Manchester.
The guarantee list had, during the previous session, been privately commenced,

amongst the members of the Council and their friends, Mr. Matthew Uzielll, one
of the Vice-Presidents, putting down his name at the head of the list as
guarantor for £10.000, but the postponement ot the Exhibition led necessarily

to the suspension of all further proceedings in relation to the guarantee. When,
however, the subject of the Exhibition was resumed, and the Council determined
to proceed with the next Exhibition in 18C2, they resumed their operations for

forming the guarantee fund, and in February last an appeal was made by
circular to the members of the Society, and by this means, as well as by
correspondence with others, but without any public advertisement, the guarantee
fund has been raised to £322,800 at the present time, including the sum of

£10,000 which Il.It.H. the Prince Consort, President of the Society, has
intimated his intention to guarantee.
The time to which it was originally proposed to limit the formation of a

guarantee fund of a quarter of a million was six months ; but within three

months from the date on which the first appeal by circular to the members was
made, the fund exceeded £300,000 in amount.
The Council congratulate the Society on the great success which has attended

bis movement. They are now in communication with the proposed Trustees,

and have applied to the Royal Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851, for the
grant of a portion of the land at South Kensington, purcha-sed with the surplus
of the proceeds of that Exliibition as a site for the Exhibition of 1802. The object
of the Council is not only to hold an International Exhibition of Industry and
Art in 1862, but to establish such Exiiibitions periodically in future ; and with
this object in view, they are seeking from the Royal Commissioners of 1851 not
merely a site for the Exhibition of 1862, but such an appropriation of the land as
will secure it for future Exhibitions, and it is intended that a portion of the
buildings to be erected for the Exhibition of 1802 shall be of a permanent
character. It is one condition of the guarantee agreement that any surplus
which may arise from the Exhibition shall be at the disposal of the guarantors for
objects connected with tlie encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Com-
merce. The Council can, however, do no more whilst these questions are under
consideration, tlian lay before the members of the Society the objects they have in
view and what they have already accomplished. They leave the subject iu the
hands of the new Council, to be dealt with by them, feeling assured that the
foundation which has been laid by the guarantee fund warrants them in antici-
pating a decided success for the undertaking.
The Council, however, in retiring from office, desire to record that they look

upon the action of the Society of Arts in promoting the Exhibition so far as
eminently successful, and they cannot avoid the expression of their strong opinion
that, under proper direction, and considering the enormous extension ofcommerce,
the much more intimate knowledge of this country by foreigners, the greater
facilities for travelling, the advance of education, and the extension of liberal

commercial principles since 1861, as well in England as abroad, a more interest-

ing Exhibition, and one more valuable politically and commercially, may be
organised than in that year ; and that the exhibition of the marvellous progress
which has taken place during these ten years will give a more powerftd stimulus
to future improvement than could be effected in years of ordinary competition.

EXHIBITION OF INVENTIONS.
TheTwelfthAnnual Exhibition of Inventions was opened to the public on Easter

Monday, as customary, and has just closed. It is unnecessary to enter on any
particulars, as the descriptive catalogue forms part of the Journal for the 7th of
April, and has long since been in the hands of the members.
The ballot having remained open one hour, and the scrutineers having reported,

the Chairman declared that the following noblemen and gentlemen had been
unanimously elected to fill the several offices. The names in italics are those of
members who have not, during the past year, filled the offices to which they have
been elected.

COtTNCII..
Presideirf.—H.K.H. the Prince Consort, K.G., F.K.S., &c., &c.

Thomas Dyke Acland.
Lord Ashburton, F.lt.S.
Thomas Bazley, M.P.
W. H. Bodkin.
Harry Chester.
C. Wentworth Dilkc.
John Dillon.
The Earl Ducie.
William Fairbairn, F.R.S.
The Earl Granville, F.K.S.
Henry Thomas Hope.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
The Marquis of Lansdowne.
Lieut.-Col. It. C'unliffe Owen, It.E., C.B.
Sir Thomas Phillips, F.G.S.
The Marquis of Salisbury, JC G.
Lord Stanley.'M.P.
William Tooke, F.K.S.
Matthew Uzielli.

Thomas Winkworth.
Vice-chancellor Sir William Page Wood,
V.P.E.S.

OTHER MEMBERS OF COUNCIL.
Francis Le lirefon.

J, C. MacdonaUl.^
William Thomas Maekrell.
F. K. Sandford.
Thomas Sopwith, F.R.S.
Wm. Spottmiioode, F.lt.S.

John Bell.

Thomas King Chambers, M.D.
Henri/ Cole, ('.11,

J. Grifflth Frith.
John MacGregor.
William Hawes.
Treasurers: Peter Graham and Samuel Redgrave.
Auditors : John Alyer and Arthus .F. Lewis.
Secretary: Peter Le Neve Foster, M.A.
Financial Officer: Samuel Thomas Devonport.

At the conclusion of the General Meeting, a Special Meeting, called for the
election of members was held, at which Sir Thomas Phillips, [Chairman of the
Council, presided.

The following candidates were balloted for, and duly elected members of Uie
Society :

—

Allen, Charles J. H.
Ash, George Claudius.
Bailey, Samuel.
Cook, Thomas.
Kllas, Hyman.
Harvey George.
Hatchard, Rev. John Alton.
Hewott, Charles.
Iselin, .John Frederick, M.A.
Kidd, John Howard.
Lorimer, George B.
Macintosh, Alexander.

Marsh, Matthew Henry, M.P.
Newell, Thomas Frederick.
Oppler, Adolph.
O.xley. James.
Itiddell, Robert Flower.
Roberts, Richard.
Robertson, Wiliiam.
Shanks, Peter Martin.
Stewart, John.
Trower, George S.

Venning, James M.

St. Mary's Church, Homsey-rise, of which the foundation stone was
laid on tIie2()thof June, by R. C. L. Bevan, Esq., is in the Decorated style of

the fourteenth century. The arrangement of the plan is that of a nave with

north and south aisles, north and south transepts and chancel. The entire

length internally will be 103 feet 4 inches, the width of the church across the

transepts, 74 feet 8 inches, and the width of nave and side aisles 62 ieet 8 inches.

The height of the nave, 48 feet, and the height of the tower and spire will be 120

fieet. It will be substantially built. The exterior being of Kentish rag stone,

with Bath stone dressings, and will accommodate on the ground floor 750

persons. It Is not intended to erect galleries at present, but provision has been

made in the arrangement of the plan for their erection when required hereafter

they will occupy the west end, and the transepts, oidy leaving the nave and side

aisles throughout free and unincumbered, the further accommodation thai

obtained will be for 270 more, and making the total, wlien entirely completed,

1,020 persons. The rapid increase of the po])ulation in the vicinity will soon ren-

der this a necessity. The church is being erected from the design, and under the

direction of Mr. A. D. Gough, architect, of Lancaster-place, Strand. The o<»-

tractor for the works being Mr. G. I. Carter, builder, Homsey-road.
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ARCHITECTS' FEES.
Sir,—In reply to " An Architect's " query injrourlast Number, I may say,

for my part, tliiit I never heard of such a practice a3 that he mentions, even in

its mildest form—viz., charginghalf the commission wlicn the contract is signed.

Neither can I, as an arehitect, consider such a course, on the part of a profes-

flionnl man, fair towards a client. Would a lawyer expect half bis fees wiien he
had half-completed a case entrusted to his care ? In superintending extensive

works extending over a considerable period, of course an architect may very
reasonably ask for fees on account, but certainly not agreeably with any rulesueh

as your correspondent appears to have established. I am only astonished that

the committee to which he refers should be willing to pay 5 per cent, on the in-

stalments to builders. In a case where final payment is dubious, I fancy the

proper course would be either to decline the business or to require a retainer and
preliminary fees to cover costs out of pocket ; any other course has too much
odour to be pleasant to

Yours, &c., Justice.
London, 1st July, 1860.

QUICK WORK.
SiK—As a constant reader of your valuable paper, I have been looking for a

notice of an important building over which I was foreman, for the contractor,

Mr. Cresswell, of Birmiugham ; I refer to a new Mint erected in tliat town for

Messrs. Heaton, and which has been in full operation for some time past, in

coining a large order for Tuscany. The contract (£1,.52S>) was commenced on
tlie 19tli day of September last; the work to be complete in ten weeks, under a
penalty of jglO per day over that time, and, notwithstanding the site had to be
cleared of between 13,000 and 14,000 yards cube of earthwork before the building

could be erected, the whole was finished so as not to incur even one day's fine,

and though we had some very severe weather the latter portion of the time.
I am &c.

Birmingham, June 30, 1860. E. BRENiniAXL.

TENDERS.
Gaol Miii-oincs, 5I,vidstone.

For the new buildings to be erected in the gaol.
Faaale Hospital.

Sutton and Vaoghan, Maidstone .,..£1,008
Kirk and Parry, Chath&m 995
Naylar, Rochester 1,093
Chambers. Maidstone (accepted) 799
Cobb, Maidstone 843
Sutton, Walter, and Goodwin 1,000

B«&aetor7 CeU.
248
249
287
199 IS
254 5
277

Chapel, Eipon.
Accepted tenders for the erection of the New Wesleyan Chapel at Bipon. Plane by

Mi. Simpson, of Leeds.
Air. Gowing, joiner £630
Mr. J. Blackburn, bricklayer 235
Mr. Thornton, mason 245
Mr. L-aycock, plasterer 95
Mr. l.>aniton, painter ., 35

f Mr. Daniel, plumber .... 28 15
Mr. Bayeres, slater......... 41 14

£1,310 9

These do not include gas, heating, or fencing. The joiner, mason, and bricklayer
Jiave the beneUt ot a 1 the usable material in the old chapel.

DWEtLrNG nODSE, NEWCAaTLE-TJHDER-LYMX.
For additions and alterations to.house at Talk-o'-th'-Hili, lor Thomas Sherralt,

'ISsn. Ouantities supplied.
Bailey, Newcastle £519 10 I Fryer, Talk-o'-th'-Hlll £419
"WooUiscroft, Chesterton 485 | Palin, Kidsgrove (accepted) 401

Kepairs, Dteeung IIodses, Westmihster Road.
For repairs to premises. No. 7, Jtead-place, and No. 2, Mead-row, Westminster-

,,n)ad, for J. Steams, Fsq., Twickenham. W. Hey, architect.
:Bw»ieh»mp £375 | Knight £338

Bridge, Kendai..
For the erection of a new iron girder bridge at Kendal.
Iron iKor/-.—Samuelson, Hull, £12,300; Bray and Waddington, Leeds, £12,000-

Carter and .Shaw, London, £11,489 10s. ; Cochrane, Dudley, £11,042 (is. 3d. ; Chff
Bradford, £10,721 Is. lod. ; Wilson and Bell, Newcastle, £10,700; Renard Brothers,
;i.ondon, iCy.ass; Butler and Co., Stanninglej', £9,313 ; Crossland, Bradford, £8,8.W

;

TV. Williams, London, £8,069 48. ; C. Do Bergue, Manchester, £8,5.')0 ; Head and Co.,
• Stockton, £8,500 ; Close, Ayre, and Nicholson, York, £7,032 ; Calvert and Locking,
lork, £7,298 8s. 6d. Difference between highest and lowest .£5,002.
Stone, Jlrickivork. and .Scry/o/rfi/i;/.—Three contractors—Taylor, of Exeter, Bray

and Waddington, of Leeds, and J. Shaftoe, of York, for £9,390.
Accepted.—^iKsara. Calvert and Locking's and Mr. Shaftoe's 'tenders. The

architect's estimate is above 17,000; the amount of tenders, £10,088 88. 6d.

Repairs, &c., St. Barnabas Ciiurch.
, . Tor Irepairs, pahiting, decorating, &c., St. Barnabas Church, St. Luke's. Mr. H.
.J. Uammou, architect.

Repairs to
GMleral Rfpsirs Tower. Total.

J.Porter £058 .. £2»8 . £946
WilUs 477 .. 440 .. 017
Elston 608 .. 295 .. 863
G.Porter ."iOO .. 250 .. 810
Hocken/ 575 .. 232 .. 807
Hardiman and gandon 560 .

.

225 .

.

785
Heeps 470 .. 285 .. 755
Meears 521 .. 213 .. 7,^3
TurnerandSou 437 .. 133 .. 670
Mundy (accepted) 395 .. 80 .. 475

'Hospital. Lincoln.
Tor enlarging the County Hospital, Lincoln. Mr. Henry Goddard, architect.

Architect's estimate, £2,240.
Hall , Nottingham £2,480
Jackson. Lincoln 2,268
C. Fox, Lincoln (accepted) 2,190

Dwelling-Houses, fcc, Woolwich.
For two dwelling-houses, stables, and coach-houses, for Mr. A. M. Blest, Wool-

wich. Mr. James Uarriaon, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Arthur W. Q.
Kicoll.

STABLE OTTTINOS.
Wood. Ima VarnctlB.

Robertson £1,995 17 .. £«3 11 4 .. £93 3
Laurence 1,905 .. 81 .. 172
Brake 1,804 U .. 75 .. 170
.lohnson ^ 1,770 £271
Tongue 1,745 ,. M 10 ..

Smith 1,7'28 .. 77 10 .. 190
Little 1,593 .. 14« .. 100

St. James's Church, HOLtowAY.
For repairs and alterations at St. James's Church, HoUoway. Mr. James

Harrison, architect.
PamUni; Walls

Com)) aralninff. 4 OiU.
Carter £876 .... £195 .... £.10
Hardiman and Sandon 693 .... iSv'i .... 47
Browne and Robinson 468 .... 12U .... 5U

Farm Buildings, London Colney.
Mr. Thomas Hill, Architect, St. Aiban's.

Williams, Potter's Bar £7oo o
Young, St. Aiban's 698
Bottom, Park-street...., 695
Smith, St. Aiban's 085

Miskiu £6SS
Mead 074
Vass (accepted).„,....>. 680.10

Asylum, Brighton.
For theNew Blind'Asylnm, Brighton. Mr. G.Somers Clarke, architect. Quantities

supplied by Messrs. Batstone and Hunt.
Lynn and Co £5,368 Patching £4,300
Wisdcnaud Anscombe 6,316 Checaman and Co /4,20O

Fabian 4,680

Asylum, Snabesbrook.
For the Merchant Seamen's Orphan Asylum, Snaresbrook. Mr. G. Somers Clarke,

architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Batstone and Hunt.
Design A. Design B.

Moxon £21,820 .... £2.3,740
Mansfield 21,762 .... 23,880
Holland and Co. 21,740 .... 23,.'>00

Lucas Brothers 20,955 .... 22,819
Higga 20,500 .... 22,000
Parker 20,480 .... 24,800
Myers 19,088 .... 21,277
Kirk and Parry 18,825 .... 21,718

Wet Dock, Alloa.
For the masonry Mr. T. Patterson, Alloa.
For the ironwork Mr. M'Farlanc.

Both accepted.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
MECHANICS' INSTITtmON.

Leeds.—Plans and estimates for the Mechanics' Institution, and Literary Society,

and Leeds School of Art, to be erected in Cookridge-strcet, Leeds. A plan of the
site, and detailed instructions and conditions, may be had on application. The
total cost of the building is not to exceed £13,000. The Directors do not bind
themselves to adopt auy plan, nor to employ, as architect, the party whose design
may be selected ; if so employed, he will receive the usual commission ; if not so
employed he will be paid the sum of £100, and the design will be the property of
the Committee. Preference will be given to those plans where readiness oi access
to the different rooms and general convenience have been specially studied.

MEMORIAL BUILDING.
BuRSLEM.—For designs for the erection of a suitable building in Burslera, combining
School of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the late Josiali Wedg-
wood, F.S.A. Premiums of £20 and £10 to the two designs most approved. Con-
ditions and particulars from J. Macintyre, hon. sec. to the Committee, Town Uall,
Burslem.

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Sydney, New South Wales.—For designs for New Honses of Parliament to bo
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £000 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed eovera
addressed to the Secretary of PubUc Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs
William L. Merry and Co., 36, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by_stcamcr
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Wcale, 59
Hia-h Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Mr. H. Campbell,
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodges and Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.
Designs to January 1, 1861.

BATHS, Ac.
Spa.- For designs for baths and architectural works at the mineral spring of the
Pouhou. Competitors are at liberty to select what style of architecture they
choose; total cost not to exceed £20,000 fertile baths, and £12,000 for the archi-
tectural works. Four premiums, the first to be of £160, ilie second of £40, and two
others of £20 each, will be given for the selected designs of the bathing estabUsh-
ment, and a similar sum, divided in like manner, for the selected designs for the
architectural works. I'articulars in Building News, June 8th 1860.

CLOCK TOWER, &c.,
IlEREronD.—For designs for a clock tower, to be erected in the centre of the High
Town; expense of structure not to exceed £1,000. Also for designs tor a clock-

tower, entrance into the new market from the High Town, entire cost of structure
not to exceed £600. One design only will be adopted, and £;{0 is the premium to
be given. Each design to bear a motto, and be accompanied by a sealed letter,

containing name and address of architect. Designs to be sent in to July 23,

addressed to Richard Johnson, Esq.. Town clerk, Hereford, endorsed "Designs
for Clock Tower." Particulars and lithograph of a block plan of the High Town,
on apphcation to Mr. T. Smith, Coningsby-street, Hereford.

MARKETS.
Southampton, Deton.—Fop designs for a new covered market, &c., on premises

adjoining the Guildhall, Sonthmalton. A premium of £25 will be given for the
first and £15 for the second best plan. The person whose plan is adopted will be
required to furnish gratuitously, a specification and working details. Plan ot

site, and further information, on application to Mr. R. Snow, borough surreyor.

Plans to be sent under seal to the town clerk, to August 1.
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CONTRACTS OPEN.
PUBLIC IN'STITLTION.

SOCTHAMPTOS.— Kortho erection of the Hartley Institution, in tlie Hi<rh-8trect,

Soutliampton. I'laus, ie., at the otfieca of .Messrs. Deacon and VVaree, solieitors,

Southampton, after Julys. Further information can be had from Messrs. Green
andlX' ViUe. architects, ;Ui, Great Ormond-strect, London. Tenders scaled and
endorsed "Tender for the Hartley Institution," to be left with C. E. Deacon, town
clerk, Southauiptou, to July 28.

MEMORIAL.
BisGHAJi.—For the stone erection proposed to he built in the market-place of Bing-

ham, as a memorial to the late Mr. Hassall, application to be made at the offices of

Ueaars. Uine and Eraus, Kottineham.
CORN E.XCHANGE.

Norwich.—For the erection of the intended new Com Exchange In the City of

Norwich. Plans and speeiflcatlons can be seen from Hth to Slst July, at the

Offlcea of Mr. Barry, city surveyor. Norwich ; and in London at the Offices of

Messrs. Goodwin and Butcher, architects, 3", Bedford-row, W.C, from whom the

qoantities and forma of tender can l>e had.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS. .

Lasdpobt.—For the erection of new offices and public hall, in Arundel-street,

Landport Plans, &c, at the Olficcs of Mr. C. M. Houghton, architect, No. 11,

Union-street, Portsea, where, as also at the Offices of the Commissioners, No. IW,
Commercial-road, Landport, forms of tender can be obtained. Tenders to the

Commissioners' Office aforesaid, sealed and addressed to the Chairman of the

Commissioners, to 12 noon of Julr 17.

ALMSHOUSES.
WOTTON, Gloucester.—For the erection of new almshouses at Wotton, Gloucester,

In lieu of the present Hospitals of St. Kimbrose, St. Margaret, and St. Mary
Magdalen. Plans, &c., at the Office of Mr. Washboum, solicitor. No. 12, 1'alace-

yu3, Gloucester, between 10 and 6, from «th to 18th July. Two tenders will be

required, one for the Kimbrose Hospitiil, and the other for the United Hospitals of

St. Mar^'aret and St. JIary Magdalen, and they are to be sealed and endorsed.
" Tendera for proposed New Hospitals at Wotton,"' and sent to the Solicitor of the

Charity Trustees, Gloucester, to July 18.' INFIRMARY.
KEJtsraGTOX.—For the erection of an additional infirmary to the workhouse of the

parish of St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington. Drawings, Ac, at the Clerk's Office, 1,

Devonshire-terrace, Kensington, from eth to 11th July, from 10 till 5 o'clock.

(See advertisement.)
WORKHOUSES.

Swansea.-For the erection of a Union workhouse. Plans, &c., thereof, at the

Office of the Clerk of the Guardians of Gower Union, Mr. R. W. Beor, St. Mary's-

street, Swansea. Tenders, for the whole of the works, sealed, and endorsed,
" Tenders for new workhouse, Gower Union," to the Clerk of the Guardians, to

July 23.

Habtlepool —For the whole or any portion of the works in the erection of a
workliouse, Hartlepool. Plans, Ac, at the Office ;of W. Kllvlngton, Clerk to the

Guardians, Friarage, Hartlepool, from July 9, between 10 and 1 o'clock, and at

the Office of the architect, M. Thompson, 5, Eldon-square, Newcastle. Bills of

quantities (excepting masons' and joiners' woA) can be obtained, as above, for

IDs. 6d., for masons' and Joiners' work, one guinea. Tenders, sealed, endorsed,
" Tender for workhouse," to the clerk, to July 26. (See advertisement.)

CHURCHES.
HOCKLIFFE. Beds.—For restoring the roof and repewlng the parish church of Hock-

liffe, near Leigliton Buzzard, Beds. Application, with reference, to Mr. Ilabershon,

38, Bloomsbury-square, who, on approval, will send quantities ; to whom also

tenders at 11 a.m. of July 19.

Stapeshili., (near Burton-on-Trent.—For the enlargement of the church at

Stapenhill. Plans, ic, on and after July 2, at the Vicarage, StapenhlU of the Rev.

Charles Hind. Duplicate copies at the offices in Derby oi Stevens and Robinson,

17, Tennant-street. Derby, and 22, Sackville-street, London.
Watebfoot, Lancashibe.-For the erection of a church and school at Waterfoot,

near New-Church-in-Raaendale, Lancashire. Plans. Ac, at the Duke of Buccleugh

Inn, on application to Rev. R. Smith, from 9th July. Other information from
Messrs. Stevens and Robinson, architects, 22, Sackville-street, London, and 17,

Tenant-street, Derby. Tenders, sealed, for church and school separately, ad-

dressed to James Crabtrce, Esq., chairman of the Committee, New Church, near

Manchester, to July 2.3. (See advertisement.)
Eoabdean.—For the restoration of Ruardean Church Spire. Sealed tenders, ad-
dressed to the Churchwarden of Ruardean, Mr. MitchelDean, Gloucestershire, to

July 21.

Glemsfobd, Suffolk.—For rebuilding the tower of Glemsford Church, Suffolk.

Plans, Ac, at the School-room, Glemsford. Tenders, addressed " To the Church-
wardens of Glemsford," Sudbury, Suffolk, to be delivered at the Vestry-room, be-

fore 10 a.m. July 16.

HiGHEB Walton.—For the erection of a new Church (to seat about 600) at Higher
Walton, in the parochial chapelry of Walton-le-Dale, near Preston. Plans, &c.,

at the National School-room, Walton -le-Dale j and at the office of the architect,

Mr. E. G. Paley, Lancaster, from 2nd to 16th July. Tenders addressed to

Mr. Paley, Lancaster, to July 23.

HiNDLET.—For the erection of a new Church at Hlndley, near Wigan. Plans, &c.

from Mr. Paley, orchitect, Lancaster ; or at the Parsonage, Hindley, to July 13.

Tenders, addressed to the Rev. P. Jones, Hindley, near Wigan, to July 20.

OLD-cnANGE, London.—For certain repairs to the parish church of St. Augustin
and St. Faith, in Old-change, City. Particulars from Messrs. Tress and Chambers,

27, Queen-street, E.C., to whom tenders to July 21. (See advertisement.)

CHAPEL.
DOBHAM.—For the various works required In the erection of a Primitive Metho dist

Chapel at Durham. Plans, &c., from July 4, at the offices of Mr. Gibson Kylet
architect, 46, North Bally, Durham. Sealed tenders addressed to Mr. James Hall,

GUesgate Station, Durham, to July 16.

PARSONAGES.
HoBDLE, Hants.—For the erection of a parsonage house, at Hordle, in the parish

of Mllford, near Lymlngton, Hants. Drawings, Ac, at the Vicarage, at Milford

on and after 2nd .July. Tenders to be sent to the office of the architect, Mr. John
Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, endorsed "Tender for Hordle Parsonage,"
to July 14.

BOBO'BBIDCE.—For the erection of a new Parsonage-house and outbuildings at

Boro'bridge. Plans, Ac, at the National Schools, Boro'brldge, from 4th to 13th

July. Sealed tenders, free of cost, to the Rev. R. D. Owen, the incumbent, or to

the architects, Messrs. Mallinson and Healey, Bradford, to July 13.

Waldebshabe, neab Doveb.—For the erection of a parsonage-house at Wal-
dersharc, near Dover. Apply, with references, to Mr. Christian, 10, Whitehall-
place, London, S.W., before July 14. (Sec advertisement.)

SCHOOLS.
HZ8TON, Middlesex.- For the erection of boys' and girls' schools, class-room, two

teachers' residences, and other buildings, at Heston, Middlesex. Plans, Ac, and
quantities, after July 4, at the Office of the architects, Messrs. Nelson and Innes,

«; WhIUhall. Tenders to Mr. J. Stansbury, 21, Parliament-street, to 13 noon of

July n.
DWELLING-HOU SES.

Castle Bytiia-m, Lincoln.—For additions and alterations to a house at Castle

Bytham. Plans, Ac, at the office of Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford.
Sealed tenders, agreeably to the form supplied, to July 10.

DCHFBiKSBiiiBE, N.B.— For a dwelling-house at Buinhcad School, Dunscore.
Plan, Ac, may be seen till July 12, when contract will be let.

LiMEiiousF.—For the. erection of nine houses at Liraohouse. Builders to enclose

cards, endorsed with reference, to Mr. Rowe, care of J. Hall, Esq., solicitor, No. 1,

Basinghall-street, E.C.
KiNt:swoKTiiv, Hants.—For the orection of a dwelling-house, stable buildings, and
gate-lodge, at Klugsworthy, near Winchester. Hants. Drawings, Ac, nl the office

of the architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Switliin-street, Winchester, after July 2.

Tenders endorsed " Tender for Worthy Lodge, " to be delivered at the Architect's

Office to July 16.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Morpeth.-For farm buildings on the estate of the Earl of Carlisle, at Tranwcll
farm, near Morpeth. Plans, Ac, with Messrs. Goodwood, 4, Pall-mall, to whom
tenders, sealed, marked " Tranwell," till July 2.'). (See advertisement).

Stoke Lacv, Hekefordsiiire.—For the erection of a farmhouse, out-buildings,

Ac, at Stoke Lacy, Herefordshire. Plans, Ac, with Jlr. Pearson, Stoke Lacy, from
7th to 20th July. Tenders to F. R. Kempson, Esq., 36, Gordon-square, W.C, to

July 21. (See advertisement.)
BOURNE-PAHK, NEAR CANTEnBUBV.-Forthe ercctlon of a farm-housc, cottagc, and
homestead, on Lenhall Farm, Bourne-park, near Canterbury. Plans, Ac, at the

Farm. Tenders, endorsed "Lenhall Farm Buildings," to Mr. J. Bailey Denton,

82, Parliament-street, Westminster, to July 10.

WAREHOIJSE.
Nottingham.—For the ercctlon of new buildings and for certain alterations and
additions to the lace warehouse of Mr. Heymann, Stoncy-street, and Pluniptree-

and Duke's-places, Nottingham. Drawings, Ac, on and after July 2, by applica-

tion to Mr. S. Dutton, architect and surveyor, Nottingham, to whom tenders to

July 7, endorsed "Tender for additions and alterations to Messrs. Heymann's
Warehouse."

ROOF WORK.
Woolwich.—For renewing the slating, boarding, lead work, Ac, on the roof of the

Convalescent Hospital at Woolwich, Parties must leave their names at the Royal
Engineer Office, Woolwich, on or before July 13, and pay lOs. Od. for bills of

quantities.
PAINTING, Ac.

Bedford.—For painting and decorating the Assembly Rooms, Bedford, for the

Bedford Rooms Company. Specilications, Ac, at the Oflicc of Mr. James Horsford,

architect, Well-st., Bedford. Tenders to be delivered to the architect to July 10.

WATERWORKS.
Chelmsford.—For additional pumps at the waterworks of the Local Board of

Health, Chelmsford. Persons desirous of tendering for the works can obtain par-

ticulars from Mr. Fred. Chancellor, surveyor to the Local Board. Tenders to be

delivered to Andrew Meggy, Clerk to the Local Board of Health, Chelmsford, to

July 14.

SEWERAGE.
London.—Forthe construction of a brick sewer, subway, and vaults (Covent-garden

approach), together with other works in connexion therewith ; also for the forma-

tion of the foot and carriage ways, and paving the same, Ac. Plans, Ac, with the

form of tender, may be inspected, and other particulars obtained, at the office of

the Board, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho, from July 0, from between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.

until July 19. Tenders addressed to the Metropolitan Board of Works, must be

deUvered at their Office before 4 o'clock of July 19.

London.—For the construction of a new sewer in Aldermanbury, and works in

connexion therewith, agreeably to plans and specificatlona to be seen at the

Sewers' Office, Guildhall. Tenders to 1 o'clock of July 17.

Walsall.-For constructing brick sewers, Intended to be laid down in Walsall,

namely :—Contract No. 1. Sewers in Freer-street, Lower Hall-lane, Cross-street,

Mountrath-street, Vicarage-road, and Newhall-street, total length 873 yards. Con-
tract No. 2. Sewers In Navigation-street, Frederick-street, AuCTstus- street, Long-
street, Marsh-lane, Wolverhanipton-road, Adams-street, Francis-street, and
Burrowes-street., total length about 1,761 yards. Plans, Ac, at the W.il.sall Im-
provement Commissioners' Clerk's Office, Bridge-street, Walsall, between 9 and 1

and half-past 2 and 6 each day, except yesterday. Sealed tenders, marked
"Tender Kir Sewers," to be sent to the Commissioners' Clerk's Office, to July 10.

GASWORKS.
Peterborough.—For lighting the several streets, highways, public passages, courts,

and other places of the town of Peterborough, within the limits of the Peter-

borough and Cemetery Improvement Act for the time being, with well-punned

coal gas, or such part thereof as may from time to time be so lit within the limits

of the said Act, for the term of three years ; the lighting to commence as early in

the present year as can be effected, and on such day in August in future years as

the Commissioners may direct, and to terminate mainly in every year on the 15th

day of May, or longer if required during such contract, with special provisions for

a partial supply during the summer months. The Commissioners will not object

to enter into a contract for a longer period, to be agreed upon between them and

the contractor, and in all other respects to facilitate the obtaining a special Act by

the contractor. The contract to contain all usual conditions, clauses, agreements,

matters, and things, which may be known at the Clerk's office : and to be prepared

by him In duplicate at the equal expense of the Commissioners and the contractor.

Tenders, stating the charge for each lamp per season and per 1,000 cubic feet ofgas

for the season, according to the above terms and other usual conditions and

clauses with names, residences, and additions of two sufficient sureties, to be seat

under seal to the office of Nelson Wilkinson, Clerk to the Commissioners, at Peter-

borough, to July 30.
*" BRIDGE WORKS.

Kirkmichael, N.B.—For building a timber bridge over the JE, at Wood, in the

parish of Kirkmichael. Plans, Ac, with Mr. Robertson, Surveyor, Moffat, to whom

dSfriessh 1 re, n!B.—For buildingbridgesor culverts over each of the four streams

which cross the Turnpike-road, between the village ofKlrkconnel and the March

of the county with Ayrshire. Plans, Ac, with Mr. Cowan, road surveyor, Carran-

bridge. Tenders to Dr. Russell, Convener of the Committee of Road Trustees, to

"""'^ ^'^-

STRAW STORE.
GosPOBT —For the erection of a straw store, with straw-yard and gates, at Gosport

Barracks Hants. Parties desiring to tender, to leave their names at the Royal

Engineer office, Gosport, to July 11, and pay lOs. 6d. for biUs of quantities.

SUl 1 LY.
Stratford —For 1,100 yards of new blue Guernsey granite, free from dust, best and

hardest quality, 100 yards of which to be broken to a gauge not to exced 1 inch and

one J-inch and the remaining 1,000 yards to be broken to a gauge of 2 inches and

one i-incli 1.50 yards of such broken granite to be delivered at the Trustee s

wharf Stratford (St. Michael's wharf), and the remaining 9.'>0 yards at the wharf of

Messrs John Meeson and Co., adjoining the River Lee, Stratford, Essex, near

Bow-bridge, before the end of September next. Tenders, sealed, and endorsed

"Tender for Broken Granite," to be sent to the Turnpike Office, Bow, Middlesex,

Poplar —For about 500 tons of Guernsey granite lumps, for breaking. To be de-

livered previous to the 31st October next, on the wharf of the basin of the West

IndlaDock, at lilmehouse, free of all charge, and the stone to be paid for in the

first month after the completion of the contract. Further particulars may b«

known on application at the Workhouse, High-street, Poplar. lenders to

'""''"'•
RAILWAY.

Leeds —For the construction of the works on the NIdd Valley Branch of the J.orth-

Eastcrn Railway, in length about llj miles, commencing near Ripley station, on

the line from Leeds to Thirsk, and terminating at Pnlely-bndge. Plans, Ac, on

and after the «th July next, at the Engineer's Office, Central Station, Neweastle-OT-

Tync where printed forms of tender, speciflcation, and quantities may be obtained.
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Sealed tendere, ftddressed to the Secretary, marked " Tender for Nidd Valley
Branch," to twelve noon of July la

Harrowgate.—For tlie construction of a deviation line ol railway througfh Harrow-
gate, commencing- near Pannal station, on the line from Leeds to Thirsk, and
ferminatin^ at the Bllton-lane crossing-, north of Stnrtcck, the length being about
4| miles. Plans, Ac, Irom July :.;o, at the Kngineer's ofBce, Is'ewcastle-on-Tyne,
where 'printed forms of tender, specitication, and quantities may be obtained.
Sealed tenders, addressed to the secretary, marked "Tender for Harrowgate
deviation line,"" to be delivered at York to 1'^ noon of August 2.

LOCK.
Commercial Dock.—P'or the construction of a new lock or exit from the docks of
the Commercial Dock Company into the river Thames, near Lavender Dock,
Kotherhithe. Plans and conditions at the Company's offices. No. 100, Fenchurch-
street, from June 11th to June 21st, Fridays excepted. Speciiications, bill ofquan-
tities, and blank tender, upon payment of three guineas, and all tenders must be
on the printed form for that purpose. Tenders, under cover, addressed to the
Secretary of the Commercial Dock Company, endorsed "Tender for New Works,"
to be delivered at the Dock office, 100, Fenchurch-street, on or before twelve (noon)
of July 20.

Commercial Dock.—For three pairs of gates, one wrought iron bridge, and
macliinery therewith connected. Plans, &c., at the offices of the Commercial Dock
Company, 100, Fenchurch-street, from 2nd to 19th July (Tuesday and Friday ex-
cepted). Specitication, bills of quantities, and blank tender (on which only will
oflers be received) will be delivered on payment of two guineas. Tenders, under
cover, addressed to "The Secretary of the Commercial Dock Company," and en-
dorsed "Tender for lock-gates, &c." to the dock office to 12 noon of July 20.

RIVER WALK.
Woolwich.—For a paved slope in front of river wall of War Department, North
Woolwich. Names to be left at the Royal Engineer Office, to 13th July, a payment
of lOs. Od. for bills of quantities made. (See advertisement).

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

By Messrs. Norton, Hogoart, and Tkist.—Meopham and Luddesdown, near Gravesend
Kent, Cook's Farm, comprising cottage residence, barn, stabling and sheds, together with
several enclosures of arable hop and woodland, in all about 107 acres ; sold for £2,000,
Meopham, Kent, 'Woodhill Farm, comprising farmhouse and garden, with bams, hop oast,

stabling, sheds, and all necessary agricultural buildings, a brick built cottage with garden
and 145a. 3r. ip. of arable meadow, orchard, hop, and woodland ; sold for £4,400.
Meopham, Brimston Farm, comprising cottage residence, out-buildings, and 108a, Ir 27p

of arable hop and wood land ; sold for £3,140.
Meopham-green, Meopham, 2a. or. 4p. of woodland, known as "Steel's Wood;" sold for

£60.
Meopham. green, la. ]r, lOp. of ash and chestnut plantation ; sold for £50.
Meopham-green, two cottages ; sold for £200.
Farms, known as Copyhold and Honey Bottom, situate in the parishes of Winterboumeand

Shaw, near Newbury, Berks, comprising residence, garden, farmyards, buildings, bailiff's
house and garden, six laborer's cottages, together with 224a. Ir. 27p. of arable pasture
meadow, and woodland ; sold for £9,000.

By Messrs. Fakebrother, Clarke, and Lye.—54, Bartholomew-close. AVest Smithfleld
business premises and dweUing-housc, let on lease at £200 per annum ; sold for £3,500.

'

West Grinstcad . Sussex, Pindland Farm, comprising farm-house, offices, and about 96 acres
of land, let at £80 per annum ; sold for £3,;JC0.

Horsham, .Sussex, Pleasure Farm, near the Norfolk Arms publichouse, comprising farm-
house and two cottages, outbuildings, and 40 acres of land, let at £25 per annum ; sold for
£1,310.
By Mr. Bullock.—Great Stalnbridge, Essex, Barton Hall estate, comprising residence

with gardens, outbuildings, and 416a. 2r. 37p. of arable pasture, grass, marsh, saltings, and
woodland, also the manor or lordship of Barton Hall, extending over atwut 520 acres • sold
tbr £9,200.
Windsor, Berks, Thames side, on the banks of the Thames, near the bridge, comprising

residence, otHce, coal warehouse, and stables, also a warehouse and premises adjoining let
at £11H per annum ; sold for £1,930.

Thames -street, Windsor, comprising residence, stabling, &c. ; sold for £1,540.
44, Thames-street, house and shop, let at Gs. nor week ; sold for £210.
MiU's-alley, Thames-street, warehouses ; sold for £175.
Merton-road, Mitcham, Surrey. Ave cottages, cattle-shed, stalls, and yard ; sold for £465.
By Messrs. Debenuam and Tewson—Peppar-park estate, Reading, Berks, comprising

mansion, with the requisite offices, gardens, timbered park, in all about 54 acres; sold for
£10,980.
By Messrs. Waleron and Sons.—S7, St. James's-square, Ifottlng-hUl, residence, let at £32

per annum : sold for £495.

By Mr. W. Nasu.— Nos. 24 and 25, Wldegate-street. Bishopsgate-street-witUout, houses
and shops, let on lease at £38 10s. per annum ; sold for £710.
By Mr. MuRRELL.—High-street, Dartford, Kent, three houses and shops, let at £46 per

annum ; sold for £t>95.

By Mr. R. W. FuLLsn—Estate, comprising residence, farm buildings, and 5a. Or. 2p., of
pasture and hop land, let at £35 per annum ; sold for £680.
By Mr. KoBEBT ItEin.—16, James-street, Oxford-street, house and shop, let on lease at

£55 per annum ; sold for £700.

18, James-street, house and shop, let on lease at £50 perannum ; sold for £790.
19, James-street, houseand shop, let at £101 8s. per annum ; sold for £870.

20, James-street, house and shop, let on lease at £55 per annum ; sold for £830.
21, James-street, house and shop, let on lease at £62 per annum ; sold for £1,040.

28, "Wigmore-street, Cavendish-square, house and shop, let on lease at £110 per annum
;

sold for £1,620. _
9 and lo, Clifton-terrace, West Brompton, houses and shops,let on lease at£100 per annum;

•old for £1,400.

2, York-buildings, King's-road, Chelsea, house, let at £26 per annum ; sold for £305.

3, York-buildings, house, let at £25 per annum ; sold for £2a5.
By Messrs. D. Smith, Son, and Oaklet.—Debtling and Boxley, near Maidstone, "West

Kent, the Ilarpling Farm, Estate, comprising farmhouse, cottage, homestead and 181 a. Ir. 3lp.

of land, let at £135 per annum ; sold for £5,300.

Debtling and Boxley, 70a. 3r. 28 p. of woodland, called J" Ilarwash .Wood " ; sold for

Debtling, the Beasley AVood, adjoining the Harple Farm, containing 14 a. 2 r. 3 p.; sold
for £700.
By Messrs. BEAnEL and Sons.—Peckham Rye, Surrey, residence, with coach-house and

stabling, gardener's cottage, cow-house, pleasure-grounds, kitchen-garden, and paddocks,
together about 4 acres ; sold for £3,500.

8. Skinner-street, Snow-hill, house and shop, known as the " Kational Shoe Magazine," let
on lease at £80 per annum ; sold for £1,850.

LEASEHOLD.
By Messrs. Norton, HoGGART, and Trist.—28 and 30, Little Britain, Aldersgate-street,

City, shops, workshops, dwelling-house, &c., let at £2(to per annum, tenn GO years, from
DecemlxT, 18.'8, ground rcnt£0<i per annum ; sold for£l,25(t.
1 to 5, Palace New-road, and 13 to 21, Crozler-street, Lambeth, improved rent of £87 6s. per

annum, arising from fourteen dwelling-houses, terra 99 years from June, 1825; sold for
£1,380.

39 to 42, Mayfleld-street, Dalston, dwelling-house, let at £82 per annum, tenn 24 years from
Lady-day last, ground rent £10 7s. ed.per annum ; sold for £510.
By Messrs. Price and Clark—02, Comhill, in tiie City of London, business premises with

possession, term 9 years unexpired at Lady-day last, at a rental of £300 per annum : sold for
£1,020.
By Mr. Duckworth.—Isleworth, near Brentford, Middlesex, mansion known as AVykc-

nouse, also a cottage residence, called Woodlakc cottage, adjoining Earl Jersey's Park, let on
lease at £519 per annum ; sold for £1.370.
By Messrs. Butcher.—Hampton Wick and on the banks of the Thames, residences, known

as The WilderncKs and the Swiss Cottage, with coach houses, stabhng, gardens, &c., held for
33 vears from Jlicliaelmas 1860, ground rent £2<> per annum ; sold for £1,250.
By Mr. Peter Belton.-SS to 37, York-road, Lambeth, dwelling-houses, held for 99 years

from March, 1829, ground rent £50 per annum ; sold for £1,585.
York-road, LamlHith, twenty houses, known as Princes-buildings, let at £317 per annum,

held for same tenn. ground rent £70 per annum ; sold for £1,790.
ByMr. ItoBERT Kew.— 10, Nutford-place. Totteuham-court-road, improved rent of £32 per

annum, term 14 years from Midsummer, I860 ; sold for £280.

7, BHzard's-place, Fulham-road.houscandshop, leton lease at £46 per annum, held for
38J years from Michaelmas. 1860, ground-rent, £7 128. ner annum ; add (or £545.
<. 7, Blizard's-place, let on lease at £50 per annum, held for same term and ground-rent : sold
for £630.

" '

9, Blizard's-place, and dwelling-houses, 6 and 7, IKlml>olton-row, ground-rent ot £4 per
annum, arising from the shop and dwelling-houses ; sold for £50.

6, Marlborough-road, Chelsea, house and shop, let on lease at £40 per annum, term SO yeart
from Midsummer, I860, ground-rent, £5 per annum ; sold for £365.

11, Clifton-terrace, and 1, Holme's-row, West Brompton, improved rent of £30 per annum,
secured on houseand shops, term 41 year.s from Lady -day, ifnV); gold for £330.

13, I'ark-walk, Chelsea, house. let at £30 per annum, terra 47J years from Mlchaelma«, 1860,
ground-rent £5 per annum ; sold for £285.

7, Blenheim-terrace, Bond-street, Chelsea, house and shop, lot on lease at £45 per annnni,
term 43.i years from Midsummer, 1800, ground-rent, £6 per annum : sold for £330.

4, Arthur-street, King's-road, Chelsea, house. let at £25 per annum, term 40 years from
Midsummer, i860, ground-rent £4 per annum ; sold for £185.
By Messrs. G- and W. Knight—Great Tortland-street, Marylebone, goodwill of Horse

and Groom public-house, tenn 30 years ft-om October, 1857, at the rent of £70 per annum

;

sold for £1.700.
By Mr, Cover.—Arthur-street, Old Kent-road, premises comprising a chapel or lecture

hall, tenn 75 years, from June 1844, ground rents guineas per annum ; sold for S/tHO.
By Mr. RicHARO Moss.—16, Elysran-cottagca, Church-road, Kingslaud, dwelUuK bouse,

let at £34 per annum ; sold for £280.
By Mr. Bullock.—Ealiug,:MidddIescx, residence known as Park-villa cast, term 99

y ears from Midsummer, 1850. ground rent. £G iGs. lOd. per annum ; sold for.£440.
173, High-llolborn, leasehold nouae and shop, term 15 years from Michaelmas next, at £26

per annum ; sold for £80.
By Messrs. Beaoel and Sons. -4, Endslelgh-street, Euston-square, residence, let at £110

per annum, terra 99 years from»Michaclma.s, 1824, ground rent £5 per annum ; .sold for £1.450.
Grove-road, Stamford-hill, Hackney, leasehold residence, let on lease at £90 per annum,

held for 471 years Jrom December, 1818, ground rent £17 per annum ; sold for £tm.
By Mr. Murrell.— 15, Slaney-street, Fimlico, liouse, term 76 years, from Christmas, 1853,

ground rent, £8 per aimum ; sold for £355.
10. St. Mary-Ie-Strand-pIace, Old Kent-road, houses, term 22 years unexpired at Mid-

summer, 18G0, ground rent, £6 per annum, sold for £245.

Copyhold.
By Messrs. Beadel and Sons.- 71, East-street, Brighton, Sussex, boose and shop, let at

£105 per annum ; sold for £2.100.
By Mr. Bullock.— Datchet Bucks, field, called " Charley Croft,"containing about 20a. 3r.»

let at £33 per annum ; sold for £860.
By Messrs. Glazier and Son.—llplota of building land, Canterbury-grovo, Lower Nor-

wood, Surrey ; sold at £75 per plot.

Betcrn of Property Sold amd Bougbt in Cubing last Tbbee Months.
Sold. Bought. Total.

April £148,398 .... €90,440 .... £238,838
May 421,400 .... 442,548 .... 803,940
June 511,798 .... 807,913 .... 1,319,710

£1,081,586 £1,340,900 £2,422,488

THURSDAY.
FREEHOLD.

f By Mr. George Jackson Holwell Bury, Shillington/near HItchIn, Bedfordshire, estate,
comprising farmhouse with garden, agricultural buildings, cattle yards, and several en-
closures of arable and pasture land, the whole containing upwards of 270 acres ; sold for

£12,150.
By Messrs. John Dawson and Son.—Tlford, on the road from Ilford to Barking, Essex,

estate, known as "Uphall Farm," comprising residence, homestead buildings, and77a.3r. 18p,
of arable and pasture land, let on lease at £194 I5s. per annum ; sold for £5,500.
Estate adjoining do., containing 36a, Or. 6p. of land, let on lease at £C1 16s. 3d. per annum

sold for £3,700.
By Mr. W. Butcher.~Ewell and Epsom, Surrey, plot of building land adjoining the rail-

way, containing about 2 acres ; sold for £260.
Epsom, Surrey, Park Hill estate, Ewell, containing as acres ; sold for £3,200,
Epsom, Surrey, three plots of building land, with tVontages to the Parade, opposite the

Medical College ; sold for £150.
Bv Messrs. Francis Fuller and Co.—Westow-hill, Norwood, Surrey, house and shop,

near the Woodman tavern ; sold for £750.
7, Joim's-terrace, Hackney-road, dwelling-house, let on lease at £32 per annum ; sold for

£560.

LEASEHOLD.
By Messrs. Francis Fuller and Co. — l, 2, and 3. Goldsworthy-place, Lower-road,

Rotnerhithe, residences, and six dwellings, being 1 to 6. Wells-bnildings, in the rear, let at
£131 12s., per annum, held for a term of 39 years from Christmas, 1859, ground-rent £18 per
annum ; sold for £640.
By Mr. Mahsh.—39, Linton-sfreet, Xew North-road, Islington, house, let at £30 per annum

term 7i years from Christma.s, 1851, ground-rent four guineas per annum, sold for £210.

By Mr. W. rniLLiPS.—83 to 85, Hill-street, Walworth, houses, let at £57 per annum; sold
for £150.

1 to 6, Providence-place, and 6 to 10, CUfTord-street, Walworth-eommon, houses, let at £180
per annum ; sold for £80.

ANSWERS TO CORKESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building News, 20,

OldBoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

Erratum.—We are requested to make a correction as to the architects of the Rectory-house
in Queen-street. It was designed and superintended by Messrs. Tress and Chambers, of 27,
Queen-street, City.

Surveyors' Institute.—Several correspondents ask if any steps have been taken towards the
realisation of the proposal, mooted in our pages, for the establishment ot an Institute of
Surveyors. No information has yet reached us ; we invite communications on the
subject.

D. w.—The workmen judge ofthe amount of heat to be employed In tempering for various

Eurposes by the color of the metal ; after the article is completed it is heated slowly to a
right red, it is then plunged into cold watery this renders it hard; it Is now tempered by

being again gradually wanned, assuming various colors as it readies various degrees oftem-
perature, and again plunged into cold water. At a temperature of 430 degs. tlie metal is of a
pale straw color, at 500 degs. of a brownish yellow, at 520 degs. slightly purple, at 550 degs,
dark purple, and at 000 degs. it is of a dark blue color,

P. H., Worcester.—Next week.
M. l>.~St. George's Hospital, Hyde-park-comer, was erected from the designs of Mr.
Wilkins.

A Student.—Very valuable, but somewhat costly.

P. Millar.—You must take every reasonable precaution to prevent injury.
H. Smith.—Refer to any good architectural dictionary.
Cristopher The velocity of wind varies from about 10 miles to about 100 miles per honr;

in the former case its force, per square foot, is about half a pound ; in the latter as much aa

flfty pounds per squarefoot ; about 15 miles is the velocity of what is usually called a gentle

breeze.
T. Williams (Nova Scotia).—Received; thanks.
O. SoNiER.—Not badlv composed, but unsuitable for our pages.
H. W. M.—We must decline recommending. ,.,
A. Georoe and Others (Edinburgh).—Consider the matter well before finally decimng;
public opinion will hardly be in your favor. We cannot interfere to the extent you
desire

A Pencil Pointer certainly is much to be desired, but we almost fear the difflcultics In the

way will prove insunnountable.
L. M LL, P. W.—Declined, with thanks.
Rep.—Has already appeared in our columns.
Exhibitor (Coventrv).—Yes, on Saturday ; due notice was given.

, »».
AFatiieu Usually*half-past nine to tive, sometimes half an hour earlier or later m tne

morning.
Peter Quince.—Not up to our mark. „ ., ,^ x
Received.—J. Joyley ; Thomas Scale ; B. W. C. ; C. V. Competitor; a Traveller (Geneva) j

A. Courtray.
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DAY & SON, Lithographers to the Queen, execute in the best style, on the most reasonable

terms, and with despatch, every description of Lithography, Chromo-Lithography, and Steel and
Copper-plate Printing, Artistic or Commercial.

PERSPECTIVES in Outline or Color, and Paper Drawings generally, produced in a superior style,

with despatch, and economy. Applications for Estimates will meet with prompt attention.
6, Oate Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London. (202)

""
WHITE AND PARLBY'S

NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF

PA.PIER HAGHE & CARTON PIERRE ENRICHMENTS.
I'AUT I. NOW READY. FOUWAHDED TOST FKEK ON UECEIPT OF TWELVE STA5IFS.

WHITE AND PARLBY,
49 & 50, GREAT MARYLEBONE STREET, LONDON, W.

CLARK & HUNT, IRONMONGERS, MERCHANTS, &c. 169, SHOREDITCH.
A LABGE ASSORTMEI^T OF BAR, SHEET, and HOOP IRON, Stove and Chimney Piece complete. 6d. per inch,

RANGE and STOVE METAL;
ALSO A GREAT VARIETY OP ELLIPTIC, REGISTER, COTTAGE

AND OTHER RANGES, PITTED, ALWAYS IN STOCK.

Reipister Stores, with strong' Bsn, per inch, i\d.

Improred Kew Pattern Circular Check Ri^ster, with strong Bars and TriretB,

lid. per inch.

Best Solar ditto, with Fire-hrick Bnclc, per iach, lOd.
Brig'ht Stoves, with Two Pires, 408. to 100s. each.

U'tDeh.
Iba.

Best Cut ClaAp and Rose Nails.
l|-inch. 2-inch. S^iseh.

15b. lis. 138.

3-inch.
I2s. per cwt.

Best Sheet Cut Floor Brads, 128. per cwt.
Best Cut Lath Nails, ISs. per cwt.

S-inch. 2J-inch. S-inch.
Cast Rain-water Pipe. 9d. lid. la. Id. per yanl.

|Cast Gutters.——4-inch, 8d. per yard.

• 4-lnch. —wn, 4^inch.
O-O Gutters, with cups on.-^—lid. Is. Id. per yard.

2 3 4 5 6
Patent Line. 3s. fid. 4s. 6s, 7s. 9b. per gross.

<-ineh Rd. Ward Mortise, with heat Furniture and Patent Spindles, 2b. 9d. each.
Light Elliptic and Register Metal, 13s. P^r cwt.

Dr. Amott's Ventilators, 4s. each,

Br vh Moulds kept in stock. Any size made to order.

BLACK ANNEALED FENCING WIRE, 12s. per cwt.

Self-acting Cottage, with OVen and Back Boiler.
30 inches 24b.

S2 „ , S6b.

34 „ 28b.

36 „ 308.

Best Self-actlnff, with Bright Wrought Bars.
34iiieh«s 4, Mc,U „ 668.
S8 „ 68s.
4» „ 60s.

AN ILLUSTRATED BOOli OF PATTERNS WILL BE SENT ON RECEIPT OF POSTAGE STAMP.

BEST BERLIN BLiLOE REGISTER '

Best Japanned Registers, 40a.-, Berlin Black, with Bright Mould
ingB, 608, ; Bright Fronta, with Ormolu Ornamenta and Two Sets of
Burs, 90b.; Improved Cast Mangers, with Wrought Hay-rack and
Water Trough, titled, 45a.

(1710)

PRICE'S SURREY IRONMONGERY WAREHOUSES
16, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, AND 127, LONDON ROAD, SOUTHWARK, LONDON.

ITails, Xronxnon^ery, Brass Foundry, &.C., at Blrzninsbani Prices. Rang-es, Stoves, and General Castlngrs, at Tbames-st. Rates.
" " "

" . - — .. - .. . .

Cast Raiu-water Pipe.—2-inch. 24-irich. S-iuch.

9d. 11 i. Is. Id. per yard.
Cast G utters.—4-inch 8d. 4^-1 nch lOd. per yard.

GalTRnised Furnace Pane, 7Jd . per gallon.
Frame Pulleys, Iron 9d., Brass 2s. bd. [»crdu/eu.

Patent Line,— 2 3 4 5 6

J
38. fid. Is. 59. 7s. 9s. pergroBB.

Price-list sent to Builders, &c., on receipt of postage stamp, enclosing a card. (1068)

HOOD AND SONS' PATENTED IMPROVEMENTS IN STABLE FITTINGS.

Bejt Cut Cliutp and Rose Nails.
]|-ineb. IJ-iach. 2-inch. 2J-inch. 3-incb.

15*. 16b. I4s. 13s. 12ft. per cwt.
Best Sheet Floor BradB, 128. per cwt

Best Cut Lath Nails, 15s. per cwt.
6*ineb Rim Locks, with best turniture, 18e. per dozen.
ff-incb BolidWard Mortise Locks with ditto, 338.do.

Register Stoves from 4Jd. per inch.
Ditto with Fancy Bracket Hoba from 5d, per inch;
Elliptic Stoves, with Double Backs, 2Jd. per inch.

Self-acting Cottage Hanges, with Oven and Boiler.
30-iu. 2^8. 32-in. 26a. 34:iii. 2Sa. 36-in. SOs.

Best Ranges with Wrought Bars, and Bright Fittings,
34-in. A4s. 36-in. 66b. 38-in. 5t^s. 42-in. 60s.

JJASTE from RACK PREVENTED ENTIRELY by SINKING GRATmG A. at top. Oponin£f back to admit of being FILLED, see Section, Fig. 2.
nATiSli CISTERN, proridcd with Cover, C, working in double sIoIh, so aH to fall back inside the Cistern, when not required to be shut off. Section, Fig. 4.

NOISELESS TUBULAR TYING APPARATUS.
CURVED RETAINING FLANGES to MANGEU, rendering WASTE of FOOD IMPOSSIItLK. Section. Fi;^. ;j. MANUFACTURED AT.

WHERE ALL REQUISITES FOR STABLING ARE KEPT IN STOCK.
See Mechanics^ Magaz'me, January SO, 1S59. (1172)
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SOiMK REMARKS ON ENGLISH, GERMAN, AND FRENCH
C VTIIEDRALS, IN RESPECT OF GENERAL OUTLINE
AND COMPOSITION.*

HAT branch of Architectural Design in

reference to which I hazard the

foUowin^remarks, on a well-known

class of i^gyptian and Continental

buildings—viz.. General Outline

and Composition—is, I conceive, one of far

greater importance than at the present

day is generally supposed. Not only for

its own sake does it demand attention, but

for its indirect effect upon the rest of the

design. A fine outline is a halo of beauty

around the pile. There is a magic in it that

impels the imagination of the spectator,
'^ absorbs his attention, and sheds a veil over

numberless faults of design and execution. To

be indifferent about general form, is to slight the

admonitions of nature, who in all her works,

small and great, has evinced the utmost care for

outline, on which grace or grandeur is lavished as

unsparingly as on any other part.

Her mountain scenery cannot fiiil to impress the

mind of the architect of sensibility with the importance

of general form and proportion in his art, and lead him

to Ihe conviction that it is on the general form of the

voids and solids of a building—on the proportion of its

irreat features, and disposition of its masses ; that he must

chiefly depend for those attributes of architecture which

excite the highest emotions in the bi-east of the spectator.

The general idea constitutes real excellence; so says Reynolds.

With me, the feeling is innate, that so far from detail bemg everything

in architecture, the first thing in design is outUne or general composition,

which must be more important in the art of the architect, than it is in

paintin" and sculpture, each of which arts have points of interest cal-

culated" to make us overlook the absence of any charm arising from

outline. In architecture it is paramount, and the want of a good outline

cannot be atoned for by any other beauty or merit.

The German architect and critic. Dr. Moller, claims in reference to

the churches of his country, that they exhibit the improved and con-

sbtently-executed style of the thirteenth-century, with its pointed

arches, gables, and pyramids, so that all the parts of the building, down

to the smallest ornaments and profiles, are in perfect harmony with the

leading forms, and that they are thus more completely Gothic in out-

line and composition than those of England and France. In this I

think he cannot well be gainsaid ; while innumerable of the most im-

portant churches of France and England have square -topped leading

features, which are adverse to the spirit of the style, and are rebelled

against, so to speak, by all the minor features and details of the

building. In Germany, all are terminated by pointed roofs or spires,

and so far show a complete and full development of the style. In the

German pointed churches the few simple elements of form that make

up the composition and design appear in them on every scale. The

smallest details are but reflections and echoes of the larger ornamental

features, such as pinnacles and gablets ; while the latter repeat the

main structural ones—spires and roofs—and are in full harmony with

thein. In Germany, the tower is employed only as the base of a spire,

which is so applied as to obliterate the warlike character of the tower,

and nowhere is the spire and tower wrought into more beautiful or

completely Gothic composition than in that country, or made to exhibit

and test more fully the vast resources of the style. In the Cathedrals

of Freiburg, Strasburg, and St. Stephen at Vienna, there is in the com-

position and foi-mation of these important features a putting forth of

the full and free energies of the style, which we look for in vain else-

where. The German cathedrals are remarkable for the unity of tower

and spire, and the ingenious manner in which the transition is effected

from the square to the octagonal form, and from the octagonal prism to

the pyramid. Here the tower character is lost, and we have, by the

union of tower and open-worked spire, a new and complete feature,

more applicable to a church than a tower, or any feature of which the

tower is a distinct part ; while throughout may be witnessed a more

graceful and symmetrical use of the buttress—an aiming not merely at

trutlifully expressing the constructive use of that feature, but the

making it do its work in the most graceful and becoming manner of

which It was capable. While there is much in Germany to avoid, there

is also much to admire and emulate. At Freiburg Cathedral the

beautiful and symmetrical grouping of the octagonal buttresses in the

formation of the steeple; the lightness and elegance produced by detached

buttresses and pierced spire, and long graceful window, cannot fail to

Strike the spectator of susceptibility to the impressions of beauty, as the

• Contributed by Jlr. Samuel Huggins.

results of poetic fancy and tiste, as well as of judgment and con-

structive skill. Not only at this church, but at that of Strasburg,

Vienna, and many others, everything is done to render the buttress as

agreeable and graceful a feature as possible, and to show with what

beautiful regulai-ity it may be diminished ; while neither horizontal

unity nor symmetrical disposition and treatment of it is suffered to in-

terfere with variety or other essential qualities of the style.

There is a flaw, however, m the disiiosition of the pointed German
cathedi-als that renders them vastly inferior to the English in general

outline and composition. In most buildings of the world, remarkable

for their Ijcauty, and consisting of several principal masses, the greatest

featm-e is a central one—tower, dome, spire, or lantern. In ancient

Roman architecture in the Christian Romanesque and Byzantine styles,

in the Lombard and Saracenic [styles, and in the Romanesque and

other styles in the South of France this seems to have been aimed at;

and with good reason, for nothing can give unity to the whole, so

much as making the central the highest, or, at least, the most important

feature. In the cruciform plan such arrangement seems to be more

particularly called for than in any other : the central tower becomes a

nucleus for the arms of the cross, while it is its capability to receive

the tower that constitutes its chief merit in composition. The formation

of the principal external feature at tlie intersection of nave and transept,

which has everywhere been aimed at in English cathedrals and, in many

or most of them, successfully achieved, was but seldom attempted in

Germany or France, and tliis must render the cathedrals of the latter

countries far behind ours in artistic merit as architectural compositions.

Lichfield Cathedral, while it is completely Gothic in its spirit and

tendency, is a perfectly correct and consistent composition, with its

parts distributed in the most economical manner. AV ith reliirence to

grandeur and beauty of result, while York Minster wants but the

central spire, with which, judging by the dimensions of the four sup-

porting pillars, its great tower was intended to be crowned, and which,

duly proportioned, would have given it a central point as high as

Salisbury spire, to render it one oi'the most perfect, as well as Imposing,

compositions in the world.

Such forms as this, namely, a low broad tower crowned by a lofty

spire, or a pointed octagonal and oneo dome, is probably the most

fitting one with which to grace the intersection of a great cruciform

Gothfc pile. Where the English architects did not achieve thecpntral

spire, they accomplished the next best thing to it in the provision of

the lofty square tower, the capabilities of which they certainly succeeded

in developing beyond what has elsewhere been attempted, and pro-

duced infinitely greater effect in proportion to their means, than either

French or German architects. At Canterbury, Lincoln, and many

others, they gave every quality to the tower consistent with its general

form, that could best fit it to supply the place of the pyramid. They

carried it to its utmost pitch of elegance, grace, and fairy-hke lightness,

and fitness for its lofty position above the roofs as the crown of the

composition, and combined with these qualities a power and grandeur

that only the perpendicular mass could yield.

To the Germans belong the rare merit of developing the steeple form,

that is effusing the spire and tower into one unmistakable architectural

and ecclesiastical feature. To the English must be yielded
_
that_ of

idealizing the tower, of raising what was originally an engineering

feature of military arc!iitectm-e, from the rude condition of warlike

utility to the highest regions of art and beauty : from a thing of loop-

hole and embattled parapet and threatening machicolations to one

glorious, with niche-work and tracery and sculpture. The towers of

York, AVells, Lincoln, Canterbury, are not steeples as they would be if

crowned by spires, but they are completely Gothic and ecclesiastical

toivers ; and as towers they have no rivals. Had the style in England

continued a century or two longer there can be little doubt that the

spire would have been seen more frequently crowning and blending

with the centre tower, and that the octagonal lantern and other beauti-

ful variations would have been attempted, which, indeed, the introduc-

tion of the octagonal centre space into the interior of Ely, as a variation

on the general Gothic plan, must itself, sooner or later, have led to,

and given birth to a central feature, grander and more beautiful than

Gothic architecture has yet known. The feature to which it at once

gave birth—the present exterior lantern at Ely—does but small justice

to the capabUities of the arrangement.

For the want of this great central feature in Geman and French

pointed cathedrals, no grandeur or beauty exhibited in we^ towers or

elsewhere will atone. Certainly the crowning of them with a pan- of

spires, the usual embellishment of the west front, will not. The duality

of the spires prevents pointedness in the general outline of the

composition. Flanking the western facade with a pair of towers is a

very rational mode of dignifying it ; a mode suggested I presume by

the Egyptian propylons. But the crowning of these with equal and

similar spires, where there is no loftier central one to unite them into a

pryamidical group and form its apex, is not conducive either to simplicity

or to perfection of Gothicity in composition. Cologne Cathedral, it

finished according to the design, however it might echpse all others m
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w,hr ""'^ "•'^nirtoence a,ui con.pletencss ofstylc, would certainly be

Perhaps the west end is not much improved bv spires at all „n,1ov

TITJZ^TT' T\'^^-S^ Lichfield^Cathedra^ Ts be con'sidereda very consistent and charming Gothic pile, yet three spires seem ,m

t^^^ U^ fuU-grown tower, as at York, leaving the spire alonefn

to fef the «e»t'-<^..over the intersection of nave°and trCep rtereto form the highest point of the composition.
transept, there

C^i^^°'"^^J^'' "^"J^''i
P''°Portions of the body of the buildinsr • theGerman and French Cathedrals both exceed in height those of EnglandBut If due proportion of height to width and length is to be deemeddie most meritorious quality, the palm is due to the fLi:!}, „?^

shores and pro,,s, to keep ft up, which gi/es it an anatomicalai^ff astructure wanting its muscles and integuments and whiVh If t^lmark a triumph in constructive or staticafskill, are ^titnesses also to th^

t"°d:sileT"S\T "1 'fr^
for .-nde'roTthe^rrt* of

the walls of such thickness and strength a"s ti enable them t^ ,W^c

bemg rectangular, the form the most favorable to gmndeurTnd £

ptpn?]? \-. .'^?°.'''";^'"'=P°*'^ in that portion of the edifice The

St W ^°° *° the apparent loftiness of the Suildin... Theymight, however, have combined the advantases of both r,lonc If^
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the flanks of the building Had it btn'^h^^'r °\.'^y,^''^S fine on
is with only the semicircular apse bovond' ^''^' ^"^^^'"^ ^''^'' ^^^'^

length to the nave the w nI If ^ '' »"'"« '° "'"^^^ additional

sus eptibloofgr^CtfctZ^rd^X^^ •'-^ --
bes\\s::°dTh.Si5jiti^sc^iirr'f v^-^^^^'^--^^

'- ^^^
grandeur to the entrance^^dpiXK^^ '"'?,' *." ^^
with towers. If I am risht it k n ?,'l

^
.,' ^ '"^^ 'sgenerally flanlved

at Wells and CanteXrr,^h;e the ^e^S^^^^^^^^^^
*''»' '''« •'^--gement

asunder as to form a west tmn^o„t fl,T,! . ,
'• ""«, P'^^eed so distant

not more frequency adopted'"
^' ^'^'''^^'^""g tl'e west front, was

— -—
TT »nnM „„* V •

^^^ VERNACULAR.

i^rcfivrformr;e%rpioTrbiit^^^ "™ «-—
tentions to style, notlLVf^SjrtL^l'^.!...^\l"-!^"'"S aside .all pre-

«r!=sa-- ?S«sr~r=^ssjs^-,s

ro^^n •
.""^^ °"^ '^7°'" ^"y ^«yo"d the aisles of the nave and oXcomm^mto vigorous play as intersecting limbs above Tn the cleresto^^

debatinfrabout stvlp"! nnii ti.oir >.«i„*- 1
'^ ' '""e'^ too stormy,

and facflity of Station omo^Wn/T' "' 7^"^'^' suitableness J;
Now, we find thalTwhee common sen.onrf

^"'^ '"'''^"''° requirements,
it dictates rectangular or sriThlTn ""''*F'an,sm is chiefly consulted,
also for firepliwes as [ikewlp flnV -1?

openings for doors and windows,
without gaXreit'X Proa c'iTfu^^^^^^^^

superseded thrprtLrtSar^^^^^^^^ "^ '' -°""» -* ^''-

tasTe'tl^^t'^hi:;.!! h:s^„:td/'^'""'? ^"'4^" t-'elessness and bad

s^rco^^^i~ iHi«^ '—-^^e ^-
and^mateHal. and rZ^:^'l^Z'l^^^-"Z^^J^J^^

nnrnTilf ""''^!"?'f
",*' "'^'^'^ '" recommendation 'of Gothic for secularmmmm

else to rem™J/ *^^^^^ ""^'P*^* '» convenience or aught

"e sashes JIL\S„°''?°"'''° r' ° "eteentli-century Gotldc that is tout
,
sasiies with plate-glass may be substituted for muUioned elazinir onH

nt?rpatl"\S w."^r
*? ^^"""""'^'^ itself stopped uplf^o^'er^d

nWo^t^^.-"^ ^"'^'^ Wholesale innovations affecting some of the most
^P fini f^'''"

'^'''*"''' °f "« ^'yl*-' are somewhatstartling especial V when
the th1rPp"ir''T"°^

from those who profess to be K^S re^s of

ventured u^^ In 17^
pointed architecture. They are too violent to ^

AfterTlfLnd airt'h''"'^
"" P°f^^^•"any admirable models of it.^

upon the Iholeiw^fl
considered, our despised Vernacular is, perhaps,

Sin^ wWwn^ ,*'!T'?'?^
'y''^™ of house-property and house-

a"S;Tt eet L^tL ° '°'''f'^^ T*^"
'''"^'''^'' "*'•>• Most certainly in

withfasi, wfn',^ !!"" ?'"='' side by a continuous brick wall, piercedwitn sashed windows, there is nothing particularly interestinsr or at allmore so than the wide and smooth foofpavement o^ whfch yrtreadfyet

* To be continued.

PeVoniculir"! htoLKwriterm\t^^^^^ ^O' <"• '«*«

extraordinary error Ituskinw nJi^„ Aattmal Rermii has fallen into a most
most energetic terms " expressed Ui» utter aversion of that style, in the

on-

1

're-l
leU

ny^
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. not picturesque, neither is there anything of he pal ry, if there is no

; m.negoIcl,neitlier is there architcetural tinsel and brummagen A
•n thft affects to be in all its principal streets and squares a c.ty

Valaces must also necessarily be a city of shams and mere pmafores

: uck on to play at palace building by making a parade of shallow mere

kinde p s'liowiness. The absence, of attempt at "d" f'^^
rl> ir-icter may very well be excused in houses intended for the well

i'do or the toVrably well-off part of the middle
f<^^f^^'l"°'l

"pecally when we find that whenever the attempt ,s made it proves a

Jure what is meant for decorative design showmg no better than

: mudi awdry trumpery. We cannot possibly deny that there is nothmg
'

^attractive in the physiognomy of such streets as those which rejoice

; or pSps now lament thc^ir bearing, the names of Harley and Gower,

'if they prifessed to be exemplars of architectural propriety and poesy also

et, wi^^should they be singled out and held up ^^
.^<^°'^'jX\^hrZi

ircliitectural iniquities in much higher places are winked at ? Why break

'but erfly upon a wheel ? Why descant upon the inoffensive wsipidity

of those streets and their likes, so vehemently, when no notice is taken of

4 grosser and less excusable delinquents ? Why do not those who are

intolerant of Vernacular, attack it boldly when it encounters them in

I'ark-hme and Piccadilly, and tliose aristocratic quarters where archi-

tectural disolay would be in its proper position ?
• , i i »„„

Quitting "a strain of remark in which we have perhaps MfulgfJ""
long we proceed by frankly acknowledging that in our modem street archi-

ture whether in the metropolis or elsewliere, there is nothing whatever of

he romantic and picturesque ; nothing externally to
,f

tract he notice of

passers-by, yet much of comfortableness for the '"'l^^ellers, which we take

to be the indispensable sine .pid no,,, of common-sense house Iniilding

Architecture it most assuredly is not, it neither being nor aspir ng to be

more than the everyday and. so to call it, the colloquial language ofbuilding

Yet it does not therefore follow as an inevitable consequence tliat the same

language, a/ias mode of building, is incapable of rising or being elevatec

Sto the region of the artistic in expression and tlie poetic in sentiment and

feeUng. The same tongue-even our own vernacular-which is employed

fcr mere confabulation, may be made by a great master to give utterance to

» thoughts that breathe and words that burn." It is for those who deride,

and would fain put us entirely out of conceit with, our modern quoti-

dian style of building, to prove the impossibility ot advancing n beyond

Se mere prosaic. It is for them, too. to show if they can, that there is no

rational alternative between very ordinary Vernacular and very extraor-

dinary affectation of Medievalism. They might, at the same time, endea-

Tour to enlighten us a little upon the rather hazy subject of chmate by

clearly pointing out what climate has to do with matters of architectural

fashion and artistic design. For our part, we are unable to perceive how

of two houses m other respects alike, and differing only by the front ot one

being decorated and the otlier quite plain, one can be at all better or else

not so well accommodated to the climate as the other.

A great deal of unnecessary prejudice, whetlier in favour of or against

any one of the several styles, is occasioned by the undue importance at-

tached to mere names and nominal distinctions. If it can be conveniently

made out tliat old and very archaic looking " English ' is the very best

style of all for present practice in our Old England, let us be proselytised

to such belief by something like logical argument ; or, if ou the other

hand, we are to be deterred from the impropriety of making use ot so-

called " ItaUan " on account of its being characterised as un-English by its

distinctive appellation, at least let us be informed and made to understand

that the attempts whicli have been made to subjugate it to the require-

ments of modern English habits and notions of comfort have hitherto

failed. In the meanwhile we content ourselves with confessing that we,

are unable to discern aught that is objectionably anti-English in the phy-

siognomy of our Pall-mall club-houses, whereas in all that relates to internal

accommodation, those structures are most decidedly English. Every style

that is extensively applied must unavoidably contain a very great deal of

dross and base matter, but we and—had we not checked our pen just in

time, we were about to add, all other people of sense, judge of the actual

merits and capabilities of a style by the choicest examples of it.

Many, by far too many, seem to look at things with their ears rather

than their eyes, allowing themselves to be unduly influenced by names, by

accidental associations, or other extraneous circumstances. Mr. Ruslan for

one, gifted with a power of vision that enables him to see through a stone

wall, detects paganism, pride, and infidelity * in Classicism and Ke-

naissance, while others equally gifted discern both piety and patriotism m
medieval architectural costume. Although we are of the Classicist party,

being of opiaion that the style or rather styles which are comprehended

under the vague denomination of Classic in contradistinction from

Medieval, is upon the whole the most suitable for us, we do not profess

indiscriminate admiration of all that is so nomenclatured. On the

contrary, we readily admit that a very great deal of that which answers

technically to the general name of Classic, is exceedingly poor stuff
;
barely

tolerable, if even so much. Better for architecture would it be, if we got

less vapouring about style, and more of instructive criticism with respect

to the treatment of it, as manifested in actual bona fide design. Why, it is

precisely in the treatment of style that the artist mind shows itself.

Almost any one may be drilled into decent observance of, and compliance

with the grammar of a style ; much may tedonebyattent on o preceptive

rules vet there is a point beyond which the very best rules that have

hUhe'rto been devised stop short and can conduct no further ;
and itisju.t

there that what is an mpassible gulf to mediocrity, 18 leaped over at

a bound by tlie impulsive and irresistible agility of artuitic muscular

^"perhans we had better strip or break off here, least we should incur

strong sSspeion as to our mental saneness. We feel that we are going

ratheraS the current, that our opinions are not at all likely to prove

nonuTar more especiaUy as one of them is that in veritable architectural

fnTruct:ioTwe r'equire to be taught not only what we have t« Iparn but

the very great deal besides that we ought now to unlearn, in whici, latter

caUory is included the uninquiring, superstitious reverence for an

accrfdited style^uite apart from all other considerations, either practical

or artistic.

As Mr. lluBkiu is, as he tolls us, so iucurious, that he never reads what Keviewera

say of his writings, no doubt he is still in blissful ignorance of the article

which appeared last January in Blae/:Kood. where his so-called " eloquence is

pronouiK-cd to be no better than magniloquent " squash." A great deal of mischiel

he certainly has done, and is so suicidely inconsistent that while he himself criticises

the incorrect perspective in the i)attern of the border of a robe, he repudiates the

study of perspective for the painter.

THE ARTS-MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSWGTON
-nEW objections are likely to be raised to the appointment of Mr^ I>owe s

r "Select Committee to inquire what buildings are necessary tor the

South Kensington Mu.seum," because those who are adverse to the scheme,

hone tsfutiUty may be made apparent by investigation ;
while, on the

Ser hand those who sincerely approve it - believe its advan age.

^ml imnortance in furthering the art-education of the country wil be

made natent even to foes. The composition of the committee is a

guarantiee for searching and impartial investigation, which we believe all

mS to desire, so That whatever may be the conclusion, if acted

Spon the results cannot fail to do good, either in
ff.t^"^;"^ 1^

"^^^'''°^''''

ot- the institution, or in promoting economy in pubhc ^^V^^^^\
The nolicy of abolition is definite and comprehensible. Wo can

understand why such aesthetically educated gentlemen as the honorable

member for Southwark, or such uncompromising opponents as the

honorable member for Brighton, should disclaim against further grants to the

Museum aTd advocate it! abolition; but it is impossible to unders and he

So"tlmselegislatorswhoprofesstoadoptamiddlecourse.andwillne.^^^^

Ce for the brcaking-up of the institution, norfor Its proper main enance and

Iffici nt devdopment. Ihere is no room for the adoption "^ a rnnWle eourse-

oftpn the refuge of men who lack courage or capacity to think and act tor

Uiemseves Either the money spent upon the Museum produces nocommen-

sS educational results-is therefore wasted, and future votes should be

refused-_or the results are important, althougli not so great as they might

Te for lack of means. We cannot afford to starve the Museum, as has

hitherto been done, for the proceeding would be ridiculous and mesqum; and

ufa'the ins"titution has b?en starved, so ^^r.as regards aceommoda^

and architecture, must be evident to every visi or The B"^'"^
^j^

nrnofs sufficient but were they not, the fact that part ottne articles

Fr™ nded to be eihiSited are in Wooden chests, brought ™« ^-^^^f.
House part in some office and part in some house, "with two waUs

covered ^itl. tarpauling," would Prove the insuffideney of accommodate,^

Further people may have ocular demonstration if desired Ihc marwe

Ihig ng GaUery, brought from Florence, is placed in the ante-room to the

Ubrary! where o'i'her important works may be ^ecn, stil in their^aek ng-

cispB and therefore beyond the reach of cartful study. As ti ese

purdiases have been mlde with public money, we "-yJ™: '^'^^

were intended for exhibition, not to be =t°;;'^'lJ^^^^^
°Xseum

-like some of the finest Etruscan vases in the British Museum

There is one point on which it is desirable the truth should be stated at

the set off and that is with respect to the cost of the Museum to the

ublTc It is the fortune or misfortune of the nstitution that t has

received the patronage of the Crown, and the active assistance of Prince

Albert We have as Englishmen an almost constitutional jealousy of the

toone and of all that stand within its circle. Not that we are filled with

ungenern suspicion, but, unfortM the Crown was for"-//'?
.°^«f

«

a Sver and protection for the meanest jobs, the memory whereot is not

entTrdy effiiced. Anything, therefore, in which princes take "ore than

^sual interest, is viewed with suspicion lest tl^e patronage should be

abused by self-seeking courtiers for unworthy motives
J^''™3J^^

know things are changed; that the Court bears no resemblance to those of

the Four Georges, and that its Gracious Mistress does not inherit the in-

firmitj of herVedecessors with respect to "boetry and b{i'°ting ' but ,s

an accomplished artist and skUled luu^ieian we cannot shake oft our old

prejudices. Perhaps it may not be desirable that we ^ '°"W do so abruj^tly

but at all events if we retain them, let us take care they lead us not into

exaggeration and misrepresentation. ii„„*:„„. ot Smith
Now, with respect to the cost to the nation of the cdlections at South

Kensington, Mr. Conningham, whom we entirely acqmt ofj^°y'l"°g

like intentional misrepresentation, stated "there 7,<'«. ^ 'f;'^™,^^^^^
unlimited expense at Brompton-as was evinced by tl^ l̂^ly-'"™^
stipends voted to the functionaries there whose pay la-'f^y ^-^Xk
that of the officers of the British M'lseum-and but very iria^ng

results were obtained by the public." And he f"'^*'^?

'^.^^'^tie niode of
been told privately that if investigation were made •°'°

^fl^, ""po^ed
collection and sale of works of art, a system of J^^^^^^y

:"'"'4s < o^^^^^^^
which would take the House bysurpr.se. Charges ™°/« 'X '

undation
be made, or more damagmg if they rested ^^P"" ""='''°'^,*''{„^°"„^^^^^^^

Wp have no nrivate information to ad us to arrive at a cone usion
,
noiumg

rut'ilaTha's^bTen made public, which leads to an opposUe opmion; and

had we the private information with which the ^°^,'>f*J''?,.™^"^^^^^^^

Brighton has been favored, we should no more think of ^^«^''°g °^J™
of it to make a public charge »g'""^\ P'''^^=

^f/'S"*'' *if°he Ihargr^f
would use an anonymous letter. W e cannot disprove the cuarge oi
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jobbery, because it is not specific. A man may call another a rogue, but
until an act of roguery be stated and proved, the charge is simply a libel.
All we can s.iy is, that nothing has transpired to the public to warrant the
accusation of jobbery. All that is known goes to prove the very reverse,
as for instance the conduct of the managers in the purchase of the
Sonlages collection, and more recently of the Singing Gallery. In the
Utter case, had there been the slightest disposition to jobbery it might
hare been easily gratified, without tear of detection or reprobation.
For a free-trader to object to the amount of stipends paid, is to call in ques-

tion the laws ol supply and demand. If gentlemen have received increased
salaries, it is because they were worth it, and because without the increase
the public would have lost their services. There is nothing to prevent
public servants taking their labor, whether physical or mental, to the best
market, and it so hapi>ens that for the services of most of the gentlemen
employed at South Kensington, there is a great demand among private
individuals. As teachers, or sis artists, or as art-dealers, thev would doubt-
less obtain quite as good stipends, if not better ones, in private as in the
public service. On the other hand, there is a very contracted demand for
services like those performed in the British Museum. Men skilled in
bibliography, Egyptian hieroglyphics, or in deciphering the incised arrow-
beaded inscriptions of the Assyrians, would with difficulty find similar
employment out of doors, Avhile'Manchester and the Potteries would gladly
engage the drawing-masters, and dealers in pictures or articles of virtu,
the art-connoisseurs, of South Kensington. The fault, if it be one, of
increasing the stipends, does not rest with the authorities, but with the
cb aracter of demand and supply.

Lastly, with respect to the charge of a tendency to unlimited expenditure
at South Kensington. According to Mr. Henry Cole's evidence, last Tues-
day wiek, the total cost to the public, of the collections of the ornamental
art at South Kensington has been .£38,269; and, including the cost ofland,
buildings, and of the collection, the cost, to the public, has been £167,805.
Talcing the two items together, we have a total of £206,074. But the value
Of gifts and loans, contributed by private individuals, is estimated at
f460,000. So that for every sovereign paid out of tlie public exchequer
the public, in their private capacities, have contributed two guineas—an
instance of cheaply forming a museum without parallel. What man could
object to an expenditure which brought him back two-fold the amount ?
Of all investments this seems to be the safest and the most profitable.
Moreover, Mr. Cole affirmed in his evidence that such had been the economy
of the proceedings, that ifParliament desired to abolish the Museum he
was prepared to find responsible parties who were prepared to pay all that
it had cost with £5 per cent, interest. Nothing could be happier or more
straightforward than this mode of meeting vague charges and bringing the
question to an issue. It completely refutes the accusation of jobbery by
the best of all possible proofs—the increased value of the collections beyond
their original cost—and compels Parliament either to abolish the Museum
or to support it in a creditable manner. The manner has not been credit-
able or worthy of the nation so far as architecture is concerned. An iron
building, for the Department of Science and Art, cost £15,000, in which are
placed the relics of the 1851 Exhibition, belonging to the Society of Arts;
£10,000 for the Vernon and Turner galleries, which might be classed under
the head of expenses lor the National Gallery. The cost of the Sheep-
shank's Gallery we do not remember, but £10,000 were voted for the
removal from Marlborough-house, which has been principally applied in
the erection of offices. ^Ve are not prepared to say that if the money had
been voted at once greater economy might not have been effected and
better edifices built. That, however, is no fault of the Department.*

-
TAPSOCIATIOX OF FOKEMEN ENGINEERS.HE usuiU monthly meeting of the above Society toolc place at their rooms, 33 St

bwithinii-lane. City, on the night of Saturday,.the 7th instant, Mr. J. Newton,
of the 3Imt, occupying the chair. After the transaction oi' the routine business
Mr. James Koiiehtsos, iron merchant, of liankside, proceeded to read his paper

on the Development of the Iron Trade. He commenced by stating that, lu accordance
With the desire ol the Chairman, he now hadthelionorofcontinuingthe consideration
of the important subject he had endeavoured to illustrate in an introductory paper inMarch last. It would, however, be necessary for him to travel in the first instance
over some of the ground he had then ventured upon, and he would take as a startino-
pomt the year 17W. It was in that year that the iron trade of this country had
fallen into a .state of great depression. Hut, as if to realise the truth of a very ancient
adage, namely, that "when things are at their worst, they must mend, "

it was also
•t the same period when marked symptoms of improvement manifested themselvesTne mode ol manufucturing the metal began to be better understood, and the grow-
ing wants of society gave a correepoudiug impetus to its productiou. Agriculture
came to its aid, and the cumbrous wooden ploughs which for many centuries had
Deen used for tilling the soil, gradually disappeared. M'hecl-less waggons or sledges
more properly, fell into disuse. Iron tyres for wheels were adopted, and other changes
of a (imilar nature were in course of introduction. Unhappily, however, whTlat
tbeiie advanceinenta in the peaceful arts were progressing, those of a w.-irlike naturewere not stationary. Cannon for the navy and army were augmented in number and
caUDre, the demand for Bmaller weapons lor both services keeping pace with the In-

The war of the Austrian succession was being waged with fearful vigour. Russiawas fighting with Turkey. The American colonies were clamouring for independence
for at that tune America wore the yoke of England. The polilical atmosphere was
Clouded, and our statesmen saw hi to prepare for the impending storm The
last struggles of the Jacobites were being made. Charles Stuart had laiided in
» "?°'''Jl'"'

'''.'7Hi the Battle of Cuiloden, which extinguished his hopes, was
fought. These, therefore, were stirring times, and it is now well known what animpulse " wars and rumours of wars " gives to the iron trade. The note of prepara-Uon is ever beard. The anvil and the hammer "discourse most eloquent music "
The artizan is in great request. Contracts of a tempting and urgent kind are given
out, and on all sides activity and bustle are visible.

.ul? '!;'•« 'Jf "!' these eights and sounds commerce was not stagnant. Indeed it
Uirived rapidly, and about the year 1770 cotton became one of its leading features
Perhaps the precise day from which the greatness of the cotton manufactures of
tlu» country may date was the 15th of July, 170(1, for It was then that RichardArxwnght took out his patent for Improvements therein. The story of Arkwright

* To be costiuued.

was well known. His machinery was soon in use in a thousand mills. Looms wereworking day and night, but the prejudice of the workmen of the day against
them was very great. The hand-loom weaver regarded them with dismay. He
could not see through the clouds of present adversity the day-stiir of coming
prosperity, nor comjiass the great fact, now so well understood, that manual labor
alone is not able to deal adeciuatcly with the natural products of this richlv
productive land. It was equally impossible for him to comprehend that if the cost
of manufactures were reduced, the demand for the articles manufactured would
inevitably increase in more than proportion to their cheapness. Itiots accordingly
took place, and machinery was burnt and destroyed. All these circamstances
nevertheless, contributed to the expansion of the iron trade.

Then came the civil engineers with their designs for iron bridges, the first cast-iron
one being erected near Coalbrookdale. in Shropshire, in 1777. The second of these
structures was designed by the notorious Thomas I'ainc, and erected at lii.shopwear-
mouth, Sunderland. These, and other public works requiring the liberal employ-
ment of iron, gave an increased impetus to the trade, whilst the formation of canals
facilitated the transmission of the metal to the most distant parts of the empire
Our colonies, again, advancing in friendly rivalry with the mother country, became
the recipients of vast quantities of iron. Mr. Robertson here introduced inciden-
tally an admirable description of an emigrant's leave-taking and departure for the
land of his adoption, which space unfortunately compels us to omit ; and then spoke
of the increase of the Royal Navy consequent upon the extension of the British
dominions, and the yet further demand for anchors and cables of iron
which this increase generated. The steam-engine, however, said the
reader, is the chief agent in the development of the iron trade. The
steam-engine, that wondrous machine which has done so much for our manu-
factures, which has multiplied almost indefinitely the means of communicating
knowledge, which has aided and advanced our literature, hastened on civilisation
and contributed lo the material comfort of the inhabitants of the earth ! This mo-
dern Hercules, born of the innfenious brain and reared by the skilful hand of the
mechanic, obeys his will, and labors on for his advantage without complaint. This
social giant asks no recompense, and never tires of doing good. Tracinn- next the
history of the steam-engine from the time of the Marqui.s of Worcester to that of
.lames Watt, the reader of the paper passed a glowing and eloquent eulogium upon
the man of tireenoek, and drew from his life and character some lessons of a prac-
tical character. " Oh, what sources of knowledge," said he, "lie within ourselves
if we would but turn the bull's-eye light of calm observation upon the dark corners
and recesses of our own souls ! What hidden and lost treasures, of the existence of
which we were ignorant, should we not find if we but zealously made search forthem 1 What we read and study is but of little value, if there be not pegs in the
wardrobes of our souls to hang the gathered knowledge on."
In conclusion, Mr. Robertson spoke of the impossibility of dealing with so v.ast a

subject as ho had chosen for illustration in tlio brief compa.ss of a paper like the
present. The marine engine he must leave untouched, though the influence of steam
navigation on the development of tlie Iron trade was enormous. Railways too
must be passed over, for the present at least, whilst the iron and steel manufactures'
of Birmingham, Sheirield, Jlanchester, and Glasgow would be "barely mentioned
Ere the year had passed away, he hoped to pursue the subject ye't further, aithonn-li
to do it justice was impossible. With a brilliant peroration on the engineer and fis
mis.sion. the interesting discourse came to an ending ; and when Mr, Robertson re-
sumed his seat, [the applause of the crowded auditory reverberated through the
entire room.
Mr, W. Buckle, of the Eoyal Jlint, rose to congratulate the talented author of the

paper on the iudu.stry and accuracy wliich it revealed. He had been for 31 years in
the employment of Messrs. Boulton and Watt, and could bear cordial testimony to
the truth of the biographical sketch of the life of the father of the engineering trade
with which Mr. Itobertson had furnished his brother members.

"

Mr. Stabler followed, and could only unite with Mr. Buckle in complimenting
the reader of the e.vcellent paper upon having so well acquitted himself. With
regard to the composition of water, he had been disposed until he had heard the
remarks of Mr. Buckle to give Cavendish the credit of being its discoverer. He
would be sorry to detract from the merit of James AVatt, who, whether the dis-
coverer of the composition of water or not, had certainly taught the world how most
protitably to use Ihat element, namely, in the form of steam.
Mr Kevte, although acknowledging the talent of Mr. Robertson, wished it had

been diverted into a more practical channel on this occasion.
Mr. Stalev humourously referred to the time when engineers were afraid to use

cast-iron for the beams of steam-engines, lest thev should suddenly break and
"come down by the run," and related an anecdote o'f a mechanic who mounted a
high tree in a forest for the purpose of selecting from his leafy observatory another
tall and straight tree which might be used for an engine beam.
The Chair.m.^n remarked tliat it now became liis pleasing duty to propose a vote

of thanks to his friend Mr. Robertson. That gentleman had, both in his March
paper and the one they had just heard, shown his great capacity. In compiling his
facts and statistics, much labor had evidently been exercised, whilst the opinions he
had offered were well timed and wholesome. Had it been possible to have combined
the eminent practical knowledge of 3Ir. Kevte with the literary ability of Mr.
Robertson, the ri>sult would have been of perhap.s greater advantage to the Asso-
ciation

; but if that combination were not possible, then no doubt the Association
would be glad to accept those qualifications separately. For himself he scarcely
eoiilrt find words to express adequately the gratification which that evening's pro-
ceedings had all'orded him. The vote of thanks was tlicn put, and carried unani-
mously amid much .applause.
Mr. Robertson returned his acknowledgments for the compliment, which he

said sufficiently rewarded him for his exertions, and the business of the ni"ht ter-
minated. °

Soulh Kensington Museum—During the weekending 7th July, 1860,
the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free
days, 6,3r)5, on Monday, and Tuesday, free evenings, 4,490. On the three
students' days (.idmission to pubhcOd.), 2,051, one students' evening, Wednes-
day, 145. Total 12,041. From the opening of the museum 1,535,410.

Scarborough.— The New National ischools.—These schools recently
opened, are a great ornament to the locality. The structure was designed by
Ewan Christian, Esi)., of Whitehall-place, London, and is of Gothic design, built
with white bricks of a mellow tone, relieved with stone dressings to the windows,
&c., and with red, brown, and white bricks tastefully disposed in bands around
the building, and in relieving arches over the .stone-heads to the windows. The
boys' scliool-room has an open timbered roof, with arched ribs, and the apsidal
north end is a fine feature externally. There is a very large infants' school on
the ground floor, over which is a commodious residence for the master and mis-
tress. Stone staircases lead to the upper floor. Between the boarding of the
unper floor and the ceiling below it, the intermediate space is sound-boarded and
plugged with mortar, to prevent the transmission of sound. All the rooms in the
building are higli pitched, lif,'lited with numerous windows, and well ventilated.
All the three school-rooms and the residence have entirely separate entrances, and
separate accommodation of all kinds. The boys' and girls' schools are each up-
wards of 62 feet long, with a transverse transept; and the infants' about 50 feet
by 4o feet. The foundation stone was laid on the Slst of August, 1859, and the
structure is now completed, duly opened, and appropriated to its valuable pur-
pose.
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METROPOLITAN FREE DRINKING FOUNTAINS ASSOCIATION.—
CONVERSAZIONE AT ST. JAMES'S HALL.

ON Thursday week the friends nnd supporters of tlie above-named Association,

held n Com-crsnzione. at St. .lanies's Ilall, under the e.special patronage of
the Right Hon. the Earl of Carlisle, the Right Hon. the Earl of Shaftesbury (in

the chair), and a highly select and aristocratic company.
In addition to the ordinary decorations of the Hall, in themselves of no mean

description, the Association had transplanted from their rooms in Waterloo-place
several very handsome marble and stone models of nniral and other fountains,
together wfth various pieces of statuary and numerous drawings connected with
the peculiar branch of art patronised by the Association. One part of the Hall
was also occupied hy a stand belonging to the Patent Moulded Carbon Company,
who there displayed their varied styles of filter to great advantage and in a very
tasteful manner.
By nine o'clock, p.m., a very numerous company had arrived, among whom we

noticed

—

The Earl ofShaftesbury, Hon. A. Ashley, Hon. A. Kinnaird, Hon. F.Byng, Hon.
MajorPowis.SirAndrew Agnew, Bart.,M.P. ; S.Oarney,E«(i.,M.P.;R. Hanburj',
Est)., M.P. ; Major-General Goodwvn, Colonel Worthy, Dr. Lancaster, Dr. Aldis,

Dr. Thomson, Dr. Wyld, A. Haldove.'Esq. ; Dr. Crawford, W. Theed,E8(j. ; John
Bell, Esq., Rev. C. Molyneux, Rev. J. B. Owen, Rev. Charles Mackenzie, Rev.
Robert Stafford.

Shortly after nine o'clock, the chair being duly occupied, Dr. Lankaster
spoke on the Qualities of the Water of the Metropolis, his remarks being listened

to with profound the attention demanded by the subject—second to none in its

bearing on the physical well-being of Londoners.
Mr. John Bell then read a paper on

ART, CONNECTED WITH DRINKING FOUNTAINS.
After what has been said at the previous meeting by Lord Shaftesbury, Mr.

Gumey, and others, and to-night, on the higher objects of public drinking foun-
tains, namely, the moral and sanitary results to be expected from their establish-
ment, as a feature of our towns, and after Dr. Lankaster's able discourse this
eveniug, on water and the means of obtaining it in purity, it may he expected
that some few words should be said on Art applied to this subject, and I have
been requested accordingly, to make a few remarks, which, however, will be very
short, not occupying more than a quarter of an hour of your time. I am glad",

however, to be able to add, that I have submitted these to my friend and fellow-
Bculptor Mr. Theed, my coadjutor in art-advice to the Association, and that they
meet his approval, which will give them more weight than they would possess as
my words.

After the purity of the water afforded, the next thing, no doubt, that tends to
recommend a drinking-fountain to the public is its appearance, and it is a pleas-
ing witness to the worth of art in this respect that many a one will stop and
drink at an agreeable looking drinking-fountain, who would not do so at a pump
with an iron ladle. Experience has fully tested this. Art, therefore, is valuable
to drinking-foun tains. On the other hand, what subject can be more worthy
of the Muse of Art than assisting in the furtherance of morality and health 7 She
should, indeed, put forth her best graces to recommend them. Altogether, most
persons will agree that the forms of art associated with these fountains should be
pleasing, decorative, and consistent with their situations, whetherin town, suburb,
or country.
At the same time, it is by no means essential that they should be always

adorned with figure sculpture. Doubtless, in appropriate situations, and in cases
where there are sufficient funds, figure sculpture associated with these fountains
would be highly judicious, effective, and desirable. As a sculptor, I am not
likely to decry or undeiTate the art I follow. Nevertheless, it is highly important,
both for the fountain and for art, that when figure sculpture is associated with
them that it should be good. Nothing in art is more pernicious than second-rate
sculpture, especially when applied to some of the sacred subjects from holy writ,
which suggest themselves iu connexion with this subject of fountains and wells.
It may be held, as doubtful, indeed, whether it be judicious to introduce such
sacred subjects at all in direct connexion with these fountains in our public
streets and thoroughfares. If, however, they are adopted, assuredly there can be
?(0 doubt that they should be presented in the noblest manner that our art-
efforts can reach ; for, if carried out in an inferior style, assuredly their intro-
duction defeats its own object, and tends to lotvcr and desecrate that which it
should Indeed lienor.

Also generally in relation to all subjects, of a higher and perhaps classical
character connected with these fountains, I conceive it would be desirable to
restrict the use of figure sculpture, of any extent, to such cases where it can be
carried out in a worthy style, and where 'some hundreds or a thousand or two of
pounds, as should be the case in our public parks, may be available ; but in places
where you have only at your command, instead, units or tens ofpounds (as must
usually be the case in this great and beneficial movement throughout the me-
tropolis and its suburbs), I would submit it as more judicious to be contented in
general with some less ambitious kind of decoration well executed. The great
consideration being that whatever kind of art enhancement be adopted, iu each
case, that in its kind it should he good.
Thus I would submit that in the commoner fountains of lesser cost throughout

London, that architectural conventional or floral ornament were better than the
introduction of second-rate figure sculpture, which has only the result of lower-
ing art williout dignifying the subject with which it is associated.

Let us now, therefore, turn our attention to that grade of designs which
will necessarily form the staple of those to be erected in this city, which should
be in numbers, as indeed it has an unexampled number ofinhabitants. We hope
indeed that in two or three years, with the co-operation of public and private
friends to this movement, that London, from being perhaps the worst supplied
town in Europe in this particular of public drinking fountains, will become the
best.

"There is a map, with which we have been favored hy the Temperance Society,
which shows by little dots, all the public houses in the metropolis and its neigh-
bourhood, amounting to the large number of 10,20.5, to put against which at
present there are very few public drinking fountains indeed. This map, of
which there are copies on the tables, speaks at once to the eye and mind by the
multitude of dots indicating the positions of public drinking houses, and presents
Itself perhaps as forming a fresh liasis for action in applying to the public and
local authorities to co-operate in the objects of this .Association. Wherever on the
map you may notice a thicker knot than usual oithese public houses, as indicated
by closer dots, there you may fairly suppose are a proportionate number of

drinhers. Well, it may be said, let each knot of these public houses have at least

one drinking fountain, so that the drinkers may at least have the choice between
water and stronger drinks, and let not the tired and hard-workral man in some of
these stifled and close neighbourhoods be forced into a public house because he
cannot get a drop of pure, cool water in the'neighbourhood. The boon also such
fountains will be to the women and children may be well imagined. But to
return to my specialty.

For these neighbourhoods, evidently, stability, convenience, and cheapness in
these fountains, allowing of a great number being erected, are prominent con-
siderations in their design, nnd I conceive also that there is no reason why with
these qualities may not be allied a pleasant appearance. In such cases, however,
in which the fountains are standard, they are n new art-problem. In mural
fountains or fountains against a wall, a mere basin and yet with a cistern of
supply, concealed above at the back of the wall, is what we have often seen
carried out effectively in a variety of ways. In those fountains, however, which
stand apart or are standard, a special arrangement is requisite. Tliis is rendered
essential by the present requirement of the water companies, to the honor ofsome
of whom be it said that they supply water to these fountains gratis. The Grand
Junction Water Company, and the Southwark and Vauxhall Water Company
are both, I [am happy to say, thus public benefactors to whom our most sincere

thanks are due. •

Water, however, in this town is money, the market price pet year for a jet

flowing constantly, day and night, at a rate to fill a half-pint cup in ten seconds,

being between £4 and £5. Economy of water, therefore, whether given or paid
for, is reasonable. The arrangement of supply required accordingly may be
different in different places, but here in London, up to the present time, the

water companies have required a cistern and ball-cock apparatus for regulating
this supply during different degrees of pressure in the pipes. A like apparatus,
in fact, to that used in our customarv house cisterns. This, of course, reouires
in the drinking fountains a receptacle at the top of the composition—eitner a
vase or some other form affording space for this arrangement ; and the water
musi fall from this in one, two, three, or four streams as requisite—but yet they
must fall, and cannot well jet up. Thus, you perceive that the most beautifiu

finial or finish to a [fountain, that of a jet springing up in the air—a diadem of
leaping water gemmed by the sun and crowning the composition — is shred
away from us. As designers, we are deprived of this—at least in the most
general class of fountains : and as we may not have that feature we must do the
best we can with the others. Perhaps as regards ornamental fountains in the
parks, which may also be made drinking fountains, we may hope to see these

regulations modified. But at present we must content ourselves with the features

of effect at command. Also, it will be seen that from this fact, and from the
small threads of supply of water, we cannot help ourselves at present from the
large and picturesque designs of Fraseati, Rome, or Paris.

Design also is regulated by material, and this is various. Nothing, of course,
is so beautiful for a drinking fountain as white marble ; nothing so clear, pure,

and poetic looking. But this beautiful material, although suitable for the
suburban parks, or fot Kew Gardens, or Hampton Court, is not, perhaps, so

fitted for unprotected metropolitan situations. The same may be said in degree
of Sicilian marble.
Going from these to the common stones, most of these are porous, and although

fitted for adjuncts, such as Gothic and other canopies over these fountains, yet in

the parts closer to the water, they would be subject to the water soaking through
them, which would lead to various disadvantages. Terra-cotta, well fixed and
glazed is a good recipient of water, but, perhaps, although it stands the atmo-
sphere, it may be supposed to be liable to being chipped, and the same may be
said of the application of glazed majolica ware. Both of these treatments,
however, in suitable situations might, I conceive, be made highly effective and
pleasing.

We then come to metal and granite. In many cases bronze would have a fine

effect, especially for the more ambitious fountains, but the cost of this material is

considerable. Thus, as a substitute, iron bronzed has been used to a considerable

extent, and in various eases this metal treatment is very suitable, especially

where economy of space is essential. In this respect I would instance one of the

first public drinking fountains erected in London, namely, that presented bj- Mr.
Samuel Gumey, and erected in the centre of the crossing in Regent's-circus,

Oxford-street, where it was requisite that the refuge for passengers should be as

little trenched on as possible, and yet good facilities for drinking afforded. These
conditions have been perfectly fulfilled by the fountain in question, at which you
may always see people drinking.

In various other cases, from architectural and decorative reasons also, raeta'

fountains will be appropriate, either in bronze or its substitutes, iron especially,

as in the latter material, besides its being capable of very ornamental treatment,

the patterns being once made, they are able to be supplied of good finish at a rea-

sonable rate by such first-class foundries as those of the Coalbrook Dale Company
and others.

As respects, however, the metropolitan fountains, which it is most my theme to

treat to-night, I have little doubt that granite will eventually become a prevail-

ing material for this purpose, from its strength, durability, and the simplicity of
the art-treatment, which it not only allows but suggests. It is also, as well as

iron, a truly British nia'erial, for we have a great variety of it of beautiful

kinds in these isles. There are the beautiful cool, but sprightly-looking, grey
granites of Ciieesewring, Penryn and Lamorna, Dartmoor, &c., &c. ; the dark
grey, red, and pink of Aberdeen, Peterhead, Invernettie, and Shapfell, besides

various other kinds from the west of Scotland, Leicestershire, Ireland, and the
Channel Islands, all of which, either individually or combined, are suitable for

drinking-fountains. The granite surface in these may be finished in various ways,
either wholly polished or partly polished, as the basing, leaving the rest rough-
axed or fine-axed, which variety of treatment has a good effect in grariite, which
also is easily cleaned, by simple means, even from London smoke without detri-

ment to the material. In combination also with granite, other hard stones

might well be introduced, as the Serpentines, Elvans, Greenstones, Porphyries,

&c., all of which are afibrded by these isles.

As regards the question of design applied generally to drinking fountains, the

desire of the Association is for variety as well as suitableness, and they are gratified

to receive assistance in this respect from any quarter that may be inclined to aid

thein, and they will do their utmost to prevent plagiarism. They hope, as the

drinking fountain is a new problem, that the designs they may be able to present

to the public will improve. On the present occasion, ofcourse, granite and metal

fountains of any large size could not well be removed into this room, and only a
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ew models and dranrings could be got toother within the last few hoars, pre-
sentinfT. in some d«rree, our pivsent state of progress.

I hoj>o, however. In liwkinfr at these, whicli ore from various hands, tliat you
will clearly understand that the Association liold to no nstrictive canons as to

designs for metropolitan ilrinking fountains, except those arising from tlie necessary
ammgcnients for the iraler, and also from the requisite considerations of durability,
cost, and convenience.
ObIt on one point has, I believe, any restrictive feeling shown itself, and tliat

is as regards the jets. I think I may say that the Association arc not favorable
to the water issuing from the mouths of animals or masks. There is pleuty of

KOod preoedent for fountains playing out of the mouths of animals, but not, I

odieve, in drinking fountains, and until we are young birds, ptrhaps, the idea of
such second-hand supply will not he pleasant ! There have lately been two hand-
some Sicilian marble uriuking fountains placed at the entrance to tlie British
Museum, and a great boon Uicy are to the public. The water, however, in tliese

ianes from the mouths of lious' heads, and the little son of a friend of mine ex-
cbiaied to his father, on seeing them, " Oh papa, sick lions !" Les enfantes tor-

liblea ! What truths they tell in their simplicity

!

Inregard to these fountains, however, the .^isociation are averse to the attempt
of Inyii^ down any strict canons of design, which indeed tyros and tinkerers in

••rt are &r more inclined to impose than those of more experience, who know
how diffienlt it is to do this judiciously. All that I would say, tlierefore, is that
•t laeaent the Association are more inclined that the water slionld jet out from
^nma, flowers, leaves, shells, or conventional and architectural forms and decora-
tkna, than from the similitudes of the mouths of birds, beasts, or fish, or tlie

T^>resentation« of human faces. .41so I may say that tlieir desire is towards
rimplirity of design. Nothing, perhaps, in idea, is more pleasing as regards the
actual drinking part of the matter than a thread of water jetting out of a simple
rock, only that some might say that it were difficult perhaps to combine this

•tiafactorily with architecture.
The whole subject, however, is a graceful one as well as a good one. Assuredly

whoeTer erects a useful public drinking fountain, supplying pure water, does an
aoeeptable act, and makes for him or herself a pleasant memorial. The Hindoo
builds his record in some large and picturesque tank for his village, amid um-
hrageous trees. The pious Musisulman jiresents his town with a gorgeous
Saracenic fountain, affording, at the same time, grateful shade and cool water.
Shall the Christian be behind these ? I think there is proof already that he will
not, and that this subject is beginning to attract its due attention among us. It
is also n subject of holy interest, for some of the chief incidents of Sacred History
have taken place by the side of wells and fountains.
Among those who in tliis country have gifted, or are about to gift, the public

with boons of this nature are, I am happy to say, some of the gentler sex,
whose names, however, I will not mention, as they are among those who love to
" do good by stealth and blush to find it fame."
Their sex, indeed, has always been foremost in establishing these good works,

to which fact our northern bard so sweetly and toucliingly alludes in the con-
dading scene of Marmioii in the canto on the Battle of Flodden-field.

Ilioe are indeed many InittlefieldK in life, of various kinds, none perhaps in
which the struggle is more enduring than in some of the poorer parts of^ this
great town, where these fountains will indeed be a great boon, ana where some
of them will owe their existence to a woman's kindness. No doubt, indeed,
more than a few will owe their existence to iconum's kindness either directly or
Indh-ectly exercised, for both which we plead—when they will be remembered

—

as in the legend over the fountain just mentioned, and as in the words ofthe poet,
only with a difference.

—

" Drink weary Pllerim, drink and pray.
For the kind soul of Sibyl Gray,
Who built this cross and well.

**

"niis part of the proceedings wound up with the usual compliments. During
the evening, at suitable periods, the splendid band of the Scots Fusilier
Guards enlivened tlie assembly with their performances, under the conductor-
stup of Mr. C. Godfrey, jun.

It may perhaps here be fitly mentioned that the Drinking Fountain in the

adjoining Bistiopsgate Church, took place. The fountain was presented to the
ward by Cliarles Gilpin, Esq., M.P., and the preliminary meeting took place in
tlie Vestry, at 12 o'clock. Thos. Fowell Buxton has caused to be erected in
Commennal Street, Spitalfields, an Obelisk Drinking Fountain, 20 feet high, of
Cheesewring gran ite, with two lamps near the apex. On two sides the water
will flow gently into reservoirs for the public use, and there will also be troughs
for dogs. Mr. John Bell is the sculptor, and Messrs. Hart and Co., ofthe Strand,
supplied tlie lamps, kc. Mr. Dunn, of IJunn's Tailors' Labour Agency, Newing-
ton Causeway, has just caused to be erected at his own expense, a handsome
Drinking Fountain opposileliis establishment,—Willes Brothers, sculptors. The
water is forced into a glass globe, and, filtered in its progress, runs from three lips
in tlie globe into goblets beneatii. 1 1 is of the temple design, in marble.

Manchester Cathedral.—A short bill has been introduced by Mr.
Massey uid Mr. Tomer for enabling the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to expend
"so much of moneys paid to them under the Manchester I'arish Division Act
prior to January 1, 1800, as to them may seem fit," for the restoration or repair
oftbose parts <rf'tl>e Cathedral which are now in a dilapidated condition. This,
as the preamble states, will " secure the full lienefits intended by the said Act to
the sereraJ Rectors, loenmbents, or Ministers entitled to receive from time to
timepayments In augmentation of the endowments of their rectories, parishes, or
districts, as prescribed by the s lid Act, and prevent a diminution hereafter in the
payments to be made to them by reason of uny diminution in the receipts of the
eommissioners arising from any extraordinary charges which may be incurred in
the restoration or repair of such part or parts of the Cathedral as the Dean and
canons tliereof are now liable to repair."

WelUngborough.—The new (.'orn Exchange in this town is progress-
^g TCTy satisfactorily, and will be, when completed, one of the handsomest
Mildings in the county. It is expected to be opened in September, or earlv in
October, and will be a most valnabic acquisition to tlie town as a public roomi

ECCLESIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A COMMITTEE meeting was held at Arklow House, on Monday, June 11,
1800, present, the President, Mr. Beresfbrd-Hope, in the 'chair, Mr.

Gosling, Rev. S. S. Grcatheed, Rev. II. L. Jeniier, Mr. Gambier Parry, Rev.
W. Scott, Arclidencon Thorp, Mr. Warburtou, and the Rev. 13. Webb.
The minutes of the last meeting wore read and confirmed.
The following gentlemen were elected members .—Edward Akroyd, Esq., of

Bank Field, Halifax ; the Rev. J. M. Brackenbury, of Wimbledon, Surrey ; J.

R. Clayton, Esq., of Cardington-street, Hampstead-road ; the Rev. H. Douglas,
of Victoria-docks; and the Rev. John Jehb, of Peterstow Vicarage, Hereford-
shire.

Edward .\kroyd, Esq., and the Rev. John Jebb, were added to the committee.
Letters were read from Miss Blencowe, Messrs. G. Q. Scott, E. R. Robson,

C. Turner, R. P. Pullan, C. Buckeridge, J. W. Ilugall, S. S. Teulon, W. M.
Fawcett, J. W. Clark, and from the Rev. J. U. Sperling, Rev. E. W. Benson,
Rev. J. A. Addison, and Rev. R. W. Hautenville.

The Annual Report of the Society was then read, amended, and agreed to.

The Amiual Report of the Sub-committee for Music was likewise read and
accepted.
Mr. Truefitt met the Committee, and. laid before it his designs for several

houses in the Pointed style which have been built in the north ofLondon.
Mr. Slater met the Committee and exhibited a design for a large mosaic pave-

ment to be executed in the opus Alcxandrinum method for the sanctuary of
Chichester Cathedral. He also displayed the designs for a new quadrangle to be
built at Sherborne for the use of tlie G rammar School, and tlie designs for

the restoration of Rustington church, Sussex, and of Brington church, Hunts.
Mr. W. J. Hopkins of Worcester met the Committee, arid brought under its

notice the meditated destruction of the Giiesten Hall, at Worcester, of which he
exhibited drawings from the work on Domestic .Architecture, by Messrs. Doll-
man and Jobbins, now in course of publication. The President undertook to
notice the matter at the Anniversary Meeting of the Society ; and tlie secretary
was desired to write to the Society of Antiquaries and the Archaeological Insti-

tute to invite their co-operation in an effort to save the building.
Mr. Hopkins also laid before the Committee his designs for the restoration of

the long desecrated church of Cow Honeybourne, Worcestershire, and for the
restoration of the church of White Ladies, Aston. He also exhibited a large
number of other sketches.

Mr. Withers met the Committee and exhibited his designs for the restoration
of Monnington church, Pembrokeshire, and St. Dogfael, Meline, in the same
county. He also brought an embroidered green frontal which had been pre-
sented to his new church at Little Cawthorpe, Lincolnshire, by Miss Blencowe
and her colleagues of the Ladies' Ecclesiastical Embroidery Society.
Mr. Pritchard met the Committee and laid before the members the drawings,

by Mr. Seddoii and himself, for the restoration of Bonvilstone church, Glamor-
ganshire, for a new Probate Registry [at Llandatf, lor tlie new church of St.

John, Maindee, Newport, Monmouthshire, for the new church of St. Andrew,
Cardiii, for a sculptured reredos (to he executed by Mr. Armsted) for a church
near London, and for some villas at Croydon and Tunbridge Wells.
Mr. Lee met the Committee, and exhibited drawings of his works at Meopham

Court, Kent.
Mr. Skidmore also met the Committee, and exhibited, besides some beautiful

photographs of his works in the new Oxford Museum, the designs for his metal
screens in tlie church of All Souls', Halifax, and also the designs for an iron
church at Hawksbury, near Coventry, and for a clock tower at Canterbury, New
Zealand,
The Committee proceeded to examine a photograph of an oak credence-table,

designed by Mr. Charles Turner ; and also the designs by Mr. S. S. Teulon for

the new church of St. James, Pentonville; for the addition of a chancel to
Christ Church, North Croydon ; and for the restoration of South Carlton Church,
Lincolnshire. They further inspected Mr. Buckeridge's designs for the restora-
tion of All Saints', Mears Ashby, Northamptonshire, and for a new parsonage-
house for the same place.

It was announced that the Oxford Architectural Society was about to incor-
porate with itself an Historical Society existing in the University.
Mr. E. R. Robson presented to the Society three most interesting photographs,

representing portions of Durham Cathedral which no longer exist, taken from
water-color drawings by Carter, made in 1795. The following extract is from
Mr. Robson's letter ;

—

No. 1 shows the Galilee, in whicli nothing has been disturbed, except the fifteenth
century attar, replaced by enormous oak doors and cast-iron liinges.
No. '-t represents that end of ttie cliaptor-liouse, wliieb, four years after the execu-

tion of Mr. Carter's drawing, was entirely swept away.
No. 3 gives the opposite end of the chapter-house, which is not "destroyed" (as

Mr. Carter mentions), but only defaced. No vestige of tlie groining, or of tlie email
side door, remains. Tlie floor is of wood, about tlie same distance above the cloister
pavement, whicli it formerly measured in the opposite direction. The two-light
windows have the window-order walled up.
The originals belonged to the late venerable antiquary, Br. itaine, whose son has

allowed tlie pliotosraphs to be taken for the Dean and Chapter of Durham.
Thanks to the faithful work of Carter, the chapter bouse can bo restored to its

pristine glory, but, as Dr. Kaine forcibly asks, "Who can restore its pavement,
studded with the gravestones of the first three centuries after the Conquest ?

"

It was agreed to nominate Mr. Dickinson, the Rev. S. S. Greatheed, the Rev.
T. Helmore, the Rev. H. L. Jcnner, the Rev. W. Scott, and the Rev. B. Webb,
as the original members of the new committee, to be elected at the anniversary
meeting; and the Rev. Sir H. W. Baker, Bart., and Robert Smith, Esq., as
auditors for the ensuing year.

At a committee meeting held immediately after the annual meeting, present,
the President in the chair. Sir S. R. Glynne, Bart., V.P., the Rev. S. S. Great-
heed, the Rev. T. Helmore, the Rev. H. L. Jenner, the Rev. W. Scott, and the
Rev. B. Webb, the remaining members of the former Committee were all re-
elected, and the officers were re-elected. Sydney G. R. Strong, Esq., of 108,
Westboume-teiTace, Hyde-park, was elected an ordinary member. "I'he Presi-
dent undertook to frame a memorial tOtlie incorporated Church Building Society
on the subject of chairs in churches.
The following is the document which was subsequently forwarded to the Incoi

porated Society, with the secretary's reply :

—

To the Committee of tlte Incorpornleil Societyfor Building and Repairing
Churches.

My Lords and Gentlemen,—The Committee of the Kecleslological Society have
iostructed me, as its President, to convey to you the respectful expression of the wish
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of that Society, as shown by a unanimous vote at its recent general meeting?, that you
wouiti take into your cousideralion tlie revision of your ruU-H, so far as they give au
advantafje to one mellioil iiitlier tliau anotllerot' seating churches.

A few years ni^o the only metliod of seatinj; churclies, wiiich was In use, was that

of pews or Ijenelies, and it was therefore reasonable that your Society should not have
made provision for any other system. IJut tlie popularity which lias followed the
introduction of 'chairs into St. Paul's Cathedral, Westminster Abbey, and other
churches has, undoubtedly, established the fact that chairs may now be legitimately

considered as an alternative method.
The Eccleslological Society docs not, in thus memorialising the Incorporated Society,

desire to express any opinion upon the comparative advantafres of benches and
chairs. But it ventures to submit its very decided conviction that the two systems
ou^ht to be placed on a footing of perfect equality, and that the assistance rendered
should be in respect of accommodation and not ot' the form in which that accommo-
dation is offered—a question, as it contends, wliicli should be left to the discretion of
the church builders. At the same time it empowers me to offer one practical reason

why, in many cases, the prohibition of chairs would operate as a serious practical

disadvantage. This reason is their great cheapness in comparison with benches.

I was engaged last year in seating a church which contains about 000 worsliippers.

An estimate was promised for deal benches of a very simple design, and the amount
proved to be about £400. I then adopted chairs of tlie precise design and price of
those which Iiave been placed in St. rani's Cathedral, and the cost amounted to about
.£80. Had I adopted a still simpler form of chair I might have seated the church for

a still smaller sum. This instance is sufficient to prove that in discountenancing
chairs the Society may frequently drive poor localities into heavy expenses, which
otherwise might be obviated.
The Committee of the Ecclcsiological Society beg further to represent that they

conceive that the Society's grants should be given upon a scale founded on the com-
puted area of each church, rather than upon the alleged number of sittings. The
adoption of this system would ensure perfect fairness in every case, while according
to the present system the Incorporated Society must often be at the mercy of those
persons who do not scruple to dress up plaus with a fallacious show of sittings, of
inconveniently cramped dimensions, or placed in comers of the church where seeing
and hearing are impossible.

I have the honor to remain, my Lords and Gentlemen, your faithful and obedient
servant, A. J. I!. liEEEsroRD-UoPE.
Arklow House, June 16, ISfiO.

7, Whitehall, S.W., June 19, 1860.

Dear Mr. Hope,—T have to inform you that the memorial from the Ecclcsiological

Society, with which you favored me laat week, was duly presented to this committee
at their meeting yesterday. There was subsequently much discussion on the subject,

of chairs for churches, and a sub-committee has been appointed "to consider the
expediency of making grants " where they are introduced " in lieu of fixed seats,

and the regulations under which such grants shall be made."
Believe me to remain, very faithfully yours,

Geohge Ainslie, Sec.

A. J. Beresford-Hope, Esq., Arklow House.

THE LENDAL BRIDGE CONTRACTS.

AT the last meeting of the York City Council, the Town Clerk read the

minutes of the Lendal Bridge Committee, which was to the effect that
Mr. Shaftoc having tendered the following note to the Committee, viz. :—
There being a decided clerical error in my tender to the Lendal Bridge Committee,

laid before that Committee on the 22nd inst., I beg to withdraw such tender.
29th June, ISi'iO. John Shaftoe.
It was resolved that Mr. Shaftoe's withdrawal of his tender be entered on the

minutes of this Committee and be reported to the Council. That a special meeting
of the Council be held on Monday, the 2nd day of July next, respecting the building
of the Bridge at Lendal. That the surveyor be authorised to drive piles at Lendal-
ferry where necessary, and to take all the requisite steps for the full information of
this Committee in accordance with the recommendation of Mr. Dredge. Mr.
Pickersgill having reported that, in his opinion, the masonry required tor the Bridge
at Lendal can bo constructed by the Committee under his superintendence, and that
the required apparatus can be obtained on favorable terms, and that, in his opinion,
and that of Mr. Dredge, the cost will be under the estimate for masonry next in
amount to that of Mr. Shaftoe ; resolved that the Council be recommended to era-
power the Committee to construct the masonry required for the Bridge at Lendal,
under the superintendence of Mr. Pickersgill and such persons as he shall, with the
sanction of the Committee, employ for the purpose.
Mr. Aid. Meek said that in movinf? the adoption of the minutes of the Lendal

Bridge Committeej it was necessary to make some remarks. Difficulties wonW
present themselves, and mistakes would occur in tliis world. The Act of Parlia-
ment authorising the bridge to be built had received the Royal assent, a com-
mittee was appointed to carry out that Act, and tenders for tlie construction of

the bridge were advertised for. The result was that the tender of Messrs. Cal-
vert and Locking for the ironwork, and that of Mr. Shaftoe for the masonry,
were accepted, they being the lowest. With reference to the latter tender, he
had to state that an error of £1,000 had been made by Mr. Shaftoe in casting up
the amount, and it was very well that it Iiad been discovered before the contract
was signed. As soon as these tendera were received and accepted, the committee
set about purchasing the necessary property to enable the approaches to the
bridge to be commenced and proceeded with, and he was glad to say that the
whole of the property tliat stood in the way of this work being fully carried out
had become the property of the Corporation without it being in tlie least neces-
sary to resort to unpleasant proceedings. The house belonging to Mrs. Hotham
had been purchased, on the condition that possession be given to the Corporation
on the 6th of tlie present month ; but he understood that it had been an-anged to

give up possession on Monday—(Hear). These necessary arrangements being
completed, Messrs. Calvert and Co. would soon be in a position to proceed with
their work.

Tlie Lord Mayor observed that the mistake in Mr. Shaftoe's tender had
occurred in casting up the columns of figures,! in which the total )iad been made
£1,000 less than it really was.
Mr. Aid. Meek explained. He did not suppose for a moment that Mr.

Shaftoe had alleged tliis error for the purpose of getting the £1,000 added to his

tender. It liad been an error, and it was not the only one, for another party
from Exeter had also wished to amend his tender. He (Mr. Meek) tliought
they ought to place themselves in a right position with respect to this matter,
and allow Mr. Shaftoe to withdraw his tender in which this error bad arisen. For
No. 1 contract there were fourteen tenders ; wliile for No. 2 there were only
three. Thus in the former they had more to choose from than in the latter. The
two lowest tenders in each separate contract were by York parties, and the com-
mittee came to the conclusion that tliose persons could do the work mucli cheaper
and better than parties residing at a distance. Tlie work might have been given
to a man from a distance, but as two Y'ork business houses happened to be the
lowest in the estimates it would not have been proper to have given them the
cold shoulder. These matters being settled, Mr. Pickersgill had been up to
London and liad an interview witli Mr. Dredge, the engineer, and had also
esen Mr. Craven, Mr. Cabry, and Mr. Gow. With the information before them

they wen; of opinion that it would be much better for the Corporation to un-
dertake tlie mason work themselves than again let it by contract, and Mr Craven
had suggested that instead of excavating on each side of the Ouse to u depth of
20 feet, and filling np with concrete, it would answer equally well their purpose
if they were to dig only 10 feet in each place, and drive in piles, and fill up with
concrete. Mr. Pickersgill -was now encaged in driving trial piles at the river

side, and he thought that longer piles would be necessary than at first conjectured.
This would cost a little more, but he (Mr. Meek) considered that the work had
better be well done at first, than have to be mended aftenvards. Mr. Cabrv,
who takes a lively interest in the progress of the bridge, has stated that be
believed the total cost of construction, if placed in the hands of the Committee,
would be under £20,000, and Mr. Pickersgill thought the work might be com-
pleted in twelve or fifteen months. With respect to the latter gentleman his

management of the drainage works in this city was a sufficient guarantee of his

ability to carry out the great improvement now undertaken. Mr. Pickersgill

had some doubt about undertaking the work at first, but having learnt that a
quantity of appropriate machinery could be procured at a moderate rate, he liad

consented to manage the construction of the bridge. The plant belonged to Mr.
Gow, of this city, contractor, and had been used by him in the construction of
the Jarrow Doc is. When it was of no further use to the Corporation it would
still be worth something for sale. Under all these circumstances he considered
the matter would be quite safe in Mr, Piekersgill's hands—(Hear, hear). So
soon as the necessary trials with piles liad been made," Mr. Dredge would be com-
municated with, and tlie course to be adopted as to the foundations—whether all

concrete, or part concrete and part piles—would be decided on, and the work
would proceed. He tlien referred to the improvements that had taken place in

this city within the last few years, and he had no doubt some among tliein might
live to see a third bridge across the Ouse at Skeldergate ferry. This latter would
be a great convenience, especially in reference to the York Cattle-market, which
was he believed, the largest between Aberdeen and London. He concluded by
proposing the following resolution ;

—

"That the minutes of the Lendal Bridge Committee now read be approved,
and that tlie Committee be authorised and empowered to carry the same intoelTect."

Mr. March observed with reference to Mr. Shaftoe, that he believed that
gentleman was perfectly innocent of anything wrong. He readily produced his

sheets of calculation when called upon to do so, and there clearly was the error
spoken of.

Mr. W. B. RicHARD-soN suggested that the Committee should be limited as
to the amount of money to be expended on the work.
Mr. Alderman Husband objected to such a proviso. He observed that as one

of the Committee he could not be a party to give Mr. Shaftoe £1,000 more than
his tender ; to have done so would have established a bad precedent, and subjected
them to public censure. They bad consulted several gentlemen of great ex-
perience, who had given it as their opinion that the work could be done within
the estimate ; at the same time, it would be unfair to limit the Committee to any
particular sum. Who was to pay the dilFerence if any unforeseen expense
arose ? He believed that their surveyor, Mr. Pickersgill, had never exceeded
any one estimate that he had made ; and the closeness of his estimates in this

business to the tenders sent in fully justified the Corporation in placing confidence
in him—(Hear, hear). He thought that it would be unseemly mr them to
advertise for fresh tenders, and therefore they must take the matter into their

own hands and complete the work. Tliey ought to furnish Mr. Pickersgill

witli efficient assistants, and then the Council would have no reason to regret
having entrusted to him this important undertaking—(Hear, hear).

Mr. Aid. Meek observed that if the Council had not confidence in the Com-
mittee, they had better change it. He did not think that they ought to tie them
down to any particular sum, for he was sure they would endeavour to expend the
money belonging to tlie City as economically and as carefully as they could. The
Committee were using great exertions in carrying the work forward, and when
it was completed lie believed tlie public would be surprised—(Applause).
The Lord Mayor then put the resolution to the meeting, and it was carried

unanimously. ^
THE NEW CHURCH AT ISLINGTON.

THE new church of St. Thomas, Hemmingford-terrace, Islington, has been
completed, and was consecrated by the Bishop of London on the I2th

instant. The edifice is of the Decorated Gothic style, and consists of nave and
chancel 87 feet long and 20 feet wide, with north and south aisles of about the
same length and 12 feet wide. The aisles and west end of the church have
galleries, which are approached by stone staircases at the ends of the aisles. The
principal entrance to the church is through a deeply moulded and recessed double
doorway on tlie nortli side. The nave is divided into five bays, supported by
columns alternately circular and octagonal, with high pointed arches. The
chancel arch, 45 feet in height, is carved one bay westward into the nave, at the

steps of which stands the stone pulpit, of au hexagonal shape, with carved panels

and columns at the angles, with sculptured angels and foliage introduced. At
the east end of the chancel, and occupying nearly the wliole of the wall is a large

fi%'e-light window. At the west end oif the chancel is a large circular window of
the same diameter and filled with tracery. The sides of the church are lighted

by four clerestory windows on each side of the nave, and by three large three-

light windows on the south side, and four similar ones on the north side, all of

varied design in tlieir tracery. The whole of the windows are filled with green
cathedral glass and white glass borders, except the large circular portion in the

east window, which has been filled with stained glass containing the subject of

our Saviour's resurrection, by Mr. Warrington, the gift of the architect, being

one of a series of subjects intended to illustrate the life of our Saviour. The
whole of the roofs are of stained deal open framing, and the height of nave is

fifty-seven feet from floor to ceiling ; that to the chancel is formed of moidded
panelled compartments. Upon the outside above the chancel arch, is a small

decorated stone tuiTet about 80 feet high, with one bell. The small funds at the

disposal of the Committee prevented the erection of anything like a tower or

spire. The sittings are open, of deal, stained and varnished, and will accommo-
date nearly 1,000 persons, about I/O of these being for the school children. The
church is built of Kentish ragstone, with Bath stone quoins and dressings from

the Corsliam-down quarries. The works have been executed by Dove Brothers,

builders, Islington, at the contract amount of £3,375, from the designs and under

the superintendence of Mr. Arthur Billing, now of the firm of Newman and
Billing, architects and surveyors, Adelplii, and Tooley-street, London-bridge,

E.G. An illustration of the church will shortly appear in our pages.
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DOOKWAY OF A W^VBEHOUSE AT LEEDS.

WE engrave tliis week a very characteristic specimen of Jlr. AV. R.
Corson's abilities. It is tlie doorway of a wareliouse recently

erected at Leeds, for iU'ssrs. W. Lupton and Co. It presents several very
curious and interesting features. Whilst the general design, and several

of the details, are thoroughly Italian, we see combined with them portions

—as in the capitals—of undoubted Greek origin ; and, in the doorhead,
an unmistakcable Go-
thic character. Y'et

with such skill have
they been treated,

that the whole is in

perfect keeping, and
the seemingly dis-

cordant elements
blend most harmo-
niously together. If

the architect had bor-

rowed any complete
j

feature from either

style, this admirable
result would never
have been obtained.

It is because his work
is a design that it is

successful, and a de-

sign sprung from
mature and intimate

study by one who is

eridently capable of

analysing and com-
prehending the merits

of the old examples.

When we said that

the details had the
stamp upon them of

peculiar styles, we
did not imply that

they were mere tran-

scripts. The Italian

quality is the rich-

ness of the compo-
sition ; the Greek in-

fluence is seen in the

grace and elegance of
the ornament, and in

the care bestowed
upon even the most
tnfling portions ; and
the freedom of Gothic
art has enabled the
architect to make a
judicious use of
curved lines to give
value and size to the
arehed opening ; be
has, it will be noticed,

wisely omitted the
cuspings, to preserve
the general boldness
of the doorway, and
to reconcile it with
the other architec-
tural features.

THE CONSERVA-
TIVE CLUB,
ST. JAMES'S
STREET.

TUE present class

of London club-
houses is the creation

of the nineteenth
century. The meet-
ings of illustrious

men of the different

political parties for-

merly took place in

one or other of the
numerous coffee-

tively novel feature of English society. The Traveller's, the Atliena;um,
the Reform, the United Service, the Army and Navy, the Carlton, the
O.Kford and Cambridge, the Conservative, hear evidence by their names of
the distinctive character of tlie several societies. Each has striven in
some measure to rival or surpass the predecessor from which its members
may have seceded, or to which it may be immediately opposed. The Re-
form Club-house, founded upon tlie famous Earnese Palace at Rome, made

the Carltonians dis-

satisfied with the
plain Greek fayade
which formerly con-
tented them, and the
modification of San-
sovino's Library has
been the result. The
Army and Navy
surpassed the Senior
United Service. As
each new building
rises in the neigh-
bourhood of Pall-
mall, we see some
novelty and striking
feature introduced
into that street of
palaces. Venice
Rome, and Florence
have furnished the
models for the most
magnificent of these
architectural piles.

It is only by the
combination of weal-
thy members that
such noble monu-
ments could have
been reared, and
their successful erec-

tion in a broad and
important thorough-
fare has made Pall-
mall one of the ar-
chitectural glories of
the metropolis, and
will eventually
cause it to take rank
above the grandest
streets in the whole
world. Agreeably to

a notification we
made to our sub-
scribers, we have
heretofore, from
time to time, en-
graved one of this

series of sumptuous
buildings. We have
done so without in-

terfering with our
regular is.sue of il-

lustrations, so that,

when completed, our
subscribers in the
country and the co-
lonies may possess
accurate represen-
tations of them, and
also that our pages
may contain a per-
manent record of
their magnificence.
The one which en-
riches our present
Number is the ex-
terior of the Con-
servativeClubhouse.
It is situated at

the corner of St.

James's-street, and
was built in 1844
from the joint de-

signs of Mr. S.
houses of the metropolis, or in a dingy brick building purchased out of the , Sniirke and the late Mr. Basevi. It was then—if it be not now—the only
common fund. Of late years, club life has been more fully developed, and,
with it, palatial structures have been purposely built for the accommoda-
tion of the members, or the old club-bouses have been enlarged and re-
modelled to correspond with the expanded character of the divers asso-
ciations. Almost every class of our leading men lias now its distinctive
club-bouse. Some classes have even been divided and sub-divided to meet
the increased demand for the comforts and conveniences of this compara-

building in the street which had the slightest pretension to architectural

merit. It is flanked on its north side by a narrow street which pre-

vents little more than the cast front being visible, and the
architects consequently carried the general arrangement down
this street only to the extent of some 40 feet, as far as the break
shown in our drawing. Unlike many of the Pall-mall buildings, this

club-house has no exact Italian prototype, although it bears undoubted
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marks of Palladio's influence. This is visible especially in the upper

order wliere three-quarter columns are carried along the facade, with

windows between them. The blankness which would otlierwise have

resulted from only one range of windows is admirably obviated, by a

continuous frieze between, and at a level with the Corinthian capitals.

The ground floor is very simply rusticated, and would appear too plain in

comparison with the story above, but for the rich balustrade, supported

on massive trusses, which divides them. The two wings are very success-

fully treated. On the south side isolated Doric columns project, and

allow space between them for a handsome bow window, a dne qua non to

the club lounger. Corresponding with it on the north side is a columnar

portico, leading by a richly carved doorway to the entrance hall. Over

these, to mark the wings decisively.clusters of pilasters are placed. They
cannot altogether be approved of, but they were almost necessary to give

unity to the design. If single pilasters had been employed instead of

them, they would have been at once overpowered by the three-quarter

columns in the centre, whilst now the two features are well balanced, and

in perfect harmony with each other.

The admirable adjustment of the several parts is further noticed in the

relative value which the architects have given to the windows as compared

with the columns. Neither feature appears insignificant, and each seems

to lend value to the other, in return for an importance which it derives

from it. It will be useful to compare this front with that of the Keform
Club. They are both, within a foot or two, the same height and length,

120 feet by 65 feet. Turning to the interior: on the ground floor of the

Conservative we have an entrance-hall 35 feet by 19 feet, an inner hall 35

feet by 35 feet, cofiee room 80 feet by 28 feet 6 inches, 'morning room 92

feet by 28 feet 6 inches, dining-room 36 feet by 23, besides the usual

waiting-rooms, &c. On the first floor there is a drawing-room facing St.

james's-street, over the morning-room, a library 80 feet by 28 feet 6

inches, card-room, committee room, &c. As will be seen, the rooms are

very large, and in the kitchen department they are also of unusual
extent, and furnished with every apparatus and invention which may
contribute to the comfort of the members. The entrance-hall is very
prettily planned, and no rooms open into it, and the extent of the building

is not immediately apparent, but on arriving by a flight of steps at the far

end, a short open corridor on the left leads to the inner hall in the centre

of the building, whence all the apartments and the principal staircase may
be immediately entered. A great variety of internal architectural effect

is thus obtained, and it is increased by the three arches which separate the

inner hall from the staircase, and by the circular opening formed in the

ceiling of this hall, and the floor of the vestibule above it, through which
the dome above is seen, in brilliant relief to that below it.

The hall and staircase are most effectively painted by Messrs. Sarg and
Naundorff. The choicest and most beautiful natural forms are twined
with exquisite taste among the delicate curves and figures of Classic art

upon the walls, the floors are tosselated in divers colors, and a richness

and an air of unrivalled luxury pervades these apartments. Color has
not been introduced to anything like such an extent in the large rooms,
but their architectural decorations, ornamented ceilings, and cornices, and
costly fittings fully preserve the palatial character of the building. The
columns are of scagliola in imitation of different Italian marbles. In the
library the square pillars of grey and green scagliola have bronzed capi-

tals, the book-cases are oak with electrotyped decorations. The evening
and card-rooms have bird's-eye maple and sycamore fittings. The doors
and other fittings on the ground-floor are of wainscot oak : in the rooms
above, with the exceptions we have mentioned, they are of Spanish
mahogany.
The baths and dressing-rooms are in an entresol over the basement.
Though sixtee years have passed away since the Conservative was

built, and many club-houses have been since erected, it still maintains a
proud position amongst its rivals, not only in the several contrivances for
domestic comfort, but likewise in the taste which guided every detail of
its architecture.

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS AND THE SEWAGE OF
THE METROPOLIS.

AT the usual weekly meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, held in the
Guildliall, on Friday, J. TnwAiTEs, Esq., the Chairman, presiding, tenders

were opened for taking the sewage of the metropolis, deodorising or otherwise
treating it at the main outfalls, so that it might be applied to agricultural or
other purposes. The tender first opened was that of the London Sewage
Utilization Company (a company which was formed for the purpose of caiTying
out the plan proposed by Mr. Roberts, for the application of sewage to land by
irrigation). Tliis company offered to fake as much sewage on the northern side
of the river as they sliould require for two years, at a rent of £5 for cacli of the
said preliminary two years. Tlie tender made further proposals respecting subse-
quent arrangements, should the company desire to carry them on, but it is
not nccess.iry to repeat them here. The second tender opened was that of
Mr. Jolm James Moore, chemist and agricultural engineer, who offered to take
as much sewage as he should require, and at the points most favorable for removal
to farms in a liquid state, on a lease to be granted for 90 years, tlie Board to re-
ceive for the first 14 years a nominal or peppercorn rent, and at the termination
of that period the Board to share the profits, &c. A letter from Mr. George
Shepherd, engineer, referring to his former propositions respecting tlie dis])osal

I the sewage of the metropolis, was read—as was also a letter from Mr. Charles
1 . Kirkman, of Lambeth, who declined to send in a tender, on the
ground that the works of the Main Drainage were not sufficiently advanced
to enable a prudent man to make an estimate— but tliev were not
entertained, not being in accordance with the terms of the" advertise-
ment issued by t!ic Board inviting tenders for the sewerage. Tlie mem-
liers of the Board generally, remembering the extraordinarv sums wluch some

persons said might be realised by the sale of the sewage (one of the estimates
reaching the handsome sum of £9,000,000 per annum, ridiculed the paltriness of
the rentals proposed in the tenders, one reaching the sum of £6 per annum for
two years, and the other holding out an the iMiit a nominal or peppercorn rent
for iourteen years.—On the motion of Mr. Carnmael (Wandsworth), the
documents were referred to the Main Drainage Committee, to examine and
report. ^

MEDALLIC ARCHITECTURE.
IT may be interesting to our readers to be informed that a complete

suite of medals is in cotirse of publication in this country representing
in chronological order the most remarkable edifices in Europe. M. J.
Wiener of Brussels, who has just finished a set of medals of the principal
monuments in Belgium, has undertaken this more extensive work, which
is intended to form the liistory of the different epochs in architecture from
the earliest to the latest period. The publication will consist of 50 medals;
and the collection will be thus divided. For England 5 medals, beginning
with views of Winchester Cathedral and ending with St. Pauls ; France
will require 8 medals, from the Cathedral of Perigueux to the Pantheon

j

Germany 10, comprehending the States of the Germanic Confederation,
Miinster Kirche of Aix-la-Chapelle and concluding with the Walhalla ;

Greece 1 medal ; Holland and Belgium 4 medals, from the Cathedral of
Tournay to the Hotel de Ville, Amsterdam ; Italy 7, St. Pauls' Basilic at
Home to the Basilic of St. Peter ; Russia 3 medals ; Spain and Portugal
7, Monastery of Batalha, Cathedral of Seville, &c. ; Sweden, Norway and
Denmark 1 medal each ; Switzerland 1 ; and Turkey 1 (of course
St. Sophia at Constantinople). The medals will therefore embrace the most
ceblebrated buildings from the 4th to the 18 th centuries. Each medal
will give the exterior and interior of the building to which it is

devoted, and from the specimens already finished we safely conclude
that while both views render the character of the architecture with
great fidelity, the perspective of the interiors is managed with a skill—

a

rare occurrence in its application to bas-relief—very nearly approaching
perfect illusion.

OLD V. YOUNG ARCHITECTS.*
MESSRS. EDITORS,— I understand that a spirited discussion recently took

place in an architectural circle of high authority, on a proposition to reduce
the fees of young architects.

The gentleman who proposed this measure must have been surprised that his
jest was taken so seriously, that several of those present thought it worth their
while to remonstrate.

Or, if he were indeed earnest, could he have been ignorant of the fact that it

was long ago proved that it was no crime to be a young man ? and could his
experience have failed to lead him to observe tliat there may be some advantages
connected with tliat period of life for which the sage of threescore might judi-
ciously barter a little of his cherished experience ?

We should be very sorry to think tliat the recollection of the youthful efforts
of the gentleman himself were such as to lead him now to entertain a proposi-
tion which the sagacity of a young man, even, can teach him would redound
more to the emolument of the freshly matriculated youngster than to that of
the parent of a life's inadvertencies— lor what else is experience? For it is not
diflicult to surmise, that if the public were officially informed that they might
command the fervor, enthusiasm, freshness of imagination, and devotion of
youth, at a rate three per cent. lower than that charged by the Nestors of the
Srofession, that they would run the risk of the capability of a young man to
oor a twenty-five foot lot, and in a short time give him sufficient "opportunity to

accumidate an amount of experience as weighty and valuable, because acquired
by the same method, as that of the superannuated five per-centers.
There is a certain respect due from the old to the young whicli the progress of

the age has taught men to observe in other professions, and it is a melancholy
proof of the slow progress of architectural reform and liberality, when the con-
ceit of old fogyism would moderate and deprecate the fertile resources, energy
and determination of youthful aspiration.

Has this idea newly dawned upon the gentleman? was he conscientious
enough in his early practice to charge one-and-i half per cent ? or did he feel in
tlie days of his youthful inexperience that the anxiety of sleepless nights, the
fevered study on some perplexing problem, and the drudgery of specifications,
were overpaid at five per cent.? If he did not then feel the injustice of his
exorbitant charge, is he not now uneasy at retaining the surplus of the fees of
which he was defrauding the more experienced fathers of the profession I

It is diflicult to divine the motive which has prompted this foray of our
"Jlost potent, grave, and reverend scijjnor.s,

Our very noble and approv'd good masters,"
upon the struggling ranks of their junior brethren.

Is it that they may profit by the "sweet uses of adversity " that they wish to
discourage young aspirants for the architectural A. B. y imtting them on so
long a probation that tliey would reach the maturity of thirty-five before they
could venture to claim the b per cent, that but scantily remunerates the labor
expended 1 What is the pretext for this sudden attempt to check the progress,
and repulse the advance, of the young architect ? Have all the architectural
blunders—have a majority of the architectural anomalies—have any of the
architectural disasters which have recently overshadowed the profession been the
result of youthful inexperience ?

We have yet to learn that the prudence of forty is a surer safeguard against
the calamities of a Pemberton Mill, an insecure tenement, or a crumbling
arsenal, than the solicitous precaution for his unestablished reputation would be
in a young architect under similar circumstances.
And what limit would the gentleman place to the probation ?—at what age, or

after what definite amount of practice is that mysterious experience supposed to
begin which would justify the just budding architect in saying—from this day
forth my labors are worth 5 per cent. ?

Has a survey of the architectural features of our city, or a casual comparison
of the ability lUspIayed in the respective works of the old and the young

• Extracted from the New York Architects' and Mtclianks' Journal.
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aichiteets, brought the gentleman to the conclusion that the services of the

•Tchitects of Lonl and Taylor's, or Ball and Black's, or the curiosities of Fiftli-

•Tenue, show a mflhncncM of experience iu buikline, forsooth '. worth three per

cent, nior* than the genius uncraiupe<l by the price list, and the boldness of con-

eq>tiun defying tlie conservatism of narrow exptrience, displayed by our young
men in some of our recent arehitectural competitions ?

But in all this we are considering the merely ti'chnical—meclinnical and prosaic

—tile business side of the question ; is there nothing, may I ask (to continue my
interrogatories, fori am a young nrchilect, and draw upon the experience of our
venerable professors), is there nothing, I ask, in favor of the young architect for

his tender perception of the beautiful in design, his ever ready susceptibility to

the music of architectural harmonies, to wliich the sensibilities of the hardened
practitioner must liave become deadened after liaving been so long conversant

with scarcelv mor« than the price of the materials whose beauty he only estimates

by their market value ?

It is a humiliating confession to make, that any reply should be necessary

to a proposition such as that which provoked the discussion to which I have

referred.

I throw out these few suggestions, Messrs. Editors, for your consideration,

trusting that vour experience may confirm the impressions here declared, not

immodestly, I liope, by A Youkg Architect.

LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE June meeting of this societv was held on the 25th, at the Town Hall, the

Rev G. E. GiLLETT in tlic cliair.

The Secretary recommended to the notice of the Society a prospectus of a

periodical, entitled " The Reliquary," which commences this month, and is

intended to preserve and illustrate, primarily, the antiquities of the county of

Deri)y, but to extend its observations to the neifjhbouring districts. It will be

edited by Mr. L. Jewett, whose name is a guarantee for the ability of tlie articles

which will appear in it, and for the accuracy and excellency of the engravings with

which they will be illustrated.

Mr. Gr'esley read the following paper upon Newstead :

—

TIIEltE seldom occurs so good an opportunity of thoroughly seeing a place as
when it is going to be offered for sale. I therefore procured the plans and

particulars of the estate and house at Ncwstead, and visited it a week before it was
offered for sale, as we iiave seen reported in the newspapers. These plans I produce,
thinking it may be worth while for those of us to inspect them who may not liave

done 60, and are interested in the remains of our Conventual Establishments. They
present n remarkable instance of the domestic buildings oi a monastery being con-
verted into a baronial residence, the sites of the various parts of the original edifice

being adhered to. But before saying more respecting them, I would observe that
this monastery of Canons Kegularof St. Augustine was founded by King Henry II.,

shortly before, or in the year 1174, as appears from the fact of Geoffrey, Archdeacon
of Canterbury, lieing the first witness to tliefoundation charter, from which preferment
he was then advanced to the Bishopric of Ely. This archdeacon was employed by
Henry in his dispute with Archbishop Becket, who e.\communioatcd him, and calls

Wm, in a letter to the Bishop of llerefbrd, "an Arch-devil and limb of Antichrist.

"

" I have given," says the King, " to God and St. Mary the place which I have founded
In Scirwod, and by this present charter have confirmed the same place to the Canons
there serving Cod; and Paplewic, with tlie church of the same town, and the mill
which the Canons themselves have made, and with all things pertaining to the same
town, in wood and plain," &c. No portion of the present building is so old as the
twelfth century. The west front; of the Conventual Church remains in very perfect
{>re«ervation, excepting that the tracery of the large window has been destroyed. It
B, in its architectural features, very like Salisbury and portions of I.iclifield and
Southwell, and may date fifty years or so after the foundation of the Monastery. It
was evidently never completed. It is the west front of a nave, with north and south
aisles, and was intended to have towers, which were never raised. The south aisle

was plainly never built, (or one side of the cloisters occupies the site of it ; and it

may bequestione<l wliether the north aisle ever was, for the west window of it is, like

that for the south aisle, blocked up with stone, although there is the commencement
ot an arch and groining, between the west doors of the nave and north aisle. A
tatueofGod the Son and St. Mary still occupies a niche high over the great
western window, recalling to one's mind the verses of Lord Byron on the Angelic
salutation :—

Ave Maria: 'tis the hour of prayer

!

Ave Maria ! 'lis the hour of love 1

Ave Maria: may our spirits dare
Look up to thine and to thy Son's above I

Ave 3Iaria : Oh that face so fair.

Those down-cast eyes beneath the Almighty dove

;

What though 'tis but a pictured image ? &c.
It Is not, however, my intention to repeat on this occasion all the charming poetry
with which this place inspired the muse of Lord Bjrron.

But little is generally known of the history of the monastery of Newstcad. I find
mention made of four cartularies or ledger books of the house, which contain tran-
scripts of their title deeds, &c. Dngdale copies from one, then (1040) in the possession
of Sir John Itiron, which no doubt he became possessed of when he liad tiie grant of
the property from Henry VIII. Tlie same MS. is referred to by Thoroton (1077)who
calls it the book of Kobert Cutwolf, prior of Newstcad in tlic time of Henry VI. "A
ledger book, containing charters, Ac, relating to Newstead Abbey, in Nottingham-
Bblrc, temp. Hen. VI," Is mentioned in p. 1.58 of the Appendix to the report of the
Commissioners on the Public Records (183?) as in the King's Kemombrancer's
ofBce. Another is deposited amon? the Arundel MSS. In the Library of the College
of Arms (Norfolk MS. tA, «), given by Nicholas Burton, of Derby, A.D. 1?12.
Another is mentioned in .Spelman's Glossary as in the possession of the Earl of
Kingston. Whether these four arc all alike I cannot say. We know that transcripts
of their cartularies used to be deposited by monasteries in other friendly religious
hODa«s, in order to the preservation of them in case of the destruction of the originals
by ire or otherwise, at home. From these cartularies, and from our national records,
the history of the monastery might be compiled.
The followin" is a list of the I'riors of Newstead. It contains two names not men-

tioned in the Monastioon, and one or two variations from it. I have taken it from
the marginal MS. notes of that painful antiquary, Browne Willis, in his copy ot
Thoroton's "Nottinghamshire," page 2<S2, which I have the happiness of pos-
sessing :

—

EuBtachius occurs 1215 ; Albrcil, abont 12.30 ; Robert, elected 1239 ; William, occurs
1267; John Lexington occurs 1280; Richard de Halam, elected 1287 ; William de
Thurgarton, elected 1290 ; Richard de Grangia, elected 129.3 : Hugh de Colingham
occurs i:g>0; he was succeeded by John Willesthorp, 1.3.>7; William Allerfon suc-
ceeded, l.)67 ; John Hncknall, elected MOrt ; William Baukwell. elected 141.5 ; Tliomas
de Carlton, elected 1421 ; Robert Cutwolfe, elected 1424 ; AVilliam Misterton, elected
1445; John Durham, elected HCl ; Thomas Guntliorp, elected H(S7, was living 1411.5

;

resigned 1504; William Savage occurs 1507, called Sandal: elected 1504; 20—
John Blake, last Prior, surrendered 1.540, and had a pension of £10 138. 4d., and
w«« UrlDg 15,'>.3, and enjoyed it. 11 monks surrendered with him Oct. 3, 1693. He
wu elected 15%

The income of the Monastery just before its dissolution was found to be £219 ISs. 8Jd.
per annum.

Tlie recent editors of the Mouastieon describe an impression of the Common Seal
of Newstead, 20 Hen. III. (A.D. 1241-2).—Cart. Harl. 11 >. F. 34. On it is represented
the Hlessed Virgin, with a lily in her right hand; on her left, the Divine Infant is

seated on her lap. Legend—sigillv.m. s,vnte. mvhie. >ovi. logi. I am disap-
pointed in not exhibiting a cast of this impression.
Here is also a print of a relic of the Conventual Church—a brazen eagle, which, I

was told at Newstead, was dragged out of the square pond a few yards east of the
hiilh altar, called in the plana the " Eagle Pond." It is also engraved in Shaw's
" Dresses and Decorations of the Middle Ages," Vol. I., whose account of it is worth
repi-ating as rectifying a vulvar error:-

'• The elegant reading-desk at the end of the present article was, about the year
1780, dragged out of the deep part of lake at Newstead, and is now preserved at
SoutliweTl, in Nottinghamshire, having been purchased by Sir Richard Kaye in
1778, and presented by his widow to the chapter. It is made of brass, and was sent
by them to a clockmaker to be cleaned, who observed that it was composed of several
pieces, which might be taken apart. On unscrewing these, the boss was found to
contain a number of parchments, most of which were deeds and grants connected
witli the Abbey of Newstead. Among |the rest was a pardon granted
by King Henry V. on some occasion to the monks, and, as was common
with such documents, worded so generally as to include every offence that was
probable that the monks might be accused of having committed, previous to
tlie date at which the pardon was granted. Such deeds were often necessary to

frotect the monks against the rapacity or malice of their neighbours, ^^'asllington

rving, who has described this reading-desk in his little volume on *' Abbotsford and
Newstead Abbey," lias entirely misunderstood the nature of this document, and
represents it as an indulgence to the monks to commit crimes with impunity. There
cau be little doubt that tills desk, which was used iu tlie chapel of the Abbey to read
the Litany from, was thrown into the lake by the monks, probably at the time when
the dissolution of monasteries was first threatened, in the hope that by this means
their titles would be preserved until the storm should be blown over; and they never
returning to recover if, it remained beneath the water during more than two
centuries." A tall brazen candlestick, with three lions projecting from the base like

those of the eagle, is also shown in Southwell Church, and is said to have been found
at Newstead at the same time.
King Henry VIII. by his letters patent dated May 28, 32 H.S., granted Newstead

Priory (Newstead Abbcij is a misnomer, and a piece of presumption on the part of its

lay impropriators) to Sir John Byron, of Colwick, Knight, wliose illegitimate son (as

appears in Thoroton's pedigree of tlie family) succeeded him in his estates. The
recent editors of Spelman's book on Sacrilege have the following remarks in their
Introductory Essay, pp. 50—52, edit. 1852 :

— " It is the more important to dwell on the
history of this house, because Tanner brings it forward as one of his proofs that no
especial curse attaches Itself to sacrilege. We will, as nearly as we can, avail our-
selves of Sloore's words, in his 'Life of Lord Byron.' Sir (John?) Byron, made a
Kniglit of the Bath by King .Tames I., was deeply involved in debt. His son, the
first Lord Byron, died without issue. The second and third barons left each only
one surviving son, The fourth b'lron was thrice married. By his first wife he had
no issue ; by his second three sons and one dauglitcr, who all died unmarried ; by
his third, among other children. Admiral Byron, whose wreck off the coast of Chili,

and five years' hardships, attracted public attention. ' Not long after,' says Moore,
' a less innocent sort of notoriety attached itself to two other members of the family

;

one the grand uncle of the poet, and the other bis father. The former, in the lyear
1705, stood his trial before the House of Peers for killing in a duel, or rather scuffle,

his relation and neighbour, Mr. Chatworth ; and the latter having carried off to the
continent the wife of Lord Caermarthen, on the noble marquis obtaining a divorce
from the lady, married her.' This lady * having died in 1784, he, in the following year,
married Miss Catherine Gordon. It was known to be solely with a view of relieving
himself from his debts that Mr. Byron paid his addresses to her. The creditors
lost no time in pressing their demands ; and not only was the whole of her ready
money, bank shares, fisheries, &c., sacrificed to satisfy them, but a large sum raised
by mortgage on the estate for the same purpose.' *I have been thinking,' says
Lord Byron himself, 'of an odd circumstance. My daughter (1), myself (2), my half-
sister (3), my mother (4), my sister's mother (5), my natural daughter (0), and myself
(7), are, or were, all onh/ children. 3Iy sister's mother had only my half-sister by
that second marriage (herself, too, an only child), and iny father had me, an only
child too. Such a complication of only children all tending to one family is singular

enough, A^'D looks like fatality al.most.' We need not remind the reader
of the separation of Mr. and Mrs. Byron, and of Lord and Lady Byron, nor of the
miserable tenor of the poet's after-life. Newstead no longer belongs to the Byrons.
The present baron has six surviving children, of whom three are married, whereas
Colonel Wildman, the present possessor of Newstead, is without heirs male."

Sir John Byron (alias Ilaigh), son of the King's grantee, is styled " of Newstead,"
and probably converted the domestic buildings of tne monastery into a residence for

himself. The priory church would form a quarry close at hand, from which
materials could be procured for such alterations as he and his successors might
desire. Excepting, therefore, its west front, which was very ornamental, its south
wall of great strength, and two sides of its south transept, now transformed into the
orangery, ;notliing remains of it which can be traced above ground. Tlie cloister

court still retains its cloisters, in which may be observed an Early English doorway
which led into the church, and the position of the lavatory on the south side. Around
the cloister were the conventual buildings. I suppose the present entrance-liaU wis
perhaps tlie library and scriptorium, and above it the dormitory, now the private and
great dining-rooms. North of it, and adjoining the church, was a small apartment,
sometimes used as a treasury and muniment-room, but now occupied by a
staircase. The present library I conceive to be a Byronial addition over the
north side of the cloisters. Clerestory windows may here have given light

to the church. On the east side is the orangery, once the south transept,
south of which is Lord Byron's bath, and above this the "family pew,"
looking into the present chapel, which was originally the chapter-house of
the Canons. The wine cellar and private dining room, completing the east side and
projecting considerably further to the south, may have been a large vaulted place for

cellars and stores (such as still remains at Stoneley Abbey), with the refectory above,
while the south side of the quadrangle was occupied by the common room, kitcheiw,

and other offices. The buildings attached to the south-eastern angle would be the

Prior's residence : those at tlie south-western may have been the eleemosynary and
infirmary, to which extensive additions have been recently made for domestic offices.

Part of which I have said is, of course, conjectural, and more learned antiquaries may
assign various portions of the edifice to different purposes. Could we but havfl

examined it half a century ago, when in tlie dilapidated condition in which Lor4
Byron was obhged to leave it, more of its original character would, doubtless, have
been apparent. Colonel Wildman's improvements, however, are said to have been
carried out as reatorafioiis as much as possible.
The extraordinary interest with which Newstead is now generally regarded is, of (

course, derived from its connexion with tiie most famous poet of liis day. There
was a time when I, in common with many of my age, indulged in flic fascinating
beauty and luxuriousness of Byron's compositions, and imbibed the evil which lay

not concealed within them. And when visiting the scenes which called forth from
the soul of the bard so much of Ills immortal verse (as the world would call if), one
could not but speculate and philosophise upon that great phenomenon. Here was a
man endowed with untold intellectual powers, genius, imagination, talent, taste, i

living 'in the very abode of aiicii^ut devotion and sanctity, yet liimself unlmppily
taking the opposite direction, ruining, we cannot but fear, biiusclf and others

eternally. Are not Byron's poems tlie miserable snare which introduces many to

courses of profligacy and unbelief? I once accidentally heard a young man enthu-
siastically affirm that, in his judgment, Don Juan was suparlor to the Bible !

How
came this to be ? One incident m Byron's life seems to contain the key to it. Pas-
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sing: over his defective early education, we come to what appears to have been tlie

turning point of Iiis life—his unrequited adoration, as we may call it, of the object

of his early love. He was then fifteen; she two years older. "She," .'*ays Irvins:, " was
at that n^c when a female soon ehanpes from the <Tirl to the woman, and leaves her
boyish lovers fur behind her." While tils youthful aflectlons were concentrated in

her, she became the wife of anotlier. In the anpfuish of such a moment, in the minds
of such as Ilyron, there are but two objects to choose between for relief. Unhappily
he chose the wrong one,- the world and its recklessness. And having done so, he
became the enemy of the other. Many are they of old time, who, in such momenta
of (we may say) providential afllietion, have found refuge in such retreats as Ilyron
then possessed the ruins of: many, whom the very sight of such remains of ancient
devotion has since calmed, consoled, and led on to their reality. We read of his

desecration of the place and its former occupants; how he dug up the ashes of the
dead, and insulted what was still tangible of them. Kven now this has not quite
ceased. Most of the human remains have indeed been re-interred, or put away ; the
stone eotiin of the I'rior from before the High Altar is no longer lilled with rnbbisli
or pugilistic implements : but the " skull-cap " is exhibited. The courteous house-
keeper still produces it, witli its silver rim and engraved pedestal, as the choicest
gem of the mansion. I could not look upon it without horror and detestation, and
state my conviction that no possessor of the house could prosper until it was again
consigned to the earth from which it was formed. Tlius "tlie things which" to

JJyrou '* sliould have been tor his wealth, became unto him an occasion of falling."

Alas, that there is so little recorded of him which can afford us hope of nis

repentance.
I have ventured to make this concluding remark, which may seem to some to be

beyond the province of an architectural and archaeological society such as our own,
from a conviction tliat if we are never to extend our observations beyond the dry
facts of architecture, antiquity and history—if we are never to draw conclusions nor
contirni religious principles from such studies^f we are to regard works of art and
curiosity merely as what they are in tliemselves and not as conducive to the glory of
the great artificer of the world and of mankind, then such societies as ours will be
found have been useless, and worse than useless, to the their members at the Last
Day,
the Secretary was requested to procure a copy of the particulars and plans of

Kewstead to be placed in the library of the Society.

The Secretary di-stributed to tlie members present, copies of the paper upon
" The Armorial Windows erected in the reippi of Henry VI., by Jolin viscount
Beaumont and Katherine, Ducliess of Norfolk, in Woodhouse Cliapel, by the

Park of Beaumanor, in Chamwood Forest, Leicestershire, including an investi-

gation of tlie differences of tlie coat of Neville," read last year by Mr. J. G.
Nichols, F.S.A., at the annual meeting of the Society at Lougliborougli. Mr.
Burnaby proposed and Mr. Thompson seconded a vote of the cordial thanks of

the Society to Mr. Herrick for this kind and interesting present.

It was resolved tliat a special meeting should be called to make arrangements
for an evening soiree of the Society to be Iield shortly in Leicester, and that tlie

annual meeting of the Society for the transaction ot business should be held at

the close of tlie year : these arrrangcments to be independent of the contemplated
excursion and meeting at Rugby.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the business of the day.

THE NINE HOURS' MOVEMENT,
ON Wednesday evening a public meeting of the operatives in tlie building

trades was held at St. Martin's Hall, Long-acre, in furtherance of the
above movement. The large hall was crowded to excess, and the chair was
occupied by Lord Robert Montagu, M.P.
The Chaikman, in opening the proceedings of the meeting, said it seemed to

him, and had seemed to him for a long time, that the subject whicli liad brought
them together was a most important one; and it was one which for some years
had stood tlie brunt of discussion, braved resistance, and defied vituperation. He
was sorry that the employers of labor in London Iiad refused to meet the
employed to discuss tlie question, when asked to do so, preferring to remain ice-

bound to prejudice, and disinclined to give way to any reason that might be
urged upon them. There were two questions before the meeting ; the first was
the fair and proper duration of their labor, and the second was, what were the
the wages they ought to receive for that labor. And tliese two questions
involved tlie whole subject of a fair day's wage for a fair day's work. The
Chairman strongly advocated tlie nine hours' movement, wliicli he contended was
ip accordance with the tendencies of the age, which were in favor of a reduction
of the hours of labor.

. Mr. Cremeu (carpenter) moved the first resolution :

—

Kesolved—That we believe our request for a reduction of the hours of labor justi-
fied by the first principles of pulitical economy; and that by the increased skill and
repldity of manipulation acquired by the workman—the necessity for the ten hours'
system has passed away ; the building operatives, in conjunction with machinery,
being enabled to produce sufficient for the requirements of society by laboring nine
Hours per day.

Mr. Pitt (painter) seconded the resolution, which was carried by acclama-
tion.

Mr. Howell (bricklayer) moved the second resolution :

—

Kesolved—That this meeting regrets the late refusal of the master builders to
discuss the nine hours' question with a deputation from the men, believing such
reftisal to be inimical to the interests and position of the employers, and calculated
to engender imbittered feelings between themselves and their workmen, at a time
When every eiVort should be made to render the Interests, welfare, and progress of
both identical. Iteing convinced that the concession we seek is neces.«ary to the
preservation of our physical, and the expansion of our intellectual and moral powers.
We pledge ourselves to press our claim until it lias been conceded.
Mr. Meagher (plasterer) seconded the resolution, wliich was also carried bv

acclamation.

Mr. George Potter proposed a vote of thanks to Lord Robert Montagu
forpresiding over the meeting.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Cremer and carried amidst vociferous
cheering. The Chairman returned thanks and the meeting separated.

Painters' Company.—ExhibitionofSpecimens ofDecorative Art.—The
successful competitors—viz., Messrs Kersliaw, Sirakin, Edniett, and M'Douall

—

were, at full court on Wednesday last, presented with the freedom of the company
8iid certificates of merit for specimens of decorations in arabesque, marbling,
Rraining, and writing. 870 persons of all classes have visited this exhibition
during the month it iias been open,

Leicesterstiire.—New School Buildings.—It has been determined to
build a new suite of school buildings and teacher's residence at Belgrave, Tlie
cost is estimated at £1,600, and subscriptions have been started to gatlier the
aeedful supply.

CHURCH AND CHAPEL BUILDING AND RESTOR.VTION, Sec.

Unchdale.—St. Martin's Church, Castleton Moor.—On Wednesday week the
chief corner stone of St. Martin's Church, Castleton Moor, was laid. Tfic Church
will stand on a plot of elevated ground bordering on the Manchester and Roch-
dale turnpike road. It will he in tlie Early Decorated style, consisting of nave,
aisles, north and south transepts, and chancel. The tower, at the end of the
north-west aisle, will he surmounted by an elegant spire, reaching together a

height of 140 feet, and will have four niches round its ba.se, containing figures of
the Evangelists. Summit stone will be used generally in the dressing, but the
tracery will be of Halifax stone. The interior is to be fitted up with red deal

seats, stained and open, and the roof, which is to be very handsome, will have an
open frame of the same material. The Church will be without galleries, and will

accommodate about GOO persons. The entire cost is estimated at £3,000. The
architect is Mr. Ernest Bates, of Manchester. The contractor for the stonework
is Mr. Edward Taylor, of Rochdale; and for the woodwork, Mr. John Mills, also

of Rochdale ; their tenders being respectively for £1 ,700 and £050. No contracts

have yet been entered into for the other porticms of the works. Building operations

were commenced on the 20th October last, and are expected to be completed by
the middle of next November.
Dublin.—St. Patrick's Catliedral.—The Dublin Suildei- complains strongly

that the operations now in active progress in the venerable Cathedral of St.

Patrick are for the renewal, not the preservation, of the building, and that, when
the works are completed, noneof theold buildinfj will remain—that " Vandalism"
will have victimised another fine monument of ancient architecture. A corre-

spondent of a London daily says, regarding this—" This is, no doubt, to say the

least of it, an exaggeration. It is reported, I cannot say with how much truth,

that the munificent contributor of the expenses for tlie works of preservation is

about expending a large sum upon the improvement and ornamentation of St.

Stephen's-green, one of the finest civic squares in Europe, ifproperly ornamented.
Sir. Guinness has his town residence on the green."

Lincolnshire.—The Church at Falkingham is now closed to allow of the

work of restoration being coinineiiced. On last Monday morning the contractor's

(Mr. Baker of Sleaford) men beran to take down the nave, the whole of which is

to be removed and rebuilt, and also a great part of the north wall.—The ancient

churcli of Halton Beckeriiig has been re- opened after a course of restoration.

Thenortli and south aisles, north arcade, and mortuary chapel have been taken
down and re-built, a new roof of open timber-work h<is been placed in the nave,

the north and south aisle, and the chapel, the nave and chapel have been covered
with green Welsh slates, and the north and south aisle with lead. The porch,
and the base mouldings, plinth, and windows of the tower have been thoroughly
restored ; the benches and fittings, which are entirely new, are solid oak, and the
pulpit is of wainscot, with stone base and steps. The seating in the chancel
stalls have been new arranged with tracery front ; the altar and foot-pace relaid

with Miiiton's encaustic tiles, and the passages with Garrett's red and black

tiles. The whole of the interior stone-work lias been tlioroughly cleaned and
restored. A new beating apparatus has been applied, and the font has been
thoroughly restored and placed on a new base. The south and north doors

are offramed oak, with ornamental bands, escutcheons, &c., and a new oak gate

and posts have been i)]aced at the south entrance ot the church-yard. The
restoration is complete, and the cost of the work, which reflects great

credit uiDon the builder, i.i, we understand, about £1,200. Mr. Huddlestone,

of Lincoln, is the contractor, and G. G. Scott, Esq., of London, the architect.

Eton Church, Wiibech, has been recently re-opened, after restoration. The
interior of the fabric has undergone very considerable restoration, the columns,
the arches and other parts have been " brought out," by removing the coats and
colours placed on them from time to time. The present restoration includes

almost the entire rebuilding of the south aisle. The porch has been almost

entirely rebuilt. The three lancet (13th century) windows, by Mr. Wailes, of

Newcastle, are beautiful specimens of the present state of the art of glass-

painting. The subjects they contain are typical of Hope, Faith, and Charity.

The gi'oundwork is rich grisaille or mosaic work, with two medallion subjects in

each light, taken from the New Testament.
Manchester.—On the afternoon ofSaturday last the foundation stone ofanew

Independent chapel and schools was laid, on a plot of ground fronting Chorlton-
road, Moss-side, Manchester. The total cost, including the site, will be about

£6,000. The architects are Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, of Reading

;

the contractors, Messrs. Young and Co., of Oxford.
Bursleni.—Projiosed new Wesleynn Chapel at Longjmrt.—A project is on

foot for rebuilding and enlarging the Wesleyan Chapel at Longport, subscriptions

to a considerable amount having been got in.

Corsham.—The work of restoration will next week be commenced in the old

parish church of Wymering—the late patron having bequeathed a sum sufficient

for the purpose. This old church is noticed in Domesday Book.

Montrose, (N.B.)—A new territorial and mission church, the St. Paul's, of

Montrose, was opened last Sunday. The building, designed by Mr. Henderson,
of Edinburgh, is of the plain Gothic style of architecture. Its exterior is orna-

mented by a neat spire, of considerable height; and there is a large and elegant

oriel window, with rich tracery. It is, on the whole, neat, handsome, and com-
modious—its internal arrangements particularly so ; and it is capable of accom-
modating upwards of 500 sitters.

University College, London.— The distribution of prizes in the

classes of Architecture and Construction took place on the 3rd inst., when
the following were adjudicated as the result of the examination, by Professor

Donaldson, for the session 1859-(i0 -.—Fine .-Vrt—1st year's prize and 1st certifi-

cate, Edwaid Mawley ; 2nd year's prize and 1st certificate, Ernest Beck ; and

and 3rd certificates to J. Hf. Tarring and Francis Nibbs. Construction—lst

year's prize and 1st certificate, Edward Mawley ; 2nd certificate, C. H. Bright

;

2nd year's prize and 1st certificate, Francis Nibbs ; 2nd certificate, J. H. Tarring.

Barrack Erections, Hartlepool.—At the meeting, on Wednesday week
of the Magistrates of the Durham County Assize, the subject of the proposed

barracks was introduced. The designs and plans had been approved, and the

£2,000 previously voted would be sufhcient for the structure. It was proposed

that £2,000 more should be given for the erection of gun-sheds, which motion

was carried ; so that the total to be expended on this contract will be £4,000.

Tenders we understand, will shortly be invited.
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PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

I\
the BoBW of Comiiionii on Monday uiji;lit, Mr. D. FortescuR asked the
Hwt Coramioioner of Works whether it was his intention in the course of

the present session to submit Mr. Scott's amended designs for the Foreign -otfice

to tlie inspection ofmemtnTs of ttiiit House ; and, if so, when ? Mr. Cowper said

that Mr. Soott liad pr«part'<i a design lor the elevation in tlie Italian style, and
that design was still under consideration. He hoped to be able to answer the

fcon. member's question in a few days. Sir J. Shelley asked the Chief
CttmmiOTJoner of Works whether he |<roposed, as had been stated, to make a road
tlinwigh the centre of Kensinprton Ganlens communicating between Tyburnia
aadBclgravia; and whether it was intended to do so without coming to Por-
liuiient for its consent. Mr. Cowper said he had no intention at present to do
what the hen. member had named. Mr. Augustus Smith wished to know
whether the right hon. gentleman meant to apply for the consent of Parliament
in the first instance. Mr. Cowper had thought it unnecessary to say that if any
money was required for any works in the park he would certainly think it right,

upon the whole, to ask the' House to vote the money before he spent it.

On Tuesilay night Sir J. Shelley asked the First Lord of the Treasury
what course the (ioveniment intendc<l to take in reference to the report of the

Commissioners on National Defences ; whether they meant to ask the House for

any money inconuection with this subject, and when they proposed to do so?
Lonl Palmorston.— It is, I think, quite right and proper, when my right hon.

friend the Chancellor of the Excliequer states on Friday what sum is reciuired for

the China vote, and how it is to Ik? raised, that this House should be put in pos-

emionof the whole amount of the demand which may be made upon it for the

pobiie service in the course of the session—(Hear, hear). It is therefore my
mtantuo on that occasion to state to the House—without going into details of

the reaiODs for which the measure was proposed—the amount of money which her
Haiesty's Government wish to raise for the execution of the works in question,

and in what manner they recommend that that money should be supplied.

Mr. Collier asked when the report of the Commissioners on the subject of the
building of the new courts of law and equity would be laid on tlie table. Sir G.
C. Lewis said the report on the concentration of the courts of law had already

been presented.

"—
The Oentleman's Magazine. July.

THE two hundred and eighth volume is completed with the present part

of our contemporary, who appears to defy time, and to gain strength
by years rather than to show signs of decay. With ourselves, the Editor of
the " Gentleman's Magazine " has earnestly considered the subject of a
national style of architecture, and we have occasionally felt obliged to take
exception to his tcacliing in certain matters that may reasonably be sup-
posed to be nnder our more immediate cognizance, but, as we trust, always
in a kindly spirit, and with the one and only object of assisting to u
correct appreciation of all the bearings of a very important question. When
we diffijr somewhat, it is with regret, on our part at least—a regret only
equalled by the satisfaction we feel when we find we have l)oth been working
in the same direction with an earnestness that cannot fail to have some beneficial

influence on our art. The number before us contains the conclusion of Mr.
Scott's lecture on Westminster Abbey, with an engraving of the chapter-house
as restored. Singly the tracery of the windows is very much out of perspective

;

we refer to the large circles. In illustration of part of Professor Willis's lecture

at Cambridge an interesting plan is given, showing how complete is the analogy
between Haddon Hall and Queen's College, Cambridge.

The Practical Mechanics' Journal. Part CXLVIII.
CONTIXTJES to furnish important, we may say indispensable, information to

patentees and inventors. The law reports of patent cases will be perused
with interest by most readers. A page engiaving shows very intelligibly the
arrangement of Mr. E. F. Jones's hot-blast furnace, which appears to have some
good points about it. The history of the sewing machine really appears to be
almost without end; the present number contains the twenty-eighth article,

bringing the subject down to 1857. An illustration of a fire-escape that may
generally be used as an article of furniture is worthy of consideration, though its

usefulness, in common with all present contrivances for the same purpose, will be
much impaired by tlie invariable want of self-possession on the part of the inmates
of a burning house. Notes are given of the proceedings ot all the scientific

societies.

Memorial to Admiral Blake.—A subscription was some time since set
on foot in Somersetshire for a memorial to Admiral Blake, and the work has just
been complet(;d. The design was prepared by Mr. Baily, the author of " Eve at
the Fountain," and executed by .Mr. Papworth. It consists of a bust of the
^Uant admiral in Carrara marble, mounted on a pedestal of Sicilian marble. It

IS said that the artist devoted six months to the work, which he entered upon con
anwre, and rather with a view to reputation than to pecuniary reward. He has,
accordingly, transfi rred his work to the gentlemen interested in the matter for

about 130 guineas, though competent judges aifirm that it is, at least, worth
eoo

Sanbury.—The buildinjis in connection with the cemetery are now
completed. The grounds in which they are erected are in extent aliout !> acres.
The chapels are detached, and are in every respect precisely similar, containing
parte eochere, or covered way, a nave, and a chancel. The elevations assume
the style of the twelfth century. The sides of the nave are gabled, having trip-
let windows, by which means the effect of transepts is gained. The carving is a
copy of the natural foliage and flowers Ibund in the cemetery grounds. The in-
terior is paved with ornamental tiles. A bell-turret is provided to each chapel
upon the west gable. The lodge for the sexton is built upon a raised and sloped
terrace. This building Is of the same style as the chapels, but built entirely of
brick. The contractors are Messrs. Orchard, of Banbury ; and the architect is

Mr. C. H. Edwards, of London.
Wediwuburi/.—New Wesleyan School.—On Monday the comer stone

of the proposed new school-room connected witli the Wcsleyan Chapel was laid.
The works will be steadily proceeded with.

dlorMspflmlcttCi;.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTIO.V.
Sir,—Whenever tlie " diploma " is or was mooted among gentlemen of the

profession, and opinions sought as to the best mode of bringing tliis acknowledged
and desirable question to ijii issue, you were generally answered by "wait and
see what the Institute will do." Well, we have " waited,", and what have we
seen ? what have we heard ? and what are we to expect ?

We have " seen," or at least we understand, that some forty or fifty architects

met at the Institute on a question involving the future positiou of the architec-
tural profession ; we have " heard " nothing, the press being excluded ; what are
we to "expect ?"—nothing; and why? Simply because the Institute intend
doing nothing. What an admirable illustratiou of the saying—" Where igno-
rance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise."

Your contemporary, the Buililer, who ought to raise his voice on this impor-
tant question, remains silent, merely prints words and sentences in Italics to make
the meaning of what he would say more clear; but how signally he fails. For
instance, wo are informed that " the readers of the Builder do not require to be
told our views." You will excuse me, Mr. Editor of the Builder, but, being
one of your constant readers, I have never succeeded in discovering your views
on this important subject, and should particularly like to be favored with some
little article on the matter, also with an explanation of the following
sentence :

—

" The difficiilties in the way of properly carrying out examinations in
respect to art are very great." Now, we are very well aware of the fact, so far
as art is concerned, but there are no difficulties if instead of " art " we substitute

the word "science." Walker informs us, in hisdictionary, that architecture is "|the
effect or performance of the science of building " ; and if every architect knew
something of the science, " the result in this particular case would not be at all

doubtful."

The wording of the sentence is capable of being interpreted by allusion to art-
artistic, but it is hardly worth wasting time to show that an artistic examination
is not that which is required, you may be a very clever artist, thoroughly up to
points which produce the picturesque, at the expense of comfortable internal
arrangement, and yet be incapable of caiTying out your design. This cannot be
denied ; too many occurrences, some of a fatal character, attest the fact.

Again, it is not very logical to say, because a certain scheme did not answer
in Prussia, that there is every probability it will not answer here. The diploma
did not answer in Prussia because they cram the architects with useless know-
ledge. Well, they do no more than the Institute propose doing, r-ide geology,
chemistry, languages, &e., &c., still it does not follow we are to accept this use-
less knowledge ; we ought, having such a precedent, to make its failure prove our
success.
" The longer we think on the subject the less we are inclined to agree with those

who insist that no one should be allowed to practice as an architect who has not
passed a prescribed scholastic examination and obtained a diploma."
Such a statement, emanating from one of the leading architectural papers,

is simply absurd ; tliere is no reason which leads to such an opinion, it is not even
the deduction from a surmise. It is merely toe think, now, pray, who are we
who should suddenly arrive at a conclusion adverse to tlie interest of mtr
supporters, and why should ?t>e who have never in this important question
offered a single suggestion, or lent a helping hand to the profession, beyond re-
porting the twaddle which takes place at the meetings of the Institute and
Architectural Association ? We, who by an act unprecedented in the annals of
free press, were turned from our legitimate calling, and ice did not protest.

After such acts, I say, why should we give no opinion, but jump at a conclu-
sion on a matter which cannot concern us in our public capacity, however much
it may affect us in our private position ?

However, console yourselves ; for " we shall have plenty of time to go more
fully into the matter."

Sir, this is not what the profession expects of the press. The circulation of the
Builder may be sufficiently large among persons unconnected with the pro-
fession to warrant its sacrificing its dearest interests ; but so long as it professes

to he an architectural paper—whether its ])rincipal supporters be architects or
otherwise - it is in duty bound to echo the feelings of architects, and endeavour
to assist them, by every means in its power, to obtain that which we, the mem-
bers of the profession, acknowledge to be "oeneficial, and to do so regardless of
any and all personal feeling, otherwise that wliicli ought to be a useful and
legitimate channel of information and discussion, merges into a mere tool, serving,
private ends.

The matter is adjourned till the second Monday in November, when there
appears every reason to expect, if we " wait to see what the Institute intend to
do," we shall have the gratification of ascertaining the fact that they really

intend doing nothing, nor ever did.

When I first took the liberty of addressing you, it was in the hopes that some
members of the profession would have assisted the cause. I made a mistake ;
you alone, Sir, save taken up the subject, and have done all you really could do,
for which I return you my most sincere thanks.

As the subject of the architectural diploma has so little interest for the pro-
fession, I don't see why I should endeavour, by my own feeble efforts, to literally
" shove " architects, lioth old and young, into a position which they all deem
advantageous and required, hut to obtain which they arc either too lazy or too
ignorant to interest themselves.

I am, &c., " Alpha."

ARCHITECTS' FEES.
Sir,—Although aware that some architects of standing adopt the plan of

j
charging one-half the commission when the contract is signed, it has always f

appeared to me to be a practice fraught with diificulties ; though I am not I

inclined to agree with " Justice," as to its being unfair to tlie client, I think the
plan inexpedient for both parties. As regards, however, charging 5 per cent, on (

the instalments paid to builders, whether or not perfect in theoiy, I am able to
j

state, that having acted upon this system for years, I have found it work
j

admirably, having met with not a single objection to it from Committee or i

individual, Imt having been repeatedly told that it is considered most fair and
j

reasonable. Its obvious advantages are that the arcliiteet is not left to the last^

when the funds are low or exhausted, nor is he obliged to ask for advance*
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dnrfng the progress of the work as a favor, since he clnini» tlicm as a rieht.

Clients also are better pleased than if a heavier claim is njacle at tlie end than

they have been calculating for, and lliey are apt lo fancy tliat per. cent is to

cover every charge an architect is entitled to make under any circninstances, and
to committees it is a real benefit to force them to provide for all claims on tJiem

atan early stage of the proceedings. As 1 think it is of great importance to tlie

profession that the practice of architects in this, os in othermatters, sliould be as

uniform as po9.sible, I enclose yon a leaf of the certificate-book I employ.
I am, &c.,

J. P. S.

THE RESTORATION OF THE TOWER OF DURHAM CATHEDRAL.
Sin,— I observe in your notice of the repairs of the restoration of the tower of

Durham Cathedral in your last Nundier, that yon liave mistakenly spoken of

Messrs. Walton and Robson as the architects to that work, wlien'a.s that title

more properly belongs, as I have always imagined, to myself. Mr. Walton is a

gentleman whose personal acqnaintance I have not had the pleasure of making;
ut Mr. Robson, his partner, liolds the official appointment of " (3erk of the

Works" (or hi other words ol resident architect), to the cathedral, and has in

that capacity taken, in connexion with myself, a very active and efficient part in

the works now going on.
I am. Sec.,

fiEORGE GiLIlERT SCOTT.
[The notice in question was copied from one of the local papers, the name of

which, however, has escaped our memory. We publish the correction with
pleasure.—Ed. B. N.]

"JUSTICE" AS TO ARCHITECTS' FEES.
Sill,—In reply to "Justice," in your last Number, I may say, for my part, I

never heard of^ such a practice, " even in its mildest form," as requiring " a
retainer and preliminary fees to cover costs out of pocket;" nor can I consider

such a course, on the part of a profession man, "fair" towards a client. Would
a lawyer expect " preliminary fees," Sec, beibre he had even opened a case ?

I am only " astonished " that the committee to which your Dublin correspon-
dent refers at page 524, should be willing to pay their architect anything what-
ever ! Committees, we all know, often advertise this imvvillingness beforehand,

and (like considerate men as they all are) stick to their text.

Yours, &c.,

London, July 11, 1860. Anothbk Architect.

ROAD ACROSS HYDE PARK.
Sir,—The gentlemen who formed a deputation to the authorities for the

purpose of obtaining a road across Hyde-park did wisely in aljstaining from
embarrassing the subject by offering any plans of their own; but no such
scruples need now influence|the public, who, on the contrary, would do well,

perhaps, to state their real wishes before it is too late.

If a road is to be made across the Park, there can be no doubt that it ought
to extend from about the end of Westboume-terrace to the top of Exhibition-
road, thus crossing the Park near its centre. A very good road is already
formed along by tlie bastions, and there is already a fine bridge CO feet wide
over the Serpentine which could be used. We should strongly protest against
the wasteful expense ofbuilding a second bridge, or the outrageous proposition to
tunnel " Rotteu-row." If the latter must be preserved in its " sanctity "

—

Heaven save the mark !—we should hint that it might be turned round at its

meeting with the new road near the southern approach to the Serpentine bridge,
and reflected back again into the road which runs near the Kensington edge of
the Park, and past the back of the Knightsbridge barracks. The wliole ride of
Rotten-row would then form a very elongated oval, wliich would be more
convenient than a straight road without a return.
Why, by the way, the districts north of the Park should not have their

Rotten-row as well as those lying to the south, we do not see. It is equally a
nuisance for a denizen of Westbourne-terrace to have to go round by Park-lane,
whether he wishes to ride in the Row or to make a call in Uelgravia. Probably
the carriage road inside the Park from the Marble-areh to Victoria-gate, or
even the straight walk from Porchester-terrace southwards across Kensington-
gardens to the ornamental iron gates, would be preferable to cutting up the
gardens, as is now being done with new roads, in the more private portions.

We are, &c.,
Bayswater. H. & R. P.

THE PAINTERS' STRIKE.
THE following is copied from a large printed bill extensively stuck about the

walls of the metropolis :

—

•' PAINTKJIS OF LONDON ! BEWABE OF THE TKAP !

"
" The operative piunters of Giasgow, being still on the strike, beg leave to

caution their London brethren from being entrapped by the agents of^the Glas-
gow employers. They having been unsuccessful in raising recruits in the several
towns of Scotland and Ireland, and likewise in the provincial towns of England,
88 a last resource have employed agents in London, who, by the most specious
promises, wish to kidnap journeymen painters into their services. It is earnestly
requested by your Glasgow brethren that you will not be induced to supplant
aem in their just rights, and they hope you will avoid the Glasgow Master
Painters' Agency Office, Great Ormond-street, Queen-square, London.—Any
toformation required will be given at the Painters' Societv, " King and Queen,"
*~'"y-street."

Lincoln Grammar School.—A scheme has just been put forward by
Mr. Doughty, of Lincoln, for the improvement and extension of the Lincoln

" "
iiild

i to

esplanade in front ; and also a suitable residence for the master on ground
contiguous to the school, on the west side of Broadgate, recently offered for sale
by auction. The school would remain on its present site.

TENDERS
Dwelling HoLsts, Lkicesteh.

For building two new first-class bouses in lie lluntfort-squarc, Leicester. Mr.
Tliumas Drake, architect, Leicester. Quantities supplied.

CarpefUtr. liricklayer, KxatraUn; alitter, and Smi'h.
Porter £«12
(ox till

iradHeld «)4
Clumbers (accepted) SM

Nenle £I,iiS(

Ward 1,110 (I

(oilman l,(«ll 11

Sketehley l.ioa

Johnson £120 10
| McCracken (accepted) £97

Yates lOU 10|
J^ltisterer.

i-outhon £11.5 I Crew £90 10
I'orter 10? 1 ijmith (accepted) 90

Painter, Glazier, Plumber, and Papcrhanyer.
Dean £21? OINormanfc Underwood (accepted) 1J8 10
lllll IrtO s|

' BcUhanyer and Ga^tter.
Norman and Underwood £3.) 5 111111 £30 3
Bramley (accepted) :12 19

|

EESTonATioN, Norwich.
For new roof and restoratious to Brandon I'arva Church, Norfolk. Mr. John

Daymond Ellis, architect.

BuricU £479 'Miller £412
Woodbine 4.W Boardman (accepted). 389 14b.

Skipper 424 8s.
i

Schools, Nonwicn.
Forncw schools and class-rooms, rrince8s-strcct,Norwich, for Kev. JohnAlexander.

3Ir. John Daymond Ellis, architect.
J. W. Lacey £(i8.t IDs.

Thomas Brooks (accepted) 059

Stables, &c., Cleekekwell.
For new stables and chaisehonsc, in St. James's-walk, ClerkenwcU, for O. Ald-

ridge, Esq. Mr. W. P. Griffith, architect.
Ebbag-e £121 1 Braker £110
Wilson 113 1 Fowler (accepted) 104

The Dorset Astlum.
The tender of Messrs. Eaton and C'o., Wimbome, for building the new Dorset

Lunatic Asylum has been accepted at £26,000, and the works will shortly be com-
menced.

Chapel, Moreton-in-3Iarsh, Gloucesteksiiire.
ForCongregational chapel, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire. Jlcsars. Poulton

and Woodman, architects, Keadin?
Wood and Son £1,128 Of Sharpe £890
YoungandCo 1,050 Gore (accepted) 810
Turner 9:!0 11

|

All the above tenders include in addition the old materials of the present chapel.

New Town, Stafford.
For the erection of 7 bouses in New Town, in parish of Castle Churcb, near the

borough of Stafford.

EUiott k Lovat, Wolverhampton

.

Chesire, Kuffeley
HoUis, Stafford

£1,038
W5
940

C. Espley. Stafford..
Mason, Stafford
Veuables (accepted)

.£895

Ragged Schools, Lambeth.
For alterations and additions to St. Andrew's Ragged Schools, Lambeth.

Sawkins and Vokins £205 10 I Jeffs Brothers (accepted) £183
W. Chutter 193 ol

Dwelling-house, Aldg.\te-street.
For fittings and finishings to No. 77, Aldgate-street, for the Worshipful Company

of Tallow (Juaudlers. Mr. William Snooke, architect.

Rider £494 I Ashby and Horner £470
I'iper 493|Wells 458

Mare 487 I Coleman 449
Colls 475

Church, Great Barford.
For the erection of new aisle and other works at Great Barford Church, Beds.

Mr. James Ilorsford, architect, Bedford.
Sir. King, Shcfford £790 I Mr. Dunham, Toddington £704
Messrs. Wildman and Co., St Neots. 727 | Mr. Conquest, Kcmpston 592

Restoration, Bucks.
For restoring the stonework of Weston Turville Church, county of Bucks. Mr.

D. Brandon, architect.
Cox £1,008 12 I Cooper £591
Coney 799 | Fitkln 583

Schools, Islington.
Tenders received for schools, Islington. Mr. T. C. Clarke, architect.

Brass i977 i I'atmanandCo £972
Carter 970 Batterbury 959

E. Ashby and Sons 972
|
Brown and Robinson 918

Church Galleries, &c., Kentish Town.
For new galleries, &c., at the Congregational church, Kentish Town.

Habershon, architect.
Batterbury £813
I'atman and Fotheringham 720
Williams, Brothers (58.5

Lambeli 005

Mr. E. M.

McLennan and Bird £M4
I'ortcr 637

Hall «16

Repairs, &e., Comjiercial-road.
For repairs and alterations to the Bedford Arms I'ttbllo House, Commercial-

road, for Mr. Masters.
Lidbetter £499 I Williams, Brothers £305
Brake 359 Hodges —

'

Fox 315

Small Pox and Vaccination Hospital, Holloway.
For additions and alterations to the Small Pox and Vaccination Hospital, Upper

Holloway. Messrs. Williams and Smith, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr.
James Dudley.
I'afman and Fotheringham £:1,845

j

Foster 3,579
Turner and Sons 3,439

|

Ashby and Homer ,£3,400

Perry (accepted) 3,368
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DWELLING-IIOI'SE, WhITBOUBSE.
For hoose at WTUtbourue, Uerefordshirc, lor K. Blckerton Evans, Esq. Mr. E.

V. Elnulic, uchitMt. QuantltiossuppIiiMl by Messrs. Batstone and Hunt.
Muufleld and Sons. London £26,745
Gucojrne, Leamington 3S,227
Lucas Brothers, London 34,9M>

Myers, London 24,753
MrC'ann and Kveral, Malrem 23,750
Bamsley and Sons, Birmingham. 23300
Wood and Son, Worcester 22,740

Broadbcnt, Leicester (accepted) 21,500

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
MECII.\NIC.S- INSTITUTION.

1,EEDS.—rians and estimates for the Mechanics' Institution, and Literary Society,

and Leeds School of Art. to be erected in CookridRC-street, Leeds. A plan of the

site, and detailed instructions and conditions, may be had on a]i|>Ucution. The
total cost of the building is not to exceed £i:!,000. The Directors do not bind
themselves to adopt any plan, nor to employ, as architect, the party whose design

may be selected ; if so employed, he will receive the usual commission ; if not so

employed he will be paid the sum of £100, and the design will be the property of

the Committee. l»reference will be given to those plans where readiness of access

to the different rooms and general convenience have been specially studied.

ME.MOKIAI. Itlll.inNG.
Bdbslem.—For designs for the erection of a suitable building in Burslem, combining
School of Art, Museum, and Free Library, as a memorial to the late Josiah Wedg-
wood, F.S.A. I'remiums of £20 and iElO to the two designs most approved. Con-
ditions and particulars from J. Macintyre, hon. sec. to the Committee, Town Hall,

Burslem.
HOUSES OF I'AHLIAMENT.

Stdnet, New Socth Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are

invited to compete. £000 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers

addressed to the Secretary of I'ublic Works, Sydney, to the care of Slessrs

William L. Merry and Co., 30, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of

the Xcw South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer
General couditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59

Hiirh Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edmburgh j Mr. H. Campbell
Argyle-street, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodges and Smith, Dublin, Messrs. I'hilip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Thompson, Manchester, At each establishment
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.

Designs to January 1, 1861.
BATHS, &c.

Spa.— For designs for baths and architectural works at the mineral spring of the
Fouhou. Competitors are at liberty to select what style of architecture they
choose: total cost not to exceed £a0,000 fertile baths, and .£12,000 for the archi-

tectural works. Four premiums, the first to be of £160, the second of £40, and two
others of £20 each, will be given for the selected designs of the bathing establish-
ment, and a similar sum, divided in like manner, for the selected designs for the
architectural works. l*articalars in Building News, June 8th 18C0.

CLOCK TOWER, Ac,
Hebefobd—For designs for a clock tower, to be erected in the centre of the High
Town; expense of structure not to exceed £1,000. Also for designs for a clocK-
tower, entrance into the new market from the High Town, entire cost of structure
not to exceed £.")00. One design only will be adopted, and £30 is the premium to

be given. Each design to bear a motto, and be accompanied by a sealed letter,

containing name and address of architect. Designs to be sent in to July 23,

addressed to Kichard Johnson, Esq.. Town clerk, Hereford, endorsed " Designs
for Clock Tower." I'articulars and lithograph of a block plan of the High Town,
on apphcation to Mr. T. Smith, Coningsby-street, Hereforcf.

MAUKETS.
SorTiiMOLTON, Devon.—For designs for a new covered market, tfec, on premises
adjoining the Guildhall, .Sonthmolton. A premium of £25 will be given for the
first and £15 for the second best plan. The person whose plan is adopted will be
required to furnish gratuitously, a specification and working details. Plan of
Bite, and further information, on application to Mr. K. Snow, borough surveyor.
Plans to be sent under seal to the town clerk, to August 1.

CHURCH.
NoRMAHTON.—Plans and specifications for the erection of a new church at Norman-

ton, in the parish of St. Peter, Derby, to be furnished free of expense, on the
understanding that the architect whose plans are selected shall be employed to
carry out the work, on the usual terms of five per cent, commission upon the
amount of the contract. The new church to be built near the present site, and the
design to comprise a nave and chancel calculated to provide about 300 sittings.

open pews, without galleries. The total expense not to exceed, on a safe estimate,
from £W0 to £900. I'lans and sections, witn all necessary particulars, to be de-
livered free of expense to the churchwardens. Richard Sale. Esq., Normanton-
house, or Mr. Richard Ford, Normanton, on or before the 23rd July.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
PUBLIC INSTITUTION.

SouTHAaiTON.— For the erection of the Hartley Institution, in the High-street,
Southampton. IMaus. Ac, at the offices of Messrs. Deacon and Pearce, solicitors,
Southampton, after July 5. Further information can be bad from Messrs. Green
and De \ ille. architects, 3*>. Great Ormond-strect, London. Tenders sealed and
endorsed " Tender for the Hartley Institution," to be left with C. E. Deacon, town
clerk, Southampton, to July 28.

JIEMORIAL.
Bingham.-For the stone erection proposed to be built in the market-place of Bing-
ham, as a memorial to the late Mr. Hassall, application to be made at the offices of
Messrs. Hine and Evans, Nottingham.

CORN EXCHANGE.
NoBwicn.—For the erection of the intended new Com Exchange in the City of
Norwich. Plans and specifications can be seen from 14th to 3l8t July, at the
Offices of Mr. Barry, city surveyor. Norwich ; and in London at the Offices of
Messrs. Goodwin and Butcher, architects, 37, Bedford-row, W.C., from whom the
quantities and forma of tender can be had.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Landpobt.—For the erection of new offices and public hall, in Arundel-strcet,
Landport. Plans, fcc, at the Offices of Mr. C. M. Houghton, architect, No. II,

Union -street, I'ortsea, where, as also at the Offices of the Commissioners, No. 1(H,
Commercial-road, Land|)ort, forms of tender can be obtained. Tenders to the
Commisaioners' Office aforesaid, sealed and addressed to tile Chairman of the
Commisfloners, to 12 noon of July 17.

ALMSHOUSE.S.
WOTTON, Gloucebter.—For the erection of new almshouses at Wotton, (iloucester,

to lieu of the present Hospitals of St. Kimbrose, St. Slargaret, and St. Mary
Masdalen. Plans, Ac, at the (Jfflce of Mr. Waslibourn, solicitor, No. 12, Palace-
yard, Gloucester, between 10 and 6, from 9th to istli July. Two tenders will be

required, one for the Kimbrose Hospital, and the other for the United Hospitals of
St. Mariiaret and St. Mary Magdalen, and they are to be sealed and endorsed.
" Tenders for proposed New Hospitals at Wotton," and sent to the Solicitor of the
Charity Trustees, Gloucester, to July 18.

ASYLUM.
Staffobd.—For the erection of certain additions required to the refVactory wards at
the Countv Asvluni, Stafford. Plans, &c., and bills of quantities, at the Office of
Charles Trubsliaw, County surveyor, the llollii's, Stafford, between ten and four.

Tenders to be sent In to the Clerk of the Peace's Office, Stafford, endorsed " Tender
for additions to County Asylum," to July 10.

WATERWORKS.
South Shields.—For the erection and construction of an engine-house, boiler-

house, coal-shed, chimney tower, lar«fe service reservoir, cooling pond, two
cottages, boundary walls, and other works, for the Sunderland and South Shields

Water Company. Drawings and specifications may be inspected, and bills of

quantities may be obtained (on the payment of One Guinea) at the OflSce of the

Company, 7, Fawcett-street, Sunderland, or at the Office of I. llawksley, Esq.,

C.E., 30, Great George-street, Westminster, to July 20.

WORKHOUSES.
Swansea.—For the erection of a Union workhouse. Plans, Ac, thereof, at the

Office of the Clerk of the Guardians of Cower Union, Mr. R. W. Beor, St. Mary's-
street, Swansea. Tenders, for the whole of the works, sealed, and endorsed,

"Tenders for new workhouse, Govver Union," to the Clerk of the Guardians, to

July 23.

Hartlepool.—For the whole or any portion of the works in the erection of a
workhouse, Hartlepool. Plans, &o., at the Office ;of W. Kilvington, Clerk to the

Guardians. Friarage, Hartlepool, from July 0, between 10 and 1 o'clock, and at

the Office of the architect, M. Thompson, 5, Eldon-square. Newcastle. Bills of

quantities (excepting masons' and joiners' work) can be obtained, as above, for

lOs. Cd., for masons' and joiners' work, one guinea. Tenders, sealed, endorsed,
" Tender for workhouse," to the clerk, to July 20.

BoLTON.—For the engineering works required at the various buildings connected
with the new workhouse, now in course of erection on the Fishpool Estate, at

Farnwortli, near Bolton, to supply, deliver, and erect two large steam boilers and
all their fittings ; a potato steamer, four double-case cooking boilers, and all their

fittings with steam pipes and panel front enclosures, waste pipes, balance pulleys,

hot w.itcr cistern, pipes and cocks to ditto; the warming the dining-hall, with
pipes, gratings, and fittings complete ; the sets of fittings andhydro-extractorsfor

the wash-houses, laundries, and drying closets connected with the main building,

infirmary and lunatic wards, and also two sets of fittings for the baker's ovens.

The steam cooking apparatus is to be made on the model of the one at present in

use at the Chorlton Union Workhouse, near Manchester, and to be of the capacity

to supply l.OOO inmates. Plans of the various buildings may be inspected, and
other information given, by applying to Messrs. Woodhouse and Hall, architects,

Bolton. Tenders to be delivered and sealed under cover, and endorsed, "Tende,
for Engineers' Work," to be addressed to the Chairman of the Board of Guardians
to July 17.

CHURCHES.
HOCKLIFFE. Beds.—For restoring the roof and repewing the parish church of Hock-

lifre,iiear Leighton Buzzard. Beds. Application, with reference, to Mr. Habershon,

38, Bloomsbury-square, who, on approval, will send quantities ; to whom also

tenders .It 11 a.m. of July 19.

Stapeshill, Inear Burton-on-Trent.—For the enlargement of the church at

Stapenhill. Plans, &c., on and after July 2, at the Vicarage, Stapenhill of the Rev.

Charles Hind. Duplicate copies at the offices in Derby of Stevens and Robinson,

17, Tennant-street. Derby, and 22, Sackvllle-street, London.
Waterfoot, Lancashire.—For the erection of a church and school at Waterfoot,

near New-Church-in-Raseudale, Lancashire. Plans, &c., at the Duke of Buccleugh

Inn, on apphcation to Rev. K. Smith, from 9th July. Other information from
Messrs. Stevens and Robinson, architects, 22, Sackville-street, London, and 17,

Tenant-street, Derby. Tenders, sealed, for church and school separately, ad-

dressed to James Crabtrce, Esq., chairman of the Committee, New Church, near

Manchester, to July 23.

Ruardean.—For the restoration of Ruardcan Church Spire. Sealed tenders, ad-

dressed to the Churchwarden of Ruardean, Mr. Mitchel Dean, Gloucestershire, to

July 21. o <r 11

Glemsford, Suffolk.—For rebuilding the tower of Glemsford Church, Suflolk.

Plans, Ac, at the School-room, Glemsford. Tenders, addressed " To the Church-
wardens of Glemsford," Sudbury, Sufl'olk, to be deUvered at the Vestry-room, be-

fore 10 a.m. July 10.

Higher Walton.—For the erection of a new Church (to seat about 000) at Higher
Walton, in the parochial ehapelry of Walton-Ie- Dale, near Preston. Plans, Ac,
at the National School-room, Walton-le-Dale ; and at the office of the arcliitect,

Mr. E. G. Paley, Lancaster, from 2nd to 10th July. Tenders addressed to

Mr. Paley, Lancaster, to July 23.

HiNDLEv.—For the erection of a new Church at Hindley, near Wigan. Plans, Ac.

from Mr. Paley, architect, Lancaster; or at the Parsonage, Hindley, to July 13.

Tenders, addressed to the Rev. P. ,Jones, Hindley, near Wigan, to July '20.

Old-change, London.—For certain repairs to the parish church of ,St. Augustm
and St. Faith, in Old-change. City. Particulars from Messrs. Tress and Chambers
27, Queen-street, E.(_;., to whom tenders to July 21.

Newton.—For the restoration ofNewton Church, near Bridgend, Glamorgan. Plans

at the Rectory at Newton, and at the office of I'richard and Seddon, diocesan

architects for Llandaff, Llandafl', and 0, Whitehall, London ; to whom Tenders to

July 21.

CHURCH TOWER.
Shenstone.-For building a tower to Shenstone I'arish Church. Plans, Ac, to the

21st inst. at the Vicarage, Shenstone, upon application to the Rev. K. W. Essing-

ton, or at the office of Mr. John Gibson, architect, 11, Park-street, Westminster.
Quantities are prepared, and may be seen at the same time and places. Tenders i

to the Vicar of Shenstone, to 10 a. m. ofJuly 2S.

CHAPEL.
HoLLiNwooD.—For the erection of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel, at Hollin-

wood. Plans, &c., at Mr. Thompson's, architect. King-street Oldham, by whom/
all necessary information will be given. Scaled tenders must be addressed to the

i

care of the architect, to July 21.

Durham.—For the various works required in the erection of a Primitive Methodisq
Chapel at Durham. Plans, Ac., from July 4, at the offices of Mr. Gibson Kylef^

architect, 40, North Baily, Durham. Scaled tenders addressed to Jlr. James Hall
Gilesgate Station, Durham, to July 10.

PARSONAGE.
Hanley.—For the erection of a Parsonage-house for Hope parish, in the borough <

Hanley. Plans, Ac, at the office of Charles Lynam, architect, Stoke-upon-TrentJ
1800, until the 2Sth, on which day sealed tenders are to be delivered to the Revl
Samuel Fisher, Northwood Henley.

CEMETERY WORKS.
Pheston.—For the erection of a new lodge at the north-west corner of the bnriall

ground. Preston. I'lans, &c., at the office of Jlessrs, Myers and Vecvers, in Glover I

street, Preston. Sealed tenders, marked " Burial Board tender," must be delivere< f
at the Clerk's office to .July 10.

MART.
Drogheda.—For the erection of a new Mart in Droghcda. Plans andspeolfioaUoal
at the office of John J. Lyons, architect, 17, Lower Gardiner-street, Dublin, ttUtbl
20th inst.
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DWELLING HOUSES.
CoRSHAM, Wilts.—For the raasous', slaters', plasterers*, and pliimliers' work re-

quired to be done in certain alterations and additions to Oliver's iionse, near
Corsliani, Wilts, for the Kcv. .1. Abbot. I'lans, &c., at the otllce of Charles E.

Davis, K.S.A..;i, Westt^ate-buildings, Hath, to whom tenders to .July 18.

Henlev.—For buildinj^ a new house with oiit-buiIdin;,^s, odiees, and fence-walls, at

Henley. I'lans. &c., at the Kcetory-lionse, Ueuley-on-Tharaes. Sealed tenders
directed to the Kev. "T. li. Morrc^ll, lioctory, Henley-on-Tharaes. to July li).

KiNtiriwoRTiiY, Hants.—For the erection of a dwelling-liouse, stable buildings, and
gate-lod<;e, at Kinf::swort!iy, near Winchester, Hants. Drawnigs, &c., at theofllce

of the architect, Jlr. John C'olson, .St. Swithin-street, Winchester, after July 2.

Tenders endorsed " Tender for Worthy Lodge," to be delivered at the Architect's

OfTicc to July 10.

London.—For taking down and rebuilding the upper portion ofXo. 2, Beeeh-strcet

;

also for taking down and rebuilding the warehouse in Three Herrings-court, in the
rear. I'lans, &c., on the premises, from July I'J. (See advertisement.)

FA1!M liUlLDINGS.
MoBPETii.-For farm buildings on the estate of the Earl of Carlisle, at Tranwell
farm, near Morpeth. Plans, Ac, with Messrs. Goodwood, 4, 1'all-mall, to whom
tenders, sealed, marked " Tranwell," till July 2.1. (See advertisement).

Stoke Lacy, Heueford-^iiire.—For the erection of a farmhouse, out-buildings,
Ac, at Stoke Lacy, Herefordshire. I'lans, Ac, with Mr. I'earson, Stoke Lacy, from
7th to '20tli July. Tenders to F. II. Kempson, Esq., 3(5, Gordon-square, W.C, to
July 21. (See advertisement.)

Alton, Hants.—For the erection of two new farmliouses at the Trinity and Sold-
ridge Farms, parish of Jledstead, near Alton, Hants. I'lans, &c., between 10 and
4, at the Offices of Messrs. Eggar, architects, Alton, to whom tenders, sealed and
endorsed " Tenders for Farmhouses at Medstead," are to be delivered to July 20.

St. Albans.—For the erection of a new house and farm buildings at Napsbury, St.

Albans, rians, &c., with Mr. E. (Jeorge, Napsbury and Mr. Andrews, surveyor,
Kangemoor, liurton-on-Trent. Tenders endorsed "Tender for Farmhouse and
Buildings," to Mr. Andrews to July 20. (See advertisement).

MANSION.
Warrington.—For the completion of the mansion-house at Bewsey, Warrington,
near Liverpool, for Lord l.,ilford. Drawings, &c., at the architect s, Mr. Haber-
ehon. ;J8, IJloomsbnry-square, London, or at 3Ir. Ashton's, Trafalgar-place,
Warrington. Tenders to tlie architect, to 10 a.m. of July 23. (See advertisement).

STABLING, &c.
London.—For the erection of stabling and coach-houses, &c., in Oxford-street.
Plans, &c., at the Office of the architect, 3Ir. G. Searle, 4, Blooinsbury-place, W.C,
from the lOtli inst. Tenders to July 25. (See advertisement.)

SEWERAGE.
Bristol.—For laying down, constructing, and completely finishing certain Intended
main sewers, in t!ie "Frome Intercepting Sewer District," within the district of
the Local Board of Health, about 4,.j;(j yards in length. Plans, &c., may be seen at
the Offices of the Local Board of Health, and any further information may be ob-
tained of Mr. Frederick Ashmcad, C.E. Tenders to August 2.

Leicester.—For the construction of about 3,000 lineal yards of sewers, in various
portions of the town of Leicester. Plans, Sections, and .Specifications at the Offices
of the Local Board of Health, Silver-street, Leicester. Tenders, addressed to
the Chairman of the Highway and Sewerage Committee, and endorsed " Tender
for Culverting," to July 21.

Barn.sley.—For the construction of certain sewers within the district of the Barnslcy
Local Itoard of Health, of the following description :—200 yards of brick sewer, 1

foot inches in diameter ; 302 yards of brick sewer, 1 foot 8 inches in diameter ; 1,000
yards of brick sewer, 1 foot C inches in diameter ; 230 yards of stoneware pipe sewer,
1 foot 3 inches in diameter ; 130 yards of stoneware pipe sewer, 1 foot in diameter

;

with tlie other works connected therewith. I'lans, &c., at the Office of Mr. John
Richardson, the Surveyor of the Board, St. Mary's-pla«e, Barnslcy, between ten
andfour. Sealed tenders marked " Tender for Sewers," are to be sent to the Clerk
of the Board to four o'clock of July 19.

London.—For the construction of a brick sewer, subway, and vaults (Covent-garden
approach), together with other works in connexion therewith ; also for the forma-
tion of the foot and carriage ways, and paving the same, &c. Plans, &c., with the
form of tender, may be inspected, and other particulars obtained, at the office of
the Board, No. 1, Greek-street, Soho, from July 0, from between a.m. and 4 p.m.
until July li). Tenders addressed to the Sletropolitan Board of Works, must be
delivered at their Office before 4 o'clock of July 19.

London.—For the construction of a new sewer in Aldermanbury, and works in
connexion therewith, agreeably to plans and specifications to lie seen at the
Sewers' Office, Guildhall. Tenders to 1 o'clock of July 17.

Titchfied.—For the laying down of a main drain not exceeding .500 yards long, upon

Newixgton, Surrey.—For the execution of jobbing and measured works in con
nexion with the drains and sewers in the parish of St. Mary, Newington, Surrey.
Schedules and forms of tender can be had at the office of Mr. H. Jarvis, 20, Trinity-
square, Newington, on payment of 10s. Tenders to July 30. (Sec advertisement.)

GASWORKS.
Peterborocgii.—For lighting the several streets, highways, public passages, courts,
and other places of the town of J'eterborough, within the limits of the Peter-
borough and Cemetery Improvement Act for the time being, with well-purified
coal gas, or such part thereof as may from time to time be so lit within the limits
of the said Act, for the term of three years ; the lighting to commence as early in
the present year as can be efl'ected, and on such day in August in future years as
the Commissioners may direct, and to terminate mainly in every year on the loth
day of .May, or longer if required during such contract, with special provisions for
a partial supply during the summer months. The Commissioners will not object
to enter into a contract for a longer period, to be agreed upon between them and
the contractor, and in all other respects to facilitate the obtaining a special Act by
the contr.actor. The contract to contain all usual conditions, clauses, agreements,
matters, and things, which may be known at the Clerk's office : and to be prepared
by him in duplicate at tlie equal expense of the Commissioners and the contractor.
Tenders, stating the charge for each lamp per season and per 1,000 cubic feet ofgas
for the season, according to the above terms and other usual conditions and
clauses, with names, residences, and additions of two sufficient sureties, to be sent
under seal to the office of Nelson Wilkinson, Clerk to the Commissioners, at Peter-
borough, to July 30.

Spndebland.—For the construction of a large gasholder tank, 123 feet diameter,
and about 28 feet deep, and other works connected therewilh, situated at or near
the Blue House, in the township of Hyliopc, and immediately adjacent to the
town of Sunderland. Tlie drawings, Ac, at the offices of the company, 01, Fawcett-
strcet, Sunderland. Tenders to July 17.

WOOD PAVING.
London.—For paving the carriage-ways of Mincing-Ianc, and of a portion of Lom-
bard-street, with wood pavement. Specification to be seen at the Sewers-offlce,
Guildhall. Tenders to one o'clock of July 17.

WARMING APPARATUS.
Manchester.-For warming the Synagogue of the Manchester Hebrew Congrega-

tion, York-street, Cheetham-hiil-road. Effectually warming the above synagogue
by means of hot water. Information from nine to ten o'clock, a.m., of Godfrey
Levi, Secretary, 7, Exchange-street, Cheetham-hill-roud.

CARKIAGEWAY.S.
BEIbtol.—For three years, commencing 2'Jth September, for the performance of the
undermentioned works—viz :-Carriageways—1st.—For hauling stones from any

place within the city and county of Bristol, and laying the same in the streets ;
2nd.—For re-polling and re-laying old polled stones; 3rd.— For hauling and lay-
ing rag pitching ; 4th.—For relaying the rag iiltchlng. Sneciacation and form of
tender may be had from the Clerk of the Local Board of Health, at the Offices.
No. 13, I'rince-strcet, Bristol. Tenders to be delivered at the Offices of the Local
Board of Health, No. 13, Prince-street, on July 20th, at ten o'clock precisely.

BRIDGE WOitKS.
DL'.MrRiEKfiiiiRE,N.B.—For buildingbridges or cuivertsovor each of the four streams
which cross the Turnpike-road, between the village of Kirkconnel and the March
of the county witli Ayrshire. Plans, &c., with 3Ir. Cowan, road surveyor, Carran-
bridge. Tenders to Dr. Kusscll, Convener of the Committee of Uoad Trustee to
July 10.

PIEK.
SouTiiHEA.—For a pier on wronght-iron screwpllce. Plans at the Office of Henry
Hollingsworth, the Secretary, Clarence Esplanade, Southsea, from the 20th Inst.,
until twelve at noon on the 27th inst., on which day the directors will meet to open
the tenders.

CLIFF FACING.
Hartlepool.—For facing up and otherwise protecting a portion of the cliff or
point situated immediately under the south-east side of the Hcugh Lighthouse.
Plan and specifications at the Commissioners' rooms, on the Town -wall, where
Tenders (under seal), must be delivered, to 10th July, not later than ten o'clock in
the forenoon.

SUPPLY.
Middleton.—For the supply of bricks, earthenware pipes, and coping. Persons

desirous to give in tenders for a supply of bricks, ol the best description, both
first and seconds, for 300,000, more or less, will address " Burial board Jliddleton."
Also for a supply of earthenware pipes, of sizes 12 by 9, 8 by 0, and by 4. Also
stone coping for 14-inch walls.

Poplar.-For about .500 tons of Guernsey granite lumps, for breaking. To be de-
livered previous to the 31st October next, on the wharf of the basin of the West
India Dock, at Limehouse, free of all charge, and the stone to be paid for in the
first month after the completion of the contract. Further particulars may be
known on application at the Workhouse, High-street, Poplar. Tenders to
July 10.

RAILWAY.
Leeds.—For the construction of the works on the Nidd Valley Branch of the North-
Eastem Railway, in length about llj miles, commencing near Ripley station, on
the line from Leeds to Thirsk, and terminating at Pately-bridgc. I'lans, &c., on
and after the Otii July next, at the Engineer's Office, Central Station, Newcastlc-ofl-
Tyne, where printed forms of tender, specification, and quantities may be obtained.
Scaled tenders, addressed to the Secretary, marked "Tender for Nidd Valley
Branch," to twelve noon of July 19.

Harrowgate.-For the construction of a deviation line ot railway through Harrow-
gate, commencing near Pannal station, on the line from Leeds to 'Thirsk, and
terminating at the Bilton-lane crossing, north of Starbcck, the length being about
4J miles. Plans, «&c., from ,Tuly 20, at the Engineer's office, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
where printed forms of tender, specification, and quantities may be obtained.
Sealed tenders, addressed to the secretary, marked "Tender for Harrowgate
deviation hue," to be delivered at Y'ork to 12 noon of August 2.

SLEEPER BLOCKS.
Hull.—For the supply of 30,000 railway sleeper blocks of Mcmel or Dantzic red-
wood, each block to be not less than 8 feet 11 inches long, and lOinclies square, and
of a quality satisfactory to the Company's engineer. The whole to be delivered at
Hull by the end of September ne.xt. Tenders, marked " Tender for Sleepers," and
addressed to the secretary, to be sent in not later than 12 noon of July 10.

LOCK.
Commercial Dock.—For the construction of a new lock or exit from the docks of
the Commercial Dock Company into the river Thames, near Lavender Dock,
Rotherhithe. Plans and conditions at the Company's offices. No. 100, Fenchurch-
street, from .June 11th to June 21st, Fridays excepted. Specifications, bill ofquan-
tities, and blank tender, upon payment of three guineas, and all tenders must be
on the printed form for that purpose. Tenders, under cover, addressed to the
Secretary of the Commercial Dock Company, endorsed " Tender for New Works,"
to be delivered at the Dock office, 106, Fenchurcli-street, on or before twelve (noon)
of July 20.

Com.siercial Dock.—For three pairs of gates, one wrought iron bridge, and
machinery therewith connected. Plans, Ac, at the offices of the Commercial Dock
Company, 100, Fenchurch-street, from 2nd to 19th July (Tuesday and Friday ex-
cepted). Specification, bills of quantities, and blank tender (on which only will
otters be received) will be delivered on payment of two guineas. Tenders, under
cover, addressed to " The Secretary of the Commercial Dock Company," and en-
dorsed "Tender for lock-gates, &c." to the dock office to 12 noon of July 20.

BUILDING MATERIALS, TIMBER, &c., FOR SALE.
The building materials and fixtures on the Vauxliall-gardens estate, comprising

the tavern, rotunda, theatre, and other buildings, now standing. The sale to be
effected by tender, deliverable at Messrs. Driver's Office, No. 5, Whitehall, till July
31. (Sec advertisement.)
The stock of glazed sanitary ware, and the roiling stock and implements of the

Branksea Island Pottery Works. 3,000 glazed earthen pipes, junctions, bends,
collars, and traps, from 3 to 15 inches diameter ; two pair terra-cotta rampant lions
and griffins, 2 feet high ; 00 ornamental terra-cotta chimney tops ;

garden bordering

;

two sculptured stone groups—Bacchus and A'enus ; two flower baskets on pedestals

;

1,000 arched sewer bricks ; 2S railway waggons, for clay or lime, side and end tip ;

Clayton's hand brick press ; three trollies ; 3,000 pipe-carrying boards ; weighing
machine and weights ; 12 bearing-ofT barrows ; six pipe flanging tables with
wheels ; navvy barrows and pianks ; large quantity of new dressed I'ortland stone ;

100 new solid oak Gothic sashes; five solid oak and Spanish mahogany panelled
doors, oak parqueterie panels ; handsome 7 feet oak sideboard ; eight carved oak
rampant lions; 450 feet new solid oak diamond cut flooring; 00 new greenhouse
lights; eight-day dial ; iron hurdles ; training rods ; a 3-feet refrigerator (Masters');
several sets of railway waggon wheels and axles ; tumbril cart ;~three cart horses
and harness ; wrought-iron plough and harrow ; 200 sawn flooring joists and
rafters; timber and cut stuff, &c. ; on the Wharf, adjoining the Bridge, Poole,
Dorsetshire, July 24, at half-past One. Auctioneers, Messrs. Fuller and Horsey.
(See advertisement.)

Hornsey New Town.—The opening of the new schools and mission
chapel, in connection with Harecourt Chapel, Canonbury, situated in theMitton-
road, near Stoke Newington-green, was celebrated bv a public meeting on the

3rd inst. The building consists of a large room, 50 feet by 36, to be used for

the purposes of a chapel, aiTangement being made for dividing the same with
posts and curtains, to form the schoolroom for boys and girls. The roof is open-
timbered, stained and varnished, as well as the scats, &c. In the rear of the
building are three class-rooms, with a kitchen and store-room underneath. The
closets, &c., are built in connection with the class-rooms, and have easy access

from the schoolrooms. The front is faced with Kentish, the side and back eleva-

tion and the interior with perforated bricks : the windows, buttresses, &c., have
Bath stone dressings, the arches turned with pickings, and pointed with black
mortar. The total cost of building and fittings £&40. The building was erected

by Mr. Brewster, of Newington, from the designs and under the superintendence
of Mr. William Smith, architect, Islington.
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INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Petitions Kecohuku to Ji'ly 11.

Mr. Woaton Orimsliaw, of Lower Itromptoii, for "Certain improvi-monts in

macbiuiry for comprossing brick, earth, and other materials."

Mr. Taul l*iiii. of '.>, WiUBley-strcct, for " Improvements in preparing and treating

the aurftircs of the interior and exterior of houses, edifices, .tc, to imitate polished

inaible or atone, rendering them impervious to the action of tlic atmosphere and

Other elements."

Grants.
Mr. William Buetwell. of rhccnix sUine works. East Greenwich, " ImproTemcnts

in monldinL' blocks, slabs, pipes, and other articles, and in the apparatus to be cm-
ployed therein." I'rotcction si.v mouths.
H. Antonio .loaquim IVreira dc Carvalho, of fil, Moorgatc-street, " Improvements

In beam*, applicable in the construction of bridsrcs and other structures, and also for

iheioorg and ceilings of houses." I'rotection si.x mouths.
Mr. Charles Henderson, of Leicester. "Improvements in flooring and bench

cramps." lYott^liou six months.
._, , ^

Mr. ^Vllham llowells, of St. Catherine-street; Carmarthen, "A portable window
platform." I'rotection six months.
Mr. Thomas Kershaw, of Baker-street, I'ortman-square, " Improvements in

apparatus for imitating various fancy woods, marbles, granites, and stencillings."

Protection six months.
Mr. Dennis Lie and Anthonv Welsh, of Leeds, York, "Improvements m means

or machinerv lor preparing auti polishing marble." Protection six months.

Mr. William Edward Newton, of Office for Patents, fifl. Chancery-lane, "Im-
proved apparatus for producing an artificial draiightiu chimneys, and forpnrposes of

ventilation." — A communication 'to him from abroad, by George Colhoun, of

Philadelphia, in the United States of America.— Dated Hth February, 1800.—

Lctten patent.
Mr. August Pentzlin, of Glasgow, " Improvements in machinery for cutting wood."

—A communication to him from abroad by Theodor Andreas Prale, residing at

Hamburg.—Dated -.Sith March, I860.—Letters patent
Mr. Hcnrv Wimball, of Aldermaston, " Improvements in machinery or apparatus

for making bricks, tiles, and drain pipes."—Protection six months.

Notice to Proceed.
Mr. Joseph Eeeles, of Blackburn, " Improvements In machinery for the manu-

facture oJ bricka, tiles, pipes, and other articles formed of plastic materials."

Foreign Patents.
SI. .1. F. A. liraivc and F. J. Christophe, of Ghent, for " A machine for moulding

bricks."—Dated '.ith June, 1800.

JI. Contanceau. of 18, Itue dn Musi's, Toulouse, departemcnt de la Ilautc-Garonne,
for "Cement paving tiles and bricks."—Dated ^3rd January, 1800.

M. Darcourt, of Albert, d(!partcment dc la Somme, for " Manufacture of bricks,

tnea, and paving tiles."—Dated i;8tli January, ISiiO.

M. De C5ampana, represented by Ricordeau, of 23, Boulcvsrt dc Strasburg, Paris,

for " Improvements in the manufacture of artificial marble."-Dated 14th January,
1860.

M. F. Germain, represented by L. N., of Meekenhelm, of Ixelles, for an imported
invention of "Manufacture of mosaic paving tiles of bakedclay."—Dated 11thJune,
1800.—< I'rencli patent, -'iird July, 18.VJ).

M. Marivalaud Co., represented by Ddtran, of Laon, d(!partement do I'Aisnc, for
" Manufacture of English bricks."—Dated 20th January, 1800.

M. Lavesvrc and Mcynier, of Mnstapha-Supdrieur, Commune d'Alger, Algeria,

for "Manufacture of hollow and flat tiles, bricks,) and paving tiles."—Dated 13th
January, 1860.

JL Tarte and Toovey, represented by Count of Gelves, of 47, Rue Fontaine St.

George's, Paris, for " Means ofrendermg building flreproof."—Datcd 10th January,
iseo.

SpEcmcATioNS Published Durino the Week.
Ko. 2,728, price Gd., Damper for chimneys and flues.

No. 2,751, price M., Bricks, tiles, &c.

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOtD.

By Messrs. BzancL and Sons.— Chick-street, Osyth, Essex, known as " the St Clere's Hall
Bam," comprising residence with homestead, outbuildiu)(s, and 399a. 3r. 3p. of arable and
grazlnr land ; let at £4SA per annum ; Kold for £ir,^^,50.

St. Oivth— Knclosure of arable land, containing 10a. 2r, Gp., abutting on tlic road leading
to l>o€t s Farm ; let at €14 per annum ; sold for £.^.5<>.

Essex Two cncl*«ureft ofwoodland, adjoining Frowicke Farm, on the road from the Flag
Inn to Berdsley ; containing l*a. 3r. 23p. ; sold lor £205.
Hampshire.— Estate, known as "Empsliolt," in the parishes of Empshott and Newton

Valence, comprising twoTarms called Church and Noar Hifl, containing farmhouse, homestead.
laborers cottages. and S2la. 3r. lip. of arable, pasture, wood, and hopland ; let on lease at £347
per annum ; sold for £10,.V|0.

By 3IeS8rs. iCuiNNOcK ano Calswortiit.—Wimbledon-park, Surrey, S plots of building
land, contalnhiK M. 3r. 18p. : sold for £4jm.
Bj Mr. DoKAUisoM 13, 1'auton-street, Haymarket, house and shop, lot on lease at £90

per annum.1 sold for £l,ax).
By Mr. J. AsacowBE.—At the junction of the Ridgwaj and Parsonage-roads, corner field,

containing 2 a. 2 r., let at £8 per annum ; sold for £475.
Freehold building laud, 1 r. »ip., being part ofTam Field, at the back of Love's-row, En-

field ; jioli! for *:»«.

By Messrs. BaoMLET and Son.-15, Chalcot-cresccut, residence, let at £45 per annum ; sold
ror£<;5.

I.EAgEHOI.D.
By Mr. I'EAKZ.—8 and 9, Burlington-terrace, lllll-strcet, Peckham, house, annual value

sf00 per annum, held for 85 j-ears from Midsummer, 1839, ground-rent £'10 per annum ; sold for
«»:

as, Altilon-placc, Dorset-street, Ball's-pond, house, let at £20 16s. per annum, term 7U years
from MIcluelmas, 1850, ground-rent £.? per annum ; sohl for £120.

C'lia{«l - road, Olpsy-house-lane, Lower Norwood, hou.^e and premises, 03J years from
Christmas, IMS, gronnd-rent, £2 14s. per annum \ sold for £280.
«By Messrs. BK»iii.ET and Sons 16, St. John's-terrace, Primrose-hill, residence, term

rears, from Jn'y, 1K52, at a peppercorn rent, let on lease at £15 per annum ; sold for

No. 6, St. Edmund's-terrace, rrimrosc-hlll, house, let on lease at £20 per annum ; sold for
£270.
By Mr. C. FcBBEB.—IW and 190, Wellington-terrace, Waterloo-brldge-roati, houses and

shops, let at £m per annum, term 27 years from Christmas, 1860, ground rent £22 per annum ;

sohtifor £5.v>.

1H5, Wellington-terrace, house, let at €45 per annum, term 26 years, ttom Christmas last,
ground rent, £11 per annum ; sold for £235.

186, Wellington-terrace, house and shop, held for same term to ground rent ; sold for £250,
Kv Mr. .1. AsncoMBE.—Enfield Chase, Middlesex, residence, known as " Chase Lands,''

with plemrare grounds, gardens, stabling, ajaeh-liousc, and about 10 acres of arable land,
term 2) years from .Michaelmas, 1852, rent £41 per annum: sold for £70.
Near the last lot, 18 a. 1 r. 15 p. of arable and .meadow land, with a cottage thereon : sold

for £20.
By Mbssbs. CuiNvocK and Gauwobtbt.—1, Leadenball-street, City, premises known

as the Phienlx Marine Insurance Company's Offices, term 21 years fVom .lunc, 1855, at £280
per annum ; hold for £i aV).

St. Jobn's-road, Hrlxton, residence Ecclesboume Villa, let at £65 per annum, term 99 years,
from Scptemtwr, 1855, grouml r,-Mt vi'^i.i-r annum ; sold for £670.

Jto. 1, Caltbotpe-terrace. ! ircet, Oray's-lnn-road, dwelling-house, let at £45
per annum, terra M years, f / r, 1843, free of ground-rent ; sold for £.',25.

l,Caltlianie-taiTace,dW£l>in >vithpossea»ion),heldrorsamB term, (tee of ground-
rent ; sold for £490.

CorYnoi.D.
llv Messes. Mansell and Elliott.—Wanstead, Essex, residential property, known as the

Elnis, comprising family dwelllng-honso. a detached house and oflli-es, outbuildings, lawn
with ornamental flsh-poud, kitchen and fndt garden, together 4 acres 1 rod 7 poles; sold for

i;i.».()oo,

l!v .^lEssss. I'BicKETT auil SoNs.-Southwood lano, plot of building land with a frontage
of 124 feet, leading from llighsato to Jluswell-hlll ; sold for £200.

IMot adioliung, similar In all n'speets: sold for £197.

copyhold plot of laud near the last lot, wltli a frontage of ISO feet to Southwood-laoe
sold for £190.

THURSDAY.
FREEHOLD.

By Mr. StAKsH.—Lcwlsham, Kent, plots of bidldlng land fVontlng the main road ; some of
the lots sold at from £120 to £180 perjilot.
By Mr. Beay, Jtn.—Stockwell, Surrey, plot of building land, having a frontage of 130

feet to the stockwoU-road ; sold for £730.

New-road, plot of building land adjoining frontage, of 100 feet ; sold for £480.

Plot of building land adjoining, havuig a similar frontage ; sold for £330.

Ditto, ditto, ditto ,; sold for £.340.

Ditto, ditto, ditto i sold for £320.

A similar plot ; sold for £3,30.

Two plots of building land, ^vlth similar frontages ; sold for £235 each.

I'lot of pround, having a similar frontage ; sold for £2(H>.

Stockwill-iilace, Stockwcll, plot of ground, having a frontage of 26 feet; sold for £130.
Stm-kwell-place, house and shop, let at £14 per annum ; sold for £275.

Stockwell-place, becr-.shop, known as tJie *' Hose aud Crown," let at £2.^ per annum ; sola

for £300.
Stockwcll, plot of ground, frontage 47 feet to Love-lane ; sold for £lor,.

Stockwell, dwelling-houses, 1 to 6, Love-lane, let at £UiJ «s. per annum ; sold for £800.

By Mr. Kobins.—Boar's Head-court, Petticoat-lone, Whftechapel, isix houses, stable,

or warehouse ; sold for 560 guineas.
By Mr. F. D. OoonwiN 34, Chureli-street, Soho, house, let ou lease at £34 les. per

annum ; sold for £40U,

LEASEHOLD.
By Mr. Bbay, Jun Stockwell, Love-lane, two residences, let on lease at £50 per aimimi

;

sold for £670.

BANKRUPTS.
CFrom the Londnn Gazette.^

Claytim, Benumont, stone mt-rchant, Kettitn, Rutlandshire, July 19, at half-past one, Aupruflt 21, at two,
at BasingImll.street. Official asaitrnce, Mr, Lee, Alilernianburyj solicitors, MesBrs. Wrig'ht and Bonuer,
London-street, Fenchurch-street; Mr. Law. Stamford, LiucoluBmre.

Potter, Henry, and Kind, Sanmel Jamea John, huildirrs, Suttou, Surrey, July 13, at half-past eleven,

Aupiist 15,' tit eleven, at Bii.iinjfhall-sireBt. Offieinl OBnigrnee, Mr. H. jH. Cannon, Basiujjhall-Btreetj

solicitors, Measra Iloppood, Kiw^ William-s'rcet, Strand
Streillmrff, Theodore, walnut and f.mcy wood infrohant, Wilson-street, Finshurv -square. July 24, Au^^ust

21, at baU-past two, at Basin|;ball-strcel. Official oasignee, Mr. Edwards, ifiosiughall-streeti solicitor,

Mr. Triston, Barge-yard-cb^mbera.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.
Sherren, Edward Richards, builder, Richmond-villas, ^V estboume-groTe, North, Baj-swater.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
Wilson, WilHatD, bricic tcaA. tile maker, Blantyre, Lanarkshire.

DrVTDEND DECLARED.
Webster, John, joiner, Liverpool ; first division of Is. in the pound any "SVednepday, at Mr. Tamer's, 53,

South John-street, Liverx>ool.

DrriDENO MEETING.
Worburton and Stevenaon, timber merchants, Manchester, July 31.

CERTIFICATES to be granted unlesis cause he shown to the contrary on the
day appointed.

Eccles, John, stonemason. East Butterwiclc, August 1.

Kirk, Wele, and Kirk, timber merchants, Mountsorrel, Leiceeterehire, July 31.

Maggeridge, Henry, builder, Brixton- roail, July 27.

ANSWTIRS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Bgildlno News, 29,

OltUloswell-court, St. Clenient's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undcrtaltc to return unused Manuscripts.

Erbatuh.—In our report of designs accepted fur Drinking Fountains in last weclt's Number,
we have to make a correction. Instead of the designs of Messrs. Hood, it should have
read that those from Mr. ^riUiam Hood, of <Jh, Upper Thames-street, were tlie accepted.

T. II., Worccster.—We could give a positive opinion only upon an inspection ofthe premises—
we might seriously mislead you by endeavouring to point out the law solely on llie infor-

mation sent. Generally, we should say that if you have an ancient right nf .support from
tlie adjoining ground you would have a remedy iigaUist the adjoining owner, who ex-
cavates without taking all reasonable precaution to prevent injury to your property; bat
if your house is newly-built^thal is to say, if you have no ancient right of support, we in-

cline to think that the onus of upholding your own building will fall on yourseif. A good
authority says, " It is not to be supposed that any person who builds ahouseatlho ex-

tremity of his land is at once to become so far entitled to a secure foundation there, as that
his atljoining neighbour may not use his own land as he pleases, even though he may, in so
doing, damage the house. It is his dutv to protect himselfby shoring. If his neighbour digs

his land near to the foundation of the new house, so as, nevertheless, not to touch the
other's soil, although by such digging the house falls into the pit, no action lies. It was
the fault ofthe builder to erect his house so near to the stranger s territory. So, if a man
build a house and make cellars upon his own soil, whereby a house newly built upon the
adjoining soil falls down, no action lies." Send us a sketch, with further particulars.

J. JoTLET.— St. Paul is represented leaning upon a sword; at Aylsham. Lessingham,
Bolaugh, and Stalham. We cannot answer your other questions.

B. W. O.—The first edition of "The Students Guide" was published in 1843, the second
edition in iar>2-;j, the latter contahis tlie Essay by E. L. Garbett.

C. v.—The restoration of the Cathedral of Notre Dame at Paris, was wc believe, entrusted
to M.Violletle Due.

Rev. J. II.—There arc nogoort architectural illustratiouB of the mosques at Constantinople,
)erhaps, the best are those in Grelot'3 "Voyage to Constantinople,^ published in octnvo,

' . ^ ...- rklT ' ' - " " '
" *

Fossati'a work illustrates Aya Sofia only ; it was
pc , .

1683, it contains many plans.
In London, 1H52.

Thomas Seale.—We said quite as much as we thought desirable.

Competitor.—We can only refer you to the particulars translated and given In our Number
for May 11th.

A Teavellek, (Geneva).—Yes.
M. K.—From an orglnal drawing taken for ourpurpose.
A. ConRTBAT.—Your communication is not intellfgible.

A. M—Tile original tenders for tlie llcform Club-house varied from £88,400 to £43,632. Wo
believe twelve firms submitted tenders.

L. Peters.—Poucham Quarry is near Exeter. Wc are not aware that it is worked to any
considerable extent.

O. K.— Biackfrlars-bridge was repaired In 1835.

B. J N.—Give us a niisoTi,

Matt»kw N,~yes; and hr nsjinnsible for the result.
SuitscRiBER.— Under <unsiiiir;ili<>ii.

J. L.—We are at all times willing to receive drawings for publication, but of course cannot
pledge ourselves to engrave all that are sent.

Dr. G.—ObtJiln the services of an architect ; yon will find It true economy in the end. Wliat
can you know of the details of building matters.

E. Smith; V. B.—Thanks.
K. E. K.—Parcel awaits you at U»e publishing office.

O. Wriqut; W. IIaylot.—We cannot interfere.
K. Goodwin.—Yes ; semi particulars. We will advise you if we can.
V. Jeffs.—Weale, High llolbom. Yon may bo able to find a second-hand copy, bntwedoubt

it ; the work is getting scarce.
jl ti -^^ext week
KkciaTi!D.-liev. b. W. J A Builder; M. D.; William F. i E. Turner; C. Eowley.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY BUILDING TERMS.

EST the simple words prefixed as a heading to

these remarks may lead the reader to suppose

we are about to draw a contrast between the

expense of town and country building, we may
as well explain their real meaning ; which can

only be done as Johnson explained the word
" net "—by making use of bigger phraseology.

What we mean oy our heading or title is

" Building Technology, Metropolitan and Pro-

vincial;" and we wish to commend it to the

attention of some persevering architectural

writer, who we feel sure might find it well worth

his while to compile a short glossary or hand-

book, exhibiting the words m general use by
writers on building matters, contrasted with

their equivalent phrases as used in the provinces

of even England and Wales, to say nothing of

Scotland and Ireland.

Every architectural student will agree with

us in the opinion that, a really good Archi-

tectural Dictionary, suited for these latter days

and embracing all builders' technicalities, as

well as architectural and antiquarian phrases, is

a, work very much to be desired ; but to-day we will restrict our

advocacy to a mere glossary, such as the one just described. These

ai« days of railway locomotion and telegraphic converse, which in a

few generations may have the salutary efl'ect of reducing to one uniform

standard the phraseology of both London and provincial builders—nay

it may even destroy eventually those troublesome discrepancies that

•exist between town and country weights and measures. Much might

be written on these discrepancies : they are well-known to all town

architects of extensive practice, as discrepancies that often produce

great confusion and misunderstanding. Thus, while a London builder

values his walls by the superficial " reduced rod ;" and assumes them

to be I J brick in thickness, in the south-west counties we find the walls

vriued by the lineal " rope ;" and in the northern they are again

estimated by superficial measurement, but instead of the rod of IJ

brick thick, by the square yard of 1 brick in thickness. In short, a

literary comparison of the diflferent modes of measuring a wall that pre-

vail in the several counties of England, would create no small amaze-

ment in the minds of those town architects, who have never thought

much on the subject. It is in its entirety a vast question and a curious,

which at present we will not further enter upon.

Our remarks mainly apply to the mere local phraseology or trade

dialect of the provincial builders, of which, as we have just said, a

glossary is needed—that is to say, of the patois which aflects only the

nouns representing the several artificers' works connected with building

operations. A glossary of every dialectal expression is not our aim,

smce that would be altogether too formidable an affair. Whole
sentences of patois must be left to time, the tram and the telegraph to

deal with ; and London architects travelling into the North to look after

their works must take their chance ; and when they hear their contractor

ordering his men to '^ get a gate and fettle t'midden" must construe the

mysterious order into " set to work and repair the cesspool " as they

best may, with the aid of some local interpreter ; but actual nouns
referring to building, and which are to appear in his specifications and
letters of instruction during progress of work, are matters of serious

consequence, deserving of a glossary or short dictionary, such as

should, as the book reviewers say, "form a portion of every architect's

library."

To prove the necessity for such a work let us relate a short anecdote,

touching, it is true, not the building, but the culinary art ; but one
which the imaginative reader will readily own might well apply to some
matter architectonic ; and be, when so applied, productive of a nuisance

more disastrous, because more permanent, than any gastronomic disap-

pointment. A cockney tourist ordered his dinner of a rustic Boniface
m shire; and the day being Friday, stipulated, like a strict

churcliraan, for eels. Repairing hungry to his inn at the prandial hour,

he was horrified by the waiter's serving him with a mighty dish of

boiled cows' feet, vtdgd " trotters." He rang the bell and demanded
an explanation ; when Boniface, comprehending that it was " eels,"

not heels, that his guest had ordered, exclaimed, " Eels, eh ?—then
why the dickens didn't you say snigs. Sir !

"

Had our fastidious traveller paid due attention to the dialect of the

county he had wandered into, the unpleasant incident we have related

would have been avoided. We will add a few instances to show that
to a London architect, Lancashire building phrases are every whit as

recondite as was the phrase "snigs" to the poor hungry tourist; and
to show how slight is the distance from the metropolis that suffices to

establish a language unknown to Cockney builders, we have only to
name Brighton, eve n now famous for being within reach of a half-crown

return ticket by railway ; wherehere they may hear the (to them) too we
a fay-ide spoken of; ay, legally defined.

well"

known phrase "stuccoing" a fay-ide spoken of; ay, legally defined, a*

" baylaying" a fayade, an expression never made use of by a London
builder.

Here are some of the Lancashire technical phrases in common use

—

we place them in tabular form, side by side with their London synomyms.

Of course they are more generally used in the rural than the town
districts, though even in the largest towns, holding fiequcnt communi-
cation with the metropolis, they will often be heard in conversing with

contractors and their workmen. The precise orthography is unknown.
Bricklayer :

—

In London phrase.

Chimney withe . . is called

Skewback arch . . „
Drain . . „

Carpenter, &c. :

—

Leanto roof . . „
Ridge piece . . „
Rafter . . „
Sliding sash . . „
Stall-post . . „
Single joists . . „
Purlin . . „
Principal rafters . . „
Sashes . . „
Wood bricks . . „
Quarters . . „
Girder . . „
Honduras mahogany „
Ledged . . „
Strutting . . „
Rainwater trunk . . „
Eaves gutter . . „
Wall string . . „
Hook and band hinges „
Cross garnets . . „
Gratings . . „

When it is remembered that one singh

supply on random recollection a list so formi(

think it may be fairly assumed that, a dictionary or glossary such as we
have been recommending, would be a useful addition to English archi-

tectural literature. As the Editors of the Architectural Publication

Society possess through their provincial secretaries some not very usual

facilities for compiling such a work, we conclude by submitting to them

the propriety of attempting it.

In Lancashire phrase.

. . midfeathcr.

. . jack arch.

. . sough.

. solpie roof.

. first piece.

. spar.

. "Yorkshire light.

. bosgin.

. runners.

. pan.

. backs.

. sheets.

. nogs.

. studs.

. beam.

. baywood.

. sworded.

. bridging.

. drop-spout.

. trough-spout.

. notch board.

. bands and gudgeons.

. tee hinges.

. grids.

county of England will

dable as the foregoing, we

THE ARTS'-MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.*

THE Science and Art Department of Public Education in the

United Kingdom is to cost this year £94,951—a very large sum,

we admit, at the fii-st glance ; but in reality small when the results^ are

taken into consideration. The general management in London is to

cost £4,560, being an increase of £330 over last year. The Schools of

Art and Science are to cost £38,290 ; South Kensington Museum is to

cost £17,565; the School of Mines and Geological Museum, Jermyn-

street, £6,417 ; the Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland,

£10,318; the Industrial and Natural History Museums for Scotland,

£1,943 ; the Royal Dublin Society, including the Botanic and Zoolo-

gical Gardens, £6,000 ; the Museum of Irish Industry, including Pro-

vincial lectures, £4,996 ; and the Royal Hibernian Academy, £300.

The total increase of the vote is £1,556 ; and in the item for schools of

Art and Science in the United Kingdom and South Kensington

Museum Library, not quite f400. This does not look like a tendency

to unlimited expenditure. Having specified the disbursements, let us

see what they produced. The number of Science and Navigation

Schools in connexion with the Department last year was 16, and the

students 3,512. The number of Schools of Art in connexion was 78,

including the Training School for 65 art masters and mistresses, and
the number of pupils 85,769. We very much doubt if the French
drawing schools contain anything like this number of students. Satis-

factory as the statement is, it is not all, and would be incomplete with-

out noticing the gradual and important economy the Department has

eff'ected in the art-education of the people, besides its extension among
them. In 1851 the cost of Parliamentary aid in teaching 3,296 persons

drawing was £3 23. 4d. a head. In 1858 the cost of teaching 68,212

persons was 10s. 1 ^d. a head, and last year the cost of instructing 85,769

was 9s. each ; so that we have an extended sphere of usefulness with in-

creased economy. Taking the portion ofthe vote applied to Schools ofArt

and Science and South Kensington Museum, £69,025 last year, we have

85,769 persons taught drawing ; a museum maintained and enriched

Continued from page 548.
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liesides other useful euds encompassed. The gfeneral management audited
the accounts of all the institutions among which the vote was divided.

This year £14,500 are to be appropriated for examples, diagrams of science

and art, objects of art, books, &c., grimted to be circulated in local schools,

also for carriage of articles, and expenses of travelling museums ; £900
are to be expended in books for circulatmg art-libraries in local schools ;

i2,50ii in prizes ; £ 1 ,0()o;grants in aid of building Art Schools at Coventry
and Lambetli, to thecost of which the localities are bound to contribute 75 per
cent. ; £ 1 7,500, for salaries and payments in aid to masters, lecturers, pupil
teachers, and occasional professional assistance ; £3,100 for inspection and
exunination, to which should be added £1,S50 for travelling expenses of
inspectors ; and £1,500 for photographic operations, which last amount is

covered by the sale of ofiScial photographs, it being estimated that £2,700 at

least will be received from fees and photographs, and repaid into the
exchequer before the year is out. Last year 45 national medals, 696 local

medals, and 7,S42 prizes were distributed among the 85,759 art students.

There were 126 art and navigation schoolmasters and mistresses, and 99
art and 7 navigation pupil teachers, who have received payments in aid of

salaries. Students in training, to the number of 65, have received pay-
ments in aid of maintenance, and payments on results have been made on
behalf of 2,356 persons, who have passed satisfactory art examination.
The art students contributed to the cost of their education £15,366, and
the students in Science and Navigation Schools £1,208.

As the South Kensington Museum may be said to be more specially on
trial, we have to examine the expenditure it entails upon the nation. The
estimate for the year we have seen is £17,565, which includes £3,515 for

superintendence, keepers' clerks, and servants, £700 for completing col-

lections of educational apparatus, products of the animal kingdom, building

materials and food, articles not likely to be presented. The proposed pur-
chases are supplementary ; a large number of the objects in these col-

lections having been, and are being constantly presented to the nation by
the public. The preparation and illustration of catalogues is to cost £300

;

the labor of attendants and artisans, who are paid by the hour from 4d. to

8d., the working day being from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., is to cost £3,350 ; the

police, £1,150 ; warming, gas, security against fire, £2,150, these services

being for the most part performed by the Royal Engineers, who are in-

structed in architectural and freehand drawing and photography. The
architect and engineer, who also acts as inspector for buildings of branch
institutions and superintendent of building collections, draws a salary

of £650 ; and general repairs are estimated to cost £4,700. Keeping the
grounds in order and tithe rent-charge will cost £200, advertisements,

labels, and printing £850. We have now gone through the items which
constitute the total expenditure of £17,565 upon the South Kensington
Mnseimi. Few will think it excessive, even without having full cognisance
of the results. But last year 263,088 persons visited the Museum in the
morning, and 212,277 in the evening making a total for the twelvemonths
of 475,365 visitors, an increase over the preceding year of 21,000. From
the opening of the Museum, 22nd Jime, 1857, to 31st March, 1860, it has
been visited by 1,351,594 persons ; and the interest taken by the public

in the Museum is demonstrated by the fact that £1,194 were taken last

jeai at the doors for admission.

According to a minute of the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council
for Trade, articles belonging to the Museum, and comprising glass, lace,

metal works, ivory carving, pottery, &c., have been circulated among local

schools of art and publicly exhibited. A travelling collection has been thus
organised, to the expense ofwhich the Queen most liberally contributed, and
sent to Birmingham, Leeds, Nottingham, Macclesfield, Norwich, Sheffield,

York, Newcastle, Hanley, Stourbridge, Worcester, Liverpool, Carmarthen,
Gloucester, Paisley, Dundee, Aberdeen, Glasgow, Dublin, Clonmel, Limerick,
Waterford, Devonport, Exeter, Bridgewater, and Taunton. It has been
visited by 306,087 persons, and has produced in fees £6,011, which have
been applied to the schools of art. Surely this result would justify the
annual expenditure on the Museum. It speaks well for the care and at-

tention of the officials, that although the most fragile articles, such as
Sevres china and glass, have been transmitted 3,690 miles by railway and
other conveyances, and have been packed and unpacked 56 times, no spe-
cimens have been broken or damaged.
A minute of the Committee of Council on Education has recognised the

merits of the travelling collection and authorised its extension. The
official document states that the experiment having shown that the use of
national property may be extended to all parts of the United ICingdom,
and the national collections of art of the Science and Art Department
having been greatly enlarged by the liberality of Parliament, my lords
considered that the system should be revised, enlarged, and made as self-

supporting as possible. In future, in consequence of the liberal gift of
Mr. Sheepshanks, it will be possible to add pictures and engravings to the
classes of objects to be circtUated, and it will also be possible, in addition
to the travelling collection already organised, to get together other special
series, some of which are specified, as engravings of the English school,
ancient and modern wood engravings, drawings and engravings illustrative

of wall decoration, illustrations of painted glass, mediaeval and Oriental
textile fabrics, pottery, glass wares, metal works, furniture and wood
carvings, illustrated, in addition, by photographs and drawings, paintings,
engravings and etchings ; art-manufactures, including bronzes, jewellery,
&c.; reproductions of works in metal, fictile and wrought; Arundel
Society publications, British Museum photographs, photographs of
Eaffaelle's cartoons, drawings by ancient masters, objects of decorative art,

paintings, wall decorations, and architectural works, together with archi-
tectural drawings. To obtain the loan of the principal collection, adequate
provision, subject to the approval of the Department, must be made by

the Committee of the local school applying for it, for exhibiting the collec-

tion during a limited period to students and the public during the day-
time and evening. Endeavours must be made by the Committee to add to
the exhibition by obtaining loans of specimens from collections of private
individuals in thfe neighbourhood. Artizans, students of the School of
Art, to be admitted free; other persons to pay moderate admission fees,

higher in the morning than in the evening; and on two evenings in the
week the admission fee is not to exceed Id., to enable artizans .lud others
employed in the daytime to share in the benefits to be derived from the
the collection. The receipts are to be charged with payments, through
the Department officer in charge, of the carriage expenses of the collection

from the last place of exhibition; of £1 for the actual daily attendance of
the officer in charge; of 10 per cent, to the Department on tlie surplus

remaining after defraying the charges just named and all local expenses,

—

the balance to be at the disposal of the local committee. The value of

this system cannot be too highly rated, for in a few years it will aflbrd the
inhabitants of all localities an opportunity of acquiring a knowledge of

art generally, which could not be obtained without a visit to London and
also to the Continent—evidently beyond the means of those whom it is

most desirable to instruct—so that in time, we may look forward

to a great improvement in public taste, no less than in the character of

our manulkctures, from the " saturation " of the country with art

knowledge. Were a better feeling existing among the authorities and
managers of our national collections, the value of the travelling exhibition

might be considerably enhanced, by their lending to it certain objects in

their possession. From the duplicates in Jermyn-street and Great
Kussell-street, a geological museum might be added to the travelling

collection, and the British Museum might add, in way of loan, a few of the

hundreds of Etruscan vases, now hid away in cellars. Architects may
likewise render considerable aid, by lending their drawings after the

Academy and Architectural Exhibition are closed, and wliich are then little

more than waste paper. We should like to see the proposition taken up
and shaped out by the Institute and Association. Print-sellers would find

it to their advantage to present copies of their publications. In every

case it would be necessary to reserve to the Department the right of

declining gifts and loans, for they must not be encumbered with objects

not worthy of exhibition.*

NEW AUCTION MAET, COVENT GAEDEN.
AMONGST the collected works of the first of modern essayists, there

is a paper, full of quiet humour, pointing out the eligible path which
lies open in the profession of an auctioneer to the youngest sons of our
nobility. The want of the day is shown to be a man of noble bearmg, of

good address, of refined taste and pleasing manners, who, in a mansion,

worthy of himself and of his high calling, could invite peer and commoner
to listen to the concise notices he made of the interesting objects which
were intrusted to him for disposal. Unfortunately, our younger nobility

are not found equal to the emergency. Whether from an exalted idea of

their position, or from an inadequate supply of the necessary capital and
interest, they will not come to the hammer. One other thing, then,

alone remains to be done. It is for the leading auctioneers—the princes of

the profession—to fill the important posts, to reverse their habitual occupa-

tions, and, instead of knocking down effects, to knock up buildings in which
the desired object may be effected. It is only by dwelling upon the old

building, with its three plain openings on each story, where Messrs. De-
benham, Storr, and Sons until recently carried on their extensive business,

that we are enabled to appreciate the surprising stride they have made,

and the ground they have gained in this direction by their new premises.

A year ago, the auction mart of tliis distinguished firm was undistinguished,

in an arcliitectural sense, amidst the other structures of the metropolis.

It now has become the foremost mart in London, and one of the sights of

the town. The " London Improvements " effect at least the good of

disturbing the quietude of tradesmen, and when once an owner is forced

to move and rebuild, he is stimulated to render his new establishment as

commodious and comfortable both to himself and his customers as

possible, and a pardonable emulation possesses him to introduce into it

every contrivance which modern science can furnish him.

The line of the new street which is to ventilate the foreign quartier of

Leicester-square and its neighbourhood, scatter its dens, and Imk together

by a wholesome stream, the main arteries of Oxford-street aad the Strand,

crossed a portion of the old auction mart. The proprietors thereon

annexed a considerable portion of adjacent land to the remainder of the

old site, and left their architect with as ill-shaped a plot as it was possible

to possess, to rebuild the auction mart. The present site is an irregular

triangle, comprising nearly 5,000 square feet at the southern corner of the

new street. On witnessing the admirable manner in which Mr. Allom has

triumphed over the difficulties which awaited him, we are apt to tliink

slightingly of the obstacles which the shape of the ground presented, but

the more we examine the plans and the accommodation which he has

given, the more do we become convinced of the ability which has given

success to his exertions. The whole of the basement is devoted to ware-

rooms for goods deposited for sale, and for such as remain imremoved
after being purchased. Strong rooms, fireproof, are provided for the

safe stowage of plate and other valuables secured with Chubb's patent doors.

Here also is the hot-water apparatus, fitted by Perkins, which warms the

basement and the auction rooms. There is likewise an extensive range of

vaults tmder the pavement, and cellars for wine and beer. The latter at

first appeared difficult of access, but by means of a lift everything can be

• To be continued.
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readily raised to all the floors, and a " shoot " from the lower auction-

room quickly transfers those goods not immediately removed to the

warehouse below. The basement is admirably lit, and is 11 feet fi inches

in height. The principal entrance is in the centre of the front, Directly

we enter we are struck alike by the architect's ingenuity and artistic taste.

The awkward shape of the ground is met by making the entrance-hall
hexagonal, with doors on all sides except one, which is devoted to the

customary " notices of sales." The side next the entrance leads to the

manager's office ; the next, to the large sale room devoted chiefly to what
is technically called " soft goods,"—woollen mercery, shawls, drosses,

clothing of all kinds, and furniture. Counters of solid oak arc placed
across and round the room. The latter serve a double purpose: they
display the goods and conceal the basement windows. Down the centre of

the room there is a range of cast-iron columns, to carry one of the main
walls of the building, as a portion of this auction-room extends only to

the top of the ground floor ; it is ceiled at the collar of the roof, and
pierced with ornamental ironwork, which enables the vitiated air

to escape by louvre boards in the roof. At the north corner is the
rostrum, most conveniently and ornamentally constructed. It has
a curved ceiling, which transmits the sound of the speaker's voice to

the remotest corner of the large room. The piers forming the angles of

the hexagonal hall have been designed with great originality and good taste

;

the floral ornament twines gracefully amidst the swelling mouldings, and
the circular opening, girdled with balusters, in the domed ceiling, produces
a charming display of light and shade, needing only polychromatic decora-
tion to render it perfect. The floor is laid with Maw's encaustic tiles,

which are also introduced into the raking dado of the principal staircase.

On the right of this entrance-hall a door communicates with the private
offices, all solidly and well fitted with Spanish mahogany counters, desks,
and dividing screens, by Mr. Drew, of Hatton-garden. Here we see a
small lift for the easy transmission of papers, &c., to the offices, on the
first floor. Speaking tubes are also provided, leading from the several
ofiices. An iron staircase leads to the upper offices (without leaving the
office to mount the principal staircase), and under it a lavatory has been
happily provided by the architect.

Returning to the hall we see at the side of the staircase a mahogany
counter for the delivery of goods ; behind it is a small room, leading direct
to the store-rooms in the basement.
Ascending the principal staircase by a broad flight of Portland stone

steps we reach a hall similar in shape to that below with a domed ceiling

and equally ornamental angle piers. Thence through a pair of handsome
solid oak doors we pass into another spacious sale-room. The superior
character of the fittings is at once conspicuous; the rostrum is of solid

Spanish mahogany, boldly and elegantly designed ; the counters are of the
same material; cases are fixed upon the counters for the display of jewels
and jewellery, pegs for watches line the walls, rails for the proper hanging
of pictures, all proclaim that the choicest and most valuable works are here
oflTered to the public. On the opposite side of the hexagonal landing we
have the private offices, &o., of the principals communicating, as we have
before mentioned, with those below. They are fitted up in the same
elegant and substantial manner. From the innermost of these offices a
door opens into the attached residence, but it is properly approached by a
separate external door between the auction mart and the premises of the
Westminster Fire-office. A large staircase, formed in a triangle, disposes
of the remainder of the site and leads to the second and third stories, which
comprise upwards oftwenty rooms ; and here again, to obtain something like
regularity, the architect's skill was taxed, and the difficulty was ably sur-
mounted by the insertion of an iron girder to anticipate the junction of
the two back walls, and form a corridor to the several rooms.
The cornices, centre flowers, and other decorative features, show that

his taste is equal to his scientific attainments. To roof an irregular
building economically is as difficult as to plan it. The general disposition
of the roof is satisfactory, but we think it unwise in a building where no
expense seems to have been spared, to hip it with slate saddles, instead of
lead. The latter are far more durable and, in the long-run, cheaper. We
should mention that gas has been laid on throughout the building by Mr.
Strode, of St. Martin's-le-Grand. Satisfactory as the mart is in its general
arrangements, it is not the less so in the minor qualities which contribute
to the comfort of all whose business leads them there. Lavatories, &c.,
are provided for both the public and the clerks, and convenient dressing-
rooms for the principals. The lighting of every portion of the extensive
area is perfect.

The iron columns, girders, and brackets, were manufactured by Mr.
Walter Williams, at the Albion Iron Works, Birmingliam ; Bunnett and
Co.'s revolving iron shutters are attached to the ground-floor windows.
The contractors were Messrs. G. Mansfield and Son, of Henry-street,
Gray's-inn-road, and we willingly bear testimony to the excellent quality
of their work throughout the whole of the building.

Of the exterior we have the less need to speak, inasmuch as our
engraving shows its general appearance, but we would direct attention to
the strong belts of rustication, which give a solid, massive appearance to
the angles, and to the general breadth which characterises the fagade.
Mr. Allom has produced a certain dignity and magnificence without
destroying the business character of his building. This simplicity of
design gives great size to the structure, which it would not have possessed
had It been cut into decisive stages, but whilst there is little beyond this
general expression, and the dressings of the wmdows to attract the eye,
the architect has shown in the design of the floriated key-stones, in the
trusses of the doors and in the incised ornament above it, as well as in
several architraves, that it is no lack of invention which has stayed his

pencil, but only the proper appreciation of the intended purposes of his
structure. The decorative portions we liave just alluded to, display the
origniality and fertility of his mind most strikingly. The common
Italian ornament has been in general set aside and natural foliage super-
sedes it, gladdening our eyes with a praiseworthy attempt to make modern
street architecture and its enrichments something beyond shadows of
departed art. This is the first building of the new street, and although
the site is indicated by a line of undulating rubbish extending to the
western end of Long-acre, little else has been done towards forming it

beyond levelling the houses. Messrs. Dcbenham, Storr, and Sons, with
the aid of Mr. Arthur Allom, have made a good commencement. We hope
their good example will be followed, and the street will then be second to
no business thoroughfare.iu the metropolis.

OIL PAINTING AND ARCHITECTURE.

IN a notice of the present Exhibition at the Royal Academy, the writer
remarks, " it would seem as if no one had courage to venture into

what the veteran David Roberts has converted into an exclusive domain."
Rather, or more than rather surprising is it that Roberts' success has not
tempted even more than one of our artists to take up architectural subjects

in oil colors. We require not to be told that, however clever he may be
in other respects, it is not every painter who is sufficiently acquainted
with architectural drawing, neither is it everyone who is else well qualified

by his intimate acquaintance with architecture and architectural drawing,
tha.t is art fait in the management of oil colors. But surely the deficient

ability, of whichever kind it was, might be acquired by diligent study
;

and if only a very few would beat the pains of duly qualifying themselves
for treating subjects of that express and peculiar class, why all the better

would it be for the few who did. They would have " all the pavement

"

to themselves, instead of being jostled in a crowd, all hurrying to the same
point.

If Roberts is now the facile princeps, the unrivalled in his peculiar walk
of art, it is, no doubt, partly because none have attempted, or been
tempted, to try to compete with him, notwithstanding that the field ho has
been allowed to appropriate to himself, seems to be far from a barren one,

for if report may be trusted, he has more than once got a thousand pounds
for a single picture.

At present without a rival, Roberts is likely to be without a successor,

no one among the painters, that is among the oil-painters,coming forward
with the meritorious intention of supplying his place. How to account
for this we know not, since we have among us more than one talented

artist capable of treating architectural subjects, not only truthfully, but
pictorially ; capable not only of portraying existing structures, but of
embodying, and giving reality to the visions suggested by their own
imagination, capable, in short, of stamping

" The lasting image of a poet's dream,"

in its most popularly attractive form, did they renounce paper, were they
but to anoint themselves—that is, to express their ideas in oil instead of
water-color, and upon canvas instead of drawing-paper. Original com-
positions of that class would aflbrd illimitable scope to fancy, and also

afibrd opportunity for displaying not fancy only, but far more than ordi-

nary mastery of the pencil, and the most careful, even elaborate, execution
and finish of details. We have heard it alleged against architectural

pictures that at the very best they are no more than a better sort of still-

life painting
; yet at that rate even landscape might be classed with still-

life, as being no more than the representation of inanimate objects. Ah !

it will be said, but landscape, flower-pieces, fruit-pieces show us the pro-
ductions of nature ; very true, yet there is also a " but " on the other
side of the question, which is that many pictures registered under
those several classes of painting deal in objects that in themselves are
totally indifierent, perhaps repulsive also ; not but that trivial and
insipid ones may, by consummate witchery of execution and the potent
alchemy of art, be transmuted into the genuine metal. A couple of lousy
Spanish beggar-boys by Murillo are at any time a match for, and formid-
able rivals to, and vanquishers of an entire host of smiling, smirking,
well-washed, well-combed Amorini and Cupids coJHme-ii-/a!(<. We blush, or
ought to do so perhaps, when we confess that at an exhibition of the " Old
Masters," in Pall-mall, we were quite smitten by, and fell in love with, a
picture by De Hooghe, utterly worthless, as to its subject, it showing no
more than a back-yard with a vulgar servant wench who has been scrub-
bing its pavement of tiles with true Dutch regard to cleanliness. A more
unpromising—a duller, matter-of-fact subject, can hardly be conceived ;

nevertheless, the picture itself was perfectly astonishing, and the effect of
direct and of reflected light truly fascinating. A study it certainly was
for a painter of architecture, and we thought at the time, and have fre-

quently done so since, that were the same magical skill of pencil to be
employed in the service of arcliitecture, what visions of grandeur, splen-

dour, and beauty, by far too poetic, and fairy-like to be realised, might
be arrested, embodied, and perpetuated, for as long at least as the panel or

canvas on which they were depicted, or rather truthfully mirrored, would
last. Among art-traditions one is, that Gerard Douw would sometunes
spend, or rather mis-spend, three days in finishing up a broom ! However
highly such feats of patient drudgery may (as says the late President of

the Royal Academy) be prized by

—

" The wights.
Whom Denner captivates and Douw delights,"

it is surely utterly thrown away upon such ignoble as well as familiar ob-
jects,—objects which no one cares to see at .all, much less contemplate con
amore, and extracting a moral from them, go and pen a pendant to Swift's
" Meditations on a Broomstick."
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Haring no rery great stock of admiration, we have none to spare for
fiddles and mnsic-books, so finely and admirably painted that one could
" take them up." Neither have we any particular admiration for pictures
of things, which however pleasing in themselves, may be seen any day,
or even every day, by those who can afford to buy flower or fruit

pieces.*

It is, on the contrary, and as we have already hinted, in the power of
architecture-painting to give us to bcliold and gaze upon what it is hope-
less to expect to find elsewhere,— scenes in which arclutecture could,
regardless of expenditure, and kicking "estimates " to the winds, afford to

deck itself out with the pomp of costly materials, apd the aid to be de-
rived from the two sister arts, which may be made to minister to it in a
thousand different shapes, either with sparing reserve or unchecked pro-
digality. To him who is sufficiently gifted to be able fully to avail him-
self of it successfully, architectural painting, when employed for interior

compositions, flings wide open the illimitable range of decorative design,

not shown lifelessly and iVagmentarily in mere bits and scraps like studies

in " books of ornaments," but combined into an attractive pictorial

auemble. In tliis direction the widest conceivable range of subject matter
presents itself, and is not less inviting, because no one has as yet ventured
vpon it boldly and persereringly.

What is called "genre," and figures, portraiture, flower-painting, still-

3ife, may all be enlisted or pressed into the service of what we here, for

distinction or difierence sake, and for want of a more precise term, in

in our present scanty art nomenclature, denominate architectural paint-

ing, which might be rendered a far more popular and important branch of
art than it now is iu this country. For no better reason, it would seem,
than that they are executed in oil, and uiwn either canvas or panel, such
prosaic representations of architecture as those by Peter Neefs and
Steenwyck arc admitted into galleries and recognised as pictures, and as

belonging to the old pictorial aristocracy. Why, then, do not some of

those who are competently qualified aspire to raise themselves above the
lower grade of architectural draughtsmen, however accomplished they may
be as such, by putting the palette upon their thumb ? That they would
not all at once acquire dexterity of manipulation by turning from water to

oil painting is pretty certain ; yet success is not an arrant impossibility,

and, at any rate, is well worth striving for by any one who already
possesses the other requisites for achieving mastery.

Architectural painting may be made to embrace a very great deal more
than the representation of architecture itself; for though the chief interest

ought to lie in the latter, other interest may be combined with it, by means
of accessories, whether figures or inanimate objects . It affords ample scope
for invention and imagination : the painter architect finds himself eman-
cipated from those restraints which check and chill him who, at the
dictation of others, has to prepare a design for a building. If it be
otherwise in his power, he is also at perfect liberty to indulge in the most
daring flights of fancy—by which we do not mean the fantastic, but, on
the contrary, the refined aisthetic and poetic.

Likelier than not, we ourselves are in danger of being charged with here
•indulging largely in mere fancies of our own, and to be one of those mad-
men who not being positively dangerous, are permitted to walk about at

large. Well, so be it: nevertheless we fearlessly give it as our deliberate opin-

ion that a very great deal more than has hitherto been attempted orthought
of, may be done in architectural painting, which at any rate offers a much
wider expanse for pictorial excursions than the comparatively narrow
track it has hitherto been confined to. It is possible to throw a gleam of

the romantic over what would else be mere matter-of-fact representation.

For instance, the interior of the Pantheon at Rome might be exaggerated
by being sliowu when its pavement is flooded by an inundation, and
reflects the dome above by a corresponding coffered concavity below. We
can here do no more than merely throw out a hint as to what might be
done to enhance the interest of the picture beyond that which is purely
architectural : we will then suppose the subject to be an interior, and
a sculpture gallery, and it affords the opportunity of congregating to-

gether and placing before the spectator some of the finest statues and
world-renowned productions of plastic art. It is the same with respect to
painting, for so introduced there may be picture within picture, and the
fading fresco may be revived and transferred firom its original site to another
and imaginary one.

We could enlarge upon what we have here said, did we not feel that as
to any practical effect resulting from it, the whole might just as well have
been left unsaid.

Crimean Memorial at Woolwich.—The large blocks for the pedestal
of this Memorial, which is to be erected at the centre of the Parade at the
Barracks, to the memory of those officers and men of the Artillery who fell In

the Crimea, have just been landed at the Arsenal. They are Cheesewring
granite, and are very beautiful examples of that fine stone, which is peculiarly
even iu its character, and takes a high polish. This pedestal will shortly be
erected, which is to receive a figure of " Honor," 10 feet high, and also other
omamental adjuncts, cast from the metal of guns taken at Sebastopol. The
work, as we have mentioned liefore, is from the design of Mr. Bell, the same
srciat who is erecting the Guards' Memorial in Waterloe-place.

The Builders' Jienevolent Institulion.—The Thirteenth Annual Meet-
ing of the subscribers of the friends of this charity will be held at the London
Tavern, on Thursday, the 26th instant, at three o'clock in the afternoon, George
Smith, Esq., President, in the chair ; to receive the report for the past year,
and to elect officers for the year ensuing.

• Speaking; of a pear ptinted by Hunt, Raskin once said that it required, or would
require the study of forty years to portray a pear—" I'ortray a plppla or depict a
pin." with equal faclUty.
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SHALL THE NEW FOREIGN OFFICE BE GOTHIC OR
CLASSIC ?

AS Mr. Gilbert Scott has prepared an Italian design, which is now
under consideration, the question put by Sir Francis Scott is likely to

be answered not at all conformably with his wishes, he being a dexterous
special pleader on the Gothic side.

We ourselves do not exactly agree with the Baronet, which is as much
as to say we dissent from him, upon raany points ; most cordially, how-
ever, do we echo his interrogation, when he asks, " Why should our public
schools continue to ignore art-teaching and the study of architecture ?

"

Every one, he tells us, ought to know something of architecture ; and by
" every one " we are to understand every person of liberal education, and
by " sometliing " that acquaintance with it which is necessary to enable
those who do not apply to it professionally to appreciate the ajsthetic

qualities of a design just as well as those who, in their professional

training, have to fag througli a very great deal tliat is more repulsive

than attractive—prosaic, certainly. Yet how many in either House of the

Legislature—which are certainly not the lowest stratum of our social

conformation—are at all qualified to express an opinion based upon
(esthetic ratiocination ? This excuse may be made for our British or
Imperial Legislature, that it does not set itself up as being an Areopagus
of art matters. The retort to which is : why then does it ever inter-

meddle with what it admits to be quite out of its " line of business " ? In
the present Imperfect knowledge of, and consequent indifference to, the
interests of architecture as art, the House of Commons is not the
likeliest place for obtaining a patient and calm discussion where art is

concerned.

Nor has Sir F. Scott shown himself the most astute advocate on the
side of Gothic, since he too openly betrays his determination to vilify

Classic—that is, modern Classic—and so represent it as to bring it, if

possible, into utter contempt. He is by very far too " brow-beating."

Surely he ought to be aware that modern Classic does not abide by the
grammar teachings of the "Five Orders" school of the last century;
that it does not profess allegiance to Vitruvius or to Palladianism. Why,
then, should he twit and taunt the present adherents of " Classic '' with
stolid adherence also to what has been repudiated by them—if not
exactly by all, by the most intelligent and liberal-minded among them.

So far from entertaining much respect for Palladio, we cannot help
feeling his influence as one of the principal founders of " Classicism
reduced to method " has been far more mischievous than salutary.

Whoever else may be offended, hardly will Sir Francis Scott be greatly
shocked, when we give it as our opinion, that Palladio and the other
sixteentli-century preceptors in architecture were rather prosaic in their

views of architecture as art. When it shall have been discovered that

the assiduous study of Lowth, and Lindley Murray will qualify any one
for writing not only most unexceptionable English grammar, but logical

ratiocination also combined with impressive eloquence, then only and not
before, will elementary teaching be able to supersede any necessity for

those far higher, incommunicable impulses and inspirations which lie

beyond the region and the reach of rules. The grammarians of art are,

no doubt, serviceable enough in their way, but never can they supply
artistic mind and imagination, or make amends for its absence.

Instead of pointing out what it is that renders Gothic peculiarly appro-
priate and eligible for the purpose of the intended Foreign OfHce, Sir F.

descants largely on its claims to be regarded as our truly "National
style," whereas Classic came in with the Stuarts, when our national

liberties, were " attacked, diminished, and well-nigh destroyed." And
what if it did ? That was a mere coincidence ; a bolder adversary
would not have stopped there, but have attributed the unlucky policy of
the Stuarts to Inigo Jones and his introduction of Palladian Classicism.

Even in his phraseology the Baronet shows himself to be practically anti-

Classical, when he makes use of such costermonger expressions as " more
kicks than coppers," and says of a certain M.P. that he " shies liis little

stick " at Gothic architecture. It may be thought too, that he speaks not
a little irreverently when he says, " the greatest fool in England may
write F.S.A. after his name for ever, if he pays his guinea a year to the

Society of Antiquaries !"

Unlike some who, though Gothicists, have of late flung no small
quantity of obloquy on the Palace of Westminster, Sir Francis is if not
lavish, far from niggard of praise towards Barry's monumental edifice.

He even goes so far as to say of it j
" that the group of towers will be

the glory of London, and unrivalled in Europe for centuries to come, is a
prediction, I apprehend, pretty certain of fulfilment." The question then
arises whether, if Gothic is to be adopted for the Foreign Office, it

ought not to be of the same stamp as that of the "Palace." Such it

might surely properly enough be, yet of course treated with much greater
reserve and sobriety ; as is, in fact, done in some of the internal courts of
Barry's own pile.

Moreton-in-Marsh.—The conCTegation assembling at the Independent Chapel,
have, in consequence of the limited accommodation, determined on erecting a new
and spacious edifice on the site of the old one, situate on the London-road. The
estimated cost is £840 ; and Mr. C. W. Gore, builder, of this town, has been
selected to construct the same, from plans prepared by Messrs Poulton and
Woodman, architects, Reading.

Leeds.—A Roman Catholic Church, connected with the Mission of St. Joseph,
was opened on Wednesday week, at Hunslet, near Leeds. The total estunated
cost of the church is £1,500, and accommodation is provided for 5(50 wor-
shippers.

• " Shall the New Foreign OfHce be Gothic or Classic ? " By Sir Fbakcis E-
Scott, Bart. Bell and Daiay. 1800.
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METROPOLITAN BRIDGES AND RAILWAYS.
IT is impossible for the most indifTcrent to traverse London without

beinpt struck by the evils resulting from divers and antagonistic juris-

dictions, in the ordering of our houses and thoroughfares. The City, from a
silly and exaggerated deference to historical associations, is allowed to remain
an obstacle to serious and well-devised improvements. Electioneering
interests weigh with the Government of the day, be it Whig or Tory, and
are allowed to over-ride all other considerations. An anomalous state of
things unauthorised by the traditions of the past, and without precedent
in the history of ancient and modern municipulities, has gradually grown
up which becomes every day less bearable, and more decidedly a nuisance.
We make no complaint against the City authorities, either collectively or
individually. We do not grudge them Jtheir feasts and splendour. We
believe them to he as sensible and public spirited a body of men as could
be got together anywhere. As a corporation they need fear no compari-
son for common-sense and rectitude of purpose with any other munici-
pality. As much eloquence, courtesy, and logical reasoning may be heard
in tlie hall ofCommon Council as in St. Stephen's. They are notoriously the
most equitable, considerate, and improving landlords in the three kingdoms,
while their charity and hospitality are so magnificent as to eclipse royalty,
and to liave passed into a proverb. For the Corporation of London,
homely and " mere tradesmen " as may be the members, we entertain very
sincere respect. We have no admiration for the dull jokes which witlings,
incapable of understanding and appreciating real worth, direct against
them. We should regret the abrogation of any of their ancient customs
and privileges, and can almost admire Gog and Magog. We do not desire
the curtailment of their power, but its extension to the whole metropolis,
for it is the limitation of the corporate system to a fraction of the capital,

that is the source of evil. The City authorities are the victims of a
policy which is obstructive, and which may have been cnforeed upon them
at a time when London citizens stood in the van of battle for our civil and
religious liberties, and when the City upheld the standard of reform, and was
the refuge of reformers. Then, we can understand how the extension of
London was viewed with jealousy and dislike by the Crown, and how a foolish

monarch could devise an edict to prevent the growth of the capital by pro-
hibiting the erection of new buildings'; for every year that added to the
size and population of London, raised up fresh barriers to the encroach-
ments of the Crown, and strengthened the popular army. This jealousy
and opposition have passed away, and it is strange that the City should
adopt the repressive policy imposed upon it by its enemies, for its most
ancient policy was'extension and development,—the thrusting forth new
bulwarks to take in new suburbs, as the lines of the ancient walls establish.

AVc admit that the City is the best managed part of the metropolis; the
roads and sewers are in better order, the police more eiFective, the poor
better cared for, and the rates lighter than in extra-parochical parishes.
Hut are not all these so many reasons for extending the corporation? We
sincerely think so, and so far as London is concerned we are staunch
annexionists.

The great secret of economy and success is method and concentration
;

method in organising the details of operation, and the concentration of
their direction. "Too many cooks spoil the broth," and what is true for
culinary performivnces is also true with respect to the proceedings of the
sodility ; for London presents a lamentable example of the mischief pro-
duced by too many cooks. Great hopes were originally entertained that
the Metropolitan Board of Works would have opened the way to unity of
direction and consolidation of efforts. Up to the present time, these hopes
have been provokingly falsified. Whether they can be realised by a
regeneration of the Board, the infusion of new blood, and the bracing effects

of adverse criticism, remains to be seen. If the progress of the new street
from Long-acre to Covent-garden is to be taken as a sample of the rate
at which the Board means to carry out works, none of the improvements
needed, planned, and all but authorised, will be probably commenced
before the beginning of the second millennium ; and the main drainage
will be completed about the time when London has overlapped the outfalls.

The greatest danger to the health of London, to its architectural appear-
ance, and convenience for traffic, is to be apprehended from the penetration
of railways. If the capital is to be anything more than a mere railway
station and goods depot, it is high time that a system should be devised
for the restraint and guidance of railway engineers and projectors. Already
considerable mischief has been done, which is perhaps irreparable, or, if

reparable, only so at enormous cost. Districts suffering from defective
ventilation are rendered worse by the construction of lofty railways, which
effectually intercept the currents of air and create so many sumps. The
true course to have been adopted, was a girdle railway connecting all the
metropolitan railway termini. With the exception of the break between
the South-Western and South-Eastern—which is shortly to be filled up

—

and the break between the railways below bridge, we have a girdle, but
for want of proper agreement between the different companies and organ-
isation it is useless. There is no reason why the through traffic
should go thro\igU London, why it ever should get off the rails. The
girdle would be nearer to a greater number of houses than almost any
number of direct termini. As a general rule, it may be admitted that rail-
ways should be direct, but as we cannot make a railway from every house,
or shop, or warehouse, we should endeavour to lay down lines which will
serve the majority in the most direct manner. For all practical purposes
it would be more direct for inhabitants of Paddington to take the train at
the Great Western station, and travel along the girdle railway to
Shorcditch, if he desired to go to Norwich, than to embark in a cab and
trust to the uncertain navigation of London streets ; and there is no
reason why the departures from the girdle stations should not be timed to

suit departures from the termini of main lines. Were this done,
travellers would save a great deal of time, money, and temper. No matter
where it might be situated, no home would be more than half-an-hour from
any one of the main termini. The streets would be relieved from a con-
siderable portion of the most wearing and inconvenient traffic. Pickford'g
lumbering vans would go the way of stage coaches, and cease to vex the
town. The subject is one well worthy the investigation of a Parliamentary
committee, were it not that Parliament is moribund, and has its hands full.
If we cannot obtain a committee, the next best thing would be a'

commission, composed of the engineers to railways having their termini in
London, of representatives from the great manufacturing towns, the city,
and metropolitan parishes, to which should be added a deputation from the
Institute of British Architects.

But, if we cannot induce Parliament to appoint either a committee or a
commission, the Metropolitan Board of Works might very appropriately
take the matter in hand, in conjunction with the City and other
parishes interested. Mr. Bazalgette and Mr. Marrable, the engineer
and architect to the Board, Mr. Ileywood, the City engineer. Col.
Yolland, the Government Inspector of Railways, and Professor
Cockerell, if he could be induced to accept the Presidency, would
form a commission that would elicit the most valuable information, and
devise a system which would satisfy all traffic requirements without in-
convenience and sanatary detriment to the inhabitants, and without too
great or unnecessary a disfigurement of London. The commission would
be eminently practical, while the presence of Professor Cockerell would
be a guarantee against the perpetration of architectural vandalism. The
commission would invite projectors to communicate their plans, and the
metropolitan railways to supply particulars as to their requirements, and
contemplated extensions into the metropolis. With full information upon
these points, and knowing, also, the requirements for what are termed
metropolitan improvements, it would be practicable to co-ordinate them, to
sift the wheat from the chaff", and to lay down a system for general
guidance hereafter. Hitherto we have imitated the folly of the country
gentleman, who, when his favorite hen hatched chickens, cut holes in the
stable-door for the little ones, and was thunder-struck when a friend
pointed out that where the hen passed the chicks would follow, so that the
additional holes were unnecessary.

When Battersea-park was commenced the necessity of a bridge across
the Thames at that locality became apparent. It has been accordingly con-
structed. Eight years ago, when the Crystal Palace was removed to
Sydenham, the West-end railway was planned, and a railway bridge over
the Thames designed, which has since been carried out. The railway and
suspension bridges have been built side by side, almost within a stone's
throw of one another. If the two schemes had been submitted to a directing
body, there can be little doubt but that they would have been united. The
combination of railway and ordinary traffic bridges in one structure is

by no means a difficult engineering problem to solve. French and German
engineers can do it, and Kehl-bridge, over the Rhine, is a case in point. If
the disciples of Stephenson cannot undertake the work, let us, if only for
the sake of economy, import foreigners who can, and confess we are beaten,
in the practice of that profession whereof we boast to have been the
pioneers. The cost of a compound bridge would have been less than has
been that of the two Chelsea-bridges, and both the public and the railway
company would have saved money without detriment or inconvenience to
any one, while the navigation of the river would not be interfered with or
the regime of the Thames impaired.

Although the folly and waste of this proceeding must be evident
to all, we are about repeating it. A new railway company has obtained
powers to throw a bridge across the river at Blackfriars for the
purpose of obtaining a station near Farringdon-street. The railway-
bridge must pass close to Blackfriars-bridge, almost cheek and jowl.
But Blackfriars-bridge is so unstable and so dilapidated that it

must be rebuilt in a few years, probably before the railway structure is

completed. What is there to prevent the City corporation and railway
company coming to terms, and agreeing to build a compound bridge between
them on the site of the existing old tumble-down edifice ? Each would save
money, and a danger to the river avoided. Brindley said the functions of
rivers were to feed canals ; our engineers treat them as opportunities for

the display of skill, and for earning money in erecting bridges. Never did
a river more nobly serve the wants of a community than does the Thames,
and never has a river been worse treated. Individuals have been permitted
to project structures into the stream to the injury of its regime by the
formation of shoals through the creation of backwater, and the most
monstrous blunder has been the embankment for the Palace at West-
minster. Dredging has been resorted to until the foundations of nearly
all the bridges have been undermined. Lastly, the filth of London has
been poured into the Thames to the empoisonment of its waters, while the
feed-streams are to be intercepted and diverted into the main sewers, the
chief result of which will be tlie reduction of the volume of water.

Whatever railway projectors and engineers may think the maintenance of

the Thames as a navigable river is essential to the commercial prosperity of
I^ondon, as much as is its " unhoused condition" to the health of Londoners.
Every obstacle to navigation is a permanent abstraction from trade.

Render the Thames nnnavigable and commerce will depart from the City as

surely rats leave a leaky ship. Every bridge is an obstacle to navigation in

a greater or less degree, by tlie contraction of the water-way, the creation

of currents, and consequent shifting of the channel. But as the advantages
of bridges to land traffic counterbalance their disadvantages to navigation
they become necessary ; only it must be remembered that where a bridge

is not necessary its erection is an unmitigated evil. Now, it can never bo
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necessary to luild two bridges along side one another, as has been done at
rimlico, and as it is proposed to do at Blackfriars. If this laissez-faire

system be suffered to continue much longer, the river viill be spanned by
bridges at every tiro or three hundred yards, to the total destruction of its

navigation and a fearful injury to public health. Indeed, it would then be-
come a question whether it would not be cheaper to arch the Thames over at

once, as a lively Frenchman proposed to do with a portion of the Seine,

and to convert it into a tunnel, or else to throw a dam across at London-
bridge and divert the river above Tcddington into some other channel; for

there is nothing too monstrous, too absurd, too costly, or too deadly, not
to find paternity and advocacy among railway projectors.

In connexion with this subject, it may be desirable to direct attention to

the importance of connecting the break in the girdle railway below
bridge, for until that is done the girdle can never come into full play.

WTiether this should be done by constructing a high level bridge across
the Thames, or by converting the Tunnel into a railway, we do not pretend
to say. If the Tunnel be adopted, the cost would not be much, for the
property is of little value, and might be bought up at a cheap rate by the
different railway companies, for the common benefit of all. This business
C5uld be negotiated with great propriety, and doubtless good results, by
the Metropolitan Board of Works, in conjunction with the City Corpora-
tion. As the operation would be a metropolitan improvement, there could
bo no valid objection, except poverty, to the City and Board subscribing to

carry it out. The railway companies that would be interested are the
Great Western, North Western, Great Northern, Eastern Counties, South
Western, and Brighton. If to these we add the City and the Board, we
should have eight contributing parties. What amount it would take to

buy out the Tunnel Company and construct the railway junction, we have
no means of estimating; but if it cost £400,000, then it would bo only
fifty thousand pounds a-piece, and so far as the City and Board are con-
cerned, it would be a most economical expenditure if it led to the removal
—as there is every reason to suppose it would—of heavy through traffic.

In a few years the city and metropolitan parishes would save the amount
in paving. There is, however, no reason to believe the work would be an
unprofitable investment. It may not look so promising as Spanish bonds
or Kussian loans, but it would be more secure. For every ton of goods and
passengers that passed through the tunnel—^not to be drawn by loco-

motives, it is to be hoped—or over the high level bridge, toll would be
taken, and the yearh' receipts divided pro rata among the contributing
parties. Londoners, although heavily taxed, are willing to pay the cost of
re.al improvements, which will ultimately save their time and money;
which will relieve the arteries of communication from congestion, and
which will prevent the furtlier disfigurement of the metropolis. They
have no bias for any particular scheme, but tliey don't want to be left to
the mercy of railway projectors, who have no compunction about de-
stroying the trade of shopkeepers, and who would delight in converting the
capital of the Empire into a huge goods station, in which men and women
would count as parcels, or as a high tariffed class of goods.

MAXMS AND MEMORANDA RELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS.—No. IV.
45. Having in our previous papers taken up the subjects of " site" and

" arrangement" of farm buildings—forming, respectively, the first and
second division of our papers ; we now proceed to discuss the third divi-

sion, the " constructions and fittings of the various apartments." This
division, for convenience and arrangement, will be treated of under different
sections, these comprising maxims and memoranda relative to the
buildings connected with the stock, the grain, the straw, and the machine-
room, &c., &c.

46. Buildings connected with stock. Section 1 ST. Stables.—Memoranda
relating to dimensions :

—
Width of stable, from wall to wall, 18 feet.

Width of stalls 6 feet.

Height, from floor to ceiling, 11 or 12 feet.

If open roof above, with no ceiling—rise of roof one-third of the span—

9

feet should be given to the walls; with these dimensions for each stall,

a space of 1 ,.300 feet nearly will be given to each horse.
Width of hay-rack, manger, &c., in each stall, 2 feet.

Length of stall from front of hay-rack, &c., to front of heel-post of travis
or division between the stalls, 9 feet; not less than 8 feet.

Width of gutter 1 foot.

Fall of gutter,
1 J feet in every 10 feet.

Slope of floor of stall 3 inches throughout its whole length.
Height of travis or division boards ofstalls, at end nearest manger,7feet;

at end near heel-post, 5 feet 6 inches.

Thickness of travis boards, li or 2 inches.
Distance of head or front post from wall, 18 inches.
Head-post made up of two battens, 4 by 2 J inches. See fig. 11, plate

IV.
Ilecl-postC inches diameter if circular, 4 inches by 6 inches if rectan-

gular.

Distance of lower rail of hay-rack from floor, 9 inches; from wall, 6

inches ; distance of top rail, from wall, 2 feet; from floor, 2 feet 9
inches.

Sizes of hay-rack, top and bottom rails, 4 by 3 inches; of spars, 2 inches
diameter.
Length ofmanger, 30 inches or2 feet; width,attop, 1.5 inches; at bottom,

10 inches; depth, 9 inches; thickness of stuff, IJ inch.
Width of window, 3 feet or 3 feet 6 inches ; height, 4 feet 6 inches; see

Figs. 10 and 18, Plate IV.

Width of door, 4 feet or 4 feet 6 inches; 7J feet high.

Size of louvre boarded ventilator, for every 4 horses in stable, 6 feet long,

3 wide ; 2 feet above the ridging.

Loose box to occupy the space of two stalls.

47. A few remarks on these memoranda may be given here; for with many
it is contended that some of the dimensions there given are too great.

Width oj the Stable from wall to wall.—A width very usual and greatly

recommended by some is 16 feet in the clear. Now, if from this be taken
the space occupied by the hay-rack, length of stall—tliis at 8 feet, the

minimum length—and width of gutter, a space of 5 feet is left; from this

2 feet must be deducted for the space occupied by the harness, which is

hung upon brackets or saddle-pieces projecting from the wall, so that 3

feet only are left in which to move to and fro behind the horses " to wheel
a barrow and use the shovel and broom. No wonder," says Mr. Stephens,
" when so little room is given to work in, that cleanliness is so much
neglected in farm stables, and that much of the dung and urine are left to

be decomposed and dissipated by heat in the shape of ammoniacal gas, to

the probable injury of the breathing and ej'Csight of the horses when shut

up at night." Width of stalls.—Here, again, the width we have given as

that which should be adopted, is thought by many to be extravagant,

being 9 inches more than the usual width. On this point the same
authority j ust now quoted has the following :

—" A narrow stall is not only
injurious to the horse himself, by confining him peremptorily to one
position, in which he has no liberty to bite or scratch himself, should he
feel so inclined; but it materially obstructs the ploughman in the grooming
and supplying the horse with food. No work-horse, in my opinion, should

have a narrower stall thsfti 6 feet from centre to centre of the travis, in

order that he may stand at ease or lie down at pleasure, with comfort."

48. We now proceed to discuss the various points connected with the

construction of stables: and first as to floors. The desiderata in stable

floors required are—hardness of surface, to resist the action of the horses'

feet; roughness of surface, to prevent horses slipping; and non-absorp-

tiveness, so that urine, &c., can be easily swept off. Flagstones undoubt-
edly possess the first and the last of the requisites here named, but not

the second; for in process of time the surfaces become so smooth that the

horses are exceedingly liable to slip. This, however, may be obviated by
working the upper surfaces into rough grooves: as this will add consider-

ably to the expense of the floor, square-dressed stones may be used—like

the causeway—these being set on edge and held together by asphalte, &c.,

poured between the joints, or well grouted with lime. The stones should

be set in a carefully prepared bed of small stones, broken into pieces to

pass through an inch-and-a-half ring. In place of stones a bed of sand or

smithy clinkers may be used. Asphalte floors possess the great advan-
tage of having a non-absorbing surface, but it is liable to break up under
the action of the horses' feet. Bricks set on edge, n n, fig. 9, plate IV.,

form a good floor; but it is essential that they be of the vitrified descrip-

tion, such as are used in Staffordshire. Cast-iron—a patented form—has

recently been introducd as a material for stable floors, but experience is

yet wanted to show its merits or demerits. An excellent floor may be
made of Forbes' Patent Drain Pavement or Fluted Flooring Bricks (dies

made by Clayton, of the Atlas Works), of which we give illustrations in

plate IV. Fig. 1., shows a " drain brick;" fig. 2, a " gutter brick;" fig. 3,

a "gutter cover;" fig. 4 is a sectional elevation of bricks; and fig. 5, a
section of gutter with cover, and the flooring. These are so explanatory

of the principle of construction and arrangement of this species of floor

that further description is, we deem, unnecessary. In fig. 6, plate IV., we
give a view of a channelled firebrick for stall-floors which is coming
rapidly into use ; tlie numerous channels thus formed in the stall floor

convey quickly all fluid to the drain or gutter. Being vitrified, the

surface is non-absorptive and easily cleaned.

A disputed point in the laying down of stable floors, is whether the

floors of the stalls should be level or inclined. Mr. Stephens recommends
a fall of 3 inches throughout the whole length of stall. On this point he
remarks, " Some veterinary writers say that the position of the feet of the

horses imposed by the rise, does not throw an injurious strain on the back
tendons of the hind legs. This may be, but it cannot be denied that in

this position the toes are raised above the heels much higher than on level

ground. I admit that a rise of 3 inches is necessary in stalls in which
geldings stand, as they eject their water pretty far on the litter, but in

the case of mares, so great a rise is unnecessary. It is indisputable that

a horse always prefers to stand on level ground, when he is free to choose

the ground for himself, 'and much more ought he to have level ground to

stand on in a stable, which is his place of rest. It is no argument in this

case to call for instances in which the horse has been lamed by standing in

a stall having a great declivity ; for the question is, not whether or not

the horse can be rendered lame, in any degree, or in any way, but how to

afford the greatest ease and even comfort to the work-horse while in the

stable."

49. The floors, fdn, fig 9, plate IV., of the stalls, then, may have a
slope of 3 inches from the front wall (it is here to be noted that the wall

nearest the horse's head in a stable is always termed the front, the wall at

their heels the back wall) to the drain or channel. This latter should be as

smooth in its surface as possible, and have throughout its length a fall of

IJ inch to every 10 feet. In floors constructed with square dressed stones,

or bricks, this channel is formed by the angular depression made by the

meeting of the slopes of the stall-floors, and that part of the floor running

along the back wall. Where flagstones are used, the channel may be cut out

an inch deep. Where Forbes' drain pavement is used, an excellent gutter

is easily laid down (see fig 2, plate IV.) Cottam and Co. have introduced
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a fomi of " cast-iron heel guttering," which is worthy of the notice

of the architect.

50. Under the gutter or channel of a floor constructed in the ordinary
manner, that is with square dressed stones or flags, the drain pipe or tube /

fig. 9, plate IV., is placed. The size of this depends upon the number of
horses kept in the stable ; but for six or eight horses a diameter of six

inches will be sufficient. It is the usual plan to have a small grating
placed in the channel opposite the centre of each stall-floor ; this com-
munic.tting with a small cesspool or brick well, from which the liquid is led

oflT by the drain tube, a fig. 7, plate IV. Tlicse cesspools should be
trapped. Combined gratings and traps are now made for stable purposes.
The advantage of having this system of cesspools or wells in stables is

Tery questionable ; unless very frequently cleaned out, the sedimentary
deposit accumulates and yields a pungent odour, which can scarcely be
prerented passing up to the interior of the stable, even by tlie use of well-

arranged eiSuria traps. As the run of the drain-pipes from the gutter or
channel to the outside wall is short, there need be no apprehension of
much deposit being left in the interior of the drains sliould they be
provided with suflicient fall. Tlie sedimentary wells or cesspools, m.iy
therefore be placed outside and communicate with the main tube leading
to the liquid manure tank. Or the cesspools may altogether be dispensed
with, the drain from the stable channel communicating at once witli the
drains leading to the tank. In this case tlic communication should be
made by means of a "syphon bend " or curved drain tube, which will act

as a " trap," and prevent effluvia from passing up from the main to the
subsidiary stable drain.

51. The back wall, i.e., the wall opposite the horses' heels, should be
smoothly plastered, to prevent the harness being frayed by rubbing
against a rough surface. Or the wall may be lined with the hollow
partition bricks having glazed surfaces, or finislied with the flat glazed
tiles. Opposite each stall a saddle-tree should be fixed, this being
used to support the saddle. Mr. Newland recommends this to be spared,
in order to allow a free current of air to play on the under side of saddle,

to carry oS" results of perspiration. Wooden pins are also placed at

distances apart, on which to hang the various parts of the horse-
gear; Sir. Newland also recommends recesses fig. 8, plate IV. to be
made in the back wall, one between each alternate stall. The lower
parts a of these, aflbrd spaces for the placing of water-pails, brooms, dung-
fork3,&c., while the upper portions 6 being finished off as cupboards, admit
of spaces being set aside for keeping the minor implements of the stable—as
curry-combs, &c., &c. These may be looked upon as trifling additions,

but nothing can be said to be trifling which can aid in keeping a place
tidy and in order, and which expedites the work of the farm-steading.

52. The stalls of a stable are generally placed so that the mangers, hay-
racks, &c., are ranged along the front wall. Some have advocated the use
of a feeding-passage running along between the hay-racks and the front
wall, in a manner similar to the feeding-passage in a cow-house or byre.
Thus, let a 6 be the line of wall ; b c d the line of mangers, hay -racks ;

e/the stalls. The space between a 4 and c (i is the feeding passage. The
a b

f

following, from a Prize Essay on Stable Fittings, in the Transactions of the
Highland and Agricultural Society, embraces all the arguments in favor of
this arrangement :

—" Hitherto it has usually been the practice of
architects to place the stalls against a dead wall, and, accordingly, the
animals in breathing are compelled to re-inhale the corrupted air which,
on leaving the animal, is obstructed by the wall. In the injurious effects

which result from the ammonia of the .manure coming into contact with
the line of the building and affecting the eyes of the horses, we see
another objection to this mode of placing the stalls. A wall at a little

distance from the horse's head, especially if it happens to be an outside
one, must, by its condensation of foul vapours and the obstruction of circu-
lation, greatly add to the impurity of the whole interior. * • *

It is generally admitted that cattle-stalls arranged with a central feeding-
passage arc preferable to those having a wall in front of them. It has
been alleged, no doubt, that in cases where cattle in two ranges are placed
head to head, with only a five feet passage between them, there is some
risk, in the event of contagious disease breaking out, of its being rapidly
communicated from one animal to another, in the act of expiration. Where
the ventilation is very defective, the fouled air from the lungs of the
animals facing each other will fill the whole open space in front ; but if an
infectious disease once gets into a byre, it will soon pervade every part of
it, whatever way the cattle-stalls may be arranged. If cow- stalls having
a front feeding passage are found of advantage, in facilitating labor, in
supplying the animals with food, and in some degree promoting ventilation,
the same arrangement ought surely to be adopted in stables, where these
advantages are of still greater importance."—J. Lockhart Morton's Prize
Essay. Transactions of Highland Society, p. 67, vol. for 1857.

53. The stalls are divided from one another by travis boards (o, fig. 9,

//, fig. 10, plate IV.), these are supported by the head-post a—placed 18
inches from wall—fig. 9, plate IV., and heel-post 4. The heiglit from
c to <i of the travis or division should be 7 feet, and from « to / 5 feet G
inches. The head-post a a is made up of two battens bolted together ; so
as to secure the boards of the travis which are held between them. The
dimensions of the battens forming the pest a may be 4 by 2i inches. All

the angles should be carefully chamfered or bevilled, so as to present no
sharp corners on which the horses may hurt themselves. The upper ends
of head-posts a are secured to the joists g, which run across the stable, by
screw bolts, as shown in section at fig. 11, plate IV., « in this figure being
a cross section of the be.am g g, in fig. 9, b b the two battens forming the
head-post ; the space c being that into which the ends of tlie travis-boards
are inserted. The lower end ofpost a is mortised into a stone rest /i, fig. 9. The
foot of the heel-post b is similarly let into a stone rest i, while tlic upper
end is mortised into a beam j, running along the whole length of tlie stable.

The travis-boards will be best if tongued and grooved, but if this is

objected to on the score of the expense, they may be secured together by
iron pins or dowells. They are let into a groove made in the inner face of
the heel-post b at least 2 inches deep, the thickness of the travis-boards
being

1 J or 2 inches ; the dimensions of heel-posts 6, 6 J inches if circular.

To keep the lower travis-board out of the action of the litter, it is some-
times made to run along a groove made in the upper surface of a stone
curb a (fig. 12). The upper edge of the travis is finished either with an
oak cope, or a strip of iron is screwed down on it. Iron is now being largely
used for the formation of the travis divisions of stalls. The heel and hind-
posts are neat cast-iron pillars, fixed securely to stone or brick rests made
in the floor. The divisions between being also made of iron, plain or orna-
mented. Galvanized corrugated iron might, we think, be used with great
advantage for the formation of stall divisions. Great strength would be
aflbrded by very thin iron. The sheets of iron forming each division
might be secured to head and heel posts of cast-iron ; a vertical grooved
projection being cast on each pillar, and provided with snugs—having
bolt-holes cast in them—placed at intervals of 8 or 9 inches. The iron on
being passed into the grooves could then be secured by bolts passing
through the eyes of the snugs, and tightened up with nuts. The same
arrangement of grooved cast-iron pillars might be adopted where
wood was used as the material of the travis ; the only difference being
that the width of groove would require to be a little wider than
the thickness of the boards. Bolt-holes would require to be made
in the boards at points corresponding to the eyes of the snugs. By
this arrangement stall divisions could be very quickly put up, the
whole parts being duplicates or repetitions of each other. In fig. 9
(plate IV.) h shows hay-rack, I drain tube, m gutter or channel, ;( n brick
on edge flooring, o travis boarding. The plan of the stable is in fig. 10,

—

a a the walls, b b the recesses (see fig. 8) for cupboards, c door, d the
gutter or channel, e e the gratings leading to drain tubes or cesspools,//
the travis boarding, g the fore-posts, h h the heel-posts, i i the hay-
racks, with spar^ across, k h the corn mangers.

54. Where a feeding passage is placed at the head of the stalls, the fol-

lowing may be the arrangement. The head-posts a a (fig. 13, plate IV.),

are brought up to the line of feeding passage; boards b b are let into
grooves in the posts to a height of 12 inches; above this a cross-bar c c,

and another d d, 4 inches by 2 inches, are mortised into the posts a a.

Vertical bars e <?, of same scantling, are mortised into the bars c c,d d, and
horizontal rails/, rounded or angular as desired, are let in as shown. The
central space ;/, is 32 inches wide, and is that through which the food is

supplied to the manger and hay-rack in the stall. A door is provided to

this, being hinged to onc'of the vertical bars c, the latch being provided to
the other. Or, in place of this hinged door, a sliding door may be used.
In this case two projecting pieces, a b (fig. 14), should be nailed to the
upper and lower cross bars, c d, and provided with grooves, in which the
upper and lower rails of the door would slide, a catch being provided
at a proper place to prevent the door being pulled too far out ot its

place.

55. One of the disputed points in the fitting-up of stables is the position

of the hay-racks. " The prevailing opinion," says Mr. Stephens, " may
be learned from the general practice, which is to place them as high as
the horse's head, because, as it is alleged, the horse is thereby obliged to
hold up his head, and he cannot then breathe upon his food. Many better
reasons, as I conceive, may be adduced for placing the racks low down. A
work-horse does not require to hold up his head at any time, and much
less in the stable, where he should rest as much as he can. A low rack
permits the neck and head, in the act of eating, to be held in tlie usual
position. He is not so liable to put the hay among his feet from a
low as from a high rack. His breath cannot contaminate his food so much
in a low as in a high rack, inasmuch as the breath naturally ascends, and
as breathing is employed by the horse in choosing his food by the sense of
smell, he chooses his food from a low rack; whereas he is first obliged to

pull it out of the high one, before he knows he is to like what he pulls.

He is less fatigued eating out of alow rack than from a high rack, every
mouthful having to be pulled out of the latter from its sloping position, by
the side of the mouth turned upwards. For this reason, mown grass is

much more easily eaten out of a low than a high rack; and, lastly, I have
heard of peas falling out of the straw, when pulled out of a high rack, in-

to an ear of a horse, and therein setting up a serious degree of inflamma-
,

tion."

56. A low rack need not stretch across the whole breadth of stall; half
the distance, or 3 feet, will suffice. The sparred bottom should be at

least 9 inches from the floor, to admit of the seeds which fall through
being easily swept from under. The distance of the bottom rail a (fig. 15,

plate IV.) from the wall to be 6 inches; the distance from wall to top rail

2 feet. The depth from a to i 30 inches, or 2 feet. Tlie scantling of the

rails, a and b, may be 4 inches by 3 inches, fastened at the ends to stiles,

10 inches broad and 1 inch thick. The rails or spars, 2 inches in diameter,

in front should be circular, and flt easily into holes, so as to turn round
I well in the upper and lower rails A cross rail, c, should be placed in
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tlio middle of the rack, and stretch across from front to back. The office

of this is to prevent the liorse pulling out the hay.

57. The manger k, fig. 10, plate IV., is placed alongside of the rack, and
is usually made of IJ-inch stuff, 15 inches wide at top, 10 at bottom, and

9 inches deep. A water-pot or trough should be provided to each stall,

and a constant supply of water maintained therein. A w^aste and overflow

pipe should also be provided to each pot. For remarks on water supply,

see paragraph No. 71 in succeeding paper No. 5.

58. As near the centre of the stall as possible, and to the front rail of

the rack, a staple and ring should be fixed to which to tie up the horse.

The rope, if attached to the horse's collar, passes through this, and is

j'Tovided witli a weight at its extremity, which tends to keep the rope

always tight, and prevent the horse from entangling his fore-feet in it.

It might be as well if the plan sometimes adopted were carried out, in

which two additional rings are provided, one to each of the head-

posts.

59. The form of windows recommended by Mr. Stephens is shown in

fig. 16, plate IV., wherea is a dead piece 12 in. deep, against which sundry
articles used daily in a stable can bo placed without the necessity of

removing them from time to time when the shutters are opened to admit of

fresh air ; bb folding shutters, c c the glazed part. An excellent form of

window is where the upper part c e is hung upon a central pivot d d, so

as to be opened to any angle as at c e fig. 17, to direct the stream of air

up to the ceiling when placed as at e e, or towards the floor when placed

as at/, fig. 17. A simple form of catch and lever will enable the window
of this form to be kept in any desired position. Mr. Ncwland, in the
" Cyclopedia of Agriculture " Vol. I, p. 797, gives a good form of window
.Tdapted for a stable. In this the lower part, a a in fig. 18, Plate IV, is

composed of two frames with corresponding bars or openings ; the outer
frame is fixed, the inner one is made to slide laterally. By moving this,

the openings may be closed wholly or partially up. The section shows
them closed. The upper part 6 6 is glazed. By this arrangement the
window-sill will be left undisturbed without interfering with the opening
and closing of the apertures.

CO. The door of the stable should be 4 feet 6 inches wide, but not less

than 4 feet. All latches should be sunk, and the keys have ring handles
to fall down, so as to avoid all projections against which the horses might
hurt themselves. Further to prevent this, the arrises of all timber-
work should be taken oflT, and all left smooth as possible.

CI. The importance of having the stables well ventilated need not be
here dilated upon ; nor will it be necessary to go into an explanation of
the principles wliich should govern the practice of ventilation. This only
need be stated, that, to ensure efficiency, two things must be strictly

attended to—first, to provide means by which fresh air is supplied to the
interior of the stable ; and, second, means by which the foul air must be
withdrawn. These two must go hand in hand ; foul air will not be
ejected from a building unless fresh air is first supplied to it. Neglect of
attention to these two points lies at the root of nearly every failure in

ventilation. To admit fresh air, Mr. Stephens recommends that an open-
ing should be made above the head of each horse; this covered with per-
forated zinc, and provided with means to deflect the air upwards as it

enters. A ventilator meeting this desideratum is known as Shiringham's
and may be had at a moderate cost. Another form of ventilator is

Looker's, of which we give a sectional sketch in fig. 19. It consists of a
tube of iron or earthenware a a, fixed in the outer wall; in this a move-
able tube, b b, perforated with holes, is made to slide in and out, a small
catch preventing it from being pulled out altogether. The further it is

pulled out the more openings are exposed, and the greater the supply of
air. Of course, the moveable tube 6 i is placed inside the stable. In
fig. 20 we show a simple form of ventilator for admitting fresh air: a the
opening in wall, b the valve or door, kept at any required degree of open-
ing by a pinching screw working in a slot in the quadrant c.

The foul air will best be withdrawn by ventilators placed on the ridge.
The old form of louvre-boarded openings may be adopted; and to prevent,
in some measure, the air being forced down the oiienings in gusty weather,
Merton's plan of having the spars placed vertically

—

a a a, fig. 21,
plate IV.— and in double sets, may be adopted. The inner spars, c c, as
shown in fig. 21, are placed opposite the openings of the outer ones, b b.

A very efficient form of foul-air ventiduct is that of lOte's patent. In
this no down current is generated, for the more the wind blows against
the external opening, the greater is the upward current in the withdraw-
ing shaft. Silver's Archimedean screw ventilator is spoken of as highly
efficient, although we have not yet tested it in practice. Watson's syphon
ventilator is also efficient. A good form of foul-air ventiduct may be
made of a square bo.x—a a, Fig. 24—furnished at top with a revolving
cowl or cap, a valve i, jointed at one side, being provided in the interior of the
shaft or box, near the opening into the stable ; this valve being operated
upon by a cord, which can be led over a pulley, c, and drawn to any part
of the stable wall within reach of the attendant. Fig. 23 shows another
arrangement, where a a is the box ; two bars stretched across, with holes
in their centres, admit of the up and down play of a rod d, attached to
the valve c e ; this is actuated by a chain passing over the pulleys
e and /.

In fig. 22 a form of ventilator for withdrawing foul air fVom stables,
&c., is illustrated. It was introduced some years ago by Mr. J. D. Fer-
guson, agent to W. B. Beaumont, Esq., M.P. for South Northumberland.
The ordinary louvre-boarded ventilator is continued downwards, forming
a chamber o a, which is terminated by a wide-mouthed aperture, </.

Two valves, or half-doors c c, are hinged, so as, when let down, to fill up
as accurately as possible the opening of the chamber a a. The valves are

raised by cords, which, united, pass over a pulley d, fixed at the top of
the ventiduct, and led to a convenient distance, within easy reach of the
attendant. Two small weights at the edge of the valves tend to secure
their descent when released. The upper part of the ventiduct is finished
with the usual louvre-boarded openings. The roof of a stable should, in
all cases, be open to the timbers; in no ease should a hayloft be made
above the stalls. Every stable should have its hay -house adjoining, a
door opening into it.

02. We have already adverted to the improved stable fittings now being
largely introduced, in which iron as a constructive material is chiefly used.
The principal makers of these are Cottam, Barton, Hood, and Musgrave.
The latter firm have introduced a great variety of fittings of considerable
ingenuity of arrangement. The hay-rack is placed low, and has an open-
ing the same size as the top, without any back plate. All contraction of
space is thus avoided. The manger is provided with a plate, in which is

the central aperture, through which the horse abstracts the oats, &c.

;

and apertures are provided in the corners of the plates, through which
the breath escapes, so that while feeding he is prevented from blowing out
the grain. The water receptacle is without the brass plug at the bottom,
too often a source of annoyance, the receptacle being emptied by turning
it on a pivot, discharging the water through a grating at the back. The
" tie " for fastening the horse to the stall is not attached, as usual, to the
front plate cif the manger, but to a bracket or side plate. A slit is pro-
vided to the top plate of the bracket, through which the chain or halter

passes, and is taken over a pulley at the back, so that the weight hangs
quite close up to the wall. The upper end of the weight is provided with
an india-rubber ring, which, acting as a buffer, deadens the noise caused
by the sudden pulling up of the weight against the bracket. The horse
is relieved of the weight while feeding by a small ball which is attached
to the halter, and which catches in the slit of the bracket, the weight act-

ing only when the horse throws up his head. Another improvement is

the " sliding guard," wliich is added to the hay-rack. This is a species of
cage, which slides up and down within the hay-rack on two upright rods
or guides fixed to the wall. This is lifted up when the hay-rack is to
be filled ; on this being done, the "guard " rests upon the top of the hay.
As the horse eats the hay through the rails of the " guard," the latter

falls and follows the hay as it is decreased in bulk, and the horse is pre-

vented from pulling out more than the mouthful at a time. A very
simple method of converting the usual stall into a loose box in which
the horse can be confined should he break loose, is by having a hollow
tube running along the centre of travis from head to heel-post. In the
inside of this is a rod, provided at the outer extremity with a knob or

handle. On leaving the horse for the night, the attendant pulls out this

rod, fastening it to the opposite wall. An excellent mode of lighting the

stable is as follows: A hollow rod is suspended by brackets from the ceiling or

the roof timbers. A slit is made along the whole length of the tube in the
under side ; along this slit a catch is capable of being slid, the catch
carrying an elastic balance, from which the lamp is suspended, and which
enables it to be pulled down for trimming without the use of weights. As
the rod is placed immediately behind the stalls, the lamp can be moved
along to each stall as desired. The last improved arrangement here to be
notieed of the Messrs. Musgrave is the fittings of the " loose box," the
hay-rack, manger, and water-pot all being made fiush with the wall, so

that no projections are offered against which the horse can hurt himself.

63. While on the subject of improved stable fittings, a description of

Bruce's self-acting hay-rack should not be omitted. This consists of a
rack fitted in the corner of the stall, and consisting of a series of vertical

bars, with barred top ; in the interior of tliis a cage slides up and down ;

this is suspended by a chain which, passing over a pulley and finished

with a counterpoise weight, has a tendency to pull the interior cage up to
the top of the hay-rack, so as to keep the hay, which rests on the move-
able cage, always pressed against the bars of the top of the haj--rack. The
horse is thus prevented from pulling out large quantities of hay to knock
about the stall. A seed-box is provided at bottom.

TARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

ON Thursday week, in the House of Lords, the Earl of Mayo moved for a Select
Committee to inquu'e into the state and eftieiency, or otherwise of the new

refuge harbour at Holyhead, the causes of wrecks that occurred therein during
last year, and into the plan, as now sanctioned by the Admiralty, for the construc-
tion of a packet harbour for the accommodation of the larger class of steamers
about to be employed in the Irish mail service.—The Duke ofSomerset, who would
not defend the work in all its details, stated that a wooden jettv was about to be
erected for the convenience of those embarking on board the larger class of
steamers, that Government would take the matter into serious considera-
tion, and trusted that the noble lord would not press his motion.—The Earl of
Hardwicke, the Marquis of Clanricarde, Lord Vivian, the Earl of Shrewsbury,
Lord Dungannon, the Earl Donoughoue, and the Earl Granville expressed
their opinions on the subject, when the Earl of Mayo consented to withdraw his

otion.

On Friday the Galway Harbour Bill was read a third time, and on the question
" that the bill do pass," the Marquis of Clanricarde stated that until the previous
week he had never heard of any opposition to the bill, and he was therefore ex-
tremely surprised to find that the select committee had struck out of the measure
a clause which imposed upon the county of Galway a guarantee for a large sum
of money for the improvement of the' harbour. ' He moved as an amendment
that the clause, together with the words which had been omitted in the preamble,
should he reinserted. After various members had expressed their opinions, the

House divided, and the numbers were :—Contents, i<J ; non-contents, 26.—So
the bill was passed.

In the House of Commons on Thursday, on the motion that the House go into
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Committee of Supply, Ailmiral Walcot called nttentioii to the non-completion of

the Nelson monuraeDt in TrafalgHir-square. He asked what department of
GoTernment it was that had charge of this monument, and which had so grossly
neglected its duty in not getting it completed. Mr. Cowper said the incomplete
state of the Nelson column was not to be attributed to any want of veneration for

the character of Lord Nelson, or for the profession of wliich the gallant Admiral
was an ornament. On the contrary, it had ai-isen from a clesire that the lions

which were to adorn the base of that column should be worthy of the position in

which they would be placetl, and should be worthy, likewise, to represent the
British lion. (Laughter.) He Itelieved lliat an artist bad now l)ecn selected, in

the person of Sir E. Ldndscer, who, from his well-known acquaintance with
animals in general—(a laugh)—and his equally well-known patriotic feelings,

might be safely trusted to exert himself for the purpose of producing a worthy
eliigy of the national quadrup^.

CONCENTRATION OF THE COURTS OF LAW.
[Extracted from the Times.']

THE Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the expediency of

concentrating the Law Courts and their offices, and into the pecuniary means
which exist for defraying the cost of a new site, with the necessary buildings, has

been laid upon the table of tlie House of Commons.
Before we proceed to analyse it, it may be as well to refer to the occasion ofthe

appointment of the present commissioners. In March of last year, and while

Lonl Derby's government was in office. Lord Chelmsford introduced a bill to

give additional accommodation to the Vice-Chancellors' courts at Lincoln's-inn,

and for this purpose proposed that the Society of Lincoln's-inn should be em-
powered to raise .£100,000, the interest of which should be secured by a

perpetual charge of £4.000 on the income of one of the funds with which the

commissioners now deal.

"To this bill strong opposition was immediately shown. The want of concentra-

tion had become an increasing evil; it was felt that any more addition to existing

buildingswould affoi-d butateniporaryandveryinadequaterelief,and Lord Chelms-
ford's plan had the defect of being" founded", as the commissioners remark, "on
the principle of making permanent the present separation of the equity courts

from those of the common law, and all other branches of the administration of

justice."

The Incorporated Law Society therefore presented a petition to the House of

Lords on behalf of the London attorneys against the proposed measure. This

petition fortunately met with a favorable reception ; Lord Chelmsford postpone d
nis iiill, and the present commissioners, Sir John Taylor Coleridge, Sir William
Page Wood, Sir George Cornewall Lewis, Lord Wynford, Dr. Phillimore, and
Mr. Young were shortly afterwards appointed.

It will be found from the report that in effect the three main questions sub-
mitteil to the commissioners for investigation were the following :—1. The ex-

pediency of concentration. 2. Tlie selection of a site; and 3. "The funds out of

which tbe necessary expenses might be paid. Upon the first question the report

says—" We have Had no division of opmion, or difficulty in arriving at our con-

clusion. "The evidence of witnesses entitled to the greatest consideration person-

ally, and from their means of acquiring knowledge on the subject, may be stated

as being all on one side ;" and the report proceeds to state the present condition

of some of the law courts and their offices. Upon this point, however, we need
qnote but little ; there are few of us who have not gained by personal experience

ttje knowledge now imparted by the commissioners, and we shall be content with
giving two of the paragraphs in the report upon this subject.
" The Judge of the Probate and Divorce Court has no court of his own, but

sits for the present, by permission of the Lord Chancellor, in the Lord Chan-
cellor's Court in Westminster Hall. His registrar's-ofliee, however, and the

depositions of wills are still remaining in Doctor's Commons. The Judge of the

High Court of Admiralty is also without any court of his own. He lias been
used to sit, by permission of the College of Advocates, in their hall, and now sits,

by permission, in the court of the Master of the Rolls, at Westminster, but the

office of the Registrar and that of the Admiralty Marshal are still in Doctor's

Commons
"The courts of the two remaining.Vice-Chancellors are utterly unfit for their

purpose ; in structure, size, proportion, ventilation, and arrangement, it is diffi-

cult to speak of them in too strong terms of disapproval. They are so unfit as to

make it necessary for us to report to your Majesty upon the urgent propriety of

some immediate measure for the better accommodation of these twojudges. What
we have said of their courts applies with equal, if not greater, force to their

chambers— it almost requires ocular inspection to conceive fully how insufficient,

inconvenient, and unwholesome they are."

Upon the second question—the selection of a site—the commissioners report

that three plans have been presented to their notice : 1. Westminster; 2. A por-
tion of the interior of the s((uare of Lincoln's-inn-fields ; and 3. The site bounded
by Carey-street on the north, Pickett-street and the Strand on the South, Bell-

yard on'the east, and Clement's-inn on the west. As to Westminster, the com-
missioners report that—" Any considerations in its favor are conclusively

overweiphed by two on the other side, the first, that by bringing all the courts

and their offices to Westminster they would re-create as regards the lawyers who
practice in Equity, and perpetuate as regards the lawyers, those who practise

at common law, and also as rf!gaids the main bocfy of London attorneys,

the very serious inconvenience of separation from their chambers and offices.

The second, the entire want of such space at Westminster, contiguous or even
near to Westminster-hall, as would be necessary for the purpose."
The site of Lincoln's-inn is also rejected by the commissioners, partly from the

space offered being insufficient, and partly upon sanitary grounds.
The remaining site proposed, that of Carey-street and the adjoining ground,

is then considered, and tne commissioners speak in the following terms of it :

—

" In favor of this we have the concurrent testimony of witnesses from all

branches of the profession. It is so near to Lincoln's-inn-fields that as to actual
convenience of position, little difference exists between the two, but that little is

in favor of this last. It has as regards the metropolis the great benefit of being
a substitution for a neighhourhoou of close and ill-built streets, badly ventilated

and draine<l, and in respect of part at least verj' disreputably inhabited ; it is large

enough for the purpose required, and the quantity to be taken may be more or
less, according as the details of the building may require a greater or less area

;

all sanitary considerations arc in its favor; it will at once have a good frontage
towards tliie south, and it labors under no greater difficulties in this respect on

the north and other quarters near the site proposed by Mr. Gem " (the Lincoln's-

inn site).

But by far the most important branch of the inquiries prosecuted by the com-
missioners, and to which the greater portion of the report is devoted, is that in-

volved in the third question. The funds out of which the necessary expenses are

to be paid. The commissioners say upon this head—" We have humbly to report

to your Majesty that there do exist funds which, if they can with propriety be
made available for the purpose (as for the reasons hereinafter stated we think they
can), will be found amply sufficient to carry these important objects into complete
effect without imposing any, and if any, only a moderate and temporary burden
on the finances of the state.

The funds to which the commissioners allude are three in number.
A sum of £1,291,029 5s. Cd. stock, which forms a portion of a larger sum

lying in the Court of Cliancery, under the title of " The Suitora' Fund."
"
2. A sum of £201,028 3s. 3d. stock, forming portions of a fund known a»

" The Suitors' Fee Fund."
3. A sum of £88,254 standing to the credit of the Paymaster- General at the

Bank of England, arising from fees received in the common law courts.

The Suitors' Fund must not he understood as representing any portion of the
securities which are standing to the credit of the different causes and matters
under litigation in the Court of Cliancery, and which, at the date of the last

returns in 1859, amounted to nearly £50,000,000. Thisfund is exclusively the fund
of the suitors, and with it the commissioners of course do not deal. The Suitors'

Fund is of a more moderate, though large amount. The report enters

elaborately into the circumstances connected with its origin and subsequent
growth, and as it is essential for the purpose of understanding the conclusions

arrived at by the commissioners as to the propriety of dealing with the

£1,291,000, a brief explanation of it must be given.

When any of the parties to a cause pay the funds which are in dispute into

court, which is often done in the earliest stage of the proceedings, any ofthem are

at liberty to ask for the investment in stock of such of the funds brought into

court which consist of cash ; in the absence, however, of such request the cash is

not invested for the benefit of the litigants, and when the cause is adjudicated

upon the successful party only asks for and only receives the sums of cash which
were paid in. But in these cases, although the parties to the suit do not ask for

the investment of the cash, the Court of Chancery, under the authority of Acts
of Parliament, makes the investment whenever the floating balances in hand
become inconveniently large, and the court does not account with the suitor any
more than a banker does with his customers for the profits made by such invest-

ments. Prior to the year 1725 it had been the practice to deposit the moneys of

the suitor ordered to be brought into court with the masters or ushers of the

court, " by whom the moneys deposited were employed for their own personal

benefit, the advantage arising from such employment constituting, in fact, a por-

tion of the profits of their respective offices." These gentlemen appear to have
banked unfortunately. The South Sea Bubble swallowed the suitors' money, and
George I., upon the "address of the House of Commons, enforced a fine of £30,000
upon the Lord Chancellor Macclesfield towards making up the deficiencies caused
by the master's speculations. An Act of Parliament was shortly afterwards passed,

appointing an officer called " The Accountant-General, Court of Chancery," who
was to perform the duties which, up to that time, had been performed so in-

differently by the masters. Other Acts were passed whereby certain rates and
duties were levied throughout England |and Wales for the specific purpose of

making good to the suitors what they had lost ; and in 1738 the suitors' cash

lying unemployed in the hands of the Accountant-General having again become
considerable, an Act of Parliament was passed, authorising the investment of a
sum of £34,900.

In this sum we have the origin of "The Suitors' Fundj" and tlirough invest-

ments made under Parliamentary authority from that period down to the present

time, the stock purchased with suitors' cash is now represented by £2,613,360,
and forms the first portion of " The Suitors' Fund."

It is not proposed that any portion of this should be touched. But in the year

1768, an Act of Parliament having been passed directing that the surplus

interest arising from the stock to which we have just referred should be also in-

vested in stock, in the investments made under the authority of this Act we have

the origin of the second portion of " The Suitors' Fund," which now consists of

the above-mentioned £1,291,029 5s. 6d. stock, which the commissioners very
properly call the " Profit " Fund, and propose should be one of the three funds

applied for the purposes of the new courts.

The second of the three funds, that of £201,028 2s. Rd. stock, forming part of

what is called " The Suitors' Fee Fund," is easy of explanation. It appears that

the fees paid by the suitors to the officers of the Court of Chancery were, by an
Act of William IV., directed to be paid to " The Suitors' Fee Fund Account,"
and after the payment of certain salaries and compensations out of it, the annual

surplus was directed to be invested and placed to a similar account. The in-

vestments are now represented by this sum.

The income of this fund, as well as the income of both portions of " The
Suitors' Fund," is at present applied towards the payment of the salaries, com-
pensation, and allowances of the officers of the Court of Clmncei-y; and the com-
missioners give the accounts for the two years 1858 and 1859, from which it ap-

pears that in 1858 the income was in excess of the expenditure by £8,683 5s. lid.,

and in 1859 by £3,042 17s. 7d.

The third fund proposed to be taken by the commissioners (the £88,254 5s. Id.)

has arisen from the fees paid by the suitors in the common law courts, and which

have been paid over to the Treasury, after deducting all the annual salaries and
payments chargeable upon it.

The commissioners, after having explained the nature, and traced very

elaborately the history of the Suitors' Fund, next enter into the question

whether any rights will be violated by the appropriation of that part of the

Suitors' Fund wliicli they propose to take, for, as the report says, "upon the

applicability of the ' Profit ' Fund the controversy substantially turns."

The first point submitted to the commissioners seems to have l)een, that as this

Profit Fund has arisen from the investment of suitors' money, upon principles of

justice and upon the principle of a trustee being compelled to account for his

trust money, the Court of Chancery should account for the profits made. The
commissioners report, however, that " tliere is no foundation fur the argument."

They say, " The court can in no proper sen?e of the term be considered in the

light of'^a trustee for the suitors," and they explain that in the absence of any
applications for the investment of such moneys, the court is in the position of a

mere stakeholder. Apart also from the question of the position of the Court of
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Chancery as a trustee, the commissioners show that the employment by the

masters, prior to 1725, of these money having been recognised as part of their

official remuneration, and the investments subsequent to 1725 liaving been made
only under the authority of the legislature, who directed the modes in which
they should be applied, no claim to this Profit Fund by tlie suitors can be sub-
stantiated. Another objection is thus stated by tlie commissioners :

—" But it

has been suggested to us that although individual suitors may have no property

in Fund B " (the fund in question) " and no right to interfere with its appropria-

tion, yet that the collective body of suitors have just ground for objecting to its

application to any purposes other than those by which they as a body are imme-
diately benefited."

This argument seems to have met with the support of the Vice-Chancellor Sir

William Page Wood, but the conclusion of the remainder of the commissioners,
that if this fund is not the property of the suitors and cannot be claimed by them,
they are unable to perceive on what reasonable grounds tlie discretion of Parlia-

ment should be fettered as to the mode of its future application, seems most con-
sonant with common sense.

The third and apparently the last objection made was this :—" That by the

abstraction of this fund the court will, to the extent of the income of about
£30,000 per annum, be deprived of the power of reducing the fees paid by the

suitors." This suggestion sounds rather hypercritical, for if it is conceded tliat

the suitors have no legal right to the fund in question, either as individuals or as

a collective body, it seems difficult to understand how they can have a moral
control over the fund, and the commissioners report :

—" That the benefit to the
suitors from such a remission of fees would be as nothing compared with the boon
tliey would obtain from the proposed scheme, by reason of the greater economy
and despatch with whicli it would enable their business to be transacted."

No other arguments than those we have mentioned as having been raised

against the appropriation of the first of the three funds are raised against the

appropriation of tlie second—the £209,000 stock ; and as to tlie third fund—the
£88,254—the comraissiouers remark that it is "wliolly" free and unappro-
priated."

The report lastly proceeds to show in what manner the three funds may be made
available with a due regard to the present charges upon them.
As to capital, it has been shown that this has arisen from the surplus income of

the stock representing the suitors' cash. This stock amounted in October, 1859,
the report tells us, to £2,613,360, purchased on an average under 87 per cent.,

and as in the event of the Court of Chancery becoming bankrupt, and the
securities all realised under £87, the suitors would look to the " Profit " Fund
toi indemnity, the commissioners propose that Parliament should guarantee

their indemnity. Thev show that precedents abundantly justify such engage-

ments on the part of the state, and the amount of risk incurred appears to be of

a nominal nature.

As to income, the dividends arising from the Chancery funds proposed to be

withdrawn appear from the report to amount to £45,000 a year. We have seen

that in 1859 the income arising from both portions of the Suitors' Fund and

from the Suitors' Fee Fund only exceeded the expenditure by £3,000, and

assuming this to be an average result (although we believe the expenditure

in that year to have been unusually liigh) it would leave a deficiency of £42,000.

Against this the report shows that we should have the following annual sums
to set ofi'; £2,000 for rent of ofiices used by the Court of Chancery, and which

would be saved on completion of the new buildings. The surplus of the fees

paid over to the Treasury by the common law officers, and which have amounted
on the average of the last six years to £14,000 and upwards ; £16,000 for build-

ings occupied by common law officers, and which would also be saved, and the

surplus of the Court of Probate and Admiralty fees, amounting respectively to

£7,000 and £12,000 per annum. These sums, it will be found, reduce the defi-

ciency to £16,000.
This sum the commissioners are of opinion should be made good by the public,

by means of an annual payment out of the Consolidated Fund, and tliey recom-
mend either that the Consolidated Fund should pay into the Court of Chancery
sucli a sum, not exceeding £40,000, as should be equal to the dividends on so

much of the capital withdrawn from time to time for the purposes of the new
buildings, or in the event of parliament refusing its consent to any portion of the

sum required being made a permanent charge, however small, upon the state,

that the sum to be annually paid from the Consolidated Fund should be reduced

from year to year, as the existing compensation annuities fall in, until the defi-

ciency caused by the absorption of the two Chancery Funds should be made good.

But the deficiency even of this £16,000 will be temporary. The compensation

annuities amount it appears to the enormous sum of £70,000; and in referenc e

to them the coramis-sioners say, " It is computed that these annuities will dimi-

nish at tlie rate of £2,000, and taking the net annual contribution from the pub-

lie funds to be £16,000 at the commencement, it will wholly cease in eight years,

while if the anticipated increase in the fees received by the Probate Court take

place, the charge on the public will be extinguished in less than half that

period."
The commissioners conclude their report by stating that, without having gone

to the expense of minute surveys, they estimate the total cost of the proposed

new site and buildings (allowing £150,000 for contingencies) at £1,600,000,

which they say would be about the produce of the funds they propose to ta ke.
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We have entered apparently at some len(;th into the consideration of this

daborate document, bat we have in trutli done little more than was necessary
to make the proposals of the commissioners intelligible. No more important a
subject could have been referred for investigation, and more important results
could hardly have been obtained. It reads as if £1,500,000 treasure trove, which
had been Ivinp in some unknown depths, had been suddenly drajrged to the
surface and laid bare to the lisht— it raises a substantial vision of courts of law
which are not " insufficient, inconvenient, and unwholesome." We will bravo
the shades of the suitors of 1760, and we have no need to force a title, upon those
of 1860.

NEW CHURCH AT SELLY OAK.
THE want of a commodious place of worship in this rapidly-increasing and

pleasant suburb of Birmingham is about being supplied by the erection of a
handsome church, from designs of Mr. Holmes, architect, Birmingham. The
foundation stone of the edifice was laid on Thursday afternoon by J. F. Ledsam,
Esq., one of the largest contributors to the building fund. The weather being

flue, there was a good attendance both of clergy and laity, whilst the interest of

the proceedines was increased by the presence of the school children, who,
accompanied By their teachers and the clergy, walked in procession from the

schoolroom to the site of the new church, carrying banners and singing the psalm,

Non nobis Damine as they approached the spot. The clergy wore their surplices.

The proceedings were commenced by the Rev. H. Clarke, Rector of Northfield,

who read an appropriate exhortation, which was followed by other portions of a
service adapted tor the occasion, selected from one prepared by Bishop Wilson.

At length, the requisite preparations for laying the stone being complete, a copy
of that day's Times and Midland Counties Herald, together with a short

description of the church, and several coins of the realm, were placed in a bottle,

which were sealeti by 5Ir. Ledsam, and put into a cavity of the stone ; oil, com,
and wine were then poured in, and an elaborately-chased silver trowel, bearing

the following inscription—"Presented to Joseph Frederick Ledsam, Esq., by
George Richard Elkiugton, on the occasion of his laying the chief stone of St.

Mary's Church, for the district of Selly Oak, July 12th, I860"—was handed to

Mr. Ledsam by the architect. The stone was then laid by Mr. Ledsam in the

usual manner. The proceedings were concluded by the benediction, no address

being delivered. Amongst those present were the following;—The Revs. H.
Clarke, Rector of Northfield ; T. Price, the future Incumbentofthe New Church;
W. Willan, W. Ronghead, P. W. Curtis, E. Anderson, Rector of Frankley ; J.

B. Sedgwick, Curate of Alvechurch ; also Messrs. James Elkington, A. Elking-
ton, W. Ledsam, and W. Elliot, &c.
The church will be cruciform in plan, having a nave 70 feet G inches long, and

21 feet 6 inches wide, with north and south aisles, 11 feet inches wide; north
and south transept, 20 feet 3 inches wide and 21 feet deep; andachancel, 32feet

long and 20 feet wide ; with a »estry and organ chamber on the north side, and
an aisle for children on the north. A tower with a spire, is to be placed at the

west end of the nortli aisle : the height to the top will be 145 feet 6 inches. The
extreme height of the nave roof will be 46 feet. Sittings will be provided for 617
persons—viz., 263 free sittings for adults for the use of the poor; 172 sittings to

DC appropriated for adults ; and 182 sittings for children. The style adopted is

the Early Decorated, and the materials for the walls are to be bricks, faced with
Bromsgrove stone, and Bath stone for the tracery, the dressings, and the spire.

The nave, chancel, and aisle arches and columns are to be of Bath stone, with
Weoley Castle stone introduced in the arches. To improve the effect, marble
shafts are to be used imder the chancel arch, and in the sedilia. Bands of

Weoley Castle stone are also to be introduced at inter\'als on the inside of the

walls ; thus forming a contrast to their plastered surface. The roofs will be open
timbered, stained, and varnished, and plastered between the rafters, and will be
covered with tiles laid in patterns. 1116 seats will be open, no distinction being
made in appearance between free and appropriated. It is proposed to fill the

principal windows with stained ^lass ; several have been already promised by
gentlemen residing near, and it is to be hoped that the other residents in the
neighbourhood will follow the example thus set, and contribute to the embellish-

ment of their church. Tlie designs, as above stated, are by Mr. Edward Holmes,
architect, and the work is being carried out by Mr. S. Briggs, of this town.

THE MAIN DRAINAGE.
IN consequence of pecuniary difficulties, the works of the Southern

High Level Sewer have for some time been suspended by the contractor,

Mr. Uellings, and negociations have been pending between him, his sureties, the
MetropoUtan Board o( Works, and other parties, with a view to their recom-
mencement. The negociations, however, have not led to any satisfactory result.

Mr. Lee, one of tlie contractor's sureties, has notified to the MetropoUtan Board
that he had tried to purchase the plant in order to carry on the works, that he
had been unable to do so, that Mr. HelUngs was, therefore, in the hands of the
Board, and that it was for the Board to deal with him as it thought fit. Under
these circumstances the Board has served the usual notice upon Mr. Ilellings,

that unless the works be immediately resumed it will take them into its own
hands, and hold him and his sureties responsible for the consequences. The
amount of the contract is £20,000.

SOUTH LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL.—MEETING IN AID OF
THE BUILDING FUND.

ON Friday afternoon the friends and supporters of this excellent charity (situate

at 0, St Georgc's-circus, Southwark), met together in the Assembly-rooms
of the Horns Tavern, for the purpose of receiving the annual report, and of con-
sidering and adopting some immediate means for enlarging the Hospital, that an
additional number of patients may be therein accommodated.
The Duke of Marlborough presided, and there were present, among other nota-

bilities : Viscount Raynham, the Bishop of Cliichester, the Rev. J. Brown, J. F.
Lingbam, H. Allen, C. Lane, and Mr. Roupell, M.P.
"Ke noble Chairman, in opening the business of the meeting, directed the

attention of his hearers to the great value of sight, the inevitable and lasting

sorrow occasioned by its loss, and the numerous instances in which the South
London Ophthalmic Hospital had been mstrumental, under the blessing of the
Almighty, in averting the dreadful calamity of blindness, by timely attention and
pbysicalskil'. Their institution had been a great and growing benefit to the
neighbourhocd. and had efiected a vast amount of good to numbers of poor

persons, and so greatly had these efforts been required, and so widely were they
accepted, that the Society was obliged that day to come before tlie public with a
request for extra funds, that superior hosnital accommodation, in extent and fit-

ness, might be speedily providea, so that tiic numberless cases now on the Society's

books renuiriug in-door treatment might receive due attention instead of being
classed with the out-door patients. He hoped, therefore, that additional {an&
would be at once forthcoming, because exceptforsuch institutions, uotonly would
eye diseases remain uucured, but they would result, in most cases, in irremediable

loss of sight, and so bring about the numberless miseries which loss of sight must
inflict on poor and laboring persons.

The Secretary then read the report, which was to the effect that during the
past year 1,283 hospital cases had been carefully treated, and that since its esta-

blishment in 1857, 2,406 persons had received its benefits in various ways as an
eye hospital. The income from all sources bad been £533 128. lid., and the
balance in hand was £295 14s. 4d.

The report was unanimously adopted.

"The Bishop of Chichester, in the course of some excellent, appropriate,

hut rather lengthy remarks, went on to enlarge on the value of infirmanes for

diseases of the eye; the benefits, social and sympathetic, of local institutions

generally, and their claim on the support of the neighbourhoods where they are
situated, and their blessings dispensed ; and concluded by proposing a resolution,

affirming the necessity of enlarging the hospital, and the duty of contributing

the necessary funds.

Viscount Raynham seconded the resolution, and it was carried, nem. con.
Mr. John Vickers proposed, and Rev. C. Lane seconded, the second re-

solution, appointing a committee to procure subscriptions.

This was also carried, and the meeting broke up with the usual compliment to
the Chairman.
During the evening, donations for the hospital, amounting to £130, were

handed in. This was exclusive of annual subscriptions, &c.

LIVERPOOL AKCHITECTDKAL AND AKCH^OLOGICAL SOCIETY.

ON Monday week last, the members of this society enjoyed their annual excursion,
the place selected beiiij; Furneas Abbey.

It may not be out of place to observe that the Architectural Society possesses a
distinct character, being two-fold in its objects. Whilst primarily it aims at the ex-
tension of nrofessional knowledge, it encourages the pursuit of information upon
various suojects of general interest, and to this fact must in a great degree be
attributed that success wliich has now for a considerable period attended its labors.
Immediately on their arrival at Furness, the members and their friends proceeded

to the chief object of attraction, the Abbey, which is near the Hotel. The old Abl>ey
is well known for the scope it presents to the labors of the archaeologists, whilst at
the same time it is replete with a variety of beauties not devoid of interest to the
architect. As one of those remnants of the monabtic institutions so closely connected
with the past history of our country, it is at all limes an object of interest to visitors,

whilst the beauty of^the surrounding scenery adds considerably to the attractions of
the spot. It may not perhaps bo inappropriate to refresh the memories of our readers
with a few particulars concerning it. In A.D. 1127, Stephen, then Earl of Morton
and BuUoin, and afterwards King of England, erected tnc Abbey on the banks of a
rivulet near Balton, in Furness, as a place of refuge for Cistercian monks
who had removed hero from Tulket, in Amounderness, but originally from
Savigny, in France. Tlie ruins of the Abbey are of Norman and Early English
architecture, the whole length of the church is said to be 2S7 feet, the nave 70 feet

broad, whilst the walls are in some places 54 feet high and 5 feet thick, the win-
dows and arches being unusually lofty. Ttiere are also the remains of the chapter-
house and cloisters, and of the school-house, a large building detached from all the
rest. The immediate precincts of the Abbey, which comprehend a large space, are
enclosed by a stone wall, covered by the ruins of numerous small buildings, and in
one part of which is an arched gateway. The stone employed in tlie building was
originally of a pale red color, but of course, from the action of time and weather,
has assumed a dusky-brown tint. It is scarcely necessary to say that ail were much
gratified with their inspection of the ancient ediUce, which called forth suggestions
from several of the visitors which may probably be turned to useful account in con-
nection with these interesting remains. In the visit to the Abbey the party received
valuable aid from Mr. Paley, architect, of Lancaster, and a member ol^the Liverpool
Society.
On leaving the Abbey, which was shortly after four o'clock, the party assembled at

the Furness Abbey Hotel, where they sat down to an excellent dinner. Mr. W. H.
Woightman presided, and the vice-chair was filled by Mr. W. Stubbs.
At the hotel a series of beautiful photographs, showing various portions of the

ancient Abbey, were exhibited to members ot the Society and their friends. They
were taken by Mr. Keith, photographer, of Liverpool.

UNITED SOCIETY OF IRONMONGERS.
THE thirty-fourth Annual Dinner of the above-named Society was held at the

Freemasons' Tavern, Great Queen-street, Lincoln's-inu-Flelds, on Monday,
the loth instant.
There was a very good attendance, about one hundred persona partaking of

the excellent viands set before them by mine host of the Freemasons'. James
Kobertson, Esq., one of the proprietors of the IJowliBg Iron Company, Baukside,
occupied the chair, and was supported in the vicc-cliair by George Scamell, Esq.
Two better men could hardly have been chosen for such honorable and distinctive
posts, as their mauBgement and conduct throughout so well attested.
Amon" the company present we noticed F. T. I'feil, R. Stedall, C. Hcbbcrt, S.

Martin, w. H. I'ackwood, — Laurie, S., W., and J. Keartland, T. Faulkner, E. H.
Temple, and W. F. Farwig, Esqrs., &c.
Ample justice having been done to the good cheer, the cloth was removed,

^ace was said, and the more mental portion of the evening's programme was
inaugurated.
The toast of "the Queen " was, of course, the first on the list, and was received

\vith enthusiasm, being followed by the singing of the National Anthem in a very
creditable manner by Messrs. Walliker, I5ainbridge, and IJcdder. " The Prince
Conaort, rrince of Wales, andrest of the Koyal Family," followed in duo order, and
met with a like loyal reception.
The CiiAiKMAN then gave "The Army, Navy, and Volunteers," amid much

cheering. His remarks on the two former branches of the national service were of
a highly original and superior order, and in referring to our Volimtecr forces, the
Chairman entered very eloquently into the whole subject of volunteer defence, .ind

prophesied bright days for Kngland. He welcomed most joyously the formation of
these corps of England's sons, aworn to protect England's homes and hearths, and
hoped that every possible encouragement would be given to tlie movement, which
once firmly consolidated, would make our liappy island home unconquerably free

;

and, regardless of all rumours as to invasion of her sacred soil. England would then
go on from conquering to conquer, the envy and admiration of the civilised world

—

(Loud cheering),
The song, "The Victories of Old England," followed, and the last toast was re-

sponded toby the Vice-Chairmax in a very appropri.-ite style.

The next business on the programme was the reading of the Report and Stated
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mont for the 'past 'year, by the Secketarv (Mr. I lolamore). "With the exception of

some slijjhl altenitions and curtailment, it was as follows :

—

" Mr. Chairman and (xcntleraen—We leel that we liave great cause to be thankful
in havinjr boen .^part'd to meet again upon thi.s occasion—the celebration of the 34th
anniversary of tlie United Society of Ironmon^^^ers.

"The .Society has not received so many new members during the past year as
could be wislied, but the clouds of ifj^norance respectinjf our operations are fast being
dispelled, and prosperous times may be expected at no very distant date.
" The expenses of the year have been (greater than in any former one. This Is

mainly attrioutable to the unusual amount of sickness amon^f our members, which
of course we must bear with resi^iation. The Society has also lost two members
bydeatli, which fact, together with the increase of superannuated members, will

account for the increased outlay. Yet, we are happy to say, the receipts have in-

creased in a like proportion, so that there is no consequent deficiency of funds.
" During the past year, 4 honorary members and 3 beneficial members have been

admitted, aud the Society now numbers 130—namely, 48 honorary, 37 town, 45
country, and 7 travelling members.
" Tlie receipts for the past year amount to £;J38 9fl. lOd. ; expenses £1U0 198. Od.

(viz., for sickness, iiiVJ 178. 7d. ; deaths of 2 free members, .C40 ; to superannuated
members, £3:1 lOs. ; salaries to oflicers and incidental expennes, £.^i3 Os. :;d.), leavin},^

a balance (Inelading previous balance) of £3,300 68. 4d., which is an increase of
£147 10s. Id. during tlie past year.
" In conclusion, we sincerely thank our honorary members for their patronage

and support, and appeal to all young men connect<!d with the trade to come forward
and assist us in a work the fruits whereof, like bread cast on the waters, *' shall bo
seen after many days." (Loud and prolonged cheering.)
In giving " Success to the United Society of Ironniongers," the CnAiRMAN said

that the report whicli had just been read In their hearing by their excellent Secretary
liad to a great extent anticipated all that he (the Chairman) had to say in proposing
"the toast of the evening." In a few words the Secretary Iiad conveyed so much
valuable, interesting, and statistical intelligence, that it did away with all necessity
for him to say much on the objects sought to be accomplislied by tlie United Society
of Ironmongers. Their Society, as it appeared to him, embraced many of the
qualifications of an insurance society, whilst it provided against old age by furnish-
ing a pecuniary provision In the hour of infirmity and need. It had also a fund, out
of which its members could be relieved at any time when overtaken by calamity and
sickness ; and whilst the individual contribution thereto was almost nominal, it

thus secured to the members that pecuniary provision for advanced years which
even the generiility of insurance societies did not provide, their especial object bein^
a provision after death. The United Society of Ironmongers, as a benevolent insti-
tution, had (or one great object the visitation of its members in thehoiu- of sickness,
and the solacing of their pangs in the moment of death. It was a united society,
aud had existed for the last 3a years. At the time of its commencement. In ISao, its
receipts were very humble indeed, amounting only to the meagre sum of .£()0 ; whilst
this year its income had increased to £3:iS and the expenditure to .£101 only, although
there had been two deaths during the year ; so that the history of the Society showed
a gradual and steady increase from £Cif) to £3XS. Their funded property was .£3,l.'iS,

and entire capital £3,300 (is. 4d., so that the United Society was now in a most flourish-
ing and prosperous condition ; and if its increase during the next 3S years should be
proportionate to that of the first 35 years, he thought it would be an incontest-
able proof that their Society was based on just, true, and equitable principles,
and it would therefore go on prospering and increasing in numbers step by step
with the development of those branches of industry with whicli the members of their
society were connected. According to the statement put forth by the Secretary, some
of those who had contributed to the Society's funds during past years had never re-
ceived one farthing in the shape of return, they having been fortunately placed in
such positions in life as not to require pecuniary aid ; but, he was happy to say, at
the same time that such persons had not withdrawn their names as subscribers, but
were still members, for the benefit of others less favourably situated. In 1841 one
member had paid in the sum of £6 7s. Od. ; but had then drawn out, at various
times, the aggregate amount of £57 4s. Id.; another in 1832 had contributed
£35 3s. lOd. to the Society's funds, but had received back £183 1 So that it would at
once be seen, as he had before said, that many must have contributed to the funds
who had received no pecuniary benefit therefrom, whilst others had derived great
benefit at the smallest possible outlay. The total sum paid to the sick fund from the

I

commencement was about £2,000, but in a society constituted such as theirs it was
i necessary tliat a constant infusion of new and vigorous blood should take place.

When it was known tliat there were in London at least .500 young men connected
with their department of the iron trade, it was but reasonable to expect that each
year would give additional members to their society, who would not join merely with
the expectation of receiving personal advantages, but because of the beneficial effects
the society conferred on others less fortunate than themselves, aud connected with
the same business. The subscription (2s. (id. ,'per month) was so small, as to be but
nominal, but yet that nominal amount was capable of conferring lasting benefits—as
had been heard that evening. The value of the productions of Great Britain in the
hardware and metal trades was about twenty millions annually, and to produce that
wealth about 370,000 persons were annually required, and it seemed to the Chairman
that when they considered the vastness of those Important branches of manufacture
and the small number of those engaged in them belonging to the society, they had a
right to expect their present number of members to be doubled ten times in London
alone. In conclusion, he hoped that all present who werenot members ofthe United
feociety would become so at once, and they would have the satisfaction of knowing
that If not conferring advantages on themselves they would be benefiting others
employed in a like branch of manufacture, and at the same time be doing what they
could to provide .-igalnst possible contingencies, as to health and fortune.—(The
speaker sat do^vn amid much cheering.)
The list of donations for the evening was afterwards announced by the Secretary,

and among the items were the following :—The Chairman, 5 guineas ; R. Stedall,
tsq., hon. member, a guineas; F. J. Pfeil, Esq., a guineas ; G. Scomell, Esq.,
1 guinea ; G. Hebbert, Lsq., 1 guinea ; J. Faulkner, Esq., 1 giunea ; W. B. Pack-
wood, Esq., 1 guinea ; >lr. F. Elkington (the proprietor of the Freemasons' Tavern),
2 guineas

; Tonks and Son, of Birmingham. 1 guinea; W. W.itkin, Esq., 1 guinea;— Farwig, Esq., 1 guinea: and R. H. Temple, Esq., £1 148., making altogether
the sum of £25, as announced. At the conclusion, the Secretary, by way of expla-
nation, said that the efforts of that evening had not been put forth for the purpose of
Sammg a large amount of subscription, but a greater number of contributors as bene-
raal members. The announcement of the subscriptions was received with loud

cheering.

u Vi" eraaining toasts were mainly connected with the officers of the Association.
The Cliairman," "Vice-Chairman," " I'resident, Secretary, Treasurer, &c.,"
Honorary Members and Visitors," and " The Ladies," received honorable mention

and were replied to in a very courteous and worthy manner, each speech being inter-
>Persed with vocal performances of a highly creditable chai-acter.
nie friends broke up at .in early hour in the morning In excellent temper and

Highly pleased with aU the arrangements. It was a decidedly excellent meeting.

(Eumfi^oudcna.

Dnnking Fountain.—A new aud beautifiil drinking fountain was
giened in tlie Green Park, at the expense of a lady, on Wednesday last. It is
from the design of Jlr. .Sydney Smirke, arcliitect, and executed by Messrs.
Edwardes and Co., of 17, Newman-street, W. Tlie fountain is 10 feet high, and
composed of tliree basins, forming an hexagon, each basin being 4 feet U inches
diameter. Tlie water Hows from a lion's mouth at each angle ; tlie basins are
surmounted with a die, enriched witli festoons offlowers, terminating- with a vase
also ennch(^ witli flowers. It is composed of Koach Abbey stone.

THE RESTORATIONS AT DURHAM GATHEURAL.
Sir,—Mr. Scott ia perfectly correct in statinjf, as he does in hig letter of last

week, that it is Mr. Robson, and not his partner Mr. Walton, who is con-
cerned with the works at Durliam.
Mr. Robson liolds, in connexion with the Cathedral, an appointment called

" Clerk of the Works " (identical with tliat which Mr. Scott himself holds at
Westminster), and conducts not only the works connected with that appoint-
ment, but all that portion of our practice which lies in the North of England.
Mr. Scott was consulted by the Dean and Chapter about the great central

tower, and rendered very valuabli? assistance to Mr. Robsou in diHieuIties con-
nected with the upper part. With reference, however, to the.paragraph which
appeared in the Building News of July 6th, we beg to say that it refers to
the lower stage of the tower on the east side, which is under the direction of
Mr. Kohson alone. It is a simple, straightforward restoration, with which any
architect having an ordinary reverence for old work might be entrusted, aud for

which the additional aid of one so distinguished as Mr. Scott would be entirely

superfluous.

Apologising for occupying your space with a subject of so purely personal a
nature. We are, &c.,

July 17th. Walton and Robson.

ARCHITECTS' FEES.
Sir,—The reply of your correspondent "Justice" to my inquiry in your

Number of the 30th June, as to architects' fees, led me to suppose that he must
be (though he says an architect) a member of a building coinniittee ; I therefore

did not think any advantage would be gained by discussing the question with
him ; but I gladly reply to your correspondent, " J. P. S.," in last week's Num-
ber. Referring to my first communication (p. 524), "J. P. S." will see that the
main question was, when are an architect's fees to be considered due. If this

question can be answered clearlj;, the question of usage as to the receipt of those
lees might vary according to circumstances : for instance, if a committee were
short of funds, iew architects of standing would inconvenience them by pressing

their claims for fees immediately on their becoming due. As state"! in my for-

mer letter, I consider 2J per cent, commission due when the working drawings
and specification are complete, and the other 2j per cent, according as the work
is carried out. Two and a half per cent is, 1 think, the com mission for workinij
drawings and specification put down in the rules ofthe Institute, and in case the
works are not proceeded with, or further services are not re(iuired, this sum
would be what an architect would receive; therefore, I take it, his right to it is

not sacrificed, because further and distinct services are required of him. I would
say, let the receipt state that the sum was received on account. I am now engaged
on works showing the convenience of this mode ofpayment—a number of dwelling-
houses are being built according to the same drawings and specifications. I have
charged my client 2J per cent, on the amount of the builder's tender for the first

instalment of work carried out, and I also charge him 25 per cent, for any other

works carried out according to the same drawings and specifications.

I have one great objection to the payment of architects' fees being dependent
on the certificates to builders, which is, that (in the present unprotected state of

the profession) it might put a temptation in the way of the unprincipled to give
certificates to builders before they were strictly due, and I do think the profes-

sion, as a body, ought to adopt no practice liable to be made the means of bring-
ing it into disrepute.

I am, to., An Architect.
Dublin, July 16th, I860.

Doncaster.—The exertions of E. Denison, Esq., Chairman of the Great
Northern railway, for the welfare of those with whom he came in contact in his

business relations and otherwise, has induced a number of his admirers to raise a
tribute of appreciative respect. A memorial window in St. James's Church in

this town, which had been erected principally through the instrumentality of Mr.
Denison, was therefore fixed upon, and in a short sp.ice of time sufiicient sub-
scriptions had been raised, chiefly amongst the Great Northern employes, to

advertise for tenders for the window. The successful competitors were Messrs.

Clayton and Bell, of London, whose design was for filling the east window of St.

James's Church with colored glass in illustration ofthe history of St. James, the
patron saint of the church, as collected from the Gospels and subsequent
ecclesiastical history. For some time past, Messrs. Clayton and Bell have been
engaged in filling in the window, and it is now nearly approaching completion.
The principal incidents in St. James's career portrayed in the window are—our
Lord's appearing to St. James after his resurrection ; his ottice as bishop of
Jerusalem ; his praying in the temple ; writing his epistle ; his martyrdom and
burial on the Mount of Olives. The cost of the window will be upwards of £300,
the execution of which is such as to reflect credit upon the manufacturers, and to

afi'ord a permanent memento of the services of Mr. Denison in connection with
the Great Northern Railway.

South Kensington Museum—During the weekending 14th July, 1860,
the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free

days, 5,941, on Monday, and Tuesday, fi-ee evenings, 4,035. On the three

students' days (admission to public 6<1.), 1,924, one students' evening, Wednes-
day, 200. Total 12,700. From the opening of the museum 1,548,110.

The Northern Architectural Association and th^Hartlepool Mechanics'
Institute.—The committee of the Northern Architectural Association in pur-
suance of one of the objects of the society, have, we understand, taken up the

matter of the competition for plans lately advertised for by the committee of the

institute for then' proposed new building. The terms were considered utterly in-

adequate to remunerate even the successful competitor—the sum of £10 only

being the total sum offered for the design, copyright and drawings for a large

public building. The committee for the Northern Architectural Association

communicated with the committee of the Institute suggesting the propriety of

revising the conditions, and ofl'ering, at the same time, to assist in preparing such
terms as would be equally advantageous and honorable to the committee and to

and to the competitions. This ofl'er however, lias met with no response from the

committee of the Institute.
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TENDERS-
WORKIIOLSE, SElHlEriELD.

For the varions works in the erertion of » luuion Workhouse at Sedgefield.
For the whole.

Foster and Hull ...£3^35 I R. Dunlop £2,000
A. Wardropper 3,166 3 5 W. Watt 1,998 108.
W. C. MrgsiDson and Co. . . . 2,665 I W. Barton (accepted). 1,975
James WardeU 2.490 oj

JI/iUOTi, BiricJ:tayer, and Plasterer.
W. Kyle £1,850 lOs.

Joiners and Carpenters.
R. Sanderson £?90 I K. C. Walton £666 68.
Cockburn and Brldg:es 70t Thomas liussell 610
W.Nicholson 610

|

Plumber and Glazier.
T.Harrison £275 I R. K. Almond £168
James Lamb and Sons 273 13 C J. Middleton 153 19 3

Stater.

K. Preston £156
Painters.

Gibson and Palmer £86 lOs. I K. R. Ahnond £30 168.
K. G. Rimming^ton. 30 16 | Cockburn and Bridges 30

Glazing.
Gibson and Palmer £37 6s.

Coekborn and Bridges 29
Ironfounder.

Coekborn and Bridges £103 I R. R. Almond £88
I. White ^ 95 10s.

I

VlLtA, MOSELET.
For villa for Mr. Isaac Ford, at Moseley. near Birmingham. Mr. Edward Holmes,

architect. Quantities supplied.
Hardwick £2,684 I Matthews £2,457
Briggs 2,590 Jones (accepted) 2,288
Banisley 2,530]

Dwelling-house, Wimbledon.
For house at Wimbledon, for Mr. John Reeve. Mr. John Giles, arcUtect.

Quantities supplied by Mr. James Barnett.
Macey £6,297
Lucas 6,257
Jackson and Shaw 6.025
Higgs 5,987
Baiterbury 5,969
Piper and Sons 5,900
McClymint 5,873
Patman and Co 6,796
Patman 5.759
Ashby and Sons 5,689

Mansfield and Sons £5,676
Brown and Robinson 5,514
Hardiman and Co 5,490
Hill 6,470
Adamson and Sons 6,400
Downs 5,.349

Myers 5,268
Wilson 5,237
Welshman sndGale 5,195
AtIss and Sons 5,134

DWELLDIO-HOUSES, RAMSGATE.
For six first-elass houses. Quantities supplied by the architect, Mr. G. M. Hinds

Thomas Hcbbs £7,997
W.E.Smith 7,263
JohnGray 0,350 10
W. B. Foat and Company (accepted) 6,.30O

George Newby • 5,575
The architect's estimate £7,208.

Error admitted of nearly £1,000.

Athehmvm, Plymouth.
For repairs and decorations to the Athenaeum, Plymouth. Mr. J. Hine, architect.

Saunders £2.'i7 I Matcham (accepted) £206
Fowler 230

St. John's Chubcii Chester.
For restoring the clerestory and internal stonework, and for refitting St.

John's Church, Chester; Mr. R. C. Hussey. architect, 16, King William-street,
Strand. Quantities supplied by Mr. T. M. Rickman.

Add for Tracery Allow for old materiala

,„ „ in Roof. ezcliisiTe of Lead.
HaaweU £5,796 £88 £17118
Stone 5,480 12 9 33 2 8 218 15 9
Kitchen 5,400 45 110
Roberts 5,188 00 8000 130 00
Lockwood and Co.. 5,160 00 5000 100 00
Hughes 4,279 68 10 95
Owens 4,050 00 2900 199 00

Passenger Station, Redcab.
For the new passenger station. Redcar for the Stockton and Darlington Railway

Compan y. Plans and Specifications prepared and quantiti es supplied by Mr. William
Peachey.

John linlmcr, Sherbum near Durham £6000 o
Daniel Marrcn, Darlington 4179 19 .3|

Thomas Robson, Darlingrton 3871
Matthew Armlta^'e, Darlington 3860
H. and G. Chapman, Mlddlcsbro' 3824
William Wilkinson, Stockton 3729
Jolm M. Pearson, Coatham, Redcar 3716 14 11

(Pearsons acepted.)

Lammas-bbidge, Lincolnsbibe.
Renshaw (wooden) £53
Jepps (wooden) 77 10
Tinkler (arched stone, iron posts and rails) 116
Tinkler (with iron girders) 126 10
Wright and Perkins (iron) Ill o
Wright and Perkins (stone) 72

The Tarious plans necessitating a decrease of 2 feet in the width of the stream,
neither was accepted.

Villa, Buckhubbt Hill.
For erecting a Villa at Buckhurst-hil), near Longhton.

Quantities supplied.
Mr. J. Tanner, architect.

Mr. Taylor £646 18
Mr. Klston 520
Messrs. Axford 511

Messrs. Turner and Sou £475
Mr. Koper 450

School, Norwich.
For new school, Ac, Calycrt-street. Norwich.

Building.
W. B. Spaul £...
£. Boardman 450
P. Leach 450
J. Rump (accepted)".- 428

Mr. Thomas Jeckell, architect.
Wall, &c. Total.

£ £658 9
56 .... 506
48 .... 498
40 10s 468 108.

Cottage, Chigwkll.
For Cottage at Chigwell, Essex. Mr. Wm. DOyley, architect.

RlTctt £391 ICushing £375 | BuU and Son. .....£365 10

Shops, &c., Holloway.
For erecting three shops and one private house in the Homsey-road, Holloway

Mr. Wm. Smith, architect, Islington.
Hammond (accepted)* £1,400

* Exclusive of shop-tronts.

House Alterations, Ac, Thorpe.
For additions and alterations to house, at Thorpe, for W. Clabburn, Esq. Mr.

Thomas Jeckell, architect.
Dining- Kitchen
room AdditioQ. Total.

Addition.

E. Boardman £ £ £680
Messrs. Browne and Bailey 527 .... 147 .... 674
R. Rump 418 .... 144 .... 662

Church Restoration, Old Catton.
For addi tione to and restorations of Old Catton Church. Mr. Thomas Jeckell.

architect.
Creditor

NaTe. Transept. Grow. by old lead. Tola].
jC a. d. £ a. d. £ a. A. £ a. d. X a. d.

W. B. Spaul . . 184 305 549 21 628
Curtis & Balls 319 123 442 10 21 5 421
E. Boardman 117 10 252 369 10 22 347 10
R. Guymcr .. 110 210 3 320 3 6 20 306 3 6
R. Rump 113 10 186 299 13 10 286 10

Sewer, aldermanbury.
For the construction of the new Sewer, Aldermanbury.

Messrs. Crook and Son £749
Messrs. Mowlem, Burt, and Freeman 675

Paving, City.
For the laying of wood paving in Lombard-street and Mmoing-lane.

8. d.

Stephen Carey 8 9 per yard superficial
Esdaiie and Margrave, No. 1 .... 11 do

do grooved do 11 3 do
do No. 3 12 6 do
do N0.3 10 6 do

ThornandCo 12 6 do

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
MECHANICS' IN.STITUTION.

Leeds.—Plans and estimates for the jMcchauics' Institution, and Literary Society,
and Leeds School of Art, to be erected in Cookridge-street, Leeds. A plan of the
site, and detailed instructions and conditions, may be had on application. The
total cost of the building is not to exceed £13,000. The Directors do not bind
themselves to adopt any plan, nor to employ, as architect, the party whose desigu
may be selected ; if so employed, he will receive the usual commission ; if not so
employed he will be paid tne sum of £100, and the design will be the property of
the Committee. Preference will be given to those plans where readiness of access
to the different rooms and general convenience have been specially studied.

CHURCH.
Normanton.—For plans and specifications jfor the erection of a new church atNor-
manton, in the parish of St. Peter, Derby, to be furnished free of expense, on the
understanding that the successful competitor shall be employed to carry out the
works on the usual terms of five per cent, on the amount of contract. The (lesign
will comprise a nave and chancel calculated to provide about 300 sittings, open
Sews, without galleries, expense not to exceed £900. Plaus, &c., to Mr. R. Sale,
ormanton-house, or Mr. R. Ford, Normanton, near Derby, to July 23.

OBSERVATORY.
Stockport.—For designs for a tower or observatory, to be erected in the public
parks, Stockport, the largest to be 150 feet, the expense not to exceed £1,000. Two
premiums will be given, £20 for the most approved, and £10 for the second. De-
signs are to be accompanied by plans, specifications and working details ; particu-
lar attention to be given to lighting the passages. Basement of tower to form a
dwelling-house. Each design to bear a motto containing the name and address of
the architect. Designs, under seal, to Mr. John Bradbury, 00, New Zealand-road,
Stockport, to July 31.

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Sydney, New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £600 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300
for the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the com-
petitor. The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers
addressed to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs
William L. Merry and Co., 36, Cannon-street, E. C. (the commercial agents of
the New South Wales Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer
General conditions, together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59
Hleh Holborn, and of Mr. Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Mr. H. Campbell,
Argyle-strect, Glasgow; Messrs. Hodges and Smith, Dublin, Messrs. Philip and
Son, Liverpool ; and Messrs. Tliompson, Manchester. At eacli estabUshment
photographic views of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such
explanations as may be desired of him by personal application or by post.
Designs to January 1, 1801.

BATHS, &c.
Spa.-For designs for baths and architectural works at the mineral spring of the
Pouhou. Competitors are at liberty to select what style of architecture the^
choose; total cost not to exceed £20,000 for the batlis, and £12,000 for the archi-
tectural works. Four premiums, the first to be of £100, the second of £40, and two
others of .-£20 each, will be given for the selected designs of the bathing establish-
ment, and a similar sum, divided in like manner, for the selected designs for the
architectural works. Particulars in Building News, June 8th 1800.

CLOCK TOWER, &c.,
Hereford.-For designs for a clock tower, to be erected in the centre of the High
Town; expense of structure not to exceed £1,000. Also for designs for a clock-
tower, entrance into tiie new market from tiie High Town, entire cost of structure
not to exceed £.000. One design only will be adopted, and £30 is the premium to
be given. Each design to bear a motto, and be accompanied by a scaled letter,

containin<^ name and address of architect. Designs to be sent in to July 23,

addressed to Richard Johnson, P3sq.. Town clerk, Hereford, endorsed " Designs
for Clock Tower." I'articulars and lithograph of a block plan of the High Town,
on application to Mr. T. Smith, Coningsby-strcet, Hereford.

MARKETS.
Southmolton, Devon.—For designs for a new covered market, Ac, on premises
adjoining tiie Guildhall, Southmolton. A premiimi of £25 will be given for the
first and £15 for the second best plan. The person whose plan is adopted will be
required to furnish gratuitously, a specification and working details. Plan of
site, and further information, on application to Mr. R. Snow, borough surveyor.-
Plans to be sent under seal to the town clerk, to August 1.
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COMPETITION AWARDED.
New Chapel, ScAiiBORorc.ii.

For the new Wesleyan Chapel, at Scarborough, the plans of Mr. W. B. Stewart,
of that town, have been accepted.

Thorne School.
The deslgrns of Messrs. Shaw, of Leeds, have been unanimously selected by the

trustees ttom among those of 31 competitors.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
PUBLIC INSTITUTION.

SOrTHAMrTON.—For the erection of the Hartley Institution, in the High-street,
Southampton. Plans, Ac, at tiie oiTices of Jlossrs. Deacon and I'earce, solicitors,
Southampton, after July .5. Further inlbrmatiou can be had from Messrs. Green
and De V ille, architects, 3fi. Great Ormond-street, London. Tenders sealed and
endorsed "Tender for the Hartley Institution," to be left with C. E. Deacon, town
clerk, Southampton, to July 28.

CORN EXCHANGE.
NoBwicn.—The reception of tenders has been postponed until next spring.

GUILDHALL.
Cambridge.—For the first portion ofworks. New Guildhall, Cambridue. Application

to be made to the architects, Messrs. Peck and Stephens, Maidstone, for the bills
of quantities of the proposed works. The time for sending in tenders and all other
particulars will be found in the instructions issued.

INFIKMAKY.
ItENHiNGTON.—The Guardians of the I'oor of the Parish of St. Mary's Abbotts,
Kensington, have postponed the day for receiving tenders for building an addition
to the workliouse infirmary, from Thursday, the 12th instant, to Thursday, the
19th instant, on which day the tenders are to be delivered at the Board-room, by
twelve o'clock at noon.

SAILORS' INSTITUTE.
HCLL.—For the various works required to be done in the alteration and enlargement
of the Sailors' Institute, Waterliousc-lane, Hull, for the Port of Hull Society.
Plans at the Offices of William liotterili, architect, 23, Parliament- street, to the
23rd instant. Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Sailors' Institute," to be de-
livered to Mr. Botterill, to noon of July 24.

VESTKY' HALL.
Westminster.— For the erection of a new Vestry hall and offices on the site of the
present vestry-room in St. James's Churchyard, Piccadilly. Drawings, &c., can be
mspected, and information obtained at the office of the Vestry Surveyor, Mr. Albert
Howell, 14, Marshall-street, Golden-square, daily between 10 and 4 o'clock, and
tenders are to be there delivered, sealed and addressed '• To the vestry of St. James,
Westminster, to August 4. (See advertisement.)

WATEUWOKKS.
Hull.—For the erection of an engine-house, boiler-house, and other buildings, at
the Corporation's Waterworks, at Stoneferry, near Hull. Drawings, Ac., with
resident engineer, at his Office, "3, Lowgate, to the 26th inst. Tenders to be sent
in addressed to Robert Wells, Esq., . town clerk, marked " Tender for Engine-
house, &c.," to eleven o'clock of July 27.

South Shields.—For the erection and construction of an engine-house, boiler-
house, coal-shed, chimney tower, large service reservoir, cooling pond, two
cottages, boundary walls, and other works, for the Sunderland and South Shields
Water Company. Drawings and specifications may be mspected, and bills of
quantities may be obtained (on the payment of One Guiuea) at the Office of the
Company, 7, Fawcett-street, Sunderland , or at the Office of P. Hawksley, Esq.,
C.h., 30, Great George-street, Westminster, to July 20.

WOItKHOUSES.
Swansea.—For the erection of a Union workhouse. Plans, &c., thereof, at the

Office of the Clerk of the Guardians of Gower Union, Mr. R. W. Beor, St. Mary's-

, if'^'i
Swansea. Tenders, for the whole of the works, sealed, and endorsed,

lenders for new workhouse, Gower Union," to the Clerk of the Guardians, to
July 23.

Hartlepool.—For the whole or .any portion of the works in the erection of a
workhouse, Hartlepool. Plans, &c.. at the Office of W. Kllvington, Clerk to the
J'"»™ians, Friarage, Hartlepool, from July U, between 10 and 1 o'clock, and at
the Office of the architect, M. Thompson, S, Eldon-square, Newcastle. Bills of

?n""J.J ? (excepting masons' and joiners' work) can be obtained, as above, for
108. Cd

, for masons' and joiners' work, one guinea. Tenders, sealed, endorsed,
" Tender for workhouse," to the clerk, to .July 20.

BEyERLEY—For the building of the new Workhouse at Beverley. Drawings, &c.,
at the Hoard-room, in Minster .Moorgate. lieverley, to August 7. Schedules of the
quantities may be obtained on application to Messrs. .F. B. and W, Atkinson,
fl'^lmetts. si'i. Micklegate, York, on and after the 23rd July. Sealed tenders for
the whole work, or for each separate department, to be addressed " to the Chair-
man, to be delivered at the Itoard-room to August 8.

„ GASWORKS.
*^''<^'','^'''f>N.—The profits and advantages arising from the Gasworks belonging to
thecong^leton Gas Light Company will be let by private tender, subject to appro-
bation of Directors, for the term of three, five, or seven years, at tiie option of^the

nZ "^^^ ''"''"" August 22, subject to the conditions, prepared and lying at the
tillice of .Mr. Wilson, solicitor, Conglcton, for inspection. Tenders for each or any
01 the- said terms, with the names of the proposed sureties, to be forwarded to the
said Office, directed to the Chairman of tlie said Company, to August 1.

PETEiiBOKoiGH,—For lighting the Several Streets, highways, public passages, coutts,
and otlier places of the town of Peterborough, within the limits of the Peter-
borough and Cemetery Improvement Act for the time being, with well-purified
coal gas, or such part thereof as may from time to time be so lit within the limits
ot the said Act, for the term of three years ; the lighting to commence as early in
the present year as can be efTected, and on such day in August in future years as
the ( ommissioners may direct, and to terminate mainly in every year on the l.^th
day of Jlay, or longer if required during such contract, with special provisions for
a partial supply during the summer months. The Commissioners will not object
to enter into a contract for a longer period, to be agreed upon between them and
the contractor, and in all other respects to facilitate the obtaining a special .4ct by
the contractor. The contract to contain all usual conditions, clauses, agreements,
matters, and things, whicli may be known at the Clerk's office : and to bs prepared
by him in duplicate at tlie equal expense of tlie Commissioners and the contractor.
Tenders, stating the charge for each lamp per season and per 1,000 cubic feet ofgas
for the season, according to the above terms and other usual conditions and
clauses, with names, residences, and additions of two sufficient sureties, to be sent
under seal to the office of Nelson Wilkinson, Clerk to the Commissioners, at Peter-
borough, to July 30.

CHURCHES.
S'M.PENHiLL, near Burton-on-Tbent.—For the enlargement of the church at
Stapenhill. Plans, &c„ on and after .Inly •-', at the Vicarage, Stapeuhill of the Rev.
Charles Hind. Duplicate copies at the offices in Derby oi Stevens and Robinson,
17, Tennant-strect. Derby, and 22. Sackville-street, London.

Waterfoot, Lancashire.—For the erection of a church and school at Waterfoot,
near New-Church-in-Rasendale, Lancashire. Plans, .fee, at the Duke of Buccleugh
Inn, on application to Rev. R. Smith, from 9th July. Other information from
Messrs. Stevens and Robinson, architects, 22, Sackville-street, London, and 17,
Tenant-street, Derby. Tenders, sealed, for church and school separately, ad-
dressed to James Crabtree, Esq., chairman of the Committee, New Church, near

• Manchester, to July 23.

^JgOEH Walton.—For the erection of a new Church (to seat about 000) at Higher

. .i.°°x'"
""^ parochial chapciry of Walton-le-Dale, near Preston. Plans, &c.,

at the National School-room, Walton-le-Dale ; and at the office of the architect,

Jlr. E. G. Paley, Lancaster, from 2ud to 10th . July. Tenders addresied to
Mr. Paley, Lancaster, to July 23.

Wellingborough.—For the reseating in oak, restoring the windows, arclies, and
piers, and for executing other alterations at the parish church of Wellingborough,
In the county of Northampton. Plans, &c., and a bill of quantities at the oilice at
Northampton of E. F. Law, architect. Tenders to be delivered to tlie architect to
August 4. (See advertisement.)

CHURCH TOWER.
Suenstone.—For building a tower to Shenstone Parish Church. Plans, Ac, to the
2l8t inst. at the Vicarage, Shenstone, upon application to the Rev. R. W. Esslng-
ton, or at the officeofMr. .John Gibson, architect, 11, Park-street, Westminster.
Quantities are prepared, and may be seen at the same time and places. Tenders
to the Vicar of Shenstone, to 10 a.m. of July |25.

CHAPELS.
Faversham,-For the erection of a new Wesleyan Chapel and Schoohi, at Faver-
sham. Plans, &c., and form of tender, at the office or the architect, Sir. W. W.
Pocock, 3.5, Craven-street, Strand, London. Scaled tenders to be addressed to the
Rev. W. Worker, Wesleyan Minister, Faversham, to August 1.

I'ARSONAGE.
Nettleiiam.—For the erection of a parsonage -house at Nettleham, about three
miles from Lincoln. Drawings, &c., with Rev. A. V. Stuart, Nettleham. Tenders
under cover, to the architect. Mr. John Henry Hakewill, SO, Maddos-street, Lon-
don, W., by 11 a.m. ofJuly 25.

VICARAGE HOUSE.
Swindon.—For the erection of a vicarage house at Rodboume Cheney, near
Swindon. Plans, &c., at the office of Edward W. Mantcll, architect, Swindon.

BARRACK BUILDINGS.
Woolwich.—For building a cooking-house, bath, and ablution-rooms, ash-pit, &c.,

ttc, in the east-rear range. Royal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich. Parties desiring
to tender must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, on or
before the 31st July, and pay ten shillings and sixpence for bills of quantities.
(See advertisement).

York.— For. —Ist. Building additional barracks and stabling; 2nd. Building a boun-
dary wall ; both at York Cavalry Barracks. Parties desirous to tender must leave
their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Y'ork, to August 4, and pay 10s. 6d. for
bills of quantities, of each separate service. (See advertisement.)

WALL AND FENCE.
Stafford.—For fencing round the churchyard of St. Chad's, Stafford, with dwarf
wall and iron raihng and gates. Plans, &c., on application to Mr. Mountford,
(the churchwarden) Tipping-street, Stafford. Tenders to July 23.

DWELLING-HOUSES, &c
Hull.-For the various works required to be done in the taking down and re-eree-
tion of the shop and business premises. No. 2, Market-place, Hull. Plans and
specifications at the offices, of Mr. W. Botterill, architect, 23, Parliament-street, to
the 21st inst. Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tender for Shop, &c ," to be delivered
to Mr. Botterill, to 12 noon of July 23.

KiDSGROVE.—For the erection of shops, store-rooms, and other buildings, at
Kidsgrove, for the Industrial Co-operative Society. Drawings and bills of quan-
tities at the office of Mr. Robert Cliapman, architect, Newcastle-under-Lyme, after
the 18th inst. Scaled tenders, addressed to Mr. Chapman, and endorsed " Tenders
for Buildings at Kidsgrove," to be delivered by 12 o'clock on July 26.

London.—For taking down and rebuilding the upper portion ofNo. 2, Beech-street

;

also for taking down and rebuilding the warehouse iu Three Herrings-court, in the
rear. Plans, &c., on the premises, from .July 19.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Morpeth.—For farm buildings on the estate of the Earl of Carlisle, at Tranwell
farm, near Morpeth. Plans, &c., with Messrs. Goodwood, 4, Fall-mall, to whom
tenders, sealed, marked " Tranwell," till July 23,

Cotterstock.—For the extension of farm premises, building three new cottages,
and other works on the estate of the Right Hon. Viscount Melville, at Cotterstock,
Tansor, and Southwicke. Drawings, &c., at the office of Mr. George Siddons, sur-
veyor, Oundle. Tenders to Capt. James Rickett, Cotterstock, by 12 noon of
July 26.

St. Albans.—For the erection of a new house and farm buildings at Napsbury, St.

Albans. Plans, &c., with Mr. E. George, Napsbury and Mr. Andrews, surveyor,
Rangemoor, Burton-on-Trent. Tenders endorsed " Tender for Farmhouse and
BiUldings," to Mr. Andrews to July 26.

MANSION.
Warrington.—For the completion of the mansion-house at Bewsey, WarringtOB
near Liverpool, for Lord Lilford. Drawings, &c., at the architect's, Mr. Haber-
shon, 38, Bloomsbury-square, London, or at Mr. Ashton's, Trafalgar-place,
Warrington. Tenders to the architect, to 10 a.m. of July 23.

STABLING, Ac.
London.—For the erection of stabling and coach-houses, Ac, in Oxford-street.
Plans, &c., at the Office of the architect, Mr. G. Searle, 4, Bloomsbury-place, W.C.,
from the 16th inst. Tenders to July 2.5.

SEWERAGE.
Bristol.—For laying down, constructing, and completely finishing certain intended
main sewers, in the " P'rome Intercepting Sewer District," within the district of
the Local Board of Health, about 4,,5ro yards in length. Plans, Ac, may be seen at

the Offices of the Local Board of Health, and any further information may be ob-
tained of Mr. Frederick Ashmead, C.E. Tenders to August 2.

SIONK.s, COPPENHALL.—For the sewerage of Jlill-street and part of the Nantwich-
road, in Monks Coppenhall Chester. Plans, Ac, will be ready from the 19th instant,

and may be seen at the Office of Mr. Furber, surveyor to the board, Adelphi-hotel,
Crewe. Tenders to be sent, entitled " Tenders for Sewerage," under seal, to Mr.
Sheppard solicitor, Crewe, Clerk to the Board, to August 2.

DRAINING, Ac
TotteniiAM.—For forming, gravelling, and draining, about 100 yards linear of road
on the Whitehall Estate,;White Hart-lanc,',Tottenham, Jliddlesex. Plan, Ac., with
Mr. Bradshaw, 8olicitor,'No. 12, Moorgate-street, to whom the tenders are to be
addressed, J uly 2.'J.

DEODORIZING WORKS.
LcTON.—For working the[machinery at the deorizing works, either by a wafer-wheel
or by the turbine. Particulars at the surveyor's office, Stuart-street, Luton.
Plans, specifications, and tenders to be forwarded to Georjje Bailey, Clerk to the
Board, 3, Union-street Luton, under seal, entitled " Tender for working machinery
at deodorising works, to August 6.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.
Devonport—For putting lightning conductors to the gunpowder magazines and
other buildings at Bull Point and St. Budeaux, near Devonport, in the county of
Devon. Parties desiring to tender must leave their names at the Royal Engineer
Offlce,Devonport, on or before the'25th July, and pay 10s. 6d. for billsof quantities.

(See advertisement).
SCHOOLS.

Winchester.—For the erection of a new Training-school for Masters, with resi-

dences for the Principal, Vice-Principal, and Matron, at Winchester Hants.
Drawings, Ac, at the office of the architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Swithin-street,

Winchester, on and after the 25th inst. Bills of quantities will be supplied on
application. Tenders endorsed " Tender for Winchester Training-school," are to

be delivered at the architect's office before 12 noon, on the 13th of August.
CARRIAGEWAYS.

Bbibtol.—For three years, commencing 2'Jth September, for the performance of the

undermentioned works—viz :-Carriageways—18t.—For hauling stones from any
place within the city and county of Bristol, and laying the same in the streets ;

2ud.—For re-polling and re-laying old polled stones ; 3rd.—For hauling and lay-
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ing rag pitching; 4th,—For relaying the rajj pitchiujj. Spooiflcatiou and form of
tender may be had from the Clerk of the Lot-al Itoard of iiealtb. at the Offices,

Ko. la, rrmce-strect, liristol. Tenders to be delivered at the Olhoes of the Looal
Board of Ueailh, No. 13, Prince-street, on July 2iith, at ten o'clock precisely.

CKLLS, Ac,
Gueiu«sey.t-tF<h> the erection of a block of g:arri6on cells, and fittlng-ap the cruard-
room, at Chiirlottc-battery, into a quarter for the provost-sergeant, includinfj^

drainage, A-c. , at Fort Oeorgre, Guernsey. Parties desirous to tender must leave
thoir names at the Koyal Engineer Oflice, Guernsey, on or before July 25, and pay
10b. 6d. for the bills of quantuies, July 7, 18G0.

KOAt)MAKlNG.
AiiDERsnoTT.— For forming a new road from Aldershott-bridj;^, Hants, to Ash Vale

Surrey. Plans and specineatious at the Uoyal Eu<jlueer Office, Aldershott.
Parties desiring: to tender nui?t leave their names at this office on or before the
30th iust., and pay 10s. (>d. for bills of quantities. Tenders to be addressed, under
cover, to the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall-mall, London, endorsed in the
left-bJuid corner, " Tender for Uoad at Aldershott,^* and deUvered by 10 a.m., of
August 1(5. (See advertisement).

Battersea.—For thelayinf^out and making: carriage ronds and foot-paths in the
burial ground of the parish of Battersea, situate adjoining Battersea-common.
Particulars from Mr. Charles Lee. architect, 20, Golden-square. Tenders before
August 20.

SUPPLY.
Stratford.—For GOO yards of new blue Guernsey granite, f^ec iromdust, of the
best and hardest quaUty, 100 yards of which are required to be broken to a gauge
not exceedin;^ l inch and one J-incb, and the remaining 500 yards are to be broken
to a gauge ot'2 inches and oneVi^ch. 150 yards oi such broken granite are to be
delivered at the wharf at Stratford of the Trustees of the Jliddlesex and Essex
turnpike roads, called St. Micbael's wharf, and the other iCtO yards at the wharf of
Messrs. John i^Ieeson and Co., adjoining the river Lea, at Stratford, Essex, near
Bow-bridge. Tenders, sealed, and endorsed " Tender for Broken Granite," to be
sent to the Turnpike Office, Bow, Middlesex, to August S

KIDING ESTABLISHMENT.
&A3n>uuR3T.~For alterations and additions for increasing the accommodation at

the Biding establishment, iloyal Jlilitary College, Sandhurst. Phius, &c., at the
Koyal Engineer Office, Sandhurst, from the 23ra inst., where intending contractors
are to lodge their names, and pay los. Od. for bills of quantities before July 27.

Tenders to be addressed, under cover, to the Director oi Contracts, War Office,

Loudon, S.W., endorsed (I. h.) " Tender, Riding Establishment, K. M. College,
Sandhurst,'' and delivered by 10 a.m. of August i». (See advertisement.)

BKEWEKY.
Burton-upox-Trent.—For the works in the extension of the brewery buildings of
the London and Colonial Company (limited) at Burton-upon-Trent. Plaus at the
Company's Offices, 70 Groat Tower-street, London, E.C.

PIEB.
SotJTHSEA.—For a pier on wrooght-iron screw piles. Plans at the Office of Henry
HoUingsworth, the Secretary, Clarence Esplanade, Soutbsea, from the 20th inst.,

until twelve at noon on the 2rth inst, on which day the directors will meet to open
the tenders.

RAILWAY.
Harrowgate.—For the construction of a deviation line of ;railway through Harrow-
gaXc^ commencing near Pannal station, on the line from Leeds to Thlrsk, and
terminating at the Bilton-lane crossing, north of Starbeck, the length being about
4| miles. Plans, &c., from July 20, at the Engineer's office, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
where printed forms of tender, specification, and quantities may be obtained.
Sealed tenders, addressed to the secretary, marked " Tender for Harrowgate
derlation line,'* to be delivered at York to 12 noon of August 2.

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

]B7 Mewrs. Bbabel and Sons.—49, 50. and 51, Bow-Ianc, Chcapsldc, City, premises,
comprising houses, warehouses, printing offices, and workshops, let at £270 per annum ; sold
fl)r£M60.
Komney 31arsh, Keut, 24 a. 2 r. 5 p, of marsh land, known as the Snave Lees, let at £73 per

annum ; sold fur £2,200.
Komney Marsh, .84 a. 1 r. 27 p. of marsh land, called Bedford Field, let at £42 per annum ;

sold for i 1,500.

Bomnev Marsh, 2 a. 3r. 28 p. of arable marsh land, called Long Field,llet at £5 IDs. per an-
mnn : sold for £2io.
By Messrs. D. Smith, Son, and Oaklet.—Oucstling, near Hastings, Sussex, estate known

as stock's Farm, comprising fannhou.se, numerous farm buildings, and 226 a. Sr. 24p. of
arable pasture and woodland, let at £iio per annum ; sold for £3,800.
Beckley, Sussex, three pieces of hop and arable land, together with a wood known as Moss

Land Shaw, two hrjusea. one a shop, containing togetlier 17 a. 2 r. 4 p. : sold for £770.
HlRh-road, Ileckley, l a. 3 r. 20p. of grass land, called Ilobb's Field, let at £3 per annum ;

•old fot £86, including timber.
4a. 3r. 6p. of aratjlc land, with a small shaw, near last lot, let at £4 per annum ; sold

for £140.
Beckley, 1 a. 1 r. 17 p. of grass land, known as " Upper Bexhill meadow," let at £2 per

annnm ; sold for £70.
By Mr. Newbon.—15, Florence-street, Upper>Btreet,;isUngton, residence, let at £43 per

annum ; sold tor £S80.
16, Florcnco-street, residence, let at £40 per annum ; sold for £570.
By Mr. Mabos.— Llmpsfleld, near Edenbridge, Surrey, farm called "Capers," comprising

gmall house, barn, cow and cart sheds, and Its a. 3 r. of arable and meadow land, let at £23
per annum ; sold for £610.
High-street. Kdenbridge. two messuages, the "King and Queen beer-house'* and house

and ihop adjohijng, let at £25 per annum i sold for £335.
Bv Uewrs. Cronis and Son.—Penge, Surrey, plot of building land fronting the high road,

with a cottage thereon ; sold for £li»o.
By Mr. W. T. Attwooi).—High road. Old Krentford, Middlesex, two dwelling-house and

siwps, let at £m per annum ; also a plot of land adjoining ; sold for £800.
Near the highroad from Kew to Ktchmond, Mortlakc, Surrey, estate, comprising 204 acres

of land, with shed and cottat-'c thereon, situate in .Sandy-lane, let on lease at £102108. per
annum ; sold for £3,70o.
By Mr. T. S- Smith.—Eldon-place, Kennington, family residence and garden, known as

•• Ormond House." and a freehold ground rent of £22 los. per annum, arising from the whole
of Man 8-terrace, Horleyford-road, In the rear ; sold for £1,300.
By Messrs. JJobton, Hogoart, and Tbist.—Lower Sydenham, Kent, plots of building

^omid, having firontages to the high road ; some of the lots sold at from £105 to £245 per
plot.
8hlUington,Bedford,E«tat«, consisting of 50a. Or. 35p. of arable and meadow land, with

oams.bulldings, and rick-yard, let at £87 78. Od. jwr annum; sold for £2,250.
Bhltungton. enclosure of meadow land, containing 8a. 3r. lOn., on the high road, let at £20

per annum ; sold for £c20.
6a. or. 6p. of meadow land adjoining, let at £14 lOs. per annum ; sold for £530,
4a. 3r. 2«p. of meadow aud garden ground adjoining, let at £14 28. 6d. per annum ; sold for

4a. 3r. of meadow and garden ground adjoining, let at £13 per annum ; sold for £510.
The Moat Meadow,5a. 2r. aop. meadow and garden ground, opposite last lot, let at £11 48.

per annum ; sold for £500.
fia.2r.a<;p. of meadow and garden ground adjoining, part copyhold, let at £14 18. 6d. per

annum ; sold for £.130.
-^ o. .

^^.*"***^"\ "*''*'' ''<-'tt'r»fieid, Hants, farm, known as Bcrelands, comprising 82a. 2r. 27p. of
arable and meadow land, with bams, cow-sheds, stable, fowl-house, cart-sheds, laborers*
cottage, &c., let at £140 per annum ; sold lor £3,500.

Love-lane, Petersflcld, la. 3r. I2i). of meadow land, let at £8 8a. per annum ; sold for £200.

„ LEASEHOLD.
lieMrs.CnAnwiCK and Son.—l,Horbury.tcrrace,>'otting-hiIl, house, let on lca.se at £72

to «2S"°*
^^ ^ years ft^m September, 1860, ground rent 12 guineas per annum ; sold

ijand3,norbury-terrace,hou«eB, let at £110 per annum, held for same term, ground rentaa per annum ; sold for £1400.

4. Uuri)ur.v-tt'rrat'e, house, let at £5.'' per annum, held for same term, ground rent lOguinc;
per iinnnni ; sold for £5(Ht.

5, Uurbury-terrace, house, let at £55 per annum, held for same term, and ground rent ; ao!
for £.W(i.

0, Horbury-terracc, house, let at HHo per amium, held for a like term, audgroundrent ; so
for £570.

10. Albert-ten-iico, Nottiug-hill, house, let at £32 per aunum,lterm 90 years from Scptcmbc
ISOO, ground rent £5 per annum : sold for £3;i0.

17, Aibert-ternice, house and shop, let on lease at £37 per uuuum, term same as last'; groui
rent £7 per annum ; sold for £330.

18, Albert-terrace, liouse and shop, let at £37 per annum, held for same term, and groui
runt ; sold for £310.

ly, Albert-terrace, house and promises, let at £32 per annum, held for same term, groui
rent £5 per anmuu ; tiold for £310.

20, Albert -terrace, house and »hop. Let on lease at £37 per onmun, held for the same terr
ground rent £7 per annum; sold fur £330.

21 and 22, Albert-terrace, houses and premises, let at £64 per annum, held for same ten
ground-rent £5 ; eacli liousc sold lor £;U0 and £320 respectively.

1, Lonsdale-place, Notting-liill, house and shop, let on lease at £80 per annum, term \

years from September, 1800, (,'romid~rent £10 per auniun ; sold for £740.
2, Lonsdalc-placc, house and .shop, let on lease at £70 per aimum, held for same ten

ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for £&H).
4 and 5, Lousdale-place, houses and shops, let at £72perannmn, held for same term, grouni

rent £12 per annum; sold for £020.
0, Lonsdale-plaee, house and shop, let at £30 per aimum, held for same term, ground rei

£« per annum ; sold for £320. ^ "

Mr. GoDOAaD.—33. 34, 37, 38, and 31), Queen-street, Clielsoa, residences. Also three hous
In a court adjoining, known as liatcocfc s-cottages, and .other premises, let at £146 17s p
aimmn ; sold lor £42.).

3.and 4, Chapel-street, Hammersmith, cottage, let at £28 liis. per annum, term fis yea
from Lady-day last, ground reut £5 per amunn : sold for £145.

0, Horstcy-street, Walworth, house, and a chapei adjoining, let at £24 16s. per annun
sold for £60.

1, Landseer-road, (irove-road. Upper HoUoway, cottage residence, let at £24 per annul
term w years from Christmas 1850, ground-reut 3 guineas per annmn ; sold tor £130.

iJy Mr. Mason.—Long-alley, ;near Finsbury.- circus, eight houses and shops, 1

5, Callcnder-yard, aud 1 to 8, Sugarlouf-court, in the rear, producing £390 las. per annum ; so
for £350.

7A, Orchard-street, Clarence-road, Kentish-town, house, tenn 77 years from Mldsummc
I860, ground-rent 5 guineas per annum ; sold for £230.
Uy Mr. Chispe.—i, Leamington- villas, rui)lar-waik, Croydon, Surrey, scml-detaphedma

sion with pleasu re -^'iirdcn, let at £111* jut ;iunum,held for a term of 96j years from Lady-da
1851, grounil-rent ±,15 per annum ; sold lor 1 1,210.

2, Leamington- villas, let at t'UO per aimiun, term OCJIyears from Lady-day, 1851, groun
rent, £15 per annum; sold for £1,150.
Croydon, mansion known as Cheltenham Lodge, Bedford-park, with two acres of pleasur

grounds, let at £170 per annum, tenn i>8 years from Michaehuas, 1854, ground-rent £45 p
annum ; sold tor £1,480.

1, Scarborough-villas, Bedford-park, mansion, held for 951 years llrom Midsummer, 18J

ground-rent £:io per annum ; sold for £l,ooo.
'J, Scarborougli-villas, mansion witli possession, held for same term and ground-rent ; so

for £1,010.
Bedford-park, mansion known as Malvern House, let at £136 10s. per aunmn, hcldforsaij

term and ground-rent : sold for £1,460.
By Mr. lIuitRELL.—Nos. 1 to 12, Huntingdon-street, Caledonian-road, Islington, twel

residences, producing per annum £547, held for 97 years Irum May, 1852, ground-rent £85 p
annum ; sold for £4,600.
By Messrs. Uuebn.—Nos. '14 and 15, Clifton-villas, Warwick-road, Maida-hill, residenct

let al £100 per annum, term 90 years from Michaelmas next, ground-rent £24 per annun
sold for £1,100.
By Messrs. Collier and Thomas.—Xo. 8, Park-crescent, Kegent's-park, family reslden

with stabling in tlic rear, term 60 years tVom July, 1800, ground-rent £21 5s. (Jd. per annun
sold for £5,370.
By Messrs. Kewbon Nos. 9 to 12, Qrove-lane, Stamford-hill, houses, let at £74 19s. p

annum, term 31 years from Midsummer, 1800, ground-rent 10 giiinoas per annum ; sold i

£390.
50, Euston-road, near King's-cross, residence ; sold for £315.
By Messrs. KiCE, BuoTUEits.—Nos. 10 and 12, Cottage-road, Harrow-road, houses, let i

£70 per annum, term 99 years from June, 1851, ground-rent £13 per annum ; sold for £iVW.
By Messrs. Norton, Hogqart, and Trist.—Eastmeon, Hants, Uainsdean farm, coraprtsir

farm, cottage, numerous outbuildings, and I65a. Ir. 38p. ofarable, meadow, wood, aud commt
land, let at £131 los. per annum ; sold for £3,000.
Kastnieon, Coomlje-cross fanu, comprising farm-house, outbuildings, and 107a. 3r. 24p.

arable land, let at £60 per annum j sold for £l,2.W.

7a. ir. 2lp. of arable land adjoinmg, let at £17 10s. per annum ; sold for £360,
2a. or. 16p. of meadow land adjoining, let at £6 per annmn ; sold for £100.
4a. 8r. 20p. of arable land, UigU-road, I'irdon, Herts, let at £10 per annum ; sold for £390.

ANSWERS TO COKKESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building Nbws,1

Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return tmused Manuscripts.

Strike Clause in Specifications.—Several correspondents ask us to furnish them wi
good examples of the Strike Clause,—perhaps some of our professional readers will enab
us to comply with tiie request.

V. Y The subject of architects' fees is now being mooted In onr correspondence paj

shall be glad to receive your commuiUcution. Names are not printed, unless with t

sent ot the ^vritcrs.

R. L E.—Would be worth certainly not more than £1,500.
A. Goth.—Yes,—a design in the Italian style is now being prepared.
X. Hamlin.—1. You cannot recover under the Building Act. 2. Probftbly an overslgii

3. We are aware of the defect; place yourself in the hands of a good lawyer, experiencf
hi such cases.

W. CoopEK.— Quite correct.
X. Y. Z— Comparatively a new society, but we know of nothing that can he said against i

of course you must expect some risk, if you are offered twelve or tlfteen per cent, uiterest

A. James.—About 4 or 5 miles from Bristol, tlie stone isof a close texture and of a coldsiaK
color.

C. Rowley Not thought so indispensable as foniierly, nevertheless a tour on the conthie
cannot lail to prove advantageous, too mucli depends on tlie habit .of tlie individual for i

to attempt to oflcr any inJ'onuatiou as to the cost.
Rev. J>. W n.^^Elms on Ecclesiastical and Civil Dilapidations," published in 1829.

ABuiLDEE.— It is better to run no risk ; we advise you to take nomoretlian the land actual
conveyed unless the matter can be accommodated. Ofcourse you are aware of the eflect

building on another's freehold.
A.B.—Tlie;clieut cannot be bound by any act of his sun-eyor for which the latter had r

autliority, unless the other side Iiad in any way been Induced to suppose he had geuer
authority .>lfin any way the surveyor have bound his client contrary to the iatter's wish)

he will be liable to an action for the damage sustained;
William F. Omega.- We cannot advise.
M. A.—We have notireceived tlio communication ,to which^^ou refer; inquiry appears di

sirable.

E. Turner, L.W.L., R.M Shall appear In due course.
T. Ligle?.—Below our mark.
E. WAanEN,—Declined with thanks. Not drawn with sufficient care,
J. JoYLEV.—We replied la.st week.
It. 1'.—Wilton Cliurcli, was erected from the designs of T. H. Wyatt, Esq.
A. WiOTON.—Corrected at page 669.
T. Searle.—Shall not be lorgotten.
r.M., K.A., I'ui-iL.—Let us hear from you again.
W. Kino.—Wc have every reason to believe the list of tenders to be correct.
Sumcriber.—Not our fault, ^wc lloug ago expressed our wUUnguess to render all the assla

ance in our power.
AnjoiNiNG Owner.—As you put the case we thlnkyou are entitled to compensation, it la n
every case Miat depends on twenty years' quiet enjoyment. Are j*ou sure you state t

case correcti v
H.N. (Hereford).—Repealed in 1845.
K. Hajllow.—if suitable shall be Inserted.
A. CouHTBAY,—1. We cannot say. 2. Probably. 3. Certainly not. 4. Next year.
R. Vebnon.—We shall bo able to comply with your request In two or three weelcs.
Received.—J.M.R.i Sir O.; Couataut Reader, R. MALLaan ; l\ Simpson; N.E. ; ;

BniicuEH.

L tteeo:
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SOME REMARKS ON ENGLISH, FRENCH, AND GERMAN
CATHEDRALS, IN RESPECT OF GENERAL OUTLINE
AND COMrOSITION.*

OBLE and expressive as were the broad and deep
doorways that were flanked and honored by those
Western towers, there seems room for regret
that the great Galilee porcli did not become
more fully worked out. Had it been carried to
the fulfilment of its capabilities, its fine efl^ect in

deepening the composition by an additional
plane of decoration, together with its great utility

as a sheltering feature, would probably have led
to its general adoption ; wherein a free and
artistic treatment might have secured all the
sparkle and brilliancy, and play of chiaroscuro of
the arcaded portico and porch, one of the most
beautiful things in the wide realm of architecture,
when composed of refined columns and arches,
adapted (not barbarised) to suit their office.

The arcade was the prime charm of the early
Christian basilicas ; it has been the chief glory ofthe

Gothic interiors as well as ofthe cloister ; and, in miniature,
it has greatly contributed to the beauty of the exterior, not

, —ly in pointed Gothic buildings, but in their I,ombardic and
Rhenish progenitors, as well as in the Fisan and Romanesque edifices,
where, as a decoration, it has never been surpassed for elegance and
beauty by any feature whatever. The grandest adornments of the
Gothic, and peculiar to it, arc the continuous ranges of niches, divided
from each other by round columns bearing arches, and filled with
statues ; and no style could have a nobler or more refined mural decora-
tion. The Pisan-Romanesque architects, with almost this element
alone, sketched out a style that has evidently great capabilities. It is

true they used the arcade too lavishly, and showed occasionally a want
of taste in their manner of applying it ; but they have left us neverthe-
less in the Cathedral and Baptistery of Pisa the germ and suggestion of
much that is great and beautiful. The suggestiveness of these "buildings
is not confined to the decorative department : they suggest how noble
and beautifiil an appendage the arcade would be on a larger scale,
forming porticoes or ambulatories, features that must be eminently
useful also—as useful in the North as in the South.

^

Here is an important element ready for introduction into the modern
Gothic, and one that would contribute not a little to give a freshness to
designs of the day.

But to return from what may be deemed too much of a digression.
At one German church—that ot Saint Elizabeth at Marburg,"there is

a general arrangement that deserves notice and imitation as a variation
on the general form. I allude to the omission of the clerestory, which
while it produces greater general nobleness, and allows of a simple
majesty of side-wall externally, might be rendered conducive to in-
creased internal simplicity and beauty. I think the carrying up of the
arches the entire height, and showing the two heights of aisle windows
as at the church just mentioned, or, as it might be, but one lofty win-
dow, gives a classic chasteness and simpUcity that is otherwise impos-
sible, besides securing the beautiful palra-like combination of nave,
pdlar, and outshooting vault ribs all round it, which equality in height
admits, and which alone is worthy of some sacrifice elsewhere. Exter-
nally there is no comparison in respect ofgrandeur between a clerestory
buildmg and one of equal altitude without that feature, when it is
managed as at Marburgh, where the aisles are covered by transverse
roofs over each compartment springing from, or intersecting, the nave-
roof, and not drowned by one vast overpowering roof, as at St. Stephen's,
Vienna. And this superiority of the simpler arrangement it doubtless
was that led Wren at St. Paul's, to disguise his clerestory by mere
screens. The drawback feature of the plan here recommended—viz.,
the insubordination of the side aisles in respect of height—might be
obviated in modern works, by the introduction of a gallery dividin-' the
height of the side aisles into two.

°

But it is I believe the round arched German churches of the Rhine
Valley, rather than the Pointed, that deserve commendation on the
score of general composition, and that, in the latter particular, mio-ht
cha Icnge competition with English and French. There is a grandeur
in the conception of the Rhenish churches, which the Germans, after
takm^ un the Pointed style of France, never again attained to. Tlie
cathedrals of Worms and Spires were, I conceive, never equalled in
the higher qualities of architecture by any buildings subsequently
erected by the Germans. They lost by French influence, which is in
nothing more visible than in the abandonment of the centre tower, a
leature never wanting in the earlier style.

There is a pohit in these round arched churches that seems to have
received but little notice, which I think of great interest and
importance, and believe to be as instructive and suggestive as it is

* By Mr. Samuel Hugoins. Continued from page 510.

peculiar ; I allude to the numerous and varied towers and turrettes,
which render them, in respect of general composition and form,
different from anything contemporary with them in other countries, and
also from the productions of the succeeding Pointed styles in Germany.
In these old churches the great number of towers, their diversity of
size, form, height, and pitch of roof, distance asunder, and position with
regard to the body of the building, give a charm to the composition
that we see nowhere else. At first sight it might be supposed that
these towers were heaped together at random, with a view to a wild
picturesquesness that should rival that of nature ; or that tliey origi-
nated in a furor for towers for the sake of towers ; but we soon find
that if their builders were mad, there was some method in their mad-
ness ; and a short examination of the plans will raise them in our
estimation. Here and there it is true we meet with one that seems
unmeaning in its distribution, or in which the architect did not make
the best use of his materials or masses, and it is certain they show some
errors against correct geometrical arrangement of the different species
of form, such as placing octagonal and even squai'e towers above
circular apses ; but on inspection and reflection it will be found that in
the most of these singular but .pleasing piles, the towers were an-anged
not only with a view to a fine general composition, but to give dignity
to certain important parts ; and that their forms were designed to
increase the expression desirable to be intensified at such parts.
Where two towers occur at each end of the building, the two

couples are of different form, diameter, height, and distance from each
other. The west ones are placed as far asunder as possible, by beinn-
madeto flank the western facades ; while the eastern ones are as close
as possible—viz., in the eastern restraut angles, where, while they
give dignity to the apse, and stand as sentinels, protecting the holiest
place, they balance the west ones, and produce a completer and finer
composition than it is possible to have with only two west towers in
addition to the central one.
But of the number and general arrangement or relative disposition

of these towers, which all terminate in pyramids or spires, there are
many varieties, exhibiting various degrees of merit or ingenuity in
composition. The Cathedral of Andernach on the Rhine has a square
tower at each angle, the western pair larger and higher than the eastern,
and dissimilar from them in design. But in having no central one, it

is, perhaps, the most inferior of the class ; though the diversity of its

two pairs of towers keeps it superior to that species of architectural
groups represented by our King's College Chapel.
At Gelnhausen there is one western tower, one larger octagonal

tower at the intersection of nave and transept, and two circular ones in
east rentrant angles, a better arrangement than the last, but not so
good as many others. The east towers are a little higher than the
octagonal centre one, and the west one is, I believe, a little lower than
the centre one, so that the bounding line declines from east to west,
instead of from west to east as in the best examples.
Worms Cathedral has a pair of circular towers at each end, a third

western one, and a central octagonal lantern, making six in all. The
circular towers run higher than the central lantern, which must be
looked upon as a defect. They are subordinate, however, in diameter,
as well as in position ; and their superior width and beauty of form and
decoration, I presume, was trusted to for giving supremacy. If the
arrangement is not so good as that in which the centre feature com-
mands by its height as well as by every other quality, it is, nevertheless,
a pleasing one. It is the one adopted in most of the Turkish Mosques,
where^a low dome is surrounded by four or six tall poplar-like minarets,
like a guard of honor around an enthroned monarch. The Mahom-
medan domes, however, are generally surrounded by other features
besides minarets, and form the noble centre of effective or harmonious
compositions, made up for the most part of similar forms ; in the
Indian tombs the great dome, surrounded as it usually is by a large
family of domes of different sizes, resembles a venerable patriarch
seated in the midst of his descendants of two or three generations.
At Laach we have an almost unexceptionable arrangement; there we

find six towers, in all, viz., a pair of square ones at east end, a pair of
octagonal ones wide apart at the extremity of the west fayade, a larger
central octagonal one at intersection, and a square one in the centre of
the west end, while at Limburg there are two western ones, a central
octagonal one, and four smaller ones at the angles of the transept,
where they give dignity, and produce facades which rival that of the
west end, at the same time that they are a sufiicient variation on it in
design.

This multiplying of towers is peculiar to Germany, and it has been,
I believe, but little copied elsewhere. At Laon Cathedral, however, in
France there are, or would be if completed as designed, three pairs of
flanking towers, besides the central one, making seven in all; but they
are too similai' in form, and equal in size, as well as too large for the
body of the building, which they seem to drown.

It seems to have been an aim in most of the class of German
churches here noticed to bring one pair of towers (the eastern) pretty-

close to the great lantern at the intersection of nave and ti-ansept, so as
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to form an imposing group at this chief point of interest. Sometimes

tiiere are three apses, as at St. Martin's Church, and that of the

Apostles at Cologne, where they compose a fine group of cylindrical

forms, the axes of the side ones, which form an eastern transept, being

at right angles to that of the east one.

The great pecularity of these churches, their chief merit, and what

distinguishes them fix)m the productions of the Pointed German that

succeeded them, as well as those of the Pointed styles of England and

France, is their having a pair of eastern towers—towers east of the

central lantern, which were generally closer together than the western

ones, and placed, as I remarked before, near to the central tower.

These towers were evidently intended to balance the west ones ; and

they give the composition in which they occur, I conceive, a great

advantage over those in which such leatures are wanting ; the same

advantage that a three-masted ship has over one with two masts.

Cologne Cathedral, we are told, was to have had its central tower and

spire, and two western towers and spires, so adjusted as to height, that

a straight line might be drawn from the summit of the west ones,

touching that of the central lantern, and of the east end, as at Ely, and

as I presume is the case at Freiburg. This scheme of composition

might be the best where there is no eastern tower, though Wren, it is

,
plain, did not think so, for he has adopted its reverse at St. Paul's, and

made the west towers lower than the centre mass. But it only goes to

show the inferiority of what I may be allowed to call the two-masted

to the three-masted arrangement, with the centre one highest, and the

western and eastern pair of towers answering respectively to the lore

and mizen masts of a three-masted ship.

The two-masted arrangement, however, is better than the single-

masted which prevails in most of the French Pointed churches out of

Normandy, and n some of ours, which have only lofty west towers and

no central one.

Churches so designed are better in composition when one of their

two towers has never been finished, carried only a few yards above the

roof, or when only one is surmounted by a spire.

The two-ma.sted arrangement is, of course, very proper, or even one-

masted in small buildings when properly borne out by finials and other

decorative features. A parish church with a single west tower and

spire may make an excellent composition, which is generally aided by

the chancel, and its roof being lower than the rest. It is the length of

the nave that must regulate the number of towers, and as the height of

a ship's mast must bear a fixed relation to the length of the hull, so

the height of the tower should bear a certain proportion to the length

of the body. There is a proportion which the tower shovild not exceed

in height, and this a very important thing to bear in mind. To aim at

giving a tower as great a height as funds will permit, irrespective of

the length of the church, is a practice that one would fancy the slightest

reflection would be sufEcient to explode, yet it is often done. Any
structure that towers above the body of the building should be kept

from overpowering it, and becoming the principal mass or story ; as its

effect is then to degrade the building instead of dignifying it, which is

the case with some ancient parish churches that could be named, whose
towers soar high above the body, and show themselves as the principal

mass, degrading the church to a secondary one, or basement of the

tower.

I have but one or two points more to notice in these old German
churches; one worthy of especial mention is the roofing of these

numerous towers. With all our admiration ofthe loftytod acute pointed

spire, its value in a vertical composition, its expression of sympathy
with religious and heavenward aspiration, it is impossible not to be

charmed by the sober wisdom and pure artistic taste displayed in the

merely pyramidal roof of these towers which are surpassed in quiet

dignity by no form of the Pointed Gothic. I think the obtuse spires

of these churches, those of about §0", or which have not thrown ofl' the

roof character, are most rational and consistent features. They have
an innate nobleness, a natural and true dignity ; and they are in perfect

harmony with the noble round arches, and thick, broad, and quiet masses

of wall they surmount.
In these old churches the centre towers, as before observed, are

generally of octagonal plans, which are worthy of attention, as a varia-

tion on the square, a form that admirably befits the west end, but in the

centre, very well replaced occasionally by a more elegant form, as best

snitcd to its lofly position above all the roofs. In several continental

examples the centre tower springs in a square form from the roof, and
is shortly converted into an octagonal lantern, which again passes into

a cylinder, terminated by a dome. This is a pleasing form, and its

square base makes a better junction with the roof of the body than an
octagonal one would have done. Tlie introduction of a second or inner

plane in the formation of the lantern, would have admitted of some
beautiful arrangements within, such as the introduction of an inner

series of pillars, or the coupling of the pillars on a radical line.*

* To be eontlnaed.

THE INSTITUTE AND THE PRESS—THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.

FEW could have been more astonished than the writer of tliis article at

the announcement which appeared in the Bdilding News respect-

ing the resolve of tlie Institute to exclude the press upon the occasion of

the "consideration of the scheme submitted to its members by the

Council," such scheme being a fancied untying of the Gordian knot, and
setting free the great question of " Diplomas." A more unwise—a more
mischievous resolve could not have been made. Was the result in any
way foreshadowed to the Council, and did this resolution find favour in

their sight on the ground, that in case of anticipated defeat the contest

would be unknown to the public ? "Vain hope— if such were really the

case ; vain thought—like burying our head in a gooseberry bush, and
fancying the whole body out of sight ! I suppose the resolution was duly

brought forward and passed,—but being late on the first occasion I cannot

vouch for it. At previous meetings I have found the real business com-

mencing at about half-past eight, so thought forsooth that it would be so

upon the late diploma discussion meetings, and allowing myself, in con-

sequence, this latitude, found that " special meetings " were evidently

exceptions to the rule. How any body of gentlemen could be found

advocating a discussion of a question upon which the interest of so im-

portant a profession were involved witli closed doors, I cannot divine. To
call the meeting a private one is sheer absurdity. In what constituted its

privacy ?—called by circular—without the word " confidential '" written

or printed thereon, it differed in no respect from the ordinary general meet-

ings of the Institute, at which members of the press are invited to be

present, and a report of the proceedings at wliich find their way, iu

consequence, wherever any party or parties reside who take an interest in

the movements of a body devoted to the dissemination of sound views upon

subjects architectural.

Besides this, the holding this meeting was announced in the columns of

the architectural journals, and the attention of architects generally di-

rected thereto ! Where, then, the necessity of keeping its proceedings

quiet—of denying to those parties not privileged to attend its meetings a

summary of the report ? Even its own members, who, from absence

from town or other causes, were absent, are completely in the dark as to

what was done, or, more properly speaking, not done. The report issued

by the Council to its members is exceedingly vague ; no amendment no-

ticed, save those which were carried; no shadowing forth of the views held

by those Fellows who spoke in their favor; nothing by which any clue

can be obtained as to the real state of feeling upon this point by the

members who were present upon those occasions. I, for one, cannot under-

stand tlie matter, but should simply advise the press to be as silent upon

the future ordinary meetings of the Institute as they were compelled to

be upon the two extraordinary meetings, which will not soon be forgotten

by those who were able to attend them.

And now as to the grand question over which there has been such a

hubbub: what of the "hash" that was so well prepared for us by the

Council; what of the results of all their elaborate (for doubtless they were

elaborate) culinary operations ? "Alpha" has drawn rather a discou-

raging picture ; he is evidently vexed, because he has had the field, appa-

rently, almost wholly to himself. But does he fancy ^that while he has

been writing others have ceased working ? If so, he deceives himself

and is disquieted at a vain shadow. No, that some are at work—that

some will be at work—the adjourned meeting in Novemter will doubtless

show; and I venture to predict that the result will not have to be summed
up in that ominous little word, which for sake of brevity we will make as

short as possible, " nil."

The resolution of Professor Donaldson was, to my mind, a most unwise

one, fettering it with a tie that led to almost endless discussion, and which

had a tendency to draw the attention from the real questions that the

members had to consider. Why the propositions could not have been so

worded as to bear the discussion upon the great principle that was at

stake was greatly wondered at ; why a portion of the curriculum should

have been grafted into it, was equally surprising. But the most astonishing

thing of all was the announcement of the mover that the Institute

was a private body—a club of jolly good fellows—met together, not to

benefit the profession to which they belonged, but to foster a love of

caste, an act most ruinous, most detrimental to the students of

architects in general. Glad were we when this view of the constitution of

the Institute was discarded, when Fellows openly stated their opinion

that the Institute should be the recognised head of the profession. For

this I shall ever contend, and as far as my humble endeavours will assist,

will strive to place it upon an equal footmg with the Royal College of

Surgeons.

The original resolution was to the following efi'ect:
—"That it Is

desirable to afford an opportunity for a voluntary professional examination

to the present Associates, and to the future Fellows and Associates of the

Royal Institute of British Architects. That an elementary examination

be, therefore, established for the students and Associates of this Institute

under the age of 25 years, and a higher examination iu the theory and

practice of the profession for Associates above that age, and for future

Fellows."
Had this been carried, it would have been the death-blow to the

Institute, and well might it have cried out " Save me from my friends!"

In what way would the scheme, as thus propounded, benefit the Institute?

The learned Professor endeavoured to show that the gain would be great;

but though Ids remarks were calculated to foster a belief that an

architectural examination would be conducive to the interests of the

profession if compulsory, yet this tendency certainly did not advance his

particular—and, pardon me for adding, peculiar—views respecting the
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vaunted voluntary examination. The discussion upon the resolution, and
the amendment -wliieh I proposed " Tliat the examination should be a com-
pulsory one upon all who should hereafter enter the profession, and that

steps should be taken by the Institute to attain the power requisite to

enforce this," was not of that earnest nature we might have looked for.

Some Fellows who held hard and fast to the original propositions, continu-

ally introducing matter foreign to the subject, and dealing with details

which only encumbered it, jerplexed those who, with one aim and end
in view were advocating the adoption of a principle. The case was in a
nutshell. Either an examination was necessary, or it was not ; if necessary

at all, it must assuredly be necessary to the whole professional body, if

unnecessary for them, then why necessary to those who can claim to

belong to an Institute wliich has already insisted upon a qualification for

membership, and who are supposed not to need, for the public's sake, any
further diploma, or mark of distinction ? This was the real point at

issue, but into what a maze the discussion led, none can tell save those

who heard it. Before the amendment was finally put to the Fellows, it was
seen that there was no chance for its success, for out of the few present

the majority were indirectly or directly connected witli tlie Council, and
seemed bent upon carrying their scheme. A compromising amendment,
therefore, was drawn up, the avowed object of which was to gain time,

and the meeting ended by simply declaring " That it is desirable to aflbrd

an opportunity for a voluntary professional examination.''

Thus concluded meeting No. 1 : a meeting not without its effect ; for

though the Associates could not vote, they showed, in an unmistakable
manner, to the Council, their opinion upon the several points brought
before them, and gave evidence of an antagonism that promises to be any-
thing but pleasant to those members of the Peace Society who are among
its governing body. With the method of electing the Council, which
seemed to give such umbrage to one of the Fellows who spoke, it is not
in our present province to enter, but it foreshadows a movement which
will ultimately lead to the abandonment of the " house list," metliod,
which, I understand, has been generally adopted since the formation of the
Institute.

The second meeting was held for the further consideration of the sub-
ject; showing that the decision of the first meeting was not considered
by any means a settlement of the question, although the only real object
of these discussions should have been the details of that voluntary ex-
amination which had been approved of the previous night. The ball

was opened, however, in a rather unexpected manner, by an eminent
Member of the Council, Mr. Digby Wyatt, moving a resolution—as a first

motion and with no reference whatever to those amendments adopted the
week previous—bringing the matter back to precisely the same point from
which we had first started. It was evident, therefore, that the Council
were fully determined to carry their object, and it was expected that
they had beaten up for recruits in the interim, and made their position as
strong as possible. This resolution was seconded by Mr. B. Ferrey,
another member of the Council, though absent on the first night, and sup-
ported by one or two others. The writer again proposed an amendment to this
proposition also, by moving that "A separate committee, of Fellows, not
of the Council, and Associates should be formed for the purpose of ascer-
tiiining the feeling of the various Provincial Societies and the profession
at large, and report thereon to a meeting to be held on some future day,
or early next session." This was seconded by Mr. I'Anson, and warmly
supported by Mr. K. Kerr, who, it appears, intended moving a similar
amendment. This was the only rational course to be adopted; but the
original resolution was clung to by its supporters with remarkable
tenacity, and the amendment most strongly opposed—on the ground
chiefly, I believe, of creating an antagonistic power. This, however, was
the only effectual method whereby the question could be fully ventilated.
It was proposed with this object in view, and not out of disrespect to the
Council, or personal motives ; for most of the members are strangers to
the writer, though the tongue of good report has oft spoken in their favor.
It was felt that the Council could not, with its present machinery, ac-
complish the object; that it was exceedingly undesirable to fasten addi-
tional work upon the shoulders of the hon. secretaries, who already have
enough to do, and that a committee formed as proposed, and working con
amore, could alone obtain the information required and prepare the report,
which would necessarily be of a very voluminous character. The Council,
however, would not see this; and at last, as undentier resort, Mr. D. Wyatt
proposed an amendment upon his own resolution—" That the subject be
adjourned till November, to enable the Institute to ascertain the opinion
of the Provincial Societies."

This was ultimately put and carried,—accomplishing my object, though
by different means. The number for were 13, and against 9. This repre-
sented the entire strength of the Fellows present upon the occasion—though not the meeting, for the Associates could not, unfortunately for
the cause, vote ; and it would be rather interesting to know how many of
this number (13) were members of the Council ; it is reported there were
10 present, but I have not had an opportunity of ascertaining this

; perhaps
Mr. C. Gray, or some other friend will let you know.
"L. L. Y., " in his article upon this question a week or two since, said

that we should hear no more of the diploma affair—that the Institute
would be quiet now, henceforth and for ever. I am glad to say that I believe
he is mistaken. I have reason to know that the zealous honorary secre-
taries are placing themselves in communication with the various architec-
tural bodies throughout the kingdom, as so strongly recommended by their
fancied opponents at the meeting, and that they are fully determined to
carry out the wishes of those members. They have entered upon a labo-
rious task

i but I hope, having put their hand to the plough, they will not

turn back. I have faith in them, though that faith will not prevent me
from picking up any little crumbs of information that I may meet with,
so that we may be additionally prepared for the dreary month of November.
1 should be obliged, therefore (on the part of others too) if the secretaries
of the societies with whom I am not acquainted would communicate
with me.

I have given you, above, a very condensed summary of what took place ;

but I believe it to be a faithful outline of the proceedings. My next object
is to show that I consider the " compulsory system " an essential one to the
true advancement and purification of the profession. This compulsory
examination would only be for those who would enter the profession some
two or three years after the power to enforce it had been obtained, so
that it would not interfere with any now in practice. My time however
warns me that I cannot enter upon it in this article, somust lavoryou with
a second at some convenient season.

W. W.

THE SESSIONS HOUSE, CLERKENWELL GREEN.
THE completion of the alterations to the Sessions House, Clcrkenwell-

green, was celebrated on Thursday last by a grand banquet in the new
dining-hall. It is only by observing the various objects which have passed
away, that, like travellers drifting down a stream, we become fully con-
scious of our own progress. Time was—in the year 1600—when the jus-
tices of the county of Middlesex held their meetings at a common inn, called;

the " Castle," near Smithfield, where Howes informs us they were much
inconvenienced by the carmen and other frequenters of the place. It was
then that the worthy mercer. Baptist Ilicks—the first citizen who, after
receiving the honor of knighthood, still stuck to the family shop—con-
ceived and nobly carried out the idea of building a fitter place for the de-
liberations of the justices. It was constructed of brick and stone, with a
" stately portico " at the entrance, and cost altogether about £13,000. It
was situated some 200 yards north from Smithfield, at the widest part of
St. John-street, where the buildings of London then terminated. All be-
yond was the open country. It was unsafe, even loO years later, to pass
alone and unarmed where St. John- street-road now lies fringed with
peaceful dwellings. Persons waited in 1780 at the end of Wilderness-row
until a sufficiently large number had collected to be escorted to Islington
by an armed patrol.

The new house being finished, on Wednesday, the 13th day of January,
1612, 26 justices assembled there for their first meeting. They were
feasted by Sir Baptist Hicks, and" there they all with one consent gave it

a proper name, and called it ' Ilicks' Hall,' after the founder, who then
freely gave the same house to them and to their successors for ever " (Sir
B. Hicks was afterwards made Viscount Campden ; he resided at Ken-
sington, and died in 1620). The hall, has in its turn, been long since
swept away ; one only relic of it— a chimney-piece—is preserved in the
present Sessions House. It would have been even sooner forgotten, but
that its position to the north of the city made it the point whence the dis-

tances along the Great Northern-road were measured. So many " miles
from the spot where Hicks' Hall formerly stood" was inscribed upon the
milestones, and it thus shared a certain kind of celebrity with the equally
forgotten " Standard at Cornhill " and "St. Giles's Pound." The mile-
stones have remained even to our own day, and the inscriptions have puz-
zled many besides Mr. Jedediah Jones, who travelled from Barnet to
London, and back again, in the vain hope of discovering where the oft-

mentioned building " formerly stood."
In 1782—seventy years after its erection—the accommodation provided

by the worthy knight was insufficient, and the business of the Sessions'

House was removed to its present site in Clerkenwell, which was then a
more fashionable neighbourhood than it is now. The nobiUty had only
just migrated from it, and the watchmakers had not gathered there like a
swarm of locusts. The " Green " was not a paved roadway, but justified

its name. Upon the hill side, between it and the valley of the Fleet

—

where large playgrounds are now unintentionally provided for shoeless

dwellers in Cow-cross-street—the present Sessions' House was built. It

stands on a plot of ground, 110 feet from east to west, and 78 feet from
north to south. Three sides were of the dirtiest brick, with windows at
different levels and of various sizes, aaieeing neither with each other nor
with the architectural features which aecorated the principal entrance.
On the latter front, which is still preserved, anything approaching to

architectural display was alone attempted, remindiug us somewhat of the
old verse

—

" Back and sides g:o bare, go bare,
Both foot and hand go cold ;

But belly, God send the ale enough.
Whether it be new or old."

Stone columns and a [pediment stand upon a rusticated base, pierced
with semicircular arches. The entrance is in the centre, and is approached
by a flight of steps. There are large windows on the first floor, lighting

what was formerly the dining-hall, and over them are medallions. These
features have all been preserved in the recent alterations, but an attic has
been placed over the pediment to conceal the new dining-hall, which it

does very effectively, and without interfering with the general character of

the front. The skeleton of the old building is likewise preservedontheother
fronts, but it has been clothed with stone dressings round the windows, and a
coating of cement has been put on the hitherto plain walls. No attempt has
been made to reconcile the varying heights of the different stories with the

horizontal lines of the chief front. The thing was altogether impossible.

Some few months ago we engraved the exterior of the building, showing the

nature of the embellishments which Mr. Pownall has put to the dingy old
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building. No additional works hare been added to the exterior, if we
except a small porch, forming a private entrance for the magistratess on the
south fide. It was doubtless the necessity for more accommodation in

the interior which suiigested the alterations. The want of a second court
had been long felt. The committee-room was often obliged to be used for

this purpose. Farther space was likewise needed by the Clerk of the

Peace. A new staircase, entered from Silver-street on the western front,

has been constructed, leading to the offices of that functionary, and con-

ducting likewise to the central hall and to the remainder of the building.

The County Treasurer and his clerks have offices on the immediate left of

this entrance. The Keeper's office and apartments are on the right hand
or nort h side of the building. The old kitchen of the magistrates on the

east side of tlie plot has been turned into a record office. The centre of

the basement has been devoted to cells for different prisoners. These have
been considerably augmented and improved. Every accommodation has
been provideJ for them, and provision made by means^of horizontal flues

leading to the boiler and air drains for their efficient ventilation. On the

principal floor a large hall 34 feet square occupies the centre of tlie block.

It is gained by the before-mentioned staircase from Silver-street, and by
the principal entrance on Clerkenwell-green. Around it are grouped the

Tarious offices. On either side of the principal entrance is a room 24 feet

by 21 feet. That at the north-east corner is the Grand Jury room ; that

on the opposite side is the committee room. The latter was formerly used

as a second court. It is tlierc that the oak cliimney-piece, taken from
the original " Hicks' Hall," is preserved. It is a finely-carved piece of

Jacobean work, and boars an inscription recording the gift of it by Sir

B. Hicks in 1612, and its removal to its present position in 1780, when
the present Sessions' House was constructed. A corridor runs between
these rooms and the central hall, communicating with the magistrates'

•taircase and entrance on the south and the jurymen's and counsels'

staircise on the north. The offices of the Clerk of the Peace occupy
nearly the whole of the south side. The Indictment Office is adjoining

the Silver-street entrance. The central hall is a good sjjecimen of the

internal architecture of the last century, and the modelling of the old

plaster ornament deserves the study of modern workmen. It is vastly

superior to the new work. Very little alteration has been made by Mr.
Pownall in this part of the building, but one important improvement by
him is the introduction of a lantern at the summit of the dome, which
enables the fine work to be properly seen. The general architectural

disposition is old. He has, however, removed the former winding
staircase, and substituted a handsome single flight of stone steps, leading
direct to the old court, and a wide stone balcony conducting us to tlie

New Court at the opposite side. This gallery is provided with a

handsome iron railing, with the county arms, three scimitars, lor a centre

pattern. At the corners are massive gas standards. The old composite
caps to the pilasters have likewise been removed, and Ionic ones substi-

tuted. The old entablature remains. The frieze is a beautiful piece of

plaster work. Here are alternately introduced, amidst winding foliage,

the Caduceus of Mercury and the Roman fasces. Between the pilasters

Mr Pownall has placed eight statues, modelled from the antique by Mr.
Brucciani. Xhey represent Wisdom, Equity, Justice, Truth, Commerce,
Innoct.ice, and Mercy. In the spandrels above the original medallions
representing Equity, Slander, Wisdom, Mercy, &c., are preserved. The
dome whicli covers the hall is decorated with octagonal diminishing
panels, with small squares between them.

The c iloring of the interior is very similar throughout. The lower
part of the hall has been splashed in imitation of grey and red granite:

above, the walls are colored stone color, the mouldings painted white, and
the panels grey. The two new doorways to the old court are very
elegantly designed; on passing through them we find ourselves in a semi-
circular apartment, witli an open gallery running round the upper portion

of it, supported by small columns. This has a very good effect, and it is

useful also, for it forms a passage for the upper offices. The new court is

exactly at the opposite side of the hall. It is a rectangular apartment,
fitted up in the ordinary way. It was formerly the magistrates' dining-
room, but by lowering the ceiling a little, a new hall has been very cleverly

introduced over it. This court is still of sufficient height, 21 feet, and the
ceiling is divided into nine panels, by bands of double guiloche. The
centre of each panel is fitted wi(k open ironwork for ventilation. The
color of the walls is stone color, with grey in the ceiling. On the south
side of this Court is the judges' retiring-room, a lobby and small stairs

leading to the bench. The lobby opens on to the landing of the magis-
trates' staircase. The rooms for the witnesses and female witnesses are
on the cpposite or north side of the court. The old court and hall is sur-

rounded by the magistrates' private room, the office of the chairman of
accounts, and tlie magistrates' retiring-room, which likewise opens on to

the magistrates' staircase in face of the doorway to the similar room of the
opposite court. The lawyers' consulting and robfng-rooms are conveniently
placed on the north side between the two courts. On a mezzanine story
over these latter rooms a new magistrates' kitchen, &c., has been contrived,

and on the same level on the other side of the hall, a library, an extra
flight from which, up the magisti-ates' stairs, leads to the dining-hall. It

is lighted by semi-circular windows at each end. At one end is the waiters'-

Tooms ; at the other, the magistrates' dressing-room. Although this new
dining-room is really an extra story, it is mvisible from the street. A
small attic introduced over the pediment effectually masks it. This could
not have been done if it had been roofed in the ordinary way, but the
architect very wisely ceiled it with curved timbers to gain as much height
as possible, and at the same time to avoid great height at the springing.
The curved shoulders of the rooms were consequently a structural neces-

sity. The sides of the room are arched, and are composed of Corinthian

pilasters. In the spaces between the pilasters portraits are hung of the

chief magistrates and lord lieutenants of the county, commencing with the

famous Sir B. Hicks, in the costume of James the First's reign, and
closing with the present much-respected chairman of the Board. The
plaster-work of the ceiling has been designed with great taste and origin-

ality, and in contemplating tlie general proportions of the chamber, we
should never suspect that the architect had had difficulties to contend
with, so well has he mastered them. The alteration of any building is at

all times a troublesome matter. . A good many things must necessarily

remain which the architect would gladly remove. His hand is fettered in

every direction, by the original plan of the building and by the taste of

the original designer, for it is essential that when completed the building

should bear as little evidence as possible of alteration. This requires a
deal of self-denial on the architect's part, and for it he seldom obtains his

due praise.

The works have been executed by Messrs. Piper and Son, under the im-
mediate superintendence of the architect, Mr. Fred. Hyde Pownall, of

Gower-street. The clerk of the works is Mr. John Jarvis, who appears,

from the excellence of the work, to have very ably performed his duties.

THE MAIN DR.A.IN.\GE.

THE works of the Southern High Level Sewer, which have for some time been
suspended, owing to the pecuniary difficulties of the contractor, Mr. Hel-

lings, have been resumed, an arrangement of an amicable cliaracter having lx;en

come to between him and his creditors and sureties. We learn from a contem-
porary that at an adjourned meeting of the creditors of Messrs. Hellings and
Yeoman, held on Tuesday, the statement submitted by the accountant, Mr.
Kemp, showed liabilities, £15,132 17s. 6d. ; assets, £13,353 17s. Gd. ; in addition

to any sum that may be received from the Metropolitan Board of Works of the
balance of moneys retained by them, and estimated at £0,000. An offer of 153.

in the pound, at equal instalments of four, eight, and twelve months, was
accepted, after some discussion, such ofier being guaranteed by Messrs. Lee and
Bowles, who, it was stated, had purchased the plant, and were proceeding with
tlie works of the Southern High Level Sewer.

Middlesborough.— Cottage Hospital.—Ihe foundation stone of anew
Cottage Hospital was recently laid at North Ormesby. New streets having been
built in front of the present hospital, in Middlesborough, and the patients having
been thus deprived of both fresli air and quietness, the erection of another
building, removed from the town, was planned. An appeal was made to the

public, and a sliilling subscription collected from all parts of England to assist in

carrying out the undertaking. The appeal has been well met, and, in some cases,

larger sums have been subscribed. A gas lamp, with the inscription " Cottage
Hospital," is all that distinguishes this hospital from the adjacent cottages.

Five of these cottages in the street constitute the hospital. In the first, at one
extremity, on the ground floor is the sitting-room, and on the floor above the

bed-room of the lady superintendent. It the three next in succession are the

wards, a receiving-room, and kitchen ; in the last, at the otlier extremity, the

sitting and sleeping rooms of the nurses. The interior has the same unpretending

appearance as the exterior ; the character of it is simplicity, cleanliness, and
comfort. We understand tliat tiie work will be contiuued in the same unpre-
tending manner and in the same spirit, when removed to the new building at

North Ormesby, though ou rather a more extended scale.

Sale of the Opera Colonnade Hotel.—Last week this magnificent

establishment, occupying the entire north side of the Opera- colonnade, next Her
Majesty's Theatre, and lately occupied by the members of the Junior United
Service Club during the redccoration of their club-house, was put to public auction

by Mr. Daniel Cronin, at Garraway's, Change-alley, Cornhill. The sale attracted

a\ery full attendance of speculators. The property is held under five leases,

for a term of which 19 years are unexpired, subject to a rental of £1,779 4s. per

annum. Before the biddings commenced, a solicitor handed in a paperprotesting

against the sale, and cau.sed some delay by the delivery of a lengthy address,

calculated to deter persons from bidding. The auctioneer, with some difticulty,

at length stopped him, and the lease, goodwill, and the possession of the premises

being put up without an offer, Mr. Cronin added tiie whole of the goods, fixtures,

effects, stock, wines, &c., at an upset price of £7,500, and no advance being made
on that sum, the property was brought in by the mortgagee.

Worcester.—The Banking premises of Messrs Berwick, Lechmere,
and Isaacs have been rearranged and embellished by Messrs. Wood and Son of

that city, from the designs and under the superintendence of Mr. John Billing,

ot Westminster. A spacious banking-room has been formed and elaborately

enriched, and the plan of the several apartments, staircases, strongrooms, &c.,

has been adapted generally to the requirements of the extensive business so long

carried on in those premises. The new fittings comprising the counters, desks,

chimney-pieces, stoves, fenders, clock, stands, &c., have been ornamented with
electro copper deposited from natural forms, fruits, flowers, and corn, and are a
good example of what may be done in this material to provide a more perfect

reproduction of nature's works in a permanent material than has been before

attempted at a moderate cost. We beUeve that this material must shortly come
into extensive use.

Drinking Fountains.—Two of those useful works have just been
opened: one at the West-hill, Highgate, by the inhabitants, consists ofa projecting

gi'anite howl springing from a recessed alcove ol polished white marble, around
which and on the surface of the wall is an arch and pilasters in red marble. The
wliole is enclosed by a good architectural sU'ucture in keeijing with the foun-

tain, 12 feet in lieiglit, giving an imposing appearance to the work. The other,

erected under the superintendence of Mr. Uolls for Charles Gilpiiu M.P., is a

work of sculpture in bronzed metal, the subject being that of " Moses striking

the Hock," arranged on one side of a marble alcove, on the other side of which is

a figure of a Hebrew woman in the act of giving a boy a cup of water. "Tlie

figures are modelled in bold alto-relief, and the deep color of the metal in which

they are cast contrasts well with that of the white marble. They are by the

sculptors Wills Brothers, of the Euston-road.
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THE ARTS-MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.*

IT would 1)6 premature to anticipate the conclusions of Mr. Lowe's Com-
mittee. But we may presume that if favorable to the continuance of

the Arts Museum—whicli we can hardly bring ourselves to doubt —they
will advocate the extension of its sphere of usefulness, and put an end totlie

miserable starving policy hitherto adopted. We do not mean to advocate the

removal of the National Gallery or of the Natural History collection from

the Britisli Museum to what is a part of tlie old court suburbs. Without
treading upon this delicate ground, there is ample room for the develop-

ment of tlie Arts Museum—" scope and verge enougli " for its extension

to tlie furtherance of art education among us. It is impossible for the

most captious to deny that the South Kensington establishment is a model
one. It shows in every respect traces of the active direction of a master

spirit, of one, whoever he may be, is [thoroughly acquainted with the

subject. We know of no similar institution, here or on the continent,

where there is evidence of so much liberality, such a firm determination to

consult the wishes and convenience of the public. The guardianship is never

obtrusive or offensive, neither is there any reason to suppose it is remiss

There are no servants, as in the Museo de Cluny, to point out crudities

like the Medicean cabinet, in expectation of a douceur. While in connexion
with exhibition, many important problems have been solved. The picture

galleries may be too small and devoid of an ornamental character, which
we admit and regret, but they satisfactorily solve the two problems so

long quarrelled over,—how to light a picture gallery by day and how by
night, without detriment to the full exhibition of the qualities of their

contents. The experience acquired here will be of the highest value in the

construction of the future National Gallery. If Mr. Lowe's Committee
report in favor of keeping up the Arts Museum, we may anticipate that

grants will be recommended for the erection of new structures, and this

will lead to the determination of the character and range of the collections,

opening up entirely new ground for investigation and debate.

Wo regret that the Committee should be limited in their inquiry, and
wish that it had embraced all the national collections of art. Had this

been done they would perhaps have recommended the appointment of a
permanent unpaid commission, composed of gentlemen most eminent for.

their cesthetic culture, who would exercise a supervision over all the col^

lections, compatible with their peculiar privileges. By this means a unit

would be given to their mauiigement; many irregularities prevented; an^
their educational effects developed to the fullest extent. The dispersion of

works of various classes among the collections of art, in fractions too

small to be beneficial, might be remedied by the passing of a sliort Bill,

empowering the national collections to exchange and lend their contents

among themselves. The beneficial results of this measure would soon be-

come apparent. Whenever we have a National Gallery built worthy of

the nation, it would be most desirable that it should contain the pictures

which are works of art, that are now lying perdus at Hampton Court,
Dulwich, and the British Museum. The National Gallery has pictures not
sufficiently important for exhibition there, including eleven out of the
recently-purchased Beauconsin collection. They might be exchanged for

the same number of works at Dulwich, and would serve quite as well the
purpose of attractive furniture. The British Museum possesses drawings
by the great masters, most of which are stowed away in portfolios, out of
the reach of public study. They ought to be in the National Gallery, as

well as the collection of prints. In Great Russell-street are magnificent
Limoges enamels, with Majolica and della Robbia ware. The Soulages and
Bernal collections have their gems at South Kensington. Would it not
be preferable that they should be united, to form a comprehensive illustra-

tion of the arts of potters and enamellers ? Then, again, the Tower,
Woolwich Repository, the Britisli Museum, and Soutli Kensington possess
separate collections of arms, armour, weapons of war, models, &c., that
would form a magnificent Artillery Museum, superior to the Paris Musee
d'Artillerie. These riches are nearly useless. The Woolwich Repository
is invisible to the public. At the Tower, visitors are galloped through by
a Beefeater, illiterate and ignorant of the subject. There is no time for

observation and study. The wliole management at the Tower is ignoble.

Should there be an objection to forming an Artillery Museum at South
Kensington, an admirable site might be found for it in the grounds of
Chelsea Hospital, and wliere, in the guardianship of the veterans of our
armies, the tropliies of English valor whicli a.-e rusting pell-mell, would
find an appropriate home.

The Sedgefield Lunatic Asylum.—The Sunderland Guardians had
under discussion at a recent meeting the decision of the magistrates to add
a wing to Sedgefield Asylum. A general feeling was expressed in opposition
to this proposal, and the Visiting Committee were directed to submit to the
magistrates that steps should be taken for terminating the contract with the
Newcastle Union, in consequence of which the additional accommodation in
qaestion was required.

Darlington.— The Market Designs.—During the last few years it
has been very evident that a covered market was essentially necessary
for the increasing wants of this town. The Local Board of Health, anxious to
remedy this want, some few months ago offered £100 for the three best designs
for a covered market, in sums of £.50, £30, and £20. The time having recently
expired for such designs to bo sent in, the result has been that thirteen
competitors have entered the field, some of whom have sent two design* each,
and tlie designs have been exhibited in the Mechanics' Hall, for the in-
spection of the public. It is, nerliaps, needless to say that the majority
display ingenuity on the part of the competitors.

* Concluded from page 548.

BUILDING PROGRESS AT WATFORD.
SINCE the introduction oftherailwaysystcra of locomotion, the suburban

town of Watford, like similarly situated places, has been much
altered, its old antiquated inns and taverns having been rendered com-
paratively desolate, the ancient hostclries, as a matter of course, liaving

given place to modern hotels.

However, notwithstanding the various fluctuations that have taken
place within the last five and twenty years the old town and neighbour-
hood still maintain a considerable amount of prestiye, and at the present

time new buildings arc arising in and about it to a considerable extent.

One portion of the ground in the immediate vicinity of the noble park
belonging to the Earl of Essex has been laid out for villa residences, and
already two very superior ones have been completed from the designs

of Thomas Harris, Esq., architect, 30, Charles-street, Berkeley- square.
These structures are distinguished by originality of treatment, there

being no shams in them, every material employed telling its own tale,

no cements or other artificial compositions being used. The basements of

the villas are ingeniously planned, and contain larders situated towards
the north, beer and wine cellers, tanks for rain-water, coal-cellar, and
other conveniences.

On the ground floor of each there is a dining-room 20 feet by 14 feet 6

inches, exclusive of the area of a large bay-window and recess for side-

board: attached to the dining-room is a large china closet. The drawing-
room is 18 feet 6 inches by 13 feet 6 inches, having a handsome bay-window
at one of its ends; to this there is a morning or breakfast-room connected
by folding-doors. This room is 12 feet by 13 feet 6 inches, and has also a
bay-window in addition to its rectangular area.

The kitchen is 16 feet by 15 feet, and has a scullery attached to it, 16

feet by 9 feet.

On the first-floor there are four best bed-rooms, with a bath and
dressing-room combined, together with an additional dressing-room, and a

large linen closet. In the roof there are two large attics, with lumber
stores, &c. Attached at the rear of one of the villas there is a stable for

two horses and a coach-house ; and to each there is a conservatory.
Internally all the architraves, skirtings, &c., are formed in mouldings

flush, or within the walls, by which space is gained with no risk of

breakage. The windows are all glazed with British plate-glass.

The general external facings of the principal portion of the buildings
are of stock bricks, with the quoins and arches of Suffolk whites ; the
stables, however, are entirely of red brick with the exception of the partial

adaptation of flints, which have been very judiciously applied.

The IVew Hotel at Watford now in course of erection, is situated in close

proximity to the railway station and the town, having one of its fronts

towards the station-yard, one portion directly facing the railway, and one
of its elevations fronting the town. The whole of these fronts are treated
architecturally in point of design, and as combined form a very satisfactory

composition.

On the ground floor of the hotel is planned a coffee-room, 25 feet 6
inches by 16 feet 9 inches, and a billiard-room of similar dimensions; a
kitchen, bar, bar-parlor, and larders, a waiter's pantry, scullery, and
requisite offices.

On the first-floor there is a principal sitting-room of the same dimen'
sions as the coffee-room, three private sitting-rooms of smaller sizes, and
three bed-rooms.
On the second floor there are eight bed-rooms and a dressing-room. The

attics contain the servants' sleeping apartments. The building is faced
externally with white bricks, having horizontal bands of red brick in-

troduced.
In addition to the main block there is one at the rear, in which is

planned accommodation for forty horses in loose boxes and stalls, together
with coach-houses and covered sheds for the housing of carriages and other
vehicles.

The new hotel and its appurtenances are being constructed from the
designs of J. Livock, Esq., architect, 9, Buckingham-street, Adelphi, Lon-
don ; the proprietor is Mr. Jolin Simpson.
Mr. Noble, 14, Eccleston-street, Pimlico, is the contractor for the main

block, which comprehends an area of 270 square yards; and Mr. Henry
Hall is this contractor's general foreman at the building. Mr. Matthews,
builder, Camden-town, is carrying out the stables and other buildings at
the rear.

Tlie style adopted is modern Italian. The principal fa9ade is 60 feet in
length, and the flank elevations 43 feet each. The height from the foot-

patli level to the cornice at the eaves is 37 feet, above which the vertical

height of the roof is 10 feet in addition.

The hotel is most advantageously situated, being on a rising ground,
having a balustraded terrace in front, and the surrounding ground, as we
understand, is to be laid out as a pleasure garden. Mr. Mark Davidson is

the clerk of the works, under the supervision of the architect.

Model Cottages, Greenhill, next Harroio-on-the-Hill.—In the immediate
vicinity of Watford, the new hotel, and the villas which we Iiave briefly

described, several model cottages have just been erected at Greenhill, from
the designs of Mr. Harris.
These domestic buildings on a small scale are especially adapted for the

habitations of the laboring classes, and are planned with the view of im-
proving the conveniences and ameliorating the state of this useful section

of society, physically and morally.
On the ground floor of each cottage there is a parlor, 11 feet by 9 feet

6 inches, with a combined kitchen and living room of the same size, the
staircase being in the centre between each.

On the first floor is what is termed the " parents' bed-room," 11 feet
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4 inches by 9 feet 6 inches ; a sleeping-room for boys, 1 1 fbet 4 inches by

5 tet ; anil one for girls, 9 feet by * feet. The heights of the floors in

tte clear are—ground floor 7 feet 6 inches and the first floor 7 feet.

In each parlor is fitted two cupboards, one the full height of the room,

•ad the other dwarf, with bookshelves orer it.

On the walls we observed a simple and great improvement, wliich

might be adopted with advantage in other rooms, besides those of cottages,

this is the insertion of wood-stained grounds flush with the walls, for the

purpose of driving brass-headed nails in for suspending pictures from,

thus saving the disfiguring the plastered walls by such process. At the

external angle of the kitchen is fitted a meat safe, having perforated

openings for the circulation of fresh air through it. Attached to the fire-

place is a copper, and on one side of the kitchen is a useful dresser. The
parlor is boarded six inches clear of the ground to avoid damp, and the

kitchen is paved with slabs of York-stone.

Over the staircase, above the headway, there is a closet for linen.

These cottages are constructed in double blocks, one cistern serving for

both waterclosets, and at each there is what is termed a " lean-to " roof,

which forms a sheltered place for washing and other domestic purposes in

hot weatlier, beyond which is an enclosed shed and a brick-built dust-bin.

In remarking upon these peculiar, but humble dwellings, we must
confess in their internal planning, that not an inch of area has been

thrown away, and when we consider that two of them have been built for

the moderate sum of X300, there cannot possibly be any demur in pro-

ceeding with similar erections j we are, therefore, glad to see such im-

provements progressing in the habitations of the poor. One peculiarity

in the construction of these cottages is that their walls have a hollow space

of three inches in their centre, their total width being twelve inches, this

is for the prevention of damp penetrating the interior. The skirtings and
window linings are all executed in Portland cement, and no paint is used

inside—the whole of the woodwork, being as it ought to be, merely stained

and varnished.
The entrance doorways are protected by open porches, having stained

deal posts resting on York-stone landings, 5 feet 6 inches by 4 feet, and
roofed with red tiles. The party-walls are carried right through the roof

to prevent the communication of fire. These walls are covered with
moulded copings, having stone corbels. The external walls are faced with
stock bricks, with the introduction occasionally of red bricks, both of

which are produced in the neighbourhood ; white Suffolk bricks are

sparingly used in the quoins to give a contrast of color. Barge boards are

adopted at the gables, and the upper portions of the roofs are hipped back
to obviate the appearance of squareness. This, in connexion with the

chimney shafts, gives a varied and picturesque sky-line. The roofs are

covered witli Welsh slates in two colors.

The cottages have been built for a private gentleman residing in the
TJcinity, who has had the whole of the ground thoroughly drained, and
we are assured that the structures could have been built at a still lower
rate (by a London contractor) than that we have named, but with a
praiseworthy liberality and kind feeling, we were informed that the pro-

prietor preferred a neighbouring builder to erect his cottages. In addition

to the works now finished and in progress in this vicinity, we were shown
plans and elevations of a new church and school-rooms which are about to

be erected from the designs of Mr. Harris.

THE NEW LEBKAEY AND READING EOOMS, AT MELBOURNE
AUSTRALIA.

WE have had much pleasure in examining a very large and excellent,

collection of sculpture, at the studios of Mr. Brucciani, Little

Rtusell-strcet, Covent-garden, and High Holborn, now completed and
shipped to Melbourne, for the embellishment of the rooms as indicated

above. The structure intended to receive the specimens of plastic art,

has been built in the Classic style, oh a large scale; and, as we understand,
was designed by Mr. Smith, formerly of Southampton-street, Strand, but
who is now settled in Australia as a professional architect. The three
principal rooms in the building measure respectively about 60 feet by
40 feet, 40 feet by 30 feet, and 40 feet by 25 feet, in combination with wliich

there is a spacious staircase.

The principal works, prepared by Mr. Brucciani comprise, the group of

the Laocoon, the Apollo Belvedere, the Antoninus and the Dying Gladiator,
from the originals in the Vatican, at Rome. The Listening Slave, Pair of
Boxers, and the Venus de Medici, from the Tribune, at Florence. The
Diana of the Chase, Masaniello, and the Diana Robing, from the Louvre,
at Paris. The fine colossal statue of the Ilissus, and other works from
the pediment of the Parthenon, at Paris, the originals of which, by Phidias,
are now in the British Museum, London. A series of unequalled bassi and
alio relievi, from the works of Michel Angelo, Lorenzo Ghiberti, together
with fac-similes, full size, of several of the chef-d'teuvres, by Canova, in-
cluding the group of the Graces, the Venus, and Perseus ; and a very
extensive collection of busts of eminent men, including those of Homer,
Milton, Dr. Johnson, Shakespeare, Newton, Schiller, Goethe, Bufibn,
Voltaire, &c
The artist has also prepared 4 60 bassi relievi, from the Panathenaic frieze,

which are to be used as decorations under the cornice of the large room
of the building adverted to.

This fine collection of sculptures of the highest class of art will, no
doubt, be highly acceptable to our countrymen in the antipodes, and the
Tarious works will assuredly tend, in no small degree, to improve the
t««e for art in our thriving colony ou the other side of the globe.

THEATRICAL SCENERY.
THE principal novelty during the season at Her Majesty's Theatre has

been the revival of Weber's opera of " Oberon." This fine work of
that celebrated composer has been produced with great liberality on the
part of the management, and equal taste and skill by the scene-painters.

On the rising of the curtain, " Oberon's Bower " is discovered. The artist

has imagined a secluded dell, across which has fallen branches, stems,
and foliage, supporting in graceful folds some light and sparkling drapery,
which serves to reduce the wildness of nature to a kind of fairy home.
By the side of this drapery we gain a peep at the distant valley, closed

on both sides by gently undulating banks, with rows of iialm-trees upon
them, stretching away to the horizon. The side-scenes are formed of
tropical trees, plants, and flowers, into the midst of which the deepest
shadows are thrown. A dance and a chorus are executed here, the pink
dresses of the dancers being composed and "carried ofl'" by the various

red flowers, and the white costumes of the singers receiving the same
assistance as regards the general effect by the flowers more or less white,

while the blue scarves worn by the latter performers throw back and
repeat the cool color of the foliage. The sky is pale but warm in tone,

against which the delicate green of the distant palm-trees forms an
agreeable contrast. In the centre is a group of tropical plants in full

flower, which opens and shows the heroine of the piece, whose dress

being of silver tissue, with a dark blue bodice and a deep red scarf,

harmonises with the general efiect, and in the absence of the dancers and
singers becomes the principal point, and produces a different arrangement.
The whole scene now changes to an exterior view of Bagdad, with the
Tigris flowing beneath its walls. The sky is heavy and leaden in tone,

giving prominent relief to the delicate warm colors of the buildings,

domes, and turrets, which are again relieved, and more forcibly, by the
dark blue of the river: on one side are vessels with their sails set and
beneath them is a tent, all in varied and warm tints, supporting and
throwing back the buildings, and the whole effect is assisted by objects

in deep shadow on the other side. The wings of the preceding scene
answer the same purpose in tliis more extensive view. This is followed

by a very elegant interior; the arches and supporting columns are painted

to give the appearance of gold, to which some pale green curtains give
an agreeable contrast, particularly as the two masses are separated by
smaller curtains, or festoons of white lace. The larger curtains are
presently drawn aside, and a procession enters. At the end of it two
dark red lanterns appear beneath the arches, which, with the still darker
reds of the soldiers on one side of the stage and the low-toned yellow with
black stripes of the retinue on the other, having the gilt architecture and
portions of the green and white curtains for a background, i)roduce a very
rich and picturesque effect. The richness and power of the dresses on
the stage receive great assistance from the white dresses of the female
attendants being massed between the soldiers and the scene behind them.

The second act opens with another handsome interior of considerable

extent, and represents the Caliph's harem. It is surmounted by a dome
covered with pale blue damask, the lower part is gilt, and divided into

alcoves having darker blue curtains. The guards and attendants are

again assembled here. The Caliph is seated in the centre with his feet

upon a splendid crimson carpet, which increases the brilliancy of his

gorgeous dress, forms a leading point of color as well as of form in the

scene, and gives a new effect and arrangement to the costumes which had
been seen in the last scene of the preceding act. Another variation in the

general effect is obtained by placing a numbsr of dark blue dresses behind
the Caliph, and from a principal character wearing silver chain armour and
occupying from time to time different positions in the front. This scene

changes to another view, having two promontories for its principal features,

and a foreground formed of architectural remains, between which grow a
profusion of tropical plants. This scene is artistically treated, the sky is

ifreely painted, and the foreground is executed with breadth and effect.

The general tone of color may be considered by some as more conventional

than true to nature, but it makes the foreground the leading point of

the composition by enabling the painter to throw his vivid lights and deep
shadows upon it, together with the varied andrichcolorsof the vegetation,

and thus produces an arrangement which had not been seen before in the

opera.

The third act commences with a very dark but well painted rocky glen

—the darkness of which gives great relief to the torches of the demons,
who suddenly start from all its recesses and perform their incantations to

raise a storm, and wreck the lovers in their attempt to escape from death.

This is followed by the sea lashed into fury by the successful working of

the spell. In' candor we are bound to confess that we like this scene less

than any we saw during the performance. It is very dark, and there are

two parallel lines in the horizon, repeated by the same number of lines

equally parallel on the shore. In accordance with the music, the sun, we
presume it. is, rises, but sets almost immediately in the same place, and it

is as quickly followed by bright starlight, a mode of proceeding not at all

favorable to scientific observations. The starlight, however, diffuses

a beautifully cool effect throughout the heavens, and removes the parallel

lines to which we have objected. Towards the end of the scene the dark-

ness of the sea is turned to good account in giving prominent relief to a

sea nymph who appears in a silver shell, illuminated by the electric light,

and alUiough the whole is one distinct mass of brightness, the lyre, to

which she sings, reflects the most vivid rays, and so assists in giving some
degree of gradation to the brilliancy of the whole.

It may be as well perhaps to venture here upon a slight digression,

particularly as it relates to scenic effect. We remember the opera of

Oberon when it was first produced at Covent Garden Theatre, and that
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the song by tlie sea-nymph called the " Mermaid's Song " was considered

the gem of the opera, but upon that occasion it was sung almost in the

dark, wliich gave much more effect to tlie music tlian the silver shell, and
the electric light do in tlie present revival,; we, therefore come to the con-

clusion that the scene painter should be very careful where he introduces

his sta?e effects, because for want of discretion he may injure instead of

assist the composer, and , we think that was decidedly the case in this

instance.

The first scene of actl he 4th is a pleasing variety from anything which
had been previously shown. It is the exterior of a more humble dwelling

than those which have preceded it. The style in which it is painted is

both powerful and picturesque. A broad verandah runs along one side

of the cottage, casting an extensive shadow on the upper part of the wall,

giving an opportunity of introducing many telling and decided lights on
the stonework, which, being rather warm in tone, contrast sharply with
the varied tints of the shadow, in which cool color prevails. The sky is

the brilliant blue of sunliglit, with some luminously white clouds opposed

by the dark slates of the roof. A palm-tree stands by the side of the

cottage, the green leaves blending upwards with the azure sky; and the

aerial effect is sustained by some distant palm-trees, which seem to melt
as they diminish into the clear and delicate gradations towards the horizon.

It may bo remarked here that this scene is placed very forward on the

stage and depends greatly on its own artistic merits, but the dress worn
by Madame Alboni being composed of wliite, dark red, and blue, gives

point, while it accords with the general arrangement.
The last scene represents a fine hall, in the Palace of Charlemagne, with

receding arches extending from one side of the stage to the other. Up the
centre is a double row of altars with sacred fire on the tops. A procession

takes place of soldiers, priests, courtiers, and retainers, which, with the
Emperor seated on his throne, form varied and rich masses of color pro-
ducing a very fine effect, greatly assisted by a line of guards placed aci-oss

the stage behind the court, having their uniforms of white witli pale blue
horizontal stripes falling into tone with the grey stone of the architecture
at the back, and thus a large extent of cool and retiring color is obtained,
which relieves the groups in front, gives increased richness to their dresses
and renders the sparkle of their ornaments very brilliant indeed. It is

scarcely necessary to repeat that this opera has been got up in a style

highly creditable to the taste and liberality of the management.

PERCHLORXDE OF IRON, AND THE QUANTITY OF ARSENIC
IN IT.

AT the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, held on Friday at
Guildhall, a report prepared by Dr. Hof.man>', F.R.S., and Dr. Frank-

land, F.R.S., on a communication received from Dr. Letheby, with reference
to the quantity of arsenic in Perchloride of Iron, was read. The report having
been read, the Board eaine to a resolution, that the explanation given by Drs.
Hofmann and Frankland was highly satisfactory. The following is a copy of
the report :

—

London, Jidy 17th, 18G0.
To the Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Worlts.

" Sib,—Having perused a letter addressed by Dr. Letheby to Mr. Deputy
Harrison, to which you called our attention, we now beg leave to express our
opinion upon the subject of that communication.
" Dr. Letheby states in his letter fhat he has found in the gallon of ' Dales'

Perchloride of Iron ' not less than 238 grains of chloride of ai-senic, adding at
the same time that this quantity ' is sufficient to poison about forty persons,' and
'that the form in which the arsenic exists in the liquid is one of the most
dangerous of all the compounds of ai-senic—tar more dangerous than the common
white arsenic' He concludes with mentioning that his object ' is to warn
against the use of so friglilfully dangerous a liquid,' since, ' according to the
report of the Chemical Referees (August 12th, 1859, p. 6), every 1,000,000
gallons of sewage would require GO gallons of the Percliloride to disinfect them,
a quantity that contains enough arsenic to kill 2,040 persons ; and if the whole
of 80,000,000 gallons of a day's sewage were so treated, it would be necessary to
cast into the Thames every day nearly 180 lbs. of one of the most dangerous
preparations of arsenic'
"The perchloride of iron manufactured for disinfecting purposes almost

invariably contains a small quantity of arsenic, which is derived from the iron
ores used in its preparation. We have carefully examined th« perchloride used
In our experiments on deodorisation, to which Dr. Letheby referes, and find that
it contains 52-1 grains of arsenic in the imperial gallon, which, expressed as
chloride of arsenic, amounts to 125-9 grains; from which it is evident that the
uquid we worked with contains but little more than one-half of the quantity
present in the sample examined by Dr. Letheby.
" We lay but little stress upon the difference of results furnished by the experi-

ments of Dr. Letheby and those made by ourselves, for it is our deliberate
opinion that even were the perchloride of iron to contain ten times the maximum
quantity of arsenic observed by Dr. Letheby, its application for the purposes
contemplated in our report could not afford grounds for the slightest apprehen-
Bon of danger.

o ri-

"This our opinion is based upon the following considerations :—It is well-
known that the most efficient antidote of arsenic is the hydrated peroxide of
iron, such as is produced bj^ the addition of alkaline liquids to perchloride of
iron. The action of this antidote depends upon the formation of a compound of

. -0-7 - liquid „» „„ ..•^c.i.o ^i.mui
involves the conditions for the production of an amount of the antidote im-
mensely greater than that necessary for the complete precipitation of the arsenic
contained in the perchloride.
"The ultimate plan of dealing with the sewage contemplated by the Board,

COTisisting, as It does, in collecting the sewage in settling reservoirs, and filtering
Ofl the deposit formed after the addition of perchloride of iron, it is obvious that
tWs mode of proceeding completely excludes the possibility of the Thames be-

coming contaminated with arsenic. Altliongh tliere could not exist any doubt in
our minds upon this latter point, we nevertheless considered it of sufficient
interest to submit it to the test of airect experiment. Sewage freshly taken f^om
the Fleet Sewer, and mixed with the proportion of perchloride of iron, recora-
mendid by us for deodorisation, did not, after filtration, contain a trace of iron,
and careful experiments, made with the most delicate tests, failed to detect even
the most minute trace of arsenic, proving that the whole had been precipitated
and removed from the liquid by the peroxide of iron, termed by the action of the
sewage upon the perchloride of iron.
" 'Tlie dejiosit formed during the subsidence contains the arsenic in n perfectly

innocuous form, and, moreover, diluted to such an enormous extent that the last
grounds of apprehension entirely disappear.
" A very extensive series of experiments give 30 grains as the average amount

of suspended matter in a gallon of London sewage. Now, supposing that the
addition of perchloride oi iron to the sewage gave rise to the deposition of tUs
suspended matter only—whilst, in reality, it at least doubles that amount—the
quantity of arsenic as resulting from Dr. Letheby's experiments, viz., 180 lbs. of
chloride of arsenic, corresponding to 98 lbs. of ordinary white arsenic, would be
diffused in 342,857 lbs. of material, constituting the daily deposit from the London
sewage ; or one part of arsenic would be mixed with 3,000 parts of solid matter.
"It is, perhaps, of some interest to compare with this result the amount of

white arsenic in some deposits from water which occur in nature.
"Modern chemistry has proved that arsenic is much more extensively diffused

than was formerly supposed, the ferruginous deposits from the majority ofmineral
waters having been found to contain this substance in appreciable quantities. K.
Daubree, a French chemist, who has been engaged in experiments upon the
question, has even succeeded in proving the presence of arsenic in sea water. We
may here limit ourselves to quoting the proportion of arsenic contained in the
deposits of some of the most celebrated mineral springs.

Onepart of white
Name of deposit. arsenic in

Wiesbaden, as determined by Fresenlus (deposit
in basin of well) 061 parts,
(deposit iu the pipes) 67 "

Carlsbad (deposit in well) 278 "
Deposit from London sewage, deodorised by per-
chloride of iron 3,000 "

"But let us now consider what will be the influence ofthe arsenic in perchloride of
iron, supposing this agent to he used for deodorising the sewage flowing without
subsidence into the Thames, such as contemplated by the Board until the neceg-
sarjj arrangements for the ultimate disposal of the sewage are completed. It is

obvious that the perchloride of iron must affect the sewage exactly as in the
previous case, and that the whole of the arsenic will exist in the insoluble or
innocuous form before the contents of the sewers are discharged into the river

;
the only difference then being, that the innocuous deposit will, in the latter case,
be carried into the river, whilst under the former circumstances it would be re-
tained upon the filter beds.
" Now, we cannot think tliat a deposit containing not more than one part of

arsenic in 3,000 parts of matter, when further diluted with the whole bulk of the
river, need cause any serious apprehension. But we may go a step further, and
assume tor a moment that the wnole of the arsenic contamed in the daily supply
of perchloride of iron could penetrate into the Thames in the soluble or poisonous
condition. The average volume of water which passes Richmond daily is calcu-
lated to be 800,000,000 of gallons, and if we add to this the supplies which the
river receives in its progress to London by tributaries and sewers, we are pro-
bably not far from the truth if we estimate the daily volume of water passing the
metropolis at one thousand millions of gallons. If the daily quantity of white
arsenic, taking as the basis of the calculation the estimate of Dr. Letheby, be
diffused through this volume of water, there would be contained one grain of
white arsenic in 1,450 gallons. The Wiesbaden water, which is generafly con-
sidered a wholesome water, contains one grain of white arsenic in 166 gallons.
"The following considerations may, perhaps, assist in restoring the equilibrium

of the most timid. The daily average consumption of water, as such, and in the
form of bread and beer, by an adult, may be fairly estimated at about half a
gallon; but supposing an individual, blessedwith so thirsty a constitution as to
require a gallon, it is obvious that ten years would not have been sufficient to
supply him with an amount of arsenic which, if administered in one dose, would
prove fatal, and that a quantity of 3J tons of coal would be required to
evaporate Thames water in a potable bulk containing an equal quantity of
white arsenic.
" It is thus evident that the extreme dilution which the arsenic contained in

the perchloride of iron suffers in becoming mixed with Thames water, is alone
sufficient to exclude the very idea of danger, even if this arsenic had not been
converted, as we have shown it to be, into a perfectly innocuous compound before
it reaches the river.

"We have the honor to be. Sir,
" Yonr obedient, servants,

(Signed) "A. W. Hofmann.
" E. Frankland."

Baffaelle's Apollo and Marsyas in Rome.—Kaffaelle's Apollo and
Marsyas continues to excite unbounded admiration in Rome. Among the artistic
notabilities whohave visited it are Professor'sTommaso Miuarde, Niccola Consoni,
L. Cochette, G. Sanguinetti, G. B. Conevari, &c., each of whom on inscribing
his name in M. Morris Moore's visitors book has added some glowing words ex-
pressive of his feelings. All declare the Apollo and Marsyas to be one of the
most exquisite works of Raffaelle, as displaying in the highest degree that refined
perception of beauty and expression by which Raffaelle towers above all other
painters. No one in Rome dreams of discussing its authenticity, since to hint a
doubt would be a proof of the crassest ignorance— dell' ignoranza la jriu cratta.
To have seen Raft'aelle paint it, say they, could add nothing to their convictions.
It is pronounced well worthy to stand with the Borghese Entombment, the
Dispute del Sacramento, or any work of the most classical period of the
master.

International Exhibition of 1862.—The guarantee fund subscribed
now amounts to some £300,000. It is understood that the Royal Commissioners
for the Exhibition of 1851 are willing to grant the use of a part of their estate at
South Kensington for the exhibition, and tliat a portion of the buildings to be
erected will be permanent, available for future exhibitions of art and industry.
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THE PROVINCIAL EXHIBITION BUILDING AKD MUSEUM OF
CANADIAN INDUSTRY AND ART, MONTREAL.

WE lay before our readers a wood engraving of the Exhibition Build-
ing and Museum, now being erected by the Board of Arts and Manu-

ftctures upon St. Catherine-street, Montreal.
The form of that portion of the building now in process of erection is

that of a cross. The dimensions of the nave are 84 feet on St. Catherine
and Cathcart -streets, with a length between those streets of 184 feet. The
two transepts originally designed to be 60 feet by 40 feet each, will only be
now 60 feet by 20 feet, giving an extreme length in this direction of 124
feet. The framework of the structure is to be of iron, enclosed in brick, the
facing of Toronto white pressed brick ; the whole of the remainder of the
exterior being made up of real and false windows alternating, giving the
Miitcc a light and pleasant aspect.
Two galleries, 20 feet wide, will extend all the way around the interior

of the building, affording an immense extent of space for exhibition pur-
poses, a3 well as for the Museum, which is to succeed the Exhibition.

The contractor is bound to have the building ready for occupation on
the 1st day of July next. Messrs. Soucis and St. Louis have built the
stone foundations. Messrs. Deguisc and Duplessis have the contract for

the brickwork.
Three foundries have been employed for some time past upon the cast-

ings—viz., those of Messrs. Johnston and Co., Ives and Allen, and Rogers
and King. The factories of Messrs. Shearer and Ostell have been em-
ployed in the preparation of the woodwork. The strength of the girders,

Sec, is being carefully tested before they are placed in the building.

On the main floor will be placed the machinery and heavier articles, the
lighter goods going to the galleries. The steam-engine to furnish the

motive power is being specially made by Mr. Geo. Brush, at the Eagle
Foundry. The shafting, &c., will be in the basement. Added to the
north-cast tran^t, and extending 176 feet towards University Avenue, it

it proposed to dS^ a temporary structure for the Horticultural Exhibi-
tion. Tl''« "'"^B '"'" '•'level of the main floor, a person standing
upon whri '

trill I^& dowi^s from a terrace on the flower-show beneath.
The ga.. ..' fot^^e Fine Arts Exhibition will be in the upper portion

of this transept, md will be speciSUy fitted up for the purpose, and
lighted entirely from the roof. This gallery will be 60 feet by 40. Oppo-
site this in the south-west transept will be placed a splendid organ now
being constructed by Mr. S. Warren.
Some of the largest manufacturing establishments have already be-

spoken large portions of space for their goods.

Fains will be taken to make the interior decorations such as to show
everything most advaptageously, and make the tout ensemble very fine.

In the north east transept, under the Fine Arts gallery, and adjoining the
Floral Exhibition, the Board contemplate fitting up a reception room for

the Prince and his suite. The most convenient i)Iaces around this en-

trance will be set apart for members of Parliament, &c., and the sub-
scribers for reserved seats. These tickets are going so fast that they bid
fair soon to be at premium.

Tlie origin of the Boards of Arts and Manufactures in Canada is to be
traced to the efforts of the Mechanics' Institute of Montreal. In their

annual report for 1855, they refer to efforts already made to induce Parlia-

ment to give assistance for the establishment of a Free Library and
Model room. Mr. Perry, then in Paris, there found the idea, which the
mechanics of Montreal had been pondering, practically developed by the
French Government, and laid the information he gathered there before
Canadians. This induced further efforts, which were heartily supported
by the Toronto Institute, and in 1857 Mr. Vankoughnet, as Minister of
Agriculture, &c., brought in the bill wliich is now on the statute book.
The institutions which Mr. Perry and the Mechanics' Institute desired to

see transplanted into Canada had already, between the Exhibitions of 1851

and 1855, been transplanted in Britain and is day by day growing in im-
portance ; the South Kensington Museum, with other cognate institutions

forming in fact the English Conservatoire Jes Arts et Metiers.

Men need be taught by the eye as well as by books or teachers. Teach-
ing by object lessons is becoming a favorite method even in infant schools
And what are these museums but series of object lessons on the grandest
scale. The greatest triumphs of the age are found in the applications of
the sciences to the arts of life, and it is time that in Canada we had our
Museums of Art and Industry connected with schools of science and art.

This, in short, is the idea gradually to be developed as the means placed
at the dispo.^al of the Boards by the Province permit. An exhibition held
for a few days or a week is a very excellent and instructive thing for a
mechanic ; but a museum and library of reference, that he can study all

the year round as his leisure serves, is better. It is important, therefore,

in judging of the building now in course of erection and the site, that its

future and constant uses should be kept in mind. Here will be gathered
in time—we hope not a long one—a large collection of agricultural and
industrial products and models of inventions, a library of reference and a
school of design ; perchance also (let us hope it will bo so), a school of
mines as well. It ought, in fact, to become a great Working Man's College,
a School of Science, and Gallery of Art.

There is much latent talent among the mechanics of Lower Canada ;

many a young man, who with proper advantages, might win distinction
for himself and country, as an inventor or artist. The Board ask pos-
session of the means to foster and develop that talent. It has already
made a beginning of a Library of Reference containingthe published patents
of Britain and the United States, to which will be added those of Canada
about to be published. Ere this year is out, it hopes to have its Museum
well started nlto.—Montreal Paper.

METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT .VCT AMENDMENT BILL.
AS AMENDED BY THE SELECT COMMITTEE.

A BILL as amended by tl)e Select Committee further to amend the .Act of the
eighteenth and nineteenth years of Victoria, cliapter one Iiur.dred and

twenty, for the better Local SlansJgement of the Metropolis.
Pren7nble.—W\\ereas an Act was passed in the Session of Parliament holden in

the eighteenth and nineteenth years of the roign of Her Majesty tjueen Victoria,
intituled "An Act for the Better Local Management of the Metropolis :" and
whereas the said Act was amended by a certain other Act passed in the
session holden in the nineteenth and twentieth years of the reign of lier present
Majesty, chapter one hundred and twelve, and was further amended, and certain
furtlier and other provisions were made by another Act passed in the session
holden in the twenty-first and twenty-second years of the reign of her present
Majesty, chapter one hundred and four : and whereas it is expedient furtlier to
amend the said first-mentioned Act : be it therefore enacted by the Queen's most
excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons in this present Parliament assembled, and by the au-
thority of the same, as follows :

Debt in respect of Counters Creek Worla, and part of Debt in respect of
Unveiisbourne Worlis, redistributed and made j>ayul)le out of Money bor-
7-oiccd on the security of the Main Drainage Rate.— I. Whereas the Metro-
politan Commissioners of Sewers, in exercise of the powers conferred
upon them by the Act of the eleventh and twelfth years of the reign
ot her present Majesty, chapter one hundred and twelve, did cause
to be prepared and did approve of certain plans for the Main Drainage
and Sewage Interception of the Metropolis, and certain sewers and
works included in and forming a portion of the plans so prepared and ap-
proved were constructed and'completed by the said Commissioners or by the Me-
tropolitan Board of Works; that is to say, the sewers and works known as the
Counters Creek Diversion Works: and whereas the cost of the said works,
amounting to tlie sum of forty-three thousand seven Imndred and twenty-one
pounds fitteen shillings, was defrayed by moneys borrowed on certain securities,

which securities and raoneys-flre included amonrat atid form part of the oecuri-

ties and moneys enumerated in Schedule A to this Act, and the de6t incurred
in respect thereof was charged by the said Commissioners upon the following
Sewerage Districts ; viz., the Counters Creek, Ranelagli and Fiilham and Ham-
mersmith Districts, in certain shares and proportions, and has been apportioned
by the Metropolitan Board of Works, pursuant to tlie one hundred and eighty-
first section of tlie firstly recited Act, among the several parishes or parts of
parishes which heretofore constituted the said districts, tliat is to say, Paddington,
Chelsea, St. Mary Abbott's Kensington, St. Margaret and St. John the Evan-
gelist Westminster, Hammersmith, Fulham, WiUcsden, St. Marylebone, St.

George Hanover Square, St. John Hampsttad, Acton, Ealing, andChiswick:
And whereas it is just and expedient that the cost of and incidental
to the construction and execution of the said sewers and works,
amounting to the sum aforesaid, sliould be deemed to he part of the expenses ot

and incidental to the works wliich the said Metropolitan Board are by the said Acts
of the eighteenth and nineteenth Victoria, chapter one luindred and twenty, and
the twenty-first and twenty-second Victoria, chapter one luindred and four, em-
powered and directed to construct and execute for the improvement of the Main
Drauiage of the Metropolis, and for preventing as far as may be practicable, the

sewage of the Metropolis from passing into the River Thames witliin the metro-
polis : and whereas certain other worKs were executed by the said Commissioners,
known as the Ravensbourne Works, and the cost of such works, amounting to

the sum of twenty-si.v tliousand five hundred and forty-five pounds sixteen

shillings and fivepence was defrayed out of moneys borrowed on certain securi-

ties, which securities and moneys are included amongst and form part of the se-

curities and moneys enumerated in the said Schedule A to this Act, and
the debt incurred in respect thereof was charged by the said Commis-
sioners upon the following sewerage districts ; viz., the Ravensbourne
and Greenwich districts, in certain shares and proportions, and has

been apportioned by the said Metropolitan Board of Works, pur-
suant to the said firstly-recited act, among the several parishes and places or

parts of parishes and places which heretofore constituted the said districts; that

IS to say, St. Paul Deptford, Greenwich, Kidbrooke, Lewishain, Camberwell,
Charlton, Eltham, and Lee : and whereas the last-mentioned works partly

enure to the Oeneflt of the metropolis at large, and it is just and expedient that

a portion of the costs and charges thereof, amounting to the sum often thousand
pounds, should be deemed to be part of the said expenses of and incidental to the

works which the said Metropolitan Board are empowered and directed to construct

and execute under the said Acts of the eighteenth and nineteenth Victoria,

chapter one hundred and twenty, and the twenty-first and twenty-second Vic-

toria, chapter one hundred and four: be it therefore enacted, that the debts

incurred in respect of tlie costs and charges of the said Counters Creek Diversion

Works amounting to the said sum of forty-three thousand seven hundred and
twenty-one pounds fifteen shillings, and in respect of the said portion of

the costs and charges of the said Ravensbourne Works, amounting to

the said sum of ten thousand pounds, making together the sum of

fifty-three thousand seven hundred and twenty-one pounds fifteen shillings,

shall cease to be the special debts and obligations of the said parishes and
places and parts of parishes and places, and the same shall be deemed to have

become, on the first day of January one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six,

transferred to and charged upon, and shall stand charged upon, the Metropolis

at large, as defined by the said firstly recited Act, including the said parishes and
places and parts of parishes and jilaces comprisedwithin the limits thereof; and
all sums becoming jiayable under or required for the payment of any security

given for the moneys so borrowed to the extent of the said sums of forty-three

thousand seven hundred and twenty-one pounds fifteen shillings and ten thou-

sand pounds, or of any interest due or to accrue thereon, shall be paid by the

said Metropolitan Board of Works out of any moneys which they may have

already borrowed and raised or may hereafter borrow and raise of the security ef

the assessments or rates made or to be made by them for the Metropolis Main
Drainngfi Rate under the provisions ofthe said Act of the twenty-first and twenty-

fccond Victoria, chapter one hundred and four ; and the said board shall take

an account between the parishes, places, and parts aforesaid originally charged

with the said debts and ooligations, and the metropolis at large to which the

sameare hereby transferred, and shall reimburse or give credit to tliesaid parishes,

places, and parts for any sums which may have been overpaid by tliein or any of

them on account of principal or interest in respect of the said suras of forty-three
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thousand seven Iiundred and twenty-one pounds fifteen shillings and ten thousand

Eounds respectively (if any), since the first day of Januan,- one thousand eight

undred and fifly-six, beyond the sums which would have been due from them

or any of them if the transfer and apportionment hereby directed had been in force

on the first day of January one thousandeighthundi-ed and fifty-six, and the said

board shall place any such excess to the credit of such parishes, places, or parts,

in reduction of their next orsome future"ordinary assessment upon such parishes

or parts for defraying their expenses in the execution of the firstly-recited

*ct.
. .

Application of part of moneys raided on security of Metropolit Main
Drainage rate to repayment of sums expended on Victoria Street Sewer
since 1st Jan. 1856.— ll. And whereas, at certain times between the fitst day of

January One thousand eip;ht hundred and fifty-six and the passing of this Act,

certain works were executed by the said Metropolitan Board of Works, for the

reparation and reconstruction of portions of oue'of the main sewers of the metro-

polis, known as the Victoria Street Sewer, and the expenses of and incidental to

the execution of the said works were charged by tli« said board on certain parishes

in the metropolis, which were heretofore included in the separate Sewerage
districts, known as the eastern division of the Westminster sewers, the western

division of the Westminster sewers, and the Regent Street and Kegent's Park
District, in certain shares and proportions, and were paid by the said board

partly out of their general funds, and partly by moneys raised in some of the said

parishes ; and wliereas tliat portion of tlie said sewer in respect of which the said

works of reconstruction and reparation were executed will be incorporated with

and form part of the Main Drainage Works now in course ofexecution by ihe said

board under the provisions of the said Acts of the eighteenth and nineteenth Vic-

toria,chapteronehundredandtwenty,andthe twenty-first and twenty-secondVic-
toria, chapter one hundred and four, and will enure to the benefit of the Metro-
polis at large and the costs and charges of executing the same ought to be borne
by the Metropolis at large instead of by individual parishes : ne it therefore

enacted, that tlie expenses of and incidental to the execution of the said works of

reparation and reconstruction so executed by the said Board between the first

day of January one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six and the passing of this

Act shall be deemed to be part of the expenses of and incidental to the Main
Drainage Works, which the said board are empowered to construct and execute
under the said Acts of the eighteenth and nineteenth Victoria, chapter one hun-
dred and twenty, and the twenty-first and twenty-second Victoria, chapter one
hundred and four; and the said board shall, out of the moneys borrowed and
raised or to be bon'owed and raised by them for the Metropolis Main Drainage
Kate, under the provisions of the said Act of the twenty-first and twenty-second
Victoria, chapter one [hundred and four, replace the said moneys taken firom the
general funds of the said board for the payment aforesaid, and reimburse the
moneys which the said parishes or any of them may have paid towards the said

works of reparation and reconstruction between the first day of January one
thousand eight hundred and fifty-six and the passing of this Act ; and the said

moneys so to be applied in reimbursing the said parishes shall be retained by the
said board and shall be carried to the credit of the said parishes, in reduction,
so far as the same will extend, of the next or some future Assessment upon such
porishesby the said board for their expenses in the execution of the firstly-recited

Act.
Parishes Parts, and Places on which Debt on Loan from the Clergy

Mutual Assurance Society stands charged—111. And whereas the said

Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers did, in exercise of the powers vested in
them by the said Act of the eleventh and twelfth years of Her Majesty, chapter
one hundred and twelve, borrow and take up at interest from a certain society
known as the Clergy Mutual Assurance Society, on the security of certain
rates authorised to be levied under the last-mentioned Act, the sum of one hun-
dred and forty thousand pounds, and there is now due and owing to the said
society from the Metropolitan Board of Works, as the successors of the said

Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers, in respect of the said loan, the sum of
one hundred and five thousand pounds, and it is expedient accurately to ascer-
tain and determine the several parishes, parts, and places on which the debt in
respect of the said sura of one hundred and five thousand pounds shall stand
charged, and on which moneys or rates are to be raised or levied for the payment
of the principal and interest in respect of the same, and to ascertain and determine
the proportions charged upon each : be it therefore enacted, that the said debt of
oiie hundred and five thousand pounds shall be and stand charged upon and appor-
tioned to the several parishes, parts, and places enumerated in Schedule B to this

Act, in the several proportions specified in such schedule, and tlie said several
parishes, parts, and places shall be deemed to be and shall be liable to the pay-
ment of the sums set against their respective names therein, and to the payment
of interest thereon, and the moneys from time to time becoming payable under
the said security, or required for or towards payment of the said debt or any part
thereof, and tlie interest thereon shall be raised by such Board upon such
parishes, parts, and places respectively in manner provided in respect to the
expenses of such Board in the execution of the firstly-recited Act.

Saving Rights and Remedies of persons holding Securities.—IV. Provided,
that nothing in this Act contained shall prejudice, abridge, diminish, or affect the
priority secured by the firstly-recited Act to the persons respectively entitled to
the mortgages, annuities, securities, and debts reiferred to in the one Iiundred and
eighty-first section of that Act, and the first, second, and third sections of
this Act, or the right of any or either of such persons to require and enforce pay-
ment of any principal or interest thereon, or in respect thereof in, from, or out of
all or any of the districts, assessments, rates, or moneys liable to such payment
under or by virtue of their respective mortgages or securities, but all the secu-
rities, rights, and remedies of such persons respectively shall remain as good,
ample, and efiectual, to all intents and purposes, as if'^this Act had not been
pawed: provided also, that nothing herein contained shall prejudice or afiect the
power vested in the said Metropolitan Board under the firstly-recited Act to
borrow moneys for paying off former securities.

Assessments or Precepts of Metropolitan Board to be valid.—V. Nothing
herein-before contained snail be construed to afiect any assessments or precepts
heretofore made or issued by the said Metropolitan Board of Works; and all

sums mentioned or included in any precepts which may remain unpaid at the
time of the passing of this Act shall be payable to and recoverable oy the said
Board, as if this Act had not been passed.

Clause A.—Sums to be assessed by Metropolitan Board.—VI. From and
^ter the passing of this Act the one hundred and seventieth section of the
firstly-recited Act is hereby repealed, and in lieu thereof be it enacted, that the '

Metropolitan Board of Works shall from time to time ascertain and assess upon
the sevei'al parts of the metropolis, or any of them, the several sums which, in
their judgment, upon such considerations as they may think fit to enter-
tain, and having regard to the annual rateable value of the property
in such parts respectively, ought to be charged thereon for defraying
the expenses of the said Board in tlie execution of the firstly and secondly recit<»

Acts and of this Act, and any such sums may be assessed wholly or in part In
respect of expenses incurred or to ho incurred : Provided always, that such repeal
shall not in any respect affect any Act, matter, or thing whatsoever done or com-
menced to be done under or by virtue of the said firstly and secondly recited Acts,
or any proceeding taken or to be taken under the thiidly-recited Act, or to
affect or prejudice, except as hereby specially provided, in any way the rights or
liabilities of any district or part under the one hundred and eighty-first section

of the firstly-recited Act, but the same shall be judged of in all respects as if this

Act had not been passed.

Clause B.—Basil of Assessment.—VII. For the purpose of making any
assessment under the preceding section, the Board shall estimate the annual
value of property according to the estimate or basis on which any county rate in
force in any part of the metropolis is assessed, or according to a like estimate or
basis: Provided always, that if any general valuation of the metropolis shall be
made under or by authority of any Act of Parliament, the said Board shall,

within six months after such valuation shall be in force, adopt the same as the
basis for all assessments to be made by them, in virtue of the firstly and secondly
recited Acts and tliis Act, and also in virtue of the thirdly recited Act.
Board inay require Returns of the annual value of property in any

parish, Sfc., liable to be assessed, unth the date of the last valuation.^
VlII. For the purpose of preparing fair and equal assessments under the
recited Acts and this Act, the said Board may, by order under their common
seal, from time to time, as often as they may deem it necessary, direct the
overseers of the poor, constables, assessors, and collectors of public rates, of or
for any parish, part, or place liable to be assessed by them for the purposes of
the recited Acts and this Act, and all other persons having the custody or
management of any public or parochial rates or valuations of any such parish,

part, or place to make returns in writing to the said Board, at such times and
places as they may appoint, of the amount of the full and fair annual value of
the whole or of any part of the property within the parish, part, or place liable

to be assessed by them for the purposes of such Acts, together with the date of
the last valuation for the assessment of such parish, part, or place, and the name
of the surveyor, or if no surveyor, then the name or names of the person or
persons by whom and the manner in which the said valuation was made ; and
the payment to be made for such returns shall be after the rate of twopence for

every folio of seventy-two words.
Board empowered to inspect rates, assessments, valuations, SfC.—IX.

The said Board may from time to time as often as they may deem it necessary,
by order under their common seal, require the said overseers of the poor, con-
stables, assessors, collectors, and any other persons to appear before tliem when
and where and as often as the said Board may deem expedient, and to produce
all parochial and other rates, assessments, valuations, apportionments, and other
documents iu their custody or power relating to the value of or assessment on all

or any of the property within tlie several parishes, parts, or places aforesaid

which may be liable to be assessed for the purposes of the recited Acts, and this

Act, and answer such questions as the said Board may put to them respectively

touching the said rates, assessments, valuations, or appointments, or the value M
the property aforesaid ; and moreover it shall be lawful for such Board, in like

cases, from time totime to cause copies of the total amount assessed in such parish,
part, or place, in respect of any aids or taxes payable to Her Majesty, her heirs or
successors, and the total amount of the valuation of the property on which such
assessments were made in any year then elapsed,ta be made out by the clerk to
tlie Commissioners of each district wholly or partly within the limits liable to the
assessments of the said board.

Penalty on Overseers or others refusing \ to attend to produce Docu-
ments.—X. Every overseer of the poor, constable, assessor, collector, or other

person so required to make returns or to appear as aforesaid, who shall, without
any reasonable excuse, neglect to make such returns in writing as aforesaid, or
wilfully make any false return, and every such person who shall so neglect or
refuse to appear when required so'to do as aforesaid, or to produce such docu-
ments as hereinbefore provided, or shall, in answering such questions as aforesaid,

wilfully make any false statement, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding twenty
pounds to be prosecuted for and recovered by order of the said Board by a
summary proceeding.
Assessments and precepts of Metropolitan Board may be according to

Forms in Schedule (C).—XI. The assessment of any moneys to be assessed by
the Metropolitan Board of Works for the expenses of executing the firstly and
secondly recited Acts and this Act, and the precepts for obtaining payment of

moneys required by the Board for that purpose, may be according to the forms
contained in Schedule (C) to this Act, or to tlie Uke effect.

Any Vestry or District Board may pay 'precept of Metropolitan
Board out of any tnoney in their possession, and reimburse themselves out
of Sewer Rate.—XII. The vestry of any parish mentioned in Schedule A to

the firstly-recited Act, or the Board of Works for any district to whom any
precept of the Metropolitan Board shall be directed, may, if they shall see fit,

pay to the person or body authorised by the said Metropolitan Board to receive the

sum required by such precept, within such time as may be therein mentioned,
out of any moneys in their possession at the time of their receiving such precept,

or which may come into their hands at any time within two calendar months
next after the service thereof; and ail payments so made by any vestry or

District Board shall be charged by them against and reimbursed to them out of

the moneys which the said vestry or District Board shall and which they are hereby

required to raise and coUect, by virtue of such precept, and within the time

therein limited.

Rates to be made by Metropolitan Board on default of vestries, tfC, in

payment ofprecepts.—Xlll. The said Metropolitan'Board may, in case of any
default or neglect of any vestry, District Board, or other body or person to pay
the amount required by any precept of the said Board, or any part of such

amount, within such time and in such manner as may be mentioned in such pre-

cept in that behalf, raise and levy the money required by the said Board for the

purposes of either of the recited Acts or of this Act in any parish, district, or part,

and for that purpose may make and levy a rate ofsuch amount in the pound on the

annual value of the property rateable as will iu theirjudgment, having regard to all
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rjrcuiiistanct's, be siitSoieiit to raise the luoiuv so required asafonsaiii together with
aB addition tosuch money in the proportion ofone shillingtoeverytwentvshillingSj
and ndl ailditional snm sholl be applied to the purposes to whieh tlie general
funds anthorised to bo niised by the lioani are bv the flrstly-recited Act of the
eighteenth and nineteenth Victoria, chapter one linndred and twenty, directed
to be applied ; and such rate shall be levied by the said Board on the persons, and
ia respect of the property by law rateable to the relief of the poor in such
fkarisli, district, or part, and the pronsions of the sections one hundred and
sixty-three, one hundred and sixty-iour, and one hundred and sixty-nine of the
firstly-recitetl Act of the eighteenth and nineteenth years of the reign of Her
present Majtsty, chapter one hundred and twentv, shall be applicable to every
sach rate, and such rate sliall be assessed by the said Board upon the net annual
value of the said property, ascertained by the rate for the time being for the
reliet of the poor; and the said Board may appoint one or more collectors for

leryiog any such rate, and pay him or them" any salary, poundage, or allowance
in renect of his or their employment under this enactment, which such Board
mav deem just and reasonable, and shall take such security from every such
collector for the due execution of his duty as they shall thnik reasonable and
proper ; and any such rate may be according to the form in Schedule D to this

Act, or to the lUte etTect; and the said Board, and the collector or collectors to
be appointed by them, shall have tlie same powers, remedies, rights, and pse-
vileges for levying any such rate as by law are given to any overseers for levying
money for the relief of the poor ; and all such rates shall be allowed and published
in the same manner as poor rates, and be subject to the same provisions in
relation to appeal, and to excusing persons from payment on account of poverty
and otherwise, as iwor rates ; and all the expenses of and Incidental to tne pre-
paring, making, collecting, and levying any such rate shall be raised and levied

by the said Metropolitan Board, in audition to but as part of the said rate, and
the excess, if any, which may have been levied beyonu the amount of the said
precept, expenses, and additional sum of one shilling in every twenty shillings,

shall be placed to the credit of the parish or part in which the same has been
levied.*

CHURCH, CHAPEL. AND SCHOOL BUILDING, RESTORATION, &c,
Pentonville.—Tlie foundation-stone of Christ Church, to be erected in Pen-

ton-street, was laid on the afternoon of Friday last. The church, including the
site, is estimated to cost £8,600, and of this sum £6,100 have been subscribed.

It is to be seated for 1 ,259 persons. It is a second pointe<l building, consisting
of chancel, nave, north and south aisles^ and tower at the east end of the south
aisle. The arcadin^, instead of being of stone, is to be of wrought iron foliated

cap of hammered iron, the spandrels of the arches bein^ filled with the foli-

ation of hammered iron. The tower is to be surmounted witu an octagon lantern,
terminating in a conical spire, the whole in brickwork of a mosaic pattern, with
gems and traceir of stone. The roofs will be open-timbered, and tlie seats open
benches. Mr. S. S. Teuton, Craig's-court, Charin^-cross, is the architect, and
the contractors are Messrs. Child, Son, and Martin, Doctor's-comnions.

St. Georges in the JEaat.—Tbe dirty and dilapidated condition of St.

George's Church is a source of deep regret to many. It is a noble and massive
structure, and one of the five narisli churches built by that talented and eccentric
architect, Hawksmoor, a pupil of Sir Christopher Wren. Ilawksmoor designed
and superintended the erection of Limehouse, St. George-in-the-Ea«t, Spital-
flelds, Bloomsbnry, and St. Mary Woolnoth, at the corner of Lombard-street.
Thev bid fair to last for many centuries. The interior of Limehouse Church was
totally destroyed by Are on Good Friday, 1850, but, notwithstanding the intense
heat of the flames, the exterior of the church and tower escaped with trifling

damage. The interior of the lofty tower and spire of Spitalfields Church, and
itsflne-toned peal of 12 bells, and the celebrated chimes and machinery, were
also destroyed by fire 21 years ago, but the church itself did not sustain any
material damage. Another church of Hawksmoor's has earned a most un-
enviable notoriety by the riots and disturbance which liave •taken place within it

every Sunday for 12 months and upwards, and its interior has been frightfully
neglected. The original cost of St. George's Church was £40,000, Limeliouse
Church cost £.35,000, and Spitalfields, the largest of Hawksmoor's five churches,
a much larger sum than either. The construction of St. George's Church is

peculiar. In addition to the lofty tower (unlike any other in England) at the
west end, and containing a peol of eight bells, with a tenor of 28 cwt., there are
four smaller towers, two on the south and two on the north side of the edifice.

We trust that now the parishioners will come forward and supply funds sufficient
to renovate the interior of the building.
Opening of a New School at Little London.—The increasing demand for

additional educational accommodation in the parish of St. Matthew's, Little
London, some time ago led the incumbent and the lay members of his church to
take the necessary steps for supplying the deficiency. A piece of ground on the
north side of the church, and adjoining the school previously erected, was selected
for the site, and the new school, to be appropriated to boys, has just been com-
pleted from designs by Messrs. Dobson and Chorley, at a cost, with other altera-
tions, of about £1,000, towards which a liberal grant has been obtained from the
Committee of Council on Education. It is in tlie Decorated style, and has been
built of Pottcmewton wallstones, with sandstone dressings. IThe whole of the
woodwork is stained and varnished. The school-room is 62 feet long by 30 feet
wide, and will accommodate 230 children, exclusive of the class-room. The roof
is ofhigh pitch, and the height from tlie floor to the wall-plate is 13 feet 6 inches,
and to the ceiling 30 feet. The class-room is 22 feet by 21 feet; being 11 feet
6 inches high to the wall-plate, and U feet to the ceiling. The school and class-
room are fitted-up with desks, forms, galleries, and lavatories, and the walls are
lined with dressed boarding four feet above the floors. The north and south
ends of the school have each two large trijjle light windows with ogee heads and
circular traceried windows in the apex of the gables. The west elevation has a
series of thiee large triple-light gabled windows, with .two smaller windows on
each side, and a projecting entrance porch. Tlie old boys' school, which adjoins
and communicates with the new school throuch double doors, will in future be
used as the girls' school, and the girls' school will be used as an infant school.
Tlie former has had a new porch erected, and will lie fitted up with new desks,
forms, gallery, and lavatory. The walls will be lined with dressed boarding, and
the windows rcglazed with large squares, so as to correspond with the new build-
ing. A strip of land on the north side of the school has been procured for the
boys' play-ground. The school was formally opened on Wednesday.

* To be ooaUnued

Yorkshire.—Rcojxniny of Ilayton Church.—The parish church of this
place has been reopened for service after havuig been closed for some weeks,
in consequence of important alterations efl'ected in the buililiug, at the expense
and under the direction of W, II. Kudston Head, Esq., Lord of the Mono;,
Almost two years ago the interior of the church was entirely altered, according
to plans furnished by Mr. T. Grant, builder, of Pocklington. The old and very
commodious pews were taken down, and open seats, with fiair-de-lis carved
at the ends of each, were substituted. A gallery which blocked up the view of
the western tower was removed ; as was a ceiling of lath and plaster, which
hindered all view of a handsome oak roof. These alterations were accomplished
by means of private and voluntary subscriptions, the Lord of the Manor heading
the list. He has now built an entirely new porch, together witli a new wall at
the eastern end of the church, adding two elegant buttresses, and surmounting
all with a stone cross. He has also built an entirely new and remarkably handsome
window to the chancel, containing three main lights, and a rose window over
them. He has added a large new window to the western end, and has restored
the windows in the southern and northern walls of the nave. All the windows
in the church are now filled with stained gloss. The painting of the three
lights of tlie eastern window represent the Crucifixion, the Resurrection, and
the Ascension. The two windows in the north wall of the nave are filled with
figures of the four Evangelists; and the two windows in the southern are
principally filled with glass of gem patterns, but also contain small pictures of
the Birth of Our Saviour, the Flight into Egypt, the Baptism of Cluist, and
His Institution of the Sacrament. The other windows are filled with glass of
various fancy patterns, all being remarkable for beauty of design and
brilliancy of color. The window in the western tower is surmounted by a
painting of the Rudston coat of arms. Mr. Hodgson, of York, executed the
painted glass, and Mr. Weatherley, of York, was the builder employed. The
work of both has been performed in a most successful and admirable manner.
Glasgow.—Seatneti's Chapel.—On Tuesday week last, the ceremony of laying

the foundation stone of the Seamen's Chapel, to be erected in Brown-street, by
the Glasgow Seamen's Friend Society, was performed by the Lord Provost. It

is estimated that the building will cost somewhere about £1,500 ; and it has been
designed to accoinniodato between 400 and 500 persons.

llolmfirlh.— Wesleyan School at Hade Edge.—The ceremony of laying the
foundation stone of the Wesleyan school about to be erected at Ilade Edge, was
performed on Monday last. The estimated cost of the school is £200.

Manchester.—Monumentto J. A. Nicholls, F. R.AS-—On the 9tli inst.

was laid the lower course of a monument to the memory of the late Mr. Nicholls.
The site of the monument is the middle of Great Ancoats-street, between the
openings of Lever-street and George Leigh-street ; so that the obelisk will stand
most prominently in the district in which the deceased gentleman was best known
as an employer of factory labor, and in which he first labored for popular educa-
tion, in connexion with Sunday-schools, and then as a foremost supporter of the
Ancoats Lyceum. The obelisk is to be of polished grey granite, 19 feet high,
with a base 6 feet G inches square ; and it will bear a suitable inscription. On
the pedestal will be the words, " Died September, 1859 ; aged 36 years." The
obelisk has been executed by Messrs. Pattesoii, of 0.xford-road, Manchester, and
its erection will occupy about a fortnight.

Ptiblic Works in Wallachia.—Tlie Wallacliian Government is actively
making the necessary preparations for carrying into execution great improve-
ments at Bucharest and the other principal towns of the principality. It is

intended to apply to all these places a general system of water-supply, drains,

and sewers, also to level and pave the streets, and to light them with gas. The
Wallachian Government announces its readiness to receive tenders from
foreigners who may be disposed to undertake the whole or part of these works,
the preference to be given to such as shall offer the lowest terms, and can give
satisfactory security for the prompt execution of the contracts.

Diimharton.—The erection of the Eenton Gas Light Company's
works has now been commenced, and satisfactory progress is being made. The
whole works will cost about £1,200, and will be of ample extent to supply with
gas, not only the village of Renton, but all the public works in the vicinity. The
contractors are—for making the necessary excavations, Messrs. Wotheispoon,
Balloch ; for the brickwork, M'LcUan, Renton ; for the stonework, M'Connechie
and Mackie, Renton ; and for the ironwork, Ilannay and M'Donald, Paisley.
It is expected that the works will be finished and in working order by the end of
October.

Wroxeter Excavations.—The uncovering of the room containing the
forge, &c., has been continued, and several new features have been brought to

light. The remains of another furnace have been found, and from some frag-
ments of material which have been picked up it now appears probable that it was
the workshop of an enameller. Among the objects found within the last few
days is a well-preserved steelyard. The men are now partly employed in jni;-

paring the ruins for the meeting of the British Archieological Association at

Shrewsbury, which will begin on Slonday, the Gth of August, and will, on one of
the days of the meeting, visit the buried city of Uriconium, and be conducted
over the excavations by Mr. Wright in poison.
The Chvrch of St. Giles's, Cripplegutc.—This structure, remarkable for its

noble tower and beautiful chimes, perhaps the finest in London, though constructed
by a poor working man, possesses much to arrest attention. Its twelve musical
bells must always be heard with pleasure. Ordinary bell-ringing, especially to

the neighbourhood, is rather an infliction ; but when mellowed by distance, or
when the several tones melt into each other and freight the air with harmony,
has a fascination for the ear which few can resist, particularly when favored by
the quietude of morning or evening. The entrance mto the city called Criiiplegate
derived its name from an adjoining hospital for the lame, according to Camden;
or as Stow supposes, from the numerous crippled beggars who solicited alms there.

The present building occupies the site of a churcli erected in 1090, near the
Postern, in London-wall. About 1545 the original structure was burnt; it was
quickly re-edified, and in 1682 the tower was raised to its present commanding
height. The interior is chiefly noticeable on account of the illustrious dead it

contains. John Fox, author of the Martyrology, who is described in the register

as " householder and preacher," is interred here, and might well justify a pil-

grimage; for his book, quaint and prolix as it is, lias done good service in

keejiing alive our memories of the enormities ouce perpetrated by the Romanists.—City Press,
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CLASSIC, OK PSEUDO-GOTHIC ?*

THE aboTC interrogation is the title of the latest among the crop of

pamphlets to which the controversy about styles, with especial

reference to the embryo " Foreign Office," has given rise. In the course

of the controversy itself the cloven foot of party spirit and electioneering

tactics has peeped out too plainly. People have |been bribed to bote for

Gothic as "Christian," in opposition to Classic as being incorrigibly
" Papan." Yet as the writer whom we are noticing remarks, it is nothing

less than preposterous to profess, at least simulate, a holy horror of

Paganism when its taint comes to us diluted and reduced to iuolfensivcncss

in architectural forms, while we at the very same time, not only tolerate,

but applaud and patronise an acquaintance with Paganism when it shows
itself unequivocally in the shape of ancient Classic literature, and
familiarizes us with Pagan philosophy and Pagan sentiments, an acquaint-

ance with which is not thought to be inconsistent with the most orthodox
Christian principles and doctrine, since an intimacy with the Greek
tragedians has, ere now, recommended to a mitre him who had dis-

tinguished himself by his scholarship.

On the other hand, the designating Gothic by the antithetical epithet
" Christian," is the merest claptrap, for if history may be believed.

Christian doctrine and morality were rather in eclipse during the palmy
period of medieval architecture. On one side was priestly domination and
clerical profligacy ; on the other, the most abject superstition,—now
plastered over by some with the cheap and pretty-sounding parrot phrase
" the piety of our ancestors." We are content to admire Gothic archi-

tecture for its own sake, audits intrinsic artistic qualities, as its advocates

might surely be, likewise, instead of gratuitously forcin<; upon our con-

sideration the wretchovlness of the social system under which It flourished

—that of the oppressors and the oppressed. The name of Baker or else

Gower-street has now become a by-word of reproach, most certainly such
there were none in the blessed thirteenth century. Why do not the ultra-

Gothicists prove or at least attempt to prove, that we have grossly de-

generated, not only in taste but in morals and manners, andtheproprieties

and comforts ofevery-day domestic life and its habits, since the extinction

of medievalism ? It is for those who would fain persuade us to adopt or

rather revert to our by-gone medieval costume in architecture, to

make evident to us, and thereby convince us of its superior intrinsic

merits and advantages when considered in reference to actual practice in

the present century, not only for ecclesiastical and semi-ecclesiastical

buildings, but for secular and domestic architecture generally. Thaf
they And it no easy matter to do so may shrewdly be suspected from
their not caring to take their stand on such vantage ground. At any
rate, let them be tolerably consistent, and not, after calling upon us in a
rather menacing or else cajoling tone, to revert to Gothic as our legitimate

national style, seek to introduce among us such as is of very equivocal

and outlandish physiognomy. Either they must keep to our own version

of the style, or the plea of " nationality " falls to the ground. And for

general secular purposes, where do we find any specimens of endurable
domestic architecture until we arrive at the Tudor period? For neither
medieval abbeys or castles can be regarded as such, except by those who,
like Dickens's Mrs. Skewton, profess admiration of " the romantic dungeons
and delightful tortures " of the good old times.

It is rather cruel in us thus to apply the thumb-screw to our opponents;
but in sober truth there was a very great deal in our medieval •' nationality"

that we have cause to felicitate ourselves on being now exploded beyond the
possibility of its being ever revived. It is very consistent for a man seated
In a comfortable, cheerful looking, well furnished, well-carpeted, and
otherwise even luxuriously fitted-up room—should it be even in Gower-
gtreet — to declaim arcliajologically against the sad degeneracy and
apostacy of our own Victorian era. Yet, apply the thumb-screw of
argument to him, and he might be made to sing to a quite different tune.

The course of time, and the changes it brings along with it, are not to be
arrested by merely putting back the hand of the clock to the thirteenth
century. Change comes over much that is far more important than
fashions of architecture; even over our laws and social institutions, our
habits of living, our ideas, and all that goes to constitute the present
progressive phase of our civilisation. If it can be fairly shown that we
have deteriorated, so let it be ; but away with the whining cant about the
piety of our priest-ridden ancestors, and the purity of medieval morality.
Even those who are most active and zealous in reprobating Classic and

preaching up Gothic, tacitly admit that the latter requires to be greatly
changed in character in order to be sufficiently accommodated and moulded
to secular purposes ; which transformation is hardly to be effected success-
fnlly almost all at once. In lact, in order to produce such new forma-
tion or reformation of Gothic, very much, as is well observed by the writer
Vhose clever brochure has supplied us with our text, has still to be done

;

whereas the change from the antique into modern Italian, or, however we
choose to designate it, " has been accomplished," and successfully too.

The change, on the contrary, from our own national medieval to a newer
and quite different kind of Gothic " is not only not accomplished, but
leems very likely to fail, and may result in what neither we, nor Mr.
Scott, nor any one else, has any definite idea of." In Anglo-Italian we
ditcern our way, and have only to proceed onwards in the same
direction, profiting by the errors no less than by the excellencies of
tilose who have preceded us in the same route. To talk of Paganism
M indefeasibly inherent in Renaissance, is to talk just like a maudlin
flld woman ; whatever of Paganism there is or ever was in it, was
pot into it by those phonetic artists—painters and sculptors. It is a

• Classic or l*.'*fudo-Gothic ? A reply to " tibali Gothic Architecture have Fair
Play?" licU and L>aidy : 1800.

wonder that some people have not yet smelt out Paganism in a parterre

fragrant with the aroma of roses and other Pagan flowers as we ought to

suppose them to be, seeing that they were celebrated so lovingly by Roman
and other Pagan poets. Surely,'of all the accusations brought against

Classic, that of its being essentially Pagan, is at once the most puerile

and most anile. Let the opponents of Classic come forward sensibly aa

well as manfully, and we can meet them fearlessly. No doubt, a» our
author says, " the Classic architect has to bestir himself that he may cast

off the imputation of being a slave to routine and precedent." We should

aim at enlarging the style, and liberating it from arbitrary fetters imposed
upon it by too timid deference to the precepts of pedantry. What we
have now to do is translate Classic, that of the Renaissance no less than
that of the original Antique, into modern Anglo- Italian: to translate

with the same kind of felicitous infidelity to the original, as that with
which I'ope translated and modernised Homer, thereby installing the old

Greek rliapsodist among our English classics. Our doctrine will, likelier

than not, be deemed not a little loose and libertine, and as affording a free

passport to the most wayward caprice under the plausible name of fertile

inventiveness. We parry and turn aside such apparently home-thrmt
objection by remarking that there is a wide and plainly-distinguishable

difference between mere novelty and genuine artistic originality; which
last is so far from having aught in common with idle, unreflecting whim
that it requires exercise of mind.
Far be it from us to stand forth as the apologists of Modern Classic, if

it is to be estimated by its average productions. It is evidently unfair to

measure any style not by its better qualities, but by what has been made
of it by those who have been notoriously deficient either in talent or

taste. We can very well afford to let our adversaries trample Borromini
under fact, since he is no more to be regarded as an exemplar of and an
authority in "Italian " architecture, than is Sir Richard Blackmore to be
held up as the model, or if not exactly the model, a fair specimen of Eng-
lish poetry. We might here go on and say a great deal more, but as some
other opportunity will serve our purpose just as well, if not better, we
content ourselves with adverting to what we have not yet touched upon,

namely the castigation the author of " Shall Gothic Architecture be denied

Fair-play? " has received from " Classic, or Pseudo-Gothic ?"

WESTBOURNE GROVE, PADDIXGTON.

WE have already, at occasional intervals, noticed the great improve-
ments which have taken and are taking place in this thriving

district. The splendid mansions raised in the vicinity have awakened
the West-end shopkeepers to the necessity of keeping pace with them,

and the long array of magnificent and well-stocked shops even already

obviate the need to "go into town" for the most expensive goods. As
rapidly as builders can do it, the pleasant little villas which but a few years

since studded the grove are toppled down to make way for trade. Where
but a twelvemonth ago a terrace of private houses stood, a long line of

occupied shops are now seen. Albert-terrace has followed in the wake of

Pickering-terrace. Instead of demolishing the houses entirely, the shops

have been run out over the front gardens. They all look as if they were

cast in one mould : the same cornice and heavy balustrade surmounts

them. The corner house, where the street joins the Bishop's-road, is the

only exception, and this, by far the finest position, has likewise had the

greatest attention given to it. It forms a very extensive shop, built

expressly for a London and Paris shoe mart, such a one as we should not

have expected to see out of Regent-street, and few even there can be

compared to it, it being upwards of 50 feet in depth, with a total frontage

of 70 feet. The exterior consists of a series of panelled pilasters with

enriched caps ; over them there are bunches of fruit and foliage, and

over the rich cornice runs a ])ierced cement attic, fitted with open

ironwork. Over each pier there is a Greek honeysuckle in a panel, and a

large panel for the royal arms occupies the space over the corner doorway,

which is flanked by fluted columns. The sashes are divided by ebonised

mahogany columns, with carved caps and bases and circular heads, and
are filled with the best embossed glass, by Hollyer, of Kennington. The
shutters are by Francis, of Lincoln's-inn. The rest of the works have

been executed by Messrs. Leman and Bil-d, from the designs and under

the immediate superintendence of the architect, Mr. John Rimmell
Gadsden.
Passing up Westbourne -grove, we notice that Mr. Cullingford's three

new shops at the corner of Hereford-road are rapidly approaching com-

pletion, and on the right the remainder of the private houses are con-

demned to meet the wants of the still swelling tide of immigrating

tradesmen. Further westwards, where tiie thoroughfare widens like a

huge fan, new villas, leading to " Walker's Church " are being run up to

supply the demand, and even the " Goodwin Sands," known formerly as

St. Colomb's -terrace and Coffin-row, and now as Ladbroke-gardens,

—

where so many richly laden argosies have sunk—really begins to look as

if there were some hope of its being reclaimed. Little patches of new

work appears here and there amidst the desert of dilapidated structures

and decaying carcases. When the whole are finished there will be some

chance of an adequate return for a portion of the money invested, but till

that consummation is arrived at.therearefew, we imagine, who would care

to dwell in that dreary desolation,—with the wind howling and vagrants

prowling in the speculative warnings around them. Another sickly plant,

—the east end of Lansdowne-road north—has lately put forth some new

shoots. The neglected carcases on the north side of the road have

been taken up by a few enterprising men, and several are now even quite

completed, forming roomy and desirable residences. No one however
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eems to fancy the corresponding corner of the road, and the houses
there are doomed, we fear, to more returns of " summer's heat and winter's
cold " before a coat of plaster externally covers them and warm fires and
gladsome tenants administer an InTigorating tonic to bring their insides

into a healthy condition.

APPEAL UPOX AN AWARD UNDER THE METROPOLITAN BUILD-
ING ACT.—Sheriffs' Court, SOxn July.

Before R. M. Kerr, Esq., Judgk. — Rooney, Appeliant, t. Mann,
Respondent.

Counsel for the appellant, Mr. Winston, instructed by Mr. Wallis ; counsel
fiir the respondent, Mr. Marten, instructed by Mr. Ashwin.

This was an appeal asking the court to " rescind or modify " an award made
by arbitrators rippoiut«l for the puipose between the appellant and the respondent.
The ap|)ellant, .\Ir. Robert .Vlexander Rooney, i.s the owner of a house situate at

28, Uisliopsgate-street without, and the respondent, Mr. William Mann, the owner
of 29, the adjoining house. The house of the appellant was burnt down in Novem-
ber last, which necessitated the rebuilding of the premises, and the respondent con-
tended that the wall between his property and that of bis neighbour the appellant
w»B a " partv-wall " within the meaninji of the Metropolitan Building Act, and
oogfat to be dealt with accordingly. Surveyors on both sides were appointed,
wifii a referee, and an award was made as to" the rebuilding of the wall. Before
the award was made, however, the appellant witlidrew the authority he had pre-
Tiously given to his surveyor to act in the matter, on the ground that the wall in

question was not a " party " but an "external" wall. The award having been
made, an appeal wa* entered at the Sheriffs Court ; the hearing of the appeal came
on to-day, and it will lie seen that the merits of the case were not gone into, the
argument being confined to the jurisdiction of tlie Court to entertain an appeal
when there was a diversity of opinion between the parties interested as to

whether the wall in question was a " party-wall " or an " external " wall.

Mr. Marten, for the respondent, said this was a case upon an award made re-
specting the party-wall between the houses 28 and 29, Bishopsgate-street-with-
out. 'The case now came before the Court bv way of appeal, but he thought the
Court had no jurisdiction, and that was the first question to be considered. The
ease arose under the Metropolitan Building Act, the 18th and 19th Victoria,
chap. 122. The part of the Act relating to party-walls was the third portion of
it, commencing at section 82, and referred to in the clauses from 99 to 102. The
learned counsel tlien read extracts from the Act, including the Both, 99tli, 100th,
101st, and olber sections, relating to an appeal to a County or SheritPs Court, to
an award made by surveyors, and to " party-walls." The Metropolitan Building
Act related exclusively to dealing with " party walls :" it contained no jurisdic-
tion as to " external " walls. Any question or dispute as to title was quite
beyond the Act altogether; the .\ct did not touch the rights of parties as to title.

If a person gave notice as a " building owner" to an " adjoining owner" that a
certain wall wasa "party-wall," and if that was denied, then the ordinary pro-
ceedings at law must be had recourse to, for the Building Act only referred to
matters where there was no dispute as to title. And he submitted that in this

ease the Court could not interfere, and that no appeal lay in the Court. His
learned friend (Mr. Winston) said the wall in question was not a party-wall, but
anlextcmal wall, and that it belonged to the lessor.

His Honor.—Is there any section in the Act excluding the jurisdiction of the
Court where a question of title arises ?

Mr. Winston.—No, there is not.
Mr. Marten, after referring to the 82nd, 84th, and 85th sections of the Act,

stated that notice having been given by Mr. Mann to Mr. Rooney respecting the
rebuilding of the wall, Mr. Ellison was appointed surveyor by Mr. Slann, Mr.
Benham surveyor by Mr. Rooney, and Mr. Woodthorpe was appointed referee
surveyor. And an award was made by two of the three surveyors under section
85th of the Act.
His Honor.—Who is the owner of 28, Bishopsgate-street?
Mr. Marten.—The owner is Mr. Kooney, and the owner of 29 is Mr. Mann.

Notice was given by Mr. Mann to Mr. Rooney about the rebuilding of the wall.
His Honor.—^That notice having been given, is Mr. Rooney considered a

dissentient?
Mr. Marten.—Yes.
His Honor.—And is that the result of the want of consent under part G of the

section referred to ?

Mr. Marten.—I apprehend it is so, the adjoining owner did not express his con-
sent, Mr. Rooney, the appellant, having dissented.
His Honor.—Then havmg dissented, what is the next step?
Mr. Marten.—The next step is, that the parties meet together. On the 27th

of April, 18G0, there was a letter from Mr. Rooney to Mr. Ellison (Mr. Mann's
surveyor), [which the learned Counsel handed up to the bench.] Mr. Rooney's
premises were burned down in N(^ember last, and the wall in question was so
much damaged then that Mr. Mann desired to pull it down and rebuild it, and
gave notice to that effect to Mr. Rooney. The notice given was under section

^ of the Building Act, part 2. A letter of the 27th of April stated that Mr.
Benham was the surveyor appointed by Mr. Rooney in reference to the rebuilding
of the premises. A meeting took place on the 4th of May between the surveyors,
and another meeting took place between the surveyors on the 18th of May, the
surveyors present being Mr. Ellison, Mr. Benham, and Mr. Woodthorpe. At
fiiat meeting a plan of ojicrations was agreed to and signed. To the award his
learned friend on the other side had two objections; first, that the wall in
question was not a party-wall, but an external wall ; and secondly, that the
wall in question was not so decayed as to require to be pulled down and rebuilt.
But the second ground of appeal had Iwen abandoned.
His Honor.—It was perfectly clear that he was not bound by any decision

of the arbitrators as to whether the wall in question was a party-wall or not.
Mr. Marten contended that the wall in question was a party-wall, and admitted

to be so by Mr. Kooney. The surveyors could not determine the question of
Utic; then how could this Court, which sat as a Court of Appeal from the
decision of the arbitrators, decide the question of title ? A plan was agreed to
and signed by all the parties, and the award was made on the 8th of June. The
findings witc that it was desirable to pull down the wall, and that it should be
rebuilt by Mr. Mann. The wall, in its original position, was 9 inches farther on
Mr. Rooney's land than it was supposed to be now. The wall had become a
party-wall by us<'.r for probably half a century

.

His Honor.—This would give you easement, but it would not necessarily make

a wall, which was not so before, a party-wall. You say Mr. Rooney has gained
9 inches ?

Mr. Marten.—Yes, he has gained 9 inches. On the 4th of June, Mr. Mann
received a letter from Mr. Wallis, attorney for Mr. Rooney, stating that the
wall in question was not a party- wall. That letter was received after the appoint-
ment of the surveyors, and after the agreement that they should make an arrange-
ment. On the Gth of June the respondent sent a letter "from Mr. Ellison to the
appellant's attorney, stating that tne wall in question had been considered by the
surveyors a party-wall. On the 8th of June the award was made and nothing
further was done before the 21 st, when a summons was taken out for an appeal
against tlic award. On the 25th of June an interview took place between Mr.
Benham (Mr. Rooney's surveyor) and Mr. Ellison (Mr. Mami's surveyor), when
an agreement was made for the aWndonment of the appeal.

Mr. Winston.—On the 4th of June we gave notice that the surveyors had no
jurisdiction, and tliat was before the award was made. The appellant wanted to

get rid of the award in order to further proceeding's in the matter.

Mr. Marteu.—The wall in question is clearly a wall for the separation of one
building from another. We find a wall standing, and find it is used as a wall
for separating the houses of the appellant and respondent.

His Honor.—Assuming the respondent says the wall in question is not a party-
wall, is there any mode of determing that ?

Mr. Marten.—Supposing the wall is not a party-wall, and used as such, then
I presume there would be an injunction in Chancery, or an action for trespass.

Mr. Winston.—We want to getrid of this award as to a " party-wall," with a
view to an action for trespass.

Mr. Marten—The question before the Court is, whether the) surveyors have
acted with prudence in doing what they have done.

His Honor.—If the award is a more nullity because the wall in question is

not a party-wall, there would be difficulty in going on.

Mr. Whiston thought the Court had jurisdiction in the case, as the award
(which he contended was no award) had the appearance of an award on the face

of it, and he should be glad to have the opinion of the Court upon it.

His Honor.—I have no jurisdiction unlets the wall in question is a party-
wall ; if it is not a party-wall, well, then, anything the arbitrators did iifter the
letter of the 4th of June is a nullity ; well, tlien, if the award is a nullity, I can-
not be called upon to set aside a nullity. The question can be raised In another
court either by an injunction in Chancery, or by an action for trespass. I sup-
pose the second ground of appeal is abandoned, that there was no necessity for

pulling down and rebuilding the wall.

Mr. Winston.—That is so.

His Honor.—If the ground of appeal was true the award was made without
jurisdiction, because it was made in reference to a wall that was not a party-
wall, and was, therefore, a nullity.
* Mr. Winston.—We say that this award was made without jurisdiction ; and
that you have a right to set it aside.

His Honor.—The sole question seemed to him to be this—whether the words
in the section as to an award included an award made without jurisdiction.

Mr. Winston.—In reality the award was a nullity, but it was not a nullity on
the face of it, and therefore, he said, the Court had jurisdiction in the case.

His Honor.—It must be a party-wall in order to give jurisdiction to the Court,
but as Mr. Rooney said it was not a party-wall, Mr. Mann went on at his peril.

He thought the Act of Parliament only applied to party-walls, and if that was
disputed then the parties must settle the question in difference some other way.
He would give judgment on Monday, the 23rd of July.

Monday, 23hd Jutly.

This forenoon His Honor gave judgment in this case. His Honor said—Tins
was an ap])lication to the Court under theMetropolitan.Building Act, to set aside,

or rather to rescind, an award which had been made by arbitrators appointed, or

said to be appointed, under the 85th section of the Act. It appeared that in

November last the premises of Mr. Rooney were burned down, that that left one
of the walls of his house in a very dilapidated state ; that it then became necessary,

in rebuilding the premises, to rebuild the wall, and that Mr. Mann, liaving

thought that wall to be a party-wall, caused notice to be given, under the Metro-
politan Building .\ct, to Mr. Rooney, stating his intention to exercise the right

conferred on him by the 83rd section of the Act. After that notice had
been given it would appear that the appellant, Mr. Rooney, taking it for granted
that the wall in question was a party-wall, appointed a surveyor, that the two
surveyors, the one appointed by Mr. Mann and the other by Mr. Kooney, met,
saw the premises, and on the 18th of May agreed definitely upon the mode in

which the wall was to be rebuilt, and the terms upon which the parties were to

mutually contribute towards the rebuilding. Before, however, any award was
made, it would seem that the authority given by Mr. Rooney to his surveyor
was withdrawn, and then an award was made on the 8th of June by two
surveyors out of tlie three. And whether that was a valid award or not, the

authority of one of the surveyors being withdrawn, was a collateral riuestion

with which he was not called upon to deal. But one of the gi'ounds of appeal

was that the wall in question was not a party-wall. Now, the objection made
by the respondent was this, that the statute applied exclusively to a jiarty-

structure, that if the wall in question was not a party-structure the respondent
went on at his^wn risk, and that if the wall was a party-structure, all the pro-
ceedings were perfectly regular. Now, it was not contended by the appellant
that there had been anything irregular, but he (the learned Judge) was asked to

rescind the award, because the wall in question was not a party-wall. It was
perfectly clear, reading I he whole Act, with the interpretation clauses, that the

statute was intended to apply exclusively to those cases in which two parties

mutually interested in property might appoint surveyors mutually to make a
summary arrangement, that arrangement to be subject to revision in a court of (

law, to see that all things had been properly done; but there was no authority to

the court to interfere unless the structure in dispute was a party-structure. The
appeal must be brought within fourteen days after the award was made. Well,
the appeal was brought regularly into the court within the specified fourteen
days. The first question he had to decide was, whether tliere was a difference

between the parties—whether there was a difference between the " building
owner" and the "adjoining owner" of the party-structure. And Ijefore tlie

arbitrators could havejurisiliction, and before he could have jurisdiction, he must
be satisfied that the wall in question was a party-structure. Now, the appeal
was brought, not on its merits, but on the ground' that the wall was not a party-

structure. And if the appellant was right, then there was no " building owner

'

and no " adjoining owner, there was no "party-wall," there was no "award,'!
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anil, tliereforc, tliere was notlilns witli which he could intorfcre. The court had

no jurisdiction over any award made, unless the award wius made with reference

to a party-structure. The consequence was that the appellant having come to

the court on a cround which he (the learned judge) must assuine to be true,

practically applied to hiiu to do that which he had no jurisdiction to do—to

" rescind or modify " what was called an award. Consequently he must dismiss

the appeal, and with costs ; at the same time he would certify that the matter in

quedtion involved a question of more than .£oO, to enable the appellant to take

the case to a superior court. The parties then withdrew.

BEAN FEAST OF MESSES. MYERS'S WOKKMEN.
ON Saturday the workmen engaged m the con-struction of the new ('rystal Palace

HotiO, opposite Westminster Abbey, held their annual "beanfeast" at the
Trinee of Wales Hotel, Hampton Court. About lOo were present at the entertain-
ment, which was ably presided over by Mr. Coleman, Messrs. Myers's foreman at
the above works. 3Ir. Tozer occupied the vice-chair.

Afti:T a very pleasant journey to the scene of the day's joys, an excellent repast
Whu p.artaken of, and the cloth being removed, the tollowiug speeches were delivered
witli the enthusiasm and hilarity usual on such occasions.
The Chaihman, in proposing "the loyal toaste," said that the Prince Consort

had been very useful to the building trade m assisting to establish various charitable
institutions, and necessitating the erection of large public buildings. His Itoyal
Highness bad laid "a great many foundation stones," had then watched over the
gradual erection of the buildings he had inaugurated, and been present at the
celebration of their completion. Especially had he taken a conspicuous part in the
inauguration of that gigantic undertaking, the New Jtridge at JVIontreal. For all

these reasons they were particularly indebted, as builders, to His Royal Highness
the Prince Consort. The loyal toasts were fitly honored. "Success and prosperity
to the Westminster I'alace Hotel Company" followed, and by the proposer and
respondcr some very excellent remarks were made touching the liberality and
courtesy of the Company. "The Architects " was duly given, being responded to
by Mr. Spaight, clerk of the works, in a verv .appropriate and pleasing stylo. It was
succeeded by the toast of the "Messrs. 3tyers," received with entluisiasra. The
Eroposer said :—" Mr. Myers is always ready to hear any man's complamt, and to
sten with more attention than the majority of employers. He is also foremost to

relieve distress, and to support those public institutions that mmister to the wans
of the afliicted."

Mr. Grev, from the head establishment, responded—(Drank with musical
honors).
" The subscribers and donors," happily responded to by the Vice-President, Mr.

Tozer. received a bumper, and great praise was accorded the gentlemen who had so
liberally subscribed towards tliat day's entertainment. "The Chau-man," "The
Stew.ards," coupling with it most flatteringly the name of Mr. Beedham and other
officers followed, and the meeting broke up at an early hour.

In the mid^t of times when "strikes" and disputes are rife, it is pleasing to meet
with such guarantees of good feeling between employer and employed. All passed
off in tlie most j)leasingntanner.

It may liercbf stated tliat the Westmuister Falace Hotel will be tinished in the
course of a fortnight or three weeks.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
THE Thirteenth .4nnual General Meeting of this excellent charity was held

at the London Tavern yesterday (Thursday) aftenioon. In the unavoidahle
absence of the President (George Smith, Esq.), George Bird, Esq.,
was called to the chair.

The Chairman having briefly opened the proceedings of the meeting,
Mr. Harris (Secretary) read the advertisement by which the meeting was

convened, as well as the minutes of proceedings at the last annual meeting,
which were approved of and signed by the Chairman.
Mr. Harris, the Secretary, then read the annual report of the Directors,

as well as the balance-sheet for the year (a summary of which will be found
in the re|)ort). The following is a copy of the report :—
Althougli the past twelvemontlis, from various causes, has not been a flourishing

genod for tlic building trades, the Directors have the satisfaction of informing their
lends and supporters that the cause of benevolence has not suffered in consequence.On the contrary, there is an increase both in subscriptions and donations, and they

00 liope that this gratifymg intelligence, under such circumstances, will
»Umul;ite them to still greater exertions, so that the funds of this deserving
cnarity may bo yearly augmented, as they ought to be, considering the
niunbers representing the interests connected witli the trade, and the oreat
necessity for its existence, too painfully evinced in the large number of
^pUcants who were successful at the last election iii May, ISCO, and who arenow anxiously looking forward to be elected at subsequent periods whenever
pie lunds of the Institution will permit such an augmentation. The Directors
Hike tiie opportunity presented bythis being the last year of the subscription.to offer
meir grateful thanks to Mr. Charles Lucas, the proposer of the scheme, and those
mntlemen who so generously responded to it, at the dinner in :8.5fl, guaranteeing for
nve years an annual subscription of .£10 lOs. each. liy so doing, the satisfaction re-
mains with those gentlemen of having made happy and comfortable a number of
men- distressed brethren, who would otherwise have lingered on in disapnolnfmentUd expectation.

'^'^

The subscriptions and donations for the past year amount to £1,1S1 63. fid. (annual
Bnt)scriptions,tsoM, and donations £3?:! (is. fid.); and£t:if< Os.;d. stock has been pur-
CBased m tbe :i per Cent. Consols, .t:3WJ16B. rd. for the Relief fund, and £.38 4s. stock
lOT tne liuildnig fund. The total amount of stock now standing in the names of the

fcS^vf-V^f,'•'"/'* '"^•' being £4,047 U. 8d. for the Itelief fun^, and £-',103 12s. Id.
IDr the Building fund. There is a balance at the bankers' of £41!) 28. .WAn election of three pensioners (two males and one female) was held at the Londonravem, on riuirsday, 24th May last, when William Goodfellow ofriymouth, James
w.^J'"? -^""'f,""','

Kdmunds, were the successful candidates. Three pensioners

Kl 1 ,-'t',l"^'^T"'.? l?*"-
report, viz., Robert Manning, elected February, 1853, diedA^st, i8o9

;
J. i5t George edected May, 1S5?, died October, 1859 ; Harry Chirnsido,

oeoted ^ovember, 18,55, died .January, IHfiO,

l.Th^T??"',"," ••;?.'' ,!",'",.*'"' ''"Ik"" by Jlr. Joseph Bird, the honorary secretary of

nl.?ll. f ,u ',''," ^.I'ooms, St. James's, in February last, was £124 Is., being an
SS^lL^f 'IT.'"?' £f''!-

M- over tlie preceding year. 'The annual dinner, which

flio _
Increase __

,

J??!,?'f'^.w '.^'' ^»":|0" Tavern on 27th' October" i'ssii, gave an addrtion"to the fimds
tI .1,

'"','°''
J" *,''" ^''"P'' "f subscriptions and donations of £375 Ills. Od.

MH .h^'^J''!';'", ^^'V^'' ^^J." ^* f"™'"'' periods been made to the profession, trades,

Si; ttSi r°
^ ?'""?. **"* charity is supported, the Directors imagine that almost

SS?n3H " cxp anation as to its object, or inducement towards its support, has

ftZse^fc^?nf'if„'"?".'"''' ?"?' th^'fo'-'^. i.n this report have principally confinedS M„t 1? « " '**;>";"?^'-'n'; of accounts .and progress of the Institution, and simplystate tliat at t'"^^_f;lt;f_tionjn May last there were thirteen unsuccessful candidates'"
"' " cases, many ofwhom were

"ough misfortune, obliged
aid of their more fortunate brethren ; and

(and several applications since), all urgent and distressin

a Xo ,k.,"Mn'^'» "n'fui?",
°'' "TPt 'V."'!"'''

""'' "« now, through mi'sfortuii'e;"'tneucciine of life to seek charitabi -"'-"
'

"
- -

Ml.. Tii,...., ,.
"---" -^.^" .-•••. ••".i^.,- a.u ui iiivii iiiuit: lurLuuaie oreinren ; ana

to Imvi ^^ °,h,.r"??.,
*'''• "1-'' »"''""' assistance will be given as to enable them

r?ach Sf Sote^v i'-;'^^'S?J°
?°"'""^" "'^'"' ""I P'«« «»'»« of the n-niber out of theeach of poverty and distress.

In conclusion, the Directors arc convinced that the success of this charity will
stimulate to furtiler exertion, and that the piiblic patronage so liberally bestowed
will be heartily resjjonded to by those more iiiiinediately interested in the welfare of
the Builders' Benevolent Institution. The Direotors'have the satisfat^tion of an-
nouncing that Mr. George Plnrknett has kindly consented to become the President of
the Institution for the ensuing year.

Mr. Tho.mas Cozens moved the reception and adoption of the report and
balance-sheet.

Mr. Richard Richardson seconded the motion, which was carried
unanimously.
Mr. John Thorn moved that the thanks of the meeting be given to the

patrons, and that Mr. Stephen Bird, Mr. G. Spencer Smith, and Mr. George
Smith be added to their number.
Mr. R. Richardson seconded the motion, which wn» carried unanimously.
Mr. Cozens moved that the thanks of the meeting be given to the Presi-

dent, George Smith, Esq., for his support and services during his President-
ship of the Institution.

Mr. Head seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.
Mr. Robert You moved the thanks of the meeting to the Vice-Preoldents

of the Institution, and that Mr. E. H. Tode, Mr. G. Plucknett, Mr. W. Rogers,
and Mr. 11. Spencer Smith, be added to their number.

Mr. SiMPKiNS seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously
Mr. Richardson moved, " That the thanks of the meeting be given to the

Trustees, Mr. Alderman Cubitt, M.P., Stephen Birtl, Esq., G. Spencer Smith,
Esq., and Joshua Higgs, Esq., for their services to the Institution."

Mr. SiMi'KiNs seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.
Mr. Cozens moved " That the thanks of the meeting be given Joseph Bird,

Esq., Honorary Secretary to the Ball held in February last, and the Stewards,
for their kind assistance, and that Mr. Bird be requested to continue his services
for the ensuing year."
The motion was seconded and unanimously agreed to.

Mr. SiMPKiNS proposed the next resolution, moving "The thanks of the
meeting to the Directors for their support and services during the past year,
stating that the retiring Directors were Messrs. J. Davies, William Ellis, C. Fish,

J. Head, W. Hutchons, J. Morri-s, and J.Thorn; and the following retiring mem-
bers, who were eligible for re-election, be re-elected—viz., Messrs. W. Ellis, 0.
Fish, W. Hutchons, J. Morris, and J. Thorn, together with tlie following new
members of the directory :—Messrs. S. L. Mann and Stanley G. Bird.
Mr. Cozens seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

Mr. Richardson moved a vote of thanks to the Chairman, the Committee,
and Hon. Secretary (Mr. G. Moyuard), of the Brighton branch of the Institu-

tion, for their support.
Mr. Head seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. Richardson moved, Mr. You seconded, the next resolution, and it

was unanimously carried, " 'That the thanks of the meeting be given to the
Auditors, Messrs. S. H. Head and J. H. Hunter, for their valuable services

during the past year, and that they be requested to continue the same for the
ensuing year."
On the motion of Mr. Richardson, seconded by Mr. You, a vote of

thauks to the Hon. Solicitors of the Institution, Messrs. Jacques, Edwards and
Co., was carried unanimously.
The Chairman propoposed that Mr. Plucknett he elected President of the

Institution for the ensuing year. Mr. Plucknett was an honorable man of busi-
ness ; he was quite a gentleman, and he would do honor to the Builders' Bene-
volent Institution as as its President—(Hear, hear).
Mr. Richardson seconded the motion. Mr. Plucknett had rendered great

service to the builders of the metropolis in the last struggle, and he had no doubt
that that gentleman would render equaally valuable service to the Builders'
Benevolent Institution.
The motion was carried by acclamation.
The CHAIR.VIAN, in returning his acknowledgments to a vote of thanks for

his conduct in the chair, regretted that the funds of the Institution would, to
some extent, be affected by the lapsing of the five years' ten-guinea guaranteed
subscriptions.

Mr. Cozens hoped, however, that at the next annual dinner some gentlemen
would be found who would establish a similar fund.
The proceedings then terminated.

Building Progress, SfC, in Alexandria.— The correspondent of 8
contemporary, writing a short time since from jUexandria, in a glowing letter,

says :—" This is destined to become a grand city ; it can already boast of many
fine new buildings, &c., and improvements are daily being made, and many fresh
ones spoken of. It is certain that our present generous ruler, Mahomed Said
Pasha, is anxious to follow the example of his illustrious father, who has left

many monuments of his reign. The latter confined himself almost entirely to his

improvements in the capital ; but Said Pasha divides his attention and taste more
equally, and allows several towns to profit by his liberality. A fine suite of build-
ings, the Alexandrian waterworks, built by a private French company, has just
been completed, and the whole city is now amply provided with Iresh water ; the
speculation is looked upon as a very profitable one; the Government pays, it is

said, for the supply consumed on its account, the handsome sum of a thousand
francs per day, which sum alone is sufficient to cover the interest on the capital
expended, "rhe improvements in our Grand-square have likewise just been ter-

minated ; an agreeable elevated promenade has been made, which isplimted with
trees, and is ornamented at either end with a fountain. The inauguration took
place some short time since by the Viceroy in person, and the fact has created
general surprise that, although these works cost the Pasha something like

£25,000, and have been an agi-eeable addition of comfort and pleasure to all

the European inhabitants—for whom, I may say, these improvements have been
almost exclusively made, and this extra expense incurred—still, neither on the
Viceroy's arrival at the tent prepared for him was a single cheer raised, nor
during his short stay on the ground did a single individual think of presenting

him with an address of thanla for the extra pleasure he has placed within their

reach. What must the Viceroy think of European gratitude '( It can be stud

that be is generous to a fault ; he Iiad shown himself in glowing coloi-s in his

taking over tlie different speculations, in none more so than the iledjidi Com-
pany, when, finding that under its previous expensive management it was a losing

affair, he not only paid all the shares, but, on replacing the European employes
by natives, he accorded to each a year's pay.
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TENDERS'
F.vBM llriLDiNOB, Mki>steai>, Hants.

(.Ii" ' vriiimni steel, Winchester.,

lu ,ja-« ul <>I taobort Klobols, Busingstoko
Benry Loe, Alton

tieereotlon of frnm-houses. in tUo parish of Medstead, noar Alton, Hants.

ull...|-

Chapei., Workiuobaj*.
For theereeMon of « new Chapel, at Wokingham, Berks.

Beading, architects.

Ponlton and Woodman,

I^wis, Wokuig;ham £2,000 10

Martin. Wokiusham 1.97« 13

(iray. Wokintrham 1,»«6 a

Cooper, Maidenhead. 1.770

Sheppard. Keadin? 1.69S

Ortonand Child, Heading 1,649

JIaUhewa, Beading 1M7
Wells. Heading ._

l.-*'0 "

Lecture-room.

£162 « S

148 1« (

103 6 (

150 (

145 (

150
148 11

127 12

Alterations. Te.mi>i.e-gbove. East SjieeN;^
, j.i^,,- • j .ij,-

.

Alterations and additions. Temple-grove, East Sbcon. »)•. .TT, Stttf„TVii%ft^t,

Dttucs-imi, Strand. Quantities not^suppllcd.

Goodale £UV<0
Cowland 1,708 10

FUh •...:;,.•, i.53«
•f.r.'i

Alirtntlohs.

£«0

' '8150=0'

2.4W
2,-ji9U

^

AtTBBATtONS.—HAMfST^Ali^KOXft
I'l

1 AtTERATIONB.—HAMVarcAK-nv/ii;. , u^

and additions to premises. Koberts-mews, Harapstead-road. mr.

J. T'a'nne?™nrcWte"et; wrut^ron-court, ()ld Broad-street. tjuuntities supplied.

Oxford and Co. £51-1 H. H. Wyman _.^,.
.
-^

i'i^^

R. Mann 509
409 14

490

Airey and liellingliam.

J. Taylor
J. Sweet

4,50

415
405

.The Utter'ill^P^^.u;W8'fmm"the present ChapeUnaddlUon to the above,

Sewxrac.e Works, Bahnbley.

Tor works spcoifled in contract No. 2—viz. :—
^

S. Buxton, Leeds *}',

J. Moxon, Barnsley J";

J. H. Kobinson. Leeds ••

Koyds and Whittle, Barnsley (accepted)

J. M. Barker, Manchester

,650

,5S5

1,530
1,215
025

'

,

REPAIB8, St. Aloustine's, City.

For repairs to the exterior of tho church of St Augustme, m the City

Tress and Chambers, architects.

AxforandCo £W0
Htitchison 5S S ?

Ucssrs.

.£427

Holmes"! ^
Brown and Co »"

Elston
Turner and Sons . .

.

CHuncH Restoratiow. (5r.AMOnOA!(. »r_..«.

For the restoration of the chancel of Monk Nash Church, Glamorgan. Messrs.

Prichard and Scddon, architects.
.
;,,

I'ariy, Llandaff *'^'''-
„„

DWELLINO-HOL-SES, LONDON.
, „„ „ v .^^

For rcbnildlng houses .0. 1^2^ . and^4. -/---^UFtifsn^t^d-'Sy S?r^
repairs to No. 2V, Barbican.

W.Oriffiths.

G. Mansfield and Son ^^'iSS

>tlS ra I

ratman and Fothington.
Little
Anley
Williams Brothers
Messrs. Brass

[[ouites. Repairs

5,100 , £549
4,988 . 483

4,898 . 498
4,090 . 495

4,730 . 415

4,667 . 445

Total.

£5,665
5,471
6,396
6,185

5,145
5,112

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
SCHOOLHOUSE, &c.

TlANnswoRTii —For designs, plans, Bpocilications, and estimates for the erection 01

a schooZuse, wiUi the necessary fl.xtures, fittings, and appurtenances, and for the

formation of a playground, with feuce walls, entrance gates and ajipi-oacbes, for

thetrasteisof tie •'Ilandswortb-bridge Charity," upon a niece of ami in the

Parish of Handsworth A litl.ograpl.c-S pto of the land, and Panted mstrccjoijs

Lid nart cS^s will be forwardeS on application by letter, addressed to Mr. \V illiam

Corbctt GroTvenor-road, Uandswortli Birmingham, the suivejor pi the Charity

Estates The designs, pians, and other particufars, arc to be sent in befbre or on

*''«"*°^^"^''''"'^niECHAJ^ICS- INSTITUTION.
^ ^ .^ ^ , ,^.

T rpna -Plans and estimates for the Mechanics' Institution, and Literary Socict}

»ndL.7eds School of Art, to be erected in Cookridge-strcet, Leeds. A plan of the

site and detalted instructions and conditions may be had on applicanon. The
: . \ . _,r^t^ v..{i.5i..., i„ not to exceed £13,000.

Farm-bdildixgb. Stoke Lacey.

For fiirm-house, out-buildings, &c at Stoke Lacy, Herefordshire.
^^

Leigliton ^Hti M*"''
Bowers l'^^ I

Tress and Chambers,
Cottage, Hants.

For a cottage at Crookham-common, Hants. Messrs.

architects. ^ „ £i S69 10
Stevenson and Co *-^-^

J"
Charlton, Hartley-row • • • • "JV S in

,
Martin, Hartley-row, including plate glass (accepted).. 993 lo

IsriRMARY, Kensington.

For additional Infirmary to Kensington Workhouse. John Blore, architect

T 1) Cowland £1.931 Thomas Stimpsou 'HitT.U.towlana ,.„,, .f„T„.,in,i„,i and Bird 1,0'?McLevinnan and Bird
Thomas Rudkin, Juu 1.025

C. T. Pickard and Co. (accepted). . . 1,557

James Porter l.O'l

J. andC. W.Todd 1,W«

G. Todd. Jun 1.730

John Hurst 1.720

Parsonage, Glamorgan. - . ., j „„.^

For the ereotkm of GeUy Gaer Parsonage Glamorgan. Messrs. Prichard and

Seddon, Diocesan archilects. Quantities by Mr. Charles Poland.

Griffiths. Newport
i 120

Moore. Newport |'|fV

Griffiths, Carditr 1-}™

Parry, Llandaff «Si
Bolt, Xewport (accepted) ">"

Public Buildings, Portsea.

For the erection of new offices and public hall. Landport, Portsea. Mr^t

M Houghton, architect. Quantities supphed by C. Houghton and George

surveyors. *•>(;«
Burbidgc, Gosport ,X?;

",. ;',;;,, , 'W. R. and C. Light, Landport l-«l»

•
'"""» T3nf,prs»nd Booth. Southsea 1.9J?

Mr. Charles
Kake,

Rogers and Booth, Southsea.
Hodges, Landport
Backhurst, Landport (accepted)
Hodges, Landport }?!*

, Landnort (accepted) '."^

CiicRCH Restoration, Glamorgan.
For the restoraUon of Newton Church, Glamorgan, Messrs. Prichard and Seddon,

architects.

Bees and Koderick, Aberavon . . £93.-)

Jarrts, Canton 654 18

James, Bridgend .£010

SEWEBACE.—COVENT-OABDEN APPROACH.
For the formation of a subway, Ac, along the Covent-gardcn approach.

Evans. Brothers £4,9.'i0 I W Detliick ^M87
G.Todd, Jun *•"-' I •J.°.''" '^i^^i™. 4101
Thomas Kudkln, Juu 4,H00 |

Edward Thirst.. ........... 4,3Ji

The tender of Mr. Tliirst was accepted, subject to the usual inqmries.

The estimate ol the engineer was £4,400.

total cost of tho buildin: The Directors do not bind

ehitect, the party whose design
themselves to adopt any plan, nor to employ, as architect, the party whose aeai^

maTbeLiected if so employed, he wilY receive the usual conimissiou ; if not so

^mnloved he wil be paid t!ie i.m of £100. and the design will be the property of

«" Committee Preference will be given to those plans where readiness ol access

to the dSflerent rooms and general co.ivenienco have been specially studied.

MAUKErS.
«r,..THMfii TON Devon —For designs for a new covered market, Ac, on premises

adMnin- the Guildhall, Southmolton. A premium of £25 wiU be given for the

firs? and''£16 for the second best plan. The person whose pl.^" '« «,'l'?P''^'lpYan of
remiired to furnish gratuitously, a specification and working details. Tlan ot

siteandl-Srih^infomation, on application to Mr. K. Snow, bOTOUgfc, surveyor.

Plais to be sent under seal to the town clerk, to August 1. ,.,.,-
OBSEKvAlUKi. ' , , ,,- ...^

Stockpokt -For designs for a tower or observatory, to If ef««'<^'i
'J
."'^ P"J?^^

narks StockDort the largest to he 150 feet, the expense not tocxcoed .41,000 Two

^?emmm^ wi'^?be g^?en^i20 for the most approve,!, and £10 for <!'< ';»™»1. "«"K a" to bo accompanied by plans, specihcat.ons and working details
;
PF.tW"-

KJ-ciniect Designs, un&r seal, to Mr. John Bradbury, 00, New Zealand-road,

Stockport, to July 31.
jjoygj-s OF PAULI.YMENT.

^ „ ,. ,, .

^s^??iyisrs^':^cinS'^'^?~'^4HSwmMmmmmmmmMMm
Designs to January 1, 1801.

jjj^^xHS

SPA.- For designs for baths and arcbiteeturafworks at 'l-e
m;n'=;»\Xct°fre'' «*iey

Sitectural works. Particulars in Building News, June 8th 1800.

167 17

Slebey Dispensary, Dover-road.
. ,. r !„

For repairs and painting at the Surrey Dispensary, Dover-road. Henry Jarvis,

Architect i'/^.
;_;;•;,;;.;,;.;. £,94 I Fisher, Camberwell £174

Wicke's"!:.* — 179 17 6 Fisher, Dover-road

Brighton 178 1

Sewebage Newington. „ , ,

For sewers works for the pariah of St. Mary, Newington, Henry Jarvis, surveyor

OTscwers.
^^^^ 12} per cent, under printed prices.

King'andHowe 20 per cent, under ditto

, Lev 274 per cent, under ditto

;,',;"" Kent 27fper cent, under ditto

',),',', Kent'* tender was accepted

Infirmary, North Riding. Yorkshire,
npon-Tyne, have had the first prenuiii"

of Manchester the 2nd premium of £i.

COMPETITION AWARDED. ,.<,.„„„.««
Messrs Oliver and Lamb of Newcastle-

and Mr. Hopi
upon Tyn'eX^eliartheflrsrpi^ndiunof £50 awarded to them
npon-iyne, im;.- u»>j^i-__

__ .^
_F

^^ ^^^^ There were 28 competitors

MlLE-END.-

CONTRAOTS OPEN.

For the erection of\N™"/estr'y-l'"'U«nd offices, on a site adjotojn,

^^t^X^i^^l^^^^'^^^'l^
Drawings Sic

„„, obtained at-th

Tenders, containing to
offiic'o'flthe surveyor, at the Town-house,' Mile-end-road

?.T-^a?c^^o't-l^liletranre'crmcJ."f^^^^^^^^^^^^

^'±iJ^^^i^iZkr:^^i'olo,f.t:^^^^ hall and offices on the s^te of th

Sent vestry-room in St. Jameas Churchyard, Piccadilly. Drawings, A-c, can t

Fnspected!anLnformation obtained at the ''fflf«.°"l'iy,^ro a^d ^I'^o' JJoi
Howell, 14, Marshall-street, Golden-square, d»>ly b/' y^" »»

f"";^' of St Jame
tenders are to be there delivered, sealed and addressed' Tothe.vcstrj 01 ai. -a

^

Westminster, to August 4.
(S'^",''fYl'"DHTlL

of nuamities of the proposed works. The time for sendtag in tenders and au ow

particulars will be found in the instructions issued.

V5-^^!i=^u^i^s;?|c;:s:^r^oS=
Office of Mr. Wilsont solicitor, Congleton, forinepecUon, I
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of y'Xi,«i<i Urms, wllh the names of the proposeil sureties, to be forwarded to the
said Office, directed to the Chairmiin of the said Company, to August 1.

PETERBonouGH.—For lighting the several Streets, highways, pulillcp.issapcs.conrts,
and otlier places of the towu of IVterborough, williin the limits of the I'etcr-
Iwrough and Cemetery Improvement Act for tlie time being, with well-purilled
coal gas, or such part thereof as may from time to time be so lit within the limits
of the Biiid Act, for the term of three years ; the ligliling to commence as early in
the present year as can b<; elfectcd. and on such day in August in future years as
the Commissioners may direct, and to terminate mainly in every year on the 15th
day of May, or longer if requu-ed <luriug such contract, with s|K'cial provisions for
a partial supply during the suninicr months. The Commissioners will not object
toenter into a contract for a longer period, to be agreed upon between them and
the contractor, and in all other respects to facilitate the obtaining a special Act by
the contractor. The contract to contain all usual conditions, clauses, agreements,
matters, and things, which may be known at the Clerk's ofBce : and to be prepared
by him in du|)licate at the equal expense of the Commissioners and the contractor.
Tenders, stating the charge for each lamp per season and per l,Oi:io cubic feet ofgas
for the season, according to the above terms and other usual conditions and
clauses, with names, residences, and additions of two sufflcient sureties, to be sent
under seal to the office of Nelson Wilkinson, Clerk to the Commissioners, at Peter-
borough, to July .10.

FaKnwortii.—For DO Iron lamp pillars, 23 lamp posts, of pitch pine timber ; 20
lamp irons, for wall fixing ; and 132 square lamps, in copper frames, or there-
abouts ; and also for erecting and fixing the same within the township of Farn-
worth. Tenders, specifying quality of material, with weights and sizes, for the
wholeof the work to be done, including the erection and completion, or for any
portion thereof, so as to suit the convenience of contractors, addressed to Jlr.
Semion Dyson, Itose-cottage Fnrnworth, to August 2.

WATEHWORKS.
Bbomi>tox.—For certain cast-iron water main pipes and special castings for the
Brompton, Chatham, Qillingham, and Rochester water-works. Further particu-
lars by application to the engineer, J. I'ilbrow, Ksq., at his office, Tottenham, N.,
where specifications and couditious of contract may be obtained by payment of Ss.
Tenders, properly endorsed, addressed to the Directors of the Company, at their
office, 10 Middle-street, Hrompton, Kent, to August 0.

Dumfries.—For about 4,2fl0 yards of 12-inch cast-iron pipes, to be supplied to the
Dumfries and Maxwelltown Water Commissioners, in terms of specification to be
furnished on application to the clerk, A. Tebbetts, 1, Union-street, Dumfries.
Estimates to be endorsed "Dumfries and Maxwelltown Water Works, tender for
Cast-iron llpes," addressed to and left at the office of the clerk, to Aun-ust 7

AVOKKHOUSES.
Beverley—For the building of the new Workhouse at Beverley. Drawings &c
at the Board-room, In Minster Moorgate. Beverley, to August 7. Schedules of the
quantities may be obtained on application to Jtessrs. ,J. li. and W, Atkinson
architects, 93. Micklegate, York, on and after the 23rd July. Sealed tenders for
the whole work, or for each separate department, to be addressed " to the Chair-
man," to be delivered at the Board-room to August 8.

RAILWAY STATION. Ac.
Low Moor.—For the erection of a new passenger station at Low Moor, for the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. I'lans at the Engineer's Office, Hunt's-bank
Manchester. Tenders, properly endorsed, and addressed to the Directors must
beforwarded to Williams. Lawn, Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester, to'Tues-
day, August 7.

Manchester.— For the alteration of the station master's house, at Moses-o-ate
station of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. I'lans, Ac, at the Engineer's
Office, Hunt's Bank, JIanchester, and tenders, properly endorsed, and adSressed
to the Directors, must be forwarded to WilUam S. Lawn, Secretary, Hunt's Bank
Manchester, to August 7.

BOLTO.N.—For the erection of a brick cotton shed, 103 feet by 4.5 feet, at Atherton
Station, on the Bolton and Leigh branch ; also for an engine-shed, 76 feet by 10
feet, at the Bolton Station of the London and North Western Railway Plans
Ac, on application at the Engineer's Office, Lime-street, Liverpool Sealed
tenders, marked outside "Tender for for Cotton Shed at Atherton and en"-ine-
shed at Bolton," to be sent to W. Long, Euston Station, not later "thanAugust 7.

Devonport.—For extending the railways at Bull Point, near Devonport Intend-
ing contractors to leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office Devonnort toAugu8t4, and lodge 10s. Od. for bills of quantities. (See advertisement >

'

BRIDGES. ^

DnMFRiE.s.—For widening the bridge over the Scaur, on the road from Thornhlll toMInnyhive. Plans, &c., with Mr. Cowan, Road Surveyor, Carronbridn-e Tenders
to Mr. Cowan, to August 0. ° '

„ LIGHTHOUSE.
HEBnii)E.s.—For a lighthouse on the Monarch Isles, lying to the westward of North

Uist, in the Hebrides. The Commissioners will previouslv arrange to convey
intending contractors from Oban to Inspect the locality on a day to bo subseouentlvnamed, towards the end of August. Sleanwhile, intending contractors to send
their names and addresses to Alex. Cunningham, Secretary, Northern Lio-hthonse
Office, Hi George-street, Edinburgh, and he will give them notice of th? nrecise
day fixed lor the mspection. i^ - ov.

STOREHOUSE.
mT?"? HAVEN.---For the erection of a storehouse and other buildings at Nayland
Milford-haven. Plans, forms of tender, conditions, Ac, are deposited at TrlnitvHouse. Tenders to Trinity House, directed as required, to Au'^ust ''7

SEWERAGE.
BEISTOL.—For laying down, constructing, and completely finishing certain intendedmain sewers, in the " I rome Intercepting Sewer District," within the district of

lih. n';^" °? « "'
"^JV;-

about 4 r,70 yards in length. Plans, &c., may be seen atthe Offices of the Local Board of Health, and any further information may be ob-tamed of Sir. Fredenck Ashmead, C.E. Tenders to Auo-nst 2
?^'^'''- '^S'^'f^l^'^^-^''^^ '¥ sewerage of Jliil-street and part of the Nantwich-
road, m .'\Ionks CoppcnhaM, Chester. I'lans, &c., will be ready from the 19th instantand maybeBecnatthe()fflceofMr.Furber,surveyortothe board, Adelphi-Hotel
Crewe. Tenders to be sent, entitled " Tenders tor Sewerage," under seal to Mr'Sheppard solicitor, Crewe, Clerk to the Board, to Auo-ust 2

Webton-Super-Mebe.—For the construction of the fbllowin<' works—
iirstly.—A well for the reception, and two sets of tanks for the disinfecting of
the sewa<fe of the town

; together with the construction of a brick sewer'cso
yards m length, or thereabouts ; and other matters incidental thereto.

Secondly.- 1 he erection of the buildings required for the engines, boilers, andsteam pumping machinery. '
> "

"''works'"^'"
'^"*'*'°° of a stone boundary wall round a portion of the site of the

Fourthly.-The cleaning of the present tanks.

We?fAn*f,V„f v."" ""'n '
r'

^^''^ Arthur Whitehead, county surveyor of Somerset,

^^i ?;, "Pr"-*':;?- D"I''"=»'H ^t'y "' "" specifications on receipt ofa post-office

^Mr Wh ?;'..t^3
tracings of the drawings on receipt of post-office order tor £2 2s.

Kthl'rJ ^''? ' i
•i""'^"

'o •>« delivered at the offices of Mr. Wm. Smith, Clerkto the Commissioners, Weston-super-Merc, to August 6
v.ei«.

,„„ „ ,
DEODORIZING WORKS,

n, k!;";.
<"" working the machinery at the deorizing works, either by a water-wheel

PlanJ t. «'";"' »"""•"?« «t the surveyor's office, Stuart-street Luton
S,»rrf

^P;?'•'"''™s• »?>1 "nd';" to be forwarded to George Bailey, Clerk to the

S'd"odori^."„~.r^t^rug';^?'^:^^
""' ""''''"' " ''"""'' ^"^ ^™^'<^"" "-"•-'y

• i^ ROADMAKING.
•MJ)EBBHOTT.- For forming a new road from Aldershott-bridge, Hants, to Ash Vale I

M.
Surrey. Plans and specification at Hit Sdyal Enirlneer Ofllee, Alderahott.

2h n'«''""i'"
to tenJer must leave th.ir names at this office on or before thi30th Inst., and pay lOs. (,d. for bills of qunntltic. Tend.Ts to be addressed undercover, to the Directorof Coiitracts, War (jffice. Pall-mall, London, endorsed in the

Au *t 10 ' '^'"^'''^°'' ''"'"1 "t AldorsUott," and deUvered by lo a.m., of

"h,Tni^!'!';;''~"J°'V'.''.°''''''¥u "I ",;'' making carriage roads and foot-paths In the
P,""*',!;'^""^'' '>'.<'»'„P''",9'» of Baltersea. situate adjoining Battersea-common.

All 'isr'o'
'" "'«'1<^« I'*^ architect, 20, Golden-Bquarc. Tenders before

Temi'i.e-Cowlev.—For roadmaking and drainage works on the Oxford Kstale ofthe Conservative Land .Society, situate in the lllley and Henley-road Temole-
Cojvley, parish of Cowley. Parties to take out quantities for themselves. Thefollowing are rough quantities :—

30 feet road .boot 9,W feet run.
i» „ backways L-Oao
12-inch pipes sewers, including about r.'i eyes '.'. "

2'.')00
viGulley cesspools, with gratings, andO-ln. drain 10 In number."

Earthwork.
Plans, &c., from Aug. 1„ at the office of the Society's surveyor, Mr. .T. Wylson
.«. Jjorfolk-street. Strand, London, W.C. -, also with Mr. J. Castle, architect, Iffley-
road, Oxford. Tenders, sealed, endorsed, ''Tender for :works at Oxford"
addressed, as above, to the surveyor, to August 11. (Sec advertisement.)

CHURCHES.
STAPENIIILL, NEAR BuHTON-ON-TRENT.-For the enlargement of the church at

Stapcnhill. Plans, &c., on and after July 2, at the Vicarage, Stapenhill of the Rev

.

Ctiarles Hind. Duplicate copies at the offices in Derby of Stevens and Robinson .
17, Tennant-street. Derby, and 22. Sackville-street, London.

WELLixGnoRocGJi.—For the reseating in oak, restoring the windows, arches, and
piers, and for executing other alterations at the parish church of Wellingborough,m the county of Northampton. Plans, &c., and a bill of quantities at the office atNorthampton of E. F. Law, architect. Tenders to be delivered to the architect toAugust 4.

Pence.—For the enlargement of St. John's Church, Penge. Drawings, &c., at the
I arsonage, opposite the church ; further information from Mr. E. Nash, architect,
J, Adelaide-place, London-bridge. (No date specified.—See advertisement).

BRiDGNORTii. -l or the restoration of St. Leonards Church Bridgnorth. Plans, Stc..
witli Mr. « Pidduck, 14, High-street, Bridgnorth ; further particulars from the
architect, Mr. VV. Slater, 4, Carlton-chanibers, Regent-street, London. Tenders,
free addressed to Rev. G. Bellett, Bridgnorth, to August 13. (See advertise-
ment.)

CHAPELS.
Faversham,—For the erection of anew Wesleyan Chapel and Schools, at Faver-
sham. Plans, &c., and form of tender, at the office of the architect, Mr. W. W.
1 ocock, 3.5. Craven-street, Strand, London. Sealed tenders to be addressed to the
Rev. W. Worker, Wesleyan .'Minister, Faversham, to August 1.Market Rasen.—For a new Free Methodist Chapel, Market Rasen, LIncolnshh-e.
llans, &c. with Bellamy and Hardy, architects and surveyors, 29, Broad-
gate, Lincoln, until the 6th August, on which date, sealed Tenders are to be
delivered to John Stafford, Esq., Willingham-road, Market Rasen, endorsed" Tender for New Chapel."

Earl's Colne, Essex.—For the erection of a Baptist Chapel and school, at Earl's
Colne, near Halstead, Essex. Drawings, fee, at the Vestry, from August 8, ten-
ders, addressed to C. F. Hayward, Esq., architect, 8, Adelphi-strcel, Adclphi.
London, to August 18. (See advertisement.) .

Halifax.—For two Chapels (to be precisely similar) In the Halifax Cemetery.
Drawings at the Town-hall, and of the architect, C. H. Edwards, Esq., 28, Bruns-
wick-square, London, W.C. Forms of tender and bills of quantities (price 58.)
from the architect, or at the Town-hall. Tenders to the office of the Town Clerk,
to August 14. (See advertisement.)

„ PARSONAGE.
Han LEY. " • ...

Samuel Fisher, Northvvood, Hanley.
SCHOOLS.

Winchester.—For the erection of a new Training-school for Masters, with resi-
dences for the I'rincipal, Vice-Principal, and Slatron. at Winchester Hants.
Drawings, &c., at the office of the architect, Mr. John Colson, St Swithin-street,
VVinchester, on and after the 2."ith inst. Bills of quantities will be supplied on
application. Tenders endorsed " Tender for Winchester Training-school," are to
be delivered at the architect's office before 12 noon, on the 13th of August.

DWELLING-HOUSES. &c
Carmarthen.—For erecting new buildings to be added to Thornhill-housc. In the
parish of Llandebie, and for repairing the existing farm-house and buildings.
Plans, &c., on application to Mr. David Howell, Dame-street, C.irmarthen. Tenders
to Mark Ccnnaway, Esq., Iloopcrn-house, Exeter, to August 3.

Stamford.—For the alterations and additions to a house at Castle Bytham. Plans,
&c., with Edward Browning, architect, Stamford. Sealed tenders, agreeably to
the form supplied, to August 9.

COTTAGES.
Camblesforth, 1 ORK.—For the building of four cottages or tenements, at Cambles-

forth. Plans. &c., at James Walton's. Camblesforth, near Selby. Tenders to
James Walton, Camblesforth, to August 7.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Elthaji.—For alterations and additions to Chapel farm-buildings, and for the erec-
tion of five pairs of cottages on the Crown estate, Eltham, in the County of Kent.
Plans and specification, on application to Mr. John Clutton, No. 9, Whitehall-place.
Tenders, addressed to the Hon. Charles Gore, Office of Woods, I, Whitehall-place,
S.W., endorsed " Tender for Buildings," to twelve noon of August 4.

RAILWAY.
Hareowgate.—For the construction of a deviation line of railway through Harrow-
gate, commencing near Pannal station, on the line from Leeds to Thirsk. and
terminating at the Bilton-lane crossing, north of Starbeck, the length being about
4i miles. Plans, &c., from .luly 20, at the Engineer's office, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
where printed forms of tender, specification, and quantities may be obtained.
Sealed tenders, addressed to the secretary, marked " Tender for Harrowgate
deviation line," to bo delivered at York to 12 noon of August 2.

BARRACK BUILDINGS.
WooLwicn.—For building a cooking- house, bath, and ablufIon-rooms, ash-pit. &c.,

&c.. in the east-rear range, Koyal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich. Parties desiring
to tender must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office. Woolwich, on or
before the 31st July, and pay ten shilUngs and sixpence for bills of quantities.
(See advertisement).

York.—For.— 1st. Building additional barracks and stabling; 2nd. Building a boun-
dary wall ; both at York Cavalry Barracks. Parties desirous to tender must leave
their names at the Royal Engineer Office, York, to August 4, and pay 10s. Od. for
bills of quantities, of each separate service. (See advertisement.)

Woolwich.—For repairing and painting the front range of the Royal Artillery
Barracks at Woolwich. Intending contractors to leave their names at the Royal
Engineer Office, Woolwich, to August 10, and pay lOs. 6d. for bills of quantities,
(Sec advertisement.)

NEwroHT.-For the erection of quarters for married soldiers at Albany Barracks,
Newport, Isle of Wight. Intending contractors to attend at the Royal Engineers
Office, Portsmouth, at 12 noon of August 1, to appoint surveyor to take out quanti-
ties. (See advertisement.)
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quantities, to August \ . »J"' ?'\"f,'J?;;'"''"r,ii,,,,R rortomouth. Intending eon-

advertisement.) i>ir>ivr P<T\ni ISHMENT.
Sx,.nr.sT.-For .UeratfoM^^a^^^^^^^^^

are to lodge their names, and pay lOs ;" ,;'^,
""'»

"J ', contracts. War Office,

Tenderrtobe addr^ssed^ 7;^ .p2,;"^;^° 'A'ldl^rE^UbUshment. 11. M. CoUege,

aS^s?"lndXt'?^'uy I'o aL^.-ofAu^gust"?. (Sec «lverti»ement.)

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAV'S AND THE MART.
FBXEHOI.D.

_ . . Estate." situate 4 miles from

By Messrs. Fakebbotdee. Cla«k jna'-J,"- V,^ Mm che'sterTsiielTicld. and Lincolnshire

the town of BrlKK awl <hi- »««''» ^' .^'fV.rfVom the town and pin of Uull, In the comUv of

line, 5 from llart.m-upon-Humber. and 1- """'
"^t'V.anor, of Worlaby, otherwise Wor-

llnrolnshire. (-..mprlsmff the l"""""^;,, "[..K^
i, 'd village of Worlab.v, and uowards of

^™r*of <4/Wi per annum,- sod for* Mjwu.
j tc known as the Manor house,

^^^^^"^^^^i^^^zB^^^ ,0,, With stable.

•cottage res dencc, known as Mariyns J-"""J'^;__„^ . s„i5 for £41(0.

^'S^V.S S?^S;e%^iS^ri;inK'tifeX, S^n/tle Guildford Railway Station;

«"J3/1-SI"as (...enavis and Vi..ers),_Shou,dc^of Mutton Green, East Wlckham. Kent,

4 cottages, let at £41 12s. per annum ;
sold for £4TO.

i„ j^, Mp. ; sold for £00.

Adjoining the last lot, plot of pasture land, coniammfe
^^ ^^

1 ,
^^^^ ^^^ ^^

East wl'ek°h.m. arable l«.d.caU«l •' sil^n Acres," c„ntainu>g 9a. 3r. Ip.. let at £25 per

»^GVo?i1.'tS*t"can.den-town, house let at £30 per annum, also aground-rent, of £1

p^nam arising from 14-.. aJJ""","!; 'l""
for fc.60

. ™5!. Grove-street, residence, let at i.* per annuui

,

issjlrove-streei, r^'den"*. '^''''^.I^I.Xnce Vt at £34 per annum.also two residence.
W,VTuttlebnry-street,E.i8ton-«quare residence, let at t^P

whole held for a term of 91

35 and 30, Whittleliury-strcet, let .""
'^?¥o „„r7nnum • sold lor £«ll).

^^S.^'' H^S'tirf Sif^? l^SiroXrbhee-.,re^ MUc-end, house, sold for

^) Measrs. ^'OKXO. Hocox^ and Tar^ C„u^^^^^
fu'^f.l^SfislS'o^f«;*{.JSi-?r.

dudillg Van Gyhcr.vch \ an '/f'?;,Vj?HJ„!J the town of Brecon, and 26 miles from Swansea,

T^^"w:"''.af. \?n'S S^; \Sr?heT^ S,ttages, barm.; stabling, cow-houses. &c..

„unum;soldfor^;v Lot^ Ditto Ko 4.Sidne,^^^^^^^^

ii^'l=,^''^S;r^|1f-si5Me;;4^^^
orenada-terraec, eommerdaWoad, \;'- J J.;°Jr™c. a"; sold Ibr 3;«il. Lot 30. Ditto, 17,

ss,. ; sold for 40.V. Lot 29. « "»; l--.

'lJ?T Six houses. Nos. 1 to C, .lamaica- street, Com-
Grenadii-tcrrace. 25'.

;
sold « y„"",'- ,^S' i'rcmiseB kno>TO as 7 and 7J Jamaica street, »1. i

merclal-r<«d27^; sold tor 31.« IjO'/^^^^'f
i'jf^jj ,"a,ea.pUce, H.'sold for 501. Lot 34

?St^J?'-T,;;?l1^S;|Mn-La.v.,,ca^^^
28/. per annum ;

so ' f?/
,,„ ,n,mim • sold for 12.',;. Lot 41. Houses, Nos. 2 and 3, liorinuda-

cial-road, Ptwlncing U.
'^J ""f.''™,\,''for iw(. Lot 42 So. 4, liermuda-street, producing 4;.

street, producli K 9( per ai.num
,
so 1

lor 1
« B„n„u,ia.strcot, producing 31. los, per annum

;

peranuum; soWforJ;.'-
''"'^Vniuda-street. producing 4(. per Annum ; sold for.™;. Lot 45.

sold for 45;. Lot «. >o. 1.. Bcra umi^^^^^^^
per .annum ; sold for 275'. Lot 46.

Kight houses >03 14 o 21, Bermu^^^ Commercial-road, prot\uclng 30(. per annum

;

The Sidney Arms public-hou>e,cluu-^e8^
Producing 8'. per annum ; sold lor 751

sold for 340(. Lot •'
•

' "™5 "™'y
V, and 30, Charles-street, producing 24'. peranuum ; sold

Lot 48. Six houses. N06. <!M, 33. 34, A), ""d »''•

^rJrtlucing 6'. per annum ; sol.f for ml. Lotsl.
for25M. Lot«. H0US0.S0.5 Clmrle^^^^^^^^^^^ -^j^ ,.„ 2„, Lota!.
Five houses. Nf». 21, to 31. Lliaries

^JTj'^^J.^.sueet. producing 8(. per annum ; sold for 70(.

Threehouscs. J.OS 21,^, ">''„'^'
ViJ'^J^^arlcs-strcet, producing 121. per annum; so d for

f',1)
'^j I^T 'Tiohdes,^'o;.'3?and '3?, Charles-street, producing «. pcr annum ;

sold for
1151. Lot.M. iwoiiousis, ^^°-,'' , .,' producing 5(. per annum; sold for .W. Lot66.
7-J. Lot 55- House, !<o ^''•Charte street pro « 1^

^^jj ,„, ^,_ ^ot 67. Four houses,
House,>o.2,Lxmmith-strect irouucni ...^^ 1^^ ^^^ ^ p^^^. ^^„^^^
No. 3 to G. .Exmout -street, produCTngiwpe^

^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^ j„ ^ ^

nS- L'","!!'
u'

a?'^18 ExmoutlTS IW. per annum ; sold tor 2M'. Lot^W

r. '<,. it' T.-v,,!,mthlstreot producing 4'. per annum ; sold for 4.M. Lot 61. 1*0. '".'-?'

',S:sreV,-p»g 4 P̂ -a^^.;-
i,^^^ ±Z la^r fo, S-T-irSsctNc- Jl't 'i',

lS^={l;:^S^l:i;?S!uSi;5!:i:e?rsSj^pig^^£Vji«K^
house, producing l.y. per annum ; so d f r 180'. U)t 6... T»o bouses gos^^^u

,^.'t,„e,, pro-
street, producing 8'. per annum; sold '"-*"!• ^otw^ House jno. ^,

.

viuccnt-strcet,
ducing 8'.,per annum ;

»"'' foy
fiosl-"' j knnum ; sSui for Sm Lot 68. House and nremlses.

Commercial-road, producing a.'. IW. .V'^'^.'i""
""

' r'"/^^ i,ot 69. House, No. 44, St.

No. 43, St. Vlncent-street.,.rodue ng 4 . per annum^^^
^.^^ ^^ ^^^^

Vlnccnt-street. producing >'. per amum.soia lorooi. xmz ,u
Ko. 46, St. Vin-

St. Vincent-street, producing
Jf':

P" ."^'^ 7„v 65' Lot ra! Two lioScs, Nos. 48 and 40, St.
cent-street, producing bl. P" aimum ,

sola ""-M^ |'„'l',"Lot 73. Eight houses. Nos. 1 to 8,
Vincent-street, producing 13'. Po^ annum,

|^3 ^°/^f
'"
^^^^4. ThrSe houses. No. 12 to 14,

Exmouth-p ace, producngSW. per annum smaw^^ '4-
houses, Nos. M

Exmouth-placcproducing .l"-,,
5ViF^^er an^iTol 1 for W' Lot 76. Three houses and shops,

to 17, Exmouth-place. producing 11^ per annum
'^?"}l°{^„,'(^'- annum ; sold for 270'.

Srv/. S"loirCirH»ili'rrXcoS?cfa!-f^^^^^^
per an'omn ;

sold for

14'. 108.

•n,. xt.. w H MooHE-a Vale-place, nammersmith-road, residence, let at £« per
By Mr. W. H. J"ooaE.—.J, > ail. i""-- .

I ,m„ . sold for £315.

TaTd^E?i=bVrrg^r,|ll^o»«£d Cu^^^^

"X'sl:'SrjsTard'er,'S'S&fd« iorm 99 years frota

^i TSfe r;|eTt?e^rS^>fpsSdTo"ad"C's^!^f^^

'^S\^SKrJe«^s!re\?,rule%fSfl^^^^
ground-rent £14 per »"™™

' ""J^' J^lvEJil-iaue Uxbrldge-road, Shepherd's Bnsh, cottages, let

at'lifpl^^'i^fiiSrLVmii'yS'f^m'SuSiia^, Is^^ grouiid-rJut £.6 per annmn; sold

for £255.

and i.779 acre. 01 land ; 8<*^/"rjElo^Wfi- ,, Llywel. comprising dwelling-

bot^tl??^nfslafcC^uXlfdiiifani' isj^o acFes of land,K at £90 per amium
;
sold

%&g the above, estate called " Cwmeray," comprisUig 814 acres of land, let at £80 per

annum; sold lor £2,000.
Ncdd," and "Blacnllia," containing 617 acres of

Adjoining lot 1, estates called ..^^/"^"Jer annum ; sold for £2,330.
mountain and Pasture land, let on Mse at «wi«raiu. ,^^^^^ ^^ cottages, numcr-
Adjoliilng lot 1, estate called rantman «,''0J"K»Sm- annum ; sold for £2,550

•""i^S-^^^'oVlSn^ca^flT-t^^^^^^^^^ *«> perlTnnum; sold for

^'j^oiulng lot 1. enclosure ofmeadow l-"'l;^'%^^^lTo^CtS^,f'i^^frZ, dweUlng-

annum; sold for £l.uv).
- ..

.mum'; sold for £1.<K0.
in,ii street Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey, residence,

J^^Mesars. B?own and KicH«.DS.-l«8b-st^^^^^^
^^^^ ^ malt-house, amfpremises mfMe^r^s^BBowKandKicH.^^^^^^^^^

?arden, ac.part copyhold, let on lease at *;*y l"-'^-^

be reat, let on lease at £20 P^rann^™; sold for £,6lK
^^^ ^,,(,

^C^»a^1^1ilrL-g^-;SKS^,"..ontage .,Veet 6 inches; sold for

*B°y Mr. MAns.i.-8. Drake-street, Red Lion-square, dwcUlng-bouse and shop, let at £42per

aimum ; sold for £510. r.nttnap let at £.32 per annum ; sold for £470.
Mai*h-lm.c,Tottenhain, residence, Elm-cottage^iei^ait^^

,,„e.„„,;sc. the "Hoop and
By Messrs. I'uicE and Ci-AKK.-Queen-strcct, low , i.

f„r £2,640.

Ho^ Shoe," uiid two bouses ."''JO'l-'USj, «' ""
!hfShow stride estate, comprising the manor

By Messrs <;.BB.--East <=r"<>tead, husscx, t^^
ShovelstraJe-lodge, witli 23

or lordship of Shovelstrade, and
'5Si,„™iif«<, 334 acres of arable, pasture, and meadow

acr< s of pasture and 265 acres 01 w.»d '™^,',,j;?° -^^i^Jis'per annum' ; sold for £14.700.

land, witli lami-bouies, cottages,
f.^'f'/''""'failed Limtrlck hall-fann, comprising farm-

bo"uL"J„tV,;,i';d"i';iXi;nd Sfae'r^s K^bSr^'aStMd wood laud, adjoining the Race-course,

let at '£200per annum ; sold for £
|f*: ^ g ^rey and Sussex, estate known as Park-house,

•^7SJ2!>r.''i:/.S/^ JnTs:iN..-Bamet Herts plot of huudlng land, wlthaftontage of

about 1 10 feci to a lane Icailing <^m M«J[ n''„"'= 'rSwcnce known as " the Manor House ,

tEASEHOLD.
-Flutes of the late Hobri C'!»r'l';,T,?°,?i.^''3;,

-Lotl. Houses, shops,

fS: M, brenada-terrace. C2"'n'^rclal-road. produ^^^^^ 'or bA^
^^^ ^

Boom and 'hop, No. 27, smney-place, P-^^lSf ^ '

^'^^ J uin sold for 340'. Lot
.J.

?2?r<!S!l-?Sii^roW"od|ii»5^^^^^^^^

IS, Sidney-place, producing M'. per annum , so d for iM i-oi 1 j ^^^ ^.^

jisidney-place, producing 2..'. per annuui.sold^^fc^^^ i
^^^ shops, Nos.

iiSDey-pbice, pr<jduclng 21'. per »n"'™,' »,<^^,,'or ^Sj fo'' ff>i;' Lot 13. House ancl shov,
15 and 16, Sldney-plaej;, producing .»'. per annum . som lor ii..-<- ''"^ ' >• "

, , j,J,

Lot 17. Houscand shoji, No. 0. *''''n«y-P'af,.^',^",'''"''S^ ncr annum ; siid for 310'. Lot 10.

§bSnS."?ii,r?.VS;»*d^;?y%'laCp-SuS'.§.?i ^"r ?=;• sold for 2.10'. Lot 20.

--liSt^ilsils^iS^srM;?3i^T;t^\Sui?'ss.^'i?s:rsJ^^K'::i^^ucis^^^

%™dU, Victoria-terrace, Counter-hlll,New-eross.residence.letat£64 per annum, term 99

^rD?kT?;e^f''sSoK?rtenfn*iCeXl=c^^

^?IHH&;KSt!^?^^SiK^=S^^rs^l^^ .ot at

*f&","o"m,ircUi'l-roadfhouses, two with shops let at £98 per annum, term 48i years from

'rtorrfS"s-sPren'amb7tKius"cSl^^^^

^'8T'2'prln1?cs?s"rLTous'^l^eraf £^66 68. per annum, held for same term, gromid-rent

^ToKypfmiies^s^uafe^lSuses, let at £197 4s. per a,num; held for same term.groond.rent

£46 per annum ; sold for £845.

oJ^Ji^af£^'p^iSS;G^=inSl^K^--'S^"^^
ByMessrs..Enw,.FoxandBot-sE.E.n .2 A.Ws-row^

Ss\"••44"ktS7^^o^Venl?;Sm-sfrtet."^nra^T™oid house. 2, Chajil-strcet, Tottenham-

"Ty'Mf*ELO°oo";f^&rs?r'Se^,'po^fma!^'Sare, house let at £l(X> per annum, term

OO^yL^s'from Lad^y, V.«=''.r''V"'l-''™VeSiK7eT™£V» p^^^^^^^ Also a stable and

«'8™fSiVgl?wK'^esrurig^"ot?r4&ce, term 964 years from Lady-day, 1847.

gro'und-rent £50 per annum ; sold for £790.
, , of r- nor annum.

Is ^Varf^mrd5^U,'r^.^.ri=;»^^^^^
B^Mr.BnTA^T 1 Portland-terrace. EotherlUtbe, house, let at £™ per anntmi; sold for

*
'IfVeoman's-row, Eotherhlthe hou'o, let at £30 pe^ annutj ;

sold fr^r £170

I'and 2, Chllton-street, Ko}herld*e, house ht at i.W
18^^^^ publichouse, and

tlS JJj?ZgI^:S^r?rS;!c^^rJ;^*l^i» w£^» ^r a tenS of 27 years trom

Michaelmas. 1860. rent £1'X) pcr annum ; sold for £620.

By Mr. DEASON.-24. Nottlog-hUl-square, KotUnf-hjU. residence, term OgJ years from

Miifcumnicr, 1860. ground rent £8 per annum ; sold for^^^^^^

By Messrs. J. .J. ti-EMMANs and SON.-* and
3^^ tenn47i years

e^SSISeVlfi^'iSrol rvS«^ ^^r-..^^ residence, let

at"^';,rr^";^uJr,'irrSi";l2'%"a*;?'from":M
^"P" -'"- '

-"> '"'

^'^-Harrington-square, residence, let at £70 per annmn. held for same term and ground-rent

'l7'Har1-mgton-square,resldence.letat£06perannum,heldforsametermandground-rent:

"ers. ABBOTT and Wnmo.EswOBTH. 69, Ci^^oad, premises, comprlshlg ho«s<

warehouses, workshops, and other bmldlngs ; sold for £250.

Bv Mr. MA«,H._4, bougbborougb-street upper Kenntag^^^^^^^^

at 1^20 per annum, term mi years Irom March, 1822, grouua-reui x.j iu». pi-

for £140.

ByMe»srs.Cn,K.ocK and aA.swoET^ff]!J^"steet,Harr„w,Midaicsex, Shop andpre

°i5S'r!,w,°n'an%°'22l'. Sf miadowC'd, SSo^Wl?.. Dale's HIU Field, let on lease at £28pc

annum ; (Old li>T iCeoo.
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SOMI-: REMARKS ON ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN
CATHEDRALS, IN RESPECT OF GENERAL OUTLINE
AND COMPOSITION.*

HE general spirit of composition in the old churches

of the Rhine was most nearly revived in that

afterwards displayed by the English architects,

whose aim at creating m the centre of the pile

an imposing and predominating mass, to which

west towers and all other parts of the building

should refer and be subordinate, and by which

they should be united, proves, unmistakably,

the possession by them of a correcter feeling

for composition than what was possessed by
their brethren of France and Germany, who
Jgave their chief attention to the extremities of

the building—the east and west ends—and thus

left them imperfect compositions, or rather not

compositions at all, inasmuch as one essential

?^*^^^OkJ ^^;r''' element of composition was excluded—viz.,

^I^^^iiiVl^ proportion, which cannot exist between two
equal towers or without a principal and pre-

vailing mass.

AVe cannot say what is the shape of compo-
sition, but we may speak ofsome of its essential

elements and attributes, though a building, like

a picture, may have more ofcollateral extension

than depth of arrangement if the subject re-

quires it, yet the nature of good composition in architecture as in

painting, is to have centre, which represents the leading idea and depth

to come forward and recede ; the diflijrent parts all belong to, and grow
out of, the subject, and are linked to each other and to the centre by a

common chain. Composition must have unity and breadth, of which
harmony is an important element. By breadth the artist causes the

general effect and power of the whole to take possession of the mind,

and from that leads us to the contemplation, according to their relative

importance, of the particular features, which, of themselves, no more
constitute a fine building than a pair of good eyes and a well-shaped

nose can alone inspire the absorbing and talismanic beauty of the face

divine. It is the general form or image of a building, the entire result

of masses, members, features, details, and decoration, that embodies the

poetic vision. It is in the entirety resides its organic life as a work of

art, the principle that sways by its potency the heart and imagination

of the beholder, and not in some pineal gland of sculptural decoration.

The course adopted by the English architect was what was also

called for by the nature of the subject, in other words, the purpose
of the medieval cathedral, in which the intersection of the cross was
the all-important part of the interior, to which all referred, and which
a regard for truthful expression required to be marked externally by
the most majestic feature. Thus to embody the subject is the office of
composition, which, in architecture, may be defined in the same words
as composition in the sister art of painting. While invention, to which
alone composition is second, is the true conception of a subject, com-
position is the right mode of representing it. Invention conceives the
fitting materials to embody the subject ; composition superintends their

disposal, and determines the exact form they should assume, so as best
to express its proper character. Herein is the difference between
composition and grouping : grouping is simply the combination of
beautiful forms in a design without reference to fitness ; and this a man
may have ability for without being able to compose, which is to give
the form exactly suited to the purpose, the expression of which must
not be lost in the beauty of composition ; that being but a medium or
vehicle of higher, because of more intellectual things. A building
should express or indicate the general character of its destination with
propriety and clearness, and all beauty must be subordinated to this.

It is to have as much abstract beauty of form and composition as con-
sists with the subject, and no more. And no other qualities will atone
for the want of truthfulness in composition. We may say of com-
position in architecture, what Fusel says of composition in painting

;

" whatever be its form or its effect, if it be more or less than what it

ought to be—a vehicle—if it branch not out of the subject as the
produce of its root ; if it do not contain all that distinguishes it from
other subjects, if it leave out aught that is characteristic and exclusively
its own, and admit wliat is superfluous or common-place, it is no longer
composition, it is grouping only ; an ostentatious or useless scaffolding
about an edifice without a base." An architectural composition may
be likened to the body of an animal, which is always made of the form
best suited to the place it has to fill in the economy of nature, to con-
tain the needful parts and organs, and present an exterior in harmony
with its local habitation, and with its rank in the scale of being.
The English Pointed cathedrals I believe to be the best exemplifica-

tions and expositions of these principles, which they so nearly embody

By Mr. Samuel Hucoins. Concluded from page 582.

as to warrant us in claiming for their architects the highest rank as

artists. None, says the writer before quoted, " none but the first can
represent the first." Genius absorbed by the subject hastens to the
centre, and fi-om that point disseminates, to that leads back the rays

;

talent full of its own dexterities, begins to point the rays before they
have a centre, and aggregates a mass of secondary beauties.

If we claim the palm for general external composition for the medie-
val architecture of our own country, we still leave ample room for

praise of that of our Continental neighbours. The iVench, it is well

known, sacrificed exterior perfection to interior grandeur, which they

well achieved ; and their portals and west fronts are among the most
imposing of the works of man, in any country or age. There are, in-

deed, great and admirable qualities in the works of all three countries.

One of the most noteworthy points in the entire system of medieval

architecture is one which is common to England, France, and Ger-
many, and for which all may claim equal credit—the treatment and
management of the roof and its gable—the wonderfully important and
valuable part they were made to act in the composition—the interest

and beauty with which they were invested—the life that was breathed

into them. In Saracenic mosques seldom, if ever, is any roof visible

except the dome, and of Byzantine churches almost the same may be
said. In Christian Romanesque the roof has nothing beyond Roman
proportions and importance ; but in Gothic every stage and part of the

building displays its roof, and the gable of that roof if it have one ; and
what was hidden in other styles becomes the crown of its rejoicing. No
sooner is the career of that style begun than the roof-growth, of which
the spire-growth was only the poetic flowering, commences its process.

The first increase of roof-pitch in the development of the Gothic system

out of the Christian-Romanesque, was one of the most important events

in art historj-. It was the laying of the foundation or basement of the

vertical principle, and suggested not only the spire-growth but the

pinnacle and finial growth—-all that in the style in question symbolizes

the religious aspirations, and gives an impulse to the eye and heart of

man. Its importance is increased by the fact that though it was the

first rudimentary beginning of the principle which symbolizes upward
motion, and which belongs exclusively to the style, yet it was itself a

step not confined to Gothic architecture, inasmuch as it suggested how
much more interest and beauty may be given to the roof in Classic, or

in any style than what invested it in the works of the ancients, and led

to the discovery of its immense value as an element of composition

generally. The lofty and acutely-pointed roof is a feature peculiar to

Gothic ; but the greater or lesser display, and artistic fomiation and
adornment of the covering surface of a building belongs to all styles,

and it admits of so much modification in height and form that there is

scarcely any principal mass of the building more malleable in the hands

of the designer, more susceptible of beauty, or that the artist is under
less temptation to hide.

By the important lesson taught by the mcdiev.il architects in their

roofs, and the natural termination of the roofs, tiie gables, no sub-

sequent architects have profited so much as the Elizabethan, whose
works mav be said to be a commentary on the Tudor and other styles

of Gothic. Than a right study of this commentary—that is a rational

and enlightened study of it—nothing would tend more to regenerate

domestic architecture in England. The architects referred to applied

and adopted the medieval roof to altered circumstances and conditions

;

and in doing so showed that natural, unshackled, and fearless treatment

of their materials, and that exercise of fancy and imagination along with

judgment, that marks the true artist, and stamps upon his works the

seal of artistic beauty and originality. Their gables, turrets, and
cupolas, enriched and perforated parapets, and ballustrades, are Gothic

elements cast into new and Italianized moulds, give a beautiful roof line

to a rich and stately composition. The curved gable of this style is a

most meritorious and beautiful feature, which may be evermore em-
ployed by ai'chitects who know how to apply it. The finials, a Gothic

progeny, with which many of these are crowned, suggested a new and
inexpensive mode of breaking the skyline in Italian architecture by
agreeable geometrical forms, which in every part of the building is an
important element of this style.

But to return to the more immediate subject of my remarks. The
significance and capability of the vertical principle, which symbolizes

life and motion, that originated in the Gothic, and enabled it at once to

embrace and fully assimilate to it tower and pyramid and other upright

forms, cannot be over-estimated. It is borrowed from the growing up-
shooting processes of nature's vegetable productions, and is all valuable,

even though it had not been seized Iwld of and made a religious vehicle

by the brotherhood of Freemasons, who aimed at making thcirminsters

and abbeys to glow with man's heavenward hopes and desires ; of giving

them a prayerful and devout expression, as if appealing with out-

stretched arms from earth to heaven, which renders them truly emblems
of the faith that built them.

But constructive science itself miiy be almost said to have been born

of cathedral architecture. Certainly it had never before been so ex-
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ten?i\tlv combined with art; and though the great qualities of the

Istt^r were too often sacrificed to its inordinate display, it is neverthe-
less true that so much science and so much art had never before met
together in architecture.

Valuable, indeed, are the lessons which may be learnt from the works
of everv country in which Gothic architecture took proper root ; and
the architecture of the futiu-e can be best promoted by the catholic

spirit that leads its subjects to a dispassionate and Impartial study of
all, with a view to the enkindlement of their own invention by the

rays of beauty and intclli|rence that they each more or less emit. And
not to the modem Gothic practitioner only arc these lessons addressed

:

while the Gothic architect may refine and correct his taste by a study
of Classic architecture, the Classic practitioner may catch a freer and
more romantic spirit, and get more into harmony with the mixed
feelinj; and scientific status of the day, by the study of an architecture

into which new elements were introduced, undreamt-of, unhinted-at,

in the system from which he draws his principles ; that belonged to,

and were necessitated by, the ueetlful adoption of new building

materials, new architectural features, and by the onward course of
society.

The buildings under notice are of little use in reference to the archi-

tecture of the future, beyond that which I am now and here making of
them : they furnish materials for criticism, for analysis, for elucidation

of principle. They were true works, and they truly express the faith

ind sentiments of the age of their production. But that age, with the

spirit that animated it, is gone, and their plans and sections and literal

forms are inapplicible to the present day. By rightly using them,
however, we may render them of infinitely more value to us than they
could be as patterns. The remains of past architecture are the seeds

of the future : in the incessant movement and progression of which all

things partake they will re-appear and live again. If we cannot have
their forms we may have their spirit, their fitness and truthfulness, and
I doubt not that the forms which altered circumstances demand are
capable of receiving the same ministry from art, and of exhibiting
as^high artistic adornment.

In these buildings one country sought after height, another after length,

as the elements of sublimity in their respective works. And such aims
were not incompatible with their destination and proper character. But
neither of these qualities, nor both combined, would fit our ecclesiastical

edifices for their use, or render them true exponents of the spirit of the
reformed church. What protestantism requires is compactness ofform,
the circular or octagonal, which, it is probable, was that of many of the
earlier churches, in purer times of Christianity ; and the grandeur of a
larger church or cathe<iral erected for protestantism, should be that
arising from the idea of vast covered and adorned space in every direc-
tion, though there is nothing in the nature of the reformed religion

to forbid, m a great national cathedral, the addition of a long nave or
hall of approach to the church proper, by which other elements of sub-
limity might be secured.

Whetlier I am right in this or not, fitness to any great and rational
purpose will never call for sacrifice of pleasing or elevating qualities.

The most fitting, useful, and efficient things are, generally speaking,
the most beautiful. In nature we find the most powerful men and
animals are invariably the best made ; and the reason is plain : the
same cause that produces health and vigour—viz., exercise of all the
mtiscles, causes uniform and symmetrical development. The principle
holds good in architecture, wherein beauty may be always successfully
invok^ by the true artist, to invest and glorify the forms called for by
the creed or circumstances of the day.

K each party in our architectural state made a right use ofthe ancient
examples of the styles, if each would recast their elements into the new
naoulds formed by the changed spirit ofthe day—moulds in which every
circumstance was recognised that should naturally have an influence
upon our style and work, they would come so near each other that
neither could consistently take exception to the other, and we should
hear less of the somewhat childish " battle of the styles," which is

not much more consistent or philosophical than the battle of the
sects.

If each made a free and enlightened use of his materials and profited
in all new lights, the two styles must lead, however distant and diverse
their starting points, towards the same art-goal, and their courses form
radii of the same great circle. By a little retracing of its steps, and a
casting off of elements on the part of one, and an advancing andputtin"
on of additional material and principles by the other, must they approacE
the position pointed out by the requirements of the present day, which
I believe call for no new style, but for the re-adoption of some old one,
one in the past career of the art ah-cady suggested and sketched out.
In the long succession of styles already created—from Egyptian to
Flamboyant, which form a complete art-cycle, comprising the utmost
extremities of architectural character, the two great constructive prin-
ciples, the depressile and the compressile, the trabeated and arcuated,
have been both fully embodied and worked out ; and it is, therefore,
imreasonable not to suppose but some phase of art must have already

been evoked capable of being ramified and expanded to suit our pur-

r>ses, various and multiform though they be. The style of the future
am aware is by some thought to be one gi-owing out of the tensile

priucipleof construction, and of which that principle shall be the sole

inspiration. My own belief is that though the tensile principle may
enter, as it has already entered, into othei' styles, it can never give birth

to a style adapted to the employment of our building materials, or that
would be so worthy of the artistic and scientific status of the age ; and
that we can have nothing but railway sheds and greenhouses, in which
all strain is tensile—that are without lintel and without abutment.

LODGERS, LODGINGS, AND EEFOEM.
LET not our readers be startled at the tone of the three words with

which we have headed this article. We have no intention ofmaking
our remarks of a political character, or of offering any comment upon
Lord John Russell's " six-pounder," which so unaccountably missed fire.

We may remark, liowever, en passatii, that it was rather one-sided and
unjust in part of its bearings, for while conferring its favors upon the
humble artizan, whose lot is cast in those places where " six pound

"

tenements can be obtained, it studiously withheld them fi-om those who
can only find a portion of a larger tenement for their abiding place ; and
thus, while the one would be enabled to discharge his " six-pounder " on
every occasion, whether rightly " sighted " or no, the other, who may
possess from a twenty to a fifty " pounder," must be absolutely silent,

—

this class of artillery being provided with no ".touch-hole," and incapable
of being loaded, either at the "muzzle or the breech."

To the members of the aristocracy the question of reform, as affecting

the lodgings of lodgers, is a matter of no moment whatever, and we do not

even dream of having the "Reform Bill" we now advocate shelved by
them, if once it is decided upon by the classes most interested. About the

only lodgings the " lords " are acquainted with are the " lodgings " at the
clubs, and as we do not wish to throw down the gauntlet here, we dismiss

them at once from our consideration.

To the men, also, who are so vilely housed in the purlieus of vice and
immorality with which this mighty city so fearfully abounds, we do not
intend to refer. These have their guardian angels (would their name were
Legion!) watching over them, and continually devising means for their

emancipation from physical suffering. To the Earl of Shaftesbury, Miss
Burdett Coutts, and the various philanthropic societies that have been
working for them so zealously, we may safely leave them—they liave

demonstrated beyond the possibility of a doubt tliat moneys laid out in

this direction not only attain the results for which they work, hut produce
a tsLii and reasonable remuneration or interest upon the amount ex-
pended.
We propose devoting a lew lines in the present paper to a class which

has hitherto had its great want of adequate house accommodation en-

tirely overlooked. This may arise from many causes, but the principal,

no doubt, is to be found in the great abhorrence its members have of pub-
licly stating their " wrongs," and of advocating the radical remedies
required ; while, unlike the laborer, the few pliilanthrophic gentlemen
who have interested themselves for them, have possibly thought the

middle classes would deem it an impertinence if they took the initiative

for them, and that they were quite able, also, to speak out for themselves

if they really felt they were not housed in that decent and becoming man-
ner demanded by their station in life.

Alas ! for the squeamishness which has evidently kept both back from a

calm consideration of the evils of the present position, so far as regards

house accommodation, of the thousands of clerks and small, though well-

to-do, tradesmen, who are daily occupied in dingy offices, counting-houses,

and shops, and who have to return to an abode possessing not a Utile of

the comforts and conveniences to be found in a " six-pounder " in our
country boroughs. The evils under which they labor, in consequence, vse

fearful, and we use this term with a full consciousness of its import.

There is not one of our population who may be paying from £25 to £35
(or even £50) a year for his lodgings placed on an equal footing witli his

fellow in the large towns of the provinces, such as Birmingham, Derby,
Wolverhampton, Dudley, Leeds, Nottingham, Leicester, &c., whose rental

for a six-roomed house, combining excellent kitchen and bed-room con-

veniences, with adequate "parlor" accommodation, does not exceed £18 to

£20. Undoubtedly we shall be met with a reply as to the extra value of

building ground in the metropolis, and with some truth may this be urged;
but in some localities in London, where whole streets of houses are let out
in " floors," ground is not a vast deal dearer that in the suburban districts

of the towns we have named. It is the system—the rotten and vicions

system—of erecting "town buildings" which is at fault more than the

extra value of ground—a system which may have originated at a time
when London was more circumscribed than it is at present (but when
there was far less reason, be it said, for a strict economy in the disposal

of every foot of building ground), and at a time, too, when "physical"
and "social" economy did not weigh at all in the other calculations whi(^ I

were made—when " ventilation " absorbed none of their care, and whai
over-crowding was a word not to be found in their vocabulary. Again we
say, the faulty system of building is the cause of all the mischief. K
would seem that the profession of architecture is thoroughly scouted by
the proprietors of the vast majority of moderate-sized erections which are

springing up in our outlying districts, as well as by those who own the

more pretentious edifices which, in too many cases, encumber the frontages
of our (properly so-called) metropolitan streets. Or if, mdeed, profes-

sional advice may have been sought, the results show that the architect
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thought but little of the first principle which should govern a design

—

that of fitness—and payed more attention (though that in many cases but
little) to the mere mechanical part of the business, which, indeed, a clerk

of the works, or even the builder himself, could have managed as well.

To see the arrangement of one town house is tantamount to seeing them
all ; everything seems stereotyped, as though the possibility of improve-
ment upon the plan, of suitableness for the purposes required, had never
crossed the artist's brain. To the architects of London should we look,

as to the pioneers in the great struggle for plan reform, which is so much
needed ; far more useful the devoting their best energies to this than to

tlie development of a " new style "—of a new method of bedizening and
bedaubing the exterior—of an improved management of the ordinary
" system of fenestration." But we much fear any active co-operation

on their part will be looked for in vain, until some extraordinary pressure
from without has been brought to bear upon them. In the great move-
ment wliich had for its object the providing better dwellings for the
working classes, architects followed in the wake. Those who ought to

have been the first to see any great defect in house construction were the'

last to behold clearly the salient points long before laid hold of by the
uninitiated few who organised this onslaught upon the great producers of
crime, disease, and death.

Surely it is not necessary in every case to build from perpendicular
walls, with two vertical divisions, from the basement to the attic. Surely
the designer would be pardoned if he suggested to the employer the
advisability—nay more, the necessity—of having the internal mural
arrangements a little more complicated—of pointing out the peculiar

contrivances so urgently required to secure the domestic comfort of those
whose "castle" consists in the occupancy of one floor only, and that the
very trifling extra cost required in carrying them out would be more than
met by the slightly-increased rental required, and which would be cheer-
fully paid for the extra conveniences, or even defrayed by sundry little

diminutions upon the contract, which could be safely made without
curtailing the building of its " fair " (but to lodgers grossly unfair)
proportions, or decreasing its apparent stability. Far greater accommo-
dation, also, should be provided for the, too often, unfortunate "tenant in

chief."

If we would analyse one of our metropolitan dwellings—erections
actually built with the view of accommodating separate families upon
each floor — we shall at once see the preposterous character of the
falsely so-called, design. If we descend to the basement we shall find a
partially underground kitchen, occupied by the principal tenant of the
house, fitted up, we grant, as a kitchen should be, but which, in too many
cases, unfortunately reminds us of the old ditty.

" A cobbler there was who lived in a stall,

That served him for parlor, kitchen, and (h)all."

And the reminiscence is of a painful character, for whereas with the
happy old gentleman alluded to, there was no one else to be provided
for and housed—he being " monarch of all he surveyed,"—in the other
cases we find numerous specimens of frail humanity, huddled together
with no extra accommodation, the result being at times, the public exhibi-
tion of anything but tliat state of felicity said to be enjoyed by the per-
ambulating " happy families," with which some of our " little people " are
so famiUar. In one house we have in our mind's eye, and that by no means
an unfair specimen (being built for its present occupier's purpose) the
ground and basement floors are occupied solely by the landlords' tenant, a
business man with a wife, five children and servant. The front ground
floor room is used as a place of business, the back as his parlor, in whicli
is a sofa-bedstead well nigh worked to death, worse off than any factory-
hands, or even the poor "bakers," who are now so powerfully struggling
for " short time," and that without putting the public upon " short
commons," in reference to the stafi' of life. Here at times we may witness
a general muster of the family, at all times being occupied by two or three,
and at night the parents and youngest child " turn in " to their " snug "

berth, the atmosphere being, as may be readily imagined, pure ! cool !

!

and refreshing !!! and eminently calculated, therefore, to give to the body
that refreshing invigorating sleep so necessary to a healthy existence "l

Below, things are much worse. Here, in the front kitchen, the family
partake of all their meals; here they are cooked, and here, too, is the
sleeping accommodation, night after night, of the servant, a niece (whom
we had omitted in the above enumeration), and four children. This is

not a shift these people are put to occasionally, when driven from their
usual beds by an influx of " visitors "—truly hard would be the fare of
those who by chance should drop in for a night or two's treat, but the
regular course of things, day after day, night after night. While the poor
iiuuily of this well-to-do tenant are thus being imprisoned for life in this
dungeon, the use of the back kitchen, fitted up to answer a double pur-
pose, kitchen and scullery, though only used as the latter, is divided
between them and the occupants of the first-floor, who claim likewise the
Tise of a distinct coal-hole, the thoughtful architect usually providing two
for a house in which anyone else would know for a moral certainty, three
if not /our families would be located. The further accommodation at the
back is of so unique a character, as positively to defy description.
SuflBce it to say, it reflects infinite credit (?) upon the "nan what made
the draw-rings." With the water supply, whether constant or remittent,
we do not now interfere.

Going from the kitchen to the first-floor we find a front-room, of decent
size, pretty well furnished, but without fittings of any kmd whatever

—

scarcely cupboard-room to hold the various dainties which papa brings
from the City for his several pets. At the back is another room, of smaller
dimensions, and in many cases communicating with that in the front by

the greatest monstrosity ever perpetrated in a decent man's house—
folding-doors. In large mansions, where extensive assemblies are periodi-
cally gathered together, it is well to have the rooms so arranged that some
may be thrown together by this means, thereby forming elegant suites of
rooms; but in a house of the description to which we are alluding, the
perpetration of this " rag of fashion" is odious in the extreme. Witliout
sense or reason, the ground and first floors of hundreds of our houses are
spoiled by the very thing that so much thought and labor seems to have
been bestowed upon. In the provinces such an arrangement is seldom to
be seen—never, indeed; save, perhaps, in a case where a "eit" may have
expended a few hundreds to the edification of the county folks, and in the
product of which he may have transplanted his exotic. For all practical
purposes, in small houses, it is perfectly useless—and worse than useless.

If the piano be opposite the flre-place the couch should be opposite the
window, and vice versa, in any case blocking up the egress and ingress from
one room to the other. Or if the passage is preserved, then couch or
piano must be dispensed with, or one or the other must have the outside
wall, Iretween or beneath the windows allotted to it. In the back-room,
commonly used as a bed-room, the evil is worse, interfering grossly with
the proper arrangement of the furniture.

And glance for one moment at the front-room in the generality of cases,

and the usages to which it is applied, not forgetting to examine as to its

fitness for the various requirements. In very many instances the meals
have to be prepared therein, the lower back kitchen being occasionaly
only used for washing, and in this case there is but the ordinary fireplace,

destined thus to fulfil two duties, that of a " kitchener " in the fore part,

and a drawing-room grate in the after part of the day. In the poorer
class of lodgings there may be found an ordinary kitchen grate, and
cupboard in a recess reaching to the ceiling, but in the class of lodgings to
which we are referring, it would seem that so vulgar a fitting was not to
be thought of, and indeed not without good reason, where the occupiers
calculate upon seeing, at times, respectable visitors, whether in the shape
of relations or otherwise. The necessary damage to the furniture, must,
however, be terrific—destruction to rugs, carpets, chimney ornaments, &c.
In the house to which we have been referring, the first-floor lodger is

remarkably well off, there his front-room is his best room, and his back-
room his kitchen and sitting-room, but in this instance he lias the good
luck to possess a bed-room in the attic, in which himself, wife, and
daughter find sleeping accommodation. This is a palace therefore com-
pared with the generality, in ;he front-room of which, at any rate, the
meals have to be partaken of, and the food " stowed away,"—a fit and
proper expression. The sleeping accommodation, however, is still more
detestable, for here the respectable clerk is even worse off than the humble
mechanic in our large towns. We have spoken of stowing away the daily
provisions—what other term is applicable to the nightly disposing of the
parents and children of the class we are treating of ? The room which is

occupied during the day is too frequently made use of during the night for

extra sleeping accommodation, in the morning, of course, being again
required, and without sufficient time elapsing thoroughly to change and
purify the vitiated atmosphere. In this room an early breakfast has to be
prepared and partaken of by the whole family.

The bills of mortality tell us of the vast number of deaths which occa-
sionally occur above the average—the average itself being lamentably
higher than the proportion naturally to be expected from^ a population
possessing natural as well as artificial advantages, whereby longevity may
be promoted—and of the unseemly disproportion between those of infants
and adults. The Kegistrar-General can afford some clue as to the cause
of this frightful mortality, and so can those, too, who are destined to suffer

so fearfully from the present accursed system of lodging accommodation.
With two rooms, and joint use of a back kitchen, or scullery, what are
respectable families to do? Already over-charged for the notorious non-
accommodation they possess (in the instance before me £25 per annum,
and this a moderate one); it is out of their power to arrange for a second
sleeping room to secure the health of those who are so near and dear to
them—of those helpless and hapless little ones towards whose preservation
plenty of pure air and space for exercise are so essential. We cannot
draw aside the veil, so as sufficiently to disclose the real nature of their

prison-houses, whicli are but the prelude to that last dreary prison-house
which receives the sufferers into its cold bosom.

Opposite where we write the death of one of the heads of the family took
place a few days ago, and for six days, in obedience to a vile, odious, and
dangerous custom, was the body kept in the apartment, cheek-by-jowl
with the living. Can we wonder that, eight days after the remains were
borne to their long home, the drawn blinds announced another decease

—

another victim of the wretched system which compels families to endure
unheard-of shifts in order to keep up that outward show which is so neces-

sary to the successful progress of thousands who exist around us! la such
a case as this the evils are fearfully aggravated, as well as with those

where any one member of the family may be, for any length of time, pros-

trated upon a bed of sickness. In health the evil is bad enough : in

the other case, " it is most intolerable, and not to be endured."

With the occupants ofthe second-floor it is vastly worse, the evil is greatly

increased, and to such an extent has it now grown, that the interference of

the Legislature is urgently needed. We have an Act, and a very whole-

some one, to prevent overcrowding m common lodging-houses, but why
should these places absorb the whole ciire and attention of the philan-

thropic members of the Upper and Lower House ? Do they suppose, for

one moment, that overcrowding (and its numerous attendant evils) is con-

fined to those dens of fllth, where the humble but honest artizan is at times

compelled to consort with the costermonger, the professional beggar—the
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degraded thief ? We could jioint to many respectable first and second-

thxan wliich have far more occupants than the Act will allow to these

occasional refuges of poverty and misery ; lodgings where large families

are compelled to exist in two rooms, containing a far less number ofcubic

feet of air to each member than is provided for the inmates of our worst
constructed workhouses and prisons ! But here legislation does not at present

reach, here is full license for the Arch Enemy of mankind to do his worst in

forming apallid audruinedyouth,aiiddecrepidoldage,at atime, too, which
nature destined as the " prime of man," To the husband, being out all

day, the mischief is not so great, but leaves he behind him no careful wife,

no fond children, whose well-being is the chief object of his labor, of his

constant and unremitting care ?

For this wife, for these children, we take pen in hand, and by the great
circulation of our pages, we hope to be able to draw immediate attention

to this state of things, and to secure the origination of some eflbrt whereby
a remedy, and that an immediate one, may be found.

'Tis easy we know to declaim, but to show that we are prepared to de-

vise some plan, whereby the evils denounced may be mitigated, we shall

lecar to the subject, and illustrate our views by some drawings, glad if

any if any of the suggestions contained therein may be carried out by
philanthropic men, who have the means as well as the will to help on this

good cause. These arrangements will be laid down with a strict regard to

two of the fundamental principles which should govern all architectural

designs, namely, " Economy " and " Fitness," while the third " Strength "

we naturally leave to those gentlemen whom the Metropolitan Building Act
has placed over the profession, te supervisors and inspectors, yet with

aU whose care, defective designing and faulty construction are as rife as

erer.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION AND THE INSTITUTE.¥E are threatened in the dreary month of November to have this vexed
question again resuscitated. As there is no knowing how the effects of the

season may act on the minds of tlie Fellows, and that when " W. W." puts his

resolution—namely, "That the examination should be a compulsory one upon
all who should hereafter enter the profession, and that steps should be taken by
the Institute to attain the power requisite to enforce this,"—they may pass the
same or any other of a similar nature, and proceed to take the necessary steps to

enforce it, I think it may be as well, during the interval, for those who are not
Fellows of the Institute, but who do belong to the architectural profession, to

have something to say in the matter.

Reininduig " W. \Y." of a celebrated document commencing with " We, the
British nation," and its editors, I would ask him to take a " Post Ofiice

Directory," and finding out tlie heading " Architects," to strike out all those
practising otherwise tlian as architects, such as auctioneers, estate agents, et hoc
gentis omne, as also all the Fellows of the Institute—to note the result. I would
ask him to add to this result all the meml>ers of the profession practising in the
country, and who are not connected with the Institute; then to ask himself
whether he imagines tliat any decision of the Fellows of the British Institute

could he enforced on the profession at large, or that they would blindly accepted
whatever these kind Fellows choose to decide for them.

I am greatly afraid " W. W.," as well as many others among the number of the
Fellows, have'from habitude brought themselves to consider their body as repre-
senting the profession—a mistake they will, I think, find out to their discomfort,

should they be led to attempt to legislate for the whole architectural body without
its general sanction.

While the Institute amuses itself with its papers, which though always good,
ape of times of no use in an architectural point of view; with its chatter

parties, which seem to be of no service but for the adulation by the members of
each other ; with its coffee and gi-and talkees, the Profession seemingly stands
bv and lets tliera gauij their ain ijate. But when the Fellows come forward to

dictate that such things shall, or shall not be, for the whole architectural body,
inquiries may raised^ as to who these men are that take upon themselves so
much, and then may follow legends of schemes of architectural charges, exploded
competitions questions— burked, quarrels with other societies, an excuisive-
ness and arrogant behaviour quite detrimental to the general interests of the
body architectural ; and men will smile and gently put tliem and their assump-
tions down together.

I do not deny but that the Institute, if it properly represented the architectural

body, might \m conducive to the greatest good; but that it does represent it I
certainly do deny. Let any one note the number of architects in London alone

—

men and firms in large practice who are not connected with any society, the
existence of a separate society numbering among its members names of good
repute, its own voiceless Associates, then say that the Fellows of the British
Institute represent the arclutectural profession of the metropolis alone.

The diploma question, as proposed by the Institute, sinks into insignificance

when compared with the self-glorification it caiTies with it to the Fellows, and,
as 1 believe, the profession will never receive it in that form, it only stands over
to be decently interred in November or later.

But the question itself, in my opinion, might be made the means of the greatest
advantage to the profession, and, if properly carried out, there is no knowing
where these advantages might end.

As it is quite the fashion in the present day for every one to have a patent scheme
for the cure of every radical evil, with ajiologies for any seeming effrontry, I

will lay my panacea before your rcadei-s, starting with the old motto of " Unity
if StrengUi," and accepting the present organisation as far as possible. I

would propose that the Institute should become the parent—as she should be—of
the whole architectural body. Taking the metropohs as the centre, the Institute
should te the head-quarters ; that branches should be started or adapted from
societies already existing in all large to^vns or centres of professional practice.
Now, having the organisation how to give it life. I should propose that every
practising architect should become a registered member of the British Institute.
But how is this to lie done ? many will say. I would answer, by diplomas. Let
every architect who can produce his indentures with a projierly certified form of
having practised a given number of years—or the latter extended when the former
U wanting—he entitled to become a registered member and receive a diploma to

that effect, and I believe every practising architect will so register himself for his
own lienetit.

Having thus fonned K nucleus^ it should then be made arule that no one enter-
ing the profession after a certain date, unless articled to a registered member for a
given number of veai-s, should ever l)e entitled to receive a diplonm.

Every apprentice entering hfter this fixed liate should liave to enrol himself on
the books of^ the head institute ht one of the local branches, as tlie case might be,
and should from time to time haVe to pass a certain number of examinations
daring his apprenticeship. At the wrmination a grand examination sliould take
place, with the production of certificates of the minor examinations ; and when
all these are passed, the apprentice should be entitled to become a registered
member, and receive his diploma.

Provision should be made for the registry of those persons already articled, or
who, having passed their apprenticeship, are disqualified by not having practised a
suHicient number of years. For the former, certain forms of examination could
be established to fall into disuse in a given number of years. For the latter, they
could be certified for the number of years practised, and at the expiration of the
full period receive their diploma.

Certain student classes, not compulsory as to attendance, and certain examiners,
should be established in connexion with the head institute and with all its

branches.

The expenses should be paid by fees for diplomas, enrolments, examinations, &c.
But how will the present Institute be affected—very slightly. The Fellows,

of course, must remain unchanged, but their numbers should be increased,
admitting lo.iding country practitioners, so that the various local .branches
might be established and strengthened.
The body of members would of course be mightily increased.

The Associate class should be distinct from members, and formed of those
not at present qualified by length of practice, &c., and should die out. Per-
haps, however, it might "be deemed advantageous that a probationary time
should exist between the fulfilment of articles and the granting of a diploma.
If so, persons in this stage could form the class of Associates.
The present property of the Institute, as well as all future property that

might accrue to it, might be vested in trust with the Fellows.
.\11 future elections to the body of Fellows should be sanctioned by the whole

body of members. •

It should not be incumbent on any member to actively join tlie head Institute
or branches in their working ; but if so desirous an annual subscription should
have to be paid. This same should apply to Associates and to persons unconnected
with the profession, but who might have an interest in architecture.
The student class might be admitted, under certain restrictions, to the reading

of papers, &c.
8ucb, with a small minutia; of detail unnecessary now to enter upon, is the

plan I would propose.

I believe if^this were carried out we should find all societies merged into the
parent stream, with all bickerings set at rest ; and with the organisation this

plan would allow of, we should not only speedily settle the various questions
of vital import to the profession—that the want of proper organisation as yet has
alone prevented—but that architectural knowledge would advance with a rapidity
unknown for ages.

Many, no doubt, will have detected that there is no novelty in the arrangements
I would iiropose, and that an almost similar organisation was not only carried
out in one land but in many, by the finest body of architects the world ever
produced.
To them I would say— See what organisation could do in the dark ages for

the benefit of all, when the members went hand in hand. And ought not we to
hide our faces with shame as degenerate sons, when we see that in these dajs of
enlightenment, arrogant pride, petty jealousies, and ignoble bickerings stand in
the way of public good and general advancement. F. P. R.

Memorial to the late Augustus N. Welby Pugin.—It has been resolved
to do honor to the memory of the late Augustus Welby Pugin, for his services
in the promotion of true principles of Medieval architecture, and in furtherance
of this object, to raise subscriptions and devote them to the endowment of a fund,
to be entitled the " Pugin Travelling Fund," to be awarded to an architectural
student in such manner and at svch periods as may hereafter be decided, and to

be expended by the recipient within one year of the time of its allotment in

travelling in the United Kingdom, and in examining and illustrating its Medie-
val architecture, sculpture, and painting. The Hoyid Institute of British
Architects will be asked to become trustees of the fund. This memorial, whilst
providing a lasting recognition of tlie services rendered to Art by the late

Augustus Welby Pugin, will be the means of promoting in a thoroughly prac-
tical manner the principles so ably advocated and applied by him, and each occa-
sion of the award of the fund will form a s])ecial commemoration of the great
artist in whose honor it has originated. The following words of Pugin himself,
at page 20 of his " Apology for the Revival of Christian Architecture in Eng-
land," confirm in a peculiar manner the original opinion of the Committee that
the form of memorial proposed is the most appropriate :—" God grant me the
means, and I would soon place architectural studies on such a footing that the
glory of these latter days should be even greater than that of the former.
I would also have travelling students, but I would circumscribe their limits

;

Durham the destination of some; Lincolnshire's steepled fens for others;
Northampton spires, and Yorkshire's venerable piles, Suffolk and Norfolk's
coasts, Oxford, Devonshire, and Warwick, each county should be indeed a school
—for each is a school—where those who run may read, and where volumes of
ancient art lie open for all inquirers." It is with pleasure that we note the
names of some of the leading members of the profession among the Committee.

The Free Exhibition 0/ Building Materials.—The opening of the
Free Exhibition of Materials and Building manufactures and Inventious, which
was to have taken place on Monday last at the Architectural Societies' House, 9,
Couduit-strcet, has been jjostponed for a day or two, owing to tiie filling of the
spaces allotted to the exhibitors not being completed.

Warwick.—St. PauVs Church.—Two memorial lancet windows have
just been fixed in this church. They have been executed by Mr. Holland, of this

town. One light contains a female figure in the act of devotion ; the other
light represents figures of six children, deceased, supported by angels ascending
to Heaven.
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MAXIMS AND MEMORANDA RELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS.

No. V.
64. Having in our last discussed the subject of the construction and

fittings of the stable, we propose now to turn our attention to tlie otlier

buildings for the stock, as the cow-house, the feeding-boxes and shelter

sheds.

65. And first as to the construction and fittings of the cow-house, byre,

or shippon.
Memoranda relating lo dimensions.

AVidth of stall for one cow . . 5 feet

Width of stall for two cows . . 8 feet 6 inches or 9 feet

Width of manger 2 feet

AVidth of gutter 1 foot

Length of stall divisions or travises

from wall 6 feet

Height of ditto 3 feet

Width of feeding passage . . 3 feet

With of dunging passage . . 6 feet

GG. The width of a single stall as given above, is we are aware con-

sidered too great by some ; the question, however, to be considered is the

comfort of the animal, and if this can be secured by an additional foot or

so, of stall space, it should be given ; ground space is not of such a costly

nature in tlie country as in crowded towns, as to justify the crowding
together of the animals, merely to save a little extra ground or work.

Besides the main aim or end of the building is, or should be, comfort of

the animals. Stalls are often, indeed we may say in new erections

generally, made double, so as to hold two cows. On this point we may
quote the authority of Mr. Stephens. " A wide single stall is not only

useful in supplying the food from within the byre, but admits of the cows
being more easilj' and conveniently milked. A double stall is objection-

able for several reasons ; a cow is a capricious creature, and not always
friendly to her neighbour, and one of them in a double stall must be bound
to the stake on the same side as she is milked from, and to avoid the incon-

venience, the dairy-maid either puts the cow aside nearer her neighbour
in the same stall, which may prove unpleasant to both parties, or the cow
in tlie adjoining stall nearer her neighbour, which may prove equally

inconvenient. Neither is it a matter of indifference to the cow from which
side she is milked, for many will not let down their milk, if the milkmaid
sits down to the unaccustomed side. The best plan in all respects is, for

each cow to have a roomy stall to herself."

G". Flooring oj (lie Cow-house.—Much of the matter we have given in

No. IV. of our papers, while treating of stables, will refer to the depart-

ment now under consideration. The flagging or floor of the stall should

be continued but a few inches beyond the heel-post of the travis, the space
between this and the front of the manger being of beaten earth, asphalte,

or india-rubber pavement. It is essential that this part of the stall shall

be soft " because cattle in lying down and rising up, first kneel upon their

fore-knees, which would be injured if pressed against any hard substance
like stones, and which would always be the case if the causeway was not
always covered with litter."* The gutter, one foot wide, should have a
smooth bottom and have a gentle fall throughout its length. The centre
sp.ace— if two ranges of stalls are required in the apartment—may be
flagged or asphalted, and have a slight rise in the centre.

68. We now show three ways of arraijging a cow-house. In fig. 1,

plate v., itaaa arc the external walls, b b the range of mangers along the
face of one wall, c c the travises or stall divisions, d d the gutter, e e dung-
ing and feeding passage. In fig 2. the mangers aa are not placed against
the wall 4 4, but a walk or feeding passage c c is placed between them, d d
the gutter, e e the dunging passage.j^ the wall. Fig 3 shows an arrange-
ment of double stalls, a wide passage a a is placed in the centre from which
both ranges of stalls are dunged, l> b the gutters, cc the stall travises, dd
the walls.

69. The travis divisions between the stalls are generally made of stone,

of 4 inches thickness, length 6 feet, height 4 or 5 feet. The wood travises
appear lo be best as securing more certainly the comfort of the animate
feeling to them warmer and pleasanter, and freer from damp. The length
of the travis division should be not exceeding G feet from the wall a a,

fig. 1, or back line of mangers a a, fig. 2. The hind-post a, fig. 4, head-post
4, and top rail c to be 4 inches by 3; the hind-post and head-post to be let

into a mortice hole made in the upper side of a stone step or curb, G inches
square and 9 deep, cliarafered at the edges. The travis boards d, to be of
Ij-inch red pine, let into grooves^raade in the posts a and 4, and the lower
board into a groove made in a stone curb let into the floor, and running
along from front of manger/ to post a.

"0. The manger/ should rest in a stone or brick base e, so as to raise it

at least 1 8 or 20 inches from the ground. Mr. Stephens considers the usual
position of the manger on the floor as highly objectionable, " as on breaking
the turnips, the head of the animal is so depressed that an undue weight is

thrown upon the forelegs, and an injurious strain induced on the muscles
of the lower jaw." On the stone or brick base supporting the manger,
flagstones or wood boards are placed, forming the bottom of the manger;
the front being of wood, sloping outwards, and secured to the wall by iron
rods and nuts at the outside. The dimensions of manger are, length
3 feet, depth I foot, width at top 15 inches, at bottom 10 inches. This
form of manger will ordinarily suffice for all sorts of food, whether whole
or cut. In soine cases a grass or hay rack is provided with a Y shape, as
at g fig. 4, plate V.

• This part of the stall may be boarded, and if thought desirable, covered with
cocoa-nut matting.

71. A water trough should be supplied to each stall. This may be
made of stone or cast-iron, and the bottom should not be level, but should
slope from all sides to the centre, at which a plug should be provided, by
which the water can be withdrawn from the trough as desired. The plug
hole should communicate with a small drain or pipe leading to the main
drain. An overflow pipe should also be provided. A constant supply of
water should be kept up to the troughs, the best authorities agreeing that
it is the best and the most natural way to allow the animals the liberty to

drink whenever they may desire to do so. In some farm buildings we have
seen self-acting apparatus applied to each trough, by which the water was
constantly kept at the same level in the trough. Where water is supplied

to the steading at a pressure, the troughs may very easily be filled by means
of a flexible hose, terminated by a nozzle and provided with a stop cock.

This will be also serviceable in washing down the stalls and dunging
passages, the water finding its way to the drains through the gratings in

the channels or gutters.

72. The division between the feeding passage g, fig. 4, plate V., and the

manger may be made of wood boarding 1 foot high, and finished above
with feeding doors and spars, as described in No. IV of our papers, and
illustrated in flg. 13, plate IV. ; or wood boarding, 2J feet high, may be
made, over which the food is supplied to the manger. In some cases a
two-feet paving stone a, flg. 5, plate V., is placed on edge, forming the
division, and instead of the manger being formed as above described, it

is made simply by placing another stone b, about 12 inches high, and set

back 15 inches from the stone 4. For the front enclosure of byre or

shippon stalls, there is, says the author of the Prize Essay on "Fittings for

Stables and Byres," none equal to east-iron vertical spanned work, having
a sliding-gate opposite to each trough. A rim of hewn stone 6 inches
thick, finished 9 inches above the level of the feeding-passage on the
outside, and on a level with the lip of the troughs inside, should first be
provided. On the top of this there must then be fixed the stationary

parts of the iron railing, at a height of about 3 feet above the stone.

The sliding gates should each be 2 feet -wide, the one side 13 inches
from the stall division, there being only a breadth of 10 inches of fixed

spars between the two gates in the centre of each double stall. From
this arrangement it will be observed that a space of 26 inches of fixed

railing is placed opposite each double stall division, and along the fall of this

fixed part the sliding gate of the one stall is made to run when the

animal is being fed. On this gate being moved back to its place, and
secured by a spring catch, the nearest gate in the next double stall, on
being opened, comes into the same position. • * • The sliding gates

are fitted of course each with two castors, above and below, the under
ones either running in a cheek cut in the stone, or on a flanged iron

plate, provided for the purpose; the upper ones working in a cheek on
the lower side of a cast-iron rail running along the whole breadth of the

stalls. This rail should be 4 inches broad, rounded off on the upper sur-

face to a quarter of an inch at the edges, though it must be half an inch
thick at the centre. The vertical sparring should be in IJ-inch breadths,
with openings of 2 inches, but may be cast with frames to any required

pattern, if it is only plain, light, and inexpensive."

73. The floor of the feeding-passage c. Fig. 5, may be paved with smooth
paving stones, over which the feeding-barrow or truck containing the
cattle food may easily rmi, or it may be of asphalte or of small rounded
stones, in either of which cases it will be necessary to have stone tramways
or iron rails on which the wheels of the feeding-barrows or trucks may
easily run, or a depressed part may be made in the centre of the feeding-

passage, and paved with stone, in which the feeding-trucks may run.

The dunging passage floor a a, Fig. 3, Plate V., should be made smooth,
and have a slight rise in the centre, leading offto the gu^ers 4 4 on either side.

74. The cattle may be tied up to the stalls in one ofthree ways. First,

and perhaps the best method, is to have an iron rod about 22 inches long,

with bent and sharp-pointed ends, a a, flg. G, plate V. ; these are driven
into the travis-boarding of the stalls, immediately above the front edge of

the manger, or they may be placed near the centre of the travis-boarding ;

to the ring c, which slides up and down the iron rod, the binding-chain
which goes round the neck of the animal is fastened; or a slot a, fig. 7^
may be cut in one of the division boards 4 4, and a bar of iron with
flattened ends c c, screwed to the board, up and down which the binding
chain ring slides. A second form of cattle-tie is that known as the "seal."
In this a sloping stake 4, fig. 8, is placed in front of the head a a of the
stall, on this the binding-chain c slides up and down. A third form of cattle-

tie is known as the "baikie,"—it consists of a vertical post c, up and down
which the ropes c and / slide, being furnished with loops at their ex-
tremities. A flat piece of wood d is provided, which presses against the
neck of the animal, the lower rope/is always kept tied to the stake c,

.

passing under the neck of the animal to be secured, the upper one e, is

made to untie from the stake when required, passing over the neck. Of
these three methods the two first possess the great advantage of allowing
the animal full liberty to move about in the stall, and to lick itself in any
part without let or hindrance.

75. The remarks and illustrations on doors, windows, and [ventilation

given in our Paper, No. 61 being applicable lo the present division

of our subject, the reader is referred to them for all information on these

points.

76. For the accommodation of the " feeding stock " four methods are

pr.ictised, leeding in " byres or stalls," feeding in " hammels," feeding in

"shelter sheds and court yards," and feeding in "boxes."

77. In the construction of the byres for feeding stock the same points

must be attended to, as explained in the paragraphs preceding this, when
treating of the construction of the cow byre.
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78. " Ilammels" consist of an open court with a slied at one side, com-

munication being kept up between tlie two by a large door. The
arrangement is shown in fig 9, where a a are the sheds, 14 feet by 12, with

doors; 4 4, 5 feet wide; c c, the courts, 14 feet by 18; d d, turnip troughs;

e e, the dunging gates. The doors b b are placed at the sides of the sheds

so as to afford one large protected corner. Each liammel of the size above

given, will afford space for two large or tliree small oxen. For four large

oxen, and where the dung is to be carted from the courts, the size should

be .30 feet by 18, the gate !» feet wide. But the smaller sized hammels
should be used, according to Mr. Stephens, as their advantage consists

in assorting the cattle according to their age, temper, size, and condition,

and in giving them liberty in the fresh air, they should not only be much
smaller than courts, but only contain two large oxen or three small

ones." The height of the walls of the sheds to be 9 feet; of the court walls,

6 feet.

79. The point is much disputed whether the stall feeding of stock in

byres is better than the feeding in hammels. Mr. Stephens, wlio advocates

the hammel system as the most natural and as that conducive to the

health of the animal, thus discusses the point. " Some facts have already

been decided regarding the comparative effects of hammels and byres upon
cattle. Cattle are much cleaner in hammels than in byres. >fo doubt
they can be kept clean in byres ; but not being so, there must be some
some difficulty incidental to byre-management, and it consists, I presume,
in the cattle man finding it more troublesome to keep the beasts clean in

a byre than in hammels; otherwise, the fact is not easily to be accounted
for, for he takes no special care to keep beasts, inhammels, clean. Perhaps
when cattle have liberty to lie down -where they please, they may choose
the driest, because the most comfortable spot; whereas in a byre they
must lie down upon what may be, and which they cannot see behind them.
There is another advantage derived from hammels, the hair of cattle never
scalds off the skin, and never becomes short and smooth but remains long
and mossy, and is all licked over, and washed clean by rain, until it is

naturally cast in spring, and the advantage is felt by cattle when sent to

market in winter, when they can withstand much more wet and cold than
those which have been fed in byres. A third advantage is, that cattle

from hammels can travel the road without injurj- to their feet, being
accustomed to be so much upon their feet and to move about."

80. Mr. Stephens quotes from a prize essay by Mr. Boswell, who says that
" hammels ought never to be used unless when the climate is good and the
accommodation of courts dry and well sheltered; and, above all, unless
when there is a very largo quantity of litter to keep the cattle constantly
clean and dry." Where these desiderata are attained, Mr. Boswell says
that ho is convinced, not only from his own experience, but from the
unanimous opinion of practical men, that " there is no point more clearly
established than that cattle improve quicker or, in other words thrive better

in open hammels than in close byres."
81. On the other hand, we deem it right to give a testimony in favor of

stall feeding, this from the high authority of Mr. Caird, " A considerable
comparative experience has convinced me that no other method will give
equal accommodation for the same outlay, -whilst I am persuaded that, in
regard to economy of food and litter, facility of labour in attendance,
health and progress of the cattle, and systematic arrangement altogether,
stall feeding is superior to any other that has yet come under my notice.
The progress of the soiling system, or house feeding of cattle in summer
as well as winter, will lead to a more gemeral recognition of the superi-
ority of stall feeding both from necessity of economising litter, and the
advantages of not wasting the labor of the cattle feeders and others in
traversing unnecessary distances while attending to tlie stock."

82. The fourth method of feeding cattle, namely, in " bo.xes," remains
to be described. The box system may be defined to be a series of loose
boxes in each of which a single animal is confined. The space allotted
may either be excavated so as to make a depression in the ground a cer-
tain depth, or brick or stone walls may be built making the required en-
closure. The litter, dung, &c., is not removed, but is allowed to accumu-
late, the animal pressing it down In a compact heap, which is removed as
desired. The crib or manger is made to rise and fall according as the
litter accumulates in height, or is decreased by removal. Passages are
provided between the boxes by which the food is supplied to the cattle,
and the dung wheeled out when required.

83. In fig 10. we give a plan and in fig 11 a section of two boxes. In
fig 10. the boxes a a 10 by 10 feet, are divided by the feeding passage b,

6 feet wide, cc are the doors, dd the cribs or mangers. In fig 11, the
floors are sloped on either side to the centre, at which point a drain trap
is placed, leading off the superfluous moisture, bh are the -walls three feet
high surmounted by a sparred work c c. Cattle boxes may be ranged in a
house along a wall, or a series of them placed side by side under a wide
spanned roof.

84. As on the question of stall and hammel feeding so in that of " box "
feeding as compared with other systems, there is much diversity of
opinion.

85. On the subject of cattle feeding, or " soiling," as it is otherwise
termed, in boxes, Mr. Ewart has the following remarks—" The generally
imperfect management of fattening stock, and the negligent preparation
of manure, so prevalent in times past, cannot enable the husbandman of
Britain to meet, without diminution of capital, the unrestricted compe-
tition of foreigners in the British market, in every kind of produce of the
soil which he will henceforth have to encounter. The excrements of a
few half-fed wintering cattle, and the litter of an open yard exposed to
the alternate effects of rain, wind, and sunshine, will do little in raising
such grain crops as to enable the British farmer to maintain, much less to

promote, a profitable employment of his capital, and of native industry in
the cultivation of the soil. • • •

jjie essential
condhions on which the fattening of cattle can be obtained with the
greatest economy, are warmth, quietude, wholesomeness of atmosphere,
and cleanliness. And of all accommodations that have probably ever
been invented for the feeding of oxen, none has so completely answered
the principal object of converting the vegetable productions of the earth
into food for mankind in the shape of flesh, as the plan of feeding in

boxes or loose stalls, first suggested by Mr. John Warner, of Tremingham,
in Norfolk, nor does any plan more completely fulfil a secondary but
scarcely less important object, the raising of manure of the best
quality with the greatest economy, than the accommodation alluded to.

There cannot exist in the mind of any individual who may have witnessed
the feeding of cattle in boxes properly carried out, a doubt of its being a
most effectual mode of providing due shelter, perfect freedom from
molestation, and complete comfort to the animals—all conditions most
essential to rapid thriving ; nor can any one behold the accommodation
without being thoroughly convinced of the great economy in collecting

the egesta, and preserving it in the very best state for its purposes, and
yet without the least exhalation of effluvia. Whatever may be supposed,
those who have not seen the box-feeding system in operation, are hereby
assured by the writer, who has carefully watched its effect, that it is in

every respect consistent with its jierfect cleanliness and perfect health of
the beasts, and he must, without hesitation, state his belief that whenever
any objection has been raised to the system, it has been induced from
having seen boxes of improper construction and fitting, or perhaps from
excess of moisture, produced from rain from above, or from springs from
beneath. As to the latter observation, respecting excess of moisture, the
writer is certain of the fact, that a sufiicient quantity of dry litter, supplied
three times a week, to keep the animals clean from the solid excrement is

sufficient to completely absorb the whole of the urine they void."

86. Mr. Stephens in comparing the system of box feeding with hammel
feeding, these being as he states, " the receptacles for cattle that admit of a
legitimate comparison with one another," has the following remarks. " I

am sure that exposure at will to the sun and air, and even rain in winter,

is much more conducive to the health of an ox than constant confinement
under a roof. It is true that box-feeding affords much more liberty to the
anhnal than when feeding at a stake in a byre ; but in whiit respects box-
feeding should excel small hammels, it is not easy to discover. The cost
of constructing small hammels to hold two or three oxen together is not
great, two is the number I wouid always prefer, as affording society, and
avoiding contention on the one hand and loneliness on the other, but the
cost of constructing accommodation for cattle I consider a secondary con-
sideration, in comparison to affording them the greatest comfort ; and
greater comfort than a hammel may aflbrd is scarcely possible to be
attained by any other means, certainly not hy such boxes, and the manure
would bo equally as well compressed and good in hammels as in boxes."

87. The last method of accommodating stock here to be noticed is the
system of "courts and shelter sheds," as shown at s s, 1 1, fig. 1, plate II.

The extent of ground space for eacli animal has been recommended by
Mr. Newlands at 60 feet superficial for the shelter shed, and 240 feet for

the courtyard. The floors of the sheds should be paved, and both the
sheds and courts provided with drains, by which the liquid exuviae of the
cattle may be withdrawn to the tank. The floor or bottom of the yard
or court should be made concave, so as to lead to one central point, at
which a grating should be placed leading to the drain.

88. The shelter sheds arc generally provided with more than one door
or opening, " with the view of allowing," says Mr. Stephens, " a timid
animal to escape by one door while chased by another. But, in my
opinion," he continues, " the comfort of the cattle is more secured with
only one entrance, inasmuch as every draught of air is prevented ; and
although the object of two entrances is laudable in affording a means of

escape to a beast that may be illused by the rest, the advantage is dearly
bought at the sacrifice of comfort to the others ; and, after all, it is doubt-
ful whether the contingency thus dreaded can be avoided in any way,
unless from the probability of general agreement, after a common use of

the same apartment for some time. Cattle brought promiscuously from
different quarters and put together are much less likely to agree in the
same court than those brought up together from calf-hood. However
brought together, there should not exceed twenty beasts kept together in

a court." The width of the openings should not be less than Sj, but not
exceeding 7 feet ; the height not less than 7 feet. Less will not do, for as
the dung and litter accumulate in the court, the height of the doorway
will be gradually lessened. All openings should be arched, and the sides

have the angles rounded. If brick is used, bull-nosed bricks should be
employed for the jambs.

89. The fittings of cattle courts are water-troughs, turnip troughs,
straw-racks, turnip stores, and gates.

90. Water-troughs.—The plentiful supply of water to the courts is a
matter of the utmost importance. The supply to the troughs will bo
most easily secured and regulated by having a cistern placed at a hiph
level at some convenient part of the farmsteading, from which a supply
can be taken to all parts of the building. Many adv.intages will arise

from the adoption of this plan, water can be obtained at pressure by which
to clean out the cow-house, stable, &c., &e., and also be made available for

the extinguishing of fire, where this should unfortun.ately happen. The
position of the water-troughs will depend upon circumstances of conveni-

ence of working, generally they will best be placed at the end of the turnip

troughs. Where two courts are placed together, as in fig 12, plate V., a
being the central dividing -n-all, and 4 b the turnip troughs, a water-trough
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c c should be placed common to both, passing through an arched opening
in tlie wall dd. Where a constant supply of wttcr can be obtained and at a

proper level without involving the necessity of pumping, it will be the

best to allow the water to flow continually into the water troughs, waste
pipes attached to these leading the water to the horse-pond or other de-

sired terminus. VTliatever method may be adopted for supplying the

water-troughs, that should if possible be avoided by which the supply is

dependant upon separate pumps. The working of "these will likely be too

often neglected ami the cattle will thus be deprived of their necessary sup-

plies. One pump may be used to supply all the troughs if these can be
placed on the same level, the whole being connected at bottom by means
of pipes, the water being supplied to the first from the pump, flows into all

the others. The troughs are made in various ways and of various mate-
rials, sometimes hewn out of a solid block of stone—which is perhaps the

cleanest and most durable— sometimes formed of flag stones clamped and
leaded together at the corners, and sometimes of thick wooden boards.

Cast-iron troughs arc now becomming largely used, and troughs made of

earthenware vitrified are likely to become much employed. These last,

where made strong enough, will secure all the desiderata reetuired of

cleanliness and durability.

91. Turnip troughs are placed along the most convenient part of the
wall of the court-yard, and may be made in two ways—fixed and
removeable. In both cases the foundation or sole on which the troughs
rest are fixed, being of brick or stone, a fig 13, the width of this being 18

inches, and height 2 feet. This is capped by a fiagstone, slate, or board b,

which forms the bottom of the trough. The front of the trough is made
of boards c, 12 or 15 inches deep and 3 inches thick, and secured to the

bottom 6, and to the wall d by wrought-iron stancheons e. Tlie turnips

are supplied to the troughs through openings in the wall, these being

closed, when not in use, by hinged doors, as at /. A better method is,

however, to have the shoots made sloping as at g in the way recommended
by Mr. Newlands. Another way of fitting up the front boards of the

troughs is shown in fig. 14, where vertical uprights, a a, are built into the
foundation b, the intervals between being 6 to 9 feet. The sides of thise

are grooved so as to admit planks c, 2 inches thick, to be placed between
the vertical uprights. These boards can be taken out when required.

The end of the troughs in this case are passed into grooves made in the
inside of the last vertical upright and in the wall opposite. Turnip trrfughs

are now being made of wrought-iron ; these possess the advantage of being
easily removed from place to place, and when the courts are not occupied
by cattle, of being housed and taken a^^y from rain, &c.

92. Turnip Stores.—"Few things," says Mr. Stephens, "indicate greater
care for cattle than the providing of stored turnips for their use, such being
not only convenient, but the best mode of keeping them clean and fresh."

In fig. 2, plate II., we Indicate at u u the position of the turnip stores for

the use of the courts, » s, in the arrangement shown, the turnips should
be covered with straw to preserve them from the frost. In fig. 1, plate III.,

we show at u u the position of covered turnip stores, the turnips being
supplied to the troughs in the yards, * s, through the shoots v v made in

the walls.

93. Straw rachs are made so that they can be moved to various parts

of the court, that the cattle may be able to give a uniform tramping to

the litter all over the surface of the court. The racks may be made of
wood or iron, those made of the latter material are becoming much used.

94. The gates of the court-yards will be most convenient if made to

slide along a raised gangway of timber as proposed by Mr. Newlands and
illustrated in fig. 15, a cavity being made in the centre of wall into which
the gate passes. Or the method of hanging the gate shown in fig. 16 may
be adopted. By the use of either of these methods, the gates will be
completely out of the way when the dung is being removed by carts.

Where one court is entered from another it is essential to have the gates
so hung that they will be able to open at all times, no matter to what
depth the dung or litter may accummulate in the yards. Various forms
of gates have been introduced to admit of their being opened to suit all

depths of litter in the yard, the one illustrated in fig. 16 will meet all the
requirements of farm-yard practice. The posts, a a, will require to be of
less altitude if the heights arc taken outside as at b.

HAMPSTEAD CHAPEL.
THIS building, now in course of erection at Heath-street, Hampstead, is in the

Decorated .atyle of medieval architecture, and from its lofty situation will
attract attention from a considerable distance. Of the various suburbs of the
metropolis^ Hampstead is nearly the only one which is unprovided with a suitable
place of iSonconformist worship. This enterprise has been eommenced by some
friends of the Baptist and Independent bodies, to supply this long-felt want. The
site is most eligible, and peculiarly adapted to the requirements of the Noncon-
formists in the town, and the many visitors to that beautiful locality.

TIic ground is alxjut 120 feet from back to front, and falls in that length 16 feet.

This fall has been turned to advantage by having a lofty basement story 14 feet

high in the clear, which is to he used as a school for boys and girls, on the British
and Foreign system. There will also be class-rooms, waterclosets, cloak-rooms,
store-room, &c., &c. On the ground floor the chapel is 74 feet C inches long by
44 feet 6 inches wide, with chancel 11 feet deep, in which is the baptistery, and
three large vestries will be in the rear, so arranged that the chapel can be
lengthened about 15 feet at any time without great expense.

Tlie entrance is by three doorways, leading tlirough inner porches to a spacious
corridor, the whole width of the building, and thence to the chapel, in addition to
these there are two other ways of exit.

The walls will be built of brick, with Bath stone ashlar facings ; dressings,
tracery and spireo, Ice., kc, from the Boxhill quarries.

Tlie roof will be oi>cn and stained, with arched principals in one span, the span-
drels filled in with tracery, &e.

The chapel is to ace,omaiodale about 800 persons, and the cost of the building,

including gas, heating, boundary walls, &c., will be rather u])war(ls of £o,000,
James Harvey, Esq., 74, Hollioni-bill, K.C., is the treasurer; J. H. Pattison,
Esq., 25, Torrington-square, W.C., is the lion, secretary.

The foundation-stone is to be laid by Sir S. Morton Pcto, Bart., II. P., early
in September. Mr. \\m. Hill, of Whitechapel-road, is the contractor, and
Jlr. Charles Gray Searle, of 4, Blooinsbury-place, W.C, is the architect.

RUTLAND CHURCHES.—No. I. STOKE DRY.*
rilHE village of Stoke Dry or Dry Stoke is situate on the border of Leicester-
Jl shire, from which it is divided by the little river Eye, a circuitous stream
that empties itself in the river Welland, immediately after passing the village of
Caldeeott. At the taking of the last census the parish contained only 65 inhab-
itants, and it probably does not exceed that number at the present time. The
village stands upon a high eminence, from which very extensive views of the
adjoining counties of Leicester and Northampton are obtained, extending across

the .fertile valleys of the Eye and Welland, lieyond which is seen a remaining
portion of the extensive ancient Royal Forest of Rockiugliam, the Normau
Castle, the residence of the lion. Mi's. Watson, standing in the foreground. The
church at Stoke, dedicated to St. Andrew, is a small structure, but is well

deserving a careful inspection by the antiquary and ecclesiologist, it containing

some interesting portions and several costly monuments. Its plan consists of a
nave, north and south aisles, chancel, and south chantry ; and inchulcs portions

of the various styles of architecture that prevailed from the twelfth to the fif-

teenth century. The Early English chancel arch (chamfered) is sup|)orted by
slender Norman pillars, upon which extraordinary labor has been bestowed in

adornment: they are covered with rich sculptm-e portraying human figures,

animals, foliage, scrolls, &c. The cushion capital of one pillar is perfect, and
is equally richly sculptured, but on the corresponding pillar is a thirteenth cen-
tury capital. A string-course enriched with the indented ornament runs along
the interior north wall of the chancel, under a modern domestic window of very
poor design, the existence of which ornament indicates that the masonry of the
walls is that of the early church (twelfth century). The rood-
screen is remaining : it is surmounted by gorgeously carved wood-
work of the style of the magnificent fan - tracery in Henry VII. 's

chapel, Westminster Abbey. There is an ambry in the east wall of the
chancel, having the iron hooks from which was suspended the door that secured
the plate used in certain services of the church. In the south wall, behind a
monument, is another recess, but only the apex of the arch can been seen; it is

probably a piscina (water-drain). Each aisle is divided by three chamfered arches,

the caps of one pillar and those of the responds of the south aisle have a band of
the nail-head ornament, which was introduced into the Transitional Norman
style and continued in the early part of the succeeding ( Early English) style. The
north aisle is of a later date. The octagonal font has plain faces. The chamfered
tower arch is open with the nave, it rises from corbels. There are several ancient
open benches, with poppy-head ends, but the majority of the pews ai-e high and
unsightly, being well adapted for the convenience of a dozing congregation. The
only available entrance to the church is through the plain south jioich, the inner
doorway of which has continuous mouldings. Over the north porch, which is

covered with ivy, is a room that was occupied as a sleeping ajiartment by one of
the officers of the church before the Reformation, it is reached by a stone stair-

case, the steps of which are much worn ; this room is lighted by a pretty trefoil-

headed three-light window. The east chancel window and another in tlie wall of
the chantry are early Decorated. A few years ago the chantry was the receptacle

for various descriptions of lumber, and it became in a filthy state. After clearing
it of the rubbish that had accumulated there a piscina was found in the usual
position, and a stoup at the cast end. In removing some of the color wash fioin

the south walla fresco painting was bared, and from small portions of the wash
that have been rubbed ofi' in other places it is evident that all the walls in this

chantry have similar paintings. The tower at the west end has not the usual
entrance ; the first stage is pierced with a lancet, the next stage witli a smaller
ditto, and the third stage with a window of two lights of a later date. Under the
embattled parapet is a band of quartre-foils. In this church are three
costly monuments erected to the memory of various members of the
Digby family. The great house of Digby for several centuries stood pre-
eminent in the rank of British aristocracy. Everard Digby fell at Towton,
fighting under the Lancastrian banner. Sir John Digby was a gallant warrior
at Bosworth and Therouenne : he was ancestor of the Digbys, of North Luft'en-

liam, whose last male heir, Jas. Digby, Esq., of Red Hnll, near Bourn, died in

1811. There are several monuments in Bourn church erected to the memory of
the Digbys, of Red Hall. James Digby, Esq., left all his estates to a younger
sister, Henrietta; and her grandson. Sir Duncombe Pauncefort Duncombe,
Bart., of Great Brickhill, Bucks, now inherits fhcin. Red Hall, at Bourn, has
lately been sold and converted into a station for tlie new railway from Bourn to

Essendine. A collateral branch of the family were the Digbys, of Coleshill,

Warwickshire. The title of the Earl of Digby was taken from the village of
that name near Sleaford ; they were descendants of the Warwickshire Digbys.
In the chantry at Stoke is an elaborately finished tomb, of freestone ; it consists
of a large pedestal, upon the table of which is a full length effigy in plate
armour. Tlie sides are enriched with quatrcfoils containing shields charged with
the arms of Digby. The monument has this inscription :

" Hie jacet Everardius
Dij;bi, miles, qui obiit undecimo die Aprilis, anno Domini MCCCCXI., cujus
animm propitietur Deus. Amen." The fragments of an alabaster monumental
slab, showing an effigy in low relief, is lying upon the window-sill in this chapel

;

it was found amongst the debris allowed to accumulate there in the present cen-
tury, when the chantry was used as a coal cellar, and the receptacle for various
lumber! On the south side of the altar there is a magnificent alabaster table
monumeut, having two full-length effigies (male and female) : the man is in
plate armour, and the female is in the dress of the period. On the pedestal are
the effigies of two sons, seven daughters, and two infants. At one end are
empaled the arms of Digby and Cope. (The Marquis of Huntly is a
descendant of the last-named family.) It has this inscription on the ledge:

—

" Here lyeth the bodyes of Kenelm Digby, Esq., which Kcnelni deceased the
20th of April, 1590, and of Anne, his wife, which Anne deceased the ."

(This Kenelm was grandfather of the Gunpowder Plot conspirator.) 'I'hcre is

aother massive alabaster monument in the south aisle. The effigies of a female

• From the Stamford Mercury.
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and eliildi-en upon the table are carved in low relief. There are two shields

—

the (irst (fleur de Us) Uigby, and the second bearing a dolphin crcscente parte

per bende sinister counti!v-changed. It lias tliis inscrii)tiou round tlie ledge, in

black letter :
" Hie jacet Jaqueta Digbi, quandam uxor liverardi Digbi, annigeri,

quffi quidem obiit vicesinio nono die mensia Junii, Anno Domini
MCCCCLXXXXVI. cujus animal propitietur Deus. Amen." Sir Everard

iligby, one of the Gunpowder Plot conspirators, was borne at Stoke ; he died the

death of a traitor on the 30tli of .January, 1000, at the west end of St. Paul's, in

company of Robert Winter, .John Grant, and Thomas Bates: Thom.is Winter,

Bookwood, Keys, and Guide Fawkes died next day. Sir Everard Uigby was an

enthusiastic young man ; it is said he was knighted the year before his death by
King James," at Belvoir : he had numerous estates, a young wife, and two infants:

one of the latter was Sir Kenelm, one of the literary celebrities of his day, and
the author of several works : he was only three years old at the time of his

father's death. On the accession of Charles I. he rose into great favor, having
been created a gentleman of the bed-chamber, a Commissioner of the Navy, a
governor of the Trinity House, Sec. .Sir Kenelm was knighted at Lord Monta-
gue's, at Hincliinbroke, in the presence of Prince Charles and the Duke of

Buckingham, when the King paid him some high compliments on his erudition,

on the 23rd October, 1023. He married a lady who was highly distinguished lor

her beauty : of her, usually styled the celebrated Venetia Digby, a great many
pictiires and busts are extant : she died when young. Sir Kenelm died at the

age of G3, leaving one son, who dying without issue that branch of the family
became extinct. Sir Kenelm had two sons, viz., Kenelm, unmarried, who was
killed at St.Neots, on the Otli July, 1048, and John, who married twice, butdied
without issue. Sir Kenelm's (the'philosoi)her) brotlier was Sir John, a Major in

the King's service in the west : he was killed in the battle of Longport, Somer-
setshire, on the 9th July, 104.5. Sir Kenelm made his will on the 9th January,
ICG.'), in which he styles himself " Sir Kenelm Digby, ofStoke Dry, in the county
ot Rutland, Knight, Chancellor to Henrietta Maria Queen Dowager of Eng-
land," and mentions his intention of going to Paris for the cure of a malady. If
he d ied in England he ordered his body to be buried in Christ Church, London,
in his vault of black marble and copper, where Ids mfe. Dame Venetia, was in-
terred, and desired that no inscription should be placed on the tomb. He had
three sons and one daughter by Venetia Stanley. Tlie following lines were
written on Sir Kenelm by R. Farrar :

—

Under this tomb the matchless Dl"by lies,
Bigby the great, the valiant, .and tlic wise ;

'This age's wonder for his noble parts,
•Skill 'd in six tongues, and learned in all the arts.
Born on tlie day he died, the eleventh of June,
And that day bravely fought at Scandcroon.
It's rare tliat one and the s.ime day should be
His day of birth, of death, of victory.

The famous Ben Jonson lived on terms of great intimacy w ith Sir Kenelm and
Lady Digby, and after her death he composed a long poem in honor of her,
entitled " Enpheme," which occurs in his works, and from which the subjoined
is an extract :

—

She was in one a many parts of life ;A tender mother, a discrccter wife,
A solemn mistress, and so good a friend.
So charitable to religious end.
In all her petite actions so devote.
As her whole life was now become one note
Of piety and private holiness.

Sir Stephen Rd. Glynne, Bart., the great grandson of Sir John Glynne and
Honora Conway, is the present representative of Sir Kenelm Digby, and through
lAdy Venetia of one branch of the illustrious houses of Stanley and Percy. Be-
side the present baron, the Digbys are also represented at the present day by two
families resident in the county of Kildare, Ireland.—On a slab in the chancel is
this inscription: "Here lieth the body of Dorothy Stevens, virgin, aged XI.,
waiting for a joyful resurrection, Nov. x., 1037."—The remains of the late
Incumbent are inten'ed on the south side of the church-yard, the spot being
marked by a very neat and inexpensive monument copied by Mr. Clarke, stone-
mason, of Lyddington, from a design in the Rev. Edward TroUope's Manual of
Sepulchral SlciiiorUiU, a work introduced into the locality by the Rev. H. j.
Bigge, rector of Rockingham, and one of the officers of the Northamptonshire
Arclutectural Society, through whose exertions, it is hoped, the heathenish
monuments of several past generations will no longer be adopted in this
neighbourhood, at least, by mourning relatives. A considerable portion of
the mansion occupied by the Digbys still remains, being part of some farm-
buildmgs at the east end of the church. We were informed that one of the
richly sculptured Norman pillars above referred to was considerably cut away
Ijy a farmer about seventeen years ago to make way for a high-backed family
deal pew. Stoke also comprises Hallick or HoUyoak, in the Gartree hundredm the county of Leicester, being on the south-west side of the Eye, and con-
tainmg 400 acres

: it pays tithes to the rector of Stoke and to the poor and
the church-rates of Stoke; but maintains its own highways, and pays tow.Trds
the county rates ot Leicestershire. It contains a single house, a view of which
IS given m Nichols' History of Leicestei-shire. Tlie rector of Stoke is the Rev.Mm. Hamilton Thompson, who succeeded the Rev. C. H. Swann, in 18&4.
the patron of the living is the Marquis of Exeter: gross income, £400, with

Stapleton.—New Workhouse—Ahev several years' dubitation, and
many meetings for the consideration of plans for accommodating in one establish-ment the whole of the poor in charge of the Guardians of the Bristol Union, the
loundation stone was laid last week atStapleton, in the centre of the quadrangle
ot buildings formerly known as the French i>rison, and now used as a workhoule,
01 a building designed by Messrs. Medland and Maberly, of London, which will
Jt IS .mtieipated, do .away with the necessity of having two poorhouses in con-

^Z,r!-J.n,^'''*'f .V"'°"-.
Ti'ecostofthe proposed structure is estimated

at about £30,000, and the contract for the erection has been taken by Mr. T.
ilrooks. The proceedings passed offwith the utmost success.

Clifton Suspension-bridge.—'Vhe directors of the new company for

th!,v°™''r*"''"
"'' *'"-' •'''"spension-bridge at Clifton, have been so far successful inweir piehiuinary negotiations for the purchase of the piers, land, &c., requisite

«Ln„^ '^,'??;nS"' "."^ ereat undertaking. The capital required bV the

METROPOLXS LOCAL MANAGE.MENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
A.S AMENDED BV THE SELECT CO.MMITTEE.*

If Vestry Sec., Neglect to pay money reiptircd by Precept of Metropolitan
Board, the Board may make a rate on default without awaiting the Expi-
ration of the Periodfixed by the precept.—XiV. If the vestry of any parish
mentioned in Schedule A to the firstly recited Act, or any district board, upon
whom any precept of the said Metropolitan Board shall have been served, shall
refuse or decline to raise in their respective parish or district the moneys required
to pay the amount or amounts named in such precept, or if any such vestry or
district board, not having paid the amount thereof under the power contained in
the next but one preceding section of this Act, shall for the space of two calendar
months next after service of any such precept neglect to make a rate or rates for
duly levying and collecting in their parish or district or part thereof as circum-
stances may require, and paying over the moneys named in the precept of the
said board within the period limited thereby, and to put such rate or rates in due
course of collection, or in case any collector or collectors, or other person or per-
sons charged with the collection of moneys or rates in any parish, district, or part,
shall not with all practicable dispatch do and perforin all necessary acts on his or
their part to be done and performed for levying and pfiying over the moneys
required by the said Metropolitan Bo.ard, then in any or either of the said cases
it shall be lawful for the said Metropolitan Boai'd forthwitli to make a rate on
default in manner hereinbefore provided in any parish, district, or part for raising
the moneys required by their precipt, and the said additional sum, without
awaiting the the expiration of the period limited by such precept for payment of
the amount or amounts named therein.

Hums collected in places in Schedule C to the 18 S^- 19 Vict. c. 120, beyond
amount ofratefor Metropolis Main Drainage Rate and Expenses ofCollec-
tion, Sj-c, to be placed to credit ofsuch places.—XV. Where under or by virtue of
any rate or assessment made ))y an assessor appointed by the said Metropolitan
Board of Works for the Metropolis Main Drainage Rate any moneys shall have
been or shall be collected in any place mentioned in Schedule C to the firstly-
recited Act beyond the amount required to satisfy the amount of the assessment
of the said board upon the said place, and the expenses of and incidental to the
preparing, making, collecting and levying such rate or assessment, theexcess shall
be placed by the said board to the credit of such place, on account of the
next assessment upon such place by the said board for the Metropolis Main
Drainage Rate.
Payment of sums assessed upon places in Schedule C—XVI. For obtaining

payment of the sum assessed upon any place mentioned in Schedule C to the
firstly recited Act for the Metropolis Main Drainage Rate, the said board shall
issue a precept under their seal requiring payment of the amount mentioned in
such precept to their Treasurer, or into any bank therein mentioned, within such
time or times as may be therein limited, and every such precept sh.all be directed
to the masters of the bench, treasurer, govcrners, or other body or persons
having the chief control or authority in any such place, and the body or person
to whom any such precept shall be directed shall raise .ind levy the money re-
quired by the same by means of a separate rate, in like manner and subject to
the like provisions as the Sewers Rate to be made under the provisions of the
firstly-recited Act and this Act ; and the said body or persons mav appoint one
or more persons to collect any such rate, and may pay him or them such salary,
poundage, or allowance as they may deem just and reasonable, and may take such
security from every such collector lor the due execution of his duty as they shall
think reasonable and proper; and the several provisions hereinafter contained
with respect to the levying, paying over, and accounting for moneys levied by
coUectorsby direction of any vesti'y shall be applicable to every such collector:
and the several enactments hereinbefore contained with respect to the levying of
moneys by the said Metropolitan Board on the default of vestries and district
boards shall apply in case of a default by the body or persons to whom any such
precept may be directed by the said board to levy and pay over the money
therein named according to the exigency thereof.

Sums assessed on parts beyond the limits of the Metropolis.—XVII. For
the purpose of raising the money assessed by the said Board under the powers
vested in them by the firstly-recited Act or this Act on any parish or part without
the limits of the metropolis as defined by the firstly-recited Act. the said Board
shall make and levy on such parish or p,art a rate of such amount in the
pound on the annual value of the property rateable, ascertained by the rate
for the time being for the relief of the poor, as will in their judgment, having
regard to all circumstances, be sufficient to raise the money so assessed as
aforesaid, or such part thereof as may remain due and owing, and such rate
shall be levied in conformity with the provisions hereinbefore contained con-
cerning and in relation to rates to l)e made by the said Board for levying
moneys on any parish, district, or part, after default in payment thereof by
any vestry, district board, or other body or person, and any such rate may
be according to the form contained in the said Schedule D to this Act, or to
the like etfect.

Metropolitan Board may amendAssessments and Prece])tstehcre7iccessary.
—XVIII. It shall be lawiul for the Metropolitan Board of Works, in case of
any omission or other inaccuracy in any assessment or precept which they
have made or issued, to make such amendments or alterations therein as may
render the same conformable to the provisions of the recited Acts and this Act;
and it shall be lawful for the said Board, should they deem it requisite and
proper, to revoke any precept which they may have issued, and to issue another
precept in lieu thereof

Clause C— Overseers to pay over and accountfor Moneys to Vestries and
District Boards.—XW. Whenever any vestry or district board shall by their
order require the overseer or overseers of any parish or place to levy and pay over
the sum or sums ofmoney which such vestry or board may require under the pro-
visions of the said recited Acts, or this Act,"every8ueh ovei'seer shall, within such
period after the levying of the said sum or sums or any \y&rt thereof as the said
vestry or board shall determine, pay over to the treasurer of the said vestry or
board, or to any officer, or into any bank in such order mentioned, the amount
mentioned in such order, and the excess, if any, which may have been levied
beyond such amount, less the expenses of aud incidental to the making and
collecting of the same, and shall, if the said vestry or board shall require the
same, make out and deliver to the said vestry or board a true and perfect
account in writing, signed by him or them, of all moneys and rates received by
him or them by virtue of the said order, and shall together with such account
produce the vouchers, counterfoils, or receipts for ell payments made to or by

• Continued from page 592.
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him or them ; and in case such overswr shall fail to pay over such moneys or
rates as aforesaid, or to render such account, or to produce such vouchers,
counterfoils, and receipts for the space of twenty-one days after being thereunto
required, he shall be subject to the penalties mentioned and contanied in the
sixty-fifth section of the firstly-recited Act: provided always, that where the

term " overseer " or " overseers " shall extend to and include any vestry elected

under the firstly hereinbefore recited Act, or any board of trustees or Rovernors
of any parish or place chosen under any Local Act now in force, the provisions

of this clause sitall not be applicable to such vestry or board of trustees or

governors, so long as the orders of the vestry or board shall be duly complied
with and satisfied ; and the said overseers are hereby authorized to employ and
pay one or more collector or collectors to collect all such rates, and to take from
every such collector security for his duly collecting such rates and paying over

and accounting for the same, and such security shall enure to the benefit of the

overseers for the time being of every such parish or place, who shall have all such
and the same remedies thereon as the overseers to whom such security was
orisinally given.

Metropolitan Board, Vestrief, and District BoariU may demand to be

furnished with Copies of Poor Rate, Ar. — XX. It shall be lawful for the
Jlctropolitan Boaru of Works, or for the vestry of any parish mentioned in

Schedule A to the firstly-recited Act, or for any district board, by order in

writing, to require the vestry clerk, overseer, collector, or other person having
the custody or control of any rate for the relief of the poor in any parish or place,

or of any other rate, or of any book containing a copy of any such rate as afore-

said, to furnish within such period, not King less than seven days, as shall be

limited in such order, a true copy of such rate for the relief of the poor, or other

rate, or of such copy |thereof as aforesaid, or of such part or parts of the same as

shall be specified in such order, on payment or tender for such copy at the rate

of sixpence for every twenty-four names (inclusive of all the particulars in the

several columns in the rate, so far as such particulars have reference to

such names respectively), and the said copy shall be examined by and siffiied by
such vestry clerk, overseer, collector, or other person, and shall be verified by
his solemn declaration, if the said Metropolitan Board or vestry or district

board shall require the same, which solemn declaration any Justice of the Peace,

or Commissioner duly authorized, is hereby empowered to administer ; and any
person having the custody or control of such rate, or copy thereoC, who shall

refuse or neglect to make and deliver to such metropolitan board, vestry, or
district board, or any person by them authorized to receive the same, such copy
or extract, or to make such solemn declaration as aforesaid, shall be liable to "a

penalty not exceeding ten pounds for every such offence, and to a further penalty
not exceeding ten pounds for each and every day during which the said oifence,

shall be continued, to be recovered by a summary proceeding.

Expenses incurred by Vestries in Schedule B in execution of Act to be
paid by District Boards.—XXI. Whenever the vestry of any parish mentioned
in Schedule B to the firstly-recited Act shall have lawfully incurred any expenses
in the execution of the said recited Acts or this Act, the Board of Works lor the
district in which such parish may be situate shall, in case the payment of sucli

expenses is not otherwise provided for, pay and discharge tlie amount of such
expenses out of the moneys which they are by the firstly-recited Act authorised
to raise for the payment of the expenses of the execution of such Act.

Becovery of numeyi assessed by Metropolitan Board on extra-parochial
Prouertyfor Payment ofDebts.—XXll. The sums from time to time assessed
by tlie Metropolitan Board of Works upon or in respect of any extra-parochial
or other property which was included in any separate sewerage district under
the Metropolitan Commission of Sewers, for or towards payment of any debt or
debts charged upon such district at the determination of the said Act of the
eleventli and twelfth Victoria, chapter one hundred and twelve, or ofany interest
thereon, for the payment of which provision is not otherwise made in the said
recited .\cts or tliis Act, shall bo paid on demand to the said Board by theoccuiner
of the tenements or premises, or by the person or persons in receipt of any tolls

or profits issuing out ofany incorporeal nereditaments in respect of which such
aweasment shall be made, and every such sum may be recovered by the said Board
fey an action at law or by a summary proceeding before a justice, at the option of
the said Board.
One Summons only to issue for the Recovery of Rates.—XXIII. In any

proceedings before any justice or justices, by or on behalf of any vestry, district

board, overseer, or collector, against the occupier or o^vner of any premises for
the recovery of any rates assessed under the said Acts or this Act, which may be
in arrear, all the rates for the recovery of which such proceedings shall be taken
shall be included in the same summons, and the charge for such summons shall

not exceed one shilling, and the signature of any justice or justices to any such
summons may be either in writing or by a stamp affixed as such justice orjustices
may direct.

Parties lending Money to Metropolitan Board or Vestries or District
Boards not bound to inquire into Application of Money, Regularity of
Proceedings, ^c.—XXIV. Whereas by the firstly-recited Act power is given to
the Metropolitan Board of Works, and to any district board or vestry to borrow
money for the purpose ofdefraying any expenses incurred by them in the execution
of the said Act, on the credit of air or any of the moneys or rates authorised to
be raised by them under the said Act : lie it enacted, that no corporate body or
person or persons lending or proposing to lend money to the said Metropolitan
Board or any vestry or district board, under the provisions of the said Acts or
this Act, or of any Act or Acts for amending the same, or of any Act or Acts
empowering them or either of them to borrow money, shall be bound to see or
obhgcd to inquire whether the money lent or proposed to be lent is advanced for
the purposes of such Acts, nor to see or inquire into the application of the money
so lent, or any part thereof; nor shall any such respective body or person or
persons be bound or required to ascertain that the board or vestry so borrowing,
or the meeting or meetings of such board or vestry was or were properly consti-
tuted or convened, or that the proceedings at any meeting were legal or regular

;

and the common seal of every such board or vestry impressed upon or affixed,
pursuant to the order or resolution of such board or vestry, to any mortgage,
bond, or other instrument which may have been made or granted by the said
board or vestry shall lie binding and conclusive on the said board or vestry
by whom any such mortgage, bond, or other instrument may have been
so sealed and executed, and their successors, and upon all other persons whom-
soever.

Public Loatu Commissioners authorised to lend Money to Metropolitan
Board, Vestries, S^c.—XXV. It shall be lawful for the Commissioners acting

in the exocutiou of the Act of the session holdtn in the nineteenth and twentieth
years of Her Slajesty, chapter seventeen, and in the execution of any of tlio Acts
recited in that Act, or of any Act or Acts for amending or continuing the same
Acts or any of them, to make advances to the Metropolitan Board of Works, or
to any vestry or district board, upon the security of all or any of the moneys
or rates to be assessed or levied by them under the said recited Acts or this Act,
and without requiring any further or other security than a mortgage of such
moneys or rates, repayable by such instalments, within a period not exceeding
thirty years, as shall in each case be agreed upon.
Poirer to stop up Carriage or Foot Ways, Sfc.—XXVI. It shall be lawful

for the said Metropolitan Board, and they are hei-eby authorised and empowered,
during the construction of any works by "them under the recited Acts or this Act,
subject to the provisions of such .Vets, to cause to be stopped up all or such part
of tlie carriage or foot way of any streets, roads, or ways as shall be necessary for

the due execution of the said works.
Metropolitan Board mny take Lands, for Roads, Sf-c.—XXVII, The

compulsory powers of taking land given to the said Metropolitan Board by the
firstly-recited Act, and the " Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845," shall, sub-
ject to the conditions and restrictions in the firstly-recited Act contained, extend
and be applicable to the taking of any lands which they may require for the pur-
pose of making convenient roads or ways to or in connexion with any sewers or
works vested or hereafter to be vested in the said Board, or which they may
require for making roads or ways during the construction of any sewerage works,
or for spoil banks or places of deposit of surplus earth or other materials in the
execution of anv such works.

Clause D.—'Votes exceeding £-20,000 to be Confirmed.—XXV III. No reso-
lution made or passed after the passing of this Act by the said Metropolitan Board,
authorising the expenditure upon or the construction of any works the estimated
cost of which shall amount to or exceed the sum of twenty thousand pounds, shall

be carried [into execution or be deemed valid and binding until the same shall

have been confirmed at a subsequent meeting of the said Board duly convened,
unless not fewer than fifteen members of the Board were present when such reso-
lution was passed.

Maintenanee of Bridges, Culverts, SfC.—XXIX. When the said Metro-
politan Board shall, in exercise of tlie powers conferred upon them, liave con-
structed any bridges, culverts, arches, or passages in connexion with any sewers
or works, all such bridges, culverts, arches, and passages shall at all times after

the construction thereof be maintained at the expense of the said Board.
Formation and Maintenance of Bridges, Arches, Culverts, S^-c.—XXX.

It shall be lawful for the said Metropolitan Board to make and maintain any
bridges, arches, culverts, passages, or roads over, under, or by the sides of, or
leading to or from any sewerage works constructed or to be constructed by
them, whieli they may deem necessary and convenient for preserving the com-
munications between lands through whicli the said works may have been or may
be made or carried ; provided that it shall be lawful for the said Board to contract
and agree with the owners and occupiers of lands to pay tliem or any of them
compensation in lieu of making or maintaining such bridges or other works.
Time limitedfor Completion of Woris specified in 1st Section of21 Sf ^2 Vict,

c. 104.—XXXI. The extension of time authorised and directed by the twenty-
sixth Section of the thirdly-recited Act, the twenty-first and twenty-second Vic-
toria, chapter one hundred and four, shall be deemed to apply to the sewers and
works mentioned in the first section of that Act for the improvement of the main
drainage of the metropolis, and for preventing, as far as may be practicable,

the sewage of tlie metropolis from passing into the Thames within the metro-
polis.

Trapping of Gullies connected with Main Sewers.—XXXII. No gully or
ventilating shaft immediately connected with or appertaining to, or which here-
after may be immediately connected with or appertain to, any sewer vested in

the Meti'opolitan Board of Works, shall be trapped, covered, or closed up with-
out previous notice in writing being given to the said Board, nor if the said Board
or their Engineer, within one week after the giving of such notice, shall express
in writing their or his objection to the same.

Powers as to Sewerage not to be transferred to Metropolitan Board
without Consent of that Board.—XXXIII. Notwithstanding the provision

contained in tlie eighty-ninth Section to the fii'stly-recited Act, relative to the

transfer by Vestries and District Boards to tiie Metropolitan Board of Works
of their powers and duties in relation to sewerage and drainage, it shall not be
lawful for any Vestry or District Board to transfer to the Metropolitan Board of
Works any such powers or duties without tlie previous consent in writing of the

said Metropolitan Board.
Orders to be made by Committee on Appeals against Acts of Vestries

and Di.itrict Boards.—%XXVf . Under the provisions of the two hundred and
eleventh and two hundred and twelfth Sections of the firstly-recited Act, em-
powering the Committee of Appeal of the Metropolitan Board of Works to hear
and determine an appeal against any order or Act of any Vestry or District

Board, the said Committee may allow or dismiss the appeal, or quasli or confirm

the order appealed against, or make such further or other order in relation to the

matter of such appeal, as the circumstances of the case shall, in their judgment,
render necessary and proper.

Committee empowered to make Improvement Rates, SfC, for Expenses
of Worh^ of Private Improvement executed by the Commissioners of
Scicers, and take other Proceedings in relation thereto.—XXXV. In any
case in which the Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers have incurred any ex-

penses authorised by the Act of the eleventh and twelfth years of Her Majesty,

chapter one hundred and twelve, to be paid by an improvement rate, or as

charges for default, it shall be lawful for the Committee of Appeal, appointed

under and in pursuance of the two hundred and twelfth section of the firstly-

recited Act, to levy improvement rates or charges for default for the recovery

of the whole of such expenses, or such portion tliereof as shall still remain due

and unpaid, in the manner directed by the said Act of the eleventh and twelfth

years of the reign of Her Majesty, chapter one hundred and twelve, and the said

Committee shall have all the rights and remedies for the recovery thereof which
are vested in the said Metropolitan Board in that behalf; and if any person liable

to the payment of any such improvement rate or charges for default fail to pay
the same when due, or for the space of fourteen days after the same shall have

been lawfully demanded, the said Committee of Appeal may, and they are hereby

empowered to, summon the defaulter to appear before them to show cause why
such improvement rate or charges for default so ia arrear should not be paidj

and in case the defaulter fail to appear according to the exigency of the sum
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uions, or if no sufficient cause for non-payment be sliown, the said Committee

may, by waiTant under the seal of the Hoard, cause the amount of such improve-

ment rate or cliarges for default so in arrear, to be levied by "distress of the goods

ami eliattels of the defaulter.*

T
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1862.

HE Council have received a letter from tlie Commissioners for the Exhibition

of 1851, stating tliat they are willing to ai)j)roj>riate a jjortion of tlieir estate

at South Kensington for the International Exhibition of 1802 rent-free ; to vest

in the Society of Arts, at a moderate rent, the site of the permanent buildings

proposed to be erected on a part of the ground, provided the sum of £.50,000 is

expended in their erection, and to reserve the remainder of the ground for an

International Exhibition in 1872, provided £10,000 be paid the Commissioners

out of the profits of the Exhibition of 1802.

The following is a list of the names of the guarantors, and of the sums guaran-
teed for the International Exhibition of 1802, which is to be held on the site

granted by tlie Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851, at South Ken-
sington.

•• Tlie names marked with an asterisk are those of members of the Society
of Arts.

Kf'presenting
tlie objects of
the Society-
Arts, Manu-
factures, and
Commerce.

Names Amount.

£
*H.R.II. the I'rince Consort, Pros, of the Societyof Arts 10,000

•F. A. Abel, Koyal Arsenal, Woolwich, S.E 100

Sir Thomas Dyke Acklaiid, l!art,F.K.S 200
•Dr. Achmd, F.U.S., Oxford M>
•T. D.Acland, F.K..S., Sprydoncotc, E.xeter 100
Thomas Aiiisworth, Cleator, Whitehaven 500
»Edward Akroyd, liank-liold, Halifax 500
Henry Alcock, banker, Aireville, near Skipton 100
.Tames Alexander, 10, rorchester-terrace, Bayswater, W. 500
John Als'or, 10, Oakley-square, N.W 100
C Allhiisen, Xeweastle-on-Tyne 1,000
.Samuel AUsopp and .Sons, llurton-on-Trent 1,000

Nathaniel Jones Amies, Blanchester 100
*Sir James Anderson, Glasgow 100
Thomas Anderson, M.D. University, Glasgow 100
•James .\nderton, 20, Now Bridge-st., Blackfriars, B.C. 200
W. r. Andrew, 2.'j,Jlont.ague-square, W.C 200
*.sir Edmund .\ntrobus, Bart., .59, Strand, W.C 2,000
•J. G. Appold, F.K.S., 2:i, Wilson-street, Finsbury, E.G. 1,000
Elkauah Armit<age and Sons, Manchester 1,000
<ieorge Artiugstall and Co., Warrington 500
•The Lord Ashburton, F.K.S., Bath-house, riccadiUy.. 3,000
<ieorge Austin, 7, London-street, City, E.C 100
'Charles Bagnall, Tattiugham, near Wolverhampton .... 600
Heuiy Bake, s, I'hilpot-lane, E.C 200
U. li.alderson. Corner Hall. Ilemel Hempstead I'Xt

•John Ball,:), Moorgate-street, E.C. 500
Banks, Brother, Henderson and Co., Wigton, Cumberland 200
Thomas Baring, ai,r., 41, Upper Grosvenor-street, W. .. 3,000
Anthony K. Barker, tlic- I'ark, Cheltenham 100
*HerbertBarker,M.D., Bedford 100
Barlow, (iooddy, and Jones, Manchester^ S-W
Edward Harrington, 2(f2, Great Britain-Street, Dublin.. 100
Charles Bartholemew, C.E. Doncaster 100
•William Edward Bartlett, 8, King AViUiam-street, E.C. 100
•J. F. Bateman, F.K.S. 10, Great George-street, West-
minster, S.W 200

'.Toshua Bates, 21, Arlington-street, S.W 3,000
•Thomas Bazley, M.P.. Manchester 1,000
.Samuel lieale, M.l'.. 10, Park-street, Westminster, S.W. 1,000
Thomas .Stirling Begbic, 4. Mansion-house-place, E.C .. 500
•Sir Edward Belcher, Union Club, S.W 100
•John Bell, l.>, Douro-place, Victoria-rd., Kensington,W 100
•Jules Benedict, 2, Manchester-square, W 300
Benham and Sons, l'.i, Wigmore-street,W 600
•John Bennett, F.K.A.S., 05, Cheapside, E.C 500
W.C. Bennett, 03, Cheapside. E.C 100
Edward Hammond Beathall, Heybridge Iron Worlis,
Maiden, Essex 100

Kichard Beiiyon, M.P., :i-l, Grosvenor-square. W 500
Bobert Besley, Fann-i!treet, Aldersgate-street, E.C 200
Bevington and Sons, Neckinger Mills, Bermondsey, S.E 100
•U. P. Burt, Charlotte-row, E.C. 500
Charles Burrell, raeclmnical engineer, Thetford 500
James B. Banning, Guildhall, E.C 500
Joshua Buektou, Leeds 100
Nathaniel Buckley, Ashton-under-Lyne 100
•William Browne, The Friary, Lichfield 100
Samuel K. and Thomas Brown, Glasgow 200
•R. A. Brooman, 100, Fleet-street, E.C 250
•Thomas U. Brocklchurst, Macclesfield lOO
W. Brock, Exeter 250
Eobt. K. Broad, K.N.L., K.S.M., Consul, Falmouth 100
George Briggs, 45, Wigmore-street, W 100
•Henry Bridson, Harwood, Bolton-le-Moors 250
Sir David Brewster, K.H., F.H.S., Edinburgh University 100
John Watkins Brett, 2, Hanover-square, W. 500
Brecknell, Turner, and .Sons, 31, Haymarket, S.^W 500
J. G. Breaeh, Burlington-hotel, Cork-street, W 260
•Thomas Brasaey, 4, Great George-street, W 2,000
•Robert E. Branston, 36, St. Andrew's-hill, Doctor's-
commons, E.C 250

T. and J. liragg. jewellers, Vittoria-st., Birmingliam...'. 100
•Bradbury and Evans, Whitefriars, E.C 1,000
•E. A. Bowring. Board of Trade, Whitehall, S.W 200
Moth and Fox, Cork, aud SO, Hatton Garden, E.C 100
.Sir John 1'. Boileau, Bart., F.li.S., 20, Upper Brook-

street, W 500
'W. H. Bodkin, Gray's-inn-square, W.C .'.'.!.'. 500
J-M. Blashfield, Stamford Pottery, Stamford 100
iinke. Burn, and Co., Sheffield JOO
" Uiam Bird, 2, Laurence Pountney-hill, E.C 100

Manufactures.
Arts.
Arts.
Arts.
Arts.
Blauufactures.
3Ianufactures.
Commerce.
Commerce.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
3Ianufacture8.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Commerce.
Arts.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Manufactures,
Manufactures.
Arts.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Commerce.
Commerce.
Commerce
Commerce.
Commerce.
Arts.
3Ianufactures.
Arts.
Arts.
Commerce.

Arts.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Commerce.
Arts.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Manufactures.
Slanufactures.

Manufactures.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Manufactures,
Arts.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Arts.
JIanufactures.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Slanufactures.

Arts.
Slanufactures.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactures.

Arts.
Arts.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Commerce.

James Billing, Ashton, near WIgan
Beyer, I'eacock, and Co., Manchester..- •••

•James B. Bevington
•George Fredk. Chantrell, 0, Hatton-garden, Liverpool
Marquis ofChaudos
•Messrs. Chance, Brothers, and Co., Birmingham
Thomas Chambers, the Common Serjeant, Temple, E.C.
•Dr. Chambers, 1, Hill-street, IWirkeley-square, W
•Coi. Cballoner, I'ortnall-park, Chertsey
John Chadwick, 12, Mosley-street, Manchester
•Edwin Chadwick, C.B., Park-villas, Uichmond, S.W....
•David Chadwick, Town Hall, Sallord
PMward Cave, Dawson-street, Liverpool
P. Carstairs, The Green, Richmond, S.W
John Wright t;arr, Colchester
•Carpenter and AVestley, 24, Kegcnt-street, S.W
John Campbell CoUiubouu, .^, Chesham-strect, S.W
C. Minton Campbell, Potteries, Stoke-on-Trent
•James Campbell, 1.58, Regent-street, W
M. H. Cama, 21, Gresham-housc, London, E.C
George Jolin Calvert and Co. , ironfouuders, York
•James Cadbury, Banbury •

•Chapman and Hall, 103, Piccadilly, W
•William Charley, J. P., Seymour-hill, Belfast
Henry Charlton, Brass Founder, 10, Great Charles-street,
Birmingham

•Joseph Chafer, St. Dunstan's-hill, E.C
Richard Croft Chawner, The Abnals, Lichfield
•Harry Chester, 03, Rutland-gate, S.W
Henry Christy, Gracechurch-street, E.C
J. G. Churchward, Admiralty House, Dover, and 56,

Lombard-street, E.C
•W. H. Clabburn, Thorpe, Norwich „
Slarquis C^lanricarde, Portumna Castle, Ireland
Cyrus and James Clark, Manufacturers, Street, Somerset
•A. Claudet.F. U.S., Regent-street, W
Claytou, Shuttleworth and Co., Lincoln
•Thomas Clegg, Manchester
John Edward ClenncU, London -fields, Hackney, N.E....
•Messrs. Wm. Clowes and Sons, Stamford-street, S
•John Clutton, it, Whitehall-place, S. W
•Richard Cobbett, 25, Northumberland-st, Strand, W.C.
G. L. Cobden, London
•Henry Cole, C.B., 17, Onslow-square, S.W
Coleman and .Sons, Chelmsford
C<)leniau, Ernest, and Rowe, 2, Old Swan-lane, Upper
Thames-street, E.C

•Robt H. Collyer, M.D. , Beta-house, Alpha-road, N.W..
•Paul and Domiuic Colnaghi and Co., 13, Pall-mall east..
Thomas Conolly, M.I*., 10, Hanover-square, W
•Henry Conybeare, Little Sutton House, Chiswick, W...
Christopher Cooke, r,8. Pall Mall, S.W
Oetavius E. Coope, 13, Stanhope-place, W
Copestake, Moore, Crampton, and Co., 60, Cheapside,
E.C, 5, Bow Churcliyard, and W to 03, Bread-st., E.C.

•Edward Corderoy, Queen's-road, Clapham-park, S
John Cornforth, Birmingham
Wm. Cory and Son, Commercial-road, S
Frederick Wm. Cosens, 10, Wnter-lane, Tower-8t., E.C..
Wm. Matthew Coulthurst, 60, Strand, W.C
Thos. S. Cowie, 24, George-street, Hanover-square, W...
•Rt. Hon. Wm. Cowper, 31. P., 17, Curzon-street, W
*A. Angus Croll, ex-Siieriffof London, Coleman-st., E.C.
.John Gregory Crace, Wigmore-street, W
•T. R. Crampton, C.E., Buckingham-st., Strand, W.C...
W. T. Crosbie, J. P., D.L., Ardfert Abbey, Tralec
Henry Crosfield, Temple-court, Liverpool
Lewis Cubitt, 62, Bedford-square, W.C

;

•Wilhani Cubitt, M.P., Abchurch-Ianc, E.C
•Joseph Cundall, 108, New Bond-street, W
Andrew Cuthell, 03, Warwick-square, S.W
•A. B. and It. P. Daniell, Wigmore-street and New
Bond-street, W ^

*S. D. Darbisbire, Pendyffryn, Conway
•Alfred Davis .and Co., 58 and CO, Houndsditch
Charles A. I>iiy and Co., late Summers and Day, Northam
Iron Works, Southampton

•Day and Sons, Gate-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields, W.C...
William Dent, Bickleykpark, Bromley, Kent
• J. Bailey Denton, Woodfield, .Stevenage
G. O. Wiugfield Digby, Sherborne Castle, Sherborne ....
*C. Wentworth Dilke, 70, Sloane-street, S.W
W. Hepworth Dixon, Essex Villa, fiueen's-road, N.W...
•Thomas Dixon, 7, St. James '-pi., Hampstead rd., N.W.
F. W. Docker, 24, Denbigh-street, Pimlico, S.W
•Bryan Donkin and Co., Bermondsey, S.E
•Doulton and Co., Lambeth Pottery, S
•J. S. W. S.ErleDrax, M.P., Charborough-jik., Blandford
•Earl Ducie, F.R.S., 39, l'rmce"s-gate, S.W
Lord DufTerin & Claneboye, 1, Spring-gardens-ter., S.W.
•Thomas Dunn, Windsor Bridge Iron Works, Manchester
Sir Culling Eardley, Bart., Bedwell-park, Itatfield
•Easton, Amos, and Sons, The Grove, Southwark, S.E. ..

"James Easton, C.E. (Easton, Amos, and Sons), 25, Rus-
sell-square, W.C...

•Lord Ebury, 107, Ps

To be continued.

ark-street, Grosvenor-square, W....
James Edwards and Son, Burslem
•Elkiugton and Co., Regent-street, S.W
Edward Elwell, Wednesbury
H. Emanuel, 21, Hanover-square, W
•Jeremiah Evans and Son, King William-street, E.C. ...
Edward Evans, Boveney-eourt, Windsor
E. B. Evans, Worcester
Wm. Ewart, M.P., Broadleas, Devizes
Thomas Fairbairn, Northwood, Manchester
•Wm.;Fairbairn, F.R.S., Manchester
Charles Farlow, 191, strand, W.C
•I'audcland I'hillips, 38 and 40, Newgate-street, E.C...
Faulding, Stratton, and Brongh, 13, Coventry-street,
Haymarket, S.W

•Robert T. Fauntleroy (Robert Fauntleroy and Co., 100,
Bunhill-row, E.C), 3, Garden-ct., Middle Temple, E.C.

•Thomas Fawell, Stourbridge
John Peter Fearon, 1, Cumberland-place, Begent's-
park, N.W

Joiin F. Ferguson, Donegal-place, Belfast
Lord Feversham, 1, Great Cumberland-street, W

100 Manufactures.
1,000 Manufactures,
100 Manufactures.
100 Jlauufacture*.

1,000 Commerce.
1,000 Jlanufaeturti
100 Arts.
.'too ArU.
500 Arts.
200 Manufactures.
100 ArU.
100 Arts.
100 Commerce.
200 Arts.
100 Commerce.
100 Manufactures.
100 Arts.

2,000 Manufactures.
100 Commerce.
200 Commerce.
100 Manufactures.
250 Arts.
300 Arts.
100 Manufactures.

100 Commerce.
100 Commerce.
100 Commerce.
30O Arts.

1,000 Commerce.

600 Commerce.
100 Manufactures.
600 Arts.
lOO 3Ianufactures.
100 Arts.

1,000 Manufactures.
600 Manufactures.
100 Arts.
500 Arts.
500 Arts.
100 Arts.
300 Manufactures.
200 Arts.
100 Manufactures.

250 Commerce.
500 Arts.

1,000 Arts.
1,000 Arts.
1,500 Arts.
250 Arts.

1,000 Arts,

1,000 Manufactures.
100 Arts.
lOO Manufactures.
500 Commerce.
300 Commerce.

1,000 Commerce.
600 Arts.
100 Arts.

1,000 Commerce.
200 Manufactures.

1,000 Arts.
100 Arts.
600 Commerce.
600 Arts.

1,000 Commerce.
100 Arts.

1,000 Commerce.

1,000 Manufactures.
1,000 Commerce.
1,000 Commerce.

1,000 Manufactures,
1,000 Arts.
200 Arts. .

100 Arts.
600 Arts.

1,000 Arts.
100 Commerce.
100 Arts.
100 Arts.
500 Manufactures.
200 Manufactures.
100 Arts.
500 Arts.
600 Arts.
150 Manufactures.

1,000 Arts.
1,000 Manufactures.

500 Manufactures.
500 Arts.
600 Manufactures.

2,000 Manufactures.
200 Manufactures.

1,000 Arts.
500 Manufactures.
lOO Arts.
100 Manufactures.
500 Arts.

1,500 Arts.
1,000 Slanufactures.
100 Manufactures.
250 Manufactures.

200 Arts.

100 Arts.
100 Commerce.

100 Arts.
20O Manufactures.
100 Arts.
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*Jotm fleU. Dornden, Tonbridge Wells £1,000 Commerce.
C. B. FlndUty, Glugow 100 Commerce.
T. Q. Flnnta, Alderman, 79, Great Tower-street, E.C 1,000 Commerce.
Geo. Fbintn and Ca, su, Uorongli-road, S.E 100 Manufactures.
Riehard Plsher, S5, Quoon-Bqnare. Bloomsbury, W.C 600 Art«.
Robert Ptaher, Gre«ham Club, E.C 260 Commerce.
Fladjn^te, Clarke, and Finch, 40. Craven-street, W.C 500 Arts.
•FlaJ^'ate, CL-irko, and Kinch, 40, Craven-streetW.C... 500 Arts.
•J. liowmiin Kletcher, 17, New Bnrlinston-street, W.... 100 Arts.
Jas. .\1ex. Forrt'St. ;'>0. l.ime-street, Liverpool 100 Manufactures.
John Korster, 4t\ MoutaiTue-square, W 100 Arts.
Hon- 1\ F. FortescHo. M.l'., 17, Grosvenor-square, W... 100 Arts.
C. D. E. Fortnum, Slanmore-hilL Middlesex, N.W 600 Arts.
W. O. Fostvr, M.1'., 3o, Lowndcs-square, S.W. and

Stourbridgi' 1,006 Manufactures.
•B. FothcrRill, Manchester 100 Manufactures.
•CaptFowke, K.K.. South Kensington Museum W 200 Arts.
Ch«rle»rowler,Totridee House, near High Wycombe.. 100 Arts.
Thomas S. Foxwell, Shopton Mallet 200 Commerce.
Francis. Brothers, and Pott, Nine Elms, S 100 Manufactures.
•J. G. Frith. i:J, WimpoU-Btreet, W 1,000 Commerce.
•Eev. James V,. C. Fussell. I'rivy Council Off., AVhitehl. 200 Arts.

E. Gambart.^i, Bemirs-street, W 1,000 Arts.
Thomas Garfit, Boston. Lincolnshire 100 Arts.
Richard Garrett (K. (iarrett and Sons), Leiston Works,
near Sasmundham. Suffolk 500 Manufactures.

•J. P. Gassiot. V.i'.K.S.. 77, Mark-lane, E.C 1,000 Commerce.
H. II. Gibbs, St. Dunstan's, Kegent'8-park, N.W 500 Commerce.
• W. A. GilU* (Fontainmoreau and Co.), 4, South-street,
Finsbury, EC 100 Manufactures.

Bernard riilpin, Cannock, Staffordshire 100 Manufactures.
William Oirdwood. Old I'ark. Belfast, 100 Manufactures.
•James 01ai.»lier. F.K.S., i:!. Dartmouth-ter., Lewisham. 100 Arts.

Sir Kichard I'lumptre Glvn. Hart., 37, Up. lirook-st, W. 500 Commerce.
•Joseph (Jlynn, t.K.S, Js. Westbournc-park-villas, W.. 100 Arts,
•Georife Godnm, F.K.S., -'4, Ale.xander-sq., Brompton,. 200 Arts.

•J. W. Gordon, Cairnesa, Cortes. Aberdeenshire 200 Arts.
Gourlev, Brotliors. and Co., Dundee .... 200 Commerce.
•Peter ( iraham, :!7. Oxford-street, W. 1,000 Manufactures.
•Wm. Graliam. -'1, Threadncedle-street, E.C 1,000 Commerce.
Grant and Gask, .W, 00, lil, and ft.', Oxford-street, W., and

3, 4, and 5, Wells-street, W. 500 Manufactures,
Alexander Grant, :!, Clcment's-court, Wood-street, E.C. 250 Manufactures.
•Messrs. Gray and Davison, .370, Euston-road, N.W. .... 200 Arts.
Capt. W. Gray, M.P.. 10, St. James's-place, S.W 1,000 Commerce.
Thomas Gray, 8, Cannon-street, E.C 100 Arts.
•Daniel Green, jun., 11, Finsbury-circus, E.C 100 Arts.
James Green, Upper Thames-street, E.C 100 Manufactures.
William Grejrory, Canal-street, Nottinfrham 500 JIanufactures.
•S. Gregson.M.r., :C, Upper Harley-street, W 100 Commerce.
Henry Grissell, Eagle-wharf-road, N 500 Manufactures.
•Samuel Gurncy, M.P., Lombard-street, E.C *1,000 Commerce.
Gwynne and Co., Essex-street, Strand, W.C 500 Manufactures.
•Francis Seymour lladen, (K, Sloanc-street, S.W. 100 Arts
William Hadlield, Derby House, Longsight-road, Man-
chester 100 Manufactures.

W. S. Hale, Alderman, 73, Queen-street, City, E.C 1,000 Commerce
•S. C. Hall, Lancaster-place, Strand, W.C 200 Arts.
C. F. Hancock, 152, New Bond-street, W., and 39,

Bruton-street, W 1,000 Arts.
•M. Ilanhart.W, Charlotte-street. Rathbone-place, W... 100 Arts.
•Thomson Hankey, M.P., 45, Portland-place. W 500 Commerce.
S. Hanninfjton and Sons, North-street, Brighton 100 Manufactures,
James Harrihi, Uanwell 200 Arts.
W. Hargreaves, .34, Craven-hill-gardens,W 200 Commerce.
W. Harrison, F.G.S., Galli<n"eave8 House. Blackburn 500 Manufactures.
•Hart and Son. Wych-street, W.C, and Cockspur-st. ., 100 Manufactures.
Ernest Hart, ioMe< Office, Strand, W.C 100 Arts.
James Hartley .ind Co., Sunderland 1,000 Manufactures.
•John Hawkshaw,F.l{.S., 4,3, Eaton-place, S.W 1,000 Arts.
John Haworth, Oswaidtwistle, near Blackburn, Lan-
cashire 100 Manufactures.

Grant H. Tod Heatly, 11, John-street, Adelphi, W.C 300 Commerce.
Nicholas Heald, 35, Geor<i:c-street, Manchester 100 Manufactures.
James Heath, 4. Broad-street, Bath 100 Manufactures.
Heyman and .-Vlexander, Nottingham 1,000 Commerce.
T. R. Hill, Worcester 100 Manufactures.
G. C. Hitchcock, 45, Lime-street, E.C 250 Commerce.
Sir Henry Holland, Bart, M.D., F.E.S.. 25, Brook-street,
Grosvenor-square, W 200 Arts.

•Holland and .Sons, 2^1, Mount-st., Grosvenor-square, W. 1,000 Manufactures.
•Michael Uaintree HoUins, Potteries, Stoke-upon-Trent 2,000 Manufactures.
*H. and A. Holmes, Derby 200 Manufactures.
•James Holmes, Took's-court. Chancery-lane. E.C 300 Arts.
Henry E. Hoole (Mayor), Sheffield 500 Manufactures.
•Hooper and Co., Haymarket. S.W. 260 Manufactures.
•Henry Thomas Hope, 116, Piccadilly,W 2,000 Arts.
•Jonathan Hopkinson, 40, Grosvenor-place, S.W 500 Commerce.
James Horn, 14, High-street, Whitechapel, E 100 Manufactures.
J. Callcott Horsley, A. K.A., High-row, Kensington, W. 100 Arts.
Hortoa, Son, and Co., New Park-street, Southwark, S.E. 500 Manufactures.
•Chandos W. HosKyns, Harewood-park, Koss,
Herefordshire 500 Arts.

Robert llovcnden. Crown-street, Finsbury, E.C 100 Commerce.
Howell, Jamos, and Co., .5, 7, and 9, Regent-street, S.W. 1,000 Manufactures.
•Samuel Morton Hubert (John Woollams and Co.), Mary-
lebone-Iane, W 500 Manufactures.

Hnntley and Palmers, Koading 200 Manufactures.
Hnnt and lioskell, \r,a. New Bond-street,W 2,000 Arts.
Henrv A. Hunt, M, Eccleston-equare, S.W 500 Arts.
•Rt. flon. Wm. Hutt, M.P., Vlce-Pres. Board of Trade,

13, Albermarle-street, W 1,000 Manufactures.
•Thomas Hutton, J. P., D.L., Elm-park, Drumcondree,
and Summer-hill, Dublin lOO Manufactures.

John Hynam, and 7, Prince's-sqnare, Wilson-street,
Finsbury, E.C 200 Manufactures.

Ibbotson and Langford, Manchester 250 Manufactures.
8. Isaac Campbelland Co., 71, Jermyn-street, S.W. 1,000 Manufactures.
•Geo. .lackson and Sons, Kathbone-place, W 200 Manufactures.
•Griffith Jarrett, Engraver, &c., 37, Poultry, E.C 500 Comimerce.
Ralph Ward .Jack.Hon, (jreetham Hall, West Hartlepool,

President of the West Hartlepool Mechanics* Institution 200 Arts.
•8. Jackson, fit;, Red Lion-street, E.C 200 Manufactures.
Jenkins, Hill, and Jenkins. Manufacturers, Birmingham 500 Manufactures.
•Henry Johnson, .39, Crutclied Friars, City, E.C 1,000 Commerce.
Richard Johnson, 27, Dale-street, Manchester 100 Commerce.
James Johnston, New Mill, Elgin, N.B. 100 Manufactures.

Frederick J. Jones, 10, Aldermanbury, E.C £100
•John Jones, Throgmorton-street, E.C 500
•Owen Jones, 9, Argylo-place, W 100
Henry Keelinu:. Mouument-yard, E.C 2,'iO

•D. Keith, 124, Wood-street, E.C 500
•John Kelk, South-street, Grosvenor-square, W 3,000
Sir Fitzroy Kelly, M. P., the Chauntry, Ipswich 1,000
•Kelsall and Kemp, Roclidalc 200
•Rev. Benjamin H. Kennedy, D.D., Shrewsbury 100
•Thomas Kimber, Holland-house, Blackheath 500
Thomas Kimpton, 0, Bath-street, Newgate. E.C 250
•George Knight and Sons, 2, Foster-lane, E.C 100
Lambert and liutler. 141 and 142, Drury-lane, W.C 500
.Tames Landon, 88, Inverness-terrace, Bayswater, W..... 100
•Dr. Lankester, F.K.S., 8, Savile-row, W. 100
•J, R. Lavanchy, C, New Burlington-street W 100
•Frederick Lawrence, 91, Westbourne-terrace, W. 20O
Peter Lawsou and Son, lEdiuburgh 1,000

Lea and Perrins, AVorcester 100
•Leaf, Sons, and Co., 39, Old Change, E.C 1,000
•Frederick Leake, 22, Golden-square, St. James's, S.W.. 200
•J. Towlerton Leather, Leventhorpe-hall, near Leeds ., 500
•Francis Le Breton, 21, Sussex-pl,, Regent's-park, N.W. 200
•Edward Frederick Leeks, 73, Warwick-square, Bel-
gravc-road, S.W 100

•George Leeman. York 100
•John I.eighton, F.S.A., 12, Ormond-terrace, Regent's-
park, N.W 250

John Christopher Lethbridge, 25, Abingdon-street,
Westminster, S.W 500

Letts, Son and Co., 8, Royal Bxchange,7,E.C lOO
•Lewis and AUenby, 195 and 197, Eegent-strcetCW. 1,000

Wm. Lewis, Alderman, Worcester lOO
•Harvey Lewis. 24, Grosvenor-street, W 2,000
Lewis Levinsolin, F.ll.G.S., 7, Finsbury-square, E.C... 100
Lightly and Simon, 12.3, Fenchurch-street, E.C 600
l>r. Lindley, F.R.S., Acton-green, Turnham-green, W... 100
•Thomas Little, 43, Oxford-street W. 200
Lloyd and Lloyd, Albion Tube Works, Birmingham..... 100
•Sampson Lloyd, Secretary to the Mechanics' Institution,
Wednesbury 200

Ben Lockwood, HuddersHeld 250
•Edward I.oy9cl,C. E., 92, Cannon-street, E.C 1,000
R. W. S. Lutwidge, 19, Whitehall- place, S.W 50O
Arthur Lyon, 32, Windmill-street, Finsbury, E.C 100
Morris Lyons, 14.3, Suifolk-street, Birmingham 100
•John Robinson McClean, 2, Park-8t„ Westminster, S.W. 1,000
William McClure, Manchester lOO
W. McConnel, .Manchester 100
J. and R. McCracken, 7, Old Jewry, E.C 200
Charles McGarcl, 2, Belgrave-square, S.W 1,000
C. Lyon McKenzie of St. Martin's, Provost of Inverness 100
•C. T, Macadam, 109, Fenchurch-street, E.C 100
•Walter Macfarlane, Saracen Foimdry, Glasgow 100
*W. T. Mackrell, Abingdon-street, S.W 500
Charles G. Maclea, J. P., 17, Blenheim-terrace, Leeds.... 130
.John Macmillan Dunlop, Manchester 100
The Cluny Macpherson, Cluny Castle, Kingussie 100
John 3Ialcolm, 7, Great Stanhope-street, Mayfair, W. . .

.

500
•Charles Manby, F.R.S., 29, Cambridge-square, W..... lOO
Mappin and Co., 77, and 78, Oxford-street, W., and
Koyal Cutlery Works, Sheffield 000

D. C .Majoribanks, M,P. 29, Upper Brook-street, W 1,000
Edward Majoribanks, m. Strand, W.C 2,000
Slarshall and Snelgrove, Vere-street, Oxford-street, W.

.

1,000
W. Marshall and Co., 02, North Bridge, Edinburgh 100
Wm. Marshall, Penworthan Hall, near Preston 200
•Matthew Henry Marsh, M.P, (Salisbury Literary and

Scientific Institution), Ramridge House, Andover 500
Maw and Co., Broseley 250
•J. J. Mechi, Aid., 4, Leadenhall-street, E.C 1,000
•Messenger and Sons, Birmingham 500
Promised on behalf oi'the Metropolitan Lines of Railway 80,000
[Of this the Board of Directors of the London and

North-Western have undertaken £15,000.]
Richard Michcll, 93 and 94, Oxford-street, W 300
•Right Hon. T. MUner Gibson, M.P 1,000
Charles Mills ) f 500)
Geo. Can- Glyn, M.P. > 67, Lombard-street, E.C \ 500 f
Edward AV. Mills J ( 500)
• Rev. M. Mitchell, 15, St James's-square, S.W 100
Moate and Company, 65, Old Broad-street. E.C 1,000
•Joseph Moreland, IS, Old-street, St Luke's, E.C 100
•Morrison, Dillon, and Co., 104 to 107, Fore-street, E.C. 1,000

Sir Roderick Impey Murchison, F.R.S., D.C.L.,
Director-General of the Geological Siu^ey, 16,Belgrave-
square, S.W 500

•William Muir, Britannia Works, Manchester 100
,Tame8 William JIurland, 15, Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin. 100
Eugene Murray, Glebe House, St. Mary-st, Woolwich.. 200
•George Myers, Lambeth, S 1,000
Hon. W. Napier, 54, Green-street, Grosvenor-square, W. 600
Robert Napier, Glasgow 2,000
George Neighbour and Son, 127, High Holborn, W.C.... 500
James Newall, Bury, Lancashire 100
•Frederic Newton and (,'o., 3, Fleet-street, E.C 100
•J. A. Nicholay, 82, Oxford-street,W 1,000
J. and G. NichoUs, Aldine-chambers, I'aternoster-
row, E.C 200

William Newzam Nicholson, Trent Iron Works, Newark-
upon-Trent 100

•H. J. and D. Nicoll, 114, Regent-street, W 1,000
•Philip Nind,30, Leicester-square, W.C 300
•.Tames Odams, 109, Fenchurch-street. E.C 200
Oliver and Carr, 37, Finsbury-square, E.C 200
Moritz Oppenheim, 85, Cannon-street west, E.C 1,000
Ordisli and Le Feuvre, 18, Great George-street, S.W 100
John Orraerod, Mordiford, Hereford 100
F. and C. Osier, Birmingham 500
•Lieut-Col. Cunllffc Owen, R.E., C.B., 7, Osnaburgh-
» terrace, Regent's-park, N.W 200
The Rightllon, Sir JohnS.Pakington, Bart, M.P.,F.R.S.,

41, Eaton-square, .S.W 200
Sir Lawrence Palk, Bart, M.P., 47, Kntland-gate, W.C

.

lOO
•Philip Palmer, 118, St Martin's-lane, W.C 100
Antonio Panizzi, British Museum,W.C 200
Charles Parker and Sons, Dundee 300

Commerce.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Arts.
Commerce.
Arts.
Commerce.
Commerce.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Manufactures
Arts.
Arts.
Commerce.

Arts.
Arts.

Arts.

Arts.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Manufactures.
Arts
Commerce.
Commerce.
Arts.
Manufactures,
Manufactiures.

Manufactures.
Manufactures

.
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Manufactiu'es,
Manufactures.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactures.
3Ianufactures.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Arts.
Arts.

Manufactures.
Arts.
Commerce.
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Arts.
Arts.

Arts.
Manufactures.
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Manufactures.

Commerce.
Arts.

Commerce.

Arts.
Commerce.
Arts.
Manufactures.

Arts.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Manufactures.
Manufactures.
Arts.
Mauiifactures.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
3IanufactureB.

Arts.

Manufactures.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Manufactures.
Commerce.
Commerce.
Arts.
Arts.
Manufactnref.

Arts.

Arts.
Arts.
Commcice.
Arts.
Manufscturei.
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James i'arker, Baddowllouse, near Chrlmsford 10<J

•Sir Joseph I'lixton, M.l'., Kockliill.t, Sydenham, S.E 1,000

James I'ayne, Canada Mills, Kotherhithc, S.E 150

lliomas I'eakc, the Tileries, Tunstall *W0
Henry I"ease and Co.. UarliiiKton 250

J. »nd.J. \V. I'case. IJarlineton ],000

G>eors:e Stansbury I'cdlcr, I'M, Kleet-street, E.C 100

•George I'eel, Soho Iron Works, Ancoats, near Man-
chester 200

•John I'cnn, The Cedars, I-ee, Kent, S.E 1,000

James I'erry and Co., 37, lied Lion-square, W.C., and 3,

Cheapside, E.C 100

•Sir Thomas I'hillips.F.G.S., 11, King's lieneh-walk, E.C 300
•Robert A. rhillip8,23,Cockspur-st.. Chariiiff-eross. S.W 1,000

William I'iokstone, the Oaks, Kadclllt'e, ManeTiester 100

•T. K. Pinehes. O-xendon-street. S.W 150

Samuel Pitts, It, Catherine-street, W.C 100
Dr. Lyon I'layfair, F.R.S., C.B., Edinburgh 200
•Samuel Plimsoll, 9, llarrinprton-square, N.W 100
•I'atent Plumbago Cniciblc Company, liattersea, S.W. .

.

50O
MJeorge Pollard, Footscray, Kent, S.E lOO
Henry Poole and Co., 32, Savile-row, W., and Old Bur-
lington-street,W 1,000

Poole and Macgillivray, 25, Princes-street, CavendlBh-
square, W 100

•Wyndham S. Portal, Malshanger, Basingstoke 100
Edmund Potter, F.R.S., Manchester .'JOO

James Poulter, sen., Dover Museum, Vice-President.... 100
John Slater Pratt. Oakland House, Stokesley, Yorkshire 100
•W. G. Prcscott, Thrcadneedlo-street, E.C 1,000
•John Pritchard. M.P.,.V,l, Eaton -square, S.W 200
Alfred Purssell, 7S and .SO, Cornhill, E.C 100
Kear-Admiral William Kamsay, C.B., 40, Charing-

cross, W.C. 100
•Charles Rateliff, Wyddrington, near iiirmingbam 500
•Robert Rawlinson, C.E., 17, Ovington-square, S.W., and

.34, I'arliament-street, .S.W 100
Alexander Redgrave, Home Office, Whitehall. S.W 100
R. Redgrave, K.A., 18. Hyde-park-gate South, W 200
•S. Redgrave. 17. Hyde-park -gate South, Kensington,W. ' 200
Richardson Brothers, lo.\ West Bow. Edinburgh 600
Thomas Richardson, 20, New Bridge-street, J^ewcastle-
on-Tyne 100

•William Hideout, Earnworth Mills, near Manchester .. 250
G. Rigby and .lames Robinson, coach builders, 7, Park-
lane, Piccadilly, W ,,, 500

•Eugene Kimmel, 90, Strand, W.C 100
Daniel Roberts, Page's-walk, Bermondsey, S.E 100
D. and W. Robertson, iron merchants, Dundee and
Glasgow 100

•Henry O. Robinson, Ifi, Park-street. Westminster, S,W. SCO
J. C. Robinson, Alfred-place West, Brompton, S.W 100
Samuel Robotham, Birmingham 100
•James Rook, Jun., Hastings 100
Geo. Roe, J. P., D.L., Nutley, near Dublin 250
John Rof'crson and Co., Jfewcastle-on-Tyne 1,000
Peter Rolt and Co., 1, St. Michael's-housc, St. Michael's-

alley, Cornhill, E.C 1,000
•Sir Cusack Roncy, 13, Langham-place, W 1,000
•J. Anderson Itose, 11. Salisbury-street. Strand, W.C. .. 100
•Thomas Routledge, Eynsham-mills, Oxon ^ 100
Roval Cork Institution, Cork (as per list) 2,400
Rylands and Sons, ^lanchester 500
The Sacred Harmonic Society, 6, Exeter Hall, W.C 1,000
•The Marquis of Salisbury, K.0 1,000
•A. Salomons, 12, Old Change, E.C 500
•David Salomons, M.P., Great Cumberland -place,
Hydo-park, W 500

•Titus Salt, M.P., Saltaire. Bradford 3,000
•James Samuel, 2fl, Great George-st., Westminster, W. .

.

1,000
•F. R. Sandford, Council Office. Downmg-street, S.W. .. 100
W. and J. Sangster, 7.5, Cheapside, E.C 100
•W. Wilson Saunders, F.R.S., Lloyd's, E.C 600
Julius Schlesinger, Bradford, Yorkshire 100
*W. F. Scholcaeld, Boroughbridge, Yorkshire 1,000
•Leo Schuster, Roehampton 2,000
Schweppc and Co., licrners-strcet, W 500
Sir Francis E. Scott, Bart., 97, Eaton-square, .S.W 300
•B. P. Shearer, Swaumore House, Bishop's Waltham,
Hants 200

Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., 42, South-'s'treetjw.' .".".'.
100

A. C. Sheriff, Railway Manager, Worcester 100
William Shilson, Banbury 200
Shropshire Mechanics' and Literary Institution!
Shrewsbury lOo

Silk and Sons, 8 and 9, Long-acre, "W.C 100
•W. B. Simpson, 450, West Strand, W.C lOO
Felix Slade, Walcot-place, Lambeth, S 500
•R. A. Slanoy, MP. Shrewsbury, Bolton-row, Mayfair.. 100
Smith and Knight, 1. Great George-street, Westminster 200
Smith, P.eacock, and Tannett, Leeds 500
James Smith, Seaforth, Liverpool 500
W. H. Smith, 184 to 187, .Strand, W.C 600
•Sydney Smirke, R.A., 79, Grosvenor-street, W 1,000
•Society for Acquisition of Useful Knowledge, Green-
wich, per Dr. Purvis 7 100

•Joseph I. Solomon, 22. Red Lion-square, W.C 100
• Josei)h Somes. M.P.. City Club, Old Broad-street, E.C. 1,000
•raomas Sopwlth, F.R.S., 4.3. Cleveland-square, "W 200
•Wm. Sparks (Crewkerne Literary and .Scientific Insti-
• tation) 100
Sparrow. Brothers, 11, Xew North-street, Red Lion sq. . 100
JamesSpence, 5. York-buildings, Liverpool 250
Messrs. Spicer, Bridge-street, Blackfriars, E.C 500
•Klchard James Spiers, Aid., Oxford 100
•Wm. Squire, S. Coleman-strcct, E.C 500
Mtorquis of Stafford, MP., 2, Hamilton-place,W 500
The Right Hon. Lord Stanley, M.P 500
George Stanton, Shrewsbury 100
J- Kawslon Stiicy, coachbuildcr, Nottingham 200
Edward Stcegmann and Co., Nottingham lOO
Spencer Steers, Halewood, Proscot 100
Stillwell, Son, and Ledger, 23, Barbican, E.C 260
William StirUng and Sons, 142, West George-Btreet,
Glasgow 500

Samuel Straker and Son, 80, Blshopsgate-s'tVeeV, Within lOO
•owan and Edgar, Piccadilly and Regent- street, W 1,000
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J. J. Sylvester, F.R.S.. Woolwich, SJi 100
•JohnTaber, ncrnc-hlll, S 100
F. A. Tamplin, Liverpool 2.30

Charles Telford, Widmore, Bromley, Kent 800
William Tcrrali, Welsh Bach, Bristol 100
W. M. Thackeray. 34, <Jnslow-square, S.W 100
Harry Stephen Thompson, M.l'., Klrby Hall, York, and
Travellers' Club, S.VV 250

•Richard A. Thompson, .South Kensington Museum, W. 100
Samuel If. I'hompson, Kingswall, Liverpool 500
•Edward Henri Todi;, 8, Cook's-court, Liucoln's-inu-

lields, W.C 300
W. J, Tomkins, 10, Belgrave-nlace, Cork 500
•John Topliam, :i2. King William-Ktreet, London-brdg. 150
•Charles Tottie, Alderman'B-walk, E.C 500
Tregelles and Taylor, .34, Old Broad-street, E.C 100
•George S. Trower, 33, !Iyde-park-s(iuare, W 200
Truscott, Son, and Simmons, Suffolk-lane, E.C 600
W. S. Turubull, Huntlngtower. I»erth 100
•T. Twining, Jun., Perryn-house, Twickenham, S.W...

.

1,000
•J. Tylor and Sons. Warwick- lane, E.C 1,000
•Matthew Uzielli, Hanover-lodge, Regent's-park, N.W. 10,000
.1. Veltch, Jun., King's-road, Chelsea, S.W 100
Granville E. Harcourt Vernon, 9, Hertford-street,
JIayfair,W 100

A. G. Vieweg, 82, Wood-street, E.C 200
•Charles Vlgnoles, C.E., F.R.S., 21, Duke-street, We«t-
minster, S.W 1.000

.lames S. A'irtue, 2iH, City-road, E.C 5fio

.John Webb, 11, Grafton-street, Bond-street, W 1,000

.Tohn K. Welch. 61 Berners-street,W 500
•J. P. andK Westheadand Co., Manchester 1,(00
•Richard Westmacott, R.A., F.R.S., 1, Kensington-
gate, W 100

.Tames Whatman, F.R.S., Vinters, Maidstone 1,000
•Wheatlcy, Starr and Co., 1.30, Cheapside 1,000
John Whichcord, Jun., F.,S.A., 10, Walbrook, E.C 500
.J. II. AVhitehead, JIanchester 250
•Charles Whittingham, Took's-court, Chancery-la. W.C. 200
Rev. Richard Whittington, 18, Guildford-street,
Russell-square, W.C 100

David Wilkinson, (Mollneaux, Webb, and Co.),
Manchester 200

.lohn Willet, C.E., 35, Albyn-place. Aberdeen 100
•H. R. Williams, Board of Trade, Whitehall, S.W 100
•J. W. Hume Williams, 3, Dr. Johnson's-bnildings,
Temple, EC lOO

Robert Williamson, Scarborough 100
Willis andTothcran, 130, Strand, W.C 600
G.F.Wil8on.F.R.S., F.C.S., Wandsworth-common. S.W. 500
Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S., 17, Henrietta-street, Cavendish-
square, W. 200

.John Wilson, F.R.S.E., &c., Edinburgh University 300
Newton Wilson and Co., 21, Old Bond-street, W., and

141, High Holborn 1,000
W. and G. A. Winders, Saddlers. &c., Birmingham 100
*T. Winkworth, 7, Sussex-place, Canoubury,N 200
Winsor and Newton, 38, Rathbone-place, W 500
•.James Wodderspoon, 7, Searle-st, Lincoln's-inn, W.C. 1,000
•\'ice-ChancelIor Sir W. P. Wood, V.P.R.S., Great
George-street. Westminster, S.W 100

Edward Wood, Park-hill, near Burslem 600
.John Wood. Tliedden-grauge Alton. Hants ' 100
Joseph Wood, Lansdowne Villa, Worcester IWJ
•Nicholas Wood, I'rcsident of the N^orth of England
Mining Institution, Hetton Hall, Fence Houses,
Durham 100

Lord Wodehouse, 48, Bryaustone-square, W 100
Thos. Woolcombe, 2(5, Kerr-street, Devonport lOO
Henry Woollams (Wm. Woollams and Co.), High-street,
near Manchester-square, W 250

Wright and North, Monmorc Iron Works, Wolver-
hampton 100

Wrigley and Smith, Queen's Chambers, Manchester 100
•M. Digby Wyatt, 54, Guildhall, W.C 100
Geo. B. Yatos, Nottingham 200
Colonel Y'oUand, R.E., 17, .Westbourne-park,W 100
Young Men's Christian Association, per 'S. Morley, 18,
Wood-street, E.C 1,000
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THE CISTERNS OF VENICE.

AT a recent meeting of the Academy of Sciences, M. Grimaud, de
Caux, read an interesting note on the cisterns of Venice. The con-

struction of these cisterns may afford a liint to arcliitects in this country.
There are localities where the supply of water from wells or rivers is

limited or uncertain, but where advantage may be taken of the rainfall to

have a supply of water for domestic purposes. M. Grimaud's note may
be given very briefly.

Venice may be said to stand in a salt lake communicating with the sea,

on a surface of 5,700,000 square yards, .allowance made for large and small
canals. On an average there falls 82 centimetres (32 inches) of rain
annually. Suppose this superficies, occupied by streets and roofs, above
all by roofs, as the streets are very narrow, were employed to receive the
rain, a population of 120,000 inhabitants would, in default of other means,
find a supply of water sufficient for domestic wants ; in fact, 5,700,000
square yards of surface covered by 32 inches of water would give 25
quarts of water per inhabitant. The greater quantity of the rain which
falls is gathered by 2,177 cisterns, of which 277 are public, and 1,900

belong to private houses. They have altogether a capacity of 218,600

cubic yards. The pluviometer of the Patriarchal Seminary shows that

the rain falls at intervals and with an abundance sufficient to till these

cisterns five times a year, which would give nearly ten gallons per head.

But the filter sand in the cisterns occupies nearly one-third of their

capacity, and the ten gallons are thus reduced to seven gallons. The
cisterns of Venice may serve as a model, as much for the manner in whicli

they are constructed as for the choice of the materials employed. In this

respect they ought to be studied in all their details. Those which follow
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may be considered to be official, as they were supplied by AL Salvador!,

enpineer to the municipality of Venice.

The constituent materials of a cistern are clay and sand. The soil is

excavated to the deptli of 9 or 10 feet ; the infiltrations of the lagunc

prevent it going any deeper. The excavation has the form of a truncated

pyramid, tlie base of which regards the sky. The ground around is main-

tained by a framework of good oak or larch applying itself to the summit

of the truncated Bfiamid as well as to the sides. On the franieiork is laid

a layer of pure clay, very compact, well pugged, and levellRl with tlie

greatest care. The thickness of this layer is in proportion to the dimen-

«ioDS ofthe cistern ; in the largest it is not more than 1 1 J inches thick. This

thickness is sufficient to resist the pressure of water which shall come in

contact with it, and will oppose also an invincible obstacle to the roots of

Tegetables which may grow in the neighbourhood. It is important not to

leave any cavity where air may lodge. At the bottom of the cistern, in

the interior of the truncated summit of the pyramid a circular stone, hol-

lowed out like the bottom of a caldron, is deposited, and on this stone a

hollow cylinder is raised of the diameter of an ordinary well, constructed

of bricks laid dry and well adjusted, those at the bottom being pierced

with conical holes. This cylinder is prolonged above the ground, and is

finished off with a curb. There is thus a large void space between the

cylinder which rises in the centre of the pyramidal excavation, and the

walls of the pyramid covered by the bed of clay resting on the wooden

framework. In this space is deposited well-washed sea sand, the surface

of which comes flush with the clay. Before covering the whole with the

parement there are placed at each of the angles of the base of the pyramid

a kind of stone trough, with a stone cover pierced with holes. These

troughs are called cassetloni and communicate the one with the other by

means of a drain of bricks, laid dry, resting on the sand. The whole is

covered by the ordinary pavement slanting in the direction of the four

oriBces of the cassettoni. The water received from the roofs enters the

casselUmi, penetrates into the sand through the joints of the bricks of the

small drains and meets in taking its level in the centre of the hollow

cylinder, into which it introduces itself by means of the small conical holes

already mentioned. A cistern thus constructed and well kept up yields a

limpid water, and is preserved to the last drop

C.VYTHORPE CHURCH.—HOW NOT TO DO IT. •

THE unenviable notoriety of the people of Caythorpe, in connexion with their

parish cliurch, appearsnot likely to subside at present, but to be kept alive

by a remarkable series of blunders and misdeeds. It will be remembered that

repairs of the church, originally of comparatively small cost, but disputed and
debated with much acrimony, were suddenly arrested by the storm of the 30th

December lajit, whicli severed the beautiful spire from top to base, and did

extensive injury to otlier portions of the church. A great effort had then to be

made, amidst difficulties from open enemies and covert foes, to restore and
rebuild tlie church. Parish meetings were held and aid invoked. George Hussey
Packe, Est)., M.P., of Caythorpe Hall, the patron of the living, contributing

£1,000 ; the Rev. C. D. Cirofts, the rector, undertaking the entire repair of the

chancel ; William Ostler, Esq., of Grantham, and other gentlemen connected by
property or having sympathy with the object, also giving liberally; the less

wewthy" parishioners not forgetting to contribute according to their means to

the rebuilding of the church of their fathers, " the first and last place to whicli

they are taken." A committee of five resident gentlemen was appointed for

carrying out the plans, Mr. G. G. Scott's name as architect being a guarantee,

if anything could be, for faithfully completing the work of restoration, and
preserving intact the unique and uniform character of the church. The spire

was to be rebuilt and restored to its ancient form " to the very cone," the area

of the chnrch to be also enlarged by the building of a north aisle, and
the church to be re-seated, — not, we trust, to be repewed. As the

work, however, rapidly proceeded under the hands of the contractor,

it became too evident that the new spire was not the substantial, graceful, com-
manding spire of Caythorpe Church, but a meagre, hollow-looking, poverty-

stricken sacrifice to straight line, rule, and compass, or some fanciful theory of

improvement. A mysterious and self-contradictory paragraph in lastweek's Stum-
fordMercury directed attention to the matter, and reported that Mr. Scott'sclerk

of the works had made a special examination of the spire, and had ordered it to

be taken down to within .50 feet of the base and rebuilt,—a remedy involving

great additional cost and loss of time ; but certainly any sacrifice of the kind is

not for a moment to be weighed against the evil of allowing the present spire to

remain an everlasting monument of vexation, disappointment, and misplaced

confidence. On whom the responsibiUty of tliis grave blunder is to rest, is at

present not known. Mr. Scott could not sanction it : his character forbids it

;

and the fact of his having ordered the spire to be taken down again, and again re-

built, must absolve him. The committee and the churchwardens have resided on
the spot, and they must have observed the progress of the work, and could have
earlier interfered. It cannot be said, for every one of them, that it was " urgent
private affairs," or ignorance of what was or was not a restoration of Caythorpe
church spire. The tongue and pen ready on all occasions to criticise with un-
sparing asperity the shortcomings of others in similar cases might have contri-

buted some slight energy to the service of his own parish. As it is at present,

therefore, architect, committee, and churchwardens must be responsible to the

public and the subfwribers for the faithful fulfilment of the engagements to re-

store Caythorpe church, and must agree amongst themselves how the builder Is to

be recompensed for the rebuilding of the spire. The new north aisle and its adap-
tation to the style and character of the church, we shall turn to at a future

time.
Another correcpondent of the Mercury, writing ofCaythorpe Cliurch(probably

the " ready pen " above alluded to) says : We intend to leave the affiliation of the

spire that now is to the proper authorities. The spire thatwas will never be seen

again, nor anything resembling it ; for that which is to he, the prayers of the pious

are most earnestly to be desired. Neither from Coleby Hill, nor Honington
Camp, nor the ridge of Carlton Ashes, will the landscape ever again be graced

by so admirable an object ; nor as seen from the plain below the cliff will such

a one ever incubate the scene again. The relation of these structures to the pic-

turesque is surely not to be learned from the act of drawine a spii-e upon paste-

board. Is not the spire of Heckington more picturesque at a distance than close

under its shade ? Does not Grantham spire surpass everything it looks down
upon in beauty ? The question arises in so many forms that we cannot refuse to

put it. Could anybody that had the least love or reverence for medieval art or

ecclesiastical architecture have converted the spire into a stone quarry ? into a

carcase upon which to practise a vile experiment ? Would Pagan have done

this ? Would Mr. Browning, who moinentaiily upon seeing it, expressed to us

his admiration of the structure ? Most certainly the treatment of the tower would

justify the expectation of everything which has happened to the spire. But of

this we will say no more. How much done ? Ave like to give people credit

for what fhey do
;
prima facie they intend doing what they do ; especially if

they are elaborate In effecting their purpose. Tlie instructions for tlie erection

of this spire were given bv word of mouth ! Mr. Scott furnished no plan or

drawing; and it was left" to the contractor's superintendent to draw what

spire he liked upon a board and build by it. In such eyes anything that is

barbarous is Gothic. It was the most simple thing in the world for practised

hands to have put this spire up as it came down, up to within 20 feet of its apex,

Why not ? Was it to save stone and labor? What were the instauctlons given

at the vestry meeting which constituted Mr. Scott architect ? To re-erect it upon

its ancient model ! Has this been attempted to be done ? Was it not repeatedly

said, in answer to questions put to the masons engaged in the work, that it should

be put up as it came down ? and, in fact, lay in octagons in the churchyard for

that purpose ? Was this deception, or was it not ? The verbal instructions given

to Mr. Wilson's superintendent were, ' to bulge the spire four inches at one-

third of the height.' It is said to have been taken up from the same base. But

we will venture to say it has been tampered with from the base. At about one-

third of the height from the base, the angular stones of the octagon were

reduced by the thickness of a brick. We learn this from the townspeople.

And the remarkable peril of the thing : that without any drawing the new part

of the spire, that is the top part, was cut and the stones put in position in the

churchyard before the lower part, which was not injured by the storm, was re-

erected, which shows that all this was done with a pre-determined design,

though everybody else understood that it was to be re-erected in its ancient form.

And what is the result? Such a thing as was certainly never seen before. It

is as much like the ancient spire as I am like Hercules; it is concave

to the sight in the upper half, and convex below; or, as said by some,
' in and out like a dog's hind leg.' ' How soft it looks,' says a female

critic, ' carried up as it is so narrow.' ' It stands akimbo,' says a third.

' It has got a swelled hip,' says a fourth. Another, ' It has its belly tied up in

the middle.' And by our correspondent, ' It looks like a corkscrew in one

aspect, and in another the funnel of a steam-engine.' In our eyes death is

to be preferred to mutilation ; and reformation, as heavy as are the blows

which have been administered to it, is preferable to restoration of this kind.

Most certainly an architect with a great name was not wanted to drain the

foundations, put the sittings down, cobble the columns, draw the walls, and erect

a piazza where even an aisle was incongruous. Without a great name this havoc

could not have been done. We are now of opinion that no alteration should

take place in a church without a faculty, and that the Bishop's Court ought, to

have ecclesiastical architects attached to it, to report upon the plans of re-con-

struction. In conclusion, we will extract a passage from Forsyth :
Man, though

the child of imitation, imitates with reluctance; his ambition as an artist is to

invent.' In architecture, however, the grand objects of Invention are anticipated

;

the constitutive parts and proportions f.re already fixed ; the mind must circulate

round these, and be satisfied with innovating only in combinations. The artist

must recur to the models established in his art, and from them he derives notions

of excellence, which confine him but the more. He cannot safely depart from

these models ; yet he grudges every approach that he makes. His poverty but

not his will consents. Whatever he steals he disfigures ; he changes the scale

:

he transposes the parts ; he tries to efface the mark of the original master, and

inserts something of his own to conceal the theft. No other principle can account

for the degenerate architecture of a city ( Rome) which contains the Pantheon, or

is more beautiful than that which has been destroyed, not by lisrhtuing, but by

the architect. But every one to his taste, as the man said when he kissed his

cow."

The Metropolitan Subterranean Railway. —On Saturday a consider-

• Contributed.

road a large number of houses have been purchased by the directors of the rad-

way, and will be disposed of in a few days by Messrs. PuUen and Son, their

auctioneers. A few days ago the White Hart Tavern and some houses in Chads-

well were sold, and on Saturday several men were employed in taking them

down. The works can now be pushed on with considerable rapidity, as the

deviation of the sewers has been accomplished neariy throughout the whole

distance. It is intended to excavate the ground, and then to arch over the line,

this being thought a safer and more expeditious way than to proceed by

tunnelling. . i. ..

Improvement of Preston.—in addition to a great .number ot cottages

which are being erected in various parts of Preston, new mills, and cotton manu-

facturing works In the course of enlargement, the new street at Aveuham, to be

called " Bairstow-street," Is now formed. On the west side of the north end,

Mr. G. Thompson, builder, has now in course of erection two dwelling-houses.

We understand that application has been made for a plot of land for a Sunday

school in connection with the Independent Chapel, Cannon-street, and tliat the

Council of the Institution for the Diffusion of Knowledge are also m treaty for a

plot, which it is intended to keep open to preserve the light to the rooms on the

east side of the Institution. The south end of the street will face Avenham

Walks, and the north end opens into Chaddock-place, Chaddock-street.

The Wallace Momment.—lt is proposed to lay the foundation-stone

of the Wallace Monument on the Ilth September next, being the anniversary of

\
the battle of Stirling Bridge.
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SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.

THE prize silver medal, for the year, beiug tlie fimt distributed by this Society,

have been awarded as follows :— Historical painting to Mr. S. Solomon, for

his picture of " Moses " (Royal Academy) ; Landscape, to Mr. Vicat Cole for

liis " Harvest Time" (Suffolk-street Gallery) ; Genre, to Mr. Henry Tidey, for

his "Queen Mab" (New Water Color Exhiliition); Sculpture, to Mr. J.

Durham for his statue of " Cliarity" (Royal Academy) ; in Architecture, to Mr.
T. J. Nicholl, for his design for the " Church of St. Peter and St Paul at Cork"
(Architectural Exhibition); Poetry, to Miss Power for her poem "Virginia's
Hand." With regard to the principle upon which the prizes of this Society are

adjudicated, it may be stated that by a resolution adopted by the Committee at

the outset of their labors, it was declared " that in the award of prizes it is not
necessarily intended to a.ssume to determine the best works of the season in the

various branches of art, the Committee having the power, with a
view of encouraging young and rising t.ilent, to recommend the award
of prizes for works of great merit, irrespective of their relative

merit compared with others, accompanying the award in all cases by a testi-

monial, ispecifying the grounds upon wliicli it is made." In the cases of the
5the in architecture, the sub-committee, which consisted of Messrs. D. Brandon,

as. Edmeston, and E. B. Lamb, made a report, from which the following is ex-
tracted :

—" The sub-committee, in entering upon their labors, arranged the fol-

lowing queries to be applied as a test to the exhibited designs for buildings:—1.

Does it express its purposes 2. Is it suitable ? 3. Is it consistent in cost? 4.

Is the application of materials suitable ? 5. Is tlie style or character correct ?

C. Is it original in architectural and artistic composition ? Is it harmonious in

general outline ? Do the various parts form one united whole ? The sub-com-
mittee found many meritorious designs answering to their requirements, and
they have selected that of Mr. S. J. Nicholl, (being the design
No. 04 in the catalogue of the Architectural Exhibition), for the church of
SS. Peter and Paul at Cork, as being one which, from its great merit in many
respects, is fairly entitled to receive the encouragement which it is the object
of this Society to give. Tie interior view of the roof is unsatisfactory, but this

would seem to be the result of haste and inadvertance. and the fault is one which
would be almost certain to be seen and made good in actual execution, as it

forms no part of the general idea, and is not constructive in its character.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
THE select committee appointed to consider the best means of providing for the

increasing traffic of the metropolis, by the embankment of the Thames,
have considered the matters to them referred, and have agreed to the following
report :

—

" Your committee beg leave to report to the House that they have carefully
considered several well -devised plans for the embankment of the Thames, which
have been brought before them, and that they have received much valuable
evidence on the subject. In connection with the matter referred to them your
committee considered it necessary to inquire into the line proposed for the low
level sewer about to be made by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and they find
that if that sewer were carried under the Strand and Fleet-street, an amount of
injury would be caused to the trade and property of the district which it is

scarcely possible to estimate; whilst during the progress of the works the traffic

along those great thoroughfares would be seriously impeded. Your committee
have found that the various engineers who have submitted their plans, have
recognised the importance of constructing the low level sewer along the fore-
shore of the river and within the embankment. Your committee have ascer-
tained by evidence that the Metropolitan Board of Works, and the Thames Con-
servancy Board, are of opinion that the embankment of the Thames would be a
great improvement both to the metropolis and to the river, and your committee
entirely concur in this opinion. Your committee, therefore, after careful con-
sideration of the whole question, have agreed to the following resolutions :

—

" ' That the embankment of the north side of tlie Thames from Westminster-
bridge to, or nearly to, Southwark-bridge would aftbrd a desirable mode of im-
proving the banks and bed of the river, and facilitate the construction ofthelow level
sewer along the foreshore, while a roadway on tlie embankment would greatly re-
lieve the crowded thoroughfares.
"

' That by the construction of docks inside the embankment wall, wharfingers
and other persons engaged in business along the river would, in most cases
derive increased facilities for conducting their various trades and occupations.
"' That the statements made to the committee with regard to the probable

cost of the proposed embankment vary considerably, ranging from a minimum of
£400,000 to a maximum of £1,500,000, according to the nature and extent ofthe
plan; but these estimates include the cost of the low level sewer; and there is

reason to expect that a large proportion of the total first cost would be repaid by
works of a productive character.
" ' That as in 1861 the 8d. and Id. duties upon coal, and the Jd. duty upon

wine which were imposed and continued by Parliament for the purpose of public
miprovements in the metropolis will cease, your committee recommend that they
be renewed for a limited period, and that the whole or part of the cost of the
Thames embankment be made a fii-st charge upon them.'
"The legislature having already entrusted to the Metropolitan Board ofWorks

the main di-ainage of the metropolis, and armed them with powers to deal with
the foreshore of the river in connection tlierewitli, your committee recommend
that the construction of the embankment be also confided lo them.
" For this purpose your committee suggest that the above-mentioned duties be

placed at the disposal of that board for a limited period, and that the guarantee
of the Imperial treasury be likewise ati'orded them, according to the provisions
contained in the 21st and a-2nd Vict., c. 104, s. C.
"Your committee are of opinion that it would be most difficult to estimate

before the works are completed the amount ofdamage that might be occasioned

;

they, therefore, recommend that powers be given to ascertain, after the comple-
tion of the works, the amount of compensation that may be due.

'That while your committee consider the embankm'ent of the south side of
the Thames ibrms a necessary part of any complete scheme in the improvement
or the river and the metropolis, yet is of less urgent necessity than that of tlie
northern side.

Kendal.—A large number of workmen is now employed in the erec-
nonof the new railway station at Kendal, and a local paper is informed that the
work will be completed in the present year.

TENDERS
WOBKIIOIKK. IIaIITLKPOOI..

For works to be done in the erection of the Xew Workhonsc at Hartlepool.
Whole of work.

Lee and Laoey £4,025 ; Cockburn and Bridges £.'1;117

Henry .Suggitt n,ftH Albcrtl'ano a,22a It
.lolin Lowes lijuv | Matthew Carter* :t,179 10
John Thirlwcll and Co :).4:iO 10

i
W. C. Megginson 2,997 10

Mason, Jlricklayering, and 2'Utaterinff work.
Matthew Carter £l,0.t3 15

Carpenter and Joiner*s icork.
.lohnTuko £1,188 0| Thomas Russell £9!« 15
Michael Nicholson 1,032 2 | Cockburn and Uridges 915

Slatina.
.Tolin .Salmon £H\ 10 I W, C. Meggison and Co £232
Kobert I'reston -aH | Kdward Beck 230

l*lumbhifr.

Dixon, Brothers £.360
T. W. I'ounder 350
T. Harrison 307 16

I*

Robert Charlton £4.34
Fisher and Steel 405
George Bailey .399

.John Mlddleton 3fi« 18 10
Pahitinr/ arul Olanvff.

.Tames W. Smvth £S8 14 OJ I T. E. Comforth £74
Mark VYindross "5 11 | Gibson and Palmer 73

* Accepted.

Show-rooms, &c., London.
Show-rooms and Picture-gallery, Wellington-street, Strand, for A. W. Arnold,

Esq., Mr Withers architect. Quantities supplied.
Hollins and Hanncn , £3,237 ] E. Rowland (accepted) £2,76S
G.Myers {. 2,824

|

PARSONAOK. THII>FI1!I.I>, HANTS.
Alterations and additions. Thidfleld Parsonage, Hants, Mr. Withers, architect.

Booker & Knight, Wickliam (accepted) £368 10 6
Prentis, Southampton 450
George and Cover,Wickham 449

Hospital, Lower Norwood.
For works to be done in erecting the Jews' Hospital at Lower Norwood. Jieum.

Tillott and Chamberlain, architects.
Lucas, Brothers £20,387
Ashby and Sons 19,(H0
Hill 19,460
Piper and Son 19,457
Lawrence and Sons 19,420

Macey 19,160
Myers 18,660
Cubitt and Co 18,470
Jay 18,267
Willson (accepted) 17,789

Sewerage, Leicester.
The tenders sent in for 15-inch culverts, let last week, ranged from 48. 6d. per

lineal yard to 12s. ; those of 18 inches diameter from 5s. 2d. to 128. 6d. per yard

;

average depth to invert 11 feet 6 inches. The lowest tenders were from loeSiI men.

Almshouses. Evnsford, Kent.
For six Almshouses at Crockeu Hill, Eynsford, Kent. Mr. Edwin Nash,

Architect.
Fisher £1,818
Rudkin 1,793

Nicholson 1,730

Tarrant £1,707
Thompson 1,«98
Marsland (accepted) 1,650

Dwellino-Hol'ses, Clebkenwell.
For alterations and additions to houses Nos. 56. 57, 58, and 59, Amwell-street

Clerkenwell, for I. J. Simons, Esq. Mr. W. P. Griffith, architect.
Brice £283 | Baldwin £138
Brake 195

|
Fowler 127

Drainfng I'ipes, Preston.
The tender of Messrs. Donlton and Co. for supplying the earthenware pipes for

the year, to the Board, has been accepted.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
SCHOOL HOUSE, &c.

IIandsworth.—For designs, plans, specifications, and estimates for the erection of
a schoolhouse, witii the necessary fixtures, fittings, and appurtenances, and for the
formation of a playground, with fence walls, entrance gates and approaclies, for
the trustees of the " llandsworth-bridge Charity," upon a piece of Land in the
Parish of Handsworth. A lithographed plan of the land, and printed instructions
and particulars will be forwarded on application by letter, addressed to3Ir. William
Corbett, Grosvenor-road, Handswortli, Birmingbam, the surveyor of the Charity
Estates. The designs, plans, and other particulars, .ire to be sent in before or on
the 14th of August next.

MECHANICS' INSTITUTION.
Leeds.—Plans and estimates for the Mechanics' Institution, and Literary Society,
and Leeds School of Art, to be erected in Cookridge-street, Leeds. A plan of the
site, and detailed instructions and conditions, may be had on application. The
total cost of the buildinj; is not to exceed ,<:i3,000. The Directors do not bind
themselves to adopt any plan, nor to employ, as architect, the party whose design,

may be selected ; if so employed, he will receive the usual commission ; if not so
employed he will be paid the sum of ^100, and the design will be the property of
the Committee. Preference will be given to those plans where readiness of access
to the different rooms and general convenience have been specially studied.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CHURCHES.

Stapenhill, near Burton-ox-Tkent,—For the enlargement of the church at
Stapenhill. Plans, &c., on and after .Tuly 2, at the Vicarage, Stapenhill of the Rev.
Charles Hind. Duplicate copies at the oiTiccs in Derby of Stevens and Robinson,
17, Tonnant-street. l3erby, and 22. Sackville-strcet. London.

Bhidonortii.—Fertile restoration of St. Leonard's Church Bridgnorth. Plans, &c.,

with Mr, W. Pidduck, 14, High-street, Bridgnorth; further particulars from the
architect, Mr. W. Slater, 4, Carlton-eharabers, Regent-strec*,- London. Tenders,
free, addressed to Rev. G. Bellctt, Bridgnorth, to August 1.3. (See advertise-

ment.) ;

Pence.—For new aides to St. John's church at 7'cngc, near the Crystal Palace.

Drawings, i-c.. at the parsonsge-house, opposite the churcli. Further information
from the architect, E. Nash, 5, Adelaide-place. London-bridge. Tenders ad-

dressed to the architect, to the parsonage- house, by 12 noon of August 13. See
advertisement.) '

,

CHAPELS. ' -' :t?*"

Earl's Colne. Essex.—For the erection of a Baptist Chapel and school, at Earrs
Colne, near llalstead. Essex. Dravvim.'S, &e., at the Vestry, from August 8, ten-
ders, addressed to C. F. Hayward, Esq., architect, 8, Adelphi-street, Adelphl,

London, to August 18. ' - -" . S
Halifax.—For two Chapels (to be precisely similar) in the Halifax (Cemetery.
Drawings at the Town-hall, and of the architect, C. H. Edwards, Esq., 28, Bruns-
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wlck-sqiuire. London, W.C. y'orme of tender and bills of quantities (price 58.)

from the architect, or at the Towu-Uall. Tenders to the office of the Town Clerk,
to Angaat 14.

PARSONAGK
Haulkt.—For the ereetion oJ aparaonagc-honao for Hope parish, in the boron(th of
Hanley. Plans, Ac, at the Office of Cliarles Lynam, architect, StoliC-upon-Trent.
until the 4th Au^^st, on which day sealed tenders are to l>e delivered to the Eev.
Samuel Fisher, Northwood, Haaler.

SCHOOLS.
Winchester.—For the erection of a new Tra!nlng;-8chool for Masters, with resi-
dences for the Principal, Vice-Principal, and Slatron. at Winchester Hants.
Dnwintrs, i-c, at the office of the ardiitect. Mr. ,Iohn Colaon, .St. .Swithin-street,
Winchester, on and after the iith inst. Kills of quantities will be supplied on
application. Tenders endorsed " Tender for Winchester Training-school," are to
be delivered at the architect's office before 12 noon, on the 13th of August.

Casterbibv. -For the erection of an Infant school at the Artillery Barracks, Can-
terbury. Parties to leave their names, and lOs. tVl. for bills of quantities, at the
Royal Engineer Office, Canterbury, to August 8. (See advertisement.)

Bethsal-creen.—For the erecllon of a mission station, school, and offices, in Old
KIchol-strect, Hethnal-green. I'lans and specification at No 7, Bloomield-strcct
Tenders to H. Spicer, Lsq., No. 33, Highburv-cresceut, Islington, to August 11,

DWKLLlXO-HOlTSE.S, Ac.
CnrsTAL Palace.—For the erection of three shops and dwelling-houses at the

Crystal Palace Station. Drawings, &c., at the Paxton Arms, there, or with Mr.
Brown, architect, 5, Robert-street, Adelplii. Quantities will bo supplied. (No date
specified.)

Wisbech —For the erection of a gentleman's residence in Wisbcach. Plans, Ac,
and terms of contract, at the office of the architect, Mr. William Adams, in Wis-
bech. Tenders to Watson and Son, solicitors, Wisbech, to August 25.

Stamford.—For the alterations and additions to a house at Castle Bytham. Plans,
Ac, with Edward Browning, architect, Stamford. Sealed tenders, agreeably to
the form supplied, to August 0.

COTTAGES.
Camblesforth, York,—For the building of four cottages or tenements, at Cambles-

forth. Plans, Ac, at James Walton's, Camblesforth, near Selby. Tenders to
James Walton, Camblesforth, to August 7.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Bedstone, Rrropshire.—For the erection of farm-buildino-s and double cottage at
Bedstone. Shropshire (si-K miles frotn Ludlow, and two miles from Leintwardine).
FUdb, Ac, with Mr. 3Iichael Hanson, drainage foreman. Bedstone. Tenders to
be sent to Mr. J. Jiailey Denton, 53, Parliament-street, Westminster, to August .11.

LITERARY INSTITt TE.
riMLico.—For the erection of the proposed building for the Pimlico Rooms and
Literary Institute Building Association. Plans and specifications maybe seen,
and further information kno^yn, on application to the architect, Mr. J. W. Pcnfold,
2, Chnrlottc-row Mansion-house, E.C Tenders to August 9.

WORKHOUSES.
Bevebeev—For the building of the new Workhouse at Beverley. Drawings, &c.,
at the Board-room, in Minster Moorgatc, Beverley, to August 7. Schedules of the
quantities may be obtained on application to Messrs. .T. B. and W, Atkinson,
architects, <i3. Mieklegate, York, on and after the a.ird .Inly. Sealed tenders for
the whole work, or for each separate department, to be addressed " to the Chair-
man," to be delivered at the I>oard-room to August 8.

IjEEDS.-For the fittings of the dining hall and other parts of the New Workhouse,
Leeds. Particulars with Messrs. I'erkin and Backhouse, architects. South-parade,
Tenders to be sent to Henry Lampen, clerk to the guardians, 1, Lady-lane, to 12
noon ofAugnst 8.

GASWORKS.
Blackburn.—For the erection of a telescopic gas-holder, at the No. 2 station,
Addison-street and Wenslcy-strect or the Blackburn Gaslight Company ; dimen-
sions, 110 feet in diameter and 30 feet 6 inches deep. Plans. Ac, at the Company's
office. Jubilee-street, Blackburn. Tenders, endorsed "Tenders for gasholder," to
be directed to C. Parliinson, Esq., chairman to the Blackburn Gas Light Company,
toAugustlO.

^

Devonport.—For the supply and erection of two purifiers with all necessary valves
and connections, together with the crane, for working the same. Plans, at the
Devonport Gas and Coke Company's offices, ICeyliam. Tenders to be addressed to
the chairman, endorsed "Tenders for purifiers," and delivered at the offices. Key-
ham, to August IS,

RAILWAYS.
Stockport.—For the construction of the line from Woodley to Stockport of the
Stockport and Woodley Junction Railway Company. Plans and specifications at
the office of J. G. Blackburne, Esq., C.E., Oldham. Sealed tenders, " Tender for
Works," to Edward Ross, secretary, London-road Station, Manchester, not later
than 1 p.m. of August IC.

RAILWAY STATION. Ac
Low SIooR.—For the erection of a new passenger station at Low Moor, for the
Lancashire and Y'orkshirc Railway. Plans at the Engineer's Office, Hunt's-bank,
JIanchester. Tenders, properly endorsed, and addressed to the Directors, must
beforwardcd to Williams. Laivn, Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester, to Tues-
day, August 7.

Mamchester.-For the alteration of the station master's house, at Moses-gate
station of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. I'lans, Ac, at the Engineer's
Office, Hunt's Bank, Manchester, and tenders, jiroperiy endorsed, and addressed
to the Wrcctors, must be forwarded to William S. Lawn, Secretary, Hunt's Bank
Manchester, to August 7.

BOLT.0S.—Forthe erection of a brick cotton shed, 105 feet by 45 feet, at Atherton
Station, on the Bolton and Leigh branch ; also for an engine-shed, "n feet by 16
feet, at the liolton Station of the London and North Western Railway. Plans,
Ac, on application at the Engineer's Office, Lime-street, Liverpool. Sealed
lenders, marked outside " Tender for for Cotton Shed at Atherton, and enginc-
ahed at Bolton," to be sent to W. Long, Euaton Station, not later than
August 7.

KoHTH Britirh Raii.wav.—For the erection of station-houses, goods sheds, and
other buildings, at West Linton (5 miles from Carlisle), Longtown (8 miles from
Carlisle), and .Scotch Uyke (10 miles from Carlisle.) Also for the excavation on the
»ite of the proposed engine and carriage sheds at the Junction with the Port
Carlisle Railway at Carlisle. Plans and specifications at the office of Mr. Jopp,
C.E., 24 St Andrew .Square, Edinburgh, from 9th August. Mr. Knox, resident
engineer, will be at the Bush Hotel. Carlisle, on the 15th inst, at 10 a.m., and will
point out the site* at Port Carlisle Junction, West Linton, and Longtown ; and Mr.
Cunninghani will be at Longtown on same day at 1 p.m. to point out the site at
Scotch Dyke. Scaled tenders addressed to the secretary, marked " Tenders for
West Linton, Longtown or Scotch Dyke Station, or I"ort Carlisle Junction," as
the case may be. must be lodged with him at the North British Railway Office,
Canal-street Edinburgh, by 12 o'clock noon of A ugnst 29.

LIGHTHOUSE.
Hi^BiDEg.—For a lighthonse on the Monarch Isles, lying to the westward of North

Uist, in the Hebrides. The Commissioners will previously arrange to convey
Intending contractors from Oban to inspect the locality on a day to be subsequently
named, towards the end of August. Meanwhile, intending contractors to send
their names and addresses to Alex. Cunningham, Secretary, Northern I^igbthouse
Office, m, George-street, Edinburgh, and he will give them notice of the precise
day fixed for the inspection.

-, STOREHOUSE,
MaroKD UAirzK.—For the erection of a storehouse and other buildings at Nayland,

Milford-haven. Flans, forms of tender, conditions, &c, are deposited at Trinity
House. Tenders to Trinity House, directed as required, to August 27.

ROADM.\KrNO.
Aldershott.- For forming a new road from Aldershott-bridge, Hants, to Ash Vale

Surrey. Plans and epeciflcatlons at the Uoyal Engineer Office, Aldershott.
Parties desiring to tenner must leave tliilr names at this office on or before the
30th inst. , and pay 10s. M. for bills of iiuantities. Tenders to be addressed, nnder
cover, to the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall-mall, London, endorsed in the
left-hand comer, " Tender for Road at Aldershott," and delivered by 10 a.m., of
August 16.

Battersea.—For the laying out and making carriage roads and foot-paths in the
burial ground of the parish of Battersea, situate adjoining Battersea-common.
Particulars from Mr. Charles Lee, architect, 20, Golden-square. Tenders before
August '20.

Temple-Cowley. -For roadmaking and drainage works on the Oxiord Estate ot
the Conservative Land Society, situate in the Iffley and Henley-road, Temple-
Cowlcy, parish of Cowley. Parties to take out quantities for themselves. The
followmg are rough quantities :

—

30 feet road about O.'iO feet run.
„ backways ,, 1,.550 ,.

12-inch pipes sewers. Including about 75 eyes „ 2,300 „
G ulley cesspools, with gratings, and 6-in. drain 10 in number.
Earthwork.

Plans, Ac, from Aug. 1„ at the office of the Society's surveyor, Mr. J. Wylson,
3.3, Norfolk-street, Strand, London, W.C. ; also with Mr. J. Castle, architect, Ifflcy-
road, Oxford. Tenders, sealed, endorsed, "Tender for works at Oxford,"
addressed, as above, to the surveyor, to August 11. (See advertisement.)

Workmen!s Anmml Dinner.—The annual excursion of the employes of
Messrs. R. W. Kennard and Co., the e.xtensive ironfounders of 67, Upper Thames-
street, E.C., Falkirk, &c., &c., took place on Saturday, the 28tli ult., at Mr.
Pitcher's, Bell Inn, East Moulsey. Nearly 100 persons sat down to a sumptuoiLS
dinner. Cricket and other games, as far as wtother permitted, passed the day off
in a most agreeable manner. The health of R. W. Kennard, Esq., M.P., the
Manager, and numerous other toasts were drunk, and at a late Iiour the greater
part returned to town. We should be glad to announce such occurrences more
frequently

The Nine Hours' Movement.—On Tuesday night last a public meeting
of operatives connected with the building trade was held at the Castle Tavern,
Powis-street, Woolwich, to take into consideration the propriety of supporting
the nine hours' movement. Messrs. Cremer and Booth attended a.s a deputation
from the Metropolitan Association ; and at the commencement of the proceedings
Mr. Marshall, a carpenter, observed that he was present to protest against any
attempt to renew the strike, which during last summer was attended with most
disastrous consequences to the workmen and their families. Mr. Cremer replied

to the'statements of Mr. Marshall, and contended that the time had arrived
when the operatives of the building trades should once more try the question
witli the masters, and if they now showed a bold front, success was certain.

Upwards of fifty meetings had recently been held, and it was the general opinion
that the nine hours' agitation should be re-commenced in earnest. He admitted
that some amount of suffering had resulted to the workmen from the strike of
last summer: but it should be home in mind, that the masters had suffered im-
mensely at the same period, and they would pause before they risked a similar
ordeal. The statement that the last strike was forced upon the operatives by
the Conference was entirely false, the fact being that the Conference was in the
first instance strongly opposed to the strike, but the men persisted on a bal-
lot being taken, which was done, and there was a majority of 1,700 for an
immediate strike. Mr. Booth observed, the deputation had attended to ascer-

tain the views of the building operatives of that district as to the necessity of
renewing the nine-hours' agitation, and they had no wish to force their own
opinions upon the meeting. Other addresses were then delivered, and a warm
discussion took place on the main question ; when, on the motion of Mr. Darby,
the meeting was adjourned until Monday evening next.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Buuj>iNO News, 20,

Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

X. Y. Z., writes : Can you or any of your readers favor mc with particulars of the mode
of preparing parchment for drawing upon, more particularly to enable it to talte color
frcel.v ?

J. Williams 1. Noticed some two or three weeks since. 2. Not sufficiently intelli-

gible.
J. M. K.—The Port Koyal was erected from the designs of G. and J. H. Mansard ; for the

rest refer to Galignani's Guide.
Sir G. p.—Ye.s, in our last volume.
It. MALLAaD.— Information referred to has not yet reached us.
Constant Kkader We are obliged to you for the suggestion, but do not at present see how-

it could be carried out.

P. Simpson.—Apply to thesecretary, who will, no doubt, furnish you with all the infonnatloB'
you require.

N. E —Tile sulyect does not come within the scope of our .Journal.

E. Bdkciieh We cannot recommend, consult our advertisement pages and use your own
discretion.

R. p A plan of Wilton Church was given In the "British Almanac and Companion" foe
184.1.

T. I'uiLLOND.—A more lengthened notice, now in type. Is waiting for want of space.
R. E We shall be glad to receive a few particulars of the military works m progress at

IJover.
Excelsior.—Below our mark ; thanks.
K. W. 11.—We fear the subject does not admit of a satisfactory solution.
BiticKLAYER (Oliclmsford).—We will endeavour to find space for your communication.
I'. B Whose lease was first granted ? the wliolc question depends on that point alono.
W. MooBE.—We are unable to furnish bioKraphical notices. You will fliKl what youdeatJM
in " A Catalogue of the Pictures, &c., atSoulbKenHlngtoii," publislied at 6d. xhepamptdtfl
moreover contains a very interesting introiluctlon by K. Kedgrave, It. A.

A SuBsciuBEB.—We do not consider the charge of 10 guineas b.v any means excessive, t
from :your own account of the services rendered. Many arcnltects would have diargod 1

much larger amount.
Ten Years an Architect's Clebk—You have our sjTiipathy and good wishes.
have before this said that we are willing to rentier all the assistance in our power.

Pdpil.—We find Fuber's pencils quite sufllcient for all ordinary purposes.
W. King.—We cannot enter further into the subject.
R. Vebnon.—Cannot i)o.sslbly do so this week.
A. T We are compelleri to decline.

W. lIooLEBBON.—Thanks for tracings ; we shall be (glad to avail ourselves ofmore than c

Shall name appear ?

P. Eastone.—Forwarded in due course.
Subscriber from No. 1.- Oblige us with the name of your newsagent.
James II t.—Thanks. II possible.
We were last week forced to defer our usual Answers to Correspondents. The result is *
accumulation of letters that it is lmp4>ssible to reply to this week. In our next issue w
hope to reply to all letters up to the present date ; and we take this opporlimity of remladlA'
several impatient correspondents tiiat. except in urgent cases, a replj' usuaUy appean I

the week following the receipt of the letter.
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OUJR ADVANCE IX ART.

E re-echo Sir Gardner Wilkinson
when he says—" 1 cannot abstain

from acknowledging tlie debt we
owe to the poor image men wlio

wander through our streets ; for

I have no liesitation in saying

that they have done more to im-
prove the general taste, to place

copies of known sculpture within the

reach of all, and to familiarise the eye
of the English public with what is good,
than any school (which a ievr only can
attend) ; than any gallery (which the

working classes seldom visit) ; or any
institution in the country; and when
we recollect that English art, paraded
without shame through the streets, was
confined to cats with moving heads,

green paiTots, wooden lambs covered
with cotton wool, &c., we may feel

grateful for the change so unostenta-

tiously brought about by these humble
foreigners."

Not a mere step, but a large

stride forwards, has been taken

y^,^ towards enlarging and improving
the various mechanical processes which, by
multiplying its productions, and diffusing

thein widely among all classes, are to art what
printing is to literature. If it be desirable to

confine a taste for art to the few, as their distinguishing privilege,

we cannot congratulate ourselves upon the success that has attended
what has been done to encourage such taste among the many, and
enable them to indulge in it, at what would fonnerly have been con-
sidered a fabulous and unattainable rate of cheapness.^ Nor does that

"formerly " date longer back than the infancy of the present century
;

for then where were lithography, chromolithography, oil color

printing, and photography ? Lithography, indeed, liad then just begun
to dawn upon us, yet very dully and cloudily, with little promise of its

ever reaching that vigorous maturity to which it has since attained.

Ita first efforts among us were marked by feebleness, by infirmity of
di-awing, and most disagreeable rottenness of surface. Since then it

has improved wonderfully, partly owing to the invention of printing in

" double tints," and it is now capable of doing justice to architectural

and other subjects which require attention to scrupulous verisimilitude
as to form, and also due gradation of shade and light.

Chromolithography and other newly-invented modes of printing in

colors are a marvellous improvement upon the now exploded method of
coloring aquatina prints by hand. Aquatint itself is now numbered with
the things of the past, and so also is mezzotint engi-aving. The same may
liesaidofthe pallid, wishy-washy water-coloring that was in vogue at the
end of the last century, before the discovery or invention of ioiid^rfe
waier-color pai7iting, which is now capable ofchallenging oil-painting for
brilliancy and force. Whereas the now happily by-gone fashion gave
us only the phantoms of pictures, having little more than indications
and, so to say, mere whisperings of color, it is now in the power of
water to rival oil, and to convince us that it is sometimes—that is, in the
hand of a master—capable of swimming above it. The manipulation
aow employed is altogether different from what it was in the
primitive period of Paul Sandby. Poor Paul ! how he would stare
could he witness what can now be accomplished by a fearless application
of sponge and pump water, by means of which alone can the desirable
quality of surface to be afterwards worked upon, be obtained. All
but complete obliteration of the first draught upon paper may seem a
rather round-about process, nevertheless it is the shortest cut to the
desired end. Painting in water-color has rendered especial service to
landscape by its power of expressing those atmospheric effects which are
not the least charm of English scenery. We confess to having no great
predilection—at least not in painting—for cloudless skies of unbroken,
unmitigated azure. AVater-pamting—for to the rank of painting it is

now risen, and has attained such degree of excellence as to exclude
the probability of further improvement as fiir as the modus operandi or
execution is concerned—is particularly well suited for landscape, inas-
much as it combines with clearness, force, and with vigour, delicacy.
What it now can do for architecture, when a subject of that kind has
to be treated pictorially, yet without any of the vulgar clap-trap of a
showily got-up competition design, hardly needs be said. AVithout
going quite so far as to assert we have seen many such, we certainly
have seen some beautifully-delineated and most exquisitely finished-up
wteriors, in whose execution all trace of elaboration was so completely
effaced that what was represented appeared to have been not drawn but

merely first breathed, and then permanently fixed upon the sympathetic
paper.

Some water painters avail th;?mselves occasionally of the assistance

of body color for producing sparkling lights, which, in our opinion, is so

fiir fiom partaking of trickery or unfair artifice, that it ought to be
looked upon as perfectly legitimate, since, so long as the desired eiTcct

be but produced, it surely matters not at all what are the means
employed.

If water now works wonders, so also can wood. Nothing less than
marvellous is the aggregate number of impressions from wood-blocks
that are constantly issued weekly in the numerous and various illus-

trated publications ; and even almost the poorest of such productions
show a decided advance upon such first attempts as were the Penny
Mayazine and its few contemporaries. Without much damage to our
general argument, we may admit that there is a good deal of rubbish,

our astonishment being that there is so much of positive merit, both as

to interest and cleverness of execution. Besides, there is no necessity

for retaining the worthless for the sake of possessing the good, because
the cream may be skimmed off, and the remainder flung away. The
Illustrated News, for instance, affords not a few choice pickings—really

artistic bits, well worthy of being consigned to the safe custody of
"guard-books," in which they can be classified according to their sub-
jects, and also indexed, so that any particular subject may be referred

to at once.

Thanks to wood-engraving and improved printing machinery, some
hundreds of thousands of drawings—many of them of far better quality

in every respect, price considered, than could reasonably be looked
for — are distributed hebdomadally throughout the entire length
and breadth of the land, and even further, scattering about the

seeds of art where, else, they would never fall. AVood-cngraving has
done very much for the dissemination of an acquaintance with art, by
giving a sort of ubiquity to the productions of the pencil. AVe have
only to compare, or rather to contrast, the " book-plates " of the last

century with the woodcut book illustrations of the present day, to b
convinced that we have not gone backwards. Where we have stood
still, without making the slightest effort to advance, is in our so-called

and so styling themselves " guide-books," which continue to be manu-
factured as vilely as ever, both as to letterpress and graphic description.

The "illustrations" are generally such utter abominations, that we
wonder the townspeople, the local residents, do not rise up and pro-
test against them, as being nothing less than being so many defamatory
libels. Such " illustrations " are only so far successful that they seem
to have succeeded in fathoming the lowest conceivable depth of graphic
utterance, unless we except the cuts to now obsolete penny ballads,

and—shall we ever be forgiven for saying so ?—the hideous mimicry of
the human face and form divine in the " illuminations " of medieval
manuscripts. Nor is the work of the pen at all behind that of the
pencil as regards vileness of execution, since, besides its other palpable

demerits, its tone is generally that of the most abject and nauseating
flunkeyism.

Had we no evidence to the contrary, but were compelled to judge
from the fact of such villainous productions being still tolerated, we
should declare art to be at the very lowest ebb among us. Strange
that with present means and appliances, no one should have thought it

worth while to provide something better for those who can afford

to pay for it, and would do so willingly too, could it but be had.
Surely there might just as well now be first-class guide-books as there
are first-class railway carriages,—books worthy of being " shelved " in

the mere honourable meaning of the term, by being allowed to find a
place on the shelf of a book-case. One would not unreasonably imagine
that there is room—that is, prospect of success—for something of far

superior quality to the ordinary so-called " Guides," manufactured
without the slightest intelligence of art, and with the most illaudable

indifference to its interests. There might, for instance, be what, whether
he held out such title or not, would answer to the character of something
more than a mere laquais de place, even that of a truly well-informed
cicerone. We could say very much more on this head, but we desist,

'

if only because we have, perhaps, already dwelt upon it too long, since
it certainly belongs rather to the ' reverse ' than the ' obverse ' or bright
side of our advance in art.

Turning therefore to what which if not immediately connected with
art, is nevertheless closely connected with the general diffusion of im-
proved taste, we advert to the decided improvement that has taken place

in furniture and all that appertains to the fitting up of rooms. Of
course we neither can, nor pretend to do more than bear our testimony
to " advance " generally. No doubt, most awful violations of good
taste—of the really artistic and aesthetic are still to be met with, and
sometimes perpetrated at very great and utterly wasteful expense.
Nevertheless, there is upon the whole a change decidedly for the better,

as is sufficiently evident on comparing some of fhe once fashionable but
now cast-off articles of furniture still to be found in those hospitals for

them hight brokers' shops, with similar ones at the present day. Chairs
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" seated " with blitck horse-hair bordered with brass nails are obsolete

and thinp;s of the past, as are likewise a great many other things that used

to be considered quite comme il /out, among them, window curtains

made to draw up by conls and pulleys, instead of falling in folds of

drapery requiring toue only drawn to.

The great improvements in the means of production in all that

adnunisters to taste now enables those who really possess taste to gratify

it at a minimum of cost. Confining our remarks to what may be done

under ordinary every-day circumstances, we give it as our opinion that

good taste is cheaper than bad. According to our notions, every-day

rooms ought to bear the expression of comfortableness, cheerfulness,

and a feelmg for quiet, simple, unambitious, and unpretending elegance;

in short, the very reverse of tawdry, vulgar showiness. As to the

highly desirable quality of cheerfulness, it does not depend upon the

Quantity of light admitted into a room, because, notwithstanding that

uere may be Ught enough and to spare, the general effect may be

more triste than hvely. Color alone for one tiling has very much to do

with producing character, either for good or the reverse. Merely by

means of judicious choice and contrast of colors an allegro tone may
be given to a room that would else be, if not exactly dismal, not a little

dull.

Hitherto scarcely anything at all has been done to direct the attention

of architects to the importance of color—^how much depends upon it in

in interior design, which, as far as color is concerned, is left a mere blank,

to be filled up ad libittim by the handiwork of the upholsterer and

tradesman decorator, alias paperhanger. Even such publications as

Hope's " Household Furniture," "Percier and Fontaine," "Borsato," and

many others of that class altogether ignore color, and take no account

whatever of it as a most important ingredient in the tout ensemble or

aggregate effect.

It may seem rather a contradiction to say that home becomes all the

homelier in proportion as it is embellished by the productions of the

artist-mind
;
yet so it is, since home is all the more endeared when it

is made to give evidence of sympathy with art and intellect. And it

is now possible for persons in moderate circimistances to surround

themselves with, and to bring to their fireside some of the most genial

outpourings of artistic conception. We do not care to quote dates, but

whether we be " the oldest inhabitant of the parish " or not, we can

remember the time when a room fitted up comme il faut, was a perfect

blank as to any expression of feeling for the a8sthetic. Indifference to

" surroundings " and appearances may pass for philosophical contempt

of attention to such minute matters, but it surely, at the same time,

indicates insensibility to the influence of the artistic and intellectual.

The influence of art is like that of sunshine—vivifying and cheering. It

is what you feel without noticing it, and cannot, if you attempted to

do so.
«

SIR F. E. SCOTT ON GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.
NOT the least remarkable feature of the controversy, known as the

" Battle of the Styles," is the fact that the Gothic party are able to

enlist on their side a succession of champions who, fighting under the (so-

caUed) banner of truth, wield the pen with skill and dexterity, and are

quite at home with the weapons of sarcasm and ridicule. Instance their

newest contribution, "Shall the New Foreign Office be Gothic or Classic ?"

by Sir Francis E. Scott, Bart., well and pleasantly written, sometimes

degenerating into slang, hut, on the whole, setting forth all that has been

and can be said for the general adaptation of Gothic architecture in civil

bnUdings, but more especially for the new Foreign Office.

In a pica addressed to the members of the House of Commons, which is

regarded as the first assembly of gentlemen in Europe, one would hardly

expect to find such a passage as the following, were it not that the intro-

duction of slang into good society has become unhappily too prevalent.

" Suppose I had matched a horse of my own for a heavy stake against

Lord Palmerston's Mainstone, or any other of his lot, and that on the day

of hi» nmning—the clerk of the scales was my nearest relation, and a

"pal" of mine was to act as starter instead of Hibburd, we should soon

hear the noble lord cry out that all was not on the square at these

Isthmian games, and stigmatise the attempt as a 'robbery' and a 'sell'

with all the energy and humour of which he is such a master ! Mutatis

mtitandis, it is precisely the Premier's own dodge in the match between

Gothic and Classic for the Foreign Office? For he has repeatedly

declared that Gothic shall never win ; and that whether in or out of office

he will do all in his power to prevent it.

" Under these circumstances the Gothic party have but one course left,

yiz., to hire a policeman and look out sharp for the ' railking-pail !'
"

Some allowance is undoubtedly to be made for the all-absorbing interest

of the Derby, on the eve of whicli the pampldet was written. That may
account for the turf allusions, but we may fairly put the question to the

readers of the Building News whether the above is anything like an

accurate account of the Foreign Office contest. It is perfectly needless to

reopen a discussion closed (albeit, most unsatisfactorily) ; but the " sell

"

and the " dodge " are decidedly on the other side, and to be laid to the

charge of the commissioner,—it may be a " pal " of the architect—who in

the race for the public office stake disqualified the two horses that first

passed the winning-chair, and ran up the number of one that had only

come in a good third.

Sir F. Scott regards' the members of the House of Commons not as legis- I
lators, but as horse-keepers and horse-riders. Indeed, he has a low opinion

of the " collective wisdom vho, " he says, " find it difficult even to pass an
Act of parliament that anybody can understand, or that somebody can't

evade." He gives them credit for appreciating the good points of ahorse,

and retiu-DS again and again to that animal for illustrations. Suppose it

be true that, " if an old Greek could come among us, he would swear that

our horses were worthy of the immortal gods, and our houses of the fools

that built them ;" there does happen to be a trifling ditference between

the building of a house and the breeding of a horse. Is the praise of

our Hellene visitant so certain? There are those, learned in horseflesh,

who tell us that our horses, trained to carry monkey-weights and run at

too early an age, are fast deteriorating. An immortal god must not

weigh sixteen stone, or he would not easily get a mount from a friend.

Under the head of " Gothic the National Style," the writer says that
" Gothic is national by right of birth, parentage, and possession ;" and,

ever keeping in view the stable mind, he adds :

—

" Now—for an illustration of its title to nationality—let us suppose you
have two horses in yom: stable, one born in the country, but whose sire

and dam were Arabs, and you know the year of their importation and who
the man was that brought them over ; the other of pure English stock,

but in whose pedigree, generations back, there occurs a cross of Arab
blood, which would have the better claim to be called a national horse ?

Mutato nomine, it is the case of the Classic style as compared with the

Gothic !
• "

Again, he speaks of Gothic as a style, " that, when young, saw Saxon,

Dane, and Norman fused into the Englishman, and that, when oM, knew
the civil and religious liberties of England to be inalienably established,"

and, j,therefore, he thinks it " is fairly and in justice, as in theory and
practice, entitled to be called " The National Style."

A style, to have a fair claim to the title of " National," should be shown
to have arisen in the midst of a people, to have been practised exclusively

by, or, at least, to have originated with them. Now, the very reverse of

these can he clearly demonstrated with regard to our own country.

The attempt of the Nationalists to appropriate as Englishmen the

Normans, within a century of their occupation and in the teeth of

history, is clever, but not candid. Sir F. Scott cites Pompeii as an instance

of the domestic architecture of the Greeks, and calls it " three parts

Greek and one part Oscan," notwithstanding it was, at the time of its

destruction, a Roman colony. Yet he hesitates to call the Normans three

parts French ana one part Scandinavian, or vice versa.

Occupying a territory within easy reach of Paris, these Norman-
French had participated in the civilisation of the capital, and brought

with them to England their architecture and manners. In vain the

Saxons struggled. Every post of honor and dignity, every castle and
tower was held by Normans. For two centuries our Kings were French
rather than English. It cost them a pang to leave even their bones with

us. Their constant intercourse with France, their intermarriages with

heiresses of lands in the neighbouring kingdom are familiar enough
History is too busy with the wars and quarrels of the Normans to note

the people of the country which they oppressed and pillaged. " Nation-

ality" might have been residing in the roystering Franklin or the

wretched serf, but wealth and power, and the consequent control of the

buddings were in the hands of the intrusive conquerors. These freely

called in other foreigners to assist in the erection of their edifices. But,

it may be said, this was not Gothic, but a round-arched style. If by

Gothic be meant the use of the Pointed arch, this can be traced distinctly

to France, where it occurs (in vaulting) a hundred years before its intro-

duction into England.
Sir F. Scott says, in reply to Anti-Gothic arguments in the House of

Commons :
— " Another objection of his lordship's (Palmcrston), that

' Gothic was not .an Enghsh style of architecture, it was imported from

abroad,' must be met with a flat contradiction."

Mr. Fergusson, in his admirable Handbook of Architecture.'h&fi sXiovra.

the early use of the Pointed arch in Provence, and both English and

French antiquaries quote S. Denis (1144) as the inauguration of the style.

If it could be proved that the Pointed arch originated in England, its

invention woiUd be due to the Normans, and not to the Saxons, \vhose

architecture was rude and a mere translation of wood into stone. That

they should invent a style which (if you will) flowed out of the " im-

ported" Norman is to the last degree improbable.

The origin of the Pointed arch must bo sought in the East. Like

religion and learning, it travelled thence. In constant use among the Arabs

during the eighth and ninth centuries, its general introduction into Europe

took place at the time of the Crusades. The western nations had up to

this period been proceeding on Roman models. The first Crusade took

place in 1096, and in 1099 Jerusalem was captured, of which Godfrey de

Bouillon assumed the sovereignty, and the kingdom lasted under his

successors tiU 1 187. Synchronizing with this period is the commencment
of the Pointed style.

Throughout Syria and Palestine the Crusaders found the gorgeous and

beautiful monuments of Moslem art. No wonder that the invadmg armies,

as they successively founded kingdom after kingdom of the provinces

wrested from the Turks, were aflected by the buildings, as seen beneath

that glowing sky, and amidst which they dwelt. The Greek court and,

city had a share also in their delight and astonishment ; and these

Oriental styles, acting on temperaments fired with religious enthusiasm

gave a new impulse to their architecture.

• Gothic was never imported into England. It grew naturally out of, and is the

highest development of the genius of the Anglo-Norman.
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Not that the Crusaders copied the style of those whom they spurned as

infidels, but they were influenced by forms grown familiar to their eyes,

and gradually (It may be even unconsciously) employed them. They
found round and pointed arches used together in the same building ; and,

whether they had or had not felt the want of the pointed form in vaulting,

the suggestion was before them. The only wonder is that they had not
earlier applied it, since the schools of Cordova had been from the twentieth

century tlie seminary of Christians for the study of mathematics, astrono-

my, medicine, chemistry, and botany. We derive from the Arabians our
numerals, paper, cotton, and gunpowder. Their carpets, embroideries in

gold and silver, their metal and leatherwork and sword-blades obtained a
perfection unknown to the rest of Europe, and radiated from that comer
of Spain first conquered.
The writer "repudiates as ridiculous " the term " ecclesiastical" as

applied to Gothic arcliitecture, notwithstanding the evidence in favour of

its correctness. The impulse given to architecture which resulted in the

perfection of " Gothic," arose from the crusading mania. The idea of

expelling the Turks from Palestine is due to the arrogant (some time
Cardinal) Hilderbrand, afterwards Gregory VII, who invented the spiritual

supremacy of the Fojie. From the first crusade (1096) to the seventh and
last (1248) the wealth of the clergy was extraordinarily increased, and
during this period the Roman Pontifls ruled supreme over the whole of

Christendom. As a natural consequence, the foundation of almost every
cathedral and abbey is laid somewhere within the above period. To it also

belongs the institution of religious and military orders, and the origin of
the Inquisition. The only depositories of learning, the holders of every
office of state, were the clergy. How, then, it can be said that Gothic was
not in its beginning the growth and offspring of a purely ecclesiastical

system it is hard to imagine. The catholicity of the style is a plain proof
of this, and we must confess ourselves unable to see the force of the argu-
ment that, because it was practised at a later period when the increased
commerce and consequent wealth of towns enabled them to obtain or
assert their freedom, Gothic is to be called the " style of liberty " and
thence beeomes the most proper for our adoption. There is one point
overlooked in putting forward this view, and that is the builders of the
" Gothic Broletti and Palazzi Pubblici of Italy, the Trade-halls and Town-

, halls of Flanders of the fourteenth and first half of the fifteenth centu-
ries " knew of no other style. Theirs was the choice of the immortal
iHobson. That they adapted it to their wants, and that it completely

atisfied those wants, is most true ; for so it was ever in every age and
levery comitry in which a living style was practised.

Deeply impressed as the Gothic party are with the idea of the nation-
dity and lineal descent of the English type, they abandon, one and all, the
ivocacy of its revival. A repetition of the houses in the Broad Sanc-

tuary, which acknowledge the "birth, parentage, and possession" of
"English Gothic, is not advised, bnt an adaptation from Continental styles,

land notably the Italian. What is this but a confession, a distinct admis-
Ision, that English Gothic is insufficient for their purposes, and that it

Imust be largely diluted from .abroad to meet their advanced views ? It is

Fthis Protean shifting that makes it so difficult to meet their reasoning.
Do they mean Gothic, old, new, or future ? There is an indefiniteness
about the last which makes it safe ground for theory, especially when un-
accompanied by drawings by way of illustration. It was this indistinct-
ness as to what was really meant by Gothic that called forth in the House
Mr. Coningham's remarks, which Sir F. Scott holds up to scorn and
derision.

Ho puts the following question to the Liberal members of the House of
Commons :

"Lord Palmerston has been called by some the 'veteran Reformer.'
Now, would you, would the men you represent, trust him implicity in this
matter f

"

" Certainly not."
"And if you decline to defer to his judgment on a question from which

his patronymic is derived, will you not refuse to submit to his dictation

—

for it amounts to that—on a subject that every one of you is, at any rate,
equally competent with him to discuss and comprehend ?

"

This appeal seems to ask for calm and dispassionate consideration.
Should any unfortunate member dare, however, to decide against, instead
of in favor of Gothic, let him look out for a repetition of the sneers
directed against the gentleman " who shies his little stick at Gothic
architecture whenever he can find an opening, and has the honor of
representing the interests of three miles of bathing-women and school-
boys, and a lot of the most pretentious and inconvenient houses that ever
rtared on the insulted sea."
The vigor of our author'."! style has before been adverted to. It may be

imagined what havoc he makes with such a fine field before him as the
miserable compo architecture that has rendered London so shabby a city
as to cause every Englislunan to feel humiliated when called upon to show
its beauties to any continental stranger. There we go along with the
writer, heart and soul ; but when he seeks to medievalise London, we are
compelled to part company. What if we think that a new Gothic build-
ing would be a failure, a mere experiment in art ; and Sir F. Scott thinks
the contrary ? Surely we can maintain our respective opinions without
mutual vituperation.
Were there no impediments to the re- use of Gothic architecture, arising

from its belonging to a bygone period and from its having worked itself
oul;—literally died a natural death—there would be an impassible obstacle
to its general employment in the character of the age. Whatever hard
words may be applied to the present national style (for, of course, we have
one)—however it may be called, ostentatious, tricky, false, deceptive.

lying—are these features not the reflex of certain national defects?
Society is crowded with shams. Everybody is wishing to be taken for
what he is not. Everything we cat, drink, and wear is other than what
it seems. Even our charitable institutions are infected with the same
taint. What chance have a few earnest men in fighting against tliis

Briarian monster ? The Gothic school have done good service in exposing
the abuses that have grown to be part and parcel of building, but their
partiality prevents them from seeing that their style is not the only one
that can be adopted as a groundwork for future development. There ia

even presumption in supposing that they can do more than was done by
those who hefd in their hands a living style, and yet allowed it to glide
away from them, until it disappeared altogether. The inevitable logical

conclusion is that Gothic was incapable of further cfTort. The neo-Classio
style, loaded as it has been with falsity, now mean, now pretentious, may
yet free itself from the shackles of precedent which have cramped its

freedom, and, asserting the principles and adopting the practice of true

architecture, may become the exponent of advanced civilisation and
refinement.

BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.

SIR,—On the 19th of April last a report came before the Court of

Common Council from the Bridge House Committee, recommending,
" That steps should be taken for permanently repairing • • •

Blackfriars-bridge * • * by rebuilding the defective pier

and the two adjoining arches ; and they asked that they might have
authority to inquire and report on the best mode of carrying that im-
provement (?) into effect," which, after some discussion, was agreed to.

These proceedings of the Court of Common Council only attracted my
attention two or three weeks ago, which I regret ; but as nothing has
since transpired publicly, I am not too late in stating that the moment I

read the Times report, which I have quoted, I was strongly impressed with
the excessive imprudence of laying out a large sum of money in such a
manner at the present moment, when Old Westminster-bridge is actually

being removed—when a railway bridge is to be immediately substituted

for Hungerford Suspension bridge—when the construction of another
railway bridge within a few yards of Blackfriars-bridge by the London,
Chatham, and Dover Company has just been authorised by Parliament

—

and when the imminence ot the embankment of the Thames or some
similar transmogrification of its channel is becoming every day more
evident.

So vivid is this impression, that it has induced me to make myself
master, as far as possible, of the circumstances, construction and repairs

of this bridge, which in importance stands certainly^third, if not second,

of the metropolitan bridges ; and having done so, I feel that no apology
is necessary for giving the public, through your columns, the benefit

of this information, to which I may add a few deductions and observations

to assist them in using it.

Blackfriars-bridge was the fourth of the metropolitan bridges in point

of date—Old London-bridge having been the first. Putney, or, as it

is sometimes called, Fulliam-bridge tlie second, and Old Westminster the

third. Blackfriars-bridge was originally called "Pitt" bridge, but with
the same perverse pseudo-philology which causes Victoria-bridge to be
mis-called "Chelsea-bridge," " Battersea-park-bridge," &c., it has become
so identified with the locality as to have entirely lost its original

appellation.

The committee was appointed, and some of the designs for it were got

out as early as 1754, more in_1757, but it was not settled or begun until

1 760, nor finished until 1 766.
" The original cost was, including approaches,

£265,000 in round numbers ; and between 1832 and 1843 upwards of

£105,000 were laid out in repairing it, since when it has cost nearly

£7,000 more to keep it standing, so that it has already been sufficiently

costly, without the.City of London, whose property it is, being needlessly

further mulcted in regard to it. In addition to this the highly-respectable

contractor for the repairs lost upwards of £35,000 by his contract, making
altogether a gross total cost of £412,000 up to the present time.

At the time of its erection it was looked upon and was a work " of an
abstracted, difficult, and unusual nature," and deemed " such as probably
will not ofier again for ages to come." The consequence of course was
that considerable anxiety and responsibility were felt by the " Gentlemen
of the Committee appointed by the Common Council of the City of London
for putting in execution a scheme," &c. It appears that they, therefore,

threw the matter open to competition and invited designs, wliich as the

business was so novel, elicited plans and models from all kinds of

nondescript aspirants in addition to those of the few architects and engi-

neers then in existence,—which of course either added to the difficulty of

selecting, or, as in modern competitions made a better cloak for jobbery,

although the bridge was " to be built in such a manner as to afford an
easy and safe passage across the river for ages to come, and convey a just

idea to our posterity of the wealth and opulence of this city, and withal

show them how sensibly Englishmen have always thought and acted in

things where the public is concerned."
Out of a great number of plans which were presented to them, the Com-

mittee first picked'eleven plans by eight authors—three of which were by
one who had himself sent in eleven. Ofthose rejected it is not my purpose

to take up your space with accounts or criticisms, though I have seen

enough to be able to say that I believe more than one were superior to

that decided on ; but one of those, by the ever venerable John Smeaton,

I dare not dismiss thus. In this, as in all his other works, tlie towering

genius, the keen perspicacity, the freedom from the shackles of precedent,

the power of adaptation and execution, and the severe mechanical and
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philosopliical truth of that great pioneer of the science of engineering are
strikinijly apparent ; but alas he was in this at least before !iis time, and
Londoners were deprived of the gratiticatiou and advantages which for

generations they would have derived from the completioD by him of au
important and conspicuous public work.
The length of span and flatness of his arclies, which were segmental,

the lightness of liis piers, tlie easiness of his gradients and api)roaelios, his

intention to build his piers in coflerdams, so as to go thoroughly down to

n. good pile foundation uninconimoded by the water, tlie absence of

nieretricous ornamentation—for his bridge, like his mind, principles, and
conduct, was grandly simple—all in short which lias since been found by
experience to be sound both in theory and practice, only constituted with
his ignorant judges reasons for rejecting his design ; therefore, it is not
only lost to us, but we have instead a costly, inferior, and troublesome
Eubstitute, which only caution, prudence, patience and foresiglit can
prevent from becoming still more costly and troublesome. I have not
room in tliis letter to give so much of its design and execution as will be
requisite to enable a fair opinion tu be formed of it as it stands, much less

of its possible or probable future, so must trouble you again.

I am, &c.,

Clapham, 1st August, 1860. F. W. Be.uimont, C.E.

C.\ST STEEL BELLS, FOB CHURCHES, &e.

THE bell, as a call or alarm, is of very ancient origin. Used among the Jews,
Greeks, Romans, and Early Christians, it was applied by them to variety

purposes. By the Romans as a call at bathing time, &c., &c., and by the Greeks,

by means of tlieir " Codonophonis," who walked and rang it at their funeral

processions. In Britain, before tlic conclusion of the seventh century, it was in

general use, and as early as tlie ninth century many were cast of a large size and
deep note. Turketulus, Abbot of Croyland, who died about A.D. 870, gave a
great bell to the church of that abbey, and Athelstane made it a Saxon law to
provide everj- church with bells. The ancient custom of baptising the bells and
ringing the passing bell from a superstitious idea tliat by sucli means evil spirits

were frightened away, shows the importance attached to them, and their

propertiesare summed op by an old author in the following lines :

—

"I^audo Beam verum, plebem voco, confugo clerum
Del'unctos ploro, pestem fugo, feata decoro."

Peals for churches are jieculiar to England, and we may thank them for many
a poetical idea, as ringing across hill and vale of our native country, they awake
many a tender itwollection, and welcome many a weary-footed traveller to his

long-left home. But we have to deal with the practical rather than the poetical,

and although the distinction may not be so great as many would have us think,
we must come to plain facts and figures, and deal with the spirit of invention
rather than that of fiction. Tlie old system of bell making and bell hanging was
tedious and costly. Each one as it became in its turn, larger than its piederessor,
became also the wonder of the day, ami like tlie Great Britain and Gieat Eastern
steamships of our time, created" similar sensations. As architecture in all its

Gothic splendor became, under the auspices of such men iis William ofWjkeham
and others, the leading art and science of the time, so the peals of bells, which
were to give out that brazen music, indicative of the majesty and permanence of
the structure, and to call woi-shippers to the shrine, assumed a proportionate
value ai:d importance.
The alloy at present in use for large bell-casting of the ordinarj' composition is

on an average of from three to four parts of copper to one of tin. The gi'eat

object of all bell-casting is as far as practicalile to secure a musical and pene-
trating sound with as little material as possible. A due regard must be had to
height of elevation, position, and that the vibration may be perfectly free from
all check which may be the consequence of rigid fl.xing. This vibration

we may safely presume, transmits the shock from the strike of the clapper witli

the sound to the air around it, thus any check to it confines the effect to the bell

itself, and so shivers the section. This was the case with " Big Ben," and though
fears may have been entertained of the strength of the tower to withstand the
vibration unchecked, some more scientific mode of casting may have been dis-

covered, and some other alloy used, which may have allowed ol rigidity, so that
it was compeus-i ted ibr by strength of metal. The larsjer the hell the greater pro-
portion of tin is employed in the casting. This will certainly tend to mate it

more brittle, and therefore the greater the danger of fracture.

Amidst all the fever created by such a gigantic failure, the somewhat smaller
specimens of this art, of late advancing so rapidly, are either imiioticed or for-

gotten. Some few years back the idea of cast steel bells would have been, like

other great discoveries in their turn, quite cliimerical, but recent experience is

proving that their general use in this country is inevitable, and calculated to dis-

sipate the idea that one alloy only can be used for such a purjiose. They may,
some very few years back, have been consigned to that mysterious place wliere

Sinbad's old moons and those unmusical, ideal creations of the novelist, silver

bells, have been summarily sent by a practical generation, as practical men in

tlwee days often believed in great fallacies, and ridiculed that wliich has since

made many a millionaire against his own prejudices and convictions. But under
the skill ctniaiiufaeturers these steel bells have been produced with a perfection
hitherto unequtiljed, and the earlier experiments must have been oi tlie most
expensive nature. Where capital, enterprise, and energy are brought to bear
upon tliat which must be theoretically correct, a great success is generally the
result, and we must not shut our eyes or our ears, to the fact that in this

instance a great success has been achieved.

The application of cast-steel to such a variety of purposes, to which it has
been found so well adapted, might almost induce that courageous individual who
will undertake the compilation of our new dictionarj', to style this the " steel,"

as that immediately preceding it, has been called the " Iron Age." As the
chemical knowledge of alloys <nay be said to be in mere Infancy, we may hope
that the previous essays of Muntz, Bessemer, and others, are but the fore-

nmners of many important changes in a brancii of science which should open
out such a wide field for speculative theory followed closely by practical applica-

tion. Vie may complain—were we in the humour for complaint—that as the
medical man olten prefers the established precedent, rather than a feasible theory
based upon the fiat of reason ; so would the engineer generally accept the dictum
of his pocket-book, than enter upon a chemical course of theory, which
Bcientifically right, an uncertain or improper mode of carryUig out, may produce

an unsatisfactory result. It is then quite refreshing to hear of those who will

strike out of the beaten track, and comliining invention with the S])irit of enter-
prise and capital, render all effective. Such has been done in a remarkable degree
by those eminent steel maiiufiictiirei-s, to whose extensive works our attention has
lately been directeil, Jlessrs. Naylor, Vickers, and Co., of Sheffield, where they
have extensive premises devoted to that and otlier puiTioses, amongst which we
may enumerate casting steel bells, being sole patentees. This is done at prices
averaging less than oiie-thii-d that of the ordinary bell-metal, and with an
advantage of being half the weight with an equal diameter, and so producing a
greater intensity of tone, being lieard at an incredibly long distance. A less

weiglit is, therefore, required to produce the same quality of note, and owing
to the greater elasticity of stei^l, wliieh is in the proportion of three to one to
brass bell-metal, the greater the number and rapidity of vibrations. Agam, the
strength of cast-steel bell-metal is tliree times greater than that of brass, and is,

therefore, most difficult to fracture. Each bell is provided witli a steel-

spring so preventing the clapper resting upon it (after striking), wliich
would produce a disagreeable tone. A moveable axle is used for elevating
or de))ressing the point of oscillation of a bell, to suit the power
of the ringer, but this applies only to bells 24 inches diameter and upwards. Cast
iron yokes can also be provided, if necessary, which are lighter and cheaper
than wooden ones. These bells are suitable for churches, chapels, colleges, pub-
lic institutions, factories, railway-stations, farmhouses, for fire-alarms, fog signals,

&c. The patentees have produced since the year 1855 upwards of 1,SHX) bells,

several having been cast of '2}j tons weight, the latter being used for fire-alarm
in American towns; others have been placed in churches, chapels, &c., in the
north of England and America. The principal demand at present is for abroad,
but we should anticipate, by the facts that have come within our cognisance, that
the cast steel bells will speeilily be very extensively used in the United Kingdom.
Messrs. Naylor, Vickers, and Co., have a sample peal at their works in Sheffield,

and we understand several peals are distributed over the country—viz., at
Cholford, Bridlington Quay, Stainland near Halifax, Eastwood, and Bamford.
The process adopted in the manufacture of a large cast steel bell is as follows

(here we quote from the Illustrated London Nnos of some time back, for we
cannot improve upon the description) :

—

"A large iron vessel, plugged at the bottom, was placed in the pit, above the
mould, to act as a funnel, and the molten steel was poured into it from the cru-
cibles. The emptying of the crucililes (105, containing SOlbs. each) into the funnel
excited much interest, requiring a great amount of skill, care, and nerve. The
men had all been told off into companies, each man having an assigned post and
a fixed portion of the work. The carrying and emptying of the crucibles is a
painful and difficult task, but it was performed with the utmost order and ce-
lerity, the whole ofthe crucibles being brought up from the furnaces and emptied
in the brief space of six minutes. The moment that part of the process was
finished the plug was drawn from the bottom of the funnel by means of a crane.
The fiery liquid then ran into the mould in a copious and uninterrupted stream,
and the work of casting was complete. When the metal was sufficiently cooled
to permit of an examination, it was found that the huge casting was perfiectly

sound. The weight of the casting is 2 tons 12 cwt., or 5,82311k., and the dimen-
sions arc:—Height, 5 feet 3 inches; diameter at the mouth, C feet 2 inches ;

thickness at the sound bow (where the Clapper strikes), 4;', inches."

We will leave the comparative cost of the cast-steel bell with citing one instance
as a datum for all those who might wish to form an estimate. The great " Tom
of Lincoln " weighs about 5 tons, 8 cwt., costing from £800 to £1,000. A large
cast-steel bell of^the same note and diameter weighs about 2^- tons, i.e., C,720 lbs.

at lOd. per pound, which equals a total of £280, leaving a balance in favor of the
latter, of say £520, which is a great consideration at a time when economy is

almost paramount.
Although some may cling to the time-honored bell of the olden time, as it rings

a solemn curfew from the weather-beaten, ivy-mantled tower, and our Gothicists

may deem it almost sacrilege to innovate witii a new idea, that which is sacred
to dust, gloom, cobwebs, and an " old familiar sound," we must observe that the
real use of a bell, after all, is to call the congregation to |)rayer, and that which
does so the loudest, and most musically, is the best for the purpose. Durability
and strength must triumph over cracks and feebleness, and whilst we must honor
the old bells for what they have done, we may anticipate that future generations
will weave a chain of associations around their tlieu old cast-steel bells, as we may
now do around their predecessors.

We have written more on this subject than we originally intended, but we
merely wish to direct the attention of the architectural profession to that which
bids fair to realise important advantages at a moderate cost, and efiect a change
in the art of bell-casting generally, most adaptable to modern exigencies.

B.

HOLY CROSS CHURCH, CROSTON, LANCASHIRE.*
THIS church was erected in 1855. It is situated on an elevated spot

near Croston Hall, the seat of S. Robt. TraflTord, Esq., at whose expense

the church has been erected. It is built of local stone, in regular sized courses,

of a purplish green hue, which forms a good contrast to the dressings,

which are in the yellow Ormskirk stone. The roofs are covered with
Staffordshire blue tiles. Interiorly, the whole of the roofs are divided

into panels by pitch pine moulded ribs. The chancel arch and angles of

windows, &c., are in Bath stone. Tlie arcading which divides the sanc-

tuary from the sacristy is enriched by gilt metal screens, by Messrs.

Ilardman, of Birmingham. The sanctuary is furnished with a Caen stone

altar, enriched with marbles, the rcredos of which contains angels in

attitudes of adoration turned towards the tabernacle, which is metal giltj

on each side are placed stalls for the celebrant and servers. The east

window is filled by a rich toned glass by Hardman, and was jiresented by
Mr. TrafTord's brother.

The cost of the work, exclusive of fittings, is £1,100. The contract

was carried out by Messrs. Lane and Lewis, of Birmingham. The work .

was executed from the designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Welby I'ugin. ^

* For Illustration, see page C&i.
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THEATKICAL SCENERY.

IN consequence of the Are wliich reduced the Royal Italian Opera
House, the scenery, dresses, and "properties" to aslics, every revival

is as costly as if it were an entirely new performance, and, therefore, the

extraordinary splendor with whicli old operas arc produced at this

theatre is a most praiseworthy example of the spirit, taste, and liberalitj-

with whicli Mr. Gye fulfils his engagements with his company, his sub-
scribers, and the public. We have witli tlio close of the season to notice

the scenery and artistic effects of " La Prophete," " La Favorita," and
" Orfco e Euridice." The first scene with which "La Prophete" com-
mences is the Castle of the Baron with the environs of Dordrecht, near

the Meuse. It is very picturesque in character and as nicely painted,

reminding us very much of the JJutch pictures by Van Goycn. Tlie act

concludes with the interior of the Inn kept by John of Leyden, wlio after-

wards becomes the Prophet and Emperor of Germany. The second act

changes at once to a forest in Westphalia— the camp of John and the

Anabaptists, whose leader he ha.s been induced to become. In the distance

is the city of Monster—the city they are about to assault. The time is

winter, and the lake, occupying a large portion of the stage, is frozen. On
one side is a picturesque Uutcli vessel embedded In the ice, and on the other
is a bank rising gradually from the ground, and its highest point is placed

between a leafless tree and a windmill, and serves on several occasions to

vary and assist the grouping of the figures most advantageously. The
frosty tone of the background ia very etrcclire for occasional relief, when
the masses of figures separate, their dresses being generally dark and rich

in color. The dresses of the three Anabaptists who seduce John to

become the Prophet being long an,l black, give a feature and effects to

the scenes, in whicli they appear very rarely to be seen on the stage.

For instance, in this scene, when a female prisoner in white is held by
them, particularly in combination with tlie surrounding frost and snow, it

presents a point of interest. This being the camp of the insurgent Ana-
baptists, the peasants are seen skating across the middle distance bringing
provisions, and the whole stage is immediately covered by soldiers,

prisoners in rich dresses, monks, and others. Shortly afterwards the
peasants skate across the front amongst the groups and are followed by
others with sledges. The principal skaters are in red, and the women
mostly in red and green. When the skating dances begin, the lookers-
on occupy the sides of the stage—the rising bank already alluded to afford-

ing the boys and girls a good opportunity of seeing the performance, the
whole presenting an excellent picture and a very animated scene, a tinge
of warm color in the horizon serves to connect the sky with the fore-

ground, the groups ef cliildren on the bank carry tlie colors upwards,
and the masts and the sails of the Dutch vessel on the other side, perform
the same useful operation—namely, giving breadth and unity to the
general effect. Besides which, the bank, with the children upon it, tlie

windmill on the further side and rather behind them, the leafless tree on the
nearer side, and the spectators beneath the bank, arrange in a very
picturesque manner, whenever a principal dancer or skater happens to

come within the lines of composition. Night is now supposed to come on,
the scene is thrown into darkness, the lights are turned down in the
theatre, and people appear on the stage bearing torches and sledges with
lanterns, all gradually quitting the camp, crossing at the back as they came.
The tent of the Anabaptists, supposed to be on the same spot, is the next
scene, and when the enormous expanse of this stage is taken into con-
sideration, the scene being painted nearly in monotone, it will be readily
conceived that a very extraordinary appearance is produced. An idea of
the general color may be best, if not very elegantly, conveyed by saying
that it resembles closely cocoa in the cake, having besides the warm
local tint that peculiar blush of grey seen on the surface of that
domestic article of consumption. Tliere is a large and Gothic cornice
running along the top, being of a more positive and rather blackish grey;
from the centre at the top the curtains of the tent separate in large and
handsome folds extending gradually downwards, and the whole is painted
in gradations of tlie monotone described, and varied by dark red orna-
ments, thus producing a very fine effect, particularly so from being opposed
by the delicate coolness of the distant view of the camp seen through the
opening formed by the curtains of the tent being thrown aside at the
bottom. This latter effect is much assisted by the red table-cover, which
forming a more vivid contrast to the cool color of the back scene, relieves

the monotony of the curtain, throws it by contrast into a vast breadth of
middle tint, and also gives life and point to the whole. The picture is

complete when the Anabaptists in their black dresses make their appear-
ance, one of them wearing a dark red vest, which increases the variety of
the tints. The sameness in the general tone of the curtains is also broken
by a faint light supposed to come from a window at the side, which being
widely diffused affords more opportunity of varying the gradations. The
stage is filled up on that side by a large Gothic cabinet or apartment from
over which the rays of light strike on the curtains.

The hero of the opera, John of Leyden, has now assumed the dress of
the Prophet—a white surcoat, covering a splendid breastplate—and which
in the camp scene where we return, being in close and frequent contact
with the black dresses of tiie Anabaptists, and forming the most violent
opposition without color, produces entirely new combinations in the winter
Ticw we have already described, especially when John and his three com-
panions first appear on the bank, previously occupied by the children, the
stage being covered with soldiers in various uniforms, all relieved by the
frost scene in the distance. The eftect here is both fine and novel. The
whole scene being in subdued light, the white dress of John, supported by
the black dresses of the Anabaptists, stands out witli great force. The
effect ia also very fine when John is surrounded by all his followers,

kneeling and receiving his blessing. But the finest effect of all in this
scene is the last, when the whole is seen under a red light, John and his
three companions standing again on the bank, and the troops and peasants
are below, the colored light giving depth and richness to their dresses,
those of John and the Anabaptists, although moderated by the red tint,

still appear the prominent feature; the bright armour of the soldiers
sparkles fitfully in the mellowed rays of the morning sun, and their swords
gleam brightly when raised above their beads, saluting the banner of the
Prophet.
The third act commences with a square in the City of Munster, on the

right the town-hall, a beautifully-painted street in the distance, and an
ancient well in the foreground. The place has been stormed and taken by
the Anabaptists ; the citizens are rushing about to conceal their wealth.
The general color of the buildings approaches a grey, varied by reddish
tiles, the principal of which are those on the covering to the well. The
dress of Fides, who is in search of her son John the Prophet, is grey, with
a black cloak, and a white scarf over her head, forming the key to the
retiring color of the buildings, and supported by the various dresses of the
inhabitants by whom she is surrounded. The sky in this scene, as in a
former one, becomes warmer towards the horizon; distributes the different-

toned reds of the tiles and brickwork, and gives brilliancy to the cool tint

of the distant street, and the water in that part of the picture. The effect

is however more complete when Bertlia, the betrothed of John, comes on
to Fides, owing to her dress being darker than that of the latter, not so
dark, however, as her cloak, but a darker tint of the same color as the
shadows and doors of the buildings, and rather warmer in tone, which
brings forward the one and throws back the other. There is a great
breadth of lighten the distant houses, quay, water, and vessels, which also

spreads over the foreground of the scene on the left, and is balanced on
the right by the buildings forming a right-angle to those in the centre,
receiving a large portion of warm light. This view is followed by the
most splendid scene in the opera, and shows to great advantage the vast
expanse of the proscenium. It is the interior of a magnificent cathedral,
in which the ceremony is performed by which John of Leyden becomes
Emperor of Germany. In front of the centre aisle a platform has been
raised, along which the procession passes. It consists of church dignitaries
and their subordinates, crowned heads and their followers, and of course
John himself, the three Anabaptists, soldiers and banner bearers, while
crowds of religious fanatics fill up the front of the stage, falling on their

knees as soon as the well-known march has ceased, and the peals of the
organ announce that the more serious part of the ceremony is being per-
formed. On each side are chapels ornamented with sculptures, paintings,
and entablatures in black and white marble. John returns crowned as
Emperor, and the celebrated interview takes place between him and his
mother, whom he disowns. This event offers an excellent opportunity for

complicated grouping and the display of gorgeous costumes, which has
been turned to admirable account. Beneath the arches on the further side

of the platform guards and spectators are painted, which gives fulness and
reality to the view, whenever the groups in the front happen to separate
and show any portion of the back scene. Along the side of the platform
are men in steel armour ; on each side of the stage, in advance of the
crowd, are kings wearing their crowns, clad in splendid gilt armour, and
hanging from their shoulders are long pale yellow cloaks, lined with white
fur, reaching to the ground. In the centre, on the steps which connect the
platform with the stage, are clustered the heralds and other attendants,
having parti-colored costumes, which being besides rather dark in their
tints generally, give great relief to the white dress, gilt cuirass and
crimson cloak worn by John. The dark dress of his mother is relieved by
the splendid and delicate effect of the row of kings on one side, and the
black garments of the Anabaptists receive assistance from the row of
kings on the other. The various colors on the stage are carried up and
distributed by large golden candelabra along the platform, the marble,
paintings, and sculptures belonging to the chapels already described
besides by the numerous banners judiciously placed, so as to fill up and
to detach the different groups one from the other; and we noticed at one
time that some white flags were admirably arranged for that purpose.
There is great variety in this splendid scene; for during the long interview
between the Prophet and his mother several changes are made, and the
eye is constantly relieved by new and unexpected combinations.

After the gorgeous brilliancy of the coronation scene, the prison in one
of the subterranean dungeons belonging to the Palace of Munster becomes
a rather violent contrast, but will not require a very long description,
being merely the usual dark grey stonework, but the dress of the mother,
who is confined here, instead of the splendid background just wit-

'

nessed, now falls into the general gloom of the scene, and is only relieved
by her dress being a little lighter and her cloak a little darker than the
stone walls of the dungeon, her face surrounded by the white head-dress
giving a point of interest to the picture. The effect, although very
sombre, is however perfectly harmonious, and is moreover an arrangement
often adopted by celebrated painters. The last scene restores to us the
dazzling display so pleasing in the coronation scene. It is the banqueting-
room in which John, knowing he had been betr.ayed by the Anabaptists,
holds his final orgy, has assembled his betrayers as well as his conquerors,
the female partners of his pleasures, and after a drinking song gives the
fatal signal : flames come up through the stage; a tremendous explosion

follows, and the whole of the princely room is changed into smoking ruins.

His mother rushes through them— falls into his arms, and they all perish
together.

The scenery in " La Favorita ' is all excellent .ind appropriate, but it U
the last scene on which the artist has hitherto bestowed all his skill and'
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inrention ; and although tho monastery which formerly terminated tliis

opera—destroyed in the fire— possessed a more massive and solemn
cnbct than the present one by Mr. Beverley, still it is very -well arranged
as regards the processions, most skillfully managed with respect to the
combination of the colors, and is besides both brilUant and effective in its

gCDeral aspect. We will, however, describe it fully.

A distant church seen through a large arch, has the morning sunlight
sparkling on its windows. A long line of cloisters are beneath it, extend-
ing nearh- across the stage, which, with the intervening graveyard, form
the middle distance of the picture. A procession of monks in white is seen
passing liencath the cloisters at the back of the scene, tlie whiteness of

their dresses blending well with the light stonework, including the church
above them, illumined as the whole of the distance is by the pale and clear

light of early morning. At a right angle with the line of arclies, through
which the monks are seen passing, one side of the quadrangle is in direct

perspective from the audience to the back of the scene, the gloom at the

end being relieved by a painted shrine, lit by a lamp, throwing a warm
light, which contrasts and gives clearness to the cool light striking on the

cloisters, and the distant church by its side and above it. The warm light

of the shrine at the extreme end of the cloister on the left is itself opposed
by some diagonal rays of the cooler light of the morning coming through
the arches and crossing the pavement beneath. Additional effect is ob-

tained by a window of richly-stained glass being placed at the top of tho

cloister, and nearest to the audience, supposed to be illumined from the in-

side of a chapel on the left, where a religious ceremony is in progress, and
the tones of the organ are heard. This stained glass window, besides con-
trasting with the cool color outside, distributes the warm tints about the
arches, and causes the distant shrine to keep its place. A part of the
third side of the quadrangle crosses the stage to the right, and terminates
with a large cross raised on steps, and forms the foreground of the picture.

A large pillar near the centre of the stage has a marble figure inserted in

a niche, giving a point of interest to the upper part of the scene, and sug-
gesting a line of communication with the stained glass window on the left

and the top of the cross on the right.

Various changes in the general effect take place while the monks are
seen moving about with their lanterns from beneath the cloisters to the
ground outside where they are employed in digging their graves. But the
arrangement is at its fulness when a large body of pilgrims clad in drab,
with a slight tint of red in it, which, from the number, produces a fine

mass of low toned, but clear warm color, contrasting admirably with the
fine morning light outside, the white dresses of the priests producing
an excellent comparison with the extreme luminous part of the sky—the
local against the aerial—and the dark tints of the picture are thrown into

distance and subordination by the black scarves over the white portion
of the priestly costume. The cloisters being filled with monks and pil-

grims, the chief priest ascends the steps of the cross, they all fall on their
knees, and mass is performed.
Some branches overhead filling part of the ruined arch. The large

branch of a tree, also, with its foliage, stretches across the top of the
scene, partially filling the openings left in the ruined portions of the
central arch of the cloisters, through the fragments of the stonework, the
branches and the leaves of the trees, the bright blue of the sky, sparkles
vividly overhead, balances the blaek and white of the priestly cos-
tumes, rendered positive by the warm drab dresses of the kneeling
pilgrims on the ground, and those two lines are brought together by a
third formed of the distant shrine and arches of the cloisters which cross
at the back, where the rising spire of the church contrasts with the bend-
ing figures in the foreground, and in return receives elevation from
comparison with their prostrate position on the pavement of the cloister.

The chief priest standing above the whole group on the upper step of the
cross, becomes a counterpoise to the stained-glass window on the opposite
side, and forms a great point of interest, rising into a pyramidal form, and
completes as finely a composed scene as the ingenuity, taste, and skill

of the scene-painter ever put upon the stage.

Gliick's classical opera of " Orfeo e Euridice " would not bear any great
amount of showy scenery, although the subject of it being drawn from the
heathen mythology woiJd seem to suggest such a course ; but the plot is

so simple and the music so pure, that the intention of the composer might
very easily have been overborne by injudicious decoration, had not good
taste and discretion stepped in to save his fame from so great a calamity.
The two principal scenes—the one being a representation of the Gates of
Erebus and the other of the Elysium Fields—were very diflJcult to paint
and arrange with sufficient effect, without becoming too like many opening
and transformation scenes of a Christmas pantomime, or of a fairy
extravaganza for the amusement of holiday-makers at that festive season.
Any such mistake would have been fatal to the dignity and importance of
this opera.

On the curtain rising, a very classically designed and solitary grove is
seen. In the centre of the stage is the tomb of Eurydice, Orpheus leaning
npon it, bewails in melancholy tones her loss. Shepherds, shepherdesses,
and nymphs are in attendance, bearing garlands of myrtle and funeral
vases, while others spread perfumes and cover the tomb with flowers. A
plaintive chorus is sung and a ballet of measured step is danced. The
most prominent trees are those of laurel and cypress, which with the rest
of this quiet scene are skilfully painted.

In the second act the whole extent of this fine stage represents a vast
cavern, in which is the entrance to Erebus, from whicli whitish flames
arise, while the interior of the cavern has a red glare thrown over it
suggestive of a high state of temperature. Orpheus enters the cavern from
the highest part of an incline—nearly at the top of the theatre—followed

by furies, step by step, in amazement at his audacity, until he arrives ou
the stage, where he is received by a crowd of demons and furies. They
refuse to make way for him at the entrance of the infernal regions, but he
charms them with his lyre, they pity his temerity, and at length they open
their ranks, he advances to the mouth of the flaming gulf, and slowly
descends through the sheet of white flame that greets his arrival there,

and, in contrast with the warm glow by which it is surrounded, forms a
very effective and appropriate point of interest at the right moment.
The scene which belongs to the third act is Elysium, and in the front of

a very delicately painted distance, and an ethereal atmosphere, nothing
else are seen than arclies covered with flowers, groves, fountains, and
green meadows, where repose the shades of the blessed, arranged in very
picturesque groups. The costume of the happy shades is light in tint and
blends with the evanescent color of the back scene, and thelong white veil in

which Eurydice appears, forms the key to the whole picture. The beauty
of this scene consists in the remarkably simple means by which so unusual
an effect is produced, and at the same time so appropriate to the pure
classical, and ideal nature of the subject.

The fourth act commences with a scene of an obscure cavern, and
through the winding paths Orpheus comes forward leading Eurydice,
without looking at her, from the infernal regions. The well-known trans-

gression takes place, he is induced to steal a glance, the charm is broken,
and she dies. Here we cannot refrain from noticing, although not
connected with our present purpose, the wonderfully beautiful musical
scena which now takes place when Orpheus laments the death of Eurydice.
It is the longest, the most plaintive, and most marvellously sustained com-
position on a single theme that is known to the lyric stage—it is most chaste
in style, affecting to an extraordinary degree, and the intentions of the
composer are developed by Mdlle. Csillag, as Orpheus, with a finish, skill,

and pathos deserving of all praise. But to return to our subject. The
God of Love will not allow so much fidelity to he punished so severely for a
fault so trifling, he therefore restores Eurydice to life, the affectionate

pair sing a hymn to love, and the curtain falls.

METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
AS AMENDED BY THE SELECT COMMITTEE.*

Communications between Sewers in dijferent Parishes or Districts, and
Payment of Compe^isafioji, S^c, in consideration thereof.—XXXVI. Whereas
it is in and by the firstly-recited Act provided that the Metropolitan Board of
Works shall from time to time, in order to secure the eflieient maintenance of the

main and general sewerage of the metropolis, make such general or special

orders as to them may seem proper for the guidance, direction, and control of the j
vestries of parishes and district boards in the levels, construction, alteration,

maintenance, and cleansing of sewers in their respective parishes or districts, ^
and for securing the proper connexion and intercommunication of the sewers of
the several parishes and districts, and their communications with the main sewers
vested in the said Metropolitan Board, and generally fertile guidance, direction,

and control of vestries and district boards in the e.\-ercise of their powers and
duties in relation to sewerage, and all such orders shall be binding upon such
vestries and boards : be it enacted, that whenever the said Metropolitan Board
shall, in exercise of the said power, have ordered that any sewer or sewers vested
in the vestry, district board, or other body having control over the sewers in

one parish, district, or part shall, for the purpose of outfall or otherwise, be con-
nected with any sewer or sewers vested in the vestry or district board of another
parish, district, or part, or other body having control over the sewers in such
parish, district, or part, it shall be lawful for the vestiy, district board, or other
body, for the drainage of whose parish, district, or part such connexion shall be
required, and at whose instance and request such onler shall have been made, to

execute all necessary works as well within their own parish, district, or part as
within any other parish, district, or part which shall he specified in the said

order of the Metropolitan Board for effecting such connexion
;

provided that
every communication to be made by any vestry, district boai'd, or other body
with any sewer out of their own parish, district, or part shall be made under the
supervision and to the satisfaction of the board, vestry, or other body having
control over such last-mentioned sewer ; and where it shall appear to the said

Metropolitan Board to be equitable and Just under the circumstances of tlie case,

that any vestry, board, or other body so connecting their sewers with the sewers
vested in another vestry, district board, or other body should pay such last-

mentioned vestry, board, or body any compensation or remuneration, either in

one sum or by yearly or other payments, for the use of their sewer, it shall be
,

lawful for the said Metropolitan Board to order and direct payment of such com-

'

pensation or remuneration accordingly, and the vestry board or other body to

whom any such payment shall be directed to be made may recover the same from
the vestry board or" body directed by such order to make such payment, either by
action at law or before a Justice of the Peace, in a summary manner.

Begulations as to breaJdng up Tumpilte Bontls.—XXXVII. The one
hundred and fifty-seventh section of the firstly-recited Act is hereby repealed ;

and in lieu thereof be it enacted, that the Metropolitan Board of Works, and
any vestry or district board may, where necessary for the purpose of executing
any work authorised by the recited Acts or this Act, open and break up any
turnpike road, under and subject to the restrictions and provisions hereinafter

contained ; that is to to say, three days' previous notice, with a full description

of any intended works, shall be left at theofficcof the Commissioners or Trustee,

of the Koad, and except by the permission of the said Commissioners orTrusteess
the traffic of the road shall not at one time be stopped or hindered along more
than half of its width, nor if the half left open be of less than the clear width of

fourteen feet along more than one hundred yards in length, and the party doing
the works shall cause all openings in the roads to be effectually secured and
fenced, and affix and maintain lights during the night near to the place wliere the

ground is open, so as to prevent accidents; and the said Commissioners or

Trustees are hereby absolved from all liability in respect of any accident arising

in consequence of such works ; and the party doing the work shall restore every

road so opened or broken up to its original state as to surface and material ; an

* Continued from page Oil,
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in order to meet tlie future expenses consequent on the subsidence of materials

newly fitted in, shall pay to such Commissioners or Trustees on demand such

sum as they sliall require for such purposes, not exceedinff one shillinp for every

snperflcial square yani, and so far as tlio works affect the same, shall make good
all drainage, paving of water channels, kerbs, or footpaths, and other matters

and things connected with the maintenance of the road, and in default, the

surveyors of the said Commissioners or Trustees may cause the necessary work
to be done, and in all cases of expense incurred by any such surveyor on the

default of the party doing their works, such party shall pay such expense to the

Commissiouers or Trnstees on demand.
Clause E.—Plan, Sfc., nf Wnrhs (iffecting Bailvays or Canals to be

tuhndttcd to Companies.—XXXVIII. Where any works authorised by this or

the recited Acts will interfere with any railway or canal, the board or vestry

proposing to construct such works shall, before commencing the same, give

notice in writing of their intention so to do to the company owning such railway

or canal, and shall, together with such notice, deliver apian and section showing
the nature of such interference ; and if within seven days after the receipt of

such notice the company shall by writing, addressed to the Board or vestry,

object to the manner in which it is intendeil to interfere with such railway or

canal respectively, on account of the probable interruption or endangering of

the traffic tliereon, the same works sliall not be commenced ; and it shall there-

upon be referred to an engineer, to be appointed by the Board of Trade on the

application of either party to determine the manner of executing the said works,

and the determination come to by such engineer shall be binding on both
parties.

Clause F.—Line of Jiailway not to he altered.— XXXIX. Provided
always, that It shall not be lawful for any board or vestry to altei- the level of

any railway or canal, unless with the consent of the company owning the same
respectively, or if that be refused, witli the consent of the Board of Trade ; and
provided also, that nothing in this Act contained shall take away or affect the
right of any railway or canal company to compensation for the taking or in-

juriously affecting of any land or property of such company for or by reason of

the interruption of any traffic on their railway or canal, or for any damages,
costs, or expenses which such company may be required to pay in consequence of

such interruption.

Clause G.—As to Division of Saint'Paul, Deptford, and Greenwich.—
XL. The several parishes of Saint Paul, Deptford, including Hatcham, Saint
Nicholas, Deptford, and Greenwich, shall on the First day of January, One
thousand eight hundred and sixty-one cease to be united and to form one district

in the manner prescribed by the firstly -recited Act; and the said parishes of

St. Paul, Deptford, including Hatcham and St. Nicholas, Deptford, shall from
after the said First day of January, One thousand eiglit hundred and sixty-one

he united and form one district, to be called the Deptford district; and there

shall be a Board of Works for such district, which Board of Works shall, in

the first instance, consist of such members of the Greenwich Board of Works as
shall on the Firet day of January, One thousand eight hundred and sixty-one
represent and have been elected to the said Board by the vestries of the said

respective parishes of Saint Paul, Deptford, including Hatcham and Saint
Nicholas, Deptford ; and the members of the said Deptford District Board of

Works shall from time to time go out of office, and the future members of the
said Board shall be elected by the vestries of the said respective parishes of
Saint Paul, Deptford, including Hatcham and St. Nicholas, Deptford, at the
like times, and in the like number and proportions, and in the same manner as
is by the firstly-recited Act prescribed with respect to members elected by the
said parishes of Saint I'anl, Deptford, including Hatcham and Saint Nicholas,
Deptford, to the said Greenwich District Board of Works ; and such Deptford
District Board of Works shall from and after the said First day of January,
One thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, have the like powers and privileges,

and be subject to the same liabilities, as if the said district had been originally
named in] the Schedule (B) to the firetly-recitcrt Act, save and except as here-
inafter next provided, and the vestry of the said parish of Greenwich shall from
and after the said First day of January, One thousand eight hundred and sixty-
one, have the like powers and privileges, and be subject to the same liabilities,

as if the said parish of Greenwich had been originally named in the Seliedule
(A) to the firstly-recited Act, save and except as hereinafter next provided.

Clause H.—For Flection in Deptford and Greenwich of Memher of
Metrojmlitan Board.—XU. Provided, that the said parishes of Saint Paul,
Deptfoixl, including Hatcham, Saint Nicholas, Deptford, and Greenwich shall
lie united for the purpose of electing from time to time a member of the Metro-
politan Board of^ Works, who shall be elected by the said iiarishes jointly in
manner following] (that is to say) the District Board of Deptford and thirty
members of the vestry of Greenwich, to be from time to time by such
Testi-y chosen for that purpose, shall, so soon as the present member
of the Metropolitan Board of AVorks elected for the Greenwich district
dies, resigns, or otherwise ceases to be such member, and so often there-
after as the member of the said Board to be elected in manner herein-
before mentioned dies, resigns, or otherwise ceases to be such member, at a
joint meeting, to be holden at the place of meeting of the vestry of the parish of
Greenwich, elect some person to bo a member in his stead ; and such meeting
shall be convened as follows, that is to say, the vestry clerk of the parish of
Greenwich shall communicate with the Clerk of the Boai'd of Works of the
Deptford district, and arrange with him the time of such meeting; and when
such arrangement has been made, notice of the time, place, and object of such
meeting shall be given by the vestry clerk of Greenwich and clerk of the Board
of Works of the Deptford district in manner required for notices of meetings of
such vestry and Board respectively, and every election to be made as aforesaid
shall be determined by the votes "of the majority present at such meeting, and
every such meeting shall before proceeding to the election choose a Chairman
who shall preside thereat, and shall ia case of an equality of votes for two or
more persons have a second or casting vote ; and provided also, that no action or
suit by or on behalf of or against tlie said united district or the District Board
thereof, commenced before said First day of January, One thousand eight
hundred and sixty, shall abate by reason of the severance of the said united
district, nor shall any contract, charge, debt, or liability entered into, or incurred
by, with, or to the united district or the Board thereof, be in anywise altered or
affected by the foregoing provision, but the same shall continue in full force, and
be a charge on the said united district or the several parishes in such united
district, as if this Act had not been passed.
Inspectors of Votes to appoint Umpire.—XLU. The inspectors of votes

directed to be anpointed under the firstly recited Act for any parish, or where any
parish is divided into wards for any ward of a parish, shall, before commencing
the duties of their office under the said Act, appoint by writing under their hands
an umpire ; and in case the said inspectors shall be unable to agree upon or to
determine by a majority any matter which they arc by the said Act recjuired to
determine, such matter shall be decided b^ the said umpire, and his decision in
relation thereto shall be final and conclusive.

Clause I .—• Office of Ve.itnjmcn orMembers ofDistrict Board* not attending
for twcnti/six weclis to he vacant.—XLIII. Ifany vestryman of a parish men-
tioned in Schedule A to the firstly-recited Act, or any member of any district

hoard, shall be absent from the meetings of the vestry or board of which he is a
member during twenty-six consecutive weeks he shall go out of oflicc at the first

annual election following such absence, and at such election a member shall be
elected to fill the vacancy so occasioned, who shall go out of oftice at the time
when the term of office of the person in whose place he is elected would bavo ex-
pired by effluxion oftime.

Vestries and Diitrict Boards may appointtheir Days ofMeeting.—XLIV.
Every vestry and district board constituted under the firstly-recited Act may
hold their meetings on such days of the week as they may from time to time de-
termine, notwithstanding any provision to the contrary contained in any local

Act.
Jiej)eal oj proviso to Section 11 of IS ^ 19 Vict. 120, as to number qf

Auditwsfor Parishes Dividedinto Wards.—XLV. The proviso to the eleventh
section of the firstly-recited Act, to the effect that where the number of wards
into which any parish is divided exceeds five, the vestry of such parish shall at

their first meeting after the election of auditors in any year elect by ballot from
among such auditors five of them, and the live persons so elected by ballot shall

be the auditors for such parish exclusively of any other person or persons
who may have been elected an auditor or auditors of such parish under the pro-
vision therein contained, is hereby repealed ; and in lieu thereof be it enacted,

that the total number of ratepayers elected as auditors for any parish under the

provision contahied in the said eleventh section shall be the auditors of accounts
for such parish.

Clanse K.— Cerfiorarifor auditori'.Allowances or Disallowances,—XLVI.
Notwithstanding anything in the one liundred and ninety-flfth section of the
firstly-recited Act contained to the contrary, if any person aggrieved by any
allowance, disallowance, or surcharge by any auditors of the accounts of any
vestry or district boai'd require such auditors to state the reasons for the said

allowance, disallowance, or surcharge, the auditors shall state such reasons in

m-iting in the book of account in wliich the allowance, disallowance or surcharge
may be made ; and it shall be lawful for every person aggrieved by such allow-
ance, disallowance, or surcharge to apply to the court of Queen's Bench for a
writ of certiorari to remove into the said court the said allowance, disallowance,

or surcharge in the like manner and subject to tlie like conditions as are pro-
vided in respect of persons suing forth writs of certiorari for the removal of orders
of justices of the peace, except that the condition of the recognizance shall lie to

prosecute such certiorari at the costs and charges of such person, without any
wilful or affected delay, and if such allowance, disallowance or surcharge be con-
firmed, to pay to such auditors or their successors, within one month after the
same may be confirmed, their full costs and charges, to be taxed according to the
course of the said court, and except that the notice of the intended application,

which shall contain a statement of the matter complained of, shall be given to
such auditors or their successors who shall in return to such writ return a copy
under the hands of a majority of them of the entry or entries in such book of
account to which such notice shall refer, and shall appear before the said court
and defend the allow-ance, disallowance, and surcharge so impeached in the said

court, and shall be reimbursed all such costs and charges as he may incur in such
defence out of the funds of the vestry or district board respectively interested in

the decision of the question, unless the said court make any order to the contrary j

and on the removal ofsuch allowance, disallowance, or surcharge tlie said court
shall decide the particular matter of complaint sctforth in such statement and no
other; and if it appear to such court that the decision of tlie said auditors was
erroneous, they shall, by rule of the court, order such sum of money as may
liave been improperly allowed, disallowed, or surcharged to be paid to the party
entitled thereto by the party who ought to repay or discharge the same, and they
may also, if they see fit, by rule of the court, order the costs of the person pro-
secuting such certiorari to be paid by the vestry or district board to which such
accounts relate, as to such court may seem fit, which rules of court respec-
tively shall be enforced in like manner as other rules of the said [Court are
enforceable.

Clause L.—Elections to be held A juiuallyfor Supplying Vacancies occa-
sioned by Expirntion of Term of Office.— 'S.L\ II. The thirty-fifth section of

the recited Act of the eighteenth and nineteenth Victoria is Jiereby repealed, and
in lieu thereof be it enacted : The vestry constituted by the said Act in every
parish mentioned in the second column of Schedule B, to the same Act shall,

on the first Wednesday in the month of* June in the year one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-one, and in every subsequent year, elect so many persons
qualified by rating and occupation, as required by the same Act and the recited

Act of the nineteenth and twentieth Victoria to be elected vestrymen of such
parish, to be members of the Board for the district in which such parish is com-
prised, as may be necessary for supplying the vacancies among the members of
such Board elected for such parish, occasioned by expiration of the term of office of
the members going out of office at the time of such election.

Clause M.—As toDivision into Wardswhen Parish containf%OOOliouses.—
XLVIII. When at any time, upon any account taken of the population by the

authority of Parliament, any of the parishes within the metropolis not now di-

vided into wards for the purpose of electing vestrymen shall be found to contain

more than 2,000 rated householders, it shall be lawful for the Metropolitan Board
of Works, upon the application of the vestry, to divide such parish into wards,

and to determine and set out the number, extent, limits, and boundary line of

such wards, but so, nevertheless, that no wards shall contain less than five hun-
dred rated householders, and that the whole number of wards shall not exceed

eight ; and the Metropolitan Board shall apportion among the several^ wards the

number of vestrymen to be elected for such p.irish, and shall, in a.ssigning the

number of vestrymen to eacli ward, have regard, as far as in their judgment is

practicable, as well to the number of persons rated to the relief of tlie poor in

each ward as to the aggregate amount of the suras at which all such persons are

rated ; and the number of vestrymen assigned to each ward shall be a number
divisible by three, and a copy of the particulars of such division and apportion-
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ment sball be forthwith transmitted to one of Her Majesty's principal Secretaries

of State, and also to the vestry clerli of the parisli to wliich sucli division and
apportionment relate, and the particulars thereof shall be published in the ionrfoo
Gazette, and the parish shall, after such publication in the London Gazette, be

deemed to be divided into such wards so.determincd anil set out. •

Clause A'.—Xo parish shall be Annexed without Previous JVotice.—XLiX.
No representation sball be made under the two hundred and forty-ninth section

of the firstly-reciteil Act, unless and until the Metropolitan Board of Works
shall have given to the churchwardens and surveyors of highways of the parish
to which such representation relates two months' notice in writing under their

common seal of their intention to make" such representation and of the provisions

which it is intended to propose in such representation ; and the said church-
wardens and surveyors of highways shall, immediately after receiving such notice

as aforesaid, summon a vestry meeting of the parish, and submit such notice to

the consideration of the said meeting ; and such representation of the said Metro-
politan Board shall be accompanied by a copy of all resolutions or statements
that may have been made by the said Board in writing by the said churchwar-
dens and surveyors of highways, or either of them, by direction of such vestry

meeting.
Clause O.—Annual Report of Officer oj Health.—L. The officer or officers

of health for each parish or district shall make an annual report to the vestry or
district board, of the sanitary condition of the parish or district, and upon the
other matters set forth in the one hundred and thirty-second section of tliefirstly-

recited Act, and it shall not be necessary to ap|>end to the annual report of the
vestry or district board, to be made in the month of June in each year, a copy
ofany other report of such officer or officers than such annual report.

Otcnert and occupiers of land may Execute works of Drainuyeat theiroicn
Expense.—LI. It shall be lawful for the owners or occupiers of any land or
premises In any parish, district, or part, within the limits of the metropolis as

defined by the firstly-recited Act, with the consent and subject to the regu-
lations and conditions hereinafter mentioned, to construct sewers at their own
expense for the purpose of draining such land or premises; and it sliall be lawful
for any vestry or district board in whom the sewers in any parish, district, or

part are vested, if they shall deem it just and proper so to do, to contribute out of

the rates under their control api)licable to the execution of works of sewerage to

the cost of any sewers constructed lor the purpose aforesaid.

Vestries, S;c. to submit Plans ofNew Sewers to Metropolitan Hoard.—LII.
Any vestry or district board intending to construct any sewer shall, before com-
mencing any works for that purpose, submit to the Metropolitan Board ofM'orks
a plan of the street or place in which it is proposed to construct such sewer,
drawn to such a convenient scale or scales as the said Metropolitan Board shall

direct, and there shall be shown on such plan the position, course and dimensions
of the proposed sewer, with a section or sections thereof, and such other par-
ticulars in relation thereto as the said Metropolitan Board shall deem necessary
and require, and no such sewer or works shall be proceeded with without the ap-
proval in writmg or contrary to the directions of the said Board.
Communications with Main Sewers.—LIII. Three clear days' notice in

writing shall be given to the Metropolitan Board of Works by any vestry or
district board, previously to the connection of any sewer or drain with a main
sewer; and the necessary junction or communication for that purpose shall be

made by such vestry or district board to the satisfaction of the snid Metro-
politan Board.

Private piirticsbcforc Branching Sewers into Main or District Sewers to

applyfor Sanction of Vestries, ^c.—LI V. Every person other than a vestry or
district board intending to make or branch a sewer, either into a sewer vestetl

in the Metropolitan Board of Works, or into a sewer vested in any vestry or

district board, shall in the first instance lay the plan and section thereof before

and apply for the sanction of tlie vestry or district board of the ]inrish, district,
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or pnrt in which iiucli laxt-nirmtionml •ewoni thall be lihiato ; anil no wiwftr uliull

III: Ix^gun to h<: nm<ii: liy niicii nenon until tlic itanction in writing <>t •ucli

vBdtry or <ll«trlot iKiarrl »lmll linvn Wn obtained.

Vnii(rwM, '^f'., hfffhrt! Stnictufiihuj Sriiwrti, to iippl}f for Approval of Mv-trO'
poliltin lloiiril,— l,V. Ik-forc any V(Mtry or difitrict uonrii nliall winction the
conHtruction of iiny Miob mwer tbay Rhall Hulitnit tli« pian and Motion tbefiwf
to tli<: M<:tro|Hililan Board of Works lor tliirir iipproval, in tin: ftanjn muniMr a*
il' nii'li m'.viisT were proponed to be con»itrii(t<:il liy nucii v<:Mtry or diiitrlet boani

;

and no gentry or dUliict board ahali Hnnr'tion tlio conntriiRtion of any Hncli

Hiw'^r witliont the approval in writing of tlic mill Metnipolitaii Uoard flnit had
and olitained.

Scffii itajiK" notice miat be given hfj'orc Jiraint can he. liranr.he.d into Main
V,,,-,,.. —I^VI. Ail'pi.-monii intendinjf to make or branch any drain into a

"'d in the Metropoiitan Hoard of Work* fball, leven nh;tir day* before
iiK any work« (ir tiiat purpoie, make written application to ttie

board of tlie parinb, district, or part in which mich w.-wer uliuil U;
(!ompanii:d by a j)lan Hbowini; kiicIi tiarticidari aa may lie nrqiiircd Ity

•law or resolution of tin; Mild Metropolitan lioard, and no nucii
v.ork nhuli lie commenced until the aanction In writing of the Mid veatry or
iliKtrict txjanl Himll liavo been f^Tcn.

Itcjulationi ai to Almndimmemt, Alttiration, ^e.,ofduiaMfar teieeri tire-
riounly iijijirovr.d.— I.VII. When it iball be denred to abandon eitiier wholly or
ill part, or to extenil, contract, or alter any doion (br a newer previouniy
siilimitti:d U> and approved by tlie Metropolitan Board of Work*, notice in
wriiin(f of nucli dc«ire aliall be given by the ventry or dlitrict boara by whom
HwM apnroval Hiiali have been obtained to the HJd MetCDpolitan Board, accom-
paninl by planii and Mcthnif abowhig the natoie of the alMUidonnient, ext«naioa,
contraction, or alteration deaired; and no auch abandonment, extenaion,
contraction or alteration ahall be made withont the previooa approval in writing
of tiie aaid Metropolitan Board ; and no peraoo oUur than a veatry or diatrict
borird ahall ubandcm wholly or hi part, or extend, contnct, or alter in con-
stniction any newer approveil or aanctioned by the Ibtropolitan Board of Worlu
without the prevloua mnctiori in writing of thereitry or diatrict board in whose
parish or diatrict the worka were intended to l>e executed, to be applied ibr and
given in the aamc manner as berebibcforc directed with respect to new

In cute SewtTt he. not Con»tructed uHtkin Twelve JUontht, Freth AppUeatim
to be Blade.—LV 1 1, in case any acwer sanctioned and Mmroved by the
Metropolitan Board ol Worka as hereinbefore provided, ahall not be constructed
or executed within twelve calendar moiithx from the date of aucb sanction or
approval, the works for the conatructitm of auch acwer shall not be executed
withouta fresh permission by the MetropoUtan Board, and theirwritten sanction
that the neeeaaary works for the construction of such sewer may procsed, to be
applied for and obtained in manner hereinbeibra provided with respect to the
original permissioD tor the construction of such sewer.*

EXPEJfDlTURK IN THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART.
The following is the estimate for the year endtog 31st of March, 1861 :—
General arroneement in London (behiir an hierease of £325 on
Isatyear) £ 4Jim o

South KcDiiini^on }fuaeom,UbrarT, As. ,
' mjrv! « o

JermynHitrpct f;ool<5fleal Hnseom «4I7 > <
Oeolo^'lcal Murrey of^Cnited Ktegdom ;." lolai? iq a
Induathal )tuaeam for Hcotiand, and Natural IL'atory Miisemn
Kdinburi'h ' • .aa a

lUiyal Uublln Society i/m t)Moseam of Irish Industry sod I'rovlocUl lectures ....'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ijm 10Boyal Hibernian Academy , _^ goo q „

ToUl £WJ»7 W
™« •*** "!PS!^'° *?"" are—.Secretary and assistant, £70) ; chief cleric,

£.•300
;

two fl«t-dass clerks, £400 ; thr^e aecond-claas ditto, £360 i^accountant. £3M; one book-keeper, £200; extra clerk, j^finclSenta,
copying, ke., £3o0; inapection and (acamination, with the aafary <if the
Inap«;tor-^cncral for Art; £7.00, amountu to £.3,10fJ; travelling .rxmrnaes,'

1 !
/ ' '^i'"'^ ^" "^^1'^ "Sf^^y

^'^'""" """ "« <^' of last year. To thhi Uadded an itera of £4,438 4s. 7d. for famitore.
Thi; .Muw^uni at South Kensfaigtoo cosU £17,.Vi5, in which are the Ibllowine

"'^T^2^'*::?'''!SS?-^J.je380; keep^ of oolleetioni;:K*«e
aoperintendents of opUeetions (paid £2 &. a daywhcn employed), £i!mO ;^asauaUnt ke«ei>, £W6; three clerks (paid by the day),jcSo; oS MorJcMMr

£60; servantt £1B0
; pre|»ratIon and illnstratioa of catolonea, £800; Uborrf

?iJ^?o^riT*,'*'^^^' «iuleTenliwHimrSMSaSSi,'Ha«kmS

S^#^i wi V^h'"'''«'"'^'
J««to«-n»o»«^ by O.e hour), £3,360;

police, £1,150 ; lightlnf? fires and gas ia nnseimi, schools, &c. Taervick » wte
J '.SL**" ","* PS* performed by the Boyol Engineen), £2,iao7M«Wteet

^l2"^Tf

'

/^^^^" '""P**** «»• biifldiiigrWbraicb~SWtiittow?1S
«iperintend«rt of brildfajg collections, £«50; fiSSures, to;., £4,700 -keiS
-t'.indi in order ad tithe rwtdiargE, £200; for adrmise^tt, te., £6^:
^"^J^S'lSf 'T' ^2**- Attached to the department m w'srtoob^

containing 86,700 students. The cost of Parliamenti^ aid for 3,»6 ^«m
^l^hl^^^'^l!^^"'^]^}^ 1^ ""'•• In IMO the cost of 86,789

f^fl ^Thffrf%' 5?™i[»"'»««^»° ofla. IJd. oatbe eboiseper stodeitt inlia»-9. (The arithmetical error ocenw in the estimates.) In London there 8»
SISJS^^?'^'^'"' 'i^^ ^""^ *''">"' '" Ciower^fawt. Total number of

SSf 'r/i2S^' Q^fS"''^ ,°^*» "^ with 8,861 students; Bri»t/,l third,

tT^' ^i'^S^'^'^^^' «'™>fn(?ham, 2,161; Cbaber, IM*; LeaU, l.iXJ.'i'Cunde^ I,»rO;, Carmarthen, 1,802; Nirttlngham, l,»K;'wkb«»b 1,777-
> ewcasde - on - Tyne, 1 ,74»'; LiyBrpool(Sorth), 1,7!»; (SoStf),' 1,713 •Wo verbamrton, l,^^; Sheffield, MflSTwoJwich, l^-i; 6bJUe^, iW-IWton,l^lfo; Exet.^, l.lOlTlt. Martin's, Lo^-Scre (foTa^elreLwrDrt
^i*^*mw "'?"'"' of London sdK)oU),' 1,14?; IpswLb, lA^VoS^i^.
i^^

l'"».; Wamnaton, l,(m. Having iei^i &an'l^O on^ liore thaTTW,
tlu^re are 1.5 schools-vi»., Ha,|,, Brietiton, BromleyVCambriSeTfiTOrvOTWk, Devonport, Dndley, Halifax, Mac^^lSJSr^enancr^W;^

* To be eontinned.

Uorwul.T, Varmoii 111, York. navinKl>etween7>''/)aiid.VX)«tiiili'< . .ola—
Hirkeniieiul, Carlinle, Oiallirookilale, C;ovcntry, Durham, (Irtj

,

. . AtiirA,
Henley, Lancant-^r, I'aialw, Htirilni{, Ht/«irbrldK'-, Taunton. Ilrlnv. Ilii* rank,
Andovr. Ha»ln«Htoke, lleifaat, r.'lonm.rl llen^oni, lludd<T«fl/-ld, Mmi^ck,
NcwcualJe-under l.yne, Ht/ike, TavliibK^k, Truro, Wiitcrford. in tlie tralning-
aebool ibr masters and mintriM^a nt South Ki-nnlntfton ar<: (W pimcinn. The
number of viaitini to the Muw;um dnrlnK the yi-«r WM ba« bci-n In tile
morning, 2fl3,0H8; In tlie cvmiIiik, 212,a77 : tolnl, 47.-,,.%-, pi.T«,ri». In WM the
total wan LOfl.aa.'j. Since tlie opening of the .Mum-iiin, !«nd of .Iiine, 1H.',7, till

Mareii 3Ut, 1800, it has bwm vlaltid liy I,3.il/jt>4 inrraona. Tli-! fiiiinii cxii.iided
In each year as (biknra for this department :—1Ht7, £fi,2I» : IH«M £7 !(,',»•

1840, £18,626; 1860, £14,766 ; 1861, £10,!«)6; IHW, £1.VI77; laV), £W <WH
1«.'M,£*0;616: 1866, £77,610; laW. £W,«0<i; W/i, £w!,OIl; Wm\ hlMr^:-,
IWiO, £86,908. The iant include* tlie wiat of the Iiiiluntrlal .Miiwiim of .*ot-
land. Museum of Irish Iniluatry, Hoyal Dublin Socli;ty, and <iioii«lf;il Survey
of the I'nitifd Kingdom.
The Ilritinh Museum estobliahment, includh)g bulhllng,' requires £100, 0,

according u> the estimate now Ixrfore I'arlhuneat.
The National fJallcry, including purchases ot pictures, require* £11,0S0.

NEW PIRIl AT SOIJTIIPORT.
THE new iron pier erected at Southport, Laneaaliire, was opimed on Tlmnday

lost, under auspicious cireumatancca, and with appropriate formalities. TllJ
necessity for a pier at Southport, which would r(«rh from the promenade nesriV
to low-water mark, has long been felt ; and on the matter being brouglit more
directly under consideration In the early part of last yrair, its neoaslty became so
obvious, that after some diacuaslon It was resolved that one alumld be erected
aomewlint rewOTbling the Iron raiiwav vla/luct conatrncted by Messrs. W. and J.
Galloway of this city, over Mor<;cambe Hay. A company was formed, onder tlie
Llmit<«l Uability A/;t, wiOi a capital of £lbfiWi. Designs were prepansd by Mr.
J. Ilruniiaa, Mixineirr, London (who designed the Morecambe Vin vladliet), and
the work, aa in that case, wna alao fmtrusled to Messrs. Oalhwray. The Bttt jrfle
for the pier was sunk Into the aand (by an Interesting hydraulic prnooi, flist
applied by Measra. Oalloway) in the middle rrf'Augiwt laat year ; but the ptognai
of the work has been retarded by tiie wet and stormy weatiier wbhib bas oftsn
since prevailed, and further, by some alteration which was deemed neeeaaary fai
the dealgna. for the purpose of aflbrdlng increased strenflrtta to the eteetkm. Tba
total len(rth of the pier la 1,2^)0 yards, or nearty time'qaarten of a mile. It
commenci!* at the ievelof tlie jjromimade.luatontheaontb side ofNeviileHrtfeetJBJd
nina out directly t'warda the a<;a. iu height above tlia sands varies fh>ra about
13 feet, at the prom>!nade end, to 32 (bet at the sea end, Nekonlng to the under
side of the girdera, but three feet additional to tbe flooring. The
pier itai^If is constructed on a level, from end to end. lu width la 1.0 feet, but
It i^ provided at tbe further <md with a large platform for promenade.
Thia portion fa phu»!d hi a transverse direction, parallel with the cooat, and is 120
f»*t long, \n tinwarda atnttet wi/le. It la furnlahwl with two act* of alaiia, by
meana of which the promenaden may, nt low watirr, d,«eend upon the send*;
and whence they can gain access to the boats which lie in the channel a iltthj
lieyond the extremity of the pier. In the whole length there are 72 bays, each
of .V) feet apan, suprported bv a triple row lAVi Um pillars, with 20 under tlie
platform, making a total of386, but in three pUcesthe pierbi stiflbned by dooMlnr
the numlxrr of columns (six instead three), and at those polat* then an praiea-
tion* at the ai/les, with seats ibr visitors. The 60 ibet of flooring betwew awfa
triplet of eolnmn* is supported by wrought-iron lattiea girrlera, ibrec Ibet dan,
the ton and bottom flange* of which are livmed ofdonUe angle iron, 3 Inehea vr
.Ti IneTirra and J Inch thick. The centre girder in each bay fa also strengthened
by Sanpea on the toi

>'~-^'^— ««.. -^.j_- . _.
,
- y and bottom. Tbe lattice bars are made of 3)-inch by l-ineh

"<>?> and the whole are firmly stayed by wrought-hroi croa* fles. The entte
•enesare bMted together on tiie piflara ao a* triform one contintumaleniftll'of
t^t^t^t with a provbion int/mdral V> allow for expanaion and oontraeitea,
wbfeh hi an irrni structure of tiifa extent, even with a modOTate v«rfaitb>n <h
temperature in our climate, fa absolutely neeessaiy. In order to give additional
lateral flrmnea* to the faMc, the two outside row* of columns arc more apart at
tile baa<! than the top, the InclinaHon being an inch to the foot ; and tlu; aame
otijcct i» further auliwTvcd by diagonal tie-roifa from tlie top f/f one onUide pillar
to the bottom ot the opposite one, each pair of rod* being And to tbe eaotnl
pillar at their point of IntAsection. There wasaaininen*« oaHieriaKorMeple
InSoath]iorttowttnea*thebiaagursthm.

-m r r-

THK or-»vT>jTY OF ABSENIC IN PERCHLOEIDE OP IBOK.—DH.

TI.
- REPLY TO DB8. HOFMANN AND FRANKLANO.*

II- ' >a I>r. Letbelnr's reply to a report made a short time ago to the
MetropoUtan Board of Works by I>ni. Hofmann and Frankland am the

amount ofarsenic in perchloride of Iron :

—

«m .u /^ , .., .
"4'. '^n»'»nryHKiuare, July2fith, I960.

"To tbe Chairman and Members of tbe .Metmpolitan Hoard of Worka.
" OenU^moi^I haveJust received a printed cojiy ofa report by Dr. Hofmann

and Dr. Frankland on a communication from me with nfemie* to tlie auaatitr
of arwmic in perchloride of iron ; and, as tbe report cefleeto in some denee oomy skm and Judgment hi the matter, and fa, moreover, /«l»r'fr»H to diminfah
tbe Importanca of the sul?ject, by diverting your minds Irom tb* main facts of the
question, I beg leave to rq^y to it.

"And liere I mqr rmoA, that altbongb tto mmrters bare verifled hi the
most eondnsiM maaap tiM principal ibrt to wUeh I directed your attention,
namely, that tbe pereUorMe of iron wUch yon w«iw obMit to use Ibr tbe deedoti-
^Uon of London sewaoB, fa ebatiged witb a poiwnona eompoond ofaneai^ jrat
tbeir admission thereof fa aeeoropooied wftb so aaar danoeroo* fUlaefaa that I
am boimd to notice tliem. If It were not for tbcael abodd barefaft tbaftet in
all its pUnneas for your cnaiilcration, being confident that yon would bare
di^Msed of it in the manner best suited for the public interests.
" In the flrat pUu% the repcvters say, as if it were a matter ot but little impor>

tance, that ' the perehknide of iron mannfbctured for disinfecting purposes al-
most invariably cMitahw a nnall quantity of vrteoie, wbieb fa derived bom the
iron ore* used in Its preparation.' But tbfafanot tbe onlTsottreeof thanbon,
foritcDBcsfaiCn'bwgerprDp'irtion* from tbe ends aMBiatie aehl amjiiayaal aa
the solvent. Years ago, when Mr. EUerman lirst propeasd tbe pyroB^ate tt

* See page 0)7, oaM.
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iron as a disinftctnnt, tlie presence c f arsenic in it, from the oxide employed, was
considered a serious ol>jeclion to its use, and now there is the addilionui danger
irom the large quantity of asenic contained in the solvent. What may be the real

amount of arsenic in the perchloride is apparently open to doubt^ for the re-
porters have found only half the proportion discovered by me. I will not pretend
to reeoncilc this discrepancy, but I may be allowed to state that the
recognition of arsenic in all its" poisonous forms has been with me the subject of
especial study ; that the proportions mentioned in my report are the mean of
three nearly concordant results; and that the sample which I have examined was
Ktipplied to me by Mr. Dales, as the same as that reported upon by Drs. Hofmann,
Frankland, and Miller.
" As to the importance of the fact that arsenic is a constituent of the per-

chloride, the reporters are of opinion that it need not attbrd grounds for the

slightest appreliension of dauevr, for they say ' it is well known that the most
efficient antidote of arsenic is the Iiydrated peroxide of iron, such as is produced by
the addition of alkaline liquds to perchloride of iron. The action of this antidote

depends upon the formation of a compound of white arsenic with peroxide of
iron, which is perfectly insoluble of water, and consequently absolutely inno-
cuous.' If the reporters had been acquainted with the medical facts of the case,

they would not have spoken so positively upon this point, or have committed
themselves to so erroneous an opinion. More than twenty years ago, Orfila, after

careful inquiry, demostrated that the hydrated peroxide of iron was not a pro-
tection to the "poisonous effects of arsenic; for although it forms a compound
winch is insoluble in water, it is not insoluble in the acid secretions of the

stomach. Modem experience has confirmed this opinion, by showing that the

peroxide is not an antidote to arsenic unless it is used in sufficiently large quan-
tities to cover the walls of the stomach, and so to prevent absorption. Kven then
it is a doubtful antidote when the poison is in a solid form, for to use the words
of the last \\Titer on this subject. Dr. Taylor, ' it has no more effect in solid

arsenic than so much powdered brickdust ; and to rest upon it as a neutraliser

of the poisonous action, if solid arsenic, would be a delusion.'

" Again, if the reporters had studied a little more deeply the therapeutics of

our chalybeate springs, they would have attached no importance, as far as the
present cise is concerned, to the fact that ' modern chemistry has proved the ex-
istence of arsenic in the ferruginous deposits from the majority of mineral waters,'

for those waters are never used for domestic purposes. On the contrary, they are
BO highly charged with medicinal compounds as to be used only for medical pur-
poses. It is not correct, therefore, to say that the Wiesbaden water, which con-
tains one grain of arsenic in 16G gallons, is generally regarded as a wholesome
water. Nor would the reporters be rash enough to recommend such a water for

common or domestic ust'. Above all, it is not an unimportant fact, that if per-
chloride of iron were used for the disinfection of the sewage, as much as one part
of arsenic would exist in 3,000 of the sediment ; for all who are acquainted with
the criminal jurisprudence of modern times are aware how serious a matter it is

to have arsenic in anything which may be brought into contact with the human
body over and over again ; the presence of tliis poison, not in the proportion of
one part in 3,000, but of less than one part in 140,000 of the soil of a graveyard,
has embarrassed the labors of the chemi>t, and obstructed tlic progress ofjustice.
Many a criminal accused ot having murdered with arsenic has found a successful
defence in the fact that the soil in which the dead body has laid may have been
charged with the poison, and may have communicated its arsenic to the corpse.
Who, therefore, would rashly complicate such an inquiry by adding arsenic to

the soil in which the body may be found ? or why, as in the present instance,
should you resort to a disinfectant, which is not only useless and expensive in its

application, but dangerous in its results ? Where, let me ask, would be the
chance of a conviction, if, after the saturation of the soil of the river, a cunning
prisoner were to get his victim stranded upon the shore ? It is no light matter
then to resort to a mischievous process of disinfection, which might not only be
dangerous on its own account, but by impeding the course of justice might
actually favor the commission of crime.
" Lastly, I may remark, that the statements made by the reporters concerning

the dilution of the arsenic with the water of the river is not altogether in accord-
ance with fact. They say that the average volume of water which passes Rich-
mond daily is calculated at 800,000,000 of gallons, and that with other supplies
the quantity of water for diluting the arsenic is not less than 1,000,000,000 of
gallons daily. But this is the average for the whole year; it is not the quantity
which flows into the Thames during the hot days of slimmer, when the deodoriser
would be in use. At that time theie is no such a dilution of the poison, for
the downward flow of fresh water is barely sufficient to provide for evaporation,
and little or nothing goes to tlie sea. On the contrary there is an upward flow
in the other direction, and the water of the Thames becomes largely impregnated
with sea salt. Then it is that your deodoriser would be used in the largest pro-
portion, and day by day it would be poured into the same body of water which
oscilhites between the ranges of the tide, making it more and more poisonous until
the danger might be beyond a remedy.
" Apart, however, from all these considerations, may I venture to ask you what

would be your opinion, and what the conclusions of the public, if a manufacturer
on the banks of the "Thames was casting daily into the river a quantity of refuse
that contained as much as a hundredweight and a half of arsenic ? Do you
think that if a prosecution were started against him, as most assuredly it would
be, the law would be satisfied, or you or the public contented with the defence
which your reporters have furnished ? Would it be enough to say that the oxide
of iron with the poison was an antidote, that there were mineral springs in
Europe with larger proportions of poison, or that the water in the Thames might
perhaps dilute it to an insignificant degree ? I know what your answer would
be despite the most skilful argument, and knowing it I beg of you to remember,
that by sanctioning the use of the arsenical perchloride of iron you will be doing
what the manufacturer is supposed to have done, casting into the Thames as much
as a hundredweight and a half ot arsenic daily.

" I remain, Sec,

(Signed) " Hy. Letheby."

Chrutchureh, Wilts.—The noble Priory Church in this town has
received another addition to its attractions, in the shape of a magnificent window
of stained glass, which is placed in the northern aisle of the chancel. This
beautiful work of art which comprises four subjects, is a gift from Admiral
Walcott, in memory of his parents.

THE METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.

AT the usual weekly meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, held in the
Council-chamber, Guildhall, on Friday (Mr. Bbistow, M.P., in the chair),

the following report of the Special Committee of the Metropolitan Board of
Works, on the Metropolis Local Management Act Amendment Bill was read and
received :— " 1, Greek-street, Soho,

" 'ind August, 18G0.
"Your Committee beg to report the proceedings in the House of Commons on

the Bill promoted by tlie Board for the amcnument of the Metropolis Local
Management Act. Wednesday, the Ist inst., was the day fixed for the House to
go into Committee on the Bill, and on the motion that the Speaker do leave the
chair, an amendment was moved by Mr. Brady to the effect that the House
should, upon that day three months, resolve itself into a Committee. After
considerable discussion the amendment was negatived, the numbers being 71 to
13, and the Bill was considered in Committee. After an attempt to stop the
consideration of the Bill by a motion to report progress, which was subsequently
withdrawn, the several clauses of the Bill were considered seriatim, and witli a
few amendments, chiefly of a formal character, agreed to by the House. Mr.
Evans then moved the insertion of the clause, of which he had given notice, for
relieving the parish of Chiswick from any charges upon it beyond the sum of
£1,251 7s. Gd. After debate, and some attempts to stop discussion on the Bill,
the House divided on the motion, which was negatived, the numbers bein" 110
to id. Mr. Hubbard moved the clause of which he had given notice, for denning
the mode in which the orders of district boards for payment of money by the
parishes included within their district should be made, which was lost," upon a
division, the numbers being— for the Clause, 8; and against it, 114. Mr. Cave
proposed the adoption of a clause for continuing the former exemptions from
paving rates, which was subsequently withdrawn, as was also one moved by Sir
John Shelley for transferring the powers of tlie Committee of Management of
St. Paul, Covent Garden, to the Strand District Board, and one or two other
clauses. The preamble was tlan approved, and the Bill reported and ordered to
be considered as amended on tliis day, Tliursday, the 2iid inst. The notices of
motion which stand upon the pajier on the further consideration of the Bill are
three, one by Mr. Cave, proposing to give a right of appeal against the decisions
of vestries and district boards, under the loOth Section of the Metropolis Local
Management Act, relative to their assessments for expense, incurred for the
special benefit of parts of parishes or districts ; one by Mr. Ayrton, declaring that
the expenses of the Metrojiolitan Board, or any vestry or district board, in pro-
moting or opposing proceedings in Parliament respecting local acts aiiijcting

their powers shall be deemed expenses of executing the Metropolis Local Man-
agement -let ; and another by Mr. Brady, proposing the adoption of the same
clause which was withdrawn by Mr. Locke King, for giving this Board a
discretionary power to apportion parts of the mortgage debts of the Metropo-
litan Commissioners of Sewers on parishes and districts.—[The passing ofthe Bill
this session is now doubtful.]

Gloucestershire.—The new church at Falfield, was opened a few days since.
The new edifice, which is in the early English or first pointed Gothic style, con-
sists of a nave, witli single stone upon the roof and open seats, and a chancel and
sacristy in proportion. The organ chamber is in the north of the chancel, the
reading-desk and pulpit being situated on the north side within the chancel arch.
The entrance is by means of a porch, surmounted by a bell-turret, the belfry
being supported by columns. The building is highly decorateil, having a large
window to the east, and a tliree-light window, with suitable tracery, in the
chancel. The seats are very spacious, and are of stained deal, the same as the
ralters, which are open to view. The roof is of steep pitch, surmounted by
crosses, and covered with Pennant tiling and large slabs. The church is to afforil

accommodation (or "iOG adult persons and 50 children, 100 of which sittings are
free and uiiappropriattd for ever. The gi'eat feature in tlie arrangement and
building of the sfriicture, and which must be evident to every beholder, is the
extreme simplicity and economy, and yet beauty, with which the work has been
carried out, and the inhabitants have now a building which is in reality an orna-
ment to the place, and yet retains that style of neatness and simplicity which
ever marks tlie construction of a village church. The church has been built

under the diiection of Sir George S. Jenkinson, from the plans of Mr. Dankes,
of London. The contract for the building has been well carried out by Mr
Burchell, of Thornhury.

York.—Bc-opcniny of St. Crux Church.—About a month ago, the church of
St. Crux, in the city of York, was closed for the purpose of effectingimprovcnients,
which, under the superintendence of Messrs. J. B. and W. Atkinson, architects

were completed last week. Some years ago, a part of the church was removed,
fertile purpose of improving the entrance to Great Shambles. A weakening of the
north-west corner has been the consequence, and this having, to some extent,
given way, it has undergone a strengthening and chaining. A drain has been
constructed at the back of the church, the foundations there having been found
to be saturated with water. The interior of the building lias also been thor-
oughly repaired and cleansed. The re-opening service took place on Sunday
last.

A ]Vctv_ Church for Clifton.—We hear that arrangements are being made to
secure a site for a new church or chapel-of-ease on the north side of this parish.

The locality in which it is proposed to erect the sacred structure is in the rear of
the Zoological Gardens, and close to the intended new Proprietary College for

Clifton, which is to be built in the large field on the east side of tlie path leading
from Clifton Park to the Gardens. It is, we believe, further designed to erect a
parsonage-house contiguous to the new church.
Bristol.— It is gratifying to see that some progress is being made in the res-

toration of the noble old church of St. Mary Radclilf, and to note that the
Freemasons of Bristol are aiding in the work of rescuing tlie grand architectural
pile I'rom the destroying ravages of time. The funds requisite for restoring the
upper portion of the fine old Gothic tower of St. Stephen's church are not yet
subscribed, flj.lOO is the estimated cost of the necessary works, and a third of
that sum has already been subscribed.

Spitalficlds.—A. new ecclesiastical district has been formed out of the densely
populated or pauperised parish of Christ Church, SpitaHields, and it is proposed
to erect a new church, dedicated to St. Stephen the Martvr, with schools, Messrs.
Hanbury and Buxton liaving liberally contributed towarSs tlie object. An en-
dowment of £15.5 per annum has bein given, but the sites for the church and
schools will cost £-i,3i0, and the buildings £7,000.
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THE AKMY AND NAVY CLUB-HOUSE.*

WE continue our illustrations of the London Club-houses, with an elaborate

engravingofthe building belonging to the A rmj- and Navy Club, in

Pall-mall. For the origin of the Club we must go back some twenty-three

years, to the time wlien Sir Edward Barnes and other officers returning

from foreign service found the number of candidates on the list of the

Junior United Service Club so large as to preclude the possibility of their

admission for a considerable time, and to justify them in founding another

military club. It was at first intended to devote it exclusively to officers

of the army, but at the suggestion of the late Duke of Wellington, the

members of the Sister Service were united, as in all other similar

institutions, with them, but it was not until eight years afterwards that

the freehold of the present site was purchased, and the mansion of Lord
de Mauley pulled down to make room for the new building, and three

y<;ars later. May 1.3th, 1848, the foundation stone was laid fcy Lieutenant-

Colonel DanieU, of the Coldstream Guards.
The circumstance of the competition, in which sixty-nine architects

joined, must be remembered by many of our readers. The invitation of

the Committee was responded to by many of the most eminent men of the

day, and the subject was wortliy of their abilities. A noteworthy fact

connected with it is that two only of the sixty-nine designs were in the

Gothic style. The premiums were awarded respectively to Mr. Tattersall

and Messrs. Fowler and Fisk, but some dissatisfaction having arisen with

the decision and the qualifications of military men to sit in judgment upon
the drawings having been questioned, the Committee decided upon in-

viting the six architects who obtained the largest number of votes to

submit amended designs, and upon taking professional advice before

coming to a decision. The premiums were paid to Mr. Tattersall and
Messrs. Fowler and Fisk, and they, together with Mes.srs. Parnell and
Smith, Mr. H. B. Richardson, Mr. S. Smirke, and Mr. Salvia (substituted

for Mr. G. S. Clarke), entered again into the contest. The result is, the

magnificent building, now so conspicuous an object amidst the fine struc-

tures of Pall-mall.

The temporary association of Court D'Orsay's name with Messrs.

Parnell and Smith's design brought from him a denial of the rumour, but
a warm approval of the architects' taste in taking for their model one of

the finest buildings in the world. He alluded to the Palazzo Cornaro on
the Grand Canal at Venice. Since then the Army and Navy Club-house
has been looked on as a copy of that palace. It is, however, only the

ground story which gives warrant for sucli an assertion. Tlie Cornaro
Palace has two orders above the ground floor, and its deep unsculptured
frieze is pierced for windows. The relative proportions between the rusti-

cated ground story and tl'.e mass above it is quite different in the two
buildings, and but for the repetition in the Army and Navy Club-house of

the triple-arched recessed entrance, or loggia, the resemblance of the win-
dows might have passed unnoticed. Still the different works of Sansovino
had undoubtedly been well studied by the architects, and the boldness and
richness which characterise them are exemplified also in this structure.

The building excited so much public attention when it was completed in

1851 that no less than 7,000 persons visited it in one week. The entrance
is at the east side in St. James's-square, by a loggia of three arches, ap-
proached by a short flight of steps, and eonducting the visitor to a
spacious hall, which contains many objects of interest ; one of which is a
piece of Gobelin tapestry, presented by one of its honorary members, the
Emperor of the French ; another a splendid portrait of the Queen by
Grant

; purchased .by the club for 400 guineas. The decorations of the
hall staircase are of the most artistic character, and a series of well mo-
delled caryatides support the principal cornice. The morning room looks
into Pall-mall, and is a superb apartment, 71 feet by 27 feet 6 inches, most
elaborately and skilfully decorated in carton pierre by Messrs. Jackson, of
Rathbone-place. The cornice breaks round the pilasters on either side of
the windows, and the cove is pierced for the windows of what appears ex-
ternally a mezzanine story. The ceiling consists of oval and circular
panels, filled with floriated enrichment. On the north side of the plan is

the member's coffi^e-room, 81 feet fi inches by 30 feet 6 inches, similarly
enriched and with a panelled ceiling, having massive trusses to support the
cross-beams, and breaking over the entablature.

The kitchen department is, of course, on the basement, and was fitted

in the most complete manner by Mr. William Jeakes. The kitchen itself

is 40 feet by 34 feet. The lower part of the walls are lined with glazed
Dutch tiles. On the mezzanine floor, between the basement and the
ground floor, the baths, dressing-room, and lavatories are placed, supplied
with hot water by a boiler in the basement. Besides the rooms we have
mentioned there is, on the ground floor, a visitors' coffee-room, 45 feet by
29 feet, and a house dining-room, 30 feet by 20 feet. This latter room was
decorated by Mr. Sang in a very satisfactory manner, with appropriate
representations of fruit, &c. On the first floor we have an evening or
drawing-room, a writing-room, secretary's apartments, &c.;" and in an
extra story, not visible from the street, we find the smoking-rooms, card
room, billiard-room, and the servants' apartments. The smoking room
was decorated in color by Signor Komoli. In all the other rooms the
decorative effect is obtained by form alone, and for variety of design and
artistic modelling the enrichments are unrivalled by any club-house in
London. The contractor for the carcase was Mr. Trego (£18,500). The
interior and finishing was executed by Messrs. Smith and Appleford,
£16,500. The architects, as we have before mentioned, were Slessrs.
Parnell and Smith.

IMPORTANT TO SURVEYOUS.
WE have been requested to give publicity to the following letters.

In consequence of there being some uncertainty as to the necessity for a
surveyor to take out an appraiser's licease, a letter was addressed to the Board
of Inland Revenue, to which No. 1 is the reply. It appears tliat not only is it

absolutely necfisary for the surveyor to be licens<;d, but all valuations, certifi-

cates, and other documents of this kind upon which claims can be recovered
nmst be stamped, the value of the stamp varying with the amount certified,

the lowest stamp being half-a-crown. As the penalty, if incurred, cannot be
commuted for less than £2.5, it will be seen that the subject is of great im-
portance to all architects, engineers, surveyors, and other parties who may
act in any of these capacities.

(No. I.)

Inland Uevenue, Somerset House, London, W.C, 2l9t July, 1800.
Sir.^I liave laid before the Board of Inland Kevenuc your letter of tlie 18th

instant. In reply to the questions therein submitted, I am directed to state that
every person wiio e.xcrcisus tlic callin<,r or occupation of an appraiser, and wlio, for
or ill expectation of any ^ain, fee, or reward, makes any appraiHement or valuation
charL'cable by Uw with any stamp duty, requires a license wliich sliould be t&kau out
yearly at tlie duty of £-. There is an exemption, however, in favor of licensed
auctioneers. 1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) T. Saiuent.
(No. 2.)

Sir,— I have to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of 21st Instant, and beg to
tliank the board for tlieir courtesy.
You say " Every person who exercises tlic calling or occupation of an appraiser,

and wlio, for or in expectation of any gain, fee, or reward, makes any appraisement,
or valuation cliargeable by law witli any stamp duty, requires a license, &c.
rermit me to trespass a little further, in order tliat I may be informed what is an

appraisement or valuation chargeable by law with any stamp duty. I Iiave applied
to my legal adviser, who is unable to inform me; and as I am desirous of fully com-
plyiiig with all ]iroper legal requisitions, I should feel greatly obliged by a definite
explanation of the terms employed.
For example. If I, in ttie course of my professional practice, prepare a valuation

—that is, a report of my ojiinion of the value of any i)roperty for sale, mortgage, or
probate—is a document of that l;ind liable to stamp duty? If under ordinary
Ijractice sueli a document is exempt from duty, but when used in the Court of Chan-
cery, for example, requires by the rules to be stamped subsequently to leaving my
hand!!, ought 1 to be licensed before making an affidavit on plain paper, for the piu'-
pose of having my report so used ?

Again. If in my profession of an architect I measure .and value the materials and
workmanship in any building for tlie purpose of adjusting the settlement between
tlie proprietor and the builder, ought I to take out a license before actin" in that
capacity—the documents in ordinary cases never being stamped at all? 1 am not
aw^aro that any court would require such documents to be stamped.
And again : If in a dispute between certain parties I am appointed a referee for

the adjustment of their ditferences by a proper legal instrument, and in that capacity
measure and value any artilicer's work and material, or value any land or building,
makiiiii- my award ujion a proper lejjal instrument, is it necessary that I should be
licensed before actiiif^ in that capacity ?

Hoping to be favored with a reply to the foregoing Inquiries, I remain, &c.

(No. 3.)

Inland Revenue. Somerset House, London, W.C, 1st August, ISCO.

Sir,—Referring to your further letter of the 2:!rd ultimo, I am directed to inform
vou that all appraisement or valuation of any estate or efiTects, real or personal,
heritable or moveable, or of any interest therein, or of the annual value thereof, or
of any dilapidations, or of any repairs wanted, or of the materials and labour used or
to be used in any buildings, or of any artificer's work whatsoever, is liable to duty.

I have also to state that an appraiser is liable to a penalty of £50 if he neglects to
deliver to his employer within 14 days a duly stamped appraisement.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
(Signed) T. Sabjemt.

* For Illustration see page CM.

l^nemouth.—The first contract of the extensive buildings now being
carried out for the " Tynemouth Promenade and Assembly Room Company " In
this rismg watering place has just been completed, and was inaugurated by a
banquet held in the new ball-i oom on Thursday last. The block consists of a
large and handsome hotel, fitted up with everv convenience, connected with it by
a covered arcade. An extensive range of building, containing hall-room, read-
ing-room, and biUiard-rooms, and a ladies' saloon, with washing-rooms, cloak-
rooms, &c. The ball-room is 70 feet long, separated from the ladies' saloon by
large folding doors, which when drawn back make the ball-room in all 100 feet

long. Both rooms are highly ornamented, the plasterwork 'being of a very
elaborate character. The ceilings are divided by curved and moulded beams,
with ornamental metal scrollwork in the spandrels, and subdivided again into a
fretwork of smaller geometrical panels, filled in with fruit and flowers, &c. The
doors, windows, and other openings are ornamented in a corresponding manner.
The rooms are lighted by a large chandelier in the saloon and sunlights hung
with crystal pendants, supplied by Messrs. Faradays, of London. The windows
open on to the promenade ground, which is tastefully laid out. Through a
spacious verandah running the whole length of the building, and covered with
tinted glass, pleasantly subduing the light, and commanding a beautiful view of
the haven, pier, and harbour, iScc. Staining and varnishing has been adopted
throughout instead of painting, the framing being stained a rich brown, and the
panels remaining the natural color of the wood, and the whole highly varnished.
The result is most satisfactory, the contrast producing a clieerfnl and agreeable
efi'ect, and in the hall-room looks rich and handsome. The principal entrance
from the arcade is laid with Maw's encaustic tiles. Underneath the ball-room
there is a supper-room of the same size, and on the upper story an extensive
suite of sitting and bed rooms, both the lower and upper story being in imme-
diate connexion with the hotel. The buildings are carried out in moulded and
colored brickwork, partaking of the character of the brick buildings of Northern
Italy, the internal fittings and decorations being designed in the same style. The
architect is Mr. Archibald M. Dunn, of Newcastle, who has also superintended
the cariying out of his plans. The contractors are Messrs. Wait and Howard, of

Newcastle, who have taken the contract for the second block of buildings con-

nected with the scheme, consisting of a range of shops and houses in the front

street, with the completion of the arcade, &c.

Advertisement.-Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views
of the Interior of the Chapel Royal, of St. George's, Windsor. They are of re-

markable merit.—unequalled by anything we have ever seen iu stereoscopes"—
Jlthai'inmi. " Highly interesting and valuable,"—Z>oiV.v Xetcs. " A charming scries

of value to the architect and archa!ologist, and cannot fail to interest visitors. '—Art
Juiiriml. The Views complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-office order for 27b.,

or two samples for 3s. 2d. Frederic Jones, HO, Oxford-street, London (nearly

opposite Ilond-street).
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THK MKTIlOrOLlTAX BO.VUD OK WOUKS.
TllE usual weekly mcotinp of tho Metropolitan Hoard of Works was held, on

{•"riday, in the Council-chamber, Guildhall. The cash statement showed a
balance of £:.V.\a83 78,

DfoXh of Mrs. Thtraiies.—Owing to the absence of Mr. ThwaItoB,Vhe chairman of
the Hoard, in eonstxinence of the recent death of his wife. ^Ir. Uristow, M. 1'., was
called to tlie chair. Uet'ore the business on the a^renda paper was proceeded with» Mr.
Brtstow moved a resolution to the efloct " That the Clerk of the Hoard be instructed
Jbltiiwftth to conrey to John Thwaites, Kaq., the respected Chairman of the Board,
ttM Mwirance of the g^reat regret with which the Hoard has heard of bis recent
tarepanbla loss, and of its deep (and unfeigned sympathy on the occasion of his
afflMtbie bereavement." The motion was seconded, carried unanimously, and ordered
to be oiwred on the minutes of the Board's proceedings.

Tke Sotttlurn Wujh-Ltvel Setcer. the JnhabiUtuts of Drpt/ord, and the- Trmtctsofihe
NeiD Cross-road.-—X deputation from Deptford and tlie neij^hbourhood, consisting of
Captain Roath, Mr. Jonn Wado, Mr. II. l*arry, Mr. A. Dixon, Mr. Sandom, and Mr.
J«nw8 (Clerk to the (Jreenwich District Hoard of Works) waited upon the Board in
ntfkuCBU! to the delay which has taken place in the prosecution of the works of the
Bolltfrii High-Level Sewer (previously roferre<l to in the Buildino Xews), the In-
amr.eoienco thereby cau;!$ed to the inhabitants of Deptford, and to tho differences
fixwng between the contractors and the Now Cross turnpike-rondirustees. ;At the
l»t meeting of the Hoard a deputation from the Greenwich District Board waited
upon it, and presented a memorial, of which the following is a copy :—

'* To the Metropolitan Hoard of Works.
" The Memorial of tlie Hoard of Works for the Greenwich District

^ Keffpectfully sUoweth.—
*\That your memorialists beq: once more to draw your attention to the very serious

annoyaDce. inconvenience, and injury inflicted on the inliabitants of that part of the
Greenwich District oxtendinsj from! and including the Hroadway, Deptford, to the
New Cross-road, by the lonj^ delay in, and suspension of the profiress of the Southern
Uif^h Level Main Drainaj»-e Works, under your contract with Messrs. Helling and
Company ; as welt as to the obstruction of the traffic-, and the damage to horses and
carriages occasioned by the diversion of the line of passage ft-om the New Cross
Turnpike Hoad.
"That your memoriali-^ts have been informed that a further delay is now caused

by the Trustees of the New Cross Turnpike Hoads refusing their consent to the
stoppage of more ^than half the Turnpike Uoad ; and that such refusal on the part
of toe Trustees arises from their inability (from experience of the past) to place con-
fidence in the promises and engagements entered into with them by the contractors,
in relation to the said Turnpike Uoad.
"That your memorialists are led to believe that if the Jletropolitau Hoard of

Works would interpose, on behalf of the contractors, between them and the Trustees
of the Turnpike Uoad. the latter would be induced to afford every facility in their
power to the progress of the works, notwithstanding their present indisposition to
acce<le to applications recently made to them by the contractors.
"That your memorialists entertain no doubt of the anxious desire of the Metro-

politan Hoard for the speedy prosecution of the works in question, and of their readi-
ness to do all in their power to mitigate the evils resulting Irom the unfortunate
delay in the progress of such works. Your memorialists therefore trust that the
Metropolitan lloard will, in order to remove the fresh difflcuUies which have arisen
in this matter, afford the contractors such assistance and support as they may require
in their arrangements with the Trustees of the Turnpike Uoads, and other parties,
so as to enable them to proceed steadily and continuously with the said works ; and
that the Metropolitan Hoard, bearin"- in mind the serious evils and injury to persons
and property hereinbefore adverted to, will cause the works to be proceeded with to
completion as speedily as possible.

•* And your memorialists will ever pray. Sec."
At the meeting of the Metropolitan Hoard, at which the above memorial was read,

it came out that a special meeting of the Committee of the trustees of the New-
cross turnpike roads, held at the Green Man Inn, Blackheath, on Saturday, the
2l8t July, 1N(K), it was resolved—
•*That the statements made to this Committee by Mr. Helling on the subject of

the main drainage works having failed to convince them of the absolute necessity
forstoppingup, or hindering the traffic, of any portion of the New-cross turnpike
roads along its entire width at one time, so as to justify the trustees granting the
requested pt-rmission to stop up the road ; and that, in any case, the trustees do not
feel disposed to take upon themselves the responsibility of exercismg the discretion
gyen to them by the statute, in this respect, unless upon the direct request of the

etropolitan Hoard of Works, and upon such guarantees on the part of that Board
as the trustees may be advised to be proper, in order to indemnify the trust funds
aeainst expense, and to secure the public convenience during the temporary stoppage
or the road."
After some conversation, it was moved by Mr. Bbistow, seconded by Mr. Henky

IfOWMAN Tavloh, and agreed to—
"That the Engineer of the Board be instructed to attend the meeting of the

trastees of the New-cross turnpike roads, to be held on the following day (Satur-
day), and that he do make such arrangements for the immediate proseccution of the
works for tlie southern hi<^h-level sewer as he may deem necessary."
At the meetlngof the Metropolitan Board, on Friday last, the Main Drainage

Committee made the following report in reference to the above-mentioned subject:
** Your Committee have considered the several letters referred by the Hoard on the

20th July instant, from the trustees of the New-cross turnpike roads in reference to
the re-opening, for public tniffic, of the turnpike road at Deptford, and withdrawing
their permission to Messrs. Helling and Yeoman to stop up such road; also the
memorial from the Hoard of Works for the (Greenwich district, pointing out the evils
arising ft-om the stoppage of the works, and praying the Hoard to afford the contrac-
tors such assistance as they may require in the arrangements with the trustees of
the roads and other parties, so as to enable them to proceed steadily and continuously
with the works, and the further communication from the trustees to the effect that
they did not feel disposed to take upon themselves the responsibility of granting
permission to stop up the road for tlie execution of the works unless upon the
requisition of this Hoard, and guarantees on tlie part of the Board to indemnify the
trust fundri against expense, and to secure the public convenience during the tem-
poranr stoppage of the road. Your Honorable Board will remember that on the read-
ing of the alKJve-mentionc-d memorial and communication on Friday last, the Hoard
directed the Kngineer to attend the meeting of the trustees to be held on the follow-
ing daj. and authorized him to make such arrangements for the imm( diatc prosecu-
tion of the works as he might deem necessary. The Kngineer accordingly attended
that meeting, and he has reported to your Committee that the Trustees cleclined to
treat with the contractor, and required—first, to be satisfied by him that it was
necessary to stop up the higli road at Deptford ; secondly, an application from this
Board for permission to do so : and, thirdly, a guarantee from the Hoard against all
costs which the trustees might incur or become liable to in consequence of such
stoppage, and in providing temporary accommodation for the traffic; that he had
been enabled to satisfy the trustees with regard to their first and second require-
ments, and had assured them that the Hoard would adopt every practfeable means
for the accommodation of the public during the stfjppage of the road ; that the
trustees were, however, not satisfied with this assurance, and had passed the fol-
lowbig resolution—
ResolTcd—" That Mr. Bazalgette, the Kngineer of the ^letropolitan Board of

Works having stated that in his opinion the sewer works at Deptford could not be
wuTled on with safety to the public, unless the turnpike road be stopped up for a
time, the Trustees will not object to the requested stoppage of the New Cross
turnpike road at Deptford, provided the Metropolitan Hoard of Works will indem-
Juy t»c Trustees against all damages and expenses whicli they may incur, or be
he liable to by reason of such stoppage. Including the expenses attendhig a proper
prorUion for the public traffic during the stoppage of the road."

And looking to the urgent necessity for the works Ixnng proceeded with as quickly
as possible, and considering all the circumstances of the case, they recommend—
"Tnata communication be addressed to the Trustees of the New Cross turnpike road
to the effect that the Hoiirdare i)n!pared to indemnify them for the expenses they may
incur or for which they may become liable in the restoration of the road at Deptford,
and the performance of the matters referred to in the 157th section of the MetropoHa
Local ^Management Act, interfered with for the several works, including the
expenses attending a proper provision for the public traffic during the stoppage of
tlie road."
Captain Uouxn, a member of the deputation from the Greenwich Board, said it

would not be requisite for him to trouble the Board any further after the resolution
which had been come to by the 3Iain Drainage Committee.
Mr. JoFiN Wade said the principal object of the deputation that day was to en-

deavom* to impress on the minds of the members of the Hoard the great necessity
which existed for carrying forward the works of the Southern high-level sewer at a
greater speed than had hitherto been the case. There never had bettn a sufficient
number of hands on the works at Deptford, and unless a much greater force were
employed he was quite sure that that part of the trade of Deptford which depended
upon the traffic through it would be ruiuud. The trade of tlK' town of Deptford was
being injured, and the deputation hoped that the Hoard would do all it could to push
the works on. The pathways were m a most imperfect and dangerous state owing
to the works, and there seemed hitherto to have been much earclessnesa and wan-
tonness on the part of the contractors as to the public convenience, and some steps
should be taken for the putting the footways into a proper state of repair. A short
time ago a lady was injured by treading on a loose plank on one of the footpaths,
and 3Ir. Wheatley, proprietor of omnibuses running between Greenwich aud Lon-
don, complained or heavy pecuniary losses by the stoppage of the main road.
Mr. H. LowMAN Taylor moved a resolution to the effect,—"That the engineer

be instructed to direct special attention to the dangerous state of the footway at
Deptford, with a view to repairinj? it where necessary^ and that an offensive hoarding
in the Hroadway, Deptford, which had been there twelve months be forthwith re-
moved, if such removal were practicable.
Mr. Harris seconded the motion.
The Kngineer stated that the hoarding could not be removed for the present, hut

that all that could be done would be done to render the operations consequent upon
the works in progress as little offensive as possible to the inhabitants.
The motion was then unanimously agreed to.

It was likewise unanimously agreed to that a communication be addressed to the
Trustees of the New Cross turnpike roads to the effect that the Board are prepared
to indemnify them for the expenses they may incur or for which tliey may become
liable in the restoration of the road at Deptford, and the performance of the matters
referred to in'the 157th Sec. of the ^letropolis Local Management Act, interfered with
for the several

' works, including the expenses attending a proper provision for the
public traffic during the stoppage of the road.
MhceUftneous.—The following repo_ reports and recommendations fx'om the 3Iain Drain-

age Committee were read,
" Your Committee have to report that; they have received from the solicitors of tho

Hoard, Messrs. Smith and Son, a coramunicAtion to the effect that the costs of
Messrs. Brown and Godwin, the solicitors of Mr. Long, arising from his claim for
compensation for land at Stratford, had been taxed at .£"20-j lis. 4d., and requesting
that a cheque might be signed for that amount, which your Committee beg to recom-
mend."—Agreed to.

" Your ( Jommittee have also to report that they have received from Mr. Oakley his
account for professional charges m connexion with the purchases of property re-
quired for Main Drainage purposes on tlie north side of the river Thames, and
actually settled with up to the 25th .March last. The total amount of Mr. Oak-
ley's charges up to the date in question is £727 78. lid. on account, of which lie has
already received £500, leaving a balance now due of £227 7s. lid. Your Committee
have also received from Mr. Oakley an account, amounting to £12118., for professional
charges in connexion with the purchase of the property required at St. George's
Wharf, Deptford, and having ascertained from the Kngineer of the Hoard that such
charges are strictly in accordance with the arrangement entered into by him with
the Board, and fair and reasonable, theyrecommend—'That cheques be dra^vn for
.£277 7s. lid., balance of account from Jlr. Oakley up to the 25th IMarch last, for
services in connexion with the purchase of property required for the Northern High
Level and Northern Outfall Sewers, and for £12 lis., chaises in respect of the
purchase of Mr. Mitcheson's interest in St, George's Wharf, Deptford.'"—
Agreed to.

"Your Committee have also to report that, in pursuance of the resolution! of the
Board of the 20th July instant, they have considered the notice from Mr. Helling,
the contractor for the Southern High Level Sewer, stating that he had assigned all
his rights and powers under the contract to his two sureties, Mr. William Lee, M.P.,
of Holborough, Kent, and Mr. WilUani Bowles, of No. 31, Upper Hamilton-terrace,
St John's-wood, builder, and inasmuch as these gentlemen are responsible parties,
your Committee are of opinion that they may be safely accepted, and they recom-
mend—'That Messrs. Lee and Bowles be accepted as contractors for the Southern
High Level Sewer, in the place of Mr. Helling, on their signing a proper deed, to be
prepared by the solicitors of the Board.' "—Agreed to.

*' Your Committee have also to report that, in pursuance of the resolution of the
Board of the IMh June last, they have considered the letter from Mr, Hodgson,
applying, on behalf of Mr. Shout,for compensation for alleged injury to his property
by the water flowing from the sewer in front of his premises, 22, 1'ark-side, knights-
bridge, together with the letter from Mr. Chappell, Clerk to the vestry of St. George,
Hanover-square, on the same subject, and hare received from the Engineer of the
Board a report as follows :—

"
' P^ngineer's Deparment, 1, Greek-street, Soho, W., 30th July, 1860,

" ' I submit herewith a plan and section showing the mode of underpinning and
deepening the Kanolagh sewer from Motcomb-street to Albert-gate, a distance of
between 1,400 and 1,500 feet, which would relieve the neii^hbourhood of Knights-
bridge from the flooding to which they arc now subjected, and at the same lime
enable us to deepen and improve the sewer now about to be constructed through
Hyde-park.

" ' The probable cost of this work would be about £3,0()0 and, if now executed, it

would improve the general levels of the Kanehigh sewer to an extent whicli cannot?"
be done after it has been constructed across the park, but Mr. Shout's premises,
which drain into a district sewer, might be relieved ol flooding, at a cost of about
£r»00, by the vestry of St. George, Hanover- square, cutting off the connexion with
the main sewer at Albert-gate and deepening their sewers with a fall from Albert-
gate down Wilton-place and Motcomb-street into the Kanehigh sewer.

(Signed)
*" To the Main Drainage Committee." ' "* J. W. Baz^vlgette, Engineer.

" YourCommlttee, having conferred with the Kngineer on the subject of Mr. Shout's
claim, have arrived at the conclusion that he has no legal claim upon the Board, and
they recommend—'That a communication be addressed to Mr. Hodgson, in reply to
his application on behalf of Mr. Shout, 22, Hark-side, ICnightsbridge, for compensa-
tion for alleged injury to his property by water from the sewer in front of his

Eremises having forced its way into the basement of his house, to the effect that,
aving investigated the circumstances ofthe case, they have arrived at the conclusion

that the Board are not liable.'—Agreed to.
"With respect to that part of the report by the Engineer which relates to the

improvement of the Kanelagh sewer, your Committee are of opinion that, inasmuch
as the works would greatly improve the level of the JLiin Sewer now being con-
structed througli Hyde-park and which cannot be done liercafter unless at a very
large expense, it is most desirable that they should be at once executed, and they
recommend— * That the Kanelagh Main Sewer tVom Motcomb-street to Albert-gate,
Knightsbridgc, be deepened and underpinned as shown upon the plan produced to
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your Committee at an estimated cost of £.1,000.'—Af,Teed to conditionally that the

present contractor send in an estimate.

The Annual Holidays.—fir. D'IrrANOEK moved—"That the Board at its rising

on Friday, the 17th AuRusl, do adjourn until the 28th .September, and that the
officers have leave of absence aa may be approved by the chairman.'*

After the transaction of some routhie business, tbe Beard adjourned.

631

'%tm\m.

THE Art Journal for August contains a carefully-written article on the

Department of Science and Art, showing what it lias done, is doio)^, and

may do. The liberal tone and ripht feeling evinced in tlie treatment of an

interesting subject, bears out strongly in the following :

—

It is a matter of poor policy to continue th3 erection of temporary bnildlo^, for

they are an e "dlesB cost ; the temporary structure answers very well as long as the
institution was an experiment, but now that it is a great .success, why not build a
permanent edifice ? Let us have noble museums of science and art, and noble
schools for the instruction in those branches of learning • • ^nd then the
administration of this Department would even be more salutary than ever, and its

advantages more abundantly felt.

Attention is again directed to tlie failure of some of tlie frescoes in the Houses
of Parliament, which is now becoming of so alarming a natnre that it is seriously

proposed to engrave Mr. Herbert's picture that the subject may be preserved !

There seems good reason to believe tli.it the injury arises from damp
;

yet,

altliongh there are fireplaces in the Poet's Hall, we are astounded to learn that

the fires have never been lighted. Mr. Thomhnry's slietch of " King Cruik-

slianli" must not be passed over.

Twelve carefully executed cuts, illustrating " Mr. and Mrs. Hall's Companion-
Guide in South Wales," bring back to our recollection many a pleasant hour
passed at Neath Abliey. J. C. Ibbetson's picture, "Going to Labor," is intro-

duced in the unavoidable absence of an engraving from sculpture—the faces of

the " Labourers " are hardly those of children. Wondrously quaint and
laughter-provoking are the illustrations to Mr. Thomas Wright's valuable

fiapers on " Medieval ILiuners," gleaned with great industry from divers

iterary and artistic works of the middle ages. We must not omitjto particiJarize

"The Early Days of Wilkie," by John Burnet, F.R.S., and an agreeable chat
on the style and character of Ansilell's pictures.

Besides the engraving by Ibbctson, before mentioned, we have one of Ruben's
picture of his Wife, and another of Turner's "Rain, Steam, and Speed,"
engraved by R. Brandard, which shows as well as any picture we know what
genius can make ofcommon prosaic matters.

The Gentleman's Magazine and Historical Review. August.

AGAIN brings Westminster Abbey nnder our notice by four small, but most
delicately engraved, outline views of the Chapter House. Possibly re-

membering the axiom that we value things most when we miss them, the editor

does not in the present part indulge us with the usual leading architectural

leading article, although there are many scraps interspersed throughout very
readable matter that will well repay tiie trouble of looking them out. Too brief,

is almost all our space allows us to say of " Literature in the late Cabinet,"
which includes, notices of the Earl of Malmsbury, Sir E. Bulwer Lytton who
"lisped in numbers" and " at a very early age got out of the lisp losing and
speak in very significant language," and Mr. Benjamin Disraeli.

The Ecclenologist. No. CXXXIX. August.

FROM an abstract of Mr. Freeman's speech before the Architectural Congress
at Waltham Abbey, we understand that, from the result of recent investiga-

tions, during the last repairs of the church, he is willing to admit that it under-
went, in the time of Henry II., a much larger amount of alteration than he had
at first thought ; though he even now sees no reason to doubt that the present
church is essentially the nave of that built by King Harold. Mr. Burgess fol-

lows with a legend of the Abbey, and the history of the Church, and once more
we meet with his sectional perspective illustrations, showing its probable appear-
ance in the tburteenth century and in 1859. The papers on " 'The Ecclesiology
of Cambridgeshire " are brought to a close—for the present, as we are informed

—

in the number before us, which also contains a veiy full report of the proceed-
ings at the twenty-first anniversary meeting, with which our readers are already
acquainted. In the view of St. John's Church, Maindee, Newport—or Cardiff',

according to the letterpress—by Messrs. Pritchard and Seddon, the church
appears to bear no sort of proportion to the tower and spire, which are intended
to be 180 feet in height. As they are not yet built, it may not be too late to re-
consider the expediency »f making the body of the building a mere adjunct to
the tower, which appears to have lieen carefully designed, but, as we have before
hinted, is much too large for the church. In fact, the view shows a tower with
a church attached, rather than a church with a tower. We must not omit to
direct attention to several carel'ullv written reviews.

The Technologist. A Monthly Record of Science, Applied to Art and
Manufacture. Edited by P. L. Simmonds, F.S.S. No. 1. August. Kent and
Co., Paternoster-row.

IT is considered that hitherto Technology, or industrial science has had no special
organ to record its progress, and point out new fields of labor. To supply

this deficiency is the aim of the present publication, the first number of which
has just been issued, of a convenient form and at a moderate price. It is in-
tended that in these pages every branch of trade may anticipate the record of
some facts in which it is interested. Among the list of names of gentlemen whose
aid has been promised to the undertaking we notice many of high standing in the
scientific world. To give our readers a better idea of the scope of the work, we
may mention that the present numlier contains articles on "The Yellow Dves of
China and India," " The Trade in (Quicksilver," " On the Manufacture of"Date
Sugar in Bengal," " The Sponge fishery of the Ottoman Archipelago," " Notes
on the Permanent Exhibition of Algerian and other French Colonial Products in

Paris," by Eugene Rimrael, "A Good, Wholesome, and Cheap Substitute for
Coffee," on " Cape Mastic," " Paper and Rags in China," &c.
There is one thing we regret to observe, and that is the paucity of editorial re-

marks, some dozen lines include all we are favored with from the able editor, Mr.
P. L. Simmonds, we regret it the more, as there is no gentleman better qualified
for the duty than he is, and we think the success of what promises to be a very
deserving paper, would be much assisted by additional matter from his own care-
ful pen.

Tlie Financial Reformer, No. XXVI. August.

PRINTED for the Council of the Financial Reform Association, contains an
article which some of our readers may be glad to see. It is entitled

"Words for Workers and Employers."

The Practical Mechanic's Journal. Part CXLIX. August.

WHEN we learn that the number of wrecks on our coasts durine the five

years ending 1857 amounted to 5,128, being an average of 1,025 per year,

that in 1858 the number amounted to 1,170, and in 18oU to 1,410—we cannot

but recognise the importance of succe.s8l'ul inventions for recovering as much as

may be possible of this immense amount of property, and that apsu-t from the

consideration that at least three-fourths of wrecks arise from preventable

causes.

Captain Coppinand Mr. John Weild, of Glasgow, have recently patented the

Salvage Steam Ship, which deserves some attention. It is very fully described and
illustrated in the pages before us. Again we have to record the progress of

the voluminous history of tlie sewing machine, which, in its iOth article,

brings us down to May, 18.58. A report is given of the Royal Agricultural

Society's show at Canterbury. We were present, and can bear witness to

the busy app(;arance of the old city on the occasion. The subject of treating

waste India rublier deserves more attention than it has yet received. We ob-

serve a process here described. It does not, however, appear to be altogctlier

free from objection.

The Architects' ami Mechanics' Journal. New York, July 2l9t.

CONTINUES to maintain its position in architectural literature, and enunciates

many truths in an article on " LTtility, Beauty, and Truthfuhiess in Archi-

tecture."

Two pages of illustrations are given, one of City Residences, by Mr. C. Vnnx,
the other of plans, elevations, sections, and detaifs of a " Rustic Porch and Bay
Window," executed, with other works, under the superintendence of Mr.
Edward Blatchley, of London. The latter illustration, we may remark, has been

copied from one of our engravings, " Timber Porch and Oriel Window," of

January in last year, prepared from the working drawings lent to us for the

purpose by Mr. Blatchley. No doubt the omission of all a<^knowledgement as to

the source from which the illustration was taken is attributable entirely to

accident, and will be noted in the forthcoming number of our contemporary.

'

ST0NEW.4.RE DRAINPIPES.
Sin,—Having had repeated attacks in the Builder on my claiming priority

for the invention of the socketed stoneware drainpipes as now used for sanitary

purposes, and having sent several replies to the same publication in defence,

asserting and proving the accuracy of my observations made at the Society of

Arts in April last—which replies, to my utter astonishment, have in no instance

been allowed to I)e published—I appeal to you to render me that justice which
an Englishman, when attacked, is entitled to have, by the insertion in your
publication of a few lines, feeling confident, with your usual liberality, I shall

obtain that justice at your hands which the Builder has so uncourteously and
ungenerously refused me.
Now I do not feel disposed to trespass on your columns by following my

opponents through a long desultory discussion about the ancient or antediluvian

potters ; but shall simply confine myself to the original assertion, that / am the

inventor of the Socketed Stoneware Drainpipes, as now used for sanitary

purpose, and hereby challenge and invite any one or more of my opponents to

meet me in any public arena or before any public assembly, at their own time, to

dispute this fact ; which challenge, if declined, I advise them to retire from the

contest of priority and hide their diminished heads in quiet somnambulism under
the garments of confusion, bewailing their position in '' sackcloth and ashes."

I am, &c.,
William Northen, Lambeth.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION AND THE INSTITUTE.
Sir,—If " F. P. R.'s " customary method of reading (i.e., by contraries) is

shown by his comments upon my article on the above subject, I fancy there is

no fear of his ever obtaining a diploma, or any mark of distinction in those

studies which require careful and truthful reading. " F. P. R." is like a

soldier fighting in the dark and mistaking his friends for his enemies. He
charges me with an attempt to " force " the diploma question down the

throats of the profession, nolens volens, but where he obtained the grounds for

this charge it is difficult to ascertain. A more wilful representation of a
writer's views, I never met with. I contended that the " Fellows " had no right

to regulate for the " profession " without first ascertaining the feeling of tliat

profession, and that before any step were taken the opinions of the various pro-

vincial bodies should be obtained. This was the substance of my amendment,
which was lost—a somewhat similar one by the Council, based upon mine,

being however carried. Does this look like " force ?
"

I know the views of some scores of provincial architects of standing upon
this question, which perhaps "F. P. R." does not, and can with confidence

tell him that a fair expression of their views, if treated by the Institute with

becoming respect, will go far towards the establishment of a " compulsory

examination."
His "reminders" require no comment. The profession can well judge

between "argument " fairly and gentlemanly conducted, and low inuendos.

I would, however, " remind " him that the love and desire of truth should be

the proper motive to study, and that the substance of what is spoken, and

not the person who speaks, ought principally to be considerecl.

I am, &c.,

August 6th, ISeO. ^- ^•

Sir,—It seems to me that your correspondent " T. P. R." is greatly mis-

taken in the latter part of his statement concerning the diploma question.

Why should it be necessary for an architect to produce his indentures, or that

he should have practised a certain number of years before receiving a diploma?

As far as I can see, if any architect could give an undoubted testimony as to his

efliciency by means of an examination in subjects really pertaining to the pro-
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fission, it nould matter very little by what means he hail obtained his know-
ledge, or when be had l>e^iu his slnd'y. The point around which tlie profession
meet should be, not kindred, party, of connection, but love to, and, as a conse-
quence, a thorough knowledsje of, their art, no matter when implanted or how
acquired. An architect would be bound to follow a beaten track, which has been
untrodden by many of the briglitest ornaments of the profession. Genius is left

entirely out of the question. Stephenson's great name would never have been
heard of among; eusrineers had such a restraint as T. P. R. would introduce
among architects e.Yisted. An examination such as I speak of would have been
no^pediment to him. I am, &e.,

NOSCK.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.
Sir,—The subject of diplomas for architects has been so variously and ably

discuaed in your valuable Journal as to leave but little more to be said. But as

a eormpondent in your Journal remarked, it is a subject of so much importance
to the architectural world at this moment, that even.' architect must feel the
more the question is ventilated by the profession the better, and the speedier

will be the results of the agitation. That our profession require a test of
proficiency quite as much, if not more, than others that enjoy this privilege,

thei« can be no question. The lamentable cases which your correspondent,
"Alpha," divulged a few weeks since, of those who profess" to be members of a
Bbenl and high-minded art, must surely reflect on the character and status of
the profession in the minds of the public. These are they who usurp the place
of rightful and aspiring professors to the injiuy of the profession and degradation
of the art, but who have so long occupied that position as to lay claim to be
considered properly qualified arcnitecls. Surely, taking this view of the matter,
some protection should be given to him who has pursued his profession with
ardour and interest as a student, and is about to enter the professional arena

—

some test by which he may hold that position in society which his ability,

education, and capital invested, should properly insure to him.
The responsibility attached to architectural works is another and stronger

reason for some gutiranteed proficiency being given to the public. This concerns
the public interest, and would have their approbation. E.\perience, too, has
indubitably prove<l the value of such a measure.
The nature of the examination for a diploma certainly admits of a variety of

opinion. That it should be theoretical as well as practical there can be little

doubt. That the artistic element should be included admits of two opinons.
Its absence would not be of such great prejudicial tendency, m my
opinion, as some suppose in an examination where proficiency in

principles and facts, is the great object to be attained. The argu-
ment that natural artistic genius would shrink from undereoing mathematical
analvsis and formula ungenial to the soil of the artists' mind, is not so strong as
it might appfar; for an architect should be an artist in every branch connected
with his profession. Of course the artist-architect would always have the lead
in the higher departments of the art, and the constructional architect would, in

like manner, have success in his peculiar fort. There is room for both. While
some would easily pass in the matliematics and literary portion of the examina-
tion, others would fail in these but succeed in the sesthetieal portion ; like many
in the Universities who take either mathematical or classical honors. At all

events, the preliminary examination for qualification should be general, as well
as special. With regard to the projwsed curriculum of study, that proposed by
the Institute is, in my opinion, none too comprehensive, although it might bear
modification.

Pure and opplied mathematics, qualities of various building materials, every
species of construction, should, of course, form a permanent part in any pro-
gramme ; but the more general acquirements, although secondary in importance,
should not be omitted, particularly history and tlie literature of architecture.
The languages of Greek and Latin, objected to by some, would, I consider, be
great auxiliaries to the study of the art.

I fully concur with the remarks of your correspondent last week, that the
profession, through the different provincial societies, should be consulted, and its

opinions soon obtained, so that the several representative bodies may be enabled,
on November next, to lay a scheme before the Institute for their consideration.
Hoping the foregoing remarks may not be deemed unacceptable, and believing

that I am but re-echoing the sentiments of many junior members of the pro-
fession (being one myself) who are deeply solicitous for its advancement and
social elevation, and knowing, too, the ability and assiduity you devote to its

welfare, I trust thev may find a place in yourpages. I am, &c.
G. H. G.

Drinking Fountains.—We have to record the erection of one of these
useful works, the gift of the United Kingdom Temperance Provident Institution,
at Adelaide-place, London-bridge. It consists of three granite steps, on which
there stands a Portland stone pedestal decorated with three dolphins of bronze,
which support a large circular basin of polished red granite, above this, in the
centre of the granite basin, is a handsome vase of polished white marble, with
the emblematical leaves of the water-lily carved thereon ; and from which the
cooling beverage, in two jets, falls into the cups (which are of electro-silver)
placed beneath to receive it. The cover of the vase is of bronze gilt, having for
Its termination a handsome finial, also gilt, composed of the flower of the water-
lily. A work of the same class has also been created in tlie Strand opposite
Somerset House. It is composed of a polished red granite base and mounted on
three granite steps. Six decorated columns of bronze stand on the granite base,
supporting an entablature of polished red and white marble, above this is a dome
in terra-cotta, enriched with shells and emblems of water. The whole work,
which is about 14 feet in height, is crowned with a gilded figure of a boy carry-
ing a water pitcher on his head. This fountain has been erected at a cost of 200
guineas, and is the gift of Robert Hanbury, Esq., M.P. Both these works have
been designed and erected by the sculptors Wills, Brothers, of the Euston-road.

Haffaelle's ^'Apollo and Marsyas" in Home.—The artists and
amateurs of Rome continue to visit and re-visit this celebrated masterpiece.
Among others, Profcs.sor Pictro Tenerani, who stands in the first rank of living
sculptors and unrivalled in Rome, an accomplished connoisseur, moreover^ of
classic art, has also inspected it. After remaining long wrapt in admiration before •

it, be declared that great as had been his expectations from the reports of Pro-
fessor Minardi and others, he came quite unprepared to see so splendid a work,
one so Drc-eininently characteristic of Hafl'aelle in all its parts. The sensation
created here by the " Apollo and Marsyas "is without precedent.

TENDERS.
ClI.-iPEL, iiUNDEULAND.

For building a new Chapel in I'emborton-strcet, Sunderland. Jlr. John Tillman,
Jim., architect. Ciuantities supplied.

>«r the u-holf Worl.\
George Young £i>35 o ::

HenryHopper !I13 U
Sinclair, Thompson, and
Young S3S

Excavatora\ Masons\ and Jirieklay('r8\

Thompson and Terry £819
I'eart and Humble &<fi

B. and J. Itanken 7:^5 15

Sinclair, Tliompson, and Y^oung..£415 10
T. and A. Cooke (accepted) 370
Thompson and Terry 311

A. Wardropper. £518 l.'i 9J
Thomas Y'ouu^er, Jim 520 13 3
Chas. Stonley 48? 15 4
H. Hopper 433 10 10

Plnsterers\
A. Wardropper £91 4 7 i Sinclair, Thompson, & Young.. £58 8 8
J. Atkinson 58 8 8 Thos. Younger, Juu 64 3 7
Charles Stonley 68 8 8 Thompson and Terry 47 10
U. Hopper 58 8 8 | T. and A. Cooke (accepted) 47

Ulaten'.
Eobert Preston £44 | W. Dawberand Son (accepted) £40

Joiners^ and Carpenters\
W.Bates fiS-TO 9 i I'eart and Humble £'a(,
Charles Conycrs 2!>(i D. and J. Konken (accepted). . 238 12 9
Sinclair, Thompson, & Y'ouag. 2yo |

Paintinq.
P. Bamlett £14 10 I Geo. Kirkup(accepted) £8 2 4
W.IGowdy 11 10

I

Alterations.—Pinner, Middlesex.
For alterations and additions to a house, near llnner. Mr. Henry J. Lanctaester,

architect.
Downes £074

|
Chapman £512

Grimwood 563

KiMPTON Chapel, Herts.
For second portion of proposed restoration and reseating. Mr. Joseph Clarke,

F.S.A., diocesan architect.
Heury Kingham £797 13 I Kilby £726
G. Icevcs 745

I
Warren and Allen 577 17 8

Hartley Institution, Southampton.
For works to be done in the erection of the Hartley Institution, Southampton.

Messrs. Green and Do A'^ille, architects, 30, Great Ormond-street, W.C. Quantities
taken out by Messrs. StrudwicK and Co., and Mr. Gritten, Westminster.
Mvers £9,900 I Stevens £8,677
^Vatts , 9,400 Bull 8,587
Marriott 8,850 | Gambling (accepted) 8,450

MiDDLEwicH Church, Cheshire.
For third portion of proposed Kestoration. Jlr. .Joseph Clarke, F.S.A. , architect.

Mr. Samuel Faram, Odd Eodc ....£2,8;J0
\
Messrs. Wilson & Jones, Liverpool £2,450

Shops, iS:c., Kidsgrove, Stoke-upon-Trent.
For Shops, Stores, Ac, at Kidsgrove, Stoke-upon-Trent, for the Industrial

Co-operation Societv. Mr. Eobert Chapman, architect. Quantities supplied.
Cotton and Wood, Kidsgrove . . £1,850 I Fryer, Talk - o' - th' - UiU (ac-

Bayley, Newcastle 1,744 10 cepted) £1,605
Harley and Dean, Burslem 1,020 | I'alin Kidsgrove ._. 1,600

Alterations, Lower Thames-street, Citv.
For sundry Alterations. &c., for Messrs. Symons, Sharpen, and Co., Lower Thames-

street, City. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect, 61, Torrington-squarc, W.C.
Messrs. Eichards and Co £331 I Messrs. Ashby and Horner £275
Mr. Macey 318

|

Works at Cemeterv, Forest-gate.
For building new Urinals, Tool-house, and sundry other works at the Jews'

Cemetery, Forest-gate, Essex. Mr. H. H. Collins, Architect.
Mr. Kivett £402 I Mr. Mortar £383

DWELilNG-HOUBES, ST. LEONARD'B-ON-SEA.
For house, Maze-hill, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. Mr. Francis H. Fowler, architect.

Quantities by Mr. Smither.
Stap X2,760
AyersandCo 2,642
Fish 2,4:)0

M'Lennan and Bird 2,293

Howell, Hastings £2,238
Hughes & Hunter, St. Leonards... 2,223

ivcnwood, St. Leonards 2,090

Uonelly 1,683

A'lLLAS, ISLEWORTH.
For a pair of villas at Isleworth, for Mr. George Imrie, Jun., Mr. Charles G. Scarle

architect.
Turner and Sons £1,309 |

Patman and Fotheringham .. .£1,098
Burchett 1,2,'iO Hewlett and Brown 1,055

Ennor 1,173 Kias 1,002 10

Stabling, Oxford-street.
For stabling, &c., 2.33, Oxford-street. Mr. C. G. Searle, architect.

Williams , £2,149 |
Davics £1,760

liobmson 1,929 j George 1,460

Alterations, Kl.m Grove, Barnes.
For alterations and additions to Elm Grove, Barnes, for the Eev. Frederic Kent

First Contract. Mr. John Blore, architect.
Goodale £1,380 ' Stimpson £1,278
Sims 1,290

I

Eestoration.—Wellingborough, Northamptonshire.
For the reseating and restoration of St. Luke and All Saints' Church, Welling-

borough, Northamptonshire. E. F. Law, architect.
a. b. c. Total.

Cox and Son, London £977 0£1,.517 0£264 0£2,748
Cogswell and Day, Peterboro 296 19 11 1,125 9 89 17 10 1,512 3
Watkin, North.impton 298 13 8.32 94 10 1,225 3
Bradshaw, Stamford 288 817 10 93 10 1,1419

Burkitt and Cheater, Wellingborough • 278 15 794 67 10 1,140 5
Eead, Commercial-road, London 120 020 10 1.30 871 2

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
SCIlOdl.lloi SK, &c.

Hakdsworth.—For designs, plans, .^ineiliiMrions, and estimates for the erection of
a schoolbousc, with the necesfiury Jixtures, fittings, and appurtenances, and for the
formation of a playground, with fence walls, entrance yates and approaches, for

the trustees of the " Handsworth-bridge Charity," upon a piece of land in the
Parish of Handsworth. A lithographed plan of the land, and printed instructions

and particulars will be forwarded on application by letter, addressed to Mr. "William
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Corbett, Grosvonor-road, Handsworth, Rlrminebam, the surveyor of the Charity
Estates. The designs, plans, and other particulars, arc to be sent in before or on
the Mth of August next.

MKCIIAXICS- INSTITUTION.
TjEEDS,—Plans and estimates for the Meehanios' Institution, and 'Literary Society,

and Leeds .School of Art, to be erected in Cookridge-street, Leeds. A plan of the
site, and detailed instructions and conditions, may be had nn application. The
total cost of the building is not to exceed £l.*l,0(.)0. The Directors do not bind
themselves to adopt any plan, nor to employ, as architect, the party whose design
may be selected ; if so employed, he will receive the usual commission ; if not so
employed he will be paid the sum of :£100, and the design will be the property of
the Committee. Preference will be given to those plans where readiness of access
to the different rooms and general convenience have been specially studied.

COMPETITION AAVARDED.
O.SWESTHY CkMETERY.

The first premium has been awarded to 5Ir. Hans F. Price, architect, 'Weston-
super-Mare, The Hoard obtained professional assistance in making: their selection.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CHUllCIIKS.

Great Easton, Essex.—Eor the erection of a tower and other works, at Great
Easton Church, Essex, for the Kight lion. Lord Maynord and others. Plans at
the OfBces of the Architect, G. E. Pritchett, 4, Great St. Helen's, London, and
liishop's Stortford, Herts, to the IStli lust., on which day the tenders arc to be de-
livered.

BIiDDLE Hasen.— For the restoration and enlargement of the church at Middle
Kaeen, Tupholme, county of I^incoln. Pljins, &c., at the Ollices of Hellamy and
Hardy, arcliitecf s and surveyors, ^'it, Hroadgate, Lincoln, pealed tenders to be sent
to the Kev. Samuel Sheen, Market Rasen, endorsed " Tender for Itestoration and
Enlargement of thet'hureh. Middle Kasen," to August :il.

Hull. -For the execution of the tirst portion of the works, comprising the west
front and nave of the Holy Trinity Cliurch, Hull. Application to be made to G.
Gilbert Scott, Esq., architect, 20, Spring-gardens, Charing-cross, London.

C1IAPEL.'5.
Earl's Colne, Essex.—For the erection of a Baptist Chapel and school, at Earl's
Colne, near Halstead, Essex. Drawings, &c., at the Vestry, from August s, ten-
ders, addressed to C. F. Hayward, Esq., architect, 8, Adelphi-street, Adelphi,
London, to August IS.

Halifax.—For two Chapels (to be precisely similar) in the Halifax Cemetery.
Drawings at the Town-hall, and of the architect, C. U. Edwards, Esq., 28, Bruns-
wick-square, London, W.C. Forms of tender and bills of quautities (price 5s.)

from the architect, or at the Town-hall. Tenders to the office of the Town Clerk,
to August 14,

SCHOOLS, Ac.
Little Hadiiaim, Herts.—For the erection of new schools, with a residence, at
Little Hadham, Herts, for the Rev. Thomas Kandolph. Plans, &c., at the oifices
of the architect, G. E. Pritchett, 4, Great St. Helen's, London, and Bishop's
Stortford, Herts, to the 15th inst, on wliieh day the tenders are to be de-
livered.

Haves.—For the erection of new schools at Hayei!, Middlesex. Drawings, .teat
the oilice of the arcliitect, G. G. Scott, Esq.. 'JO, Spring-gardens, London.
Tenders to be sent in to the Kev. W. Randall, Hayes, iliddlesex, to
August 13.

Winchester.—For the erection of a new Training-school for Masters, with resi-
dences for the Principal, Vice-Principal, and Matron, at Winchester Hants.
Drawings, &c., at the oflice of the architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Swithin-street.
"Winchester. Bills of quantities will be supplied on application. Tenders endorsed
"Tenderfor Winchester Training-school," are to be delivered at the architect's
olBcc before 12 noon, on the 13th of August.

VE.STRYIIALL, &e.
SouTnwARK.—For the alterations and repairs proposed to be made and done in con-
verting the Ijterary Institution, Borongh-ruad, Sonthwark, into a vestry -hall, for
the parish of St. George the Martyr, Sonthwark. Plans, &c., at the oilice of the
vestry clerk, 37, Bridge-honse-place, Sonthwark, and at the office of the architect,
Mr. Henry Jarvis, t-'l). Trinity-square, Soulhwark. Tenders are to be delivered at
the vestry clerk's office, as above, at four o'clock on August 13.

Pi.MLico.—For the erection of a house, board-room, offices. &c., on the wharf, at
Ebury-bridge-road, Pimlico, of the vestry of the parish of St. George, Hanover-
square. Specifications, drawings, and conditions, at their office of works. No. 43,
Lower Belgrave-plaee, Pimlico, where i)arliculars and information can be obtained
ot Mr. K, W. Jearrad, the surveyor. Tenders to be delivered to Mr. T. P. Chappeil,
vestry clerk, at the Board-room, in Mount-street, Grosvenor-square, sealed and
endorsed, "Tender for Buildings, &c., at Ebury-bridge-wharf, Pimlico," to Sep-
tember 4.

DWELLING-HOUSES, &c.
HuNBLET.—For the works required in the erection of an extensive house and shop

in Waterloo-road, Hunsiet. Plans, A-c, at tlie Office of Mr. T. Ambler, architect,
10 Park -row, Leeds, from the 14th to the 17th instant, on which latter day tenders
must be sent to 3Ir. Ambler.

Wishecu-For the erection of a gentleman's residence in Wisbeach. Plans, &c.,
and terms of contract, at tlie oflice of the architect, Mr. William Adams, in Wis-
bech. Tenders to Watson and Sou, solicitors, Wisbech, to August 25.

VILLA.
Weston.—For the erection of a villa residence at AVeston, near Bath. Plans, &c.,

at the Offices of .lames Wilson, F.S.A., architect, 1, Belmont, Bath; to whom
tenders sealed and endorsed to August 15.

Boston.—For the erection of two semi-detached villas, at Boston, Lincolnshire.
Intending contractors to forward their names to Bellamy and Hardy, architects
and surveyors, 29 Broadgate, Lincoln, to August 2(1. (See advertisement.)

FAR.M BUILDINGS.
Bedstone, Siirop.ohire.—For the erection of farm-buildings and double cottage at
Bedstone, Shropshire (six miles from Ludlow, and two miles from Leintwardiue).
Plans, Ac, with Mr. Sliehael Hanson, drainage foreman. Bedstone. Tenders to
be sent to Mr. J. Bailey Denton, 5'2, Parliament-street, Westminster, to August 31.

WORKHOUSES.
Blackburn.—For the whole works, or any trade department of the work, required

for the erection of a New Union Workhouse. Specifications and drawings at the
Office of the Clerk of the Guardians, King-street, Blackburn, on the 30th day of
August next, and for twenty-one days tlieieafter. All information from the archi-
tects, Jlessrs. J. E. and .). D. Gates, at their Offices, Coney-street. York, and
George-street Chambers. Halifax. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New Work-
house," addressed to P. Ellingthorpe, Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to
the Clerk to the Hoard, King-street, Blackburn, not later than September 21.

MILL.
KODLEY, Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection of a new mill, at
Rodley, township of liramley, borough of Leeds. Drawings, &c., at the Anchor
Inn, Rodley, from 20th to 27th August, on which day sealed tenders must be
delivered to .loseph Roberts, the arcliitect, free of charge, at the Anchor Inn, not
later than one o'clock, p.m. Printed speeilications may be had on application to
the architect, on and after Monday, the 2oth inst.

RAILWAYS.
Stockport.—For the construction of the line from Woodley to Stockport of the
Stockport and Woodley .lunction Railway Company. I'lans and specifications at
theofflce of J. G. Blackburne, Esq., C.E., Oldham. Sealed tenders, "Tenderfor

Works," to Edward Ross, secretary, London-road .Station, Manchester, not later
than 1 p.m. of August Ifl.

SLEEPERS FOR THE GREAT KORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY.
Baston.— For the supply of loo.oiM) rectangular sleepers, at Boston. Specification*
and forms offender (on which forms only tenders will be received) at the cecretary'a
office, Kiiig's-cross station, London. "Tenders, sealed, and marked " Tender for
Sleepers," at the above office before 12 uoou, of August 14, when partiea tendering
must be in attendance.

RAILWAY STATION. Ac.
NoRTir British Railway.— For the erection of station-housei, good* shcda, and
other buildings, at West Linton (5 miles from Carlisle), Longtown (S miles from
Carlisle), and Scotch Dyke (10 miles from Carlisle.) Also for the excavaliun on the
site of Ihe proposed eneine and carriage sheds at the Junction with the Port
Carlisle Railway at Carlisle, i'lans and specifications at the office of Mr. Jopp,
C.E., 24 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh, from 9th August. Sir. Knox, resident
engineer, will be at the Bush Hotel, Carlisle, on the 15th inst. at 10 a.m., and will
point out the sites at Port Carlisle .lunction, West Linton, and Longtown ; and Sir.
Cunningham will be at Longtown on same day at I p.m. to point out the site at
.Scotch Dyke. Sealed tenders addressed to the secretary, marked " Tenders for
West Linton, Longtown or Scotch Dyke Station, or Port Carlisle Junction," as
the case may be, must be lodged with him at the North British Railway Office,

Canal-street Edinburgh, by 12 o'clock noon of August 29.

LIGHTHOUSES.
HFJ1RIDE8.— For a lighthouse on the Slonarch Isles, lying to the westward of North

Uist, in the Hebrides. The Commissioners will previously arrange to convey
intending contractors from Oban to inspect the locality on a day to be subsequently
named, towards the end of August. Sleanwhile, intending contractors to send
their names and addresses to Alex. Cunningham, .Secretary, Northern Lighthouse
Office, S4, George-slreet, Edinburgh, and he will give them notice of the precise
day fixed for the inspection.

Harwich.—For the erection of lighthouse buildings on Landguard Point, at the
entrance of Harwich Harbour. Plans, specifications, forms of tender, and con-
ditions of contract at the Trinity House, London. Tenders to the Trinity House*
directed as required, to August 27.

HARBOR.
Cardiff.-For deepening and widening the steam packet Harbor at the entrance of
the Bute docks, Cardifl, and to erect a timber jetty 221 feet long ; also an iron barge
or pontoon, 70 feet by 30 feet, an iron lattice bridge 150 feet by 12 feet, and other
works connected therewith, for facilitating the landing ofpassengers and ^oods at all

times of the tide. Plans, Ac, at the office of Mr. McConnochie, the resident engineer,
Bute East Dock, CardilT, to August 25. Sealed tenders for the excavation, jetty,
Ac, and for the barge and bridge separately, addressed to the Trustees of the
Slarquis of Bute, are to be dt-livered at tne Office of the engineers, Slessrs.

Walker, Burges, and Cooper, 23, Great George-street, Westminster, on or before
10 a.m. of August 27.

COAST GUARD STATION.
EccLESBOURNE, SUSSEX.—For the erection of a coast guard station at Ecclesboume.
in Sussex. Drawings, &c., at the Coast Guard station, IIastlno:s, and at the Ad-
miralty Coast Guard Office, 12, Spring-gardens, London, S.n., to August 18.

Tenders, under seal, directed to the Commodore Comptroller General of Coast
Guard, endorsed "Tender for new station at Ecclesbourne," to the Admiralty
Office, to August 20.

STOREHOUSE.
SIiLFORD Haven.—For the erectiou of a storehouse and other buildings at Nayland,

Slilford-haven. Plans, forms of tender, conditions, Ac, are deposited at 'Trinity
House. Tenders to Trinity House, directed as required, to August 27.

ROAD.VAKING.
Aldershott.— For forming a new road from Aldershott-bridge, Hants, to Ash Vale

Surrey. Plans and specifications at the Royal Engineer Office, Aldershott.
Parties desiring to tender miu~t leave their names at this office on or before the
30th inst, and pay 10s. Od. for bills of quantities. Tenders to be addressed, under
cover, to tlie Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall-mall, London, endorsed in the
left-hand corner, " Tender for Road at Aldershott," and deUvered by 10 a.m., o£
August 10.

Battersea.—For the laying out and making carriage roads and foot-paths in the
burial ground of the parish of Battersea, situate adjoining Battersea-common.
Particulars from Sir. Charles Lee, architect, 20, Golden- square. Tenders before
August '20.

Aldershot.—For forming a new road from Pond-tail through to Reading-road
Bridge, near Aldershot Camp, Hants. Plans, Ac., at the Royal Engineer (Iffice,

Aldershot, where names of intending contractors are to be left, with lOs. fid. for
bills of quantities, to August Ki. Tenders to be addressed, under cover to the
Director of Contracts. War Office, Pall-mall, S.W., endorsed (1. h.) "Tender for

Road at Aldershot," by 10 a.m. of August 24. (See advertisement.)
GASFITTINGS.

Ciielse.v.—For the works to be done in fighting the new Vestry hall and office, ill

the parish of St. Luke's, Chelsea. Plans, Ac, at the office of the architect, W. AV.
I'ocock, 35, Craven- street, Charing-cross. Tenders to be sent to architect, at 3
o'clock, of August 24. (See advertisement.)

POLICE STATION.
Coleford.—For sundry alterations and additions to a house at Coleford, which are
necessary for the conversion of the same into a Police station and Petty Sessional
court. Drawings, Ac, at the present Police station at Coleford, and further infor-

mation upon application to Mr. James Sledland, County Surveyor, Gloucester.
Sealed tenders to be delivered to the Clerk of the Peace, at the Shire Hall, Glou-
cester, endorsed "Tenderfor Coleford Police Station," to August 10.

BARRACKS, Ac
Weymouth.- -For the performance of such services as may be required at Wey-
mouth Barracks, in the Portland district, viz.. Bricklayers, Slasons, Carpenters,
I'lumbers. Slaters, Plasterers ; Painter.'*, Glaziers, and Paperhangers ; Smiths,
Paviors, Gasfitters. The ten trades are to be in one tender. Persous desirous of
tendering can obtain every information at the Roval Engineer Office, Nothe, Wey-
mouth, until the 15th inst. and printed scliediiles «t ihe prices and terms of
contract. The sum of 5s. 9d. to be paid for each schedule. Tenders, sealed, to the
Office of the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall-mall, London, S.W., to
August IS.

Halifax Cemetery.—At the quarterly meeting of the Halifax Town
Council, held a few days since, a special report from llie Cemetery Committee
was rend by tlic town-cleik. It stated that the committee bad contracted with

Mr. Mann for tlie execution of drainage works, and the making of the roads in

the new gi'ound for £2,000. Tlie prize for the best design for the eliapels had

been awarded to Mr. C. H. Edwards London; but before proceeding to order the

same to he carried out, the committee wished to be assured that the cost for the

two would not exceed £2.400. Accordingly, they had issued advertisements for

tenders for the works. The probable cost of the cemetery would be—land (23

acres) £5,000, chapels ,£2,000, road making and drainage £2,.W0, fencing and
incidental expenses £500, total £10,000. Tliis sum exceeded the horrowiKg

powers of tlie corporation, the original estimated cost when it was proposed to

have the cemetery at High-road-well-moor, being ,£7,500 ; but arrangements

were being made to meet the difficulty, nntil the sanction of Parliament could

be obtained.—The rejiort was unanimously adopted.
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THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARH-\WAY'S A^'D THE MART.
rREElIOLD.

Bt Mmcts. BKADELandScaft.— HlKh-ro*d-we!it. Wyconit»c. Bucks, cncUwure of arable
UBd«c«Ucid The I>can, coiitaininc S8a. :ilp., let ut £:U iht annum ; »oU\ foT £;(Ki.

By Hwsrs. Danuo. Smitu, Son. and Oakley. — Sudbury, near Harrow. Midillesex,

tMnmee, known act ^ KKTvmout CottigK," with stabling, gardcus, and t^vo pareuls of
mvadow laud, let od lease at £35 per annum ; itoUl for £600.
;a. St. 34p. ofmeadow land nearlast lot, let at £5 per annum ; sold for £195.
< i;]M«Mf '* K'.mMU(>iit Cottapc," a quarter of an lure ofmemlow land ; wild for <U0.
lu " -; -^^ K and C.ALswoaTHT.—Wiinvickshlre. the "BerksweU Hall Estate,"

aiti;.. lUrkswt'll. ii.j;^tlier with the lordship of the manor, comprising
mm - iKirk. jilt-jtsuri- Kroundti, uuuutous farms, cottages, &c., in all 1,285

«cr»s. .
,Mi iwT anmini ; sold for ift<l,rtiO.

Bv Mr. HoiiiNi. (. astltfbar-hlll, Kalinn, Middlesex, two cottages, knoT**n as "West Lodge "

ana **Sa^ Court,** let at £.v> \k r iinnuut ; sold for £S£0.
Bv KflHTS. FuLL£a c. Bru^TuIow-strect, Drurv-laoe, house, let at £3d per annum; sold

Bjr Jtr. MooitE.—3, Stephenson- street, Cannlne-to'n-n, house and shop, known as the
^'Baiter Vakers' Arms," let at ^:M per annum ; sold for £110.
«, StMdieiuion-street, house and shop, sold for £1S0.
BvMe»rs. PcBENnAM and TF:wsoN.—Romuey-mar8h,Winchclsca, Sussex, S8a. 2r. 9p.of

land, let at £U».*. i>vr annum ; sold for j?i»,7*W».

Bvilr. liEo. KoBiKsoN.—:iIidiUe-row, Nelsan's-ground, ^Ucrdon, Surrey, plot of ground,
with bou5e thereon ; sold for £65.
By Mr. Abkahams.—Fclthani, Middlesex, residence, close to the railway atation, with

nearly half an acre of garden ; st>ld for ^700.

LEASEHOLD.
By Ueon. RasBwoRTn and Jakvis.—Mortimer-road, Kllbum, family residence, dlstln-

KBttlked as St. John*s-hall, with tower and observ.itory , environed by pleasure gromids. &c.,
lield on lease for upwards of 90 vgais, at the annual ground-rent of £40 lOs. ; sold for £2,560.

4ft. Bavias^trcet, Berkelev-swiuare, residence, let on lease at €95 per anntmi, term 5 years
fftoatJUchaetanas next, KTouml-rent £10 ptr aunum ; sold for £235.

By Messrs. Fosteb.—.so, Cleveland-street, I'itzroy square, house and shop, let on lease at
<16 per annum, term 1*7^ years fh>m Midsummer last, groimd-rent G guineas per annum ;

aold for 2505.
I^ Mr. Mocks.—9, St. Teter's-road, Mile-end, house, let at £28 per annuan, term 70 years

from Mldsmnmer last, groimd-rent £3 58. lOd. per annum : sold for £270.
10. St. I'eterVroad, house, let at £28 per annum, held for same term and ground-rent

;

sold for £2i>5.

S. Cobur-road, Mile-end, house and shop, term 42 years unexpired, ground-rent £12 per
animm: »<>W for £^>.
Bv Mr. Robins.—2fi, 27, and 28, Dudley-grove, Paddington, in the Harrow-road, three

houses Ajiil shup^. let on lease at £140 per'aimum, held for a term of 96] years, from Mid-
satnmer. If*4i'. ground-rent £2 per annum ; sold for £1,800.
At Ca-'tlebnr-liill. Killing, Middlesex, known as " Somerset-viUa,*' with chaise house,

atab!in»:.&e.. let i»n lease at fS.'i jht annum ; sold for £150.
48. <.;uilford-8ireot.Husscll-squaTe,re.<ideiice, term, 02 years ftom Christmas next, groimd

rent jr. tntineaj* per annum ; sold for £:t70.

By Mr. FacDEaicK A. Mi*ia,ETT.—20 and 20A.Little Newford-street.Cranbourne street. St.
Martiu's-taue.house and shop, let ot£ia5 per annum,term,ei years fromDcceml>erl858,ground
r«nt £S0 per annum : sold for £1J)0U.
M, Sussex-street, Pinilioo, residence.let for a term of 3 years, at £90 per annum, term, 73t

y*sa tnm Christmas, IS.'W, ground rent £15 per annum ; sold for £1,000.
By Messrs. Mooke and Temple 16, Walpolc-street, King's-road, Chelsea, resi-

daace, let at £45 per amium, term, 80 years from March, 1860, ground rent £4 per annum;
aolfOot- £435.

17, Wal|K>le-strcet, residence, let at £43 per aunimi, held for same term, £70und rent £2 per
annum ; sold for £430.

18, Walpole-street, residence, let at £45 per annum, held for same term, and ground rent;
sold for £450.
S4, WaJpole-street. residence, lot at £47 per anntun, held for same term, ground rent £4 per

annum ; sold for £445.
85, 'Walpole-street, residence, let at £20 per annum, held for same term, groimd rent £5 per

annum ; sold for £455.
26. Walpole-street, residence, let at £45 per annum, held for same term, and ground rent

;

37, Walpole-street, residence, let at £48 per annum, held for same term, and ground rent;
sold for £450.
U, Cheltenham-terrace, Asylum road, King's-road, Chelsea, residence,letat£42per annum,

held for same term, ground rent £il per annimi ; sold for £380.
12. Chelti;iiham-terrace, residence, let at £42 per annum, held for same terra, and ground

lent ; sold for £395.
By Messrs. Cbinkock and Galswoetht.—24, King-street, Camdcn-town, house and shop,

ttmnal value £28 per annum, term 27 years firom Midsummer, I860, gronud-rent £5 per an-
nam ; atM for £175.
By Mr. Geo. Kobinson.~75, 76, 83, and 84, Praed-etrcet, Paddinipton, four houses and

premises, let on lease at £70 per annum, held for a term of 981 years from June last, ground-
rent £12 12s. per annum ; sold for £1.450.

37. Market-street, iPaddingtnn. house and premises, let at £28 per annum, term 931 years
from August. IK», ground-rent £7 per anniun ; sold for £230.

», Korth Bank, St. MflrvlelM>nc. residence, term 86 years fixim July, 1826, ground rent ten
guinea*: per annum ; sold for £'<M).

a. Adeli»lii -place, Cold Harl«iur-Iane, Camberwell, house and garden, let at £52 per annum,
term A« .* eiirs from SeptemlKT, 1K21. gmund-rent £6 per annum ; sold for £295.
By Mr. Geo. Gocldsmitu.—r.'sWarwlck-street, Kccleston-square, Pimlico, residence, term

79year8 from Blarch 25th. 1857, ground-rent £ui 188. per annum ; sold for £590.
By Mr. Humpbkets.—IIford-road, Stratfonl, Ksscx, ground-rent <»f £" per annum, arising

from 16, Upton-place and two leasehold housei*. 17 and 18, 1'ptou-placc; also, a residence,
known as Janes's Cottage, In the rear of Cpton-place, the whole producing £m per
annimt ; term 988 years from June, 1808, ground-rent £12 per annum ; sold for £ii30.

16, Trafalgar-street, Walworth, house, let at £2a 88. per annum ; sold for £6.'>.

1 and 9, Webl>-street, and 1 and 24, Burton-street, Trafalgar-street, Walworth, house, let at
£58 lOs. per annum ; sold for 260.
No, 16 to 17, Klizabeth-street, Walworth, house, let at £90 per annum; sold for £3fi5.
By Messrs. J^ebenuam and Tewson.—No. 2, St. Leonard's-terrace, King's-road, Chelsea,

house, let at r.a guineas per annum, term 96 years from Lady Day, 1844, ground rent £6 per
aonian ; sold for £460.
Ko. 29. Walp4»ie-f'trect, Khig's-road, Chelsea, house, let at £43 per annum, term 93 years,

from Lady-day, 1H4:, ground rent £*; per annum ; sold for £420.
Pcckham Bye. near live-lane, Surrev, house, term 89 years from December, 1845, ground

ttnt £18 per annum ; sold fur £220.
ByMewrrs. Farebbother, Clark and LTE.—Dovercourt, Harwich, residence known as
Cliff House," with pleasure grotnids, gordcns, in all about £5 acres; also, the Spa, with

saloon. c<)n»cr^ator> . librarv.*;., held for a term of 38 years ftom September, 1859, ground
rend, £tt 56. per annum ; sold for £ly580.

COPYHOLD.
By Sfessrs. Diitebs.—On the High-road from Hammersmith to Richmond, estate com-

prising family residenee. known as "Bvfield House," with meadow land, lawn, pleasure,
and kitchen gardens. ctfutaining together about oi acres; sold for £4,500.
A]n-eton-grc«n. Harrow, Middlesex, estate comprising 10 cottages, and 65 acres of arable,

meadow, and grazing land, let for £175 I8s. per annum ; sold for £3,000.

South Kensington Museum,—During the week ending 4th August,
1860, t)ie visitors have been as follows;—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days^ 5,664 : on Monday, and Tuesday, fret evenings, .5,0^. On the three
students' days (admission to the public 6d.) 1,505 ; one students' evening, Wcd-
BGsday, 147. Total 12,430, From the opening of tlie Museum 1,580,428.

Harrow-on-the-Hill.—The foundation stone of the new Literary^
Institution was laid last week by the Rev. M. Butler, head-master of the school.*
The style is Gothic with red brick facings and Bath-stone doorway, tracery
windows and dressings. The building consists of library, reading-room (with
open timljer roof), and apartments for keeper. The works are being carried out
by Mr, 11. Chapman, builder, at a cost of £>MK), from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. Charles Laws, architect.

Strike of the. Halifax Masons.—The sti*ike of the masons of Halifax,

which has bt^n pending for some time, took place on Tuesday ; all the works in

tlie town were stopped. A dcjnitation from tlie ojierative masons' committee

waited upon the master builders tlie day before the three montlis' notice of their

intention to work an hour per day less e.Kpired ; and on Monday nio:lit a meeting

of the men took place at the Nelson Inn, to receive a report from them, and any
communications which might be sent to the committee by the employers. The
meeting was a very cniwded one. The deputation reported that some of the

masters did not seem indisposed to sign the new agi'eement; others objected.

Mr. Pratt, the contractor for the corporation new gasworks, attended

the meeting, and put a number of questions to the men, askiiif^ them
if they did not consider the demands made unreasonable. Ultimately Mr.
Pratt promised to sign the agreement rather than his works should be brought

to a stand. Messrs. Beauland, however, paid their masons off on Saturday, and
discharged them at their large works in H orton-street. Messrs,

W'hiteley, contractors for the new Town Hall, also refused to comply
with the demand. Both these firms have offered to give the men
an advance of one shilling a week. On Tuesday the deputation again

waited upon the masters, taking with them the agreement for

signature. They appear to have been more successful than before,

for seven firms of contractors signed the new code of rules, involving a reduc-

tion of the hours of labour from ten to nine hours a day. Kxcei)ting Mr. Pratt's,

the works ofthe others who signed are not verj- large. Many of the men returned to

work on Wednesday, and others on Tuesday moraing.

Metropolitan Statistics.—London, says the Kegistrar-General, now
covers 121 square miles. It is equal to three Londonsof 1800. It increases at

the rate of about 1,000 a week, half by births (their excess over deaths), and half

by immigration (tlieir excess over emigration). It is remarkable that in London
one in six of those who leave the world dies in one of the public institutions—

a

workliouse, hospital, asylum, or prison. Nearly one in eleven of the deaths is in

a Avorkhouse.

Blyth.—The foundations of a large Catholic Church for the Bene-
dictine order have just l>een commenced, upon a site close to the railway station.

It will consist of nave, 120 feet in length, and transepts, with a bell turret, and
when completed will contiiin about 1,000 sittings. The plans have l)een pre-

pared by Mr. Archibald M. Dunn, of Newcastle, architect, under whoso super-

intendence it will be carried out. The contract has beeu taken by Mr. James
Howe, of Cowpen, for £2,200. Another Catholic church at Walker, to contain

700 sittings, from the design of the same arclutect, is about finished, and will be
opened this month.

ANSWERS TO CORUESrONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and commuuicationa to be addressed to the Kditor of the Uuilding JllBiraiSO,

Oldlloswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

Drawing on Parchwent.—Several communications on the subject lie before us, but they
are mostly in the nature of inquiries. It is not a little singular that, aiiparently so simple
a matter should he invested with so much mystery: much of the difficulty arii^es. there can
be no doubt, from the inferior quality ol the skin, or rather from the unskilful manner in

which the whole skin is split to form two, so that it is of unequal tliickness, the question is

not without interest to those in the habit of preparing plans for leases, &c., anu we invite

communications in reply to X. Y. Z.'s query in our last Kuraher. J. Jones writes, Use ox-
gall, but we liappen to know that that does not always answer the purpose.

W- 1'. (LiverpooL)—We have laid your communication by for special consideration as It is

of considerable importance. If you can refer us to the section of the Act of Parliament in
qtiestion we shall he glad.

J. W.—Sec reply to VV. P. above.
K. W. B.—With reference to the proposed bridge over the Golden Horn, Constantinople, we
are enabled by the courtesy of Mr. Page to say that tlie roadway is designed to be carried
across the centre opening bv two lifting leaves of the bridge counterbalanced, meeting in
the centre when dotcn, and raised vertically when upy somewhat on tlie principle of the old
drawbridges.

Jaiiks Wetton.—"We cannot advise you in the matter.
It. Thompson.—There are too many difBculties thrown in the way. Ton will find It barely

possible to obtain correct information.
J.M.K Our reply was in tlie main correct. IJy a typographical error pont was printed
port.

Eev. George O. is requested to accept our best thanks. AVe shall have much pleasure in re-
ceiving a second conmiunication. Most architect-^ charge more than .'i per cent, for ^mall
works, but there is no rule as to what constitutes a small work , some iuclude all costing
less than one thousand pounds: others are willing to begin a 5 per cent, cliai-yc atone
hundred pounds.

ROBEBT Wood.—Thanks, but a view has already appeared in our pages.
Philip J e.—You will find what you seek in our present Number.
E. K. Jones.—In a discussion which took place at the Liverpool Town Council on the 4th
May last year, the town clerk stated that the total cost ot St. Georgc's-llall up to that
time amounted to £330,059. We arc not at present able to say what sum has been expended
since that date.

W. I>. (Limerick).—'* Gwilt's Encylopa;dia of Architecture," and " The Student's Guide to
the Practice of Measiuriug and Valuing Artiflcer'a Work," second edition, publishetl by
Weale, llolborn.

E.—1> F.—The only course we can recommend, is for you to enter an established engineer's
office for a term. Ueniember that theory and practice are not altogether convcrtil>le terms

;

you may spend two or three years In teaching yourself, and find that you have much to un-
learn when you begin to apply your acquirement to practice, jf you have been studying
architecture, and can draw fairly, you will have no difficulty in adopting the only
course we can advise, at a moderate outlay.

A. Young liuiLDEa.—We know nf no objection to the use of burnt ballast In lieu of sand for
mortar. Our own opinion is tJiat it makes a very good mortar, f.ir preferable at any rate
to unwashed road drift, which usually contains a large proportion of animal and vegetable
matter.

T. KosE-—You can obtain admission to the reading-rooms of the British Museum by for-

warding to the Librarian |a reconimendfttion by some kno^^ni person ; if approved, a card
will be forwarded, admitting you for six months ; renewable, however, at the end of that
time for a similar period, if you liave not forfeited the privilege.

Mat. U.—Yes, the subject is good, If the sketches are suitable we will engrave it, and
return vour drawings. There is not the slightest necessity for any injury to arise to them.
Wc shall be happy to return them to you as tree from damage as wneu you send them. Von
had better send an address.

W. Moore.—You can obtain the pamphlet to which we referred you at Messrs. Spottiswoodes';
or at the Museum at Keiwington.

A London Clekk.—You must take the initiative vourselves.
A IJuiLDER.—As the agreement is worded, the decision rests with the architect, and we fancy

is so clear that no appeal would avail you. You should have thought of the consequences
longago.

J. H. W.—Wc think you can obtain the cost of!
from the architects offices. Wc have seen pla

Bridgewater and Dorchester Houses only
. lans of Stafford and Carlton Houses, but are

not abl<! attlie moment to refer you to thein. 'Perhaps some of our readers will oljligeusby
stating where they are to l>e u>imd. Some designs for villas are now in the hands of the
engraver, and will appear very shortly.

P. B.—We cannot think of answering medical questions !

Engraver.—Thanks : send address.
W. Young.—Too long, and does not keep to the point.
K. Jt. M.—declined with thanks.
V. A.—Shall hear fnmi us.
Kecelved-E. White ; E. N. R, Goodley • P. Ritchie ; PupU at V. C. : Edwin T. ; Rev. R. W.!

S. Varley;M.E. ; IM.B.A.; Arthur PuUen; G. G. E.
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FOWKE AND THE NATIONAL GALLERY. ,

OW tbat Captain Fowke's design for altering tlio Na-
tional Gallery has been exhibited to the public in
the Cornhill Magazine, it was not a little bold in

Mr. Adderley, the member for StafTordshire, to
venture to speak of its author as a " man of the
greatest architectural genius, and the first in the
country for internal arrangement !" One would
almost imagine that the hon. gentleman e.xpressed
himself ironically, but as that notion is not admis-
sible, we can only say that if we ever doubted it

before, we are now convinced that it is just as
possible to damn with strong praise as with faint.

Such an extravagant overdose of laudation is

more damaging than serviceable to the patient
upon whom it is inflicted. As has been observed
by Goethe, however well people may relish

sugar-plums, they do not care to be knocked
down by sugar-loaves. Yet Adderley Hung a sugar-

loaf of the first magnitude and ponderosity at Fowke.
Outrageous praise only renders the object of it ridi-

culous ; it raises expectations that must be disappointed, and
provokes to the exercise of unsparingly probing critical inquiry. That
Captain Fowke should be paraded before us as a man of the greatest
architectural genius is rather too much for us to swallow without expe-
riencing a sensation akin to that of feeling an unchancy bone stickin'i-

fast in your gullet. A slight hint at the application of carmine to
heighten a lady's complexion may be tolerated by being ignored ; it is

difierent when she " paints an inch deep ;" yet it it is after the latter
fashion that Adderley has bedaubed and be-plastered Fowke. In a
private reunion—the time being after dinner, when the bottle had cir-
culated pretty freely, the M.P. might have complimented the Captain
as not only a great, but the greatest architectural genius of the age

;

but for him to get up and say so in the "House"—the very focus of
the collective, congregated, concentrated wisdom of the nation, which
solemn assembly had, perhaps, better not intermeddle with matters of
art at all, if it can tolerate such arrant babbling about it as it some-
times—nay, oft-times, does,—is rather more than we can swallow, much
less digest.

It is now a rather considerable while ago, yet not so very long
back but that some of our readers may be able to bring it back
to their recollection, that we spoke of the architectural Captain's
design for the National Gallery, and in terms the very reverse of
laudatory ;—neither a la Cornhill Magazine, or a la Adderley. Possibly
we—and not a few other persons besides—were so blind as to be utterly
unable to discern the merest glimpse of " genius," or even passable
cleverness in that design ; on the contrary, only clumsiness and utter
want of contrivance.

Almost any one who possesses aught of architectural nous may
perceive how easy it would be, while preserving the portico intact, and
with scarcely at all disturbing what is already built, to obtain a noble
and strikingly picturesque ascent from the level of the floor of the
portico to that of the picture-rooms. Let him be ever so great an
architectural genius, Fowke is most assuredly not an architectural poet.
Like a ruthless Vandal, he proposes to destroy the portico itself, to
mutilate it sadly, by removing the flights of steps and their enclosing
walls, which latter, by forming an unbroken and widely-extended
stylobate below, give such dignity to the octastyle planted upon it.

Fortunate was it that the impossibility of bringing out the steps in
front compelled Wilkins to adopt such arrangement, the happy conse-
quence being a successful departure from routme.
We are not blind to the demerits and drawbacks of Wilkins'

structure—some of which, however, were actually forced upon him,
not a little to his annoyance. We readily admit that the dome is a failure

almost an eyesore. Yet surely failure there ought not to deter us from
aymg the tribute of admiration where due. Hardly can our sincerity
^e suspected ; for what should or possibly could we get by flattering or

else defending poor Wilkins ? We therefore give it advisedly—that is,

deliberately—as our opinion—not, indeed, with much hope of making
many converts to it—that taken in its general ensemble, the portico ofthe
JNational Gallery, as now existing, is stamped by originality of com-
position treated with Classic feeling. It says very little for the
KSthelic discrimination and perception of those who set up for criticsm architecture—that (hey should not discern, or discerning, not point
out the admirable effect which it Is now proposed to expunge.
At present, in addition to its serving the customary purpose of such

leature, the portico forms a commodious platform or covered terrace
commanding a view of the whole of Trafalgar-square

; which Captain
towkes plan completely does away with. It is true it leaves the ex-
ternal columns standing—which would only remind us of the lament-
able change for the worse—but the portico would be reduced to the
mere phantom of one, since it would be altogether inaccessible even

I

from withmthe building. So adieu then to the procpect from it, which,
whether contemplated by its architect, or merely the unforeseen
accidental result of his arrangement, well deserves to be preser\-ed.
Coming midway between the level of the street and that of the upper-
flooror Gallery proper, the external colonnaded platform "Teatly abridges
the inconvenience of having to ascend to the same he?ght by a con-
tinuous internal staircase. Of such staircases the Captain's plan provides
no fewer than four, yet though they are so far enough as to number,
they are so confined and ill-contrived as to be anything than suitable for
such a building as a public picture-gallery. Many other not a little grave
defects too might be pointed out, including that of a cynical disre'^ard
of symmetry, and of decent shapeliness in the rooms. Nevcrtheiess,
Mr. Adderley has had—we had nearly said the eflrontery, certainly tba
intrepidity to placard Fowke as being not only a perfect monster of
architectural genius, but " the first man in the country for internal
arrangement."

Luckily, the present Chief Commissioner ofWorks does not entertain
that exaggerated admiration of the architectural captain's abilities as does
the member for Staffordshire ; because ho has put his veto upon the
plan as being a bad one. Even were it, considered merely as a plan or
project, very far better than it is, it is one that, besides altering the
exterior for the worse, rather than at all for the better, it would require
the interior to be gutted, which would, of course, involve a very large
expense that, b;^ better management, might be spared. Surely, without
touching the existing rooms at either end, the addition of those now
occupied by the Royal Academy, and of the intervening space given up
to entrance halls and stairs (which addition would treble the°present
accommodation) would be ample enlargement of the " Gallery," if not
lor ever, for a century to come or thereabout.
Fowke shows himself to be a radical reformer ; he applies the sponge

too unsparingly, making no scruple of eviscerating Wilkins' structure.
Advisable, perhaps, it might be to throw into one the two small rooms,
north and south, now divided by the passage from the stairs, as might
be done by merely substituting columns for dividing walls, which simple
alteration would produce a pleasing and by no means hackneyed effect,
besides diversifying the general disposition.

ARCHITECTS' VALUATIONS AND THE APPRAISER'S
LICENSE.

"M'O doubt many of our professional readers were much surprised to
l\ learn by the correspondence with the Board of Inland Revenue,
published in the Buildikg News of last week, that, on each occasion
on which they have, in the course of their professional practice, reported
on the value of property for the purposes of sale, mortgage, &c.,—or
have, in the ordinary exercise of the duties of their profession, valued
and regulated, or " adjusted " the amount of a builder's bill, they have
rendered themselves liable to a penalty of £50 unless they had pre-
viously taken out an appraiser's license !

The correspondence is so characteristic of the course adopted by
public departments that we have no hesitation in again placing it before
our readers.

(No. ].)
Inland Revenue, Somerset House, London, W.C, 21st July, 1860.

Sir,—I have laid before the Board of Inland Revenue your letter of the 18th
instant. In renly to the questions therein submitted, I am directed to state that
every person who exercises the calling or occupation of an appraiser, and who,
for or in expectation of any gain, fee, or reward, makes any appraisement or
valuation chargeable by law with anv stamp duty, requires a license, which
should be taken out yearly at the duty of £2. There is an exemption, however,
in favor of licensed auctioneers.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
(Signed) T. Sarjent.

(No. 2.)
Sir,— I have to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of 21st instant, and beg

to thank the board for their courtesy.
You say " Every person who exercises the calling or occupation of an ap-

praiser, and who, for or in expectation of any gain, fee, or reward, makes any
appraisement, or valuation chargeable by law with any stamp dutv, requires a
license," (Sec.

Permit me to trespass a little further, in order that I mav be informed what is
an appraisement or valuation chargeable by law with any "stamp duty. I have
applied to my legal adviser, who is unable t.i inform me ; and as I am desirous
of fully complying with all proper legal requisitions, I should feel greatly
obliged by a definite explanation of the terms employed.

For example. If I, in the course of ray professional practice, prepare a valu-
ation—that is, a report of ray opinion of the value of any property for sale,
mortgage, or probate—is a document of that kind liable to stamp duty ? If
under ordinary practice such a document is exempt from duty, but when used in
the Court of Chancery, for example, requires by the rules to be stamped subse-
quently to leaving my hands, ought I to be licensed belbre making an affidavit

on plain paper, for the purpose of having my report so used ?

Again : If in my profession of an architect I measure and value the materials
and workmanship in any building, for the purpose of adjusting the settlement
between the proprietor and the builder, ought I to take out a license liefore

acting in that capacity—the documents, in ordinary cases, never being stamped
at all ? I am not aware that any court would require such documents to be
stamped.
And again : If in a dispute between certain parties I am appointed areferea
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for the a4iustment of their difforeucos by a proper leinil instruuient, and iu that

eapad^ measure ami value anv artificers' work and iiiatcrial, or trIuo any land
or building, makin^c uiy award upon a proper lepral instrument, is it necessary
tliat I should be licensed before acting in that capacity ?

Uopine to be bvorcd with a replv to the forteomg inquiries, I remain, &c.
(No. 3.) "

Inland Revalue, Somerset House, London, W.C., 1st August, 1860.

Sir,—Referring to your further letter of the 2)rd ultimo, I am directed to

inform you tliat all appraisement or valuation of any estate or effects, real or
personal, heritable or imovable, or of any interest therein, or of the annual value
thereof, or of any dilapidations, or of any repairs wanteil, or of the materials

and labour used or to be used in any buildings, or of any artificers' work what-
soever, is liable to dut>-.

I have also to state that an appraiser is liable to a penalty of £50 if he neglects

to deliver to his employer, within fourteen days, a duly stamped appraisement.
i am, sir, voiu- obedient servant,

(signed) T. Sakjent.
It will not escape notice that the ofiScial reply from the Board of Inland

BeTenne does not address itself to the matter in question, and is besides

most uniatisfactory, inasmuch as no information is offered but such as

must be assumed to have been already in the possession of our corre-

ipondent, who wrote the letters of inquiry. The official answer is really

no more than an extract from the Act of Parliament, which of itself raises

the question. The Board might just as well have said—"Kead the Act
and interpret it yourself," for no opinion is given upon the real question,

as to whether, if an architect or surveyor, in the course of his professional

practice, prepare a valuation—that is, a report of his opinion of the value

of any property for the purposes of sale, mortgage, &c., or if he measure
and value the materials and workfnanship in any building for the purpose
of adjusting the settlement between the proprietor and the builder—should
be take out a license? This is the plain, straightforward question
courteously put to the Board for the expression of their official opinion
thereon, and which they dismiss with the general answer extracted from
the Act of Parliament, that " every person who exercises the'calling," &c.,

and "all appraisement or valuation," &c.
Possibly the department may say it is no part of their duty to interpret

Acts of Parliament. Such a reply will naturally cause it to be the more
regretted that a true interpretation of matters that should be patent to all

should be so frequently invested with difficulties, that too often require the
costly aid of a court of law for their solution.

Happily, however, sometimes every and all in an Act of Parliament do
not bear the comprehensive character with which they at the first

blush, appear to be endued. Great injustice may be the result of these
officiai replies, for the natural inference to be derived, judging from them
alone, is undoubtedly that adopted by our correspondent, i.e., that it is

necessary for a surveyor to be licensed as an appraiser, and we have no doubt
that, already, licenses have been applied for by both architects and
surveyors.

There is not the shadow of a doubt upon the question. No license

whatever is necessary in ordinary practice. Cases may, and do arise, in

which a valuation should bear a stamp, and the architect preparing such
valuation must be duly licensed, or he renders himself liable to a penalty
of £50. But it can seldom or never occur in preparing a valuation for the
purposes of sale or mortgage, or in adjusting a builder's account, unless it

is 'agreed that the valuation shall be binding on l)oth parties. We will

refer to a case or two at some length, as they bear directly on the present
question.

The case ofAtkinson and Another v. Fell and Another, reported in "Maule
and Selwyn's Reports" is one in point.

At the trial the case was thus : the plaintiffs, one a farmer the other a
basket-maker, were appointed by the defendants, who were two of the
sidesmen of the parish, to value the parish lands with a view of equalising
the parish assessments to the relief of the poor. Having made their valu-
ation, they reduced it into writing and delivered it to the defendants ; and
the question was whether this valuation ought to be stamped. The
point having been reserved at the trial, and a verdict having been
found for the plaintiffs, a rule nisi was obtained, for entering a non-
Bait.

Scarlett (Richardson with him), wlio now showed cause, contended
that this valuation did not require a stamp, and he referred to the statute

46, George IIL c. 43, and argued that the words "any valuation jo appraise-
ment," though general, ought to be restrained to such valuation or
appraisement as is the proper business of a sworn appraiser or person
required by the Act to take out a license.

J. Williams and Parke, contra, argued that this case fell within the
(chedole imposing a duty upon "appraisements or valuations of any
estate or interest therein, or of any dilapidations or repairs," &c., and
farther that the 11th section having expressly exempted "appraisements
made in pursuance of an order of the Court of Admiralty, and that other
Acts (quoted), which are in pari materia, having also made similar excep-
tions, with a further exemption of " appraisements made for the purpose
of ascertaining the legacy-duties" it followed that, according to the maxim,
" exprestio unius ett excluiia alterius," that all other cases, not specifically

named, were intended to be made subject to the duty.
Lord Ellenbobocgu, C. J., said: The statute 46 George III., sec. 4,

enacts, " That every person who shall appraise any estate, real or personal,
in expectation of any hire or reward, shall be deemed to be an appraiser
within that Act." Now, if these words are to be construed literally, the
consequence will be that every person who in one single instance only,
ball happen to make a valuation, must, without regard to circumstances,
be subject to the appraiser's duty. But I think the Act of I'arliament is

not to be so construed ; but that according to its true spirit and intention,

the term " appraiser " is meant to designate a person who bears the known
character of an appraiser ; and accordingly we find the 5th section speaks
of the calling or occupation of an appraiser. Such a person is, by the Act,
obliged to take out a license annually, and a valuation made by him in the
way of his calling is subject to a duty. Now these plaintiffs were not
appraisers in any sense of the word, * • and being from their situa-

tion in life, no doubt, acquainted with agricultural matters, were applied
to by the parish officers to contribute their aid in valuing the parish lands.

There is hardly a farmer in the kingdom who would not be obliged to take
out a license if these plaintiffs must. If the case alluded to of an appraise-
ment relative to the legacy duty had been merely to guide the party in
making probate, I should have thought it would have furnished a
strong instance in the present ease. But it must be remembered that the
valuer there is as between the executor or administrator, and the com-
missioners quasi an appraiser, whose appraisement is not to be for the bare
information of his employers, but is to serve as a, document before the com-
missioners. The exemption of appraisements under the order of the
Court of Admiralty, appears to me to afford no argument in favor of the
construction contended for by the defendants, because such appraisements
would clearly have fallen within the Act, had they not been specially

exempted. And, with respect to the general words, " appraisements of

any dilapidations or repairs," they are to be considered as furnishing
evidence between the parties, and not for the private information of one
only. But in this case the churchwardens and those who employed the
plaintiffs did it not in the exercise of any public duty, but only with a
view of guiding their own judgment. The valuation was not obligatory
upon the parties interested, nor was it in itself extrinsically evidence be-
tween them, although it might possibly become so. It appears to me,
therefore, that a stamp was not necessary.

Batlet, J.—I am of the same opinion. The distinction which has
been laid down appears to me to be correct, for I think the words " valua-
tion or appraisement " do not extend to such as are made merely for the

private information of parties, but to such only as are intended to be binding
between them. If this were otherwise, it would follow that if an action
should be depending concerning the value of any estate, and one of the
parties, in order to ascertain its value, were to employ and pay a person
to look over the property and give his judgment upon that point, the
result of that person's judgment must not only be reduced into writing
and stamped, but he himself must be obliged to take out a license.

HoLROTD, J.—I am also of the same opinion. Considering the Act of
Parliament, I think that it does not extend to valuations made merelyfor the

information of the individual, but that such only from which a right of
action or some certain benefit may accrue to the party were in the con-
templation of the legislature. For, otherwise, if a man, for his own
personal satisfaction only, were to employ a person to give him his opinion
of the value of any estate, it would bo necessary to reduce this into

writing and have it stamped. But I believe there is not any authority
which makes a stamp necessary in such a case. It is otherwise where a
certain benefit is to result, or a right of action from the valuation. If

this required a stamp, then by the 4th section of the statute, 46 Geo. III.,

the persons making it ought to have had a license ; and by the .5th sec-

tion are liable to a penalty for acting without one, for they have un-
doubtedly made an appraisement within the literal sense of that word, if

it be within the meaning of the statute. But I am of opinion that this

case is not within the meaning of the statute. Rule discharged.

Again, in Jackson v. Stopherd—given in " Crompton and Meeson's Re-
ports "—plaintiff and defendant were joint lessees of a coal mine. In the
winding-up of the concern, it was agreed that one Whitehead should
value the materials and utensils used in working the mine, and that they,

the plaintiff and defendant should each take an article successively,

article by article, until the whole had been divided. Whitehead made an
inventory and a valuation, and a few days after he met them by appoint-
ment, in order to arrange about the division of the utensils valued, and
told them that £171 19s. 9d. was the amount of the valuation, and gave
each a copy of the inventory and valuation. It was ultimately agreed
that the defendant should take, and ho, afterwards, took possession of the
whole of the materials, accordingly, at the valuation.

In the case arising out of the facts as stated, the valuation made by
Whitehead was produced, but it was not stamped, and it was thereupon
objected for the defendant that it was not admissible iu evidence, and that
parol evidence of the amount was also inadmissible—leave was given to

the defendant to move on this and in another point, immaterial to the
present question. A rule having been obtained

—

R. Alexander, in showing cause, said : The second objection is, that the
I

inventory ought to have been stamped, and that parol evidence of the
j

amount of the valuation was not admissible ; but this valuation was not

binding upon the parties, but was merely for their information and to guide '

their judgment in the selection of the articles. The agreement is to take
the utensils lot by lot, and in order to guide their judgment a valuation is

made.
F. Pollock, contra, said : The valuation was to govern the manner in

which the property was to be divided, and was binding on the parties, and,
therefore, a stamp was necessary.
Bayley, B. : As to the question of the stamp, it seems to me that the

statute 55 Geo. 3, c. 184, schedule part 1, does not apply, as the valuation

wasfor the information of Hie parties, and not binding upon them, although
it was afterwards made the foundation of an agreement.

Vaugiian, B., was of the same opinion, and thought the rule could not
be supported.—Rule discharged.

We must return to the subject.
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PRIZE DRAWINGS AND MODELS.
THE Art-Union of London has ofiered prizes for drawings and models

this year. The drawings not to be less than twelve, from Tennyson's
poem of the " Idylls of the ICing," and the models to be from the History

of England. The former challenge has been accepted by forty-two com-
petitors, the prize being one hundred guineas, and the latter has only

been replied to by eleven modellers; in this case the same sum has been
divided into two prizes of seventy and thirty guineas. We think this plan

so calculated to effect, much good among rising artists that we have taken
some trouble to arrive, not only at opinions on tlie relative merits of the

works sent in competition but also in deciding wHieli we think ought to

be the successful candidates. We have every reason to believe that the

secret as to the names of the contributors has been most honorably kept
and in the remarks we have made we have been most anxious to do justice

to all and beg to assure those who may not be pleased with our candor
that our object has been the furtherance of true art and not tlie slightest

intention of wantonly inflicting pain. It is understood that the Council
of the Art-Union wish to ascertain the opinion of the public and the

press, we have, therefore, accepted the responsibility of stating our views,

hoping that they may prove to be as beneficial as we know them to be
sincere. As each of the following numbers represents a series of designs,

our remarks allude to them in that collective sense :

—

1. The female heads are the best parts of these drawings, the outline is

generally good, but it is too equal in thickness, wants more spirit in the
touching, and seems never to have been improved after being traced on
the clean paper. The composition is clever, and there is earnest expression
in some of the faces, wliile others are very poor.

2. This is more artistic in feeling, touch, and treatment than the above.
There are ease and elegance in the attitudes, but they are somewhat
affected. A feeling for the old masters is displayed in some of the figures.

3. Clever expression in the heads and attitudes, but the outline is more
mannered than intelligible, and very poor in feeling.

4. Much more study required in the drawing of the human figure
especially the hands ; there is, however, some expression to be found in

a few of the faces, but the style of execution is heavy, dry, and inartistic.

5. Displays a rather good idea of attitudes and some notion of composi-
tion. There is, however, an appearance of Germanism in feeling, which
shows a tendency to imitation more than to originality, and the whole
series clearly demonstrates that the artist has been premature in becoming
a competitor.

6. Is elegant and delicate in touch, the outline is extremely intelligible

and the composition is good, the faces of the principal male figures are
imfortunately too individual in character and feature—those of the females
are, however, very nicely rendered.

7. Very feeble and altogctlier too early for public competition.
8. Rather better than the above, tlie horses and their riders spirited, and

shows a good idea of dignity in the attitudes.
9. Ease and spirit in the figures, and a reasonably good notion of com-

position with some grace in the lines, but not good enough to succeed in a
competition of this kind. The best points are very unequally carried out,
and the artist has evidently little or no knowledge of form.

10. Is much too early to make such an attempt. The pre-Raffaelite
tendency shows want of self-reliance, and consequently no originality, but
plenty of patience and hard work may bring something out.

11. Neatly drawn, the outline rather indifferent, some well posed figures,
faces pleasing and expressive, several of the groups well managed, but a
great display of littleness of treatment especially in the foliage of the
background.

12. Carefully drawn, the attitudes easy, there is merit in the outline
but not equally sustained, much more practice wanted to give boldness of
hand and mastery over form.

13. Good idea of giving action to the figures in armour, inclined, how-
ever, to exaggeration in that respect, and much more knowledge of outline
too evidently required.

14. Has much purity and firmness in the outline, the females figures
expressive and graceful in action, several of the male heads are very good—in short, there is excellent intention tliroughout, and much more
masterly drawing, decided character, and vigorous treatment, than in any
of the other designs.

15. Is pre-Raffaelite, and, therefore, has the same fault we have
attributed to other drawings in that respect—namely, want of originality.
The figures are exaggerated in attitude, there is little knowledge of the
human form, and the treatment is generally small in execution, and the
whole effort is premature.

16. Displays some good drawing, care in the details, but wants feeling
in the forms, and there is some exaggeration in the attitudes. The faces
are rather poorly designed, the drapery is indifferently made out, but the
more complicated groups are cleverly arranged.

17. There is some pretty treatment in the female figures ; the attitudes
are easy and well conceived, except one or two of them, wliich may be con-
sidered violent ; the outline is pure and correct in the naked parts of the
figures, but the faces are far from well drawn.

18. The attitudes are easy, but there is not much expression in them.
The heads are good, and have a character without exaggeration or indi-
viduality, and the whole is well composed. It is also well finished.
The drapery is clearly defined, and the wliole series is very complete,
the style and treatment being equally sustained throughout.

19. Shows some good ability, but much want of experience and practice
in drawing.

20. Has a good idea of action in the figures, but the attempt is pre-
mature.

21. Suggests the want of a better style of study, and plenty of it, in a
severe school. A feeling for facial expression may be traced in this acriea

of drawings. It is too much in the style of the young ladies' drawing-class

at boarding school.

22. There may be noticed in this series a decidedly artistic hand. The
outline displays firmness and general truth in the forms. There are,

besides, many excellent parts. Tlie heads are well generalised, the

drapery is intelligibly expressed, and the whole systematically composed.
23. Very German in the general treatment ; wanting, therefore, an

indication of spontaneous feeling. It is also conventional and affected.

But we did not fail to notice a certain fulness of effect and some intelligent

outline where the human form appears; but tlie inner details of the anatomy
are very faulty and indefinite.

24. This is another imitation between the German and Maclise, but there

is considerable expression in some of the well-drawn faces. They are, how-
ever, of an exaggerated kind, but they possess great variety. The
drawing and foreshortening are correct and clever, and the drapery ex-

ceedingly well understood. The whole series is very liiglUy finished, but
shows a want of variety in texture. For instance, there is little

difference of character between the drapery and the hide of the horse.

25. German again, but rather pretty in feeling. The complicated

groups are skilfully put together. Tliis series is distinguished from the

rest by being more florid in the general treatment, and shows a fair

knowledge of the nude parts of tlie human figure.

26. Clear outline, but the forms are feebly expressed. There are,

however, several meritorious parts, but a want of experience to sustain

them throughout.
27. Has a good deal of cleverness, but the whole is too sketchy, and the

forms are destitute of firmness in the outline.

28. Presents us with a preference for breadth in the general treatment of

the parts, giving a fulness of contour. There is some expression in the
faces, but the drawing is unequal, both in conception and execution, and
there is an inclining towards low art, in the introduction of dogs, and
making them take part in the action of the subject, a figure tumbling
over a chair belongs to the same range of thought, and is beneath the

poetical feeling of the subject attempted to be illustrated.

29. Has some pretty drawing, clearness in outline, but the intention is

generally feebly expressed and unequally sustained.

30. Very juvenile, and consequently there is much to be learned.

31. Some pre-Raflaelite imitation, and what merit there is is spoiled by
that affectation, which leads to straining at eccentricity in attitude. In
this instance there is much to unlearn before improvement can be hoped
for ; indeed, the style is so delusive that we would recommend a fresh

beginning in a new and serious manner.
32. Something pretty in this series, and good expression in the figures

and faces; it is, however, not equal to the occasion, but suggestive ofa talent

which ought to be well cultivated.

33. Shows an anxiety to do for the best, but we much fear that we can-
not place this effort beyond a school-room production.

34. Some good action in the figures, and characteristic expression in the

heads, those of the females especially. We are inclined to think there is

a talent indicated in this series worth cultivating, hut all inclination towards
imitation of the German manner must be entirely abandoned.

35. Has expression in the heads; it is, however, of a mean character, and
there is a degree of grace in some of the figures. There is much to be
done, and it may be worth the doing.

36. This series is more artistic in feeling than correct in drawing; there

is a good idea of managing complicated groups, and a natural turn as well

as some expression in the heads.

37. Can only be noticed for a few good attitudes, because there is really

so much to be learned.

38. Very unequal : there are occasional indications of expression

with character in the heads, but the attitudes are poor, and entirely con-

ventional.

39. Carefully drawn. Small in style : a degree of skill in the grouping,

and meritorious upon the whole, although the intention is unequally
sustained.

40. Good attitudes, expression and turn in the heads, a feeling for breadth
of treatment, but much patient labor required before the talent indicated

can be turned to useful account.
41. It is difficult in this series to find a part for praise, except, perhaps,

a slight suggestion of natural expression in one or two of the female

heads.

42. The expression in the heads in this series may be admired, and the

groups are generally well put together. There is a degree of tameness

in some of the parts, but upon the whole there is a good deal of talent

manifested.

43. There is an elegance in feeling and treatment, character in the heads,

purity in the outline, although rather mannered, and the subjects

are well composed, but there are a few feeblo parts and a want
of proportion in the figures separately, and when compared one with the

other.

After having gone patiently and impartially through the whole of these

drawings, we selected series 1, 6, 14, 18, 22, 24, 28, and 43, as those from

which the successful competitor should be chosen. If then the remarks we
have made on the series represented by those numbers be compared, it will

been seen that series 14 more completely fulfils the conditions put forth by
the Council, namely,—" Simplicity in composition and expression, severe
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beauty of form, and ]nire and correct drawing," to which we take the
liberty of adding, in this instance, miisterly and painter-like feeling.

It is remarkable that the Council has issued no sucli expression of their
expectations with respect to style of design, &c., to sculptors, as are to be
found in tiieir advertisements" to the "artists," and the regulations as
regards tlie former. Tlie hundred guinea reward is, as we have said,

divided into two sums—viz., seventy guineas for a group or statuette,
illustrative of a subject selected from English history ; and thirty
guineas for the model second in merit. Eleven works have been
sent. Vi'e commence with a single seated figure, the portrait of
Lord Macaulay, in which there is considerable merit. Tlie attitude

is easy and natural, and there is that about the general effect which
induces the spectator to pause before it with a feeling of interest in the
occupation of the sitter— a rate result in art, but we doubt whether
the subject comes fairly within the terms of the advertisement. A statuette

of " Joan of Arc " has only a breadth of treatment to recommend it.

"Cromwell Dissolving the Long Parliament," in which the attitude

is much too theatrical, the face brutal and far beyond nature, and the aeck
is scarcely possible as a reality. There is, however, better taste dis-

played in the inanaiement of the dress, and the hands are modelled in an
artistic manner. " rhillipa Extracting the Poison from the Wound in her
Husband's Arm" is well composed. The attitudes are expressive and
graceful, and the whole is executed with feeling and breadth, besides

which, the drapery is well arranged. " Queen Eleanor and Fair Rosa-
mond " is also a good group. Tlicre is much stern dignity in the figure and
countenance of the Queen, and her victim is graceful and appropriate in

the attitude. "King Alfred in the Danish Camp" is a group of three figures.

The position of the King while playing the harp is graceful ; the face is

cleverly modelled; the drapery is nicely treated, and in a manner to assist the
general action of the figure. The Danes at his feet are attentive, but tliey

axe arranged in a rather affected style. The limbs of the sitting figure

cross each other very much at severe angles, and the left arms of each,
taking nearly the same direction, increases the confusion in the lower part
of the group, and destroys the requisite sense of dignified repose. There
is, besides, a want of character in the recumbent figure. Although we
cannot admire the arrangement in those respects—which may, perhaps,
be considered minor points—this group is well modelled, and altogether
deserves much approbation. A group illustrative of " Pope Gregory's
observation on seeing two Angles in the Slave Market"—non Angle sed
Angeli—has been prettily treated. The figures are certainly nicely

modelled, but scarcely of that superior grace and expression to warrant the
complimentary pun of his Holiness the Pope. " Tlie first Prince of

Wales" is a very clever group, and executed in a graceful manner, but
the female figure is entirely out of proportion.

" The Visit of Alfred to the Danish Camp " has found another repre-
sentative, and we think with less trouble and more success. In this group
there arc only two figures. The King is seated, has ceased playing, and
is looking at the sleeping Dane at his feet with an air of watclifulness, and
his clenched hand by his side indicates the nature of his future intention

and the purpose for which he came. The style of composition is simple
and broad, the execution has the same merits and the whole arrangement
suggests continuity, creates a sensation in the observer; the individuality

of the artist is forgotten in the sentiment his work produces on the mind,
and a very high aim in art has been reached. Another statuette of
" Cromwell dissolving the Long Parliament " is the next object, and has
the advantage over the other already noticed ofbeing amuch more natural
figure witliout any great pretence in style, but is well modelled and care-
fully finished. " Lady Godiva " has not been forgotten. There is some
rather pretty treatment in the upper part of the figure, but the lower part
is very clumsy and the horse is altogether the portion of the design to be
most preferred. In the centre of the room is a spirited statuette of
" Caractacus Haranguing his Troops." It is, however, very violent in

attitude, the arms and legs of the figure being at their utmost stretch, and
the left leg is placed so far from the centre of gravity as to appear, if not
impossible, at least too long for the other. The figure is generally well
modelled, and the head is remarkably expressive, but the position is so
like what may be seen of " Satan raising his Host," that it will prove a
great drawback to any claim of originality in the design.

The decision as to the successful competitor is more difficult in this case
than in that of the drawings, because the models differ so entirely in

subject. But if breadth, simplicity, and the full development of the idea,

be great requirements in art, we think the prize ought to be given to
the more simple group of " Alfred in the Danish Camp." With respect
to the second prize, we confess our inability at present to offer a decision.

In our next Number we intend to venture on more general remarks, which
may explain our meaning more fully, and will tend, perhaps, to soften the
occasional harshness arising from the necessary brevity which, we fear,

will be fouod in some of the opinions we have now expressed.

Bnroughbridee^Yorkshire—GasWorks.—These new works(rapidly pro-
gressing to completion) are being erected (by contract) by Messrs.Holmesand Co.,
gas engineers, Huddersft^ld, and the several departments are being carried out by
the following tradesmen of Boroughbridge :—Stone and masonry work, Mr.
Richard firoadbelt; joiners' work, Mr. Robt. Fawcett; plumbing and glazing,
Mr. John Daggett. From the progress already made with the works, there is a
prospect of the town Iwlng lighted up with gas, for the first time, early in the
winter. Vie ought here to mention the Uberality of the chairman of the directors,
A. S. Lawson, Esq., of .Mdbrough Manor, who has presented the company with
a piece of land for the works, free of cost.

THE GUARDS' MEMORIAL.
LEAVING St. James's-park by the Duke of York steps, and with our

back to the statue of that exalted hero, we face the stern Granite
Memorial, now being raised by their surviving comrades, to the Guards
who fell in the Crimea. It is from the designs of our famous sculptor Mr.
John Bell, R.A., and consists of a pyramidal pedestal, with the plinth

curved outwards on the front and back. On that in front Mr. Bell has
fixed a splendid bronze group of three Guardsmen, with a simple self-

reliant character stamped upon them, such as they evinced on that misty
November morning whep their brave hearts were England's ramparts.
Their backs are against the flags which they then so nobly guarded.
Above them is the inscription " Honor to the Brave ;

" beneath, the words
"Tria juncta in uno" awaken the whole history of that glorious contest.

On the corresponding projecting plinth at the back two heavy suns and a
mortar are piled—actual trophies from the battle-field. No better spot

could have been provided for them, and no more appropriate adjuncts

could have been selected for the monument. There is an inscription over
them recording the fact of their being taken at Sebastopol, and beneath
them the simple dedicatory line—"Erected to those who fell, by their

comrades." On the upper block, which is to bear the surmounting figure,

not yet fixed, a pair of crossed swords are incised and filled in black, and
on the flanks of the same blocks the insignia of each regiment

—

Grenadiers, Coldstreams, and Scotch Fusiliers. The words " Alma,
Inkernian, and Sebastopol," in an incised circle, with a wreath above and
crossed bayonets below, are cut into the principal block at the sides, and
the word " Crimea " alone decorates the lower plinth. The inscriptions,

as we hare shown, are as simple as they well could be, and yet they are
sufficient to recall the heroic struggle, the noble sacrifice, and the noble
triumph. The same dignified repose pervades the whole monument.
There Is nothing little nor trifling about it. It was conceived in a generous
spirit characteristic of the men's renown, to perpetuate with the most
durable materials the enduring discipline and unflinching courage of

British soldiers, and it has been as grandly executed by one of the foremost
of British artists.

EAGLE LIFE INSURANCE OFFICES, BRIDGE STREET,
BLACKnUARS.

THE growing prosperity of the different insurance companies has gene-

rally led to a commensurate extension and embellishment of their pre-

mises. The enrichment of the old offices, or the erection of more imposing
new buildings, has reflected their success upon tlie city whose streets they
adorn. In this respect the large companies act like private individuals,

and the general aspect of a trading city is a pretty safe index of its in-

ternal wealth. The well-established and thriving " Eagle " has lately

moulted off its old feathers, and reappears under a new guise—altered, 'tis

true, but scarcely improved. It demonstrates its prosperity, but does not

show its taste. It attracts the eye of the passer-by, but it does not
gratify it. The lino of the front has a slightly inward curve. The portico

occuxiies the centre of the ground story, with a large window on each side

of it, flanked by nondescript pilasters and rustications. There are heavy
pedestals at the angles over the portico, and between them and along

the top of cornice an iron railing. Heavy trusses project round the en-

tablature over the window pilasters. The first-floor windows are square-

headed, with rich trusses and cornices, and with circular-headed sash-

frames in the openings. The centre window has a double circular head,

and the jambs of the opening are enlarged to enclose them. This is a very
ugly and disproportionate feature, and it is not improved by the low pedi-

ment over it, with an eagle in the tympanum. A heavy string runs under
the second-floor windows, which are square-headed, with small pediments

over them and trusses to carry it. The tympana are filled with shields and
foliage rudely modelled. Some fanciful architraves are carried round the

second-floor openings, which rise into the lower enrichment of the bed-

mould of the principal cornice. This is supported by trusses, and has square

enriched soffits. The upper story has a range of coupled pilasters, with
broken and returned cornices. In the frieze over them panels are sunk,

and foliage is set in the frieze over the windows. A couple of heavy
hexagon urns or vases, with heads at the angles, holding hanging drapery,

are fixed on the two central jiiers.

Tlie space in front of the building is enclosed by iron railing, and piers

with chamfered angles. Considerable improvement has been made in the

interior for the convenience of the oflices ; but with so large an outlay of

money as has evidently been made, we expected something beyond a mere
display of the ability to make it. There is no lack of so-called enrich-

ment ; but the proportions are bad, and the ornament ill-designed,

and, what is worse, there is an ostentatious character about the building

which leads the spectator to believe that the directors are not aware of

its ugliness. Simple poverty is no disgrace, but a building like this is a
disfigurement to the street. The contractors are Messrs. Lawrence and
Sons, of Waterloo -bridge.

Drinking Fountain, Boston.—22 designs were submitted in compe-
tition for the above, when that by Mr. Sherwin, of Liverpool, obtained the first,

and that by Mr. Charles Phipps, of Bath, the second place. Both Early Gotliic

designs.

Tlie magnificent Hall commenced by the late Charles Scaisbiick, Esq.,

at Scaisbrick near Onnskirk, is about to be completed under the direction of Mr.
Welby Pugin. On the decease of Mr. Scaisbrick, his sister Lady Huiisloke

succeeded to the property, and we understand intends scrupulously carrying out

the elaborate plans prepared by the late Welhy Pugin. The style of the hall is

Perpendicular, verging into the Tudor, and be'ai-s much resemblance to the style

used in the erection of the Houses of Parliament.
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METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
AS ASIKNT>EI> BY TIIp: SKLECT COMMITTEE.*

Exiienne of Constrw.tbtrj Sewers in New Streets and Streets laid out sines

\st Jnnuary 18M.—LIX. VVliere any sewer shall, after the p;is3ing of this Act
be constructed by any vestry or district hoard in or for the drainage ofany new
street, or of any liouse or houses erected since tlie first day of January one
thousand ei^ht Iiundred and fifty-six, the expense of constructing sucli sewer
and tiic works appertaining thereto, including the cost of gullies, side entrances,

lengths of sewer at the intersection of streets, and otlier incidental charges and
expenses, shall be home and defrayed by the owners of such street or houses, and
of the land abounding or abutting on such street respectively, and the said

expenses shall be a])portioned by the vestry or district board in such proportions

as they may deem just, and the amount charged upon or jjayable in respect of

each house or premises sliall be payable before the works shall be commenced,
during their progress, or after their completion, as the vestry or district board
shall in each case determine, cither in one sura or by instalments, within such
periinl, not exceeding twenty years, as the vestry or district board shall direct

;

and any such sum or instalments shall be recoverable from the present or any
future owner of the said liouse or premises, either by action at law or in a

summary manner before a justice of^ the peace, at the option of the vestry oi

board.

Expense of const niciin// Sewers where there had before been only Open
Sewers.—Li. Where any sewer shall be constructed by any vestry or district

board in a street in which previously to such construction there had been no
sewer, or only an open sewer, but where sewers rates have been levied previously

to such construction, the expense of constructing such sewer and tlie works
appertaining thereto, including the cost of gullies, side entrances, lengths of

sewer at the intei-section of streets, and other incidental charges and expenses,

shall be borne and defrayed in part only by the owners oftlie houses situate in and
of the land hounding and abutting on such street respectively ; and the amount
(o 1)0 borne by such owners shall be determined by the vestry or district board
ill each particular case, and the residue of such expenses shall be defrayed by the
vestry or district board out of the sewers rates levied in tlieir parish or district;

and tlie amcmnt so cliarged by the vestry or district board upon or in respect of

each house or premises sliall be payable, either before the works shall be com-
menced, during their progress, or after their completion, as the vestry or board
shall in each case determine, either in one sum or by instalments within such
])eriod, not exceeding twenty years, as the vestry or board sliall direct ; and any
such sum or instalment shall be recoverable from the present or any future owner
of such house or premises, cither by action at law or in a summary manner before

a justice of the peace, at the option of the vestry or board : provided that no
street or property in respect of which sewers rates have been levied for

five years prior to the first day of January, one thousand eight hundrcfl

and fifty-six, shall be subject to be charged under tlie provision contained in this

section.

Lund may he Charged in a less proportion than House Property.—LXI.
In apportioning the cost of constructing sewers under the provisions contained in

the two last preceding sections of this Act relating to the construction of sewers
wholly or partly at tlie cost of private parties, it shall be lawful for any vestry

or district board to charge the owners of land bounding or abutting
on any street in a less proportion than the owners of house property,

should they, under the circumstances of the case, deem it just and expedient so

to do.

Where Estimated Ed^penses exceed Actual Cost, difference to be refunded
by, and where less to be paid to, Vestries, S;c.—LXII. In any case in which
the estimated expenses shall exceed the actual cost of constructing sewers under
the provisions contained in the said two preceding Sections of this Act relating

to the construction of sewers wholly or partly at the cost of private parties, then
the difference between such estimated expenses and the actual cost shall be repaid
by tlie vestry or board to the owners of the houses or premises by wliom the
amount of any such estimated expenses may have been paid ; and in any ease in

which the estimated expenses shall be less than the actual cost of constructing
any sewer or sewers under the provisions aforesaid, then the owners of the said

liouses or premises shall, on demand, pay to the said vestry or board such further
sum of money as, together with any sums already paid, wiJl make up the amount
of the 'actual cost ; and the vestry or district hoard shall have all the same
remedies for the lecovery of such further sum as are hereinbefore given for

recovering any expenses apportioned by vestries or district boards under the said

enactments.
Vestry or District Board may defray Part of Expense out of Sewers

Hates.—LXI II. It shall be lawful f:r the vestry or district board, should they
deem it reasonable and just so to do, at their discretion to defray, out of the
sewers rates to be levied in their parish or district, any portion of the expenses
of and incident to the construction of sewers under tlie provisions contained in the
said two sections of this Act relating to the construction ofsewers whoUy or partly
at the cost of private parties.

Appeal against Orders of Vestries, ^-c, as to the Amount or Apportion-
ment of Expenses.—LXIV. Any person who may deem iiimself aggrieved by
any order or resolution of any vestry or district board in relation to the expenses
of constructing works under the said two sections of this Act relating to the
construction of sewers wholly or partly at the cost of private parties, or the appor-
tionment of such expenses," may appeal to the Metropolitan Board of Works
against such order or resolution, subject in all respects to the directions and
provisions contained in the two hundred and eleventh section oftlie firetly-recited

Act, and the section of this Act relative to the form of order to be made by the
Committee of Appeal oftlie Jletropolitan Board of Works against Orders or Acts
of vestries or district boards.
Execution of Worhs of Sewerage by Vestries and District Boards

beyond the limits of the Metropolis.—LXV. Whereas the vestries of the
parishes mentioned in Schedule A of the firstly-recited Act and district boards
are, by the sixty-ninth Section of the said Act, suliject to the powers vested in
the Metropolitan Board of Works, empowered to make, repair, and maintain
sewei's vested in them, and to do and perforin other works and matters as in the
said section is mentioned, and it is expedient to give increased facilities to such
vestries and district boards for the execution and performance of such works
and matter.-i : be it therefore enacted, that whenever it shall be found necessary
by the vestry of any parish mentioned in Schedule A to the saiil Act, or by the
board of works of any district mentioned in Schedule B to the said Act, for the

• Continued from page 627.

purpose of executing works for any of the purposes mentioned in the .said section,
to carry any sewer or work beyond the limits of the metropolis as defined by the
said Act, it shall be lawful for any such vestry or district hoard to execute works
in parts situate beyond or without such limits, and to cleanse, repair, and main-
tain such works as they shall from time to time deem necessary : provided
always, that no work shall be performed or commenced by any vestry or district
board beyond the limits of the metropolis as above defined, except for the purpose
of continuing or forming part of a work commenced or executed within tnelr
respective parish or district ; nor shall any such works be performed or commenced
without the consent in writing of the Metropolitan Board of Works for that
purpose first had and obtained : Provided also, that no new sewer, either within
or beyond the limits of the metropolis, shall be made or executed by any vestry,
district board, or other body hiiving control over sewers witliin the metropolis
without the previous approval oftlie said Metropolitan Board.

Contr'd>ution to cost of Main Sewers and Sewers built since l.y< January,
1850, or hereafter to be built.—LXVI. The provisions contained in the eightieth
section of the firstly-recited Act, empowering vestries and district boards to
order, at their discretion, under the circumstances therein mentioned, such sums
as they shall deem just to be jiaid and contributed by the owners of houses
towards the expense of the construction of sewers into which drains from such
houses shall be made or branched, shall be extended, and the same are hereby
extended and made applicable to tlie Metropolitan Board of Works with respect
to houses draining into main sewers constructed at the expense of any person
or body other than any Commissioners of Sewers, and which are vested in the
Metropolitan Board; and the same provisions arc hereby extended and made
applicable to all sewers within the limits of the metropolis as defined by the
firstly-recited Act, built since the first day ofJanuary, one thousand eight hundred
and fifty-six, or which may hereafter be built at the expense of any person
or body other than the Metropolitan Board of Works, or any vestry, district

board, or other body Iiaving control over sewers within the metropolis, into
which house drains may be made or branched; and the said Metropolitan
Board, vestry, district board, or other body, as the case may be, may at their
discretion accept payment of contribution from the owners of houses draining
into such sewers respectively, either in one sum or by instalments within any
period not exceeding twenty years, with interest after a rate not exceeding
five pounds by the hundred by the year, as the said board, vestry, or other
body shall in each case determine, and shall on receipt of any such contribu-
tion or instalment pay over the same to the person or hoJy entitled thereto;
and every sum payable to the said boai'd, vestry, or other body by way of
contribution to the construction of sewers shall be recoverable from the present
or any future owner of the said premises, either by action at law or before

a Justice of the Peace in a summary manner, at the option of the board or
vestry : provided that nothing herein contained shall prejudice or affect the
right of vestries and district boards to demand and recover from the owners
of^houses and land the sums charged upon them by such vestry and district

boards respectively under the provisions contained in the forty-ninth, fiftietii,

and fifty-first sections of this Act.

Where Time is given for Payment of Contribution, the Metropolitan
Board shall keep a Begister.—LXVII. In all cases in which time shall be
given by tlie Metropolitan Board of Works, or by any vestry, district board,
or other body, for tne payment of any contribution to the cost of a sewer as
aforesaid, the Metropolitan Board of Works shall keep a register of all such
orders for contribution, which register shall contain the description of the
premises, the amounts payable, the periods for payment, and other necessary
particulars ; and such register shall be open to inspection by parties interested

during office hours without payment of fee or reward ; and every vestry
district board, or other body giving time for payment of any such contribution
as aforesaid shall forthwitli transmit to the said Metropolitan Board a copy of

their order or resolution in that behalf made, and such other particulars in
relation thereto as the said Board may deem necessary and require.

Begulations respecting Openings into Seieers.—LXVIII. The seventy-
seventh section of the firstly-recited Act is hereby repealed; and in lieu thereof
be it enacted, that no person shall make or branch any sewer or drain, or make
any opening into any sewer vested in the Sletropolitan Board of Works, or in any
vestry or district board, without the previous consent in writing of such board
or vestry : provided that it shall be lawful for any person, with such consent, at

his own expense, to make or branch any drain into any sewer vcstetl in such
board or vestry, or authorised to be made by them or either of them under the
firstly recited Act or this Act, such drain being of such siae, materials, and other
conditions, and branched into such sewer in such manner and form of commu-
nication in all respects as the board or vestry shall direct or appoint ; provided
also, that where any contribution to the cost of a sewer is payable in respect of
drainage into the same, it shall not be lawful for any person to make or branch
any drain into such sewer, except in conformity with the directions of the board
or vestry in whom the same shall be vested with respcet to payment
of contribution under the provisions contained in the firstly-recited Act
and this Act in that behalf; and in case any person, without
the consent of the said Metropolitan Board, district board, or vestry

as aforesaid, make or branch, or cause to be made or branched, any sewer
or drain, or make any opening into any of the sewers vested in any
such board or vestry, or authorised to be made by them as aforesaid, or if any
person make or branch, or cause to be made or branched, any drain of a different

construction, size, material, or other conditions, or in another manner or form
of communication than shall be directed or appointed by such board or vestry,

every person so oftending shall for every such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding
fifty jiounds ; and the boanl or vestry may cut off' the connexion between such
drain and their sewer, or if they sliall see fit execute the necessary works for

making the said drain conformable to their regulations or directions at the

expense of the person making such drain or causing the same to be

made, such expenses to be recovered either by action at law or in a summary
manner before a justice of the peace, at tlie option of the board or vestry.

Buildings nottoExfend beyond the GeneralLine.—LXIX. Theonchundred
and forty-third section of the firstly recited Act is hereby repealed ; and in lieu

thereof be it enacted, That no building, structure, or erection shall, without the

consent in writing of the Metropolitan Board of Works, be erected beyoud the

general line of buildings in any street, place or row of houses in which the same
is situate, in case the distance of such line of buildings from the highway does

not exceed thirty feet, or within thirty feet of the highway when the distance of

the line of buildings therefrom amounts to or exceeds thirty feet, notwithstanding
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there being gardens or vacant spaces between the line of buildings and
the highway; and in case any building, structure, or erection be erected,

or be bcpun to be erected or raised, without such consent or contrary

to the terms and conditions on which the same may have been granted,

It shall be lawful for the said Metropolitan Boarti to cause to Iw made
complaint thereof before a justice of the peace, who shall thereupon issue a

summons re<)uiring the owner or occupier of the premises or the builder or

person engaged in anv work contrary to this enactment, to appear at a time

Bud place to' be stated in such summons to answer such com])laint ; and if at the

time and place appointed in such summons the said complaint shall be proved

to the satisfaction of the justice before whom the same shall be heard, such

justice shall malce an order in writing directing the demolition of any

such building or erection or so much thereof as he may deem necessary,

and the removal of the materials thereof to a convenient place ; and

all expenses incurred by the said board in carrying out the said order may be

recovered by the said board from the owner or occupier of the said premises, or

the builder "or person engaged in the work, either by action at law or in a sum-
mar}' manner before a justice of the peace, at the option of tlie said board.

Seportsiisto Undt-njround Soomsocciipied n.« Bwellmgi'.—l.XX. So much
of the one hundred and third section of the firstly-recited Act as relates to the

reports bv district surveyors acting under " The Metropolitan Building Act,

lt<o5," of'cases in which rooms or cellars arc occupied contrai'y to that enactment

is herebv repealeti ; and in lieu thereof be it enacted, that every surveyor and

inspector of nuisances acting under the firstly-recited Act shall, without fee or

reward, report to the Jletropolitan Board, or to the vestry of their parish or

board of works of their district, when they or either of them shall be required so

to do bv anv snch board or vestry as to whether any underground room or

cellar occupied as a dwelling within the meaning of the firstly-recited Act

hereby amended is built or constructed in conformity with the rules contained in

the said section.*
-«.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE METROPOLITAN UOABD DURING THE
LAST TWELVE MONTHS.

THE following is a copy of the Annual Report of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, presented to the Board at the weekly meeting, held on Friday

last :—
Deport q/" the Boanl pursuant to the l»th ami Mtli Vic, c. 120 s. 200.

1, Greek-street, Soho-squarc, 10th August, 1800.

The BoarJ, in discharge of the duty imposed upon them by the 200th section of

the Metropolis Local Slanagcmeut Act, have now to detail their proceedings in the

execution of that Act during the year commencing the 25th March, 1859, and ending
the Mth March, I8(».

In their last year's report they described the steps they had taken in connexion
with the passing of the 2l6t and 2'.iud ^ic, cap. 101, and explained the provisions of

that Act, with reference to the execution of the main intercepting works, and the

mode In which the cost of their construction was directed to be defrayed. They
detaUetl their proceedings in the preparation of the plan for the Main Drainage of

the metropolis, .ind the nature of tlie arrangements they had made with the liank of
England, for r:iising a sum of £3,0(10,000 for the execution of the works. The report

also announced the commincement of those works, and preseuted a view of their

progress up to the day of its date.

The Board have now to state that during the 'year which has elapsed they have
directed their contiuued and an.xious attention to the prosecution of those important
works, and notwithstanding the strike of the workmen, the great increase in the
price of building materials, the long continuance of heavy rains, and the operation

of other other causes calculated to impede tlie execution of exteusive public works,
their progress upon tlie whole has been of a decidedly satisfactory character.

The Xorthem High-level Sewer is fast approaching completion. The Hue, as will

be remembered, will extend from the Slansfield-road, near the foot of llampstcad-
hUI, to a point on the river I.ea, near Old Ford, being, with its branches, about eigh(
miles in length. When finished, it will complete the interception of the waters de-

scending from the high grounds of Ilighgatc and Hampstead, and whilst effecting a

feneral imjirovement in the local drainage tiiroughout its entire length, it will relieve

fackney and the adjacent districts from the evils arising from the foul condition of
the open watercourse by which they were intersected—namely, the Hackney-brook.
The length of sewer in connexion with this portion of the works executed between
the 25th March, 185'J, and the same date in 1800, was 23,407 feet, making the total

length completed up to the last-mentioned period 24,130 feet, extending from Old
Ford on the river Lea to Stoke Newingtou. The works in connexion with this

hue of sewer were, however, at the same lime actively proceeding at various other
points between Stoke Newlngton and the Junction-road, Kentish-town, .and in some
parts of the line were considerably advanced.
The works virtually completed at the last-mentioned date comprised the double

Storm Outlet Chauml and part of the Outfall sewers from the Uiver Lea to the
point of divergence of the itiKh and Middle-level sewers near Wick-lane, Hackney,
and the double Overflow Chamber for relieving the High and Middle-level Sewers,
when overcharged, combined with the Penstock Chambers.
The extensive character of these works will be understood when it is stated

that the dimensions of a portion of the Outfall Sewers arc 9 feet by 9 feet in the
clear, and that the Overflow Chamber is 138 teet long, and at its upper end 40 feet 6
inches wide.
The whole of the works between the Klver Lea and Gospel Oak-flelds, are nearly

completed, and they include the formation of the rotainin"-wall along the western
bank of the River Lea. The execution of the whole of the Outlet works from
Wick-lane to the Lea was attended with unusual difiiculty, owing to the fact that the
substratnm was composed of peat, and saturated with water to a considerable depth,
and to the consequent necessity of removing the peat bed, and forming a new
concrete foundation. And the works being adjacent to, and below the bed of, the
Lea, It became necessary to construct coffer-dams and erect steam-cnfjines -and
pumps for effecting the necessary operations. During the execution of this portion
of the work there were several high tides, but, fortunately, no damage occurred.
The sewer was carried under the foundations of five houses, without disturbing
them ; and one of these houses being underpinned Is now supported by iron girders.
At Blackstock-lane, Highbury-vale, it became necessary, for the purpose of carrying
the work under tbe New Uiv^r to effect a temporary diversion of that river by means
of iron pipes. At Holloway the sewer had to be carried under the Great Northern
Hallway, an operation which, from the continuous and heavy trathe on the line, rc-

aulred the exercise of great care and attention. The'line of sewer will also pass un-
erthe S'orth London Itailway, of which the sleepers supporting the rails are nearly

on a level with the top of the sewer, involving the necessary arrangements for sup-
porting the line, and effectlnfr a temporary diversion of the traffic. The tunnel be-
tween JIaiden-lane and the Kentish-town-road, 40 feet below the surface, and for a
length of about 2,00 feet, is nearly complnted.
Anothi r part of the Main Drainage Works north of the Thames, namely, the Acton

Branch of the western sewerapo, has been contractc.d for since the Hoard made their
last report. This length of sewer commenci.-8 by a junction with the Counter's-
creek in thcUxbridge-road, and proceeding thence along that road, terminates by a
junction with the east branch of the Stamford-brook. Th(' contract for this work was

• To be continued.

signed on the 5th August, 1869, and on the 251h March last the length executed was
3,iJ»S fect.»

The High-level Sewer south of the Thames was commenced on the 20th December,
1859. This work will extend from High-street, Claphani, to Ueptford-creek,'a
length of about 9 miles, 2,940 feet, traversing in its course Stockwell, Camberwell,
I'eckham, and New-cross. On the 2ath March last there had been executed of this

work 5,510 feet, or thereabouts. The works in progress at this date included a por-

tion of the large works near the creek—namely, a iiart of the double line of sewer,
10 feet « inches by 10 1'cct <i inches ; also, works at Deptford Broadway, Cold Harbor-
lane, Brixton, and Stockwell, ou the Eifra Branch, aud a part of the tunnel at East
Dulwieh.t
The course which will be ultimately selected for the Low-level Sewer north of

the Thames will depend upon the decision at which Parliament may arrive with
respect to the embankment of that river. The Board have on former occasions ex-
pressed the opinion that it would on various grounds be most important to construct
this sewer in conjuuctiou with a Thames Embankment ; but whether that can be
accomplished or not depends ou the provision which may eventually be made by
Parhameut for defraying the cost oi the embankment. This Board will, as they
have stated in former reports, be prepared to contribute out of the funds at their

disposal towards the cost of that work such a sum as will be a fair equivalent for the
advantage of carrying their sewer in the line of the embankment, out the treneral

cost of the last-named work must necessarily be defrayed from othersources. Though
the providing of funds for this great work is not an obligation imposed by law ou this

Board, they will be quite prepared to carry it out whenever Parliament may be
pleased to furnish them with means to meet the cost of the works. But the large

demands upon them for the public improvements contemplated by the Acts of Par-
liament deliuing their duties, and the entire inadequacy of their present resources,

are fully explained in the Chairman's letter to members of I'arliament representing
metropolitan constituencies, dated the 18th April, 1859, which is appended to the last

report of the Board. As the period within which the Main Drainage works are to be
finished is fixed by Act of Parliament—namely, the 3l8t December, 1803, it becomes of
extreme urgency that an early solution of this important question should be arrived
att
At the date of the last report, the Board were directing attention to the subject of

the steam engines and machinery to be erected at Deptford-creek for lifting the
sewage, and a part of the rain-water of the low-lying district south of the Thames
into the Outfall Sewer, and had adopted the recommendations contained in the
valuable report of the late Mr. Eobert Stephenson, Mr. Joshua Field, Mr. John
Penn, Mr. Thomas Hawksley, and Mr. George Parker Bidder.
Mr. Hawksley has since been engaged by the Board to prepare the requisite plan

and specification for this purpose, and on the 9th March last the Board entered
into a contract with Messrs. Slaughter and Co., of the Avonside Iron Works,
Bristol, for the making and erecting four double-powered rotative pumping engines
with boilers, pumps, and all necessary apparatus, for the object described, for the
sum of £22,300. Advertisements for tenderB will shortly be issued for the engine-
house, the wharflng of the creek, the sewers, and other requisite works.
The claims in connexion with the purchase of property taken for the purposes

of the High-level and Outfall Sewers north of the Thames, between the 25th March,
1859, and 25th March, 1800, were forty in number, and amounted to £58,539 188,

• On the Ist July, 7,3.39 feet of the Acton Sewer were executed, and it Is expected
that this contract will very shortly be completed.
t The total quantity of work executed in connexion with the High-level Sewer

south of the Thames up to the 10th June last, was 7,964 feet, and 398 feetof tunnel. At
this date the contractor, in consequence of pecuniary difficulties, stopped the greater

Eart of the works, and the Board subsequently took them out of his hands. The works
ave since been resumed.
A portion of the work connected with the Low-level Sewer south of the river,

passing through the Surrey Gas Consumers Company's premises at Deptford, is also
in course of execution, consisting of a double sewer, 7 feet by 7 feet ; and great diffi-

culty has been encountered in the execution of the works from tiie large quantity of
water which has been met with. On the 19th of July large volumes of water burst
in upon the workmen in the trenches, amounting to as much as 0,000 gallons per
minute, accompanied by a blow of sand into the cylinder, whereby the ground
Bettled, aud the pumps were overpowered. It has become necessary, for the purpose
of keepiug down the water, to lower the cylinders to a depth of 44 feet, and to erect
pumping-engincs equal to 70 horse-power. It is anticipated that by the adoption of
energetic measures, the difficulties experienced in this part of the work will speedily
be overcome.
The works for the Middle- level Sewer north of the Thames were commenced on the

4tli April last. They comprise 12 miles and 1,280 feet of sewers, of which 3.^,802 feet

will bo in tunnel, and extend from thcNortheru High-level Sewer, eastof Sir George
Duckett's Canal, near to Old Ford, to the western arm of the Counter's-creck Main
Sewer, near Kensal-green. On the 21st July the works had been carried on at
various points : at Old Ford 700 feet, and at Paddington 1,324 feet of sewer were
completed, as also ICO feet of tunnel, and G shafts had been eunk for tunnelUng opera-
tions.

The Southern Outfall Sewer on the south side of the river, between North Pole-
lane, Greenwich, and a point in Erith Marshes opposite Dagenham-breach, was com-
menced on the 25tii April. The length of the line will be 7 miles 2,240 feet, and the
works have been begun in Erith and l*lumstead Marshes, the Plumstead-road, and
Woolwich. On the 21st July the works executed were 277 feet of tunnel, and 500
feet of sewer. Some difficulty has arisen in the prosecution of these works, owing
to the ch'cumstance that the outlet near Crossness Point is within the Artillery
Practice Range on Woolwich Marshes, and several balls have fallen within a few
feet of the workmen engaged. Representations have been made to Her Majesty's
Government with a view tothe adoption of proper precautionary measures.

J The subject of the embankment of the Thames has recently been investigated by
a Select Committee of the House of Commons, pressided over by Sir Joseph I'axton,

and the tenor of the interesting^ report of that Committee shows that they have fully

appreciated the general Importance of the subject, and the necessity that exists for

executing these two works in conjunction. The report, after referring to their con-
sideration of the several plans of embankment submitted to the Committee, and ex-
pressing their concurrence in the opinion of this Board aud the Thames Conservancy,
that such a mcasm'c would be a {,n-eat improvemeut to the metropolis and the river,

sets out the resolutions agreed to by the Committee, to the effect, that an embank-
ment between certain specifled points on the north of the Thames would be a desir-

able mode ofiniproving its bed and banks,—facilitate the construction of the Low-level
Sewer, and admit of the formation of a roadway to relieve the crowded thoroughfares.
That by the construction of docks inside the embankment walls, wharfingers would
generally derive increased facilities for their business ; that the estimates of cost
submitted to them v.aried from £400,000 to £1,500,000, including the cost of the Low-
level Sewer, but that there was reason to expect that a large proportion of the cost

would be repaid by productive works ; that the 8d. and Id. duties ou coal and the Jd.
duty ou wine be renewed for a limited period, and that the whole or a part of the
cost of the embankment be made a first charge on them. That as the Leglslaturo
had already entrusted to this Board the main drainage, they recommended that the

construction of an embankment should also be confided to to them. That for that

purpose the above-mentioned duties should be placed at the disposal of the Board
for a limited period, and that the guarantee of the Imperial Treasury be also afforded

to thein. Tliat jiower be given to ascertain the amount of eorapensation due after

the coiuplelion of the works. That though the embankment of the south side of the
river is a necessary part of a complete scheme, yet that they consider it of less urgency
than that on the north. It is to be hoped that no time may be lost in thei

adoption of some practical measure based upon the important recommcndationnol
' the Committee.
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After ncociation with the parties throiis'i the at'ents and solicitors of the Hoard,

acting tiiKler tlie instructions of tlio Main Uraiuatfe Committee, theso claims were

settlwl for £30.111 fts. The sums claimed, on the south side of the river, for lands

taken by the Hoard for the purposes of main drainage during the j«;riod stated,

amounted to £^0,'.)1'^ 10s. Out ol the fourteen claims twelve, amountnid to £10,0.1,5,

were settled for the sum of £S,o:H I'^s. The remaining two claims are still pending.

Amono- the works of the Hoard other than those of main drainaK-e, which were

completed or in progress on the U;')th March last, maybe mentioned the wrouglit-iron

tubular-brido-e over the Limehouse cut of the Kiver Lea Navigation, in connexion

witli the improvement known as the Victoria-park Approach. In the execution of

tills work, tlie water was pumped out of the canal for a portion of its len^fth, and the

trallic on the canal was, hy permission of the trustees of the navisjation, stopped

for a certain period to enable the foundations of the bridsc to be laid.

Works are also in course of execution at the outlet of (he Karl .Sewer at Rother-

hithe, for the purpose of relicvinfj certain low-level districts south of the Thames
from the floodinss to which they are now subject, arrangements beiiij; adopted for

producing a continual discharge from the sowers. This involves an extension of the

outlet of the Earl .Sewer at IJurand's Wharf, and the erection of a largo high-pressure

engine capable of working loO horse-power, with two sets of pumps. The under-

pinning of 2,347 feet of sewer in the Fulham-road has also been ellected, and the

outlet of the .Smith-street Sower at Chelsea has been covered.

The Hoard have resolved on constructing a line of sewer for receiving the Storm
overflow of the Hanelagh, which will commence by a junction with that sewer near

Albert-gate, and proceeding thence across llyde-park and Kensington-gardens, will

form a junction with the Katielagh Main Sewer in the Uxbridge-road. Amongst
other objects wliich will be accomplislied by this work it will eiroctually prevent any
sewage matter from p.issing into the Serpentine. A sum of ,£-',000 will be contributed

towards the cost of this work by Her Majesty's OiBce of Works in consideration of

the benefit which will accrue to certain property* belonging to the Crown.t

THE PROPOSED WINDOWS IN THE MAISON DIEU HALL,
DOVEK.

THE following explanation of the designs for the proposed windows in the

Maison Dieu Hall, will, we doubt not, prove interesting to our readers. Two
of the windows will be immediately forthcoming, one being in course of execu-

tion, as a bequest from the late Jlr. Bass iu memory of his kiusmau, the late

Captain Allen, and the other by public subscription.

These windows will represent a series of historical events relating to the town
of Dover. We are accustomed to connect the idea of stained glass with religious

edifices and Scripture histories ; but the representation of civil and military

Iiistory employed in the decorations of an important municipal building is

something new, although the chui-ehes of Kouen afford precedents of historical

windows of a like character. To judge by the sketches before us, tlie windows of

the JIaison Dieu will be of the highest class in composition, drawing, and
colouring, besides exhibiting an extraordinary amount of research into the his-

torical and heraldic evidences upon which they are founded. But a more detailed

description of these windows will best convey to our readers an idea of what may
be expected from them.
The first of the series represents " The Belief of Dover Castle by John de

Penchester." In the year 1216, being the last of the reign of King John, Dover
Castle was besieged by the Dauphin of France, aided by some of the barons who
were in arms against the king. Tlie Castle was defended by Huliert de Burgh,
the tlien Constable ; and although he had with him only a handful of his own
followers and servants, yet witli so inefficient a gaiTison he held out against all

the eflbrts of the besiegers. At length John de Pencliester, with 400 horse,

succeeded in passing the French lines, and threw himself and his forces into the

Castle by the Postern Gate, under Earl Godwin's tower, since destroyed, the

site of which was so clearly pointed out in the Rev. Mr. Puckle's able lecture at

the meeting of the Kent Archaeological Society last week. This reinforcement so

dispirited the Dauphin and his jiarty that they presently raised the siege. In
the representation of this incident, Penchester, whose banner (gules, a cross

voided or) is liorne aloft, and his company of horsemen bearing arbalists,

scorpions, and other weapons for the defence of the Castle, are rushing in at tlie

Postern, the besiegers attacking them as they gallop past, some cutting down
upon them from under the Castle wall, and others rushing up from the lower
ground adjoining tlie roadway. Conspicuous in the foreground on the left,

among the liesii^gers, the artist has reiiresented William Longsjice, Earl of
Salisbury, recognisable by the six lioncels rampant borne on his surcoat, and
wielding the two-handed sword, from whicii he took his name. The besieged are
covering the entrance of the relievinjj force by the discharge of missiles from the
parapet of the Castle. In the background is one of those moveable towers
frequently used in sieges at that period for the purpose of approaching
the walls.

No. II. " Henry III. confirming the Charters of the Maison Dieu." It is on
record that in the year V£n King Henry III. visited the Maison Dieu, founded
in the previous reign by Hubert de Burgh, and assisted at the consecration of
the chapel, and that on this occasion he confirmed by a solemn act to its eminent
founder all the charters which had been previously granted in favor of the
establishment. The King, enthroned under a canopy, is seated on the left of the
picture. The prelate who stands near him is Stephen Langton, Archbishop of
Canterbur}'. H ubert de Burgh, kneeling before the king and receiving from his
hands the deed of confirmation, is distinguished by the arms on his surcoat,
namely, gules, seven lozenges, vair. The king's guards, who flank the steps of
the throne and the remaining figures whicii fill the scene represent witli great
fidelity the anns and costumes of the beginning of the thirteenth century

No. III. " Edward III. embarking at Dover for the War in Franco, 1359."

—

Froissart gives us many details of this event, which the artist has not failed to
turn to the best advantage It appears that the king made a short oration to
his followers, who answered it with shouts of " God and St. George '." as they
embarked. This incident forms the subject of the picture. The king was at
that time accompanied by his sons, and by many of the great commanders who
most distinguished themselves in the French wai-s. Several of these are repre-
sented in the foreground of the picture, and are identified by the arms on the
surcoats, which form part of the military costume of tlie age. Near the king,
and on his left hand, stands the Black Prince, distinguished iiy tlie dark color of
his armour, and wearing the surcoat, which may be supposed to represent that
whicii still hangs over his tomb in Canterbury Cathedral. In depicting the

The Board have entered into a coutract for this work for the sum of 23,500, and
the works have been commeuced.
t To be continued.

eminent personages before alluded to, the artist displays his intimate knowledge
of lieraldry ; and those who can read the picture language of that science will be

at no loss to recognise the various illustrious knights and barons who accom-
panied the king on this occasion. In the foregroun<l, on the Icl't, drawing his

sword as he shouts the war-cry, is Percy, Earl of Northumberland, bearing on
his surcoat or a lion rampant azure. On the banner above him are seen the

three wat(tr liougets on a red field of .Sir John de Kos. To the right, in the next

light, is Sir Bartlioloinew Hur)»her8h, and by him stands a knight of the newly-
created Order of the Garter, his mantle embroidered with this device, us was the

custom of that period. The boat, which is Ijeing pushed off by the vigorouji

exertions of tlie sailors, is decorated at the stern with tlie banners of the Earls of

Warwick and March, and is filled with knights, on whose surc.iats and banners

we recognise the arms of Sir John Lisle, Sir James Audley, Humphrey de
Boliun, Earl of Hereford, and others.

No. IV. " Landing of the Emjieror Sigi.sraund at Dover, opjiosed."

—

The
incident represented in this window is one of the most remarkable connected

with the history of Dover. In the year 1410 the Emperor Sigismunil, accom-
panied by the Archbishop of Rheims, paid a visit to King Henry V., his olijcct

being to bring about, if possible, a reconciliation lietween Henry and the king
of France. As the imperial ship drew near the shore on which were assembled

several of the nobles and great barons, Humphrey Duke of Gloucester, and his

company, stepped into the sea with their swords drawn, and asked if he came as

a mediator for peace, in which case they would receive him honourably ; but if on
the contrary, he came with any hostile motives, they would receive him in tho

manner due to foreign invaders. On his disclaiming any warlike intentions, be

was received with the honours proper to his rank. The artist has represented the

moment when the barons, headed by the Duke of Clloucester on horseback, are

advancing with uplifted swords. The Emperor Sigismund is seen standing on

the forepiirt of the ship, which is hung round with shields bearing alternately the

arms of France and of the Empire. Behind him stands the Archbishop ot

Rheims ; and part of the fleet, in the act of lowering sails, fills up the background.

In this, as in the preceding picture, the learned may recognise many of the leading

barons of the period. In the light to the left is prominent the figure of Richari
Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, at that time Constable of Dover Castle, his sur-

coat enriched with his well-known coat of arms, and bearing on his helmet the

bear and ragged staff. In the corner is his squire, holding aloft his banner em-
blazoned with the same bearings. Beyond him stands Lord de Grey, and to the

right of the picture a member of the celebrated Monyns family.

No. V. "Embarkation of Henry VIII. at Dover for the Field of Gold
Cloth."—The point of time represented in this picture is immediately after the

embarkation of the king, who is standing on the gangway of the ship, acknow-_
ledging the acclamations of ills loyal subjects who line the shore. On the left of

tlie picture is an indication of the fortifications which at that period defended

the narhor on the level of the strand. The ship in which the king has embarked
forms the background to tlie richly colored group in front. In this composition

the artist has made good use of the well-known picture in the collection at

Hampton Court, an engraving of which is to be seen in the Museum of this

town ; and in none of the series has he shown more skill and judgment than in

adapting his model to the exigencies of a representation in stained glass, which,

as is well known to every one not ignorant of the art, demands a couventional

treatment totally different from that of painting in oil or any other medium
admitting the expression of gradation of tone and aijrial perspective. In fact,

the conditions of stained glass are hardly less peculiar than those of basso relievo.

With the important assistance derived from the original picture, we may con-
sider both the costumes and accessories as strictly accordant to the truth, and
that we have before us something like a genuine representation of the "Great
Harry," and other mighty ships of the infancy of the British navy. This win-
dow is already in progress, the cartoons being in the hands of 3Ir. Wales for

execution. The lunds have been supplied by a bequest from the late Mr. Bass.

The sixth and last of the series represents the arrival of King Charles II. at

Dover on his restoration. Tlie history of this event is well known, but the

records of Dover supply some interesting details, of which Mr. Poynter has

availed himself in this composition. In the left centre light stands the Mayor of,
Dover, holding in his hand tlie address he has just read to his Majesty, while the

Rev. John Reading is kneeling before the king and presenting him with a
Bible, a hook which his Majesty declared would be ever dear to him. Behind
the King is seen General Monk, who had been the first to meet him on his

landing, and the Dukes of York and Gloucester, by whom he was accompanied.
The lieads of all six windows are princijially decorated with heraldic references

to the periods of the incidents represented. Tlie large compartment in each is

occupied by the arms of the reigning monarch, and the minor compartments
chieiSy by cognizances and devices. Thus, for King John we have in the window
No. I'of the series the broom plant (Planta genista), the heraldic animal, the

genet, the escarboucle borne by the House of Anjou, and the star and crescent to

be found on some of the money coined in his reign. In addition to these are

introduced the arms of Hubert de Burgh and John de Penchester, who played
so important a part in the event represented below. For Henry III., in No. 2 of
the series, we have the same devices, and his quaint motto " Ke ne dune, ke ne
tine, ne prct ke desire," rendered also in Latin " Qui non dat quod habet, non
accipet ille quod optat." For Edward III. we have, in No. 3 of the series,

sunbeams issuing from the clouds, the stock of a tree coupled and eradicated, the

garter, the fleur de lis, and the well-known device of the feather, jiopularly

attributed to the Prince of Wales, but which was borne with a difference by-

other members of the roy.al family. Those represented in this window are, on
the left, the King's, the quill of which is or; and on the right the Black Prince's,

the quill of which is argent, with the motto "Ichdien" on the scroll. The
devices introduced for Henry V., No. 4 of tlie series, are the swan, the antelope,

the beacon or cresset liglit, and tlie red rose of Lancaster. For Henry VIII.,

No. 5 of the series, the Tudor rose, the fleur de lis, and the portcullis. In this

window are also introduced the arms of Captain William Allen, to whose
memory it is inscribed, according to instructions left by the donor. And for

Charles II., No. of the series, the devices are the rose, the this.tle, the fleur tie

lis, and the crest of England—namely, the lion statent crowned,

Shropshire.—The Church of St. Lawrence, Ludlow, which for some length of
time has been undergoing a process of restoration, was re-opened on Friday l.ist.

The grand feature of the building is the magnificent west window, presented bv
Mr. and Mrs. Botfield, of Decker-hill.
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MANSION AT STKATTON AUDLEY PAIJK, OXFORDSHIRE.

THIS building, of whicli we give an Illustration, is now in course of

erection at Stratton Audley, near Bicester, in Oxfordshire, and is

rapidly approaching completion. It stands on a site selected some years

ago, commanding extensive and beautiful views, and approached through a

handsome avenue.

The principal apartments are on the ground floor, and comprise a library

and billiard-room facing to the north and west, 22 feet 9 inches by 17 feet

6 inches, with a large bay window ; a drawing-room 28 feet 9 incites by

18 feet 9 inches, also with a bay window, and having a west and south

aspect ; a dining-room 29 feet 9 inches by 18 feet, having a south aspect;

a breakfast-room 16 feet by 18 feet, with windows to the south and east,

and a private study. Tliese rooms connect with a lofty entrance-hall,

bavins a panelled ceiling, and containing the principal staircase, and over

them there are two stories of bed-rooms. To the east of the main building

arc the kitchens, dairy, and offices, and detached from tliem, but in the

same direction, stabling, coach-houses, &c.

The materials employed are, for the rubble work a local limestone of a

fine blue color, and for the dressings, box-ground Bath stone, the internal

walls being executed in brick. The limestone has been laid in regular

courses with squared beds and joints, but the natural cleavage has been

most carefully preserved on the face, imparting an interesting play of light

and shade to the masonry, far beyond what the most careful dressing

could produce. The roofs "are covered with tiles, partly ornamental and

partly plain. The porch is to be paved with Warwickshire blue and white

stone" in diamond pattern, and the same material is to be employed for

some of the hearth-stones.

The method adopted in carrying out the works at this house is one

^nore usual a century ago than at the present day. No general contractor

is employed, the proprietor purchasing such materials as the estate does

not produce, and employing his own workmen, placed under the orders of

an experienced foreman, and directed by the architect. One advantage of

this system is that it encourages the proprietor to develop the local re-

sources of the estate, and rarely, if ever, has this been more energetically

and successfully done than in the present instance. Tlie rubble-stone,

already alluded to, is quarried near the house, and hearth-stones, slabs for

chimney-pieces, and shafts to be polished and employed internally, have

been got out of the same quarry. All the gravel and sand for mortar,

plastering, and concrete has been dug, and all the bricks, roofing tiles, and
flooring tiles, and part of the drain tiles, are made within a quarter of a

mile of the house, and the lime has been got and burned within the limits

of the property, from which have also been obtained all the poles for

scaffolding, a large proportion of the oak employed, and elm, black poplar,

and some other varieties of timber.

It may be interesting to some to mention that in the course of dressing

one of the blocks of hard limestone for the walls, and a block to all

appearance perfectly sound, a blow of the chisel laid open a small cavity

with a crumbly earthy sort of lining, in which was discovered a live toad.

The creature, when first taken out, was extremely shrivelled and shrunk
in appearance, and perfectly motionless ; it however, in a few minutes,

began to look and crawl about, and soon after swelled up to the natural

size. The toad lived for some days, appearing perfectly sensitive to the

light, and showing nothing remarkable except that it was never seen to

open its mouth in the slightest degree, nor could any opening be observed

to exist in the region of the mouth ; it ultimately, however, died, and has

been preserved in spirits.

The hot-water apparatus to heat the corridors and conservatory of this

mansion is being supplied by Messrs. Grainge and Co., of Uxbridge, and
some metal finials by llr. Skidmore, of Coventry. The general foreman,

whose duties have been very efliciently performed, is Mr. Joshua Lewis ;

the architect is Mr. Roger Smith, of 57, Strand, London ; and the grounds
and garden are being laid out under the direction of Mr. Marnock, of the

Botanical Gardens, liegent's-park.

The view we engrave is taken from a drawing in the exhibition of the

Koyal Academy, just closed. It shows the north or entrance front and
the west end of the building.

HEREFORD IMPROVEMENTS.

A LOCAL paper lias the following on the exhibition of designs for a clock-

tower and market entrance, advei'tised for a few weeks back :

—

In reply to the invitation to architects, issued some weeks ago by the Com-
mittee of the Town Council, a larec number of designs for a clock-tower in the
High-town-square, and for a clock-turret and gateway, for the High-town en-
trance to the new markets, have been sent in, and are now on view in the
Assembly-room of the Shire-hall. The style and character of the designs are
very diversified ; some l)eing exceedingly graceful and beautiful, and others heavy
and gloomy, the very inspection of which gives to the mind a sombre tinge, and
conjures up associations of the past—the medieval dungeon and its fearful

tragedies. The collection of designs will, however, well repay a visit; while it is

interesting tb observe thediffcrent principles which have influenced the architects,

and in reference to wliich much may be said pro ct con., in their selection of

style. One arclutect says that he has specially avoided anything of an ecclesias-

tical feelinjf, believing that spires, buttresses, &c., are only appropriate for

religions edifices ; while another selects the Decorated Gothic of the I4th century for

the special reason that it may accord with the fine old Cathedral, with whose tower
it will blend when seen at a distance, and that the Gothic is adapted to the
town ilscif more than any other style. One gentleman favors us with a design
after the brick and marble towers of Verona—a tall, flat, naked structure, far
IcM ornamental and graceful than the chironey-shafc at the Imperial steam-mill—and in respect to which, without any disparagement of the architect's ability,

we will only express a hope that the style may still remain to be the peculiar

characteristic of Verona. A second sends us a gaunt, bare pillar, formed of

alternate bands of yellow and red bricks, and one would certainly imagine him

to be somewhat germane in his ideas to the architects of Verona. We specially

couiraend this design to the curious in architectural novelties. It will be found

to bear the motto " l)ieu et raon droit." In the same category many other of

the designs may be placed, including " All's for the best," "Try to win," "Me
instruxisli," &c., the latter introducing us to a weather-beaten knig^ht and a

jaded liorse approaching a heavy, hideous-looking gateway loading into tlie

markets. Another architect evolves from a fertile imagination a design of open
ironwork as aerial and fairy-like as that wonder of the world, the Crumlin

viaduct ; but which, while it must undoubtedly command admiration for

originality of conception, its chaste proportions, and rich ornamentation, will, we
think, fail to secure the first place in the decision of the Council and the sub-

scribers on whom will devolve the work of ultimate selection.

The designs No. 2 and 3—" Secure while upright" and " Time "—by the same
architect—give us two massive and elegant structures for a clock-tower, the one

95 feet high, and the other 80 feet high. The lower part of the tower, between

the nillai-s and the arclics, is supplied with drinking fountains. No 2 in particular

has been generally admired.
No. 5—also bearing the motto "Time "—is a very light and graceful design,

and may, the architect states, be constructed either of stone or iron, the height

being ll(j feet. Statues of the Seasons ornament the base of the tower, which is

surmounted by an observatory. All the details are well carried out. This struc-

ture would form a prominent object amid the towers and spires when viewed

from the surrounding country.

No. 22—" Horologe "—is a very pretty design, proportionate, and well carried

out in its details, but it is somewhat too ecclesiastical in character. It may be

adapted either for a clock tower or as a market-entrance; the cost of the former

being £1,000 and of the latter £500; the materials to be used to be detennined

by the capabilities of the neighbourhood.

No. 29—" Pro bono publico "—is another design which has been much
admired, its proportions being good, and its general style light and elegant yet

substantial. The height, we believe, is 80 feet, and the architect proposes to use

Bath or other suitable stone, with serpentine marble columns at the base, which
is appropriated to a drinking fountain.

There are three designs numbered 39, which apjiear to be the work of the

same architect, two bearing the mottos " Arehitectus," and tlie other " Tempus
Fugit ; " one being a sketch of the old Town-hall " restored," with a clock and
tower at the east end. The architect says that the design has been made with

the view of preserving the very interesting remains of the old Guildhall of the

city, and making it adaptable to the requirements of modern times. This

architect's design for an octagonal clock-tower is greatly admired, and is

certainly one of the most beautiful designs in the exhibition ; elegance of propor-

tion and rich but not gaudy ornamentation being its striking features. His

design—" 'Tempus Fugit "—for a clock turret and gateway is also a very fine

one, and must, we think, bear away the palm from all the other designs for this

purpose. The architect says—" This design is in a bold and effective style of

architecture, in complete harmony with the new markets. It has been made to

adapt itself to the conditions of the gateway in the contract for the markets, and,

it may also be mentioned, has been made from the suggestion to the architect of

the building, who would therefore raise no objection to its being adopted. The
design may be carried out without a clock turret, the building being finished

just above the square cornice. In accomplishing this, provision might be made
so that the tuiTet might be completed afterwards, should it be thought necessary.

The estimate for the gateway, with improved arched entrance vestibule, CO feet

in length, leading to the markets, is £500, or £350 additional to the present

contract ; the omission of the clock tower would reduce the amount about £75."

No details have been supplied by the architect in reference to his design for the

clock tower.

No. 41.—"Push forward"—is a design of good proportions and elaborate

detail, rather ecclesiastical in character, and disfigured, as some think, by

the way in which lamps are made to project from the angles of the base, and by

some other details of ornamentation.

No. 50—" I make aim to win "—is a gorgeous design, in the Gothic style, 100

feet high. It has been very much admired, but critics have been almost

unanimous in pronouncing the upper part to be disproportionately heavy. Upon
the lower stage or base, at three of the four angles are placed drinking fountains

;

on the top of the canopied cap of the same are placed lamps harmonising with

the style of architecture ; on the level of the upper step is an ornamental basin

from which issues a jet throwing water into ornamental forms, the tracery in the

arch being perforated to admit of the water being seen.

No. 58—" Will not exceed £1,000."—In the richness of artistic execution this

design bears the palm from all its competitors. It has attracted much attention,

but has been condemned on the ground of its want of due proportion—its height

(03 feet)—and the width of the shaft in the square (C feet 7 inches). The materials

which the architect jiroposes to employ—and which are charmingly delineated in

the design, but which, we fear, would soon lose some of their lustre aud individu-

ality wlien e.'iposed to the varying elements of an English climate—are Bath
stone ; bricks—black, white, scarlet, crimson, yellow, chocolate, or maroon, and

blue Staffordshire ;
polished Lizard serpentine or other colored marbles ; slate

—

green and black VVestmorelands ; woodwork stained and varnished ; external

ironwork painted in oils, and picked out in blue, red, and gold !

One artist—we forget his motto and number—sends a design for a clock tower

and post-office, thus supplementing the intentions of the Council, and probably

intending to convey a hint that the High-town is the most suitable place lor so

important a public building as the Post-office. Another orchitect deserves to

be complimented upon his ingenuity rather than upon his industry. He has

forwarded a design, which has the appearance of being intended as a wing to a

mansion or public building.

York Minster.—The Very Rev. the Dean of York has presented to

the Chapter the nmnificent donation of £2,000, to be invested as an augmentii-

tion fund for the improvement of the musical services of the cathcdial. This

great liberality is in keeping with his former donations of £1,000 for the restora-

tion of the chapter-house, and £1,000 for the improved approach to the

cathedral.
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ON HEALTHY DWELLINGS, AND PllEVAILING SANITARY DEFECTS
IN THE HOMES Ol' THE WOUKING CLASSES.*

AMONGST the various circumstances of wliicli man is tlie creature, none have

a more powerful influence on his pliysical condition tlian those connected

with liis dwelling ; and in respect to the poorer classes, this influence affects Iiim

also veiy seriously as a moral and accountable being.

In viewing the'tiuestion of "Healthy Dwellings" uuder this twofold aspect,

as presenting a remedy for much wide-spread physical evil, and as pointing to

tlie means ofremoving very formidable obstacles to tlie moral and the religious im-
provement of a numerous class of the community, its double claim on the attention

of the Christian philanthropist, and on the earnest efforts of all who have its ad-
vancement in any way within their power, is clearly manifest.

Believing that tlie influence of the Ladies' Sanitary Association cannot be

directed to an object of greater importance, I felt bound to comply witli the

request made, that I would present, in a condensed form, the experience of more
than fifteen years, during which the study of this question, with its practical

application at home and abroad, has occupied much of my time. And before

doing so, as a proof of cordial sympathy with the objects of the Association I have
now the honor to address, it may not be out of place to quote a resolution whih
was proposed by me at the Congres International de Bienfaisance, held in

Brussels, in 1856, and was unanimously adopted by the representatives of about
tiventy different countries there convened under royal authority :

—

The' Coucjrcss declares that it is of public utility that the working classes be
onUghtened by all possible means in regard to tlie improvement and the keeping ot

their houses in good order. It declares that the instruction of the young in the
labouring classes ought to comprise all which relates to the cleanliness of their
persons and of their (Twelliiigs, to the benefits resulting from good ventilation, and
the evils arising from humidity. Lastly, it thinks that the study of the science of
preserving health is one which ought to be rendered accessible to all.

Tiie condition of" healthy," in regard to dwellings, arises out of that which
is either local or structural, and may be said, in the majority of instances, to be
not under the control of the occujiants ; or else it results from circumstances
which tliey ordinarily Iiave the means of changing.
Amongst the class of persons whose advantageous position usually gives them

the power ofchoosing arcsidence, there are, however, not a few who, either through
ignorance or from want of consideration, are manifestly insensible to the evils

they expose themselvts to, in a dwelling which is unhealthy as to its locality,

or deficient as to its sanitary arrangements, until the serious, if not fatal, con-
sequences are painfully manifest in the state of their own health or that of their

family. A single illustration of this fact may be drawn from the last annual
report ofthe Registrar-General, where, amongst other analogous cases referred
to, is tliat of three young ladies, nineteen, eighteen, and fifteen years of age, the
daughters of a lieutenant-colonel, who died in the past year at Lyncomb, near
Bath, from the effects of imperfect drainage.
Such cases show that the importance of this inquiry is not limited to one class

of the coniinunity,t but tliat all have a peraonal interest in knowing what are the
conditions essential to a " healthy dwelling." In endeavouring to point them out
with precision and brevity, my aim will be to avoid the use of technical terms as
much as possible ; and, with a view to simplify the treatment of the subject, it

will be considered under the three heads already indicated. 1st, as to that which
is local; 2Dd, as to that which is structural;" and 3rd, as to that which may lie

distinguished as being mainly, though not wholly, dependent on the occupants
of the dwelling.
In regard to Lomliiy.—High and dry situations with a free circulation of air

whether in towns or in the country, are proverbially healthy, whilst those
which are low and damp, or surrounded by confined air, are the opposite. Ex-
perience afforded by the state of troops when encamped, or when in permanent
barracks, or in hospitals, is conclusive on this point. It is on record that the
mortality of troops in Jamaica has been diminished from 120 to 20 per 1,000 by
their removal from the plains to the hills. And it is well known that ague, dy-
sentery, and fever prevail in localities where the surface ofthe ground is naturafly
wet and insuftieiently drained, orwhere there exists an accumulation of decaying
matter, of wliich one sure indication is the presence of an abundance of flies.

Dampness of situation is also productive of mental depression, bodily feebleness,
and a disposition towards intoxicating drink.

VA'herever, therefore, dwellings are built on naturally wet ground, it is essential
to their being healthy that ample provision be made for draining the soil, as well
as for ordinary surface drainage, and the carrying off of sm-plus fluid from the
house itself. This necessity is more manifest in the country than it is usually in
towns, as then- gradual fonnation and progressive^increase have generally been
accompanied with surface drainage, under some form or other. Good surface
drainage is, however, peculiarly necessary in towns buUt on an uneven surface,
as is the case with the metropolis, whichhas been built on low hills, in the midst
of an imperfectly reclaimed swam]!, and is partially underlaid by a stratum of
peat. The lower levels on either side of the Thames, where the drainage has been
most inefficient, are well kuown to have been much more severely visited with
cholera than the higher parts of the metropolis. Dr. Fan- tells us that, taking
the mean of the cholera epidemic of 1848 and 1854, in London, nearly 15 per
1,000 of those living under 10 feet of elevation died to 1 per 1,000 of those at the
highest elevation, and that if London be divided into terraces of different degrees
of elevation, the mortality firam an epidemic of cholera is, in round numbers, in-
versely as the elevation.
The providing efiieient means for house drainage, as well as a good surface

drainage, is a duty which, in the case of towns, obviously devolves on the public
authorities. Tlie consequences of a past neglect of this "duty have been recently
manifested at Windsor, where, the prevalence of fevers and choleraic complaints
having led to an investigation, the drainage of the town was found to be very
defective; whilst, on the contrary, at the Castle, a separate and perfect system of
drainage having been provided, no disease existed there.

* A paper read by Sir. Uciiry Roberts, F.S.A., at the South Kensington Museum,
18th .July, ISCO, on behalf ofthe Ladies' Sanitary Association.

t Tliat such studies might be useful to public men is evident from a statement
very recently made in I'ai-Iiament, with reference to Kctley Hospital, which w.is
denounced as the most mismanaged public affair in this country, and its site declared
to be, in a sanitary point of view, most improper for a hospital. Mr. Sydney Herbert
said, " that it had not been spoken of a bit foo severely m the discussion, and that,
wlien the plan was first proposed, he himself protested against it, but the House did
not support him ;" and lie added, " 111 adapted as our miUtary hospitals no doubt are
lor tbcir purpose, civil hospitals are not a jot better. Many of the London
liospifali! quite capped anything to be found in the worst military estabhshments of
that kind.

In house drainage, one valuable modem improvement is the use of glazed
earthenware tubes, which should invariably be kept as much as possible without
the liuilding ; and especial care ought to be taken that the pipes which discharge
into them are properly trajiped. in order that they may not become a medium lor
the escape of foul air into the dwellinj?. Cesspools under basement floors have
been the cause of sickness and deaths mnumerable. During the cholera in 1849,
to my knowledge, several cases, wholly traceable to this cause, occurred in one
house. Whenever these latent sources of miscliief are discovered they should be
removed as quickly as possible. The experience of an eminent sanitary engineer
leads me to believe that in many houses of the first magnitude, both in the
metropolis and in the country, which are not .of recent constrnction, this evil
exists, as well as that of defective drains, causing the ground under the house to
become sodden with fetid matter. The gases wliich originate from these sources
and diffuse themselves over the dwelling constitute one of those conditions of
local impurity wliich exercise a powerful influence, when the state of the atmo-
sphere is favorable to an outbreak or spread of cholera, fever, or other kindred
complaints.

For an ample supply of pure water, one of the most important acces-
sories to a healthy dwelling, the public authorities should, in tlie case of
towns, be held responsible. The contamination of our rivers, by their being
unscrupulously and at the same time most wastefully made tlie receptacles of
sewage, has rendered them very generally incapable of supplying the neiglibouring
population with wholesome water. That drawn from wells is not unfrequently
impure, though its sparkling appearance and freshness to the taste might lead to
the contrary supposition ; in towns this is generally caused by an infiltration from
some neighbouring drain, cesspool, or other deposit of putrifying matter.
Many such instances in the metropolis might be referred to ; one was recently
mentioned to me by the medical ofticer to the General Post-office, as having been
the cause of mucli internal derangement to several of the employis in that
establishment, and which had led to his recommending the use of Harrison's
moulded carbon filter. In the last report of the Registrar-General, reference is

made to a well at Sandgate, as containing 40'90 gi'ains of impurity per gallon.
" Measures recently taken in many places have effected much good in respect
both to drainage and to the supply of water. Tlie noble example set by Glasgow
especially deserves the highest praise. The purity of the water now abundantly
drawn for the supply of that city from Loch Katrine, a distance of 34 miles, and
which has involved an outlay of about j£I,500,000, may be judged of by the
following figures, which represent the total amount of impurity in gi-ahis per
gallon. In the water supplied to Glasgow from Loch Katrine, 3-lC. In the
water supplied to London, according to tlie returns for May last, by the leading-
companies,—Chelsea, 17-84 ; Grand Junction, 17'95; New River, 18.52: West
Middlesex, 20-08 ; Lambeth, 20-80; Kent, 21-G8.

For dwellings in the country good drainage and ready access to pure water are
not less essential than they are in towns, and they ought, therefore, to be made
the subject of deliberate mvestigation before the locality of a dwelling is

fixed on.
Gravelly soil is unquestionably the most healthy, and next to it one of sand.

The embosoming in trees should be avoided ; loose soil close to the house is

frequently a cause of damp, which might be remedied by a flagging of stones,
covering a dry drain formed round the building. Care should, therefore, be
bestowed in regard to the surface of the gi-ound round a dwelling, as well as in
the selection of a site.

The influence of aspect on the salubrity of a dwelling is too often overlooked :

in preference to all otliers, the south should be cliosen. In towns the difficulty of
obtaining a sunny frontage may frequently be great, if not insurmountable ; but
the value of having the sun's rays lor some portion of the day within the dwelling,
especially in the rooms occupied by children or by invalids, should never be
forgotten. I could point to a large convalescent asylum in the coimtrj', so
arranged that the spacious gallery used by the patients for exercise, and where
much of their time is passed, is for the greater part ofthe day without the cheering
and warming rays of the sun. I know not whether in this instance it was the
case, but such mistakes are very likely to arise out of the prevailing mania for
the choice of plans in competition, which are often made by novices and selected
by incompetent judges, instead of experienced professional advice being
taken.

In particular localities diseases which formerly prevailed have, under the
influence of sanitary improvements—such, especially, as free circulation of
fresh air, efficient drainage, and cleanliness in the houses and the persons of their
occupants—greatly diminished, and in many instances entirely ceased. This has
been the case to a remarkable degree in some ofthe valleys of Switzerland, where
the painful disease in .the neck called "goitre," and the species idiocy called
"cretinism," formerly prevailed much more extensively than they do now.
Remarkable instances have been mentioned to me in that country of the sad eon-
sequences to children born and reared in a low and damp ground story, whilst
those in the floor above were perfectly healthy.

The beneficial results of sanitary improvements effected in several of our large
towns witliinthe past ten years arc very manifest. I select three out ofnineteen
returns which have been obtained. In the metropolis the death-rate has been
reduced from 25 in 1,000 to about 23 ; at Croydon, the reduction has been from
28 in 1,000 to 22-9 ; and at Liverpool, from 39 in 1,000, to 27. Knowing, how-
ever, as we do, that the normal standard is certainly not above 17 in 1,000, these
results should only be regarded as a proof of our responsibility, and an en-
couragement to perseverance in the discharge of duty.

How greatly sanitary science has in past days been neglected, even in cases
where, of all things, health ought to be considered ol^ primary importance, may
be judged of from an obser\-ation made very recently by theDeanofChristchurch,
in reference to the removal of Westminster School-^" Eton," he said, " is noto-
riously; unhealthy ; AV'inchester is in a swamp; Harrow and Rugby without
water."

Before passing on to the next head, I observe, in reference to the local position

of buildings in towns, that, if the streets around them are ofsufficient width, and
there is no obstruction to the cui-rent of air, dwelling's in towns may be better

ventilated when they are moderately high, than when they are low and sur-
rounded by higher building's which exclude a fi-ee circulation of air. Nothing
can be worse in this respect than the narrow courts terminating in a cul-de-
sac, which are so numerous in London and in many other towns, small as
well as large.
The vast extent of ground in London covered by low buildings, tenanted by the

poorer classes, will account for the much larger area occupied by houses in pro-
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portion to the number of inliabitaiits tlian tliere is in Paris, a fact wliicli may
suggest the practicability of increasing Ihe provision of dwellings for

working jxople near 'their occupations, and at the same time im-
provingr their healthineiis. As a practical illustration of the advantages
which might be derived from the destruction of existing streets

of low and miserable tenements, and the replacing them with lofty and
suilablr arranged dwellings for the working classes, I may refer to two
streets, Iwtli of them close to New Oxford-street : one on the south side, which
leads out of George-street, Utile notorious Church-lane ; the other is Streatham-
ftreet, wliich lies to the north of New Oxford-street, leading out of a continuation
of Geoipc-strcet. Let any one take the trouble of standing at the end of Church-
lane, I do not ask him togo down it, but merely to look, and then turn his steps

to the neighbouring building in Streatham-strcet, " The Model Houses for

Families," where, if he enter the quadrangle, and pass along the galleries

which give access to the distinct dwellings for fifty-four families, arranged in five

fire-proof stories, he will have ocular demonstration of the benefits which may,
without pecuniary sacrifice, be placed within reach of the working classes ; and
he may also, bv visiting at the same time the •' Model Lodging-house" for 104
single men, in George-street, learn the amount of accommodation and
comfort which can be given on tlie self-supporting principle, for the payment
of 4d. per night.

Having already noticed, under the liead of" Locality," that a free circulation

of pure air, an "efficient drainage, and an ample supply of good water, are in-

duspensable requisites to a healthy dwelling, we come now to inquire, secondly,
jclmt it essential in tlw structure of a dwelling to its being healthy ? 1. It

must be dry. 2. Warm. 3. The number and area of its apartments must be in

proportion' to the number of the occupants, and a due provision bo made for a
Tvell-ordered family life. 4. It must be well lighted, a. It must be properly
ventilated, and entirely free from noxious vapors of every kind.

1. In order to a house being dry, it must stand on a dry foundation ; and
where this is not otherwise obtainable, artificial means should be adopted, either

by forming a stratum of concrete, varying in depth according to circumstances,
but never less than 12 inches, or by bedding slate in cement, or laying asphaltc

through the whole thickness of tlie wall, under the floor level. The ground floor

should I e taised not less than about 8 inches above the external surface, and where
there is no basement story, and the floors are ofwood, they should be ventilated by
means of .lir-bricks built in the external walls, the ground being excavated to
the depth of not less than 12 inches.
The walls must Iw weather-proof, of snflicient thickness to secure drvntss and

warmth. On tlie facilities for obtaining the material may depend whetlier brick,
stone, or flint be used ; whichever it be, good mortar is essential to dryness. In
some places concrete, Pise, or cob, with an external facing of plaster, may be em-
ployed with advantage, provided the foundation be dry. Hollow walls conduce
greatly to dryness and warmth ; and with stone or flint externally, alining of
brick or tile, with a small hollow space left between, is an effectual means of
securing both these benefits. A glazing on the external surface of brickwork is

an effectual preventive of damp, and it is to be regretted that suitably glazed
bricks are not easily to be obtained at a moderate price.

Whenever, for the sake of economy, a ground-floor is laid with brick or tile, it

is essential that there should be a dry bed beneath it. Hollow bricks, if well
made, may, with advantage, be used for this purpose, and will prove warm and
durable. In some parts of the country lime and sand floors are pretty generally
used for cottages, and when properly made are said to last upwards of forty
years.

_ Stone or slate is, of course, preferable to either, in places where
thereis much wear. Bedrooms ought, in our climate, to have boarded floors.

It is a false economy to use interior or unseasoned wood in any part of a
dwelling, whilst the cracks and shrinkages caused thereby are often prejudicial to
health.

For the covering of roofs, tiles are generally found to be warmer in the winter
and cooler in the summer than slate, and, requiring less lead, are more
economical. In some situations, however, slate more effectually excludes
the weather, and is, on that account, preferable. Projecting eaves should
invariably have gutters, to prevent the drip, which renders the walls and founda-
tion damp.
How greatly dryness on ship-board, which is the sailor's dwelling, is conducive

to health, may be learnt from a fact stated bv Captain Murray, R.N. After
being for two years in her Majesty's ship Valorous, amongst the icebergs of
Labrador, he proceeded thence to the Caraccns and the West India Islands on a
long cruise, and returned to England "without one casualty, or, indeed, having
a single man on the sick list." After describing the especial care taken to
secure perfect drj-neiss in every part of the vessel. Captain Murray says, " I am
satisfie<l tliat a dry ship will always be a healthy one in any climate."

2. "The warmth of a dwelling depends not only on its aspect, its dryness, the
materials used, their proper application and substance, as I have already noticed,
lint also on the structural plan, and particularly on the relative position of the
doors and fire-places, as well as of the windows and spaces for beds; which
should be so contrived as that the occupants are not exposed to draughts.

It is surprising that, with all our regard for comfort, we should not more
frequently, by- the use of double sashes, which are so commonly used in many
parts of the Continent, endeavour to modify the effects of our variable climate,
and retain more of the small portion of genial warmth which passes into the
roopi from our wastefully constructed open fire-places. The artificial warming of
buildings will be referred to hereafter in connection with ventihition.

3. It is essential to a healthy dwelling, that the number and area of theapart-
nients be in proportion to the number of the occupants, and that suitable pro-
vision be made for all that appertains to a well-ordered domiciliary life. 'The
nut'st'onof the amount of sp.ice required for health being greatly dependent on
efficient ventilation, will be considered hereafter under that head. Suftice it at
present to say, that the scale of accommodation in most dwellings depends in a
great measure on the means and circumstances of the occupants; as these vary
«? "'?^^' ^" 'hat I can attempt is to point out the minimum provision which

uMj
*** """'* '" *'* country for a laborer's family, consisting of parents and

children of both sexes. There should be a small entrance-lobby, a living-room
not less than 150 feet in area, a scullery of from CO to 80 feet area, in which there
should be a stove or fire-place for use in summer, as well as a copper and sink;
there should be also a small pantry. Above should be a parents' bedroom of not

/ '^ilV** ***' "tiperfieial, and two slcejiing-rooms for the children, averaging
from 70 feet to 80 feet superficial each, with a distinct and independent access,
iwo of the sleeping-rooms, at least, shotUd have fire-places. There should also

be a ventilated and well-drained closet, and suitable receptacles for fuel and for

dust. The height of the rooms, in order to their being healthy, should be scarcely
less than 8 feet, and even 9 feet would be desirable, but for the extra expense.
With a view to ventilation, (he windows should reach nearly to the ceiling, and
the upper part bo invariably made to open. For examples of such dwellings, I

may refer to the model cottages for twenty families, built in 1862 and ISiiH, by
the Windsor Royal Society, from plans I had thc^ i)leasui'e of giving to the so-
ciety; they have continued to be let at rents which, with careful management,
have returned from 4 to 5 per cent, net on their cost, clear of all expenses.
To revert again to the essentials in the construction of a healthy ihvelling, I

add, that the smoking of chimneys, if not caused, as it often is, by the want of
suflicient air in the apartment, or by bad management in the first lighting, or in

the putting on of fuel, generally arises from some defect in the construction of the
flue, and not unfrequently from its being too large for insuring a continuous
upward cun"ent. Nine inches square, or, which is preferable, 11 inches
diameter, is a size suflicient for all ordinary chimneys. Especial pains ought
to be taken to avoid smoke, an evil which so greatly contaminates the air, and
proverbially has but one parallel in the category of domestic giievances. Of Dr.
Arnott's smokeless fire-place I shall have occasion to speak hereafter in connexion
with ventilation.

The use of lead for water-pipes, and especially for cisterns which are to hold
drinking water, ought to be dispensed with as much as possible, on account of
the injurious effects produced by the chemical action whicli frequently takes place
when the water is soi't. Iron, properly varnished, m.iy be sul)stituted for both
purposes; and for cisterns, sl.ite is a very suitable material. The offensive smell
which often proceeds from sinks of ordinary stone or of leadj renders the substi-
tution either of slate, of glazed stoneware, or of enamelled iron, very desirable,
wherever it be practicable.

4. A dwelling, to be healthy, must be well liijhled—a dark house is not only
gloomy and dispiriting, but always unhealthy. We know, on high medical
authority, that " the amount of disease in light rooms as compared with dark
ones is vastly less." Light ought to be dill'used over the whole dwulling, so
that no dark corners be left to invite a deposit of that which is untidy or
offensive.

Happily the motive which in time past led so much to an exclusion of
the light of heaven no longer exists; and though ages may pass ere the
evils resulting from a vicious legislation are entirely swept away, yet the
removal of the tax on windows, and of that on glass, must, amidst much
to discourage those who have long and zealously labored in the cause
of sanitary amelioration, be regarded as most valuable concessions in its favor.

5. Proper ventilation, efficient warming, and entire freedomfrom noxious
odours, constitute, with the four points already noticed, the sum-total of
those essentials to a healthy dwelling which are dependent on locality and struc-
ture.

The question of veritilatioti is of the first importance, though, judging from the
neglectful indifference of multitudes, its value is far from being duly appreciated
by the educated, and even by some in the scientific classes of the community.
Were it otherwise, the closeness perceptible on entering many of their dwellings,
the oppressive heat of the rooms, the sickening fustiness in the apartments
occupied by the servants, and too frequently in those of the children, would cer-
tainly not exist. In halls and lecture-rooms, as well as in scliools and other
places of public resort, how often does the atmosphere become unbearable through
the neglect of an efficient application of known laws. I name but one instance

—

(hat of the large room of the Society of Arts on a crowded night. Many otheis
might be added.*

THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
THE usual weekly meeting of this body was held in the Council -chamber,

Guildhall, on Friday, J. Thw.iites, Esq., the Chairman of the Board, pre-
siding.

The cash statement showed a total general balance of £291,506 Is. 2d.
Improvement of Hammersmith.—The Clerk read the following communica-

tion fi-om the Fulhani District Board.
Broadway House, Hammersmith, Bth August, ISCO.

Deae Sin,—By direction of this Board I herewith send you a plan of the Upper and
Lower JIalls, liaminersmith, with the approaches thereto, and showing: a block of
nine cottages thereon, which cottacics it is in the contemplation of this Board to
purchase and remove for public improvement. At the present time there is no
communication between the said Malls nor with the town and nei^jbbourhood, but by
the removal of the said cottages these results will be obtained. In consoquence of
there bcino- no carriage communication with these places the property there is

considerably depreciated, and a check put upon Iniprovements which otherwise
might be made. This Board finds that the said cottages can be purchased for about
.4ijU0, including expenses, and they submit tliat this is a matter of large public
importance and improvement, and aek that tlie Slctropolitan Board of Works might
contribute towards the cost thereof as large a proi)ortion us they are empowered to
do under the provisions of the Metropolis Local Management Act.

(Signed by the Clerk of the Board.)
On the motion of Mr. Stevens, seconded by Mr. Crbllin, the letter was

referred to the Works Committee.
Underpinning and Deepening Banelagh Sewer.—The Engineer reported to

the Board that he had examined Mr. Dethiek's tender for underpinning the
Ranelagh main sewer for a length of 1,480 feet, being from Albert-gate, Knights-
bridge, to Motcomb-street, Chelsea, for the sum of£2,99C ; and that he was of
opinion that such tender was fair and reasonable for the work that would have
to be performed. The following is Mr. Dethiek's tender :

—

I am willing to underpin l,lso feet run of the existing fl feet by 11 feet 9 inch
brick sower in continuation of my present contract, from Albert-gate, Ilyde-park, in
and along Williara-stroct, Lowndes-square, to Motcomb-strcct, Chelsea, as sliown
and described in the drawings exhibited at the oinccs in Greek-street, and to the
depths shown in the section, for the sum of.ev.''.Wi and I vi'ill execute the whole,
both in material and workmanship, to the entire s.atisfaction of the Engineer of the
Board.
Mr. Carp,mael moved that the tender of Mr. Detliick be accepted.
Mr. Crellix seconded the motion, whicli was unanimously agreed to.
Mr. Cole's Contract at JJeptf'ord. — The Engineer made the following

report :—
Surrey Consumers' Gna Company's Works, Deptford, 10th August, 1800.

I beg to report that up to the present day, Mr Cole, the contractor, for this work
has not succeeded In providing sufScicnt power to overcome the water, prior to the

* To be continued.
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rocommcnccDicnt of the work, nnd be states that unless ho receives immediate
further advance of money lie will be unable to continue it.

1 am not at present prepared to recommend such further advance, and under these
circumstances I recommend that some other contractors be Invited to continue the
work upon a scliedule of prices, or such terms as may be approved by the Jtaln
DrainofTc C:ommittee. I am unable at the present time to report the amount
expended on the work, as the contractor's claims may require careful examination.

.1. \V. ItAZALGETTE, Kug^inecr,

Mr. Carpmaei, moved—"That tlie work be at once taken out of Mr. Cole's
liands, tliat Mr. Eyre and Mr. Webster be invited by the Engineer to tender,
eitlier by a lump sum or a scliedule of prices, for continuing the work, sucli
tenders to be laid before the Committee at its meeting on Tuesday next, and that
the Committee be authorised to take such steps as they may think fit, and report
to the Hoard onlTiday (to-day)."
Mr. Dixon seconded the motion.
After a short conversation, the motion was carried by a majority of 13 to 5.
liotherhithe Vestry.—the clerk read a letter froni Mr. R. Sliafto Hawks,

Clerk of the Vestry of St. Mary, Rotherliithc, stating that he was directed by
the vestry of that parish to call the earnest attention of the Board to the forma-
tion of the main drainage of that district without further delay. In consequence
of the present system of drainage, coupled with the non-completion of the
IiHinping station of the Earl outlet, the sewers arc completelv water-lojged, and
the vestry is constantly receiving complaints from the inhabitants ol the cellars
and lower portion of their houses being flooded with water coming up from the
sewers. As the vestry, however, had no power to assist the complainants, it

eould only refer them to the Meh-opolitan hoard, and unless steps were taken
soon towards improving the system of drainage in that locality, the Metropolitan
Board would, it was feared, liave to consider not only very many letters of com-
plaint on the subject, but numerous claims for compensation for injuries done to
houses, &.C., caused by the overflow of the sewers under the jurisdiction of the
Board.—The letter was referred to the P^ngineer.

After the transaction of some routine business the meeting broke up.

NEW OFFICES OF THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
" Walked into St. James'-park (where I had not been a great while), and there found

great and very noble alterations."— /'e/iys.

THE above sentence from the old diarist recurred to us as we emerged
into the Park from Spring-gardens,—the old Spring-gardens as they

were called to distinguish them from the new resort of tlio gallants of
Charles the Second's time, which was opened on tlie other side of the
Thames, -and which subsequently bore the well-known name of " Vau.\-
hall."

On the western side of the passage which leads into St. James "-park-
on the site of Berkeley-house—the new building of the Metropolitan Board
of Works is now very nearly completed. In a short time the stables, whiuli
aA present disfigure that end of the Park, will be pulled down, and a dw.irf
railing in front of the new structure will range with the terrace of the
houses in Carlton-terrace. The aiiproach from the north-east will be tlius
considerably improved. The shape of the plot of ground imposed some
restraint upon the arcliitect. The passage from Spring-gardens runs at
an angle of 45^ with the houses of Carlton-terrace. One front of tlie new
building runs in a line with those houses, the other faces Spring-gardens
passage. The angle formed by their junction is cut off to form the prin-
cipal entrance. Each front is about 85 feet in length.
The ground-floor is rusticated with square headed windows. The first

floor has three-quarter Ionic columns and pilasters, and in the second floor
a composite order surmounts them, with the entablature broken round each
column. The whole is crowned by an open balustrade, bearing enriched
pedestals at the angles. The windows are square-headed, with trusses and
cornices. Each story is more richly treated at and above the
entrance.

On the ground-floor Doric columns flank the doorway, and a balustrade
projects in front of tlie three-light window of the first ifoor. The entrance
for the public to the board-room is a rusticated arched opening at the north
end of the Spring-garden front.

The building shows, externally, a careful study of Palladian architec-
ture. The proportions are good, and the details are well defined, bold but
not heavy, simple and yet not mean, and with a sufficiency of richness to
accord with the character and purpose of the structure.

Entering by the principal doorway at the angle we find ourselves in a
roomy liall, on one side of which is the porter's office, with a staircase
leading to his apartments on the basement ; on the other side is a waiting-
room. Directly in front there is an opening to a large oral staircase
with a passage right and left. This corridor is preserved on all the stories,
and the difTerent apartments and offices are ranged on either side of it to
the depth of some 40 or 45 feet, but at the north-west corners the site is
still further covered, as we shall hereafter see, by the board-room. From
the passage on the left of the staircase we enter the Metropolitan Improve-
ment office, 17 feet 6 inches by 14 feet 1 inch ; the Architect's office
17 feet 6 inches by 20 feet 6 inches ; the BuUding Act and Architect's
office, 17 feet G inches by 22 feet 10 inches; a drawing office, 17 feet 6 inches
by 28 feet

; and a fire-proofroom for tlie safe stowage of papers, &c. This
fire-proof room is repeated on each floor on both sides of the building, and
a staircase at the end of each corridor communicates with all the stories,
lavatories, &e., are also placed on each side on the different floors. On
the right-hand side of the staircase we have the Assistant Engineer's and
Engineer's Accountant's offices, 17 feet 6 inches by 13 feet 10 inches and
17 feet 6 inches by 10 fc-et 1 inch ; the Rating Clerk's office, 17 feet 6 inches
by 14 feet 2 inches

;
the Accountant's offices, 17 feet 6 inches by 20 feet

6 inches and 17 feet 6 inches by 12 feet 2 inches. In the rear on this side
there is a Clerk of the Works office, 2.') feet 2 inches by 16 feet 1 inch, a
Kecord Keeper's office and a series of eight fire-proof strong-rooms under
the board-room. The approacli to this latter room is by the principal

stairs for the chairman and members. A corridor on the first-floor, at
right angles with the main corridor, leads backwards to a waiting-room,
and thence communicates with the board-room at ;the western extremity
of the site. The public entrance is at tlic opposite end of tlie room, and
is gained by a stone staircase and corridor entered by a doorway at the
north-end of the Spring-gardens front. This gallery is shut off altogether
from the rest of the building so as to obviate any interference with tlie

different officers. Raised seats are placed for the public and reporters
immediately facing the chairman. The members' seats are on either side.
The board-room is 49 feet by 30 feet and 33 feet in height. The upper
portion of it is decorated with pilasters with panels between them ; over
the entablature springs the cove of the ceiling pierced all round with
windows. The ceiling is panelled with an elaborately moulded oval
centre and an opening for ventilation from which a sun-burner will be
suspended. Flues for ventilation are likewise furnished in the walls of
the apartment. The details of the plaster-work in this room and indeed
throughout the building are well designed and .admirably modelled.
Returning to the landing of the principal staircase, which we hare

ascended by three flights, one broad one in the centre and two wing
flights, we turn into the corridor on the left, as in the ground floor, and
find the offices of the clerk of the board, the chairman, the waiting or com-
mittee-room, and clerks' office. On either side of the opposite or right-
hand corridor, we find a retiring-room for the members, the branch cor-
ridor conducting to their board-room, the engineer's office, his clerk's
office, and the offices of the assistant engineers. Over the entrance-hall,
porters'-room, and waiting-room there is a spacious committee-room. The
second floor is devoted to clerks' drawing offices and private apart-
ments, with strong rooms for papers and plans, as on all the other stories.

The rooms in the basement are not yet appropriated. They are lofty and
well lit. The height of the ground floor is 14 feet, and of the first floor
18 feet. The oval staircase ascends only to the first floor. Its walls are
enriclied by blank composite arcades, crowned by a decorated cornice, and
it is covered by a panelled ceiling. The central panel is carried up and
covered with curved glass, protected by an external lantern.
The building is very conveniently planned ; each department is kept, as

far as practicable, to itself, with its separate lavatories, strong-rooms,
staircases, &c. It is moreover exceedingly well built, and reflects credit
upon the clerk of works, Mr. G. H. Julian, no less than upon the con-
tractor, Mr. George Myers, and the architect, Mr. Frederick Marrable,
whose constant supervision has borne its fruit in tlie harmony which
exists throughout the work between the several mouldings and enrich-
ments and the general proportions of the building. We sliould hare
welcomed a little more vigor and originality in the fa9ade; but failing that
we are glad to see the design so carefully worked out in all its parts.

NEVf LIBRARY, INNER TEMPLE.
THE famous Christian warriors whose armed heels rang on the Temple

pavement, and whose mantles bore tlie emblem of their faith, exer-
cised in their time as great an influence over the affairs of men as do the
modern inhabitants of that " most elegant spot in the metropolis," who, by
eating a certain number of dinners in the year, are presumed to digest a
sufficient knowledge of jurisprudence to qualify themselves for guiding
and protecting the pilgrim against the dangers which beset him on his

'

road to the Temple of Justice. Different as their occupations seem to
have been and to be, the old Templar knights originated in a somewhat
similar spirit (although they took no retaining fees.) Nine knights—" poor
fellow soldiers of Jesus Christ "—under their pious chief Hugh de Payens
—imposed upon themselves the duty of guarding the pilgrims who sought
the Holy Temple at Jerusalem from the predatory attacks of robbers.
Hence arose the knighthood of the " Temple of Solomon." To difluse the
objects of the society, five of them set out for the different courts of
Christendom, and on their return to Jerusalem, 300 of the brarest of
Christian chivalry accompanied them. Honor and riches crowned their
valorous exploits. Like their great rivals, the Knights of St. John, they
founded a house in London in 1128; subsequently, as their numbers in-
creased, they removed from the old Temple to a site which they purchased
south of Fleet-street. Here they built the beautiful Temple Church, and
Heraclius, the Patriarch of Constantinople, consecrated it.

In this little green oasis, amidst the briclcs and mortar of the metropolis,
"Where whilome wont the Templar Knights to bide.
Till they decayed through pride,"

two of the Inns of Court were afterwards established. There are altogether
four Inns of Court in the metropolis. They have been thus characterised.

" Inner Temple rich.
Middle Temple poor,
Lincoln's Inn a gentleman.
And Gray's Inn a—lady."

By an entry in the Cottonian MSS. we find that the lawyers of the Inner
and Middle Temple were wont to "walk in and talk and confer their
learnings in the Temple Church." This necessitated the erection of halls,
and, of course, libraries attached to them. The winged horse is the ancient
badge, and cognizance of the Inner Temple, the lamb that of the Middle
Temple :

—

" That clients may infer from thence
How just is their profession

:

The lamb sets forth their innocence, (I)

The horse their expedition. ".(! !)

The precincts of the two inns are connected by a narrow lane. The
present hall of the Inner Temple was completed in 1572, during the
treasiirership of Edward Plowden, the eminent jurist ; and here, Charles
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Knight intbrms us, on the authority of the table-book of John Manning-
ham, the lawyers had the honor of performing Shakspere's play of
" Twelfth Night " for the first time. It is decorated with elaborate
earrings, and with the emblazoned arms of the famous men whose talents

were fostered there. Eldon, Thurlow, Blackstone, Stowcll, Tenterden, and
Cniran were all benchers of the Middle Temple. Close adjoining, the only
fountain in the City, for the useful drinking fountains are hardly more than
so many water taps

—

" Shakes its looseninj; silrer ia thosim."

and thence we descend by a Sight of steps into the Inner Temple-garden,
bounded on each side by the brick chambers of students, and on the south
by the river Thames. If the flowers would but blow when the river was
unobjectionable, or the river flow salubriously wlien the flowers " spread
their petals to the sun," the garden would afibrd a pleasant constitutional

walk, to get rid of dry legal dysjwpsia ; but at present one or the other

seems to put forth a continual obstacle to tlie quiet enjoyment of these

grounds. On the south-west corner of the garden, facing tlie river, the new
Ubrary has been built. The entrance is by a terrace 10 feet 3 inches wide,

and 12 steps, flanked by standards and lions couchants; but there is a story

below the floor thus reached, which is approached by a flight of 10 de-

scending steps into the garden. The doorways to this lower floor are in the

centre of the side fronts. It is intended to let this floor (on a level with
the garden) and the one above it as chambers, and a series ofwell-planned
rooms are arranged on them, perfectly fire-proof, and communicating with
each other by a stone staircase, and corridors runnmg the whole length of

the building. One room only on the upper of these stories, on a level

with the principal entrance, is reserved for a committee-room. All the

others are entirely separated from it, and from the library above, by brick

walls and arched brick ceilings supported by iron girders. Leaving them,
we enter at the principal doorway into a hall, 10 feet 3 inches by 7 feet 3

inches, with a boldly moulded panelled wood ceiling, and ascending the

spiral stone staircase, 12 feet 6 inches ia diameter, which forms so con-

spicuous a feature in the north front, we reach the lobby over the hall,

which opens into a splendid apartment, 85 feet long by [42 feet wide. At
the far end a recess extends some 1 1 feet; beyond the main wall, and is

terminated by a large bay window. At the opposite end, over the en-

trance, a large seven-light traceried window is inserted.

The library is further lit by seven three-light windows, 7 feet wide, on
either side. Massive corbels, composed of short double columns one in

front of the other, with a rounded base decorated with the arms of different

Chancellors, support the principals of the wide-spreading and handsome
Gothic wooden roof. It is carved out of pitch pine coated with boiled oil,

and has a splendid efiect, especially as small dormers in the roof and a
central lantern throw occasional gleams of light into the upper portions of

it. The hammer beams are carved with the figures of angels holding
armorial shields. The windows will be more or less filled with stained

glass, by Ward, of Soho, chiefiy heraldic. When completed, the eflect will

be gorgeous in the extreme, and it will be difiicult to find in the metropolis
a finer specimen of modern Domestic Gothic work. The upper portions

of the walls are lined with Bath- stone j below, where the book-cases will

be placed, they are coated with cement. The floor will be formed of
Parian, on a bed of Portland cement trowelled smooth and perfectly level,

with Margins round stone borders carried by the brick arches which
'separate it from the lower buildings. The whole height of the library is

63 feet 6 inches to the under side of ridge. It will be heated with hot-
water pipes, by Perkins. Returning again to the landing of the principal
staircase, we enter a smaller one which projects from it, supported by pro-
jecting moulded courses in the angle formed by the junction of the stair-

case tower and main building, and reach successively a couple of rooms to

be occupied by the librarian in the upper part of the tower.
The exterior is executed throughout in the proper spirit, and with a

thorough knowledge of the style. The building has one main roof, broken
by the lantern and dormers, running from north to south, with a tower
(the staircase) projecting from the north-east corner, and a lobby beside
it. There is a gable at each end with finials. The northern one is com-
posed of the emblematical lamb bearing a shield. The principal windows are
arched ; the minor ones square-headed. Grotesque animals, beautifully
designed and carved, are introduced in the string-course at the sides, and
means for the ventilation of the building are ingeniously contrived behind
them. The flank walls have massive buttresses built against them, and
are surmounted with traceried battlements. The roof is of red and
grey tiles laid ornamentally, and gilt finials crown the turret spire and
gables of dormers.
The staircase tower externally is octagonal, most artistically finished at

the summit with corbels, gurgoyles, bands of tracery, and battlements.
The porch or projecting entrance-hall is elaborately carved, and bears at
the angles statues of the lion-hearted Richard, and of tlie groat Protector
Pembroke, whose mailed effigy lies in the adjoining Temple Church, and
who by his wisdom " assuaged the divisions amongst his countrymen after

the death of John." The front, with the stately bay-window facing the
rirer, is likewise very boldly conceived. It is carried on projecting moulded
courses uniting with a dwarf buttress in the centre. It has traceried
battlements over it, and the figure of an angel bearing a shield. The whole
of the exterior is of Bath-stone drawn from the contractor's (Mr. George
Myers) quarries. The architect is Mr. Henry 11. Abraham, and the clerk
of the works is Mr. John Brodie.

Siiiffordshire.—PeUall.—Tlic ceremony of laying the first stone of a new
tower, to be added to Pelsall Church took place on the 2ud August.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

AT the morning sitting of the 9th inst. the House of Commons went into
committee of supply on the Civil Service Estimates, and on the vote of

£100,440 being proposed for royal parks and grounds, Sir J. Shelley objected to

the mode in which the vote of £17,000 granted last year for purifying the waters
of the Serpentine was being expended. Tliere was a great deal of unnecessary
work—such as digging wells for water, &c.—that would create an enormous
expense. He wislied to know whether the Krst Commissioner of Works
believed that a good supply of water would be obtained by tlie com«e now being
pursued, and whether he imagined the contemplated work could be done for the
sum of £17,000 voted by the House last year. He wishetl also to know how the
First Commissioner of Works came to spend so much money in putting up a
fence and making other arrangements for the new ride in Kensington-gmdens,
witliout taking a vote in Parliament upon it. There was an item of £750 for

fixing iron railings and doing other work in Kensington-gardens. He had very
great suspicions in his mind with reference to these doings in Kensington-
gardens, and, therefore, he would move that the vote be reduced by this sum of

£7oO. There was a memorial to be presented to the Queen on the subject of the
new ride at Kensington. When it was presented it would show Her Majesty the
great dissatisfaction that existed in the neighbourhood regarding it, aud he trusted

that it would have the effect of putting an end to a scheme so very unpopular. The
hon. baronet then moved that the vote should be reduced by the sam of £750.

—

Mr. Cowper said the vote contained an item for iron railings. One portion of
these were to be employed as a substitute for the large brick wall that ran along
a portion of Kensington-gardens. Another portion of the vote was to go for a
gateway, and there was an item of £250 to provides hurdles for the new
temporary ride. The lion, baronet might, therefore, fairly take the sense of the
House on the subject of the new ride by proposing ihe reduction of the vote by
this sum of £250.—Sir J. Shelley corrected his amendment liy moving that the
vote be reduced by the sum of £250. The Committee then divided on Sir J.
Shelley's amendment, when the numbers were—for the amendment, 48 ; against
it, 71 ; majority 23.—In answer to a question put by Mr. Spooner, Mr. Cowper
said the expense of the works now going on at Kensmgton would not exceed the
sum estimated last year.

On the following day Lord H. Lennox asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether, considering the lateness of the session and the length of time which
must elapse before the vote for the proposed alterations in the National Gallery
would come before the House, he would agree to take no further steps on the
question during the recess of Parliament. Mr. W. Cowper said he was sorry the
noble lord had been put to the inconvenience of waiting in the House until

estimates came on ; but it was only an inconvenience which every member was
subject to. He did not think he would be justified in putting off a matter of
urgency, because parties who wished to take part in it could not conveniently
attend. There was not sufficient accommodation in the National Gallery at
present, and if fresh pictures came in there would be no place for them. He
thought he would not be doing his duty if he put off to a future year au an'ange-
ment that was urgently required. He was sorry he could not accede to the pro-
position that had been made. On the vote in Committee of Supply of £100,440
for parks, &c., which was under discussion on the preceding day.
Alderman Copeland wished to know what amount of acreage in Rich-
mond-park was to be drained for the £1,800 proposed to be granted,
and who was to reap advantage from the improvement of the
herbage on which the public money was to be expended. Mr. Cowper explained
that £6 10s. was the price per acre for drainage—hence the quantity could
be arrived at.—Mr. John Locke denounced the sluggishness of the Board of
Works, which had not, he said, effected any improvements in the metropoUs,
although they had had the money to carry them out. Some time since the Board
determined upon a new street in Southwark, for which purpose houses in High-
street had been pulled down. Nothing more had been done, and he had no doubt
that the new railway from London-bridge to Hungerford would be completed
before the members of the Board turned round and determined what they would do.

—Mr. A. Smith suggested that the expenses of keeping up the parks should hence-
forward be materially reduced. He moved the reduction of the vote by £2,300,
the amount of items for a well and steam-engine charged for Battersea-park.
—Mr. Joseph Locke, Mr. Bazley, and Sir J. Shelley supported the reduction.

—

Mr. Cowper said that Battersea-park would be rendered a very disagreeable

place if Thames water were pumped into it without being purified ; and Mr.
Smith's motion, on a division was lost.—Sir J. Shelley again called attention to

the drainage ef Riehmond-park, and to tlie heavy expense incurred by it. It

appeared by the statement of the right hon. gentleman that this Mr. Josiah
Parkes was paid by percentage on the amount expended, and of course the more
money that was expended the more Mr. Parkes would receive, and he knew that

Mr. Parkes would not do the work very cheap. He thought that £6 10s. an
acre was monstrous, and that £5 an acre would be sufficient. He should move
the reduction of the vote by £400, which would give Mr. Josiah Parkes £5 an
acre, which would be ample.—Sir G. C. Lewis said that £G lOs. was the maxi-
mum to which the First Commissioner might go, and he thought that the
committee might allow the vote to pass.—The motion was negatived without a
division.—The original vote was then agreed to, at half-past three o'clock.—On
the vote of £5,000 for the maintenance of Courts of Probate, Sir J. Sheller
complained of the unsatisfactory condition of the office.—Mr. Cowper said

additional houses would soon be ready, which would add to the accommodation
of the court. A very small portion of the vote went to the metropolitan courts.

—The vote was agreed to.

CAPTAIIf POWKE AND THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

IN the House of Commons, on the evening of the 9th inst., Mr. Adderley said

he had a motion on the paper relative to the National Gallery, which would
not occupy more than a few minutes, and he would at once bring the subject

before the House. He had to move for a copy of the plan and estimate of
Captain Fowke for the alteration of the National Gallery, and of any other plan
for that purpose now under the consideration of the" First Commissioner of
Works, and of any correspondence thereon, lliere was an excellent plan—that
of Captain Fowke—in possession of the First Commissioner of Works, which he
bad rejected on the ground of official etiquette, and adopted another plan merely
because it was the production of the arcliitect of his own de|)artment, whifa

Captain Fowke belonged to the army. The estimate for Captain Fowke's plan

was only £34,000, and he liclieved that notwithstanding its rejection by the

First Commissioner of Works it would be found on examination to be a moat

I
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complete one, wliHe that of the Oovemraent was in many respects exceedingly

defective and inconvenient. It appeared to have been adopted on t)ie advice of

of the Royal Academy, wliose continuance at the National Gallery had been

condemned by a committee of that House. His whole object was to get a

good scheme for improving the National Gallery, and lie expressed a hope

that nothing would be done in the matter till the House of Commons had had

a full opportunity of considerinc the whole question and studying the plans that

had been proposed—(Hear, hear). The right hon. gentleman, after some further

reference to the plans, concluded by making his motion as above.—Mr. Cowper
said nothing could be more baseless than the right hon. gentleman's statement

that Captain Fowke's plan had been refused by hira on accountof official etiipiette.

He had rejected Captain I'owke's plan simply because he thought it a bad one.

It was quite clear that the pictures of the National Gallery could not long

remain in the position in which they now were, and that more room would have
to be provided for them, either in" Tralalgar-square or elsewhere. In 1857 his

noble friend at the head of the Government visited the National Gallery, and
after examination came to the conclusion that the great central hall should be

made available as a pict\ire gallery. It having been considered necessary to

make other alterations, plans were prepared and given in by Mr. Pennytliome.
Captain Fowke had also sent in a plan, and he (Mr. Cowper) had referred tlie

question to the consideration of the Boyal Academy, not merely because the

members of that body were naturally conversant with the hanging
of pictures, but because some of them were among the first

architects of the day. ITiey objected to some of the details of Captain
Fowke's plan. Tliat plan aimed at either too much or too little. It was too

little if it was intended to make tlie building in Trafalgar-square a complete
picture gallery ; while as a mere improvement of the gallery it did too much.
Capt. Fowke proposed to alter almost the whole building, beginning at the roof

and ending with the basement. Among other things he proposed to make an entry,

not in the front, but at the sides of the portico and underneath the basement

—

about the most mean and paltry mode of entrance that could be devised. The
right hon. gentleman stated that the estimate for Captain Fowke's plan was only
£34,000 ; but his impression was that, instead of £34,000, it was more likely to

reach £60,000 or £70,000 ; and to expend any sum approaching even the lowest
of these amounts on sucli a plan was a proposal that he would not be responsible
for making to the House. He could not consent to the motion of the right hon.
gentleman, as there was no such estimate as was there referred to ; and, with re-
gard to the plan of Captain Fowke, it was unnecessary that he should produce it,

as it had already been published in the Comhill Magazine. He was qiute will-
ing to produce the correspondence, however, and if theright hon. gentleman with-
drew his motion he would consent to do so. -\s to the plan of the Government, he
would be prepared to explain fully its nature when they came to the vote in the
estimates relating to that matter, and in the mean time he hoped the discussion
of the question would not be continued further.—Lord Palmerston thought it

desirable that some arrangement shoidd be made by which the Royal Academy
might be provided for elsewhere, and the whole of the space in the building in
Trafalgar- square devoted to the pictures of the National Gallery ; but even that
would be only a temporary arrangement, as the increase of pictures in the
national collection by bequests and purchases would soon more than fill the
whole of the building. There was a vote of £13,000 for the alteration of the
National Gallery to be proposed to the House, and that sum would be sufficient

for a number of years, at least, to provide the room that was required. Would
it not be better, then, to take that course, than to embark in a large expenditure
at Ihirlington-house to provide accommodation for the Royal Academy ? He
thought tlie best course would be to expend the small sum to which he had
referred in the mean time, and to postpone for some time to come the expenditure
of the more considerable amount that would be necessary for a permanent
arrangement.—Mr. Adderley accepted the ofter of the right hon. gentleman to
give the correspondence, and consented to withdraw his motion, and the motion
was then withdrawn.
On Wednesday, in Committee of supply, on the vote of £23,559 to complete

the sum (£30,.559) necessary for the salaries and expenses of the office of the
Commissioners for Public Works and Buildings.—Mr. Ayrton inquired what
was the amount of money spent by the Commissioners in the course of the year
requiring supervision at the expense of £30,000 1—Mr. Cowper said the sum
included the expenses of the solicitor, whose charges were fully considered by the
Duke of Somei-set in 1851 and 1852, and by a Treasury Commission in 1858. He
believed that the expenditure was really economical, for the amount of work
done.—Mr. W. Williams thought the charge, on account of the solicitor and his
derks, to be extravagant.—Mr. White pointed out that the question of tlie hon.
member for the Tower Hamlets had not been answered. That question was,
what was the aggregate amount of the expenditure, the supervision of which cost
£30,000?—Mr. Cowper replied that that could be ascertained by referring to the
items in the estimates, stating the expenditure for public buildings, parks, palaces,
probate courts, Westminster-bridge approaches, and various other matters. The
vote was agreed to; as was also a vote to complete the sum (£20,783) required
for the salaries and expenses in the office of Woods, Forests, and Land
Bevenues.

OPENING OF ST. STEPHEN'S NATIONAL SCHOOLS,
BURMANTOFTS, LEEDS.

THE new parish of St. Stephen, Burmantofts, having long felt the want of
schools, both for the daily education of children and the reception of Sunday

scholars, who, to the number of about 330, have for some time been taught in the
church, an effort was commenced some two years ago to procure the necessary
funds for the erection of a suitable building. A subscription was set on foot, and
a bazaar in aid of the funds for erecting the schools was held in the Leeds Music
Hall at the beginnhig of May last, and proved eminently successful. A handsome
and suitable building has now been erected, and, by the sti'enuous exertions of
the respected incumbent, the Rev. F. T. Rowell, is entirely free from debt. The
new schools are erected on a triangular piece of land on the north-west side of the
church. The l)uildiug consists of two school-rooms, one for the boys and one for
the girls, a sliding screen being placed between the two schools, so that the two
rooms can be thrown together for meetings. Each school has a separate entrance
rwch, which are fitted up with lavatories. The size of each sehool-room is 30 feet
niches by 18 feet 6 inches, and 26 feet by 18 feet (! inches, affording accommo-

dation to 248 children. Tlic rooms are 18 feet inches high to the ceiling, and
13 feet mches to the wall-plate. The class-rooms are 20 feet by 14 feet, and

fitted up with galleries, and tlie same height as the schools. The play-grounds
and outbuildings are provided at the back of the schools. The building is in

the Decorated style of architecture. The principal front facing Accommodation-
road combines a centre and two wings. The centre will be pierced with two
three-lighted windows, witli ogee heads and trefoil lights over.' The windows
rise above the eaves of the roof, and are gabled. Tlic wings comprise tJie cud
gables of the boys' and girls' school, with the entrance porciies adjoining. The
gables are perforated with three-lighted windows filled in with tracer}', and
smiill windows in the apex of the gables. The north and south elevations repre-

sent the sides of the boys' and girls' schools, and have a three-lighted gabled
window in the centre, and two-lighted windo\vs at the side. At the intersection

of the school and class-room roofs, the bell-turret is placed, wliich gives the

building a very pretty appearance.

The cost of the schools, boundary-walls, and outbuildings is about £1,200,
towards whicli, we understand, the Committee of Council on Education have
made a grant of £551).

The schools have been erected from the designs of Messrs. Dobson and Chorley,

architects, of Leeds.

The contractors for the various works were—masons' work, John Iloldsworth :

carpenters' work, Charles Dalton ; plumbers' work, Messrs. Braithwaitu and
Myers; plasterers' work, Mr. W. H. Barker; slaters' work, Mr. S. Croft;

painters' work, Messrs. Wood and Son ; and ironfounders' work, Mr. Green.

The new schools were opened on Wednesday afternoon last.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF FIRE-PLACES.

TO those who have suffered and are now suffering from smoky chimneys and
bad draughts the advent of any contrivance tending to alter such a state of

things for the better must be hailed with delight. Willing always to give publicity

to schemes whicli are designed for the public benefit, we place before our readers

the claims of Edwards' Patent Chimney-bar and Ventilating Hearth-plate.

It is claimed for the chimney-bar that it is entirely free from the defect palpable

in many registers, for that when open there is no space wliatever left for the

accumulation of sootj or dust, while the effect of the contracted opening is to

greatly improve the chimney draught and enhance the comfort of the room. By
the introduction of the hearth-plate alluded to, it is claimed that a supply of pure
fresh air, moderately warmed, enters the apartment, hisures a proper supply of

air to the fire, and improves, consequently, the atmosphere of the room. Ad-
dressing theuiselves to the builder mora particularly, the Messrs. Edwards con-

tend that no expense is incurred by the adoption of these improvements—on the

contrary, that a saving would be effected, as less material would be required,

consequently less time occupied in setting a grate, as the bricklayer would only

have to build up from the top of the back and sides of the grate to the underside

of the chimney-bar. A saving is also effected by using the ventilating hearth-

plate, as it renders a stone back hearth unnecessary. We recommend both those

who build and those who occupy houses to pay a visit to Great Marlborough-
street, to view this patented improvement.

THE ELLESMERE MEMORIAL, AT WORSLEY.

A LOFTY and elegant memorial tower was, on Friday, inaugurated at

Worsley, to the honor of the late Earl of Ellesmere. Tlie weather was,

unfortunately, exceedingly wet ; rain fell in torrents during the whole of the

open-air proceedings, which took place at the front of the monument, near

VVren's Wood. A platform had been erected for the visitors, with a desk for the

reporters, but it was useless, on account of the rain. A brief account of the

origin of the memorial, with a description of its design, may here be given :

—

Soon after the death of the late Earl of Ellesmere, at the commencement of

1858, a meeting of the inhabitants was held in the Court House, to decide upon
a fitting mode of perpetuating the memory of the deceased nobleman, who was
greatly honored and beloved by liis neighbours, friends, and dependents. At this

meeting a committee was appointed, and it was decided to erect a monument
near Worsley Hall. Mr. Fereday Smith was appointed chau-man of the com-
mittee. A subscription was opened, and a sum of £1,800 was soon received.

In February, the committee advertised for designs, specifying that the

monument should not be a statue, and that it should be " substantial and
durable rather than elaborate and ornamental, and that it should be
easily seen from a distance." About 101 models and designs were sent for

competition, and were exhibited in the Royal Manchester Institution. The
committee selected what they considered the six best designs, which they sub-

mitted to Mr. Edward Barry, of London, who, without knowing their authors,

adjudged the first prize to Messrs. Driver and Webber, of London, who would
have to erect and complete the monument for £1,800 ; the second prize of forty

guineas was awarded to Mr. John Lowe, of JIanchester ; and the third of twenty
guineas to Mr. Edward Bassett Keeling, of London. The site of the monument
is known as Wren's Wood. Worsley Church is situated about half-a-mile to the

east side of the site, Worsley Hall lying between, and equidistant from each.

The memorial is a tower of titinsition Gothic character, and is composed of an
octagonal shaft, rising 132 feet from an enriched base, which is approached by
bold stone steps, forming a spacious platform and footing to the whole, 49 feet

square. On tlie four sides of the base enriched panels are sunk, and bordered by
breadths of coloured tiles. On one of these panels are carved the arms of the late

Earl, with an inscription to his memory eugi-aved below. The shafts of de-

tached columns are formed of marble, with carved caps and moulded
bases. Above are arches of blue and red brick surmounted by a crock-

eted and finialled canopy. Between each pair of buttresses is an arcade with

marble shaftlets and trefoiled heads ; and at the four angles, over the buttresses

rise detached moulded pedestals, bearing carved lines and gilded vanes. At the

bottom of the octagon, on each face, is a window, surmounted by an enriched

canopy crocheted and finialled, tlie spaces being filled in with trefoils and
carvings. The shaft itself is filled with trefoiled lights. At the top of the shaft

a room is constructed, and lighted on each face by deeply recessed windows.

This room commands an extended view, and may be used with advantrge as an

observatory, if desired. Theshafts of the windows are of marble, and a wrought

iron railing surrounds the balcony. The finial and vane are also of iron, the

spindle being brought through the top stone, and bolted to a cross-bar. The
structure is of an exceedingly pleasing and artistic design, and looks well viewed

from any point. It commands a wide and lovely prospect, and, we belittve, may
be seen from six counties. Even on this wet day, the lofty aud^aceful shaft was
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creatiy and justly admired. It contrasts well with the the massive Elizabcfliau

Sail and the Early EngUsb.' architectare of Worsely Church, while the tlii-ec

buUdin)(9 form as picturesque anil perfect a group as can be shown in any county.

Tin? monumeut is Tisiblc from the Manchester and Liverpool Bailway, from
which it is distant a mile and a half to tlie northward, the surface of the site

bein;; 180 feet above the level of the line. The foundation stone was laid on
Wednesday, November 17, li:<58, by Mr. Fereday Smith, in presence of the pre-

aent Earl and a large number of the tenantry-.

THE MEMORIAL ABCH, CHATHAM.
TTTITH the exception of a few minor details, the handsome Memorial Arch
II which has been some time in progress at Brompton Barracks, Chatliam,
to the raemorj- of those officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of tlie

Boyal Engineers who fell in the Crimea during the Russian war, is now com-
pleted. The idea of raising a memorial to their brave comrades who fell in the

stniegle with Russia originated with a few of the officers of the Royal
Engineers, and, the Government having consented to appropriate a piece of

ground at the end of the parade-ground of Brompton Barracks for that purpose,

Mr. Digbv Wyatt was requested to prepare the plans for the proposed structure,

the idea of an arch, although not altogether without precedent, being finally

decided upon by the committee of officers of Eng^ineers engaged in superintending

the undertaking, and a considerable sum ha«ng previously been raised by the

officers and men of the corps of Royal Engineers. The foundation stone of the

structure was laid by his Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge on the 1st of

March last, and so rapidly have the works been prosecuted by Messrs. Mansfield

and Son, the builders, that the arch will be ready for the opening ceremonial to

take place within a very few days.

The arch, as viewed from the parade-ground of Brompton Barracks, where it

ia seen to the greatest advantage, has a most imposing appearance, the site

aelectol being probably one of tlie best that could have been fixed upon. The
memorial consists of a lofty central arch, with two side arches of lesser dimen-
sions ; the whole formed of Portland stone, which for erections of this kind is

excee<lingly appropriate. On the spandrels and piers are beautifully executed
carvings of' angels and allegorical figures, together with carvings of some of the
trophies taken during the Russian war, and open laurel-work; this part of the
undertaking; having been executed by Mr. Farmer, of Westminster, assisted by
some French artists. Both sides of the arch are covered with marble slabs, on
which are engraved the names of every officer and man of the Royal Engineers
who lost his life in the Crimea. The following inscription is engraved on the
architrave :—" The Corps of Royal Engineers to their Comrades who fell in the
War with Russia, 1854-5-0." The gates of the arch are not yet fixed, and these,

which will be of a highly ornamental character, are being cast at the foundry of

Messrs. Porter, South Molton-street, Oxford-street, the Government giving
Russian guns taken at Sebostopol for that purpose.

(Corrcsjjondcircc.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION AND THE INSTITUTE.
8lK,—1 have to thank " W. W." for the admirable example of "argument

fairly and gentlemanly conducted " shown by his letter of the 6th inst.

" The faults of our neighbours with freedom we blame.
We tax not ourselves though we practice the same."

With the greatest desire of truth, I would ask '' W, W," which we are to
believe—his letter of July 27th or of August 6th ? In the former, the statement
" The amendment which I proposed ' That the examination should be a com-
pulsory .one upon all who should hereafter enter the profession, and that steps
should be taken by the Institute to attain the power requisite to enforce this V "

in the latter, " f contended that the Fellows had no right to regulate for the
profession, &c,, &c."

If " VV. W'8," statement as to "my customary method of reading {i.e. by
contraries) " is correct, it would now certainly stand me in good need.
But if " W, W," will dispassionately read my letter of the 3rd inst., he may

notice that after copying out his amendment, "certainly the most wilful repre-
sentation of a writer's views" I could adopt, I did not discuss " W. W's," views
on the diploma question, but I opposed the position the Fellows of the Institute
sought to arrogate to themselves, and the spirit so evinced in the amendment, I

denied that the Fellows fairly represented the profession, and therefore their
right to this position, and I objected to affairs for the regulation of the whole
profession l)cing in such hands with powera to enforce tlie same, I must still

maintain I am perfectly justified from the "customary reading" of ' VV, W's,"
letter, in taking the objections I did.
But to continue the subject. At the second meeting "W. W," moves that—"A

separate committee of Fellows, not of the Council, and Associates should be formed
for the purpose of ascertaining the feeling of the various provincial societies and
the profession at large, and report thereon to a meeting to be held on some future
day, or earl^v next session." 'This is too much for the Fellows, who do not pass
it, but the following :—" That the subject be adjourned till November, to enable
the Institute to ascertain the opinion of the provincial societies." What do we
find here ? The original grasp for power remaining the same, but the Fellows,
acknowledmng the want of confidence, have to appeal and canvass the profession
to obtain this confidence and sulisequently those powers.
Now, then, tlierelbre, is the time when the profession, before giving its assent

should insLst that the body into whose hands this power is to be placed should
fairly represent the profession, and I trust that some of the large provincial
societies will be led to assume the initiative in this matter.

It is from the importance I attach to this, and the belief I entertain that
without a revi.sion of the Institute, it will be found impossible to carry tliis (jues-
tion, that I was led in my last to avoid discussing the diploma as it at present
stands, but if your space will allow me, I would say that I consider the question
will resolve itself into the diploma, in what hands the power of granting the same
shall lie vested, its application to the present memliers of the profession, and to
the future members.
Of the diploma per se I entertain the highest opinion, mainly that it will bind

the memliers of the profession in greater unity, and raise the standard above the
nrads of the present or future charlatans who invade it. The examinations for

ji r^'*°'1^^ *''•) I tfflnk, be better determined when time and practice shall settle

tlieir nature, or at all events make them a matter of future consideration, so as
not to impede the gi'eat question.

The hands in which the powers should rest would undoubtedly be the Institute,

but not the present Institute as represented by its Fellows. It must be reformed.
Its application to the present members of the profession is, in fact, the grand

point of the question, and it is here where the greatest struggle will be. I say
"struggle," for unless the Fellows give up their assumptions, here will be the
battle. I think most of your readers will bear me out when I state that there
are numbers in tlie profession, both metropolitan and provincial, who from dis-

inclination to submit themselves as Associates to the authority of the Fellows, a
distaste for dilettanti architecture, or from their local position, refrain from
taking any part with the Institute. These are content to manage their own
aiiairs their own way, and would continue to do so if left alone. Let the Insti-
tute, however, ajjply for len;al authority to interfere with these in the slightest

manner, and straightway there will spring up an immense opposition that, with
the catchwords of " Free Trade," " No Protection," &c., &c., will influence the
public, and greatly impede, if not defeat the Institute. It should, therefore, be
the first object of the Institute to gain over this opposition, and for this purpose
I hold it will be necessary to grant free diplomas as to such persons who from
their standing, practice, or otherwise, should be entitled to the same. No
examinations, for these can never be made compulsory, and if ofiered voluntarily
would not be accepted ; for who, of even any moderate repute in private practice,
would submit to be cross-examined by the Fellows of the Institute, when they
could continue, as they have Jbeen, without it. With the general public they
would get on the same, for to them the loud initials F.R.I.B.A, seem to have
little charms : and here I hope I shall not be treated with the sneer, " that fear
would keep these men from the examinations," for the mass of these are as well
able to pass the examination as the present Fellows; it being a fact well known
to most that if the Fellows had to pass the examinations they proposed more
than half of their body would be " weighed in the balance and found wanting."
The Institute to succeed must amalgamate this body with themselves, and

make it their business to remain passive if they wish ; or at all events non-
antagonistic. I am inclined to think also that unless some such course as before
described is adopted, the Institute will meet with great opposition from its own
Associates,

F'or future members the diploma can be made compulsory ; they have no rights
to defend, and would know before entering what will be expected from them.
Let there be good solid examination in things needful, and no youth of average
ability and industry might fear the result. But the Institute ought to assist them
in their training, and I can imagine no better way than f proposed in my
last,

I hope, in conclusion, that " W, W," will allow me to say that I consider he
has shown the most earnest and best directed efforts for the benefit of the pro-
fession ; and if unhampered by fellowship, I should have anticipated more happy
results.

One word to your correspondent "Nosce," " Practice makes all things per-
fect." Genius, if heaven-born, has to grow with human growth and training

:

even Stephenson in his youth served long and trying articles, practiring some
years before he became the great Stephenson.

I am, &c.,

August 13th. F. P. R.^
THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.

Sir,—I am sorry to see " Alpha " so soon disheartened in the fi^ht in which
he has been engaged. I took up the question years since, and, though often

discouraged, never despaired. He misinterprets the silence of sundry
individuals in the profession. The profession at large is deeply interested in the

question—and from what I already know, it will never be allowed to drop ; neitlier

will the " burking " it by any chartered body be submitted to.

I intended WTiting to you more fully upon the present state of affairs, but
time will not permit. I shall most likely recur to it next week.

I am, &c.,

July 18th, 1860. W. Wigqinton,

DRAWING UPON PARCHMENT.
Sir,—I have had a good deal of experience in drawing upon parchment, and

seldom experience any difficulty in the mere drawing, and but occasionally in the

coloring. Generally spe^king,"l find the skin will take the Indian ink from the

drawing pen without any difficulty at all, but occasionally I find it desirable to

rub the place where the line is to go with Indian rubber, and in extreme cases to

use pounce, or chalk, but I should recommend that oxgall be very carefully

omitted from the ink, as it gives a very great tendency to run, almost insur-

mountable, when the color is laid on.

In preparing for the color I wait until the ink lines are thoroughly dry, then

rub with Indian rubber, and then supply the color, with or without oxgall as the

more or less greasy state of the skin may render desirable. All writing upon
the parts colored should be deferred until the coloring is quite dry.

For the inequality which sometimes occurs in the coloring, I am not aware of

any remedy ; it probably arises, as you suggest, from the manner in which the

splitting of the skin is effected.

If the draughtsman is very fastidious, and his eye much offended by tliis

inequality, it may be reduced by careful stippling upon the lighter color, with
sometimes a final wash of light color over all.

I think with these suggestions " X. Y. Z," will not have much difficulty in

accomplishing his needful, but if he has, and will set them forth in your columns, I

shall be happy to render any further assistance in my power,
I am, &c.,

August 13, 1860. A. B. C.^
SURVEYORS AND APPRAISERS.

SIR— I have been pondering over the correspondence quoted in your commu-
nication headed " Important to Surveyors," and cannot reconcile the statements

therein contained with the words of the Stamp Act, or legal decisions that have

been given in several eases. There are hundreds of surveyors who never take out

an appraiser's license, neither do they consider that they arc legally called ujion

to do so, as the Act only requires it of those who call themselves appraisers, and
practise as such for a livinjj. And my opinion is that the practice of an ap-

raiser is in making appraisements of furniture, fixtures, and fai'ining stock,

produce, &c. A surveyor makes estimates,- not appraisements, and, therefore,
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cannot by any means be constituted an appraisers. An<l the law has even decided

that a man who does occasionally make an appraisement, if he does not practise it

aa a regular calling, is not liable to a penalty lor so doin^ without a license. I

have seen a ease in point where two parties made an appraisement, one, I believe,

being a farmer and the other a basket maker, whenin it was raled that they

were not liable to a pcniilty, and the valuation was binding on the parties for

whom they acted. I do not know whether in such cases a stamp is used. It

would be a great degradation to surveyors to be classed with appraisers and be

compelled to take a license for performing duties t«tally at variance with theirs.

I am, &c.,

A StJRVBYOR (unlicensed.)

TENSERS.
Friends' Endowed Schools, Reeth, Yorkshire.

For Kecth Scliools.ncar Itiehmond, Yorkshire. Flans by W. I'cachey. Quantities

supplied. „ .

For bcIkioIb and fittings, For schools and fittings,

master's residencs, and small collage

and boundary-walls. only.

X s. d. £ s. d.

Warren 2,10114 1 .... L.Ml 17 2

Armitage 2,046 12 4 .... l,5.-)6 1 4
Bullock (accepted) 1,958 .... 1,330

KempandAbdale 1,890 .... 1,507 3

Elwin 1,886 10 9 .... 1,507 3

Frontac e, G racechuhch -street.

New front and alterations to the White Lion and Shipping Gazette Office, Talbot-

court, Graccchurch-street. Mr. J. Tarring, architect.

James £315
Eamsey 287

Norris, Lime-street (accepted) 280

Cleansing, &c., Leamington.
For executing the cleansing, watering, cartage work, and scavcngering of the

town of Leamuigton, for the Local Board of Health. Mr. A. Morgan, CE.,
surveyor.

Section]. Sections. Sections. Section 4.

Cleansing. Watering. Cartage work, &c. Scavcngering.
(Probable amount)

Per Annum. Per Annum. Per Annum. Per Annum.
Ivery, .T. K., Wycombe £850
Hart, J., Leamington 900

Croft, J., Southampton 090

Clark, J. H., Warwick 750

Marriott, J., Coventry, (accepted) .. 800

£500 £243 8 9 £500
4M 201 7 11 408
700 180 12 1 3;T0

450 236 1 3 400
350 239 17 1 .350

Offices, City.
For Offices at the comer of Fenchurch-street, and Rood-lane, for Jleasrs. E. and

S. Edwards. Mr. Henry Dawson, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Richard
Roberts.
Lucas Brothers £11,708

riper and Sons 11,448

W. Cubitt and Co 11.426

Brass 11,384

Ashby and Horner £11,240
Browne and Robinson 11,080
Axford and Co 10,887

Mr.
HoL'BE, North Bow.

For a house, &c., at the Floorcloth Works, North Bow, 'for Mr. W. H. Mace.
James Tolley, architect, 13, Angel-court, Bank. Quantities supplied.

Reed £897 I Ashby and Horner £886
Ayersand Co 887

|

Waterworks, Bko.mpton, Chatham, &c.
Slessrs. Cochrane and Co., of Dudley, obtained the supplying of the pipes, and

Messrs.W. and H. Spencelaigh, ot Rochester, the laying ot tliem, for the Brompton,
Chatham, GlUingham, and Rochester Waterworks Cfompany.

Alterations, &c., Wigjiore-street.
For additions and alterations to house No. 49 Wigmore-street under Mr. S. H.

Northcroft. Quantities given.
H.irrison £797 I Bennett £776
KnappandSon 794 16 Hyde 612

Sanders 788 1 Simpson 010

Also additions and alteration under Mr. T. H. Northcroft. Quanties given.
Wilson £530

I

Jameson £540
Terry 530 Simpson 463
KnappandSon 347

|

Villa, near Norwich.
For erecting villa on the TrafTord Estate, near Norwich. Mr. John Daymond,

architect, Norwich.
Ling £1,.373

Minns and Foyson 1,333 10
Thomas Brooks 1,343

J.W.Laccy 1,329 10

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CHURCHES.

Soarrorough.—For new rooting and reseating the parish church of St. Michael, at
Ganton, near Scarbro'. Drawings, &c., witli Mr. William Lovel, churchwarden,
at Ganton, until the 22nd iust. Scaled tenders are to be delivered to
the architects, J. B. and William Atkinson, 93, Micklegate, York, to 10 a.m. of
August 23.

Middle Rasen.—For the restoration and enlargement of the church at Middle
Rasen, Tupholme, county of Liucolu. I'lans, &c.,atthe Offices of Bellamy and
Hardy, architects and surveyors, "29, Broadgate, Lincoln. Sealed tenders to be sent
to the Rev. Samuel Sheen, Sfarket Rasen. endorsed •' Tender for Restoration and
Enlargement of the Church, Sliddlc Rasen," toAtigu8t21.

Hull. -For tlie execution of the tirst portion of the works, comprising the west
front and nave of the Holy Trinity Church, Hull. Application to be made to G.
Gilbert Scott, Esq., architect, 20, Spring-gardens, Charing-cross, London.

Leicester.— For a new church to be built at I^eicester. Drawings, conditions, &c.,
with the Rev. Canon Fry. Further particulars from G. G. Scott, Esq., '20, Spring-
gardens, Cliaring-cross, London, S.W. Tenders, on the prescribed form only, to
be addressed to the Rev. Canon Fry, New-walk, Leicester, to August 20. (See
advertisement.)

Biggleswade.—For the restoration of Dunton Church, Biggleswade, rians, &c„
with E. Browning, architect. Broad-street, Stamford, from August 23. Sealed
tenders, on form supplied, to September s. (See advertisement.)

Ml;SKETRY HUT.
Gosport.—For hut accommodation for the Instructor of Musketry, at Brown Down,
near Gosport, Hants. Intending contractors to leave their names at the Royal
Engineer's Otfices, Brockhurst Lodge, Gosport, and pay lOs. Od. for bills of
quantities, to August 28. (See advertisement.)

SCHOOLS, Ac.
Bulkington.—Forthc erection of parochial schools and teacher's residences, at Bul-

kin^'ton, near Nuneaton. I'lans, &c., with the Rev. R. I'otter, Vfrnr, from the 20th
August to Hth .September. Tenders endorsed "Tender for Schools," and addressed
to the Rev. the \ icar, to September 13, and copies of such tenders, posted the same
day, addressed to George T. Robinson, Archldlaconal architect, 14, Milverton-crei-
cent, Leamington.

CEMETERY.
Bacup—For the erection of the chapels, registrar's house, and entrance lodge.
Drawings, Bpecificatlons, and quantities on and after the 20th Inst, at the offlce of
Samuel Hall, clerk to the board, Bacup, 1860. Tenders, addressed to the cbalrmaa
of the board, by 12 noon of August .30.

COURT HOUSE.
Fenton.—For the erection of certain additional bulldintrs, to the court-house at
Fcnton. Plans, Ac, with Inspector Stuart, at tliepoliee olBcc, t'enton ; further
information from Messrs. Ward and Co., architects, Hanley. Tenders to be de-
Uvcred to Alfred Crewe, Clerk to the Commissioners ofFenton, New Town, Fcntoiit
properly endorsed, to September 3.

VESTRY HALL, &c.
PiMLico.—For the erection of a house, board-room, offices, Ac, on the wharf, at
Ebury-bridge-road, Rimlico, of the vestry of the parish of St. George, Hanover-
square. Specitications, drawings, and conditions, at their office of works. No. 4.3,

Lower Belgrave-place, Fimlico, whereparticulars and information can be obtained
ot Mr. R. W. Jcarrad, the surveyor. 'Tenders to be delivered to >tr. T. I". Cliappell,

vestry clerk, at the Board-room, in Mount-street, Grosvenor- square, sealed and
endorsed, •' Tender for Buildings, &c., at Ebury-brldge-wharf, I'imlico," to Sep-
tember 4.

WAREHOUSE.
Nottingham.—For the erection and completion of a Warehouse at the south-cast
corner of Broadway and Stouey. street, Nottingham. Flans, specification, and
conditions of contract from the '22nd until the 29th, ;on which latter day the ten-
ders are to be delivered by 11 o'clock, a.m. at the offices of .Jackson and Heazell,
architects, Bromley-house, Nottingham. The quantities will bs supplied.

DWELLING-HOUSE
Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection of a house and out-offlces, to

be erected in Crown Foint-road. Plans, &c., at 10, Bedford-pliuje, from the 20th
to the 27th. Tenders to be sent to J. Smith, architect, on August 27.

Leeds.—For the masons', bricklayers', slaters', painters', plasterers', plumlwrs',

flaziers', &c., work, required in the erection of eleven houses and joiners shop,
'lans to be seen at James Gray's, joiner, Ac, Burley-road. Leeds.

Wisbech —For the erection of a gentleman's residence in Wisbeach. Flans, &c.,

and terms of contract, at the office of the architect, Mr. William Adams, in Wis-
bech. Tenders to Watson and Son, solicitors, Wisbech, to August '25.

VILLA.
HORNSEV.—For the erection of a villa residence, three pairs of semi-detached cot-

tages, and a factory, between Hornsey and Wood-green, for Mr. Edward Welch.
Flans, &c., at the otBce of Mr. Robert Leabon Curtis, 8, Union-court, Old Broad-
street, E.G.

Boston.—For the erection of two semi-detached villas, at Boston, fLincolnshirc.
Intending contractors to forward their names to Bellamy and Hardy, architects

and surveyors, 29 Broadgate, Lincoln, to August 20. (See advertisement.)

SEWERAGE.
Leek. —For the execution of the sewerage works of the northern district ofthe town,
comprising about 6,000 lineal yards of brick and pipe sewers, the former varying
from 3 feet 3 inches to 1 foot inches in diameter ; the letter 12 inches and 9 inches

diameter ; togetlier with manholes, overflows, river crossing, flushing tanks, gullies,

and other incidental works. Flans, &c., at the office of Mr. Slagg, Surveyor to the
Commissioners. Tenders to Hacker and Blaw, law clerks, Fublic-office, Derby-
street, Leek, by 10 a.m., of August 21, endorsed " Tender for Sewerage Works."

HOSPITAL, &c.
Woolwich.—For taking down and re-erecting two corrugated iron buildings ; pull-

insf down some old buildings, and erecting on the siteof them a sraiiU hospital, &c.,

at Woolwich. Intending contractors to lodge 10s. 6d. for bills of quantities, with
their names, at the Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, to September 4. (See adver-
tisement.)

COTTAGES, &c.
WiLSTHORPE.—For building cottages, and adding to and repairing two farmsteads

at Wilsthorpe, near Market-Deeping, Lincolnshire. Flans, &c., at the offlce of E.
Browning, arcliltect. Broad-street, Stamford, from the 20th August. Tenders, on
form supplied, by 12 noon of August 31. (Sec advertisement.)

WATERWORKS.
Belper.—For the undermentioned contracts ;—

Contract No. 1.—For the supply of about 300 tons of cast-iron water-pipes, and
other castings.

Contract No. 2.—For laying and jointing cast-iron water-pipes, supplying ami
fixing sluice values and hydrants ; and for the construction of covered service
reservoirs, and other works.

Flans, &c., on and after August 20, and duplicate forms offenders, schedules, and
bills of quantities may be had by payment of one guinea for each contract on ap-
plication at tlie offices of the company. King-street, Belper. Further information
from tlie engineer, Jlr. R. Bayliss, Derby. Scaled tenders, addressed to F. S. Frlng,
Secretary of the Belper Waterworks Company, Belper, to eleven a.m. of August
31.

Batley.—For the cxc.ivating for and laying a quantity of cast-iron water-pipes,
required by the Local Board of Health for supplying part of the said district with
water. Particulars witli specitications and conditions, at the offices of 3lr. 3Iichael

Sheurd, jun., C.E., Batley, and sealed tenders must be delivered to Thomas Dean,
Clerk to the Local Board, at the Board-room, in the Public Hall, in Batley, to

August 24. The Local Board do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any
tender.

Tran-mere.- For any of the following contracts for the Tranmere Local Board
Waterworks :

—

Contract No. 1.—For the supply of cast-iron pipes and other castings.

Contract No. 2.— For the supply of sluice valves, hydrants, and street fittings.

Contract No. 3.—For laying and jointing cast-iron pipes and fixing sluice valves.

hydrants, &c.
Contract No. 4.—For sinking and completing a pure water well.

Contract No. 5.—For providing and fixing a steam-engine, with duplicate boilers

. ..ipable of lifting 23,000 gallons of water 2.M feet high per hour.

Plans and drawings may be seen, and specifications, duplicate forms of tender,

rices, Ac, mav be obtained for contracts Nos. 1, 2, and 5, on payment

and pumps, capable

schedules for prices, &c., mav L . . ...
of £1 for each contract, and specifications may be seen and duplicate forms of

tender and schedules for prices for contracts Nos. 3 ami 4 may be obtained on

fmyment of 10s. for each contract, on application at the offlce of the Local Board,

n Green-lane, Tranmere; or at the office of Robert Rawlinson, civil engineer, 34,

Parliament-street, Westminster, on and after the 3rd September. Sealed tenders,

endorsed " Tender for contract No. ," to be forwarded to the Clerk of the Local
Board to September 17.

GAS FITTINGS.
Kennington.—For the Metropolitan Tabernacle, Elephant a«J Castle, including

the chapel, school-room, vestries and approaches. Each person tendering must
send in their own plan, specification, and estimate. Applicaliou to Mr. W. I'ocoek,

architect. Craven-street, Strand for further details, and for cards to view the

building. Tenders to be delivered at the vestry. New Park-street Chapel, South-

wark, at 5 p.m. of August 27.
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FARM miLDIKGS.
Bedstone, Phropshibe.—For the erectiou of fann-buildinffs and double cottajre at

Bedstone, Shropshire («x miles from Ludlow, and two miles from Leintwardine).

riantt, &c.. with Mr. 3Iiehat'l Hanson. drrtin:ii;o foreman. Bedstone. Tenders to

be sent to Mr. J. Bailor Denton. 5:.', l^arliaim-nt-street, Westraiuster, to August 31.

WOKKHMl SES.
Bi^CKRi BX.—For the whole works, or any trade department of the work, required

for the trvclion of a New Union Workliouse. Speeitieiitious and drawin«:s at the

tiflSce of the Clerk of the Guardians, Kingr-street, Blaekbum, on the 30th day of

AiKUSt Bext. and for twenty-one daye thereafter. All information from the archi-

tem, Messrs. J. K. and J. D. Gates, at their Offices, Coney-street, York, and
George-street Chambers. Halifax. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New "Work

-

bouse.'' addressed to P. Elliiifjthorpe. Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to

the Clerk to the Board, Kin-r-street, Blackburn, not later than September 21.

KIVEU-WALL AND MAGAZINE.
TrLBCRY.—1. For taking: down and rebuilding part of River-wall. East Gnn-Hne.

2. Takinjj down and re-erectiner expense maj^zine and side-arm shed, in the Five-

frun Harelin. Tarties to leave H>s. tkl. and tlielr names at the Royal Engineer

Offiee, Gravesend, to August 24. (See advertisement.)
FENCES, GATES. &c.

CnATHASi.—For supply and erection of fences, gates, &c., on War Department land,

Chatham Lines, and Fort l*itt, Chatliam. Flans, &c., and forma of tenders at the

Roval Engineer Office. Chatliam Lines, till August 30. Tenders to the Director of

Contracts, War Office, I'all-mall, Lonaon. to August 31. {See advertisement.)
OFFICES.

PiMLico.—The time for receiving tenders for the erection of offices required by the

directors of the Pimlico Room and Literary Institution Building Association, has

been extended to August 20, Flans, &c., with the architect, J. W. Fenfold, 2,

Charlotte-row; Mansion House. (See advertisement.)
FAVING.

KiLE-EN'D New Town—For paving the yards at the industrial school of the

Whitcchapel I'nion situate in Forest-lane, Westham. Essex, w^th 3-inch tooled

York pavinp (about 20,200 feet super, in extent). Particulars and conditions at the

office ef G. Adams Farr, clerk, Workhouse, daily, between ten andtliree, when and
where printed forms of tender (which only are to be used) may be obtained. Ten-
ders are to l)e delivered sealed up and endorsed "Tender lor I'aving," at the
AVorkhouse, previoua to August 28.

LIGHTHOUSES.
Hebrides.—For a lighthouse on the Monarch Isles, lyin^ to the westward of North

Uist, in the Hebrides. The Commissioners will previously arrange to convey
intending contractors from Oban to inspect tlic locality on a day to be subsequently
named, towards the end of August. Meanwhile, intending contractors to send
their names and addrtsses to Alex. Cminingham, Secretary, Northern Lighthouse
Office. 84, George- street, Edinburgh, and he will give them notice of the precise
day fixed for the inspection.

Harwich,—For the erection of lighthouse buildings on Landguard Point, at the
entrance of Harwich Harbour. I'lans, speciiications, forms of tender, and con-
ditions of contract at the Trinity House, London. Tenders to the Trinity House,
directed as required, to August 27.

HARBOR.
Cardiff.—For deepening and widening the steam packet Harbor at the entrance of
the Bute docks. Cardiil. and to erect a timber jetty 221 feet long ; also an iron barge
or pontoon, 70 feet by :iO feet, an iron lattice bridge 150 feet by 12 feet, and other
works connected therewith, for facilitating the landing ofpassengers and goods at all

times of the tide. Plans, &c.,atthc office of Mr. McConnochie, the resident engineer,
Bute East Dock, Cardiff, to August 25. Sealed tenders for the excavation, jetty,

Ac, and for the barge and bridge separatclv, addressed to the Trustees of tlie

Marquis of Bute, are to be delivered at the Office of the engineers, Messrs.
Walker, Bulges, and Cooper, 23, Great George-street, Westminster, on or before
10 a,m. of Auigust 27.

COAST GUARD STATION.
£ccLE8BOURNE, SUSSEX.—For the erection of a coast guard station at Ecclesboume,

in Sussex. Drawings, &Ct, at the Coast Guard station, Hastings, and at the Ad-
miralty Coast Guard Office, 12, Spring-gardens, London, S.w._ to August 18.

Tenders, under seal, directed to the Commodore Comptroller General of Coast
Guard, endorsed "Tender for new station at Ecclesbourne," to the Admiralty
Office, to August 20.

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREF.nOLD.

ByMESSBs. Norton, HocoxnT, and TRisT.—BanksIde, SoiUhwark, warehouses ami pre-
mises, with a frontage to the river Tliameii, coun til 1 (r-houses, cooperage, packing and store
rooms, &c., let on leiuie at £1.30 per annum; sold for £2.400.
Kdniouton-marsh, Middlesex. 22a. Ir. r^ p. of marsh land; sold for £1,300.
Freehold. 11 a. 2 r. « p. of marsh land, Edmonton-marsh ; sold for £700.
By Mr. (J. 15. IlAXTEit.—riumstcad, Kent, eleven acres of marsh land, called the Wall

Mamh,X^rat)-trte Levfl. There are several charges on this lot, amounting togclber to
£9 i». Ga>per anninn : ?.oId for £'Mk
ChiscUiurst, Kent, two cottages and a piece of land at RedhiU, let at £11 14s. per annum

;

old for £120.
Chiselhuntt-common, Kent, house called " White Cottajre," a freehold cott^e adjoining,

and another cottage, producing £57 per annum ; sold for £700.
Cbisellmrst, Kent, two houses, a cottage in the rear, and a piece of garden ground, let at

£38 10b. per anniim ; sold for £490.
Chincliiursi-comnion. Kent, cottage, let at 2s. 6d. per week ; sold for £125.
By Mtsjirs. WiNsTANLty.—1 to 4, Point I'leasant, Love-lane, Wandsworth, houses, let at

£02 per annum ; sold for £600.
No. 9, 1'ointlieasant. house, vrith yard, &c., let at £2» 4b. per annum ; sold for £250.
Koi. 10 to 13. 1'oint I'leasant, houscH. let at £52 13h. per annum ; sold for arm.
B^Mcaars. Toplis and Harding.—Hayward's-hcatli. near Ciickficld. Sussex, estate,knownM Fnmklands, comprij«lng residence, pleasure-grounds, lawns, kitclien-garden, orchard,mlntotnre farm bnlhlingH. omainental stahles, coach honse and lodce, and several

cnclomirea of meadow and arable land. The whole containing about 25 acres; sold for

Angel'placc, Bkinner-street, Bishopsgate, known as the Bishopsgate Brass Foundry, com-
{arising foundry with cellars, store-room, counting-house, &c., and dwelling-house adjoining,
fct on lease at £fi*j per annum ; »old for fcf.V).

By Mr. Loi-nd.—y, Ablicy-slreet, Bethnal-greeii-road, dwelling-house, letat£14per annum,
together with apolicv <»f inj*arance for il.Vt; sold for £115.
Park-road east, Kutton, Surrev. plot of building land ; sold for £25.
By Mewn. Debemiam and Tewbos.—I and 2, Spencer-villas, St. James'-road, Croydon,

TtUu, let at £84 per annum ; sold for £1,210.
3, Spencer-viUoB, residence, let at ^42 per annum ; sold for £640.

LEABEHOLD.
Bt J. 8. PtniEK.—1, 2, and 3, Bangor-place, Old Kent-road, and three houses called

OriJnth'ji-cottaKCJi, In the rear, let at £m Ms, jter annum, term 87 years ftom December, 1818,
grtiund-rent £1»; per annum ; 5oW for <B40.
By Mr. Gaikdnee.— 7, s. and n, Va«(*all-road. Holland-terrace, Brixton, houses, let at £72

per annum, term WW years, frirtn I)ec<*ml>cr. Ift42, ground-rent £18 per annum ; sold for£.WO.
3, Huuex-strect, Tottenham-court-road, house, and a cottage, in the rear, being 23,Chenie8-

mewB, producing together £70 16s. per annom, term 46^ years, from Mlchaehnos next, ground-
rent £9 128. per annum : sold for £.'155.

19, 20, and 21, CoIonn;ide, Bemard-ntreet, Brunswick-square, three houses and shops, let at
£117 per annum, ternj It5i years, from Michaelmas, 1797, ground-rent 18 guineas per annum ;
»Mjld for £455.
48^DfFustus-BtreA, Kegent's-park, house, let at £24 per annum ; sold for £iio.
1, Marchmont-place, Little Coram-etreet, Bloomsbury, house, let at £20 ifls. per annum ;

•old for £flo.

'7 »»"1 IH. Marchmont-place, houses, let at £41 12s. per annum ; sold for £110.
20, Chapel-place. Little Coram-strcet, honse, let at £19 H«. per annum ; sold for £45.
1-* ri**^ Seymour-street. Ku9ton-B<|uare, renidpnce, let at £2« per annum ; sold for £255.
J * , C'UDbrlage-pUce, raddington, house, let at £40 per annum ; sold for £300.

Bv Mr. G. B. Baxtf-k.—Cliiselhurst, Kent, cottage residence, known as " Sunimer-hiU
Cottage," near the Still, Chiselliur,->t-conuuon, let at £;10 per annum, also twenty-one
cottage)!, called Mill place, near the alKive, let at £185 per annum, term 62| years from
Mieliaclnms 18(li). grotnid-rent £in) lOs. per annum ; sold for £1,120.
Ohrsclhurst-coninion, two vill.i risidLMu-os, five cottages, with stables, yard, and premises

adjoining, also leaschitUUgnmuiUrrnt of£is ptir annum, the whole held for a term, of which
80 vcars arc unexpiix-d at SlieluiiliiKH next, ground-rent £.jit.

Oliisellmrst, twj houses and sluips, near tlie Queen's Head Inn, two leasehold cottages in
thf rear, also three houses and shops adjtiining, the whole producing £65 per annum, term
2aJ years from Michaelmas next, ground-rent £8 per annum ; sold for £490.

chiselhurst, house, near last lot, also a building used as a chapel, two houses, grotmd and
premises adjoining, let at £32 per annum, term 25i years from Michaelmas, 18U0, ground-
rent ttt per aniunu ; .sold for £.'2r>.'>.

Bv Messrs. Toplis and Hahding.—Nos. fi to 11, Prospect-place, Old Brompton. houses,
let at £111 14s. per annum, held for 443 years from Midsummer, 18(50, grouncl rent £30 per
anniun. Also, the leaseliold house, with garden, stabling, &e., known as *' Barn Cottage,"
let on lease at £70 per annum ; and a cottage residence in Oromwell-lane, known as '* Leices-
ter Cottage, annual value £50, term 7S years iVom Midsummer 1800, ground-rent £»o per
annum ; sold for £510.

26, Kenton-street, Compton-street, Brunswick-square, corner house and pawnbroker's
sliop, let on lease at £80 per annum, held for a term of 45J years (torn MIdsiunmcr last,

ground-rent 18 guineas per annum ; sold for £,>(Xi.

Bv Messrs. Winstanlkt.—Nos. 18 and 19, Whitefrlars-strcet, houses and shops. Fleet-
street; Nos. 1 and 2. George-yard, two houses; and Nos. 1 and 2, Ashen Tree-court, ad-
joining, two houses, the whole producing £l(J2 per annum, held for a term of which 732 years
are unexpired, ground-rent 4d. per annum ; hoM for £1,000.

Bv Mr. Newuon."Nos. 27 and 28, Shepperton-cottagcs, and No, 100, Kothorfleld-strcct,

Islington, cottagerosidences, term 03 years n-orn Lady-day last, ground-rent £14 per annum;
sold for £670.

1", St. I'aurs-vlllas, St. Paul's-road, Lower-road, Islington, residence, let at £50 per an-
num, term 8iJ vcars from Lady-day, 1800, ground-rcnt £8 per annum ; sold for £535.

8 and 9, ^V'illow-terrace, Canonbury. houses, let at £"8 per annum, term 69 years from
Slichaelmas last, ground-rent £28 per annum ; sold for £550.

By Messrs. Dknt and Son.—l,Uichmuud-slreet,St. George's-road, Southwark.house.letat
£40'per annum, term 80 vears from Christmas, 1848, groimd-rent lOs. per annum ; sold for

£440.
Bv Messrs. Norton, Hoooart, and Thtst.—Tottenham, Middlesex, estate, comprising

.'several enclosures of meadow-land, containing 63 acres and 24 perches, terra 21 years from
March, \HGO, at tlie rent of £4 or £5 for redeemed Land Tax ; sold for £2,370.

Two enclosures of arable andnicadow-land, close to the above, containing 13a. Or. I2p., held
for same term, rent £l and £l lOs. for redeemed Land Tax ; sold for £450.

23a. 3r. 3p. of meadow-land close to last lot, held for the same term, at a rent of £2 and £5
for redeemed Land Tax ; sold for fie-M).

By Mr. George Wallek~26, Boston-street, Kegent's-park, residence, let on lease at £30
per'animm, terms 48i years from Jlichaelmas next, ground-rent, £4 14s. 6d. per amium; sold

for £355.
Bv Messrs. CCtten and Davis.—4, Hermitage-cottage, Richmond-road, "North End,

Kulham, residence, annual value £65, term 74 years from Michaelmas, I860, ground-rent £8
per annum ; soid for £420.
Bv Messrs. Chadwick and Son Ljnidhurst-road, Peckliam, plot of building ground

having a frontage of 40 feet, to Victoria-road, and a depth of 41 feet 6 inches, term 90 years ,

fVom September, 1860, ground-rent 2 guineas per annum ; sold for £50.

COPYHOLD.
By Mr. E. Ldmlet.—lligh-street, Hampstcad, house and shop, opposite the Black Boy and

BtUi Tavern, let at ^£42 per annum ; sold tor £630.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of
the Chapel Koyal, of St. George's, "Windsor. " They are of remarkable merit

—

unequalled by anythinp: we have ever seen in stereoscopes."

—

Atheiunum. "IIig"hly

interesting and vahiablc."—Z>ai7?/ Neivs. "A charming Bories of value to the
architect and archa;ologi8t, and cannot fail to interest visitors, "—vlr/ Journal. The
Views complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-office order for 278., or two samples
for 3s. 2d. Frederic Jones, 140, Oxford- street, London (nearly opposite Bond -street).

—Advertisement.

ANSWERS TO CORKESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters aud communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Buildino News, 30,

OldBoswcU-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

The Appkaisee's License.— Several correspondents who have addressed letters of
inquiry to us on this subject, are referred to another page in our present Kumher.

R. M. P.—State the case in a fair aud impartial manner, and we wdl endeavour to give you
our ophiion. At present yours is entirely an ez parte statement.

Arthur Pullen.—By consulting the index map, copies of wliich are kept by those map-
sellers who supply the Ordnance plans.

F. S. A.—Yes ; the chureh at Dover Castle is now being restored. The roof Is not yet
fonned. We believe the work has, up to the present time, been confined to the repair of
the main walls.

AacniTECT ; Schools.—We shall probably give an illustration of the building as soon as it

is sufficientlv advanced.
Pupil at V. C—We have not been able to arrive at the exact purport of your inquiry, un-

Io.«s it is answered bv our replying that we cannot assist you.
S. Vabley.—Kraft and Emy.ni their works on carpentry, give many examples.
Rev. K. W.—The freeholder has no power to derogate from a fonner grant, as it appears he
would if lie let the land for the purpose you mention. We are therefore of opinion that

the proposed building cannot be erected without your consent. Of course this will not be
the ease after the expiration of the original lease.

Edwin T.—Itis not safe to condemn timber merely because '* long cracks" are visible on
the surface. Such openings are frequently only superficial, and do not penetrate deeply into

the wood. In such cases it is very little weakened thereby. It is difflcult to obtain imiber
of large scantling without some defects of this kind ; but care should be taken to ascertain

if thev are of a serious nature.
M. F.- We are not able to name any building ground as being more suitable for your purpose
than another. Consult our advertisement pages, in late numbers, where you will find lists

of plots in most parts round London.
F. I. J!. A.—We believe that the Piles upon which old London-bridge was built wereof elm,
but cannot form the slightest itiea where vou can see any portion of them.

R. Goodlet.—You would, doubtless, find two or three weeks' .sketching and study in the
Museum at Brompton very advantageous. We have not the time at our disposal to accede
to your particular request.

G. G. E.—The work lies on our table. A review is iu course of preparation, and wul shortly
appear.

P. ItiTcuiE.— 1. Your communication shall receive attention : 2. Too late.

F. Warren.—Below our mark.
* • * « The nature of your communication prevents us availing ourselves of its con-
tents unless you favor us with your name and address—not necessarily.for publication—
unless you desire it.

G. C. H. Will find that we have already adopted the course he suggests.
K. B——E.—Of course your architect has power to insist that the works be carried out ac-
cording to the signed drawings, except so far as he has ordered variations to be made
therefrom. You had better refer the other matters to him.

T. Petton.—The continuation of the article in our present number will contain sufllcient
replies to your queries,

R. NaeiBRisER (Birmingham).—Information has not yet reached us, when It does you shall
liear from ns.

3>. W.—Thanks. We shall be glad to receive tracings.
T. HAiDLiNc—We cannot teach you the art of drawing on wood in a " few lines.' and do
not think, from the specimen sent, that you can be of any service to us. The parcel lies at
our publishing office.

E. J. JosEs.—i-^Wift-ij). You cannot have read our answers to correspondents last week.
G.W., Robert A.—In type."- " '" iks.Rev. Georoe O.—Than
A Mechanic—We shall very willingly rc]„ „_., _ .ply to your inquiries if it lies in our power.
K. Fubber,—Con.sult the catalogue of the last Architectural Exhibition.
Received-P. JMattbes; P.U.W.; A.B.; William C. ; Alfred R—k. ; T. Williams; a Sur-
veyor ; Subscriber from No. 1 ; R. A. Winnev ; A. P.

EuBATDM.—In the article "Sir F. K. .Scott on Gothic Architecture," page 618; the foot-note
wrtH .so printed by an error of the compositor ; it should have followed in the text as an ex-
tract from page M of the pamphlet relerred to.
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"HOW DO ARCHITECTS CONTRIVE TO LIVE?"

N the turmoil of modern life there are few

calliiifrs, which have not something inore

than their due complement of votaries

—

at least if one may judjie by the opinions

we daily hear expressed by the respective

professors. Let Paterfiimilias look about

him for a trade or profession for his son

:

he will perchance hit on one, that his own
private observation has led him to suppose

affords a favorable field for his offspring
;

and friends who follow not .that very

calling will suggest, " it is the very thing

for him." But let the inquiry be made of

one, who may happen to belong to the

trade or profession in view ; and straight-

way comes the almost invariable rejoinder,

" Overdone, Sir : overdone ! Too many
in the field:—the business was cnce a

good one, but 'tis now quite overstocked, I

assure you !" Even our good friend Cincinnatus,

whose vocation, like that of the sailor, has time

immemorial enjoyed a prescriptive right to tlie adjective "jolly," will

shrug his shoulders and assure you, " Farming is not what it used to be

in my young days ; very far from it, believe me."

It is just in this way that one is accustomed to hear the profession of

.in architect spoken of, and it certainly is a mystery how the very many
architects we have in England make a living. Yet architects do con-

trive to live ; and though few may attain to anything like wealth by the

unaided exercise of their profession, the generality of them, hoivover

limited be their pecuniary resources, live respectably: we do not mean

to say, attain to the precise point of respectability defined by the

" keeping a gig," but they manage to keep out of the Insolvents' Court,

and to keep their position as " accepted brethren " of the literati of

their day, whether plebeians or patricians—wits amongst lords, or lords

amongst wits, as Johnson expressed it.

If this be so (and we are not conscious of overstating the case of the

architects and architectural students of our time), it can scarce bo

said that there is justice in the grumbling we so frequently hear them
indulge in. If men will follow a precarious profession, offering like

that of the bar, the easel, the sword, few high prizes for the success-

ful and many disappointments for the unlucky, simply because its mere
pui'suit ministers to the gratification of their refined taste, they must
needs put up with the hard knocks as well as with the halfpence ; nor

grumble when they see themselves outstripped in the struggle for

competency by the less ambitious trader or artizan, who has been

content to devote his talents, possibly superior to their own, to the un-

interesting pursuit of some monotonous or noisome craft, which they

have spurned in their youth. The remark holds perfectly true of

those who take to the poetic or to the prosaic paths of architecture

itself. They, who are content to plod on with the latter, will usually be

found to realise a competency by the simple pursuit of their calling

;

whilst, with few exceptions, those architects who apply themselves to

the former, usually die poor men. There is nothing unnatural in this
;

and there is we maintain no adequate occasion for grumbling. Michael
Angelo Uuonarotti Brown persists through life in riding his own hobby,

in contempt of humble Jones, plodding on with his specifications and
estimates : what right has Brown, after his lifelong happy dream, to

complain, if his treacherous Pegasus in the end of it throw him
sprawling to the ground, while fate assigns the solid pudding to

Jones ?

However, having ourselves just echoed the popular query—how do
all the architects (the practising architects) make a living? let us

endeavour to answer it. The practice of many is of a very casual

nature, and the species of practice very heterogeneous. There are some
who live by sheer nepotism, others who live by clanship or sectarianism,

and a third class who live almost entirely by " competition." Besides

these three classes, which may be said to make up the staple of the

architectural fraternity, there may be instanced a fourth who, having no
friends or " connexion," belonging to no sect or (what is as bad), to the

wrong one for their facilities, and, moreover, never succeeding in a
competition, require some sort of description in this article. These,
then, contrive also to live. Iftheyhaveno clients (a necessary con-

sequence of having no " connexion "), they perchance have a little

money, and dabble in brick and mortar as their own clients and archi-

tects, raising very frequently creditable structures, none the worse, as

works of art, for then- autocratic origin ; and here and there not un-
desirable as monetary investments. Or, having neither "connexion"
nor money, they take if scientific to the study of the science of archi-

tecture, or, if artistic, take to designing castles in the air, and publish
their productions ; contributing more or less to the dissemination of
sound knowledge, or of taste in architectural design. Many of our

standard architectiu-al works have been produced by architects of this

fourth class ; men quite conversant with all the rationale of their art,

but guiltless of ever having applied their skill to the construction of an

actual building of any kind.

Returning to the consideration of the three first-named classes _wc

may almost dismiss the first, he who lives by nepotism, as offering

nothing peculiarly worthy of comment. Most men are capable of

succeeding in life, who happen to have powerful friends or relatives. It

is due to the class to confess that, many of them make a judicious use

of their advantages, and erect good substantial buildings.

The second class of architects—they who subsist by clanship or

sectarianism —merits a more lengthened notice. They are almost

peculiar to our own day; for wiiile we find that Wren and Gibbs,

standing almost alone, did indeed build all tlie churches, but built also

the palaces and municipal buildings of their time, the men of the class

in question build only schools or places of worship, and those almcst

solely for congregations of their own religious communion. The rule

does not apply to the case of Unitarians, Quakers or other sects, so

numerically insignificant as hardly to possess a choice of architects

amongst their own body ; but it will be found as a general practice

amongst the professors of the High and of the Low Church, amongst the

Ronun Catholics, the Independents, the AVdsleyan Methodists and

others, who do muster sufficiently strong to call in an eminent architect

of their own creed ; and thus it happens that, at the present day _an_ archi-

tect's religious profession becomes, so to speak, part and parcel of hisstock

in trade. Parents who article their sons to architects do not sufficiently

reflect on this fact; but it is one nevertheless, and it may bo laid down

as a general rule that, to succeed as an architect, a man should hold

some popular creed, or be able (with Grimaldi during the Gordon

riots) to chalk over his door, " This house is of no reli;;ion."

With this second class of architects as with the first, it is beyond the

province of the journalist to deal, nor do we see much reason to quarrel

with either of them. Exclusive dealing, whether it be guided by kins-

manship or clanship, may have its obnoxious points, and may so for be

unworthy of our advocacy ; but, so long as it is openly practised—that

is to say, so long as the uncle applies direct to his nephew, and the

presbyter calls in no one but his fellow-communicant to minister to

his architectural necessities—we do not see much to complain of in then-

so disposing of their patronage.

Not so the third or last class, of which we have to speak : with it the

journahst has much to do; as it is one continually appealing to public

justice and sympathy.

As a collective body of men exposed to much obloquy and injustice,

one is hardly disposed to sympathise with this class, viz., the architects who

regularly engage in and live, or endeavour to live, by public competi-

tion. It is so common a thing to hear them repeat their stale grievances,

touching which, by the way, they have ordinarily nothing to say till the

event has been decided, the mischief has been consummated, and the

remedy is impracticable, that one loses all patience with these wagoners

constantly invoking Jupiter out of the rut. Everybody who under-

stands the subject of architectural competition, is fully sensible of its

urgent need of reform ; and everyone is capable of drawing up a set of

simple rules, that would effect the desired object. Yet the good to be

derived from these efforts is invariably neutralised by the utter want of]

loyalty to one another, which so signally characterises this class of

architects. And here it must be observed that competing architects

do really form a class, set apart as it were from their professional fellows.

A man e'ither avoids architectural competition altogether, and relies solely

on his private connexion, or he regularly engages in competition, and

lives by it. Tiie few exceptions serve only to prove the rule. It would

not be" at all difficult to name architects of forty to fifty years of age,

whose whole professional lives have been passed in the turmoil of public

competition, and who rarely have a private patron to employ them

unsolicitedly. These men may almost be said to belong to the public

—not always by their own verdict a discerning public— and, despite

the very unworthy propensity they exhibit to cry down and quarrel

with their fellow artists, one is forced to admit that, in their most

ludicrous eagerness to snap at every competition crumb that is thrown

them, the mere desire for pecuniary gain is very far from being their

sole ruling motive. Vastly unamiable is that " odiuin architectonicum
"

which a high legal authority * denounced so warmly the other day at

Westminster; very injurious to competing architects is its prevalence,

and fine fun it makes at their expense tor the " discerning public."

Still one cannot but feel grieved that this should be so ;
.
and that an

earnest body of professional men, or rather number of separated pro-

fessional men, should be year after year mercilessly^ victimised W that

ubiquitous body, the public, simply because as coiupeting architects,

though worthily emulous of fame, they happen to be most unworthily

disunited.

We are convinced that, as fai- as architects themselves are con-

cerned, public architectural competitions will never fall into desuetude :

li

* Lord Chancellor Campbell.
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—in other wonls, that no abuse of the system, or of ill-usage of

architects, will ever destroy the popularity of competition as a means
of attaining to what every true architect sighs for—public practice. It

is a dazzling flame, around which om- young architects flutter, and
clip, if not their wings, their purses and their good temper ; a hideous,

rumbling Juggernaut, beneath which they cast themselves, " regardless

of expense." Few are tLc architects who, to make up the class we are

speaking of, actually live by competition : the mystery is, how so many
of them contrive to live in spite of it. The public, could they com-
prehend the evils of tlie prevalent mode of administering it, would
scarcely perpetuate the system : so unjust and immoral is its

tendency.

With those architects who possess a good private connexion, it is a

common thing to pooh-pooh and denounce the competing architect. It

is a sorry practice, little calculated to enlist the sympathies of ob-

servant men ; and it is moreover a practice sadly out of joint with

the known career of some of our greatest modern architects. There
is, it is undeniable, something chivalrous and praiseworthy iu the

spirit that urges a young architect to enter into a public competition
;

and we will close our remarks by a word to those well-to-do gentle-

men, who think they can aflbrd to decry the practice as " low " and
" unprofessional," and we know not what else.

what we submit is this : architectural competition really is what the

Times, when that measure became inevitable, designated the Repeal of

the Com Laws, " a great fact," and by no means to be got rid of,

burked, shelved, or what you will : competing architects are great fools

—to themselves—and give no sign of taking counsel together to regu-

late or reform it : you non-competing gentlemen are the only architects

who, for the most part, club yourselves together into a flock. Society

or Institute, and you are therefore the only likely men to legislate for

the profession : to you, gentlemen, it is of consequence for the credit of
the cloth that competing as well as non-competing architects should
live ; and, as Falstafl" hath it, " live cleanly," respectably. Let it be
your aim to lay down for yourselves a set of wholesome rules, whereby
a system, so manifestly inseparable from the practice of the profession

you belong to, may be purified of the quackeries and abominations
which now overlay it; and which lead you very naturally to look upon
it with displeasiu^3. Competing architects, it is quite true, ought to

undertake this task to which you are invited ; but competing architects,

truth to speak, grow every day sillier and sillier ; whilst some very
recent cases might be named in proof, that building committees, on
their part, grow every day more exacting, impudent, and unreasonable

THE AKT-UNION OF LONDON COMPETITION.

AT the same time that we were submitting our remarks on the drawings
and models sent for this competition to our readers last week, a con-

tributor to the Builder was endeavouring, in a much less elaborate form,
to do the same service for the admirers of that publication. As the num-
bers there given from which to select that of the successful candidate difier

from ours, as the Builder declines the responsibility of deciding which
number ought to succeed, and as the number we approved beyond all

the others does not appear except among those having no chance of suc-
cess, we willingly join issue with the writer in the Builder, in order that
the subject may be fairly argued, and the whole matter clearly understood.
It is stated that the choice of the successful candidate rests with the
Council of the Art-Union of London ; that being so, before entering into
the contest, we have carefully examined the list of the Council and officers,

and do not hesitate to say that in all that goodly company of nobility,

gentry, professionals, and secretaries, devoted amateurs as they may be,
we do not see one name as a practical authority in art to scare us from
our purpose.

Before, however, coming to close quarters as to the drawing, let us take
a glance at the article in our contemporary, which has suggested the re-
marks we are about to make. At the beginning, in somewhat doubtful
taste, it glorifies exceedingly that the Art-Union, in offering these prizes,
has been the means of giving " enormous advertisement and notoriety "

to Tennyson's poem, and delights in the prospect that the publisher
thereof will derive great profit therefrom. Then comes the turn of the
successful competitor : he is to gain a stake which is a large one, amount-
ing, not only to the £100, but to something " little less than a reputation,"
because " the selected series will be engraved and distributed all over the
world, and the name of the artist will be further set forth in the reports of
the Society for years. Now it strikes us as remarkable, that although the
Art-Union lottery is permitted to exist for the good of the public, that
same public is not once mentioned in all that glorification. The only sub-
stantial point, however, is the £100, for how can the Council of the Art-
Union confer a reputation in art when there is not an authority on art
among them? r.l{,S., F.S.A., M.P., and Esq., have no import as regards
art properly so called. The Council may think those initials give
them such a position ; there lies the danger, and we feel the case
the more dangerous because we know that they do think them-
selves qualified to decide on matters of art, and that their selection
of a series of drawings will give a reputation to the artist. But
we believe neither the one nor the other, and that is a sufficient
reason for troubling them with our opinions. Then the engraving of the

successful series is to do such wonders for the successful candidate ; but
before that promise is held out, it should be first ascertained that an en-
graving by the Art-Union ever increased the fame of any " artist " whose
works have been subjected by them to that operation. The Society should
learn the difference between publicity and reputation. That the Council has
no recognised authority as regards art makes them so valuable as the directors
of the Art-Union, and it is for that very reason we fear their decision on the
drawings ; but what is still worse, it is well known that councils and com-
mittees rarely act for themselves, and it is equally well known that there
is always an active member or two connected with them—irresponsible
persons who act for them in the name of their responsibility—which very
seriously increases the danger in a wrong choice, particularly in these
crotehetty times, in all matters touching art ; for it is not so much the ad-
vertising of the poem, or " the little less than a reputation " to be made by
the engraving of the drawings by the Art-Union that is to be considered,
as it is the effect the drawings, when selected and engraved, will have
upon the taste of the public.

It is, therefore, the duty of the Council, or those who act for them, to
remember that they have a serious act to perform ; they have, by their
selection, to take a lead in the right direction, and not to follow the
fashion set by traders in modern art, who rule the practice of the pro-
fession, and encouraged the ignorance of the public ; and very naturally
so, because more mechanically finished pictures can be obtained than
works of true art, by which more money is made by both the trader and
the painter, and the low taste of the public may be rendered inveterate.

Any one interested in learning what the present style of painting is may
soon be satisfied on that point by passing some time in examining atten-

tively the competitive drawings, and immediately on raising his eyes from
the mass of white paper taking a look at the pictures in cither of the
adjoining rooms, and he will be sensible of the outrageous force and an-
tagonistic contrast of color and effect as compared with what he would
see if he looked out of an open window on the charming quietude of
nature. And yet all this is praised as the truth, painted as the truth, and
paid for as the truth ; while to well-educated eyes more impudent libels

on nature's beautiful works were never placed on walls for exhibition.

We do not blame the Art-Union for this, nor the subscribers who have
chosen the pictures, but we direct attention to them as a sure means of
ascertaining what is at this moment the accepted style of art. It is for

this reason, and those we have previously stated, that we are anxious the
Council of the Art-Union should clearly understand the nature of the
duty they have undertaken to perform, and the danger there is in their

selection being influenced by the prevailing fashion. AVe freely admit it

may be argued that the competitors accept the decision of the Council as
a condition under which they become candidates for the prize, but we
insist that the award must be given entirely with reference to the ad-
vancement of the public taste, and the encouragement of legitimate art.

Connecting as we must the article in the Builder with the Art-Union,
we confess that the remark about the costume and chain or plate armour,
looks rather like handing the decision over to the F. S. A.'s of the Council.

A worse set of judges of true art except the F. R. S.'s, would scarcely be
found. We will therefore suggest to those learned gentlemen that this is a
trial of skill in drawing in the development of the true art sentiment, and
not a competition in the curiosities of millinery and tailoring, and that

archEeological accuracy in costume should merely be taken as a proof of

industry and research, and only allowed to turn the scale when the artistic

merits are equally balanced. This is, besides, no part of the advertised

conditions under which this competition has been accepted. So the
F. S. A.'s are shut out, and the F. R. S.'s are nowhere. The words are
" Simplicity of composition and expression, severe beauty of form, and
pure, correct drawing, are the qualities which the Council are anxious to

realise." Now here we have the highest qualities that drawing can pos-
sibly possess, to be judged of by whom? A body of liighly respectable

members of every learned society, except a society of artists ; and yet we
are informed in a " puff direct," that their decision shall do little less than
confer a reputation on a rising artist ; but if it did not amount to some-
thing " little less " than an Hibernicism, we should advise them to take
for their motto in this instance, " Ex nihilo nihil fit." Seeing that they
have no art-reputation of their own as practised artists, it is rather difficult

to calculate how much they may have to give away to others.

Although our contemporary does not decide upon his responsibihty as we
have done by our unaided judgment, stiU, we think it is possible to form
a notion how the decision is likely to go. In case our guess should be
correct, we must remind the Council, or those who act for them, of another
thing, in addition to those we have already taken the liberty of bringing

to their notice, which is that however elegant, elaborate, neat, and clean a
series of drawings may be, the word " severe" in the advertisement settles

beyond all dispute the style of drawing required by the Council. If
drawings, having that merit as a distinguishing characteristic, be among
those sent for competition, then other merits being equal as regards sim-
plicity in composition, &c., no boudoir prettiness can take precedence.
Feeling certain that fashion will guide the decision, we have little doubt
of the number that will be selected, and besides the delicate merits which
we admit belongs to that series, we will add that the same perfection

of nicety and grace are well sustained throughout; but give the artist time
he will produce as many more equally good in every respect. Why ?

Simply because they are the refinements of mediocrity, and have no germ
of greatness. The word " severe" happens, besides, ,to be admirably
appropriate in connexion with the period in which the poem is placed; for

King Arthur, being about the eighth or ninth century, the style of the

drawing to accord with the rugged time, when the events described in the
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poem are supposed to occur, should be of the greatest severity. We therefore

ad)iere to our decision as stated in our last Number. However, let that of the
Council be as it may, we and the public hare a right to expect that after

the successful number is announced, the drawings may remain on view, that
they may judge for themselves, and we may have the opportunity of re-

cording our opinion : we have also a right to expect, on public grounds, that
the Council will favor the world with the reasons which have guided them
in their selection, so that It may be generally known which style of art
they are resolved to patronise.

We are highly favorable to such competitions as that now taking place
for drawing, and the Council deserve the thanks of the public for having
commenced this movement, and will certainly confer great benefit on
rising artists, if they continue to excite a similar spirit of emulation, but
as we have already said, the beneficial result depends entirely on the
present decision. It may be thought that as the Council of " The Arts
and Sciences " many years since did great good in the same way, with as
little pretence to practical judgment in art as the Council of the Art
Union, no harm is likely to issue, but the circumstances are entirely
different. In those days, say half a century ago, whatever was done in
connexion with art must have felt the infiuence of the works produced by
all the great founders of the English School of Painting, but now all the
legitimate principles that guided the painters of those days are repudiated
and superseded by the photograph, stereoscope, and books by an Under-
graduate on Garden-stutr, and, therefore, it is that we earnestly entreat the
Council of the Art-Union to be extremely careful how they decide, lest

they prolong the present and prevailing misconception as to the true
purpose of drawing. ^

ON BUILDING ACTS OF LONDON.
THAT every Englishman's house is his castle, is a saying so old and so

Cimiliar that it has almost acquired the force of law, and is as firmly
believed as if it were a clause of Magna Charter—and a true saying it is In
many senses, to an extent that forms one of the greatest safeguards of our
national liberty, and constitutes one of the elements of our national
independence.
But in the old castle-building and castle-holding times it was not usual

for any man who inhabited a domicile of this character, to have or to
court any very near neighbours. He laid the foundations of a
new castle, when he built one, in exactly that part of his own (or
some one else's) property, where his neighbours would be least able to come
near him without harm to themselves, and he objected in the most un-
mistakable manner to any attempt to raise a second edifice of the same
sort as his own within any moderate distance.
Then, Englishmen living thus, each one in the centre of a strong ring

fence, made out of their own stubbornly self-protecting repulsiveness,
were quite at liberty to do what they pleased both with their castles and
all that they contained, and if this liberty were ever called in question
they generally proved strong enough to resist all attempts at coercion,
while if any one came too close to their premises to see what they were about
he was shot, or stones were hurled at him, or molted lead was poured down
upon Iiim, or he was thrown into the moat, or some other strong measures
were resorted to, to make him aware that he was not welcome.
Now, if Englishmen alter their mode of living, till, instead of isolated

fortresses they inhabit streets and terraces that may be computed by the
linear mile, and are content to replace with fourteen inches main walls
and nine inch party wa^ls, the uniform thickness for both of about six
feet, while they build with the slenderest foundations on ground
treacherous in its original nature, and honey-combed by drains and pipes
in all directions; if they fill with the most combustible materials, dwellings
which they crowd with fires, and lavishly permeate with an unseen but
explosive and inflammable gas ; if they settle their contests in courts
of law instead of by the sword, buy their provisions in markets, obtain thy
water of heaven at a fixed rental, and incur rates for the privilege of pour-
ing that water away when it has served its purpose,—if these and things
like these are part of the condition into which millions ofEnglishmen have
been born, and in which they live, it stands to reason that the old idea of
a castle must be considerably modified, and its independence considerably
diminished, before comfort and order can be maintained among the com-
munity at large.

This liberty, however, is retrenched, not so much for the individual's
sake as for that of his neighbours. What he does in his house, and even
what his house is, might still be left entirely to himself, were it not that
there are many things that an individual in a city may do with his house
which, however convenient to him, may not be equally agreeable, nor even
indiffiirent to the adjoining householder. It may be desirable to raise a
house or part of it, but by so doing light will be obstructed that now
reaches the adjoining house. It may be desirable to push forward in front,
but by so doing the thoroughfare for the whole neighbourhood might be
damaged. It might be convenient and economical to build with wood and
run the risk of fire, but by so doing the safety of the houses in a whole
quarter, and the lives of their inmates, may be compromised.

It is, therefore, not an unreasonable thing that there should be laws to
regulate those circumstances with relation to buildings, which may affect
the well-being not of the owners of those buildings but of other persons,
and from time immemorial some such regulations have existed in the form
either of municipal bye-laws, or legal decisions, with here and there an
Act of Parliament.

In the present day more definite and precise legislation has been enacted
tor the metropolis than had existed before, and the bill lately given in full
in these columns proposes to extend such legislation. Without going into

all the minute particulars of any existing or proposed Building Act, it

may not be out of place to enquire into the legitimate scope of all such
enactments, and to satisfy ourselves as to what they ought to take under
their control, and what is fairly beyond their legitimate scope.

If it be true that the legislature ought not to interfere with that which
a man does so long as it affect only bis own property, and ought not to

tamper with the free course of trade, it follows that no JBuilding Act ought
to control the mode of building, further than to prevent the risk of fatal

or dangerous harm, either from accident, fire, or nnhealthiness. It is not

intended to secure that uniform excellence in materials and construction,

which it ought to be to every man's interest to look after for himself. The
officers appointed under such an Act are not intended to supersede private

professional advisers, and the regulations of such an Act ought to leave

the widest scope, consistent with the general good, to individual action.

One exception to this rule might, however, be pleaded as worthy of con-

sideration, namely, the case of future tenants. Ordinarily it is punish-

ment enough for a man who builds badly to find that his property gets

a bad name, and he cannot let his houses. But several circumstances

have combined to make the case of London somewhat exceptional, and to

render it almost necessary that the law should interfere to protect per-

sons who really have no alternative than to live at some certain distance

from London, from the annoyances they now experience from the wilful

neglect of those who build the only houses they can procure to occupy.

The enactments at present in force do not, however, contemplate this

sort of protection, and probably no Act could be framed that would have
for its aim the regulating of buildings in anything beyond their most
essential parts, without opening the door to gross injustice and incalculable

disputes and annoyances.
It is however right to lay some stress upon the fact that under the

present Building Act the district surveyor is not required or empowered
to act in the same capacity as an architect or surveyor employed to super-
intend the carrying out of works, and that no Building Act based on sound
principles would put such powers into any officer's hands, or require

such duties of him, it is right, we repeat, to point this out, because from
time to time letters appear in the papers, complaining of the buildings ia

some locality as bad, and of the district surveyor as neglectful. Now, so

long as the materials of walls are incombustible, and pretty well put to-

gether, and the walls are the right thickness, the surveyor has no right to
interfere, and it is a matter for the proprietors and his builder, and his

future tenants to consider among themselves.

This being premised, if we come to examine the enactments of the
various Acts that regulate building in the metropolis, we shall find, how-
ever badly drawn and clumsily arranged they may be, that yet few, if any
of them, touch upon subjects that are not fairly within the province of the
Government or municipal regulations of a large city.

Fire is one of the most fearful of the calamities that can be communi-
cated from house to house, and some of the earliest eflforts of legislation

were directed to ende-avour to prevent a recurrence of so deadly a visita-

tion as that which overthrew old London. It seems to have been assumed
that the care of each individual house should be left to its occupants—the
persons most interested in providing for its safety ; but precautions ought
to be taken that no places exist removed from their observation

where the fire may catcli, and that no pains should be taken to prevent its

spreading if once it kindles.

Next in point of danger to fire comes instability, and in our Building
Act the regulations for securing such a thickness of walls and foundations
as shall be sufficient for security are of an amusingly vexatious minute-
ness. The powers relative to ruinous and dangerous structures, are of a
kind that ought always to exist, for houses that are abandoned and build-

ings that have been damaged by fire, or are the subjects of prolonged
litigation, often become dangerous to the public, though no one can be
found willing to put them in repair.

Among the persons whom the owner of a house can more particularly
annoy, or who might most effectually molest him, axe specially to be noted
next-door neighbours, and various provisions exist in English common
law, as well as in special enactmen ts. for protecting persons from the en-
croachments of those who adjoin them. Protection for light and access,

and protection from nuisances of various kinds have long existed; it has
been, however, sought by a portion of the Metropolitan Building Act to

regulate tbe rights of neighbours, so that while on the one hand, no person
can have power to subject his neighbour to inconvenience by pulling dovm
the wall that separates their dwellings at a moment's notice, on the other
hand no one shall have the right to impede the progress of improvement
by preventing for an unlimited space of time the re-building of such a
wall.

The right of the public to a free passage, and to protection from the wet
dripping on to them, has led to regulations concerning alignment, and
projections some of which it would be less easy to defend than some other

enactments. In Paris, where a greater importance is attached than in

Ix)ndon to the exterior appearance of the houses, their height and the

character of the elevation is subjected to strict investigation, and is under
stringent regulations.

Thus far the legislation provided is principally for the general good, and
benefits others than the occupiers of a house ; but experience has shown
the necessity of certain sanitary regulations which accordingly exist, and
although they provide for drainage, for light and air to a small extent,

and for a certain height in habitable rooms, it is a great question whether
they might not be carried a little further, especially as regards compulsory

water-supply to small houses, with advantage alike to the occupiers of the

houses and to the general public.
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Much further than this legislation ought not to go, unless, indeed, as has

been already liinted, some safe means can be found for securing more atten-

tion to rendering the houses which arc built for the better class of occu-

pants habitable ; this, if it could be done, would be no loss to the builders,

and would be a gain to the public. Putting the suggestion aside, however
we pass on to remark, that though in the subjects for control there seems
a reasonable ground, in each instance the methods of applying that con-

trol are open to grave objections.

The Acts that are in force iu London all of them contain provisions that

are vexatious in their operation, and arbitrary in their scope. These

require to be very carefully and very completely revised, and the contra-

dictory clauses that have so often perplexed builders, architects, and dis-

trict surveyors ought to be set right, and this is the sort of amendment
that is most needed.

To enlarge powers already almost too unlimited, or to legislate upon
any other subjects than those that experience and good sense show to be

fit and proper subjects for legislation would be the height of indiscretion,

and all proposals of this nature should be strenuously opposed. The
amendment that is alike requisite and practicable is of a different nature,

and requires that the subject should be approached in a spirit of

great moderation, and with a wish to preserve individual freedom

of action as unrestrained as is compatible with general comfort,

that the experience of the working of the last few years should be brought

to bear upon the question, and that while the same officers and the same
districts be retained, and the same general objects be still aimed at by the

legisl.iturc, the details should be throughout reconsidered, the wording of

the Act be rendered intelligible and precise, those portions that have been

found to be noxious, or to give rise to unprofitable litigation, should be

omitted, and those that are incomplete or abortive should be expanded.

In a word, we require to retain the matter of our present Acts of Par-

liament, but in almost every particular the manner might be changed for

the better.
'

S. K.
^_

—

INDIAN MONUMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
SIR,—Britain has been in possession, now for many years, of a vast

Empire iu the East, now Ibrtunately with an appearance ofmore per-

formance than ever; yet we have no adequate work on its monuments of

architecture. France, on the other hand, during her short and hurried

occupation of Egypt, produced, on the monuments ofthat country, a grand

work, by Deran and the Institute, which, in some respects, has never been

surpassed since, and wliich at once poured in a flood of information on the

ancient condition of that country, especially of her triumphs of architec-

ture. It may well occur to us, from this comparison, to consider what
the French would, undoubtedly, have done. Ions; ere this, in the way of

illustrating and making known the architectural triumphs of India, if that

empire had been in her possession instead of in ours. In many, and some
of the more important respects, we are, doubtless, far more fitted to

develop the resources of any country over which we obtain power tlian

the French are, but why should there be a shortcoming in this respect of

art?
Mr. Fergusson,'in his excellent Handbook of Architecture, has, I believe,

done more than any one else to make the British public acquainted witli

the great and peculiar beauties of Indian architecture ; but no one, I con-

ceive, would be more ready than that accomplished gentleman to acknow-
ledge, from the very nature of his book—a handbook—that it could contain

but a sketch of the varied graces, which in many cases, it rather hints at

than attempts to describe.

At the present juncture it appears probable that a new era in Indian

Government has commenced. A grand phase of danger has just passed,

and a new regimen of constitutional health is in the course of establish-

ment. Our vast empire of Ind has now also become more directly under
the sway of our Government and our Queen. Would not this then be a

suitable time for the invocation of a Government action of some kind,

perhaps of the nature of a commission, to do that which the French would
have done long ago in similar circumstances—that is, to ascertain and re-

cord India's great and varied architectural glories, of which, I have heard
from those who had the best opportunities of judging, we have but little

idea ? In thus speaking, the names of various architectural triumphs of

the highest beauty spring at once to one's recollection, of which we ought
to have accounts as detailed, and drawings and paintings as faithful, as

those in the French work on Egypt just mentioned. And there are various

others in remoter and less visited parts of the country, that would equally,

in their aggregate, reward the historian and draftsman. In considering

this question, indeed, it should be borne in mind how closely architecture

is connected with history, how it forms a running commentary on it, and
how, therefore, the advantage of the study of the architectural treasures of

a country is calculated, not to stop at architectural information, but also

to throw great, and occasionally unexpected light on a still broader subject,

and to illustrate the character and history of the nations from which they
have sprung.

In such an undertaking the new art of Photography would be suited to

take a large part, from its various advantages of rapid and faithful record,

which the microscope can dissect at leisure, and also by enabling those less

skilled in art to assist more materially in the gathering of views and
details. I am aware that various scattered records exist in the British

Museum and elsewhere, which affort part of the interesting information of

which I spealc, and I by no means suggest that we should overlook any
sources which we have near us, but rather that the whole information that

we have at hand, or which is to be gained by fresh expeditions, should be
organised, so that the vast and poetical region which we are proud to view

as part of the domains of our Queen, should no longer be neglected as

regards its monuments of architecture, or the amount of information and
illustration which the public should possess of them. This subject is by no
means a new one with me, but as the time appears to favor its being

mooted publicly, I send these few lines as a commencement, and if you
consider them worth insertion, I will do myself the pleasure to send you
some more. Johx Bell.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY v. THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

THE sum of £1.5,000 has been voted for the purpose of improving the

interior of the National Gallery. But as the K.A.'s are to be
allowed to retain possession of their portion of the building for the present,

that is, for an indefinite period, as they will certainly be in no hurry to

find out another abode, tliere is a bar to the improvement that might
else be accomplished at once, but which is now left to be achieved by after

alteration. It requires no very great foresight to discei"n that by simply

raising the floor of the intervening " chasm" to the same level as that of

the picture-rooms east and west, they could eventually be united into one

continous suite from end to end, without so much as a single intervening

step.

What we want to have explained to us is, how two quite distinct, yet

equally commodious ascents, can be obtained from the level of the portico

or entrances to that of the upper floor. Looking at the plan, we perforce

confess that it quite puzzles us to make out that it can be done, at least,

not without very considerable alteration ; and even then, though it might
be satisfactory as a temporary accommodation, it would be very defective

as a permanent one.

We are not informed how it is intended to provide one approach to the

Gallery, and another to the Academy's exhibition rooms. Possibly by
far more than ordinary skill in contrivance, the problem in planning,

difficult as it seems to be, may have been solved very successfully', although

we do not perceive in what way. We can see, however, plainly enough
that were the Academy dislodseJ, and consequently only a single entrance

require;!, it would be practicablu to obtain a noble scota leading up imme-
diately from the portico, in two consecutive flights, similai- to those by
wliich we now ascend from their respective vestibules, east and west, to

the "Academy "and the "Gallery " half of the building, linked together

most unnaturally, like the two wretched Siamese twins. Of course the

steps would have to commence just behind the two inner columns belong-

ing to the recessed portion of the portico ; and there would be something

to be done in accommodating and adjusting that part of the altered plan.

Without taking credit to ourselves for extraordinary power of discern-

ment, we can perceive what ought to be obvious, if not exactly to every-

one, to at least everybody who writes architect after his name. However
shaped out—and it might be so in several various and quite different ways
—such an ascent from it would give the jjortico not only a striking, but a

perfectly unique character, for where would be its like? If else no con-

juror, we can conjure up the imiige of it as so formed, having two of the

three doors which, now sadly cut up, repose in classic serenity, not only

blocked up, but completely expunged, so as not to leave any trace of them
visible. Such obliteration of them would almost unavoidably suggest

some other decorative features to supply their place and fill up the blanks,

not that we should not be well content with tlie blanks, as being greatly

preferable to many things that are now accounted architectural prizes ;

but to any real architectural improvement of ,Wilkins, the "Academy"
stops the way. It is an oppressive incubus that will not and cannot be

shaken off without some very violent effort for its ejection. Taken indi-

vidually, the Royal Academicians are, no doubt, one and all very amiable

and estimable men, but congregated together in a heap they ferment and

give out not the most pleasing and salutiferous exhalations.

CWM AVON CHURCH, GLAMORGANSHIRE.*
THIS church was built in the valley of Cwm Avon, near Port Talbot, in

Glamorganshire, a short time since, at the sole cost of the Governor

and Company of Copper Miners in England, William Gilbertson, Esq.,

being then the local manager of the vast works belonging to the Company.

The designs were furnished by Messrs. Prichard and Seddon, the diocesan

architects. The church consists of a nave 72 feet by 29 feet in clear, with

a lean-to aisle on cither side, 13 feet wide, with west, north, and south

porches; chancel 35 feet long by 24 feet wide, with organ chapel on one

side, and vestry and heating-chamber on the other. These, with the

chancel itself eastward of the tower, and the western porch are roofed with

freestone on bold moulded stone ribs. The tower, with its spire, rises over

the western bay of the chancel to a height of 180 feet. The nave is 64

feet high to the top of the cross.

The materials are, for the walls hammer-dressed sandstone, alternating

with courses of random pebble-work. The dressings are Combe Down
Bath stone, and all the ornamental shafts throughout were of polished

serpentine, which unfortunately have been obliged to be removed, owing

to the defective nature of the material supplied by the late London and

Penzance Serpentine Company. The timber is all Memel or pitch pine.

The paving of Minton's tiles. The doors of oak, fitted with grilles of

brass and sliding-glass panels to regulate the ventilation. The seats are

all open, and accommodate 740 persons. The cost of the whole was

upwards of je.5;000.

• For illustration, see page 001.
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ox HEALTHY DWELLINGS, AND PREVAILING SANITARY
DEFECTS IN THE HOMES OE THE WORKING CLASSES.*

In liospitulst the want of due attention to tliis important branch of liypricnic

science lias too often led to tlie ajrfp-avation of disease and tlie destruction of

human life. It is recorded of one iiospitnl tliat tlie deaths, which iiefore the

ventihition were one iu six, were after ventilation reduced to one in twenty.

Jlr. Rawlinson, tlie sanitary commissioner, when testifying; to the marvellous
results of the introduction of sanitary measures in tlieCrimeaj says, "The first

recjuisite in all cases was improved ventilation." The opinion ot Miss .Nightingale

on this, as well as on other points which come within the scope of our inquiry,

are so well known tliat a frequent reference to them might be deemed super-
fluous ; I cannot, however, withhold a quotation from such eminent authority,

which strengthens my general argument. Alluding to the enormous mortality
of children, Miss Nightingale says, " The causes are perfectly well known; they
are chiefly want of cleanliness, want of ventilation, want ofwhitewashing,—in
one word, defective household hygiene."

It is with ordinary dwellings that our observations liave chiefly to do, and
when we remember the number of hours passed within doors b^ every human
being in a civilised state, it will be manifest that the breathing of vitiated air for

60 large a portion of llie twenty-four hours must be as injurious »s living on
unwholesome food.

A remarkable proof of the influence which ventilation has on health was given
some years since at Glasgow. In a block of buildings known as the barracks,
which contained a population of 500 persons, 57 cases of typhus fever occurred
in two months and within the year there were about 100 cases. .V medical
gentleman had them ventilated by carrying a pipe from the upper part of each
room into the shaft of a neighbouring factoiy chimney; the result was that iu
eight years only four cases of typhus occurred.
The cubical space required to keep a healthy man in full vigor is a question

of much importance, and one on which very different opinions have been
expressed. Experience gained in poor-houses, dormitories, prisons, &c.,t has led

to the conclusion that from *")0 to 500 cubic feet are requisite, and tliat the
ventilation should be such as will cause an entire renewal of the air about once in
the hour. Observations made at the model lodging-house in George-street, St.
Giles's, which is a confined situation, satisfy ine that the cubical .space of 535 ft.,

which is provided in the dormitories of that building for each inmate is, witli

proper ventilation, abundantly sufficient to render them healthy ; such was
proved to be the case even when the cholera raged in the neiglibourhood,andhad
not a single victim out of the 104 men who lodged within its walls. From this

fact I think it reasonable to infi;r that tlie cause of unhealthiness in the
Wellington Barracks, where the cubical space per man allowed in the dormitories
is stilted to be 500 feet must be caused, not by want of space, but by some other
existing evils, particularly defective ventilation, pointed out in the report made
to the General Board of Health.by the commission on warming and ventilation.

As mistakes with regard to space may create imaginary difficulties, and either
impede sanitary reform or cause a serious unnecessary expenditure,^ I think it of
use to notice an error on this point, made in a recent article on " Laborers'
Homes," in the Quarterly Review, where it is stated that the Lodging-house
Act requires an allowance of 7(X) cubic feet per person. On inquiring of the
Assistant Commissioner of Police as to the fact, I learned " that 30 feet super-
ficial is the space allowed to each lodger in the metropolitan common lodging-
houses, the rooms averaging 8 feet high (which is equal to 240 feet cube), and
that 50 feet superficial is allowed to each police constable lodged in a station or
section house, the rooms on an average being 9 feet high " (which is equal to 450
cubic feet.

All dwellings should be so constructed as that they may be every where
accessible to pure air, and free from stagnation in any part.
The state of the sun-ounding air has necessarily much influence on that within

the dwelling, and the renewal of the latter should always be sought from the
purest source, instead of the supply being drawn, as it often is, from a low, damp
situation, or a confined internal court.

It is unnecessary for me to describe on this occasion, as I have done elsewhere,]]
the component parts of the air, or the process of its deterioration in passing-
through the lungs, or the other sources of impurity, and the many accessory
influences in and about a dwelling which tend to vitiate the air within ; some of
these have lieen already noticed, and othei-s will be refen-ed to hereafter, in their
proper place. The main practical question is, in what way the air which has

* A paper read by Jlr. Henry Koberts, F.S. A., at the South Kensington Museum,
18th July, 18(!0, on behalf of the Ladies' Sanitary Association. Continued from
page (HO.

f " Infection acts through the air. Poison the air breathed by individuals and there
Is infection. Sick people are more susceptible than liealthy people, and if they be
shut up witliout sutUcieut space, and sumcient fresh air. tliero will be produced not
only fever, but eri/xipeULi, pyaemia, and the usual triba of hospital diseases.'

'

" In every such example the ' infection ' is not inevitable, but simply the result of
carelessness and ignorance."
"In solid-built Ii0j;pital8 the progress of the cases will betray any curtailment

of opace much below 1,500 cubic feet. In Paris l,roo, and in London i!,000, and even
2,500 cubic feet are now thouglit advisable."—J//ss Xir/htinyale's Notes on the Sani-
tary Coiiitiiion ofHospitals.

X The space allowed in the cells of prisons should not be regarded as an absolute
criterion.

§ The Keportof the llovernment Commissioners above referred to says at folio
9'J:--"Under all the circumstances, we would urgently direct the attention of the
Minister of War and the Horse Guards to the absolute necessity of providing more
room and accommodation for tlie soldier in barracks, and, instead of .JiK) cubic feet of
space, tliat mO to 8ii0 cubic feet should be allowed per man, or, as in the case of the
Wellington Itarracks, that only ten persons sliould occupy the space allotted to six-
teen ; and that these regulations should be enforced as soon as extra spaces can be
provided throughout the whole of the United Kingdom." In a previous part of the
report, at folio 9^, are found the following apposite remarks, which scarcely appear to
have emanated from the same mind :—" Tlie continujus removal of impure air, as it
arises is of very much greater importance than the cubical contents of air in a room."—

" In the soldiers' rooms, which arc constantly occupied, the amount of cubical
space can be ofvery little importance, for how lofty soever the rooms may be, unless
the heated and impure air can pass away, the spaces will soon be occupied by air
unfit for respiration, and the greater or less size of the room will only resolve itself
into a little more or little less time before the air is brought into an impure con-
dition."—" The soldiers' rooms are about lii feet in height. With good ventilation,
this might be reduced to 11 feet, or even to 10 feet without disadvantage."

11 la a lecture entitled " Home Keform," an address to working people on the im-
provement of their own dwellings. I'ublished by the Lalwurers' Friend Society, 21,
Exeter Hall.

become vitiated can be renewed with a supply ot'pnrc fresh air, without the
creation of a draught injurious to the health. ifo do this the airniutt enter
copiously, but almost imperceptibly and when used, its exit should be both com-
plete and continuous.

Ventilation is of two kinds, natural and artificial ; the former being effected by
means of windows and doors, with the crevices round them, as well as by chimneys
and fireplaces, which are important agents in natural ventilation, and may also,

by scientific arrangements, he made conducive to an elBcient system of artificial

ventilation, peculiarly applicable to dwelling-houses.

It must be obvious that improvements easily adopted in new arc not always
applicable to old buildings ; but, ns far as circumstances allow, they should be
carried out from a conviction that pure air is indispensable to a healthy slate of
body and mind.
Windows, properly constructed, made to open at the top as well as below, and

suitably placed, nftord the most ready means for the natural ventilation of
dwellings, besides which are the contrivances of louverts, of perforated glass, zinc,

tin, &c.
Whenever a fire is lighted in a room, the lower stratum of air is immediately

set in movement; a current of air is established from the crevices round the doors
and windows, or from any other openings towards the cliimney, whereby much
of the vitiated air is carried off. The process of ventilation takes place in a slight

degree when there is no fire in the chimney, and therefore bed-rooms are much
more healthy with a chimney than without.
An independent supply of fresh air may be introduced into most rooms which

have a fireplace by conveying it through a pipe or channel, formed under the
floor or in the wall, to an air-chamber constructed at the back or sides of the
stove, in order that it should be there warmed before entering the room. The
same, or a separate pipe or channel, may also be used for feeding the fire with
air, independent of tnat in the room, for which purpose it shouhl pa-ss out at
the cheeks of the stove, rather than beneath the grate, which is liable to cause a
diffusion of dust in the room. Such an indepeiidi^iit supply is calculated to

prevent the chimney from smoking, as well as cold draughts passing from the
windows and doors to the fire. It also renders chimney ventilating valves more
certain in their action than they often are, owing generally to an insufficient

draught in the chimney, which causes an emission of smoke into the room.
These valves would be invaluable for the discharge of vitiated air, which is their

intended purpose, were it not for this occasional ingress of smoke. Tlic most
effective means of avoiding that evil is the carrying up an independent flue in

close contact with the smoke flue constantly in use : the air within it is by that
means rarified, and the action of tlie valve rendered more efficient. Tubular
flues, made double for this express purpose, are found to answer well, and have
the advantage of occupying but little space.

The best remedy for an egress of smoke, in cases where the valve is fixed in
the chimney flue, is Dr. Arnott's smokeless grate, with the dranglit duly regu-
lated by a contraction of the vacant space over the fire. These grates have also
the advantage of economising fuel considerably.

With regard to the ordinary grates in use, I may here remark that they are
alike wasteful of heat and fuel, both of which would be much economised by the
substitution of a stove projecting slightly into the room, and combining the chief
advantages of Dr. Arnott's ventilating stove,* with the cheerful open fireplace, t
I have seen some such stoves in use on the continent, and believe that the only
valid reason against their adoption in England, beyond the force of custom, is the
difficulty—not, however, an insurmountable one—of applying them to our fire-

places with their ornamental chimney-pieces, kc.
In reference to fire-grates generally I would recommend, as one of the most

useful modem improvements, the forming the back and the linings with fire-

brick instead of iron.

The intimate connexion between warming and ventilation has led to a digres-
sion, in returning from which I would remark that the greatest difficulty to be
overcome in all arrangements for natural ventilation, which provide an exit for

the vitiated air, separate from that by which fresh air is introduced, is the securing
that it should always thus act, and not become the medium of ingress for cold air,

as is often flie case, on a change of temperature in the apartment, when no arti-
ficial means to prevent it are provided.
Gas is sometimes used for this purpose, in order to rarify the air. I have suc-

cessfully applied it within a shaft or tube of wood, placed beliind a square of
glass.} The air enters through perforated zinc, having a fall-down hopper before
it. The apartment, or rather series of dormitories, one above the other, thus
receive from the same quarter the combined benefit of light and ventilation.

Tubes of wood, perforated with holes, or having chinks at the angles, may with
advantage be fixed lor ventilation in the angles of the ceilings to common rooms,
or be carried across the ceilings, in which latter case they liave occasionally been
used for admitting fresh air, as well as for the exit of vitiated air.^ Tliese tubes
distribute the air more generally, and are not liable to be closed, as is the case
with Sheringhani's, or the cottage ventilator made by Harr. Where, however,
tubes are not used, the most simple way of introducing fresh air, apart from a
window ventilator,!) '* by fixing one of the ventilators just named iu an external
wall near the ceilings, with an air-brick outside. In small rooms witli a fire-

place, this addition to the usual means of changing the air generally suffices to
keep them in a healthy state. At the same time, it is desirable that there sliould
be an opening for the escape of vitiated air near the ceiling. This is most indis-
pensable in small bed-rooms without a fire-place. In some instances it may be

•It is to be regretted that the public should suffer from the disinterestedness of the
scientitic inventor of tliis and other valuable appliances for warming and ventilating
our dwellings, in consequence of their proper manufacture and application not being
secured by a patent right.

+ Professor Hosking, in a lecture at the Royal Institution, suggested the rudiments
of construction for a stove of tliis description. In his work entitled "Heallliy Homes,"
many valuable practical suggestions are made on warming and ventilation
generally.

} This application was made in 1817, at the dormitories of the George-street Model
Lodging-house.

§ In the appendix to Dr. Arnott's work on the smokeless fire-place, a description
of the latter application of these tubes at the dormitory of the Field-lane Rags:ed
School will be found; and in the Rev. Henry Stuart's work on the " Social Condition
of Agricultural Laborers in Scotland," at lolio 50, is described the mode of apply-
ing the tubes two inches clear, which are used in small bed-rooms with great
success.

!l A good and cheap cottage ventilator may be made with a triangular piece of zinc
fixed in an upper angle of a window, and perforated in the centre, a rim being formed
round it to receive a movable cover, which may be hinged.
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el&rti>-ely done bv means of a pipe carried through the roof and bent at the top

:

fa other oases, an'openinsr may be made over tlie door, with perforated zinc fitted

fa. PtHUatiiig or ventilntinp slass mnv, in some situations, be used ; and it

should be remembered, tliat whej-e openings can be formed on the opposite sides

ofrooms, the air will be most speedily and effectually changed.
Amonerst various doTices for eifectinp ventilation vvitliout artificial aid, is that

of Hr. McKinnell, which has been much used in Glasg:ow, and InteJy in £ng:1and.

It combines the admission of fresh air by an outer tube, surrouuiliug an inner

tube, througli which the vitiated air should constantly ascend and make its

escape. The tubes are fixed in the centre of the ceiling or roof, and by a broad
flan^ or fan, extending from the inner tube, below the level of the ceilinjf, and
reaching beyond the outer tube, the pure air is diiTuseil as it enters.* The cer-

tainly of a iinifonii action is reciuired to render this ventilator perfect; but tlmt

is probably unobtainable without some such artificial apphanccs as I have now
to speak of.

Artificial Tcntilation is ordinarily effected by the action of valve fans, pumps,
screws, furnaces, stoves, or other artificial heat, including gas, and a variety of

contri\ances, whereby air is cither drawn on or forced into the apartment. In
the one case the space occupied by the vitiated air which is witlidrawn is replaced

by an admission of pure fresh air"; and in the other the (pure air forced into the

apartment causes a displacement of the vitiated air, for the escape of which due
provision must be made. In both cases a just proportion between the volume of

air which ought to enter, and that which should he expelled, is necessary ; and
in order that the fresh air may be adapted for use at all seasons of theyear means
must be providi-d for warming it, prior to its distribution in the apartment. The
best means for effecting this is by bringing it in contact with heated fire-brick,

suitablv arranged in stoves or furnaces. When heated iron is used for this pur-
po.se, the air is liable to be deteriorated, or, as commonly said, burnt. Hot water,
which is similarly employed, has not this injurious effect.

Nothing can l>e more inconsistent with a healthy system of warming than those

arrangements which provide only for raising the temperature of the air already in

the apartment, vitiated as it may be. t^uch is mostly the case when the German
hot-air stove is used and also when hot water is circulated in pipes through the
apartments; but either may be employed with impunity as an auxiliary to an
open fire.

The question has been much discussed here as well as in Paris and Brussels,

whether suction or propulsion" be preferable as a motive power for effecting
the change of air in ventilation, and after examining both systems in their

practical application, the latter appears to me decidedly preferable, ex-
cepting in peculiar cases where the power of suction may be more readily

applied.

When fresh air is forced into an apartment, through suitably placed openings,
it becomes more generally diffused than it does when its entrance is dependent
on the withdrawal of the vitiated air by means of suction, the tendency of
which is to draw the fresh air towards the point of exit, instead of
leaving it to disperse and circulate freely. Suction involves the further
disadvantage of setting in morcment whatever noxious vapers may be within its

reach.

My object in giving these latter details, which are mainly applicable to artificial

ventilation, will be misunderstood if it were inferred that I would, under any
circumstances, dispense with any ample provision for natural ventilation in

dwellings—at all events until the science be more thoroughly mastered, and
its practical application more simplified than the Report of the Government
Commissioners on Warming and Ventilation, before referred to would prove it

to be.

Having considered that which is local and that which is structural, I come
now to notice that which is in the main, though not wholly dependent on the
occupants themselves, to constitute a healthy dwelling, external and internal
cleanliness, and a proper use of stnictural arrangements.

External cleanliness, which includes the cleaning away of all dirt and refuse,

as well as the scavenging the streets, must in towns be provided by the local

authorities, and every clearance ought to be with sufficient frequency to prevent
any accumulation in "the dwellings.

Tlie most suitable provision for rendering a dwelling dry, or for its efficient

ventilation, will not secure the health of the occupants, if there be, either

around or within the abode, an accumulation of dirt, whether in a solid or
liquid state. Houses may, to all appearances, be very desirable dwellings, but if

there be defective drainage, or cesspools within their precincts, or untrapped
and foul sinks, there is no safety for the inmates. Nor can the close proximity
of stables, and of dungheaps, their indispensable adjuncts, be a matter of such
indifference as might be supposed from the practice so prevalent in the most
wealthy parts of the metropolis, one inevitable effect of^which is, that in the
summer many windows which should be opened for ventilation, remain closed, in
order to exclude the noxious fumes of the stables.

Neglect of sanitary laws is as much manifested in the country as it is in towns,
and on the Continent not less than it is in England. It would be easy to point
to spots where the air is imrivalled for purity, and the scenery around of sur-
passmg beauty ; and yet such are the accumulations about the dwellings, that it

is often difficult to enter the doors without vrading through a stream of filth, alike
offensive to the si^^ht and to the smell. Can it be a matter of surprise if such
violations

be visited

issue, we may predict that those who live in close proximity to black and stagnant
pools, to foul ditches, or to sluggish open drains, will periodically suffer from fever
«r dysentery, as we do that the house in flames will he consumed, if the destruc-
tive element be not extinguished, or that the neglected garden will be overrun
with weeds and become a wilderness.

In the houses of the wealthy, all that, as matter of daily routine, concerns
their cleanliness and their ventilation, is, in the main, left to the care of ser-
vants ; and often through their ignorance, rather than their culpable neglect, the
health of the family, and especially that of the younger children, is very seriously
injiu-ed, without the slightest apprehension as to the cause.

Were it necessary, numerous instances might be cited in proof of a fact which

• Properly condactcd experiments can only decide the practical value of the ob-
jection to the ndmlfision of fresh air in the upper part or the room, on the ground
that the air vitiated by breatliing, which ascends in eonsenuence of its relative light-
iiMt, )s In that case only diluted, and not entirely replaced by pure air. A simple test
whereby the deterioration of the air could be readily ascertained is a great deaide-
ratnm.

i of the Known laws by which God regulates the health of liis creatures,
i with sickness and premature death ? With equal certainty as to the

is calculated to arouse even the most self-mdulgent, and to induce them to co-
operate ill the diffusion of sanitary knowledge for their own sake, as well as that
of their neighbours and dependants. To such persons the study of much that is

contained iu Miss Nightingale's instructives notes on nursing, might be of great
advantage ; and I could earnestly desire that in a suitably abridged fonn, the
valuable practical directions with which it abounds, were widely circulated
amongst female servants, who would, doubtless, receive with merited atten-
tion the instruction of ;a lady whose name is so universally known and re-
spected.
Amongst the middle classes, many who would contribute less grudgingly than

they now do to the cost of public sanitary improvements, and even urge their ex-
tension, ifthey were better acquainted with the laws of healtli ; wlulst they could
not fail of deriving especial benefit themselves from a practical knowledge ofsuch
of them as relate to in-door life, wlicther it be that of the dwelling-house, the
manufactory, or the workshop : in all of these the advantages of cleanliness and
good ventilation are of paramount importance, whilst in each case the same
general rules are nppUcable. Tliere are, indeed, but few places where proper
ventilation is more needed than it is in those hives of human industrj', where
large numbers of working people congregate for many successive hours, partly by
gas-light, which in itself greatly vitiates the air.

Descending to the lower stratum of the social edifice, we cannot doubt that a
knowledge of the intimate connexion which exists between physical suffering and
the want of cleanliness in the house, or in the person, would be instrumental in
restraining many who gradually yield themselves up to habits which end in a
reckless fatuity, and lead them to the beer or the spirit shop, for the means of
stimulating their enfeebled energies, or of satisfying the craving produced by the
want of pure air. The first step in the downward coui-se usually begins with want
of cleanliness ; disease and vice follow in succession.
The difficulties with which working people have to contend in regard to their

dwellings, in most thickly populated towns, are very great. Indeed, there is no
social or political giievance in the removal of which they are more deeply in-
terested than they are in being freed from the hardship of having to live iu the
midst of filth, foul air, and pestilential exhalations. The organisation of such an
agitation amonpst them as would lead to their feeling how much they are con-
cerned in all the essentials of a healthy existence, is heartily to be desired. To
such an agitation, as was said by the Right Hon. William Cowper, at the late
meeting on social science held at Bradford, "a cry for a new charter might
succeed, and certainly would not be treated with disdain, if the five points of that
new charter were to be pure air, pure water, good drainage, unadulterated food,
and open spaces for exercise." To which I should desii'e that " healthy
dwellings " were added, as a right which those who cannot protect themselves,
are entitled to claim at the hands of the Government, on precisely the same
ground as the community at large seek protection from fraudulent weights and
adulterated food. "As yet the necessity of protecting life from the influence of
poisonous dwellings has not practically been acknowledged, though the principle
is in the statute book." •

PROCEBDIKGS OF THK METROl'OLITAN BOARD OF WORKS DUEISG
THE LAST TWELAEMONTHS.t

PARTICULARS ofthe works executed by tlie Board during the year arc contained
in the accompanying tables numbered land 2. Itisthcresliown tlmt the length of

sewers constructed was 34,487 feet, eciual to miles :i,S07 feet, besides :tO side-cntrauces,
73 air-shafts, numerous junctions with m.iin sewers, flaps, gullies, &c. The total ex-
penditure on sewerafjc and drainage works, including the cleansing of 16(3 mUes of
main sewers and works of dcodorization, diirinq; the year was £:209,0i'8 10s. 5d.

Deodorisatityn.—The application of lime to the deodorisation of the Thames which
was in progress at the date of the last report of the Board was continued up
to the 3rd September last. The total quantity of disinfecting material used during
the summer (including that mentioned In last year's report), was 42S1 tons of
chalk lime, 478 tons of chloride of lime, and 60 tons of carbolic acid, at a cost of
£17,7.'i3.J

Shortly before the date of their last report the Board had directed their attention
to the general question of the deodorisalion aud disinfection of sewage matter, and
for the purpose of aiding them in their investigations, they had called in the assist-
ance of two eminent chemists, Dr. Hofmann aud Dr. Fraukland, whoat their request
examined the several schemes and proposals submitted to the Board in relation to
this matter. At a subsequent period the Board also cousulted Dr. Miller on this
subject. It must be borne in mind that the duty east upon this Board under the
JIain Drainage Act, the 2l8t and 22nd Vic, e. 104, is to prevent to tlie greatest
Sractieablc extent sewage from passing into the Thames with the the limits of the
letropolis after the 31st December, 18(1:!, and seirage as defined by that Act signifies

the contents ofthe sewers before the employment of any process for precipitating the
solid matters held in suspension, or for neutralizing their noxious or oiiensive pro-
perties. The first duty of the Board, therefore, is to ascertain how this object can
best bo carried out, and as the period approaches when they will be required by law
to bring the results of their investigations into practical operation it is essential that
their inquiries should be directed tO the precise objects for which they arc called
upon, subject to grave responsibilities, to make adequate provision.
Drs. Hofmann and Fraukland made an elaborate report on the subject referred to

them. The deodorisiup; and disinfecting agent which they recommend is described
as a concentrated solution of percliloride of iron. In arriving at this coucluslon,
they submitted the agent in question to a series of comparative trials with lime and
chloride of lime. In conducting these experiments, wliich were carried on at the
mouth of the King's .Scholars' I*ond Sewer above Vauxball-bridge, they had reference
to the plan of drainage adopted by the Board, and the actual aud prospective quanti-
ties of sewage to lie discharged at the outfalls.

Disposal aiul Utilisation of Sewage.— I'a directing their first attention to the per-
formance of the duty imposed upon them by the statute, namely the purification of
the Thames, the Board have been fully seusible of the importance ofprosecuting tlic

other branch of the same subject, namely, the disposal and utilisation of sewa^
matter, and have, for that purpose, by numerous advertisements, publicly
expressed their readiness to afford opportunities to any company or individual for
testing and developing any well-considered scheme for the useful application of the
31etropolitan sewage.

* To be continued. t Continued from page Ml.
I In the early part of the present year, the lioard proposed to employ percliloride

of iron as a means of temporary deoilorisation during the summer months, but having
had their attention drawn to the opinions of other professional gentlemen, which
were not favorable to the selection of percliloride of iron as a deodorisini^- agent, tliey

instituted further inquiries, 'i'lie sul,jeet has since been much discussed, but having
carefully considered the statements ou both sides of the question, the board have no
reason to doubt the soundness of the conclusions set forth in the first report of Drs.
Hofmann and Fraukland.

In eonsequence of the continued rains and the low temperature, it has hitherto
been unnecessary to apply any temporary means of deodorisation.
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The task is however mueli less easy of accomplishment than would be stipposcd on

a mere cursory view of tlio Kubjeet. The dilllculty of d<!vl9inH: iirrangeracnts by
whi'^U reasonable prospects of remuneration to the promoters of a scheme may be
combined with etfectual safejjuarda ajjamst nuisance land of obtaining land within
or near to the Metropolis, the vast rjuantity of sewatje to be dealt with, the sensitive-

ness of the public on the score of injury to health and the depreciation of property,
are only a few of these diflioulties. It is liowever incumbent upon this IJoard, wliilst

offerin<j fair and reasonable securities to tliose who may embark capital in such an
undertakiiify, to take care that they retain in their own hands the neC4'ssary power of
determinintr tlie license in the event of nuisance. This is the more necessary as, in

addition to the ordinary lef>:al remedies, the J[ain Drainage Act authorises most
strinf^ent and summary proceedings against the board before the secretary of state

in case any nuisance slioiild arise m the course of operations of this nature. It has
been very generally supposed that a large class of persons are so persuaded of the
vast value of the sewage of tin? Metropolis that they ouly await an ojiportunity of
putting their scliemes into practical operation. This has, however, not been borne
out by the experience of this Hoard. They advertised extensively, inviting tenders
for the metropolitan sewage. And in answer to these advertisements they only
received four proposals. The Board, however, have the whole question under consi-
deration, an(i though notliing has been submitted to them which enables them
to speak with any definiteness upon the subject, they are willing to liope

that the period may not be far distant when some satisfactory results may be
arrived at which may augment the means at present available of adding to the
fertility of the soil, and at the same time become a source of revenue to the rate-
payers.

Various vestries and district Boards have, during the year ending 25th Marcli last,

submitted for the approval of the Board, plans for new sewers in their respective
districts, amounting in the whole to 30 miles 5114 feet in length. These works were
carefully examined, and, with such modifications as were necessary, approved by
the Board. The localities and particulars of these works are given in Table No. '4,

accompanying this report. During the same period ;t:18 junctions were formed
with main sewers. Of these works yO,o(W feet consisted of pii)e and the remainder of
brick sewer.
Under the 18:^rd section of the Act, five applications have been made to the Board

for their sanction to loans amounting in the whole to £3o,<XiO ; of this amount .£s,000

was for works of sewcr.ige, and £2r,iXJ0 for paving operations. Three of the loans,
amounting to .£8,iH)0, were sanctioned by the Board. In one case the Board deemed
it their duty to withhold the approval sought, and one application is still under con-
sideration.
As regards the Sonthwark and Westminster communication the Board have

proceeded witli as much expedition as was practicable under the circumstances with
the necessary steps for obtaining possession of the property required for this im-
provement. The sum paid, or agVeed to be paid, for the jiroperty in the locality in
question during the year ending ~.")th March, for the purposes of the street was
£110,374 17s., making the total expenditure under this head np to the same date
.£•^.'-',2.30 lis. sd., the claims amounting to £:ioO,3I2 83. Id. These included 10-' free-
hold and copyhold estates, and 71 leasehold interests and goodwills. The Committee
to whom the Board delegated the requisite powers for obtaining possession of the
properly, devoted unwearied attention to the performance of this duty. The extent
of their labors will be easily understood by tliose who have had e-xperience of the
diHicnlties attending the acquisition of property in popidous parts of the metropolis,
from the numerous interests to be dealt with (six or seven claims having frequently
been made in respect of one property), the settlement of lieavy trade compensations,
and the investigation of titles. The Board hope to be in possession of the whole of
the property before the middle of next year. The greater proportion of it has been
purchased by negotiation, and only in three instances did it become neoessary to
rasort to a jury to assess the compensation.
The CTOund for the Covent-garden approach has, with one exception, been entirely

cleared. The claims for property for this improvement amounted to £157,725 17s. 8d.,
which have been settled for .£0';,S1;) 14s. 8d. The property comprised 44 freehold
estates and 47 leasehold interests and goodwills.
Some extensive premises which were interfei-ed witli at one end of the street have

been rebuilt with a considerable frontage towards the new street, and the line of
thoroughfare will shortly be thrown open. The Board have directed their attention
to the adoption of some means for obviating the expense and inconvenience attending
the breaking up of the pavement for the repair of mains and pipes, sewers, and other
underground works. With this view, and in the hope of obtaining valuable data for
their guidance in carrying out future improvements, they are about to forn a subway
under this street for the reception of gas and water mains, electric telegraph con-
ductors, Ac. For this purpose they propose to construct under this street an arched
subway 7 feet Indies in height by 12 feet in width, and also to form 14 arched side
passages for house service-pipes, together with proper cellarage on either side of the
street. In conjunction with the works, proper sowers will be built and convenient
arrangements made for drainage.*
The Board have settled the greater part of the claims for property

required for the Victoria-park approach. The claims for ten freehold
and ten leasehold interests amounted to £31,!Wy 13s. 4d., and were settled for
*,2.>,9U 4s.

During the year the Board contributed to the cost of improvements promoted by
the Commissioners of Sewers for the City of London, and the Westminster District
Board, bv the purchase of property for widening and otherwise improving tiie fol-
lowing localities :—Upper and Lower Thames-street, Fetter-lane; Budge-rows
Lcadenhall-street

; Little Knight Kider-street ; corner of Sise-lane and Budn-o-
row; corner of Bread-street and Old Fish-street; corner of Laurence-lane, and
Cheapsidc; I'rimrosc-street ; corner of Queen- street and Maiden-lane; Kochester-
row, \V estminster.
Numerous cases have arisen under the Local Management Act 'and the Buddin"-

Act of applications for the consent of the Board for the erection of shops or additions
to buildings on gardens or forecourts within 30 feet of the margin of streets, or the
projection of porticoes, balconies, verandahs, &c. Of these applications 140 were
granted, and 711 not granted; lu cases were withdrawn or dropped. The powers of
tne Board in these matters being, at present, merely permissory, and the enforce-
ment of the law being left to local boards, who may not take the same view ofcases in
their respective localities, the Board have applied to Parliament for authority to eu-
lorce their own decisious.
During the year there were Gi) applications for the alteration of names of streets

and the numbering of houses, of wliich 21") were granted and refused, 20 being still
Rfi.ding. rians for the formation of new streets were submitted to the Board under
tneir bye-law, in 7'.) cases of whieli mi were approved and 8 disapproved ; of the 12
others, some were abandoned or arc still pending.
The applications under the Building Act in certain special instances requiring the

approval of the Board In regard to the construction or materials of buildin<>-s were the
lollowing :— °

For furnace chimney-shafts for manufactories—83 granted, 4 refused.
For shed and wooden buildings and other buildings, such as drying sheds re-
quiring a greater extent of openings than the Act allows—82 granted, 15
refused. 11 abandoned or no order made.

For ironbuildiiiffs—11 granted, 1 refiised.
For the materials of overhangingeaves to dwelling-houses—32gTautcd, 1 refused
and 3 dropped.

For materials of enclosures and thickness of walls of stone—4 granted and 5
dropped. "

In all these cases the decision of the Board is guided by the report of the super-

^1 J^" ^"'T'''
0" ""^ 31st JiUy, entcrei into a contract for the execution of theseworks, and they are now in hand.

intending architect, with a detail of the circmnstaiieM, lometUae* tccompanled by a
Buney in regard to the site and use of special bnlldlnK«.
The Board have ordered fees for services In relation to the survey and secnring of

dangerous structures by the Surveyor to the Commissioners of Metropolitan rolioe,
and by the Diatrict Surveyors of the City of London, acting under the orders
of the Commissioners of Sewers for the City. For this purpose 2i> appllcationii,
covering 1,752 accounts, were passed by the Board under the 7Sth section of the
Building Act.
There has occurred one vacancy in the oflico of district surveyor, by the death of

Mr. Stow of (.'amberwell, in June, 1850. On an Investigation of the circumstances of
that and other adjoining parishes with respe-ct to the progress of building, the Hoard
determined tO' separate two iiortiona of the parish, adding to the Kotherliithe
district that portion situate north of the Surrey Canal, and to the South Lambeth
District the loop portion situate south of the Camberwell New-road. All the re-
mainder of tlic parish of Camberwell forms one district, to which the Board appointed
Mr. Henry ,larvi« in August last.

They have also appointed si)ecial surveyors to superintend works upon which dis-
trict surveyors were engaged as architects in 28 cases, under the requlremeata of
the 37th section of the Building Act.
The fees charged and received by the aft district surveyors acting under the con-

trol of the Board in the supervision of buildings under tne Building Act, have been
examined and audited as required by the 54th section of the BuiTdiug Act, In the
office of the Superintending Architect, where the returns of notices, complaints, works
supervised, and fees are received monthly, and are filed fiir the use of the public. The
Fourth Annual Abstract and Report iiresented to the Board shows that during tlift

year 183!) fees to the amount of .£22,385 Us. 2d. were received by district surveyors in
respect of 15,538 works supervised, and that there remained due the sum of
£12,27(1 15s. 8d. The losses and abatements during the year amounted to £1,755 lOs.,
and the olliee expenses to £4,901 19s. lOd.
These fees are also shown In detail as arising in each district with the totals under

the following heads : -

New buildings in 1830, In respect of which fees have been
received, 4,.52i> £8,219 10

Additions, alterations, and other works in respect ofwhich
fees have been received, 0,2.33 0,490 5 7

Arrears of former years received. New buildings, 2,622 , . .5,293 9 5
Additions and alterations, &c., 2,177 2,382 7 4

Total works and fees thereon during 1859, 13,358 22,,383 9 2

Toward the end of this year the new offices for the Board, which were begun in the
autumn of ls.30. willbe Huished, and the Improved passageintoSt. James's-parkfrom
Spring-gardens completed. In consequence of the strike among the workmen the
building operations were much impeded.
There were four appeals to the Board under the 211th section of the Metropolis

Local Managi^ment Act, against the proceedings of vestries and district boards. In
two of these the orders were quashed, and In one the appeal was diminished. In one
case the appeal is still pending.
The receipts of the Board during the year ending 25th March. 1860, amounted to

.£070,103 14s. 7d., that is to say, on the
General Account £202,243 10 9
Covcnt Garden Approach 105,980 12 8
South wark and Westminster Communication 99,038 10 11
Victoria-park Approach 943 17 1
Metropolis Main Drainage 250,108 13 1
Main Drainage Kate Collection Ill872 4 1

£670,103 14 7

The payments of the Board during the same period amounted to £594,828 lis. 8d.,
that is to say, on the

General Account £226,535 1
Covent-garden Approach 38,182 4
Sonthwark and Westminster Communication 143,491 8 7
Victoria-park Approach 6,850 2 10
Metropolis Main Drainage 9,'623 5 8
Main Drainage Kate Collection '140 7 6

£594,828 14 8

The balance in hand on the 2.ith March, 1859, was £312,779 13s., and at the same
date in ISOO, £:i88,144 128. lid. The sums owing to the Board at the last-mentioned
date in respect of assessments on vestries and district boards, improvement rates,
Ac, amounted to £4.3,706 12s. and lod., and the amount invested in JTew Three per
Cents, for the repayment of mortgage debts was .£:i8,701 Ss. 8d.
The mortgage debts and outstanding liabilities of tlie Board, on the 2oth March

last, amounted to £1,740,4'.M 38. Od., that is to say, on the
General Account (including £:!is9,816 13s. Mortgage Debts
of the MetropohtanCommissionersofSewers) £ 415,8.30 4 1

Special Accounts, comprising ' the Covent - garden
Approach, Southwark and,Westminster Communication
Victoria-park Approach, and Metropolis Main Drainage 1,324,603 19 8

£1,740,494 3 9

The above statement of liabilities does not include the moneys borrowed on the
security of the Slain Drainage Kate, the proceeds of which are paid into the public
account at the Bank of Jingland, and periodically applied in extmction of the Ma'n
Drainage Bonds.
The account in abstract, which accompanies this report, contains full particulars of

the receipt and expenditure and of the oblitfations of the Board, and also furnishes
particulars of the contracts into whicii they entered during the year.
The Board held meetings on 50 different days, and the committee meetings amounted

to 114.

The Board consists of 45 members, and the average number of members present at
each Board meeting during the year was 32.
The attention of the Hoard was engaged for several months in the investigation of

a claim upon them by the War Department of the sum of £24,212 17s. 3d., for the ex-
penses incurred by the Ordnance Department in the survey of London, ordered by
the late Metropolitan Commissioners of Sewers. This claim had been for several
years outstanding, and several applications were made by the Ordnance Department
to the Commissioners for payment: but as they iiad no funds available for the dis-
charge of the demand, it had remained undischarged. The Government became
urgent for a settlement, intimating that it would become their duty to resort to legal
proceedings in the event of further delay: and it became indispensable that the
question should be linally disposed of. The Board felt that, having regard to the
factthat other towns had been supplied with detail surveys at the public cost, and
that the Metropolitan taxpayers had been large contributors to the expenses of such
surveys, they had strong equitable grounds entitling them to the remission of a
substantial part of the claim ; and the Chairman directed a communication to tlie tl>en
Secretary of State for War, setting forth in detail the grounds on which the Board
sought relief. Much correspondence and protracted negotiations with the War
Department and the Treasury ensued, and the Chairm:in of the Board having been
placed in communication with the Government upon the subject, a compromise was
eventually elTeeted on the iollowing terms ;—It was arranged that the Board should
pay £10,000 out of the Main Drainage Uate in satisfacuon of the claim, the War
Department retaining the plates and copyright of the Burrcy, but undertaking from
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timo to timo to supplv this Board, the Commissioners ot Sewers of the City of London,
and the several vestries ;iud district boards of the metropolis, with hs many ctipies as

they should.requiro, at the rate of Is. per sheet. This arrangement was a eatistactory

settlement of a tronblesome question, which at one time tlireatened to involve the

Board in Iitig:ation, the issue of which was at least donbtful, and the terms on which
tbe matter was adjusted must be regarded as equitable iu themselves and extremely
dTantaseoas to the ratepayers.
In thefr report ol last year, the Board referred to the difHcuIlies which they had

experienced inconsequence of the dissatisfaction of several of the vestries and district

boards with the apportionment of the debts of the Jletropolitan Commissioners of
Sewers, made by the Act of lS5o, and to the consequent steps taken by the Hoard for

ciTectiny: such ah adjustment of those debts as they deemed equitable and just. After
prolon;;ed communications with the vestries and 'district board, they re-apportioned
the debt in respwt of the Kock Loan, and introduced a Bill into I'arliament for the
purpose of griving effect to the proposed re-apportionmcut shortly before the termina-
tion of the Session of 18.)9. That Bill haviny been necessarily discontinued by the
elose of the Session, the Board in October last resolved upon extending the provisions

of the measure to be introduced into I'arliament. and cmoracing within it enactments
having reference as well to the powers and duties of vestries and district boards as

to those of this Board. For that purpose they placed themselves in communication
with the whole of those bodies, in order to ascertain their views upon the matter.

The Board received from them numerous suggestions upon the subject, which they
referred to a committee of their body, who expended a large amount of time and labor

in considering them, and in framing provisions adapted for supplying the deficiencies

in the existing law. They cventuallv prepared a Bill containing Ki9 Clauses. The
chief provisions in tbe Bill were those relating to the apportionment and payment of

the mortgage debts of the Jletropolitan Sewers Commission, for regulating the

assessments of the Board and ensuring their collection and payment, for enforcing
the obligations of private parties as regards the construction ofsewers and the paving
new streets, for the repression of various nuisances and the introduction of numerous
amendments in matters of administrative detail.

Only a limited portion of the Bill was directed to objects exclusively affecting this

Board, and by far the larger part of it related to matters appertaining to vestries and
district boards. Considerable misapprehension seems to nave .prevailed as to the
scope and objects of this measure, but a perusal of its provisions will at once show
that it in very few instances asked for new powers for this Board, but merely sought
to render those given by the original Act etVectual. Indeed, the chief feature in the
Bill, the apportionment of the debts of the Sewers Commissions, was oneiwhich almost
exclusively concerned the interests of vestries and district boards. This laborious,

and at the same time thankless investigation ought never to have been imposed upon
this Board at all ; but acting upon a sense of duty, the Board did not shrink Jrom
the responsibilitv which had devolved upon them, and in determining the Incidence
of the.se burthen's, they strictly acted upon such considerations as they deemed con-
sonant to justice and equity.
In a redistribution ot debts, which in the nature of things could only give relief

to one parish by adding to the burthens of another, it was obviously impossible to
secure the acquiescence of all. But the Board gave a fair and attentive consideration
to all the representations made to them, and in the result had the satisfaction of
finding that the apportionment which they recommended was ratified by the
approval of the great mt^jority of the metropolitan parishes and districts.*

The Board cannot conclude this account of their labors during the preceding year
without again adverting to the magnitude and cost of the works required for the
improvement of the metropolis, to the total inadequacy of the funds at their disposal
for meeting those demands, and to the urgent necessity of providing them with
additional sources of revenue ; and they entertain tbe earnest hope that at an early
period their repeated representations upon this subject may receive attention in the
proper quarter, and result in practical measures by which they may be enabled
effectually to carry out the public improvements so urgently required.

Hy order or the Board,
John I'dllaiid,
Clerk of the Metropolitan Board of Works.

RUTLAND CHURCHES.—No. 2.—Seaton.
THIS church is dedicated to All Saints. The origin of the festival is referred

to the year 607, when Phocas, the Emperor, wresting the Pantheon from
the heathens bestowed that splendid building upon the Christians. Pope
Boniface IV. consecrated it to the 'Virgin and alTtlie Saints of both sexes by tlie

name it now bears. All Saints, or All Hallow.s in tlie Protestant church is a

day (November 1) of general commemoration of all those saints and martyrs in

honor of whom individually no particular day has been expressly assigned. The
Stamford and Ru^by line of railway passes through this parish, skirting the
valley of the Welland a considerable distance. The interesting church stands
upon a sloping eminence,

" Half screened by its trees in the Sabbath's calm smile,
The church of our fathers how meekly It stands !

O, villagers, gaze on the old hallowed pile.

It was dear to their hearts, it was raised by their hands."
On the opposite side of the valley is tlie village of Harringworth, which is south
of the river, and in Northamptonshire : there, in the church, repose the ashes
of various members of the Zouch family, "lords of Haryingwortli," who
flourished from the time of Henry III. till after the Reformation : one of them
(Edw.ird, whose mother was a daughter and heiress of Win. Welby, Esq., of
Aloulton, Lincolnshire) sat in judgment on Mary, Queen of Scots, at Fothcr-
inghay Castle. Robert de Todenei, who built Belvoir Castle in the twelfth
century, held lands at Seaton. In the thirty-first of Henry II., Alice Beaufoe,
a widow, had 100 sheep, 2 beasts, 5 sows, I bo.-ir, and 4 cows : for the farm of
her land she received in the first year of her widowhood SOs. rent and 2 lbs. of
pepper : she had a daughter, her sole heiress, and the widow was said to be at
the King's disposal. It is believed that this family occupied considerable land
here during several generations, t In the early part of the fourteenth
century John de Beaufoe was a joint lord of the manor with William de St.

• The BUI, so prepared, was circulated among (he vestries and district boards, and
finally approved by the Board on the 10th day of April, 1860. It was brought into
the House of Commons by Mr. Tite, Sir. Alderman Cubitt, and Mr. Bristow, and read
a second time on the aoth May, IWSO. Having been referred to a Select Committee it
was investigated by that Committee for fourteen days. It was opposed by several of
*hc vestries and district boards, and by numerous railway, gas, and water companies
and others, who appeared by counsel. The third clause containing the proposed re-
apportionment was struck out, and some other important alterations were made
in Committee. Inconsequence of the lengthened investigation which took place
D vforc the Committee, and some delays which have occurred in the subsequent stages
of the Bill, it is extremely doubtful whether It can be introduced into the House of
Lords In time to reach a second reading.

t In H33 H.-W, 144-.!, and H.H (Henry VI.), 'William de Beaufoe was sheriff of the
county. Jlcmbers of the same family were also members of I'arliament for Rutland
—viz., John de Beaufoe in ^nd Kdward III; William de Beaufoe, 20th, .Wh, 42nd,
and 4.')rd years of same rcign. Itichard de Seyton was member of I'arliament for

V'd '*j'',7i
**"' '^'^"''"'d II. and 0th Kdward III.; and John de Seyton, 11th

Liz and John, son and heir of Nicholas de Seyton. On the floor of the

chancel, is a mutilated effigial monument of the thirteenth century, and it is

probable that this was the effigy of a female member of the Beaufoe family. The
ground plan of this church consists of nave, north and south aisles, chancel,

vestry, south porch, and tower at the west end. The fabric contains some fine

Transitional Norman and Early English portions. The aisles are separated from

tlie nave by three bays, of a "Norman character: the semicircular arches are

moulded, and the capitals of the massive pillars are enriched with the acanthus

and nail-head ornaments. In the respond at the easternmost end of the south

aisle is an aumbry. In the south wall a portion of a hoodmould is seen : it is

believed to crown a sepulchral recess, but the unsightly woodwork of which the

furniture of the church is composed prevents the visitor from ascertaining to what
the arch belongs. On the west side of this hidden relic, against the wall, is a
monument in the Italian style : it contains no visible inscription, the jiews again

hiding its lower portions. In the spandrel on either side is a shield, charged :

one is quarterly—first and fourth, two lioncelles passant ; second, bendy of ten

pieces ; third, two bars surmounted of a bend. 1 he other shield is charged with

a lion passant, crowned. The semicircular chancel arch (moulded) is supported

by pillars which, with the capitals, contain a prolusion of extremely rich sculp-

ture, the equally richly-carved imposts being carried into the adjoining walls.

This is an exquisite specimen of twelfth-century church decoration : the work
consists of foliage, human figures, animals, &c. The chancel is Early English,

of an excellent type, and the appearance of numerous low forms convince the

visitor that it is occupied on the Sabb.ith by children who assemble on weekdays
in a new school-house on the south side of the churchyard. The lancet windows
are deeply splayed, within slender jamb shafts, the side-lights having moulded

caps and bases, and those of the east window foliated capitals. The last-

named window is of three lights, and each side wall is pierced with three

couplets. The recumbent effigy before alluded to is within the

altar rails, on tlie north side, the usual position for a founder's

or liberal benefactor's monument. The uplifted hands are in the

attitude of prayer, and the feet are resting on a lion. There is a lancet-

headed aumbry in the north wall ; it has no door, but the iron hooks that sup-

ported it still remain. In the east wall are two other aumbries, trefoil-headed, of

different sizes : that on the north side of the altar table contains the original

wooden shelf. In the south wall are rich sedilisD lor three priests : the arches are

deeply moulded, and the hoodmoulds have heads and foliage. The shafts have

moulded and foliated capitals. There is also a rich piscina under an arch, of the

same series as the above. On the north wall of the chancel is a handsome wall

tablet, recently erected : it contains this inscription : " In a vault beneath the

vestry lies the body of the Hon. John Monckton, who died at his seat, Fineshade

Abbey, Northamptonshire, on the 3rdof January, 1830, aged 91. He was the third

son of John, 1st Viscount Galway. In the same vault with the Hon. John Monck-
ton, deposited are the remains of Anne, his wife, who died 21st September,

1807 ; and Jane his eldest daughter, who died unmarried 17tli April, 1803.—Also

the Rev. Hugh Monckton, his nephew, 7th son of the Hon. Edward Monckton,
whose death is recorded on a separate tablet in this chancel,—and of John
Monckton, Esq., son of the above Hon. Edward Monckton, late of the East

India Company's Bengal Civil Service, and resident at the Court of Oude, who
succeeded by purchase to the lordship of this manor and the other estates of his

uncle, the lion. John Monckton. He died in London on the 14tli June, 1832,

aged 71."—The marble tablet is underapedimentalcrocketted canopy, supported

by minute panelled buttresses having high crocketted flnials.—A tablet on the

same wall has this inscription : " Sacred to the memory of the Rev. Hugh
Monckton, A.M., Student of Christ Church, Oxford, Rector of Seaton,

and Vicar of Harringworth, who died November 1, 1842, aged 50 years." Here
are three hatchments belonging to the Monckton family. In the sacristry,

on the north side of the chancel, are three slabs, also recording the

deaths of the Hon. John and Mrs. Monckton, and their daughter (Jane). On
slabs in the nave are four small brasses to the memory of members of a family

named Dawes. The Early English tower arch (chamfered) is blocked by that

objectionable innovation, a singing gallery. Its removal would afford accommo-
dation, under the tower, for the school children. The arch is supported by
clustered pillars having moulded caps and bases. The font is octagonal, each

face containing a Latin cross : the bowl rests on a central stem and four octagonal

shafts twice banded. The roofs are very plain. The entrance to the interior is

through the south porch. The outer doorway is decorated, a small panelled and
crocketted buttress being on either side. The inner doorway is N orman : the

arch is deeply moulded, the upper member being filletted : the two shafts on each

side have very richly sculptured capitals. The tower and broach spire are Early

English. The lower stage of the former is pierced by a narrow doorway (used

by the ringers) and a window of two lights above, the second stage is blank, and
the third has pointed windows of two lights. The spire has three tiers of lights

in the cardinal faces. The fourteenth century windows in the north aisle are

under square-headed dripstones. The church-yard is entered through gates on
the north and east sides : these entrances are kept locked, not, hovi-ever, from
the fear of Ihe burial-ground lieing desecrated by visitors, but to prevent the

churchwarden's sheep from straying, these being allowed to depasture the rich

herbage growing within its precincts. Irrespective of the injury that might be
done to the clothing of the female worshippers on the Sabbath, no precautions

having been taken to keep the animals off the paths leading to the church doors'

the presence of sheep in burial-grounds is also objectionable on account of the

injury they inflict on newly-made graves, and one instance of such a grievance

was witnessed here. The remains of the Rector's mother-in-law were deposited

under the east window : fresh-cut turf had recently been placed upon the raised

s«il, but several pieces had been displaced by these animals, thus giving Ihe

grave a very unsightly appearance. The Rector is the Rev. W. Purdon ; returned
annual value, £C49j and the late Earl of Harborough was patron. The popula-
tion at the taking of the last census was 511.

Blairgowrie, (N.B.)—New Town-hall.—The plan of tlio new Town-
hall has at last been finally fixed on, and the contracts for its erection settled, so
that we may expect soon to have the foundation-stone, and the long spoken of
hall in course ol erection. The estimates amount to about £750. The building
will partake of little of the ornamental, the state of the funds preeludinif this.

Messrs. Low and Brough are the contracting masons, while Mr. Robert Keiller

has the carpenter work.
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THE LONDON PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY'S
NEW PREJIISES.

THE Trustees of Cart's charity Imve nearly completed, at the corner of

Cliarterhouse-lano and St. John-street, Smithfield, the new premises

leased by them to the London Printing and Publishing Company. It is

one of the most conspicuous buildings in the City, not only on account of

its great lieight, but of the originality and good taste which it displays. It

occupies a rectangular site with a frontage of 50 feet in St. John-street,

and 69 feet in Charterhouse-lane, where it joins the extensive premises

already in the Company's possession. The St. John-street front is rather

richer than the other, but enough decoration is given to that in Charter-

house-lane to preserve the unity of the design. The principal entrance is

in the central of the five bays into which the St. John-street fayado is

divided. The workmen's entrance is in the last of the seven bays in

Charterhouse-lane. Previous to describing the exterior of the buUdlng
we will notice the general arrangements on each floor for the convenient

and easy transaction of the Company's business. From the entrance in

St. John-street wo pass into a square lobby with wooden panelled ceiling

and partitions, which communicates with the whole of the ground-floor.

The countiug-house, waiting-room, clerk's counting-house, ofiices, &c.,

are here provided. At the far end, where a door opens into the Company's
old premises, there is a lift connected with all the different floors. A door
also leads to the workmen's entrance and staircase, which is built of stone

and enclosed by brick walls to render it fireproof, and thus avoid the

danger which a sudden panic might create amongst so large a body of

workpeople as will hero be daily assembled. Two rows of iron columns
run from the front to the back of the premises. They are made somewhat
ornamental with rounded corners and moulded caps. They carry the
wrought-iron girders which run transversely across the floor.

These columns and girders are repeated in each story ; the columns of

the upper stories are let into the heads of those below, and the girders are
bolted securely together and to the boundary walls, thus knitting the various
parts of the building into one solid mass. The columns are supported in the
basement by massive piers 3 feet thick, built of blue Staffordshire iron

bricks, surmounted by blocks of Cheesewring granite. All the openings
have inverted arches, and' concrete is placed under all the walls. Every
precaution has been evidently taken to render the building substantial

;

notwithstanding its almost unprecedented height, not a single settlement
of even the slightest kind has occurred in any portion of it. The base-
ment is 1 1 feet high ; it is divided into a strong room, perfectly fireproof,

for the stowage of stereotyped plates and books, a store for paper, and
.another for ink. There is likewise in the basement a boiler-house, with
the cellar for coals, &c. On the first floor we find the board-room at the
north-west corner, and 4 rooms running thence along the whole of the
Charterhouse-lane front are appropriated to authors. The rest of the first

floor is devoted to printing, engraving, and stock. The second floor is

reserved for bookbinding in its several branches ; the third floor to stock
and lithographic printing ; the fourth to stock and engraving j and the
fifth to copper-plate printing. Thus it will be seen there are no less than
seven stories to the building (including ground floor and basement, varying in

height from 1 1 feet 6 inches to 1 2 feet, and when we mention that each floor

is carried over the one beneath it by iron columns and girders, our readers
can judge of the care and skill which the builders must have displayed.
The upper story is open to the timbers of the roof, and is thoroughly
ventilated by flat windows in it, and by the flues in the side wall, which
effectually ventilate the other floors. Eresh air may further be admitted
by means of the windows. They are fitted with Moline's patent wrought-
iron sashes and obscured plate-glass ; the upper portions of them turn on
centres. A fire main runs through the building from top to bottom ; it is

supplied by a large cistern in the roof.

Lavatories, &c., are provided to each story on the landings of the
staircase. The interior of the building is perfectly plam ; the walls are
lime-whited, and the timbers of the different floors are uncovered.

The exterior displays Mr. G. Somers Clarke's artistic qualities, as
palpably as the construction of the building demonstrates his scientific
attainments. It shows also great discrimination. The decoration of the
front is gradually brought to its richest point on the St. John-street front
of the ground-floor. This portion will be used as a sale-room, whilst the
portion above is occupied by work-people ; the latter has consequently a
plainer character. The whole building strikingly portrays its purpose.
It is built mainly of red brick, with occasional belts of black brick and
large blocks of stone. Here and there the ends of the iron bolts are seen,
painted black with red centres and ornamented, which secure the iron
girders to the externals walls. The reveals of the windows are broad,
and the piers run upwards through three or four stories, giving the
structure an extremely strong and solid appearance. The ground story is

of stone drawn from liandell and Saunders' Bath quarries. The style is a
kind of German Gothic, but it is treated with noteworthy originality and
freedom. The jambs of entrance-door are deeply moulded and enriched,
the angles being chamfered broader and broader as they rise from the
solid plinth, till they stop at the grotesque figures which support the
twisted beads running round the tops of the openings. The door-head is

filled with blank tracery, and in its centre a moulded bracket bears a
flnial carved with the head of Guttenburg. The heads of Scheffcr and
Faust form the terminals to the drip-moulding of the same doorway. The
window openings on this story have rounded corners corresponding with
that of the doorway, and similarly enriched jambs. A twisted ornament
is introduced in the centre of the splayed cills. The angle formed by the
two fronts is chamfered on ground floor, and an ornamental bracket with
shield restores the right angle above it. On the flank facade the window

j

jambs are less enriched ; they are formed of splayed brickwork and tho
stone lintels—still deeply moulded—are not enriched. The lintels of base-
ment are likewise boldly moulded. A course of black brick and a few
courses of red brick intervene between the top of ground story and the
cills of first floor. A course of Bath stone then runs throughout, forming
the cills of the windows, marked by flush ornament under the openings.
The piers thence ascend perpendicularly through the next three stories,
and are reconnected above that level by pointed arches in black and red
brick. The different stories are decisively marked by recessed surfaces of
black and red brick laid ornamentally. Above the arches the perpen-
dicular lines are continued in pairs, bolted occasionally with black brick,
varying the design whilst preserving its harmony. The upper windows
are subdivided by stone central columns and inner pointed arches. One
on each front is carried higher than the rest and is again divided by tran-
somes. The lintels of lower windows are of stone with flush ornament,
filled in black at the ends. The fronts are finished by stepped gables and
moulded capping varied in size to give a picturesque outline to the
building. The larger gables embrace three openings, the smaller span
over two of them. Tho principal gables are rendered still further
attractive by square flnials laid diagonally to the face of the wall and
capped with stone. The workmen's entrance, as wo have before
mentioned is in the end bay of the return front. It is beautifully designed
and carved, and is enriched with columns in tho jambs, pierced tracery,
and a finely modelled head of Caxton. The new building is a welcome
addition to the metropolis, but we cannot avoid regretting its position, so £ar
removed from the principal thoroughfares, where its many sterling beauties
would have been more frequently seen and appreciated.
Mr. George Somers Clarke, of Brunswick-square, is the architect, from

whose designs and under whose constant supervision it has been erected.
The works have been admirably carried out by Messrs. Kirk and Parry,
of Little Queen-street, Westminster. Mr. J. Jane is the Clerk of the
Works, who has been employed since its commencement.

I
WESTMINSTER IMPROVEMENT COMMISSION.

N his i^lace in the House of Commons, Sir W. Gallwey asked the First Com-
missioner of Works whether the Government would grant a committee next

Session for the purpose of inquiring into the Westminster Improvement Com-
mission ? He called attention to the scene ofdesolation exhibited in Victoria -street,
where houses might be seen half in ruins and valuable building ground made a
receptacle for tilth and the resort of the profligate for purposes of vice and
immorality. The first condition that the Commissioners were bound by Act of
Parliament to carry out was to make a direct communication between Pimlico
and Westminster Abbey, and also to complete a spacious approach from that
part of the town to the Houses of Parliament. A corner of land had been left
on which the Dean and Chapter had constructed a hideous building which looked
like a nunnery outside, and was inside, he understood, a den of attomevs. Any
one who looked down Victoria-street from Pimlico would scarcely believe but
that a feeling of spite as much as cupidity had been the motive that induced the
Dean and Chapter to shut up their noble cathedral and prevent it from
being a grand and noble object in the future street. If the
House did not consider the present disgraceful state of things a
reason for interfering, surelv the fact that £80,000 of the public
money had been advanced woula justify it in bringing a pressure to bear upon flie

First Commissioner of Works. Tlie right hon. gentleman might name a fresh
commission or infuse some fresh blood into the present commissioners, giving them
the power of selling the land and half-finished houses and lodging the amount in
the Court of Chancery, to be distributed as equity might direct. In any case, he
trusted that this property would not be left in its present disgraceful state. If it

were thought better to appoint a Select Committee its inquiries should be carried
further back tlian those of any former Select Committee, so that the gross dis-
honesty might be exposed which had occurred at the commencement of the com-
mission and brought the undertaking to its present position. He wished to ask
whether the right hon. gentleman would consent to grant a Select Committee
to inquire next session into the proceedings of the Westminster Improvement
Committee ?

Mr. Cowper agreed that the present condition of Victoria-street was a most
lamentable indication of the mismanagement of the building society known as the
Westminster Improvement Commission. The Government had, Iiowever no
responsibility or control in the matter, nor had it taken any part in the affairs o
the Commission. [Sir W. Gallwey.—They advanced £80,000.] He could not
state what the Government would do next session, but if the hon. gentleman made
out a good case and offered good grounds next session for appointing a Select
Committee, he for one would not offer any objection.

METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
A3 AMENDED BY THE SELECT COMMITTEE.*

Extension of Time under 18 S; 19 Vict. c. 120. a. K,for maJiing Orders by
Vestries and District Boards.—LXXI. Whereas by the seventy-sixth section
of the firstly-recited Act it is provided that the vesti-y or district board shall make
their order in relation to the matters therein referred to, and cause the same
to be notified to the person from whom the notice mentioned in the said
section was received to be within seven days after the receipt of
such notice, and it is expedient that the notifiedtime for making
such order should be extended : be it therefore enacted, that where
any notice shall have been given to any vestry or district board pursuant
to the said section, it shall be lawful for the surveyor of such vestry or hoard, if

he shall deem it necessary and proper so to do, within three days after tlie receipt

of such notice by the vestry or district board, by writing under Ins hand directed
to and served upon the person giving such notice, to require that the building or
works referred to therein shall not be proceeded with until after the next meeting
of the said vestry or district board, and until their directions in reference thereto
shall have been notified to such person, provided that the order of the said vestry
or district board shall be made and notified to the said person at the latest within

* Continued from page MO.
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fifteen davs after the receipt of such notice by the vestry or district board ;
and

in case anv person shall proceed with any building or works contrary to this

enactment, he shall forfeit and pay to the vestry or district board a sum not

exeeedin" five pimuds ami also a further sum of forty shillings for every day

duriuit which such ott'cuce shall continue, to be recovered by action at law or m
a suimnary manner at the option of the vestry or board.

WItere Parties neglect to carry o«i.—LXXII.—Whereas by the seventy-

third, scvent^•-fourth, seventy-sixth, eighty-first, eighty-fifth, and eighly-sixth,

sections of tlie titstlv-recited Act, certain works, matters, and things are requim

to be constructed, made, or executed on the i-equisition of vestries and district

boards by the owners or occupiers of the premises therein referred to ; and in case

any such owner or occupier refuse or neglect to commence, proceed with or com-

plete the same, as the case may be, the vestry or district board are authorized to

perform and execute such works, matters, and things, and recover the costs

incurred therebv in manner therein provided : Be it enacted, that m case ot any

such nealoct or default by any person or persons to comply with the order ot any

vestrj- or district board to execute any works, matters, or things under any «'

the said provisions, the person or persons so ofiending shall forfeit and pay to the

vestrv or district board a sum not excec<ling five pounds, and also a further sura

not e'xceeding fortv shillings for every day during which such offence shall con-

tinue, to be recovered by action at law or before a Justice of the Peace in a sum-

mary manner, at the option of the vestry or district board ; and the vestry or

district board may at their discretion eitlier execute or perforin any snch works,

matters or things, and recover the costs and expenses thereof from the owner ot

the nropertv as aforesaid, or proceed for and recover the said penally or penal-

ties • but nothing herein contained shall render any person or pei'sons liable to

be proceeded against for the penalty as weU as for the costs and expenses of the

works.

Penalties in Sects. 83, 1-21, Mi, 123, and 205 of 18 atul 19 Vict o. 120 ex-

temled to Persons caimng OJfences.—LXXlU. The penalties declared by the

eightv-lhird, one hundred and twenty-first, one hundred and twenty-second, one

hundred and twenty-third, and two hundml and fifth secuons oi tlie firstly-re-

cited Act, in the case of persons committing the oflences mentioned m such

•ecUons, are hereby extended and made applicable to all persons causingthe rom-

mussionofany such offences, or by whose order or direction any such offences

shall have been committed.

Tcniporaru Provision for Drabuige of Property ichere no proper Sewer

icitkin 200/erf.—LXXlV. Whereas certain property within the limits of the

metropolis is so situate as to render it impracticable, or practicable only at undue

expense, to connect such property with covered sewers, and it is expedient that

some temporary provision should be made for draining such property and abating

the nuisances existing thereon or caused thereby : Be it therefore enacted, that

in any case in which anv house or other building, whether erected before or alter

the passing of this Act, "is without sufficient drainage, and there is no proper

sewer within two hundred feet of any part of such house or building, it shall be

lawful for the vestry or district of the parish or district in which such house or

building is situate, by notice in writing to require the owner of such house or

building to construct or lay from such house or building a covered drain to lead

therefrom into a covered water-tight cesspool or tank or other suitable receptacle,

not being under a house or within such distance from a house as the vestry or

board shall direct, and to construct such cesspool, tank, or receptacle; and the

several provisions in the firstly-recited Act, with respect to the laying of house

drains at the expense of the owners of property, and the recovery ofsuch expences

of and the penalties for any omission in respect to the performance of any such

works pursuant to the orders of vestries or district boards, in accordance with

the directions of the said Act, shall be extended to and apply to the making of

such cesspools, tanks, receptacles, and drains, and the orders of vestries and

district boards in relation thereto and the expenses thereof.

Vestries, Sf-c., vuiy compel Supply of Water for Houses.—tXW. If it

shall appear to any vestry or district board that any house within their re-

spective parishes or districts is without a proper supply of water, and that such

supply can be furnished to such house at a rate not exceeding threepence per

week, conformably with the scale of rates authorised to be charged by any water

company within the metropolis as defined by the firstly-recited Act, the said

vestry or district board may give notice in writing to the owner or occupier of

such house, requiring him, within a time specified therein, to obtain such supply,

and to do all such works as may be necessary for that purpose ; and if such

notice be not complied with, the said vestry or district board shall do such works

and recover the expenses thereof from the owner of the premises, as hereinafter

provided ; and any water company shall, upon the requisition of such vestry or

board, supply with water such house, and the rates for the supply of such house

or houses as aforesaid shall be due and payable by the said owner, and shall be

recovered by the company as if sueh owner had contracted with the com-
pany for the supply of such water.

Penalty on Persons placing Buildings or Encroachments on Sewers.—
LXXVI. Every person who shall knowingly erect or place any building, wall,

bridge, fence, obstruction, annoyance, or encroachment in, upon, over, or under

any sewer under the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Board of Works, or of any
vestry or district board, and every person obstructing, fiUing-in, or diverting any
sewer or drain under the jurisdiction, survey, or control of the Metropolitan

Board, or of any vestry or district board, without the previous consent in writing

of the board or vestry in whom the same may be vested, shall, in addition to any
other proceeding to which he may be liable therefor, forfeit and pay to such

respective boapJ or vestry a sum not exceeding twenty pounds for every such

offence; and the board or vestry may demolish and remove any such building,

wall, bridge, fence, obstruction, annoyance, or encroachment, and perform any
works necessary for restoring or re-instating the sewer or other work or thing

damaged ; and the party erecting such building, wall, bridge, fence, or causing

such oljstruction, annoyance, or encroachment, shall also pay the expense of re-

moving and abating them respectively, and of reopening, restoring, repairing, or

reinstating any sewer or drain obstructed, fillcd-in, closed up, or diverted ; and
in case of a continuing offence in any of the cases aforesaid, the offender shall be

liable to a further penalty, not exceeding five pounds, for each day after notice

thereof from the Metropolitan Board of Works, or from the vestry or district

board, to be recovered by action at law or before any Justice of the Peace by a
summary proceeding, at the option of the board or vestry : provided always, that

notLingnerein contained shall extend to prevent or impede the maintenance, repair,

or renewal of any buildings or works under which a sewer or drain has been con-

structed, but so, nevertheless, that sueh buildings or works shall not injui'e or

obstruct the said sewer or drain.

Penally on Persons interfering with Sewers.—LXXVII. Any person who
shall take up, remove, demolish, or otherwise interfere witli any sewer or part of

a sewer vested in the Metropolitan Board of Works, or in any vestry or district

board, without the previous permission in writing of such boarf or vestiy, or who
shall wilfully damage any sewer, hank, defence, wall, penstock, grating, gully,

side entrance, tide-valve, flap, work, or thing vested in the Metropolitan Boarf
or any vestry or district board, or do any act by which the drainage of the

metropolis or any part thereof may be obstructed or injured, shall for every such

offence forfeit aiid pay to the said Metropolitan Board of Works, or to the vestry

or district board aggrieved by any such act, for every such offence a sum not ex-

ceetling twenty pounds, and shall also pay to such board or vestiy all the ex-

penses of repairing, restoring, re-instaliug, or amending any sewer or other work
or thing so taken up, removed, demolished, damaged, or interfered witli, to be

recovered by action at law or before a Justice of the Peace by a summary pro-

ceeding, at the option of the board or vestry.

Vestries in Schedule A and District Boards empowered to provide and
maintain Drinking Fountains.—"LWYlll. The Commissioners of Sewers of

the City of London and any vestry mentioned in Schedule A to the said Act and
any district board may provide and maintain drinking fountains in such con-
venient and suitable situations as they may deem proper, and may undertake the

maintenance of any drinking fountain already erected within such city, parish,

or district, and supjily the same with water and defray the expenses tliereof ; and
any expenses incurred by any vestry or district board in providing or maintaining

any sucli fountains or supplying the same with water shall be paid out of the

general rate authorized to be raised and levied under the firstly-recited Act ; and
any person guilty of wilfully fouling the water in any drinking fountain so

erected or maintained, or of wilfully damaging any of the said fountains, or any
part thereof, shall forfeit and pay to such Commissioners, vestry or district

board, for every sucli oftenee a sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered

by a summary proceeding, and shall also pay to such Commissioners, vestry or

district board, the expenses of repairing or re-instating any such fountain, or

any part thereof, so injured as aforesaid.

Income of Estates, Property, Sfc, subject to Trusts for Repair of High-
ways, to be paid over to Vestry or District Board.—LXXIX. All property,

rights, matters, and things whatsoever which before the passing of the firstly-

recited Act were vested in any surveyor or survevors of highways in connexion

witii tlieir duties and powers as such surveyor or surveyors, transferred by that

Act to any vestry or district board, shall be deemed to have become transferred

to and to have vested in such vestry or district board by virtue of the said Act

;

and so much of the yearly and other income of all estates, property, and effects

of whatsoever description so vested and transfeiTed as aforesaid as is or may be

subject to any use or trust for or in respect of and applicable to the repair of any
highways within the metropolis, shall be applicable to the repair, maintenance,

and improvement of the highways within the metropolis under the provisions of

the said Act, and shall fioni time to time be accounted for and paid over to the

respective vestries and district boards, and be applied by them for the purposes of

the highways within their parishes and districts, in the same manner as the same
could lawfully have been applied before the passing of the said Act.

Vestries and District Boards may, with Consent of Metropolitnn Board,
effect Improvements within their Parish or District.—LXXX. The vestry of

every parish mentioned in Scliedule A to the firstly-recited Act, and the district

board of every district shall, with the previous consent, in writing, of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, have power within their respective parish or district to

make, extend, widen, alter, or improve any street, road, or way, or any bridge

over a canal traversing any part of sucli parish or district, for the purpose of

facilitating passage and traffic ; or to contribute and join with the Metropolitan

Board, or with any other body or person, in any such improvements; and to

take, by agreement or gift, any land, right in lantl, or property for the purposes

aforesaid or any of them, on such terms or conditions as tliey may tliink fit: and
for tlie purpose aforesaid it shall be lawful for any vestry or district board, should

they see fit, to take down the present bridges over canals within their parish or

district, and to erect otiiers in their place and stead, or to erect new bridges over

such canals in such situations as they may deem beneficial for tlie purposes^ of

passage and traflic, and from time to time to repair and maintain such existing

or new bridges, and to indemnify the canal company or other body or persons

interested in such bridges against the future repairs and maintenance of any suoU
bridges ; and tlie expenses incun'ed by any vestry or district board in any such

improvements shall be paid out of the general rate authorised to be raised in their

parish or district under the firstly-recited Act: provided that no sucli extension,

widening, alteration, improvement, taking down, or re-erection of any existing

bridge over any such canal, or the erection of any new bridge over the same, shall

be made without the previous consent in writing under tlieir common seal of the

company owning such canal, and the provision of the one hundred and seventh

section of the firstly-recited Act shall remain in force and he applicable to this

enactment : provided also that it shall be lawful for any such vestry or district

hoard, under tlic provision contained in tlie one hundred and eighty-third section

of the firstly- recited Act, to borrow and take up at interest on the credit of

all or any of the moneys or rates autliorised to be raised by them under
that Act any sums necessary for defraying the expenses of any such improve-
ments.
Buildings prqjectiny beyond general Line when taken down to be set bach,—

LXXXI. In case any building wiiich shall in any part thereof project beyond
the general line of the street in whicli the same may be situate, or beyond the

front of the building, wall, or railing on either side thereof, sliall at any time be

taken down to an extent exceeding one-lialf of such building, such half to be

measured in cubic feet, or shall be destroyed by fire or other casualty, or demo-
lished, pulled down, or removed from any otiier cause to the extent aforesaid,

it shall be lawful for the Metropolitan Board of Works to require the same to be

set back to such a line and in such a manner for the improvement of any street

as the said Board shall direct; provided that the said Board shall make compen-
sation to the owner ofsuch building for any damage and expenses which he may
sustain and incur thereby.

Expensesfor paving new Streets.—LXXXII. Where any vestry or distriet

board shall, under the jmwers given by the one hundred and fifth Section of the
firstly-recited Act, have paved or be about to pave any new street, the owners of i

the land bounding or abutting on such street shall be liable to contribute to the i

expenses or estimated expenses of paving the same, as well as the owners ofhooMB
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therein, provided that it shall be lawful for the vestry or district board to cliarffe

the owners of land in a less proportion than the owners of house property, should
they deem it just and expedient so to do; and any sueh costs or expenses, in-

cluding the cost of paving at the points of intersection of streets, and all other
incidental costs and charges, shall he apportioned by the vestry or board, and
shall be recoverable either before the work shall he commenced, or during its

progress, or after it completion ; and it shall be lawful for the vestry or district

board at their discretion to accept payment of the amount apportioned or charged
in respect of each house or premises by instalments spread over a period not
exceeding twenty years, and any sueh amount shall be recoverable
fi'om the present or any future owner of the premises, either by action
at law or in a summary manner before a justice of the peace, at the option of the
vestry or board.

Clause I'. Vestrii may flag Footways and levy the Costa.—LXXXIII.
In case any footway laid out at the passing of the firstly-recited Act shall have
been repaired by the vestry or any other body, but shall not have been flagged, and
the vestry or district board shall liave deemed it necessary or expedient, or shall

deem it necessary or expedient tliat the same should be flagged, and such vestry or
board shall have flagged or shall flag the same, either throughout the whole bread th
thereof or any part of such breadth, it sliall be lawful for such vestry or board to

levy the cost and expenses by a rate or rales upon the occupiers of the houses in

the road, street, or part abutting on or next to the footway which shall have been
so flagged, either in one sum or by equal instalments spread over a period not
exceeding twenty years, as the said vestry or board may see fit ; and the
said vestry or Ijoard'shall thenceforth keep the said flagging in good and siiHicient

repair.*

THE MASON'S' STRIKE AT LEEDS.
THE following circular has been issned in connection with the strike.

THE MASOXS' .STRIKE.
Observing that the operative masons of J.eeds challenge their employers to a public

discussion of the diiTerences which cause the present strike, we think it desirable,
while respectfully declining such a challenge, to lay before the public a statement of
the case, which we conceive will answer the purpose without the cxcitemeut of the
disputiitiou sought for by the men.
In March last the masons sent to their employers a "memorial" asking for an

advance of wnges at the rate of Is. per week, and tliat the rules drawn up by them-
selves should be signed by the masters. After careful consideration, it was
unanimously resolved to give the additional shilliug per week, but tliat the hours of
labor and the customs of the trade should not be disturbed. The advance was taken
by tile men, and it was believed that other demands would not bo pressed ; but it

was sliortly after insisted that the rules be signed by c:icli employer, t.r a strike would
take place. Such is the nature of this document, and the manner in which it is pre-
sented to the masters, that tiiey cannot with any feeling of self-respect submit toil,
nor can they agree to allow any irresponsible committee to dictate the manner in
which their business sliall be conducted.

It was afterwards thought that a deputation of masters and men might by free
discussion bring about an amicable settlement ; but after three hours' talking the
matter remained as before.

In as brief a manner as possible we beg to draw attention to the rules of the
operatives, leaving the public to judge on whom rests theonus of the present strike.
It will be observed that many things already the custom of the trade have been in-

troduced, and we cannot conceive why we should be called upon to sign what has
long been acceded. We look upon it as a blind to make the objectionable clauses
appear less " odious."
The following are the rules in question :—
Kule I. That tlie hours of labor commence on Monday mornings at 7 o'clock and

close at half-past :> in the evening ; and that the other five days be from li o'clock in
the morning to half-past 5 in the evening, except Saturday, to close at -i o'clock
throughout the year.
In the memorial accompanying the Rules the men say, " Employed as we are at

a laborious and unhealtliy occupation, we have not hitherto haa sufficient leisure to
enable us to obtain proper mental culture or healthy recreation; and are shut out on
secular days from public parks, libraries, galleries of art, &c
Most of us have long distunces to walk to and from our employment. Consider then
how unfitted the operative must be in evenings alone for self-improvement when his
pliysical jjowers are nearly exhausted." We ask, will the hour required on Jlondav
morning be conducive to tlie realisation of the desire toattcud libraries, to., in the
evening- ; or are the men more unfit to resume their labors at C o'clock then, after a
Sabbath day's rest, than on other days?
As to closing at 4 o'clock on .Saturday, it was conceded to the men several years

ago, and no attempt has been made to regain the hour then granted.
II. That during the winter months—namely, twelve weeks from the first Monday

after the Kith November, to commence work at daylight and close at dark ; in no
case to work later than half-piist .-. in tlic evening,

III. That 9 o'clock be startiiitr time for three-quarters of a day during the summer
months, and half-past 9 during the winter months ; and 1 o'clock for half-a-day's
Work throughout the year.

IV. That one hour be allowed for dinner throughout the year, and half an hour for
breakfast during the summer months.

Tliese rules are the ordinary practice of the trade.
V. That the summer rate of wages be 4s. Od. per day, for forty weeks ; and the

Winter wages be 4s. per day for the other twelve weeks in the year.
This request lias been acceded to, as already mentioned.
VI. That sub-eontraeting and piece-work be abolished.
If the workman cannot make as much or more by piece-work than his r.ate of

wages he need not enter into a contract ; but why should the skilled and industrious
be debarred the opportunity of earning as nuich as they can ? Sub-letting is not
generally resorted to, but surely a master and his men ought to be at liberty to make
any bartraiu.

"VII. Tb.at overtime be not allowed, except in cases of emergency ; and not to work
more than two liours for a quarter of a day ; and to be allowed time and half for all
tlmt worked after the first quarter, and double time for Sundays.
No one is required to work overtime except in eases of emergency ; it is generally

wished for by sensible men in order to make up the time lost by bad weatlier, &c.
Time and half is always allowed after tlie first quarter.
yill. In yards or jobs, the nature or extent of which render the demand reason-

«Dle, sheds shall be erected. The society, in conjunction with the masters, to have
a voice in directing where a dispute exi.st8 relative to the erection of sheds. Any
employer not acting in accordance with this rule, to pay half the time his men lose
HI consequence of wet weather.
The masters find it advantageous to erect sheds, and generally do so, as the works

now on hand testify ; but to require pay for half the time lost bv bad weather under
any circumstances is most unreasonable, while the arbitration demanded in case of
ulspute is one wliicli no contractor would submit to.
IX. Walking time in the morning to be allowed to all jobs outside the Parlia-

mentary boundary of Leeds, at the rate of three miles per hour, and any employer
naving work above three miles from the boundary to pay 28. per wei'k for lodgings.
incase where lodgings are paid, to work the same hours as in the town, except

* To be continued.

Monday, when walking time to be allowed as above. In cases where Oien tre lent
by railway, to have fare and time allowed going and returning.
Walking.time is allowed to men working outside the town, but to grant It because

the job Is "outside tlie boundary of Leeds " is absurd. Do men require walking time
from Leeds to Holbeck ? or, if the borough is meant, would the men like to observe
the rule, and begin work at o'clock at liramley ?

X. Wlicre wages are paid on the Saturday, to commence paying at 4 o'clock every
week ; and men working beyond the boundary to be paid on the jobs, or be allowed
to leave work to reach their respective offices at 4 o'clock. In no case are wages to
be paid at a public-house.

If wages were not paid punctually every week tlierc might \x some reason for this
rule. Some masters, out of a kindly feeling, pay their workmen when out of town
on the job ; but to be compelled to do so, or forfeit the amount of work which might
be done in the time calculated to reach the office (at a not over-quick pace), isjust the
way to loose the present boon.

It appears that the men who receive their wages on the Friday arc to work full
time ; this is unjust.
-M. That in all eases where disputes arise, a committee be called, consisting of an

qiial number of masters and men, to settle such disputes.
Tills rule would create more disputes than it could settle, and entail a vast amount

of uuealled-for Labor upon "a committee," besides interfering with the right of
masters and men to arrange their own differences. We think noTii woul<l sooner
"agree to differ " and part, rather than spend their time and patience in altercation
witli the "committee.' It might do for some half-dozen of the "irresponsibles,"
especially if tlie pay was good, they would then fiave nothing to do but to walk about
in broadcloth, trying to settle disputes, whieli it would be easy to multiply until even
the former part of the 7th rule would require to be abolished, and the latter clause
found very lucrative.
XII. Tliat these rules be equally binding on both masters and men ; and should

any alteration be required, six month's notice shall be given by either party ; such
notice to expire between the 1st of May and tlie 1st of August next ensuing.
Here is a fair specimen of the selfishness which pervades the whole. The men

dictate their own terms, and finish with the offer of redress, if found unbearable, bat
fix it at a time " between the 1st of Jlay and the 1st of August," when it would be all

but impossible for the masters to alter their position.
In conclusion, we are glad to find there are men who have the wisdom to discern

that the combination for the enforcement of the rules is unnecessary and un-
reasonable, and there are "other and more solid and practicable remedies for low
wages than c.au ever be effected by a combination," who fiave the moral courage to
withstand the tyranny ol file leaders of the strike. We only wish that others who
have similar views had the same moral courage, and woulcl dare to vindicate their
right to dispose of tlieir labor according to their judgment : then would there be hope
for a true bond of union between masters and men, then they would never allow one
class to trample on tlie liberties and riglits of another class : but would, both by pre-
cept .and by example, defend their hallowed birthright—the Freedom of Labor.
Signed on behalf of the Leeds liranch of the West Riding Association of Master

Builders. John Wood, Chairman.
WlI.r.IAM LONGLEY.
Jabez Woollev.

Leeds, August 10th. isno. <'1)avid Bootuman.
It is to be hoped that since the employers Iiave conceded a higher rate of

wages, and reduced amount of labor, that some amicable arrangement will
shortly terminate this unhappy dispute.

VENTILATION.
ALTHOUGH many schemes have been devised to aceoiuplish ventilation,

yet they have either been too complex and expensive, or have been
contrived without reference to any well defined and simple principle, which,
once understood, would make their application easy. The want of a
principle cap.ible of reasonable explanation, too often leads to disappoint-

ment, when a method having succeeded in one building, has been applied

to another of different construction, or placed in a different position.

It is true a principle has usually been followed, which is, that as air

when heated rises, the openings for exit should be in the ceiling, and the
openings for inlet of fresh air at the floor. Tliis being only partially true,

has led to much disappointment.

It is no doubt correct to say tliat air, as it is warmed becomes lighter,

and should be allowed to escape at the ceiling, but it is incorrect to say
also, that the fresh air should be admitted at tlie floor, the truth being,

that all openings for ventilation should be as high as possible. When
admitted at the floor the air must get warm ere it can rise, but when
admitted at the ceiling, its own superior gravity causes it to descend, and
thereby force out the foul hot air which has risen to the ceiling.

A ventilator, therefore, that supplies botli an inlet and outlet at the

ceiling, is more powerful than one of equal dimensions, the one part of
which is on the floor line, and the other at the ceiling. |Besides this great
advantage there are others, such as the better quality of air obtained from
a distance from the ground, the greater distance of the point of entrance
from the part of the room in which the persons occupying it stands, thus
avoiding draughts, and the facility thereby afforded for diffusion before

reaching the floor.

Tliis first point being ascertained, it becomes a question by what
arrangement can an exchange of air be accomplished. Of late years a
ventilator has been constructed on what was, by scientific men who did

not take the trouble thoroughly to examine the matter thought to be a
" natural law" proceeding on some occult principle. The ventilators so con-

structed either consisted ofa cylinder dividedbya mid-feather, thus

or of two cylinders, one inside of the other, thus. and it was

believed that by the operation of this " natural law" the one would always
have an upcast and the other a downward current. The frequent variations

in practice from the operations of this supposed law have puzzled observers,

but we believe the explanation of these variations given by Mr. Muir, of
Manchester, will account for them, while the ventilator constructed by
him, fulfils all the required conditions. Mr. Muir's experiments satisfied

him that the most potent of natural laws to employ in ventilation is the
motion of the atmosphere, and to secure openings on all points of the
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compass, so that the air may always be entering by the opening to

windward, while the hot and impure air escapes to leeward. These ex-
periments prove to demonstration that the principle described by Tomlinson
and other writers on Tentilation is dependent entirely on the direction of

the wind, a discovery that will displease all who admire the marvellous

and mysterious, but will be hailed by all practical men as consistent with
common sense.

Of course, Mr. Muir has had to contend not only against pretended

science, but also against the interested mis-statements and unfounded
claims of those who formerly made ventilators on the supposed
natural laws, but bad not the application to inquire into their rationale.

In practice Jlr. Muir divides his ventilators into four equal parts,

either at an angle of forty-five degrees—thus:

angles—thus: i
or at right-

The superiority of this arrangement over

either the single mid-feather or the double cylinder, is at once apparent.

In the single mid-feathered cylinder, the double action is entirely frus-

trated, when the air moves in a line with the mid-feather. And in the

double cylinder the air frequently descends by both cylinders, and the

opening by which the impure air is supposed to escape, is at all times sur-

rounded by the hollow column of air entering by the annular opening

formed by the outer tube.

We have treated this subject as if it -wore one still to be tested by ex-

perience; but in addition to theoretical accuracy, we have practical ex-

perience to confirm it.

The four- points ventilators have been extensively used, and will un-
doubtedly give satisfaction whenever adopted; for supposing there be, as

some still maintain is the fact, an occult natural law, by which a divided

cylinder has an upcast and downcast current of air, it is clear that this

law is frequently interfered with by external atmospheric currents,

which the admirable and simple arrangement of Mr. Muir has the effect of

neutralising.

(IJflmsjjondcuci}.

METROPOLIT.iN BO.\RD OF AVORKS.

AT the usual weekly meeting of this body, held in the Council-chamber, Guild-
hall, on Friday, Mr. Bazalgette, the Engineer, reported that the Board

having, on the previous Friday, directed that tenders should be obtained from
Mr. Aird and Sir. Webster for the execution of the works for the Southern Low
Level Sewer through the Surrey Consumers' Gas Company's premises, at Dept-
ford, such tenders had been received, and were as follows:—Mr. John Airdj

Belvedere-road, Lambeth, £9,160^ and Mr. William Webster, Charlton-wharf,

Woolwich, £9,500. On the motion of Mr. Carpmael, seconded by Mr.
DouLTOx, the tender of Mr. Aird was accepted, subject to the usual inquiries.

A great nmnber of houses and premises in various parts of the metropolis were
ordered to be re-numbcred. Cheques were ordere#to be drawn in favor of the

undermentioned contractors, and deposited at the Bank of London, to be handed
to them during the recess, on certiBcates from the Engineer of this Board to the

effect that they have executed work to the amounts stated, and are entitled to

receive the same, viz :—Mr. Webster, Southern Outfall Sewer, £0,000 ; Mr.
Moxon, Northern High Level Sewer, £0,000; Messrs. Lee and Bowles,
Southern High Level Sewer, £4,000; Mr. Rowe, Northern Middle Level Sewer,

£4,000 ; Mr. Dethick, Ranelagh Storm Ovei-flow Sewer, £3,000 ; Mr. Aird,

Earl Outlet, Deptford, £2,000 ; Messrs. Walker and Neave, Acton Branch of

the Western Sewers, £1,200; Mr. Thirst, Subway, Covent-garden Approach,
£1,500.
At its rising the Board adjourned for the holidays.

Gas Works.—The picturesque valleys of Brimscombe and Chalford,

noted for their cloth, silk, button, flock, and other manufactures, and for being

a portion of the famousWest of Englana cloth district, now possess the advantage
of an efficient gas-making establishment recently, erected by Messrs. Atkins and
Son, gas and water engineers, of Chepstow, formerly of Oxford. The works are

sHmte in Brimscombe parish, on the left of the Great Western Railway, near
to the station, and contain a frontage of 170 feet. The buildings are of red brick
relieved by stone facings and colored brick Gothic arches for windows. The
architecture is of no particularly defined order, but the general outline denotes
Ik^tncM, neatness, proportion, and ornament, and, as a whole, constitutes a
jieming local feature. Until recently the trade in this district had waned in

oonwqnence of the non-introduction of steam-power, but measures have now been
taken which promise an increase beyond its former commercial transactions, and
the acquisition of gas, it is believed, will materially enhance such expectations.

The works were erected for £2,700, including upwards of three miles of mains
of 6 ft., 5 ft., 4 ft., 3 ft., 2 ft., and 1 ft. diameters, and the building, &c., were
carried out under the express supervision of the principal and his manager, Mr.
Painter.

The Old Town Wall, Dover.—^In making the alterations in the
premises, late the " Wellington Inn," in Snargate-street, the builders, in ex-
cavating, came on a portion ofthe old Roman wall wliicli, in this part, was evidently
the sea-boundary of the town. It is faced with Kentish rag, backed in with chalk
blocks, flints, and concrete. The whole forms an exceedingly hard mass, and
the stone facings show evident signs of the workings of the sea and beach.

Trowbridge.—On Saturday, the foundation stone of the new Market
Home, to l>e erected at the sole expense of Mr. Stancomhe, at an estimated cost,

iocloding the site and the building, of £5,000, was laid on Saturday last with
great ceremony and amidst great rejoicing.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.
Sir,—Your correspondent considers I am disheartened in the above fight.

assure him my feelings are the same now as they ever were, and I am willing td)

do all I can to secure a position to my profession. I said, I would retire from thd
contest. I was induced to say so, for I stood so long alone that I felt satisfied thafS

my feeble efforts could never move the members of the profession to think for

themselves. I endeavoured to awaken better thought m others than I could
myself command, but findmg I could not succeed I thought it best to

retire.

Matters liave taken another tuni, and gentlemen connected with the profession

and the Institute have favored architects with their views on the subject. More
interest appears to be felt, which is a wholesome sign that some members of the
profession think the matter worthy of consideration, and also of a little trouble;

that which now ought to be done is to collect the energies of those who so ably

enter the list that their efforts may not be without their reward.

In the first instance it is of the utmost importance there should be unity of
action—no vprangling about words or their meaning, and, above all, an absti-

nence from personalities. Whatever your ideas are, let them be given freely ; do
J

not consider your scheme the best, as you can only assert it at the expense o£
some previous correspondent's opinion, which cau never lead to a good resulU
We are all actuated by the same feelings, and working or writing lor the sama_
cause. Keeping this in view, let us calmly and dispassionately consider what is

to be done ; let us divest ourselves of our personal knowledge, leave behind our
connexions and business, and starting on a footing of equality work upright and
manfully without afterthought ; and ifwhat we do should lead to aresult not quite
in accordance with our hopes, let us still consider ourselves well repaid for our
trouble if we obtain a result beneficial to the profession. I have before stated

that if each individual practising as an architect were to be consulted, no
favorable result could be anticipated; for human nature would make each of us
suggest that which wouldb est fulfil our own selfish views. We are not working for

ourselves ; for if your correspondents were to give their names instead of
screening themselves by some letter of the alphabet, it might be discovered that
they have done, and still can do, without any diploma; and if the subject has
been taken up, it is merely with the desire of protecting those who come after

us, and not ourselves. 'Tlierefore, let our purpose be the same, and laying
aside all feelings as to who shall lead the van, consider the matter in an impartial
manner.

I have endeavored in my previous letters to show that something ought to be
done to protect those young men who are seriously studying their profession,

from the unwarranted usurpation of their just dues. Others have done the same,
and the question has resolved itself into that ofa " diploma." Generally speaking,
all parties are agreed on this point. The next step requiring consideration is,

how is such to be effected ? On this point every one appears to differ ; but let

us weigh the interests of all parties, and see how each will be affected by it.

The profession is divided into three distinct classes : the architect, the
assistant, and the pupil. The architect who has battled through life without a
diploma, and who now carelessly rests on his laurels, ciinnot conceive the neces-
sity for it ; he thinks it may do good—he doesn't quite know ; he probably follows

the general opinion ; but how and by what means can it be brought to a prac-
tical bearing, he really does not care. Why should he ? Others, not quite so

phlegmatic, think it would be exceedingly advisable. Some possess peculiar ideas

on the subject, and nothing short of what they have accustomed their minds
to see will answer the purpose. Their last cry is: "My scheme and no
other !"

The assistant who sees the architectural profession from a different point of

view, for he has not made his way, but has it to make—would like something to

be done ;—but finds so many conflicting interests to reconcile, which must be
accomplished without offending the senior members, that he feels disheai'tened,

and chooses an opportunity of screening himself behind a protest, which may
screen him hereafter. Others are " too thoroughly ignorant " to even dream of

such a thing as an examination; and with this class—unfortunately far too

numerous—no reasoning can bring them to sober thoughts ; and how should it!

when a diploma would leave them far behind, probably at the first round of the
ladder.

The pupil (who with or without education—a matter of no great moment now-
a-days—is placed by his parent, through some agent, with an unprincipled

architectural quack, who cares little for him beyond the premium he cau pay)
represents an architect in his infancy. This may be considered coarse, vulgar,

but call it what you will it is an undeniable fact ; and should any one require

further information, how to obtain a pupil, I can supply them with the addresswhere
such articles are to he had at £25 per cent, commission on the premium. If they
apply, the agent will tell them " I do not require pupils of them, I have enoug)^
I want architects to take them off my hands," a great truth which still requires '

a little explanation.
The architectural quack, who partially lives on the premiums he receives with

pupils cannot afford to share the "spoil " (you can call it nothing else, it is the'

result of a robbery of the worst kind), is anxious to discover some less expensiTe
way of obtaining pupils. Without much trouble he can find another establish-

ment not quite so respectable as the first, but where business is transacted at £15
per cent. ; it has, I believe, a very good run of business.
Your readers may wonder where I obtain my information. I assure yon I

never sought for it—but pupils have been oftered me by these agents. I then
and now stigmatise the act of the pupil hunter, and the mongrel arehitectniall

pupil receiver, as revolting to the principles ofagentleman ; still these men do welli

thrive on the plunder they obtain, wliih^ their victim, who paid to learn the duti«
of an architect is left to do so by himself, his learning grows big by idleness, rank)

weeds spring up which to him look Uke fair flowers ; in short, he becomes the
personification of the old adage, "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing;";
several of them meet together and form a sparkling assembly of small great raen^

too often discussing subjects they do not understand, and encouraged in thia

objectionable course by their superiors, whose good feelings ought to show them
how and what they should study ; but can their superiors teach them ? What
need these young men ; do they require a diploma? No, we see many of them
bursting with knowledge, of wh'icli their master has so abundant a stock.

These young men I sincerely pity, and it is under the firm conviction that the

diploma will be of essential benefit to them, that has led me to fake the pai*'
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liave taken in tliis quostion, anil in wlilcU I trust I shall be seconded by every
well-meaninpr architect, assistant, and pupil.

I have laid more stress on the position of the pupil, because in their hands is

placed the future prospects of the profession. We shall all shortly pass away,
these pupils will nil our vacant place.s'; let us leave them a legacy of which tliey

will be proud. Show them we are working for their benefit, and point out to

them the errors we have made, and which have allowed unprincipled men to
assume the honorable position of an architect.

Among architects, assistants, and pupils, there are persons of considerable
attainments and learnlnj{;it is they whom I wish to see stand forward as an
emulation to others, let them show themselves and become our beacon, let us try
to imitate them and leave the " drones " behind. I lay claim to the acquaintance
and friendship of many architects, assistants, and pupils ; it is from my personal
acquaintance with them that I made the foregoing deductions. I know many
clever men, also many ignorant ones ; they all agree that something ought to be
done, but the question is, who should do it ?

Your correspondent \V. W., who has a voice at the Royal Institute, proposed
an amendment to a very good resolution, but which, without any oifence, seemed
to imply, "Whatever you do, let the I'ellows of the Institute off easy ;" he does
not even consider it advisable to offer them the opportunity of a "voluntary
professional examination." F. P. R. appears to take my view of the matter, and
states that which is quite correct, that the members of architectural societies
bear but a small proportion to the whole body of architects ; therefore, what the
societies may do and acknowledge s s a body, will not meet with favor from the
mass. I cannot enter into the merits of either correspondent's argument, but one
thing is quite evident, if they set too and call one another names and push nasty
and useless arguments down one another's professional throats, they forget their
duty as architects, and are devoid of the courtesy becoming gentlemen.

I believe we want action and not talk. I respectfully suggest to the members
of the Royal Institute that a canvass of the whole profession be taken, and I
trust that if such is effected with due care, they will be pleased to take the result
into their consideration.
To the members of the profession I beg to suggest that they record their views

on thesubject. My occupations do not allow me much spare time; still, I will
endeavour to do what I consider, and firmly believe, ought to be done. I will
undertake to collect the opinions and to tabulate them; and I respectfully
request, in the most concise manner possible, your answers to the iollowing
questions :

—

1. Do you consider an architectural diploma would benefit the members of the
profession ?

2. Do you consider a diploma would raise the standard of the profession
3. Do you consider it advisable to leave the working of thesubject in the

oflthe Royal Institute of British Architects ?

The assents or dissents shoiUd be accompanied by the name, the address, the
age, the position, whether architect, assistant, or pupil, and whether beloncing
to any society connected with architecture.
The result laid before the Institute would at once place before them the

necessity or Heedlessness of any future step. I dare not anticipate any other than
a favorable result ; if so, the next step will be one of after consideration, which it

would be premature to broach in the present instance. I fear I have given
myself a most awful task, but should it become more than I can manage, I shall
ask for the assistance of volunteers, who no doubt will kindly respond to the call
ofone who is scrupulously anxious to fulfil what he now offers to perform.

1 would further request that all answers may be sent without delay, and with
your permission to your care, endorsed, " Alpha."

I the hands

" SURVEYORS AND APPRAISERS

have very little patronage ; and secondly, those who employ such rarely pay
knowmg fuU well that no law could compel their paying those who evade th(
revenue, of wliich your "Unlicensed Surveyor" says there are hundreds (?).

I have seen a surveyor asked for his (appraiser's) license, iu open Court, and
on saymg he left it at home fnot daring to say he had not one), was ordered
out of the witness-box; and very fortunately, not being able to get one in the
town where he was, had to go home some fifty miles, minus his travelling
expenses, besides having left his employer iu the lurch, and causing him to be
nonsuited.

I| have paid for license 40 years; first, as 'surveyor and appraiser of
builders work ; and subsequently as auctioneer.
The £10 license covers my surveying and valuing business.
I hold that auctioneers, as a body, are quite as respectable as surveyors,

although some auctioneers in this locality dub themselves surveyors, and are
totally ignorant of the hundreds of teclmicalities used in the building trade,
and also oi the quality of materials and workmanship of which a house is com-
posed.

Your correspondent further says it is a degradation for surveyors to be
classed with appraisers— i.e., auctioneers ; whereas, on the contrary, real valuers
are the best of surveyors. In fact, a surveyor without an appraiser's license, is

* no surveyor at all, except to measure land ; and the Legislature wisely considered
an auctioneer a valuer, and made his license to include valuing.
As to stamp—appraisements or valuations without stamp are not binding, or

Mnussable in law. When I make a valuation for mortgage or individual satis-
Mction, my draft report is not on stamp, but I write at top or on foot " Copy."
rnia I have done thousands of times; but even tlien the stamp is imperative, if a
second use is to be made of the copy.

By the •With Geo. III., cap. 43, sec. 4, all persons arc appraisers who appraise
property for hire or reward. Had our unlicensed friend read this Act, he

i never would have troubled the Inland Revenue Office, as all his queries are there
set at rest.

1 trust you will give this letter a place in your next Number, as I do
not hke to see real valuers supplanted by ignorant and unprincipled pretenders.

I am, &c.,

Portsmonth, 20th August, 1860.
"' ^^ G*'^^'^^'^•

P.8. I have sent a copy of this letter, this post, to the Inland Revenue Office.

THE MEMORIAL TO THE ROYAL ENGINEERS WHO FELL IN THE
RUSSIAN WAR.

SlH^—Permit me in two or three lines to correct a slight error to which my
attention has just been directed, and which occurs in a description ofthe memoTial
arch now erecting from my designs at Chatham, given in the Building Nbws
of last week.
The sculpture which decorates the arch, is describe<l as having been executed

by Mr. Farmer, of Lambeth, with the assistance of some Frenchmen. The fact
is, that all the principal sculpture both of figures and ornament has been wrought
with the greatest care and taste by Mr. John Thomas, the well known sculptor,
of the Alpha-road, Regent's-park, and that in this instance Mr. F'armer has
been employed only upon some of the less important carving, left to the con-
tractors to get executed by whomsoever they miglit think fit toselect, upon work,
in fact, of an altogether inferior class to that oii which .Mr. Farmer in person is
usually employed.

I am not aware of any other than British skill having been enlisted in the
carrying out of this memorial, which, although paid for by the subscriptions of
the corps of Royal Engmeers only, it would be hard lo look upon as other than
a national monument.

I am, &c.,
5a, Guildford-street, August 23rd, 1860. M. Digby Wyatt.

PURE WATER FOR THE WORKING CLASSES.
SiK,—Permit me in a few lines to draw the attention of your readers, and of

the author of the excellent " Essay on Healthy Dwellings, &c., for the Working
Classes " (given in your last impression), to the moulded carbon filter spoken of
by him in the course of his essay, and to state that the filters in question have
been subjected to severe analytical tests by Dr. Hussall, and his report (a copy of
which I beg to inclose) places the capabilities of the filters lieyond question, and
in a much superior position to that enjoyed by other filters which have come
under his notice.

My chief object in requesting the favor ofyour inserting this note, is to inform the
readers of the Building News that the filters alluded to are no longer obtain-
able as " Harrison's Moulded Carbon Filter," but are now made extensively by
Atkins and Son, pas engineers, Chepstow, and sold by them, wholesale and retail,

at their metropolitan depot, 62, Fleet-street.
Knowing the cessation of business of Mr. Harrison, as the moulded carbon

filter vendor, I thought it very possible some of your readers might wish to adopt
the course of Mr. Roberts, F.S.A., and procure and recommend the moulded
carbon filters, under the name of Harrison, which would, as a matter of course,
be now a vain attempt, as the filters of that uanie are now defunct, but are made
and sold as the Patent Moulded Carbon Filters, at the above establishment.

Apologising for thus troubling you,
I am, kc.,

Alex. F. Painter.

DECORATIVE LAMP-POSTS.
Sir,—After a long walk through some of the principal streets of your great

city, the other day, I was much struck with some peculiarly shaped and any-
thing-but-symmetrical lamp-posts, in the parish of St. Pancras, I believe, and
which said parish, I have heard, is a model in all things that appertain to the
march of improvement and calculated to enlighten us ! Tliese lamp-posts being
illuminated within are easily seen through, as, I believe, the parish gets a yearly
rent for allowing the streets to be disfigured. It lets out these shop windows
for the intense edification and delight of the somniferous omnibus conductor, and
the excited rifiemaii of the early movement.
At those small hours, when " distance lends enchantment to the view," how

very useful must they be as beacons to the wanderer. And it was such bene-
volent idea, no doubt, that prompted their erection, and no love of a paltry
rental. If worthy tradesmen, ambitious of the passing gaze and emulous of
fame, desire illuminated advertisements, how kind of the parish of St. Pancras to
allow them for a trifling consideration to make themselves and their estabUsh-
ments a case of " puft'." Who dares assert that this is not another of those
practical effects consequent on a suggestion of the humourist or novelist ? This
may be one of the effects of the late lamented Albert Smith's " Feast of Lanterns."
What can be more beautiful or classical, or more largely contribute towards
encouraging a taste for true architectural effect than a glazed post with a bit of
gas inside, and the names of imperishable vendors of imperishable wares stuck

as a new and special mode, by " particular desire," of " raisin' the riht.'

I am, &c.,
22nd August, 1860. A Provincial.

THE ARMY AND NAVY CLUB COMPETITION.
Sir,—My attention was called to the description (in your late Number) of the

Army and Navy Qub, wherein it is stated that " Mr. Salvin's name was sub-
stituted for Mr. G. S. Clarke " on the second competition, and without further
explanation of the cause of such a change upon the part of the committee.

I forward you a letter received from the Secretary of the Club, which will give
a very conclusive reason for my declining to enter the second contest for the
building. I am, &c.,
22nd August, 1860. G. Somebs Clarke.

Army and Navy Club, 2l8t August, 1860.
Dear Sib,—In reply to your communication of the 15th iiist., referring to an

article in the Building News of the 10th inst., accompanying an illustration of the
Army and Navy Club House, In which it is stated that Mr. Salvin's name was sub-
stituted for your own in the second competition, I bei,^ to state iu explanation that
it was in consequence of a letter from you to the committee, a few days after the
instructions were given out, acquaintinjj thorn that you had met with a severe
accident to the rijjht hand, which your medical advisers conjectured would prevent
you using a pencil for two months, and that, under those palufUl circumstances, you
were reluctantly compelled to abandon your intentiou of preparing a second design.

I am, iSec.,

J. Walcot, Secretary.
G. Somers Clarke, Esq.
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TENDERS
Cemetkry, Aldershott.

For works in the formation of cemeter)' at Aldershott. Mr. T. Goodchild, F.S.A.,
architect, UuUdford.

Two dtapelB, lodjre,

d««d.bousr, ana
Boundorr walls.

Martin fl,3S0
Swayuc (accepted) 1,200

Laving out and
diminin^.

£180

VlLLi, FBIMLET.
For Villa for Mrs. Fain, Frimlejr. Mr. T. Goodchild, F.SA., architect. Quantities

supplied.
PoUard £2,350 I Oamctt £1,998
Kartin 2,150 | Shaw (accepted) 1,600

Schools. "Worplesdox.
For the erection of Parochial Schools, Worplesdon, Surrey. Mr. T. Goodchild,

F.S.A., architect, Guildford. Quantities supplied.
ATatson, London £1,40? > T. and J. Loe £1,078
Follard 1,229 13 i Beagley 998 15
Garnett 1,1»3 15 1 Swayne (entertained) 960
MooreandSon 1,123 1 8 I Edser 839
W. and T. Smith 1415 o|

Hotel, Malvern.
For new hotel at Malvern Link, for the Great Malvern Hotel Company (Limited).

Mr. K. W. ElmsUe, architect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Balstone and Hunt.
Trott. Malvern Link £7,310
MeCann and Everal, Malvern 6,999
Broadbint, Leicester 6,890

Barusley and Sous, Birmingham 6.550

Wood and Son, Worcester 0,480
Perkins, Malvern 6,450

Davis, Malvern AVells 6,226

Smart, Malvern Link (accepted) 6,800

KOADWORK, &c.. Great Malvern.
For excavatinjr and forming new roads, drains, &c., at Gill Hill, Great Malvern,

for the Great Malvern Hotel Company (Limited). Mr. E. W. Elmslic, architect.

Charles AValford, Worcester £1,016
Thomas Perkins, Malvern 1,240
Phillip Holt, Malvern (accepted) 1,125

Church, Pence.
For the enlargement of St. John's Church, Pengc. Mr. Edwin Nash, architect.

Thomas Rudldn, Jun £1,650 IC I James Hollidge, (accepted) £1,390
James Warne 1,625 0|

Warehouse, Cheapside.
New warehouse, Ko. 3, Honey-lane, Cheapside, for Mr. Pead. Messrs. John Yoimg

and Son, architects.
Axfordand Co £2,450 | Little and Son £2,289
Ashby and Sons 2,400 | Conder 2,116

Piper and Son 2,394 I Anley 2,100

Mansfield and Son 2,380 ; Hart 2,043
Lawrence and Sons 2,3;}4

(

Church, Cork.
New Presbyterian Church, Cork. Mr. John Tarring, architect, 20, Bucklersbury,

£.C.
Mr. Bichards, Pimlico (accepted) £4,350

Schools, Sutton, Surrey.
For alterations and additions to National Schools, Sutton, Surrey. Mr. Bichard

Cover, 15, Duke-street, Adelphi, architect.
Ware £127
Foster 105
Cuff (accepted) 103

Alterations, Sutton, Surrey.
For alterations and additions to Camilla- lodge, Sutton, surrey. Mr. Bicbard Gover,

architect.

Glenn £190
Foster (accepted) , 138

Villa, Sydenham.
For villa, at Sydenham. Mr. Hichard Gover, 15, Duke-.«treet, Adelphi, architect.

Mumphries (accepted) £1,000

£1,931
1,911

1,830

1,780
1,720
1,719
1,672
1,025
1,557

Infirmary, Kensington.
For an addition to the Workhouse Infirmai-y, Kensington.

J. D. Cowland, Portland-road, Notting-hill
James Porter, Devonsliire-wharf
C. and J. W. Todd, Milncr-street, Brompton
George Todd, lianelagh Works, Chelsea, and to allow £50 for

old materials
John S. Hurst, Hammersmith
Thomas Stimpson, Brompton-ro\v
Mc Lennan and Bird, Osnaburgh-street
Thomas liudkin, Jun., Mason's-plaee, West Brompton
J. T. I'ickard and Co., AllSaint's-pIace, Caledonian-road *

• Accepted.

Warehouse, Wiiitechapel.
' For the erection of a new warehouse in Osbom-street, Whltechapel, for Eichard
Dames, Esq. Mr. G. II. Simmonds, architect.

Gross Allowrd for Net
amount. old materiuls. amount.

Malcott £3,876 .. 155 .. 3,721
PiperandSon 3,880 .. 250 .. 3,630
Jacobs 3,927 .. 328 .. 3,599
KeadandSon 3.945 .. 487 .. 3,458
I'ritcbard and Son 3,6.57 .. 300 .. 3,357
Little 3,718 .. 380 .. 3,338
Outbwaitc 3,598 .. 300 .. 3,298
Ashby and Horner 3,590 .. 300 .. 3,290
Hall and Son 3,190 .. 300 .. 2.890
ArchiU-cfs estimate 3,600 .. 350 .. 3,250

Villas, Lee, Kent.
For two detached villas, to be erected at Lee, Kent. Messrs. Bumell, architects,

ftc Quantities furnished.
Wagstaff £.3,020 1 Brown and Robinson £2,880
riperand Son 2,900 Longmire and Burge (accepted) 2,739
Lavreace 2,880

|

Church, Wellingborough.
For the restoration and re-seating of the parish church of St. Luke and All Saints',

Wellingborough, Lincolnshire. Blr. Law, architect, Northampton.
Cox and Sou, London £2,748
Cagswell and Day, Peterborough 1,512 3
Wiitkin, Northampton 1,225 3
Brndshaw, Stamford 1,199
liurkitt and Cheater, Wellingborough (accepted) .... 1,140 6
Head, London 871 2

Granaries, Kotheriiitiie.
For the erection of a granary, alterations to adjoining buildings, and counting-

houses for Messrs. Groves and Sons. Messrs. Snooke and Stock, architects.

W. Cubitt and Co £8,00:

W. Hill 7,483

Ashby and Sons 7,182

George Mtmday 7,170

Chapel, Market Kasen.
For the Free Methodist Chapel, Market llasen. Messrs,

Lincoln, architects.

Joiners,
Plumbers, &c.

Slingsby, Lincoln .

Kent, Lincoln ....

Jackson, Lincoln ..

Bell, llasen
Kindal, Rasen
Hewitt, Kasen

Bricks, 8:c.

£ t. d.

.V)8

,3JS

Ashby and Horner £7,090
Thomas Rider 7,066
Edwin Maeers 0,973

Bettamy and Hardy,

Extra for front
n'ttli Coriiitbian

columns.
£ I.

22
22
25

726
725 15

Total.
£ s.

310 8 9*

096
030

1,083 15
1,000

* Staining and painting
Glass
Bricks and leading

for pews not included
do
do

For Alterations, &c., City\
For alterations and additions to No. 20, Milk-street, City, for F. G. Dcbenham,

Esq. Mr. W. Nunu, architect.
Larke £3,245
Gadsby 2,798

G. Todd, Jun 2,712
Brass 2,700

Fumerand Sons £2,680
IMy 2,650

Wills 2,493

COMPETITION AWARDED.
Chapel, Leicester.

Mr. W. Hill, architect, Leeds, has bCeu adjudged the successful competitor for

designs for a Methodist New Connnexion chapel, at J^eicester. The works will be
immediately proceeded with, under Mr. Hill's superintendence.

Granton near Edinburgh.
The plans sent in for buildings at Granton, near Edinburgh, for the Duke of

Buccleuch. liave been adjudicated on. There were three premiums and these have
been bestowed as iollows :

—
Ist.—To "Spes" Messrs. Smith and Hardy, architects, 17 George-street, Edln-

i

' Severn " Mr. J. H. Hirst, M.I.B.A., 19, Small-street, Bristol.

2" Mr Thomas Stirrat, C.E., and architect, 109, West George-street,

burgh.
2nd.—To
3rd.—To '

Glasgow.
Hereford Improvements.

The Council have solicited the design for a clock tower. No. 60, signed " I make
aim for the mark," and the design for a market eutranee signed '* Architectus."

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CHURCHES.

Biggleswade.—For the restoration of Dunton Chureli, Biggleswade. Plans, Ac,
with E. Browning, architect. Broad-street, Stamford, from August 23. Sealed

tenders, on form supplied, to September 8.

Hull. -For the execution of the first portion of the works, comprising the west
front and nave of the Holy Trinity Church, Hull. Application to be made to G.
Gilbert Scott, Esq., architect, 20, Spring-gardens, Charing-cross, London.

Leicester.—For taking down and re-building the spire and tower of St. Martin's

parish church, Leicester. Drawings, &c., with Mr. Cornwell. JIarket-place,

Leicester, and with E. Brandon, Esq., architect, 17, Clement's-iun, London.
Tenders to the care of Mr. Cornwell, to September 6. (See advertisement.)

PAUSONAGE.
Hatfield, Broad Oak, Essex.—For the erection of a new parson<age and offices at

Hatfield, Broad Oak, Essex, for the Rev. H. C. Bullen. Plans, ,fec., offices of the

architect, G. E. Prltehett, 4. Great St. Helen's, London, and Bishop's Stortford,

Herts, to September 3rd, on which day the tenders are to be delivered to the

architect.
SCHOOLS, &c.

Bulkington.—Forthe erection of parochial schools and teacher's residences, at Bul-

kington,near Nuneaton. Plans, &c., witlitheKev. E. Potter, Vicar, fromtlie20th

August to 8th September. Tenders endorsed "Tender for Schools," and addressed

to tlie Rev. the 'N icar, to September 15, and copies of such tenders, posted the same
day, addressed to George T. Kobinson, Archidiaconal architect, 14, Milvcrton-cres-

ccnt, Leamington.
Tipton.—For the erection of new schools (to'accommodate 500 children) in connex-

ion with the parish church of Tipton, Staflordshire. Drawings, &c., at the offices

of Mr. .Tohn Weller, architect, Wolverhampton. Sealed tenders to be sent to the

Rev. W. Kcr, the Parsonage, Tipton, the chairman of the committee, to

September 13.

MouLSHAM.-For the erection ofnew schools in the hamlet of Moulsham, Chelms-
ford. Plans, Ac., at the offices, of the architect, Mr. Fred. Chancellor, 2,5, Old
Broad-street, London, and Chelmsford, Essex, until 30th August, upon which day
tenders to be delivered to the architect, at Chelmsford.

CEMETERY.
Bacup.—For the erection of the chapels, registrar's house, and entrance lodge.

Drawings, specifications, and quantities on and after the 20th inst. at the office of <

Samuel Tlalf, clerk to the board, Bacup, 1800 Tenders, addressed to the chairman,

of the board, by 12 noon of August 30.

COURT HOUSE.
Fenton.—For the erection of certain additional buildings, to the court-house at

Fenton. Plans, &c., with Inspector Stuart, at the police office, I'enton ; further

Information from Messrs. Ward and Co., architects, Hanley. Tenders to be de-

livered to Alfred Crewe, Clerk to the Commissioners of Fenton, New Town, Fenton,.

properly endorsed, to September 3.

VESTRY HALL, &c.
PiMLico.—For the erection of a house, board-room, offices, &c., on the wharf, at

Eljury-bridge-road, Pimlico, of the vestry of the parish of St. George, Hanover-
square. Si/ecilications, drawings, and conditions, at their office of works. No. 43

Lower Belgrave-place, Pimlico, where particulars and Information can bo obtalnec

of Mr. R. W. Jearrad, tlie surveyor, 'lenders to be delivered to Mr. T. P. ChappeU
vestry clerk, at the Board-room, in Mount-street, Grosvenor-squarc, sealed am
endorsed, " Tender for Buildings, &c., at Ebury-bridge-wharf, Pimlico," to Sept 4
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WOKKIIOUSES.
Blackucbn.— For the whole works, or any trade department of the work, required

for the erection of h New Union Workliouge. Speeitleations and drawings at tlic

Office of the Clerk of the Guardians, Kinjj-street, Blackburn, on the .lOth day of
August next, and for twenty-one days thereafter. All infonnatlou from the archi-

tects, Messrs. ,T. K. and .t. D. Oates, at their Oifiees, Coney-street, York, and
Oeorfre-street Chamber.'^. Halifax. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New Work-
house," addressed to V. Kllin*,'tiiorpe, Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to
the Clerk to the Hoard, Kinj,'-*'''™*- Klackburn, not later than September 21.

WOHKHOUSK.
St. Pancras.—For the general repairs of the workhouse of St. Pancras, Middlesex.

Specifieations at the vestry offices, Kintj's-road. Pancras-road, with form of tender
(ou deposit of £1). Tenders by 12 noon of .September 4.

CATTLE JIAKKKT, &c.
Derby.—For the necessary works (or the construction and completely finishing of
the proposed new ciittle-niarket in the Holmes, Derby. Also, for the erection and
completion of a new bridiie over the Derby Canal, at the "Cast Jletals," and the
continuation of the "3Iill Fleam" Arches, to make a southern approach to the
new cattle-market, and for the makinf? and completing of a ;iO-feet road throuj^h
the Derwent Meadows, on the north-east side of the river Derwent, m the foUow-
inpr divisions, viz:— First. Comprisinpr all the necessary works and materials
required in the erection of a bridge over the Derby Canal, and tlie continuation of
the double arches over the Mill Fleam. Second. Comprising the furnishing and
delivery of the whole of the iron castings and wrought-iron works required.

Third. Comprising the whole of the remaining materials and necessary labour
required in tilling, "raising, and trimming the site, laying down the sewerjige and
drainage, and constructing the roads and avenues, standings or pens, sheds, and
other works, and completely finishing the proposed cattle market. Fourth. Com-
prising the wliolc of the necessary materials and labour required in sewering,
making, fencing, and completing the road on the north-east side of the river Der-
went. IMans, sections, drawings, and specifieations, at the office of Mr. Thorburn,
borough surveyor, I^'ull-street. where all further information and forms of tender
may be obtained. Sealed tenders endorsed "Tender for New Cattle Market," to

be addressed to W. T. Cox, Esq. Mayor, must be left at the Biirveyor's office not
later than 3 p.m., August 30.

HOSPITAL, &c.
Wooi-wicn.—For takiu"; down and re-erecting two corrugated iron buildings ; pull-
ing down some old buildings, and erecting on the site of them a small hospital, &c.,

at Woolwich. Intending contractors to lodge lOs. 6d. for bills of quantities, with
tlieir names, at the Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, to September 4.

WAREHOUSE.
XoTTiNGiiAM.—For the erection and completion of a Wareliouse at the south-east
corner of Hroadway and Stoney- street, Nottingham. Plans, specification, and
conditions of contract from the 22nd until the 2t)th, 'on which latter day the ten-
ders are to be delivered by 11 o'oi 'k, a.m. at the offices of .lackson and Heazell,
architects, Bromley-house, Nottin^,..am. The quantities will b3 supplied.

DWELLING-HOUSES.
Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection of ahouse and out-offices, to

be erected in Crown Point-road. Plans, &c., at 10, Bedford-place, from the 20th
to the 27th. Tenders to be sent to J. Smith, architect, on August 27.

Leeds.—For the masons', bricklayers', slaters', painters', plasterers', pluml)ers',
glaziers', &c., work, required in the erection of eleven houses and joiners sliop.

Plans to be seen at James Gray's, joiner, &c., Burley-road, I^eeds.

Halifax.— For the works required to convert the Independent School, at High
Road Well, near Halifax, into dwelling-houses ; and for erecting adjoining thereto
a new school. Plans, &c., at the offices of J. E. and J. D. Oates, architects, 8,

Coney-street, York, until the 30th, on which day, before 5 p.m., sealed tenders, for
the whole or any trade departments of the required work, must be sent in. Bills
of quantities, and all information on application.

VILLA.
HoRNSEV.—For the erection of a villa residence, three pairs of semi-detached cot-
tages, and a factory, between Hornsey and Wood-green, for Mr. Edward Welch.
Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. Robert Lcabon Curtis, 8, Union-court, Old Broad-
street, E.C.

COTTAGES, &c.
WiLSTnoHPE.—For building cottages, and adding to and repairing two farmsteads
at Wilsthorpe, near Market-Deeping, Lincolnshire. Plans, »&c., at the office of E.
Browning, architect, liroad-street, Stamford, from the 20th August. Tenders, on
form supplied, iW 12 noon of August 31.

WATERWORKS.
Belper.—p or the undermentioned contracts :—

Contract No. 1.—For the supply of about 30O tons of east-iron water-pipes, and
other castings.

Contract No. 2.—For laying and jointing east-iron water-pipes, supplying and
fixing sluice values and hydrants ; and for the construction of covered service
reservoirs, and other works.

Plans, &"c., on and after August 20, and duplicate forms of tenders, schedules, and
bills of quantities may be had by payment of one guinea for each contract on ap-
plication at the offices of the company. King-street. Belper. Further information
from the engineer, ^Ir. R. Bayliss, Derby. Sealed tenders, addressed to F. S. Pring,
Secretary of the Belper Waterworks Company, Belper, to eleven a.m. of August

Tkanmere.- For any of the following contracts for the Tranmere Local Board
Waterworks :—
Contract No. 1.—For the supply of east-iron pipes and other castings.
Contract No. 2.—For the supply of sluice valves, hydrants, and street fittings.

Contract No. 3.—For laying and jointing cast-iron pipes and fixing sluice valves.
hydrants, &e.

Contract No. 4.—For sinking and completing a pure water well.
Contract No. o.—For providing and fixing a steam-engine, with duplicate boilers
and pumps, capable of lifting 25,000 gallons of water 250 feet high per hour.

Plans and drawings may be seen, and specifications, duplicate forms of tender,
schedules for prices, »fcc., ro.ay be obtained for contracts Nos. 1, 2, and 5, on payment
of £1 for each contract, and specifications may be seen and duplicate forms of
tender and schedules for prices for contracts Nos. 3 and 4 may be obtained on
payment of 10s. for each contract, on application at the office of the Local Board,
In Green-lane, Tranmere ; or at the office of Robert Rawlinson, civil engineer, 34,
Parliament-street, Westminster, on and after the 3rd September. Sealed tenders,
endorsed " Tender for contract No. ," to be forwarded to the Clerk of the I,ocal
Board to September 17.

GAS FITTINGS.
Kensington.—For the Metropolitan Tabernacle, Elephant and Castle, including
the chapel, school-room, vestries and approaches. Each person tendering must
send in their own plan, specification, and estimate. Application to Mr. W. Pocock,
architect. Craven-street, Strand for further details, and for cards to view the
building. Tenders to be delivered at the vestry, New Park-street Cliapel, Soutli-
wark, at 5 p.m. of August 27.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Bedstone, SiiRorsiiiRE.—For the erection of farm-buildings and double cottage at
Bedstone, Sbropsliire (six miles from Ludlow, and two miles from Leintwardine).
Plans, ttc, with 3Ir. ilif-bael Hanson, drainage foreman. Bedstone. Tenders to
be sent to Mr, J. Bailey Denton, 52, Parliament-street, Westminster, to August 31.

BRIDGE.
Grindon.—For the erection of a new stone bridge over the river ^lanifold, at aplace
called the Weigs, between Wetton and.Grindon. Application to be made, ana ten-
ders sent in, either to Jlr. Edward Fallows, of Wetton, or to Mr. William Smith,
Crindon Moor Gate, to August 30.

ROADS AND EARTHWORK.
CnoYDON.- For earthwork required in laying out the cemetery at Croydon, and far
the formation of roads and paths thereupon. Particulars at tlie office of the arobi-
tect, Mr. E. C. Robins, 111, Arundel-street, Strand, W.C. Tenders to be sent to H.
Richards, clerk, Croydon, to August 28.

FENCES, GATES, &c.
CiiATiiAji 'or supply and erection of fences, gates, &c., on War Department land,
Chatham —vies, and Fort Pitt, Chatham. Plans, &c., and forms of tenders at the
Royal lOngineer Office, Chatham Lines, till Auguct 30. Tenders to the Director of
Contracts, War Office, Pall-mall, London, to August 31.

MUSKETRY HUT.
GospoRT.— For hut accommodation for the Instructor of Musketry, at Drown Down,
near Gosport, Hants. Intending contractors to leave their names at the Royal
Engineer's Offices, Brockliurst Lodge, Gosport, and pay lOs. (id. for bill* of
quantities, to August 28.

PAVING.
Mit.E-ESD New Town.—For paving the yards at the industrial school of the
Whitechapel Union situate in >"orest-lane, Westham. Essex, with 3-ineh tooled
York paving (about 20,200 feet super, in extent). Particulars and conditions at the
office ef G. Adams Farr, clerk, Workliouse, daily, between ten and three, when and
where printed forms of tender (which only are to be used) may be obtained. Ten-
ders are to be delivered sealed up and endorsed "Tender for Paving," at the
Workhouse, previous to August 28.

LIGHTHOUSES.
Hebrides.— For a lighthouse on the .Monarch Isles, lying to the westward of North

Uist, in the Hebrides. The Commissioners will previously arrange to convey
intending contractors from Oban to inspect the locality on a day to be subsequently
named, towards the end of August. Meanwhile, intending contractors to send
their names and addresses to Alex. Cunningham, Secretary, Northern Lighthouse
Office. 84, (ieorge-street, Edinburgh, and he will give them notice of the precise
day fixed for the inspection.

Harwich.-For the erection of lighthouse buildings on Landguard Point, at the
entrance of Harwich Harbour. I'lans, specifieations, forms of tender, and con-
ditions of contract at the Trinity House, London. Tenders to the Trinity Uoose,
directed as required, to August 27.

HARBOR.
Cardiff.—For deepening and widening the steam packet Harbor at the entrance of
the Bute docks, Cardifl,and to erect a timber jetty 221 feet long; also an iron barge
or pontoon, 70 feet by 30 feet, an iron lattice bridge ISO feet by 12 feet, and other
works connected therewith, for facilitating the landing ofpassengers and goods at all
times of the tide. Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. McConnochie, the resident engineer,
Bute East Dock, Cardiff, to August 25. Sealed tenders for the excavation, jetty,
&c., ar.d for the barge and bridge separately, addressed to the Trustees of the
Slarquis of Bute, are to be delivered at tne Office of the engineers, Messrs.
Walker, Burges, and Cooper, 23, Great George-street, Westminster, on or before
10 a.m. of August 27.

EMBANKMENT SEWEES, &c.
Old Ford.—For the formation of an embankment, and the construction of main
brick sewers therein, 5 miles 1,400 feet in length, or thereabouts, together with iron
bridges and other works in connexion therewith. The works will commence at a
point west of the river Lee, at Old Ford, cross the Stamford-road, pass throngli
West Ham, Plaistow, and East Ham, and terminate at Barking Creek, in the re-
spective counties of Jliddlesex, Essex, and Kent. Parties desirous of tendering
may, on payment of£5, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form of tenders, &c., on
appUcation to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer of the MetropoUtan Board of Works,
1, Greek-street, Soho, from August 28. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan
Board of Works, to be delivered at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober 1.

(See advertisement.)
SUPPLY.

Kensington.—For the supply of 500 yards of broken bine Guernsey granite, to be
delivered before the 12th of October. Forms of Tender, &c.. at the Vestry
Surveyor's Office, Vestry-hall, Kensington. Tenders, sealed and endorsed,
" Tender for granite," to be delivered to R. Green, vestry clerk, by 4 p.m., up to
August 31. (See advertisement,)

Progress of Paris.—Since the Inte additions made to the city ofParis,
it covers a space of 78,020,000 yards. Of these 15,000 consist of gardens, or of
waste ground laid out for building. By the census taken in the year 1856 the
population is set down at 1,174,346 souls. At present it is calculated that in
consequence of the limits being extended to the fortifications, the population of
Paris amounts to 1,800,000.

Palace Yard.—On Friday, in the House of Commons, Sir J. Shelley
asked whether it was true that the First Commissioners of Works meant to pull

down the houses ou the south side of New Bridge-street, and erect public offices

on the site. He thought it would be preferable to leave the whole space open to
Westminster-hall, under certain arrangements, which the hon.bai'onet described.

Mr. Cowper said the houses in question would not be purchased for two or three

years, and that it would then be time enough to decide in what way the space
should he occupied. In the mean time, he must say that he could not approve
the arrangements proposed by the hon. baronet.

Poorhouse for North Leith (N.BJ.—The foundation of stone of this

building was laid a few days since. The design and plans for the main building,

with Inspector's offices, &c., have been jirepared by Mr. Peter Hamilton, architect.

Hill Street. The structure will be appropriately plain, with no striking archi-

tectural features, but will be roomy and airy within, and provided, both internally

and externally, with approved modern arrangements for promoting the health

and comfort of the inmates. The principal entrance will look to the south, and
in form the building will consist of two long parallelograms two stories in height,

and each about 140 feet in length by from thirty-five to forty broad; the one
placed about thirty feet behind the other, and joined to it by a "large square hall

—to be used loth as a dining hall and chapel—in the centre. The number ofpoor

on the parochial roll runs about 300, and accomodation will be provided in this

edifice for 1'20—a large proportion ofwhom will consist ofwidows and orphan chil-

dren. The estimated cost of the buildings, including Inspector's and Collector's

offices at the gate, &c., is £5,459. The contractors are Mr. James Hume, builder,

and Mr. Andrew Cunningham, joiner Lelth. Mr. Jos. Taylor is engaged as inspec-

tor of the works.

Doncaster.—Tndepemlent Chapel—This chapel, which has recently been

undergoing repairs, consisting of the re-slating of the roof, painting and renovat-

ing the interior, and fixing new iron palisades in front of the chapel-yard, was
re-opened on Sunday last. The parties who have been engaged in the repairs

are, Mr. Giles, the interior : Mr. Cooper, the slating; Mr. Athron, the stone-

work outside ; and Mr. Walkinshaw, of the Don Foundery, the palisading, the

new design of which is much admired, and will improve the appearance of the

building from Pall-gate.
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THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

By ICenn. jr«H.—Westerliam. Cudlmm. anil Tatstlold, In the counties of Kent ami
time!'. eiUK known »« iio.Ward'!<-fann, l^<)ml>ri»tng »«i«. Ir. 4». of arable, paslnro, anil

Troodland, with itsMencr anil coitago tlKivim, aUo necessary oniboUdlngs, let on lease at
XISO per annnni ; sold for £4,.*'0(>.

lllt-ti-nva.l.Sutflcld, Surrcv, meadovr, known as OraTcl-lanc-llcld, containing 3r. lOp.

;

sold for £70.
Bv Mr. >l»»sH.—l,s. I.udgate hill, premises, comprising honse and shop, let on lease at

£jnw per annum : sold for X4.1S0. , , , .,.

Lansdownr-rvail. Baih. nearlT s acres of buildinK land in ftont of Cainden-placc, also the

re«erv..ir of wiiter in tin- nar of Camden-place. and all the rights to supply the residences in

Oamden-pliu'o. >i ith « aiir. the rental from such supply at present amounting to upwards of

iCWpcrannum: sold for £l.!«t>. ^ ^
By Messrs. (iLisiEK and Sox.—Hijih-strect, Edenbridgo, Kent, house and shop, garden

•wUh side entrance, let at £14 per annum ; sold for £3:o.
9, Hlenheim-iottaues, Vnion-road, York-road, Battcrsca, cottage, let at £23 8s. per

annum ; sold for £3io.
Sand 3. lilenhelm-cottagcs, lot at «8 138. per annum ; sold for £270.
4 and i, Illenhoim-coTt.i;.;es, let at £38 12s. per annum ; sold for £250.
Cottape. lot at £14 6S. l>er annum ; sold for £115.
10, St. I'etors-pliice. liiion-road, Batlersea. cottage, let at £11 14s. ; sold for £116.

4 and .^. riiion-ntaii.Battersea, cottages, let at £:u 43.; sold for £230. „ ^, ,
By Mr. C. Wartos.—Xo'thlleet, Kent, plots of building land, near the Leather Bottle Inn.

»oW(V»ni£ailo£,wp«riilo\. ,. _ ,

By Mr. Cliispt.—Bonsham-lanc, London-road, Croydon, residence, Known as "Jietreat
cottage," with stabling, ganlen, and paddock ; sold for £..2.1.

By Messrs. Bromlet and son.—220, High-street, lioxton, dwelling-house and beerMiop,

knowB u the " Red Lion," let at £.'*> per annum ; sold for £1135.

JU,Hl(rh-streel,Hoxton,honseandshop,letat£40pcr annum; soldfor£38S.
ISand 22!. High-street, Iloxton, iVechold houses, lot on lease at a ground-rent of £6 153.

per annum ; sold for £.'M0. ^ ^
«t, Sttsannuh-placc, Curtain-road, Shoredltch, houses and shop, let on lease at £51 183. per

annum; sold fur £790. , .. „
.-., Susannali-place, house and shop, let on lease at £38 18s. per annum ; sold for £filO.

l*.Cros.^-s:rcil.Citv-road. house and shop, let on lease at £2ii per annum ; sold for £400.

IS, We-stmotfland-place. City-road, house ; sold for £590.
a, a, and 81, XorQi-street, Limehouscfleids, houses, let at £24 14s. per annum; sold

for£Uio.
Bv Mr. I>AXiEi Watnet.—Queen's Crofl high-road IVom Maldon to Bradwcll, adjoining

Drinkwali'rFarm.Dengy. Bradwell-ncxt-tlie-Sea, lissex, 5a. 3r. 2Gp. of arable land, let at

£10 per annum : sold for "£3.V..

Uigh-strvet. Bnindon, SuAilk, dweillug-house and half an acre of garden-ground; sold

for £l»>.
Bv Messrs. Fosteb.—Kstate, known as Lansdowne-grove, Bath, comprising mansion and

nearly six acres of beautiful grounds, stabling, coach-houses, kitchen-garden, gardener's
cottage, conservatorv, and paddocks ; sold for £.'.1100.

Bv Messrs. Xortos, IIocgart, and Thist.—Hid GraTcl-iane. St. Gcorgc's-in-tlic-East,

near Ihu London-ducks and the Thames-tunnol, plot of building-land, occupying an area of
nearly M,oo» sqnare feet ; sold for £3.200.
Holloway. comer plot of bnilding-Iand, near Seven Sisters-road ; sold for £520.

A plot ol buiiding-land adjoining ; sold for £520.
>'ear last lot. corner pb>t of building-land, containing la. 2r. 9p. ; sold for £1,000.

By Mr. MrRR£i.L 8, Laureuce-lone, Choapside, estate, let ou lease at £150 per annum

;

sold for £3,000.

LSASXHOII).
Bv Mr. Maxsh Xew Korth-road, Hoxton, premises and residence, used as a manufactory

for Vranklorl Black. k( on lease at £80 per annum, term 20 years nnexplrod, ground-rent
£5 1^. per annum ; sold for £7o<).

44, Ilatton-gardcn, lloliiorn, residence, let at £05 per annum ; term 28 years from Midsum-
mer, 18.V., ground-rent £3 Os. per annum ; sold for £5ito.

5, Mount-pleasant, Klm-street, Gray's-inn-lane, house and shop, and a dwelling-house, i),

Elm-street, let at £«5 per annnm, term 7 years from Cliristmas, 1800, ground-rent £35 per
annum ; sold for £.M).

By Jlr. C. Waetos. — 12, St. Peter's - square, Hammersmith, honse, let at £36 per
annum, term Gr, years from Midsummer last, ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for £300.

By Messrs. (laEEN and SON.—22, St. Paul's-grove, Marquess-road, Canonbury, residence,
let at £75 per annum, term 90 years ftom Christmas, 1855, ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for
^OS.
», St. Panl's-gTove, residence, let at £75 per annum, held for same term and ground-rent,

sold for £im.
By Messrs. BBon.ET and Son.—e«. Chapel-street, Pentonvillc, house, let at £32 per

annum, term 24 years, from March, 1860, ground rent £2 18s. per annum ; sold for £265.
M, Alma-street. Xew Xorth-road, Hoxton, house, let at £34 per annum, t3rm 75 years

fW>m Ladv-dav. 1800, ground-rent £5 6s, per annum ; sold for £335.
4, Shaftesbury-strcet, Hoxton, bouse, let at £26 per annum, term 38 years, unex.^ired

ground-rent £3 Ifts. per annum ; sold for £240.» and !I, Vanghan terrace. City-road, houses, let at £58 per annum, term 5S years, from
September, 1«35, ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for £435.

34, Ironmonger-street, St. Luke's, house, let at £2t per annum, term 61 years, from De-
cember, 1811 . ground-rent 6 guineas per annum ; sold for £90.

2. 3. and 11. Xelson-street, City-road, houses, let at £90 per annum, term 16 years from
Lady-day, 1800, ground -rent £30 per annum, but for the last ten years of the said term at a
peppercorn ; sold for £600.
By Messrs. Havmono and Eiloabt 26 and 29, Duke-strect, Upper Stamford-street, Lam-

beth, houses, let at £89 per annum, term, 30 years from Michaelmas, 1860, ground-rent £12
per annnm ; sold for £500.

14 and 15, Princes-street, Upper Stamford-street, houses, let at £36 per annum, same term
as last lot, ground-rent £6 per annum ; sold for £245.
W. Upper Stamford-street, Blackfriars, house,', let at £52 per annum , held for same term,

ground-rent £8 per annum ; sold for £4<iO.

By Mr. A.Kichakds.—Enfield-town, Middlesex, cottage residence, known as Lorn-cottage,
IIoliy-walk,Iet at £a5 per per annum, terra, 21 years fVom Lady-day, 1852, ground-rent £12
per annum ; sold for £50.
By Mr. Oai^ooo,—7 to 10, Retreat, Lcwisham, Kent, dwelling-houses, let at £60 perannum,

term. £8 years from Ladv-dav, i860, ground-rent £0 per annum ; sold for £520.
By Messrs. Bailey and Fkt.—Loughborougli-road, Brixton. The Hero of Switzerland

public-bouse, and shop adjoining, also a private residence and nursery ground ; sold for
£2.800.
By Mr. BRAT,jnn.—1 and2. Macclesfteld-strcet, and7and 8, City- gardens, houses, and a

cottage In the rear, near the City-road-basin, City-road, producing, per annum,
£las las. per anntmi, tenn, ou years tVom December, 1834, ground-rent £10 lOa. per aumun

;

(Old for £470.
S, 10, and 12, Lonsdale-road, Westboume-grove, Bavswater, three residences, let at £89 per

aiuuisn; term, 83 years fhnn Midsummer, I8G0, ground-rent £18 per anniun; sold for
SMi.

COPYnOLD.
Br Mr. Marsh.—Monmouthshire, estate, known as the Ifant-y-March, In the parish

of llaiigwviii, Monmouth, comprising fann-house, bam, stabling, sheds, and all requisite
fajm-l>ulldlngs, and atKjut 800 acres of arable, pasture, and watered meadow land, let on lease
at £107 per annum : s«>ld for £2.600.
By Mr. Dakiel Wa-tnet.—Brandon, pulilic-liouse, the "Trowel and Hammer," 3Iarket-

place, and four cottages and w-arehouse adjoining, let at £20 per annum ; sold for £135.
By Messrs. Xash—Cuddington, Surrey, building land, containing 11a. 3r. 29p. on the tum-

plke-road flrom Cheam to Epsom ; sold for £930.
Bjr Meanv. Norton, IIoooabt, and Trist.—Old Barge House li^arf. Upper Ground-

street, Black&iara, warehouse of two floors, lot at £55 per annum ; sold for £800.

Lincolnshire.—The church of All Saints, South Kyme, has just undergone ft

jadicioiu restoration, the work having been effected by the exertions of the Rev,
II. Sydney Nencatre, the Incumbent. The work was entrusted to Mr. Baker,
buflear, of Sleaford. The edifice was re-opened for divine service a few days ago,
—The extensive alterations at Uppingham parish cliurch are to be effected by
Mr. Ilalliday, ofGreethara, and Mr. Cave, of Uppingham, from plans prepared
by Mr. Paraons, architect, of London.

JUanchetter.—St. Jameit' Chvrch, Hope.—The ceremony of laying the
loondatioo-stonc of this cliurch was penormed on Saturday last. The building

is intended to accommodate G40 persons and its length will be 132 feet, bniadth

67 feet, height 48 feet. The style is to be the English Gothic of the loth century.

The plan consists of a chancel, and a iinve with lofty clerestory, and north and
south aisles, divided from the nave by a double row of seven arches, on circular

pillars. The chancel will be one-quarter the whole length, having the desk and
pulpit on cither side of the arch. It will be flanked by an organ chamber and by
the vestry on the north and south sides, and (rising tliree steps from the nave)

will be terminated with an elegant oast window of fivi^ lights. Tlie most striking

feature of the building will be a tower and spire, 100 feet high, disengaged from

the church except at the base, where it will be joined to the north porch. The
roof of the church will be open, with the rafters fully exposed. The main walls

will.be of Yorkshire pierrepoint, with dressings from the S torton Quarries Cheshire.

The architect is Mr. Walter Scott, of Liverpool.

Daventnj Church.—On Thursday last the parish church of Daventry was re-

opened for (livine service, after having been closed since the 11th of November of

last year, when the organ (which was built by Mr. Hill, at a cost of £600) was
accidentally destroyed by flre, and the church itself very much blackened and
partially injured, considerable damage having been done to the ceilings, galleries,

roofs, and pews. The whole of the plaster work inside tlie church has been reno-

vated, and theceiling, especially that over the chancel, enriched with handsome
and costly mouldings. In addition to a new organ, which has been built by Mr.
Willis, a new organ loft has been erected, and the pews and church decorations

have been restored. Through the liberality rtf Mrs. Watson and family, and the

Rev. D. Veysie, ten new stained glass windows were presented for the galleries,

and the inhabitants subscribed for ten smaller ditto for the body of the church,

which are well protected outside with galvanised wire work. The windows were
manufactured by Messrs. Powell and iSon, of London. In addition to the altera-

tions required through the flre, many improvements, both interior and exterior,

have been made by the churchwardens.

BANKRUPTS.
( From the XondoN GaxHte.^

Burton, John, brick mannfiicturer, CoUBicrwortli, Lmc^tlncliiri-; August 28, Sfiptember 27, Rt eleven, at the

Court of Bjiiikruptcy, Nottingham. Official BMignea, Mr. Hams, Nottingham ; solicitor, Mr. Aahwell,
Nottingham.

ClmdwicK, Joseph, stone merchant, AuguKtiin -street. Repent' s-park ; August 31, at eleven, October 11, at

hftU-pH8t twelve, ut Ba singh all-street. Official uBsignee, Mr. Whittuore, Basinghall-Btrfet ; soUcitorB,

Meesrs. Liuklaiera and Ilackwood, Walbrook.
H«1I, James, builder, Oxford ; Aujjust 27, at eleven, September 26, at one, at BaainRhall-Btreet. Official

agaignee, Mr. titanafeld, Basinghall-otreet; Bolicitora, MeBsrs. Uurford and Taylor, FurniTal'»-inn,

Htdborn.
M'Nulty, James, nnd M'Nulty, John, joiners, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire ; August 29, September 28,

at twelve, at the Court of Bunkruptcy, Manchester, Official aseignee, Mr. Putt, Manchester ; solicitors,

Messrs. Daroton and Greaves, Asnton-under-Lyne,
Smith, Amos, builder, Andover^road, Homsey-rond, Hollovrav; Auguit 24, at eleven, October 5, at half

Sast elsven, at Baainghall-street. Official asiignee, Mr. Whitmore, Baainghall-atreet; solicitor, Mr.
•rchard, John-strfet, Bedford-row.

Steward, Richard, carpenter, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk^ August 30, at one. September 27, at hatf-piut

eleven, at BHsiu£;li all -street. Officii assignee, Mr. Cannan, Basinghall-street; solicitors, Mewra
liinklaters and Uackwood, Walbrook.

SCOTCH SEQUESTEATION.
Barclay, Jamefl Bow, slater, Glasgow.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDENDS.
Axford, John, and Greenslade, Charles, timber and slate m-'rehant, Bridgwater; first divisiou of 49. in

the pound, any Tuesday or Friday after October 8, at Mr. H. L. Hirtiel's, Queen-street, Ereter.

Hawlu, Pliilipjbrickmaker, Kinsou-lodge, near Poole, Dorset; first division of Is. S}d. in the pound aay
TuBBday or iViday after October 8, at Mr. H. L. HirUel's, Queen-street, Exeter.

CERTIFICATES to he granted unless cause be shown to the contrary on the
day appointed,

Gardner, Edward, builder, Northampton; September 12.

Lattimore, Joshua, timber merchant, Handriuge ; September 17.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building News, 20,

Old lioswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

R. "VV. F. ; A SuBSCKiBEE FROM No. 1 ; A. B.—We shall enter more fully into the sul^cct
hereafter.

William C—The least damp would be decidedly injurious under the circumstances you
mention.

r. Matthes.—1. Contributed. 2. Against our rule, therefore we cannot, furnish you with
name and addres.s.

A. P., Louvain The Building Xewb shall be forwarded direct from the office if you will
send your address to our puhlisher. We are always glad to receive information or sketches,
and will return the latter if it is wished.

P. K. W.—Elms says :—" Before the word chapel, capella, was restrained by modem usape to
an oratory or dependant place of divine worship, :it was also used for any sort of chest,
cabinet, or other repository of precious things, especially of religious reliquos ;" and refexH

to Kennctt's *' Parochial Antitiuitics," p. r.so. Private or domestic chapels -i.e., those built

for private worship, may be erected without leave of the bishop, and need not bo con-
secrated, though they anciently were so ; nor are they subject to the jurisdiction of the
ordinary.

Rev. U. w .—" Wliere lights have been enjoyed for more than twenty years, contiguous to
land which, within that period, bad been glebe land, but was conveyed to a purchaser
uuder the 55th George IIL, c. 147, it was held in the case of Barker v. Richardson that an
action would lie against .'such purchaser fur building so aa to obstruct the iight,inasmuch
as the rector, who was tenant lor life, could not grant the easement, aud,;;thereforo no valid
grant could be presumed.

Alfked li K.—Your case appears to be a painful one ; we are sorry we cannot suggest a
remedy.

T. Williams.—Shall receive attention.
A. M. B.—Too much in the nature of an advertisement for pnblicatlon.
A Sdkvetor.--You are not eligible to become a member of the Royal Institute of British
Architects if you are in the practice of measuring artificer's work other than that erected
under your own supermtendence.

P. H.—The contract appears to say yes ; but we think under the circumstances a more liberal
interi)rctation of the clause woultf be no less than fair, but it should be made the sutiject
of a sperial agreement, so that the contract generally be not affected.

H. A. wiNNET {Bristol).—Not unless it is agreed that the valuation sliail be binding on both
parlies.

A Builder.—Put the most favorable construction on the matter and write t^ain.
E. Hill.—Whatman's drawing paper is the best for the purpose.
J. Robinson.—Thanks ; we will reply as soon as possible.

jl. II e.—We must decline to interfere between architect and client.
jAMKs Kitten, caimot consider the cost, when ho asks us to give two page lUuatrations
weekly, in lulditlon to the Chamber's supplement.

RicHABD W.—Write to the obliging Secretary, Wyatt Papworth, Esq., Great Mariborough-
street.

C. Etton.—Would.have appeared before this but for want of space.
T. SCOTT.—Given as sent to us.

R. BuiiT.—Would involve a journey for which we have no time, and which the occoalon doc
not appear to necessitate.

A WaiTER.—Declined, with thanks.
r. R. <liLBEBT (Bath).—Thauks, we will return parcel In alK>ut three weeks.
Matuew II,—We think not.
beceived.—Alftcd Weston ; J. A. W, ; Robert Wilson ; Thomas ScUon ; O. P. A. ; Blflemaa
Edward P.
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NOTES ON COAST CHURCHES IN DEVON
AND CORNWALL.

I.—TiNTAGEL.

HE counties oC Devon and Cornwall, the latter

especially, have been (ill within quite recent

years comparatively unknown, in consequence
of the great ilifficulties and inconveniences

attending travelling in a hilly country devoid
of railway communication. People do not

object to search out the remoter beauties of

the scenery of foreign lands, independently of
the iron road, but in England, it would seem,

there is a growing indisposition, on the part

at least of Englishmen, to extend their jour-

f neyings beyond a terminus.

A few years ago the South Devon Railway
was opened from Exeter to Plymouth, and
more recently the continuation of the broad
gauge, called the Cornwall Railway, to Truro;
from which is a narrow gauge continuation to

Penzance. These lines have opened up the

Far West, and have given to the larger towns
along their course a rank among the English

towns that ought to be, and now may be
visited; but for the present, at all events,

they have not done much for the romantic and
interesting and secluded parts which are most worth visiting.

This will all come in due time : meanwhile it is not our vocation to

fill the office of a guide-book. But we may be of some service even

in this way ; though we propose but to describe our visits to certain

sea-girt shrines for the sake of drawing attention to their architectural

peculiarities.

The churches of the south coast of Devon, between Plympton and
Kingsbridge, and several of those on the north coast of Cornwall, are

worthy of particular notice, most of them for their high antiquity, and
several for the architectural peculiarities which they exhibit, and which
render them quite distinct in character from even the neighbouring
inland churches. Many of these latter are quite ordinary structures

;

interesting, indeed, but claiming no particular notice, while among the

former are to be found features which remind us of Scottish, Irish, and
even foreign architecture, a fact probably to some extent accounted for

by their position on the sea coast.

We have chosen Tintagel, the oldest and most interesting church in

the West, for our first chapter. Tintagel, famous of old as the castle of

"the blameless king," and the place where his "Table round" was
set ;—famous ever for its scenery of unrivalled grandeiu- and wildness

—

"he mnstihave eyes," says the old Cornish adage, "that would scale

Tintagel,"—-famous last, but not least, for the " Morte d'Arthur," and
the "IdyUs of the Kmg."
The traveller who wishes to get to Tintagel comfortably will go by

way of Plymouth, along the Cornwall Line to Bodmin,* where he will

find admirable accommodation at Oliver's Royal Hotel. Thence he
should post to Boscastle, a most romantic place, and make the
" Wellington " his head-quarters. Tintagel is ibur miles distant from
this spot, but good and cheap conveyances can be obtained firom the
landlord.

We will suppose every difficulty in the way of locomotion overcome,
and the traveller standing by the old lych-stone at the entrance of the
churchyard.

It is a wild place indeed, the summit of a tremendous clifT with nothing
to shelter it even in the smallest degree from the fierce blasts of the

Atlantic. The church, a considerable portion of which is nearly one
thousand years old, is (as may well be imagined) weather-beaten
indeed. The very tombstones are held up against the gale by buttresses
of solid masonry. No one can behold without awe that ancient watch-
tower overlooking the Severn sea ; not greatly changed in substance,
and, we can readily believe, but little changed in outline, since the day
when our Saxon forefathers set up the last stone, and dedicated it

to Him that " sitteth above the waterfloods and remaineth a King
for ever."

The church is cruciform in plan, consisting of a nave and chancel,

transepts, porches, western tower, and a " Ladye chapel " in the angle
between the north transept and the chancel, but eastward of the tran-
sept, and separated from it by a small space. Of these the main walls
of the nave and chancel are undoubtedly of Saxon date, and have been
80 accounted by all antiquaries of authority who have visited and
inspected them. Mr. Parker has included them in his list of Saxon

* Thf course of the Cornwall Railway towards Bodmin, traverses for many miles
I tne Glyrni Valley, Lord Vivian's property. The line is carried along the side of the

soutliern hills, scarped out high up among the trees, and crossing by picturesque
wooden viaducts every leafy recess. A more charming succession of lovely views
than this portion of the line presents, cannot be found ia any partof England. From
hegmning to end it is a dlasomng view of beauty.

remains at the end of his splendid edition of " Hickman." There are
additions and insertions of Norman date, and in all the three styles of
Pointed architecture.

The tower is the latest work of all, but it appears to have been built

on the model of the original structure, and probably to .some extent
with the old materials, at all events it harmonises admirably with the
old church in outline, especially at a little distance ; it will, however,
easily bear a closer inspection, and is a most creditable work for its

period.

The external aspect of the nave is plain, but most venerable : several

of the Saxon windows have been blocked up or destroyed, and at least

one apparently quite new window has been inserted, with at least

doubtful taste : an Early English triplet of lancets under a four-

centred (Perpendicular) relieving arch is an unpardonable anachronism.
The four-centred arch was probably intended for a segmental one.

The north transept is short, and chiefly of Early English character

:

it has been much renewed and repaired of late.

The south transept is of great length, and chiefly of very Early
Decorated : two windows in its east wall are of admirable character,

and delicately moulded. There are also later insertions of tolerable

work.

The exterior of the chancel has been much modified by recent

restorations, but no means deprived of its original character. The
eastern triplet of foliated lights is very eflective, but both this and the

new windows in the south wall are only imperfectly carried out in

detail. There is an especial clumsiness about the sills, and on the

whole they contrast unfavourably with the ancient window in the south
transept. This, however, is (if we remember rightly) capable of im-
provement even yet, as the blocks of stone out of which the sills are

cut are large enough to admit of their being sloped away on the outside

much more than they are at present.

The south porch is chiefly remarkable for the fact that, although it is

large, its roof is composed of only/our slates : this curious feature is

explained by the fact that Tintagel is situated in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of a great slate country, the famous Delabole quarry being
near at hand. Indeed, it is no uncommon thing in the villages around
to come upon a pig-stye, or even larger out-house, constructed of
only five slates, one for each wall, and one for a sloping roof

!

The interior of the church is remarkably solemn, and has a peculiar

grandeur of its own, which is felt by all who enter it, but cannot be
described. Low, long, and narrow, its walls carrying us back through
the ages to the times when the Norman rule was not ; its internal

arrangements but little altered since the fifteenth century—few churches
of equal interest remain in this country. Scarcely a modern pew is to

be seen, but the old oak benches, black with age and rich with carving,

fill the nave. The ancient font, rudely and grotesquely sculptured,

stands in its old accustomed place. Each window is filled with stained

glass, chiefly the work of the Rev. R. B. Kinsman, the present vicar,

and excellent specimens ofwhat a persevering and diligent amateur can
do.* All combine to form a whole in which there is little, indeed, of

uniformity, but much of that real and abiding unity which is higher
and greater far, and makes itself more felt in art as in God"s own
Nature.
A good deal has been efiected recently in the way of restoration and

improvement, and, on the whole, judiciously. This is saying a great

deal, when it is remembered that restoration in so venerable a church
as this is separated by an almost invisible line from sacrilege. A stone

sculptured a thousand years ago may not be lightly handled.

The " Ladye chapel," now used as a vestry, opens into the chancel

on the north side, by a characteristic wooden door, of the square-headed
trefoil type, of oak, and of the thirteenth century. The chapel itself

is not so evidently Saxon as the portions of the nave and chancel men-
tioned above, but we have little or no doubt that it may be safely re-

ferred to that period. The windows are extremely small, round-
headed, and deeply-splayed. The original stone altar remains, slab and
all, in a perfect state, except that only four out of the five crosses on
the slab remain. On either side are curious corbels, or rather brackets,

on which images formerly stood.

It remains to notice briefly a few of the more remarkable relics of

each century. These are: 1. The Saxon door and windows of the nave,

which ought to be depicted in some one or other of our architectural

illustrated works. 2. The great south doorway of the nave, a fine

specimen of Norman work. 3. The I'ransition Norman chancel-arch,

with carved imposts. 4. The east window of the north transept, an

Early English triplet, the sill of which was originally an altar, with

some of the crosses remaining. This curious relic of antiquity has,

unfortunately, been removed during the last few years. 5. The win-

* There is a window in the south wall of the chancel by some professional artist,

containing very lively portraits of Moses and St. John the Evangelist, with beads

only a little smaller than their bodies, and nimbi lilie night-caps, with their uameg
written upon them. Mr. Kinsman's glass contrasts favorably indeed with this

miserable alTair. The glass in the east window looks like Mr. Willemcnfs, and is

very good.
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dows in the south transept (east wall), and the Easter sepulchre or

founder's tomb in the chancel, which are of good Decorated work.
6. The oak rood-screen and the old seats, of good Perpendicular work,
and several other specimens of the same period, of much Ijetter work
than Cornish Perpendicular generally.

After leaving Tintngel Church we proceeded to the vicarage, not
only for the sake of the refreshment which the good vicar was so good
as to prepare for us, but also for the relics of antiquity which we knew
we should find there. The old pigeon-house, which, wrapped in a
thick mantle of ivy, stands in the middle of the lawn, is very pic-

turesque, and well worth a visit. The old gateway, also, giving entrance

to the vicarage-grounds, is a fine Gothic arch, recalling the time when
Tintagel was subject to the great Abbey of Fontevrault, in Normandy.
Nor must we omit to mention the curious old rectangular fishponds

behind the vicarage, which are well worthy of notice.

LODGERS, LODGINGS, AND REFORM.
No. n.

r continuation ofthis subject we give two plans of dwellings explanatory

of our previous remarks. These will be followed by others more
fully illustrating the improvements which we contend are essential in this

matter, and which, if wholly or even partially acted upon, would effect a
very wholesome and necessary reform. There cannot be two opinions

upon the present state of things—upon the abominable system of con-

struction lulopted in the generality of our town houses, and although so

radical a change cannot be carried out in buildings already erected yet

much may be done even with them to eradicate the evils we have endea-

voured to point out. In the plans we now submit, the lower or ground
story, would be devoted to business—shops, warehouses, &c. (this arrange-

ment being kept in view) ; the upper floors only being as arranged. In

No. 1 plan this would be divided, as far as regards the front, the entrance

to both departments being from a lobby in the centre. This arrangement,
instead of being a drawback, would be, in very many instances, of con-

siderable advantage, while the back portions of the business premises could

either be in one or divided, as the occasion might require. In No. 2 the

ordinary shop arrangement would not be interfered with.

The parlor. A, is proposed'to be fitted up with dwarf cupboards in each
recess, those being spaces which could not be better occupied, serving for

china, &c. This room, together with the whole of them, in fact, is ap-
proached from the passage, which has a private or hall door, and is effec-

tually shut out from all interference on the part of those who occupy the
other floors. A central staircase leads to each floor in common, and this

would be the only portion in which first, second, and tliird floor lodgers
could come into contact with each other. This feature will be found in all

the other sketches which will be prepared. The kitchen, B, in this plan
is of ample dimensions, and would be fitted up with a useful kitchen range,
capable of baking pies, joints, bread, &c., as well as giving a good supply
of hot water at all times. If desirable, an oven could be constructed in the
basement, accessible to all the lodgers ; and, as we deem it of great im-
portance that families should have the means of baking their own bread,

we will ultimately give details of the construction of a very simple, but
effective, brick oven, without wliich even a cottage in the midland counties

is not thought complete. In one recess, if not in both, a cupboard should
be provided, reaching to the ceiling, the lower half of which should consist

of three or four tiers of drawers—an item of very great convenience in a
place where the accommodation must necessarily be of a very limited

character. In the recess nearest the window should be a sink with water-
tap over, the space beneath being devoted to the reception of the requisite

culinary articles. In the " cant " or splay a buffet might be provided, if

required, giving increased cupboard accommodation. The pantry would
be approached from the kitchen, but having direct communication with
the external atmosphere, and being removed from the fireplace, it would
not be found to suffer at all from the ordinary lieat of this apartment.
Of course it should be properly fitted up, and space could be provided for

a distinct meat-safe, simply by having a second perforation in the external

wall, either at a higher or lower level.

Two of the bed-rooms would have fireplaces, by the side of which
should be wardrobes, with shelves over. The small one in front would be
without a fireplace, and is intended for the servant and youngest children.

The watercloset is in direct communication with the exterior, therefore

can be well lighted and ventilated, while in the corner should be a pottery

hand-basin with water-tap over, to save the bed-rooms in case of a mere
washing of hands during the day. The water from this would assist mate-
rially in cleansing and flushing the soil pipe and drain leading therefrom.

PLAN

iSALE OF
3' «•

I I 'I *

PLAN

The plans are supposed to be of the first floor, the upper differing but
slightly in arrangement and this chiefly confined to the chimney breasts.

Ho. 1 contains a perfect residence of five rooms, &c., as follows :

—

A. Parlor.
B. Kitchen.

E. F. and <

C. Pantry.
D. Watercloset and Lavatory.

. Bedrooms.

FEET

The staircase from the top to the bottom should be of stone, secur

built, and if the front doors of the different floors, if we may so te

them, were lined with iron, a great step would be made towards rcnderin

them fireproof. At very little extra cost—whether by girders and archf

or Fox and Barrett's prmclple—the whole building could be rendered con

pletely so.
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The ventilation should be effected by air flues in the kitchen breasts, by
wliich, and the adjoining kitchen chimney-stack, the whole of the vitiated

air could be constantly removed. The action of this would continue

throughout the night as well as the day, an object of great importance ;

indeed, a self-acting ventilation during these hours would be of inestimable

service, as it is then that the seeds of disease arc at present chiefly

sown.
The plan No. 2 would be in many respects similar, though adapted to

the more recognised form of house construction. Here, however, we have
but two bed-rooms if the small space adjoining the parlor is used, as shown,
for a scullery. This could easily be made into a sleeping apartment by
adopting the kitchen arrangement described in the previous plan. There
is, in addition, a china closet in the hall, similar accommodation being,

however, easy at " M " in the first plan.

One thing is sadly needed in a town-honse, and that is soft water. The
objection to the saving this water for washing purposes, is that the roofs

of tlie houses are so dirty with dust and smoke that the water therefrom
would be useless. How holds this argument in Birmingham, Wolver-
hampton, and other manufacturing towns, where the atmosphere is nearly,

if not quite, as much vitiated from tliis cause as in London ? There we
find, notwithstanding this alleged drawback, the catching and storing

the rain water a rule, and not the exception ; and for all practical

purposes the water is at all times sufficiently pure. Tlie method there
adopted insures this ; but it would not be so if they followed out the
liOndoners' idea of catching water. Instead of a "butt" (which is a
" butt " of fun with them) they have in the yard of every house a proper
receptacle capable of holding from 1,000 to 6,000 gallons. This is built in

the earth with common brickwork in mortar, paved in like manner—the
upper courses being, however, laid in cement, and afterwards
lined with lloman cement. An overflow pipe is provided, in case
the supply should at any time exceed the demand ; and a pump
or pumps of cast-iron, with copper cylinders, fi.xed as required. In the
large body of water thus collected, the evils of a smoky atmosphere are
never found, the dirt, dust, and smoky particles finding their level at the
bottom of the tank, or else being carried off on the surface, at times,
through the outlet. Here every householder has an abundant and pure
supply of soft water, and without this provision, so common and well
understood is it, a house would remain empty for months. In this great
city all the surface water is conveyed to the sewers, which are thus
compelled to do double duty, carrying off the storm water from the roofs
as well as from the yards and streets. Were tanks built in the yards (not
below the basements) ordinary pumps in each floor would ensure a
constant supply of pure soft water, available for washing linen, &c., and
furnishing a most welcome addition to the toilet. How a countryman
grumbles at the water he is obliged to perform his ablutions in at an hotel!
what a difiiculty he finds with it in cleansing his skin from the London
smoke, and how bitterly he rails against the carelessness of the house
proprietors in not providing so easy a remedy for the evil ! There is

no fear of the water ever becoming stagnant, the tank is as it were
hermetically sealed, and unless poisoned by extraneous matter, which
ought not to get access to it, it would remain pure for months, though
never used, or at any time reduced in quantity save by the occasional
overflow. AVe hope this desirable feature will gradually find favor, and
that it will be ultimately universally adopted. To aid this, we will add
to our bread oven details and specifications to enable anyone to provide
themselves with a tank at a very trifling cost, a very good one being
really obtained at an outlay of from X7 to £10. We shall add
further general illustrations to this subject shortly.

MAYALL'S EOYAL PHOTOGRAPIIIC PORTRAITS.
jITR. MAYALL having recently received the royal permission to publish
lu. the family groups of the royal family, has them now on view at the
above rooms. They are very small and excellent specimens of photo-
graphy, and have, besides, the novelty and charm of giving the variuus
groups as they may be seen in private life. Besides each of the royal
personages being taken as single figures, the groups embrace the Queen
and Prince Consort, the Queen and Princess Beatrice, Prince of Wales
and Princess Alice, Princess Helena and Princess Louisa, and Prince Arthur
and Prince Leopold, these groups are again varied, so that purchasers may
make their selection and still possess all the portraits mentioned. There are
nereral distinguished persons, friends of Her Majesty, and taken by com-
mand, belonging to the same miniature collection of whole-length por-
traits. The catalogue of this gallery contains no less than upwards of 600
hTcenesses of persons of public interest, as politicians, clergy, authors,
warriors, and other celebrities, which may be seen gratis, and will afford
a very agreeable means of passing a pleasant couple of hours.

Hereford Improvements.—The Council have selected the design Ifo.SO,
_I make aim for the Mark," for [the clock-tower, which was found to be from
Charles H. Edwards, Esq., 28, Brunswick-siiuare, London, W.C. ; and No. 39,
Tempus Fugit," for the clock-tower entrance to markets, which was irom

H. Clayton, Esq., of Hereford.
South Kensington Museum.—Tiwcmg the week ending 25th ofAugust,

1860, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
'"O'l'iys, 4,093; on Monday, and Tuesday, free evenings, 5,113. On the three
students' days (admission to the public 6d.) 1,223 one students' evening, Wednes-
day, 110. Total 11,433. From the opening of the Museum, 1,013,677.

HAYWARD AND LEGGATT'S CITY AUTUMN EXHIBITION.
FIGARO sings a song in which he repeats many times how his services

are reiiuired everywhere and by ereryl>ody. But the ubiquity of the

intriguing barber is far exceeded now-a-days by picture exhibitions. They
start up in all directions : upholsterers, stationers, and galleries in

hitherto unknown localities, astonish the members of the press with newly-

discovered Guide's, Correggio's, and works of ambitious tyros ; each and
all of them calling loudly for public notice, and insisting that the un-

rivalled art treasures they possess entitle them to exclusive and immediate

attention. Without, however, stopping to dispute the validity of those

imperious, unceusing, and ever coming claims on our notice, we have no

hesitation in directing attention to the gallery bearing the title at the top

of this article. We are the more induced to do so because it is in some
respects novel in its arrangement, and will, no doubt, prove beneficial

to both art and the artists.

It may, in fact, be considered as a chapel-of-ea«e to the established Lon-

don exhibitions in general, and to that at the Royal Academy in particu-

lar. The plan is simply this, pictures arc received for sale at the price

fixed by the artists, upon wliich Messrs. Ilayward and Leggatt put a
reasonable increase to pay the expenses attendant on the means employed

for the exhibition of the pictures sent. It would be a ruinous .specula-

tion to receive the works of all comers at their own imaginary prices the

proprietors therefore, like the committees at other galleries of the same
kind, exercise the power of selection and rejection, and also exercise

their judgment derived from long experience and extensive dealings

in art-productions of all kinds, and in case an artist indulges his

vanity by putting a fabulous value upon an indifferent picture, they

inform him as delicately as possible that he will lose all cliance of

selling his picture, and will occupy a space in the gallery with no
advantage to himself and a positive loss and inconvenience to them
unless ho will moderate his demands. This mode of proceeding, it is

hoped, will be attended with beneficial results to both, and tend to their

mutual advantage ; and it is expected that this undertaking will in a
short time become an established resource for artists. Of course it is not

supposed that all our painters enjoying a well-established reputation will

have occasion to avail themselves of the advantage this exliibition affords;

but to second-rate and rising artists it will be extremely valuable, not
only as it offers the means of selling their pictures, but even failing in

that it confers the advantage of their names being kept before the public,

by appearing in the catalogue. Whether pictures have been exhibited or
refused admission to other exhibitions creates no objection with Messrs.

Hayward and Leggatt, they require nothing but a reasonable price in

proportion to labor and merit, so that a fair commercial profit may be
realised, and the purpose of both the painter of the pictures and the

proprietors of this gallery may be satisfactorily answered. The great

difficulty in previous speculations of this kind, but not exactly on the

same plan, has been the difference between the artistic and the trading

mind. Artists have rarely been convinced that travelling, exhibiting,

and advertising entailed any expense, and therefore if they became aware
that a picture of theirs had been sold for several pounds sterling beyond
the sum they had received for it, they fancied themselves ill-used, and
defrauded, if the increase so obtained was not handed over to them.

Absurd and impracticable as this idea may appear to common-sense
people, it really does exist, and the absurdity is accounted for only when
the explanation is given that artists as a body have little common sense,

and believe in nothing but their own superior talents, and the incom-
parable merits of their own peculiar, and often eccentric, if not absurdly

ridiculous, productions. The present undertaking obviates all such diffi-

culties. The artist agrees to be satisfied with the price decided upon ;

that being settled, the practical working of the plan, beyond tiie direct

sale of a picture, when the proprietors would deduct their profit, and the

artist receive liis fixed price, would be this: Suppose a purchaser offers to

take, say three pictures, by as many artists, at a reduction on the full

price asked, it may answer the purpose of the proprietors to accept the

reduced profit as a single transaction, and yet be enabled to pay each artist

the full amount agreed upon, as if no such reduction of profit had been
made. Another and not unimportant part of this [experiment is, that if

after due exhibition a picture remains unsold, it will be returned to the

artist without any charge whatsoever, so that he will not have, besides the

mortification of failure, the inconvenience of paying for the exhibition of

his picture which has proved unsuccessful; while the convenience to the

purchaser is that he is at liberty to remove the picture he has purchased
the moment it has become his property.

The present exhibition has been got together in a short time as an ex-

periment, and the undertaking not having been decided upon until a few
days before the Exhibition at the Royal Academy closed, only a few
artists have been written to, and many of them had already promised their

pictures to the provincial exliibitions ; but as a London gallery offers both
convenience and advantage, the collection of this time next year will

doubtless show a striking advance upon the present one, although the

catalogue contains 260 pictures, several names not unknown to fame, and
many pictures possessing considerable merit, the relative degrees of which
we shall proceed to describe.

In the first page of the catalogue will be found the names of two Royal
Academicians—Mr. J. C. Hook and Mr. D. Roberts ; and further on will be
seen those of Mr. Oarkson Stanfield and Mr. W. P. Frith. The picture by-

Mr. J. C. Hook, entitled " Spring Time," is a work we much prefer to any
of those which were so much admired in the recent exhibition at the Royal
Academy. In our estimation it is more complete as a composition, more

I powerful as a piece of coloring, and presents a better style of treatment
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altogether. Tlie pair by Mr. 1). Koberts of " The Kemaius of the Temple
of Mars, at Rome," and the "Kuinsof the Temple of Pallas and Minerva,"
also at Rome, are small and rather slight performances, but present the

usual characteristics of pictures from his hand. They were first exhibited

at the French Gallery in rail-mill. A pair of small fruit pieces by Lance,
both bearing the same title of " Grapes, Blenheim," have, besides their pic-

torial merits, that of being rather new, and out of the much-worn groove

of atiU-life operation. The grapes are represented hanging down as if

suspended from a trellis-work, and atTording a peep at the distant mansion
of Blenheim beneath them, " The Corporation of Archers leaving the

Church of Sierra, Belgium, after hearing Mass on St. George's Day," is a
solidly painted picture by Mr. Ix>uis Haghe, but not above his ordinary

standard of execution. The picture entitled " GiUingham " has evidently

been painted some time ; of course it is none the worse for that, and pre-

sents the power and effect which belong to works by Mr. Miiller. Very
pretty and unpretending in style is a little picture by Mr. R. Crozier of

"Peaceful Age and Happy Childhood." There is something very pleasing

in the character of the heads of the old woman and the young girl at

needlework, while the other children are playing. The " Lane by the

Wood. Rcigate, Surrey." byMr. James Price, is a good subject, but the exe-

cntion of the foliage might be improved. The " Still Life," by Mr. F. \V.

Moody, is generally clever, and the coloring decidedly good ; and we much
prefer Mr. Marshall Claxton's " Three Ages " on account of its showing less

pretension, to his attempt at sacred history as represented by " Mary
Magdalen at the Tomb." There are some good coloring and painting in

the " Return from Market, near Colchester," by Mr. E. R. Smythe, the

landscape background of which and the picturesque foreground may also be

admired. The family of Williams are as usual in full landscape force.

There are several quiet and chaste views on the Thames by Mr. G. A. Wil-

liams, among which that near Wargrave, Berks, and another in the neigh-

bourhood of Chertsey, Surrey, are good examples of his style. Mr. Walter
Williams sends some of his scenes from Wales, under morning
and evening effects, very successfully rendered, and Sidney R.

Percy exhibits a pair of his large powerful landscapes, from

North Wales, in that effective style and tone of color so en-

tirely original. The female head, by Mr. Arthur Miles, entitled

" After the Bath," is broadly drawn and treated, but wants variety in the

flesh tints. The shipping subjects are chiefly from the pencil of Mr. W.
C. Knell, and in the view " Off Blackwall Reach," the vessels in the

middle distance are very nicely painted. The others are a " Dismasted
Ship being Towed into Port," near Northfleet, " Storm clearing off," and
" Sunset," with a collier in distress. There is a large and elaborate

picture on one of the easels, the joint labor of G. and J. Sant, representing

an " Approaching Storm on the Welsh Coast." On the steep side of a

sandhill shepherds are busily employed in collecting the lambs
before they are overtaken in their perilous situation, and the cloud

coming seaward expends its fury on the coast where the sea has already

commenced throwing the surf wildly against the cliffs. The picture of
" Sheridan assisting Miss Linley in her Flight from Bath in 1772," by
Mr. Jerry Barrett, will be remembered by those who visited the recent

Exhibition at the Royal Academy, as a very excellent painting. " Tiie

Old Bridge," by Mr. T. Creswick, R.A., will also be recollected as a

feature in the same e.xhibition, or it may be a repetition of that picture

by the artist, and has its leading characteristics as regards freshness,

light, and atmosphere. Near to this, a bold and picturesque " Winter
Scene," by Mr. W. Miiller, and a view of " Greenwich, looking-East," by
Dujardin, carefully painted, but in which we noticed some doubtful per-

spective, " Fruit and Flowers " has been highly finished by Mr. Charles

Stuart, and the light is well focussed, but we should advise a little more
attention to the variety of texture. " Feeding Chicks " is painted in the

usually forcible style of Messrs. Bright and Henzell, and the " Warrener's
Home," by Mr. E. B. Smyth, has some pretty treatment of the details as

regards the coloring of them, but the general effect is not in character

with the aspect of the scene. " Mealtime," by Mr. W. J. Montaigne, is a very

picturesque figure of a rustic laborer seated on a style eating his dinner,

very appropriately colored; beneath it, as a contrast, is placed another

little picture called " Sea Breezes," in which some young ladies are seated

on a cliff taking tea al fresco. " The Young Brood," by Mr. George
Smith, is another clever little painting, and the children engaged in

'eeding the chickens are very naturally and pleasingly arranged. "Near
Beeston, Cheshire," by Mr. E. Hargitt, has an agreeable effect, from the

clear and skilful manner in which the sky and the flatness of the meadow-
land in the distance are painted. " The Gleaners Resting," by Mr. W. P.

Rogers, is a pretty and unpretending style of picture, both with respect to

coloring and feeling. "Cader Idris, North Wales," by Mr. Charles

Marshall, has a good foreground, and " Cottages at Charlton, Kent," by
Mr. F. W. Moody, is a careful study from nature and remarkable for some
very truthful tints. "An Interior," by Frcre, has an excellent effect of

light, and all the accessories are painted with great breadth. In the same
painter-like truth is " The Artist in his Studio," by T. Trayer, and had
"A Court-ysrd Scene in Brittany " been painted with the same feeling

for art, the diffusion of light would have been kept more under control,

and would have accorded better with the rest of the painting, which is

good.

We come next to two small portraits of horses, "Satirist" and "Chorister,"

by Herring, sen. A reduced repetition of Frith's picture from " Little

Dorrit" of the "Interior of the Marseilles Prison," where the jailor's little

daughter feeds the prisoners. The dread of the child as the prisoner

approaches is very cleverly represented, and the characters generally are

successfully retained. A small picture, by J. Linoell, sen., if not very

carefully drawn, is a rich piece of coloring and a luminous effect of

evening. The " Prosperous Days of Job," is in Mr. Dobson's happiest

style; indeed, we very much prefer the treatment in this little picture to

many others we liave seen by this artist of much higher aim and more
important jiroportions.

Over the door there is Mr. Jones Barker's large historical picture of
" The Meeting of Wellington and Bluchcr on the Evening of the Victory
at W.aterloo," which is well known to the public from the engraving by
Mr. Charles G. Lewis. There is a picture of " Dead Game, &c.," by
Lance, and one of the best drawn subjects, as well as a very well painted
group, by Woolmer. " The Mask," by W. II. Knight, we have seen before,

and think, as we did then, that there is a good deal of excellent work thrown
away upon an unprofitable subject. The " Stepping Stones," Mr. Brooks,
is painted in that solid manner— " conscientious," some call it— by
which his pictures are so well known. We should prefer a little roguery
ourselves, and if we are obliged to admit that his figures are so firmly

elaborated, we must object to the cold and unfeeling style of the back-
ground. " Eel Traps," by J. J. Soper, is a very clever and artist-like

production j there is great breadth in the arrangement of the masses, the
water is transparent, and the details and figures effectively treated ; and
equally talented is " Holmwood Common, near Dorking," by Hulme, and
we do not like it the less for being an old acquaintance—indeed, now the
colors have gone down a little and lost some of their pristine brightness

we like it the more. It has much atmosphere, with an aerial sky, elegant

lines of composition ; the local color of the ploughed land in the middle
contrasts effectively with the broken and tangled nature of the fore-

ground, and at the same time gives purity, by contrast, to the extreme
distance, and the coloring is generally very true to nature.

We have given enough of this exhibition to show that, although hastily

got together, it contains works of merit by well-known artists ; and we
may add that the plan upon which this gallery is to be conducted is well

approved by the profession. We may, tlierefore, assume that its out-of-

the-way locality—Change-alley—will soon be better known to both
painters and the public.

VENTILATION.
THE subject of ventilation is so important, and the want of pure air in most

apartments and public buildings so generally notorious, that we do not
hesitate to call attention to a method of ventilation patented by Mr. W. Cooke.
The ventilatora are constructed of wire gauze or perforated zinc, and may be

fitted to a window sash or single pane of glass, a door, wall, partition, &c. The
vitiated air passes out through the upper fold of

the ventilator, and is constantly replaced by pure
air. The most noticeable points of the invention,
•—which appears to be of general application to all

kinds of buildings and apartments, as well as to

carriages, ships, and steam vessels, without in-

terfering witli their present construction—are, the

]irovention of draught, their cheapness combined
with extreme simplicity (hii^hly important where
the object affects the million), and facility offitting

and removal, so that a servant can readily adjust

it. Dust is excluded, and the admission of air

being imperceptible, it may be kept in use with
safety in sick rooms and sleeping apartments

during the night — a matter of considerable

moment.
In her recently-published " Notes on Nursing,"

Miss Nightingale observes:— "Another extra-

ordinary fiillacy is the dread of night air. What
air can we breathe at night but night air ? The
choice is between pure night air from without,

Most people prefer the latter. An unaccount-

1;'

and foul night air from within. ^ ^
able choice. What will they say if it is proved to be true tliat fully one-half of eU
the diseases we suffer from is occasioned by people sleeping with their windows
shut?"
We venture to state that there are few educated persons at the present day

who would dispute the truth of the foregoing observations. At the same time it

must be remarked that the apprehensions on'the part of most individuals is not of

admitting night air so much as of admitting a current or draught of night air.

Obviate this, and you at once remove the great obstacle to the thorough ventila-

tion of sleeping apartments.
As [an example of simple and inexpensive means of obtaining ventilation in

stables without draught, and preventing the accumulation of ammonia and
heated air, and thereby conducing to the preservation of horses' sight, Mr.
Cooke's invention certainly demands the special attention of gentlemen owning

valuable horses. The masters, in many cases, are quite as much to blame as the

servants, in permitting the stables to be kept unduly heated, the intended object

being to improve the appearance of the animal, whilst the real effect is that of

injuring his constitution. Horses, let it be borne in mind, require good ventila-

tion as much as their masters, and in stables where this is obtained without

draught, horses are freer from disease and coughs, feed better, are stronger and

better winded, and what in many cases is more immediately felt, maintain their

money value.

To those who have experienced the want of fresh air in our courts ofjustice,

churches, theatres, apartments, or railway carriages—and who has not ?— we
recommend a personal inspection of the invention itself, the exceeding ingenuity

displayed in the arrangement by which, when out of use, it remains entirely out

of sight, being of itself well worthy of observation.

New Com Exchange, Biggar, N.B.—On Friday last waslaidthe comer
stone ofa New Corn Exchange in this northern market town. The building costs

£2,090, is after a design by Mr. David M'Gibbon, architect, and the contractor IS

Mr. Alexander White, budder, both of Edinburgh.
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INDIAN MONUiMENTS OF ARCIIITECTUKE.*
LOUD MACAULAY thus begins his admirable Essay on Lord Clive :

" We have always thought it strange that while the history of the
Spanish Empire in America, is familiarly known to all the nations of
Europe, the great actions of our countrymen in the East should, even
among ourselves, excite little interest. Every school-boy knows who
imprisoned Montezuma, and who strangled Atahualpa. But we doubt
whether one in ten, even among English gentlemen of highly cultivated
minds, can tell who won the battle of Buxar, who perpetrated the massacre
of Patna. whether Sujah Dowlah ruled in Oude or in Travancore, or
whether Ilolkar was a Hindoo or a Mussulman. Yet the victories of
Cortes were gained over savages who had no letters, who were ignorant of
the use of metals, who had not broken in a single animal to labor, who
wielded no better weapons than those which could be made out of sticks,

flints, and fish-bones, who regarded a horse-soldier as a monster, half-man
and half-beast, and who took a harquebusier for a sorcerer able to scatter
the thunder and lightning of the skies. The people of India, when we
subdued them, were ten times as numerous as the Americans whom the
Spaniards vanquished, and were at the same time quite as highly civilised
as the victorious Spaniards. They liad reared cities larger and fairer than
Saragossa or Toledo, and buildings more beautiful and costly than the
Cathedral of Seville."

This is a remarkable passage, not less true than vigorously set forth in
the powerful words of our lamented historian. It is, indeed, as he says,
strange that a country so rich in romance of varied and exciting interest
as the British Empire in the East, and also so real to us in our subjuga-
tion and rule over it, should be so little the subject of our study and in-
terest. Even the events of the late perilous mutiny, full of incident as they
proved, and of that devoted and religious heroism that appears latent in
the hearts of our countrymen and women, only to be called forth on trying
occasions, are fading on the public mind, and a new murder or other
criminal case attracts the eye in our public prints more than any allusion
to the massacres and sufferings of our fellow countrymen, and women, and
children, within a very few years, in the East. We have ceased almost to
remember that the " Nana" himself has never been caught, and when the
statue of Ilavelock is erected in Trafalgar- square the British public will
think, perhaps, that they have done enough towards tlie memory of the
great and good who lately so freely and patriotically laid down their lives
for their country under the burning sun ofIndia !

Is this from want of feeling, that we, in these isles, forget so soon what
is done for us in the East ? Not so ; we are of the same race as those who
did those deeds, and under reversed circumstances, it may be that some
here also might have done like deeds, and have been as little remembered.
It cannot be from want of sympathy that great deeds done in India have
not the same hold on us as if they were done in Europe. It cannot be
from this cause, for the events of the last outbreak, whether heroic or
distressing, were most vividly felt for the time in Britain. Nevertheless,
it must be acknowledged that except in the breasts of those connected by
relationship, or the close ties of friendship, with the actors and sufferers
in those events, the memory of them too soon ceases to recur. They soon
fade from the mind, like a dissolving view, and appear rather like a tale
told, or a picture seen, than as fearful facts that have taken place. For
the reason for this we must look, not in a want of sympatliy and kind
feeling, in a race that does more in the way of voluntary charity than all
the rest of the world together, but in the fact that, for some cause or other,
the mass of the people here do not realise India. She, also, to the
general public, is more a story and a picture than a fact.

There may be various reasons for, this strange circumstance into which
it were foreign in your Journal to enter, but the words of Macaulay, in
reference to the whole question, are so applicable, also to your specialty,
that another quotation may be acceptable in your pages. In the same
essay he goes on to say, in regard to India, " It might have been expected,
that every Englishman, who takes any interest in any part of history,
would be curious to know how a handful of his countrymen, separated
from their home by an immense ocean, subjugated in the course of a few
years, one of the greatest empires in the world. Yet unless we greatly
err, this subject is, to most readers, not only insipid, but positively dis-
tasteful." He adds, " Perhaps the fault lies partly with the historians.
Mr. Mills' book, though it has undoubtedly great and rare merit, is not
sufiBciently animated and picturesque to attract tliosc wlio read for
amusement. Orme, inferior to no English historian in style and power of
painting, is minute even to tediousness. In one volume he allots, on an
average, a closely printed quarto page to the events of every forty-eight
hours. The consequence is, that his narrative, though one of the most
authentic and oue of the most finely written in our language, has never
been very popular, and is now scarcely ever read."
Thus does Macaulay account in part for the want of a cordial interest

on the part of the British public with India, her history and general
affairs. Surely, to our own section, tliat of architecture and fine art, as
displayed in her monuments, this remnrk may also be readily and suitably
applied, for to them also justice has not been done. In my last letter I
compared the deficiency of any organised record of them with the ready
and effective course of action employed by the French Government at the
commencement of tliis century, in regard to the monuments of Egypt;
putting in juxtaposition also the short and hurried occupancy of that
country by the French, which nevertheless gave rise to their celebrated
work on its monuments of art, with the comparatively protracted and firm
establishment of our own power in India, witliout any such work having
been produced on our part. In the quotation with which this letter com°

* Continued from page MO.

raences it has been seen also that Macaulay jiuts in comparison the vast-
ness and importance and interest, in many respects, of our East Indian
Empire, with that which in Central America was subjugated by the
Spaniards. This also suggests, in our section of history, an apt illustra-
tion of the great value and effect of pictorial and descriptive narrative.
The architectural and art remains of Mexico and Central America cannot
vie at all with those afforded by our Empire of the East. Yet it may be
said that more interest lias been awakened in the British public of late
years by Stephens' " Central America," with its accounts and illustrations
of the monuments left by one of the old races in that country, than by
any analogous work on East Indian antiquities and objects of architec-
tural interest ; and this although, as Macaulay says, " The inhabitants of
our Empire in the East," at the time of its subjugation, " had reared
cities larger and fairer than Saragossa and Toledo, and buildings more
beautiful and costly than the Cathedral of Seville ;" while, on the other
hand, at the time of Cortes and Pizarro the analogous art works of
Mexico and Central America were little in advance of the crude efforts of
New Zealand or Polynesia. There can be no doubt that, at the present
time, an adequate history of India, not merely from a European view, but
of a broad, truthful, and just character, and yet individual, picturesque,
and graphic, such as might have flowed from the pens of Scott or
Macaulay, would be a vast and well-timed boon to the British public.
Each section also of such information would bo very valuable, and we
cannot doubt that one especially welcome would be such as should contain
adequate accounts and representations of the monuments of structure and
art in India. Joiix Bell.

MAXIMS AND MEMORANDA RELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS.

No. VL
(95). Having in our last paper described the arrangement and fittings

of the most important buildings of the farm for the accommodation of stock,
we now propose to devote the present paper to the consideration of what
may be called the minor stock-buildings, including in this department the
calf-house, the piggery, and the hen-house.

(96). The Calf-house. The calf-houso should be placed in a'position
where ample space, good light, and efficient ventilation can be secured. In
fig. 1, plate VL, we give an illustration of the mode of fitting up a calf-
house, a a the apartment, with doors 1/ b leading into adjoining apartments
as c c, one of which may be the cow-house, the other the root or hay store.
"The calvc's cribs d d, 4 feet or 4 feet G inches square, are ranged along each
side of the apartment, leaving a feeding passage e e between them. A crib
is left vacant in the centre affording space for a door/, through which the
calves gain entrance to the courtyard /i h in which a shelter shed g is
provided.

(97). The cribs are divided from each other by lattice or sparred work.
Each crib should have a rack for hay and a manger for cut roots provided
to it. The court should have also feeding and water troughs supplied
to it.

(98). The front of each crib is provided with a door a, as is shown in
fig. 3 plate VI. This is not hinged in the usual way with iron hinges,
because these would soon decay through the action of the breath of the
calves, causing them to rust, .but the following contrivance, simple and
efficient, substituted. The top and bottom rails of the gate or door are
lengthened so as to pass over the upright d, a pin e fig. 4 is inserted into
the lower edge of the rail, and this works in a hole made in the upper side
of a wooden stud / nailed to the upright d. A second stud g is nailed
above the rail A to prevent the gate from being lifted off the hinges.

(99J. The floors of tlie cribs may be of asphalte, as also the feeding
passage e e, fig. 1, plate VI., and the floors should be ma3e to dish towards
the centre, at which point there should be a trapped grating leading to
the drain which conveys the liquid manure to the tank.

100. The calf-house will best be lighted from the roof, and ample venti-
lation should be secured. Means should be provided to obscure the light
when the calves are to be fattened for market

101. In place of having regularly framed work for the fronts of the
cribs, as shown at i, laths as at h m.ay be used.

102. The Piygeri/.—The arrangement of the piggery on the ordinary
plan is shown in fig. 2, plate VI., where a a .are small sheds, 4 feet wide
and G feet long, and yards 4 6 6 or 7 feet square ; c c are the inside doors
leading to sheds a a ; d d outside dunging doors ; e e slioots through
which the food is supplied to the feeding troughs //. Another arrange-
ment is shown in fig. 6, where the pens or styes a a a a are ranged on
either side of a feeding passage bb, c the outside door. The apartment in
which the styes are placed must be well ventilated, and it will best be
lighted from the roof. The floor may be paved or of asphalte, and it

should be inclined from each side wall to the centre of the feeding pas-
sage b b, at which openings should be made leading to the drain conveying
the liquid manure to the tank.

103. In fig. 5 we show another arrangement, where all the styes are
tmder one roof ; a is the entrance-door ; b the central space from which
the styes, c cc c, are supplied with food through the shoots and troughs
d d d d.

104. The floors of piggeries are in some cases boarded or sparred. The
spars used are Ij inch thick, 3 inches broad, and are placed so as to leave
intervals or spaces between them of 1 to 1 j inch, according to the size of
the pigs intended to be kept in the apartment. The spars a a (fig. 7,

plate Vl.) are made to rest upon brick sleepers, b b, so as to make a space,
c c, 14 inches deep, to receive the manure. This should be well swept
through the interstices once every day at least, a little vegetable ashes.
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peat charcoal, or McDougall's deodorising powder, being sifted througli

afterwards. In process of time a capital manure is formed, which can bo

taken out when rcauired bj- lifting the spars o6f the sleepers.

105. A capital form of door for the outer or dunging entrance is sho wn

in fig. 8; the door a sliding in grooves made in the centre of cacli side wall.

Swine have very powerfully pushing heads, and are apt to dislodge an

ordinary door and to escape from the stye. This door will effectually

prevent this.
, ^ ,

106. In fig. 9, we give a sl<etch illustrative of a method usually adopted

for filling the food-trough from the outside, a, througli the slooping shoot,

4. Another mode of fitting up a feeding trough is shown in fig. 10,

plate VI.; a is the wall, a door or flap 4 is hinged at c. Wlien it is de-

sired to give the animals food, the door b is pushed forward to the position

shown by the dotted lines, this enables the whole of the food to be equally

distributed over the trough, the animals being prevented from interfering

by the door b, which is kept in position by a catch. Where many pigs

are being fattened in a court, it is desirable to have the feeding trough

divided into compartments ; this enables all to have a fair chance of getting

fed, and prevents the stronger animals from forcing the weaker from

feeding. This arrangement is shown in fig. 11; where a a is the wall.

b b the feeding trough, c c the stalls or divisions.

Poultry House.—Although farmers generally have a dislike to poultry,

there is no doubt but that with proper accommodation, and a well-devised

and carefully carried out system of feeding, poultry will pay proportion-

ately as well as other stock ; indeed it is almost certain that they will

pay proportionately better. An infinite variety of arrangements of a

poultry house may be devised, but perhaps that shown in fig. 12,

plate VI., will meet the requirements of the majority of eases where a

complete poultry house is desired ; any required degree of modification of

this may be easily efl'ected. a a, fig. 12, is the hen-house, with doors (i)

placed so as to admit of a passage all round them ; a series of boxes, c c,

d d, occupy part of the central space ; aa opening,/, admitting the fowls,

and wide enough also to admit the entrance of a person to clean out the

manure. The centre is occupied by a roosting stage, e, having four sloping

sides, filled up at intervals with cross spars. The lower ranges of

boxes or nests are reserved for the larger fowls, and arc 2 feet cube—that

is, 2 feet every way, high, deep, and broad ; they are raised from the

ground by a ledge's inches deep, and projecting in front of the boxes

6 inches, or it may be left flush with the fronts of the nests. To keep in

the straw forming the nests a low ledge 2 inches deep is placed in front of

the nests. The second tier of boxes, forming the hens' nests, are 15 inches

cube, and the backs are placed flush with the back of the lower tier, so as

to give a gangway or platform in front, this being formed by part of the

roof of the lower tier. Should a second tier of hen nests be required, a

special gangway will be required to be made to it. To admit of tlie eggs

being removed, or the nests cleaned out, it will be the better plan to have

the backs of the boxes furnished with doors, opening out to the walk
which runs round the poultry house. Care should be taken to provide

ladders to enable the hens to reach all parts of the boxes and the roosting

stage. A small hole, 12 inches square, should be made at the side of the

house leading to the poultry yard, and at a distance of 3 feet from the

ground, and provided with steps, by which the fowls can gain access to it

from both sides. This hole should have a small door to it. The hen-

house should be well lighted, warm, and kept very clean. In fig. \2 g y
shows part of the poultry yard.

Scale for fig. 1, plate VI., ^ of an inch to the foot ; for fig. 2, J inch
;

fig. 3, -J
inch ; figs. 5 and 6, J; figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10, } inch.

ON HEALTHY DWELLINGS, AND PREVAILING SANITARY
DEFECTS IN THE HOMES OF THE WORKING CLASSES."

TH E striking contrast which the homes of large masses of our working popu-
lation present to all that is essential in a healthy dwelling, renders them not

only a painlul study, but also a just cause for national humiliation. t I have felt

it to be such when endeavouring, on the Continent, to press attention to those

sanitary ameliorations which are in all countries so greatly needed. It is true that

England lias taken the lead in associated practical efforts for the improvement
of the dwellings of (he laboring classes, t and that, for several yeare past, indi-

vidual efforts have been made by some of the most exalted in station and social

position. Legislative measures have also been adopted witli the same end in

view ; but these being chiefly of a permissivecharacter, but little, comparatively,

has been effected in |)roducing any marked improvement in tlie domiciliary state

of the masses of our working population in towns; if we except the state of the

common lodging-houses, which under the operation of a compulsory Act, have
been very gi-eatly improved.
No words of mine can so vividly present a true picture of the scenes which

may be witnessed within a short distance of our own doors, as those of

the Earl of Shaftesbury, in a preface to the published report of a very remarkable

* A paper read by Mr. Henry Roberts, F.S.A., at the Soutli Kensington Museum,
18th .July, 1800, on behalf of the Ladies' Sanitary Association. Concluded from
page 058.

+ A well-known American writer s.iys of Kngland—" The pauper lives better than
the free labourer, the thief better than tlio pauper, ami the transported felou better
than the one under imprieonment"—a contrast which could not have been drawn
until, throufjli tlic philauthropic labors of Howard, the " paol fever" had been
banished from the precincts of our prisons. We Ic.irn now, from the annual report
of the Brixton prison, that, in 1857, whilst the needlewomen of London died at x\w
annual rate of ;i4 in 1,(XK), tlie deatli rate of female prisoners, who were healthy on
their admission into that prison, was, for the same period, only l:i-0 per thousand, a
rate sinf^ilarly coincident with that in the model lodging-houses of London, to which
I have referred.

J In a paper on "The Improvement of the Dwellings of the Laboring Classes,"
which is published in the Transactions of theNational Association for the promotion
of Social Science, at the meeting held fin Liverpool. 185s, I hiive dwelt at gome
length on the efforts made in England as well as on those in other countries.

address lattily delivered by his lordship in the House of Lords. "The domi-
ciliary state of whole legions of our fellow citizens has licen with me, for some
time, a subject of observation and inquiry : and I do not hesitate to assert that it

lies at the root of nineteen-twcntieths of the niiscliiefs tliat we seek to redress.

Not only the actual dwelling, but the situation of it, the character, pliysical and
structural of the locality, whetlier it be street, or court, or alley, or some deep,

dark, and poisonous recess, never penetrated, except by its own wild and un-
known inliabitants, must be included within the term 'domiciliary slate;' and in

those places—low, narrow, with a death-like darkness, impervious to light or
air (tliB work of greedy speculators uncontrolled liy law)—are a^^regated all the
fearful influences that breed evil, and neutralise good wherever it seeks to

establish a footing among tliose neglected classes. Fever and disease of every
kind prevail : a poor standard of physical strength, the result of the fetid

atmosphere they inhale by day and by night, deprives them of power to do able-

bodied work; while loss of energy and depression of spirits drive them to seek
life and support in vice and intoxication.
" Their modes of existence are sometimes diametrically opposite. A large

mass is found in the perpetual din and whirl of close-packed multitudes. A
smaller, in tlie remote and silent retreats of filth and pestilence (through which
no tlioroughfare passes), dwells in a kind of savage solitude, saldoin emerging by

day from their liiding-places, and rarely visited. But whether in great or small

numbers, whether in tlie most active or the most tranquil quarters, all aree(|ually

shut out from the possibiiityofdomestic life. A dozen families in a single house,

though barely sufHcient for two ; as many individuals ofboth sexes and of all ages in

a single room, the common and only place for cooking, washing, and sleeping

;

the want of fresh air, the defect of water, of every decency, and of every com-
fort, give proof enough. We ueed not wonder why the gin-shop and the tap-

room are frequented; why the crime of incest is so rife ; why children are rag-

ged and ignorant, and the honest dignity of the working man's home degraded

or forgotten. Tiiese poor people, by no fault of their own—for they did not
create the evil, nor can tliey remedy it—are plunged into a social state which is

alike dishonorable and unsafe to our common country."
Lest it should be supposed that the evils which, thus photographed by a mas-

ter hand, present so dark a picture* of hum,™ wretchedness, only exist in tlie

metropolis,! I will give two or three examples of the state of thing.-! in our
provincial towns, after first quoting from a recently-published work by a lady
whose christian ertbrts liave brought her much into personal contact with a.

western suburb of tlie metropolis. My own observations lead me to know that

her experience is but an illustration of what may be met with in many other

spots round London.
Mrs. Bayly, in " Ragged Homes, and How to Mend them," justly says :—One

of tlie greatest obstacles which meet those wlio are striving to improve tlio homes
of the poor is the construction of dwellings. There are whole sti-eets of houses in

this neighbourhood whose appearance gives you the idea that they were origi-

nally designed for a higlier class of people ; and yet the builder must have knowo^
that the supply of such houses was already much beyond the demand, and that

if let at all, the inmates must be poor. Nothing, however, adapts them for this

class of inhabitants. Five or six families may occasionally be found in one such
house, with no more provision for health, comfort, and decency, than ought to

be made for each one. Tbe houses prolessedly erected for the poor are still more
deficient. They are sometimes built below the level ofthe road, so that the drainage

is to them, instead of I'rom them. Tlie basements are consequently fearfully damp,
and the whole atmosphere in every part of the house is impregnated with the

effluvia from tlie stagnant sewage.
"The materials used in buildings are so bad, and the workmanship 80inferior,_

that the floors are always loose, and everything seems constantly gelting out of

order. We have whole streets of small six-roomed houses, let out entirely to

the poor; so that three families frequently live in one house. There is no outlet

to the air at the back of these dwellings, either by door or by window. One long
blank wall is all that is to be seen. Frequent illness prevails among the

inhabitants of these streets, and lean never forget tlie scenes presented there

during the visitation of the cholera."
After mentioning a case of horror, alas ! too much like others frequently occur-

ing in these inliuman abodes, and which, if they were only represented in wax, as

the ravages of the plague are in the Museum at Florence, we should turn away
from them with a shudder, and never forget them, the writer depicts with so

much feeling and clearness the necessary results of a state of things which tiiose

who liave long thought on tlie subject are increasingly convinced can be remedied

by no other means than such Govevnmeiit interference as would effectually

counteract the reckless ignorance and the heartless cujiidity of the owners ofsuch
property, tliat I cannot abstain from quoting another passage. '" I sat down, as

soon as I reached home, and wrote a letter to the editor of the Times, describing

the scenes I had witnessed tliat morning, calling his attention particularly to tho

construction of those houses ; and then asked, in the bitterness of ray heart, if,

with .ill our extensive and costly paraphernalia of Government, nothing could be

done to stop this awful waste of comfort, health, and life? The importance of the

subject at once commended itself. The narrative not only appeared, but was
backed by every argument and appeal that the talented pen of the editor could

bring to bear upon it. But there it ended : no steps have been taken to make the

construction of such dwellings contrary to the law of the land. Many fathers,

mothers, and children, too, have since died in those streets ; only in these c-ises

by lingering fever, instead of by sudden cliolera. Surely the cries ofdistress must
have ascended again and again, and liave 'entered into the ears of the Lord of

Sabaoth !'

" But there is a still darker side to this grievance. The deatli of a few is less

calculated to excite our compassion than the miserable, lingering existence of the

many. When I see the little boys and girls pl.iying before tlie doors, often with

crooked backs or crooked limbs, with emaciated forms and faces, if not with still

more unmistakable marks of disease, 1 cannot help thinking, ' Are these liovs to

be our future working-men, upon whose sinew and muscle we are to depend for

cultivating our soil, constructing our railways, sinking our mines, and

defending our country ; and are these girls to be the mothers of the next genera-

tion ? '
"

* Must not the mere remembrance of such a picture as this restrain us from yield-

ing an unqualified assent to the words lately uttered by ouc of our most eminent
statesmen—" This country is making most wonderful progress in everything that

constitutes national greatuess and prosperity !"

+ The illustraled and very graphic descriptions given by Jlr. Godwin In a recent

work, entitled " Town Swamps and Social Bridges," may enlighten those who are at
all sceptical on this subject.—H. It.
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On the state of the lower class of dwellinprs in our provhicial towns we have the
eridence of innumerable official reports. In one of tliem we loam that " at Lei-
cester the worst houses are to bo found in tlie old quarters of the to«Ti ; tliey are
the habitations of the working classes and the poor, and are faulty both in ar-
ran^nient and structure, tor instance, there are eleven houses of one room
each, at first used as pissties, but the speculation failing:, they were converted
into dwellings, cach-I4 feet by 10 feet, audi foot 6 inch^ highj with an average
of o persons in each room."
Of Swansea we know, on the authority of the mayor, that in a sanitary survey

of the epidemic districts there were found in five consecutive cottaffcs in one
street, seventeen, thirteen, eight, ton, and twelve inhabitants ; each house had
two sleepuig apartments, the largest, 10 feet by 8 foot, the other only 8 feet by C
feet, giving a total of sixty inhabitants shut up in ten rooms, not too large" for
the requirements of ten jwrsons ; and as a necessary consequence, some form of
disease was always present.

In the town of Hertford, out of 204 courtyards or alleys close and confined,
without entry from the main street, and mostly terminated by a cul-de-sac, only
thirty-two have any outlets at the back made tor ventilation. Referring to such
places, it has been remarked by Mr. Rawlinson, that " in the towns formerly
occupied bv an agricultural population, and afterwards adapted to receive an
increase of artisans and manufactories, it is universally the custom to convert
old and decayed manor-houses or other buildings of any extent into a nuniber of
dwellings : bat the requisite attention tosewage, ventilation, and other accommo-
dation demanded bv the increased number of inmates, seems quite forgotten, and
they arc left to make the best arrangtMiiont they can for themselves, when, in fact,

the most careful supervision should be exercised by the proprietors." In another
report, the same gentleman, after naming ten northern towns, says—" There are
blocks of houses and tenements which no remedial raexisurcs can ever make
healthy dwellings, because the construction prevents free ventilation, and the
sun can never shine within the crowded area, or even the light of day break the
continuous night in which many of the poor at present exist."
The physical result of such a state of things, wherever found, has been already

spoken of, and may be illustrated by a single example, taken from the report of
the Assistant Commissioner to the Metropolitan Police, made in March, 1859 :—
" The occupant of one room said, ' I was a strong healthy man when I came into
this court four years ago ; now I am fast sinking into the grave. I have scarcely
had a day's health since I have been here.'" Viewing the results in their moral
and religions aspect, the Bishop of Ripon, when rector of the parish of St. Giles's-
in-the-fields, thus wrote :—"Tlie physical circumstances of the poor paralyse all

the efforts of the clergyman, the schoolmaster, the Scripture reader, or tlie city
missionary, for their spiritual or their moral welfare. • • • Every effort to
create a spiritud tone of feeling is counteracted by a set of physical circumstances
which are incompatible with the exercise of common morality. Talk of morality
amongst people who herd men, women, and children together, with no regard of
age or sex, in one narrow, confined apartment ! You might as well talk
of cleanliness in a sty, or of limpid purity in the contents of a cesspool !

"

A scene in Lisson-grovc, the north-western St. Giles's of the metropolis, is

thus described by a lady, the well-known author of "The Missing Link:"—
"The heart sickens at the sight of degraded lads and girls, Io.st to every sense
of decency ; and one can only ask, where were these brought up, and whence do
they swarm forth, to mock the God of Heaven, and defile the air they breathe?
Whence ? Let those who know them lead you to their homes, or truly their
' dens '—back kitchens, 8 feet square, with broken floor and window—where the
mother, drunk, sits on an old tin kettle in the midst : she has on one garment
and a tattered shawl, but her baby has nothing; and a three-year old child,
crippled by a fall from a chair, and with one eye cat out, has nothing, or to
rooms whore each comer has its family, and where one lies dying of starvation
and another of small-pox. Such is the close of life to thousands in London. City
missionaries and Scripture readers know it; medical men know it; the clergy
know it ; but the gulf of misery is immeasurable, and it is given up in despair.
These homes make tliese people, generation after generation. Would it nave
been thus if the Christian women of London had long ere this found their true
mission, and fulfilled it? Mothers make homes, and mothers make 'dens.' "

I offer no apology, in addressing a ladies' association, for having quoted at such
length the writings of two ladies, who devote both time and talent with so much
Christian zeal to the carrying into effect their well-devised plans for promoting
the temporal as well as tin! spiritual benefit of their suffering fellow creatures. In
regard to such efforts, I most cordially agree with an eminent clergyman in the
north. Dr. Guthrie, when he says:—" The grand and only sovereign remedy for
tlie evils of this world is the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. But he rather
hinders than help the cause of religion who shuts his eyes to the fact, that in
curing souls, as in curing bodies, many things may be important as auxiliaries
to the remedy which cannot properly be considered as remedies. In the day of
his resurrection, Lazarus owed his life to Christ ; but tliev, that day, did good
senice who rolled away the stone. They were allies and auxiliaries.''
The prevailing sanitary defects in the homes of our rural labouring population

nave yet to be noticed. Although much has lately been done by many land-
owners to improve the cottages on their estates—and instances might be named
in which a sense of duty, in this respect, has been manifested bv a princely and
at the same time, judicious expenditure—it is a lamentable fact", that there are
but few counties where there are not a great many cottages around which the
external air may be good and circulate freely, but their aspect is such that the
snn's rays never enter tlie dwelling, or the site is remote from good water, or the
th^nage defective. The walls, the roof, or the floor, perhaps all of them, admit
the external humidity. The windows are badly constructed for the purposes of
light and ventilation. The rooms are very low, and too few in number for a
family; indeed it is rare to find more than on"c or two bedrooms in an old cottage
although three are evidently indispensable to the health and moral habits ofa
family with children of both 'sexes.

In some instances which have fallen under my own observation, I regret to say
that the want ofjudgment in the selection of plans has led to the building ofcottages
more particularly m the neighbourhood of manufacturing towns, which by no
means combine all the requisites of a healthy dwelling. In other c.ises an un-
necessarily heavy expenditure has been incurred, whereby an impression is

created that, even under favorable circumstances, the moderate return of 3J to 4
per cent, clear cannot be obtained from well-built cottage property."

• Itcncflt buildine societies present an Important machinery for providlnR im-
proved dwellings for the working classes, and any judicious advice given to the

This is not a suitable occasion for entering at length on the important question

of jwcuniary return for capital invesfeil in the improvemonts of tlie dwellings of
the laboring classes ; where it so, 1 might quote the words of the Uiike of Bed-
ford, and other distinguished landowners, who have placed its hearings with
regard to the proprietors of land in their true aspect ; and I could show that
from 4 to 5 per cent, clear of expenses, and in some instances a higher rate, has
been realised in towns from newly-built improved dwellings in a sufficient num-
ber of instances to prove that with the exercise of a sound discretion and careful

management, a return may be obtained which is about equal in percentage to the
average profits of the nine great railways divergingfrom the metropolis.

It would, however, be unreasonable to expect that those who, whatever may
lie their zeal in the cause, have not the requisite knowledge, can themselves con-
duct with pecuniary success undertakings which are so practical in their cha-
racter. M'ith great justice and feeling doej Miss Niglitingale say, "What cruel
mistakes are sometimes made by benevolent men and women in mattei-s of
business, about which they can know nothing, and think they know a great
deal."

As bearing on the question of pecuniary return, I may add, that one important
result which would inevitably follow the legal enforcement of a good sanitary

slatein all dwellings let in apaitments to pay a low weekly rent must be, that
those who now obtain a large profit out of the necessities of tlie poor would be
forced either to eftect the much-needed improvement of the dwellings themselves
or to part with them on equitable terms to those who might be willing to make
the necessary outlay in anticipation of a reasonable but not extravagant return.

At present such property, if sought after, can only very occasionally be obtained
at a price which, with the heavy expenses of repairs and the maintenance of old

buildings, will yield a fair rate of interest.

It is gratifying to know that the results of all the cfibrts made to improve the

homes of the working classes have, in regard to the occupiers, been most en-
couraging. In order to show how greatly employers of labor may, in this respect,

promote the welfare of their dependants and their families, I instance two cases

which, though they differ greatly in many respects, are both calculated to stimu-
late and encourage to similar efforts for the relief of those who, through the
wretchedness of their homes, are sunk into a reckless state.

Lord Palmerston, in addressing a meeting lately held at Uomsey, said, " When
a cottage is in such a ramshackle state that is is impossible for the wife to keep it

clean, she becomes a slattern, everything goes to ruin, the man is disgusted and
flies to the beer-shop. If, on the contrary, the wife feels that she can, by a little

exertion, make the cottage decent and res|)eetable, she does so, and then the man
enjoys the comfort and happiness of his home, stays away from the beer-shop,
and the sum of money be would spend in liquor goes to the benefit of his wife and
children. I had an example of that in a double cottage of my own. It was in a
dreadful state ; the walls were not air-tight, it had a brick floor, a bad roof, and
everything uncomfortable. The i)eople who occupied it were slovens and slat-

terns, and quarrelsome ill neighbours. At a small expense it was made tidy

—

boarded floors were put down, a little porch erected, with a wood-house and
other conveniences, and from that moment these people altered entirely their

character, altered entirely their conduct, became well-conducted people an'd good
neighbours, which they had never been before. » * * Depend upon it, a
very great deal can be done at a moderate expense towards making old cottages

decent and comfortable.
The other case was mentioned to me in Paris, when inquiring as to the dis-

posal of a legacy of 50,000 dollars, left by the late American ambassador, Mr.
Abbott Lawrence, for building model houses in Boston. My informant. Pro-
fessor Beck, of Harvard College, U.S., as a practical illustration of the benefits

resulting from individual efforts, said, *' Shortly after engaging an out-door
servant, who was a native of Ireland, Iliad much reason to complain of neglect

of duty, and leamt indirectly that the man was intending to abandon
his wife and children. A serious conversation with liim, and a
representation of the cruelty and wickedness of his conduct, led him,
without attempting a justification, to acknowledge, after some hesitation, that
he felt discouraged ; he was desirous of keeping his family in a respectable con-
dition, and educating his children, but he was obliged to keep them in a miserable

neighbourhood, occupied by people of the lowest character, who, old and young,
gave themselves up to intemperance and other vices; he found it impossible to

prevent the evil effects of such a neighbourhood upon his family, especially his

children; he had not the means of procuring abetter habitation, and did not
know what to do. This conversation having directed my attention to the import-
ance of proper dwellings for tliis class of people, and entertaining in other
respects a favorable opinion of the man, who had received a good common school

education, after some reflection I proposed to liini, that if he could find a small
piece of land in a respectable neighbourhood, I would advance the money for its

purchase, and for the building of a suitable house. He seized the proposition
with great eagerness; he found a piece of land, and a house was built. This
change from a bad to a good dwelling was the savirg of the man and his family.

The house is so large that he lets a portion of it to one or two other families.

The rent thus received is more than sufficient to pay the interest of the debt, and
the surplus of his wages has gone to pay off the principal. The man remained in

my service eight years, until I left to iiiake a totir of two years in Europe. The
prosperity of the man continues. His habits of industry and thrift are con-
firmed."

After instancing these two cases of a successful apjilication of remedial
measures, it may be useful, in closing, to recapitulate briefly the various means
through the use of which the dwellings of our working population can be
rendered "healthy homes."
They may be ranged under the three heads of—Government measures; the

action of public bodies, of the employers of labor, as well as of voluntary associa-

tions ; and personal influence.

In England, where every man's house is said to be his castle, legislative inter-

ference can only be anticipated to a very limited extent, beyond the enactment of

general sanitary laws, and those which are strictly of a permissive character, or
calculated to favor the action of individuals and of associations, in providing
improved dwellings. A step further in advance—one which has proved most

members, in the selection of their plans, may essentially contribute to the acquisition
of a "benlthy borne." In many places on the Continent, societies have been funned
by philanthrophic persons to build suitable houses, and to nfford facilities which enable
the working classes to become the owners of their own dwellins-s ; the p.Trties nd-
vanciug the money beinp: satisfied with 4 per cent, interest, and the security of a

sinking fund to pay off the capital.
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sncnessful—lias been taken in the regulation of common lodging-Iiouses ; and not
until the same principle is applied to the enforcing of a good sanitary condition

with suitable arrangements in all tenements in towns and populous neighbour-
hoods, let at low weekly rents, can it he anticipated tliat the miserable dens,* in

which large masses of our pcjjulation, at jiresent herd, will be cleared of their

fllth, and rendered fit for the occupation of human beings. Within the
jurisdiction of the corporation authorities in the City of London such a power
was conferred in 1851, and is discreetly exercised under the supervision of the

medical ofRccr of health, to the great benefit of the poor, and a marked diminution
in the returns of mortality, which have fallen since that date from 25 to 23 in

1,000.

By a standing order of the House of Lords, provision has been made for

ascertaining the necessity of enforcing the construction of suitable dwellings for

the working classes, in lieu of such as may be demolished, under powers granted
by Parliament for the cturying out of public improvements, or the works of large
companies such as docks, railways, &c. The non-enforcement ofsuch an obliga-
tion has led to incalculable misery and evils in our own metropolis, as well as in

that of a neighbouruig country.
Legislative interference is also much needed to provide a remedy for the evils

arising out of the selfish system pursued in some "c/o«e/7nrwAe«," of pulling
down cottages, in order to obtain relief from a burden which is tliereby thrown on
a neighbouring parish.

The building of small houses on undrained ground, and without proper sani-
tary arran;?ements, should, as a fruitful source of sickness, and consequent ex-
pense to tlie public, be entirely Interdicted.

Public bodies, including many departments of Government, railway, and other
commercial companies, as well as the regular employers of working people gene-
rally, whether they be agriculturists, manufacturers, owners ofmiues or quarries,
have it in their power greatly to promote the well-being of those whom they em-
ploy, by caring for their domiciliary condition, and by either providing suitable
dwellings for them—which may generally be done, with ample security as to the
cost—or by aiding them to form among themselves well-constituted associations
for the carrying out of that object. In other instances, existing dwellings may,
as we have shown, be greatly improved at a moderate cost.
The construction of model dwellings, by associations formed for that pur-

pose, as well as the renovation of old houses, have proved in some places of great
value as an experimental and pioneering movement, irrespective of the imme-
diate benefit conferred on their occupants, and their immediate neighbourhood.
The pecuniary return, of necessity, greatly depends on the judgment and care
exercised in the selection of sites, and in the arrangement of the plans, as well as
on watchftil and economical management.
The practical results ofthe personal interest taken in thisobject by his Royal High-

ness the Prince Consort, in connexion with the Great Exhibition of1851, have been
manifested in several instances by the providing accommodation for maiTied
soldiers ; a want which led the lateDuke of Welling'.on to object to the placing
the model houses in the barrack-yard, lest they should cause dissatisfaction in
the ariuy. During the present session of Parliament £30,000 Iiave been voted
for this object. Amongst many e.xamples of houses built after the general plan of
those in the Exhibition, is an entire street, near the Shadwell station, on the
Blackwall Railway, built by W. E. Hilliard, Esq., of Gray's-inn, who has the
satisfaction of having replaced a miserable range of dwellings with " healthy
homes" for 112 families, which return him between 6 per cent, and 7 per ceut.
clear on the outlay of alxiut £14,000.
With regard io personal Influence, if ladies throughout the length and breadth

of the land would individually make themselves acquainted with ^the domiciliary
condition of the working people in their own neighbourhoods, and would sympa-
thise with them in their difiiculties in this respect—a task vastly more easy than
that to which ladies have devoted their time and talents, with so much zeal and
wisdom, in visiting our prisons and hospitals—the sights they would witness, and
the reflections which must arise therefrom, would compel them to exert all their
influence in promoting the greatly-needed reform.
Although the power of aiding directly in the removal of existing structural

defects in the dwellings of the poor is not very generally possessed by ladies,
their influence may be exerted with the greatest benefit in pointing out to others
the necessity for, and in pei-snading them to carry into operation those remedial
measures which have already been referred to. There is, moreover, a field for
the exercise of influence in which ladies may labor, and have done so most
efficiently. They can impart instruction, can exhort, encourage, stimulate, and,
above all, can raacifest that sympathy which shines with such attractive lustre in
the crowning ^race of Christian charity.
Amongst those practical duties, of which the necessity and advantages may be

pointed out to the wives ofworking men, one of the first in importance is, that
she should be a " keeper at home," and attend to her household duties as well as
to her children ; for without this a dwelling may possess all the conditions
essential to health and morality, and yet the occupants be comparativelv little
benefited by its advantages.

Ladies can exercise a personal influence, by either teaching, or causing to be
taught, the benefits resulting from a free admission of pure air, of personal and
household cleanliness ; and they can facilitate the obtaining of such articles as
whitewash brushes, and ventilators, as well as the mending of broken windows;
they may also enforce, more especially on wives and mothers, a careful attention
to the many details which conduce so much to Iiealth and domestic comfort, and
render home attractive, rather than repulsive, to husbands and sons. They can
likewise be instrumental in promoting those habits of temperance which enable
husbands to expend on home comforts " the fool's pence" whereby the publican
is so greatly enriched, to the impoverishment and incalculable injury of the
labouring classes.

Ladies have by the bestowment of premiums and rewards for the best-kept
cottages, in many places conduced to the health and the comfort of their occu-
pants. They have also exercised a most beneficial influence, through personal

* I well remember seeing repeatedly in the metropolis a room of about 22 feet by
10 feet, the ceiling of which could be easily touched with the hand, without any
ventilation, excepting tlircugh some half-patched broken .squares of glass, and in it
were constantly lodged from forty to sixty human beings, men, women, and child-
ren, besides doss and cats. The Lodging House Act has in this case operated a
great reformation, but the want of power to extend its regulations further leaves a
mass of untouched filtli and misery ; for, as is said in the last report of the Assis-
tant Commissioner of I'olice, 185;), "All the evils which that Act was intended to
remudv still exist, almost without abatement, in tingle rooms occupied by families
—single rooms so occupied being exempt from the operation of the Act."

intercourse, and what has been aptly called "mothers' meetings " condacted in a
spirit of Christian kindness, with the aim of teaching the poor to help them-
selves.

The obligations of the divine command, " Thon shall love tliy neiglibour as
thyself," have been further recognised by ladies in the organisation and in the
personal sunerintendence of a female agency, which combines a social or domestic
mission witli the carrying to the dwellings of the masses of our town population
that Book, in regard to which experience; proves that the heartfelt reception of
its sacred truths is the best security for a lasting abandonment of those evil ways
which debar so many the enjoyment of a " healthy home,"
With snch numerous examples of elTort in various directiens, it can scarcely

be necessarj' to add, that but few who, actuated cither by a sense of Christian
duty, or by the lower motives of self-interest, or of patriotism, sincerely desire to
improve the homes of the working classes, can fail of finding some suitable
channel through which to promote this important and much-needed object. It
any remarks or suggestions I have made should contribute thereto, my aim in
offering them for consideration will be answered.

RUTLAND CHURCHES.—No. III.—Maxtox.
THIS village stands on high ground, from which extensive views of the sur-

rounding country are obtained, the scenery being very diversified and beau-
tiful. The extensive tunnel of the Syston and Peterborough railway is under a
portion of the houses, the station being in the vallev, about half a mile distant
from the village, near the south entrance to the tunnel. The church is dedicated
to St. JIary : it consists of nave, north and south aisles, chancel, and north and
south chantries. The aisles are divided from the nave by four bays, having
circular chamfered arches under hood-moulds with head terminations. The cir-
cular pillars have moulded caps and bases. The font is also Norman : the bowl
is enriched with an arcade having semicircular arehes, and supported by a
central stem and four octagonal shafts. Against the interior wall, near the south
doorway, which is the only entrance to the church, is an alms-box, contauiing
the letters " T. B." and the date lti37. Alms-boxes are rarely met with of a date
anterior to the reformation : afterwards they were more generally set up in
churches. By the canons of 1603, the churchwardens were required to provide a
strong chest, with a hole in the upper part thereof, having three keys, of which
one was to remain in the custody of the minister, and the other two' in the cus-
tody of the churehwardens ; which chest was to be set and fastened in the most
convenient place, to the intent the parishioners might put into it their alms for
their poor neighbours. The chancel arch is of a later date than the nave,
being Early EngUsh : a portion of the bases of the pillars have been cut
away by a carpenter to fit in his own work—the panel ofa hijrli pew ! In the
last century the whole of the windows of the chancel were removed, and others of a
verj- debased Classic design inserted. A date upon the south exterior wall of the
chancel would indicate that this part of the church was rebuilt at that time, but
the existence of two aumbries in tlie east wall denote that the walls were not
entirely taken down. On the floor of the chancel is a defaced monumental slab,
apparently of the fifteenth century. In the east wall of the perpendicular north
chantry is a cinque-foil headed piscina, the basin being supported by a panelled
shaft, trefoiled and embattled. In the opposite wall is a blank arch, having a
series of trefoil headed panels. In the north wall is a brass plate containing a
Latin inscription. The following is a translated copy of it :—" Pray for the
souls of Masters William Villers, Bachelor of Civil Law, formerly Master of this
Chantry, Thomas Villers, brother of the same, citizen and livervman (? pannaril
—perhaps, clothierj of the Citj- of London ; and Robert Newton, Bachelor of
Canon Law, formerly apprentice of the said Thomas, and afterwards Master of
this Chanti^', who contributed many goods to the same chantry, and repaired the
buildings ; of their parents and benefactors. On whose souls God have merey.
Amen." Above this plate is a marble tablet having this inscription :

—" Sacred
to the memory of Needham Cheselden, Esq., late of Melton Mowbray, who died
January 9, ISSO, aged 81 years. Also to the memory of Jane, widow
and relict of Needham Cheselden, Esq., who died the 21st of May,
1832, aged 73 years." There are also in tliis chantry various 'uonu-
mentsto thememory ofmembersofa familynamed Needham, dating from the begin-
ning of the last century. In the south chantry is a wall tablet with this inscrip-
tion : " Here lie the remains of Thomas Bunieby, Gent. He married Mary
daughter of Thomas Jackson, of Duddington, Esq., by whom he left two
daughters, viz., Mary and Sarah, and departed this life the 9th day of August,
1705, aged 33 years. In the north aisle there are other wall tablets, viz.,
" In this north aisle was interred the body of Henry Smith, Esq., Lord of
this manor. He was faithful to his friends. Just to his neighbours, and devout
and pious towards God. He left a widow and two daughters, and exchanged
this mortal for an immortal state, September 20, 1716, aged 71 years. ' Blessed
are the dead who die in the Lord.' " " Near this place was buried Penelope
the wid_ow of Hy. Smith, Esq., who died exceedingly lamented, September the
13th, 1727, aged 57 years. Her extraordinary success in physic, and her ex-
tensive charity to thousands of poor people, make her loss" lamented bv the
British nation." " Here was interred the body of Elizabeth the beloved w-ife of
the Rev. W. Sheild, Rector of Saddington, youngest daughter of Henry Smith,
Esq., who meekly resigned her soul into the hands of our Redeemer, October
25, 1724, aged 32 years."—There is an aumbry in the west wall of the nave,
under the singing gallery. There is a room over the porch, which is approached
from the .south aisle by stone steps lighted by a small window. The window of
this apartment is not glazed, but it has a strong iron grating, similar to that found
occasionally in low side-windows, in chancel walls. This room should be well
examined by the antiquary. Westwai-d of the porch is an Early English window
of two trefoil headed lights under a square dripstone with head terminations.
The west front is engraved in Brandon's " Parish Churches " accompanied with
this letterpress :—" The west front of this chureh affords such a valuable and
perfect specimen of a semi-Norman bell-turret that it has been considered worthy
of being published, although the remainder of the church does not present the
same amount of interest. In this instance, as in many others, the clerestory baa
done much to destroy the original beauty of the design." This front is pierced
by three lancets—two lighting the aisles, and the centre one the nare. It is

protected hy three flat buttresses, the centre one being of five stages and the
others of two each, the former terminating under the tympanum of the bell-
gable, and the latter surmounted by a circular shaft, capped. The floor of the
chureh is supplied with a layer of sand, it being considered necessary owing to
the dampness of the fabric. Considering the elevated groimd on which the
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church stands, it might be made and kept dry by a very small outlay. The soil

in the churchyard has been allowed to accumulate for ages against the walls of

the fabric ; tliis should be removed, and a drain made to carry off the water,

some of which is now received in wash-tubs. To the dampness of other

churches the same cause may l>e attributed. On the north-east side of the

church is a recently-restored house, the residence of Mr. Nccdham, farmer

:

its sable west front contains some interesting portions of medieval domestic

architecture. It has a lower window of four lights, a double rauUion being in

the centre, and the whole surmounted by a horizontal embattled dripstone. An
upper window has two cinquefoil-headrtl lights, under a square dripstone : tlie

spandrels .ire richlv sculpture<l with foliage and the Tudor flower. Eastwanl of

this residence is a large out-buildiug, containing' iire-wood and various lumber.

It is of about the time of Edward"I., as shown by a trefoil-headed window of

two lights, and a larger window under a dripstone with head terminations. Man-
ton is not named in Domesday. The mauors of Manton and Tixover belonged to

the Cistercian Abbey of Clugiiy, in Burgundy, which might have had a cell here.

Estates belonging to foreign monasteries were called priories aliens, the superiors

of which, bevond the seas, sent to them their own countrymen—French and
Normans. Owing to the abuses that crept into them, they were suppressed in the

reign of Henry \
.

; and in the reign of Henry VI. their land and revenues were
given to other monasteries and houses of learning. The manor of Manton
afterwards became part of the possessions of the collegiate church of Tattersliall,

and at the dissolution of the religious establishments it was given to llie Duke of

Suffolk, who came in for such an immense share of the Church spoil. In Queen
Hary's reign it belonged to Thomas Lovel ; and in Queen Elizabeth's to Sir

Henry Sidney, who conveyed it to Michael Lewis, whose brother sold it to Wni.
Kirkham, as he did to Roger Dale, whose grandson sold it to Abraham Wright.

Westward of the church are the small remains of a building called by tlie inhabi-

tants " the old hall," respecting which the local historians are silent. Its door-

way, muUioned windows, and situation show it to have been a fine fabric. The
returned annual value of this living is only £73. The patron is E. W. Smvth,

CRIMEAN MONUMENT IN GLASGOW.

A BEAUTIFUL piece of sculpture has iust been erected on the wall of the

north aisle of the Cathedral, opposite tne south entrance, to tlie memory of

the officers and men of the 93rd Highlanders, who fell in the Crimea. The
memorial has been erected by the regiment, and was designed and executed by
Mr. John Steel, R.S..\., Edinbtirgh, sculptor to Her Majesty for Scotland.

The Glasgow Herald savs :
—" There is a refreshing originality about every one

of Mr. Steel's symbolical representations ; and in the present commemorative
work tliat rare and inestimable quality is not awanting. One of the 93id
Highlanders—the standard-bearer of the regiment—who has received a fatal

stroke from the hand of the enemy, is represented as being supported by the

goddess Fame. The bo<ly rests on the left knee of the lovely goddess, whose
lavour the hardy warrior sought to win ; the head is thrown helplessly back, the

well-known bonnet falling to the ground. His righthandhangsloosely by hisside,

but even in death it iirmly grasps the sword which had, no doubt, stood him in

good stead ere he himself was overcome. His left hand still holds stesidily the

banner under which he fought, and for which he gave his life's blood. Tlie

position of the figure is an exceedingly striking one, but certainly the face, as it

ought to be, is the most remarkable and suggestive portion of the whole. The
goddess Fame is likewise a most beautifully-executed figure. While the laurel-

wreath waves proudly from the top of the standard, Fame sounds forth through
her trumpet the victory which the brave soldier has gained with his life. The
design of tliis monument is a very appropriate one, and the manner in which
that design has been carried out leaves nothing to be desired. The accessories

—

Russian helmet, gabion, &e.—are faultless; and, altogether, the work is a most
admirable one. It is cut out of a very fine white marble, the purity of which
adds in no small degree to the beautiful appearance of the monument, which is

erected by the officers of the regiment. We may add tliat various designs, by
the principal sculptors of London, were received by the Colonel, who took the
chief part in the matter, but when Mrs. Steel's caine to hand it "eclipsed, in his

opinion and that of his broUier officers, the whole of the others, and was there-
fore adopted."

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE
HISTORY AND ARRANGE.HENT OF THE CHURCH AND CASTLE
HALL OF OAKHAM.

THIS formed the subject of a lecture, delivered, in compliance with a request
from the Committee of the Literary Institute of OaKhani, on Wednesday

week last, by the Rev. T. J. James, M.A., Hon. Canon of Peterborough.
The lecture was illustrated by diagrams, showing the various styles of architec-

ture—Egyptian, Grecian, British, Saxon, Norman, and Gothic. The chairman,
previous to introducing tlie lecturer, made some remarks with reference to the
state of religion and society in early Christian and medieval times, and to the

fact that not less than lour former owners of that castle had been executed for

high treason—viz.. the Earl of Kent, in the reign of Richard II., two Dukes of

Buckingham, and Lord Thomas Cromwell ; and he expressed a hope that no
fnture owner of the castle would experience a similar fate.

The Rev. T. Jambs, after, by the aid of the diagrams, pointing out the cha-
racteristics of the various styles of architecture, referred to the very interesting

specimen the Hall in which they had assembled presented—one of the most beau*
tiful examples of domestic Norman architecture in the kingdom. In giving an
outline of the early history of the castle and its lords, the lecturer evidently bor-
rowed from the researches of the Rev. C. H. Hartshorne. The first mention we
find of a Lord of Oakham is that Henry II. gave the manor to Walchelin de
Ferrarg. A Fcrrars crossed the sea with the Conqueror, and upon his descendant
Henry II. bestowed the manor of Oakham. Robert Ferrars was settled in

Derbyshire, and in the third of Stephen (1137) created the first Earl. His son
Walchelin dc Ferrarg held, in the twelfth Henry II. (1161), the barony of Oak-
ham, by tenure of the service of a knight's fee and a half. It is to him the
erection of the hall still existing has been^attributcd. The style of architecture
alone affords the strongest presumption that the building was erected
towards the close of the twelfth century—from 1180 to 1190. Matthew
Paris says that Walchelin de Ferrars was at the seige of Acre, in the Holy
Land, with the English king, in the third year of his reign (1291). In liOl he
died, and was succeeded by his son Hugh, who, dying (1204) without issue.

habeilit, his only sister, wife of Roger Lord Mortimer, became his hoir, and
I thus mded the connection of the Fcrrars family with the town of Oakham. The
j

aichittctural character of the hall is in all respects conformaHe to what is con-
sidered the most interesting of the various styles, as it belongs to the period
when the plain and massive Norman was giadually merging into Karly English.
The features of this style partake of the peculiarities of both. This example is

. what may be termed pure transitional. This is particularly observable in the
' pointed lights, which are placed within segmental arches, with dog-tooth orna-
ments in their Jambs; as well as in the comparative massiveiiess of the but-
tresses, and the larger size of the stone ashlars where they are used forwallingat
the top of the building. These features, as well as the flowing and enriched form

i
of the capitals, the square abacus with the angles slightly canted, entirely

assimilate with the capitals of the choir on the south side of Canterbury
Cathedral. Closer resemblance in foliation it would be difficult to adduce. The
hall is divided by three shafts on either side into four bays, like that formerly
existing at Barnack, proportionately, as Nechara, a writer of the twelfth cen-
tury, says was the rule; 'it is smaller, though earlier, than the hall at Win-
chester, but in its various sculptures and points of detail infinitely more
beautiful : nothing in fact exceeds the spirit and the gracefulness of the
different heads, 'fhose of Henry II. and his wife, M.argaret of Guienne,
opposite the former door of entrance, as placed in the most prominent
part, arc peculiarly deserving attention. After this, it need scarcely be
said that the present position of the door is not the original one. When Buck
published his view in 1720 it was at the east end, answering parti.ally to that at

Winchester, and entirely to tliat in the refectory at Dover, The ancient roof
was probably semicircular, like that existing still in the Bishop's Palace at

Hereford. "The eldest portions of the present one are two red beams put up by
Villicrs Duke of Buckingham, who also built the gateway. This, the most per-
fect specimen of domestic architecture of the 12th century which probably exists

in any country, is also one of those monuments whose interest can never become
evonescent. It is one whicli tells the early history not merely of the little county
of Rutland, but it carries us back to the h.ibits and usages of our forefathers, to

a remote period, when there are but scanty materials from which a knowledge of
them may be gathered, and thence handed down for the instruction of posterity.

Mr. James pointed out what he believed to have been the original arrangement of
the hall when occupied by the Ferrers, and described the habits, pastimes, and
modes of living of its occupants. He next gave a history of the church, and slated

what portions were Early English, Decorated, and Perpendicular. Its earliest

feature is the inner doorway of the porch, which is of the end of the 12tli century.
The next in date are the interiors of the porch itself and the lower parts of the south
wall, with a blank recess or window in the east side of the south transept, which
are of the first halfof the 13th century. Then come the corresponding parts on
the north side, with I he single pillars in both transepts; the chancel arch, and
some minor portions, which are the beginning of the 14th; and the tower, with
perhaps the pillars and arches, of the same, and some other portions, which are
of the latter part of the same century ; while the chancel and the clerestory

and probably the north chancel aisle, are of the fifteenth, and the south
chancel aisle of the sixteenth centuries. Various, however, as are the
dates of these different portions of the church, they unite in forming a
symmetrical and harmonious whole, having genei-ally the aspect of a church
of the fifteenth century. The lecturer alluded in very fiattering terms to the
recent extensive restoration of the fabric, and then proceeded to speak of the
arrangement of churches generally, their plans having their origin in Roman
basilicas or courts of justice. He observed that with the exception of his own
church no other restoration has pleased him so much as that effected at

Oakham.

A great improvement has been recently effected in the interior of the Castle,

hall at Oakham, by the removal of the thick coats of whitewash that enveloped
the timbers of the plain but fine open high-pitched roof. We understand that

a still further improvement is contemplated—the opening of the blocked Nor-
man window at the east end, which, it is hoped, will be filled with stained

glass. A considerable portion of the interior walls of this hall are covered
with horseshoes, presented to the town by peers and peeresses of the realm.
Upon the origin of this custom the Rev. 'Thomas James was silent in his lec-

ture on Wednesday. The Rev. C. Hartshorne has attempted to elucidate it.

He says, " The peculiar custom existing at Oakham of compelling every peer
of Parliament the first time he passes through the town to give a horse-shoe
' to be nailed upon the castle gate,' and if he refuse the bailiff of the manor
has power to arrest him in his progress and take one from his horse's foot, is a
custom of ancient standing, since is is mentioned by Camden as existing in his

time. It is supposed to have come as a liberty from the Ferrars, who were early

lords of the demesne. There seems no other warrant for this conjecture than the

fanciful play upon the words de Ferrariis. The rolls of Parliament in the com-
mencement of the reign of Henry V. set forth a petition of the Mayor of Dover
that he may take toll of every horse passing through the town to the
amount of a halfpenny, for the purpose of repainng theliarbour: but there is

no trace in the various records that have been consulted that such
an allowance was ever accorded to the town of Oakham, or to any
of its proprietoi-s. Still, the early existence of the custom seems to have
established it by prescriptive right. And by an inquisition found in the hundred
rolls, made at Stamford before twelve jurors of the hundred of Martinsley, in the
third Edward I. (1267), it seems that something analogous was then in existence.

The jurors declare on their oath that it appears to them that the manor and castle

of Oakham were formerly in the hands of William the Conqu(Tor, and were
worth £100 a year and upwards; that the King gave them to Hugh, to hold
from him in chief by fee for half a knight's service, who held that manor lor him
till Normandy w.is lost, and the successors of Hugh at that time rebelled against

King John, who thereupon granted the manor and castle to Isabella de Mortimer
for Iier life, by the same service, and after her death it came into the hands of

Ileni-y father of King Edward, who conveyed it, with the castle, in fee dowry,
to Senchia, wife of ftichard Earl of Comwull, to hold it from him in chief by
the aforesaid service. Tlie jurors at Stamford also found that every bailiff of

Richard, Earl of Cornwall, took at Oakham, as well in the time of King Henry
as now, toll of carriages bought or sold, and all other things there, to the damage
of £10 per annum, by what warrant they know not, and this unjustly. They
also said that Peter de Nevil took ten marcs unjustly from the men of Oakham
and Langhara, by virtue of his office, that they should not have their dogs lawed.

In the following year the jurors returned that the county of Rutland formerly

belonged to the county of Northampton, until Richard III. granted it the King
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of Gonnany (Riclmrd, Earl of Cornwall), who they found had right of callows,

assize of bread and ale, pillory, and clicking stool. And they said that the

bailiffs of Oakham, in the reign of Henry III. and Edward I^ took toll of car-

riages, liorses liou^ht or sold, and all other merchandise at Oakham, and they
distrain men of their property who are not principal merchants nor sureties : they
know not by what warrant. The transition to a commutation of a shoe for a
money payment, or the reverse, is easy to be accoimted for. Ily tliese inquisi-

tions Is seen what was the origin of the demanding a liorse-shoe at Oakham ; at
least an insight is gathered into the practice which lias at various periods been
countenanced by English monarchs and the highest judicial functionaries."

THE ARCHITECTUKAL EXHIBITION, CONDUIT-STREET.
WE arc glad to inform our readers tliat Conduit-street Exhibition; is

now open free to the public.

Amongst former exhibitors whose works remain in the rooms since the
last exhibition in connexion with tlie designs, we may enumerate those of
Messrs. Cox and Son and Messrs. Johnston Brothers in medieval metal
work and church furniture, in the great gallery. In the nortli corridor
those of Messrs. Bellman and Ivy in scagliola; Mr. Cumberland Part,
samples of "Martin's cement;" Ransorae and Co.'s silicious stone;
Messrs. Hart and Son, monumental brasses, locks, handles, door furniture,

Sheringtons' ventilators, &c. ; examples of ornamental tile pavements by
the Architectural Pottery Company, Poole, Dorset; Wetterstedt's patent
metal for roofs ; Cole's smoke exhauster ; church and turret clocks by
Messrs. John Moore and Son; Messrs. Fayle and Sons' facing bricks and
moulded blocks; AVright's patent Gill Calorifer, for warming churches and
other public and private buildings; in locks and door knobs, &c., Messrs.
Hobbs, Ashley and Co., and Mr. Thomas Pugh and Company, still ex-
hibit; and in hydraulics in reference to water-closets, with washstandsof a
superior description, and drain pipes, Mr. George Jennings, Messrs. Charles
Botten and Son, Mr. G. F. Cantrcll, Hatton-garden, Liverpool, still

maintain their old positions.

In the eastern gallery Messrs. Maw and Co. and Messrs. Minton and
HoUins still occupy one side and one end of the room in displaying their
beautiful examples of mosaic pavements, and Mr. Desachy fills the
southern end wall witli his ornamental modelling in his peculiar patented
material called " Le Staff," ivorkedfrom the designs of Mr. Owen Jones
and Mr. Edward M. Barry, architects. Messrs. William Cooper and Co.
and Messrs. Harland and Fisher's paperhangings, Smiths' patent orna-
mental wood, and Mr. Kleanthez's vert antique green marble occupy the
western wall, in conjunction with Mr. Pierse's stoves, and on the floor are
numerous specimens of works in zinc, produced by the Vieille Montague
Zinc Mining Company.
As we have on a former occasion described the various works comprised

in the above enumeration, in detail, in the Building News, when the last
Exhibition was open, we have now only to refer our readers to our back
Numbers of April 13, 20, and 27 of the present year, pages 284, 309, and
332 ; and we now proceed to notice those examples in the present Exhi-
bition tliat were not included in the former one. Previous to doing so, we
may observe, en jmssant, that however advantageous it may be considered
by the proprietary of the establishment to have the same samples of
manufactures and patented inventions to remain in their rooms season
after season, we are constrained to express our regret, being impressed
with the opinion that a greater degree of novelty is required if we are to
advance in general improvement.

If we have to bewail the absence of works of a superior class in marble,
stone, and wood as cut from the solid, assuredly we must give great credit
to Messrs. George Jackson and Son, Rathbone -place, and Messrs. White
and Parlby, Great Marylebone-street, who have come manfully forward
by sending two large and various collections in carton pierre, adapted for
internal decorations, which for general design and elaborated surface
modelling may safely be pronounced unequalled. Those of Messrs. Jackson
and Son comprise a large enriched cornice, a caryatide figure, numerous
detached ornaments and capitals, together with a compartment of an
Elizabethan ceiling, with panels and pendents worked with rare skill and
delicacy of handling.

Among the specimens by Messrs. White and Parlby, at top, there is a
large coved cornice filled with foliage and Tpaterae ; two pilasters of good
design and execution, surmounted by bold scroll-work, together with a
numerous assemblage of enrichments of various sizes.

The general design, tone and feeling infused in these productions par-
takes largely of the style known as French Renaissance, which has now
become so fashionable, both for internal and external arcliitecture.

As the works in the Exhibition are neither catalogued nor numbered, we
must indicate to our readers in the best manner we can the positions of
the various objects in their relative situations in the different rooms. We
may therefore state that those which we have just enumerated, are
ag.^inst the wall at the north-western end ofthe great gallery, and between
them Messrs. Arrowsmith, of New Bond-street, exhibit several specimens
of their admirable solid Swiss parquet floors, as adapted for halls, cor-
ridors, and reception rooms, included amongst which is a fac simile

portion of a floor which was laid in the mansion of the Turkish Am-
bassador on the occasion of the Queen's visit to that functionary in 1856.

In the same category the London Parquetry Company, Victory Works,
Cambervvell, at the south-western corner of the great gallery display a
large, varied and beautiful assortment of their peculiar workmanship
which exhibits much ingenuity of design, and excellent material in
coloured woods.
One novelty that this firm has introduced into their peculiar manu-

facture is the insertion of coats of arms in their floors properly embla-
zoned in different coloured woods, which produce a very good effect. The
jirincipal sorts of wood employed appear to be wainscot, walnut, birch,

maple, sycamore, mahogany, purple wood, sassafras, and tulip wood, &c.*

FACULTY OF PROCURATORS' HALL, GLASGOW.
THIS week we give an illustration of one of the many fine public

buildings which have recently arisen to adorn the commercial capital
of Scotland.

Like many other public bodies in this vast city, having ancient rights
and accumulated wealth, the Faculty of Procurators were desirous of
possessing a place of meeting specially their own, and for this purpose
have completed this building, the munificence and beauty of which,
while it evinces their fine taste and princely magnificence, displays to full

advantage the great artistic abilities of its architect, and the capabilities
of the modern Italian style, when in proper hands, to adapt itself to every
convenience of modern life.

The csnstruction of the building is of the most substantial character,
the whole exterior walls being composed of polished freestone of a very
fine quality, the shafts of columns in upper story are each in single stones,
and all the floors are laid on brick arches, supported on cast-iron girders ;

the girders under the upper floor are each 32 feet long.

The keystones of windows and doors in ground floor are ornamented
with heads of many of the most distinguished Scottish law lords and
lawyers. In the front to West Nile-street, beginning at the north window,
are the carved likenesses of Lords Erskine, Mansfield, and Brougham ; in
West George-street, of Lord Blair, John Erskine, Lords Stair, Kaimes,
and Forbes ; in St. George's-place are James Reddie and Professor Miller
(both of Glasgow), then Lords Moncrieff", Jeffrey, Cockburn, and Ruther-
ford. Over the principal door is placed the head of Lord Jeffrey, and over
the other that of Lord Stair, as if to remind entrants of the penetration
and sagacity, the acumen and erudition, as well as the probity necessary
successfully to master am! practise the difficult science of jurisprudence.
On the keystones of the triplet windows at each end of library are placed
carved shields with the armorial bearings of the Faculty.
The door in centre of front to West George-street opens on the lower

hall, which is 29 feet 9 inches by 59 feet, having a clear ceiling of 17 feet

;

this hall is used for the weekly sales of property, meetings of creditors
and of the Faculty ; it is also entered from entrance-hall at door from St.

George's place. A spacious arcaded staircase and two large committee-
rooms in the re-entrant angle of this place include the whole accommoda-
tion on this floor.

The library is immediately over the hall for sales, and is of the same
dimensions ; it is divided in its breadth into a nave and two aisles : the
aisles are vaulted from square Corinthian columns, but the ceiling of the
nave or centre compartment is flat and at a greater height, namely, 24 feet

6 inches above floor, the space over columns from top of arches to flat

ceiling being enriched with a full Corinthian entablature. This apartment,
like the hall below, is lighted on three sides, the centre compartment hav-
ing at each end a fine triplet window, as seen in the east and west elevations.
The bookcases are placed between tlie pillars and the walls, and along the
north wall, and in each bay between pillars are placed tables for the
readers, the centre of room being left clear for meetings, &c. These
book-cases and all the furniture have been made from the architect's
designs, of fine wainscot highly polislied. The decorations have been
very successfully carried out, the effect produced, whilst rich and
magnificent in color, has that quietness and repose so essential in a
place devoted to serious study. The columns are painted in dark green
marble, highly burnished, the capitals and mouldings of base are gilded,

and the walls are painted in imitation Venetian leather of a deep
marine color, with a diaper pattern and border of a lighter shade, the
ceilings are divided into panels and painted of a clear blue tint, the
plaster enrichments of entablature and of bands on ceilings and arches
being picked out in gold and colors.

As a whole, this building is compact and convenient in its arrangements,
ornate but substantial in character, and while a great ornament to the
city, is no less an honor to its talented architect, Mr. Charles Wilson, of
Glasgow, a gentleman to whom that city is indebted for many of the
finest structures which grace her streets.

The tradesmen engaged on the work were—masons, Messrs. Watson
and Bruce ; wrights, Mr. James Connell ; plasterer, Mr. Daniel Smith ;

plumbers, Messrs. Barbour and Stewart; slater, Mr. William Darrie. All
the carving in stone was executed by Mr. Shanks in a highly artistic

manner ; the keystone-heads were done from models by Mr. Handyside
Ritchie, sculptor, of Edinburgh, and all the other ornament from models
by Mr. James Steel, modeller, Glasgow. All the plaster enrichments
were also executed from models by Mr. Steel, and deserve special

commendation. Messrs. Hugh Boyle and Co. were the painters and
decorators.

Improvements in Redcar.—There are an unusual number ofimprove-
ments going on in Redcar and Coatham at present. Tlie Convalescent Hospital

on Coatham Common is making rapid progress, together with an extensive system
of drainage. In Redcar the railway station, is already far above the ground, and
promises to be a beautiful and extensive building; and besides the new Primitive

Methodist Chapel, a new range of of first-class houses to be called Park-terrace,

is already begun.

• To be continued.
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LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL.
THE works at Lichfield Cathedral are sufficiently advanced to enahlo us

to judge of the lovely effect which its int€rior presented before time,

the Puritan soldiers, and James Wyatt, the architect, interfered to mar it.

For upwards of two years, masons have been employed there, under the

direction of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, restoring the choir to its pristine

beauty. The rained capitals, the tall, crumpled, shattered columns, the

elaborate canopies, and the mutilated ethgies once more sparkle in perfect

restoration. The walls and plain surfaces have been scraped down, and
the destroyed portions of foliage and mouldings have been cut out and
replaced by plugs of stone subsequently carved as near as possible to the

form of the original and to match the adjoining portions. The choir con-

sists of eight bays, extending from the centrsil spire to the Lady Chapel.

It has a nortli and side aisle. Three of the westernmost arches on the

south side were formerly blocked up. These obstructions have now been

taken away, and the organ has been removed to, or rather a space has been

prepared for it in the south transept aisle, where the beautiful monument
of Bishop Ryder, one of Chantrey's latest works, formerly stood. This is

placed temporarily in the south transept. It will be removed, we believe,

into the aisle of the north transept as soon as the restoration of that portion

is completed. The four piers on each side of the westernmost end of choir

are different ieom and richer than the others. Canopied statues and brackets

project from the face of them. These were altogether destroyed, and it

was only from trifling fragments that Mr. Scott was able to replace them.

The dvarf columns supporting the statues are themselves carried by eight

aemi-angels, one-half of which are singing, the other half playing some in-

strument. The capitals of the columns are very rich in varied leafage. The
statues are designed medievally, and yet beautifully. The awkward
drawing and painful contortions of many of the old Gothic sculptures are

dispensed with ; the lines of the drapery are easy and graceful, and
harmonise well with the freely designed foliage near them. They are

executed in red Staffordshire stone, like the other parts of the building.

They represent on one side St. Thilip, St. Jude, St. James, and St.

Christopher ; on the other, St. Paul, St. Peter, the Virgin, and, if we
recollect rightly, Mary Magdalen. Similar canopies and effigies occurred

in the Lady chapel; they were destroyed the same time as the others, and
they have not been hitherto replaced. The delicate shrine at the eastern

end remains likewise untouched. The chapter-house and the gallery

leading to it have been scraped down, and the carving shows itself as beau-

tiful as ever. The transepts are likewise nearly completed.

The roof has been entirely restored, and many experiments appear

to have been made for coloring it. A discovery of some red, white and
blue stripes on one of the ribs suggested the idea that it was all thus

tinted, and a portion was restored to judge of its effect. It was, as might
have been expected, unsatisfactory. A great number of the bosses still

bear more or less of gilding and paint—practical illustrations of different

degrees of color ; but they arc, one and all—mistakes. The stone has

itself a lovely warm and varied tint, and if, instead of smearing it with

color, the authorities were to devote the same amount of money to filling

the choir windows with stained glass, they would better dispose of it.

The cold grey light of the present windows wants subduing, and if this

were done, they would find there was no need to color the vaulting and
walls. In fact, if they did so the effect of the ornament would be altered

entirely by the shifting colored light from the stained glass. In a few
months the fittings now in the nave will be temporarily placed in the

choir, and the whole of the nave will be scraped down and restored. The
temporary fittings will then bo moved back into it until the carved oak
permanent fittings are completed iu the choir. In about another year or

fifteen months, we may hope to see the whole of the cathedral re-opened,

—not perfectly restored, but as nearly so as the funds will allow.

Whilst making an excavation a week or two ago for a hot-air flue in the

choir a curious discovery was made,—no less than the foundations of

a former edifice. The walls still remain exposed for the examination of

archsologists. They consist in the first place ofa chamber with massive walls

rectangular at the western end, and semicircular at the eastern end. Its

exterior boundary on the north and south is the inner line of the present

cathedral walls, and it extends between 60 and 70 feet eastwards from the
central tower. A smaller rectangular chamber, about 30 feet long by
20 feet wide, proceeds from the apsidal end. Still further eastwards, and
in the centre of this latter chamber, there are two bases of columns.
Whether these chambers formed together the original cathedral is a
question. We are inclined to doubt it. Our examination of the remains
leads us to believe that the first-mentioned building was in itself complete.

We can scarcely hazard an opinion about the smaller one. It may have
been a subsequent addition, or it may have been a still earlier building,

unconnected with that now seen beside it. The westernmost chamber,
ie., that with the apsidal end, no doubt immediately preceded the present
cathedral, its external walls defining the limits of the existing choir. To
enable our readers to form their own opinion on this matter, we will give
a short summary of what is known respecting Lichfield Cathedra). Oswy,
King of Mcrcia, and his son-in-law, Pida, are generally said to have
founded Lichfield, and Diuma in 605 was appointed to the bishopric.
Chesterfield, who wrote the "Chronicle of the Church of Lichfield" in

1350, asserts that the Mercian church was founded and a cathedral
built before Diuma's time, but Britton tells us his assertion is not
much credited, alleging against it the fact that Ceadda's (the fifth

bishop) remains were removed to the church of St. Peter, and the
statement of Warton that the prelates before Ceadda (070) had no
cathedraL The church to which this bishop's remains were removed
may be regarded as the original cathedral, and was finished and

consecrated by Hedda in A.D. 700. It continued to be the cathedral

church till after the Norman Conquest. Thence until the time
of Roger de Clinton (1128) little or nothing is known of the cathedral's

history, but at that period, or soon after, the present church was begun,

and nearly the whole of it was completed by the end of the thirteenth

century. The subsequent history may be read in its architectural features.

It was mutilated at the period of the Reformation, repaired in 1661-69,

and subsequently by James Wyatt, in 1795; but its architectural merits,

and its rich details, have not been for ages so well displayed as they are

now, and are likely still more to be, under the care of Mr. Scott. We are

inclined to the belief that the portion of the foundations with the apsidal

eastern end is the church consecrated, as above stated, by Hedda, in 700.

We are glad to know that accurate drawings liave been made of every part

of the old walls, so that no evidence may be lost by their being recovered

for the new pavement of the choir.

We should he guilty of an omission if we did not acknowledge the

valuable services which the resident clerk of works, Mr. Clark, has ren-

dered towards the able restoration of the venerable building.

ST. MARTIN'S HALL, LONG -ACRE.
THERE are few of our readers who will not experience some regret at

the destruction of St. Martin's HalL Its external or internal architec-

tural beauties were few, but the musical treats were many which the spirited

proprietor furnished to the public. The plot of ground on which it stood

is bounded by Wilson-street on the north, by Charles-street, Long-acre, on
the east, by some lower buildings in Long-acre on the south, and, unfor-

tunately, by the stupendous coach factory of Mr. Kesterton on the west.

Its principal architectural effect was obtained through its size. The
narrow slip which still forms the entrance in Long-acre is in the Eliza-

bethan, or Jacobin, style, without suitable dignity or character. The
central portion of the roof, or boarded ceiling, was flat, and it had sloping

sides, with curved ribs supporting the principal timbers. The whole was
divided into panels, elaborately and gaudily decorated. There were gal-

leries along the sides of the hall. Beneath the hall, and separated from it

by fireproof ceilings, were class-rooms, &c. Due provision seems to have
been made against any fire which might have originated from below or
from the sides, but the possibility of an attack by the fatal element from
above seems not to have been anticipated. However, at the corner of
Endell-street the extensive factory of Messrs. Kesterton was built. Facing
Long-acre, it presented Ionic columns of unusual height, rising to the top
of the first floors of ordinary shops, and three-quarter columns of

similar design flanked the building in Endell - street. Inside gal-

leries ran round the building for the display of carriages, fittings,

and for manufacturing purposes: there were painters' rooms, varnish

rooms, fitting shops, &c. ; large well-holes were made in the several

floors for lifting and lowering the carriages and the materials belonging
to them. The upper floor was considered fireproof, and nine years ago,

when a fire occurred on the same premises, it prevented the conflagration

penetrating to the floor below; but in the present case it failed utterly,

and the fire was only checked when it had nothing ipore to consume.
A strict inquiry will doubtless be made as to the inability of the fire-

proof floor to resist the fire, and it will be instructive to areliitects who
have similar buildings to construct. Within an hour after the alarm was
first given on Sunday morning last, Messrs. Kesterton's factory had become
one mass of flame, roaring and seething in awful fury. The walls were
in places red-hot, and the fall of the roof and upper flooring carried every-

thing beneath them. The flames burst forth from every window, ilcfiant

of control, and the scorched and blackened brick and the tall flaked stone

columns alone remain. It is remarkable tliat they still stand, but they do
so, and with few cracks to show the terrible ordeal they have passed
through. Their appearance is very grand. The immense height of the

ground floor and indeed of the whole building, the huge openings between
the columns, the large and long arcade on the first floor of Endell-street,

the discoloration of the walls, and the daylight seen through all the

windows, make it one of the most imposing spectacles in the metropolis.

The brick and stone work of the external walls must have been un-
commonly well done, and it is fortunate that it was so, or the adjoining

shops would most likely have been included in the destruction, instead of
sustaining comparatively trifling damage. But the great height to which
the fire was conducted, and which contributed to the salvation of these

buildings, led the flames to the roof of St. Martin's Hall, and in a course of

time brought it, with its inner roof, galleries, and staircase, in a confused

burning mass, to the floor. The fireproof ceiling of lower rooms had then

to sustain not only the weight of the debris, but also of the tons of water

which were poured continuously during the whole of Sunday into the

burning mass. Although the floor did not give way, the weight of water
was so great as to force it through into the lower rooms. The walls of St.

Martin's Hall do not seem materially injured, and may not have to be
demolished, but those of the factory have been condemned by the surveyor

to the police.

We hope this calamity will cause our architects to consider more fully

the power of fire. We are convinced that many so-called fireproof fioors

are but nominally so. Cast-iron girders of large span, filled in with half-

brick arches, afford but little resistance to such furious bursts of flame as

enveloped the buildings in Long-acre, especially when fed by inflammable
materials ; and it is well to recollect that if the floor fails, its fall is more
disa trons than its non-employment would have been, for it would only

fail when at a terrible heat, and then would add its ponderous weight of

,
scorching material to fracture the walls and crush everything i its fall.
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We have licre an example of where one fireproof floor lias proved useless

—it may be found worse than uselesss. That it was well constructed, as

far as workmanship is concerned, we may conclude Irom the fact that the

external walls still stand. The principle of its construction must therefore

have been defective, and we direct attention to it with the sole object of its

being remedied, as far as practictible, in future buildings.

IMPORTANT SALE OF SCULPTURES, ARCHITECTURAL EN-
RICHMENTS, BRONZES. STATUETTES, BIJOUTERIE, &c.

SINCE the distribution of the collections of Mr. Cottinghani and the

late Mr. Pugin, probably no public sale of sculptures and choice works
of plastic art has been announced of more importance tlian the collection

now to be disposed of, the property of Mr. G. M. Casentini, of 24,

Hercules-buildings, Lambeth, wlio is about to leave England to join the

renowned Garibaldi.

In briefly describing the collection, we shall divide it under two heads,

viz., the residence of the artist, and what may be called the stndio proper,

•which is situated at the rear of the establishment.

The residence contains what is termed the gallery and the reception-

rooms, &c., all of which are embellished with works of art, more or less,

that have been selected by the proprietor with much care and good taste.

The gallery is literally crammed with statues and busts from the antique,

terra-cotta vases, pendentives, a full-sized model of a most elaborate chim-
ney-piece, together with numerous centre flowers in the Italian and Renais-
sance style, the originals of which were purchased in France, Italy, and
Belgium. Most of these are perfect gems of the modeller's art, rendered
more valuable from the fact that they have not yet been ujed in England.
In addition to these there are several examples of capitals, bassi-relievi,

consoles, trusses and corbels, &c.
Adjoining to the gallery is the staircase and lobby, both of which are

also, to a certain extent, decorated with ornamental works iu plaster.

The drawing-room on the first floor is fitted with great taste, and con-
tains numerous fine specimens oibijouterie and exquisite groups and single

animals iu real bronze by the justly celebrated Mene, a superb miniature
bronze figure of Christ on a cros-s of ebony, statuettes, and valuable books
that were published in Rome, profusely illustrated, so as to give a most
lucid idea of the glorious buildings and statuary of the " Eternal City."
In this room there is also a curious cabinet containing miniature orna-

ments of filigree work iu silver and other costly materials. Underneath
the drawing-room is what is called the breakfast parlour, the walls of
which are panelled with wainscot in the Elizabethan style, highly enriched,
having the grounds of the ornament picked out in blue colour, the orna-
ments themselves being yellow, which produces a good eflect, and relieves
the otherwise monotony of the dark wainscot.

The walls of the office are decorated with models of the five orders of
architecture executed with great precision ; casts of friezes from the far-
famed " Madelaine " at Paris, with numerous other enrichments, and on
the floor are truncated scagliola pillars, adapted for busts, vases and statues
to stand on. These pillars are excellent imitations of Sienna and other
marbles worked in plaster only, mixed -with the hydroboron, a peculiar
material recently invented by the proprietor, which has the quality of
giving extreme hardness to works cast in plaster of Paris.

Leaving the residence, and proceeding to the spacious and well lighted
studio, the first objects that attracted our attention were a very fine statu-
ary marble bust, nearly completed, of tlie celebrated George Reed, Esq.,
of Somerset ; a large chimney piece in Caen stone, and a smaller one in
statuary marble ; both of which are to be fixed in Howbcry Hall, near
WaUingford. The bust of Mr. Reed is a perfect likeness, with the high
massive forehead and benignant and intelligent expression, so characteristic
of the eminent original.

The chimney-pieces are both in the Elizabethan style ; that in stone is

already completed, and is on a large scale, having a statue of a soldier

7 feet in height on each side, between which is moulded work and appro-
priate enrichments intermingled, and in the centre at top a circular panel
is judiciously introduced, in which to insert a clock, so that the chimney-
pieces will thus be both useful and ornamental. The carved soldiers have
the loose, comfortable, picturesque costumes of the true cavalier school,
which the sculptor has treated with consummate taste and skill.

On the other chimney-piece, which is intended for the drawing-room at
Howbery, basxi-relievi emblems of night and morning are being carved,
the first personified by the owl, and the latter by the lark soaring into the
air, a new and happy idea. The private sale will take place in a few days.
It is Mr. Casentiui's wish to exclude what are termed " dealers."

d^tjmsgflinlcnru.

Sden Bridye.—The parish church of St. Peter and St. Paul, was
re-opened on Tuesday, the 21st, after undergoing considerable repairs and alter-

ations. Amongst the principal alterations are the addition of a vestry on the
north side, the entire sweeping away of the galleries, and the substitution for the
old high pews of low unitbrm open seats, by which a great increase of
accommodation has been obtained. Tlie pillars and the woodwork of the roof
have been cleansed from the raaltifold coatings of w^hite and yellow wash with
which they had been encrusted. The chancel is seated with oak benches
arranged stall-wise, and the floor paved with encaustic tiles. The holy table,

faised upon a footpace, is correctly vested with a frontal and supcrfrontal of
crimson velvet. There is a window of painted glass on the north side of the
dinrch. Some curious and interesting coffin stones, and a few encaustic tiles have
Iten found in the course of the restoration.

Sir,—Your correspondent " Alpha," in his letter In your paper of Friday
last, lias, perhaps, put the ijuestion of the diploma in the liest train, and the
most practical way that has yet lieeu suggested; and if the prof(;.s8ion generally
will answer the three queries put towards the end of his communication, some-
thing definite may at last be done in this long-agitated question. He has, how-
ever, I fear given lumself a very heavy tSbk, but there is no doubt, should he
require as-sistance, he will find many ready and willing to stretch out a helping
hand. Be that as it may, he well licserves the thanks of the architecture
world for the manner in wiiich he is striving to plac« our calling in its true and
proper position ; for, undoubtedly, the diploma would not only benefit and raise

the standard of the profession, but would also raise it in the estimation of the
public, and I think no one will deny this fact.

The next generation of architects will find the advantage of the diploma, and
in the hands of the pupils of the present day, to a certain extent, is the future

destiny of our noble professton. With the dfploraa it will be raised, and wiU
hold an honorable position in the world of science and the fine arts ; without it,

it .will gradually fall and decline, till almost it will be held, I was about to say,

in contempt. Therefore let the pupils, as a body, try their utmost to aid and
assist in pushing forward this most desirable thing. The system of competition

will be bettered, and committees will learn to respect the coinpetitors' rights,

finding we are acting as a society, more than they do now. They themselves

will also have an advantage ; better designs will be submitted for their approval

than now, it being a greater inducement for first-class architects to send designs

and enter the lists. The time will come wlien we shall see placed amongst the

other particulars issued to areliitects this clause—" none but architects with
diplomas need compete:" thus shutting out all others. Unity is strength, but

just now the members of the jirofession are far from being uuited. They do not

pull together as they should, and if " Alpha " fails—but let us hope not—let him
rest assured he still v»ill command the gratitude of those that are favorable to

the movement.

I have answered " Alpha's " "first and second questions, let me now proceed to

his third and last, a very important one in my consideration. I contend that the

members, &c., of the Institute of British ^Irchitects do not represent the architec-

tural profession generally ; were they returned as the members of the House of

Commons are, by the greatest number of votes, then it would be a far different

thing, but as now constituted they are only a self-ulecting body, choosing and
selecting whom they please, not by the special or jiarticular merit of the indivi-

dual proposed, but perhajB in some cases by favor ; still, I would not shut them out

from arguing this question, let them, if they ^yill condescend to do so, send three

or four of their members to represtmt them at any meeting that may be here-

after convened for the purpose of discussing this matter, but most decidedly

should say that it would not be prudent or advisable for the profession to

nerniit this all-important matter to be settled by the Institute alone, and in

"their own way.

Now, in respect of the most diflScult point in the whole question, viz., what
is to be the examination ; but that must be left for the present, the first proceed-

ing being to gather the opinions of architects in respect of the diploma, but,

whatever the examination may tje, it certainly ought not to be of too complicated

a nature, but to bear iuUy and strictly upon the duties required of an architect,

and not running into subjects that do not in any way afl"ect Iiira, and it should be

strictly also practical, for as regaids designing I do not see that you can well

e.xamine any one, for what would be considered beautiful by one person might by
another be voted positively frightful and ugly ; and, moreover, let no partiality-

be shown to any, but let justice be meted out to :dl, the huiable and the great

competing in all fairness for the lionor of being an architect, then will each

be enabled proudly to take liis stand amidst his professional brethren, having
passed his required examination. A. great reform or movement like this, to be

permanent, must be slow and sure, so we must not expect everything to be done
in a short space of time, bat must "o on, step by step, until at last we shall reach
the desired goal, bearhig in mind that deeds not words is the most Ukely method
of fairly starting the diploma, and that if we are united, and all agree that a
diploma is required, then the next best thing is (for us to endeavour to set some
feasible plan in operation, first calling a meeting to deUberate upon the best means
for obtaining the same, at which a variety of ways would in all probability he sug-

gested, and perhaps out of all the propositions, if a Committee was chosen to take

them into consideration, some really good and practical plau might be hit upon
which would give general satisfaction to all parties thus concerned, and such
Committee might be styled and form an Architectural Congress, representing in

truth and chosen by the architects of the kingdom, each one baring a vote and
voting for any candidate that lie might think a proper and fit persou to represent

and sit at the meetings of the Congress, of course the number would be limited,

say to 30 gentlemen being elected by the entire body of architects, and to theux

confide the diploma question for proper settlement.

Before closing these remarks, allow me to say a few words upon the Architec-

tural Association, as to them we owe much, but we may say Httle or nothing to

the Institute. The first named has done all in its power to assist and forward to

the best of their ability the stndy and science of arclutecture, as well as en-

deavouring to obtain for the profession a better character. The other, having

the power, has not used it to the fidl extent that it should have done. Hence
the <listrust that now arises, in a great measure, and most are t«!arful to trust the

diploma question entirely to their hands. Fiat justitia must be the motto to

all, all must sufiijr alike; the members. Fellows, and -Associates of the Institute, as

well as others, must bear the brunt of this battle ; " No favor !" must be our cry,

if we wish success to the diploma; but if the members and others connected with

the Institute are to be let off easy and lightly, then the sooner the question was
dropped the better for all—for, perhaps, it might be deemed a good farce or stir-

ring comedy by them, but to others it would be deep tragedy, and would be of

no earthlv use towards raising the standard of the profession. Have the diploma,

certainly," if it can be fairly and impartially given; merit then will be the order

of the day.

I fear, Sir, I have trespassed upon your space too much ; but a desire, shared

with " Alpha," to see with him a better condition for the profession must be my
excuse; and now is the time; for if architects allow this opportunity to pass of

recording their opinions, it may never again occur, and the question then will
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either fall to the ground, or be decided by the Institute in their own manner, the
pro&3!-ion uot having had a voice in the decision. I am, &c..

Not, I TRUST, Omega.

"HOW DO ARCHITECTS LIVE?"
Sir,—I have just been reading a very interesting and truthful article in your

last, entitled, "How do Architects Lne?" When speaking of competing
architects you say, and justly, " They are great fools to tliemselvcs, and give no
sign of taking council togetHer to regulate or reform." I admit the folly, and
the reason I now trespass on your room is to show there is one (and I believe
cry many more), who would gladly be one of the number to give " the sign " if

only we knew how. Now if you , or some of your able correspondents, would
devise some plan how this much-desired sign for the overtlirow of folly may be
accomplisheu, it might be the means of supplying wisdom where it is much
required. I am, &e.

A Frequent Reader.

SURVEYORS AND VALUATIONS.
SlB,—I hand you a copy of one out of a half-a-dozen letters received, arising

oat of my letter last week ; which you favored me by inserting, also my reply
thereto. Perhaps you will &vor me once more with another insertion.

I am, &c.,

H. F. Gacntlett.
copr.

" having read with interest H. F. Gauntlctt's letter, published in the
BciLDi:<G News of this wcclc, and hcia^ himself much engaged in valuations, would
feel much oblijjed if he would explani more fully when he considers a stamp
necessary, and what he means to convey by the term " a second use.'* For instance,
if the mort^afrec, when alxjat to advance money on an estate, requests his surveyor
to value it for him, and grants a loan, regulating the amount by his surveyor's
report—say two-thirds the amount of that report—in such a case docs H. F.
Gauntlett consider a stamp necessary? has reason to believe it is not
^nerally considered so by valuers in London.
London, E.C.

COPY OF REPLY.
Sir.—In reply to yoursofthe 25th instant, I consider a stamp always necessary,

although for mortgagees' or other individuals' satisfaction (such as bankers and
lawyers) I oft-times report verbally ; if committed to paper, unstamped, to send by
post or otherwise I write "Copy."
When mortgagees charge their surveyor's tee to the mortgagor, the latter is

entitled to a stamp, as the holder of what is considered original report.*
Very frequently bankers require deeds to be deposited as additional security, and

thev generally take their own surveyor's opinion, charging his fee to their customer

;

and so do lawvers to their clients. Such cases as tne two above cited I call " a
second use." The Copy is for No. 1 supposed to be used privately; the stamp for
No. :;. the accommodated party. If handed to or asked for. Nme times out of
ten. No. u has to pay enough witnout asking for stamp.

I am, &c.,
rortsmouth, 27th August, 1860. H. F. Gacntlett.

LICENCES FOR SURVEYORS AND AUCTIONEERS.
Sir,—I see in your last week's edition some individual has, by great exertion,

raised a small amount of indignation at my last communication. He says, in
naming appraisers, I mean "anctioneers." By what rule he arrives at this con-
clusion it is difficult to imagine, as a reference to my letter will testify. I should
think your correspondent can scarcely be ignorant that an appraiser, in the strict
sense of the word, is a person who takes out an " appraiser's license " at a cost of
£3, w hich is generally done by furniture brokers or others of a similar stamp.
Now, I think there are not many in the profession who would wish to be classed
with men of that description, and pay £2 per annum for the honor. With
respect to the remarks on patronage and qualifications of a surveyor, I must own
I am too blind to see how they can be affected by a license. There are plenty of
gentlemen in the country who are engaged in the double calUng of architect and
surveyor whose professional status will bear comparison with that of your corre-
spondent or any other licensed man (and who I know have never had a license).
Your correspondent admits a well-known fact that some auctioneers, without any
practical knowledge whatever, dub themselves surveyors, and dupe their clients
in consequence of their only qualilication being their "license." I have heard of
auctioneers having the impudence to undertake to estimate the value of ecclesias-
tical dilapidations (ie., the restoration thereof), and other matters requiring much
practical knowledge, which neither their license or their calling enables them to
acquire; therefore he will have some difficulty in making persons of common
sense believe that what he pleases to call "real valuers are the best of surveyors."
It is really a piece of condescension on his part to admit that it is possible to
measure land without a license. Now, if this wonderful license is to be such a
powerful talisman, such an "open sesame " to the book of knowledge, we (the
nnlicensed) had better swallow our indignation, and quietly invest our £2 each
in this very needful article, or, to do the thing respectablv, take out an auc-
tioneer's license, .ind become appraisers ex officio.

In summing up the various points in your correspondent's letter, the only
inference to be drawn is that he wishes to advertise himself in a cheap manner as
a surveyor, auctioneer, and appraiser.
Does his postscript mean to imply that he also wishes to become public

informer against those " hundreds of surveyors" who do not choose to degrade
themselves by submitting to an unjust imposition of his idolised " Inland Revenue
Office?" I8m,&c.,

A Surtbiob (Unlicensed).

Matter Marxnera" Cottages, South Shields. — The works for the
building of seventeen additional cottages for the Trustees and Committee of the
Waster Mariners' Asylum have been let to Mr. Heppell, of North Shields. The
buildings liave been commenced under the superintendence of Messrs. Oliver and
Lamb, architects, of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

•Suppose an overcharged mortgagor was to turn round and fine surveyor forgiving, ana mortgagee for talUng, an unstamped document 1

*—
The Elements qf Mechanismi, De.ti<jncilfor Students of Applied Mechanics-

By T. M. GooDEVE, M.A., 8vo. London : Longmans and Co., 18C0.
rilHIS is an admirable little work, designed to serve as an introduction to the
J elaborate and highly philosophical work of Professor Willis, of which it

appears to be a wortliy pioneer.

The chapters, on the Conversion of Circular into reciprocating Motion, on the
Conversion of Reciprocating into Circular Motion, on the Teeth ofWheels, on the
Use ofWheels in Trains, on Aggregate Motion, and on Miscellaneous Contrivances,
are lucidly written, and abundantly illustrated with diagrams. The articles on
"Cams" and on the " Teeth of Wheels" are particularly interesting, and may
be read by others than those for whose use the work is especially designed. Like
most of Messrs. Longman's productions the volume is elegantly got up.

A Catalogue of the Pictures, Drawings, and Etchings in the British
Fine Art Collections Deposited in the Neio Gallery at South Kensington,
being, for the most part, the Gift of Johti Sheepshanhs, Esq.

THIS valuable collection of works of art must be now well known to most of
our readers, but we wish to direct attention to the introduction by Mr.

Redgrave, which contains too many practical hints and illustrations not to be of
interest to all engaged in the practice of tlie fine arts. The author treats separately
of oil paintings, drawings, and sketches, water -color paintings, and etchings, and
the catalogue gives a short biographical sketch of every artist whose worli are
exhibited ; the list necessarily contains the names of many now living.

Inventory of the British Water Color Paintings tn the Fine Arts Col-
. lectioti at South Kensington. With an Introduction by R. Redgrave, Esq.,
R.A. Pamphlet 8vo. London: 1860.

IN the first eleven paj^es of this pamphlet, Mr. Redgrave gives a very in-

teresting outline oi the history of water-color p.iinting in England, from
the time when, as regards the use of color, it was hardly entitled to be called an
art at all, down to the wonderfully-finished productions of living artists.

Water-color painting, as now practisecf, was preceded by a style called

tempera painting, in which pigments were mostly used, corresponding very
nearly with what is now known as "body color." The modem transparent
mode of painting can, however, hardly be said to have arisen out of this opaque
style, but rather out of an intermediate style, called stained drawing, practised

at the end of the last century. In this method the whole drawing was care-
fully wrought up in Indian ink, and when thus completed, a few tints represent-
ing local color were thinly added over the various parts. Several drawings in

this style, executed about 1795, are in the collection at Kensington, and are ex-
ceedingly interesting objects of study.

Mr. Redgrave truly says :
—" Many persons may, on the first inspection of

this portion of the collection, turn away, feeling but little interest in the cold,

grey, and formal landscapes it contains, or be disappointed at the washy appear-
ance of the figure subjects, giving less attention to these works than they really

deserve ; but let them consider the purpose of the collection, the history of thfe

truly national art." Out of the practice of its first professors, " however im-
perfect, arose the excellence and richness of the succeeding school." Many of
Turner's early works are in the style just referred to, and a selection from his

drawings, would show in the clearest manner the various stages through which
the art passed before arriving at its present degree of excellence.

The endeavor to illustrate in a permanent collection the commencement and
growth of water-color painting in Great Britain, deserves every encouragement,
and the interest of the collection itselfwill be much enhanced by Mr. Redgrave's
able remarks.

tenders-
Cemetery Works, Croydon.

For earthworks and road making required in laying out the Croydon Cemetery.
Mr. E. C. Kobins, arctiitect.

McLennan and Bird £976
Walker 798
Morris 750
Jackson 698 3 li
Simpson 691 5 8}
Ilartland and Bloomfield .... 663
Clarke 614 2 2i

Neave £544 10
Lynam 533
Drummond 531 19 11
Leeks and Sons 486 17 6
Sharon 475
Newbery 472
Hayward (accepted) 452

Schools, &c.. Little Hadham, Herts.
For Schools and Kesidences at Little Hadham, Herts. Mr. G. E. Fritchett, F.S.A.,

architect.
W.Lawranco £853 5s. I T. Kirkby £645 178.

T.Gunn 750 W. Gibbons 642

Church Restoration, &c., Essex.
For a New Tower and Kestoration, at Great Easton Church, Essex. Mr. G. E.

Pritchett, F.S.A., architect.

Dickinson £1,268
Bcevers 1,192
Brown 1,130

Dwelling-house, Clapbam.
For a dwelling-house to be erected in the London-road, Clapham, for Mr. Pritchett.

Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect.

Smith £689Flint £797
Banks 735
Green and Son 097
Fox 095

Wlieen 693
Eaby 593

Alterations, Stoke Newington.
For alterations at Newlngton-house, Stoke Newington, for Mr. Taylor. Mr. F. F.

Widdows, architect.

I. Wood and Sons £294
Smith. 260
Sargeant 289

Sewer, Aldershot.
For constructing branch sewer, Victoria-road, Aldershot.

shall, C.E.
Mr. Charles Mar-

Bull £285 10
Martin 279
Duke 260

Birch .£230

Sharon 196
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Okfices. Pimlico.
For the Pimlico Rooms and Literary Institution (carcase only). Mr. J. Womham

Pcnfold, architect.

Larkc £M27 McCIymont £3,117
Rawlins .3,200

Todd •i.Hfi

Fish 3,1.M

Watson 3,000
Ramsey 2,980
Winder 2,942

Weslevan Chapel, Hull.
The following tenders have been accepted for the Kew Wesleyan CbapeL Beverley-

road, Hull. Mr. W. Bottcrill, Hull, architect.
JSxcavator, Bricklayer, and Pltulerer.

E. Bailey, Hull £2,000
Stonemason.

Simpson and Malone, Hull £1,453 15 6
Carpenter and Joiner.

James Jackson, Hull £1,343 13
Plumber and Glazier.

P. T. Harrison, Hall £250
lron/oun<ler.

Pearson, Dannatt.tKruger and Co., Hull £277 5 4
Slater.

Dawbcr and Son, Hull £130
Painter.

W. Wardale, Hull £93

Ibonworks, &c., Dlrham,
For Tudhoe Ironworks, Wesleyan Schools, &c., Durham. Mr. W. Botterlll, Hall,

architect.
ACCEPTED TENDERS.

JSxcavator, Brichlayer, Mason, Plasterer, and Slater.
John Watson. Bishop Auckl.ind £403

Carpenter, Joiner, Plumber, Glazier, and Painter.
K. Sanderson, Durham £298

Dwelling House, Hull.
For new dwelling-honse, Claremont- terrace, Hull, for W. T. Dibb, Esq. Mr. W.

Bottcrill, architect.

JSxcavator, Bricklayer, and Plasterer.
Joseph Morrell (accepted) £433

Stonemason.
H. Heron £240

) Simpson and Malone (accepted) ....£190
T.Eeles 215 I

Carpenter ami Joiner.
James Jackson £392

|
Thomas Clarkson (accepted) £347

Plumber, Glazier, and Painter.
B. Smith £158

I
B. T. Anderson (accepted) £150

Slater.
DawberandSon £34 19

|
Wilde and Son (accepted) ....£29

Shop, &c., Hull.
For new shop, &c.. No. 2, Market-place, Hull, for G. G. Machirk, Esq. Mr. W.

Bottcrill, architect.
accepted tenders

Excavator, Bricklayer, and Plasterer.
Siminson .»£220

Stonemason.
Simpson and Malone £141 lo

Carpenter and Joiner.
Stephenson and Clark £250 10

Plumber, Glazier, and Painter.
John Gouldesbrough £79 16

Slater.
Wilde and Son £10 11

Stables, &c.—Newlands, Berks.
For stables, lodge, &c., at Newlands, Berks (near the house now in course of

erection), for Mr. John Simonds. Mr. Charles Smith, of Reading, architect.
Pulling down the

Top old Newlaiids
Stables. Lodfre. House.

Woodroffe £1,737 .. £307 .. £20
Orton and Child 1,709 .

.

3-39 .

.

68
Cox and Cordery 1,698 15 .. 358 17 .. 22

* Accepted.

Rectort.—St. Leonard's, Herts.
For erecting and flnishin"; a new rectory at St. Leonard's, near Tring, Herts. Mr.

A. W. Blomfield, M.A., architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. A. Bunker.
sh £2,100

Holland and Hannen 2,032

Fassnidge 1,843 14 6
Davis 1,635

Child, Son, and Martin .£1,035
Harris 1,60? 10 2
Honour 1,568

Supply, Batlet.
For supplying a quantity of cast-iron water-pipes, &c., for the Batley Local Board

of Health. Mr. M. Sheard, Jun., C. E., Batley.
J. W. Marsden, Leeds £544 12 9 I Charles Couldwcll, Bradford*. .£503 7

• Accepted.

Waterworks, Batley.
For excavating for .ind laying a quantity of cast-iron water-pipes, for the Batley

Local Board of Health. Mr. M. Sheard, Jun., C.E., Batley.
Robinson, Leeds £325 11

Sheard and Kyan, Batley 2S7 14

Naylor, Scholes 206 15
Howarth and Crowther, Dews-
bury 248 6 3

Abbey, Leeds.' £227 3
Spence, Dumforth Bridge.... 196 1
Ullathorne, Bradford 191 16
Couldwell, Bradford (accepted)185 8

Public House, Victoria Park Road.
For the erection of a pubUc-house at \'ictoria-park-road, for Messrs. J. and W. S.
„i» ^i. (^i.„.i„. r> 1, „_.,i,!.„„. Quantities supplied by Mr. Robert L. Curtis.Holt, Mr. Charles Dunch, architect.

Wood and Sons, Mile-end £1,7(>6

or 1,755

y 1,753
own 1,7411

Hedges 1,09

1

Chapman £1,045
Hack and Son 1,455
N. .1. Watts 1,450
Blackburn (accepted) 1,432

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CHAPEL.

Filey.—For a Congregational chapel about to be erected at Filey. Particulars from
Mr. John Wright, Hull : to whom designs by October 1.

CEMETERY WOKKS.
Liverpool.—For designs for three chapels mortuary, principal entrance with lodges,
and superintendent's residence, for the Liverpool Cemetery, Anfield Park, Walton,
with plans, speciflcations, and estimates. The premiated designs to become the

property <

competlto
. . of the Board, who arc not to be bound necessarily to employ any of the
competitors to carry out the works. In the event of the successful competitor beings
employed, the premium will merge into the commission. The premiums are three
in number—one of £100, one of £.'iO, and one ot £:I0—to be paid in the order of
merit. A ground-plan, showing the sites of the several buildings, and all neces-
sary particulars for the guidance of competitors, may be obtained on application to
Wiiyam Gay, clerk to the Board, Burial Board (Jflices, 12, Clayton-square, Liver-
pool, on ancl after the 13th of September ; and the designs, plans, and other par-
ticulars intended to be submitted, must be sent In by October 20, addressed to him
at the oflices of the Board.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS, &c.
Durham.—For designs for an ornamental drinking fountain, with reservoir for
supplying the public with water, to be erected in the market place of the city of
Durham. The base of the fountain is not to be more than 9 feet in diamett.'r, and
the estimated cost not to exceed £20o. It is proposed to place a barometer and
thermometer in connexion with the fountain, and also three lamps. A premium
of £10 will be given for the best design. Tracings may be had on application to
Mr. Ground, Isurveyor to the Board. The successful competitor will be reqidred
to furnish working plans and spcciiication. which, with the original design, are to
become the sole property of the Board of Health on payment or the said premium
of .£10. Designs, marked with motto, accompanied by name of artist in a sealed
envelope, to be forwarded to the 5Iayor of Durham, by September 25.—Any fur-
ther information may be had ofMr. Ground, or of James Monks, Mayor.

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Sydney, New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament tobe
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £600 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300 for
the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the competitor.
The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers addressed
to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs. William L. Merry
and Co., 36, Cannon-street, E,C. (the commercial agents of the New South Wales
Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer. General conditions,
together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59, High Holbom, and
of Mr Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Mr. H. Campbell, Argyle-street, Glasgow;
Messrs. Hodges and Smith , Dublin ; Messrs. Pnilip and Son, Liverpool ; and
Messrs. Thompson, Manchester. At each establishment photograpnic views
of the locality may be seen. Mr. Wealewillgivesuch explanations as may be desired
of him by personal ap^hcation or by post. Designs to January 1, 1861.

COMPETITION AWARDED.
Hereford Improvements.

The Council have selected the design No. SO, " I make aim for the mark," for the
Clock-tower, which was found to be from Charles H. Edwards, Esq., 28, Brunswick-
square, London, W.C. ; and No. 39, " Tempus Fugit," for the Clock-tower entrance
to markets, which was from H. Clayton, Esq., of Hereford.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Cambridge.—For the erection of an assembly-room and other buildings in the
Borough of Cambridge. Plans, &c., with Peck and Stephens, architects, Maidstone^
and with C. H. Cooper, town clerk, Guildhall, Cambridge, to whom tenders, on
prescribed forms, to September 17. (See advertisement.)

CHURCHES.
Biggleswade.—For the restoration of Dunton Church, Biggleswade. Plans, Ac,
with E. Browning, architect. Broad-street, Stamford, from August 23. Sealed
tenders, on form supplied, to .September 8.

Hull. -For the execution of the first portion of the works, comprising the west
front and nave of the Holy Trinity Church, Hull. Application to be made to G.
Gilbert Scott, Esq., architect, 20, Spring-gardens, Charing-cross, London.

Reading.—Plans and specifications for building a new church, in the parish of St.

Giles, in Reading, will be lying in the St. Giles's Hall, London-street, Reading,
until the Sth of September. Sealed tenders, directed to H. Woodger, Esq.
Grafham, near Guildford, to September 19.

Hull.—For the erection of i church at South 3Iyton, Hull. Drawings, conditions*

and specification, may be seen on application at the vestry of St. Luke's church,
Hull; or at the offices of Robert Blessley, A. I. B. A., architect, 8, Furnival's Inn,
London, where copies of the qu.antities and form of tender may be obtained. Ten-
ders to be sent to the secretaries of the Hull Church Building Society, 8, Park-row,
Hull, endorsed '• Tenderfor St. Luke'.s Church," to September 20.

SCHOOLS, Ac.
Bulkington.—Forthe erection of parocIii:il schools and teacher's residences, at Bul-
kington, near Nuneaton. Plans, &c. , witli the Rev. R. Potter, Vicar, from the 20tli

August to Sth September. Tenders endorsed " Tender for Schools," and addressed
to the Rev. the \ icar, to September 15, and copies of such tenders, posted the same
day, addressed to George T. Robinson, Archidiaconal architect, 14, Milverton-cres-
cent, Leamington.

Tipton.—For the erection of new schools (to accommodate 500 children) in connex-
ion with the parish church of Tipton, Stalfordshire. Drawings, &c., at the offices

of Mr. .John Weller, architect, Wolverliampton. Sealed tenders tobe sent to the
Rev. W. Ker, the Parsonage, Tipton, the chairman of the committee, to
September 13.

South Brent.—For erecting a school-house, &c., at South Brent. Drawings and
specifications at the Vicarage House. Tenders to be sent to the Rev. Joseph
Ditcher, South Brent, to September 10.

CORN EXCHANGE, Ac.
Ross.—For erecting Corn Exchange, public buildings, &c., in the town of Rosa,
Herefordshire. Plans and spcciiication at the office of H. Minett, Esq., solicitor,

Ross ; further particulars on application to T. Nicholson, Esq., architect, Hereford.
Sealed tenders to be delivered to Mr. Frederick Gordon, hon. sec. at the ofllce of
II. Minett, Esq., solicitor, Ross, endorsed " Tender for Corn Exchange," &c., to
September 24.

WOUKIIOUSES.
Blackburn.—For the whole works, or any trade department of the work, required

for the erection of a New Union Workhouse. Specifications and drawings at the
Office of the Clerk of the Guardi.ins. King-street, Blackburn, on the 13th day of
September next, and for twenty-one days thereafter. All informufonfrom th^ archi-

tects, Messrs. ,T. E. and ,J. D. Gates, at their 'oflices. Coney-street. York._ and
George-street Chambers. Halifax. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New Work-
house," addressed to P. Elliugthorpe, Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to

the Clerk to the Board, King-street, Blackburn, not later than October 5.

DWELLING-HOUSES.
,

Leeds.—For the masons', bricklayers', sloters', painters', plasterers', plumbers ,

glaziers', &c., work, required in the erection of eleven houses and joiners shop.

IMans to be seen at James Gray's, joiner, &c., Burley-road. Leeds.
Oakehtiiokpe.—For the erection workmen's houses, at Oakerthorpc. near Affroton.

I'ians and speciflcafions at the oflices of Messrs. Woodhousc and Jeffcock, civil and
mining engineers. Derbv.

Brompton.— For the erection of a dwelling-house in the Fulhara-road. Brompton.
Drawings and specification at Mr. Ileskcth's office, 37, Essex-street, W.C. Sealed

tenders, endersed. ' Tender for house in the Fulham-road," to be delivered at -37,

Essex-street, at 11 a.m., of September 10.

VILLA.
HoRNSEY.—For the erection of a villa residence, three pairs of semi-detached cot-

tages, and a factorv. between Hornsey and Wood-green, for Mr. Edward Welch.
IMans, &c., at the oflSce of Mr. Robert Leabon Curtis, 8, Union-court, Old Broad.

street, E.C.
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JOimntiBS (N3.>—Forl«yiii|r4260v»rds or thert'bv of r,» incli pipes, according to sco-
WATKEWOKKS, SEWKUAGE. Ac.

Is or thert'bv of 1'.; incli pii^c;>. a<,vvu>»^ ws.^v-
t AlexanderTibbctts, cltik ot tho Dumfries nnd

UaxveUtovni Water CommisalODcn. Teudorg, goaled, and endersod. "I>umfrie8
and KaxwtlUown Water Works—Tender for pipe laying;,'* addressed to the
eterk. Water Works Otfice, l>uiufrics, to September 10.

Traxukkc- For any of the following contracts for tJic Traniuere Local Board
IVaterworks ;

—

Contract No. 1.—For tbe supply of «ast-iron pipes and other castings.
Contract >'o. -*.—For the supply of slnire valves, hydrants, and street fittings.

Contract Xo. 3.—Forlaying and jointing cast-irou pipes and Ibaug sluice Talves.

faydrauta, &c.
Contract No. 4.—For sinking and completing: * porc water vrell.

Contract No. 5.— Forprovidiuji: and fixinfr a steam-engine, with duplicate boilers

and pumps, capable of liftiug :^.OtHi gallons of water UoO feot hifjh per hour.
Plans and drawings may be seen, and specilications, duplioate forms of tender,
schedules fur prices, Ac, may be obtained for contracts Nos. 1, li. and 5, on payment
of £1 for each contract, ana speeilications may be seen and dupUeate forma of
tender and schiKiules for prices for contracts' Nos. 3 and 4 may be obtained on
payment of 10s. lor each contract, on application at the office of the Local Board,
in Green-lane, Tranmere; or at tlie office ot liobert Uawliuson, civil engineer, ;U,

Parliament -street, Westminster, on and alter the ard September. Jsealed tenders,

endorsed " Tender for contract No. ," to be forwarded to the Clerk of the Local
Board to September 17.

fiBK£K)i£88. — FoF the undermentioned works, viz. : — For sinking: and stean-

teg « well, bnildhis: engine - houses, water tower, manager and workmen's
iMues, board-room, biuths, tanks, sewage filter, steam-engines, pumps, scoo])

-vdied. raaklB^ sewage and water pipes, with all necessary hydrants, stop cocks,
ventilalors, guUies, and other works requisite for the thorough sewering the dis-

trict of Sheemess. and supplying the same witli water, according to plans furnished
l)y Mr. William Bums, C.E. IVrsons desirous to tender will be supplied witli

copies of the specitications. quantities, &c., on payment ol 10s. Od., and may see the

Slans at tlie office of the Local Board, 5t^. High-street, Mile-town, Sheerness. Ton-
ers (complete, and on printed form only), endorsed "Tender for Sewerage and

AVater^iorks." and addressed to the clerk, to be delivered at the office of the
Local Board of Health, Sheemess, by 4 p.m. of September 13.

Old Fohi>.- -For tbe formation of au embankment, and the construction of main
brick eewers therein, 5 railoB 1,400 feet in length, or thereabouts. t<^:ether with iron
bridges and otlicr works In connexion therewith. The works will commence at a
point west of the river Lee, at Old Ford, cross the Stamford-road, pass through
West Ham, I'laistow. and East HauL, and terminate at Barking Crofk. in the re-

spective counties of Middlesex. Lssex, and Kent. Farties desirous of tendering
jnav, on pavment of£0, obtain plana, wctious, specifications, form of tenders, &c., on
applicatixm to 3Ir. J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer of the Metropolitan lioard of Works,
3, Greek-street, Soho, from August ^8. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan
Board of Works, to be ddivered at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober 4.

(See advertisement.)
VIADUCT.

iLvscHXSTEB.—For widening the viaduct of the London and North Western Hall-
way, between London-ro^ Station and Ardwick, Manchester. Drawings and
atatementaof the quantities at the Engineer's Office, London-road Station, Man-
chester, to September 0, between ten and four o'clock; and at the Engineer's Office,

Euston Station, London, on September G, between ten and four o'clock. Tenders,
addressed to Charles E. Stewart, secretary. Secretary's Office, Euston Station, by
4 p.m. of September 12.

GASWORKS.
JfoRTHAU.EBTON.—For lighting the town ofNorthallerton with gas ; the contractor

to iwdertalce to supply 44 gas lamps, each to burn 1,100 hours, at the rate of 4J
cubic feet per hour, iram the 15th day of September the 8th May next. Tenders
to Septemper 10.

SUPPLY,
Hackney.—For the supply of 1,100 cubic yards (more or less) of broken Guernsey

granite, and 800 cubic yards {more or less) of blue Elvin, Bombay, or other hard
granite, to be delivered at such wharves and in such quantities as may be ordered
by the sur^'eyor to the Board. Forms of tender and further particulars of Mr.
James Lovegrovc, surveyor to tlie Board, at his office, Town-hall, Hackney,
between It and 10 a.m. Sealed tenders (only on printed forms), with samples of the
fttone, to be delivered to the clerk of the Board, at his office, endorsed "Tender
forGranlte," to September 5.

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

Br Messrs. Htkd and Ron.— p. Chamber-street, Leman-strect, Wliitechapel, property
comprising a stack of warehouses, yard, outbuildings, and a dwclliug-bousc, let at £50 per
annum ; sold fur £785.
By Mr. K. Kinwell.—Blue-town, Sheemess, Kent, tavern, part leasehold, known as

tbe " Crown and Anchor," opposite the pier, and near the railway station, let at £1C0 per
annum ; sold for £1,810.
By Messrs. Cbawter and Death.—Main road from Lomlon to Cambridge, Enfleld-high-

way. residence, with garden, sheds, stables, coadi-liouse, hiacksniith's shop, foreman's
collate, wlieelwriylit'ri slioji, cattle sheds, and other l)iiiliiin|j;s, an enclosure of arable
land, an orchard, and a plot ol meadow land, the whole coutamin£ lOa. ir. I4p. ; sold for

Welche'8-lane, Enfield, 4a. 2r. of arable land ; sold for £500.
By Mr. Daniel Watnet 8, Oswald-place, Edmonton, Middlesex, house, let at £20 per

annum ; sold for £2.W,
2, O-^wald-jilnce. house in hand ; sold for ^255.
1, f>ewald-j»liice. Iiodsc, with dairy, garden, outbtdldings, &c., let on lease at £19 19s. per

amiuui ; Mfia for ^^a*;.
Ui^h-rrjad, Edmonton, plot of building ground, containing three quarters of an acre, let on

lease at £5 per anntini ; sold for £2S0.
AfljoinliJB lite lust lot, three-quarters of an acre of building land ; let on lease at £5 per

annum ; sold for £2-1.'',.

2, Marmaduke-place, Mamiaduke-street, Cannon-street-road, St. George*s-in-the-East,
house, let at 4.t. i>er week ; sold for £ur,.
Messm. Edwin Fox and Bousfield.—37, King-street, Draiy-lane, house, let on lease at

£20 per annum ; sold for £32V.
5, Cburch-Rtreet, Chelsea. house and shop, let at £2fl3B. per annum; sold for £330.
By Ma. W. H. Moore.—11, Upper leveland-street, Fitzroy-square, dwclllng-houae, let

at £Ar> per aimuni ; sold for £820.
7, WelliDKton-road, (iraflon-road, Kentish-town, hotise and baker's shop; sold for fC50.
By Me*«rH. Dehenham and Tewson.—10, A rtillcry-strcct, Bishopsgate-strcet witthout,

dwelling- houfic. h-t at £7<l per annum ; sold for £fi20.
92, 08 'H, and &4i, Wentwortli-street, Commercial street, 'Wliitechapel, four houses with

abops. let at £lfH per aimtmi ; sold for £1nm).

2, Hungerford-street, Commurcial-road-cast, house, let at £14 6s. per anntmi: sold
forfiorj.

30, }lungerford-street. bouse, let at £12 12s. per annum ; sold for £130.

LEAsraoLD.
By Messrs. JIinc and Son 20 to 31, Charles-street, Stepney, houses, let at £123

wer annum, term 33 years from Lady-day last, ground-rent £24 per annum ; sold for
kASO.

81, John-street, Cbarch-road, St. OcorgeVln-thc-East, house, let at £19 lOs; per
annum, term 32 years fVom Midsummer last ground-rent, £2 10s. 3d. per annum ; sold for

;i3, WcUinifton-street. Charles-street, Waterloo-town, Bethnal-grecn, house and shop,
let at ^20 per annmu, term 53 years ft-om CbrUtmas last, ground-rent £7 per annum ; eoitl
lor £ia(».
By Mr. BosKKT Sxw—bo, Tachbrook-Btreet elgrave-road. FimUco. residence, let at

£w^ per.annum, term 7Si years f^om Lady-day Idtf, ground-rent £8 per annum; sold for

25, North Audley- street, Grosvenor-squaro, premises and residence, let at £7:5 10s. per
annum, term 27 years from Lady-day, ls(i(», Ktound-ront £40 pur anumu ; sold for £;Mj.

,i(i, lirouiptou-ri'W, r,roinpton, rcsUU'iuiMiiul a lliree-stali stiiMc and coach house, with
dwcHiiii-'-rtioni over, in tlie rear of llrompion-row, let at £'7n per annum, tenn three years
from Miilsumnier-day isiio, yround-reiit £8 per annum ; sold for £110.
Jty Jlessrs. Tetek Bkoai> and riuTrHAim 108, lo".), 110, and 111, Southwark-bridpc-road,

{ircmlies (late Messrs. Brook's candle factory), comprisiuK spacious warehouse*, factories,

ofts. ciillaraye. stabling, large yard, and two private dwelling-houses, estiuiuted annual
value £22S, held by several leases at ground-rents amounting to £110 per annum ; sold for

By Messrs. AVahlters and Lovejot.—Avcry-row, Brook-stroet, Grosvcnor-square, public-
house, the White Lion, let on lease at £l0(Mier annimi. Also a dwelling and a plot of ground,
Avery-row. The whole held for a term of 41 years, from Ladyday, 1851, renewable for ever
every 14 years, on payment of a fine certain of £31 10s. and the expenses, and subject to an
annual grouml-rent of £4 lOs. ; sold for £2,4;to.

4, Cliarhvood-place, Cluirtou-street, Piuilico, residence, term 77J years from Midsummer
I^4;i, t,'rouu(l-reiit £s 10s. per annum ; ^old for £390.

lU- ^lessrs. ICdwin Fox and lloiisFiELD.—l."i, Carlton HlU-vIIlas, Camden-road, Camden-
town, residence (with possession), term IH) years from December, 1858, grouud-reut £22 per
annum ; sold for £1,220.

1(1, Carlton Ilill-villas, residence, hold for same term and ground-rent ; sold for £800.
25, Albion-place, Ball's-pond, Islington, residence, let at £22 2s. per annum, term 72i years

from Slichaelmas, 184S, ^rrounn-rent £.'2 lOs. per auuum ; sold for £loo.
1, Edward-street, Caledonian-road, King s-cross, house, term 98J years from June, 1846,

ground- rent £5 per annum ; sold for £180.
By Messrs. DEBENnAJi and Tewson.—Aherdecn-place, St, John's-wood, residence, known

as Maida Hill College, let on lease at £130 per annum, held for a term of 63 years unexpired
ground-rent £10 18s. per annum ; sold for £1,150.
By Mr. DanCel Watnet.—C, Nelson-street, Hacfcney-road, house, let at £17 per annum,

tcnn 27 years from Ladv-day la«t, ground-rent £1 per aiinimi ; sold for £100.
liy ilessis. Ellis and SoN.-^Vttii'fleUl-road, Kow, Middlesex, premises known as tlie British

8pcnn CantUe Company's Works, occupying au area of about 4i acres, and it comprises lodge,
a large plot ofground in front of the w<)rKs, a large brick building being the offices of the com-
pany, laboratory, paved yards, two coal stores, steam boiler house, a lofty brick shaft,
melting-room, tallow store, palm oil, melting-house, plot of vacant ground witli ft-ont.ige to
tlie Old Ford-road, press-room, engine-room, sorting-room, re-nielting-room, spacious
niouldiug-rooin, polishing-room, four caudle store-rooms, an extensive range of brick build-
ings, comprising stabling for six horses, cart-house, ham ess-room, carpenter's;shop, flltering-
room, bleaching ground, &c. ; also, the wliole of the plant, utensils in trade, toniint's Ilxtures,
and the valuable goodwill. Held fur a term of 82 years from Ladyday, 18*!0, at a ;

ground-rent
of £(;ii per anmnn ; sold for £10.50<).

1, Dover-place, New Kent-road, residence, with large garden in the rear, let at £54 per
annum, term 13J years from Midsummer, 1800, at a peppercorn rent ; sold for £270, fixtures
included.

252, IJetiinal-green-road, house , sold for £20.

Chelmsford Water Supply and Sewage.—The additional Tvorks in
j

connection with tlie above will be commenced immediately. The present system
consist of 1 ft. 6 in. mains^ at an average depth of 8 feet below the surface, and
extending throughout tbe town and suburbs, and equal to the supply of a popu-
lation of 8,000 with 100,000 gallons daily. Tliis will be at the rate of 12,500
gallons per day to each individual. This is obtained by means of an Artesian
well, and at a depth of about 140 feet below the surface, raised by three 10 inch
pumps worked by two condensing engines of 16-horse power, the surplus water
being pumped into a reservoir above 150 feet above the surface, and situate near
Galleywood Common, a mile and half from the town. The sewage is pumped
into two large deodorising tanks by two ID-inch pumps, worked by the same
engines, and used for agricultural purposes. The above system has been in
operation for the last two years, and it is now intended to raise an additional
supply of water by a triple-action 8-inch pump, which, worked by the same
means, will supply 150 gallons per minute aaditional, fi'oni tlie same source, and
the extra works required consist of G-iiich stoneware connection pipes to sinks,

and 4-inch to rain-water pipes. The strata of this district consists chiefly of
thick bands of clay, alternating with sand and shells. The water is very good,
of a soft quality, and highly recommended by the faculty.

ANSWERS TO COUUKSl'ONUEXTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and commindcatious to be addressed to the Editor of the Building News, 20

Old Itoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

J. A. W.—We are not aware that marble is now quarried in the county of Buckingham,
althongh it was formerly. Quarries are to be found, l>ut they were closed long since, in
consequence of the inferior quality of the stone obtained.

K. Thompson.—Yourreport appears to be no more than a private document, and we think
no stamp is necessary,

Alfiied Weston.— Mr. Oxford's patent dates 1822 : it was for an improved method of pre-
venting " Decay in Timber, Metallic Substances, and Canvas, &c." The process pro-
posed was as follows:—The essential oil of tar was first extracted by distillation, and at
the same time saturated with chlorine gas. Troportions of oxide of lead, carbonate of lime,
and carbon of purified eoal tar. well ground, were mixed with the oil, and the composition
was then applied in thick coatings to the substances intended to be preserved.

Alexander S.—Yes ; if forwarded to us in time.
KoBER-r Wilson.—It was decided in Farnworth v. Garrard that if the value of the materials
exceed the cost of removing them, then the builder may recover the difference.

Rifleman.—Wedo not imagine that a "considerable portion "ofthe park will ever be devoted
to the purposes you desire.

B. A.—The license costs forty shillings.
Edward P.—Khne's article on "Brickmakhig" will he found In the second volume of the
Mechanic's Magazine.

\V. Meesoe.—ConsiUt a professional accountant.
O. 1*. A.— Not of sufficient public interest.
B. T.—The value of property depends on so many collateral circumstances that we arc com-
pelled to dtcline advising through the medium of our pages.

W. L D.—Under the circumstances, will probably And much difficulty In enforchig the
penalty. There is some advantage in having the contract under seal.

Claua It.-Thanks to our fair correspondent. A very interesting manualhas been published
by Messrs. Winsor and Newton ; we shall take an early opportunity of reviewing it;

meanwhile, many examples are given in tlie manual referred to.

T, Tm>PEK.—Shall hear from us.
ilocsEKEEPEB.—We know of no remedy, other than reforming the dr&ifis; we bellere tlicre

is no objection to the use of Jenning's glazed drain pipes.
Topooraphek. — See Humboldt's "Researches;" Lord Kingsborough's "Antiquities <rf

Mexico:" Bouchette's " British Dominions in North America ;" and Stickland, Gill, and
Cflmpbell's "I'ublic Works in the United States of America :" the latter gives reuortB,
estimates, and specifications. For other architectural works on America, consult tbe
Dictionary of tlie Arcliitectural Publication Society, article " America."

R. W. B N, Shrewsbury.—W^e .shall be glad to see sketches of details of the Abbey.
W^ PiLON. —Deferred, for want of space.
T. A. A.—The filter cannot be properlii' formed. We have found no dithculty in purifving
stagnant water, so as to render it fit lor culinary purposes, and yet the arrangenieut dlu not
dilfer nmch from that you have adopted. As weimdcrstaudit there must be some defect in
the pipes.

An Abticled Pupil.—Fergusson's " Handbook of Architecture," is the best work you can
have for your purpose.

N. O'B, Cork.—We whall be glad to hear from you.
CuABLEs O.—A trade secret, which manufacturers will not thank us for di\'ulging.
X. Y. Z.—We cannot tell until we have seen the work.
S. T.—There arc many inventions for the cure ofsmoky chimneys. It^is impossible to pofntWt-
one that willlneet all eases.

Geokgi; Wtli.iams.-First mooted in our pages two years ago.
Our Glasgow Coeuespondent is informed that the competitive drawings for the Art-U|UD114

prize, marked " Aspirant," is scries No. 9.

Eecelvcd-Artist ; William J. ; P. T. ; L. D. ; Matthew W. ; B. Tiilou ; Draughtsman.
TooHAs DiLKiNOTON.—Next week.
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THE DIPLOMA MOVEMENT IN THE INSTITUTE.

S if to confound the vaticinations of those pro-

fane uninitiated bystanders, who liave

hazarded a doubt as to the practical result

likely to accrue from the recent diploma

debate at the Institute of Architects, the

Council of that Society has come boldly up
to the sticking point—or, as one ought

rather to say in these Garibaldian days,

nailed its colors to the mast—and issued

an invitation to all provincial and (query)

metropolitan societies of architects, to come
forward and assist its deliberations, as to

the best mode of instituting a system of archi-

tectural examinations.

Now, the BuLLDiNG News is in no way
wedded to the examination movement, nor for

the matter of that is it at all identified with

the Institute of Architects ; and this latter

fact is now and then, by that body of gentlemen,

somewhat ungracefully made mauiiest. However,

being in quiet possession of a louder voice than this said Institute in

matters architectural, we can well afford to be generous. So, whether

this examination movement is to bring about weal or woe to the archi-

tectural fraternity, let us by all means generously pat the Institute on
the back, and wish it luck in the enterprise upon which it has ventured.

Even should the diploma or examination question fall to the ground
again, as is not unlilcely, it will have been the means of breaking up
that icy formalism, under which the Institute of Architects has labored

so long and so disadvantageously ; and of introducing it to the public in

a wholly new and genial character—that of a real live correspondent or

interlocutor with " British architects," which is of itself an event " as

good as a play."

It is the favorite boast of some people that " they never do things

by hah es ;" and with people of this class the Council will be sure to

find, that their invitation will be anything but popular. It certainly is

doing things by halves to get up a private programme of an important
public act ; and then to appeal to the outside world of architects to

concur with and put their seal upon it. But let us reflect on the homely
proverb—too likely, alas, to prove an apposite one before the year is

out—that " half a loaf is better than no bread ;" and, above all things,

let us be practical on this vexed subject of architectural examinations.

The provincial societies will do well to carefully consider the half

measure of the Institute, should they arrive at the conclusion that any
examination of architects ought to precede their assuming the title as

such ; for, half measure as it is, it is the only one that will, in all proba-
bility, be brought fairly before the profession. The crux of the whole
question of architectural diplomas seems to lie with the difficulties that

beset the adoption of a system of examination : it is exceedingly
difficult to get architects to agree as to what ought to be the examina-
tion course ; and still more difficult to say to whom the task of
examination ought to be confided. The Institute, all must concede, is,

from the numerical strength and " respectability " of its members, the
fittest body of architects to move in this matter ; and we rejoice to see
her doing it ; but, owing to her own weakly constitution, she has assur-
edly no right to refer architects to her own body for a supply of
learned examiners—still less right to insist on their recognition of her
absurd method of distinguishing Fellows from Associates. Let us
hope she is prepared to make some concessions on this point.

Whatever is done in the matter, we trust that all architects con-
cerned will practise a little self-denial; considering rather the pubhc
benefit to be derived from any measure they may adopt, than their own
personal aggrandisement ; and, above all things, it is to be hoped they
will, for decency's sake, refrain from that vulgar fidgettiness as to their

tentility, status and estimation, as members of " a noble profession,"
:c., &c., about which there has already been too much prating. The

real question that has to be settled is, " What is an architect : when is

the public to know that a man is an architect, and when a quack ?
"

To us it seems to matter very little what a man practises, so long as he
can be proved to understand and be qualified for the vocation he assigns
himself. Let all remember,

" Worth makes the man ; want of it the fellow.
The rest is uought but leather and prunella."

We have lately had a good deal of recrimination to record ; and in
our columns of correspondence it is not a little diverting to notice it.

One man will plume himself on the gentility of architecture as a pro-
fession, and vigorously damn all interlopers by name—auctioneers,
appraisers, &c. These last will retort upon arcliitects and surveyors,
as a pack of unlicensed pretenders ; so that it becomes really necessary
lor the Institute and its provincial coadjutors to lay down some rule,
whereby it can be said with certainty, what an architect ought, and
what he ought not to profess and practice. Common sense would in-

cline one to aver that, any man may profess and practice whatever he
can be proved to have qualified himself for, no more and no less ; and
let us all say what we wdl, it is the intelligent recognition of what may
happen to be an architect's attainments, that makes up the alpha and
the omega of the question at issue. If the only thing ibr which we are

striving is to segregate the genteel ins from the vulgar outs, we may rely

on it the public will never endorse the issue we shall arrive at There

is already too much of this in the present constitution of the Institute,

and we see what has come of it. Had the Royal Institute of Archi-

tects made professional merit (not guineas and good luck), its touch-

stone of raiik years ago, when it was first established, it would to-day

have been entitled to dictate to the whole profession in these islands

the terms of a diploma, which now in 1860 it is only modestly suggest-

ing to its provincial, charterless contemporaries out of doors. However,
it is never too late to mend ; and we sincerely trust that, as it has at

last moved in this important matter, the Institute will have its proposaLi

considerately responded to ; and that all English architects, whether

members or not of the professional societies it has addressed, will cheer-

fully recognise it as the oldest established. Royally chartered, fittest

assembly of architects to negotiate with on the matter. Should the

Institute fail in accomplishing the whole of its programme, possibly

some few general features of it may be found practicable, and their

adoption under the circumstances become desirable. We shall see.

PEN-PAINTING.

THIS mode of painting, which requires the inkstand to be
substituted for the palette, seems to have been altogether

unknown to the ancients. It seems to have been reserved for the

nineteenth century to give to the world such a consummate master in the

art of graphic description as was Sir Walter Scott. For one instance,

amonir many others that might be cited, how miserably indistinct, cold,

colorless and lifeless are the Younger Pliny's rather elaborate descrip-

tions of his two villas, compared with that of Sir AValter's picture

of Mrs. Bethune Baliol's mansion in Canongate ; which is nothing less

than a chef cFceuvre—so admirably is it worked up, or we should

rather say worked out, since there is less of high finishing than of

captivating and impressive general effect. Of course the two pictures

by the Roman are now very greatly darkened by time, and in many
parts have become quite indistinct; yet, all due allowance being made for

that, they could not at first have been more than imperfect adumbrations,

without so much as any attempt at detail, chiaro-scuro, or color ; we
accordingly stand self-convicted of blundering by applying to them
the epithet " elaborate." Neither is that picture of Scott's to which

we have referred entitled to such epithet, since nothing of pains-taking

labor is to be detected there ; for there the efl!ect is brought out by those

happy, telling and reality-giving touches which only a master-hand can

bestow. Nothing, it may be thought, can be easier than for a writer to

describe what he has seen, but between merely describing, ifever so truth-

fully, and forcibly depicting the same there is an important difference.

Very certain it is that the power of faithfully depicting objects by means
of words is no every-day talent, since we usually find a sad deficiency of

it where it is essentially needed. From the books innumerable that

profess to speak of buildings either abroad or at home—we do not

mean guide-books, because they ai'C privileged to deal in dulness

—how many really graphic descriptions can be collected ? We
question if more than a single figure would be required to

express the sum total. Instead of getting the graphic we
are put off with the stenographic. There is too much of
mere shorthand writing. What would, if properly developed,

suffice for a page of intelligent remark, is condensed into a single

epithet, and that so hackneyed, as to have lost all meaning and value.

Not only are opinions which were as crude at first as they have now
become stale, but more than one exceedingly gross blunder has been
handed down traditionally from one traveller or writer to another.

Such surely is that oi describing St. Paul's at Liverpool a miniature model
of its namesake in the metropolis, when it is scarcely possible for any
two structures having aught whatever in common to be more unlike

each other.

When we see what sort ofwriting is generally considered quite good
enough for architectural description and criticism we are the less sur-

prised at the subject itself being voted ' caviare ' by the million—that

IS, the educated million. However judicious they may be in them-

selves, and satisfactory as far as they go, a few brief remarks do not go
far enough for either those who already understand the subject, or

those who require to be put into the way of understanding it ; to the

former such treatment of it is tantalising and disappointing, to the latter

dull and distasteful. More than once have we heard persons say. If

you write what is intended for the general public you cannot possibly

be too concise. To which advice we have invariably responded : we
are of a quite contrary opinion, because if the publieare ever to become
adequately instructed it must be by means of earnest, thoughtful, im-

partial criticism. Where careful explanation is a desideratum, brevity
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is apt to occasion not onlv obscuritv of meaning, but uniittractive dryness

and unavoidable superficialaess. Much that seems intended to bo read

mnning, seems also to have been written running.

In drawing up a pen-and-ink description it is not a very easy matter to

hit the happv medium between formality and tediousness on tlie^one hand,

and cartless'indistiuctness on the other. Yet, as tolerable proficiency in

the art of what wo here caU pen-painting is attainable without any great

inteUectual exertion, it surelv ought to be included among the items ot

architectunU education, were it only under the rubric of a not quite in-

dispensable yet ornamental, and not only useless accomplishment ;
at

any rate it would be no unprofitable exercise were students, after laying

down their pencU to take up their pen, and try their hand at verbal de-

scription and explanaUon—for their own private instruction :
which, so tar

from being considered a very unnecessarUy self-imposed task, ought ratUer

to be regarded as a recreaUon. The leisure tunc so employed might be

bestowed tar more disadvautageously. Of course such practice would,

immedUtely. put nothing into their pocket, but it might save a good deal

from evaporating out of it that they can, perhaps, very ill aflord to let

escape. At the verv worst, the particular accomplishment as we called it,

however " useless,"" according to the present standard of utilitarian use-

fulness, it mav prove, cannot by any possibility become in after life an

imptdimentum\ni incumbrance. More probably than not we shall here be

admonished that we have quite lost sight of the pomt from which we

started, and are now indulging in prosy sermonising. Nevertheless, we

persist in it in spite of the reproach.
, . . .

,

Writin" teaches, or ought to teach, accuracy of description :
consequently

forms the habit of accurate observation. In fact, no one really sees

distinctly more than he observes—no more than what a horse can see just

as well, provided it be not a bUnd one. The faculty of critical—by which

we do not mean censorious but diUgent and thoughtful—examination and

careful consideration, as applied to his own designs, is one which it is well

worth the while of every architect to acquire, if only because it might

spare him a great deal of very unpleasant after-criticism. We may be

thought over-strict, but our opinion is that it would be well for archi-

tecture were every design to be probed to the quick, unflinchingly by its

own author. The operation might not always be a very agreeable one to

the operator himself, yet a salutary one even to him. To express our-

selves less enigmatically, our opinion is that an architect should anticipate

every objection, and prepare himself with a satisfactory reply to it,

should there ever be occasion or opportunity for making one, whether

orally or in writing, as the case might be.
, , < j „

More of thoughtfulness beforehand would frequently make the ' good

something still " better ;" and more of it, no doubt, there would be were

architects put up to or compelled, or rather to compel themselves, to

further thinking by considering how, if called upon to do so, they could

with their pen reveal the " why " and the " wherefore " of what they

propose doing. What we have just said will perhaps, or more likely

without any " perhaps " at all, strike many as being not a little strange ;

nor do we shrink from the impeachment, the other " perhaps " being that

it may possibly be looked upon as rather origmal, sometliing several

degrees less musty and mouldy than what can be picked up in a voyage of

discovery through the Wardour-strcet of literature. Here a stern, harsh,

editorial cry of " Move on !" reprimands us for thus loitering, and showing

that, like many of our betters, we are capable of expanding a farthmg's

worth of meaning into the size, though^ not the value of a five-shilling

piece.

As architects have no other means of showing their ideas for an intended

structure] than by a series of geometrical detached drawings, it

would surely be very much to their interest—Pecksniffs, of course, ex-

cepted—that those to whom they submit them should be able to understand

them in then- entirety just as well as themselves can ; whereas now apian

is to many persons a perfect hieroglyphic, and even of those who do very

well know that a plan is a map of a building, few care to bestow on one

more than a listless, uninquiring glance, however worthy it may be of

deliberate investigation. Tlie indiiference which stops people's mouths to

fault-finding may be not always disagreeable ;
yet, when it also closes

their eyes to beauties that do not lie exactly on the surface, it must surely

he felt to be mortifying.*

Smoky Chimneys.—Many doctors have tried their hands at curing

this curse to domestic happiness, but with varying success. Our readers know
this quite as well as we do, and therefore we have no hesitation in recommending
to their notice .Stead's patent ventilating chimney-top. One proof of its success

we may mention. Tlie Finsbury barracks building had some extremely obstinate

and therefore smoky " vents ;" fefty of Stead's " tops " were introduced, and they

have been pronounced a success. To describe this top, it is only necessary to say

that the upper part of the principal portion is slightly conical, with small screeds,

attached vertically, the wind falling on this form of surface takes an upward
course, and so carries the issuing smoke to a certain point, shielded from the

outer blast, and here the egress is twofold, either upward or downward, without
entering the fine.

Shotiey BruU/e.—A Town-hall is about to be built at Shotley-bridge,

and the directors have entrusted Messrs. Oliver and Lamb, architects, of New-
castle-upon-Tyne, with the designing !ind carrying out of the proposed structure.

The style of architecture adopted is Gothic. The building will be formed entirely

of stone, and the centre projection will be surmounted by a clock turret with a
slated spiie roof.

* To be continued.

THE DIPLOMA DIFFICULTY.

AMONG the general subjects relating to the present practice of archi-

tecture, that of the expediency of instituting diplomas doubtless

occupies a large share of the attention of our readers. 'The question is a

difiicult and a delicate one, requiring mature consideration ; but so much

time, research, and ingenuity have been devoted to its solution that it may

not be unreasonable to urge tlie desirability of a speedy decision one way

or the other. Six years were occupied by the Socieli CenOale des

Architects Frantais in virtually fruitless debates ; and the members of the

Institute of British Architects seem to be still as hopelessly distant from

unanimity as when the subject was seriously broached five years ago. The

policy of Lord Eldon's celebrated motto, Sat cito si sat 6ene— Quick

enou"-h if well enough—was doubted ultimately even by that procrasti-

nating judge. Sat bem &i sat cito—AVell enough if quick enough—must

be the maxim of the Institute if it consults its own dignity and utUity,

and wishes to prevent a discussion on diplomas from becoming, like

the debates on the last Reform Bill, a subject of satire and of incredulity

as to .iny practical good being effected. A great number of the leading

members, as well as non-members, of commanding ability are quite

opposed to diplomas ; and the Institute has, therefore, to consider, in

deciding the most important question which has hitherto been submitted

to it, whether the introduction of examinations of future Fellows and

Associates will endanger its position, as a representative of the highest

talent in the profession, rather than confer benefit on the public. On the

other hand, architects generally will he called upon to decide whether the

advantages of membership—in other words, of certified competency—are

so obvious and weighty—nay, are so absolutely essential—as to induce

tliem to support the advocates of examinations. The opinion of the

majority can be easily ascertained by seeking signatures for and against

the proposed measure.

Leaving the Institute, and coming to the more important question

whether any person should be allowed to practise as an architect without

a diploma, very great difficulties arise. We contemplate with much fore-

boding of evil the possibility of a time arriving when two sets ofarchitects,

one certified, and the other relying independently on their acquired reputa-

tions and the unassisted confidence of their clients, may form two jealous

and vindictive factions, thwarting and opposing one anotlier. For, if the

possession of a diploma is made compulsory, respect for existing interests

and acquired positions must preclude Parliament from forcing established

practitioners to undergo an examination into a practically acknowledged

competency. We should hear much sneering on the part of young men,

elated with certificates of a "minimum of indispensable knowledge," but

without practices, at old men with large practices but without diplomas.

On the other hand, much muttering about schoolboy learning and youthful

arrogance would probably emanate from many a veteran architect who

found his business decreasing. But so strong a measure as forbidding any

man to design and superintend the erection of a villa or cottage without

having undergone an examination, and, as Mr. Bartholomew years ago

proposed, rendering it " criminal " to violate this law, could scarcely be

carried unless its absolute necessity were rendered obvious. Such an ex-

amination is necessary with doctors and lawyers, entrusted as they are

respectively witli human life and interests for which men are ready to lay

down life. It may be desirable with divines who undertake to preach

certain defined and acknowledged doctrines. It is not requisite with

merchants, contractors, and shopkeepers, whose position is purely

commercial. Is it to be wished among artists ? There can be but one

true answer to the question ; but much to be said on both sides with

respect to architects, while nothing can be urged in favor of compelling

painters and sculptors to obtain certificates, any more than for denjang

poets the " license of ink " until they have obtained diplomas.

The painter, the sculptor, and the poet must have genius or they an> •

nothing; and the test of genius is beyond the test of questions and answers.

The architect too must have genius or he is nothing in the liigher branches

of his calling. The question wliich is raised respecting Mm is suggested

by the complex nature of his avocations. Hfe is at once an artist and a

scientific man, in both of wliich capacities genius may find full play, and

he is also concerned with business in which genius is not required. We
apprehend that these conditions were more or less the same in antiquity as

at the present time, or, at all events, that they were not strikingly reversed.

Taking then all antiquity, is it, or is it not, the general rule that the

noblest works and those which have been of the greatest benefit to the

public have emanated from uncertified practitioners ? Would the designer*,

of these conceptions have executed them any the better for being possessed •-

of diplomas ? ,

This course of reasoning is not weakened by the fact that great work*

are necessarily the production of great men, superior to the generality Ui

their calling, nor by the second fact that the object of examinations is lowi

to produce great men than to promote and secure competency in all thei

members of a profession. It is observable that in the periods when good,

and true architecture prevailed, the smallest works were, in their way,,

equal to the greatest, so far as fulfilling the requisite conditions of theiri

existence, thus proving the diffusion of skill and knowledge throughofflt,

the calling equal to the requirements of the time, and independent Of

diplomas.
Regarding architecture in the treble light of a fine art, a science, a"! a

business, if we go back far into antiquity and continue our survey to tte

sixteenth century, we shall find ample evidence, not, perhaps, strictlyi

speaking, of the inutility of diplomas, but of their non-necessity. It it

quite true that the present state of society differs from any old state «
society ; but this is not, in itself, a sufficient reason for the institution St
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tliplomas, unless it is shown clearly that their adoption is necessary
because of the alteration in the times, and that certain evils will thus be
evidently remedied. Such a conclusion is pregnant with doubt. Since
the sixteenth century, architecture has' entered into a new phase, con-
sisting in the resuscitation of archaic styles of expression, thus becoming
distinctively, and more than it ever was before, a learned profession. In
deciding whether it is desirable to introduce a test of the peculiar kind of

learning now necessary, we must remember that the present practice of
searchingjfor ancient precedents and repeating what was formerly done,
instead of devising original forms suitable to the age and originated by its

requirements, is very injurious to art. The question therefore arises
whether, seeing that the olden types are already so accurately repeated
without examinations, the |institution of these may not tend to increase
tlie existing copyism, and to depress individuality of conception, besides
establishing a monopoly in a " free art " by the operation of a probable
" tyranny of schools." It is also to be borne in mind that the partial
demand for architectural diplomas was originated neither by the general
public nor by experienced arcliitects, but by junior practitioners who
required to be "protected" from builders and empirics; and, besides,
that the system has failed, alike in Spain, where the examination is very
loose, and in Prussia, whore it is very strict.

Let us next glance at some of the difficulties which beset an exami-
nation into an architect's qualifications.

If it is proposed to limit architectural examinations to the principles of
construction, this will hardly remedy the existing evils. It is rather as
artists tlian as scientific men that architects fail. Constructive knowledge
was never more strikingly displayed than in the present age. It is observ-
able that many ofthe greatest improvements have been effected by men
who bad not enjoyed even the advantages that may be afforded by the
regular system of pupilage and general study, and that artificially trained
and certificated bodies, such, for Instance, as the French military en-
gineers, as scientifically learned a class as any in Europe, effect little or
notliing in the way of advancement. Even supposing a candidate to pass
an examination in construction, the certificate would indicate rather that
he was a builder than an arcliitect. Almost any builder of position could
easily succeed in the constructive examination; and thus the vocations
of builders and architects would be more confounded than tliey are at
present. To call upon a builder, as it has been proposed, to declare, before
examination, that he does not intend to practice as an architect involves
much invidious restrictiveness, if there is no test, except that of trade, to
distinguish him from an architect. Who would propose to compel a sur-
geon to close his apothecary's shop, or would have insisted that Robert
Stephenson should give up liis factory if either wished to continue a pro-
fessional man ? For the same reason that it is just to prevent an apothecary
from practising as a surgeon while a qualifying examination is open to
him, it would be unjust to preclude a builder from practising as an archi-
tect unless there is an examination instituted distinctly separating the
two vocations. This distinguishing test must necessarily relate to
taste.

But an examination into the correctness of a man's taste in art is fraught
with difficulties. At certain periods, in the palmy days of Greek, Roman,
and Gothic architecture, when one style prevailed, there was little or no
dispute as to what was, generally speaking, correct taste. Now, when
nearly all the ancient styles are revived, and so mischievous and bitter a
schism exists as that between the Classicists and Medievalists, is it de-
sirable to establish an irresponsible tribunal with power to grant or refuse
a diploma, according as the applicant is versed in the principles of this or
of that archaic style, or according as his taste is orthodox, judged by the
articles of its creed ? Many architects, favorably known by their Gothic
designs, are literally ignorant of Classic architecture ; and many,
thoroughly versed in Classicism, would fail egregiously if examined in
Medievalism. But then, it may be urged, a man may take honors in
Classics and decline the Gothic diploma. If, however, examinations are
to apply to future proceedings, would it not be necessary to limit a man's
practice to the style in which he had obtained a certificate; and would not
such restrictions be injurious to art? Considering that taste in archi-
tecture varies among different races and in different ages, and that at the
present time it may be revolutionised in a few years, the fixing of a
standard, even independently of olden styles, to apply to examinations may
be an unmitigated evil. A test in drawing or modelling would be open to
the difficulties stated with respect to taste.

As to the argument that the institution of diplomas will elevate the
profession of architecture, just as it may, or does, thevocations of law and
medicine, it may be asked whether the analogy between the system of
practice adopted by lawyers and doctors, so far as they rely principally on
precedents, ought to be extended to the essentially inventive functions of
architects? It is not extremely improbable that George Stephenson would
nerer have been known as an engineer had an educational test intervened
to preclude his public labors, and so it has been with many architects of
note, while it is doubtful if the same thing can be asserted of any distin-
gmahed lawyer or doctor of modern times. Again, a curriculum in law
and medicine—at the inns of courts and the hospitals- already exists.
While Its institution in architecture is replete with the difficulties before
m^cated. The elevation of an architect's position, as an architect,
wpends, ipso facto, on his skill ; and it is apprehended that such is also
toe case with lawyers and doctors, as lawyers and doctors.

It has been remarked, and the observation is entitled to consideration,
Mat If an examination is desirable it should be compulsory, and that if itW not desirable a voluntary examination is a farce. The question with
regard to architecture, considered as a scientific and fine art, resolves it-

self into this :—Does the profession differ essentially fVom those callings
in which diplomas are recognised necessities ? In indicating some of the
points to be considered in giving an answer, we have purposely dwelt less
on the arguments in favor of diplomas than on the difficulties which besets
their institution, and the doubts which arise as to their real value ; for, as
Lord Bacon wisely observes,—" It is good not to try experimeutu in states,
except the necessity be urrjml, or the utility evident, and well to beware
that it be the reformation that drawcth on the change, and not the desire
of change that pretendeth the reformation."

EdWAIID L. TAEBnCK.

PARIS IMPROVEMENTS.
THE Imperial, or Kational, fete, held on the 1.5th of August, is neyer

allowed to pass without the inauguration of one or more architec-
tural works. Last year it was the Bridge of Solferino, which, I may here
mention, has just been completed by the addition of capitals to the twelve
socles, whereon are inscribed the names of the battles of the late Italian
campaign— Solferino, Melegnano, Magenta, Turbigo, Montebello, and
Palestro. These are repeated on each side of the bridge, but in different
order. The new monuments presented for the use and admiration of the
Parisians on Wednesday last were the Pont au Change and the Fontaine
Saint Michel, both forming part of the improvements in connection with
the Boulevard Sebastopol. The bridge is in an unfinished state, the foot-
paths and parapets being still wanting. It is a handsome structure, with
three elliptical arches of great breadth, and nearly on a level. It is in a
line with the Pont Saint Michel, which together connect the Boulevard
Sebastopol of the north and south sides of the river, forming the link
from the Place du Chatelet, near the Tour de Saint Jacques, to the Place
S!:int Andre des Arts. The two bridges are connected by a short road,
which passes in front of the Palais de Justice, on the island of the old
Cite. There is this peculiarity in both cases, that the Boulevard does not
lie in a direct line with the bridge, and this has given rise to an ingenious
and somewhat novel arrangement. The small triumphal column, with a
fountain at its base, which stands in the Place du Chatelet, has been
moved bodily some little distance, in order to bring it in a line with the
longitudinal axis of the bridge ; and the new Fomitain of Saint Michael
stands in a similar position with respect to the bridge of the same name.

This fountain is raised up against the end of a row of houses in the same
manner as that of Moliere is in the Rue de Richelieu, but it is on a very
much larger scale in every way, being upwards of 80 feet high, and about
50 feet in width. It is in the style of Louis XVI., and its aspect being
north-eastern it was determined to supply by color, as far as possible, the
effect that could not be obtained by the light of the sun. White, black
and cream-colored stone, red, white, grey and green marble, lapis lazuli,
and bronze of two or three different tints have all been brought into use,
and with a pleasing effect. Certainly there is no parti-colored monument
in Paris that will compare with it in any way ; the arch in the Place du
Carrousel is almost as ugly as Louis XlVth's grand altar in Noire Dame,
or as any of the mixtures at Versailles. We are so unaccustomed to colors
in architecture now-a-days, especially here, that the eye cannot habituate
itself to the innovation at once, but although there are some changes that
almost every one would suggest, it must be admitted that the architect has
achieved a fair amount of success, as regards the selection and arrange-
ment of his colored materials. The composition consists of four compart-
ments ; the basement is composed of the dark fawn-colored stone, with
red stains, from Saint Yllie in the Jura, and includes a semi-elliptical
basin into which the water first falls, three large hollowed steps beneath and
a large semicircular basin raised but a few inches below the level of the
pavement, from which it is only separated by a narrow border of grass
with a guard of interlaced rustic work ; right and left of the lowest of the
three steps or shallow vases stand two very bold plinths, upon which are
placed " Apocalyptic beasts subdued by Angels " about which the least
said the better, especially as they are merely temporary ; still, the design
includes some animals spouting water, in the style of the lions and tigers
of Versailles, and an artist certainly ought not to have followed so
repulsive a precedent. These figures are to be of bronze, but arc at
present in plaster colored. The whole of the parts of this basement are
nolished, and the stone has a very rich pleasant tone, greatly resembling
Sienna marble.

In front of the central compartment rises a black rock, formed of stone
from Soignies, near Waterloo, and the water issues from a horizontal
fissure, or rather a narrow space left between the two large stones which
form the rock in question, and is well displayed by the series of basins
above described ; the compartments of the basement on each side of the
fountain are relieved by two slabs of grey marble cut in facets.

The second portion of the monument, and, in fact, all above the base-
ment, is composed of the stone known as Banc Royal, from Mery. This
portion is of rather greater altitude than the basement, probably about
25 feet. It consists of a large central niche, with a semicircular arched
top ; and in this, and on the rock from which the water springs, stands a
large bronze group of St. Michael and Satan : the figure of the former is

cast in light gold-colored metal, while that of the arch-fiend is of a much
darker hue. The composition is about 18 feet in height, and is the work
of M. Duret, of the Institute, whose admirable work, the " Neapolitan
Fisher-boy dancing the Tarantella," in the Luxembourg Gallery, is so
deservedly admired. Unfortunately, the group in question is far from
satisfactory : not only are there great technical faults in the composition
of the figures, but the expression of the face of the Archangel wants that
elevation of character which is its first requisite ; the attitudes are not
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hannv St. Michael standing with one foot in advance, while the other is

placed behind and upon the body of the fallen but still threatening demon;

the lefl arm is raised aloft, but the sword is so placed as to seem to

threaten to cut it off. The group was cast by Victor Threbaut in the

short space of three months. Much care has been bestowed upon tins

group, and it is greatly to be regretted that the success has not been in

^'on eachVide of the great niche on which sUnds the chief group is a pair

of columns, the shafts of which are of the red marble of Languedoc,and the

capitals and bases of white veined marble ; these columns are each about

2C feet high. Between each pair, and near the top of the panel, is a large

circular buckler in gold-colored bronze, bearing the Imperial cypher amid

sceptres, oak and laurel boughs and bees. Just below each buckler is a

modillion, the central portion of which consists of a slab of lapis lazuli.

Above this principal compartment of the monument is an attic 11 or 12

feet high, which contains four large bronze figures, standing immediately

above the columns above mentioned. These statues represent Prudence

Strength. Justice, and Moderation, and are the work respectively ot

MM. Barre, Guillnunie, Elias Robert, and Guinery, and cast in bronze by

Eck and Durand. They are pleasing, but somewhat too frigid in design.

The panels between these figures are inlaid with various colored marbles,

and have an excellent effect. That in the centre is ornamented with three

geometric figures, while the two small panels bear the initials of the saint,

turrounded by the collar of the Order of St. Michael, founded by Louis XI.

*"aW the attic is a fronton, which serves as a capital for the monu-

ment, while it partially conceals the roof of the house behind This

fronton is elaborately ornamented somewhat after the style of those of

the new portion of the Louvre : in the centre is a large s ab of sea-green

marble, on which is inscribed in gilt letters the name of the fountain, with

the date of its erection ; above this is a pediment, in which are the Im-

perial arms, supported by Power and Moderation, the figures being from

the hand of Auguste Debay. „ , i ^

The roof behind is ornamented with eagles, scroll-work, and tracery m
hammered lead. ,,„.-, 3.^, • j 1*
The monument is from the designs of M. Daviond, and there is no doubt

that it will form one of the chief objects of attraction of the season to

visitors in Paris.
•

CHELMSFORD.-LONDON AND COUNTY BANK.

WE have had occasion to notice previously the rapid change which is

manifesting itself in this town, in an architectural sense. One edifice

seems to vie with another in this respect, and we cannot but commend such

a rivalry, calculated as it is to beautify and improve. How often is it the

case, that travelling through a town, we are apt to judge of the inhabitants

bv tiie appearance of their residences, and however unreasonable this may

appear it is invariably so, therefore let it be the study of our citizens and

townsmen to put on, .at any rate, good appearances. Though the march

of improvement has been steadily increasing here, we see many ncketty old

buildings about, for which new and substantial ones may be substituted.

We are, nevertheless, glad to see that the prosaic and meagre style so

prevalent in this part of the country is succumbing to broader treatment.

The building to which we now more particularly allude and mentioned

above, is being erected on the east side of High-street, adjoining the

premises of Mr. Arthy on one side and of the Misses Counts on the other,

the site having been purchased from Messrs. W. and H. I). Burrell. The

style is Byzantine, and the whole is faced with white Suflblk bricks,

alternating with Bath-stone. It consists of basement, ground, first and

second floors, which comprise cellars, banking office, 23 feet by 23 feet

;

manager's-room, 16 feet by 12 feet ; strong-room and stationery closet,

7 feet by 7 feet ; hall, 9 feet wide ; another hall, 8 feet wide ;
dining-room,

19 feet by 14 feet ; kitchen, 14 feet by 15 feet ; scullery, &c., on ground

floor, with bed-rooms above. It has a frontage to High-street, 37 feet high

from pathway to coping of parapet, and 29 feet in width, the premises ex-

tending backward from the street a distance of 120 feet. A great deal of

difficulty has arisen relative to obtaining sufficient light to the rooms, as

well as in the settlement of legal claims to right of way, &c.

As regards the elevation—it is effective, without partaking of that

florid style unfortunately so prevalent in our architecture of recent date ;

very little recourse has been had to the decorative, and that little has been

used with discretion and judgment. There is an unassuming purity of

style which many of our architects— revelling in a profusion of gargoyles,

lozenges, or trefoils— would do well to imitate. Bath stone (which is used

from pathway to level of window-cills of first floor, round windows, and in

blocking course beneath parapet) looks well when alternating with Suffolk

brick. There are two entrances from High-street, between which are

three circular-headed windows, which number is repeated on first and

second floors. Before the ground-floor windows, which are recessed, orna-

mental iron railing is placed, thus abutting on the pathway. The door-

jambs carry pilasters having foliated capitals, as also do the first-floor

windows; and the words "London and County Bank" are cut in sunk

block letters above the banking office windows. Above the windows runs a

projection surmounted by rolls. The upper windows have balconettes with

•wrought-iron scrolls. A stone blocking course and parapet, supported by

cantilevers, surmounts the whole. The estimated cost was £2,100. It is

nearly complete, and has been erected from the designs and under the

superintendence of F. Chancellor, Esq., Architect, Gresham-house, Old

Broad-street, liOndon, and Chelmsford; the contractor being Mr. James

Brown, of Booking, and the stone carving has been executed by Mr. H.

Miles, from the firm of Messrs. NicfaolU, of London.

REPORT OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS COMMITTEE ON THE
THAMES EMBANKMENT.

rpHE following report on this important subject was published on Wednes-

Yoiir committee beg leave to report to the House, that they have carefully con-

sidered several well-devised plans tor the embankment of the Thames, which have

been brought before them, and that they have Teceived much valuable evidence

on the subject. .,, ., , ..

In connexion with the matter referred to them, your committee considered it

necessary to inquire into the line proposed for the low-level sewer about to be

made by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and they find that it that sewer were

carried under the Strand and Fleet-street, an amount of injury would be caused

to the trade and property of ihe district, which it is scarcely possible to estimate,

whilst during the progress ofthe works the traffic along these great thorough-

fares would be seriously impeded.
. . .^^ ,

Your Committee have found that tlie various engineers who have submitted

their plans have recognised the importance of constructing the low-level sewer

alone the foreshore of the river, aud within the embankment

Your Committee have ascertained by evidence, that the Metropolitan Board

of Works and the Thames Conservancy Board are of opinion, that the embank-

ment of the Thames would be a great improvement both to the luetropohs and

to the river, and your committee entirely concur in this opinion.

Your conmiittee, therefore, after careful consideration ot the whole qucsUon,

have agreed to the follewing resolutions:—
tit » • *

That the embankment of the north side of the Tliames from Westminster-

bridKe to, or nearly to Southwark-bridge, would afford a desirable mode of im-

proung the banks and bed of the river, and facilitate the construction of the low-

level sewer along the foreshore ; while a roadway on the embankment would

ereatly relieve the crowded thoroughfares.
. „ . »

That by the construction of docks inside the embankment wall, wharfingers

and other persons engaged in business along the river would, in most cases,

derive increased facilities for conducting their various trades and occupations.

That the statements made to the committee with regard to the probable cost ot

the proposedembaukmcnt vary considerably, ranging from a minimum of £400,000

to a maximum of £l,oOO,000, according to the nature and extent ofthe plan;

but these estimates include the cost of the low-level sewer; and there is reason to

expect that a large proportion of the total first cost would be repaid by works ot

a productive character.
, .t , 1 > .- _•

That as in 1801 the 8d. and Id. duties upon coal, and the ^d. duty upon wme
which were imposed and continued by Parliament for tlie purpose of public im-

provements, in the metropolis, will cease, your committee recommend that they

be renewed for a limited period, and that the whole or part of the cost of the

Thames embankment be made a first charge upon them.
j ,„. ,

The Legislature having alreadv entrusted to the Metropohtan Board ot Works

the main drainage of the metropolis,* and armed them with powers to deal with

the foreshore of the river in connexion therewith, your committee recommend

that the construction of the embankment be also confided to them.

For this purpose jour committee suggest that the above-mentioned duties be

placed at the disposal of that board for a limited period, and that the guarantee

of the Imperial Treasury be likewise afforded them, according to the provisions

contained in the 21 and 22 Vic, c. 104, 3. 6.

Your committee are of opinion that it would be most diflicult to estimate

before the works are completed the amount of damage that might be occasioned

;

they therefore recommend that power be given to ascertain, alter the completion

of tiie works, the amount of compensation that may be due.

That while your committee consider the embankment of the south side ot tne

Thames forms a necessary part of any complete scheme for the improvement ot

the river and the metropolis, yet it is of less urgent necessity than that ot the

northern side.

Portrait Statuettes.—A Polish artist, K. Boryczewski, has recently

settled in London (at 143, Great Portland-street), bringing letters trom several

eminent savants of Germany (among the rest the late Baron ilumbolUt),

whose comparatively humble studio should be visited by those who are interested

in the class of art he professes, or rather that by which he obtains the means to

produce works of a more ambitious order. He produces portrait-statuettes, in

pipeclay, which he subjects to the action of fire. His likenesses are marvellous

;

ill some we have seen, the form and " character," as well as the features of the

subject, are given with singular fidelity. In his small atcher there are other

matters of interest: a group of rare merit, allegorical ofVenice ; and a statuette,

in which the artist has treated a subject, seldom taken by, and, indeed, almMt

forbidden to, art in England : he has dared to represent the Deity creatmg the

world by a word. The theme is opposed—and rightly so—to our notions ot pro-

gence. Hut foreign a.novij ti^.. ^...- v.»— .•.--.-',, '. u
which we refer evidences genius of a high order ; it is, m all respects, remark-

able in conception and execution, and may be accepted as proof ot what tne

sculptor can do, under circumstances more favourable for the exercise ot patron-

age. We trust this brief paragraph may cause some one to find out a man ot

rare and lame gifts, to whom timely aid may be of infinite \a\ae.—ArtJournal.

Memorial of Mrs. Hevians.—A very beautiful window aa3.J"St

been completed by Messrs. Warrington, of Hyde-park Works, as a memorial ot

Felicia Hemans, to be erected by subscription in the church of St. Anne, UuWm,

in which the remains of Mrs. Hemans rest. The architectural features ot tne

window comprehend two principal lights with a bold circle, and two curvett

spandrels above them. In each light two groups in panels appear between as

many smaller medallions. The subjects of the four groups (selected by the com-

mittee of the subscribers) are Miriam singing her song of triumph, the prescntSj

tion of the youthful Samuel bv his mother, Deborah judging Israel, seated

beneath her i,alra-trec, and the salutation of the Virgin by hlizabeth. ine

upper circle contains a fifth group, representing another Mary, .seated at tne

Saviour's feet, and receiving from His lips the assurance that she had cuosen

the good part which should not be taken away from her.'

carefully drawn.

The figures are all

• 21 and 22 Vic., c. 101, s. 11.
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INDIAN MONUMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.*
SIR,—India doubtless occupies some portion of the attention of those of

the community that are given to think. This degree of attention is

not so much as tlie subject deserves, yet it is to be lioped that it is on llie

increase. There are signs tliat it is so, and that some at least of the

Tarious resources of our empire in the East are attracting more attention.

On May the 9th of tliis year, before the Society of Arts, was read an

excellent paper " On the chief fibre-yielding plants of India," by Dr.

Forbes Watson. Various persons of the best authority and knowledge on

the subject were present, and took part in the discussion which followed.

They testified to the deep interest of the subject, and warmly welcomed
the mass of new and interesting information which was then laid before

the public. This paper was printed in cxlcnso in the Society's Journal of

Transactions of May the 11th. It was there amplified and accompanied
with elaborate tables, and a map, and a variety of excellent illustrations

in woodcut of the plants in question, the cost of which was defrayed by
Government. The subject was one of direct interest to tlie manufacturing
community, and of indirect interest to all of us. In the pages, however, of

your Journal, I only allude to it by way of example and illustration,

bearing on the point to which I desire to attract the attention of your
readers. The excellent information on his branch of study which Dr.

Watson has afforded to the public, is one of the steps towards a familiarity

with the resources of India, the inducements to which press more and
more each 3'ear ; and which may appe;ir peculiarly appropriate at a time

when India, as regards her connexion with us, is taking a new phase.

What I plead for is, in the development of these resources of India, and in

the full acqu.aintanoe with her treasures, that those of her architecture be

not overlooked.

India also practically, by means of onr railroads, telegraphs, and the

improved speed of our shipping, is coming nearer and nearer to us every
year. Assuredly, for all practical purposes of intercommunication, she is

not half the distance from us as when, a little more than a hundred years

ago, Clive fouglit the battle of Plassy, and established that dominion
which has so wonderfully ramified and expanded since. But our know-
ledge of her resources has not expanded with equal speed, and in no
department, perhaps, are we so backward as in our knowledge of her

monuments of art. I do not venture to saj- that this is so directly essen-

tial to us as some other sections of information. The highest aims of

civilisation, and the acquaintance with the raw and manufactured products
of a country, will always rightfully demand tlie first attention of a

Christian and commercial nation, but tliat consideration suggests no
reason for the neglect of art. Indeed, its teaching is in just the opposite

direction, for are we not each year applying larger sums to our national

collections and establishments of art here, and to our public buildings ?

Each j-ear is there not the evidence of increased interest awakened on
subjects of art, and especially on that of the architecture of England? And
yet we remain, as a nation, comparatively ignorant of the many, splendid,

and, to us, novel examples of this art in our magnificent empire of the

East. Some of these, also, are going to decay from the lapse of time,

from inattention, and in some cases, it is said, ruthless spoliation, and
will each year become more lost to us, unless the attention of the public

and of Government be directed to them. I do not suggest tliat art is so

immediately and vitally important to this country as commerce, yet in

this one respect, of the rapid decay which is overtaking many of the
triumphs of architectural art in India, do they claim peculiar attention:

the products of art perish, while those of nature are reproduced and
endure. Let us pay the readiest regard to what nature has done, and can
further do for us; but let us not allow art to slip out of our remembrance.
Let us not forget v.'hat art also has done, and much of which may be past

our taking advantage of, unless we promptly apply some portion of the
attention to our architectural monuments in the East which the same
class of subject has attracted here. Even in a purely antiquarian view,
we have various archaiological societies in this country, whose harvest
here is pretty closely reaped. A mere gleaning appears to remain. Yet
the smallest grain which is from time to time raked up is the subject of

great interest. No fnult is to be found with this. On the contrary, it

has collaterally yielded many fruits to history. At the same time the

eagerness with which we welcome each atom of architectural arcbajology

here, affords a wide contrast to the indifference with which the fertile

field is regarded which offers itself to the sickle in India.

Also purely as an architectural question. There is no one, perhaps,
whose architectural knowledge and acumen exceeds that of Mr. Eergusson.
No one, perhaps, has studied the architecture of India on the spot more
than he has. No one, assuredly, has done more towai-ds setting it before

the public. No one. also, has ever more equally and impartially studied
the various styles of structural art and ornamentation in all climes and
ages than he has, and no one can speak more highly of Indian architecture

than he does. The space in his Handbook, which he has set apart for

Indian architecture, abounds with passages of the highest praise, directed,

not only to those structures of Mahomedan character, but also to those
of the different styles of the native Hindu. Still higher, however, in his

opinion stands that imion of Hindu and Saracenic construction and de-

coration which forms, really, the principal style of India, as we know it,

and of which such magnificent examples still exist, in the temples, fortified

palaces, tombs, mosques, towers, ghats, and minars of our possessions in

the East. His authority, also, is fully supported by the opinion of those
who have visited these vast and elaborate structures, and also by such
representations as we have from time to time witnessedhere, in the various

* Continued from page 075.

works of the day, in which, however, they are usually introduced but
incidentally, as accessories in a landscape. That they deserve far more
attention, however, than they have hitherto received—for their own sakes

—

is most certain, and now that our Government of India is entering on a
new and more permanent phase of government, one moie concentrated,
and, therefore, we may trust, more energetic in each detail, it appears an
appropriate time for seeking to supply the great deficiency which has
hitherto existed, as to our information and illustrated record of the monu-
ments of architecture in India.

The question remains, how is this to be set about—private individuals
and companies do most things in this country. Should this question be
left to them in this case ? I venture to think not. The East India
Company certainly did not do what was wanted in this respect. Nor do I

conceive it would be very easy to get up even a "limited liability"
company to produce an adequate representation of the architecture of
India ! India has now come under the immediate domination of Govern-
ment. Government, in her various civil and military officers throughout
India, has all the machinery to her hand, which no individual or private
company could have. These gentlemen arc mostly intelligent and
educated. Many of them draw, some of them extremely well, and many
of them also have individually gathered information in detail, which, if it

had been, or were now, collected in relation with some organised system,
would supply much of that knowledge for which I plead. Photography
also now lends its rcadj' aid in the way of illustration : and the practice

of this and the pen, in recording the monuments of art in the neighbour-
hood of a station, might be a relaxation, as healthy occasionally, and less

perilous, than hog hunting or a tiger battue. At least it would be a
means of varying the amusements of the place, and would yield a satis-

faction more solid than mere pastime. This is an action that is ready to
the hands of Government, and one which, with encouragement, might
easily be set on foot on their part.

Government, however, probably, would not set about this of itself, but
would, at least, wait for some gentle pressure from without. Therefore it

occurs to consider from what quarter this pressure might, most appro-
priately, be applied. One may naturally suppose, fx'ora those societies of
the metropolis who are either learned or artistic, or who are most
energetic in the cause of progress. In one or other of these categories
may assuredly bo reckoned the Society of Arts, the Royal Academy, the
Institute and Association of British Architects, and the Society of Anti-
quaries. These bodies, at least, are, in some way or other, directly inte-

rested in the subject, and there are others which are collaterally so. I do
not presume to any authority in suggesting a course of action, but it

appears to me, as one of the public, broadly, if in the coming session of
these societies, the subject in question were brought under their notice
and favorably received, that a united deputation from them, to the proper
department of Government, would have the surety of attention. The
immediate result might probably bo that Government would decline
action, but would promise facilities. Nevertheless, a step would thus be
made in advance in the right direction, and we should be by so much the
nearer to that which we ought to possess—namely, a full and faithful

record of the varied, numerous, characteristic, and in many cases, most
beautifnl, monuments of structure and art in our empire in tlie East.*

John Bell.

RUTLAND CHURCHES.—No. IV.—Ridlingtox.
THE good work of church restoration is progressing in this little county. The

sacred edifice in this village lias recently been re- opened for divine service.
This church is dedicated to St. Mary and ^t. Andrew. Tlie Blessed Virgin is

represented by various emblems—viz., the almond-tree flourishing in a flower
pot, with a pair of turtle-doves, a sword piercing her heart, with the Blessed
Saviour in her lap, kneeling at a faldstool, &c. Saint Andrew leans upon a
cross : this Apostle suffered martyrdom on the 30tli of November, A.D. G9. The
church commemorated his death and sufferings so early as the year 359. The
cross upon which he suSered was made of two pieces ol timber driven into the
ground, in the shape of the letter X, styled a cross decussate, hence he is known
in Scriptural pictures bearing a cross of that description. The Scotch, who
have chosen St. Andrew for their tutelar Saint, maintain that the relics of the
apostle were brought by Regulus into Fifcsliire, A.D. 3C8, whence St. Andrew's,
in that county, received its name. This church was in a very unsafe and
dilapidated condition when the Rev. C. A. Hay (recently vioar of" Thuudridge,
Herts) entered upon the living (by exchange) :" he became exceedingly anxious
that a restoration should be effected. With that view he coiisultcu with Mr.
Henry Parsons, architect, of Gresliam Ilouse-cliambers, London, who ultimately
received instructions to examine the fabric, especially the chancel, for which the
rector was responsible. Tlie chancel was found to be absolutely un-
safe. There were large rents and fissures in the walls, one having
been occasioned by a doorway having been cut in a reckless manner
in the south wall : the Jambs of this door were of brick, and a part of a
curious tympanum was used as a lintel; the remaining portion had been applied
for the purpose ofa window-sill. The roof was a rude and comjiaiatively modem
affair, cutting across and obscuring the apex of the east window. On the north
side were two windows—one square-headed and the other two-centred, both of a
Decorative character, although very plain and not unusual in design. On the
south side was a window of much later date, and of very lude workmanship.
The ivy had penetrated through the walls and windows, and hung down m
festoons inside the church ! The north wall of the north aisle was more than a
foot out of an upright, bulging in every direction, and was lighted with common
cottage windows. The roof was a rude lean-to. The south aisle was nearly as

bad ; lighted by common square-headed windows of a late date, rudely executed,
and repaired with wood. The roof was the same as that over the north aisle. A
very unsightly porch had been built, probably towards the latter end of the reign

* To be continued.
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of Georse 11. Tlic doorwav into the church inside tlie porch was Pprpcndicular,

af Terr poor de^n. apptiivntlv owval with the square-headc.1 windows m tlio

north aSe Rnd south wall of the chancel. The nave was covered with aflat

ceiUna, and the west-end blocked up with a very unsijfhtly gallery. E^fy"""f
^^ TOveredwith whiteATash half au inch U.ick. The desk and pulpit were

Intooduced towards the latter end of the last century. The scatujK

was made up of odds and ends. It was advised that the chancel should

be re-built, the old windows restored and re-used where practicable,

the north and south aisles re-built: the nave restorol, and a new

roof to it, and new furniture throughout. Mr. Hallidny, of Greethara, bemK

well knowji to the patron (the Enrl of Gainsborough) and the pansh, was »«k^

to do the work without any competition. His estimate came to £80b, wuicli w^
a few pounds less than Mr! ParsVns' estimate. The rector and churehwardens

set to work, and the result of their endeavours justified them m going on w^U

what was r««llv necessary to be done, and also <"ff«<:ting some additional im-

provements : for instance, the old chancel windows were lound to be in a local

stone, and crumbled under the touch, a state that rendered it necessary to have

new ones, at a cost of £30 extra. There have also been provided stone jambs,

arches, and sills inside the windows (instead of plaster), heating apparatus, seat-

ing in the chancel, prayer-desk, pulpit, centrein- and shoring "ave arches and

underpinning the columns, carving, ground work outside, &c. Altogether tne

outlav has bSen about £l,loO, of which sum, up to last ^'e^k, £1,01^ has been

aecnriil. It is hoped that funds will also be forthcoming for the restoration ot

the tower and the erection of a timber porch to the entrance, ^'"^ " »"
''J"

south side. Those who were familiar witli the appcarnnce ot the church betore

the restoration, and who may be present at its reopening on Thursday next, w 11

undonbteiUv be highly pleased with tlie metamorphosis
1,'

•'««
''"''«'^""f

• . ^,
®

oldest parts of thi present fabric are the tower, the pillars and arches of the

south a'isle, and the fhancel arch, which are Early English (thirteenth century).

In the succeeding centurv the chancel and north aisle were rebuilt, and the

upper part of tlie tower 'added or rebuilt; and in the fifteenth ccnta^y th«

nresentclerestorv was erected. iThat very ancient and valuable heirloom, Domes-

Say Book, savs t'hat at the time the Norman suivey was made there vyere three

churchesat Sidlington, the sites ofwhich are unknown, but it is very probable that

the present fabric stands upon the site of one of them. These three churches, it

is reasonable to infer, were built by the Saxons after the reduction ot

all the kingdoms of the Heptarehy under one monarch, which was completea

A D 827. In the course of the recent alterations the fragment oi a subse-

quent clmrch (twelfth century) was taken from the south wall of the chancel

ft having been applied for the purpose of a window-sill; it was probably the

tympanum of tlie priests' doorwav of the Norman church: it is protusely

sculptured with irrotesque animals, &c., and is within a cable moulding.

Tlie architect has carefully preserved it, it having been placed over the door

of the new vestry. The nave is of three bays. The pillars of the south aisle

are circular, having moulded caps and bases, and those on the north side

octagonal. Several of the upper stone steps of the rood-loft are remaining.

The new furniture introduced into the church is in character with the whole

of the other work, the carving having been entrusted to Mr. Matthew Irving,

of Leicester, whose services have been obtained for decorating various cathe-

drals, &c. An excellent specimen of his skill is also seen in All baints church,

Stamford. Here (at Ridlington)
" The floor

Of nave and aisle, in unpretending guise.

Is occupied by oaken benches ranged
In seemly rows." „,.»,• i

The scats wUl be highly appreciated, as affording comfort for their occupants;

they slightly incline backwards. Tlie ends have moulded edges, with loliage

terminations at the knee, consisting of examples of the maple, lyy, oak, vine,

passion-flower, lily of the valley, wild rose, thistle, holly, &c. The heads and

foliage of the lioodmould terminations of the windows are by the same artist, ine

east window of five lights is almost unique; it is Decorated (the style that pre-

TaUed throughout the greater part of the fourteenth century), and transomed.

Although the bar or traniom was common in domestic buildings ot that date, it

was very seldom employed in ecclesiastical architecture before the hlteenth

century," excepting in long spire lights. The glass of this window contains the

cross and sacred monogram in alternate quan-ies. The old font was so much

mutilated that nothing could be done with it. The new one is placed near the

west wall of the south aisle : it has the upper part or bowl struck Irom three

centres, forming an equilateral triangle (typical of the Trinity), and supported

upon three clustered dwarf columns, with plain moulded caps and bases and

shafts of Ashburton marble. The roof has been raised to its original high pitch,

being covered with slates and red ridge tiles. Mr. Halliday, tlie builder, lias

given the greatest satisfaction, his work having been remarkably well executed,

and hisclnrges for "extras" being very moderate. The oldest monument in

this church is on the north wall of the chancel ; it contains this inscription—

' Here lycth entoralied James Harington, Knight and Baronet, youngest son ot

Sir James Harington, of Exton, Knight, and Fraunces, his first wife, one ot the

daughters an.l heirs of Robert Sapcots, of Elton, in the county ot Huntingdon,

Esquire, by whom he had yssuc sixteen children—viz., nine sons and seven

daughters ; which said Fraunces deceased in September, lOOO, and the

«aid James Harington deceased the 2 Febr. 1G13." This is one of tliose

small but handsome alabaster wall monuments that were erected by tlie

wealthy in the reigns of Elizabeth and James. The deceased baronet and his

lady—the former in plate armour—are kneeling vis et v^ before a faldst,ool, with

their hands upraised in the attitude of prayer. By intermarriage, the family ot

Harington is descended from the Saxon and Norman kings of England, and

Bllie<l to the Capetine kings of France, and to the royal blood of Scotland.

Wright, in his history of Rutland, says, that "on an examination of all the col-

lateral branches of this noble family, it appears there have been descended from

n, or neariy aUied to its descendants, no less than 3 dukes, 3 marquises, 38 earls,

7 counts, 26 viscounts, and 37 barons, among which number IG were Knights ot

the Garter." The first baronet was high sheriff of this county, 3.')th of Eliza-

beth ; he was created on the first institution of the order. The Haringtons ot

Ridlington are represented at the present day by Sir John Edward Hanngton,

the tenth baronet, bom 1821 ; succeeded 1835; married, in 1840, Jane Agnes,

danghterof J. S. Brownrigg, Esq., formerly M.P. for Boston; he praduated at

Chmt Church, Oxford, in 1842 : is a magistrate for Monmouthshire; fo™erly

lieutenant and captain in the Coldstream Guards, and afterwards of the 4«th

Foot. There are several wall tablets, and a slab to the memory of members of an

old county family named Cheselden, who resided here :
" Edward Cheselden

Gentleman, who died .\ugust 31,1088, aged 7Iyears ; and Joan, h^ Widow, who

S March 30, 1703, ageil 82 years." "Francis Cheselden, Esq., who d^ed

Anril 2 1815, aged 67 years ; and Katherine Dubar, his Widow, who died April 21,

1816 aged 03 years." The above are in the chancel; the others are m
the soiX aisle. 'Ridlington is one of the several places in Rutland men-

tonld n Bomesday ^now deposited in the Record -office, Chancciy-

lane^ From it wl Icani that here, with seven berewicks, church soke.

Queen Editha had four caracutes-this is a quantity uncertain in Us con-

tents and may contain also houses, mills, pastures, meadow, wood &c.--of

land to be taxed. Land to sixteen ploughs. Tiie king had four plou-bs m the

demesne there, and 170 viUanes (inhabitants of villages, belonging chiefly to lords

of manors, or annexed to the pereon of the lord, and transferred by deed from

onfo^v to another, occupying small portions of land to sustain themselves

and f^iiies" but upon the mere will of the lord, who couW dispossess t 'em

whenever he pleased ) and 26 bordars (boors or husbandmen holding a little house,

wSr some land of liusbandry larger than a cottage supplying the lord with

nou try and eggs, &c., for his boarcTor entertainment) having thirty ploughs, and

WsoLnienla class known as yeomen at the present day with two ploughs.

There were two priests, three churches, the sitos of two mills, and forty acres of

meadow Wood, pastire here and there, two miles long and eight quarentens

?tliis word signifies a quantity of land containing forty perches) broad. Value m
K ng sZard's time £40. the whole manor with the berewicks three miles and

seven qurrentens long, and two miles and two quarentens broad In the afore-

said lanS Alberic, the%lerk, had one oxgang of land, »"•! ^ad here one miU of

sixteen pence. Tlie earliest known lords of Ridlington were Robert de H o> land

Ind John de WyniU, 9 Edward U. From Christopher Smi li he manor passed

to Sir John Harington, Knight; and from his descendants, in the reign of James

L, to the Noels, in whose posses'sion it still remains. Ridlington s ands upon an

acclivi^! Some lines by Sirs. Charlotte Smith, a poetess who died at the be-

Slnfof the present century, and whose sketches of English ^oenery are true

Slid pllasing, are very appropriate on approaching the village from the north

^'^^ •" " Advancing higher still

The prospect widens, and tlic village church

Rut Uttle o'er the lowly roofs arouud, ^^

Koars its grey belfry and its simple vane.

The tower here is square, is covered with ivy to the parapet, and the vane is just

seen peering from tlie very low roof. On the north side of .the church, in a

meadL, are some high walls supported by strong l^oldly pi-oiecting bu tr^es

which apparently enclosed a mansion, probably the seat of the Hanngtons. Irom

Th raised ground a view ofa great portion of the site of Leighfield Forest is ob-

tained, and^lso a series of valleys fincluding Catmos), along wo ot winch the

waters oftheGwash or Wash and Chater run in an eastwardly direction. An

eariy poet (Michael Drayton), a standard author, who mixed ^"W leading tami-

lies in Hie country, may have been a guest of the Haringtons at R"^^l>nf?ton : his

description of this part of the country, as seen from the village would favor s.w:h

an opinion. In his most elaborate work, the Polyolbwn, published m Ibl.-i.,

forming a poetical description of England, the following hues appear :—
° '^ " Love not flijscif the loss, although the least Ihou art,

What thou in Krcatness want'st, well nature doth impart

In "oodness of thy soil ; and more delicious mould,

Surveying all this isle, the sun did ne'er behold.

Briu" forth that British vale, and be it ne'er so rare.

But Catmus witli that vale for richness may compare.

What forest nymph is found, how brave soe er she be j

But Lyfield shows herself as brave a nymph as she

;

What river ever rose from bank or swelling hill.

That Uutland's wandering Wasli, a delicatcr nil ?

Small shire that canst produce to thy'proportion g-ood,

One vale of special name, one forest, and one flood I

Oh : Catnius, tliou fair vale, come on in grass and corn.

That Beaver (lielvoir) ne'er be said thy sisterhood to scoru.

And let thy Ocham boast to have not httle grace.

That her the pleased Fates did in thy bosom place I

And Lyfleld, as thou art a forest, live so free,

That ev'ry forest nympli may praise the snorts in tnee

;

And down to Welland's course, oli !
Wash i.B.UU uuwu .^ .. c..,v.,., „ .-,„.»., V... . .. - .-1 run ever clear.

To honor, and to be much honored by this shire.

BUILDING PROGRESS IN SYDNEY, N.S.W.
_

-nj-E extract the foUowiiig interesting items from the Sydney Moniimj Met am,

TheSifions'' to'thVst'reetTmprovements of the metropolis effected during the

past month have been few and unimportant in their character. "e '""6

noticed in recent summaries the erection of some spacious and handsome

structures for our large mercantile firms and banking corporations, but tlm

improvements in the principal streets are still partial in tl>eir extent, the close

contiguity of the oik an<f the new buildings dispaymg unsightly con raste

betwien the opposite extremes of shabbiness and beauty. There ^^1^^°^^^-
stances to whicTi the slowness in the removal of the old and P^^'f

tly huldings

and the erection of substantial attractive premisesmay be assigned. In the nist

place the inducement which house building offers in other communities, as a sae

and paying speculation, is not so influential liere in consequence of the ™™croi'»

othe?a\lvantageous investments to be met with. The practice P"''S»?f .''y ^«
banks of allowing interest on deposits also deters those who have cap'ta 'JinK

idle from employing it, as it would be employed e sewhere, in t 'e crectio'i ot

commodious shops and dwellings. Another cause of fu^Pen*'"" .o.*^ '^'^^ "ZJf"
raents is the operation of the clause in the Corporation Act ^ybich ent tl^^^^^^^^

public to a width of six feet within the kerb as soon as the sections which occupy

any portion of the space are removed. In several parts ofGeorge and P'tt stretts,

the old-fashioned buildings would long since have been pulled down or ™oo'-™

ised but for such alterations involving a loss of sometimes four or five feet ot tne

properties. In a few cases this loss has been ^""'"g'y ,s"''"'t'<=.i.\° "i.^d-
Bideration of obtaining more attractive frontages ; but with the majori y ot land

lords the retention of tlie ground is considered of far more ""PO-'t^nj^'
.

^™f
tendency of tliis very desirable provision is consequently to check the extension o.

a superior class of shops.
. . n •

., *_» „f *),p cltv
One of the most noticeable improvements in progress in the centre o »",« "^

consists in the covering of tlie Tank Stream, this open sewer, f. e"J"f„„7JJ
Hunter to Bridge streets, has long been complained ot by tbose residing tar »»

an eyesore and as a receptacle for impurities, forming, as it did, a continuauon

of two of the tunnels for the sewage constructed five years ago bj tne >.»y
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Commissioners. Tlie stream is being completelj| enclosed, tlie floor, walls,

ami arcli being of stone, set with cement. The inside width of the tunnel will

be 11 feet G inches and its height 8 feet 3 inches. The work, which has

been contracted for by Mr. fariel, is to cost £2,520 and to be finished in lour

months.
Within the last few weeks the new Registry-office in Elizabeth-street,

has been completed and used for public business. The building is of white

stone, with sharp gables, in the Tudor-Gothic style. Complete accommo-
dation is afibrdeu for the various branches of Uie Registrar-General's depart-

ment. The tasteful structure has very much improved the precincts of Hyde
Park.
Another very striking street improvement is the new building in erection for

the Sydney Mechanics' School of Arts. Since our last summary was published

the Pitt-street elevation has been finished up to the entablature ; it is extremely
handsome, the columns being of the Corinthian order and the cornices and other

ornaments very tasteful. Specifications are being prepared for the roofing of the

building (the present side wails being retained), for the continuation of the

reading-room to the front, and for the removal of the library to the space between
the lecture hall and the street front. When these are finished, and the requisite

funds collected, the transformation of the interior will gradually be carried on.

As soon as the private apartments for the secretary are completed, the rear of

the premises will be cleared for the lecture hall, which will extend across the

building and will be a great improvement, both as regards size and arrangement,
upon tlie present hall. Suitable class-rooms will iu due course be added. Al-
though some year or two must elapse before the alterations are completed, the

increased space will in a very short time be duly appreciated in aifordiiig greater

facilities for the various purposes of the institution.

The new Freemasons' Hall, which will be a spacious and imposing edifice, has
been commenced. The excavations for the foundations are finislied, and the

stonework is being proceeded with. The ceremony of laying the foundation

stone is to be performed on the Queen's birthday by the Mayor of Sydney. The
new premises will extend from York to Clarence streets; the hall, which will be
in the latter street, will accommodate a thousand people. The work will be com-
pleted in the early part of next year.
The works upon St. Andrew's Cathedral are slowly but perceptibly advancing.

The aisles are being roofed in—the roofing of the nave, transept, and choir being
finished. The entire edifice will be covered In, In two or three months, when the
further adaptation of the building to the purposes of public worship will be pro-
ceeded with ; but at present no decision has been arrived at as to whether the
interior is to be fitted up as a cathedi'al or as an ordinary parish church, and
there appears no prospect of the question being very speedily settled.

Some attractive places of worship are in course of erection in the suburbs of
Sydney. The Wesleyan Church at Newtown is completed externally, and the
joiners' work is being proceeded with. Another Wesleyan Church at Balmain is

nearly ready for the roof. Both churches are of stone and are very tasteful

structures.

METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL
A3 AMENDED BY THE SELECT COMMITTEE.*

Sums to he paid by the Duke ofBedford to pai ties mahiny up Roads and
Footivays on Bedford Estate, in the Parish ofSt. Vancras, to he added to
Debt on that part of the Parish.—LXXXIV. ^Vnd whereas at the time of tlie

coming into operation of the firstly-recited Act, certain houses were m course of
erection, or about to be erected, by private parties on certain lands, parts of the
estate belonging to his Grace the Duke of Bedford, in the parish ol Saint Pan-
eras, and the roads and footways in front of the said houses and land were partly
paved by and at the expense of the said parties before the coming into operation
of the firstly-recited Act : and whereas the Commissioners acting under the local
and personal Act of the session holden in the thirty-ninth and fortieth years of
King George the Third, chapter forty-nine, relating to the paving of the said
estate, and whose powers were determined by the firstly-recited Act, ought, un-
der the power vested in them by the said Act of the thirty-ninth and fortieth
years of King George the Third, to liave executed the said works of paving, or to
have defrayed tlie cost thereof, and payment for the same would, if the powers of
the said Commissioners had not been determined, have been made out of the
money arising from rates or assessments, to be made under the said Act of King
George the Third, or money borrowed on the security thereof; but the arrange-
ments respecting the said works were not such as to be binding on the vestry of
the said paiish under the transfer made to sucli vestry by the said firstly-recited
Act of the debts and liabilities legally charged upon or payable out of rates or
assessments authorised to be made under the said Act of King George the Third :

And whereas certain of tlie said parties are willing to complete the said roads and
footways In consideration of the payment to them of certain sums of money, such
sums to be received in satisfaction as well of past as of future expenses uieurred
by them in the making or paving of the said roads and footways : And whereas
his Grace the Duke of Bedford is willing to advance such sums of money, and
it is expedient to authorise the addition of such sums to the said debt on the com-
pletion as aforesaid of the said roads and footways, and payment of the said sums
to the said parties respectively : Be it therefore enacted that upon the completion
of the said roads and footways to the satisfaction of the said vestry, and the pro-
duction to them of the receipts In writhig of the said parties respectively for th-
said sums from his Grace the Duke of^ Bedford or his agent, such sums shale
respectively become debts to the said duke, and be added to and form part of thel
debt which, at the time of the coming into operation of the firstly-recited Act,
was legally charged upon the said rates or assessments, and shall carry interest
at the rate of four pounds per centum per annum, pavable half-yearlv on the
first day of January and the first day of July In everv year, from the time of the
receipt of such sums by the said parties, or the completion of the said roads and
footways as aforesaid, whichever shall last happen ; and section one hundred and
eighty of the firstly-recited Act shall be applicable accordingly In respect of such
sums and the interest thereof in like manner as in respect of such debt as last
aforesaid.

Repeal of Proviso to Sect. 106 of 18 and 10 Vict., cap. 120.—Notice of
Intention to repair Street not heiny a Jiiyhway.—l.XXX.V. The proviso of
the one hundred and sixth section of the firstly-recited Act is hereby repealed

;

and in lieu thereof be it enacted, That no street not being a highway shall be
repau-ed as in the said section mentioned, unless notice be given to the owners

• Continned from page 065.

and occupiers of the houses in such street respectively ; and service of any such,
notice may be effected by leaving the same at the several houses in such street, or
where any of the said houses shall be unoccupied, by ailixing the same upon tlie

outer door or some conspicuous part of such houses; and provided lurtlier, that
no such street shall be repaired as in the said section mentioned, if within one
month after notice has been given as aforesaid, written notice of objection tosuch
repair, signed by at least two-thirds of the owners or occupiers of houses in the
said street, shall be given to the vestry or district board.

^y'here Owners of Courts, ifc, omit to drain and pave, Vestry or District
Board may perform Works in lieu of enforcing Peiudty.—LXXXVI. In any
case of default by the owner of any court^ passage, or public place, not being a
thoroughfare, to comply with the requisition of any vestry or district boaruto
perform works ofpaving or draining of the nature descriliediu the one-hundredth
section of the firstly-recited Act, it shall be lawful for the vestry or board, should
they see fit, in lieu of enforcing the penalty therein mentioned, to execute and
perform such works, and recover the expenses thereof from the owner either by
action at law or in a summary manner before a justice, at the option of the vestry
or board.
Reinstatement of Pavement brolten up by Works of Companies, ^-c.

—

LXXXVII. In every case in which any company or person shall be liable under
the firstly-recited Act to reinstate the pavement, surface, or soil of any street

under the control of any vestry or district board which may have been broken up
or opened, or to repay to such vestry or board the expenses of reinstating the
pavement, surface, or soil of any street, every such company or person shall be
liable to reinstate the pavement, surface, or soil, or to pay the expenses of rein-
stating the pavement, surface, or soil of such parts of the street as shall have
been so broken up or opened, as well as of the part or parts contiguous thereto
which may be attected by tlie works of such company or person, to the reasonable
satisfaction of the surveyor for the time being of the vestry or district having
control over the pavements In such parish or district.

MetropoUtun Board may make Byelaies for Guidance of Vestries, ifc, in
construction of Seicers.—LXXXVIII. The Metropolitan Board of Works may,
in order to secure the efficient maintenance of the main and general sewerage ot

the metropolis, from time to time make, alter, and repeal byelaws for the guidance,
direction, and control of the vestries of parishes in Schedule A to the firstly-

recited Act, district boards, and all other persons, in relation to the levels,

dimensions, construction, maintenance, and cleansing of sewers in theirrespectlve

parishes, districts, or parts and for the other objects enumerated in the one hun-
dred and thirty-eighth section of tlie firstly-recited Act, subject in all respects to

the several provisions relating to byelaws contained in the two hundred and
second section of the said Act.

Vestries, Sfc, may stop up Streets duriny Execution of Works.—LXXXIX.
It shall be lawful for any vestry or district board, with the previous sanction of
the Metropolitan Board of Works, to close or stop up any street within their
parish or district, during the execution of any paviag, sewerage, or other works
by such vestry or board in such street, and to keep the same closed and stopped
up for such time as shall be necessary in tliat behalf, and allowed by the Metro-
politan Board.
XC. No building shall be erected on the side of any new street of a less width

than fifty feet, which shall exceed in height the distance from the external wall or
front of such building to the opposite side of such street, without the consent in

^vriting of the Metropolitan Board of Works; nor shall the height ofany building
so erected be at any time subsequently Increased so as to exceed such distance
without such consent; and in tletermining the height of such building the
measurement shall be taken from the level of the centime of the street Immediately
opposite Uie building up to the parapet or eaves of such building ; and every
person committing any olfence under this enactment, shall be liable to a penalty
of five pounds, and in case of a continuing offence to a further penalty of forty
shillings for every day during which such offen(!e shall continue after notice from
the said board, to be recovered by summary proceeding.

Metropolitan Board may place Roadway, Footpaths, S;c., in different
Parishes 'or Districts under Management of One Vestry or District Board,
—XCI. Where in any street the roadway and footpaths or either of thein are or is

situate in more than one parish or district, or where the whole of the roadway and
footpaths of any street are situate in one parish or district, and the whole or any
part ofthe houses and buildings abutting on such roadway or footpaths are situate

in another parish or district, in either of the said cases it shall be lawful for the
Metropolitan Board of Works, should they deem it convenient and proper so to

do, to order that any such roadway and footpaths shall, for the purposes of
sewerage, drainage, paving, and lighting, or any of them, be under the exclusive

management of tlie vestry or district board of one of the said parishes or districts,

and to order and direct in what proportions the costs of constructing and main-
taining any new sewer or drain in such street, or of the reconstruction, reparation,

or maintenance of any existing sewer or drain therein, or of the paving or making
up or lighting of the roadway or footpaths thereof, and the repair and maintenance
of such roadway or footpaths shall be borne and defrayed by the vestiy or board
of each parish or district, and the decision of the said Metropolitan Board thereon
shall be final and conclusive ; and in case of default by any vestry or board liable

under any such order to any such payment, the vestry or district board entitled

thereto may sue for and recover the amount thereof from the vestry or board so

making default by action at law.

Affixing Names of Streets by Vestries and District Boards, Alterationt

of Names by Metropolitan Board and Execution of Orders by Vestries and
District Boards.—XCIl. The one hundred and forty-first section of the firstly

recited Act Is hereby repealed; and in lieu thereof be it enacted, that vestries and
district boards shall and may within the limits of their respective jurisdictions,

from time to time cause to be painted or atfixed on a conspicuous part of some
house or building at or near each end, corner, entrance, or other convenient part

of any street in their parish or district, the name of such street, and renew such
name whenever It may be obliterated or defaced ; and the MetropoUtan Board of

Works may, of their own authority, from time to time, order and direct the

name or names of any street, or of any place or row of houses, or in any line of

road, to be altered to any other name "or naules which to such Board may seem
convenient and proper; and before any name is given to any street, notice of the

intended name shall be given to the said Metropolitan Board, and the said Board
may, by notice in writing given to the person by whom notice of such intended

name has been given to them, at any time within one calciuUir month after receipt

of such notice, object to such intended name; and it shall not be lawful to setup
any name to any new street in the metropolis until the expiration ofone calendar
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month after notice thereof has been given as aforesaid to the said Metropolitan
BoArd, or to set up any name objected to as afoi^said ; and whenever the said
Metropolitan lUiard shall, under the jwwer hereinbefore given, have ordered or
directed an alt<'ration in the name or names of any street, or of anv place or
rowofhoases, or in any line of road, they shall transmit a copy of tlieir order
directing such alteration to tlie vestrj- or district board in whose parish or district

snch street, place, row of housesor line of road shall be situate ; and such vestry or
district board shall thereupon cause to be painted or affixed on a conspicuous
part of some house or huildinsr, to the satisfaction of the said Metroimlitan
Board, at or near each eud, corner, entrance, or other convenient part of the
said street, place, row of houses, or line of road, the altered name or names speci-
fied in the order of the Metropolitan Board, and shall perform all other necessary
acts for giving eflect to such order; and it shall be lawful for the said Metro-
politan Bi>ard from time to time to order and direct that the houses and buildino^s

in any street, or in any place or row of houses, or in any line of road in tlie

metropolis, shall, for the purpose of distinguishing the same, be marked with
such numbers or names as they shall deem convenient and proper for that pur-
pose, and which they shall specify in their order in that belialt ; and whenever
the said Metropolitan Board have passed any such order as last aforesaid, thoy
shall transmit a copy thereof to the vestry or district board in whose parish or
district the said street, place, row of houses, or line of road shall be situate,

and it shall (hereupon become the duty of such vestry or district board
to perform all necessary acts and to take all requisite proceedings for

carrying tiiO order of the said Metropolitan Board into execution, and
for that puri i;-e they shall give notice to the owners or occupiers of the
bonses and buii.iings in such street, place, row of houses, or line of road to

mark their several I puses and building with such numbers or names as the said

Metropolitan Board shrill by their said order have ordered or directed, and to
renew the numbers or names of such houses or buildings as often as they are
obliterated or defaced; and ifany occupier of any such house or building neglect
for one week after notice from the said vestry or district board to mark such
house or building with such number or name as shall be mentioned and required
in the said notice, or to renew the number or name as aforesaid, he shall be liable

to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings, and the said vestry or district board
may cause such number or name to be ao marked or renewed, and recover the
expensesthereof from the owner of such house or building by a summary pro-
ceeding before a justice of the peace ; and if any person wilfully destroy, pull
down, obliterate, or deface the name of any street or line ofroad in tlie metrojiolis,

or the name or numlwr of any house or building therein, or paint, affix, or set

up any name or number to any house or building contrary to this enactment, he
snail for every such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding forty shillings ; and
it shall be lawful for the said vestry or district board to cause such name or num-
ber so painted, affixed, or set up contrary to the directions in their said notice to
be obliterated or destroyed.
Persons omitting to ffive Notice required by "idth Section ofHand 19 Vict.

c. 1-20, liable to Penalty.—XCIII. If any person shall, without having given
the notice directed by the seventy-sixth section of the firstly-recited Act, begin to

lay the foundation of any new liouse or building within any parish mentioned in

Schedule A of tlie said Act, or any district in Schedule B of the said Act, or to

make any drain for the purpose of draining either directly or indirectly into any
sewer under the; jurisdiction of the vestry or board of such parish or district, he
shall become lialde to a penalty for every such offence not exceeding five pounds,
and to a continuing penalty of forty shillings for each and every day during which
be shall omit to give the notice directed by the said Act.

Penalty on Persons wrongfully collecting Ashes, ifc.—XCIV. If any per-
son or persons other than the person or persons employed by or contracting with
the vestry or district board of any parish or district, or those employed by or under
snch person or persons,shaU receive, carry away, orcollect any dirt, dust, cinders,
rubbish, ashes, or breeze from any houses or premises, or from any street or
highway within any parish or district, or any road scrapings, refuse, or mud from
any street or highway within any parish or district, it shall and may be lawful
for any justice of the peace, upon complaint to him made, to grant a summons,
or, if such justice shall think fit, a warrant to bring before him such offender or
offenders, and such justice shall examine on oath any witness or witnesses who
shall appear to give information or evidence touching such offence; and any
person convicted of any such offence shall forfeit to the said vestry or district

board a sum not exceeding five pounds, to be recovered by a summary proceeding;
providing that nothing herein-before contained shall be deemed to apply to the
removal of the refuse of any trade, manufacture, or business, or of any building
materials from any house or land by the direction of the owner or occupier of such
honse or laud.

Penalties/or affixing Bills on Lamp Posts, Notice Boards, ^-c—XCV.
Every person who shall affix any bill, notice, or paper against, or deface or
disfigure any street post, lamp post, pump, or building vested in any board or
vestry, or who shall remove, deface, or injure any notice board placed or set up
by order of any lioard or vestry, or who shall pull down, obliterate^ or deface any
notice set up or affixed by order of any board or vestry, shall for every such
offence forfeit a sum not exceeding forty shillings, to be recovered before a justice
by a summary proceeding.

Penalty for heeping Swine in improper Situations.—XCVI. No person
shall breed, feed, or keep any swine in any locality, premises, or place in any
parish mentioned in Schedule A to the firstly-recited Act, or in any district

mentioned in .Schedule B to the said Act, which may be unfit for the
keeping of swine, or where the breeding, feeding, or keeping swine may
create a nuisance, or be injurious to health ; and any person breeding, feeding,
or keeping swine in or on any such locality, premises, or place, shall be liable to
a penalty not exceeding forty shillings, and to a further penalty not exceeding
ten shillings for every day during which he shall continue such oftence after

notice from the vestry or district board to discontinue the same, and any such
penalty may be recovered by a summary proceeding; and if in any proceeding
under this enactment it shall be proved to the satisfaction ofthe justice or justices
that any such locality, premises, or place are or is unfit for the keeping of swine,
sue!) justice or justices may prohibit the using thereof for that purpose for the
future ; and any person disobeying the order of any justice or justices in this
behalf shall be liable to a penalty of ten shillings for every day during such his
default.

Licenging Cowhouses.—XCVII. From and after the first day of January, one
thousand eight bnndrett and sixty-one, no place within the metropolis shall be
osed by any person carrying on the business of a cowkeeper or dairyman as a

cowhouse or place for the keeping of cows, without a license had for such pur-

pose from the justices of the peace assembled at a special sessions in the division

or district where such cowhouse or place is situate, and such license shall con-

tinue in force for the period of one yearfrom the gi'anting thereof and thenceforth

until the special sessions to be held next after the expiration of such period, and

no fee or reward exceeding one shilling shall be taken for any such license,

provided that no such license shall be granted except on the production

of a certificate from the clerks of the vestry or district board of the parish or

district in which such cowliousc or intended cowhouse is situate, which vestries

and district b( ards arj hereby authorised to inspect such premises by their

officers for the purpose of ascertaining the necessary particulars, and which
certificate shall be to the tenor and efiijct following; that is to sny, as regards

cowliouses not before licensed, that such cowhonse is properly lighted and venti-

lated ; that such cowhouse is drained by sufficient drains jirovided with the

necessary branches and properly trapped inlets; that such cowhouse and any
adjoining yard are properly paved, and that the pavement is so constructed tliat

the surface water is eftectually conveyed therefrom into the inlets to the drains
;

that sucli cowhouse is furnished with a proper supply of water ; that it is provided

with a properly constructed dungpit, and that the grain bins and reccptiicles

for wash are in good repair, clean, and well covered ; and as regards cowhouses
previously licensed, that every such cowhouse has been kept during the year in a
proper and satisfactory state ; and if any person canning on such business of a

cowkeeper or dairyman, use as a cowhouse any place within the metropolis which
is not so licensed, every person so offending shall for each offence be liable to a

penalty not exceeding five pounds : provided always that before any license for

the use of any place as a cowhouse is granted as aforesaid, fourteen days' notice

of the intention to apply for such license shall be given to the vestry or district

board of the parish or district in which any such place is situate, to

the intent that such vestry or district board, if they think fit, may
show cause against the granting of any such license and also seven days'

notice previous to such special sessions being held of the intention to apply for

such license shall be given to the clerk of the justices for such division.*

THE CAMBRIAX ARCH.EOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
THE fourteenth annual general meeting of this Association, which, we believe,

dates its existence from a little archieological journal started some sixteen

years ago in Beaumaris, was held last week in Bangor, and extended over five

days—beginning on the Monday morning and ending with Friday lUight. The
meeting, under the presidency of C. G. Wynne, Esq., M.P. for the Carnarvon-
shire Boroughs, was pretty well attended throughout, and the comforts of those

in attendance were much euhanced by the exertions of the local committee

—

forty in number.
The general plan was the one pursued on the present occasion—excui'sions

during the day and reading of papers in the evenin"'. The evening
sedcrunts were held in the National school-room, one-half of which was
set apart, and very efficiently, as a museum, enriched with articles of British,

Roman, Celtic, and Saxon workmanship, primeval, medieval and imitation

articles. It is impossible to give even an outline of their names or those of the

various public-spirited donors; suffice it that they were well worthy of the
place and the occasion.

Monday, as we have stated, was the first day of the gathering, and, of course,

the principle feature was the inauguration sppceli of the President for the year,

Mr. Wynne. In the course of his remarks, the lion, gentleman stated that "it
might seem most superfluous, in addressing a meeting of archaeologists, to dwell

upon the use and advantages of such meetings as the present, or upon the general

province and objects of the science itself; but so much misconception has existed,

and still exists, with regard to both points that I believe itmay be of some service

to attempt to place these in a clearer light, and to vindicate them from the charge
so often made of being devoid of practical utility; after which I shall offer a few
remarks upon the objects within this district to which your attention will be

invited. Arclucology is not a barren dilettantism, consisting merely in the col-

lection of quaint and unmeaning relics, valued by the possessor not for the

instruction to be drawn from them, but in the mere spirit of a collector, and the

interest attaching to which begins in and ends with their acquisition. Archaeo-

logy is something more than this. In its widest sense it may be defined as the

scientific investigation and study of the material records and relics of past gene-

rations. It has been called "The Handmaid of History." They differ in this,

that hisury is the more comprehensive term. It is the province of archicology

to sujiply a part of the materials—a part only, but still an essential and indi-

spensable part—of the materials with which the historian has to deal. It stands

to history in the relation of the subordinate to the architectonic or master science."

This proposition the lion, gentleman supported by some capital illustrations.

He remarked on the charm which an archaeologist could throw into a tale or

romance—instancing the beauties of Scott's style, and of others; and showed how
that a history could not be perfect which confined itself simply to the political

motions of nationSj but that alone could be a true history which incorporated in

its annals the interior as well as the exterior life of the masses and of individuals.

Mr. Wynne then adverted to the labours of Mr. Foster, the antiquarians who
went with Napoleon to Egypt, &c., the researches of Colonel Rawlinson and Mr.
Layard, and various others of the same school. " Of the service rendered to art

by archaeology," continued Mr. Wynne, " the instances are without number. The
only difficultylis that of selecting from them. Theinfluence of the Elgin marbles

upon our sculpture and painting, is well known, as well as those forms of art

which come within the province of the antiquarian, such as coins, medals and
other relics of Greek and medieval art. Commerce, no less than history, or

art, is under obligations to archccology, as instance the case of our pottery

and earthenware manufacture, which is now an important branch of our national

trade." Passing well merited encomiums on Wedgwood, Prince Canino and
Minton, the speaker advanced to the local application of arclia?ology :

—" The spot

selected for tliis year's meeting, and the district to be visited, are rich both in

natural beaties and in associations with ancient lore and historic occurrences of

the Celtic, Roman and Medieval periods. Our attention is by the nature of

things confined—except when drawn to our ancient ecclesiastical edifices—to

castles, earthworks, forts for defence or defiance. These furnish well nigh the whole
materials of Welsh history. Arclucology helps us to realise, with the fullest

force of contrast, the different state of society wliich prevailed in those barbarous

* To be continued.
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and lawless as'cs, from that under which we have the liappinoss to live. The

stone huts, which abound amons the wastes of these parts, give us the measure of

domestic accommodation enjoyed by our remote ancestors; we get a glimpse even

of their cuisine in the bones and shellfish which are found in them. By the

light of arch neology the mind may revert to the coracles in which IIu

Gadarn brought tlie Cymry to Britain, and may contrast with those frail harks

the channel fleet which lately anchored at Holyhead. By reflecting upon the

rude ftrry boats, whicli, even within living memory were the only conveyance

across the Menai, we can estimate the impulse given to commerce and to inter-

course by the suspension and tubular bridges. Tlie traces of primitive or British

occupation of this portion of Vcnedotta (Gwynedd) are abundantly observable in

the ruins of old walls, of huts and cairns upon our mountains and moors, in

nutrferous earth entrenchments, and in traces of former cultivation upon liiUsand

elevated side lanils now abandoned to furze or heath. The neighbourhood of

Penniaenmawr will exhibit these furrows and indications of past industry. The

hills around are covered with old forts and dwelling huts. The whole district of

Snowdon was, in fact, one fortress—always resorted to as a bulwark against

aggression, often assailed and penetrated, but never occupied till the time of

Eifward I. Its boundaries were the Conway on the north, and Traethmawron the

south, which the Welsh crossed when hai-d pressed, fortifying the defiles and castles

along the frontiers with watchtowers interspersed. Besides the large castles,

we find most of the hills and eminences fortified under the various names ofmoel,

dinas, castell, caer, crug, and tomraen. The latter were the sites probably of

wooden towers or stockades, analogous to the New Zealand " pah," which, even

with artillery, our troops have found it hard to penetrate. The camp upon Pen-

maeu is mentioned by Camden, as being, according to tradition "tlie strongest

place of defence that the ancient Britons had in all Snowdon." On the summit of

tJie Rivals, beyond Clynog, however, is another example, perhaps the best that

exists, of a British fortress. Its remote situation, and the difficulty of access to

it, have preserved it in a more unaltered state than any other which I have seen.

We have the treble wall of vast strength, with traces of towers at intervals—the

entrance gateways, one of them still surmounted by its hu^e lintel stone—and
within the enclosure in great numbers, the most penect specimens extant of the

small circular buildings, whose nature has been disputed, but which, there seems

no reason to doubt, were habitations, after the usual fashion of British houses,

for the inmates or garrison of the enclosure. Ccesar tells us that they were only

lighted by the door, and on the Antonine column they are represented as circular,

with an arched entrance. Immediately behind this fortress, lies the secluded and
almost inaccessible little valley, Nant Gwytherin, where Vortigern ended his days

ingloriously. On Cam Bodnan and Cam Madryn are other interesting British

remains. Of the Roman period the traces are less abundant than of the British.

The sites remain—in many cases the names—and relics of Domestic architecture

continue from time to time to he brought to light. But Norman castles have
arisen upon these sites which sometimes, as in the case |of Caernarvon, and of

Diganwy, near Conway, were constructed out of the materials of the Roman
fort which occupied them. But perhaps the most striking remains of the Roman
period—the best evidence of the scale upon which her conquests were con-

ducted, and of the means by which they were maintained, is to be found in their

great military roads. In tms district within which we are now assembled, we
still find in a very perfect state of preservation, portions of the old Roman road

of communication between Chester and Segontium. Remote and unproductive

as this part of Britain must have been, the Romans seem to have thought it

worth holding in considerable force, owing, no doubt, to the command whicli it

gave them of the Irish Channel, and also probably for the sake of iti mineral

treasures—its silver, lead, iron, and copper mines, which were well known to

and worked by them. Besides Caernarvon and Caerhun, they had a station at

Holyhead, and several minor forts, with military stations on their lines of com-
munication. It does not appear that Ostorius, after overthrowing Caractacus on
the frontiers of Gwyned, penetrated further, but Paulinus (A.D. CO) a few years

later, made his memorable inroad into Anglesea, of which the well-known
passage in Tacitus gives so vivid a picture. He threw his troops across just

under Llanidan, where they crossed partly in boats, partly by swimming, the

infantry holding on by the horsemeu. Of the Norman dynasty, nearly every
reign was signalised by a Welsh invasion. William Rufus, Henry I. and Henry
II. and Henry III. all attacked it, and were all unsuccessful. The defeat of

Henry II. by the famous Owen Gwynedd, is commemorated in the well-known
ode of Gray. Of Henry III.'s inva.sion, an interesting record is preserved in a
letter written from the royal camp at Diganwy, by a nobleman to his iriends in

England, in which he describes the hardships they were enduring, and their

mortification at seeing a vessel from Ireland laden with wine run aground in the

river, and fall into the bands of the Welsh . The defiles ofSnowdon were the scene of

the final struggles of the Welsh Princes for liberty and independence. Llewelyn had
a seat at .\ber, another at Nantlle lakes, Llanllyfni, where Edward, after the con-

quest, held a fair, and subsequently a tournament at Morlh Nevin, which was
attended by the chivalry of England. In some of the morasses of Snowdon, above
Aber,after"LlewcIyn'sdeatli and tliefatelofDoIbadani, his last stronghold, hisbrother

Davyd wandered with his wife and family in their extremity. Jiladoc, sou of the

last Llewelyn, took Caernarvon, and brought Edward again into Wales to quell

the revolt. Owen Glyndwr ravaged this district in his rebellion against

Henry IV., and tried in vain to seize Caernarvon. In the'civil wars, Caernarvon
yielded to General Mytton, and be in turn was besieged there by Sir John Owen,
of Eifionydd, who, hearing that Colonel Carter was on his way to relieve the

Slace, went to meet him, and a battle was fought near Llandegai, where Sir

ohn was taken prisoner, and North Wales submitted to the Parliamentary
forces. Speaking here in Bangor, some mention must be made of the Cathedral,

though the details of it, both architectural and liistorical, will be fully discussed

and explained to us. The first bishop was appointed to the see about 550. The
cathedral was destroyed in 1071, and again by Owen Glyndwr in 1403, because
its then bishop sided with the linglish. The present edifice dates from 1.532.

Through these brief and disjointed notices of the chief incidents of Welsh his-

tory, connected with the district in which we are assembled, we have nowreached
the epoch which terminated the separate political existence of Wales, by the

enactment of the famous " Statutes of Rhyddlan," framed by Edward I. in 1284.

The succeeding period is one less interesting to the archaeologist than to the poli-

tician or jurisconsult ; and it is from them we must seek an answer to tlie ques-
tion, whicli cannot fail to suggest itself, whether the complete incorporation of
Wales with the English realm has been attended with all the advantages which
she was entitled to derive from it."

The lengthy address, which was well received, was followed by the reading ot

the report, which was of a satisfactory character. Mr. G. T. Clark then fol-

lowed with a paper on Military Architecture, of which the following is but an
outline :

—

" The military aTchitecture of ancient Wales rests, with some other Cambrian
glories, for its evidences, chiefly upon the tales recorded in the Mabinogion, and
the buildings seen occasionally by uncritical eyes engulfed in the crystal depths

of Llyn Safaddu. The Welsh, previous to the twelfth century, held tlieir

country against the Saxons, as tlicy had for a time against the Romans, by the

advantage of ground; hut although they know how to strengthen a natural

position by a bank of earth and a corresponding ditch, and in some cases by a
wall of rude dry masonry, these defences, of which many remain, do not rise la

execution to architectural structures, or in scientific arrangement to works of
castrametation. The are the means by whicli mountain tribes have ever defended

their country, and by the aid of which they have often beat oft' an enemy equal

to themselves in courage, and far superior in numbers, discipline, and the

appliances of war. Tliese intrenchments still crown many a hill top and point

of vantage throughout tlie Principality. They are, as might be expected, more
frequent and of larger area on the English frontier, but they are also found along

the sea coast, and in the interior of the country, and were no doubt in many
cases constructed and employed during the fierce intestine wars which were
continually can-led on among the Welsh tribes, and to which invaders have ever

owed much of their success.

43, Monmouth 48, and Glamorgan 40. Soma of the finest and most perfect arc

to be found in Herefordshire and Sliropshire, and of these some have been attri-

buted to the Welsh during their struggles under Caradoc (Caractacus) against

the Romans under Ostorious Scapula. Taking the general "distribution of the

camps from the north downwards, there are but few in the body of Anglesey, but

they lie more closely along the neighliourhood of the Menai Strait, corresponding

to others upon the opposite shore of Arvon. There are several upon the head-

land of Caernarvon fringing the sea coast, some about the mouth of the Conway
river, and many, and of great strength, upon the high land between the Vale of

Clwyd and the estuary of the Dee. Merioneth, though extending across fi-om the

Severn to the bay of Cardigan, contains but few camps, and those chiefly on the

upper Dee, between Corwen and Bala, about Towyn, and along the shore to the

marshes of the Dovey. In parts of Montgomery they lie thickly posted, espe-

cially upon the Vyrnwy and Upper Severn.

Having traced the plan adopted by the Lords of the Marches for the conquest

of Wales, which was to penetrate by the valleys and open country, and at certain

points to erect castles strong enough to resist an ordinary attack, and often

capacious enough to contain men and stores sufficient to remforce troops in tlie

field, or to receive them when wanted, Mr. Clark proceeded to show that " North
Wales, being more mountainous, and containing fewer fertile tracts than the

South, was both more difficult to attack, and presented less to tempt cupidity.

Here, moreover, the strength of the Welsh people was gradually concentrated.

North Wales was, however, in 1096, by the combined forces of Earl Roger
and Hugh the Fat, Earl of Chester, who penetrated to Anglesey and built the

tower of Aber-Llienawc, near Menai, which, however, they failed to retain. The
Earls of Chester obtained permanent possession of the March of Tegengel, the

tract between the Conway and the Dee, but with this important exception, but

little progress was made during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The border

castles of Cliii-k, Wrexham, Caergwrle, Hawarden, Holt, Flint, and Treflynon

or St. Winifred, fonned a sufficient defensive line, and supported Dinas-Bran on

the Dee, Rbutliyn, Denbigh, and Rbuddlan a Domesday castle, in the Vale of

Clwyd, and Gannoc or Diganwy, at the mouth of the Conwy, an old Welsh work
destroyed by lightning, it is said, in 800, but rebuilt in 1209 by the Eai-l of Chester,

and around w-liicli Edward III. and his invading army encamped in 1248.

It was not till late in the thirteenth century, when Edward Longsbanks was
finnly seated on his throne, that he was able to direct his undisturbed ener^es

agauist the Prince of Snowdon, and after three great general insurrections, to reign

paramount in Wales. The difficulties of the undertaking are sufficiently attested

by the strong and stately castles ofConway, Beaumaris, Caernarvon, Harlech, and
Criccieth, with which that prudent monarch thought it necessary to seciu-e his

conquest. "The Welsh castles were not often seats of baronies, and were more
frequently inhabited by a castellan or constable, than by the lord. During the

long and internally peaceful reign of Edward III., to whose forei^

armies the Welsh largely contributed, tlie castles of Principality

ceased to be of importance, and many fell permanently uito decay.

Owen Glendower, early in the fifteenth century, has the credit of

destroying many more ; and a greater number still, ceasing, from the union of

estates, to be family seats, were either pulled down for the materials, or converted •

into farm-houses. These in or near county towns were often used as prisons,

and are so described in the reigns of Henry VIII. and Fllizabeth, and some, like

Carmarthen and Swansea, are still so degraded. During the great rebellion,

such as admitted of being employed as military posts, were occupied either for

the king or the parliament, and sufiered accordinglv, and others were blown up
lest they should be so occupied. Since that period, time, weather, and their

employment as quame3 of squared stone, have nearly completed their destruc-

tion ; and it is only within the last few years that the public have learned to

regard their ruins as objects of interest, and that the owners, urged by public

feeling, have in some few cases expended some trifling sums to preserve them.

The greater number of the existing buildings are probably of the reign of Henry
III., or early in that of Edward I. Some of tlie grander exanijiles, such as

Caerphilly, Kidwelly, Beaumaris, are regularly concentric, and quite equal to any-

tliing in England. Others, as Conwav, Caernarvon, Caldecot, are a mere inclosure,

divided into courts, and contained" within curtain walls thickly studded with

towers, and broken by regular gate-houses, and having the hall and other

buildings disposed against the curtain along the sides of the principal court. The

smaller castles of this type, as Dinas Fowls, Pennard in Gower, perhaps White-

castle, and many othei-s, seem to have been a simple inclosed court, with walls

from 10 to 30 feet high, mural towers, and a gate-house, but with small

permanent accommodation within. The dwellings were chiefly structures of

timber placed against the walls, and have in consequence long disappeared.

When a castle, as Neath, Caernarvon, Newport, and Cardiff, was placed close

to a town, it usually formed a part of the circuit of the walls. At Chepstow

this does not appear to be the case."

Rev. Mr. Barnwell inquired if he understood Mr. Clark to state that tlic
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British stoneworks of Cam Coch and other places never coniniunicatetl with the
i

high roads spoken of?—Mr. Clark said, as a rule he believed they did not ; in
|

some instances it niijjht lie otherwise, and as to the place alluded to his knowledge
;

was only of a secondary kind, and insufficient to enable him to otfer an opinion
i

thereupt>n. The motles of transit to the British camps were by horses, whilst those
;

of the Romans were by wheel carriapres which remiired large roads. — Mr.
i

SA.VUEL also inquired if Mr. Clark did not think Caerct>inweu a position in

an ad>'ance of that of Longhor rather than that of Carmarthan on the Towy.

—

Mr. Cl-ABK believe<l it to be used for the defence of the Towy.
The proceedings of the evening then terminated.

FELISKIRK CHURCH, YORKSHIRE.
THE fine old church at Feliskirk, near Thirsk, having gone to decay, was last

year taken down, and a new structure built upon its site. The edifice was com-
pleted very recently and rendered fit for the celebration of service, and on Tuesday
last it was opened.'

The old church was taken down in July of last year, but the tower, which was
strong and substantial, was allowed to remain. The new church raised upon the
old site is a neat structure. Its extreme internal length is 70 feet by 47 feet in

width. The chancel is of the Xonnan style of architecture, and the nave is

Early English. The porch is situated nearly at the extremity of the south aisle

of the nave, and the vestrj' is placed at the north side of the chancel, the entrance
\

to which is by a door at the east end of the north aisle. The chancel terminates
|

with an apsidal sanctuary, according to the original plan of an ancient church
|

supposed to be the predecessor of the old church which has been pulled down.
The apse has an intei-secting Norman arcade, the effect ofwhich is something like a

teredos, and which adds greatly to the appearance of that part of the church.
The arch immediately in front of the apse is cone ornamented, and the chancel

arch, which is about ten feet nearer the nave, is beak-headed, moulded, and in

carved zig-zags. The flooring of the chancel is naved with Minton's encaustic

tiles.

The flooring of the belfry chamber in the tower was very low, and partially ob-
scured the west window. This flooring has been raised several feet, and is now
above the tracery of the west window. The wall of plaster which divided the

tower from the nave has been removed, and underneath the tower is now added
to the nave and fitted up with seats. The font stands upon a circular base not
far from the porch. It is of Tadcaster stone, has sixteen sides, and rests upon
four circular shafts, with carved capitals. The cover is of old oak, with orna-
mental iron handle.

In the fitting of the interior of the church all attempts at ornamentation have
been avoided. The pulpit is of oak ; neatly, but not elaborately, carved. It stands
upon a stone plinth, and is situated at the north-east corner of the nave, im-
mediately beyond the chancel. The reading-desk, also of oak, stands opposite
the pulpit, at the extremity of the nave towards the north-west. The roof is

open timbered and boarded inside, the whole of the wood-work being stained to

liarmonise in color with the pewing of the church. The timbers and boarding of
the nave are covered with asphaltc, and then with green Westmoreland slates.

The timbers of the chancel roof are also protected with asphalte, and then
covered «ith lead instead of slates.

The church has I)een fitted up with the hot-air apparatus of Sir. Porritt, of

Bolton-le- Moors. In taking down the old church there was a quantity of good
old oak in a fine state of preservation, and this has been rendered available as

far as possible in the building of the new church. The reading-desk, the altar-
rails, the doors, and some oftlie fitting are made of this old oak.
The windows in the apse are three m number, Norman in character, and of a

single light each. In the north wall of the chancel there is another Norman
window, and also a window of two lights, in which there is some stained glass

inserted, illustrative of the armorial bearings of two ancient families, Roos and
M'alkingham. Underneath this window is a curious monument of a knight in

armour, which was in the old church, and is now again placed in the new edifice.

It is suggested that this monument, which is of the date of about 1320, is in

memory of a member of either the Roos or the Walkingham family. On the
opposite side of the chancel is another old monument of a similar kind, but
nothing certain is known respecting its date or the person to whose memory it

has been erected. The windows in the two aisles of the nave are of three and
two lights each, and at the end of the south aisle there is a Norman window. All
the windows are filled in with cathedral glass, except the one we have alluded to

with the arms of stained glass.

The church has been rebuilt in a satisfactory style in accordance with the
plans prepared by W. H. Dykes, Esq., of York, architect, under whose direction
and superintendence the various works in connexion with the sacred edifice have
been well executed by the undermentioned York tradesmen, namely :—mason,
Mr. Kettlewell; carpenter and joiner, Mr. Rookledge; plumber and glazier,

Mr. M. Varvill ; painter, Mr. Worthington ; slater, Mr. Sanderson.

Bristol.—The foundation stone of a new church to be built at the
Dings was laid, with becoming ceremony, a few days ago. The intended edifice

is to be of the fiarly Gothic style, consisting of a nave, two aisles, and a porch.
The plan allows for the building of a chancel and gallery at some future time.
Two rows of pillars are to divide the aisles from the nave. The church is to l)e

biiiltof Ilenham stone, dressed with freestone, and the roof is to be covered with
colored tiles. It is to cost £2,200, and will contain 700 sittings, the dimensions
being:—Length, 8C feet; breadth, 50 feet; and height 50 feet. Ground is re-

served for schools to be built at a future time.

Becerley Workhouse.—At a meeting of the Board of Guardians, held
at the Workhouse, on the 22nd ult., the tender of Mr. William Richardson,
builder, Beverley, for the erection of the new workhouse was accepted, the

amount being £4,354 7s. A great number of tenders was sent in—separate ten-
ders for specific work, and six tenders for the whole work. The highest tender
for the whole amounted to £0,133. The lowest was Mr. Richardson's, which, as

will be seen, was £1,778 ISs. lower than the highest. After the meeting the

guardians proceeded to the site, and determined the exact position the building
was to occupy.

Gasworks, Brimscombe ami Chalford.—In our notice of the com-
filction of these works, in our issue of the 24th ult., there is an obvious mistake
n the final sentence. That part of the sentence referring to the diameter of the
mains gives it in feet, whereas it ought to have been given in inches.

BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.*

SIR,—Before going into the constructive peculiarities of this bridge, I

would remind your readers that there were, with regard to it, as there

are to nearly every engineering work, many circumstances bearing upon,

and therefore to a certain extent controlling, the preliminary proceedings,

such as the contentions of conflicting interests as to whether, in the first

place, any bridge were really requisite between those of London and West-
minster ; of others, admitting some necessity, as to whether that necessity

would not be superseded or better accommodated by .a reconstruction of

London-bridge on more scientific and commodious principles ; of most, as

to the proper locality for an intermediate bridge; and of all as to who were

to pay for it. Although some of these are curious in their way, as -being

illustrative of how then as now, and indeed ever has been and ever will be

the case, improvements conferringcommou benefits were opposed by persons
" as pitiful pedlars in trade as narrow in their way of thinking, who
ridiculously imagined they had a right to all privileges and all trade,

which would have had some appearance of candor and common-sense if

they had at the same time claimed a right to pay all taxes, pave all streets,

and maintain all poor," yet I must leave all these untouclied, notwith-

standing that many of the arguments brought to bear against the oppo-

nents, &c., of the bridge, would put to the blush much of the pretentious

twaddle which is paraded now as wisdom of the nineteentli century.

But, in addition to the more or less direct antagonism of opponents, per-

verters, jobbers, &c., the project stood in no inconsiderable amount of danger
from the prejudices and incompetency of the committee intrusted with its

execution, in spite of the sincerity of their goodwill and the honesty of their

intentions. 1 will take these two disqualifications together, to save dis-

articulation and this compels me to notice Old Westminster-bridge, thefirst

pile of which had been driven on the 13th September, 1738, although the

finished structure was not opened to the public until the 1 6th November,
17.50. It had been very nearly completed in 1747, but early in the autumn
of that year it was discovered that the fifth pier from the Westminster side

was sinking, which continued to such an extent that in a short time the

archstones on each side began to fall out, so that it was obligatory to re-

place the centres and take down the arch on each side, after which they
loaded the pier with no less than 12,000 tons of cannon, lead, &c., in order

to compress the foundation to solidity. This enormous weight was allowed

to remain on the pier for nearly twelvemonths, during several of which it

continued sinking, and the arches bearing on it were recommenced in the

summer of 1749, and built in such a manner as to throw their weight chiefly

on the fourth and sixth piers, but yet so as to preserve the appearance and
symmetry of the whole bridge which stood, as we know, until 184.'>.

This seeming success so dazzled " the"—but no, London was not a " mil-

lion " at that time—the population then, that all were of course as loud

in its praises as after its first failure they had been in their denunciations,

and " an historical account of bridges, ancient and modern, from the most
early mention of them by authors, down to the present time, including a
more particular history and description of the new bridge at Westminster,
and an abstract of the rules of bridge-building by the most eminent archi-

tects, with remarks, comparative and critical, deduced both from the history

and the rules, and applied to the construction of Westminster-bridge, to

which is added, by way of appendix, an abridgement of all the laws relat-

ing thereto," was published in 1751, to make it "appear to every intel-

ligent person, that if [they] consider its length, its breadth, the regularity

of the design, the beauty of the workmanship, the manner in which it was
constructed, the breadth and depth of the river it extends over, the quan-
tity of water that passes through it without sensible obstruction, the great

inland navigation which it does not impede, the spaciousness and commo-
diousness of the carriage and foot-ways over it, the easy ascent it affords,

the avennes that lead to it, the provision made for the defence of pas-

sengers against the weather in their way over it, tlie watch for the

security of their persons, and the beautiful globular lights suspended on

irons that project inwards with a lofty sweep from the top of each recess

and on the sides of the abutments, (with other political addition?) ; all

these things, and many more that might bo enumerated, being well con-

sidered • • • no bridge « • • described or

mentioned, or that is described or mentioned in history, can equal that of

Westminster in the greatest number of estimable particulars and circum-

stances," &c.
I am trespassing on your space by giving so long an extract, but con-

sider it too racy to be withheld, and although subsequently an anonymous
pamphleteering partisan of Mylne, in lauding his design for Blackfriars-

bridge, spoke cf the massiveness of Old Westminster-bridge as "but a

lubberly strength," yet the fact of apparent success was too insuperable,

and the imitative faculty too dominant to admit the adoption of a design

for the intended bridge at Blackfriars, which should materially differ in

principles of construction from that just then opened at Westminster.

When a competition takes place under such circumstances, it is rarely,

if indeed ever, that an original design is selected, however great its merits

maybe. A man who can command a little " back-stairs influence," and
is astute enough to pander to the popular bias by "accepting the situa-

tion," as our French neighbours phrase it, is almost sure to be the success-

ful candidate ; and, although I may be wrong, it certainly does appear

evident to me that such was the case in this instance. The pamphlet to

whieli I have alluded above, and which Sir. Smeaton charged Mr. Jlylne

with being himself the author of, seems strongly to favor both Mr.

Smeaton's conclusion and ray own. It is evidently the production of a

man by no means ignorant of architecture, and contains an amount of

* Continued irom page 620.
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invidious personality wliich renders it diflScuIt for a disinterested and im-

partial person to receive it as tlie conceptions or reasoning of another

disinterested and impartial person, even though tainted with the pre-

judices of the day.

It is also exceedingly authoritative and dictatorial, as if the author were
aware that he was at liberty to " direct the judgment " of the committee,
notwithstanding his repudiation of tlie idea of his assuming to do so.

Thus taking the names of the competitors alphabetically, the pamphleteer
begins by doubting whether Mr. liernard, as a carpenter, can succeed in stone-

work. Mr. Chambers " has studied regularly the art of architecture," but
^' what foundation of genius he had to go upon" is doubted: he "has
introduced every idea that could arise from viewing the vestiges of
ancient Rome ; but I am sorry to say it is not with the same propriety as

when the thing was done by tlic Romans ;" and then he and Vitruvius are
both ridiculed for proposing to build in coffer-dams. Mr. Dance is

stigmatised as having proposed too lolty approaches to his design, apply-
ing impracticable centres, and being altogether behind the spirit of the
age. Yet Mr. Chambers and Mr. Dunce had been jointly employed pre-
viously by the corporation to throw two of the arches of Old London-
bridge into one. Mr. Gwyn " was till of late of another profession," had
got a Air. Wale to draw his design for him in "a variety of colors," like

a " Turkey carpet," and had " pastrycook ornaments hung on it to deck it

out," &c. But the composition of Mr. Mylne's design is "magnificent,
yet simple ; light, yet not too slender ; and modest, without bordering on
rusticity ;" with a long catalogue of other merits, which, taken together,

render it superior even to Westminster-bridge ! Then, with regard to tlie

construction, " all the methods " which Mr. Mylne proposes "are ingenious
and show a good mechanical head ;" and in a fe\y " he goes beyond
those made use of at Westminster-bridge," viz., " building the caissons
within high water-mark, and j'et above it, upon frames that fall to a level,

where the sides may be floated and fi.\ed totlieni; » * * making the
sides of the caisson higher than high water-mark, and splitting tliem in

the middle, to be carried away after they have preserved the pier dry from
the laying the first course of stones till it is as high as high water-mark;
* * * supporting the centres from ofisets in the sides of the piers, and
by that saving the piles and trying the piers, tlie improvements made on
the centre itself, and manner of joining and lowering it; * * * con-
structing all the arches by three centres only; * * * founding the
abutments in cases made of the old centres and sides of the caissons ; the
method of joining the courses of stone in the piers is a great improve-
ment on that of the ingenious Mr. Smeaton's invention for Eddystone
Lighthouse ; the form " of tlie cutwaters " is without doubt better than
any other hitherto made use of * * * something like Sir Isaac New-
ton's irresistible solid;"—(the proper form for rifle bullets). The author
adds, " all these which I have been able to remember are so palpable that

"

he hopes Mr. Mylne will pardon him if he have "forgot or misrepresented
any of them."

These I have copied merely on account of the mechanical appliances, of
which tliey form a list that may convey a useful hint to or cause a bril-

liant flash from some of my professional brethren, and I may add to them
that Britten and Pugin, in their " Illustrations of the Public Buildings of
London," append as a note to that of Blackfriars-bridge an extract from
Grosmont, in which he lauds the apparatus made use of for cutting the
piles under water. The pamphleteer then goes on to charge Mr. Phillips
with flippancy and an utter absence of either thought or calculation in
his eleven designs, which are concluded to have been got up merely by
twirling the compasses about on so many sheets of paper. An endeavour
is next made to " damn with faint praise " the design by Mr. Snieaton, "of
wliich I wrote sufiicient in my last letter ;" and Mr. Ware's design is dis-

missed somewhat summarily as that of a non-professional man, in which
there is, consequently, some good and some bad points. The Svhole is

Tvound up by a distorted and acrimonious comparison between the designs
of Mr. Smeaton and Mr. Mylne, in which the latter is extravagantly pufied,
and certain alterations and modifications of his design are almost solicited,

though ostensibly oflered merely as suggestions.

I would not have dwelt thus upon this pamphlet did it not evidently
contain the real reasoning of the Committee upon the subject—if such
scurrilous twaddle may be dignified with such an appellative. The whole
of it may be summed up as merely an intimation or evidence that the
resolutions of the Committee were—that the piers should be built on the
gravel, very sparingly piled as a foundation, and in caissons as West-
minster-bridge had been; that the piers should be " abutment piers," in

order that any one of the arches might be able with its adjoining piers to
stand, if requisite, by themselves in the middle of the river, as the
triumphal arch at the top of Constitution-hill; and that the structure
should contain an unreasonable amount of redundant materials. In
saying this, however, I do not wish to be misunderstood as unduly cen-
suring the Committee; but merely that these were the predominant popular
fallacies of the day as mechanical axioms, in which none might have been
a more sincere believer than Mr. Mylne himself, though far from justi-
fiable in writing this pamphlet, if he did so: and such being the case, we
must not be too severe on a slight openness to favoritism, even if it ex-
isted to the extent which tlie appearances indicate.

Of those portions of the bridge above water and which are so well
known, I need say nothing further than tliat the bridge fulfils, as well as
any neiv structure could do, all the requirements of the traffic, because
the .level of high water is a point immovably fixed, and above which a
certain lieadwiiy for the river navigation is absolutely indispensable,
whilst the levels of Earl-strcet and Great Surrey-street cannot be mate-
rially altered for the purpose of easing the gradients upon the bridge, or

at all events not more than they can be with the present bridge. A woeful
ignorance was, however, betrayed by the architect with regard to the
durability of materials, which resulted in compelling a most extensive
repair within little more than eighty years ; this I must postpone to
another occasion, when I will show that it was so far creditably performed
by Mr. James Walker, C.E., and the contractor, Mr. Mcintosh, that the
bridge may bo trusted, should no further alterations take place in the bed
of the river, in consequence of the works mentioned in my last letter. The
probabilities of these alterations I must also defer.

I am, &c.,

F. W. Beaumost, C.E.
Clapham, 27th August, 1860.

WHITWELL, YORKSHIRE.
riIHE extra-parochial village of Whitwell was without a regular church imtil

i Lady Lccluuere set her Land to the work. G. E. Street, Esq., of London,
was employed in 1858 to get up plans and estimates, wliicli being approved of,

the work was imiualiately begun, and the new building was consecrated a few
days ago. The style of architecture is of the pure Geometrical middU Pointed.
Its interior lengtli is 80 feet, by 18 feet C inches in breadth, the width of the
chancel being 17 feet C inches. The vestry is situated on the north side of the
chancel, and immediately opposite to it, on the south side, is the tower, which is

surmounted by a liandso}iie spire 113 feet in height. The roof is open timbered
and liifjli pitched, and is covered with red tiles. The floor of the nave is paved
with Minton's tiles, the colors being black, red, bufi', and chocolate, and the

chancel floor is laid with glazed encaustic tiles figured and of various patterns,

the general effect being extremely rich and pleasing. The walls of the church
up to the string-course iuternally are laid in with Minton's various figured bands,
surmounted by a scroll. The font, which is of exquisite design, stands at the
extremity of the nave, not far from the porch. The base upon which the font

rests is square in shape, and the font itself is supported by four Derbyshire
marble columns. The steps and tlie lower part of the base are of Mansfield

stone, and the upper part and the font of Caen stone, beautifully inlaid with discs

in ricli colored marbles and spars. The cover is of oak, ornamented with elaborate

{lieces of wrought-iron work, and ring handle attached. The pulpit is very
landsomc; it is of Caen stone, with Mansfield red stone steps. The shelf or

book-board is supported by columns of Derbyshire marble, springing from a base

forming a carved figure. The exterior of the pulpit is inlaid with colored marbles
and spars in a similar style to the font, and this part of the work is exquisitely

finished liy Mr. Pearce, of London. The holy table is elevated 2 feet inches

above the floor of the nave, and is approached by steps. The communion rails

are brass and portable) so as to be placed around the font when children are

brought to be baptised. The reredos, presented by Sir E. Lechraere, cost 150
guineas. It comprises many different kinds of marble and stone, namely
Slansfield yellow stone, rouge Royal, Languedoe marble, Stattbrdshire

alabaster, Devonshire red and Galway green marbles, Derbyshire

spar, and Devonshire pebbles. The carving of the reredos is most
elaborate, and the design of it displays considerble skill and ingenuity on
the part of the carver, Mr. Earp, of London. The lectern is of oak, and is carved
to represent a pelican, in allusion to the motto of the Lechmeres, " Christus

pelicano." The chancel is fitted up with stalls of oak, with carved poppy heads,

and underneath the tower is erected the organ. The bell chamber is reached by
a winding stone staircase, and above the chamber is a flight of wooden steps

leading to the top of the windows of the spire. In the tower is a fine-toned peal

of six bells, cast at the foundry of Messrs. Warner and Sons, of Jewin-crescent,

London. The east window is the gift of Sir E. Lechmere, and is filled in with
stained glass from the establishment of Messrs. Bell and Clayton, of London.
It is of three lights, the centre representing the Crucifixion, and the side-lights

contain figures of the blessed Virgin, the two Maries, St. John, and the centurions.

The two side windows in the chancel are from the establishment of Mr. Wailes, of

Newcastle, and are of two lights each. One window represents the Resurrection
and Ascension, and the other the Annunciation and the Nativity. The west
window, which is of four lights, is also by Mr. Wailes. It is filled in with figures

of the four evangelists, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and is presented by
the tenants of the Whitwell estate. The remainder of the windows are of two
and three lights, and are glazed with vitrified glass. The sittings in the church
are of oak, and open. The whole of the wrought-iron work in the church and
sconces, the latter of which are painted blue and gilded, are the workmanship of
Mr. Lever, of Maidenhend. The church, dedicated to St. John the Evangelist,

is capable of accommodating 180, and the cost is upwards of £4,000, which is

defrayed by Lady Lechmere. Whitby stone of two colors has been used in the

erection of the building, the dark color being inserted as bands. The churchyard
is enclosed by a substautial stone wall, and the principal enti'ance to the ground
is through the lych-gate, opposite to the church porch. The various works in

connexion with the uew church have been executed by Mr. Shaftoe and the

tradesmen named, under the direction and superintendence of Mr. Chick, clerk

of the works. We may here state that the architect has received instructions to

build a parsonage-house on the cast side of the church, for the accommodation of

the perpetual curate, the Rev. F. D. Legard. The estimated cost of this resi-

dence is £1,200.

New York Items.—Bergen tunnel, on the New York and Erie rail-

road, which was commenced in the summer of 1856, is nearly completed, and it

is expected that the permauent track will be laid through the entire length of the

tunnel by October 1st. The length of the tunnel is 4,300 feel ; height to centre

of arch, -23 feet ; width, 28 feet. About 500 men have been engaged on this

great work, laboring night and day—one set of hands working from six in Uie

morning until six in the evening, when thev are relieved by another gang who
labor until six the next morning. The monthly pay roll amounts to 10,000 dols.

The cost of powder for blastins purposes has averaged 8,000 dols. per annum,
about 300 kegs being used every month. Since thecommencement of the work, forty

cmployil's have been killed by" ordinary accidents and by explosions.—The bridge

over the Conewongo river, in the western part of New York, was completed in 15

days after the first stone was laid. The bridge is 160 feet span, and

contains 350 perches of masonry, 50,000 feet of lumber, and 20,000 pounds of

iron.
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SURVEYORS AND VALUERS.
Sir,—Havine noticed the past few weeks in your Building Netts

"Burreyors and Valuers," allow me to state tlmt your unlicensed correspindent
appears to be only an architect, and therefore is not required to take out a license

for drawins plans or coDstructinfr buildings ; but if lie professes to have the

iudgiuent tor valuing, he must be provided with a forty-shilliug appraiser's

license to practise for hire or reward.
Perhaps a sight of Johnson's dictionary would be serviceable to your un-

licensed man, to teach him the meaning of the words architect, appraiser,

surveyor, and valuer. It is a pity when any one evading the revenue pretends

to blindness.

I should Uke to see a £10 architect's license ; in my humble opinion it would
be the first step to the " Diploma question." I am^ &c.,

An Akchitect.

CHEAP RIFLE BUTTS.
SiK.—^Aa the question of riSe butts is, from its necessary intimate relation to

the rifle corps movement, one of great interest at the present time, I venture to

forward you the enclosed sketch of a butt erected^ for the Leicester rifle corps

FKONT ELEVATION.

PLAN.
Seale, 10 Jeet to an inch.

from my instructions ; and I think its small cost, when we read of butts
involving an outlay of £600 and £800, may be some recommendation to it.

The butt is built of good hard Leicester bricks, with close joints of Barrow
lime mortar, and afterwards faced with Staiibrdshire vitrified blue bricks laid in
cement. This lacing, though not impenetrable by rifle balls, is so hard that it

will sustain a very heavy fire, and as the outlay upon it is very small compared
with iron facing, it may be refaced annually at about the sum of the five percent.
interest on the value of an iron facing.

The curve of the plan renders a battering face to resist the action of wind nn-

I am, &c.
William Millican, Architect.

The cost of the erection was £180.
Leicester^ September 4, 1860.

SATURDAY HALF-HOLIDAY.
8lH,—I have watched the volunteer movement for some months past with

considerable interest, and am glad to see that tradesmen and employers are now
reducing the hours of labor on Saturdays ; but I never hear through your pages
that the London architects and surveyors are going to close their oiliccs (how
many do it ?) at two o'clock on Saturdays.

I think, Sir, if you will bring the matter fully before the profession that there
are a few kind-hearted masters who will allow us the half-day on Saturday to
employ ourselves in sketching or some other beneficial and healthy employment.

I am, &c..

An Akchitect's Clekk.
P.8.—^I think the names of tho«e who now do it should lie published, in order

that it woold be an inducement for others to follow their example.

Granton Estate Competition.—There occurred in our notifications of
the awards of premiums lor this competition the following mistake :—Tlie winner
of the third premium should read Francis instead of Thomas S^irrat.

Sir S. Morton I'eto has offered to present to the inhabitants of
Islington a statue of Sir Hugh Myddleton, to surmount a drinking-fountain,
which it proposed to erect, in honor of the latter, on the site of the old watch-
house on the Green.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of
the Chapel Itoyal, of Si. George's, Windsor. " They are of remarkable merit

—

unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes. "—yi^fte?wp?i;M. "Highly
interesting and valuaolc."

—

IJail// Neics. "A charming series of value to the
architect and arclneoluglst, and cannot fail to interest visitors."—v4rt Journal. The
yjewB complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-offlce order for 27s., or two samples
for 3*. 2d. Frederic Joacs, W6, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Bond-street).—ADVEBTIgEMZM.

TEXBERS
•Cattle Market, Dbrbt.

For the erection of the New Cattle-market, Derby. Mr. T. C. Thorbum, C.£.,
Borough Surveyor.

Division No. 1. DiviMoii No. 2.

New briilfr« Purnishiag
over I>eri,y > .

-

CanAl niid

OOQtinuiitiou of
miU fleam
arches.

d.

and deli-

vering the
iron caetinffs

and wrouf^ht
iroQwurk,
£ ». d.

8SC 9

Division No. 3.

8eweriO(J
draining,
and

eomplet-

market.

Division No. 4.
Milking
and com-

pleting new road
on north-east
side, river

Derweat.
£ s. d.

448 12
•5.54

S8tj 10
032 12

Surveyor's estimate 6?8 11 8SC 9 2,922 l(i

Hyslop, Derby *720 — 3,350
Tomllnson. Derby — — •3,02110
Clarke and Sou, Warwick 1,000 12 — 3,110 5
Hill and Smith, Brierley-hill — I,M1 5 1 — —
Bwingler, Derby — 1,004 13 — —
J. and J. Cliff, Bradford — *-04 13 — —
Handyside and Co., Derby.... — S37 15 — —
Haywood, Derby — S1300 — —

• The Committee recommend the Corporation to accept those Tenders.

Dwelling-house, Wisbech.
For the erection of a dwelling-house for Mr. Watson.

Main port of House, Kitchen port.

Andrews, Wisbech £2,731 .. £248
K. W. Batterham, Wisbech 2,090 .. 3.30 10
John SUmpson, Lynn (accepted) 2,650 .. 320

Warehouse, Chelsea.
For a warehouse at Chelsea, for Mr. S. W. Morrison. Mr. George C. Handford

George Todd, Jun £244 I Brass (accepted) £222 11 8
Adamson and Sons 2,38

Chubch, Agah-town.
For taking down the partially erected church of St. Thomas, Agar-town, and re-

building same on a new site. Jffr. S. S. Teulon, architect. Quantities supplied by
Mr. J. A. Bunlcer.
Browne and Bobinson £8,450
Child, Son, and Martin »;im
Mansfield and Son 8,200

Myers £7,900
I'erry 6,772

Sewerage Works, Leek.
For the Sewerage works of the nortliorn district of the town of Leek, according to

plans and specification prepared by Cliarles Slagg, Esq., town surveyor.
Royds and Whittle £3,000 I Pearson and Son £2,784
John Matthews 2,980 | Thomas Grace (accepted) 2,500 12 4

Sewerage Works, Weston-Sl'per-Mare, Somerset.
For a pair of 12-hor8e high-pressure combined steam engines, two ot

more'B pumps, and two boilers. Plans by Mr. A. Whitehead.
Bodlcy, Exeter i966
Parsons, Mantock 800
Stotliert and Pitt, Bath (accepted) 790
Gwynne and Co., London (delivered in London) 740

For Deodorising Tavhs ami Engine Jluiltlings.

.Beavan, Wells , £1,000 I Grant and Son, Exeter
Polland, Taunton 1,410 | Stannard, Weymouth (accepted)...

Grog-

£1,398
1,347

Schools, Well, near Halifax.
For the erection of the Independent Schools, High-road, Well, near Halifax.

Quantities supplied by tlie architects, Messrs. .Tohn Edwin and J. D. Oates.
Tlw Wliole, exclusive of Smitlis' ii'o/7.- and Heating Apparatvs.

Ambler and Taylor £079 I Walton and Dilworth £015 5

Charnock and Booth 074 W.alBh and Sons 014 10
Webb 004 o|

Masonrif.
Webb £310
James Oates 297
WalshandSons 29110

Mausley and Turner £305
(rreonwood and Wormald .... 320
Gledbill and Turner .319 6
Tuley 312 10

Woodv:orl;.

Webb £220
I

Pulman £187
Townsend and Drake 210 Bedtord 186
Simpson 210 | Tuley 172

suiting and Plastering.
Ambler and Taylor £76
Kicliard Taylor 75

Lister and Pickard 75

S.Taylor £80 8
Webb 85
Collins 78
Tuley 77

Plumbing and Glazing.
Daniel £33 5 I Dyson £31 3

Tuley 32 6 | Stafford and Co 28 10

ArcTuEology in Algeria.—Archaiological discoveries cemtinue to be
made at Constantine, in Algeria. The town architect, whilst having some
plaster removed from the eastern side of the minaret of tlie principal mosque,
built about seven centuries back, in the time of the Hafsite dynasty, recently

found stones containing two Latin inscriptions which had been built into the

minaret at a height of about fifty feet. This discovery afii)rds a presumption
that the building had been constructed at least in part of materials coming from
the ruins of tlie ancient monuments of Cirta. 'The inscription on one of the

stones is mucli mutilated. On the second, tlie first line is wanting ; in the next

line is the word Rationalis, supposed to be given as the title of some high
functionary of Numidia; the same designation has been found in another in-

scription, but autliorities differ as to its precise meaning. The words nvmid
(i») and mavhit (anioe), and tlie name vettivs florentinvs, are legible.

The stones are each 24 inches by 19. In some excavations in the rue de la Tour
at the comer of the rue Belisaire, Constantine, there has been discovered a
spliynx in white marble, sixty centimetres high and of equal width. Unfortu-
nately it is not in a very good state of preservation, the head and the end of the

paws having been broken. It is of Greek type, and of beautiful execution. At
Cherchell, also, in some excavations in tlie midst of the remains of some large

temple, or palace, of marble (of Jubn, himself, perhaps), four heads of very

good style have been dug up, which would seem from their size to have

originally occupied a lofty position, as crowning the fatjade of some gigantic

ed&ce.

—

Aihbar of Algiers.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
LIGHTING.

CB£I.S£A.—Designs, accompanied by tendurs, for lijiliting the Vcstry-hall of St.

Luke's, Chelsea. Plans, &c., with the Architect, Mr. WT W. I'ooook, 35, Craven-

street, Charing-cross. Tenders, i&c, to the oiBce of the architect, to September
13. (See advcrtiseaieut).

CIIAl'EL.
Fxi-ET.—J'or a Coniiregntional chapel about to be erected at Filey. Particulars from
Mr. John WriKht, Hull : to whom dcsisfiis bv October 1.

CKMETKUY WOUKS.
LrvERPOOi,.—For designs for three chapels mortuary, principal entrance with lodges,

and superintendent's residence, for the Ijiverpool Cemetery, Anileld Park,',Walton,
with plans, spcciftcations, and estimates. The premiatcd designs to become the

property of the Hoard, who are not to be bound necessarily to employ any of the

competitors to carry out the works. In theeventofthesucccssful competitor Ijeing

employed, the premium will merge into the commission. The premiums are three

in number—one of £100, one of £50, and one of £;iO—to be jiaid iu the order of
merit. Aground-plan, showing tlie sites of the several buildings, and all neces-

sary i>articulars for the guidance of competitors, may be obtained on application to

William Gay, clerk to the Board, Burial Board Offices, r^, Clayton-square, Liver-
pool, on and after the 13th of September ; and the designs, plans, and other par-

ticulars intended to be submitted, must be sent iu by October », addressed to liim

at the offices of the Board.
DRINKING FOUNTAINS, &c.

Ddbhaji.—For designs for an ornamental drinking fountain, with reservoir lor

supplying the public with water, to be erected in the market place of the city of

Durham. The base of the fountain is not to be more thau i) feet in diameter, and
the estimated cost not to exceed .£200. It is proposed to place a barometer and
thermomiter in connexion with the fountain, and also three lamps. A premium
of £10 will be given for the best design. Tracings may be had on application to

Mr. Ground, .surveyor to the Board. The successful competitor will be required

toturnlsh working plans and spccilication. which, with the original design, are to

become the sole jiroperty of the ISoard of Health on payment of the said premium
of £10. Designs, marked with nuitto, accompanied by name of artist In a scaled

envelope, to be forwarded to the .Mayor of Durham, by September 25.—Any lur-

ther information maybe had (if ^Ir. (Jrouud. or of .Tames Monks, Mayor.
HOUSES OF I'AKLIAMENT.

Sydney, New South Wales.—For designs for Now Houses of Parliament to be
erected In Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. jEGOii will be awarded for the approved design, and £:iOO for

the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the competitor.
The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under sealed covers addressed
to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs. William L. Merry
and Co., 3il, Cannon-street, E.C. (the commercial agents of the New South Wales
Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer. General conditions,
together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59, High Holborn, and
ofMr Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Mr. II. Campbell, Argyle-street, Glasgow

;

Messrs. Hodges and Smith , Dublin ; Messrs. Philip and Son, Liverpool ; and
Messrs. Thompson, Manchester. At each establishment photographic views
of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such explanations as may be desired
of him by personal apphcation or by post. Designs to January 1, 18CL

CONTRACTS OPEN.
GUILDHALL.

Cambridge.—For the first portion of works. New Guildhall, Cambridge. Applica-
tion to be made to the architects, Messrs. Peck and Stephens, Maidstone, ibr the
bills of qimntities of the proposed works. Tenders to be delivered to the architects

on September 17.

LIBRAKY, &c.
Sandhurst.—For building model rooms, libraries, &c., at the Royal Military Col-

lege, Sandhurst, Berks. Parties desiring to tender for the erection of these works
must leave their names at the Royal Enj^iueer Office, Sandhurst, by September 14,
and pay half-a-guinea for bills of quantities.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
Cambridge.—For the erection of an assembly-room and other buildings in the
Borough of Cambridge. Plans, &c., with Peck and Stephens, architects, Maidstone,
and with C. H, Cooper, town clerk, Guildhall, Cambridge, to whom tenders, on
prescribed forms, to September 17.

CORN EXCHANGE, &c.
Boss.—For erecting Com Excliange, public biuldings, &c., in the town of Ross,
Herefordshire. Plans and specification at the office of H. Minctt, Esq., solicitor,

Ross ; further particulars on application to T. Nicholson, Esq., architect, Hereford.
Sealed tenders to be delivered to Mr. Frederick (yordon. hon. sec. at the office of
H. Minett, Esq., solicitor, Ross, endorsed " Tender for Corn Exchange," &c., to
September 2i.

HOSPITAL.
Shokncliite.—For fitting up a female hospital at Shorncliffe Camp. Parties

desiring to tender must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Dover, and
pay 10s. 6d. for bills of quantities, to September 11 (See advertisement.)

CHURCHES.
Bubton-on-Trent.—For the various works required in the erection of the United
i ,

Presbyterian Church, lecture-room, and vestry, to be erected in Cross-street,
Burton-on-Trent. Plans and specifications to be seen at the offices of Mr. Coxon,
53, High-street, Burton-on-Trent ; and also at the office of the architect, Messrs.
J. W. and J. Hay, Liverpool. Tenders, addressed to Mr. R. R. Bellamy, Weekly
News Office, Burton-on-Trent, endorsed "Tenders for Church, &c.," to Septem-
ber 14.

Hdei,. —For the execution of the first portion of the works, comprising the west
front and nave of the Holy Trinity Church, Hull. Application to be made to G.
Gilbert Scott, Esq., architect, L'O, Spring-gardens, Charing-cross, London.

Keading.—Plans and specifications for building a new church, in the parish of St.
Giles, in Reading, will be lying in the St. Giles's Hall, London-street, Reading,
nntil the 8th of September. Sealed tenders, directed to H. Woodger, Esq.
Grafham, near Guildford, to September 19.

Hell.—For the erection of i church at South Myton, Hull. Drawings, conditions
and specification, may be seen on application at the vestry of St. Luke's church,
Hull; or at the offices of Robert Blessley, A. I. p. A., architect, 8, Furnival's Inn
London, where copies of the quantities and form of tender may be obtained. Ten-
ders to be sent to the secretaries of the HullChurch Building Society, 8, Park-row,
Hull, endorsed" Tender for St. Luke's Church," to September 20.

SCHOOLS, &c.
Bclktngton.—For the erection of parochial schools and teacher's residences, at Bul-
kington, near Nuneaton. Plans, &c., with the liev. R. Potter, Vicar, from the 20th
August to 8th September. Tenders endorsed " Tender for .Schools," and addressed
to the Rev. the vicar, to September 15, and copies of such tenders, posted the same
day, addressed to George T. Robinson, Archidiaconal architect, 11, Milverton-cres-
cent, Leamington.

Tipton.—For the erection of new schools (to accommodate 500 children) in connex-
ion with the parish church of Tipton, Staflbrdshirc. Drawings, Ac, at the offices
of Mr. John Weller, architect, Wolverhampton. Sealed tenders to be sent to the
Itev. AV. Ker, the I'arsonage, Tipton, the chairman of the committee, to
September 13.

South Brest.—For erecting a school-house, A-c, at South Brent. Drawings and
specilications at the Vicarage House. Tenders to be sent to the Rev. Joseph
Ditcher, South Brent, to September 10.

South Banbubv.—vFor the.erection of the Christ-ohurch acbools. South itanbtuy.
Plans, specilications, and terms with the Ruv. C. ForlK'S, South Banbury, to whom
all endorsed tenders mimt be addressed, by September 14.

PARSONAGE.
West Kaintos.—For the several works required in the erection of a parsonage
house at West Rainton, near Leamside. 1'laus and specifications at the office of
the architect, 1, Uigham-placc, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and with the iiarish clerk.
West Raintou, from beptember 13. Further jiarticulars and bills of fjuantitles.

may be obtaiued from the architect, to whom endorsed tenders to Seiitember 21.

CEIUETElty WOUKS.
Battle.—For draining and laying out the ground for the Battle Burial Board

;

binldin^ a wall round the same, building a chapel thereon. Plans, &c., with Mr.
Henry Carpenter, architect, .30, Kobertson-street, Hastings. Tondera, sealed to
C. Arnold, clerk to the Battle Board, to September 20,

WORKHOUSES.
Blackburn.—For the whole works, or any trade department of the work, required
for the erection of a New Union Workhouse. Specilications and drawings at the
Office of the Clerk of the Guardians, King-street, Blackburn, on the 13tn day of
September next, and for twenty-one days thereafter. All informationfrom the archi-
tects, Messrs. J. E. and .J. D. Gates, at their 'offices, Conev-street. York, and
George-street Chambers. Halifax. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New Work-
house," addressed to P. lOUingthorpe, Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to
the Clerk to the Board, lUug-street, Blackburn, not later than October 5.

BUILDINGS.
IsLEWoHTU.—For first-class work to the value of £10,000, tiear a jailway station,

within 30 minutes of Town. I'orsons desirous of tendering may, on personal
application to Mr. Page, neartlie Islcworth Station, learn all particulars respecting
the intended buildings, locaUty, facilities for obtaining materials, &c., &c. (See ao-
vertisement.)

PIERS, &.C.

Watchet.—For the construction of piers and other Works at Watchet, Somerset,
Plans, &c., at the office of the Watchet Harbor Commissioner's clerk, at
Stogumber, Somerset, or at the office of their eugmeer, James Abernethy, Esq.,

3, ParUament-street, Westminster. Sealed tenders, addressed to Mr. UowcUffe,
clerk to the commissioners, Stogumber, Taunton, to September25,

DWELLING-HOUSES.
Brompton.—For the erection of a dwelling-house in the Fulham-road. Brompton.
Drawings and specification at Mr. Hoskcth's office, 37, Essex-street, W.C. Sealed
tenders, endersed, " Tender for house in the Fulham-road," to he delivered at 37,

Essex-street, at 11 a.m., of Sejitember 10.

Deptford.— For certain alterations and additions to house. No. 17, Broadway,
Deptford. I'lans and spccilication at the office of John AVhichcord, architect,

10, Walbrook : or on the premises between 10 and 4 o'clock. The tenders to bo
at delivered the architect's office, as above, by 12 noon of September 14.

Bath.—For building three houses at Balustrade, opposite Grosvcnor-place. May see
the plans and specifications at the office of Manners and Gill, architects. 1 , Fountain-
buildings, Bath. Tenders for the whole of the work or for cither of the trades to

be sent to the architects, endorsed "Tender for work at Balustrade," to Sep-
tember 12.

SpiTALFiELDS.-For the erection of a dwelling-house and store at Spitalfieldg.

Plans, &c., from September 12, between 10 and 4, at the office of Mr. J. Moore
Smith, surveyor, Rokeby House, Stratford. (See advertisement).

Hastings.-For the erection of houses on the Warrior-square Building Estate,

Hastings, Sussex. Apply by letter to the owner, J. Troup, Esq., 8, ClUTord's-lnn.

London.
BARRACK BUILDINGS,

Woolwich.—For erecting quarters for married soldiers at Mill-lane, Woolwich.
Intending contractors to leave their names, andlOs. Od. for bills of quantities, at

the Boyal Engineer Office, Woolwich, to September 27. (See advertisement.)

HALL FITTINGS.
Chelsea.—For the supply of seats, iSc, .fee, for the new Vestry-hall, St. Luke's,
Chelsea. Particulars from the architect, Mr. W. W. Pocock, 35, Craven- street,

Charing-cross.~Tendcra to the office of the arcliitect to September 13. (See

advertisement).
WATERWORKS.

Dumfries (N.B.)—For laying 4250 yards or thereby of 12 inch pipes, according to sec-

tion and specifications in the hands of AlexanderTibbetts, clerk of the Dumfries and
Maxwelltown Water Commissioners. Tenders, sealed, and endersed, " Dumfries
and Naxwclltown Water Works—Tender for pipe laying," addressed to the
clerk, Water Works Office, Dumfries, to September 10.

Tranmere.- For any of the following contracts for the Tranmere Local Board
Waterworks ;

—

Contract No. 1.—For the supply of cast-iron pipes and other castings.

Contract No. 2.—For the supply of sluice valves, hydrants, and street fittings.

Contract No. 3.—For laying and jointing cast-iron pipes and fixmg sluice valves.

hydrants, &c.
Contract No. 4.—For sinking and completing a pure water well.

Contract No. 5.—For providing .and fixing a steam-engine, with duplicate boilers

and pumps, capable of lifting 25,000 gallons of water 250 feet high per hour.

Plans and drawings may be seen, .and specifications, duplicate forms of tender,

schedules for prices, &c., may be obtained for contracts Nos. 1, 2, and 5, on payment
of £1 for each contract, and specifications may be seen and duplicate forms of
tender and schedules for prices for contracts Nos. 3 and 4 may be obtained on
payment of 10s. for each contract, on application at the office of the Local Board,
in tireen-Iane, Tranmere; or at the office of Robert Rawlinson, civil engineer, .34,

Parliament-street, Westminster, on and after the 3rd September. Sealed tenders,

endorsed " Tender for contract No. ," to be forwarded to the Clerk of the Local
Board to September 17.

RAILWAY.
North-eastern Railway.—For the construction of the following works, viz. :—

1st. The Lanchester Valley Branch, in length 12J miles, whicli commences on the
Bishop Auckhand Briinck near the river Browney, and terminates at Couside. 2nd.

The Guisbro' Branch, in Length 6 miles, which commences on the North Yorkshire
and Cleveland line, near Battersby, and terminates by ajunction withtheMiddlcs-
bro' and Guisbro' Railway, near Morton Grange. Plans, sections, and specifica-

tions, from September 27, at tlie Engineer's Office, Central Station. Newcastle-on-
Tyne, where printed forms of tenders, specifications, and quantities may be ob-

tained. Sealed tenders, addressed to J. Cleghorn, secretary (marked "Tender for

Lanchester Valley Branch," or "Tender for Guisbro' Branch," as the case may
be), must be delivered at York by 12 noon of October 11.

SiiEERNESs. — For the undermentioned works, viz. : — For sinkin" and stean-

ing a well, building engine - houses, water tower, manager .and workmen s

houses, board-room, baths, tanks, sewage filter, Bteam-engincs, pumps, scoop

wheel, making sewage and water pipes, with all necessary hydrants, stop cocks,

ventilators, gullies, and other works requisite for the thorough scwermg the dis-

trict of Shcerness, and supplying the same with water, according to plans lurnisliea

by Mr. William Burns, C.E. Persons desirous to tender will be supphed w-ith

copies of the Rpcciflc.itions, quantities. &c.. on )iavnicnt ol 10s. fid., and may see the

plans at the office of the Local Board, 58, High-street, Mile-town, Shcerness. fen-

ders (complete, and on printed form onlv), endorsed "Tender for sewerage Mia
Waterworks," and addressed to the clerk, to be delivered at the office of the

Local Board of Health, Shcerness, by 4 p.m. of September 13.

SEWERAGE.
Socthwark.-For the sewer work to be done for the vestry of St. George-the-Mar-

tyr, Southwark. Forms of tender to be had at the clerk's office, 37 Bridge-house-
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place Southirark. Tenders to September 14, in which evening, at 6 o'clock,
intending; contractors must be in attendance at the vestry meeting. (See adver-
tisement.)

Sesbt.—For the execution of certain new sewers and the construction of flushiug
etotams, side entrances, manholes, gully drains, and other works, in the following
8tT«ets and places, within the borough of Derby, namely.—Cherry-street and Little
Cherry-strevt, Green-street, Upper Brook-street, parts of Duffielil-road, Mansfield-
road, and City-road ; Devonshm^-street, Borough s-walk, Uuiou-street, Spa-lane,
Osmaston-road. (south part\ and portions of Green-lane, Burtoc-road, and
t'ttoxeter-roads (old and new and beyond the junction;; also for flhishing cisterns
In Kdward-street, Iron-gate, Bridge-gate, Oucen-stroet, and Slacklm-street
The gross length of brick sewers comprised in these works is 4,»71 feet, and that t

pipe sewirs 4,555 feet. Tenders to state a specific sum for the works required iu
each of the above streets and thoroughfares, according to form provided. Pirns,
sections, drawings, and specification ol the works, now lie for inspection at the
offices of the Local Board, Full-street. Forms of Tender, and any
ftirther information on application to Mr. Thorburn, Borough surveyor.—Tenders,
sealed and marked "Tender for Sewerage Works," to Joseph Jones, clerk to the
Local board of Health, Derby, by three o'clock of September 11.

DRAINAGE.
UcKFiELD.—For the drainage works required by the Uckfield Local Board. Quanti-

ties can be obtained ofMr. .John Slontier, Junior, Tonbridge Wells, surveyor, ou
payment. IMans, specifications, and conditions of contract at the Maiden's Head
Hotel, Uckfield. Tenders under seal to J. G. Langham, jun., Uckfield, endorsed,
** Tender for Drainage." by, at latest, 10 a.m. of September ^JS.

Old Ford.—For the formation of an embankment, and the construction of main
brick sewers therein, 5 miles 1,400 feet in length, or thereabouts, together with iron
bridges an.i other works in connexion therewith. The works will commence at a
point west of the river Lee, at Old Ford, cross the Stamford-road, pass through
West Ham, riaistow. and East Ham, and terminate at Barking Creek, in the re-

spective counties of Xliddlesex, Essex, and Kent. I'arties desirous ol^ tendering
may, ou payment of ;€5, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form of tenders, &c.,ou
application' to Mr. J. W. Bazalgettc, Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
I.Greek-street, Soho, fVom August x'8. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan
Board of Works, to be delivered at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober 4.

(See advertisement)
CLEAXSING.

Strand.—For the removal of soil, dust, Ac, &c., from the Strand District. Speci-
fication at the Board's oiBces. 5, Tavistock-street, Covent-garden. Tenders to the
offices of the Board by 4 p.m. of September 12. (See advertisement.)

ROADWOKK.
Kewport.—For the repair of the turnpike-road from Newport, in the county of

Salop, to Welch Harp, in the township of Stonnall,iu the county of StatTord, for a
period of five years from Michaelmas next. The extent of the road is )i',i miles,
and the contractor must undertake the maintenance and repair of the main road,
footpaths, culverts, drains, and fencing, and provide manual labor, team, carriage,
and all necessary materials for keeping the road in thoroughly good condition,
applying thereon five hundred loads oi broken stones per annum, at the least.

The stock of stones and tools belonging to the commissioners must be taken to at
a Taluation, and paid for on entering upon the contract. Sealed tenders, addressed
to Andrew I'hillips, Clerk to the Trustees of the Turnpike-road, ShifTiial, Salop, to
September 18.

Di'LMicH.—For the formation of a road, with drains under same, about 000 feet in
Jcn^h, between Forest-hill and Sydeuham-hill, on building land belonging to W.
Phillips, Esq. Plans and specification at the OiBces of Messrs. Banks and Barry,
architects, 27, Sackville-street, London, between 11 and 5. A copy of specification
on payment of a deposit of twenty shillings. Tenders, in such prescribed form
only, are to be delivered at the Office of the architects, by 12 noon ofSeptember 17.

Gorton.—For flagging and refiaggingto the extent;of 1,300 square yards, such por-
tion of the footpath on the Stocijport-road as is situate within the township ; and
to set and reset 1,300 lineal yards of edgings, 3-inch by 12-inch. The fiags to be
best common barns from liochdale or Kawtenstall, not less than 3 inches thick,
and of an uniform gauge of 3 feet. Also to lay with asphalte a portion of the
above named footpath, from IJ to 2 yards in width and for a length of 1,300 yards.
Tenders to Mr. Samuel Holden, assistant sur^'eyor, at his Oflice, Hyde-road, West
Gorton, near Manchester, not later than September 10.

BRIDGE. ,
PoRTOHELLO, N.B.—FOT the erection of a bridge (with malleable Iron beams) over
the turnpike-road to Dalkeith, near Portobello, on the North British Railway.
Plans and specifications may be seen at the Secretary's Office, Canal-street,
Edinburgh, and tenders must be lodged with the Secretary by 10 a.m. of Sept. 14.

VIADUCT.
MAKCIIESTER.-For widening the viaductof the London and North Western Rail-
way, between London-road Station and Ardwick, Manchester. Drawings and
statements of the quantities at the Engineer's Office, London-road Station, Slan-
chester, to .Septembers, between ten and four o'clock ; and at the Engineer's Office,
luston Station, London, on September 0, between ten and four o'clock. Tenders,
addressed to Charles E. Stewart, secretary. Secretary's Office, Euston Station, by
4 p.m. of September 12.

GASWORKS.
KoRTiiALLEKTOX. -For lighting the town ofNorthallerton with gas ; the contractor

to undertake to supply 44 gas lamps, each to burn 1,100 hours, at the rate of 4J
cubic feet per hour, from the 15th day of September the 8th May next. Tenders
to Septemper 10.

The Improvements of Paris.—Dr. Veron writes in the Moniteur a
long article recounting all that the Emperor has done for Paris. He gives lists

of the buildings that have been constructed, completed, or enlarged from 1852 to
ISOO—religious edifices, scliools and asylums, hospitals, bridges—of gardens that
have been planted, and thoroughfares that have been opened—Including among
them many works that are not yet finished, but are being actively prosecuted.
The following are some of the details.—" Old Paris now reckons ibrty-seven
Catholic (tJie Assumption included), five Protestants temples, and two Israelite
temples. The annexed communes have nineteen churches. In respect of foun-
tains, there are eighty-two in Paris, besides an immense number of what are
called borne-fontahieji, equivalent to our street pumps. Squares or small public
gardens, tastefully planted with flowers, have been made within the last eight
years in various parts of Paris, in the poorer quarters as well as in the more
aristocratic ones, and the gardens of the Champs Elysees have wonderfully beau-
tified that favourite promenade. l)r.Veron reckons eight new bridges built since
1852, besides that of Austerlitz, wliicli has been almost entirely reconstructed,
and the Pont >'euf, which has been greatly improved. There are now twenty-
five bridges open on the Seine at Paris, at only two of which (those of Bercy and
Crenelle) toll is paid. Other bridges are projected. The cost of all the great
works enamerated and projected have caused some uneasiness with respect to the
finances of the city, but Dr. Veron assures us that such anxiety was groundless,
and has been entirely dissipated. Moreover, the great works of the city of Pains
have not only a moral and political object, but the expense is productive. The
revenues of the capital will increase by the affluence of strangers its splendor
attracts."

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GAHRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
rREEllOLD.

By Messrs. Norton, Hoooaiit, and Tiiisx lijticot, Surrey, estate, know as Byflect-lodge,
comprisiiiK a residence standing in its own frruuiids, with stabling, cottaso, I'arm-buIIdtugs,
kitcnen-garilens, and alK>ut 3ti acres ol'itark and meadow lands ; sold for £11,250.
By Mr. C Waktos—71, High-street, Shoreditch, house and sliop, let on lease at £42 per

annum : .';old for sfl,2ii0.

1, Waterloo-terrace, Commercial-road-east, dwellfng-house and premises, known an
Canton-house, at llio corner of Wliite Horsc-strcct , also the house and shoj) adjoining, being
lA, Waterloo terrace, the whole let at £130 per annum ; sold for £2,060.

24, White Horse-street, Stepney, house and shop, let at £2.1 per annum ; sold for £400.
25 ami 2tJ, White Horso-strcet, Stepney, two houses and shops, let at £30 per annum : sold

for £-M.
27, White Horse-street, Stepney, house and shop, let at £22 per annum ; sold for £.'J60.

28. White Horse-street, Stepney, dwelling-house, let at £16 per annum ; sold for £300.
2:t, White Horse-street, Stepney, house and shop, let at sixteen guineas per annum ; sold

for £300.
3, White Horse-street, Stepney, house and shop, let at £16 per annum ; sold for £270.
31, White Horse-street, house and shop, let at £16 per annum ; sold for £200.
82, White Horse-street, Stepney, house and shop, with large garden, &c., let at £16 per

annum ; sold for £600.
By Mr. Mahsh.—South NorAvood, Surrey, family residence, known as Norma House, with

stabling, chaise-house, pleasure and kitchen gardens, together about 2r. 20p. ; sold for £860.
Adjoining, two cottage residences, known as Farm-cottages or Seldon-place, also an

enclosure of meadow-land ; sold for £870.
Seldon-place, South Norwood, two cottage residences, with gardens, also a plot of building

land adjoining ; sold for £710.
Horley, Surrey, cottage with orchard and garden, situate at Outwood, in the parish of

Burstow, let at £3 10s. per annum ; sold for £K."i.

LEASKHOLD.
By Mr. .James Stevens.—Biclimond grove, Surblton-hlll, Kingaton-on-Thamcs, dwelling-

house, with garden and business nremlses in the rear, term 65 years from Christmas, 1847,
ground-rent £5 per annum ; sold for £450.

1 and 2, Poet's-corner, Rlchiuond-grove, Surbiton, two cottage residences, let at £20 per
annum, term 52i years from September, 1860, at a peppercorn rent ; sold for £123.
3 and 4. Poet's-eottages, lllchmoud-grove, Surbiton, let at £20 per annum, term 52 years

from Christmas.
By Mr. W. b\ Hammond.—9, Ilarcourt-place, York-road, City-road, residence, let at £29

per annum, tenn 31 years from March, 1854, ground-rent £4 4s. per aiuium ; sold for £130.
10, Harcourt-place, house, let at £29 per annum, held for same term and ground-rent ; sold

for £130.
23, 24, 25, 26, and 29, Chanccllor-road, near the Suspension-bridge, Hammersmith, carcases,

tenn W years, ground-rent £5 each ; sold at from £30 to £;J5 per house.
By fliesars. liATLvand Newman—7, Thlrza-place, Commercial-road, Peckham, house and

shop ; let at £30 per annum. Also four houses adjoining, 3, 4, 5, and G, Thlrza-place, let at 96
per annum, term 68 years from ,Iune, 1846, ground-rent £20 per annum ; sold for £1,000.
By Jlcssrs. Flews, Lewis, and Teaoue.— 11, Jubllee-placc, Klng's-road, Chelsea, residence,

let at £24 per annum, term 30 vears from Michaelmas lust, ground-rent £4 per anmun ; sold
for £200.

COPYnoLD.
By aiessrs. Norton, Hoooart, and Tbist Broxbourne, Herts, cottage residence, close to

the church,with stable, coach-house, gardens, and orchard, together about la. 2r. J2p. ; sold
for £1,065.
By Messrs. Cobb Essex, 16a. 34p. of land, with a tVontage to the road fVom Plaistow and

West Ham ; sold for £2,000.
Bnrking-road, Essex, and Green-street-lane, 8a. 13p.of land, let at £40 per annum ; sold for

£1,700
Barking-road, Essex. ]3a. 4p. of land, with frontage to Green-strcct-laue, let on lease at 65

per annum ; sold for £2,100.
Barking -road, Kssex, 28a. 31p. of land, with farm-house, barn, yard, stabling, and sheds, let

at £137 per annum ; sold for £6,4(M).

Near last lot, on the road to Kast Ham Church, 4a. 3r. Op. of market-garden ground ; sold
for £7iK).

Christ Church, Great Warley.—The new cemetery in this, one of the
recently formed ecclesiastical parislics, was consecrated on Saturday last by the
Lord Bishop of Rochester. The cemetery is situate on the western side of the
Road leading from the Brentwood Station, and adjoins the grounds of the county
lunatic asylum. The ground is pretty and undulating, and the area about 2J
acres. There are but tew dissenters in the parish, consequently but one chapel

has been built, the plan of which comprises nave, chancel and vestry. The chancel

has a three-light window, with a trefoiled circle in the head. Over the

entrance is a low pointed arch, enclosing a circle, which is filled with trefoils and
quatrefoils. On eacli flank there are two triplets. The roofs are open, the floors

paved with black and red tiles, and the benches are placed stallwise; but the

most striking feature of the composition is the unique bell-gable which surmounts
the chancel arch. Tlie style is Early Decorated. The entr.ince to the ground
(which is flanked by a lodge for the cometery-keeper) consists of a low screen

wall, surmounted by ornamental ironwork, and has substantial gate piers, with
tall, circular, pyramidal terminations ; the gates are of oak, the upper panels

filled in with ornamental Ironwork. The buildings and walls at the entrance

are constructed of Kentish rag stone, with dressings of Ancaster stone. Breadth,

simplicity, and correct ecclesiastical expression are the characteristics of the

building. Although the sura placed at tlie disposal of the architect, Mr. T. E.

Kniglitley, of Cannon-street, was small, the design elicited the commendation
of the Bishop.

Driffield—National Schools.—The foundation-stone of the New
National Schools, &c., at Klrkburn, was laid a few days since with becoming
ceremony. The schools are from the design of Mr. R. G. Smith, of Hull, archi-

tects, and Messrs. Malone and Simpson are the contractors. They include a

master's residence, and when completed will be very neat and commodious. The
buildings will cost about £800, of which £200 will"be contributed by SirTatton
Sykes, the lord of tlie manor ; £50 by Archdeacon Long, £305 by the Com-
mittee of Council of Education, and the remainder by landowners, &x.

Netley Abbey.—The restoration of Netley Abbey, on the banks of
Southampton Water, is progressing. During last week the workmen engaged
in restoring the abbey discovered the grave and tombstone of one of the monks.
According to the inscription on the stone the name was John Wade, and he died

in 1431. Most of tile bones found in the grave crumbled to dust on being exposed

to the air. An inscription has also been discovered at tlie base of one of the

columns in tlie chapel, from which it appears that the abbey was built in the reign

of Henry III. A large number of persons now visit the abbey to see the work of

restoration going on. A small chapel is to be built by the side of the abbey for

the performance of divine worship.

Bristol.—The foundation-atone of a new church was laid here a few
days ago. The building will be a neat and commodious sanctuary, built in the

Early Gothic style of architecture, consisting of a nave and two aisles, and it is

proposed to adtl a clmncel at a future time, while a portion of tlie ground
adjoining the site is reserved for a school. The length of the church will be 80

feet, with a breadth and elevation of 50 feet, the material employed being Hanham
stone, with freestone dres.sings. Tlie aisles will be divided from the nave by
rows of pillars, with ornamental stone corboulds, and the church is laid out for

700 sittings. The principal entrance will be at the west side of the building, the

porch being on the south. ,Space will be left for a gallery, which may be added

at any future time if needed.
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INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
GRANTS.

Mr. \Villlam Edward Oedse, of the firm of John Codec and Son, of No. 11,

Wtllinston-strect, Strand, " Improviinents in the manufacture of bolts."—

A

communication to him from abroad by M. Alexandre Joseph and M. Jean
Kemy Mare,of Bogny-sur-Mcusc, Ardennes, France.—Protection sixmoutlia.

NOTirES TO rnocEF.n.
Mr. Jamea Kennedy, of Church-street. .Millbank-Btrcet, Westminster, "Im-

provements in tlie construction of sHdin^^ sasli friinies or windows.
Mr. Dennis Lee and Antliony Welch, of Leeds, "Improvements in means or

machinery for preparing and polishing marble."

SrECIFICATION published during the week.

No. 201, prick 6d., Brick-making machine.

BANKRUPTS.
(From the London (lazette)

Mr. John Frederick Kent, Croydon, builder, .September U, at three, October
17, at two, at Bnsingliall-strcot. Official assignee, Jlr. Pennell, Guildhall-chambers
Basinghail-street ; sohcitor, Jlr. Tayloe, Scott's-yard, Cannon-street.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Mr. Askma Bicbard Dickson. lime burner, Knottingly, September 21.

Mr. Kershaw Joseph and William George, stone merchants, Wakefield, Torkshire,
September 21.

INSOLVENTS. *

Mr. Ault Herbert, builder, Netherton, Dudley.
Bartley Ilenry, painter, Chester.
Mr. Bindley A, bricklayer, Stockingford.

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIPS.
Messrs. Alexander and Huslman, marble merchants Stamford-street.
Messrs. Boothman and Itabinf^ton, lime merchants, Manchester.
Messrs. Keal and Pitts, builders, Spalding.
Percival and Co., slate merchants. Festiniog.
Messrs. Wheeldon and Uammond, brick manufacturers, Woolstanton,

Howsham (Yorkshire).—The new church at Howsham has just been
consecrated. The entire cost of the building and its appurtenances will be nearly

£3,000. It has been built in a substantial manner and is a neat edifice. The
foundation-stone of the church, which is dedicated to St. John the Evangelist,

was laid on the 31st of May, ISoi), by Mrs. Chomley (who lias built and endowed
the edifice). The style of architecture is Geometrical, middle Pointed, the nave
being forty feet, and the chancel twenty-nine feet in length. The breadth of the

nave is 20 feet 9 inches, and of the cliancel 13 feet. The porch occupies a portion

of the extreme west end of the building, the remainder of whicli is occupied by
the tower, which has a pyramidal capping, supported by Mansfield stone and
marble columns. In the tower are four bells, which were cast by Messrs. Warner
and Son, of Jewiu-street, London. The church is built of Whitby stone,

from the quarries of Mr. John Bolton, and is relieved by colored bands. The
chancel terminates with an apse in the wooden groined roof of the same, which
is in seven compartments, and has been painted in varied rich colors, by Mr. E. 0.

P. Harrison, of^ London. The remaining portion of the roof is open timbered,

and of stained deal. The vestry is situated on the north side of the chancel. The
three apse windows contain six lights. The one to the north represents the Last

Supper and the Agony in the Garden ; the centre one contains the Crucifixion,

and the Taking Down from the Cross ; and the next represents the Resurrection

and the Ascension. The south window of tlie chancel is of three lights, and
represents the Six Acts of Slercy, as recorded by Christ, in the twenty-fiftli chap-
ter of Matthew. The two casternino.st windows of the nave are of two lights,

each, and represents the four Evangelists. The third window is of three lights,

representing the Baptism of Clirist, Clirist Inviting Little Children to come unto
Him, and the other re])resents Hiui as Feeding the Lambs. The circular west win-
dow represents Christ Judging the World, and si.x lights contain the evangelistic

sjTnbols. The window in the chancel, representing the Six Acts of Mercy, was
given by the tenantry on the Howsham estate. The whole of the stained glass

wiudows were supplied by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, of London. The reredos is

in three compartments, and is of Caen stone, richly inlaid with marbles and spars.

The centre compartment contains a Maltese cross, which is composed of Langue-
doc marble. This reredos was supplied by Mr. Earp, of London. The font is on
the right hand after entering the church by the west doors ; it is circular, is placed

on a square base, is inlaid with several discs of marble, and is supported by four

Galway marble columns. The paving of the floor of the church is tlie same asat
Whitwell, being composed of Minton tiles, and the chancel is figured with en-
caustic tiles and white marble. The pulpitis at the north-east corner of the nave,

the base and steps being of red Mansfield stone, and the remaining portion of

Caen stone, with beautiful inlaid patterns of various colored marbles. The
sconces and other beautiful wrought-iron work were supplied by Mr. Lever, of
Maidenhead. G. E. Street, Esq., of London, was the architect, and Mr. Shaftoe,

of York, the contractor, the seats, which are similar to those at Wliitwell, and
other woodwork being supplied by Mr. W. Cook of this city. During the erec-

tion of the church, Mr. Tliomas Ware was the foreman of the masons.

Uradford.—The great manufacturing towns of the north, rapidly
increasing in we.^lth, are year by year not less rapidly adding to the number and
the importance of their Art-treasures. Merchant princes are munificent patrons,

and, having enriched their own stately mansions with the choicest works, they
generally lend them for public exhibition. The town of Bradford, in Yorkshire,

known as one of the great centres of manufacture and wealth, has worthily
emulated other cities by opening an Art-treasures exhibition in connection with
its local school of design. Gentlemen known for their warm interest in the cul-

ture and advance of Art, efficiently supported by the collectors of the neighbouring
districts, have succeeded in bringing together works which, by their number,
diversity, and importance, not inadequately represent the present posi-

tion of our English school. There iire pictures by Turner, con-
tributed l)y Mr. Ileugh, of Manchester, which, from special

excellence, have obtained honorable mention by Mr. Ruskin in his
" Modern Painters." We see, likewise, well-known works by Creswick, Pyne,
Etty, Stanfield, Cox, Linnell, Ward, and others. Especially rare and valuable
were the contributions of William Houldsworth, Esq., of Halifax. Mr. Plint,

of Leeds, another liberal and extensive collector, was also a large contributor.

Such an exhibition, in the midst of a dense manufacturing district devoted to
hard toil, we need scarcely say fulfils an important function in the cause of
national education, and ministers in no small degree to the general refinement of
the people. The present effort had, moreover, another object—the pecuniary aid
of the local school of design. This school has received no subsidy from the
Government, and the course of instruction adopted by its master, Mr. IjcMey,
differs in some points from the system in u.se at South Kensington. We have
reeently had the advantage of inspecting the drawings of the pupils, and know-
in., the works executed in otlier towns, we can confidently assert that the Brad-
ford School of Design is in a state of good efiiciency , and well merits the support
of the rich and populous district to vvjiich it extends the Eidvantageg of a sound
and systematic art education.

—

Art Journal.

Embankment of the Thames.—The eminent engineers who have given
opinions on the question have protested against the construction of a great sewer
along the line of the Strand, as in itself undesirable, and as regards the im-
portant public buildings which line the route, likely to he attended with the
most disastrous consequences. We should not wish to see Somerset-house or St.
Dunstan's Church become like the leaning tower at Pisa, much less see them
sink bodily, part into diagonals, and refuse evermore to undergo recovery from
dislocation. But what shall we say of St. Paul's Cathedral, which is on a foun-
dation of shifting sand, and therefore not merely a inasterpice as regards archi-
tectural elevation, but a wonder for its solidity on a most unsubstantial basis t
There is not only a great probability, but almost a certainly, that any disturb-
ance cf the subsoil within a considerable distance of the great cathedral would
cause a lateral shift of the sandy bed, which it required all the scientific

resources of Sir Christopher Wren to render sufficiently solid to bear the weight
he was about to pile upon it. The contemplation of such a possibility is posi-
tively painful, and almost any other course would be preferable, even if attended
with vast expense and the most serious inconvenience. But the proposed
embankment of the Thames offers an escape from the dilemma, which is neither
ruinously expensive nor open to one serious objection. By saving St. Paul's and
Somerset House, we may improve the river, create a source of wealth, instead of
sacrificing one ; and, as the Committee anticipate, we can accomplish the whole
work without any new item of local taxation.

—

City Press,

Rochdale—St. James's Church, Calderhrooh near Littlehorough.—
The foundation of this building was laid last week. The architect is G. Shaw, of St.

Chad's, Saddleworth, and the style he has adopted is the Decorated. The church
is to consist of chancel, nave, north aisle, chapel for the use of the founder's
family, tower and spire, vestry, and porch. The chapel is to be called Trinity
Aisle, and underneath it will be a vault, with an external door, for the future
burial of members of the founder's family. The site of the church is in a field

on the road leading from Littlehorough to Featherstall, and is about a mile from
the latter. The contractor is Mr. M. Healey, of Huddersfield.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to bo addressed to the Editor of the Bdildino News, 20^

Old IJoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, I-ondon.
The Editor caimot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

Matthew W.—Tlio site of the Roval Olvmidc theatre was formerly occupied by the liouse
of Sir William Drury, of some note in the time of Elizabeth. The house was subsequently
posse.'^.sed and rebuilt hv the Earl of Craven, and some years afterwards became a public-
house, bearing the sicii of tlie Qiieeu of Bohemia's head; later, the house was agaiu pulled
down, and Mr. P. ,<stlev built "the Oiympic Pavilion."

B. TlLLON.—Xcirlv l.J,i)fKi Jiou.ses in London were known to be drained at the end of 1S'>8, at
the same time there were about 3,000 bouses, respecting the drainage of which nothing was
known, and thev were supposed to be undr.ained ; althougii you are somewhat in error as to
the figures, there can be no doubt the question ia of great importance.

Dkaugiitsman.—Shall be attended to.

P. T.—In the case you mention the use of cement would be attended with beneficial results.

A free current of air is, liowcver, desirable.
Artist.- Our space will not allow us to enter deeply Into the question. Take our word for

it. and dry in a wann room, free from damn draughts.
TvpoGRAruER.—At the British Museum Heading Boom, or of Mr, Weale, Holborn.
William J Parcel received.

,

L. D.—Several designs, specifications, &c., for villas are in course of preparation, and wUI
shortly appear.

Architect.—An award stamp is not necessary. It has been held that an appraisement stamp'

is sufficient in determining the amount due to a builder for work, and this would be required
only where the decision or award Is bluding.

W. HiLLABD.—Hematosin Is the red coloring matter of blood, it Is used in the preparation or
Prussian bine. .

Emploter We cannot point out a buUder " distinguished for the excellence of his work ana
moderate'.charges ;" unless you have been in tiie habit of eraployiug a particular person,

leave the selection in the h.\nds of vour architect.
B. ToMLiN.— Such a work would be very useful if well edited, consult a publisher.
B. P.—Sh.ill appe.ir.

, . ,

E. K. B.—We shall bo glad to receive and to pulilish notes of sales of any property not fii-

cluded In our weekly report, notices should, necessarily, be as brief as may be consistent

with full Information.
James Wilson.—Thanks.
H. A We must decline to offer an opinion, consult your solicitors.

P. JoHNERN There can be no doubt that '' X " is justified in his refusal.

C. AViLLiAMsoN.—We have no desire to re-open the discussion; no gooil can come
of it.

Z. William T e Declined, with thanks.
Francis R Next week if possible.
V. A—1. In type. 2. Yes. ,, ^ „_
ADjoiNiNoOwNER.-Caniiot be recovered under the Building Act. We are aware I'l"' »"
impression prevails to the contrary; we suppose it Is owing to the fact ofthe question having

been so seldom raised. t«.,^p
A. Competitor Must favor us with additional particulars, and his name as a guarantee oi

good faith.
A SuBscniBEu We cannot deviate from our usual rule.
Chairman, &c.—Name appears to be omitted by error.
S. E.—Vulcanised India lluljber.
W. Watteb.—Out of our province. . .,.,« r.»y.
The License (Icestion. — Several correspondents are for the present referred to our

Number for August 17. We sh.lll be glad to receive communications on the snojecl, nut

see no reason to alter our views. We need hardly say that we do not agree with the cltor

referred to. That Is, however, with us uo reason why we should decline to gi%c ii

CoN.STANT 'nEADER—It IS better to let the walls dry ; but If completion bo desired, and tho

damp is but trifiing, line the wall with "gutta pereha paper."
L. C.-Tlinnks for drawings, we shall be happy to make a selection.

Ked Ink—IVrhaps of inferior quality. „„„„,«, i«
SruvEToR.-There is hardly any choice: the advantage one may possess over another la

too trifiing to be taken into consideration.
M. I. B.A.—Accepted ivitll thanks. . „ „ „ » ^ . „ ,., t' t n a .

UECEivED.-Georgo Brown ; H. L. ; C. ; U. Earle ; B. E. ; N. X. ! S. A. ; Critic ; F. I. B. A. ;

J. Seeton.
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ENGINEERS, IRONFOUNDERS,&c.^ .

andH. HO LB U 00 K and CO.
*- • GENERAL FOUNDERS,

IRON MERPHANTS, AXD SMITHS,
MAKOR IKOX WORKS,

HJLKOR STSEET, KING'S KOAD, CHELSEA.
Loam and Greek Raxd.

CA9TIXOS OF BTERT DESCBrmoH. (199)

20, GREAT CHARLOTTE STREET,
BLACKFUIARS, S.

T^ LAWRENCE, ZINC
" ' MASUFACTURES ASD
PLrMBEB. YicUle Slontagne Zinc

Lead, aiMl Composition Fipc, at whole-

, aale prices. Zinc Gutters, Plpea and

Beads, Perforated Zinc for Blinds,

Lanters, and Ventilation. Wood cases

made and lined. Kooflnff and ever)'

kind of Zincwork on the lowest terms.

INTENTOR AND PATENTEE
OP niFLED CANNON SHOT.

HOT
vVATEft.

JOHN WEEKS and CO., Kinpr's-road. Chelsea,
HOT-WATER APPARATIIS .MANDFACTTTKERS.

Baililiills .f every drsenptinii, .nd of thf moat exu^iiairr dimen-
-1~- —•-- --- "r '- "-• W.lri JOHN WEF.K8
ad 60. «•« girt innamerKble rrtertmc** of Chtirrhes, DweHinR-
tualM.TTailtl- -i'-.'-- . fte.,whef«therli.ve ftxed thfir HotW.tfr
i IIM.ra. A1m> tn b. SMa in Kxt»a»iva .f>«ratMMi at tbfir prvmiavB

KiarVrMd. ~d, Ch*i*rn. C589)

T UPPER AND COMPANY,
Mannfacturert of

GALVANISED IRO:f and

GALVANISED TINXED IRON,
Ja 8kM*i« TIIm, Iron Roots, Kouotv, CifteriiB, Tanks, Iron

F*uc*>,Teli*)craph Wire, rimI SiorMi.

OScvs—61, Moor^*te-fltr»et, E.C., London.
woilKS :

UMEHOTISB, LOXDON:
BERKELEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Merrhants and Shippers cupplied.
Injn of *T«Ty d^sertption ualvanieed.

p KO WN TUBE WORKS,
y^ WEDNESBTRY, STAFFORDSHIRE.

Warehonse, 81, 1'nper Ground-street, London, S.

JAMES RUSSELL AND SONS.
The Patentees nnii ftr^f Mnlters of Wroiiirlit-iron Tubes.

GALVANISED AND COREUGATED
IRON.

W. TEMPLE & CO.,
PATENT GALVANISED AND CORRUGATED

IRON WORKS,
GLASSHOUSE YARD, EAST SMITHFIELD, E.

BVXR^ KIND OF IRONWORK GALVANISED WITH THE
UTMOST DISPATCH.

ANCOCK'S MILL-BANDS, for SAW-
MILLS and MACHINERY, VULCANIZED INDIA-

RUBBER MILL-IIAND-t, of an;- Wntrtli or tliickness, up to 24

Innhw Triilr. for driTinf; all kinds ot machinftrv.
TkMeMILI^BANDr^ are warrant^ to reniAt STEAM HEAT, are

Bneh eheaprr than Im'Jin-, and require no kind of dressinir.

Priee. inatructions fur us)*, and every requisite information ^ven
on application. post-free.

JAMES LVNE HANCOCK, Vulcanised India-Rubljer Works,
8, Goswell-road (opposite Spencer-street >, London, E.G.

ACJENTS WANTED.
'

VENTILATION, — McKINNELL'S PATENT
VENTILATOK.

** /Taring aa a school manager eicperienced the eviloj bad
ventilation, and having happiftf Tnet irith the remedy^ I feel J
$halt be doing a servtce to uty brother school managers in
calling tjuir €Utention to the scheme of Mr. M'Kinnell, o/
OUugmt, tehieht while it carries off the exhausted atmo-
nherie remains, diffuses equally a corresponding quantity of
rresh air"
EAKL DUCIE in a letter to the Times of Jone 15. flrom

which the above Is an extract, having Kivcn the above
nnqniUfled and disintcrei>te<1 testimony in favor of this mode
of Tentllation, a i,'<^neral demand has arisen which the
patentee has resolved to meet, by licensing acents in tlie

principal towns of tlie kingdom to manufacture the vent!
later. It has Ijoen extensively applied in all kinds of build-
ings, as wells as tn shins, carriages, &c., with the most
Mti«factoryrcsults. It is 8uital>le in every situation, and Is

the ONLY VENTILATOR which can be relied on for a con-
tlDDOUs supply of fre-4h iiir and the simultaneous removal of
theTltiated, witlioutanuoyan«'.e from draujihts.
A de«criptlve pamphlet will be sent on receipt of one

tamp^ftjdrcss^'d t/i JOIIS M'KINNKLL.st, fHoucester-ter-
rMCt xlottlng-hlll, London, W.. to witom also application
foragencleH. with rcf<.Tence. niny be made. (It>8<i)

Eemoved from 48 to 29^ Fetter-lane, near Fleet-screst.

GAS STOVES. COOKING APPARATUS, &c.,
FITTED.

JOHN DODSON
(SnccesBor to J. WADE),

OA8 rZTTSK ASn> BRASS FOTTBTBEK
Stall Hoard I'l.-tt*-«i. Window and iK-^k Kfxls.

Manufacturer of H.ill ;tiiil TaMe Lamps, <;ias*; Cbandellcrs
and <ias Fittin((s of every description.

Worker in Reneral.— Oiij work Cleaned and Lackcreil.

PATENT IMPERISHABLE WROUGHT-
IRON WATKR TA N K H arc tlie cheapest, most duniljlc,

and wholeaome, beini; free from a!l pernicious matters. For
the coDntry or exportation. <;an l>e maile in flat plates, to
•CTew together, from 3W._p«r nUoa. U£HRT FROST and
CO., 17, Rathtioue-place, W., London.

I
G. H. HOBSON,

(late of the firm OF B. KICUAKDS -OU CO.)

PUMPS WITH SINGLE OR DOUBLE BARREL,
ON SALE OR HIRE,

WELL BORING TOOLS AND PIPES.

IROX PAILS, BLOCKS, CHAINS, CRABS, JACKS,

SHOVELS, LIGHTER LOCKS, PATENT BARGE WINDLASSES,

AND CASTINGS OF EVERl DESCRIPTION.

A Strong aj-incli Brass Lift and Force Pump, with Handje
on Plank, complete, 60s.

90, UPPER GROUND STREET,
(SURREY SIDE,)

BLACKFRIAR'S BRIDGE.
PATENT CLIIVIAX DOOR SPRINQS,

FOR
SINGLE & DOUBLE ACTION DOOB

PATENT CASEMENT STAYS,
FASTENINGS, AND CUPBOARD TURNS,
GOTHIC DROP AND OTHER DOOR-

HANDLES.

PATENT SmEL BOLTS,
ITorfolk, Suffolk, and Gotblc ^atclies,

BRASS AND IRON LOCKS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

ilWflTOIWInwtirnTmmTTrTi

BUILDEES', CABINET, & SHIP
BEASS rOUKDEES.

wiLLiA^ti c;reenway,
THE PEOPLE'S HALL WORKS,

BIRMINGHAM.
BELL FURNITURE, PLUMBERS' COCKS & BRASS FOUNDRY.

WM. FOSTER & Co.,

PATENTEES OP THE CHECK TENT TAP,

GENERAL COCK FOUNDER,
And Manufacturers of every description of

PLUMBERS' BRASSWORE.
AN AMPLE STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND SUITED TO

KANGEMAKERS, IRONMONGERS, & OTHERS.

J. A. MILES, AGENT.

2, 11, 13, 15, FARRINGDON MARKET
(SHOE LANE SIDE). (1945)

PATENT WROUGHT IRON WINDOWS,
(PATENTEE FOR EXOLANB, MR. DAVID MOLINE,)

Manufactured and Sold by

THE GENERAL IRON FOUNDRY COMPANY (LIMITED),
HENRY ROGERS, MANAGER,

LYONS WHARF, AND No. 43, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON.
It IB well known that Caot Iron Windows, from their prreat liabilit}- to fracture in makintf, earriape,

and handling, and the almost impoBBibility of repairing: them, have been about the moat unsatiBfactory

articles that a founder could make, or a builder UBe.
j * -

The Patent Wrought Iron Windows are far Btronper, lighter, and cheaper than those made of cast-iron

;

It ie impossible to break them by fair means; they are ornamental in appearance; there ib no need for

iocun-inc the cost of patterns, as they are manufactured by apparatus, the construction of which is in-

cluded in the patent; they can be made of any size ; and can be used in almost every umtance where a

window is required; but are especially adapted forchurche«, chapels, factories, warehouses, railway stations,

nd other public bmldinjfs ; conBervatories, preen and hot houses, and for exportation to the colonies.

PRICE 8d, to l8. 3d. per Superficial Foot,

DELIVERED IN LO^D0N, LIVERPOOL, BRISTOL, GLASGOW, OR HULL.
May be had of all respectable Ironmong^ers in the United Kingdom, as may also

H. EOGEES & CO.'S EBGISTEEED SEVER, STABLE AND DEAIN TEAPS,
which ore now very extensively used in various Government and private establishments, and are proved to

. e the most perfect traps made, being, at the siime time, Mip most iii'idernte in codt. o. '£.

THOMAS PHILLIPS,
B5, SICINNEK STREET, SNOA\^ HIEX,, LONDON".

MANITFACTUnER OP ALL KINDS OP

GAS APPARATUS FOR GENERAL DOMESTIC PURPOSES.
GAS BATHS. Ga.s Stoves from IGs.

COOKING APPARATUS from £1, for Roasting, Baking, &
HAIiXiB, COirSERVATORZES, PVBXiIC BVIXill-

ZIVOS, &.C., beated by Gas or Hot VTater.

Baths encased in Mahogany, Plain Wood, or Oalc, and fixed, on
reasonable terms, in any part of the country.

ESTIMATES AND PLANS GIVEN.
N.B.—Patent Safety Atlas Chandeliers, and all kinds of Superior

Gasfittings; Outside Lamps, Posts, &c., for Public Buildings;

Outside Eeflecting Lamps, &c., for Shops ; Portable Coppers for

either Gas or Fuel; Superior Iron Tubes and Fittings for Gas,

Steam, or Hot 'Water, &c.

FBOU £12 AND UPWARDS. A PROSPECTUS 8ENT FREE BY POST.
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CHEAPNESS, ECONOMY, AND PARSIMONY.
Hlii present is a day of cheap buildings.

Buildings arc wanted, tliey are required

to be numerous, tliey are wished com-
modious, convenient, beautiful, and in

short it is desired that they should

possess every excellence that can pos-

sibly be attached to them, but they

must be cheap. They may be burdened
with every bad quality that can beset

an edifice ; may be ill-built, ill-drained,

bad looking, unstable, but they will be
tolerated, perhaps praised, certainly

bought, if they are but cheap. In cases

where excellence of workmanship is

oftentimes as truly requisite as lowness

of price ; works of the utmost import-

ance ai'c given daily to any contractor,

however little known, whose tender is

lowest, not because his work is the best or

even uniformly good, but because he has

undertaken to do it cheap. And when a building has to be designed

how seldom do we hear of an architect or several architects beinij

called in and asked to furnish plans and paid for them, compared with

the instances where a premium is offered for a showy design chosen

with the completest ignorance of what sort of man furnished it, and all

because this is the way to do it cheap

!

AVhat is this cheapness ? Is it a good thing or is it a bad thin^r ?

How can it be attained by an architect if it is good ? How can the

public be brought to forsake it if bad ? These are the questions which
it is proposed to treat in the following observations.

Cheapness, in building as in other things, has two widely different

significations, and its meaning might best be expressed sometimes by
the one, and at other times by the other of the two words we have
associated with it in the heading of that paper. When cheapness

means economy, applied to the reducing the amount to be paid for a

building to a low sum, still keeping the building good, it is rightly con-

sidered a valuable characteristic of such building as will suit the

requirements of this commercial age. When, however, cheapness

means parsimony—a low price at all hazards, and notwithstanding all

defects—then it is well characterised by the colloquial expression " cheap
and nasty."

Economy has always been a part of good architecture, but lowness

of cost is only one of the aims proposed to economical builders, there is

economy of materials, of space, of light, in fact of all the appliances

which the architect has under his control ; nay, it even happens that

money is far less an object of economy in pai'ticular instances, than
some other element of the building, and the architect may be obliged

to be lavish in preliminary expenditure for the sake of making the very
utmost of narrow means of another sort, as for instance of space, of
light, of frontage, or of time. There are, therefore, various sorts of
enconomy, and that particular variety of economy leading to cheapness
is an economy of money.
Our next step, having advanced thus far, must be to inquire in what

ways money can be saved on a building, in an economical sense, and
without parsimony.

The most obvious remark, perhaps, to be made is that money is not
to be saved without knowing a good deal about building, and something
about surveying. If an architect or a builder is known to do good
work cheap, it may be safely said of him that he knows his business, or
at least all of it that relates to practical operations, thoroughly. The
very essence and marrow of this economy lies in dispensing with all

unnecessary things, and it is only a man really possessing an intelligent

and complete knowledge of his business, who knows what things are
essential and what superfluous in each case, and, also, what expedient
for meeting any given necessity is the one that will cost the least. It

is possible for an architect to make sure that his work will stand, with
fir less practical skill, if he be not restricted as to means, than in the
cases where he has to spare every rod of brickwork and every foot of
timber that can possibly be left out ; and there is very little doubt that
»ore attention is usually required to be devoted to a building which it

is requisite to build cheap, than the same building would demand if

expense were no object.

We have said that the way to economise in building is to dispense
with all that is unnecessary. These remarks seem to be suggested by
this statement, and to be, in fact, included in it.—First, that a perfect
knowledge of what is necessary and what unnecessary is required;
secondly, that an unflinching determination to reject all things, however
desirable, which can fairly be spared is equally essential ; but, lastly,

1
that it seems equally requisite that everything truly essential should be
performed. On each of these heads a word or two of elucidation may

I
be added. To know what works really arc non-essentials a man must

have more than a superficial acquaintance with building, and a thorough
understanding of the purposes his work is to serve. Certain items are

very customary—and properly so—in specifications for buildings, which
require to be modified in those instances where cheapness is an
essential. It is customary, for example, to specify that the materials

shall be best of their several kinds. For many purposes " second
quality " of timber, or glass, or bricks is quite as good as best, and, of
course, can be furnished at lower prices.

Again, materials are sometimes selected for portions of work which
are either not the cheapest originally, or not the easiest worked that

could be employed. More strength than would suflice is also often

used, and it would astonish many an architect to see what can be done
in economical construction by the careful selection of the best adajited

materials, and the scrupulous avoidance of any superfluity in the use
of them.

Perhaps, however, it is not so much in matters of construction, as in

arrangement and design, that a saving can be often effected. In
arrangement, the practice of the better class of London builders

furnishes valuable examples of well-applied economy.
Our Loudon houses, whatever other shortcomings they may have,

are generally remarkable for compact plans, loss of space either in

height or in disposition of rooms is carefully avoided, and difiicult

construction (a fi-ightful source of expense) is also almost always

escaped. Among the dispositions of plan which often conduce to

economy, one worth notice is the partial or entire suppression of

corridors. Much space is taken up by them, and often most appro-
priately, but in some buildings even our English customs, although
more exacting than continental habits, will tolerate the partial, or even
the complete, absence of this feature from a plan.

The successful design for the Hartley competition may be referred to

as an instance of compact planning, remarkable for the small amount of

space absorbed by communications.
In the artistic portion of the designer's labor, applying this term to

that portion which relates to internal and external features and deco-
rations, rather than to his arrangement of plan, a good acquaintance

with the cost of various classes of work will often help a man of skill

to select modes of making his constructive decorative, which do not

entail a heavy additional expense. To take a simple instance, persons

unacquainted with the comparatively moderate cost of stone and stone

carving, and unaware of the power possessed by even a few well intro-

duced ornaments, in contrast with plain work, would probably hardly

credit the improvement that would have resulted, without adding any-

thing to the cost, in many a plain front, faced uniformly with a fine

facing brick, and tuck-pointed, had it been faced merely with ordinary

stock bricks, laid with a neatly struck joint; and had the entrances,

or window-heads, or some other point appropriate for enrichment, re-

ceived decorations well carved in durable stone.

That a determination to avoid all non-essential features, works
or ornaments is requisite to secure economy seems too trite a remark
to require to be made, and yet to those who have tried it the abstinence

from every one of the many additions and improvements that suggest

themselves to a fertile invention is no easy thing to manage. Nothing
but very firm resolution or very pressing necessity will induce an archi-

tect who really loves his work to abstain from what he sees would greatly

improve it—and yet this is what must constantly be done—and is

especially required of young architects and those who undertake prin-

cipally small works. The architect who finds himself compelled to

throw away all features of a purely decorative character, and almost

all ornaments may, however, console himself by the reflection that he
has not, on that account, lost the opportunity of putting the most valu-

able of all elements into his work—namely, careful study. Nothing is

too simple to be studied, and if no assistance is to be derived fi-om

decorations, from materials, or from appendages, it is only the more
necessary that the form and proportion of the walls, and windows, and
doors and roof should be good of their kind, nay, the very best the

opportunity allows.

The inflexible determination that we have represented as essential

when a building is to be kept thoroughly economical is subject to

many temptations, and it is as well to fortify it by all the means avail-

able. No better stimulus is needed, however, than that of absolute

necessity, and this is not wanting. There are many buildings which

must be built cheaply, and many bodies of clients among whom an

architect will have no chance unless his buildings be economical ; it is,

therefore, more than desirable—it is indispensable, that the work to be

done be done at a moderate rate.

The pressure, however great, brought to bear upon an architect,

should never induce him to sanction the use of bad materials, or to em-
ploy timbers of insulficient scanthngs, weak walls, and slight founda-

tions. That speculative builders will do this is greatly to be regretted,

but no architect, and no respectable builder working on his own
account, ought ever to be willing to do less than enough, either in

quantity or quality. Omit as much as you like, and as much as you

can ; but let what you do retain be good.
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It is sincerely to be regretted tliat one metliod of economising should

exist in wUich the aim ot the employer, or those that act for him, is to

get work done at the expense of those who actwiUy do it. In the case

of persons desirous of covering buildin" estates, of committees, and
others inviting tenders in public competition (to say nothing of plans),

and even in the practice of some architects, there is a strong desire to

profit, and to make the building profit, at the expense of the contractor,

a proceeding that is often carried on under such a very respectable

exterior, and so surrounded with all the circumstances usually attendant

upon honest, straightforward business, that the actors in it, always
excepting the unfortunate loser, half delude themselves into the belief

that something quite legitimate, in fact, rather praiseworthy than not,

is being done.

But real economy will be as desirous that all persons concerned
should be properly paid as that none should be overpaid, and for a very
good reason—namely, because, if the materials and the labor upon them
have been reduced to a minimum, it stands to reason that there ought
to be no risk of their being inferior in kind.

Now, the labor of an underpaid man is always given grudgingly, and
therefore cannot be good, and his materials are sure to be of poor

quality, unless indeed he be almost more honest than mortal, and in

fact being underpaid is an injustice, for which the building ought to

suffer and does always, despite the vigilance of any architect. It is,

therefore, (juite correct to say that those erecting a cheap building

cannot aiford to be niggardly.

In the three points we have successively taken up, namely, thorough
knowledge, inflexible rejection of all superfluity, and conscientious

retaining all essentials, Ue the secret of economical building. How
they are to be worked out in particular instances it would be an endless

task to unfold. Plenty of good sense is necessary and careful study for

this as for every other difficult undertaking, but where are they not

needed, especially in building ! and who can supply the lack of them
where they are wanting? With two hints to the prudent we may close

these remarks, the first of them is this : if youwant to build cheaply, be
sure, unless you have a very good reason for acting otherwise, to adopt

the local materials and manners of work of the place where you build.

Novelties and improvements are admirable things, but even where
their tendency is ultimately towards economy, it is wise to be very
backward in adopting them on such works as we treat of now. It is

not above once in a hundred times that a material or a method of doing
work is so thoroughly successfiil on its first introduction as to. cause a

saving of money at the very outset, however well, and however rapidly

it may subsequently gain groimd, and it will therefore seldom be safe

to introduce for the first time any untried mode of procedure in a
work, the price of which leaves no margin to cover contingencies.

Our other hint, with which the subject must be for this time left,

shall be this : forecast to the utmost of your power fi:om beginning to
end, let plans be quite matured before you commence, so as to have, if

practicable, no alterations as the work goes on and no steps in a wrong
direction to retrace, let all requirements be thought of and provided
ready before the absolute necessity for them arises, and above all (this

is the keystone of the whole system) let the money be ready when it is

wanted ; pay cash for everything and keep good accounts.

THE CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES, MADRID.*
EXCEPT as regards its Moorish and a few of its medieval edifices, the

Spanish peninsula is a terra incognita to architects, notwithstanding

that it abounds with so much toattract them. Ofmodern and contemporary
architecture there we can gather scarcely any information cither verbal

or (rraphic. That photography has penetrated into Spain is tolerably

evident, from the fact of our being indebted to it for a trustworthy repre-

sentation of the facade of the Palacio del Congreso de Dupatudos, Madrid,
and we are further indebted to Pascual Madoz for the scanty particulars

we can here place before our readers.

The first stone was laid in October 1842; no more than fourteen archi-

tects had competed, and the successful one was Pascual y Colomer. The
principal front, towards the Plazucla de las Cortes—of which our en-
graving shows nearly the whole—is of no great extent, it being barely

180 feet (English measure), but is rendered less important than it might
have been, owing to the widely marked difference of character between the
centre and the lateral divisions. Taken by itself, the portico is not defi-

cient in dignity, and although not at all remarkable for its design, has at

least the merit of being consistently finished up as regards its ornamental
accessories—the two lions and candelabra on the pedestals enclosing the

steps. Even the two sentry-boxes are a degree better in taste than our
English ones, which is only saying that they might be a great deal better

stilTj for, if such appendages are required for etiquette's sake, to mark a
government building, why should they not be treated architecturally ?

—

be made, if not attractively ornamental, something better than positive

eye-sores and disfigurements ? The rest of the facade is, unfortunately,

not at all of a piece with the portico, certainly not so well connected
with it as could be desired. Had it been possible to do so—which, of course,

* For Illustration, sec page 697.

we have no means of ascertaining—the general efl'ect would have been
greatly better could the wings, or rather lateral adjuncts to the portico,
have been kept lower, so as to leave the entablature of the portico quite
clear of their upper line, whereby not only would the portico have pro-
nounced itself more distinctJy, but the general composition would have
been all the better.

Of the interior of the edifice we are unable to say more than that the
" Chamber " or Hall of Assembly Is a semicircle (the most charming and
appropriate of all forms for such purpose), 100 feet long in diameter, pro-
longed 30 feet more by two lines or sides at right angles to its chord. Old
birds are not to be caught with chaff, yet, if we may trust what is said of
its embellishment, it must be, if nothing very extraortUnary, taking into
consideration the unfavorable data and conditions, rather pleasing tlian

not, if only because it requires some stretch of ingenuity to render what
is eumorpliic in plan other than agreeable, at least so far as plan goes.

NOTES ON COAST CHUECHES IN DEVON AND CORNWALL.
II. TiNTAOEL.—BOSCASTLE.

WE have not yet done with Tintagel ! And, indeed, it is a place hard
to leave, and with many a last, long, lingering look we turned our

back upon it.

We have described its grand old churcli, but we must not forget the
ruins of the ancient chapel of St. Juhot on the " Island," and the time-
honored relics of the once stupendous fortress of which it formed a part.

We arrived just in time to be among the first to inspect the recent
discoveries of Mr. Kinsman and his excavator. Four walls, forming a
long parellelogram filled with turf, might be a chapel or might not ; it was
built east and west, which was proof enough for some people but not for

others, who thought it was an ancient cow-house. Time, the great dis-

coverer, and the enterprising constable of the castle and vicar ofthe parish
have set us right.

It occurred to Mr. Kinsman that under the mass of soil and rubbish
within the building might be buried ancient remains, and traces of the old

arrangements. And the event has proved that he was right. The chapel
has been cleared, and the stone altar stands revealed in a perfect state,

except that the slab (a ponderous block of granite) had been removed and
was lying on the floor; this has been replaced.

On either side of the altar is a grave lined with slate ; but no bones
were found in them.* That on the south side has a singular recess

attached to it, constructed of granite, and intended apparently to allow of

access by the hand to the interior of the vault, which may have been used
as a receptacle for relics.

The position of the chancel screen is indicated by two recesses in the
walls, north and south, from which it has been removed.
The excavators also discovered several pieces of stone, carved with the

billet-moulding, and an ornament similar to that on the imposts of the

chancel arch in Tintagel church, which is of Transition Norman date

(circa 1189). This is, in all probability, the date of the chapel, though
some parts of it may be earlier.

We must not forget to mention that there is a western porch, a feature

rarely found in our English churches. This, and all the rest of the build-

ing, have long been unroofed; but, with that exception, the chapel is in a
comparatively perfect state.

Tintagel Castle itself is one of the most remarkable ruins we ever saw;
the rough hand of man and the gentler but sure touch of time have played

sad havoc with its venerable walls. But there are still remains of the

work of almost every century from British times down to the incumbency
of the present vicar, whose judicious and admirable repairs of the ruinated

walls cannot be too highly eulogised.

Portions of tlie keep may be of British work; certainly they are ante-

Norman. A pointed gateway at the entrance of the Castle precincts had
been stripped of all its dressed stonework, but Mr. Kinsman lias dug out

the old phnth and bases of the jambs; which show that tliis part of the

building belong to the thirteenth century, though the doorway may be aa
insertion of that period in an earlier walL

Tintagel " Island" is really a peninsula, once virtually separated froio

the main land by an isthmus impracticable to all but very experienced

and bold climbers. In old times there was a drawbridge across the gap.

Recently the indefatigable vicar has turned the old straggling sheep-walk

into a still perilous but perfectly practicable path, with steps here and

there hewn out of the rocks to make the ascent easier.

The ruins on the island, with the exception of the chapel, are chiefly of

the thirteenth century or the early part of the fourteenth; especially

noticeable is a very fine graduated wall with coped risers built along a

steep slope. The ruins of the constable's lodgings are curious ; the lower

rooms remain, and part of a newel-staircase leading to the upper apart™

ments, and they were probably comfortable quarters in their day; but that

present constable wisely abides in his sheltered nook of the valley, leaving,

his ancient mansion to the gulls, who alone man tlie garrison now. Lower
down, against the sea, is an old wall with a pointed doorway guarding the

only spot where the " island" is accessible from the sea—a spot consecrated

to the goings out and comings in of the king in the days of his glory,

and to the sorjowful funeral procession that bore him forth to hi»

burial.

From Tintagel there is a splendid view of the north coast from Padstow

Head to Uartland, the cliffs crowned all the way along with the church s

There Is a similar but somewhat larger grave just beyond the cast wall of tll»

cbspel, lu the little iuclosure which was probably the castle cemetery.

I
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watch-towers—St. Endellion,* Tintagel, Trevalga, Forrabury, like a

chain of Martello towers. Their cft'ect is most striking, nor will the

careful observer omit to notice that the ancient builders knew what they

were about when they reared them, stout and sturdy piles, well calcu-

lated to stand out against the Atlantic blasts for ever.

But we must hasten onwards (by a most interesting road along the

cliff, which crosses the mouth of the romantic Cornish valley of Rocks,"

towards Boscastle. The name is a corruption of Bottreaux Castle, but

only the castle mound now remains of the ancient residence of the Lords

of Bottreaux.

On the left we pass Trevalga, the tower of which, it should be
observed, is built in a very pyramidal form for greater strength ; a secret

which was applied to the thiud Eddystone Lighthouse by Smeaton, after

two square-built fabrics had been swept away. There is little to see in

the church itself, but an old house or two in the village are worth an
inspection.

A short walk brings us to Forrabury, one of the two parish churches of

Boscastle.

Like the others it is built upon the cliff, and contains portions of high
antiquity. It consists of a nave and chancel, north and south transepts,

western tower, and south porch, and is probably, therefore, unaltered as

to its plan, though the building itself has been sadly pulled about.

The tower is of comparatively late date, though old materials may have
been employed in its erection: some amateurs have been tempted to

assign it to a very early period, but there is a suspicious connexion
between it and the westernmost window in the south wall of the nave, as

to the date of which there can be no mistake. It opens to the nave by a

good, acutely-pointed, plain sofBt arch, from which it may be safely

inferred that the original tower was of Early English date.

The nave probably retains its original walls in great part, but altered

and mutilated so as to destroy the ancient character. Internally, a quaint
old font, and some fine benches of oak, richly carved, claim our attention.

There are more high pews here than at Tintagel, but the churches of this

neighbourhood generally are famed for their carved oak.

The porch is good, of very Early Perpendicular, if not, indeed, of still

earlier date. The gable retains its original cross, but most perversely put
in, by some recent restorer, upside down.
The transepts, as they now stand, with the exception probably of some

part of the walling, are of the sixteenth century. The arches, however,
by which they communicate with the nave, appear to be of the earliest

date ; one, at least, is ante-Norman, and if the other be a more recent
imitation it is a very good one. Plain, low, with imposts of a single

member once chamfered, they remind us of the early work at Tintagel.

The chancel retains most of the old thirteenth century walling, and one
lancet window of the beginning of the century, very narrow but widely
splayed .within. This is the only window in the church which has not
been destroyed or replaced by later and inferior work. A curious opening
in the nort-west angle (" squint," Rickman and others call it vulgarly,
" hagioscope " the Ecclesiologists pedantically) reveals the east end of the
chancel to persons seated in the transept.
The chancel screen remains, comparatively uninjured, it is of carved

oak, and late Perpendicular.
The reading desk, pews, and other fittings are very bad, and require

entire renovation.

The pulpit is late, but curious for its arabesque carvings, which, how-
ever, have been much obscured and spoiled by successive coats of paint.
The roofs of the church have been restored of late years, that in the

chancel not successfully. The new roofs of the nave and north transept
are of a plain and simple type, but left in a rough state, instead of being
stained and varnished ; the expenditure of a few pounds, however, would
set this right.

The east gable of the chancel retains its original cross. And just out-
side the church-yard gate the traveller will notice one of those fine old
granite standard crosses, of which Cornwall boasts so many, a Greek cross
carved on one side, a Latin cross on the other, as though the Cornish
church designed to " split the difference " between the rival creeds. This
feature is almost peculiar to the Cornish crosses, and has generally been
considered as a proof of their high antiquity. The Greek crosses were
carved first, and alone decorated the granite pillars till St. Augustin and
his companions came and carved the Latin crosses on the other side. A
strong proof that this was the case is found in the fact that in several
instances the original Greek cross has been altered at a later period into a
Latin cross by the prolongation of the lower member.
We must postpone to another chapter the account of our ramble through

the romantic and foreign-looking little town of Boscastle and our visit to
Minster, its other church.

Proposed Toicn Hall at Shotley Bridge, Yorkshire.—Messrs. Oliver
and Lamb, architects, ofiVewcastle-on-Tyne, have been entrusted bv the directors
with the designing and carrying out of the Town-hall, intended to be built at
Shotley-bridge. The structure will be in the Gothic style of architecture, and
the centre projection will be surmounted by a clock turret, with a slated spire
roof.

Stamford.—The new school for St. Michael's parish was opened
last week. The cost of the building was £1,100. Some minor works in con-
Oexion with the main building remain to be executed.

An ancient collegiate church witli three prebends Btill attached to it. In this
parish are some curious remains of Koscarrock, the ancient mansion of the Kos
carrock family, now extinct, but once famous in the west.

THE PROMOTER FIRE AND LIFE OFFICES, FLEET STREET.
TUE new premises of the Promoter Insurance Oflice arc now nearly com-

pleted, and are a striking addition to theniany good buildings recently

erected in the City of London. They are as conspicuous through the
novelty of the design as through the durable character of the materials

and the skilful execution of the ornamental features. They occupy a plot

of ground. No. 28, Fleet-street, :m feet in depth by 20 feet in breadth, and
are open in the rear to the north wall of the Temple Churcli. There are

three openings in the front, the western one forming the doorway, the

two others the windows which give light to the public ofiice. Short three-

quarter red granite columns flank each opening. Between the Portland
stone pedestals which support them are the basement windows. The
whole of the front is executed in Portland stone except where enriched by
granite and serpentine. The capitals of the ground-floor columns are
elaborately and beautifully carved. Each capital is different in design

from either of the others. The rose forms the basis of the carved orna-

ment on one, the grape on another, and the hop plant on a third. Plain

arches are placed over them and the spandrels are filled with red granite

and black marble or dark green serpentine. Bunches of fruit and
flowers form the keystones. They fall over the dentilled string

which surmounts the ground story, and which is stopped at

the ends by flat blocks bearing lions' heads in low relief.

Above this string there are three panels linked together by a band of

red polished granite, with black diamond-shaped centres. The frames of

the panels are curled in at the sides, and small bosses of carving stud them
at the top and bottom. The outer panels are filled with red granite, the

centre one with dark serpentine. They bear, in incised gilt letters, the

name of the office and the date (1826) of its establishment. Over these

there is another stringcourse, with small guttce beneath it. The divisions

of the first floor openings are pilasters having red granite moulded panels

with black centres introduced flush with the surface of them. The
capitals are carved in Portland stone, and, like those below, are all

of a different design. The openings are arched. The keystones of the

two side openings are plain, the central one is enriched. From this point

upwards the central opening is rendered more conspicuous by increased

decoration than the others. This seems to have been done to counteract
the disproportion between the height and the breadth of the facade, and it

is attended with great success. Whilst examining the variety of the

upper portion of the design we lose sight of the small surface which the

architect had to work upon. The sub-divisions of the main features, the
slight projections, and the diversity of the carved detail and their intrinsic

excellence, all tend to make the spectator forget what a thin slip of front-

age they are contained in. The spandrels over first floor are filled with
carved foliage, and from the ornament in the central ones two figures

spring upwards and forwards to support the projecting sill above them.
This sill is panelled and enriched, and projects in front of the centre

window of second floor. The side pilasters of the second floor are panelled,

and slender shafts of red granite, polished, stand in front of the central ones
on the projecting sill. Tliero are plain panels between them. The capitals

are curved richly, like those on the lower floors. The window openings are

carved at the angles. Carved bands, on the frieze above, record the date of

the erection. There is here a kind of double frieze : on the stringcourse

over the lower one enriched consoles rest and support square blocks, which
rise into and form features in the principal cornice. The spaces between
the consoles are occupied by projecting slabs of red polished granite,

nnd a row of dentils runs between the square blocks. The cornice has an
enriched cyma, and is crowned by antifixas, with honeysuckle ornament.
On this cornice is the front of the attic windows ; at the sides it follows

tlie rake of the roof, and slabs of granite are placed between the windows.
The openings are arched ; the main capping is continued as archivolts

round them. The centre window projects slightly, and the long consoles

which flank the opening and the projection are carried by the columns
below. It has a cornice and circular pediment, with a shell in the pedi-

ment. The slated roof is just visible behind it, but not offensively, and
the iron cresting on the ridge forms an appropriate finishing to the
building. It will have 'oeen perceived that it is five stories in height,

including the basement. The entrance is into a lobby, which communi-
cates Willi the stairs in front of it and, by a door at the side, with the

public office, which occupies a depth of 31 feet, and the whole of the

width of the building, with the exception of 3 feet 6 inches for the flight of

stairs. At the back of the public office the secretary's office is placed,

20 feet wide by 18 feet in depth. The stairs, after the first flight, curl

round at the back of the public office, so as to occupy in the upper stories

the space between the front and back rooms. The basement is devoted to

the porter's living and sleeping room in the rear, to a large strong-room in

the centre, and to lavatories for the clerks in front. The staircase is of

stone from the basement to first floor. The floor between basement and
ground floor consists of Barrett's fireproof flooring. It is formed of

wrought-iron girders 20 inches apart, and varying in depth—from o inches

to &\ inches—according to their bearing. Wooden slips, 1 inch square and
half an inch apart, are laid upon the lower flanges of the girders. To
these slips the plastering of the lower ceiling is fixed, and on them, filling

up the whole space between and some two or three inches above the

girders, a compact mass of concrete. Fillets of wood are placed on the

top of the concrete on which to fasten the flooring. The whole thickness

of the floor is not more than 13^ inches. The sides of public offices are

ornamented by a series of pilasters with enriched caps, frieze, and cornice.

Ascending to the first fioor, we find in the front a large board-room,

24 feet deep by the whole width of the premises, and at the back a doctor's-

room with a directors' lavatory, &c., at the side of it. On the second floor
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the front room is devoted to a clerk's parlor, with a bed-room behind it,

lit by a borrowed light from the staircase, and a large bed-room in the
rear. In the front part of the third floor or attic there is a BcuUery,
pantry, and cupboards, and a bed-room behind.
The architect of this new building is Mr. W. G. Bartleet, of Pinner's-

halL Old Broad-street, and the builder is Mr. J. Willson, of Suffolk-street,

Southwark. The whole has been carried out most creditably under the
guidance of Mr. Allen, the clerk of the works. An illustration of the
building is in the hands of our engraver.

INDIAN MONUMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.*
SIR,—Writing trom the country, I have no books of reference with me,

save Mr. Fergusson's Handbook. This, however, contains a great

deal of information in small compass, and it may be acceptable that I

should support what I have said in my former letters by some quotations

from it. The Indian styles he distinguishes under " The Buddhist, the

Jaina, the Southern Hindu, the Northern Hindu, the Cashmirian, and other

aberrant varieties, and the Modern Hindu, or that form which Indian archi-

tecture took after being modified by the influence of the Mahommedan
styles." In the first sectionappear various rock temples, topes,minars, tombs,

and places of a worship, that of Buddha, ofwhich the votaries equal, ifthey
do not exceed, in numbers, those of any other denomination. Tlie next
section, that of the Jains, of whom the principal seats are in Guzerat and
the Mysore, treats also of many temples, and also of domes and bracketed
arches of peculiar forms, full of interest to the lovers of construction and
art. Among the most remarkable examples of the Southern Hindu style,

after describing the vimanas or shrines and the gate pyramids, Mr. Fer-
gusson calls particular attention to the pillared halls or " choultries," which
occupy the spaces between the various enclosures of the temples. They
are, he says, " of all shapes and sizes, from the little pavilion supported
on four pillars, up to the magnificent hall numbering a thousand." "At
Tinnevelly, tlie great pillared hall is 100 columns in length by 10 in

width. At Chillumbrum the hall is 24 pillars wide by 41 in length,

and some others also nearly approach tlie poetic ' thousand ' of

the East. At Seringham the number of pillars is somewhat less,

but " they are almost in every instance composed of a hard, close

grained granite, covered with sculpture from the base to the capital, and
in most instances no two pillars are exactly alike ! One of the most re-

markable of the pillared porches," he mentions " as being tolerably well-

known to the English public by Daniell's illustration of it. It is that built

by TrimuU Naik at Madura, which is said to have cost nearly a million

sterling, and occupied 22 years in its erection." After presenting the
reader with various descriptions and illustrations in woodcut of this style,

Mr. Fergusson concludes his notice of the southern character of Hindu
architecture with the following words: "In the meanwhile our limits warn
tis to take leave of a style well deserving of more attention than has
hitherto been bestowed on it. Its historic interest is very great. The
buildings to which it gave rise are remarkable for their extent and number.
It exhibits also great beauty of detail, especially in the older instances.

The grandeur of some of its forms, and the general purpose-like attain-

ment of the ends aimed at, give rise to eflTects as pleasing as they are
startling, and afford hints well worthy of the study of any of those who
wish to master the theory or practice of the art of arcliitccture."

In the section of the Northern Hindu style, after the description of
etructurcs of various degrees of excellence, he thus speaks—" It is not so

much in their temples or tombs as in their palaces, that the modern Hindus
have displayed their architectural magnificence. Every little capital

possesses a regal residence of more or less pretension, and every hill-top,

in some of the native states, is crowned with hunting-seats or summer-
palaces. Some of these, such as those of Jeypore and Oudepore, are of great
extent and magnificence ; but, large or small, all are designed with that
exquisite feeling for grace of outline which characterises the Hindu in all

ages, and all are ornamented with that profusion of elaborate detail, which
extreme cheapness of labor enables them to bestow on their largest, as on
their smallest works." Again he says, in concluding this section, " It
would be tedious, however, to enumerate, without illustrating them, which
the limits of this work," speaking of his Handbook, "will not admit of— all

the modes of architectural magnificence of the Hindus. Like all people
untrammelled by rules, and gifted with a feeling for the beautiful, they
adorn whatever they require, and convert every object, however utilitarian

in its purposes, into an object of beauty, knowing well that it is not temples
and palaces alone that arc capable of such display, but that everything
which man makes may become beautiful, provided the hand of taste be
guided by sound judgment." " It is simply this inherent taste and love
of beauty, which the Indians seem always to have possessed, which enables
those who are now without independence, or knowledge, or power, to erect,
even at the present daj-, buildings which will bear comparison with the best
of those erected in Europe during the middle ages."
These words are forcible and explicit. None could well be more so.

They are also from a pen of undoubted authority and taste. These ex-
pressions of admiration, however, are directed chiefly in praise of native
Indian architecture, although in the latter sentence, no doubt, the writer
includes those modifications and variations arising from Mahommedan
art. When the Mahommedans subjugated India, they adopted in the
structures wliich they raised in the vanquished countries many of the
elements of design they found there. These, thus modified, were again
taken back, and introduced, and worked on by the Hindus in their own

• Continued from I'age 003.

buildings, and thus, by the interchange of thought between those
imaginative races, an amalgamation was produced, out of which most
beautiful results have arisen. The S.aracenic architecture in India differs

from any phase of it which exists elsewhere, and the Indian architecture in

those parts, dominated by the Mahommedan, immediately underwent a
change, and became colored by the foreign element. It is from the union
of these two styles that, no doubt, the most beautiful structures of India
have arisen. My next letter will contain a few more quotations from the
same author on this portion of the subject. My object, indeed, in sending
you these letters, is simply to direct attention to the neglected subject of
Indian architecture—certainly not on my own authority, but by using
that of others, who have made this subject their study, and whose
opinion is worthy to be accepted by the public. •

JoitN Bell.

THE BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
THE following report has been issued by the Committee of this most excellent

Institution, coupled with the usual balance sheet and other annual details :

—

Although the past twelve months, from various causes, has not been a flourishing
period for the building trades, the directors have the satisfaction of informing
their friends and supporters, that the cause of benevolence has not suffered in

consequence; on the contrary, there is an increase both in subscriptions and
donations, and they do hope that tills gratifying intelligence under sucli circum-
stances, will stimulate them to still greater exertions, so that the funds of this

deserving charity may be yearly augmented, as they ought to be, considering the
numbers representing the interests connected with the trade, and the great
necessity for its existence, too painfully evinced in the large number of applicants
who were unsuccessful at the last election in May, 1800, and who are now
anxiously looking forward to be elected at subsequent periods, whenever the
funds of the Institution will permit such an augmentation.
The directors take the opportunity presented by this being the last year of the

subscription, to offer their grateful thanks to Mr. Charles Lucas, the proposer of
the scheme, and those gentlemen who so generously responded to it at the dinner
in 1855, in guaranteeing for five yeare an annual subscription of £10 10s. each.
By so doing, the satisfaction remains with those gentlemen, of having made
happy and comfortable, a number of their distressed brethren, who would other-
wise have lingered on in disappointment and expectation.
The subscriptions and donations for the past year amount to £1,181 Gs. Cd.,

annual subscriptions £808, and donations £373 (is. 6d„ and £428 Os. 7d. Stock
has been purchased in the 3 per cent. Consols—£389 lOs. 7d. for the Relief Fund,
and £38 4s. stock for the Building I'und. Tlie total amount of stock now
standing in the names of the trustees is £7,111 7s. 9d., being £4,947 15s. 8d. for

the Relief Fund, and £2,103 12s. Id. for the Building Fund, with a balance at the
banker's of £419 2s. 5d.

An election of three pensioners, two males and one female, was held at the
London Tavern, on Thursday, the 24th May last, when William Goodfellow, of
Plymouth, James Oliver, and Katherine Edmunds, were the successful

candidates.

Three pensioners have died since the last report :

—

Robert Manning, elected February, 1853, died August, 1859 ; J. St. George,
elected May, 1857, died October, 1839 ; Henry Chirnside, elected November, ISSs,

died January, 1800.

The amount paid in to the bankers by Mr. Joseph Bird, the honorary secretary

of the ball held at Willis's rooms, St. James's, in February last, was £124 Is.,

being an increase of profit of £2.') 6s. 6d. over the preceding year. The annual
dinner, which took place at the London Tavern, on 27th October, 1859, gave an
addition to the fundsof the Institution in the shape of subscriptions and donations
of£37510s. 6(1.

In the appeals which have at former periods been made to the profession,

trades, and public, by whom this charity is supported, the directors imagine that
almost every topic of explanation as to its object or inducement towards its sup-
port has been urged or explained, they tlierelbre in this report have principally

confined themselves to the statement of accounts and progress of the Institution,

and simply stating, that at the election in May last, there were thirteen

unsuccessful candidates (and several applications since) all urgent and distressing

cases, many of whom where formerly in possession of ample means, and are now
through misfortune, obliged, in the decline of life, to seek cliaritable aid of theu
more fortunate brethren ; and the directors hope that such aid and assistance

will be given, as to enable them to have another election in Novemter next, and
place some of the number out of the reach of poverty and distress.

In conclusion, the directors are convinced that the success of this charity will

stimulate to further exertion, and that the public patronage so liberally bestowed,
will be heartily responded to by those more immediately interested in the well'are

of the Builders' Benevolent Institution.

The directors have the satisfaction of announcing that Mr. George Plucknett,

has kindly consented to become the President of the Institution for the ensuing
year.

The Annual Dinner of the Institution is drawing near, and we trust that the

rich and thriving masters in the building trade will remember the wants of their

less fortunate brethren, and gather in numbers to the support of such an institu-

tion, and that their donations will be really given in proportion to then- means.

West Rounton Church, near Northallerton.—This church, which pos-
sesses a fine Norman chancel arch and Norman doorway, has been completely
restored under the superintendence of Mr. Pritehett, architect, Darlington, and
was reopened on Thursday week by the very Rev. the Dean of York.

Colne.—The cemetery at this town is completed, and was conse-
crated on Friday last by the Lord Bishop of Manchester. The cemetery contains
about six acres of sloping ground, and the Board have erected two chapels, each
30 feet by 10 feet inside, with tower and spire between them 80 feet high ; also a
lodge at the entrance-gates. The whole has been designed and carried out by
Mr. Pritehett, of Darlington, of the firm of Pritehett and Sons, whose design
was selected in competition about a year ago.

• To be continued.
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ON THE MECHANICAL EFFECT OF COMBINING GIRDERS AND
SUSPENSION CHAINS, AND THE APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEM
TO PRACTICAL PURPOSES."

AT the meeting of IS,')!, a paper was read by me on this subject, my attention

having been directed to it from being required to investigate, as Engineer-in-
Chief to the Londonderry and Ennislcillen and Coleraine Railways, the best mode
of connecting the railways across the river Foyle, in connexion with a road
bridge. The depth and bad bottom of the river led me to recommend a suspen-
sion bridge combined with a girder ; and in order to investigate the strain, and
the amount of girder power required to cure the oscillation and wave, the model
was made wliicli I now submit to the meeting.
The design, when submitted to the commissioners of the Road Bridge, was

approved by Sir William Cubitt, then their consulting engineer ; but some doubt
having been suggested as to the fitness of suspension bridges for railway traffic,

the question was submitted to Mr. Ilawkshaw, who recommended the girder
bridge now in course of erection by the road commissioners, at their cost.

It is no doubt the safest course for an engineer to recommend what has been
done before, and to avoid experiments, but this it is contended, does not render it

less desirable that the subject now before you should be understood as a
mechanical question, as it is admitted by the strongest opponents of suspension
bridges that they are practicable and advantageous when targe sjjans cannot be

avoided ; and we have as a fact the Niagara Bridge, of 822 feet span, constructed
principally of timber, in a situation exposed to severe hurricanes, which has
carried over for six years the heavy goods and passenger railway traffic of the
New York Central and Great Western of Canada Railways.

It is not, however, in cases where large spans are indispensable that this

Erinciple of construction is alone desirable. In the case of the Londonderry-
ridge it is not impracticable to construct piers in the river, but they are attended

with serious risk and cost of interruption to the navigation, which, in the
opinion of Sir William Cubitt, might have been avoided, and a superior engineer-
ing work made at less cost.

The same occurs in London. The Hungerford Suspension-bridge lias become
the site of a railway extension, and it is at once assumed that for railway pur-
poses suspension is inadmissible, and this bridge, so ornamental to the river, is

to be superseded by a girder bridge with numerous piers, I believe for no other
reason than because the mechanical effect of the combination of chains and girders
is not sufficiently understood, and for this reason I desire to press the investiga-
tion of the subject. But referring again to the Niagara- bridge, which is 822
feet in span, and of which the girder portion is of timber; if this bridge will

stand heavy railway traffic, can it be doubted that a bridge entirely of iron of the
best quality, or the improved material, puddled steel, can with safety be con-
structed of much larger spans ?

But it is not only to avoid the difficulties of rivers that a successful suspension
girder bridge would be useful, but in many cases valuable property may be saved,
and even the difficulties of dealing with the crowded traffic of the streets of Lon-
don very much diminished.

A suspension girder bridge of spans of 2,000 feet is perfectly practicable, con-
gtructed with superior metal, but 1,000 feet is sufficient to meet the difficulties of
the case, and lines of railway can thus be easily carried across a crowded city at
less cost and with less destruction of property than underground railways or
anv other means that have hitherto been suggested.

1 shall speak subsequently more in detail of the cost and practicability of such
lines of communication, but it is necessary now to say a few words to justify my
claiming the attention of the meeting to the subject.

The principal cost of a structure consisting ot a series of openings will bo the
suspension wires or chains and the towers. The amount of girder power to ciu*e

the wave and oscillation will not be found, as my experiments will show, to be
a serious addition to the cost, and the item in ordinary suspension bridges which
forms the largest proportion, riz., the anchorage, will here be divided over num-
erous openings.
With reference to the chains or wires, the most ready estimates will be deduced

by reference to an existing stnicture, and I select the Niagara Bridge as the
only one tested by railway traffic.

Here we have a section of 242 inches of wire with a weight of 350 tons, a span
of 822 feet, and a deflection of 59 feet.

In a series of spans the suspension chains, irrespective of the towers, would
form fully half the weight of metal in the structure, and assuming a price of £40
per ton, we have £12,400 for each opening as the cost, assuming that for the
purposes of omnibus traffic we require an amount of strength which has been
found sufficient in a locomotive railway of heavy traffic, combined at the same
time with a separate carriage road communication.
The rule for ascertaining the sufficiency of railway bridges adopted by the

officers of the Board of Trade is to estimate the strain produced by the greatest
weight which by possibility could come on the bridge throughout every part of
the structure, which should not exceed one-fifth of the ultimate strength of the
metal.

The strength necessary, therefore, depends in a great measure on the mode of
traction adapted, and it is therefore a very important question in this case to
consider whether locomotive steam engines are the best mode of traction where
the traffic will be entirely of an omnibus character, requiring trains as frequently
as every four or five minutes to give efficient accommodation and reliefbut of the
lightest character.

Parsey's Air Engine may be well adapted to the purposes of such traffic.

Although it may bo justly condemned as applicable to the ordinarv railway traffic,

it has advantages where the tractive power required is not such as to exhaust the
reservoir of power, and require high pressure too rapidly, which will not be the
case in the present application, partly because the trains will be very light, and
partly because at every pier or to%ver small stationary engines will be used for the
purpose of raising the passengers from the surface of the ground to the platform
of the railway, which would furnish a supply of compressed air for the renewal
of the reservoir of the air locomotive. Without entering further at present into
the question of the practicability of this suggestion, or whether atmospheric or
any stationary system may be, as it is assumed that such a system of traction is

adopted, or that a locomotive of one-half the weight only of ordinary locomotives,
such as I am now employing on our railway is required^ and therefore the ulti-

mate weight which might arise on such a bridge would not exceed one-half of

• A Paper read by Mr. Peter W. Barlow, F.E.S., at the British Association,
Oxford, ISOO.

It is generally considered that a bridge for ordinary road traffic does not require
what might occur on a railway bridge, assuming the extreme cage that it be
loaded from end to end with locomotives.
to be made of the same strength as an ordinary railway bridge, but this I believe
tobe an error. A railway bridge covered from end to end with locomotives is a possible
strain to which it may be subjected but in a large span it is a less possible or pro-
bable contingency than that of a road bridge being densely packed with pas-
sengers or soldiers, l>y which a greater actual weight would arise with a greater
amount of vibration, while bridges with a motive power like Parsey's engine, or
stationary power of any kind, would not be liable to an ultimate strain of one-
half that of^a bridge for ordinary road traffic.

It is true that many failures have occurred in suspension bridges, which fact

has much shaken public confidence in them, but it is only necessarv to examine
tfie causes of their failure to see that they were the certain results of the defects

of construction, and when these cases are examined they become evidence of the
advantage of the principle, not of its defects. If road, like railway bridges, had
been constructed under the supervision of the Board of Trade, not a single failure

would have occurred, and when it is stated that these bridges have been con-
structed with from one-fourth to one-sixth the section of iron that the Board of
Trade would require, and without any means of correcting the wave and vibra-
tion, it is not surprising that they have failed, but rather that they have existed

so long, and that some of them now exist.

The public may rest satisfied that any bridge which has passed the approval of
the Board of Trade is not only sufficiently strong, but much in excess of the
necessary strength, and they can as safely reside under such a bridge as under the
roof of a house, and it is in accordance with these rules that my estimate is

formed.
The section of metal in the suspension chains or wires required for a double

line of railway, with a span and depth equal to the Niagara Bridge, with girders

constructed of good iron to comply with the Board of Trade rule, would not be
more than 240 inches, and I propose to adopt this section, that is to say, to give

the same strength to my structure for light railway passenger traffic as has been

fiven to the Niagara Bridge, which has a road communication, in addition to a
eavy railway traffic, in a situation exposed to most severe hurricanes.

We thus arrive approximately at the main cost of the structure, viz. :—the

supporting chains, which will contain 2,000 per mile, which at £40 per ton will

be £80,000.
We have next to consider the cost of the towers or piers, which I propose to

construct of wrought or cast iron, and we have the Crystal Palace water
towers as an example of a similar structure from which the cost may be deduced.

These towers are 220 feet in height, and support 1800 tons of water at the top.

The towers required for such a bridge as I have described will not have so much
weight to support, and the height will not exceed 150 feet, and
allowing the same section of metal and strength, the cost will not exceed £10,000
each tower.

The next large item is the cost of the girders and the platform necessary to
prevent the undulation or wave, a necessary addition to every suspension bridge,

but one which has hitherto been generally neglected, and thus has arisen the

want of confidence in a mode of structure which admits ofnumerous applications

of great public importance.

The investigation of this part of the subject is the immediate object of this paper,

as the strains and necessary weight of metal in the main suspenders have been
long calculated and fully established : but for the purposes of the approximate
estimates I shall only here state that a weight of metal equal to the chains will

be found to be sufficient, at a cost of £60,000, and thus a total cost, allowing for

land and other contingencies, of £:300,000 per mile would carry such a structure

through the densest part of London ; a sum small compared with the object to be
obtained, and which will probably be much reduced on further investigation, as it

accomplishes the object of railway communication without any interference with
the sewers, water-pipes, &c., and with less destruction of property than a tunnel,

which will be unavoidably most unpleasant for passengers, and more objectionable

for the application of steam and locomotive power than a viaduct, where, if

Parsey's system or stationary power does not admit of a practicable adaptation,

light locomotives may without difficulty be used.

I am, however, dwelling more on this part of the subject than the title of my
paper justifies, my object being merely to show that if a system of larger spans
can with safety be established for railway purposes, there are many instances of

useful application to the public.

Gekeral Remarks upon the Construction op Bridges of
Large Spans.

Bridges may be divided into three classes :

—

1st. The arch—a structure in which the supporting material is subjected to

compression alone, but which contains no rigidity in itself.

2nd. The suspension bridge—in which the supporting material is subjected to

extension alone, which also contains no rigidity m itself. And,
3rd. The girder—in which the material is subjected to both extension and

compression.
Ot these three systems, the girder necessarily requires, from combining com-

pressive and extensive resistances, a mnch larger amount of metal than either of

the other systems.
In an ordinary arch, the compressive force is resisted by the abutments, which

in no way add weiglit or strain to the metal ; but if the arch is converted into a
girder, it can only be done by adding a tie-bar, the arch having then to sup-

port its own tie, or substitute for an abutment, in addition to its own weight.

In a suspension bridge the tensile force is resisted by the anchorage, and if

these are taken away to make it a girder, a compression tube or bar has to be

used as a substitute for tliem (as in the Chepstow bridge), which tube becomes in

large spans, with its supports, by far the largest portion of the structure, and
destroys the bridge by its own weight, besides dbubhng the deflection.

It is thus evident that if you convert a girder into an arch or suspension chain

of the same depth, half the supporting material is at once dispensed witli. from
the duty being transferred to the abutments or anchorage, and the deflection

decreased one-half
Thus, theoretically, an arch will produce the same saving as a suspension

chain, but it is not so in practice, because theie is much greater difficulty in

dealing with compression strains than with extension. In the latter case the

strength is correctly measured by the section of the metal, but where you have

compression strains to deal with, wrought iron is liable to buckling, and you
thus cease to have any true measure of its strength and power of resistance—

a
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diflicuItT irliirh arises not only in larger iron nrclies, but occurs also in deep
ginters, ami tbus limits tlieir extent of application.

Mr. E. Clarke, who published an account of the Britannia Tube, concludes
bis invcstimition of the subject by nrriving at a similar conclusion, in which he
no doubt IU80 expresses the views of Mr. Hobert Stephenson. In speaking of the
limits to wbicli tubes similar to the Britannia would be carried out, he says :

—

" If the dimtnsions of the section ruiuuined constant, and the lenpth only
Mufanniwd, tbe tube \vould break with its own weight when it became about
8B0<ntImi$r.
" But if the dimensions of the section were also increased so that the tube

retained the same pro|wrtioiis, l>ecomin(f then a similar tube to what it is at pre-
sent, it would break with its own weight when it became about 1,570 feet long.
The depth of the lube would in this case be 100 feet ; the breadth, 48 feet; and
the weight (^!2,(H)0 tons.

Other curious properties of similar tubes may be determined from (he pre-
ceding reasoning, but in practice these theoretical limits cannot be approached.
The impossibility of construction—the rapid increase in the weight of the
requisite pillars for any great extension of depth—the necessary additions
for preserving the general form of a large structure, considered merely
as an edifice, independent of its action as a beam, and the great crushing
strain to which the bearings would be subjected, are all elements increasing
in a high ratio with the dimensions, and rendering impossible, on similar prin-
ciples, any structure of much greater magnitude than the Britannia-bridge. This
vill be evident if we call to mind that in that tnbe 21 per cent, of the whole
weight of the sides is already consumeil in stiffening tliem ; and not only would
tbe weight of a lai^r structure iiicnase as the cube of its length, but it would
also retjuire a much larger percentage of stiffening plates in the sides, for as the
pillars mcrease in height, the weight increases as the cube of the length, while
tbe strength is only as the square.

In this respect the ordin.irj' suspension-bridge possessesconsiderable advantages
over other structures, for the strain being wholly tensile, the laws of pillars do
not come into operation, and such bridges may be safely constructed of magnilicent
dimensions with little material.

These advantages, however, at once disappear when the horizontal strain is

resisted by a pillar forming a portion of tlie structure itself, as in the case of the
Chepstow-bridgc ; and the limits of such a system are nearly similar to those of
a tube, the weight jwrfoot run increasing nearly .is the square of the length, and
therefore the weight of the whole structure as the cube.
The magnitude of the arch is limited, like that of the beam, by the danger of

distortion, its stability bemg dependent on the laws of pillars. The thrust
on the abutments becomes, moreover, a formidable difficulty in arches of great
magnitude.

These observations, which are, however, much at variance with the arguments
which decided that the suspension bridge of Telford should be superseded, I fully
concur in, and they are very important. It must be admitted, on all hands, that
a structure whose direct strength depends on the resistance to the extension of
iron, is safer and of greater strength than one which dependsupon itscompressive
resistance. Firstly,—because the extensibility obeys known laws, and metal is

superior in tensile strength ; secondly,—ibr the reason previously described, that
you avoid the necessity of loading your bridge with material to produce com-
pressive resistance ; and thirdly,—becduso the deflection varies nearly as the
square of the depth, and you can have increased depth in a suspension bridge with
little additional material and cost.

A comparison of existing structures will at once prove this, and as an example
I will mention that the two tubes of the Britannia-bridge contain 2,500 tons of
supporting material in a span of 400 feet, while the Niagara bridge of equal
strength and of 822 feet span, contains only 350 tons.

In the face of such undeniable facts, it is surprising that a system of parallel
girders ibr large spans has been adopted, the safety of which, as regards direct
strength, is not so certain because you depend on compressive resistance, which
may suddenly fail from buckling, as you cannot estimate where it will occur from
experiments on a model, and you are therefore only certain of the strength of
your structure as far as you actually test it, and have not that margin of
the excess of certain strength to allow for deterioration, which it is desirable to
obtain.

As these advt.ntages of suspension structures must be obvious, the question at
once siiggesls itself, why have they been abandoned for railway purposes, where
safety is so important ?—the only answer to which is the supposed impractica-
bility of curing the oscillation and the wave produced by a passing load; and it

is to the investigation of this important subject that my experiments and obser-
vations are directed. The first olijectiou of the oscillation or swinging; produced
by a hurricane is not a serious one, as the force of the wind will only occasion
mischief in combination with its action on the timber platform of the bridge,
producing undulation and waves, and has been cured by Mr. Rendal, by the
addition of a girder parapet of wood. It could not occur in bridges with aii iron
platform, and stiffened by a girder of good iron, presenting comparatively little

resistance to the wind ; and I have, therefore, directed my experiments alone to
the cure of the wave.
For the purpose of my experiments I had the model made which I now lay

before the meeting, which represents one opening of the intended Londonderry-
bridge j'j of the intended size, the length between the towers being 13feet 5 inches,
which it is submitted is of sutticient dimensions to deduce accurate results when
larec compression strains are not the subject of investigation.
To illustrate the objectof my experiments, I will again explain that a susnen-

idon chain, jierse, has no rigidity in itself; a weight placed on any part will in-
stantly distort the figure, and the platform will take the form of the wave, and
thus the numerous bridges erected on this principle, without a means ofcor-
recting the distortion, are unfit for the purposes of traffic of any kind.
The obvious correction for this undulation, which has been adopted by Mr.

Hendel and Sir. Rouhlin with success, is a girder attached to the platform of the
bridge, so that tlie weight is distributed and the wave is diminished to such a
dwree as to be unobjectionable in practice ; and the mechanical question for con-
sideration is the amount of wave which will arise with a girder of a given depth
and section of iron.

Previous calculation and experiments on girders enable an estimate to be made
of the deflection of the girder of a given length with a given weight, and there-
fore the deflection of any girder intended to be attached to a chain can be
ealcuJaled.

It therefore occurred to me, that if the relation between the deflection of a

wave attached to the chain, and that of the same girder unattached, could be
obtained, that we should be able to ascertain precisely what girder to allow to a
choin, so that a given load would produce a given amount of deflection.

For this purpose I made a series of experiments upon girders ofdifferent kinds,

attached and unattached to the chain, and the following are the results arrived

at:—
lixperiminits,—Tbe first experiments were made with a model girder to

correct scale, but it was found that, when attached to the chain, the deflection

was too small to be observed, atul it was found necessary, in order to magnify tbe
wave and make its amount more distinct, to have a girder of a quarter of the
depth of the model girder, which was made of angle iron one-eighth of an inch
thick.

The 'deflection of this girder, without the chains, with a load of 42 lbs. placed
in the centre, was r2 in.

The deflections of the wave with the chain attached and 227 lbs. distributed

over the girder when the weights were placed at J from the high tower, were with
i frum lu^t) tower. Ceutrt. i trom lower tower,

lbs. in. ia. in.

M — -10 — '01 + -05

112 — -20 — M + 12
108 — .28 — -00 + -10

Experime/U 2.—In this case the weights were placed J from the low tower.
J ^om higlj tower. Centre. J from lower tower.

IbB. ia. in. in.

56 + -00 + '01 — -12

112 + -15 — -05 — -25

108 + -18 — -07 — -38

The deflections here averaged "32 inches with 1C8 lbs., equal to -08 inches
with 42 lbs., or ,'j the deflection of the girder without the chain.

It was still obvious, from the deflection at the centre, and little rise exhibited
in the wave, that the stretching of the chain to bring the metal surfaces to bear,
still sensibly influenced the result; and I had another wooden girder made, con-
sisting of a plank 7J inches in width, and f-inch thick, in order still more
to magnify the wave, and to diminish the error fi-oni the stretching of the chain.
The deflection without the chain attached was r48 inch, with 10 lbs.

Experiments with the Chain attached.—With 56 lbs. placed at J from
the high tower on the girder, which was previously quite unloaded, the deflections

were, at

i from J from i from i from S from * from if from
H.T. H.T. H.T. II.T. H.T. H.T. U.T.— -31 — -48 — -32 — -02 + -22 + -29 + -15

KxPERi.MENT 2.—~01b8. being equally distributed over the girder, and SOlbs. at

i from high tower.
— -28 — -42 — -25 + -Ol + -23 + '28 + "20

ExrERiMENT 3.—160 lbs. all over weight in same place.— -20 — -35 — -20 + -02 + -20 + -23 + -U
Experiment 4.—193 lbs. equally distributed; 561bs. as before.

— -18 -- -31 + -17 + -05 + -18 + -20 + -14

The deflection here indicated with the model loaded with a weight represent-
ing 96 tons on the bridge (which e.xperiiuent was several times repeated), was
•31 with 56 lbs. = '055 with 10 lbs., or one-twenty-sixlh of the deflection of the
girder without the chain.

Tills result being so much at variance with the general view of the subject,
although very nearly in accordance with my calculations, I determined to verify
it by a smaller girder 6 inches by J of an inch thick, which would render the
wave still more visible, the observations being made with great nicety.

The deflection at the centre, when not attached to the chain, was 2-375 inches
with 8 lbs.

Girder attached to the chains, 193 Ibs;, being equally distributed over
it. The deflection, with the weight placed a quarter from the high tower,
was :

—

lbs. i from H. T. Centre. 4 from L. T.
50 — -04 + -13 + -53

Experiment 2.—With 56 lbs. at the centre of bridge the "deflectioff

was -30.

The deflection of the wave here exhibited at a quarter of the length, with the
bridge loaded to a weight equivalent to 100 tons on the actual bridge, which ex-
periment was repeated several times with the same result, was 0'64 inch with
56 lbs., the deflection without the chains being 2-375 with 8 lbs., or 25 times the
amount, thus confirming the previous experiment,—a result so at variance with
the preconceived notions of many engineers, that it is to be expected, in some
instances, it will be received with incredulity ; but an investigation will show
that the result is in accordance with the law.

i-H = a constant quantity.
6 rfaar

If the girder were supported only in the middle, the deflection of the half

girder would be one-eiglitli, but as one-half of the girder cannot deflect without
the other half rising from the action of the chain, it is reduced to -/g ; but the

girder is not supported at one point only, but at various points, which will still

further reduce the deflection.

Assuming -27 to be the true average result, I have calculated the necessary

dimensions of a girder as follows :—It being determined by the Board of Trade

what amount of weight should be the test to produce a given deflection on half

tlie girder, we may derive from existing girders the weight which must be given

to such a span as the INiagara Bridge to reduce the wave to a given amount.
Let us assume, for example, that 200 tons on one-half the span shall not produce

a wave exceeding 2 inches. To deduce the result from the Boyne Viaduct we
have the ascertained fact tliat in a girder of 2C4 feet span, the deflection with 540

tons all over was 1 foot 9 Indies.

The deflection, if of the length of the Niagara Bridge, would have been 264' to

28.33 : 1-9 : 57in. |2 = 2-11 in. is tlierefore the deflection, which would have been

produced by a weight of of 540 tons, and therefore 200 tons would produce
•79 in. deflection.

The weight of a girder of the same section as the Bovne Viaduct would be 932
tons, 204 : 820 : 300 : 932 tons, and to produce 2 in. deflection, 368 tons, if made
of ordinary iron ; but if made of superior metal, the reduction of weiglit will be
in proportion to the increased strength.
To obtain the result from the Britannia Tube, we have as an ascertained fiict

that its weight is 1,600 tons, and that its deflection with 200 tons all over,
1-26 in. 2403 : 8203 ; 1.25 ; 7.04.

The weight of the tube of 820 ft. long would have been 2,852 tons.
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The deflection, if attached to a cliain, ^^'30 in.

The weight, tlierefore, to produce 2 in. deflection, with 200 tons, will be

370 tons, whicli nearly agrees with tlie calculations from the Boyne Lattice

Bridge. To compare the Britannnia Bridge with a suspension end of the same

span, and to produce the deflection, we have ^weight of the chauis equal 500

tons. „ _CONCLUDINO BBMARKB.
By the above calculation we arrive at the result that spans much above 820 It.

mav be constructed even witliout iaiproved metal where girders are not practi-

calile, and that in large spans, where they are practicable, a suspension girder,

tested with the same load, and to the same deflection, will only require
J
or ^

ot

the metal, and will be a safer structure from depending on the extension of the

material.

This result is the more important because the advocates of parallel girders

have acted on this assumption—that the construction of a platform 450 tt. long,

sufliciently rigid for railway trafiic, almost amounts to the construction ot a

girder itself.

When my paper was read at the Dublin meeting, there were several girder

engineers present, but tliere was no observation made during the discussion upon

the especial object of my experiments, except by Professor Rankine, who investi-

gated the subject on the spot, and arrived at nearly the same result.

The only observation made by other engineers was to the effect that there

would be some oscillation or motion which could not be arrived at by investiga-

tion, but without any denial of tlie truth of the deductions of my experiments.

Now, I venture to contend that the amount of deflection of a given girder with

a given weight can as clearly be arrived at by investigation when it is attached,

as when it is unattached to a chain.

There may be practical points more in favor of one construction than another,

which I am prepared, as a practical man, to discuss ; but these are questions

rather for the Institution of Civil Engineers. But whatever these practical

failures may be, there must be a certain deflection which arises with a given

force or weight applied, and it is this—the first and most important inquiry in,

every mechanical structure, which is alone the subject that 1 am now desirous

should be investigated and understood.

With reference to any supposed practical objection to suspension structures,

when applied to railways, even when the wave is cured, I will only observe

having had great experience in railway construction, I am unable to form an

opinion, without further explanation, of what is referred to, although some rail-

way engineers adliere to the idea that no weight of girder will make a chain

rigid, yet this was the original proposition for the boiler, but some of the most

eminent men have expressed a contrary opinion. Telford, with whom I had the

honor to serve for a time as pupil, and Sir \V. Cubitt, whom I also served

several years as engineer on the London and Dover railway, and who has had

great experience in railways, arc lioth fully satisfied that the suspension con-

struction might be adapted to every description of bridges.

Mr. Rendel, who constructed the Inverness Bridge, and Mr. Vignoles, who
constructed the Kiev Bridge, in Russia, have expressed a similar opinion. Both

of these bridges bad stiffening girders, of small depth, and the efiect from obser-

vations made on passing loads (the Inverness Bridjie having had a locomotive

over it on a truck) fully bears out my calculation of the ratio of the deflection

with or without a chain.

I may add, that in America, suspension bridges have been used for aqueducts

with success, as well as for a railway bridge, and that tlie wave of the Niagara-

bridge, which has a girder of wood, is less than my calculation would give; in

fact, I should have doubted whether any wooden girder construction could have
reduced the wave of a span of 820 feet sufficiently for heavy traffic either for road

or a railway.

It maybe true that public feeling is against suspension bridges, from the re-

peated failures arising from want of metal, and from no means of curing the wave
which arises, as my model has shown, by the smallest weight applied at any one

point; but this is only a reason why men of science should look at the question

and correct an error which is a check upon useful enterprise and upon the pro-

gress of public improvement.
When alluding to the adoption of a system of large spans for the relief of

London traffic, it was not intended to express a decided opinion that this is the

best mode of removing the difficulty, although I believe, on mature considera-

tion, it will be found to be so, as the objections to the other modes suggested are

very great.

Tramways in the streets will be more beneficial than is probably expected, but

as London streets are generally so narrow, little can be done by this system, un-
less stopping at shops or residences is prohibited, except at appointed places.

The construction of a viaduct consisting of a series of shops, with a railing on
the top and a street on each side, as suggested by Sir Joseph Paxton, would be

the most perfect arrangement, but the cost would be serious ; and the railway

must follow the surface of the ground, or nearly so, which would render the

gradient unfavorable.
The scheme, however, which contends with the greatest variety of difficulties,

although actually in course of construction, is the tunnel under London. It is

expensive, not only from destroying property on the surface, but from inter-

fering with and disarranging the sewer, gas, and water pipes. Sec, under the surface.

The passengers will be inconvenienced liy travelling in the dark, and in a tunnel

in which the atmosphere (being immediately under the surface of a crowded city),

must be necessarily very impure.
An underground system has also the objection that the application is limited

to the elevated parts of London, as, if below the level of high water, it would be

liable to inundation.
The use of steam power is also prohibited by Act of Parliament ; and Parsey's

air engine, not being applicable, the girder system has, in this respect as well as

others, the advantage, as steam power may be employed if necessary.

In conclusion, I will, however, observe that whether suspension girders are

applicable or not to the particular purpose of London traffic, there are many cases

wliere the benefit of railways may be extended by a safe and economical system
cf largo spans, where they would otherwise be prohibited by the cost of execution,

and I therefore trust not to have been in error, as far as relates to the mechanical
points, in bringing this important subject before the British Association.

THE CAMBRIAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.*

ON Tuesday morning a large party of excursionists started for Beaumaris.

Arrived there they first visited Bryn Britain, said to liave been the site of a
Roman camp, though there is little trace left ; next Hen Bins, or " ol<l palace,"

formerly the residence of the Bulkeleys. The party were next conducted over

the church by the Rev. Dr. Jones, from whence they |)i'oceeded to the Castle,

under the guidance of Mr. Clark, of Dowlais. That gentleman, in the course of

his elaborate explanation, pointed out the precise iHwition of Beaumaris in tlio

chain of Welsh military works, and showed that it was with Caernarvon and
Harlech, a grand precaution taken by Edward I. to prevent the Wt4»li again

taking post on Penniaenmawr, or establisliing tliemselvcs upon the flanks of

Snowdon. Mr. Clark then said a few words upon the principles of Norman for-

tifleations, explained by reference to the gate-house before them the nature of a
flanking fire, and then passed at once to the details tt the great work in the

midst of which they were assembled. Beaumaris Castle is built on the southern

shores of Anglesea, upon the mouth of the Menai Straits, in full view of one of

the finest prospects in North Wales, having the sea and the expanse of Arvon,

no longer " dreary " for its foreground, and in the distance a chain of mountains

extending from the Great Ormeshead and Peninaenmawr to Cam David and

Cam Llewelyn of the Snowdon group, and displaying in full view the magnificent

gorges of Aber and Nant Francon. Tlic town of Beaumaris stands close west of

the castle, and the space, which, by the retirement of the water or the encroach-

ment of the land, has been gained during the last four or five centuries has, with

great judgment, been laid out as a promenade. The castle is an excellent example

of an Edwardian or concentric fortress, in which the engineer was left to lay down
his plan unfettered, as at Omway or Caernarvon, by the peculiar disposition of

the ground. It is composed of two courts, of which the inner is a quadrangle of

about 50 yards square, contained within four curtains of the unusual height of

40 to 50 feet, and of the still more unusual thickness of 16 feet at the summit.

At the angles and in the centres of the east and west sides are drum towers, six

in all, and the greater part of tlie north and south ends are occupied by gate-

houses. The angle towers are about 48 feet in diameter, with walls 12 feet thick,

and the passage bv which each is entered at the gorge from the court passes

through 22 feet of masonry. Three of these towers arc spanned by a single rib,

intended to carry the joists of the floor above. Each has a well-stair at its

gorge, and communicates with the trefoiled galleries, and with the ramparts.

The middle tower in the east side is a chapel, an oblong chamber, resting on a
vault, with a polygond apse and groined roof. It is entered from the court by a
double doorway, trefoiled, and has a vestry on each side communieatinj? with the

triforial galleries of the curtain, but with loops and on the north side a hagio-

scope or squint, looking into the chapel. The wall of the chapel is divided into

seven bavs, of whicli the five outer ones are pierced by lancet windows opening

upon the'face of the tower. The whole lower stage is panelled with trefoil heads,

as is the west end. The north gate-house is of the usual Edwardian plan, oblong,

projecting into the court, with drum towers at the inner angles and half-round

towers to the field. The ground floor is traversed by the entrance passage, par-

tially vaulted and crossed bv three portcullis grooves. On each side is a lodge

and a porter's prison. Tlie"first floor contains the great hall, 73 feet by 23 feet

6 inches, with five windows looking into the court, with flat-headed arches, of

two lights, with transoms and window seats within. They are peculiar. Two
fire-places remain—one in the north centre, one at the cast end. Tlie only en-

trances were by narrow well stairs contained within the towers. The hall com-
municated with two chambers above in the half-round front towers, and these

again with a portcullis' chamber above the entrance. There is a second story,

excepting over the hall. It is clear from the inconvenient arrangements of the

hall, that it never was intended for more than the accommodation of the military

governor of the place. The southern gate-house, in general plan, resembled that

on the north ; the inner part projecting into the court was pulled down, it is

said, 200 years ago, for building materials. The foundations remain, and show
the ground plan. The curtain walls are very curious, being traversed by a com-
plete series of triforial passages, wliich communicate with an extraordinary num-
ber of chambers in the wall, some for guard-rooms, others for the purposes of

sewerage. The lower part of the eastern and north curtains seem to contain a
most remarkable series of sewers of great area, and which no doubt opened into

the sea. The plan of the outer court is an octagon, symmetrical, or nearly so,

and containing the quadrangle. Each of its angles is capped by

a drum tower, between each pair of wliich is another tower, thirteen

in all, the place of three being occupied by gatehouses and a spurwork. Tliis

court is very narrow, so that even if the assailants entered it they could not

muster in very great force. The walls are low, and of moderate thickness, the

requisite breadth of rampart being given by an intemal projection upon corbels.

The walls are looped, parts of this court are marshy and seem to have been exca-

vated for fish stews. The gatehouses of this court are placed obliquely to those

of the river court, so as not to allow of their being raked or carried by a direct

rush, and a sort of outwork has been added in front of the inner south gateway as

a further precaution against surprise. The outer northern gateway appears never

to have been completed. The central gate arch has been blocked up in mmlem
times. The lateral chambers each had a small door from the inner court which

have been blocked up, probably when the architect decided not to proceed with

the work. It is said there was an outwork about 300 yards in advance of this

front. The south gate is flanked by a long caponiere or spur-work which runs

out fi-om the outer curtain towards the sea, containing a fine gallery with loops

either way, and surmounted by a. broad rampart walk. In a drum tower upon

this work is a staple with a ring said to be for mooring ships which then floated

up to the walls. There is a smaller but somewhat similar spur-work at

Chester. The exterior moat has been filled up for some years ; but in high

tides the sea has been known to rise to the foot of tlie walls. The interior

court appears to have been occupied by buildings, no doubt of tunber, placed

against the walls. Some of these buildings may have contained the kitchen, the

fireplaces, which remain, being large. The marks of the drawbridges, and the

contrivances for strengthening the gates with bars deserve attention.

After inspecting the castle, the whole of the party were invited by Dr. HiII,

Head Master of the Grammar School, to hmcheon, after partaking of which the

excursionists proceeded in the direction of Penmon, halting at Castell Lleimog,

a small square fort, with a circular tower at each corner, built by Hugh Lupus,

EarlofChester, and Hugh, Earl of Shrewsbury, A.D. 1098, when they invaded

Anglesea, and committed great ravages. This fort was taken from the Parlia-

mentarians in the seventeenth century. Penmon Priory stands in a spot which

• Concluded from our last.
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Iianiionises deliciously with the idea of seclusion. Tlie chureli and conventual
buildlners " oripinally formed three sides of a small court approached by a flight

of steps, open on the east side." The cloister was prolviWy on the north side

—

perhaps the overliniigiug limestone cliiis may have formed a natural cloister

;

" and a walk underneath them 'may hate led to the holv well, which still re-
mains and bears marks of its former celebrity." The chief existing remains
consist :—1. Of the church, once a regular cross church, but now without a north
transept. Antiquaries ditl'er as to the aee of the nave, south transept, and tower
—some assigning them, in part, on good grounds, to the second half of the tenth
ceiturv, others refer them to the earlier portion of the thirteentli century—the
days of Llewelyn ap lorwerth ; and the Rev. H. L.Jones, who has examined the
nuns carefully, expresses an opinion that they are of an early date. The beautiful
round-beaded doonvay in the south wall may have been constructed in the thir-

teenth century, " when ^e monasterv was re-endowed, and the buildings very
probably improved and enlarged." \Vhatever may be its exact date, Penmon is

one of tile most interesting examples existing of an early church. The chancel is

of the fifteentli centui^r, and contains a water-stoup and font of the same date as
the nave. 2. A building, now a farm-house, unites the south transept with the
ivied refectory : the lintel of its east window on the south side is of the shaft of
an exquisite early British cross. 3. A large and curious domical pigeon-house,
probably built early in the sixteenth century, stands near the church, and is well
wortli inspecting. A cross of great beauty, removed from the churchyard, may
be found m the npper part of the Deer-park, belonging to Sir R. Bulkeley, on the
hill above the church.
At the evening meeting Mr. C. Babisoton gave a description of the day's

excursion, omitting, for obvious reasons, further description of Beaumaris
Castle.

The Rev. John Griffiths, rector of Merthyr Tydvil, then read a paper on
" A Tour through Wales in ltio2," giving therein a short biography of Taylor,
the Water Poet. He was followed by the Rev. H. L. Jones, who delivered to
th* meeting tlie result of his summer's study of the " Incised Stones," witli

which Wales abounds, and which, as he stated, are important to the correct study
of archteology. Interesting though these results were, we are compelled to leave
them out in this place—referring the reader to the resume of Dr. Simpson. A few
other and minor subjects closed a most satisfactory evening.
On Wednesday the excursionists proceeded to Anglesea—the principal object

being to examine the primeval structures and remains in which the particular
particular part of the column visited is peculiarly rich—details of which were
given at the evening meeting by Mr. Clark. That gentleman commenced at the
sepulchral chamber at a place kno<vn and called in the map as " Ogof," which
he supposed meant a " cave." There was an extremely curious cromlech here,
supposed to have been placed under a mound, of wluch they had a complete
evidence before them. With respect to the details of it he thought that it was
of the utmost importance that a plan or a survey of the stones should be carefully
noted. They next came to Porthamel—" Portli," meaning a porch, entrance, or
strait; " Amel" supposed by some to be an abreviation of " Emilia." It was
evidently a place of defence, and the site showed the dwellings of the renowned
and ancient heroes of the country. From there they came to Brynybeddau,
which he was told meant a liill or ridge of graves. Then they came to Castell
Idris, which was a half-round camp formed by a kind of natural precipice, the
earthworks of which were very curious. " Idris" was, doubtless, a name of a
departed hero lost in the annals of the country.

Llanidan church he declared to be in a very discreditable state. There was an
old font within it which ought not to be rolling about in the manner they had
found it, and he thought tliat by an outlay of a few pounds the interior would be
much improved. There was, besides the font, a very curious old stone of reliquary,
which must have been the shrine of some very important saint ; who that person-
age was ought to be the subject of future research. Having visited Hirgad and
Caerleb, a Roman camp of an oblong figure with a prctoiiuin in the middle, they
next came to "Cytiru'r Gwyddelod," which appeared to be a collection of Celtic
huts, also to a cromlech, or rather a chamber, where there was no mound. They
paid a visit afterwards to the incised stone at Frondeg which had been alluded
to bylMr. Jones, on the previous evening. Mr. Clark again recurred to the church
spoken of, and alluded to its register written in Latin, in 1G06, which he hoped
would be carefully preserved. At Plas-Newydd they inspected the tumulus and
cromlech,' where important discoveries might jbe made if a miner was placed to
open the cells there and see where the passage leads to. He then proceeded to
show how cromlechs could be placed and insure so perfect a level in such a
position, which he did by means of an illustration of the means adopted in India
for fixing huge monumental structures.

Variotis remarks, in further illustration of those made by Mr. Clark, having
been made,

Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh said that one of the most interesting sights
they had seen, was, in his opinion, the old British tovm of Porthamel, with the
numerous foundations of its circular houses. They were found to be very common
in various localities in England. Such circular bee-hive shaped houses were
common also as ruins in different parts of Ireland. In England the mere circular
foundations only were for the most part visible, just as at Porthamel, and the
other collection of them visited to-day in Anglesey. In Ireland they had fre-
quently more than the foundations apparent,—some of these collections of
circular habitations having their walls standing still several feet high ; but in
that country they had not been inhabited apparently for near two centuries at
least. In the old city of Fachan, in Kerry, they existed in great quantities ; but
all, or almost all, with the domes or roofs destroyed. But on the shores of the
Isle of Lewis, in the Scottish Hebrides, they did not only exist, but were still

inhabited at certain seasons by a population who are still almost nomadic. He
thought, however, the Cambrian archaeologists were perhaps too much in the
habit of looking upon all their collection of houses surrounded by wall as camps
instead of cities. The old Welsh fought often enough, but they were surely not
always fighting, and In peace and in civil life they required cities to dwell ia as
much as their modern descendants, and he thought that possibly various
collections of habitations on the Welsh hills and plains were really civil and not
military places ; towns—very generally here as elsewhere in these ancient as in
more modem times—fortified towns, hut not camps. There were data to prove
that some of the fortified hills whose tops were covered with ramparts, and
collections of some walls and circles on the English and Scotch borders, were
abodes of peace and not of war. Thus the mountain of Yevering Bell in
Nortbuinberland--crowned on the top with a most enormous rampart of stones,
with various divisions within the circle of its stupendous walls—was the summer

,

palace of King Edwin in the sixth century ; for Bede distinctly stated that
Caelmus visited him at this the King's summer residence, and baptized for

several days, the converted natives in the adjoining river Lien. After adverting
to some questions relative to the cromlechs or sepulchral chambers which they
had seen in their day's visit, Dr. Simpson went on to speak of the inscribed
monumental stone which they had visited at Frondeg ; and stated the pleasure
and instruction with which they had listened to Mr. Jones's interesting com-
munication on that subject. They had only found as yet two such inscribed stones

in Scotland of the same Romano- British character—the first about 80 miles from
Edinburgh—a large round monolith with a broken inscription in the usual form,
but containing apparently two of the names on one of the Welsh stones. The
second analogous Scotch stone had been found as a coffin-lid in Eltruck, and had
not yet been fully read. More search would, he doubted not, detect more ex-
amples in Scotland. Mr. Jones's remarks appeared to him specially interesting

in this respect—that some of the inscribed Welsh stones which he showedj
probably of the 6th or 7th century, were perhaps the very earliest monumental
notices which exist of Christianity in the British Isles. Though the Romans
held Britain as a colony for about four centuries, and had left in it almost in-
numerable sepulchral and sacred inscriptions, they had not, he believed, left any-
where any lapidary evidence of the existence of Christianity among them. No
Christian emblem, or any reference to Christianity, exists on the inscribed stones
found in any of our Roman cities and stations. But we have strong indirect

lapidary evidence that Christianity did exist among them in the curiousfact that
the cities placed along the Roman wall in Northumberland, at York, and else-

where, various temples, tablets, and altars, had been found dedicated to the
worship of Mithras. Every wliere in the western Roman colonies, the worship
of Mithras as an Eastern God, seems, according to both ancient and modern evi-

dence, to have been set no as an opposition worship to Christianity—and many
of the same rites and sacraments practised by the Mithraic followers. There is

abundant monumental evidence in England of the worship of this spurious or
opposition type of Christianity, if it may be so called ; but no lapidary evidence
of the existence of that true Christianity before the date of these Welsh stones
with their remarkable Eastern Christian symbols and crosses, and these, with in-

scriptions, which, in several instances, so distinctly marked the Christian
character, and even occupation of those whose loss they were intended to com-
memorate.
The Rev. E. L. Barnwell then read a portion of an old MS., written 200

years ago, about the reign of James I., giving an account of the manners and
customs of Anglesey, which, though extremely interesting and unique, we can-
not transfer to our columns. This closed the evening.

On Thursday the general committee met for the transaction of the necessary
business of the Association, after which the principal places of interest in Bangor
and its locality were visited. A large party visited the Cathedral, led by
Mr. Kennedy, who pointed out to them the principal architectural details and
history of that edifice. It appears tliat the cathedral church of Bangor is dedi-
cated to St. Daniel, by whom it was first founded, about the year 525. The
Cathedral was destroyed in 1071, by the Saxons, but was rebuilt by King John
in 1212. It suffered greatly, as did the cathedral church of St. Asaph, in the
wars between Henry III. anS the Welsh about 1247. During the rebellion of

Owen Glyndwr the Cathedral was destroyed by fire A.D. 1402, and rebuilt in

1492 by Bishop Dermis or Dennis, temp. Henry VII. The tower and nave of

the Cathedral was added by Bishop Skeffington, in ly.'32, the tower was
designed to have been carried up to double its present height, as appears by the
thickness of the wall; but on Bishop Skeffington's death, his executors im-
mediately roofed it in at its then height, thus depriving the edifice of its intended
and due proportions.

Owen Gwynedd, a valiant Prince of Wales, was buried here beneath a
plain arch in the south transept. Bishop Skefiington's heart was also deposited
here in 1530 ; but his body was interred at Beaulean, of which monastery he had
been an abbot. In the year 1858 the works of the new oak roof over the choir er
chancel were completed under the direction of Mr. H. Kennedy, architect, of

Bangor, the timber being found to have entirely decayed. About the same period
the magnificent altar-clotli, the two carved oak chairs, and other internal fur-

niture, were presented by the late excellent Bishop Bethel. We are told it is

intended to carve the square stone corbels supporting this roof, when funds can
be obtained for the purpose. Besides the cathedral church, there was formerly
an ancient parish church, which stood behind the bishop's palace, about 400
yards north-east of the cathedral. It was built by King Edgar in 975, and was
called Llanfair Edgar Frenhin. It was taken down by Bishop Dermis or Dennis
in the time of Henry VII., with the materials of which a portion of the cathedral

was repaired. The ground plan of the cathedral church is cruciform, and com-
prises the following :—a nave, 138 feet long from the eastern side of the western
wall to the western side of the archway of the chancel and 25 feet wide between
the inside of the arcades, which are 3 feet thick, and 34 feet high—including

the clerestory, north and south aisles to the nave, extending to the transept,

110 feet long, and 15 feet wide, from the outer-sides of the arcades, to

the north and south walls, which are 4 feet thick, and 20 feet hiRh;
north and south transepts, each 34 feet long, 25 feet wide, and 34 feet high. The
choir or chancel is from the outer or western side of the eastern arch to the in-

side 'of the eastern wall, 55 feet long, and 27 feet wide, and 34 feet high ; the
walls being 3 feet inches thick. The tower at the west end is 18 feet square
and 01 feet high. The pinnacles are 7 feet G inches high. The style of archi-

tecture may be divided into five periods. 1st. The two buttresses and the cap of

a third placed in the centre of the south gable end of the south transepts may he
said to be of the first Pointed or Early English style, perhaps late in this style.

2nd. The north and south doorways in the aisles of the nave, the western arch
opening into the tower, the jambs of the north and south windows in the tran-

septs ap to the springing of the arches, and part of a pier at the eastern extre-

mity of the south aisle of the nave, which are of second Pointed or Decorated
character in style. 3rd. The windows in the north and south aisles, which are

said to have been brought from the ancient parish church by Bishop Dermis,
which are also of the second Pointed or Decorated style. The tracery of these

windows has been preserved on the south side all but in one window, while in the

north side only one has escaped mutilation. 4tli. The large east window and the

font are good third Pointed or Perpendicular of the period of Henry YII. and
Bishop Dennis, or Dennis's work. 5th. The work of Bishop Skeffington

—

namely, the tower, nave, north and south aisles, &c., &c., is of inferior design.

The most interesting monuments are those of Owen Gwynedd, and of the several

bishops of Bangor.
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The party then proceeded to Plas Alcock, called the Archdeacon's house, and

referred to in Shakespeare, the noticeable features of which were the chimney-

stack and tlie stone over the fire-place, now covered with paper. The little

Gothic doorway on the opposite side is said to have formed part of the Arch-

deacon's establishment.

IJefbre proceeding to the castle, the visitors examined some ruins called the

old chai)el. 'Two good Perptindicular windows exist there. They then visited

Penrliyn Castle, the magnificent baronial mansion of the Hon. Col. E. G.
Douglas Pennant, M.P., which occupies a commandinsr elevation, the sup-

posed site of the ancient palace of Rodoric Molwynoij, Prince of Wales. After

inspecting the brilliant suite of apartments, tlie parties were conducted to the

Grand Dming Hall, where a most sumptuous luncheon was laid out. The party

then proceeded to visit Llandegai Church, which is dedicated to St. Tegai, and
contains some effigies from Llanfaes Priory, and a mural monument, in memory
of John \Villiams, statesman, warrior, and prelate. Lord-keeper of the Great

Seal in the reign of James I., and Archbishop of York in that of Charles 1. He
is represented in episcopal robes, kneeling at an altar. There is also an elegant

marble monument, by Westmacott, in memory of Lord and Lady Peurhyn. The
supporters are a femiUe peasant deploring the loss of her benefactors, and a
quarry laborer earnestly regarding the inscription commemorative of their worth.

Beneath are four smaller emblematical figures, representing the state of the

country when his lordship commenced liis improvements, the industry which he
stimulated and recompensed, the religions insti-uction which he sought to difluse,

and the abundance and prosperity resulting from liis enlightened eiforts. Llan-

degai was the scene of battle during the civil wars. It was here that Sir John
Owen, with a small company of soldiers, attempted to arrest the progress of tlie

Parlianientjiry forces under Carter and Twistleton. Sir John was overpowered,

and while many of his men were killed, he, with a hundred others, was taken
prisoner. He was sent to Walmer Castle, and put on trial along with the Duke
of Hamilton, Lord Holland, and other nobles. When condemned, and sentenced

to be beheaded, he bowed and gave thanks to his judges ; and on bemg asked
what he meant, he replied that he deemed it a gi'eat honor to lose his head with
such noble lords, and that being a plain gentleman of Wales, he had been afraid

that they would hang him. He was, however, deprived of this "great honor,"
for Ireton having pleaded in his behalf, he received a pardon, and retired to

Wales, where he died in 1606. A monument was erected to his memory at Pen-
morfa Church, Carnarvonshire.
From thence they proceeded to an old house called "CoehwIUan," the birth-

place of Archbishop Williams. The old hall, the remains of a large pile, is

evidently of the fifteenth century, and one of the finest specimens, if there are

any to compete, in North Wales. It is nearly in its original state, and will

illustrate the mode of living in those days when tlie hall constituted nearly the

whole dwelling, one part being cut off by a division, and divided into two stories,

the upper part of which answers for a drawing-room. The firejilace still remains.
The kitclieu and offices probably formed a kind of square, but none of these now
remain.
At the evening meeting, which was announced to be the last of the series in

connexion with the Association at Bangor, James Davies, Esq., of Hereford,
read a paper on " Parochial Churches in Herefordshire, dedicated to Cambro-
British Saints," in answer to the question " Who were those Cambro-British
Saints to whom some of the Churches in Herefordshire were dedicated ?" This
was followed by the reading of a paper by the Rev. E. L. Barnwell, wTitten by
Mons. R. F. LeMen, upon " Early Breton Antiquities."

On Friday a select party started from Bangor with the view of examining the
stone circles, and ascend the summit of Penmaenmawr, a feat which the most
active pedestrians might well feel timorous in attempting to accomplish. The
name Penmaenmawr, signifies the head, or end of the great stone or rock,—

a

vast naked gloomy rock, presenting towards the sea a rugged and almost per-
pendicular front, its height above sea-level being 1,545 feet. On the summit
stands Braich-y-Ddinas (or Dinas Penmaen), a British fortified post of extra-
ordinary strength, and of extent sufficient to atford shelter to 20,000 men. Within
tlie innermost enclosure is a well with an unfailing supply of pure fresh water.
This is deemed the strongest post possessed by the Britons in the district of
Snowdon ; it was, indeced, impregnable. Here the reduced bands of the brave
Welsh army were stationed, during their negotiation between their prince
Llywelyn and King Edward I. About a miles from Braich-y-Ddinas is Y MeinI
Huion, one of the most remarkable relics of Druidical times. It is a circle, 80
feet in diameter, consisting of ten erect stones, enclosed by a stone wall ; and
there are, besides, several smaller circles, one of which surrounds the remains of
a cromlech. This tract has certainly, at some period been much inhabited, for
in all directions may be discerned the remains of small rude buildings, in great
numbers. Tradition says that a sanguinary battle was fought here between the
Romans and British, and that the cairns were raised over the bodies of the British
who were slain.

The general Committee met in the evening for the transaction of business, this
bringing to a close one of the most profitable of the Cambrian Society's annual
meetings. The next meeting of the Association (for 1801) will take place in
Swansea.

METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
AS AMENDED BY THE SELECT COMMITTEE.*

Vestry or District Board may require Payment of Costs or Expenses
from Oicner or Occupier and Occupier paying to deduct from Rent.—
XCVIII. The two hundred and seventeenth, two hundred and eighteenth, and
two hundred and nineteenth sections of the firstly-recited Act are hereby re-
pealed, and in lien thereof be it enacted, that it shall be lawful for any vestry or
district board, at their discretion, to require the payment of any costs or expenses
which the owner of any premises may be liable to pay under the said recited Act
or this Act, either from the owner or from any person who then or at any time
thereafter occupies such premises ; and the owner shall allow such occupier to
deduct the sums of money which he so pays out of the rent from time to time
becoming due in respect of the said premises as if the same had been actually
paid to such owner as part of such rent : provided always, that no such occupier
shall be required to pay any further sum than the amount of rent for the time
beuig due from him, or which, after such demand of such costs or expenses from
such occupier, and after notice not to pay his landlord any rent without first de-
ducting the amount of such costs or expenses, becomes payable by such occupier,

* Concluded ttom page 66S.

unless he refuse, on application being made to him for that purpose by or
on behalf of the vestry or district board, truly to disclose the amount of his rent,
and the name and address of the person to whom such rent is payable, but the
burden of proof that the sum demanded from any such occupier is greater than
the rent due by him at the time of such notice or which has since accrued, shall

lie upon such occupier ; provided also, that nothing herein contained shall be
taken to afi'ect any contract made or to be made between any owner and occupier
of any house, building, or other property whereof it is or may be agreed that the
occupier shall pay and discharge all rates, dues, and sums of money payable in

respect of such house, building, or other property, or to affect any contract
whatsoever between landlord and tenant.

Deduction by owner pnuing Rent where amount ofExpenses deductedfrom.
Rentpaid to him.—XCIX. If the owner or landlord of imy premises from wliose
rent any amount shall be deducted in respect of any costs, charges, or expenses
payable under the firstly-recited Act, or this Act, shall hold the iireinisea hi re-

spect of which the amount of such costs, charges or expenses shall bo paid, at a
rent not less than the rack-rent, he shall be entitled to deduct the whole amount
paid by him on account of such costs, charges, or expenses from the rent payable
by him to his superior landlord ; and if he holds at a rent less than the rack-rent,
he shall be entitled to deduct from the rent so payable by him a sum hearing the same
proportion to the amount so paid by him on account of such costs, charges, or
expenses as his rent shall bear to the rack-rent ; and if the owner or landlord
from wliose rent any deduction be made under the provision last aforesaid be
him-self liable to the payment of rent for the premises in respect of which the
deduction shall be made, and hold such premises for a term of which less than
twenty-one years shall be unexpired, but not otherwise, he may deduct from the
rent so payable by him a sum bearing the same proportion to the sum deducted
from the rent payable to him as the rent payable by him shall bear to the rent
payable to him, and so on in succession with respect to every landlord of the same
premises, both receiving and liable to pay rent in respect thereof, and holding the
same for term of which less than than twenty-one years shall be un-
expired as aforesaid : provided always, that nothing herein contained shall be
construed to entitle any person to deduct from the rent payable by him more than
the whole sum deducted from the rent payable to him : provided also, that
nothing herein contained shall be taken to affect any contract made or to be made
between any owner or occupier of any house, building, or other property whereof
it is or may be agreed that the occupier shall pay and discharge all

rates, dues, and sums of money payable in respect of such house, building,

or other property, or to afl'ect any contract whatsoever between landlord and
tenant.

Roads, Sj-c, laid out as Streets to be of full Width of Forty feet for
Carriage traffic, and Twenty feet for T?oot Traffic.—C. No existing road,

f>assage, or way, being of a less width than forty feet shall be hereafter formed or
aid out for building as a street for the purpose of carriage traffic, unless such
road, passage, or way be widened to the full width of forty feet, the measurement
of the width of such street to be taken half on either side from the centre or
crown of the roadway to the external wall or front of the houses or buildings

erected or intended to be erected on each side thereof; but where forecourts or
other spaces are intended to be left in front of the houses or
buildings, then the width shall be measured up to the fence or boundary dividing
or intended to divide such forecourts or spaces, from the public way,
or for the purposes of foot trattic only, unless such roads, passage, or
way be widened to the full width of twenty feet, measured as afore-

said, or unless such streets respectively shall be open at both ends, from the
ground upwards ; and any road, passage, or way hereafter to be formed or laid

out lor either of the purposes aforesaid .'shall be deemed to be a new street, and
become subject to all the provisions of the recited Acts and this Act_, and to the
provisions and penalties of and under any byelaws made or to be made in pursuance
thereof in relation to sewerage, drainage, or paving, and to width, construction,

surface inclination, and other requirements and particulars.

Metropolitan Soard may permit Formation of Streets of less toidth, SfC.

—CI. Provided that it shall be lawful for the Metropolitan Board of Works to

Eermit the formation of any such street of less width than herein-

efore provided, or with one opening only, should they under any special circum-
stances deem it equitable and expedient so to do.

Penalties may he recovered hi manner provided by 11 Sc 12 Vict. c. 43.—
CII. Every Penalty or forfeiture imposed by tnis Act, and made recoverable by a
summary proceeding, may be recovered before any justice of the peace in manner
provided by the Acts of the session holden in the eleventh and twelfth years of her
Majesty, chapter forty-three.

Parts subject to Jurisdiction of Trustees acting in Execution of the Act 37
G. 3. c. 87. to be added to ami form Part of ward of Tower in City of
London.—CI 1 1. Whereas by an Act of the thirty-seventh year of the reign of his

late Majesty King George the Third, intituled "an Act for paving, lighting,

watching, cleansing, watering, improving, and keeping in repair Great Tower
Hill, and for removing and preventing nuisances and annoyances within the

same," certain powers were vested in the trustees appointed by virtue of the same
Act : and whereas by the said Act ofthe eighteenth and nineteenth years of the reign

of her present JLijesty Queen Victoria, certain powersfor the better lieal manage-
ment of the metropolis in respect of the sewerage and drainage, and the paving,
cleansing, lighting, and improvements thereof were vested m the said Metro-
pohtan Board of Works, Vestries, and district board thereby constituted : and
whereas doubts have arisen whether the powers of the last-mentioned Act extend
to or interfere with the powers conferred by the first-mentioned Act: and
whereas the ancient boundary of the City of London includes the whole of the

district within the control anil management of the trustees acting in execution of

the powers of the first-mentioned Act and it is expedient that sucli district should

be added to and form part of the ward called the ward of Tower in the City of

London, and that the eastern boundary of the said ward may be continued to the

ancient wall of the City of London a.s hereinafter mentioned : be it therefore

enacted, that the said district and all and singiUar the land, buildings, heredita-

ments, and premises, with their, and every of their rights, members, and
appurtenances lying eastward of the aforesaid district, and between it and up to

and inclusive of the ancient boundary of the said City of London, and also south-

ward of the said district, and lying between the present boundary of the said

ward of Tower and the Tower ditch and the entrance court of the Tower and the

river Thames, shall be and form part of the C ity of London, and be part of the

ward of Tower in the same city ; and the powers and remedies exercisable in

respect of the said district by the said trustees shall and may be exercised by the
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mainder shaU go to the vestry or d^'™^t^oard^[,%'oC?o^^ in case the

the offence 'iras ^"'"'tt^l. "^ *» *"« *\*JfEc^^ committed in respect of that

injury shall have been *tu>ta'ned by or the otten^^^^^^
^^^^ of Works

Bbard; or if such vestry or district |^o='™'
°^"'hv i^^^ shall go to them

be the informers, then the « '°'\ °f /^^ Pl^^l'^'l^oW by any board or

respectively, and »11

«"°»
J^ich shaU |o to or be^^^^^^^^

to their treasurer,

r^<;rucr^a'si'fKc^^t^3HK^^^^^
'^l^'^LTjr^^i'o^^^k^r^^^^^^ P» ?r forfeiture, the whole

rfTudTwnalty or forfeiture stall go the informer,

""^^tic^o/ic^um, ^c-CVII. NO ^t or process^hall^^^^^^^^^^

their "di^ctions, for anything done or jntended ^ be done "n"" » P,„
„f „„,

roch board or vestry under tKe said Acts or this Act, untu^inep
^^^^^

calendar month next after notice m
'7'''''g„\''d'^^J'Ste against su?h officer

board or vestry, or where he action or
P™'=7'\'°|/5^ec«ons^ shall have been

01 other person acting under their or any ot tneir uire
ugg of action

delivered to him or left at his office or
R'^'f

"^
^^""^^.'^^'^SVa^^^ of the

or grounds of the Proceeding or demand and the nan-^^n-^ plac_^
^^^^ ^^

intended plaintiff or claimant and of "'*
"t°™?yi°;:ff»hall not be permitted to

ceeding ; and upon the trial "^ "jny «ctio" the fUif.^
shall^no

p^ ^^^,^^ ^
go into evidence of any cause of action ewept suclias^s sra

| ^^ ^^ 41,^

lerved or delivered, and unless ^"chnohcet^ proved the jury s
^^^^^^

defendant; and every such action and proceeding sh^ioe o™..g
^^

within si:^ months next after the accrua^^ of the (»use action h
^^^

daim or demand, and not afterwards and every such action sna
^^^ ^^^_

tried in the county or place where the cause ot action accrue^

,

^^^

where: and the defendant shaU '" any suchJ ion be at uoer y p
^^^^^^

general issue, and gj" the smd recited Acts and ^h«^^^^^^
^^

fn evidence thereunder ; and it shall be '»'''"' '"^.t'^^^jg.
amends to the

and if upon issue joined upon anvpea pleaded ^tne w'
^;

'
tin'ue, or if

lawful for the defendant, by leave of the court at any time ue.
. .^^^

is.^x?)r^ea5'rhe%t:n:?ilrorott^^^^

hundred and thirty-third section of the «r8tb -recited Act is nereoy
pLment

ind in Ueu thereof be it enacted, that no pe"°"
f'"*" ^u Act or anv byelaw

iu months next after the commission or discove^ of «"«'' onence.
„

Act not to apply to things done btfore xtt pastmg, except as specMuy

Act of 1853.-CX Nothing in inis f' ^''^-recited let liable toany pay

Sfcssrfto'-rA^/wlu^n'o?^^^^^^^^^^
Act had not

%"r£Tt construed together as One Act-^Xl. The said recited Acts and

poi« Ls "The Metropolis Local Management Act, 1^. Th«^f"iP,,!

local Management Amendment Act, 1866
^Tt^ay be cited for^l purposes

Manan-ement Amendment Act, ltS5» , ana mis all majr „ „

of the firstly-recited Act'jnd also an^ dram lor^d^^^^^^
^^^ ^^y „f

houses by a combined operation ja^^ or <:on8
^^^^^^ ^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^

January, one thousand e ght hunUreu an« niiy «
{ Qipoiitan Commissioners of

direction or with the sancuon or approval of ^^h^^^
.^^,^^^ ^^^ ^^

sewers ; the expression ' Water Company ».»^
^^ ^,^^ g^^j^^ ^f

companies enumerated m *« twen y-n'n"i ^ectuin
^ _

the feeeuth and sixteenth years the reign o^<4
.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

four, for the making better prov«ionrespe^tn^ tie
^jpy^.^ Association,

Metropolis, ""da^^so any other comp^^^^^^
^^^^ time being supplying

person, or partnership, corporate or unmcorp,
^^^^^j;^ „^ the word

the Metropolis or any part thereoi ^lui wa
aubiect matters specified in

" street
" slhall be deemed o aPP>.y to and indude the suojec

1^^ ^^^^
the two hundred and fiftieth section of the totlyr^^^^^^^

and include all

and a part thereof ; the expression new ^tre^^^;
^^'^i^Pb^ee^ formed or laid out

streetsMiereafter to be/ornied or la d out or whicn na
^^^ ^^^

since the first day of Ja°»^"'=^1''",?,^^^^^^ f.e maintenance of the paving and
part of any such street, and also an streecs, i

January one thousand

?oadwav whereof had not, prevou^ly to the Aj^t day ot ja^ y
^^^ ^^_

eight hundred and fifty-six, been taken >"'»
^^1 havTnrcontrol of the pave-

mLioner. trustees surveyors or other autl^^^^^^^^
J^^^^ ^^^ situate and a

ments or highways m the pansh or place in ^
^^^ .^^j^^^ ^^^ f^^„,^.

partof any such street; the word pave ;"« PP ^ „, a„y street with stone,

tion,_takingup,orrepa^of the readway or
,^^^^^ ma'cadamised or other

granite, shingle, prayel,
."ff'j^^R' ;'',*,'„ „„„ officer caUed or to be called

;;-reCv^'hetreJl.;&p?^:s^^^^^^^^^^^

I

RUTLAND CHURCHES -No 5 PRESTON
^^^_

rpHIS Church is dedicated to SL Peter and St Paul Tlie^7™''°^,,„ed over

1 named apostle is a key, or two ^ejs w'th a duterent w
^^^^^^ ^^^^^

great part of*Asia, Africa and Europe, and it is conj«:t^^^^^
.^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ j^

Ee also%isited Britain. In the year 6* he settMj uom
.^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

out for execution by order of ^ero on the s^^tn^t « j„^„„„d „ot con-

his own request he was fastened to the fro^s witn nis ^_^^ ^^^^
sidering himself worthy to meet death in the same go t^

_^ ^.^^^^

St. Paul suffered martyrdom on he same day
,

"e,^
^ elevated,

beheaded ; in all pictures and statues he is kno^n by ne^ S
^^„^^,,^

?l^r^i!»^li hltr^^c\K^ the church from

«ie west it seems to be almost embowered m trees

" Whatever beauties he between ;

Whatever scenes aspire to please;

5Iv villao-e spire, at distance Been,

Above its clustering group of trees,^

AVill win my eye away from these.

This is a very pretty njodel^-
th^^^v^^^^af. ^d LUfalTplal^at^oT h?

Sl'^ordTes^^S^^^^^^
needless to say that the "prehensible pract^^

surviving relatives are not

by sheep is not witnessed here , .''°"'^?"^""y surv K
practice,

piined by seeing graves dfg"red by be.n^ trami^^^^^^

which is only defended by those who have an interest m ^^,^ ^^^ ^^^
disappearing, and is never continued after tbe rLStoration o

^ j, jj i,y

eSd. -fhe cost In-or^K/ '?,gX,^h consttfo n^fe, nortrand soi^tl'i aisle/,

the chai-gebearers. The plan
9V'"',^5^'^'ifL°"?the west end. The aisles are

and chapels, chancels *^acristy, and tower at the west
^^^ j^^ ^^^

divided from the nave by three Gorman bajs.U^ecncm^^^
^^^ ^^^

massy. Four of the arches are e afered, and^wo^re enr
.^^^^^j i„„r in

or zigzag ornament. Tl.e cap tals of the responds ana
^^^ ^^^^^ ^_^^^^^^^

the north aisle are escallope 1. Thepontea tower
^^^^^^^

capitals; and the pointed ehancel a.cl. from e "sterea s
^^.^^^| ^.i

capitals and moulded bases The arches of the e 'ap',1^ a
^^^^ .^ ^^

from corbels. In the south chapel there 13 a Piscm.i, "»" 1 , jjn^ (), a

eas" wall From the nave the Decorated east wndow oi four hf,Ms, ni

Ltrd glassby A. Gc^rante, ofTaris has a vj^^^^^^^^^

tray sixteenot'themostimportautevents in he Lil^ana Deatn
^

being in each), viz., the Annunciation, N'^''"'^'
"''f^ Down from the Cross,

Taken before Pilate, "earing the Cross, Crucifix on la^^^^^^^^

Burial, Sealing the Stone and setting a ^^atch, Kesum^uon, u h_ .^

Appearing to tlie Disciples, Appearing to bt. T omas Ascc^^^^^^^^
^^^^^

uAier a cinopy, trefoiled. The traeeiy in the 1 ead oUhe^wm^
.^^ ^

cipally with tUiage, and in the centre ai^Pears tl^. '"scril^tion
^^

Deo.'^ Tlie cost was defrayed by n'e'n''ers ^^^j,^ ^i^,, stained

Rector. The west window of two lights is also
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glass, containing effigies of the four Evangelists—Mattliew, Mark, Luke',

and Jolin—ami pelican and lanil). In the quartrefoil above, the lja)>tisni o'

Our Lord is represented. This window has been erected to the memory of Jlrs-

Mary JJcltjrave, and was given by her two nieces (Miss Sarah and Miss ^lary Ann
Belgrave). There are several marble tablets in the chancel, viz., " .Sacred to the

memory of tlie Kev. Henry Sheild, M.A., Rector of this parish, and of Stoke
Dry." " Sacred to the memory of the Rev. Jeremiah BelgTave, Rector of this

parish, and of North Kilworth, Leicestershire, who died April 8, 1802, aged 9i3.

Also to the memory of Thomas, his 5tli son, late of Louth, Lincolnsliire, who died

April 12, 1789, aged 34 years. And of Samuel, his 0th son, who died in his

infancy. Also ofl'rances, wife of the said Rev. Jeremiah Belerave, who died
August 22, 1815, aged 91." " To the memory of the Rev. John Hill, Rector of
this parish, who died March 7, 1020, aged 48. He was a zealous preacher, a
watchful pastor, just to all, loving to his neighbours, faitiiful to his friends, de-
vout and pious towards God, and strictly careful of his soul." In the north aisle ;

" Henry Sheild, Esq.; died lOtli October, 1792. Also his wife, who died October
4, 1808, aged 82. And Jane, wife of William Sheild Esq., of Frieston, Liueoln-
ehire, who died February 10, 1848, aged 70." In the south aisle :

" Sacred to the
memory of Frances, wife of the Rev. Edward Jones, jun., Vicar of Greetliam,
and eldest daughter of William Belgrave, Esq.,ofPreston,whodied June8, 1811,
aged 38 years. And William Belgi'ave, Esq., who died June 29, 1824, aged 77
years. Also of Susannah, his wife, who died October 28, 1820, aged 75 years."
There is a very handsome Decorated (14th century) sedilia in the south wall of the
chancel and there is an aumbry in the north wall. Thefont is square, bevilled at

the angles : the bowl is supported by a central stem and four circular shafts. The
clerestory windows are of the fifteenth century, under square-headed dripstones.
The priest's doorway is very rich, exhibiting an ogee arch, crocketcdandhnialed,
under window tracery consisting ol trefoils, which assists to light the chancel.
The tower is of four stages. Tlie first stage is pierced by the trefoil-headed win-
dow of two lights, and a quatrefoil above, before referred to as being filled with
stained glass. The spire rises from within embattled parapets : it has two tiers

of lights, each light being under a projecting foliated canopy. The buttresses die
away at the top of the tliird stage. From the ehureh-yard a small bell is seen
suspended from the east window of the ujjper stage of the tower. Its original
use is not known. The furniture of this church is very neat and good. The
seats are open, and the ends richly panelled. The interior is heated by hot water,
the apparatus being in the church-yard. E.\treme cleanliness is everywhere
perceptible, and the whole should be inspected by all those whose churches are
in need of being renovated. Preston is not mentioned in Domesday. According
to the authority of the Lincoln registers Sir Peter de Montfort, Knight, pre-
sented to this church in the 23rd Henry III. ; and in the 4th Edward I. Lady
Alice, his widow, presented. Sir Petey de Montfort was one of the retinue of
his kinsman, the great Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, the founder of the
present House of Commons, both of whom, with many other Barons,
Jell in the Battle of Evesham in 12CC, and which terminated in
favor of the King (Henry the Third). Immediately after this
battle the estates of the revolted Barons were confiscated without
mercy. It however seems that, after the death of King Henry III., his

son and successor (Edward I.) restored the estates of the slain Sir Peter de
Montfort to his widow, and in whose widowhood, it is probable, the church at
Preston was rebuilt, as we believe we shall not be far WTong if we fix the date of
the rebuilding in the early part of the reign of Edward I., as shown by certain
architectural details. Another family who has played a conspicuous part in the
affairs of this country were also lords of Preston. In 1449 Richard Neville, son
of the Earl of Salisbury, was created Earl of Warwick, he having married Anne
Beauchamp, only sister of Henry Duke of Warwick, and through his wife he
became possessed of Preston. This Richard Earl of Warwick, Lord High
Admiral, was of a turbulent, factious, and high spirit, who, after a vast increase
of power and fortune, took upon himself to set up and pull down kings, and is

known in history as the " King-maker." After wasting a large part of his life

in the fury of intestine war he died in the Battle of Barnet on Easter-day, in
April, 14/1. By his Countess he had two daughters, co-heiresses—Isabel, the
wife of George Duke of Clarence, brother to King Edwai-d IV., and Anne, the
wife of Edward Prince of Wales, son of King Henry VI. Alter this decisive
battle between the partisans of the houses of York and Lancaster, the estates of
the Earl of Warwick were confiscated to tlie Crown, but were restored to his
widow by Henry VII. They afterivards reverted to the Crown, and subsequently
this and some other manors were alienated by Edward VI. to various persons.

—

The Rector is the Rev. Wm. Belgrave (1840). Annual value £249.

THE NEW SYNAGOGUE, UPPER BRYANSTONE-STREET,
BRYANSTONE-SQUARE.

THE appearance of the south-side of Upper Bryanstone-street, and the
corner wliere it joins the Edgware-road, have lately undergone a

material change. The low mews in the former street have been removed,
and a new synagogue, now nearly finished, occupies its place ; the small
shops at the corner of Edgware-road have been demolished, and on their site

lofty and imposing shops have been built. The synagogue is built of brick
with occasional red brick bands and Bath freestone. The entrance is by
an open loggia of three arches. This leads into a vestibule 23 feet wide
by 10 feet 6 inches deep. Right and left are staircases conducting to the
ladies' gallery, and corridors leading to lavatories, &c., and to the end
entrances of the synagogue. The synagogue is a rectangular apartment,
soine 40 feet by 20 feet, running from east to west, parallel with the front.

The doorways are in the side wall, the principal one is in the centre facing
the main entrance to the building. The whole frontage of the building is

74 feet, upwards of 20 feet of which is occupied by the minister's house at
the east end of the frontage. The minister's house has a depth of about
30 feet, the main building a depth of C4 feet. It has two rooms on a floor,

and is three stories high above the basement.
On the first floor of the synagogue there is a retiring room for ladies

and entrances to the gallery appropriated to them, and a large committee-
room with a sky-light over, which has a very objectionable external
appearance, and seriously injures the front. It was, however, we believe,
a necessity, not for light, but for a part of the Jewish ritual. The

glimpse of sky, visible through it, is meant annually to typify the wilder-
ness where they sojourn 40 days. The synagogue itself is not sufficiently

advanced to enable us to judge of its internal efll-ct. Galleries carried on
iron columns will run round three sides of the apartment, and iron
columns above them, with arches over, will support the flat panelled ceiling.

At the east end the apsed sanctuary will be situated, and behind it a
cupboard for the sacred scrolls. On the floor of the synagogue there will

be seats fur the men, and a reading-desk for the ofBciating priest in the
midst of them. The exterior, though well worked out in all its details

and with much originality of design, bears little evidence of the purpose
to which it is to be devoted. It looks more like the best class of national

schools. The carving of the capitals is well executed. There is sufficient

variety in the design to make it picturesque without enough to destroy its

regularity. It is composed of a centre and two wings with the minister's

house added at the east end. The western wing is finished at the top by
sloping cornices with trusses, and the eastern wing is carried higher up,
and unites with a dwarf tower and spire. Nearly all the windows are^slightly

horseshoe shape which gives the building a tinge of Byzantine character,

and there is a faint indication of the same quality in the incised ornament
on the arch of tower. Otherwise the building would appear to belong to

the German or Italian-Gothic style, although occasional features show
modern modifications of it, as In the outlines of the trusses under cornices

and the brick keystones to alternate brick and stone voussoirs. We fancy
tlie old architects always placed the nobler material in the crowning
position, but even if they did not, we should have forgiven Mr. Collins if

he had here done so instead of invariably doing the contrary. The
minister's house has a bay window, with stone pilasters and carved caps
and trusses to carry the projecting square rocf. The upper windows are

in two lights, divided by elegant stone columns, and the dormer light

above slightly projects from the surface of the main wall The entrance

to the minister's house is by a plain archway, a rounded opening in a
pointed arch, with alternate brick and stone voussoirs.

All the arches are of the same shape and all similarly ornamented with
the two materials. The main entrance is by three arches having the same
shape—semicircular openings in pointed arches. They are carried by
coupled columns and pilasters and elaborately carved caps ; a small gable
surmounts the centre arch and a pierced battlement the side ones. The
central portion of the front is thence recessed and is pierced by two double
light windows with stone columns dividing them. A pierced battlement
on this wall joins the cornice of western wing. The tower, occupying the
eastern wing, has angle stone columns and a horse-shoe arch springing

from the top of them. The arch is filled with stone panels partially

pierced for light, and an incised ornament enriches the face of the free-

stone arch. A mingled brick and stone corbel table bears the cornice, and
thence springs the ornamental slate spire with an iron flnial at the apex.

The first-floor windows in both wings are in three lights, with the same
characteristics as the other openings. In the wings and porchway bands
of red brick, two course deep, intersect the yellow brickwork, of which the

building is mainly constructed. The architect is Mr. H- H- Collins, of

Torrington-square; and the builders, Messrs. Richards, of Caledonian-
road. The same architect, we believe, designed the four new shops
adjoining the synagogue at the corner of Edgware-road. They are
faced with yellow brick and cement dressings, and are in the Italian

style. They are four stories in height above the ground floor. Each has
a group of three windows on the first floor, with curved pediments over
the whole group. There are two separate windows on each of the other
floors with cornices over them. The attic windows rise through the

balustrade which crowns the building. They have curved cornices over
them with small cement finials. Each shop has a private entrance in

Upper Bryanstone-street.

ORGAN IN ST. MARY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH, EDINBURGH.
WE have had an opportunity of inspecting and hearing this instrument, which

has been almost entirely reconstructed by our townsman, Mr. D. Hamil-
ton. The organ, originally a G organ, has been altered to the C C scale. The
whole of the pipes in the great organ and choir organ have been revoiced, regu-
lated, and cut up a whole tone, thereby giving the instrument an enlarg^ed scale.

The new mi.\ture stops, of which there are three (forming six ranks ot pipes In
harmonics to the fundamental stops), are arranged on an entirely novel principle.

The trumpet stop is also quite new, of excellent workmanship, stands well in

tune, and, from its skilful voicing, nearly doubles the power of the great organ,
presenting a wonderful contrast to the worthless stop it has replaced. The cnoir
organ, also altered to the C C scale, can now be coupled to the great organ
in the octave below, thus producing by the eight feet stops of
the choir oi'gan the effect of a sixteen feet tone on the great organ
manual. The bellows have been removed from tlie body of the instru-
ment, and placed outside, below the east window. The manuals now receive the
w ind from a newly-invented wind-magazine, which delivers the wind to the wind-
chests at a uniform pressure, while the pedals are supplied direct at a high
pressure on the large bellows. The enlargement of the scale of the pipes gives

great breadth and fulness of tone, while the new voicing has enabled Mr.
Hamilton to produce an imposing effect from the whole combined. Altogether

the alterations reflect the highest credit on his skill as a practical organ builder.

The only part of the instruincnt that remains unimproved is the swell. Were
this modernised, which, it is hoped, it will be ere long, St. Mary's orgjan would
unquestionably be the finest instrument of its cla-ss in Scotland. A few weeks
ago we were invited to hear an organ built by Mr. Hamilton for Cilgerran church,

Cardigan, and were greatly pleased both with its appearance and quality. , The
metal pipes throughout were made of pure tin, a vast improvement on the

material commonly employed for this purpose, as they not only last much longjer,

but keep better in'tune, and produce a much finer tone. The employment ol the

same material, wliich is susceptible of the highest polish, in the ornamental front

pipes, had a very elegant effect.

—

Local Paper.
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MEMORIAL TABLET AND MONUMENT TO JOHN HUNTER.

THE Council of the Royal College of Surgeons have caused a beautiful memo-
rial tablet to be placed over the site of the prave of Hunter, whose remains

now rest in Westminster Abbey, with the following inscription :
—" Beneath are

depoeited the remains of John "Hunter. Born at Long Calderwood, I^narksliire,

jr.B., on the 13th of February, 1728 ; died in London on the 16th of October,

IIIK). His remains were removed from the church of St. Martin's-in-the-Fields

to this .VbN>v ou the -iSth of M.irch, 1859. The Royal College of Surgeons of

Enpland have placed this tablet over the grave of Hunter to record their admi-

ration of his gcniiLs as a gifted interpreter of the Divine power and wisdom at

vorkinthe laws of orgimic life, and their grateful veneration for his services to

mauldnd as the founder of scientific surcery." Tliis inscription is deeply cut in

brass, of a Gothic design, inlaid in a slab of polished red granite. Mr. Weekes
is intrusted with tin- model of the statue, which is to be ofmarble, and to be placed

in the Hunterian Museum. Mr. South, the President;of the College, still con-

tiBues to receive subscriptions towards the foundation of a scholarship, after the

jayment for the statue, m order to perpetuate still more' the immortal genius of

Hunter. Our Transatlantic brethren have already sent a handsome sum to Mr.
Soath as a first instalment towards this desirable object. It is right the sub-

scribers to the statue should learn that no portion of their subscriptions has gone

towards defraying the expenses of the above beautiful tablet, or the heavy fees

consequent oil the removal of the n-mains of Hunter from the church of St.

Marthi's-in-the- Fields, and their rc-iuterment in Westminster Abbey j the whole

of this expense, amounting to a considerable sum, has been paid firom the funds

oftbe Royal College of Surgeons.

ABCHITECTURAL SOCIETY OF THE ARCHDEACONRY OF
NORTHAMPTON.

AT the recent Committee meeting plaus for the re-seating and enlargement of

Ketton church, by Mr. G. G. Scott, were examined. The form of bench

pronoeed was strongly disapproved of. Plans for re-building Sutton church, near

Harborough, bv Mr." Goddard, of Leicester, were re-examined and generally

approved. A design for the restoration of the chiincel of Kibworth Beauchamp,

by Mr. Slater, was approved; also, by the same architect, plans for the national

schools at Islip. Plans for the re-seating of Wellingborough church, by Mr.

E. F. Law, which had been formerly approved, were re-submitted to the con-

sideration of the committee. They show the entire re-seating of the nave, with

low open benches in character with tlie restoration of the chancel, excellently

carried out bv the same architect some years ago. Two memorial crosses, by Mr.

W. J. Gillett, ol Leicester, were exhibited, and the design of a reredos for Smea-
ton, bv Mr. Slater, in which several alterations were advised. The design for the

SodetV's s«J, by Mr. O.J. Jewitt, was accepted. The subject of the mode of

grants" made to now and restored churches, by the Church Building Societies,

having been referred to a sub-committee, their report was agreed to. It having

been intimated that the ArchiEological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland

propose holding their great annual meeting at Peterborough in 1801, it was
lesoWed that the society was prepared to promote in every way in their power

the (access of the meeting. Photographs were ordered to be made of ancient

brUges on the Nen, which are continually undergoing repairs and alterations,

aiid the old features ofmany of which are daily becomiug obliterated; also of the

church of Sutton Bassett, about to be restored. The annual meeting was decided

on for Tuesday, 11th September, when the St. Sepulchre's committee will

ascist in the meeting, and Mr. Poole will read a paper on the Round Church.
-^

•THE CORPORATION BATHS, WOODCOCK STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
AFTER having been finally inspected by a committee on Saturday, the 23th

ult., the new Baths erected by the Corporation in Woodcock-street were

opened to the public on Monday following, when the people residing in that

densely populated locality show"ed their appreciation of the advantages thus

brought to their doors by visiting the baths to the number of about a thousand.

The building is of red brick, and the elevation fronting Woodcock-street is

eflfectively treated by the introduction of courses of variously colored bricks in

the arches, cornices, and piers. There are separate entrances for men and
women, and the interior arrangements show that economy of space and stability

have not been lost sight of, while every necessary for the comfort and convenience

of bathers has been carefully attended to. The baths comprise, on the men's

side, one hot and one cold first-class plunging baths, sixteen first-class private

baths, and the same number of second-class. There is also a swimming-bath,

80 feet long and Xt wide, with a depth of water of 3 feet 4 inches at the top end,

4 feet 6 inches in the middle, and o feet 6 inches at the lower end. Numbered
dressing stalls surround the swimming-bath , and the whole is well ventilated.

On the women's side there are six first-class baths, and one first-class plunging

bath, and eight second-class private baths. There is a waitmg-room on each

side, and the ticket-office is so arranged that persons of both sexes may apply at

once, and yet be invisible to each other. The cold water comes from the pipes of

the \yater"Work» Company, and the hot is supplied direct from the boiler, by
an ingenious contrivance patented by Mr. Pumell, the superintendent of the

Kent street and Woodcock street baths. Attached is a house for the resident

engineer, and at the back are the necessary offices for washing the towels, &c.

The plunging and swimming baths are lined with Rufford's white glazed bricks,

and the private baths are also of Mr. Rufford's manufacture. The margin round
the swimming bath is laid with blue and red quarries, arranged in pattei-ns.

The want of the place seems to be a first-class swimming bath, for which there

hare already been numerous applicants. Wc understand, however, that the

original plan of the architect provided for such an arrangement, as well as for

thirty-five more private baths ; and as there appears to be no reason to doubt
that the enterprise of the Corporation in providing this necessary accommodation
win be met by a fiill recognition on the part of the public, and as the ground
taken would be sufficient for the extension, we shall probably see this addition

made in a short time. The works are highly creditable to the committee and all

persons who liave been engaged on them.
The architect is Mr. E. Holmes, of Waterloo street: the contractors were

—

for the building, Mr. C. Jones; for the plumbing, &c., Mr. Whitworth; for the

datamC boilers, and machinerv, Mr. Middletou; for the engine and pumps,
Mr. Dean.
The baths remain open from six o'clock in the morning to nine o'clock at

night, every evening except Sunday, when they are open from six to nine o'clock
in the morning.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT a special meeting held at the Old Castle, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, on Tuesday

last, the 11th inst., for the purjiose of consideruig a communication from

the Roval Institute of British Architects respecting the proposed Architectural

Exaraiiiatioiis and Diploma, John Dobson, Esq., F.I.B.A., President, in the

chair, it was unanimously resolved.

That it is the opinion of this Association that the establishment of an architectural

examination, wbetlicr voluntary or compulsory, and a diploma, would be of great

advantage to the profession.

That It is the opinion of this Association that in carrying out the scheme for

establishing an architectural diploma, the Koyal Institute of British Architects should

malie provision for admitting architects of established practice as members of the

Institute, without undergoing an examiuation, and for granting to such architects a
diploma based upon the merits of their worlcs.

That this Association suggests that all action iu this matter by tbo Institute should

be taken with a view to the ultimate adoption of a compulsory examination.
That this Association leaves witli conlideuce the details of this scheme in the hands

of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

|iCDil{lU.^.

T

Sermons in Stones ; or, 'Scripture confirmed hy Geology.—By Dominick
McCausland, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. The seventh Edition. London:

Richard Bentley, New Burlington-street, Publisher in Ordinary to Her
Majesty, 1860.

HE semi-serious title of this little work of Mr. McCausland's may possibly

have the cflfect of deterring people, who have no especial taste for

sermons" on any subject, from purchasing or reading it. It is, however, by

no means a polemical work ; but a deeply interesting scientific treatise, in which

the subject of Geology is treated in quite a simple, popular style, easily

intelligible to any careful reader of ordinary education. Speaking of what is

to be gained by the study of Geology, the author says :—
The mmcr. the engineer, the architect, and the agriculturist, arc Indebted to this

attractive science for a large portion of the physical benefits and advantacfes, with

which they have supplied their lellow-creatures. From the same source the natural

philosopher has learned how the foundations of the earth were laid, and liow the

vast fabric of man's abode rose, adorned with life, and reflecting divine power and
"oodncss from every stage of the mighty structure ; and to these claims on our

respect may wc not now add the more enduring blessing, which extends beyond the

precincts of human life into the realms of eternity, in that it has supplied us with

a verification of the Record of Moses '!"

This quotation will give a sufficient key to the nature of the treatise; which

we venture to say no one will peruse without pleasure and instruction. It is

evidently the work of a careful thinker iwid an elegant writer, and its popularity

would seem to be established by the seven editions through which it has now

Mr. McCausland divides Ms subject into four brief chapters, in which he

proceeds to consiner what he designates as "The Two Records of Creation,"

the Geological and the Mosaic, each of which he carefully analyses. The Geolo-

gical Record he describes in his Preface to the Fourth Edition as

The gradual progress of creation from the lower to the higher orders of living

organisms—from the simply constructed zoophyte, through the intermediate classes

of the invertebrate mollusks, crustaceans, vertebrate fishes, reptiles, and mammals,
up to man.
And to it he devotes some ninety pages of his treatise, which, aided as they are

by several woodcuts, afford even an uninitiated reader a fair insight into the

scientific portion of the work. He then takes the few opening verses of the first

chapter of Genesis, and maintains that the " six days" occupied by the

Almighty in the work of creation, are coincident with the recognised geological

gradations or laminae, commencing with the lowest or Cambrian formation, and

ascending (coincident with the "sixth day" or era) to the crelaceous and

tertiary formations, ending with the creation of forest trees and the mammalia,

and culminating in man, the chef d'esuvre of the Divine Arcliitect.

The fourth chapter is taken up with an interesting comparison of "The Two
Records ; " and the work is concluded with the fifth and shortest chapter of all,

in which Mr. McCausland, in glowing and evidently sincere language, insists on
" The Inspiration of the Mosaic Record." Here and there throughout the

work are glimmerings— slight glimmerings—iwhich indicate that the matter

contained in this concluding chapter is in effect the cream and object of his little

treatise ; and even the most sceptical of Mr. McCausland's readers will lay down
the book, if not in conviction, at least in admiration of an author so judicious, as

to have restricted himself to a concluding chapter of only twmity pages, in

which to expatiate on the theme or " hobby " he has all along had in view.

Eipon.—The New Connexion Zion Chapel has just been opened.

The foundation-stone of the new chapel was laid on the 3rd of .August, 1859. It

is a handsome chapel in the Decorated early English style, built ofred bricks and
stone facings. The interior measures 73 feet by 40 feet, with a gallery at the

north end 12 feet wide. The entrance front is 60 feet distant from the street, and
has an Early Decorateti doorway under a slight pediment, which rises rather above
the site of a win<low of four lights and appropriate upper tracery. Lights are

introduced also on either side the doorway and at the end of the aisles, which
recede a trifle from the line of the front. 'The pinnacles at the angles are in good
taste, and attract tBe eye from the great but proper sweep of the roof. The
lights in the side wall are five on eacli side, and alternately one of these rises

above the lower portion of the roof, thus breaking with good effect the outward
appearance of the chapel. Inside, a good open roof is supported by cast-iron

Early English clnstered pillars witli a slight addition of the dog-tooth ornament
at the bands and capitals. The interior fittings are in excellent taste, the pews
low and easy, and the pulpit well carved. Two vestries and a library are under
the gallery, behind the pulpit. Connected with the chapel towards the north is a
spacious school-room, measuring 50 feet by 25 feet. Eastward and attached to

the north-east corner of the chapel is a small room contiuning the heating appa-
ratus and a large boiler.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of
the Chapel Koyal, of St. George's, Windsor. " They are of remarkable merit

—

unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes."—^?fte7iffiw?ft. "Highly
interesting and valuable."—7Ja*7y Nfws. "A charming series of value to the
arcliitect and archxolbgist, and cannot fail to interest visitors."—^ri Journal. The
Views conipli'fe (1«) sent free on receipt of a post-office order for :27s., or two samples
for .3b. :;d. Frederic Jones, 146, Oxford- street, Loudon (nearly opposite Bond-atreet).

—AjDVXBTISSJIimiT.
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THE COMPETITION AND DIPLOMA QUESTIONS.
SlB,_It is with the deepest rcgvet;tliat I recoynise the necessity forso niucli

writing on this all-iinportant question—the propriety of some combination

amongst members of the architectural proiessiou against the present system of

competition. It is now asserted that by far the most numerous portion of them

are only awaiting the signal or suggestion as to the manner in which tliey are to

do it, that the present system lias become abusive in the extreme, and tliat tlie

man of art may be tlie subject of ridicule liy those who, by dint of cunning and
" lip-service," or, perhaps, worse means, are superior to liini in amount of ca])ital.

The sublimity of arcliitecture, the professors of which, of old, were so honored

—

and even at the present time decorated by an Emperor who sets us an example in

many things, if we would but leave olf gi-umbling and follow them—is Doing

trampled upon by quackery and incompetency.

And what has doue all this ? Competition. The chicanei-j; and manceuvre

introduced into our committee chambers owe their origin to this, as also those

organised clanships that lead to the doctoring of estimates, and the canvass of

private interests. To preach parity is to intimate a belief in Utopia, bnt to

censure impurity Is a duty to society and ourselves. The lions fight in the arena

of competition, but the fox steps in and can-ies oil' the prize, whilst the hetero-

geneous collection of animals applaud from the spectators' gallery. It is per-

fectly clear that as long as the lions wage the combat the fox will watch his

opportunity ; and it is also clear that as long as they do so they must remain

gladiatorial sacrifices. To devise the way to avoid such sacrifices must emanate

from them alone, as it cannot be expected to do so iirom those who benefit by
them. To devise the way in which they should do this is not so easy, and cannot

be accomplished by a solitary individual suggestion; but, as an advance towards

something like a solution of the ditticulty, 1 beg respectfully to propose the fol-

lowing :

—

Let a meeting be called, somebody will attend, somebody will be willing to

preside, which would clearly indicate the state of professional feeling. And it is

necessary that the public more especially should know the state of (eeliug on

these questions—not only the profession ; and we must recollect that what
appears from the pen in the BuiLDiNCi News and contemporary professional

publications is only generally read by the latter, and the general public are as
" wise in their own conceit " as ever. Let, then, a meeting be called, and so

many abuses have been exposed of late that I doubt not there would be a muster,

and, once commenced, would work out its consequences iu the right direction.

No matter how small the first meeting may be, it would be a starting-point, and
may take into consideration something aki'n to the following propositions :

—

" That the following propositions, suggested by the daily-increasing necessity

of protection to the interests of the arcliitectural profession, be submitted to a
council selected from amongst some of the most influential architects and
members of this combination, for the purpose of being ultimately laid before the

President of the Board of Trade :

—

"1st. That previous to any public competition a committee of architects be

appointed to examine the drawings, the number of such committee to be deter-

mined upon, and these to be selected by ballot from the members of the pro-
fession residing in or near the district wherein the building is proposed to bo

constructed.
" 2nd. That the designs recommended by the said committee be selected, and

subsequently placed beibre the unprofessional committee for examination and
further selection.
" 3rd. That previous to No. 2 taking effect, the ' mottoes ' to be registered by

the architectural committee, and overlaid with the coiTesponding number as

registered, 30 as to be easily removeable, but still to conceal the motto for the

time being, i.e., until a decision on the merits of competing designs shall have
been arrived at.

" 4th. That the representatives of the press be admissible to all such consulta-

tions and inspections.

"5th. That no envelopes containing the names of the competitors be ojiened

until the conclusion of the investigation.
" Uth. That the conditions of such competition be rigidly enforced, and no

consideration be allowed to interfere with such equitable enforcement."

These are not written in the order I wish them, and are only given with a desire

to propose something which may be a starting point for greater effects. They
would be the means of checking those dishonorable proceedings which have dis-

graced our committee-rooms of late. These I would suggest as the basis of more
e.xtended operations. To endeavour to check competition altogether would be
but a hopeless task, but to devise such means as would check those who make a
barter of it would decrease it much, and encourage those whom present circum-
stances deter, and whose exercise of talent and experience would ensure a better

article for the premium. I would sug'g'est that the ai*ehitectural members of

the Competition Committee should be paid certain regulated fees, such fees being
deducted from the amount originally set by for premiation. This would cause
them to regard it as part of their professional business, and not being asked to

make any particular sacrifices, would feel an interest in the work in pro-
portion.

No private society can enforce rules amongst the great body of the profession
;

therefore will it be necessai'y to procure higher and Parliamentary authority for

such an enforcement. It is quite as reasonable also for authorised examuiations
to be made in the architectural profession, as in the legal and medical, tor the
safety and pecuniary interests of the public are vested iu them to a great extent.

That such examinations will be made sooner or later is quite inevitable, and those
who argue against it may strive in vain to stem the torrent of necessity. Let
those who ai'o supposed to represent the architectural profession in the House of

Commons profess themselves prepared to receive a deputation, and next session

act in accordance with the wishes of such deputation, and the matter can be
made clear and straighforward by meetings previous to the next session. What
is wanted is immediate action, and the matter being taken up in the spirit it is

deserving of. Some protection is required both from those who call themselves
members of the profession, and disgrace it by trick and shain, and tlie unreason-
able demands of the public upon time and talent which they cannot appreciate,
•nd of wliich they have no just conception ; for we must remark how quickly
they become alive to an unsafe building or an overchai'ged estimate; how scared
becomes a council or corporation upon the slightest alarm given to their pockets
by a little extra ornament or precaution. An architect must certainly consult

bis client's tastes and inclinations, but the client must be made aware that the
art and science of architecture is as sacred gi-ound as that of law or physic : and
though these even are dabbled with by unskilful and unauthorised IndlTiduals,

they are witlioiit the pale of jirofessional acknowledgment and respectable so-
ciety. To plea.se and accommodate your client is one thing, hut to truckle to ail

his whims and depravities of taste is another.

By an improvement in the system ot compel ition, it would tend mach to cbecic

its tVequency, and to restore what was left of it to a just position. By granting
diploinas we should be able to separate tlie wheat from the chaff, and avoid ttw

sunken rocks of professional connivance. Those who bargain away their commis-
sion for a lump sum per job (which I know is done by one or two in the north of
England, and not very tar from a famous town for cutlery), would soon find a
proper level, and allow conscientious brethren to take precedence. The architect

or builder who does not his duty to his own profession, is not particular about
evading it to his client.

Amongst the objections that are generally rais<!d against the diploma system,

the greatest one is that those who have seen much practical work and are really

clever practical men, will be unable, perhaps, to procure a diploma on account
ofvaiious circumstances, and so cannot be considered as members of a profession,

which position their knowledge fully entitles them to claim. But cannot a
term ofjcars served on works be made paramount to certain points of exaraina-

i tion? These may be easily arranged witlwut much argument. The diploma will

be granted, or wesliall retrograde.

I could not satisfy my oonscieuce by writing only in support of what I have

stated in regard to this agitation were I in the metropolis, I would act also at

once. With the opportunity for this that so many London architects liave, I

hope we shall see them taking it up with spirit and determination.

I am, &ic.,

12th September, 186a A Provincial.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.
Sib,—Would not the following resolution meet the views^J of most members of

the profession, and by beginning at the right end of the question most readily

prepare the way for a respectable line of descendants ?

—

" That the Royal Institute of British Architects be requested to take such steps

as may be necessary to embrace all established architects into a legally constituted

profession, similar to the medical, legal, and clerical professions ; that honorary

diplom.as be granted to all architects who practise the profession of architecture

onli/ ; that all future members of the profession be required to pass an examina-

tion, such examination to be graduated to meet the unexpected requirements of

the case ; that all members be recognised as Fellows or Associates, and pay an
annual fee to the Institute; and that a voluntary examination for a first-class

degiee be instituted." A. B. C.

New London Churches.—A new cliurch, dedicated to St. Luke, is in

course of erection for one of the worst districts ofthe parish of St. Pancras. It is

situate near King's-cross. In the parish of Paddington, a new church is to be

erected for the extensive district of St. John. Two new churches are to be

erected in Westminster, one of them being at present m progress, although not

much advance has yet been made. It is situate in Great Windmill-street, at the

top of the Haymarket. A site has been secured, and plans prepared for another

new church to be dedicated to St. James the Less. A considerable amount of

subscriptions has been obtained towards the erection of a new church in Mayfair.

The new church in Onslow square is rapidly approaching completion. In the

parish of Clerkenwell a new chm-cli (Christ Church) has just been commenced.
It is situate in Pentou-street, Pentonville. A site has been secured for another

church in the poorest part of the parish of St. Andrew, Holborn. A district has

been formed, and the chm'ch will be situate in Bakhvin's-gardens, Gray's-inn-

lane. Holy Trinity Church, Knightsbridge, will be shortly completed and
consecrated. A new church is to be built in Penn-street, Iloxton, as soon as a

district can be constituted. The district will be formed from St. John's Hoxton,

containing at present about 25,000 people, with one church and three clergymen

;

and Christ Church, Hoxton, containing 10,000 people, with one church and three

clergymen. New churches are also to be commenced, as soon as circumstances

will admil, in Poplar (at the junction of North-street and East India-road), and
iu Betlmal-green.

Scarborough.—New Church.—Mr. Badley, of London, formerly a

pupil of Mr. Gilbert Scott, is engaged to build the church on the South Cliff, to

be called St. Martin's-on-the-Hill, and tliat in addition to the very liberal dona-

tion of £1,000, given by Miss Mary Craven, her sister, Miss Ann Craven, has

generously presented £1,000 to build the tower and spues, in order that the fabric

may be worthy of the situation designed for it. Upwards of £-2,000 will still be

required to complete the structure. The building will commence immediately.

Talaton, a village church near Ottery St. Mary, Devon, was re-

opened on the 5th inst. The building having become ruinous has been rebuilt

and enlarged by a small north aisle. The old tower remains, and is a curious

Perpendicular example, having statues of the Evangelists at the four angles of

the upper stage, also the Virgin and Child and remains of other figures. Much
of the old oak of the seating and roofs has been reconstructed. The roofs are

covered with lead. A good Perpendicular rood-screen has been reconstructed and

perfected in its enrichments by Mr. Ship, carver, Bristol, at the expense of the

rector. Rev. C. A. Hoggan, also a parclose screen. There is a rich oak pulpit,

also by Ship. The avenues are paved with Minton's tiles. There are five painted

windows by Mr. Hughes—three in the north aisle, memorials to the late rector.

Rev. L. P. Welland, have this legend underneath:—" In piam memoriam
Laurentii Palk Welland, rectoris de Talaton qui banc alam fieri fecit anno domini

MDCCCLIX." The outlay has been about £1,500. Mr. Ashworth, of Exeter,

is the architect, and Mr. Digby, builder, of Ottery, the conti-actor.

Fall of a House.—Last Friday evening a large house, in the coiirse

of re-erection, at the comer of Wilderness-row and Goswell-street, fell with a

loud crash, without, however, materially injuring any one. A large portion of

the new brickwork, we have been given to understand, had been built on an <"d

party-wall adjoining, and the great weight of material carried away the whole

down to the ground floor. The police district surveyor has had the remains ol

the walls carefully shored up, and no doubt a strict inquiry is nowgomg on as to

the first cause of the failure.
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TENDERS-
VESTRT BCILDUJGS, ST. GEORtiE'S, 11AN'0VER-SQVAR£.

For the erection of a Board-room, surveyor's residence, &c., at Ebury-bride-
wbarf, I'imlieo, for the parish of St. tJeorge's.'Hanovcr-squari'. Mr. li. W. Jearrad,
architect (Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pearson and Uoughncy and Mr. Green.
^Villiauis Brothers £,»)«!
J. llardinK 6,975
J. and C. Tod 8,058
G. Mvers 8,«00
Kowe 8,830
J. Jackson 8,796
Batterbury 6,559
Jaduou and Shaw .,... 6,476

list .£6,250

Adamson andSon 5,903
Watson 6,750
Kvans Bros 5,672
Tod, Jun 5,006
John Gleam 5,576
Kudkln 5,544
Woodruff 5,497

House asd Shop, Lombard-street.
For pnllin°r down and rebuilding house and shop, 45, Lombard-street, City, for

Mr. G. HosUujjs, Mr. H. H. Collins, ardiitect. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pear-
eon and Dou^bney.
Myers £1,160
PicardaudCo 1,100
Ashby and Homer 1,063

Macey £1,034
Kvans Bros 1,050
Newman and Man (accepted) 896

Brewery.—High Wycombe.
For a brewery at High Wycombe, for Messrs. Lucas. Messrs. Pontlfex, engineers

Designs and quantities prepared by 31r. Arthur W. Q. Nicoll.
J. W. Williams, High Wycombe (accepted) £1,900

Supply.—St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington.
For the supply of 500 yards of broken blue G ucrnsey granite.
Jacob Coat, Bridge-road, Hammersmith 146. 6d. per yard.
K. T. and J. Fennings, 12, Wellington-chambers, London-
bridge • 14 3 „

John Mowlem and Co., Grosvenor-wharf, Westminster t ..13 10 „
Kowell and Kobson, York-wharf, Kensington 13 6 „

• Kejected on account of informal tender, t Accepted.

Warehouse, Ciieapside.
For works to be done in pulhng down and rebuilding warehouse, 52, Bow-lane,

Cheapside, for Mr. William Vivian. Messrs. Tillott ana Chamberlain, architects.
Lawrence and .Sons £i,;
Browne and Kobinson 1,707
KIder 1,754
Ashby andSon ^ 1,693
Fish l,0SO

Wills 1,683
Caunon 1,650
Turner and Son (accepted) 1,691

Villa, Beading.
For the erection of a villa, in the Kendrick-road, Keadlng, for Mr. William Eidlcy.

Messrs. Cooper and Goulding, architects.

liricktai/er.
Orton and Child (accepted) £509

Carpenter.
Wells £.398

I
Sheppard (accepted) £349

OrtonandChUd 389
|

Painter.
Harris £1,30 I Moffatt £99
Bristow 118

I
George (accepted) 97

Smiili,
Williams and Biren £20 58.
Hart (accepted) 18 o

Mr. Innes' tender of£130 was accepted for the boundary walls.

Dwelling House, NEWCASTLE-ON-TiiiE.
For the erecHon of a new residence for C. J. Gibb, Esq., M.D., Westgate-street,

aewcastle-on-Tyne. Mr. J. E. Watson, architect.
Masonry.

L. B. Iteed £1,736 I J. Dunlop £1,477
i. spoor 142210 D. Ferguson 1,457
iScott and Keid 1,500 13 9 | W. Gibson (accepted) 1,448

Carpentry.
E. Spoor £1,210
K. B. Ueed 1,190
W. and C. Burnup 1,147
J. and W. Lowrey 1,128
Waite and Howard 1,000 4

Staitng.
H. Anderson £72
E. Beck (accepted) 70

Plunibitiff.
G.Simpson 262 2 2 I Stewart and Young £200H J>«,t»on 219 10 Glaholm (accepted) 198
O.Bailey 210 8 1

_,„

,

Plastering.
Wilkinson £246 5 | Aitken (accepted) £223 14
„ . Painting, <fc.
Hodgson £157 41 Lawson and Son ;...£140 10
rbomas llichardson 155 10 John G ibson (accepted) 138 14
JowpUGibson J48 o|HenryDunn 133

Kobert Curry £968 4 2
J. Dunlop (accepted) 950
T. Gowland 945
J. Bellerby 835

£135
130

_ . Supply.—Hackney.
* or the supply of granite for the Board of Works for the Hackney district.

,, . Per Cute Yard.
Jennings Guernsey granite .. . 16s. lid.
i^oss , Bombay granite ,. 13 2
Piewton Blue Elvin granite .. 12 4
Ko««

.^ Port Hiillip stone .. 9 2
None of the tenders were accepted.

Sewer.-Stoke Newington.
For sewer works at Stoke Newington. No. 12 contract.

Wood and .'ions £418 I Tottle £.340 6 2
Biiton and Clarke...... 413 7 llj

|
Abbot and Hopwood • 320

UartlandandBloomfleld.... 350 17 |

• Accepted.

Garden Works, Great Malvern.
For setting out, forming paths, planting, and completing the pleasure-gardens In

conpexion with the Link llotcl.for the Great Malvern Hotel Co. Mr. E. W. ElmsUe
architect. '

Joshua Bowker, Scarborough (accepted) £774.

Additions, Great Malvern.
For BddlUoDS to "Lawnside," Great Malvern. Mr. E. W. Elmslic, architect.

Mc. Caon and Everal, Malvern £2.50
FerkioB, Malvern 2iO
Smart, Malvern Link (accepted) 225

Dwelling-houses, Whiteciiapel.
For the erection offour houses on part of the site of tlie late Whitechapel Work-

house, Whitechapel-road, Mr. John Hudson, architect, Leman-street.
F. Little £4,333 I V. Hedges £3,832
John Jacobs 3,7'.iS

]
J. U. Tarrant (accepted) 3,694

Sewers, Derby.
For the construction of 4,071 feet of brick sewers and 4,655 feet of pipe sewers in

the borough of Derby. Mr. J. C.Thorburu, C.E., Borough Surveyor.
Tliompson and Fryer, Derby .£2,283 10
Royds and Whittle, Barnsley 2,100
Hyslop, Derby (accepted) 1,408 8 4

Surveyor's estimate, £,1453 7 9

Homestead, Barking.
For the erection of a homestead at the Manor farm. Barking, for Sir Edward Hulse,

Bart. Quantities supplied by Mr. Uobert Leabon Curtis.
Begbridge £1,539 13 Wood and Sons £1,386
Boswortli 1,220 1 Aslimole 1,245 2
Martin 1,215 I Hammond (accepted) 1,147

Cheapside.
For works to be done at No. 12, King-street, Cheapside, for Mr. Surr. Messrs.

Tillott and Chamberlain, architects.
Cannon £050 I Sewell £526
Wills 583 Jennings 522
Fish 558

I
Papps (accepted) 454

Mill, Blackfriars.
For the erection of a new mill at Blackfriars, for Mr. Nevill. Messrs. John

Young and Son, architects.
Henshsw £695 I Hollamby £504
LarkeandSon 589

|
Chessum 470

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CHAPEL.

Filet.—For a Congregational chapel about to be erected at Filey. Particulars from
Mr. John Wrigbii, Hull : to whom designs by October 1.

CEMETERY WOUKS.
Liverpool.—For designs for three chapels mortuary, principal entrance with lodges,
and superintendent's residence, for the Liverpool Cemetery, Anfield Park, Walton,
with plans, specifications, and estimates. The premiated designs to become the
property of the Board, who are not to be bound necessarily to employ any of the
competitors to carry out the works. In the event of the successful competitor being
employed, the premium will merge into the commission. The premiums are three
in number—one of £100, one of £50, and one ot £30—to be paid in the order of
merit. Aground-plan, showing the sites of tlie several buildings, and all ueces-
sarv particulars for the guidance of compelitors, may be obtained on application to
William Gay, clerk to the Board, Burial Board Offices, 12, Clayton-square, Liver-
pool, on and after the 13th of September ; and the designs, plans, and other par-
ticulars intended to be submitted, must be sent in by October 29, addressed to aim
at the offices of the Board. (See Advertisement.)

DKINKING FOUNTAINS, &c.
Durham.—For designs for an ornamental drinking fountain, with reservoir for
supplying the public with water, to be erected in the market place of the city of
Durham. The base of the fountain is not to be more than 9 feet in diameter, and
the estimated cost not to exceed £200. It is proposed to place a barometer and
thermometer in connexion with the fountain, and also three lamps. A premium
of £10 will be given for the best design. Tracings may be had on application to
Mr. Ground, surveyor to the Board. The successful competitor will be required
to furnish working plans and specification, which, with the original design, are to
become the sole property of the Board of Health on payment ot the said premium
of £10. Designs, marked with motto, accompanied by name of artist in a scaled
envelope, to be forwarded to the Mayor of Durham, by September 25.—Any fur-
ther information may be had ofMr. Ground, or of James Mouks, Mayor.

HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Sydney, New South Wales.—For designs for New Houses of Parliament to be
erected in Sydney. The architects of Great Britain, Ireland, and France are
invited to compete. £C00 will be awarded for the approved design, and £300 for
the second best design. The style of architecture will be left to the competitor.
The drawings and estimates will require to be sent under scaled covers addressed
to the Secretary of Public Works, Sydney, to the care of Messrs. William L. Merry
and Co., 30, Cannon-street, E.C. (the commercial agents of the New South Wales
Government), for transmission to the colony by steamer. General conditions,
together with a contour plan, to be had of Mr. Weale, 59, High llolborn, and
of Mr Alexander Hill, Edinburgh; Mr. H. Campbell, Argyle-strcet, Glasgow ;

Messrs. Hodges and Smith , Dublin ; Messrs. I'liilip and Son, Liverpool ; and
Messrs. Thompson, Manchester. At each establishment photographic views
of the locality may be seen. Mr. Weale will give such explanations as may be desired
of him by personal application or by post. Designs to .January 1, 1861.

COTTAGES AND FAK5I BUILDINGS.
Yorkshire. —The Council of the Y'orkshire Agricultural Society offer the following

prizes for designs and plans ofcottages and farm-buildings, viz.:— 1. For the best
plan/or a double cottage, containing not less than three bcd-rooms|in each, and cost
not to exceed £220 the pair, £25. 2. For the best plan of a double cottage, con-
taining two or three bed-rooms, the cost not to exceed £180 the pair, £25.
3. For the best plan of a single cottage, the cost not to^exceed £120, £25. 4. For
the best plan of^a pair of cottages of irregular design, the cost not to exceed £210,
£10. For the second best ditto, £5.
Farm BulUllngs.—l. For the best plan of farm buildings, adapted for a farm of
not less than 500 acres, £50. N.B.—The prize in this class will not be given to
any plan which does not provide for the use of steam power. 2. For the best
plan of farm buildings adajitcd for a farm of 200 acres, £25. Plans of cottages
in competition for the prizes must be sent in on or before November 15th, 11^,
and the plans of farm buildings on or before December 1st, 1860. Particulars
and conditions of competition may be had of the secretary, John Hannan, Klrfc
Deighton, Wetherby, Yorkshire.

BRIDGE.
Truro.-It being the intention of the Trustees of the Truro and Redruth Turnpike-
roads to erect a stone bridge over the Truro creek, in the place of the present
wooden structure called the Boscawen Bridge, the Trustees are prepared to receive
plans, specifications, and estimates for the required works from any persons
willing to prepare the same in accordance with their requirements, and to deliver
the same to John Tippett, clerk, by October 6 ; £25 will be paid 'by the Trustees
for the plan, specification, and estimate which may be adopted.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
GUILDHALL.

Cambridge.—For the first portion of works, New Guildhall, Cambridge. Applica-
tion to be made to the architects, Messrs. I'eck and Stephens, Maidstone, for the
bills of quantities of the proposed works. Tenders to be delivered to the architects

on September 17.
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rUISLIC J1UILDI^'GS.
Cambridge.—For the erection of an aBsembly-room and other buildinea in the

Boroufrh of Cambridge, rians, Ac, with IVck and Stepliens. architects, Maidstone,
and with C. H. Cooper, town ckTlc, Guildhall, Cambridjje, to whom tenders, on
prescribed forms, to SeptombiT 17.

COIIN KXCIIAXGK, Ac.
Ross.—For erectln" Com Exchange, public buildings, &c., in the town of Ross,
Herefordshire, f'lans and 8iK;cilication at the olfice of H. Minett. Ksq., solicitor,

K0H8 ; further particulars on application lo T. Xicholson, Esq., architect, Hereford.
Sealed tenders to be delivered to Mr. Frudcrick (iordon, lion. sec. at the olfice of
H. Minctt, Esq., solicitor, Itoss, endorsed "Tender for Corn Exchange," &c., to
September 24.

CHURCHES, Ac.
KiPON.—For the erection of Ripon Catholic Church and rresbytery. Plans, &c.
with tlio Kev V, Vavasour, North-street, Ripon. Tenders to September 17.

Barnby Dun.—For the whole or any part of the works in thercstoration of Barnby
Dun Church. Tlans, &c., with.!. U. Nuwsome, Esq., Barnby Dun, near Doncaster,
to September 3*th, on wliicli day tenders are to be delivered us above.

Beading.—rians and BpccificatiOHs for building a new church, in the parish of St.

Giles, in Keading, will be lying in the St. Giles's Uall, London-street, Reading,
until the 8th of September. Seated tenders, directed to H. Woodger, Esq.
Grafliam, near Guildford, to September 19.

Hull.—For the erection of a church at South Myton, Hull. Drawings, conditions
and specification, may be seen on application at the vestry of St. Luke's church
Hull; or at the offices of Robert Hlessley, A.I.B. A., architect, 8, Furnival's Inn
London, where copies of the quantities and form of tendermay be obtained. Ten-
ders to be sent to the secretaries of the Hull Church Building Society, 8, Park-row,
Hull, endorsed" Tender for St. Luke's Church," to September 20.

PAKSONAGE.
West Rainton.—For the several works required in the erection of a parsonage
house at West Uainton, near Leamside. Plans and specifications at the oflSce of
the architect, Mr. C- Lee.l, Higham-place, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and with the parish
clerk, West Rainton, from September 13. Further particulars and bills of quan-
tities, may be obtained from the architect, to whom endorsed tenders to Sept. 21,

CEMETERY WORKS.
Battle.—For draining and laying out the ground for the Battle Burial Board;
buildinw a wall round the same, building a chapel thereon. Plans, &e., with Mr.
Henry Carpenter, architect, 3(5, Robertson-street, Hastings. Tenders, scaled to
C. Arnold, clerk to the Battle Board, to September 20,

WORKHOUSES.
Blackburn.—For the whole works, or any trade department of the work, required
for the erection of a New Union Workhouse. Specifications and drawings at the
Office of the Clerk of the Guardians, King-street, Blackburn, on the 13th day of
September next, and for twenty-one days tiiereafter. All information from the archi-
tects, Messrs. J. E. and J. D. Gates, at their offices, Coney-street, York, and
George-street Chambers, Halifax, from whon bills of quantities maybe had, at
58. for each trade department. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New Work-
house," addressed to P. Ellingthorpe, Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to
the Clerk to the Board, King-street, Blackburn, not later than October 5.

BUILDINGS.
Lsleworth.—For first-class work to the value of .-£10,000, near a railway station,
within ;tO minutes of Town. Persons desirous of tendering may, on personal
application to Mr. Page, near the Isleworth Station, learn all particulars respecting
the intended buildings, locality, facilities for obtaining materials, &e., &c. (Sec ad-
vertisement.)

WAREHOUSE.
HuNSLET.—For the works required in the erection of a warehouse to be built at
Hunslet, near Leeds. Plans and specifications on 17th September, with Thomas
Shaw and Son, architects, 2, Belgrave- square, Leeds. Tenders to 2 p.m of Sep-
tember 22.

DWELLING -HOUSES.
Newcastle-under-Ltme.—For the erection of two houses in King-street, New-
castlo-under-Lyrae. Drawings, specifications, and bills of quantities, at the office
of Robert Chapman, architect, Newcaatle-under-Lyme. Sealed tenders, endorsed
" Tender for houses in King-street," to September 20.

Spitalfields.—For the erection of a dwelling-house and store at Spitalfields.
Plans, &e., from September 12, between 10 and 1, at the office of 3Ir. J. Moore
Smith, survev'or, Rokeby House, Stratford.

Habtings.-For the erection of houses on the Warrior-square Building Estate,
Hastings, Sussex. Apply by letter to the owner, J. Troup, Esq., 8, Clifford's-inn,
liOndon.

BARRACK BUILDINGS,
Woolwich.—For erecting quarters for married soldiers at Mill-lane, Woolwich.
Intending contractors to leave their names, and 10s. 6d. for bills of quantities, at
the Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, to September 27.

Portsea.—For the erection of two school-rooms, schoolmaster's quarters, restora-
tion of canteen, &c., at Anglesey Barracks, Portsea, Hants. Intending contractors
to leave their names and lOs. tid. for bills ofquantities, at the Royal Engineer Office,
Portsmouth, to September 25. (See advertisement.)

INVALID HOME.
8t. Leonard'b-on-Sea.— For the various works required inithe erection of the
Ladies' Invahd Home, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. Drawings, &c., ;at the office of the
architect, Francis H. Fowler, 32, Fleet-street, E.C. Quantities supplied. Tenders
by 12 noon ofSeptember 20.

INN, &c.
Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection of an inn and four shops, to
be built in Leeds. Plans and specifications at the offices of Thomas Shaw and Son,
architects, 2, Belgrave-square, Leeds, on 25th September. Sealed tenders to
October 3.

PIERS, &c.
WATcriET.—For the construction of piers and other AVorks at Watchet, Somerset,
Plans, Ac, at the office of the Watchet Harbor Commissioner's clerk, at
Stogumber, Somerset, or at the office of their engineer, James Abernethy, Esq.,
3, Parhament-street, Westminster. Sealed tenders, addressed to Mr. Rowclifie,
clerk to the commissioners, Stogumber, Taunton, to September 25.

LIGHTHOUSE, &c.
Calf-rock, Cork.—For the erection of a lighthouse tower on the Calf Rock, west-
ward of Durscy Island; also of dwelling-houses on the east shore ofDursey
Sound, Co. Cork. Plans. &c., on application at the office of the Port of Dublin
Corporation, or at the lighthouse, Bearhaven, Co. Cork, or at the shore dwelling
of the keeper of the Spit bank Lighthoutic, at Qucenstown, Co. Cork, where also may
be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to the secretary, W. Lees,
Esq., to October31.

BEACON.
Chookiiaven, (Cork).—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman Rocks, on
the south-east sidi- of the entrance to Crookhaven, County Cork. The beacon to
be of cast iron casing, filled with masonry. Plans, Sections, &c., at the office of the
Port of Dublin, Corporation or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island County
Cork, wlien- also may be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to
the secretary, W. Lees, Esq., to October 31.

RAILWAY.
Nohth-Eastern Railway. -For the construction of the following works, viz. :—

iBt. The Lanchester Valley Branch, in length 12^ miles, which commences on the

Bishop Auckland Branch near the river Browney, and terminateBatConslde. 2nd.
The Guisbro' Branch, in Length 5 miles, which commences on the North Ycirkshire
and Cleveland line, near Battersby, and tt-'rminates by ajunction with the Middles-
bro' and Guisbro' Railway, near Morton Grange. Plans, sections, and specifica-
tions, from SepterabLT 27, at the Engineer's Office, Central Station, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, where printed forms of tenders, specifications, and quautitiCH may be ob-
tained. SeaU'd tenders, addressed to .J. Cleghorn, Becretary (marked "Tender for
Lanchester Valley Branch, ' or '*Tunder for Guisbro' Branch," &» the case may
be), must be delivered at York by 12 noon of October 11.

BOOKING OFFICE.
LociiEE.—For the execution of a booking office, &c., at Lochce on the Dundee and
Newtyle Railway. Drawings and Specifications in&y be seen at the office of the
Dundee and Perth Railway, Dundee, or at the oflSce of the engineers, .Messrs,
B. and E. Blyth, i:tj George- street, Edinburgh. Detailed schedules of the work
may be obtained at either of the above offices, on payment of ten shillings for
duplicate copies. Sealed tenders, addressed to the manager, Robert Small, Esq.,
and marked *' Tender for Booking: Office " must be lodged with him at the office of
the Dundee and Perth Railway, by 10 a.m. of September 19.

STATION HOUSES, Ac.
North Eastern Railway.—For the erection of three station houses and dwellings
and two cottages, on the Bcdale and Leyburn Branch of the Nortti Eastern
Railway. Plans, &c., on application to Mr. Prosser, architect, York.
Sealed tenders, addressed to the Secretary, J. Cleghorn, Esq., 12 noon of
September 20.

WATERWORKS.
Tranmere.- For any of the following contracts for the Tranmere Local Board
Waterworks :—
Contract No. 1.—For the supply of cast-iron pipes and other castings.
Contract No. 2.—For the supply of sluice valves, hydrants, and street fittings.

Contract No. 3.—For laying and jointing cast-iron pipes and fixing sluice valves.
hydrants, Ac.

Contract No. 4.—For sinking and completing a pure water well.
Contract No. 5.—For providing and fixing a steam-engine, with duplicate boilers
and pumps, capable of lifting 25,U(X) gallons of water 250 feet hMi per hour.

Plans and drawings may be seen, and specifications, duplicate forms of tender,
sctiedules for prices, Ac. , may be obtained for contracts Nos. 1, 2, and 5, on payment
of £1 for each contract, ana specifications may be seen and duplicate forms of
tender and schedules for prices for contracts Nos. 3 and 4 may be obtained on
payment of lOs. for each contract, on application at the office of the Local Board,
in Green-lane, Tranmere; or at the office of Robert Rawlinson, civil engineer, 34,
Parliament-street, Westminster, on and after the 3rd September. Sealed tender*,
endorsed " Tender for contract No. ," to be forwarded to the Clerk of the I^ocal
Board to September 17.

DRAINAGE.
UcKFiELD.—For the drainage works required by the Uckfield Local Board. Quanti-

ties can be obtained ofSIr. John Montier, Junior, Tonbridge Wells, surveyor, oa
payment. Plans, specifications, and conditions of contract at the Maiden's Head
Hotel, Uckfield. Tenders under seal to J. G. Langham, jun., Uckfield, endorsed,
" Tender for Drainage," by, at latest, 10 a.m. of September 28.

Old FoRD.--For the formation of an embankment, and the construction of main
brick sewers therein, 5 miles 1,400 feet in length, or thereabouts, together with iron
bridges and other works in connexion therewith. The works will commence at a
point west of the river Lee, at Old Ford, cross the Stamford-road, pass through
West Ham, I'laistow, and East Ham, and terminate at Barking Creek, in the re-
spective counties of IMiddlesex, Essex, and Kent. Parties desirous of tendering
may, onpaymentof£o, obtain plana, sections, specifications, form of tenders, Ac, on
application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
1, Greek-street, Soho, from August 28. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitau
Board of Works, to be delivered at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober 4.

(See advertisement.)

DRAIN PIPES.
Kensington.—For supplying the Vestry of St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington, with
stoneware drain pipes, Ac, for one year, commencing the .30th day of September
Inst., viz., G-inch pipes, bends, junctions, traps; y-inch pipes, bends, junctions,
traps ; 12-inch pipes, bends, junctions, traps. Form of Tenders and further par-
ticulars from Mr. James Broadbridge, Surveyor, Vestry-hall, Kensington. Tender
(on printed form only), sealed, and endorsed "Tender for Drainpipes," to be
delivered at the office of Reuben Green, Clerk of the V^estry, Vestry-hall, Ken-
sington, by 4 p.m., September 24.—(See advertisement).

SEWERAGE.
Kensington—For supplying the vestry of St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington, with
cast-iron gully grates, ventilating grates, flushing boxes, side entrance flaps, and
ironwork, for sewers, for one year, commencing on tlie 30th day of September,
instant. Form of tender and further particulars of Mr. James Broadbridge, sur-
veyor. Vestry-hall. Tenders (on printed forms only), sealed, and endorsed, "Ten-
der for Gully Grates," to be delivered at the Office of Reuben Green, clerk to the
vestry, Vestry-hall, Kensington, by four p.m., of.September 24. (See advertise-
ment.)

Chelsea.—For the execution for twelve months of general works connected with
the sewers fend drains, according to a schedule of price.s now lying at the Office of
Chaa. Lahee, vestry clerk. Manor-house, No. Ill, King's-road. Copies of schedule
and of the contract, and form of tender upon payment of 10s. Tenders (on tho
printed forms only) to the Vestry Office, by 12 noon of September 25. (See adver-
tisement. )

ROADWORK.
Newport.—For the repair of the turnpike-road from Newport, in the county of

Salop, to Welch Harp, in the township of Stonuall,in the county of Stafford, tor a
period of five years from Michaelmas next. Tlie extent of the road is 2:i miles,
and the contractor must undertake the maintenance and repair of the main road,
footpaths, culverts, drains, and fencing, and provide manual labor, team, carriage,
and all necessary materials for keeping the road in thoroughly good condition,
applying thereon five hundred loads of broken stones per annum, at the least.

The stock of stones and tools belonging to the commissioners must be taken to at
a valuation , and paid for on entering upon the contract. Sealed tenders, addressed
to Andrew Phillips, Clerk to the Trustees of the Turnpike-road, ShiiTnal, Salop, to
September 18.

DuLwiciL— I-'or the formation of a road, with drains under same, about 000 feet in
length, between Forest-hill and Sydenham-hill, on building land belonging to W.
Phillips, Esq. Plans and specification at the Offices of Messrs. Banks and Barry,
architects, 27, Sackville-street, London, between 11 and 5. A copy of specification

on payment of a deposit of twenty shillings. Tenders, in such prescribed form
only, are to be delivered at the Office of the architects, by 12 noon ofSeptember 17.

PARISH WORK.
Chelsea.—For the execution of works, and for the supply of materials for twelve
months, connected with the trades of mason, pavior, stone merchant, Ac, in the
parish of St. Luke's, as may be required and directed. Particulars with forms of
tender, may be had on application at the Office of Charles Lahee, vestry clerk.

Manor-house, 111, King's-road, Chelsea. Sealed tenders (on printed form onW)
signed by the proposed contractor, with the names and description of two sura-

cient sureties for the performances of his contract, to be left at the Vestry Office

by 12 noon of Septemoer 25. (See advertisement.)
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surPLY.
Gbkkswich.—For the Bupply of unbroken bine Guernsey granito to the G«ardi«ns
at the Poor, Oreenwicli, in sueli ouantities as they may order, not exceeding 5()0

tons in the whole, to be delivered free of expense at the I'niou Workhonse, within

one month from the aceeplanre of the tender. Tenders to the Clerk'8 Office,

X'nion Workhonse, by p.m., of Sept. 20, and the party tendering, or his authorisd

aJ^'nt, must attend there on that day at fi p.m.
Cbklska.—For supplyin<rtothe parish of Chelsea the best clean prey broken PI-

1

road Hints, accordiusr to a sample to be eeen with Ohas. I*ahee, vestry clerk, offices,

Wanor-house, No. in, King's-road, Chelsea, from 30th !»epteuiber, inst., to 2»th

September, ISiil. to be delivered at the Free Dock, Cheyne-walk, at such times, and

( in such quantities as may be directed. Scaled tenders (on printed form only) signed

by the proposed contractor, with the [names and description of two sufficient

sureties for the performance of his contract, to bo left at the vestry clerk's office,

by li, noon, of September 25. (Sec advertisement.)
PIPING.

DEwsBfRT. -For the casfinsr of about 700 yards of cast-iron pipes, three inches in

t 'diameter, and other casting. Speeiflcations at the offices of the Board of Health,
Wellington-road, Dewsbnry, to which place tenders, sealed and endorsed "Cast

' iron pipes," before 1- uoon'of September IS.

PIPK-LAYING.
Dewsbprt.—For the laying of about 700 yards of cast-iron pipes, throe inches In

diameter, and about r>(> yards ofpipes, two inches in diameter, and the fixing ofthe
BeeesMTT hvdrants and vaJves (if any). Specifications at the offices of the Board
ofHealth, ^Vellington-ro»d. Dewsbury, to which place tenders, sealed and en-
dorsed " l*ipe-laying," by V-t noon of September 18.

SUPPLY.
DmrsBURV.—For the supply of about l,fi26 square yards of stone sets, from Elland
Edge, Xorthowram or Soutiiowram quarries, not less than eight inches deep on the
bed, and fire Indies thick. Siwcilications at the offices of the Board of Health for

the district of Dewsbury, Wellington-road, Dewsbury, at wliich place tenders,

scaled and endorsed " Sets," beiore p.m. of September 18.

mVENTIOXS AJTD IMPROVEMKXTS OF THE WEEK.
Grants.

Jit. John Arrowsmith, of Bilston, "'Ne^v or improved sash-iron for conservatories,
and other structures, made principally of glass, and also for windows and skylights,
and other like purposes."—l*rotection si.v months.

Sir. Georgr Tomlinson Bousfield, of Loughborough Park, Brixton. "Improve-
ments in building water craft."—A cotmnuuication to himfrom abroad by E. S. Ren-
wick, of 3.^, Broadway, New Tork, United States of America.—Protection six
months.
IVter Effeiiz, of the city of 5Ianchestcr, " Improvements in machinery or apparatus

for making bricks, tiles, and similar articles, and in apparatus for transporting the
same, which improvements arc also applicable for the utilising of turf peat, coal dust,
or similar substances. "—Protection six months.

Sir John Scott Lillie, No. lo.j. Pall-mall, " Improvements in blocks for building
purposes."—Protection sixmontba.

Notices to Proceed.
Mr. George Tomlinson 'Bousfield, of Loughborongh-park, Brixton, " Improvements

In building watercraft."—A communication to him from abroad by E. S. Kenwick,
of a')5, Broadway, New Tork, United States of America.

Mr. William Brown and Charles Ncale May, both of Devizes, ''Improvements in
brick-making machines."

Foreign Patents.
' Mr. A. M. Bnrnham, of Montpelier.'Vt., for an " Improvement in machines for
sawing stone."
Mr. Lorenzo Lea, of Jackson, Tcnn., for " Improvements in surveyors' levelling

instrument."
Mr. George Scrimshaw, of Milesbur^, Pa., for a " Composition for pavement, &c."
3Ir. Wm. 8. Wallace, of Americus, Geo., for an " Improvement in brick machines."
Mr. Abel Ware, of Athens, Me., for an " Improved surveyors' instrument."

SPECmCATIONB pnBLISHBD DURING THE WEEK.
No. 2fi9, price ."id., " Press for shaping bricks, tiles, &c."
No. 309, price 3d., "Fumkurc for doors, drawers, bell levers, &c."

THE WEEK'S SALES AT GAHRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
^ LEASEHOLD.
Camdon-road, St. Pancras, plot of l>uil(liiig ground on the west side of York-road, term 98

years, June l&w, at a peppercorn rent ; snlil for £»).
AlfTcd-tcrrace, York-road, Camdon-road, plot of grotmd, held for same term andgronnd-

rcnt : sold for oro.
By Mr. GoDDAHD—10, Acton-place, Kinpsland-road, residence, annual value £40, term 48

years from June, 18«0, ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for £286.
_ *6, Acton-place, Kin^iBland-road, resiacnce. let at £3fl per annum, term 48 years tVom June,
1860, ground-rent £.', per annum ; sold for £,'ilo.

By Mr. Kobeiit Keid.— Kcnsnll-Kreeii, business premises with possession, opposite the
ccmeterj' entrance, comprising residences and shop, with garden, cottage, and stabling in
the rear, term 25 years tTom Midsummer, 1860, at a rent of £52 10s. per annum: sold
for £300.

r
.

.

By Messrs. PnicE and Clakk 35, Burton-street, Burton-crescent, residence, let at £40
per annum, term «i years from June, 1807, ground-rent £17 178. per annum ; sold for £176.

42. Kiirton street, residence, let at £69 per annum, term 90i years from March,1815, ground-
rent £21 per annum ; sold for £11.5.

f iijo)
''' '" ''•^"—*^'"='«''-«"'"'-> Strand, public-house called the White Hart; sold

^ COPYHOTiD.
ByJIess™. PRICE and Claiiic—Charlton, near Sudbury-common, Middlesex, residence

raownas the Cottage," with atout .", acres of land, let at £46 per annum ; sold for £ikpo.
"y M?™., Debesham and TEWsoN.-irigh Kdgwareroad, at the Hyde, Ilenilon, Mld-

aiesrai, dweUuig-hanse, baker's shop, and 4 cottages, let at £71 IDs. per annum; sold

The Architectural Poole Pottery Company.—A very handsome pave-
ment composed of Bale's mosaic tiles has just been laid down by the Architectural
Pottery Co., Poole, Dorset, at their offices, 80, Parliament-street. Mfe under-
stand the desip^ to be by J. M. Lockyer, Jun., Esq., architect. It well merits
attention, and ninst be seen to lie appreciated. Wc have often jiraised the
designs and workmanship of the tiles manutactured by this company. They are
now, we are glad to see, in general use in the churches, mansions, and halls of our
provincial towns.

Preston—New Exchange.—We understand (says a contemporary)
that, during the week a public meeting will be held of the parties interested in the
formation and establishment of an Exchange for the nitrcliantilc interest of this
town and district. It is expected at that meeting an expression of feeling will be
given, with regard to the space necessary for the accommodation of that body,
a* well as the general improvemoit to meet the wants of the public in tlie centre
of the town.

BA^•KUU1TS.
(From the London Gazette)

K.iye, James, architect and builder, St. George's-road, .Southwark, Surrey ; September 22
at half-past 12, Octolwr 19, at half-pa'it 1, at Hasinghall-strcet. OllloJal assignee, Mr.
\Vliitniore. Uiisiiighall-street; solicitors, Messrs. Laugham. Bartlett's-buildlngs, Hollwrn.

Thome, .Tohn, biiildt-r and cabinet mAlter,JiVevmoutIi, borsctshire ; Sunteml>er 21, October
12, at 1, at the Court of Bankruptcy, Exeter, (ithcial assignee, Mr. Illrtzel, Exeter;
solicitors, Mr. IliU. Weymouth ; ^los.srs. Turner and liirtzol, Exeter.

Thorpe. Joseph, joiner aiul builder, tilossop, DwrbysUirc ; September 28, October 23, at 13, at
the Court of Bankruptcy, Manchester. OlUcial assignee, Mr. Frasur, Manchester ; st^ioitor,
Mr. Sutton, Manchester.

BAT<TvRUPTCn;- ANNULLED.
Apployard, William, Kingstou-upon-IIull, plumber and glazier.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
Glasgow, Thomas Watson, joiner.

CERTIFICATES to be granted tinkxs muse be sftown to the contrart/ on
the dait appnhited.

Gllks, Charles Ilenry, Ironmonger, Union-row, 'rower-hill, Sept. 28.
Bobbins, Alfred, builder, Kewport, Moumoutli, Oct 2.

Fitiroy, Thos., builder, Salford.
Tuck, Thos,, carpenter, Lowestoft.
Jacksou, Itichd., joiner, Liverpool.

INSOLVENTS.

Reopening the British Museum.—On Monday the British Museum,
wliich has been closed since the Slst ult., was reopened to the public. During
the recess the gallery of sculptural antiquities has been completely arrangea.
The Gneco-Romaii collection is now aiTanged in three saloons, and a fourth room
on the basement ; the sculptural antiquities from the ruins of Nineveh and the
Palaces of Nimroud, are now completely classified in distinct .saloons. Tlie
celebrated Temple collection is now arranged in the Second Egyptian-room. The
saloon devoted to tlie British and Media;val antiquities is also completed. A
very interesting contribution has been added to the saloon devoted to miscellane-
ous .subjects—viz., a case fitted with models of the apparatus, &c., employed by
the Polar expeditions that went out in search of Sir John I'ranklin ana his com-
panions, and which attract much attention. The trustees are now engaged in
fitting up a second Botanical Saloon, and altogether tliecollections in the different

saloons can be now more satisfactorily inspected than for some considerable time
past, as they are now all perfectly arranged and the galleries entirely free irom
workmen, the only works in progress being the restoration of the gilt ornamental
palisade enclosing the principal front of the Museum.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of tlic Building News, 20,

OldBoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, Loudon.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

n. Eable.—We believe the Question has never been put into proper form.
A. A—Cannot have looked through our pages last week.
Critic Too personal.
F.I.B. \—Tlie modes of making Iron cement vary considerably. The following receipt pro-
duces a good cement for ordinary purposes: 2 lbs. of Iron tilings, borings or turnings,
pounded in a mortar into a fine powder, are to be mixed with 4 oz. of sal ammoniac In
powder, and 2 oz. of flower of sulphur, and the whole thoroughly incorporated. When
cement is required, take one part by measure of the above compound ana mix it with 20
parts of pounded iron borings or filings, and add sufllclent water to bring it to the con-
sistence of ordinary cement. By another mode, recommended bv Mr. Clegg, take of iron
borings or turnings 32 oz., sal ammoniac 1 oz., and flower of sulphur 1 oz., well mix
together and keep dry for use, when required mix with water to the usual consistence. A
very quick setting cement is made bv the French engineers thus :—take 98 parts of clean
iron turnings, pounded and passed through a moderately flue sieve, 1 part of flower of
sulphur, 1 part of sal ammoniac dissolved in sufticlent water to bring tlic whole mass to the
consistency of ordinary cement. No more than the quantity required for immediate use
should be prepared

R.L—Apply to any of the artists' colormen.
George Brown—^Nevertheless we see no reason to alter our expressed opmion on the subject,
C—Tlianks for good offices. We shall be glad to hear fi-om you again, but have no parti-
cular request to make.

B.E.—A conscientious opinion. We cannot return to ;tho subject.
James Ellis—.Judging from the sketch sent, tlie water-wheel is defective, fVom want of
ventilation. Each bucket on the rising side is In the same condition as a bottle-full ofwatsr
suddenly held neck downwards, air enters slowly, and the water osoapes with difficulty,

the only remedy you can apply to the present buckets is to drill a few small holes in the
Itottom of eacrh, just sufficient to allow air to enter. We cannot well explain the best form
of bucket without a sketch, of course everything depends on its being emptied at the right
moment.

N,—Subject appears to deserve greater publicity, but is out of our province.
X.—We have before said, we think you are justified In refusmg to be bound by the so-calle<?.

award.
JOHN Baron.—Yes, if suitable ; we cannot make any pledge, until we havehad an opportunity
ofjudging for ourselves.

S. A.—No objection apart from the etiquette ofjournalism.
J. Seeton.—Very uscfhl Illustrated catalogues that may much assist you, are published atthe
Kensington Museum.

It. B. II.—Has omitted to enclosc!address.
Henry J—Mr. Scott's work is entitled "Remarks on Secular and Domestic Archltectme
Present and Future."

E. HAM.M0ND.—Thanks, view shall be engraved.
A CoMrETiTOR—Because it is an ex parte statement, ifyou are unwilling to send name, we
must decline to publish your letter.

Walter B—Thanks: shall be traced, and returned in a few days.
Adjoining Owner.—Not unless there are circumstances in the case with which you have
not made us acquainted.

P. WHiTEBEAD.—Mr. Hope's house. In Piccadilly, was built in 1849-60, from designs by M.
Dusillon and Professor Donaldson ; the iron-railings were cast bv Andre, of Paris.

B. W—The experiments you refer to by Messrs. White and Sons, 'in lft61, wore reported as
follows :— 1. A block of neat Portland cement, 10 inches long, and having a sectional area of
10 inches (4 inches square), was suspended ft-om each end, and the weight applied exactly
in the centre. The block had been made for months. It broke at '1,580 lbs., including the
weiglit of the scale (estimated at 80 lbs.). "The fracture was perpendicular, even, andgood.
2. A block of neat Portland cement, having a sectionaiiarea, measuring 2J bv 2 inches—the
block had been made six months—was pulled asunder at 2,280 lbs. 3. A bloc^ of Portland
stone, having the same sectionai area, and in alt respects resembling the above, broke
at 1,480 lbs. The fracture showed no flaw In the stone, which was of even grain and good
quality.

SCBscRiBER Yes, subject to our appproval.
ARcniTKCT. Would be objectionable for obvious reasons. Why deviate from tlie usual
course ?

W. IlAiiLET, N. P. Q Next week.;
CuAHLES Wilmer (Bath) Too late.
James Kitton.—Yes.
1". Galling.- Information received from the architect difl'ers from that contained in your
communication.

KEcEtvED.—James Fowler; R.B.; W. L. Y.; Edwin llarlington (Edinburgh); P. Hors-
man ; W. I. Constant Reader; Constant Reader (Plymouth) ; Captain L.

A Two Years' Subscrirkr— It is some weeks since we received conies of the New Tork
Arc/tilecls' and Mcditinir.i' Journal. Theymav have miscarried. We have no volumes of
the Journal. Mr. Weale, publisher, of High Holborn, will give you inlonnation. Our
Subllsher has two or three volumes on hand of the BtnLDiNO 'News for 1S67, bat no
lumbers. Thanks for the promised design.
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REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS ON PLANS AND PLANN-
ING, CHIEFLY OF DOMESTIC EDIFICES.*

HAT part of an arcliitect's work which I have

made the subject of the following paper,

viz., " Planning," seems at the present day to

receive far less regard and encouragement

from the public than its importance might

claim for it. Though too much attention

can scarcely be given to it by the architect,

it is treated generally as though it were no

part of his study. And this indifference is

rather fostered than reproved by the critics

of the day, by whom, as well as by the greater

portion of the educated public, the negative

merit in a building of not being absolutely

inconvenient is accepted as a positive one.

Even if there be occasionally some good

points in a pubhshed plan—one or two
elastic and pregnant ideas—they are loft to

speak for themselves without an interpreter.

A difficulty may have been overcome that

taxed the architect's skill very considerably,

and so ingeniously that the means employed

to overcome it are not likely to be perceived

or noticed by ordinary observers ; yet no

pains are taken to direct attention to the circumstance ; and the general

Ignorance, or indifference causes it, in most instances, to be entirely

overlooked. One great stimulus, therefore, to exertion in this important

branch of the architect's study is wanting, and the effect on the profes-

sion itself has been, I believe, what might have been expected.

Nothing could show the truth of what is here remarked more forcibly

than the manner in which a year or two ago the call for designs in

competition for the intended Government offices was received by
architects, the press, and the public generally. Though it was a matter

of national moment that the best possible plans should be produced and
adopted, plans that would afford the greatest facilities for the due
administration of pubhc and national business, and though the credit

of the country was concerned to provide handsome and commodious
suites of rooms for the daily attendance of high officers of state, and the

frequent reception of ambassadors and other distinguished foreigners,

yet the form and distribution of the rooms was scarcely, if at all, thought

of either by the public or the press, with whom the character of the

exterior was alone matter of speculation.

Nothing was wanting in the printed " instructions to architects,''

which called for a certain specified amount of accommodation for

different grades of officials, as well as various suites of reception

rooms. It was, at least, so worded, as to suggest the idea that planning
was no inconsiderable portion of the task required of the designer.

Yet all the writing and all the talking was about the grand opportunity
that was jjresented for improving the metropoUs by the external beauty
of the buildings ; and the competition was all but universally treated
as if its sole object was the architectural embellishment of an important
locality. It is not, however, to such buildings as these but to those of a
domestic character, that the following remarks will chiefly refer.

In planning houses, those at least of a superior class, especially

made to order instead of being ready made ones, manufactured by
wholesale for the general public and the mere house market, much
more than an adscititious beauty or mere surface decoration ought to

be studied—that namely arising out of plan and section—the kind of
effect which never satiates and never stales, that which must be put in

by the architect himself, and which—if not provided by him at the
very first—introduced in the skeleton and fi-amework of the building

—

cannot, like surface embellishment, be brought in afterwards, at least

without more or less alteration ; a decoration, in short, which, in a great
measure, supersedes all others, or renders less of superficial ornamenta-
tion necessary.

Without this—without some trace of the genius of form in the plan
and section of the rooms, which is necessary, indeed, to make them
harmonise with what of the higher contribution of the painter or
sculptor may be introduced into them, and without some provision in

the general plan also for purely artistic effect, though the various apart-
ments may be spacious, well-proportioned, and sumptuously papered or
pamted, a house cannot properly be considered as architecture at all.

Yet numerous as have been his opportunities—wherein a world of
beauty lay open to the architect, from which he was free to choose the
most gracefid and pleasing forms and combinations—the instances of
his having chosen them are so exceedingly few that nearly the whole
of them may be reckoned upon one's ten fingers. One may look over
hundreds of published plans without meeting with more than two or
three that show any piquant combination of plan, or aught of carefully

• Contributed by Mr. Samuel Huggiks.

studied artistic effect consistently maintained throughout. With few
exceptions, the rooms of our modern mansions anil villas are nearly

utter blanks in regard to architectural design, exhibiting little more
than the universal tour bare walls and flat ceihng, unless their monotony
be relieved by an occasional bay or recess, or circular or octagonal eno,

which seems to be the only element dreamt of by most for effecting

variation on the square or oblong. Beyond the octagon, which very

seldom occurs, or the circle, which is their ;je plus ultra of design in

regard to plan, all is a dreary, dismal terra itico^nita to the planners of

domestic edifices, who so sedulously, in general, avoid all curved and
polygonal forms, that a stranger to the subject might suspect them of

being under the influence of some religious or moral obligation to

eschew such forms, more especially in sitting or reception rooms : for

where the circle or octagon are suffered to show themselves in a plan, it

is generally to the vestibule or hall, and not to the drawing-room or

library they are applied, though it is to the latter rooms that the more
elegant forms of right belong, while the severer square or oblong will

be found most suitable to halls, vestibules, and lobbies.

As to the ceilings, one would fancy that architects and builders had

never heard of domes, cylindrical vaults, groins, or pendentives, so all

but universal is the prevalence of the flat expanse of plaster, which, if

the cheapest and most easily executed ceiling, is certainly the most

unnatural as well as unharmonious and unarchitectural, and at the same

time, the worst for the reception of ventilation appliances.

I do not mean to say that what I complain of is peculiar to English

plans, or even to modern plans generally. The natural propensity in

man to push what he takes in hand to perfection, appears to me never

to have been shown in the matter of domestic planning in any country

whose works of the kind have become known to us. So that if prece-

dent could justify the almost invariable exclusion of all but rectilinear

and rectangular forms from our plans, our architects are right enough.

But I humbly venture to question its wisdom and artistic beauty in the

authorities themselves, and cannot but fancy that to any dispassionate

thinker it must at least be a matter of surprise that the more elegant

forms of circle, ellipse, hexagon, octagon, &c., most of which have been

frequently chosen for temples, churches, baptisteries, &c., and even for

the interior of tombs, buildings which certainly require, more especially

the last-named, graver forms than domestic apartments, have been so

sparingly used in the plans of domestic buildings.

That the rectangular form should be the general one for rooms is

not at all surprising, deviation from it being in ordinary cases either

forbidden by justifiable and necessary economy, or rendered impossible

for want of room. But surely such causes do not operate in the case of

noblemen's country mansions, or royal palaces whether in town or

country, where the greater portion of the space is devoted to state

apartments, and where recreation and splendor are chief objects.

Surely an English duke or British queen may aspire to the luxury of

being surrounded by beauty of geometrical form, somewhat beyond the

square or oblong, which, if the most convenient forms, are certainly not

the most natural ones for enclosing space ; the luxury, in other words,

of living in houses that are jjeneiraferf with the spirit of architecture

—

that are architecture in bone and sinew, and not merely in skin and

surface.

To object in such houses as these to the waste of roorn that the intro-

duction of the curved and oblique-sided forms necessitates, is almost

as absurd as to complain of waste of material in carving a statue out

of a block of marble. As in sculpture, what is cut off to produce

agreeable forms is the architect's chips, and a due and necessary

sacrifice to art and beauty.

But all the space that is so cut off is not, or need not, be wasted.

The waste, indeed, is very small that would be made by a man who
had the least power of contrivance, and would give the needful atten-

tion to his work. Sucli spandrel-spaces cut off in forming the pleasing

figures contended for, could be worked up, not only into niches but

into closets and recesses, in which latter sofas, tables, and so forth

could be so embedded as to prevent them interfering with the regular

form of the room, which furniture generally does. In libraries they

would contain all the needful bookcases, which so placed would look

better than continuous ones round the apartment. Recesses are rather

an advantage than a disadvantage, as they afford opportunity for

variety without breaking up the regul.irity of the figm-e the room is

intended to form, though they give to the floor the multiform shape of

the star itself. Indeed, in an actual " star chamber," the rays of

which being beautiful and diversified recesses round an hexagonal or

octagonal nucleus, the most charming effects could be obtained, per-

fectly consistent with the conditions of truthful architecture, whi le it

would be a star of inspiration to suggest a host of others.

Where space and pecuniary means are ample, what, of all that is

calculated to please the eye and charm the sense of beauty, can be

more desu-able than beauty of shape in the plans an d sections of apart-

ments ? Than difference of shape, what can rend er the apartments of

a house more diff' crent in character, and give to each greater indivi-

duality ? W hat change of scene within the compass of a house, which
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is generally alloweU to be desirable, could be so great or so pleasant
as that experienced by passing from square to circle, or from oblong
to ellijee, bv soing, for instance, through a square vestibule and hex-
agonal broaktast-room or library into an octagonal dining-room and
circular <lrawing-room, one domed, another vaulted, a third groined

—

this showing the cove, that the pendentive, and so traversing under
one rool" nearly the whole scale ot geometrical beauty ?
Where there is no cramping as to space, but ample verge and margin

for breaking up the usual monotony of form, the variety of shapes both
ample and compound that are at the architects' command is almost
infinite. The circle is au elegant and admirable one for a drawing-
room, and, if introduced on a good scale, for a picture-gallery, as it

i8_ without angles, so troublesome generally in hanging or
disposing pictiu^s. Charming in itself, the circle combines
pleasingly with the square, whether when inscribed within it, or made
to protrude in various de^ees irom its sides. Within the square room
a circular peristyle of eight attached columns may be formed with
scarce any sacrifice of space, and thus change the room from the square
on the floor to the circle above which may again rise into a flat dome.
The octagon may be similarly inserted within the square, and the
hexagon and ellipse within the oblong. No better application indeed
of columns could be made to interiors, than thus inserting tlie curviU-
near and more elegant figures within the graver ones ; which may be
done by having them either attached or detached, in which latter posi-
tion they would leave space for furniture behind them, without
encroachmg upon the centre space formed by the peristyle. The
semicircular or the D form, that is the semicircular joined to a short
parallelogram, would be a most pleasing form for a room, with the fire-
place in the centre of the diameter or straight end. Much may be
made, indeed, of the semicu-cle. Among oSier elements of plan may
be mentioned two semicircles of different diameters, which may be
brought into combination in a variety of ways. But forms of the kind
are so suggestive that merely to name all their possible combinations
would be an endless task.

One very simple mode of obtaining a litUe variety is that of splaying
off the corners of a room and decorating the four additional surfaces so
obtained either by small pictures or mirrors or by small niches for
candelabra. If the latter, some agreeable effects might be produced by
looking-glass within them, either a single one, or two at right angles
to each other. The lights of a candelabrum with three burners would
be multiplied in a most pleasing manner by the latter disposition of
the looking-glass, a material which it is surprising should be so much
overlooked, or so little employed as it has been in interior decoration.
The qualities contended for in apartments may be assisted by a more

free treatment with regard to form, of the subordinate featui-es. Beyond
giving a cu-cular or elhptical head, little variety can be effected on the
usual rectangular door. But the window admits of far more scope for
variety, both in its form and position, than is generally supposed. AVhere
look-out through them is not wished for or desirable, and where they
are not confined to one side of a room, wall-windows could be placed
much higher up from the floor than they usually are with great advan-
tage. Small windows, of a square, circular or octagonal form, placed
near the ceiling of an apartment, would look much better than coming
down to the floor like doors, which, generally speaking, gives a cold and
exposed look to a room. One large rose or circular window would, I
think, be as sensible a medium of admitting light to a drawing-room
or library, as three or four rectangular windows and a more beautiful
one. Vk hat may be termed ceiling fenestration (a mode of compara-
tively recent application), admits of infinite diversity of design. Of
course it is only to be thought of in particular situations. But where
it can be introduced there is nothing more beautiful, whether the glass
be wove into the texture and plane of the ceiling, formed into small
domes sweUing above it, or otherwise applied. For picture galleries it

18 almost indispensable, but it also recommends itself for libraries,
where it has the advantage of leaving the walls free for book-cases

;

also for dining-rooms, vestibules, and wherever external prospect is not
required, or where the look-out would be disagreeable. A room may
sometimes be lighted partly from the ceiling, and partly by a window
at one or perhaps both ends. Where one or more rooms in a house
can be lighted through the ceiling, a pleasing variety of character is
produced in it.

So desirable is variety of form and aspect in rooms that, in houses too
small to afford it otherwise, it might be worth while to obtain it by pro-
viding apartments with the means of transforming themselves, which
could be done in many ways. For instance, an octagon-room could be
changed into a square one by having four alternating sides to consist
each of a pair of folding-doors, which, when opened, would restore the
triangular spaces necessary to complete the square. A rectangular
apartment might, by similar means, be turned into an hexagonal one,
and vice versa. An hexagonal-room could be furnished with the means
trfchanging itself into a rhomboidal one by the removal of two opposite
ades, restoring each a triangular space formed by the continuaUon of
the other sides. Sliding-doors might be so arranged in an apartment as i

to shut out or reveal at pleasure, variously formed and decorated re-
cesses, or compartments, or stained bay-windows, not ordinarily required.
So that the room would be capable of being instantaneously metamor-
phosed from an ordinary and family character into 9, holiday and festal
one, while a rather sombre, underlighted room could, by similar con-
trivances, be suddenly rendered a brilliant and cheerfid one. The
removal of pictured panels in a room might be made to disclose as many
marble statues in their circular niches, or to bring to light other
pictures, by which means the chief elements of one character°or aspect
would, in an instant, be shut out, and those of another introduced ; and
the same contrivances carried into all the reception and sitting rooms
would enable the whole house to change itself at 'the pleasure of its
owner, and not once only but twice or oftener.

I should have gone further into this first branch of the subject, but
that I almost feel, in pursuing it, as if I were trespassing on the domain
of another—that, namely, of Mr.' Leeds, who has given it great attention,
and written on it most ably and suggestively in several publications,
and among the rest, at various times, in the Building News. On the
sesthetic principles of planning; indeed he is neai-ly ^one.*

GOTHIC FONTS.
PERHAPS there is not a more interesting portion of a Gothic church

than the font. Its connexion with one of the most important cere-
monies of our religion rendered it an object of the greatest importance
with our forefathers, and consequently it received a proportionably great
share of attention from the medieval architects. Those great minds that
conceived and brought forth the designs of SaUsbury, Lichfield, York, and
a variety of otlier cathedrals, did not deem it unworthy of their powers,
but bestowed on it an amount ofthought sufficient to make it an ornament
to the building in which it was placed, and a credit to those wlio claimed
it as their work ; but now it seems almost despised, our architects seem
to pass it over with scarce a moment's thought, and treat it as a trouble-
some bit of detail, which the sooner it is disposed of the better. In some
cases a few directions are given to the mason as to tlie size and sort of
thing required and the rest left to him. In some instances perhaps tlus is
as well, for all the members of our profession are not William Wykehams,
and it is not unusual that the taste of some of our best masons is superior
to that of the architects whose directions they follow. But in all there
appears to be a sad deficiency. We liave apparently failed as yet to regain
the true spirit of Gothic art, whicli has been lost for near four hundred
years. We are wanting in that freshness and chaste originality which
characterise the works of those designers of the fourteenth century, whose
productions so excite our admiration and impress us with a feeling of
our own inferiority. And we are sensibly aware that wliatever
may be our relation to them in a constructive point of view, yet
we suffer considerably by comparison in an artistic one. The truth
of this becomes more apparent as we give more attention to the
subject, and examine with unbiassed scrutiny the relative merits
of the examples of to-day, and those of four centuries ago. One
of the great faults of the present age is an uncontrollable desire for
originality. In many instances this term may be taken as expressive of
an utter disregard for all the rules of harmony, and an equal contempt for
the entire code of constructive laws. We seldom find a modern building
that has not some glaring deformity to take away from the effect produced
by the better portions ; but the instances are not few in which we find all

bad. We see some monuments of our architectural knowledge which may
be described as complete mixtures of Norman, Early English, Decorated,
and Perpendicular, flavored very strongly with Debased. In these we find,
perhaps, the windows resembling the Early EngUsh and the doorways
Norman ; the roof a copy of some Decorated example, and the tower
Perpendicular ; the rest coming under that undesirable, though much-
used, style. Debased. It is no wonder that with such things as these
constantly before them, people should think they do not like Gothic ; but
let them go unto some of our cathedrals and abbeys, and see what it
should be before they declare war against Ecclesiastical architecture. Let
them look at the deep cut mouldings, the rich carvings, the high vaulted
roofs and elegant windows, or along the columned vista where the sun-
shine, darting through the colored glass, arrays itself in all the
gorgeous colors, and trembles on the sacred floor. Let them look at the
numberless beauties of those sacred piles, and see if their feelings of
premature dislike do not change to those of permanent love. There is

something so exquisitely beautiful about a pure Gothic building which
cannot fail to create feelings of profound admiration approacliing awe, and
it is to be regretted that so few of our modern productions should have
this effect on our feelings, that they should be so void of beauty and so
wanting in spirit as not to be worthy the attention of a professional man,
and scarcely possessing sufficient merit to engage that of a non-
professional. But we will now return to the subject of Gothic fonts.

It is to be regretted that from the negligence and ignorance of some and
the wilful destruction of others we have so few good examples left for us
to study and admfre ; of the Saxon period there is not one which we can
reasonably suppose to remain, but it may be easily imagined, from the
extreme plainness of the style and the rude simplicity of every part of the
buildings in tliose days, that the font was neither very elegant nor very
ornamentah Of the Norman period we have many examples, some of
which are very beautiful. It is curious that so many should have survived,

* To bo continued.
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almost uninjured, the enmity of the Puritans—the ravages of time and the

ignorant persecution of those persons who should have looked after their

preservation—when from these various causes the examples of the De-

corated style have been almost entirely destroyed. In some places the

ancient fonts have been put carefully by, passing year after year in their

prison-house, without being seen or sought after till their very existence

has been forgotten, when now, by the indefatigable exertions of our anti-

quarians, they have been brought to light; valuable specimens of the

state of architecture in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

The shape of the Norman font was generally either circular or square.

When of the latter form we find a small shaft at each angle to support the

corners of the basin. These shafts had caps and bases, the former being

of the shape and enriched with the same sort of ornament that was
characteristic of the style. Specimens of this may be seen at Lincoln

Cathedral; Newenden, Kent; and Iffley, Oxon. In this arrangement the

Early English much resembled the Norman, an example of wliich may be

seen at Shore, Surrey ; and at St. Giles', Oxford; both of which belong

to the Early English style. Those of a circular shape are generally sup-

ported on single stems with, sometimes, octagonal bases. Fonts ofthe Norman
period are frequently elaborately carved and ornamented with representa-

tions of grotesque animals, figures in small niches, conventional foliage,

&c. A very curious and interesting example is found at Colcshill Church,
Warwickshire. Here the circular Norman basin is surrounded by an
arcade, each compartment being filled with highly ornamental carvings

of foliage, figures, &c. This basin is supported on a stem and base of the

Decorated style, and what is still more noticeable is, that the latter are

composed of a different kind of stone from that of which the basin is

formed. This arrangement of an ancient basin being placed on a stem
and base of a later style is not a solitary occurrence, but may be seen in

many places," the original supports having probably been from some
cause or other destroyed, but the basin having been preserved, the latter

was no doubt brought from its place of security and restored to its former
position by the architects of a succeeding age. At Eardsley Church,
Herefordshire, was a circular font of the Norman style having an
octagonal base. The basin was covered with ornaments peculiar to Nor-
man work, and was most elaborate. All the fonts of this period were not
of stone; many were made of lead sometimes enclosed with a casing of

oak, which was usually more or less enriched, but this practice was pro-

bably adopted less from the particular liking for the metal, than from the

scarcity of stone, which in many parts proved a great drawback to the
medieval builders. An instance of this combination of lead and wood
may be seen at Chobham, Surrey. Space will not allow of a detailed

description of the variety of designs and arrangements found in this style,

of which wo have more examples remaining than either of the two
periods which succeeded it; in fact, examples of the Early English, and
particularly the Decorated, are very scarce. The loss of these is not com-
pensated by the number of specimens of the Perpendicular, which have
neither very great age nor very great beauty to recommend them. The
style is not one which any person of pure taste can admire, yet it is per-
fectly astonishing to see the extent to wliich it is patronised by the present
age. The fonts partake of the same character as other parts of the
buildings of this period, and are frequently covered with the ornaments
then used.

Early English fonts were mostly of the same shape as the Norman. We
find the same circular basin supported on a single stem, surrounded by
small shafts with capitals and bases, but the detail was of a different cha-
racter, and the ornament of the description used in the thirteenth
century, which differed in many particulars from that of the eleventh and
twelfth.

These decorations were exquisitely carved, and were of very beautiful
design. In the clusters of conventional foliage we can trace the bold and
effective workmanship of a master hand. There seems to be a spirit in-
fused through every part, and we look upon these works as the result of
some glorious inspiration. These beauties then in the bud, were fully
developed in the style that followed when architecture flourished beneath
the genial sun of the reigning Edwards—when buildings, that have ex-
cited the admiration of every succeeding age, were erected throughout the
land, and a style established that was unhappily doomed to be superseded
by one which had little to recommend it, and entirely devoid of those
beauties which were so abundant in its predecessor.

In France there are few of either great interest or great antiquity, and
England appears to bear the palm both for numbers and beauty of design.
A great many were executed in the fourteenth century, yet from various
causes they have disappeared, one by one, till now we find ourselves with a
" plentiful lack " which is most deplorable.

The most usual form in this style, as in the one which followed, was
octagonal, but some in the Decorated were hexagonal, an example of
which may be seen at the beautiful church of Heckington, Lincolnshire,
and another at Rolvenden, Kent. The modes of applying the ornament,
the forms and manner of adapting the stems, and the varieties of detail
were so numerous that it would be diflacult to give more than a general
idea of the most common arrangements. Some have octagonal and highly
enriched basins, supported on octagonal stems, with a square base, as at
Lackford, Suffolk. Others have an enriched octagonal basin on a square
stem, having an octagonal base, as at Offiey, Hertfordshire. This is an
example of Late Decorated. Some basins, as in the last-mentioned in-

stance, are ornamented with tracery like that used in the windows of
the style to which they belong. Others have legends cut upon them, as
at Threckingham, Lincolnshire, Harlow, Essex, St. Mary's, Beverley, and
others

; but the practice of cutting letters on a font is very questionable.

At West Deeping Church, Lincolnshire, is a very elegant example, sup-
posed to have been executed in the reign of the first Mward. The basin,

stem and base are all octagonal. The basin is ornamented with armorial
bearings of the Wake famiiy and some others. An arcade is carried round
the stem, each arch filling one side, and each shaft falling at an angle.

The mouldings under the basin arc bold and deeply cut, the upper one
having a plain ball-flower at each corner of the octagon, and another
flower coming between them in the centre of each side. Another very
beautiful example stands in the west chapel of Knarth Church, Lincoln-
shire. It belongs to the fourteenth century ; the shape is octagonal
throughout ; trefoils are cut on the basin, and also on the stem; a number
of heads are placed on a hollow moulding running round the top of the
basing together with one at each angle on the under side. At Patrington,
Yorkshire, was one of twelve sides, a rather unusual form; the basin was
very much enriched with a sort of tracery, which has suffered considerably
from the effects of time. All these examples are well worth the attention

of the young architect, each one possessing merits which may be studied
with advantage. Many valuable ideas may be gained from them, and
there are numerous fragments of detail which are deserving a place in his

sketch-book. It is a subject of much interest, yet in many cases it has
been sadly slighted. There is no portion of a church which gives a greater

opportunity to the architect for a display of his taste and artistic feeling,

yet, strange to say, few appear to avail themselves of it.

The situation of ancient fonts was somewhere towards the west end of

the nave, sometimes against a pillar, sometimes in an aisle, and occa-

sionally in the middle ; but where it has not been moved, it is gene-
rally found standing by itself on the left-hand side of the south door. The
situation, however, varies, but as a rule it should always be near the

entrance. They are usually raised on one or more steps, the one on tlie

west side being generally carried out further than the others, for the priest

to stand on when performing the ceremony of baptism. It is not, however,
uncommon to find them without steps, and the base resting on the floor 5

but it seems desirable that there should be at least one, the riser of which
may be panelled or otherwise ornamented. Tlie materials of which they
are formed are several. Stone is more generally adopted than any other,

being cheaper and having a much better appearance, but metal has occa-

sionally been resorted to instead. We read of one in Canterbury Cathedral

being of silver, and another in Holyrood Chapel of brass. The last men-
tioned was used for the baptism of the royal children of Scotland, and
was presented to St. Alban's Abbey, but during the civil wars it was taken

by the military to be melted down. Copper, which was much used for

monuments, was also employed for fonts.

Ancients fonts were always large enough to allow of the immersion of

the infant, the hollow basin being generally about 1 foot G inches or 2 feet

in diameter, and something near 1 foot deep or perhaps rather more.

They are mostly lined with lead with a hole in the bottom for the water to

pass through when required; although they are of various sizes, we
generally find them about 3 feet or 3 feet 3 inches in height, and about 2 feet

3 inches or 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, but their size depends to a certain

extent on the design and sometimes on the situation.

According to the rules laid down by ecclesiastical authors, "Fonts
should always be placed in the nave, and should be near the door to

typify admission into the Church by Holy Baptism. They must be of

stone and must have a cover, should be large enough for immersion, should

be provided with a plug and drain, and should be lined with lead." From
what has just been said we perceive that these rules have been foiinded on
the practice of the ancients, thus showing the correctness of their works,
and the practicability of applying them to our present use. There are

many valuable hints to be obtained from a study of tlie works of the

medieval architects, and it should be the aim of the students in the pro-

fession to become thoroughly acquainted with the examples left us by the

Gothic masters of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, before they m ake
an attempt at originality, an early striving for which has been the ruin in

an artistic point of view of many a young aspirant in the field of archi-

tectural fame.
In the year 1236 Edmund, Archbishop of Canterbury, required that all

fonts should have covers and be sealed down with wax when not in use,

for the purposes of keeping the holy water from impurities, to secure it

against the influences of witchcraft, and to prevent any spell being thrown
upon it by those evil spirits who were supposed to be in league with

Satan. As late as the year 1659 mention is made of the same practice in

a book of rites and religious observances at Antwerp, but the only reason

given in this for the adoption of this plan is merely that the water should

be protected from dust. It appears that previous to 1236 fonts were
covered with plain flat wooden lids which were fastened to the basin, but

when attention was drawn to the subject by the Constitution of the Arch-
bishop Edmund, and the use of covers became almost imperative, they

appear to have become gradually larger and more ornamental, changing

from a flat to a conical shape, and in some instances were carried up to a.

great height, one at St. James's Castle, Acre, Norfolk, being about 16 feet

high ; but when the conical form was first adopted, the angle formed WM
not very acute, and the covers of no great height ; but as we advance

further into the style wo find them assuming larger proportions and grow-

ing more elaborate as they incre.isod in size. The earlier ones were

simply moulded at the angles, and ornamented with crockets running up
eacli and terminating in a carved finial, as at Monksilver, Soraersetslure,

the lower part of this specimen that rested on the basin was also

moulded. The plain oak boards used as a covering for Early English

fonts were sometimes ornamented with iron scroll work, which had a

very good effect. In this branch of art the medieval architects
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were as clever as tliey were in their workings in stone, and tlie

examples they liave left us are proofs of the strict attention which
they paid to even the least important parts of their buildings.

Late in the Decorated style we find the corers enriched with crockets,

finials and buttresses, of open work, besides a rariety of other carving, but
these have become scarce, and not more than one or two of the best period

of Gothic art are now to be found. This is scarcely to be wondered at

when we consider that even the stone fonts themselves have been swept
away. In France there are not more than two, and they belong to the

late Pointed style. We have several specimens of covers executed in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but then Gothic was on the decline, and
consequently these examples are more valuable to the antiquarian than to

the architect. In Fossdyke Church, Lincolnshire, is a specimen of one in

the prevailing style of the end of the fifteenth century, the carved tracery

in it is similar to that common in Perpendicular windows. Examples may
also be seen at Emeline Church, Oxon, North Walsingham, Norfolk,

Ufford, and Sudbury, Suffolk, and Ticehurst, Sussex. Some ancient covers

were handsomely painted and gilded, and a great amount of labor was ex-

pended on their decoration, but there is something chaste and quiet about
the plain wood which is particularly pleasing, and which is more in con-

formity with the sacred edifice in which it is placed, and has a less toy-

like appearance than those on which color is used, however judiciously it

nmy be applied. In some instances large covers are fixed, and have a
small door or opening compartment by means of which access is gained to

the inside of the basin without the trouble of lifting the entire cover, as is

more commonly done by pulleys, which are frequently grotesquely carved

and fixed either to the roof or to some arch under which the font stands.

At Thaxted and Littlebury, Essex, the cover is made to fit the casing of

the font wliich is made entirely of wood : this is not an unusual occur-

rence in those parts of the country where stone is scarce. Covers were more
necessary in former times than they are now on account of the practice

of keeping the holy water in the basin for a considerable time.

In these days the water is generally supplied fresh for each occasion, so

that it is far from being imperative to furnish every font with a cover,

although custom and appearance would, perhaps, require that this should

be done. When it is omitted there seems to be a look of incompleteness,

which is not satisfactory, and which, if possible, should be remedied.

Flat covers with ornamental ironwork are very suitable for small churches
of plain design, but where the building is of a more elaborate and
decorated character they should be richer and more ornamental also. The
design should be in character with that of the church in which it stands,

and should appear to be a part indispensable to it, and not an unnecessary
piece of furniture, as one would sometimes imagine it to be from the way
in which it is treated.

I would recommend the travelling student to give his attention to it, and
always remember to look for the font before leaving the church. In many
instances it is suggestive of useful ideas which, in after time may prove
valuable to him. It may possibly assist in confirming his taste for the
beautiful and his dislike for the bad, and add a few fragments of fuel to hi;

artistic fire. W. D.

REMOVAL OF OLD WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.

ON the 1st of March, I860, a width of the southern side of the new
bridge at Westminster, equal to that of the roadway of the old

bridge, was thrown open for carriage traflic, which in the course of a day
or two was wholly diverted from the old bridge to it. The old bridge was
retained for a short time for horses, trucks, and foot passengers, which
were very soon limited to one-half of it, whilst the foot pavement, road
metal, filling in, and " spandrels," were being removed from the other
half. As soon as this was accomplished the horses and trucks were also

turned on to the new bridge, the foot passengers were limited to the
southern foot pavement, and on the 1st of June the first of the keystones
lifted was taken out of the centre arch. Since that time the demolition of
the masonry has been satisfactorily progressing, and is now very far

advanced.
The whole reach of the three first arches from the western or Middlesex

end being absorbed by the abutment of the new bridge, the whole of the
first arch, a great portion of the second, and some of the third, have been
built into it, the footway being carried from the third of the old piers to
the abutment on planks. The third, fourth, and fifth arches have also
been wholly removed down to the " spring courses," and the sixth arch
nearly so, with the exception of the parts under the old foot pavement on
the south side. Some little time since a temporary footway was carried
on piles from the eastern end along the north side of the old bridge, and a
few feet from it to the seventh pier from the Middlesex side, that is past
eight arches, and to this the foot traflic was diverted. Since then tlie

centre arch has been nearly all removed, the two arches adjoining it

towards tlie Surrey side, which stood over the large platform erected on
piles in the middle of the river to serve as a stoneyard and for other
purposes, have been wholly taken down, and " centres " are now being
placed under the third and fourth arches from the Surrey side, preparatory
to their removal. The first and second arches on the Surrey side will be
absorbed by, and in great part built into, the eastern abutment of the new
bridge. A considerable portion of the old materials has been sold to the
Trustees of the River I.ee Navigation and other parties, and is lowered into
barges as the work proceeds, as is also the rubbish ; the remainder is

stowed away at each end, and on the 26th ult. was so far got rid of by
" a clearance sale."

Few, probably, are aware of the care and responsibility which attach to

such operations, which are, in reality, quite as difficult as works of con-
struction.

These difficulties are in the present instance considerably increased by
the character of the masonry of the old bridge, with which the utmost
pains were unmistakably taken. The stones are nearly all of enor-
mous sizes, and in building were wedged up against each other to make
the joints sound, so that they are very troublesome to separate.
As much centering and other scaflblding is required as would be for

erection ; but in the present instance a great deal of the " stuff " serves
the double purpose of taking down the old and building the new bridge.

Seven overhead travelling cranes, each equal to about 10 tons, are used
for lifting the stones, into most of which a "Lewis " is inserted, though
some are lifted by a chain.

The plan hitherto followed seems to be that, as each of the keystones
is removed, as many as possible of the voussoirs which it locked are taken
away, so as to prevent their breaking themselves loose by their excessive
weight, and coming down uncounterbalanced upon the centres, a mode
which, from the excessive thickness of the arches, appears to be judicious,

as even at the crown they are from 6 to 8 feet thick, and in the haunches
from 12 to 16 feet, according as they are near to the middle or ends
of the bridge, those which are of greatest span being of course the
tliickest.

The most interesting and important facts in an engineering point of
view, which will be obtained from the demolition of the old bridge, will be
of course with regard to the foundations ofthe piers, and these, as soon as

they are obtained, we will chronicle, but in the mean time we may state

that the sinking of the fifth pier from the Middlesex side previous to the
final completion of the bridge at first, to which Mr. Beaumont alluded in

his letter on Blackfriars-bridge in our publication of the 10th instant, was
occasioned by the snapping of the timbers of the bottom of the caisson in

which it was built, and which had rested on the tops of a row of piles,

previously driven around the outside of the position for the bottom of the
pier.

These piles, which were put in evidently for the mere purpose of pre-

venting any shifting of the gravel from under the pier, must have carried
the wliole weight of the pier as long as the bottom of the caisson was
capable of transmitting it to them, until the accumulating pressure of the
preposterous mass above literally " sheared " off the ends of the cross

timbers between the edges of the " footings " and the tops of the piles.

The gradual sinking of the pier subsequently shows that the site for the
pier must have been dredged out hollow instead of flat, and that the
gravel was squeezed from the sides to the middle by the load placed on the
pier to consolidate it. The fact of tliis row of piles having carried the
whole weight of the pier until almost the completion of the bridge is an
addition to the many proofs which have been already had of the very
great weiglit which a pile in a stiff clay is capable of carrying.
As we have shown above, the number of arches in the old bridge was

fifteen, of which five have been absorbed by the abutments of the new
bridge leaving ten to be replaced by the seven arches of the new bridge.

Under these circumstances one only of the new piers and one abutment
will stand identical in their faces with piers of the old bridge, whilst the

other abutment and two of the new piers will partly occupy the sites of

old ones, as soon, therefore, as the arches are removed these five piers will

be taken down, and the remainder of the new piers completed ; the other

new piers h.aving been carried up full sized at once.

Each arch occupies from a month to six weeks in its removal, but of

course several are proceeded with contemporaneously. The fourth and
seventh arches from the Middlesex side, and the fifth from the Surry side,

have been those hitherto kept open for the accommodation of the naviga-

tion, which has been very little interfered with,; considering all circum-
stances.

This week a continuation of the temporary timber footway to the

Middlesex end has been thrown open for the passengers, so that the old

bridge is now clear to the workmen from end to eud, and from side to side.

Heathfield, Sussex.—On Saturday, the 8th instant, the spire of the
parish church was brought to the upright position, which it is supposed by archi-

tects and other competent judges, never to liave occupied since it was erected,

some 500 years ago. This critical operation was an important step to the resto-

ration of the church, which is now in progress. The clmrch consists of

cliancel, nave, clerestory, north and south aisles, south-east cliapel, and tower
and spire. Ten ye^irs ago the north aisle was entirely rebuilt, and the roof of the

nave repaired ; the piers and arches were renovated, and the north side of the

church was reseated, at an expense of about .£800. Four years afterwards the

chancel was restored by the late Mr. Fuller, of Rose-hill, the lay impropriator,

at an expense of about £000. The tower and spire, and the entire south side of

the church, still remained to be repaired, the spire and the chapel especially,

being in a dangerous condition. To carry out these repairs, estimated to cost

about £000, a committee was appointed, funds collected by private subscription

to half the amount required, and the two most important portions of the work
were undertaken, viz., the rebuilding of the chapel and the repair of the spu-e

and tower, and are now progressing rapidly. The bringing of the spire to the

perpendicular was eflected under the superintendence of John Billing, Esq., of

Westminster, the architect. The divergence irora the perpendicular of the apex
of the spire (which is about 50 feet in height) was not less tlian 2 feet 3 inches.

To rectify this it was found necessary to raise the eaves of the soutli side 5 inches,

and to depress those of the south side to the same extent. The spire was sup-
ported on four powerful .screw jacks, and the masonry was then carefully re-

moved from beneath the five resting points on the north side of the centre beam,
and a new bed made to receive the timbere when they should be lowered. The
operation was most successfully performed.
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LODGERS, LODGINGS, AND REFORM.
No. in.

IN continuation of tliis subject we give, this week, two otiier plans,

furtlier illustrative of our views upon the question. Tliey are drawn
to the same scale as the preceding illustrations— namely, 12 feet to the

inch, the several sketclies can, therefore, be readily compared. No. 4

staircase may be open to tlie objection of occupying a larger frontage than

can well be spared, but it is so arranged that a spacious lobby can be

obtained on the ground-floor for entrance to the shop, so that the whole
extent of the shop can be of glass. The lobby would likewise furnish the

private entrance to the upper floors. No. 4 plan only requires a passage
througli, the staircase Ijcing arranged longitudinally. The wall on ground-
floor should be 9 inches thicker than shown above, which would leave but
little corbelling for the chimney jambs.

Tlie following is the accommodation provided for in No. 3 plan :

—

A. Parlour.
ii. Kitchen.
C. I'antry.
D. Setless.
E.r}. Itedrooins.

F. Closet and Wardrobe.

G. Vestibule.
H. WatercloBCt.
K. Landinff to Staircase.
L,L,I.,L. Cupboards.
M. Cupboards, with sink, water tap,

plate rack, &c.
and

should be supplied to each with a tap and waste pipe, in addition to the
water supply in the kitchen. The entire cost of the two to each door
would not exceed X.3, and for this one of the greatest comforts and conve-
niences in a house could be obtained. In addition to a large dome light,

the staircase could have fluted glass panels in each kitchen, while a
fanlight over the bed-room doors would afford i»lenty of light to the
vestibule G.
Plan No. 4 possesses the same accommodation, nearly, as No. 3, with

watercloset accommodation detached, as it were, from the apartoients. The
following will explain the several letters :

—

A. Parlour. I F,F. Landings.
B. Kitclicn.

I

G. Open Lobby.
C. Pantry (with setless, &c.)

i
ir. Watercloset.

D,D. Ited rooms.
j 1,1,1. Cupboards.

K. Cupboard (with water, &c., as before i K. China closet in recess in passage.
described.) r

In this plan, also, perfect privacy is obtained, and the space ofground oc-

cupied but little, if any, larger than in the present ordinary sized dwellings.

The projections at the back will in no wise obstruct either light or air,

I while they give almost all the extra accommodation that is needed, or enables,

53. rather, the architect so to arrange the body of
f] the building as to comprise within it the main

requisites of a dwelling in which privacy may
be reckoned as one of the greatest comforts.

But we do not intend to confine ourselves

to what may be done within the cramped con-

fines of our present houses. Thougli this is

one object, and a great one, j-et we wish to

show what should be the method adopted in

the general conception of a design for a build-

ing which is intended to answer a twofold pur-
pose— that of affording accommodation for

commercial pursuits, and for complete town
residences for families. The interest already
felt in tills question will induce us to lay before

the public such other illustrations, as sugges-
tions for a general arrangement, which will

fully develop our meaning; and the carrying
out of which would add to the comfort and
happiness of thousands, besides tending to the

preservation of health, and thereby the pro-
longation of valuable lives.

r//isr. noOR PJLAN r/RST F/.OOR RLMAf

SCALE OF =1 20 FEE T.

The kitchen is well supplied with cupboards, as shown on plan, in addi-

tion to which a small closet can be formed in recess over dooway, for

preserves and articles not of daily consumption. Tlie recess next the

window sliould be filled in with a dresser comprising tlie customary shelves

and drawers with the under portion enclosed by sliding doors. The pantry
is large enough for a setless at the far end (which should be formed of

brickwork and having the top paved with quarries in cement) meat-shelf
and several tiers of shelves. Tlie floor of this likewise should be paved

—

indeed it would be much better if all the kitchens and sculleries could be
finished in this way instead of being boarded. They would be, in conse-

quence, much cooler than we find the generality of kitchens, and always
cleaner. This arrangement would tend, likewise, to lessen the probability

of destruction by fire—a consideration which ought not to be altogether
without weight in a metropolis where nightly fires are the rule and not the
exception.

Each bed-room has a fire-place, and the recess in the larger room affords

greater space for the passage between the bed and the walls, and helps to

shield the head of the bed from cross draughts. A fixed lavatory basin

MAXIMS AND MEMORANDA RELATING
TO THE -ARRANGEMENT AND CON-
STRUCTION OF FARM BUILDINGS.

No. vn.
107. Having described the arrangements of

the apartments relating to the stock, we have
now to draw the attention of our readers to

those connected with the produce of the farm.

108. These consist of Wie corn-barn, straw-

barn, granary, dung or manure stances, and

liquid manure tanks, dairy.

109. The Corn-barn.—The floor of this is

the first point of importance to be attended

to. The best of all floors is that made of red

pine, the boards well tongued and grooved, and
spiked down to cross battens. This will always

secure a dry floor,—a matter of the highest

importance. Paved floors and asphalted are

also recommended, but none will be found

superior to it. The only objection which can

be raised against it—namely, its liability to rot

—may be obviated by the adoption of Mr.

Stephen's plan of forming the floor. The
earth in the first instance was dug out of the

barn to the depth of the foundation walls,

which should be two feet below the door soles,

and in the case of the building of a new standing this can be done

when the foundations are taken out. The ground is then spread over

with a layer of sand, sufficient to preserve steadiness in the stout

rough flags 4 4 (fig. 1, plate VIII.) which are laid upon it, and jointed in

strong mortar ; 12-inch thick sleeper walls a a of stone and lime are then

built on the flags to support the ends of the joists of the floor. The ends

of the joists c, formed of 10 by 2.J-inch plank are then laid on edge upon

the walls, 16 inches apart, and the spaces between them filled up to the top

of the joists with stone and lime. The buildingbetween the joists requires

to be done in a peculiar way. It should, be done with squared rubble

stones, and on no account should the mortar come in contact with the

joists, as nothing destrovs timber, by superinducing the dry rot, more

readily than the action of lime. The floor d is then laid on a level with

tlie door sole, and finished with a neat skifting-board it round the walls of

the barn. By this contrivance the vermin cannot possibly reach the floor

but from the flags 4, which are nearly 2 feet under it. A hewn stone pillar

e, or even two, are placed on the flags under each joist to support and

strengthen the floor. This construction of floor freely admits the air
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above and below to pteserrc it, and aiTords room under it for cats and dogi
to hunt after renuin.

110. Mr. Ncwlands, another authority in farm construction, prefers

floors of smoothly polished flaf^ carefuUy jointed, laid, if (;hcapness is

desired, on broken stones; if efficiency, on sleeper walls, with the spaces
belov filled in with broken stones. In all cases it is essential to have a
good skirting board running round the walls, and this will be better if

made in cement. In whatever way constructed, it must be borne in mind
that the two great points to be attended to are the security against damp,
and the entrance of vermin.

111. The walls of the barn should be plastered, and they should always
be carried up to the slate boarding.

112. The door of the corn-barn is usually made, as in fig. 2, in two large

leaves; one them has a small door a & in it, the upper p,->rt a of which is

kept open, the lower b shut, while operations are going on in the interior.

A very excellent] form of barn-door is shown in fig. 3, which is suspended
from friction rollers running upon the bar a a ; 6 is the upper half, c the
lower of the small door.

113. The windows of the corn barn may be constructed as in fig. 18,

Plate IV. (see p. 569), and described in paragraph No. 59, p. 673.

1 U. The Chaff-house is a small apartment placed in the coru barn, made
at one side of it, or it is placed between it aud the straw barn, a wooden
partition dividing them. It is used for the storing of the chaff, cavings,

&c., the produce of the threshing mill. It should be lighted with a small
window, and be provided with a door, and be secured with thumb-latch
and bolt.

115. The Upper barn, or second floor above the corn barn, is devoted to

the placing of the corn which is to be threshed, and in the majority of

Scotch steadings to the placing of the bean and oat crusher, &c., &c. The
threshing-mill, where it is of the fixed description, is fed from the upper
barn, so that it is necessary to have an ample supply of light. This may
be given by side windows or a skylight— this placed above the feeding-

board of the threshing-mill. A small trapdoor, 3 feet square, should be
placed in the floor, near the side of the threshing-mill feeding-board ; this

communicates with the corn barn below, and is useful to pass up corn, &c.,
which may be required to be again passed through the mill. A large door
should be placed, not immediately beliind, but a little to one side of the
feeding-board, in the outer wall next the straw or rick yard. Tlirough
this the corn taken from the stacks is passed to the corn barn. A method
often adopted is to triiig the cart laden with the sheaves, &c., close up to

the wall below the door, through wliich the sheaves are pitched. A better

plan, perhaps, is to have a gangway with an easy incline from the stack-

yard up to the door of the corn barn, up whicli the corn sheaves may be
taken in hand or wheelbarrows. In fig. 4, a is the rickyard, with gang-
way b, leading to the door c of the upper barn, d a side window, or c the
position of skylight overhead, / that of trapdoor in floor leading to the
lower com barn. The threshing-machine—we are supposing a fixed, not
a ]>ortable, form to be used in the farm—is supported on two beams g h,

10 by G, the ends of which are supported upon a cross beam i i, 12 by 8,

and the cross wall k.

116. The Straw Barn. The floor of this should be boarded at that part
where the straw falls from the tliresliing mill ; the remainder may be
asphalted or paved with small stones. Air should be admitted through
the barn by having narrow apertures made at certain points in the out-
side walls, opposite t<f each other. These should be filled in with narrow
frames, having shutters turning vertically on pins at the lower and [upper
ends. When these are placed parallel with the walla|flg. 5, the apertures will

be closed ; when at an angle they will be open in proportion to the angle
at which they are set bed fig. 5.

117. The Granary. This extends over apartments placed below, as the
cart-sheds, &c., &c. The floor should be carefully boarded, and a
cemented or wooden skirting made. The walls should be plastered, and
light and air supplied liberally by ventilating windows. A good form for

these will be seen in fig. 18, plate IV., and described in paragraph No.
59, p. 573.

118. "JiaU and Mice," says Mr. Stephens, "Book of the Farm," Vol. 1,

p. 381, "being very destructive and dirty vermin in steadings, and par-
ticularly so to grain in granaries, means should be used in the construc-
tion of steadings to prevent their lodgment in any particular part. Many
expedients have been tried to destroy them in granaries, such as putting
up a smooth triangular board across each corner, near the top of the wall.

The vermin come down any part of the wall to the corn at their leisure,

but when disturbed run to the corners, up which they easily ascend, but
are prevented gaining the top of the wall by the triangular boards, and
on falling down, either on the corn or on the floor, are there easily

destroyed. But preventive means in this case are much better than
destructive, inasmuch as the granaries should always be kept free of them,
and the grain will then only be sweet and clean. The great means of

prevention is to deprive vermin of convenient places to breed in above
ground, and this may be accomplished in all farmsteads by building up
the tops of all the walls, and beam-filling between the legs of the couples
(rafters) with stone and mortar, taking care to keep the mortar from
contact with the timber. These places form the favorite breeding-ground
<if vermin in farmsteads, and should therefore be occupied with sub-
stantial stone wall mortar. * * Besides the tops of the walls, rats and
mice breed under ground, and find access into apartments tlirough the
floor. To prevent lodgment in these places also it will be proper to lay
the strongest flagging and causewaying upon a bed of mortar spread over
a body of inches of small broken stones around the walls of every
apartment in the ground floor where any food for them may chance to fall,

such as in the stables, byres, boiling-house, calves-house, implement-house

,

hay-house, pigsties, and hen-house."
119. The Dairy.—This, in "mixed husbandry farms," is often at-

tached to the farm-house. The apartments required in it are, 1, milk-
room; 2, churning room; 3, cheese-making room; 4, a wash or boiling room
where water may be boiled and the utensils of the dairy washed, 5, a
cheese-drying and storage room.

120. The aspect of the dairy should bo north; but if this cannot be
accomplished, due east must be obtained—a southern aspect is totally inad-
missable. In fig. 6, we give the plan of the dairy part of a farm-house:
a a the kitchen, with door leading into boiling and wash house b ; c

churning room; rf milk room with external door c. Fig. 7 is the upper
plan

—

a the stairs leading from boiling room below; b the cheese-making
room; e a lift in the corner by which to bring up material from the milk
room below; d the cheese-storing room.

121. If a convenient locality can be obtained at once near the farm-
house and the cow house, and yet completely away from all noxious smells,

&c., of the farmyard, where an isolated dairy can be erected, more satis-

faction will be secured. It is unnecessary to give a plan showing an
arrangement of this isolated dairy: the requisite apartments being secured
in it, they will best be arranged by the architect according to his notions
of convenience of working or of those of his client.

122. The floor of the milk room and tlie benches on which the milk
cans are placed should be of slate—every pains being taken to secure
coolness, and at the same time freedom from damp. Ventilation should be
carefully attended to, many of the contrivances specially described in

former papers being obviously applicable to this apartment. All breaks,

as in cornices, skirtings, &e., should be avoided, as these only afford spaces
on which dust lodges; all the internal fittings should be flush with the
walls, and the corners of the room and the junction with the ceiling

should not be at right angles, but made with curves. The windows, if

possible, should be double, the outer one being made with perforated zinc,

the inner glazed as usual, and double hung with pullies and sash lights.

123. The churning room and cheese-making room should also be fitted

up in the same way, and the floor of the washing house should dish from
all sides to the centre, to permit all slops, &c., to drain rapidly away.
Ventilation should be ample to carry rapidly off, and preventing their

finding access to the other rooms, all steam and vapour. A small open shed
should be provided near the door of the wash house, under the roof of
wliich the utensils can bo placed to dry and get the air.

124. Dung Statice.—Tliis may be either closed with sides and roof, or
left open. A very complete form of open dung stance is shown in figs.

9 and 10. In this special jirovision is made for the collection of the
drainings of the heap, which iiass into the tank a this sliould be made of
dimensions sufficient to admit of all the liquid exuvias from the stables

and cow houses being stored up in it. In fig. 10, the longitudinal section,

a pipe b is shown, which carries off the liquid to a small subsidiary tank c,

from which it can be taken as required. This also can bo used as a,

mixing tank, for mixing artificial manures, as rape-cake, &c. Fig. 11 is

a transverse section.

125. The covering of dung from the rain, &c., being a disputed poiut,

this dung stance will be complete in its arrangements, none of the
valuable drainings from the heap being lost. But in cases where it is

deemed desirable to have a covered manure pit, the roof and sides may be
as in figs. 11, 12, 13—fig. 11 being a plan, fig. 12 a side, and fig. 13 an end
elevation. The carts pass in full at one end gate, deliver the dung where
required and pass out at the other and opposite gate. Side dunging gates,

one in the centre, may also be provided.
126. The size of the dung stance depends upon a variety of circum-

stances—such as whether permanent box or stall feeding of the cows is

adopted, or whether they are allowed to pasture half their time. Some
authors allow about 50, some as much as 100 lbs. per day as the weight of

manure provided per day by each animal, a cubic yard weighing on the
average about one ton. The dimensions of the stance may be easily

calculated according to the number of the cattle kept, and the length of

time the manure is to remain in it before removal to the field.

127. T/ie Liquid Manure Tank. This is an important adjunct to a
modern farm steading. Their dimensions may be calculated from the
following data: allow from 1,500 to 2,500 gallons for the household drainage,
according to its extent, for the yearly amount, |800 to 1,000 gallons for

each cow, 300 for each horse, and say 100 for each sow.
128. The circular form is cheaper than the square, but a long and

narrow tank will be found the cheapest, as the expense of constructing
the arched cover will be less than that of a circular or wide tank.

129. A large tank will cost less than two or more smaller tanks to

contain the same quantity. But as it is advisable to have a mixing tank,
the Flemish plan may be adopted of having tlie long tank divided by
partitions, as in fig. 15. The last one at each extremity may be left

uncovered.
130. In Flanders the tank is made under the cow-house, part of It pro-

jecting beyond the wall, as at a fig. 16. In this part the man-hole door is

made, through which the liquid is taken by a long-handled ladle or a
pump.

131. In an essay in the Royal Agricultural Society of England's
Journal, by Mr. Love, on the " Best Means of Applying Liquid Manure,"
two tables are given which contain much useful information. These we
extract. The first gives the diameter of tank; to hold so many gallons,

cubic feet, or tons, these weights corresponding to dressings of one-tenth
of an inch in depth over an acre of land. The depth of the tanks is

assumed to be 10 feet from the springing of the invert or bottom arch.
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Depth over the
sarfRce.

Gallons. Cubic feet. Tons.
Diameter of

tank.

Ft. In.
0-1 of an inch 2,M» 361 11-34 6 10
0^ .. ., 4^38 no •a-ea 9 8
0-3 „ „ 6,80? 1,003 34. 11 10
0-4 „ 9,076 1,458 45-36 13 8
0-5 „ „ 11,345 1323 66-r2 15 3
0-6 „ 13,614 2,187 681 16 8
07 „ 15,883 2,551 79-4 18
lys „ „ 18452 2,910 00-75 10 3
0^ „ ,. 20,421 3,281 102 1 20 «
1-0 ineh •ii,Wi) :l,W5 113-4 21 7

130. The second table shows the cost of tanks of different sizes in cubic
yards of excavation, the minimum cost being 4d. per yard ; also the quan-
tity and cost of clay (at Is. a yard) required to pack 4 inches thick behind
the brickwork ; and the number of bricks required to a 9-inch wall, 4-inch
bottom, and 9-inch arch-cover, leaving a man-hole of 3J feet in diameter
in the middle of the arch. The cost of bricks, lime, sand laying, and
staunching with cla}-, will be about 36s. per 1,000 bricks ; but the price

paid for excavation will vary with the hardness of the subsoil, and with
the presence of quicksand, rock, or other impediments to its execution.
The bottom should be concave, the segment of a sphere, the radius of
which is equal to the diameter of the tank ; and the dome or cover should
be of the same shape.

131. There should also be a mixing tank, where the liquid manure is

mixed with guano, superphosphate of lime, nitrate of soda, rape-dust, or
any other manure necessary to bring the land up to the pitch of fertility.

This tank must be at least double the size of the collecting-tank, so as to
allow water for dilution to be mixed with the manures that are to be
applied during the day.

Ituutilr in
gtlUm.

Dmth of
riak.

Di»metrr
of Tank.

Depth of
Ezcuva.

tion.

Diameter
of Eics-
Tktion.

Cubic
yartis of
Ercuva-

tioii.

Stauiich-
ing

clay in
cubic yds.

Briclts for
walls, dome
and bottom.

Standnid
aixe.

Total cost.

Ft. Ft. in. Ft Ft In. £ B. d.
2.269 10 6 10 12 9 28 S3 4.200 8 6 2
4,538 „ 9 8 „ 11 10 49 8 0,100 12 4
6.807 „ 11 10 ,^ 14 68 10

12
7,900 15 17 4

9,076 „ 13 8 15 10 87 9,600 19 7
11.345 „ 15 3 17 5 10(1 14 11,000 22 5 4
13,614 „ 16 8 ,^ IS 10 124 "1 12,400 25 3 li

15,883 „ 18 ,^ 20 2 140 13,700 27 17
18,152 „ 10 4 21 « 101 19 15,100 30 IB 3
20,421 „ 20 5 22 7 180 20S 10,500 33 15
mfiK) " 21 7 " 23 9 IIKJ 22 17,900 30 13

RUTL.4ND CHURCHES.—No. C—AVardley.
Those tonrists who may visit this little county in search of the picturesque will

not have entirely crowned the object of their rural rambles, unless they find tlieii-

way to the verj- retired village of Wardley. It is situated on the slope of a hill
a short distance from the Uppingham and Leicester-road, from which its

buildings are wholly obscured, only tlie upper part of the church spire being seen
Ijefore entering the enclosure that leads to the village.

" Look wlicre the viUag-e spire lifts sweet and still
Its taperinfr finger o'er tlic sunlit hill,

Stretclied at its foot in tlie green valley's breast
The gatliered aslics of long centuries rest,
A few wliitc tombstones, and a few dim grey
Mark names that have not yet passed quite away.
But for tlic multitude tliat there have trod
Year after year up to tlie house of God,
The beating hearts, the reverent brows that wont
To bend around tliat altar and that font,
'Tis vain, 'tis trite, the question ' AVherc are they ?'

'Tis asked by every moralist every day
Asked, but not answered."

The scenery in Rutland is extremely rich, but probably the prosjiect from this
spot surpasses everj- other, the adjoining county of Leicester, however, con-
tributing materially to enrich the view. Below, on the south side, is the beau-
tiful winding valley of the Eye, and beyond the gradually rising high ground is

studded with ornamental plantations, park-like enclosures, highly cultivated
arable lands, and well stocked meadows, the whole forming an extensive and
magnificent panorama. The commendable taste exhibited by the villagers in the
cultivation of flowers in front of theu: neat and well-built cottages adds to the pic-
turesqueness of the place. When a village was first formed here is lost in
obscnritv-. It is probable that the Britons, before the aiTival of the Romans,
occnpied it : they were much more civilised than modem historians have repre-
sented them to be: thev kept large herds, and Wardley being within the confines
of the Forest of Leighficld the district would be a likely one to attract them
thither. A history (Laird's) of the county, published in the first quarter of the
present century, gravely says that it was not in existence at the Norman survey.
The writer probably ventured to make this assertion because Wardley is not
mentioned in Domesday Book (but it may have been connected with another
place). That valuable record contains a multitude of particulars in respect of
markets, tenures, criminal proceedings, to;. ; but witli regard to ecclesiastical
matters in the precept by which the record was directed to be made there was no
injunction to furnisn a return of churches, the mention of which is accidental

;

all the churches named in the record do not amount to more than 1,700, and to
tliese lands were attached ; hence the notice of them there. The derivation of
the name of this place the writer of the history in question ought to have
known ; the etymology of the final syllabic is Saxon (ley or lea—a meadow or
plain, land under grass or pasture),

" The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea."

Besides, the south inner doorway of the church is of a stvle of architecture known
in Ids day as Saxon, but which is now decided to be Ivorman. The church is

dedicated to St. Mary. It consists of a nave and a tower at the west end. The
interior is very plain, there not being even the usual chancel arch. There is only
one entrance, under the south porch. The semicircular moulded arch of the
inner doorway is supported by a slender shaft on each side having foliated

cushion capitals. The chamfered tower arch rises from corbels consisting of
grotesque heads. A small octagonal font contains the date of 1797. The north
doorway is blocked. In the north wall, near the altar, there is an nuinbry, and
in the opposite wall a lancet-headed piscina. The east window is Perpendicular
(fifleeiitli century) : those in the south wall are of earlier dates, there being two
lancets—a couplet and single light (thirteenth century), and a Decorated (four-
teenth century). The clerestory windows are Perpendicular. The tower is

Decorated, and of tlu-ee stages : the first is pierced with a narrow trefoil-headti
light under a dripstone with grotesque head terminations; the second is blank

;

and the third has a window of two lights, with a quartrefoil in the head, under a
similar dripstone to that in the first stage. The buttresses, which are set at
right angles, die away at the top of the second stage. The broach spire has two
tiers of lights in the cardinal faces, and is of the same date as the tower, and it is

of a similar character to several otliei-s in this part of the county. The furniture
of the church is plain and good, but introduced some years before the tide for
church restoration had set in, the pews being high. There is an harmonium at
the west end. On the walls are several mural tablets, recording the deaths
of inembei-s of the Pludyer family :

" In memory of George Bridges Brudenell,
Esq., who departed this life l"eb. 1,1801, aged 75 years. "To the memory of
Caroline, relict of Sir Samuel Eludyer, Bart., and daughter of the Hon. James
Brudenell and Susannah, his wife, who died October 11, 1803, aged 70 years."
" To the memory of Charlotte daughter of Sir Samuel Brudenell Flutlyer, Bart.,
and Maria, his wife, who died rebruaiy 1, 1804, aged 1 year and 9 months."
" In memory of George Fludyer, Esq., nephew and sole heir of the late George
Bridges Brudenell, Esq., who died April 15, 1837, aged 76 years. Also of the
Right Honorable Lady Mary Fludyer, relict of the above, daughter of John 9th
Earl of Westmoreland. She died June 27, 1855, aged 8-2 years." There are also
several other tablets :

" In affectionate remembrance of John Walker, Esq., who
died January 25, 1859, aged GO years." " Sacred to the memory of George God-
frey, Esq., who departed this life the 3rd day of March, 1813, aged 87. Also to
the memory of George Godfrey, Gent., great nephew to the above. He departed
this life September 25, 1819, aged 27 years." In the floor, under the altar table,
is a slab with this inscription :

'• Here lyeth the body of Thomas Smith, who was
Rector of this parish 35 yeari!, and afierwards of Hundlehy, Lincolnshire. He
was succeeded here by his eldest son, Richard, Rector of Alcxton, in the year
1724; and departed this life December 14, 1759, in his 70th year.
Also his wife, by whom he had six sons and one daughter. She
died November 1, 17-24, aged 09 years." The spiritual wants of the
parishioners are cared fur by the Rev. Clms. Henry Newinarch, rector of
Belton, to which Wardley is annexed. The reverend gentleman is joint author
(with Professor Buckman) of the "Illustrations of Roman Art," and also
author, under assumed names, of several books and jiamplilets : he was formerly
Honorary Secretary of the Gloucestershire Arclitoological Society, and Local
Secretary for that county for the Society of Antiquaries. Only little is known of
the early history of Wardley : it, together with Ayston, belonged to the Murdocs,
of Stockerston, from whom it went to the Boyvilles, Alice de Boyville, sister and
heir of Hugh Jlordoc, having been lady of the manor in the ninth year of
Edward II. (about the time the tower and spire of the church were erected) : she
was the wife of Thomas de Boyville, in whose family it continued till the eighth
year of Edward' I V.'s reign, when the manor was divided aniOiig the three
daughters and co-heirs of John de Boyville, the last lord of the manor. One of
these daughters (Margaret) married Thomas Restwold, to whom with the
division of Wartley, Ayston was also assigned. John de Boyville was Sheriff of
Rutland in 1415 (third Henry V.), John de Boyville in 1432 (eleventh Henry
VI.), Hugo de Boyville in 14.30, John de Boyville in 144G, and Hugo de
Boyville in 1448. John de Boyville was returned "M.P. for Rutland first Edward
III., John de Boyville thirty-sixth, and John de Boyville, forty-third same
reign, John de Boyville seventh Henry VI., Hugo de Boyville, twenty-fifth
Heiirj' VI., and John de Boyville thirty-eighth Henry YI. George Finch, Esq.,
is the present lord of the manor, but a great part of the soil belongs to the
Fludyer family. At the taking of the last census the parish contained only 59
inhabitants.

No. 7.

—

Caldecot.
Rockingham station, on the Stamford and Rugby line of railway,

is in the parish of Caldecot, and adjacent to the village. The station,
which is distant from Rockingham about a mile, received its present name, it is

said, at the request of the late Hon. Richard Watson, whose widow resides at the
Castle on the other side of the valley of the Welland. The name of the village
would imply that previous to the Conquest it was an insignificant place, cot or
cote (Saxon) signifying a small house, hut, or mean habitation. On refening
to a map it will be seen that Caldecot lies at a point of a very sharp angle of the
county, Leicestershire being on one side of the angle and Northamptonshire on
the other : it is nearly level with the valley between which and the village the
waters of the Eye flow, the Welland receiving them immediately afterwards.
The church is dedicated to St. John : it consists of nave, south aisle, chancel, and
tower at the west end. It was almost entirely rebuilt in the 14th century,
probably in the reign of Edward I. The nave is divided from the aisle by three

the church was almost rebuilt in the 14th century. In the south wall, on either
side of the porch, is a pretty window of two lights, with a quatrefoil in the head

:

each IS filled with very inferior modern stained glass : as also is one at the west
end of the aisle. There are in the usual positions in the south wall of the chan-
cel a sediha for two priests (the seats graduated) and a piscina ; in the east wall,
behind the altar table, a locker or aumbry ; and in the north wall another locker
There IS also in the south wall of the chancel a lancet-headed low side window,
partly glazed and partly blocked. The uses of these windows are extremely
puzzling to the antiquary. Those who favour the theory that the sancte-bell
was there rung might urge that speculation here with some force, for upon the
ridge of the roof at the east end of the nave is a sancte-ljell cot. The bell, which
has disappeared, in pie-reformatiou days was rung to give notice that the
isanciv)!, sanctus, sanctus, Dominus Deu/i Suhiwth, inii\c celebration of the
mass, had commenced, and to warn the people of the approaching elevation of
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the Host. Several of the stone steps by which the priest ascended to the rood-loft

remain. Hood-lofts were so effectually destroyed at the reformation that very
few are now to he met with in the i)ari9h churches. Tliere are a piscina and a
stone bracket at the cast end of tlie aisle, which show that there was a chapel

here. The square font is in its proper position—near the west end : it is early

Decorated, each face having a trefoil-head recess, and a trefoil at each chamfered
angle : the bowl is supported by a central stem and four shafts having moulded
bases The font has been /winferf and yraincd. The whole of the furniture is

very old, and the interior altogether is mucli in need of a iudicious restoration.

Against the chancel arch is a singing gallery, which will of course disajjpear

when the parishioners set about making their church more comfortable for the
worshippers. Home of the open benches are of the earliest introduced into

churches, having poppyhead ends : and there arc also several very early pews.
Some of the intersecting timbers of the roof have bosses consisting of grotesque
heads. On tlie panels of the reading desk are some fragments of tracery, of 15th
century carving. There is a peal of five bells upon one of which is this inscrip-

tion: "'TobieNorriscast me." It wascastat Stnmfordin the reign of Charles II.

but the site of the foundry is not now known. The firm of Norris was a cele-

brated one, as numerous belfries at the present day testify. The treble was
given by Peter Brown in 1098, wliose mutilated table monument is on the south
side of the tower, but the metal tablet containing the inscription has been stolen
from it witliin memory. The Decorated tower is of three stages : the first has
the usual entrance (plain), the second is blank, and the third has a window of
two lights. The butresses are set square to the top of the first sta^e, and above
at right angles. Between CO and 70 years ago the upper part of the spire was
struck by lightning, and an engraving showing its then shattered appearance was
given ill the Gentleman's Magazine at the time. John Caldecot served the
officeof Sherilfof Butland in 1015 (7 Henry VIII.) and in 15-27, and William
Caldecot in 150:3 (5 Elizabeth) and in 1577. Their ancestors were probably set-

tled here, and lance this surname. In Blotne's Britannica there is a list of the
nobility and gentry " which are or lately were related unto the county ofRutland,"
and in it is the name of Peter Woodcock, gentlemen, of Caldecot. North-east of
the village are two circular hills, whicn are very prominent objects from the
railway. They are known as the Preston and Bee hills; are quite unconnected
with the northern chain, and are too extensive to have been thrown up by arti-
ficial means. A very extensive view is obtained from them.

"From these the prospect clinnges. Plains Immense
Lie stretch'd below, interminable meads,
And vast savannahs, where the wandering eye,
Unfixt, is in a verdant ocean lost."

The summits of these hills were well adapted for beacon stations during the
inedioeval and subsequent civil conflicts. A little westward (at Bringhurst)
Cromwell's adherents were stationed, whence they proceeded across the valley
and attacked llockingham Castle. Caldicot has been a chapelry to Lyddington,
which is two miles distant, ever since the Conquest.

ST. PATRICK'S CATHEDRAL, DUBLIN.*
FOR many years past the ruinous condition of the venerable Cathedral Church

of St. Patrick, in this city, has been a subject of continually increasmg
anxiety and regret. Originally well built, though not with the best materials, it

has yielded very slowly to the destructive influences of time and climate; nor
could it be doubted that, if ordinary attention had been paid to the necessary
repairs, it might yet for many centuries be preserved as a monument at once of
architectural skill and national piety. The dean and chapter have very inade-
quate resources for this purpose, and it is, perhaps, fortunate that they did not
possess larger funds applicable to building and repairs, for to this circumstance
we are indebted for the preservation of much that is really antique. Had the
Economy fund been large, it would, no doubt, have been expended liberally ; but
if we may judge from what has been hitherto done in that way, the result would
only have been the irreparable disfigurement of the church with carpenter's Gothic
and other tasteless incongruities. The deficiency of funds, if it has acted injuriously
in one direction, has had a conservative influence in another, and has obviated many
difficulties in the task of a successful restoration. It is now well known that in
our respected fellow-citizen, Benjamin Lee Guinness, the church has found a
benefactor, whose munificence has no parallel in this country since the age in
which its cathedrals were built, when the animating sentiment alike of princes
and people was to give the Lord the honordue unto His name—worship the Lord
with holy worship. But it should be equally well known that the church will be
still more indebted to Mr. Guinness for the good judgment and correct taste with
which he directs the expenditure of his £20,000 on the works of reparation. His
principle is to replace whatever is decayed, adhering exactly to the ancient
pattenis, and making no other alteration than the substitution of a better

. material. The plan is to restore, but not to innovate. In all previous repau-s
this principle was neglected, except only in the single instance of one buttress
and i)innacle on the north side of the choir, which was truly restored by the
present Dean soon after his appointment, but with the judicious alteration of
using a good durable limestone in place of the soft sandstone previously employed,
which, from its readily yielding to the action of the atmosphere and rain, is

quite unfit for the exterior of the building. Mr. Guinness is ably seconded by his
builders, the Messrs. Slurphy, of Amiens-street, who have engaged in the work
with such diligence and constructive skill as leaves nothing to be desired. The
progress already made, within the brief period of about five months, is sufficient
to enable us to estimate the general character of this great undertaking; but
previous to givuig any details, it is necessary to advert to the early history and
recent condition of the church. Archbishop "Usher says that it is uncertain when
this Church of St. Patrick was first founded, Imt he states that it was enlarged
by King John, and was first made prtebendal by Archbishop Comvn in the year
1191, with the appi-oval of Pope Celestine III., and that by his successor in the
see of Dublin, Henry de Loundres, it was raised to be a cathedral, after the model
ofthe Church of Salisbury. The foundation of the present church is, however,
distinctly ascribed by historians to Archbishop Comyn, and was consecrated in
the year 1191. The ground plan, like that of most cathedrals, was cruciform,
the church, when completed, consisting of nave, choir, and transepts, all these
parts having aisles. In or about the year 1270 an eastern chapel was added,
wid dedicated to the Blessed Virgin Jlary, or, according to some accounts, to
Bt. Stephen ; and the choir aisles were extended eastward, so as to partlv include
this chapel between them. About the year 1370 the great square tower was

* Extracted from the Dublin Paper.

erected at the north-western extremity of the nave, where it stands engaged in
the exterior wall of the north aisle. On this tower a granite spire was erected
in the year 1750. The prevailing style of the entire cliurch was the simplest and
most severe of the Gothic, or, as it is now the fashion to say, the liarly linglish

;

but some diversity of style was gradually introduced, if not during the progress
of the original building, at least in the extensive repairs of subs<.'quent centuries.
To the latter part of the fourteenth century we may refer the window
with flowing tracery at the west-end of the north aisle of the nave,
and to the same period nrobably belongs also the four western arches
on that side, which, as well as the clerestory windows for the same extent
exhibit sulftcient ditferences from the remainder of the body of the church to
mark a later i)eriod. The simple lancet-lights of the aisles in both choir and
nave were at the same time replaced by larger muUioned windows belonging to the
Decorated style ; one only of the original windows remaining in the north aisle of
the nave, next the tower, where it may still be observed ; but until some alter-
ations had been made a few years ago, the arches of the original ones could be
seen plainly in the exterior masonry of the aisle walls. The great west window
ill the Perpendicular style is obviously an interpolation of even later date. The
clerestory of the choir was supported on the outside by flying buttresses—four on
the north and (bur on the south side. We cannot determine whether these were
part of the original plan, or additions as ornamental as they were usi-ful, made at
a later period, to resist the outward pressure of the stone vaulting of the lofty
choir. The shafts of the pinnacles were square in the horizontal section, were
decorated with tracery, and sui-mountcd with caps which were either conical or
octagonal pyramids; but being constructed of a soft stone had yielded so much
to the weather that their true figure cannot now be precisely ascertained ; but
there is no doubt whatever as to the shafts and ornamentation of those pinnacles.
There were no pinnacles on any other portion of the building, and it is to be
regretted that one flying bu^ress has been completely removed on the north side,
and two others at the north-eastern and south-eastern angles rebuilt witli their
pinnacle shafts of an octagonal fonn, and over-capped so much that when
viewed in profile against the clear sky they resemble nothing so much
as a mould candle with an extinguisher. The north transept, which
has long been used as the parish church of Saint Nicholas, was
permitted to become a ruin towards the end of the last centurj-, and was com-
pletely demolished about forty years ago. It has been rebuilt with better stone,
but with verv little attention to the style of the cathedral, and is still used as a
parish church. The eastern chapel, which for many yeare had teen used by a
congregation of French refugees who conformed to the Established Church, and
afterwards as a chapter-house, was entirely taken do\\Ti about ten years ago,
although quite susceptible of repair, and has been rebuilt on the original, but
with this fault among many others, that the soft sandstone imported from
Caen has been again used in most exposed situations—in quoins, angles, and
weathering of buttresses, where it is already going to decay and disfigured by
cryptogamic vegetation. The south transept and south wall of the nave liaci

long been in a precarious or dangerous condition. Either at the beginning of
the eighteenth, or the close of the seventeenth century, two clumsy but
efiective flying buttresses had been erected for their support. These will be
remembered as one on the south side of the nave, the other on the west side of
the south transept. Both were surrounded by stone balls, such as usually decorate
gate piers, and were incongruous though useful. Their utility would not have been
less had they been modelled after those of the choir. But the stability of the nave
had been seriously impaired by cutting into the pillars for the insertion of monu-
ments, most of which were in the worst taste, and all inappropriate to the style. A
further injury was done in Archbishop Magee's time by the erection of two huge
galleries in the nave, by which, when occupied, a great additional weight was
thrown on the piers already weakened. The triforium of the nave was sacrificed
to those hideous constructions. The equilibrium was so disturbed by those con-
joined causes that about fourteen or fifteen years ago an attempt was made to
strengthen the nave piers by removing their exterior and replacing it by a thin
casing of cut stone. This gave but little, if any, additional support, and it wa.s
then found necessary to prop up two arches by strong timber frames and
centering. In this state the church fortunately attracted tlie attention of
Mr. Guinness. He saw at once that but one remedy could be applied. The
ruinous portions, extensive as they were, should be entirely removed, and
replaced by a new structure, retaining the form and appearance of the
original, but far surpassing it in strength of construction and quality of
material. He has engaged simultaneously in several distinct parts of his
great enterprise, of which we may with "truth say that it was with Iiim a
labor of love. The south wall of the nave has been taken down, after the monu-
ments had been fii-st carefully removed for re-crection in more suitable positions.
The house of God should not resemble a sculptor's gallery or a museum of curious
otijects. The rebuilding has already commenced in the nave. Three of the
pillars, which are to support the great arches and their superstructure, have
reached their full height. They are built from the foundation on the same site
as their predecessors held, but instead of rubble masonry they are constructed of
solid granite of Cyclopean strength and proportions. Exterior to this core,
which is 3 feet 10 inches in diameter, will be a casing of Caen stone, in which the
engaged columns (" the shafted stalks," as Scott calls them) are formed. Of
this exterior casing there are portions already in position : and from even these
specimens we can judge how fine will be the "effect of the entire when comjileted.
It is not too much to say that it could not be surpassed by Pugin in his best
efibrts. The draining of the church, which hitherto has been most ineffectually
attempted, although the vicinity of a running stream offered great facilities,

has received due attention, and may now be considered as accomplished.
W'hile these works were proceeding in the nave the reparation of the exterior
of the choir has also been commenced. Every one that has viewed the church
from the south must have remarked the crumbling jambs and arch mouldinf^ of
the clerestory windows, and the dmgerously ruinous state ofthe pinnacles ofthe
original flying buttresses. These pinnacles are now nearly down to the spring
of the arches ; they have been strengthened from below, aiid will be exactly re-
built of the former pattern. The two most easterly of the choir clerestory
windows on the south side have had their decaying stonework removed, and re-
placed with exactly similar jambs and mouldings cut in the best Irish limestone.
The fidelity of the restoration can be proved by a comparison while there is op-
portunity with the adjoining windows not yet touched. The works throughout
will be equally honest, an honor to the donor, and all under his direction. But
we would wish to see photography employed to preserve accurately the form of

every part that is to be removed. The greater part of the south transept, both
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vitiiia and on tbeexterior, doinands this precaution. Its eastern wall is on the I

interior aspect Terybeauiilul, and liassome ornnmental features which distinp;uish I

it from the wcsterii. The western extremity of tlie south aisle of the nave is to
]

the extent of two arches in-cupied hy an ancient crypt of jireat nate, perhaps a '

remnantof the e.irlier church, possibly tlie oriiiinalseatofthe University of Dublin
I

in the early part of the fourteenth ceulury, and certainly that of the" school in

which Archbishop I'sher, who was bom and reared iu Nicholas-street, received his

eariy education. We hope that it may be decided to preserve this interesting
remnant of antiquity, which is cajiable of bein"; rendered a very appropriate
church [Mrch. Tlie only reason we have heard for proposing its removal is. that I

it prevents the formation of r. large Decorated window corresponding to that of
the opposite aisle ; but that window of the north aisle, though undoubtedly
beautiful, is itself an innovation, and it is by no means necessary that there
should be an exact symmetry of the two opposite sides. If there were such a
principle in the Gothic, it would follow that another tower should be erected at

the south-western angle to match the present steeple. Cathedrals such as
Exeter, which have two towers, usually have them somewhat difterent in style

and finish of their details. To the completion of Si. Patrick's stained glass

windows would be essential, but tliis would entail an amount of expense which
should not be allowed to fall on Mr. Guinness. In the eastern window there was
an appropriate ornament, the Star of the Order of St. Patrick, which, in some
recent attem|>ts at improvement, was swept away. Should not something better

have been first providetl ? In the same spirit of innovation was destroyed the
altar-piece, a fine picture of the sun rising, in allusion either to tlic •• Dayspring
from on high," or to our Lord, " The Sun of Righteousness." For this a plain

glass sash window, or glazed screen, has been substituted. With the better system
of improvement that is now in procress, we may hope that all these incongruities

will disappear, and that the state of the church may in future be such that the
faarasaeil student who attends Divine Service on the Lord's Day, may be able to

sympathise %vitli the great English poet, when in his better days he sang

—

" But let my dno feet never fail

To walk the studious cloysters pale.
And love the bi^h embowed roof.
With antique pillars mussv proof.
And storied windows richly diijht,

Castin;;- a dim religious light.

•There let the pealing or^an blow,
To tlie full-voiced uuirc Dclow,
In service high, and anthems clear,

As may with sweetness, throuijh mine ear.
Dissolve me into extasics.

And bring all Heaven before mine eyes."

If this should ever he realised in our time-worm and ruinous cathedral, it

will be owing to the princely generosity and correct taste of Benjamin Lee Guin-

PHILHARMOXIC HALL, LSLINGTON.

THE buildiug now in course of erection near the Islington turnpike-
gate, and of which we give a view in our present Number, is another

example of the desire evinced by the public for musical entertainments.
The present building is to be devoted to amusements similar to those now
offered at Weston's, Green's, and other West-end music-halls. The
entrance, 14 feet wide, leads to the hall, which is 43 feet wide and 96 feet

long, surrounded by a gallery or balcony 9 feet wide, access to which is

obtained by a large staircase. We may now state that the entrances and
staircases are constructed fire-proof on a principle already adopted by the
architects in their former buildings of this kind. At the further end of

the hall is the orchestra, which is semicircular in plan, and on cither side

of it are private bo.xes. The architectural decorations consist of
Corinthian and Ionic columns, the entablature is carried round the hall

and over projecting blocks, supported on caryatides between each bay.

The ceiling is divided into panels by projecting beams of an ornamental
character. The corridors which are of an unusually large size, are to be
used as promenades and supper rooms. Every convenience appears to

have been carefully studied for the comfort of visitors.

Our illustration represents that portion of the building facing the
High-street, Islington ; it is devoted to the entrance and manager's resi-

dence. The whole will be finished in Portland cement.

The building is being carried out from the designs of Messrs. Finch
Hill, and Faraire, by Messrs. Hollands and Hannan, the contractors.

Stained Olat» Windows.—A large wheel window has just been fixed
in the New Church, Rugby, by Mr. Holland, of Warwick, with subjects showing
parable* of Our .Saviour', viz. :—" Tlie Good Samaritan," " The Prodigal Son,"
"The Good Shepherd," "The Rich Man and Lazarus," "The Marriage least,"
" The Lost Sheep," "The Lalxirers in the Vineyard." The rest of the win-
dow is filled with angels bearing scrolls, with the text, " To Thee Cherubim and
Seraphim continually do cry Holy, Holy, Holy, Lorcl God of Sabaoth." Three
wimlows have also just beeii fixed" in Ufton Church, I^amington Priors, by the

one single-light window of " The Ascension.'

Preston.—On Tuesday last the foundation stone of a new Koman
Catholic Church was laid at the village of Scorton, nearGarstang. It is intended
to be in the Early Decorated period of Gothic architecture. The arcliitccts are
Messrs. J. Hanson and .Son, of Clifton, near Bristol. The church will be seated
to accommoilate 3(X), and is expected to be completed in about nine months. The
contractor for the joiners' work is Mr. J. Turner, and for the masonry, Mr. W,
Vatcs, both of Preston. The building is to cost about £2,o00.

Hartlepool.—A new chapel, belonging to the Methodists, was opened
a few days since. The building is 42 leet by 34 feet, well fitted, and cost
over £400.

INDIAN MONUMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.*
SIR,—My last letter contained some quotations from Mr. Fcrgusson in

support of the importance of those works which he includes under
the Jaina styles, and those of Northern and Southern Hindu. In this it

may be acceptable that I should add some on those forms which Indian
architecture took on being modified by the influence of the Maliommedan
styles. These are perhaps the most important. Thej' are those which we
cliivfly know as Indian: they are also those from which, probably, the

most is to be gained. In speaking incidentally of Ghasni, he mentions a

magnificent mosque of marble and granite, known by the name of the

"Celestial Bride," around which also were "mosques, porches, aqueducts,

reservoirs, and cisterns beyond any other city in the East." " The plain

of Ghasni still shows the remains of this splendor, an investigation of
which would be one of the most interesting and valuable contributions we
could receive. These ruins, however, have not been either examined or

described; and even the tomb of the great Malimoud is unknown to us,

notwithstanding the celebrity it acqtiired from the removal of its gates

at the termination of our disastrous campaigns in that country."
Shortly after he enters upon a description of the works at Delhi:—"By-

far the most interesting group of ruins that exist in India, or perhaps in

any part of the world, is that which lies around, or in the neiglibourhood

of, the tall Column of Victory, which Kootub erected at Delhi, within

the precincts of the Palace of i?irthay Raja. Even in situation these ruins

are singularly beautiful, for they stand on the gentle slope of a hill over-

looking a plain, which liad once, apparently, been a lake, and afterwards
became the site of three successive capitals of the East. In front are the

ruins of Toglucabad, the gigantic fort of an old Pathan chief: and further

north the plain is still covered with the ruins of old Delhi, the capital of

the later Pathans and earlier Moguls. Beyond that, at the distance of

nine or ten miles, are seen the towers of Sh.ahjehanabad, the modern
capital, and still the seat of the nominal monarchy of the Great Mogul.
Still further north are situated the civil station and cantonments of the

British rulers of the country. It is a fortunate circumstance that

these were not placed here, as at Agra, in the midst of

the ruins, for it is to this that we owe their preservation.

But for the distance, it is probable that the marble columns
would have been taken away for any purposes, for which
they might be available, with a total disregard to the beauty
iind interest of the remains thereby annihilated. As it is, the

buildings belonging to the celebrated Shahlima Gardens, which were the

only edifices of importance in the neighbourhood of the English station,

have disappeared. This, however, happih-, is of slight importance in

comparison with the ruins to the south." Here the author adds a note.
" At one time a better influence seems to have prevailed, and some money
was spent in repairing the Kootub Minar. It is true, however, that this

was done in the worst possible taste. A door was added in the style of

Strawberry Hill Gothie, and a kiosk was stuck on its snmmit, copied from
the garden pavilion of some modern dwelling in Delhi, and balustrades

added in the same taste. A dome also was placed on the top, but as this

was of lath and plaster, or some such material, it has disappeared long

ago, and it would be well if the other improvements had done so likewise."

The above passages are noticeable as illustrating two modes in which the

Indian monuments of architecture have been liable to injury within late

years—spoliation and indiscreet repair.

Mr. Fergusson then gives a short account and two illustrations of the

edifice called the " Kootub," from examination and sketches by himself.

Also, of the Tower, or Minar, which he conceives is, " without exception,

the most exquisite specimen of its class known to exist anywhere." It is

48 feet 4 inches in diameter at the base, and, as measured in 1794, 242 feet

in height. He next presents some most interesting data as to the Junima
Mesjid and Suli Durwara mosques at Jaunpore ; after which he proceeds

to the monuKients of the city of Gour, on which he makes the following

remark :
" The city of Gour, in Bengal, long the Hindu capital of the

lower country, and for more than three centuries the seat of an indepen-

dent Pathan kingdom, possesses within its walls and in its neighbour-

hood a series of ruins well worthy of attentive study." He then passes to

the monuments of Ahmedabad, and then to those of Delhi and Agra ; and
gives a sketch, such as the size of his work admits of, of that most magni-
ficent edifice, the Jumma Mesjid, or Great Mosque, at Delhi, built by
Shah Jehan on his removing his capital to that site. Speaking of the

details and eH,«cmiZe of this, especially in the north-east view, he says:
" The whole tlius forms a group intelligible at the first glance, and, as an

architectural object possessing a variety of outline and play of light and
shade, wliicli few buildings can equal." " The terrace on which this edifice

is raised, as well as all the essential parts of it, are composed of red sand-

stone, but the principal facade is ornamented with panels and bands of

white marble, and the interior is almost wholly composed of the same
material."
Another work, however, of the same class at Agra appears to attract

his greatest praise. Of this he says:

—

IJy far the most elegant mosque, however, of tliis age, perhaps, indeed, of any
period of Moslem art, is the Jlootee .Mesjid, or I'earl Mosque, built by Shah .Iclian lu

the Talace of Agra. Its dimetisions are considerable, being externally Zi't feet east

and west by 100 feet north and south, and the courtyard lis fuct square. Its mass
also is considerable, as the whole Is raised on a terrace of artilicial construction, by
the aid of which it stands well out from the surrounding buddings of the fort. lis

beauty, liowcver, greatly resides in tlic courtyard, which is wholly of white marble
from the pavement to the summit of the domes. In design it somewhat resembles
the great Delhi Jlosque, except that the minarets are omitted. The weBtorn part, or

mosque properly so called, is of white marble inside and out, and except an inserip-

* Continued trom page 710.
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lion from tlio Koran inlaid with black marble, as a frieze, it has no ornament beyond
the lines of its own f,^raceful architecture. It 1h, in fact, as far as I know, less orna-

mented than any buiUlin^ of the same pretensions, formine: a sing^nlar contrast with
the late buiidinjjs of the stylo in Spain and elsewhere, which depend so much for their

effect on the rich exuberance of the ornament with which they arc overlaid.

The above passages will be accepted as indicative of the rich resources

of architecture in our Krapire of tlie East. They are on the authority of

one who has been a sojourner in tliu land. They are not hearsay, but

t)ie words of an eye-witness. Do they not open to our view objects of the

greatest interest, variety, and beauty? and do not they raise in us the wish

to know more of tliese treasures of a vast country which has lately become,

more truthfully, we hope, than heretofore, our own, and to be treated, we
trust, henecfortii, perhaps, as a child, but certainly not as a slave?

John Bell.

BIG BEN.

IT must be beginning to fade out of the memory of most of our readers

that, besides the many points of interest intended to be presented by
the new Palace of Westminster, besides its marvellous beauty and its

marvellous mismanagement, its noble arcliitecture which, thanks to Sir

Cliarles Barry's talent and determination, has risen, through all difficulties

and above all detraction, a monument worthy of this empire, and a turning-

point in the history of English arcliitecture, and its perplexed ventilation

whicli, thanks to I)r. Reid, has gone far to make the public believe that

all ventilation is impossible, and all science mere pedantrj'; besides the

stained glass and the fretted woodwork, besides the decaying stone and
the corroding roofs, besides the greatest modern architect in the world, and
besides the meanest remuneration ever offered by Government, as that

architect's commission—besides all these and much more, it was determined
our new Palace of Westminster should be famous for the finest bell in the

world, and forsooth the upshot has been as marvellous a mixture of

splendor and failure, of success and incompleteness, as the whole
of this huge discrepancy has displayed in every part of its course.

Tlie public would, perhaps, hardly thank us if we were to go back to

the commencement of Big Ben's history some five years ago, for it is as

long as that since the great bell for the Palace of Westminster was first

seriously taken in hand, and we do not think it needful to do so ; the
whole story might be siunmed up by saying that from that time to this

there has been a constant talk about this same bell, and every now and
then something done, and as often something undone. It was pot till

August, 1856, that the first bell was cast, and that the Times and the

referees said it was everything that could possibly be desired, and the
exact note intended, till one day we were all told that the bell bad cracked,

and ever since then we have heard, from time to time, wonderful news as

to how bad it was, how poor a casting, how far from the intended note,

and numberless other things which, if they are all true, must have been
true when the bell was being welcomed and praised, and done glory to,

and which, on the other hand, if false then are certainly false now.
However, the bell was recast and, this time, by a different firm, but

still under the superintendence of the same amateur, Mr. Denison,
whose connexion with Big Ben seems likely to be remembered as
long as it is remembered at all, not altogether with satisfaction and gratitude
by the British public.

About this time the bell, and its delays various and sundry, and its two
bell-founders, provoked an epigram, which appeared at the time, so smart
as almost to deserve reprinting. It ran thus :

—
"Poor Mr. Warneris put in the comer
For making a bad Bii>- lien

;

Good Mr. Mears, as it appears.
Is to make us a new one when ?"

The answer to the question in the last word of this little jeu d'esprit

was not given till April, 1858, at which date the second bell was east ; and
in its turn it was certified, as the first had been, by the referees, and was
hoisted up into its place, and the hours sounded forth from it upon the
wind—a new sound for London, and a welcome one. Tliere are very, very
few things that the whole of the inhabitants of this vast metropolis have in

common, and there was a great charm about those magnificent notes

that travelled forth from Barry's beautiful tower, and spread themselves for

miles and miles away till all London could hear them even to the outskirts.

We all remember the sudden cessation of the great voice, just as it was
beginning to get familiar, and the genuine regret that was felt by every-
one, except a very few moody, testy M.P.'s, who fancied the bell too much
for their weak nerves, when it became known that this bell, too, was gone ;

then came some startling letters, then a trial (or libel ; then, at long in-

tervals, an exchange of question and answer in the House, tending to

show nothing and make nothing clear, and that is all that most people
have heard about it.

Within a few weeks, however, a Parliamentary paper has been put forth,

which, as it contains information on the present condition of the bell, has
provoked the consideration of the subject ; not but what within a short

time, a republication of a work by Mr. Denison has appeared, in which
his account of the transactions connected with the Westminster clock,

chimes, and bell is given in his own words, and from his own point of

Tiew. The document we have just alluded to possesses, however, the
advantage of conveying the views of disinterested witnesses. It is a
return to the House of Commons, containing the reports on the bell of
Professor Tyndall, Dr. Percy, and the Astronomer Royal (Professor
Airey) j and as this report affords the latest information on a subject of
general—nay, national—interest, it will be, no doubt, acceptable if we give
»ome account of its contents.

These gentlemen appear to have examined the bell separately, and have
sent in separate reports, that of the Astronomer Royal including the

quarter-bells as well as the great bell, and pronouncing an opinion upon
them that is by no means entirely commendatory. Dr. Percy made
analyses of portions of the bell, and preparatory to doing this pieces were
cut off in the neighbourhood of the cracks, so that his opportunities of
forming a judgment were greater than those of the other two scientific

examiners, who merely were able to inspect the surface of the bell, and to
test its sound.

It appears that five cracks exist in the bell, one 15 inches long, one 9
inches, and the others about 2 inches each. " Were the bell," adds Mr.
Tyndall, " closely examined with a good light, additional small cracks
might possibly be detected."

These cracks are not gaping chinks, and they do not go through the
entire thickness of the metal, the one of them that has been cut open
being exactly 3 inches in depth at a place where the metal (on the sound-
bow) is 7 inches thick. " To the naked eye the sides of the cracks appear
to be in mechanical contact ; but when a wet cloth is dabbed against the
larger ones, the water is forced into them or soaks in by capillary attrac-
tion ; and when the bell is struck subsequently, bubbles issue from the
cracks throughout their entire length." It may be reviembcred that
it was by the Clerk of Works observing this phenomenon one wet day,
that the existence of a crack was first disclosed, and not by any effect the
crack produced on the sound, for it further appears that the cracks have
produced no perceptible alteration whatever in the voice of the bell, and
it is believed that it might be rung with perfectly satisfactory results as
regards the sound, though whether with safety to itself is less certain.

'riie quality of the metal appears porous, and several small holes exist

in the neighbourhood of the cracks, while Dr. Percy's analysis shows a fact

of still greater importance—namely, that the metal of which it is com-
posed is far from being strictly homogeneous, there being such an excess
of tin, as would naturally render the metal brittle in the parts near the
sound-bow, or thick part of the bell just above the mouth ; while Dr.
Percy seems to coincide in the opinion very strongly expressed by Mr.
Mears that the original composition of the bell as prescribed by Mr.
Denison, had too large a proportion of tin in it even had it been perfectly

homogeneous. It lastly appears that the hammer employed for striking

the hours has been outrageously heavy, and that the largest cracks are

one of them exactly opposite to thohammerand the other not far removed;
so that both occur in portions of the bell where the vibrations will be
very powerful when the bell is sounded.

These things being premised, the referees seem to agree pretty closely in

the opinions expressed in their different reports, and their views may be
summed up something as follows :

—

That the cracks are due partly to deficiencies in the casting and unequal
proportions of tin in its different portions; partly to the adoption of too
hard a material, and partly to the use of too violent a blow from the
clock-hammer; but that the bell might, under inspection, be still employed,
and give satisfaction. Professor Airey strongly urges the partial turning
of the bell on its bearings, so that the injured portions may be moved from
a position where they are near the centres of greatest movement, to that
part of the bell which is least disturbed; and that both a lighter hammer
and a shorter distance for it to fall through might be provided. He also

recommends that the hammer be faced with tin, and that care be taken to

adjust the distance from the edge of the point at which the bell is struck,
for it appears that the situation of this point influences most materially
the note given out, and with these precautions he suggests that the
clock should be allowed to strike upon the bell once more, regularly.

Professor Tyndall suggests that the cracks might be cut out of the
sound-bow, and Dr. Percy refers to the precaution formerly adopted of

sounding great bells for a year or so at the foot of the buildings intended

for them before encountering the task of raising and fixing them, a course
which if pursued in this instance, would have spared us much annoyance
and disappointment.

We are glad no proposal is made or hinted at in this report for the closing

\ip the cracks with any sort of cement, or welding together the edges.

Several such suggestions for mending cracked bells have appeared in the
public papers, from persons who overlook the fact that if a piece of solid

metal has proved unequal to resist the jarring strain upon it, there is little

hope that a welded joint, probably an imperfectly welded one, would stand

so long even as the original metal, while there is reason to believe that if

by any means the weld could be made stronger than the metal had been,

the result would only be that cracks woiJd make their appearance in fresh

places.

It perhaps is too much to hope that the bell would, if used, continue

exactly in its present condition ; but as the very competent judges whose
opinions we have just been detailing believe that a possibility of this exists,

while they agree in suggesting that with simple precautions the bell may
be again made use of without any risk of damage from its suddenly break-

ing, we do hope that the striking the hours will be resumed, and that the

very costly and unsatisfactory process of lowering, recasting, and re-

mounting the bell will not be resorted to till experiment has demonstrated

that the sounding it in its present condition must be entirely abandoned.

South Kensington Museum.—During the week endmg 15th

September, 18G0, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and

Saturday, free dnvs, 0,704 ; on Jlonday and Tuesday, free evenings, 0,004. On
the three students' days (admission "to the public Od), 1,404; one students'

evening, Wednesday, 183. Total 14,415. From the opening of the Museum,
1,050,03-2.
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ANTIQUE GEMS.

ME. ROBINSON has recently published a catalogue containing 1,026

8 pecimcns of o])jects of art and vertu, under the heads of Venetian and
antique glass ware. Majolica, pottery, enamels, antique and cinque-cente
jewellery, gems, pictures, &c., &c. We give an extract relating to engraved
gems, and the rules for ascertaining their antiquity, for the purpose of

correcting Mr. Hobiuson on one point, which otherwise might mislead
amateurs and collectors. He says:

—

First, the anoiout gem ontrravcr seUloin bostowed his time and talent on an inferior

stone ; 60 that, altuoufrh coarse and inferior enirravinjjs are somclimes found on
stones of tine quality, ou the other tiand tlic highly-Iinished eufjravinii is rarely, if

ever, seen on a bad stone ; the work and the stone, in short, were ^a'nerally of corrc-
spoodlu^ quality. Secondly, as (iH intaf^lios) the ancients were accustomed to examine
them by transmitted liffht, homo^^reueous and semi-transparent stones were, as a rule,

{deferred to cloudy and mottled ones, especially for delicate works. The back of the
Btooe ms, in all cases, carefully levelled and highly polished; and, as a rule, the
engraTin^: itself is nearly alwavs hif^hly polished ; a dej^ree of tinisb, which, on ac-
count of the great extra lalxir it involves, is seldom bestowed on modem works. Any
supposed antique intaijiio of hijjhly-iinished work, if not polished in the "ineavo,"
or hollows, of the design, should be looked on with great suspicion, and is, most pro-
bably, a forj^ery.

In cameos, the field, or ground, of the work is generally highly polished, whilst the
flesh, or nude figttre, is often left nutt .- the drapery and accessories are often, how-
earer, polished. The field, or ground, seldom shows much margin beyond the subject

;

and, when the design is smallin proportion to the extent of polished background, it

is, as ag«nerml rule,an indication of recent origin. If there is any signature or
inscription on the stone, it should be in reUef or cameo, like the rest of the design :

inscribed characters are scarcely ever incised, or cut in, on ancient cameos. It is

important to observe the material, or peculiar stone, employed in cameos, certain
Tarieties of stones being almost a suiBcicnt guarantee of the antiquity of a work, whilst
others are as equally indicative of a modem origin ; experience only can, however,
inform the observer on this point ; but, after all, the study and observance of the art
displayed in the work itself is the surest guide. The connoisseur, imbued with a true
feeling for art, will speedily be able to distinguish, as by a kind of intuition, the
true from the false ; whilst many material indications in the styles and methods of
execution of a work, to be acquired only by minute observation, come in aid of his
judgment.
With respect to an engraved gem being generally assumed to be antique

because it is " polished inside," as the technical term is among seal en-
gravers, " on account of the great extra labor it involves," is an error
which has existed among collectors for many years and has often led

to their being deceived into the purchase of spurious gems ; the belief

having prevailed with them that the secret of the method by which that
process was performed by the ancients had been lost. The truth is that
the means are perfectly well-known, and with respect to Mr. Robinson's
more modified statement given in the above extract, there is no great
extra labor involved. An intaglio gem can be highly polished inside in

a couple of hours with perfect ease, and any gem engraver—now called

seal engraver—is familiarly acquainted with both the method and the
means.
Our contemporary, the Builder, having in a recent number noticed Mr.

Robinson's catalogue without giving the public the benefit of this piece
of jpractical information, we have taken upon ourselves to supply the
oniifision.

CHURCH BEST0R.4TI0NS AND ADDITIONS IN THE PROVINCES.
ST. MARY'S CntJKCH, KICHMOND, Y0RK8HIKE.

THE old church at Richmond having been foimd in a very shattered and unsafe
condition, in consequence of defective foundations and mutilations that had

been made for the erection of galleries, added to the fact of one of the pillars of
the nave arcading on the nortli side having been taken down some years ago,
with the view of throwing two arclies into one as it is .termed, in order to
command a better «ew of the pulpit, the old structure was thus rendered unsafe
for the continuance of divine service.

The southern aisle wall, the north side of the chancel and the eastern wall of
the north aisle, were also found to be in a very defective state ; so much so that the
whole were taken down and rebuilt.

The recent restorations were entrusted to Mr. G. G. Scott, architect. Spring
Gardens, London, under whose directions the nave has been entirely rebuilt from
the foundations; the latter being sunk to a depth of 12 feet and constructed with
voT great care.

The nave is divided into S bays or compartments, and the pillars dividing it

from the aisles have moulded capitals and bases. The nave has been increased in
length by the addition of an extra bay to it from the chancel ; the old eh.tncel
being nearly as long as the nave, and consequently out ef proportion, admitted of
such curtailnicnt. Tliis has greatly added to the convenience of seeing and
hearing and is a marked improvement in the interior of the building.
At the cast ends of both aisles there are chapels, and the aisles are the same

length as the nave. Tliese chapels are divided from the aisles by arches which
airing from carved capitals, and from the chancel by two small arches having a
detached shaft in the centre; that with the engaged ones have enriclied'caps, and
moulded bases. These small arches are enclosed within a larger one and the
space immediately under its apex is perforated by a circular opening
which is cinque-foliated. The wall of the southern aisle has been rebuilt, but
the old tracery has been re-used, when found good.
A new south porch has been added, and the old porch to the north doorway is

restored with its characteristic stone roof; and its internal groining has been
thoroughly restored.

Tlie clerestorj- windows are square-headed and filled with tracerv, a new
parapet and coding to the gables has been added to the nave and chancel, the
gables terminating with appropriate stone crosses.

The old vestry at the east end of the north aisle originally blocked up the end
of the aisle in a most abrupt manner, the ground being exceedingly low here, the
chureh standing on the side of a steep bank, gave the eastern end an incongruous
appearance.

This, however, has been very successfully overcome, the new vestry floor being
now below the main floor of the interior of the church ; access to which is ob-
tained by a flight of stone steps.
A new 3-light wuidow has been '.inserted in the east end of the north aisle

jBimediately over the new vestry.

The roof of the nave is divided into 5 bays and is arch-headed, its main trusses
springing from carved capitals with attached shafts resting on enriched corbels.
The spaces between the rafters are plastered and the whole of the timbers are

varnished only. The roof of the chancel is ceiled inside and divided into
panels having carved bosses on the intersections of the ribs. The nave, chancel,
and south porch are covered with Westmoreland slates felted underneath : but
the north and south aisles are covered with lead, having the surfaces of the
timber-work varnished to correspond with those ofthe nave.
The stone dressings are constructed of Gayles stone, and the rubble-face out-

side with local stone, pointed. Tlie internal surfaces between the stone dressing*
are stuccoed.

Tlie seats are open and of oak, their ends having panels filled with representa-
tions of natural foliage, conventionalised in imitation of the vino, holly, hiiwthome,
ivyoak, &c. The passages are paved with black and red Stafibrdsbire tiles sup-
plied by Messrs. Garrett, Brothers.

In the chureh there are some beautiful examples of old oak stalls which are
supposed to have been brought from the neighboring abbey of St. Agatha at
Easby, at the time of the dissolution of the monastic establishments of England.
These stalls have all been most judiciously restored to their original design with
their traceried canopies and carved misereres, and fixed on the north and south
sides of the chancel. Two new stalls have also been added on each side of corre-
sponding design. The old tracery of the canopies is remarkably light and elegant,
one of the compartments contains the rebus of the last abbot of St. Agatha
Abbey, whose name was Bampton.
Thefloor of the chancel is elevated two steps above the nave, and the sacra-

rium is two steps above that of the chancel, which appears to us a very good ar-
rangement.
The altar table, altar rail, and prayer desks, are of oak—the former being ar-

caded. The pulpit is fixed atjthe north-east angle ofthe nave and is ofCaen stone,
moulded without enrichments.

Previous to Mr Scott's operations, the church may be said to have been choked
with ugly galleries, the seats between the arches having the appearance of opera
boxes. These unsightly and inappropriate tilings have all been removed, and
the tower at the west end opened out to the church, which has brought into view
the large western window.
The committee decided to have galleries re-erected in the north and south aisles,

which we regret has been done, notwithstanding the urgent remonstrances of the
architect against it ; tlie inevitable result being that they very seriously spoil
the eftect of an otherwise fine interior.

The galleries are constructed of pitch pine varnished, 'and have open backs.
They are supported by pillars of English oak moulded and entirely detached
from tlie seats.

The whole of the gas-fittings are by Skidmore, of Coventry, and greatly addt»
the completeness of the interior.

The pulpit is fitted with a gutta percha hearing apparatus, supplied by Messrs.
Heap, Bishopsgate-street, London, for the special benefit of those of the parish-
ioners who may be atfected with deafness.
The chureh is heated by hot-water pipes laid by the side of the passages on the

floor. These pipes are exceedingly unsightly, and we think the committee acted
somewhat unwisely in adopting them without the approval of their architect.
Messrs. Hodgson of York supplied them.
Most of the windowsjare glazed with cathedral glass, but the five- light one at the

east end (which has been raised 4 feet above its toriner level) is filled with stained 1
glass by Mr. O'Connor, of4, Berner-st., London. The centre light represents thJ
Ascension and on the side-hghts are emblems of the Four Evangelists. Therel
are also five vignette representations embodying the subjects of "Our Lord]
Weeping over Jerusalem," " Meeting with the Woman of .Samaria at the Well,"!
&c. The east window of the chapel at the end of the north aisle is also of

«

stained glass by Messrs. Clayton and Bell. The south window in the same chapel
is also by the same artists, it is a memorial to the late George Croft, Esq., the
subject being " Christ Blessing Little Children." The east window of the north
chapel is by the same artists, it is an entirely new three-light decorated window.

'Die organ is placed in thenorth chapel, and has been very considerably enlarged^
by the addition of some new stops by Nicholson of Newcistle. Mr. Ralpbl
Weatherley of York was the contractor for the whole of the works, which colle
tively are aU done in the most creditable manner. The sub-contractors we;
for the carpenters' and joiners' work, Messrs. Shaw, and Young, and Messi
Hodgson for the glazing and plumbing, all of Y'ork ; and the whd
of the stone and wood carving was executed by Mr. W. Farmer, Westmin
road, London.
Mr. William Prosser was the clerk of works, to whose untiring zeal

and ability the whole of the restorations have been brought to a satisfactory finish
under the supervision of the architect. The church as completed presents

«

highly favorable example ofjudicious and cfiective renovation and alteration.

MALVERX LINK CHURCH, WORCESTERSHIRE.
A new south aisle and tower has been added to this church and the

lengthened by one additional bay. The edifice was erected some fourteen yei
ago from the desig ns of the late Mr. Eggington of Worcester, and in consequen
of the great increase of population of this fashionable and popula
place of resort it was found necessary to increase the chureh accommo
dation.

The tower is at present only completed to the top of the 2nd stage. The

!

stage and stone spire is to be added at a future time in accordance with 1

general design. A new south entrance has been erected in the lower stage of t

tower at the west end of the south aisle ; the tower being built at the soutl

west angle of tlie church. Underneath the tower a chamber has been"
constructed for heating the structure.

The new seats are of deal, grained and varnished; the roof shows its con-
structive timbers, which are stained and varnished. The covering isofBrosley
tiles.

The new windows are of two lights each, and have quatrefoil traceried heads,
with attached shafts to the jambs, having moulded bases and carved capitals.

They are glazed with Hartley's glass and provided with Moore's ventilators.

"The south doorway is deeply recessed, having detached shafts in its jambs,
which have moulded bases and enriched capitals. The font has been removed
from the north aisle and fixed at the west end of the nave opposite to the south
entrance. The amount expended on the chureh is about £1,200. Geo. G. Scott
Esq., is the areliitect, and the works have been carried out under tlie personal

inspection of Mr. William Prosser, as clerk of works.
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to the ucparimeni 01 science una ivrr. iw iiie removHi 01 me seaoois
iroufi-h House, the country was saddled with some additionftl thousands,
mniiasioncrs of Patents were already in posscKflion of a portion of the
very properly objected "to the takins: of any fees at the doors" of a

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

MR. WILLIAM CONINGHAM has issued the following observations in

reply to tlie report of the Select Committee of the South Kensington

Museum :

—

''Whatever rules may be adopted witli respect to plioto^Taphinp: pictures or

works of art helong'iu^' to the public, the Departiaent should not futcr into compe-
tition with the general traders."—Mr. Joseph Locke's rejected amendment to the

Beport.
, , ^

SOW that the doors of I'arliamont arc safely closed, the evidence upon which was
founded the report of the Select Committee on theKensin<'ton Museum has

a tardily placed in our hands. I deliberately assert that had that evidence been
attached to the report, the instalment of .C17,000 voted for the alterations at Ken-
sUiffton. with an "approximately estimated" expenditure of £^7,000 would then
with ditficulty liavc been carried throug-h tlic House of Commons.
The history of the Brompton Boilers, tlie annual cost of which in coal alone is

admitted to be "monstrous," may be thus briefly told. Founded by the Great Ex-
hibition Commissioners of 1H51, repudiated by Sir Benjamin Hall on behalf
of the Board of Works, erected by "orders" from Sir William Cubitt. "out
of benevolence, as it is said, to the Commissioners," of whom Sir William
was himself one, the Brompton lioilers were built, and built of corrugated
iron, and it is now admitti-d on all hands that ever since their erection they
have been a nuisance to every one connected with them. Impossible to be warmed
in winter with ever so "monstrous " an amount of coal ! leaking, as 3fr. Cole* ** im-
partially" admits, "everywhere," and at an original cost to the State of .f15.000

with prospective illimitable expenditure in futnro, the Boilers were ultimately,
handed over to tlie Department of Science and Art. By the removal of the schools
from Marlborough Hous^
But the Comniiasioncrs
edifice, and very properly objected "to the taking of any
public museum. I'nlike the officials of the National, Gallery, the Patent Commis-
sioners refused, point blank, to levy toll on either rich or poor, and demanded and
obtained a separate free entrance.
The Department, therefore, .came into possession of the iron building with its

"contingencies;" but it was opened to the public according to South ICensington
Museum rules, which are framed in direct opposition to the resolution of the Trustees
of the National Gallery, "That arrangements for the easy and free access of the
public at all times and under nil circumstances to the pictures of the National Gallery
—rtre absoliifeli/ efsseiitial.**

The constitution and pretensions of the Kensington Museum arc exceptional, and
its assumed functions entirely differ from those of the National Gallery
and the British Museum, which appear to be limited to the public exhibition of
works of science, of art, and of literature, or all events to a proper control and
direction in their use. The Kensington Museum, on the contrary, professes to super-
intend, to direct, to teacli and give prizes, of which it is, at second hand, the manu-
facturer, to compete with the general trader in his own special business ; in short, to
interfere in every possible manner with all that concerns the art and scientific schools
connected with the department. It is, moreover, a scarcely disguised advertising
centre for all inventors, traders, and manufacturers, and an active competitor in an
artistic branch of industry, and thus the department has come into collision witli the
private and legitimate trade of the country, which finds itself crushed by an instru-
ment, to the production of which it has been compelled to contribute, in the form of
imperial taxation, a system calculated to sap public moraUty and the independent
spirit of the people. The sum of money in question may appear small in amount,
when contrasted with the national expenditure, but in the consideration of this sub-
ject an important principle is involved, namely, "how far, if at all, is it expedient for
the Government to t rench upon private enterprise either in the training and education
of the people, or in the trade and manufacture of the country?" The aim and object
of Mr. Cole may best be defined in his own words, wherein he explicitly states that,
"By these means we place objects of the highest art within reach of the poorest
person." But why alone "objects of the highest art," for which the poor do not
care, and which they cannot appreciate ? For the same reasoning would equally apply
to objects for which they do care, and which they can appreciate : such as beef, beer,
warm clothing, and good wages ? Again, if the possession of, or access to, objects of
" the highest art " be so desirable, why remove the national pictures from Trafalga'-
square, where the public are adniiitted gratis, to the Museum of Kensington, where,
on three days in the week, the poor man, should he desire to sec those works of high
art, to the purchase of which, even he or is forefathers have in some shape contri-
buted, has to pay a fee of sixpence at the entrance door? With such facts before us
the hollowness of these Ihigh-soundmg phrases is transparent. The Kensington
Museum system, in [ray opinion, contains within itself the germ of almost every
objectionable form of Government interference with private enterprise, gradually
substituting, on a colossal scale, the unhealthy and exploded principle of protection
for that of salutary competition and free trade.
Mr. Cole's plea for the photographic reproductions is, that '* either the department

must be a trader, or the public cannot have the copies,"—an argument which would
justify the interposition of the fiovernment in every case in which the public could
not obtain that which it desired, a proposition so monstrous as to refute itself

;

and I assert, moreover, from the experience we have had of the working of all
Government departments, that, in the long run the public would be far better
supplied by private enterprise than by any artfully devised scheme of Government
administration.
But the Department of Science and Art does not confine its trading operations to

photography, it extends its greedy clutches to the electrotype process, and has its
own school prizes made by its own manufacturer, for in this case, it appears, ac-
cording to Mr. Cole, to be "necessary to have a man in whom vou have confidence,"
otherwise he might " depreciate" the work. But why should Mr. Cole object to the
work being made cheap and accessible when in the next line he proposes '* to place
objects of the highest art within the reach of the poorest person?" As a saving
clause this Trotean head of the department professes not to enter into " the trade"
of this reproduction (electrotype) " as we do in the case of photographs." Again, I
ask, why not trade in electrotypes as well as photographs? Has the department no
other near relative m that particular Une of business ?

Next, as regards the salaries of officials at the Kensington Museum. The
annual expenditure of the Department amounts to no less than £00,415; of this
Bum £;j:j,075, or more than half, is devoted to the salaries of officials, yet I find
Mr. Cole bitterly bewailing the inadequate remuneration of the purchasing super-
intendent of the art collections, whose salary, now amounting to £-100, rises to £500.
"His case," says Mr, Colo, "has been brought before the Treasury repeatedlvbythe
Board ; but, owing to the suspicion we are under at the South Kensington Museum
the Treasury have declined to consider his claims." Mr. Cole further adds that,
"in every purcliase he (the superintendent) has made, he could have sold them again
at a very increased profit, owing to his keenness and judgment. I think he is most
OTijustly treated." Mr. Cole thinks this gentleman 'ill-used at a salary of £H)0,
nsmg to £.'500 ; and that he would do wisely, "if it were merely a question of making
money." to resign his office at the Kensington Museum, '• as in a very few years he
would make his fortune as a dealer;" but having "grown up from a student in the
atmosphere of the South Kensington Museum," and out of "regard" for that

fi ''•'.^^' ^^^'^^^''^^'"^'^"t where more than half the expenditure goes to'defray salaries,
this m-requited purchaser still consents to remain.
Mr. Cole affirms, that "the decision to purchase" an object "is never made except

vmh the perfect conviction" that it could "be sold for more money than it is
Offered for !" As if the rapacity of the dealer, or the market price, which constantly

fluctuates with everv caprice of fashion, not the excellence and intrinsic worth of the
object itself, were the real test of fitness and eligibility.

When pressed upon the question of agency or brokera^. Mr. Cole aays that it

would be "impossible" for the gentleman holding a similar office at tliu British
Museum to perform the duties of " purchaser " for both institutions, and begs the
Committee "to conceive the case" of simultaneous sales at dlflerent auction rooms,
and then asks whether " the same individual" could possibly represent both esta^
blishments ? thus presenting the dilemma of one person being in two phices at the
same time. Yet a few lines further on Mr. Cole admits that the official " purcliaser "

himself very seldom buys ; "we"—that is, the British and Kensington 3IufeuniH,-em-
ploying " the same buyer !

" who, by the way. is also a large dealer, and ought, on
that ground alone, to be disqualified for the office.

If the Department be happy in its self-sccrificing purchaser, it is still more
fortunate in tlie dealers with whom it is destined to trainc, for, while the purchases
on belialf of the Museum are made ou the ordinary selfish and mercantile grounds—
by "haggling in the market"—this doubly-fortunate institution has succeeded in

creating a novel and disinterested race of dealers in rertit who sell their wares, not
like other vulgar traders, for profit, but at a, tremendous sacrifice, actuated solely by
a "regard" for the interests of the Kensington Museum.

I might enlarge upon a variety of edifying disclosures to be found in the blue-book ;

such, for instance, as the overbearing and eucroachintr character displayed by this

board, for it is a " board," in its dealings with the Architectural So<*iety, abruptly re-
fusing, in answer to their earnest request, to take any "temporary measures ' b^
which to avoid disturbing the valuable collection of that society. In reply to their

application, the architects received an unceremonious " notice to quit," or to make
over the collection and the management, on loan, to the Museum, forcibly reminding
one of the ingenious escopetero, in Gil Bias—half bully, half bef^gar.

These are tlie grounds upon which I rest my opposition to tne South Kensington
scheme, and if the statement which 1 have here suomitfed for consideration be really

characteristic of the principles on which the Department of Science and Art is con-
ducted. then I shall be fully justified in protesting against tin; conclusions contained
in the Report of the Vice-l'resident of the Council and his Select Committee, and m
appealing to the better judgment of the House of Commons, and to the good sense of
the English people.
Kemp Town, tseptember, 1800.

FIRE AT THE SAVOY CHAPEL ROYAL.
EARLY on Sunday morning a fire broke out in this venerable edifice, and was

not subdued till the valuable organ presented by George IV., and some of
the st.ills, &c., of the chapel were entirely destroyed.

With the exception of the abbey, the Savoy Chapel Royal is said to be the
oldest ecclesiastical building in Westminster. It contained several valuable relics

and had a most magnificent roof, surpassed in grandeur only by that of the Chapel
Royal at Whitehall j the internal decorations and monuments were also of s
high artistic order; but the whole interior has suffered much damage from the
fire and the water.
Among other gifts, Henry III. granted this church to Peter of Savoy, the

uncle of Queen Eleanor, on condition of his rendering to tlie Exchequer three

barbed anows annually. The destruction of the church was attempted in 1381

by Wat Tyler, Jack Straw and William Wran, assisted by a number of men they
had previously released from the Marshalsea and King's Bench prisons. After a
short attack, their attention was happily diverted in another direction, and they
desisted; not, however, before much damage had been effected.

By the late disaster, very considerable injury has been done to the sacred

edifice and about forty square feet of the medallions of the ceiling are irre-

trievably destroyed. Happily the beautifully sculptured monuments at the

north end of the chapel have been preserved from disaster.

The fire is supposed to have arisen from the overheating of the stove used for

warming the chapel.

* Mr. Cole, General Superintendentof the South Kensington Museum, and Secretary I

or the bcience and Art Department, with a salary of £1,200 a year.
J

ROUND CHURCHES.*
ON the very earliest revival of the study of Chiu-ch architecture in this kingdom,

the subject of "Kound Churches" seemed at once to gain a remarkable
firominence, and to have excited a general interest even among people who had
ttle care generally for antiquities or architecture.
I fancy that there is no one who has arrived at the first stage of his architectural

catechism who would not be able to answer how many round churches there are in
England. The four round churches are almost as familiar to us as the seven wise
men, or the nine wonders of the world, or any other conventional nimiberof world-
wide notorieties, which will always bear a little addition to their sum when critically

tested, but which, for a popular lecture, such as this is intended to be, will be found
amply sufficient for working purposes,
A round church ! People will at once go to see that who would pass by a hundred

rectangular ones, partly, no doubt because the form is rare, partly because it is con-
nected with that little bit of archjeology which the most modern student has
picked up, of the relation of that plan to the Holy Sepulchre, and partly, I think,
also, from the circular form in itself commending itself to our love of beauty and
completeness, so that of all figures, from the " round O " that children delight la
above all the letters of the alphabet, to the globe which is our world, and to the
mightier spheres which circle above us in the convex sky, all round things have a
pecuhar charm for us, symbolising, as they do, that eternity which the heart of mail
yearns to as his home.

It maybe, I think, because the age of imagination has passed away, and that wo
are become, as most certainly we are, more prosaic, flat, common place, square-headed
and unideal, that the round form has evaporated from our architecture, and that we
can now seldom catch its vanishing image, except in a windmill or a " Folly."
Men are said by civilisation to become less angular, and to have their individual

points and peculiarities rounded otf by rubbing against their neighbours, and if the
architecture of the day is to symbohse the existing state of society (as is a favorite

and not very false theory), we might expect to fiud all oiu* buildings with all their

angularities smoothed off, and all projecting points rubbed down to the fashion of
most polished circles.

But I believe that it would be truer, both in fact and figure to say that our polish

and smoothness is all surface-work, little more than a glaze of varnish and a thin

veneering, and that all the individual crotchets and ugly corners still exist in the
inner man as strongly marked as they do in the ground-plans of our houses, the
angles, perhaps, a little cn»(erf off but no well-rounded, complete character cither in

our men or in their buildings.
Indeed, it is remarkable that, whereas the old Roman described a perfect character

as a smooth and perfect sphere—
"Totus teres, atque rotundus,"

round and tight as a cricket ball—we moderns siiould take the most angular block m
common use for our image of perfection and call a good fellow " a regular brick."

That phrase would ofitself imply that the day of round buildings has passed away,
and yet with them, I think, the most beautiful of all forms, and the most perfect ; if

also, the most ambitious.
For who can fancy the daring tower rising on the plain of Shiuar other than a

* Paper read by the liev. T. James, on the occasion of the commencement of the
works of restoration and enlargement of St. Sepulchre's Church, Northampton.
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roand building, tier upon tier, reaching unto Heaven ? What are the round towers
of iKland, aud those far more ancient topes and luts of India, tlie works of the
early Buddhists, but embodiments of the same spirit of aspiration, striviug to
express its craving after the Kternal and the Infinite by a form at once most lasting
ana limitless ?

The earliest buildings of all nations are their tombs, and these, also, from the same
feeling that erected them, are the best preserved. Love of father or mother, love of
anoeatry, love of child early snatched away, love of the departed, which is even
atronger because they ore departed, the wish to perpetuate the memory of fleeting-

spirit by endnrinjj matter ; these motives have made our sepulchres the most
aidaHngof our monuments, and those on which the earliest aud highest art was
bestowed. Leaving out the strange and isolated art of Egypt, the earliest existing
tombs of Old Greece and Ktruria, and of the further North and East. are» for most
part, round, or, at least, domed and vaulted, and so partially in curved lines. I must
omit references which I hsd made to them and also to that much lai^er group of
later tKoman buildings, such as the Tantheon, the Temple of Tivoli, the Tombs of
Cecilia Metella. of Augustus. DiocU'tian's Talace at Spalatro. the Church of San Vito
(a tomb of one of the Tossia family), at Rome, and xnany other buildings in which
the TOond form is distiuctly developed.
But to come to those circular buildings of which Time has spared both their forms

and records, and which are immediately connected witli the round Christian tombs,
baptisteries, aud churches, from which the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem and its kin-
dred churches sprang.

I have drawn out a series of circular buildings all to one scale, the ground plans
being chiefly taken from Mr. Fcrgusson's admirable " Hand-book of Architecture,"
a book enough of itself to fascinate a reader into a student. This series
will enable you to trace the growth of the round tomb, through a variety
of phases, into the Norman form of round church such as our English architects
adopted.

l*assing fVom the classical period, and taking up the buildings of the Christian era
of Coustantine. we have the tomb of his mother, llelena. who died in 328 ; aud that
of his dau'rhter. Constantia. now known as the Haptistery of St. Agnese. They are
both nearly on the same plan. I have drawn that of the tomb of Constantia. You
will observe an inner circle of double pillars supporting the central dome, a vaulted
circnlar aisle and a further outer row oi pillars, which is broken l^ the
entrance or forum, which extended on both sides in Oont much further than I have
shown it.

Of the fifth or sixth century is the much larger building (its diameter being
210 feet), now called the Church of St. Stephano Ilotundo, at Bologna. The pillars
are all taken from older buildings. This was probably a tomb or a baptistery.
In Santi Angeli, at Perugia, we have almost the identical forni, though ofmuch

smaller diameter (115 feet), and we here, then, see the first additions to the simple
round in the forms of the square porches. At present there is nothing to indicate
Any place set apart fortheholjr communion. The tomb of the saint, or the font,
would occupy the central pomt, and though, from the traditions of the catacombs,
the tomb might also form the altar, yet we find no divergence from the concluding
circular wall for uucharistic purposes till we come to the budding chancel of the
Baptistery at Xoccra dei l^agani (on the road between Rome 'and Naples), where a
small intersecting circle forma a recess, at the entrance of which, or possibly on the
chord of the smaller circle, the altar stood. The ground plan of this in which the
type of our future round cliurchcs first comes distinctly out, is singularly like (and it

may help you to remember) that of one of those venerable watches which our fathers
delighted to carry in their fobs.
The simple cur^'e being once broken, the expansion rapidly increased in various

directions, tlie chancel became yet more developed, and the octagon form, the inter-
vening link between the square and the circle, which had already appeared in the
central font, comes out into prominence, sometimes afi"ectiug the outer, sometimes
the inner arrangement of the building, as is seen in the main ground plan of St,
Vitale at Ravenna, where I have onutted, for the sake of clearness, the accessory
chapels, towers, and porches.

I nave done the same in the plan of S. Lorenzo, at Milan, where I have retained
only the central part of the original plan, which strongly marks the combination of
the square with the circle, and germ of those foliated geometrical forms which, in
anertimes characterised the window tracery and wall panelling of the best epoch of
Gothic architecture, but which were for many centuries confinea to the grouna-plana
ofa series of the smaller class of churches and chapels, closely united, in motive
and expression, to the earlier round churches, from whence they sprang. I give
ground-plansof the chapels of Planes, in France; Montmajour, near Aries, also in
France ; and Ani, in Armenia.

It would be tiresome to give you a mere catalogue (and time would allow no more)
of the many existing circular aud octagonal baptisteries and churches still existing in
Italy, and at rarer intervals, in Northern Europe. Fcrgusson's Handbook, to which
I have already referred, and the much larger French work, by Isabelle, on " Edifices
Cironlaires," though reierring chiefly to classic instances, will supply ample ex-
*'''5>1«» to those who are inclined to exhaust the subject. The baptisteries of Florence
and Pisa, and I think of Farma, and Modena, the Campanile of Pisa known as the
** Leaning Tower," are familiar to us all, either by the engravings or
BtlU more faithful photographs which every traveller brings liome with
him all combine more or less, the rectangular with the circular; form, and none of
them very much exceed or fall short of the diameter of 100 feet, which may be taken
as the average measure of this class of buildings.

4k''*'"
*l'u«trate better the history of our own churches, to direct your attention to

the ground plan of St. Tomaso in Limine, near Bergamo, where the arrangement is
almost identical with the orio^nal plan of the English examples. Travelling further
north,! we arrive at the curious and important church of Aix-la-Chapelle, in which
more emperors have been crowned, and more important events happened within its
walta, than have been witnessed within the walls of any existing church in Christen-
dom. This was built by Charlemagne, and, though overpowered by the accretions

* *^'/"" '*^^*'"'* its main features complete. The nave is really a polygon of six-
teen Bides, but the shortness of each line brings it, in cflVjct, to the character of a

fk
*' ,'-'"p"*^y a circular niche, as in the baptistery of Nocera dei Pagani, formed

ij ^" ^ ' *^*^ present chancel terminating with a projecting polygonal or many-
jided apse, which also has all the general effect of a round, was not erected till the
rourteenth century. This church was. no doubt, a sepulchral one, and the parent ofmany similar buildings in Germany. The churches ofNimefiuen and Magdeburg
seemed to have followed its type, while that of Petersburg (in Germany) keeps to
the true «rcle. both in choir and apse, and terminates westward with a large square
tower. The baptistery at Bonn, which was of the eleventh century, has the rect-
angular part as a large western porch, instead of being inserted as a choir, between
the round nave and apse. I notice the hexagonal Chapel of Cobern, on the Moselle,
OH account of its rare form, and because, by the kindness of Frofessor Donaldson, 1am able to exhib't very complete working drawings, which, in the elevation of
vaulting, triforium, and clerestory, give you a good idea of the appearance which
yonr own Church of St Sepulchre's must have exhibited in its pristine integrity,
though the plan of St. Tomaso, near Bergamo, furnished also by Professor Donald-
son, shows this more clearly.
Bntit is time that I should say something of the Church of the TToly Sepulchre at

Jerusalem, which, though by no means the tirst of round churches, as I have already
shown, was yet the great progenitor of nearly all the round churches of the middle
ages and certainly of all English ones. It is enough, for an architectural view, that
the pilgrims of the Holy Land, from the fourth century downwanls, found a round
Church, or. at least a circular enclosure, built over the reputed tomb of our Lord, and
tnat the Crusaders of the middle ages, after that earlier church had been destroyed,
still saw a church of the same form, though with many anomalous additions, raisedover the same holy spot. It was in fond remembrance of that form, so strange to

^iL ". ^ precedents, that individual knights or religious societies built Ihoscmemorial round churches, four only of wliich arc left us to the present day.

I
The Holy Sepulchre itself, in its present state, is a small chanel, of about 2fi feet

I
long by li< feet broad, in the centre of the rotunda, which in itself is about 07 feet in
diameter, and at the west end of the building. Beyond, to the east (not to complicate
a verv intricate plan with minor details) is the choir, presbytery, and apse. These
are of much later plan than the original design, and of the walls and architectural
details very little iudeed remains of the older work. A fire, which occurred in 1S08,
destroyed the greater part of the old landmarks, aud what has since been built is in
the very worst taste (and indeed could not go lower) of Russian ecclesiastic
architecture. The number of piers in the rotunda is eighteen (probably
twelve in the original rotunda of Constantine), and the walls are divided in
the usual manner (and your own church once was), into three stories, ground
floor, triforium, and clerestory. Quaresmins, who wrote, I think. In the
seventeenth century, describes the wall of the triforium pannelled with
sacred subjects in mosaic on a gilt ground, consisting of tlio prophets Ezekiel,
Daniel, and Hosea—the Emperor Constantiue, and on the north side the Twelve
Apostles. I mention this as mdieating the character of decoration which might be
added if our rotunda were ever thoroughly restored. The roof was conical, formed
of cedar beams, aud the top of the cone was truncated by a circular aperture, open
to the skv, which as in the example of the Pantheon, appears to have been its only
opening for the admission of light. Being placed upon a hill of most irregular sur-
face, so great a diflerence of level existed between the outer soil and the floor of the
rotunda, that the entrance door from the street on the western side opened into the
triforium of the interior. The piers of the rotundo were in part circular (as ours are),

in part square; the arches in this part were round, though traces of a pointed
arcade, the work of the Crusaders, still remain iii the choir aud eastern apse, and a
pointed arch doorway at one of the entrances. How this grew up from the simple
tomb hewn out in the native rock to the present uncouth conglomeration through
ages of persecution aud superstition, good faith and bad faith !—how infidels
desolated and defiled it—how Emperors and l^atriarchs restored and sophisticated
it—how Mahometans and Christians fought over it—and Christians, one with another
—how legends and traditions obscured its genuine history—and rival churches and
sects overwhelmed its primitive form—till the great fire in 1808 left little but frag-
ments of the old walls remaiuin^—would form a singular and instructive history, but
one far too long to be even sketclied in here.
The ground plan of the Temple Church is the least elegant of all that remain, the

round being smaller in proportion to the rest of the building, and forming rather a
vestibule than the chief feature of the church. It differs from our own church in
havino: twelve instead of eight piers, aud so far has closer resemblance to the plan of
the original. In its triple arches, opening from the rotunda into the chancel, It

follows its Northampton sister.

We have, then, the round church of the Temple, built by the Knight Templars;
the round church of Maplestead, by the other great society of the Hospitallers ; while
in the other two round churches, of Cambridge and of Northampton, can be traced
no connexion with either order, but they sprang, in all likelihood, from the unaided
bounty of individual benefactors ; that of Cambridge from some unknown pilgrim or
crusader, whose name has perished, though his good work remains ; that of our own
town, from indirect but very Convincing evidence, may almost surely be attributed to the
firstgreat namein Northampton annals-Simon de St. Liz, Ist Norman Earl of this
county, the founder of the castle, and of St. Andrews, twice a pilgrim to the Holy
Land, and whose name has become so identified with Northampton as to have gained
a settlement in the racing-card of the spring- meeting.

I need hardly tell you how sadly the original form has been marred, even in times
to which we have generally given the credit of knowing better. Originally consist-
ing only of a round and an apsidal chancel, the present round pillars were some three
or four feet lower than they now are. They supported an open gallery or triforium,
and above that was a circular clerestory (not octagon, as we now see it) crowned by
a conical roof. The circular aisle (if I may so call it) running round the pillars was
groined over. There were a few round-headed windows, some of which yet remain.
Probably, in the fourteenth century, the roof and vaulting had decayed, and the re-
storers in those days thought it cheaper to pull down the whole of the vaulting, turn
the two lower stories into one, raise the piers, put up pointed arches, insert large
windows, add chancel aisles and two more arches into these new aisles, turn the
round clerestory in an octagon, and otherwise mar the original design. Subsequently,
the tower and spire were added at the west-end ; and then, in still more recent times,
followed the abandonment of the chancel and its aisles, the accumulation of galleries

and pews, stoves and pulpit into the round, so that it has been said—and I knoiv it

to be a literal fact—that people have gone into St. Sepulchre's to see the round
church of Northampton, and have came out again conceiving that they had mistaken
the building, so utterly was its characteristic form obliterated. Now, whether we
shall ever restore it to its original form—whether, even it is desirable to attempt to
do so, to make it again " as round as the O of Giotto," I will not undertake to say.

"When we have placed the congregation in the new nave beyond it, and the choir in
the new apsidal chancel, still further eastward, it will be time to see what can be done
with the round. It will, at any rate, be a vestibule to the church, at the same time
that it forms a most noble baptistery, with the font in the centre. The plans before
you will show that in round churches the round was not always the nave, as it was
originally here and in all the English churches. Sometimes it formed merely the
vestibule, sometimes the nave ; sometimes was placed between nave and chancel,
sometimes formed the chancel itself, or the apse, eastward of the chancel ; some-
times it was an attached chapel, sometimes a detached baptistery or tower.
But in all these churches, which were distinctly imitative or the rotunda of the

Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, it formed the western or nave portion.
Symbolically,* the round church Jins its significance; imitatively,+ its asso-

ciation ; and, constructively, its beauty ; but its circular form is not fitted—never was
fitted—for devotional aud congregational purposes.
There is one case in which it is well suited lor liturgical use—viz., for the adminis-

tration of the sacrament of baptism. To this the round form was early devoted ; to
this it should have been confined. For a ceremony admitting many spectators,
directed to one central object, no form could be more beautiful or more convenient.
But it-is not. suited for the Holy Communion, nor for prayer, nor for preaching. Your
own experience in St. Sepulchres, and its present anomalous arrangement prove
this ; it was a bold thing, therefore, for a lecturer in,this town, not lonfj ago, with
such an example close at hand, to advocate the round form for English churches.
There are fashionable watering-places where the experiment has been tried, and
octagon chapels were once becoming popular in London ; but even as mere preaching
houses, their form is inconvenient, and still less is it adapted to^the liturgical services
of the Church of England.

It is well, therefore, that you propose to give up the round for congregational
purposes, and place the worshippers in tlie rectangular portion eastward, reserving
the round as a most noble vestibule, and most appropriate and serviceable baptistery,
in the centre of which a font worthy of the position may, I hope, soon be placed as a
memorial to the late Marquis of Northampton, who took so much interest in the
church, built by the first Earl of the same title. When the contemplated extension
of the church is completed, and the present cumbrous fittings of the round swept
away, I can conceive no interior more picturesque and unique than what St.

Sepulchre's will furnish to a spectator standing under the western tower, which will
then constitute an outer porch. I feel sure that there will not be one contributor
to its enlargement.and restoration who will not feel that, whatever he may have given,
it will have bee-n more than repaid him by the effect produced.

* "The round form of the church having no end, and encircling the principles of
life—that is, the divine sacrament, may fairly be taken to signifv the kingdom of
Eternal Majesty and the hope of life everlasting, and the never-fading rewards with
which the ju.st shall be finally crowned."

t " lie with much labor completed a work marvellously constructed, in imitation of
the Lord's Sepulchre, according to the manner which he had seen and carefully
measured with a measuring rod when he was In Jerusalem."
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Before I conclude 1 would briefly sum up the references which may be drawn from
the very cursory and Imperfect statements I have made on the very wide and as yet

unexhausted subject of round churclies. You will at least liave seen that our four

round churches are only a small remnant of a much larger number, which once

existed in England, and tliat these were not invariably connected with the orders of

tlie Templars or of the Hosiiitallcrs, though probably in almost every ca8c(the round
chapclof Ludlow Castle, perhaps being one exception) with some crusader, or pil-

grim to the Holy Land, and therclcjre constructed in imitation, more or less direct, of

the Kotunda of the Holy Sepulchre at .rerusalcm; in all which cases, as I have said,

the •• round" constituted the nave or western portion.
But from tlie earliest Christian ages, and liuking on liy subtile but unbroken chain,

with ancient Rome and Greece, and, indeed, with the monumental history of almost

every people, there existed a series of lorabs, towers, temples, baptisteries, chapels,

of circular or curvilinear form, which had no connexion with the Holy Sepulchre
(except that it was itself one Imk in the general cliain), and which, quite irrespective

of any imitation of that sacred building, are to be traced in the round portion, wher-
ever situated, of the ecclesiastical buildings of the middle ages, and which received

Its greatest and final development m the many foiled and many angled apses, which
constitute so striking and beautiful a feature of the finest continental churches.

In contradistinction to the use of the rest of Europe, England kept steadily, as a

rule, to a square east end, and though at Canterbury, at Tewkesbury, and in a few
other noted examples, the circular form appears, yet often, with obstinate and
hardly excusable persistence, as at reterborough and Westminster, she capped the

curved apse with a rectilinear addition, protesting, as it were, against the foreign

clement, and reserving the round form for the western end. Round apses have been
a favorite resuscitation with modern architects, and where, as in the new chancel of

St. Sepulchre's, they can give the reason why, there can be no objection to their

introduction, but a new round church, we can never hope, never wish, to see again

;

the reason and the feeling for it is past ; and its form, which was ill-suited even for

the unreformed church, is doubly so for our own. As a b^ ptismal vestibule, nothing
can be grander, but In these days we want too much room for our congregations to

be able, in a new church, to throw away so much space on mere architectural effect.

The more incumbent upon us, therefore, is it to preserve that unique and beautiful

feature, when we find it here. The fifth round church in England wc shall never
see, but we may yet make ours the most remarkable of the remaining four. There
is more of the original in Staplestead ; more completeness in Cambridge ; more
splendor of decoration in '.the Temple ; but for size and usefulness—for correct
arrangement and artistic effect, for local associations, and, above all, for supplying
the urgent spiritual wants of a daily increasing parish, the work which your com-
mittee" has taken in hand will, if carried out in its integrity, yield to no church
restoration, whether of round church or square, and will, when finished, become the

J glory, as it has hitherto been the shame, of Korthampton. That work is now thrown
'' upon your hands, and I fully believe that you will accept the responsibility, and

carry it out. Don't trust to great men, or to rich men, or to strangers, but do you,
the middle classes of Northampton, hold it to be an honor that you have such a
church to restore and enlarge, and enlarge and restore it accordingly.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.
,SiR,—From the manner in which the columns of your Journal are filled with

letters on this question, there is some ground for inferring that the profession

generally approves of the adoption of some standard of qualification—at least, it

appears so.

The next question to solve, and one demanding the consideration of all

votaries of this movement, is, how to effect its operation, and in what way to

extend the retjuireracnts of the diploma to those already in practice. This may
seem hard ot accomplishment at first ; it will be difficult to impose its regu-
lations and requirements on those who are on the road to fame or fortune, but
still more difficult to impose them on the elder members of the profession. Time
only will conciliate theiu to such a system. This, however, should not damp the
movement. The plan your correspondent " F. P. R." suggests, of giving
diplomas or offering voluntary examinations to those who, from their present
standing or practice, would be unlikely to enter intoany new field fordiplomacy,
might be adopted without difficulty. A compulsory examination alone would be
successful for all future members of the profession and those now entering its

ranks, certificates being required of them before commencing practice.

The Institute is unquestionably the proper body to invest with power and
authority to legalise and effect this object, though, as " F. P. R." says, it must
he reformed in its constitution, and be made less exclusive in its character, as you.
Sir, have often advocated in your columns. Till then its power will be small,
and its hopes of realising the object smaller. As you observed last week, the
Institute must make concessions in some points.

Since commencing this letter I liave read with much interest the letter of your
correspondent on the " Diploma Difficulty," in which he adroitly sets forward
some of the principal difficulties to be encountered in the institution of diplomas.
Rightly enough he anticipates the future ; he contemplates two " vindictive fac-
tions "—those with diplomas and those without them—" opposing one another."
But then this distinction will he only for a time. The compulsory examination
would be, by degrees, instituted to comprise all, although for a certain time
the established practitioners will be precluded from its enforcement. As your
correspondent says—"there is ranch to be said on both sides with respect to
architects." As I stated in a previous letter, the test of proficiency should be re-
garded in the light of a test of proficiency in principles and facts, not that of
artistic qualities or taste.

This cannot be too strongly enforced. It is quite true artistic genius could not
be tested by an examination ; although general principles—as the elements of
architectural beauty, analysis of the styles of art—should not be excluded from
the curriculum (as some think), as they would tend to implant correct principles
of art, if not evoke latent ideas.

In the cases of the painter, sculptor, and poet, tests of proficiency truly would
be incompatible with the spirit of inspired genius, and ungenial to native talent;
but as your correspondenthimself remarks, in the case of the architect, the many
capacities he has to fulfil, being an artist as well as a scientific man, place him in
a different light, not to say anything of the responsibilities connected with the
profession.

There is no question that the present circumstances of the profession differ

much from those of past times. Tlie revival and re-a<loption of the archaic types
of architecture, the researches that have been made into tlieir principles; beside
the various forms of construction originated by modern requirements, the appli-
ances of art, and the endless variety of materials now used in building, all unite
to make the profession now, perhaps—more than it ever was before—one of
learning.

Is it not, therefore, more than ever needful, tiiat tlie study of styles, the lite-
rature of architecture (now so varied and extensive), and the multiplicity of

forms of construction and building materials, should constitute an important
part in the education of modem architects ? Certain it is that no new style of
architecture will ever be evolved till existing styles are studied with more attention

than at present.

The difliculty urged against a test being instituted in matters of taste or style U
not so diflicult as may be imagined.
The examination will not interfere with a candidate's individual taste, any more

than the acquisition of classic models would interfere with the style or diction o f

a particular author. All styles, ancient and modern, would of course be embraced
in the curriculum, irrespective of bias; and every one will be as unshackled aa

at present in the adoption of style, any more than the study of models may
influence the taste.

I am, &c.,

G. H. G.

TENDERS.
FARM-BniI,DINGS, WoLDINCnAM, SURREY.

For the erection Of farm-buildings, at Woldingham, In Surrey, for Joseph Kitchen,
Esq., William Iley, architect.

Ward, Worlingham £1,695

Rectort, South IIacknev.
For the works in the erection of South Hackney Rectory, Mr. Cheston, Jun., archi-

tect. Quantities supplied.
BagandMorley ,£2,29«

Wood and Co 1,963

Axford andCo 1,960

Kibble 1,940

Nagle 1,930
I

Cushing £1,899
John Glenn 1,890
Norris 1,887

Fox 1,050

Lawrence 1,630

Warehouse, Birmingham.
For build hig warehouse at Birmingham for Messrs. Copestake, Uoore, Crampton

and Co. Mr. J. G. Bland, architect.

Harris £2.3fi8 10 1 Briggs f2180
Hardwick and Sons 2275 Barnsley and Sons 2150
Jones 220O Robhison 2113

Matthews 2188 | Anly 199*

Supply, Dumfries.
For the supply of of 4,260 yards of 12-inch cast iron pipes for DumfHes and Max-

welltown Waterworks Company, according to specification furnished by J. F. Batc-
man, C.E. London.
The tender of Robert McLaren and Co., Eglinton, Glasgow, accepted, at £5 Is. 6d.

per ton, special castings £8 Is. fid. per ton.
For cutting trenches and laying and jointing the same. The tender of G. E. Peterg,

London, accepted at 38. per linealyard, and rock 3s. extra.

Villa, &c., at Hornbey.
For villa residence, three pairs of semi-detached cottages, and a factory at Hom-

sey, for Mr. Edward Welch. Mr. R. L. Curtis, surveyor.
Amount

Cost of aHowed for

yew buiidiag. old mKterials. Total.

Mr. F. Cushing — — £7,850
Messrs. J. and C.W. Todd ....£8,406 .. £647 .. 7,759

Mr. Watson 7,977 .. 577 .. 7,400

Mr. Wm. Smith 7.897 .. 687 .. 7,300

Messrs. McLennan and Bird .. 7,570 .. 636 .. 6,935

Mr. James Rabv 7,264 .. 433 .. 0.811

Messrs. Evjins Brothers 7,498 .. 698 ,. 6,800

Mr. S. B. Hocken 7,389 .. 620 .. 6,769

Mr. B. Pearce — — 6,707 17

Mr. George Carter 7,232 .. 558 .. 6,674

Messrs. Elston and Co 6,373 .

.

500 .

.

5,873

ROADWORK, &C., DULWIOH.
For road and drains on building land, belonging to W. Phillips, Esq., between

Forest-hill and bydenham-hlll. Jlessrs. Banks and Barry, architects, 27, Sackville-

street.

Walker £959
Deards 856
Potter and Love 802 10
Porter 789
Neave 772
Constable 7.31

Clarke 728 11 9
Colson 686

Morris £680
Beeton 668

Strlekson 660

Stacey '. 640

Hartland and Bloomfleld 627

Ladd 600

Hare (accepted) 588 2 ft

Tows IT.ILL, CAJinniDGE.
For the first portion of works, Cambridge Toivn Hall. Messrs. Peck and Stephens,

architects, Maidstone. Quantities supplied.
George Myers, Lambeth £7,760
Bullock, Cambridge 7,-346

Moday and Clayton. Cambridge 6,970

Robert Young, Lincoln 6,300

Bell and Sons, Cambridge 6,157

Ayres and Sous, Tredegar Works 5,990

Architect's Estimate 0,000

COMPETITIONS A'WARDED.
lilltSllNCiUAM CE.MKTKUY.

Ist premium (and appointed to carry out the .works). It. Clark, architect, Notting-
ham ; 2nd premium, Naden, Birmingham ; 3rd premium. Holmes, Birmingham.

CHURCH, TORQUAY.
In a select competition for the above, nine designs were submitted to the com-

mittee, out of which that by Mr. A. W. Blomfield was unanimously selec!ed.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CHAPEL.

Filey.—For a Congregational chapel about to be erected at Filey. Particulars from
Mr. John Wright, Hull : to whom designs by October 1.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS, &c.
Durham.—For designs for an ornamental drinking fountain, with reservoir for

supplying the public with water, to be erected In the market place of the city of
Durham. Tlie base of the fountain is not to be more than 9 feet in diameter, and
the estimated cost not to exceed £200. It is proposed to place a barometer and
thermometer in connexion with the fountain, and also three lamps. A premium
of £10 will be given for the best design. Tracings may be had on application to
Mr. Ground, surveyor to the Board. The successful competitor will be required
to furnish working plans and specification, which, with the original design, are to

become the sole property of the Board of Health on payment of the said premium
of £10. Designs, marked with motto, accompanied by name of artist in a sealed

envelope, to be forwarded to the 3fayor of Durham, by September 25.—Any fur-

ther information may be had ofMr. Ground, or of James Monks, Mayor.
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CHAKiNfi-CKOsg.—For a liosl^n and tender to erect, at a eost not oxoeedinsr X. UtO. a
drinkiui; fountain, in marW.', fiiraniie, stonr, or metal, t« abut on the curb of the
IMTiuu'ut iu front of the Xflson Column, CUaring:-cros3. Dosifrns aiid spocifica-
tknis for the Bamc to be sent to tlie Vestrv of St. Martin'e-in-tue-Fields, Vestry
Hall, St. Martln's-place. W.C, to sth t)ctbber.

COTTAGKS AXD FAKM BUILDINGS.
yoBKsniRE. —The Counell of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society offer the foUowinjf
prizes for desisnis and plans ofcottiiges ami farm-buildings, viz.:—1. For tlic best
plan for a double cottage, containini^ not less tiiau three bcd-rooms'in each, and cost
not to exceed iJ-Ju the pair. £,',!. i For the best plan of a double cottage, con-
taining t^vo or three bed-rooms, the cost not to exceed £180 the pair, ^3.1.

a For the best plan of a single cottage, the cost not to'exceed £IM, £K. 4. For
the best plan of a pair of cottages of Irn'gular design, the cost not to exceed £^10,
£10. For the .second best ditto, £5.
J^'arm Jlnildmi/s.—l. For the best plan of farm buildings, adapted for a farm of
not less than SOii acres, £M. N.B.—The prize in this class will not be given to
any plan which does not provide for the use of steam power. 2. For the best
plan of farm buildings adapted for a farm of 200 acres, £25. I'lans of cottages
in competition for the prizes must be sent in on or before November 15th, 1800,
and the nliins of farm buildings on or before December Ist, 1800. Tarticulars
and conditions of competition may be had of the secretary, John Hannan, Kirl^
Delghton, Wctherby, I orkshlre.

BRIDGE.
Trcbc—It beinjT the intention of the Trustees of the Truro and Redruth Turnpike-
roads to erect a stone bridge over the Truro creek, in the place of the present
wooden structure called the Boscawen Bridge, the Trustees are prepared to receive
plans. siH-eificatious, and estimates for the required works from any persons
willing to prepare tiie same in accordance with their requirements, and to deliver
the same to John Tippett, clerk, by October 6 ; £25 will be paid ;by the Trustees
fbr the plan, specilicatlon, and estimate which may be adopted.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CIIAPEI.S.

IiMCWnR.—Forthe whole or any portion of the works required to be done in the
Cteeffuu and completion of the Slcthodist New Connexion Chapel, Leicester.
Drawings and specifications with Mr. Main, Haveiock Cottage, Asylum-street,
I^ee«ter, fVom tlio 24th inst. Bills of quantities, and any further information on
application to WilHam Hill, architect, 71, Albion-street, Leeds ; to whom tenders,
sealed and endorsed, " Methodist New Connexion Chapel, Leicester," to Septcm-
ber-m.

CEMETZRY.
Paddixgton.—For cutting out, Ac, of decayed stonework, and reinstating with new
Bath or Portland stone, to the chapels, at AVillesden Cemetery, Willesdcn-Iane.
Tenders sealed and directed to the Burial Board, to be left at the Vestry-hall,
Harrow-road, to October 1.

WOUKIIOUSES.
Bl*ACKBL'RN.—For thc whole works, or any trade department of the work, required
for the erection of a New Union Workhouse. Specifications and drawings at the
Office of the Clerk of the Guardians, King-street, Blackburn, on the IStfi day of
September next, and foritwenty-onedaystnereaftcr. All informationfrom thearchi-
tectg, Messrs. J. E. and J. D. Oates, at their ofBces, Coney-street, Y'ork, and
George-street Chambers, Halifax, from whom bills of quantities may be had, at
5s. for each trade department. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New Work-
house," addressed to P. EUingthorpe, Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to
the Clerk to the Board. King-street, Blackburn , not later than October 8.

BARRACK BUILULNGS,
WooLwicn.—For erecting" quarters for married soldiers at Mill-lane, Woolwich.
Intending contractors to leave their names, and 10s. Od. for bills of quantities, at
the Royal Engineer Ofllce, Woolwich, to September 27.

PORTSEA.—For the erection of two school-rooms, schoolmaster's quarters, restora-
tion of canteen, &c., at Anglesey Barracks, Portsea, Hants. Intending contractors
to leave their names and lOs. Cd. for bills ofquantities, at the Royal Engineer Ofllce,
Portsmouth, to September 25. (See advertisement.)

P0BT»r..\.—For replacing asphalte floors with jboards in the lower rooms of the
soldiers' quarters, Anglesey Barracks, Portsca, Hants. Intending contractors to
deposit lOs. Od., and leave their names at the Royal Engineer Oflice, Portsmouth,
by October 2. (Sec advertisement).

INN, &c.
Leeds.—For thc various works required in the erection of an inn and four shops, to
be built in Leeds. Plans and specifications at the offices ofThomas Shaw and Son,
architects, 2, Belgrayc-square, Leeds, on 25th September. Sealed tenders to
October 3.

LIGHTHOUSE, &c.
Calf-rock, Cork.-For the erection of a lighthouse tower on the Calf Rock, west-
ward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling-houses on the east shore of Dursey
Sound. Co. Cork. Plans, &c.. on application at the oflice of the Port of Dublin
Corporation, or at the lighthouse, ISearhaven, Co. Cork, or at the shore dwelling
of the keeper of the .Spitbank Lighthouse, at Queenstown, Co. Cork, where also may
be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to the secretary, W. Lees,
Esq., to October 31.

BEACON.
Crookha^ts, (Cork).—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman Rocks, on

the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven, County Cork. The beacon to
be of cast iron casing, filled with masonry. Plans, Sections, Sec., at the office of the
Port of Dublin, Corporation or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island County
Cork, where also may be had print.jd forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to
the secretary, W. Lees, Esq., to October 31.

„ ^ RAILWAY'.
HORTII-Eastebn Raii.wav. -For the construction of the following works, viz. :—

!».•• The Lanchester Valley Branch, in length 12j miles, which commences on the
Bishop Auckland Branch near the river Browncy, and terminates at Conside. ;2nd.
The Guisbro' Branch, in Length 5 miles, which commences on the North Yorkshire
and Cleveland line, near Battcrsby, and terminates by ajunclion with the Middles-
hro and fiuisbro' Railway, near .Morton Grange. Plans, sections, and speciflca-
HoBs, from September 27. at the Engineer's Office, Central Station, Newcastle-on-
Tync, where printed forms of tenders, specifications, and quantities may be ob-
teuied. Sealed tenders, addressed to J. Cleghorn, secretary (marked " Tender for
I,»iich««terValley Branch," or "Tender for Guisbro' Branch," as the case may
be), must be delivered at York by 12 noon of October 11.

DRAINAGE.
LcKniLD.—For the drainage works required by the Uckfleld Local Board. Quanti-

ties can be obtained ofMr. John Montier. Junior, Tonbridge Wells, surveyor, on
payment. Plans, specifications, .md conditions of contract at the Maiden's Head
Hotel. Uckfleld. Tenders under seal to J. G. Langham, Jun., Uckfleld, endorsed,
•• Tender for Drainage," by, at latest, 10 a.m. of September 28.

Old Fobd.—For the formation of an embankment, and the construction of mainmck sewers therein, 5 miles 1,100 feet in length, or thereabouts, together with iron
bridges and otiier works in connexion therewith. Tlie works will commence at a
potat west of the river Lee. at Old Ford, cross the .Stamford-road, pass through
West Ham, I'laistow, and East Ham, and terminate at Barking Creek, in the re-

• ,..,,Yr»-,ire.i, nono, irom jvugnst a!. Tenaers, addressed to the Metropolitan
JBoard of Works, to be dcIiTcrcd at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober 4.
•Bee advertisement)

SEWERAGE.
Kensinotos—For supplying the vestry of St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington, with
cast-iron gully gr.-ites, ventilating grates, flushing boxes, side entrance flaps, and
ironwork, for sewers, for one year, commencing on the :i0tli day of September,
instaut. Form of tender and furtlier particulars of Mr. .James Broadbridge, sur-
veyor. Vestry-hall. Tenders (on printed forms only), sealed, and endorsed, " Ten-
der for Gully Grates," to be delivered at the Office of Reuben Green, clerk to the
vestry. Vestry-hall, Kensington, by four p.m., of.September 24. (See advertise-
ment.)

Chelsea.—For the execution for twelve months of general works connected with
the sowers and drains, according to a schedule of prices now lying at the Oflice of
Chas. Lahee, vestry clerk. Manor-house, No. Ill, King's-road. Copies of schedule
and of the contract, and form of tender upon payment of 10s. Tenders (on the
printed forms only) to the Vestry Ofllce. by 12 noon of September 25. (See adver-
tisement. )

Walsall.—For brick sewers, intended to be laid down in Walsall, namely :—Con-
tract No. 1. Sewers, about 820 yards in length, in Corporation-street and in "and
near Wednesbury-road. Contract No. 2. Sewers, about 6'i8 yards in length. In
Caldmore-lane and Oxford-street. Contract No. .1. Sewers, about 7D1 yards in
length, at Doveridge-plaee, Little London, Doveridge, and Caldmore. Sections,
specification, and conditions of contract at the Commissioners' Clerk's oiiice.

Bridge-street, Walsall, Ibetween nine and one. and half-past two and six every day
except Saturday. Sealed tenders, marked ' Tender for Sewers," to be sent to the
Commissioners Clerk's office, to October 1.

PARISH WORK.
Chelsea.—For the execution of works, and for the supply of materials for twelve
months, connected with the trades of mason, pavior, stone merchant, &c., in the
parish of St. Luke's, as may be required and directed. I'articulars with forms of
tender, may be had on application at the Office of Charles Lahee, vestry clerk.
Manor-house, 111, King's-road, Chelsea. Sealed tenders (on printed form only)
signed by the proposed contractor, with the names and description of two sufn-
cient sureties for tlie performances of his contract, to be left at the Vestry Office
by 12 noon of September 25. (See advertisement.)

SUPl'LY.
Greenwich.—For the supply of unbroken blue Guernsey granite to the Guardians
of the Poor, Greenwich, in such quantities as they may order, not exceeding 500
tons in the whole, to be delivered free of expense at the Union Workhouse, within
one month from the acceptance of the tender. Tenders to the Clerk's Office,

Union Workhouse, by p.m.. of Sept. 20. and the party tendering, or his authorisd
agent, must attend there on that day at (! p.m.

Chelsea.—For supplying to the parish of Chelsea the best clean grey broken Pit-
road flints, according to a sample to be seen with Chas. Lahee, vestry clerk, offices.

Manor-house, No. lU, King's-road. Chelsea, from 30th September, inst., to 29th
September, 1801, to be delivered at the Free Dock, Cheyne-walk, at such times, and
in S'jch quantities as may be directed. Sealed tenders (on printed form only) signed
by the proposed contractor, with the (names and description of two sufficient
sureties for the performance of his contract, to be left at the vestry clerk's office,

by 12, noon, of September 25. (See advertisement.)
Crotdon.—For the supply, to the Croydon Local Board of Health, of the following
articles ; 2,000 feet of ilat Guernsey granite curb, 12 inches by inches, the top, one
side, and ends, hammer dressed ; 150 yards of (juernsey granite pitchers, 4 inches
thick ; SO yards of Guernsey granite pitchers, inches thick ; 8,000 feet of 2} hard
South Oram Paving, squared, no piece to contain less than square feet. Separate
tenders for granite and York paving, to H. Richard, Esq., High-street, Croydon,
to October 1.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be .iddressed to the Editor of the Bdilding News, 20,

OKI Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.
Correspondents are particularly requested to \vTitc in as legible a style as possible. Several

communications remain unanswered simply from the hupossibllity of ascertaining their
contents.
Constant Reader (Dublin) It is difficult to suggest any sufficient reason for the excessivo
cost of the buililings referred to : the only explanation we can offer is the unsettled state
of Europe about ttie date of their erection.

James Fowler The patent is dated the 28th April, 184<J ; tlie object is entitled the means
of collecting the contents of sewers and drains in cities, towns, and villages, and of treating
chemically the same, and applying such contents, when so treated, toagriculturai and other
purposes. The scheme comprised the formation of tanks or reservoirs for the .sewage, with
suitable buildings over them, inwhich the gases evolved were to be collected,and condensed,
hydrate of lime or slaked lime, and clilorlue gas were the agents proposed to be employed

;

and the solid matter was to ho cut into suitable sliapes and dried ror stowage.
Philip Gill.—Keceived in due course.
It. —Name received; shall appear.
T. Wontnek.—We should say most decidedly an Injurious process is at work below the
surlacc.

R. B.—A house agent will readily give you the information you require, and for which we
have no time to institute inquiries.

Edwin Harlington (Edinburgh).—Thanks, but wc happen to have sketches by us, and
must, therefore, decline tho.se you name ; we shall, however, be happy to see any others you
may favor us with.

Constant Readee (Plymouth) We shall be glad to receive extracts.
W. L. Y.—The reservoir on Calton-hill, Edinburgh, is said to hold 1,700,000 gallons. We *)
not know the total cost.

P. HoKSMAN-Send to our publishing office.
W. I—The Bridge of Freysingen, on the Isar, in Bavaria, was constructed by M. Wiebeklngr,
or according to his method, in 1807 and 1808. It had two arches of alwut ir.3 feet sp.in, and
a rise of 11 feet 6 Inches, the roadway being 25 feet wide. It was destroyed shortly after its

erection, but has been since rebuilt nearly on the same plan. The construction is described
in Trcdgold's "Carpentry."

Captain L.—Shall appear; perhaps proof had better be sent.
P. Hose—Wo have reason to iielieve that the promoters have now relinquished the scheme.
William ^Vllaed—The article appeared in our last volume ; refer to tlie uidex.
Inventor.—We will give publicity to any good plan you may jiropose for preventing
accident by Are arising; from the .sparks and cinders tlirown out by a locomotive while In
progress, but must decline to force upon our readers plans that have long since l>een dis-
carded as impracticable.

E. WiLBOTN—Let us see thc drawings.
HuBscEiBBR—Thc Nuuibcr for September has not yet been forwarded to us for review ; no
fault of ours.

0. O.—The tenders varied from £15,825 to £17,440.
F. Gallino—The architect again assures us that the information given was correct; we can-
not spend more time upon the subject.

G. Elton (Glasgow)—B. O. (York) The Bcilding News is published regularly every
I iFrlday morning. Write to our publisher ; ifyou find it impossible to get our paper in time

for your purpose it shall be sent.
AucniTECT—The Richmond General Penitentiary and House of Correction at Dublin, Is a
building of little or no arclUtectural pretension, it was begun in 1812, is 700 feet in length
and 400 feet in depth, is of blue limestone with granite dressings, and cost upwards of
£50,000.

T. C—Information reached ns long since, but Is unavoidably deferred.
K. W. K—Write to the manufacturers for patterns, it would take us an entire day to com-
ply with vour request.

C. S. T We cannot at present.
J. W. B. K—1. I'orhaps in the course of two or three weeks something might be done. 8.
Say i.ioo per week.

Brit-Mcs.—We cannot assist except by saying that wo happen to know that the work Is
not In the library.

G. R. M.—P. B._In duo course.
James Linlv.—Thanks, shall be noted.
Received—Constant Subscriljer; George Worley; B. F. A.; B. E. ; Alfred W. ; Thpntsg
George; 'M. Wilson (Worcester); A Reader; .Subscriber to the Bdilding News; ii. H.
Hllloy ; F. Cooper; B. G. ; A. Philpott; O. a. W.
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PEN-PAINTING/
OR such indifference architects' have, in

a great measure, to tliank, or, speaking
less ironically, to blanio, themselves, inas-

much as, instead of taking any pains to

popularise its study, they seem not un-
willing to let their art be looked upon
as a mystery too profound to be under-
stood, save by the professionally initiated.

Either architecture is one of the so-called
fine arts, or it is not : if it be not, let it

be struck off from the list of them;
whereas, if it be, as we are fain to believe,

one of them, surely all the better for itmust it be
ifthose who do not practise it could appreciate
it in so far as it is art, and is capable of
stirring the imagination, and ministers to the
aesthetic sense, or the perception of the
beautiful, or whatever else may be the pre-
dominating artistic quahty.
We had once a warm, but by no means

angry, dispute, with a friend, who, in reply to

our urging the desirableness of architecture being included among
the ornamental accomplishments of a polite education, said he could
not perceive what advantage could possibly accrue from it to

any one who had no chance of ever erecting a building of any kind
for liimself. To which our rejoinder was, people would acquire,
if not exactly a new sense, a fresh source of intellectual enjoyment

—

would be enabled to find much that is comparatively a blank to them,
eloquent, or if not always exactly eloquent, at least speaking intelligibly.

Highly desirable, most undeniable it is, that those who are ever likely to
have an opportunity of in any way inlluencing the destiny of architec-
ture, should have some competent knowledge of, and sincere relish for,

it in its capacity of art, because otherwise, so-called patronage may, to
the art itself, be more mischievous than beneficial.

Looking at the matter from another point of view, most assuredly it

would be not a little to the advantage and encouragement of the pro-
fessional man to feel assured that the ideas put forth in his designs
would be clearly understood and appreciated. It is recorded of an
eminent actor—Gan-ick, if we mistake not—that though performino- to a
lather thin house, he exerted himself more than usual, for which he
afterwards accounted by saying it was because he had detected amono-
the audience one whose presence inspired him to do his very best ; to
him it was that he played, conscious and confident that upon him not a
single touch of art would be lost. The anecdote is not without its

moral—viz., that the certainty of sympathy and intelligent appreciation
operates as a wonderful incentive to an artist to put forth his best
energies. So too, is it, on the contraiy, a damper to any one who possesses
real fondness for his art to feel that, his fellows excepted, very few, if
any at all, can fairly estimate the study he has bestowed on his work.
This is peculiarly the case with the architect, which, perhaps, goesfarto
account for there generally being far less of thoughtful study bestowed
on designs than there ought to be, more especially on those sent in to
competitions.

Infinitely better would it be for architecture were those who employ
architects capable of discerning the merits, and at the same time
detecting the deficiencies and corrigible short-comings of what may be
upon the whole a very praiseworthy design. Well would it be for the
art, if those who do not practise it were quite as capable of criticising
its productions as those who follow it as their profession. According to
the vulgar notion of it, criticism is to be deprecated—is little better than
mere ingenuity of fault-finding ; still, there is such a thing as kindly,
and generous, and genial, nay even inspiring criticism. Richardson, no
doubt, couched the eyes of many to a distinct perception of the poetic
excellence of those " cartoons," in the possession of which England con-
gratulates itself as much as in that of the Athenian Elgin marbles.
Neither has Winckelmann damaged the Apollo Belvedere by his
eloquent and admirable criticism. We hold it to be possible for the
critic to give evidence of not indeed equal potency of imagination,
letting alone executive skill, but congenial feeling. Possibly it may be
a mistake, yet until we are convinced to the contrary by something like
rational argument, we are firmly of opinion that it would be vastly
better for architecture were the study of it, as art, more widely diffused,
which is not to be done without its being rendered more attractive, and
shown to be more remunerative than it is at present, or is likely to
become, until people are put into the way ofextracting enjoyment from
It—whicli is what we mean by the term " remunerative."

Hitherto, matters have been so managed that among those studies
which are taken, up non-professionally, that of architecture numbers
the fewest volunteer followers. Even among those they are fewer still
who take much interest in it except in its connexion with history and

• Continued from page 690.

archa;ology, and as regards the mere distinction of styles and tlieir suc-
cessive phases, with little real intelligetice of the a;stlietic3 of the art.
Nor 13 It difficult to account for this ; it being explained by the fact
that, notwithstanding the multiplicity of architectural publications, they
are nearly all of too technical or oiherwise unpopular cast. Scarcely a
single one can be mentioned that provides the kind of instruction re-
quired by the lay student. Never have we yet met with a really
popular educational treatise on architecture : the very first and not
least important step of all is passed over, it being too readily taken for
granted that much which ought to be fully explained to him is already
familiar to the student. Now, in our opinion, the very first step of all
is to make people thoroughly acquainted with the technical and con-
ventional modes of representing buildings, by means of separate
diasrams called plans, elevations, and sections ; and to make them fully
sensible of the interest to be derived from drawings of that kind by
those who are capable of putting them together, and tiioreby picturing to
themselves a tolerably complete image of what is shown onlv piecemeal
as it were.

' '

Then, again, much information, that after all cannot be so shown, at
least not without a very great number of drawings, may be supplied
by means of careful verbal, as supplementary to graphic, description.
Yet how much do we ever "ct of it ? It is a rara avis, if not exactly
a phcenix, certainly "a black swan." Very many collections of designs
are published without so much as a single line of explanatory letter-
press, or where some there has been, it is, with one or two exceptions,
exceedingly shallow, poor stuff. In many instances, that which ought
to play the principal part is omitted, and the building spoken of is
merely made a peg to hang upon it what is utterly irrelevant matter,
and that, moreover, none of the freshest. If architects really think, and
not only think but feel it to be to their own advantage, and to the
benefit of their art, that as such the public have scarcely any intelli-
gence of it, they may fairly congratulate themselves on the prevalent
Ignorance of the public. But as there is always some sour mixed with
every sweet in human affairs, don't let them at all wonder at the con-
sequence of such ignorance—the inability to discriminate between good
and bad design. Did we feel confident that we might say on" say
freely, we should here give utterance to much which, though never
said before, we now suppress. What we may boldly say
without fear of contradiction is, that those who have written
upon architecture have taken no pains to enlighten their
readers as to the ajsthetic interest involved in well - studied
architectural design, though it be presented only upon paper. An
architect does not work with his own hands, except with his pencil.
He only expresses his ideas in manuscript, leaving them to be embodied
by others, just as we hand over our autograph script to the printer
to be set up by the compositor. It is highly desirable that architectural
MSS., alias designs, should be clearly understood and diligently pe-
rused beforehand by those who order them to be carried into execution.
For building operations once in train, the work of after-correction during
progress occasions delay and adds very greatly to expense, especially if
there be much to undo preparatory to alteration. Of such costly mode
of con-eoting a too hastily approved of design, Buckingham Palace is a
notable instance, for scarcely had the two wings to the park front been
erected than they were taken down again, as being too insignificant.
Another remarkable, though notgenerally known instance, of very consi-
derable change of plan after some progress had been made with the build-
ing, is the hall of Bridgewater House. As originally designed, what is now
the main area of the hall would have been divided into two small inner
courts, with the lower flight ofthe " grand " staircase carried up between
them, and then branching off right and left on the north side, when it
was all at once discovered that such arrangement rendered it impossible
to pass entirely round, or from the east to the west corridor-gallery,
without descending to the first landing and then ascending again

;

which, if it was held to be a defect, might surely have been detected in
the embryo stage of the plan upon paper. As regards " economy of
effect," we cannot help being of opinion that very much has been lost
by deviating from the original plan in order to obtain a large central
entrance hall, which dwarfs and diminishes all that succeeds to it.

Although it is rather abruptly, we here conclude. If what we have
said has been said to no purpose, the sooner we lay down our pen the
better, which we do, candidly confessing that we may not undeservedly
be reproached for having quite lost sight of Pen-Painting.

Glasgow Watenuorks.—The arch of masonry at the mouth of the
Murfock Tunnel, and the bridges, &c., are now complete. In short, the whole
of the south, north, and west embankments are finished, and a most beautiful
green sward of grass growing uj). The reservoir is not only iuU, but has during
the past week been flowing over into the Tunnoch Burn. It is certainly a
splendid sheet of pure water, and forms a beautiful feature in the landscape.
There only remains now a small rugged portion of the east embankment to be
dressed oil', and some little engineering work about the straiuing-well to be
executed, to complete this magnificent reservoir, which plays so important a part
in what must be regarded as one of the noblest triumphs oi'engineering skill ever
accomplislied.
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A DIPLOMA DIALOGUE.
DEAR MR. EDITOR,—I «m a constant reader of your excellent

paper ; a fact which I think it as well to aunounce to you at the out-

set of this coDimunication : it may clear the way for me as I proceed, and
at all events enable you to perceive that I am a correspondent of ordinary
common-sense notions—certainly not a superstitious old woman, as—^but

for this introduction—you might suppose me, from the narrative I am
about to relate.

There isjust now, as j^ou know, a great commotion in the architectural

-world, on the subject of forced or voluntary examinations of architects

—

OD, in short, the Diploma Question. Well, I confess to a little excitement
about it myself. I have read all that has been said ou the subject, down
to the naicc advertisement of Mr. "Alpha" and the letter of Mr.
" G. H. G." in last week's Bcildino News.
A time however comes, when one wishes to shut up shop, cut London,

and be off into the country for a hoUday ; and this time came round for me;
for, last Monday, after reflecting that, as it had rained nearly every day
for months, fine weather must in the very nature of things be setting in, I

tore myself away from town, with its sooty influences, and taking rail

from London -bridge, set off into Sussex.

It was journeying down to S gate that the incident fcefel me, which
has occasioned this letter. The train had scarce left the station, when one

of the two travellers, \vitb whom I shared the compartment of the carriage

I had entered, taking out a cigar case, offered me " a weed." I declined

it, pleading my inability to smoke, which was true enough, as I not only

do not smoke, but have a horror of tobacco. On this the ordinary sequel

ensued—Had I any objection to his smoking ; the usual helpless dis-

avowal, &c., &c., and in a few minutes my two companions are blazing

away, whilst I, poor wretch, am sitting in clouds of filthy tobacco-smoke,

mentally obfuscated to everything else, but the intense selfishness of the

men who, having themselves acquired a costly habit, strange to all civilised

men from Adam down to Jemmy the First, will insist on practising it, "in
aeason and out of season "—as for instance inside a railway carriage—to

the real annoyance of other people who, wisely (as I think) prefer inhaling

nncooked, unsmoked, and invisible oxygen. Be considerate, good Sir, and,

if yoM are a smoker, excuse this rhapsody ! However, if you are, pray
please yourself—who ever knew a smoker to be considerate ?

Tobacco fumes have on me—as on other unfortunates of my class—

a

soporific effect. I fell a meditating in nubibus on the great diploma puzzle.

It became hazy, hazier; most misty; so that when I tell you that at Red-
hill my companions got out, leaving me all alone in the carriage, you will

not blame me when I say how I disposed my own and their cushions along
the floor of the carriage and, stretching myself transversely across the line,

fell fast asleep.

Whether it was owing to the fumes of the detestable tobacco I had been
inhaling, or of the fog which I had raised in my mind on the subject ere I

fell asleep, I know not; but I straightway fell into A Dream on The Great
Diploma Question.

1 dreamed that, nolens volens, I was sitting ensconced in an arm-chair,
smoking very mild tobacco out of a long Broseley pipe, in company with
sundry professional friends of mine, of whom I remember Messrs. Arthur
Arris, Tom Tenon, and Sam Surbase. These I thought were all sitting

irith me round a table, and were, with me, vigorously blowing clouds

of tobacco out of long "Broseleys," and discussing the Question of
the Architectural Diploma. I have a distinct, a too distict, recol-

lection of the entire scene, and of the dialogue, which ran pretty nearly
as follows :

—

Professional Friends (in chorus).—No objection to to-ploma, I presume?
If you have, say so; and out go our pipes. None, eh? Thank you: thought
not: no sensible man ever does object; so let us all go on with the Diploma
Question:—aye, the diploma, that's it! (Puff,puff, puff I)
Mr. Tenon.—Well then, as I was saying, 1 cannot for the life of me see

what good can arise &om the granting of architectural diplomas at all.

Architecture is one of the Fine Arts, with Painting and Sculpture; and I

should like very much to be informed, what exact amount of examination
before a Committee of competency is necessary to make or to unmake a
Wilkie or a Flaxman.

Arris.—You forget that, though architecture is as you say a Fine Art, it

cannot be practised at all without some actual acquaintance with several
sciences, which they who follow the sister arts have no need to learn.

Tenon.—Oh, I dont see that, at all. Many of our eminent painters
and sculptors have been scientific men. There is no reason why they
shoTild be supposed ignorant of the Sciences; and moreover, we know that,

to the painter or the sculptor certain sciences are necessary, as for example
anatomy, perspective, the laws of reflection, of light and shade, of color,

descriptive geometry, and many others I could mention.
Arris.—True, my dear fellow, but these only make up the artist's stock

in trade ; and in common with the sculptor and the painter, the architect
has to master them, or he cannot even produce his mere descriptive

diawings for his clients' adoption. When I just now spoke of the sciences
necessary for the practice of architecture I was not thinking of tliose you
hare mentioned, nor I believe would have mentioned, had you completed
your list ; I was referring to other sciences, bearing no cognate relation
to the Fine Arts, and therefore unnecessary to the painter and sculptor, but
irbich to an architect, however well versed he may be in the sciences you
bare named, are really indispensable.

Tenon.—Ah, it's all very well for architects to be perpetually counting
up the sciences they ought to study, like that old Vitruvius, and Sir,

William Chambers ; but, for aught I can sec, providing a fellow has good

taste, a good eye for proportion, and a ready pencil—by which I of course
mean camels'-hair as well as blacklead—he stands a very fair chance
against his fine scientific competitors ! You know I manage well enough;
Science had little to do methiuks with my winning the Academy medals ;

and quite as little to do last week with my design being first for the
Torchington Town-hall Competition.

Surbase.—Come, come, Tenon, I can't hear you say that, without adding,
science had too little to do with the warehouses you built for Mr.
Sumpsit ; or the queen-post roof you designed him would never have
given way and needed re-constructing : nor would you have let your
ignorant mason turn you that large elliptic arch over the gateway ; the
Toussoirs of which are giving way in all directions, simply because
(pardon the joke) their joints don't tend to the right ones. As to your
design to the Torchington Town-hall, I don't deny its heauty ; for we all

know, Tom, you are a good hand at turning out an attractive design ; but
then, my dear Sir, there is your estimate for it : your worst enemy will

not charge you with knowing that it cannot be executed for double the
money the Committee have to lay out. Your innocence of any deception
we all know ; it proceeds (excuse me, Tom Tenon !) from your sheer

ignorance of estimating. Depend upon it, a diploma examination would
have saved both you and your patrons a world of inconvenience and
vexation ; while, as for your powers as an artist, it would have simply
left you where you are, Tom, nulli secundus, in all that pertains to the Fine
Art you pursue with such ardour. Some of these days you will certainly

"come to grief" with one of these constructive or sumptuary blunders of
yours ; and then, all I can say is, away goes our dear, tasteful friend, Tom
Tenon, with, alas, his ready pencil, that " all it touched adorned." Now
I say, for the good of the public, and for the sake of the future Tom
Tenons, who may languish for lack of it, let us by all means have some
sort of a diploma examination, or at least let some tests of an architect's

acquirements be instituted ; so that the public who desire to invest in

brick and mortar may at least know where a practical architect is to be
found, albeit the process iuay not always suffice to guide them to a
tasteful.

Arris.—Why should it not do that also ? You are aware that the ex-

amination about to be set up by the Institute will extend to a test of the

candidate's acquaintance with the Principles of Taste in architectural com-
position; so that, under the new rigime, we shaU of course have plenty of

tasteful as well as scientific architfects. '

Surbase.—There I must differ with you ; and I trust the Institute will

have the discrimination to steer clear of the obvious difllculty involved in

that part of its scheme. The principles of taste seem to me too subtle to

define, especially in these days, when we have " the battle of the styles "

to outlive. Let there at least be Free Trade in Fancy. You know there

is a class of architects, or rather architectural critics, perpetually railing

at our inability to invent a modern style, and sneering at our constant

recurrence to old ones : these gentlemen go so far as to say, the less a man
knows of ancient styles, the likelier he is to invent a new one; and though
I am far from sympathising with the fraternity, I say by all means tread

tenderly on their toes. Force no man's shibboleth of Art principles upon
them. Leave them free as artists to work out their own—if they have
any; and content yourself with seeing to it that, fliey are capable of keep-

ing what they do pile up from tumbling about people's ears ; that they

know enough of architectural jurisprudence to keep their patrons ordin-

arily free from litigation, and that they liave had sufficient insight into all

those plain matters of professional routine, that are !is absolutely necessary

for every practising architect, as they are easy of attainment by every

architectural student.

Tenon.—I see then, Surbase, that with all your severity to me just now,

you agree with me that, qua artist, an architect ought not to undergo an
examination. Don't you think the prevalent excellent system of pubUc
architectural competition affords a test of proficiencj' in itself ; and that

it renders the necessity for diplomas nugatory?

Surbase.—By no means. I think that the practice you allude to, and
which many think injurious to our art, is one of the very reasons why
some test of educational proficiency is imperative. I would have every

man who calls himselfan architect possessed of the minimum of professional

information defined by that test ; and thereby I would hope to get rid of

those disgraceful, insulting saving clauses which we see now in competi-

tion advertisements, such for instance as that which provides that " the

committee will not pledge themselves to employ as their architect the author of

the design they may select." I profess myself, on the whole, a believer in

the general good faith of competition committees, and believe that this

ugly clause, now so very common, has been suggested to them by those

frequent eases that arise, in which, after selecting a showy design, regard-

less of its want of economical, sanitary, convenient or stable arrangement,

committees too frequently find that, the author (if even he be the author)

is a mere boy, perhaps clever enough in his way, but quite destitute of

the experience, which prudential men of the world know is one of the

qualifications desirable in an architect. I am far from saying that a very

young architect is unfitted to construct a vast edifice, but this I will

assert—no half-educated youth is fitted for its architect, however clover

he may be in any one department of his arduous profession. I would have

him refrain from all important competitions till, as any smart young
fellow might do, he had mastered all those elementary matters necessary

to the obtaining of a certificate ; then, if he should be called before a

committee, and be snubbed for a precocious, whiskerless tyro, let liim

proudly throw down his certificate of competencj-, and insist on being em-
ployed to carry out his design. Here you must see that the institution of

a diploma or test would serve two excellent ends—it would impart con-
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fidenoe to the uninitiated patron, and protection, too often denied, to the

rising man of genius.

Arris.—Then to whom would you confide the task of defining the

species of test, or (if tliere is to be one) course of examination ?

Surbase.—I, for one, would certainly confide it to the Koyal Institute of

British Architects ; not from any sense of veneration I entertain for that

fraternity, earned by any past services to the profession— for I think it

has been singularly remiss in that respect—but from the conviction I have,

that its durability of incorporation and numerical strength entitles it to at

least the refusal of this project of the diploma.

Tenon.—And suppose it should do notliing at all ; but let the whole
matter terminate, like the Competition Question, in a bottle of smoke ?

SuriaKc.—Why, then, I think the Architectural Association might take

up the question, quite ignoring the Institute altogether, and begin by set-

ting up a test of comiMJtency for an order of merit within its own ranks.

It would be pooh-poohed at first, and would take years, I know, to create

the desired result. But what of that ? It would come to maturity in

time, as did the Architectural Exhibition, which I need not remind you,

was for years pooh-poohed, and, I rather think, by well, well,

never mind 1

Arris.—Well, I hope the Institute will take up this matter resolutely,

and bring it to a useful issue. Of course all the Associates will have to

undergo examination that's only fair ! If I were an Associate I should

look sharp and get made a Fellow. How jolly it loill be when none but
P.LB.A.'s are allowed to practise! Won't there be jobs, then ?

Tenon.—All very fine, ray good fellow ; but, depend upon it, the
Institute will never succeed in making, or rather getting Parliament to

make their examinations compulsory.
Surbase.—Nor is it necessary that they sliould. AH they have to do is

to take care that, all who enter their society and bear future titles of dis-

tinction, shall have undergone some species of scholastic probation. If

they start well, and let the thing be a bond fide test of professional com-
petency, depend upon it the public will in the end endorse their acts ; and
in time snub any English architect, of whom it can be said, he doesn't

belong to the Institute, either as a Graduate, Licentiate, or what you
please to call the title. It will never do to call it " Fellow," I think.

Tenon.—But pray, who are to be the examiners ; and, if membership is

to be defined by the annual subscription of so many guineas a year, is a
m^n, who from poverty, sickness, or accident, falls into arrear with his
subscription, to lose his membership or diploma ? Fancy a clergyman or
a physician dropping his degree, because he was too poor or too stingy to
keep it up, like a gig, or a livery, ha, ha !

Surbase.—I conceive the annual subscription system would have to be
done away ; and a candidate, on receiving his certificate, would have to
pay a sum down—say twenty guineas or so ; which, so long as he were
not guilty of flagrant dishonesty or otherwise, should entitle him ever
afterwards to membership. With regard to your first question, I presume,
the examiners would have to be chosen from known scientific men by the
whole Institute, Fellows, Associates, and Students, or by a yet more demo-
cratic constituency of town and country architects, as the case might be

;

for, not belonging to the Institute I have no means of knowing.
Arris.—Well, I am as you may know, a Fellow of the Institute, and my

idea is that, as to be a Fellow a man must have been seven years in prac-
tice, the intended examinations ought to be conducted by the Fellows only.
The fact of a man having contrived to keep himself respectably for seven
years as an independent architect, is sufficient in my mind to qualify him
for an examiner. I put it to you, gentlemen, whether that is not a reasonable
•view of the matter ?

This appeal of Mr. Arris's elicited a slvrill, querulous, long-sustained,
and, as it seemed to me, very ill-bred whistle from Messrs. Surbase and
Tenon, during which the Broseley pipe, which I had hitherto smoked in
grave acquiescence with the colloquy, loentout ; and I was rudely awakened
from this most interesting dream, by the railway guard hoarsely demanding
my ticket, and asking me if I was not aware that, " smoking in the com-

. pany's carriages " was, by the 273rd bye-law " strictly prohibited."
1 compUed rather sheepishly with his request as to the ticket; and, mut-

tering something, which I saw he didn't beUeve, about "two other
gentlemen who would persist," &c., &c., gathered up and replaced the
cushions, on which I had been reposing, shook myself up wide awake, and
Iwtook myself to an hotel, whence, Mr. Editor, I have presumed to report
to you the architectural confabulation of which 1 have been the somnolent
auditor. If it do not edify, it may possibly amuse your readers during
these wet holidays. I am now cosily located by the sea-side, and merely,
Mr. Editor, for the present. Your awakened contributor,

A Sand on the Shore.

Stamford.—St. Mary's Chm-ch will be re-opened next week, on the
completion of the works. The present restoration has been confined to the
chancel, and consists of a new panelled root', a handsome alabaster reredos, cast
jlndow, south window, &c. Each window will be filled witli stained glass, by
Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle. When the Rev. G. A. Poole described this church in
September last, on the occasion of the visit of the Arcliifectural Society, lie said
HUB chancel was ofa style (Decorated) which commenced in thereigu ofEdward I.,
«» assertion that was not unanimously adopted by his hearers. But whatever
doubts may then have been entertained as to the date of this part of the clmrch
tt^ were removed in preparinj; for the present restoration, the removal of the
»of showing an omament that was introduced into transitional Norman and
Barly EngUsh work, and which was not adopted by the fourteenth century
architects.

THE AKCIHTECTURAL EXHIBITION, CONDUIT STREET.*

F continuing our enumeration of the Various worka in manufactures,
modelling, decorative art, &c., now exhibited in Conduit-street, we

shall comprise, on the southern side of the great gallery, several
additions to the collection of Messrs. Cox and Son, Southampton-street,
Strand, and the Belvedere-road, Lambeth.
These extra specimens displayed by the firm include illuminated

tablets adapted for ecclesiastical purposes. They are on white and pale-
green grounds, having the capital letters emblazoned in red, blue, and
gold, and the plain ones black, the whole being interspersed at the periods
with elaborate ornaments, well drawn and tastefully applied, exhibiting as
a whole some of the best examples of the polychromatist's skill in this special

department that we have yet seen.

The specimens appear to us to be specially adapted for the wall decora-
tions of churches, more particularly to the sides of chancels and
sacrariuras. The examples shown are five in number, including the Belief,

Lord's Prayer, and illuminated texts from scripture. One of the examples
is surrounded with ornamental borderings, having at the corner of each
an emblem of one of the Evangelists, emblazoned in color.

We may remark that Messrs. Cox and Son are the patentees of Jordan's
carving machinery, and at their extensive works in the Belvedere-road,
execute, on a large scale, productions in wood, stone, and metals, as
adapted to ecclesiastical and general purposes, of a very superior descrip-

tion, and at rates that must induce the more extensive use of works of a
superior class of really artistic finish (after the machines take the
e.xtraneous material away), ultimately completed by men possessed of

superior taste and ability for elaborated surface manipulation, which is so

desirable in superior productions of the kind, whether they be executed in
marble, stone, alabaster, or metals.

The examples of illuminated tablets added to the collection of Messrs.
Cox and Son, as we understand, form merely a portion of the embellish-
ments in this category prepared for Colney church, near St. Albau's,
Hertfordshire, which is, it appears, only one amongst the numerous
ecclesiastical edifices, the interiors of which are now'being embellished by
the firm in this peculiar manner.

Adjoining to the works of Messrs. Cox and Son, Messrs. Eastwood dis-

play a large and varied collection of their special manufactures in divers
kinds of clay, including ridges for roofs, both plain and ornamental,
paving tiles in black and red, &o. ; and next to these, Jlr. Henry Doulton
and Co. show their fine pipes, sinks, urinals, incised pavements, &c., in
glazed ware, all of which are manufactured in what we should pronounce
as an almost indestructable material, in combination witli cleanliness, an
advantage that iron and other metallic substances do not possesss.

In the immediate vicinity of Doulton and Co.'s display we observed those
of Tann and Sons, under the heading of" Patent Keliance Guarded Locks,"
the London agents for which are Gibbons, Sons, and Co., 345, Oxford-
street. These locks are manufactured of excellent materials, and work
with the greatest precision.

Next to Messrs. Tann and Sons' peculiar locks there is a full-size model
of " Edwards's Patent Chimney-bar," and ," Ventilating Heat-plate,"
with illustrative drawings to more fully explain the system set

forth by the inventor. The advantage claimed by the patentee is that
there is no space whatever left for the accumulation of soot, which of course
must be deemed by all as a very great improvement in the internal
construction of the chimneys adjusted by the apparatus of Messrs.
Edwards, Son, and Co., whose works are at 49, Great Marlborough-street.
On the western end wall of the great gallery Mr. Kershaw, 38, Baker-

street, exhibits matchless specimens, comprising imitations of woods and
marbles, together with two examples which bear an exact resemblance
to embossed Venetian leather, adapted for wall decorations, the peculiarity

of which is that the pattern can be painted on plaster work, as a substitute

for papering.

The examples of imitations of wood comprise excellent fac similes of
satin-wood, yew-tree, and cotton-tree, all alike beautiful, and seem to carry
the art to the ne plus ultra of its perfection. The imitation of satin-wood
is extremely delicate, and forms a good contrast to the more sombre
color of the yew-tree sample, which is mucli diversified by knots, irregular

conformations, and veinings. There is also a small and highly excellent

example of walnut-tree wood, executed with rare skill. The kinds of
marble imitated are respectively Rouge Vere, Galway Green (Irish), ex-
ceedingly beautiful, Languedoc, Pazowzette, Rouge Koyale, and two pieces
of Sienna. In speaking of these we frankly confess that our avocation, like

that of Othello, is gone,—they defy criticism, therefore it is in vain for us
to say more.

In the same gaUery, near to the works in brass shown by Messrs.
Johnston Brothers, are placed what are called " Patent Hydraulic Lifting

Jacks," manufactured by Daniel Adamson and Co., of Newton Moor Iron
Works, Hyde, near Manchester ; these peculiar lifts are evidently of great
power. Near to tliese peculiar lifts, Mr. Thomas Fox, 90, Hatton-garden,
displays numerous samples of his highly efiective silvered glass, gas and
day-light reflectors, which possess great brilliancy and power of illumina-

tion ; and in the centre of the floor Mr. D. 0. Boyd, Messrs. Burt and
Potts, Mr. Reynolds, >Ir. Richard Hugh Hughes, and the veteran manu-
facturer Mr. Pierce, exhibit their peculiar productions. Those of Mr.
Boyd are five unique specimens (on a small scale) of fire-lump grates

;

the same manufacturer, in the eastern gallery, also exhibits chimney-pieces
in Hopeton-wood stone, as adapted for bed-rooms. Messrs. Burt and Potts,

38 and 65, York-street, Westminster, show their patent w^ater-tight

window and frame; and on the same table Mr. William Reynolds, 43,

* Continued from page 0S3.
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Trippett- place, Sheffield, has several samples of compositions for what he

calls metallic mortar, &c., including pointing lime, concrete, stucco work,

&c., which combine extreme hardness with great tenacity of adhesion to

brick, stone, tiles, and materials of a kindred nature. By far the most

noTCl productions, however, in this part of the general collection are those

called the " Talking Chandeliers," introduced by Mr. Richard Hugh Hughes,

Atlas Works, Hatton-garden, Ix)ndon. These peculiar chandeliers

are made with tlie view of providing against the many defects in

the ordinary chandeliers now in use. It is generally admitted

thattliegreat drawbacks in what are termed the ordinary sUding chande-

liers are, especially, the comparatively short slide obtained, and the in-

convenience ofnot having tlicm hung at a sufficiently low level for reading.

They do not indicate when a supply of watfer is required in the tube,

which defect is a frequent catise of explosion. Tlie patent Atlas cliande-

liers of Mr. Hughes remedy these discrepancies, for the light can be

lowered to the table within the height of any ordinary lamp, by which

means only one-third of the gas is required to give the more convenient

light. Again, from the small quantity of gas consumed, the ceilings of

apartments are not disfigured, and when a supply of water is required in

the tube, arising from evaporation or other causes, gives notice by a

shrill whistle, which indicates that gas is escaping. This we consider a

most ingenious expedient, and the whole invention involves in it so much
improvement to domestic comfort, that we have entered somewhat

minutelv into the description of this, what is termed, " talking," or what

is, perhaps, more correctly speaking, a whistling chandelier.

Another .idvantage of this ingenious apparatus for lighting an apart-

ment is that it is perfectly secure against accidents arising from the

breaking ot the chains supporting the balance-balls ; for, by a peculiar

arrangement, what is called the " counter-balance " is in one circular

piece, as a coronal, and if one or two chains break, it still remains sus-

pended, and should the three chains break simultaneously, it then falls

upon the body portion of the chandelier and brings into action a valve,

which instantly shuts oflf all escape of gas, by which means explosion is

prevented. Independent of the utility of these chandeliers, they are in

elegant forms, and manufactured of brass, bronze, or cut glass. On a

table immediately underneath the chandeliers, Mr. W. H. Elkin, 27, Belve-

dere-road, Lambeth, exhibits a model of his patent spring sash-frames,

out of which the sashes may be removed at pleasure, and turned inside

out for cleaning or glazing, which assuredly is a most ingenious invention.

At the eastern end of the great gallery, the veteran manufacturer,

Mr. Pierce, exhibits some excellent specimens of his stove-grates, both

on an elaborate and economical plan the principle of construction observed

in the latter being that tlieir back and-sides are formed of fire-clay lumps,

which being non-conductors of heat, throw the warmth into the apart-

ments and thus materially economise fuel.

In our former notice of the works in the Exhibition we inadvertently

omitted to enumerate those contributed by Mr.Godwin, which are geometric

pavements, and are shown at the northern end of the east gallery. Like

those of Messrs. Minton, Hollins, and Co., Messrs. Maw and Co., and the

Poole Pottery Company, in the same category, they are excellent speci-

mens, both in material and workmanship. The prevailing colors employed

by Mr. Godwin are deep blue and niarone, as grounds, with the patterns

worked out in yellow and white. The pavement presents an exceeding

flat and fair surface, without the unevenness sometimes observable in

similar works.

Since our previous notice Messrs. Mark Blanchard and Co. have for-

warded several admirable specimens of ornamental works in tcrra-cotta,

comprising fountains, vases, &c. ; and Messrs. Br dshaw and Sansom, of

Bow-lane, Cheapside, have contributed some unique specimens of their

Double Hearth Cooking Stoves.

In taking leave of this highly interesting collection , we have only to

observe, that not only architects and other patrons of manufacturers and

inventors, but also working mechanics, after their working hours on

Saturday afternoons, will have an opportunity to visit the Exhibition,

where they are sure to imbibe some valuable hints. The Exhibition being

free, they ought to have no excuse for the fully examining its con-

tents.

DEATH OF MR. JOSEPH LOCKE.
SCARCE have the engineering world recovered from the shock it

received by the deaths of Brunei and Robert Stephenson, than it is

called upon to mourn the loss of another, by many esteemed to be as

great in his vocation as those his friends who have gone before him. On
Tuesday last Joseph Locke died, after an extremely brief term of illness,

when scarce 55 years of age ; and a void is thus left in the engineering

world which it will take long to fill. By this sad event, also the presi-

dential chair of the Institution of Civil Engineers, to which he was
appointed on the death of Robert Stephenson, is once again vacant.

Joseph Locke was born near Sheffield, in 1805, and after a preliminary

education Was placed at Newcastle-on-Tyne, under the celebrated George

Stephenson, from whom he received his elementary instruction. In 1826.

it having been determined to commence the Manchester and Liverpool

railway, George Stephenson was appointed chief engineer, and with him

went young ll)cke, and on this work he was engaged until its completion

in 1830. Some two years or so thereafter it was determined to construct

a line from Warrington to Birmingham, in connexion with the Manchester

and Liverpool line, and this, the Grand Junction railway, was constructed

by Locke and opened in 1837. As an evidence of tlie careful calculations

of the young engineer, we may remind our readers that tliis line, on which

there are some heavy works, the Dutton and Vale Royal viaducts, was

constructed for a suni within the estimates, and that the cost was under

i: 15,000 a mile. •

Whilst engaged on the Grand Junction line, that from London to

Southampton was started, and to this Locke was named engineer—com-

pleting it early in 1840. He then constructed the Paris and Kouen and

Rouen and Havre lines. He also set on foot the Paris and Lyons line

(constructed under another engineer), and the Caen and Cherbourg Rail-

way. The Barcelona and Mattaro (Spanish) line was designed and built

by him, as also the Dutch Rhenish Railway. Whilst engaged in liis con-

tinental works he was joined by Mr. J. E. Errington, and together they

constructed the Aberdeen, the Scottish Central, the Scottish Midland, the

Caledonian, the Lancaster and Carlisle, and the East Lancashire Railways,

as also the Greenock Railway and Docks. Most of us know what the

Caledonian Railway is, but notwithstanding the heavy work, all was con-

structed, including platforms and roadside stations, at a cost of less than

f16,000 per mile, or about £1,000 more than the works on the Grand

.Tunction —Locke's second. work. His knowledge of the powers of the

steam engine, the rudiments of wliich were acquired when he studied

under George Stephenson, urged him to use steeper gradients than some

other engineers had considered either safe or practicable ; and the

adoption of these gradients was in many cases the means to the end of

economy in construction.

It may be urged by some that Locke has not left .any superlatively

" great " work behind him as a monument, but the majority of his

admirers know that he had a higher motive in the pursuits of his life than

simple immensity, and that was, to construct well and economically. And
this he did in an eminent degree ; in fact, no one had done more to elicit

the production of capital for railways, through the exhibition of economy

in construction than tlie deceased. But if Joseph Locke avoided costly,

if otherwise grand, works, those which have arisen from under his hands

are not wanting either in grandeur or beauty ; and we would, in support

of this assertion, point to the Micheldevcr embankment on the South

Western line, which is nearly a hundred feet high ; to the boldly-con-

structed viaducts in Scotland and the North of England ; and to his

bridges over the Thames and the Seine, which latter are distinguishable for

lightness, elegance, and simplicity of construction—points which, in an

extended work, arc more likely to imprint a lasting remembrance on the

mind than works which are characterised by great elaboration.

Like Brunei and Stephenson, ho was fortunate in his time, he had

splendid opportunities, and lie was able to take the tide in a masterly

manner, and thus earned a handsome fortune. There may not bo such

opportunities again in this country, but the field of the civil engineer is

the wide world's surface-; and to those who, in this profession, have ven-

tured, and are about to venture, into this expansive arena for the double

purpose of tempting fortune and achieving a name we know of no better

example to set before them than that of Joseph Locke.

The following is a copy of a letter from a nephew of Mr. Locke to Mr.

Brassey, announcing the death of the eminent deoeased, and it will be

read with melancholy interest :

—

jrofTiit, 10th September.

Mv DEAK Mr. naASSEV.—You will I am sure be very much shocked and dis-

tressed At the painful Intelligence it is my duty to communicate ; my uncle died here

yesterday movninff very suddenly. I had joined him on ! mlay for a lew days

shootins J
he was with me on the moors on Saturday, and on Sunday, too, ne was

in his usual Rood health and spirits. Shortly after retiring on Sunday night he

was attacked with .sickness, violent pains, and obstruction of the Dowels, and so con-

tinued for thirty hours, when at eiglit o'clock yesterday morning- de.atliput an end to

his sufferings. You may imas:ine the consternation the event has thrown upon me.

I telegraphed at once to Mr. Errington and Mr. Horn, but both were from home. I

had telegraphed a few hours before to Jlr. Aikin ; he arrived last night, leaving Mr.

Horn's son-in-law to go to Oatlands and tell Mrs. Locke her husband was seriously

ill, but he told Miss JlcCresey the truth. I suggested a post-mortem examiuation of

the body ; tliis was done to day, with the assistance of the two medical men who
attended my uncle on Monday. They found the bowels perforated with a large

accumulation of matter knotted round the lower intestines, and beyond the reach of

medical skill. They pronounced this to have been forming some tunc. -

I don't know what may be said for my taking this much npon myself, but 1

thought it better to know the real cause of a death which took place so very sud-

denly. Mr. Aikin has R-one back to town, and this evening I shall accompany the

body home, and learn Mrs. Locke's wishes as to the funeral. I regret very much that

you should be absent, for I very well know how desirous you would be to pay yoor

last respects to your departed friend, and It would have afl'orded me some consolation

If you could have accompanied me to his grave.
Believe me. very faithfully yours,

(Signed),
William Locke.

Thomas Brassey, Esq.

The remains of the deceased were on Tuesday last interred in Kensal-

green Cemetery.

I

Milton-next-Sitlinghourne.—'Ihe Conwegation Chapelrecently erected

here has just been opened. Mr. Naylor, of Rochester, is the builder, and the

cost will be nearly £1,200.

Mr. Frederic .Tones has published a Set of Stereoscopic 'Views of the Interior of

the Chapel Itoyal, of St. George's, Windsor. ' They are of remarkable nw"':"
unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes."—^«(c»"«'«. "Highly

interesting and valuable."—/;«;;.(/ iVrara. "A charming series of value to the

architect and ardiaiologlst, and canuot fail to interest visitors."—/Irt Journal, the

Views complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-oflice order for a7s., or two samples

for 3s. 2d. Frederic Jones, 146, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Bond-street).

—Advertisement.
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NOTES ON COAST CHURCHES IN DEVON AND CORNWALL.
No. III.—BoscASTLE.

—

St. Jui.iot's.

BOSCASTLE, the centre of the group of cliurches which we have
selected for description in Cornwall, is not unlike Modbury, the centre

of our Devonshire group. Both are built upon very steep hills, which the

traveller, as he descends, invariably compares to " the roof of a house :"

both also are very old and very quaint, and bear much resemblance to

foreign towns.
Boscastle lias two parish churches, one on cither side—Forrabury, which

we have already described, and Minster. One rector serves both.

In addition, there was originally a " chapel of ease," as we say now, in

the town, dedicated to St. James. This has unfortunately become ruinated,

as it would have been most convenient, at all events, for use in the winter
months, once a Sunday, when church-goers to Forrabury are in danger of

being blown off the cliff, and a walk to Minster, wliich is nearly a mile
distant, is a very dreary affair indeed. The ruins are small, but suffi-

ciently large to show that the building was of considerable size, and con-
sisted of a nave and chancel, and at least one aisle. The western respond
and part of the western arch of the arcade are still standing, and several

stout pieces of well-built walling. The whole is of fifteenth century date,

late in the century.
Close by are remains of the old Manor-house, chiefly of the same date,

with some apparently earlier portions : the Manor stables are in a tole-

rably perfect state, and date from Henry VIH.
Just below them is the road to Minster, a church remarkable chiefly

for the extreme beauty of its situation, which is nearly unrivalled. Walk-
ing along a narrow lane, you suddenly enter a stile* on the left, and find

yourself in a moment looking into a deep ravine, richly clothed with wood,
and the church nestled in the bottom.
As its name denotes, it was a monastery in old time. But very little

of the old church remains : the chancel and the north wall of part of the
nave are probably the only relics ; these retain traces of early English
work. The font, too, may be referred to that, or an earlier period. The
remainder of tlie church is of sixteenth century work, very characteristic
and good of its kind. The carved oak roofs are especially fine ; and here,
as elsewhere in this neighbourhood, are retained many of the ancient
benches, all of black oak, and covered with rich and beautiful carving. The
east windows have recently been restored very fairly, and we were glad to
notice that the only remaining fragment of stained glass—a shield bearing
the arms of the ancient family of Trelawny—had been preserved.

Minster tower has a saddle-backed roof, the only example in Cornwall.
There^is, however, every appearance of the uppermost stage having been
removed, in consequence of some large and dangerous-looking cracks in the
lowest stage, in which case it is very probable that the original termination
of the tower was not of this form.
We really cannot leave Jlinster without treating our readers to a very

quaint and singular epitaph which appears on an old monument, good for

its date, in the south aisle:

—

" Forty-nine years they lived man and wife,
And, what's more rare, thus many without strife

;

She tirst departin*;^, he a few weeks tried.
To live without her, could not, and so died."

A little further on, among the hills, is Lesnewth Church, with a fine

Perpendicular tower, and some remarkable Norman remains.
But the most interesting church in this district is the last in our North

Cornwall group, St. Juliot's. And yet it is a painful sight, for of all the
dilapidated and forlorn county churches that we have seen (and we have
seen many), this is the most forlorn, the most dilapidated. Damp and
decay are doing their work rapidly; nay, have already nearly accomplished
it: we never before saw such green and black and slimy filthiness within
a church before, the smell is suffocating; the whole feeling of the place
infectious.

Having thus severely criticised an almost unparalleled case of neglect, it

is fair to add that the incumbent is not to blame, and the excellent co-
patron, Mr. Rawle, Principal of Codington College, Barbadors, is about
to take the necessary steps for carrying out at least a partial restoration,
certainly not a moment before it was wanted.

St. Juliot's consists of a nave and chancel, with south aisle, a north
transept, south porch, and western tower.
The tower looks as if it could fall at any moment, the bottom ofthe west

wall being painfully bulged out, so as to give the entire structure the ap-
pearance of an animal going down upon its knees. As at Minster, the
uppermost stage has been removed, and, for the sake of greater liglitness,

miserable pinnacles of wood, like telescopes, have been set up at the angles.
But the sinking of the walls continued, nevertheless, and quite recently it

has been found necessary to underpin the south-west angle, but merely by
way of security as a preliminary to the entire rebuilding of the tower.
This is not to be regretted, as it is a very ugly structure and of very late
date.

The body of the church is, in the main, of the fourteenth century, with

* The Cornish stile—a mode which might well be adopted elsewhere. A wide pier
is built up on either side of the opening-, aud a pit is duf;^ out between them, across
which, from side to side, are placed long blocks of granite, lilie stone joists, side by
Bide, and about six inches apart. These offer no impediment to the foot-p.assengcr,
who steps from one to the other, and so passes into thccliurchyard with ease. But
cattle never attempt to pass the " gridiron," and therefore a'gate, being unnecessary.
Is seldom used. The plan is ingenious and works well, and the arrangement is re-
markably picturesque. In most instances in Cornwall a stone or slate seat is built
into each of the piers, and very often the opening is made of double width, with a
"lich-stone," to support the coffin (while it awaits the clergyman's approach from
the cbnrcb), crossing it parallel with the piers.

additions of the fifteenth. It consisted, at the former period, of a nave and
chancel with north and south transepts, and was clearly cruciform. The
Perpendicular builders took down the south transept, and the south wall
of the nave, and of the chancel also, except the easternmost bay, erected
an arcade, and threw out a south aisle, of the inferior architecture
of the day, bat of £fkr more elaborate workmanship than the original
church.
The whole aisle is faced with a fine ashlar of largo granite blocks, and

the windows arc very good of their kind, and still retain a fragment or
two of the stained glass with which, doubtless, the entire church was once
decorated. The roof is of the kind known as a wagon or barrel roof, and
is constructed entirely of oak, richly carved. It is also in excellent
order, as fresh and clean almost as if it had been erected yesterday,
and the only exception to the general rule of dirtiness.

The south porch, which is of the same date as the aisle, is a small square
tower, very picturesque, and remarkable for a ribbed and groined internal
roof of granite.

It is somewhat curious that so large and handsome an addition should
have been made to so lonely a church late in the fifteenth century, when
the original building, as indeed is the case now, must have sufficed for the
accommodation of the entire population of the parish, with plenty of room
to spare. And it is greatly to be lamented that it ever was made ; for

there is abundant evidence to prove that the alteration broke up and
destroyed the consistent and well-proportioned plan of the old cruciform
church.
Of this, with the exception of the pierced south wall, the nave and

chancel remain intact. The former still retains its original oak roof, perfect
and unmutilated, though suffering all along the wall-plate from damp. It

is also a little injured at the wall-plate over the arcade, in consequence of
the somewhat clumsy way in which the Perpendicular workmen adapted
it to their new wall. This roof is of the kind commonly called " canted,"
and is a most valuable specimen of the wood roofs of the early part
of the fourteenth century, comparatively few of wliich still remain.
We believe that the existence of this example in the solitary church of

St. Juliot, away among the Cornish hills by the Severn sea, has hitherto
been wholly unknown to antiquaries and ecclesiologists. At least we have
never seen it mentioned in any book on architecture. It is quite worthy
of a place in Mr. Parker's " Glossary."* Indeed, wo have seldom seen a
more beautiful piece of work upon a small scale than the cross beams by
which a junction is effected between the roofs of the nave and transepts,

and which has been permitted to remain, though one transept has been
destroyed.

The roof ofthe chancel is of the same date, though a little later probably;
it is also of oak and of the barrel-form, and something like that of the
south aisle ; but the careful observer will notice that whereas the latter is

divided into square panels, as it were, by the greater size and ornamenta-
tion of certain ribs and purlins, there are no such divisions in the chancel
roof.

The east window has been so mutilated that it is difficult to assign a
date to it. The south window of the chancel is a single light, trefoiled, and
again feathered, very beautiful. Unfortunately it is much disfigured by
whitewash—that curse of carving ; but it is well worth careful cleaning,

when it would take rank among the best examples of the period to which
it belongs.

St. Juliot's retains, with a few exceptions, all its original seating, fine

oak benches, richly carved. But, alas! the ravages of damp and decay
have gone far to destroy what with reasonable care might have been per-
fect till this day. There are also some curious remains of the old fifteenth-

century wood-screen.
We must not leave " San Jilt," as the country people call it, without

expressing our admiration of the beautiful yet simple little parsonage built

by the incumbent, the Eev. G. W. Manning, in a neighbouring field given
by Mr. Rawle, and which in the short space of thirteen years he
has converted into one of the most exquisite little gardens we ever saw.
He has also greatly improved the churchyard by planting. We had

almost forgotten to mention the two old Cornish crosses which still re-

main there, one near the south entrance, a tall and fine specimen : the
other beside the north gateway, where it has been recently placed by Mr.
Manning. He bought it for five shillings of a farmer who was carrying it

from one part of his farm to another, intending to convert it into a gate-
post.

^
THE NATIONAL GALLERY IMPROVEMENT.

OF Captain Fowke's design for re-forming the building in Trafalgar-
square, we have already expressed our opinion pretty plainly; what

Mr. Pennethorne's may be it is out of our power to say. Probably it may
be as good as untoward circumstances will permit, but no one can achieve
impossibilities, and it is evident that so long as the Royal Academy is

allowed to retain possession of their present portion of the plan, the effec-

tual improvement there else might be cannot take place. The making any
alteration at all before the R. A.'s depart, is of rather evil omen; because
if improvement is to be maimed by regard being had to their temporary-

abode they will be likely to interpret that as a significant hint that they may
take their own time to look about and provide themselves with
another habitation ; wherefore they will, of course, be in no hurry to

do so.

We give the R. A.'s credit for being tolerably shrewd ; and in close

conclave they, no doubt, argue thus, " when we see how much is proposed

• Several specimens of similar roofs are given in Brandon's " Church Roefs."
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to be MtcriBced to the providing for oar temporary accommodation, it is a
tolorablv plain sign that we are allowed to stay here just as long as we
like, until vrc find it convenient to change our present quarters; so let us
make ourselves comfortable."

TThat strikes us strongly as symptomatic of error, is that the pro <«m.

alteration soemstohavebeen determined uponratherprecipitately, and that

its insufficiency is left to be found out when the Academy sluiU have been

actually turned out, which fortunately for those now living, is not likely

to be in their time.

"Unless the state of their finances is greatly misrepresented, the R.A.'s

are tolerably wealthy, at any rate in what is called a well-to-do condition,

that is, not in such pauper condition as to be unable to erect commodious
exhibition rooms of their own, though owned it must be that it is hardly

possible for them to find anything like so eligible a situation. Removal
from Trafalgar-square would not enlarge their annual receipts.

The projected alteration of TVilkins' structure is, we presume, confined

to the interior j yet how can X15,000 or anything like it bo required for

merely flooring over the gap between the " Gallery" and the "Academy?"
allowing a liberal margin for such small extras as altering approaches.

Such sum certainly does seem rather extravagant, especiallj' as it is fore-

seen that further change will become inevitable, as soon as the Academy
shall have eitlier decamped of its own accord, or else been ejected. Could
it not be persuaded or else compelled to swallow some such powerful

emetic as a witty son of Esculapius once ventured to prescribe for a noble

patient ? which anecdote being not particularly stale, we on our part
" Tenture " to report here :

" You tell me," said the patient to the man of

medicine, " that what you call a good strong emetic will set me quite to

rights."—" Yes, you would be all the better for being thoroughly rinsed out,

and could you but be prevailed upon to take a dose that would compel
you to 'throw-up' your pension and sinecures, you, or at least those

who have to pay for them, would feel considerably relieved." Whether
the doctor was " thrown " down-stairs is not said.

As far as we can make out it is intended to place the public staircase

lending to tlie Academy's exhibition rooms on the site of that which is

appropriated to drawings and miniatures ; and if so, there will be a room
the less, besides which, access to it must be rather awkward, to say nothing

of the very considerable alterations there must be in order to obtain any
decent public access to it at all, the necessity for which helps, however, to

account for the seemingly immoderate cost of alteration; nothing less than
one-fifth of the whole of the building as it now st.inds !

Not having seen the plan or scheme of the projected alterations we
write blindfolded, yet never mind, we will endeavour to grope about and
find our way in the dark, comforting ourself with knowing that being

kept in the dark we have a fair excuse for stumbling and blundering.

Wliercfore we proceed gropingly by asking how is it proposed to form a

"fadlis descensus " from the Olympus of the picture-rooms to the avernus,
the " black hole " to which sculpture is condemned, without getting out on
the north side a staircase corresponding with that on the south, and con-

Bequently absorbing another picture-room? The staircase to the " Gallery"
will no doubt be similar in its position and arrangement to the other on
the east side of the portico, consequently exposed to the like objections.

We would not be thought a bird of ill omen, or a malicious prophet of evil,

but we must confess tliat the proposed alteration seems to us so beset
with difficulties that no ingenuity can solve the problem satisfactorily ; it

is a Gordian knot which no skill can untie, and ought, therefore, to be
boldly cut through by expelling the Academy before any alteration is

made. Whatever may be thought of our opinion, at any rate, it is the
result of diligent study of the plan, merely for the x'urpose of ascertaining
(for our own private satisfaction) how far it was possible to secure the
maximum of improvement with the minimum of alteration ; and we have
always found the obstinate adhesion of the Academy to their snug
lodgings to be an inseparable obstacle to the improvement of the present
androgynous plan that might else be efiected.

Nothing being said to the contrary, it seems there is no intention of
ruining Wilkios' portico by improvement, « la Foickc. Some quite dif-

ferent sort of improvement might, however, be efiected easily enough

—

cost being left out of tlie question—as it would be only embellishment, not
alteration. A statue, for instance, on each of the piers that terminate the
extended stylobatc of the portico could not fail to enhance the general
effect very considerably, by imparting that vivacity of " movement," or
cverchanging perspective appearance which it is utterly beyond the power
of the pencil to express, or to do more than hint at. There are blanks, too,
which call out for sculpture to fill them up—viz., the empty spaces in the
upper part of the two interpilasters on either side of the portico. Who-
ever elsemay contradict us wc feel confident that it will not be Mr. John
BeU
With respect to Fowke's new version of the National Gallery, there

is certainly one solitary merit in it which we have not pointed out, it being
80 planned as to render it impossible to adopt it without first ejecting tlie

entire body of the Royal Academy, its lower limbs, alias Associates, in-
cluded. H. L. V.

SoutJt Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 22nd Septem-
ber, 1800, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Satur-
day, free days, 3,973 ; on Monday, and Tuesday, free evenings, 4,372. On the
three students' days (admission to the public Cd.)l,4G.j; one students' evening,
Wedneiday, 190 j total 10,006 : from the opening of the Museum 1,660,640.

BUCKINGHAM PALACE.
FOR nearly 150 years tlie building at the west-end of St. James's-park

has been connected with the Royal F.imily. It was built by the Uuke
of Buckingham in 1703, and at his death it was occupied by the Prince and
Princess of Wales. George the III. subsequently bought it for .£21,000.

De Foe ui his Journey through England calls it one of the great beauties of
London, botli by reason of its situation and its building, and Tliackeray,
in his history of the Georges, says :

" George the III. lived in a very un-
pretending but elegant-looking house on the site of the hideous pile where
his grand-daughter at present reposes." Tlie expensive re-erection of
George IV. and John Nash, the smoke-stained marble arch, and tlie

£ 1 30,000 worth ofnew frontage by Mr. Blore, are thus summarily dealt with.
The royal " art connoisseur " and " gentleman " left us uotliing worth
preservation for all the money he contrived to screw out of I'arlianient.

The palace has been patched and altered, but still remains an ungainly
abortion. The lion on one pedestal and the unicorn on another sit on their
haunches and beg for a lenient j udgment on the folly which placed them
there. The best and best loved monarch in Europe is the most miserably
housed. She cannot even live and hold her court in the same building,

and still, year after year, money'is devoted to furbishing up the " hideous
pile " and making it appear fit for a royal residence. 'I?he last alteration

we have seen is the new wall enclosing the garden and stables, and facing
Pimlico. It is of white brick with projecting panels divided by stone
piers. It has a stone dentilled cornice and stone pUnth. It runs from the
palace to the mews. Tlie riding school seen behind and above it has been
refaccd with cement. The thirteen semicircular openings which light it

on the Pimlico side have broad enriched arcliivolts and console key stones.

An elaborate scroll frieze runs above it under the plain block cornice. The
centre, occupying the length of three openings, breaks slightly forward,
and the pediment is being filled with sculpture. Messrs. Piper and Son are
executing these works. Mr. Myers is engaged close beside them in compo-
ing a portion of the mews, building a new office for the clerk, scraping
down and cleaning the stone-work, and he has erected new stone gate
piers to the stable entrance. They are small Doric pilasters, linked
together by square blocks, and crowned by large ugly urns.

Whatever its own architectural faults may be, it has, however, un-
doubtedly materially altered the neighbourhood ; the aristocracy have
migrated, like the Sovereign, westwards, and the Pimlico fields have been
transformed into Belgravia. The old houses lately standing opposite the
side entrance and the Palace walls have now been demolished, and first-

class mansions have been built on their sites. Adjoining St. James's-park
six large houses are already finished and some six or eight more are being
roofed in. Those finished are designed in blocks of three each, connected
by a continuous cornice, and by the uniformity in tlie heights of the
openings. They are all four stories high above the ground floor, and all

have Doric porticoes and rusticated ground stories. The easternmost three
have arched openings on the first floor witli panelled heads. Deep strings
separate the diflferent stories. The rest of the openings are square-headed,

i

with the ordinary cornices and architraves. The first and third liouses
|

have attic windows in the roof hidden by a solid parapet wall. In the I

centre house of the three, the front wall is carried up above the height of
|

the windows, and is finished with a pediment. A rusticated pier or
j

pilaster divides each house. The three westernmost houses have a similar
!

architectural arrangement on the ground story. The first-floor iron '

balcony is here carried out on cantilevers. There are no piers between
j

the houses, and the first-floor windows have curved pediments over them,
the central one being wider, and further enriched with trusses to support

j

it. There is likewise a pediment over the central window on the second
[

story. All the attics in these three blocks are half hidden by the con-
j

tinuous blank parapet.

THE GROSVENOR HOTEL.

ON the side of the old Grosvenor-basin and Cockerell's-wharf, Pimlico,
|

the progress of one of the most important buildings in London
is very conspicuous. The Grosvenor Hotel is here being reared to

minister to the wants of the public who, avoiding the tedious traffic

through the crowded city, branch ofl" from the several lines connected with
it on to the Pimlico Junction Railway. The South Eastern, North Kent,
Brighton, and Crystal Palace lines, will have tlieir large concourse of

travellers diverted from the city by this new line, and the west-end
visitors will be set down in the immediate neighbourhood of their destina-

tion. Tlie choked city thoroughfares will also bo relieved by travellers by the

Great Western, and North-Western railways who wish to continue their

journey on the southern lines, and who will proceed direct to this new sta-

tion. The success which has attended the vast hotels at each of the other
termini no doubt stimulated the proprietors of tlie Company which is

building the large hotel in Pimlico. For magnificence in its external

architectural as well as for its internal decoration, it surpasses all

structures of the kind. It has a frontage along the high road of 300 feet,

and it is 80 feet in depth. The back of it joins the railway station, to

which it has a grand entrance from the large central hall.

The whole of the ground floor is of stone ; the rest of the building is of

white brick, with Bath stone dressings. It is now only built to the

second story, but when completed it will be 116 feet above the line of

pavement. It is built on 10 feet of concrete which covers the wliole site.

In some parts the concrete is 30 and 40 feet deep, to fill up tlio inequalities

of the site, and to secure a good foundation. Of the 10 feet thus spread

over the whole site, the lower 3 feet is composed of ballast and Portland

cement, the upper 7 feet of ballast and Grey stone lime. There are open
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areas in the front and at the sides 16 feet wide. Tlie external architecture

of the building is divided into a long centre and two projecting wings.

Tliere are two openings in each wing and iiftcen in tlie centre. The
entrance is in the centre of tlie front by an arcade of three arches, and
anotlicr loggia 35 feet wide and 8 feet deep. Tliis leads to a vast central

hall, 45 feet by 30 feet. There are corridors right and left of it, and a
staircase in front, from tlie first landing of wliich a door leads into tlie

railway station. Tlienco, wing flights conduct to tlie upper floor. Tliero

is a bar and serving window close adjoining tlie hall, a still-room, and a
room for the superintendent. The eastern corridor, 13 feet 10 inches

wide, loads to tlie smoking-room, 39 feet by 20 feet, decorated witli diapered
columns and a profusion of cleverly designed plaster ornament. Tliis

corridor leads also to the coffee-room, a handsome apartment, 70 feet by
36 feet, extending from the front to the back of tlie building. Four
scagliola columns will bo ranged on either side of it, and its decoration
will be of the most elaborate character. At the extreme west end, on the
opposite side of the large Iiall, the ladies' coffee-room, 36 feet by 25 feet,

is situated, witli a drawing-room attached to it. Beliind it there is a large

apartment reserved for a dining-room, for wedding and private parties,

36 feet by 25 feet. There arc some six or eiglit other private rooms of
smaller dimensions on tliis floor, besides rooms devoted to tlie several

attendants. One noteworthy room, and a necessary one in a building of

this immense and unusual lieight, is the " lift," by means of whieli visitors

may altogether avoid the stairs and bo transported without fatigue or

even exertion to the highest story in tlie Iiotel. Broad and noble stairs

are, nevertheless, provided for tliose who need the exercise or disregard
the labor of the ascent.

The disposition of tlie basement is on the most liber.al scale. The
kitchen, under the coffee-room at the west end, is nearly 40 feet square.
Attached to it are scullery, bakery, larder, pastry-room, plate-room, pan-
tries, &c. A corridor of the same dimensions as tliat above, 13 feet

10 inches, runs from it throughout the building to the dining-room for

Tisitors' servants, 26 feet by 20 feet, at the opposite end, and to the ser-

vants' hall. It communicates witli the rooms for knife and boot cleaning,
with the coal and beer cellars, and with a wine cellar, 35 feet by 30 feet,

in the central portion of the basement.
On reaching the first floor by the principal staircase already mentioned,

we find the upper part of the central hall still further enlarged by a
gallery which runs round it, and separated only from it by sixteen scag-
liola columns and stone perforated dwarf balustrade with marble capping.
It is thus extended to 47 feet in width by between 60 and 70 feet in length.
The effect of it when finished, with its abundance of enrichment, will be
magnificent in the extreme. At the sides, opening on to this gallery, the
principal staircases are placed, of commensurate size. The whole of the
first floor is divided into suites of rooms, consisting of bed and dressing
rooms of various sizes, some of them as large as 3G by 26 feet. In the
centre of the larger hall there is a glass dome. Ten iron girders are fixed

—two of them are 70 feet each in lengtli—over the columns between
the hall and the gallery round it to carry some of the upper walls.

The remainder of the floors are devoted to suites of apartments and to
separate bed-rooms. There will be upwards of 500 apartments in the
building when it is completed, 200 of which will be bed-rooms and
dressing-rooms. It will be nine stories in height including the basement.
The basement is 12 feet 8 inches high; the ground floor 18 feet 4 inches;
the first floor 16 feet 6 inches; the second floor 13 feet 2 inches; the third
floor 11 feet; the fourth floor 12 feet, and so on.
The exterior lias a broad massive character, with an extremely French

look about it. Nearly all the windows are filled in with perforated stone
hoods. The openings are nearly all semicircular, and a prodigality of
richness pervades the entire structure. Festoons of fruit and flowers hang
from keystone to keystone of the wing windows. There is a bold pro-
jecting stone balcony over the ground floor carried on cantilevers, and iron
balconies to second and third floor windows, all very elegantly designed.
The spandrels of first-floor windows, connected by the caps of pilasters,
contain carved heads in liigh relief in circular panels. The same feature
is visible over the fourth-floor windows. The fourth-floor openings are
each divided by a pilaster into two semicircular lights witliin the arch
opening, and produce a charming eflect. The cornice over the wings is

higher than that over the central portion, and is supported by deep
consoles. There are windows between them. The high roofs rise
Strikingly above the main walls. They consist of three large Mansard
roofs, with slightly lower curved roofs connected with them. There is a
upola, front and back, over each wing roof, and these, with the iron
cresting, finials, and projecting dormers, give great beauty to the outline
of the building. We understand that the whole of the works are to be
completed in a twelvemonth, and that the fittings will be of unusual
magnificence. The building itself is highly meritorious. It is designed
in a large, liberal spirit. There is no littleness or affectation about it ;

the general outline is good, and the care which the arcliitect—Mr. James
Knowles, of Raymond's-buiidings—has devoted to the elaborate detail and
the internal ornament, deserves the highest praise. The work is being
most ably carried out by Mr. Kelk, under the supervision of the architect,
and the immediate superintendence of the clerk of the works, Mr. W.
Hemsley.

Australian Exhibition.—It is proposed to hold an Australian Exhi-
bition at Melbourne in the course of the ensuing year, in anticipation of the
Universal E.xhibition in London in 1862. A meeting of the members of the
Royal Society was held on the 17th July, and some resolutions were drafted to
this purport, which are to be submitted to a future meetuag of the Society for
adoption.

INDIAN MONUMENTS OF ARCIIITECTURE.*
SIR,—In continuation of my last letter it may be well that the subject

of Indian Tombs sliould receive some attention. Some of these are,

perhaps, to be regarded without disadvantage, even in comparison with
that celebrated tomb which was erected to King Mausolus, in Ilalicarnassus,

and which gave the name of " Mausoleum " to that class of structure.

This tomb was accounted one of the seven wonders of the Classic world ;

and yet, as regards architecture, could not have been more beautiful than
one at least now existing in India. We have various remains of the
sculptural enhancements of tlie Classic work now in our British Museum,
removed there with great expense and care, and the most acute of our
savans are still occupied in the theoretic re-construction of it. The " Taj
Mehal," at Agra, is still complete or nearly so, and yet how little is this

beautiful structure known to us ! Before, however, considering this work,
it may be as well to turn first to another tomb, which, from tlie excellent

construction of its dome, may well be of peculiar interest, now that the
elements of crystalline and metallic structure, in glass and iron, are
oflTering increased facilities to that form of roof, of larger span, and more
varied character tlian heretofore.

Of tombs, the same author whom I have been quoting before, remarks
that " one great peculiarity of the Tartar 'or Mongolian races is their

custom of tomb building. Nowhere is this more forcibly illustrated than
in India, where the tombs of the Turks and Moguls form a complete and
unbroken series of architectural monuments, from the first years of the
Moslem invasion to the present hour." " The princes of tliese races, in

carrying out their love of tombs, made it their practice to build tlieir own
in their lifetime. In doing this they built them of such a character as to

serve for places of enjoyment for themselves and their friends during their

life, and only when they conld themselves enjoy them no longer did they
become their sepulchres—the solemn resting-places of their mortal re-

mains." There is a sentiment in this which may remind us of the shrouded
skeleton which in ancient times tlie Egyptians had present at tlieir feasts,

and in modern times of the cofiin made out of the mainmast of
L'Orient, that blow up at the battle of the Nile, and which Nelson had set

up behind his chair in the dining-eabin of his ship, until he found it was
not agreeable to some of his captains, when he had it removed.

" The usual process for the erection of these tombs in India was for the
king or noble to enclose a garden outside the city walls, generally with
high crenellated walls, and with one or more splendid gateways, in the

centre of which lie erected a square or octagonal building, crowned with a
dome, and in the more elaljorato examples with smaller dome-roofed
apartments, on four of the sides or angles, the other four being devoted to

entrances. This building is generally situated on a lofty s(iuare terrace,

from which radiate four broad alleys, generally with marble paved canals,

ornamented with fountains. The angular spaces are iilanted with
cypresses and other evergreens, and with fruit-trees, forming one of those

regular but beautiful gardens so characteristic of tlie East. During the
life of the founder, the central building is called a ' barrali durrie ' or
festal hall, and is so used as a place of recreation and festivity by him and
his friends."

At his death all is changed—"The founder's remains are interred

beneath the central dome. Sometimes his favorite wife lies beside him ;

but more commonly his family and relations are buried beneath the colla-

teral domes. When once used as a place of sepulture, its vaults never
again resound with festal mirth. The care of the building is given over
to priests and cadims, who gain a scanty subsistence by the sale of the

fruits of the garden, or the alms of those who come to visit the last

resting-place of their friend or master. Perfect silence now reigns in the

place of festivity and mirth, and the beauty of the surrounding objects

combines with its repose in producing an eflect as graceful as it is solemn
and appropriate."
Of the tomb of Mahomet, in Beejapore, the same author thus speaks,

that it " is not only the largest ever erected by a Saracenic architect, but
perhaps the very boldest and. largest domical edifice now known to exist

anywhere." " It is a plain, square apartment, 135 feet each way: its area,

consequently, is 18,225 square feet, while tliat of the Pantheon at Rome is,

within the walls, but 15,833 ; and even taking into account all the recesses

in the walls of both buildings, this is still the larger of the two. At the

height of 57 feet from the ground the hall begins to contract, by a series

of pendentives, as ingenious as beautiful, to a circular opening 97 feet in

diameter. The dome, 124 feet in diameter, is erected on the platform of

these pendentives, thus leaving a gallery more than 12 feet wide all round
the interior. Internally, the dome is 175 feet high, e-xternally 198 feet, its

general thickness being about 10 feet. The most ingenious and novel part

of the construction of this dome is the mode in wliich its lateral or out-

ward thrust is counteracted. This was accomplished by forming the

pendentives so that they not only cut off" the angles, but also their

arches intersect each other. A very considerable mass of masonry is thus

formed perfectly stable in itself, which, by its weight acting inwards,

counteracts any thrust that can possibly be brought to bear upon it by the

pressure of the dome. If the whole edifice, thus balanced, had any
tendency to move, it would be to fall, not outwards, but inwards, which,

from its circular form, is impossible."
Thus it may be noticed that " the action of the weight of the pen-

dentives bemg in the opposite direction to the thrust of the dome, it acts

like a tie, and keeps the whole in equilibrium—and that without inter-

fering with the outline of the dome. In the Pantheon, and most European

domes, a great mass of masonry is thrown upon the haunches, entirely

hiding the external form, which appears a clumsy expedient in every

• Continued from page 737.
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respect, compared with this elegant mode of hanging the weight inside.

'

Mr. Fergusson adds tliat, in his opinion, "this is tlie most beautiful form

of roof, artistically, that has jet been invented." He then goes into

various constructive calculations of the balance of weight in this example

of dome, for which those of your readers who are especially interested in

the subject can easily refer to his work. He adds tliat, " with our present

engineering knowledge it would be easy to construct far larger and more

daring domes than even this of ^lahonict's tomb ; " for which, also, it is

evident that metallic structure affords many facilities. We will now turn

to the celebrated "Taj Mehal."

Quoting the same author, we may continue:—" The typical example,

however. "of the tombs of this race is the celebrated Taj Slehal, the toiiib

which Shah Jehan erected at Agra to contain the remains of his favorite

wife Moomtaza Mehal, intending to erect a more splendid mausoleum still

for himself on the opposite side of the river. Tliis, however, was not

carried into effect, and he rests in this same sepulchre beside liis wife, she

occupying the centre or place of honor duo to her precedence in the race of

death. The enclosure in which this is erected, including the gardens and

outer court, is a parallelogram of 1,860 feet by more than 1,000. Tlie

outer court, surrounded by arcades, and adorned by four gateways,

occupies in length the whole breadth of the enclosure by about 450 feet

in depth. The principal gateway, measuring 110 feet by 140, leads from

the court to the gardens, which, with their marble canals, fountains, and

cypress-trees, are almost as beautiful as the tomb itself, which stands on a

raised platform 18 feet high, faced with wliite marble, and 313 feet square.

At each comer of this terrace rises a minaret 133 feet high, and of the

most exquisite proportions, more beautiful, perhaps, than any other in

India. In the centre of the marble platform stands the mausoleum, a

square of 186 feet, with the corners cut off to the extent of 33 feet 9 inches.

The centre of this is occupied by the principal dome, 58 feet in diameter

and 80 feet high, under which is an enclosure formed by a screen of trellis-

work Of white marble, which is a masterpiece of elegance in Indian art.

Within this stand the two tombs." "Tlie light to the central apartment is

admitted only through double screens of white marble trellis-work, of the

most exquisite design, one on the outer, one on the inner, face of the walls.

In our climate this would produce nearly complete darkness, but in India,

and in a building wholly composed of wliite marble, this was required to

temper the glare which otherwise would liave been intolerable. As it is,

no words can express the chastened beauty of that central chamber, seen

in the soft gloom of the subdued light that reaches it through the distant

and half-closed openings which surround it. Wlien used as a 'barrali

durrie,* or pleasure palace, it must always have been the coolest and

loveliest of garden retreats, and now that it is sacred to the dead, it is the

most graceful and tlie most impressive of the sepulchres of the world."

These graphic extracts indicate two buildings of great beauty and in-

terest ;
yet how little does the public, or even the artist, world know of

them ! It is true that they are tombs, but that was only their eventual

destinatioD. In their original use they are fully fitted to suggest treat-

ments for the more usual edifices of the day, and their proportions and

construction appear to be as perfect as any works that have existed.

But as tombs, also, they are of great interest. Great interest has always

attached to tombs. That of King Mausolus, at Halicarnassus, erected by

his widow over his remains, and fer the erection and decoration of which

she engaged various of the best Greek artists of the time, was, as I have

said before, accounted one of the seven wonders of the world. The mau-
soleum of Pope Julius, designed by Michel Angelo, and wliich first gave

rise to tlie idea of building the dome of St. Peter's, was a noble project.

True it is, that in tliis, as in other fine projects of the great Florentine, he

was thwarted, and it was never accomplished. Of the whole proposal, in-

deed, but three of the statues designed to decorate it were ever realised

— the celebrated Moses and Two Captives, left unfinished. Yet this scheme

lives in the mind of art as a surpassing conception. The whole arrange-

ment of the tomb of the great Napoleon, in the Chapel of the Hotel des

Invalides, is also a noble conception, and one that does honor to Visconti.

There are also various other tombs in Italy, and elsewhere, of great elabo-

ration and magnificence, of which we know but little, and one of those

erected to the memory of the Scaligers, at Verona, has formed the type of

the one to be erected in St. Paul's, to the memory of the Duke of Wel-
lington. Merely, therefore, as tombs, these two Indian examples, from

descriptions of which I have given extracts, are of great interest ; while,

as edifices which, during the lifetime of their founders, were applied to

other purposes, they invite our attentive investigation.

John Bell.

THE VICTORIA DKIDGE—HOW IT WAS BUILT.

ITS total length is very nearly two miles (9,500 feet) ; its height from the

water a little overlOOfeet. It is composed of 26 tubesjoined in lengths

of two tubes, each about 270 feet, with a centre one of 330 at the highest part

above the river. In weiglit of iron it is very little over a ton per foot in length

(the lightest bridge of its kind e^er made with the same strenj^th), and the con-

traction and expansion of the whole make a difference in its length between
summer and winter of more than 10 feet, which is, of course, properly allowed

for in its construction. The piers, wliicli arc 24 in number, and contain some
3,000,000 cubic feet of masonry, were formed by forcing down cofferdams of wood
in the exact places where the foundations were to be laid, then driving rows of

piles round these, and filling in between the two with wads of clay, forced down
till they were watertight. 'The water inside the cofferdam was then pumped out
by steam pumps, and the work of clearing ont the gravel and mud, and laying

the masonry down on the very rock, commenced. (Quicksands let In the water to

such an extent that no pumps could keep the cofferdams empty, and tiers upon
tiers of piles had to be driven all round them till the subterranean communication

was cut off at last. At other times huge boulders were In the way, and divers

bad to be employed for montlis in the bed of the river securing chains to these

rough masses before tliev could be hooked up and taken away. AVhen all was

cleared and progressing well the mere force of the swift current would sometimes

destroy the dams, and'masses of floating ice in one short winter's day laid waste

tlie labor of a wliole summer. It may give your readers some idea of the varied

and over%Thelming nature of the obstacles contended against wlieu I state tliat

some piers were destroyed by ice and quicksands as often as six or seven times,

venr alter year, and that on the average of the whole 24 piers the works of each

one were actually destroyed thrice. Only the genius of 8tephenson and Ross, and

onlv the unconquerable" nerve and readiness of Mr. Hodges, to wliom the entire

work of tlic building was intrusted, could have overcome such obstacles, and

persevered in tlie face of such apparently hopeless reverses. At last tlio piers

got above water, and were faced towards the set of the current with a long mas-

sive wedge of granite masonry, strong and sharp enough to divide even tlie

ice6elds of tlie St. Lawrence. Gradually, and only working in the summer,

they were built to the required height, and tlien the labor of constructing the

tubes commenced. The dangerous rapidity of the stream made it impossible

that the tubes could be built on shore, floated out on rafts, and then raised to

their positions in one piece, as was the case with the bridge at Menai. So the

whole tube was first actually built in England, and sent out piecemeal, with

every plate, bar, and angle-iron numbered with such minute exactness that, as

far as putting together was concerned, there was no more difficulty than with a

child's toy. Tbiis, with the assistance of a temporary scaffolding stretched

between the piers, tube after tube was slowly built across to the centre, where

the great span of 350 feet comes. As may be imagined, the work of building

tills across with no supports from below presented a series of engineering diffi-

culties such as liave never yet been encountered in any piece ofIronwork that was

ever put together. Mr. Hodges, however persevered, and triumphed here as he

had done elsewhere, and at length at the close of last year, five years after the

commencement of the work, the first stone and iron bridge over the St. La>vrence

was completed. It was tested with a strain more than ten times greater than

any which the ordinary exigencies of traffic can ever bring upon it. The deflec-

tion of the centre tube under this was very little more than an inch, which

recovered itself the instant the load was removed.

RUTLAND CHURCHES, No. 8.—Barrowden.
rpHIS village is situate on the north side of the valley of the Welland, and the

1 derivation of its name may also be refoixed to the Anglo-Saxon era : Sar-
row signifies a wood or grove, and de7i a valley. The church, dedicated to St.

Peter, stands at the west end of the straggling village, the whole being on sloping

ground. The fabric is sun'ounded by a spacious burial-ground, grazed by sheep.

Its plan consists of nave, north and south aisles, chancel, semi-chancel north aisle,

north cliantrj', and tower at the west end. It Is entered through the south porch,

containing stone benches on either side. The outer doorway is Early English,

having a moulded and filleted obtuse arch supported by slender shafts. The
inner doorway is Norman, its circular chamfered arch being also supported by

small shafts having moulded caps. On reaching the Interior the floor was found

to be strewed with long grass, showing that the very ancient custom of "rush-
bearing " exists here, "fhe tradition amongst the villagers respecting the custom

is that certain land was left to the chnrch on condition that the floor be strewed

with rushes on every anniversary of the dedication of the church, such to remain

for six Sundays in succession, and that should the custom be discontinued the

land would become forfeited. This year grass was obtained, rushes not being

procurable. In 1859 tliere was a hiatus in the custom, the person upon whom
the duty of strewing the church falls having omitted to procure the rushes on
" feast Sunday." It is needless to say that no attempt has since been made to

deprive the parish of the land it possesses by such an alleged tenure. The feast

this year was held on Sunday, July 1, and the time for removing the "rushes"

expired on Sunday the 5th August. A similar custom to the above exists at Clee,

near Great Grimsby, and It probably lingers at other places in the kingdom.

Bridges, in history of Northamptonshire, speaking of the parish of Middle-

ton Conduit, saysj " It is a custom here to strew the church in sum-
mer with hay gathered fi'om six or seven swarths in Ash-meadow,
which have been given for this purpose. The Rector finds straw in the winter."

In ancient times it was a prevalent custom with the parishioners to bring rushes

at the Feast of Dedication wherewith to strew the church. In Coates' History

of Reading, among the entries in the churchwardens' accounts of the parish of

St. Lawrence for 1602, is this—" Paid for flowers and ru.'thes for the cimrche

when the Queene was in the town, xxd." In Thomas Newton's Herball to the

Bible, 1587, is this passage—" Sedge and rushes with the which many in the

country do use In summer time to strawe their parlours and churches, as well

for cooleness as for pleasant smell." In the churchwardens' accounts of St.

Mary-at-Hlll, London, 1504, are these items—" Paid for2berden rysshes for the

strewying the new pewes, 3d." "1493, for 3 burdens of rushes for the new
pewes, 3d." In the accounts of St. Margaret's, Westminster, 1544, is this item
—" Paid for rushes against the Dedication-day, Is. 5d." It is said that our an-

cestors rarely washed tlieir floors, and in consequence disguises of uncleanliness

became necessary. The custom may be referred to very early times, when
places for religious worship did not possess paved floors. In Domesday there is

no allusion to a church existing here when the survey was made. The earliest

parts of the present fabric belong to the latter part of the 12th century. It was
restored about 16 years ago, when neat oak seating was introduced. The pulpit

and reading desk are of about the time of Charles I., containing elaborate

Romanesque carving. The aisles are separated from the nave liy two

pointed arches supported by circular pillars and responds, liaving

moulded caps and bases, witli the exception of the capital of
;

one pillar, which is enriched with stiff-leaved foliage. The arches have

hoodnioulds with head terminations. The faces of the octagonal font

are quite plain : it stands probably in its original position, near the west end,

upon a central stem and four angular shafts of the same character. The whole
of the rood-loft stone staircase remains, it being ascended from the north aisle.

In tills winding staircase tliere is a squint or hagioscope, the aperture being

divided by the stairs. From the nave it commanded a view of the altar at tlie

cast end of the north aisle. This staircase is also pierced with ii quatrefoll set in

a square on the chancel side. In the chancel there is a piscina and scdilla for

two priests, and on the north side, close to the wall, is an altar tomb of dai-k-

colored marble : its table contained a brass, but only the inscription at foot is re-
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inaininK : it records the inemorj' of Rowland Disby, rector of tliu parish, who

died in 1543. The vestry is on tlie nortli of the cliancel ; a piscina in ite south

wall denotes it to liavc been a chapel. It contains an elaborately-carved bench-

end of two panels; in the upper, in relief, " Uowlandus l)igbi,'' and m the

lower, on a shield, " Rector," and a fleur-de-lis (the arms of Digby) between the

letters "D.E." and " B.A." The arch of the quasi-traasept or chancel aisle is

semicircular, all the other arches in the church being pointed. The roofs are

flat the wall-pieces are supported on stone corbels, and the intermediate pnn-

cipais on whole-length carved efiigies ; and there are well-carved bosses at the

intei'scctions. The whole of the seats are low : those in the aisles liave doors, and

those in the nave are open. The east wall of the north aisle is covered with a

handsome classic marble monument erected to the memory of Rolandus Durant,

armiger, who died inl588. In the first and second years of the reign of Henry- IV.

John Durant was returned to serve in Parliament for the county of Rutland,

thus showing that the family of Durant was of long standing in

the county. Immediately Ijcfore the above-named monument lias been erected,

one, within iron rails, with this inscription : "Sacred to the memory of Edward

Munton, who died August 13tli, I83I, aged 77 years." Not only the style of the

last-named monument but the situation selected ought to have deterred the

church authorities from giving permission for its erection on the site it now
occupies, partly hiding from view that which is beautiful as a work of art. In

the north wall, also within the iron rails, a freestone tablet with an inscription

records the memory of John Hunt, who died in 1GG4, aged 80 yeai-s ; and another

below to tlie memory of " Dorothy wife of Rowland Hunt, Esq., of Barlowden

daughter of Prancis Conniers, Esq., late of Wakerley." In the floor of the

chancel are several slabs recording the memory of members of a iamily named

Child, one of whom was rector of the parish. And on the north wall is a very

neat marble tablet with this inscription :
" Sacred to the memory of the Kev.

Rd. Carey, M.A., 44 years rector of this parish, and 25 years Prebendary of the

cathedral clmrcli of York. Died on the 10th day of April, 1840, aged 76 years.

"Come, place thy hope on things above,
That hope by thy Kedeemcr's love
And bounteous mercy ^vcn.
]iy this led on thou shall aspire
Tlic promised blessing to .acquire,

And taste the joy of Heaven.

"

On the wall of the north aisle is another marble tablet, " In memory of George

Cooper, Esq., who departed this life Se|)tember 26, 172G, aged CO years. And
Bridget, his wife, who died August 18, 1730, aged 07 years." And two tablets

to the memory of the Rev. John Smith and his wife, of Huntingdon. In the

south aisle, over the doorway, a painted board records the following bequest :

—

" Mr. John Brown, late of Bradmore, Hammersmith, a native of this place, left

by codicil to his will dated tlie 13th day of November, a moiety of the rent of a

house in Hammersmith, to be laid out in the purchase of blankets by the rector

and churchwardens of Barrowden for the time being, to be given to the poor on

every New Year's-day. Rowland Taylor and John Johnson, trustees."—The
tower and spire were erected towards the latter end of the 14th century. The
former is of three stages : the first (west front) has a window of two lights, with

a quatrofoil in the head, under a hoodmould with grotesque head terminations;

the second is pierced with a quatrefoil; and the third has a lofty window
of two lights, transomcd. The whole crowned by a band of quatrefoil. The
graceful broached spire has two tiers of lights in the diagonal faces, and near the

vane it is pierced with four quatrefoils. The tower contains a peal of five bells,

which were re-hung by J. Hurry, for Messrs. Meal's, London, 1857. Two of

them have this inscription :
" Alexander Rigbv made me, 1700 ;" and on another

is "God Save the Queen (Elizabetli), 1.505." A saints' bell, apparently long

disused, is suspended (in the belfry) from the louvre boards of the south window.
At Preston it is suspended from the outside of the east window of the tower. In
Puritanic times it was called the sermon bell, and forbidden by the ortliodox

prelates to be rung, as it now is or recently was at Godalming, Surrey, when
a sermon is preached. This small bell at Barrowden, according to an
inscription it contains, was made by Edward Arnold in 1786. In the

south wall there is a very pretty lancet-headed window of three lights,

having two cinquefoils and a quatrefoil in the head. The chancel win-
dows on either side of the priest's doorway have Perpendicular tracery;

and also the east window of five lights. The chantry east window is ef rich

design : it is of three Hghts, with three quatrefoils in the head. The north aisle

is liglited by two windows of three lights each, under square dripstones. The
nortli doorway, which is blocked, is under a hoodmould ha\ing notch-head
terminations. There is a modern window of three lights at the west end of the

north aisle ; and an original Perpendicular window at the west end of the south

aisle. Barrowden is noticed in Domesday Book with the records relating to

Northamptonshire. At the time of the Norman survey the manor was held by
the Conqueror : there were in it four liides bating one yard of land ; of arable

land there were ten carucates (uncertain in extent) ; diere were nine villains

(villagers, belonging chiefly to the lord of the manor), and ten sokemeu (yeomen),

with three bordars (cottagers) ; tliei-e were also six acres of meadow and six acres

of thorns. Henry II. gave Barrowden with the hundred thereto belonging to

William, son of William Maduit, who had been chamberlain to that king's grand-
father (Henry I.) ; he was Sherifl' of Rutland from 1180 to 1187. He was
succeeded by Robert Maduit, who was also SlierifT of the county in 1201-2-3-4.

William Maduit, in 47tli Henry III., became Earl of Warwick, and had summons
to attend the King at Worcester to march against the Welsh. Next year, adhering
to the King against tiie Barons, who were "then powerful, and in arms, he was
surprised in his castle at Warwick and (with liis Countess) carried prisoner to

Kenilworth : he had to pay 1,900 marks for his ransom, besides having the walls

of his eastlc demolished. He died 52nd, Henry III. (1207), S.P., leaving Isabel,

his sister and heir, maiTied to William Beauchamp, called the Blind Baron. In

the reign of Edward 11. Edmund Colville jiossessed the manor, and died

seized of it in the 9th year of that king's reign. It was then possessed by Thomas,
third Earl of Warw'ick, who was only two years old at the death of his

father Guy. This second Beauchamp Earl of Warwick was a gallant warrior,

and his name figures in the pages of English history. He is believed to have
been poisoned, when in the prime of life, in revenge for havmg contributed to

the fall of Piers Gaveston, the King's favorite. His sou Thomas distinguished

himself in the reign of Edward III., and was present at the memorable battles

of Cressy and Poictiers ; in the last-named engagement he took prisoner the

Archbishop of Sens, and received 8,000 marks for his ransom. Barrowden was
afterwards jiossessed by Thomas de flellocamix) Earl of Warwick, who became
governor of Richard II., but was dismissed from the court : he was, how-

ever, invited to a feast, when he was seized by the Kiug, and under a pretence of

having been in arms with the Duke of Gloucester he was condemned to lose his

head : his life was spared, but his castle and estates were granted to Thomas
Holland Earl of Kent, the King's lialf-lirotlier, and son of the Fair Maid of

Kent, who, with her husband, both of whom were buried in a chantry at the

Grey Priary, Stamford, were patrons of the monastery at Wothorpe, and
posse'sed various manors in the vicinity of Stamford. When Henry IV.

ascended the throne the Earl of Warwick's former possessions were restored to

him. There was a chantry here, endowed with lands, founded partly by Edward
II. and partly by RichardSmith and Thomas Nichols, " for the maintenance of one

priest to sing mass there for ever." That chantry was probably the present

vestry, its nrcliitecture being of the style tliat prevailed in that reign : the lava-

tory still remains. Edward III. granted to Thomas de Bellocampo Earl of

Warwick a weekly market and a yearly fair (on the vigil and feist-day of St.

John Baptist and two days after) for the manor of Barrowden. This manor was

also possessed by Henry VII., and by Edward VI., who granted it to William

Cecil Lord Burgbley, whose descendants have since held it. The returned annual

value of the benefice is £483 : the Rev. Charles Atlay having held it since 1840;

tlie Marquis of Exeter being the patron.

BRICKLAYING.—SOLID AND HOLLOW WALLS.*
rpiIE subject of the comparative merits of solid and hollow walls, has from time

-L to time, of late years, occupied the thoughtful attention of architects and
the building profes-sion in general, has provoked much discussion, and elicited

some useful practical results, from which the present and future generations may
derive benefit, and form a basis for further inquiries and experiment, which will,

doubtless, tend to the furtherance of science, and the development of new
theories, and the general advancement and benefit of the building art.

Solid and hollow walls have alike their partizans, who advocate their respective

princijilcs, and, to a certain extent, they are justified in their choice, for each

description of wall is best suited to special purposes ; to the consideration of

which wc will direct our attention.

For all works of defence, or those which are required to resist the percussive

force of artillery and other warlike appliances, that is to say, such structures a3

castles, redoubts, forts, or other descriptions of fortifications, &c., where alone,

the cohesive mass of solid bodies, ofiering by their massive section a formidable

line of resistance, aided by the specific gravity of the materials of which they are

composed, can withstand the repeated and powerful shocks of attack, solid walls

are doubtless preferable to hollow ones ; but for all purposes of stabUity, where a

mere power or force of compression is to be overcome, as in the case of ordinary

public and private structures, the hollow wall has many preferable advantages,

and experiments have shown that an equal mass of materials so built or disjiosed

as to leave vacuum, or spaces between their outer or enclosing bodies, but occa-

sionally banded across, both vertically and horizontally at moderate intervals,

and with suflScient substance to unite the exterior bodies firmly together,

will not only be far more rigid and finn than the like quantity of materials built

or disposed in one solid mass, but will likewise bear a much greater superin-

cumbent pressure. Of this theory there can be no doubt, for to take a case in

hand, it is well known, has been frequently proved, and is patent to the whole

world, that a hollow cast-iron column will support a greater weight than a solid

one 'of similar material and diameter, to say nothing of the extension of power

and strength of the same quantity of material which might be obtained by form-

ing it into a column of increased diameter or basis, and it is precisely upon this

principle that when the given quantity of material for constructing a wall is dis-

posed in the hoUow form, in lieu of the compact or solid, that the area of its base

being thereby enlarged, the points of support are multiplied, and the sectional

line being extended its power of resistance must of necessity be aupraented, and

its rigidity or stiffness increased ; and if further evidence of this theorem or

principle were necessary to support its truth, we need only refer to the result

of adopting the cellular mode of constructing the massive framework of viaducts

and other gigantic engineering operations of our present day, as exemplified

in tubular bridges, &c., the which, whilst they effect by their scientific

and peculiar construction great economy of material, decrease of weight, and

economy of time and labor, increase the strength of their structure^ and

impart a greater degree of beauty and agreeable lightness not attainable in the

more solid form ; such works will long remain attesting witnesses of this im-

proved principle, and become durable records of the courage and skill of their re-

spective authors. But to return from this pardonable digression to tlie more direct

theme of our inquiry or argument, we unhesitatingly record our opinion that

cceteris paribus—a. hollow wall is far stronger than a solid one, if judiciously

planned and properly constructed, but in these particulars there are certain rules

and limits into which it will be as well to inquire, in order that we may set so

important a subject correctly before our readers. For instance, it would not be

prudent to attempt to build a hollow wall for any very arduous or respon-

sible puriiose with materials whose aggregate (horizontal) sectional area does

not equal the breadth of one brick aud a half, or 14 inches, because a less

quantity of matter (in the shape of bricks) could not be so disposed as to afibrd

a sufficient continuity of bond in each respective portion thereof; to explain

which we will take a case or two in point. Suppose it were required to build a
hollow wall equal to one brick only in substance, it would have to be done thus

:

The outside portion half a brick thick, the inner portion the same, in which there

could necessarily bo no bond, as each course must necessarily be what is termed

a "stretcher" course, and supposing the vacuum, or space between the inner

and outer walls, were only 2J or 3 inches wide, still, unless the work was

fi-equently banded across with ffat stones, or with bricks made especially for the

purpose, say 12 inches long, there could be no efficient tie to the work, but in the

case of a bfick-and-a-half wall it would be somewhat better, because the outer

portion of the work could be built as a single brick wall with its proper bond, and

the inner portion would be half a brick thick, with the like space intervening, and

which work, having a sufficient num'oer of cross partitions, or divisions, and being

occasionally banded across in a horizontal direction, there would be frequent

facilities of breaking or alternating the bond of the work between the outer and

inner surfaces or portions of the walls. As a general rule, the interstice, or

space between the walls, should not exceed one-fourth of the area covered by the

points of support, and which vacuical proportion must be diminished as the

breadth or substance of the wall is augmented, and in no case should it exceed

8 or 9 inches, or a comparative weakness, without any advantage, would be the

* From the American ArchUect'a and Mechanic's Journal.
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only result. The lengtli and lieisbt of the cells or vncuuiiis must be rosiulnted by

the substance or scale of the wall : for light work tlicy may be made 3 feet long

and 3 feet high, with cross walls, or partitions, half a brick thick, and the hori-

zontal bandin" courses may be of two courses, or 6 inches hit!li ; for walls of

more extent the cells may be 4 or 5 feet lonjr and 3 feet high, the partition and

horiiontal bond thereto reniaiuing the same as last described, if so desired.

It should, however, be l)ome in mind that the cells or vacuums must not be

fcrmed below the level of the lowest floor, and that there should at least be

12 inches or more of solid work above the footing courses before the cells arc

commenced ; and a like mass of solid materials beneath the underside of each

floor; and that wherever beams, brcstsunimere, girders, bearere, or suchlike

portions of a structure are reauired to bear upon the work, solid piers must be

constructed to receive them, lest any vibratory action should disturb the work.

Another and peculiar advantage of hollow walls consists in tlieir being com-
paratively non-conductors of temperature or moisture, on which account ice-

wells and" like structures are formed on this principle ; houses built with them are

generally of a more equal temperature throughout the year, and are not subject

to damp' or alterations of the weather.

A house to be really comfortably habitable should be constructed with con-

crete foundations, double walls, doors and casements, and a double roof, and if

one of them were of thatch, or covered with a double lining of felt, it would tlie

better exclude the heat and cold, and, if it were not for risk of fire, there would

be no better covering for a roof than a good reed thatch.

Per contra, the chief, and perhaps the only disadvantage, of double walls is

to be found in the extra space or surface which they occupy, and which may be

considered of importance in town sites, where land is limited and dear, and also

in the additional surface of roof necessary to cover the increased area of the

building, but we are of opinions that, upon duly weighing the merits and de-

merits of lolid and hollow walls, the palm will unhesitatingly be awai-ded to the

latter.

OPENING OF ST. EDMUND'S SCHOOLS, SALISBURY.
MONDAY week last was a day of festivity and rejoicing in St. Edmund's, in

this citv, in consequence of the opening of the new schools, which have

lately been erected in this parish. For several years past it has been the desire of

many persons to see efficient parochial schools established there, and also to pro-

vide good school-rooms for the accommodation of the children. This good work
has, after much labor and anxiety, been at last accomplished, and on Monday
last the fonnal opening took place, by the Lord Bishop of the diocese, a great

number of the clergy and laity being present to witness the ceremony.

The St. Edmund's New Day and Sunday Schools are situated on a piece of

land on the west side of the pathway through the churchyard, and immediately
opposite the west end of the church. They consist of a boys' school, a girls'school,

and an infants' school, together with a house for the master, and the whole

accommoilation is for 500 children. The design was furnished by Mr. H. Woodyer,
an architect of London, and the contract has been well executed by Mr.
Futcher, builder, of Fisherton. The total cost of the erection will be £4,500,
towards which a Government grant of £1,340 has been obtained, the National

Society has given £70, and the Diocesan Board of Education £300. The rest of

the money which has been obtained has been raised by public subscriptions. We
understand that previously to the ceremony of opening the schools, about £400
were wanted to complete tne sum required. AVith respect to the architectural

characteristics of these schools, we have already described these at some length,

but as our report would be incomplete without furnishing some details of the

edifice, we here repeat a portion of the account which has already
aj)peai'edin our columns. The east front, or the faQade, is most imposing in its

ciiaracter, the lines being arranged so as to produce a very pleasing

architectural eifect. The central portion of the building, which is recessed, is

occupied by the girls' and infants' school-rooms. It has a noble window of four

lights, the bead of which is well filled with geometrical tracery. Beneath this

window is a covered cloister, lighted with small windows, which is level with the

front of the building. On the right-hand side is the master's house, a neat, com-
modious residence. Tlie boys' school-room is on tlie left side, and is a very im-
posing and well-displayed edifice. The infants' school-room is on tlie giound-floor,

and beneath the girls' room. This spacious apartment is 50 feet long by 20 feet

wide, and is lighted by six windows, those on the south side being glazed with
corrugated glass, in order to tone down the light. On the north side of this room,
under a wide-spreading "drop" arch, is a recess, in which is a gallery, 18 feet

by 14 feet, capable of holding 100 cliildren. The roof, which is square, is 20 feet

in span, and is supported by four trusses ; it is very handsome, and the effect is

good. At the east end of the school-room is a lavatory for the cliildreu, with
places for their bonnets and caps. The girls' school-room is situated above. It

js a very finely-proportioned apartment, 50 feet by 20 feet, with two class-rooms,
oneof which 13 14 feet by 20 feet, and the other 18 feet by 14 feet. The girls'

school is lighted with five windows, which are filled with corrugated glass on the
south side. The roof, which is of oaken timber, is a good specimen of the De-
corated style. The boys' school is a noble room, of excellent proportions, and most
imposing effect. It is 50 feet long by 18 feet wide, and is in the shape ofthe letter L,
the projection at the end being 20 feet long, having a class-room, 14 feet by 18 feet.

Tbisfiueapartment, whichis a good specimen oi the domestic architecture of the
Decorated period, supports an ancient oak roof, which formerly belonged to an
old edifice that stood on the site of the new Salisbury Market House. It is appa-
rently the work of the 14th century, and has been most effectively restored. It

wa.s presented to the school committee by the directors of the Market House
Company, and has been restored by private subscription. The lower end of the
room is divided from the other part by two arches, resting on a well-proportioned
stone pillar, on which is carved the sacred monogram 1. H. S., the fire-place,

which is of stone, and which is finely carved with panels and other ornaments,
belonging to the ancient building from which the roof was taken. The boys'
schooT-rooin is lighted by four large windows, each of which has five lights, di-
vided by four muUions. "The interior of the master's house is well fittefup, and
it is a neat and very convenient building. The school apartments are heated
with a hot-water apparatus, fitted up by Mr. Rowland, engineer of this city, and
arc lighted with gas, the Salisbury Gas Company having brought, at their own
coat, pipes from the mains to the buildiDg, while in addition to this they gave ten
pounds' worth of pipe for fitting up the premises. The writing desks which are
used in the school-rooms, are designed from those now in use at the National
Society's 1'raining college, at Whitefands. The interior walls have been covered
with a preparation of size, over which have been laid two coats of boiled oil, for

the purpose of preventing the damp and preserving the brickwork. Upon the

whole the buildings are an excellent specimen of the domestic architecture which

prevailed during the Middle Pointed style,the details being carried out from the

best existing examples, the structure being not only a credit to the parish, but a

great addition to the architecture of the city.

RE-OPENING OF ILTON CHURCH.
ABOUT three miles from the town of Ilminster, Somersetshire, is the little

village of Ilton, which was the scene of some very interesting proceedinps

on Wednesday last. The parish church, which for some time had been closed for

repair and restoration, was on that day re-opened formally for public worship.

The venerable building had become unsightly and dilapidated, as much from

former and incongruous " repairs " as from the effects of time itself. As usual

with ancient churches, the old building was erected at different periods, and
exhibits, therefore, the characteristics of the styles of Gothic architecture which

prevailed at those periods. The chancel is in the Decorated style, and was pro-

bably erected about the year 1300. The nave and north aisle are Early Perpen-

dicular and date from seventy to eighty years later. The work of restoration is

mainly the result of the indefatigable exertions of the vicar, the Rev. W.
Marshall, who has now the satisfaction of seeing the greater part of the building

as nearly as possible in its pristine condition. An addition has also been made to

the burial ground. The church consists of a chancel, nave, north aisle, south

transept, and tower. The whole of the interior has beeu thoroughly restored,

except the transept, which belongs to Mr. Hull of Ilminster, who has promised

to divest it, during the next spring, of the coats of whitewash which now
" adorn " it. The window in this aisle is filled with stained glass. The nave and

north aisle liave been re-pewed with good substantial seats of deal, stained.

There has also been a new ceiling to the nave, divided into panels by moulded

ribs, and the handsome oak moulded ribs of the aisle roof, which were concealed

with plaster, have been exposed to view, repaired, and cleaned. The Ham stone

piers and arches have also been repaired and cleaned, and the walls re-stuccoed.

The old oak pulpit has been cleansed from its numerous coats of paint, altered

somewhat in shape and height, and fixed on a solid Ham stone base. The
approacli to it is through a small octagonal vestry, which has been thrown out

on the south side, in the corner formed by the chancel and transept, and which

forms quite a picturesque addition, externally, to that side of the church. The
chancel has been rebuilt, and is separated from the nave by a low screen of Bath
stone, with a handsome pair of gates, made of iron and brass. The chancel, also,

has an entirely new ceiling of the same character as that of the nave, and with

carved flowers at the intereections. The east wall, as high as the level of the sill

of the window, is covered with Minton's tiles. The part over the communion table

is covered with rich glazed and enamelled tiling of various colors, and with what is

called the Canterbury tile on each side. In the centre is painted a vesica, with a cross

bearing the sacred monogram in brilliant colors and gold, and immediately above

this is painted, in medieval letters, the text, " Whoso eateth my flesh and

driuketh my blood hath eternal life, and I will raise him up at the last day." The
chancel is 6lled with two rows of oak seats placed stall-wise on each side,—the

front ones having moveable bookstands. The whole are handsomely finished with

carved poppy-heads, some delicately carved foliage, and trefoil panelling im-

mediately under the book-board, and cut and moulded bench ends. The floor is

entirely laid with Maw's encaustic tiles, that portion inside the communion rails

being particularly handsome, and of geometric mosaic work. The altar is raised

on a footpace of the same kind of mosaic tiling. The steps, of which there are

two at the chancel arch, two at the rails, and one for the footpace, are all of

polislied stone of difierent colors, and very much resemble polished marble. A
new north aisle has been added to the chancel, from which it is separated by two

handsome arches of Ham stone, filled in with a light and elegant open oak

screen, having some well-executed wrought iron work in each compartment, and

finished by a light iron cresting, the whole being relieved by having the leaves,

&c., gilt. This was made by Messrs. Wightman and Denning, of Chard. The
two-light window on the north side has been filled with stained glass by O'Con-
nor, of London. The subjects are Samuel and Eli, and Jesus Christ as the

Good Shepherd. This window, we understand, has been put in by the vicar to

the memory of his godson, Mr. W. M. Spragge. We hear that it is intended at

a future time to fill the east and south windows with stained glass. Underneath

the north window just mentioned is a peculiarly chaste and beautiful monument
erected to the memory of a member of the vicar's family lately deceased. It is

a Caen stone tomb under a segmental arch, having three quatrefoils in front and
one at each end, filled in with carved foliage. It has a black marble base, and a [

slab on the top of tlie very finest Cornish serpentine—in the edge of which is let '

in a " brass " with an appropriate inscription. A font, the gift of the Rev Pre-

bendary Lance, of Buckland St. Mary, has been erected near the south entrance.

The altar rails, which occupy about six feet only at each end, are supported on
handsome brass standards with foliated scrolls. These, with the gates before

mentioned, a brass corona and lamp suspended from the ceiling, the candle-

sticks and sconces, are from the well-known establishment of Messrs. Haiilman
and Co., Birmingham. 'The whole of the work has been completed in the most
satisfactory manner, and it elicited general admiration. It was carried out from

the designs and under the superintendence of J. Monntford Allen, Esq., architect,

of Crewkerne. Mr. Munden, of Ilminster, was the builder. The Ham Hill

stonework was from the quames of Mr. Joseph Staple, of Stoke, who, we
believe, presented the Bath stone screen previously mentioned. The Caen stone

monument, erected to the memory of the vicar's sister-in-law, was executed by
Mr. H. Davis, of Taunton. The sum expended amounts, we understand, to up-

wards of £750. The trustees of the late Earl of Egremont gave the land which

has been added to the burial ground.

Croivland.—The Abbey.—The workmen are making rapid progress
in the restoration of our ancient west front. The buttress on the south side,

which presented so dangerous an appearance, has been forced back by means of

powerful screw-jacks to its original perpendicular position, or nearly so, a work
wliicli at one time it was much feared would not be accomplished without acci-

dent, but has now been secured. The original foundation appears to have been
laid on the peat, which has caused the giving way ; but the measures which are

now being taken will secure the beautiful front from danger for many years to
'

come.
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THE RELIEF OF LUCKNOW.
THE great and increasing popularity of this painting gives a salutary

lesson to artists about to select a subject for the exercise of tlieir talents,

and ought to convince them how advantageous it may be to choose one

that, wliile it records heroic action, excites general sympathy. This
picture fortunately combines both those elements of success. There are

few who liave forgotten the awful impression produced upon them by the

massacres in India : there are many who still remember tlie anxiety felt

for the relief of Lucknow ; all must retain a lively recollection of the

joy, pleasure and thankfulness experienced for the relief of the

beleagured city, and it became known that its defenders and our helpless

countrywomen with their children were no longer in danger. All these

events associated witli the picture before us invest it powerfully
with the means of moving our sympathy. The devotion of the troops to

the good cause ; the daring energy and untiring enterprise of their leaders;

tlie romantic adventure and successful return of the guide Kavanagh
with the relieving force so miraculously crowned with success ; tlie great

and triumphant result of all these deeds of daring being embodied on the

canvas supply the heroic element of the subject. That the motives of

liuman sympathy still possess a power—still act on the public mind, may
be learned from the numbers who have visited and continue to visit the

picture, chiefly for the sake of the event it records, and greatly no doubt
for its artistic merits as an elaborate and carefully executed painting.

The speedy death of Sir Henry Ilavelock after his arrival at Lucknow,
gives an increased interest to the figure of him in the picture, as he steps

forward to grasp the hand of sturdy Sir Colin Campbell. The paleness of

his exhausted face forms the key white to the centre of the composition,
and reminds us that lie survived only three days after the scene being
silently enacted before us really took place. Behind them Sir John Inglis

recognises Mansfield who responds by lifting his cap. Sir Colin is attended
by his staff, consisting of Hope Grant, Greathead, Russell, Patrick,
Stewart, Alison, Roberts, and Norman. Tlie principal and central group is

varied by some being mounted on their horses, and others, having dis-

mounted, appear onfoot,their chargers being left to thecareof attemlants.
The uniforms of the officers are regulated according to the necessities of
the climate and in compliance with the vicissitudes of active service,

which much increases the picturesque effect of the whole, and which
receives valuable assistance from a group of officers still further to the
right, in the dress of Indian irregulars. In the foreground on the right of
the spectator is a sun-stricken liighlander attended by a native, bathing his

head with cold water; on the left is a wounded camel writhing with pain, a
disabled soldier making a last effort to hail the arrival of the relieving
force, and some frantic natives quarrelling over their booty. The English
column occupies the middle distance of the picture, and is seen storming a
gate under a destructive fire from the sepoys still holding the mosques.
In the background are the domes and minarets of the Chuter Munzil and
the Kaiserbagh, which have not been altered for the purposes of the
painter but are faithfully represented as they stood at the time the
drawings were taken. There is a good sunny effect pervading the whole
picture. The principal figures are solidly painted, and the whole arrangement
seems well calculated to induce the engraver, who is now at work, to

execute the plate in a bold and striking manner. All the portraits
are considered to be very successful. Tliose of Ilavelock, Outram, and
Campbell have been recently much improved, since the picture was
first exhibited. That of Havelock in particular has been greatly
changed in consequence of there being nothing but a small photo-
graph of him when he died from which the painter could obtain any
resemblance. A novel expedient has been adopted in order to secure
an authentic jiortrait, the friends and relatives having directed the
hand of the draughtsman until the desired likeness was produced.
Great praise is due to Mr. Lnndgron, who submitted his talents to this
singular ordeal, for his patience and oocility and for even obeying his in-
structors until a head and features were produced which when abstractedly
looked at may be said to be, if not actually hideous, certainly scarcely
human, but still presenting the character and expression which have
enabled the painter to improve his picture in a very satisfactory manner.
Jlr. Lundgren was also the artist engaged by Messrs. Agnew of Manches-
ter, to proceed to India and make the drawings on the spot for this picture,
and he has besides brought home a large collection of studies of the
natives and their habits, remarkably valuable, spirited and painter-like.
The expense thus incurred and the remuneration to Mr. Jones Barker,
the painter of the picture, will bring the entire cost from first to last as
near £7,000 as possible. However, the manner in which the public has
taken up this subject and the spirit with which the forthcoming prints
are subscribed for will doubtless cover the liberal outlay with advantage
to the proprietors. The picture is now on view gratis at Messrs.
Heyward and Leggatt's, Cornhill.

THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE.
Had not it been for the great popularity obtained by Mr. Holman Hunt's

picture of the " Finding in the Temple," we should probably have never
been invited to see and pass sentence upon the above-named eflbrt by Mr.
K. Dowling. It appears th&t the artist himself thought little of it, and as
another work from his pencil was preferred by the Royal Academy and
actually exhibited there, he was, perhaps, inclined to think still less of it

than he had previously. One thing is certain, and not of unfrequent
occurrence, namely, that the authorities at the Royal Academy selected
an inferior picture sent with the above, and, therefore, if they thought
that fit for exhibition, it is almost needless to seek far for an excuse when
the better one is placed for public view, and candid criticism invited on its

merits. The style of Mr. Holman Hunt's picture being eminently realistic,

may have been another source of encouragement to Mr.R. Dowling, for he
professes a similar artistic belief, and to the best of his power endeavours
to carry the development of that belief into practice. We do not intend
it should be understood that we think Mr. R. Dowling can paint as well as
Mr. Holman Hunt, far from it. The only resemblance between them is

that they both have this year taken a subject from sacred history, and
both designed their subjects upon the same principle. The great difference

between them being that Mr. Holman Hunt is a matured painter, capable
of sustaining his intentions equally throughout, but having adopted his

present style of practice, we think he has deviated from the legitimate
course ; but the painter of the " Presentation in the Temple " not being
able to express his intentions well, with equality of execution from the
beginning to the end, like the former, we consider that the style of imita-
tion which he pursues, not being an accomplished artist, is a perfectly right

course to follow as a student, but will be as improper to pursue when he
shall have acquired the powers of execution already possessed by his rivaL
We must, however, give Mr. R. Dowling credit for singleness of purpose
in the general treatment of his subject. The saintly Simeon with the
infant Saviour in his arms is the principal object in the composition: his

figure is dignified; as he gives the blessing he looks up to Heaven with
well-marked devotion, and his action is both graceful and appropriate.

The position of the Virgin Mary is naturally more energetic, and the expres-
sion in her countenance blends maternal solicitude with pious belief. The
figure of Joseph is suggestive of profound reverence in accordance with the
impressive nature of the ceremony. Anna, the prophetess, stands by the
side of this, the principal group, and watches the proceedings with a fixed

and intelligent look. There are two females still further to the right, who
appear to be conversing on the subject, and there is a group of mendicant
cripples seated on the ground, while some other figures give fulness to the
composition. The inequality of the treatment will be found in the
picturesque character, color, and dress ofJoseph, approaching the romantic
in feeling, as compared with the humble plainness of Mary, almost
common-place in appearance, and the every-day old lady who is intended
to impersonate Anna. If the heads of Simeon and that of the cripple by
his side on the ground—both from the samemodel—be compared as regards
the execution, the beard of the former is very careful and delicate, but that of
the latter has a breadth and spirit in the touch which is unquestionably of

a higher order of art, and it would seem that the artist having thoroughly
mastered the detail in the important head, the subordinate one was more
hastily dashed off, with both a more comprehensive eye and a much more
masterly hand. As this should be the result of close imitation, this little

incident alone would warrant us in expecting that Mr.R. Dowling will ere long
give us a larger development of his powers than his present attempt in

other respects would lead us to anticipate. The faces of some of the sur-

rounding figures are feebly expressed, and there is the same inequality in

the design and treatment of the drapery in the principal group that we
have found to exist in the heads. Unfortunately the figure of the infant

Saviour is the most feeble of all. As, however, this artist has been in

England but two years, the only opportunities he has had for regular
study has been during that short period ; for although he has been paint-

ing in Australia studies from Aborigines, that will take him but little way on
the road to perfection in art; but if so short a time spent in a proper course
of study has enabled him to paint such a picture" as the " Presentation in

the Temple," we may reasonably hope that his future progress will be as

rapid, and that as he advances in the technical necessities of his profession

his mind will expand to the mental perception and appreciation of the
essential qualities requisite to constitute a picture which may obtain

admiration and value beyond the ephemeral existence of the prevailing

fashion. The "Presentation in the Temple" is on view gratis at Mr.
Betjeman's, 28, Oxford-street.

EATON HALL, CHESHIRE.
THE principal seat of the Right Hon. the Marquis of Westminster,

stands in a fine park, watered by an inlet of the river Dee. It

commands a luxuriant view, bounded by the Peckforton and Bickerton
hills, and the high lands of Delamere Forest.

A mansion existed here before the seventeenth century, known as Eaton
Boat, from its proximity to the ancient ferry of that name across the

Dee. This house was destroyed, and a new and larger structure was
erected from designs by Sir John Vanbrugh, during the time, and by
direction, of Sir Thomas Grosvenor.

In 1803 the building shared the fate of its predecessor, having been then
removed to make way for the centre portion of the present structure,

from designs by — Porden.* The works as then proposed were com-
pleted in about nine j'cars from the date of commencement, the walls

being faced with white freestone, from the Manley quarries. Between the

years 1823 and 1825 two wings were added, nearly doubling the original

length of the building ; and in 1845 the greater part of the mansion was
repaired and altered under the direction of Mr. Burn . The total frontage

is about 700 feet, while the great corridor is said to be nearly 500 feet

long. The chapel, about 40 feet by 30 feet has a groined ceiling. The
dining and drawing rooms are each about 50 feet long by 30 feet wide.

Our illustration shows the east front. The principal entrance is on the

west side. This may be considered one of the very few Gothic buildings

erected in the earlier part of the present century that it would be thought
desirable to illustrate.

• Can any of our readers oblige us with information respecting the works of this

architect ?
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WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND.
THE Uank space at the northern end of the Lyceum Theatre, after haring

remained for several years, has at length been built upon.
The new structure is the property of jV. W. Arnold, Esq., and is designed

by Mr. R. J. Withers, architect, 51, Doughty-street, specially for chambers
and bus'mess purposes.

The priDciiml fa9ade in Wellington-street is 60 feet in length by an
STerage depth of 50 feet, the ground plot not being parallel. A
minor front of the edifice extends along Exeter-street. The average
height of the elevation from the curb level to tlie top of the parapet is

about 40 feet, the footpath being on an incline from the theatre north-

wards.
The building, when completed, will form, externally, a good example of

brick and stone in combination, and, internally, a piece of sound construc-

tion. The floors are fireproof, on Messrs. Fox and Barrett's patented
principle, being composed of rolled iron girders, on which iron joists rest,

and supported by a series of cast-iron columns, supplied by Mr. Frasi,

Goldea-lane. These columns are 15 feet in height, and have moulded caps

andbases, the whole forming ahighly creditable specimen ofthe ironfounder's

art, baing of good design and excellent workmanship.
The htBement is arranged for general purposes, and immediately above

it the ground- floor is adapted as a show-room and ofliccs. On the first

floor is planned a picture-gallery, the roof of which presents an ingenious

example of construction, being divided into panels in which twenty
hypsethral lights are arranged, with ample provision made for effective

ventilation. In immediate connexion witli the picture-gallery are offices

aud otlier necessary requisites.

Externally, the general elevation presents, above the footpath level, a
mezzanine story, over which the ground and first floors are composed of a

series of semicircular-headed arches, formed of red, white, 'and yellow

laicks, judiciously contrasted and intermingled. The moulded bases of

the piers between the windows and doors are of Portland stone, and the

piers themselves are constructed of yellow and red bricks, the neckings

and capitals being of Ancaster stone, with dentils of red brick inserted in

the latter.

The spandrels between the arches have white brick grounds, which are

diversified with insertions of red brick in pattern.

The string-courses over the ground-floor windows are of Ancaster
stone, moulded, and between the voussoirs of the lower arches and the

sills of the upper ones there are panels of red and white brick, the arches

of the windows themselves being of similar materials.

The principal cornice that crowns tlio elevations is formed by a combi-
nation of Ancaster stone and brick, the former being used for the sur-

mounting moulding at the extreme upper finish, and in trusses in the

frieze, having between them panels of red and white brick worked in

pattern.

The chief entrance is not yet completed, but judging from the design it

trill be highly characteristic, and will be inserted at the southern external

angle of the building.

In reference to the peculiar stone that is in a great measure employed
at this edifice, we may remark that it has been supplied from the Ancaster
qaarries near Boston, in Lincolnshire, and now, as we believe, first intro-

duced in the metropolis. In our estimation it is superior to Portland stone

in uniformity of texture, color, and durability, and it is no small recom-
mendation to it to state that Boston church, with its noted tower, was
bnilt of stone from the Ancaster quarries.

Mr. Rowland, New North-road, Islington, is the general contractor for the
works, whose practical foreman was Mr. Evan Evans, and Mr. Edward
W. Sims is the clerk of the works, under the direction of the architect.

The various works, as far they have proceeded, are well executed, and
reflect great credit on all parties concerned, there hav5ng been great care

evinced both in the working of the stone aud brick work, the joints of the
latter being all " struck from the trowel," a technical term used in the

trade, and which peculiar operation is considered a superior mode of finisli.

REOPENING OF UPPER SAPEY CHURCH.
THE parish church of Upper Sapey has been closed for some months in order

that it might undergo tliorougli renovation and improvement ; and on Fri-
day, September 7, it was reopened with some ceremony.
The parish is situated in Herefordshire, just over the western border of the

county, and is thoroughly rural in character. The whole population, if mustered
in the churchyard, would scarcely number 400. The church is situated in a veiy
pleasant valley, and when looked for from any spot on tlie hidier ground, is

nearly obscured by foliage. Adjacent to the sacred edifice is the parsonage, a
roomy and comfortable building, standing on a spur, which runs down from the
higher land. A little brook tumbles chattering in a deep dell on each side of the
spur, and, no little landscape could be prettier and more cheerful to look upon
tnan the area covered by the parsonage grounds. The church and rectory he a
short distance from the tumpike-road, about midway between Bromyard and tlic

Hundred House. Previously to its restoration the church consisted of chancel,
nave, south porcli, and western bell turret. The chancel arch, and the north and
south doorways, were excellent examples of the Norman, or twelfth century
st^le ; the font and a small window in the north wall of tlie chancel were also
of the same style. At the west end was a single lancet ; on the south side
of the nave an Early Pointed two-light window, and on the same side of the
chancel a two-light Middle Pointed one with a transome—an unusual feature
in this style. Tlie other windows were wretched modem erections, as
were Hkewise the porch and the bell-turret. This church, in common
with the neighbouring church at Eastham, possessed no cast window.
The interior fittings were of the usual unsightly description—such as liitrh

pews, gallery, &c. Some of the old open seats, however, remained ; they
were of very late date, and several of them have been replaced in the restored

buildmg. The old church being in a very damp, dilapidated, and imseemly
state, and the turret and roof showing unmistakable signs of giving way, Mr.
W. J. Hopkins, of this city, was called to report upon the best method of otfecting

a thorough restoration of the sacred edifice. The plans prepaivd bj' him were
subsequeutly adopted, and the work has been carried out under his superinten-
dence, by Sir. Warner, of Leigh. As much of the old work as possible has been
preserved, including the greater portion of the walls, the doorways, and original

windows. The chancel arcli, being inconveniently small, has been removed to the
west end, where it forms an openmg into the tower. The latter is entirely new ;
the belfry stage of wood is surmounted by a lofty sliingled spire, which is seen at
a considerable distance, and forms a pleasing object in tlie landscape. A hand-
some three-light middle-pointed window lias been inserted at the east end, and a
two-light window of the same style on each side of the nave. Stained ^\aas for

the east window is being prepared by Mr. Preedy. Tlie single light in the north
wall was transferred thither from the west end. The roofs are open, that in the chan-
cel being ofoak, and the nave roofofdeal. There is a lofty, well-pro])ortioned pointed
chancel arch, formed ofalternate courses oflight aud dark tinted stone. A new altar

table, standing on a footpace, and seats occupy the chancel, which is separated from
the nave by a very efiective low open screen of wood. Just within this, on the
soutli side, stands the prayer desk, the western and southern book-rests being
supported by wrought-iron standards, whicli can be raised or lowered to the
desired height. The open scats in the nave are of deal, of a simple design, but
very convenient both for.kneeling and sitting. The old Jacobean pulpit stands upon
a low stone base in the north-east angle of the nave. Ail the woocfwork is simply
varnished, which has a much better cScct than when stained. The floor of the
nave is laid with Maw's red and black tiles; Minton's tiles, the gift of the Rev.
E. Addenbrooke, are used in the chancel : they are of an elaborate description,

and liave a rich blue and white border. In front of the altar is a row of

memorial tiles bearing inscriptions to the members of tlie Addenbrooke family,

many of whom are buried in the church, and to whose memory were some un-
sightly stone slabs, for which the tiles are a very lasting and ornamental
substitute. The altar chair is of carved oak, and bears the following inscription

upon a brass plate.

To the Kevirend I'liipps Onslow, in token of esteem for his character, and for the
zealous and faitliful di8charg:e of his duties, and presented by the Kev. A. Peyton,
rector of Doddington, and liis friends at March, at which place lie was cm-ate for a
period of ten years. March Tith, 18(>0.

Tlie stained window is given by Mrs. Newman. The exterior of the walls has
been reUeved of the plaster and whitewash, and well pointed and drained. A
handsome and spacious oak porch stands against the south side. The roofs are
covered with Broseley tiles, the chancel galile being surmounted by an iron, and
the porch by a wooden cross.

The total cost of the renovations will approach £1,000. Sir Thomas Winning-
ton, Bart., who has the right of presentation to the living, gave the munificent
sum of £500 towards the restoration fund ; the recently appointed rector, the
Rev. Phipps Onslow, gave £150; Mrs. Newman, £100; the Rev. E. Adden-
brooke, £25 ; the trustees under the Rev. E. Wakeman'swill, £15 ; Mr. Higginson,

£15 ; and the parisliioners granted a church-rate towards the fund. We are

informed that after the collections were made on Thursday, the remaining de-
ficiency in the fund was trifling.

YORKSHIRE.—HOVINGHAM CHURCH.
THE ancient church in this village has beenrebiultand restored bythe munificent

liberality of Marcus Worsley, Esq., as a memorial of his deceased wife. The
works are now rapidly approaching completion,—indeed they may be said to be
complete, with the exception of the reading desk and font. The church consists

of a chancel with north aisle, and a nave with north ."ind south aisles. The chancel

and nave have been entirely rebuilt, the original character of the edifice being
maintained. The fine old Norman tower has been repaired and anew roof ofstone

placed upon it, surmounted by a plain cross. "The carving, both interior and
exterior of the church, especially the foliage surmounting the capitals of the

arcades, is remarkably fine. The roof of the chancel is open-timliered and
wainscoted; that of the nave also shows the rafters, wliich are stained. The stalls

in both chancel and nave are of oak ; the pulpit is of stone, standing on the south

side of the chancel arch. The words "The fulness of the blessing of the Gospel
of Christ," are carved in antique letters, on the upper label, and in the centre are

medallions with richly designed foliage, and diaper work. The floor of

the chancel witlun the communion rails is laid with encaustic tiles,

and the remainder of the chancel-floor is paved with self-colored tiles. The nave i

and aisle are laid with stone flags. Hot water is carried throughout the church 1

in pipes laid under the floors, and the heat ascends through perforated gratings.

The windows are numerous, and several of them are of colored glass. The east '

window in the chancel is of tliree lights and very beautiful ; it is iilled with
richly colored foUage, and labels in the centre bear appropriate inscriptions.

There are also three smaller windows, all of stained glass, in the south wall of the

chancel. In the east window of the south aisle of the nave is a very fine three-

light window, with full-length figures of Our Saviour, and of St. Jolin and
Si. Paul. In the upper light in the tracery is also a iigure of the Saviour, with

|

the label, " Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give i

you rest." Immediately ironting the south door, in the nortli aisle, is also a
beautiful three-light window of richly colored glass. The reading-desk is i

intended to be placed on tlie north side of the chancel arch ; and the font is to be
,

erected near the soutli door, which opens into the basement of the tower, where
the vestry is placed. On the south side of the nave is an elaborately sculptiured I

monument to the memory of Mrs. Mai-cus Worsley, and recording the fact that

the church has been rebuilt by her husband. Air. Teale, of Malton, has lieen

the contractor for the work, and an inspection of the edifice gives a favoraUs^
opinion of its execution.

St. Martin's Hall.—The interior of St. 'Martin's Hall, recently
j

destroyed by fire, is about to be restored, the walls having been found, on a car&»
j

ful sm'vey, not to have sustained such a large amount of damage as was at first i

represented, and only a small portion will have to be rebuilt. A large quantity
ofcU^brui, being the remains of the roofs of houses and galleries, which fell inside l

the building, has been removed, and a body of workmen are engaged in making
j

fireparations for carrying out the work. A great portion of the stone stairs is
j

eft entire, nevertheless they will require some repairs in order to sustain in safety i

^ the immense weight imposed upon them.
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GLASGOW CATHEDKAL.—Mk. BALLANTINK'S WINDOW.
THE painted ctlass window executed for the Inte Jolin Ilouldswortli, Esq., of

Cranstonliill, by Mr. James Ballantine, of Edinbiirgli, wliicli was intended

to be erected in the cathedral, and about whicli tltere ha-s been so much tallt, in

consequence of the refusal of the committee of subscribers to the cathedral win-
dows to allow it to be placed in the catlii;dral, on the g-round, as they alleged,

that it was agreed that all the windows should be e.vccuted at Munich, lias been

temporarily erected in the reception hall of the Queen's Rooms, Glasgow. Tlie

two subjects represented on the window are "Tlie rebultcof Saul by Samuel,"
smd " The repentance of Saul," as recorded in Ist Samuel, chap, xt., from the

27th to the 31st verse inclusive. In the compartments on each side of the prin-

cipal tableaux arc two angels l)caring a scroll, on which the legend is inscribed

;

and the Houldsworth shield, crest, and motto are blazoned in the tracery. What-
ever opinion may be entertained of the comparative merits of the Munich painted
windows and those executed by British artists, no one possessing any taste for

this branch of the fine arts can fail to be struck with the remarkable
beauty of Mr. Ballantine's specimen, and its masterly adaptation to the

architectural character of our noble cathedral. Tlie subjects, while they

are highly appropriate, are rendered with a just ai)preciation of the
sacred story, and evince a fine poetic feeling, which is an indispensable concom-
itant of any pictorial illustration that is intended to interest the spectator by
more than a mere passing gratification. The figures in the groups are judiciously

placed, each representing characteristics peculiar and appropriate to itself, while
the immediate subjects of the pictures occupy that prominence which is necessary

to impart unity of effect, without detracting unduly from their subordinates. In

the drawing, too, there is what we conceive to be a commendable absence of the
conventional mannerism so observable in the stained windows of continental

artists. The figures in this window are not the less in keeping with the historical

character of the nation aud period intended to be represented because they arc
designed with a careful attention to nature in form and attitude, aud in the
expression of tlie emotions with which they are animated. There is a
striking mobility and life-like reality about them. The coloring is likewise
fixcellent. The somewhat cold and gaudy hues which have been often objected

to as characteristic of foreign painted glass are in the present instance eschewed.
The brilliant and varied lints are blended in beautifully harmonious proportion,
and the subordinate shades are skilfully introduced; so that, from whatever
point of view the window is inspected, the eye is not offended by a conspicuous
mass of color, impairing the pleasure to be derived from a judicious combination
of diverse colors looked at as a whole or in detail. Considerable taste and skill

have also been bestowed upon the minor ornamentation ; and the entire result
presents a gorgeous eft'ect, of which unity aud Iprecision of design, and harmon-
iously rich and glowing coloring are the decided characteristics.

Having exjiressed our iiigii attmiration of the artistic merits of this window, we
would venture to allude to what we regard as its principal faults, These, we
think, are the want of breadth and force in the general character of the design
apd execution, and overcrowding of, and a too minute manipulation of details.

Every part of the work is carefully and elaborately executed, but had less atten-
tion been devoted to impart completeness to the more unimportant features of the
illustrations and ornament, and more care been taken to give prominence and
character to the subjects depicted, by introducing greater simplicity of detail,

and adopting a less ornate and profuse style of treatment, the effect of the whole
would have been immensely enhanced. As it is, however, the work is a magnificent
specimen of glass painting, and proves, beyond dispute, that no reason exists why
we should travel beyond our own country in search of artists to execute painted
glass windows worthy of our finest architectural edifices.

—

N. B. Mail.

RfiTURN OF MR. HOBBS TO AMERICA.
MR. HOBBS—not the Philosopher of Malmesbury, but he against whose

subtle arts the locksmith plans in vain—has retired from active manage-
ment in the firm which bears his name, and returns to his own country in a
week or two.
Amongst the many notabilities and notable things which the great World's

Fair of 1851, in Hyde-park, introduced to public notice, none of them attracted
greater attention in the commercial and scientific world than locks and lock-
making. Up to that period everybody was ready to swear, and did swear, by
" wards," " notches," and " tumblers,"—until the shrewd transatlantic
mechanical genius gave the double to the " wards," picked up the " tumblers,"
levelled the " notches," and proved, to our confusion, that our whole system of
locking " fixins " was " a mockery, a delusion, and a snare." Thus Mr. Hobbs
went on, until he found himself the " observed of all observers " in the great
lock controversy with the Messrs. Bramah, for the 200 guineas, for opening the
defiant challenger which hung boastfully in the window in Piccadilly, for many a
long year. Mr. Hobbs won the prize, and then directed his attention to the
manufacture of locks, with a view to their improvement and cheapness. A
partnership was entered into with the late Mr. Ashley, and another gentleman,
and business commenced. The success was so decisive that large manufacturing
premises was erected near the City-road, and machinery largely introduced to
meet the demand. These machines were planned and made by Mr. Hobbs him-
self, or under his immediate supervision, by skilled workmen. Some of them
are wonderful combinations of mechanical ingenuity—that one which cuts the
stops in the bits of tlie keys, and is worked by a youujj girl, seems almost
endowed with the faculty of thought—so beautiful is its action.

Every portion of a lock, from the smallest pin and screw to the bolt and plates,
are now made by machinery ; in consequence of this the price of good locks is

reduced more than one-half, the consumption is largely on the increase, and
employment is correspondingly better. In Mr. Hobbs's manufactory there are
about 1.30 to 180 hands employed, making locks and keys by thousands. What
becomes of them all, where they go to, or whether they are used to lock each
other up or not, is a mystery to the uninitiated. In addition to establishing a
business in the first instance, and phinning its machinery, Air. Hobbs had to
teach and train the machine workers. This he has successfully accomplished,
•nd some of those who received their first lessons as " machine hands " from him
are now respectable fathers and mothers of families, still in the same place. The
announcement of Mr. Hobbs's departure produced a feeling of regi'ct amongst his
numerous i'iiiployi.i, and during the tem])orary absence of himself and family in
the cotintry, that feeling assumed a tangible "and lasting form. A subscription
was spontaneously entered into, and Mr. Bennett, of Cheapside, was commissioned
to manufacture a silver cup and cover, with a suitable inscription, " To Alfred

Charles Hobbs, Esq.," as a token of the respect of his workpeople. On Wednes-
day evening last, after the hands had " knocked off'," tin; presentation took
place in one of the workshops. Both parties seemed to feel the occasion most
acutely. Mr. Hobbs made a warm-hearted reply, and gave an excellent
fatherly lecture to the "youngsters." He said he had worked his way up from
the position of the hnniblest amongst them. He considered sobriety and atten-
tion to business as the main elements of success in life, both for master and man.
The proceedings, which were very interesting, were brought to a conclusion by
three cheers for Lis future welfare.

NINE HOURS' MOVEMENT.
" Executive Council of Unite<l Building Trades, 11, Rochcst»T terrace,

Westminster, September 27th, 1860.
Sir,—I am directed by the Executive Council of tlie Building Trades, to

respectfully ask you to insert the enclosed address in your next impression.
1 am. Sir,

On behalf of the Executive,
Yours respectfully,

George Pottek.
The Nine Hours' Movement in the Jlnild'mg Trade.

Fellow Workmen U has been thou^'ht desirabU; by the building trades to dissolve
their (Conference and elect an Kxecutive Council, consisting of two representatives
from each trade, for the jmrporie of couducting the business oporfttions of the move-
ment ; wc, the elected members of the Executive Council, feel it our duty to Issue the
following Address :

—

The object of tliis movement is to oMain for the building operatives a reduction of
their hours of labor, the mnjority of whom have to travel miles before they commence
the day's work, and retrace their steps with a body exhausted of its physical
strengtn, thereby unfitting the mind for mental exertion or domestic enjoyment.
For us institutions exist to educate, books of value to instruct and elevate, works

of art exhibited to refine our taste aud raise us in the social scale -and all to no
purpose. It is like the soug of liberty sounding, and the sun of heaven shining,
through the prison bars. Let the barriers of excessive labor be broken down,

—

institutions will then be filled, books will then be read, works of art will then have
their influence in forming our tastes, and, thereby, making us a happy and contented
people.
We say then if a reduction of the hours of labor will realise these blessings let us

persevere in our efforts to reduce them, and though we have to acknowledge, up to
the present time, that our exertions have not been successful, we are as confident
as ever that our united efforts are destined to be crowned with success ; we know
that the temporarv delay whicti the cause has sustained is no more than has been
experienced by other movements which had for their aim the extinction of an evil,

and the elevation of any portion of degraded humanity. We have full and unshaken
faith in the justice of our cause. We believe that whilst the dominion of error is tem-
porary the power of truth is eternal. We know th.it tlie growth of conviction in the
pubhc mind, though slow, is sure; we see and feel the increasing intelligence, and
the consequently increasing capabiUty for co-operation of the working classes, and
guided by this knowledge, and sustained by this faith, we arc resolved to persevere
in our exertions to obtain for the operative builders a participation in that relief
which is not denied to other classes of our fellow-countrymen.
We therefore appeal with confidence to the laboring classes for continued support,

who by this time are convmced that we must be the main agents in our own emanci-
pation, aud thus cause a new era to dawn upon the working men of England,
enabling us to cultivate our mental powers, and also open a channel whereby the in-
dustrial classes may find employment. Let us each then do our utmost by every
legitimate means to accomplish the object we have in view.

On behalfof the Executive Council,
Your's respectfully,

GEOKGE POTTEK, Secretary.
11, Eochester-terrace, Westminster.

OPENING OF THE NEW CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH AT
EALING.

THE new Congregational Church at Ealing, a prettj; village in Middlesex,
was opened on Wednesday last, when special opening services took place.

At noon a sermon was preached by the Rev. J. Graham, of Craven Chapel,
London, and amongst other ministers present on the occasion, and taking part in

the services, we noticed the Rev. Dr. Hamilton, of the National Scotch Church,
Regent-square, the Rev. Robert Robinson, Rev. W. Statham, Rev. J. G.
Adeney, Rev. J. Bakewell Catlow, Rev. Mr. French, Rev. Mr. Betts, &c. In
the evening, at half-past o'clock, a sermon was preached in the chapel by the

Rev. Dr. Hamilton. Both in the morning and evening the audiences were
numerous, and much satisfaction was expressed by all at the neat and elegant

appearance of the structure.
'The old Congregational Church situated in the Grove, Ealing, which provided

accommodation for only 300 persons, being found far too small for a rapidly in-

creasing congregation, it was resolved some time ago to build a larger and more
commodious chapel. Steps were immediately taken to carry out the object, and
contributions flowed in freely from the members of the congregation and their

friends. The foundation-stone of the new chapel, which is situated on Ealmg-
green, was laid by the Right Hon. Lord Mayor Wire, on the 3rd of November,
1859, aud Lady Havelock, the widow of the illustrious Indian general, was
present at the ceremony. The building has been erected from designs by Mr.
Charles Jones, architect,"of Ealing, and Lombard-street-chambers, the contractors

for the whole of the structure, with the exception of the ironwork, being Messrs.

Adamson and Sons, ofTurnham-green and Putney. The ironwork was carried

out by Messre. Kennard and Co., of Thames-street. The old chapel in the

Grove, which the new building replaces, has been sold, and is to become a district

school, the proceeds of the sale being added to the voluntary subscription fund of

the new place of worship.
The new chapel, which has a Gothic character, is seated to accommodate

seven hundred persons. Free sittings are provided for two hundred

people. All the pews are open ones, are three feet wide, and are

so arranged as to provide for each worshipper, sitting-room, 20 inches in length.

The front entrance is composed of three doors, whicli lead to a large lobby, in

whicli are the staircases leading to the galleries. The front of the structure is

made of ragstone, with Bath stone dressings. The interior of the building is so

constructed as to give the idea of there being present three roofs. The centre roof,

which is an ornamented open timber one, is carried upon columns of cast-iron,

connected bv iron ribs or arches. The side and end galleries are carried upop
iron girders'with open iron panels. The front window overlooking the green is

very chaste and elegantly decorated. The side windows are plain lancets of cast-

iron, but the window at the east end of the structure is a circular one, highly

ornamented by stained glass, veiy effectively filled in by the Savoy Company.
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The pulpit is a pedestal one having an entrance from a lecture-room by a flight of
itairs. In the jrallery at the west end of the building is one of Evans's patent
English hannoniunis, manufactured bj- Messrs. Booscy and Son, Holies-street.
Tile harmonium is a very powerful one, and cost GO gumeas. The chapel, which
fa 75 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 42 feet from the floor to the centre roof, is

wanned by a hot-air apparatus of a ver)- simple, yet Terv eftective character, and
is lighted chiefly by a centre corona, the production of Messrs. Hart and Sons,
of Wych-street and Cockspur-strect. Immediately adjoining the east end of the
building is a large room, 40 feet by 20 feet, which is intended for weekly evening
aervices, meetings of the congregation, and the deliverj- of lectures, &c., and
dose to that room is tlie minister's vestry, which is fitted up with every conve-
nience. On the south side of the chnpel, and close to it, stands tlie minister's
house, constructed of ragstone with Bath dressings. It consists of three stories
besides the basement, and has thirteen rooms, replete with every accommodation.
The chapel is erected on a piece of ground which has been leased for 1,000

years, and it is not unworthy of remark that this piece of ground is said to have
been the site of the house of the eminent Dr. John Owen, the Nonconformist
divine. The cost of the chapel was £3,350, and of the minister's house £1,150.

_
In the afternoon about 150 ladies and gentlemen connecte<l witli the congrega-

tion dined together in the old chapel, under the presidency of the minister of the
chapel, the Rev. W. Isaac, who publicly thanked the Rev. J. Graham for the
excellent sermon he had preached in the earlier part of the day. In the evening
there was a tea party in the old chapel in celebration of the opening of the new
building.

La^t (Thursday) evening about 50 of the workmen of Messrs. Adamson and
Sons, engaged in the erection of the chapel, were entertained at a dinner pro-
vided for them in the old chapel at Ealing by members of the Building Committee
of tlie new cliapel and their friends. The architect, Mr. Charles Jones, and
several members of the Committee were present, and many excellent speeches
were delivered by various gentlemen.

S—•

—

The Technologist : A Monthly Record of Science, Applied to Art and
Manufacture. Edited by P. L. Simmonds, F.S.S., Author of " A Dictionary
of Trade Products," &c., &c. No II. September. Price Sixpence. Kent
and Co.

WE welcomed the first issue of this first-rate serial, on the broad ground of
its filling a recognised void in the literature of practical science; and on

the more precise and important ground, of filling that void satisfactorily and well.

Of this, the second monthly number, we must speak in terms of equal com-
mendation. In the contributions, we find the four requisites, of variety, the
competency of the writers for their tasks, the practical usefulness of what they
say, and the clearness of tlie way in which they say it. There is a valuable
contribution on the cultivation of the Vanilla plant, one of the most recherche
of vegetable flavours, which gives to the Vanilla ice its incomparable aroma,
and is still verj* largely used in the preparation of chocolate. Captain Andrew
Cheyne contributes a paper on the "Beche de Mer," a small fish plentifully
found in the seas, covering coral beds, and largely used as an edibfc in many
parts of the world. Mr. Leonard Wray gives suggestions on the scientific culture
ofthe strawberrj', based on investigations into the sexual botany of the plant, the
adoption of which would enormously increase the produce of this needlessly ex-
pensive prince offruits. This paper should be read by every market and amateur
gardener in the kingdom. There are other papers on the beet-root sugar manu-
racture of Poland, on Balsam of Peru, the manufacture ofpaper in Tasmania, &c.,
&e. The most curious article is a simple, and uncommented on, list of the
i-arious materials for the manufacture of paper patented in England since 1800.
If all, or a tithe of the heterogeneous mass could really produce paper remunera-
tively, the great diflicnlty which is now perplexing every paper-maker
and newspaper proprietor in England would be for ever at rest. We ex-
tract at random a few of the elements which either singly or combined, are
patented to produce paper :—Thistles, bark, moss, hops, Indian corn ears, fig-
leaves, cocoa fibre, paste made from poplar wood, potato stems, dead leaves, stable
manure, convolvulus, osiers, pine shavings, turf, beards of barley, alabaster, peat,
tan yard refuse, rhubarb, hay, horse-radish, rushes, holyhocks, cocoa-nut kernel,
heather, cucumbers, tobacco, fir-tree leaves, leather, bulbous roots, and many
hundreds of other materials.

The "Technologist" deserves success, to attain which its existence only
requires to be known in the proper quarters.

The Graduated Series of Reading Lesson Books for all Classes of Eng-
lish Schools. Book the Second. Longman and Co. 1860.

SOME months ago we expressed our cordial approval of this series, excellent as
far as its parts have been published, under the competent editorship of the

Keverend Chaplain-General, Mr. Gleig. In this " Second Book" the passages
chosen are all of a nature to appeal to tlie imaginative faculty of the pupil. This
plan is thus, in the preface, successfully indicated :

—

In this, as in the other books of the series, the grand end aimed at has been to cul-
tivate a taste for riading by presenting to the pupil only that sort of material which
be is capable of assimilating in an easy and healthy manner. A glance at the sub-
ject of the pieces in the presi^nt volume will bIiow that the editor has made a diligent
eodeavonr to furnish, in ample variety, some congenial food for those faculties whose
ascendancy at the age for which the book is Intended the teacher should accept
as a fact in mental physiology—a fact not to be Ignored or suppressed, but to be
taken hold of as a means of culture.

With these words we have to express our most thorough agreement. The
tendency of rudimentary education has set of late most dangerously in quite the
opposite direction. The very youthful mind should be rather lured to learning
than crammed with learning. The influence of the imagination, and the neces-
sity of its being fed with congenial aliment, as a basis for more prosaic future
progress, cannot he overrated. It is, indeed, almost universally underrated.
Karrow-minded people, who arc themselves unimaginative, invariably do so.
And, unfortunately, narrow-minded and unimaginative people are almost the only
instmctors of our youth. The use in schools of a manual of instruction like this
Trill go a verj- long way to counteract the cramping and repressive influence of
the most soulless pedagogue. The value of a book which will force an incapable
teacher to teach well in spite of bis own defects, cannot be estimated too
highly.

»

—

ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION.
Sir,—Much has been written upon the necessity for a compulsory examination

for a diploma, to qualify future practitionei's in architecture, in order that the
interests and position of "the profession may attain a higher standard ofexcellence,
and rank with the other professions. Some writers have completely ignored the
necessity for an examination, citing sucli examples as the elder Steplienson and
many other self-tauglitmen. "I'hc movement savours at times as having originated
in an ungenerous spirit, to exclude tlie junior and budding branches of tlie pro-
fession from the advantages the elder members have enjoyed. A letter in your
contemporary the Builder by a member of the Institute, 'contains this sentence.
" If unity in the Arehitectui'al profession is to be maintained, itmustbeby grant-
ing diplomas to all established practising architects, and instituting a compulsory
examination for all future architects." Presuming that the movement is success-
fully carried to an issue, there will then commence the struggle of ever bringing
it iiito proper working order, and it would be the means of causing two factions

:

the certificated, and non-certificated, both having, perhaps, equal ability.

It is useless closing our eyes to the fact that a diploma might easily be evaded
and yet the profession be with perhaps greater success carried on. A restriction

cannot be placed upon any one following the bent ofhis inclinations, and assuming
that position which he feels his ability is gradually leading him into ; nor can we
control one who, feeling confidence in another, is willing to employ him. As well
might we desire to curb the first attempts of the embryo ])oet or painter, by such
requirements as it is contended are necessary to maintain tlie position of the pro-
fession. Experience can only be obtained by practice; every living architect

and those that have passed away, must have pursued the same beaten track, and
therefore, a professional, without a practical qualification, would be only adding
to the complication. The cause, I believe, of the gradual decline of the position

once held by architecture in this country, is attributable to a pernicious and dis-

creditable habit, that many members ofthe profession are guilty of, and which public
bodies and private individuals are ever too ready to seize advantage of.

I allude to the practice of some, in many instances, soliciting work by holding
out the off'er of making a reduction in tlic present acknowledged professional

remuneration; and otiiers making it almost a general rule never to let an
opportunity of acquiring work slip from their rcacli, under any circumstances.
Can anything be more baneful to the interests and future position of our
beautiful art than these practices ? What I wish to advance as a remedy and a
substitute for a " diploma " is, that a meeting be convened by our leading
architects for the purpose of considering the remodelling of the charges of the
profession, and for establishing a professional register, consisting of three classes

—the registered architect, the non-registerert, and the defaulter ; all practising

architects, or those about to commence practice now or at any future time,

giving in their adhesion and binding themselves not to receive, on any con-
sideration whatever, less than the professional remuneration, awarded (in the

adjusted scale of charges) to the particular branch of the profession they may be
engaged upon. This register to be published, by subscription, quarterly, and
freely circulated, giving the names of those architects, official and private
residence in full, who have subscribed their names to the register, and the names
and addresses likewise of those practitioners who have not, and refuse to join the
movement. As no legitimate practitioner would object to scud in his adiiesion, this

would at once establish a position for the profession, and act as a salutary check
upon those who have hitherto considered " the end justifies the means," to the

great and increasing detriment of the profession. It may be argued in this case,

as with the diploma, that a professional register could not compel anyone
requiring professioual assistance to seek the registered architect ; but when it

was well known that the amount of remuneration could be ascertained before

taking any steps whatever, and from time to time adjusted, according to the

bearings the case might assume without difficulty, and whereas, with the non-
registered practitioner, the client might be led into many extras and expenses,

ending perhaps in'law and litigation, to compensate the non-registered practitioner

for having undertaken to receive less than a remunerative charge, I tliink we may
fairly anticipate tlie decision would be in favor of the registered architect.

Should a registered architect so far demean himself as secretly to take less than
the subscribed scale of remuneration, his case, when known, should be fully

investigated by a committee of registered architects, and if confirmed, let the
sentence be dismissal from the roll of registered architects, and his name inserted

amongst the list of defaulters, which, I apprehend, could tliis registration be fully

carried out, would be verj- few. Assuming, however, for the sake of argument,
that a registered architect secretly took a sum proscribed by the rules of the
register, in order to ensure success, and did so for a time with impunity, he
would always be in the power of his client, who might use the threat of exposure
in order to make his own terms, thereby effectually defeating the object the

architect sought to obtain in breaking the articles of his registration.

A " Register " thus formed, and in full working order, would be an effectual

bar to the attempts of committees, vestries, and private individuals to under-
value the professional remuneration of architects. We should hear of no more
disappointments in competitions as to an architect having the alternative offered

him of either sacrificing a portion of his just remuneration, or being dismissed

with a paltry premium, after having fairly earned a higher reward.

If the profession will only stand by each other, architecture will speedily re-

sume its former position, and an architect receive his fees as readily as they are

accorded to the physician or solicitor; and all jealousies, chicanery, and jugglery
being at an end, we mi^lit fairly presume that the profession would take its

position and rank with the other acknowledged professions. I am, &c.,

A Practising Architect.

The Euston Hotel.—The Euston Hotel, the property of the London
and North-Westem Railway Company, was re-opened on Wednesday, having
been closed since tlie destructive fire which occurred in May last. The house has
been completely restored, and tlie interior redecorated and furnished. The Vic-
toria Hotel, also belonging to the company, will be considerably enlarged at the
expiration of the lease in 1861, when tlie adjoining houses are to be removed to
anord space to widen the approaches to the railway terminus.
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TENDERS.
COTTA<5E, TlI.F.nuKST.

Cottage at Tlleharst, noar Readint,', for W'illiiim Hlandy, Esq. Old materials from
present nou6e and farm building in addition. Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, arclii-

Lukcs £1.950
I

Woodroire £1.900
Wlieoler's l.'J-'B

I
Orton and Child (accepted) 1,593

Chapei., Derby.
For Raptist Chapel, Osmaston-road, Derby. Slcssrs. Hine and Evans, architects,

Nottingham.
Myers, London £fi,SOO

.Simpson and Lyuam 4,990
Kobinson and Freeman, IJclper 4,950
C. C. and A. Dennett, Nottingham 4,92.5

J. Wood 4,800
E. Thompson, Derby 4,800
K. Young, Lincoln : 4,800
Thompson and Pryer, Derby (accepted) 4,590

Cottage, Hahtley.
For a cottage residence at Hartley, near Plymouth, for Kicbard Illcks, Esq.

O. C. Arthur, architect, Courtenay-strcet, Plymouth. (Quantities not supplied.
Northcott £1,400

|
Marsliall £1,291

Elliott , 1,480 Call and Pethick (accepted) 1,395
Lethbridge l,.33o

|

Ford, Liverpool.
For first portion of the new buildings at Ford, Liverpool.

Mr.

Parrell and Ledger ;£1,850
Dervin 1,630
Vates 1,550

.Steel £1,444
E. Glaistcr (accepted) 1,420

Works, Tulse-hlli,.
For works at TuIse-hiU. Jlr. Bales, architect.

Clemence £915 I Airey and Bellingham .

Batterbury 879
|

Works, Cork-street.
For works at 18, Cork-street. Mr. Eales, architect.

.£785

Fish £1,837
,Macey 1,796 |

Batterbury 1,795 '

Airey and Belllngham 1,755 I

Conder 1 747

Cowland £1,576
Saunders 1,508
Longmire and Burge 1,543
Smith 1,485
Itudkin,iun 1,455

Paving, &c.—Plumstead.
lor kcrbing and paving Maryon-road, Charlton.

Beevers, Borough-road, Southwark £209
S. Hobbs, New-cross-road, Deptford 206 10
Gleavers, Lewisham 194 10
T.Barnes, Woolwich (accepted) 176 18

Hall, &c.—Reading.
1 or hall and committe-room for West-street Institution, Heading. Messrs. Poulton

and Woodman, architects.
G. Strong £8.391 Leach (accepted) £761
Orton and Cliild 822

„ ^^ SCPPLT.—HOLBORN USION.
* or the supply of timber to the Holborn Union.

Hn e Putney.
12 feet pine planks—three cuts 58. Od.
12 feet 1 inch deals—white 1 3
12f feet—yellow 1 3
Very best yellow deals, 1 inch 2
Very best white 1 6

* Accepted.

Crow.*
4s. 9d.

1 2
1 3
1 10
1 5

Dwelling Uolse, Fissburv.
i or erecting a house in Long-alley, Finsbury, Mr. J. Tanner, architect, 16, Union-

court, Old Broad-street. Quantities supplied.
^Taylor £65:i 10 1 R. Case £497
W. i-lston 670 D. Brooks 425
C. JIaeers 497 15

| G. Green 422 18

SCPPLV, Kensington.
. C^^^. supply of gully gratings and drain-pipes to the Vestry of St. Mary,
Abbotts, Kensington.

Gull!/ dratinas, cj-c—John Siddons and Co., West Bromwich (accepted); Executors
ot Joseph Hill, Sowcrby-bridge ; William Hood, Reading! Jukes, Coulson, and Co.,
Uement's-Iane; James Chambers, Archer-street, W. ; Thomas Stanton, South
shields ; Smith and Wood, near Dudley ; Kansomes and Sims, Ipswich.
Drainpipes. &e.—Aylesford Potterv Company. Lambeth (accepted) ; James Stiff,

Lambeth
; William Standing, Nino lilms and Poole, Dorset ; Henry MillichamD,

Lambeth ; Doulton and Co., Lambeth.

Invalid Home. St. Leonabd's-on-Sea.
* or the erection of " the Ladies' Invalid Home," St. Leonard's-on-Sca. Francis

H. Fowler, Esq., architect. Quantities taken out by Mr. Smithers.
Myers £.3,850 1 Kenwood £3,035
P. Ayers and Co 3,672 Hughes and Hunter .3,507
"top 3,050

I
Howell 3,394

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
TOWN-HALL, &c.

Gbimbby.—For designs for the erection of the following buildings, viz., town-hall,
with appurtenant oflices and police station, and detached separate boys' and girls'
schools, for the children of thefri(men of the borough. A plan of the site and
local sketch of the district of the town in which it is proposed the new buildmgs
should be erected, together with further instructions to architects, particulars of
the requirements of the council, and conditions under which the desis-ns will be
received, may be had from Sir. Joseph Maugliau, Surveyor to the Local Hoard of
Health of the Borough of (irimsby, I'rom October 1. The architect whose design
18 adopted will be employed by the council, on the usual professional terms, to
carry out the works, beyond which no premium is offered. Designs will be received
at the office of George Babb, Town Clerk, in (Sreat Grimsby, until 4 p.m., Dec. 29.

CEMETERY WORKS.
Liverpool.—For designs for three cliapels mortuary, principal entrance with lodges,
and superintendent's residence, for tlie Liverpool Cemetery, Anfleld I'ark, Walton,
with plans, spccihcations. and estimates. The premiated designs to become the
propertyof the Board, who are not to be bound necessarily to employ any of the
competitors to carry out the works. In the event of the successful competitor being
employed, the premium will merge into the commissiou. The premiums are threem number-one of £100, one of £30, and one of £30-to be paid in the order of '

merit. A ground-plan, showing the sites of the several buildings, and all neces-
sary particulars for the guidance of competitors, mav bi' obtained on application to
William Gay, clerk to the Hoard, Burial Board Offices, 12, Claytxm-square, Liver-
pool, on and after the 13th of September ; and the designs, plans, and other par-
ticulars inteuded to be submitted, must be sent In by October 29, a4dresscd to him
at the offices of the Hoard. (See Advertisement.)

DRINKING FOUNTAINS, &c.
Chabing-Cbobs.—For a design and tender to erect, at a cost not exceeding £150, a
drinking fountain, in marble, granite, stone, or metal, to abut on the curb of the
pavement in front of the Nelson Columu, Charlug-cross. Designs and specifica-
tions for the same to be sent to the Vestry of St. Martin's-in-the-Flelds, Vestry
Hall, St. Martin's-place. W.C., to Sth October.

COTTAGES AND FARM BUILDINGS.
Yorkshire. —The Council of the Yorkshire Avrlculturiil Society offer the following
prizes for designs and plans ofcottages and farm-buildings, viz.:— 1. For the best
plan for a double cottage, containiug not less than three bed -rooms in each, and cost
not to exceed £220 the pair, £25. 2. For the best plan of a double cottage, con-
taining two or three bed-rooms, the cost not to exceed £!W) (he pair, £"2S.
3. For the best plan of a single cottage, the cost not to;exceed £120, £25. 4. For
the best plan of a pair of cottages of irregular design, the cost not to exceed £210,
£10. For the second best ditUi, £5.
Farm UtiUdings.—l. For the best plan of farm buildings, adapted for a farm of
not less than 500 acres, £50. N.B.—The prize iu this class will not be given to
any plan which does not provide for the use of steam power. 2. For the best
filan of farm buildings adapted for a farm of 200 acres, £25. Plans of cottages
n competition for the prizes must be sent in on or before November 15th, ISGO,
and the plans of farm buildings on or before December Ist, 18<i0. Particulars
and conditions of competition may be had of the secretary, John Hannan,IUiJc
Delghton, Wetherby, Yorksliire.

BRIDGE.
Truro.—It being the intention of the Trustees of the Truro and Redruth Turnpike-
roads to erect a stone bridge over the Truro creek, in the place of the present
wooden structure called the Boscawen Bridge, the Trustees are prepared to receive
plans, specifications, and estimates for the required works from any persons
willing to prepare the same in accordance with their requirements, and to dellTcr
the same to John Tippett, clerk, by October 6 ; £25 will be paid by the Xrnstees
for the plan, specification, and estimate which may be adopted.

COMPETITIONS A-WARDED.
CHURCH.

Stbetford, near Manchester.—The designs for the new Congregational Chapel
and Schools, by Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, have been accepted.

CHURCH AND SCHOOLS.
Preston.—23 designs were submitted for the Congregational Church and Schools,by
Messrs. Poulton and Woodman, was unanimously adopted.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
LIBRARY AND BATHS,

Lewes.—For the erection of a public library and baths, at Lewes, Sussex. Qnantf-
ties of Mr. Lee, 35, Craven-street, Strand ; and particulars on application to the
architect, G. G. Scott, Esq., 20, Spring-gardens, London, S.W.

HOTEL.
Virginia Water.—For rebuilding the Wheatsheaf Hotel, Virginia Water. Plans,

&c., at the Hotel, from Octobers. Tenders to H. Jennings, Esq., to October 10.
(See advertisement).

CEMETERY.
Paddington.—For cutting out, &c., of decayed stonework, and reinstating with new
Bath or Portland stone, to the chapels, at Willesden Cemetery, Willesden-Iane.
Tenders sealed and directed to the Burial Board, to be left at the Vestry-hall,
Harrow-road, to October 1.

WORKHOUSES.
Blackburn.—For the whole works, or any trade department of the work, required

for the erection of a New Union Workhouse. Specifications and drawings at the
Oflice of the Clerk of the Guardians, King-street, Blackburn, on the 13th day of
September next, and for twenty-one days thereafter. AH information from the archi-
tects, Messrs. J. E. and J. D. Gates, at their offices. Coney-street, York, and
George-street Chambers, Halifax, from whom bills of quantities may be had, at
53. for each trade department. Tenders endorsed "Tender for New Work-
house," addressed to P. EUingthorpc, Clerk to the Guardians, to be delivered to
the Clerk to the Board, Iving-street, Blackburn, not later than October 5.

BARRACK BUILDINGS,
Portsea.—For replacing asphalte fioors with [boards in the lower rooms of the

soldiers' quarters, Anglesey Barracks, Portsea, Hants. Intending contractors to
deposit lOs. Od., and leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Portsmouth
by October 2. (See advertisement).

LIGHTHOUSE, &c.
Calf-rock. Cork.—For the erection of a lighthouse ton er on the Calf Rock, west-
ward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling-houses on the east shore of Durscy
Sound, Co. Cork. Plans, &c., on appUcation at the office of the Port of Dublin
Corporation, or at the lighthouse, Bearhaven. Co. Cork, or at the shore dwelling
of the keeper of the Spitbank Lighthouse, at Quecnstown, Co. Cork, where also may
be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to the secretary, W. Lees,
Esq., to OctoberSl.

BEACON.
Cbookhaven, (Cork).—For the erectiou of a beacon on the Alderman Rocks, on
the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven, County Cork. The beacon to
be of cast iron casing, filled with masonry. Plans, Sections, &c., at the office of the
Port of Dublin, Corporation or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island County
Cork, where also may be had prlnf 3d forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to
the secretary, W. Lees, Esq., to Outober 31.

INN, &c.
Leeds.—For the various works required in the erection of an inn and four shops, to
be built in Leeds. Plans and specifications at the offices of Thomas Shaw and Son,
architects, 2, Belgrave-square, Leeds, on 25th September. Sealed tenders to
Octobers.

DWELLING HOUSE.
Maidstone.—For the erection of proposed residence on a plot of ground situated on
the Hoxley-road, Maidstone. Drawings, &c., and bills ofquantitics on application
to Peck and Stephens, architects, Maidstone.

VILLAS.
Dovercourt.—The time for sending in tenders for the finishing of three pairs

of semi-detached villas at Dovercourt, near Harwich, has been extended
to October 9. Plans. Ac, at Mr. Darkins, Cllfl' Villa-road, Dovercourt,
or with Mr. Maxon , 3, St. Martin's place, Trafalgar-square, London. (See adver-
tisement.!

Harwich.—For the finishing of three pairs of serai-detached villas in the Cliff-
villa-road, Harwich. Plans and specifications, from September 25, with -Mr. W.
Moxon, surveyor, 3, St. Martiu's-place, Trafalgar-square, to whom tenders by
October 3.

SHOW ROOMS, &c.
Habrogate.—For the several works required to be done in Building a dwelling-
house and extensive show rooms, at Harrogate, for Mr. G. Beazley, coach builder.
Drawings, Ac, at his office, in the Swan Hotel-yard, tenders to be sent to
Mr. G. Beazley, to October 1.
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LUNATIC ASrLUM.
Blitmluus.—For the rirlons works of offices and dwelling-houaos proposed to be
«neted at the Montrose Royal I.unatio Asylum, Snnnvsidc. Prawiufrs, Ac. spi>eili-

oatioBS with Mr. Middleton, architect, Montrose. Tenilcrs to Mr. Buracs, secretary
to the iBstitntion, to October 3.

RAILWAY.
KoBTn-EABTEKS RAtLWAY.—Por the construction of the followiiiir works, viz. :—

1st. The Lanchester Valley Branch, in Icnarth l-'J miles, which commences on the
Bishop Auckland Branch near the river Browney, and termin.ites at Conside. 2nd.
The (xuisbro* Branch, in Len^lh ."> miles, which commences on the North Yorkshire
aod Clereland line, near Battersbv. and terminates by ajunction with the Middles-
bro' and Ouisbro' Italhvay. near Slorton (Jran<re. Flans, sections, and specifica-

tions, from i>eptember *.;7, at the f^iufnter's Olflce, Central Station, Newcastlc-on-
Tyne, where printeti forms of tenders, specifications, and quantities may be ob-
Mined. Sealed tenders, addressed to .1. Cleirhorn, secretary (marked " Tender for
liBdiester Valley Branch," or "Tender for Ouisbro' Branch," as the case may
beX mtjst be delivereii at York by 12 noon of October 11.

KKrAlBti, &c.
Walham Gbees.—For certain repairs, and laying about 2,000 feet of Y'ork paving,

IX the Butchers' Charitable Institution. Walham-grreen. Specifications, &c., at the
Committee-room of the Institution, to detober 4, on which dav persons tenderins
•pe to be in attendance, and deliver their tenders from three to four o'clock, further
particalars of the architect, Mr. Henry McCalla, 25, Westboumc-place Eaton-
quare, S.W.

SUPPLY.
Croydon.—For the supplv, to the Croj'don Local Board of Health, of the following:

articles ; 2,000 feet of Ifat Guernsey granite curb, I'J Inches by inches, the top, one
side, and ends, hammer dressed ; 150 yards of Guernsey ^anite pitchers, + inches
thick; W) yards of Guernsey granite pitchers, inches thick ; S.OOO feet of 2J hard
South Oram Paving, squared, no piece to contain less than square feet. Separate
tenders for granite and York pavmg, toil. Richard, Esq., High-street, Croydon,
to October 1.

CARRicKrrBr.cs.—For making the Carrickferpis and Lame Railway, about 15 miles
lonsp. Plans. Ac, at the office of the engineer, at the station of the Northern
Counties Railway, Belfast. Sealed proposals, under cover to Samuel Vance, secro-
tanr of the company, at bis office. Chamber of Commerce, Belfast, October 29.

WATEltWOKKS.
GciSELEY.—For from two to three hundred yards of tunnelling for the Guiseley
Waterworks, the excavation of which will bo about four feet in diameter, chiefly
through rock. Plans, &c., from October 9, at the offices ofMr. Jiimos Lumlcy,C.E.,
Shipley near Bradford, where forms oi tender, specifications, &c., maybe obtained.
Sealed tenders to be delivered to Mr. John Padgett, Chairman of the Committee,
Hawkliill. Guiseley, near Leeds, to October 18.

MAjiCiirsTER.— For the work required in enlarging the reservoir which supplies
the Industrial schools, at Swinton, with water. Drawings, &c., with Messrs.
Mills and Murgatroyd, architects, Exchange Chambers, Slauchester. Sealed ten-
ders addressed to the Board of Guardians, and endorsed " Tenders for Enlarging
Be8erTOir,"|to Jolm Harrop, Clerkjto the Guardians, Poor-law offices. New Bridge-
street, Manchester, to Octooer 3.

ROADWORK.
Chester Desk.—For the the excavators', masons', and other works required in a
proposed deviation of the Durham and Tyne Bridge turnpike road about half a mile
in length, commencing at or near the Chester Toll Bar, and endino^ at or near an
Inn called the "Clippers Inn." Plans, &c., with William CrozicrC.E. and archi-
tect. County Courts, Durham. Tenders to .1 . W. Swinburne, clerk to the said
trustees, at his offices, Wellington-street, Gateshead, endorsed " Tenders for
Chester Dene Improvements," to October 15.

Newcross.—For making a new road, about 200 yards in length , with footpaths , &c.,
on the Hatcham Manor Estate, New Cross. Plans, &c., with Mr. Snooke, architect,
6, Duke-street, London-Bridge, tenders deliverable at the Haberdashers' Hall,
Gresham-street west, by 12 noon of October 11. (See advertisement.)

DRArNAGE, &c.
1^J«CHE8TER.—For the execution of the works required in dramiug, paving, and
"" ~^^

T the roadway of RadclifTe-bridge, and of other works connected therewith.
ParUcnlars from WiiUam Radford, Bridgemaster, 41, John Dalton-street, Man-
chester ; to whom scaled proposals, marked " Tender for Roadway, RadcUffc-
bridge," under cover, to October 8.

TTCKFIELI).—For the drainage works required by the Cckfleld Local Board. Quanti-
ties can be obtained ofMr. John Montier, .lunior, Tonbridge Wells, surveyor, on
payment. Plans, specifications, and conditions of contract at the Maiden's Head
Hotel, Uckfleld. Tenders under seal to J. G. Langham, jun., L'ckfleld, endorsed,
** Tender for Drainage," by, at latest, 10 a.m. of October 4.

Old Ford.—For the formation of an embankment, and the construction of main
brick sewers therein, 5 miles 1,400 feet in length, or thereabouts, together with iron
bridges and other works in connexion therewith. The works will commence at a
point west of the river Lee. at Old Ford, cross the Stamford-road, pass through
West Ham, Plaistow, and East Ham, and terminate at Barking Creek, in the re-
spective counties of .Middlesex, Essex, and Kent. Parties desirous of tendering
may, on payment of .C-O, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form offenders, &c.,on
appUcatioB to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
1, Greek-street, Soho, from August 28. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan
Board of Works, to be delivered at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober 4.

^See advertisement.)

_ SEWERAGE.
Habbow.—For supplying, laying down, and completely finishing about 3,000 feet of

l>onlton's stoneware pipe sewer, of 12 inches in diameter, with bends, junctions,
syphons. Sic. ; also, to construct sewerage and deodorising tanks, and other works,
according to plans. Specification with Mr. M'illiam Smith, Surveyor to the Harrow
Local Board of Uenlth, Albert Cottage, Harrow. Tenders addressed to William

^Vlnkley, Jun., clerk, Harrow, and endorsed " Tender for Sewer, Ac" to Octobers.
Wai8ai,l.—For.brick sewers, intended to be laid down in Walsall, namely :—Con-
tract No. 1. Sewers, about 820 yards in length, in Corporation-street and in and
near Wednesbury-road. Contract No. 2. Sewers, about 528 yards in length, in
Caldmore-Iane and Oxford-street. Contract No. 3. Sewers, about 791 yards in
length, at Doveridgc-place, Little London, Doverldge, and Caldmore. .Sections,
roeeiflcation. and conditions of contract at the Commissioners' Clerk's office.
Bridge-street, Walsall, l>etween nine and one. and half-past two and six every day
except Saturday. .Sealed tenders, marked ' Tender for Sewers," to be sent to the
Commissioners Clerk's office, to October 1.

16. St. Cathcrliie's-torracc. let at £24 ; sold for £401).

By Mr. )VuiTTiNGHAM.—Leyton-road, Essex, cottage residence, with garden and out-
buildings, part copyhold, let at £20 per annum ; sold for £270.
Leyton, 13 plot

'•••'
. .

-.

plot.
ilois of Imildliig land lYoutiug tiraugc-park-road ; sold at from £40 to £115 per

SALES AT GARBAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOI/D.

Bt Mcmn. Dwmmwt and Tewhou.—48, BeU-yard, LlncoIn'«-tan, house with shop, esti-
mated value £0) per annum ; sold iVir £S8ft.

«, Bell-yard, house with shop, let at £40 per annum ; sold for £S!0.
By Messrs. DuniR—Llanelly, In the county of Brecon,; residence, known as Abcrbaldcn,

together witli about 45 acres wood, G poles of rich meadow and pasture land ; sold for

tpe Talysaln Slate (iuarrlcs, Carnarvon, with residence cottages, machinery, &c., alto-
getber ahoutro acres ; sold for «li,em.
By Mr. c. F. Smybk.—London-road, St^ke, Oulldford, Surrey, residence, known as Wa-

terden-lodftc, Waterden-crcscent, let at £75 per annum : sold fur ^1,423.
2, Waterden-erescent. \-iHa residence, let at £4i> per .•uiniini ; sold for £fi2o.
4, Waterloo-crwccnt, villa nsldi-iiec, let at £*< per aunuin ; solrl for £im.
5, Watef1oo.cre«ccnt, villa resideiKx*, let at £42 per annum ; sold for £fl70.
Is, 8t. Catbcrlne's-tcrracc, I'urtsmoatli-roaU, Guildford, residence, let at £24 per annum

;

Le>'ton,7plot3of building ground fronting Church-road; sold at from £50 to £155 per plot.
Leyton, plot of ground fronting Grangc-park-road ( lot 32) ; sold for £50.
Levton. corner plot of building land fronting Onuige-park-road and proposed new road

(lot 3U) ; sold for £120.
By Slessrs. C. and !I. WuiTE.—No. 8, Holland-street, Blackfrlars-road, house, lot at £24

per annum ; sold for £280.

I.EA8Enoi,D.
By Messrs. C. and H. WniTE.—Nos. fi, 7, 8,9, and 10, New-street. Prospect-row, Walworth-

road, dwelling-houses, protlucing £111 lOs. per annum, term .10 years from Michaelmas, 1856,
ground-rent £17 lOs. ; sold for £430.
Nos. 24 and 25, Warner-street, Now Kent-road, dwelling-houses, let at £04 7s. per annum,

term 70 years from December, 1822, grouud-rcnt £10; sold for £415.
So, Union-Street, Lninbctli-wallv, house ; sold fi)r £150.
4 5, t!, 7, 8, and 1;1, AUon's-terracc, Moutpelller instate, Walworth, dwelling-houses, term 55

yeai's lYom fliicliaelmas. 1800. ground-rent £4 10s. jjcr house, let at about £24 125. each per
annum ; sold (in lots) for £160 per house,

34, Williams-terrace, Montpellier Estate, house ; sold for £155.
.30, Williams-terrace, liou.se ; sold for £185.
By Messrs. Uebexham and Tewson—23. Queen-street, Orccn-street, Stepney, dwelling-

house and inanufacturiug premises, term C8| years from Christmas, 1844, ground-rent £2
sold for £4.jO.

4, Sus.sex-place, Victoria-park-road, residence, let at £33 per annum, term 78 years fVom
June, 18.W, ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for £270.
Vine-cottage, rark-village east, Regent's-park, residence, let at £36 per annum, term 90

years from January, 1824. ground-rent £9 ; sold for £360.
By Messrs. Mansell and Elliott—21 to 32, Victoria-road, Kentish-town, houses, let at

£.S67 per annum, ground-rent £60, term expires Lady-day, 1935 ; sold for £2,900.
By Mr. E. A. Masteuman.—30, 31, and32, Nicholas-street, St. John's-road, lloxton, houses,

one with a shop, term 01 years from 29th Sopteinber, 1832 ; sold for £475.
My Messrs. H. Bkown and T. A. Roberts.—2 to 6, inclusive. Upper Norfblk-strect,

Northampton-street, Cambridgc-road, Mile-end, dwelling-houses, proiluelng £78 per annum

:

sold for £7 10.

7 and 8, Medina-place, Seven Sisters'-road, Holloway, residences ; sold for £500.
By ."Messrs. E. Fox and BouariELD.—15, Newmarket-terrace, Cambridge-heath, Hackney,

residence ; sold for £210.
By Mr. C. F. Smthk Rydes-hlll, Worplesdon, Surrey, Broomfleld, brick-yard, and

cottage, in all 5a., 26p., term nearly 800 years ; sold for £500.

COPYHOtB.
By Messrs. H. Brown and. T. A. Roberts 15, 10. and 17, Johnson-strcct, Back-road,

Shadwell, cottages, producing £46 lOs. per annum ; sold for £310.

Leith.—The New Com Exchange.—Some time ago, competitive
plans were obtained for a new Corn Exchange for Leith ; and the competition
resulted in tlie adoption of designs by Messrs. Peddieand Kirmear Edinburgh,
Contracts have now been entered into for the work, and the erection of Sie
building will be proceeded with immediately. The building is in the Roman
style, and includes a Com-haU or exchange, 110 feet in length, and 70 feet in
breadth. This spacious apartment has a roof of one span, supported on semi-
circular ribs of laminated timber. Light will be admitted entirely from the roof,

and the hall will be so finished as to afford accommodation for jmblic meetings,
&c. This hall occupies the rear of the building. That portion of the structore
fronting Baltic Street includes offices in connexion with the Exchange, and five

or six suites of chambers for merchants, from which a considerable revenue will

be derived. Externally, the building is composed of a large octagonal tower,
placed at the conjunction of the two streets. This tower nses one story above
the other elevations of the Exchange, and is finished by a dome surmounted by a
small octagonal lantern—the rest of the building is of two storied, each arcaded.
The whole will be executed in polished ashlar, Kcnmure stone being used. The
contracts, which amount to £4,000, are several liundreds below the ai'chitect's

estimate. The contractors are—Mr. G. Lorimer for the mason work and Messrs.
Henderson and Wilson for the carpenters' work. Though plain and unpretending,
the building promises to have a pleasing and appropriate business character ex-
ternally ; while internally, the great hall—the principle feature in the work—will

be an imposing apartment.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the ISl'ilding News, 20,

Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.
Correspondents are particularly requested to ^vrite in as legible a style as possible. Several

communications remahi unanswerou simply from the Impossibility of ascertaining their
contents.

E. G. will have seen that his proposition has been before mooted.
A \\ OoNSTANT Subscriber ^—Next week
B. F.'Vv. R.—" Out and in bond" ia a Scotch building term for alternate header and atretchcr

in quoins, and door or window jambs.
B. F. A.~Thc lowest tender for the Wellington College, in 3855, was £36,175; we are not aware
of the exact amount for which the work was completed.

Sdbschibeii to the "Building News."—Quite Impossible for us to decide such a
question.

Thomas tiEOEOE.—1. Mr. P. Hardwlck was the architect of the Great Western Hotel.
2. Cement.

C. II. IIiLLEY Shall appear.
George WoRLET.—The best examples are to be seen in Henry VII. 's Chapel, St. George's
Chapel, Windsor, and In King's College Chapel, Cambridge.

F. Cooper.—Tlie wood is subject to the dry rot ; we have specimens in our possession which
are little better tlian powder, and will not bear to be touched. The wood of the lime-tree is
too soft for the purpose.

M. Wilson (Worcester).—We know nottiing of the course intended, further than appears In
tlic ndverttscment. Wc will publish your communication if we find it suitable.

A Keader.—An architect cannot discharge a builder's foreman for misconduct unless he has
l)ower to do so under the contract.

R. G.—We have handed your letter to the writer of the notice.
A. PiiiLpoTT—An engraving of the subject is now being prepared. Thanks for attention.
G.G.W.—The fact 18 mentioned in Davy's worlc on foundations which says :—" During the
recent repairs of the parish church of St. Vedast, Foster-lane, an opiwrtunity was
afforded to institute a minute examination and admeasurement of the tower ana spire,
completed by Sir Christopher Wren, in the year 1(197. In the course of the examination,
particular attention waa directed to the state and quality of the mortar originally employed
in that building. The vertical joints of the masonry composing' the spire were con-
siderably opened (probably caused hy the expansion of the metal cramns), and the mortar
wlis found to be in a weak and cnimbiing state, but the base of the onellsk terminating
the spire was discovered to be laid on a thick mortar joint in which were imt)eddcd two
courses of flat oyster shells, these tOL'cther with the mortar, had remained imiujured for
upwards of two centuries and a half."

Architect, - The matter shall be enquired Into.
W.C.—We think not, but will ascertain. Reply shall be left with our publisher.
F.O.R.-Jamcs Incc. Too late.
A Buii,i>er.—Thanks, shall lie made use of.
A FuKBRU,—Not now to be obtained.
Keoeived.-X.M.W.; Indian Ink; Robert W. : E.G.D. ; T. Maldon; An Assistant;
y.ll.A.; James Watton ; Subscriber (Harwich); Surveyor's Clerk; C.T.W.K.L.j E.
SmiUi.
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THEN AND NOW.
LTHOUGH advanced in years, wo liave not

reached that stage of senility when a man
becomes a querulous laudator temporls acti.

There certamly have been a great many
changes since our younger time, but they have
all been more or res3 lor the better.

Although change is not always improvement,
without it there can be no improvement at

all. The advance of a nation in material

comfort depends upon matters which it is

considered quite beneath the dignity of history

to notice, for what has hitherto been written

as history is but a record of human folly and
criminality—of oppression on the one side,

of sufl'ering on the other. T^e vale of pri-

vate lii'e is overlooked instead of being

looked upon and carefully surveyed, nor is

any account taken of those noiseless revolutions which

though they do not convulse a state, bring about very

great changes in those small matters upon which so

much of every-day convenience and comfort depend.

Looking at it from this point of view—perhaps a rather

selfish one, we take the penny postage to be, if not a

greater, quite as great a boon to the public as a second

reformed Reform Bill would be to the nation. One it

certainly is which the present generation can hardly
adequately appreciate, as can bo done by those who lived when the

postman's knock announced a demand for 8d. or lOd., if not more, for

the delivery of a letter. Those were the " good old days " when
people went a begging for franks ; when country cousins of the

feminine gender used to cross their letters so as to be scarcely legible,

when people used to ofler to be postman, to take charge of a letter, and
having forgotten it, bring it home with them in their pocket ; when,
envelopes not being in general fashion, Paul-Prying and peeping into

letters was. Great also is the change for the better that has taken
place as regards the indispensable mechanical aids to and implements
of writing, fioose-quills are almost extinct, penknives and pen-mending
among the things of the past,—almost qualified for a place in nationiu
museums along with tinder-boxes, bellows, and powder-puffs.

The mention of the last-named articles leads us to make some not at
all disparaging comparison between the Then and the Now of dress,

especially as regards male attire, leaving those who have to pay their
better-halves' milliners' bills to pass judgment upon that of the other
sex. By some it has been complained of our present male costume
and style of dress, that it is exceedingly prosaic and unpicturesque

;

most assuredly it is not at all favorable to the sculptor's art, yet as far
as actual use and comfortableness are concerned, it is a great improve-
ment upon that of the last century, when a gentleman had every
morning to undergo a long operation under the hands of his coifieur.

Admitted it must be that the present style of dress partakes
largely of republicanism and equality; all distinctions are merged in
almost one unvarying sameness of dress. Just possible it is to dis-
tinguish between a bishop and a quaker ; but even the orthodox
episcopal wig is now almost a bygone.
To come to what is of more immediate concern to our own readers,

very considerable changes, most of them greatly for the better, have
taken place in house-building. To be convmced of this, one has only
to compare Bedford-row with almost any modern street of private
houses intended for the same class of residents as those who occupied
that same " Row " when it was first built, and when it was, no doubt,
considered a very great improvement. Even in our time it has been
spoken of with commendation by no less a j udge of architecture than
the late Welby Pugin. Well, there certainly is no nonsense about it

;

Jt IS honest enough : yet that is surely a very negative merit, especially
when there is so much to which exception may be taken. Its narrow
kitchen areas, its narrow windows, with clumsy sashes and without
reveals, the glazing being consequently almost flush with the brick-
work—which latter circumstance gives a most disagreeable "papery "

look to the fronts of the houses—do not at all recommend, at ^ast, not
•to us, such a fashion—for we can't call it a style—of building as was in
vogue when Bedford -row was a prodigy. Pity that, when he was so
near it, Welby did not cross Holbom and feast his eyes upon the

;"honesty " lodged on the west side of Chancery-lane, which is so poor
|that it can't afford to keep its windows clean, which is, however, per- i

haps significantly symbolic of the obscurity of Law. Let us here check !

our pen, lest we should fare worse than did the Prince Consort the
jother day, who escaped from what might have been an accident,

with a mere scratch on the face that required no other cure than the
I

application of a bit of co!(r<-plaister.
j

i,Yi?
'^° ^°^ *'^'"'^ til*' ^e are at all degenerate as far as house- •

Dttildmg is concerned. Strange, indeed, would it be if we did so, with !

our numerous present appliances and accumulated inventions. We say
boldly, and without the slightest fear of contradiction, that cannot be
itself contradicted still more easily, that we can build houses not only
just as well but very far better than ever. Were the history of do-
mestic architecture written more honestly and truthfully than anti-
quarianly, the common-sense opinion would be decidedly in favor of
Modernism. Be it sheer conceit or not, we certainly do tliink that we,
and tens of thousands in the same sphere of life, are far better, more
commodiously, lodged than were our Plantagenet kings. We look
around in the room where we are now writing, and behold many new
cheap artistic elegancies which no amount of wealth could have pur-
chased in the now canonized days of medievalism. Even so late as the
sixteenth century, our ancestors were what we should now call exceed-
ingly coarse and filthy in their habits. What, for instance, could have
been more nasty than the custom of strewing the floor of a banqueting
room with rushes, that bones and other offal of plates and dishes might
be flung down upon them ?

For our part, we are firmly convinced that the present " now " is

infinitely preferable to any tbrmor "then." What used to be the
luxuries of the few have now been brought within the reach of the
many, that is, of the middle classes, by whom they have come to be
considered as little more than mere necessaries. We do not say that we
have arrived at that ultimatum be) ond which further progress is impos-
sible, since almost every day brings with it the announcement of some
ingenious invention or improvement upon the already invented, in

matters connected ivith domestic architecture, if not immediately, more
or less indirectly.

In every house, it is said, there is a skeleton ; a shadow side there
certainly is to almost every important improvement. Take railway
travelling, for instance—what is gained by it on the one hand is lost by
it on the othoi- ; the loss bemg that of the enjoyment derived from a
leisurely view of the country and scenery passed through, which was
obtainable by the now ai-chaic and exploded mode of travelling in a
post-chaise. So, too, is it in some measure with art-matters: increased
opportunities and facilities for esthetic study have not been attended by
any corresponding advance in it. What should be study is seldom
little better than the industrious idleness of mere hurried sight-seeing.

After a royal road to mathematics shall have been discovered—which
even in this age of astonishing discoveries is not at all likely—then, and
not before, will some railway route be devised by means of which the
public can reach the philosophy of esthetics without any study at all.

Whatever else be doubtful, tolerably certain it is that we ourselves,

or rather ourself, will here be set down for a horrid, ill-natured, can-
tankerous wretch, to the infliction of which character we submit with
a degree of Spartan fortitude that would be better displayed in a better

cause. Our own modest opinion and estimate of ourself is, that we
are neither very much better nor at all worse than the rest of our
fraternity. " Kothing like leather " has ever been the motto of the
critic and artist tribe. Barry—we mean James the painter, not Charles
the architect—intimated that the only thing required to establish the
supremacy of England over all the rest of the world was the adoption
and appropriation of those beautiful forms and details of ceilings which
are to be met with in the remains of Roman architecture. Quoting only
from memory, we do not pretend to be positive as to the exact words .

but such was their import. It has been said by Madame de Stal that
all art, were it only that of pin-making, requires from its followers

some degree of enthusiasm, such as will completely absorb him from
the consideration of such vulgar, every-day matters as falling dynasties
and tottering thrones. The real artist is as pachydermatous as the rhino-

ceros, and insensible to all the Utile stingings that make other men
smart. ^Ve have both seen and felt more intense relish of art in a
garret than ever elsewhere. In a garret it was that we first knew C.
To hear him then talk was quite delightful ; almost every word was
expressive of rapture, and sunshine beamed from his face. It w.is his

fate to prosper in the world. The last time we ever saw him was after

he had descended from a garret, and was enabled to entertain his

friends at a well-furnished table. The dinner itself was tolerably

comme il faut, yet to us a most uncomfortable one ; he that was wont
to be the inspirer of gonial couvereatlon sat petrified into frigid pro-

priety ; so that we could not help being convinced that the Noio is not
always better than the Then.

Christ's Church, Buckington, Wilts, was opened on Tuesday week
last, and is a good specimen of wliat is wanted in a rural village. It lias been
built from designs of Mr. F. Cundy, of London, arcliitect, in the Eaily Knglisii

style, and consists of a nave, chancel, and vestry. The seats are open tienchcs of
deal, stained and varnished. The pulpit, stalls, and communion rail are of
wainscot oak. The roof of the nave is open timber-work, with curved
principals, and, like the benches, stained to imitate oak. The exterior is of
beend stone, with Bath stone dressings, and has a substantial bell-tuntt at the
west end. The whole cost of the bnilding exceeds £900, the builder being Mr.
B. MullingB, of Devizes.
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POPULAR IGXORANCE OF ARCHITECTURE.—THE NEW
PUVILICO BRIDGE.

lyHEN" one considers, what may not unfitly be designated, the ob-
trusieejiess of Architecture—that an edifice, once raised from the

ground, is destinetl to be gazed on by so very many persons, and for

so very many years, however slight its construction, one is strongly
moved to desire that, both the public who must needs gaze on our
structures, were better acquainted with architecture as an art, and that
capitalists who build were more in the habit of calling in real archi-

tecU to design them. Let the Institute of Architects see to the
remedy, if remedy there be, for what every London architect and intel-

ligent amateur must feel is a public evil—namely, that in the never-
ending building up and rebuilding of our great metropolis, architects

have scarcely any share. Let any one who doubts the truth of this

assertion, startling to a foreigner though it may be, ascend the roof of
an omnibus, traverse the route from, say, IVhitechapel to Hammer-
smith ; then repeat the process on any omnibus route from north to

south, say from Highgate to Heme Hill, and he will certainly admit
perforce the fact we insist upon. All the churches, few and far

between, some of the dissenting chapels, the sparsely scattered public

buildings, and here and there a warehouse, a shop-front or a villa, he
may, indeed, see have risen beneath the directing pencil of the archi-

tect ,• but what of the piles on piles, the terraces on terraces of dwel-
ling, highly and lowly rented, that make up the staple of the brick
and mortar panorama he is reviewing ? If he be accompanied by a

country cousin, he will hear him again and again exclaim, naturally

enough, " Wonderfiil, wonderful !—where all the money comes from, to

keep up all these luxurious terraces I cannot conceive ! " But, should
our sceptical tourist or his attendant Corydon be an artist of any pre-
tension, he will not foil, on reflection, to perceive that, his wonder has
been elicited, not by the intrinsic loveliness of the dwellings he is

passing, but by the vast number of doors, windows, and balconies, by
the immense surface of compo cornice, of iron palisading, and plate
glass, which he beholds. Nor would he fail in a return journey to be
sensibly affected by the tasteless, tawdry vulgarity of the " architec-
tecture " to be thus met with along our main thoroughfares. Better,
far better, to such a one—dismounting from his vehicle, and diving as a
pedestrian into our quiet streets—would seem the tame, dingy rows of
houses, York-stone be-coped, and rejoicing in their "two windows,
iron railing, and a door," which he would have to endure, in traversing
dingy Bedifordia and dreary Marylebone.

And yet all this we poor Londoners, gentle and simple, have stuck
ruthlessly before our faces every day. Whichever way we look we see
perforce, and " for all time," the tawdry or the dingy vision. They
who can afford it, do contrive to obtain (as the oyster boys say, " only
once a year ") a few days' glimpse of a picturesque street in some
happier city—in France, or fie Netherlands ; or in our own Oxford,
Coventry, or Chester.

The natural result of all this lack of artistic design in our dwellings
is a low appreciation of architecture amongst our fellow citizens, and an
absence of intelligent criticism amongst our " best public instructors."

One reads in the public prints, not specially devoted to Art, the oddest
and most unsatisfactory critical notices of any important work, that
may for the nonce require introducing to the public. Opinions are
expressed with reference to its design, which (albeit they do
pleasurably tickle the fancy of the initiated wag) are indeed calculated
to " make the judicious grieve."

" Here " (may some stray reader of our Journal say) " is a pretty
fuss made, because forsooth all London is assumed to be dead and
callous to the recondite fascinations of architecture

!

" There are many
people, who will be foimd to meet the question in this way ; though,
thanks to our Art Unions and other kindred institutions, few will be
found in ] 860 to join our First George in the too-famous shibboleth

—

unrecorded in Thackeray— "I doan't like bainting, nor boetry
noather !" But, it may be asked, where is the man who, having tasted
of music or of poetry, would willingly forego the daily pleasure he
derives from the enjoyment of those heaven-born arts? The same
thing may be demanded of the three Fine Arts—of Painting, the most
popular of the three ; of Sculpture, the less appreciated ; and of
Architecture, the least understood and estimated, though eldest
bom, and readiest to hand of all the arts. Not to draw down criti-

cism, we will forbear to name the edifice ; but we well remember
the intense pleasure that years ago an early work of poor Sir Charles
Baijy's imparted to our mind ; and only recently our pages were made
the vehicle of publicity, for Mr. Digby Wyatt's glowing tribute of
admiration for a later work of that great architect. Now, the self-

same pleasure is every day to be enjoyed, like roast pig in Barrataria,
by the poor man as well as by the rich, if only he be educated, as he
ma;? be, to appreciate the essentials of beauty in architectural design.
It is of no service to object that, the public can afford to rest in
ignorance of architecture, till the professors of that art shaU have

arbitrated on the moot <iuestion of Classic or Gothic. The principles
of beauty in architecture are immutable, pertaining to all styles of
architecture ; and these principles, if architects are to be employed by
the public, must be taught to the public, in some popular way. We
comniend the fact to our friends, the Presidents of the two Metropolitan
Architectural Societies, whose members, unless they see to it in time,
appear destined to write and read to one another more quiet papers
on their art, than to enjoy commissions to build ever so tiny a part
of this mighty London.
How, we ask, can architects be expected to be employed by the

London public, if that public be allowed to remain dead to all feeling
for their art, which ought to serve as the embellisher and beautifier of
our dwellings ? Art-appreciation, to use a Germanism, is not with the
mass of mankind a matter of spontaneity; but must, like other improve-
ments, be cultivated. Some odd illustrations might be given of this

truism. It is, for example, not very long ago that a young, uncultivated
friend of ours, issuing for the first time from the portal of Westminster
Abbey, gravely delivered herself of the opinion that, the inspection of
that famous nunster was— " very amusing :

" that another—we tremble
to say it—young lady, taken to view an enchanting rural valley, took
her conductors altogether aback by declaring " it was a beautiful place—to dry clothes in ; and lastly (to adduce, out of compliment to the
ladies, a male monster to match), that we ourselves, shown over one of
the most chaste and magnificent edifices in Dublin, were startled by
a ruminating companion, who, being urged to say what he thought of
it, observed most sedately, " 5 per cent, on its total cost must have
been a rare haul for its architect

!

"

Sometimes we find in the public newspapers a building of no real

merit praised in the most unthinking manner. Nor is this all : it not
unfrequently happens that, when (as is so seldom the case) a really

meritorious edifice is raised, " our best public instructors " are quite
unequal to a perception of the fact ; and then not only is the public
mind misled, but the architect is deprived of the meed of praise really

due to him.

Let us conclude this objurgatory article by offering an illustration of
our meaning ; observing by the way that, we have the sage assurance of
Mrs. Partington that " comparisons are odoriferous :" they are cer-

tainly dangerous matters to be handled by critics, unversed in the
mysteries of any particular art or science, on which they adventure
written opinions to be laid before the public.

In the Star paper of Tuesday, there occurs a full description of the
opening of the Victoria Railway Station, Pimlico ; all very good in its

way, till the writer comes to cross the Thames ; when he incontinently

proceeds to deliver himself of the following extraordinary piece of
" Pen-Painting," anent the recently completed railway bridge

—

We should suppose the designing of this bridge about as difficult a task as couM
be undertaken ; not for its engineering diiBculties, but on account of its charming
neighbour, the Chelsea Suspension bridge, whose liangiug, curved rods look like

triumphal festoons as they droop from the models of lightness and beauty that
form its tall piers. Hivalry, then, even harmony, vith Clielsea-bridge was out of
the question. The engineer has wisely attempted neither, and the sterling

sample of sturdy strength and studied simpHcity that he has produced, is, in its

way, very little less satisfactory tlian its proud and beauteous neighbour. They
liave harmony to those who view their different purposes, like that of the massive
Doric pillar beside its decorated and tapering neighbour from Corinth, with its

acanthus capital.

Now, we have no personal knowledge of Mr. Fowler, the engineer of
the new railway bridge, and no desire whatever to depreciate "its

charming neighbour," bedight with the " triumphal festoons," &c., &c.

;

but, on behalf of that gentleman, we hasten to enter our stern protest

against the entire comparison sought to be instituted with reference to

the merits of the two bridges.

No real architect, who has passed along the Thames, sailed beneath
and fairly seen Mr. Fowler's new bridge, will hesitate to say of it, that

its design presents the very beau ideal of beauty in bridge building

—

that is to say, its form or general outline is such, as to charm the

tasteful artist by its eminent lightness and elegance ; and at the same
time to satisfy the " practical man " by its semblance of strength and
rigidity. Mr. Fowler has judiciously adopted the segmental form for

his arches, in which, it is true, he has only followed the examples of

Southward, Vauxhall, and Kew (railway) bridges : but, to say nothing

of sundry un-nameable merits affecting its general form, there is a

chasteness in the more especial architectural features of Mr. Fowler's

edifice, too seldom observable in the design of our English bridges, of

which quality Vauxhall and Waterloo bridges may be said to be
deficient. To sum up our observations, let us say, we are so little

disposed to sympathise with the Star critic in the assumption that,

" rivalry with Chelsea- bridge is out of the question," that we consider

there is but one other bridge across the Thames worthy to be named as

a rival in architectural excellence to Mr. Fowler's truly elegant

structure. "Not to put too fine a point upon it," we propose to

associate it with London-bridge ; and it is hard to say, whether it or the

Pimlico-bridge is to be preferred.
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ST. GILES'S SCHOOLS BLOOMSBUBY.*
"TT7ITHIN the last few years, many new schools have been built in Eng-

VV land. It has become a fashion to build them as an adjunct to every

new church. However advantageous they may prove in separating the

weeds from the wheat in the minds of the rising generation ; however

greatly they may diminish the number of occupants in our princely

prisons, they have added little to our list of good buildings. They are

nearly all feeble attenuations of the Gothic revival. We have certainly

one or two good examples, but the majority of them are as weak in design

even as our new cemetery buildings, and as economically and showily con-

structed. The new schools at the back of Long-acre, designed we believe

by Mr. Wyld, was a bold and successful departure from the poverty-

stricken style, and in the new schools for the St. Giles's District Mr.

Edward M. Barry has again as successfully abandoned it, and produced an
educational building where a great deal may be learnt outside as well as

inside it.

It is situated at the north-east corner of Endell-street, and extends

nearly to Broad - street, Bloomsbury. In the Bdilding News of

February 24th last, we gave a detailed description of its internal arrange-

ments, together with the dimensions of the several school-rooms, the

disposition of the teachers' residences, &c. The whole of the exterior is

now nearly completed. We give a careful engraving of it from the north-

east. It is the most favorable position for seeing the whole of the design

and the general arrangement of the principal front, but several other

points of view present beautiful combinations of different parts of the

building. In fact, we have seldom seen a structure which can be so favor-

ably seen from so many distinct positions. The site of the new schools

demanded this consideration from the architect, and he has certainly given

it every attention. As we approach from St. Giles's Church, the steep

roof, with its iron cresting, the pointed gable, and the well-managed
chimney-stacks tower high above the houses at the comer of Broad-
street, and group picturesquely with the smaller roofs, crowned by par-
tially-gilt hip-knobs in the rear. The building appears even larger than
it is from the skilful manner in which the principal gable is treated, both
here and in the Endell-street front. It is divided into three portions by
means of two stacks of chimneys, the lower portions being stepped out
like buttresses against them. A large two-light window is introduced par-
tially above the upper series of the principal front, and a small circular

opening fills the space in the upper gable. The approach from Dudley-
street embraces the whole of these portions of the design, in addition to

the tops of the buildings at the back, seen over the neighboring houses.
The front or north-east view is shown accurately by our Engraving. In
Endell-street the outline of the gables, roof, and of the bell-turret and
staircase behind group beautifully, and the deep reveals which, in this

front, are given to the diflerent openings as well as the polished granite
shafts which divide them, give the structure an uncommonly rich

'appearance. The different features are most artistically combined, and
the massive character of this front sits harmoniously upon the sub-
structure, comprising the mezzanine and ground story, which in the north
front appears somewhat too lofty.

The building is mainly built of brick, yellow and red, the latter being
used for the dressings. The ground story on the north front is composed
of 7 semicircular openings with red and yellow voussoirs to the brick
arches, and pointed moulded labels. The imposts are of red brick. Single
bands of red brick every four courses connect the openings and arches.
The openings have bold beaded arrisses. A red brick string runs over
the ground story. A mezzanine floor is introduced for the residences 'f
the teachers, &c. The windows here are smaller and in couples. They
are square headed with flat red and black brick arches over them, and
square block trusses on either side. The red bands are continued also on
this story. Over it is a red brick entablature ; the freize is filled with
square tiles between vertical bands of red bricks. The tiles form flush
quatrefoils in black and red. These two stories form the substructure of
the building, the principal floor is above it. It consists of seven large
windows with pointed arches and beaded arrisses. The imposts and
enclosing labels are of red brick and alternate red voussoirs, with sunk
cinquefoils, are introduced into the arches. Wooden columns with
moulded caps and bases divide the window frames each into two lights on
the north front. Circular openings girdled by alternate red and yellow
bricks occupy the spandrels, and are filled with open ornamental ironwork
for ventilation. The second-floor windows are pierced in triplets through
a continuous arcade, which runs along the whole front and is stopped
against the chimney-stacks on the side elevations. It is supported by
slender square brick piers. There are two blank arches between each
group of windows, and three blanks at each angle of the front. A slight
red brick cornice over this story supports the gutter, which is painted red
with black patters;. The gutter carries a highly ornamental iron cresting
with elaborate foliated finials picked out in a bright red color. Thence
springs the side of the liigh pitched roof covered with alternate course of
scale shaped and squared slates. Its large surface is relieved by two
series of dormers, and it is crowned by an ornamental ridge.
There is a slight difference in the design on the Endell-street front.

The windows are in two groups; one of three windows and the other of
two, and a portion of thebmlding is covered by a roof which runs at right
angles to, and joins the principal roof Each group of windows is divided
l»y massive polished granite columns, with carved stone caps and bases,
and has, consequently, deeper reveals than those on the other fronts. A
doorway is introduced under the double windows at the southern ex-
tremity of this front. The blank arches of upper story are continued up

* Illustrated at page 769.

to the chimney stacks on either side, which are carried on smaller pointed

arches and corbels. The pointed arch in the end of the gable, rising above
it, is likewise divided into two lights by a polished granite column. At
the angles of the principal story the rain-water pipes take the form of the
angle columns visible in many Lombardic edifices, They are painted red,

with black spirals on them. They reappear in the lower story, but in a
less decorated dress.

The design of these schools partakes largely of I>ombardic character,

but there is a great deal of commendable originahty infused into it; and
Mr, Barry has given richness not only by form but also by the judicioas

use of colored materials to a building which will indicate the advance of
architecture during the present year. As we stated in our former notice,

the contractors are Messrs. Mansfield and Son, and the clerk of the woAs
Mr. W. J. Dale.

NEW ESTABLISHMENT OF MESSRS. E. MOSES AND SON,
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD.

AT the corner of the Euston-road and Tottenham-court-road one of the
many extensive furniture shops in the neighbourhoo<l has been dis-

pensed with, and the world-famous establishment of E. Moses and Son
have reared a new branch establishment. If those celebrated outfitters

have produced the best of clothes and the first of poets, they have not yet
done much, with all their attempts, in the way of architecture. They have
built considerably, but not very tastefully ; there has been plenty of cloth,

but a lack of skill in the cutter. Their first noted attempt—in Aldgate

—

was the best. The Oxford-street house—to which apparently fast assistants

are condemned to mournful solitude, with plate glass and youthful
dummies between them and the outer bustling world—is heavy with
massive columns and vulgarly moulded detail. It has large squares of

plate glass, the name of the owner written many times in brass, and
patience behind the counter ; but nothing else which it is a pleasure to

look upon, except the royal arms, betokening the patronage of Her
Majesty's princely house.

The extensive premises now just completed in the Euston and Totten-
ham-court roads, are in one portion of them—the ground floor— a decided
improvement. They occupy altogether a site between 80 feet and
90 feet in Tottenham-court-road by nearly 30 feet in Euston-road.
Not quite one-half of this space is built on to the height of four
stories above the ground floor, and towers three stories above the pa-
rapet wall of the adjoining houses in the Euston-road. There are five

windows on each of the fronts ; an additional bay over the private

entrance in the west front is filled with moulded panels with hollowed
angles on each story. The main building is cut up throughout by strings,

cornices, and pilasters. The windows on the first floor are divided by a
species of Corinthian pilasters. They have arched openings on moulded
imposts and verraiculated keystones. The architrave to the entablature

has been dispensed with. The pilasters on the second floor have plaster

fruit and flowers hanging meaninglessly on their fronts, and the moulded
string over breaks round them. Small oblong panels are put over the
plain architraved windows. The rest of the fronts shows a repetition of
the same simple elements, occasionally diversified by coupled trusses and
moulded and vermiculated capitals, and" E. Moses and Son," in square gilt

letters, flashes brightly on the upper parapet, beneath the gilt armorial
bearings of Her Majesty. There are angle turrets on the parapets, which
give some little importance to it ; but the whole is a feeble production, too
original to be good Italian, and not sufficiently so to make us be glad of it.

It is faced with Portland cement. ,

The ground floor range is altogether different and is highly satisfactory

so much superior to the rest that it is difficult to believe the same archi-

tect designed it. It is composed of twelve openings on the west side, and
is, therefore, carried considerably beyond the line of the main building. A
portion consequently is only one story high. These twelve openings are
divided by polished granite pilasters, with stono caps and bases. The
frieze will seemingly be filled with writing on glass. A simple cornice and
blocking course surmounts it. The great merit of the design is in the
variety and beauty of the capitals. They are all different ; the lines twine
gracefully, and whether it be the rose, shamrock, and thistle, the hop and
its leaves, the vine and its fruit, the oak-leaves, pears, or whatever else,

tlie architect has arranged them in an equally skilful and artistic manner.
The windows are in single panes of plate-glass, with circular corners orna-
mented to it. Bunnett and Co.'s shutters are fitted to all the openings,

and inlaid tiles, blue, white, and buff, are laid down at the entrances. The
central opening in Euston-road is wider than the rest. The door is re-

cessed, forming an external lobby with glass flanks. There are openings
protected by ornamental ironwork between the pilaster plinths to light the

basement. The principal light is obtained for it by a large well-hole in

the floor of the shop. The interior is fitted up expensively with dwarf
columns between the cases, silvered plate-glass and broad mahogany
counters. A winding staircase leads to the upper floor, and a smaller one

to the basement. A large skylight lights the front shop, its sides and
soffit are panelled. It forms altogether a fine shop for business, roomy,

and commodious, and will have a showy character when finished. The
architect is Mr. Cobbett, of Fenchurch-street ; the builders, Messrs.

Wilson.

Adjoining these premises in Tottenham-court-road, the same builders

are rebuilding a couple of shops for Jlr. G. Baker, from the designs aa
under the superintendence of Mr. Lockyer. Each shop has triple-arche

windows on the first floor, flanked by pilasters. The archivolts are very

boldly moulded. On the upper floors two single windows are substitat«
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in each boose. Orer the second floor windows there is a plain cornice

with trasses at the extremities of the facade. The upper story has plain

cement architrave, and is finished with stone coping. The fronts ire built

of yellow brick with cement dressings.

WATER-COLOR DRAWINGS.

A SET of drawmgs of spots rendered &raou3 by the late Italian war are

being exhibited at Messrs. Agnew's Gallery, 5, Waterloo -place. They

are by Mr. Henry Cook, and belong to the King of Sardinia and the Em-

peror of the French. The first is of Montebello, where hostilities com-

menced between the alUed armies and the Austrians. This drawing is

taken from the Austrian position. The large building on the right is a

monastery, but, at an early hour after the beginning of the battle, was occu-

pied as a hospital for the wounded. This is a cleverly-pamted view.

Casteggio has belonged to the annals of war from a very early period, for

it was an important military position during the Punic war, and was

reduced to ashes by Hannibal. The water in the front, caused by the

overflow of a small river, resulted from an ineffectual attempt on the part

of the Austrians to blow up the bridge. This the artist has treated as a

sunset with considerable skill, and has succeeded in rendering the water

both liquid and transparent. Palestro was the scene of a tremendous

battle It was after the Sardinians and the Zouaves had driven the

Austrians out for the second time, that on the bridge represented in this

picture Colonel Chabron, seeing the day was won, stopped Victor Emanuel,

who forgetting his responsible position as a king, thought only of

dispiayin" his prowess as a soldier. There is more breadth of treatment

in this drawing than in several of the others, the color is generally true,

and the subject is besides well chosen. About two-thirds of the field, on

which the desperate battle of Magenta was fought, will be seen in the

drawing bearing that title. In the cemetery and the church which form

the centre of this picture, there still remain evidences of the fight. The

whole of the foreground of this drawing, consisting of roofs of houses

covered with red tiles, rendered it a subject difficult to treat without

becoming monotonous, but the artist has managed the superabundance of

hot color with delicacy and success. Equal taste in the arrangement of the

tints will be found in the view of Melegnano. It is taken from the Lodi

side of the bridge. The Austrians, with all the appliances aflbrded by the

art of war, made here a desperate but an ineffectual stand. Melegnano

still bears the marks of the tremendous conflict, scarcely a window or

shutter escaped destruction, and some of the houses are riddled with shot.

It is needless, therefore, to dilate at any length on the interesting nature

of this drawing.
Solfermo.—To the right of the picture is the " Spia d'ltalia," the

"watch tower" of Italy ; in the centre are the citadel and church, long

lines of wall, rows of mulberry-trees, and to the left the cemetery, which

here, as in every other battle of tliis war, witnessed the most frightful

carnage. This drawing is executed in a manner both dark and cold, and

the sky is remarkably heavy in design and treatment. Cavriana is taken

from the high ground beyond the city, looking back over the battlements

and heights of Solferino, the town of San Martino, and Lago di Garda.

The house in the centre is that in which the Emperors successively

established their quarters-general ; further still is the citadel. In the

middle distance the hills of Solferino rise from the plain, giving a good

idea of the strength of that position. This drawing has, like the others,

a general appearance of being a faithful representation of the reality, as

seen by sunset. The Fort of Sermione is an elegant drawing. It did not

afford, however, a field for the belligerents in the late Italian war, but Mr.

Henry Cooke has drawn it in anticipation of such an event, as from its

position, in case of a rupture between Piedmont and Austria, it would

probably be the scene of the first shock. The tower, which is a remain of

the fourteenth century, was built by Albert della Scala, and forms a beau-

tiful object in nearly all the views of the Lake. There is besides these

drawings, the property of the King of Sardinia and the Emperor Napoleon,

a light and pleasing view of Monte Rosa, taken from the road between

Camerlata and Varese, which has been expressly executed for General

Garibaldi. This collection, although small, will repay the trouble of a visit,

and may be seen gratis.

After the inspection of a series of drawings from localities suddenly and

unexpectedly brought into notice and rendered famous in future history,

and which, in many instances, may be said to have scarcely had a place on

the map previously, the doubt will arise in the artistic mind, how far,

without the battle which elevated them into notice, they possess the means

of producing that unity of impression, essential in all works of pictorial art.

We remember that a set of very well-executed drawings, were exhibited

immediatelv after the termination of the Crimean war. They were made,

if we remember rightly, for the Emperor of Russia, by Count Bousoni.

With a vivid recollection of the desperate encounters which had rendered

their names familiar to the world, the quiet pools of water, with a simple

bridge or plank over them, the small rustic hamlet, the long slopes of the

rich valleys, or the distant city reposing amongst the hills, impressing the

mind w^ith a sense of undisturbed tranquillity thus placed before our eyes,

while in the memory and in connexion with those very scenes the shouts

of thousands, the cries of the wounded, and the thunders of war still rung

in our ears, we felt then, while looking at those drawings, by Count

Bousoni, and we feel now, while inspecting these by Mr. H.Cook, that they

all fail to produce that tinity of impression, essential to perfect satisfac-

tion.

We flatter ourselves that we shall not be charged with captiously raising

this question, because the present opportunity may be considered an excep-

tional instance as regards the general landscape painter; still, as the great

principle of imitative art is singleness of result, that which may be said

in direct application to drawings, such as those which have given rise to

these observations, may be indirectly applied to all branches of art, in-

cluding that of landscape. It would really appear that views, mentally

considered, which have become famous by great battles, or other tem-

porary events of importance, can only be perfectly satistiictory to those

who were present at the fight, or witnessed those passing causes of dis-

turbance, and to whom a view of the locality is sufficient to raise in

their minds those events of the day which they best remembered, or in

which they were most interested. But to all others, when the hostilities,

or other events, take their place in pages of history, and with many
others sleep on bookshelves, for the most part forgotten, then views

to which those records relate, lose all interest as works of art, unless

they may be admired for their picturesque appearance, or appreciated

for the skill displayed in their execution. Thus it would seem that

to execute such drawings, while the events which induced the artist to

make them, be fresh in the memory without evidence of those events form-

ing part of the composition, the mind of the observer being divided between

the two ideas, no unity of impression can be produced, and that it is not

until the temporary interest has passed away that they ever assume so high

a position in art, and then only by displaying sufficient picturesque

beauties to justify their being represented, and presenting evidence

of superior artistic merits, which render them worthy of being pre-

served.

It is not the habit of the general public, while looking at either pictures,

drawings, buildings, or statues, to analyse the operations of their minds,

but, notwithstanding the confusion into which the principles and practice

of all connected with art has been thrown, artists willdo well to remember

that art has, like more serious things, a future; that fashions in everything

pass away, that if he would hope to achieve a lasting fame, his sure reli-

ance can be placed only on the most purely rational and generally philo-

sophic principles, which guide all productions addressed to the human mind,

and that the perfection whether of a drawing, picture, building, or statue,

is unity of impression.

SCHOOL FOR THE INFANT DEAF AND DUMB, MANCHESTER.
THIS erection, the foundation stone of which was laid on the 8lh August.

1859, was opened with due ceremony, on Wednesday last. The
building was erected by Messrs. Bowden, Edward andForster, from designs

by Mr. James Rcdford, at a cost of £4,719. It is creditable to both

architect and builder that tlie cost did not exceed the original estimate.

The situation is at Old Traflbrd, adjoining the Botanic Gardens, in the

rear of the main institution, abutting beyond the left wing, so that the

front of the edifice is visible from the road, forming a detached addition,

connected by a covered way. The structure is assimilated in the exterior,

as nearly as possible to the Tudor style, of the time of Henry Vlll.. which

was adopted for the main building. The facade is of "summit" stone,

simple, substantial, and plain. It covers an area of 577 yards, although,

from the form of the site, a frontage of 60 feet only could be obtained. It

comprises sheltered play-grounds, in the lower story, over which is a

school-room 40 ft. by 25.ft. ; diuing-hall, 29 ft. by 20 ft. ; boys' dormitory,

40ft. by 25 ft.; girls'' dormitory, 48 ft. in. by 20 ft.; sick ward,

lavatories, committee-room, nurse's-rooms (divided from the infants by a

glass partition), apartments for the housekeeper, domestic .servants, &c. The

principal rooms are upon piers, as recommended in hospital construction;

the staircases are fireproof, and especial attention has been paid to venti-

lation—the dormitories (with open-timbered roof), giving 800 cubic feet

of space to each bed. The dining-hall and school-room have low iiressure

hot-water circulation, in addition to fireplaces and dwarf wainscoting—in

the latter room the panels are formed of slate, upon which the children are

taught their lessons. The walls are of seconds bricks, painted in the

dining-hall and school-room, and limewaslied in the dormitories. The

woodwork (including exposed carpentry, beams, joists, bridging, spars,

boarding, and principals) is of pine, stained and varnished.

It is not often our space will allow us to comment on the uses of any

particular building, but we are tempted in this instance into a few word*

of commendation. We are glad to see a step taken in the right direction,

and that it has been taken in a city capable of carrying out to the fullest

extent any idea, when once it has taken a hold on the public ear and sym-

pathy. Children are most susceptible of cultivation when very young,

more particularly in the case of the poor deaf mutes, who are not generally

deficient in mental ability, though their minds become early deadened by

seclusion and neglect, rendering their training at a more advanced age a

matter of groat difficulty. Believing what we have said of children'*

susceptibilities to be strictly correct—and also bearing in mind the claw

of children for whose especial interest this institution has been erected, we

trust that this is only the first of a long series of such buildings. We have

only room further to note the remark of Mr. E. Reuss, at the inaugural

ceremony—that the fact of their being no " extras " added to the contract i

was most creditable to Mr. Redford, the architect, " for it was a rare I

exception.

Salisbury.—Re-open'mg of the Congregalional Chapel.—This chapel i

was re-opened on Thursday week, after having undergone considerable alterations i

and improvements. A new stone front, in the Italian style of architecture, hM .

been added toil; a pulpit platform, suiTOunded by bronzed rails, and belimd

which the organ stands, has been substituted in place of the foniier pulpit, ana

the interior has been lighted by a sun-buruer, which difi'uses a soft light over tUe

whole place.
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LODGEIIS, LODGINGS, AND REFORM.
No. IV.

TO the accompanying plan of a Boft-water tank, or cistern, and bread
oven, we add a short specification. Tiie plan of the tank shows at

a a the lialf of the cistern at the level of the outlet pipe, and at 4 4 the

upper portion, with size of cast-iron plate and frame, or stone cover, as

may be adopted. Tl\e section at a 4 is sufficient to render the wliole of its

construction, simple as it is, perfectly easy. The bread oven details con-

sist of a plan above the oven bottom, a half elevation of the front, and a
half section through the line a 4, and a longitudinal section through the

line ef. From these sections it will be seen that the fire is intended to be
placed upon the oven bottom, the smoke finding its way out of the front

opening and between the exterior of the casing and the inner lining of the
oven, and over the entire surface of the oven top to the flue leading to the
vertical smoke flue in the chimney breast, which need not bo larger than

I'LANS OF SOFT-WATEK TA^K.—Quarter Scale.

9 inches by 9 inclies. If the kitchen flue can be made 14 inches square,
the oven flue may bo taken into it at a height of about 5 feet above the
level portion of flue. The oven flues are easily cleaned with a brush and
cranked iron rake or hoe.

Specification for Building a Soft Water Tank.—Excavate for the tank to
the Widths and depths required. If necessary, from meeting with a
gravelly soil, form a bed over the entire surface, with concrete of the depth
of 9 inches, tlie concrete to bo composed of five parts of fine gravel,
screened, no stone to exceed the size of a walnut, one part of clean sharp
river sand, and one part of fresh Dorking lime, the whole well mixed and
thrown in from the level of yard. When the walls are carried up two
feet, fill in the space between the brickwork and the soil with clay,
puddled and carefully worked, as also under the paving to the level of the

upper course of footings. This to be repeated every two feet up to the
height shown in section. Similar concrete to that described to be thrown
into the haunches of the arch to make the whole solid. Above the puddle,

and over the wliole of the arches, to be filled in with dry rubbish, with a
coating of dry ashes 5 inches thick to receive the paving of the yard.

The brickwork to be executed in the best grey stocks, sound, hard, and
well burnt, in mortar composed of one part of greystono lime to two of

clean, sharp, river sand. Build two courses of footings as shown. Build the

walls to the requisite heights and thickness, and form skewbacks for arch.

Build in eye for outlet drain of 4-in. socket pipes in glazed earthenware,
with similar eye and piping, and the necessary bends for the inlet drain

from rain-water pipes. Turn the arch in two rings in mortar, and build

in cast iron cover plate and frame as shown. Fill in the haunches with
concrete. (In many instances it would be desirable simply to leave a
man-hole and cover with a 3-in. York landing. This, of course, would be

PLANS OF BKEAB OVEN.—Fio. I. -Quarter Scale.

Section—E F.

at the option of the parties superintending it.) Pave the bottom three

courses deep—the two lower in mortar and the upper in Roman cement, in

the proportion of one of cement to three of sharp river sand. The whole
of the walls and arch to bo lined with Roman cement, well trowelled,

formed of equal proportions of cement and sand. Proper eyes to be built

in for the pipe or pipes of pump. Provide and fix, with all stays, &c.,

necessary, a cast-iron pump, 2J-in. pipe, with copper cylinder, &c. The
pump to be fixed where required in the house, and 2-in. piping of 6-lb.

lead laid therefrom to the cistern.

Specification for a Bread Oven.—The walls to be built of thoroughly-

sound, hard, and well-burnt stock bricks, in grey stone mortar. The arch

for the oven bottom to be turned in one ring, and the upper arch of flue

in two rings. The space under the oven to be for the slack or rubble coal
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required for the oven, the outer arch being a semi, and the inner one

Kgmcntal, as shown in Fig. 11. The inner arch of oven, between the

oven and the smoke flue, to be turned with cither Staflbrdshire flre bricks,

or Ramsay's Kent fire bricljs, in strong mortar. The oven bottom to be

paved with similar bricks, with a course of splayed bricks, on edge, for

the external arris. The front wall to be built as shown in Figs. 1 and 11,

and the arch turned in splayed bricks in cement. The back, or inner,

arch over iron frame to be formed by the lower arch of oven. Provide

and build in a 1-t-iu. cast-iron door and frame, with engines and latch.

Fill in haunches at the top with concrete, and pave with 9 in. red

quarries in cement. The smoke flue to be formed as in sections Nos. 2

and :i, and the communication made with the smoke flue in the chimney-

breast. If the flre-place adjoining should be in constant use, the oven flue

may join that flue a few feet above the throat.

The customary method of turning the oven arches is by a centre formed

of earth, the whole space being filled in and the camber formed to the

required rise, similar filling in being provided above to the depth of the

smoke flue. This should be carefully cleaned out when the work is set,

and the sofBt of the oven arch scraped.

The plan given is for au oven capable of baking, at once, a bushel of

flour, there being no saving in the erection of one of smaller dimensions,

cither in the first coat of the oven or the constant expense of heating it

for the weekly batch of bread. After the bread is drawn, sufficient heat

would be retained to bake pies, cakes, tarts, &c Sea co.il should in no

case be used for heating the oven, a coal being chosen in its place that is

not liable to cake over, the inferior qualities of the Staflbrdshire or Derby-
shire being the most suitable.

A door may be provided for the coal place if wished, and a dry closet put

over the oven and reacliiug to the ceiling. ThJ» would do admirably for

ttoring jam and other preserves.

It may be raised as an objection that but few parties know suffi-

ciently of the •' art" of brendnmking to enable them to dispense with the

assistance of the public bakery, but as this knowledge is so very easy of

attainment, it would be a disgrace to the parties who urged it. As to the

taving, that is a very important item in its favor, for besides procuring the

bread free from adulteration, no slight gain, at least 25 per cent, would be

gained in its cost price
—

"s. worth of baker's bread per week scarcely

satisfying the requirements of a family I have in my mind's eye, where 5s.

worth of Aome marfe bread would be Hiore than ample, the one, too, being

satisfying, while the other alwaj-s seems to leave a void which the stomach
is continually craving to be filled up by other nutritious food. To those

who know and have experienced the benefits of an oven, the absence of one
is a great and an almost intolerable privation, to those who do not know
and who have not experienced the same, our worst wish is that on the score

of health and economy, they may speedily be enabled to realise the great

and important blessings it confers.

One oven would suffice for all the families in a house, supposing that

each floor accommodated a distinct family.

INDI.(VII MONUMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.*
SIR,—There is a point with regard to the Indian Monuments of Archi-

tecture which I have as yet but incidentally alluded to, to whicli it

may be well to refer again. "This is the unnecessary injury that some of

them seem to be undergoing. Mr. Fergusson is again my authority. It

is in speaking of the edifices which arose during the reign of Akbar, who
was a great encourager of architecture in the East, that the following

passages occur—" Akbar was one of the greatest builders of his race, and
left few of his capitals—except, perhaps, Delhi—without some fit monu-
ment of his greatness. His buildings are all very similai; to each other in

style, but very unlike those either before or after his time. They do not
possess the elaborate minuteness of the Pathans, still less do they show
the refined elegance of the works executed under Shah Jehan, but they
unite all these different qualities into one style, in a manner that is very
remarkable, standing, as it were, betweentwo ages, and combining the feel-

ings of two religions in a way that is not only very instructive, but pro-
duces a style unrivalled by anything of its kind in any part of the world.
Akbar's favorite) and principal residence was at Futtehpore Sieri, near
Agra, where he built a great mosque, and in its immediate proximity
erected a palace, or rallier a group of palaces, which in their way are
more interesting than any other in India. No general design seems to

have beeti followed in their erectioD, but pavilion after pavilion was added,
and residences either for himself or for his favorite wives. These were
built as the taste of the moment dictated, some in the Hindu, some in the
Moslem style. The palace has no pretension to be regarded as one great
architectural object, but as a picturesque group of elegant buildings it is

unrivalled. All are built of the red sandstone of the hill on which the
palace stands, no marble is used, and no stucco either inside or out, all the
ornaments being honestly carved in stone, and the roofs as well as the
floors all of the same material, and characterised by that singular Hindu-
like aversion to the arch which Akbar, alone of all the Moslem monarchs,
seems to have adopted." Here the author adds a note, " How much of this

palace now remains it is impossible to say. When I was there the
Government were selling the stones at 10 rupees the 100 maunds, a little

less than it would cost to quarry them. I saw one of the noblest bowlees
being so destroyed by the Company's servants, and its materials being
carted away to build the wretched barree of a neighbouring Zemindar."
This is one instance of spoliation, almost purposeless also, as the author

• Continued from page 730.

adds that the whole gain which could accrue to Government from this

transaction could not exceed two or three hundred pounds !

Another instance shortly follows, " Allahabad was also a favorite resi-

dence of this monarch ; but the English having appropriated the fort, its

glories have been nearly obliterated. The most beautiful was the pavilion

of the Chalees Sitoon or forty pillars. This building has entirely dis-

appeared, its materials being wanted to repair fortifications." There may
have been some e.\cuse in this respect in some pressing exigency of tho
time, but assuredly it is a great pity ! Mr. Fergusson then gives a little

woodcut of a great hall which remains, which, however, is a complete
edifice by itself, beautifully roofed. Even the small scale on which it is

represented gives the assurance of a most exquisite piece of architecture, at
once grand and beautiful, elaborate and yet simple. It has now been made
an arsenal, as the Parthenon was by the Turks, which building, if I
recollect right, received much of its injury by the accidental blowing up
of the magazine. In the Indian edifice " a brick wall has been run up
between its outer colonnades with windows of English architecture, and
its curious pavilions and other accompaniments removed ; and internally,

whatever could not be conveniently cut away is covered up with plaster
and whitewash, and deal fittings!" Really if we do these things in these
days—if this is the treatment that beautiful examples of Indi;m archi-

tecture receive at our hands, I do not see with what grace we can reflect

upon the Turks, for having sacrificed the Parthenon to war, burnt up its

pillars for lime, or made targets for ball practice of the Theseus and
Ilyssus in the tympanum.*

I have before quoted how the buildings belonging to the beautiful
Shahlima's gardens at Delhi were destroyed at the time Mr. Fergusson
wrote, by the neighbourhood of the English station : also how he speaks
of the superior advantages enjoyed by the noble remains to the south in
being further from our cantonments ! The tone, indeed, of his remarks
appears to indicate the vicinity of our countrymen as the most active of
the sources of destruction to which the architectural monuments of our
empire in the East are exposed. Now surely this is just as it should not
be. Even if, formerly, there may have been some circumstances which
ofier some excuse for some of these spoliations, yet,, now, no further
apology can exist. For the future no pretext can mitigate the odium
which would follow any wanton destruction of these works. Instead of
the vicinity of the British settlements being an element of danger, it

should be an assurance of protection. Instead of wanton destruction
prowling around our neighbourliood, seeking what blocks or capitals it

may devour, our presence should be the signal of preservation to tho
historical and architectural remains of our empire in the East. It should
not merely protect, but it should preserve—assuredly not by whitewash or
additions of deformity, as was attempted to the Kootub Minar, but by
such architectural expedients as may husband judiciously the remaining
strength of the structures. Some years ago Earl Stanhope brought in a
Bill for the conservancy of British monuments of art. Some such steps
appear called for in India to arrest the decay and spoliation of its monu-
ments of art. A return, also, of the state of the most accessible of these
buildings would readily form a preliminary part of the action these letters

suggest—that of an investigation into, and a subsequent adequate record,
historic, descriptive, and graphic, of the architectural monuments of
India, t John Bell.

THE NEW RAILWAY BRIDGE AT BORDEAUX.
THIS great work, recently completed, is regarded by the French as a

great triumph of engineering skill, and some journalists go the length
even of comparing it with the greatest of Stephenson's enterprises in the
same way. Without disputing such pretentions on the part of our neigh-
bors, it may be readily admitted that the bridge is a most magnificent
structure, and that difficulties have been overcome which redound to the
credit of the engineers, and which must extend the fame of the merits of
the peculiar invention used in driving the piles. The bridge effects a
junction between the Southern Railway and the Orleans Railway, so that
now there is direct travelling from Paris to Spain. The bridge had to be
built about 1 ,000 metres above the site of the old stone bridge of Bordeaux,
where the Garonne is 500 metres (542 yards) wide. The problem to be
resolved was the construction of a bridge for the passage of heavy trains,

without interrupting the navigation while it was being done, and which,
when finished, would not diminish the breadth of the river. It was
further required that the arches should be of the greatest height possible

for the passage of boats ascending or descending the Garonne, without
rais ing the junction level beyond certain limits. The employment ofmetal
alone permitted the solution of the problem, and it was adopted in prin-

ciple that the bridge should be of iron, and that it should rest upon cast-

iron piles.

Several projects were discussed by the engineers of the two companies
at whose joint expense the work was to bo executed, and it was decided
that the river-breadth of 500 metres should be spaced out into seven
arches (travees'). Five of these, in the middle of tho stream, would have
the supporting columns 77 metres apart, leaving 57 metres as the width of

each of the extreme arches. There were consequently six piles te con-

struct. Each pile is formed of two cast-iron tubes, composed of rings

one metre (39 inches) in height, metres 3-60 (about 10 feet) in diameter,

• On the loft ribs of the Tlicsous in the British Museum is an evident buUct-mark.
The Turks often used iron bullets, which accounts for its splintertMl character. I do
not happen to have seen this noticed before, which is why I mention it here. Little
did I'hidias or Akbar contemplate the fate of the works m which they took so much
interest.

t To be continued.
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and 4 centimetres (l.J inch) in tliicknes?. Each pile furthsr is pro-

tected by floaters, forming bucklers, wiili regard to floating bodies, during

the rise and fall of the tide. These tubes are filled with grouting, and are

crowned with an entirely new kind of capital. They have a total height

of about 2.5 metres, and rise from the soil to the metallic beams, which
rest upon them. They descend to a mean depth of 20 metres below the

ordinary level of the water. Some of them are sunk seventeen metres in

tlie soil. The tubes or columns support two enormous beams, 8 metres
apart and GJ metres high, for the double lines of railway.*

Each beam is composed, top and bottom, of three sheets of rolled iron,

33 inches in width, brought together by four courses of strong corner-

pieces, in such manner as to form a kind of trough ; they are like two
square tubes bound one to the other by a trellis composed of St. Andrew
crosses and upright posts. The extremities of these posts and of the

cross-bars are riveted to the lateral walls of the troughs, which at the

same time they serve to consolidate ; then, to obtain the necessary
resistance in all parts of the bridge, a suitable number of sheets of iron

have been added to the horizontal sheet of the troughs. By these
arrangements the face of the bridge presents a kind of trellis-work, the

design of which varies at every point of view, and gives the entire

structure an appearance at once elegant and majestic. In fact the road-
way appears scarcely to touch the columns which support it, and excites

ji sentiment of admiration. The beams, it must be borne in mind, are
each 500 metres in length, and appear to bid defiance to the heaviest body
that may be presented to their resistance. The interior of the bridge
presents to the eye a remarkable perspective. It is an immense gallery,

the extremity of wliich is almost lost to sight, where the light pouring in

from every side brings out in strong design the arrangement of the various
pieces used in its construction, while the heads of innumerable rivets

dotting the uprights in long vertical lines and diminishing in the distiince,

give a character to the construction and are suggestive of its great
strength.

In the execution of this gigantic work there has been employed not less

than three million kilogrammes of iron (above 3,000 tons) and more than a
million and a half kilogrammes (above 1,500 tons of east iron. Two
millions of holes were pierced, and 750,000 rivets put in place.
But the execution of the foundations was one of the greatest difficulties

to be surmounted. To construct a column, the point was to sink a tube of
cast-iron, weighing about 120,000 kilogrammes (about 120 tons) to the
solid ground through a layer of mud about 19 feet deep, and in a river
submitted to the influence of tides ; to raise the earth, sand, &c., which
were found inside the tube and to replace tliem by grouting, in such man-
ner as to form a masonry of 26 metres and more in height, encircled by
iron, to serve as a support for the metallic beams already described. Itwould
exceed our space to describe completely the engines and procedures em-
ployed, but they are all duo to the inventive talents of Messrs. Adolphe
and Emile Fortin Herrmann, who had tlieir attention turned to the subject
of pile-sinking in the early part of 1854, and in 1855 they had " an hono-
rable mention " at the Paris exhibition for the designs they there submitted
of their inventions to this end. Their invention they secured to them-
selves by patent in the Slarch of that year. It is from this patent that
the engineer of the bridge, M. Ch. Ncpvue, borrowed his plans, and until
this was explained, honor was given wliere no honor was due, the merit
of the invention resting entirely with Messrs. Fortin Herrmann frires. If,

however, we cannot give full details of the operation, we may attempt a
summary of it.

The tube to be sunk is converted into a veritable diving-bell, and with
this view two plateaux of rolled-iron, intended todivideitintothreedistinct
compartments, were adapted to it. Tlie upper compartment, the height
of which goes on continually augmenting by the successive addition of
rings, was in communication with the free air, the middle compartment
formed a chamber of equilibrium, lastly, the lower compartment constituted
a veritable diving bell, in which the workmen descended.
The column thus arranged and put in position, compressed air was

driven into it to drive out the water, by means of a syphon ; the workmen
introduced themselves by means of the air sluice formed by the chamber
of equilibrium, two of them descended to the bottom of the tube and raised
the interior earth, with which they loaded the buckets which had been let
down to them by a windlass. The buckets, once loaded, were raised into
the chamber of equilibrium. Twenty-five were thus loaded per sluice

;

when all the full buckets were brought into the chamber of equilibrium,
the under plateau was shut, and the upper plateau was opened to empty
the extracts into the river. This labor would not have been sufficient to
determine the sinking of the tube in a regular manner, and as in all bridges
where tubular foundations have been employed, it was necessary to add to
the tube an additional weight.
But in place of making this weight .-vet directly on the tube, the pressure

due to weight was transmitted to the tube by the intermedium of vertical
hydraulic presses, the piston rods of which, united by iron yokes, were
applied to the upper part of the tube.

These presses rested on rolled-iron beams loaded with a counterpoise
which opposed their rising np. Thus master of pressure, it could be
augmented or diminished, or made to cease entirely when the tube
descended too quick, by properly regulating the speed of the
hydraulic presses, which were commanded by pumps worked by a locomo-

* The beams are united at tlie lower portion by strong pieces of rolled iron, sup-
pprtnig the floor and the rails, and at the upper portion by a system of diasfonal
pieces lighter thau the forepoinp, and interbound among themselves throughout
llie entire length of the bruXgc Bv a series of irons established according to tile
oiigonals of the rectangles formed by its transverse pieces.

tive. This system presents the following advantages over all those that
had been until then employed ; the pressure being regulated at jileasiire,

they were master of the descent of the tube and even of raising it, by
allowing the external pressure of the water and sund to act, which alwiiys

tends to raise it ; the chamber of equilibrium being at the outset estab-
lished in a definite manner, the pressure of the nir in the interior of the
tube was constantly maintained, and in consequence neither water nor
earth entered into the tube by the lower part, as has happened in tlic

foundations of a groat many bridges, wliere they have been obliged to

make a considerably greater quantity of clearings than would have been
strictly necessary. As we have said, some of the tubes descenled 22
metres l>elow high-water, and 15 to IC metres below low-water mark.
At this limit the workmen began to experience inconvenience, and in the

warm season the interior temperature of the tube was raised, by the com-
pression of the air, the burning of candles, and the respiration of the men,
to 114 deg., and it was necessary to rest three hours out of twelve. When
the tube had descended six feet through the coarse gravel, that is to s.ay,

into good solid soil, the tube was filled with grouting and the work was
continued day and night.

To facilitate the works a service bridge, or rather a series of stockades
in carpentry, were erected j they brought upon the service bridge the
lower troughs of which we have spoken, in lengths of 20 metres, the cross

bars were then lodged there, and the uprights, which went out entirely

finished from the workshops ; the pieces of the bridge were then fitted

together and the principal beams were completed by applying the upper
troughs and the traverses. The bridge, which for its construction re-

quired the erection of magnificent workshops, furnished with special tools

at a cost of more that £10,000, has been executed by the General I?:iilway

Material Company. It was commenced the 29th April, 1858, and on the

14th August last, the imperial train drove over it which brought the

Empress Eugenie back to Paris. The advance of engineering may be

learned from the fact, that the old bridge over the Garonne, at Bordeaux,
took 20 years to build and cost the lives of 200 workmen, while the present

tubular bridge required only two years, and during the operations only 7

workmen were killed. This great economy in time and life is essentially

due to the means used in the foundations depending on thi> valuable in -

vention of Messrs. Fortin Herrmann, Brothers.

KUTL.\ND CHURCHES, No. 9.—Ashweli,
THE village ofAshwell is situate three miles north of Oakbaui, within a few

hundred yards of the Syston and Peterborough Railway, where there is a
station. The surrounding country is l»ss picturesque here than in many other
parts of the county, lofty hills and woodland scenery not abounding in its imme-
diate vicinity; still the votaries of the chaSfe would call it a fin.^ hunting countrj',

grazing land preponderating over that uniler the plough. There is, however, an
abundance of liciige-row timber, which renders the landscape around pleasing.
The church, dedicated to St. Mary, is on the western side of the ^ illage, its high
tower overlooking the Rectory-house and grounds, the modern residence being
built of red bricks. By the munificence of the late patron the church was restored
in 1851 in a manner that will convey to those who may visit it some idea of the
internal arrangements of a church as it appeared in the middle ages, when the
interior of the massive walls, pierced with deeply- splayed windows, wereenriched
with frescoes, and painted windows, images, relics, roodscreen, chantry chapels,
various altars, imd costly tombs were amongst its prominent features. The con-
gregation enter the very neatly kept burial-ground through gates on the north
and east sides, to reach which six steps have to be ascended.

*' Green is the ehnroliyard, beautiful and green.
Ridge rising gently'by the side of rid^e,
A he.iviug surface."

Over the entrance on the east side there is a newly-erected lych-gate.
*' The Christian mourners while they wait
In silence by the churchyard gate.
Their summons to the holy rite."

It was customary to place the cofhn for a few minutes under the lych-gate or
corpse-gate before the burial. They are not now often met with in England,
although they are numerous in Wales, but their general re-introduetion at the
entrances of country churchyards in our uncertain climate would be received with
favor by many. Before the Reformation stone crosses were erected in church-
yards, near the south porch, to serve as a triumphant symbol of the faith ond
hope of their departed brethren, and to designate that the ground was conse-
crated .

" Yet we will not conceal the precious cross.
Like men ashamed : the sun with liis flr.st smile
Sliall ffreet that symbol crowning the low pile

;

And the fresh air of incense-breathing morn
Shall wooingly embrace it ; and green moss
Creep round its arms through centuries unborn."

Many of the pre-Reformation crosses still remain in our churchyards, some of
which contain beautiful sculpture. In the course of the recent restoration of
Ashwell Church a stone cross was erected on the usual site, near the south
porch. A writer thus alludes to the erection of crosses by our early ancestors -.

" From the earliest ages of Christianity the cross has very naturally Iieen made
the emblem of our holy faith. It was the private mark or signal by which the
Christians used to distinguish each other among the Pagan adversaries during
the times of persecution, and it is yet tlie sign with which all Christian clini-clies,

liowever widely differing in other respects, mark those who are admitted to the

benefits of baptism. Wherever the gospel was spread, a pious care caused
crosses to be erected as standards, around which the faithful might assemble.
Every town had its cross at which eugagements, worldly or religious, were en-
tered into : every churchyard had one whereon to rest the bodies of the deceased,
from which the preacher gave his lessons upon the niutahility of life: at the
turning of every public road was a cross : the boundaries of every parish were
distinguished by crosses : all grants from sovereigns, all gifts to the church, all

endowments were alike marked by a cross; and it is yet the practice amongst
those who cannot write to substitute a cross for their names." The plan of this
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cbareli consists of nare, north and south aisles, chancel, north chantry, south
cbantT)', south porch, and tower at the west end. Externally the fabric

is Decorated (with the exception of the outer doonvay of the porch, which
is Barly English), a style that prevailed during the reign of the

first three Edirards, and for richness of details it surpassed every
other description of architecture styled Gothic. The oldest part of the

existing fabric is the nare, the pillars and arches of which may
date from the close of the l'2th century or tlie beginning of the succeeding

ones. Each aisle has four pointed chamfered arches, all under hood-moulds
having head terminations : those on the south side are supported by oc-

tagonal and those on the north side by cylindrical pillars, each capital having a
band of the nail-head ornament. All tlie seats are low and open. The floor is

laid witli red, blue, and white encaustic tiles, the prevailing color being red. The
font is octagonal, each face having a trefoil or quartrefoil under a triangular

head : its high cover is elaborately carved. All the aisle windows are filled with
light-colored stained i^lass, of a diapered pattern. Tliere are no clerestory win-
dows; and the plain trussed rafter roofs beuig of a high pitch a very subdued
light pervades tne whole of the interior. There is a trefoil-headed piscina in the

wall of the south aisle, which indicates that a chapel existed there : it is under a

hoodmould having a head and a masque termination. The chancel is deserving
of a most careful inspection. Its five-light east window (with its tracery, con-
sisting of numerous quartrefoils) is filled with extremely rich stained glass. The
subject in the three central lights is the Transfiguration, on each side of which
are angels holding scrolls with legends. The ten large quartrefoils arecomposed
of the Heavenly Host, with musical instruments and crowns; and the eight seg-

ments of quartrefoils have the arms of Dawnay, Newton, Darell, Percy, Etton,

Legard, Pleydell, and Burton ; and at the base of the window are the arms of

Dawnay, and an inscription in Latin setting forth that the window was set up at

the cost of three nephews to the memory of the Hon. and Rev. Tliomas Dawnay,
the late Rector of the parish. This magnificent window was designed and exe-

cntol for the late Viscount Downe by the Messrs. M. and A. O'Connor, of

BCTners-street, London ; and it is a most successful monument of their sliill

:

the drawings throughout are very artistic, and the prevailing rich silvery hue has

a beautilulitioct with tlic brilliant coloring of the figures. The same artists

received a commission for the painted glass of the west window, erected to

the memory of Viscount Downe, the munificent restorer of the church : the

design of "this window consists of two very carefully treated single figures

—of Noali bearing the ark, and Solomon bearing the sceptre and model of the

temple. In the top quartrefoil are the armorial bearings of Viscount Downe, and
this inscription runs along the base of the window : " To the honor of God, and
in memorj' of William Henrj- 7tli Viscount Downe, this window is dedicated by
the parishioners of Ashwell, A.D. 1858." The figures are richly draped, and upon
grisaille grounds with rich canopies. In the south wall of the chancel are sedilioB

for three priests : the canopies are cinquefoiled, and the mouldings are enriched

with the ball-flower. These seats, whicn are non-graduated, were for the priests

and deacons at the administration of the Holy Eucharist. Eastward of the

sediliiE is a piscina of two biisins under one hoodmould, having masque termina-
tions. This water drain was a necessary appendage to the altar, for pouring
away the water in which the priest washedhis hands. In the north wall is a semi-
circular blank arch, of considerable .span. It contains a pointed niche under a
foliated canopy in the soffit on each side. It has been suggested that this blank
arched recess served the purpose of a credence table, its usual position being on
the north side of the altar. Since the restoration in 1851 a handsome marble
reredos has been erected over the altar table : it is in five compartments, one con-
taining the sacred monogi-ani. Two candlesticks are placed upon the altar table,

the candles being lighted on saints' days. Tliere are two alms boxes ; over that

near the north door is a scroll containing these words, in illuminated letters

:

" Give alms of thy good." The following is a copy of the services of the church,
the original of which (in illuminated letters) is fixed on the west side of the inner
doorway of the porch :

—" Daily service at St. Mary's, Ashwell. Morning :

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 9.10. Evening : Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday, 7". On thefirst Sunday in the month Holy Communion after

the morning service, at a quarter-to-eleven. On the third Sunday in the month at

8 a.m. On .Saints' days, morning service at 9.10, and evening service at 7J."
The congregations at the week-day services consist chiefly ot aged people and
schoolchildren. The arrangement of the tiles on the chancel floor displays ex-
cellent taste, some of them exhibiting shields containing the arms of Dawnay and
Bagot. Tiles having similar heraldic bearings are also interspersed about the
floors of the nave and south porch. There are in this church three costly monu-
ments of the thirteenth, fourteenth, andfifteenth centuries respectively, each being
a fine specimen of the particular style that prevailed at the time of their erection.

The south chantry is divided from the aisle by a handsome oak screen, under a
chamfered arch springing from corbels, one of which has a band of the nail-head
ornament, and the other consists of a head; and from the chancel by two bays,
the capitals of the central pillar and the responds having also bands of nail-head.
In this chantry arc the thirteenth and fifteenth century monuments. The former,
a cross-legged efiigy, of oak, represents a crusader :—

**Nor can iraaf^inatlon quit the sliores
Of these bright scenes without a farewell glance.
Given to those dream-like Issues—that romance
Of many-colored life which fortune pours
Kound the crusaders, till on the distant shores
Their labors end ; or they return to He,
The vow performed. In cross-legged effigy,

Devoutly stretched upon the chancel Hoors."
The above is probably the monument of one of the last of those bands who left

their native snores for the purpose of recoverinc: the Holy Land from the infidels

under the Ijanner of the cross. This effigy, which is on the floor, is In tolerably

food preservation, and it» date may be a-ssigncd to the latter part of the reign of
lenry III. or the beginning of that of Edward I.; it is in the military costume

of the time; but whether the coif de mail and hauberk ever represented mail
armour it cannot now be ascertained. TTierc is no shield. The sword-belt passes
obliquely over tlie hips, and it is attached to the scabbard in a manner that gives
the sword a slanting direction; the handle is gone. The hands are uplifted, in
tlie attitude of praver. If the legs and feet ever appeared in chausses of mail, no
traces ofmail can Le discovered on them now. One foot rests upon the side of a
lion, and the other lielow, against its side. The head rests on two cushions—the
uppisr one lozengc-shapecl, and the lower square. The surcoat part
of the effigy is Yiollow, and as the inner surface is smooth, it would seem
that the artist cut away the centre portions of the wood Ix&re it was placed upon

the slab that received it. Under the south window of this chantry, about
18 inches from the ground, is the 16th century monument. The two elfigies, in
bas-relief, are cut upon the marble slab, within a border containing an inscription

in Latin, of which the following is a translation :
—" Here lie John Vernam and

Rose his wife, parents of Master John Vernam, Canon of the Cathedral Churches
of Sarum and Hereford, which John indeed died on the twentieth day ofJanuary,
in the year of our Lord 1480. And the aforesaid Hose died on the seventeenth
day of the month of December, in the year of our Lord 1479. On whose souls
God have mercy." The two windows in this chantry are filled with stained
glass, the artist being Mons. Gerente, of Paris, who also painted the east window
in Preston church, in this county. Tlie coloring of these does not contrast
favorably with the east window, and the drawings, particularly the trefoiled

canopies, would not obtain general approval. The 14th century monument is in

the north chantry, this beautiful white marble effigy of an ecclesiastic is also

life-size, and is supported by a freestone pedestal, a portion of the cornice ofwhich
is enriched by tlie ball-flower, two of the sides being pierced with a quatrefoil,

and the panel tielow the shaven crown of the recumbent effigy is diapered. 'This

monument has been gilded and colored, portions of each being still visible between
the folds of the sacerdotal robe ; and there is a fleur-de-lis remaining. A piscina
here has no recess ; it projects from the easternmost respond. There is a bracket
having the nail-head ornament in the east wall, and also a trefoil-headed
tabernacle under a hoodmould. Below this recess is a lirass plate containing an
inscription well worthy of beiiisj recorded here :

—" Elizabeth Wilcox, born in

this town, but living in Deibysnire, in the condition of a servant, did, in the
year 1048, give and bequeath (he rent of a tenement, situate in the parish of St.

Peter, at Derby, of the value of £7 per annum, to the poor for ever, viz., one
moiety tliereof to the poor of this town ; the other to be equally divided between
the poor of St. Peter's paiisli, Derby, and the poor of Elvaston, in that county
yearly." From the burial-ground several of the windows liave a very rich ajijiear-

ance, a cornice consisting of heads, the ball-flower, and the four-leaved flower
above them increasing the efiect. All of them have hoodmoulds or notch-headed
terminations, and are trefoil-headed. The hollow of the hoodmould of the east
chancel window of five lights, in addition to its profusion of quatrefoils and
segments of quatrefoils, is filled with the ball-flower ; and there is a continuous
trail of the same ornament round the windows that light the north
chantry. There is a thirteenth-century coffin-lid in the churchyard. The
heating apparatus is against the south porch. Returned annual value
of the benefice, £401; Rector, the Rev. Thomas Yard, 18.50; patron, the
trustees of Viscount Downe, a minor. At the time of the Norman survey this

parish was called Exwelle, where Earl Harold had two caraeutes of land to be
ta^ed, land to seven ploughs. Gozelin, a vassal of Earl Hugh's, had there two
ploughs and thirteen villanes (villages), and three bordars (cottagers, who held
their laud on condition that they supplied their lord with poultry and eggs and
other small provisions for his board or entertainment) having five ploughs, and
16 acres of meadow. The value in the Saxon King Edward's time 100s., and at
the time of the survey £6. The manor of Ashwell was held by a family named
Tuchet, one of whom came over to this country with William the Conqueror, and
the names of his descendants frequently appear in the pages of English history.

The Tuchets are represented at the present day by Tliicknesse Tuchets, twenty-
third Lord Audley (whose title dates from 1297), a Count of the Holy Roman
Empire. It is not known w'hen this family fii-st became possessed of the manor
of Ashwell. In 27th Henry III. Lady Elizabeth Tuchet presented to the church.
The manor was possessed by Thomas Tuchet, and subseqxiently by his son,
Sir Rt. Tuchet, Knight, in the reign of Edward II. In the !3."3id of Edward
III. Sir John Tucket Iield the manor of the Prince of Wales (the Black Prince)

;

in ].5th Richard II. he was found to be one of the heirs of Nicholas Lord Audley,
whose title ho assumed, and his descendants have since been summoned to Parlia-
ment by that title. His son and heir James, 37th Henry VI., was sent by Queen
Margaret to encounter Richard Nevile Earl of Salisbury, in his passage from
Ludlow (being in arms in behalf of the house of York), where he was defeated

and slain in the battle of Blore Heath. His second wife was natural daughter of
Thomas Holland Earl of Kent. John Tuchet, third Lord Audley, in 2nd Richard
III., was appointed Lord Treasurer of England. James Tuchet, his son, and
fourth Lord Audley, in 12 Henry VII. joined the Cornish men in an insurrection

and being taken prisoner in the battle of Blackheath was drawn from Newgate
to Tower-hill, in his own coat of arms painted on paper, but reversed and torn,

and there beheaded. His eldest son (fifth lord) had restitution of his falher's

lands. Henry, seventh lord, was in the famous battle of Zutphen, in 1586,
where for his gallant conduct he was made a Kniglit banneret.
The eighth lord was created by James I. Earl of Castleljaveu for his

great services in Ireland, where, at the battle of Kinsale, he was
severely wounded, although victorious. Mervin, the second Earl, was, in

1631, convicted of assisting in a rape on his own lady (says Bolton's
extinct peerage), for which he was beheaded and two of his servants hanged.
His eldest son James was, in 19th Charles I. restored to the title and dignity of
Lord Audley and Earl of Castleliaven : he was engaged in the Irish wars, being
a commander of King Charles's forces there. The following members of this

family had summons to Parliament,—Wm. Tuchet, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 36
Edward I. John Tuchet de Audly, 6, 7, 8, Henry IV. James Tuchet de
Audley, 8 Henry V.; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 20, 23, 26,

27, 28, 29, 30, SS, Henry VI. John Tuchet de Audley, 1, 2, 6, 9 Edward
IV.; 49 Henry VI. ; 12, 22 Edward IV.; 1 Richard III. James Tuchet de
Audley, 7, II, 12 Henry VII. John Tuchet de Audlev, G, 7, 14, 21, 25, 28,
31, 33, 30, 37, 38 Henry VIII.; I, 5, 0, 7 Edward Vl.; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fi

Philip and Mary; 1, 8, 13, 14, 18, 23 Elizabeth. Henry Tuchet de Audlev,
31 Elizabeth. George Tuchet de Audley, 3iJ, 39, 43 Elizabeth ; 1, 3, 4, 7, "8,

12 James I. Mervyn Tuchet de Audley, 19, 21 James I.; 1, 3, 4 Charles 1.

James Tuchet de Audley, 15 Charles I.; 13, 31, 32 Charles II.; Mervyn
Tuchet de Audley, 1 James II. James 'Tuchet, Lord Audley, accompanied
Edward III. and the Black Prince to the French wars in 1356-0, in which he
evinced great bravery. In the 7tli Henry VIII. Brian Palmer held the Manor
of Ashwell. It is now possessed by the trustees of the 8th Viscount Dswiio, who
succeeded his father in 1857, then being 15 years of age. The 7th Viscount was
better known in Rutland as the Hon. Win. Henry Dawnay, which county he
represented in Parliament. The restoration of Asliwell Church was entrusled to

Mr. Butterfield, the architect of the gorgeously-decoi'ated new cluireh in
Margaret-street, Cavendish-square. The old houses in the village are gradually
disapjieitring, and new ones erected on the old sites, from designs by the above-
named architect.
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The following is a translated copy of the inscription alluded to last week in

the notice on Barrowden Church :

—

Hero His Itowland Di(,'by, clork, formerly Rector of Barradon, who died on
tlie eiflitcentU day of April, in the year of our Lord 1510, on whose soul God have
mercy. ^

THE riNE ARTS IN EDINBURGH.—Sculpture.
WHEN the "disruption" recently took place at the top of the Mound, hy

which Ramsay-terrace, with its parapets and bastions, was precipitated

into the valley below, it was some consolation, says the iSco<*/«a«, to think that,

amidst the general destruction, the statue of the poet by SteeU, irom not being

completed, had escaped sharinpf in the coniinon ruin. At Mr. Steell's studio may
now he seen the completed modi^l of the flffiire from which the colossal statue in

marble is to be executed. The Scottish Theocritus describes himself in one of his

epistles as
"A little man that lo'ed his ease ;"

nnd though, of course, some allowance must l)c made for the poet's modesty when
speaking of himself, the general idea conveyed by the statue is quite in harmony
with this description. He wears on his head a velvet cap, so frequently seen in

the portraits of the poets and painters of the time; and, clad otherwise in the
formal, though not unbecoming, dress then worn, may be supposed to be wander-
ing forth, book in hand, amidst those rural sceneswhich, in his exquisite pastoral,

he describes with so much truth anl beautiful simplicity. The stiff dress is dis-

posed with much skill, and the outline agreeably broken and varied by a shepherd's
plaid being thrown over the poet's left shoulder, which also serves to give solidity

and support to the figure. 'The likeness, judging fi'om the portraits of the poet
Iiandcd down to us by Aikman and others, is excellent, and the figure is drawn
and modelled with masterly precision and firmness. Indeed, nothing strikes us
more in this accomplished sculptor's works than the power and decision shown in
his manipulation—there is nothing expletive—every touch tells. In rejecting the
common claptrap of conventional embellishment too, and representing the poet
just as he was, the sculptor has shown both good sense and good taste, and, taken
as a whole, the statue, besides its great merits as a work oiart, harmonises both
in conception and treatment with the mental characteristics of the poet, who to
great descriptive power united strong common-sense and habits of industry and
regularity. The marble statue, for which an enormous block has been provided,
is to be completed within a year, and when placed in a proper position it cannot
fail to prove an additional attraction to our city.
A full-length statue in marble of the late Lord Justice-General Boyle hasjust

been completed by Mr. Steell. It is to be placed in the Parliament House. Tliis,

we think, is the best full-length statue which Mr. Steell has yet produced. There
were few finer looking men than the late Justice-General, and his intrepid spirit
found fitting expression in his gallant bearing and physical energy ofdeportment.
Tliese characteristics the sculptor has seized with no gloved hand, and, as a
comparative anatomist can describe an extinct animal from inspection 0/ a single
tooth, so, were the present statue covered up with the exception of the left limb,
any one acquainted witli the energetic phisiquc of the late Justice-General
would, from inspection of that member alone, be able to form a shrewd guess a.s

to the identity of the statue. His lordship is represented seated on the bench in
his official robes, with his note-book before him, and a pen in his hand. His head
is turned as if looking to a speaker, or, it may be, addressing a jury. His fine
countenance and animated expression are admirably rendered, and the whole
figure is replete with masculine energy and dignity. In striking individuality
and truth of expression, it reminds us of Roubiliac's statue of President Forbes,
though in breadth and grandeur of style it much excels that very able, though
somewhat finical work.

Besides the above, Mr. Steell has also completed a full-length marble statue of
the Marquis of Dalhousie, which goes to Calcutta. It is a fine work, but our
limits prevent us from doing more than merely mentioning it. Two admirable
busts may also be noticed—one of the present Lord Justice-General M'lVeill ; the
other of a lady, ennobled by acts of charity and mercy, Florence Nightingale.
Of her it may be truly said

—

" Who iiath not owned—with transport-smitten frame,
The wondrous power—the magic of a name. '

'

SOCIAL SCIENCE MEETINGS.
AT the meetings of the Social Science Association, in Glasgow, on Wednesday

last, a number of valuable papers were read. Among these we notice the
following :

—

THE WORKING-CLASSES.
Mr. H. Roberts read a Paper on this subject. He began by adverting to some

of the recent Acts passed having reference to the improvement of the dwellings of
the working-classes, and then stated a number of facts connected with the con-
dition of dwellings in Ireland, and showed that it had been estimated that there

I

were no fewer than 135,589 single-room cabins in that country. He remarked
that a great step had been taken in the right direction by Parliament in having,

1 v?'''lf \^^ session, voted £30,000 for the accommodation of married soldiers.
1

Mr. Roberts alluded to the operations of various building societies in London and
vanous parts of the country, and dwelt on the advantages that had been derived

'

o?!?n
''"' '"'"' financially and otherwise. In one instance, on an outlay of

£13,200 in providing accommodation for about 125 families, there was a clear
1

return of 5 per cent. He thought that even for self-interest the parochial autho-
rities m towns ought to encourage the building of such houses. The number

i

of new buildings of this description in London were but as a drop in the

I

bucket compared with what the extent of its population required. He then
I referred to the improvements that had been made in the domiciliary
arrangements of many prisons in London as the result of the efforts of
the Female Domestic Mission, which was carried on by 130 agents com-
bined together to promote the physical, moral, and spiritual well-being of the
lowest classes of the population. Mr. Roberts then gave "Examples of EfTortsin
Scotland to provide Improved Dwellings for the Working Classes." He said that
his recent sojourn for a few days in the capital of Scotland, a city unrivalled for
piehiresque beauty, and remarkable for the classic elegance of so many of itsmodem buildings, had revealed to him, what he had not seen in former visits, a
degree and extent of wretchedness which had enkindled more painful feelings
than all that he had witnessed of a similar character during a long residence onme Continent. Even amidst all the misery and degradation of Paris, Genoa, Rome,
ana Naples, the vice of drunkenness rarely obtruded itself, and was certainly.

but to a very slight degree, as it was with us to a very considerable extent, both
the cause and the consequence of the miserable state of the dens which so many
human beings called theh- houses. Such a state of things was a re|)roaeh to our
country, and to our Protestant Christianity. The Pilrig Model Buildings, Leith
Walk, were the first of that description erected in lidinburgh. The construction
of these houses originated with a number of gentlemen who were accustomed to
visit the district in which they were situated with a view to the spiritual and the
temporal improvement of the lalxjring classes. Besides these, there were in
Edinburgh and its suburbs eight distinct blocks of dwellings either completed and
occupied or now in progress—tliree belonging to associations and five to individuals,
one of whom was a lady of property. Mr. Roberts concluded by referring to tlie

efforts that had been made in Dundee and Aberdeen, and stated that the finaDcial

results had been on the whole satisfactory.

ox DWELLINGS OF THE POOR AN» WORKING CLASSES IK I,ONJ)0!«.
Mr. W. Keddie, Glasgow, read a paper " On the Dwellings of the Poor and

Working-Classes in Glasgow," of which the following is an abstract :—Refer-
ring at the outset to the increased wealth and population of the city during the
last quarter of a century, and to the consequent improvement in the style of the
house accommodation of the upper and middle classes, Mr. Keddie said that this
thriving state of things had its dark side. At the opposite extreme of society
a process of deterioration had been going on, very much in the ratio of the up-
ward progress of the other. The demand for improved house accommodation on
the part of those who could pay high rents had steadily encroached on the low-
rented houses of the poor. "The people were packed into dwellings which are
already overcrowded and destitute of every accommodation essential to home
comfort and moral decency, where a physical prostration finds but too ready and
seductive a relief in strong drink, and the recklessness of the sinking and the
sunken maddens into crime. After giving a series of statistics showing the over-
crowding in houses for the poor, he said—Let it be distinctly understood, in the
first place, that no plan will meet the evil which falls short of providing an ample
supply of commodious dwellings with the means of low-rented house-
holders, averaging, as appears from the foregoing facts, from £4 to
£5 a year. In the second place, the high price of building-ground in
the city, and the unproductiveness of low-rented property, forbid the
hope of such dwellings ever being provided by capitalists and building speculators,
who are at present filling every available space in the town and suburbs with
costly dwelling-houses and magnificent warehouses. A difficulty so grave may
ere long demand the interposition of the State, and Parliament would act a
patriotic part, if, after a quarter of a century spent in political and commercial
legislation, it were at lengtli to devote its atte'ntion to the social condition of the
masses in our large towns. But the large towns must first do something to help
themselves. The municipal authorities of Glasgow show a laudable zeal for the
improvement of the city by widening the streets and removing objectionable
tenements. They have not a little in their power in the way of devising a remedy
for the evil in question and in evoking and directing public spirit in carrying it

into execution. Prevention is better than cure; and even in the worst (Emergency,
it would be a wiser economy and a more humane policy to aid by a local assess-
ment in restoring the poor to the domestic comforts and decencies of civilised life,

than to lavish the public money on the maintenance and extension of gaols, peni-
tentiaries, and poor-houses, which are filled by the crime, the intemperance,
and the pauperism fostered by the wretched hovels of the sunken and dangerous
classes. In his concluding remarks, Mr. Keddie noticed the influence of the
model lodging-house system m partially remedying the evils of deficient accom-
modation. He maintained that the reconstruction of the Divine institution ofthe
family must be the basis of social reform among the lower classes, and the grand
desideratum of that purpose was to supply homes for the people.

ne OldRoman Wall round the City.—What species of cement or
mortar was used in the construction of this wall, of the wall of Severus, and
generally of all our most ancient ruins, we possess no clue ; but it is certain that
no modern buildings have the same advantage. Our ordinary houses are ready
to fall in pieces before they are well completed ; and even more pretentious
structures look old and decayed in a few years ; especially the mortar crumbles
away from the brickwork when it is scarcely dry, while, on the contrary, the
cement used by the old masons soon became as hard as the stones or flints it con-
nected. Traditions, chronicles and histories ascribe a very early date to the city
wall. The metropolis, according to Simeon of Durham, was first inwalled by
Helen, the mother of Constantine the Great, A.D. 360. The Danes burnt London
in 839, and Alfred restored it in 886. In 994 the citizens suffered siege from the
Danes, closed their gates, and were defended by King Ethelred within the walls.
Fitzstephen, writing in the days of Henry II., says "The wall is high and great,
well toured on the north side, with due distance between the toures, on the south
also the city was walled and toured ; but the fishful river ofThames with its ebbing
and flowing, hath long since subverted them." In King John's reign, A.D. 1215,
the Barons repaired the walls and gates with stones taken from the Jews' houses,
and in 1257 the walls were again repaired by Henry III. The cost of reparation
was met by tolls and customs granted by the Crown. In 1477 Ralf Joccline,
Mayor, caused the wall to be repaired between Aldgate and Aldersgate. Alluding
to this, Hollinshed writes, anno 1447, " By the diligence of Ralf Jocelin, Mayor
of London, the wall was new made betwixt Aldgate and Cripplegate. He caused
the Moorfields to be searched for clay and bricks, to be made and burnt there."
He caused chalk to be brought out of Kent, and burnt into lime for the further-
ance of the work. The Skinners' Company did the work between Aldgate and
Bevis-marks ; the Drapers, between Bishopagate and Allhallows, and the wall
nigh unto the Postern, Moorgatc. All the companies took their part in the
patriotic labour. The entire circuit of the wall was 10,608 feet, or 2 miles and
COS feet in extent. Think of our mighty London being hooped within a wall of
two miles in cveamt.—City Press.

The \^est of Scotland Exhibition for Works by Foreign and British
Artists.—Tlie first season of this exhibition opened on Tuesday in the Royal
Gallery, St. Vincent-street, Glasgow. Members of the National Association for

the Promotion of Social Science will be admitted to the Gallery free during this

week. From the largo collection and excellence of the paintings exhibited, we
should expect that the admirers of the fine arts will not omit to avail themselves
of the opportunity of visiting the exhibition. It contains upwards of 200 pictures,

all of which are the work of well-known artists at home and on the Continent,
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METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
THIS body reassembled after the holidays in the Council Chamber, Guildhall,

on Friday : John TuwAirEs,Esq., tlieChairmnn,'presidinsj. There was only
a scanty attendance of members, and the business transacted "was chieflv of a
routine character. The cash statement showed a total general balance in favor
of the Board of £-i35,140 14s. 3d.

The following report from the Finance Committee was agreed to, recomending.
That tlic sums specitied In the statement submitted to the Committee, amounting

in the whole to f4,:t:-.; 14s. S<1., be paid. Th.it the Governor and Company of tlie
Bank of Knsland be requested to jnve directions for a further advance to this Bo.ird
of £50,1100 lor the purposes of the -Main Drain.Tge, agreeablv to the provisions of the
«gr,>^ment betweeu the Uoard and the Bauk.

The Finance Committee further submitted, for approval by the' Board, a state-

mout showing the annual value of the property in the City o'f London and other
parts of the metropolis, estimated according to the estimate or basis on which the

county rate is assessed, or according to a like estimate, together with the sums to

be assessed thereon, in respect of the Metropolis Main Drainage Rate of 3d. in

the pound, 1860-1801 ; and recommending that Precepts for such rate be sealed

and issued.

The statement submitted by the Committee was approved of j the recommen-
dation was onlered to be can-ied out, and precepts ordered to issue upon the

assessments mentioned in the Report of the Comiuittee.
From a report of a special Committee, which was read by the Clerk of the

Board, Mr. John Pollard, it appeared that the expenses incurred by the prosecu-

tion of the bill (withdrawn at the close of the last session of Parliament) for the
Amendment of the >Ietropolis Local Management Act amounted to about £l,GoO
exclusive of the cost of printing by the printers of the Metropolitan Board.

TTie following is a copy of the statement submitted to the Board, upon which
precepts have been ordered to issue, in respect of the Main Drainage Rate, the

sums specified to be paid into the Bank of England on or before the &th ofMarch
next :

—

A Statement shoiring the Animal Value qfthe Property in the Ctiij of London and
other jmrts of the Metropolis^ estimated according to the Estimate or Basis on
tehieh the County Rate isassessed^ or according to a like Estimate, together with the
Sums to be assessed thereon in respect qfthe Metropolis Main Drainage Hate of3d. in
the pound, 18C0-61.

September, 18(50.

PARISHES, DISTHICTS, &c.

city of London
St. 3Iarylebone
St. Pancras
Lambeth
St. George, Hanover-square ....

St. Mary, Ishneton
St. Leonard, Shoreditch
Faddington
St. )latthew, Bethnal-green . .

.

St. Mary Newington, Sm-rey ...

Camber^ell
St. James, Westminster
St. James and St. John, Clerken-
well

Chelsea
St. Mary Abbotts, Kensington .

,

St. Lnke, Middlesex
St. George the Martyr, Southwark
Bermondsey
St. George-in-the-East
St. Martin-in-thc-Fields ,

Hamlet of Mile-end Old-town
Woolwieh
Rotherhithe
St. John, Hampstcad

rSf. MarT,WhitchpI
Christchurch, Spit-

alficlds

St. Botolph with-
out Aldgate ....

Holy Trinity, Min-
ones

Whltcchapel Precinct of St.

District. ' Katherinc
Hamlet of Mile-end
New-town

I

Liberty of Norton
Folgate

Old Artillery Gmd,
I District of the
I Tower

Westminster
District

Greenwich
District

(St.
\st.

L e

3Iargaret ...

John the £van-
geUst

/St. Paul, Deptford,
\ including Hat
< Cham
1 St. Nicholas, Dptfd.
^Greenwich

Wandsworth
District

rClapham
Tooting Graveney
Streatham
St. Mary, Battersea,

including Penge
Wandsworth
Putney, including
Koeuamton .

.

Annual
Va Ina

of Property.

111,866

3?,876

S0,&30

0,089

17,328

13,132

8,108
4,050

2,799

Hackney ( a*"^!J™'
"

" W.^V;
Dintrlet 1°*- Mary, stoke
uistrict

^ Newlngton

St. Giles
District

rstSt Giles In the
Fields
George, Blooms
bury

£
1,280,440
976,820
800,040
490,255
943,696
548,572
265,772
538,420
130,320
190,000
210,000
431,500

221,372
234,248
319,924
"171,504

',124,660

131,660
170,274
258,708
162,388
83,000
04,000

104,156

252,177

274,500

2.30,170

299,019

294,440

261,090

Metropolii Mai 1 Drainuf^ Rate
of 3d. n the £.

6um> to be BBses6«d.

£ s. d. £ S. d.

10,005 10
12,210 5
10,008
6,128 3 U

11,796 4
0,857 3
3,322 3
6,580 5
1,629
2,.375

2,625
5,393 15

2,707 3
2,928 2
3,999 1

2,144 11
1,558 5
1,645 15
2,128 8
3,233 17
2,029 17
1,037 10
800

1,301 19
1,.398 6 6

473 9

038 10

70 2 3

210 12

104 3

101 7

70 14 9

34 19 9
.3,152 4

3,431 5

1,239 12
2.50

1,600

2,989 12
1,031 5
122 1+ !l

608 15

988 15
548 13
437 10

3,737 14 u
3,103 11

510 19

3,680 10

• 3,271 4

PARISHES, DISTBICrS, («c

Holbom
District

rSt. Andrew, Hoi--.
born above Bars f

St. George the
(

Martyr )

St. Sepulchre in the
county of Midlsx.

SafTTon-hl, llatton-
grdn., Ely-rents,
Elypl.(exceptthat
part rated by the
Commissioners of
Sewers of the
City of London)..

Liberty of Glass-
house yard (ex-
cept that j)art
rated by the Com-
missioners of
Sewers for the
City of London)

.

Strand
District

Fulham
District

Limehouse
District

Poplar
District

St. Saviour'
District

Plumstead
District

Lewisham
District

St. Clave
D.strict

rSt. Anne, Soho....
St. Paul, Covent-
garden

St. John the Bap-
^ tist Savoy, or Pre-

icinct of the Savoy
St. JIary-le-Strand.
St. Clement Danes.

(.Liberty of the Kolls

fSt. Peter and St.

} Paul, Hammer-
I smith
(.Fulham

(St. Anne, Limcho.
1 St. John, Wapping.
1 St. Paul, Shadwell
(.Hamlet of Katcllff.

rxn Saints Poplar.

.

3 St. Mary Stratford-

) le-Bow
(St. Leonard, Brmly.

/Christchurch
3 St. Saviour (includ-

l the Liberty of the

(. Clink)

('Charltn.,nextWlch.
( Plumstead
.{Eitham
JLee
VKidbrooke

/"Lewisham, includ-

3 ing Sydenham
) Chapelry
( Hamlet of Penge .

.

f St. Olave
JSt.Thoma5,Sthwrk.
(St. John.Hrslydwn.

The Charter-house

.

Gray's-lnn

The Close of the
CoUefTiatc Church
of St. Peter

Inner Temple
Middle Temple
I.incoln's-inn
Stapic-inn
Furnlval's-inn ....

Total

Aninml
Value

of Propi'rtjr.

10,324

25,129

3,971

90,618

42,472

8,080
19,332
90,784

16,432

77,801
55,916

67,024
33,349
.30,930

44,740

30,744
67,212

03,500

97,500

29,500
28,4.30

14,900
23,500
8,600

108,800
29,300

50,740
4,500

41,600

1,948
12,070

1,420
20,198
13,000
10,420
2,152

3,104

171,043

208,.348

133,720

178,049

272,504

101 ,000

104,930

138,000

56,354

Metropolis Miiin Drainage Rale
of 3(1. in Ibe £.

^umfi to be mtsessed.

£ s. d.

1,.577 13

314 2 3

49 14

1,133 2

530 IS

108 10
241 13

1,1.34 16
203 8

972 11

698 19

873 10
441 17 3
380 14
559 5

J,.3O0 17

384
715 3

1,218 13

308 15
xa 7
186 5
293 15
107 10

1,300
306 5

634 5
50

518 15

£ 8. d.

2,145 10 9

3,354 7

1,071 10

2,225 12 3

3,400

2,012 10

1,311 12

1,720 5

1,209 c a

24 7
158 9

17 15
232 9 6
102 10
205 5
28 18
39 11

150,717 12 3

LtMerii-orth.—Ashby Magna Church.—This parish church of St
Mary was reopened, after partial restoration, on Thursday week. Mr. Firn, of

Leicester, and Mr. Clifton, have been engaged on the works. The windows on
the soutli side have been improved, and a new one inserted in the place of liie

southern porch, which was found unnecessary for so small a church. The gallery

has also been taken down, and open deal varnished seats have been substituted

for the pews. Some improvements have also been made on the walls, columns, and
arches, the detestable whitewash having been scraped off, and theoriginal stonework

j

exposed to view. A beautiful cirvedpulpitof Bath stone has also been erected, and
i

a font of similar design, together with a new vesti-y adjoining the chancel. That
part has not, however, yet been interfered with, but it is intended if funds can be

raised to rebuild it, as it has been pronounced in a very unsafe condition, and
the exceedingly unecclesiastical looking windows which it at present contains, mar I

the general appearance of the church. A new porch is also to be erected at the
j

north entrance.

Houses in South Australia.—The following table exhibits the number
and description of the houses of South Australia, with their distribution as]
regards districts, &c. :

—

Other matciials
Stone. Brick. Concrete. Wood. or Icnts. Total I

City of Adelaide.... 1,862 .. 1,72.5 .. 133 .. 201 .. G8 .. 3,!)2f|

Total 9,044 4,055 879 0,285 3,404 23,72! I
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MARTIN'S PICTUKES.

IT would appear that Martin came before the world at an unfavorable

moment to reap the full amount of his merits. The time was not

propitious for obtaining tlic just appreciation due to liis genius. Art Iwing

in a transition state, the originality of his style seems to have obtained no
more tlian a title to eccentricity.

He came out before the peculiar pretensions of the prc-Raffaelitcs were
known, and the great English school, inaugurated by Sir Joshua Keynolds,

had then in some degree deservedly passed away in disrepute. We say in

some dugree deservedly, because tlie broad style of that period, in many
instances, liad been degraded into slovenly and indefinite smearing of
canvas, which has been justly designated in contempt as ' effects ;

" but
this was only the abuse, not the value, of the style. The correction was
coming gradually and efficiently from the increasing acquaintance of the
public witli tlie works of the continental painters ; and it was extremely
unfortunate for this legitimate source of correction and improvement that

the task was taken up by the preRafTaelites, and the town inundated with
works more pernicious by their example than the evil they sought to

remove. Had Martin appeared for tlie first time at this latter period, he
would certainly have taken a much higher place in art than liis works
have yet achieved. The peculiarity of his touch and the elaborate

nature of iiis execution would have been appreciated as renovations in

art ; but coming at the time he did, it was said to be the result of his

occupation as a cliina painter, and lielped to mar, instead of make, his

reputation and position as an original genius. But it is only witli respect

to his pencilling and treatment of details that we think he might have
derived any advantage from the pre-Kafi'aelite rage ; in other respects his

conceptions and arrangements were of too vast a character to have
profited by tliat illegitimate style of art. We think, however, the three

pictures now being exhibited, with the recollection of many others, and of

tlie great skill and taste displayed in his water-color drawings, will go far

to establish his claim to be ranked among the original painters of the
English school. His mode of design is evidently that of ideal landscape
and architecture, singularly fitted for the illustration of sacred history.

That it has its peculiar merits, and has a just claim to originality there can
be no doubt ; but in order to convince ourselves on that point we have but
to look round on the productions of modern art before and since his time
down to the present moment, and it must be admitted that he stands
alone in the style for which Nature seems to have especially endowed his

mind. The three pictures now under consideration must be taken as

dependent one upon the other as a series. They are " The Last Judgment,"
" The Great Day of His Wratii," and ".The Plains of Heaven." In all

these the ideal of landscape and architecture prevails, and the figures,

although they appear in multitudes, are so massed and made subservient

to effects of light and shade as to be considered more as accessories to the
general design than as principals in the illustration of the sacred subjects.

While, however, Martin relied chiefly on his inventive powers in

landscape and architecture, he was not insensible to the value in a picture
of chiaroscuro, nor to the harmony and contrast of colors.

" The Last Judgment " is represented as the final great and earthly
battle, as foretold in the book of Kevelations. The various nations of the
earth have assembled to besiege the camp of the Saints. The last trumpet
sounds, an earthquake rends the valley of Jehosophat, and the belli-

gerents are seen descending into the yawning chasm so formed. The
painter seems to have adopted the idea of the good spirit being represented
by white and the evil spirit by black. In accordance with this conception,
the upper part of the picture, where is placed the judgment-seat surrounded
by archangels, the twenty-four elders and the innumerable Hosts of
Heaven, are all robed in white, in an atmospliere of ethereal whiteness, and
have nothing but a few flowers with gold and jewels to relieve them from
the background. The groups, although balanced with the regularity suited
to the subject, are still sufficiently varied to remove all medieval formality,
and the leading figures are very graceful. The white light from the
heavens sheds its rays over those about to ascend, which contrasts well
with the lurid appearance of the sun in the centre of the composition,
and is still more powerfully opposed by the great mass of darkness spread
over the gulf below. The principal figures in the foreground represent-
ing worldly passion are, some of them, not so correctly drawn as would
be desirable, but the myriads in the distance are executed with great spirit,

and tlie whole picture is a very remarkable production. " The Great
Day of His Wratli " is a most massive conception. A large mountain
with a city upon it topples down ; at its base buildings and men are
swept awaj' by a descending flood of liquid fire, while high up on the
opposite side ponderous masses of rock are rent asunder by the lightning,
which illumines a multitude of beings below, about to become the victims
of the descending destruction before, as the condemned, they may be driven
into the bottomless pit. The large proportion of dark objects and rugged
rocks prepares the eye to appreciate the delicate and aerial beauties to be
seen in " The Plains of Heaven."
The Blessed and the Redeemed, which wc should have said occupy one

portion of the picture entitled " The Day of Judgment," and there re-

presented in a transition state, are here placed on a central hillock, clad in

pure white ; but before being elevated to that position are supposed to
arrive in gorgeous vessels on the azure waters of life, into which some of
them are seen plunging, and from wliich others are emerging, and increas-
ing in stature as they join the spirits of the Blessed, seated where groups
of cherubs play or repose among fiowers and blossoms. On one side are
cascades of water descending to the lake, and on both are long groves of
elegant trees, growing in gentle glades, across the paths of which beams
of soft light dart from between the branches and stems of the trees. In I

the extreme distance mountains are mistily seen, and beyond them the
celestial city, almost lost in cloud-like light, in which forms are faintly in-
dicated, suggestive of the creation of new worlds. The whole of this
evanescent and ethereal effect the painter has powerfully increased by the
mass of blue forming the lake, or the waters of life, the soft, but warm,
gleams playing through the groves and valleys, and the positive, rich, and
varied tones of the foreground. Thus, while we are not insensible to the
impression produced by the vast masses, with not to say their melodra-
matic treatment in the preceding pictures, we think the imagination, if

not poetry, displayed in this composition ought to go far in raising Martin's
fame as an original painter much higher than it at present stands in the
ranks of art.

CORNER OF LAWRENCE LANE, CHEAPSIDE.
FOR several months a large hoarding has monopolised thepavement and

diverted the pedestrians in the centre of Cheapside, benefiting no
one but bill-posters. Three new houses have been built and externally
finished, with the exception of the shop-fronts, but the internal has re-

mained with the same gaunt, dreary spectacle of unlathed partitions, un-
plastered walls, unboarded floors, and uncovered roofs. The architect and
builder is, we believe, Mr. Farlow. Mr. lAttle, the builder, is now build-

ing the vaults under the pavements, and the hoarding will shortly be
removed. The buildings consist of three shops, running from the corner
of Lawrence-lane westward. They are built of yellow and red brick and
stone ; they are four stories in height above the shop. A bold astragal
moulding surmounts the shops, stopped at the ends by trusses. The shop
next Lawrence-lane is canted at the corner, and a single window is there

introduced on each story. The main front of the block in Cheapside is

divided into alternate single and triple windows on the first and second
floors. The impost, a notched fillet, connects them. The openings are
semi-circular; the heads are stone, with chamfered arrisses, and contain
small circular panels. The stone imposts are continued round on the out-

side to enclose the arches. Narrow keystones and stone voussoirs are

introduced alternately with yellow gauged bricks in the arches. Each
window is dirided by a stone column, very graceful in design. The orna-
ment on the stone is likewise very cliaste ; it is simply incised, but each
pattern is different, and very elegantly designed. 'The spandrels of each
of the two lower stories are filled in with red brick ; a simple stone string

divides them. The third and fourth stories are quite plain ; the red
guaged camber arches, and a few courses of red brick under the string

course, alone relieve the yellow surface of the brickwork. The cornice is

full of brick decoration, diversified by occasional stone corbels and
courses. The bricks are projected angle-ways and square, and the
arrangement of them is managed very ably. The same character is re-

peated partly on the flank elevation towards Lawrence-lane, but not
entirely. The iron columns on the ground floor which support the corners
are circular, with spiral lines on them ; the caps are foliated. The win-
dows of the tliird and fourth floors are all single lights ; they are not, con-

sequently, immediately over the openings below tliem. The design is a.

considerable improvement upon the generality of London street archi-

tecture.

PROPOSED EXTENSION AND IMPROVEMENT OF HER
MAJESTY'S DOCKYARD, &c., &c., AT PORTSMOUTH

THESE are proposed extension improvements, by which great and per-

manent advantages will be ottained, at moderate outlays, the facilities

being greatly in favor of the suggested additions, consequent to the na-
tural present positions and localities being in every way available and
inviting, for the contemplated benefits, for the general use and service of

all departments connected with the dockyard. No person who is in any
way acquainted with the naval service requirements, at present, for the

dockyard and docking accommodation at Portsmouth, but must be fully

aware of the urgent and imperative necessity of considerable extension of

the working area for dockyard artificers and mechanics, and for stowage
of many materials, also for increasing the number and sizes of the dry or

graving docks, for fitting up and repairing large class men-of-war ships,

with ample spaces to get round and under the ships, and thus quickly to

execute the required works of fitting or repairing.

By the suggested improvements contemplated and planned (by W.
Austin), an increase of about 100 acres of docks and dockyard room will

be secured—40 acres of this increased space will be attainable, at the

north-east corner of the dockyard, in the locality of the Anchor Wharf,
and the adjoining gun battery, which latter battery can well be dispensed

with as useless. This space of 40 acres will, at very little comparative
outlay, be found available for a deep tidal basin or lay-by, for line-of-battle

ships or frigates, as a reserve in case of emergency—the whole being pro-

tected by a batteried out-wall with casemated embrasures, on the harbor

face of this "great ship basin." Facilities of passing ships in and out of

this new basin, from the present steam basin, through the graving docks,

or from the harbor, will be easily secured by lock-gates or caissons. The
" present steam basin," it is proposed to increase at least one-third more
in space, by forming a parallelogram, instead of the present objectionable

oblique end, or north-east angle. By this alteration and extension, four or

five acres will be added to the steam basin, and addenda space for the con

;

struction of an additional inlet dry dock, be secured, at the north-east

end, thus attaining a line of three graving or dry docks in parallel range,

immediately facing the factory workshops—and communicating through

these three docks with the proposed new "great ship basin " by means
of caissons placed at east ends of each dock.
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A space is also available in every way adapted for the purpose of forming
tiro flrst-class docks, from SOO to 900 feet long each, capable of docking
ship* eqnal to, or exceedfng the dimensions of the Great Eastern ship.

This space will require the whole of Marlborough-row and the two parallel

streets, Gloucester-street and Frederick-street, immediately behind it, to

be removed, extending from the Dockyard boundary wall to Bonfire-corner

southwards, and the Convict IMson eastwards, and thus forming nearly

10 acres of addenda dockyard, and bringing the whole dockyard premises

within a ring-fence or enclosure of dockyard walling.

A line of casemated battery sea-wall facing Gosport is also proposed to

be constructed, from the corner of the Watering Island (adjoining the

practice battery of the late Dockyard Brigade) extending southwards on
to the Point, or Broad-street north end, and from thence to be continued

through Broad-street to the south end, to the junction of Government wall

and stone gateway, and by which " sea and land wall fences" it will enclose

the whole of the present Portsea Hard Cambers, and the Ordnance Wharf
Cambers, as well as the " Commercial or Quay Camber," which latter quay
space is in every way inadequate, inconvenient, and unfitted for the rapidly

increasing demand for a " Commercial Quay or Dock Grounds" suitable

to the increasing trade andcommerce of the port. The Commercial Camber,
as it is now, is a great obstruction to Government ship traffic in and out

of the narrow entrance to Portsmouth Harbor. This interruption and
obstruction is a source of almost daily complaint by the Government pilots,

and those who have charge of taking ships through the narrow neckway
of the harbor. This narrow channel neck, it is also submitted, should be

set back to Broad-street, parallel with the proposed boundary Government
wall of Broad-street east. By this improvement the tidal wash-way to

and from the outer and inner harbor will be extended, and to general

advantage, at the same time getting rid of a filthy, low neighbourhood,

which is now most unsightly, and only creative of drunkenness, filth,

disease, and poverty. These it is proposed to supersede by Broad-street

forming a handsome seaward frontage with the new batteried wall, and
constituting a line of promenade, which will then be a lasting credit to the

Government, and useful, as well as ornamental, to the port.

Immediately behind, and within the range of proposed sea and land walls

(facing Gosport), it is suggested that the whole water areas of the

Cambers, now used as timber ponds, shall be deepened to 28 or 30 feet, by
dredging, and thus form a full, deep tide Government basin, of about 50

acres, in which Government ships, frigates, and gunboats might lay afloat

at all tides, and be available for taking ships out and in at high tide,

through lock gates or caissons constructed in the range of these walls.

These high tide basins would thus get rid of a monstrous and increasing

nuisance of low tide muds and sewage of the town, mixing and forming a

constant pest or malaria, and the whole Governmental property would be

then entirely separated from the commercial property. All interruptions

and annoyances would be avoided, and all Grovernment property would be
confined within a ring fence of Government wall boundaries.

The present Mill Dam (a large shallow pond of sea water) might at

once be deepened and put to a useful purpose as a timber pond or store

for Government timber, masts, &c., having an approach through to it, by
water passage, between the old Ordnance Wharf and the new Ordnance
Wharf.

It is also proposed to form a bridge way or road crossing over the Mill

Dam, in a straight line from Portsea Hard and the Dock Gates to the

apex of the triangle road at west end of Landport-road, by which a ready
and quick access to and irom the Dockyard and the Landport, Southsea,

and Portsmouth districts would be secured ; Portsmouth High-street

being also proposed to be continued in its full width through the fortifica-

tions, at the upper or east end, on to the triangle road before mentioned :

and this improvement is one loudly called for, there not being at present a

single good approach to the High-street of Portsmoutli, although in itself

a flrst-class road or thorouglrfare.

Another point of advantage is also submitted in the forming anew route
for the floating bridge to cross from Gosport to the Portsea Hard, instead of

the longer crossing to the Broad-street Point, which at present is a great
obstruction to channel way, and a most out-of-the-way, inconvenient place

for landing or getting access to, by passengers, vehicles, &c. The altered

route in crossing would prove of great advantage to the public, as well as

profitable to the bridge proprietors, and the dockyard-men would also have
quick access to and from Portsea and Gosport by this floating bridge ferry

boat, which is now out of their way altogether, except at great loss of time
in getting to or from Broad-street, Point.

The removal of the present commercial quay and custom-house to a
distinct and available commercial district, such as the Flathouse at Land-
port, would be attended with great benefit and advantage to all, and any
supposed interruption of Government ships (by commercial ships passing
to and from flathouses through the harbor), could be easily remedied, by
an Act, " enforcing all commercial ships of large burthen to employ steam
vessels or tugs, to ensure their quick transit or passage through the
harbor." The formation of this proposed new commercial quay and
custom-house, with bonded and stowage warehouses, and a line of railway
running parallel with the quay frontage, would aflbrd the quickest route
for goods from ships to the metropolis, in fact, superior to any other port
in the kingdom. Another advantage would also accrue ; the new quay
ground would be a protected bay for commercial ships to lay in, in the
event of war. This new quay could be commenced on a small scale, and be
gradually extended in line (as trade increased) to the full extent of one
mile and a half, or two miles, and wotild (on completion) form the finest

quay in the world, being within three hoars reach of the metropolis (per
rail).

The permanent advantage and general benefit of the Government
property, and all surrounding it, would be certainly secured, and all pro-
perties in the locality would be materially increased in value by adoption
of these plans.

The foregoing suggestions apply principally to the extension and im-
provement of Portsmouth Dockyard and neighbourhood, but there are
other great capabilities of making Portsnoouth Harbor tlie finest in the
world, if the same energetic spirit and determination is used which has
produced Cherbourg great works. One of the first steps required to be
taken is to get rid of the sweltering, filthy mud shoals, over which^the sea
flows backward and forward every tide, doing no good, but a vast deal of
harm, wasting some thousands of acres of land, which are now no use or
service to man or beast. Tliese shoals once seen (at low water spring
tides) from the Portsdown hills, must convince any man gifted with ordi-

nary common sense that it is a most egregious blunder and folly to per-

petuate such a great stinking evil and waste of valuable land, when deep
and wide channel ways for water entering from the outer harbor could
quickly be formed, for inlet and outlet of all tidal waters.

In the neighbourhood of Portchester Castle alone ten thousand acres of

land might be reclaimed for agricultural purposes, by merely turning the
shallow sea-water courses into dredged channel ways, with walled fences

or sides.

As much as a thousand acres of valuable land, for general uses of

Government, or for commercial purposes, can also be reclaimed from the
shallow water bays and inlets around Portsea Island. One of these, at

Stamshaw, near Tipnor, could be reclaimed, about one hundred acres in

extent, for formation of a naval or marine barracks, like the establishment
at Cherbourg for seamen, and 2,000 or 3,000 seamen could then be kept in

reserve, and daily passed in sections or divisions into Portsmouth Dock-
yard, by tramways, where the seamen would have full practice of rigging,

unrigging, gunnery, &c., &c. With such a reserve of healthy men, well

trained, and ready for any sudden emergency, we should be far from feeling

any doubt or difficulty as to how our ships should be manned. These
ideas are submitted by W. Austin in the best spirit of serving his country.

It is certain the pubUc money could not be more properly spent or invested

than in adding to the capabilities of Portsmouth Dockyard. The outlay

would be spent among our own people, and be reproductive, and supposing
three or four millions in addition were to be granted and spent for the

general improvement and deepening of the inner harbor, so as to render it

superior even to Cherbourg, no reasonable Englishman could complain of
the expenditure, which would enable us to keep and guard our best pro-

perty from attack from any and every quarter.

NORTHEHN ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.

A SPECIAL meeting of this Society was held last week, at Newcastle-on-
Tyne, to take into consideration a communication from the Royal Institute

of British Architects.

The Secretary read a communication received by the President, from the

President and Council of the Royal Institute of British Architects, request-

ing to be favored with the opinion of the Northern Architectural Association, as

to the expediency of an architectural examination, and a certificate or diploma, as

embodied in the following propositions of the Institute :

—

1. That it is desirable to alTord an opportunity for a voluntary professional exami-
nation to the present Associates, and to the future Fellows and Associates of the

Koyal Institute of British Architects. That an elementary examination be therefore

established for the students and Associates of this Institute under the ageot twenty-
flve years ; and a higher examination in the theory and practice of the profession for

Associates above that age, and for future Fellows,
2. That the rules as to students and their prizes be reconsidered by the

Council, so as to lead educationally towards the last-named more important exami-
nation.

3. That the elementary examination embrace pure and applied mathematics, land
surveying, mensuration, geology, ordinary construction and materials, drawing, the

stylos of architecture, the history of architecture, languages, and chemistry. The
examiners to define the subjects absolutely necessary ; the marks to be apportioned

to each ; and the aggregate number essential to entitle each candidate to a certiftcate.

4. That the chief subjects for the higher examination be such as occur in pro-

fessional practice, with the general theories on which the detail of such practice is

based— e. g., languages, architectural jurisprudence, the Building Act, sanitary

requirements, the liistory of architecture, the theory of the beautiful, analysis of the

styles of art, architectural composition, the literature of architecture, the theory of

the higher subjects of construction—c. ^r., arches, bridges, and domes, the apphca-

tion of iron, &c.

The communication further stated that the ultimate object of the Royal
Institute was to initiate a scheme, to he cautiously and gradually developed, for

the establishment of a compulsory examination, to he extended to all architects,

in order that tlie architectural profession should no longer continue the only one

open to be assumed, at least nominally, with all its heavy responsibilities, by the

mere ignorant, though bold pretender.

After observations from the President and Vice-President, on the importance

of the step now suggested by the Institute, the following resolutions were unani-

mously passed.

1. That it is the opinion of this Association that the establishment of an archi-

tectural examination, whether voluntary or compulsory, and a diploma, will be of

great advantage to the profession.

2. That it is the opinion of this Association that in carrying out the scheme for

establishing an architectural diploma, the Koyal Institute of British Architects should

make provision for admitting architects of established practice as members of the

Institute, without undergoing an examination, and for granting to such architects a
diploma based upon the merits of tlieir works.

9. That this Association suggests that all action in this matter by the Institute

should be taken with a view to the ultimate adoption of a compulsory examination.

4. That this Association leaves with confidence the details of this scheme in the

hands of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

After a vote of thanks to the President, the meethig separated.
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THE OLD HOUSES OF SOMERSETSHIRE.

AT tile twelfth annual meeting of the Somersetshire ArchauoJoRical and Natural

Uistoiy Society, on Monday last, after the despatch of routine business, &c.,

Mr. J. H. Parker addressed the assfiiiihly on tlie interesting topic of the old

houses in Somersetshire. From his remarks we extract the following :

—

" Somersetshire was, in his opinion, the richest county in the kingdom, %vith

respect to old houses, there being scarcely a village in it which did not possess a

houseof the time of Elizabeth, if not more ancient. He was not aware that

there were in the county any houses of so early a date as the 12th century ; there

were a few in England, but they were extremely rare. The finest example of the

houses of the 13th century which existed in England, or perhaps in Europe, was
the Bishop's residence at Wells. Its arrangement was not unusual for the period.

The lower story was vaulted, used only for cellars and entrance hall, the living

apartments being entirely upstiurs. The principal hall was on the first floor, and
probably the chapel at the end of it. This house was found in the 14th century
not sufficiently large on state occasions, and another palace was built by the side

of it, which was now a ruin. That appeared to him to have been merely state

apartments, and of course a kitchen, but not the regular dwelling-house. The
Bishop's residence was a most remarkable pile of buildhigs altogether, and he
knew nothing equal to it. It formed part of a group in connection with the

church, chapter-house, and close— all constituting one magnificent concep-

tion, giving an idea of the magnificence of the middle ages they could

hardly obtain elsewhere. There were several houses of the 14tli

century in the county. One they visited last year at Meare, the hall ofwhich was
also upstairs. It was a common practice in the 19th and 14th centuries to have
the lower story of the house vaulted, so that the cellars or store-rooms were fire-

proof. There was also a good house of the 14tli century near the church at

Martock, very curiously arranged. They had in that neighbourhood Clevedon
Court, a house built at the time of Edward III., and which, although added to

considerably, still showed the old house perfectly. The plan of the house was that

of the Roman letter H—the hall formed the stroke across the letter, and the two
transverse buildings formed the other portions of the letter. The ofBces were ex-
ternal. It was a very common practice of that period to have the kitchen out of
doors, or connected with the house by a passage only. That was the case at
Clevedon Court, and in other houses, and was a security against fire as well as a
preventive of the smell of dinner which was in many houses a great inconvenience.
In the middle ages "cellar" did not always mean a place ofdeposit, but a parlor,
or lower department. It was so at Clevedon Court. Above was the department
for the lord and his family. There was also there an arrangement which was not
so usual. The ladies' bower was over a projection, or bow-window, and there was
a window looking from it into the hall, instead of from the lord's apartment, as
was ordinarily the case. There was a portcullis, and slight fortiifications, but
from the situation of the house it never could have been intended as
a place of strength. Its fortifications were merely for keeping out
highwaymen and marauders, who wandered about the country. Houses
were often suiTounded with a moat, and provided with a drawbridge,
but with no intention to iindergo a regular siep;e. Somerset seemed to
have been, on the whole, a very peaceable county, its fortifications appearing
slighter and less numerous than in the other parts of the island. There were
more comfortable manor-houses in this county than anywhere else. Of the 15th
century the examples were numerous. There was one at Congresbury and one
they would that day go and see. He was son-y to say some had been destroyed

—

one at Kingstown Seymour within a few years. Almost every village had a house
of the Kith century—the time of Henry VIII., and Elizabeth. They were always
worth preserving and worth examining, for no two of them were alike. While
regretting the destruction of some ancient houses, they might experience pleasure
in finding that the spirit of their ancestors was not dead amongst them. Some
houses were very well preserved and kept up, and others were built in the same
spirit of liberality that their ancestors built. Their worthy president had set an
example at Butleigh, where as much money had been expended as upon any of
their mansions of the middle ages. Their architects was not so good in bouses
as churches. They had made vast strides in church architecture of late years,
and there were now erected churches equal to those of the middle ages. Archi-
tects did not now understand the mode of building a medieval house, which might
be made as comfortable as a modern house, and need not be more expensive.
They were improving in that respect as in some others : and if in the next ten
years their houses would show as much progress as their churches had done
within the last ten years, then there would be no reason to complain of them."

ST. PHILIP'S CHURCH, HULME.
THE new chuich of St. PhiUp, which has been erected at the junction of

Chester-street and Newcastle-street, Hulme, was consecrated on Saturday
afternoon. This chtu-ch is not only an important addition to ecclesiastical archi-
tecture in Manchester, but, from its position and size, it will supply a long and
strongly felt need of church accommodation in the district. Its erection is due
to the Messrs. Birley, who are large employers of the population of the neigh-
bourhood, and who undertook to provide the whole of the necessary funds. St.
Philip's Church is internally 117 feet 10 inches long, 58 feet 2 inches wide, and
54 ft. high from the floor to the roof-ridge of the nave. It will accommodate 640
adults. The style ofarchitecture is the Gothic Geometric Decorated ; the archi-
tects being Messrs. Shellard and Brown, of King-street, Manchester. The
tower fronts both Chester-street and Newcastle-street ; and with the spire and
vane, reaches a height of 1.55 feet 3 inches. The tower is chaste and elegant as
well as lofty. It is in four stages, the upper ones being areaded, and panelled,
and having large pointed traceried belfry windows; each angle is fiuislied with
high enriched pinnacles. There is in tlie tower a peal of eight sweet-toned bells,
which were cast by Messrs. Taylor and Sons, of Loughbsrough. The spire is in
three heights of lucarnes. The seats in the nave are rendered more comfortable
by arm-chair divisions. The principal side of the church (that towards Chester-
street) is divided into five bays, each having a traceried window of three lights

;

while the clerestory contains five similar, but rather smaller, windows. The
chancel aisle has two bays, each containing a large four-light window. In
the end of the nave next Newcastle-street, and also in the chancel gable
there is a pointed and traceried window, the former of four and the latter of five
hghts. The tracery is very varied. Intenially six pointed stone arches on the
south, and five on the north, separate the aisles from the nave ; while the chancel
has an arcade of two arches on the north, separating it from the aisle, and one on
the south side, for the organ chamber, which contains an instrument built by
•Messrs. Ecclestou and Bowes, of Manchester. There is au ornamental arcade of

Caen stone below the window of the chancel end ; the arcade hearing the deca-
logue. In the end wall on the north side of the altar, is a credence, and on the
south a triplicate sediiia for the ofijciating clergy. An arcade of Peel stone b
placed under the great west window. The church generally Ls built of Peel
stone; the roof is open timlwred and varnished to correspond with the seats:
and the interior is paved with Messrs. Maw and C'o's. tiles, in varied colors and
patterns. The gas fittings are Gothic in design, and very neat ; and the littingf
generally are comfortable, but simple. The stained glass windows are the
principal means resorted to for enriching the interior eitcct; and they are ex-
cellent samples of the work of Messrs. H. B. Edmundson and Son, of Man-
chester, who are now so well known for their productions in stained glass.
The clerestory windows are of ornamental quarries of rolled cathedral tinted
glass, with neat colored borders; each light contains a scriptural emblem
or a coat of arms. The window in the west end of the south aisle
is filled in with a rich geometrical design ; and those in the chancel aisle com-
prise figures of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezckiel, and Daniel ; of the four Evangelists,
of the Siiviour, St. Peter, St. Paul. &c. A window of throe; lights at the end of
the chancel aisle has three principal subjects— the Birth of Christ, the Presenta-
tion in the Temple, and the Saviour Disputing with the Doctors; each being un-
der a rich canopy. The cA«/° (2'<euur« is, however, the large east window of five
lights. The Ascension occupies the three centre lights; and the group of the
Apostles, life-size, is well managed and excellently drawn. The division to the
right bears a figure of St. Philip ; that to the left, St. .lames, minor. There are
various accessory subjects, scrolls with inscriptions, &c. ; and the window is alto-
gether most creditable to its producers. The subject treated in the large west
window (four lights) is Christ Blessing little Children, the figures in whicli exceed
life-size. The cost of the erection (exclusive of the land) has lieen about £8,000.
The principal contractors have been Messrs. Ellis and HinchliS", brick and
masons' work ; Messrs. Bowdcn, Edwards, and Forster, joiners' work, &c. ; and
Mr. John Nickson, plastering and painting. Service has been for some time
regularly conducted in schools close to the church, the erection of which cost
about £3,000. A parsonage-house, in the Elizabethan style, and to cost about
£1,700, is being erected to the south of the church, fronting Newcastle-street.
The three buildmga will form a striking and handsome group.

TJre's Dictionary ofArts, Manufacture, and Minei. Neie Edition chi^
re-icritten and greatly enlarged. Edited by Robert Hunt, F.R.S., F.S
London : Longmans, Green, and Roberts, 1860.

THIS is the "Twelfth or October part, destined to make up the three volumes
now publishing of tlus well-known work. Wlien completed it will comprise

fifteen parts, and be illustrated with some two thousand wood'engravings. No. 12
contains copiously illustrated articles on the dressing of ores, the cutting and
manufacture of paper and perfumery, on photography, pottery, printing, and
other processes, as the manufacture of pencils, the grinding of paints ; on papier-
mache, parchment, Portland cement, Portland stone, and other matters interesting
to our own readers. The illustrations are very well and intelligibly execute^
and for the most part are introduced as mai-^nal exemplifications of the accom-
panying letter-press—a feature very useful in a work of this description. The
article on photography occupies some sixteen pages of the part before us, and
forms a valuable modern treatise in itself.

The work is being issued regularly in monthly parts, and the Editor is

ably assisted in its compilation by writers of known eminence in their several
departments, such as Professors Frankland and Smitii, Sir William Armstrong,
Dr. Herapath, &c., &c. To every artist, artificer, and manufacturing operative,
this is not merely a valuable but a cheap edition of a standard work, and as sudt
we cordially recommend it to our readers.

Victorian Architecture: A fete Words to shoto that, a National Architec-
ture, adapted to the wants of the 19iA Century, is attaiyiable.^By Thomas
Harris, A.R.I.B.A., F.R.S.L., Architect. London; Bell and Daldy,
186 Fleet-street, 1860.
This is a short pamphlet, exhibiting on the part of its writer a considerable

degree of thought as to what constitutes beauty in architectural composition.
Were that the ostensible subject of his pamphlet, we might be tempted to notice
it at greater length, and consider severally the maxims laid down, some of which
are undeniably judicious, while others are somewhat fanciful. Mr. Harris, in
endeavouring to define such rules, enters on what is well known to be a diiScult
task ; and it is no discredit to him to aver, he has failed, with Edmund Burke,
Lord Aberdeen and other magnates, to fully master it.

But, averting our attention from real or fancied maxims of beauty, applicable
to compositions in every style of architecture, and directing it to the object of the
pamphlet as set forth in the title-page, we feel compelled to say, Mr. Harris's
brochure altogether fails as a solution of the old, old question. How to attain to
a New Style ofArchitecture. He tells us indeed it

—

Is a positive want of the a^e. The public mind is, as it were, prepared for tho
birth of a new era In this art ; and the importance of this fact architecturally is
beginning to be nationally felt.

We confess to our own unworthy inability to perceive, what is doubtless implied
by these last words, that our arehitects are one whit more earnest to-day in essay-
ing a new style of arehitecture, than they were a quarter of a century ago, whea
we remember to have made this very question the theme of a maiden architec-
tural essay. In those days our architects were intent on the imitation of pure
Greek porticos ; and, whether it was a church, or a tomb, or a shop-front which
he wanted, honest John Bull had a Greek portico of some sort thrust upon him.
Since then we have rung the changes on Palladian Colonnaded designs, on Aa^
tylar Italian palaces, on every medieval variety of English Gothic, down to

calumniated EUzabethan ; and, just now we are engaged—that is to say, every
popular architect is engaged—in copying Continental Gothic for sacred and
French Renaissance for secular edifices.' The fact is provoking truly, but it is

one nevertheless that, of a new style of architecture, we have nothing to sliow

but Crystal Palaces, which a few years ago the Times assured us, with sundry
disparaging comments on our ancient cathedrals, were the veritable realisation of
that architectural philosopher's stone, a new style of architecture. All honor to

Sir Joseph Paxton, for his admirable timely idea of enshrining the Great Exhibi-
tion in a house of glass; and small blame to that eminent horticulturist ilj after
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oil, he did nof succeed in giving us the denderntum which Mr. Harris shows us
(but onlv in liis title \me:e) is so easily "attainable!"

Soniet^iing: mi^lit lie pained if we could onlv ascertain hote the desidernfuin is

to be .ittained ; and much of the pamphlet is devoted to the task, but the deduc-
tions of its author are scarcely encouraging. He defines an indigenous style of
onr own to be, " an honest independent, simple expression of tlie true, God-
fearing English character;" and that " to produce a truly national style, the

artist must know and realise the wants and requirements of the age, and be

capable of improting and giving a faithful expression to them ;" yet he tells us

elsewhere that, "the prejudices of the public, and more particularly of the client

"

(good lack !)
" form an almost insurmountable barrier toany extent of progress;"

and that—alas for " tlie requirements of the age!"—
One of the chief difficulties to contend with is the strong love of the age for

rioftiieA* and attnu'tiveness, contrasted with the still strorjjer rage for cheapness,
meretricious oniamentation, and ejrpedition at any SACHIFICE. The attempt to

gratify these requirements has led to all that is sham, false aud perishable.* (I'age 5.)

Here and there about the pamphlet there are some useful hints laid down, as

we have already observed. Speaking of masonry, Mr. Harris says

—

Random work should only be used as a it)ling-in for the upper part ofthe structure,

or where bearing strength is not wished to be conveyed. (Page s.)

When stone is combined with brick it should be very sparingly introduced, and it

requires the greatest taste and study, or its superior nature aud uniformity of color
will, in a {jreat measure, seriously damage the general eflect. (Page 10.)

Of the general principles ofdesign and decoration be says, what, if we hav^
read it elsewhere, will bear repetition.

It is comparatively an easy matter to make an elaborate design ; but a simple aud
bold dhc requires a jrreat amount of study. A design to be complete and perfect
should be such rhat no part, however insiguilicant, can be taken from it without
damaging the eflV'ct of the whole.
One material should never be painted to represent another of a dilTerent kind, but

the quality may be improved, thus giving scope to the decorative artist ; for instance,

grained imitations of rare and expensive woods may be applied to the commoner
kinds, and bronzing and gilding to iron-works.

Thesis are some of the good points of Mr. Harris's pamphlet ; and we especially

notice them because we have made pretty free with the text of his title-page,

which we consider is altogether too pretentious for the pamphlet. To us it seems
that tile foot-note on the last page may, like the postscript of a lady's billet,

peradventure embody the pith of the writer's whole theory. It runs thus,

—

J»OTE.—Many of these Ideas have been put into practical execution by the author.

If so, let us live in hope of meeting Mr. Harris again,

—

an the walls of the
Architectural Exhibition.

(Torrcsponilcttcc.

W. PORDEN.
Sir,—A note at page 755 inquires if any of your readers can afford some in-

formation relative to William Porden, the architect of Eaton Hall. Some notice

of him is, no doubt, to be found in the " Obituary " of the Gentleman's Maga-
zine for 1822, in which year he died, in his residence in Berners-street, 14th
September, at the age ofabout sixty-seven. One rather distinguished work of
bis was the stables of the Pavilion at Brighton ; another, if I mistake not, a
handsome villa at Putney, erected for Alderman Beilby Thompson, and shown
in Richardson's " New Vitruvius Britannicus," in which collection it is not the
least interesting subject. Beyond this, all I can add is that a folio volume of
illustrations of Eaton Hall, by Buckler, containing views of several of the apart-
ments, was published by Clarke, New Bond-street, in 1826.

Miss Porden, the authoress of a poem entitled " The Veils," was either the
sister or the daughter of the architect ; I rather believe she was his daughter,
but do not pretend to be certain.

This is the amount of the information asked for that I can give, and, scanty as
it is, it is something better than nothing. I am, &c.

W. H. L.

Provisions/or Winter,—Ere we had known that Summer had come,
winter begins to make its approach felt, in the form of cold draughts penetrating
underneath doors, by the joints, and from the windows. A careful Paterfamilias will
take time by the forelock, and make all joints and openings tight and " draught
proof," so that he may thoroughly enjoy his VVallsend instead of freezing behind
and toasting in iront. Of course there are ingenious and extremely useful
appliances for the assistance of Paterfamilias, and in the front rank comes the
patent india-rubber stops, or mouldings, and self-acting slides, furnished by Mr.
Greenwood, of Arthur-street, London-bridge. They possess the recommen-
dations of cheapness and durability, are easily applied, and neither doors nor
windows require rehanging for the application ofthis " aid to comfort."

Hotingham Church.—In a recent notice of the works at this church
we neglected to state the names of the glass painters, Messrs. Ward andHuahes,
of67. Frith-street, Soho.

The large and very handsome Church of All Saints, Kensington-
Eark, Nottliig-bill, built at the expense of Dr. Walker, of St. Columb, but which
as been left in an unfinished state about five years, will, it is hoped, be opened

on Ist November. The Hev. John Light, m.a., senior curate, of Ashton-under-
Lyne, and formerly of St. Paul's, Shadwell, is tlie incumbent.
Dudley.— J'Ae Old Town Hall.—At last this building standing in the

centre of the High-street, and blocking up the entrance to the market from the
chief portion of the town, has been removed. The market-place is formed of the
site of a large number of houses which formed the south side of Queen-street
and the north side of the Lower High-street, and is of considerable extent. The
houses were cleared away some fifteen years since, but the town-hall allowed to
remain. This is now removed, and, standing from tlie bottom of the castle, thus,
the visitor can now see up Castle-street, through the market, and up High-street,
the vista twing closed by the parish church ot St. Thomas, which stands on the
brow of the hill at the extreme end of High-street and at itsjunction witli Upper
High-street. Tliere was no particular claim in this hall on the score of antiquity,
Mr. Wiggingtoii and the other architects of the town counselling its removal.

* The italics and capitals are not ours ; we simply reprint them from Mr. Harris's
pamphlet.

TENDERS.
ClIl'KOH ilUIiLL.

For St. Luke's Church, South Jlyton, Hull. Kobert Blcssley, arcliitect, London
and Eastbourne. Quantities supplied.

Boundftry Fiiun- Tower
Cliurcb, Wnlla,

*

liatiou to and RcredoB. Font. Pulpit, Total.
Drains, 8tc. Tower. Spire. &c.

Hutcfaituon &
Mus|[r«ve ..£i,1Stt,. £SiO 0.. jCIM 0..jC797 .. Mi ll..£W..Sm O...C3,«62

&imp««Q attd

Malone,HiiU 2,273.. 286 6 6 .. 123 3 10.. <I2S 4 I.. 23 4 6.. 20.. 45 0.. 3,69.5

J.T. RobiDson,
HiiU 2,280.. 270 .. 126 0.. 980 0.. 30 0.. 20.. 8110.. 3,797 10

J.Sliat^oe,York 2,250.. 251 13 0.. 120 .. S64 .. 29 10 4.. 2!).. 70 10.. 3,t)05 13

Dove, Brothers,
LoDdou 2,585.. S97 0.. 264 0.. 940 6 20.. 63 0.. 4,269

Railway Station, Makske, Yokkshire.
For a passenger station at Marskc, Yorkshire, for the Stockton and Darlington

Railway Co.
Bulmer £1,660
Robson 1,25? 9 7
Armltage 1,115 3 10
Pearson l.OfiO 10
Chapman l.OH 10
Kemp aud Abdale 1,029 13 6
Elwin (accepted) 1,015 1 4

Supply, Chelsea.
For the supply of broken granite to the Vestry of Chelsea.

A. and F. Maiiuelle (accepted) 128. lid. per ton.

MowlemandCo 138. 5d. do.

R. L. and J. Fennings 138. Cd. do.

For the supply of flints :—
Baldoch (accepted) 4s. 5d. per yard
H art 4s. od. do.
Tuff 4s. (id. do.
Tyler 4s. (id. do.

Smeed 48. 9(L do.

Sewerage, Chelsea.
For sewerage works in the Parish of Chelsea.

G. Todd, Jun 2J per cent, discount on pnces in schedule.
King and Howe* ....10 do. do. do. do.

* Accepted.

DWELLINC^IIOUSES, TOTTENHAM, MAX.
For two dwelling-houses, Tottenham Max, for Mr. Ormc, Mr. James Dudley, sur^

veyor. Quantities supplied.

C. Lessum £850
Humphrys 835
Brett 820
Turner aud Sons 197

Cushing £75"
Baldwiu 750

Clarke (accepted) 748

Cottage, Colney Hatch. .

For a pair of cottages, at Colney Hatch. Messrs. Richard Tress and Chambers
architects.
Deards £960

;
Eley £898 17 (J

Fowler 942 Pearse 875 17

Hawkes 920
|

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
WORKHOUSE.

Stepney.—For designs and plans for a new union workhouse for the Stepney Union,
for about 800 adults, male and female, at Bromley, Middlesex, at a cost not ex-
ceeding £25,000. The guardians will pay premiumB for three sets of plsns which
shall, in their opiniou, best meet their requirements, viz.—for the first, £69 ; for

the second, £40 ; and for the third, £20. The three premiated plans are to become
the property of the Bo.ard. In the event of the author being selected to carry out
the work, the premium to merge in the architect's commission. Each setof plans
and designs to be distinguished by a motto, accompanied with a sealed envelope
containing the name and address of the competitor, and bearing a similar motto to

that on the plan or design, which envelope will not be opened until alter the plans
are decided upon. The plans, and everyining intended to be submitted therewith,
must be enclosed in a sealed cover endorsed " Plan for Union Workhouse, Step-
ney," and addressed to Mr. W. B. Bathurst. Clerk to the Board of Guardians,
Board Room, Ratcliif Workhouse. York-street, London. E., and be delivered on
or before November 26. The Guardians will pay to the architect selected to carry
out the work a commission of 2J per cent, on the outlay, to include all plans,

drawings, and specifications, and all attendances necessary to complete the same,
and no charges for extras of any description will be allowed. Plans of the ground
may be obtained on opplication at the clerk's office, as above.

TOWN HALL. &c.
GRIMSBY'.—For designs for the erection of the following buildings, viz., town-hall,

with appurtenant offices and police station, and detached separate boys" and girls'

schools, for the children of the freemen of the borough. A plan of the site aud
local sketch of the district of the town in which it is proposed the new buildings
should be erected, to -tether with further instructions to architects, particulars of
the requirements of tjie council, and conditions under which the designs will be
received, may be had from Mr. Joseph Maushan, Surveyor to the Local Board of
Health of the Borough of Grimsby, from October 1. The architect whose design
adopted will be employed by the council, on the usual professional terms, to

carry out the works, beyond which no premium is offered. Designs will be received

at the office of Cieorge iiabb. Town Clerk, in Great Grimsby, uiitil 4 p.m., Dec. 29.

CEMETERY WORKS.
LvERPOOL.—For designs for three chapels mortuary, principal entrance with lodges,

and superintendent's residence, for the Liverpool Cemetery, Aniield Park, Walton,
with plans, specifications, and estimates. The premiated designs to become the

property of the Board, who are not to be bound necessarily to employ any of the
competitors to carry out the works. In the event of the successful competitor being
employed, the premium will merge into the commission. The premiums are three
in number—one of £100, one of £50, and one ot £30—to be paid in the order of
merit. A ground-plan, showing the sites of the several buildings, and all neces-
sary particulars for the guidance of competitors, may be obtained on application to

William Gay, clerk to the Board, Burial Hoard Offices, 12, Clayton-squiu'e, Liver-
pool, on and after the 13th of September ; aud the designs, plans, and other par-
ticulars intended to be submitted, must be sent in by October 29, addressed to him
at the offices of the Board.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS, &c.
Charing-Cboss.—For a design and tender to erect, at a cost not excee<ling .£150, a
drinking fountain, in marble, granite, stone, or metal, to abut on the curb of the
pavement in front of the Nelson (Column, Charing-crosa. Designs and speciiica-

tions for the same to be sent to the Vestry of St. Martin's-in-tne-Fields, Vestry
Hall, St. Martin's-place, W.C, to Rtli October.

COTTAGES AND FAR.M BUILDINGS.
YOBKSiiiRE, —The Council of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society offer the following

prizes for designs and plans of cottages and farm-buildings, viz:—1. For the best
plan for a double cottage, containing not less than three bed-rooms in each, aud cost
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not to exceed £220 tlie pair, X25. 2. For the best plan of a double cottage, con-

taining two or three bed-rooms, the cost not to exceed £180 the pair, £2.^

3. Forthe best plan of a sin^^Ie cottagre, the cost not to;exceed ^120, £^5. 4. For
the best jilan of a pair of coitai»es of Irrejjular design, tli'e cost not to exceed £210,
£10. For the second best ditto, £5.

Farm IhdUUnfjs.—l. For the best plan of farm bulldingB, adapted for a farm of

not less tliaii 500 acres, £.'iO. N.IJ.—The prize In this class will not be given to

any plan which docs not provide for the use of steam power. 2. For the best

fdan of farm buiUUngH adapted for a farm of 200 acres, £2.'j. TMans of cottages
Q compelition for the prizes must be sent in on or before November l.'jth, 18(M),

and the plans of farm buildings on or before December 1st, 18(j0. Particulars
and conditions of competition may be had of the secretary, John llannun. Kirk
Deighton, Wetherby, Yorksliire.

SCHOOLS.
AsnTON-UNDER-LvNE.—For designs, witli estimates and specifications, for the new
schools in the parish of Ashton-under-Lyne. The schools must accommodate
not less tlian 50O day scholars, and 1,.')00 .Sunday scholars ; to be built of brick, with
stone facings, at a cost of not more than £2,200, including architecfs conuaission
and clerk of the works, and to be in accordance with the requirements of the
Frivy Council for Education. A premium of £2.'* will be given for the best design,
should the author not be engaged to carry out the work. The designs must be
sent to the Kev. Thomas Parkes, Ashton-under-Lyne, on or before the 1st of De-
cember next, from whom a plan of the site and (urther particulars may be
obtained, (See advertisement.)

CONTRACTS OPEN.
BATII.S AND WASII-HOL'SKS.

West.minster.—For certain works, in altering, enlarging, and improving the public
baths and wash-houses In the parish of St. James Westminster, situate inJIarshall-
street. Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. C. Lee, architect. 20 Golden-square. Parties
desirous to tender must leave their names at Mr. Lee's office. Tenders to be
delivered sealed, addressed to '-The Commissioners for Public Baths and
wash-houses in the parish of St. James, Westminster, 10, JIarshall-street," to

October 17.

LIBKARY AND BATHS.
Lewes.—For the erection of a public library and baths, at Lewes, Sussex. Quanti-

ties of Mr. Lee, 3o, Craven-street, Strand ; and particulars on application to the
architect, Q. G. Scott, Esq., 20, Spring-gardens, London, S.W.

HOTEL.
ViBOiNiA Water.—For rebuilding the Wheatshcaf Hotel, Virginia Water. Flans,
&c., at the Hotel, from October 3. Tenders to H. Jennings, Esq., to October 10.

CEMETERY.
Oswestry.—For the erection of the chapels and lodge, and for laying out, fencing,
and draining the gound for a cemetery at Oswestry. Plans, &c., with Richard J.

Croxon, Clerk, Oswestry. No tender will be received if not on the proper form,
which may be obtained on application to the architect, Mr. HansF. Price, Weston-
super-Mare, or at the clerk's offices, to whom tenders addressed to the Chairman
of the Burial Board, to October 1,5.

Kettering.—For the erection and finishing of the mortuary chapels, lodge,
entrance-gates, and fence-walling at Kettering, Northamptonshire. The plans,
&c., at the Board-room in Kettering, and further information from Mr. R. \V.
Johnson, architect. Melton Sfowbray. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the offices

of Wm. Marshall, Clerk to the lioard, Kettering, endorsed " Tender for Cemetery
Works," by 5 p.m. of Octoberllj. (See advertisement.)

PRISON.
AiDERsnoT.—For the erection of additional warders' quarters at the District Mili-
tary I'rison, at Aldershot, in the county of Hants. Parties desiring to tender must
leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Aldershot, on or before the 12th
inst., and pay half-a-guinea for the bills of quantities. Tenders, addressed,
under cover, to the Director of Contracts, War Office, I*all-maH, London, S.W.,
endorsed in the left-hand corner of the envelope, " Tender for Warders' Quarters,
Aldershot," to be delivered by 10 a.m. of October 10. (See advertisement.)

WORKHOUSE.
Stoke-cpon-Trent.—For certain additions to be made to the schools at the Spittals
workhouse Stoke-upon-Trent. Plans, &c.. at the offices of Messrs. Ward and Co.,
architects, Hanley, on and after Jlonday, the 1st October. Tenders to be delivered
to Thos. Griffin, clerk to Guardians, parish office, Stoke-upon-Trent, properly
endorsed, on October 0.

DWELLING-HOUSES.
II

SowERBY.—For the several works required to be done in building two good dwelling-
la houses, at Sowerby. near Thirsk, Drawings, Ac,, at Sir. Kirby's the Railwayn Hotel, in Sowerby. Tenders to be addressed to 3Ir. Thos. Buckle, Sowerby, near

Thirsk, to October 1.5.

Maitlstone.— For thererectiou of proposed residence on a plot of ground situated on
the Boxley-road, Maidstone, Drawings, &c., and bills oi^ quantities on api)Ucation
to I'eck and Stephens, architects, Maidstone.

VILLAS.
Dovercourt.—The time for sending in tenders for the finishing of three pairs
of semi-detached villas at Dovercourt, near Harwich, has been extended
to October 9, Plans, &c., at Mr. Darkins, Cliff Villa-road, Dovercourt,
or with 3Ir. Maxon, 3, St. Slartin's place. Trafalgar-square, London.

BUSINESS PREMISES.
Reading.—For the erection of the new drapery premises, for Messrs. Wellsteed
and Co., Broad-street, Reading. Drawings, &c., on .5tli and 6th Oct., at Messrs.
Baggallay and Co's, Love-lane Aldermanbury.

SHOW ROOMS, Ac.
Harrogate.—For the several works required to be done in building a dwelling-
house and extensive show rooms, at Harrogate, for Mr. G. Beazley, coach builder.
Drawings, Ac, at his office, in the Swan Hotel-yard, tenders to be sent to
Mr. G. Beazley, to October 8.

SCHOOLS.
Benenden.—For an Industrial School to be erected in the parish of Benenden.
Plans, Ac, at.Gibbon's Free Schoolroom, in the said parish. Tenders, for the whole
or part, to be sent to the Rev. W. J. Edge, Vicarage, Benenden, near Staplehurst
to;Oct. Ifi.

Ripojj.—Forthe masons', bricklayers', carpenters', joiners', plasterers', plumbers',
glaziers', slaters', and painters' work necessary in the erection ofa female training
school, at Rlpon. Drawings, Ac, with J. B. and William Atkinson, architects, 93,
Micklegate, York, from Stn to 20th Oct., inclusive. Schedules of quantities can be
obtained on appUcation on and after the 15th of Oct. Sealed tenders to be delivered
to the architects on or before .5 p.m. of Oct. 20.

I'APER MILL.
Eadcliffe.—For the construction of lodges and filters for the East London Paper

Mill Company (Limited), at Radclific. Plans, Ac, at the offices of Mr. J. Chatt-
wood. architect and surveyor. Union-square, Bury. Sealed tenders, endorsed
" Tenders for Lodges, &c." to be sent in to John Downham, secretary, 14, Union-
square, Bury, to Oct. 9.

WATERWORKS.
Gdiseley.—For from two to three hundred yards of tunnelling for the Guiseley
Waterworks, the excavation of which will be about four feet in diameter, chiefiy
through rock. Plans, Ac, from October 9, at the offices of Mr. James Lumley,C.E.,
Shipley near Bradford, where forms of tender, specifications, Ac, maybe obtained.
Sealed tenders to be delivered to Mr. John Padgett, Chairman of the Committee,
Hawkhill, Guiseley, near Leeds, to October 18.

ENGINE SUED.
Sheffield.—For the erection of an engine-shed (to hold twenty-four engines), and
other buildings in connexion therewith, at Sheffield, for the Midland Railway
Company. The drawings, Ac. and copies of quantities, at the Knginecr's Office,

Derby statiqn, on and after Tuesday next. Scaled tenders to be forwarded by
post, prepaid, to the Secretary of the Way and M'orka Committee, Derby station,

by 10 a.m. of October 10. (See advertisement.)
ROADWORK.

CiiEHTER Dene.'—For the the excavators', ma.sons', and other works required in a
proposed deviation of the Durham and Tyne Bridge turnpike road about half amile
in length, commencing at or near the Chester Toll liar, and ending at or near aix

Inn called the " Clippers Inn." Plans, Ac, with William Crozier C.E. and archi-

tect. County Courts, Durham. Tenders to J. W. Swinburne, clerk to the said
trustees, at his offices. Wellington-street, Gateshead, endorsed " Tenders for
Chester Dene Improvements." to October 1.5.

Newcross.—For making a new road, about 200 yards in length, with footpaths, Ac,
on the Ilatcham Manor Pistate, New Cross. Plans, &c., with Mr. Snooke, architect,

0, l>uke-8treet, London-Bridge, tenders deliverable at the Haberdashers' Hall,
Gresham-street west, by 12inoon of October 11.

Ketteri.ng— For the making and constructing ol the roads and paths, and for the
drainage and sewerage of the Cemetery at Kettering. Plans, Ac, at the Board-
room in Kettering, and further Information of Sir. R. W. Johnson, architect.

Melton Mowbray. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the office of 5Ir. William
Marshall, clerk to the Burial Board, Kettering, endorsed " Tender for Roads and
Drainage," by 5 p.m. of October 1.5. (See advertisement.)

DRAINAGE, Ac.
Manchester.—For the execution of the works required in draining, paving, and
flagging the roadway of RadclifTc-brldge. and of other works connected therewith.

Particulars from William Radford, Brldgemaster, 41, John Dallon-street, Man-
chester ; to whom sealed proposals, marked • Tender for Roadway, ICadcliffe-

bridge," under cover, to October 8.

SEWERAGE.
Harrow.—For supplying, laying down, and completely finishing about 3,000 feet of

Doulton's stoneware pipe sewer, of 12 inches in diameter, with bends, junctions,

syphons, Ac. ; also, to construct sewerage and deodorising tanks, and other works,
according to plans. Specification with Mr. William Smith,.Surveyor to the Harrow
Local Board of Health, Albert Cottage, Harrow. Tenders addressed to WlUiam
Winkley, jun., clerk, Harrow, and endorsed '• Tender for Sewer, Ac." to Octobers.

PORTOBELLo, (N.B.)—For the execution of sewerage works within the burgh of
Portobello. The plans, Ac, at the Police Commissioners' Office, Portobello; and
schedules of measurement, Ac, from Mr Paterson, C.E., surveyor, 20, St. Andrew-
square, Edinburgh. Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tenders for Sewerage Works," to

be lodged with Alexander Paterson, Clerk to the Commissioners, Portobello, by
12 noon, of Oct. 12.

Old Ford.—For the formation of an embankment, and the construction of main
brick sewers therein, a miles 1,400 feet in length, or thereabouts, together with iron
bridges and other works in connexion therewith. The works will commence at a
point west of the river Lee, at Old Ford, cross the Stamford-road, pass through
West Ham, Plalstow, and East Ham, and terminate at Barking Creek, in the re-

spective counties of Middlesex, Essex, and Kent. Parties desirous of tendering

may, on payment of .£5, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form of tenders, Ac, on
applicatioB to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer of the Metropolitan Board of Works,

1, Greek-street, Soho. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
to be delivered at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober 18. (See advertise-

ment.)
RAIL-WAT.

North-Eastern EAii,wAT.~-For the construction of the following works, viz. :—
1st. The Lanchester Valley Branch, in length 12J miles, which commences on the

Bishop Auckland Branck near the river Browney, and terminates at Conside. 2na.

The Guisbro' Branch, in Length 5 miles, which commences on the North Yorkshire

and Cleveland line, near Battersby, and terminates by ajunction with the Sliddles-

bro' and Guisbro' Railway, near Slorton Grange. Plans, sections, and specifica-

tions, from September 27, at the Engineer's Office, Central Station, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, where printed forms of tenders, specifications, and quantities may be ob-
tained. Sealed tenders, addressed to J. Cleghorn, secretary (marked " Tender for

Lanchester Valley Branch," or "Tender for Guisbro' Branch," as the case may
be), must be delivered at York by 12 noon of October 11.

Carrickfergus.—For making the Carrickfergus and Lame Railway, about 1.5 miles

long. Plan.s, Ac, at the oiflce of the engineer, at the station of the Northern
Counties Railway, Belfast. Sealed proposals, under cover to Samuel Vance, secre-

tary of the company, at his office. Chamber of Commerce, Belfast, October 29.

LIGHTHOUSE, Ac.
Calf-rock, Cork.—For the erection of a lighthouse tower on the Calf Rock, west-
ward of Dursey Island ; also of dwelling-houses on the east shore of Dursey
Sound, Co. Cork. Plans, &c., on application at the office of the Port of Dublin
Corporation, or at the lighthouse, Bearhaven, Co. Cork, or at the shore dwelling
of the keeper of the Spitbank Lighthouse, at Quecnstown, Co. Cork, where also may
be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to the secretary, W. Lees,
Esq., to October 31.

BEACON.
Crookhaven, (Cork).—Forthe erection of a beacon on the Alderman Rocks, on
the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven, County Cork. The beacon to

be of cast iron casing, filled with masonry. Plans, Sections, &c., at the office of the

Port of Dublin, Corporation or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island County
Cork, where also may be had prln> !d forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to

the secretary, W. Lees, Esq., to October 31.

REDOUBT.
Eastbochne.—For extensive alterations and additions to the circular redoubt at

Eastbourne. Parties desiring to tender must leave their names at tlie Royal
Engineer Office, Brighton, on or before Oct. 14, and pay half-a-guinea for bills of

quantities.
STORES, Ac.

Dover.—For building a coal yard and straw store, at the Citadel, Dover. Parties

desiring to tender must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Dover, on
or before the 13th Inst., and pay half-a-guinea for hills of quantities. (See adver-
tisement.)

Birmingham.—For making certain alterations and additions to the Goods Ware-
house of the Midland Railway Company, and for the erection of a store for copper,

at Ac, the Lawley-strcet station, Birmingham. Drawings, Ac, with Mr. Taflow, at

that station, on and after Tuesday next. Sealed tenders to be forwarded by post (pre-

paid) to the Secretary of the Way and Works Committee, Derby Station, so as to

be received by him by 10 a.m. of October 16. (See advertisement.)

The Halifax New Cemetery.—There is a question m tbe Halifax

Town Council as to whether the new and beautiful chapels to be ei-ected in the

Stoney Royd Cemetery sliall be built of rubble or flat-bedded stone. The archi-

tect, Sir. Edwards, London, recommends the former. Pending the settlement of

the point, the Cemetery Committee have decided on the erection ot temporary

wooden chape!-. a.s interments in the old burial-grounds must shortly cease.

The York Union Offices.—The handsome and couimodious building

now in course of erection at tlie eorner of Museum-street and Hliike-strcet, to

be occupied as a board-room and offices in connexion with the York Poor Law
Union, is fast approaching completion, and when finished will be an ornament to

the locality in which it is situated.
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INVEKTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
AvfMOMri Pnttdmt/or Six Monllu hat tttn granted lo

Mr. J. Qnstaitoa, of Leicester, Jeirellor, for "A new or Improved method of constructing
ponalitolnildiiifs."
Hr. E. J. Cole, of u, Pembrldce-ganlens, Bajswater, Middlesex, ibr " Orumcntlng the

external walls of bouses and buildtngs."
Mr. J. BngEect, of Eastbounic. Sussex, enplDeer, for " A method of, and apparatus fbr. re-

nlatllic tteUKht In atreet and 01'

the tame may oe tftopenseil with.'
atrect and other lamps, whereby Uie n.-.li£htiug and extinguishing ofutlat ttel

iMune nw]
Mr. E. Hunt, of Olaa^w, engineer, for " Improved apparatus for preparing aaws."—

A

coouuniUcation.

Sorrey, for " The amalgamation of certain materials forming a plastic composition appli
cabte to works of the tine arts, Iralldlng purposes, Imitations ofmarbles, ancient carvings, and

Mr. W. Kimuige, of s, Albion-place, Vauxhall, and Mr. A. Ripley, of the same place,
'" -- ^ malgamation of certain materials forming a pla

"

- c tine arts. Imlldinff DUmoees. Imitations ofmarb
other uses."

Mr. G. Owen, of Boston lodge, Merioneth, engineer, for " Improvements in tho construction
of sawing machines."
Mr. F. itansome, of Ipswich, for " Improvements in preserving stone, bricks, and other

norous buiidiug matcriais. and in cementing porous and other matters in manufacturing
blocks and other articles thereof"
Mr. W. Kumhold, architect, of St. Louis, U.S., for " An improved mode of constructing

doarn."

Letter! Patent vhieh paaed the Great Seal on September »7, 188^-
Mr. M. Craufurd, ot the Kinson Clay Totterv, near Poole, for " Improvements in blocks or

hricka fto building purposes."
Mr. J. Bobertson. ul 3, Stainsbury-road. East India-road, Middlesex, cooper, for "Im-

provementa in the construction off^iniaces or flreniaces."
Mr. W. Rimington and >v. Kimington. jun.,botn of Skiptou, Yorkshire, whitesmiths and

helnnngwa, for '' Improvements in box hmges for swing doois."

Patent on trhic/t the Stamp Dittv of £50 has been paid—
Mr. J. Lewis, of Salford, Lancaster, engineer, lor " Certain improvements iu machinery or

apiiaratus for making liricks, tiles, and other similar aa'ticles, and also in the machinery for
preparingclay for the same manufacture."

XOTtCES TO PBOCEED.
Mr. C. .\ldin, of Clapham-park, Surrey, builder, in respect of" An improvement in thecon-

stmction of paving tiles."
Mr. C. Hadfieid.of lladfield, Derby, and Mr. W. A. Attkins, oftsame place, in respect of

*' Improvements in machinery for preparing, making, and moulding bricks, tiles, -and other
articles fitrnied of clay, peat, or other materials."
Mr. E. Hnnt. ot' Glasgow, engineer,!in respect of '* Improved apparatus for preparing saws."—A communication.
Mr. J. A. Manning, ofthc Inner Temple, in respect of " Improvements in the treatment,

application, and use ofsewerage matters, and the general wastes of towns and factories."
Mr. A. V. Ifewton, offw;, Chancery-lane, mechanical draughtsman, in respect of " Improve-

ments in the apphcation ofsteam to the wanning of buildings and apartments, and in appa-
ratus therefor. —A communication.

'Patent on uhich the Starnp Dutv of rgso hat been paid.
Mr. J. G. Jennings, of Holiand.street, Blaciuirlars, sanatory engineer, for *' Improve-

ments in the manufacture of articles used 'for forming flues and air and water passages in
fcolldlngs.

" «»

SALES AT GAERAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FBEEHOLD.

_ ByMeagre. Beabm. and Sokb.—ForHham, Essex, estate known as Sutton's Kittle's, and
BrownlB Aom, comprising farm residence, out offices, kitchen garden, agricultural buildings,
and S<Ma. a-. 33p. of land, let on lease at £260 per annum ; sold for £7 mo.
womtagford and Bures, Essex, 13a. Or. 28p. of arable and woodland, let at £10 per annum

;

sold for *S.S<».
. •• ,

By Mr. HoFHAit.—No. 81, Great Chapel-street, Broadway, TVestmlnster, house and shop.
let on lease atsEas per annum ; sold for il,220.
By Sir. McuKf LL—Xos. 1, 2, and s, Gold-street, King-street, Old Gravel-lane, Wapping,

together with the yard,cow sheds, Sk., In the rear, the whole producing ea ins. per annum

;

sold for £330.
1 o f .,

By Messrs. Bdtchek—Woodcote-green, Epsom, Surrey, villa residence, and three en-
cloanres of meadow laud—about 10 acres ; sold for sE8,6J0.

_^ I.EABEHOI.D.
>(?«••»• Eu.t« and BoK._Harley-place west. Bow-road, the comer of Hariey-strect,

TCnaence, with stable-coach-house, and garden, let on lease at £40 per annum, held for atenn of 74 years, from December, 1858, ground rent £7 per annum ; sold for £415.By Messrs. CniNNocx and Galswortht.—22. Prince Albcrt's-road, Queen'sgatc, Ken-
sington, residence, with coach-house and stabling, estimated annual value £600, held for a^?™^ years, from September, 1857, ground-rent, £00 per annum ; sold for £5.170.

23, Prince Albert's-road. Kensington, residence, with coach-iiouse and stabling, annual
vsjoc £600, held for a similar term at same ground-rent; sold for £.5,070.

24, Prince Albert's-road, house, with coach-house and stabling, held for same term and
ground-rent, annual value £000; sold for £4,900.

*?• "i^" '"*''''"''=• Gore-road, Prince Albcrt's-road, Kensington, residence, ' estimated
Zjli°r ^21 P" '"'"''°' '""" ^ years, from September, 1867, ground -rent £35 per annum;Bom lor x2.42d.

-i^^''; »<"'DE>--7, 8. and 9, Park-terrace, Cornwall-road, Brixton-hill, houses, unfl-

threelot I™*"'""'"'
''"''' **''>'*">'*'• '**"• ground rent £i) per annum; sold for £195 (in

_H' jPTk-terrace, Comwall-road, Brlxton-hlil, house and shop, held for same term, ground-rent £4 per annum ; sold for £75.

•n^l^i'vi'*^"—* '"'• """""'-*''"''^"'' '^'""'"S'on. houses, letlat £180 per annum, termSOyears from June, 1S24, groumi-rcnt £10 per annum ; sold for £1,560.
»»to 31, (.alisbury-lanc, -Neckingcr-road, liermondscy, houses, let at £78 per annum, term
irS^ °°' Lady-day, 18.M1, ground-rent £10 per annum : sold for £425.
»», ai«>re-strcet, Halsey-terrace, Sioane-street, Chelsea, house, let at £38 per annum,term
.
yearsfrom SeptemU-r, 1847, ground-rent £7 per annum ; sold for £370.

,^l''^°'>'''l^nima-ro»Avfeat. Stratford New Town, houses, let at £50148. per annum.
« « -'IS" ™ i'^Piember, 1800, ground-rent £7 10s. per annum ; sold for £305.

49 v.,.»rrv;,..t,'V'''T^V
•'ai'mbury-snnare (north side), residence, let at £60 per annum, term

u \^ -li
'''"'J-'l">' '!>"'• ground-rent £7 per annum ; sold for £665.

•iii ,^,. r'^'-'-~'.-
'"akenhain-strcet, Oray's-inn- road, house, let at £33 per annum,

rV^ ^ i"" ^"'"^ -'"' •'September, 18*3, ground-rent £5 ; sold for £.320.

tor'^''
'™"""^"''''*''''""'^'''"' "' ^^ '"' »™"™' »»">» 'enn and ground-rent; sold

f.''*^^''?,'".''"'."'' •""'»'' same term, rent, &c. ; sold for £.310.

lMl,"iSi!nd^renr£'i??;'Sfo/«70.'°''^' '^' °' **• ''" ''°"""°' **"" *' '"'"" '""' ^ """''

ft^%Vh"u ^. ."',*.,'.'?"'""''"',"'' KIcrkcnweil, premises, let at £109 per annum, tenn S9t yearsiromasthMarch, 1847, ground-rent £10 per annum; sold for £180.
»ij»iw=

gw^£3eSt'£20^'»ia'forfc5f''*' " *" '*''™"'"°' '«™ 21 years firom Lady-day, 1847,

Pbopebtt Sold akd Bought ik During rar. last Six Months
, ,

Sold. Bought in. Total.
^"'y *2*'»12 •• £?l"»l .... £1,689,931August 802,407 .... 426,«0S .... 729 015
bcptember 101,468 .... 80,979

i^m^us 1,298,875

182,467

2,501.4113

JWw 'Church at Pill.—On Thnrsday week a new church was opened atma TflJagc, situated at the mouth of the river Avon. It is a spacious building,
and ha.s been substantially and -with.il liandsomcly erected, the internal fittings
being of a superior order, and will afford accommodation for about 500 persons.
Xhe whole of the work has been creditably executed under the supervision of Mr.
Manners, architect, of Bath.

Victoria New Railway Station.—The spanning of the River Thames
at Battersea by a handsome girder bridge, and the conversion of the Grosvenor
Canal into a railway has progressed so silently and rapidly that the travelling
public will scarcely have been prcp.ired for an advertisement Lssued on Saturday
last by the London and Brighton Hallway Company, announcing the opening on
Monday ofa magnificent new railway terminus at the end ofVictoria-street,\Vest-
minster, and within less than 400 yards of Buckingham Palace. This station,

when completed, will be the largest of the London termini, but when the great
facilities it will afford shall have biicome thoroughly known there can be no doubt
the traffic through it will require all the accommodation its extent will supply.
Hereafter who among the roving population of the West-enii Trill think of
hazarding a long and wearisome journey through the crowded streets of the City
to London-bridge, when he can commence his journey to any of the Southern
districts of England at an intinitely more convenient starting point by a pleasant
drive through St. James's-park. The Victoria Station will open up a new and
most convenient route to the Crystal-palace, as well as to Wandsworth,
Streatham, Balham, Lower Norwood, Syoenham, Croydon, and all the Surrey
suburbs served by the London and Brighton railway, to which company its

fecilities are at present limited, though other lines will no doubt speedily seek
running powers into this terminus. Tlie Grosvenor Hotel, a magnificent building
which is now in progress of erection, will form a handsome architectural finish to
this station.

Faversham.— Wedeyan Chapel.— The foundation stone of this

building was laid on Wednesday last. The building is on the site of the old

chapel, and promises to be an ornament to the town, and will have a very noble
and elegant stone front facing the street. The cost is estimated at £1,500.

Yorkshire.—West Tanfield parish chureh was re-opened on Wednes-
day week last, the work of restoration having been previously completed. The
entire cost has been, we believe, about £1,200. T. H. Wyatt, Ksq., was the
architect employed, and Mr. F. Kaper, of East Witton, the contractor ; and the
work has been done in a satisfactory and substantial manner.

Memorial Window to the lute Earl of Morion.—The stained glass

window which several of the private friends of the late Earl of Morton recently

resolved to insert in St. John's Episcopal Chureh, Edinburgh, to his memory, has
been completed during the past week. The upper tracery is filled with varied

£attem. Each of the three principal compartments contain a figure of Our
ord, on the left as the Man of Sorrow, on the right the Agony in the Garden,

and in the centre Blessing the Bread and Cup, the last after the celebrated

picture by Leonardo da Vinci. Appropriate texts are inserted in these com-
partments. The centre lower compartment contains the arms of the deceased

nobleman, and the side ones the following inscription:—" Sacred to the beloved

memory of George Sholto Douglas, Earl of Morton, who died March 31, 1858."

This adds much to the beauty of the building.

Morrison Institution, Crieff, (N.B^— This institution, which has
been built by the trustees of the late Mr. Thomas Morrison, builder, Edinburgh,
is now nearly completed, or at least that of portion the builsing which the trustees

agreed to erect in the first place, till they should see how the establishment would
succeed and be patronised in the district. The institution is erected in yhat is

called the Old Market Park, which was purchased from Lord Willoughby
d'Eresby for £2,000, and extends to about seven acres. The situation is airj^

and commands a fine view of the whole vale of Stratheam, east, west, south, and
north. The institution consists of two floors. The under one contains the en-
trance hall, running from the centre front to the rear, where it is joined at right

angles by a spacious and lofty corridor, which, when finished, will traverse the

entire length of the building. The entrance hall is flanked by waiting rooms.

The rest of the floor is taken up by two class-rooms, measuring 32 feet by 22,

and by a large lavatory, &c., for the pupils. The upper story is ascended by a
wide staircase, and the ground plan of this floor also is nearly the same as tnat

below the corridor, overlying the other and spanned by light arches, though not

so broad'as the upper one. On this corridor open two class-rooms similar to those

below, with private retiring rooms, &c., for the masters. This upper corridor

leads into the great hall of the institution, which is contained in the body of the

building. The hall measures 37 feet square and the ceiling 30 feet high, and is

well-lighted from front and rear by spacious windows in deep recesses, and also

from above. The turrets contain turnpike stairs, and are entered from the hall.

A neat janitor's lodge is nearly completed and the building-site is now inclosed

by a substantial wall nine feet high, which extends to nearly 1000 yards. The
institution has an imposing appearance from a distance, and will add much
to the ornamentation of the town, Messrs. Peddle and Kinnear, Edinburgh, are

the architects, and the various contractors have pushed forward the works vigo-

rously. The institution is expected to be opened in October.

BANKRUPTiS.
(From the London Oazette.)

William Elliott, Church-street, Chelsea, builder. Oct. U, at half-past 12 o'clock, Nov. 18, at
I, at the Bankrupts' Court ; solicitors, Messrs. I.awrancc and Co., Old Jewry-chambers;
official -issignce, Mr. Bell, Coleman-street-tiuildlngs.
John Cartwriglit, Franckton, Salop, builder, contractor, and retail brewer. Oct. 15, Nov. 6,

at eleven, at tlie Court of Itankruntcy, liinninghani ; official assignee, Air. Kinnear, Birming-
ham ; solicitors, Mr. Edwards, Shrewsbury, Messrs. Jamca and Kniglit, Binnlngbam.
Augustus Pickett, Queen's-roadj Brigliton, coal merchant and cement manufacturer, Oct.

II, at half-past one, Nov. s, at half-past eleven, at Baslnghail-street ; official assignee, Mr.
.lohnson. llasiiiLiiall-street ; solicitors, Slcssrs. liothamlcy and Freeman, Coleman-street,
Mr. Chalk, Brigliton.
Francis Edward Siiinlev, Jan., Giltbrook, Notts, iirickmaker, Oct. 9, Nov. 1, at 11 o'clock,

at the Shire HallJNottingnam ; soUcitor,Mr.Coope,Nottingham; official assignee, Mr. Harris
Nottingham.
George Taylor, West Bromwich, timber merchant, Oct. 12, Nov. 2, at 11 o'clock, at the

Binningham District Court of Bankruptcy ; solicitors, Mr. Turner, Wolverhampton, and Mr.
Smith, Birmingham ; official assignee, Mr. Whitmore, liirniiugham.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to l(e addressed to the Editor of the Bdili>ino News, 20,

Old Boswcil-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
Tlie Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.
Correspondents are particularly requested to write in as legible a style as possible. Several

communications remain unanswered simply from the impossibility of ascertalntog their
contents.
We are forced to defer our Answers to Correspondents until next week,
C. Newton.- Shall iiear from us.
Keceived—James Ilayard, C. K. B., Robert J., T. C. S., E. W. N. T., Subscriber (Bath),
Anonymous, A. P. N., w. Curtis. J. Williams, P. B., A Lookcr-on, S. Peters (Windsor), 8.
and C., J. Macher, A.B., A Pupil.

^ „y.
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REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS ON PLANS AND PLAN-

NING, CHIEFLY OF DOMESTIC EDIFICES.

^
HE forms most becoming the gravity of the in-

'^ troductory apartments, halls, vestibules, &c.,
will, jjcrhaps, be the rectangular ones, the
S^iuare, oblong, &c. ; though the octagon
would not be inapplicable to a great hall,

nor the circle to a staircase, for which it is at
least a convenient figure. The proportions
of rectangular apartments, therefore, is a
subject that claims some notice in an essay on
planning.

Than the ratio between the different di-
' mensions of an apartment, length, breadth,
and heiglit, nothing has been more subjected
to arbitrary rule, though a moment's reflec-
tion might convince us that few things can be
more dependent upon circumstances. The
proportions of a room must be influenced, if

not governed, by the scale, the purpose, and
the character desired to be given to it ; and
in determining what they must be in any
given instance, judgment and artistic taste
and feeling must be consulted, which will be
found, I conceive, to be better guides in the

matter than any Vitruvian rules ; of the philosophical soundness of
which every true artist must have felt misgivings, since they confine
architectural beauty within the narrowest range, and make it entirely a
creature of rule and compass.

Certain proportions, I am aware, have grown into favor as being
peculiarly beautiful. But has not the source of the pleasure ex-
perienced in apartments of these proportions been sometimes mistaken,
and that attributed to proportion which was due to treatment and
decoration ? I strongly suspect that it has, and that a vast number of
other proportions would have been equally pleasing had they been as
well associated with regard to other qualities. I believe the variety of
pleasing proportions, indeed, are all but infinite ; at least, I can concur
in the opinion expressed by Mr. Sydney Smirke, in his able lecture of
last year at the Royal Academy—which, by the way, contains much
valuable matter on the subject of planning—that there are as many
pleasing proportions to be given to rooms as there are pleasing har-
monies of color and sound.

Art is all the wealthier for its being so. The architect's resources
are all the greater, and the thought should encourage him in the exer-
cise of his mental and artistic faculties.

Beautiful forms and proportions to principal rooms are necessary to
elevate a house above mere building. There are parts, such as kitchen,
and other offices, that may be abandoned to mere utilitarian considera-
tions. But there must be some rooms plaiined and treated witli rcard
to beauty of form and proportion, or the house is not architecture.
Superficial ornamentation will not render it architecture, any more than
investing it with the mere garb of verse will exalt a theme or subject
that IS essentially prosaic into the poetic and ideal. A similar inequality
may reign in a great house to that we observe in some dramatic poems,m which we find the author passing from prose to verse, and from verse
to prose, according to the subject, even in the same act or scene. But
as in the poem the rhythmic parts are not merelv distinguished by the
exterior trappings of verse, but by noble and 'loftv sentiments, hi^h
themes of poetic interest that claimed to be rhythmically expressed ; %o
in the building, the rooms for reception and recreation, if they are to
be really architecture, must receive something more thau surface beauty.
They must not only be smig by the architect while the others are only
said, but they must in essence be such as are worth sinnin", and that
might justly claim to be sung. They demand by right of filness to be
invested with artistic forms of beauty or of power, and of pleasino'
proportions

;
and their superior purpose, like a higher theme, should

have a tendency to inspire the artist with the power of givinn- them
such forms and proportions. A great building is said to be a poem in
stone, and our great mansions, houses intended to be permanent family
possessions, and their contents heirlooms, should be such. They should
exhibit features analogous to the various features of the poem,—
counterpartsof the ingenious combination, the delightful episode and
metaphor, the flashing images and pictures, the harmonies of sound, the
enchanting cadences, the poetic language.
Important to their value and due effect, individually, is the judicious

disposition of the apartments in the general composition of the build-
ing, a point to which we must now give some attention. The most
natural mode of operation in planning, when not restricted to a certain
size and outline, as we generally are in town-houses, seems to be towork from withm outwards, to i>roceed from a central feature, avenue,
hall, or compartment of some kind, as the heart of the structure, and

• Continued from page 726,by Mr. Samuel Hoggins.
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distribute its parts horizontally and vertically till it contains the needful
number of apartments of the required size and relative position, with
the proper light, and the neccssaiy mean.s of ingress and eTcss. In
doing tliis, some influence may be allowed to solicitude wlth'te-'ard to
beauty or grandeur of external form and composition, but not"to the
extent of injuring the plan by excluding any feature necessary to the
purpose, which latter must never for a moment be lost sight of.

1 his truthfulness, however, this fidelity to purpose within, will seldom
necessitate irregularity without. I believe all that is usually called for
in a residence, all that is convenient and agreeable to look upon, can be
got within a simple and beautiful general outline ; and that irregular
and straggling ones are generally unmotived either by any utilitarian
disposition within, or by any artistic play of plan.
But simplicity is not more desirable anywhere than it is in the

arrangement and disposition of the rooms. A plan should not look
like a labyrinth. If a complex plan is not necessarily a bad plan, its
complexity is at least a great defect, inasmuch us it must lead to nmn-
berless inconveniences, if not to the residents, at least to strangers and
visitors. Tlie quality commended, however, does not require that the
principal apartments be almost immediately entered, which they are in a
great majority of English mansions, wherein the doors of the principal
and more private apartments are exposed to a stranger on first entering,
a thing that I think is carefully to be avoided. Where space is so limited
as to render unavoidable the placing of a portion of the principal apart-
ments near the entrance of the house, some little contrivance should be
resorted to to disguise the fact by getting the doors to them as remote
from it as possible, and so render the route to them somewhat circui-
tous. Where space is ample I would have the entrance-door to open
into a vestibule or entrance-hall, handsome in itself and worthy of the
building, but not so large or so ornate as to rival the principal apart-
ments. Out of this vestibule I would have nothing more than a
waiting-room or porter's-room to be entered. From this vestibule I
would proceed du'ectly forward through a corridor of greater or less
length into a great central apartment, the largest in the house, which
may be either inner vestibule, great hall, saloon, or grand staircase ;and no state or reception-room should be entered earlier than this
central one; but all, directly or indirectly, should be approached
from it.

If the chief rooms are approached from it through the medium of
ante-rooms (which, however, it may be difficult to light) so much the
better. Ante-rooms are favorable to artistic eflect, as well as to ideas
of seclusion and privacy.

The great central hall, though it had not been seen in modem Italy,
nor shadowed forth in the houses of the ancient Romans, would have
been suggested to us, not only by fitness and convenience in the dis-
posal of the parts of an English mansion, but by artistic unity. It is
as necessary to bind all the parts together within as it is without. The
hail may be made t6 do this—to bind the limbs and extremities to the
centre—as completely as in a cathedral, nave and choir and transepts are
made one by the octagonal or square compartment beneath the tower.
It would have this commanding feature: hall, staircase, saloon, or what-
ever it may be, placed in advance of the entrance vestibule, and as
near as possible in the centre of the buildins, because I think this dis-
position, besides being desirable for its uniformity and simplicity, is
most favorable to unity. So placed, it presents' tlu-ee sides round
which to range the principal apartments, which ought to be so situated
with resjject to each other that they may, if desired, be connected'! /
folding-doors

; while otherwise placed, as on one side of the vestibule,
there may be but two sides whereon apartments can abut, which must
necessitate the disconnexion of rooms th.it ou<rht to be in close
contact.

°

If the reception-rooms and their entrance-doors can be ranged
symmetrically round this great hall, and if the more important suite of
rooms be entered from the further side of it, so that to approach them
the entire length of the hall must bo traversed, so much the better

;

for, consistently with simplicity of arrangement, the greater the series,
of apartments and corridors, or space travei-sed between the front door
and the reception and family rooms, the greater air of privacy is com-
municated to the latter, and the better the effect of the whole ; while
real domestic comfort is secured also, which requires for certain parts
of the house—as library, study, dining-room, breakfast-room, &c.—

a

due degree of privacy, in which, by the way, the stairc.ise being a
link connecting the more private story with the ground-floor, should
particijjate.

Of modern buildings, Carlton Palace, if the published plan be cor-
rect, may be mentioned as an example of good planning in this respect.
There the visitor passed from the carriage portico, itself well re-
cessed, through a hall, a vestibule, and an ante-room, besides short
lobbies, before reaching the dining-room, drawing-room, throne-
room, &c., which were all in the rear of the building, while
he passed the doors and avenues to inferior rooms on his way.
The only delect was the relative position of the hall and vesti-
bule, which had been better reversed, as the hall, which is first
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entered, seems to liaTe been the most pretentious apartment of the Palace.
Osborne House would haye been well planned in this respect if the
corridor from thecnirance vestibule had conducted into a more symmetrical
and mapuificcnt staircase than it now does, which is on too common place
a plan for the central feature of a Royal residence. And this reminds me
to observe that when a staircase takes the place of main central hall, and
so becomes the great heart of the building, which as it is the connecting
medium between the two stories, it is not irrational to make it, it should
be made to display a large measure of that fairy-like elegance of which it

is peculiarly susceptible. It should be made very spacious, and chaste
and simple in design ; and should be embellished with the higher elements
of decoration, as columnar screens, which combines and harmonises beauti-

fully with the necessary structural features, assists the play of light and
shade, and heightens the essential and characteristic charms. The flights

of stairs slioulJ be symmetrically arranged—that is, there should be a
centre receding one, returning on either hand, or vice versa. There is this

disadvantage, however, in making the staircase the chief apartment : it

cannot be used as a place of reception itself, as a great central hall occa-

sionally might be. And this fact renders it the preferable plan generally,

to have the staircase a separate apartment on one side of the great hall,

which latter, if it be environed by corridors of communication with the

rooms surrounding it, becomes itself a valuable apartment, in which, on
important occasions, a large company may be assembled, which doors
opening out of it renders it less fit for.

There is something fine in the idea of onward ascent towards the chief

apartments soon after entering the house ; which suggests to my mind that

if the corridor between the entrance-hall and great central hall were
occupied by a receding flight of stairs, an imposing variation on the usual

level arrangement would thereby be produced. Such an arrangement
might be obtained by having the entrance vestibule on a level with a
snb-story devoted to offices and servants' apartments (not an inconvenient
arrangement) say 10 or 11 feet high, and the ground floor immediately
over it, and ascended to by these stairs.

Care must be taken that the principle of the climax observed in the

relative dispositions of the apartments be not contravened, but rather

intensified in the operation of decorating—a principle opposed to vestibule,

corridors, halls, or whatever be first entered, being made as they too often

are, the most pretentious part of a mansion. Desirable as it is that there

should be something to strike on first entering, it is sufficientifan entrance

vestibule has enough of the architecturally pleasing to make a favorable

impression without raising expectation too highly; and disproportionate

display in any part of a house wliich is to be regarded as no more than its

preface and introduction, cannot, under any circumstances, be indulged in

without injury to the effect of what it is to lead to.

There is one thing not yet mentioned which affords room for remark

—

the porch or portico. Every house should have either a porch, enclosed on
each side, or a portico partly recessed ; and in houses of a certain rank the

latter should be made to admit a carriage under it.

The best advice that could be given respecting the porch and the door it

is to shelter is to make them broad, for they are seldom broad enough;

often ridiculously narrow, which (makes them look unsocial and selfish.

Height seems the favourite quality, and doors in "large buildings are

frequently made so lofty that visitors might go in on each others heads.

Now, breadth is what is wanted, because we do go in side by side, and
breadth gives a door a look of hospitality that is always pleasing. In large

houses an entrance door in three divisions ten or twelve feet wide in all,

would not be out of proportion.

The gravel or stone terrace so much delighted in by the Elizabethan

builders, though an Italian importation, is, I think, an appropriate and
desirable feature anywhere, not only to elevate the building above the

damp lawn, but to unite the entire composition with the foreground of

the surrounding park or garden.

I have briefly sketched the general arrangement of the parts of a house
which I deem best. Of course I cannot enter into minutiae of plan, and fix

the position of all the parts, or say of what apartments a house should

consist. These must depend upon circumstances ; and all I would say is,

let the peculiar circumstances in each case have their full weight, and let

the house be so planned as exactly to fulfil the bodily and mental
requirements of its destined occupants, which I cannot help fearing is done
in very few instances. For surely houses which, if we may judge by such
plans as have been published, are all but exclusively devoted to the service

of the body, to eating, drinking, sleeping, smoking, storing, and cooking
provisions— for ministering, in short, to the lower and animal necessities,

while the higher ones are scarcely recognised, do not fairly represent, are

not true exponents of, the taste, character, and pursuits of the higher and
privileged classes of Great Britain. I cannot tliink that these are no more
varied or elevated than an inspection and comparison of the plans of great

English mansions would lead us to suppose. I suspect that if each
country mansion was sincerely planned, and recognised, the intellectual

as well as physical habits and needs of its owner and his family, we should
have a greater individuality and variety in the class ; and examples would
not be wanting that could show some more interesting and elevated

features than now present themselves.

So planned, the dwellings of some of great wealth, and perhaps of rank
also, I have no doubt, would show libraries ofa very insignificant character,

and no studies at all ; but those of not a few others, men of decided

literary taste and pursuits, would as certainly exhibit a larger develop-

ment of thoEe features than is usual at present, as well as a germination

of others scarcely seen as yet, such as cabinets and galleries of curiosities,

Qiueums, geological, botanical, entomological, &c., &c. ; these, along with

laboratories, observatories, portrait and picture galleries, the spread of
literature and scientific and artistic taste, might lead us sometimes to ex-
pect. A lady's library, which could be made a most interesting apart-
ment, would surely be a welcome one in many a mansion, as much so as
any boudoir.

The variety and individuality that would thus arise would in itself be
greatly beneficial. I believe when a man's abode differs in aspect and
character from that of his neighbour, and possesses a distinct individuality
of its own, especially when this is the result of careful adaptation to his
own peculiar wants, he Is more likely to grow attached to it. It makes a
stronger impression on his fancy and imagination, and through these on
his affections, and his love of home is thereby increased, a feelmg which is

the parent of many virtues.

The symmetry of arrangement that I have all along had in view in the
above sketch, I need scarcely say is not much in fashion at the present
day. For the sake probably of a natural picturesqueness externally, most
planners of country mansions are led to the adoption of irregularity in
the relative disposition of the apartments. This is almost always done
by the planners ofmodern Tudor and Elizabethan mansions, who supposing
irregularity to be a natural and proper accompaniment of the style, seem
to make a merit of downright slovenliness of plan. In tliese the great
hall instead of being placed in advance of the entrance hall and near the
centre of the house, is either thrown at random to one side, or it is made
to stand as entrance hall itself, out of which, and perhaps, an irregularly
formed and situated staircase, or equally irregular corridor, the entire
suite of reception rooms are made to open with as studied a negligence as
the folds of drapery in a statue, and planned generally with little regard
either to form or proportion.

Now all this appears to me to be a mistake, and one opposed not only to
the conditions of art and beauty, but to domestic convenience. The ex-
terior picturesqueness to which it conduces, and which it is intended to
promote, is a kind of picturesqueness with which architects have nothing
to do in any style. We accept of it when it comes naturally by repeated
additions to old houses, and we take delight in it, and love it for more
than one reason ; but to attempt to create it by making a house look from
the first day of its completion as if it had been put together piece-meal, or
as if it was a production of nature herself, is to act the part not of original
artists but of servile imitators. For it is as unworthy of the artist,

servilely and literally, to imitate nature as any other model. A mansion,
which is known to be not a natural production, but a work of human
intelligence, to be architecture, must observe the conditions peculiar to

architecture, a regularity and precision of arrangement and general com-
position ; which, however, does not involve frigid formality, a fault with
which the advocate of symmetry in architecture is apt to be charged.

Instead of imitating the wild irregularity and rudeness of nature, which is

a turning of his back on legitimate art, the architect ought to seek to

oppose to them the precision and symmetry of human design, which sets

off, and in its turn is set off by, amicable contrast with the proximate
natural objects. Of the value of which contrast the ancients appear to

have had an instinctive perception ; the highly elaborated Parthenon is

planted on the brow of a rock ; the lovely temple of Tivoli perched on the
verge of a precipice.*

THE ATLANTIC AND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
[From the Times Money Article.]

THE Atlantic and Great Western Railway Company have announced an issue

of £-200,000 7 per cent, debentures, with dividend from tlie 1st of July last,

at 80. I'his line is in course ofconstruction to connect the New York and Erie

with the extensive railway system of tlie west and south. It will be 378 miles in

length, and will open up an unbroken route of 1,200 miles from New York to

St. Louis. Apparently it is likely to command a large share of the most impor-

tant tralfic in the States, while it will also possess an active local trade, since it

passes through some of the best agricultural districts of New York, Pennsylvania,

and Ohio. The contract cost is to be £7,400 per mile, and a peculiar

feature of the undertaking is that Senor de Salamanca, the Spanish

banker, appears as the principal contractor. The bonds now to be put

forth are secured by a first mortage on that section of the work which passes

through the State of New York, and which has just been finished and opened,

and the holders are to enjoy until the 1st of January, 1804, the option of havmg
them converted into shares. To the Erie Company the undertaking is obviously

of vital importance, since its effect must be to change their road irom a local

into a grand trunk line. They have accordingly agreed to pay to the Atlantic

and Great Western Company a bonus of 10 per cent, on all the trafhe to be

derived from the connexion during five years ii-om completion, and of 5 per cent.

for five years thereafter. When the concern was started, two or three years

back, there were many attempts to excite prejudice against it, but, as far can be

judged fiTjm the statements now presented and the geographical bearings of the

route, it seems one of the most legitimate that could have been brought forward.

A SiiVEB Medal has been awarded to Mr. Thorley for his famous Cattle Food
Condiment. The following is a copy of the letter from the Kcighlcy Agricultnral

Society on the subject :—
Keighley, lird Oct., 1860.

Sir,—I am directed by the Committee of the Keighley Society to forward to you
the Society's Silver Medal on account of the Cattle FoikI you exiiibited at their

show on the 6th September. I forward this letter and the Midal by the same post.

1 am, Sir, yours truly,

Mr. J. Thorley, London. K. Fawcett, Secretary.

• To be continued.
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ESTIMATES.
THESE pages will come into the hands of very few persons who are not

extremely familiar with the words, or others equivalent to them—" I

estimate the cost of the works proposed to be done for Mr. , at

, under the superintendence of Mr. , at £— s.— d.
—

" It is

now constantly tlie lot of all connected in any way with building to have
to do with estimates ; sometimes it is making them, at others receiving

and comparing them, at others checking tliem ; but almost always with
every building operation one estimate at least is prepared : most com-
monly two or three, and very frequently a large number. It cannot,
therefore, be wide of our legitimate aim if a page or two is devoted to the
subject of estimates.

One of the first things that will occur to the remembrance of
any one to whom this subject has ever furnished food for reflection, is the
variation of estimates for the same work, and the uncertainty of how they
will " come in " when they are invited ; with, to set against this, the
admirable and very complete system upon wliicli they ate formed, or at

least upon which the measurements forming their basis are made, checked,
and tabulated ; and the air of certainty with which price-books and
price-lists assert that such and such materials, and such and sucli works
axe procurable at a certain fixed price.

It is common enough to express surprise at the fact that an architect's

estimate is ordinarily above liis employer's and under the contractor's,

that one contractor is mucli below—perhaps, forty or fifty per cent, below

—

another, and that ordinarily a surveyor, if lie have named a price, is half-

way, or thereabouts, between the lowest and the liighest contractor, while,

lastly, the work itself when executed costs a sum that does not correspond
with any of these amounts. Wo arc apt to say " this is not as it should
be," and the public Avho know nothing of tlie nature of an estimate are
still more apt to say the same thing than we.

It will be one of our objects, and the first one, to show that however
undesirable these things may bo, they arc not matters for great surprise

;

that the very nature of an estimate is such that uncertainty is inseparable
from it ; that an estimate is not a fact, but an opinion, and that if the
uncertainty is objectionable, it should ratlier lead us to refrain from tlie

profuse employment of estimates, instead of complaining that they do not
answer our purpose better.

An estimate, we have just observed, is an opinion, and not a fact. It is

an opinion, and nothing more, and however mucli labor is brought to bear
upon the ascertaining with certainty the premises upon wliich that
opinion is founded, the thing can never, save in a few exceptional cases,
be brought to bo an actually rigid inflexible matter of certainty, and its

value will always depend upon the soundness of the judgment and correct-
ness of tlie information possessed by the estimator.

The best authorities give as the jirimary meaning of to estimate—" to
judge and to form an opinion of the value of;" and this definition, which
is quite correct, sliow.s us that two principal sources of uncertainty exist.

We may be uncertain as to the nature or amount of the thing to be
judged of, and we may, when that is ascertained, vary according to our
individual views as to what it will cost to execute. The ordinary form of
tender we quoted in our first sentence may be examined, being nearly
word for word, and will give abundant confirmation of tliis truth. Let us
consider its clauses as they stand.

" I estimate." It makes a world of difierence to the result who the
pronoun " I " represents. Does it stand for some one competent to
estimate, and does it stand for any one interested in tlie result ? Is this
"I " going to pay the money liimself ? If so, his estimate will be sure to
Tinder the mark, unless lie be a man of very strong good sense and some
considerable experience. Or is he going to receive the money ? If so, his
amount will be sure to vary according as some further questions about
him can be answered— such as, is he honest or a rogue ? Is he sure of
the work or uncertain ? Is he in competition or alone ? Is he familiar
with or ignorant of what is wanted ? But it may be an architect's esti-
mate. Is he interested in tlie amount ? Is he in full possession of the
confidence of his clients, or is he merely held dangling by them in uncer-
tainty till they see what he will say about cost ? Is he competing or
not ? Is he experienced or not ? Is he (alas ! that this should have to be
asked !) a man of honor or not ?

Advance a step further—" the cost of the works proposed to be done."
There are many elements of uncertainty here, and above all that princi-
pal one, that the means of forming a correct opinion of the works really
contemplated are always imperfect. In many cases of rough approximate
estimates, the means taken of determining this important question are
necessarily but vague and general, and the result is, of course, subject to
consequent error. In important works, however, the system of taking
out quantities now pursued will be supposed to be so perfect that the data
furnished by it are unexceptionable ; and yet the first question a con-
tractor would ask himself in framing an estimate would be, " May I
depend upon the quantities?" or, in other words, "What opinion ought I to
form of the person wlio took them out ?" Often, of course—happily, very
often—the answer would be satisfactory; but in a very large number of
instances the contractor would feel convinced the quantities were what is
termed " full "— /. c, tliey give an amount of materials, &c., in excess of
what is really requisite ; and in tliis case, if desirous of ascertaining the
exact truth, the estimater has no resort except his own judgment as to
now much he must deduct to counterbalance the excess he believes to
exist. Cases, however, occur of bills of quantities beuig manifestly defi-
cient or erroneous, and more commonly of their being too much elabo-
*»*?'• i" detail for the method of the person forming the estimate.
We need hardly point out the obvious fact, that many works cannot be
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s correctly appreciated till they come to be done. Of this nature isearth-
I, work, wheu it is uncertain how the ground will be found, many descrip-

tions of ioundation, repairs to Ix! done to old work, and numerous other
varieties of work that have constantly to be included in estimates, and

^_
tuost always are matters of opinion, not actual computation

J
Vavmg out, or only just referring to the words of the text we have

chos.
'° ' proposed to be done," with all the uncertainty they may include

as to a * 7.'"^' ''™o or in what way the work is to be done, and whether the
doing 0. '• " *° oe contingent on the price being satisfactory, we come to
two impo ^'^"' considerations in the words that refer to the person for

whom, anu "'*' P"oe where the work is to be done. Is the employer sure
to pay? Is . ^ V-u ^,!° ^°"i®

"«*'"'' ^ ^'^ "''ely to return any favor if

he is well auL ^ 'i'*™7
'^*^*" ^*"' '' Will he, in short, behave well over

this business, an '*
"'J"

"e be likely to bring more ? This is an uncertainty
which wiU usually ""nuence the price at which work will be undertaken.
Tlie locality always wakes a difftirence, and one that is generally, though
not, perhaps, universa '•>'' recognised in the cost of work, and consequently
in the amount of any e. "^^^ estimate for proposed works. Tlie earriage of
materials, and the local p "^^s of them, are items easily calculated, but the
ease or diflieulty of procu''^uiK. workmen, the class of hands they will be
when they are got, the proba WJity of favorable weather, the value of local
methods of building, all these t'Vnsiderations tell up, and it requires expe-
rience to give them their real, or even their probable value.

And then there is the clause " under the superintendence of—whom ?"
Of course superintendence here ma/ be supposed to include written and
drawn as well as spoken directions, and here tlic door is open for all

manner of latitude, because one man's Tiews as to building diflcr from
another's quite as widely as opinions vary on politics, taste, religion, or
any other of the subjects upon which men are proverbially disagreed.
Accordingly as one man will specify the best of everything and employ
scantlings far in excess of what is requisite, while another will be content
with middling or even bad materials and insufficient in quantity, and a
third, more truly an architect than either, will employ exactly what is

sufficient, of both, the estimates for the same building, under these three
architects, would vary greatly. There is a further difference between
architects as to superintendence and the settlement of accounts ; some
men are lax, some are honorable and just, and some overbearingly exact-
ing and unfair in these matters. Contractors have often to take their
chance of what the architect will turn out personally to be, but it is always
worth their while to ascertain, and when they do know they will usually
be inclined to consider it in the sum they put down.
And lastly, there is the monej' value, wliich in many cases varies

greatly. One man by judicious management and a little personal
acquaintance with his men and habitual fairness, with occasional acts of
kindness, gets a much better set of men and more willing to work than
those of another. His methods too ma3' be better arranged, and he may
give more personal superintendence. Under these circumstances he can
afford to take work at less than another man, who is a bad manager and
has no influence with his men.
Again, many persons in business have never taken the trouble to

ascertain for themselves what the work they do really does cost; and
these, adhering either to some old list of prices, or to what they conceive
to be the prices generally accepted in the trade, must not be surprised to
find that sometimes they .are underbid by men who go very closely and
carefully into the investigation requisite for determining the cost of work;
while, at other times, should circumstances alter, they will be below their
more practical rivals, and if the work is given to them will, for want
of due consideration of all the circumstances that influence their prices,
be obliged to work with no profit, or at a loss.

Then, again, there are mistakes. These are always liable to creep in,

and they usually, more often than not, arise from the omission of some
very slight sUp, of importance to the calculation: it, then, entirely
depends upon the place in the estimate where tlie error is made how
serious the result will be. Thus, in a case of which we have heard, where
there was a building with two towers, and two doors perfectly alike in each
tower, had to be tendered for from drawings without quantities furnished.
The person making an estimate took the dimensions of one tower only
and, to use the surveyor's phrase, was to have " twiccd " them, i. e.,—
doubled the whole amounts, so as to give the aggregate of the quantities
in the two towers. In measuring the doors, he similarly measured one
door and took it twice, so as to give the dimensions of the two doors in
one tower. Had this been omitted the estimate would have deficient to
the extent of one door in each tower. Unluckily, however, though this
little mistake was not made, a similar one was made, and at a point where
the error was of more consequence—the surveyor omitted to double his
tower, and thus the estimate was deficient not in some three or four pounds,
but in some three or four hundreds.

It would sometimes act as a safeguard against such errors as this, in
estimating from drawings, if a rough apiiroxiniate estimate, from cubic
contents or areas at a fair approximate price, were first made. Should the
detailed estimate, when completed, fail to tally pretty closely with this

rough one, there will be ground to suspect that an error may have been
iiide, and the measurements should then be revised and calculations

cliecked ; for tlie consequences of a single error may be so ruinous that no
trouble ought io be grudged which would tend to prevent the occurrence
of such a misfortune.

It is always difficult for an arcliitcct to know how to act when a con-
tractor admits to having made a blunder, and asks to be allowed to alter

his amount. It is very undesirable to have to go to his employer, and
say that although the builder has formally tendered to do the works for
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one sum, he ought to have another and a larger sura for them. It is

equally and more undesirable, though people do not always sefl the thing

in that light, to hold a contractor to a bad bargain, and to place him in a

Tosition where he must either lose money or yield to the temptation to (I q

ihe work badly.

In cases of competition where this occurs it is necessary not merel y to

"be fair to employer and contractor, but also to other competing bui'^dgrs .

and the only very just course seems to be to offer the successful ('^nd un-
fortunate) contractor the option of either abiding by his amount or -with-

drawing altogether. On no account, after the amounts of vario- jg tenders

for a work are made known, ought any person tendering to b ^ allowed to

make any alteration in his estimate. It may be justice, ar^^ jt certainly

will be clemency to a man who has clearly shown that ^Jg jj placed in a
false position through an error, to allow him to withdra- ^ from it ; but it

would be injustice to others to permit him to profit hy jjig mistake ; and
so decidedly do we hold this ground, that we Kiaiii'jain the same course

ought to be pursued even if the error is not discovered, or not avowed till

works have been actually commenced. The architect should be willing to

encounter the annoyance of a change of contra-jtor rather than permit a
proceeding which is always undesirable, and often fraudulent ; while, if

the error is considerable, the contractor, if ne be acting bondjidn, will be

glad to be allowed to retire from an unp\-ofitable undertaking, and, if he

be intendiDg to deceive, will be justly pr.nished.*

K. S.
. ^^ . .

KECTOEY, ST. THOMAS TFiE APOSTLE, QUEEN STREET,
CITY.

THE erection of any new building at all connected with the Church is

rather a novel spectacle in the City of London. The place is

becoming altogether as dreary and as desolate on a Sunday as one of its

own tall warehouses. The merchants who migrate niglitly to the suburbs

acknowledge their sins weekly and enjoy their dessert beyond the sound

of Bow bells. The thousands of clerks find the atmosphere purer and

the rents cheaper within an omnibus fare. Commerce regards their

departure with complacency, seizes greedily on every room abandoned as

a residence, and plants merchandise thereon. Fortunes are now made
where families were formerly reared, and a genuine, thorough-bred

eockney will soon become a curiosity. The churches consecrated to God
are looked on with covetous eyes. The space they occupy is valuable,

and there are men ready to pay for it. Men are even to be lieard justify-

ing the advisability of their transfer, and merchants are anxious to transact

their business in the sacred precincts. The time, however, we hope, has

not yet come for deuuding London of Wren's glorious steeples, and for

rooting the churches out of the heart of the City. Even if only for con-

trast with Mammon's works, they should be allowed to remain. That a

large number of the clergy should have followed the gentry into the

suburbs or into the West-end squares is but natural. The increased value

of the City property has caused them to do so, and there can be no ques-

tion of the comfort of dwelling away from a city whose streets are

choked six days in the week and lifeless and deserted on the seventh. The
priest's duty lies, nevertheless, in his parish, and however much the

middle and upper classes depart, the poor remain in stifling alleys and

crowded courts. "They exhibit a vast field of labor for the minister, and

it is his duty to cut furrows and cast the seed over it, and to keep the

light daily trimmed in those beacon-houses which rise up amid tlie

wilderness of trade. The erection of a new house for a resident clergy-

man is therefore as wholesome a sign as it is an unusual one. It is also

highly satisfactory in an architectural sense, on account of the beauty

which the architects have infused into it. It stands at the corner of

Cloak-lane and Queen-street, and through a warehouse being recessed

between it and the Emperor Assurance Office, at the corner of Cannon-

street, it is open on three out of the four sides of the site. The principal

front is the west, facing Queen-street ; the principal view is obtained from

the south-west, approaching it from Southwark-bridge. The flank towards

the north— Cannon-street—is plainer than the other fronts, and the

moulded imposts are but just returned on it and then discontinued. Tlie

style of tlie building is a modification of the Italian Gothic. It is built

mainly of white brick with stone, and red and black brick dressings. It

is five stories in height, including the basement and the attics. The angle

at the corner of Cloak-lane is canted, and a window on each story is

inserted in the splay. The window openings in Cloak-lane are blanks,

bnt the dressings to tliem correspond with those on the principal front.

The basement windows stand well up out of the ground ; they have flat

two-centred arches, the underside of which is chamfered. The whole of

this story is of plain white brick. Two boldly-moulded stone strings

separate it from the ground story windows, which are large and well pro-

portioned, and give much dignity to the front. There are four openings

on the western front, one of which is occupied by the doorway at the

north end of it. The doorway appears low on account of the steps which
lead to the ground floor being in the hall instead of outside ; the top of

it does not, consequently, reach above the springing of the ground-floor

windows, except where the string is cut for a flnial. Ths doorway is

flanked by columns of red polished granite, with carved stone caps and
bases. It is not yet finished, but will, when completed, havi, we presume,

a projecting hood or canopy, similar to those seen in manjM)f the ItaUan
buildings.

The ground-floor windows are circular-headed and, like all the rest,

filled with plate glass. The arches spring from stone imposts, continued

* To be continued.

between the openings, richly carved with foliated ornament. They have
each a 5-inch recess, and the inner-arch, 9 inches deep, is of white brick.

The outer arches are composed of alternate five courses of red and white
brick, and they are enclosed by a roll and recess moulding, which is con-
tinued over the tops of the imposts. A stone string, with a small red
brick moulding underneath it, forms a continuous sill to first-floor windows.
They are also circular-headed. The inner moulding of the arch and the
jambs are stone, the outer moulding, enclosing the arch, is an edge and
fillets, the former being of red and the latter of black brick. The arch is

thus formed into a panel 9 inches deep, we presume for inlaid tiles, which
is continued from one window to another at the level of the arch springing.

Three small circular stone panels are introduced between the arches de-
corated with smaller circles in diflTerent designs.

A bold roll moulding, with two courses of moulded red brick under it,

forms the string and sill to second-floor windows. They are somewhat
plainer. The springing stones are not connected, and the ornament on
the arches do not project. The stones which support the arches are carved
with twined leaves. The angle of the openings are deeply hollowed as

also is the inner side of tlie arches. The outer line of arch is pointed and
is bounded by a single course of black brick flush • with the wall

The arch is diversified with a variety of red, black, and white bricks.

The cornice is placed over this story; it is carried on a series of small
parti-colored brick arches resting on stone corbels. The contrasting colors

of the different materials is very ably introduced in the upper portions of

the cornice, which is crowned by a stone coping, which forms the upper
member of it. The roof is slated; and the nearly perpendicular portion of

it IS ornamented with green slates set square, but so as to form a diamond
pattern on the purple slate around it, the dormers project forwards from
it and rest on the main walls. There are two on the principal front and
one on the side. The fronts of them are of white brick with stone gables

and ornamental iron finials. Each opening is divided into two lights by
detached stone columns with carved caps. The arches over them are of
red brick and the sides of the openings are chamfered.
The design is altogether highly efl'ective as well by its good proportions

and originality as by the judicious and tasteful introduction of colored

materials. The architects are Messrs. Tress and Chambers, of Queen-
street, City.

Derbyshire.—Swanwick Church.—On Thursday week the church of
Swanwick was consecrated. The foundation stone was laid in November, 1858.
The edifice is of the Decorated Gothic style, and consists of nave Gl feet long by
24 wide, a chancel '20 feet long and 19 feel wide, with north and south aisles of

about the same length as the nave and 13 feet wide. There are two principal

entrances to the church, one at the west end and one on the north side, through
deeply moulded and recessed doorways. The nave is divided into four bays, on
each side supported by octagonal columns with equilateral pointed arches. The
chancel arch is 40 feet in height, and at the steps running at the base the pulpit

and reading-desk are placed. These are constructed of pitched pine, with Gothic
panels and mouldings. At the east end of the chancel, and occupying nearly
the whole of the wall, is a large three-light window, and on the north and south
side are two two-light windows. At the west end and over the chancel arch is a
large triangular window filled with tracery. The aisles of the church are lighted

by four windows on each side of the aisles and one large, handsome
four-light window over the principal entrance at the west end, all of varied design

and tracery. The whole of the roof is of stained deal open framing, with iron-

work shown in relief with light blue and gilt, which secures a pretty effect.

Upon the outside, above the west window, is a small decorated stone turret with
one bell. The sittings are open, made of pitch pine, stained and varnished, and
will accommodate about 500 persons. The chancel is reserved for stalls at some
future period. The floor together with the aisles are boarded. The communion
railing instead of running the entire width of the chancel, forms right angles

about three feet from the wall on each side, the church will be lighted with very
handsome gas pendants, descending from the centre of the principals, and termi-

nating in gilt stars, the shafts being of a bright blue and contrasting admirably
with the brilliance of the star-like lights. The acoustic properties of the build-

ing are good. The churchyard is surrounded by a stone wall on the roadsides,

with oak ";ates, moulded piers, and caps in the same chai'acter as the

church. The other sides of the ground will be bounded by iron palisades. The
church is built of stone from Arabergate quarries Asliover, and the works have
been executed by Mr. Joseph Evans, builder, Greenhill-lanc, at a cost, including

the fence walls, of £2,300, from the designs of Mr. Benj. Wilson, architect,

Derby, and the whole of the works have been executed under that gentleman's

superintendence. We cannot refrain from mentioning a novelty which has been

introduced into this building. By the great fall of the ground from west to east,

a large handsome room is secured underneath the chancel, having hoarded floor

and three large windows filled with tracery. The floor of the chancel is of dressed

stone resting on iron girders painted white, and the room will form an agreeable

convenience for meetings, &c.

A drinking fountain, the gift of ii lady, has just been erected in

Sloane-square. It is of an elegant design, consisting of a polished circular

granite bowl and pedestal, mounted upon three granite steps. In the centre of

the bowl there is a carved plinth of white marble supporting three ornamental
legs of bronze, on which there rests a vase, decorated with and surmounted by
an elegant finial, composed of the water lily. This, and a fountain of the same
description erected in front of St. Pancras Church, New-road, is by the

sculptors, Wills Brothers, who, we hear, have been commissioned to erect a

fountain of white marble in the interior of the Polytechnic Institution.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of
tlie Chapel Koyal, of St. Geor^^e's, Windsor. '* They are of remarkable merit-
unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes."—yi;Ae?wcww. "Highly
interesting and valuable."

—

Daili/ Kewn. "A charming series of value to the
architect and archjeologist, and cannot fail to interest visitors."—.4r( Journal. The
Views complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-oilice order for 27s., or two samples
for .'is. 'M. Frederic Jones, HC, Oxford-Street, London (nearly opposite Bond- street).—Advsbtissmem,
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MAXIMS AND MEMORANDA RELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT OF FARMHOUSES AND AGRICULTURAL LABORERS'
COTTAGES.—No. L

HAVING lately been privileged to present to our readers a series of

papers in wliich we have collected a variety of maxims and memo-
randa relative to the arrangement and construction of farm buildings, these

having reference to the stock of the farm, it has been deemed likely that

the presentation of a similar series on the arrangement of the buildings of

the farm, having reference to house accommodation of the farmer who
directs, and the laborers who carry out the operations of the farm, would
be of some utility to our readers. Hence the appearance of the present

paper, the first of a short series, on the subject. Like tlie series of which
this may be taken as tlie natural complement or supplement, it is not

designed to embody the peculiar views of the writer, but its aim is rather

to act as a medium through which to convey to the reader the opinions of

others who have devoted their attention specially to the subject; the com-
piler, to quote his former mode of expression, being more ambitious to be

useful than original—to act rather as the introducer of the reader to

authorities on the subject who may be useful as guides, tlian to assume
the dignity of an authority or guide himself.

The different points connected with the farmhouse will be first dis-

cussed, these comprising "design," " position," and " site," and " accommo-
dation."

On the point of "design" in connexion with farmhouses Mr. Downing,
in his " Country Houses," has some peculiarly suggestive and elegantly-

expressed remarks. He points out that the designs for farmhouses are

often " failures, not because there are no evidences of comfort or beauty
in their exteriors or interiors, but because they are not intrinsically farm-
houses, because they arc not truthful, because they do not express the life

and character of the farmer, because they neglect their own true and
legitimate sources of interest, and aim to attain beauty by imitating or

borrowing the style or decorations of the ornamental cottage or villa.

* * * A farmhouse must, first of all, look like a farmhouse, or it

cannot give us lasting satisfaction; and that, asoncofthehigliest sources of

beauty in domestic architecture is derived from its embodying the best
traits of character of the man or class of men for whom it is designed, it is

equally plain that to raise the farmhouse in the scale of truth and beauty
vre must make it express that beauty, whatever it may be, which lies ia a
farmer's life.

" How shall we make a farmhouse truthful and significant that it shall

look like a farmhouse ? Only by studying the characteristics of the
farmer's life, and by expressing first of all in the form of his dwelling tlie

peculiar wants and comforls of that life.

"Some of these we conceive to be the following:—extended space in the
ground, to afford room for all the in-door occupations of agricultural life,

which will always give the farmhouse breadth rather than height ; a
certain rustic plainness, which denotes a class more occupied with the
practical and useful than the elegant arts of life; a substantial and solid

construction which denotes abundance of materials to buUd with, rather
than money to expend in workmanship.

" The genuine farmer is peculiarly the man of nature, more sincere, more
earnest, than men of any other class; because, dealing more with Provi-
dence than with men, he is less sophisticated either in manners or heart,
and if less cultivated is more frank, and gives us more homely truths
and less conventional insincerity than dwellers in cities.

"The farmhouse to be significant should, therefore, show an absence of
all pretension. It should not borrow Grecian columns, or Italian balus-
trades, or Gothic carved work from the villa, or merely pretty ornaments
from the cottage ornee. It should rely on its own honest, straightforward
simplicity, and should rather aim to be frank and genuine and open-
hearted, like its owner, than to wear the borrowed ornaments of any class

of different habits and tastes. Tlie porch or verandah of the farmhouse
should not only be larger, but also simpler, and ruder, and stronger than
that of the cottage, because there is more manly strength in the agricul-
turist's life than in that of any other class. The roof should be higher
and more capacious, for it is to overshadow larger families and larger
stores of nature's gifts, and, above all, the chimneys should be larger and
more generous-looking, to betoken the warm-hearted hospitality of the
farmer's house. Their large and simple tops should rather suggest ample
hearths and good kitchens than small grates and handsome parlors.

_
Now the real elements of beauty in the farmhouse must be found in

giving expression to tlie best and most beautiful traits in the farmer's life.

• » » * ^Yg ought to find in every farmhouse indications of tho^e
virtues which adorn the farmer's character, and which, if expressed at all

in his dwelling, must give the latter something of the same beauty as the
former. His dwelling ought to suggest simplicity, honesty of purpose,
frankness, a hearty, genuine spirit of good-will, and a homely and modest,
though manly and independent, bearing in his outward deportment. For
the true farmer despises affectation ; he loves a blunt and honest expres-
sion of the truth, and he shows you that he knows the value of a friend
by shaking hands as if his heart acted like a magnetic machine on the
chords of his fingers. It would be false and toolish to embellish highly
the dwelling of such a man with tlie elaborate details of the different
schools of architecture. We must leave this more scientific display of art
and learning to villas and public edifices, and endeavour to make the
fermhouse agreeable, chiefly by expressing in its leading forms the
strength, simplicity, honesty, frankness, and sterling goodness of the
former's character. Although we must recognise, first of all, the constant
Industry which gives so much dignity and independence to his life, in the
arrangement of the house mainly for useful ends, yet we would also intro-

duce every comfort and convenience denoting the intelligence and ease of
tlie successful farmer's life. * * •

The principles which wc should lay down for designing farmhouses
may be stated as follows, so far as the production of beauty is concerned.

'That the form of the building should express a local fitness and an
intimate relation with the soil it stands uiion, by showing brcadtli and
extension upon the ground, rather than height.

Tliat its proportions should be simple and bold, and its ornaments, so

far as they are used, should rather be rustic, strong or picturesque, than
delicate or liiglily finished.

That in raising the character of the farmhouse, the first step above the
really useful is to add the porch, the verandah, and the bay-window, since

they are not only significant of real but of refined utility."

With the main portion of these remarks our readers will doubtless agree
yet, written for America and for American farmers, they contain

much which will have to be considerably modified when applied

to farmers, at least many of them, in this country. Our gentle-

men farmers—a race not very widely known, as by personal experience

we can testify, in America— are men distinguished in many instances

by finely cultivated tastes and highly artistic aspirations, as

well as by that scientific knowledge which distinguishes them as agricul-

turists. Tliey are ricli, or at least have those revenues which can com-
mand tlie existence ofmany of the appliances of wealth about them, and move
often in the highest circles of society ; all this places our gentlemen
farmers in a very different category from that of the yeomen farmers,

who are more particularly alluded to in Mr. Downing's remarks. The
farmhouses of such agrieulturists as we have above alluded to must
therefore show in their design the attributes of the man of taste as well

as the evidences of the ruder hospitality of him "whose talk is of

oxen." At the same time elegance should be endeavoured to be
obtained, more by careful adjustment of form of the building, than by its

elaborate external decoration. There should isdeed be a fine balance in-

dicative on the one hand of the opulence and cultivated tastes, and on the

other the Jbroad-browed open-handed hospitality of the gentleman
farmer. For the farmer of less pretentious position, Mr. Downing's
remarks may be accepted in all their fullest meaning.

On this same point it may also be useful to give the remarks of

Mr. Allen in his " Rural Architecture :
"—" True economy demands a

structure sufficiently spacious to accommodate its occupants in the best

manner, so far as convenience and comfort are concerned in a dwelling,

and its conformity to j ust rules in architecture need not be additionally

expensive or troublesome. He who builds at all, if it be anything beyond
a rude or temporary shelter, may as easily and cheaply build in accord-

ance with correct rules of architecture, as against such rules ; and it no
more requires an extravagance in cost or a wasteful occupation of room to

produce a giv^ effect in a house suited to humble means, than in one of

profuse accommodation. * * An expensive house requires a corre-

sponding expense to maintain it, otherwise its effect is lost ; and inany a
worthy owner of a costly mansion has been driven to sell and abandon his

estate altogetlier from his unwillingness or inability to support ' the establish-

ment ' which it entails ; when, if the dwelling were only such as the estate

required and could reasonably maintain, a contented and happy home
would have remained to himself and family. * * * The house should
be planned and constructed for the use of the household, with incidental

accommodation for our immediate friends or guests, which can always be
done without sacrifice to the comfort or convenience of the regular inmates.

In this remark a stinted and parsimonious spirit is not suggested. A
liberal appropriation of room in every department, a spare chamber or

two, or an additional room on the ground-floor, looking to a possible in-

crease of family and the indulgence of an easy hospitality, should always
govern the resident of the country in erecting his dwelling. * • To
the farmer proper—he who lives from the income which the farm pro-
duces—it is important to knew the extent of accommodation required for

the economical management of his estate, and then to build in accordance
with it, as well as to suit his own position in life, and the station which
he and his family hold in society. 'The owner of a hundred-acre farm living

upon the income he receives from it will require less house-room than he
who tills equally well his farm of three, six or ten hundred acres. * *

Substance, convenience, purpose, harmony—all perhaps better summed
up in the term "expression "—these are the objects which should govern the
construction of our dwellings and out-buildings, and in their observance
we can hardly err in the acquisition of what will promote the highest
enjoyment wliieli a dwelling can bestow." • * *

On the subject of style and shape the author now quoted has the follow-

ing. The general lightness of the Italian style, " its openness and freedom
gives a wide range of choice, and its wings, verandahs, and terraces,

stretching off in any and almost every direction desired, from the main
building, make it exceedingly appropriate for general use. The modern or

rural Gothic, branching off sometimes into what is termed the English

cottage style, and in many instances blending so intimately with the

Italian as hardly to mark the line of division, is also a beautiful arrange-

ment of building for country dwellings. Those in ruder structures may ^so
be carried into the rustic—not a style proper in itself but so termed as

approximating in execution or pretension to either of the above, while the

Swiss with its hanging roof and sheltering eaves may be frequently brought
in to show out the rustic form in more completeness, and in greater

harmony with surrounding objects than either of the others * • Con-
gruity with the objects to which it is applied should be the chief merit of

any structure whatever ; and, so long as that object be attained, good taste

is not violated, and utility is fully observed.
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" Intimately connected with this subject in rural buildings is the shape of
the structure. " • A square form of house will afford more area within
a, given line of wall than any other sensible form which may be adopted.

Yet a square house is not so agreeable to the eye as an oblong ; thus d
house should stand somewhat broader on one front than on another. It

should also be relieved from an appearance of monotony and lameness, by
one or more wings; and such wings should, at their junction with the
main building, retreat or advance a sufficient distance from a continuous
line, as to relieve it effectually from an appearance of stiffness, and show
a different character of occupation from that of the main structure. The
front of a lionse should be the most imposing and finislied In its archi-

tecture of any one of its parts, and, unless some motive of greater con-
venience control otherwise, its entrance the most highly wrought, as in-

dicating the luxury of the establishment—for even the humblest habitations

have their luxuries. The side rooms, or more usually occupied apartments,
require less pretension in both architectural effect and finish, and should
wear a more subdued appearance ; while the kitchen section, and from that

the several grades of apartments stretching beyond it, should distinctly

show that they are subservient in their character, and wear a style and
finish accordingly. Thus each part of the house speaks for itself. It is

its own finger-board, pointing the stranger to its various accommodation
as plainly as if written on its walls, and saying, as significantly as dumb
walls can do, that here dwells a well-regulated family, who have a parlor

for their friends, a library or sitting-room for their own leisure and
comfort, an ample bed-room and nursery for the parents and the little

ones, a kitchen for the cooking, and a scullery and closets, and all the other

etceteras which belong to a perfect family homestead.
"And so with the grounds, the lawn or 'dooryard' should be the

best kept ground in the place. The most conspicuous part of the garden
should show its shrubbery and its flowers. The side or rear approach
should be separated from the lawn, and show its constant business occupa-
tion, and openly lead off to where men and farm stock meet on common
ground, devoted to every purpose which the farm requires. Such arrange-

ment would be complete iu all its parts, satisfactory and lasting. Tinsel

ornament, or gewgaw decoration should never be permitted on any build-

ing where the sober enjoyment of agricultural life is designed. It can
never add consideration or dignity to the retired gentleman even, and least

of all should it be indulged in by the farmer dwelling on his own culti-

vated acres."

Having now discussed the subject of design we shall turn to see what
authorities have to say on the subjects of " position and " site " of the
farmhouse.
Of position, the following, by Mr. Newlands in the " Cyclopasdia of

Agriculture," Vol. 1st, p. 788, article "Farm Buildings," comprises all

that can be said on the subject :
" Some writers insist that the house of

the farmer should be directly in front of the outhouses, others that it

should be a little to one side ; and the condition is generally insisted on
that from the usually occupied parlor window the farmer should command
the view of his cattle yards ; nay, a recent author places the whole farm-
yard under one roof, so that the farmer is enabled at all times to see

whatever is going on without the necessity of leaving his room. The
advantages of this parlor-farming are not very apparent, the attendant
evils glaringly so. If the condition of ready communication be obtained,
the farmhouse should be placed where the amenities of a country resi-

dence can be best enjoyed. There are, indeed, circumstances which render
it necessary that the house be very close to the outhouses, as in a dairy
farm, where the domestic servants have much of their labor to perform
there; and in small establishments, in exposed situations, it is frequently
advisable that the farmhouse and outhouses should not only be con-
tiguous, but conjoined for their mutual shelter. Every case must
obviously be determined on its own merits ; but where there is no necessity
for the juxtaposition or connexion referred to, the rule should he to place
the farmhouse in the most pleasant situation which the neighbourhood
affords, and even c<E<eris;)a)(4us, to determine the position of the whole
homestead in its larger sense on a similar principle."

On the subject of position of the farmhouse, Jlr. Stephens's "Book of
the Farm," Vol. 2nd. p. 519, has the following :—"It is desirable for the
farmhouse to be situated so as to command a view of every or most of the
fields on the farm, that the farmer may have constantly a bird's-eye view
of them ; and, if circumstances permit, especially a plentiful supply of
good water, the vicinity of the farmhouse should be the site for the stead-
ing ; but if a sacrifice of the position on the part of either is necessary,
the farmhouse should give way to the convenience of the steading."

In addition to what has been stated above in these two quotations, it

may here be remarked that those who advocate the closest proximily of
the farmhouse to the steading, regardless of every other consideration
save that of a capability, or fancied capability, of supervision of the pro-
ceedings going on in the latter, seem to forget that the largest, or at least
as large a proportion of work is done in the fields as in the farm steading

;

and that, seeing this, it is as important to have command of tlie view
of the one as of the other. The truth, however, is that mere proximity to
the steading will not ensure the work going on within it being always
well performed ; it is in the habit of being continually going about,
bringing with it the consciousness on the part of the farm servants that it

is better for them to be always attending to their duties, seeing that it is

difficult to say when, how, and where the eye of the master may be on
them, or his presence regulating their conduct. Vfe incline, then, to
look upon Mr. Xewland's judgment of the merits of the case as the
correct one.

Position being discussed, we now turn to the question of sile. The

terms position and site are often used as synonymous ; in the present case,

however, we take the term position to signify the relation of the house to
the farm steading, irrespective of soil or aspect, these being discussed
under the head of site. It is possible that in many cases the peculiarities

of the offered site of a house will decide at once the question of its posi-

tion. A site may be thought of possessing the advantages of being near
the steading, but in point of soil or aspect it may be so inferior to another
in which both of these .attributes may be obtained in perfection, that it

will at once be chosen as the locality for the house. Let us see what
ought to be the attributes of a good farmhouse site. "A fitness to the
purposes for which the dwelling is constructed should unquestionably be
the governing point in determining its position. The site should be dry
and slightly inclining, if possible, on every side ; but if the surface be
level, or where water occasionally flows from contiguous grounds, or on a
soil naturally damp, it should be thoroughly drained of all superfluous

moisture. That is indispensable to the preservation of the house itself

and the health of its inmates. The house should so stand as to present an
agreeable aspect from the main points at which it is seen or the thorough-
fares by which it is approached. It should be so arranged as to afford

protection from wind and storm to that part most usually occupied, as

well as be easy of access to the outbuildings appended to it. * * It

should combine all the advantages of soil, cultivation, water, shade and
shelter, which the most liberal gratification consistent with the circum-
stances of the owner may demand. If a site on the estate command a
prospect of singular beautj', other things being equal, the dwelling should
embrace it ; if the luxury of a stream, or a sheet of water in repose pre-

sent itself, it should, if possible, be enjoyed ; if the shade and protection

of a grove be near, its benefits should be included ; in fine, any object in

itself desirable, and not embarrassing to the main purposes of the dwell-
ing and its appendages, should be turned to the best account and appro-
priated in such a manner as to combine all that is desirable both in beauty
and effect, as well as in utility, to make up a perfect whole in the family
residence.

"Attached to the building site should be considered the quality of the
soil, as affording cultivation and growth to shrubbery and trees, at once
the ornament most effective to all domestic buildings, grateful to the eye
always as objects of admiration and beauty ; delightful in the repose they
offer in the hours of lassitude or wearuiess ; and to them that indispen-

sable feature in a perfect arrangement, the garden, both fruit and vege-
table, should be added."
On this question of site another authority has the following:—"The

most essential qualities of a good site are those that are most conducive to

good health. A cheerful situation is above all things to be desired, as it

generally has a beneficial influence upon the spirits. The position of the
house, in short, ought to be such that it would have the benefit of the sun
every day in the year."
Wherever there is a choice of situation, the proximity of marshes, fens,

boggy grounds, or stagnant water, should be studiously guarded against
;

and if rivers are near, the site of the house should bo on elevated ground,
so as to be out of reach of the fogs and unwholesome miasmata which
winter periodically generates. Lord Bacon wisely remarks, " that he who
builds a fair house upon an ill seat committeth himself to prison. Neither
do I reckon it an ill seat only where the air is unwholesome, but likewise

where the air is unequal ; as you shall see many fine seats set upon a knap
of ground, environed with higher hills round about it, whereby the heat of

the sun is pent in, and the wind gatheretli as in troughs, so as you shall

have, and that suddenly-, as great diversity of heat and cold as if you
dwelt in several places." " The site which can command a good current

of air, whether circulating gently or strongly, ought to be chosen before

all others for building purposes."*

The " Old Westminsters' " Crimean Memorial.—For some days past
many persons passing by the Broad Sanctuary have been attracted by the
beautiful column which is being erected in front of the entrance to Dean's-yard to
Field-Marshal Lord Raglan, G.C.B., and eight other distinguislied " Old West-
minsters," who fell in the Crimea. The first stone was laid, we believe, nearly,

if not quite, two years ago, and it is only within the last few weeks that any
signs of an erection have ajipeared above the unsightly hoarding. The cause of
the delay has been the desire of the committee to procure three large blocks only
of Aberdeen granite for the column, and after all the time wasted this has been
found impossible, and smaller blocks have been sent up. The column is now
about ;(3 feet high, and is to rise to G6, or within tour inches of the topmost
turrets of the new houses in the Broad Sanctuary. The Aberdeen granite, itself

three feet six inches in diameter, presents a most beautiful appearance. At about
25 feet from the base are eight shields, which will contain the coats of arms of
of the departed officers. Lord Raglan's being by itself nearly at the bottom of
the structure. Mr. G. G. Scott, of Spring-gardens, is the architect, and
Mr. Phillip of Roehampton-place, Vauxhali-bridge-road, is engaged on a
splendid representation of St. George and the Dragon, which is to

surmount the column. It is expected that tlie memorial will be finished by the

end of the year.

St Mary Cray.—Wo understand that the committee for the restora-
tion of St. Mary Cray Church have decided upon deferring the commencement of
the works until the spring of next year. They then intend doing as
much as their funds (about £1,100) will "allow. The tender of Mr. I'raneis,

builder, of Foots Cray, has been accepted for the greater portion of the works,
which includes repair of roof, new stone-work to windows, and coping, new
tiling, flooring, aud seating, with the church-yard levelled, and concrete laid all

round the building.

• To be continued.
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TOMBS OF CHARLES THE BOLD AND MARY OF BURGUNDY,
CHURCH OF NOTRE DAME, BRUGES.

THERE are few countries which retain so great a variety of interesting

architectural monuments as Belgium. There are portions of build-

ings dating from the eleventh and twelfth centuries, and the different

phases and successive transformations which the art has assumed, even
unto the present day, may be without difficulty tliere examined and rela-

tively compared. The Gothic art of most other countries remains chietly

in their Cathedrals. In Belgium we see it also in the highly ornamental
fronts of private dwellings, in their fantastic gables, in their intricate

tracery, and in their rich sculpture. We recognise it in their civic buildings

at Ypres, Louvain, Bruges, Ghent, Brussels, &c., and in the belfry towers
which caJled the burghers to defend their liberties. Grandeur and rich-

ness are in them most intimately blended. The pinnacled buttresses, pro-

jecting or deeply set windows, high roofs glittering with dormers and
flnials, the great height to which the houses are carried, the infinite variety

of the ornament and the freedom with which it is applied, delight the
spectator, and display a field of loving labor to the student :—

** Wide streets and squares, with manjr a ooort and hall,

Spadooa and ondefMed, bat ancient all."

may advantageously be adapted to our similar requirements, and suggest
ideas which reflection may afterwards ripen into still greater value.
We intend to publish some specimens gathered from the Belgian monu-

ments in successive numbers of our paper. We do not say that they will
be the best works to be met with there, but rather that they will be cha-
racteristic of the style of art which the people have naturalised.
We shall commence with a specimen from Bruges, " Formosis Burga

puellis "—where five centuries ago the commerce of the world was con-
centrated. It was the resort of the Lombard, Venetian, English, German,
and Baltic traders. The produce of India, Constantinople, Persia, and
England mingled there. It was long the residence of the Counts of
Flanders. It was the birth-place and residence of Hans Memling, and still

glories in the possession of his finest pictures. The city has now a
desolate appearance, strangely at variance with its ancient splendor, but
there are abundant vestiges of its former magnificence to gratify the
traveller. The Town-hall and the belfry "frowning o'er the town," was
built in 1377, and the cathedral—a fine interior—is of about the same date.
Our Engraving is a view of the tombs of Charles the Bold and Mary of
Burgundy, in the Church of Notre Dame, which contains likewise many
other interesting objects, and amongst them a fine carved wood pulpit. The
tombs are in a chapel south of the choir. That of Mary was erected in

TOMBS OP CHARLES THE BOLD AND MARIE OF BURGUNDY, NOTRE DAME, BRUGES.

Many ideas may be gleaned from the old buildings in the Flemish streets
with which to alter the tameness of our London streets, and many more
pictures will still be painted by our artists to display the picturesque
outlines and happy grouping of the Belgian architecture. The cathedrals
and churches at Mechlin, Antwerp, Louvain, and Liege are also worthy to
stand in the midst of these remains of domestic architecture.
The whole of Belgium is, however, interesting to Englishmen. The

Dutch, who left us these monuments to study, were good sailors and
fought well against us. Their cannon was even heard in the Thames.
They were besides a good trading nation, and taught us islanders how to
eope successfully with them. With high-minded courage and heroic
patriotism they united a ceaseless perseverance. They won their liberties
fairly, and their town-halls and belfries show by their magnificence how
proud the builders were of the rights which they possessed.
The architectural remains of those commercial princes cannot but be re-

garded with sympathy by us ; and, as many traits in their character re-
mind us of our own, so many details and features of their architecture

1495, some 13 years after her untimely death. She was the wife of the
Emperor Maximilian, and died when pregnant, at the age of 25, by a fall

from her horse, while hawking with her husband near Bruges, having long
concealed, out of affection for him, the mortal injury she had received. It
is remarkable for its richness, and for the perfect execution of the work,
but the hand of the craftsman is more conspicuous in it than the genius of
the artist. Like the monuments of former Counts of Flanders, the efligy,

made of copper highly gilt, reposes at full length on a black marble slab.

Though it possesses the same simple posture as those of the ealier sculptors,
it has not the grandeur nor the variety in the accessories which is attached
to them. There is not even an emblem nor a single allegorical figure to
recall the early death of the young Sovereign, and the noble sentiment
which caused her to conceal her wound; nothing to record the regrets ofthe
people by whom she was so much beloved. Tlie only adjuncts to her
monuments are those of her rank. The sides bear the coats of arms,
richly enamelled, which proclaim the string of duchies, counties, and lord-
ships which this aimable and illustrious heiress brought to the
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houso of Austria, and wliich afterwards swelled the Empire
on wliich the sun never set, of her grandson Charles the

riftli. The vanity of the courtiers could And nothing more
touching to represent upon her monument than a genealogical tree. The
sides of the tomb present to us on the right and left the maternal and
paternal ancestry of the archduchess, with spreading branches bearing the

different escutcheons. Those of the father, mother, and grandparents,

occupy the principal positions. Thirty-six angels, disposed amongst tlie

branches and leaves of this royal tree, servo to support the mass of

symmetrically arranged heraldry. The whole of the work is executed in

gilt-copper, and the colors of the armorial bearings are in the finest

enamel. The execution is altogether admirable. By the side of this

ostentatious ton>b, tlie remains of Charles the Bold, l3uke of Burgundy,
father of Mary, for many years lay undistinguished, but in 1558 Philip II.,

liis great grandson, ordered a monument, exactly like tliat beside it, of his

daughter, to be constructed to the memory of this unfortunate prince. It

was finished four years afterwards. Jacques Jonghelinckx, to whom the

work was confided by the Cardinal de Granville, was paid 15,000 florins

for it, besides 40 florins to each of the workmen employed, as compensation
for the loss of his teeth in the process of enamelling. He was as inferior

to the sculptor of Mary's tomb as that man was to the earlier masters.

The execution is by no means equal to it, and as to invention, Jonghelinckx
had no occasion for it. He had only to copy the model before him.
These monuments possess, nevertheless, a certain grandeur. If they do

not rank as works of genius, they enlist our admiration by their magnifi-

cence, and our sympathies are enlisted for those whose virtues and mis-
fortunes they commemorate. About ten years ago they were regilt. The
chapel which contains them was rebuilt in 1816. It has neither elegance
nor beauty. The color, even of the walls, is not in harmony with the
objects they enshrine. In a mean spirit these monuments are kept
covered up, and they are shown only as a favor. The "^churchwardens "

think more of the gilding of the statues than of the dignity of their

ancient sovereigns. They encase their efiSgies as they would enfold

niTimmies.

Tlie Komisli church boasts that it is her glory to speak to the intelligence

of the people by the splendor of the arts, but it seems as though she here
shelters the monuments in her churches, to gratify the curiosity of
strangers, and that only on condition that they, at the same time, satisfy

the cupidity of her mercenary oflicers.

INDIAN MONUMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.*
ON my return from the country, on visiting the Department of Art at

South Kensington, I find several very interesting views of examples
of Indian architecture. These are arranged in the ba3's of the .architectural
section of the Museum, that section which all lovers of art nnist hope to
see eventually expand into " a universal museum of architecture, in which
all styles may be done justice to, and where the public may readily see
how men have built in all ages and climes." Nothing, perhaps, can be
better, however, just now, than for the Museum to afford some instruction
as to the Indian styles. The views which at present occupy two bays, are
from Daniels' work. Some of these present the rock-hewn temples of
Kailasa, Jagannatha Subha, and Elephanta. They look like illustrations
of tlie Arabian Nights, and we might fancy the scenes they represent the
festive halls of the Kings of the Genii, or of Princess Paribanon. There
are also representations of the Indian works and monuments at Viswakarma,
Junwessa, Parasma, Rama Subha, Uameswara, and Indra Sabha. In the
last the grandeur and novelty of the columns are especially remarkable.
Indeed, one impression made by these views is assuredly that the forms of
architecture are by no means exhausted. These columns, for instance,
appear pretty well as fine and dignified as any we have in Greek, Egyptian,
or Roman architecture, and yet they wholly differ from them. There is

also an interior of the Palace of Madura, which is Gothic in its effect.

There is the great Pagoda of Tanjore, which is Indian and somewhat
Mexican, and there is the front gate of the Jummah Musjid, at Delhi,
whicli is Mohammedan. Mr.BruceAUen tells me that he has a considerable
number of these views of Indian buildings, beyond those which he has
already arranged, and which are only waiting for frames, when they also
will be put up. They will form a most interesting exhibition, and will
very opportunely illustrate the attraction and importance of the subject of
the Indian monuments of architecture, to which lately you have been so
kind as to lend a portion of your pages. When all these views are liung
up I shall see better whether a description of them may be generally
interesting. If s-o I will send such for your insertion, if you approve. Of
course these views form but a very small portion of the meed ofjustice
which the Indian monuments of art should receive. The exhibition
of them at South Kensington may, however, help the cause, and with
the aid of the Art-press, and the lovers of art in general, I hope the
question will not be allowed to slumber, until we possess what I have been
ple.iding for—an adequate record of all the chief and most characteristic
works of the various styles of architecture of our Empire in the East.

Until the rest of the series of views to which I have alludedare arranged
at South Kensington, I will cease from occupying your pages further with
this subject, and remain with thanks, Yours faithfully,

JoiiK Bell.

Olastonhury.—Si. John's Church.—The restoration and repairino- of
this church having been completed, after nearly three years' labor, the efifice
was reopened on Slonday last.

* Concluded from page 76t).

RUTL.\ND CHUBCHES.—No. 10.—Lyddixotok.

AT a very remote ptriod in the world's history the waters that covered the
whole of tlie valley of the Welland seem to have extended as far as where

the village of Lydiiington is now situate, thus forming a kindof bight or bay two
miles in length northward of the valley. Who were the early settlers at the
extreme inland point of this bay cannot of course be ascertained, and it roust
remain in doubt whether a village existed here previous to the Anglo-Saxon era,
in which it received its present name. At the time of the Norman survey
Walterius held of the Bishop of Lincoln two hides here, and Stoke, Snclleston,
and Caldicote belonged to tlie manor, altogether containing 16 caracutes of
arable land ; in demesne caracutes, 4 servants, 26 villains, and 24 bordarii,
possessing 9 caracutes. There were then also two mills of 8s., and 20 acres of
meadow, with a wood three furlongs in length and two in breadth. 'The church is

dedicated to St. Andrew. No mention is made in Domesday Book of one having
existed here at that time. In the 32nd year of Henry III. (1248) Nicholas de
Hveshaiii, Canon of Lincoln, presented to the vicarage of the prebendary church
of Lyddington. No part of the Early English (13th century) church appears to
be existing, the oldest portions being Decorated (14th century). Its plan con-
sists of nave north and south aisles, chancel, and tower at the west end. The
oldest parts ore the chancel and the tower, the nave being Perpendicular (ICth
century). The lofty nave is divided from the aisles by six bays, the arches of
which are moulded, and supported by combined shafts having octagonal capitals.
The walls are pierced with numerous windows, throwing a strong light into the

opening the uee of which was not required after the Reformation. The deco-
rated cliancel is raised on a flight of steps ; it is lighted at the east end by a
window of four lights, and two windows of two lights each on either side : they
are deeply splayed, within slender shafts, and all being of the 14th century. There
are sedilise lor three priests and a piscina in the south wall. Westward of these is

a low oidc-window, the lower part of which is not glazed, but has original iron
grating and a wooden shutter, apparently in the same state as when it was used
in the time of the old fnith. On the floor of the choir are two brasses—one con-
taining the effigy of Helyn Hardy, havingthe butterfly head-dress, and the other
effigies of Edward Watson and his wife, and below those of five sons and Ave
daughters. The first-named contains this inscription :

" Here lyeth Heljn Hardy
the wyfofRobert Hardy, gcntilman, which decessed on WIssonday (Whit-Sunday),
the yere of our Lord God,' Anno 1480. On whose soule God have mercy. Amen."
The other brass has this inscription round the border : " Ofyour charite pray for the
soule ofMaster Edwarde Watson, Esquire, Justice of Peace, and—to three reverend
fathers in God, that is to say, to my Lord William Smith, to my Lord William
Attwater, to ray Lord John Longland, late successively beying Bishops of Lincoln,
which Edward decessy'd the x day of October, the yere of our Lord 1530. On
whose soule and on the soule of Mistres Emme, his wyfe, Jesu have mercy."
Also some Latin verses, wliich have been rendered into English thus :

" Here
lies his honor (?) Edward Watson, Esquire, a cultivator of justice and by pro-
fession a lawyer. Him the most worthy Bishop of Lincoln formerly had as
secretary, and him he chose for the conduct of his suits. He was ready to bring
help to the poor, to settle long-standing disputes, and to assist all with his
counsel. Why should I speak of the endowments of his mind .' why ofthe privi-
leges of his condition? why of his noble work of love to his country? Forbear,
wife, to disturb thy husband ; forbear, I pray, thrice-quintupled oflspring, to
disturb your parent with tears. His abilities, his moral character, his virtue,
and reputation and honor, now accompany him on the path to the regions
above." Tlie arms (on a chevron between three martlets sable, as many cresents
or) show Edward Watson to have been an ancestor of the present occupants of
Rockingham Castle. These brasses are interesting as exhibiting the head-dresses
and bodily attire generally of the period. There are some fragments of 15th cen-
tury carving npon the pews and benches in the chancel and about the screen.
The roofs are plain, but the wall plates are supported by carved heads. Tliere is

a mutilated piscina in the south aisle, and a neat marble tablet upon the east wall
"To the memory of Joseph Clarke, son of Joseph Clarke, of this place, who was
killed by an accident on board a ship in whicli he was about to sail for England.
Buried at Brooklyn cemetery, near New York. Died September 27, 1843, aged
46 years." There is also a piscina in the north aisle, showing that there was at
least one chapel in each aisle. The entrance to the roodloft remains. The square
font, which is plain, stands upon a central stem. The pews are high, and en-
closed, having been introduced before modern church restorations were
commenced : the interior throughout, however, is very clean. The tower
is of four stages: the first has the usual western entrance, the arch
being moulded and filleted, and surmounted by a fleur-de-lis, the whole
sup])orted by jamb shafts, with minute buttresses panelled and crocheted ou
each side. The second stage is pierced with a window of two lights, having a
qnatrefoil in the head, under a dripstone with head terminations. The third has
a small trefoil-headed light ; and the fourth is pierced with two windows of three
lights each, under plain dripstones. The buttresses are set square at the angles.
The spire, which is very low, has two tiers of lights in the cardinal faces. The
south porch has been taken away, and the inner doorway blocked, the only en-
trance to the church now being under the tower, the ceiling of which has been
beautifully groined. The wall of the burial-ground on the south side of the

church is coped by 17 stone coffin lids, one of which is engraved in the Rev. C.

Boutell's "Christian Monuments" it contains a semi-effigy in a trefoil-

headed sunk panel, below which is across : its date may be assigned to the first half

of the 14th century. On the north side of the church is .lesus Hospital, for-

merly the palace ofthe Bishops of Lincoln, a very interesting specimen of domestic

architecture of the 15th century. It is supposed that the great mitred barons

sojourned here with their retinue during their toura of inspection and visitation.

The Bishopric of Lincoln extended over various counties, embracing a vast area, as

the palace at Buckden, Hunts, testifies. Lyddington no doubt was chosen as an
episcopal residence from its formerly having belonged to the church : it was
wliolly church property, and probably numerous ecclesiastics resided in it in

olden time. As a curious consequence in patronymics (here are many inhabitants

here bearing the names of Pretty and Clarke, the Prettys doubtless being once

Pretres or Priests, according to the old Norman-French, which once {prevailed,

and the Clarkes being also probably descended from those once called Clerks, as

ecclesiastics, then only skilled in reading and writing. The remains of this

ancient palace are now highlv interesting, and will well repay a visit. The large
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room wliere tlie Bishop and his n-lainers dined is a noble apartment of beautiful
proportions, adorned with riehlv carved oaken ceiling

;
yet alas ! it is in a very

dilapidated condition, and evinces how nuicii modern neglij^Mice ijinores antiquity if

it cost auytliing to uplioUl. The painted windows too arc liighly interesting and the
qnotatioiis from Scripture are WTitten in the most beautiful stvle of Old Enjiclish

uiat can be imagined ; indeed the writing: would serve as a mo<)el of Old English
caligraphy wortJiy to be imitated and preserved, now that a taste has arisen in

that departiuent. Thomas Earl of Exeter having obtained all the ecclesiastical

property iu the village, thought it not unadvisable to dedicate some portion of
tbe ridi land to the support of a hospital, and in 1G02 he founded this refuge for

tfcs poor, and endowed It with about £110 a year; it was only a sninll oit of
e<Hlscience gift compared to all the other church property acquired, rather re-

minding one of the celebrated halfpenny-worth of bread and seven shillings'

worth ofsack Jack Falstars bill at the hostel indicated, so the proportion of gift

to acquisition was about in tlie same amount. However, tuis hospital was
founded for 12 )>oor men, ii nurses (women), and a warien. At present only two
and the warden inhabit the fabric, and several vacancies that have occurred have
never been filled up, tlirec death vacancies having taken place several months
ago, and yet no persons appointed to their places, so that one would imagine
there was a dearth of indigence rendering Jesus Hospital a mere superfluity.

Indeed, the various chamliers once used liy poor brethren are now all unfit for

habitation—mere cellarage and proceeding towards decay.' No repairs being at-

tended to devouring time tells its own tale. Now the gift of a place iu this hos-
pital is materially diminished by this inattention to repair. A good and com-
fortable apartment, or perhaps one ought to say two (a bed-room and sittiug-

Toom), is worth £i> a year to any poor brother, but no rooms being fit lor

habitation, the li brethren lose thus £00 a year collectively; yet the foundation
directed the building to be kept up as one of its conditions. Hence those deriving

allowances as bretliren of Jesus Hospital ought, in equity, to be allowed some
Ss. a week extra for house rent, their undoubted right. One of the recipients

of this charity resides in All Saints'-street, Stamford, and another at Bedford.

The warden reads prayers occasionally to the two other Inmates at the

west end of the banqueting-room. The windows above alluded to are

filled with scrolU containing legends. They also contain the arms of Bishops
Roaaell and Longland. At no distant day we hope to see a restoration of the

Hospital to its original purposes.—Much has been done in inquiring into

ancient charities, but much vigilance has yet to be exercised to ferret out and
set to rights many like this. Just like the beneficent gift of a school at Upping-
ham, meant for that town and the surrounding villages, it is a mere dead letter

for .the locality, educating some three free boys and some 150 boarders. Here
again the proportion of Jade FalstafTs bread and sack still holds good. There is

a peculiar octagonal tower at the corner of the Hospital gardens, and abutting
the street, which is interesting to the archteologist. Tradition says there were
four of these towers. Lyddington formerly possessed a market, which belonged
to the Bishop of Lincoln. In Fitzherbert's " Nature Brevium" the form of a writ
of nuisance, in Latin, appears : it is directed to the Sheriff of Rutland, and in
English reads thus : " The King to the Sheriff. . , . Admonish Peter that duly
.... he allows the Bishop of Lincoln to remove a certain market in Uppingham,
which Peter de Montfort, father of the aforesaid Peter, whose heir he is, has
unduly. ... set up, to the damage of the free market ofC, lately Bishop of Lin-
coln, predecessor of the aforesaid Bishop, in Luddington, as lie says : and unless
he^does it, and the aforesaid Bishop indemnifies thee . . . then immediately the af«re-
said Peter shall show cause why ..." The cross (or remaining portions of it) that
stood on the site of the market, is now in a yard in the occupation of Mr. Clarke,
stone-mason, It was pulled down within memory by some mischievous bankers
or navvies. The mound upon which it stood still remains, in the street near the
roads leading'.to Stoke and Seaton.

" The old cross
Stood on the market-hill I alas our loss.

That never saw it there ; it Is too poor
This age of ours, in fashioners,—to endure
That the rich fabrics of those cunning hands
The old time guided, like the shapeless sands
Should fail, and fall, and, fall,—and not a care
Be felt to stay the ruin, or to spare
That which decay makes beautiful."

The manor of Lyddington continued in the possession of the Bishops of Lincoln

till the rei^ of Edward VI., when Bishop Holbeach gave it to the King, who
presented it to Gregory Lord Cromwell and his wife for their lives; after which
Edward VI., gave it to William Cecil, Lord Burleigh, iu whose family it has
remained till tliis day. The extent of the village at the present time, with its

many stone mullionedf windows, show it to have been a place of importance. In
an old list of country gentry the name of Sir Eusebius Felsant, Knight, of Lid-
dington, appears.

KING'S COLLEGE.
ISTBODUCTORV LECTURE BY PROFESSOR SHELLEY.

ON Thursday afternoon Professor Shelley, the recently-appointed successor

of Professor Ooodeve (removed to a Government situation at Woolwich) de-
livered, at King's College, the introductory lecture to a course on Manufacturing
Art, before a numerous audience.

{^feasor Shelley having been introduced to the audience by the Principal of

the College, Dr. J'elf. said,—" In reference to the course of lectures upon Manu-
facturing Art and il^achinery which he had the honor to be elected by the
Council of the College to deliver, the students might, he thought, be benefited by
an introductory lecture which would give him an opportunity of laying before

the authorities of the College, the students and the strangers who might be present,

a general outline of the topics which be proposed to discuss, and some idea of the
method of discussing them, which he proposed to pursue. And bethought it

would benefit the students if he imparted to them a few Iiints derived from his

own experience in travelling through life, and endeavoured to encourage them in

the prosecution of the task they had undertaken to perfonn, by mentioning some
eminent men who had pursued a similar line of study, and who would serve as

examples and incentlvta to future enterprise and invention, and his great desire

and tK>pe was to be able to induce tne students to emulate those eminent
examples. Many of those gentlemen who bad now come to the
Collme with the object of studying the applied sciences had, he
dared say, already made up their minds as to the particular calling or profession
which they intended to educate themselves for, and which they afterwards pro-
posed following up. Many others, he dared say, were at the College studying and

endeavouring to find that particular branch that suited their tastes before they
finally determined the exact course which they intended to pursue in the future.

He thought he niiglit be allowed to tell each of these classes of students that they
were wise. For those who had made up their minds as to their calling might rest

assured that if they were determined to adhere to their choice and pereevere in

their task they would overcome all obstacles, and speedily attain excellence in the
line they had chosen, while those who had not made up their minds might be con-
fident that if they studied well there would be abundant opportunities of turning
their knowledge to good account either in England or abroad. For a knowledge
of mathematics, chemistry, geologj', and the development of machinery was a
means of daily adding to our material wealth, and there would be a constant de-
mand for those men who had made it their study to understand scientific prin-
ciples. The section of applied science which it was his province to draw their
attention to was that of manufacturing art. Improvements in manfacturing art
and machinery had wrought mighty changes m the conditfon of the world,
which the Professor Ulusti-ated by referring to the great social changes which had
taken place owing to the Ilevelopment of mineral wealth, caused by
James Watt and the pumping-engine, by railways, of which the steam-engine
had been called the father, by the changes m literature wrought by the printing-
machine, and by the changes effected by the improvement of the electric telegraph,
in his opinion the greatest of them all. He was sure that every one connected
with this University would be gratified to know that of the eminent men who had
advanced applied sciences, four had been professors there, two out of the four
were not with them now, but they could not recall their memories to their minds
without feeling that by their talents, brilliant discoveries, and inventions, they
had advanced us as a nation, and promoted our national greatness—(Applause).
The principle of a given manufacture might be explained to and as easily under-
stood by any person of ordinary education, but it ilid not follow the process could
be gone through without a number of years' additional training and attention.
The Professor proceeded to say that labor performed by the hands of a man with-
out any other assistance would be extremely limited in the usefulness of its appli-
cation, and in order to carry out any great work, some means should be found
for uniting the exertions of several men, or of increashig the power of one man.
The means of doing so was called machinery. The labor of cultivating [li<! ground
or tilling the earth required in its primitive form but little skill

and no machinery, the rudest and simplest forms of tools might be
used, and the seed scattered by the hand; but great improvements
had been effected by machinery. The Professor then directed the attention of
his audience to some of the students who had been at this College and who had
distinguished themselves by their works in their occupations in every-day life.

They were spread over all parts of the earth, some were in India, and some in
China. One of them was Mr. Thomas Winter, an engineer and naval arclii-

tect, who came up to the College from Scotland, and afterwards highly
distinguished himself by scientific investigations in India, especially on the
rivers, for which he invented several kinds of boats (models, drawings and sections

of the boats were explained by the Professor). Another gentleman who dis-

tinf^uished himself at the College, and who was now caixying on a large business
in \ orkshire, was Mr. Cliarlea Cochran, who was a senior scholar, and who had
become eminent by inventions connected with heating opparatus used in the
manufacture of glass. There were many other gentlemen brought np at the
College whom he might mention as having distinguished themselves in their

various avocations ; amongst others, Mr. Mawdsley, Mr. Vaukes, Mr. White,
Mr. W. Cochran, Mr. Hatcher, Mr. Edward Chance, Mr. W. Burges (the archi-

tect of the Memorial Church at Constantinople), Mr. Miller (who had gone to
Sydney), Mr. Fox, Mr. Henry Worms, Mr. W. McKean, &c. Theoretical know-
ledge was not sufficient in the study of the applied sciences

j
there should

be practical knowledge, which could only be obtained in the
laboratory and the workshop. The Professor then spoke in favor of cleanliness

in the making of experiments and in the general practice of the laboratory and
workshop. After recommending as a class-book to the students who attended
his lectures, his predecessor, Mr. Goodeve's, book on " The Elements of Me-
chanism," he stated that Mr. Goodeve had received a Government appointment
at Woolwich, where he wished him the enjoyment ofevery prosperity and success.

The Professor then passed a warm eulogium on the late Professor Cowper (one
of whose pupils he was, and whose mode of teaching he should endeavour to

follow) who would be long remembered for his talent and amiable qualities; and
spoke in terms of panegyric of the late Principal ofthe College, Dr. Lonsdale, now
Bishop of Lichfield ; of his successor the present Principal, Dr. Jelf, and other
Professors coimected with the College. At the close of his lecture, which
was illustrated by many drawings and models, the Professor was warmly
applauded.

Mr. Ebenezer Landells.—We regret to announce the death of this

well-known engraver on wood, which took place at Brompton on Monday
morning last. Mr. Landells had been for some time in ill-health, but his demise
was unexpected. He was in his 53rd year. He was a native of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, where he was a pupil of Thomas Bewick, the celebrated en^aver, and Mr.
Landells' best woodcuts have much of the artistic feeling of his master. Mr.
Landells came to London about thirty years since, and had since been connected
with the leading illustrated periodicals of the day. In 1841, he was one of the

originators of Punch, the copyright of which he disposed ofin the following year

to the present proprietors of that popular Journal. In the autumn of 1842 Mr.
Landells was commissioned by the proprietors of the Illustrated Londod News
to sketch and engrave the scenes and incidents of her Majesty's visit to Scotland;

and his success on this'occasion led to his being subsequently engaged to illus-

trate, in the above journal, the several royal visits to several parts of the United
Kingdom and the Continent. He was likewise the originator of the Illuminated
Mayuzine, 6 vols., and one of the original proprietors ol the iarfi/'siVe«i«juaj»er.

To tills arduous branch of his art >ir. Landells brought considerable artistic

taste, as well as untiring energy, such as alone could enable him to sketch and
engrave incidents from some hundred miles' distance, so as to meet the require-

ments of a weekly newspaper. In private life he was an affectionate husband, an
indulgent father, and a warm-hearted^enerous friend.

Cost of the Leeds Town-hnll.—From a return just issued we find that

the total of the Leeds Town-hall is £113,239 19s. 7d. The grant made by the

Council, &c., amounts to £107,530 7s., thus there is left a deficiency of

£5,709 128. 7d. The council have passed a vote to clear up all bills.
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LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

THE first meeting of the thirteentli session of this society was held on Wed-
nesday evening, the 3rd inst., at the Royal Institution. Mr. Jamks Hay,

the president, occupied tlie chair.—Mr. W. H. Picton, the secretary, havinjr an-
nounced a number of donations, several gentlemen were elected meniliers and as-

sociated nienil)ers.—Tlie President presented to Mr. Rajihael C. Isaac a copy of
'• Jtrandon's Parish Cliurehes," the prize oftired by tlie society for the bcstdesign

for a villa durinf;; the session of 1850-CU, and complimented the recipient upon the

ability displ.iycd in his production.—Some beautiful photOQ^raphs, by Mr. Lee,

of Ch urch-street, of the Banqueting-rooni and Sculpture-gallery at Hooton Hall,

Cheshire, recently erected from designs by Mr. Collinff, a professional member of

this society, and a photo^apli of the Wallasey Water Tower, by Mr. Rawlinson,
also a member, were exhibited.—The president announced that a special meeting
of the society had been held that day upon professional matters, and called upon
the secretary to read the report of that meeting, which was as follows :—
At a meetin;? of the professional members of the Architectural Society, held for the

purpose of receiving an explanation from two members of the Society in reference to
certain paraj^raphs which have appeared in the press reports of a bankruptcy case,

it was resolved, " That, as these members liave volunteered a full and detailed state-

ment of the tnuisaction, the raeetini^ desire to record their deliberate opinion: 1st,

That it Is very much to be resrctted tliat these gentlemen should have been betrayed
by any provocation into the adoption of a proceeding so extremely irregular and
open to abuse, ^ind. That from the evidence there is no foundation for the imputa-
tion ofany fraud on the part of these gentlemen. :ird. That the sum obtained is a
very inadequate remuneration for the services rendered in the preparation of the
drawings and specilicatious referred to."

The President drew attention to a report of the sub-committee of the five

literary and scientific societies of Liverpool, appointed to take into consideration
the ofier of Mr. William Brown to set apart a portion of the new Free Public
Library for the purpose of exhibiting scientific and mechanical appliances. The
committee reported that the result of their labors would be the realisation of Mr.
Brown's wishes and that a valuable addition would be made to the scientific

institutions of the town, not contemplated when the Library was commenced.
Mr. H UGGINS exhibited and explained a beautiful Chart of the Various Styles of
Architecture exhibited in the form of a stream, with various branches and ramifi-
cations, showing the way in which the styles flow out one from the other. The
Chart and the explanations of Mr. Huggins met with the warm approbation of the
members. Mr. Boult regretted that Mr. Huggins had not given previous intima-
tion of his intention to bring the subject in so interesting a form before thesociety, so
that an evening could have been set apart for the purpose much interesting dis-

cussion, no doubt, would have been elicited, and justice done both to the subject
and to Mr. Huggins, which their present limited time prevented. It appeared
to be understood that Mr. Huggins would again, perhaps, bring the matter
before the society.—The President then read his Inaugural Address, which was
warmly applauded.—Mr. J. Audsley read the paper of the evening, " History
of the Art of Illumination, and its Revival and Application in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury."

ADDRESS OP THE PRESIDENT.
Gentlemen,—In addressing you for the first time as President of this Society,

I feel that for my election to so high and honorable an office lam indebted more
to your kindness than my own merits, and when I call to mind the eminent gen-
tlemen who have preceded me, and remember how efficiently they have filled this

chair, I feel my inferiority the more, my ability the less. Without hesitation,
however, I throw myself on your indulgence and forbearance, and shall

endeavour to catch some enthusiasm from the example of my worthy pre-
decessors.

We have existed as a society for twelve sessions, and in that period have esta-
blished a high reputation ; our present and future solicitude must, therefore, be to
sustain and increase that rejiutatiou, for the moment we cease to advance, that
moment have the elements of decay begun to operate in our constitution.
The study and advanced knowledge o( architecture has ever been confined to a

small portion of the community, and it is not wonderful that it should be so, when
to master even a rudimentary knowledge of the art requires so much time and
patience. How much more does it not require to be able to judge of its excel-
lencies or its shortcomings, to point out its faults, or suggest their improvement.
It is this small portion of the community, this cultivated few, to whom the archi-
tect in all his highest efforts addres.ses liimself : they are the leaders of taste, and
are the tribunal before wliieh he stands or falls ; whose approval he covets, whose
censure he avoids. Of late yeai-s, the study of architecture has been greatly pro-
moted ; men of the highest literary attainments have enlisted in its service, and
devoted their energies to the elucidation of its principles, both in works of deep
metaphysical inquiry, and those of a more popular form. A greater general in-
terest has been established. This and other architectural societies are partly the
result of that interest, and re-act in a further extension of it. The number of
architects has increa.sed in much larger proportion than the population ; nor am I
of those who regard this as a misfortune—on the contrary, it is my conviction
tliat there are still too few, and that much of what passes current as architecture
(where every canon of pure taste and sound construction are violated) is where
uo architect has been employed. The works in the vernacular style of the present
day have been visited with deserved ridicule and severest criticism, but others
beside the profession are chargeable with their faults.

It is somewhat difticult to leap fon\ard one hundred years, and imagine what
posterity will say of the arts in I860, or to define its critical opinion of the archi-
tects of our own time. Still we do form an opinion, which, though necessarily
partial and conjectural, may yet be worth while to analyse and record.
We can look back upon the historj' of our art and trace it from its infancy

;

we can watch it step by step, as it gra'dually advanced towards comparative per-
fection, and then rapidly declined; how it sprang up in other lands, and pursued
a similar rise and fall, or became mingled with other streams, and then, again,
bursting out and spreading into various ramifications, enjoying a greater or less

glorious period of existence. But we still observe it in every case obedient to
the universal law of progress and decline. It is interesting to embrace the whole
in one CDm])rehensive view ; it is interesting to examine the leading styles, and
the various secondary and tertiary ones proceeding therefrom, to analyse their
elements and tlieir various relationships. It is not only interesting, it is a por-
tion of knowledge indispensable to the architect ; for it is the very groundwork
of his art, and es.sentially necessary to a thorough mastery of its principles.

These remarks have been suggested to my mind by a vivid recollection of Mr.
Huggins's Chart of Architectural Styles, exhibited here towards the close of last
session. The idea was a happy one of so embodying the entire history of our art

.

and presenting it to the student at a glance. Its invention cannot but be cxjn-

sidfjied as exceedingly well-timed, for, if published, it must yield valuable assist-

ance in the study—now of so much importance—of the development and rela-

tionship of the various styles of architecture in all times and countries ; and
not only among the profession, but also among the public at large, and assist in

rendering architecture a feature of popular education.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Huggins will have it published in such a manner
that a copy may be had by every member of the profession, and also suspended

on the walls of every school and seminary in the Kingdom.
The exclusive study of one style will induce a preference for that style, and the

practical result will be a servile copyism alike degrading to the artist and
injurious to the art. It is only the mind which is tlioroughly imbued with the

principles and chnracteristics of all styles, and who draws his inspiration from
every source, that is capable of producing great and original works. His genius

is unlettered, for his materials are unlimited ; his imagination is more active, for

new combinations suggest themselves at every step, and become moulded and
re-cast in forms of beauty never before dreamt of. Though familiar with all

precedent, he is less bound by it than the student of one style. He sees the same
end accomplished in a variety of ways resulting in various forms of beauty ; his

ingenuity is thereby stimulated, and his own productions are more likely to

exhibit the most excellent qualities of ancient work.

The question, then, should scarcely exist at the present hour, Arc we the

patrons and students of one style exclusively, or students of them all ? In recent

times one style after another has been resuscitated, and become the pet and
favorite of both public and profession, and after a while has been discarded, like

other favorites, without making any deep or lasting impression on the national

mind. If the prevalence of the styles practised in the present day—the Classic,

or Italian and Gothic, with their various modifications—be the result of fashion,

we may safely predict for them the same transient or evanescent existence. But
the revival of' these styles rests upon a broader basis and deeper foundation than

the bieath of fashion, and they each of them exhibit principles or qualities whicl*

we dare not sacrifice and must not lose sight of. While the battle of the styles

goes on, the great majority of the architects practise in both styles, making
their selection according to tlie object of the building, the nature of the site, or

the kind of materials at command. We may consider this as a mark of progress,

for it indicates a thinking out of the subject from the very beginning. An
architect may now draw his inspiration from sources as wide apart as the poles,

and introduce forms and features in his designs for which no examples exist and
no precedent can be cited. This is also a decided mark of progress, for it indi-

cates a consciousness of art-power, which " without breaking covenant with the

mighty dead," but estimating at their proper value ancient examples, is yet

ready "to avow its independence and assert its superiority. This practical

freedom is perceptibly changing the expression of our architecture, and givuig it

a character of its own. Hence the difficulty of giving a name to the style of

certain modem structures beyond indicating their parentage. This is consider-

ably in advance of the period when it was thought a high eulogium to say that

this building was exceedingly fine, for the portico was an exact copy of one at

Rome, or that that churcli was a splendid example of modern Gothic, for all the

details were taken from York Minster. No true architect is now desirous of his

work being mistaken for that of the thirteenth or fourteenth century or any other

period of past history, but rather that it should be the product and bear the

impress of his own mind. While there is some reluctance exhibited in relin-

quishing certain features which claim the authority of precedent, but are admit-

tedly bad, and also the occasional introduction of others not governed by the

purest taste, we may safely conclude that if we are in the right path time will

purify the one and remove the oflier. We must also recognise the difficulty of

fusing together into one harmonious whole features pure in themselves but

opposed in style ; and it is only after repeated experiments and various minds
pursuing the same direction that we become reconciled to it.

Liverpool possesses buildings, recently erected or still in course of erection,

which exhibit the justice of these remarks, and will serve to illustrate my
meaning. In most of these the Classic element is predominant, and forms the

groundwork of the style, while a Gothic spirit—Gothic in its widest signification

—animates and pervades the whole. These buildings are valuable additions to

the town; they stand as meritorious and successful experiments in the present

movement, and will stand as landmarks in the advancing tide of architectural

development. London, and other cities and towns, have numerous examples of

the same tone and tendency, in which we can imagine their authors saying to

themselves—Let us throw style entirely aside : let us design this building

according to the principles of art, refusing to admit any one style having ex-

clusive occupation of our mind at the time. In Paris a curious building has just

been erected for the Mairie of the First Arrondissement. It is adjacent to the

old Gotliic Church of St. Germain I'Auxerrois, and is a Classic or Renaissance

translation of that style, even to the many-mullioned and traceried windows.
In the new streets and boulevards there is much to interest the architectural

student ; but nowhere is the genius of the French artist shown to greater ad-

vantage than in the completion of the Palace of the Louvre. In conception and
general design, well-marked outline, and clearly defined parts, in light and
shade—to which the lower arcades so poweri'ully contributes—in the union of the

sculpture with the architecture, and the careful finish of every part, it is a work
reflecting the highest honor on the French school.

There is another cause tending to modify design in the present day, and that

is the introduction of new materials, or their application to new purjwses. No
past age was so fertile in all the various scientific and mechanical inventions

applicable to the building art. The architect must keep pace witli the inventive

progress of the age, and try, prove, adopt, or reject, and if he is desirous of not

remaining entirely dependent on the opinion of others for the adoption of any-

thing new, he must spend much time in inquiries and investigations of this

kind.

An interesting question here arises, viz., how should an architect be educated 2

It is not sufficient that after receiving a good general education he is articled for

five or seven years to an architect in full practice, he thereby certainly becomes

acquainted with all the routine of the office, the mechanical practice of preparing

drawings, workmg details and specifications ; he ought to be following out a coure j

of private study of his own, but he may have no one to direct hiiu, either as to

what they should be, their order or arrangement, their relative importance, or the

relative time to be spent over each. From the moment, however, the student has

a drawing to make which is not to be a literal copy of one set before him, his

reasoning powers come into actual operation; principles ofbeauty, fitness, utility.
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proportion, ice, ic, are ever emhodied more or less in every drawing, and
opportttnity is from time to time aflbnieii to the master of pointing out tlie trutlis

and principles of an-iiitectun', and to the pupil of eliciting tlie same himself.

Twelve mouths or two years would be profitably spent by the student in working
with his own hands at one or more of the building trades, or acting as junior

derkof works on some building of importance. It would give him a practical

experience only imperfectly gaine<l by any other means. He mipht then return

to the office, where his services would be of increased value, and alter some further

Tiriencc there, ought to be qualified to practise as an architect,

do uot overlook the importance of travel, whether to the student, tlie drafts-

man, or the busy practitioner. All men should travel, were it for no more than

to amuse themselves, but to the architect tliis amusement may be combined with

sound architectural instruction. During the recess I availed myself of the oppor-

tunity of having a few weeks' tour on the continent, and next to a ramble amongst

the villages anii hamlets of our own land, there is nothing so invigorating to mind
and bodv, or tends so much to restore that equilibrium of the system as foreign

travel. To see with your own eyes those monuments ofarchitectural genius which

in past years have been your study is always a source of enjoyment. Arouud them

are associated some of the happiest moments of your life, tliose moments and that

period when your love of art was just awakening in the soul, and began to glow

with intensest enthusiasm. You walk around them with boyish wonder, and seem

to reuew^ an intimacy as with an old friend ; much is familiar, much more has all

the firmness of novelty. Discarding or correcting false impressions, you are no

Jen gratified in finding out tlial others which you had previously formed are fully

borne out and corroborated by what you see. But the value of travel consists not

so much in actually seeing as in what is suggested. The mind is kept in a state

ofactive excitement, ideas follow each other witli rapidity, but are evanescent,

and should be jotted down as they arise, otherwise they are lost.

My excursion included the tour of Mont Blanc, and a small portion of Switzer-

land, a countrv which was entirely new to me. With most young architects the

desire is to see "the antiquities of Greece and Rome, or the medieval cities of the

continent; this is natural, for there are to be found the finest examples of

architectural art; but let them not forget to visit mountain scenery whenever it

is in their powei to do so.

Ruskin somewhere remarks that the brains of the architect are too much
bricked up by a continual residence in large cities, and that he should repair to

the mountains to give them air and healtli and vigor. This repeatedly occurred

to my mind in traversing some of tliose wild mountain passes, where, pausing in

the midst of awful solitude, and profoundest silence, the whole soul glowing with

an indescribable emotion, you feel isolated, alone, with the Eternal and the Infinite.

Architectural lessons are here taught on the grandest scale. How simple and
yet how varied tliose mountains appear ; with wliat an idea ot etenial fixedness

they strike the belioldcr, and yet how animated is the picture as they seem to

play at hide-and-seek with the floating clouds and long drawn sunbeams. Tlie

architect is frequently advised to go to nature to study, but this I appreliend is

generally considered to mean the-vegetable and floral portion of her domains,

where, instead of thoughtlessly repeating the work of past artists, he may study

the leaf and flower for himself. Let him not limit his interpretation ot the

advice to so circumscribed a sphere ; to the ardent and faithful student of archi-

tecture, nature, in these Alpine regions, has lessonsof higlier importance to unfold.

It is here that he is irresistibly impressed with tl)e elements required to form a

grand architectural work—simplicity, boldness of outline, composition, and

grouping, an overpowering breadth of light and shade, daring contrast in form,

structure, and color, and, pei-vading all, an expression of eternal repose. Tlie

young student is apt to spend too much time in acquiring a liuowledge of mere
detail, and the practical architect in its application, forgetful of nobler and more
important elements. The purest detail will not atone for the absence of these,

and their presence alone will stamp a work witli genius and power. Tliere are

works in even the most debased style, arresting attention and proclaiming this

feet. Detail is but tlie feathers on the butterfly's wing, the foliage on the tree,

or the mossy covering on tlie mountain side, it is that artistic stippling wliicli

gives emphasis to some parts and reduces it in others ; it bears a certain relation-

ship to the general conception of the work as a whole, but is the last, not the first

consideration of architectural design.

These discui-sive remarks on architectural education arise from a deep con-

viction thaftherc is a pressing necessity for some regular plan or system being

laid down and adopted, the student being left too much to liimself to be his own
teacher. The diploma question is one which will shortly occupy your attention.

An expression of opinion will most probably be requested by the Royal Institute

from this society on the question, " Shall the examination be a voluntary one for

the members of the Institute only ? " or, " Shall it be a compulsory one on all

who in future wish to practise as architects?" If the advantages to the pro-

fession be such as are fondly anticipated by the advocates of the diploma, the

adoption of the compulsory examination would appear to be the best means of

securing them. It would certainly accelerate the preparation of some system of

education for general adoption, which of itself could not fail to exercise a

beneficial influence on the future well-being of the profession.

The approaching completion and inauguration of the Free Library and Museum
are naturally occupying much of public attention. It must be a source of great

gratification to Mr. William Brown that he will so soon be in a position to hand
over to the authorities and public of Liverpool this enduring monument of liis

generosity—a generosity that is appreciated by every intelligent mind, for its

Irnits will be experienced by all classes of the community, in the present as well

as in future generations, "riie gallery to be set apart for scientific and mechanical

inventions lias a peculiar interest for the members of this society, and it, along

vrith the architectural department of the Librarj-—so much indebted for its

valuable contents to the zealous and persevering efforts of the Clialrman, Mr.
Picton—will become an attractive resort for both our students and professional

members.
In drawing these observations to a close, I feel that there are many subjects to

which I might liave alluded, and among others to that of our annual Excursion,

which was this year to Fumess Abbey ; liut I liope that a description of this visit

may yet !« supplied by some one who was present on that occa.sion.

I trust that the session we have now commenced will be a u.seful and prosper-

otis one. The history ofarchitecture is closely allied to the history of the world,

and the progress of civilisation, and the architect has no time to fritter away in

pursuits which have not a direct or indirect bearing on liis art.

Student nicmliers—let all your studies, however extensive, your amusements,
however innocent, converge iTpon the art jou have adopted. To master It fully

may give free scope and exercise to the most powerful and brilliant intellect. A
long life is too short for its accomplishment, and the most eminent architects
have only approximated tlie perfection at which you must aim.
The advantages of this society to you arc invaluable, and such as many of your

seniors never possessed. Besides the lectures to which you have free access, the
various competitions to wliich you are invited are an important feature in your
architectural education ; all cannot gain the prize, but all may hope to deserve it;

all cannot rise to eminence, but a certain success is never denied to well-directed

and persevering effort, based and controlled by high principles of moral rectitude

and uitegrity.

—
I*

Development of Christian Architecture in Italy. By W. Sebastian
Okely, M.A., E. Cam. Ph. S. of Trinity College, Cambridge ; late Tra-
velling Baclielor of the University. Loudon : Longmans, Green, and Roberts,
1800.

IN his preface to this work the author introduces it to the public as an amplifi-

cation of a series of Latin letters, written by him from Rome to the Vice-

Chancellor of his University, during a tlirce years' tour in Italy ; and, after the

manner of amateur students of our art, introduces us also to a new term

—

" architectural morphology," a science which we will assume to be something

akin to our " Pen-Painting." Mr. Okely, as may be conjectured, writes with
ijotli simplicity and elegance

;
yet, fully alive to the insufficiency of mere literal

description, unaided by graphic illustration, he annexes to his work a series of

sixteen outline plates, consisting, for the most part, of geometrical representations

of the parts of structures discoursed on in his text. These have all the appear-

ance of diagrams drawn to a scale ; but Mr. Okely tells us they are not so drawn,

and are only to he regarded as skeleton reproductions of his sketches on the spot,

serving to lielp out tlie WTitten text of his work. Professional students meditating

a continental tour, may derive a hint from Mr. Okely's testimony to the value of

Dr. Whewell's '• Architectural Notes on German Churches ;" and his regret that,

before visiting Italy, lie had not had the advantage of perusing Professor Willis's
" Remarks on the Architecture of the Middle Ages."

The work professes to be a treatise on the Ecclesiastical Architecture of Italy

anterior to the sixteenth century, exclusive allogether of the churches of the

Renaissance and succeeding styles ; and so far may be said to belie its title-page

;

since, by the author's own acknowledgement, tlte greater jxirt of the churches

nearly in every Italian city has lieen erected within the last four centuries.

We pause to .inimadvert on this fact; for, simple though it be, it is not without

its own instructive moral. Wc are not quite sure that this adoption of the late

Mr. Pugiii's restricted application of the term " Christian Architecture," will not

serve to confound some future student of the art, who, looking back on its very

many phases still destined to minister to Christianity, may, for aught we know,
when our vernacular has passed away, be found poring over Mr. Okely's Latin

treatise—reprinted, worm-eaten, and musty—in the archives of some future

Cambridge.
" Decorate your construction ; do not construct your decoration," is a maxim

of the late Mi-. Pugin's. Mr. Okely alludes in his introductory chapter to the

Gothic principle propounded by Mr. Riekman (?)
—" That every artifice of con-

struction must be displayed ;" and, reviewing the peculiarities of Gothic and

Classic architecture, he arrives at the conclusion that, the principle of the latter

may be thus expressed, " That every artifice of construction must be concealed."

The advocates of the Classic styles may possibly demur to this, but to ourselves it

would seem Mr. Okely's definition ought, at least partially, to be accepted as the

true one ; in other words, Gothic may be termed the architecture of hoiieit on ly

—nil nisi bonum, to use a recent Parliamentary pun*—wlule Classic may be

regarded as the architecture of bones with the shin on. Thus the sticklers for

Classic may be supposed to rest contented witii the Apollo Belvedere as we see it

in museums ; while the advocates of Gothic will, we presume, sigh for the ever-

present development of poor Phoebus's constructive anatomy ; on their principle

" That every artifice of construction must be displayed." The maxim has done

structural good in its day, but is hardly conducive to beauty of a high order;

and, moreover, it happens to be the positive converse of the old rule, " artis

suinmu est cclare artem," if there be any weight in the objection.

Mr. Okely divides his treatise into Three Parts and an Appendix ; of these the

first part treats of Interiors, and consists of ten chapters, descriptive of the first

Basilican churches, their plans and varied species of piers, ending witii a chrono-

logical view of the phases of architecture. Speaking of the several varieties of

piers, he proposes the term " columnette " for any shaft in the form of a column

with a radius very small compared with its length. He dwells considerably on the

subject of piers, and gives plans of several varieties. Of entire churches no plans

are given; but that these would have been interesting to English architects may
be assumed from the curious fact that, it is only on arriving at his ninth chapter

that the author proceeds to treat of churches possessing fewer than three aisles !

In the concluding chapter of this part the writer reviews the several styles

chronologically, under the heads A, B, mid C, proceeding to Aa, Ac, and so on,

an arrangement that seems very liable to objection in practice. Part the second

treats of the several fa(;ades, which are in Chapter V . classified, and in the 0th and

concluding chapter viewed chronologically, as in the case of Interiors. In this

interesting Part, the idea forwhieh is possibly derived from Sharpe's " Parallels,"

Mr. Okely again suggests an addition to our architectural terminology. Hepro-
poses the term " archiolated jianel " for the panel so prevalent in these facades, of

which the upper boundary or head is formed of a number of small arches resting

on corbels ; and, for the well-known cornice resting on a series of little arches or

" archiolations " ^vrought in relief against the wall, he suggests the use ofthe term
" archiolated cornice."

The third part of the work, consisting of five chapters, is devoted to

" Towers ;" of which twelve well varied examples are engraved at the end of the

book.
From an inspection of the body of the woi-k it would certainly appear that the

author has honestly realised the annouueement in his Preface that, he has in his

travels " scrupulously examined all the buildings" of which he treats ; sketching

and making careful 'f notes of each one of them on the spot." He proceeds at page

103 to declare the conclusion at which he has ultimately arrived, which we give

in his own words. It is

• JJ. Osb e.Esq., M.P., fecit. (ITtaters' devil.)

i
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" That Christian arcliitocture did reall;?' (U'velop, not first this way and then tliat,

as if tlirougli tlio capricious injjcnuity of nidividuals, but rcguiarly nndt-r the ^'uid-

ancc of the universal principle, •' that everv artilice of the construction must be dis-

played ;" wliich came into operation ;^rauually, while it undermined the action of
the opposite i)rinciple, " that every artifice of the construction must be concealed."
Hence we cannot conceive witli " the ( )stroj^othB " on the one hand, that (Jothic

architecture was an Kastern invention imported into Kurope, where it suddenly and
entirely displaced the Iiomanes<iue styles ; nor can we on the other hand, believe

with an eminent architect, however nattering the thought maybe to an Englishman,
that Gothic architecture was first introduced into Italy from this country, and was
afterwards imitated by the Italians in a manner worthy only of contempt. Nor can
wc a^ree with the assertion which has been fre(iuently made, that although in Eng-
land we are able to diKtin<,^uish the styles of arciiitecture, and name them according
to periods of time, on tlic south side of the Alps the confusion of styles is so great
that it would be hopeless to produce them to anything like order. * * • Surely
we cannot suppose that men of imdoubtedly great minds, many of them universally
acknowledi4ed ,as having excelled in painting and sculpture, could have produced
buildinjjs, and thes<?, too, almost unmatched in size, ditfering so entirely and so syste-
matically in many respects from those of the Northern Gotliic, if they were all the
while attempting to imitate them. Is it not more reasonable to conclude that those
peculiarities, whicli have been by some so readily styled fault.s, were in fact the results
of a perception of beauty in the architects difl'erent from ours, but not the less

true?''

This concluding chapter forms in itself an elegant essay on the style of archi-

tecture in question, and we earnestly commend it to oiu- readers. We would
gladly have made further extracts from it, but that our notice of Mr. Okely's

work"has already been prolonged beyond the ordinary limits of a review. It Is

the only portion of the work in which its autlior has indulged in an sesthetic

consideration of an art, on which it is evident from this chapter he has thought
deeply and lovingly. Tliroughout the entire work there is, save in the use of

the generic term " Christian," a total absence of polemical matter or eclecticism

;

the subject is treated in a plain unpretending spirit of inquiry, and we doubt not

the book will enlist, as it deserves, the earnest attention of an influential circle

of readers.

Wc ought not to omit to state that Mr. Okely annexes to hi.s treatise a dis-

sertation in three chapters, by way of Appendix, on Vaulting : it has special

reference to Italian architecture; and treats of cylindrical surfaces, domes, and
extraordinary methods of vaulting.

Tlie work is printed in a large clear type ; and, as might be expected of its

publishers, with that typographical accuracy so necessary to a scientific publica-

tion, replete with references.

The Art Journal., October.

IN an article entitled "Architecture v. Painting," our contemi)orary draws
attention to, and compares the efforts "with wliich it is impossible not to be

struck," made by the architects of Great Britain to elevate their art, with the

inertness and slumber of painters, sculptors, and engravers.

Architectural societies are formed in various parts of the country and nourish)
because well supported by 2}ro/tssional members ; meetings are held, lectures are
delivered, and discussions take place, all tending to promote the advance of the
subject, and to establish its importance in the raiuds of the people—for the proceed-
ings of these meetings are not kept secret in the archives of these societies, but are
circulated throughout the length and breadth of the land by the press generally, as
well as by their own recognised organs. It is no wonder, then, that architecture is

assuming a position which for many years past it has not had among us, and that its

professors are, by their united labors, elevating themselves in the social scale in a
corresponding degree. Architecture is, in fact, forcing itself into power, making
itself heard aud its dignity felt, by the talent and energy displayed in its favor.
* * * What, however, is to be said of oilier arts ? — what of our
painters, sculptors, and engravers ?—what pubhc journal is called upon to chronicle
reports such as are furnished by the sayings and doings of architects ?

It is pointed out as a singular fact that during the twenty-one years of the

existence oftlie^-lri Journal, not more than half-a-dozen professional artists

have by their pens assisted the journal in placing art before its readers. Truly,

architects—thougii somewhat indifferent on many points whicli nearly concern
their professional interest—cannot plead guilty to such an accusation as this, as

our own pages abundantly testify. The fact is, it is this very professional energy
which has done so much for architecture for the past few years in obtaining

for it, to some extent, a fashion which it did not once possess.

Artists frequently complain of their isolated position in the social scale ; if it be so
— and it certainly is, with very few exceptions—we believe the fault to be mainly
their own, for they take no steps to remedy the evil : silent and secluded within their

studios, they appear indifferent to everything beyond, unmindful ot the fact that,

especially in an age like this, activity and open demonstration &rc absolutely esscutial

to success in auy scheme or measure. If artists desire to have influence, and to ad-
vance the interests of their joint;profcasions, they must follow the example of the
architect, and take the field as a united and compact body, determined to work out
their object in their own strength.

We have hardly space to do more than jot down the contents of a perhaps more
than usually interesting number. A review of art proceedings in Parliament

Session, 1860, refers to the National Gallery, South Kensington Museum, the

National Portrait Gallery, the British Museum, &c. Of British artists, we have
this week, a notice of William Dyce, R.A., by J. Dafforne, three engravings of

works by that artist accompanying the notice. The Report of the Royal
Academy is commented upon at some length. Some of our readers may not be

aware that when, in 1787, the Academy was required by the Government to insure

their premises. Sir Joshua Reynolds replied tiiat " they considered tlie building

89 the King's house, not theirs, thougl. his Majesty is so gracious as to permit
them to make use of it."

Dr. Foresi's discovery of early Italian porcelain, dating about 1580-90 is ad-
verted to. The mark on this wai'e represents the cupola of the Cathedral of

Florence, with the letter F beneath it, appai-ently either tlie initial of the name
of the city oroftlie Grand Duke, Francis I.

Benson J. Lossing's " The Hudson" is continued, witli some dozen woodcuts,
hardly so satisfactory as might be, perhaps—indeed, we think ours is not a very

good impression. Some account is given of the provincial exhibitions. Mr. Wright
continues liis " Miscellaneous Illustrations of Medieval Manners," and Mr. and
Mte. 8. C. Hall their " Companion Guide in Soutli Wales."
The laree engravings are Turner's, " The Opening of the Walhalla ;" P. Mi-

gnard's, "Henrietta of Orleans;" and Stodart's statue of " Medicine."

The Eccletiologiat, No. CXL. October

GIVES us Mr. Le Strange's paper on " The Application of Color to Archi-
tecture," read belbre the Architectural Congress at Cambridge. Mr.

Le Strange at the time pointed out a misuomeuclature in the title of his paper.

since unless we build in a material absolutely white or black, we must have color
more or less subdued. A notice of Mr. llcichensiierger's pamphlet on
"Christian-Germanic Architecture," first written some seven years ago, and the
third edition of which is just published, will convey a very good idea of the work
to those unable to read it in the original. We agree with the Eccle»ioloijist that
a translation is much desiderated. A communication on the " Churches of
Rutlandshire " refers to Jlr. Buttcrfield's restoration of St. Mary's Athewell,
and to the cliurchcs of Oakliain, Kmpingham, Kxham, Grestliaui, Little Ualby,
and others.

We observe letters to the Editor on " The Porch of Weston-in-Gardano," on
"Altar Steps and Sanctuary Rails," on "Modem Architecture," " Llandaff*

Cathedral," and on " Stone Church, Kent," the latter by Mr. G. E. Street.

The^rttza/i, No. 214. October.
<' r\ OLDEN Days at the Mint," continued from a former page, is a very

vJ readable article, giving a not too scientific account for general readers of
the process of coining. It may not be generally known that under certain regu-
lations everv pereon has a right to send gold ingots to tlie Mint to Ix; coined, and
tliat free of expeuse. By Regulation 8th, " 'Tlie same weight in gold coins as
the standard weight of ingots received will be delivered, without any charge for

coining."
Lang and Chevalier's invention, being improvements in Targets, is explained

with a woodcut ; it seems somewhat complicated : a good target is still a desidera-

tum. While on the subject, we cannot forbear holding out a timely warning against

the dangerous position in which certain targets are, to our knowledge, being
fixed. We have observed a tirget in a field adjoining the Finchley-road near St.

John's-wood, most dangerously placed. The tai'get is about one hundred yards
from the high road, and owing to a curve in the latter the line of fire completely

rakes the main road for some two or three hundred yards I Some interference is

surely required here.
" 5fote3 and Novelties," is a new feature of our contemporary, it is intended to

be an epitome of sucli events of the month preceding as may be interesting to

the readers of the Artizan. An intelligible plate illustrates the article by Mr.
Cowper on "Regenerative Hot-blast Stoves." A large sheet of valuable

chemical tables (for l.iboratory reference) by T. W. Keatcs, Esq., F.C.S., is

announced as to be presented with the next number.

The Water Springs at Grays, their Capability of Affording a Supply of
Pure Water to the Metropolis. Pamphlet I8(i0.

rpHERE are certain chalk pits at Grays, in Essex, about one mile from the

-I Thames, in whicli chalk lias been worked out to the level of the springs over
an area of about GO acres. An attempt to go deeper led to the discovery of a supply

of water, which it was thought might be rendered available for supplying certain

districts of London with good water, of which they are very badly in want. Mr.
Meesom, to whom these pits belong, has obtained reports from various gentlemen:
J. Priestmch, Dugald Campbell, and Easton, Amos and Sons, as to the supply

to be expected, the quality of the water, and the cost and best means of turning

the supply to account. 'These reports certainly appear to be favorable ; the

quantity now obtained in twenty-four hours exceeds 2,100,000 gallons, besides

that used in tlie works; but it is assumed by Mr. Easton that twelve millions of

gallons could be delivered, with suitable machinery, &c., in the same time. Mr.
Campbell considers it to be superior to a great many chalk waters, and very ap-
propriate for domestic and other ordinary uses.

Whether the assumed amount of water can be obtained without exhausting

the spring or risk of Infiltration from the Thames is, perhaps, tlie most im-
portant question which now remains to be decided. The various reports are given

infulL

Proceedings of the Liverpool Architectural and Archteological Society.

Eleventh session 1858-1859. 8vo. Liverpool.

THE Liverpool Architectural and Archseologieal Society have just issued, some-
what tardily, a report of their proceedings during the eleventh session. With

some of the matter contained therein our readers are already familiar, but there

is very little in the pages before us that will not bear being brought under their

notice" a second time. The papers given are, almost without exception, ofa purely

useful and practical nature (and in that respect will contrast not unfavorably in

the minds of many with certain of the, perhaps more erudite, reports of the In-

stitute proceedings), and this, we cannot refrain from observing, is a most

commendable feature, since it affords really readable matter for the public in

general, and thereby the more assists to obtaining that popularity for architecture

so desirable in the present state of the art. We venture to assert that there are

few pel-sons at all interested in any branch of art who will not find something

readable as well as instructive in the " proceedings." We throw out the hint,

trusting that it will be taken as given—iu a kindly spirit—and assure the

profession that they must write and lecture on architecture popularly if they

would have it become popular. Tlie present volume is admirably printed, not an
unimportant consideration, by the way, and only requires the aid of additional

illustrations to make it all that can be desired, at any rate for the present. _We
presume that " want of funds" prevents greater development in this direction.

That, however, is an evil that time will cure, and that, we think, might be partly

remedied, by admitting members residing at a distance at a reduced subscription.

Many would gladly join in order to receive copies of the reports.

We take the opportunity of reminding some that, among the objects for which

the society is established, is the purpose of inquiry aud information on the subject

of the art of architecture, and for establishing a uniformity and respectabiligr

of practice in the profession. We have before given an abstract of Mr. H. P.

Horner's opening address, but give the following in full :

—

The professional remuneration of architects is also a difficult one to deal nith,

though certainly more simple than that of competitiou, as it involves httle, If any-

thing, absolutely special to our profession only. Great misconception exists, 1 am
certain, as to the general remunerativencss of architecture as a profession—I mean
the absolute design and superiutendeuce of buildings of really architectural character,

as much that is coupled with this range of practice is foreign to architecture as an
art, and calculated to repress rather than foster the qualities and dispositions ol miuo
favorable to its successtiil pursuit. _ r , w. .a

Taken in this strict view, I believe that few iutellectual pursuits of a useful kind

are less remuuerative, in proportion to the labor involved, and while the public are

misled by the occasional accumulation of wealth by those who practise as architects,

the studious, enthusiastic, laborious artist knows well that it is not often by such a

course as be pursues, that these golden returns arc secured, but with very rare ex-

ceptions, such, for instance, as of those in leading metropoUtan practice, and some
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others. 'by moasurinsr tradesmen's work, valuiu^ property, taking out and selling:

miaiitities, land jobbing, and farming the talents of able uesigners and draftsmen,
obli>;ed br lack of conntxions or ofaptitude for practical business, to act as assistants

to men of mere method and general business ability. I mention this with no desire

to disparajje the very useful and necessary, and. it properly pursued, for the most part
Taluable oeeupations I have mentioned, but for the purpose of drawing: a distinction

not, I believe, (generally perceived by the world at larjje, between architecture
properly so called, and sources of profit much beyond what that will usually afford,

which by circumstances have come to be mixed up and often confounded with it.

We must add a few more lines.

The often inevitable subordination of a higher talent to a lower, referred to In the
ease of architectural draughtsmen and some of their employers, is not confined to
•rehitecture among the arts; in sculpture, too, the artist's name might, with justice,

be chanjied on many a public statue, and in a past generation it is notorious that re-

putations were acquired at second hand by those in a position to reach the great and
wealthy, through the unacknowledged assistance of such men as Stothard. of whom
it is related that furnishing competition designs of different character to three
eeverai candidates for a sculptural commission, he expressed to an unwitting in-

formant upon the result his satisfaction, that the man who paid him best and
earliest had been successfuL

Araone the papers giTen by the President, Mr. Horner, are those " On some
of the delations of Modern Architecture to that of Antiquity," and " Brief

Notes on Architecture as a Fine Art." Mr. Samuel Huggins contributes a
paper on " .\rchitectural Composition ; " Mr. Picton, " On Sir Christopher

VVren and his Works," and another " On Wren and his Churches ;
" Mr. T. D.

Barry, " On the Layin(f-out of Cemeteries ; " Mr. F. Howard, two papers,

" On Criticism ;
" Mr. Hay, "A Plea for Ecclesiastical Art ;

" Mr. Atkin, one

"On Bitumen;" Mr. Colling, "On Foliage;" Mr. Hazard, "On Warming,"
and Mr. G. A. .\udsley, a paper " On the Rise and Progress of Architecture and
the .4rts of the Middle Ages in England."
Mr. Ceiling's paper is illustrated with four plates.

Obterrationn on Street Sailieays. By George Francis Train. Second
Edition, with .4ppendix. Sampson Low, Son, and Co., London; Holden,
Liverpool.

WHATEVER system may be eventually thought worthy of adoption, there

can be no doubt that ere long street railways will be as familiar to us as the
omnibus and cab system. We are not sure that the American style of street

locomotion is altogether desirable, but the broad principle of a "track" is one
well worthy of present consideration. Birkenhead has been the first to set an
example; the scheme was proposed in March last only, in May the terms of the

undertaking were arranged, and in the end of August carriages were plying on
the rails. Other corporations have lent a friendly ear to the proposal. Liverpool
lias made a favorable report through her engineer, Mr. Newlands, and a sub-
committee has been appointed to report thereon. Manchester and Glasgow are
willing to make a trial. Success in these places must be followed by the intro-

duction of "tracks" in London, but a commission should be appointed to

consider all circumstances ; the narrow width of many of our leading streets

will, we fear, be found a fatal obstacle in many cases. In reply to this objection

our author proposes to construct lines from Bayswater to the Bank by the New-
road, and over \Vestininster-bridge down " those wide solitary streets on the
Surrey side to London-bridge, with a branch over Waterloo-bridge to the Strand.
This would relieve Fleet-street of a thousand omnibuses, and thus make way for

a single line down the centre of the city to return by another route." Whether
the author's plan is the best that can he devised and the most suitable, we will

not now pretend to determine, but must urge that when the time comes, as it

must, even.' precaution may he taken to secure the best system, so as to avoid
the inconvenience of danger attending tlie blocking up, for however short a
period, your main thoroughfares.
The conclusion to the preface is characteristic. " In conclusion, let me say

that the egg will shortly be chipped in this country under my patent, at great
cost and labor, and I shall endeavour to prevent my chicken (as is too trequently
the case with valuable inventions) from becoming somebody else's hen !"

A Manual of Illumination on Paper and Vellum. By. J. W. Bradley,
B.A., and an Appendix, by T. Goodwin, B.A., with 12 Lithographic lUus-
tr.-itions. Second Edition. Winsor and Newton.

THE revival of old fashions may be fairly considered to be one of the charac-
teristics of the present age, and in graphic art we have a striking example

in the revived taste for illumination. Nor is the now fashionable taste for this

style of drawing less u.seful in that it affords an elegant occupation for the fairer
half of mankind, and is likely to supersede that unprofitable task of "cutting
holes and mending them," comprised in the art of embroidery. Almost every
branch of art leads more or less to a knowledge of architecture, and a study of
illumination cannot fail to direct the attention and enlist the interest of ladies in

our special art—an interest which, when more fully developed, as we hope it will
gome time be, will be found of some service. The manual now before us is just
the kind of book that is wanted as an introduction to the art, not pretending to
the completeness of Mr. Digby Wyatt's work, it professes simply in a brief and
practical form to afford so much information as will enable the artist or amateur
to understand and practise it in its best and most attractive forms. We have, in
some eighteen pages, an epitome of the history of the various styles, followed by
a description of the colors u.scd in old work, with a list of those recommended for
use in modem practice, useful to beginners, who with advanced experience will
learn to choose for themselves in this department. Great care and accuracy is

essential in preparing the outline for illuiuination, as in its correctness much of
the beauty of the ultimate work depends. The illustrations are drawn with
delicacy, and will be very serviceable to those who have not facility of access to
illuminated manuscripts. We cordially recommend the manual to those having
an interest in the subject.

South Kensington Mnneum.—During the week ending 22nd Septem-
ber, 1800, the visitors have been as follows:—On Monday, Tuesday, and Satur-
day, free days, 7,140; on Monday, and Tuesday, free evenings, G,.t24. On the
three students' days (admission to the public Cd.) I,."j0li; one students' evening,
Wednesday, 227 ; total 15,484 : from the opening of the Museum 1,601,429.

dj^orr^spiuleiicc.

MONUMENT FOR SMITHFIELD.
Sir,—Allow me to suggest through the medium of your widely circulated

paper the propriety of erecting a monument to the martyrs of the sixteenth cen-

tury. I beg to enclose a rough sketch suggestive of an arrangement that might
be adopted, combining an effective memorial with a chaste and simple design.

I remain, &c.,
Notting-hill, 0th October, 1860. H. D.

CORNER OF LAWRENCE LANE.
Sir,—Allow me to correct some errors in your account of the houses at the

above spot which crept into your last Number. Mr. Farlar, of Brompton-
square, is the party who entered into an agreement to build on this site. I ani

acting as surveyor to the ground landlord, and the frontage has been built from
my design and working drawings. Beyond this I have had no power over the
many delays that have occurred during the progress of the works. As the

Sewers' Commission threatened summary proceedings with regard to the per-

nicious " hoarding," Mr. Little, the brick merchant (who has supplied most of

the bricks used), very kindly offered to put in the vaults under the Cheapside
footway, to facilitate the removal of the said hoarding, pending the conclusion of
certain arrangements which will, I hope, lead to an early completion of the

houses. I am, &c.,

Frederic Warren.
6, Whitehall, London, S.W., 8th October, 1860.

^
ASHBY MAGNA CHURCH, LUTTERWORTH.

Sir,—I cannot let the paragraph in last week's Building News, re-

specting Ashby Magna Church, pass without some comment. It is there stated,
" that it is proposed to rebuild the chancel when the necessary funds are pro-
vided, as it has been pronounced unsafe, and the very unecclesiastical-looking

windows mar the general appearance of the church." I write with the hope

of preventing, if possible, this chancel being destroyed. It is of early date, and
the treatment of the east end is peculiar, having two early two-light windows

—

plain, of course—but if properly restored they will by no means " mar the

general appearance of the church." 1 may add that the vestry, which has

been built against the north wall of the cliancel is " done in the 'Tudor style,"

and is in harmony with no other feature of the church; but as the works were
entrusted by the parish to a builder without any one to direct him, it is per-

haps not to be wondered at that there should be some incongruity in them.
I only trust that if the chancel should be rebuilt it may not be made to har-

monise with the new vestry. 1 am, &c..

Sir,—In your notice last week of the new building at the comer of Lawrence-
lane, Cheapside, you mentioned the name of the architect and builder as being

Mr. Farlow, whereas it should have been Mr. Farlar.

By correcting the above in your next you will oblig?

Yours, Sec.

City, Oct. M), 1860. A Subscriber.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE METROPOLITAN B0.4.RD OF WORKS.

A MEETING of this body was held on Friday last in the Council-chamber,

Guildhall; J. Thwaites, Esq., the Chairman, presiding. The cash

statement showed a total general balance of £245,433 12s. 9d.

Tlie Main Drainage of the Metropolis.—Engineer -in-Chiefs
Department.

Mr. Bazalgette, the Engineer-in-Chief read the following report on the cost

and progress of works executed on the several lines of sewers in course of con-

struction for main drainage purposes :

—

I beg to report that the progress of the main drainage works during the past

summer h.as not been so satisfactory as could have been wished, owing mainly to the

unusually wet season we have bad, and other unforeseen dilflculties which have
occurred. On the north side of the Thames, the northern high level sewer would,
with ordinary fine weather, have been completed ere this, but the old Hackney brook
remains to be filled in, and several branch connexions and diversions of local

drainage still have to be made under this contract. The value of the works executed
up to the present time is about £159,700.

The Middle Level Sewer Works have also been delayed by some difficulties with
the contractor, the particulars of which have been reported to the Board. It is hoped
these will now be satisfactorily settled, and that the works will proceed more
rapidly. About 1,100 feet of sewer, !l feetO inches in diameter, have been constructed

at Old Ford, and about il.OOO feet, from about 4 feet inches to 5 feet (i inches in

height, at I'uddington, a considerable portion of the I'addiugton end being in tunnel,

for which seven shafts have been sunk. The value of the works executed under this

contract is about £10,400.

The Kanelagh Storm Overflow Sewer across Hyde-park is being well executed,

about OOO feet of sewer, 8 feet inches in diameter, having been completed, and
works to the amount of about £2,200, besides £050 for the underpinning of the

Kanelagh sewer in connexion with these works.
On the south side of the Thames, the Southern High Level Sewer works were

delayed considerably by the inability of the former contractors to proceed with them,
but they are now being more satisfactorily performedlby their successors, and about IKiO

feet of double sewer, from about 10 feet inulies iu diameter, have been constructed

at Beptford ; about 1,030 feet of 10-feet sewer at Brixton ; and about 2.000 feet of

smaller sewers, besides 3,800 feet of the Kfl'ra branch, S feet 3 inches in diameter, and
another 900 feet, 7 feet in diameter. '1 he works executed under this contract are

valued at about £40,000.

The Southern Outfall works have been conducted in a very satisfactory manner.
About 900 feet of tunnel, 11 feet (J inches in diameter, have been completed under
Woolwich ; and a further length of about 2,000 feet across the Woolwich marshes,

along the IMumstead-road ; and 900 feet ot excavation in other places. These works
are valued at about £:i,S,O0O.

The portion of the .Southern Low Level Sewer under the Surrey Gas Consuniers'-

yard, recently let, has not been commenced, owing first to some delay in getting; the

late contractor's plant off the ground, and then to the necessity for sinking further

cylinders for the pumping-engines, and the time required for providing snilablu en-

gines prior to the commencement of the works. The contract with Sir. Aird for 1 lie

completion of the works is about £9,1.'J0, and the late contractor's claimfor work done
is still in the course of settlement. The Deptford pumping-engines are rapidly pro-

gressing, and will be ready for delivery before the engine-house foundatlous are

ready for their recejition.

The report was ordered to be entered on the minutes.
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Unpaid Precepts.—Mr. Wilkinson moved, "That the Board do take the
necessary steps for obtaining payment forthwith of all sums outstanding on the
severalprecepts.

Mr. C'ARi'MAEL seconded tlie motion.—Carried by 20 to 4.

Letters were ordered to be addressed to all the defaulting parishes and districts,

intimating that unless payment of the outstanding precepts was immediately
made steps would be taken by the Board for the recovery of the same. The
whole matter was then referred to the Finance Committee for consideration and
to report to the Board.
After the transaction of some routine businegs the Board adjourned.

TENDERS.
T*UBI.IC-noURE, Stockweli..

For the erection of the Two .Swans public-house, Stookwell. Quantities supplied
by Mr. C. Hiunphreys, Leadcnhall-street.

Glenn £.3,100
Ashby and Homer 3,050
Ashby and ISons 2,988
Piper and Sons a,975
Ennor 2,763

Cemetery Chapel, Halifax, YonKsmuE.
For consecrated and unconsccratcd chapels to the cemetery now being formed at

Halifax, Yorkshire. Charles H. Edwards, Esq., architect, 28, Brunswlck-Bouare,
Londou, AV.C. Quantities supplied by Messrs. Pearson and Doughney, Adelpni.

Whitely Brothers, Leeds £3,100
H. Pratt, Halifax 2,840
Jonas Drake and Co.. Queenshead 2,700
Evans Brothers, Loudon 2,4&5
Charnook and Booth, Halifax 2,407 3
C. Kobertson, Manchester 2,400
Bancroft and Son. Halifax 2,261
Pickard and Co., London (accepted) 2,2.37
Lees. Halifax, plumbing 185""'°''

178 14 11Walsh

C IIAPEL TjKTt^F^TF''R
Forthe erection of Methodist New Connexion Chapel, Leicester. Mr. William

Hill, architect, Leeds. Quantities supplied.
James Wykes £2,524 I Osborne, Brothers £2,.330
William Neale 2,398 8 9 II. T. Portcr(acccpted) 2,275
J. Cox 2,397 13 10 I

House Foundation, Streatham.
For foundations of a house at Streatham. Messrs. Richard Tress and Chambers,

architects.
Macey £795 I Brown £668
Hawkes 700 | Deacon 640
Deards 680

1

For draining the land about same. Deacon .f207.

Sewerage, Barnsley.
For sewerage works at Barnsley.

Barnsley Sewerage Contract.—No. 3.

Eoyds and Whittle (accepted; £1,660
Ellis and Skinner 1 400

Engineer's Estimate £1,707.

Warehouse, Exeter.
For reinstating the back premises of Messrs. Wilcock and Dinham, tea warehouse,

Exeter, lately destroyed by flre. Mr. A. Weslake, architect and surveyor.
Moos and Son £425 I Stafford £399 10
Woodman 400

|
Moore (accepted) 393

Alterations, Stoke Newington.
For alterations at No. 4, Victoria-grove, Stoke Newington, for Mr. Bach. Mr. F. G.

Widdows, architect.
Jeffs, Brothers : £.320

I Sargeant
Smith 309

]
Green and Son

Fhnt 287

£275
272

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
WOKlvHOUSE.

Stepney.—For designs and plans for a new union workhouse for the Stepney Union,
for about 800 adults, male and female, at Bromley, Middlesex, at a cost not ex-
ceeding £2.5,000. Theguardians will pay premiums for three sets of plans which
shall, in their opinion, best meet their requirements, viz.— for the first, £69 ; for
the second, £40 ; and for the third, £20. The three premiated plans are to become
the property of the Board. In the event of the author being selected to carry out
the "fork, the premium to merge in the architect's commission. Each setof plans
and designs to be distintruished by a motto, accompanied with a sealed envelope
containing the name and address of the competitor, and bearing a similar motto to
that on the plan or design, which envelope will not be opened until after the plans
are decided upon. The plans, and everyihing intended to be submitted therewith,
must be enclosed in a sealed cover endorsed " Plan for Union Workhouse, Step-
ney,'' and addressed to Mr. W. B. Batburst. Clerk to the Board of Guardians,
Board Itooni, Katcllff Workhouse. York-street, London. E., and be delivered on
or before November 20. The Guardians will pay to the architect selected to carry
out the work a commission of 2J per cent, on the outlay, lo include all plans,
drawings, and specifications, and all attendances necessary to complete the same,
and no charges for extras of any description will be allowed, I'laus of the ground
may be obtained on opplication at the clerk's office, as above.

TOWN HALL, &c.
GRIMSHY.-For designs for theercction of the following buildings, viz., town-hall,
with appurtenant offices and police station, and detached separate boys' and girls'

schools, for the children of the freemen of tlie borough. A plan of the site and
local skttch of the district of the town in which it is proposed the new buildings
should be erected, together with further instructions to architects, particulars of
the requirements of tlie council, and con<lition8 under which the designs will be
received, may be had from jAlr. Joseph Maufiban, Surveyor to the Local Board of
Health of the liorough of Grimsby, from October 1. The architect whose design
adopted will be employed by the council, on the usual professional terms, to
carry out the works, beyond which no premium is offered. Designs will be received
at the office of George Babb, Town Clerk, in Great Grimsby, until 4 p.m., Dec. 29.

t:IU)UCH.
Tblg of ilAN.—For plans and speeifications for a new church, to be erected on the
Sandy-road, near lianisey, Isle of Man. Particulars from the Key. J. J. S. Moore,
or Ernest Thellusson, Esq., Kanisey, Isle of Man.

CEMETERY WORKS.
LiVKiiT'OOL.— For designs for three mortuary chapels, principal entrance with lodges,
and superintendent's residence, for the Liverpool Cemetery, Antield I'ark, Walton,
with plans, specifications, and estimates. The premiated desiirhs to become the

property of the Board, who are not to be bound necessarily to employ any of the
competitors to carry out the works. In the event of the successful competitor being
employed, the premium will merj^e Info the commission. The premiums are three
In number—one of £100, one of JS-W, and one of £.30~fo be paid in the order of
merit. A ground-plan, showing the sites of the st'veral buildings, and all neces-
sary particulars for the ^'uiilaiu-e of competitors, may be obtained on application to
William Gay, clerk to the Board, Burial Board Offices, 12, Clayton-square, Liver-
pool, on and after the 1.3tb of September ; and the designs, plans. an<l other par-
ticulars intended to be submitted, must bo sent in by October 29, addressed to lilm
at the offices of the Board.

COTTAGES AND FARM BUILDINGS.
Yorkshire.—The Council of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society offer the following

prizes for designs and plans of cottages and farm-buildings, viz :— 1. For the bent
plan for a double cottage, containing not less than three bed-rooms in each, and cost
not to exceed .£220 the pair, £25. 2. For the best plan of a double cottage, con-
taining two or three bed-rooms, the cost not to exceed £180 the pair, £"25,

3. Forthe best plan of a single cottage, the cost not to.exceed £120, £25. 4. For
the best plan of^a pair of cottages of irregular design, the cost not to exceed £210,
£10. For the second best ditto, £5.

Farm BuikUngB.—X. For the best plan of farm buildings, adapted for a farm of
not less than 500 acres, £.50. N.B.—The prize In this class will not be given to
any plan which does not provide for the use of steam power. 2. For the beet

filan of farm buildings adapted for a farm of 200 acres, .£25. Plans of cottages
n competition for the prizes must be sent in on or before November 15th, IwK),

and the plans of farm buildings on or before December Ist, 1860. I'articulars

and conditions of competition may be had of the secretary, John Ilannau, Kirk
Deiffhton, Wetherby, Yorkshire.

SCHOOLS.
Ashton-under-Lyne.—For designs, with estimates and specifications, for the new

schools in the parish of Ashton-under-Lyne. The schools must accommodate
not less than 500 day scholars, and 1,500 Sunday scholars ; to be built of brick, with
stone facings, at a cost of not more than £2,200, including architect's <'ommis8iott

and clerk of the works, and to be in accordance with the requirements of the
Privy Council for Education. A premium of £'25 will be given for the best design,

should the author not be engaged to carry out the work. The designs must be
Bent to the Rev. Thomas Parkes, Ashton-under-Lyne, on or before the Ist of De-
cember next, from whom a plan of the site and further particulars may be
obtaine'd. (See advertisement.)

CONTRACTS OPEN.
BATHS AND WASH-HOUSES.

Westminster.—For certain works, in altering, enlargintr. and Improving the public
baths and wash-houses In the parish ofSt. James Westminster, situate in Marshall-
street. Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. C. Lee, architect. 20 Golden-square. Parties
desirous to tender must leave their names at Mr. Lee's office. Tenders to be
delivered sealed, addressed to '-The Commissioners for Public Baths and
wash-houses in the parish of St. James, Westminster, 16, Marshall-street," to

October 17.

PRISON.
Aldershot.-For the erection of additional warders' quarters at the District Mili-

tary Prison, at Aldershot, in the county of Hants. Parties desiring to tender must
leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Aldershot, on or before the 12th

Inst., and pay half-a-guinea for the bills of quantities. Tenders, addressed,

under cover, to the Director of Contracts, War office. Pall-mall, London, S.W.,
endorsed in the left-hand corner of the envelope, " Tender for Warders' Quarters,
Aldershot," to be delivered by 10 a.m. of October 19.

CHAPEL.
Dublin.-For the erection of a'Protestant chapel within the grounds of the Rich-
mond Asylum, Dublin.* Plans, &c., at the manager's office. Tenders, under seal,

endorsed "Tender for Chapel," to be sent to the governors of the Asylum by
October 22.

Mile End.—For the erection of the Congregational Chapel proposed to bo built In

Church-street, Mile-end- new-town. Parties wishing to tender to leave their names
with Mr. K. M. Smith, architect, 1, Lloyd-street, Manchester. (See advertise-

ment.)
SCHOOLS.

Benenden.—For an Industrial School to be erected In the parish of Benenden.
I'lans, &c., at Gibbon's Free Schoolroom, In the said parish. Tenders, for the whole
or part, to be sent to the Rev. Vf. J. Edge, Vicarage, Benenden, near Staplehurst

to Oct. 16.

EiPON.—Forthe masons', bricklayers', carpenters', joiners', plasterers', plumbers*,
glaziers', slaters', and painters' work necessary in the erection ofa female training

school, at RIpon. Drawings, &c., with J. B. and William Atkinson, architects, 93,

Mick legate, York, from 8th to 20th Oct., inclusive. Schedules of quantities can be
obtained on application on and after the loth of Oct. Sealed tenders to be delivered

to the architects on or before 5 p.m. of Oct. '20.

Enville.— For the works to be done in the construction of Iwys' and girls' schools

and schoolmasur's residence at Euville, near Stourbridge, Worcestershire, for the

Earl of Stamford and Warrington. Plans, &c.. and bills of quantities from Oct.

15, at the Talbot inn, Stourbridge; and other particulars from the architect, Vr.
S. Dutton Walker, Derby-road, Nottingham. Tenders to be delivered at the office

of the architect by 11 a.m. of Oct. Vi.

FARM BUILDING.*.
Martock.—For the'erection of Chiselborough farm buildings, near Martock, So-
merset, on the estate of the Earl of Ilchesfer. Plans, &.«., at the offices of the
architect, Mr. R. H. Shout, No. 1, Duchess-street, Portland-place, London; and
at Yeovil. Somerset. Sealed tenders to be forwarded to the architect in London
to Oct. 20.

WATERWORKS.
GuiSELEY'.—For from two to three hundred yards of.tunnelling forthe Guiseley
Waterworks, the excavation of which will be about four feet in diameter, chiefly

through rock. Plans, &c., from October 9. itt the offices of .Mr. James Lumley.C.E.,
Shipley near Bradford, where forms of tender, specifications, &c., maybe obtained.

Sealed tenders to be delivered to Mr. John Padgett, Chairman of the Committee,
Hawkhill, Guiseley, near Leeds, to October 18.

ENGINE SHED.
Sheffield.—For the erection of an engine-shed (to hold twenty-four engines), and
other buildings in connexion therewith, at Shcflicld, for the Midland Railway
Company. The drawings, &c., and copies of quantities, at the Engineer's Office,

Derby station, on and after Tuesday next. Sealed tenders to be forwarded by
post, prepaid, to the Secretary of the Way and Works Committee, Derby station,

by 10 a.m. of October 10.

SEWERAGE.
Old Ford.—For the formation of an embankment, and the construction of main

brick sewers therein, 5 miles 1,400 feet in length, or thereabouts, together with iron

bridges and other works in connexion therewith. The works will commence at a

point west of the river Lee, at Old Ford, cross the Stamford-road, pass through
Vvest Ham, Plaistow, and East Ham, and terminate at Barking Creek, in the re-

spective counties of Middlesex, Essex, and Kent. Parties desirous of tendering

may, on payment of £5, obtain plans, sections, speciflcations, form of tenders, &c., on
application to .'Mr. J. W. Bazalgettc, Engineer of the MetropoHtan Board of « orks,

1, Greek-street, Solio. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan Board of AVorks,

to be delivered at the office of the Board, by 4 p.m. ofOctober IS. (See advertise-

ment.)
iSAILWAY.

Carrickfergus.-For making the Carrlckfergus and Lame Railway, about 15 miles
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loop. Plans, Ac, *t the office of the enpineer, at the station of the Northern
Coonties Railway, Belfast. Sealed propoBals, under cover to Samuel Vance, aecre-
tary of the company, at Us office, rhamber of Commerce, Belfast, October 39.

I.U;HTHOrSE. Ac.
Cau-hock. Cork.—For the erectiou of a llsrhthouse tower on the Calf Rock, west-
ward of Dursey Island; also of dwelUngf-houses on the east shore ofDursey
Sound, Co. Cork. I'lans, &c., on application at the office of the Port of Dublin
Corporation, or at the lii^hthouse, liearhaven, Co. Cork, or at the shore dwelling;
of the keeper of the Spitbank Lighthouse, at Queenstown, Co. Cork, where also may
be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to the secretary, W. Lees,
Ksq., to October 31.

BEACOX.
CRooKHAVEy, (Cork).—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman Kocks, on

ttie south-east side ofthe entrance to Crookhaven, County Cork. The beacon to
be of east iron casine:. filled with masonry. Plans, Sectionp. &c.. at the office of tlie

Port of Dublin, Corporation or at the Crookhaven lii»hthouf<e, Kock Island County
Cork, where also may be had prinf^?d forms of tender. Tenders, ft-ee, addressed to
the secretary, W. Lees, Esq., to October 31.

SUPPLY.
WHiTEcnArEi,.—For the supply of 400 or 500 tons of the bert blue Guernsey

granite, broken to a two-incn iraupe, to be delivered at the cost of the contractor
on to the AVhitcchapel-road. in stich quantities and at such times as the surveyor
of the Board of Works for Whitcchapel district may require and direct within two
months f^om the date the tender is accepted. Particulars on anplication to Mr.
Frieker, the surveyor, at the office of the Board, 15, Great Alie-street, White-
ehapel. Tenders must be delivered before 4 o'clock of Oct. 15.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Provisional Protection /or Six Months has been (/ranted to

Mr. W. E. Oedge.of the firm ofJohu Gedpc and Son, 11, WeItin^'ton-.strect, Strand, pntent
uent, tbr " Irapn.tvements in ornamenting glass with colored designs or pictiu-es in Imitation
orstainetl or painted i;lass."—A communication.
Mr. T. <ircfnT\-(MMl.of Leeds, machine maker, for "An improved mode of, and apparatus

fbr. nmnufacturing Hies."
Mr. T. Crlttltlis. oi" Itirmiugham, manufacturer, ftr " A new or improved pulley forwindow

and other blinds."
Mr. J. H. Jnhnwtn, of *", LincoIn's-Jun-ficlds, and of 16C, Buchanan-street, Glasgow,

freuneman , for "Improvements in apparatus for raising or lowering and weighing heavy
bod es."—A communication.

Letters Patent which passed the Oreat Seal on October 4, 1860.

Mr. VT. Bate, ofWolverhampton, for "improvements in attaching knobs to spindles of door
lockii and latches."
Mr. H. T. (Jreen, of Morton, Stafford, gentleman, and S. 11. Wright, of Parkflelds.

Barlaston.Staflord, gentleman, for " Improvemeuls in machinery for the manufacture of
plain and omamcutea bricks, slabs, tile.^, and quarries."
Mr, T. H. P. Dennis, of Chelmsfbrd, Essex, Ironmoncrcr, for "Improvements In the con-

struction of iron buildings or glBBcd structures for horticultural or other purposes."
Mr. E. Loysel, of Cannon-street, London, clvU engineer, for "Improvement in locks or

fastening^s. A communication.
Mr. T. Martin, of M'itliybush, Haverford-west, Pembroke, clerk, for " Improvements In the

construction of roofs."
Mr. W. E. Newton, of GG, Chancery-lane, JUIddlesex, civil engineer, for " An improvement

in Iron pavements." A communication.

yofices to Proceed have been given by
M, .Vntonlo Joaquim PereiradeCarvalho, of 61, Moorgate-s'treet, London, in respect of

*• Improvements in beams applicable in the construction of bridges and other stnictures, and
also for the floors and ceiliiivrs of houses."
Mr. Paul Pizzi, of 9, Winsley-street. Middlesex, artist, in respect of " Improvements in

preparing and treating the surfaces of the interiors and exteriors of houses, edifices, monu-
ments, and other buildings, to imitate polished marble or stone, also rendering them imper-
Tloos to tbe action of the atmosphere and other elements."

Patent on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been paid.
Mr. W. Potts, of Birmingham, for " Improvements in mantel-pieces."

FoKEiQN Patents.
AU-STBIA.

Prolonged and whic/t became void 'during Jubjy 1860.
1.—Prolonged.

Laurenz Altleehner, for "Improvements in street pavements and foot pavements."—8th
year.—(Secret.)
Anton Ehmann, for " Improvements in the construction of furnaces and other fh-e-places

by moans of hot-air."—2!id year.—(Public.)
Alexander Lege and Fleuri Benoit Tironnet, for "A pnjcess of dyeing, drying, and harden-

ing all kinds of wood."—4th year.—(Public.)

2.—Which have become void.
Ludovico Farant. for ** Saws with one or various saw blades."—Dated 14th January,

18.'9 ; expired. 14th January, 1H*',0.

Prosper Pimont, for " Improvements in his substance for coating walls, wood, iron, &c.,
so as tourcvent tlic radiation of heat, as patented 15th June, 185G."—Dated .ith January,
18.'.7; expired, 5th January, imt.
T. Streczek, for " A peculiar mode of roofing buildings bv means of metal sheets, being

also applicable to tiles and shingles."—Dated 10th January, 18.59 ; disclaimed 3l8t May, 18G0.

SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

Py Messrs. Debbithax and Tewson.—Woodford, Essex, residence, known as King's-placc
House, with stabling, gardens, and paddock, in all about 3i acres, situate near the Buck-
hurst-hlU Station ; sold for €1,700.
By Mr. Moore.—] . 2, and 3, James-cottages, Khig'a-road, Homerton, houses, let at £53 per

annum ; sold for £550.

LEASEHOLD.
ByMr. E. Ldmlet.—Kllbum, a pair of semi-detached residences, at the corner of the

Jlortlmer and I*rlory-road, term 93 years, ground-rent £2 per annum : sold for £1,250.
By J. J. OaciLL.—Chelsea, the "Star and <Jartcr," at the comer of King's-road and Sloane-

iW)narc, together with the goodwill, term ;18 years from Michaelmas last, at a rent of £150 per
annum ; sold for£ll,820.
By Mr. W. Matthews.—2, Damley-road, Hackney, residence, let at £4S per annum, term

80 years from Midsummer, !«", ground rent, £7 lOs ; sold for £440.
3, 4, and 5, Damley-road, houses, let at £45 per annum each, held for same term and

ground-rent; sold for £1.235.
VDamley-road, house, let at £50 per annum , held for same term and ground rent; sold

for£4eo.
9, Damley- road, held for same term and ground rent ; sold for £«10.
10, Damley-road, let at£«3per annum, held for same term, ground rent £8pcranimm;

sold for £fWO.
By Messrs. Debenham and Tewson,—27, Luard-strect, Caledonian-road, Islington, house,

let at £34 &s. per annum, term, 05 years from December, 1844, groimd rent £6 i>er annum ;

sold for £200.
By Mr. MooKE—2 and 3a, John-street, White Ilorse-lane, Stepney, two houses, let nt

£42 2s. per annum, term 69 years from Midsummer, 1820, ground rent £8 per annum; sold
for £2^)0.

By Messrs. PaicEETT and Sow.—Hhacklewell Xew-road, Stoke Newington, residence,
known as " Rectory Cottage," let at £45 per annum ; bold for £250.

OOFVnOLD.
By Messrs. Debenham and Tewbon —Kpping, Essex, house, with stabling, garden, ftc,

la. Ir., let at £18 per annum ; sold for £20(>.
Adjoining bouse, with stabling, outbuildings, and la. 3r. 5p. of garden ; sold for £280.
Kpping Essex, la. ir. 24p. of pasture land ; sold for £105.
iiemDall-road, Kpping-town, Essex, three cottages, let at £10 18s. per annum; sold
CI70.

By Mr. «. R. Noble—Near the Horse and Groom Inn, Woodford Wells, Essex, cottaj
ond garden, with im acre of land attached, let at £10 per aiumm ; sold for £330,
Wuodford, between Woodford Wells and Chingford Hatch, Essex, five plots of build

hind ; sold Irum £l.-rfi to £361) per plot.
By Mr. MoonE.-2 .-iud 3, Cross-row, atepnoy-green, two houses, let at £46103. per annu

sold for £380,

BANKRUPTS.
^„ . „ (From the Zondon Garc«e.)

Thomos Johnson,BIlston, Staffonlshiro, iron merchant, Oct. 25 and Xovcmbor Ifi, at ii,
Birmingham Court. Sols. Duignan and Ebswortb, Walsall; official assignee, Kinnei
IMnningham.
Charles Pritcbanl, East-place, Walcot-place, Lambeth, plumber, Oct. 20, at Hi, and Kof

ir,, at2, at Basingliall-street. Sol., Hobmson, Ironmonger-lane; ofliclal assignee, CannaJ
Bflsinghall-street.
Jolm Ilawlcy Sharpe, Denby, Derbyshire, board ing-houso keeper and contractor, Oct.S

November L>2, iit U, at the Court ofBankraptcy, Nottingham ; official assignee, Jlr. HarT
^.'ottingham ; sol., Mr. Maples, Nottingham.
James Thomas, Abingdon, Berkshire, builder, Oct. 20 at 12, and Nov. ic,'at 12i, at Basil

hall-street. Sols., Graham and Lyde. Mitre-court-chambers, Temple, and Graham, Abii
don ; official assignee, Canuan. Basingliall-street.
Thomas Wiiklns and Joseph Wilkins, Coventry, builders, Oct. 19, Nov. 16, at U, at 1-—

Court of Bankruptcy. Hinningham. Official assignee, Mr. Whitmorc, Blmilngliam : solaJ
Messrs. t\)IIis nnd Cre, Birmingham.

]
William WnlRtcnhohne. Mancliester, ironmonger, Oct. IP and Nov. 9, at 12, at Manchcslea

Court. Sols., Walker, Wolverhampton, and Sale and Co., Manchester ; olf. assig.. Pott,ManJ
Chester.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
S. Gadd and W. Shaw, Lincoln, cabinet makers.
J. Glazebrook and T. llohson, Hevwood, Lancoshire, joiners.
<;. Saltmarsli and T. Beaumont, Jloulsham. Essex, builders.
M'. Tliomas and D. Thoniiis, Cardigan, iroiifounders.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to he addressed to the Editor of the Bdildino News,;

Old BoswcU-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Maimscripts.

StTBscRiBER (Hnrwich).—Thc course recommended is open to many objections.
HoBEKT W—We believe the octagon shaped Indian uik to bo the best.—Rathbone-
place.

E.—We have received three separate accounts of the transaction, and all differ in most
material points ; which are we to believe? The difficulty of funiishmg correct information
is much increased by the carelessness of those who, one would think, sliould be the most in-
terested in extreme accuracy.

SuuvEYOR's Clerk, F.B.A.—Shall receive attention ; meanwhile, wc shall be glad to receive
reliable infommtion.

T. Maldon.—A review of the work appeared In otir pages somemonths ago. Wccaimot again
refer to the Iwok.

X. M. W.—We do not at present see how any donbt can arise in the construction of the
clause ; but the context may materially change its meaning.

E, Smith.—Too clearly an anvertisement.
Indian Ink.—A general half-holiday in the profession on Saturday would undoubtedly be a
great boon, but we cannot assist in the way you wish. Be contented if you have obtained
tlie concession, in a measure by force, and do not advise others to the same course, as It
would certainly not be generally attended with the same result. We willinglymake public
your proposition that those architects who are willing to do so should allow their officesto
be closed—say two hours earlier on Saturday afternoon, and opened two iiours later on
Monday morning, as the arrangement would enable many to go out of to'wti, and return
with more comfort for at least two nights and a day. The value of such excursions can-
not be overrated.

E. G. D ; James Watton.—Declined with thanks.
An Assistant—We agree with you in tbe main. Can you snggest any course by^hich "the

social position of assistant architects " can be improved ?~Yes.
C. T.—Communication referred to lias not reached us.
James Puiisek.—I. Not suitable. 3. Designs for villas are waiting for want of issue.
A. PcpiL.—We do not think fVom the specimen of drawing sent that you can bo of any
assistance to us in the way you mention. You must make up your mind to work hard for
a few years before you can make a '' good income " by drawing.

W. It. L.—Unnecessary, it having appeared in tbe pages of a contemporary, there may have
been good reason for " cutting up '* your letter.

E. WiLMOT.—We believe such T squares are made, but have not had an opportunity ofseeing
them.

S. Peters (Windsor).—"The Carpenters' and Joiners' Assistant " was reviewed by us from
time to time in its progress through the press. It was completed in twenty-four parts,
liefer to back Numbers. ,

G. Thomas.—Steam fire-engines have been used in Cincinnati. It is said that since their
introduction a great fire Jias scarcely been known.

W. CocuBN (Glasgow).—Dublin has two cathedral churches—St. Patrick, and Trinity,
commonly called ClirisCs Cluirch. Perhaps tlie most correct account of tlic buildings in
Dublin is given in the " Arclutectural Publication Society's Dictionarj-." We cannot
answer your third question.

J. Williams—Thanks; tracings shall be made and subject engraved. You had better send
an address.

E. W. N. T.—In ail contracts, if no 'schedule of prices is given, it is better to state in what
manner the extras and omissions shall be valued. It is usually left to the architect, but
if it is agreed that, for instance, the prices in Laxton's book, or those published l)y the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests, now Works and Public Buildings, shall be adopted, much
dissatisfaction may be avoided.

W. CuHTiB.-1. Galvanised iron, so called, is very soon destroyed by sulphur vapor. Will not
this fact explain the failure? 2. Various modes arc employed In zincing and tinning iron,
by Messrs. Morewood and Itoger's process ; the sheets of iron arc pickled, scoured, and
cleaned as for ordinary tinning, a wooden hath is then half filled with a dilute solution of
muriate of tin, over tile Iwttom of the bath is then spread a thin layer of finely granulated
zinc, tlien a cleaned iron plate, and so on—a layer of zinc and a sheet of iron .ilteniately,

' ry, and tlie tin
dull uniiorni layer ni'metiillictin

in about two hours. Tbe iron, in this state, is then passed tlinnigh a batfi containing lUiid

the zinc and iron, together witli the fluid, constitute a weak galvanic battery,
is deposited from the solution so as to coat the iron with a dull uniform layer ni'metiillictin

zinc, covered ivlth sal-ammoniac mixed witii an earthy matter, to lessen the volatilisation
of the sal-ammoniac, which becomes aa fluid as treacle. Two iron rollers immersed below
the surface of the fluid zinc, are fixed to the bath, and are driven by machinery to carry
the plates through the fluid metal at any velocity previously determined. The plates are
received singly from the tinning bath, drained for a short time, and passed at once, whilst
still wet, by means of the rollers, Ihrougii the batii as described. The plates take up a very

j
regular and smooth layer of zinc, which, owing to thc presence of thc tin beneath, assumes
its natural chrystalline character.

A Looker -on.— We will Inquire into the matter ; thanks.
James IIatard.—We have before given some particulars as to the best aspect for glass
rooms for photographic purposes. Refer to our back nmnbers.

Robert J. ; A. V. N Too late.
ScBscRiBEK (Bath).—The attempt has been made in France to substitute animals for the
treading of men's feet in tbe clay kneading pit ; but it was found that where manual labor
is cheap, it is by far tbe most advantageous course to employ it, particularly In separating
tbe stones and other foreign matter from tlie lr>an.

ANoNTirons.— Is thanked for the liint, which, if found practicable, shall be attended to.

J . JlACHER.—At the least one drip in every 10 feet. 15 feet apart is too much ; the fall, ex-
clusive of drips, may i)e IJ inch in 10 feet.

S. AND C—What advantage would be gained?
C. R. B.—Next week.
T. C. S.—We are forced to postpone the publication of yonr communication for want ofspace
Patience.

A. B.—Shall appear.
R. W. Balteeham.—Tbe bridges over the Thames and the Seine, constructed bylhclnt'
Mr. J. I^ckc, C.E., are as follows :—On the South-Wcstern Itailway there are briii-- ; re

spectively at Barnes (on loopofthe Ilichmond line) ; Kicinnoud (on Kichmond and \\ ;iiiisi>

main linj) ;and Blackpath, near Windsor (also on Kichmond and Winds<jr mainline), cucl
bridge having rawt-iron arches. On the Kouen line (also with east-iron arches), ar
bridges respectlvelv at Bezons. Maison, Manon, Tourvilie, and Rouen,

Received.—E. A.; 'l^Culium; K. IJ. W. : T. C s; Messrs. H. and J. ; T. Melton P.
Pabrfleld ; A. A. ; W. Dobson; M. ; Illuminator ; C. Simpson; C. C.
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THREE SHABBY COMPETITIONS.
HERE is hope for architects according to

the current number of the Art Journal,

hope that, through the all-powerful

instrumentality of the press, that fourth

estate of our realm, the "discerning"

British public will one day come to

know something about architects

;

something about their duties, their

difficulties, and their dues. AH this

is to be effected by a certain energy,

which the Art Journal discerns amongst
the body of English architects ; and
which is made to bear on the public in

the shape of literary essays emanating
from their pens ; which, discussed at

their own societies, find their way into

the architectural journals, or which delivered
in public, and publicly reported, address

themselves directly to " the million."

Well, this is a cheerful fact—the fact to

wit, that architects as a class are energetic at all. Knowing some-
thing more of their short-comings than our excellent contemporary, we
ourselves confess to a wholesome predilection for dwelling upon them

;

and to a pardonable over-looking of the commendable trait to which
our present attention is invited. It is something to know that archi-

tects who, as a class can never legislate for themselves, are likely, by
thus popularising their art, to do something towards leading the public

to legislate for them—to sympathise with them. It has been said that
no professional body has ever succeeded in reforming itself: architects

are in need of several self-reforms, not one of which they can secure

by self-legislation. Who knows how soon, now that they so frequently
address themselves to the people, they may be, as a class, altogether
reformed by their patrons, the public ?

Architects are just now abiding their trial on one of those questions,

aifecting their position as a class ; and as it is one on which, without
unanimity amongst them, no self-legislation can be effected, we are
curious to see what will ensue from its agitation. We allude to the
great Diploma Question, on which the Royal Institute of Architects is

so soon to deliberate. During the autumn recess it has been relegated
to the debates of the provincial architects, amongst whom the members
of the Liverpool Architectural Society and of the Northern Architec-
tural Association have promptly issued the result of their deliberations.

We shall see now whether the Institute will adopt some practical mea-
sure in relation to the question so long mooted, or whether true
to its traditions, it will allow it to fall resultless to the ground.

Our theme to-day is not the Diploma, but the Competition question,
one which there is no likelihood of any body of architects reforming

;

but which, abandoned as it has been by them, cries loudly for redress
from some quarter. Should the Institute deal wisely with the Diploma
question, what it does may possibly have a salutary effect on public
architectural competitions ; but this will but operate indirectly, and
there is no reason why, in anticipation of such result, the press should
suspend its comments on grave, scandalous competitions as they occur.
We apply the term advisedly, not that we think the committees who
have instituted them have deliberately intended grave scandal; but
that such is the well-known necessary result of the three ill-con-
ditioned competitions to which we are now going to direct our readers'
attention.

If they will refer to our last week's list of " Competitions Open,"
they will see that there are three of these events publicly announced

—

that is to say, for a new union workhouse to be erected at Stepney, for
a town-hall at Great Grimsby, and a cemetery at Liverpool. Occurring
as these do all at the same time, it is very unsatisfactory to reflect that
the terms issued for all three of them are essentially vicious : and yet
that this is so we shall proceed to explain, regretting as we do very
heartily that, universal as is the competition system, some means are
not adopted for the prevention of the issue of such ill-advised adver-
tisements

; or for deterring architects, under penalty, from responding
to them with the required desims. Our remarks have, of course,
especial reference to the extreme injustice and shabbiness of these ad-
vertisements, nor shall we spare the committees who have issued them

;

but we greatly fear that these gentlemen are not the only sinners ; and
that, but for the cupidity of very many architects, and their lack of
honorable cohesion as a class, there would be fewer of such compe-
titions as those at Stepney, at Grimsby, and at Liverpool.
And first with regard to the public, or the committees who gut up

these competitions. We ask them to look round and reflect whether
architects, as a class of educated men intrusted with the expenditure of
thousands of pounds, are a wealthy, over-paid fraternity. We can con-
fidently anticipate the true reply to the question, and go on to ask
these gentlemen who have issued the advertisements whether, before

doing so, they were not well acquainted with the fact that an architect's
proper commission is 5 per cent, on the expenditure on a building,
exclusive of travelling expenses and the cost of detailed estimates or
advertisement of the works, if rendered necessary by recourse, as will
be likely, to the principle of public tender.

If these be the terms on which an architect expects his client to
come to him without any competition to embarrass him with serious
expenses, is it not ungenerous for committees to convert the occasion
of the intended erection of a public building into an excuse for offering
a number of architects a smaller remuneration than any single member
of a committee would feel himself justified in proposing to his own
private architect ? Committees can hardly be aware that the cost of
preparing the competition drawings which they prescribe goes very far
to absorb the entire architect's commission derivable from the edifice

they arc about to erect. We could easily name several instances
wherein it has very considerably exceeded it. This will very jirobably
be the case with the drawings for the Grimsby Town-hall, the com-
petition conditions for which are by far the most liberal of the three
projects we are considering. When the designs for this edifice come
in and the committee shall have adjudicated on them, the members of
it will do well to consider by what hocus-pocus the lucky unpremiated
architect whom they select to serve them " on the usual professional

terms " is to secure his ordinary 5 per cent, commission, whilst arcliitect

No. 2, architect No. 3, and the rest of the tail of competitors, however
meritorious, are certain to incur a very serious loss ; and all for the
mere object of obtaining ordinary professional employment at nothing
more than ordinary remuneration. Having said this, we will dismiss
the case of the Grimsby Town-hall. The committee-men are all

doubtless sensible men of business, and will agree with us in thinking
the " live and let live " rule would have been better observed had they
offered at least a couple of premiums for the advantage they propose
to themselves by setting some twenty architects designing their town-
hall in place of and for the guerdon of the single one whom they intend
to pay.

There are however, as will be seen, far worse people in England
than the Grimsby Town-hall committee-men, and to the projects of
the Stepney and the Liverpool committees we shall next invite our
readers' attention. In both of these cases the applicants for designs do
indeed offer three premiums, but they take care to accompany the
offer with a canny provision, plainly indicating that they purposely
intend one of these premiums to act as a mere dummy or sham decoy :

for what say their conditions ? " The premiated designs are to

become the property of the Board," and in event of the author of
the first selected design being employed, " the premium is to merge
into the architect's commission "—that is to say, in other and less

roundabout phraseology. No first premium given, save to him who is

unjustly deprived of the job. No diddle, no premium. The first

premium is, in fact, a downright myth altogether ; and as such ought
to have been left entirely ou.t of the programme. The Liverpool Com-
mittee add this uncommonly cool proviso :

— " The Board are not to be
bound necessarily to employ any of the competitors to carry out the
works." We call this a cool proviso, which it certainly is, but it is

more than that, it is honest ; so. Messieurs architects, pray have a care

;

and understand, should any of you come to grief at Liverpool, you
will assuredly have no one to blame but yourselves !

But the Guardians of Stepney quite outshine their contemporary
committee-men of Grimsby and Liverpool. The advertisement issued
by these gentlemen goes on to say : The Guardians will pay to the
architect selected to carry out the work a commission of 2^ per cent,

on the outlay, to include all plans, drawings, and specifications, and
all attendances necessary to complete the same ; and no charges for
extras of any description will be allowed.^' This is an encouraging
clause, and we commend it to the especial notice of the Royal In-
stitute of Architects, who only the other day declared that the only
proper commission for an architect to receive was 5 per cent, on the

outlay on a building. We much fear that the Guardians of Stepney
are tempted to regard architects as knaves, who demand exorbitant
fees of the public ; or fools, who are ready to jump at any bait offered

to them.

Now, 2J per cent, is just one-half of the recognised architect's com-
mission, which, were it the only abatement, is pretty good in itself.

Perhaps the Stepney Guardians want only a " cheap and nasty " edifice,

and are prepared to put up with an architect, who will only "ive it one-
half the required superintendence, and bear only one-half of the ordinary

responsibility ; or worse still, who is expected to, in some way, make
up for himself the other missing 2i per cent, commission. But this

serious abatement of the usual percentage is by no means the sum total

of the injury intended. We are told that " no charges for extras ofany
description will be allowed." What is the meaning of this ? A clerk

of works is an extra, a bill of quantities is an extra, and so is a detailed

measurement of the extras and omissions an extra, if, as is possible,

they should require measuring. Again, what assurance has any
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competing architect that the Guardians themselves will altogether

eschew extras of their own ? Are they prepared, on meeting with a

chosen architect, to pletlge themselves and their successors to confine

their ideas to the original design in every particular, to hand him a

written guarantee, signed by their chairman, setting forth that, under
penalty of paying for the professional supervision of such extras, they

will make no deviation from the architect's design, by, say the addition

of a story here and there, an extra wing, a supplementary out-build-

ing, or a boundary wall ? And if these gentleman know, as they ought
to Know, that as a public committee, they will be almost certain to do
some of these things, with what conscience can they prescribe for their

architect such a sweeping restriction as is contained in the clause, " no
charges for extras of any description will be allowed ?" There is, in-

deed, a lower depth of shabbiness, and they might have said " 2J per
cent, on the estimate only." It will come to that shortly, we suppose, if

architects do not bestir tl^mselves.
Possibly the Stepney guardians consider that, for a workhouse or

rrhouse only a plain poverty-stricken building is required, and that

such one half the ordinary architect's commission will suffice.

Granting it to be the case that they require a building " as plain as a

pikestaff," and commission an architect to prepare them designs for it

^ithout any competition or risk on his part), it by no means follows

that the plainness and extent of the structure should sensibly affect

the amount of their architect's commission. It may somewhat diminish

the number or intricacy of his drawings ; and, though we shoxdd pro-

test against the Uliberality of a public committee availing itself of the

fiwt to curtail their architect's fee—for we should think it false

economy—we will not here insist that a single architect so treated by a

committee would not be justified in conceding some abatement from
his usual per centage. The Institute of Architects, to which be might
belong, would possibly excommunicate him for doing so. Consistently

trith their pubUshed scale of charges, they certainly would expel him

:

but we don't wish to argue the matter so strictly. The case of the

Stepney Workhouse is far otherwise. In this case the guardians have
not called in a mere solitary architect, but have publicly appealed by
advertisement to all architects, and put themselves quite out of court
by the act. How many of these gentlemen, we should like to know,
are likely to withstand the fascinations of a gaudy design and select a
totally plain one, out of the heap that they expect to receive ? They must
know perfectly well that this propensity of building committees to be
led away by a mere picture has passed into a proverb with architects ;

and that to institute an open competition is to close the door completely
against the reception of^ a plain design, and render quite futile their

daim to any abatement of the commission, on the score of plainness or

simplicity of design. Should any architect enter into their compe-
tition, and neither suffer loss himself nor trick his employers, it will

assuredly not be owing to the good management of the Stepney
Guardians, whose advertisement is so drawn up as to repress the fair

architect and encourage the quack. We regret to see public bodies

acting in this manner, especially gentlemen who profess to be
" guardians " of the poor ; for the public have a right to expect that

they will interest themselves in so arranging matters, as to deter

hone St citizens from betaking themselves with their families to such
houses of refuge as the one intended to be built at Stepney. We speak
with some knowledge of the fact when we assure the Stepney Guardians
that to set architects the task of honorably carrying out the programme
of this obnoxious competition is a very likely means of bringing them
to that very dismal termination of their career.

As to architects themselves—irrespective of society, which is really

concerned in seeing that they are fairly paid and kept above dis-

honesty—we have really little space and less patience to say anything
to them on the subject of this Stepney competition. They know the
truth of all we have just stated, and have not the excuse ofcommittees,
who of^n err from ignorance in these matters. If they have any sense
of decorum, any self-respect, they will abstain, however young or in-

experienced, firom such a competition as this at Stepney. They will

surely see the necessity of embodying themselves into a society, whose
main feature shall be the regulation of professional charges, and the
dealing with cases of irregular practice. As a body o{ dilettanti, archi-

tects may be all that our contemporary the Art Journal has represented
them to be ; but as a class of men pursuing what ought to be a useful,

honored vocation, they are, for want of such a corporation, sinking
daily into public contempt. It is not enough that they should be
admired as artists, or known as antiquaries or savans ; it is indispen-

sable that they should, as are barristers and physicians, be respected as

professional men, to whom capitalists can safely go for advice, and under
whom respectable contractors can safely undertake our public works.

Champs Elysees for Madrid.—The municipality of Madrid has
OTproved of plans for laying out an extensive site in the style of 1 lie Champs
Elysees at Paris. The expense of executing this will be considerable, and the
gioiind alone has cost 4,000,000 reals (l,000,000f.).

THjE WEDGWOOD MEMOKIAL, BURSLEM.
MANY of our readers will doubtless remember that within the last two

years an effort was made to raise subscriptions for the purpose of
erecting a monument to the late Josiah Wedgwood, the father, wemay call

him, of English pottery, and the introducer of that peculiar kind of ware
which bears his name, and has attained such a world-wide renown. Until
this devoted and talented potter arose, ceramic art was at a very low
ebb in this country, and no one felt it and regretted it more than himself.

Until he ventured upon the task, the reproduction of the forms witli which
the Etrurian potter clothed his plastic material was not thoughtof, or, if so,

only as an Utopian dream. Wedgwood knew the properties of the clay

with which he had been accustomed to deal, he knew the skill of the men
with whom he had worked, and the art-love evinced by them, and which
sighed for the opportunity of raising their craft above the level to whicli it

had sunk. With the " willow " ware and the common delph they were
alike disgusted, and urged on by an irresistible desire to implant a purer
taste in the minds of the public, he resolved to travel, to judge for liimself

of the art-treasures of that renowned province—of those art-celebrities,

the Etruscans. To examine also the properties of the materials by which
these art-productions were made, was likewise one of the great objects he
had in view.

AVedgwood therefore travelled. He explored Etruria, dived into the

arcana of the art-epochs of the Assyrians and their contemporaries, spent

many years in laborious research, and returned to this country to give effect

to those day dreams which haunted him; to give life and animation, beauty
and symmetry, to the hitherto crude productions of the Staffordshire

potteries, and to display to the world the power that mind has over matter,

and the potter over the rude materials which he had hitherto been led to

believe incapable of receiving the impress of forms more refined or more
correct than those which time had handed down as the type of the

ponderous art and skill of the Egyptians.
The result of all this labor—of this devotion to the craft with which he

was identified—we all know. The " Wedgwood ware " has found its way
over the length and breadth of the land, is valued in the United States, and
sought for in all our colonies—nay, even on the Continent, and in the

regions made sacred through classic lore, it is sought after as one of the

most valued contributions to science and art, and has become essentially a
modern requirement. So wedded was he to the art displayed by the

Etruscans, so intensely wrapt up in their ceramic productions in material,

as well as form, that he named the district in which his works were
situate " Etruria "—a spot the most renowned even of those well-known
spaces for which, unitedly, their staple manufacture has earned the title of

"Potteries."

To worthily commemorate, therefore, the life and labors of this justly

great man, the inhabitants of Burslem, Etruria, Newcastle, Hanley, Stoke,

Longton, &c., resolved to unite and erect a memorial in some locality which
was consecrated as it were by his labors. In very few months a goodly

sum was raised, and with it th6 question as to the shape the memorial
should assume. Guided, perhaps, in some little measure, by the decision

of the committee, in the matter of the " Minton Memorial " (which was
eminently utilitarian in its character, resolving itself into a building for

public baths, Sec, for the inhabitants of Stoke-upon-Trent), and feeling the

want of a suitable home in that district for " art and science," they resolved

to supply that long-felt want, and associate with the building the name of

that man whose whole life was one long series of devotion to its welfare

and advancement. After much deliberation. " fnstructions," believed to

be ample and complete, were drawn up, and the whole profession of archi-

tects invited to compete for the honor of being associated with a building

which would stand as a beacon to future generations, pointing to them at

once the goal which rightly directed labor may reach, and the reward

which follows, and which crowns the brave heart that grapples with the

difficulties of the contest, and fights its way to success.

In the instructions the Committee stipulated for the following accommo-
dation :

—

A free library, to contain an area of 600 feet ; a room for a reference

library: a museum, with 1,200 feet super.; an elementary class-room of

like contents ; a ladies' class-room, 500 feet ; master's room, &c., with

watercloset and lavatory conveniences. There were also to be apartments-

provided for a resident keeper.

To this invitation twenty-nine architects responded, and the designs

were, through the exertions of the Committee publicly exhibited for

several days in the Town-hall of Burslem. Feeling themselves thoroughly,

incompetent to deal with the task before them in such a manner as to-

arrive at a satisfactory solution of their difficulty, they invited the assistance.,

of an architect and an artist—the first being the talented designer of the.

building in which they were hung (Mr. G. T. Robinson, of Leamington),

and the other the master of the School of Art (Mr. llammersley). After.

'

two days' hard work, they selected four from among them out of which to

choose the premiated designs. The four reported upon by the referees were,

as follows :—-" Think well on't," by Messrs. Ford and Meyer, of Burslem j

"Jus supra vim," by Messrs. Wigginton, Bennett, and Morris, of Dudley-

and London ;
" May the Arts flourish," by Mr. C. H. Cooper, of London ;-

and " Pro bono Publico," by Mr. Murray, of Coventry. After further

consideration, the Committee ultimately awarded the premium to— first,

Messrs. Ford and Meyer, of Burslem ; and, second, Mr. Murray, o£,

Coventry.
Through the interchange of ideas which naturally took place between,

the Committee and referees, it was seen that the "Instructions" were

not so complete as they might have been, and that the requirements,

therefore, did not altogether suit the purposes for which the building wa»
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to bo erected. As a natural consequence, and acting under the advice o

tlie referees, the Committee determined upon abandoning the present

premiated designs, amending the instructions (with the assistance of Mr.
Hamniersley), and inviting a second competition—the premiums in the

first place, however, being lionorably paid. Tliis second competition is

confined to the authors of the designs selected as the four best by
the referees, with whom are associated two chosen from the remaining
twenty-five arcliitects to make up the talismanic number " six." The
designs for the second competition are to be delivered by the 27th inst.,

and we sliall watch, witli some interest, the result.

As an illustration of the first competition, wo engrave the perspective

view of the design submitted by Messrs. Wigginton,* under tlie motto "Jus
supra vim," and wliich the report states to be " of high artistic merit."

The plan contains entrance hall, entered from the centre of the principal

fayade, and capacious staircase. To the left of entrance hall is the library,

having a separate lobby, with a'small room on each side, one for the porter,

and the otiicr, under his supervision, for hats, cloaks, &c. The tower at

the angle contains the retiring-room for the librarian, adjoining which is

a private entrance to the library for ladies, and for separate access to the
reference reading-room. The museum, i'J feet by 27 feet and 20 feet high,

is placed to the right of the entrance hall. The staircase is raised five

steps above the hall and to the level of the free library floor, owing to

the rapid fall of ground. It is approached through a Pointed arch, with
moulded arohivolts, and supported on attached shafts with foliated capitals.

The other accommodation on the ground floor consists of well-lighted
urinals and waterclosets, easily accessible, yet completely cut off from the
hall of staircase. A private staircase leads to the keeper's apartments in

the basement, where is placed his sitting-room, scullery, pantry, water-
closet, &c., together with an apartment for engmeer, room for heating
apparatus, coals, &c. The proposed method of heating was that by Mr.
Smith, of Tenter-street, Finsbury.
The principal staircase, of stone with treads 6 feet wide, has on each

landing a niche, that on central landing being of large dimensions for the
reception and display of choice specimens of Wedgwood ware. From the
landing are approached the elementary class-room, 58 feet by 27 feet ; ladies'

class-room, 31 feet by 23 feet ; master's-room, between the two, 19 feet

6 inches by 16 feet ; ladies' retiring-room, &c., and three bed-rooms for

the keeper, with private staircase to tlie balcony of tower ; below this
floor is a mezzanine containing a parlor and additional bed-room for the
keeper. This floor is completely detached from the main building, having
simply an inner doorway of communication from the private staircase.
The ground having three sides bounded by streets, with a very rapid

incline the whole length of the principal frontage, led to the adoption of a
tower at the south-west angle, which served likewise to screen the
obtuseness of the angle at this point. To break the remainder of the
facade, it is divided into four bays, the third from the tower being made the
principal by having the main entrance placed therein. This consists of
a porcli, with a deeply recessed arch and jambs, decorated with shafts,

proposed to be executed in marble, foliated caps and arch moulds. Over
the doorway is placed the arms and crest of Mr. Wedgwood, the whole
being surmounted by an elaborate finial. The gable coping is finished on
eacli side on bosses and dies into the massive buttresses by which the
porch is principally formed. The entrance-gates in this porch are of
iron, and would slide in grooves cut to receive them. The first-floor
windows are designed for sashes with sliglitly moulded square heads under
a pointed equilateral arch, filled in with tracery of various designs, the
majority being composed of masonic emblems. Over this again are two
central arches, beneath which the window openings are recessed. The
Tipper tier of windows are flowing middle pointed, with traceried heads.
Beneath are panels proposed to be fitted in with encaustic tiles of local
manufacture—a similar enrichment being adopted in the cornice, which is

slightly machiolated. The angles are terminated by pinnacles as finials,

and the recessed bays with ornamental ironwork on coping. The whole
building is covered with Mansard roofs, crowned with wrought-iron cress.
The tower is of four stages, though containing several stories, and has at
the south-west angle, reaching the whole height of first stage, a drinking
fountain with stone cover supporting a marble shaft and pedestal for a
statue of Josiah Wedgwood, over which is a traceried and croeketted
gablet. In the upper stage of tower is a space for clock within a double
triangle and circle, composed of colored bricks. The balcony is finished
by an octagonal tower and high-pitched roof, with flagstaff and trap-door
at foot for access thereto.
The fa(;ade throughout was designed to be executed in colored bricks,

with Hollington stone dressings.

The New Church of St. Mary, Homsey-rise, Islington, of which the
foundation-stone was laid on the 29th of June last, has made rapid progress,
ilie roof timlwrs are now being raised, and it is confidently expected that the
cnurch will be completely covered before the winter sets in, witli the view to its
completion in the spring of next year. The tower, which is placed at the south-
west angle, is only at present built to the level of the plinth, and not more than
a.yard out of the ground. The arrangement of the structure is that of a nave
ana chancel, north and south aisles, and north and south transepts. The style
adopted IS that called Decorated Gothic of the fourteenth century. The church
contains several interestmg features about it, and when the works are in a
TOfflciently advanced state, we shall describe them in particularised detail. The
eamce is being erected from the designs, and under the direction of, Alexander
u. uougii, hsq., Lancaster-place, Strand, Mr. G. J. Carter, Hornsey-road,
Jemg the contracting builder.

* Se« page 805.

TO YOUNG STUDENTS.
MUCII has been written and much said respecting the best and most

direct course for an architectural student to take in order to acquire a
thorough knowledge of his profession, but the majority of these produc-

tions have approached nearer the theoretical than the practical, and the

consequence is that though they have been eagerly perused by many, yet

they have benefited few. Many writers on the subject seem to overlook

the young pupil who has just plunged into the troubled waters of our

profession, and who, from the want of a guiding hand at ths starting, may
perhaps, as is too often the case, wander from the true path and be lost.

I am prompted to write this by the remembrance of the difficulties that

I myself have encountered in my earlier days ; of the want I have felt

for some experienced person to pilot me over the dangerous waters of the

coast, and fairly launch me on the bosom ofthe ocean, and by the recollec-

tion of the mental tortures I have endured when I have felt myself drifting

before the cruel winds of despair. The young mind is often broken by a

long succession of difficulties, and it not unfrequently happens th.at wlien

obstacles arc constantly checking the current of that youthful enthusiasm

which we most of us have felt when about to commence our business

career, the spirits become depressed, the energy weakened, and the pupil

relapses into a careless state, from wliich he, perhaps, is never entirely

extricated. More depends on the first eflbrts of a tyro than is generally

imagined, the mind being so sensitive and the emotions so powerful, it

becomes nearly impossible to totally efface early impressions, and at this

stage a bias is often formed by which we are insensibly but materially

influenced in after-life. The few observations I am about to make will, I

hope, assist in directing the young and inexperienced student safely over

the first portion of Ids rugged journey, and be the means of bringing him
to that spot where commences the beaten track along whose devious wind-
ings he will have to pass. Many enter the profession with the most vague
notions concerning the task they have undertaken ; they appear to be

totally unaware of the magnitude of the work which is before them. They
seem to have no idea of the immense amount of study requisite to gain

even a little eminence, and numbers labor under the impression that time
only is wanting to make them proficient. They seem to forget the im-
portant fact that all entirely depends upon themselves, that their knowledge
and capabilities will be in proportion to their labors, and that without
great perseverance and close application they can never hope to rise above
the motley crowd.

I have known pupils (and they are representatives of a numerous class)

who have passed week after week and month after month without giving a
thought to their profession, beyond what they are compelled to during
their regular hours of attendance at their office. Every morning and
every evening is lost, they neglect to avail themselves of that valuable
time which could be employed so profitably. They let pass those oppor-
tunities for study which are now offered them, and the end will be that at

the expiration of their articles they will find themselves incompetent to

undertake any of the more important duties which may be entrusted to

them. To those who have just enrolled themselves beneath our standard
I would say, let perseverance be your watchword, with it you can conquer,
without it you must fall. Seize the advantages of the present and your
hopes for the future will one day be realised. Let not a day or even an
hour pass without your advancing with it, so that you may in after years
be enabled to look back with satistaction on your early eflbrts. That
satisfaction and the knowledge of your competency together with the
many advantages consequent on the possession of ability and power, will

amply repay you for your self-denial and unceasing industry, and when
perchance you find yourself ascending liigh on the hill of fame, even
before you have commenced your descent in the vale of years, you will

then see how wisely you have warred, and how gloriously you have won.

If these lines should meet the eye of anyone who is so negligent of the
present, and heedless of the future as to throw aside every opportunity
wliich is now afforded him, and wantonly waste each moment as it comes,
they may I hope be instrumental in reclaiming liim from his mental
lethargy and arouse liim to action ere he has sunk too deeply in the mire
of indolence. We have many vacant pedestals for men of genius. We
have many unfilled niches for men of knowledge. The kingdom of archi-

tecture is comparatively poor in princes, and there are many lofty places
left for our rising architects to fiU.

Aspire, then, to one of these; let your aim be high and yonr determination
strong; give your entire and earnest attention to your profession, and let

nothing draw you from it: it demands your whole time, and even then it is

a work of years; but at least the three or five of your articles should be
entirely abso; l>ed in its study. Endeavour to make a good beginning and
when once you have commenced the ascent you will be unwilling to halt,

but buoyed up by hope and urged forward by enthusiasm, you will form
one of the van in the march of uitellect, and eventually your brow will

be encircled by the laurel-wreath of victory, and your name will be
numbered with the great. On you depends the greatness of the coming
age. Let it be an age of architectural splendor—the Augustan era of

modern times; make it memorable in ihe minds and memories of succeed-

ing generation; let it be the commencement of another Edwardian period;

let you names shine in the pages of history, and in the words of

Sliakespeare :

—

" Let fame, which all hunt after in their lives.

Live registered upon our brazen tombs, and then
Graoo us in the disgrace of death ;

When spite of coniiorant, devouring Time,
The endeavour of tliis present breath mav t

That honor which shall bate his scythe's keen edge,
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So many plans ImTe been marked out by various writers on this subject,
that it is not without much hesitation that I commence minej but I do so
with the conviction that it will be of some little use to those whom it more
csvecially interests. From observations I have made during my profes-
sional pareer, 1 know that many a young student is, as it were, standing
still for the want of a guide to explain the nature of the ground over
which he will have to travel, and point out to him the most direct and

*u^ P*"" 'o take. Where the journey is long it is desirable that there
should be no wandering from the track—no breaking off the trail; but it is
necessary to select the real light from the iynis fatuus, and follow it with
eagerness and resolution, and as you pass through the Vale of
Learning, gather the choicest flowers that are blooming there, and place
them in the capacious conservatory of the brain. When there, tend and
nourish them well, or they fade, and your trouble will have been in vain.
Memory requires cultivation : the barren soil must bo fertilised by study,
and the weeds must be rooted out ere the seeds will spring up and in their
season bring forth fruit. The mind must gradually be prepared for the
exertion which it must necessarily have, and for the fatigue which it must
endure. Reading will do this, but it must not be rapid and superficial, or
it will be like pouring water through a sieve ; for a moment the substance
will be remembered, and in another it will be forgotten, but it must be deep
and careful rcadincr, such that will be productive of real and lasting good—such thatirill stamp the newly-acquired knowledge deeply on the brain
—that will engrave each fact so firmly on the tablet of memory that
it can never be effaced. Much benefit will be derived from this, but
from the other none. The one will invigorate the brain,
hut the other will only uselessly disturb it ; the one will
prove invaluable and the other worthless; in fact, it is almost better not
to read at all than to do so in a light and unprofitable manner. I would
recommend those who have just entered the profession to "read up," and
thus take a survey of the land they are about to explore. The first few
chapters of " Gwilt's Encyclopaedia ofArchitecture" are admirably adapted
for this purpose) in them will be found the outlines of every style, and the
principal facts of interest connected with it. The dates of its introduction,

of its best days, and of its decline; these should be all remembered, they
serve as landmarks which will often be found very useful, especially to
those who intend to travel. It is of the greatest importance to acquire a
general knowledge of the different eras of each style, and of its gradual
changes and modifications, in order to be enabled to classify any examples
which may be found. For the Gothic I would recommend "Bloxam's."
It is arranged in a manner which is easily understood, and as easily re-
membered. The different epochs are clearly defined, and the whole work
is free from those long and wordy paragraphs which too often abound in

scientific books. There is nothing which can confuse, and a great deal
that can enlighten; nothing rfhich can weary and much that can interest.

In a word, it is admirably suited for a tyro who is anxious to study and
give his time to the acquirement of knowledge. Rickman's work is another
from which much good may be derived, and will well repay a careful per-
usal. Let reading, then, be your first occupation: gain, if possible, a clear

and distinct knowledge of what architecture was, of what it is, and of
what it should be. Mark well the descriptions of those works which are
pure specimens of the old masters. Endeavour to remember the peculiari-
ties and the beauties of each, and make yourself acquainted with the
lasting monuments of a splendid antiquity. You will soon be enabled to
select the good from the bad, the pure from the impure; you will soon
perceive the plain unadorned beauty of the Early Enghsh, and the rich and
splendid grandeur of the Decorated; you will contrast these with the
meretricious ornament and ineffective elaborations of the Perpendicular

—

a style which is more expensive and less beautiful, more intricate and less

pleasing, necessitating more labor and producing less effect; you will avoid
the much frequented region of the Debased, and let your aim be to excel in
that which is pure and chaste.

In Classic, the monuments of ancient Greece will afford you numerous
examples for study. Examine well the proportions of the Parthenon;
mark the grand effects of the various portions of that splendid monument
of ancient grandeur, which has been the wonder and admiration of every
sticceeding age. The Monument of Lysicrates, the Temples on the
HiMOS, the Temples of Minerva and of Erectheus, and various others, give
abundant opportunities of becoming acquainted with the style, and of
appreciating its elegance.

Pure Classic and pure Gothic mtist engage all your attention. It will

not be advisable to devote much time to Romanesque, Arabesque, Byzan-
tine, Indian, Egj-ptian, or other primitive and comparatively unused styles,

until the more useful are firmly impressed on your minds, or it will, perhaps,
create a confusion which, in the earlier stages of study, would not
be advisable. Throughout the period of your articles I would recommend
that every moment which is not devoted to drawing should be occupied in

reading. There are innumerable books on architecture, and each one con-
tains many things which are worth knowing, and much information of

great value to a professional man is to be gained from them. By a careful

perusal of these you become acquainted with the experience of practical

men—men who liave drained the cup, and who have passed through the
many difficulties which throng the path of learning—each one offers new
food for thought and useful hints for advancement. In some you will find

enumerated the principal objects requiring attention, and the more im-
portant portions that require examination. Theoretical writings abound
in all, and I am of opinion that they are beneficial to the student. They
create a capacity for thought which should always be encouraged, they
mark out the errors of those who have gone before, and thus warn those
who are to come. They direct the mind in the proper channel, and prepare

the way for the practical which must follow, but too much time must not
be given to theory, it often differs widely from practice, and there is

generally a wide gap between tliem. It should be looked on more in the
light of a pioneer which is merely to prepare the brain for more standard
material. It must be left more to amateurs than professors, to those who
treat architecture rather as an art than as an art and science combined,
and who are more clever at designing a castle in the air, than at building
one on terra firma.*

NEW CHURCH, ONSLOW SQUARE, BROMPTON.
THE works at the ecclesiastical edifice indicated above have been prosecuted

so vigorously within the last few months tliat the structure is expected to

be opened on the first week in November next.
Tlie interior of the church is planned in order to accommodate as large

a congregation as possible, so that the whole may hear and see the
preacher.

Contrary to usual practice, the pulpit is to be placed immediately opposite the
centre of the altar, in order that the whole of the audience both on the ground
floor and in the galleries, can see the minister.

In describing the interior, we may remark that, contrary to the ordinarj' ar-
rangement, there are no specific divisions as to nave and aisles, but in the centre
there is an aveime 10 feet in width, on which is a raised surface 5 feet wide,
adapted for free-sittings, the other portions of the ground-floor surface, with the
exception of the side avenues, being arranged in open seats.

The roof, although somewhat plain, displajsanexceedingly good example of the
carpenters' art having a clear .span of60 feet, and illustrates the adajitation ofcurved
timbers as the bracings of the principals, in contradistinction to the old angular
system, and consequently giving much additional strength. The principals are
in three divisions, the central one being a full ellipsis and the side ones formed of
sections of the ellipse, abutting against the tri.nngular ends that rest on the
wall-plates. Between the principals, apertures are planned for tlie purposes of
ventilation in communieation with outer surfaces of the roof, and in this respect
the church is expected to be rendered agreeable in temperature.

Internally, in the clear, the church measures 9G feet 6 inches from the
communion to the eastern wall, exclusive of the entrance, above which is the
tower.

As we have observed, the edifice is an-anged for the accommodation of a large

number of worshippers, to provide for which there are galleries along both sides,

and across the eastern end. These galleries are supported by 16 cast-iron

columns, and the distance from the pulpit to the extreme points at the north-
eastern and south-eastern angles is 80 feet.

Tlie altar is raised on steps, and tlie reredos, not yet completed, will form an
excellent specimen ofjoinery in oak, as regards moulded work and carvings. In
design it is in five divisions, the central one being the widest, and the whole to be
surmounted with arches, embellished with crockets and appropriate tinials.

The church will be heated on the hot-water system by Mr. Parkiss, on his new
and improved principle, by the application of small tulies.

The exterior of the building, whan comideted, will present a good example of

the Gotliie style in what is termed the Perpendicular period of its development,
the chief characteristic of which is that the muUions of the windows are carried

up to and intersect with the mouldings of the main arch.

The walls externally are faced with Kcntisli rag-stone, and the windows,
copings and other moulded work are ol Bath-stone.
Adjoining'to the church a parsonage house has been erected, which, as forming

a portion of the western side of Onslow-square, has, we think, been very appro-
priately designed to harmonise with the three sides of the square already com-
pleted. Tlie building is fitted internally with all conveniences adapted for such

a dwelling, both as regards domestic comfort and luxury.

Both tlie church and parsonage house, as we understand, have been designed

and also built by Chas. James Freake, Esq., architect. The works, with numerous
others, are under the especial practical management of Mr. John Gascoigne.

Such has been the liberality of persons subscribing to this church that, unlike

many similar edifices, its tower and spire will be at once completed, the latter

being now in active progress.

The tower is 20 feet square at the base, in which form it rises to the lieight of

70 feet, after which it breaks off to an octagonal plan, maintaining this shape to

the summit of the spire. The total height from the giound line to the top of the

spire is 160 feet.

Mr. Ereake, who is the owner of a considerable quantity of house property in

the vicinity of^the church, has subscribed the munificent sum of £5,000, and
Lord Ducie, Sir Charles Goring, Bart., Sir Maurice Berkeley, the Countess of

Harborough, Mrs. R. F. Rowley, Robert Hanbury, Esq., and R. C. L. BeTOn,

Esq., and numerous othera of the nobility and gentry have contributed largely to

the erection.

The church is planned to seat a congregation of 1,600 persons.

Tlie Swansea Dock Arbitration Case.—This long-protracted case

between Mr. Joseph Pickering, the contractor, of New Bridge-street, Black-

friars, and the Swansea Dock Company, has terminated in favor of Mr.
Pickering; the arbitrator (J. Raymond, Esq., barrister), awarded him the sum
of £27,340, with costs.

All Saints' Church, Zonghborovgh.—This Church is now undergoing

thorough restoration, under the direction of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, architect.

Mr. James Hall, of Nottuigham, is the contractor ; Mr. John Saville, clerk of

works.

A new police station will be opened at Loughborough on the 27th

instant. The building is admirably planned. The architects are Messrs.

Bellamy and Hardy, of Lincoon. The works were carried out by Messrs. Pepper

and Dolman, contractors, of Spalding. Mr. John Saville was clerk of the works

under Messrs. Bellamy and Hardy.
Melton Mowbray.—On Wednesday last the 10th inst., John Watson,

Esq., A.R.I.B.A., was elected surveyor to the Local Government Board of Melton

Mowbray.

• To lie continued.
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NOTES ON COAST CHURCHES IN DEVON AND COKNWALL—
No. IV.

—

St. Gkkmaks.

WE liave heard niucli, lately, of the unmanageable size of the great

diocese of E.xeter, and most people are aware that the division of it,

which lias now become absolutely necessary, is nothing new, but a return

to an old state of things; but everyone does not know that the old Cathe-
dral of Cornwall still exists, though little, probably, remains of the

original fabric in which the ancient bishops of the see had their

throne.

The river Lynhcr runs into the noble pool called the Ilamoaze, a little

below the town of Saltash, once a borough town returning two members,
then reduced to the questionable dignity of a rotten borough and now
again rendered famous* by Brunei's tubular bridge, the finest engineering
work in this country.
On this most picturesque arm of the sea, in a secluded nook,t among fine

old trees, lies the ancient town of St. Germans, which the ruthless Reform
Bill condemned to the same "rottenness" as its sister town hard by.

Within it, by the water-side, is the old Cathedral, and the remains of the
priory adjoin; these have been converted into a mansion-house for the pre-

sent owner of tlie property. Lord St. Germans. They call the place " Port
Eliot." It has been wholly modernised.
The church is approached from the town on the south side, where a

most striking view of it is obtained from the street at the top of the
churchyard.

It consists of nave and chancel, south aisle, north transept (modern and
erected as a great family pew for the St. Germans family on part of the
site of a ruinated north aisle), and two western towers, one at the end of
each aisle.

The entrance to the church, for the parishioners, is through a small
porch attached to the south wall of the south tower, giving access to the
west end of the south aisle. The roof of this porch is groined in granite,
somewhat elaborately, and is well worthy of notice.

The grand feature of this church is the west front, which is a very
beautiful composition, and, in the main, late Norman. As we have already
eaid, there are two towers; between them is the west gable of the nave with
tiers of Norman windows above, and beneath a magnificent western porch,

with a grand semicircular arch of rich workmanship. The gable still

retains its original cross, which is engraved in the " Glossary of Architec-
ture."

Both towers are square below, and both were originally octagonal above,
as the northern tower still is. The octagonal part of the southern tower
has been taken down, and rebuilt square in the fifteenth century. These
towers are, with the exception of this addition, of early transition Norman.
Both are particularly well-built, and well worth a careful inspection
throughout. This is easy to efiect in the northern tower, which we were
sorry to see sadly neglected; tlie floors have been taken out in every stage,

and one can look from the bottom to the top of the tower without let or
hindrance. But this will not do, for ruin will ensue if the tower is suffered

to remain as it is at present—a wind-whistle castle and a palace of birds.

We were pleased to see the construction at the junction of the square with
the octagonal, but we should have been better pleased to have seen this

part of the church an object of reverential care. Cannot Lord St. Germans
do something fer this fine old tower ?

We cannot quit this part of our subject without calling attention to a
grievance which we feel sure the noble owner of Port Eliot needs only to
have pointed out to him to apply a remedy. Where is the churchyard of

St. Germans ? It lay full in front of the great west fayade, but has been
converted into a common lawn by his ancestors, and madeanadjunctto the
grounds of his house. Man lias taken God's-acre, and ground set apart of
old for the burial of the dead has been turned into pleasure-grounds for

the living. The bones of the old men lie down among the roots of the
laurel-trees, and the bones of the new are carried to a strange cemetery.
We do not ask Lord St. Germans to reconstitute a churchyard under his
windows, but wo do ask him to allow the church a little more of her own
than the stingy absorber of the old graves left to her. So mean a bit of
the sward is railed off' at the west end that no one can get far enough off" to

take in with his eye the grand old west front ;
parishioners and their

friends, and wandering antiquaries, are constrained nearly to break their
necks, and yet see next to nothing, unless they are minded to brave the
Cerberus of the house, and send in a humble petition to his lordship to be
allowed to see more. Surely these hideous iron spikes and barriers might
be removed, and a light fence of wood and wire, such as can be seen from
the church door crossing the lawn lower down, be substituted, enclosing a
little more of the desecrated churchyard. His lordship would not then be
pestered for general admissions to tlie grounds when the family areat home,
and the manes of the departed might perchance be pacified. We, who have
enjoyed a walk in the grounds, are able to say that anything more
picturesque and beautiful than the west front of St. Germans church,
bosomed as it is in the richest foliage, and draped with ivy and ferns, can
scarcely be found anywhere.

• We were glad, on the occasiou of a recent visit to Saltash, to see that the Cornwall
Railway has already given amarvellous impetus to affairs, and roused the old lethargic
borough from its long sleep. Within a short distance of the Plymouth Junction
(whicn is in the very heart of that town), it offers an inviting site for the country villa-

residencea of men of business who are tired of living over and behind their shops.
The situation is high and airy, and commands delightful and most extensive views
over sea and land, from tlie Channel southward to the blue heights of Dartmoor in
the north. A considerable beginning has been already made, and Saltash promises
to become a fair country town.

t Those who visit St. Germans, and can spare the time, should go by water; people
in a hurry can go by rail, and enjoy scarcely less picturesque views, for there is a
station within ten minutes' walk of the church.

Entering the church, we passed under an ugly gallery, which destroys
the effbct of the western windows from within, and might well be removed,
as the accommodation it affords can scarcely be needed ; at least, if it be,

let the ruinated north aisle be rebuilt, and with it the fine old tower re-

stored. On the front of this gallery is a board of churchwarden-build,
containing the names of the Bishops of the old Cornish see ; it may have
replaced a similar earlier memorial, but it is itself modern enough, though
we have heard of people being taken in by it.

The north aisle must have been Norman, earlier probably than any
other portion of the church. It originally opened into the church by a
Norman arcade, traces of which still remain, built up in the new north
wall. It is to be hoped that something better in the way of windows may
he provided than those which at present occupy this wall-space, for they
are a disgrace to the church ; real carpenters' Gothic is always much
worse than the plain, unpretending and unaffected style of the old-foshioned
meeting-house. The transept which has been thrown out for the St.

Germans pew is a simple abomination, though it has been greatly im-
proved by the present Earl.

The arcade separating the nave and south aisle was once wholly transi-

tion Norman ; all but the two westernmost arches, which are fine speci-

mens of the period, appear to have been rebuilt in Norman guise, but of
lean and mean proportions, towards the close of the sixteenth century.
There is nothing remarkable in the nave, except, indeed, the great east

window of what is now used as the chancel. It is of the Transition from
Decorated to Perpendicular, and is a very fine composition, with richly

moulded splay and jamb shafts. Carew, historian of Cornwall, tells us
that in the year 1592, " great part of the chauncellfelle suddenly down upon
a Friday, very shortly after the public service was ended, which heavenly
favor of so little respite saved many persons' lives, with whom immediately
before it had^been stuffed." The present window is certainly the original

east window ; it is probable, therefore, that it was not much injured when
the chancel fell, and was rebuilt eastward of the nave in its present

position. On the left of the window is a recess commonly regarded as the

Bishop's seat or throne, which may have been preserved from the Saxon
church, but this is very doubtful.

The south aisle was rebuilt in the fourteenth century, or earlier ;

according to the Exeter Register as early as 1261; but the exact date is

doubtful, as it is not easy to ascertain whether the work of that period has
been wholly removed, or only altered and modified. The east gable is a
most remarkable composition, suggestive of recasting at a later period,

but it is quite possible that it may have been originally built as we now
see it. Above a very fine and richly carved string-course are two three-

light windows, with a splendid niche between them, the figure from which
is gone. Yet again, above these, in the head of the gable is a third three-

light window. All are of fine Geometrical tracery and in splendid preser-

vation. The first window in the south wall westward is a huge and
unsightly Perpendicular insertion, very late ; and before it is a still more
unsightly monument. In the corner is a very fine old niche, with richly

feathered tracery. The second window is a beautiful composition of

three lights, with Geometrical tracery and rich mouldings, early Deco-
rated. Westward of this the aisle has been rebuilt in the fifteenth

century, and in good st}'le.

The roofs throughout the church are covered with plaster and white-

wash, and must be renewed. Open seats have replaced the old pews, but

unfortunately they were erected before the revived taste for church
architecture had made much progress, and are rather coarsely executed.*

The font is old, Norman, and very interesting. We must not omit to

speak in terms of commendation of a pretty alabaster monument erected

recently in the south aisle in memory of the Hon. Granville Eliot.

THACKERAY GONE ASTRAY.
WHEN he touches architectural criticism, the author of " Vanity Fair"

quite mistakes his forte, and steps out of his proper element. Forty

years having elapsed since the original Buckingham House disappeared,

few persons have any very distinct recollection of the building itself, but

there still exist many views and other representations of it convicting it

of having been by no means entitled to the epithet "elegant-looking," since

the two wings were positively mean-looking ; for which it is no excuse to

allege that they contained only the offices, because such being the case,

why were they not kept out of sight, instead of being thrust forward con-

spicuously as portions of the principal front ? Or, if that could not con-

veniently be done, the alternative was to bring the wings into keeping

with the body of the building. Buckingham House did not violate the

true principles of architectural composition more than many others, for

in most large houses of that period it was customary to tack on to them
the household offices by way of wings, which, however subordinate in

purpose, are by their position, prominent features, though quite out of

keeping with the rest of the design ; whereas good composition requires

that particular attention should be given to the so finishing up " ex-

tremities " as to convey an equally unmistakable and satisfactory im-

pression of decidedly pronounced termination and completion. Rather

than the contrary, the extremities of a composition ought to be emphasised.

Nor is this a mere conventional, arbitrary rule, but a fundamental law,

• Very little old oak remains in the church ; at the east end is still preserved an
old miscrei-e or chancel stall with folding seat, similar to those in txetcr Cathedral

;

on the under part of the seat is a curious carving of a hunter with his hounds. 1 ni»

seat is engraved in Mr. .1. T. Blight's work on tlie Antiquities of Cornwall, wnicli

was favorably reviewed by us last year.
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founded upon and in accordance with the promptings and cravings of the

esthetic instinct.

We could go much deeper in this subject, were it not that we seem to

have gone astray ourselves, and so to have lost sight of Mr. Thackeray,
who passes his critical judgment upon buildings with a talent for concise-

ness that a Spartan would have envied. Despatching Buckingham Palace
with a single epithet, he declares it to be nothing less than "liideoiis."

I»ow, we have nothing to say in favor of Buckingham Palace, especially

when we consider what might hare been made of it, as left by Nash, and
before being taken in hand and doctored by Doctor Blore, and further

considering the tens of thousands that have been expended upon patching

it up piecemeal, from time to time, we freely admit it to be exceedingly far

from satisfactory. Still, there surely is some measurable distance

—

measurable, at least, by tolerable intelligence—between common-place,
decent dullness and downright hideousness. Thackeray has a great many
others to keep him in countenance, for like him, they—and their name is

legion—deal only in black or in white, the only two colors in their palette,

and those used quite pure and unmixed. What is not white is black

—

what is not ermine is sable. No gradation of tone is observed between the

two extremes.
It must, indeed, be acknowledged that Mr. Thackeray (the whilom

Michael Angelo Titmarsh) does not exactly set himself up for a critic in

art—at least, not in architecture ; it is merely incidentally that he refers

to the "Palace," but then he ought to be aware that coming from Aim an
opinion, which might else be disregarded, acquires importance. Had he
bethought himself a little, while he was flinging stones, he would have
perceived whose windows he was breaking. Neither the Fourth of the

Georges, nor his architect, is responsible for the present " hideousness."

Quite unintentionally, no doubt, and without the slightest suspicion that

he is doing so, our clever, lively, and popular satirist, libels the taste

shown by the highest personages in the realm. It is in the reign of our
Sovereign Lady Queen Victoria, that Buckingham Palace, mesquin and
minikin at first, has by being enlarged, been magnified into ugliness, nay,
into downright " hideousness." Such as it is, Blore's design must have
been approved of, sanctioned by, and hare received its imprimatur from
royalty. Ah ! Mr. W. Makepeace Thackeray, notwithstanding all your
'cuteness and cleverness, you mtule a sad piece of work of it when you
hurled that awfully ugly epithet " hideous " at Buckingham Palace. What
after having so committed himself remains for him to do is either ingenu-
ously to confess his very superficial knowledge of architecture as art, or el se

come boldly forward and substantiate his opinions by developing them, by
unfolding the napkin in which they are now carefully and cautiously
wrapped up.
We don't pretend to have the gift of prophecy, nevertheless, we can

confidently predict that Michael Angelo Makepeace will do neither the
one nor the other, consequently leave us to infer that as far as architec-
tural taste is concerned, there is something rotten in the state ofDenmark,
alias England, in what ought to be the head-quarters of taste.

MAXIMS AND MEMORANDA RELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MENT OF FARMHOUSES AND AGRICULTURAL LABORERS'
COTTAGES.—No. I.»

Having laid before our readers the opinions of authorities on the design,
the position, and the site of the farmhouse, it only remains for us to draw
attention to the subject of the accommodation which it should afford. The
extent as well as the kind of accommodation required will obviously de-
pend greatly upon the circumstances of the farmer requiring it, these
being either dependent upon the extent of his farm, or the income which
he may possess independent of its resources. The architect will, there-
fore, be guided by such circumstances as may come within his cognizance
as to the kind and extent of accommodation required.
There are, however, certain essential requirements which should be

attended to in planning out the accommodation of a farmhouse. What
these are may best be stated in the following remarks, taken from
"Loudon's Encyclopaidia of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture," pub-
lished by Longmans (p. 355) :

—" The interior of a farmhouse may be
arranged in three divisions, viz., the apartments of the family, including
such of the servants as live in tlie house ; the rooms for farm stores, and
the places where the indoor business of the farmhouse is carried on. In
farmhouses of the smallest size all these may be obtained under one roof;
but in the case of large farms, where fifteen or twenty persons live on tlie

premises, all those offices or places in which the indoor business of the
farmhouse is carried on, such as the dairy and its appendages, the cider-
houte, the brewhouse, the bakehouse, the washhouse, and the cleaning
place, ought to be in a building or buildings separate from the house, but
not far distant from it. Cellars of most kinds, however, such as those for
potatoes anil other roots and vegetables to be used by the family, for
fruits, and for beer, ale, wines, &c., and the larder, pantry, and coal-house,
may be in the same building.

" Of the apartments for the family :—The number of living-rooms in a
farmhouse will depend on the extent of the farm and on the style in which
the farmer chooses or can aflbrd to live. The smallest farmhouse should
have at least one good parlor, and for a farni of 300 acres or upwards, of
good productive soil, there ought to be in the dwelling-house at least two
good sitting-rooms, and a small library or office for business, besides three
or four bed-rooms and a nursery. In farmhouses where it is the custom
to board and lodge the outdoor laborers a larger kitchen will be required
for them to dine in, and a large kitchen-range to cook their food. More

t Contluncd from page 781.

bedchambers will also be necessary, and those should always liave a sepa-
rate staircase from that leading to the better rooms."
In Plate I. we give a series of sketches suggestive of arrangements fitted

for various classes of farmhouses.
In fig. 1 is the plan of a single-storied farmhouse of the smallest class:

a is the porch, 7 feet by 4 feet 6 inches ; b the kitchen, 14 feet square ;

c the scullery, 14 feet by 7; <i the dairy, 7 feet by 9; e principal bed-room,
15 feet square ; / the back bed-room, 15 feet by 10; jr store pantry, 9 feet
6 inches by 7 feet 6 inches.

In fig 2, the plan of another single-storied farmhouse

—

a is the entrance
lobby, 5 feet 6 inches wide ; 4 the kitchen, 13 feet square; c the scullery,

11 feet by 9; d the dairy, 9 feet square, with pantry e off it; /a pantry,
from scullery; 3 bed-room, 13 feet square; /i principal bed-room, 14 feet

by IG feet.

In fig. 3, showing another arrangement for a single-storied farmhouse

—

a is the entrance lobby, 5 feet wide; 4 living room, 14 feet square; c bed
room, ditto; d and e back bed rooms, 14 feet by 12; / kitchen, 11 feet

square; g scullery, 10 feet by 7; A pantry, 7 feet by 4; i dairy, 11 feet

by 7 feet.

In fig. 4, the plan showing a fourth arrangement of single-storied farm-
house

—

a is the porch, 7 feet square; 4 a pantry, entering from same, 8
feet by 7; c kitchen, 16 feet by 14; d scullery, 12 feet by 10; e dairy,

9 feet by 6; / bed-room, 16 feet 6 inches square; g bed-room, 16 feet

by 14 feet.

In fig. 5,

—

a is the lobby, 5 feet wide; 4kitchea, 17 feet by 14;c scullery,

12 feet by 8; d dairy, 12 feet by G; e parlor, 14 feet square; /bed-room,
13 feet by 12; g servants' bed-room, 12 feet square; h bed-room off
parlor, 12 feet square,

The five houses, the plans of which have been above described, are all

partly cellared under : the cellars being entered from outside stairs. In
fig. 1, the apartments a d b c are cellared. In fig. % c d and A are cel-

lared. In fig. 3,/</ h and i. In fig. 4, a bf and c: and in fig. 5, d c and 4

are cellared. The cellars may be appropriated to different purposes, as

washing, storing roots, fruit, &c.
In fig. 6 we give the ground, and in fig. 7 the chamber plan of a two-

storied farmhouse. In fig. 6, a is the entrance, 7 feet wide; b the stairs;

c kitchen, 14 feet square; d scullery, 10 feet by 7; e churning and cheese
room, 14 feet ^by 8; /dairy, 14 feet by 7; g dining-room, 16 feet by 14;

h office, parlor, or breakfast-room, 14 feet square.
la fig. 7, the chamber plan, a b and c are family bed-rooms, d the

servants' room, e linen closet or water closet.

In fig. 8 we give ground and in fig. 9 chamber plan, showing another
arrangement

—

a entrance hall, 7 feet square; 4 inner hall or lobby;
c stairs; d drawing-room, 17 feet by 14; c dining-room, 17 feet by 14;

/kitchen, 17 feet by 14; g scullery and washhouse, 17 feet by 12; A break-
fast-room, 14 feet square; i stairs to servants' bed-room—these may be
taken off scullery jt, giving more space to pantry j'; k the dairy, 14 feet by
10. In fig. 9 the chamber plan

—

a is the landing; 4 water-closet; c d e and
/family bed-rooms; 7 cheese and food store-room; 7j servants' bed-room.
Fig. 10 shows the cellar plan.

In fig. 11 we give ground and in fig. 12 chamber plan of another arrange-
ment of farmhouse. In fig. 1 1 a is the outer entrance hall or conserva-
tory; b the inner hall, 12 feet wide ; c drawing-room, 17 feet by 14;

d dining-room, 14 feet by 12; c passage to kitchen; /stairs to family
bed-rooms; g kitchen, 14 feet by 11; A scullery, 12 feet by 11; £ dairy,

12 feet by 9; j stairs to servants' bed-rooms; A office or breakfast-room
entering from hall 4.

In fig. 12

—

aa landing, 4 c d and e family bed-rooms, / and jr servants'

ditto, A linen, and i water-closet.

In fig. 13 we give] ground, and in fig. 14 chamber plan of farmhouse—

a

hall; 4 stairs; c china closet; d butler's pantry ; e dining-room, 10 by 14;

/drawing ditto, 16 feet by 14; g kitchen, 16 feet by 14; A scullery, 14 feet

by 10; i dairy, 14 feet by 10; j cheese-room, 14 feet by 10. In fig. 14—
aa a landing, beg and d family bed-rooms, e bath-room, / water-closet,

A servants' bed-room, i servants' bed-closet.

In fig. 15 we give ground plan, showing another arrangement of farm-
house, and in fig. 16 chamber plan of same. In fig. 15

—

a is entrance;

4 stairs; c drawing-room, 16 feet by 14; d dining-room, 17 feet by 14;

e kitchen, 17 feet by 14; /scullery, 14 feet 6 inches by 14 feet; g dairy,

14 feet by 12; A cheese and store room, 14 feet by 12; i stairs to servants'

bed-room. In fig. 16—a landing, 4 water-closet, c de and / family bed-

rooms, g servants' bed closet, A servants' bed-room.
We have space to show in fig. 17 the ground plan of another arrange-

ment

—

a entrance; 4 stairs ; c pantry— water-closet in floor above;
d small pantry; c drawing-room, 16 feet by 14; /dining-room, 20 feet by
16; jr kitchen, 16 feet by 14; A scullery, 14 feet by 10; £ store-room;

j dairy, 16 feet by 9; A breakfast-room, parlor, or office.

All the houses from fig. 1 1 to 16 are partly cellared under, for wash-
houses, root and store cellars : thus, in fig. 11, the parts a b, de and/ are

cellared, entered from stairs under the stairs/. In fig. 13, the parts

a be dand/ are cellared. In fig. 15 a d and c, and in fig. 17, afg h and 7.

The scale to which all the sketches are drawn is given in fig. 18.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of
the Chapel Koyal, of St. George's, Windsor. " They are of rcmarlcable merit

—

unequalled by anytliing we liave over seen iu stereoacopes."

—

Athentewn. "Highly
interesting and valuable. "^7Ja/7^ J\'€ws. "A cliarming Beries of value to the
architect and archseologist, and cannot fall to interest visitors."—.^r< Journal. TUo
Views complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-office order for 27s., or two samples
for .Is. 2U. Frederic Jones, UO, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Bond-street).—Adveutisement.
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CHrXINEY-PIECE, TOWN HALL, COURTRAY.

OUR Engraving in the present Number is a ven- characteristic specimen
of the old Flemish fire-places, which still remain in many of the

Town Halls of Belgium. There is a very fine one at Bruges, another at

Audenaerde, and there are two of them here at Courtray. They bear
respectively the dates of 1587 and 1595, but they are considered much
older by some archseologists—they beliere them to be the only relics of

the old Council Hall, which was pulled down in 1526 to make room for the
existing building. They are crowded with statues, occasionally rather

rude in attire, but
extremely rich in

the general efiect.

TTie boldness of

this design pro-
duces a gorgeous
effect of light and
shade. The figures

represent the Vir-
tues and the Vices,

bas-reliefs of sub-

jects relating to

the municipal and
judicial destination

of the building, and
to events in the

early history of tlie

town. In the com-
panion work to tliat

which we have il-

lustrated, there is

a procession of

women on horse-

back, holding a
banner in one hand
and a dagger in the

other. The statues

of Charles V., and
of the Archduke
Albert and Arch-
duchess Isabella,

occupy conspicuous
places in one or

other of them.
These rich speci-

mens of Flemish
art escaped the

general devastation
during the revolu-

tionary times of the
last century,
through some book-
cases being pur-
posely placed be-

fore them, so as to

conceal them en-
tirelyfrom observa-
tion.

The other cliim-

ney-piece is beauti-
fully represented
by Mr. L. Hague,
in the only drawing
bequeathed to the
nation by Mr. Ver-
non, and which is

now in that cele-

brated collection at

South Kensington.
Courtray is about

25 miles south of

Bruges, and forms
with it and Ghent
very nearly an
equilateral tri-

angle. It is a town
of great antiquity,

but there are few
architectural ob-

jects of merit left

in it. There is a _^^_^^
piece of tabernacle-

work in St. Martin's Church, dating probably from the end of the flf-.

teenth century, worth a visit. The clock which Charles the Bold carried
to Dijon, in which a male and female figure come out alternately to
strike the hours, was taken from Courtray, and under the old walls, a
little outside the "Porte de Gand," John, Count of Namur, at the head
of twenty thousand Flemings, principally Ghent and Bruges weavers,
encountered and defeated the French army under the Count d'Artois,
who, with twelve hundred knights and several thousand common soldiers,
were left dead on the field. The conquerors collected on the field, after

bilitv.the victory, no less than 700 gilt spurs—worn only by the French nobility,

and from this circumstance the engagement was called the "Battle of
Spurs."

1^

EXAMPLES OF WOOD, STONE, AND IRON WORK.*
THE accompanying sheets of sketches and details, culled from the sketch-

books of several members of the profession, and published by their
permission, will be found interesting. The tollowing references will
sufilciently explain the examples.

. Ironwobk.
1. Hinge, Rheims;J

2. End of hinge,!
Modern German

._

3. Key escutcheonil
fifteenth century ;I
4. Cross, Wurz»|
berg ; 5. Knocker,!
Consulate of tli0|

Roman States
Genoa ; 6. Orna-I
ment round na
head, Eastwood
Church ; 7. Es-1
cutcheon for door
handle, Moderal
German; 8. Knock-
er, Assisi; 9. Lampl
bracket on a liousal
near Dulwich ; 10^
Latch, Severn End,]
Worcestershire.

Wood and StoubI
Work.

1. Corbel, clois-

ters, Worcester ;J

2. Newel head, 1

Severn End, Wor-
cestershire; 3.

Wooden truss sup-1
porting eaves of a I

villa at Lausanne ; I

4. Stone truss, Ra-

1

venna ; 5. Coupled]
columns from the!
Cloisters, San Ze-
noni, Verona ; 6.

Elevation and sec-

tion of brick cor-
nice, S. Giovanni e
Paolo, Venice ; 7.

Bracket, Tower-
arch, Drayton
Church, Berkshire;
8. AVood bracket,
German ; 9. Seat,

Weinheimj 10. Cor-
bel table, Reci,
France; II. Truss,
Venice; 12. Wood
arm-rest, Sorrento;
13. Section brick
cornice. Cloisters,

SanZenoni.Verona.

CHIJINEY-PIECE, TOWN HALL, COUETKAY.

New Catholic
Church at Slyth.—
The foundation-stone

of a new Catholic
Church at BIyth was
laid with great cere-

mony on the loth
inst. The building

stands east and west
upon an open site

close to the railway

station, and consists

of a nave, measuring
inside 115 feet long
and 30 feet wide,

terminated by an
octagonal npse, the

centre of which rises in a high-pitched gable, filled with a traceried window.

There are north and south transepts, with large wheel windows in eacli, a

porch, and a bell turret. The roofs are open and massive, and very high,

after the manner of the Trench churches of the same arrangement, and the

style Early Decorated. Mr. Archibald M. Dunn, of Newcastle has pre-

pared the plans, and the contract for the whole works has been taken l)y Mr.
James Howe, of Cowpen. Tlie church is expected to be finished in about a year,

and will seat 900.

• Sec Lithograph Supplement.
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D£SIG:N fob PKOPOSED WEDGWOOD MEMOKIAL, lit KSi.EM.—SlESSHs. \Vicginton, Uessext and SIobkis, Architects.
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LODGERS, LODGINGS, AND REFORM.
No. 5.

THE general accommodation required by the class of which wa have been

treating is not such as may be found in the largo and magnificent

blocks of dwellings erected during the past few years at Victoria-street,

Westminster. It is not our object to lay before our readers plans of

dwellings which can only prove remunerative to tlie parties building them

by the receipt of a rental for each floor, ranging from X90 to £U)0 per

annum. Tliose who can afford to pay this rental seek the pure air of the

country, morning and evening, along the lines of rails which diverge

from the metropolis in every quarter. For them the numerous villas

wliich dot tlic suburbs of London are far more applicable tlum any resi-

dences in flats which can be put up anywhere within the limits of London
or Westminster proper. We do not find fault with the proprietor of these

Victoria-street dwellings, inasmuch as we consider he has done some-
thing in furthering the carrying out the great principle for which we
contend ; but we do regret that the results of his efforts should have dis-

played themselves on so gigantic a scale. With our views upon the

subject—based as they are upon a knowledge, and a somewhat intimate

one too, of the general requirements of those whose incomes do not permit

of an excessive outlay for rent—we presume that £50 per annum should

be the maximum rental of distinct floor dwellings. For this, and for even
a less amount, we require a similar number of rooms to that provided in

Victoria-street, but of a far plainer character. It is not essential to
" comfort " that we should have noble entrances, highly enriched vesti-

bules, parlor ceilings as grand as carton pierre or plastic enricliments can
make them, or walls covered with costly hangings. Wc have no objection

to these in their proper place—nay, may go further, and say we would like

tolsee every decent residence an art-treasure in miniature. It would do
mucli to train the eye to forms of beauty, and through the external senses,

if we may so apply the term, refine and exalt the intellect. That the
natural effect would be thus we candidly admit, but in the
present condition of " art," and, more important than that, the
present financial position of the mass, the embodying this is a
moral impossibility. We must never lose sight of the fact, also, that
" structural propriety " is the main element in the production of be^ty,
and tliat while wc cannot adopt the highest class of art, yet that through
this " golden " rule we may succeed in investing our habitations with that
element of beauty, we may satisfy the cravings of a mind longing for "the
beautiful," and do much to create in its possessor a pure love for " home,"
and a reverence for that hearth around which our earliest and best affec-

tions are so firmly entwined. We will not trench upon the ground broken
up by Mr. Samuel Huggins, but leave him to plough and till it, until by
dint of unwearied labor, he may succeed in reaping some of the good fruit

he is so anxious to be produced. Beauty in tlie form, variety in the shape,
of our habitable rooms is an object doubtless of some moment, though
foreign, we fear, to the class of erections under our notice. Irregularity
of site is a grand thing for the production of some of tlio forms he has
shadowed forth, and liere the architect may display the highest skill in
planning that he may possess, for it is called forth to a far greater extent
for this particular object than in the limited and confined precincts of,

par excellence, a town-house. Too little care, however, is displayed even in
these by the architects of our own day, men who are aware of the new
wants and requirements of the agc; men who are well versed in themar-
Tellous progress achieved within these few years in the science of con-
struction ; men, even, who have helped to disseminate far and wide the
urgent necessity of ventilation in every abode erected for the convenience
and shelter of their fellow-men ; who have written elaborately upon the
difficulties met with by poor cooks in catering efficiently for the epicurean
taste of their masters, and who liave in consequence laid down schemes
that would take the cost of a decent dwelling to carry out. 'Tis all very
well to have a good culinary apparatus—to lie able to economise labor,
even here; but let us at the same time have some decent place in which to
partake of these delicious morsels, ofthese recherche entertainments, a place
in which privacy, too, can be enjoyed at the same time. But this is

digressing in some little measure from our task; we have not yet reached
the "culinary laboratory " in thp plan accompanying this article.

The Victoria-street houses have a frontage of about 60 feet, by a depth
of, in some places, 40 feet, and in others, 50 feet. Each dwelling contains
a drawing-room, 15 feet by 21 feet ; dining-room, 15 feet by 15 feet, com-
municating with the drawing-room by folding doors ; two bed-rooms,
14 feet by 12 feet ; one, 14 feet by 10 feet ; one, 10 feet by 10 feet ; and
one, 11 feet by 6 feet 6 inches ; a store-room, and closet, and Idtchen, and
scullery. There are two waterclosets, one entered from the passage lead-
ing to the kitchen and the other out of the scullery. A dark back-stairs
is provided for the use of the servants. We do not allude to these dwellings
in a captious spirit, or witli the wish to find fault, because we believe Mr.
Mackenzie, the proprietor, has endeavoured to do his best to supply a
lopg-felt want. We must, however, remark that the rents are, to our
mind, far too high for the simple accommodation afforded, ranging as they
do from £S0 to £200 according to their positions ; those nearer the blue
vault of heaven being much cheaper in proportion than those more easily
accessible from Mother Earth. These higli rents (not too liigh when tlie
cost is taken into calculation) must be attributed mainly to the vast
amount of ornamentation witli which the entire frontage is decorated, as
well as to the ornate finishing of the interiors. To judge from the plan
before us, the kitchen accommodation is of too limited an extent for the
pretensions of the " residential " portion, the latter, too, being at too great
a distance from the purely domestic part. The scullery is small, but the
size of this place is immaterial if the conveniences are properly arranged,

and of a suitable character. The lower portion consists of two floors, the
ground and entresol story, the lower for shops and the upper for the
tradesman's residence; the rental of these being £150 without taxes—much
the cheapest part of the building we opine. On the ground floor, too, is a
residence for porter in cliarge of tlie building, whose duty it is to take care
of the premises, light up the staircase at night, and render other services
to the tenants ; ho is paid, wc may remark, by tlie proprietor and not by
the tenants. It afforded us much pleasure to witness tlie progress of
these buildings, and we shall always be glad to hear that they are well
and constantly tenanted, and producing a fair interest for the money laid

out upon them by their spirited proprietor.

The plans we publish tliis week arc those of the first and second-floor of
one house of a block wliich may be indefinitely extended, to be followed
by the basement, ground, and mezzanine floors. In this arrangement wo
have secured the whole of the street and back frontages for our rooms,
&c., to secure as much as possible all the advantages to bo derived there-
from in light and ventilation. Tlie staircase has a large well-hole through
which abundance of light will be gained from a large dome in the roof.

By means of a very simple apparatus attached and secured to the angles
of the staircases on the side of tlie well, coals and heavy weights, can be
raised to each floor, saving all labor in getting up coal, &e. Tlie well is

of suQlcieutly large dimensions to receive furniture, &e., thus greatly
facilitating the process of removal and getting in furniture, an operation
which is attended with much difficulty in the present arrangement of
houses, besides involving a large amount of damage to the more expensive
articles of furniture. We have said " coals " not that we intend, or wish,

that a large quantity of " black diamonds " should be stored on the several
floors, as we consider this, for many reasons, objectionable, but that
sufficient for a day's consumption can be raised at one time. We shall

provide ample and separate accommodation in the basement for coals for

each floor, carrying the " lift " thereto to avoid all dust and dirt, and to

get rid of the objections that might bo otherwise raised against this

method of storing it. The space that would be occupied by the coal

place on the several floors is too valuable to be so disposed (as it is not to
be imagined that the tenants would patronise hucksters for barely
sufficient for one week's consumption), and can be turned to a far better
account for other purposes. Besides, the arrangement of cellars in the
basement, while allowing room for a winter stock, would save all the
unpleasantness of having the dirt attendant upon laying in that stock.

For these reasons we have dispensed in the accompanying plans with any
place specially s^ apart for " fuel."

In carrying out our arrangement of plan we have avoided, as far as
possible, any waste of room in stalls and passages without, we hope,
having this portion so meagre as to interfere with that free access to the
different apartments which is so desirable. It has been remarked that
the present form of house arrangement is unique in this respect, no sp.-ice

being occupied beyond that which is absolutely necessary for the stairs.

Granted,—it is unique and thoroughly in accordance with every other
portion of the existing plans. So unique is the whole affair that the
majority of landings, barely spacious enough for their legitimate purpose,
are compelled to do double and treble duty, in very many instances con-
taining the only approach to " scullery " conveniences which are to be
found under these roofs, combining with them also a store place for
" coals," " wood," and very frequently affording accommodation for the
party who occupies the very equivocal position of " boots " to the family
Unique, therefore, it certainly is—almost as unique as the assumed dress

of a New Zealander whom we have heard of, which consisted of a pair of

stockings and a shirt-collar—a present from some benevolent bird of

passage from our own civilised island. Its perpetration, however, is, we
contend, " more honored in the breacli than in the observance."
From a half-space landing, access is gained to the hall " J;" the other

portions of the dwelling consisting of the following rooms, &c. :—

G. Watercloset.
H. Lavatory.
J. Hall or vestibule.
K. Half-space lauding.
L.L.L. Bed-rooms.

A. Parlor or sitting-room.
n. Kitchen.
C. Scullery.
D. Pantry.
E. China-closet.
1\ Closet for linen, dirty clothes, &c.

The subdivisions and minor arrangements are marked with the following
letters:

—

A,A,A,A,A, beds; b, sideboard ; c, dresser ; d,d, cupboards reaelung to
the ceiling, in kitchen ; e,e, wardrobes fixed in recesses in bedrooms; /, pot-
board witli drawers above, and shelves over; o, cniiboard in small lobby out
of kitchen, the whole height of floor, with lock-up compartments for plate;

h, fixed table under window, with enclosure beneath for table linen, &e.;

j, brick casing external to the building, for water, gas, and soil-pipes, with
iron doors and frames to each floor; 7t, soft-water pump fixed by sink,

with pipe leading to soft-water tank iu the yard; I, stone balconies for

flower pots, &c.
The hall, J, is lighted by a window in wall, next landing, by fan-lights

over lavatory doors, and glass panels to kitchen doors and fanlight over.
This may be increased by a long light next the ceiling in the small front
central bed-room. The hall itself is 11 feet by 9 feet 6 inches, and gives
direct access to the principal room, or parlor, the kitchen, the principal

and the central bed-room, the china closet and lobby leading to the lava-

tory. This lobby contains the doorway to the back bed-room and linen-

closet, and can be furnished with a door from the principal hall, if required,
but this would, in our estimation, be better omitted. The lavatory, ap-
proached from this lobby, would be found a very great convenience, besides
usefully appropriating space which would be otherwise lost. It is proposed
to fit this up with one of those standard hand-basons which have added no
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little to the fame of the pottery ofRidgeway, an energetic and worthy fol-

lower of a Wedgwood and Minton. A small pottery sink should be placed
so:iie feet above it, to which soft water miglit be pumped from the scullery,

and a pipe with tap therefrom, communicating with the bason. The waste-
pipe, from itsstand, should be laid into the D-trap of the watcrcloset, having
a deep syphon-bend previous to its junction, to keep down gases and
effluvia. This would help, also, to keep the trap flushed, and assist in the

prevention of those stoppages which too frequently arise from carelessness.

Tlie stand should have a fixed soap and brush dish, and strong towel

KIKST FLOOIl FLAX.

t

SECOND FLOOK PLAN.

SCAU of L^^ .J'^ .-.
it' 10'

brackets should be affixed to the wall at a reasonable height, as likewise a
small glass in a metul frame.

The parlor is a serviceable family room 24 feet by 16 feet, and should be
filled with a good full register stove with hobs or trivets, and should have
moreover, a cast-iron boiler at the back, self-supplying, and coated with
enamel, so that plenty of hot water could be always available ; the tap
might be so arranged as to form part of the ornamentation of the front.

In addition to the customary fittings, the recess at I should be fitted

up with a sideboard in accordance with the other fittings of the room, with
enclosed space in the centre for the reception ofcoal scuttle,
and over the drawers should be a few shelves with cornice
and glazed doors for books. It would be advisable to have
this as a landlord's fixture, and so constructed as to be use-
ful to the generality of tenants.

The bed-room should have drawers at the bottom of the
wardrobe, about 10 inches deep; that in the large front
room in two lengths, and that in the back in one length.
The space over the drawers, to the height of five feet nine
inches, should be enclosed with folding-doors and framing,
with peg-rail, and hooks for dresses, and over that again an
enclosure reaching to the ceiling and containing, at the
least, three tiers of shelves. The dotted lines having within
them the letter a show how the beds may be placed, the
childrens' rooms containing two each if required. It is pre-
sumed that the luxury of dressing-rooms may very properly
be dispensed with if the other necessary conveniences are
amply supplied; where space, however, can be devoted to
this purpose they should not be objected to. In town
houses, a spare, or best bed-room is not of so much con-
sequence as in the country, where private or public hotel
accommodation is not so perfect or so accessible.

From these rooms we pass to the kitchen, that depart-
ment which the good housewife always wishes to see as
perfect and as " unique " as possible. The arrangement
of this portion, therefore, is of some consequence if these
dwellings are to obtain favor with that sex whom it is

always our wish to please and conciliate. It must be ob-
vious, therefore, that to become skilful in this peculiar

portion, an architect should not pass his days in single

blessedness. Not that we think for one moment that it is

necessary for the married members of the profession to be
always at their wives' aprons, ciceroned at all times
through the mazes of those culinary operations in which
every lady should be, if the lords of the creation are to

be supremely blessed, an adept ; far from it, but because,
through an interchange of ideas with a sensible and good
housewife, a great advance may be made in the knowledge
of those " little things " which go to make up the comfort
and convenience of this truly domestic portion of an En-
glishman's castle. Truly the knowledge to be acquired by
one who would honestly and skilfully discharge the duties

of his profession are multifarious and perplexing. We
may talk of fine-art architecture, and pass our lives in

preparing, reading, and hearing papers upon the appli-

cability of various styles to various purposes ; we may
study the strength of materials and make ourselves

thorough masters of the divers manipulations required in

bringing them into the various forms we require ; we may
study tlie harmony of colors, and their application to

internal and external decoration ; we may " engineer " as

much as we like in all the malleable metals, and broach
new applications of them in the science of house building,

and yet not succeed in applying our varied and useful

stock of knowledge so as to secure for us an honorable po-

sition as "architect," or win golden opinions upon our
talents as artists and skill ^^ designers, from the fairest of

the fair. So true is it, that if we do not devote some little

time and attention to that place which the gentle sharer

of man's joys and sorrows takes special delight in—that

is, those who are brought up with a proper knowledge of

the duties devolving upon womanhood—no matter how
fine we may have made the building, how well and com-
pactly we arrange the several parts, how perfect we make
tlie grouping, or pure the ornamentation, of the house and
its offices, the sharp critique and biting sarcasm (more
severe because clothed in gentle form) will find us out,

and after many exclamations of delight as to drawing-
rooms, boudoir, &c., the criticisms upon the generally, but

falsely, assumed inferior portions will rob them of all

their delight, and make us feel sorely and acutely that

one great end and aim of our mission has been forgotten,

or the means to that end made palpably and fearfully

deficient. Many a skilful artist and master of " con-

structive science " has been ready to shrink into a nut-

shell at the pertinent remarks of one who, untouched by
the grand displays of skill he may have presented her, yet

can detect at a glance all the shortcomings of which ho

may have been guilty in the non-productiun of a good and
seful culinary laboratory.

=1 F££r
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The least thing, therefore, to which a good and thrifty housewife

attaches importance, should not be deemed unimportant by him who has

the comfort of a whole houseliold in his hands ; on the contrary, a great

portion of Iiis energy and skill should be devoted to the raising for himself

a monument in the good graces of sueli an one, so that when conducting

her for tlie first time over her new residence, he may not fear to enter with

her that sanctum sanctorum^ and exclaim, in words familiar to every ear,

**Cii'Cums2uceI"
^

FREE PUBLIC LIBRAllY AND MUSEUM AT LIVERPOOL.
THE first of a series of meetings, in coimexion with the inauguration of tlie

I'reo PuMic Library and Museum, founded by Mr. Wm. IJrown, of

Liverpool, took place ou Wednesday night, the Mayor presiding. Mr. Brown
and Lord Brougliain wure present, and were received with immense cheering.

At this meeting a time-piece aiid salver were presented to Mr. Brown by the
working men of Liverpool, in replying to the address accompanying which Mr.
Brown, at some length, expressed himself regarding the influence of education
on working men, and the benefits which arc derivable from such institutions as

the present Free Library and Museum.
Lord Brougham next spoke, higlily eulogising the character and munificence

of Mr. Brown's gift, wliicii his lordship said was unexampled for wisdom and
liberality. Lord Brougham strongly denounced the vice of intemperance, which
he said was the greatest curse to tlie working men of this country, but which he
believed was on the decline.

Yesterday (Tlmi'sday) a grand jniblic procession was formed, and after passing
through the town, the i)rincipal personages engaged in the inauguration
assembled in front of the new building, and the edifice was formally handed over
to the i)ublie. The new library and museum is a splendid edifice, and centrally

situated, the land liaving been given by the corporation.
The following is a description of the Library :

—

The building stands upon tlic north side of Shaw's-brow, the site having a front
to that road of about :200 feet, and running backwards to Clayton-street on the
average l'J8 feet. Tlie building extends in front about '^'l'^ feet, and in extreme depth
about 104 feet, and occupies an area entirely covered of about ;J,7?0 square yards.
The Iront and tha returns, to the extent of about 45 feet at each end, are executed in
stone, chielly from the quarries near AVrexham, aud in part—where that stone could
not be obtained of sufficient dimensions, or where not of sufficient hardness—from
the Darley Dale quarries or from Yorkshire ; the remainder of the sides or ends,
and the back part, or north front, being faced with straw-colored bricks from near
Tamwortii, with stone dressings. The south facade is broken up into five parts,
having in the centre a hcxastyle portico of tlic Corinthian order, with four (columns
in the rear, and the centre part deeply recessed. The recessed parts of the front
contain each five windows, over which are sunk panels with large carved wreaths on
raised blocks. The two wings have on the face four pilasters of like order with the
portico, the two centre ones projectin<>- before tlie line of the angle ones about 2 feet,

and between tlie centre pilasters are niches, with pediment caps and carved trusses,
and above are sunk panels and carved wreaths. The Hanks to the extent of tlie

stone-work contain the windows which, at the east end, light the students' readi ng-
room, and at the west end the corresponding room in the museum. The columns
arc ;J3 feet li'gh ; the basement is 9 feet hitjh ; and the entire lieight, from the sur-
face of the f^ound to the top of the entablature, is about 51 feet, exclusive of an
attic or parapet round the building. 7 feet inclies high, for the purpose of screening
the roofs, which would be otherwise overlooked from the higher level of London-
road. Tliere is also a lofty raised attic above the portico, returned on eacli side for
the like purpose of screening the roof of the central hall, otherwise overlooked from
the hij^her ground.
The portico is approached at each end by steps, enclosed in screen walls, with iron

;:^atcs, and the remainder of the front is enclosed from the street by a stone balus-
trade having iron gates to the side entrances.
The -jreneral entrance to the building is from the portico, into an entrance-hall

;il feet by 'SS feet, liaviug a flat panelled ceiling. Turningtotbe right is an entrance
to the reading-room and library, and to the left a similar entrance to the museum-
rooms. Each of the entrances and the central hall are approached by four steps,
the ijencral level of the principal floor of the building being two feet above the level
of the entrance- hall, and 'i feet (> inches above the level of the portico floor.

Facing the entrance, and beyond the eutrance-hall, from which it is separated by
a screen consisting oftwo Doric columns flanked by two pilasters, is the central hall.

This apartment is 'jO feet long, r)3 feet wide, and 4(i feet high ; it is surrounded by a
gallery, supported upon an arcade, the gallery being 10 feet wide. Above this o-allery

the roof is supported by Yorkshire stone columns ot the Ionic order, twenty in num-
ber, the shaft of each column being in one stone. Between the columns the gallery
is protected by a atone balustrade, and from these columns, surmounted by their pro-
iper entablature, sprin^j the groined arclies which support the ceiling, the centre
portion of which is; divided into compartments by enriched bands opposite each
column; three of those compartments having horizontal lights, and the others being
tilled in with enriched panellin<'and flowers. In addition to the horizontal lights
'ii fore-mentioned, the hall is lighted ou each side by seven circnlar-headed windows,
nnd by windows in the external walls at the ends of the hall, which are seen par-
li.illy through the semicircular arches over the entablature surmounting the end
-iliunns.

Looking through the far end of the arcade and a screen of two Doric columns,
u iih their flanking pilasters, is the principal staircase, which is 31J feet by30feet.
1 hi-; staircase consists of a central flight of steps and a continous landing, extending
III. full width of the staircase, and two return flights of steps. These steps and
iiindings are from the Craig Leitli quarries, near Edinburgh. Tlic staircase is pro-

' 'ted by Yorkshire stone dado, bavin": moulded pUnths, cappings, and pedestals,
Liid the walls round the landings and the sides of the upper flights of steps are cased
vitli Yorkshire stone, with moulded plinth and capping.

' ?ie upper part of the staircase is surrounded with pilasters and pedestals to
pond with those in the central hall, and the ceiling is divided by enriched bands
nine compartments, two of which admit the ligbt from skylights, and the

n!:iiiider are panelled.
I lie room at the south end of the upper part of the hall on the level of the gallery

- linished in like manner with the upper oart of the staircase, aud the upper part of
]iis room and the staircase, being each only separated from the central hall by two
nittnins, the vista is complete from the front to the back wall of the building, about
'-' feet.

I
The central hall is intended for the reception of works of art—such as sculpture

—

m the lower or ground floor. The walls of the gallery, the upper part of staircase,
md the upper room at the south end, being intended for the reception of pictures,
ic. Generally, the portion of the building eastward of the central hall contains the
ree public library, and that to the westward of the central Jiall ia appropriated to
riuseum purjioses.
Descending again to the entrance-hall, and standing at the entrance doorway, the

j-ntrance of the reading-room is on the right hand through a small vestibule, from
vhence the readers also obtain access to the lavatories, &c. The reading-room is

10 feet long and 50 feet wide. The south end, forming part of the main building, is

eparated from the remainder by a screen of two Doric columns, with their antK.
I'his portion is lighted by the five windows in the eastern recess of the soutli front,
''he remainder of the room is lighted by two skylights, and by windows in an attic,

raised upon segment and panelled arches across and on each side of thid'portion of
the room. These archer spring from four niers, Intended to enclose shafts to be used
in tlie warming and ventilating of the builulng. To these shafts, and to corre»i>ond-
ing shafts in the angles of the room, are attached Doric pilasters, the whole sur-
mounted by a Doric entablature. Adjoining the large reading-room, and m the
south-east angle of the building, is the students' readiug-room, 40 feet fl inches by
;iS feet ; and ou the east side of the reading-room is the reference library. Ih feet by
'Z7 feet, which is now being flttcd up with book-cases, and having also a gallery round
it for book-cases. The cases in this room, and those intended to be flxed rouud the
students' reading-room, will contain, say :jo,0oo volumes, being about the present ex-
tent of the library. Northward of the reading-room, and divided from it by a
staircase aud passage, is the committee-room, and also three class-rooms, the stair-

case being intended for access to the upper rooms of the library, and to the lecture-
room, hereafter described.
_Upon the upper story of the building, on the library side, are three rooms
intended to be used, when required, for library purposes. Their dimensions arc as
follows :—One &0 feet by 27 feet; one 40 feet *> inches by ^8 feet ; and one "ri feet

by V feet. These are all lighted from the roofs, aud will, when filled, afford, with
the lower rooms, space for about 100,000 volumes. They communicate at one end
with the staircasejust mentioned, and at the other, by means of a small ante-room,
with the upper room at the south end of the central hiUl.

Over the committee-room is a lecture-room 28 feet by 25 feet, and over the claiw-

roora a theatre for lectures, seated with circular seats, capable of aflbrding
accommodation for upwards of :J40 persons. This theatre Is approached from tl^c

north-east angle of the gallery in the central hall, and from the staircase iu'tfie

north-east wing; so that, by means of the latter, it may be used in the evenings
without necessitating the lighting of the hall when not required for other purposes.
The basement of this eastern portion of the building is in part to be used In

connexion with the working of the library. The portion under the reference library is

intended for rooms for the reception of books recently purchased, and for the binding
aud classification of them. The parts under the committee-room and class-rooms,
though not at present completed, or intended so to be, can at any time, if required,

be at a slight expense rendered serviceable. A portion under the south end of the
reading-room is intended for water-closets and lavatories for the use of the readers.

Like conveniences will be found on either side of the principal staircase, entering
from the central hall.

llnving completed the circuit of the portion appropriated to library purposes, we
proceed to the museum, and, again descending to the entrance-hall, on the left band
from the outer doorway looking northwards is the entrance to the muscum-robms,
on the principal story of which there are five, two of them each 50 feet by 27 feet

;

two of them each 40 feet inches by 28 feet, and one 70 ^feet by 27 feet. Upon the
left hand side of the vestibule to these rooms is a small room for the reception of
cloaks, umbrellas, and for the parcels of excursionists, <fec. Leaving these rooms, and
entering by the north-west comer into the central hall, the principal staircase will

take the visitor to the upper museum-rooms, also five in number, and of like dimen-
sions with the lower ones, all lighted from the roof. These are now being fitted up
for the reception of the Derby collection. Passing through these rooms, and a small
ante-room or vestibule, the visitor finds himself in the room at the south end of the
upper part of the central hall, the contents of which and the gallery may then be ex-

Elored, aud be will descend the staircase and may examine the contents ofthe central
all.

The basement under three of the rooms lias been prepared for the reception of
marbles, and such things as would require to be on a solid floor, should any such
present themselves, but at present they are partially used as driU-rooras, and in part
will be used by the curator as work-rooms. The basement under the north-west wing
is fitted up as a residence for the porter, and the remaining rooms as a store-place.

From the basement on the west side of the principal staircase is a staircase for the
use of the curator and servants, and to convey the spechnens and cases up and down
stairs.

When the building was contracted for, an area on the west, or museum side of the
central hall, was lelt, intended for future extension ; but, on the application of the
learned and scientific societies of Liverpool, Mr. Browu has undertaken to complete
this portion also as a museum and exhibition-room for the use of those bodies. This
space will afford accommodation on the basement level to the extent of 83 feet by 50
feet, with two galleries around the area to the extent upon each of them of 218 feet

by 12 feet. The central portion between the galleries will be covered with a glazed
and iron roof. Access will be had to each of the galleries by doorways from the

ground and upper stories of the museum, and access will be obtained from the base-
ment of this area to the lower or basement museum-rooms whensoever they may
come Into use.
The entire cost of the erection of the building, lighting, warming, and ventilating,

is borne by Mr. Brown, and also the cost of the fittings ; and the total expense
thereof, includiu": the extension, will not be far short of £40,000.
When the building was first designed, it was intended to place it upon the incline

of the then Shaw's-brow ; but serious objections to such a course having arisen, the
Council determined to raise it up to its present level, and for that purpose authorised
the construction of the present raised platform or terraced approach, by which means
the building has been lifted up about twelve feet, and the portico floor is now on the
level of the northern entrances to St. George's-hall. This necessitated the con-
struction of a platform or foundation to the same extent for the building, the cost of

which has been also borne by the corporation. The site of the building having been
purchased in part out of the surplus funds of the corporation, and in part out of

money raised on the security of the museum rates, the total cost incurred by the
corporation and by the Museum Committee for the site, and for the necessary works
for raising the building to its present level, will be about £25,000. The designs for

the building have been furnished by the surveyor of the corporation, and the works
have been, and are being, carried out under his directions.

OPENING OF A NEW ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, LIVERPOOL.
THE new church of Holy Cross, situated at the junction of Standish-street

with Great Crosshall-street, was opened for divme service on Sunday last,

by the Rev. Dr. Goss, Roman Catholic Bishop of Liverpool. The sacred edifice

forms part of an extensive pile of buildings erected from designs by Mr. E. Welby
Pugin, architect, of London. They consist of a church capable of accommodating
about 800 persons, and a presbytery, &c., affording accommodation for a

numerous community of the priesthood. The church is of noble proportions, and
when completed will be decidedly tlie best specimen of purely ecclesiastical

architecture, with one exception, of which Liverpool can boast. At present the

only striking portion of the exterior is the western front, which is perhaps one of

the most successful efibrts in the Gothic style made since the revival. We think

that some of the minor details of the exterior arc susceptible of improvement,

but, taking the building as a whole, we regard it as the development ofa masterly

conception, and, considering the confined space allowed to the architect for dis-

play, and the means which he had at his disposal, are of opinion that he has pro-

duced a building of wonderfully effeccive appearance. The western front, in

which there is much excellent carving, is a good specimen of the renaissance,

founded on the principles of the Gothic style which flourished more especially in

France during the 13th century. The general design consists of a colossal rose

window set in revelle five feet deep, the sill terminating in a richly-wTOught

cornice, beneath which are four windows with lancet-headed Ughts, these being

partlv intersected bv the double gables which cover the two principal entrances.
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These details are bounded by two very large buttresses, which rise to the height

of tiO ftet, and divide the front into thrct- compartments, indicating the positions

ofthe nave and aisles. The apex of the main western gable is surmounted by an
Inrant, open bell-turr«t of stone. Here the architect has carried out a rather
bold ide*. The turret is 'Very capacious, aud is about 45 feet in height from the

anri DKcn to the summit of tlie cross. To this great ornament of the edifice every

mte <»the front tends to form an abutment. Every line has been turned to

account, and, without any effort to effect this beuig apparent, the lateral abut-
ments may be clearly traced from the lowest portion ul^ the west end plinth until

it "dies "itself out," or recedes into the basement which receives the up-
rights ot the turret. The latter is of octagonal form, with projecting buttresses

on four sides, in the faces of which are canopied niches containing statues

of angels, bearing the " Emblems of the Passion." The upper part recedes most
gracefully into a square, the finial at tlic top of which forms the base of a
£>liated and ^Ided cross. One of the most striking ieatures of the design b the

manner in which the thoroughly ecclesiastical style of the church is merged into

the domestic architecture of the presbytery ; and yet both are brought out on tlie

ana line. The interior of the sacred edifice is certainly very imposing. It con-
itots at present only of nave, north and south aisles, aud small chancel, the latter

in reality being part of the nave ; but it is intended, we believe, to add either a
chancel with the aisles or a cimncel and transept, making tlie building cruciform.

A spacious inner porch covers the western entrance, aud above this are the organ
gallery and orchestra. At the north-east angle is the baptistry, having an octa-

gonal groined roof. The nave and aisles have groined roofs also. Those of the

aisles are less elaborate than the roof of the nave, but they are of good character,

having well moulded ribs resting on carved corbels of angels with outspread

wings. The aisle walls are divided into compartments filled with paintings of
" the Stations of tlie Cross," executed by a French artist. There are eight of

these pictures in each aisle, and they form a pleasing contrast in a building in

irhich white is as yet the all-prevailing color. Anotlier improvement effected by
the architect is, the confessionals are recessed into tlie thickness of the south
aisle wall instead of protruding into the body of the church—a frequent and most
objectionable arrangement. The nave is very beautiful, It is 102 feet long, 70
feet high, about 30 feet wide, and is separated from the aisles by six Gothic arclies

on either sidt", resting upon columns of polished Urogheda marble, with foliated

capitals, e.xqnisitely sculptured in Caen stone, each capital being of a different

design. The hood mouldings of the arches also terminate in beautiful corbel

bea&. The groining of the roof is of admirable character ; there are rich bosses

at the intersection of the ribs, which are of immense size, and
duster upon shafts of Caen stone with capitals of foliage, ter-

minating with magnificently carved large corbels, representing angels
playing upon the sackbut, psaltery, and other antique instruments of music
Another novel feature is, the church is lighted principally by the clerestory

windows, of which there are six on each side ; they are Gothic, of great
aze, and of four lights, with cusped tracery. Very handsome metal coroniB of
gaanghts, supplied by Messrs. Hardman and Co., ot Birmingham, arc suspended
from the 1 ex ( f each of the nave arches. The church is fitted throughout with
benches formed of ornamental standards of cast-iron, with polished pitch pine
seats and kneeling-boards. Tlie altars are but temporary erections, and we
understand that it is intended to replace them with others of a far more costly

description. Nevertheless, the present high altar is a work of no mean order,
displaying some beautifully chaste specimens of the sculptor's skill. It is entirely
of stone, the altar proper being supported by columns of polished green Galway
marble, having Caen stone caps splendidly carved. The panels beneath arc filled

with medallions ot equally skilful workmanship. The superaltar is of marble,
and the reredos is surmounted by a canopy and tabernacle-work in Caen-stone,
folished red marble and Derbyshire alabaster, the colors contrasting effectively,

his work is of the richest and most elaborate description, reflecting the utmost
credit upon the skill of the sculptor, Mr. E. E. Geflowski, a Polish gentleman,
who has for some time been resident in Liverpool, by whom and under whose im-
mediate superintendence the whole of the stone carving in the church has been
executed.
The presbytery isentered from the church both at the eastern and western ends,

and comprises a refectory with every convenience on the basement, a library,
parlor, and reception-room on the first floor, and numerous bed-rooms, together
with a cloister on each floor.

Tlie contract for the buildings, constructed externally of York stone blockera,
witli dressings of Iluncorn stone, was taken for something over £5,000 by Mr.
Hugh Yates, of this town, who has satisfactorily executed the work. The
iittings, for which Mr. Baines, of Windsor-street, was the contractor, are gene-
rally of poh'shed pitch pine.

The dedication s<a-vice was of the customary impressive character. Pontifical
high mass wus celebrated by Dr. Goss, Bisliop of Liverpool, assisted by other
dignitaries. There were about 30 of the clergy of the diocese present. Haydn's
Mass No. 3 was performed by a select choir, accompanied by organ and band.
The sermon in the evening was by the Bev. Dr. Boskell, Bishop of Nottingham,
an excellent preacher, who delivered a discourse appropriate to the occasion. In
the afternoon there were vespers, a Tc Deum was sung, and a sermon preached
by the Bev. Father Lavelle, P.P., of Partry, Ireland. After compline in the
CTening, a sermon was preached by the Rev. Dr. Marshall, of F^dinburgh, for-
merly stationed at St. Anthony's, in this town, a solemn benediction closing the
services of the day, at each of which there was a large attendance.

New Church of St. John, Marchington Woodlands, Staffordshire,
consecrated last autumn, and of which a fully detailed account was given in the
pages of the Building News, is now finished, its tower and spire having been
erected during the present season. From the advantageous position it occupies,
on an eminence among riclily wooded scenery, it is seen for a considerable
distance in all directions. A peal of bells is still required, and the fiUing-in of
some of the windows with stained glass. These, however, arc to follow iu due
course, and thus render the whole complete. The structure has been elected
from the designs of Alexander D. Gough, Esq., architect, Lancaster-place,
^ondon. The general contractor for the works was Mr. William Evans, builder,
^laston, near Ashbourne, Derbyshire. Messrs. Purdy and Outhwaite, of
Dublin, executed all the artistic carvings in alabaster, stone, and oak, and the
stained glass windows were all supplied by Mr. Charles Gibbs, of 148, Mao'le-
bone-road, London. The whole of the works have been carried out iu a highly
c reditabic manner.

PRINCES-GARDENS, PRINCES-GATE, KENSINGTON.
SINCE oiu- previous notices of works in this locality very great advances have

been made iu the erection of what we have termed on prior occasions, " Town
Mansions."

This peculiar neighbourhood may be justly termed a second Belgravia, the
structures already erected here being adapted for the residences of noblemen and
gentlemen of fortune, in evidence of which we may name that some of the new
buildings are already occupied by the Duke of Rutland, Sir John Hvlcs, Chief
Justice Erie, Sir Henry Keating, Lady Lindsav Betliam, Colonel" Kennedy,
Sir Colin Blackburn, Viscount Haworden, Lady Seymour, the Hon. Ashby
Ponsonby, the Right Hon. Lord Dynevor, and numerous other membei's of the
aristocracy.

We may explain that eventually what are called Princes-gardens will be sur-
rounded with dwelling houses of a very superior class, to comprise as a total 18
on the northern side, now nearly completed, 14 on the eastern, 18 on the south,
and on the western side about 9 (which latter will be on a larger scale). The
area within the houses is already tastefully laid out as an ornamental garden.
For our present purpose, we deem it only necessary to describe one of these

mansions, which will form the town residence of Lord Dynevor. This building
has a frontage of 33 feet and a depth of 65 feet, with a spacious basement beyond
at the rear.

On the ground floor there is a spacious entrance and vestibule, tht- floors of
which are laid with Maw and Co's. encaustic tiles in geometric pattern. The
dining-room on this floor is 33 feet by 28 feet, and 15 feet high in the clear.

On the first-floor there is a splendid drawing-room and boudoir, the ceilings
of which are elegantly adorned with enriched plaster work, and the floors have
borders ofinlaid parquetery compotied of mahogany, walnut-tree wood, sycamore,
and oak, in pattern, and worked with great precision under the practical guidance
of Mr. Gascoigne.
The moulded and enriched works forming the details of these rooms will be

ultimatelv decorated in gilding and colors, aud exliibit a good display of poly-
chromatic art.

Independently of the decorative characteristics of this mansion, we may state
that its constructive qualities are of a highly superior order, the whole of the
ground floors being fireproof, resting on iron girdei's, and the floors throughout are
double, finished at top with pitch piue without flaw, blemish, or shrinkage, forming
as a whole one of the best specimens of the sort wliich we have yet seen. In the
upper stories there are 15 bed-rooms, and in the basement a spaciouskitchen lighted
from the roof, housekeeper's room, strong closet, butler's room, and all other ne-
cessary conveniences for a town residence required by a nobleman or gentleman.
C.J. Freake, Esq., is the architect and proprietor of Princes-gardens, and the

buildings connected with them are being carried out under the practical superin-
tendence of Mr. John Gascoigne as clerk of works.

LITTLE CAWTHORPE CHURCH, LINCOLNSHIRE.
THE church in the village of Cawthorpe has just been rebuilt in a highly cha-

racteristic style from the designs of R. J. Withers, Esq., architect,
51, Doughty-street, London. On a small scale, the building presents a good
example of the judicious employment of brick aud stone, as combined in con-
struction.

The edifice is somewhat irregular in plan, which adds much to its picturesque
effect, having at its southern elevation near the west end an entrance porch pro-
jected 9 feet from the main wall, and at the northern side a vestry and organ
chamber abutting against the chancel and sanctuary.

Externally, the building is 54 feet in lengtli by a width of 21 feet 6 inches. On
its northern side seats are fitted for adults, and on the south accommodation is
afforded for children, leaving a central passage between them in communication
with the chancel. The pulpit is placed at the northern side of the chancel and
the prayer desk at the southern side. The font stands under- the tower and spire
at the west end.

The materials employed were yellow, red and black bricks for the external and
internal plain facings, as also to the voussoirs of the arched heads of the doors and
windows, stone having been used for the tracery, which is of the Decorated
period.

There is a timber spire at the western end 53 feet in height.
The roofs of the nave, chancel and porch all show their constructive

timbers, which are strong, simple in design and highly characteristic and appro-
priate.

The church is planned to accommodate nearly 100 persons, and has been erected
under the sanction of the Incorporated Society for promoting the enlai-gemcnt,
building and repairing of churches and chapels.
The contractors were Messrs. Charles Clark and Edmund Huff, who have

executed the various works in a very creditable manner.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
THE opening meeting and conueraaiioKcof the Architectural Association will

take place on Friday next, the 20tli inst, at the galleries. Conduit-street,
Regent-street, when it is expected the members of the architectural profession
and their friends will muster in groat force. An address will be delivered on the
occasion by the President of the Association, T. Roger Smith, Esq., and
several distinguished architects, it is hoped, will take part ui the pro-
ceedings. The much vexed diploma question is set down for discussion on an
early evening of the session, and probably the debate will occupy two evenings.

ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

A SERIES of lectures to the members and friends of the Arcliitectural
Museum, South Kensington, is in course of arrangement for the ensuing

session. Full particulars respecting these lectures will shortly be announced. The
competition for the prizes oftered for modelling, metal work, wood carving,
cartoons for painted glass, and colored decoration, remains open till the 1st of
December next.

The, Temple Church.—This very beautiful building is again open
(free) every day from ten till four. Divine service on Sundays at eleven and
three.

I
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
THE usual weekly meeting of this Hoard was held in the Council-chamber,

Guildhall, on Friday; John Thwaites, Flaq., the Chairman, presiding.
Tlic ca-sli statement showed a total general balance in favor of the Board of

£a33,390 13s. 2d.

The Clerk read a report of the Finance Committee, recommending

—

That a communication be addressed to the executors of the late Herbert
Ingram, Esq., apprising them that he was one of the sureties for the due execution
of certain works under a contract entered into by Mr. Wetoter with this Board.
—Agreed to.

That the sums specified in the statement submitted to the Committee, amoimt-
ingin the whole to £40,48!) lis. 7d., be paid.—Agreed to.

That so much of the sinking lund invested in the name of tlie Board in the New
Three Per Cent. Annuities, applicable to the payment of the mortgage debts of
the Surrey and Kent district, as will produce a net sum of £14,000, be sold, for
the redemption of the mortages ordered on the 30th March last and 13th April
last, to be redeemed, amounting to that sum ; and that tlic necessary steps be
forthwith taken.—Agreed to.

Stating that, aa the Committee are advised, the Board have no power under
the Metropolis Local Management Act, to award to the auditor, Mr. Andoe, any
additional remuneration for auditing the special accounts of the Board, for the
present year, beyond that mentioned in the 193rd sec of the Act.—Agreed to.

The Sums Outstanding on Precbpth.
The Clerk read a report from the Finance Committee, reporting the steps

which, in the judgment of the Committee, should be taken by the Board for ob-
taing payment of the sums outstanding on precepts. The Committee recom-
mended that, unless payment of the outstanding suras was made in a fortnight
from that day, legal steps should immediately be taken by the Board to recover
the same, it being agreed that one ratep.-iyer in any defaulting parish might ap-
peal, so that a case might be drawn up for the opinion of the Court of Queen's
Bench as to the liability of the parish to pay the sums for which it was assessed,
and for which it said the parishioners were not responsible.-The report of the
Committee was agreed to, and it was ordered that the following parishes to
which It referred be written to :—Marylebone, St. Pancras, Camberwell, Ken-
smgtOD, Chelsea, Woolwich, Greenwich, Fulham, Chiswiek, and Actou.

Proposed Improvements in the City.
Mr. H. L. Taylor presented a memorial from the City Commissioners of

Sewers, stating that it was contemplated by the Commission to effect street im-
provements at 25, 20, and27, Aldgate; 16!), Bishopsgate-street, without; and
SO to 25, Little Trinity-lane ; and soliciting the aid of the Metropolitan Board
_2j^'^*^'"^ *'"^ "^"^^ °^ ""^ proposed improvements, wliieh was estimated at
J&496.—The memorial was, after a short conversation, referred to the Committee
of Works and Improvements for consideratien, and to report thereon to the
Board.

Engineer's Department.
Reports on applications from vestries and district boards to construct sewers

oT'''"'*'"^"'"
Parish—Mews on the east side of the Exhibition-road.—Granted.

Shoreditch Parish—Canal-road, William-street, Edward-street, and Albert-
Meet

; Wlutmore - road.—Granted. Little Leonard - street, Charles - street,
Wlitheld-street, and Paradise-street ; Paul-street.—Granted.

St. Matthew, Bethnal - green. Parish—Knotsford - street. Cemetery - place.
Walter-street, and West-street.-Granted.
Wandsworth District—Intended new road, Cedar's Estate, Clapham-common.—Granted.
On claims for compensation by Mrs. Hargood, and Messrs. Davis and Moore,

of Hateham, for damage stated to have been sustained by the works of the
Southern High Level Sewer.—Claims could not be sustained, and Board not
responsible.

Superintending Architect's Department.
Projections tinder Building Act, Sec. 26, atid BuiUings under Local

Mariagement Act, Sec. 143.—St. Pancras—Southampton-street, Euston-square
—Mr. J. H. Stevens, for addition to house. No. 11.—Owing to a projection,

St. George, Hanover-square—Dover-street, Piccadilly—Messrs. Clark and
Mannooch, for balcony to house, No. 35.— Granted. Hill-street— Messrs.
l/Ottam and Co., for portico and balcony to house. No. 31.—Granted.

St. Marylebone—Portland-place—Mr. Charies Sewell, on behalf of Mr. Chas.
JOsh, for porticoes to houses, Nos. 7 and 7a.—Granted.
>o ,'i''".-"~*^''-

^"''" Yearbury, for materials of eaves to six bouses, Nos. 41,
43, 4o, 47, 49, and 51, Priory-road.—Granted.
Hammersmith—Fulham-road—Mr. F. White, for formation of block of ten

houses, fronting road.—Referred to BuUding Act Committee.
Special Buildings under Building Act, Sec. 50.-St. Pancras—Cambridge-

steet, Agar-town—Mr. Woodward, on behalf of Mr. Perkins, for temporary
cbunney for marine engine.—Granted.
Newington— Lock's-fields, Walworth— Mr. Thomas Perry, on behalf of

Jlessrs. himpson and Co., for furnace chimuey-sliaft at chemical works.—
Granted.
lewisham-Forest-hiU—Mr. W. Ansell, for wooden pent to porch of house, at

Birehley View.—Granted conditionally.
Limehouse—Commercial-road East—Messrs. Pitchford and Co., for furnace

dmnney-shaft .it the Island lead mills.—Granted.
Rotherhithe—Blue Anchor-road—Mr. William Dobson, for furnace chimney-

•haft for Messrs. Frost Brothers.-Granted.
CuMc Contents of Warehouses {Appeal See. 106).—Bermondscy—Memorial

ftom Mr. Robert IIe.sketh, surveyor of the district, requesting the assistance of
tne Board m procuring the review of decisions of .1 ustices.—The solicitors of
ineBoard to be instructed to take the necessary steps in the matter.
J'ormotwn oj New Streets (Bye Xn«)).—Hammersmith—Chiswiek Mall

'~K .^.'''""'J'""
'^°"'"' '"' ^^'^ houses.—Refused, owing to a projection.

iVew (Jjfiecs, Spj'ing.gardens.—UeiioTt and certificate on letter from Mr.
Zr'/^^^J!.^".'^'

contractor, for further payment on account of works.—The sumw i,l,bbO ordered to be paid.
After the transaction of some routine business, the Board rose.

Professor DonaMson's Lectures at University Co/Zeye.—Professor
Donaldson's Lectures on Architecture and Construction, at University College,i« the geseion lt«0O-l, commenced on Tuesday evening last.

({mt^im&t\m>

METROPOLITAN DRAINAGE.
Sir,—The articles in the Building News a few months since on the

" Drainage of tlie Metropolis," and more especially on the drainage of Lowisham
and the Ravensbourne outfall, appeared to me entitled to great consideration from
your readers. The proceedings of the Hoard of Works are leailing to serious
complications of the sewers of the metropolis and suburbs. Lower Bri.xton last
month was flooded to an alarming extent, and the sewage water three (cetdcep in
the houses. A meeting was held a few days ago, and several inhabitants stated
their grievances and losses ; a linendraper had goods damaged of several hundred
pounds' value, and the lower rooms ol his house saturated with stinking sewage ;

many of bis neighbours suffered a similar infliction. At Lcwisham the flood wa
equailly alarming, and passengers were conveyed to the railway station in carts
and other vehicles. The sewers and culverts under the railway embankments are
too small. All the statements in the BuiLDiNoNEWswereproved to b<; true, the
water was bayed back and the whole place flooded. Other parts of the metropolis
and suburbs also suflTered, and I believe a great deal of the mischief was owing to
the bad management of the sewer people.

Why did not the Metropolitan Board of Works and their engineers see that
proper arches were made by the railway company at Lewisbam ? If you go to
their office they treat these things very coolly, tell you that mishaps of the sewers
are of common occurrence, and the engineer has reported they must bo expected
occasionally and cannot be prevented under any | system of sewers. If that is his
opinion, it is high time the work was placed in more competent hands.

In common with many other persons, I entertain the idea that the plans are
wrong iu principle, and there is a lack of knowledge which will defeat the
object. Hundreds of thousands of pounds will be spent Ijefore real practical cx-
peiience is acquired, and then the works must be begun de novo.
Judging from the report the other day of the expenditure on themaindramageof

the metropolis, the operations are going on so slowly that we shall derive no
benefit for years, a friend tells me ten years at least, and during that time the
inhabitants are expected to pay their money and submit to the annoyance, as
well as the occasional injury to' their property from sewer flooding, and after all
there is doubt as to the success of the plans.

\Ve are entitled to better treatment from the Metropolitan Board of Works and
tlieii- officers, to whom we are to pay threepence in pound, to support them in
their palace at Spring Gardens—an enormous innual expense. I fear the crisis
is not far distant : we appeal- to be drifting into a pretty mess ofsewers and trouble.
God help our poor inhabitants ! Pray, Mr. Editor, exert your powerful pen iu
our favor. I am, &c.,

October 12th, 1800. Viatob.

NON-INFLAMMABLE FABRICS.
Sir,—A paragraph on non-inflammable fabrics in the Building News of

December 16, 18.59, contains two questions, to which we are now in a position to
give a definite answer. And first, as to whether the salts recommended by us can
be used for rendering timber non-inflammable ; this is chiefly reducable to a ques-
tion of outlay. Dr. Boucherie's process for preserving wood from decay by in-
jecting a solution of sulphate of copper would be equally applicable, beyond a
doubt, for impregnatingtreeswith sulphate ofammonia, and would most likely be
found the cheapest and most efficacious plan. Nevertheless, the cost would prove
far too considerable for all ordinary purposes. For, while IJ per cent, solution of
sulphate of copper suffices for Dr. Boucuerie's purpose, 20 per cent, of sulphate
of ammonia is required m solution for rendering wood non-inflammable. Dr.
Boucherie states that the salt necessary for impregnating a railway sleeper
measm-ing about 3j cubic feet, in order to preserve it from decay, costsM. .iVs

the price of sulphate of ammonia is half that of the sulphate of copper, and the
quantity required about 10 times as great, the price of the latter necessiiry for
rendering the same quantity ofwood non-inflammable would be 3s. 4d., to w-liich,
as in the process for preserving wood, C^d. must be added for general expenses
This gives about Is. Ijd. as the price for rendering one cubic foot oftimber non-
inflanunable, always supposing equal percentages of both solutions to be retained
by the timber when dried. Dr. Boucherie found that oak can be perfectly im-
pregnated 1(1 its sappy parts only, and that beech, alder, hornbeam, plane, willow,
and poplar ire the only trees that can be impregnated completely iu every part.
As the same differences would most probably obtain with the solution of
sulphate of ammonia, some difficulty would probably arise with regard
to its application to the ribs of ships, which are generally built of oak.
Dr. R. A. Smith was the first to propost: the application of the salt for this pur-
pose, for which, however, it does not seem to have been hitherto employed.
According to the Mechanics' Magazine (Vol. 49) Mr. Payne's process hasi been
successfully employed in rendering non-inflammable the wood used in biilding
the Houses of Parliament, the British Museum, and several other public build-
ings. 'This process, greatly superior on account of its depositing, by double de-
composition, in the fibre an insoluble precipitate of sulphuret of iron, would no
doubt be still more expensive, and has perhaps, on this account, not been con-
tinued. Of all the salts hitherto recommended, that proposed by Dr. Smith would
be the cheapest, because the most ctticacious one, ami even then, according to the
above calculation, would be too expensive for general building purposes. There
are, however, many other uses, besides the finishing of woven labries, to which
it might be advantageously applied. Thus, if a solution of proper strength (say
20 per cent.) be used instead of water in the making of glue or paperhangings,
the latter will bec<iine non-inflammable. A willow basket, filled with shavings,
was made so by merely remaining for a week or fortnight in the solution.

Covers for goods-trains and tarpaifiins, when soaked in the solution and after-

wards dressed with oil, as usually done for the purpose of waterproofing, will

burn, but if a mineral paint is substituted tor the oil dressing, they will be non-
inflammable.
The reason why we generally jirefcr tungstatc of soda for woven fabrics i.

simply that this salt allows the iron to pass smoothly, whereas other salts do nott
As the second question in the same number of your Journal refers to the exae-
mcthod of applying this salt, we here subjoin the dir' tion which the manufac-
turers give with their packets. Messrs. Briggs ar. Co., of 20, Great Peter
street, Westminster, sell this substance, properly p .pared, under the name ofthe
"Ladies' Life- Preserver," in packets of two different sizts, containing sufficient

salt for either half a gallon or a gallon of water, or for about 8 dresses or 10 dresses

each.
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Tlie solution, wliich does not become clear, must be made with warm water,

and should be well stirrwl. A slieet of linen is then soaked in it and dried. The
articles ofdress or curtains, after beinjr well starched, blued, and rough dried, are

afterwards soaked in the solution, until fully saturated. They must tlien be

rolled in the piece of linen prepared as above directed, and ironed in the ordinary

way.
For goods that are not to be ironed, sulphate of ammonia deserves the prefer-

ence, on account of its lower price. The number of deaths from fire during

the year 1S58 was S,l2o, the greater number of which would most likely have

been prevented through the emplovment of such a safeguard.

Hoping that these jiarticulai-s, although conveyed somewhat late, may still be

of Rome interest to part ofyour readers.

We are, &c.,

F. Veksmank, F.C.S.,

A. Oppenheim, Ph. D.
Chemical Laboratory, Bury Court, St. Mary Axe,

London, E.C., Oct. 15, 1800.

POPULAR IGXORANCE IN ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—Quite as necessary as a standard of qualification for architects, is the

cdncation of the pubUc taste in architecture—we may say, more so. The public

is called upon to appreciate the merits of this fine-art, perhaps more than any
other of the sister arts. Yet, with all the claims it possesses upon the mind and

upon the imagination, with all its " petrified poetry " and peculiar charms, an

art covering more space than any other, clianging the aspects of nature herself,

how little people appreciate or care to understand its language

!

Architecture certainly is not like the imitative arts, especially painting and
sculpture, whose merits and claims upon the mind are chiefly derived from their

semblance to prototypes in nature. They are read easily and appreciated by all.

They are " phonetic," and appeal at once to the imagination and feelings. Poetry

and music, too, address their powers to the feelings and heart : they, also, are

more generally understood.

These arts address themselves to nature ; arcjiitecture to conventional taste

and Uie inventive faculties. There is nothing to compare its merits to ; nothing

to measure it by : judgment is its sole arbiter. There are certain conditions to be

known, certain laws to be obeyed, before the mind can grasp the object of

design. These compose the grammar of architecture. This grammar must be

knoivn ere the syntax or structure can be seen in its proportions and harmony.
Till this grammar is learnt—at least, its elements—the architect's art will be like

a d^ul language to the public—it has a language of its own, which must be

learnt.

How many there are, as you have observed in your article on this subject, who
show great lack in architectural matters ; scarcely know how to express them-
selves, either in writing or conversation on them. How many there are who do

not know one style from another, who confound the Classic pediment with the

medieval gable ; the antique column with the clustered pillar, far less know the

other distinctive characteristics of each variety of architecture.

But far more distressing is it to see many who erect our buildings utterly

ignorant of the very fundamental principles of the art. Not to go further

tnan my own torni, there are two public buildings of importance, where
columns are placed where not needed, over voids yawning beneath

of mongrel proportions ; friezes omitted ; Gothic trefoil work in-

troduced under a Roman cornice ; and the smallest and most notice-

able of the columns, of an inferior order to the pilasters— not to say
anything of the other three sides, which are starved to red brick to support the

incongruous extravagance of the facjades. These are common faults, but such as

should not he tolerated. Popular ignorance after these blunders may be some-
what pardoned, but the public are our patrors ; as such, their taste should be

looked up to, if not consulted, just as it is in the arts of music, poetry, painting,

and other branches of literature. But this cannot be said of our art. The
inventive faculties and imagination of the architect generally go for nought, and
he is too often obliged to look to his own body for a just estimate of his labors.

Should this be ? Can architecture advance a single step ; can it ever be expressive

of our age ; can it ever re-echo our sentiments ; can it ever be a reflex of

national greatness, till the public mind is by it leflected ? Certainly not. In-

telligent public criticism is needed for the growth of our literature, and it is quite

as much needed for the growth of our architecture. Your able article on this

subject justly comments on the ignorance shown in newspaper articles, and the

remarks of people generally on architecture. In the former such ignorance is

mischievous and culpable, oftentimes unduly awarding fulsome praise to a
wretched design, and censuring unjustly praiseworthy work. Undue flattery is

the commoner evil of the two with newspaper writers.

To whom does this ignorance of the community attach, to the profession or to

the public tliemselves ? I think chiefly to our public instructors, those who
indite for the people, especially those who write on our public works. As has
been said, we have no good popular treatises on architecture, such as would give

a zest for the study. If the public are to learn, popular teaching alone will

suffice. It is a pity our histories, as Macaulay says, do not condescend from
relating battles, treaties, rebellions, to the more important arts, so interwoven
with history and conducive to peace and prosperity. There is only one history I

know of which popularly treats of the progressive stages of our national archi-

tecture. Think, indeed, what little is required to be known to distinguish for

example, Iwtween the styles of our buildings. Even the knowledge of the two
great expres-sions of art, the horizontality of the Classic styles, and the verticality

of our medieval Gothic, would prevent many from egregious mistakes, and
inspire them with more interest in contemplating the two great phases of archi-

tecture.

How often do we hear visitors to our venerable cathedrals and abbeys content
themselves with commonplace exclamations, " What a pretty abbey!" "What
a fine cathedral!" instead of teing able to admire the proportions, to feel it an
intellectual joy to drink in the beauties they are surrounded with. Still more
often do we see visitors or pic-nic parties in our time-worn abbeys indulge in

wanton and morbid destruction. Such utter want of taste for the beautiful in

art is attributable only to sheer ignorance. True, there are some of our
enlightened nobility and gentry who take an interest in our art, but they are like

"angels' visits," "few and far between"—happy the architect who possesses
such patronage.
Thanks to you. Sir, for having reopened this matter, and in having exposed the

lamentable ignorance shown in this most interesting study, and the means alone

instnimontal for its propagation. Pen painting can do much more than it ever

lias yet in awakening public interest for our art, in pouring wholesome censure

on censurable works of architecture; in spreading judicious criticism, and incul-

cating true principles, and in stirring up those qualities of the mind to delight in

that art, whose utterance though siknt is eloquence, and whose creations demand
the apjilause, not only of the crowd of to-day, but of successive generations yet

unborn. I am, &c.

,

G. H. G.

THE WOODS AND FORESTS.

THE annual report of the Commissioners of Woods, Forests, and Land
Revenues, made up to the end of March, states the gross receipt for the

year at £415,358, and the expenditure (including improvements) £117,873.

The sum of £284,479 was paid over to the Exchequer as surplus income for the

year, but little of this sum was derived from woods or forests ; the cost of Wind-
sor forest and parks was nearly triple the receipts ; the New Forest, which
supplied above £10,000 worth of navy timber, produced but about £9,600 more
than the expenditure upon it, the Forest of Dean £0,000, and the mines rather

more; but the expenditure included, in the case of the New Forest, £3,000 or

£4,000 for improvements, and in the case of the Forest of Dean, £1,.500. The
bulk of the income is from the rent of Crown lands. It is stated

that the value of the Crown property has of late years been largely

augmented, and the gross annual income (without reckoning the produce

of the sale of timber felled in the forests disafforested) increased from £304,000
in 1851-2 to £403,000 in 1857-8. To obtain this additional income a considerable

outlay has had to be made in erecting farm-houses and buildings, and executing

drainage and other land improvements ; and, in fact, the expenditure in the seven

vears subsequent to March, 1851, in improving the Crown estates, in draining

Windsor Great Park, and in planting, amounted to £250,000, which has been

defrayed from ordinary income. Yet, notwithstanding these heavy de-

mands upon the income, tlie surplus paid to tlie consolidated fund, which was
but £190,000 in 1851-2, has now for several years been about £280,000.

The Receiver-General of this large income is described as receiving all tlie

rents collected by the different receivers in England, and transmitting the

amount at once to the Bank of England. He also himself collects rents in

and near London exceeding £70,000 a year in amount, and these are " paid

to his own account at his private bankers," but the balance that he is allowed

to keep in respect of them is limited by Act ofParliament to £500, and it

is stated that though it may happen at times that the balance exceeds £500,

the average balance at the end of each month is considerably below that amount,

as he is making constant payments to the account of the Commissioners at the

Bank of England. He gives security to the amount of £5,000. These and

other details of the arrangement of the departments have been examined by a

committee appointed by the Treasury, with Mr. G. A. Hamilton at its head.

That committee report that " this branch of the public service is in a very

efficient state." They recommend some alterations in the establishment and

salaries, and they state that the oflices are very inadequate and ill-adapted for

the transaction of the increasing business, the means of arranging and preserving

the papers very deficient, and much of the accommodation for the clerks

most unsuitable, and indeed unhealthy. But some day we shall change all

that.

TENDERS.
Villa, Heading.

For a villa, ])ath-road, Beading, for G. Harris, Esq. Messrs. Cooper and Goulding,

architects, Iteading. Quantities supplied by the architect.

Jackson, London £2,400 ! Matthews, Reading £-',027

Woodrofle, Heading 2,500 WeUs, Reading l.'JDO

Orton and Child, Reading 2,04C
|

IfEPiIRS, &C., WalhAM-GREEN.
For repairs and laying 2,200 feet of three-inch rubbed paving, at the Butchers'

Charitable Institution, Walham-green. Mr. Henry McCalla, architect.

London Building Company £335 I Bisliop *2« 10

Bingham Brothers {accepted) 310 Bryan 186

I'orter 295 ) Architect's estimate 305

Cottage, Seal, Surrey.
.

For the erection of a cottage, at Seal, Surrey, for Mr. John Holland. Mr. l redericli

Eggar, architect, Farnham.
Goddard, Farnham *3fi4

Bircli, Farnham 350

Duke, Farnham (accepted) 300

Warehouses, Aldershot.
., , ,

For finishing four warehouses in the Union-street, Aldershot. Mr. ircdenck

Duke, Farnham £385

Martin, Aldershot 380

Parsonage, Agar Town, King's Cross.

For a parsonage-house at King's-cross. Mr. S. S. Teulon, architect. Quantities

supplied by Mr. Gritten.
Brown and Robinson '

Jv;
Myers 2,150

Mansfield and Son 2,100

Perry 1,973

Child, Son, and Martin 1,932

Chapel, Tottenham.
For enlarging Brooks-street Cliapel, Tottenham. D. Campbell, Tottenham.

Humphreys. Tottenham £300

Clarke, Tottenham (accepted) 250

Wilhams, Potters Bar (not properly tilled in).

Asylum additions, Montrose (N.B.)

Accepted tenders for one half of a square of offices, on one side of wbieli arc

included two cottages, to be built at the Montrose Koyal Lunatic Asylum, Sunny-

side.
jl/<Mon ITori-.—Wm. Balfour £418
Caraiijiier.—Charles Brand 295

Plumber—C. Middleton and Sons 48 10

,S/a(er.—John Lindsay "2 3 9
Pio«<er.—David Hogg and Company 34 0—X8C/ 1-3 »-
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CHATKL, KD.MONTON.
For buildiug a Baptist Chaptl and School at Lower Edmonton. Mr. D. Campbell,

architect.
Schools and

Cbat>el. Fences. Testrin.

Harradinc, Tottenham £755 .. £47 10 .. —
Lawrence, Homerton 756 H . . 45 . . —
Williams, I'otters Bar (accepted) 740 .. 42 .. £328

. i;6,170

700

86t

\VoKKiioisE, Blackburn.
For the erection of the proposed new Workhouse in Grimsbaw-park-lane,

Blackburn.
For the whole Work.

Samuel Counaell, Blackburn £21,005 14
Richard Bell, Blackburn 21,000
Henry Piatt, Halifax 19,000
Henry Wurburton. Harperhey, Manchester 17,752
.lames Xcild, Bradford 17,319
Archibald Xtiid, Bradford 17,000
Charnock and Booth, Halifax 10,430

Sections of Tenders. —./(Hwent' Work^ ic.
Kichard Bell, Blackburn £5,490 I William Baron, Blackburn . .

.

Townsend and Drake, Halifax. 4,701 I Georjfe Simpson, York 4,525
Bicbard Brown, Preston 0,3.'?1 14 | William Coates, York 4,979

Iron Work.
Clark and Charnley, Preston .£790 12 I C. Brooke, Blackburn £789
William Ainswortb, Blackburn.. 789 | William Walker, Y'ork 5S0

Stone, ami Brick Work,
Drake and Hanson, Halifax . . £12.298 | J. Barton and Sons, Wakefield. £6,342

SioTte^ Brick, and Plastering.
B. Smith, Scurborough 11,360

Plastering and Slating.
J. Bancroft and Son, Halifax. 1,688 2 | Ambler and Co., Halifax 1,480

Plastering.
3. Chew, Blackburn 782 10 | Croft and Braithwaite, York.

J. Duckworth, Bradford 598
Slating.

H. Fletcher, Blackburn .... 1,036 12 | W. Ellis, York
Hill and Sntcliffe, Bradford 821 10

Plumbing, Glazing, and Painting.
,T. Walmesley, I'reston 1,270

Plumbing and Glazing.
Brewster and Cluny, Manchester 900
J. Bell. Blackburn 802
P. Walsh, Blackburn 780
W. Prince, Scarborough 768

Painting.
F. Moor, York
H. Kayson, York
J. Bell, Blackburn
Administratrix of late Charles Boardman . .

.

J. Wood and Sons, Leeds
Flagging and Slating.

W. Forrest, Blackburn 1,985
Stating and Bidging.

H. Sanderson, York 840 17

Ce.metery Wouks, Kettering.
For works at Kettering Cemetery. 3Ir. K. W. Johnson, architect, Jlelton Mow-

bray.
For Chapels, Tower For fence wall,

and Spire, Iron pallieadin^. For Drainage
and Entrance Entrance works, making Roads,

Lodi^e. Gates, &c. &c.

Boddington, Wellingborough ..£2,375 495 365
Henson, Kettering 1,610 477 —
Sharon, Cl.apham — — .... «?0
Beale, Kettering — — .... -525 13
Freeman, Helpstone — .... — .... 422 10 G
Strickston, Hinkstone — — 410 10

Warehouse, Smithfield.
For new warehouses in the rear of No. 118, St. John-street, SmithHeld. Quantities

supplied by Mr. Arthur W. Q. Nicoll.

G. W.igstaff and Son £l,-f)0 I Thompson £1,380
Jewell 1,530

|
Brake 1,382 10

Gadsby 1,399 |
Wheen (ticcepted) 1,321

Villas, Dovercourt, Harwich.
For the completion of three pairs of villas, at Dovercourt, near Harwich, the pro-

perty of Messrs. Henry Lee and Son. Mr. W. Moxon, Loudon, Surveyor to the
estate.

Hum, Colchester £2,521
Newton Harwich 2,488
Worswick and Morfey, Ipswich 2,449
Wilding, Dovercourt 2,393
Orphin, do 2,253
Ladd, London 2,167
Fly and Keruot, Barking 1,95S

House and Shop, Bishopsgate-street.
For rebuilding house and shop. No. 29, Bishopsgate-street Without, for William

Mann, Esq. Mr. William Ellison architect. Quantities supplied.

400
394
386
347 10
330

Wilson £2,479
Piper and Son 2,450
Hack and Son 2,420
Ashby and Sons 2,415

Jeffrey £2,350
Watts 2.339
Wood 2,300
Brass 2,270

KoADWORK, New Cro«w.
For making road on Batcham Jtauor estate, New Cross.

£ 8. d.

Searle 387
Holman 379 13
Carey 375
Clark 365
Hortland and Bloomlield 325
Bedden .319

F.andG.Leek 308 7

Haines 277
Potter 270
Simpson 2G3 9

Architect's Estimate

£ s. d.

Waterficld 251 9
Blackmore 250
Davis 249 18
Shickson 245
Walker 235
Ladd 220
Stausfleld 205
Rogers (accepted) 199
Andiss 161 17

.£300

Store, Bedford-street.
For Alterations, No. 18, Store-street, Bedford-street. Mr. F. F. Holdsworth,

architect. Quantities by Messrs. Lansdowne
Wicks £1145

I

Jeffs £782
Batterbury S92 Tyler 775
Keyes and Head 887 ! Harvey 760

DWELLING-IIOIHE, i?PITA[.FIELI>«.
For the erectlonof a dwelling-house and store, at Spltalfleldf, forC. \\. Lake, Esq.

Jlr. .1. Moore Smith, architect, Uokebv-house, .'^tratford, E. Quantities supplied by
•Mr. K. L. Curtis, 8, Union-court, Old Broad-i-trKM, City.
llocken, Dalston .£1,71" I Elston, Wormwood-street, City £1,485
Chefflns, Stratford 1,005 Fisher, Stratford 1,470
Uivett, Stratford 1,042 | Kaby, Islington (accepted) 1,3K^

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
KOOF.

Royal Exchange, London.—For plans and estimates for coverinij in the area of
the Koyal Exchange. The (iresham Committee will award the following premiums
to the three most approved designs, which will become the property of the
committee, viz., for the Ist, £50; 2iid, £."Xi j and .3rd, £20. The designs must t>e

prepared with a due regtird to ventil»ition and non-interference with the light of
the windows looking into the area, and also to the necessary requirements uf the
tenants of the Committee. The necessary information may be obtained of the
Surveyor, George Smith, Esq., Frederick's-place, iild Jewry. Plansand estimates
to be delivered in, addressed to the Gresham Committee, under cover to Mr. II. C.
Barnes, clerk, Mercers' Hall, Cheapside, to December 1. See advertisement.

GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
LiNCOLN.--For plans and elevations, with a general description, and an accurate
estimateof the cost of building a new house for the master of the Lincoln Gram-
mar School, in the city of Lincoln, on a site already selected for that purpose. The
house must contain accommodation for at least 20 boarders, and be so constructed
as to be easily enlarged when required. The design must be baaed upon a supposed
outlay of .£1,800, which is to include all li.xtures and fittings for the house, and the
laying out the ground. Apian of the site or ground can be seen at the office of
Jno. Thos. Tweed, Town Clerk, Guildhall, Lincoln, where any further information
can be had. The plans and designs must be distinguishedlby a motto, and accom-
panied with a sealed envelope, containing the name and address of the competitor,
and bearing a similar motto to that on the plan or design, which envelope will not
be opened until after the plans are decided upon. The plans and everything
intended to be submitted must be sent under seal, and directed to the Town Clerk,
at his office, by November 13.

WORKHOUSE.
Stepnev.—For designs and plans for a new union workhouse for the Stepney Union,
for about 800 adults, male and female, at Bromley, Middlesex, at a cost not ex-
ceeding £25,000. The guardians will pay premiums for three sets of plans which
shall, in their opinion, Dcst meet their requirements, viz.— for the first, £09; for
the second, £40; and for the third, £20. The three premiated plans are to become
the property of the Board. In the event of the author being selected to carry out
the work, the premium to merge in the architect's commission. Each set of plans
and designs to be distinguished by a motto, accompanied with a sealed envelope
containing the name and address of the competitor, and bearing a similar motto to
that on the plan or design, which envelope will not be opened until after the plans
are decided upon. The plans, and everyining intended to be submitted therewith,
must be enclosed in a sealed cover endorsed *'lMan for Union Workhouse, Step-
ney," and addressed to Mr. W. B. Bathurst, Clerk to the Board of Guardians,
Board Room, Ratchff Workhouse, Y^ork-street, London, E., and be delivered on
or before December 10. The Guardians will pay to the architect selected to carry
out the work a commission of 2^ per cent, on the outlay, to include all plans,
drawings, and specifications, and all attendances necessary to complete the same,
and no cliarges tor e.vtras of any description will be allowed. Plans of the ground
may be obtained on application at the clerk's office, as above.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CHAPEL.

Manchester.—For the erection of a Wesleyan chapel and schools, near Old
Trafford Bar, Manchester. Plans, &c., on application to the architects, Messrs.
Hayley and Son 45, Cross-street, Manchester. Tenders to be sent in to the archi-

tects' office to October 25.

Dublin.—For the erection of a Protestant chapel within the grounds of the Rich-
mond Asylum, Dublin. Plans, &c., at the manager's office. Tenders, under seal,

endorsed •• Tender for Chapel,'-' to be sent to the governors of the Asylum by
October 22.

3Iile End.—For the erection of the Congregational Ch.apel proposed to be built in

Church-street, Mile-end-new-town. Parties wishing toteiulerto leave their names
with Mr. R. Jf. Smith, architect, 1, Lloyd-street, Manchester.

Mile-end.—For the works required in the erection of the congregational chapel
proposed to be built for the Rev. William Tyler, in Church-street, Mile-end New
Town, (near Brick-lane, .Spitalfields). Intending contractors to send iu their names
to Mr. K. Moffiit Smith, architect, No. 1, Lloyd-street, JIauchester.

SCHOOLS.
Enville.—For the works to be done in the construction of boys' and girls' schools
and schoolmaster's residence at Enville, near Stourbridge, Worcestershire, for the
Earl of Stamford and Warrington. Plans, &c., and bills of quantities from Oct.

15, at the Talbot inn, Stourbridge; and other particulars from the architect, Mr.
S. Dutton Walker, Derby-road, Nottingham. Tenders to be deUvered at the office

of the architect by 11 a.m. of October '.22.

DWELLING-HOUSE.
Falsgrave.—For the vjirious works required in the erection of a dwelhng-house,
with barn, stabUng, and outbuildings, at Falsgrave, near Scarbro'. Drawings,
&c., at the office of E. Milnes, architect. 30, Hall Ings, Bradford ; or at the house of
Mr. Barker, Star Inn, Scarbro', until 25th inst. Sealed tenders to be sent to Mr.
Milnes, to October 27.

Botley.—For the erection of a dwelling-house and offices near Botley, Hants.
Drawings, .fee., at the office of the architect, Mr. C. Turner, 12. Four Posts-lull,

Southampton, from October 24, from whom copies of the bills of quantities may be
obtained. Tenders to be sent to Mr. C- Turner by November 7.

ALTER.\TIOX,S, &c.
London.— For Sundry alterations, repairs, and improvements to No. 84, Great Tower-

street. The drawings, specifications, and conditions may be seen on the premises,

on and after Friday, the 26th inst. Further particulars of 3Ir. Robert IMrrts,

architect and surveyor. No. 5, Wolsinghum-place, Lambeth. (See advertise-

ment.)
RAILWAY.

Carrickfergus.-For making the Carrickfcrgus and Lame Railway, about 15 miles

long. Plans, Ac, at the office of the engineer, at the station of the Northern
Counties Railway, Belfast- Sealed proposals, under cover to Samuel Vance, secre-

tary of the company, at his office. Chamber of Commerce, Belfast, October 21>.

ItAILWAY WOHKSHOl'S.
PoRTonELLO. (N.B.)—For the erection of workshops at Baileyfleld, near Portobello,

for the North British Railway Company. I'lans, &c., at the secretary's office.

Canal-street, Edinburgh ; and tenders must be lodged with the secretary by 10 a.m.

of October 24.

POLICE ST.VTION.
Berryedge.—For the erection and completion of a police station at Berryed"c, in-

cluding dwelling-house, cells, and outbuildings.—Plans, &c., Ac, at the office of

W. Crozier, Esq., county architect, in the County Courts, Durham, from the 22nd
October, where the tenders, endorsed ' Tender for Berryedge I'oUce Station," are

to be delivered by November 2.

BARRACKS, Ac
Hilsea.—For the erection of married soldiers' quarters and for drainage and water
supply at Hilsea, near Portsmouth, Hauts. Persons desiring to tender are to attend
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&t the R. E. Office. Portsmouth, on the 23rd inst., at one o'clock, to appoint a sur-
T^ortotake out the q^uantities in conjunction with the Govenuueut surveyor'
JCach party will be required to pay one g^uinea for the quantities.

COA8T GUAKl) STATION.
Pktessey.—For the erection of a coast j^^uard station at I'evensey, Sosaex. Draw-
ings and specifications at the WatcU-room at Hastingrs, or at tue Admiralty Coast
Guard Office, 18, Spring-gardens. London, S.W., to 2rth C>ctob*'r. Tenders to be
sent to the above office, under seal, and directed to the Commodore Comptroller
General of the Coast Guard, and endorsed "Tender for Coast Guard Station at
I'eTenser," by 12 noon of October 29.

ROOFING.
South Kensington.—For covering two courts at Sooth Kensington, (science and
art department), one about 110 feet by 110 feet, and the other 117 feet by 1)3 feet,

with iron and gla^ roofs. I*lan8 and conditions to be seen from 22nd October, and
Barnes of intending contractors to be left at the Works Office by the 22nd October.

LlGHTllOUSK, &c.
Gatf-Rock.'Cork.—For the erection of a lighthouse tower on the Calf Rock, west-
^ward of Bursey Island; al60 of dwelling-houses on the east shore of Dursey
8ound, Co. Cork. Plans. &c., on application at the office of the Port of Dublin
Corporation, or at the lighthouse, liearhaven, Co. Cork, or at the shore dwelling
of ihekeeper of the Spitbank Lighthouse, at Queenstown.Co. Cork, where also may
be had prmted forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to the secretary, AV. Lees,
£aq., to October 31.

BEACON.
Cbookhaven, (Cork).—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman Rocks, on
the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhaven, County Cork. The beacon to
be of cast iron casing, filled witli masonry. Plans, sections. &c., at the office of the
Port of Dublin Corporation, or at the Crookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island, County
Cork, where also may be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to
the secretary, ^y. Lees, iisq., to October 31.

SEWERAGE.
LoMDON.—For the performance of the works in making the requisite entries from
houses and buitdings into the main and other sewers, and otherwise connected with
drainage and sewerage, within the district of St. Saviour's, for the term ofone, two,
or three years. Tenders to be based on the printed schedule of prices, a copy of
which can be had on application at the Board-room of the District Board of Works
Emerson-street, Bankside, on deposit of 10s. Persons tendering must till in the
printed form of tender, and send in tenders to the Board, sealed up and endorsed
*• Tender for General Works," by 4 p.m. of October 24.

<^ovDON.—For the construction of about 5,000 feet of brick sewers for the Croydon
Local Board ol Health. Plans, Ac, at the Town Hall, Croydon. Tenders to U.
Jiicbards. Esq., High-street, Croydon, by 4 p.m. of October2it.

Mile-end —For the construction of about 270 feet run of 3 feet by 2 feet, and 490
feet run of 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 3 inches, brick sewer, at the south end of
Jubilee- Plreet, in the hamlet of Mile-end Old-town. Drawings and the terms of a
specitieaiion to be seen at the office of the surveyor at tlie Town-house, Mile-end-
road, between 10 and 1. Tenders to be delivered at the office of Thomas Price,
Clerk to the Vestry, Town House. Mile-end-road, by 3 p.m. of October 24.

DRAINAGE.
FwcHi.EY.~For 600 feet of 9-inch and 300 feet of 6-inch glazed drainage pipes.
Also 4,000 2-inch and 2,000 4-inch ditto, for land drainage ; the whole to be deli-
vered at the St. Pancras Cemetery, at Finchley. Tenders, endorsed *' Tenders for
drainage pipes." addressed to Charles Greene. Clerk to the Burial Board, Burial
Board Office, St. Pancras Vestry-hall, by noon of October 22.

SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FREEHOLD.

By Messrs. FABEBROTirER,CLAEK, and Lte.—Leigh-park, resklential estate, one-and-a-
hall mile from the town of Ilavani and the Kailway Station, about miilway between Ports-
mouth and Cliiehester, and only two hours' ride from London ; for many years the favorite
seal of the late Sir (Jeorge Thomas Staunton, Bart., seated on gently rising ground. In a
beautiful wooded park, approached from the road by lodge entrances, with carriage drives.
Delightful pleasure grounds and gardens of unrivalled beauty, ornamental woods and plan-
tations, together with the charming lake, with three islands, handsome bridges, siunmer-
howHM, boat-house, &c. ; also several valuable farms at Havant and Bedhampton, with
capital homesteadE and suitable buildings, detached lands at Havant; the whole forming a
domain of nearly one thousand acres; also tlie valuable manors of Havant and Flood ; sold
in one lot fur £60,000.
Bv Messrs. Olasier and Son.—1, Archer-street, Wmdmill-street, "Westminster, house, let

at £47 fis. per annnm ; sold for £590.
», Archer-street, house, let at £47 58. per annum ; sold for £620.
12, Archer-street, boose, with shops, workshops, yard, and premises, let on lease at £65 per

annum ; sold tor £1180.
10. Archer-street, house, with workshops and premises, let at £55 per annum ; sold

for £7<Xt.

18, Windmill-street, "Westminster, house and shop, let on lease at £30 per annum

:

sold for £«I0.
W, Windmill-Street, house and shop, let on lease at £50 per annum ; sold for £900.

LEASEHOLD.
By Messrs. DAKncLCaoimf and Son—i and 2, King'8-place,Commerclal-road, St. Georgc's-

tn-the-East. resfdenc«6, with stabling in the rear, let at £86 per annum, term 81 years irom
DeeemlK-r, J81», ground-rent £iv uer anunm ; sold for £72i).

*2, Lppcr New l>erry-j)lace. Maiden-road, Kentish-town, house and shop, let at £40 per
annum, term 89 years trom December, 1851 , grouud-rent £& 6s. per annum ; sold for £345.
?• ^PpeJ* Newl>erTy-place, house, let at £35 per annum, held for same term and ground-rent;

sold for £350.
A and 6, Newberry-place, houses, let at £70 per annum, held for same term, ground-rent

£11 12s. per annum ; sold for £650.
7, 1'pper N'('wl»crry-place. house, let at £35 per annum, held for same term, groand-rent

£6««. per aimum ; sold for £320.
86, Dumford-terrace, Maiden-road, Kentish-town, house, let at £26 per annum, term 82

years from Christmas, 1858, ground-rent £5 per annum ; sold for £225.
3 and 4, U eedington-street, Kentihh-town. house, let at £*« as. per annum, term 95 years

o™ ^irlstmiis, 1845, ground-rent £22 per annum ; sold for £3.w.
By Mr. James Retnolds.—2.W and sr,-, Lucas-place, Bethnal-green-road, housesand shops,

•MO three houses. 31 to :i3. Pott-street. Be'hnal-green, let at £ui 2s. per annum, term 50jmn from Jane, :81», ground-rent £6 per annum ; sold for £260.
9, to 31, Pitt-street, and I and 32. Pott-street, IJetlmal-grcen-road, houses, let at £20 perumam, term .v. years from Midsummer, 1812, ground-rent £6 10s. per annum ; sold for £4.5.
By Messrs. Ht'KrHnKvs and Robinsos.-IO, Langley-place, Commercial-road, Whitcchapel

bouseandehop. let on lease at £42 per annum, held for a term of D*i years from Lady-day,
1793. ground-rent £2 2b. per annum ; sold for £370.
By Messrs. Daktoh and Sow.—Great Bnffolk-street, Southwark, estate comprising the

Moonrakers' public- boQse, with bouse and shop adjoining; also, eight cottages, I to 8,
Irjomas's-place, Suffolk-street, the whole producing £17.1 J28. per annum, term 42 years from
MIdsumirer, 1835, ground-rent £6.5 pvr annum ; the cottages are held for a further term of
14 years from Midsummer, 1877. at a peppercorn rent ; sohl for £.-.10.

12 to 14, .Middle-street, Bartholoniew-clo«c, West Smithficld, houses and shop, let at
£77 per annnm, term 82 years from Cliristmas last, ground-rent £20 per annum; sold for

SyLewis-place.Fnlham, residence, with garden, coach-house, and stabling, let at £25 per
annum ; sold for £.t30.

2, Lewis-place, Kulham, residence, with garden, stablhig, &c., let at £25 per annum ; sold
for £335.

o , 1 ,

Lewis-place, Fulbam, half an acre of garden in the rear, let at £8 88. per annum : sold for
£»10.
By Mr. H. LownoN—i to5, Tmman-sqaare,Rotherhlthe,houge8,letat £01 2b. perannnm,

term 86 years trom June, ISAO, ground-rent £5 per annum ; sold for £240.
I and 2, .17 and .38, Prospect-plaee, Tnion-road, Kothcrhithe, houses, let at £54 12s. per

annum, held for same term and ground-rent; sold for £240.
33 to ;», Prospect-place, house, let at £46 I6s. per annum, held for same term and ground-

rent ; sou for £19$.

COPYHOLD.
Bv Messrs. Barton and Son..~123, Lower-marsh, Lambeth, house and shop, annual value

£»M)'; sold for £670.

125, Lower-marsh, Lambeth, house and shop, let on lease at £52 lOs. per annum ; sold for
£770.
127 , Tjower-marsh, Lambeth, house and shop, let at £60 per annum ; sold for £760.
im. Lower marsh, Lamlwth, house and shop, let on lease at £52 10s. per annum ; sold for

£690.

Hilton Grangefor Sale.—Such is the announcement conveyed to us
in a most elaborately got up "particulars of sale," and further, that Messrs.

D. Smitli, Son and Oakley will sell it and many lirst-class appurtenances, at the

Mart, on the 23rd October inst. Milton Grange, close to Rugby, in Warwick-
shire, is, we suppose, as well known to arcliitects and men of taste in general as

is any mansion in England, as well for its splendidly elaborate Hbmry, dining-

hall, and drawing-room, as for the general liberality and completeness of every-

tliing about the place. The mansiou is a noble building, and, as the particulars

before us say, is " remarkable for solidity in construction, purity of design, and
for its costly and exquisite details." It liaa been erected within the last 20years,

and from the designs and under tlie immediate superintendence of A. W. Pugin,

Esq., *' at a period of life when his judgment had become matured and his taste

refined by a deep and laborious study of Medieval architecture." The Grange,

of the rich and elegant Tudor style, was Pugin'searliest and probably his greatest

work in Domestic Medieval art, carried out witliout interference, and with great

earnestness. There are some splendid carved works in oi*namenta tion within the

building, everything is in keeping with the style of tlie age represented, and to

those desirous of investing in a palatial home we cannot do better than recom-

mend a close inspection of Bilton Grange.

Wc understand that one ot the Orleans Princes has entered for the

Fine Art division of Professor Donaldson's courses on Architecture at University

College, Loudon.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES. ^

All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building News, 20
Old lioswell-court,^t. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return luuuwd Manuscripts.

" THE CHAMBEBS' SUPPLEMENT."—In eonsequcnee of the extra lilnstratioas puWished
in this number of the Building News, we are compelled to omit the ' Chambers' Supple-
ment."

T. C. s.—Letter has been handed to our reporter.
Messrs. R. and J .—Must bo calculatwl agreeably with the schedule of prices attached.
T. Melton.—We cannot pledge ourselves before seeing drawings and MS.
A. A.—A Mangle-wheel is used for the conversion of circular into reciprocating motion:

it is usually lormed of a flat plate or disk furnished with pins projecting from its face, but
not tilling up the entire circle.

1'. Fairfield.—We cannot undertake to advise other than profesfiionally.

iLLrsiiNATOE.— Book has not been sent to us.

P. G. B. (Barford St. Martin.)—Either Laxton's, published at 19, Arundel-street, Strand:
Weale's, at High Holborn; or Skyring's. Mr. John Vincent's work on " ("ountr^' Cottages
would probablv answer your purpose ; it is published by Spou, Bucklersbury, at 10a. Gd.
or 12s.

E. A.—lleceived too late for publication.
T. CcLLuji.—Consult a professional accountant.
C. C—We have received more than one complaint of inattention at the Exhibition of Build-
ing Materials ; probably a letter to the exliibitor would remedy the evil complained of.

K. B. W You arc mistaken ; the article in question has appeared In no other paper than our
own.

Glasgow ^Vrchitectdral Societt.—The report of the Annual Session will appear next

Enquirer.—Two varieties ofboxwood arc used for the purposes of the engraver, distinguished
a.s European and Turkey; the former is brought from Portugal, Leghorn, &c., and the
latter from Smyrna, Constantino[de. and the Black Sea. An English variety growsat Box
Hill, in Surrey, and in Gloucestershire. Muchof the beauty of an engraving depends on
the quality of^ the wood. The blocks used in our Journal are the very finest that can be
procured, and are selected with great care, the value of the wood rejected often amounting
to large sums. Perhaps we may shortly be able to comply with your request.

A llATEPATEK.—Kefer to the Metropolis Local Management Act.
J. W. T.—AVe can hardly hope to please everybody, and are sometimes, in the exercise of a

public duty, obliged to say what may not be agreeable to some. Oiu* readers generally
will, we are sure, give us credit for having the interest of the profession at heart.

IE. CoRLiNG (Vork).—Iron may be browned and protected from rust by the following pro-
cess:—Make a solution with half an ounce of aquafortis, half an ounce of sweet spint of
nitre, one ounce of spirit of wine, two ounces of sulphate of copper, and one ounce of tino-
ture of iron, with as much water as will, with the ingredients, fill a quart measure. Tho
metal to be browned must be filed and polished bright, and then rubbed with unslaked
lime and water to free it from all grease ; it is now to be rubbed with the solution applied
to a linen rag or a sponge till th^?. whole surface be equally moistened, and then allowed to
stand twenty-four hours, when it is to be scrubbed wiih a stiff bi-ush. The ai)plieation of
the solution and the scrubbing mav be repeated as often as required uutU tbeinetal assumes
the desired color. After the last brusbing , the metal must be well wa»he<l w ith boiling

water containing a little potash, then washed with clean water, dried, rubbed with polish-
ing woods, and coated with shellac varnish.

G. B. W.—Wc shall be glad to see photograph.
An Apprentice,—Wallia says that decimals were first introduced by John Muller about

1464, the treatise by Simon Stevinus was first published in 1582; you will not now easily
obtain a copy.

S. Carter.— It is true that the first brickmakera in Athens are stated by Pliny to have been
Euryalus and Hyperbius, but those names are now considered to have been merely sym-
Irolical terms. The reference in Strabo is an follows :—" Over the river there are gardens
where they say are the ruins of his tomb (that of Belus) yet remaining ; it was a square
pyramid made of brick, a furlong high, and on every side it had a furlong in breadth." We
cannot answer your other questions.

C. P. B.—The expense ofmaking moulds naturally falls on the contractor.
W. Turner.-The adoption of such a course woiUu only lead to confusion.
T. Merton.- Is misinformed.
Peter P .—Brass color for staining glass is prepared by exposing for several days thin
plates of brass upon tiles in the leer, or annealing arch of the glass-house, till tbcy are
oxidised into a black powder; this being pulverised and sifted is to be again well calcined
for several days more, till no particles remain in tlie metallic state, when It will form a
fine powder of a russet brown color ; a third calcination must now be given with a care-
fully regulated heat, its quality being tested from time to time by fusion with some glass.
If it makes tlie glass swell and intuniesce, it is properly prepared, if not, it must be stiU
further calcined. This powder communicates to glass, greens of various tints passing into
turquoise.

SUBscBiBEB (Portland).—Wc Ijclieve there is no such establishment in London, nor do we
thhik that a series of models suitable for the purpose in existence ; several charts show-
ing tbo styles of architecture have been published, but they would be too small, the only
coarse open to you is to have diagrams prepared to a large scale by a competent person;
shall we send you a name and address ?

A JoiNEB~lu a few weeks.
W. l>oBsoN.—Must give notice to the district surveyor.
M.—Next week.
J. C. W.—Below our mark; has apparently been in the hands of a printer before being sent

to us.

C. Simpson.—We shall he glad to avail ourselves of notes made during your tour if suitable,
but have no particular request to make.

C. C—Not suited to ourpa^jes.
T. Jameson—Address should be sent to our publisher.
JtECEivED.-X. P., Itobertc, S. K. L., S.Whitfield, George Carpenter, Sabscriber (Jtan-

pJicster). Kxldbltor In Conduit-street. W. Wright, G. Obefi, G. G. 8., M. P.
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REMARKS ANDSUGGESTIONS ON PLANS AND PLANNING,
CIIIBPLY OF DOMESTIC EDIFICES.*

N the planning of the principal apartments

.^^_^ . of a house there is another thing to be

^»^^'TrY^^ /fl/v" attended to besides what has

!^^^^Aj X^V^F^ been urged in the former part of

rS3t>j(/-r/riii, jO T this paper : the architect has to aim at

making them also comfortable, and

giving them a look and air of cheerful-

ness ; and in rooms for daily and do-

mestic use and not solely for state

and display, this must be the paramount
consideration. Here, symmetry and geo-

metrical regularity are to be sought only

so far as they will not interfere with those

qualities that appeal to and gratify the

sense of physical comfort, and render the

daily life of the inmates as pleasant as possible.

The bright fairies Comfort and Cheerfulness must

be there, at whatever sacrifice of grandeur or

magnificence, qualities which are only to be

sought in those rooms of royal or other palaces

which are used but on great occasions. The
humbler qualities that render a room meet for

and in harmony with domestic comfort and social

enjoyment are incompatible with those great ones; but not witli

beauty, grace, and minute elegance, which most befits the dwelling-

house.

We often hear complaints, in reference to particular houses, ofcomfort

being sacrificed to taste : but the thing is impossible. Comfort cannot

be sacrificed to taste, that is to true taste. It is to affected—bad taste

only that comfort can be sacrificed. True taste must ever

'Abhor the s-icrifice and curse the priest."

Indeed, the truest taste is required to create it, for it or its expression

is a beauty in itself—the semblance of beautiful things in our hfe, and

an element of all true beauty in domestic architecture. It appeals to

our best and gentlest feelings, and excites love and admu-ation in all

rightly constituted or well-regulated minds.

A room to be truly comfortable, must have an open fire-place which,

though it is wasteful of fuel, is most economical of domestic comfort

and agreeable associations, and cannot be substituted by any other

means of heating, however scientific or physically healthful and agree-

able.

Beside this fire-place, there must be a private comer uninvaded by

door, window, or anything that can produce draft or disturb its quiet

and repose ; and this applies to every room destined to be daily occu-

1)ied either by a single individual or a family circle, be it breakfast-room,

ibrary, study, or drawing-room, each of which must be planned with

an eye to the securing of pleasant nooks and recesses wherein you may
enjoy privacy, exemption from intrusion, and cheerful and varied pro-

spect from the windows, which latter it is the chief office of projecting

windows to secure—an important one, since it unites the delights pro-

nded by nature without, to those of social intercourse within.

Prospect cannot be neglected in any sitting or reception room,

except, perhaps, in the dining-room, where, if it is used before

daylight is excluded, the company are generally more disposed to the

contemplation of the prospect spread out for them on the table than to

anything nature can present to them through the window.

An architectural planner, besides being an artist endowed with the

due feeling for beauty and power of combination, should be what is

called a " domestic raan,'\fond of home and the fire-side ; if in delicate

health—at least sensitive to the vicissitudes of heat and cold—what
Charles Lamb calls an " atmospheric creature" all the better. Such a man,
I beUeve, would be most likely to exhibit the proper feeling for domestic

planning, and be able to hit upon the right form of apartments for daily

use, which, as every house may have] one or more invalids, should, by
their form as well as by the size, number, and disposition of their

windows and doors, be adapted to the notions and feelings of the most
delicate and infirm people.

Whatever the qualifications necessary to the planner, they must be
but rarely possessed in the present day, or if the ability is not wanting
to produce what I am here contending for, the will must be. I have

seen a greater look of comfort, and more of the elements of all that is

calculated to excite pleasing emotions, in the single day-apartment or

house-part of a laborer's cottage, than is to be found throughout the

nnmerous apartments of many a modern mansion ; where the number
and disposition of the doors show either ignorance or disregard, on the

part of their designers, of what constitutes a comfortable and cheerful

apartment. I have noted plans of recently erected nobleman's and

* Continued from page 779, by Mr. Samuel Hugcisb.

other mansions, showing four or five doors opening into one room of
but moderate dimensions, sometimes two of them in the same wall with

the fireplace, which must render freedom from drafts impossible, and
give all ideas of domestic enjoyment to the winds that ride rampant
through them. At one of Her Majesty's present residences, if it be not

belied by the engraved plan of it, scarce one of the rooms contain a snug
corner, so numerous are the doors opening into them in every direction,

one-hall' of which might be built up with great advantage to the place.

The sense of comfort and undisturbed tranquillity cannot be gratified

in such rooms, nor in any rooms beyond a certain very moderate size.

A room so large that the returning wall is four or five yards from the

fireplace, can only be rendered fit for domestic occupation, or reception

of a family group, by screens round the fire, forming as it were a room
within a room. Where is the snug and comfortable nook in the largo

symmetrical wildernesses called coflTee-rooms or dining-rooms of our
club-houses, which, generally speaking, must be dreary substitutes for

a genuine English home ? A measure of architectural character and
display was, no doubt, necessary in these rooms ; but too much seems

to have been sacrificed to obtain it. Instead of one large coflee or

dining-room, what was there to hinder a series of smaller ones being

provided ?

A due recognition of the principle here insisted on would,

I think, more frequently lead, in the better class of houses, to having

ante-rooms and retiring-rooms to sitting and bed-rooms, which some-

what unusual apartments, while they give a most charming sense of

privacy, seclusion, and quiet, so grateful to the feelings of a studious

person or invalid, do away with the necessity of having every room to

abut on a lobby, and thus decrease the difliculty of planning.

Pliny, in the description of his villa at Laurentinum, speaks of a

chamber that neither the voice of the servants, the murmuring of the

sea, nor even the roaring of a tempest could reach ; a very delightful

idea, and one, which however extravagant it may seem to some, should

be kept in view with regard to its embodiment in certain parts of every

large house, as studies, bed-rooms, &c., wherein scarce anything would

be more desirable than tlie exclusion or mitigation of the noise oft'ia

external elements, wind, rain, hail, or thunder. Nor would it be difficult

of accomplishment in a house which comprised, as every large house

might, .an internal court, especially if it were roofed with glass.

As to bed-rooms, I know not whether Lord Bacon's suggestion ot

having an infirmary, in case " the prince or any special person should

be sicK," has ever been acted upon in modern mansions ; but I think it

is one that might be "adopted in most houses of any size, so far as

devoting a suit of detached or semi-detached bed-rooms to the use of a

sick person, where he might be more secluded than he could be else-

where from the noise and bustle of the house, and in which provision

might be made, by double sashes and double wall, to exclude the sound

of the elements without. The value of such infirmary would be doubly

felt in a case of contagious disease.

In planning and laying out houses, too much consideration can scarce

be given to waterclosets. A due sense, not only of comfort but of

decency, would lead, where circumstances rendered it at all practicable,

to the planning of houses with separate gentlemen's and ladies' sides.

Waterclosets are at present not only too few in most houses, but are

ananged with too Uttle regard to privacy. They should be so situated

that their locahty would be easily remembered by a stranger, but

strictly private. In the larger houses a suit of rooms devoted ex-

clusively to the mistress of the house and her female friends, with every

convenience within itself, would not be an extravagant or needless

feature.

In large country houses, where provision has to be made for recep-

tion of staying visitors, each stranger's suit of sleeping apartments ou^ht

to comprise, besides bedchamber and dressing or private room, a lobby,

bath-room, lavatory, and closet, all exclusively devoted to him. In the

mansions of those whose means are abundant, and suflicient water can

be obtained, a large apartment, 8 or 10 yards square, with "swimming
bath " on the door, would look more sensible and rational, and repre-

sent more true enjoyment than a billiard-room, which, if it did not give

way to so unusual an introduction, might at least be sometimes sub-

stituted by something of a higher or more useful character.

In a climate in which we are so often confined by bad weather, and

can have no out-door exercise or fresh air, both of which are essential

to healtli, we want walking-rooms as well as sitting and sleeping-rooms.

In very large houses the "centre hall, saloon, or picture gallery may

serve the pm-pose ; but where these apartments, whicli, indeed, cannot

without injury to others be beyond a certain proportion, are not large

enough, a suigle storied wing, merely connected with the main house by

a covered passage, would be very desirable, and a constant, everyday

pleasure. One side of it should abut upon the garden, and communi-

cate with it by a series of doors or windows, to open and shut at

pleasure, that advantage may be taken at any time of fine weather, and

the beauty and freshness of nature rendered at all times available

;

while at the same time it should be provided with ample fire-places or

means of warmiug and drymg the air. Though provided for
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walking and other bodily exercises, and from its size necessarily ex-

cluding any great degree of architectural adornment, such large covered

space would be otherwise useful, as, for instance, to receive large

parties on great festive occasions, and thus prevent the overcrowding
which oilen takes place, causing discomfort, injury of healtli,

and defeat of what should be the object of assembling together.

All this may seem very extravagant which I am here building with

small cost, uut I am convinced that the advantages it would secure

would fully justify the needful expenditure, and that it only seems ex-

travagant from the contracting influence on our minds of the false

economy to which we have been accustomed. The greatest desideratum

of English residences in town or country is covered ambulatories for

recreation when the weather is either too wet or boisterous or too hot

for the garden or park to be rendered available.

It is suqirising that greater use is not made of the roofs of our

houses, for exercise, and for taking the prospect and freshness of the

garden, the more so as flat roofs—for which we are not without the

needful roofing materials—might be made conducive to beauty as well

as utility, by being crowned with covered galleries formed with light

iron columns, which would be a handsome feature, either in town or

country.

Nor are prospect-towers or tiurrets as frequently introduced into

coimtry seats as one would expect to see them. They would be as

agreeable appendages to our houses, for a great part of the year, as to

those of any other country : and desirable, not only as a means of

viewing the country all around, and watching the rising and setting of

the sun, but as astronomical observatories—a purpose to which the

taste and pursuits of many in the present day would doubtless devote

them.
One of the ill consequences noted by Bacon in his Essay on Building,

of mischoosing the site of a country seat, as in placing it on a " knap
of ground, environed with higher hills round about it," is that you may
have the air unequal :

" You shall have, and that suddenly," says he,
" as great diversity of heat and cold as if you dwelt in several places."

There is another Uiing that will produce the same bad effect, whatever
the site may be, and that is thin walls. Now thinness of wall has been
sufficiently inveighed against by different writers. But it has been on
the score of the meanness and flatness it causes, by means of shallow

window and other recesses, in the external appearance of the building,
•' bricking up to death men's imagination." But if the useful is to be
sought before the beautiful, it should first have been condemned for its

unwholesomeness and misery, by the vicissitudes of temperature it

occasions. The increase of cost by having thicker walls and deeper
ceiling joists, or double top ceiling, and greater space between it and
the roof, would be as nothing compared to the increase of comfort and
health which would be secured by equalisation of the temperature
of the house, rendering it warmer in winter and cooler in summer.
The importance of this to bed-rooms is so great, that a regularly

planned apartment above them, the entire size of the house, would not
be too great a sacrifice to attain it. Such an apartment need not,

however, be otherwise useless : it would be serviceable as a drying-
xoom or ambulatory, while it would increase the facilities for ventila-

tion of the entire house. All upper bed-rooms or attics on which some
such attention as here suggested has not been bestowed are unwhole-
some sleeping apartments. Those pushed, as too many are, halfway
into the peak or triangle of the roof, and generally occupied by
domestics, are unfit for dog kennels.

So important does equability and dryness of atmosphere appear to
me, that were I planning a house of the size referred to for myself, the
only case in which an architect can have much of his own way, I would
entirely insulate the occupied portion of the house by having a cavity
or narrow passage surrounding it along by the outside wall. In other
words, the external enclosure should consist of—first a wall, say two
bricks thick, then a passage from 12 to 18 inches wide, which would be
sufficient for a workman to move in, and next and innermost a brick
breadth wall, well stayed and bonded to the outside one. Imagine a
house so planned of but one story, with a low vacant story under it, but
out of the ground, and another' over it such as above suggested, the
occupied portion of the house would then be entu-ely isolated, not only
all around, but above and below, and thus kept perfectly dry and of
equable temperature.

This arrangenaent presents complete facility for ventilating, heating,
watering, bellhanging, lighting, &c., without disfiguring the apartments
by pipes, &c., which could be taken immediately out of the apartments
and carried along the surrounding passages, or upper or lower vacant
Story, where they would need no casing, but would be at all times
ftUy accessible to workmen, to repair and rectify them when needful.

There is another sanatory provision which it is well worth while
suggesting. Tarts of houses are sometunes rendered unfit for habita-
tion by the lodgement of rats, mice, and other vermin, which even when
they do not die in their holes, render the air anything but salubrious.
So general is the liability to this nuisance—so great the difficulty of
Cuiisg it when it occurs, without pulling the house to pieces, and so

important is it, on the other hand, to secure a perfectly healthy
habitation, that the exclusion from its construction of any cavity be-
tween floor or ceiling joists or quarterings of partitions, as well as

from sash-frames, wdls, or elsewhere, but what was fully accessible

at all times to workmen, should not bo deemed too elaborate a pre-
caution to adopt. I can conceive a house so constructed without any
great additional expense being thereby incurred, that not a cubic inch
of cavity would anywhere be found in it.

In large houses the privacy and quiet above insisted on for the
several rooms, would require separate floor and ceiling timbers between
the stories. These could be laid with a space between them sufficient

for a workman to creep through, and, where sepai'ate ceiling joists were
dispensed with, other means might be taken ; the floor joists might be
dressed and framed into square ornamental compartments, and the
flooring boards laid double and rebated.

In oflices, as kitchens, laundries, pantries, store-rooms, &c., where
appearance is a matter of but small consequence, I would have the

angles, both horizontally and vertically, rounded off, so as to prevent
as much as possible the forming of cobwebs, and present the greatest

facilities for cleaning.

Connected with planning is the provision of ventilating means and
appliances, or, at least, the making a house capable of being venti-

lated. It is of vast importance, but I can barely mention it here.

Ventilation has received considerable attention of late, but very much
less than its importance demands—at least as regards its application to

domestic buildings.*

THE STTLE MANIA.
THERE is a proverb which hints at the absurdity of selling the skin

before you have caught the bear, nor is there much prudence in pro-
posing a name for a style before it is liatched. It will be full time enough
for us, or for those who come after us, to coin some special name for some
style worthy of being so distinguished, when we shall have fairly gotten
one which shall be at least tolerably well consolidated into consistency by
having been generally adopted in contemporary practice.

Present appearances are the reverse ofencouraging ; for.to say the truth,

as far as style and taste are concerned, architecture is just now in a very
restless, unsettled state. So far from there being anything like unanimity
of practice in regard to style, buildings of the most opposite character as

to style are erected simultaneously, and sometimes in immediate contact

with each other ; to say nothing of a great deal of spasmodic straining at

ad captandum novelty of design, which, after all, is nothing better tlian the

readoption of obsolete and by-gone fashions.

There are those who in one and the same breath contradict themselves

by first exhorting us to build according to " common sense," and then re-

proaching us for doing so. Why Ilarley-street should be made a bye-word^
and held up to scornful derision and reprobation, by those who calll

out so loudly upon us to pay more attention to common sense, is not easyi

to understand and diflicult to conjecture. In that and hundreds of other

streets of similar character, the exterior of the houses are confessedly un-
interesting enough, but they have at least the negative merit ofproclaiming

from afar, and at the very first glance, that they disclaim all pretension toi

style, or decided architectural expression. Not a little unreasonable is it,t

after enjoining us to follow the dictates of common sense, to condemn UM
for neglecting to do more. If it can be proved that Harley-street is built

contrary to common sense, so be it, we are all attention, and may be, if

not greatly edified, considerably amused. Hitherto we have been undei

the delusion of supposing that all art goes more or less, not, indeed, in t

contrary direction to, but beyond the limits of plain, unsophisticated com
mon sense. If you purchase a pony, are you justified in railing at it;

seller as a cheat^ because it does not turn out to be a Pegasus ? Or shoulc

you be so silly as to do so, the next step is to show yourself sillier still bj

plunging into the whirlpool of law in the hope of fislung up a good rounc

sum in the shape of damages.
For our part, we can afford to admit, and to be told, without going inti

a towering passion, that our ordinary house-building is ofno extraordinar;

artistic quality. Homely and unambitious, it does not affect to rise abov

the every-day colloquial tone of architecture, leaving the rhetoric and th'

poetry of the art to be employed on extraordinary occasions. Unlucky i

may be, but we cannot possibly dispense with plain prose. Even a royo

speech from the throne itself is not always a model of eloquence am
finished elegance of diction and expression; neither is it iif^ariably vcr;

luminous as to its meaning.
Most of the private streets in the metropolis are totally devoid of phy

siognomy; generally, too, without a single marking feature of any kind, s

that it is only familiarity with them that enables us to distinguish one frot

another, and ascertain our precise " whereabouts" in some parts of th

town, which, to a stranger, are an intricate labyrinth of sameness. Sucl

we ourselves found to be the case, when we first became acquainted wit

London; and what, not least of all, struck us was the squeezed-up appeal

ance of the houses. Three windows in width, seemed to be the maximui
of frontage allowed ; what a falling off, thought we, from what we have sec

at A , a small market town in our native county, where there is oi

house that has eleven windows on a floor. " These Londoners," solili

quised we, " are, after all, mere stuck-up's," and as to the magnified

* To be continued.
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squares,* which equally fluakily written and mendacious guide-books led

us to expect, we cannot discover even so much as a single one." To say

the bare truth, we felt wofuUy disappointed, and as if rudely startled from

a, delightful dream. Not a few were tlie execrations we bestowed on the

whole race of guide-book manufacturers, as deserving to be classed with

cheats and impostors. But we are wandering from our subject.

That our London "vernacular " is quite tasteless is not to be denied, it

being altogether free from taste of any kind, consequently from bad taste

as well as from good ; whereas It is far oftener bad instead of good taste

that is displayed when ornamentation is introduced for the purpose of

attracting notice, as is done in some of our trading thoroughfares, by way
of architectural advertisement.

Those who call out so lustily for the adoption of Gothic, or some newer

style, carefully evade giving any reply to one very important, but most
disagreeably perplexing question. It is very easy for them to tell us that

we should do well were we to build more substantially than we now do.

Without the application of the medieval thumb-screw, we are quite ready

to confess that, taken on the average, our present London houses are of

rather flimsy construction. Thicker external walls, and internal walls

instead of mere partitions, would assuredly be an improvement, as would

likewise be fireproof floors and fireproof staircases. The advice is

most excellent, the unlucky part of the matter is, that it is too much like

that of a medical man who should prescribe a generous diet for a pauper

patient. The puzzle of puzzles is to discover wlience the dc-quoi is to be

extracted. Of such difficulty, however, the ultra-advocates for Gothic

make very light, ignoring it tdtogether. According to them, we have only

to revert to Gothic as it was, or else take it up afresh as a point de depart,

and we shall certainly get most admirable street architecture. Gower-
strcet would be transformed into a Chaucer-street. We might have
houses of the very best construction, with the very best materials of

their respective kind, moreover ornamentation ad libitum, polished

granite shafts to windows included, together with many other el cceleras ;

but who is to pay the piper ? They are surely not very consistent who,

while they pretend to recommend Gothic on the score of its greater

"economy," expatiate so largely on its resources with respect to embellish-

ment. Gothic, we are told, requires no more than honest " decorated con-

struction ;" yes, but that same honesty of construction and decoration is

rather too costly for every-day use. More to the purpose would it be,

could they convince us that Gothic is so intrinsically eumorphic that it

can dispense with decoration altogether, and thereby accommodate itself

to the exigencies of a system of house building, which under the present

regime, manufactures streets of most approved " gentility " by the mile.

Very much more than the comparatively mere skin-deep matter of style

has to be corrected—nothing less, in fact, than a radical reform of existing

conditions and interests.

What strikes us as a very unamiable trait in many of the Gothicists is

their indulging so freely in their talent for execration. With more of the
impetuous energy of Billingsgate eloquence, than of calm philosophic

SBSthetic reasoning, Ruskin the Kampant pronounces a devout imprecation
on Classic and Renaissance as being no better than " rotten rags,"—when
some good-natured friend might whisper in his ear " Had you not better

look to, and wash your own dirty linen ?" It was only the other day that
the Critic called Donaldson, " an empty pedant," and Tite a mere
" business man," at the same time mildly insinuating that Palmerston was
no better than a donkey in matters architectural. " Classic Old Fogeyism"
again, is an expression that breathes rather strongly ofBillingsgate. Now,
in giving it as our opinion that Classic is, upon tlie whole, far better suited
than Gothic for secular buildings either public or private, andismuch more
manageable for interiors, we do not profess to admire all that for
distinction's sake is denominated Classic. In fact, there is no denying, and
we can very well afford to admit, that there both has been, and is, too much
of the merest mechanical copyism—nay even of downright old-fogeyism,
of rampant imbecility, of soulless and tasteless humdrum, that is passed off

under the name of Classic. Yet what then ? " Let the galled jade go
wince ;" let those who are conscious of their inability to originate a single
really valuable idea, deserving to be followed up and developed into varied
ajsthetic beauty, feel annoyed by the charge of dealing only in copyism,
and being doomed to dwell in and abide by the " old-fogeyism," or foggi-
ness ofthe " five orders."

After what we have just said, hardly will any one among the sturdiest
'Gothicists fix his talons into us on account of our attachment to old-
fogeyism. Were any one to try to do so he would, likelier than not, go
home exulting that he had caught—a Tartar! We are not so thin-skinned
jEs to shrink with pain whenever the lash is applied, more or less deservedly,
to what, though it calls itself Classic, is the disgrace of that style, and cal-
culated to bring it into contempt. Our doctrine is quite the reverse of
tliat held by those who say, if not exactly directly yet indirectly, that an
architect has only to make choice of an approved style, and it will forth-
with inspire and gift him with imagination, fancy, taste. Nor is the last-

It is its numerous squares, however, that deserve to becalled "the lungs" of
'l.ondon quite as much as, If not more so than, the parks, because they servo to ven-

'' tlieir respective neighbourhoods. Nonentities as architecture, tlicy are never-
-s most agreeable oases in tlie huge and ever-enlarging wilderness of brick and
.ir. Apropos to scjuures, we recollect a school-boy anecdote of a school-fellow

^;uo boasted that his aunt lived in London, and in a square whose name began with
I-, but whether it was Grosvenor or Gough square lie could not exactly say .We have
;leard a story—of course only a fabrication -of a lady who, tempted by the name, en-
;aced lo<l:,'iug8 in what called itself I'aradise-row. Having arrived there, she called
DUt to Cabby, or, perhaps, then it was Jarvey, " If this is Paradise, drive me to the
iner place, for 1 certainly won't get out here."

mentioned qualification the least valuable, but rather the most indispen-

sable one, because, like good sense, good taste is

—

"Although no science, fairly worth the seven."

It is something that is quite beyond the reach of rules: it cither comes

spontaneously—heaven-bestowed, or it must be patiently acquired by that

kind of diligent study which is never taught in schools. No doubt, it is

possible, even in art, to train even blockheads just up to a certain point;

but there, if blockheads, they must be left to stop short. Mechanical aids

have, unquestionably, their usefulness : but are at the same time insuffi-

cient. Attention to petty technical teachings may do much; it will just

enable any one first to reach and then to float upon the Dead Sea of decent

dullness and respectable prosaic correctness. The followers and advocates

of Classic have rather injured than served its cause by representing it to

bo already so perfect—so completed, as to be utterly incapable of making

any further progress, or of accommodating itself to what is now required

by altered conditions. Although they do not care exactly to say as much,

they leave it to be inferred that such is the case, if only by deprecating any

attempt to do so, and denouncing it before-hand as a deserved failure. iVe

plus ultra is their motto; the " liog in the Manger " is their emblem.

In fact and in fine, with regard to Classic we have had too much otred-

tapeism.
" Victorian " architecture, on the contrary—but we adjourn till next

week.* ^
ON ESTIMATES.+

IN our late notice of the subject of Estimates almost the whole of the

space that could be devoted to the subject was taken up with an analysis

of the real nature of an estimate, and an attempt to demonstrate that it

is always an opinion, and no more. We showed that it is a perfectly

natural consequence of this fact that estimates should vary just as much
as any other expression of different men's views on any other subject,

where room for difference of opinion exists, and we pointed out the value of

approximate estimates as checks and guarantees.

It may be well, in the next place, to advert a little to the methods that

may be followed in the preparation of estimates, and the use that can

legitimately be made of them ; for, because there are untrustworthy esti-

mates, it does not therefore follow that there cannot be reliable ones, any
more than the existence of extreme or unsound views on any other subject

renders correct judgment and true reasoning impossible.

In the first place it is just as highly desirable, where possible, to com-
mence an estimate without a definite result in the mind, as a thing to aim
at, as it is proper in preparing a design to form and adhere to an exact

idea ; and on tliis account it is always best, where the requisite informa-

tion can be conveyed to a second party, that the estimate for any work
should be prepared, not by the author of the plans, but by some disin-

terested authority, who should not be informed what the amount is wished

to be. This, of course, applies more to approximate than to detailed

estimates ; and, in point of fact, what we have to say just now must, a

good deal of it, be taken as referring more to the former than the latter

class. If, however, the wislied-for result is known beforehand, it is prudent

to keep out of sight as long as possible the sum of money to which your
calculations are working out. Do not estimate what you consider to be

half or a third of the work, and see whether that turns out to be something

like halfor a third of the wished-for total ; and, if it fail to do so, do not

try to tinker it till it does, but keep your final results out of sight as much
as possible till the last, or you will be unconsciously induced to make such

alterations in your prices and methods as may, indeed, make the estimate

more what you want, but will to the same extent make it wide of the

truth.

The practice of all analytical chemists is founded on the desirableness

of having no inducement of any sort to make you look at facts on one

side rather than another, and is a beautiful example of scientific caution

and care. If you give a chemist a bit of an unknown substance to

analyse, he begins by taking a piece of it and testing it in various ways
till he has made out to his satisfaction what all its ingredients are.

lie has now to perform a second analysis to enable him to find out what
proportion of the whole each ingredient supplies, the first process being

called the qualitative, the second the quantitative, analysis. In the first

process it was of no consequence what amount was taken, but in the

second it would be expected that for the convenience of after division

some very definite quantity would be selected, such as a hundred or a
thousand grains, or minims : but no—the chemist commences his second

analysis just as he began the first, he breaks ofl" a lump if the body be a

solid, or pours out a quantity if it be a fluid, by chance, regardless entirely

of any precision as to squaring up the number of grains, or drops, or

drachms.
This substance is now most rigorously weighed in balances of almost

fabulous accuracy, and its irregular uneven number of grains, or ounces,

or what-nots carefully registered. The quantitative analysis is then coin-

pleted, and its results separately registered with equal accuracy, but it

will not be till after a calculation of some intricacy tliat it will be possible

to exhibit at a glance, and in simple figures, the relative amounts of

different constituents. The result of this is that the experimenter is quite

free to devote his attention solely to the busmess he has in hand ;
he can-

not be led into errors by seeing some fancied coincidence of proportions

with those existing in some analogous substance, for he has put it out of

his own power to detect any proportions at all till the process is completed,

and this at an expense of a good deal of additional trouble and labor. "

* To be continued.

t Continued from pag« 782.
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this be so desirable in tlic case of what is so purely a matter of obscrvn-
tiou anJ measureiiieiit. how necessary must a siuiilar precaution bo in a
matter whore opinion has so much to do as in estimating !

The simplest of all methods of estimating is, comparing the proposed
building with another of the same sort: this is a rough and ready way,
but unixiramonly apt to mislead, except in cases where the class of building

is very uniform in its cost. For instance, the price of one ordinary l^ondon

modern-built dwelling-house is a very fair criterion of what it would cost

to build another with the same number of roonis, liooauso London dwelling-

hoQses do not vary greatly tVom one uniform standard of badness j but it

wouUI Ix! hardly any guide at all to a person proposing to build a church
to know that some otlier church, with the same number of jicws, had cost

•ome detinite sum of money, because the two may be neither of the same
materials nor similar in form, pitch of enrichment, degree of flnish, mode of

construction, or general character. This test, then, requires judgment
to apply, but it can be fairly looked to. to confirm the results obtaitied

by other tuethods when it is employed with judgment.
Then another mode of forming a rough idea of the cost of a building

which. like the last, is only good in good hands, is to measure the area it

covers, and to put down a'price at so much per square, according to the

height or elaboration of the building.

It would be easy for any one who has opportunities of acquaintance with

buildings to form 'for himself a series of prices to be applied to this sort of

meMurcmcnt, and from the great facility with which the calculation can

tw made, nothing serves so well as this for a rough and ready test of

probable cost; but each person should make a set of prices for himself and

refer them to standards in some such way as this :—" Mr. .lones's man-
Bion cost a price e<iual to £:m jicr square per floor; Mr. Smith's house

equal to i 2.') IK' r square per floor; Mr. Johnson's X22 lOs. per square per floor;

and Mr. llobin.son's church, exclusive of tower and spire, £70 per square."

Anyone familiar with the bnildings represented by the names on some such

private memorandum as the above, would be iiuito atilo to compare other

houses or other churches that ho proposed to build with these, nnd roughly

to approximate to the truth.

The best known, and perhaps the most reliable of all these tests is that

one known as cubing, and applied by measuring the cubic contents of the

building and taking them at a price. In doing this it is necessary to lie

eareful to include everything in the measurement, taking from the bottom

of the footings, or, if there are deep trenches, half-way down the concrete

to half-way up the roof, and adding all out-buildings, projections. Sic.

There is a much greater uniformity in the prices applicable, supposing the

style of finish the same, to buildings with large voids, and to those witli

small rooms and many of them, than would bo at first sight supposed, ami

the rc;i8on for this is that the construction of large rooms or churches is so

much more costly, and requires to be so much more solid tlian where there

are many partitions near together, that it is much about the same expense

to build the one as the other.

It will be found that very few buildings for ordinary purposes can bo

put up for a less price than 4d. per cubic foot, but that most conmion

kinds can be built for (Ul. or something less ; while whore rich materials

and much ornan>ent are profusely employed, these prices may be as much
as doubled or more. It is not. of course, to be tinderstood that what is a

rule for one part of the country or for one architect's practice, is equally

true for another district or another style of finish. Architects will do well

to make a carefully cubed measurement of all their works as they complete

them, and to compare this with the actual and entire cost. This in time

would furnish a good means of approximating to the outlay on any build-

ing, and will be better done by each one for himself and his neighbourhood.

Other methods of rough calculation exist, but these aro the chief, and in

many instances form the basis of very correct opinions as to cost. Many
architects seldom require to go more carefully into the calculation of cost

than in the way of some one of these methods, and all ought, ns we have

already stated, to make use of them as checks.

It remains for us to consider a little those estimates that claim to bo

rcganlcd not as approximate, but as exact; these depend upon measure-

ments made in detail, and with much minuteness. The chance of serious

error is very much diminished by this method of procedure, and yet, as

vai shown in the first of these papers, there is a possibility of mistakes of

a grave kind being committed. The best means of detecting these is, as

lias been observed, a good approximation employed as a check, the best

meant of avoiding them lie in the excellent and well-digested systems now
in use, according to whidi a certain regular rotation is followed in taking

out the parts of any work, and in classing together the quantities obtained

by many distinct measurements. It is not proposed to enlarge these few

remarks by a long account of the custom or the system of taking out

quantities, for such an account, while it could not have been of avail for

those who arc not personally familiar with the empIo)'ment, would not,

perhaps, be very welcome to those who know all about it ; but it may, possibly

be more generally useful to draw attention to that method which may be

termed without impropriety detailed npprtiximation.

In many of the great continental competitions it is required of the com-

petitors to semi in a bill of quantities priced at rates which aro specified

as the instructions, and these aro always arranged upon the system of

taking out the quantities of portions of tho building in the ordinary

detailed way common among ourselves, but wherever possible giving the

opportunity of taking a number of dilTcrent things which could, however,

all be measured together at ono time, in one item, and at one comprchcn-

•ire price, and also of taking at a price to cover one complete, those

articles that aro frequently repeated. For instance, it is a common thing

to find a price for floors, to include, at per square metre or other superficial

measure, along with floor-lx)ards, joists, and plates, the lathing, plastering,
and finishing to ceiling below ; or again, a price for plastering walls, to
include all rendering and preparing, and painting or other finishing, and
also skirting at bottom of a given height, and cornice at to]). Another
price will bo given for floors on arches, to include floor ho:irds, slight joist*,

concrete filling-in. arches, centres to same, and plastering sofilts ; while
another price will include roof, at per s<iuare metre measured horizontally,

of such a steepness of pitch, with trusses, ptirlins, rafters, and covering (of
slates or tiles as the case may be), nnd gutters ; while again other price*
will bo given for a door of certain dimensions, and door-frame fixed com-
plete, with hinges and door furniture, and jjuinted ; ami another for a
window glazed, and hung and painted, including fastenings, fittings,

sluittens. and every other thing necessary to entire completeness. It can
easily be seen that by the use of this method, which can, of course, liy duo
care in the preparation of tho prices be made reliable, a tolerably dose
estimate oan bo formed in one-tenth tho time necessary for a complete
analysis of all tho work. It is ii. plan that does not seem to ho very popular
in this country, and yet it has much to recommend it to the architect and
even to the contractor, to whom sometimes the means of rapidly making
such an estimate as he knows he can bear out in practice is of great value,

as enabling him to secure work that might otherwise go to some other
quarter or to competition.

Having now disposed of tho nature of estimates, unless indeed it may
appear desirable to add something to tho short reference we have made to

detailed and exact estimates, it only remains to add in a future article

something about their valuo and the use or abuse of them.

UUll.nKK.S' DKNKVOLKNT IN.^TITIITION.
TllK Thlrteontli Aiiniuil illnniT in iilil of tlio funds of tin- Hulldors' ncnovolont

institutton. wfts Ik'M last (Tliupsday) cvunln;.--.!!! tho splondiil I'ppor Hall of the

London Tavern (Mfssrs. Chatrr and Fnnge's). Itlsiiopsj^ate-stret't.

The chttlr was occnpiod by the ['resident of the year, (iKOH<;K ri.ccKNi .

(of tlu' llini »C Mi'ssrs. Wni. t'ubltt nnd Co.. (>ray'«-inn-road), who was sniip

a nnmcrons and Inflnentlnl nsscnihhiso, including many of the most emlnenl ^, ...

men oinneclid withtlio building trades In the nu'tropolls and snburbH.
The following genllonien consented to act as Stewards ;—The Lovd .Mayor cU

Messrs. 1". Ayers, I'hilip Anley. .lames Abbott, W. C. Anderson. It. U. Arntz. .luhi;

itarnelt, Stephen lilrd, Ueorj;e liird (Treasurer), Stanley tJ. Hlrd, Joseph Itird.

(ieorge Hoys. Thomas Ilrassey. T. Urevetor. C. Huttcrs, l'\ 1". t'ookerdl.

Thomas ('ojtons. Collins and Slanbury. WilUnge Hunnage. Kove lirolluTS. .lob"

Dent, William Downs. Henry Donlton. Joseph Dowell. Willlnm tOUls, AUV
Kdwnrdes. |T. Kvans. W. nnd .1. Vrcenmn. Cliarios Fish, Kobert Forest, Char
Formby. Oardlnor and Hdl, Hti-hnrd tireaves. William Harrap. Willlnm lli;'"«, i

IIllliT. t;. IIIIUt. (i. Head and Sun. lilchard Head, Charles Hack. Joshua 11:

Howard, jun.. William Hntehons. W. IL .laekson. John Jay, K. W. Kennnr I

Alderman W. Lawrence, .lames Lawrence. William Lavers. William L\

Lueas Itrothers. Cieorgp Jtanslleld. (icorge Myers, .lohn IMorrls, S. L. Mann, .li

Maw, J. II. Nollcy, William Norrls. David Nicholson, Wlllliun Nicholson, J. (1

wnlte, Henry I'atnnm, Thonnis I'lper. Sir S. M. I'eto. Hart.. M.I'.. Tlu

- r.

^: I',.

il.V .

.Iiinu's

Outb-
n.i.n, mil,, I n.i.ii,,., .,.u,....s I'lper. SIP s. M. I'eto. lian.. iu.i'.. jliom.i^

I'earson, .lames I'ennethorne. .loseph Kiuby, lilobard Ulcliardson, Charles Hiihnr.l-

son. A. A. Koblnson, Alfred Smith. <J. Speneor Smith. (icorgeSmlth.S. J. Stlphen^,

Thomas Stirling, L. M. Tatliam, .lohn Thorn, Samuel Trickett. C. It. TrullniN

10. II. Tode. .lohn Williams, William Webb, J. S. Wilson, Waller and Sou. (jeoi

Wales, (leorge and Thomas Wnllls, W. Wood.
Durinir dinner tho excellent brass band of tho '^'iith Middlesex KlHe Yolunte.

,

Corps played some favorite airs.

After the removal of the elotli, the company were at Intervals much dollRhted Willi

tho performances of a most elllclcnt vocal partv, who wore under the direction ii

Mr. James Home; the vocnllsts consisted of Miss KUia Hughes, Mr. 'fhoni

Yonng. and Air. Lewis Thomas. In addition to the director.

The Chairman was supported by the Lord Mayor of London elect (late Mr. Aldi r

man I'ubitt, M.I'.). Messrs. Alderman William Lawrence, (ieor-jo Smith, (ieoi-.

Spencer Smith. Thomas I'lper. William Dunnage, li. IJoberts. John Harnett. Davil

!\lyers, Thomas Lucas. K. Itogers, — . Uobliiaon. Josepli I'ctors. (i. Hell. W i

(iardlner. William Wobb, Alfred Smith, — . Trollope, -. h'lcholson, —
.

Dowi

James Uowker.T. Co»ens. —. Stephens. H. Hanneu, James Lawrenco, John l.nv

rence. .). II. Freeman, William Dunnage. Jun., U. K. Ami*. John Dent, A. li. Hum
(Secretary of the Institution), &c., &c., the company comprising the principal im i

bcrs of the Committee, and many of the most luHucntlal brcthreu of the bulldn

trades In the metropolis.
Mr. Thomas lllggs acted with his usual efflclcncy ns toastraaster.

The cloth linvliiK-lieen removed, and grace IVom the " I.audi Sptrituall " (A.D. i:. 1

sung bv the choral party, ,,,,.,
The ('IIAiHMAN proposed the health of Her M^osty. (Drank with lond cheers.)

The band of the iitli Itille Volunteers then played the National Anihem, in whicli

they were followed by the vocalists, the whole company joining with the yreatcBt ca-

thnslasm In tho chorus. ...
TheCiiAmMAN proposed the health of Ills Koyal Highness the I'rince ( onsort,

and the rest of the lloyal Familv. nnd In so doing paid a high compliment to the

social and domestic virtues of the iL^onsort of Her Majesty.
, ., , j ..

The Chaikman proposed "the Army and Navy, nnd the \ oluntocrs of f-n^jland.

In proposing this toast, the Clialnnan spoke tn euloclslic terms of the new defender-

of the country, the Volunteer Klllc Corps, who. he predicted, would at all liim>

found ready to defend their country. Lieut H cas acknowledsed the complimeni

The t'liAiR.MAN proposed in a brief speech, which owing to the lowness ol tbctoin

in which he adilressed the meetlns:. was not heard a few leet from the table al which

he presided, the toastofthe ovcninir. " I'rosperity to tho Hulldera' Henevolent Instl-

tiilion
" The toast was drank amidst loud applause, and with the heartiest di inon-

stratlons of attachment to the Institution on behalf of which the company had

assembled.
, ,,,»,« .

Mr. TiioMAK rivrn proposed tho "Chairman of the meeting and the ricsifient oi

the Institution. Mr. I'lucknett." The Chaikman returned thanks, and ;
v p > il

" The rntronsol the Institution." The Loui> M.wok elect (Mr.Mdcimnii i i r 1 1
1

,

who was recolvedwith rapturous cheers, returned thanks on behalf of thi '.'

Mr. Alderman Lawmknce proposed tho " Mco-rresidenlsnnd Trustees of i

tutlon." Mr. T. Coz.K.vs. the tounder of Institution, nckuowledi,'ed the con
,

Mr. Hamkis. .Secretary to the Institution, rend a list of donations and .m, ...;

lions in aid of the funds, includinu a donation of Ji'-' -'s. tVom Mr. (iodwin. "I '"

JliiiUr, and of .IIIO los. from Mr. Kdward Henri Tode. of the Hiii.oiNr. Nkws. llie

donations nnd subscriptions reached a hnudsoino sum. amounting to upwards oi

l^XM, and Included a donation of Jt-'l from Mr. William Webb.
The t'liAiKMAN proposed the health of the Treasureror. a toast which was ncciv.i

amidst rapturous elieering. Mr. Hniii, the Treasnnr, rolurued thanks in his usuali)

gonial, warm-hearted, kind, and generona spirit.
,, ,

Tho CiiAin.MAN proposed the health of tho "Architects and Surveyors. 1"'

compliment was nckuowledged, and various toasts were proposed and rcsoondcd i"

We shall, probably, give a more cxUndod report uf the proceedings ol tho lutere

lug mooting la our lie.xt.
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MAXIMS AND MKMOUANDA KELATING TO THK AIUtANOK-
MENT OF FAIiM-IlOUSES AND COTTAGES FOll AGKICUI.-
TUllAL LABOKERS,

No. II.

1. Having in our Inst discusiicd the arrangement of fnrm-liomcs, wo
now iiroposo to draw tlio attention of our rcNulcrs to tliat of cottages for

the agricultural laborer.

2. The subject [is one of the most vital importance. Agriculture, the

mother of all the sciences, demands, where her best interests are consulted,

that every care shall bo taken to secure the comfort and well-being of

those engaged in carrying out its processes, so that to the development of

their physical shall lie added that of their moral energies, making them at

once able and intelligent servants. That this has not been done is patent

to all who arc acquainted with the past, and we regret to add, nmch of

the present condition of agricultural laborers thrunghout the kingdom.
Much has been written on the subject of the dwellings of our laboring

population residing in populous cities pent; and graphic descriptions

from able pens liave been given of their fearfully wretched state,

and liow utterly unlitted, too, many of them are (or the maintenance of the

physical and moral capabilities of their inhabitants. liul although the

popular mind may associate with country scenes all that is delightful in

rural life, the stern realities of agricultural districts point out, in language
unmistakable, that wretched hovels abound amidst our green fields and in

the most picturesque of our localities, in which household discomforts,

with their attendant evils of over-crowding, lack of cleanliness, and
moral dejiravily, are met with in their fullest stages of development.

3. Take, for instance, the following brief but graphic description of

•what may be called a " type " of country cottages met with too frequently

.la many of our rural districts:

—

*' With their mud or wattled walls, on swampy iltca, low walls, roof. If

thatch, rotten with ago or green with fungoid vegetation j if timber,

decayed; if of slates and tiles, these broken and abounding in holes; doors,

windows, and fittings matching the roof in decay, and vying with tho dirt

and smoke of years, in color with the mud floor, trod alike by biped, and
quadrupeds; in short, the arrangements for disease, misery, and prenuiture

aeatli are simple, adequate and complete, the hovel is crowded by males
and females of all ages, without means of separation, so that the arrange-
ments for sin and misery are also complete."
Or take another testimony, written some years ago, but still too

commonly applicable.

4. The general character of the best of the old-fashioned hinds' (a term
in use in the north of England to designate the resident farm laborers)

cottages in the neighbourhood, is bad at the best. They have to bring

everything witli them—partitions, window frames, fixtures of all kinds,

grates, and a substitute for ceiling; for they are, as I have already called

them, mere sheds. 'J'hey have no byre for their cows, no sties for their

pigs, no pumps or wells, nothing to promote cleanliness or comfort. The
average size of these sheds is 24 feet by 10 feet. They are dark and
unwholesome. The windows do not open, and many of them are not larger

than 20 inches by IG inches. Into this space within the shod are

crowded eight, ten, and oven twelve persons. IIow they lie doMtn to rest,

how they sleep, how they can preserve common decency, how unutterable
horrors arc avoided, is beyond all conception. The case is aggravated
when there is a young woman to be lodged in this confined space, who is

not a member of the family ; but is hired to do the field work, for which
every hind is bound to provide a female. It shocks every feeling of

Sropricty to think that in a room, and within such a space as I have been
escribing, civilised beings should be herding together, without a decent

separation of age and sex. So long as the agricultural system in this

district requires the hind to find room for a fellow-servant of the other sex

in his cabin, the least that morality and decency can demand is, that he
should have a second apartment, where tho unmarried female, and those

of a tender age, should sleep apart from him and his wife.

5. It is needless to quote from other authorities as to the condition of tho
farm laborers' house ; while gladly admitting that much has been done in

nearly every agricultural district of our kingdom to place the laborer on a
better footing as regards his house accommodation, we are only too sorry

that we have reason to deplore that so little comparatively has been done.

The subject is one to which for many years wo have given attention ; wo
have visited the principal agricultural districts, have personally
examined the dwellings, and have been and are now in communication
with the leading authorities of tho day, who havo given their attention to

the subject ; and the united testimony both of personal experience and
that of others is to the effect that what has been done, in comparison
with what is yet to be done in the instituting of a generally adopted
system of good house accommodation for agricultural laborers, is trifling

in the extreme ; a mere drop in the bucket, so to speak.
G. Seeing, then, the importance of tho subject and how much remains

yet to be done in connection with it, it is of vast importance that every
information calculated to be practically useful should bo wide-spread
amongst all parties interested. Hence the value of knowing what men
liave been thinking and are now thinking about tho matter. A digest of
the most important of this we now propose to give.

7. To obtain all the advantages of a systematic arrangement of matter,
we shall divide our remarks under the following heads :—1st. Site ; 2nd.
Acconmioddtion and ArraiKjcmenl.

8. .S7(f.—First in connexion with this point, we would lay it down as
axiomatic that all laborers' cottages should be built as near as possible to

the farm upon whicii they arc to labor. To some of our readers who may
not be aware of the system—hereafter further alluded to—which has been

prevalent in some districts, of pulling down cottages, compelling tho
laborers to walk a distance to their work, it will iH'rhaps be matter of
surprise that wo should so pointedly refer to a matter whicli is indeed
what we have called it, namely, axiomatic. Uut although it seems but a
common-sense way of proccciling to build tho lalxirer's dwelling near the
scene of his labors, still it is one whicli is nut always adopted ; and wo
read with astonishment that a farm laborer has walked some twenty
thousand miles to his work In tho course of so many years, astonishment
all tho more decided when we notice tho spirit of boastfulnoss in which
the announcement is made, as if it had been a great matter to talk about,
rather than a thing of which one ought to have been ashamed ; the man
having been fairly robbed of so much of his time, or so much unneceiaary
labor adiled to that which he had of necessity to perform.

'.I. A writer in the Quarterly licvww, April, 180O, p. 274, thus ]K)int« out
the evils attendant upon tho " policy " which has unfortunately loo long
guided many landlords with reference to laborers' cottages, namely, "to
pull down every laborer's dwelling as it fell vacant," the vacancy in point
of fact not being always " waited for." " In those which are called ' close

parishes ' where the whole belongs to one proprietor, and where tbereforo

it was possible to stop any dennind, however urgent, for the erection of

new cottages when old ones had been demolished, the work of destruction

was often systematically carried out, till one only or two houses were loft,

for private convenience or for picturcsquoncss or at a wife's entreaty. Nor
was this so much cruelty to the diipoisessed as dishonesty towards tho
neighbouring parishes on whom tho outcasts were thrown. If it were a
boon to one parish to get rid of its poor, It could hardly be intended ai

a blessing to that to wliich they were sent; yet by those immutable laws
of (iod, stronger than the maximM of worldly policy, in many eases the

depopulated parishes have gained a loss, and mourn their want of

laborers."
" If the hard rules of {wlitical economy arc to be applied to agriculture as

well as to commerce, as of course they must be, It is well to show that

the depopulating system is as false in policy as it is in morals. Every
farmer knows the advantage of having his team near his arable land; and
in gra/.ing counties where the plough fields are generally at a distance

from the homestead, ho prefers his stable placed where tho horses may
be close to their work, well aware of tlio|wear and tear and loss of having to

take them two or three miles each way, going and coming. He has but
to apply tho same reasoning to tho ease of his liihorers, and lie will no
longer agree with the agent when he proposes to pull down cottages to

reduce tlic rates. There is no grc.iter saving than having a man close to
his work ; and in tho narrowest commercial view, it is false economy to waste
so much of a laborer's strength and time, as is consumed when he has to

walk two or three miles every day from and to his home. There are moro
serious social considerations when it is remembered that much of tho
common interest between master and man is destroyed when they cease

to be fellow -parishioners; that the distance of the laborer's home from
that of his employer, prevents that kindly visiting and assistance which
the farmers' wives almost invariably bestow on the fandlics

dwelling around them in the same village, and that a popula-
tion diminished beneath the natural demand, both leads to a lower system,
of cultivation, and impairs tho proper relation of the employer to tho
employed. It is strange that any right-minded man should have over
gloried in reducing the number of human beings sustained on this property,

and that while they boasted of two blades of corn or grass grown where
one was grown before, they could point with complacency to the levelled

spots where once the cottage stood and the garden smiled."

10. Other points connected with site arc aspect, soil, &e. On these the
author of tho prize essay in the "Journal of the Iloyal Agricultural
Society," vol. 10, part I., page 2.11, has tho following :

—" .Such a variety of
circumstances, both natural and local, have to be considered in determining
upon sites for the erection of laborers' cottages, that the adoption of any
fixed rules seems almost impracticable. It may not be amiss, however, to

suggest that a plot ofland abutting upon, and at a level of from two to throe
feet above a good road, formiug part or being in the immediate vicinity of
an allotment of land available for spado husbandry, and possessing facili-

ties for efficient drainage, seems most desirable ; and in all cases care
should be taken that tiic habitation of tho laborer is not too remote from
the locality of his daily avocations. The aspect should be south, or as
nearly so as can bo obtained, and tho value of tho situotio n would bo en-
hanced if protected on the north and cast from the inclemency of tho
weather ; but tho close proximity of forest-trees should ,bo avoided, as

having a tendency to deteriorate the value of the garden-ground, and in

the autumn to clog up the gutters and spouts of tho cottages with dead
leaves. A good soil of easy cultivation, with a substratum of gravel or

sand, is essential, or (when the prevailing prejudices are overcome) a piece

of used-up old grass-land, sufficiently elevated for draining purpoici,

would not be unsuitable."

II." The choice of a situation of a dwelling," says Mr. BardwcU, in hi»

"Healthy Homes," p. ,^3, "iia pointof considerable importance. The moat
essential qualities are those most conducive to health, and the easy access

to public roads and conveyances, avoiding the proximity of marshes,

I'ogBy ground, and stagnant water. A cheerful situation is, above all

things, to 1)0 desired, as it generally has a beneficial influence unon tho

spirits ; and the position of the house ought to bo such that it would havo
the benefit of the sun every day in the year ; a gravelly soil being, a«

most people are aware, far preferable to a clayey one, and a chalky sub-

stratum better than any other."
12. " The choice of a site " (" First Annual Report of the Directors of

the Association for Promoting Improvement in the Dwellings and Do-
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mestic Condition of Agricultural Laborers in Scotland," p. 21) "is a point

of the greatest importance, as on it depends, in some measure at least,

whether the house shall be dry and healthy, or unhealthy and damp. It

should be capable of being effectually drained, and should also, if possible

be near a good supply of water. The cottage should be so placed that the

Ban may shine on it all round, especially on those parts which are used as

sleeping apartment*."
13. " With reference to sitaation," says Mr. Roberts," Dwellings for the

Laboring Classes," 3rd edit., p. 24, " where it is practicable, the front

honld have somewhat of a southern aspect, the embosoming in trees

should be avoided, and particular attention ought to be paid to secure a
dry foundation ; where this is not otherwise attainable artificial means
should be adopted by forming] a substratum of concrete twelve inches

thick, or by bedding slate in cement, or laying asphalte through the whole
thickness of the wall under the floor level. The vicinity of good water and
proper drainage are points of obvious importance. A gravelly soil is

always preferable to clay, and a low situation is seldom healthy.

14. It is desirable that every cottage should stand in its own enclosed

garden of not less than one-eighth of an acre, and have a separate entrance
from the public road.

15. " The salubrity," says Dr. Watson, in his pamphlet on the " Economic
and Sanitary Improvement of Dwelling-houses of Agricultural Labourers,
Cnpar Fife," " of a dwelling-house depends much on its situation, for on
this may depend the free access of fresh, dry air for respiration, a proper
supply of water, shelter, and warmth without dampness.

15. " The situation to be selected for the houses^or cottages of agricultural

labourers should be such that, if possible, their front should be to the

south, the ground should be dry and somewhat elevated above adjoining

fields, so as to admit of drainage, near to a supply of water, and have some
shelter from cold and violent winds, more especially on the north and east,

by high grounder trees; each cottage should have apiece of ground at-

tached to it in front. By placing the garden in this position, when the

house fronts the south, it is more sheltered and is not shaded from the sun,

and consequently is earlier and more productive than otherwise, and by
being constantly in view, greater attention will be paid to its cultivation.

If placed in front of the house, between it and a high road, the occupants of

the house are also thus removed from noise and dust, which render a house
close to the roadside uncomfortable."

1 6. " Such houses generally require to be surrounded by a well-made
drain, laid with tile-pipes and broken stones, for the double purpose of

carrying off all dampness from the ground, as M'ell as rain and foul water
from the house."

17. "The locality selected should possess a supply of pure water, which
should be introduced into the house by means of a pipe, and soil-pipes

should be laid from the kitchen and bed-rooms so as to carry foul water
into the drains. Near to the windows is the best situation for such soil-

pipes, which may be fitted with a wash-hand basin, or a small trough of
cast-iron or porcelain."

18. " The situation selected for the house or houses (if more than one is

to be built) should have sufficient space to render them free and open all

round, but particularly in front and back, inorder to secure the circulation of

fresh air without dampness and moisture. There should be no trees close

to the house."
19. "It is obvious," says Mr. Stephenson in his " Cottage Homes of

England," p. 14, "that low marshy and damp land should be avoided, also

ponds, pools, ditches, stagnant waters, and other similar places, should be
as far as possible from the intended erection. The cottage should be built

alongside or adjoining the road or public highway, sufficiently back to

admit of a little flower-garden in the front of it, care being taken not to

make a cottage erection look isolated or solitary. A cheerful appearance
in a building adds much to the apparent respectability of it, and gains the
attention and commendation of the inhabitants, and also casual passers-by.

This arrangement causes the occupier to cultivate his plot of land with
care, and as he probably expects a little praise for his exertions, it en-
courages him to pay attention to, and makes him proud of his garden. Get
a man to the point of keeping neat and pretty his front plot and you may
rely upon his becoming attached to his cottage and all it contains; it will

lea!d him also to a proper cultivation of his kitchen-garden, and thence to

the improvement of his own station and respectability, and the education
and welfare of his family."

20. The same author has the following remarks upon the aspect and
position of cottages : "Where the owner of the property is not particular

to a few yards of land, he should not insist upon the cottage being built

parallel with the road, or uniform, as it is termed, with others already
built, or in a line with them, especially when such existing buildings are not
placed north-west, south-west,;north-east, or|south-east, for it is ofthe utmost
importaoce so to place them in order to get the sun all round the building.

These aspects apply to all buildings for human habitations, and should al-

ways be borne in mind by the intelligent workman, builder, and owner of
property."

21. " The cottage should be placed midway its width of land, so as to
admit the action of the sun's rays all round, as well as to allow access to
the garden and back premises. The front portion of land should be laid

oat as an ornamental flower and herb garden, with small grass plot (to

taste). This garden, of the full length of the house frontage, and not ex-
ceeding twelve yards or less than eight yards in width; but this arrange-
ment must in many instances be guided by circumstances."

22. As regards damp the utmost precaution should be taken to prevent
it. For this purpose the site should be well drained. On this point the
brcbitect of the Scottish Association already referred to in the Fourth

Annual Report, has the following:—" Too much care cannot be taken to

insulate by very deep drains the site of the cottage from the surrounding
grounds, so as to make the whole underfloor and foundations thoroughly
free of damp. The drains (several feet below the level of foundations,
if declivity allow, so as to take offthe subsoil water) should not only go all

round, but through and through, below the under floor of the cottage; and
to allow of this deep drainage, elevated sites, having a good exposure,
should be chosen. Drains which go no deeper than the level of founda-
tions can be but of little service in neutralising the capillary attraction of

the ground on which the house stands, and wliich is rendered all the more
powerful in bringing moisture to the surface by the heat of the house
above. Care should be taken not to leave the foundation courses as it

were a kind of trough for water to lodge in; the whole earth to the depth
of foundations ought to be excavated, not only over the whole site within
but for 18 inches beyond the walls, filling up the outside space with small
stones or gravel, to within 6 inches of the finished surface, and inside,

where pavement is used, with dry stone shivers and refuse of

lime."

23. Having thus presented a variety of opinions as to site for the con-

sideration of our readers, we are prepared to take into consideration the
subject of the extent of accommodation required in laborer's cottages.

23. On this subject there are a variety of opinions. The following re-

marks on it are made by the Association for Promoting Improvement in

the Dwellings and domestic Condition of Agricultural Laborers in Scotland

:

" Some maintain that a kitchen and a bed-room with pantry or milk-
house is quite sufficient, and that to give more is an error, as a ploughman
can only furnish one apartment. But very little furniture will suffice in a
small bed-room, they musthave the requisite number of beds, and it seems
quite as easy to have them in separate rooms as to have two in the same
room. All the addition therefore that is required is a small table, a couple

of chairs, and, if thought necessary, a small basin-stand. It is plain that

if there is a large family living in such a house as that mentioned, namely
a room and kitchen, there cannot be a proper separation of the sexes. On
the other hand it is asserted that there should be no beds in the kitchen,

and no fewer than four separate apartments, one, the kitchen or living

room, a bed-room for the parents, and two smaller bed-rooms for the

children; and this seems the proper 'method if there is to be a due separa-

tion of the sexes, and no beds in the kitchen.

24. There is however a strong prejudice among the ploughmen them-
selves against removing the beds from the kitchen, and it may be worth
while to consider whether something between these different methods
might not answer the same purpose.

25. By allowing ojie bed otily in the kitchen, and having two bed-rooms
besides, three separate sleeping apartments can be obtained (as in the

former case) without violating the prejudices of the inhabitants so much
as if the beds were entirely removed from the kitchen. This method is

liable however to the objections urged against sleeping in the kitchen.

Each house should also have a milk-house or pantry, a scullery (ifproperly

used) will also be a great convenience for washing, &c., as by this means
the kitchen may he kept in a much cleaner and more orderly state than it

would otherwise be.

26. To secure therefore the ends above mentioned it appears that at least

three apartments are necessary, two of these being used exclusively as«

sleeping apartments, the other the kitchen or living room for cooking, &c,
and also as a sleeping apartment; and if the kitchen is used for cooking

and eating only, four apartments will be required.

27. There should also be attached to each cottage an ash-pit and privy.

These may be placed either in a small court at each end (as in a
pair of cottages), or at the back, leaving a clear space of at least

10 or 12 feet between them and the cottage. The piggery should be built

as far as possible from the house.*

THE ANFIELD PARK CEMETERY COMPETITION.

WE have been favored by a correspondent with the following

copies of letters which have passed on this subject, and we are

certain that our readers will feel a pride in the manly and independent

course adopted by our correspondent.

(No. 1.)

SiK,—I have received a circular inviting architects to furnish designs for the

proposed cemetery, Anfield Park, for which I presume I am indebted to you.

I observe that the Burial Board offer three premiums. Is the profession to

understand that these premiums are to be paid in addition to the usual pro-

fessional clLirges to be paid to all competitors ? or is it the intention of the Board
to pay notliing more than the three premiums, and to allow all the rest of the .

competitors to be unremunerated ? Although the latter is, unfortunately, the

customary practice in architectural competitions, I am reluctant to believe that

the Burial Board will give their sanction to a practice which entirely ignores tha

maxim that the laborer is worthy of his hire, and substitutes an alternative,

which appears to me to possess the very worst features of gambling.

rhc other course—of paying premiums in addition to the usual professional

charges—is unusual, and therefore, though accordant with the principles of

common justice, it is only prudent to ascertain beforehand what is the com^e the

Board intend to pursue, that there may be no misunderstanding.

Awaiting the tavor of jour reply,
I remain yours obediently,

Mr. W. Gay, Clerk to the Burial Board.

• To be conthiued.
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(i\o. 2.)

12, Clayton-stjuarc, 8tli September, 1860.

Sir —In reply to yours of yesterday, I beg to intorm you that it was bjr tlie

desire of the Burial Board that the advertisement was forwarded to all the Liver-

nool arcliitects, and it is perfectly optional for any gentleman to enter into the

competition or not. The plan and particulars will not be forwarded to any archi-

tect without a written application for them.
, ,, ,

In answer to tlie otlier portion of your letter, I have to state that the Board

will abide strictly by their advertisement, and do not Intend to pay for any design

which may not receive the premiums offered.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

William Gay,
Clerk, &c., to the Board.

{No. 3.)
10th September, 1860.

SiK,—Your avor of the 8th inst. is received this morning, from which it

appears the Burial Board "do not intend to pay for any design which may not

receive the premiums oflcred ;" I am, therefore, unable to give any further

response to the invitation of the Board. I should have tliought the constituents

of the Board (the ratepayers of the parish of Liverpool) could more easily pay

lor any service they require than the profession to which I have the honor to

belong can give those services withouc remuneration ;
permit nie to add tliat it

seems unworthy of the representatives of such a constituency, who might com-

mand the first talent in the profession, to be soliciting gentlemen to devote time

and talents to their service without the intention of giving adequate remuner-

ation. I remain, yours obediently,

Mr. W. Gay, Clerk to the Liverpool Burial Board.

P. S.—I presume the Board will have no objection to the publication of these

letters in the Building News.

TO YOUNG STUDENTS.*
HAVING passed through a course of reading, and being now tolerably

well acquainted with what is to bo learnt, I would remind the pupil

of his pencil—on that depends an immensity. By sketching we not only

improve the hand, but impress the subject on the mind—we generally

remember what we sketch, and appear to transfer the object to the paper

and the memory at the same time. This should be the endeavour of all.

There is, however, a light kind of sketching as well as a light kind of

reading. There are many who take innumerable sketches, and devote

much time to it, yet they never remember the subject after it has left their

pencil, they seem to throw it aside without ever thinking whether they

have been benefited by the trouble they have taken, or whether they are

merely doing it mechanically. The fact that we sketch for our improve-

ment should always be borne in mind, it should not be looked upon as a

pass-time, as it so frequently is, but as a pleasant study which will be of

Talue to us at some future time as well as at the present. By doing this

we shall more readily acquire the touch of the artist, and become possessed

of the practical knowledge of the professor. At first every drawing should

be done slowly and with great care, speed is the result of much practice,

and time will be required to become a rapid draughtsman. It is far better

to be slow and accurate than swift and inaccurate. It is infinitely better to

make half a sketch correctly than a complete one incorrectly, for the one
is merely so much waste of time and will prove of no permanent advantage,

but by beginning slowly and correctly the hand will gradually become
more ready and the eye more acute, till both act together, and you will

find no difficulty in combining speed with accuracy—these are the two
essentials in architectural drawing, and should be the aim of those who
desire to become useful members of their profession by being good
draughtsmen,—it is a proud distinction which few deserve, but wliich many
assume. The truth is, there are very many who labor under the mistake
that they are draughtsmen when they really are not—simply because they
do not know what good drawing is, and being, like the majority ofstudents

and young assistants, most unbearably conceited, they will not allow any
one to point out that simple fact to them. I would strongly advise the

young pupil to avoid conceit—it is most injurious— it is far better to have
too little confidence in your abilities than too much ; when once it has
fastened its hold upon you it is hard to shake it off, and many are laden

with it to the end of the chapter. It would be well to remember that the

study of architecture is the study of a lifetime and not of a few years. It

is so intricate, and branches off into so many directions, that it is utterly

impossible to become profound in it in a little time. This being the case how
absurd it is for tyros who know comparatively nothing to imagine they
know all, and, as is often done, to reject the advice and instruction of those
in advance, and deprive themselves, wilfully and stupidly, of knowledge
which they may never again have an opportunity of acquiring.

It has been said that an architect should never allow a day to pass
without adding at least one subject to his sketch-book. Although,
perhaps, it would not be possible for all to do this, yet it would be well to

approach it as near as opportunity allows. It shows distinctly the great
importance of acquiring a ready use of the pencil, and of becoming
familiar with the works of antiquity as well as withthoseof modern times,
but I do not think that to sketch indiscriminately is wise, it is apt to

corrupt the taste by loading the mind with examples which are too impure
for studies, and which may vitiate our ideas of design. I would advise
that the best be always selected, and that a preference be always given for

old examples. There is more dependence to be placed on them than on
onr modern works, which are mostly so inferior to them, besides which,
it must be remembered that the present age approaches nearer to a revival
of architecture than to an entirely new era. Therefore, in order to carry

• Continued from page 800.

out this, it is necessary to become possessed of a complete knowledge of tUo
style wliich is to be revived.

Much freedom of hand is obtained by sketching the human form, the
curvilinear lines and the superb combination of " lines of beauty " arc ad-
mirably suited for practice ; and as figure-drawing is often found useful

in our profession, it is well to gain some knowledge of the human anatomy.
With us, outline drawing is of the greatest importance. Shading should
be looked [upon at the first outset as secondary. It is not necessary in

taking sketches, in fact, I think it should be avoided. Many arc oftca

spoiled by it, and owing to the abundant application of black lead, the
original form is so illegible that they cease to be of any value whatever.
This is generally a great fault with beginners, they endeavour to conceal

a faulty outline with a still more faulty shadow, and the result is that

they produce a chaotic effect which is very undesirable.

A knowledge of foliage often proves useful m finished sketches. It is

rather diflicult to learn, and requires much practice before it can be treated

artistically. Where an opportimity is afforded the learner of going direct

to nature it would be well to do so, at the same time a proper treatment o£

this branch of drawing is to be gained from copies, which are soraetimea

very beautiful. In landscape drawing Pre-Raffaelitism is to be avoided,

it necessitates much labor of the most tedious kind, and takes away from
tlte artistic effect. It is not pleasing in painting and much less so in black-

lead sketches.

We now come to geometrical drawing. Much of this will, of course, bo
learnt at the office in which the pupil is articled, but there the progress

made in anything is generally slow. Those under whose care and guidance

the pupil is placed are generally too much absorbed with their own affairs

to pay much attention to him. The clerks are unwilling to do so from a

selfish notion that it would be to their own disadvantage, and he conse-

quently is entirely thrown upon his own resources and left to himself.

Neglect is not the only thing he has to endure; there are the taunts and
sneers of the senior pupils or the assistants, which help to fill the cup of

bitterness and to sink him in the dark depths of despair. I have known
young and sensitive minds who have been so crushed by the treatment

they have experienced and the cruel insults they have received, that they

have been cast down in spirit and completely unfitted for the heavy task

before them. The future of many a promising youth has been darkened

by the unfeeling conduct of those among whom he is thrown, and the

despondency which has fallen upon him in the spring-time of his life, will,

perhaps, cling to him through age.

Geometrical drawing should always be carefully done, in fact, properly

speaking, every line should be exact, especially when done to small scales.

In pencilling, the student should endeavour to make a clean, sharp line;

this is rather more difficult than anyone unacquainted with the subject

would imagine. In ordinary drawing, an F pencil is the hardest that

should be used ; for larger drawings, such as details, it would be better to

have a much softer one. It should always be well sharpened, the wood
being cut well back and left quite smooth, or some inconvenience will at

times be felt by its unevenness.

Before inking in, the drawing should be rubbed with India-rubber or

bread to clear it from the superfluous black lead and facilitate the forming

of proper lines.

These, in Indian ink, are extremely difficult to make; they should be
full, bold, and free from any ragged or broken edge. Few are able to do
this, and it requires considerable practice. They should be firm and
decided, and the thickness should be regulated by the scale to which the

drawings are done. The ruling pen should be held perfectly upright or it

will be impossible to form a good, even line. The same attention should be

paid to the fixing of the bow pen; both should be frequently wiped when
being used and always kept clean : it is impossible to draw well with a

dirty pen.

It must be understood that I am now addressing those who have just

made a commencement and who are ignorant of the art of geometrical

drawing. To them these hints may be of importance, and may assist them
in overcoming the first difiiculties, but for those who are further advanced

of course they are not applicable,and are not intended, as they are supposed

to be well acquainted with themalready.

Aain sketching, the first efforts of geometrical drawing will necessarily

be slow. There is to be acquired a mastery over the pen as with the

pencil, which will require time and perseverance to accomplish, there is

an awkward hesitation of the early attempts to be overcome and a rapidity

and precision to be gained. Let it be remembered that what is worth doing

at all is worth doing well. Let everything you attempt be worthy of you,

and above all, do not relapse into a careless way of drawing. It is oftea

productive of errors which frequently create unpleasantries and, perhaps,

it may be the cause of undesirable difficulties in which you may become
involved. In whatever new study you commence, do not expect to move
rapidly at first; as I have before said, speed is the result of much time

and labor, and for the reward of becoming perfect sacrifices must be

made.
I think there is nothing of much greater importance than for the pupil

to become conversant with the technical terms of his profession. In

reading it is of vast use, for it often happens that from being ignorant of

the meaning of one word the whole weight of the argument is lost. A
good specification will repay a careful study ; in it will be found most of

the technicalities generally used, and a fund of other information valuable

to the student. As a rule, never pass over a word or expression with

which you are unacquainted. The adoption of this plan wUl obviate

much future trouble, and will make you more prepared for your deeper

studies.
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Details will require much of your attention ; a knowledge of them is

imperative, and the sooner that knowledge is obtained the better for the
I>o»sessor. They are difficult to remember, and are of so great a variety
tliat the study of them becomes a work of years. They necessitate a
knowledge of construction, and an equal one of fine art. They call forth

the ability and genius of the master, and test the workmanship of the
man. To thosa who are capable of being original they offer a wide scope
for originality ; in a word, to understand them thoroughly is to under-
stand nearly all that is requisite for the carrying out of any work.

After the pupil has arrived at a certain stage he will bo enabled to be
bis own guide ; he will see what is required, and his own good sense will

direct him what course to pursue in order to gain it. These remarks
apply culy to those who are totally unacquainted with wliat they have to

do, and are driiUng along without helm or rudder.
There are many in this helpless state who have plenty of time on their

hands yet know not how to use it; who are favored with opportunities, yet
who neglect to seize them, and who are possessed of means but who
are ignorant of the way. Some need advice, and others encouragement j

in many the energy is " not dead, but sleepeth." The spark only requires

to be fanned and it will burst into a cheerful flame. The dreamer requires

to be aroused, and he will throw off the trammels of sleep and commence
the labors of a glorious day. A close application to study will reap its

own reward, for

" Tbc mind shall banquet though the body pine ;"

and. Hi Shakespeare adds with equal truth

—

" Fat paunchofi have lean pates, and tender bits

Make rich the ribs, tliouirh bankrupt quite the wits."

S. D. M. \V.

NEW VILLAS AT CHISWICK AND HIGHBURY NEW PARK.
WE cannot quit the metropolis in any direction without witnessing

the uninterrupted activity of the building trade. Whilst the heart
of the capital is being more and more appropriated to commerce, the
extremities have to provide habitations for those engaged in it. The
gretn fields are cut up for building plots, and bricks and mortar blot out
vegetation. Scaffold-poles take the place of trees and walls of hedges.
Shopkeepers follow the surburban dwellers, and the lovers of rustic
retreats are pressed still further a-field. Tlie limit where that smoky
medium in which we dwell melts insensibly into pure air is steadily
extended on every side. From Stratford to Chiswick, from Streatham to
Higbgate, we see nothing but houses, and there is not sufficient cultivated
land within the imaginary ring, including those points, to support the
inhabitants of a village. The size of London

"Never ceasing to enlarge itself,

Till by broad spreading, it disperse to nought,"

is its glory. Its circulation is occasionally impeded, and the streets with
difficulty disgest the quantity of horses and vehicles crammed into it, but
its salubrity remains perfect. But a little time ago a gap of market-
gardens occurred between Kirkham-green and Kew. This is now being
fast filled up. The result is accelerated by the division of the Arlington
Park Estate, at Chiswick, into building plots. It will be occupied by about
forty first class houses, each 160 feet in depth by about 60 feet frontage.
There will be eleven of these houses facing the Great Western-road. The
estate lies south of this main road, and is surrounded by gardens on the
remaining three sides. Two semi-detached villas and two detached ones are
already completed from the designs, if we are rightly informed, of H. E.
Kendall, Esq. Tliey are built in a very substantial and tasteful manner,
of yellow brick with cement dressings. Those furthest wcstwardsare the
semi-detached ones. The cement is limited to bands round the window
arches and to the porticos. Tl;ere is a projecting bay-window to each
block divided into three lights, one large and two smaller side ones. This
arrangement is repeated on tlie three several floors. A brick balcony
crowns the projection of ground-floor windows. The porticos at the sides
form wings to the block, over them considerable diversity of outline is

produced by small gabled projections with balconies or terraces at the
sides of them. There are conservatories at the back. Tlie decoration
of the exterior is very slight, but this is counterbalanced by the good pro-
portion and quiet character of the buildings, and the apparent excellence
of the workmanship.
A little nearer town, two detached villas have been erected on the same

estate. They are built at the entrance to the Marlborough-road which
runs through the property. Like the others, they are in the Italian style
and built with yellow brick. The entrances are at the sides. The walls
are crowned by low gables, and the openings are in general arched with
cement bands to form archivolts. The balconies are formed by leaving
out bricks in patterns, and there are occasional slight projections of bricks
to form cornices and strings. Nothing could be simpler than this decora-
tion, and nothing better than the effect which it produces. The villas

have a genuine Italian character pervading them through the studied pro-
portion and the variety of surface which the architect has given for light
and shadow to wander over.

In a totally different direction we notice as different a style of villa.

Highbury New Park is not further removed from Chiswick than are the
bouses erected there from those which we have mentioned. In the latter
there is a studied simplicity of decoration ; in the former, a studied display
of it. Color of material in the one is profusely introduced, in the other
it is limited to the yellow bricks and cement dressings. The buildings in
Highbury New Park are a result of the newly adopted fashion of red and
white brick and carved stone. They are less pure but more profuse in

their decoration than those at Cliiswick, there is agoodly cropof it already
on the ground, and a large quantity is rising at the end of the unfinished
road. The locality is a few minutes' walk north-east of Highbury-corner,
the first glimpse of it is seen on entering the New-park in a block of
buildings named Berosford-tcrrace. It consists of a series of 12 windows
on the first-floor, and two wings with gable pediments, altogether
subdivided into about eight houses. The first-fioor windows have arches
of yellow and red bricks, enclosed by a red brick hoodmould. The pro-
jecting continuous balcony in front of them is supported by iron brackets

,

and is composed of dwarf parapets, inlaid with buff and red tiles, and iron
railing between them. Each window is divided into two circular-headed
lights by a square column. The spandrels are filled with pierced orna-
ment. A red brick string, of four courses, runs under second floor and
between the stone heads of the windows. The ground-floor openings are
arched, semicircular inside and pointed on their outer edge. The wings
and western end are varied by the introduction of bay-windows, and by
fringes of red brick, flush steps under eaves of pediments. A rather un-
usual but commendable feature in these houses, is the decoration of the
back front, which, though somewhat plainer, is in the same character as
the rest of the ^exterior. The houses are three stories high above the
ground. Beresford-houso is a Gothic villa, just opposite the block Ave havej
just noticed. It is built of yellow brick with stone dressings. The rooi
is slated and bears iron cresting. A large half-octagonal window projectsl
on each front, covered with a pointed roof. The Gothic style is here!
CKCellently adapted to the modern villa, and no principle seems sacrificedj

in order to effect the desired object. On the left-hand side, going north-
wards, a pair of semi-detached villas shows two circular-headed windowsj
on the ground-floor, linked together by bands of red brick. The arches are
of yellow and red brick. The deep sills are decorated with inlaid tilesj

On the first floor a square bay projects from each house on stone corbeUJ
It has three circular-headed openings and panels of tiles above and beloTTj
them. The finish of the front—a heavy corbel-table broken to admit in itl

the end of the roof— is rather ugly. The porchw.iy is at the side, and is|

decorated with additional tile panels. On each side of this block an Anglo-
Greek villa has been built. The ground-floor is rusticated, the first-floorl

enriched with cornice and architraves. The only other ornament upon itijj

some honey-suckle and fret-panels. It is executed with a knowledge of the
style unusual in these Gothic days. The effect is extremely pure andl
elegant.

Adjoining it, a pair of villas is designed to appear like one house. Th8|
spaces generally left between the projecting porches and bay windows are
dispensed with, and the ground story of the two houses forms consequently'
a connected projecting series of openings, divided by panelled piers and
surmounted by a guilloche panel. This story is executed entirely in cement.
The openings above have red and yellow brick arches—the inner line semi-

circular, the outer pointed. Angle brick strings and projecting eaves
complete the decoration.

A couple of villas opposite are more ornamental. The entrance to each
of them is in the centre by a low gabled porch. Well carved grotesques

stud the feet, and rich foliage runs along the undersides of the gables.

There are broad cap-like carved brackets, forming springiugs for the arches

of windows and doors, and bands of red brick run along the fronts.

Pilasters are placed on each side of the doors, and panels of tiles over
them. The arches over the fanHght are recessed from outer ones of red

and yellow brick. Coupled windows are seen on either side of the porches,

with circular in- pointed arches. The openings on first floor are single, but
divided into two lights by square pillars like those before-mentioned in

Beresford-tcrrace, and they have the same red hood-mould.«, enclosing

yellow and red voussoirs. In the centres of the first-floor ranges open
loggia; are formed under flat pointed arches. They are each subdivided

into three openings by stone columns and pilasters with boldly-carved

capitals, crowned by stone and brick arches. The upper windows are

camber-arched, with red jambs. Large red-brick, diamond-shaped flush

panels connect them together. Courses of red-brick project under th^
eaves of the roof
A little further on we come on a pair with an unbroken series of open-

ings to the ground-floor. They have low pointed arches, raised slightly

from the dcntilled imposts. The arches arc originally decorated, but the

beauty is not commensurate with the novelty. A band of stone projects'

from the red brick arch, forming, as it were, a raised panel on it. The
first-floor arches rest on foliated corbels, all differently and elaborately

carved. The windows of the second-floor are arranged in groups of four ;

the heads are of stone, and the brick sides are widely chamfered. The
eaves of the roof project, as in the other villas.

The next six villas are all alike, and all detached; a notice of one of them
will therefore be sufficient. They have a projection from the front to form

bay-windows on the basement, ground, and first floor. The windows are

coupled on the ground floor, and the carving of tlie capitals, from which
the arches spring, is as beautifully designed as it is skilfully executed.

Red and white bricks are introduced alternately in the arches, and the

enriclied Venetian fillet encompasses them as a weather-mould. The sill of

first-floor windows is supported by three projecting courses of angle-

bricks in different colors. The window is in three lights, of red-brick

arches and sides, and outer arches of stone. On the carved capitals are

panelled pilasters. Two windows light the upper floor. The sides ofthem
are chamfered brick, the heads stone, and red brick bands bind them to-

gether.

There are repetitions of some of these villas on the opposite side of the

road. Two very elegantly-designed detached residences are, honever,

different from any we have hitherto noticed—Harley House and Westwood
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Villa. The former lias two circular-headed windows on the ground floor,

connected by bands of red brickwork. A group of three occupies the first-

floor, A band of red brick and a panel of red and black tiles, run under

the sill. The windows have red jambs and arclies, and outer stone arches,

carried by panelled pilasters. The upper windows project slightly, or

rather the wall beside the openings is reeessed, leaving the dwarf carved

pilasters which flank them flush with the face of the lower work. The
openings have red brick arches. Gables are formed in the roof over

them.
The latter villa has two windows on the ground floor, with low pointed

arches and carved caps. The inner openings are recessed and ofred brick.

A projecting course of angle bricks carries the sill. A high-pointed

triple arch on stone columns and pilasters lights the first floor. The two
stories and the basement project from the front, and have a red and white
brick and coped cornice over them. The second-floor openings are straight-

headed, with ogee stone shoulders. An enriched panel in a pointed arch,

and a gable joining the roof-caves surmounts them. The entrances are

at the sides.

All the houses arc designed on a liberal scale, and tlie proof of their good
internal arrangements is afforded by the fact that the majority of them
are already inhabited. That fact precludes our giving a description of

the interiors. It is no part of our duty, and it certainly is not our wish,

to say what rooms and what space each occupant has at his disposal.

It is enough for our purpose to state that what the public behold in

their perambulations is worth looking at, and that there is considerable
beauty as well as originality in the parti-colored fringe which has been, at
this point, added to the huge circle of London habitations.

MR. BALLANTINE'S PROPOSED CATHEDRAL WINDOW.*
MR. BALLANTINE has exhibited Iiis proposed Cathedral window in the

Queen's rooms, and we have paid our threepence and seen the work. In
placing it there he has challenged that criticism which, through his friends and
supporters, lie has so unsparingly applied to the works of others. We must not
forget that the criticisms of himself and his friends have been du-ected against the
style of the windows erected in the Cathedral. Hopeless of successfully assailing

the flne-art portion of those windows, or of oversetting the universal feeling as
to its excellence, they have attacked in bitter terms the style of ornamentation
and general design as inconsistent with archseological truth and the architecture
of the Cathedral, and have promulgated, in cloudy language, their denunciations
of lines, forms, composition and color, to the gi'oat ))erplexity of the pubHc, and,
as they no doubt hoi)e, to the confusion of those they dissent from. We Iiave

now before us the art which these critics prefer—that which they have supported
in pubhc meetings and newspaper columns—that is, the columns of such portions
of the press as have lent themselves to the outcry, influenced by kindly feeUng to
Scottish art, and utterly in the dark as to glass painting. AVe have, we may
fairly assume, in this specimen, that kind of %vindowwhieh a portion of tlie archi-
tects of Glasgow and their adherents liold to be fit for the decoration of our Ca-
thedral, both in point of style and as a work of art.

Adherence to style, if it means anything at all, means designing and painting
the general arrangement and details of a window in the spirit ofancient examples
of a given epoch. The modern artist may, if, as is often the case, he finds the
old example rudely drawn and executed, refine the drawing and execution of his
own design ; but lie must be as consistent in style througliout his work as the
example which he selects for guidance is consistent ; and, inasmuch as it is ad-
mitted by every sound critic who has written on tlie subject, that the principles
which ought to guide the artist in glass painting were completely developed by
the old masters of tlie art, these cannot now be departed from with any pretence
to taste or accuracy of style. Now, what are the facts regarding this window ?

First, we have a complete departure from the style of the Cathedral, in its

arrangement into an upper and lower division. This cannot be justified by the
panel or medallion windows of the thirteenth century ; they ceased entirely in
Eugland wiien windows were divided into lights, as those in our Cathedral are

;

besides, in this window the general decorative aiTangement is not that of me-
dallion windows. Neither lias it the well-known and distinctly characteristic
forms of 14th century glass ; it cannot claim to be considered archaeologically
true. The ornamentation is, in nearly every part of this singular design, bor-
rowed from foreign examples—not however, of glass paintmg—it is copied from
carved ornaments in the main features, and painted with the utmost care to
resemble relief, in direct contravention of tlie laws of glass painting. It is a
mixture of German—that much abused German—of modem French, with a very
Uttle of old English. The details are copied from well-known publications, but
without discrimination—different styles being jumbled together: thus we have
ornament and diaper invented in different ages and countries brought together

;

in fact, in a manner so profoundly absurd, that, did we not know it to be
otherwise, it might be said that the window was designed to be a joke, or quiz
on the blunders of many of our omanientists, who notoriously copy the forms of
stone work in wood anS iron, and vice versa, and who are guided" by no recog-
nised principle of ornamental art. With regard to the execution ofthe ornament,
it is wholly inconsistent with all sound ancient precedent, whicli, we have already
stated, cannot safely lie departed from, for a great deal of it is in colored enamel,
the most perishable of material, and by the common consent of aU abandoned in
all true glass painting. No good English glass painter has worked m this style
for the last quarter ofa century. We have also the working over of flat surfaces
of this enamel painting with ruled parallel lines, till the glass is made to look
like Berlin wool sewing. No such practice as this ever existed in good glass
painting, either in ancient or modern times. Thus, neither is the style nor the
method of execution in this window true to the style of the Cathedral.
The pictures we shall dismiss with a few words. The first element of good

composition, is good perspective; but the laws of perspective are here as
unscrui)ulously dealt with as the laws of ornamentation. In the
lower picture; the wall of the Temple is in parallel perspective, whilst the ark,
or whatever it is the King kneels before, is in oblique perspective, with the
station point too near, and with as many vanishing points as there are lines ; in
the upper picture, placed far above the eye, the horizon is above the heads of the

• From the Oiasgow Herald.

figures ! We hold tliat the figure portions of modern windows must be treated in
the highest style of art, and Rhould not be imitative of rude old fonns ; but in
this window the treatment is simply vulgar, the drawing is below criticism, and,
in a painting on canvas, would be passed by with a smile of derision. Better
composed and better drawn Bible illustrations are sold by our Ijookscllers for a
few pence, and may be seen any day in their windows. As an illustration of
profound ignorance of the principles of art, it may be remarked that, whilst in
the landscape the utmost naturalism is aimed at, the beads of the figures are
(lainted on white glass, with flesh tints, a practice followed in decorated and per-
pendicular glass, when heads were thus executed, the hair and beards being
stained yellow , but then all was alike conventional ; the glass painters of thoie
ages, although rude, had a miraculous sense of consistency in art wholly absent
in this model window. The angels, those monsters of glass mythology, are
monsters indeed. Nine heads from the crown to the knee, they cannot be less

than twelve heads in height. The great masters made their angelic figures of
the usual human proportions ; it was reserved for this modem " Scottish art

"

to create such proportions as these. We are loath to credit that Messieurs Faed
and Philipps have had anything to do, as we believe has been asserted, with
these compositions : they are too far below par to lie the design of any artist of
even average ability. We repudiate tliis window as a specimen of " Scottish
art." When Scottish artists—real artists—enter the field as designers and
executants of windows or otlier decorative works, we shall hail the event with
becoming respect. They have not yet done so; but, in the absence of works by
them, we cannot treat otherwise than we have done the pretensions of those who
assume lo wear their mantles.
That there may be no mistake as to the matter which Mr. Ballantine intends

to delineate, we copy the following from the card which was handed to us at the
door :—" The subjects introduced are ' The Rebuke of Saul by Samuel,' and ' 'The

Repentance of Saul,' as described in 1st Samuel, xv. chap., from the 27th to the
31st verses. The legend is inscribed on the scrolls borne by the angels in the
dexter and sinister compartments. The Houldsworth shield, crest, and motto,
are blazoned in the tracery."

MIJ. BALLATINE'S PROPOSED CATHEDKAL WmDOW.
To the Editor of the.Glmgow Herald.

Sir,—I trust you will pardon a stranger, upon a casual visit to Glasgow, pre-
suming to offer a few remarks upon your article iu your paper of Saturday last,
relating to the Uallantine stained glass window, now exhibiting, and which was in-
tended, as I imderstaud, for the Cathedral. Vour criticism induced me to go and see
this specimen of Scottish taste, and afterwards to proceed to the Catliedral, in order
to inspect the foreign productions with which it was unfavourably compared. My
own impressions, 1 must own, do not coincide with those of your critic. I felt, in
presence of Mr. Ballantine'8 window, that it seized and rendered the peculiar and
true character of medieval glass painting—strong contrasts of color, lights, and
shades, a sparkling brilhancy, a deep general tone, figures, wherever introduced, of
moderate size. Objectious were taken to what were considered iucousisteucies of
perspective. I saw none but what were conventionally allowed in former times.
I must confess that the whole effect of this stained glass picture was satisfactory.
When I went to the Cathedral the results were very ditferent. 1 noticed a want of
depth of color, and absence of intense expression— tlie decorative parts poor in form,
feeble in inteution—the architectural portions defective in correctness of detail.
The picture subjects are finely composed and grouped ; the figures had good ex-
pression, being well drawn, but they arc of a character quite apart from the con-
ventional proprieties of stained glass, as adopted and practised by medieval artists,

at all events in this country, and I believe on the Continent, and which required a
special characteristic treatment, altogether ignored in the Munich windows. Their
general effect is mawkishly faint ; there is a platitude—there is a confessedly yel-
lowish, greenish tone—not clear, sparkling transparent. Nothing can be worse than
the smaller parts with the circular window at top—and in the spandrels there is a
like want of intensity and contrast, the very fundamental requirements of painted
windows.Tin fact, they are weak in intention, vapid and inharmonious in execution,
and the details of the parts too large and overpowering.

I hope you will pardon my frankness, but I could not resist offerinp; this tribute of
justice to our native talent.- Believe me. Sir, very faithfully yours,

Tho-mas L. Donaldson.
Prof. Arcbi. University College, London.

Glasgow, 8th October, 1860.

[We have not the pleasure of personally knowing the writer of this

letter, but he only adds another proof to the truth of the old proverb, De gimtibxu,
&c. We differ absolutely, as our criticism indicates, from the opinion which, iu
fairness, and with much respect for the eminent writer, we now pubUsb. We
have shown that neither in respect of the drawing and painting of the ornaments
is the Scottish window consistent with the style and period of our Cathedral, and
that it is still more remote from that style in the method of execution. It is

utterly idle to affirm, as the writer of the above does, that the " peculiar and true
character of medieval glass painting" has been seized and rendered in this win-
dow, when it is painted on a material and by methods totally unknown to the
artistsof the I4th century. It is painted on the thin transparent colored glass

of our time. Their works were painted on the thick horny semi-translucent glass

of rude fabric. The modern omament is, in many parts, obtained by the process

of removing the colored coating of the glass, by means of fluoric acid—a process

utterly unknown in the 14th century. A considerable portion of this window is

executed in colored enamels, which were utterly unknown to the 14th century
glass painters. To urge, then, that the "true character of medieval glass

painting has been rendered" is to maintain a contradiction. As to the

figure portions of tlie windows, we hold them not to be worth powder
and shot. The Professor objects to our criticisms on the perspective,

and says that he saw no inconsistencies that were not allowed

in former times. Now, there was no perspective iu purely medieval glass paint-

ing, and if this later innovation is introduced at all it is contrary to the true

character of medieval painting, and must be criticised as we have done in

respect of its accuracy or falsity. We can only pity the taste which is content

to accept travesties of Bible subjects, or which can contrast them favorably with

the magnifieent compositions of the Cathedral windows. As an Englishman, and
probably an Episcopalian, the professor very naturally deplores the absence of

medieval feeling iu the figures in the Cathedral glass: but we in Scotland have

utterly and for ever rejected medievalism in our ritual, and in everything which

we can consent to admit into our churches. The representations of Bible

characters in all medieval windows are absolutely Romish in conception and

character as weU as in all their accessories. The medieval party in England have

restored these in their churches as they seek to restore medieval rites, and there

is much significancy in what they have done ; but we have nothing to do with this.

Let our English friends and critics be aware that as we rejected these things at

our Reformation, we do so now. Having, m all fairness, given place to our
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respected correspoiMient's letter, however adverse to our convictions, we now
dismiss tlie subject, of wliieli we feel that the mass of our readers must be weary,
whether in itsarchceoloiricalorart aspects. The question had Iwtter be discussed in
the art journals, in which architects, artists, and glass painters may more ap-
propriately spUut«T their lances than in our paper.—Ed. G.fl'.]

RUTLAND CHURCHES.—No. 11.—Bisbrooke.
THE church at Bisbrooke is dedicated to St. John the Baptist, whose festival

was first instituted A.D. 488 : his decapitation was anciently solemnly com-
meniorated by the church of England on the 29th of August, but the ceremonies
relating to this prophet arc now confined to the 24th of June. The church of
Rome still retains as a solemn feast this saint's martyrdom on the first-named
day by the title of Feafum DecollationU, being a corruption, according to

Durandus, of Fentiiin Collectionis S. Johan Baptistas, or the feast ofgathering
up St. John the Baptist's relics. According to the sacred canons, this saint was
bom in the year of the world 4,000 (about six months before the birth of Christ).
TJie emblems of St. John are, his head on a dish, lamb and locust, lamb's trotter,
lamb, lamb and cross, lamb and cross on a book, lamb on a book, and also with
last emblem a small cross, close crown or cap (tunic of camel's hair), cope
fastened with leather thongs crossed. The village is pleasantly situated upon
high ground, the surrouncRng scenery being very picturesque, consisting of hills

and dales, which produce a large amount of fruit and vegetables for the neigh-
bouring markets. The church formerly belonged to the monastery of Daventry,
afterwards to Christ Church college, Oxford, and subsequently to a family
named Andrews, one of whom (Anthony Andrews) was sheriff of the county in

1613 (U James). The present patron is the Duke of Rutland. The west front
exhibits an interesting specimen of an Early English bell turret, but the fabric

generally is in a very neglected state, being "in much need of a judicious restora-
tion. The furniture is old and unsightly. The painted (light blue) chancel
screen has been removed from its original position, and is now lying upon the
chancel tloor ! Thick coats of whitewash have fi-om time lo time been applied
to the interior. The plan of the church consists of nave, north aisle, chancel,
and south porch. The aisle is separated from the nave by three bays, the cham-
fered arches being supported by octagonal pillars. There is some rich stained glass
in the tracery of the Decorated window of three lights in the east window of the
aisle ; the west end is pierced by a pretty lancet ; and the chancel is lighted at
the east end by an unsightly Domestic window of four lights, \yilliam the Con-
querer held here and at Glaiston one and a half hide of land, four carucates of
arable, and eight acres of meadow. At the same time one Robertas held of the
Countess Judith here two hides and one yard of land, three and a half carucates
of arable, in demesne one carucate, two servants, and twelve villeins, with four
bordarii possessing two carucates and a half. There were here 20 acres of
meadow, and a wood one and a half furlong and as much in breadth. In tlie

Saxon King Edward's time the whole was valued at 20s., and in William the
Conqueror's reign 30s. In the reign of Edward II. John de Nevile and Thomas
de Midleton were lords of the manor of Bisbrooke. In 36 Edward III. William
de Burton, lord of Tolethorp, possessed the lands that belonged to John de
^Midleton, and from him they passed to Richard de Bajoels, Knight, and Robert
his son. Edward VI., in the first year of his reign, granted to Richard Lee the
manor of Bisbrooke, which previously belonged to the College of Fotheringhay.
The next year the said Richard Lee alienated the manor to Anthony Andrews, in
whose family it remained for several generations. The present lord of the manor
is the Duke of Rutland. Springing originally from Etal, in Northumberland,
•where they occupied a mansion constructed after the fashion of a border fortress,
the family of Manners appears to have held a good untitled position in the north
until Sir Robert Manners, high sheriff of Northumberland, in the 33rd year of
Henry VI., subsequently JI.P. for his native county, married the heiress of the
then Lord Ros, or de Ros, through whom he acquired tlie fair lands and mag-
nificent castle of Belvoir. His son and successor married a niece of King
Edward VI., and had a son who, having filled several " most honorable offices"
under Henry VIII., was rewarded, after the manner of the day, not only with
the Earldom of Rutland, but with a large portion of the spoils of the dissolved
priory of Ossulveston. The 10th Earl, under William III., was created Marquis
of Granby and Duke of Rutland, and his grandson, the third Duke, bv
his marriage with the only child and heiress of Sutton, Lord Lexington, laid
the foundation of the good fortune which has waited on the junior branches
of that noble house down to this present year of grace I860. By
this marriage also he had the celebrated general John, Marquis of Granby, the
Marlborough of his day, and whose features are still familiar to us on the sign-
board of many a village inn. The late Duke, who died in 1857, and who held the
dnkedom for nearly seventy years, was a nobleman who spent his fine income
in a princely manner, and lived in a princely state, entertaining royalty, com-
manding and supporting a splendid regiment of militia, and devoting large sums
to the encouragement of horse-racing and agricultural pursuits. He held three
Recordcrships. When he died he was able to leave handsome fortunes to his
three sons and four daughters. Of these the eldest is the present Duke. The
youngest is Lord George, formerly M.P. for Cambridgeshire, and married to a
MSter of the Duke of Norfolk, is a major in the army, and captain in the Royal

vl"*.! ' ""''"'6 second son and heir presumptive to the title is Lord
John Manners, who is strongly attached not only to the Established Church but
also to the cause of the landed aristocracy, if we may judge from the following
hnes which he published soon after leaving Cambridge, but which have been
sererely handled on various occasions by public men and writers :—

" Let arts and commerce die.
Bat give us still our old nobility."

Lord John Manners is M.P. for North Leicestershire, and for some years re-
presented, first Newark, and afterwards Colchester : he holds a commission in^e local mihtia; he is also a Commissioner of Greenwich Hospital, and was
nrst Commissioner of Works and Public Buildings under Lord Derby's two brief
administrations. The Duke's sisters are Lady Katherine (deceased), married to

Walcheren expedition, in tlie Peninsula, and at Waterloo : the latter was also in
the Peninsula and at Waterloo, and was an extra A.D.C. to the Duke of Wel-
lington ; both brothers in succession represented the Northern Division of
Leicestershire.

married to the only daughter and heir of the late Col. Marlay, C. B. The late

r"r?',o5?"'1"', ''^^ Loi-d Charles and Lord Robert Manners: the former
died in I80.5, the latter in 183.0; they were respectively a General and a Maior-
Generalinthearmy. The former was a K.C.B., the latter a C.B.: the former
was for 16 yean Colonel of the 3rd Light Dragoons, having served in the

Staffordshire (North.)— Wolstanton Church.—The rebuilding of this
parish church has just been completed. It has been restored entirely on its

original foundations. The roofs have also been restored in accordance with the
evidence remaining on the walls of what they formerly were. The steeple has
been added to the church internally by the throwing open of the tower arch,
thereby adding an interesting feature to the interior, which was entirely lost
before, at the same time that space has been gained and filled with seats. The
exterior of the building has been repaired and pointed, the window tracery re-
stored, the former ugly parapet taken away and replaced by one in character and
keeping with the rest of the church, having pinnacles at the comers, and the
staircase turret carried up with happy effect as a spirelet. The spire itself has
been taken down some distance, then carried up higher, and surmounted, as well
as the spirelet and pinnacles, with elaborate iron crosses and vanes. The beauti-
fully moulded pillars and arches inside form one of the most striking features
about tlie church. They have been rigidly reproduced from the old ones, of
which the stone was found to be too friable to work. The church is fitted up
throughout with low pews, having standard and carved poppy heads and low
doors. It is paved with Minton's tiles, and the wholeof the pillars, arches, win-
dows and doors internally are executed in cleaned stone-work. The font is an
elaborately carved one of Caeii stone, lined with lead, and mounted on a broad
step. The reading-desk is the former one replaced ; and the pulpit, which is of
white stone and very handsome, has been restored, and adapted to its new position
on the north side. The chancel arch, which before was disproportionately narrow,
has been widened several feet, still preserving the original mouldings, &c. The
entire building is warmed by a hot water apparatus, by Mr. Wlutehead, of
Preston. The lighting for the evening services will be amply provided
for by means of gas, for which brass fittings of a costly and recherche
character have been provided, comprising coronce for the nave, south
aisle, and steeple standards for the chancel, and brackets for the north
aisle and vestry. A magnificent brass eagle Icctem has been provided,
from which to read the lessons, and is placed in the centre of the church
under the chancel arch. The whole of the windows are filled with stained glass,
The organ has been replaced in the position provided for it in an arch between
the chancel and vestry, and has stalls for their choristers in front of it. The
vestry, which is behind the organ, is partitioned from the church by a traceried
wood screen. The chancel is fitted up with oak stalls, brass communion railing
and standards for lights ; Minton's tiles for tlie floor and steps, with various
devices and texts; an elaborate reredos and tables ot the commandments, cr^d,
and Lord's prayer in panels in the walls, all of the most costly kind. The
church, together with the fittings of the chancel, have been done as above stated
from the designs and under the superintendence of Messrs. Ward and Son, arclii-

teets, of Hanley, in Ihe style of the existing steeple and the original church,
namely, that known as "Decorated Gothic," of the middle of the fourteenth
century. The chancel occupies the e'^act site of the old building, and measures
40 feet by 21 feet inside the walls. The style is Early Decorated. The walls are
built externally of Stockton Brook stone, with Holllngton stone dressings, both
outside and inside. The roof is Memel stained and open, and boarded on the
top side of the rafters with hammer beam principals springing from curved
brackets on moulded stone corbels, and covered with blue and red tiles in patterns.
On the north side is a large arched opening for the organ, which forms a screen
to the vestry behind it. "I'he monuments have all been cleaned and restored, and
on the north side of the altar platform the old arched recess has been reproduced
in Holllngton stone, over the fine old alabaster altar tomb, with figures, to the
memory of Sir W. Sneyd, of Bradwell, date 1597. The three-light traceried
window at the east end, and the two-light traceried side windows, are filled with
stained glass. The altar platform is raised two steps above the chancel floor, and
the face of the steps are filled in with appropriate texts formed with Minton's
tiles. The whole of the floors, reredos, decalogue, creed and Lord's prayer are
also of Minton's tiles. The plans and designs of Slessrs. Ward and Son, archi-
tects, Hanley, were those adopted by the Building Committee. The contractors
were Messrs. Robinson and Son, of Hyde, and, although some misunderstanding
occurred during the progi'ess of the works, it is only justice to that firm to state
that they have brought their labors to a satisfactory termination. Mr. W. M.
Thomas was clerk of the works, and Mr. G. Gladwin executed the carving.
The chancel was erected from the designs of Mr. Salvin, of London, under the
superintendence of Mr. Lewis, of Keele, Mr. Bryan, of Stoke, being the con-
tractor. The work of rebuilding the church commenced in the month of
January, 1859.

Lincolnshire.—Bassingham.—The church of St. JUchael has just
been reopened, after undergoing extensive alterationsandrepairs. The restorations,
which have cost £1,200, consist of the reconstruction of the north arcade, which
was in the Norman and Early English styles, the original Norman arch being
retained and two new ones added ; the restoration of the clerestory windows,
which have been replaced; oftheparapetson the nave and aisle, with theaddition
of twelve new pinnacles to the former, on the old bases. A new chancel arch,
with coping and cross on the apex, has been erected, and a new coping and cross

have also been added to the chancel. The windows throughout the building have
been taken out, restored, and re-fitted with cathedral glass. A new tower arch
has been added, and the oak roof of the nave, of the north and south aisles, and
the porch, have been restored, the worn-out parts being replaced with new oak,
and the whole of the old lead being recast and placed on the top of the building.
The north and south entrances, and the entrance to the tower, have had new oak
doors put to them. In the interior, the old high pews have been removed and re-

placed with open benches. The fittings of the nave and aisles are of fir, and the
pulpit, lectera, and reading-desk are constructed of pitch nine. On the ends of
the stalls in the chancel are handsomely carved poppy heaas, and anew altar rail,

on an Iron standard has been added. The screen forming the vestry is of open
panelled work. The nave and aisles have been paved with six- inch black and red
Staffordshire bricks, and the chancel with Minton's four-inch square bricks.

Simpson's heating apparatus has been laid down. Mr. J. H. Hakewell, architect

to the Church Building Society, was the architect, and Mr. Huddlestone, of

Lincoln, the builder.
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NEW STYLES OF ARCHITECTURE.
TUERE is something nearly approaching to the ludicrous in one feature

of our architectural literature ; that is to say, in the literary emana-
tions of our professed architects. We refer to the chronic attack, to which
our architect-writers are subject ; and which leads them every now and
tlien to break out into lamentations on tlie sad absence of invention or
originality observable in tlie architecture of our modern buildings. We
have, indeed, amateur writers in every age, men in the upper ranks of life,

who take up architecture as an agreeable mental pursuit, and write upon
it well and usefully ; but it is generally with a humble intention of
gaining and disseminating knowledge that they write ; to elucidate the
principles of some known and esteemed phase of our art, or to add some-
thing to our stores of information as to facts, by reference to good
examples of ancient works. Such amateurs were John Evelyn, Dean
Aldricli, Kisliop Milner, Dr. James Anderson, and Thomas Rickman,
(not, we believe, when ho wrote his " Attempt," a professed architect), and
of such amateurs we still have happily our Fergussons, Paleys, Boutells,

Whewells, and Pcttits. Such writers seldom indulge in these Jeremiads
on the slavish state of copyism into which contemporary architects have
fallen ; but hit upon something to imitate, hunt out its excellencies, and
urge them upon us. On the other hand, professed architects, when they
do take up the pen to discuss tlieir art, are of all men the most prone to

fall a-grumbling at its barren condition, and at the want of originality

perceptible in the works of their contemporaries. It is a malady quite pro-
fessional and engendered, we suspect, of a consciousness of the extreme
difiSculty of achieving anything truly novel, and at the same time truly
good in architectural design. Natural it certainly is that none but archi-
tects, who may have made the attempt, should be capable of fully appreci-
ating this difficulty ; but still there is something really humourous in
their proneness to descant upon it ; and to thus solace themselves with
the sneers of the pen, for the shortcomings of the pencil.

Doubtless it is very provoking to know how slow is our progress towards
the desired end of all these essays—a new Style of Architecture. It is dis-
couraging to know how little of the pith of our modern architectural
compositions can with justice be claimed as our own; that, in the midst of
mighty improvements that are daily springing up in connexion with otiier
arts and sciences, wonderful results of the state of civilisation we enjoy,
architecture still continues to be restricted more or less to a repetition of
the features and proportions of edifices, that have been raised by our
predecessors in the art, some of whom flourished in an era long antecedent
to the advent of our Saviour; that, whilst our modern military and naval
commanders derive little information from studying the exploded system
of warfare, adopted by Miltiades, Thrasybulus or Lysander, nor our
legislators profit much from the dicta of Solon or Lycurgus, our Classic
architects should be reduced to repeat to this day the works of Ictinus
and Callicrates—aye, even of Sansovino—and our Gothic architects be
alike open to the charge of copyism. In comparison with our medieval
ancestors we have, indeed, made astonishing advances in refinement, and
can afford to smile at their clumsy machinery and still ruder domestic
arrangements; but with what reverence are wo not compelled to regard
tlieir architectural skill ?

All this, let it be repeated, is very humiliating; but it is, after all, nothing
better than an abstract truism, easy to give expression to, and " as old as the
Mils." It was true of our architects twenty years ago ; and, alas,
mutatis mutandis, it is true ofthem in 1860. The noteworthy fact is, that not
amateurs but architects are the men, who every decade or so rush into
type and announce it to mankind. They are, for the most part, young
pen, who have doubtless tried, and discovered how very hard a matter it

is, to treat us to—"^ New Style of Architecture." Some signal failures
have followed such attempts as have beeu made by individuals to accomplish
this end. We have had Monsieur What-dye-call-him, who long ago
devised "A new Order of Architecture," Mr. Batty Langley, who invented
" The Five Orders of Gothic Architecture," a stone sample of which might
have been seen a few weeks ago, in the form of a house portico* in St.
Martin's-lane; then we had Mr. Vose Prickett, who came forward with a
new style of architecture, to be wrought out in iron and glass; and, only
a few weeks ago, we have had an architect coming forward with a pamphlet
in advocacy ofa new style, which its author is pleased to designate " Victorian
Architecture." The pamphlet or letter-press of the discoverer has already
been reviewed in this Journal, but not so the new style ofwhich it treated.
We have just shown there is no gainsaying the fact of the timid penchant
of our architects for old styles, no more, indeed, than there is any denying
the death of Queen Anne; while, as to a new style—really, any man may
write volumes on the subject, without exhausting—if he writes them well and
steers clear of diagrams—the faith of his readers; and such being the case
a reviewer does well to charitably suspend his judgment until the new
style in question is presented to the public in some " questionable shape."

In such shape

—

i. e., in the shape of an engraving in last week's Builder
—we have now an opportunity of considering the merits and demerits of
"Victorian Architecture," a phase of art which, judging from the text
accompanying the illustration, seems to have fairly frightened our con-
temporary out of all criticism

; and no wonder, for truly this specimen of
architecture, hight " Victorian," well-nigh defies criticism. However,
there it is : in other words, "Victorian Architecture" is a great fact, and
as such must be tackled in some way, unless we are to abandon our very
title of the BuiLDiKG News aku Architectural Review.
Of course it is always an irksome matter to analyse a thing one does

not like : It would be easier to dispose of it in the "I do not like thee,

* Lately removed, to make way for the new Covent-gardeu approaches.

Doctor Fell," style, and declare, as we deliberately do, that were we
denizens of a dwelling, opposite to which there should grow up such a
terrace of " Victorian Architecture " as the one in question, we would
either cause our windows overlooking it to be blocked up, « la Apsley
House in the latter days of the Iron Duke, or straightway we would
emigrate into some happier quarter. Or again, more emphatically to
deliver ourselves of this species of criticism or carping, we might go on to
say, like good loyal subjects, " Long live our noble Queen," but confound
Her Most Gracious Majesty's "Architecture !" Here is a row of five or
six story houses, each constrained (by cruel circumstances, over which
their designer wouldn't have any control), to form constituent parts of one
long, united facade, so ostentatiously divorced from one another by dis-
crepancy of height, of fenestration, of feature, of sky-line, and of
seeming construction that, to say nothing of their piebald inequality of
surface and oddity of parts, it is impossible to look upon the composition
without blinking ! We know nothing at all of the structure, and nothing
of its designer, except that he is an A.R.I B.A., and hath written a
pamphlet ; but we are all of course interested in Victorian Architecture,
and offer therefore no apology for at once expressing our sentiments on a
style happily only now in the bud, but destined, for aught we may know, to
germinate all over the British dominions, and meet us, and our children's
children, at the corner of every street. We say at once, it won't do at
any price : down with " Victorian " houses, and eke with their architects ;

and huzza for Baker-street, and plain, prosy, speculating builders !

Seriously—for when vagaries such as this of " Victorian " kind assume
brick and mortar, the matter really grows quite serious—seriously, we
would warn all architects who aspire to create a new style, that there is

no useful commendable originality in mere oddity. To take an integral
row or "terrace " of large houses, and make the front of each individual
dwelling violently unlike any of its neighbours ; to turn ornamental
discharging arches from every unusual point (as, for example, the edge
of a chamfer) to crown them with keystones, and from those keystones to
turn other arches over them again ; to introduce in private houses here
and there turrets and spires for no conceivable use; and to encumber one
mortal facade of kindred dwellings with as many diverse patterns of
doorways as there are tenements, with we know not how many varieties

of windows, and with (mercy on us !) some two dozen varied patterns of
dormers ; to do all these things with no evident object, beyond that of
accomplishing what no other architect has heretofore done, or would
dream of doing, is to culpably give way to a transient whim, repulsive to
every refined sense or known rule of art ; and, worse than all, to designate
the incongruous olla podrida or hash, which we may have perpetrated a
new style of architecture is, to use a mild expression, a very dull joke
indeed.

It would grieve us to know that, we have spoken of the "Victorian style

of architecture " with undue severity or spite. Let any one, who may be
disposed to think we have done so, endeavour to realise the mental anguish
with which he would be likely to traverse a whole town, built in the
" style of architecture " in question. If a man writes a bad tragedy or a
dull book, he is at once damned by the " gods " and the public reviewers ;

why, then, is an architect who erects a pretentious, tasteless building, and
with it engrosses the horizon for all time whether we will or no, to escape
animadversion? An upright wall, perforated with plain square apertures,
and crowned with a humble, unsophisticated stone coping, will neither
deserve one's criticism nor court it : very diflerent is it when we have a
labored architectonic facade, dotted all over with features which, while
they are devoid of the comeliness that captivates the spectator, are of such
unusual kind, and are so oddly collocated that they fairly stop one on the
highway, with a " stand and deliver your criticism !

"

We conclude, then, as we began," with echoing heartily the complaint
that, we modems are such a race of copiers of old styles ; and far be it

from us to denounce novelty because it is novel : but this we do say— it

must, to be worth anything, be ever subservient to beauty. The mind of

man, we are told, yearns for variety : " variety is pleasing." This Is

quite true ; but it is " a pleasing variety " that men desiderate ; so that
no new style, which does not give us pleasing structures can well be
popular. As to the degree of variety proper to be employed in any style,

there surely are fundamental catholic rules of art, which teach us to keep
that very excellent quality in subjection ; lest, like champagne, whiskey
punch, and many other equally good things of their kind, it lead us quite
away from another good quality—as necessary in matters of art as in morals
—sobriety. L. L. Y.

PALAZZO PESAEO, CANALE GRANDE, VENICE.
FEW, if any, of the world's cities have been so frequently described, and

so often depicted, as Venice. We all know its striking characteristics,

and how^ essentially it differs from every other city. The highways of
water, which pulse tremulously through countless palaces and churches,

mirror their glory in the Adriatic ; the homes of Titian and Tintoretto,

the treasure-house of their and Veronese's finest works, the scene of

Othello's wooing and of Portia's justice, is familiar to most of us. The
beauty, the magnificence, and the sober graces left her by the injuries of

Time, the spite of Fortune, and the cruelty of the foreigner, cling still in

the gloomy silent avenues to her stately buildings :

—

" She has seen her glories fade,

Her titles vanish, and strength decay."

The heel of the Croat stamps upon her pavements, the white-coated

Austrian swaggers through her squares, and the cannon of the tyrants are

pointed at her heart. Whilst all Italy claps its hands for joy, she—the
Queen of the Adriatic—alone mourns in fetters. The day of deliverance
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mast *oon come, but it is a day which is regarded with dread because of

the injury which must then fall upon the works of art which she enshrines.

The Austrians arc not very particular about the architecture and paintings
there. They quarter Croats in apartments decorated for a Prince's

dwelling, and house artillerymen in churches where pious men have for

ages knelt and which devoted and gifted hands have in former times
adorned. So little reverence have they for the city which they occupy,
that they would shatter it to the ocean's level to prolong their stay

there for a few months. Those, then, who shall have seen Venice before

the end of her long night will be fortunate. The day which shines upon
the liberated people will illumine many a shattered wall and destroyed

picture. Even friendly hands may have to cut deep to free her from the

disease which eats her life silently away, but if her people have no more
shelter than their fathers found upon those desolate islands centuries since

tliey will proudly be able to add their voice to the joyous chorus of Italy's

sons, and give their aid to reconstruct a nation which has been, and still

may bo, the Mother of Heroes—foremost in arms and arts.

The palaces which fringe the Grand Canal in its serpentine winding
through the city, have, with scarcely an exception, some peculiar archi-

tectural merit. The Library of St. Mark, the Falazzi Conaro Grimani,
Camerlenghi Fisani, Foscari, Bembo, Justitiani, Loredano, and other

glorious works, which fill in the space between them, present an infinite

variety of study to the architect. If he desires to note the peculiarities of

Byzantine art, it is here richly developed ; if Gothic work enlists his

sympathies it is seen upon the stones of Venice in all its fulness and
beauty ; of the Transition from that', to the so-called " Classic " Italian it

has many fine examples, and the " Italian " buildings of Venice are un-
surpassed in architectural value by those of any other city in the world.

The gorgeous Palazzo Pesaro, which we this week engrave, is a very good
specimen of them. It is on the Grand Canal, nearly opposite Taglioni's

lovely palace—the " Ca d'Oro." The front is by Balthasar Longhena, and
•was built at the beginning of the last century. The carving of the

figures in the spandrels of the keystones, and, in fact, of all the enrich-

ments, is extremely bold and vigorous ; its apparent heaviness is com-
pletely absorbed in the beetle-browed majesty of the structure. The deep
recesses for the windows, flanked by columns two deep, the noble pro-
portions of the several features, the massive-pointed rustications on the
ground story, and the fine open loggia render the palace worthy of being
bracketted with Sansovino's Library for the first place amongst the later

buildings of Venice. The efiect of its square, massive form is remarkably
grand, as, at night, the gondola turns sharply beneath its frowning
cornices into the narrow Rio at its side. Dark, gloomy buildings shadow
the watery path, the casement-shutters creak on their rusty hinges ; this, the
lapping of the water upon the steps, the occasional dive of a startled rat,

and the warning voices of the goudolieri as they approach the corners of

the Bio, are the only sounds which break the silence. No lights are in the
windows ; nothing seems stirring except the playful reflections from the
water on the under sides of the bridges, as we glide on to where the
Grand Canal shines again like burnished silver in the moonlight.
Our engraving gives a faithful representation of the proportions of the

building, and of the masses of shadow which flit daily over it, but it

needs the brilliant color which everything possesses in Venice—the
dazzling blue sky and water above and below it, the rich tints of the boats
and barges which hang about the bases of the buildings, and more
especially it requires for its proper appreciation the consciousness which
an actual spectator feels cf being surrounded by other buildings equally
lovely—equally worthy of Venice and of her history.

BROWN FREE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM, LIVERPOOL.
IN Riving a description of this building in the last issue of the Building

News we briefly chronicled the fact of its being handed over—a free gift to
the town—by the donor, Mr. H. Brown, wantof.space alone preventing our giving
details of the ceremony at greater length. We cannot, however, allow the
occasion to pass without appending the substance of Mr. Brown's speech on the
occasion—teing the only speech, in fact, in which the architect is alluded to. Mr.
Brown said :—" .Although it was not contemplated by me, when this building was
Comnienced, that its usefulness could be extended further than the library and
llMenm, fortunately it is not now limited to these objects alone. The learned
soeieties of this town—namely, the Chemists' Association, the Historic Society of
Lancashire and Cheshire, the Polytechnic Society, the Literary and Philosophic
Society, and the Architectural and Arcboeological Society, have applied for such
aooonmodatiiin within these walls as will, from time to time, enable them to bring
fi>rward for inspection such models, new inventions, and discoveries in the arts
and sciences, or illustrations of antiquity, as may be deemed worthy of public
notice and useful for instruction. For these purposes ample accommoidation has
been found by adding to the building another hrgc room with galleries. It is im-
portant to have connected with this institution gentlemen whose associations,judg-
ment, tastes, and pursuits lead tlicni to appreciate and to promote the advantages of
proCTeas in the useful arts of life. I hope they will make good use of the theatre
by frequently giving lectures in it, andimpartingtootherssomeoftliatknowledge
which, by researches, investigation, and study they have themselves acquired.
Having the co-operation of those gentlemen under the same roof with the library
and museum will add to the value and usefulness of these establishments—not
only to the present but to future generations. By Act of Parliament we are
able to collfxjt about £6,000 per annum for the support of the Botanic Gardens
and the Library and Museum, I should rather say the libraries, for there are
two circulating libraries connected with this centre, and the books that are called
for at those establishments are about 13,000 volumes per week. Our whole
stock at present is alx)ut &5,000 volumes, but provision is made here for 120,000;
and it is jjlcasing to observe that the class of books that are called for is becoming
of a higher standard, and calculated to atford instruction. It is very honorable
to the readers that the books are taken care of and regularly returned. There is

scarcely an exception to this rule." After alluding to facilities for collection
of foreign books and objects in natural history possessed by captains using
the port of Liverpool, who, Mr. Brown remarked, ought to be duly impressed
with a knowledge of the circumstances of the building, the speaker proceeded—" The town is greatly indebted to Lord Derby for the large and valuable col-
lection of subjects of natural history which he has presented to it; and it is

a source of great gratification to me that the museum is united with the library
under this roof. We must all be much indebted to the architect (Mr. Weight-
man) for the exterior beauty and chasteness of the structure, as well
as for the arrangements of its different apartments for the purposes intended, and
for the further accommodation that he is making available for othiT important
objects that sugeested themselves as the building advanced. I naturally feel
much interested that everything connected with it should, as far as possible, be
turned to the best account, and in this he cordially co-operates. I should be
wanting in what is due to Mr. Weightraan and my own feelings, if I did not take
this opportunity of thanking him, and sayinjjthat the Free Library does honor to
his talents and his judgment. I have been looking forward for some time to the
present occasion, when everything connected with this establishment would be
placed under the parental care of the corporation. That day has arrived, and I
have now the satisfaction of proclaiming that the Hbrary and the museum are
open to my fellow-townsmen and others, be their religion or their politics what
they may. This is neutral ground. To see this building consecrated to public
good is most gratifying to me, and consummates my utmost wishes and desires.

To you, Mr. Mayor, 1 now deliver it over, for the perpetual benefit of the public,
and especially my fellow-townsmen ; earnestly wishing that prosperity, happiness,
and every other blessing may attend you one and all." It is needless to remark
on the reception Mr. Brown met with, or to say more in reference to the subse-
quent speakers than that they were well received, and the whole afikir, including
the banquet, went off in grand style.

LONDON AND MIDDLESEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
YESTERDAY (Thursday) the London and Middlesex Archseological Society

held a general meeting at Westminster Abbey, under the Presidency of the
Very Rev. the Dean of Westminster. The meeting assembled in the Library in
the forenoon, when, after an address from the President, papers were read,
descriptive of the Library, on " Old Organ and Church Music," and on " Early
Records Recently Found." The meeting then proceeded to the interior of the
Abbey, where it was addressed on the architecture and monuments of the build-
ing. The chapel of Henry VII. was next visited, when a paper was read on
" The Order of the Bath." The next places visited, and where papers were read,
were the Chapter-house and the Jerusalem Chamber. In the evening the mem-
bers dined at the King's Arms Hotel, Palace-yard.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
THE opening meeting of the Royal Institute of British Architects for the Session

1860-1, will take place in the rooms, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street, on
Monday, the 5th of November, next, when a paper will be read by Sidney
Smirke, Esq., R.A., the subject of which will be " Recollections of Sicily."

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
THIS Association will hold the first conversazione and opening meeting of the

Session in the Galleries, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street, this (Friday)

evening, when an introductory address will be delivered by the President,

T. Roger Smith, Esq. The following is a copy of the syllabus of papers and
sketches for the ensuing Session.

Oct. 26. Conversazione and Opening Meeting.
Nov. 2. Class of Design—Verandah.

9. Consideration of the Subject of Architectnral Examinations and Report
thereon.

16. Class of Design—Entrance Lodge and Gates to a Mansion.
23. Consideration of the Subject of Arcliitectural Kxaminations and Report

thereon.
30. Class of Design—Capital to a Column Quarter Full Size.

Dec. 7. A Taper will be read by Mr. Blomfleld, M.A., on the " Arrangement of
Churches."

14. Class of Desigrn—Grand Staircase to a Mansion.
21. A Paper will be read by Mr. K. W. Billings.

28. Class of Design—Timber Truss for roof SO feet span.
N.li.—ScantUngs to be stated.

Jan. 4. A Paper will be read by Mr. Arthur Allom, on "The Battle of the
Styles."

11. Class of Design—Town Gateway.
18. A Paper will be read by Mr. J. A. Bunker, on " Foundations."
25. Class of Design—A Villa.

Feb. 1. A Paper will be read by Mr. R. Druce, on " An Architect's Audience."
8. Class of Desifjn—A Conservatory.

15. A Paper will DC read by Mr. G. B. New, on " Brickwork."
2".!. Class of Design—A Stable and Coachhouse.

Mar. 1. A I'apcr will be read by Mr. Thomas Allom, on " Light and Shade."
8. Class of Design-Tympanum with Sculpture.

16. A I'aper will be read by Mr. J. H. Christian, on " Masonry."
22. Class of Design—National Schools.
29. Good Friday.

April f). Class of Design—Ornamental Hinges.
12. A I'apcr will be read by Mr. T. Blashill.

19. Class of Design—A Seven-light Window.
26. Conversazione.

May 3. Class of Design—Principal for Iron Eoof over a Railway Station 8 feet
span.

10. Special Business Meeting,
17. Classof Design—Encaustic Tiles,

24. A Paper will be read by Mr. K. O. Harris, on " Carpentry."
31. Class of Design— Interior of a Library.

June 7. Nomination of OiTieers.

14. Class of Design—A Porch.
21. Election of Oilicers.

Prizes will be ^dven for the best Essay on ** Street Architecture and its proper
Treatment," and for the best Series of Sketches made by the Class of Design dunng
the Session.
Half-hours in Botany,on the evenings of Ordinary Meetings, to be opened by Mr.

Thomas Blashill.

The Committee have exerted themselves in a most praiseworthy manner, and
the Session of the Architectural Association is expected to be a very successful

one.
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THE ROYAL AC4DEMY.
THE Lectures on Architecture at the Koyal Academy will, this Session be de-

livered by SiBNEY Smirke, Esq., H. A., on the evenings ofJanuary 24th,

January 31st, and Februai-y 7th.

llm({irs.

Lalla BooJth : an Oriental Romance. By Thomas Moobe. Longman,
Green, and Co.

rpHE lovers of the poetry of Thomas Moore will be pleased to know that in
X. anticipation of tlie new year, now rapidly approachi'ig, the Messrs. Longman
have issued a new edition of Lalla Hoolili suitable for j)resi'nttttion.

At this period it will be manifestly unnecessary to enter into a lengthened
exposition or analysis of this well-known romance. If, however, it is admitted
to the full that " a thing of beauty is a joy for ever," we shall be pardoned if, in
pointing; out the distinctive features of the edition under consideration, we revive
a narrative well known to the great majority of our readers.

In the edition before us we have an interi'Sting account under the poet's hand
of the negociation with his publishers, evidencing an amount of literality almost
unparalleled in the history of poets. The result of the negociation was an agree-
ment to pay 3Ir. Moore tlu-ce thousand guineas, and that, too, before he had
written a single line of the poem. Such liberality has not been without its bene-
ficial influence upon the general fortunes of the hou^e of Longmans. At the
same time it is nntewortliy that the copyright of the poems of Thomas Moore and
of one poem of Wordsworth are the only copyright productions of this order they
have ever had in their possession.

It will be remembered that the guise under which the romances are presented
to the reader, is in the form of a narration by Feramorz to Lalla Rookh during
lier journey from Delhi to Cashmere, at which city it was intended that her
nuptials with the son of Abdalla, King of the Lesser Bucharia, should be celebrated.
Natmally the charms of the narrator's manner and the beauties of his narration
win upon the fair Princess, but the feeble struggle commencing in her mind is

ended by the discovery that the poet-narrator is her affianced husband ; who has
won the heart of his intended queen through interesting her imagination. This
is the story of Lalla Rookli. The romances are founded upon the story of the
Veiled Prophet of Khorassan; followed by the legend of Paradise and the Peri;
the Fire Worshippers; and the Light of the Haram. The illustrations that
enrich the works are from original drawings by John Tenniel, engraved by the
Brothers Dalziel. The opening illustration of the Veiled Prophet of Khorassan
discloses

"(The Great Mokanna. O'er his features hung
The veil, the silver veil, which he had flung,
In mercy there, to hide from mortal sight
His dazEllnj,' brow, till man could bear its light."

He is receiving the adoration of his followers generally. The poem then goes
on to describe the object of the special pageant :—to receive the adhesion of Azim
who

*' Js come to join, all bravery and belief,

The creed and standard ot the heaven-sent Chief."
The illustration of the ladies of the Prophet's harem affords the artist an

opportunity of delineating various types of female beauty with the most subtile
grace, and the acknowledgment by Azim of the sanctity of the Prophet's mission
enables the mind to judge of the young man's intense devotion of purpose under
the influence of his stern belief in his profession of faith. The recognition by the
priestess, Zelica, of the person of Azim, her former lover, believed to be dead,

—

the illustration of the lines
" You saw her pale dismay,^

Ye wondering sisterhood, and heard the burst
Of exclamation from her lips, wheu flrat

She saw that youth, too well, too dearly known.
Silently kneelinj^ at the Prophet's throne,"

is well and forcibly depicted. The poem theu describes the antecedent circum-
stances leading to Zelica's unholy betrothal to the Veiled Prophet: how com-
parative loss of reason has rendered her susceptible to impressions that her
vocation as Priestess of the Faith is a holy one

:

" All tire, at once the maddening zeal she caught

:

Elect of Paradise ! blest, rapturous thouGrht

!

* * « « *

Too well the impostor utu'sed her soul's delirium—
« * * * *

He bound her soul
£y a dark oath, in hell's own language fram'd

—

* « * • «

Never, by that all imprecating oath.
In joy or sorrow, from his side to sever.
She swore —

"

The fiendish hatred of the Prophet for mankind is evidenced by his desire for
tteir moral destruction. He proposes to Zelica that, other charms failing, she
hall seduce Azim, her pure lover, to his destruction. Helpless to do other than
obey the fiend's behest, she exclaims :—

" Obeyed !—'tis well—yes, I deserve it all—
On me, on me, Heaven's vengeance cannot fall
Too heavily ; but Azim, brave and true
And beautiful, must he be ruin'd too ?

Must he too, glorious as he is, be driven

_
A renegade like me from love and Heaven ?"

The union of Zelica's supplication and thorough helplessness in the artist's
illustration heightens our belief in her individual purity, and intensifies our
abhorrence of the archfiend. The closing illustration of the first part is, how-
ever, the most effective. The hideous moral character of the Prophet naturally
Irads to a desire to raise the veil which has hitherto obscured his face. The
illnstration is of the following :

—

" Here, judge if Uell, with all it's power to damn.
Can add one curse to the foul thing I am I"

The horror-stricken turning away of the unfortunate Zelica leaves a great
deal to the imagination of the observer; in this it is eminently satisfactory in
the highest artistic sense.

In the second part, the sensual influences sought to influence Azim are most
aarmingly illustrated. The human interest, however, centres in the meeting of

n Azim and Zelica, and that the illustration fully sustains. Her return to conscious-
ness, her eloquent appeal, and her knowledge of her awful degradation in his
sight, and his agonising despair, are well pourtrayed. The reminder by the

Prophet of her unnatural oath brings the second part to a clo«e. The opening
illustration of the third part is of tlie pomp and circumstance attending the war
of the Caliph against the false Prophet. The battle rages until—

" Now comes the brunt—the crlxis of the day j

They clash, they strive—the Caliph's troops give way."
Victory, Iiowever, is restored by Azim, and the " rush of fugitives " carries the
Prophet off the field. The vigorous and life-like action thrown into this scene is

one of the most effective in the volume. The next notable illustratioa is the
portrait of Azim, thus :

—

" One sole desire, one passion, now remains,
To keep life's fever still within his veins

—

Vengeance ! dire vengeance on the wretch who cast
O'er him and all he luv'd that ruiuous blast.
« « * * «

For this he still lives on, careless of all

The wreaths that glory on bis path lets fall

;

For this ulone exists, like lightning fire.

To speed one bolt of vengeance, and expire !

The fanaticism of the Prophet's followers is revived by an illusive sign and the
exhibition of Zelica as the priestess of the sect :

—

*' But vain at length his arts."
" Death and conflagration throughout all

The desolate city hold high festival.

Mokanna sees the world is his no more

—

One sting at parting, and his grasp his o'er."

K demoniac feast is given, at which all the guests are poisoned, and the Veiled
Prophet discloses himself in his true character :

—

" Dreadful it was to see the ghastly stare.

The stony look of horror and despair.
Which some of these expiring victims cast
Upon th(^ir souls' tormentor to the last

—

Upon that mocking fiend, whose veil, now raised, •

Snow'd them, as in death's agony thoy gazed.
Not the long-promis'd light, the brow, whose beaming.
Was to come forth, all conquering, all redeeming,
But features horribler than Hell e'er traced
On its own brood."

The suicide of the Fiend, the death of Zelica, and the appearance of her vision

to Azim, revealiiig that she has been pardoned, bring to a close one of the most
artistic; series of illustrations of this powerful romance ever presented to tlie

public. t Next in interest and extent are the illustrations of various scenes in
the Fire Worshippers. We point special attention to Hafed's intimation to
Hinda that he is '

" Of that impious race "

abhorred by her father. Also to the illustration

—

"His chiefs stood round—each shining blade
Upon the broken altar laid."

For an illustration of cold-blooded cruelty, from a perverted sense of duty, the
expression of Hinda's father's face may be referred to when he says

—

•'This very night his blood shall steep
These hands all over ere I sleep."

The treachery of Hafed's follower in discovering his retreat to Hinda's fiather,

the rigid composure of the heroes who, true to the last to the faith of their fore-

fathers, their massacre, and Hafed's voluntary immolation on the pile

—

"Now Freedom's God I I come to Thee,"
are all in the artist's best style ; successfully challenge the most serious criticism,

and excite the highest interest. For the illustrations to ParadLse and the Peri,

and the Light of the Haram, we must refer the reader to the volume itself. We,
with justice, add that generally the illustrations are conceived and executed in a
spirit harmonising completely with the poet's idea, and are very material aids

towards a due and satisfactory mental realisation of his conceptions. The work
is rendered artistically complete by five title-pages of ornamental Persian designs,

by T. Sulman, jun., the engraving of which has been skilfully executed by Mr.
H. N. Woods. As a whole, the edition is one that is highly creditable to artists,

engravers, and publishers ; being produced in a manner that heightens, if possible,

the reputation of the author. We, therefore, cordially commend it to our readers
and the public generally.

I

(^mt^ti^^&t^^ti,

THE METROPOLITAN STREET TRAFFIC.
Sir,—This is a subject of much discussion, and has been for many years past,

as to the best and most effectual method of getting increased speed, less interrup-
tion, less noise, and last, but not least, less cost to the ratepayers, in avoiding the
now perpetual mode of ripping and tearing up the paving of roads and footways
every time a repair to gas, water, or telegraph pipes is needed. To conquer the
last named evil, I suggested and set forth my plan for subways some years since
in the Illustrated Londcm News, through the kind introduction of the late

lamented proprietor, Mr. Ingram ; but these suggestions have only been used to
fill other persons' heads and pockets, and they, not 1, will and do getcredit for any
good secured by improvement of our streets. That subways, and well-constructed
subways, must eventually be generally introduced^ in all the narrow thorough-
fares of the metropolis is most certain, unless the streets are made wider, by
pulling down and setting back one side, but it is folly to suppose that iron

tramways will ever answer in narrow or inclined streets. That the system
would answer in a wide and level part of the New-road, there can be no doubt,
but never in our London streets, with their tremendous traffic ; for the first train

of cars or omnibuses which got ofl' the track, would form a dead block and stop-

page of all the traffic far worse than it is at present, and that is as bad as can be

to be delayed by an upset coal waggon, or brewer's dray, or Pickford's van with
a wheel off in any of our thoroughfares.
That which is wanted is a perfected system of subways, wherever they can be

introduced, and then the pnving of the streets can be made permanent—for a good
and lasting paving, and level tramway blocks, on which all and every vehicle 01

every gauge or width.of wheel space can travel, without fear of choking or block-

ing. "The wear and tea on granite blocks, as proved on London, Westminster,

Waterloo, and Blackfriars-bridges, is immense, and is also evidenced in London
streets, where the addenda evil, of noise from vehicles and slipperiness of granite

paving, is daily proved. And where granite trams have been laid, as in the Com-
mercial-road, LimehoHse, the risk of throwing down horses is much increased,

although the advantages for wheel tracks of heavy loaded trucks or waggons is

great. To remedy this noise and slipping, " wood pavmg " has been laid down in
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our streets, but this did not answer, being, if any tiling, more slippery for horses
than the granite paving, and requiring constant repair and restoration, as the
wood bloclts wore down so fast. In addition to this, " mixed bloclis of material "

have lieen tried, under various methods, for paving the streets, and I have seen
bv the papers has lately been re-introduced in Lombard-street, City, but whether
efectively remains to be proved—for that is the great point. To secure the
desideratum, I have myself had blocks constructed of end grain wood with dove-
tailed cross grained notchings, and infills of parallel spaces with broken granite
and Trinidad bitumen, rammed well down into iron moulds, and tiie result has
been a perfect paving block, noiseless, and giving firm foot-hold to the frog ofthe
horses' feet. The trial of these blocks, proved under the most severe and heavy
traffic that the wear was uniform, and answered my most sanguine expectation.
Bat—and this is the rock 1 split on—who was to pay me for all my thought and
trouble, and give me the encouragement by orders to do the works required 1

IrVell, nobody ! because it was cverj'body 's business. I was told to patent it, as I

liave done other things, and thrown hundreds of pounds away, having the mortifi-
cation of seeing, as soon as my payments stopped, some unprincipled vagabond
working the very article, under a specious disguise or imaginary difiercnce. And
mine is not a solitary case.

All I do hope is that whatever is done, may be really such as will reflect credit

upon the plan, and he permanently useful.

I am. Sec,

W. Austin.

PRESERVATION OF STONE.
Sir,—^The nation hasjust completed, at a cost ofupwards of£2,000,000, a Palace

which was supposed to be calculated to endure for centuries, and, by the care and
science which liad been bestowed upon it, to defy, at least, the ordinary ravages
of time ; and yet it is scarcely finished when it is found to be in a state of rapid

—nay, ruinous decay.

The causes of this are simple, and the suggestions of the remedies equally
sojbut l)oth questions are so strictly technical and scientific that I am not
aware that any popular view of them has been attempted. If you will oblige

me with sufficient space I will, however, make the attempt.
From the Norman conquest down to the period for determining the issuing of

the contracts for the New Palace at Westminster we had been accustomed in

London principally, to use stones called, technically, oolites. These are lime-
stones, formed originally, a)>parently, in deep seas, and are so called because,
under the microscope, they appear composed, of a series of very minute
egg-shaped bodies. At Caen, in Normandy, they are very soft and fine, and
our Norman ancestors imported them from that country and used them gene-
rally. The White Tower in London, Rochester Cathedral, and Rochester Castle
are large specimens of the use of Caen stone. On the whole, this stone has
lasted its f>00 years' trial pretty well ; but certainly the ancient architects knew
how to choose it better than the moderns, for Caen stone, which has been much
used in England lately, is in many very important cases rapidly decaying.

In England we have similar stone ; near Oxford somewhat harder, but of the
worst possible quality, as the churches ot Oxford testify ; at Bath of various
Dualities, fonnerly obtained from the "great oolite " of Combe-down and Farley-
own ; but our principal and l)est supply now comes from the hill at Box, opened

by the railway tunnel of the Great Western at that point.
Bath stone, as It is technically called in London, if weU chosen, is a good build-

ing material. The Abbey church at Bath is in fair preservation. The greatest
failures in London, however, are due to its careless use. The quadrangle of St.
Bartholomew's Hospital was Bath stone ; it became a perfect ruin, and some ten
or twelve years ago it was entirely refaced. The additions to Buckingham Palace,
built by a late very eminent builder, are one of the very worst specimens of Caen
or Bath oolite in England, and a short time after it was finished the
whole external surfac* was actually painted. On that subject I will say a word
presently.

A third sort of oolite, more recent in geological time, but of a much harder
texture, is obtained from the Islf.nd of Portland ; it is hard, of a beautiful color,
and if well chosen, and with some care in its setting, I believe it to be one of the
finest bnilding stones in the world. Of ancient buildings. Bow and Arrow Castle,
in the Island of Portland, and Salisbury Cathedral are good examples; and of
more modem, St Paul's, Somerset-house, the Bank, the Mansion-house, and the
new Royal Exchange shows its present state and appearance. It may be said
that Salisbury Cathedral is not Portland stone from Portland ; but it is the same
stone found at Tisbury, in Wiltshire, and which I am glad to see is now coming
to Ixindon at a very cheap rate indeed, the new Salisbury and Yeovil line passing
through the district of the ancient quarries.
When the Palace of Westminster was to be built, this material was at hand,

but individual stones sometimes decay, and it always collects the soot of our
London atmosphere. It was, therefore, reasonable and right to inquire further.
At great expense a Commission, consisting of the architect, two geologists, and
a chemist, went all over England to examine stone and buildings, and they
believed that in Yorkshire they had found what they wanted in a bed of stone
called minoralogically " dolomite," or, more generally, magnesian limestone. It
is a crj-stalline stone, composed of sulphate of lime and sulphate of magnesia, and
much harder than even Portland stone. The best accounts I can find of its com-
position are in De la Beche's " Geological Manual," 1832, or in Van Buch's
" Annates des Sciences Naturelles," 18-27, to which De la Beche refers. Let me
remark, however, that dolomite is a crj^stalline rock—that is, a chemical com-
bination of lime and magnesia, some thinking that it was originally limestone,
but altered by heat and other circumstances. I believe the Commission were a
little misled by their chemistry, but they found in Coningsburgh Castle, in the
neigbourhood of the quarries, a building which certainly appears to have braved,
with but little loss, the war of the elements for 700 or 800 years. I believe, how-
ever, that the outside of York Cathedral is a dolomite ; and certainly the various
states of decay of that building might have taught us caution in its adoption.
From the crystalline composition of^this stone, however, all the present mischief
arises ; for when the crystallisation is complete, and the magnesia and lime in
proper proportions, it is indestructible ; but nature does not work quite uniformly
on so large a scale, and im perfect crystallisation, or an excess of lime or magnesia,
would naturally lead to all we see at Westminster. Some beds,—nay, very large
fmrtions of the external facing, then, look as good as ever : but others, and un-
uckily those the best decorated, and the upper portions of this splendid edifice,
are al really in a state of fearful decomposition. The stone turns to powder, and
In some cases, I understand, large masses have taUen down from actual decay.

I really look upon this accident as a national calamity. If itcannot be stayed,
but goes on, there is no alternative whatever but to cut out every decayed stone,
carve another, and put the new one in the place of the old. The expense of this

process would be enormous ; and with what matei-ial is it to be done ? Can we
depend on any beds of dolomite, or must we have recouree to Portland stone ?
About the choice and durability of the latter there would be no difficulty, but
Portland stone becomes rapidly white, and dolomite turns brown, and so every
step of the decay would become marked with color, and the building become a
disgrace. We have, indeed, seen Henry Vll.'s chapel entirely refaced, stone for
stone ; but let the records of the Dean and Chapter be searched for the cost, and
the world would then form some notion of what the consequences of such a
process would be. Of course, cement may occur to many ; but, without dis-
cussing that point, let me say authoritatively—and I am sure every architect
would agree with me—that any such process is perfectly out of the question.
A few words will dispose of the present state of the question and the expedients

i

proposed. Buckingham Palace is painted from a similar misfortune to that I|
nave already explained; and we paint our stucco-fronted houses, and occa-
sionally our stone porticos. Of course, all oily coatings, such as paints, rapidlj'
yield to the sun and wmd, and the covenant in our leases " that we should pain
all external work, now painted, with two or three coats of oil paint every thn
years " shows our universal experience on that point. From the nature of things
no oily or fatty mixtures can be permanently exposed to the atmosphere. Wha
then ? Science steps in and shows us that flints, hard, indestructible, an
apparently imperishable, are dissolved in nature in hot water containing alkalie,

as in Iceland, and may be easily dissolved by art iu hot water and caustic alkalij
and it was immediately seen that if we could get decaying stones to imbibe
firstly, this solution, and then chemically to harden it again, the problem wai
solved. Flint, as your readers know, is, technically, " silica," whence the ten
invented for this process, " silicated."

Fuchs, in Munich, was the first who turned his attention to this suggestion'^
followed by Kuhlmann, in Paris, and about the same time by Mr. Ransome, of
Ipswich, who has patented his application, the patent applying to a double de-
composition which he alleges he lias discovered. Mr. Szerelmey followed ; his

process he keeps a secret, but Professor Faraday states that some bituminous sub-
stance is mixed and introduced at some part of the process. But, with this dif-

ference, I believe it to be chemically the same as the ordnary process. There is

no doubt of the bitumen ; for, being in attendance at Committees of the House
last session, the smell of bitumen was complained of while the workmen were occu-
pied in the second court at the back of the Select Committee-rooms. For this

additional process, or composition, Mr. Szerelmey introduces the term " zopissa,"
and calls his process, " silicata zopissa," and proposes to apply it to bricks,

cements, woods, &c. The word "zopissa" is an unusual one, though JliVira,

or IliVra, "pitch," is, of course, a well-known Greek word. This difficulty sent

me to " Liddell and Scott's Dictionary." They give the word under the autho-
rity of Dioscorides. I then turned to Stephens, and there I found all about it,

and extracts from Dioscorides and Pliny relating to the substance called zopissa
by the Greeks. As I write, as I said at the outset, simply to make the question
intelligible, I will not quote the Greek. It seems, however, that zopissa was
pitch, compounded with wax, scraped from the sides of ships which had teen at
sea. Sprengel's Latin gives the Greek with great accuracy, and that permit me
to quote :

—" Zopissam alii dicunt esse resinam cum cen'i uavibus derasam, a
noimullis apochyma vocatum, quae dissipandi vim habet, quia aqua marina est

macerata." Pliny, according to the quaint old translatiou of Philemon Holland,
gives it thus :

—

It would not be forgotten how the Greeks have a certain pitch, scraped, together
with waxe, from ships that have laine at sea, which they call zopissa ; so curious
are men to make experiments, and try conclusions in everything ; and this is thought
to be much more efl'ectual lor all matters that pitch and rosin are good for, by reason
of the fast temperature that it hath gotten by the salt water.

In Ducange the work is spelt "zupissa," and in " Donnegan's Lexicon

"

" Zmbg " and " Tlhaa" are given as the etymology, as if the compound signified

" living pitch." Ainsworth derives the whole word from the Hebrew " Zephth "

—pitch or bitumen. All this, however, points distinctly at the distinguishing

characteristic of Mr. Szerelmey's process.

I wish I could believe he had succeeded. I agree with you in thinking that in

the face next the river his specimen looks better than Ransome's ; but if you
go into either of the two courts coated this summer by Mr. Szerelmey, you can
scrape the composition oft' with your nail. In truth, it seems to me that neither

one solution nor the other is absorbed into the stone, which is the whole question,

and that consequently the stone is not silicated.

1 did hope the distinguised chemist to whom the Chief Commissioner referred

the question would have suggested something, but he evidently only answered
certain questions, and I fear that the whole difficulty remains exactly where it

was; and we may spend thousands upon thousands in literally doing but little

more than whitewashing his magnificent specimen of a national misfortune.

The only course I can suggest is that the Chief Commissioner should at once

remit the question to a commission composed of our best chemists and most
e,xperienced architects.

Apologising for the length of this communication,
I am, &c.,

October 20. An Architect.

TENDERS.
BOADS AND DkAINS, KETTERING.

For specified roads and drains for Ketteriuy Cemetery.
F. Sharon, Clapton £630
Thomas iieale, Kettering 525 13
Freeman, lleepstone ^Zi 10 6
Strickstone, Hinkston 410 10
Uoddiugton, Wellingborough ofrj

Neither accepted—figure too high; fresh specification recommended on a more
moderate scale.

Villas, Woodford.
For the completion of a pair of sunii-detached villas, for Richard Hallctt, Ksq., OB I

his estate, Knighton, Woodford, Essex. Mr. J. H. Kowley, architect, 17, St. Helen's-,
place. City.
Morter £fl83 I Gushing £^
Humphreys and Son 980 Davey (accepted) 898

Itivett 073
j
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Schools, Bipon.
For the York and Ripon Diocesan Kcmale Traininff Schools, to be erected at

Bipon. Messrs. J. B. and William Atkinson, architects, Yorlc.

Masonrt/ and lirictwitrk.

.John Chambers i::i,77U o I John Keswicic £2,648 10

John Shaftoe 2,820 John Kettlewell 2,578

B. Weathcrley 2,799 0|
Jlrkfcioork and Plastering.

Christopher Orton £2,472 9 9
Masonry.

KmanuelCarr £1,0.'>8 U I Bowman and Co £804
James Thornton 906 3 1 I John Jvettlewell 794

Brichcork.
Thomas Thornton £2,228 3 10 | John Blaclcbum £2,103

Carpenters^ and .fohters' Work.
John Wrlffht £2,380
Thomas Gowing 2,300

Wm. Coolc 2,10;

George Simpson 2,018

li. lllinRivorth £1,994
Wra. Coulson 1,845

John Holmes 1,830

Wm. Bcllerby 1,797

Thomas Thornton £243 13 10

Cattley 224 1.5

Mary Wood 215 17

Wm. Kellett 200 "

Slating.
HT Sanderson £199
John Baynes 197 14

Plastering.

Wm. Ellis 197 8

8
I
James J.ickson £490
F. ItawlinfT 438
James Duckworth 435
Croft and Braithwaite 415

Thomas Tliornton £712
John Chambers 000 u

R. Fortune 543

John Keswick 538 10

James Laycoclc 531
Plambing ami Glazing.

R. Gowinff .^Ollt
I

John Dickinson £539
S. Prudamcs 0O9

|
Richard Wallen 519

Hodirson .580
I
M. Varvill 500

Paintimj.

Geortre Akers £147 14 3
|
F. Moore £10")

,Iohn Barton 137 10 i M. Varvill 90

Thomas Poulter 110
i
R. Pearson 80 10

Fm' the Eiitire Works.
Thomds Gowing £6,999

ACCEPTED TENDERS.
Masonry and flric/jworfc—Kettlewell £2,578
Carpenters' & Joiners' Work—MeWerhy 1,797
/"tefcr/Hif—Croft and Co 415
Plumbing aiul GUiung—\9.Tvi\\ 500
Paiulin'/—R. I'earson 88 10
,Sfto«i«4/—John Baynes 197 14 8

Total £5,574 4 8

Repairs, &c., Dulwich.
For repairs and alterations to a dwelling-house and premises in Dulwich, for Mr.

George Gowan.
Machlacblan £1,000 if asphalte floor omitted, deduct £07
Downs (accepted) 8<.>6 „ „ S8

Cemetery, Kettering.
For the erection of chapels and lodge, west wall and entrance, with hedges and

wood-fence for Kettering Cemetery.
lioddington, Wellingborough' £2,931
Hcnson, Kettering (accepted) 2,120 3

Dwelling-house, Muswell Hill.
For a dwelling-house at Muswell-hill, exclusive of graining, papering, &c., Mr. G.

Truetit, architect Quantities suppUed by Mr. J. Clever.
Wiltshire £919
Carter 890
Longrairo and Burge 800
Henshaw 8.54

Glenn 800

Alterations, City.
For alterations to building in Cannon-street, for Messrs. Morgan. Mr. T. C.

Clarke, architect
Foster £1,4.30

Patman and Co.. 1,395
Brass 1,^40
William Lawrence and Sons 1,180

Farmhouse, Cowlinge, Suffolk.
For erecting a farmhouse on the Branches Park Estate, Cowlinge, Suffolk. Messrs.

Bcnest and Newson, architects. Bank-chambers, Norwich. Quantities supplied by
Mr. E. E. Benest.

Westley and Arber, Newmarket £1,209
Brooke and Wiseman, Norwich 1,100
J. W. Lacey, Norwich 905

Alterations, <S:c., Norwich.
For alterations and additions to a house in St Giles's-strcet, for Mr. .lohn Godwin

Johnson. Messrs. Benest and Newson, architects, Banlc-chambers, Norwicii.
Quantities suppUed by Mr. E. E. Benest.
G. Ling £400 18

I
Browne and Bailey £338 10

Brooke and Wisem.an .384 12 I Read 345
J. W.Lacey 304 Chapman 309 11 5
Moore .3(» I Pluiumer and Bloom 280
Spinks and Burrell 359 |

DwELLiNG-nouSE, Stoke-Newington.
For house at Stoke-Newington. Mr. Brooks, architect. Quantities supplied by

Mr. J. Clever.
John Glenn £1,0,50 I Evans £840
Hocker 1,010 George Brown 798
Henshaw U92

|

Northern Outfall Sewer.
For the construction of Northern Outfall Sewer Works. The estimate of Mr.

Bazal^iLtto. the engineer, was £035,1)00. His original estimate was £404,000, but tlie

increase that had occurred in it arose from the increased price of materials and
labor.
G. Todd, jun £099,.500
William Webster 090,000
George Boulton and Co 000,000
Thomas lirassey 001,245
Joseph Diggle CM.mo

Edward Hurst £0;50,000
M'illiaui Hill and Co 049,000
William Dethick 0*0,000
William .Moxon W.;,0«0
George Fnrniss 025,000

The tender of Mr, George Furniss was accepted.

BUSINE.'^H PREMIHEK, liEADINC.
For the erection of the new drapery prcmiscB, for Messrs. Welatced and Co.,

Broad-street, Reading.
Newman and Co., Peter's-Iiill £2,57.5
MaegandCo., Mllford-wliarf 2!4.56
Brass and Co., Silver-street, London 2,.378
Ashby Horner, Aldgate 2,3^4
Biggs and Co., Reading 2,344
OrtonandCo., „ 2,331
Wells, „ 2,219
Button, 2,208
Nichol,^, Basingstoke 2,180
Adiinison and Co., Tumham-green 2,189
Matthews, Reading 2,173
Shepherd, „ 2,118
Watson, Holloway 2,000

Alterations to Baths, Ac, St. James's.
For alterations of St. James's Baths and Wash-houses, received October lOib.lSOO.

Mr. Charles Lee, architect.
Add if Portland .<<tone j«

used iiutead of Biltb

.

Myers £4,090 .... £122
Patrick 4,509 90
McLennan and Bird 4,260 160
Humphries and Sons 4,228 .... 93
Walker 4,227 IM
Palmer 3,826 .... 60
Adamson 4,248 .... 146

The latter tender will be accepted.

»
COMPE-nTlONS OPEN.
TOWN HALL, Ac

Grimsby,—For designs for the erection of the following buildings, viz., town-ball,
with appurtenant offices and police station, and detached separate boys' and girls'
schools, for the children of the freemen of the borough. A plan of the site and
local sketch of the district of the town in which it is proposed tlie new building»
should be erected, together with further instructions to architects, particulars, of
the requirements of tlie council, and conditions under whicli the designs will be
received, may be had from Mr. Joseph Maughan, Surveyor to the Local Board of
Health of the Borough of ( irimsby, from October 1. The architect whose design is
adopted ^will be employed by the council, on the usual professional terms, to
carry out the works, beyond which no premium is offered. Designs will be received
at the ofllce of George Babb, Town Clerk, in Great Grimsby, until 4 p.m., Dec. 29.

CHURCH.
Isle of Man.—For plans and specifications for a new church, to be erected on the
Sandy-road, near Ramsey, Isle of JIan. Particulars from the R»v. J. J. S. Moore,
or Ernest Thellusson, Esq., Ramsey, Isle of Man.

CEMETERY WORKS.
I-rvERPOOL.—For designs for three mortuary chapels, principal entrance, with lodges,
and superintendent's residence, for the Liverpool Cemeterv, Aniield Park, Walton,
with plans, speciflcatious, and estimates. The premiated desiirns to become the
property of the Board, who are not to be bound necessarily to employ any of the
competitors to carry out the works. In the event of the successful competitor being
employed, the premium will mero:e into the commission. The premiums are three
in number—one of ,£100, one of £30, and one of £30—to be paid in tlic order of
merit A ground-pl.an, showing the sites of the several buildings, and all neces-
sary particulars for the guidance of competitors, may be obtained on application to
William Gay, clerk to the Board, Burial Board Offices, 12, Clayton-square, Liver-
pool, on and after the 13th of September ; and the designs, plans, and other par-
ticnlars Intended to be submitted, must be sent in by October 29, addiesscd to nlm
at the offices of the Board.

ROOF.
Royal Exchange, London.—For pl.ans and estimates for covering in the area of
the Royal Excliange. The Gresliam Committee will award the following premiums
to the three most approved designs, which yriU become the property of the
committee, viz., for the 1st, £50 ; and, .£.30 ; and 3rd, .£20. The designs must bo
prepared with a due regard to ventilation and non-interference with the light of
the windows looking into the area, and also to the necessary requirements of the
tenants of the Committee. The necessary information may be obtained of the
Surveyor, George Smith, Esq., Frederick's-place, Old Jewry. Plans and estimates
to be delivered in, addressed to the Gresham Committee, under cover to Mr. H. C.
Barnes, clerk. Mercers' Hall, Cheapside, to December 1. See advertisement.

COMPETITION A'WARDED.
CHAPEL.

Filey.—The following is a ILst of the competitors for designs, &c., for New Con-
gregational Chapel at Filey :—S. Bray, Dawlcy (Salop) ; B. M. Smith, JIanchester ;

J. H. Hirst. Bristol ; F. W. Courtney, Dublin ; H. W. Stringfellow. London ; C. R.
Julian, London ; S. Truer, Ipswich ; A. Walters, London ; O'Donnoghue and
Bromhead, Glasgow : J. Wilson, Bath ; A. Hubert Ipswich ; Crisp aiid Neall,
Bristol i F. Drake, Leicester ; W. Smith, London ;

• Oliver and Lamb. Newcastle-
on-Tyne ; — Webster, Hedon ; H. T. Hanson, Clifton, Bristol ; T, Hail. Sheffield;
J. Hall, Skipton; 'A. O. Watkins, Newport; Pritchett and .Son, Darlington;
•Round and Beddoe, Tipton . 'Lander and Beddells, London ; T. W. Hoom,Lon-
don ; S. Rolliiison, Chesterfield ; J. and D, Petcb, Scarboro' ; 'W. Hill, Leeds

;

T. Y. Kimpton, London ; *W. H. Bitching. Iluii; H. E. Coe, London : 'J. James,
London ; W. F. Rowell.Barnsley ; E. B. Keeling, London ; H. H. Hawtin, Cardiff;
Gosling and Son, London ; C. J. Innocent, Sheflield ; R. W. Giblett London ; W.
Marshall, London ; il. Raimondi, London : J. Mitchell, Sheffield ; *3. Cull, Lon-
don ; W, Kirby, Hull ; Smith and Edwards, Hull ; '•H. Heah, Sunderland ; Cook
and Hancorn, Bristol ; E. Ellis, London ; J. C. Gilbert, Nottingham ; R. Blessley,
London ; C. M. Eppy, I<ondon ; A. Wilson, Nottingham ; *W. B. Stewart, Scar-
boro' ; J. G. Stapleton, London ;"W. Powell, London ; W. Oakley, London ; Lock-
wood and Mawson, Bradford ; *Sutton and Andre, Nottingham ;

*" Knowledge is

Power " (no name sent). The twelve designs marked thus * were selected, as being
of superior excellence and adaptation, and as most fully meeting tlie required con-
ditions. After a very careful consideration and examination of the twelve selected
plans, the number was ultimately reduced to four, viz. :~W. Hill, Leeds ; Oliver
and Lamb, Newcastle ; W. H. Kitchiug, Hull ; .1. James, I/ondon. The Committee
then proceeded to ballot, when, upon the third voting, the decision was fomid to be
in favor of Ohver and Lamb, wliose design has been therefore accepted,

DRINKING FOUNTAIN.
Tynemouth.—The first premium has been awarded to Messrs, Oliver and Lamb, of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, for their design for a drinking fountain and clock turret for
Tynemouth, Northumberland.

The design of .Messrs. Oliver and Lamb, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, has been
selected for the new congregational church, proposed to be built at Filey
Yorkshire.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CHURCHES.

County Fermanagh (Irel.vnd).—For works to be executed at the churches of

Druminiskill, and parish of Killesher, county Fermanagh. Plans and specitications

with the resident minister of the parish. Each proposal to be forwarded sealed
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-the Church of—ptvpmiKd, »nd «ddrcs8ed tbos :
" Proposals for

uie Kecleuastical Commissioners for Irrland, Dublin," to OctolKr 31.

PAKSONA(iK.
Bbistoi-,—For the different works to be done in building a parsonage house for the

parish of St Paul. Itedminster, Bristol. Urawing*, &c, at the otilces of the archi-

tect. Sir. S. it. Gabriel, St. Nieholas-chanibera, Bristol, until the3l8t Inst., to which

day tenders are to be sent in, addressed as above.
VILLA.

Fankal Ash.—For the whole of the several works in the erection and completion

of a villa residence, with stabling, &c., attached, for B.Wainman, Esq. Plans,

*c.,at the offices of Richard Dyson, architect. Chapel-street, Low Ilarrojtate.from

2rth IK-t. Scaled tenders (staling for what part of the works), addressd to Mr.
I>yson, to be delivered at his offices by 12 noon of Nov. 3,

DWELLINCi-HOUSE.
BOTLET.—For the erection of a dwelling-house and offices near Botley, Hants.

Drawings, Ac., at the office of the architect, Mr. C. Turner, 12, Four I'osts-hiU

Southampton, fromOetoUr 2-1, fVom whom copies of the bills of quantities may be

obtained. Tenders to be sent to Mr. C Turner by November 7.

ffHEETWoon.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, lodue, entrance gates, stables,

Ac, at Whect«ood, near Leeds. Plans, Ac, at the office of Cuthbert Brodrick,

architect, fhan Nov. 1. Tenders tolbe delivered on Nov. 7.

ALTlTKAriONS, &c.
. r. n.

LONDOS.—For sundry alterations, repairs, and improvements to No. 84, Great Tower-

street. The drawings, speeiticatious, and conditions may be seen on the premises,

on and after Friday,' the 2iith inst Further particulars of Mr. Robert Parrls,

architect and surveyor. No. 5, Wolsingham-place, Lambeth. (See advertisc-

KEWCASTLE-tTKUER-Lnci:.—For the alterations to be made in the shop and
premises now oecupicKl by Mr. PhUlips, High-street, Newcastle-under-Lyme.

plans and specifications wift S. Kilkham, draper, Ironmarket, Newcastle. Te utters

to November 10.

HOTEL.
SnEmELD.—For the whole or any part of the various works required in the erection

of the Victoria Hotel, at Sheffield. Plans, &c., from the architects, Messrs. Had-
fleld and Golilie, at their office. Corn Exchange, Sheffield. Sealed tenders to

W. & B. Wake, solicitors, Sheffield, addressed to the Chairman ol the Victoria Hotel

Company, on printed forms only, to Fovember 2.
*^ ' RAILWAY.

CABBlCKrERCUS.—For making the Carrickfergus and Lame Railway, about 15 miles

Jong. Plans. Ac, at the office of the engineer, at the station of the Northern

Coonties Railway, Belfast. Sealed proposals, under cover to Samuel Vance, secre-

tary of the company, at his office, Chamber of Commerce, Belfast, October 29.

I'OLICK STATION.
Bebbtedgf..—For the erection and completion of a police station at Berryedge, in-

cluding dwelling-house, cells, and outbuildings.—IMans, Ac, Ac, at the office of

W. Crozier, Esq., county architect, in the County Courts, Durham, from the 22nd
October, where the tenders, endorsed "Tender for Berryedge Police Station," are

to be delivered by November 2.

COAST GUARD STATION.
Petenset.—For the erection of a coast guard station at Pevensey, Sussex. Draw-
ings and specifications at the Watch-room at Hastings, or at the Admiralty Coast
Guard Office, IS, Spring-gardens, London, S.W., to 2rth October. Tenders to be
gent to the above office, under seal, and directed to the Commodore Comptroller

General of the Coast Guard, and endorsed "Tender for Coast Guard Station at

Pevensey,'* by 12 noon of October 29.

MILITARY.
Devonpobt.—For the erection of certain works in connection with the Devonport

lines. Forms and conditions from the Uoyal Engineer Office, Devonport. Tenders
to the Director of contracts. War Office, London, S.W., by 12 noon ofNovember 6.

(See advertisement.)
Mii-TCN.—For erecting six blocks of soldiers' huts, one block of married men's

liuts, and 1 block of lecture rooms, at Milton, near Gravesend, in the Mcdway
District. Parties desiring to tender must leave their names at the Koyal Engineer
Office, Gravesend, on or before 20th October, and pay half-a-gmnea for bills of

qoantitles.

LIGHTHOUSE, &c.
CAtr-EocK, Cork.—For the erection of a lighthouse tower on the Calf Rook, west-
ward of Dursey Island; also of dwelling-houses on the east shore ofDursey
Sound, Co. Cork. Plans, &c., on application at the office of the Port of Dublin
Corporation, or at the lighthouse, Bearhavcn, Co. Cork, or at the shore dwelling
of the keeper of the Spitbank Lighthouse, at Queenstown, Co. Cork, where also may
be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to the secretary, W. Lees,
Esq., to October 31.

BEACON.
Cbookhaven, (Cork).—For the erection of a beacon on the Alderman Rocks, on
the south-east side of the entrance to Crookhavcn, County Cork. The beacon to
be of cast iron casing, iilled with masonry. Plans, sections, &c., at the office of the
Port of Dublin Corporation, or at theCrookhaven lighthouse. Rock Island, County
Cork, where also may be had printed forms of tender. Tenders, free, addressed to
the secretary, W. Lees, Ksq., to October 31.

SEWERAGE.
Cbotdos.—For the construction of about 5,000 feet of brick sewers for the Croydon

Local Board of Health. Plans, Ac, at the Town Hall, Croydon. Tenders to H.
Richards, Esq., High-street, Croydon, by 4p.m. of October29.

Warbikgton.—For the construction ofcertain sewers, with their appurtenances in

the following streets or thoroughfares in the borough of Warrington :—Bold-street,
St. AuguBtins Lane, Cairo-street, FriarsGreen, FriarsGate, Stanley-street, Shuttle-
street, and certain passages adjoining thereto, and embodied in contract No. 14.

Smwings, Ac, with Mr. Benjamin Payne Coxon, borough engineer. Tenders ad-
drcMed to the Chairman of the Paving and Sewerage Committee, endorsed ** Tender
for tewerage contract 11," to be left at the Town Hall, by 4 p.m., on the 29th
Instint.

WATERWORKS.
BAiTiKCg.—For tbe snpply of cast-iron pipes for water-mains for the Hastings
Local Board ol Healtn. Specifications, Ac, at the ffown Clerk's office, Blgfi-
trect, Hastings, where tenders, duly signed, must be delivered before 10, a.m. of
SoTember 1.

SHEDS.
K0I8I.RT.—For the erection of a cotton shed, at Bolton, and a cotton shed at Mosslcy,
near Ashton-under-Lyne; also for a small passenger shed atWrenbury, on the
Crewe and Shrewsbury branch of the London and North-Western Railway.

—

Plans, Ac, on application at the Engineer's office. Lime-street Station, Liverpool.
Sealed tenders to be forwarded to C. E. Stewart, Esq., Euston Station, London,
marked outside, to Nov. 6.

TiTE Horse.—No unprejudiced mind who understands anything at all about the
physiology of this noble animal can read Thorley's Testimonials without coming to
the conclusion that condiment to the horse is his natural Araltica JlelevatUa. The
small quantity of food that supports the horse of the Arab in Arabia and the East
is tbe surprise of travellers. Now not only does his food contain a larger amount of
coodiment, but the very air he breathes is also seasoned with It. Does not this then
aeeotmt (or what travellers tell us about the '• Arab and his horse ?" And docs not
the absence of such condimcntal aliment account for the enormous quantity of food
eonsntned by horses la this country, and tbe little work vast numbers of them can
do for it?

SALES AT GABRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
freehold.

Bv Messrs. Brown and Roberts High-street, Pockhara, family residence, known as the
Collegiate school), with vard. plflvjirouml, and garden in the rear, opposite Hanover chapel,
let at £90 per aunum ; sold for £l,00tl.

Leasehold dwelling-house, 10, Aniorsham-tcrrace, New-cross-road, New-cross, let at £28
per luinum, held lor u term of7Ii years from 2itU December, 1856, at a grouud-ront of £4 per
aliiuiln J

sold for £320.
By Messrs. 1). Cromin and Son.—25, Hampstcad-road, bouse and shop, let at €50 per

annum ; sold for £°710.

2(t, Ilampstcad-road, house and shop, let on lease at sCSO per annum ; sold for '£470.

21, llampsteiul-road. house and shop, known as the AVhittlugton colfee house, let on lesge
at f.w per annum ; sold for £180.

28, Uampstead-road, house and shop, let at £.1.5 per annum ; sold for £800.
SO, ditto, . ditto, lotat£70per annum; sold for £1.010.

31, ditto, ditto, let at £7.') per annum ; sold for £i«0.
Grafton-yard, estate, in the rear of the lost lots, comprisIii(j' two workshops with rooms

over. Five houses, with rooms and gallery over, and a spacious cow-house, annual valua
£m per annum ; sold for £950.
Estate adjolnlnji, comprising five coach-houses and stables, with rooms over, let at £161 48.

per ailiiuni ; sold for £1,460.
liso, Euston-road, house, shop warehouses, sawpit, and premises, let on lease at £I00per

annum; sold for £l,7f>0.

278, Euston-road, public house, the " Duke of Grafton," let on lease at £100 per annum

:

sold for £2,300.
276, Euston-road, house and shop, let on lease at £G0 per annum ; sold fbr £1,030.
268, 270, 272, and 274, Eu3ton-road, houses and shops, two houses In the rear, yard cow^

houses, cow-yard, stables, workshops, &c., let on lease at £70 per annum ; sold for £4,470.

264, 266, aC2, 300, 258, 256, 254, and 2.i2, Euston-road, houses and shops, ton dwelling-
houses, 1 to 10, Selby. place, let on lease at £22 10s. per annum ; sold for £10,850. The rever-
sion to the lot and the one previous will fall In in about 8 years.
244,246,248, and 2.V1, Eustoii-road, houses, timber-vard, &c., let on lease at £10 per an-

num ; sold for £2,000. The rever.sion of this lot will fall in in 8 years.
By Messrs. Faherrother, Clark, and Lye.— Isle of Wight estate, situate at Spring Vale,

in the Parish of St. Helen's, near the town of Hyde, comprising 9 a. r. SJ p. of arable,
pasture, and woodland, let at £13 per annum ; sold for £1,135.

;i, Drummond-street, Euston-square, house and shop, term 59 years fVom Hichaelmas,lB60,
ground-rent a peppercorn ; sold for £126.

4. Drummond-street, house and shop, held for the same term and ground-rent ; sold for

£130.
5, Drummond-street, house, held for the same term and ground-rent : sold for £120.
6 and 7, Drummond-street, house, held for same term and ground-rent ; sold for £2.W.

122, Camden-road-villas, Camden-town, house, let at £52 per annum, term 27 years fTom
Michaelmas, 1860, ground-rent £2 lOs. per annum ; sold for £435.
23, Camden-road-villas, house, Icton.lease at £60 per annum, hold Ibr same temi and

ground-rent ; sold for £580.
124. (;ainden-road-villas, house, let at £50 per annum, held for same term,and ground-rent

;

sold for £450.
325, Camden-road-villas, house, let at £50 per annum, held for same term, and ground-rent

;

sold for £44it.

By Mr. Mastebman.—33 and 37, Philip-street, Kingsland-road, house, let^at £110 lOs.

per'aunum, term 64 years from December, 1841, ground-rent £23 5s. per annum ; sold for

£5B0.

LEASEHOLD.
Bv Messrs. Daniel Sjttth, Son, and Oaklet.—Oxfordshire, Home or Blackthorn Farm,

in the hamlet of Blackthorn, Ambrosden, comprising farmhouse, homestead, out-buildlngs,
and 200 acres of arable and pasture land, let at £280 per annum ; also three poliuios o£
assurance tor £3,000 on three lives ; sold for £4,070.
By Messrs. Hind and Son Nos. I to 14, Summer-street, Old Bow-road, Bow, houses, let

at £208 per annum, term 51 years from 1853, ground-rent £98 per annum ; sold for £580.
No. 13, Wentworth-road, Bow-road, house, tenn 76 years ft*om Lady-day last, ground-rent

4 guineas per annum ; sold for £205.
No. 2, Coichestcr-street, Whitechapel, house, also a plot of ground and warehouse adjoin-

ing, term 55 years from Michaelmas last, ground-rent £30 per annum ; sold for £190.
By Messrs.' C. and H. White.—No. 5, Williams-terrace, Blue Anchor-road, Bcrmondsey,

house and shop, let on lease at £28 per annum, term 70 years from June, 1858, ground-ren 1

£5 per annum ; sold for £270.
Nos. 6 and 7, Williams-terrace, houses, let at £48 28. per annum, held for same term

,

ground-rent £5 15s. per annum ; sold for £340.
No. 1 to 4, Marh's-road, Blue Anchor-road, houses, let at £83 4s. per amium, term 71 years

from December, 1853, ground rent £13 per annum ; sold for £500.
7 to 12, Li ord- street, Denmark.street. Cold Harbour-lane, Cambcrwell, houses, let at

£109 43., term 62 years from December, 1853, ground rent £24 per annum ; sold for £580.
6 to 8, Montpellier-street, Walworth, houses, let at £60 per annum, tenn 62 years flroot *

September, 1853, ground rent £13 10s. per annum ; sold for £456.
2 to 4, Bedford-road, Acre-lane, Ciapham, houses, term 64 years from November, 184it '

ground rent £26 per annum ; sold for £260.
By Messrs. Kemp 71, Eustou-square, house, let on lease at £100 per annum, held for » •

tenn of 97 years from Michaelmas, 1810, ground rent £42 per annum ; sold for £140, subject to >

a mortgage for £400.
11. Southampton-street. Euston-SQuare, house, let at £26 per annum, term 95 years from

Michaelmas, 1812, ground rent, £12 12s. per annum ; sold for £115.
By Messrs. D. Cbonin and Son.—1, Drummond-street, Euston-square, Public-house " The

Lion and Lamb," let on lease at £100 per annum. There is also an annuity of £400 eliarge-

able on this house, for 4 years from Christmas next. Also the two houses adjoining, let

at £,50 per annum, Term 53 years fl-om Michaelmas, 1860, ground-rent £30 per annum ; sold

for £7,200.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building NEWS 9(1,

Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot uudertako to return imuscd Manuscripts.

George Carpenter.—Refer to the index to our fourth volume.
KoBEUT ('. Apply a saturated solution of alum with a hard brush ; using it more than

if thought desirable.

a. Whitfield.—Impossible to form an accurate opinion until the work is more advanced.
X. P.—Below our mark.
SuBscRiBEE (Manchester).—We shall be glad to receive further particulars ; favor us with ai

address.
jl. p.—We shall have something to say upon the various preservative nystems Ijoforc long

We have never advocated the process you name ; on the contrary, we believe it to be c

little or no use.

J. Cabbick.—The principal works reputed to have been designed by KIchard Boyle, Eat
of Burhngton, archia viilaat Chiswick after I'alladio, tlie Assemblv-houso at York, th

westfront of the late General Wade's house in lUirliugton-sardeus, tliedonnitury at Weal
minster School, Lord Harrington's at I'etersliani, ihe Duke of Kiclimond's Iiouso at Whit*
hall, and the south facade of Burlington House, together with the colonnade and eutranc
gateway; he also repaired St. Paul's Church, Covent-garden.

Exhibitor IN Conduit-street.—Complaints frequently reach us referring to the want'
attention at the galleries. What are the directors al>out? We ourselves tliis day found
impossible to learn the name of tlic exhibitor of some works, respecting which wo wei
desirous of obtaining information.

W. Wbiout.—See previous numbers.
O. Obell.—Thanks for pliotograph; we shall be glad to receive description.

C. P. W.—The proposal for terraces on the banks of the Thames was originated by S

Christopher Wren. The scheme was, however, then limited to the space between BlacI

friars and the Tower. Charles II. authorised the formation of a terrace 40 feet wide, l-i

the project was subsequently abandoned. Vor the rest, see John Gwynn's " Loudon ai

Westminster Improvea."
G. G. S.—Under tbe circumstances we must decline interference.
C. P. L.-Part of MH. only has been sent; please forward the continuation. Shall appear.

.

W. Rogers.—We liave repeatedly said that we have no time to hunt up addresses. SKfttt

the " Post Office Directory " for the present and past years.
« « • «_Krom tiie Ist to zlrd of October, IfiflO.

Eeceived-M. T. C. (Bolton) ; James Pearcc; T. Brawn; C.L. T.; V. U. ; J". W. Z»t I

Reader; X.M.L.; R. W. ; T. Roberts.
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THE COMING SESSION OP THE INSTITUTE.
ONDAY next, November 5tb, is a day for

our readers to bear in mind. Old rush-
bottomed chairs, cast-ofTcIothcs, and short

J)ipes will then rise to a premium ; and
ii

"
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ittle boys, who obstinately decline to

" Kcmcmbcr, remembor,
Tlie Fifth of November"

is the anniversary of the great battle of

Inkerniann, will keep " Cecil's holiday

"

with all due historic appointments, Nea-
politan or Garibaldian, as intermediate
home events, or Mr. Renter's telegrams
may incline them.
But Monday next is important in another

sense. It is the day on which the Royal
Institute of Architects will open its coming
session—1860-Gl; and, as on no preceding
session has the Institute assembled for its first

annual meeting with the public attention so
markedly directed to its proceedings, it may
not be amiss if we venture on a iijw observa-
tions apropos of its re-assembling.

And first, to say a few words of the Institute
itself, the nature and original object of which
seem in some danger of being forgotten. Let

us look at its Latin motto, " Usui civium, decori urbinm" and reflect on
what the Institute is, and how far it has realised its motto. It was
incorporated in the Seventh year of King William, and it is flourishing
(if one may truly say " flourishing ") in this twenty-fourth year ol"

Queen Victoria—that is to say, it has existed for a quarter of a
century. When it was first established, architectural societies were
black swans in the land ; there being at that period only one other in
existence. This was the Architectural Society, a respectable body of
London architects, with pursuits and objects differing in nothing, as
far as we remember, from any of the very many Architectural Societies
now so common in England. This Society had a fair library of its own,
and influential members, who read admirable papers on Architecture,
which, printed and bound, made up a goodly volume of its " Transac-
tions."_ It was, in fact, everything that an architectural society need
be, or is in these days ; which is saying a good deal for the Ai'chiteetural
Society of London. IJut it was, of course, nothing hut "an .irchitectural
society," or private club of gentlemen, bent on enjoying one another's
company, and thereby cultivating their taste for a liberal art. So in
process of time it was found that, for such an important and increasing
class as architects had become, something more was needed : that not a
mere Architectural Society, but a society of architects should be set up ;

not a mere literary club for the exchange of essays, the collection of a
library, the giving of a student's prize, or the periodical drinking of
coffee

; but a veritable association or Institute of architects—aye, of
" British architects,"

—

usui civium, decori urbium, nothing less. So the
Architectural Society (of mere London), after lingering for a short
iperiod in Lincoln's-inn-Fields, complaisantly, if not quite unanimously,
iwound up its affairs, leaped a la Curtius into the gulf, and was
swallowed up, members, Ubrary and all (usui civium, decori urbium),
by Its promising younger brother, tlie Hoyal Institute of British
Architects. It was a patriotic act, this death of the Architectural
Society, a noble sacrifice of Cockney Fine-Art-progress to British
interests; but what came of it?—Literally nothing!

" It died ; but tho' it was no more.
The leg went on the same as before ;"

" the leg " being, with our readers' permission, the new-fangled Insti-
tute, compounded, like the Dutchman's hmb, of all appropriate
•' clock-work and steam." It straightway forgot all about its incorpo-
ration/or t'le service of the citizens and tho adornment of the cities,
fettled down into a mere London architectural club, and busied itself
[save wherein other duties were positively imposed on it) in the readiii"
)f essays, the oflering of medals, and the balloting for or blackballing
3t cubable and " unclubable " * members. It did, in fact, nothin<^
.vlnch the old Architectural Society could not have done quite as well,md which it has been the lot of the Architectural Association to do much
letter, and it allowed itself, as regards any influence for <rood or evil on
UriftsJi architects or architecture, to be hopelessly eclipsed by a brood
)1 lay architectural societies, that, in the course of its career, sprano-
ip all over the kingdom. The Ecdesiologioal Society, and tho Archi-
ectural Societies of Oxford, of Northampton, &c., &c.—no Institutes

n ' ,A ^""P Architectural Societies—at whose beck and call
British Architects" now come and go, "meet the committees," and
ubmit lor approval or condemnation their designs for works in hand '

-he work which the Institute was expected to do is, in 18G0, as farom realisation as ever, while that which it was not necessarily required

'Sir John is an onclubablc man.'"—Z)r. Johnson.

to do—the writing and reading of papers on art and science—seems
every session slipping out of its hands. The members of these non-
professional societies possess, of course, far mere leisure, and far better
resources for the writing and reading of papers, than do practising
architects, of which the Institute of British Architects ostensibly con-
sists

; and thus it follows that she has been compelled, in a sort of half
self-defence, to enlist those gentlemen as " honorary members " into
her ranks ; and, session after session, we see Sir Amateur This, or the
Rev. Mr. That, discoursing on matters architectural ; while the Associates
who may not speak, and the Fellows who viay speak, sit at the feet of these
literary gentlemen, and demurely submit their comments on the matter.
Do we object to this ?—not in the least, that is to say if the Institute is

to remain a mere archajological or architectural society: but it is
neither of these, or rather it is something more—it is the Royal Insti-
tute of British Architects ; and as it is undeniable that her quasi con-
stituents, the British architects, are every day "going to the bad," we
humbly venture to denounce the whole affair as preposterous.
There are now plenty of architectural societies in England, where

people can go and hear papers read and compliments bandied. Their
proceedings have no national character whatever, and no one has a right
to dictate to them how they shall flourish, or how they shall run to seed
and docay.^ With the Institute it is wholly otherwise : she is the public
property of .all British architects, or nothing at all ; and all architects
who love their profession, and desire to see their cloth respected, are
interested in seeing the Institute put an end to the condition of respect-
able mediocrity, in which she has ingloriously passed a full quarter of a
century ; and ajjply herself wisely and gradually to the task of regu-
lating the practice and raising the character of our architects, leavi'n"-

our architecture for a session or two to the good keeping of tho Archi-
tectural Association, and the many other architectural societies scat-
tered over the country. Let the Institute, of which it can truly be
said that it has never yet succeeded in creating one architect or extin-
guishing one quack, take to good ways, and in what is left of the half-
century on which it has entered bestir itself, "usui civium, decori urbium."
It ought to consist of at least eight or nine hundred English architects—that is to say, of Englishmen who have been subjected to a certain
professional ordeal, and are subject, on pain of expulsion, to certain
agreed rules ot architectur.al practice. There are many men now out-
side the pale of the Institute who would at once join its ranks, were it

shown them—which, at present, it cannot be—that they would by doing
so acquire increased repute amongst their fellow architects, together with
countenance, encouragement, and protection in pursuing an honorable
course of practice. But, as it is, who cares in his heart to join a club
of mere clubable gentlemen, a goodly third of whom are not English,
but foreign, architects—or, what is worse, no architects at all; but lay
figures, or dummies—Rajahs of Tanjore, and sucii like ?

No, let us hope the institute is destined for better ends than all
this! Forestalled as it annually is in its solicitude for architecture, let
it turn its attention to sterner and more serviceable work. A new
session is before it, and there are some si^ns of reformation perceptible
in its late proceedings. For example, it looks well to see the Institute
turning its attention, and addressing its communications, to English
architects in the provinces—such as the Liverpool Architectural Society
and the Northern Architectural Association ; while later ago, though
not so happily, it put itself into communication with the Architectural
Association. This, we say, looks well ; for we have no doubt whatever
it will derive much strength and influence by the loyal co-operation of
these societies, all of them concerned in seeing the Institute flourish

—

far more so, at all events, than are Herr Tliis, Signer That, and Cava-
liere T'other, with whom for the last twenty-five years it has been billing
and cooing ; magnates no doubt very well in their way, and very re-
spectable; but by no means even clubable people, as Johnson interpreted
the phrase—in other words, they don't even assist in paying the reck-
oning, the very qualification of all others that in England constitutes a
Fellow or an Associate. Abroad it ii- necessary, or at least desirable,
that an Honorary ^Member should be famous ; but, in England, a man
may be as famous as you please, or as virtuous as an archangel, it

matters nothing ; he can neither enter the Institute nor remain in it, if

he do not annually keep up his subscription—of guineas ! Thus it will
appear, that abroad the Institute is of some real "use : it confers honor
on foreign architects—it would be spiteful to insinuate that it only
seeks the honor for itself of adding their names to its subscription-roll
—but on the other hand, it is at home worse than useless to English
architects ; since it sets up a mischievous and fallacious criterion of ex-
cellence, such as, out of the Institute, no one would dream of recog-
nising; and by it, people who consult the " Post-office Directory " may
see that Mr. John Vanbrugh, who in six years' practice has evinced
talent enough to set the Thames on fire, is only an a of the Institute

;

while stupid jNIr. Anthony Lumpkin, who " seven years" ago set up a
brass plate, and who from that day to this has remained a seven-lold
simpleton, whom seventy years' practice would fail to grind into an
architect ; is a far shuperior jiersoii altogether; nothing less than alivey
of the Royal Institute of British Architects, who sits down o' Mondays
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check by jowl with Cockcrell, Scott, Donaldson, Street, Wyatt, Burges,
Pennethomo, and the rest of the elile^ to vote on this and to discourse on
that ; whilst all the while sits sulky and sentient upon the back benches,

that mere Associate person, Jlr. John Vanbrugh, who, paying only tico

guineas a year, has no business to give his opinion or liis vote, as a

miserable atom of the Institute, which he is.

Very severe is all this, and, we confess it, not altogether as dignified

as we could wish it to be, while speaking of an institution of which we
sincerely Lope (as well as desire) better things. We had intended to

conclude with a few humble suggestions of, subjects for papers?—no,

for legislation—proper for the coming session of the Institute ; but we
have exhausted our space in railing at its failings, and may, perhaps,

take up the subject on some future occasion. We put it, in all good

fiiith and friendly sentiments of esteem, to the eminent members of the

Institute, (of which there are very many), whether what has been said

is not in the m.ain true. Their eminence is their own : they would have

held it in or out of the Institute, it matters not. We put it to them
whether, after years of membership, they can truly say—not that they

owe anything of their honored status to the Institute—but that they

have not lowered it by those years of membership, which have con-

signed them to ignominious fellowship with other architects altogether

their inferiors ; and on a pai- with whom, but for the Institute, which

makes the great and the small all Fellows alike, the world would never

have placed them.
Some good, we repeat and trust, will come of the coming session of

the Institute. The diploma question is not altogether an easy one to

ignore, and the position of the Institute just now is critical. There is

the Architectural As.sociation, able and willing to pick up and to make
practical use of tlie leavings of the Institute, yet preferring, we feel

sure, to stand by the Institute and strengthen her cause. All we hope

is that, the Institute of British Architects will prove that she has not

idly chosen her motto, missed her vocation, or allowed herself to be, as

has been said of the second Napoleon, ^^ loaded with too heavy a title."

THE STYLE MANIA.*

THE forthcoming "Victorian style, on the contrary, promises—" threatens"

would be a more appropriate word—to fling aside the restraints of

architectural discipline altogether ; at least, if we may judge from what
has just been put forth as a sample of it, namely a design for a " terrace,"

alias a row of houses, at Harrow, by Mr. T. Harris, the author of the

pamphlet on " Victorian " and " National " architecture. Did we not

abominate the vice of punning, we should say that no better place than

Harrow could have been found for the inauguration of the Victorian style,

"because such specimen of it quite harrows up our iesthetic feelings when
we look at it.

The old, and now so old as to be the venerable, joke of Dame Hannah
Glasse of culinary memory—viz, " first catch your hare before your dress

it," might have served as a piece of advice to the inventor of Victorian

architecture. It is surely quite time enough to think of devising an
appropriate distinctive appellation for a style, whether in architecture or

any other art, after such style or phase of art has clearly manifested

itself, and been recognised as a separate species. Styles neither start up like

mushrooms nor can they be manufactured to order. It is only by being

brought into general use that a style of architecture can take firm root,

grow up, and flourish.

In literary composition, indeed, different authors may have a style of

their own, though writing in one and the same tongue ; but applied to

architecture the term " style " is taken in quite another sense, inasmuch
as it refers not to the peculiar manner of individual artists, but to some
one language of their art, employed by them in common, whether it be of

foreign or of native origin. Hence it ought to be tolerably obvious that

to talk beforehand of our fashioning for ourselves a bran-new nineteenth-

century style, is rather premature and presumptuous also. Not even the

omnipotence of an Act of Parliament could obtain for us all on a sudden
the apparently so much wished-for, and confidently anticipated Victorian

(tyle, as if such a feat were to be accomplished by the touch of a
Harlequin's wand. It takes more than a day to make an acorn expand
into the full-grown lord of the forest—the oak. We suspect that those

who are big with the idea of giving birth to a new style, are very much in

the condition of poor old Johanna Southcott, who conceived or conceited

herself to be in such condition that she would in due time bring forth the

Shiloh.

To ourselves we seem to utter a mere truism when we assert that a style

of architecture, really deserving such name, requires for its formation the
co-operation of many minds. It must be raised, so to say, out of a general

fund, to which each has contributed his mite, and to which some one more
highly gifted than the rest has, perhaps, thrown in not only his mite but
his talent. To what purpose do people study the history of architecture,

if they can afterwards expect styles to be hatched like chickens by steam,
without the tedious process of incubation, or that they can be bespoken.
What partakes largely of absurdity is the fixing upon—at least proposing

—a name for it ere we have got the so anxiously looked-for style itself. It

is just putting the cart before the horse. Not till long after a style has
been established—perhaps abandoned again, has an express name been
applied to it for convenience sake. So it was with " Tudor," so with

* Continued from page 817.

Elizabethan, so with Itenaissance ; nay, the terms Early English, Decorated,

I^te Decorated, &c., by which the several dialects, so to call them, of

Gothic are distinguished, are of recent invention. Even the suggestion of

such a designation as " Victorian " is altogether premature, since what is

anticipated as a fresh style may just as likely as not prove only a passing,

short-lived fashion. The very hurry that is manifested augurs unfavorably

for success. In what seem to be intended as trials and experiments there

is little that is encouraging ; far more, indeed, of eccentricity tlian of

originality and sincere artistic feeling, with occasionally a good deal of

downright architectural grimace, whicli is surely ill-calculated to recom-

mend such would-be " future " style to those who, whether acquainted with

architecture or not, possess tolerably good taste. Our modern Gothicists,

or those who spealv for them, lay undue stress upon detail and ornamenta-

tion, without taking any account of what in describing persons we call

" figure," or else " manner." In his able address at the opening of the

present session of the Liverpool Architectural Society, it was
well remarked by the President that "Detail is but the feathers

on the butterfly's wing," further we need not quote, as the

rest may be found at page 792. After all, too, what avails

even the most carefully designed .and elaborately wrought detail if .applied

where it cannot be ex.amined as it deserves? Were it not likely to savour

to some of profanity were we to allude to the Scriptural warning against

lighting a candle and then hiding it under a bushel, we should say that

we get a great deal which, however good and even luminous it may be in

itself, is clapped under the bushel. Of " under the bushel" there is a most

fearful amount on the exterior of the Palace of Westminster, and of what
Mr. James Hay very happily described as architectural " stippling " (see

page 792). Such kind of work ought to be reserved for internal design,

where it can be closely inspected, and leisurely examined ; there it is in

its proper place, whereas when applied externally, minute finishing is

thrown away, just as much as it would be in scene-painting. Architects

would perhaps do well were they to take some lessons in economy of effect

from scene-painters. In a geometrical elevation what is intended to be

fifty feet or more above the eye can be seen quite as distinctly as what

will be just on the natural horizontal level of it. What the architect has

to aim at is impressiveness and charm of ensemble. We have heard

women descant learnedly and microscopically upon lace, as if anyone but

a fribble of a man-milliner could discern the difl'erence between Brussels

and Honiton,or any other manufacture.

In external design, boldly marked features and lineaments tell far more

successfully than the superficial garniture of carving. Some regard, too,

ought to be had to situation, since, however good it may be in itself,

minute detail cannot be appreciated in the hurry of a bustling thorough-

fare, where no one can stop to take sufficient note of it ;• so that the

mere indication of it would be just as effective. Too little study, on the

contrary, is bestowed on those qualities which make themselves felt at

first sight, and which are not the less valuable because they can neither bo

produced by rule, nor when produced be adequately represented by means

of words.
Since he who spares the rod spoils the child, we rather approve of, than

at all object to, its being applied where castigation is well deserved. Only a

tyrannical brute would flog .all the boys in a scliool because there were some,

or even many, naughty ones. Nevertheless, the anti-Classicists flog all

the whole school of the" Classicists round alike, besides fiercely denouncing

Classic architecture altogether. For our part, we arc so far from depre-

cating fair and honest criticism against modern Classicism, that we regret

that it is not more frequently applied somewhat more skilfully and several

degrees less clumsily. The taunts of their opponents ought to spur on the

Classicists, and put them on their mettle ; as was Conyers Middleton,

who, when told that it was said of him that he could do nothing but fiddle, it

stirred him up to convince people to the contrary, by writing liis " Life of

Cicero." We are not the apologists of blockheadism, be the style la

which it exhibits itself whatever it may ; neither have we much rcspas*

for that purity of style which is to bo obtained by plodding copyism. Ww
are not the panegyrists of such undiluted Classicism as Downing College,

Cambridge, or the Girard College (for orphans), PhUadelphiajt neither^ of

which at all responds to the noble opportunity it held out. ""' *""The architect

of the American building has betrayed strange want of judgment bj

giving columns .55 feet high, capitals modelled after those of that smaU

and highly-wrought gem, the Monument of Lysicrates ; strong as is here

the temptation to enlarge, we resist it.
, ^ *!,

That kind of servile Classicism which prides itself upon what is, at tho

best, little better than clever mimicry, finds no favor with us. We an»

quite willing to consign to the tender mercies of the ultra-Gothicists 8U^
fatuous and woe- begone Classicism as the Nelson Column, the , anffl

* Many buildings, wc suspect, would be but very imperfectly known, even to those

who have seen .and, perhaps, considered them attentively at the time, were it not lot

the supplementary information derived from accurate delineations ol their scverat

parts, wliich have enabled tliem to study wliat they have only seen. And even ID

tliese days of fast travelling and fast people, study is the tortoise that, in the iou

run, outstrips llie hare. Tliere are those who congratulate us comiilai-ently on mt
droves of men, women, and children tliat at Christmas and Kasterpiiss throiign tm

itritlsh Museum, but who migiit just as well, perhaps better, perambulate turougo

the Thames Tunnel.
. »„»„>«

t Of this building and institution a full and highly interesting account is lo 04

found in "Loudon's Architectural JIagazine," Vol. V. Stoplien (jirara waf

certainly a most extraordinary man : he is said to have started in trade as an aiiuani

pedlar," yet became a millionaire, for it was by millions that he at last reckoneu uj
I. .

•' y. . 1 ___!__»•.. __i :..t.i„.r.r,*tii 1..-1 KnniifitithfiH t lie whole O.

Fatherless.
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many other specimens of it, whose names prudence advises ns to sup-

press.

Classic, that is, Anglo-Italian, is already so far moulded to our liands

for secular purposes as to afford a tolerably safe foundation upon which
we may, in time, rear something better. We say " in time," because a

•work of time it must be. To talk, at present, of getting a Victorian or

nineteenth- century style partakes too Largely of quackery. Some of those

who vapour so much .ibout nationality are not very consistent when they
propose that we should now take up Venetian or Italian Gothic in prefer-

ence to our own, notwithstanding that they make it one special objection

against Classic that it is not of native origin. If they are at all sincere,

those who opine that Italian or Southern Gothic is quite as well adapted
to England as our own, must at once give up all that is urged about special

attention to climate; not that wo are at all disposed to pick a ([uarrelwith

them on that account. Again, vcrticatili/ is claimed by theorists as one
constitutional characteristic of Gothic; yctitis, on the conUaxyJwrizonlaliUj
that decidedly stamps, not only the Doge's but the other Gothic palaces of

Venice. In fact the Bueal one— which, by-the-bye, is lluskin's peerless

Dulcinea exhibits nearly the ncplus «/<r«ofbotli horizontality and flatness.

However, we leave tlie Gothicists to settle between themselves the conflict-

ing claims of verticality and its opposite quality. For iis it is enough to

have flung them that bono of contention which is one that has a good deal

of picking upon it.

We could say a good deal more, but we don't care to fire awaj- too much
of our ammunition when we may need it for some other occasion. Possibly
we shall want some powder to enable us to join a feu de joie to celebrate
the birth—and no mistake—of the anxiously and confidently expected Vic-
torian Style.

»
SZERELMEY'S SILICAT ZOPISSA.

AN expensive commission was formed, some twenty years ago, to discover
the best material for reconstructing the Houses of Parliament, and

they selected an expensive stone, for no sooner was it laid in its new posi-
tion than decay fastened upon it. In Yorkshire it seemed bright and
durable; it sickened and crumbled silently away in the damp, smoky
London atmosphere and in the gases of the Lambeth Potteries. Before
the building was half-completed portions of it had shown the fatal con-
sumptive symptoms, and fragments had dropped out. The sad feet was
patent to every observer : the building was prematurely old. It would
evidently be ready for the New Zealander long before he contemplated an
artistic tour. To avoid this calamity, and to prevent the Maori's disap-
pointment, no other csurse seemed open than that of giving an everlasting
engagement to masons to cut out the perishing blocks and to substitute
others possessing the same elements of decay— to establish, in fact, a per-
manent school at Westminster for stone carvers. The use of another
material would have disfigured the pile by its difference of color, and even
that might not have proved more durable, as witness the Caen stone bear-
ing the marks of the chisel on walls built six centuries ago in Normandy,
and hilling its wretchedness with a veil of paint in the new front of Buck-
ingham Palace.

The work of Sisyplms has been at Westminster transformed from a
punishment— fruitless and painful—to a satisfactory employment of
masonic labor, and profit and pleasure is no doubt the result ; but the
nation can scarcely be expected to look on the game altogether complacently.
It did not intend to provide this spectacle, nor did it mean the Palace to be
a vast mill for converting magnesian limestone into powder.
parlous suggestions were made, and several systems tried, to check the

rapid decomposition of the stone ; they nearly all had for their basis a
soluble silicate ; and the object was to harden the surface so as to make it
impervious to wet. The results are now visible on different portions of
the building. In most of the examples the decay reappears in a greater or
lesser degree, although a year or two only has elapsed since its applica-
cation. The result of the experiments has been the final adoption, by the
Commissioner of Her Majesty's Works, of the system and personal ser-
vices of M. Szerelmey, who is now, as rapidly as it is needed, sheathing
the stonework by his impenetrable zopissa. A careful examination of the
work, which has been four years e.xecuted, and a comparison of it with
the specimens of the other systems, leads us to the belief that the Com-
missioner has acted wisely and well. Whether it will stand the test of
long exposure it is impossible to say, but the compound—whatever it
be, for Mr. Szerelmey keeps his discovery a secret—will resist the strongest
acids as well as water, and is thus in principle perfectly sound. The
evidence of its permanency is the fact that it was found by its discoverer
to have been extensively used by the ancients, and that after the lapse of
ages its efiicacy is unimpaired. In a small pamphlet which Mr.
Szerelmey has published, he mentions that the open canoes called
aphraotu, liatnphracta were coated with zopissa, to render them more
durable, and that the ship which carried the remains of Nero, thirty-seven
years before Christ, was found 1,,500 years afterwards in the Sea of
Numidia, 72 feet below the surface, in a state of perfect preservation, with
Its encaustic covering quite unimpaired. He found, during his archaio-
logical researches, traces of its use in Greece, Rome, Egypt, and Phoenicia,
birli. Kawlinson, in the " Asiatic Society's Journal," thirteen years ago,
and recently in the publicjournals, described a similarcompound with which
the ancient Persians coated the inscriptions at Behistun, and which has pre-
served those valuable records. We have seen also a specimen brought from
Lower Clialdaia, which retains its invulnerability to moisture and todecay.
llie whole question lies in tlie fact of Mr. Szerelmey having found outthis
forgotten process. His work at the Houses of Parliament is in the highest
degree satisfactory, and in the opinion of Professor Faraday and Sir E

j

Murchison is better than any other. The latter authority givea a decided
advantage over the others on account also of the rapidity with which it

can bo applied ; but, it must bo remembered, it has been executed only
four years.

In a letter to the Commissioner of Works, Professor Faraday points cut
that where the rival system of Mr. llansome has been applied, the stone
has more of its natural appearance than Mr. Szerclmey's, that it is softer,

wets immediately, and bj- degrees absorbs the moisture. Mr. Szerelmoy'i
specimen is darker, an effect due to the varnish-like character of the last

coat applied ; is harder and does not absorb water, the fluid runs off from
it, alcohol and turpentine do not disturb it. He notices a place where
evidence of difference appears, on a concave moulding of the base where
the rain droppings hare fallen. Mr. Uansome's specimen had suffered at
that portion, whilst no sensible difference between that and the adjacent
surfaces could be detected in the work executed by Mr. Szerelmey; all of
it was equally hard and good in character.

Mr. Szerelmey has, tlierefore, been employed, and the whole of the
external ironwork has been coated with his solutions, and the stonework
of eight or ten of the interior courts of the Palace. The color is rather
disagreeable when it is first aiiplied; it is sufficiently thin and transparent,
the grain of the stone and the marks of the chisel are not in the slightest
degree hidden, but it has the look of a cosmetic on the face of the work ;

after a time this appearance wears off and the stone regains its natnriU
tint. We have just remarked that the discovery has been applied to the
ironwork of the roofs. The utility of the process is not confined simply
to stonework ; wood, iron, brick, and even paper will harden beneath its

influence. Rust cannot touch the one, nor rot the other. A ship's bottom
it is said, need not be coppered to preserve it from decay, the zopissa will

more effectually protect it. A brick made of nothing but Thames mud
became under Mr. Szerclmey's hands, a solid and durable building
material without being burnt or otherwise hardened. Ordinary brown
paper became of incredible strength, and strange as it maJN^ound,
the discoverer seriously proposes building ships of it—even ships ii war.
They would, he avers, possess durability and strength equal to iron or
wood, they would not be so liable to fracture— the paper planks may
be made of any length— and a shot-hole may be plugged with
securHy. The discoverer maintains that there is no limit to the appli-
cation of this zopissa, but what concerns us most is the feasibility of
its being used in the building trade, and at such a price as will
render its extensive employment practicable. That it will protect stone,
or rather that it is the best means known for protecting it, we may
be satisfied. It can be executed under the superintendence of the dis-
coverer for Is. 3d. a yard. Its application to the ordinary wall of a house
would, therefore, not exceed £i or £5, and it would not only keep the
interior free from damp, but obviate the expense of periodical pointing of
bricks and painting of cement. More than this, the commonest bricks
impregnated with the zopissa would rival the best in efiicacy, and the cost
of it is more than saved in the first outlay. There is a fine market open
for it, but the secret of its manufacture is confined to its discoverer. We
can only hope that he will soon find means to protect himself from any
possible infringment of his right without limiting the advantages of the
processes to such buildings as can alone have his own superintendence.

THE WESTMINSTER HOTEL.
SINCE our previous notice of the works at the vionstn structure, as indicated

above, the whole are nearly completed both externally and internally, with
the exception of the principal entrance porch, which is now being fixed in Port-
land stone, and the carvings with which it is to be embellished, eonsistins;
of terminal figures, foliated capitals, and other enrichments will be cut in
position.

In our former notices of the building we described in detail i(s external
characteristics, and now that the scaffolding is all cleared away, the fa<;ades, as
combined, display one of the best examples of the style called l-'rcncli Renaissance
in London. All the moulded and oruamental works are projected in Portland
cement and worked with great precision under the practical superintendence of
Mr. Silvester, manager in this special department for Mr. Myers, the contractor.
We may inform our readers that about one-half of the western portion of the

vast edifice is already furnished, let, and occupied by the East India Board since
then- removal from Leadenhall-street, at the large rental of £6,000 per annum,
this rent of course includes the use of the furniture supplied by the hotel
company.
The whole of the interior is fitted up with every regard to comfort and con-

venience as regards culinary and other matters, and the grand staircase, coffee-
room, and dining-room of the hotel, as also the India House Boai-d-room, are
decorated with an immense amount of gorgeous splendor in plaster-work, and
carton-pierre in high relief, the former executed by Mr. Richard Tozer, 22,
Great Smitli-street, Westminster, and the latter by Air. Bielefeld, Wellington-
street, Strand.
The principal staircase occupies the centre of the building, and is in direct

communication with the chief entrance portico and an intervening vestibule.

It forms a most imposing feature of the interior, but would be nmch improved
by the admission of more light, which might be easily accomplished by taking
out some of the groundwork of the panels on the uppermost ceiling, so as to admit
Illumination from the sky.|

The steps and landings are of Portland stone, having a central flight, with
branches leading right and left to the landings.
The staircase occupies an area of .51 feet inches square, exclusive of the land-

ings communicating with minor stairs, and is .56 feet in height from the ground
floor level to the soffit of its uppermost ceiling. It is divided vertically into four
stages, the lower one being in the Doric order, with its characteristic frieze of
tryglyphs and intervening patersB; the next is Ionic, the third Corinthian, and
the fourth Composite, without, however, the introduction of capitals, the cornice
being supported by enriched consoles. In describing this staircase, we may
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obsenre that its walls generally are formed of a species of arcading, in four tiers,

composed of a si'ries of eeniicircular-liended arcties, with their accompanying
archivolts, imixwt, and other appropriate accessories, the whole of which have
been admirably executed, in Keene's cement, with their enriched accompani-
ments, for Mr. Myers, by Mr. Tozer, to wliom we liave already adverted.
The coffee-room of the establishment is a splendid apartment, 92 feet in length

by 33 feet in width, the ceiling of which is divided into compartments, and sup-
ported by scairliola columns, in imitation of Sienna marble, executed by Jlr.

Gaul, the scapliola artist. The dining-room is 87 feet by 31 feet 2 inches, and
at its western end there is an ante-room, 27 feet by 31 feet 2 inches. These rooms
are separated Irom each other by folding doors, and their ceilings and walls are
adomnl with moulded work and enrichments in the true Palladio and Vignola
stvle, the chimney-pieces and doors having framework over tliem, the centres of
vliicb overhead are prepared for tlie reception of busts of eminent men.
The kitchen is i.f unusual size, being !)1 feet in length by a widtli of 35 feet, and

fitted up in that substantial "John Bull " style, as regards its tables, dressers,

and other appurtenances, to fully claim for it" a true old English character. To
the kitchen is attached a pantrj' 17 feet square, the temperature of which appears
to be very minutely regulated.' The building is ventilated throughout, sis we
understand, upon Mr. Jloore's principle, and the numerous bells are worked
without wires on the entirely new patented principle of Mr. Thorn.
The floors of the principal apartments involve an entirely new principle of

construction, by which it is alleged that they are entirely fireproof. However,
we had not sufficient time at disposal at the period we made our observations on
the structure to pronounce a dehnite opinion on their qualifications. Suffice it

to say, at present, that they appear to be highly satisfactory, more particularly

as regards vibrationary annoyance.
Tlie modus operanhi of their construction appears to be that iron girders are

fixed from wall to wall, having ledges on the under part of their sides, between
which slips of wood are stretched, so as to receive a body of concrete, on which,
after being projierly settled, a coat of Portland cement is laid, that forms the
eur&ce above, which, we should opine, must make as nearly as possible a fire-

proof floor, there being no wood or other inflammable material employed in the
construction, the skirting around the edges of the floor above it being formed of
" Keene's," or Parian or Martin's cement.
The peculiar floors thus formed ha%e the advantage over others, inasmuch as

there cannot possibly be any shrinkages, as is the case when the joists are of
wood, and the skirtings and basements being formed of cement, all vermin and
dry-rot are essenti.illy clone away with.

The buildiug, as we stated on a previous occasion, has been designed by
Jlessrs. Mosley, 7, Ti-inity-charabei-s, Charing-cross, and Mr. Joseph Speight
has been the clerk ofworks during the last seven or eight months at the building,
having succeeded Mr. Grace, whom we named in our previous notice. Mr.
Speight has carried the works out to their present state in a most satisfactory
manner, as we understand to the entire satisfaction of the architects ; and from
our own personal inspection, the works are alike creditable to all parties con-
cerned, from the architect to the contractor, Mr. George Myers, his numerous
staff, and his {general foreman, Mr. Coleman, to whose indefatigable zeal and
attention niucli is due in carrjing out the works so rapidly, and to such an ex-
tremely satisfactory result.

TOUR OF INSPECTION BY THE METROPOLITAN BOARD
OF WORKS.

ON Saturday week last the Chairman and members of the Metropolitan Board of
Works, accompanied by their engineers, Mr. Bazalgette and Mr. Grant,

paid a visit to the various sections of the new main sewers which are at present in
course of construction through the southern side of the metropolis. The party
consisted of nearly forty, who filled a four-horse omnibus, a private brougham,
ind a couple of cabs. They were down at Claphaiu by about half-past ten o'clock
An the forenoon, whence they gradually worked their way eastwards—that is,

in the direction in which the sewers run to the outfall. This was probably as good
a day's work as the Board has ever done, and it aflbrds us much pleasure to be able
to chronicle it; not that any one will be likely to suppose it probable that their
engineers would derive any information or suggestions beyond what must have
long since been given, or even that in so cursory a view as the limited time
afforded they could, if qualified to do so, make such an examination as would
justify it ; but because the moral eflect of such a visit is sure to work good,
visibly and invisibly, directly and indirectly, on their constituents, themselves,
their officers, their contractors, and their workmen.

Seeing men thus taking an interest in what they are appointed to carrv out,
not only silences, for the moment, much grumbling, cavilling, and dissatisfaction,
but does more and better, by neutralising and converting the spirit which promul-
gates and feeds upon such detraction, and even begetting a more general kindli-
nsss-

.
With reg.ird to the members themselves, by the arena and circumstances

of their personal intercourse being changed favorably, many little asperities are
smoothed, nascent or indigent predilections are invigorated and expanded, and
some new ones begotten, power and opportunity are given to phlegmatic or
distantly resident members, who do not visit the works privately, to realise, prac-
tically, what they have now so long been dealing with theoretically, thereby
rendering them more practical ; henceforward, mutual confidence, and good feel-
ing between their chairman, themselves and their officers, are strengthened and
consolidated, and the prestirji: of the latter, with the contractors and workmen
heightened, a realisation to the contractors of the satisfaction of the Board with
their fulfilment of their undertakings, and, finally, an improved tone, spirit, and
enerCTf infused into the workmen, to develop itself in a thousand ways, are all
benefits which may reasonably be expected to aiise from a well-conceived and
well-carried out proceeding of this nature.
A neat epitome and small map were got up, printed, and a copy given before-

hand, to each member, by Mr. Bazalgette, to refresh those who have known
something, and to inform those who have hitherto paid no attention to the routes
and peculiarities of the works about to be visited. From this, and some additional
data with vihich we have been favored, we subjoin the following sketch of what is
doing, and, therefore, of what the Board actually saw.
The works visited were, the .Southeni High-level sewer with its branch from

Dtilviich, a short length of the Southern Low-level sewer; the Southern Out-
fall sewer, and the temporary pumping-station at the mouth of the Earl
sewer, which we will take seriatim in this order, although not exactly that
iollowed by the Board on their trip.

Mr. Baralgette says, "The cost of these works together will amount to
upwards of half a million of money, of which about £120,000 worth in value
is now completed. They will comprise more than a million of cubic yards of
earthwork, about 200,000 cubic yards of bricknork and an equal quantity of
concrete. Upwards of 70 millions of bricks, two millions of bushels of lime,
and one million bushels of cement will be used, besides timber, ironwork,
masonry, stoneware, and other materials. More than 3,000 artificers and
laborers are employed on the works south of the Thames at the present time.

Southern High-levei- Sewer.
This sewer will be completed from the south-east corner of Clapham-

comraon through Brixton, Camberwcll, Peckham, and New-cross to Deptford-
creek, and, inclusive of the Dulwich branch, will be about OJ miles long, of which
about 2J miles are now finished.

The Dulwich branch will begin by a junction with the Effra river at Lower
Norwood, the water of which will be diverted into it, and thence will proceed
through Dulwich, Peckham-rje, Nunhead, and the Cemetery-road to Deptford-
broadway, along which it will run, in the same trench as the main line, to the
creek.

,
From Clapham-common to its junction with the Clapham-rise branch of the

old Heath-wall sewer, near the Bedford Arms the main line will be 4 feet

inches high by 3 feet wide, and thence to the Effra in the Brixton -road, near
the end of the Loughborougli-road, will increase from 5 feet to feet 3 inches
in diameter. As the old Effra is intended to remain as a " storm overflow,"
this section of the sewer was commenced by a connexion with it, which has
enabled all the district sewers crossed to be connected with it as the work pro-
gressed. It is now finished up to the Heath-wall sewer, and constitutes No. 1

section of the contract.
Section No. 2 will carry the sewer on from the Effra at the end of No. I to

Coldharbor-lane, Camberwell, and will be jomed to No. 1 shortly after Christmas.
It will be throughout 9 feet 9 inches in diameter, and the brickwork I35 inches
iji thickness. About l,9i0 feet are already covered in.

Section No. 3 comprises the New-cross road and the Broadway, at Deptford.
After coming into the Broadway, the Dulwich branch, which at this point is not
so deep as the main line, is constructed parallel with it, but at a more rapid
inclination, until it comes to the same level, after which tliey are carried on
together as a double sewer on a segmental invert, each being 10 feet inches by
10 feet G inches. Westward of this junction, the mainline is 10 feet inches in
diameter, and the Dulwich branch 8 feet 3 inches diameter; of the double sewer
279 feet have been coiistructed, and 850 feet of each size of the single. Very
great difficulties were encountered during the construction of this work at the
Broadway, owing to the subsoil being a running sand ; a sound foundation was,
however, made about 4 feet thick with Portland cement concrete and extra brick-
work.
What has been called the "Dulwich Tunnel " constituted section No. 4, which

is now completed. The work was executed through four shafts, averaging about
."iO feet each in depth, two of which will be permanently retained for ventilation. It
is wholly constructed in Portland cement, is 1,000 feet in length and 7 feet in
diameter, and during its progi'ess several varieties of fossil leaves were met with.

Section No. 5 takes in so much of the Dulwich branch as passes from Peck-
ha_ra-rye through Nuuhead-green and Cemetery-road to Dennett's-road, and of
this about 3,400 feet have been executed, 8 feet in diameter, and at a depth of
from 25 to 35 feet, through sandy strata of freshwater shells in concreted bands,
as were also found in the Dulwich tuimel.
The total length of this sewer completed is about 13,400 feet, at a cost of about

£40,000. The engineer's estimate for this sewer was £212,250, and the con-
tractor's tender £217,000. It was originally taken on the 3rd August, 1859, by
a Mr. J. Helling, and the work commenced at the Broadway, Deptford, on the
2Cth September, 1859 ; but the work has since passed into the hands of Messrs.
Lee and Bowles, who are carrying it on satisfactorily : to be completed in
July, 18C2. With the exception of the Dulwich tunnel, the lower half of the
sewer has been laid in Portland cement, and the arch in lias lime mortar.
Robins' Portland cement has been that used, and has been chiefly mauufactiued
at Mr. Lee's own works. It is stated to have been of high quality throughiKit,
averaging between 400 lbs. and 500 lbs. breaking weight, on a sectional area of

2J square inches. The lower third of the work is faced with Staflbrdshire blue
bricks.

This sewer "will divert the upland waters from the low level districts, con-
veying the sewage and a large portion of rain by gravitation under Deptfoi'd-

creek into the outfall sewer, and on occasions of heavy rains it will discharge the
flood waters into the creek."
Next week we will give the details of the other two sewers examined by the

Board, and also of the Earl sewer outlet and pumping station.

New Horticultural Gardens at South Kensington.—The works are
making rapid progress, and the boundary line of the gardens is shown on all sides 1

by the rising arcades. The arches of the north arcades on the west side are'

nearly all turned. The north arcades are in Portland stone, with a rusticated redl

brick pilaster of the finest work, which is placed between small Doric stone columns.

.

The foundations of the conservatory, which is on the north level, iu^e now laid..

The moulded brick pillars on the middle level are several feet above the ground I

on both sides, and the brick piers on the south or lower level are nearly at theirt

full height. It is expected that the new council-room for the Horticulturali

Society will be ready to be occupied in a few weeks; the pavement and heatingf

apparatus are now in execution. The ornamental front of^this structure towardgi

Exhibition-road is not yet commenced. All the heavy earthworks and variouii

levels of the garden will be completed, it is said, next week, when tlie planting^
will begin. The Horticultural Society have announced that their first flower!
show is to take place next May, when the arcades will he sufficiently completSd.J
The gardens themselves cannot, of course, be expectedtobe then advanced enoughli
to show their character, as the plantations will necessarily require a year or two's!
growth.

South Kensington Museum,—During the week ending 27th October^
1800, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,!
free days, 5,146; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 5,470. On the threrf

students' days (admission to the public Cd.), 1,355 ; one students' eveningJ
Wednesday, 245. Total 12,210. From the opening of the museum, 1,735,095.
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WHAT GREAT GRIMSBY WANTS TOR £4,500.

IN a ifcent article on " Three Shabby Competitions," we referred, somewhat

briefly, to that at Great Grimsby, for tlie proposed buildings for their "muni-
cipal," " petty sessional," " police," and " corporation schools" purposes—our

observations being confined to the mere questions of " premium" (which, in this

instance, is no premium at all), and the very uncertain manner in which the

successful (?) architect may be treated by the authorities. From what we gather

from " the instructions" the realisation of the scheme seems to be very proble-

matical, the last clause running as follows :

—

In case any circumstiuice should arise to prevent the Council carrying out tlieir

project, the sum of £M will be paid to the architect wliosc plan was approved, in lieu

of tlic commissiou to which he would luivc been entitled had tlic work proceeded, and
which sum sliall be taken in full bar of any claim for compensation, which he might
prefer.

So that for tlie uncertainty of a commission, and the low payment of £50 for

the plans, a score or more of architects will possibly waste the interval l)etween

this date and the 29th of December. And what is this £50, tliis great bait to

the profession ? The buildings are to cost £4,500, complete, extras being as much
eschewed here as in "Stepney," wliere the "lucky dog" will "step in" for a

very good tiling in comparison with Great Grimsby at £50. 5 per cent, upon

this outlay Sliould make £2-25, and, supposing the work not carried out, the

legitimate cliarge of 2^ per cent, would realise £112 10s. Tliis, professional men
are entitled to witliout any risk, but the savans at Great Grimsby seem desirous

of establishing a code of cliargcs in opposition to that of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, and deem a fractmn over 1 (!!) per cent., a sufficient remune-
ration to a gentleman who has been fortunate (?) enough to secure their approval,

and to have won the laurels (?) from, perhaps, twenty or thirty of his brethren.

1 per cent, for plans and specifications for an ornate town-liall, petty scssionals

court, police offices, and corporation schools ! Fifty pounds for a set of, perhaps,

twenty drawings, besides reports and specifications, and, perhaps, details, into

the bargain! The things is of so monstrous a nature that one of two things is

certain—the authorities of Great Grimsby who otfer these terms, or the dupes

who accept them, will have surely earned for themselves a locus standi in the

nearest County Lunatic Asylum.
Recent occurrences, liowever, may!put a still more unfavourable complexion

upon the whole matter, and lead us to contemplate it from a wholly differen t

point of view.

Great Grimsby possesses a town surveyor and so does Liverpool ; Great

Grimsby wants Municipal Buildings and Corporation Schools ; Liverpool lately

wanted a building for her Free Library ; Great Grimsby offers an inducement (?)

to architects to send in designs for the same, again she follows in tlie steps of

Liverpool, and so far their courses are identical. Great Grimsby has a reserva-

tion—mentally, it is impossible to say how far it may reach. Liverpool had
likewise a reservation, of whicli she availed herself.

Now what arc we to think of the alternative offered by the Great Grimsby
encouragers of the fine arts in general, and the eldest sister in particular ? Will

she be more immaculate than her sister seaport on the other side of Albion?

What are her intentions with respect to the ultimatum of the affairs, the ap-

projiriation of the main prize, the acme of a competing arcliitect's ambition?

Mr. Thomas Allom's letter in the daily papers of last Saturday must have

startled the public of Liverpool—Mr. William Brown, and the Mayor and
Corporation. Here was a competitor for a public building in a town possessing a

public surveyor. At the head of the committee was a name honorably known in

the profession, a name tliat is not and has not been, be it said, branded with

aught that is ill. The designs were prepared, forwarded, and exliibited, tlie de-

cisions of tlie committee fairly arrived;at, and the premium paid. Theplansseem
then to have been handed over to the Town Council, and eventually placed in the

hands of the Corporation Surveyor. We thought, everyone thouglit, that the

resolutions autiiorising that step", also authorised the surveyor to prepare plans

of his own for that building, and that such a course was adopted. Mr. Allom's

letter, however, puts us in possession of the information that no fresh design was
got out, that his production was simply modified in a few unimportant particu-

irs, and then carried out by the surveyor !—Monstrous that such a thing could

possibly have taken place ! £1.50 paid to Mr. Allom as a reward for the design

coined from his brain, and the percentage upon nearly £40,000 paid to another

for the mere mechanical work of copying that design and acting as clerk of the

works, though a clerk of class A 1 ! We have, in another column, inserted

Mr. Allom's letter, according to his request.

This affair should lead architects to be very careful in any matter of a

similar description. It is not for us to say that Great Grimsby will be a

second edition of the Liverpool transaction, but the reservation is eminently

suggestive of the word " caution," and we deem it well to suggest that the point

should be cleared up before the competition is a day older. Candour is a virtue,

and we doubt not that the Corporation of Great Grimsby would at once satisfy

any scruples that may be raised by a perusal of the conditions and the late

exposi of Liverpool. 'Having allude'd to this thus briefly, we will pass on to the

main question before us " What Great Grimsby wants for £4,500 ?"

The area to be built upon comprises a portion of a " six acre piece," and is of

ample dimensions for the purpose required. Upon tliis site tlie Corporation

requires two separate blocks of buildings, the first block containing the following

accommodation :

—

1. Municipal.—Town-hall with a floor space of not less than 3,000 superficial

feet ; spacious committee-room for the transaction of the general business of the

corporation
;

pastures' committee-room ; offices for the town clerk and corpo-

ration surveyor, with requisite conveniences.

(The Town Council, we are further informed, consists of sixteen members, the

Pastures' committee also of sixteen.)

2. Miiffistratrs' Department.—Petty session's court with an area of 1,000

sujierficial feet ; Magistrates' retiring-room, and clerks' office.

3. Police Department.—Police offices, lock-up of four cells, with airing court

and other requisite provisions, dwelling-house, with suitable domestic ofhces for

the superintendent, and engine-house for the corporation fire-engines.

In addition to tliese requirements, the whole are to be completely ventilated,

and heated by hot water. The water supply and drainage are also to be perfect.

Block No. '2 is for the corporation schools and must have provisions for 100

boys and 80 girls with the necessary offices.

This is tlie task laid out for "y' young architects of merrie, raerrie England."
—a task the solution of which must necessitate a pilgrimage to, and an application

of Aladdin's lamp. To assist in the furtlicr development of this affair, we have
made an analysis of the proposed requirements, and find the cubical contents to

be somewhat startling. The^flrst portion of this intolerahle'quantity of sack to

this paltry lialfiienny worth of bread, is comprised in the " hall "—an apart-
ment of say some 75 ft. by 40, the height of which at 27 ft. gives 81,000 cubic ft.

The "spacious" committee-room, 30 ft. by 20 ft. by 15= 9,000 cubic ft. ; the
pastures' committee-room, 30 ft. by 20 ft. by 15 ft.^ 9,000 cubic ft. ; the four

offices, 20 ft. by 15 ft. by 15 ft.= 18,000 cubic ft. The second part of the " first

block" has a jietty sessions court, of by no means "petty " dimensions, being
1,000 ft. area. This at 40 ft. by 25 ft. by 20 ft., gives 20,000 cubic ft. ; to magis-
trates' retiring-room,.20 ft. Jiy 15 ft. by 12 ft., 3,600 ft. ; and the clerks' offices, at

a very moderate computation, 1,500 ft. The police office and receiving offices,

3,000 ft. eacli,= 9,000 cubic ft. Dwelling house, 30 ft. by 20 ft. by 40 ft. high,
= 24,000 ft. ; four lock-up cells and corridor, 3,400 ft. ; and fire engine depart-

ment, 2,400 ft.

The corporation schools cannot contain less than 54,000 cubic feet, without the

necessary offices.

We have above taken no notice of the principal and secondary staircases, tlie

depth ofbasement, and space between ground-floor and footings, or of the roofs

and minor offices, although they are by no means uniniportant; we, however,
append them, and the result, the grand climax, will be as follows :

—

2 Cubic ft.

Petty scBsions court 20,000
9Ia!nstrates'-room 3,G0O
Clerks' office 1,500

1 Cubic feet.

Town hall 81,000
Committee-room 0,000
I'asturcs-room 9,000

Offices 18,000

117,000

3 Cubic ft.

Police offices 0,000
Dwelling-houBe 24,000
Cells, &c 3,400

Engines ^',400

38,800
4

Schools "'^.OOO

2.5,100

5

Staircases and minor arrange-
ments, basements, &c 72,000
No. 1 117,000

2 25,100
3 38,800
4 54,000
5 72,000

Total 300,900

Now, each architect can make his own calculation as to the amount for which a
very, very plain building can be erected with the above cubical contents. Taking
it, liowever, at the real workhouse cut (old style), we find it not many sliillings

under £6,200. We wonder whether any buildei-s will be blind enough to act in

the concluding pai-t of this matter, as we fear some architects will in the pre-

liminary. The old adage, however, we know to be still in existence—" Fools

rusli in where angels fear to tread."

EXTRAORDINARY ENGINEERING PROJECTS.

MR. PETER W. BARLOW, civil engineer, of Great George-street, West-
minster, having visited America for the purpose of carefully examining

tlie construction of the Niagara Railway Suspension Bridge (tlie strength and
durability of which have been much questioned by English engineers), has re-

turned with so high an opinion of bridges of this kind that he proposes their

immediate adoption for several extraordinary purposes. In the first place, he
proposes to connect Liverpool with Birkenhead by such a bridge, 150 feet above
the level of the river, at an estimated cost of £1,000,000 sterling. Passengers
are to be raised to the level of the bridge at one end and lowered at the other by
steam power. The span of this immense bridge would be no less than 3,000 feet.

Mr. Barlow proposes to suspend a similar bridge from New York to Brooklyn,
with a span of 2,000 feet. He likewise advocates the construction ofa suspension

girder viaduct for the purpose of reUeving the street traffic of London. Two
lines of communication—one from east to west, and the other from north to

south—would go far, he says, towards effecting the object, one commencing at

the junction of the Tottenhain-court-road and Oxford-street, passing at the back
of the Bank to Whitechapel ; and the other commencing at the Elephant and
Castle, where the Kent, Newington, and Walworth roads unite, to a point near
the Shoreditch station of the Eastern Counties Railway. The cost of a wire sus-
pension girder viaduct, with a sp^in of 1,000 feet, would not exceed for a double
line of street omnibus traffic (in connexion with the expected street railways,

which will converge at the above-described terminal point) £150,000
per mile, to meet fully the requirements of the Board of 'Trade. The
only land required will be for the wrought-iron towers, as a yrire bridge may be
erected witliout the least interference with the intermediate property. Allowing
£100,000 per acre (the average cost of the terminus of the South-Eastera Rail-

way) for the laud required, or £50,000 per mile, tiie whole scheme may be carried

out for a little above £1,000,000. He further suggests the adoption of wire sus-
])cnsion-bridge3 where bridges have been long projected and abandoned from their

cost and interference with property, as hitherto proposed. As an example he pro-
poses to connect Holborn and Newgate-street by a level bridge, and thus avoid
Holborn-hill. .V wire suspension-bridge, with towers of wrought iron, constructed

like a vertical lattice beam, would ofier Uttle obstruction to the light, and would
not exceed in cost the sum of £75,000. As another example, he would cross the
Mersey at Runcorn with a similar bridge (where Telford projected a chain sus-

pension-bridge in tlie year 1814), having a centre span of 1,000 feet, with two side

spans of 500 feet. The construction of a chain bridge of these dimensions in 1814
was as mucli at variance with previous notions, and presented as much apparent

difficulty, as a wire bridge now presents of 3,000 feet span, from the superiority

of wire over chains, wliicli is so manifest, not only from its greater tenacity, but

from the facility of erection, that large chain bridges will probably never again be

executed. The cost of a bridge at Runcorn, either for road or railway, witli a

section of metal such that the strain produced by the greatest weight will not ex-

ceed one-fifth of the ultimate strength of every part of the bridge will not

exceed £100,000, and responsible contractors will be found, Mr. Barlow
engages, to execute the work for that sum, and probably much less.

—

Mechnnic's
MayaziJic.

Eydon.— Wesleyan Chapel.—A few days ago the foundation-stone ot

this building was laid. The intended chapel will be built with brick, the win-
dows and entrance being relieved with Bath stone, thus giving it a neat ap-
pearance. The dimensions will be 27 feet by 35 feet, and the height from the

floor to the ceiling 17 feet. It is intended to seat about 150 pereons, and will be

sufficiently large' for tlie erection of a gallery when needed. The builder is

Mr. M' Connell, of Evdon. The cost of the structure will be about £300.
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BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
THK AXXUAI. DINNER.

AS we annoiiiiw^ in our last, the Thirteenth Anniversarj' Festival of the

Builders' Henevolent Institution was held at the London'Tavem (Messrs.

Chater and Fnng:<>'s), Bishopssrate-street, on Thursday evening, October 25th.

There was a nuraeriius attendanee of the members and friends of this

excellent and flourishing Institution, upwards of 230 jrentlemen havinp

sat down to a sumptuous banquet provided in their best style by the skilful

caterers of the well-known tavern in which tha company assembled. In

the elegant Upper Hall, where the dinner took place, were three tables running

lengthwise, while at the top was a cross table, or rfoi,<, at which sat the Chairman
andsome of the more eminent gentlemen connected with the buildinsj trade.

During dinner the full brass band of the 'iOth Middlesex Uifle Volunteers

occupied the orchestra, and played some favorite loyal and patriotic airs. There

was also present an efficient vocal party, consisting of Mr. James Howe
(director), Miss Eliza Hughes, Mr. Thomas Younpr, and Mr. Lewis Thomas,
whose performances contributed much to the evening's enjoyment.

Mr. Thomas Higgs acted with his usual efficiency as toastmaster.

The chair was occupied on this interesting occasion by George Plucknett,
Esq. (of the eminent firm of Messrs. William Cubitt and Co., builders, Gray's-

inn-road); who was supported on the right bv the Lord Mayor elect (late Mr.
Aldenuan Cubitt, M.l'.). and on the left by Mr. Alderman W. Lawrence.

Amongst other gentlemen at tlie Chairman's table, and in other parts of the

room, we noticed Messrs. G. Spencer Smith, George Smith, Thomas Piper, Wil-

liam Dunnage, Thomas Robiuson, David Myers, John Bamett, William Webb,
James Lawrence, John Lawrence, B. Hannen, "Thomas Lucas, W. B. Rogers,

George Bird, Joseph Peters, J. R. Freeman, Alfred Smith, Alfred Edwardes,

Charles Laws, W. C. Trollope, — Nicholson, W. J. Gardner, W. Riggs,— Downs,
James, Bowker, R. IJoberts, T. Cozens, — Stephens, R. R. Arntz, John Dent,

A. G. Harris (Secretary of the Institution), the principal members of the

Committee, and other influential members of the building trade in the metro-

polis.

The following gentlemen consented to act as Stewards :—The Lord M^-or elect,

Messrs. P. Ayers, Philip Aniey, James Abbott, W. C. Andei'son, R. R. Arntz,

JohnBamett, Stephen Bird, George Bird (Treasurer), Stanley G. Bird, Joseph

Bird, George Boys, Thomas Brassey, T. Brevetor, C. Butters, F. P. Cockerell,

Thomas Cozens, Collins and Stanbury, William Dunnage, Dove Brothers, John
Dent, William Downs, Henry Doulton, Joseph Dowell, William Ellis, Alfred

Edwardes, T. Evans, W. and J. Freeman, Charles Fish, Robert Forest, Charles

Formby, Gardiner and Bell, Richard Greaves, William Harrap, William Higgs,

J. Hiller, C. Hiller, G. Head and Son, Richard Head, Charles Hack, Joshua
Higgs, T. Howard, Jun., William Hutchons, W. H. Jackson, John Jay, R. W.
Kennard, M.P., Alderman W. Lawrence, James Lawrence, William Lavers,

William Lee, M.P., Lucas Brothers, George Mansfield, George Myers, John
Morriss, S. L. JIann, James Maw, J. H. Notley, William Norris, David Nichol-

son, William Nicholson, J. Outhwaite, Henry Patman, Thomas Piper, Sir S. M.
Peto, Bart., M.P., Thomas Pearson, James Pennethorne, Joseph Bigby, Richard
Richardson, Charles Richardson, A. A. Robinson, Alfred Smith, G. Spencer
Smith, George Smith, S. J. Stephens, Thomas Stirling, L. M. Tatham, John
Thorn, Samuel Trickett, C. B. Trollope, E. H. Tode, John Williams, William
Webb, J. S. Wilson, Waller and Son, George Wales, George and Thomas
Wallis, W. Woo<l,
The cloth having been removed, and the clioral party having sang grace from

the Laudi Spirituali, A D. 1545,
Tlie Chairman proposed "Her Majesty the Queen."—Drimk amidst loud

applause, the band playing, and the choral party afterwards singing the National

Anthem.
The Chairman proposed " His Royal Highness the Prince Consort, and the

rest of the Royal Family," and in so doing complimented his Royal Highness for

his efforts in the development of artistic studies in this country, for his liberality

of mind, for the moral and religious principles he inculcated, and for that
amiable disposition which was so much in consonance with the high position

which he occupied.
Ode—" Hail ! to thee, Albert."
Tlie Chairman next proposed the "Army and Navy, and the Volunteers of

England." The safety of the country was in safe keeping, for at all times and
under all circumstances the army and navy might be depended upon. We had
now also the volunteer service, which was a warning beacon against any attack
being made upon our shores, for the volunteers had sworn to stand shoulder to

riiouider, and, if necessary, fight for their beloved Queen and country. (Tlie toast

was drunk amidst the most enthusiastic cheering.)
Lieutenant Llcas, of the volunteers, acknowledged the compliment, and in so

doing he remarked tliat if this country should ever have the misfortune to be
lovaacd by an enemy, the volunteers would be found at the post of duty.
The Chairman then proposed the toast of the evening—" Prosperity to the

Builders' Benevolent Institution," but in so low a tone of voice that he was
almost inaudible. He was understood to sav that the Institution took its stand
along with the other philanthropic institutions of the country, and he felt that
they were assembled there that evening, not only to support it, but determined
to extend its sphere of action year by year. He regretted that at the last election
there were thirteen deserving candiclatcs who were turned away without receiv-
ing support from want of funds. He thought, therefore, that increased efforts

should be made on behalf of an institution which was calculated to do so much
good. Tlien, again, almshouses were much needed—they built mansions for the
rich and independent, then why should they not build houses of a humbler
character for the use of their unfortunate brother tradesmen ? He rejoiced that a
fund was accumulating for that purpose, and that it was increasing, and he
believed that they would not be content until the fund had been so augmented as
to warrant the erection of the much-needed almshouses. A great amount of
Rood had licen already done by the Institution, much distress had been relieved,
bat still much remained to be done, and that was the reason why he again
appealed to them in behalf of the funds. And he extended his appeal to those
gentlemen who, though they might not themselves be builders, were connected
with the building trade ; anil he begged to inform them that they could not find
a charity more ably or more economically conducted than that on behalf of which
they had that evening assembled. The toast he had to propose was " Prosperity
to the Builders' Benevolent Institution." (Drunk amidst the greatest
applause).

.Mr. TnoMAH PiPEB said he rose to propose a toast to the company, which he

knew would at once commend itself to them—he rose to propose the health of I

their excellent President and Chairman of the evening—(Applause). When they 1

met there last year, unhappily they were not free from the strike, the tendency I

of which was to do the most mischievous work that could happen to any com-

i

munity in the separation of class from class. Tlieir friend did not then hesitatB I

to take the course which he believed to be for the benefit of the community at
large. Now they were pursuing a course which was calculated (ojiringall classes

together, and, among the volunteers of whom they were proud, was Captain I

Plucknett, who took his rank, not with men with whom he was accustomed to
|

associate as they met that evening, but from those men with whom he was I

accustomed to associate from day to day in daily toil—(Hear, hear). He knew I

of no association which was more honorable to all, or one of which Captain
|

I^lucknett had more just reason to be proud. Returning to the Builders' Bene-
|

volent Institution, the speaker said, they had met to promote an institution formed
for the purpose of assisting those in adversity, and he appealed to all connected I

with the building trades to follow the maxims of that religion which was basei"

on love to all—(Hear, hear). He proposed the health of their friend in th
chair, who was entitled to their respect, esteem, and affection for his long and
valuable services, and never more so than when he presided over them an
worked them up to deeds of charity and love—(Loud applause).

The Chairman returned thanks (observing that it was most gratifjing to"
him to witness these proceedings, and to attempt to assist the charity), and pro-
posed "The Patrons of the Institution," who wished it prosperity, and had been
of great service to it. He would associate this toast with tlie name of one who
was respected and esteemed univerally by every class of society, whom they were
all proud to have with them that evening, and whom they were proud to con-
gratulate on having received the highest civic honor London could confer ; he
proposed " The Patrons of the Institution," coupling with the toast the Lord
Mayor Elect—(Loud cheers).
The Lord Mayor Elect (who on rising to respond to the toast was received

with loud cheers) said, as one of the patrons of the Institution—the number of
whom amounted to 21, he was very happy that night in seeing that there were
seven of them present, and he hoped tnat that would be a proof to the minds of
the audience that they—the so-called patrons—did not so designate themselves,
for it had been the pleasure of the Council of the Institution to put them in the
category of patrons, and there were present that evening one-third of them to

answer for it—(Applause). He entirely concurred in all that had been said about
the building business being one that was exposed to great and alarming vicissi-

tudes. Changes continually taking place in the building trades frequently caused
what seemed to be a prosperous career to be turned into something that seemed
like adversity, and there were unfortunately ,' in consequence of such clianges,

too many persons who had once occupied positions of respectability coming to

the Institution to save them from the disgrace of going to the parish union

—

(Hear, hear). The present was the thirteentli anniversary of the Builders' Bene-
volent Institution, and he thought if it was better known it would be far more
liberally supported, for undoubtedly it was an Institution which had great and
solid claims on the liberality of the country—(Cheers). And he thought that
probably if the Society should next year ask the assistance of next year's Lord
Slayor, fixing their own time, giving ample notice, and making a general effort,

probably something extra would be done next year in aid of the Institution—
(Much cheering). He thanked the meeting on the part of the twenty-one
patrons, and as they looked forward they hoped for a better future—(Applause).
Mr. Alderman Lawrence said, having the permission of the Chairman to

propose the next toast, he had great pleasure upon the present occasion in con-
gratulating the company upon the excellent meeting of that day round their

Chairman in order to promote the objects of the Builders' Benevolent Institution.

He thought that the interests of the Institution were improving when he saw an
assembly such as the present, for he was quite sure that the gentlemeu he saw
assembled round that room were men who had come determined to support what
they had come there to give their countenance to. It was a pleasing thing that

the builders as a body should recognise the necessities of those who so much
needed their aid. It had been well said that the building trade was one above
all others liable to vicissitude. With the clearest judgment, the greatest fore-

sight, and the most persevering industry, builders might by the force of circum-
stances be overthrown, and unable to find employment for the support of their

fellow-men ; and he thought the Institution on account of which they had met
was one of the means of aiding those subjected to such difficulties. And he fdt
great confidence that if the society was properly supported it was founded on
true principles. The building trade must be an everlasting trade; whatever
might befall some other trades, they knew that under all circumstances the
building trade must exist, for houses must be built for human habilation though
the form and the mode thereof might change. The Society, therefore.if founded
on true principles, as he believed it was, must go on expanding and flourish for

ever—(Applause). He had much pleasure in proposing the next toast "The
Vice-Presidents and Trustees of the Institution," coupling with the toast the

name of the founder of the Institution, Mr. Cozens, who by his perseverance

and industry succeeded in establishing the Society, which was now a flourishing,

secure, and permanent body ; and he was sure that with the assistance of those

around the tables, and with the assistance of the Lord Mayor of next year the

Institution must go on doing more good year by year, and Mr. Cozens gave it

the impetus which had led it to the pround position it now occupied—(Load
applause).

Mr. Cozens, in returning thanks, said he knew that there were some who had
been applicants for admission to the benefits of the Society, and had not been
admitted who would, if not elected soon, be obliged to have recourse to the work-
house. He, therefore, appealed to the meeting to show further liberality in aid

of the funds of the Institution.

Mr. Harris (Secretary of the Institution), then read a list of donations and
subscriptions put down in the course of the evening in aid of the Society's funds.

The following are the principal :

—

(We omit subscriptions and donations under £2 2s.) Mr. William Harrap, Of

Hoxton, one of the stewards, handed in a list of donations (collected amongst
his own friends) which amounted in the aggregate to £152 15s. 6d. The follow-

ing were the other principal donations and subscriptions:—William Morris^

Mount-street, Grosvenor-square, £.5 5s. ; R. R. Arntz, Cannon-row, West-
minster, £2 2s. ; F. P. Cockerell, Regent- street, £2 23. ; Thomas Piper, £2 2s. J ;

William Dunnage, donation £5 5s., subscription £2 2s. ; George Plucknet^ i

donation £21, subscription £2 2«.; William R. Rogers, donation £) 5s., sub- '

scription £2 28.; Thomas Robinson, donation £5. 53., subscription £2 311.;
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Edward Henri Todi, BviUling News, £10 10s. ; the Lord Mayor Elect (late

Mr. Alderman Cubitt), £10 lOs. ; William Higgs, £5 58. ; Alderman Lawrence,

£5 5s. : Joseph Peters, £6 5s. ; John Baniett, £5 5s. ; George Myers and Sons,

£5 5s. ; WilUaraWebb, £21; W. F. Freeman, £10 10s.; Gardiner and Bell,

£5 5s. ; Georije Godwin, Jiuililcr, £2 29. ; Lucas Brothers, £10 lOs. ; George
Smith, £10109.; G. Spencer Smith £5.'is. ; John Dent, £2 2s. ; William Webster,
Woolwich, £2 2s.; Joseph Bird, £10 lOs. ; Thomas Ferguson, Paddington,
£10109.; Stephen Bird, £15 158.; Geo. Bird, £10 10s.; Ily. Woollams, £3 Ss.

;

Wm. Downs, £A 5s. ; Charles Hack, £2 28. ; Wm. Hack, £2 28. ; Messrs. Hacks'
workmen, £3 3s. ; George Heads, £3 33. ; — Bentley, Shoe-lane, Holborn,

£2 2s. ; Philip Anley, £2 2s. ; William Lavers, £5 5s. ; L. M. Tatham, £2 2s.

;

Widnell and 'Trollope, £2 28. ; Hunt and Steward, £5 59. ; Samuel Trickett,

£5 58.: William tee, Son, and Smith, £10 10s.; G. H. Siramonds, £55s.;
Read and Son, £5 5s. ; John Outhwaite, £6 5s. ; A. A. Robinson, £>') 5s.

;

Thomas Brereton, £2 29. ; Thomas Stirling, £2 2s. ; William Stirling, £2 2s.

;

J. Maw, £2 28. ; Llangollen Slab and Slate Company, £2 2b. ; G. Wallis,

£2 29. The donations and subscriptions announced during tlie evening amounted
to the handsome sum of about £5.50.

The Chairman proposed the health of the Treasurer, George Bird, Esq.
—(Cheers).
Mr. Bird, in acknowledging the compliment, said he had lately travelled a

great deal in many parts of England, and he thought the building trade was look-
ing up; wherever he went he saw immense houses being erected, the formation
of rows of streets, the construction of railways, and other works which provided
employment for builders. He then spoke in hopeful terms of the prospects of the
Institution . Under the auspices ol^ the Lord Mayor of next year there was no
telling what money iliey should get. He regretted that out of eighteen
candidates only two could be admitted at the last election, and entreated all

the gentlemen present to do all they possibly could in soliciting from their friends
aid to the Institution, and thus prevent candidates for election from having re-
course to jiarish relief. He came to the meeting with a heavy heart, but was
extremely gratified witli the liberal contributions which had been made that night
—(Hear, hear).

The Chairman proposed " The architects and surveyors."
Mr. Godwin, in returning thanks, observed that exactly twelve years ago a

similar toast was proposed by Lord Grosvenor, and from that time to the present
he had had the pleasure of attending most of their meetings, and of witnessing
the progress of the Institution. But the Builders' Benevolent Institution had
not yet taken that position which was due to builders, and which they should say
it shall take—(Hear, hear).
The Chairman ])roposed in succession "The Brighton Branch, and "The

Stewards," after which the company broke up.

RUTLAND CHURCHES.—No. 12.—Belton.
THIS village, on the borders of Leicestershire, is distant from Uppingham

about 3j miles. Soon after leaving that town the country is very
picturesque, and the scenery from Beaumont Chase is truly grand. " Castle-hill,"
on the verge of the deep valley, has evidently been the site of an extensive forti-
fied Tesideiice, as shown by the earthworks of the present day. On the right is

seen the " ivy mantled tower" of the recently restored church at Ridlington, and
on the left the spire of Wardley church, which parish is annexed with Belton.
At the summit of Wardly Hill a magnificent view over a considerable part of
Leicestershire is obtained, on seeing which one may truly exclaim with the poet
Thomson

—

" Heavens ! ^Vhat a goodly prospect spreads around,
Of hills and dales, and woods, and lawns, and spires."

This liill is weU known to old stage coach travellers : it is a declivity that has
been the scene of many serious accidents, and even the loss of life. After pro-
ceeding some distance along the valley of the Eye, a road to the right leads to the
Tillage of Belton, which is situate on very high ground. It was formerly aplace
of some importance, Edward III. having granted to William le Blount, lord of
Belton, a fair to be held there yearly for three days—on the eve, day, and morrow
of St. James the Apostle. The Blounts possessed"Belton for several generations :

this very ancient family is said to have had its rise from the Blondi or Biondi, in
Italy, whose historians derive them from the Roman Fiavii. Blound, lord of
Guisnes in France, had three sons, who came into England with the Conquerer,
one of whom returned to France, and the other two (Sir^obert and Sir William)
remained. Sir Robert, at the time of the Norman Survey, possessed several
lordships in Suffolk, of which Ixworth was the chief of his barony. Sir William
had several lordships in Lincolnshire. From these brothers descended all the
Blounts in England, of whom were the Blounts Lord Montjoyand Earl ofDevon,
the Blounts of Sodington, the Blounts of Tittenhanger, the Blounts of Belton,
the Blounts of Mapleduriiara, &c. William le Blount was member ofParliament
for Rutland 28 Edward I. Of this family who had also summons to Parliament
were—Thomas le Blount, 20 Edward II; 1, 2 Edward HI. William le Blount,
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, 10, 11 Edward III. William Blount de Montjoy, 39 Henry
VI. Walter Blount de Montjoy, 0, 9 Edward IV ; 49 Henry VI'; 12, 21 Ed-
ward IV. John Blount de Montjoy, 22 Edward IV; 1 Richard III; I Henry
VII. William Blount de Montjoy, 1, 3, 0, 31 Henry VIII. Charles Blount de
Montjoy,31,33, 35 Henry VIII. Jacob Blount de Montjoy 3, 4, 5, 6 Philip
and Mary : 1, 5, 8, 13, 14, 18, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 35 Elizabeth. Charies Blount
de Montjoy, 39, 43 EUzabeth. Charles Blount de Montjoy, 1, 3 Charles I. Of
the Blounts there have been two constables of the Tower of London, viz., Peter
le Blund, made constable 39 Henry III, and Montjoy Blount, Eari of Newport,
made constable in 1041 (10 Charles I.) Two Masters of the Ordnance, viz.,
Chai-les Blount, Earl of Devonshire, in the reign of James I.; and Montjoy
Blount, aforesaid, Earl of Newport, his natural son, in the same reign. One
Lord Mayor or custos of London, John le Blount ; he was Mayor for six years in
succession, from 1301 (20 Edward I.) to 1307 (1 Edward II.) One Lord
btewardofthe King's Household, Sir Thomas Blount, Knight, 20 Edward II.
One Great Treasurer of Normandy, Sir Thomas le Blount, Knight. One Lord
"ft-easurer of England, Sir Walter Blount, Knight, ofBelton, son ofthe Treasurer
01 Nonuandy; he was afterwards Lord Montjoy, and made Lord
rreasurer, 1405, 4 Edward IV. He was a verv obsequious courtier to that
monarch, owing his elevation and fortune "to his attachment to his
^use. His remains were interred in the Grey Friars, London,^ng then a Knight of the Garter. One Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, Charles
Blount, Lord Montjoy, afterwards Eari of Devonshire, 42 Elizabeth and again 1

James I. One Knight Banneret, SirThomas Blount, made by the King of France
for his service at the taking of 'fherovene and Tournai, 1513 (5 Henry VIII.)
Three Knights of the Bath, viz., John le Blount, the above Mayor of London,
created at Whitsuntide with Edward Prince of Wales, before the King's in-
tended expedition to Scotland, 34 Edward I.; Jas. Blount, Lord Montjoy,
created before the coronation of Queen Mary, 1553; and Saint John Blount,
brother to the above Montjoy Blount, Earl of Newport, and natural son of the
above Charles Blount, Earl of Devonshire, created 1025, at the coronation of
Charles I. Four KnighU of the Garter, viz.. Sir John Blount, 1416; Walter
Blount, Ist Lord Montjoy, 1473 ; William Blount, 4th Lord Montjoy, 1526

;

and Charles Blount, 8th Lord Montjoy, afterwards Earl of Devonshire, 1597.
The above named Sir John wa» governor of a garrison in Aquitane, who being
besieged there in 1412 (14 Henry IV.} by a Alarshal of France, with 300 men,
vanquished all the Marahal's army, took prisoners 12 persons of note, and others, to
the number of 120. In this family have been three alliances with the Royal
Family. First, by the marriage of Walter Blount, Ist Lord Montjoy, who was
Lord Treasurer of FZngland, with Anne widow of Humfry Stafford Duke of
Buckingham, and daughter of Ralph Nevill, Earl of Westmoreland, by his lady,
Joane Beaufort, only daughter of John O'Gaunt, by Catherine Swinford, a
Lincolnshire lady, his third wife. Tills Anne, Duchess of Buckingham, was
elder sister to Cecily Duchess of York, who was mother of the Kings Edward IV.
and Richard III. The second alliance with tlie Royal Family was by the mar-
riage of Dorothy, widow of Robt. Willoughby, Loiil Brook, and daughter of
Thos. Gray, Marquis of Dorset, half-brother Ijy the mother to King Edward V.,
nmrried to William Blount, Lord Montjoy. 'rhe third alliance was by the mar-
riage of Gertrude, daughter of this Lord Montjoy, to Henry Courtcnay, Marquis
of Exeter, who was grandson to King Edward IV. In the reign of Henry VIII.
the manor of Belton passed from the Blounts to a family named Haslewood, who
held it to the reign of James I. Branches of the Ha.slewoo<l family resided in
Northamptonshire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, and Shropshire. In Maidwell
church, in the first-named county, there are several handsome monuments to
members of it : there and in the vicinity they held considernljle property, viz., at
Knuston, Braybrooke, Byfield, Edgcote, &c. Thomas Ila.slewood, Esq., was
Sheriff of Northamptonshire 5 Henry VII. We learn that at Upton Snodsbury,
especially in the vale of Evesham, Worcestershire, about the middle of the 18th
century, licentiousness was very prevalent amongst persons possessing consider-
able property, who led abandoned lives, amongst whom was the wealthy Mr.
Haslewood, of Upton Snodsbury. From the Haslewoods the manor oflielton
passed to a family named Verney (a pedigree of which is given in Wright's Rut-
land), who held it till the reign of James I. Rd. Verney, Esq., was in the list of
those for Leicestershire who were qualified in 1600 to be made a Knight of the
Royal Oak, an honor intended by Charles II. as a reward to several of his
followers : the Kniglits of it were to wear a silver medal, with a device of the
King in the oak, pendant to a ribbon, about their necks, but it was thought
proper to lay it aside lest it might create animosities and open those wounds
airesh which at that time it was thought prudent should be healed. The value
of Mr. Verney's estates was returned at £1,000 per annum. Richd. Verney was
sheriff of Rutland in 1682 (35 James I.) The church is dedicated to St. Peter.
The oldest part is the nave, which is transitional Norman : it is divided from the
south aisle by four semicireular arches, supported by two octagonal pillars, having
caps and bases of the same character. In the south aisle there is a sepulchral recess
and a trefoil-headed piscina. The font, which is Early English, is probably unique
in the arrangement of the dog-tooth ornament upon the bowl. There is much
Decorated work about the fabric : a low side-window, the south porch, and other
portions are of that style (Middle Pointed, or 14th century). The chancel screen
exhibits some pretty tracery. The roofs of the nave and chancel are ceiled with
plaster. New furniture was introduced into the church 19 years ago : it is still

good, but the pews are not in accordance with the taste of the present day, they
being high, and each occupying more than the necessary space. On the north
side of the chancel, on the floor, is a low alabaster monument containing the
eSigies (in low relief) of a male (in armour) and female with uplifted bands, within
a border containing this inscription :

—" Here lyetb the body ofThomas Haslewood
Esquire, and Clemenee, hys wyffe. Thomas departed day of December, in
the year of our Lord God M.D.LIX. And the said Clemenee departed the
day of , in the year ofour Lord God M.D. .. . Upon whose souls God have
mercy, Amen." 'The arms of Haslewood, upon a marble shield, are on the wall
near the above monument : argent, on a chevron gules three lozenges ermine
between as many owls sable; on a chief A three sprigs of hazle, or; a chevron
between three squirrels, two and one ; a mullet for a difference. There are also
several monuments in the church to the memory of members of a family named
Roberts, ofThorpe Langton Leicestershire. The Middle Pointed tower is of three
stages: the first is pierced with a window of two lights, having a quatrefoil in
the head ; the second is blank ; and the third is pierced with a window oftwo lights
transomed: above is a band ofquatrcfoils set in squares, thewhole being crowned
by an embattled fparapet, the summit commanding a very extensive view of the
surrounding country. "The buttresses of the tower are set at ri"[ht angles, and
numerous boldly carved gurgoyles give effect to the outline. In tlie church-yard
is an erect slab commemorating the memory of a person who had lielonged to the
Society of Friends (Quakers), but it would seem that for some reason not now
known the Friends objected to the interment ofhis remains in their burial-ground,
and they were deposited where they now are, on the north-west side of this

church-yard. Some of the villagers thought the deceased had been ill-used by
his co-religionists, and a subscription was raised to erect a monument to mark
the place where his remains were interred : the memorial contains the following
iiiscription, tlic johit composition, we were informed, of two inhabitants ofthe
village, one of whom was the grandfather of the present sexton .

—

Near to this place interred liore lies

One whom the Quakers did despise ;

His poverty caused him disgrace ;

They denied liim of a biiryiug- place.
Tho' by his friends it liath been said

Towards a buryiug-place large sums were paid,
Tho' poor Robert might not there be laid.

Oh ! n'iends, Iiow could you be so hard
To let him lie iu this church-yard .'

A place you all dislUce, we know ;

How could you displace a brother so ?

In memory here this stone does stand of Robert the eon of John and Sarah Swan

;

in 1749 he did his soul to God resign. •
The vicarage of Belton and rectory of Wardly are held by the Rev. C. H. New-
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march, who officiates at each clinrcli. The patron is the Lord Chancellor, and
the returned annual value £367. Belton House, a modern erection, situate on
the slope of the valley, is occupied by John Eagleton, Esq., J.P., who owns a
considerable portion of the soil in the parish. George Fjncii, Esq., is lord of the
Manor. -

FRENCH AND ENGLISH MACHINERY.
The Paris correspondent of the Economist says :

—

The evidence taken before the French Superior Council of Commerce on the
subject of tlie treaty with England is really of very great interest. Given by
practical business men both of England and France, it throws light on tlie

position of the principal trades of the two countries which lias never been cast
before. lu previous letters I have noticed some of the principal facts set forth in
it; and here are a few more culled from the reports of the sittings of the 21st
22nd, 2.5th, and 28th June, which are the last that have been put into type :

—

French machines for spuming are dearer than those of England, and the reason
according to M. Koechlin, of Mulhouse, is, that the raw material, the fuel, car-
ria^, lighting, models, tools, interest on capital, &c., are all higher in France,
whilst the demand for machinery is less regular, and not large enougli to justify,

the construction of vast establishments. On the whole M. Koechlin, cal-
culates that such machinery in France costs 310f. a ton more to make than in

England ; and he and his fellows, consequently, ask for protection of 25 or 30 per
cent., declaring that, " with less, competition would be difficult, if not impossible."
But, though below England in this description of machinery, it is admitted that,

in the manufacture of locomotives, France has made sucli extraordinary progress,
that she can do without any protection on thein, and that, in fact, she exports to

Spain and Italy in competition with English makers. In the production of
carding macliines, France is being defeated by the English ; at Lille, for example,
out of five manufactories, not fewer than four have been shut up. The builder of
engines for steamers ask for 20 or 25 per cent., but would prefer a duty imposed
by Weight instead of value. Though, however, demanding this protection, one of
tliem, rnpresentative of the Forges ct Chantiers of the Mcditen'nnean, a great
en^ne-building company, declared that French steam engines for vessels are
quite as good as English, and that considerable quantities of them are exported to

Sardinia, Egypt, Rome, Naples, and Russia. As a specimen of what France can
do in the building of steam vessels, it was stated that tliat company, in the space
of three months, built twenty gunboats, of 20-horse power each, for Cliina ; and
thdl in the course of a year all France can turn out engines of:30,(X)0 liorse-power,
which would be sufficient for forty vessels. It was alleged, as an argument for

protection, that whereas in England, a screw engine of 100 horse-power
can be constructed for 100,000f., one in France costs 120,0001. It
was stated incidentally tliat of late, builders of Glasgow and Newcastle
have .begun constructing an inferior description of engines,—" for sale
rather than for use." Touching agricultural machines, it was stated that it was
the display of the Exhibition of 1856 of those used in England which first made
agriculturists understand their immense utility ; and that since then considerable
imports from England^ave been effected. But loud complaints were made
that the Customs laws and regulations are so absurdly contrived as to throw on
such objects an enormous amount of import duty. As examples it was stated
that a Crosskill roller costing 600f. lias paid 400f. duty; that a boiler for cooking
vegetables, wliich cost 28f. in Germany, actually paid 147f. to the Customs !—
also that a Belgian manufacturer of agricultural implements had positively
refused to execute an important order, because the " silly Custom-house regula-
lations^ of France" on such things occasioned endless trouble and expense. A
large importer of English Agricultural machines (a Frenchman) expressed the
opinion that 10 per cent, ad valorem, or lOf. or 12f. the 100 kilogs., would be
ample protection for French makers; and, in proof of it, he stated that haymaking
machines on Nicholson's plan can be manufiictured in FranceforSOOf., though they
cost575f. in England. Hut Count de Kergorlay, a great authority on such matters,
declared that, in order to bring machines into general use in French agriculture,
the free import of all foreign ones ought to be allowed—at all events for many
years to come. After exhausting tlie iniiuiry respecting machinery, the Council
returned to the iron question ; and the well-known M. Talabot once more entered
into elaborate arguments to prove that, without high protection, the French iron
trade cannot live. M. Flachat, a very distinguished railway engineer, who was
examined on the same matter, showed that ironmasters are subjected to certain
grievances under the mining and forest laws, and also as regards the construction
of tram-roads to their establishments; the practical consequence of those griev-
ances being to make their iron dearer than it otherwise would be. There can lie

no objection to granting the ironmasters redress on these points ; but assuredly
they do not afford any justification for protecting those persons by high import
duties, and so impose a heavy tax on the general public. In connexion with the
iron question, two French engineers, sent specially into England to make in-
quiries respecting the cost of jiroduction, gave inucli valuable evidence. Tliey, I

perceive, bore testimony to the fact that the proprietors of several large ironworks
111 England not only answered all questions, but offered their books for inspection.
The recent sittings of the Council have been directed to the cloth and cotton
manufactures.
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REACH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.

A SCHOOL cliuich was opened on Thursday, tbp 18tli inst., at Rench, a ham-
let in the parishes ot Swaffliam Prior and Burwell, Cambrideeshire, and

once an important Saxon town. Tliis little place, though within siel't almost of

the University of Cambridge, and partly in the parisli whence its cliief revenues

are derived, and from whence the grand towers of Ely are visible, has been

allowed to remain in a state of utter destitution of secular or spiritual instruction

as far as the Churcli of England was concerned ; and although the east window,
and gable of a chapel standing on a piece of waste ground belonging to the Vicar

of Burwell (i.e. the University of Cfambridge), gave evidence of a happier state

of things, and suggested a revival of some of the old Christian spirit, nothing was
attempted to be done till the present vicar of Swaiiliam Prior undertook the work,
and has now the satisfaction of seeing a really handsome little building In which
school can be held every day, and the services of the church celebrated on Sun-
days.
As it has double requirements to fulfil, more care was demanded in the plan and

more attention was bestowed by the architect on the details than is usual in an
ordinary country school-house, and the result is highly satisfactory to tlie parties

concerned and creditable to the designer. A parallelogram, oO feet by 20 feet, is

terminated by a central arch of wood tracery, and two smaller ones of clunch, on

isolated columns, beyond which is a small apse. In front of one of these small

arches is the deskj in the other the pulpit, which is of clunch. Small
transepts, 16 feet wide, contain respectively an infant's gallery and the fixed

desks, while a small vestry and place for the harmonium complete the arrange-
ments. At the west end are double doors with an enclosed lobby for caps and
bonnets. Tlie fireplaces are at the angles of the transepts, and being four in

number are consequently small and unobtrusive. The windows are single and in

pairs, with pointed heads, except the west window, which is three-light, under
one arch with a pierced cinquefoil over filled with stained glass. At the east end
also is a stained glass window representing the Good Shepherd, by Messrs.

Lavers and Barraua, but except this all the windows, by Messrs. Rees and Baker,
are in ornamental patterns of green and violet tinted glass. The walls are of

clunch, a material peculiarly good in this district, with red and white bricks in

tlie voussoirs of arches, cornice weatherings of buttresses, &c. Casterton stone
has been used for the columns, west window, and partly in the turret which
surmounts the west gable. This contains a bell and is prepared for a clock, so

that in the end the whole will be much more complete than the generality of
village schools. Ventilation is provided for at the wall-plates by several gratings

in the wall beneath the eaves, opened or closed at pleasure inside, while some of

the windows also are fitted with casements. The total cost, including pulpit, bell,

stoves, &c., but without benches and desks, is under £600. The architect is Mr.
Charles Forster Hayward, of 8, Adam-street, Adelphi; and the builder, Messrs.
Bell, of Cambridge.
The Hev. Canon Selwyn-Margaret, Professor of Divinity in the University

of Cambridge, and the Rev. H. E. Preston, of Tasburgh, Norfolk, took part in

the opening services, together with the Rev. J. W. Cockshot, vicar of Burwell,
and the Rev. Thomas Preston, the vicar of SwafFham Prior, to whose exertions

everything is due. It may be interesting to add that Swafi'ham Prior is commonly
called Swaffliam-two-Churches, on account of there being two churches in the
same churchyard. One of these is now a picturesque ruin, with the remains of a
transitional Sforman tower commencing on a square base and becoming succes-
sively octagonal and polygonal, and formerly crowned with a low spire. The tower
of the other church, which is the only portion of the old building remaining, is

also a curious example of a perpendicular octagonal belfry on a square base.

All the churches in this neighbourhood, however, are worthy of a visit, and
that at Burwell is particularly so.

BUCKHURST HILL, WOODFORD, ESSEX.
VILLAS are now the order of the day, and all styles of architecture are seized

and worked upon, from severe Roman to extremely free Italian,

RomanesqHe, Lombardian, Byzantine, Tudor, Elizabethan (this last named
style appears to be going out of fashion). Early Gothic and Gothic of the 19th
Century, and many other styles too numerous to mention. We are glad to find
in many instances, that architects are allowing their ideas to flow freely in the
designing of villas, &c. It is quite certain, they cannot all have such works as
the Houses of Parliament, British Museums or Royal Exchanges, therefore they
do well to look about them, especially in these present sharp times, for small fish,

as they make a good dish ; and it is a great consolation to find that the humblest
of works can and have been, by due care and consideration in design converted
from plain ugliness into beautiful objects of art.
In our country rambles lately, we ran down per rail, to Essex ; and, by-the-bye,

many persons imagine this county to be very fiat in its character : this is a
mistake, as we have seen some of the finest scenery in the vicinity of Buckhurst
Hill, High Beach, Loughton and Epping, that is not to be met with in any of
the home counties. In our walk from the Buckhurst-hill Station we find a
large estate laid out for building purposes, and with every prospect of being
prosperous, by the numlier of houses erected and in progress. A great improve-
ment of design is mauitest in all the detached and semi-detached villas ; nearly
the whole of them are Italian in character, with a good dash of originality. The
architect seems to be very happy in liis treatment of colored bricks in the
elevations, and one villa we were specially pleased with, having two floor of bay
windows, with gabled roof, a porch and coach house at the side, French rustic
angles, in red and white bricks, the arches red and white bands and key-stones,
the ground-floor piers and arches all rusticated in brickwork ; no cement in any
part of the elevation.
Higher up the hill, a pair of semi-detached villas, with a more elaborate front,

ground floor in cement, with bold semicircular arches. We perceived two
lai'ge siztd villas well elevated, with cast-iron ornamental verandahs in good
character, plain brick fronts, red brick arches. Continuing our walk to the
^in road from London to Epping, we noticed a detached house with an I talian
front, entrance porch with pilasters, &c., bold rustics to angles, circular-headed
ground-floor windows, with pediments and consoles, first-floor windows,
with architrave mouldings and key-stones over the entrance, coupled windows,
awide entrance hall, the drawing-room 23 feet by 16 feet, with dining-i'oom,
breakfast-parlor &c. On the New-roadnearSt. John'sChurch, averypicturesque
cottage ornee, has been erected, Gothic in character, the whole of the exterior in
Portland cement, with quoins, bay windows to drawing and dining rooms and
niKhts of steps from each of these rooms to garden, an oriel window on first floor,

an entrance |)oreh with ornamental barge boards, bold splays and label mouldings
round all the windows, the roofs gabled with barge boards, pinnacles, &c., orna-
mental tiles and cresting, and the chimneys arc made a prominent feature of. By
the good grouping, this building can be seen from a great distance, and the viewii

from the up|)er windows are very fine. The interior fittings of this house are of
a very superior character.

We were glad to i>erceive the old Rein Deer Tavern, on this road, has
been completely remodelled, being partly rebuilt with additions ; the elevation of
the front is finished in cement, with quoins to angles and bold dressings to win-
dows and shows well.

The gentleman from whose designs and superintendence, the whole of these
works have been carried into execution, is Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect, 17,
St. Helen's-place, Bishopsgate-street, City.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
11HE opening meeting and conversazione of the Architectural Association for

. the Session 1860-1, took place in the Architectural Galleries, Conduit-street,

Regent-street, on Friday evening last, under the most auspicious circumstances,

there being present at the reunion a very large assemblage of architects and
other friends of the Association. The entire suite of galleries was thrown open
on this occasion, and in addition to the building materials and manufactures
which are now and have been for a length of time on view, there were exhibited

some fine specimens of tapestry work, besides drawings and sketches from the

Association's Class of Design. The works in tapestry included a beautiful piece

designed by Pierino del Vaga, about 1637, for tlie Prince Doria, and mentioned
by Vasari in his life of that painter. Vol. 7, subject, ^Eneas and Dido, from Virgil

;

another representing jEneas hunting; and another from Italy of the Cinque Cento
period, the subject being Anthony and Cleopatra.

The chair was appropriately occupied by the President of the Association,

T. Roger Smith, Esq., and amongst the othergentlemen present we noticed :—
Professor Donaldson, Mr. G. G. Scott, Mr. T. Hayter Lewis, Professor Hoppus,
Dr. Hyde Salter, Mr. Maclure, Mr. F. P. Cockerel], Mr. Street, Mr. Burges,

Mr. A. W. Blomfield, Mr. R. W. Billings, Mr. Arthur Allora, Mr. J. W.
Penfold, Mr. James Edmeston, Mr. Turner, Mr. Jennings, Mr. Twining, Mr.
C. F. Hayward, Mr. Benwell, Mr. Blashill, Mr. R. Druce, &c., &c.

About half-past eight o'clock the President of the Association, Mr. T. RoaBR
Smith, having taken the chair in the great gallery, proceeded to address the

audience, which now included a number of ladies. The Chairman said, the first

business of the evening was to request one of the honorary secretaries to read

communications which bad been received from some gentlemen who were unable

to be present. There would not be presented at the present meeting any report

of the proceedings of the Association during the past year, but such a report

would be presented at the next meeting, which would be a special business one,

and at which a discussion might take place upon the report.

Mr. Arthur Smith, hon. sec, then read or announced receipt of letters of

apology for non-attendance at the meeting from Mr. Bell (one of the hon. sees,

of the Royal Institute of British Architects), Mr. Harkwick, Mr. Wyatt
Papworth, Mr. Joseph James, Mr. William Tite, M.P., Professor Hosking,

Mr. Godwin, Mr. Robert Kerr, Professor Cockerell (who was unable to be

present in consequence of ill-health), and from Mr. Beresford Hope.
The Chairman said it was proposed last session to offer prizes for the best

sketches in the Class of Design, and for the best Essay on Street Architecture, by

a member of the same class. And he had now to call upon Mr. Penfold

to read the report of the sub-committee appointed to adjudicate in reference to

those prizes.

Mr. J. W. Penfold then read the following report of the sub-committee :

—

lieport ofthe Sub-committee appointed by. the Architectural Asiociation to award the

Prises in the Class ofDesign, and for the Essay on Street Architecture.

In pur8uan«e of the resolution passed at the general meeting of last session, your
Committee, consisting of Messrs. T. E. Smith, Arthur Allom, and J. W. Penfold,

have duriug the recess examined and discussed the respective merits of

the sketches produced by the Class of Design during the past year, and for your in-

formation thoy befr to report as follows :—
They find tliat the scries has been contributed by eleven gentlemen, and consists of

seventy sketches, on fifteen different subjects, ofwhich Mr. S-iC. Sogers has illustrated

13 ; C. H. F. Lewes, 12 ; H. A. Reeves, 6 ; W. Oakley, 6 ; W. I'owell, fi ; W. T. Sams,
5 ; 11. Druce, 4 ; E. A. Wyon, 3 ; A. Kidge, 2 ; Henry Ough, 2 ; E. C. Morris, 1.

Your Committee have pleasure in statmg that many of the designs possess great
merit, while the industry and perseverance of some ot the members of the class are

deserving of the highest praise.

After mature deliberation, your Committee arrived at the unanimous conclusion

that the prize should be awarded to Jlr. William Thomas Sams, and as the present

is the first occasion of the kind, they think it right for the guidance and consideration

of future competitors to give briefly some of the reasons wiiich induced them to come
to this conviction.
Your Committee apprehend that the chief aim of the Class of Design is, not the

mere collection of a number of hasty sketches, which, although they may contain the
germs of meritorious designs, are in them.sclvC8 likely to be both impracticable in

execution and indifferently expressed in drawing- ; but inasmuch as the intention of
architecturiil design is the execution of the subject, the point of previously is-

suing a syllabus is to secure the production of carefully-studied drawings, which
rnaylie a test, as well of artistic composition and construction, as of the author's

capability of expressing his ideas by drawing or color where necessary.

Your Committee, therefore, in awarding to Mr. Sams the first place, have been

actuated by the conviction that his designs are more studied and complete in

character (than others, and convey the idea that much time and care has t>eeu

spent in their preparation, and that he also displayed a considerable knowledge
of artistic composition, and the method of exprcssmg it in perspective and
color. , .», , ,

Although the labor bestowed by Mr. Sams on his five drawings doubtless is equal

to that devoted to double the number by some others, it is still to be rcgrettMl that

he was not a larger contributor, aud your Committee would not have it inferred from
the preceding observations that one or two designs of great merit would of necessity

bear away tlie pahn from those who, by their contributions, had shown a greater

amount of industry ; nor do they wish by any me.ius to underrate the practice whicn

it is important to cultivate, of expressmg ideas by a rapid sketch, to be matured at a

future period ; but this, they submit, would be better attamed under the eye of the

president of the class during the evening sitting. ...,..„ .
Your Committee caunot conclude this portion of theu- Eeport without calling .it-

teiition to the merits of several of the competitors, among whom Messrs. Rogers,

Lewes, and Kceves are conspicuous for the number and character of their designs,

and deserve liigh commendation ; and they further venture to express a hope tnat

the observations they have made will not prevent the younger members entering Uie

lists, but rather encourage them to proceed, and not be deterred bv the prospect ot

public exhibition from producing designs to the best of their ability, for it » only
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by friendly criticism and comparison with the works of others more able and prac-

ti««d than themselves that they can hope crentually to excel.

With regard to the Kssay on "Street Architecture," your Committee regret that

only one has been submitted for their decision. This is by Mr. Rogers, and it is fair

to say contains many points of great excellence. The subject, however, is one of

great interest, aud it has been decided to submit it again to competition in the c»-

stiing year. Your t'ommlltcc, therefore, thought it right to give to Mr. Kogers the

choice, either of accepting an acknowledgment of the excellence of his essay, and
withdrawing it and himself from the ensuing competition, or allowing it to stand over

for next year amplilled aud improved as they are sure on reflection ho will consider

desirable. Mr. Kogers has, in a most spirited manner, decided on the latter course.

and it, therefore, only remains for your Committee to congratulate bim on his present

position, and to express their hope that his place among numerous future com-
petitors will not give him cause to regret the step he has now taken.

(Signed) T, Uoger Smith.
Arthur Allom.

—(Applause). J. AVoRNiiAM I'enfold.

Tlie Cn.\lRM.\x having called upon Mr. Sams, the successful candidate for the

prize offered for slietches of the Class of Design, presented that gentleman witli a

copy of Street's " Brick and Marble Architecture," and in so doing reraarlted that

the present was the first of a series of prizes which, he hoped, would be given

for many years.

A'omviationsfor Membership.—The following gentlemen were nominated

for membership, and will be ballotted for at tlie next meeting :—Mr. A. W. Moy,
"4, Moruington-road, Regent's Park (proposed by Mr. T. Roger Smith and

seconded bv Mr. A. W. Blomfield) ; Mr. Edmiston (proposed by Mr. T. Roger

Smith and'secouded hv Mr. A. \V. Blomfield) ; Mr. Henrj' Claydon (proposed by

Mr. T. Roger Smith" and Mr. A. W. Blomfield); Mr. Robert C. Mather,

Arundel-street, Strand (proposed by Mr. T. Roger Smith and Mr. A. W.
Blomfield) ; Mr. Henry Hack, Bemer House, St. Peter's-road, Hammersmith
(proposed bv Mr. .Arthur Allom and seconded by Mr. T. Roger Smitli) ; Mr.

Alfred Sansom, Cirav's-inn-road (proposed by Sir. Arthur Allom and seconded

by Mr. T. Roger Sn'iith) ; Mr. Charles Humphreys, 61, Leadenhall-street (pro-

posed by Mr. .irthur Smith and seconded by Mr. Reeves) ; Mr. Payne (proposed

by Mr. Arthur Smith and seconded by Mr. Reeves) ; Mr. Thomas Brown (pro-

posed bv Mr. Arthur Smitli and seconded by Mr. Reeves); Mr. James Dudley

(proposed bv Mr. Sams and seconded by Mr. Arthur Smith) ; Mr. Charles Reilly

(proposedjbv Mr. Saras and seconded by'Mr. Arthur Smith) ; Mr. W. G. Habershon

(proposed bv Mr. Xew and seconded by Mr. Walters) ; Mr. Wakeford (proposed

by Mr. Harris and seconded by Mr. Uritten) ; Mr. C. Clutterbuck (proposed by

Mr. Blashill and seconded bv Mr. Arthur Smitli) ; Mr. J. W. Brown (proposed

by Mr. Blashill and secondeil by Mr. Arthur Smith); Mr. T. F. Clarkson (pro-

posed by Mr. Blashill and seconded by Mr. Arthur Smith).

OPENING ADDRESS OP THE CHAIR.MAN.
The Chairman then made his opening address, which was listened to with

the utmost attention. It was as follows :

—

Ladies and Gentlemen, and old friends,—In conformity with a long-esta-

blished rule which imposes upon the President for the year ol the Architectural
Association the duty of opening the proceedings of its session by delivering an ad-
dress ; it now devolves upon me to bid you welcome, and to invite your attention to

a few observations suggested by the occasion which has called us together.

I have much pleasure in being the mouth-piece of the committee to thank you
for your presence here this evening and I congratulate you heartily on the return of
those opportunities for friendly intercourse and mutual help heralded by the re-

currence of this our opeuing meeting and of those that are to follow.

On occasions when friends meet alter any lengthened absence, the talk commonly
turns first upon all that has befallen themselves and their acquaintances since they
were last together, and then gradually glides into topics of more immediate and
personal interest.

It seems therefore only natural that our reflections to-night should take a similar

course, and that I should ask you to follow me in first making a few remarks on
those occurrences and features of the past twelve months that are of general interest

to our profession, tlicu to turn the current of your observations towards ourselves,

our actual position, and our prospects for the coming session.

It is, on the whole, cheering to advert to the state of things and prospects a year
back, and to compare them with the condition in which architecture seems to stand
at this present day. At the opening of our last session wc were under the depressing
infiuencc of that forced stagnation under which all buildings had languished, and by
which most had been arrested ; and a repetition of the same evils was looked for by
many of those best qualified to judge ; while the threatening aspect of the political

horizon seemed to bode ill for the arts of peace. Our profession, too, seemed to be in

some danger of being split into two factions, so strongly were differences of opinion,

urged and maintained by the opposed advocates of the Medieval and the Classical

styles, provoked by events connected with the proposed erection of a Foreign
Office.

To-day we are able to congratulate one another that the year is nearly out and wc
have bad neither a strike nor a war. There has been a great deal of quiet activity in

spite of the very unseasonable weather we have had to encounter, and there has been
no deadly feud in our body. On two occasions when the hand of death has been
among us and united action has been desirable, the most harmonious unanimity has
been exhibited, and there has been, I think, undoubted evidence of a good spirit per-
vading all ranks of the profession.

It is, no doubt, a consequence of the depressing influences I have alluded to that
there seems to be much less in the architectural productions of the past year to
demand special notice than some other individual years that might be referred to
have accomplished.
Wc have not had any strikingly attractive competition, nor many buildings that

have risen very conspicuously above the average standard of excellence—a standard
which, let us remember it with satisfaction, is lar higher at the present day than it

has been for many generations. I cannot, however, help drawing your attention to

one new building on account of its exhibiting many of the characteristics of what wc
must admit to be a distinctive style that is really growing up amid all our disputes
as to whether we are to have any style of our own or no. I allude to the new schools
in Endell-Htreet. In this building we have combined many of the characteristics

which we could a priori expect to find in the architecture of a people who are pecu-
liarly rich in means of information and travel, and among whom the arts of peace
have been long and successfully cultivated ; building in a city where no stone
quarries are near at hand and where the climate is bad for all perishable materials.

We have brick, the proper London material, forming the material and giving the
motive of almost all the ornamentation. We have a general prevalence of continental
forms brought together from various districts familiar to English travellers ; these
forms being not, however, slavishly copied, but artistically adopted as types. We
have a Gothic spirit pervading the whole building, a great deal of novelty and design,
and a great deal of work requiring good workmanship and adapted to modern
materials. This building is the more remarkable because in the stained glass works
in its immediate neighbourhood is another example, less elaborate but not less

characteristic of the modern build ; while a short distance olf stands a third
example— I rtfer to tlie Xorthcm School of St. Martin-ln-thc-Flelds, in Castle-street,

Endell-street—that has the merit of being one of the earliest, and of still remain-
ing one of the best, attempts to Introduce ornamental brickwork, with farms and
details a good deal drawn from continental sources, into London street architecture.

Pointing is the same direction, is the character of that gorgeously-decorated
church not long since^ completed, in Mai-garet-street. The architect has not here had
to contend with a disadvantage which, more than any other, impedes the progress
of our art at the present day—namely, the preference of the public for an expendi-
ture of the most parsimonious order, coupled with a desire for oruaiuent in which
ofTcctiveness and profusion are more desin-d than congruity or good taste. In
3Iargaret-8treet the outlay has been such as to secure the best resources available,

and the n'sult must be acknowledged to be most striking, and at the same time to
partake of those characteristics 1 have already named—that is to say, brick exterior,

general continental character, traceable to the influence of German, Italian and
Freuch examples, as well as English, a very unfettered and successful, though at

times extreme, search after novelty, and the command of very various materials and
methods of building and of very good workmanship.

It is, however, to be regretted tliat either we or the public have let slip, during the
past year, one precious opportunity for showing genuine artistic feeling and intro^

ducing genuine novelty into our streets. I refer to the opportunity offered for the
artistic treatment of the various drinklng-fountains erected. I do uot mean to say
that there is not here and there an executed example of appropriate design, or that
there have not been many truly excellent designs made, and some published, but Ij

do assert, and you will, 1 am sure, agree with me, that the design of the averagf
drinking fountains, of the greatest number, and even of the most conspicuous oner
is such as to cause sincere regret to those who reflect how much infiuencc a numbe
of simple, graceful, and thoroughly good objects of this class might have exercise*

on public taste, scattered, as they are, in the most populous parts of all our townsi
and cities.

Among the matters of public interest for the year there have been several that bear
directly on the progress of our profession, and that show advance in public feeling,

for it ; and others that denote progress generally, and a ripening of Ideas on publlr
matters, which is one ot the things most urgently required to ensure the advance ;"

architecture. The great public works for improving the drainage of the metropoli
and for bringing the various lines of railway from its outskirts into the very centi

of traffic are not merely interesting in themselves, but are also valuable as indicatiuj

a spirit of general advance. On this account the commencement of the system c

subways for the underground services of gas, water, and sewage, aud the attempi
vigorously prosecuted for obtaining the embankment of the Thames, and the im-

provements in progress in cutting new streets are all cheering aud encouraging. .'

cannot allude t^ the two last-named undertakings without reminding you of tli(

tribute wliich we are now unconsciously paying in them to the far-sighted genius o

that greatest of post-medieval English architects, Sir Christopher Wren—a mai
whose views were so much in advance of his day, that it is only now we arc beginuini
to adopt the principles of metropolitan improvement he laid down in that masterb
plan lor the reconstruction of London alter the fire, which he prepared within lesi

than three days of the catastrophe : It was only in 5Ir. Nash's day thai we began t<

find it necessary to have our main thoroughfares as wide as those on Wren's plan,

which equal Kegent-street in breadth. It is only within oiir own day that thf
system of forming direct thoroughfares between principal points has been adopted at

lie proposed it ; and it is only now—in fact, it is not yet—that the necessity for em-.^

banking the Thames lias been recognised at all generally, a work which I need not
tell you formed one of the striking features of Wren's comprehensive scheme.

If the spirit of improvement be at work out of doors, we recognise, gladly, that it

is not confined to the public, but has taken hold of ourselves in various ways. The
last few years have witnessed in London, alone, the establishment of three purely
architectural societies, and of a fourth embracing architecture. The Architectural

JIuseum, the Architectural Exhibition, tlie Architectural rhotographic Society, and
the Society for the I'romotion of the Fine Arts, are all of very recent growth, the

last-named being formed williin the year ; and all have met with such a measure of

general encouragement as Ic.ids us to hope that, though not free from the risks and
dangers that often assail young societies, they arc all now fairly cstablislied and likely

to prosper.
To another recent undertaking—the Architectural Union Company—an undertaking

as you know, not of the same precise character as the others, but equally connected
with the profession, is due the comfortable accommodation of ourselves aud our guests
in the spacious galleries we now occupy.

If the facts just enumerated are encouraging, it is not less so that of the three

great wants of the profession that one is now being taken into earnest consideration,

which, by its settlement, will bring on a speedy satisfaction of the other two. We
need a more recognised professional standard and a higher aud more universally

diffused tone of professional feeling. We need a more defined system of professional'

education, and we need a better understanding upon the matter of architectural com-
petitions. Few, if any, will be disposed to g.tinsay the assertion that these three are

all urgently pressing wants, and most will, I think, feel that the proposed exami-
nation and diploma is a step which, if taken, will be influential in procuring an im-
provement in the first of these respects and, ultimately, in all of them.

Tlie subject of architectural examinations is so soon to come under consideration

in this Association, that it might perhaps be deemed prejudicing the freedom of

discussion were I now to refer to it as fully as its importance warrants, and I do not
therefore, propose to pursue it far, only I cannot forbear reading to you an extract

from one of the architectural journals published in Paris, which shows how severely

the same pressure under which we in this country labor is felt there ; a pressure,

allow me to remind you, which has brought the expediency of some system of pre-

liminary examinations and certiflcates of competency, under the notice of this

Association on more than one previous occasion.
In the " Encyclopedic d'Architecture " in the number for September of the present

year, and at the close of an article on professional responsibility, you will read as

follows. ' We will not conclude without once more remarking that if a trustworthy

amount of capacity were required of those who take the title of architect, and that

only on condition of taking out a certificate, it might be hoped investigations as to

accountability for failures would become less numerous, the interests of those who
commission buildings would be safer, and the profession would be raised In the eyes

of all ; for it must be admitted to be a subject of regret that it should be open to

any chance comer with impunity to assume the title of architect, just as much as to

the man who has devoted to his art and his profession many years of Labor and
study « t » The exercise of the profession of architect was
formerly " (this is in France remember.) " subject to the condition of beiug admitteo

by the corporation of architects, which admission did not take place till after an

examination. In the present day architecture is looked upon as one of the liberal

arts, which any one ought to exercise without hindrance or formality."

" The authors of the ' Encyelopcdle de Droit,' point out with justice that this state

of things causes serious disadvantages. ' It is vain,' they say. 'to compare archi-

tecture to painting or to music ; It is forgotten that a grand distinction obtains be-

tween them ; painting and music are arts solely practised for gratilieation. In archi-

tecture, on the contrary, the lives and the property of citizens arc directly concerned.

A fault in construction may, should it lead to the fall of a building, seriously damage
the interests of the owner, and endanger the lives of inhabitants and passers-by.

Regarded in I this light, architecture is closely allied to the legal and medical pro-

fessions : now these professions are subjected to tests of capacity intended to offer

security to the public. Why should it not be so with architecture ?' Accordingly, at

the time of the discussion on Patent Laws, a deputy ()I. Vatout) gave expression to

the wish to see Government giving to architects a regular organisation, aud subject-

ing them to the necessity of obtaining a diploma."

This extract appears to offer an interesting corroboration of the views held by the

promoters of the intended examinations, and having read it to you I will postpone

till the evenings which arc specially set ap.art for the discussion of this important

subject any further remarks.
. ,

We have spoken, and have been glad to speak of causes for self-congratulation ana

hope, but it behoves us to remember that occurrences which call for sincere regiet
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have been ming:lcd with those calling for cong:ratulatioD, and a paaein»- allusion

havin;;- been already made to them, it would not be perhaps decorous longer to defer
making reference to the removal by deatli of the Karl de Grey and Sir Charles
Barr^.

It is not lonjr fiinpc the enjjineerine: world was called to lose, in Mr. Brunel.'the
moat skilful, and in Mr. Stephenson the- most pnictical, of its It-adtTs, and since then
our own profession has had to deplore tlie loss of the tirst arohitoct in Kurope. The
names of these three men will j^odown to posterity'as of men standing; out like g-ianta

taller by the head and shoulders than any ot the ;ibh*, thu aeromplished, and the ex-
perienced crowd who surrounded thum in tlieir professions in this, the middle of the
nineteenth century.
Brunei was a man whose knowledge, skill, and daring as an en^ncer were «n-

approached. His pleasure lay in overcorains- difllcultics, and his constructive
triumphs will probably never be surpassed. But his greatest glory is 1 hat he was
the founder of that system of ocean naviijation in large sliips, of which tlie Great
Eastern steamship is one of the fruits; and his energy and determination (influencing
the minds of those with whom he ha<l to do to a wonderful extent) have probably
caused this mode of triuiiiit to oib>trip the advance of public opinion by many years,
and have thus aecelr'raird inrrwlibly the progress of civilization, by providing the
means of cheap and rapid transit for mercliahdise and passengers. But for Itrnnel,
it is almost certain tliat the Great Britain would never have been built wlien she was,
and perhaps her dimensions would ban-ly have been approached yet, and the Him-
alaya, the Tersia, the Great Eastern, would have been things to us unknown and
tindreamt of. IVrliaps posterity may accord to Brunei the meed of praise he so
j«stlv merits ; liis contemporaries have certainly failed to do so; perhaps they could
hardly be expccied ; for many of the undertakings of which he had the guidance—
particularly liis railways—liave not proved commcrciaUy successful, and have so far
missed the aim of their promoters.
Less during but more sagacious, Stephenson lias certainly done far less tliat was

original ; but he has done more to consolidate and render successful the great
r.iiiway sytems of tiic world than Brunei.
His rubuhir system of bridges—the greatest novelty that he introduced—does not

approach in importance the innovation wrought by the other in ocean transit, but
hjs views were more practical, his results more in accordance with the aims proposed
to him. and his works more usually remunerative t-o those concerned in them. To
him is due the working out of a large part of that great railway svateni of which his
father was the author and originator; for, like Brunei, he inherited a great name,
and perhaps nothin--- higlier can be said of him, or could have been said of any other
man, however gifted, than that he wa.s not unworthy to succeed to the name aud the
fame of old George Stephenson.*
Barry, liowever, comes before us as the founder of a name, and not the successor

to one. He made liis own practice, his own standing, and by his own exertions
raised himself trom the situation of a young man so little known, that he is said
once seriously to have entertained the idea of abandoning his profession for some
other, to a position the most enviable of any that architecture has to afford. Barry,m conjunction with Kiekman, Tugiu, and some others, may be said to have mainly
setgomgthe present active pursuit of Medieval architecture; not that he was so
ardent in his devotion to the cause as the others, or tliat he exhibited a trace even of
theexclusiveness we have to deplore in many modern medievaUsts, but that to his
incessant toil and brilliant success with the great national building is due an
example, the influence of which upon public taste has never yet been admitted to
anything like its full extent; and that from his studio wore dispersed a perfect
school of able and skilled artificers, to Avhose training the works at Westminster
were essential.
Barry's favorite style was said to be the Italian Renaissance, and certainly his

works which have that character stand unapproached for their excellence, whUe he,
and he alone, seems to have been able, amoug the architects of our own time, fully
to cope with the diflicultics which this style presents to the designer ; dilKcuItles
greater, probably, than any encountered in designing the most important Gothic

The incessant personal vigilance, and the laborious toil of Sir Charles Barry, of
Stephenson, and of Brunei, are lessons to us youug men not to hope for excellence,
or to expect to attain the highest level even that our natural capacity and abilities
are capable of attaining, without constant, careful, and oft-repeated study. The real
artist is prodigal of his own pains, and we, if we wish, even at the humblest distance,
to follow the truck of so illuHtrious a man as Barry must, above all things, copy his
example as described so truly by Mr, Di^by Wyatt.

•' His incessant labors first to learn and then to practise, acrain to learn and again
to practise, and again, and again, and again to learn and practise so long as his phy-
sical energies could support the activity of his intellect should convey to us all a
lesson of profound humility, aud a stimulus to exertion of the most active
Kind.
The profession has also Iiad to lament the death of the noble and courteous Presi-

dent of the Institute of British Architects, the Earl de Grey, a man well fitted for
biR position, and to whose urbanity, both in presiding at the meetings of that body
and in exercising hospitality towards it, many of my hearers will gladly bear wit-

I have already alluded to the cordial unanimity of feeling with which all members
or the profession united to pay the last tribute of respect to Sir Charles Barry, and I
was honored along witli your then president, our excellent friend Mr. Tenfold, to
represent you on tliat occasion ; I have now to advert, and do so with much pleasure,
to tile equally unanimous and equally cordial manner in which the liighest official
position connected with our profession was accorded, on the death of Earl de Grey to
tne veteran professor whose delightful lectures how many of us have enjoyed ! andwhose absence from the lloyal Academy we have all regretted ! Long may Trofessor
Cockerell live to preside over the body to which we, in this Association, arethejunior
society, and to which I hope we shall ever bear the same relation that one loves to
see between the younger and elder members of our family, dwelling (as we now do)
under one roof I

Gentlemen of the Architectural Association, I believe, in touching upon our
relations with the Institute. I am approaching ground which some of you, and some
oi our friends who do not belong to us, may deem delicate, and may think it unad-
vJsaDIe to pursue far ; but, gentlemen, whatever it may have been when our homewas down among the inns of court, we are now near neighbours, and I want us
to icnow one another thoroughly, for I am convinced that nothing is needed but a
tuorough acquaintance with each other, aud the position we liold with regard to one
anotlier, for us to be the best of friends.
Gentlemen, if I believed that an harmonious co-operation between the two societies

v/as impracticable, that they were only to be prevented from becoming enemies by
remaining strangers, that a respectful regard to our seniors was impossible to us, ormat a friendly interest in our proceedings was impossible to tiie Institute, I would
not retain this chair another hour, and I would do mv utmost to prevent, by pro

-

motincr the di.ssohilion of one or other of the two societies, a separation in what
ougut to be an united body, bound together by the ties of common studies, common
toils, common dangers, and common cares.
But I believe, and 1 think I can say honestly, that I /.-noir for a truth that this

Association has a work to do which the Institute cannot do, just as much as the
institute lias a work to do which we cannot do. I am as convinced that the dissolu-

riie merit of the invention of the locomotive has been bv some given to Kobert^dby some to George Stephenson. It is, however, like that of railways, an invention
ot carher date than either of them ; but to the elder Stephenson is due the credit of
perceiving the applicability of the one and the otiier to the wants ©f the present day,
and of modifying both inventions so as to make them serviceable. He took out a
patent for a locomotive that combined most of tlie greatest improvements still in use
at a time when Iiia sou Kobert was only thirteen years ef age.

tion of this society would bo an erll to the Architects of London as I am that the
destruction of the Institute would be a loss to England, and therefore I call upon
you, gentlemen, to rally round your society, and to do your utmost to make It

efficient, and to reap from it that benefit which it is calculated to bestow; and I ask
our elder friends, as a public body, to render us that countenance, that friendly
assistance, and that useful counsel for which, as individuals, so many of us (ana
none more than he who now addresses you), have to thank them individually.
To those young men present who are not members with us, and to those of oar

members who are not in the habit of frequently attending our meetings, I would
address myself for a moment, to point out to them that this society, and this society
only, affords an opportunity for a young man to exercise liimself in public speaking
and debating, in writing essays for public reading, and In designing under as little

restraint or constraint as is consistent with the fact of being before any public at all.

The audience is a friendly one— I think, gentleman, this society may be considered
alwa)[s to have bi*en truly a "Society of Friends," and In that lies the secret of that
alfection which its members bear to it. The proceedings are not such as are cal-
culated to embarrass; and the opportunity is altogether one than which no one
desirous to acquire that self-eonfiaence which is necessary for appearing in public
can find a better. Many gentlemen, now famed for their skill in design, confess that
they owe much of its development to our Class of Design ; and more than one of
those frequently before the architectural public with the pen or the voice, admit that
they would have been dumb in public and unpractised at their desk, had it not been
for the opportunities afforded tnem by this Association, of finding out that they caa
speak and can write.
Only permit me to remind you that no one of these advantages Is enjoyed by those

who do not attend. Such members do, indeed, help us to benefit ourselves by paying
their subscriptions, so far as they do pay them ; but they are In no way advantaged
themselves ; they could read the published reports of our proceedings without sub-
scribing ; and tliey miss altogether the practice—the enlivenment of viva voce speak-
ing and actual hearing ; the opportunities for design ; and, above all, those agreeable
intimacies and pleasant life-long friendships that have been formed in this society,
and are perhaps its true secret of power.
Of the arrangements that your Committee have made for the session this day com-

menced, tlie printed syllabus already circulated will have given a good idea, but there
are several particulars to which I desire for a moment to invite attention.
You will remember that the Committee whom you elected at the close of the last

session, was composed to a large extent of new members, and that to them you en-
trusted the task of revising several portions of the rules. This Committee has held
numerous sittings during the recess, and has applied itself to the preparations for
the session with a diligence and a spirit that I hope will meet, as they unquestionably
merit, your approval.
This reference to the Committee induces me to call your attention to their exertions

in procuring the good list of papers on our syllabus, and their efforts and success ia
bringing together and fixing for inspection the many drawings, books, and other
objects of art, that are scattered about the room, and particularly in fixing the three
noble tapestries lent us for exhibition by the kindness of Jfr. Cowan. These tapestries
jire worthy of your best attention, the centre one (the subject of which is " PIneas and
Dido ") is by Tierino del \'aga, the most celebrated, except only Guilio Romano, of
all the pupils of Rafl'aelle, and the other two representing Anthony and Cleopatra.
one of uncertain authorship, but undoubtedly of the school of Raffaelle. They are all
fine, but the Fieriiio del Vaga strikes me as equalling the very best works of that
great artist, even the frescoes at Genoa, where he painted his finest pictures. But
this is a digression. To return to what the Committee have been doing.
Various modifications in the rules, which have been all considered in repeated

committee meetings, will be laid before you at the special business meeting, and I
trust that so many members as can be present at that meeting will attend to discuss
them, while with such a discussion impending, you will not expect from me now an
account ofwhat is proi)Osed. I ought, however, to tell you ofone intention, which, as the
carrying out of it will dei)endagooddeal more on myselfthan on any one else, it is ap-
propriate that I should bring before you, and that is this—It has been resolved that
it is expedient that for the future the chair shall be taken at our public meetings
with exact punctuality at eight, and I have, therefore, to inform you that you may
depend upon this being done; and further that it is intended, except under speciu
circumstances, not to prolonfj our meetings after ten o'clock.
The offer of prizes for the best set of sketches in the Class of Design having had a

satisfactory result, as you have this evening an opportunity of witnessing, it is pro-
pijsed to offer a similar prize this session, and as tlie committee of the Class of
Design have made some regulations of their own respecting drawings, and especially
one relating to the size of drawings, a step which according to our constitution they
are empowered to take, I have to request all intending competitors to put them-
selves in communication with the secretary of the class.
Since these words were written, I have had tlie very great satisfaction of receiving

and being requested by Mr. Tite to communicate to you a most generous offer of au
annual prize, conveyed in a letter from him, which I will read to you. In the first

letter from Mr. Tite, already read, he volunteered a donation to our library, and the
moment it was suggested, that though we are not in possession of a library, a dona-
tion to be applied to the purpose of a prize or prizes would be most acceptable, he
with the utmost promptitude sent, by return of post, the reply received this afternoon,
which I have now the pleasure of reading to you—
"I am much obliged to you for your note and its suggestions, and J'be;jyoa to

announce to your Committee that I shall be happy to place at their disposal £5 per
annum, to be distributed in prizes in books, or in any way best calculated to promote
the very praiseworthy objects of your Association. It you will kindly call upon me,
I will endeavour to make arrangements for the regular payment annually of this sum,
at the Dcriod of the year most convenient for your purposes, and also to say a word
as to the objects to which the prize or prizes may be devoted."

It will be perceived that it is not till we have seen 3Ir. Tite that we shall be able to
publish the mode in which he will approve of his generosity being applied, possibly
it may be devoted to one of tlie two prizes already announced, the Association
furnishing the other; the moment the question is settled it shall, however, be
imblicly known, aud in tlie meantime we owe the warmest acknowledgments for the
offer, acknowledgments which you will be asked presently to pass in the form of a
definite resolution.
Having had occasion to refer to the Class of Design it may, perhaps, be desirable

to explain to those that do not belong to us, the nature of this highly important part
of our constitution. The Class of Design might, perhaps, be designated by a happier
name, because it is neither a class in the sense of there being a booking of names
and an expected or enforced attendance, nor yet is it formed for the purpose of
getting instruction from any one person.

It Is simply a meeting on the Friday evenings, intermediate between our regular
meetings, of such members as like to attend and bring with tliem a sketch illustra-

tive of the subject previously decided upon, a list of which subjects for this winter
is contained in the syllabus in your hands. The sketches are lianded round and
afford subject for comment from the members present and the president, and after
this is over, the rest of the time is spent as the members find most profitable.

For a long time it was customary (except when a paper of some description was
prepared and read by a member), to decide on a subject for a design to be made
there and then in a short fixed time, and lience termed the half-hour's sketch. It is

now, I believe, proposed to practise drawing architectural ornament from casts, but
any other advantj^:reous way of spending an hour may be selected by the gentlemen
who attend, subject to the approval of the Committee.
Now, this Class of Design is, I have no hesitation in sayingit, an institution of great

value. It has produced many first-rate designers, it is spoken of in the highest terms
by those who have nt different times belonged to it. audit is entirely free to any
members. You will be, tlierefore, glad to learn that this Is continued unaltered.
AVe also continue to keep up the free registry for draughtsmen out of employ, and

for architects desiring assistants, and are always glad for our friends to avail them-
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I of it,u well aa of any of the other little privilefrcs of membership, 8ueh »8 for
Boe the possibility of bein^ admitti^ to the reiultu;r-room at the Britisti Museum,

aad4oaome other publie iustitutious; and we are determiued to take the best means
in onr power to promote the personal uctiuaintanee of members with one another,
and witti the members of Committee, eonvineed that in so doing: we are earrvinproul
the best aim of the Assoeiaiion, in faet tlie origiiual aim, for the whole of our history
had its start in an observation made by our founder. Air. Wylson—" What a pity it

is that areliit^-etural drauj^htanieu do not know one another inore !"

The otlVr of a prire made last year for an Kssay is this year renewed, and as the
snhji-ct of the la^t year's eomm'tition {whieh was, however, no competition) is one of
the best that could be devised, it is a^ain propose*! in the hope that several of the
members may be induced to write an Kssay on " Street Architecture."
To meet A wi>h that had l>eeu e.xpressed'by some of the members to have some

papersread on subjects ofelemenljiry but fundameutul importance, it has been arrang:ed
todevote four ofour regular evenings to the discussion of the four simple but important
subjects of " Foundatious," *• Mast>nry," " Urickwork," and " Carpentry," and on
these Oi'casions it is intended that the paper succinctlv introduciufr tlio subject sliall

be suppleiiiented by short statements of portions of t'lie subject by otlier members
who will be ntiuested belorehand to prepare for this en<rafrement ; it is hoped that
peculiarly valuable ivsults may be thus obtained, and althoujih, on these four
erenin^, the presence of members prepared with useful information will besought
to be secured with the jrreatest care, it is by no means intended to limit these pre-
pantiODS to those evening ; on the contrary, the Committee earuestiy desire that
members should come down on all occasions prepared to discuss the subjects of the
papers proposetl to be read, and it is their intention to t:ike some trouble to seek out
and bring forwanl these mendiers of their own body, and of the Association
generally, who may be supposed to be peculiarly conversant with the subject of any
papers ubont to be read, and 1 sincerely hope 'that members will find a pleasure,
and an advantage in eneriretically seconding: this resolution.
One other new feature which it is ri^rlit I should bring before your notice is" indi-

cated on our syllabus; it is the arranj-ement by which a few of us have agreed to
meet in this room or the adjoining coniniittee-room at half-past seven on the
eveninp} of ordinary meetings, to study the subject 'of botany, as it bears
upon architectural and decorative design, under the guidaiice of Mr. Blashill, one ot

oar members.
Those of ray hearers who are in the habit of designing ornament, will not need to

be informed o"f the advantage derivable from a familiarity with the Ibrius and modes
of CT<*wth of the vegetable world, and I cannot help hoping that many of you will

feeldisposed to embrace this opportunity of obtaining that familiarity under com-
petent guidance, and with the advantage of spi'cimens, dried and fresh, and
diagrams. Should it be found desirable to close this series of evenings before the
end of the session, there is a dim idea of taking up either the subject of chemistry or
tliat of geology in the same way ; and there is also some hope that we may be able
to otTer some facilities for instruction in architectural modelling, as suggested last
year ; but as these ideas have not yet assumed the form of definite proposals, and
may not for some time, 1 do not dwelt upon them.
And now, after this enumeration of the intended engagements of the year, it

remains only for me to invite you all to contribute—our lady visitors by kindly ex-
cusing on Association evenings the absence from their society of such of our
members as are their friends ; our members by attending regularly and taking part
warmly in the proceedings ; and our other visitors, by either themselves joining us.
or, if that be impracticable, procuring the adhesion, if young, of their friends, or, it

more advanced, their pupils and assistants. Thus, in one or other way it is in the
power of all to promote the great end to which all this effort, and. in fact, all our
most energetic eflbrts are, or ought to be, directed—the advancement of our pro-
fession.
Xext to the glory of our Maker and the good of our countr>-, there is nothing th.it

makes so great or so just a claim on the whole energies and entire capacity of any
man rightly viewing human atfairs as his calling in life, and that, not merely because
of the struggle it may be for him to get his daily bread, but because that to which he
devotes the largest jiortion of his time and his best energies of mind and body, has a
claim upon him that it, at least, whatever else be neglected should be done nobly and
well
There may be some excuse for those toiling in a dnll, unenlightened routine of

monotonous labor to throw their freshest and best energies into the recreations or
employments of their leisure hours, and yet, even in this case, it is an inversion of the
laws of life.

If one sees a man keeping accounts all day with no interest in his work
and little or no pride in doing it well so that he do but escape the rebukes of his
superiors, and then, returning to his home to toil with hearty good-will and unalTected
earnestness in his garden, one cannot help feeling how much more good he would
have done to the general human family and how much happier a life he would have
led had he turned gardener instead of clerk, at his outset in life, and left the counting-
house and the ledger to those who really take a pride in the beauty of their writing
and the accuracy of their calculations.

But, however this may be in some cases, there can be no excuse for half-hoarted-
ness in the pursuit of a profession like that of arehitectm-e, one which, more than
any other, calls into eqnable use all the faculties of the mind, and does not neglect
the body.
At once sedentary and active, speculative and practical, artistic and business-like,

the architect must combine the most opposite qualities, can make useful the most
varied tastes, and can turn to profit the most comprehensive information, nor
should he deem anything, whatever, in the whole domains of science, art, or history,
foreign to his studies.
With a scope before him far greater than the most exalted faculties, the most un-

tiring ene rgy, and the most prolonged life could fully grasp, the aix-hitcct hasyetthe
satisfaction to know that, by limiting his efforts to one or two things at a time, it is
within bis reach to attain a very liigh degree of perfection in some, and at least an
acquaintance with most of the studies or forms of skill germane to his profession.
Tma consideration furnishes an incentive and an encouragement to study and to
labor with diligence; for although complete and universal success, even within the
narrow limits of one profession, be unattainable to human power, it is quite
impossible to say how near an ajiproach to that perfection may be practicable.
In this struggle, and with these objects before us. we feci we can help one another,

and on that ground it is that tins Association was formed; and it is from a conviction
that our friendly co-operation here has been of value to us and will be of more value
still, the more energetically we prosecute it. that we adhere to this Association, and
desire its advancement. Let us then continue this mutual assistance, and maintain
and redouble our individual and collective exertions.
Lastly, let us all bear in mind that to the keejiing of each one of ns is committed a

portion of the honor of the profession. Circumstances may put a brilliant career
beyond the reach of some, of many, of all of us ; but a stainless one is possible to all,
and nothing short of that is allowable to any of us.

In integrity and honor, then, let ns be perfect—in friendship undivided ; and in
study and practice let us resolve each to know no limit short of his utmost and his
beat, taking as a maxim of practical life those inspired words: "Whatsoever thy
hand fiudeth to do, do it with thy might."

Mr. ARTiitJR Allom said it became his j)Iea.sinft duty to propose a resolution
to the following effect :—That the best thanks of this meeting be given to
William Tite, K.«q., M.P., for his very liberal contribution towards the fund for
prizes to be offered to the students of the Class of Design connected witli the
Architectural Association—(.Applause). Belonfpn$r, as lie had done lor some
13 years, to the Architectural Association, he could safely say that there wasnot
one department of the Association that had been of so great a benefit to himselt
a» the Class of Detign. It was one of those means which every student sheuld

have at his command, of comparing his own ideas and his own worlcs with those
of Iiisfconteinpornries, and, therefore, lie was quite sure tliey would agree with
him in ivnderiiig thanks to Mr. Tite, coming forward, as tliat gentleman had
done, to assist tlie Association, and to make the study of architecture as perfect
as possible—(Applause). And he trusted that the example liaving been shown
by Mr. Tite, there were others in the profession, and liaving an interest in art,

who would come forward with funds for the same pui-posc—(Applause). Of
course in asking the public to comelforward in aid of tlielundsol theAs.sociation,
lie trusted they would not think lie was too anxious to get Iiold of their money

;

they should reniemher tliat the celebrity of England ns a nation was as much dc-
])endeiit on its architectural development as on its science, literature, and the
other fine arts—(Hear, hear). It had always been known thatthe architecture
of a country would give the inquirer as good an idea of the greatness ofa country
as any other relics that might be found in it— ( Hear). It should be remembered
tliat tlie students of the Architectural Association were to be tlie future orna-
ments of the profession in t)ic metropolis, and all wlio came forward to assist the
Association would thereby further its objects—(Applause).
Mr. J. W. Pen'fold, in seconding tlie motion, said he was quite sure his

office was a work of supererogation. He had mucli pleasure in seconding the
motion, and liaving been coniiect<td with the Association so many years, and
having held the position of its president for the past year, he was quite sure that
Mr. Tite's gift would be most acceptable to it—(Applause).
The motion having been put from the chair was carried by acclamation.
Mr. George Gilbert Scott, having been called upon by the chairman to

address a few words to the meeting, saiil he did not come to the meeting with
any expectation of speaking, but for the purpose of hearing and seeing all

he could. And he could only say that he had been extremely gratified witli the
adilress of the President of the Association—(Applause).

Professor Donaldson (who was loudly applauded on commencing to address

the meeting, in answer to a call from the Chairman) said he had had great

pleasure in coming to the meeting. The various topics which were brought for-

ward in the Chairman's very well written discourse \vere such as to afford

ground for much thought to the mind. The address embraced a great many
subjects of the greatest interest to the profession. Tlie topic whieh related to

street architecture was one of great importance. In his address the chairman
referred to some foreign improvements, but lie (Professor Donaldson) hoped that

our own English feeling would be carried out with success. We should not be

too much indebted to foreigners for our progress ; the English mind ought to

have design, imagery, and conception, and was eminently fitted to do
great things. The question of competitions was one of the greatest impor-
tance, and they must never attempt to disturb integrity in the matter of compe-
titions. He felt that the only safe ground for the profession to rest upon was to

uphold and maintain the decision of a competition, unless it were the result of

bad faith. If it were the result of bad faitli it ought to he overcome, but if it

were made in good faith the result of a competition ought to be upheld and
maintained, lie was sure that the Architectural Association would render gi'eat

services to its members and to the profession at large. He again expressed

the great pleasure he felt in listening to the address of the Chairman.
The ladies and gentlemen present then proceeded to partake of tea, coffee and

other refreshments provided in the western portion of the galleries.

VILLAGE CHURCHES.—No. 1.—Boi.stone Church.

ABOUT eight miles south froin Hereford, and nine from Eoss, the
tourist finds himself in the neighbourhood of Bolstone Church. It

is situated among the liills, some distance from the turnpike-road, ani,

from its unfrequented locality, is extremely puzzling to the stranger who
is unacquainted witli the country. Having no tower or spire, and being

of very unassuming dimensions, it is not easily discovered without many
inqairies, and when found is considered by tliose who search for the
" pretty churches'' to be what the inhabitants about tliat part describe it

to he—" A barn of a place"—but then the country around somewhat repays

them for the fatigue they have undergone in travelling along the rough
sandstone roads, or rather lanes, which in summer are remarkably pleasant^

but in winter most horribly dismal and dirty. It cannot, however, be
recommended to this class of excursionists as it has very little pretentions

to that style of beauty for wliicli they are in search. To the architect

there are a few fragments of detail which arc not uninteresting, and which
render the place far more valuable to him than to those who are unac-
quainted with the grand study of architecture.

Of the three churches on that side of the river Wye, namely—Holm
Lacey, Ballingliani, and Bolstone, the latter is spoken of by the people

living in the neiglibourhood as "the mother church." This is all the

majority of them appear to know respecting it, and, notwithstanding the

great age of this maternal edifice, it is thought very little of; this feeling

of contempt appears not to be peculiar to the present generation; those

who have gone before seem to have been influenced by similar ones when
they covered the whole church outside and inside with plaster and white-

wash, and carelessly blocked up, and partially concealed, a Norman door-

way oil the north side of nave.

Few village churches have escaped this kind of treatment, and, in many
instances, it has been carried so far that rich and beautiful sculpture has

been for years buried beneath it, and is only now being in some places i

recovered from its obscurity. What beautiful portions of Medieval work
have been thus concealed in that magnificent pile, Hereford Cathedral!

What elegant tracery and valuable carvings have thus been lost to several

generations by this wholesale work of wantonness! but now, thanks to

the more enlightened condition of those in power, and the spreading of

that taste for the beautiful whieh is the result of civilisation, these lost

works are being reclaimed from their secret places to stand as monuments
of that age of splendid architecture whieh has never been surpassed.

Bolstone Church consist of a nave only, the upper or eastern portion

being made to take the place of a chancel. It is not unlikely that at one

period it had a chancel, but now nothing remains to indicate its size or its

existence. The doorway before mentioned and a small window also on the

i
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north side would lead us to believe that this church was erected during tlie

Norman period, but these are the only traces of Norman work. The
doorway is 3 feet SJ inches wide between the stonework, and 5 feet from
the present groiind line to the under side of niouldins which forms the

impost. This hand or impost from which tlie arch springs, consists of a

very usual moulding in small Norman churclies, namely, a flat projecting

face with an under splay to face of wall. This band runs 14 inches

along wall and is returned round reveal. 8 inches from the soffit of arcli

is a hood moulding consisting of an upper flat face, an angular chancel,

and a cavetto-like hollow on tlie under side; its width is 4 inclics, and at

the centre of arch is a kind ot keystone consisting of a head which is 6

inches wide and .5 inches deep; this does not appear to be of very frequent

occurrence. This hood moulding on each side is terminated by a long

grotesque head of some animal witli long ears and a -kind of scalloped

face. It entire length is not less than 14 inches. This doorway, as I hare
before said, is carelessly blocked up, and is scarcely noticeable. The
small Norman window is perfectly plain and the splay on the inside is

carried round the head without being diminished, the present sill inter-

nally is circular, but I doubt whether its original form is not concealed

beneath its horrid coat of plaster. There are two windows of Early
English character on the south side. They are both spl.iyed on the out-
side, the glass is 5J inches from the face ot wall in the larger one, and 3
inches in smaller one. The lights are 1 foot 3 inches by 5 feet 2 inches,

with the head foiled; and the other 8 J inches by 2 feet by 11 with the head
plain. The splay is carried all round as in small Norman winnows. A
staunchion and saddle bars are placed in the larger ones, the latter being
11 inches apart. On thenorth and west sides are two more small windows
of the same character. Where some plaster has fallen off oa the inside of
the north wall we find traces of rude coloring in which the lines are drawn
with anything but a straight and steady baud. The outlines are a dark
chocolate color. A wooden porch stands at the south entrance; it is of
plain design, and has suffered much from the weather. The square low
bell turret is similar to those of most small Norman churches, it has been
somewhat restored and the old wood covering to the sides have been
replaced l)y slate.

The building is of sandstone, the cast wall is about 3 feet 3 inches thick,
and the south one about 2 feet 3 inches. On the bell-cot is a small vane,
surmounted with what appears to be the petrifiedremaiusofan antediluvian
cock or some other curious fowl whose species have become extinct. On
the inside facing the entr.nnce, we find a font of Perpendicular character,
but of very poor design, its poverty is rendered even more apparent by a
coating of stone-colored paint which has been freely lavished upon it, but
all to no purpose. The timbers of roof (which has no pretentions to good
design), are all covered with whitewash, and almost warrant the opinions
of the parishioners, and to a certain extent justify them in speaking of it

as an old barn. Persons in search of the picturesque must not go far out
of tbeu- way to look for Balstone Church, or they will probably feel dis-
appointed. It is of interest only to the architect and antiquary, to them
each fragment of early detail is a treasure, which adds a link to the chain
of research, and has an intimate connexion with fine art. To them is given
the power of reading the " sermons in stone," so deeply interesting to men
of learning; it is a power which givesanadditional charm toaramble among
village churches, and makes what would otherwise be a tedious and tire-
some journey, a pilgrimage of pleasure and healthful excitement.
Eallingham and Holm Lacey churches before mentioned, belong to the

Perpendicular period. Tlieformerhasatower and spire, and stands on a hill

commanding a fine view ofthecountry round. There is nothing of very great
interest connected with it, and as a specimen of architecture it stands low.
In Holm Lacey church are some old monuments of the Scudamore family.
It appears to be somewhat older than Ballingbara church, and has one or
two traces of late Decorated work, but is scarcely worth a visit. It is

situated near the Wye, in a flat part of the country, and is aboutfivemiles
from Hereford. Holm Lacey-house is the seat of Sir Edwin Stanhope,
Bart. The gardens are very fine, and being thrown open for the public in
summer, many avail themselves of the opportunity afforded them ofpaying
a visit to this part of Herefordshire.

METROPOLITAN RAILWAY.
THE works of the great engineering project, as indicated above, are now being

pushed forward with a considerable degree of vigour bv the contractors

;

Messrs. Smith and Knight having undertaken that portion extending from
Paddington to Euston-square, and Mr. John Jav that part from Euston-square
to the City.

• ' ^

The new railway commences from the Great Western line at Paddington anu
will terminate, according to present arrangonienis, at Smithfield ; and ultimately
at Finsbury circus, embracing a distance of 4 J miles.

In briefly giving a prelinnnary notice we may disabuse the public mind in re-
ference to the correct name ofthe work, it having been called the "underground"
radway. This, however, is a misnomer, the fact being that the whole of the
stations on the line will not only be entirely open to the day but a considerable
portion ot the line will also be so ; for the tunnelled parts will only occur im-
mediately under roadways at present existing, and in all cases where old
buildings are to lie purchased, open cuttings are"to be formed, so that the whole
hne will thus be well ventilated. Some of the platforms are onlv to be 20 feet
below the surface.

In the formation of a railway through a densely inhabited city, as a matter of
course great difficulties occur in many respects, not only as regards the
securing good foundations but also in reference to sewerage, gas-pipes, water
drains and other obstructions.
The most formidable sewei-s that the engineers and contractors had to contend

With are those of the Fleet, and that known as " King's schol.w pond" sewer.
inese are carried over the railway by means of ironwork; others pass under.

and some are diverted. 'Hie gas and water-pipes arc being conveyed over the
haunches of the tunnel arch, and the whole are specially dealt with according to
the jmrticular circumstancis ofeach indiviihial ease.

In digging for the foundations, the materiuls principally met with at tlie western
end are sand and gravel of nicst excellent quality, Imth highly valuable, more
particularly the bitter, in mixing with the crushed liine(ui mortar. At the rusteni
end the material met with is London clay, which, of course, requires a different
management to the sand and gravel strata, involving much more labor in digging
and raising to the surface.

The railway will have a clear width of 28 feet (i Indies, and will consist of a
(louljle line of both broad and narrow gauge. The rails are to rest on gravel
ballast, which system efi'ectuallv prevents all vibration to adjoining property.
An elliptical arch of beautiful outline, formed of six 4J inch rings of brickwork,

set in hydraulic lime and Portland cement where reqiiircMl, will protect the
tunnelled portion of the way, an<l there will be two distinct junctions at the
western end, one leading to the (ireat Wistern hotel, and the other to the main
line. The arched bell-mouths (as they are teclinieally termed)'of these junctions
will be constructed of wroiight-iron. There will also be a junction formed at the
Great Northern railway, King's-cross, in connexion with the City.

In addition to the freqncnt openings that this peculiar raihva.v will have to
the atmosphere, the trains themselves are to be ventilated hy an ingenious con-
trivance of the engineer by which the deleterious gases of combustion are not
generated. The carriages also will be as light as any drawing-room.
The various stations required, judging from their designs, will form elegant

examples of architecture in the Italian style, and there will be one at each of^the
following positions, viz.—Paddington, I^dgwarr-rond, Baker-street, Portland-
road, Gower-strect, Euston-square (for Tottenliam-court-road and the
llampstead-road), King's-cross, Victoria-street, Goswell-strcet, and ultimately
one at Finsburj'-circns.

The quantity of work already executed up to the present date, 1st Xovember,
18(K), is upwards of 2,700 lineal feet of arching, and about 10,100 feet of sewers.
Thewholeline, with the stations complete, are expected to be finished before the

summer of 1802, and the way opened for general traffic.

.lohn Fowler, Esq., Queen-»<iuare-place, VVestminster, is tlie engineer-in-chief,
and Mr. T. Murr Johnson, is the resident engineer.

HALIFA.X CEMETERY.
OUR readers will remember some time back, the advertisement in our column*

asking for designs for this Cemetery, in answer to which .ibout 40 designs
were received, and those bearing the motto " I make aim for the mark " were
chosen, ofone of which designs we now give the south-west view. There are to be
two ehajiels, both alike in every particular ; they comprise on plan a nave, chan-
cel, transepts, vestry and waiting-room, cloisters for memorials, and a tower and
spire, with porte cochere to the entrance. The general effect of these buildings
will be obtained by the contrast of the blue Skipton stone, laid as rubble, with
the white stone dressings. The style of arehitecture used is that which prevailed

about the 13th and 14tb centuries, known to the profession as Early Decorated,
and Decorated combined. Great taste has been displayed by the architect in
introducing novelties in the details throughout the building. The chancel takes
the form of an apse, being octagon in plan. The site purchased
by the burial board is one of the most picturesque and beautiful

spots that could have been selected, commanding a most extensive
view of the surrounding country and will enable the chapels to be
seen for miles, which when completed will present an appearance second to none
in the kingdom. The architect as most of our readers are aware is Chas. H.
Edwards, Esq., 28, Brunswick-square, London, W.C., and the builders, Messrs.
J. and T. Pickard, and Co., 4 All Saiuts'-place, Caledonian-road, Islington.

Spilalfields.—St. Stephen's.—The foundation-stone of this projected
building was laid a few days ago. The style of architecture of the building is

Gothic, but there is a peculiarity in its structure, inasmuch as it has an apse at
the wes tend similar to that of the German churches, with a porch on one side

of it, and a tower on the other. There are no galleries except at the west end
of the building, and it is calculated to contain sittings for 800 people. Adjoining
the church there is to be erected a residence for the incumbent. The architect

of the building is Mr. Ewan Christian, of Whitehall, aud the builders are
Messrs. Brown and Atkinson, of Woi-ship-street.

Pontefract.—New Market Hall.—This building, now completed, was
opened on Saturday last by Lord Palmerston. The site of the building wa»
formerly a waste piece of ground, adjoining the Red Lion Hotel. When the
subject of erecting a market house was mooted, this site was selected by the
corporation, and purchased at a cost of £1,700. The Hall stands on the north
side of the market-place. The architect was Mr. Wilson, of Bath, and the
contractor (or the execution of the entire work, Mr. Linley. The building is of

the composite or Corinthian order of architecture, and is built of delf or
Halifax stone. The actual measunmient in the inside is 77 feet on one side

and 80 feet on the other, with a width of 08 feet. The stalls in the interior are
placed lengthwise, and divided into two rows. Galleries run round two of the
sides and the upper end, and they will be appropriated on market days to the

sale of various articles. Tliey are 00 feet in length and 10 feet inches in
width. The interior is principally lighted by glass windows in the roof. The
pediment beare an inscription, to the efSct that the foundation-stone was laid in

1859 by the mayor (Mr. Richard Moxon). A medallion on the centre arch bears

a representation of the borough arms, with a Latin motto. Above the keystone
of the centre arch is a representation of a bull's bead, and the other two key-
stones contain other appropriate representations, very well executed. The cost

of the erection is between £2,000 and £3,000
Tisburi/ Stone.—The ancient quarries of Wardour have been re-

opened, and their contents again exposed to competition and the atmosphere.

Mr. Fawn, at Stanley-street, Pimlico, is, we understand. Lord Arundel's agent
in this aft'air, and. if the market can be supplied at a reasonable figure,

we cannot see why the speculation should not prove remunerative to both seller

and buyer. From what we have .seen of the stone, we should say that it is at

once hard and workable, very suitable to ornamentation. The stone is well known
in Wiltshire, as witness Wardour Castle, Tisbury Church, Fonthill Abbey, and a
hundred other places. We recommend an examination of the Tisbury stone to

architects and builders.
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Ilccijjir.

The Statute Bookfor England.—A Collection of Public Statutes, relating to

The General Law of England, passed by the l/tli Parliament ol the United
Kiugrdom, -20 and 21 Vict. 1857, to 22 Vict., Sess. 1, 1859, as amended to close of

i^ess. 2, 1859, with Explanatory Preface, Tables ol all the Public Statutes,

passed during each Session, ice, and Indexes to English Statutes. Edited by
James Bigg ; London, Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1859.

IN all old-established Governments it is natural there should not only exist very
many laws, but an ever-growing augmentation of them, and an over-laying

of new or amended enactments, to amplify, repeal or interpret such as have first

beeu framed. This work of Mr. Bigg's is intended to accomplish what it appears

Parliament has been for twenty-four years essaying to do, and spending upwards
of sixty thousand pounds in the attempt—tlie codification of the several Statutes

relating to criminal and other law.

To etfect this desirable object, the author has entered on a task, which for one
unaided individual, seems truly Herculean. Mr. Bigg's project consists in the

issue of a series of annual volumes, the first of which appeared in 1837, in which
he summarises the legislation of each preceding year or session of Parlia-

ment, giring a copious index to such Statutes as are to be found in his preceding
volumes.
The editor prefixes to the present volume an " Explanatory Preface," which he

states has been written with the object of submitting to Her Majesty's Govern-
ment an<l the Members of the Legislature his proposals for the publication of a
complete edition of the English Statutes, as the only plan hitherto suggested as a
remedy for the defects of the Statute Book, which has not proved a failure ; and
which he says, "is the only proposal now before Government." What strikesus

as being the most valuable peculiarity of Mr. Bigg's work (if it can be con-
veniently achieved ; and he lays down a method of his own for doing it) is the

capability of the proposed edition being continned perftct from session to

aejision. Thepreface itselfishighlyinteresting ; and exhibitsa curious history of the

difficulties to be encountered in bringing out such a voluminous work as this

of Mr. Bigg's will be, when fully developed, as we trust it may be. Everj-

Englishman is traditionally supposed to be acquainted with the legal code of his

country ; a formidable myth, which none can afford to despise ; since there is no
redemption from the penalties due to one's ignorance of that code. We are there-

fore .ill interested in the success of such a work, as " A Complete Edition ol The
Existing Public Statutes," of which the volume before us is a specimen.

—

—

SILICATING STONE.
SiH,—I observe, from the highly interesting letter of "An Architect," published

in the last number of the Building News, that in the opinion of the writer
the secret of sillcating stone is still to be discovered. Yet the art of indurating
stone by the application of a solution of silica to the surface was certainly known
to the ancients, and the substance actually employed by them is still to be ob-
tained in sufficient quantities to admit of minute chemioil analysis. In a notice
of the great cuneiform inscription of Darius Hystaspes on the rock of Behistun,
which I published thirteen years ago {Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
Vol X., part 3, page 193), I gave a remarkable instance of the successful use of
liquid " silica" by the ancient Persians. The passage is as follows :

—

It would be very hazardous to speculate on the means employed to engrave the
work in an age when steel is supposed to have been unknown, but I cannot avoid
noticing a very extraordinary device, which has been employed apparently to give a
finish and durability to the writing. It was evident to myself, and to those wno, in
company witli myself, scrutinised the execution ofthe work, that after the engraving
of the rock had tieen neeomplislicd, a coating of "silicious varnish" had been laid on
to give a clearness of outline to each individual letter, and to protect the surface
a<^ainat the action of the elements. This varnish is of infinitely greater hardness than
the limestone rock beneath it. It has been washed down in several places by the
trickling of waters for three and twenty centuries, and it lies in flakes upon the foot-
edge lilce thin layers of lava. It adheres in other portions of the tablet to the broken
surface, and still shows with eulScieut distinctness the forms of the characters,
although the rock beneath is entirely honeycombed and destroyed. It is only, indeed,
in the great fissures, caused by the outburstiug of natural springs, and in tiie lower
part of the tablet, where I suspect artificial mutilation, that the varnish has entirely
disappeared.

I would only correct this description in so far as to suggest that the flakes of
mlicate which lie on the footledge are the original droppings of the varnish when
it was first laid on in a liquid state, rather than the efiect of the subsequent
trickling of water over the surface of the rock. These flakes might be easily
detached from the rock with a chisel and hammer, and their analysis would show
if any other ingredient were employed in the composition than flint and caustic
alkali. The sui«tauce looks like opaque glass, but has no perceptible eSect on the
coloring of the rock. It is certain, moreover, that it was absorbed into the stone,
and prevented decomposition, so far as it penetrated. The sculpture, indeed,
which extends over several hundreds of square feet, and which was executed about
500 B.C., is, although exposed to the full force of the prevailing] storms from the
south-east, for the most part in as good a state of pieseriation as if it had been
engraved but yesterday.

Surely, if a comnnssion be appointed to report on the silicata zopissa question,
it would be worth their while to obtain specimens ofthe flint varnish of the ancients
&om Persia, and perliapg also from Egypt.

I am, &c.,
London, Oct. 24. II. C. Rawlinson.^

THE STEPNEY UNION COMPETITION.
Sir,— I have read with pleasure the article in your paper of the 19th inst.

headed "Three Shabby Competitions," and heartily agree with the sentiments
contained therein.

When I first read the advertisement of the Stepney guardians I set it down as a
hoax; but on further consideration I concluded it to be bond fide, and the
guardians fools.

1 see no reason for mincing the word, and can only plead its applicability. But
they api^ar to consider themselves anythin"; but fools. \o dcmbt tliey think it

a clever trick to try toniake architects work for nothing. Perhaps it is to save
the pockets of the ratepayers that they thus expose theicselvcs ; if so, 1 suppose

architects in their parish will not be expected to " give in "—to give in in every
senseof the word, ior surely none but starving architects, who can hold out no
longer, will do so. Upon my word. Sir, if the guardians pursue the same line of
conduct to every one as they do, in this case, to architects, they will, with care,

make a very good thing of it, in time.

At first 1 passed by the obnoxious advertisement with contempt, and merely
pitied the unfortunate concocters of it, sure that no architect would give in

designs, and I still hold that opinion; but there is a chance that some young
beginner may so far forget himself as to do so ; and now also I remember that as

there are pettifogging lawyers and quack doctors, soare there pettifogging quacks
who disdain their own trades, and set up as— ('. e., call themselves—architects.

Now, sir, what I have to propose is, that if any one is so foolisli as to send in

plans, &c., to the Stepney Union, on the conditionsat present extant, their names
and professions be ascertained and exposed and set forth in the Jiuilder, JiuHd-
ing News and other journals, so that, if they be architects, their brethren and the
public may mark them and beware ; and, if pretenders, that they may laugh
at them for having grasped other men's fruit, and found it rotten.

Perhaps, after all, we may have been too hard upon the poor guardians, Mr.
Editor : they may have been more sinned against than sinning.

1 am, &c.,

Oct. 29th, 1860. Young Argus.
P.S.—I have just read with pleasure the coiTespondence in Friday's BriLDiso

News, relative to the Liverpool Cemetery Competition, which, but for contrast

with the Stepney, would be glaringly bad.

MOULDED CARBON FILTERS.
Sir,—Observing in the Building News, No. C67, Mr. Painter's remarks

on the carbon moulded filter, this may be a proper occasion to state that I have
used the moulded carbon filter here for above a year, and that it has worked well

and proved very useful. Many have desired to possess them. I am, &c.,

Smvrna. Hyde Clarke.

LIVERPOOL FREE LIBRARY AND MUSEUM.
Sir,—In your account last week of the meeting held at Liveqiool, to

celebrate the inauguration and presentation of the Free Library and Museum
to the town of Liverpool by Mr. William Brown, that gentleman is represented

as having spoken as follows :

—

"We must all be much indebted to the architect, Mr. Weightman, for the

exterior beauty ami chasteness of this structure, as well as for the arrangements
of its different apartments for the purposes intended, and for the further

accommodation that he is making available for other important objects that

suggested themselves as the building advanced. I naturally feel much interested

that everything connected with it should, as far as possible, be turned to the

best account, and in this he cordially co-operates. I should be wanting in what
is due to Mr. Weightman and my own fselings if I did not take this opportunity

of thanking him, and saying that the Free Library does honor to his talents and
his judgment."
As the above report is calculated to do me great professional injury, I trust that

you will allow ine, through your columns, most emphatically to deny that the

corporation surveyor, Mr. Weightman, designed the building referred to.

A reference to your journal of October, 1850, will show that at a
meeting of the Town Council of Liverpool on the previous dajj, my designs were

selected as the " best," and were awarded the first premium of 150 guineas. By
a subsequent vote of the Town Council, they were handed over to the corpora-

tion surveyor, to he by him carried into effect. With trifling modifications this

has been done.
I feel justified, therefore, in stating that the building has been erected from my

designs, and not from those of Mr. Weightman.
I think it will be admitted that the enjoyment of the professional remuneration

is enough for Mr. M'eightman, without appropriating any little credit that may
be attached to the design itself.

I have written to Mr. Brown on the subject, but cannot afford to let the state-

ment reported in your columns remain for any time uncontradicted.

Relying on your sense of justice for the insertion of this letter,

I am, &c.,

Thomas Allom,
Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

Hanover-chamber, Buckingham-street, Adelphi, October 19.

HOUSE PROGRESS IN LONDON.
Siii,—On reading in the Building News the report of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, it has occurred to me that a very little labor will enable the

Board to give useful information on a subject of some interest—the progress of

house building in London.
The district surveyors' returns give the means of doing this without much

trouble, as from them can be taken the number of new houses in each year.

Whether this is accurately given for the year 1859 I cannot ascertain, because

the return is one of fees received, and not of work done. According to the

return the number of new houses was about 7,148, and of additions and repairs

to buildings 8,410.

The return can be easily made to show the number of buildings under each

class, and in a few years this will show the comparative progress of the city in r

point which illustrates its prosperity and material welfare.

Some time ago I contributed to the Building News a series of articles on

the architectural activity of various towns and districts, founded on the census

returns of 1841 and 1851 for houses building.

The year 1859 was, as marked in the Board's report, an unfavorable one, and
yet additional house accommodation was afibrded for 50,000 people—a fact of

some significance.

As these materials would prove very valuable additions to the yearly statistics

of the condition of the population, and be imitated by other municipalities, I

strongly urge them upon the Metropolitan Board of ^Vorks. I am, i:c..strongly urge
Smyrna. Hyde Clarke-
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TENDERS.
Mission House. SAi.ismiiiv-scji'Anr., Fleet-street.

Por the erection of the Slission irouBc, .Salisbury-square, Fleet-street. Mr. Edward
I(, Bracebridgc, architect, Amity llcusu, Hi^'h-street, I'oplar, E.

For structure
exclimivf of Concrrtt and

foulidiitioiiB. Ste. "lilTpinlf-

Wood il.'i.S?:! .£132

Hack and .Son IS.iViO 113

I'iper and .«on 13.V7.'1 11.5

Holland and llannen ]S,22.') I'-'O

Arding Vi.T.m "5
Kclk 12„V,0 120

Mansfield and Son ia,4,')0 Ill

CubittandCo 12..W> 130

Lucas Brothers (accepted) 12,225 12S

ClICHCII, MonNlNOTON, I'EMBnOKESIIIRE.
For taking down and rebuildiu^' Moruiiigton Churcli, rembrokcshlre. Mr. Withers,

architect. .„ „
S. James, Cardigan £d71 1."!

.T..l0Beph, „ 5M 10 (>

D. Morsran 610

I). Jenkins and Co., Cilgewan 484 15

DWEI.I.IKfi -HOUSE, MCSWELL-HILL.
For a honsc proposed to be built at SIu»weil-hill. Mr. F. Truefit, architect

Wiltshire £»lt>

Carter R0(!

J.onpman andHurge *^€<>

Honshaw ^54

Glenn 800

COTTAfiE, CAVERSIIAM.
For the erection of six cottajres at ('avcrsham, Oxon, for Mr. Talbot. Messrs.

Cooper and Gouldint:, arrhitecls. Heading. (Juantities .5upplifd by the architects.

Nichols, Itasingstoke £l,~t)o

Orfon and Child, lieading 1,1^0

Iteynolds, Newbury 1,082

Shepherd, Reading (accepted) 020

Eeriildixo, .to.. Grays, Essex.
For taking down and rebuilding Ihc " Sailors' Return," at Gray.«, Essex.

TV. C. HomerRham, architect. Quantities supplied by Sir. .J. A. BuuKer.
A. Ward £1,870
D. Fowler 1,830

For taking down and rebuilding a foreman's house and oflice buildings, at Grays,
Essex. Mr. W. C. Homersbam, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. J. A.
Banker.

A.Ward MRS
D. Fowler (H7

Mr.

CnuBcn, Bi'rton-on-Trest.
For building a new church, lecture-room, and vestry, at Eurton-on- Trent. Messrs.

J. W. and J. Hay, architects.
For L^cturc-rcom

For Church, tmd Vestry. Totnl.

George Yeomans £l,onS .. ilW .. £1,218
Samuel R. Dearills 000 .. 124 .. 1,084
Hunter and Bennett OS') .. VVi .. ],08;J

WUcman, Wigley, and Maddocks • 849 .. 133 .. 9s2
* Accepted.

DuRH-VM am> T-i-NE-nnircE Turnpike-roao.
For the execution of certain works on the turnpike-roatl above mentioned.

J. Kellett, Cnisk £-Km
Graham, MacuEught, and Wells, Jiirtley 4,028 Ifi 1
J. W. I'ainicr, Durham 3,051

Foster and Lawton, North Reddick Hall 3,800

J. Nicholson and Co., Sunderland 3,720
E. and C. Brier, Bishop Auckland 3,700 5 10
Eden and Dickenson, Gateshead 3,374 15 3J
Harrison Hodgson 2,905 10

The last will probably be accepted.

Sewerage, St. Saviour's.
For the execution of sewerage works in the district of St. Saviour's.

S. Cole 10 per cent, below Schedule prices.

Wm.Sharp 17f
M. Lynam 15
Hartland and Bloomfleld 10
John Ley 22^
King & Howe (accepted).. 25
Thomas Tearson 12^

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

ditto

ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto
ditto

5I1LLS, Ll-MEHOUSE.
For oil mills and machinery for Jlessrs. Sleek and Co., Limehouse. Mr. James

Edmeston, Old Broad-street, architect.
The Itejineri/.

Bvilder's Work-Cnio £741
/ron »ro?/.—Rolls 156 11

Warminy Appartttm—KoWi 103 10 6
Enlaraing Seed Warehouse.

nuilderS irorlc—Case 1,.'»5

yron Ffor/.—Rolls 300
-Machinery to crush 100 tons of seed perweek.
Messrs. Balfour (Fife) with Sir. Waygood.
Machinery without engine and boilers or shafting .£1,000

Steam-engine, boilers, and shafting will cost 1,000

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
TOWN HALL. &c.

Gkimsry.—For designs for the erection of the following buildings, viz., town-h.".ll,

with appurtenant offices and police station, and detached separate boys' and girls'

schools, for the children of the freemen of the borough. A plan of the site and
local sketch of the district of the town in which it is proposed the new buildiugs
should be erected, together with further instructions to architects, particulars of
the re<iuiremGnts of the council, and conditions under whiell Ihe designs will be
received, may be had from Mr. .Joseph Maustlan, .Surveyor to the Loca'l Board of
Health of the Borough of Grimsby, from (tctober 1. The architect whose design is

adopted will be employed by the council, on the usual professional terras, to
carry out tlie \vorks, ijeyoud which no premium is offered. Designs will be received
at the office of George "Babb, Town Clerk, in (jreat Grimsby, until 4 pm., Dec. 29.

Northampton.—For designs for a proposed Town-hall, Court-house, public offices,

library, museum, and otlier accommodations wliicli may be necessary or convenient
for carrying on the civil and criminal business of the ktorough. rian and sections

of the site, and particulars, on application to Sir. Jolm .leffery.the town clerk,

with whom the designs must be left, at bis ofllcc, Newland, Nurtliaraptou, by
January 4, 1801.

CHURCH.
Isle or Man.—For plans and spccificationa for a new church, to be erected on tho
Sandy-road, near Itamsey, Isle of Man. I'articulars from the Huv. J. J. S. Moore,
or Ernest Tliellusson, Esq., Ramsey, Isle of Man.

ROOF.
Royal Exchancie, London.—For plans and estimates for covering in the area of
the Itoyal Exchange. The (Jrcsham Committee will award the following premiums
to the three most approved designs, which will Iwcome the property of the
committee, viz., for the 1st. £50; 2nd, £3^); and 3rd, £20. The designs must be
prepared with a due regard to ventilation and non-interference with the light of
the windows looking into the area, and also to the necessary reqinrementa of tiio

tenants of the Committee. The necessary information may be obtained of the
Surveyor. George Smith, Fsq., I-'rederiek's-pIace, Old Jewry. IMansand estimatea
to be delivered In, addressed to the Gresham Committee, under cover to Mr. H. C-
Barnes, clerk, Mercers' Hall, Chcapside, to December 1. bee advertisement.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
SCHOOLS.

KiNCBCLERE.—For thc erection of a boys' free school with resldeneo for the master
and also of a residence for the mistress of the girls' school, at Kingsclere, near
Newbury, Hants. Drawings, &c., at the present boys' school, on and after 12tU
November. Tenders to thc architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Swithin-street, Win-
chester, to November 20 ; endorsed" Tenders for Kingsclere School," and in four
separate sums, viz ;—l. Tender for boys' school and residence, design, No. 1. a.

Tenderfor Mistress's residenpe, design No. 1. 3. Tender for boys' school and
residence, design No. 2. 4. Tender for mistress's residence, design No. 2.

PRESTON.—Forthe erection of St. I'eter's New Schools, Preston. I'lans. &c., at
Messrs. Haydock and Cattley's Office, I.une-street, Preston, to 8th November.
Quantities siipi)lied by file arcJiitect, Joseph Fawcett, Iti, St. .Tames's-row, Shef-
field, from whom information may be obtained, and to whom masons and
builders intending to tender are requestid to forward their names, A separate
tender is reriuired for tlie boundary wall, excavation, and foundation works.
Tenders by November 12.

CEMETERY.
Liverpool.- -For the erection of boundary walling upon the Liverpool Cemetery,
Anfield Park, Walton. Plans, &e., at the offices of the ISoard, 12, Clayton-square.
Tenders, sealed and endorsed, "Tenderfor Cemetery Works," addressed to the
Cliairraau of the Board, by November 13.

ML LAS.
Woodford.—For the erection of three villas, at Woodford. Drawings, &c., at tlie

office of Jlr. W. E. ^Viliiams, arcliitect, 32, Ludgate-hlll.
DWELLINCi HOUSE.S,

FooLSTONE.—For the various works required in erecting a residence with the
necessary out -offices, at the Broadstone reservoir, township of Fool8tone,p.arisii of
Kirkburtou, for tlie use of the inspector of The I'uited i,oards of Health for the
districts of Dewsbury, Batley, and Heekinoudwike. Plans, Ac., at the offices of
R. Slorgan. i'^sq., C.E., liudderslield. Tenders sealed, and endorsed, " Tender for
Inspector's residence," to the office of the Dewsbury Board, before twelve noon, of
November 7.

Wallington.—For certain alterations and additions to a residence at Wallington,
Surrey for Sir C. H. ,J. Rich, Bart. Drawings, &c.. at tlie office of John Berncy,
Croydon, from the 5th Nov. ; tenders by eleven a.m. of November 12.

WiiEETWooD.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, '.edge, entrance gates, stables,

&c., at Wheetwood, near Leeds. Plans, &e., at the office of Cuthbert Brodrick,
arcliitect, from Nov. 1. Tenders to be delivered on Nov. 7.

ALTERATIONS, &c.
London.— For sundry alterations, repairs, audimprovements to No. 8*,Great Tower-

street. The drawings, specifications, and conditions may be seen on the premises.
Further particulars of Mr. Robert Parris, architect and surveyor. No. 5,

Wolsingham-place, Lambeth.
Newcastle-undeh-Ly.me.— For the alterations to be made in the shop and
premises now occupied by Jlr. Phillips. High-street, Newcastle-under-Lyme.
plans and specifications with S. Ivirkham, draper, Iroumarket, Newcastle. Tenders
to November 10.

CARCASES, &c.
FiNCHLEY.—For the erection of twelve small carcases at FInchley. Also for the
completion of four smalt houses at Forest-gate. Specifications with Mr. Green,
37, New Bridge-street, Blackfriars.

RAILWAY.
Leeds.—For the formation and construction of a branch railway, about three
quarters of a mile in length, from the new colliery of G. Ellison, Esq., to the
Gildersome branch of the Leeds, Itradford, and Halifax Junction Railway, at a
point half a mile east of tile Adwalton and Drighlington Station. Plans, &c., at
the Central Station, Leeds, on application to Mr. Eraser, the engineer, 'fenders
addressed to George Ellison, Ksq., Wentwortli Colliery Offices, Birstal, to
November 7.

SHEDS.
MossLEY.—Forthe erection of a cotton shed, at Bolton, and acottonshed atMosslef,
near Ashton-under-Lyne ; also for a small passenger shed at Wrenbury, on the
Crewe and Shrewsbury branch of the London and North-Western itailway.

—

Plans, &c., on application at the Engineer's office, Lime-street Station, Liverpool.
Sealed tenders to be forwarded to C. E. Stewart, Esq., Euston Station, London,
marked outside, to Nov. 0.

SEWERAGE, &c.
Hull.—For sewering, draining, levelling laying, and planting twenty-six acres of
land, or thereabouts, at Stepney, in the borough of Hull, presented to tlie town by
the mayor, Z. C. Pearson. Esq., for a public park, and for the formation of the
several roads therein, and the other works connected therewith. Specification at
the surveyor's office, 73, Lowgate. from ten a.m. to two p.m. each day, from the
5th to the loth November next. Tenders to C. S. Todd, clerk to the Local Board
of Health, Kingston- upon-Huil, marked " Park Tender," by noon of November 19.

Hull.-For levelling, asplialting, and performing all the other works necessary for
placing the burial-ground of St. Mary's, I-,ow;iate. Hull in a proper sanitary con-
dition. Specification with the surveyor, at his olHce, 73, Lowgate, to Novemlwr
5, from 10 am to 2 p.m. Tenders t» C. S. Todd. Clerk to tlii^ Local Board of
Health. Hull, marked "St. Mary's Burial-ground Tender," by 11 a.m , of
November 7.

AViiiteciiapel.- I'or the construction of sewers in Colchester-street, Buckle-street,
Plough- street, and I'lough-eourt, iti the parish of Wliitechapel, within the White-
chapel district. Plans, &c., from Jlr. Fricker, surveyor, at the office of the Board,
15, Great Alie-street, Whitechapel. Sealed tenders (on printed forms only) la

which a £10 note Is to be enclosed, must be delivered at the Office of the Board,
before four p.m.. of November 12, on the day of meeting, and any tender which is

not upon the printed form prepared by the Itoard, and duly signed by Ihe person
or persons tendering, as well as by the persons proposed as sureties, will be
rejected. Tlie Board do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

PAVING.
MiLE-END.—For the laying down of about 11,001) feet of new pavement, in various

streets and places in the hamlet of Mile-end Old Town. Spcciflcation at the
office of the surveyor. Town-house, between 10 land 1. Tenders, containing
names and addresses of proposed sureties, endorsed "Tender for Paving," to bo
delivered at tlic office of Thomas Price, Clerk to the Vestry, Town-house, Mile-
end-road, before 3 p.m., November 7.
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MIUTARY.
DE^'ospoRT.—For the erection of certAin works in connection with the Dovonport

lines. Forms and conditions from tlie Itoval Kn-^iiieer Office, l>cvonport. Tenders
to tlie Dirt^-tor of contracts, War Otiice. 'London, 8.W., by U'uoouoi November 0.

(S«e adrertiscment.)
Fl-KETWOOD.—For certain works in additions, alterations, and repairs to buildinj^s

at the late North Kiiston Hotel. Fleetwot>d. Schedule of prices, speciticatton, and
terms of contract. Ac., at the Koyal Knpiueor Office. 225, Slretford-road. 5Ian-
cheater, or from Clerk of Works, Fleetwood. Tenders, addressed to the Director
of Contracts, War Otfice, London, S.W., endorsed "Tender for Works at Fleet-
wood." to November 14. (tJee advertisement).

.SUPl'LY.
Paddington.—For the supply to the vestry of 800 cubic yards of the beat blue
Guernsey jrranite, broken, at per yard; to be delivered by the side of the parish
wharf, in the Ilarn>w-road, iree of expense, on or before Slonday, the 10th Dee.
Tenders, scaled, directed " To the Vestrv.*' and left at the Vestry-hall, Harrow-
road, to November T), endorsed" Tender for Granite." Persons sending: tenders are
to attend at the Vostrv-hall, on the following morning;, at 10 o'clock. Form of
contract at the Vestry Clerk's Office.

INVENTIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE WEEK.
Protected /or Six Months.

Mr. W. Kcnnard, of 19, Southgate- terrace, Suuthgate-road, county of Middlesex, for
•* Improvements in hanging window-sashes."
Mr. C. Stevens, of IB. Weibeck-street, Cavcudlsh-square, for " An Improved machine for

cutting out bricks and drainpipes."

' A new system of plating anil
XoTicKs TO Proceed.

M. Aignan Jnttean, of Orleans, Friincc, architect, for
plastering booaes and public butltlincs with natural atones."
M.J. W. Bogers, of Pent House, lioberts-town, Kildnrc, civil engineer, for "Improved

means of, and apparatus for, coUecthig the excrement of towns and villages, and lor facili-

tating tlic drainage of houses."

Ob which the Stamp Duty o/£50 has been paid.
Mr. T. Lowe, of BirminBham, manufaciuror, for " A new or fmproved metho<i of feeding

«erew8, Uanks. shanks, pins, and other such-like articles, to turning, nicking, and worming
lathcti or machines."

BAMKUrPTS.
(From the London Gazette.)

Joseph Adams, Xottlngham, builder. Novemlxr 8 and 29. at half-past It, at Birmingham
Court lielil at Nottingham. Bolicitor, Mr. Lees, Nottingham ; official assignee, Mr. Harris,
Kottiugham.
Heury Ilorvham, AVilmot-street, Ru? sell-square, plumber, November 14 and December 5, at

lS,atBa8in;:baIl-<:treet. Solicitors, aiessrs. Daugerdcld and Frascr, Craven-street, Strand

;

omcial assignee. Mr. Graham, Coleman-slroet.
JofcnCubbon. Liverpool, joiner, November and 2fl, at 11, at Liverpool Court. Solicitors,

Messrs. Anderson and Collins, Liverpool ; official assignee, Mr. Turner, Liverpool.
ElE2abet]i I^ynn Moore ami Jnscph Lynn Moore, Dorking, Surrey, carpenters, November 12,

at hair-past 1, and I>eccmber 12 at 12, at llasinghall-street. Solicitor, Mr. Young, Serjeants'-
inn, Meet-street ; official assignee. Mr. Pennell. GulUlhall-chnmbers.

t'rederick Sage and Peter Panter, Hatton-gardcn and Liquorpoud-strect, builders,November
16 at 12, and December u, at half-past 11, at IlHsingliall-street, Solicitors, Smith and Son,O ...,:„_ .._..,_ -^.,.. . ,.. ,. . .... ,g^

past 10, and December
hall. Old Broad-street

;

Bamard's-inn. Ilolborn : official assignee, Mr. Cannan, Basinghall-street
William Strong, Wandsworth. Surrey, builder, November lo.lat half-pa

14. at half-pa^t VJ, at Basinghall-street. Solicitor, Mr. Neal, Piuncr's-hall
official assignee, Mr. Cannan, Baslughall-street

SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FR£EHOLD.

By Mr. John P. Self.—49, Albion-street, Kotherhithe, house, let at £1C per annum sold
for £200.

BO, Albion-street, Botherhithe. house, let at £17 per annum : sold for £19,5.
By Mr. K. Abbott.—:Marli(leld-road, Page Green-park, Tottenham, building land, ad-

joining Evan's factory ; sold for £.'iO.

By Messrs. John Dawson and Son—South-lane, Queen's-road, malt house and premises,
near the river side, Kingston-on-Tbames ; sold for £540.
By Messrs. Daivee.—Park-lane, Tottenham, building land, containing about an acre ; sold

for £4.jii).

Ifenr the last Int. about an acre building land ; sold for £180.
Near last lot, one Hereof building land ; sold for £2a5.
By Mr. Marsh.—Forest HiU. Lewlsham, Kent, building ground, with a frontage of 104 ft,

toCodrington lliJl; sold for £15.
182, liotherhithe-street, Rotlicrhithc, house, let at £25 per annum ; sold for sC210.
Page-street, llendon, cottage and about a quarter of en acre of ground, let at £9 per

annum ; sold fur £105.
Mitcbam, Surrey, two cottages, near Merton-bridge, let at £20 138. per annum; sold

for £2.w.
By Mewrs. Debk^ham and TEWSON—East Bamct, half an acre of land on the high road

from Knfleld ; sold for £2ti.

By Messrs. Peteh Broad and pRiTcnAnD.—Lower Tooting, near Tooting Cower, Surrey,
two bou>.es on the high road, let at £2*; per arnnmi ; sold for £415.

40, Pleasant-place, Green-street, Itcthual-grecn, carcase ; sold for £43.

LEASEHOLD.
By Mr. Massh—2.5, Arlington-street, ilorniugton-crescent, Camden-town, residence,

term W years from September, 18*k), ground-rent 3 guineas per annum ; sold for £300.
2, Agnea-fitreet, Wmcrloo-road, house, let at £32 los. per aimimi, term 40 years unexpired,

ground-rent £4 los. |kt annum : sold for £240.
1, 2. and 7}, CbarlotTe-pIace, Church street, Paddington, houses and premises, let at £97 Cs.

per annum ; sold for £100.
By Mr. WAcsTAFr.-2ft to 22. Albert-terrace, St. Paul's-road, Canonburj-, houses, let at

€127 per annum, term 92} years from Christmas last, ground-rent £>l 8s. each ho sold
lor £i,l!tf».

20 and 21. Park-street, Islington, houses, let at £58 per annum, term 50 years tmexplred,
ground-rent £7 10s. per annum ; sold for £525.

1 to 8, <!old8mltbV-place. New North-road, Islington, houses, let at £145 123. per annum,
term 41 ycJifc- unexpired, ground-rent £24 per annum ; sold for £7.'>o.

25,35, 36, and 37. Clayton-street, Islington, honses. let at £81 per annum, term &1 years
nneMlred.uround-rcnt £;«; per annum ; sold for £110.

fl, Edward-street, Dorset-stiuare, Marylebone, house ; sold for £100.
By Mr. .1. J. OBGiLr., for Messrs. Bbohli:y and Son.—Nos. 2 and 3, Dock-street, Upper

Kast Smlthflcld, bouses, with wtabling and coach-house, let at £l2:tper annum, term 05 years
frcmi l>eceni)H'r, 18fl(», ground-rent iri lOs. per year ; sold for £1,000.

Ifo. S, Carlislc-Tlllaa, near the hiKli rojul. liuw, residence, held for 69 years from Marcli,
18C0, ground-rent £8 per annum ; sold for £kvj. •
No«. 50 to (Xi, (iloucester-street, Commercial-road-east, premises, comprising workshops,

covered sheds, stable, good dwelling bouse, and two tenements, let on lease at £90 per
annum—also three honses, let at £tJO per annum, the whole held for 30 years from Lady-day.
laao, gr<jund-rent £W per annum ; wold for £(Xmi.
Nua. 1 and 2, Margaret-street, Ooldsm!tb-row, Hackney-road, honses (one a shop), let at

s47 perannam, term 18} years fix>m Midsummer, im), grouud-rcnt ir,n. per annum: sold
for £uo.
Ko. 7, Martraret-strect. house, let at £22 per annum, term 19 years from Midsummer, 18C0,

STonnd-rent £:} jM-r annum ; sold for £A5.
No. II. Margarct-place,nearlast lot, bouse and lihop, let at £24 per annum, term 18} years

from Midsummer, ihoo. ground-rent £2 5s. per annum ; sold for £1(kk
8 and 9, Margaret-place, ami 1 and 2, Hay-street in the rear, houses and shops, let on

lease at £41 lOs. per annum, held for same tcnn, ground rent £22 los. per annum ; sold
for £90.
By Messrs. Debknuah and Tewion.—13, Ctoudeslcy-sftuarc. Islington, residence, let

at £45 per annum, term 76} years from >larcb, 1825, ground-ient £8 per anniun; sold
for £3.w.
By Messrs. P. Broad and PRiTCHAno.—24, Alfred-place. .Southampton-street, Camberwell,

noose, let at £25 per annum, term thiitecn years from MldsLUumer, 1800, ground-rent £3 las.
per annum ; sold for £l25.

3 and 4, Spa-terrace, Spa-road, Bennondsey, houses, let at £52 per annum, term 70; year
Christma.'?, 1848. gromid-rent 8 guineas per annum ; sold for £440.

Ity Mkssi^s. K Fox and Bousefield — 10. I9i, and 20, Brunswick-street, Kuston-road,
houses; let at £71 los. per annum, tenn 42i years from September, lS37,gromul-rent£3l lOs.

\wr annum ; sold for £105,
By Mr- J. Stevens.— I to 8 and 11 to 10, Ehn-grove,Brixton-blll, Surrey, fourteen recently

erected dwelling houses, held for a term of 02 years from Midsuninior last, at mmlerate
ground-rontj?,and being of tlie rental value of £350 per annum; the whole were bought la at
£;l;to each house.
By Messrs. Ventom and Son.—5 and 0, Chesham-vUlas, Sudburv, Middlesex, houses, term

83 years from Miehacimas last, ground-rent £4 per annum ; sold for £550.
15. Alexander-street, Paddington, house, let at £45 per annum, term 89 years from Lady-

day last, ground- rent, £8 per annum ; sold tor £405.
By Messrs. tFAD8DEN,wmTEUFL00D, and Ellis.—4, StiviUe-street. Portland-street, Oxford-

street, house, let at £82 lis. per annum, held for 38i years from October, Itwo, ground-rent £12
per ammm ; sold for £300.

(!. Siville-strcet, house and shop, and a small cottage in the rear.Ietat £122 178. per annum,
hold for same term, ground-rent £20 per annum ; sold for £490.

40, Saville street, bouse and cottage in the rear.let at £119 7s.6d.per annum, term 39i years
from October, 1800, ground-rent. £10 per annum ; sold for £C0fi.

H, Pousonby-terrace, Vauxhall-brldge-road. Pimlico, dwelling-houses, let at £3(i per an-
num, held for a term of "4i years from Jlichaelmas, 1851, ground-rent £0 Gs. per annum ; sold
for £30(.i,

10, Ponsonby-terraec, Vauxhall-bridge-road, dwelling-house, let at £30 per annum, held
for a similar term at a ground-rent of £()0s. per annum ; sold for £330.

27, Ponsonby-terraec, Vauxball-bridge-road. dwelling-house, let at £34 per annum, term
795 years from Michaelmas, 1851, groxmd-rent £7 per annum ; sold for £335.

2ii, Ponsonby-terraec, Vauxhall-brldge-road, dwelling-house, let at £36 per anmmi, held
for a shuilar tenn at a ground-rent of £7 per annum ; sold for £340.

Copyhold.
Bv Mr. J. J. Oroill, for Beomlet and Son.-Said-court, fishmonger's shop in the High-

road, and four tenements in Union-court, llford, Essex, three cottages, producing £31 per
unmmi ; sold for £80.

St. Giles's Parish Church, CamberwelL—This beautiful churcli Iiaa

just been adonied with six windows of stained glass placed in the chancel, three
on each side. They illustrate the incidents in tlie lives of the Twelve Apostles.
Each window consisting of two lights, affords the opportunity for devoting one
to each Apostle. They are from designs by Messi*s. Lavers and Barraud, and
being in consistent harmony of style and coloring with the great Kast window,
aflord a union of colored light which has a fine effect in this beautiful church.
We understand the whole have been completed within twelve montlis, and are
placed at the cost of several members of the congregation, under the direction of
a'coramittee of gentlemen. The expense has been something less than £100 each
window. Certainly tlie committee deserve niueh credit for the energy tlicyhave
displayed in this beautiful and interesting work.
rniLADELniiA Fall Meeting.—The next race was for the Associated Fursc

of 500 dols., mile heats, best two in throe, and created a considerable amount of
interest in consequence of there being five horses entered for it, and all starters. The
entries were as follows:—P. C. Bush's bay filly Cyclone, three years; T. rurycar'8
chestnut filly Itosa Bonbeur. three years ; T. and T. W. Dowseirs grey marc Irona,
five years ; J. Van Osier's bay gelding Montague, four years ; W. Forepaugh's roan
liorse Bacchus, six years. The'betthig was In favor of Itosa Bouhetir, UX) dols. to 60
dols. being bet on her against the field. Any price could liave been obtained about
Montague and Jiacehus. Mr. Bush's bay fiUy Cyclone looked in admirable condition,
althouj^h she had not been in training more than a few weeks. Her forward state
of preparation was stated to be the result of her having been fed on Tliorley's Food
for Cattle, which is alleged to be admirably adapted for horses in training for the
turf. She won the first heat in clever style.—From the JS'eic York Tribune, October
15th, 18G0.

ANSWERS TO CORKESPOXDENTS. AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and commuidcations to be addressed to the Editor of the Buildino liEWS 20,

Old IJoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor caimot undertake to return imused Manuscripts.

('. P. L.—Keccivcd in due course.
T. liRAWN.—Application should be made in ^vritingto the Home Secretary; but unless
undtT very special cireumstances permission can very rarely he granted;

T. IlOBKRTs.—No particulars were given, because the properly in question was *' bought in."
(.;. L. T.— Interference seems objectiomibie.
A Beadeh.—The pulpit and reading-desk of St. Pancras Church are said to have been
fonned of Fairlop oak. The church cost al>out £70,000, and was erected from the designs
of W. and H. W. Inwood.

V. R.—A detailed notice is in course of preparation.
M. T. C. (Bolton).-Be good enougli to refer us to the advertisement in question. "Wo
might mislead by a hasty answer.

J. \V. X.—From tour to Ave shillings per square foot.

T. Elton.—All the effects you describe may be the result of defective ventilation ; see to it

without delay.
Constant SuBSCiiiBER, ("Brighton).—Tt is very difficidtto say where the first London theatre
was situated, among tlie earliest wore tlie (il«)bo, the Curtain, and the Jted Bull theatres,
all existed early in the reign of ICliziihetli ; the first named being destroyed by lire in itilS.

2. A place of entertainment situatud in Drury-iauiJ was converted into a theatre, underltho
title of the Phoenix, towards the close of the tilteenth century, and wasdcmolishedduring
the riots of 1017. A new building was subsequently erected, and opened in liK;a, it was
destroyed by fire, with a large number of the adjoinmg houses, in l(i72. The theatre was
again rebuilt under the direction of Sir Ciiristoplier Wren, and existed until 1701, when it

was taken down and a birger edifice erected in 1793. this was also burned to the ground in
1809. The succeeding building was opened in 18ia, liaving been erected under the superin-
tendence of Mr. It. Wyatt.

X. M. L.—Not declined ; awaits consideration.
B. W.—Proceedings will be fully reported.
S. T N.—English bond is certaiul3'^8Ui)erior to Flemish, except, perhaps, as reg-ards ap-
pearance.

li. KiLPEit.—Yes ; must be allowed as an extra.
A Landlord.—Von are correctly advised ; the Act of Parliament gives "A right to pull
down and rebuild any party structure that is so far defective or out of repair as to make it

necessary or desiraljle to pnll down the same."
.Jamfs Wilson will llud w iuit lir wislu-s in Hatton's "Tallies on the Valuation of Annuities
and Iteverslons, and of I'iin s iiiiy;ii>le for Kenewing any immber of years in Church and
College Leases of Lands, und mi Lives."

"W. J.—We shall be in a position to oftcr a very decided opinion in tlic course of a week or
two.

U. BooKRS.—Too late ; subject is already In the hands of our engraver.
T. CoLsoN (Swindon).—Thanks; shall appear, but may be deferred for a few weeks from
pressure of matter.
W . P.—Thanks tor the suggestion ; we have made arrangements for fully reporting tho
proceedUigs of the various societies in the forthcoming scBflion.

J). Cappert.—l*rubably at the South Kensington Museum.
(J. B.—From an original measured drawing.
A. Cundall.—Not suited to our pages for obvious reasons.
M. M,—We are afraid to roconniiend the publicuti«m of sucli a work. Tlie chances of pecu-
niary remuneration would, we fear, be very smail.

T. IticuAKDSON. —Thnsclitme was tried some years ago and proved uupractlcable.
FiiANCAisi:.-Tliecost of tlio i'ontdes Artsexcec-ied 900,000 francs.
C. p. B.—Impossible to comply. Apply to publisher.
T. H, S. W.—Below our mark.
B. Collet.—Shall hear Irom us in a few days.
Beceived.-W. Williams; O. B. ; W. W. T. ; K. O. ; Z. T. X. ; S. Locker; J.Puppon;
A.Fredly; Subscriber (Tenby) ; A Member; CAnglet.
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THE PKESKRVATION OF STONE.
HL ijuestionof liow far, aiulby wliat means,

tlie decay of stone may be most effec-

tually arrested was lately re-opened by
a very laudatory article in the Times
on Mr. Szerelmey's Silicat Zopissa. In
our last week's .Journal, a correspondent
favored us with a notice of the new
process as viewed from the same favor-

able point. AVe have likewise i)ublished

the clear history of the ancient zopissa

from the pen of " An Architect," and
a letter of Sir H. C. Kawlinson,
recording the fact of an imperishable
varnish remaining on the inscribed

rock at Behistun. Our object in insert-

ing these several communications was
not to stamp with our approval any par-
ticular system, nor to disparage that of any
other inventor. We wished 3ini])ly to

transfer the discussion of the subject from a
newspaper devoted to miscellaneous information to our own, where it could
a-eceive due consideration from those best able to sit in judgment upon
it, and where the result of the discussion and the evidence broun-ht
forward could be compared and seen by those who are deeply interested
in it. It is to arcliitects and builders that the inventors of any
effectual scheme for preserving stone must look for its adoption. The
public are interested as paymasters, but as paymasters only, and
must be guided entirely by the opinions idtimately formed by men
qualified to form them. We this week insert a letter from Mr.
Eansome, who has also been engaged on the Houses of I'arliament,
and with whose system of induration that of Mr. Szerelmey's has been
more directly compared. The other schemes which have been tried at
the Houses of Parliament seem to have completely failed. The
discussion is, therefore, narrowed to the respective merits of the
processes of |Mr. Ransome and Mr. Szerelmey that of the former is

no secret, since it is fully detailed in his specification filed at the Patent
Office, that of the latter is supposed to be enslu-ined in the inventor's
breast.

_
We believe that no man can properly judge of the permanent value of

either system, from the fact of its withstanding the destructive atmospheric
influeiices for so short a period as three or four years. If it fail before
that time has expired, its inefficiency is, of course, certain, but its

negative value is all which can in that, or even a much longer period,
be settled. Again, the fact of absorption or non-absorption of moisture
is no fair test in favor of a system. Any greasy substance will
temporarily repel the wet, and the firmest and best mortars or cements
•which have ever been used, in their primary stages absorb it, and
harden gradually, iu the course of time.
We can, therefore, only at present compare the principles of the

two systems and note the failures. The ''perfect success " of either
cannot fairly be pronounced immediately it is applied.

First, as to principles :—Mr. Szerelmey maintains his system to be a
secret, and affirms that he has employed the " liquid composition for
the last twenty-fee years." We find, on reference to the Patent Offlce,
a specification numbered 23 (1857), by Mr. Szerelmey, for "improve-
ments in preparing combinations of materials for rendering walls and
other structures waterproof." Attached to that specification is a
declaration, signed by hmi, stating the nature of his invention, and that
It is particularly described and ascertained in the following statement
thereof:—About 12 gallons water; 2 gallons blood; 25 lbs. ground
bricks; 121 lbs. of powdered copper slag; IGJlbs. of argillaceous
earth

;_
S^- lbs. of caseous matter (produced from milk). These matters

are boiled together for about two hours ; and this is called Preparation
In order to prepare another or second preparation, the follow-No. 1.

ing materials are employed :—About 10 lbs. of gas or coal tar, or some-
times in place thereof linseed oil, at other times rosin or asphalte

;

6J lbs. of hydraulic fime ; 6_J lbs. of grit ; 6 J lbs. of calcined flint ; these
matters are boiled together in a suitable iron pot for about three hours

;

they_ are then, by means of an iron ladle, transferred to a second iron
pot m such manner that the air may come freely in contact, and after
the mi.\ture has been allowed to cool, it is again boiled until it spon-
taneously bursts into combustion, and after it has burned for a very
mort time the fire is extinguished by means of a close-fitting cover.
Ulig combination is called No. 2. These cements, though they may be
apable of separate use, are preferred to be employed in succession on
;he walls or other structures.
Another specification. No. 1,469 (1857), by Mr. Szerelmey—which

ud not proceed to the great seal—details his process for coating wooden
md iron ships with a combination of materials thus described?

_^'In .w lbs.

•^.1'""/''*'?,'°" A« J"??" ' *>,"'' i? an 'fO" PotTs'sallons (pPepared'by mediTiic'ai
oeess) of wcll-purlfled linseed ~" " "~ " ...'.'. ...'

of lime-water I boil 8 lbs. of alum, .1J lbs, of sulpliate of copper;
an irou pot IS sallons (prepared by mechanical

ou, 3 lbs. of common I'ruasian blue, i lbs. of

copperas, 4 lbs. of burnt umber. As soon as this composition takes Are, I cxtincnlBb
it with a suitable cover, and let It cool ; this in eoiuposition 1). Then I fake ashes of
coal 10 lbs., burnt arsiilaceous earth 10 lbs., calcareous silex 10 lbs., and pulverise 11,
and add water till the whole 1.S reduced to a thick paste. Then I grimf this paste
and dry it ajjain in the air; afterwards I add to this substance -' lbs. of litharge, 5 lbs.
of sulphate of copper, and so much of composition 15 till It becomes a thick paste,
which I grind again, .md thin with a little turpentine ; this is composition C. Then
I melt in another pot .10 lbs. of asphalte, :i lbs. of brown umber, :! lbs. of red lead,
:; lbs. of guin animi. When these ingredients are melted, 1 add 5 gallons of linseed
oil. and let it boll till it becomes quite thick, when 1 take it from the lire and add
albs, of sulphate of copper and as much turpentine as is necessary for paiutlug;
this is composition D. Tlie treatment of the ship is by thoroughly drying and then
painting it liy tlie above compositions in succc'ssiun, omittlnif the painting with com-
position A to such vessels as are sheathed mth metal."

Here, then, the system which he has employed for 25 years is fully
detailed by Mr. Szerelmey himself For if this be not the " secret

"

process, one oftwo things follow, either it cannot have been known to Mr.
Szerelmey and employed by him for the last 25 years, or he must have
purposely concealed it when he declared that he fully revealed it and
obtained a patent in 1857. We prefer to believe that there is no
secret at all m the invention, but that the whole system is before us.
There is jilonty of the organic matter, the existence of which has been
so stoutly denied. The system, in fact, resolves itself into painting the
surfiice with successive coats and filling up the pores of the stone. A
very careful analysis has been made by Dr. Frankland of specimens of
the material, which fully establishes this fact, and further that two or
three different mixtures have been employed upon respective parts of the
Houses ofParliament ; for the details, we refer our readers to Dr. Frank-
land's letter in another column, but there is one important sentence
to which wo would direct attention, wherein he states that the mixture
with which the Speaker's court was covered in 1853 has been so
thoroughly decomposed as to leave little indications of its original
composition. The " preservation " of the Speaker's Court, after three
years' exposure, is acknowledged to bo a failure, by the fact of its being
hidden by a re-application of the composition, and the acknowledg-
ment is endorsed by the following certificate —
jRei>ort of Professimud Gentlemen vjioii Mr. S:erelmeij's Operations upon the Walls

elf the "Upeaker's Court" at the Houses of J'urliament.
M"estminsttr, September 20th, ISfiO.

Vt'c, the undersigned, having been requested by Mr, Kansome to inspect the pre-
sent condition of the stonework of the walls of the Speaker's Court at the Kew
ralaceat Westminster, hereby certify :

—

That the process which has been applied thereon at intervals within the last two
years, for the purpose of preserving the stone, is, in our opinion, evidently inefficient,
having already become so decomposed as to be easily removed by the slightest touch,
and the stone itself having considerably disintcgaated since the application of sucU
process.
Vie also observe that the whole of the porch and the battlements, with other

portions of the walls where decay was most apparent, have been so recently re-coated
as to be still moist from such application, by means of which the evidence of ineffi-
ciency of the process previously applied is obliterated, and the subsequent deteriora-
tion of the stone temporarily and partially concealed.

Geo. r. liiDDER, 24, Great George-street, Westminster (President
of the Institution of Civil Engineers).

Joseph Cuuitt, 0, Great George-street, Westminster (Civil En-
gineer).

Charles H.Smith, one of the Commissioners appointed for select-
ing the stone for the Houses of Parliament.

Geo. K. BtiRNELL, Architect and Civil Engineer, 14, Lincoln'a-lnn-
flelds.

Joseph Smith, Architect, Ilolborn.
Jas. Kouse, 24, Great George-street, Westminster.

The best portion of Mr. Szerelmey's work is undoubtedly the com-
peting bay on the river front, although it decidedly does not, as he
states, " preserve unaltered the appearance of the stone," but that has
been done only twelve months, and its durability remains to be proved.
There is another work mentioned in ilr. Szerelmey's advertisement, to
which we have paid a visit—Salter's Hall, Cannoi'i-street. If it " has
been applied " there, it cannot be with " perfect success," because it is

being re-applied, and the old coating is being scraped off and the
surface subsequently covered, precisely as if it were being painted.
There seems, then, witli such recent failures, some great difficulty

about the working of this composition, and it does not seem, from
what evidence we possess, to alter the nature of the stone. It gives
the surface a streaky, waxy appearance, and hides the delicate and
varied tints of the material by a thiu, semi-opaque glaze, which, if Dr.
Frankland's statements are to bo relied on, tends to decompose by
exposure, but which, when first applied, resists moisture.

Now for a few remarks on the principle of the rival process we
will go to the same authority—the specification deposited at the Patent
Office by the iuventor. It is labelled " Improvements in the Manu-
facture of Artificial Stone, and in rendering it, and other materials less

liable to decay." No. 2,267 (185G). Of the manufacture of artificial

stone we need say nothing at present, the latter portion of the inven-
tion alone concerns us. Mr. Kansome details it thus :

—

The stone or other material is coated or saturated wholly or superficially with a
solution of soluble silicate, and has afterwards applied to it a solution of chloride of
calcium, by which .in insoluble silicate of lime is lormed in the body of the stone or
other material. In place of a soluble silicate and chloride of calcium, otlier pre-
parations maybe used; my invention consisting in the .application in succession of
two solutions, which by mutual decomposition produce an insoluble substance,
which is deposited in the structure, and on to tlie surface of the stone or other
material. AVheu 1 employ a soluble silicate 1 take a solution of silicate of soda or
potash (the sp. gr. of which must depend upon the texture of the stone to be oper-
ated upon, but generally about the sp. gr. of 1*400 at ordinary temperatures, and
after having removed from the stone, &c., as much extraneous matter as is convenient,
I apply tbe solutiou over the surface of the stone or other material with a brush or
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OtlKrailCBiitil it buabsorbed * unfflciencT. I thon immediately, or as soon after ns
COBTCnieBU In a limUu manner applirasoiation of ehloride of caUium. taking' eare to
bMOipocate the twoaolation* as much as possible by means of u brusli or otherwise. By
thi* appUcation the siliea combines witli the lime, formin>; silicate of lime In the pores
andanuoarfiMeorihc atone or other material, whilst the chlorine, eombiuiu^' with
the aoda or potaah,ft>rmiag chloride of sodium or potassium, is readily removiti by

'^"'^. WnoBtlw stone or other material is of a very i>orous nature, the strength of
> may be increased, and one coating; will be sufQeieut ; but if, on the

other hand. tlM stone or other material Is very BliK:htly iwrous, then the 8trent;th of
the ijlleate solntion should bo reduced, and several coats should be laid on. Or, for

» deocriptions of stone, more particularly sandstones or fre-estones. 1 prefer to use
ft aaturated solution of sulphate of alumina, instead of the silicate of soda or pc
followed by a solution of barvto, by which means a compound precipitate of alumina
and baryta Is pro»luced. W'here convenient, instead of applying the solutions by

ins oi a brash, the stone or other material may be immersed In the several solu-
When di-sinxl. the precipitates can be colored to any tint to suit the stone or

material by means or I
-

employed.
otlwr material by means of soluolo salts of clirome or iron miscd with the solutions

Iwould remark, in reference to this part of my invention, that 1 am aware that
wood has before been treated by two solutions mutually decomposing^ each other ; 1

do not, therefore, claim the process as applied to woo<l. but only as ^applied to arti-

•dal and natural stone, bricks, and other materials used for building purposes. In
tamt deseriptions at stone and other building materials, there is contained a firec

wlphfit^ or carbonate of soda or other soluble salt which is liable to eihoresce ; to

piCTent this, and partially to mdurate the stone or other substance, 1 employ a solu-

noB of barium or calcium, ushig a concentrated solution of the chloride of barium
or Mkiun by preference.

Here, then, otir readers have the details of the two systems.

Professor Faraday pointed out, in a letter to the Chief Commissioner,

d*t«d 12th March, 1860, that a portion of Mr. liansome's bay (where

nin droppings have fallen) had sulFered, whilst that of Mr. Szerelmey's

was perfect; but it is but justice to remember that this very portion

had been previously coated with oil, which might account for it. AH
the other portions of Mr. Ransome's work was perfectly sound, and we
have heard of no complaints of failure on other buildings which have

been treated by his process. The principle appears sound, and its ten-

dency would be to harden with age. There is nothing in the ingre-

dients Uable to decomposition ; the color of the stone is preserved, and
the indurating composition penetrates into the stone in proportion to

its porosity.

\Ve have endeavoured to state the case fairly to both gentlemen, and
we hope the inquiry will be kept alive until some practical and perma-
nent result can be gathered from it. After the failure at the Speaker's

Court, the extensive application of the same system to the interior

coarts is somewhat premature. We shall be glad if this discussion

induces the Chief Commissioner to adopt the suggestion of " An Archi-
tect," and remit the question to " a commission composed of our best

chemists and most experienced architects."

MB. FALKENER ON GREEK SCULPTUEE.

SO popular in these days is the study of medieval art, that to step forth
in type and assert the excellence of Greek architecture or sculpture,

its advocate should be a writer and an artist of no ordinary skill. He may,
it is true, invite us without difficulty to admit the loveliness of Greek
sculpture, for things have not as yet come to such a pass as to witness a
general denial of that : still a work, which not merely asserts, but enters
into a patient investigation of the causes and principles of its excellence,

should be of no ordinary class, and. is deserving of something more in these
pages than a passing notice, if only for its rarity in these Gothic
times—still more so if on examination it should turn out to be a very well
written book.

Such a work is Mr. Falkener's " Da;dalus,"* to which we have this day
briefly called attention in our column of Reviews. We have seldom risen
with greater pleasure from the perusal ofa work on art; pleasure enhanced
by the consciousness of lasting improvement imparted, as it ever is, when a
writer not merely handles his subject con amore, but temperately—that is

to i»y, with a freedom from that acerbity of spirit and from that inflated

ItBgnage to which too many of our modem writers on art are prone to give
way;
The work is dedicated to the Prussian and Bavarian people : its title

" Daedalus " is one that demands some explanation ; for as that word
alone appears on the back of the book, and the outside of it is moreover em-
bellished with a bas-relief of Daedalus and Icarus, it is necessary to
explain that the inside has nothing to do with the tale of their unlucky
flight from Crete, nor, indeed, with the invention of aerial machines of
•ay kind whatever. Mr. Falkcner himself explains the title in his preface:
all statues, he tells us, were after Dxdalus named caiBaXa; and he suggests
that, this being so, bis work on sculpture could bear no other name.f
In it he proceeds to examine into " the causes and principles of the ex-
cellence of Greek sculpture," dividing his work into two parts—viz.,
"Ancient Art" and "Modem Art." We shall for the present confine
oar reader's attention to what he says of the former of these, "Ancient
Art"

In his Introdnction the author enters into a disquisition on the form of
ceiling which (if there were a ceiling at all) originally existed in the
Parthenon at Athens, and gives his reasons for the introduction of a curved
wooden ceiling with locimars, as shown in a photograph of a tinted per-
spective drawing,which many of our readers will remember to have seen
in one of the recent architectural exhibitions. This photograph forms

* "luedalns;" by Edward Falkener, Esq. London: Messrs. Longmans and Co.,

t Whatever may be thought of the title here chosen, our own readers, at least, willakc ao oMeetion to the hero of it, when they remcmlx-r that Dajdalus Is said to•we been the Inventor of the saw, the axe, the plummet, the gimbltt, and glue.

the frontispiece to the book, and the vaulted ceiling introduced in it is

discussed by way of Appendix in a series of letters to the author from
Professors Ilittorfi", Gerhard, Cockerell, and Donaldson, Colonel Leake and
Mr. Bonomi. The question is an interesting one, and we give Mr.
Falkener's reasons for rejecting the trabcated form of ceiling.

"The statue of the goddess, as we shall presently see, is represented as being
twenty-six cubits in height, while her spear touched the ceiling. She stood upon a
pedestal, upon which was sculptured the birth of I'andora, attended by all the gods
of Olympus. The plan of the pedestal may still bo traced on the pavement, by
which we lind it to have been twenty-one feet six inches long by eight feet six inches
wide, with a railing round it extending nearly three feet more on every side. This must
have required a height of about ten feet to be in proportion, which added to the
thirty-nine feet, or twenty-six cubits, gives us a total height of nearly fifty feet.

This height of 50 feet re<juires the utmost limits of the temple : so that the hori-
zontal ceiling must be rejected, were it only from this evidence. Of these two
projects, therefore, the one is inadmissible from the loftiness of its colonnades, the
other from the lowness of its ceiling. The only alternative, then, is a mode of
construction somewhat similar to that exhibited in the frontispiece."—X*age 5.

And he goes on to defend the theory of the arch being known to the
Greeks if not also to the Egyptians, citing Aristotle, who speaks of
'•iraXaSec, arch-stones, Seneca, and other authorities, which it is only fair

to the truheites to say are all more or less dealt with in the Appendix
before-mentioned.

Of Classic quotations, indeed, the book contains not a few, and these

culled by the author with singular appropriateness. Advocating the use

of the study of art he quotes Plato

" riato observes, that seeing each day, and being surrounded by the masterpieces
of painting, sculpture, and architecture, full of nobleness and correct taste, those
who are least inclined to the graceful by nature, will acquire a taste for what is beau-
tiful, decent, and delicate. They will accustom themselves to seize with just discern-
ment what is perfect or defective in the works of art or nature, and this happy exer-
cise of their judgment will become a habitude of their soul. Admiration of works oT
art is the necessary result of a cultivated mind. It might be supposed that a work
of beauty is beautiful to all ; but this is not so. An ignorant man is more likely to

be attracted by a rude and vulgar reality, than by a work of studied eloquence. He
approves, with loud delight, of the ship's figure-head, colored to exact identity, in
the same manner that he gazes with wondering admir.ation, at the gaudiest colors in

a picture gallery. It is by education only that we arc able to appreciate the charms
of^bcauty. Phytha<joras and Anaxagoras did not regard the sun with the sar

eyes. Even the Helen of iieuxis did not appear fair to all beholders."—Page '_".!.

Speaking of the causes of success in ancient art he asks, " Whence is

excellence in art ?" and proceeds to examine the claims of climate, form
of government, general beauty of a people, induced as Hippocrates main-
tains, by the sky, peace obtained by brilliant victories, and lastly, artistic

flre imparted by the lays of great poets, giving in his own adhesion to the

opinion that excellence in art is best elicited by strong religious

enthusiasm—in which we qtiite concur with him. He takes exception to

the statues in St. Paul's Cathedral, which have been raised as mere
memorials of the esteem of pupils or private friends of departed worthies,.

contending that these should be raised only to meet a national impulse, as

were the monuments of Nelson and Wellington ; and he seems to regret,

which we confess we do not, the removal of the inscription " aux grands

hommes," Sec, &c., from off the entablature of the church of S. Genevieve,.

at Paris. Indeed Mr. Falkener's entliusiasm for Greek art does here and
there betray him into extravagancies ; for, speaking of Iconic Polychromy
and the fervour of the devotee induced by the looking on Greek statue*

(at page 105) he observes. " It seems probable that the vision of Our Lord,,

which St. John beheld, was formed in his mind by the effect of images in

Pagan temples "( ?)
Chapter 3, "The Beautiful," is a perfect stream of citations of ancient

autliorities, showing how the Greeks were in tlie habit of investing every-

thing with beauty. In the following one Mr. Falkener draws attention to

the impassivity of feature observable in the statues of the Greek gods and

heroes ; and shows that, what is often demurred to as a defect, is in reality

a merit. Speaking of the group of " The Laocoon " of which he gives

a photograph, he says :

—

"In the Laocoon the skilful anatomist may detect it, though no cry escapes the

lips, in the expansion of the chest, the straining of the throat, the contraction of the

belly, the drawing together of the fingers, the working of the muscles of the feet, in

the contortion of the veins and tension of the muscles. While writhing, however,
with pain, the hero docs not forget his noble origin, his sacred character , instead of

following his deadly enemy with his eyes, or averting them in fear, he fixes his regard

on heaven, his body strives manfully with his corporeal foe,

'Hie simul manibus tendit divcllere nodos.'
jEn. ii. 220.

while the mind, pregnant with emotion, recognises the ill to come from heaven."
—Page 74,

In his fifth chapter, entitled " Individuality," the author describes how
remarkable were tlie ancient statues for their personification of even the

most subtile qualities of the divinities represented, gallantly assigning to

Venus everywhere, as we understand him, the decorous attributes of The
Ventts Verticordia. 'Tis a scandalous censorious world, we know, in

which people will talk even of goddesses; so let that pass! Mr. Fiilkener

concludes the chapter by saying, " the object of Art ever was to lead the

soul to virtue;" and adds this foot-note, which, relating as it does to

Classic statues, we humbly commend to our friend, Mr. Scoles, and the

Oratorians of Brompton, the only patrons of Classic Ecclesiology whom
we know of in all England, as likely at present to profit by it. " When the

sky falls, we shall catch larks;" and when the tide of copyism turns we
shall again build Classic churches:—but we are forgetting Mr. Falkener's

foot-note :

—

" With all these distinguishing characteristics of ideal beauty, why should notwc
establish a Christian standard of ideal beauty ? If the pagan artist was enableil. by
contemplation of the divinity, to express in one image the perfection of majesty, m
another that of intellect, in .inotlier that of softness, what is to hiuder our artists

from arriving at some ideal standard of the perfection of the Christian attributes i

—Page 94.

The chapter following treats of colossal sculpture, and is interesting t»
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architects. After describing their prevalence and abundance in Greece,

Mr. Falkener proceeds to observe of tliera :

—

" So far from these works beinjj enlarged copies of an ordinary staino, whicii by
increased size would .appear bald and plain, the ancient scuiptora, lilce the micro-

scope, increased tlie detail of thi'ir works as tliey increased in size. This had the

eifect at once of ornamcntini; tlicir works and of {f'vins tliem a greater apparent

niafrnitude by the very contrast of this minuteness. How is it that the I'artlienon

looks so immense ? To look at it on an enjfravinff representing a parallel view of

ancient buildinii:8, it appears one of the smallest of ancient temples, untl yet no one
can have seen its ruins without beinff struck with its apparent size. To what are we
to attribute this ? It is caused by contrast—contrast witli the accessories of the

temple, and contrast in its own details. Tiio columns of the peristyle of temples
ajjpearcd colossal when viewed in proximity with tlie comparatively diminutive
columns of the surroundin;; peribolus ; and the simplicity of the general forms
acquired majesty when contrasted with the exquisite finish of some of their parts.

It is this very property of uniting in the same object ideas of size and minuteness
which creates perfection ; for in this it imitates the operations of nature. There arc

some ornaments of the Parthenon so small, so tine, so delicate, that their detail

cannot be distinguished from below ; but this very minuteness appears to have been
designed purposely, to give to the entire temple an increase of size by contrast."
— l*age Ifo.

" Chryselephantine Sculpture " is a long chapter of some 60 pages,

treating of iconic polychromy, or the partial coloring of statues—an
interesting question. Mr. Falliener's remarks on it are highly so, exhibit-

ing as they do the custom of the ancients contrasted with its revival by
Gibson and other moderns. The author says

—

*' But in the employment of color upon flesh, it must be observed that it is not
color, but an almost imperceptible tint which was employed, suflicient merely to tone
down the marble, and to suggest rather than to indicate color. Whatever is adorned
with ehastencBs and modesty, says Aulus GelUus, Is excellent; but if daubed'and
painted, it becomes contemptible."—Page lOi).

But he complains that this principle has not been conformed to in

modern Tersions of polychromy.

"If we compare this careful and judicious application of color by the ancients
with the specimens of .art lately put forward as a representation of iconic polychromy,
what a contrast do we behold ! The colored casts of the Elgin marbles which were
exhibited at the Crystal l*alac« could only be regarded as a calumny upon Greek
taste, as a gross hbel upon ancient art."—P:ige 137.

He defends the Greek artists from the charge advanced by moderns of

ignorance of perspective, anatomy, or chiaroscuro, or as being, as painters

of pictures, at all inferior to the moderns. The entire chapter will well repay
a careful perusal, forming as it does a most patient and erudite treatise, in

which Mr. Falkener, as we conceive, proves that it was the practice of the

Greeks to paint (circumlitio), anoint, rub in, or (7//.) to stain their statues

•with transparent tints. Tlie moral he himself deduces from it is curious,

and we give it in his own words

—

*' It now only remains to ask, is this system of coloring statues by the Greeks, and
the success with which they practised it, a sufficient reason for our doing so ? I think
not, with our climate, and with our architecture, and I m<ay add, with our sculpture.
There is not a drawing-master but who refuses to let his pupils paint in colors before
they know how to draw correctly. So color, even if introduced with all the delicacy
and skill of a l*an:cuus, a I'arrbasius, or a Nicias, would only make the inferiority of

modern sculpture more conspicuous. Itut even if perfect, a colored st.atue would
scarcely look well where the architecture remains nncolorcd. For this reason 1 con-
sider that the application of gilding to the accessories of the sculpture in thepedimen t

of the Kritish Museum is unhappy and repulsive, because it is not carried out by
color. At present, these accessories are as glaring as the gold chain and pommel of
the sword in the figure of a I^ord Alayor in front of one of our suburban almshouses,
where we find them most elaborately gilt. That which was beautiful in the i'arthenon,
becomes offensive in the modern portico."—Page IGl.

The eighth and last chapter of this first portion of the work, " Ancient
Art" is devoted to the subject of perspective and optical illusion, conse-
quent on the excessive elevation of objects, as judiciously met by the

entire elongating of the sculptured figures, the deep sinking of the eyes and
Other features.

To the subject of " Modem Art" Mr. Falkener assigns nine chapters, in

which as may be supposed, he treats the subject with less erudition and
greater freedom of criticism. Yet there is no bitterness in even this part
of the work. We shall endeavour to return to a consideration of this

lieautiful work next week : meantime we recommend it with confidence to

our readers.*

LIVERrOOL AKCHITECTURAI, AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
LAST Tuesday evening, the Associates and Students of this society held a

special meeting, to take into consideration the conclusion arrived at by the
professional members with regard to the question of " architectural examination."
Ud before the Society of the Royal Institute of British Architects, and for the
purpose of framing a memorial, to be forwarded to the Institute, informing its
members of the opinions of those who, by the laws of the Liverpool Architectural
Society, are excluded from voting on professional matters, yet on whose shoulders
the wliole weight of the proposed examin.ation will fall. Mr. William Audsley was
oUled to thecliair, and he called on Mr. G. A. Audsley to address the meeting. Mr.
Andslcy read a paper on the subject embodying bis views, in the course of which
ne remarked that there were only four professional members present at the last
meeting, of whom three voted for and one against, the recommendation. By the
laws of the society, the members who were unprofessional were excluded from
voting. At the present meeting, they could vote as well as speak ;

and as to the diploma, he considered it to be a piece of nonsense. A
voluntary examination of students would be perfectly useless, and he denied that
professional men could, from the nature of their position, act justly in this examina-
tion, as they would be examining their rivals. To make the diploma of any use an
Act of Parliament must be obtained, and how could this be done when they were
dead against it throughout the country ? A paper was also read by Jlr. J. F. Doyle,
and in an animated discussion of the question, in which several members look part,
the professional diploma was generally condemned, and the proprietors of it were
represented as persons who were willing to cxanune others, without being willing to
submit to an examination themselves. At the same time the claims of London
architects to assume the rule of the profession was warmly disputed. ICventnally it
was resolved that there should be no di{>loma, and that representation should be
made to the Liverpool Society in the first instance, requesting the reconsideration of
tne decision, and failing that, that a memorial should be sent to the Institute of
i>riti8h Architects, embodying the views of the meeting.

* To be continued.

TOUR OF INSPECTION BY THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OP
WORKS.

SOUTnERN LOW-I.EVEL 9EWER.*

THE upper end of this scwcr will he at Putney; thence it will be constructed
to run through Wandsworth, Battersea. Lambeth, St. Mary Newington,

and Deptford to Deptford Creek, witli a branch irom the Spa Road, Berinoudsey.
1 1 will receive the contents of about three-fourths of the sewers already existing
in these localities, and at its eastern end will be about 20 feet lower than the
high-level and outfall sewers. From this deptli its contents will he pumped up
into the outfall sewer by steam power, for whicli purpose engines are now in
course of manufacture by Messrs. Slaugltter, Gunning & Co. of Bristol.

The contract for this sewer is not yet settled, but as the Surrey Consumers'
Gas Company are about to construct near to Deptford Creek a large new gag-
holder of 90 feet diameter, the tank for which will be sunk nearly to the level of
the crown of the main line of the new sewer and immediately over it, the Board,
in order to avoid unnecessary difficulty, expense and risk to themselves and de-
tention and annovanceto the Gas Company and consumers, very properly deter-

mined, some little time ago, on an immediate execution ofa short length of the
sewer, including this portion of it ; and being deemed so small an operation, it was
put into the hands of the ordinary jobbing contractor of the Board.
In proceeding to execute the work, the contractor necessarily began by sinking

a shaft, in which, however, very unusual difBculfieswere met with, from " an almost
unprecedented flow of water." Two of the four large faults (or dislocations ofthe
strata) which have for some time been known to divide the London Ba-sin into as

many distinct areas, unite not very far from this place almost at a rectangle, one
being continuous, and as a matter of course they intersect and lay open the

fissures in the chalk; thus tapping the whole water-hearing strata of three sec-

tions of the basin at a point where, as far as can be ascertained, tliere is a depth of

about 100 feet of gravel and sand resting upon the chalk. The sewer at this

place is to be double-barrelled, each 7 feet by 7 feet and about 40 feet below the
surface, requiring ofcourse shafts beyond that depth. By " tubbing" the water
out with an iron cylinder 9 feet in diameter, the contractor succeeded in getting

the shaft down 44 feet, and in this cylinder were placed four 18 inch pumps
worked by two engines of 20 and 25 H.P., respectively, throwing about 4,000
gallons of water per minute. But as these were found wholly insufficient to

reduce the body of^water, and upwards of £0,000 had been expended, the Board
considered it a more prudent course, under the circumstances, to let the completion

of the work by contract, which has accorilingly been done. The contract has
been taken by Mr. Avid at a little above £9,000 and so difficult and unmanage-
able is the work found to be, that he is at present obliged to employ divers to sink

a second shaft " 14 feet square, with a cast-iron cylinder, 10 feet in diameter

inside," in whicli a 24 inch centrifugal pump, made especially by Messrs.

Simpson and Co., will be worked by two 30 H.P., fixed engines, and will throw
another 4,000 gallons per minute ; thus making a total of 105 H.P., throwing

8,000 gallons per minute, equal to llj millions of gallons every 24 hours, which
is no less than double the total supply of the Kent Water Company and equal to

the quantity of water passing over the weir at Teddington lock during dry
summers. These cylinders, being sunk several feet below the invert of the sewer,

will be used eventually in canying out the extension of it in both directions ; so

that the work, though costly for the short length now under construction, will be

of benefit to the future works on both sides of the creek. Jlr. Bazalgette says

that "the cylinders sunk here, and the experience gained, will be of great ser-

vice in the construction of all future works in this locality."

Before we leave this interesting and important division of our subject, we would
draw attention to the i'act that altliough these hitherto unknown springs will

unavoidably add gi'eatly to the trouble and expense of putting in the sewer
through this locality, yet the discovery may be made one of immense value as an
auxiliary means of increasing and maintaining the purification of the river,

especially during dry seasons, and consequently of permanently improving the

salubrity of the metropolitan atmosphere.
In common with many others, we have often wondered that any scientific per-

sons should ever have looked to the Thames for any portion of the water-supply

to this mighty metropolis, much more so that it has been allowed by the Legis-

lature to be taken. Can any one for a moment doubt that the filthy and pesti-

lential state of the river during the summei-s of 1858 and 18.59 was seriously if

not dangerously aggravated by the absorption of the supplies of three of the

largest water-companies in London, viz., the Lambeth, the Southwark and
Vauxhall and the Chelsea ?

And as it appears obvious that either the Lambeth or the Southwark and
Vauxhall, or both, could get a copious supply from this new source, would it not
be one of the wisest and most beneficial steps that the Metropolitan Board of

Works, as conservators of the health of the metropolis could take, to follow this

spring down to the chalk, " tubbing out " any infiltration from the river, and
then having the one supply exchanged for the other as soon as the capabilities are

ascertained ? We are not writing at random in making this suggestion, but as

soberly as we have ever penned a thought, an observation, or a fact. It is

notorious to every one wlio may be acquainted with the peculiarities of the

London basin, even in the most superficial degree possible, that millions of cubic

feet of spring water of the finest possible quahty, are poured into the

river between hi"h and low water marks at ditterent points between

Woolwich and Gravesend, during the low water of every tide ; and
the full details of these discharges and the water-bearing strata

of Kent were most ably laid before the Institution of Civil Engineers a few

sessions back, by Mr. Barlow, C.E. The Kent Water Company have not the

advantage of a fissure ; they draw their supply out of the solid chalk, which is at

their works at Deptford and Charlton, within a few feet of the surfece, and into

which they have sunk shallow shafts, from the bottom of which two or three

small driftways have been driven short distances, from tlie surfaces of which the

water exudes, percolating tlirougli the pores of the mass; and by lengthening

these openings they could almost indefinitely increase tlie quantity thus deli-

vering itself- so that they would be in no way aflccted by the execution of the

plan we now propose for retaining the water of the river as an outscour of the

sewage. This is a subject to which we shall probably return on a future occasion,

and in the meantime most earnestly commend it to the attentive consideration and
investigation of every one who can, even by adding a suggestion, help to the most
trifling extent in bringing about so manifiest and important a benefit.

Continued from page 836.
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YAKMOUTH ASSEMBLY ROOMS."
TI E introdoction of railvavs (more especially the completion of the East Suf-

folk line last year), lias brou(;ht tbe ancieut borough of Great Yarmouth,
in NoHulk, pronuueutly into public notice as a wcll-frequeuted and delightful

batUng pfatCf.

8«ated on the extreme eastern coast of England, and eiijoyiiiit in jwrfection

tbe inTigorating: breeie from tbe Oerman ocean, it possesses peculiar advantages,

both as a residaice and as a place of occasional resort.

More TOBeb pass tlmmgli Yarmouth Koads than can be seen on any other

put of tbe coast, aud the quniiitni'ss and Dutch-like appearance of the old town
(rendered firaoos by tlie peu of Dickens), is diversilied by that of tbe new
town, xrliich of late years has sprung up between the walls and the shore.

Tbe present authorities have not been negligent in addinc to the natural

attnctloDS of the place. The town is well drained, and supplied with pure water

from Omiesby Uruad, distant about 7 miles.

A marine tiiriTe, extending from the north Derrcsto the Race Course (a distance

of nearly two miles), Iws been constructed, and two promenade piers have been

built jutting into the sea.

It is now |)roposed to erect assembly-rooms upon a large scale adequate to the

increasing reciuirements of tbe place.

The plans and designs, which are in the modern Italian style of architecture,

have been ptviiand hy Sir. H. H. Collins, of Ul, Torrington-square, W.C.,

London, and comprise "a sunk basement (nn arrangement suggested by the levels

of the site), with apartments as follows:—A. Bazaar, easy of access from the

beach and marine parade, 75 ft. by 25 ft. by 15 ft. high. B. House dining-

room. C D. Servants' bed-rooms. E. Superintendent's apartments. G. Lift.

H. Larders. K and F. Kitchen and scullery. L. and M. Office for bazaar and

•tore for ditto. .V and O. Coal cellars (lock-up aud jjeneral). P Q R. Wine,

beer, ice cellare, and strong-room. S. Portico. W. Waterclosets and con-

The principal plan contains :—A. Promenade and ball-room (with gallery for

musicians at B. on one pair plan), GO ft. by 30 ft. by 30 ft. high. B. Ladies'

readintr room (on ball nights to be used as a cloak-room), 30 ft. by 24 ft. by
20 ft. hish. C. Gentlemen's and public ditto (on ball nights to be used as a

snpper-room), 45 ft. by 24 ft. by '20 ft. high. D. Public billiard-room, 24 ft. by
34 ft. bv 20 It. high. " E. Gentlemen's retiring-room and lavatory. F, Re-
fireshmeht saloon, 20 ft. by 3» ft. by 12 ft. high. G. Superintendent's office.

H. Subscription billiard-room (may be used as a gentlemen's cloak-room),

20 ft. bv 22 ft. by 20 ft. high. I. Lift. K. Ladies' retiring-room. L. Porter's

box ami ticket-oHice. N. Principal and back entrances. 0. Musicians^ stair-

case with hack entrance. P. Principal staircase. Q. Passage of communication,

10 ft. wide.

Tlie one pair plan contains—A. upper part of promenade or ball-room. B.

Concert-room. The ootted line indicates arrangement of sliding partition, 30 ft.

long by 30 ft. broad by 20 ft. high, by which this will be converted into orchestra

K<r ball-room. C. Musicians retiring rooms. E. Ticket office on lialf space of

stairs. V. Musicians' staircase. G. Landing of principal staircHsi'. il. Roofover
portico. U. Waterclosets, &e. The building will be situated directly opposite

the Victoria pier. The ground will be arranged as shown in view, so as to afford

a pleasing lounge. We understand that the building will be commenced forth-

with, and it is hoped will be ojKned for the next season.

HOLY TRINITY- CHURCH, PARK-SIDE, KNIGHTSBRIDGE.
THIS small church is of ancient foundation and was rebuilt in 1C99. It was

formerly attached to a hospital belonging to the Dean and Chapter of

Westminster, and has now been rebuilt in the Gothic style, from designs by Mr.
Raph:iel Brandon and Mr. Henry M. Eyton.

Externally, the principal elevation is a highly effective composition, varied in

its cliaractefistics by ciivuinstances connected with the peculiarities of site, in

reference to the restricted ground plan of the structure.

The principal front of tlie new building, together with the windows at the
north end, and western and eastern sides, are of Bath stone, with Kentish rag-
stone and brick tiicings, presenting as a whole a highly favourable example of

ecclesiastical architecture, of the Early Decorated period.

Tlie chief entrance is in tbe centre of the street elevation, and consists of a very
boldly moulded archway divided into two openings, having its head filled with
tncenr and carvings in stone.

An arcading fonned of twelve pointed arches, the supporting shafts of which
have enriched capitals, forms the second stage of the external design, and im-
mediately over the entrance, in the tliird stage, there is a large four-light window,
whicii has one somewhat unusual peculiarity, which is that the springing line of

tbe traceried head is much below that of the principal arch. There is a gable
orer this window, and on its right a highly efiective octangular turret surmounted
by a splrelet.

The somewhat unusual form of this gable originated in the conformation re-
quired for the roof, in order to obtain light at the upix:r parts of the side walls,
the lower (lortions being abutted on both sides by ordinary houses. This
we conceive bus been successfully accomplished by a clerestory range of lights,
extending the whole length of tbe edifice on both sides, access to which is obtained
by an external patmge, from which the windows can be opened or shut for the
purposes of rentibtion, without the usual unsightly long cords hanging down
inside of the building.

The clerestory windows to which we have adverted are carried above the roofs
oftheaiijoining houses, so that the light into the interior of the church is per-
fectly uninterrupted, and the system adopted offers a useful suggestion in
similar cases of difficulty, in reference to the admission of light, wliich may, or
may not be of the " dim religious " kind, as circumstances may admit.
The church is simple in plan and is about 70 feet long by 34 feet wide

iatemally in the clear, and its height from the floor to the ridge 02 feet. A
gallery is carried along the two sides and one end ; and a second gallery, for an
organ, i« planned under the large window in the entrance front.
At the northern end of the edifice tliere is a pointed window of two lights,

recessed within a large boundary rece«s, having a traceried head, and at the
nortliem end of the side walls, a partial amount of light is obtained by the
insertion of windows of two lights, two on each side, which like the northern end
window have traceried heads.

Tlie roof, as we Itave indicateil, is novel in form, and in reference to it we only

* See Lithograph Supplement.

regret that the architects had not more funds at command, to have enabled them
to decorate its constructive features, to a certain extent, wliich would have added
much to its general aud mdividual effect. The floor of the church throughout is

to be covered with Y'ork pavement, and its reredos at the altar is designed in

three pointed arches, to be formed in stone, and to have enriched capitals to their

supporting shafts, and bosses at the springings of the arches. The ground spaces

between the arches will be filled with slate slabs, on which will be illuminated

the Lord's prayer, the Belief, aud texts from Scripture.

The church will provide accommodation for nearly 700 worshippers, and will

cost about £3,300. The present incumbent is Dr. John Wilson, head master of

St. Peter's grammar school.

The contract is being can'ied out by Messrs. Dove, Brothers, Islington, whose
practical foreman at the works is Mr. James Osborne, an artisan whose extensive

experience in church building is a sufficient guarantee that the works will be

cai'ried out in the most satisfactory maimer.

Iicuiar.

The Museum of Classical Antiquities ; being a Sei'ics of Essays on Ancietit
Art. Edited by Edwakd FALKESJiK. London : Longman, Green, Long-
man, and Roberts, 1800.

Dcedalus ; or, The Causes and Principles of the Excellence of Greek
Sculpture. By Edward Falkenek, Member of the Academy of Bologna,
and of the Archteological Institute of Rome and Berlin. Loudon : Longmans,
Griien, and Roberts, 1800.

rilllOUGH there may be brilli.'int exceptions, proving the rule, it is to be feared
JL that the generality of our modern English architects are not, strictly speak-
ing, a book-reading class of men. The |)ublic architectural exliibitious do it is

true, in some measure, afford an excuse for the charge : and through them we
take it lor granted most of our readers are familiar with Mr. Falkener, whose
exquisite Pompciian drawings have been before the public for some time past.

Judging from the two works just issued by the Messrs. Longmansand Co., " The
Museum of Classical Antiquities" and " Dsedalus," we fully anticipate that Mr.
F'alkenerwill soon be even better known to the literary world as a writer on Classic

architecture, and its auxiliary arts, sculpture and mural painting.
"The Museum of Classical Antiquities" is the title adopted for a series of

detached essays on various subjects relating to architecture and archccology. The
volume now issued by the publishera gives \is a new edition comprising in one the
two volumes of which the work consists. The essays have been written by several

writers on art, Mr. Falkener himself editing the work. His own contributions
to it are, however, numerous, and embrace essays upon the Study of Antiquity, on
some Egyptian Doric ,columns at Tliebes, on the Application of Polychrome to

Modern Architecture, on the Mausoleum at Halicuruassus, on the lost group of
the Eastern pediment of the Parthenon, his very interesting report on a House
excavated by himself at Pompeii, and essays on the Theatres of Vicenza and
Verona, and on antiquities at Xanthus, &c., &c.
The work is, in fact, a Classic arcliasological journal, capable, as Mr. Falkener

says, of much extension. It is copiously illustrated with woodcuts, interspersed

with the text, and with well-executed lithogi'apbs aud engraved illustrations,

mostly executed by the editor.

In his preface to the work, Mr. |Falkener complains that, unlike Germany,
England at present devotes nearly an exclusive study to the picturesque archi-

tecture of a Gothic age ; and elsewhere he says " To tbe Classic architect our
pages will naturally be more especially directed, but we trust thateven the Gothic
architect will not refuse us his support; considering that, as the Classical

languages of Greece and Rome continue to form the basis of our education to the
present day, so, whoever would be perfect, even in Gothic architecture, must first

lay the foundation of his taste in the study of Classic art "—a view of his subject

in which we opine Mr. F. will meet with few sympathisers. The work is printed

in large type, and very elegantly bound.
" Dsedalus," the latter ot these two works, is altogether from the pen of Mr.

Falkener, and is also admirably executed by the publishers, Messrs. Longman. It

forms a beautiful volume of some 300 pages and of an exterior so captivating that,

treating popularly of the fine arts, with more especial reference to sculpture, it

may reasonably be expected to mate its way into the boudoir of the high-born
lady, as well as into the library of the artist. Much of tlie popularity of Mr.
Ruskin's views of art is due to the style of binding and typography in which they

have been presented to the public, 'fhese advantages, snper-added to the known
literary power of their talented advocate, have had their influence on the lay

upper classes ; and, unless the claims of Classic art are to be entirely denied a
hearing, it is really necessary that we should have publications like these of Mr.
Falkener's, in whicli those claims can be favorably set forth. In another part of

our Journal we have devoted a separate article to a consideration of this work;
for it is one of no every-day character, to which justice can fairly be done within

the limits of a mere notice of a new publication. It is a work which will doubt-
less attract, as it deserves, much attention ; and we hope soon to see a re-issue of

it in a humbler form. At present its elegant and costly binding only fits it for

the drawing-room table, whereas it is, independently of elegance ofcomposition as a
literary work, so replete with useful practical information, that it ought to form
part of the working library of every sculptor and architect. It is illustrated with

several excellent photogi'uplis, taken chiefly from the antique, aud with many
engravings.

I

The Peacock Memorial.—It appears that tbe subscription raised to

promote a memorial of the late Dr. Peacock, the Dean of Ely, amounts to the

sum of £3,565, inclusive of £1,000 given by tbe dean and chapter. It is pro-
posed to apply the subscription to tlie further adornment of the " ancient and
beautiful house" with whicli the late Dr. Peacock's fondest associations were
bound up, and the restoration of the lantern is to be accordingly undertaken,
Mr. G. G. Scott having prepared a design, whicli includes a lofty spire, rising

from the level of the present roof. This part of the project is not to be under-
taken for the present, but the lower part of the work is in hand. It appears

that further funds are requisite to carry out the whole of Mr. Scott's design,

and Mr. Goodwin, the present dean, has issued a circular soliciting additioixl

aid.
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MODERN LONDON ARCHITECTURE.
WHAT a strange history is that of architecture in London since

medieval days ! It is very wonderful, but it is very perplexing in

its waywardness and perversity. First, a start in progression ; next, a

Classic retrogression; then a Gothic retrogression, and lastly, a convulsive

struggle. Let us see whether it is only towards glare and colors, and a

desperately bright vividness—a trying to take by storm the wrong, rather

than calmly besieging the true fortress of art.

Some say tliat Gothic architecture never ought to have been at all

superseded ; but there may be a distant analogy between the arguments

of these gentlemen and those of the stage-coach proprietors wlien rail-

ways were introduced. It is often urged tliat tlie civilisation of the

future has only recently begun. If so, is Gothic arcliitecturc the end of

architecture ? We may also remark two very significant circumstances.

The protest against the disuse of tlie style was recorded about three

centuries after it was an accomplislied fact, and not by the men who saw
the change, and who felt that Gothic architecture was not suited to their

wants and was not reflective of their sentiments. Secondly, at the period

of the decay and disappearance of Gothic art a wonderful advance in

progression occurred, and the human mind was enfranchised from a bond-

age which had endured for ages. Religion was reformed, science

advanced, astronomy displaced astrology, and chemistry extinguished

alchemy ; healthy and instructive literature superseded the superstitious

legends of the priests and the absurd romances of the kniglits. Enter-
prise, formerly manifested in doting pilgrimages and useless crusades, was
turned to the discovery of America, the doubling of the Cape of Good
Hope, and the circumnavigation of the globe. Gunpowder destroyed
chivalry, and feudalism was not possible when standing armies were
establislied. Tliese also secured free institutions and fostered commerce
and industry, since no unprincipled lord could ruthlessly sweep away the
rxcumulatious of labor and the savings of self-denial. Lay scliools were
established, and soon laymen, instead of priests, influenced the world.

Finally, tlie greatest power ever devised by man—the art of printing—by
disseminating advanced ideas, sealed the doom and confirmed the effeteness

of medievalism. This last was faithfully reflected by Gothic art, and
when an advance was made, the preservation of artistic truthfulness
necessitated a change in style.

Wliether Gothic architecture is suited to the present time, is a question
which can be answered in the afHrmative only when its practitioners have
succeeded in advancing on the ancient standards so as to remind us, on
contemplating their structures, more of tlie nineteenth century than of

the fourteenth. The nineteenth century is totally different, and infinitely

better than the fourteenth. Architecture should reflect the spirit of tlie

age. These are the two first terms of the syllogism. Inevitable conclu-
sion : the architecture of the nineteenth century should greatly, nay,
entirely, difler from that of the fourteenth.
But one point may be fairly conceded to the exclusive admirers of Gothic

architecture. If it was right to cast it aside in its entirety, it was wrong
to revive Classic architecture in its entirety. Gothic art reflected the
Gothic spirit as truly as Classic art reflected the Classic spirit; while
neither reflects the modern spirit. There is still mucli in both of tlie

former consonant with modern ideas, just as in the Ehzabetlian period.

Then a start in progression was made in evolving a style whose marvellous
assimilation of Classicism, Medievalism, and Modernism portrayed the
spirit of the times, much as it is indicated by the same mixture in the
plays of Shakespere. There was, therefore, much truthfulness and
originality in the Elizabethan development. Few can glance at Wollaston,
Audley Inn, Holland House, Burleigh, and Kenilworth without being
favorably impressed ; and many will concede that the designers of these
remarkable strictures were the last of the race of English architects.

The style was, indeed, originated by foreigners ; but such was also the
case w ith Gothic art. Elizabethan architecture became as peculiarly English
as the Quattro-cento was intensely Italian, and the Renaissance dis-

tinctively French. Holbein, a truthful painter, had much to do with pro-
moting the development in England ; and he indulged in the ornamental
brick and tile work, terra-cottas, medallions, and bassi-relievi, to the
revival of which in our day reference will presently be made. Next came
the Englishmen, Thorpe, Christmas, and the Smithsons, men by no means
altogether in the right path, but who either could not, or would not, copy
slavishly the Roman style.

Why this came to be resuscitated in its purity may admit of easy
explanation. That medieval art was unsuitable to the seventeenth century
has already been indicated. Nay, it was so antagonistic to the prevailing
spirit that " Gothic " was a term of reproach ; and even the accomplished
Evelyn spoke of edifices in the style as " congestions of heavy, dark, melan-
choly, and niankish piles, without any just proportion, use, or beauty."
In the meantime the study of Classic literature was rapidly increasing.
It was made the principal feature in colleges and schools. Men absolutely
worshipped the noble creations of the poets, and the elevated sentiments
expressed in such sonorous prose by the philosophers of antiquity. They
knew more of the history of Greece and Rome than of that of their native
land. The Latin tongue was adopted for many important works ; and
even Bacon deemed it necessary to rewrite his "Advancement of Learning"
in that language. Dilettanti studied, and artists sketched and measured,
the antiquities of the Eternal City. The leading sculptors and painters
in England were foreigners imbued with the Classic spirit. Considering
the transitional and unsettled state of the times in the clash of Classic,
medieval, and modern ideas, the creation, at ouce, of a new and consistent
style was not to be expected. The Elizabethan architects began the task;
and, had they been followed by worthy successors, it might have been

completed. They were right in acknowledging Classicism as one clement
in the three to be then expressed in art ; but soon the instructive teaching
which medievalism presented was ignored, and modernism was forgotten.

While painting continued to be partially developed, in architecture a
principle of absolute retrogression was proclaimed by a great but a mis-
taken man.

" Antiquity," Lord Bacon says, " deserveth that reverence, that men
should make a stand thereupon, and discover what is the right way ; but
when the discovery is well taken then to make progression." That loigo

Jones violated this profound maxim is now beginning to be universally
acknowledged—nay, it was felt in his own time. The nobility, as Cunning-
ham observes, honored Holbein as a moderate reformer, who had only
ventured on a sort of Classic inoculation, and disapproved of the designs

for palaces and mansions in the antique manner which .Jones proposed to

erect. But the narrow-minded, poor-spirited. Classic pendant, James I.

encouraged the architect to relinquish the mixed style in which he had
commenced practice, and so to retrograde as to bequeath Whitehall to

posterity as the model of correct taste. To make some " stand " on
antiquity was judicious, but "progression" was impossible with Jones's

system of measuring the ancient orders and details, and repeating them as

accurately as lay in his power. The process of committing to memory the

forms of archaic styles, just as a schoolboy learns his multiplication-table

or Greek alphabet, and then putting the "elegant extracts," one here and
another there, as capricious fancy may dictate, is not art, but prosaic

compilation. Sir Walter Scott's " Antiquary " pretended to some skill in

poetry, only lie never was able to make verses ; and Jones, great as an
archa;ologist and a draughtsman, never can take rank as a truthful designer

and genuine architect. He carried with him in his travels abroad a copy
of Palladio, which may still be seen at Oxford, full of marginal observa-

tions ; and his Vitruvius was similarly noted. What Vitruvius recom-
mended and Palladio approved, Jones did. To do this required far greater
talent in his than in our time ; and thus much we may concede to the first

celebrated English architect who, forgetting that he had as great a right

as the old men to think for himself and express his own ideas, voluntarily

fettered his mind and hand with precedents, and reduced architecture to

antiquarianism.

The Classic tide now sets fully in. Sir Christopher Wren—a name
never to be mentioned without regretful admiration—unfortunately followed
in the track of Jones. Some excuses may be urged for reviving Roman
architecture in the city of the Cajsars, however we may fail to palliatethe
decoration of the Catholic cathedral of St. Peter's with mythological
symbols. But if this was a mistake, how much more absurd did the
anachronism become when perpetrated in a Protestant Cathedral erected
in London in the days of the Stuarts. The great fame of Sir Christopher
and the colossal size of St. Paul's have long overawed criticism, however
the flagrant constructive defects of the building have been demonstrated.
But the whole conception of the style of the edifice, as regards ornamenta-
tion, is clearly as great a blunder as modelling the plan after a temple
whose spacious nave and lengthening aisles, admirably adapted for the
constantly recurring splendid processions of a splendid hierarchy, were
quite unsuited to a structure in which entirely dissimilar rites were to be
performed in a little partitioned chapel, beyond which none can hear, or see
aught but magnificent inutility. Tlie great fire was Wren's opportunity

;

but he filled London with duplicates of columns, friezes, windows, and
doors at ancient Rome, which had been crumbling for centuries in the dust,
and were almost forgotten by man. The truly great architect never copies.
Above ail, he observes that eternal rule of fitness which prescribes that an
edifice should reflect the religion and the civilisation of the age of its

erection. He thinks less of what Phidias, ApoUodorus, Giotto, or Wyke-
liam did in their day than of what he should do in his day. He regards
the works of man less than those of nature. At these Wren never looked:
he saw them through the sculpture of antique art. We may admire his
extraordinary scientific skill, his unwearied industry, and his wonderful
resources in the disposition of archaic forms. But we must hold the scales
impartially, and allow that he misdirected his powerful faculties in resus-
citating in modern London a style which was suitable only to the time
when the smoke of sacrifice rose in the temples of Venus and Apollo,
when gladiators encountered tigers in the amphitheatre, and a statue was
raised " to Caesar the Demi-god " in ancient Rome.*

ESTIMATES,
f

THE reader of the two papers already published under this title may be
supposed to be, by this time, pretty well acquainted with our views

as to the nature of estimates.

We now proceed to investigate the legitimate uses to which tlie3' may
be put, and we have used the word "legitmate," advisedly, because at the
present day a great deal of use is made of incorrect estimates for purposes
which cannot honestly be called legitimate, and in a manner injurious to
the building trade, the architectural profession, and the public at large.

In the first place, then, the most consistent and natural use of estimates
is to enable a proprietor or public body intending to build to form a judg-
ment upon the outlay about to be encountered.

This purpose would, of course, be served by a carefully prepared pre-
liminary estimate, which any architect of experience ought to be able to
frame, but that, unluckily, most men's ideas grow as they go on with any
work, and as both architects and their employers are subject to this cir-

cumstance, it follows, in nine cases out often, that the finished result bears

* To be continued.
t Continued from page 818.
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but little likeness to the original proposal in cost any more than in other

tUi^*. Nov, if an arcliitcct will bear this in mind and frame his estimates

•eeofdinglj, he will, it is true, frequently startle his employers, but he will

at leMt come nearer the probable truth than most men, except only those

bo either have no germinating ideas or those who make a practice of

nipping them in the bud.

Few men. however, bare the honesty fairly to look in the face the pro-

bable growth of any scheme in which they are but just embarking, and

many men are deterred from so doing by a feeling that it would bo very

unsafe for tliem to vcuture to predict an additional expenditure, which
after all (.inevitable though it really is) appears only probable, and looming

in the remote distance. Accordingly, the estimates of architects are far

from being miiformly as high as they might be or ought to be, and clients,

after all, have partly themselves to thank for it, for if they persist in

always giving their business, not to the men who will do it the best, but

to tbiose who promise to do it the cheapest, what wonder is it if such pro-

rnlaw abound? for they are easily made, the reward of them is great, the

temptatiou to enter upon insufficient grounds into them is considerable, and
the period of actual test is remote.

If then, the primary, legitimate use of an estimate be to instruct persons

who propose to buUd, and to lead them to form a just conclusion as to the

eoat of any intended building, the most prominent of the unfair uses of

eitMnatea is wilfully to deceive or mislead those in this position, and toiii-

Tolve them in expenditures which they would not have chosen voluntarily

to ewmmter ; nay, which ore, perhaps, not within their pecuniary means
at alL

As regards estimates that turn out wide of the mark, there is, to quote
from the Spectator, " A great deal to be said on both sides," but without
wishing to reflect on any persons or on the profession in general, we can-

not but say that an extremely erroneous estimate is a misfortune at the

least, and injurious to the profession by its effects on the public at largo
;

nay more, we should say that it is always a very suspicious circumstance,

and one that calls for explanation, nor can a young man make a better

resolution in commencing his practice than that he will from the outset,

endeavour to frame his estimates accurately, and to keep bis expenditure
conscientiously within them. If, as is often the case, clients propose and
commission considerable additions and alterations while the work is in

progress, the arcliitcct will do well, if he wishes to conclude the transactions
without losing the confidence of his employer, to keep him well informed
as to the amount of each additional expenditure he is incurring. The
objection to this course would be that if people always knew the expense
before-hand they would not do the things—a most unwise remark, for if an
architect knows anything, he ought to know that he is employed by his

clients to enable them to do what they intend to do, not to coerce or entrap
them into doing what they do not want to do.

The next most natural employment of estimates is, to use a phraseology
well understood by \a all, to tender by ; that is to say, the estimate is to

form part of a contract, and the person to perform the works is to be bound
to complete them for a certain sum named in his estimate. This seems all

straightforward and satis&ctory, and is so attractive a method that it is all

but universally followed in the present day, and when inconveniences and
dissatisfactions arise out of it—as arise they always do and always will

—

it is never suspected that the germ of them lies in the system itself

:

and those engaged in carrying out the business have to bear the whole
blame.

Few persons will deny that the fairest way of carrying out work is for
&ir prices to be agreed upon, and for the work as performed to be
measured and paid for at those prices. On this system the estimate, if

one is prepared before-hand, is only a document got up for the information
and satisfaction of the proprietor, and is no more binding tlian this—that
the surveyor or architect who prepares it finding great confidence placed
in him, is stimulated to accuracy and carefulness, and makes it a point of
honor, in the carrying out the work, to keep it near the sum he has
named.

It may seem startling, but is in the highest degree probable, that if this
system came in again, it would be found that the preliminary estimates so
given would be nearer the actual expenditure than in the present day the
amount named in the contract ordinarily is.

The truth is, arcliitccts under the present system have little to do with
the preparation of accurate estimates. They know that all that will be done
for them by the builders and building surveyors, and hence postpone the
consideration of economical reductions till after the plans are completed
and the moment for action ought to have arrived, instead of keeping the
question of cost in view from the commencement.

It frequently hoppens, consequently, that two complete sets of drawings
are got out, and two sets of tenders got in for proposed works, and then
that reductions have to be made, all this involving loss of time, double
labor, and great annoyance to the client. Now, if this be to be traced to
the system of tender and contract now in use, and we believe it is, we shall
have good cause for debating the question, whether or not the system is
all that could be wished.
Turn to the other side, and what do we find? Is it not a system that

encourages contractors to cut down their charge below an honest rate of
profit, for the sake of securing busmess, and then to try to recover a little
of the lost profits bv a system of cliarges for extras that might be best
characterised as audaciously fraudulent? Against this system when put
into force—and no safeguard exists except personal character that it may not
be resorted to in any instance—the architect has to contend from first to
last

; he is obliged to take up a pojition hostile to the contractor, and from
that moment anything Uke co-operation for the good of the building ceases,

and must cease; and it is only fortunate if the matter be concluded short
of the Court of Chancery.

It may be argued that this is an extreme case; true, but it is by no means
an uncommon case, and the proverbial uncertainty of what ought to be a
first-rate business—namely, the building trade—coupled with the
frequency of what ought to be very rare—disputes with the builder, seem
to point to the fact that the contract system, as now followed, is far from
being a thoroughly good one.

If, however, builders making their own estimates allow competition to
hurry them into ruinously low tenders, they generally suffer for it; and we
deprecatethepractice,notuncommon,of actually taking acredit in half-ruin-
ing some poor contractor. Not long since, the writer of these lines was shown
a place of public worship in course of erection, from the designs of a young
architect of the " sharp practice " scliool. It was certainly pretty, though
slight, but we found that the great merit of the architect in the eyes of liis

"Christian" committee was the cheapness of the structure. "Yes, sir;
our architect has managed admirably for us; the contract for the whole is

only £ , a great deal less, sir, than you or any one else would have
guessed from looking at the building, is it not, sir ? And, in fact, we
believe, sir, the contractor will lose over three hundred pounds by the
job." " And are you satisfied," we asked, " to feel quite comfortable in
the knowledge that you are taking a poor man's little means out of his
pocket? I suppose you find it a little difficult to get him to do the work
well." " Oh, as to that, sir, we look to our architect to keep him to his
contract; and for the other thing, why, I suppose he knew what he was
about in making his estimate. At any rate, it is not our affair. If he did
not want the job, why should he have named such a sum ?

"

Yes, that is the way that houses for the worship of God are to be
inaugurated—by grinding the faces of the poor ! Entrap your contractor,
give him vague drawings, speak him fair, madden him by closa competition,
hurry him by haste, and while his blood is up, get him to sign a contract
which, as he slowly and painfully works it out, day by day and week by
week, places him in the terrible alternative of either wronging his own
good name, and playing false with his own obUgation, by putting in bad
materials and deficient workmanship, or else deliberately paying away
with no hope of seeing it again, the money upon wliich the little founda-
tion of his wordly fortunes, nay, perhaps of his children's daily bread, is

reposing ! and when the good man who is head of the wliole undertaking
is questioned about it, he thinks the architect who lias brought all this
about is to be praised and thanked, and that at any rate " it is no business
of theirs." In pleasing contrast let us record a speech of an opposite
nature made to us on an occasion where a contractor had taken works below
their real value. "Sir," said the secretary, "we could not do otherwise
than accept the lowest tender, but the committee are so sensible that it is

below the actual v.alue of the work that they hope you will allow the
contractor everything in the way of extras that you fairly can."
One other use of estimates remains to bo referred to. They are sent in

usually in company with plans submitted in competition, and experience
shows that they have a great influence with committees—so much so, that
it may be safely said the bigger the lie the better the chance. There are
no circumstances so favorable to wilful or to unintentional misrepresenta-
tion of probable cost as those under which competition estimates are
ordinarily sent in, and if temptation be ever an excuse for wrong-doing,
then the notorious misrepresentations that have so often beaten honest
men and good designs in public competitions are excusable. We have
already referred to the tendency to self-deception in the preparation of all

estimates ; this is pushed to an extreme where there is no time for con-
sideration; a slender chance of being checked and brought to account; the
prospect of total loss as the reward of honesty ; and the chance of a
brilliant prize to recompense bad faith. Nothing more need be said to
urge the desirableness of, in all cases, having estimates checked for a com-
petition committee by a thoroughly competent and disinterested
surveyor ; or, better still, having plans submitted without estimates, and
getting estimates prepared for the committee, by an independent person,
of such designs as are in other respects worthy of praise ; and we venture
very strongly to urge upon all architects—but especially upon such as are
conscientious in the matter of estimates—that they ought to adopt the
course of always declining to compete where some such check as this is not
provided.

In conclusion, we liave only to say that justice and self-interest rightly
understood both indicate that an estimate ought, in every instance, to be the
honest, unflinching expression of the best judgment the estimator is able
to form—in short, that in estimating, as well as in other things, wo should
never forget that " Honesty is the best policy." R.S.

New Churches in Lambeth.—Two new churches are to be erected
for the rapidly growing population of the parish of Lainbetli. One has ali'eady
made some progress, and the other will be commenced as soon as ciicumstaaces
will admit. ,St Stephen's is in course of erection at the rear of Albert-square,
the site being the gift of the copyholder, Mr. T. \V. Williamson. The plan of
the church is to some extent cruciform, terminating with transepts, a small
cbancel, and a vestry eastward. The body of the church is designed to seat 1,000
persons, the galleries being reserved for 400 children. T)ie total cost of the
church and parsonage house is estimated at £15,000. The second church, that
of St. Peter, is to be erected in Kennington-lane, on the site of the old Vauxhall
Gardens. The site has been secui-ed.

Improvements at Livei-pool.—The Liverpool Town Council, at their
meeting on Wednesday last, instructed the town clerk to prepare notices for ap-
plication to Parliament for powers to cary out improvements in the approaches to
the town, and in some of the crowded thoroughfares, at a total cost of from
£50,000 to £60,000.
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DOORWAY OF THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, TOWN HALL,

OCDENARDE—or, as it is called ia Flemish, Audennerde—a small town
on the rirer Schelde, was the scene of one of Marlborough's famous

Tictories. Its Town Hall is one of the handsomest in the Netherlands.

It it another example of the luxurious richness which the old Flemish
aidiitects bestowed upon their constructions. Thomas Hope, in his

**Ea«7 on Architecture," regards the Town Hall of Louvaine as the
nepbu tdtra of the Florid style; but the fs^e of A\idena!rde, though of

nudler dimen-
sions, is eren
more beautiful

and elegant. It

was commenced
in 1525,and such
diligence was
used in its con-

(traction that it

wM completed
ibar years later.

The most skil-

ful architects

were called
upon to exercise

their imagina-
tion and genius
on this monu-
ment, with
which the citi-

zens desired to

rival the finest

town halls in

the country.
The chief ma-
gistrate had en-
trusted the pre-

paration of a
design to John
Stassens, the
architect of the
Town Hall at

Ghent; but bis

design was not

adopted. Henry
Van Peede, the
Brussels archi-

tect, was then
employed to

make a new
plan, and ulti-

mately ordered

to carry it into

execution. He
took for his
models the com-
munal buildings

of Brussels and
Lou T a i n e

,

blended the
forms andessen-
tial features of

each, and pro-
duced a work
which combined
their most ele-

gant and cha-
racteristic por-
tions. From the
first he bor-
rowed the ar-

cade and bal-

cony which runs
throughout the
lower portion of
the front; from
the second he
took the style of
decoration, en-
riching it with
all the new or-

naments and
the varied fan-

ciM which the Florid style, then at perfection, had introduced into the
building art. He gathered, further, the rich details from the sumptuous
Flemish chateaux. The result is one of the most beautiful and splendid
edifices in Belgium—a building worthy of sheltering that civic liberty
which the Flemish merchants so highly prized. The facade is one of the
most admirable creations which has bwn conceived in the Florid style. It
has a balcony, supported by an arcade of seven richly ornamented arches.
It is pierced by two stories of windows, divided by niches and canopies,

one over the other. From the middle of the balcony a belfry springs,

covered with elaborate work, girdled with open traceried balconies, and
finished with a large sculptured ball supporting the copper statue of a

warrior bearing a banner with the city arms on it. A balustrade sur-

rounds the top of the front, filled with flamboyant ornament. It breaks
round the projecting tower and angle turrets of the building. The high-
pitched roof is pierced with ten dormers and two large pinnacled windows.
The sides of the structure are executed in the same magnificent style.

The traces of Vandalism are, however, closely knitted to the evidence of
genius. The
Iconoclasts
have robbed the
niches of their

statues and de-
stroyed the
gems of art
which glittered

upon tlie pin-
nacles. They
have pulled
down from the
upper balus-
trade the statues
of Charles V.
and of the kings
of France and
England, Fran-
cis I. and Henry
Vin. Of all the
crowdofstatues
which added
lustre to the
building they
have left only
the image of the
Virgin over the
lower balcony of
the belfry bear-
ing the infant

Jesus in her
arms.

In the Coun-
cil Hall tliere

is a fine chira-

ney - piece,
copied, it is said,

from that at the
Town Hall of
Courtray. It is

the work of a
Flemish sculp-
tor, Paul Van-
der Schelden.
The interior of
the same cham-
ber is enriched
by a wooden
doorway, which
we have en-
graved, design-
ed and carved
by the same
artist. It was
executed be-
tween the jears
1531 and 1534,

and is justly re-

garded as one
tlie best speci-

mens of Renais-
sance work in

Belgium. No-
thing can be
more beautiful
than the exe-
cution of this

doorway, where
all the lovely

fancies, delicate

arabesques, and
foliage which
characterise the

style are gathered together in charming profusion. The general effect is

picturesque, as the details are elaborate and the forms varied. It estab-

lishes Vander Schelden in the first rank of those wood carvers who
decorated the civil and religious buildings of the sixteenth century.

St Peter's Church, Derhy.—A stained dass window of great beauty
has just been placed at the west end of the south aisle of this church.
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I-ONUON AND JIIUDJ.ESEX AltClI.I'lOLOOrCAL SOCIKTV.

ON Thursday the '^Mi October, a general meeting of the members imd frieuds of
tills Society was held at \Veiitiniu«ter Abbey. The meeting, at the suggestion

of the hon. secretary (Mr. Henry \V. Sas.^), wa.s more especially for the juirpost; of
giving the members an opportunity, which Is not often accorded to the public, of
visiting the Library, the Jerusalem (,'iiamber, and tlie Chapter House ; the first two
by tlie permission of the Dean and Chapter, and the latter through the Master of
the Kolls, who on the occasion of a recent meeting of the Society, so readily accorded
permission for the inspection of Domesday Hook.
The ironipany assembled In tin; Library in the Cloisters, where the meeting was

presided over by the very reverend the uean, one of the \'ico-I'resldents of the
Society. On taking the chair, he said he had to express to the council and members
of the London and Middlesex Archicological Society the great gratification it gave
both himself and the Chapter in welcoming them within the precincts of that sacred
shrine. Much might be said upon the value of the study of ancient art -that art
which, though never servile in its imitation of the past, could nevertheless never
flonrish unless it followed and fed upon its time-honored treasures— (Applause). He
might discourse to them of yet deeper things and dilate upon the way in which these
studies of the mighty art of the past had a tendency to nourish all that was noble
and of value in the present—to promote patriotism of spirit and the love of one's
native country; for he felt convinced they could never adequately understand Eng-
land as it is, unless they learned to know something of England as it was—(Loud
applause). Thev would never look with a becoming and reverential care upon the
present, and in dutiful an.'dety to the dim future, unless they cultivated a reverential
acquaintanceship with the great art-treasures of the past ; and he could only hope
that the public and all present would derive a great moral and instructive Usson
from the spectacle before them, ilnd that he and those who had the guardianship of
that great historic Church of England would fVel that they should iiot only derive
from it information as to the jjast, but homilies for the future, and so far learn how
best to fullll the solemn and sacred guardianship ot the great treasure committed to
their care—(Loud applause).
Mr. Uejjhy W. Sass, the lion, secretary, then read the minutes of the

last meeting, giving a gratifying account of the increasing prosperity of the Asso-
ciation.

The CnAinM.\N then called upon Mr. W. U. Hart, F.S.A.,to give an .locount of
the library, the old organ, and the church music.
Mr. Hakt stated that the library was a rare repository oftime-worn bibliopolist

lore, containing 11,000 volumes, in theology, history, and general Uterature, fi-oni the
earliest periods, embracing amongst other sacred curiosities every conceivable version
of the Bible in polyglot, the first edition of the divine works of Plato, and several
works, the gift of Camden, whose signature is still extant on the titles. The Coro-
nation books, containing descriptive accounts of those various august ceremonials,
from the earliest English crowned head down to the day when the crown and
sceptre royal settled on Victoria are also among the memorable relics. Many
manuscripts are to be met with, partially preserved from the fire of 10(54, some
relating to occult sciences and subjects, and others of a devotional nature. Including
the celebrated Litlington Missal of 1373. There are also many quaint and curious
specimens of bookbinding — matters that possess an enthusiastic interest for the
lovers of medieval art.

It is here, within the walls and under the protection of 'Westminster Abbey, that
the first Eiighshpriiitiiig press was reared ; it is here that 'William Caxton, t'be first
Engllshprinter, laid the foundation of that art which has given to us what is now
as necessary to mankind as bodily sustenance—books and libraries. This library
was founded by Lord Keeper Williams (who portrait we have here) during the time
he was Dean of Westminster, about KKO. The books were originally kept in one of
the chapels of the abbey, but wore afterwards removed to their present quarters, the
large apartment in which we are now assembled. In lOiil the books arc stated to
have suffered from a conflagration, but whether this catastrophe took place before
they were removed hither or not I cannot say. The printed books number about
11,000 volumes, and include many valuable works. Among them are thC'Com-
plntensian I'olyglott," Ijl.'S, in six vols, folio ; " Walton's Polyglott," dated in l(i.)7

;

several valuable Hebrew Bibles, raging in date from 1506 ; various Greek and Latin
Bibles, and several English ones, including Cranmer's of 1540, and the first and second
editions of P.-vrker's, or the i'.ishops' Bible, In ViDS and 1572. llituals and Prayer-
books, the works of the ancient fathers, the schoolmen, and the reformers, are in
great plenty. English theologians and English historians also abound, including
"Legenda Nova AngliiE," London, 1310, and "Parker do Antiquitate Ecclcsiae
Britannicie," London, 150'^. Heraldry Is not greatly represented in this library, but
in classical literature there are ample materials both for the industrious student and
the curious bibliographer.
Mr. Joseph Bl'Rtt then proceeded to give .an account of the discovery of certain

documents, and from a report made by him to Sir John Eomilly, It appeared that he
had examined the documents and other articles lately discovered in a portion of the
cloisters of Westminster Abbey, close to the entrance to the Chapter House; that
shortly after the discoveiy of this collection, in the month of November last, it was
moved into the library of the abbey, where he had the opportunity of examining it
In detail. It appeared to consist of bundles of writs and similar j udicial documents ;

thousands of detached writs and "posteas," in every imaginable stage of incom-
pleteness and decay; turned boxes or "skippets" in considerable numbers, very
many broken and in fragments, and many quite perfect, with the lids closely
fastened down by their orijfinal tics of parchment or cord, enclosing their original
contents, and preserving them in the most perfect and beautiful condition. But the
removal of the collection from its hiding-placo in the vaulted chamber to the library
brought to light some weightier substances. These consist of encaustic paving tiles,
similar in pattern to thuse now forming the floor of the Chapter House, and some
pieces of iron very much corroded, an account of which has been already published
In the liuiLDiNG News.
The Hon. .Secretary having called the attention of the meeting to the programme

of proceedings for the day, and the hour at which the company were to attend at
various portions of the buildings, a vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Alderman
Rose and unanimously accorded to the Very Rev. the Dean.
Aftcra brief reply from the rev. gentleman, in which he stated that he was un-

willing to detain them, as by the progranmie lie found they had a long day's work
before them—
The assembled company then proceeded through the canon's door into the nave of

the Abbey Church, where they were addressed by Mr. (i. (i. Scott, and Mr. J. H.
Parker. Proceeding to the chancel, Mr. Scott and Mr. Parker completed their de-
scriptions, and Mr. Mogford, F.S.A., read a paper, as follows, on

THE MOSI/MESTS AS A MUSEUM OF SCULPTURE.
WESTMINSTER AliBEY may justly be appreciated as a Museum of British

sculpture, offering the earliest examples of the sculptor's art, from its erection
in the thirteenth century, and continued to the present day.
Although it contains .'iome works by the hands of foreigners—yet, as their skill was

miploycd commemorative of British sovereigns and ISritish worthies, (he designation
that it is a national collection, or museum of national sculpture, may fairly be
accepted, because, although they are the productions of foreign artists, they were un-
questionably executed In the British dominions. fr^jj
In the reign of Henry III. the present edifice was begun on the ruins

mu '''''^<^*'""
'
every monument it now contains commences from this epoch.

"he earliest specimen of seulpture in the Abbey may be assigned to the date of
KW, when Henry III. caused the erection of the shrine in the centre of St. Edward's
Chapel, to the memory of the Confessor. It is a frieze on the screen that separates
this chapel from the choir, and which represents in fourteen compartments the prin-
rapal occurrences of the Confessor's life. The figures of this composition are ofsmall
Bue, ycry simple in execution.
The first statue which demands attention is that of Henry III,, in this chapel,

a recumbent figure cast iu brass, and the earliest known to have been cast In
England.
On the adjoining tomb to this Is placed the recumbent figure of Queen Eleanor.

wife of Edward I. Both these statues arc reputed to be the works of PIctro Cavallnij
who came hero from Italy for the purpose. But the latter Is now said to have
been the production of a native artist, upon what grounds I have not been able to
learn.
Considering the extraordinary beauty of tills statue of Queen Eleanor, it would be

gratifying to our national feeling or pride, if it were so authenticated.
It merits in the highest degree every praise ; the beauty of the features and the

elegance of the hands are not surpassed, if equalled even, by any similar work in the
Abbey. The small heads .of two angels on the canopy at the head of the figure are
replete with the most charming sweetness and innocence of expression.
The efflgies of Edmund Crouchback and of Aymer de Valence follow the series in

order of date. No record exists of the authors of these remarkable monuments, which
is regrettable, as the mutilated remains of the small statuettes, called •' Plcurours,"
in the niches beneath, indicate a grand dignity, and breadth of treatment.

Hitherto, no record or tradition, naming the authors of the numerous flue recum-
bent figures of our Sovereigns or others, has been discovered, some of them won-
drously enamelled, until the name of Torregiano appears. He erected the magnificent
tomb in tlie'Chapel of Henry VII., and is the sculjitor of the effigies of this Sovereign
and his wife, and of the figures of cherubim at the angles.
Another of Torregiano's works is that of JIargaret, Countess of Richmond, mother

of Henry VII.
These productions of Torregiano's skill arc not of a very high order of art, com-

paratively. The tradition that he broke the nose of Michel Angcio, In a fit of
jealousy at the transcendant talents of the greatest ofmodern sculptors, lias certainly
foundation for the motive by comparison of their respective abilities.

Passing over the intermediate period of time until the reign of James I., the first
authenticated works of sculpture in the Abbey appear to be those of Nathaniel
Stone, a native of Exeter. According to Walpolc, he was paid 4s. lOd. dally,
while in the King's employ. The recumbent statues of <iueen Elizabeth, and of
Mary Queen of Scots, are attributed to him ; it is certain that he made the monuments
of Spenser, Frances, HolUs, and the Countess of Buckingham.
Of the famous sculptors of a later date the most important in the series are Ron-

biliac and Rysbrnck. Scheemacker's Is also of the epoch, although inferior to the two
preceding- artists.

Roubiliae's gTandest works are in the Abbey. The monuments of his skill, here.
are those of Handel, his last work, and of the Duke of Argyle in the Poets' Comer,
that of Sir Peter "Warren in the north transept, and the celebrated one In St. John's
Chapel to Mr. and Mrs. Nightingale.
Ail the statues to these monuments are worthy of being rigidly studied

and the result will surely tend to a very high estimation of this artist's merits.
The Nlgtitlngnle monument, as it is usually called, demands an inquiry of another

nature. Docs not the embodying or manifestation of the awfulness of Death, in the
form of a human skeleton, enveloped in drapery, border on absurdity, or even pro-
faneness? It is both an sesthetic question and one of higher feeling of religious
awe.
Rysbrack may be well studied In the two monuments In the nave, at the entrance

to the choir, of Sir Isaac Newton and of the second Earl of Stanhope.
The statue of Shakespeare in Poets' Comer is a favorable specimen by Schce-

macker.
The names of other sculptors here, comprise a scries of great extent, mostlynative,

A work by Grinling Gibbons, in the north aisle of the nave, is not worthy of his re-
putation. Quellinus and Coysevox indicate a foreign origin, and Hubert Ic .Socur,
who made the equestrian statue at Chai-ing-cross, of Charles I., has also a specimen
of his art in the Abbey.
To come down to our own time, there arc fine works by the familiar names of

Bacon, Flaxman, Chautrey, NoUekens, Westmacott, Banks, and others. Of Hvmg
sculptors of distinguished merit may be cited Bally, Gibson, Calder, Marshall, and
several more.
The portrait statues arc doubly interesting, first, because they represent the featnres

of the individuals, and secondly, the accuracy of the costume of the times. The fea-
tures are mostly well-preserved, excepting those only of the Crusaders and of the
Countess of Lancaster, in the choir, which have much suflTered. Some few of tlie
portrait statues are habited in the Roman costume of former times. In future ages,
nevertheless, antiquaries will be sorely puzzled at the fanciful envelopes given by the
sculptors of our days, as exemplified in the statue ofthe late Sir Robert Pecl^ by Gib-
son, of Rome.
Among the sculptured statues forming the decoration or exemplification of the

virtues of the several individuals there will be seen an abundance of angels and
cherubs ; every virtue is personified in marble to excess. Figures of fame are blow-
ing trumpets. In this Christian Church there are statues of Minerva, Ncptone,
Hercules, with other Fagan deities; charity children are not omitted, and to complete
the variety there are not wanting Negroes and Red Indians. There arc here also a
great number of statues and statuettes cither of attendants, children of the deceased,
saints or others, as weepers over the deceased.
Nor are animals forgotten ; a couple of lions by Wilton are on the monnment of

General Wolfe. Two magnificent specimens of this king of animals by Flaxman,
on the;monument to thememory of Captain Jlontague, deserve the highest encomium;
It is at the west end of the north aisle.
The sculptures which may be considered as adjuncts to the architecture are very

numerous, and consist of a considerable number of saints in niches or on brackets.
Of these worthy of special notice are two statues now existing in the Chapter House
representing the Annunciation ; they are of a very simple and of archaic character
—probably their execution dates from the erection of this part of the Abbey. There
are equally in the upper spandrels of the north transept angels of grand character,
nearly life size. Casts have been lately taken of these, which may be seen to ad-
vantage where they are for the present placed, in the clerestory, by those who are
disposed to perambulate this part of the sacred edifice. Here will be found many
singular and Interesting sculptured corbels.
The chapel of Henry VII. alone contains more than one hundred statues of saints

In niches, and busts of angels on the cornice that runs round the chapel and part of
the side aisles ; the carvings to the seats are of great variety and excellence In
execution. Some of these carvings represent sacred subjects, whilst others are of a
profane character.
The chantry enclosing the tomb of Henry V. is .also profusely decorated with

statues and statuettes in niches as well as with bassi relievi. One Is said to represent
the coronation of the Sovereign. The whole are deeply imbue d with a good feeling
for fine art. '

'

To resume, ,ind give some idea of the immense amount of the wealth of sculptural
art herein contained, it m.iy be briefiy ststed that the Abbey possesses (Si recumbent
statues of life-size, several of these are of bronze, and have been highly gilt or richly
enamelled, the remains of this decoration being still visible. There are 46 portrait
statues, life-size or colossal, six sitting ,ind six kneeling portrait statues, and 93 busts
or medallion portraits.
Of allegorical statues, already alluded to, there are Ml, and beyond this vast amount

an almost unlimited number of bassi and alti-rclicvi, corbels and spandrels richly
sculptured of all epochs, besides the multitude ot heraldic representations of lions.
dogs, grifllns, and other animals, either natural or imaginative.

I trust it will be admitted that we possess in this magnificent Abbey, a mufiotmi c
sculpture eminently national, unequalled In extent In any other place or cotmtry,
surpassing beauty, and of the highest artistic excellence.
The study of this immense collection will afford Intense gratification tc

historian, the antiquary, the archaeologist, and the lover of fine art. The publl
ing Is becoming daily more awakened to the treasures we possess, and to tnc d'
nation to preserve tnem to our posterity.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH AUClllTECTS.

rE llrtt oftlinary gcnemlmectingforthc session iNkt-i of the Royal Institute of

Brltteh Awhilecta was held in the rooms. Conduit-street, Regent-street, on

]foBd«7 eTeniBS*. when the ehair was occupied by l^rofessorCocKERELL, R. A., the

President of the Institute,
, . . . .. . *, , *

Mr. T. Hatter Lewis, hon. see., read the minutes of proceedings at the last

BMeiinfir of last session, which were found correctly entered and contirmei*.

Q^qTAnmuai PH=fS to Students by Mr. Tite, J/.P.—Mr. T. Hayter Lewis read

» letter from Mr. Tite, M. 1'., which was as follows :

—

** ttoyal Crescent Hotel, UriKhton, :lrd November, 18*W.

•• My Dear Mr. LeMs.—The illness of one member of my family has sent me hither.

The same cause will prevent mv being present on Monday, which 1 very greatly

re&ret- ' P^av you to present these regrets and my eomnlimiuts to your kind and

learned lecturir, Mr. Sydnev Smirke, lamenting mv Inabilitv to hear him, which I

fWiT intended. May 1 also trouble you to say to the couneil tliat 1 should be very

ffratefUl to them if they would undertake to arrange for the distribution of an

annual prize of £.10 10s,. to be given in books or money, as they may deternune, to

the t)e8t set of sketches, or suggestions in the Italian styU of architt^cture, adapted

to modem wants, such as Churches, Town Halls. Kailway Termini and Stations,

Public Offices, Ac. I think the suggestions should not be less than twd" or more than

three, and should be confine<l to Associates and Studt-nls of the Institute. Of course by
Italian I mean the arcliitecture of Serlio. ralladio. Sansovino, Vignola. Inigo Jones,

Sir Christopher Wren, rerrault, &o., ie. This is ray hasty notice of what I wish,

which may be somewhat modilied, and, doubtless, improved. If thecouncil thought

well of it. and as they are a chartered body, I should be disposed to make this

prize a permanent one, even aftox I am gone. It may be modilied, ot course, but mv
object is to promote and encourage the study of this class of architecture. A\ itli

compliments to the council „. ^^,?J"' *^' ,-*^
(Signed) William Tite.

On the moUon of JFr. KOB ert Kebr, a special vote of thanks was passed to air

Tite for his kind letter.
, ^ ^ ,,,*., *,

Mr Penrose Honorary Foreign Corresponding Secretary, read a list ol donations

to the Institute, which included the following :- (From the Architectural Publication

Society^ the *' l>ictionary of Architecture." No. 2, part 11 ; (from the Metropolitan

BoardofWorksl, Report of the 3Ietropolitan Board of Works, No. 40; (from the

MetrupoUtan Hoard of Works). Account and Abstract, showing the Itcceiptand hx-
penditnre undir the several distinct heads, from 26th March, 18.51), to 20th March,

18ao also Summary SCatements of nil Contract*. &c. ; (from the Royal Engineers),

"Professional Papers of the Corps of Royal Engineers," Vol. 9, new series;

(trom the .Societv of Antiquaries). *' Arclwologia, or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to

Antiquitv," Vol'. SJSth. No. 7 ; Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of London

;

(from the author), " The Art of Illuminating,What it was What it slionld be, and How
it should be l^ractised," an Essay by 3Ir. Digby Wyatt, architect ; (from Mr. Calvert

Vaux, through Mr. U- Truefitt, Fellow), Third Annual Report of the Board of Com-
missioner* ofthe Central Park, New York ; (trom the author). " Romanesque Archi-

tecture in Germany," with an especial reference to theMonuments on the Lower
Rhine; (from the author), " Victorian Architecture, a Few AVords to show that a

National architecture adapted to the wants of the imh Century is attainable," By
Thomas Harris, architect ; (irom Sir. Joseph Adsliead), Steam-raft su^-irested as a

means of .'^icurity to Human Life upon the Ocean. By George Catlin :
" Journal of the

Boyal Geographical Society," Vol. 2y, " Proceedings of the Society," Vol 4, No8.2, 3,

and4; A Brief Programme of the Economic Museum, or Repertory of U«elul

Knowledge for Erery-day Life ; (from the Association), Si.xth Annual Report of the

Directors of the Association for Promoting Improvement in the Dwellings and
Domestic Condition of Agricultural Labourers in Scotland, and Supplementary Re-
port, by James C. Walker, architect, and secretary of the Association; (from the

Architectural Institute of Scotland). Transactions of the Institute, Session 1858-9;

itnm the Society), Proceedings of the Liverpool Architectural and Archaiological

Society. 1858-9; (from the Royal Society), "Proceedings of the Royal Society," \ ol.

10, Nos. 39 and 40; (from the Society), •* Transactions of the Historic Society ol

Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol. 9, Session ia5fi-7
;
(from the Royal Institution of Great

Britain), " Notices of the Proceedings of the Meetings of the Members of the Insti-

tution." Part 10; (from the EccleBiological Society), " The Ecclesiologist," Nos.
139 and 140; (from the Canadian Institute), the "Canadian Journal," for July and
September, I860; (from the Society), the "Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural
HutOTT Magazine," Vols. 6 and 7 ; (from the Royal Academy), Report of the
Council of the Royal Academy, 1800; (from Mr. E. C. .Robins), Coombe Cliffe House,
Croydon.' Surrey (lithmfraph) ; (from Mr. G. Somers Clarke), four mounted photo-
graphs of No. 100, St. John-street, Smithficld ; (from Mr. O. Hansard) 32 plates pub-
fished by the Society of Antiquaries; (from the same), 21 views of Florence; (from
Mr. James Renwickjun., and Mr. William Rodrique), view of the Cathedral of New
York (a large lithograph) ; {from Mr. J. W. Panworth), a portion of the bird's-eye

plan of Paris, showing the buildings around the Louvre and Tuileries during, the
18th century; &,c., &c.
Professor Donaldson proposed a vote of thanks to the donors, many of whom

bad sent rare and interesting contributions to the library. Looking at one of the
contributions, he was sorry that the volume which contained so eloquent and
jadie-ious a memoir, so graphic a tribute to the memory, genius, and character of Sir

Charles Barry, was silent about the scene of his funeral in Westminster Abbey.
Such an important circumstance, he thought, ought to have found a record in the
volume to which he referred ; there ought to have been a record of those who took
part in the funeral and of the whole ceremony ; and if such a record of transactions
were to be kept it ought to have been in the volume to which he referred. He then
passed a warm culogium on the genius, taste, and great knowledge of construction
possessed by their friend Mr. Scott, who occupied a high position in the architectural
world, and to whom they ought to feel extremely obliged for his valuable contribu-
tions during the session. The learned Professor then alluded to a paper read by Mr.
Edward Barry—a paper which was conceived in good taste, reflected a fine mind,
showed a vast grasp of intellect, and exhibited genuine genius. Then they were
indebted to Mr. Di^by Wyatt for two papers—one on "Illuminated MSS.,'' and the
otlieron Sir Charles Barry. The illustrations accompanying Mr. Wyatt's papers
were very beautiful.

Mr. G. Gilbert Scott had great pleasure in seconding the motion for a vote of
thanks to the donors. And he would call the attention of the Council of the Institute
not to trust too much to the Increase of the library by such gifts, for if they looked
through the catalogue of the library they would find it was extremely imperfect. If

they wished to refer to works in the higher class of architecture which could not be
found in the library of a private individual, they would naturally expect to find them
in the library of the Institute, but upon trial they almost always failed to do so.

Could there not be appointed a small standing committee of two or three members
of the Council to look cm-^tantl^' to this matter, and to see that books which ought
to be there were placed io the Iibrarv? They ought at once to take steps in the
matter, without waiting for years and years ; and, if necessary, they ought to borrow
money for the purpose of making their library something like what the library of the
Architectural Institute ought to oe—(Applause).
The Chairman thought Mr. Scott had brought upon himself the burden, as behad

originated it, of proposing the appointment of a committee.
Mr. (j. GiLiiERT Scott— I almost think there has been such a committee; I don't

know whether It sits now.
Mr. C. C. IfEL80!» said such a committee did exist, but their labors were regulated

by tiie funds at the command of the Institute. Last year they were rather pressed,
having no surplus fund, but he had no doubt that next year there would be a surplus
araUahlc for the purpose.
Mr. G. Gilbert Scott—Conid there not be a small voluntary subscription in aid

of the object ?

Mr. T. UArRB Lewis thought that, at the end of this year, they should be able,

not only to clear off all charges upon them, but have a balance in hand to be devoted
to such purposes as might be deemed requisite.

Mr. Charles Barry hoped that similar exertions to those made by the members
of the Institute to meet an extraordinary expenditure for the last two years would
not be wanting when the same need existed for carrying out so desirable and
important and essential an object as that which Mr. Scott had pointed out.

l*rofessor Donaldson hoped the catalogue of the library would not be published
until it was possessed of such works as those referred to by Mr. Scott. The library

ought to bo considered as a part of the principal, of the mam capital, of the Institute,

lie thought there would be no harm in taking a couple of hundred or three hundred
pounds to get such books as those referred to by Mr. Scott, and he was sure tliat if

Mr. Scott made a proposition on the subject he would be listened to. He had plea-

sure, however, in saying that there was not, in any capital in Europe, a more complete
or better architectural library than was to be found within the walls of the Institute

—(hear, hear)—they had a library which, though not complete, was wortli some
thousands or pounds. The library did want some books which they ought to
possess themselves of, and ho hoped that such books would soon be added to it.

The motion lor a vote of thanks to the donors was then put from the chair, and
carried unanimously.
The Diploma Qta-ation. —'hlr. Godwin said he found from the business paper that

the consideration of the proposal of the Council on the subject of arohitoctural
examinations was to be resumed on the 12th inst. (Monday next). He boliovod that
replies had been received from several provincial societies, and he understood that
the Architectural Association had set apart two evenings for the discussion of the
question, lie had also heard that the Scottish architectural societies had not yet
considered the question, and under these circumstances he moved that the adjourned
consideration of the subject by the Institute bo deferred until December 10th.

The motion was seconded, and unanimously agreed to.

Neio ..l/cmftcrs.—The following gentlemen, having been balloted for, were elected
members of the Institute :—Mr. William Milford Teulou, Associate, of 4"*, Guildford-
street, Russell-square; Mr. Kdward ilabcrshon, Associate, of :{/, Bedford-place,
Uussell-squaro; Mr. Alfred Porter, Associate, of Fort-place, Bermoudsey ; Mr.
George Thomas Bobinson. of Leamington ; as Fellows.
Mr. Sydney Smirke, K.A., then read the following paper, which was entitled

RECOLLECTIONS OF SICILY.

THERE is probably no part of Europe which, within such narrow limits, oflers to
the traveller so many objects of archajolo^'icaland artistic interest as Sicilv, and yet

it may be truly said that hardly any part of Europe is so little visited by t)ie archi-
tectural or antiquarian tourist. The causes of this neglect may, perhaps, be lound in

the fact that the island lies out of the ordinary track of tourists; itotiors but few of
the facilities for internal travelling found in most other countries of Europe, and
therefore cannot be traversed without a good deal of personal inconvenience. The
inns are, for ,the most part, wretchedly bad, and are often altogether wanting;
bridges are few in number, and roads are often mere mule-tracks. Sometimes^
indeed, the only road-^if road it may be called-is the dry bed of a mountain
stream.
Whatever may have been the causes, certain it is that Sicily has been very imper-

fectly explored by artists and archaiologists, although it is a land abundantly rich

in tlic remains of every age of historical interest: ITioenician, Greek, Roman,
Arabian. Norman, and Medieval.

I will not dwell on the strong claims this island has on the attention of the natur-
alist. It is here only in Europe that we find growing wild th3 papyrus and the
palm, productions which seem to link it with the East, and aid the remains of
Saracenic art in recalling to our memories the age of the caliphs, whilst there are
not wanting traces of architecture whlchforcibly remind us of the times of our first

Henries and Richards.
So multifarious, indeed, is the interest with which this sequestered island is in-

vested, that I cannot but be surprised at the slender amount of knowledge usually
possessed by even the best informed artists and antiquaries on the subject of Sicily.

I feel persuaded, therefore, that I shall be excused if I venture to occupy your
attention for a short time whilst I bring before your notice a condensed record of my
recollections of a professional tour made in that country by me upwards of thirty

years ago.
In most countries of Europe observations made from notes of bo old a

date would be obsolete or of little value, or, perhaps, wholly inapplicable
to the present day ; but I think I need entertain no such apprehension in
this case. Until the memorable events of the last few months. Sicily has
long been, as it were, a land of the dead for the purposes of the
traveller or the student; neither its moral, political, nor physical im-
provement has been developed or attempted under its later dynasties, but both
the place and its population have remained stagnant, noglocted, overlooked, and
asleep. Let me refer, for example, to that silent and dormant wilderness offanti-
quities which extends for miles over the site of the ancient Selinus, wliere, some 30
or 40 years ago. two young English artists, Mr. Harris and Mr. Angell, turned up a
few stones and found on them fine specimens of archaic Greek sculpture. Tlie

attention was awakened of the sleeping antiquaries, who seemed never to have dreamt
that such treasures existed beneath the dense mantle of cactus and myrtle-trees that
lay over the prostrate temples. Yet, when I visited those ruins a few years after-

wards, this discovery appeared to have led to but trifling further researches ; the up-
turned metopes were deposited, it is true, in the nearest museum, but were still being
gazed at with barren astonishment : they were talked about abundantly by that
loquacious and inactive people, but the interesting discovery excited few efibrts to
explore the mine which the stranger had opened to their hands, and the listless anti-

quaries were again folding their arms and composing themselves for another cycle of
sleep.

There were, no doubt, a few individuals more enlightened than their fellows, who
wrote their "saggie " and "trattati;" but, like earthworms, thoy labored sedulously
only on the spot where they chanced to be born, with little consciousness of what
was going on around them In the outer world.
Some idea may bo formed of the contracted vision and tepid zeal ofthe.se local

savans, from the I'act communicated to me on the spot, that a very eminent antiquary
ofCatania, whohad written and published much on archaeological subjects, had never
in his life been at Syracuse; and that Fisani, a local «nra?j^, who wrote a work on
the sculptures discovered by Harris and Angell, had never himself visited the spot
where they had been discovered.

I would by no means include in this category such authors as Hittorf. and Serra-
difaleo, an(l our own writer Gaily Knight, whose finely-illustrated works are noble
contributions to our art, and are ample expositions of the known remains ; but even
they have done little towards increasing the stores of antiquarian knowledge. The
great cities of antiquity in Sicily owe their ruin, not so much to gradual decay as to
external violence, such as sieges, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions. Sudden and
general bonleversmeiis of this nature—overwhelming a whole city—may be reasonably
expected to have caused the interment of much that is valuable to the artist and the
antiquary without positively destroying it. Such proved actually to have been the
case at Selinus, as I have just stated, and it cannot be doubted that much remains
throughout Sicily to reward the labors of a diligent explorer.

I will now request you to accompany me whilst 1 cursorily review some of the
objects of professional interest that presented themselves to me on my tour.
My course commenced at the beautiful port and city of Messina, many of whose

handsome buildings I found still bearing marks of the ravages of repeated earth-
quakes. There is, however, not much here to attract the attention or invite the
study of the architectural student. The cathedral is not without considerable
interest, presenting, as it does, specimens of almost every successive stvle, from
Byzantine to Cinque-cento ; whilst the pillars of the nave consist of shafts dorired
from the ruins of some far more ancient temple; affording an example of the
practice once so prevalent throughout Italy of the adaptation of Classic rolios &>
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Christian purposes. This practice, founded on expediency and prevalent anions; the
builtli-is oft he early churches.is analog'ous to that wliicli also prevailed iu the earlyages
of Christiauity, ot attennpting' to reconcile I'a^jan dootrinos and rites to the principles

of Christian thcolog)', for the i>urpose, it should seem, ofmaking' the work'<)fcon vers ion

more easy for the missionary, and more acccptahle to the convert. Whether this

Wiis a justltiahle in.strument is open to doubt, but cerlainly it was carrying the
doctrine of expediency very far when it was thought proper to dedicate churches to

a. Mercurio and fita. Venera.
In various parts of tlie city may be observed examples of late Gothic somewhat

purer, or, at least, somewhat more nearly allied to our own Northern (iothic, than
is usually met with on tlie adjacent continent of Italy. I am but little acquainted
with Spanish (jotliic, but I am inclined to suspect that the later <iothic of .Sicily will

be found to resemble it in many respects. Tliere is here an octaffon tower, mucli
uhattered by earthquakes, and but little of it left to identify its age, which is

traditionally reported to have been erected by our iirst Kichard, and which bears
his name.
A small early Xorman church which I observed at the southern extremity of the

city, cjilled i-,n"JS'unziatella, is remarkable for liaving* on its door-jambs, inlaid iu
colored marble or porpliyry, part of an Arabic inscription purporting to be in
honor of SU'ssala, a .Saracen chief. Those jambs had, no doubt, formed part of
some previously-existing building, which the Rfoslcm masons, employed by their
Nornniu couriuerors, were glad of the opportunity of reinstatinfj. It struck me at
once as much resembling the ornament designated by Dr. King in '* Munimenta
AntUiUiu''' the*'- scribbled ornament," which may possibly be an Kastern tradition,
testifying to the Oriental origm of some of the features of the medieval architecture
of lOiirope.

I purpose in these notes to confine myself almost exclusively to professional
subjecis, but I may say, iu passing, that near Messina I observed a treadmill very
similar to tlie machine winch, with us, has obtained so unenviable a notoriety, but
which liere was worked in the open air by six no doubt perfectly honest women for
the purpose of pressing calico.

The next place I visited was Taormina. after passing the Gothic fort of St. Alcssia,
which had been repaired by Knglish engineers during the late war ; passing also La
Forza. a small town, which although built high np on tlie side of a mountain, was
described as grievously liable to be" afiUcted with malaria, and affording an instance
of the uppareuliy capricous, but subtle and inscrutable character of that insidious
scourge,
Taormina is placed on a most commanding eminence, and is said to have been the

last city iu Sicily to yield to the Arabian invaders. Hero are very interesting re-
mains of an hypa3thral theatre, a naumachia, and a reservoir for ^vater, resembling
the "I'iscinarairabilis,"on the Neapolitan coast; its groined vaulting rests on piers
of brickwork coated over with cement 2^ inches thick; tliere are also many tombs of
Classical character. Among the ruins of the theatre I observed examples of the
practice of the Koman masons of lining the surface of stone with extremely thin
slabs, I might almost call them tilms, of colored marble. It is a nicety open to much
question wliether this practice comes under the denunciation of shams in archi-
tecture. The block of common limestone so lined presents the appearance of a
marble, which it is not. It is, therefore, so far deceptive ; yet, in fact, a charge of
fraud seems scarcely tenable, seeing that the material used is really what it seems to
te, although the quantity of the precious substance falls far short of its apparent
bulk. 1 cannot leave Taormina without remarking how these vast and silent ruins
testify to the vicissitudes to which the island has been subjected. Numerous
and prosperous must have been the population of this city when one of
its places of amusement alone was capable of receiving 30,(XK) spectators. A few
straggling dreary streets exist to mark the site of this great centre of ancient
civilisation. 3Iy next resting-place was Catania, a city which owes its modern and
regular appearance to the frightful eruption and earthquake of 1093, which destroyed
the old city and devastated the surrounding country, causing extensive districts to
be covered with volcanic scoria, which remains to this day piled up in amorphous
masses, dark and arid, relieved by few indications of vegetation, except where the
eaotus has found a hold for its roots [in the hollows and indentations of this wide
waste of cinders. Beneath the surface on which the city is built lies another bed of
volcanic ashes, and within this bed lie the remains of various tine Koman buildings,
including a noble amphitheatre, itself built of blocks of lava, and vaulted witli
pumice stone, the products of still remoter eruptions, so persistent has been the
activity of these Ktnean fires. The application of volcanic scoria or pumice to the
construction of the vaulting of the corridors of this amphitheatre is worthy of
observation, and bears witness to the constructive ability of the Koman builders;
the springings and various main ribs are executed in very sound brickwork, whilst
the interstices, spandrels, and other parts of the vaulting, are wholly executed with
this light, yet hard material in its rough state, but ruu in solidly with I'ozzolana
cement. Tliat this mode of construction is substantial is evident from the permanence
of the work in these ancient corridors. The dome of the I'antheon, at Home, is exe-
cuted in the same manner, and has stood the sieges, earthquakes, and all other
causes of damage and decay, for nearly y,0(iO years.
Perhaps I may here be permitted to say that I think it wortliy of inquiry whether

a safe, permanent, perhaps even economical, vaulting might not be similarly executed
With coL-e, a material which has many of the properties of a volcanic scoria, is

,

extremely light, and yet so hard as to be able, like the diamond, to scratch glass.
, Notwithstanding the labors of Prince liiscari, much remains unexplored in this
amphitheatre, and still more of the adjoining Odeon, which was also entombed, hke
Herculaneum, beneath the fiery sliowcr. Far below the present surface and beneath
the modern Duomo lie the remnants of a magnificent building, used during the occu-
pation of the Romans as public baths. Glimpses of its ornamented halls are obtain-
able by descending to a considerable depth, with ladders and torches, into the exca-
vated portions of the building.
There are also various other Roman antiquities, of less importance, but testifying

to the wealth and population of this now half-deserfed spot—evidence, too, ot the
deplorable want of energy and enterprise in the Government and in the people, who
can permit objects of so much interest and historical value to be unexplored under
tfaeir very feet.

A spacious and handsome Benedictine monastery is one of the most conspicuous
modern buildings of Catania. It existed before the great convulsion of l(i03, and
Us exem])tion from the common calamity is attributed to the wonderful forbearance
of the flood of lava, which, after having destroyed in its course all around it,

miraculously stopped abruptly short as it approached the sacred edifice.

_
Tlie museum of Prince Biscari here is well known to most European antiquaries ;

it is rich in fictile works and bronzes, and contains some good sculpture, including a
torso of the highest character of Greek art. There is in the town also a small col-
lection of natural history. Another similar collection is at the University; and a
tiiird, consisting of objects of natural history and of works of mechanical art, con-
tained in four or five good-sized rooms at the monastery to which I have just
*Uuded.
The road from Catania westward lies over a tract of country once so fertile as to

Save become the fabled cradle of agriculture; but now, through neglected drainage,
U Is little better than an unproductive waste. A few miles inland is the Bevierc, or
I<ago di Lentini, the drainage of which was one of the labors of Hercules, and one
in which ho ctTtaiulv showed but little engineering skill, for the lake is to this day a
wiehtful source of malaria.
The next pluce of interest, in my progress along the coast, was Syracuse, a city of

JUg'hest historic interest but presenting an extraordinary scene ofdecay and desolation.
An inconsideriible seaport now, it was '.J.OOo years ago a great centre of luxury and
^Lvilisation, the extent of which may be judged by the vast tract of country strewed
with the fragments of buildings. The ride from one extremity of these heaps of
tlUns to the other occupies sonm hours, and almost every step passes over some
uerauant of fallen grandeur. I shall not stop to enumerate the various objects of
iBtcrest here. The theatres, tombs, temples, Latomic, have all been described by

travellers, although by no meann Illustrated or, indeed, examined atr carefully and
thoroughly as they deserve ; and there can be no doubt that an earnest, tntelligent,
ami systematic exploration of that which lies beneath this wild scene of decay, over-
throw and dilapidation would be abundantly productive.
The labor of riding and scrambling over thusc relics of antiquity was, In my case,

agreejibly relieved by a boat excursion up the Cyane.asmall stream having its sonrco
in a lake of inconsiderable size, which produces the papyrus in great abundance; t
was informed that this is the only habitation of that aciiuatic plant In Kurope ; at all
events its occurrence is of extreme rarity there. It is. Indeed, a graceful and evca
noble reed-like plant, of which tJie value and importance have yielded, Iu modern
estimation, to the superior claims of old rags.
In the ancient and entirely ruined part of the city, called Neapolls, are two ruined

towns named the Epipolo, parts of the ancient fortifications which are traceable over
a great extent.
Shortly previous to my visit several subterranean galleries had been discovered

within these fortifications. The theory of the local antiquaries is that they had Ix^en
formed as sally-ports in case of a siege. The gallery I nn-asured was 9 feet wide, and
is covered by a fiat segmental arch ;.a fact of some interest If the workmanship could
be satisfactorily proved to belong to the Greek period, which appearances, as well aa
the history of Syracuse, seem to favor.
In the more modern part of the city, called Ortygia, are some interesting remnants

of medieval date, for the most part, widely difleringfrom the type of northern Kurope.
The Duomo, itself, is an epitome of the vicissitudes to which the city has been sub-
jected. Tlio side walls consist of a range of Greek Doric columns, portion, probably,
of some temple. The inter-columnations are walled up with more modern masonry.
The principal front is a somewhat overloaded modem composition, whilst the ceiling
within is, undoubtedly, medieval.

I visited the museum here, which was small, consisting exclusively of mlscellaneoua
antiquities found in the town and its neighbourhood. It contained a statue ot Venus,
life-size, found In the quarter of the ancient city called Acladina, near the entrance
into the catacombs. I should here mention that, as the port of Syracuse is more
frequented by visitors, naval ofl^icers, and others, than probably any other ruined site

in the island, a somewhat htrge and active traffic is carried on here in antiquities of
very doubtful genuineness. Considerable bags full of Syracuse coins were freely
offered to me by dealers of questionable character, and there are local potters wlio
have acquired a dangerous dexterity in the manufacture of terra cottas.

I must not dwell on the I.atomic, the ancient stone quarries here, though present-
ing scenes highly picturesque and interesting ; nor on the so-called Kar of Dionyslns,
about which so many fantastic, though by no means plausible, theories are pro-
pouuded. Nor does my time admit of my entering upon any description of^the
numerous tombs of undoubted Classic a^e ; nor on the far-famed fountain of
Arethusa, whose poetical character is sadly at variance with its present degraded
asj^ect. Much of the dirty linen of the modern Syracusans seems to be cleansed
in it.

1 must, however, allow myself to note that, somewhat removed from the city, Is a
small church, dedicated to St. Marcian, which is reputed to be one of the earliest
Christian buildings in Europe. The crypt of this church, containing the sarcophafua
of the saint, wears certainly an aspect of extreme antiquity. A seat in it, which ia

regarded with great reverence as ttie first episcopal tlirone m existence, consists of a
Koman Ionic capital, inverted so as to make the volutes form, as it were, the elbows
of the seat.

From Syracuse I was induced to deviate inland from the main road skirting the
coast by the accounts that had reached me, from time to time, of certain remarkable
excavations then in progress by the Baron Jutica on his own estates near Palarmolo,
about twenty-four miles from Syracuse,
After riding that distance, 1 had to pass the night at a Capuchin convent, for here

a traveller who quits the main road soon finds himself without even the slender
accommodation of a locanda.
Less than a mile from I'alarruolo were the excavations that I sought for. The

hill of Acramonte, where they are situated, is the site of the ancient city of Acne.
The Baron considered, from the evidence afforded by the remains he had himself
discovered, that on this spot originally stood a I'hcenician city, that it had been suc-
cessively inhabited by Greeks, Romans, Christians and Saracens. There are here
remains, only in part excavated, of a theatre and an odeon ; the former similar to
that at Syracuse, but smaller. There is also a traumachia, an amphitheatre, a
forum, various temples, and numerous tombs.
These multifarious ruins lie like geological strata, successively superimposed on

each other. The lowest excavation, about 30 feet below the general surface, presents
remains of what the Baron pronounced to be a kind of barracks with a prison,
attached. There arc fifteen rooms leading into each other, and In one of these rooms
is a shaft leading down into some deeper, and still unexplored recesses.

Several pits also have been discovered, into which various horizontal subterraneous
passages lead from the outer surface of the hill.

The purpose of these singular excavations is not obvious ; the Baron's opinion
seemed to be that they were intended as vents for dangerous vanors pent up within
the bowels of the earth in this volcanic district. There is indeed an extinct volcano
at no great distance from this spot.
Some remarkable bas-reliefs are cut on the face of the rock, at or near the foot of

this hill of Acramonte. These Santoni, as they are locally called, are of very
archaic and almost Persepolitan character ; but my view was too hasty and super-
ficial to admit of my forming any opinion as to their precise age.
Baron Jutica's Sluseum was rich in bronze and terra cottas ; some bearing

Phoenician characters, otliers of decidedly Greek workmanship ; others, again, Roman.
These articles are as various in their natm"c, as may be supposed, seeing that they

are derived from the reliquiK of a great city. Many glass vessels were found of im-
disputed I'hcenician workmanship ; some of opaque glass, others colored tlieir whole
substance. Among many other curious objects was an armlet of iron plated with
silver.

I proceeded afterwards to explore a remarkable necropolis at Ipsica, about 5 miles
from Acramonte. It lies in a rocky valley, and consists of a multitude of aaverns,
cut in the face of the rock, which being stratified in regular horizontal beds, offers
great facilities for such excavations. Many of these caverns are catacombs lined
with tombs, on some of which early Christian inscriptions, in Greek characters, are
still traceable. There are, however, many caverns without any indication of inter-
ments^having been made, and Ifound that the prevalent, not improbable, belief on the
spot is that this valley presents the remains of a troglodyte city, occupied by the
earliest, perhaps Celtic, inhabitants of the island, and that it had been in after times
applied to the purposes of sepulture.

It is worthy of remark, as perhaps confirmatory of this local opinion, that at
Modica, a town scarcely a day's journey off, there are many separate habitations,

and even streets, formed exactly as these caverns at Ipsica are formed, by exca-
vating the face of a cliff, or rather the escarpment of a stratified rock.

I should, however, state, as regards this valley of Ipsica, the decided opinion of the
Baron was that the caves had been originally excavated by the early Christian popu-
lation expressly for burial ; that it was, in fact, a great Christian necropolis.

It seems to me not improbable that these rocks may have been excavated and
dwelt in by the earliest occupants of the island, and that long afterwards the deserted
caves may have been regarded as a fitting resting place for the bones of the earliest

Christians. Nothing, indeed, can well be imagined more secluded and desolate than
this rocky valley : well illustrating the difference of feeling on the subject of sepul-

ture between the Christians and the Pagans who were wont to parade their tombs
along the highways and by the road side.

Prom Gommossa to Terranuova the road lies over a riehly-cultivated but sontc-

what sandy and perfectly level plain, apparently redeemed from the sea ; gradually
upheaved, perhaps, by subterrauean forces, such as have undoubtedly operated and
possibly may be still operating, iu this volcanic region.

Prom thence by Palma I reached Girgcuti, adjacent to the ruins of Agrigentum.
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: ruins, for they have had a
Wilkiiis has

I will not dwell in any detail on theao highly interestlu^^

Mr share ot the attention of the architectural and antiquarian world.
mntnted aonie of them ; Uittorf and Serrodifalio have published careful lllua*

tntiomM of them ; and 1 need not remind you that our accomplishod Trosidcnt g^avc

mmeh atteBtton to them.
Tho tcnf^ea, which are specially referred to in my own notes, aro those of Juno

liiMiBa, ^McreolM, of I'oucord, of Jupiter Olympius, of .Ksculapius, of I'roser-

piaa^andof CaUorand VoUux. At Icat^t such are the diitk's to whom thit^e rtiius

hne been aw^ed by the local antiquaries. Host of tlie buildin<;s present but a
eottftiaed maaa of muUlattxl blocks aud fraj^ments piled together; tliis is especially

the ease at the Temple of Hercules, and that of Castor and I'oUux ; so confused a

> have they beoome, that it is impossible to define their plan on a mere superticial

_-jae (^the blocks of stone thus piled toj;;«thcr are of colossal dimensions. Kven
at the small Temple of I'roserpina, I measured a block S ft. in. by 3 ft. loi in., by
2 Jt 10 in., wci<;hinjr. then-fore, live or six tons.

Indeed, there are, when viewinj; these stupendous ruins, few thinfifs that excite

more surprise in the mmd of the architectural observer than the wonderful solidity

of the mt>ie of buildini: practised by these tJreeks. It is not flatterin»i- to contemplate
the wide difference of practice in tliis respect between the builders of the 0th cen-
tury before, and of the yth century alter the Christian era. It was a saying of
Plato, as reported bv .Elian, that " the people of A^ij;entum built as if they were to

live for ever, and feastetl as if they were always about lo die. " .Elian {^oes on to say
that "Tini*-eus reports that they use oil flasks and strigils of silver, and.had entire

couches of ivor>'.

It should not however be overlooked that the contract between the domestic archi-

tecture of the Greeks and that of our present generation would probably have gone
Car to redress the balance, if the Greeks had left behind them any adequate means of
comparison.
Thetemples ofJuno and Concord are the least mutilated, and in their ruin present

most beautiful and picturesque objects.
The Temple of Jupiter is the most remarkable both for its magnificent size, with

the flutes of its columns 14 inches wide, and for the singular example it offers

of the use of caryatides in interior temple architecture. These caryatides were
built up in courses,'like columns, and are about *'5 feet high, and G feet across the

hips. One was lying on its back, having, at the period of my visit, been recently

put together by Slguor ToUti. There had been then found portions of nine other
similar statues.

An idea of the huge proportions of this temple may be gathered from the fact that
the'diameter of the columns of the peristyle is considerably more than half as great
as tnat ot the monument on Fish -street-hill.

Little need be said of the modem town of Girgenti ; it is built very irregularly,

but is of some extent, and is not without some visible signs of a certain degree of
{)rospcrity. There is an extensive ecclesiastical seminario, and a cathedral. The
atter is a modem structure, remarkable for a porta-voce, which it is usual to point
out to the notice of strangers. Although the building is of great length, a low
whisper at the west door is said to be distinctly audible behind the altar at the
eastern end, and that notwithstanding the interception of a transept. I had, how-
ever, no opportunity of observing the phenomenon myself, on account of the sounds
attending the performance of service at the period of both my visits to the building.
I should add that the nave consists of a Doric colonnade, with a continuous, un-
broken entablature—a circumstance, no doubt, favorable to the conveyance of sound.
The baptismal font is remarkable, being an ancient sarcophagus, of classic work-

nuBShip, applied to this very different purpose. The sides are sculptured with
flnres about three feet high, ihe subjects being taken from Thoedra and Hyppolitus,
Many doors and windows and other details are met with in the town of Girgenti

of Norman architecture, in which the chooron ornament is profusely used—a pecu-
liarity the more noticeable from the general absence of that ornament in Italy, con-
tributing, therefore, to strengthen the presumption that the Norman adventurers
brought their arts as well as their arms to this island.

I cannot qmt Girgenti without here bearing testimony to the kind courtesy of
Si£;nor Politi, a highly cultivated antiquaiy and scholar, whose refinement was the
more striking when found amidttt a semi -barbarous and ignorant people. Nor can I

in these desultory notes refrain from jotting down tlie inscription which I o!>8erved
painted on the exterior of his bookcase, bearing melancholy testimony to the irregu-
lar habits of some of his ungrateful visitors :—

" Perduto o multi libri col pra^starli

;

Contentati, letter, sol di mirarli

;

Se dell'aoviso a profittar se' inabile,
Un grand minchione sci imminchionabile."

A ride of forty miles over a level and richly cultivated country brought me to
Seiacca. a large, rambling town, wearing an aspect of so much poverty as to excite
one's regret that a country so richly endowed by nature should not be in the hands
of a more active and industrious ))eople.
The only architectural object here was a convent of nuns, outside the Eastern gate,

which was a large and striking building of perfectly medieval character, and, as far
as could be judged from the exterior, but little modernised. The impossibility of
Graining admission of course greatly increased my desire to enter ; a visit to the in-
terior would doubtless have been, as it were, to step back at once into the middle ages
but mv curiosity was not destined to be gratified. Twenty-four milesridebroughtmeto
Castel Vitiano, a town at no great distance from the rums of Selinunte. This ancient
City is now only a dreary waste of mutilated masonry. It is, in fact, even more
entirely mined than Agrigentum. It appears to have been built upon two low hilla
apse to the seaside. Little of all this vast tract of ruin is now traceable, except some
«r the external walls, and portions of some temples. Whilst wandering over these
relics of a iwealthy and active population, long since passed away, I met with a well
of undoubted antiquity and of peculiar construction, being lined with cyUnders of
terra-cotta. still in excellent preservation. This Greek mode of forming a well
spears to me to be on a sounder, more sensible, and more workmanlike principle of
construction than the modern mode of steining wells with bricks or small stones.
The internal diameter of these cylinders is 2 feet 1 inch, the uppermost cylinder
being a trifle larger : the thickness of the sides is about 1 inch, and their ends arc
toickened to 1^ inch, for the purpose of increasing their strength and giving them a
Otna bearing on each other. The durability of this mode of construction is proved
•ttettctorily enough by the present perfect condition of this example, and that it
would exclude impure and superficial springs better than ordinary brick steining
must be obvious.
Adjacent to the ruins of the city are the remnants of three fine Doric temples. That

wJ"Cn i» the farthest from the sea i.s of magnificent dimensions, very little smaller
tJun the great temple at Agrigentum. I will not dwell on these temples, for they
nave been already made familiar to most of us by various published Illustrations.
Their style is somewhat heavy and archaic. The metopes found here by one respected
»ember, Mr. Angell. together with Mr. Harris, are well known to all of us, casts
being in oar great nattooal mvsenm. These bas-reliefs are carved in a limestone,
qnaniedat the Latomla of Campo Bello, seven or eight miles distant, which appears
to have supplied materials for much of the architecture of the ancient city ; although
many fragments of statuary marble are to be found scattered about. At this quarry,
which I did not fail to visit, I observed the mode adopted ofgetting out the cylindrical
blocks or dnnns for the shafts of the colums. They appear to have .been cut or
seaflled oat mn/u from the living rock, the cylindrical blocks being worked out to
nearly their troc size and form, by forming a channel, or interval all round, so as to
render them insulated, although still undetached from the living rock. The length
of each bloc k was of course regulated by the depth ot the cutting around it, or rather,
i>eTbapB.by the depth of the vertical face of the rock at its escarpment.

'i»J»" ff*^^
cases J found these dmms 10 feet high. By what process they were

,
attached and lifted from the parent rock docs not appear from any indication
tbU'l could discover, Many oi these portions of great Doric coliunns remain in

various stages of completion at the quarrv, just where they have lain undisturbed
ever since the overthrow of the Seliuuntmes in 409 B.C.
What a picture of retrogression do these appearances present ! When the world

was not much more than half as old as it is now, there existed here a quiet, rich, and
even civilized population.
That the peoi)le were vigorous and energetic, we see plainly by their works ; that

they were highly civilized, we may infer from the character of their art; yet now
the silence of desolation prevails amidst a scanty and degenerate people who allow
all these remnants of their ancient greatness to lie unheeded.
As to Alarsala. my next resting place, 1 have a livelier recollection of its win&

than of any more professional object of research. I have a few notes, however, on the
cathedral here, which is an ancient ornate, but modern, sty le, with marble pillars, said
(but I know not with what truth) to have been originally intended as a present or
oblation to the chapel of S. Thomas S. lieckct at Canterbury. It is unnecessary here
for me inquire how far these Koman Doric pillars would have consorted with the
architecture of that venerable archiep iscopal pile.

From thence I proceeded to Trapani (where is a great fishery for the shells used
by the carvers of Cameo ornaments), and then Catalfimi (or more properly Calatafiml),
and three or four miles beyond the latter i)lace brought me, over a rugged, moun-
tainous country, to the remains of ancient Segesta.
Except the striking and beautiful remains of the one well-known temple, and part

of the external walls of an araphit lieatre, the whole city presents an undiatinguishabio
mass of mutilated iragments of worked stone, covering a very extensive area, and
battling all attempts at deftnin"- any separate building; never was there a picture
of more complete destruction, but it cannot be doubted that an explorer, liaving
abundant leisure and energy, might reap here a rich harvest, were he to proceed
methodically to lay open the contents of the piles of worked fitones^that have been
lying there undisturbed for so many centuries.

I will not enter from my note-book any description of the temple here. Justice
has been done to it by Serrodifolio and others. I would, however, remark that there
are various unmistakable evidences of the building never having been completed ;

its progress, we may presume, was arrested by the utter and final discomforture of
Segesta by the Carthaginians. There are rough bosses projectinij from the face of
tlie stones of the plinth, left there, no doubt, to facilitate the hoisting and setting
of the stones, and-intended to be subsequently worked off. The shafts of the columns
also are unfluted, the surface appearing to be left for the flutes to be worked after-
wards. V/e may infer from these indications that the practice of the Greek masons
was to finish their work in detail when up, and subsequently to the erection of tho
building.
Were this practised more frequently by ourselves, we should both save expense

and gain efi'ect, for it is impossible to prevent a mason from over- laboring his work
when done on the bunker. But our workmen are too apt to be opiuiated and
intractable, and influenced by routine and prescription.
After a ride of about thirty-six miles, I reached Palermo ; situated in a beautiful

bay, and surrounded by the richest country, and perhaps, the loveliest wooded hiils

I have ever seen.
No traces remain here, as far as I know, of the more ancient inhabitants of this

island, but that it was the favorite resort successively of the Saracen and Norman
masters of the country is abundantly testified by a variety of existing remains.
The cathedral is remarkable for a diversity of styles, with a modern dome, a

florid Gothic porch, the rest of the exterior for the most part Norman —such, at
least, is the term which comes nearest to its correct designation, for it was built

during the Norman rule, although it is a Norman widely differing from that of the
North of Europe, This deviation is probably due to the strong infusion of Saracenic
workmanship which it is easy to account for. The Norman ecclesiastics, no doubt,
would brmg their knowledge of architecture to bear upon whatever churches they
may have caused to be buiU when the island fell under the dominion of their race ;

and the plans of their churches were strictly Norman, but the actual carrying out of
the work must have necessarily been entrusted for the most part to the Saracenic
natives, who were excellent m'asons, and belonged [to a far more aesthetic faith
than the rude crusaders from the North. It was natural, then, that much of the
ornamentation, and many even of the leading forms, should savor of Eastern art,

both Byzantine and Arabian.
The Royal Chapel, the Church of St. Martorana, and the Cathedral at Jlorreale, a

few miles distant from the city, are, as regards their earliest portions, interesting
examples of this modification oi Norman architecture, and arc in their style generally
similar. The walls and other flat surfaces are incrustcd with inlaid marbles ; their

vaultings, spandrels, and soffits, as well as portions of their Iwalls, covered with
mosaics of Byzantine workmanship, as is apparent from the Greek costumes pre-
valent throughout. These arches are pointed, without mouldings or splays, and for
the most part they rest on ancient marble shafts, no doubt derived from Classical
buildings, with capitals often imitating, in a rude way, the Koman work.
The subject of Saracenic art in Sicily is not yet in a very satisfactory position.

Since a paper in the 21st Volume of the *' Archa;ologia "—written by myself when
but a tyro in the archaeology of our art, and before the existing examples had been
critically examined by travellers—various writers have treated on the subject
who have not in all cases had any personalknowledge of the buildings themselves.
There can be no doubt, with respect to the churches I have named, that they are

of Christian, and therefore Norman origin, dating from the early to the later part of
the twelfth century. But there are two secular buildings, the Zira and the Kooba,
that belong to a very different category.
That they were the palaces of the Saracen Emirs, before the invasion of the

Normans, there are, I thmk, tho strongest possible grounds to believe. The fountains,^

and alcoves, the interior courtyards, the numerous Cuphic inscriptions, all savor of
Oriental taste and art, and are identical with the domestic architecture of the neigh-
bouring Asiatic continent.
The very name of the Zira may be identified with the name of a Caliph of the

tenth century, and as to the Kooba thiit is a Saracen word equivalent to a cupola, a
covering, a tent ; and there arc said to be koobaa ail over the Moslem world.
Koger, the first Norman king, in an existing diploma, speaks with regret of the

marvellous palaces (/'rt^rt^/on(»i SMOj?(m stinlio mirahih'. annpositorum) of the Arabs
which had been piteously destroyed by their conquerors, and there can be little doubt
that during the two centuries of their undisturbed rule in Sicily the luxurious Arabs
erected many such maifoiis de plaisance. As such they are stated by Smyth to be
specially reierred to in an Arabic MS. preserved in the Library at Morreale. As the
residences of the Emirs, these palaces nre referred to by other early Sicilian

historians quoted by Farello in the sixteenth century. Alberti, a little later, so treats

them; more recently D'Agincourt so regards them ; whilst Hittorf and Gaily Knight
do not hesitate to point them out as examples of Saracen art of the tenth century.
It is true, a certain Benjamin who visited I'alermo in 117-1, speaks of the Zira as one
of the marvels of that city built by William ; but as Gerault de Prangeg, one of the
latest authorities on the subject, truly says, it was a common practice in the middle
ages to speak of one who had but repaired or even greatly embellished a church or
monastery, as the builder of it.

M. De l*rangeg is an eminent authority on such a subject and he has evidently

referred to these two Sicilian examples with great care and caution. He admits the
absence of direct proof, but he clearly leans to a belief in the prae-Norman and
Saracenic origin of, at all events, one of them, the Zira.
On the whole, I may say that the force of evidence satisfies my mind that these

buildings, which in their exterior arc identically alike in style, were originally built

during the rule of the Saracens ; that they went to decay during the strife with the
Normans, and that they were ultimately renovated by, and adapted to the use of the
Norman conquerors, when those interior works were done which so closely resemble
the Siculo-Norman portions of the churches to which I have adverted.
The beauty oi their situation could with difficulty be paralleled, and such indeed

appears to have been the opinion of builder, for inscribed in lai^c Cuphic characters

along the parapet of the Kooba are words which are stated by Smyth to have been
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translated thus:—" Kurope is the plory of the world; Italy of Europe; Sicily of
Italy ; and the adjacent groundB arc the pride of Sicily."

Lyhi^ araouf:: tlic wooded hills to tlic east of the city is tlic liencdictlne Monastery
ofSt. Martino, a maj^iliecnt modern structure of preatueautv. The library especially ia

larj,'e and handsome, and the principal staircase, rich in nolisned marbles and alabaster,

is one of the most strikiuf,'- features of their very noole bulldinj;. I'erhaps a less

iudul;4^ent critic, m the interest of morals rather than of aisthetics, mii;litsu{,'t;est the
incon^ixuity of this ostentatious display of art and decorative luxuries in a building-

dedicated, not so niucli to the service of God, as to the domestic uses of a religious

community professing a rule of self-dcuial and an abnegation of all personal
enjoyments.

It seems probable that to secular pride and a spirit of rivalry with some nelg-h-

bouring- ecclesiastical establishment we are indebted for many such great worlsa in
connexion with the Church and its various orders and endowments.
A showy picture in the hall represents a colossal St. Martin mounted on a prancing

charger, and entting olT the skirts of his crimson cloak for the beuetit of a prostrate
beggar, not without u certain air of swaggering and vainglory.
About three miles north of Palermo is La Favorita, a royal residence of most

fantastic cliaracter. botli gardens and palace being strictly Chinese. I need not
dwell on this elaborate toy, but 1 cannot refrain from noting that so anxious did the
royal occupant appear to be to disencumber himself from the restraint imposed upon
him by the presence of servants, that his dining-table was contrived so that the
dishes and plates shoiild rise and descend through apertures in the tloor ; thus,
when a fresh course had to be served, a bell was mug, the dishes disappeared down-
wards, and, after a short delay, rose again from below with their varied burden of
fresh delicacies. Other wtiimsical arrangements I noted, with which 1 will not
trouble you.
About eight miles south of Palermo is La Bagharia, a village where many of tiie

Faicrmitan nubility have their pleasure houses. That of I'alagonia is a remarkable
specimen of the grotesque. The quantity of marble sculptured into deformed
ligures, nncouth animals, and shapes that defy all natural classilication, is almost
beyond conception. The ceilings of the principal roonus are of looking-glass, and
the same material completely lines also tlie walls, t<:^ether with polished marbles,
agates, and jaspers.
As a specimen of the aflfectation, not very uncommon in Italy, of attempting to

make their furniture the vehicle of a sentiment, the following inscription appears
on one of the walls of this palace :—

** Spccchiati in quei crystalli enell' istlssa
Slagniiicenza singolar', contempla
l>i palazza mortal I'imago espressa."

In the library I took note ot an easy chair which was readily convertible into a
short flight of steps for reachiug the upper shelves, a contrivance which I have occa-
sionally since secu attempted nearer home, but never, I think, so successfully as in
this piece of Palermitan joinery.
At the villa of Trince Butero the chief curiosity was a lai^e building in the gardens,

called La Certosa, being, in fact, a counterleit convent, with its separate cells
arranged exactly after the manner of such establishments, these cells containing
monks of waxwork worthy of the a^c/i'er of Madame Tusaaud, and each cell provided
with bed, seat, table, cooking apparatus, books, &c. I never happen to have seen
elsewhere a baby-house on so colossal a scale. I have some recollection, too, of
waxen representations of nuns as well as monks occupying these cells in most un-
canonical companionship, but so preposterous a divertisement for the amusement of
the princely owners ot a country-house seems incredible if I had not found it duly
recorded in my note-book. Another curiosity, but of a very different character, is

the burial-place of a Capuchin convent, near I'alermo. It consists of various galleries
of considerable extent ; there are twenty-five small chambers leading out of these
galleries, into which bodies are placed on their first arrival, and wheri> they remain
six months, shut up for desiccation by heat. When (thus prepared, the bodies are
brought out, like dried mummies, and clothed in their ordinary costume during life-
priests in their canonicals, monks in the habit proper to their order, and so on. The
ehoeking-looking objects so dressed up are then placed in a standing posture, each in
its niche. Nothing possibly can exceed the hideous deformity of the spectacle pre-
sented by the avenue of niches so tenanted, on either side of you, as you pass alonjj
the galleries. Each body is held up in its place by a cord round the waist, attached
to the back of tiie niche. But this cord by no means always suffices to support them
in an upright position, the ligaments of the limbs gradually yield to the weight of
the body, wliich consequently falls, or rather stoops forward, and is prevented from
falling down only by the cord ; the ghastly head droops downwards or sideways, the
dark brown countenance looking truly frightful, the arms, too, droop, and the legs
give way under the weight which they are no longer fit to support. Under each
niche are written ou a tablet the name, age. and period of death, of the individual it

contains. The miserable remnants of mortality thus exhibited present a combina-
tion of the ghastly and the ludicrous which, 1 suppose, could hardly be equalled.
Certainly the bad taste of the exhibition may well be supposed to be without a
parallel, unless, indeed, it be found in Rome, where at the cemetery of a Capuchin
convent, near the Barberini Palace, are vaults containing niches tenanted by the
bodies of the dead brethren preserved with the skins on and clotlied in their ordinary
dress. The foofs of these vaults arc ornamented with human bones formed into
panels and pateras, and are lighted by lamps shaped out of the bones of arms and
le^ symmetrically arranged and adapted to their new posthumous use.

I have now cursorily touched upon some of the chief objects of interest or curiosity
that attracted my attention. Although my stay in the island extended over two
months, and my whole time was speut in constant activity, I felt regret at leaving
its shores, for my visit had been one of highest interest. My regrets were further
enhanced by the conviction I felt that much remained unseen. The coast road from
Palermo to Jlessina remained unvisited, including Cefalu, Tyndaris, and Termini,
where, besides what has already been made known, I cannot doubt but that there is

much of antiquarian interest, at least, to reward the researches of future explorers.
But reports readied me of some thirty fiumi that had to be crossed, and of the

almost total absence of bridges over them. These fiumi, be it "remembered, although
dry ravines in the summer, are very formidable torrents during the two or three wet
months of tlie year.
As to the interior of the (island, all accounts agreed in describing it as devoid of

architectural interest. Few buildings of the best periods, having survived, it is said,
the ravages of the frequent earthquakes with wliich this beautiful island has been for
so many centuries aifiicted.
I was still furtlier deterred by the reported absence of roads and inns; evils for

which, not nature, but man alone, is answerable.
Still, I have always regretted that I did not make any exploration inwards, and I

Strongrly recommend those whom the altered circumstances of the country may induce
to visit Sicily to traverse its little known central districts, where I feel convinced that
there is a rich harvest still unreaped. Such a student will do well to provide himself
with a sound and correct knowledge of the early history of this remarkable country
and of the races which have successively, and even simultaneously, occupied it. He
Win find traces more or less distinct of at least eight popidations—namely : Celtic,
week, Punic. Roman, Ostragothic. Arab, Norman, and Italian. Perhaps no country
Of like extent in the world has derived its population from so great a variety of
Bonrces.
But if antiquarian and artistic wealth hes concealed in this shattered island, how

infinitely richer are tlie unliidden and unheeded sources of physical wealth !

Although the cultivation of the soil is most primitive and imperfect, and although
the nature of the tenure on which land is usually iield there is most adverse to agri-
-juitural improvement, yet it is still aland abundant with corn, wine, and oil.
Captain Smyth, who knew this country intimately, pronoimces it to he "one of the
most fertile spots on earth."
Untold wealth in flax, timber, sulphur, marble, and, no doubt,- yery many other

natoral products only wait the capitalist and merchant.

Of the article I have last named only the white veined marble finds its way Into
this country, yet various colored marbles and jaspers of great beauty arc produced,
and were, we Vuow, duly appreciated by the architects of ancient Home in its best
days.
The following may be named as the localities of some of them, as furnished to me

by an intelligent mason at I'alermo :—
Alarbie di Trapani of a grey color.
Marble dl Castcllnuovo.... of a ycUow color.
Marble di Segesta of a yellow color.
Marble di Taormina of a red color.
Slarble di Parco of a yellow color.
Marble d'Ogliastro of a red color.
Marble di Castellaccio .... of a grey color.

The two last-named marbles arc readily obtainable in blocks 12 or 13 feet lODfr.
Specimens of some, if not of all these, 1 found included in the fine collection of
polished marbles made by the learned and amiable Avocato Corsi, of Home, which
collection was subsequently brought to England, and exists now, I believe, at Liver-
pool. J^ach specimen it contained is no less than 8 Italian inches long, by 4 inches
and '4 inches thick, and is highly polished. It comprises ten varieties of agates, a
mineral in which Sicily is so rich that one of its rivers, the Achates, is supposed to
have given to it its name.
There are also at least eighteen varieties of jasper, in whicli beautiful substanco

Sicily is stated by Corsi to be more abundant than any other known locality. A
recent writer has stated that there are no less than fifty-four varieties of Sicilian
jasper. Tliat a trade has not been established in these precious productions can only
be due to the want of enterprise and capital in the island, a want easily accounted
for by the long-continued course of wretched and dcgradin*'- misgovernment.
^Vhat may we not hope for from the country when it shall have firmly established

its political freedom, and re-entered upon the path which freemen alone are destined
to tread ! The present apathy, indolence, and ignorance of the people will, it is to
be feared, oppose many and heavy obstacles to the re-establishment of a durableand
prosperous administration.
But such was not always the character of the Sicilians. "When in early times

I'alermo was besieged, the patriot women are said to have given up the hair of their
heads to serve as the bowstrings of their gallant defenders, Slay we not then
reasonably hope that in the counsels of I*rovideuce it may be permitted to this
ancient people to vindicate for themselves some portion of lliat moral and material
eminence which their forefathers of old so worthily achieved /—{Loud applause.)
The Chairman said he was sure they were all delighted with what they had

heard that evening, especially those who like himself had taken an interest In
Sicilian studies must have been much gratified with the descriptions which their
friend Mr. Smirke had given them. Mr. Smirke boasted of having been in Sicily
:iO years ago, but he (the Chairman) called that comparatively notliing, for he was
there 4H years ago— (Applause). Sicily was not barren of anecdotes of a humourous
character. A gentleman of Agrigentum, named Gelon, received on one occasion
fifty knights who were caught in a shower and in a lamentable position, and he
furnished them all with cloaks. That gentleman afterwards became ambassador
from Agrigentum to a city called Lcoutini, and his fame having gone before him»
when at the theatre everybody got up to look at him ; but when their astonishment
subsided, and*when he saw that the people looked upon hira witJi less respect than he
desired, he said, "Don't be astonished at seeing me here; the fact is, Agrigentum
takes care to reserve all its great men for great cities, but it was reserved for me, a
small person, to be sent to a small place."—(A laugh), lie moved a vote of thanka
to their friend Mr. Smirke for his excellent paper.
Mr. Henry Huberts seconded the motion. Some of the incidents mentioned by

Mr. Smirke were fresh in his recollection.
Professor Donaluson said he had travelled through Sicily, which was a mine of

wealth in antiquities : there were in it a great number of places still unopened that
were possessed of incalculable riches. Sicily was wonderful not only for its natural
and artificial productions, but also its sculpture was very great. From one pomt of
Sicily to the otlier the traveller could not go from the right to the left without meet-
ing with interesting s^)ecimens of art. He had been very much indebted to the
Chairman's researches in Sicily, and was quite certain that the whole of that Island
was very well worth some months' residence by students, for there they would find
many things quite uew, especially in Greek art.

3Ir. Mylne, in supporting the motion, stated that his grandfather made a great
many drawings and sketches in Sicily, upwards of a hundred years ago.
The motion was carried by acclamation, and shortly afterwards the meeting

separated.

EEFERENCE TO PLAN OF NEW OFFICES OF BOARD OF WORKS.
ILLUSTRATED AT PAGE 840.

A. The Clerk to the Board. li. Chairman's room. C. Waiting or Committee-
room. D. Committee-room. E. Slembers* Retiring or Committee-room. F»
Engineer's room. G. Engineer's Clerk. H. Fire-proof Plans and Instruments
room. K. Stairs from Public Entrance. L. Public Lobby to Board-room. M*
Members' Hat and Coat room. N. Assistant Engineer's room. O. Ditto. P.
Lavatories. Q. Waterclosets. R. Clerks* Office. S. Papers, &c., fireproof.

d^orresjioiulcncu.——
VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE.

Sir,—Having read two articles in recent numbers of your valued Journal,
with reference to tlie so-called " Victorian Architectiu«," as well as the bro-
chure of the originator of the same, perhaps you will kindly allow me space for a
few remarks upon this subject.

First of all, with regard to the pamphlet elf. I would observe that Mr.
Harris does not appear to do himself justice, because he takes his pro-
fessional brethren by the collar and kicks them out of the house, and then we
find him holding a parley with them at the door in their own language, or, at all

events, in such words as few but professional men understand. Now it does
appear to us, that when we would strike out a new path for ourselves we should
take care to make up for the absence or alienation of old friends by interesting

those whose support is indispensable, technicalities being avoided as much a»
possible, and such language and illustrations only being made use of as will tell

on the mass. The great principle, however, on which be sots out is one which
every person understands, and cannot fail to admire, viz., that of strict adapta-
tion to the times in which we live, to the circumstances of the individual, and,
in the way of ornamentation, the idea of idealising the real as much a»
possible, as well as realising the ideal ; he proposes, in fact, beginning
and ending with the necessities of the case, if the circumstances of his

client will not admit of more ; or adding comforts where his means are

greater ; or, where expense is no object, pleasing the eye and flattering the
imagination ; but all in strict conformity with the primary character of the
building, or in a way that is suggested by it; he has a pious horror of unne-
cessary expense, and his great ambition seems to be to bring much out of little.

Now,whatever professional men may say to the contrary, this is only the language
of common sense, and contrasts most strikingly with the pretensions of many
architects of name, of whom it may be said, they are great in little things, and
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little in jnvat. And, indee<), we are rem imled of an anecdote of tlie great Iron
Duke, who. when he hecame Prime Minister, otiered office to Sir Georse Miirrny,

on the cMiifition tliat, of course, lie would defend in I'nrlianient the policy of
GoTemment, so far as his own particular department was concerned ; his reply

was, " I am much obliKnl to you, my Lord Dulie, but I am not accustomed to

speak in public." " Ob," .says the Duke, "Just say wliat you think, aud don't
4)Uole Latin."

Now, it appears to us that tlie great error of our most learned architects is

that thr>- raimot do common things in a common way, forgetting; that their

mbsion a to subserve the convenience and taste of the public, instead of the

IMbUebelnga platform to enable them to bold communion with the palaces,temples,
and senate-houses of apes Ions trone by. There is no doubt that despotism has
been mor« favorable to the cultivation of high art than free institutions, because
tyrants had alwavs the resourcra of the people to fall back upon, while the com-
forts and well-bemp of the masses were comparatively neglected ; then, indeed,
the peiiple existed for the l>em fit of artists, and the right of kings was divine ;

but not so now : tlie sovereignty of tlie people must bo recognised, and most of
all in this country, where our Queen is less distinguislie<l by the antiquity of her
royal lineage than by the fact that slie reigiis in the hearts of all her subjects,

and that her most cordial sympathies are in the elevation of the poor. Truly,
therefore, an architect fomii'd on ancient models is an anachronism, and for all

the common purposes of life he is more like a ship in a river, or a reel in a bottle,

than one hale-feilow-well-met with liis clients. An old woman in Scotland was
once asked bow she liked her minister, and her reply was, " Oh, vera weel, he is

a learned man and a capital preacher." " But do you understand him ?" was the
Tejoinder. '• Oh, do you think I would have the presumption to understand
himj!" was her reply ; and this, we take if, is pretty much the case with those
who, having more money than brains, cannot be at the trouble to think for them-
selves, and consider themselves all right when they are in tlie hands of the
OTCheralogists referred to.

Your correspondent " L. L. Y." is doubtless an architect, fully charged with
the eiprit rle corps of his profession ; for example, he says, " Of course it is

always an irksome matter to analyse a thing one does not like ; it would be
easier to dispose of it in the ' I do not like thee. Doctor Fell,' style. Now I

would remind this gentleman that if lie is a professional man, it very ill becomes
him to pooh-pooh one of his brethren in this way, because, as holding up his hand
lit the b.ir of public opinion, he is not one of the judges in the case ; he is, in
fact, only a plaintiff, and Mr. Harris a defendant, and if the million, whom I

profess to represent, give a verdict in favor of the projector of Victorian archi-
tecture, it will matter very little to Mr. Harris how lie (" L. L. Y.") takes it.

" Let tliem laugh that win," for certain it is that Mr. Harris has enunciated the
true principle of architecture for the present day, in which photographers are
jmtting regularly trained artists to the blush, while they seem to labor to prove
that it is tlie duty of nature to be modelled by them, ratlier than the converse—
theirs to imitate nature.
Your other contributor lays great stress upon the necessity of study for appre-

ciating works of art, alluding to the multitudes that pass through the British
Museum with as little intelligence, as to what they see, as is necessary in going
throngh the Thames Tunnel. Now, we hold that it is the true attribute of
genius to be understood without our having to seek for its meaning ; and woe be to
the proftssion if the public must l>e dragooned into the recognition of merit that
is not regulMrly apparent ! But, without underrating the sages of architecture,
we think they stand in much the same relation to the architects that are now
wanted as Jeremy Taylor did to John Bunyau—the former being a man of learn-
ing, eloquence, and taste, without knowing when he had said enough ; and the.
latter a large-hearted, racy-speaking man, and, although despised by the clerical
dignitaries of his own day, moulding the minds of men of every language and of
every clime.

Mr. Harris's principle is elastic and has adaptability, and if he only knows how
to apply it there is no doubt he is the hero of a revolution in his profession.

I am, &c.,

Vox POPULI.

PRESERVATION OF STONE.
„.?'">"'" y"""" i*™^ of ""e 2nd in.stant, I observe an article upon " Szerelmey's
Silicat Zopissa," and ae I feel sure it is not your desire that your Journal, which
circulates so widely, should be used as a medium for misrepresentation of facts,

"u
""•"'

J"'"'
""""^rous readers should be misled by the statements contained

th^n, I have to solicit that you will favor me with space for a few remarks.
I am not now desirous of questioning how far the article in question is correct,

in stating that Mr. Szerehney has " found Tout the forgotten process " of the
ancienu "during his archajological researches in Greece, Rome, Egypt, and

1l2"S.'*'" ^^ n>ean» of which, it is stated, iron may be preserved from rust, or
%ood from rot ; that " a brick made of nothing but Thames mud became, under
Mr. Szerelmey's hands, a solid and durable building material, without beino'
hmTit or otherwise hardened ;" or that " ordinary brown paper became of in-
cwdible strength," and that, " strange as it may sound, the discoverer seriously
propoaed building ships of it, even ships of war."

I Ml willing that the ironwork at the new Palace at Westminster (respecting
Which, I am informed, the public will probably ere long be furnished with some
interesting p,irticulars through Parliament), should be examined as to the
evidences of the protective power of the Zopissa on that material, and that all
who have confidence in buildings constructed of " bricks made of nothing but
Ihames mud without being burnt or otherwise hardened," or in ships built of
ordinary brown paper," should avail themselves of Mr. Szerelmey's " archteo-

logical researches."
But, Sir. there is another application of this " Silicat Zopissa" mentioned in

the article alluded to, which! cannot so dispose of, and X must contend that
the statement made as to the "final adoption by the Commis-sioner of Her
.-uajesty • Works of the system and petsOTial services of Mr. Szerehnev "

is both
untrue and unfair.

^ It M true that Mr. Szerelmey and myself operated respectively upon two bays
tipon the nyer front of the Houses of Parliament during the autumn of tot
year, upon the understanding that "after the Inpm of a suffinent period oftrial It would depend whether either and which of the two processes should
be applied geuei-ally to the New Palace."

_
It IS also true that in the early part of the month of March following (ncnrcelv

fv* Ef -.'iffi' Hlf
aP??'*""") ^'- I'araday and .Sir Roderick Murchison, at

««;reaMe»tof the FjBtUmiafssioner Inspected the said bays, as those gentle-

men slated in their communications to the Board of Works, " being thrown upon
the short and insufficient evidence now existing " (and in the absence of a full

knowledge of the details of either process), they gave their very qualified opinion
in favour of Jlr. Szerelmey's, upon the ground, iii-st, that the portion treated by
him was less absorbent than that treated by me ; and secondly, that in one part
of the water-table of the buttress that treated by me was softer than the corre-
sponding part of the buttress which was treated by him, not knowing that these
portions had been previously oiled—in order to preserve them—prior to our
oiierations, which prevented them from properly absorbing my process into the
pores of such stones, and also without knowing that Mr. Szerelmey had in his
application employed an otenginoiix organic substance, which would, as a
matter of course, for a time prevent the penetration of moisture, but which
would, as the late Sir Charles linn'y observed in his report, become decomposed
upon exposure to the atmosphere.

It was under these circumstances that Mr. Szerelmey was commissioned to
dress the walls of several of the inner courts at the New Palace, but, upon a re-
presentation of the facts, the First Commissioner was pleased to issue instructions
for a further application of my process to be made upon some more of the bays
upon the external wall of the river front ; and, although late in the season, my
men are now carrying such instructions into cS'ect.

The whole question is now undergoing a "searching investigation" by com-
petent scientific and practical men ; and, pending the final decision and "report
of the Board of Works, I should have abstained from offering these remarks, but
for the unfair manner in which I felt Mr. Szerelmey's " Secret Silicat Zopissa
Process" has been represented to the public, to my serious disadvantage.

I am not aware that Mr. Szerelmey has produced any scieniific testimony in
support of his " Silicat Zopissa," excepting in the very ((U.nlified terms before
alluded to ; nor, although he states that he has been in possession ofthe " secret

"

for twenty-five years, has he referred to a single instance of its application

—

excepting such as are of very recent date, although he has repeatedly been pub-
licly called upon to do so. He has, however, in a long advertisement, made
allusion to several specimens of his operations—amongst others, to Salter's-hall,

in St. Swithin's-lane—but, although this building had the benefit of Mr. Szerel-
mey's treatment during the last summer, it ig at this very moment undergoing
the operation again.
The Speaker's Court at the New Palace, which was reported upon as so

favorable a specimen of Mr. Szerelmey's work, when first coated about two years
since, ii now heing re-coated by him ; and the following rejiort of gentlemen,
whose qualifications, as experienced scientific and practical men, are well known
to the public, will explain how far, in their opinion at least, the application of
the " Silicat Zopissa " thereto has been effective.

Westminster, Sept. 20th, 1800.
We, the undersigned, having been requested by Mr. Kansome to Inspect the

fresent condition of the stone work of the wails of the Speaker's Court, at the New
•alaco at Westmiaster, hereby certify :

—

That the proceys which has Ijeen applied thereon at Intervals within the last two
years, for the purpose of preserving the stone, is, in our opinion, evidently ineflicient,

having already become so decomposed as to be easily removed by tlie slightest touch,
and the stone itself having cousiderably disintegrated since ttie application of such
jirocess.

We also observe that the whole of the porch and battlements, with other portions
of the walls wliere decay was most apparent, have been so recently re-coated as to
be still moist from such application, by means of which tlie evidence of inefficiency
of the process previously applied is obliterated, and the subsequent deterioration of
the stone temporarily aud partially concealed.

Geo. p. Biddkk, 'ii, Great George-street, Westminster (Presi-
• dent of the Institution of Civil Engineers).

Joseph Cubitt, (i. Great George-street, Westminster (Civil
Engineer).

Charles II. Smith, one of the Commissioners appointed for
selecting the stone for the Houses of Parliament.

Geo. It. BuHNELL, Architect and Civil Engineer, 14, Lincoln's-
inn-ficlds.

Joseph Smith, Architect, Holbom.
.Tas. Rouse, 24, Great George-street, Westminster.

It may answer Mr. Szerelmey's purpose to maintain secrecy as to the details

of his operations, and I can readily suppose that, as matters at present stand, it

wonld not be convenient to him that the public should be too mueli enlightened
thereon. More, however, is known upon these points than he would desire your
readers to believe, as, I think, will be evident from a perusal of the accompany-
ing professional testimony of Dr. Frankland—a copy of which has been Ibr-

warded to the First Commissioner—whom I requested carefully to examine the
present condition of the several operations at the New Palace above alluded to,

and to make analyses of the several materials employed therein :

—

Chemical Theatre, St. Bartholomew's Hospital, E.C.,
October aoth, ISOO.

Dear Sir,—At your request I have carefully examined the two bays on f be Klver-
terraccofthe Houses of I'arliament, the one h-aving been treated by your preserva-
tive process, and the other by that of Mr. Szerelmey, in August 185U. 1 nave also
inspected other portions of the stonework upon the River-terrace to which your
process has been applied, and Jalso the Speaker's Court, where I understand Mr.
Szerelmey operated iu the autumn of 16d8, aud which is now undergoing bis process
a second time.
With regard to the two competing bays upon the River-terrace, I am of opinion

that the time which has elapsed since they were operated upon, is too short to enable
any sound conclusion to be arrived at concerning the permauent success of either
jirocess. It appeared to me, however, that there were indications of exfoliation in
certain very exposed portions of Mr. Szerelmey's bay, which 1 could not observe in
any part of yours, except upon a small portion of one of the buttresses, which was
purposely left without your protecting material, in order to contrast with tlic sur-
rounding preserved stone. With the exception of the indications above mentioned,
tb<'re cannot be a doubt that both processes h.ive, so far, greatlypreserved the stone-
work to which they have been applied. It must be remarked, however, that the two
biiys exhibit a considerable difference in appearance, both when observed closely and
at ft distance. The bay operated upon by Mr. Szerelmey, esiiecially the lower half
of it, presents a streaky appearance, as If some whitish fluid Inul run down the tool-
marks in the stone, wliilst your bay exhibits a comparatively uniform appearance
resembling freestone.
The application of Mr. Szerelmey's process to the Speaker's Court, which took

place in the autumn of 1858, affords more trustworthy evidence as to the permanency
or otherwise of the effects of that process, owing to the longer period of its trial.

On examining the north, vi'cst, and south sides, which have not yet been recoated,
several unmistakeable instances of progressing decay and exfoliation of the stone
presented themselves. The state of the east side of the court, which has just under-
gone the process of recoating, could not be ascertained, but, inasmuch as it has
been the first selected forn renewed application of the wash, the preservation of that
side was probably not more perfect than that of the others. It is obvious that the
materials used iu the Speaker's Court arc of a much less penetrating and hardeuing
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nature than those used by Mr. Szerelmcy upon th<> competing bay of the Klver-

tcrrace ; the effect In the former case belnj;, as far as I could jndse, more exclusively

conlined to the surface of the stone, whore much powdery material, exhibitiuj; marks
of the brush, forms an external coating.

I have also chemically examined, with the following results, the four specimens
which you forwarded to me for investigation.

The powder labeljed, " Taken from t lie east side of .Speaker's Court, Houses of
I'arliamcnt, Oct. :i.'>fh, 18(Hi," when hcati'd, emitted dense vapors, smellinfr strongly

of burning paint. It contained 22-^'S per cent, of organic matter, wliich was partly

of an oleaginous and partly of a bituminous eliaracter. The remaining inorganic
matter consisted chiefly of silica and oxide of zinc, with traces only of lime.

TIm; powder labelled, "Taken from the west side of Speaker's t'ourt, Houses of
Parliament, Oct. i^.'ith, ISOO," contained only 2-10 per cent, of organic m.itter, which
burnt witli a smell of paint. The residue, which was not alkaline, did not contain a
particle of oxide of zinc, and consisted of silica with mere traces of lime and soda.

Tlio powder labelled, " Taken from the buttress, next to that operated upon by
Mr. >'. Kansome, Oct. i;;jth, 1800," contained -4-07 per cent, of oleaginous organic
matter, which burutwith a strong smell of paint.
The inorganic residue was strongly alkaline, and contained silica, lime, alumina

magnesia, and soda.
The liquid labelled " Szerelmey's material " contains r)lbs. of solid material per

imperial gallon, the inorganic part of this consists of silica and oxide of zinc, with
traces of soda, lime, and sulphuric acid. The solid matter contains organic sub-
stances equivalent to lib. i;j02s. pergalionof the hquid, andcontaiuiug 1'8<.) per cent,
of nitrogen.
The ethereal extract of the solid matter leaves on evaporation a viscous residue

smelling strongly of linseed oil. Wlien the solid matter is heated, it takes lire and
continues to burn for a longtime with a luminous and very smoky flame. The liquid
is slightly acid. These results indicate tliat Mr. Szerelmey has employed two if not
three mixtures upon difl'erent parts of the Houses of parliament—viz., one eonsist-
Ingof silica, lime, and soda, mixed with bituminous and oleaginous matter, in tlie
competing bay ujion the river terrace ; a second, consisting of silica, oxide of zinc,
oleaginous, and bituminous matter, just applied to the east side of the Speaker's
court ; and. lastly, a third compound with which this court was dressed in the
autumn of 18."i8, the latter mixture has, however, been so thoroughly decomposed by
atmospheric influences, as to leave little indications of Its original composition ; but
the absence of oxide of zinc proves it to have been difl'erent from that now being
applied to the Speaker's Court, wliilst I cannot imagine it to have been the material
applied to his competing bay, becau.se it is not conceivable that another year's ex-
posure will reduce the latter to the state of decomposition and dist integration now
observed in the material first applied to the Speaker's court.
With regard to the comparative merits, as regards permanency of effect, of your

process, and that of Mr. Szerelmey in tlictwo competing bays, it is, as I have before
remarked, premature to draw any conclusion from present ap])earanees. lioth pro-
cesses maybe successful, or both may ultimately fail; nevertheless we have con-
siderable data for the formation of an opinion as to the ultimate comparative results
of the two experiments, and, judging from these data, I believe that your process,
founded as it is upon induration by exclusively inorg.anic and insoluble matter, has a
much greater probability of success than that of llr. .Szerelmey, in which great
dependence seems to be placed iqion the filling up of the pores of the stone with
perishable nitrogeneous organic matter.
The latter will for a time render the surface of the stone less absorbent both of

liquid and gaseous impurities, but will, I fear, soon decay, leaving the stone in its
original unprotected condition.
With regard to the process or processes which Jf r. Szerelmey has applied to the

Speaker's Court, I entertain a still less favorable opinion, because, from the nature
of the materials there used, I cannot anticipate that any real indurating effect will be
produced. I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

„ „ (Signed) F. Fkakkland.
T. Kansome, Esq.
I beg to apologise for trespassing .so largely upon your space, but I feel assured

the subject is one of such interest to your readers, and one involving such im-
portant considerations for the public, that, you will render your aid to secure a
lull, fair, and impartial investigation of the merits of the several proee
posed for accomplishing the object. I am, &c.,

Ipswich, Nov. 0, 1860. Fkedk. Raxsome.

processes pro-

SZERELMEY'S SILICAT ZOPISSA.
Sir,—An article in your paper of the 2nd inst., on Szerelmey's Silicat

Zopissa, appears to have been compiled witliout the consideration that such
a subject demands, previous to being sent to a paper of so much authority
tand influence in such matters as the Building News; and many of your
[leaders, who have not had nn opportunity of witnessing the result of Mr.
iSzerelmey's operations, would doubtless conclude that his process has proved to

the a decided success. But that the contrary is the fact is sufficiently evidenced
by the works now in progress at the Speaker's Court of the New Houses of Parlia-

Iment, where the process applied two years since has so unmistakably failed, that
iMr. Szerehney is now renewing its application to the whole of the surface of the
I'walls.

Mr. Szerelmey may state that this is being done for the sake of uniformity of
Icolor with the other courts, but we have the evidence of eminent analytical

[chemists, and other professional gentlemen, that the Silicat Zopissa not only does
Inot preserve the stone from decay, but that itself succumbs to the action of a

I
London atmosphere so rapidly, that after a period of two years' exposure thereto,

[it can be as readily brushed from the surface of the stone as ordinary whitewash
from the walls of a damp room. The color of the stones in the Speaker's Court
[was completely hidden, and previous to their being cleansed for repainting,

f presented the appearance of a vast patchwork, varying in tint from a light stoiie

(color to that of London mud.
Salter's Hall, in St. Swithin's-lane, is another example of the failure of Mr.

' Szerelmey's process, where he is compelled, at his own cost, to renew

I
Jts application in consequence of the complete failure of the first trial.

[ You are doubtless ere this informed tliat Mr. Ransome, the patentee of a process
[for preserving stone, is now employed to indurate the surface of three bays of the

I liver front of the New Houses of Parliament, and it would be as well if you, or
Pany of your readers who feel interested in the matter, would inspect the baysnext
Ito the House of Commons passage (north), which were operated on last autumn,
Iby Mr. Ransomeand by Mr. Szerelmey. Theone adjoining the House of Commons
[passage was undertaken by Mr. Ransome, comprising that portion from the north
kside of the first buttress to the north sideof the second buttress inclusive, and from
|the level of the terrace pavement to the sill of the first-floor window, with the
I exception of a portion of the stone forming the north-east angle of the second
rbuttress immediately over the base moulding; the portion thus left is

llapidly di.sintegrating; the whole of the other parts operated on are perfectly
lound.
An equal portion of the next bay, was subjected to Mr. Szerelmey's process.

On viewing these two bays, an impartial person will not hesitate long, I think,
ere he awards the palm to our countryman. Not only by Ransoine's process is

the decay of the stone arrested where it had previously maiie considerable pro-
gress, and the other parts perfectly pr(^s<'rved, but the color of the stone and
the marks of the masons' tools are as pei-fect as when the surface of the stone

was cleansed previously to the application of the process.

In the second bay, although the stone appears to be better preserved than in

the Speaker's Court, yet there are evidences of an incrustation of decompoeed
organic matter on several portions of this bay, more particularly on the moulded
and projecting parts thereof, and in no portion is the color of the stone well jire-

served ; on the contrary, it has assumed a much darker lint in places, fast nval-
ling the smoke tower itself.

It does appear, therefore, that Mr. Szerelmey has no right to assert that

he has discovered a method of preserving stone, and, assuredly, no one who has

had an opportunity of seeing the roofs of the New Houses of Parliament will

venture to assert tliat his Suicat Zopissa will preserve iron.

Mr. .Szerelmey states in a letter published in the Times, that the professional

gentlemen who examined the walls of the Speaker's court, at the request of Air.

Ransome, were mistaken in what they supposed to be disintegration of the stone.

Uoes he really think men of experience in their profession, such as those

gentlemen are, could be mistaken in so simple a matter?
I am, &c.,

November 7, 1860. A Surveyor.

THE STONE PRESERVjVTION QUESTION.
Sir,—A letter from Sir H. Rawlinson appears in your Journal of last week

stating that a varnish was used on the inscriptions at Bisitun. If it rendered

them as indestructible as he would have us believe, how does he account for the

fact, related bv himself in the Asiatic Society's Journal thirteen years ago, that

one-half of tfie Babylonian inscription is efi'aced. Does he mean that this

applied fluid hardened the stone, or merely formed a thin coating on it ?

I think a great deal of exaggeration has been written about Zopissa, &c. The
ancients used the best stone tlioy could find, and the best cement they could

manufacture They did not, consequently, want to varnish their buildings im-

mediately they were erected. I ask aiiy traveller, are there traces of such

cosmetic on the lovely faces of the Roman, Grecian, or Egyptian buildings. A
varnish to preserve a bit of color was occasionally used, but not on the main
portions of the buildings. Look in the British Museum—is there any indication

of it on the sculptures from Greece, Egypt, As.syria, or from anywhere else ? If

the invention were known to them they would surely have practised it, and yet,

perhaps, they would have hesitated to "sickly over" their work by such a

disagreeable compound as that now seen in the courts of the Houses of Parlia-

ment.
Sir H. Rawlinson infers likewise that "steel" was unknown to the ancient

Persians and Assyrians. May I take the liberty of reminding him that the

French explorers—according to their report to the Government (185o)—found a

room at Khorsabhad, full of pickaxes with steel points. As far as I can learn,

they do not record the discovery of any slabs which had been subjected to an in-

durating process. If we built well and laid the stone the right way of the bed

we should not need it, but the fierce competition in the building trade makes a

man economise every piece of stone, and use it any way that it may be most ser-

viceable. This disease in the trade has called the doctor's skill into requisition to

furnish a remedy. They had no such malady in ancient times, and required not

these soluble .silicates to harden their rotten systems. Don't you think, Sir, it

would be better to avoid the evil rather than to let it grow and plaster it over?

Let us begin at the beginning. " The child is father of the man," and a care-

fully constructed building is the best process to ensure its durability.

I am, &c., A. Z.

ST. MICHAEL'S, COVENTRY.
Sir,—A " Constant Reader," in your paper of Saturday last, inquires the

height of the spire of St. Michael's, Coventry ; I beg to inform him that it i»

303 feet. I am, &c.,

Birmingham, November 5th. C. N. Gem.

TENBERS.
Sewer, Ckovdon.

For the construction of a brick sewer for the Croydon Local Board of Health.

Bull .«i,usa

King and Co I,(i80

Slorris l.:>80

Hurst 1,338

Ladd £1,^04 1 8
HartlandandliloomSeld.... I,:t00

Walker 1,'240
" "

Hayward (accepted) I,'.i25

DWELLINC-IIOL'SE, WaXUBWORTH.
For the erection of a house in Clapham-io.ad, VYandsworth-common. Mr. G. II.

I'age, architect and surveyor, Wandswortb-commou.
Eastman, liattcrsea £1,177

Notley, Clapham 1,H0

J. auiiC. Todd, Brompton l.WJ

Chcrch, Ai-tkincham.
For the extension of St. George's Church at Altrincham, in the county of

Chester. Quantities supplied by the architect, S. and .J. Street, Manchester.

S. Delves. Altrincham £807 1 J. Douglas, Altricham «'20

W. Clough, Bowdon 7*i5 | It. Ridings, Altrincham (accepted). . 090

raEJlISEB, HOUXDSDITCH.
For the erection of premises in Houudsditch. Jlessrs. llichard Tress and Chambers,

architects.

Conder £3.404

Hawtry and Son 3,393

Ueards 3,350

JIacey 3,280

Brass 3,247

Lawrence and Sons £3.240
lirown andltobinson 3,157

Willson 3,1U

Coleman ..- 3,051*

W.
YiLLAS, Woodford.

For the erection of three villas at Woodford, for Sir. Bartholomew. Jlr.

Williams, architect. Quantities supplied by -Mr. Robert Curtis.
.

I>,„Te..... .; £-',25(j
I

Hill i...£l,^9

Ste'venson 1,594 Klvett -; ,..' WW
Hedn^es 1,.W9 | Raby w *.i.»Ji). 1,407

FALAcE-nOO.MS. KENSINGTON.
,

For building Palace-rooms, Kensington, forMr. F. HellewcU. Mr. Withers, arcbifMt.

Evans £1,(J20 1 Suttcston £1,59 (Rowland .;..:..'...1.1,027
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CONTRACTS OPEN.
INFIltMAliY.

MiDDiJSBaorGn.—For the crectiou of Ilie North Itidhiz InGrroary at Middlcs-

bronch. Dr«win(r», *c., at the Cor|ionition Hall, Miildlesbrongb, on application

toMr. John S. IVai-ock. from the Kith, to tho :!Uth November inclusive. llilU of

qaantttics ftom the architects, Oliver and I.amb, Ncwcastle-on-Tyne. Tenders

to Mr. J. S. IVacock, t^olicilor, Middlesbrou^'h, to December 0.

UAI.I..
lASKDOS.—Tar the erection of a new hall and sundry other works, at Howland-
(trcetand CU-veland-strret, Fitiroy-squarc. Drawinsrs, &e., between eleven and

Iknc with the architects, Messrs. Shea and Toner, 3.S John-street Dedford-row.
WOKKUOrSK.

BWAKOCA.— For the erection of a onion workhouse for the jniardians of the

Gower anion, Swan.'ea. I'lans, &c., at tho ofBco of the clerk, Mr. R. >\ .
"I'or,

8>iBt Mary-street, Swansea. Tenders sealed and endorsed •' Tenders lor New
WorklMnse, Gower Vuion," to be delivered to the clerk of the jjuardians, at his

ai^ot. Na 17, Saint Mary-street, Svransea, by five p.m. of November 1?.

cnuKrnKs,&c.
SlATFOBD.—For the restoration of the south buttresses of the tower, ana re-

bnlldlncrthe transept of St. Chad's Church, StatTord. I'lans, Ac, from the church-

wardfus, or to .>Ir. Henry Ward, architect, Stafford. Tenders, (under seal) to

Mr. Mounlford, ehutclnvajnlen, to November 111. „ »

Hato, (Ibela.nd).—For building a tower and spire to tho church of Cong, County

Maya I'hins, *c., in tho bands of the resident minister of the parish, iach
prraosal to bo forwarded, sealed, prepaid, and addressed thus :—Proposal for

the church of Cong. "The Kcclesiastlcal Commissioners for

Ireland, Dublin," by November 14.

KECTOKY-HOUSE. ^ , ^ ,

8ni«nEi.D.—For the erection ol a rccton-house, at Shirfield, near Basingstoke.

Plans, &c.. at the old rectory-house. Shirlield. Tenders to the architect, John
Norton, Ksq., -M, Old Bond-street, W. ; by November IV.

SCHOOLS.
KncscLEBF..—For the erection of a boys' free school with residence for the master

and also of a residence for the mistress of the girls' school, at Kingselere, near

Newbury. Hants. Drawings. &c., at the present boys' school, on and after Vith

November. Tenders to the architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Swithin-street, ^Win-

chester, to November i'li ; endorsed " Tenders for Kingselere School," and in four

eparate sums, viz :—1. Tender for boys' school and residence, design, No. 1. 2.

Tenderfor Jlistress's residence, design No. 1. 3. Tender for boys' school and
residence, design No. 2. 4. Tender for mistress's residence, design No. 2.

P«E8«>x.— For the erection of St. I'eter's New Schools, Preston. Plans, Ac., at

Messrs. Uaydock and Cattlev's (Jflice, Lune-street, Preston, to 8th November.
Quantities supplied bv the architect, Joseph Fawcett, lii, St. James's-row, Shef-

field, from whom information may be obtained, and to whom masons and
builders intending to tender are requested to forward their names. A separate

tender is required for the boundary wall, excavation, and foundation works.
Tenders by November 12.

SniDriELD.—For the erection of the new schools at Shidficid, near Botley, Hants.
i'Uns, Ac, at the Parsonage-house, at Shidfield, from the 12th inst. Tenders to be
dehvercd at the office of the architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Switliin's-street, Win-
chester, endorsed "Tender for Shidfield Schools," to November '2C.

STOi'RnRiDGK.—For the works required to be done in the erection of a grammar
school, and for alterations, additions, and repairs to the head and under masters'

residences, at Stourbridge. Drawings, i-c, at the offices of Messrs. Freer and
I'errv-, solicitors, Stourbridge. Tenders, addressed to the l!ev. \V. J. J. Welch, M.A.,
head' master, Stourbridge Free Grammar School, to November 20.

CEMETEUY.
IiIVEBPOOL.—Forthe erection of boundary walling npon the Liverpool Cemetery,

. Anfield Park, Walton. Plans, Ac., at the offlcesofthc Board, 12, Clayton-square.
Tenders, sealed and endorsed, "Tenderfor Cemetery Works," addressed to the
Chairman of the Board, by Novemtier i:t.

DWELLING HOUSES.
"WXI.I.I5GTON.—For certain alterations and additions to a residence at Wallington,
Surrey for Sir C. H. J. Kich, Bart. Drawings, Ac., at the office of John Berney,
Croydon, from the 5th Nov. ; tenders by ele^'cn a.m. of November 12.

ALTEUATIONS, &e.

I^ONDON.—For sundry alterations, repairs, andimprovements to No. 84, Great Tower-
street. The drawings, specifications, and conditions may be seen on the premises.
Further particulars of Mr. Robert Parris, architect and surveyor. No. 5,

Wolslngham-place, Lambeth.
SEWERAGE, Ac.

Ba:«i>ow>'.—For the necessary excavation for and the providing of and laying down
stone-ware pipes to form the main sewer for the Local Board of Health for

the district of^Sandown, Isle of Wight. Plans, Ac, from 10th November, at the
office of the Hoard, Sandown, or of Mr. T. llellvor, Bouverie House, Kyde, of
whom all information and bills of quantilies mav be had. Sealed tenders, en-
dorsed "Tender for the Main Drain," addressed to the Chairman of the Board,
Thomas U. Hall, Clerk to the Board, Sandown, to November 2<J.

Vbiteciiapei..—For theconstrnction of sewers in Colchester-street, Buckle-street,
llough-slreet, and Plough-court, in the parish of Whitechapcl, within the White-
chapel district. Plana, Ac., from Mr. Fricker, surveyor, at the office of the Board,
V>, Great Alie-street. Whitechapcl. Sealed tenders (on printed forms only) in

which a £10 note is to be enclosed, must be delivered at the Office of the Board,
before four p.m., of November 12.

HcLi..—For sewering, draining, levelling laying, and planting twenty-six acres of
land, or thereabouts, at Stepney, In the borough of Hull, presented to the town by
the mayor, Z. C. Pearson. Esq., for a public park, and for the formation of the
several roads therein, and the other works connected therewith. Specification at
the surveyor's office, 7:J, Lowgate. from ten a.m. to two p.m. each day, from the
f»th to the 10th November next. Tenders to C. S. Todd, clerk to the Local Board
of Health, Kingstonupon-Hull, marked " Park Tender," by noon of November 19.

MASON AND I'AVIOR WORK, See.

TVAicDSwOBTir.—For the execution of masons' and paviors' work, in the parishes
of Battersea, Clapham. I'ntney, Streatham, Tooting, Graveney, and Wandsworth,
for one year, from Christmas next, (separate tenders for each parish). Specifica-
tion and form.* of tender, &c.. at the offices of the board, Battersca-rise. Tenders,
under seal to the Board of Works for the Wandsworth district, endorsed "Ten-
ders for masons' and paviors' work, parish of ," to November 20.

Ediwbibgii.—For working the granite and other stone In the quarry of Broadlow,
Istely^opened by the city of Edinburj^h paving board, on the farms Esperston and
< luterston, parts of the estate of Amiston, In the county of Edinburgh. Specifica-
tion of manner of working, and detail of stones, at the board's works office,

271 High-street, Edinburgh. Si-aled offers, marked "Tenders for Broadlaw
Quarry,^' to be lodged at the board's works office, to December 1.

FARM BIJILD1N(;S.
Stampobd.—For the erection of a set of farm buildings on the estate of the Earl
of Lindsey. near Stamford. Plans, Ac, on the premises, by applying to Mr. Pick,
Deeping St. Nicholas, near Littleworth station; or at the offices of Messrs. J.
and P. Girdwood. farm architects, 40, Pali Mall, London ; to whom sealed ten-

ROADWORK.
MAHcnESTEB.—For the repairs and maintenance of the Manchester and Buxton
tnmpike-road, from Maneliester to Hurdlow houflc,|in Derbyshire, with the branch
to Peak Forest, and the diversions through Harraoor Clough for three years, from
January 1. 1S«0, in three divisions. The Lancashire Division commences at
Or»y-street In Longsight, and terminates in Heaton Norris, at the boundary line
of tlM bmrongh of Stockport. The Cheshire dlriaion commences near Hesvny in

Stockport, at the junction with the township of Bramall, and extends to the
centre of Whaley bridge. The Derbyshire division commences from the centre of
Whaley bridge, and extends to Hurdlow house, and includes the branch through
Chapel-en-le-Frith to Peak forest, and the diversion through Barmoor Clough
to Muxton. Tenders must include all footpaths which the trustees may be liable

to repair. Tenders in writing to be addressed to the trustees, at the clerk's

offices, Tiviot Dale, Ileatou Norris, Stockport, to December 1.

RAILWAYS.
Belfast.—For completing the construction of the Bainbridge, Lisburn, and Belfast

railway. Drawings, Ac, at the office of Mr. Blakiston, the engineer of the com-
pany. No. '.1, Eustace-street, Dublin. Tenders must be delivered (sealed), at the
office of the company in Belfast, by 11 a.m. of November ICv

Dublin.—For the cxinstructlon of the branch railway of tho Midland Great Western
Railway of Ireland to the quays on the river Ijiftey in Dublin, the length of the
line is three miles. Specifications, Ac, at the offices of G. W. Hemans, Esq., C. E.,

4fl, I'pper Sackville-street, Dublin, and 20, Duke-street, Westminster. Tenders
addressed to "H. Beauslre, Esq., secretary to the company, Broadstone, Dublin,'*

to November 19.

RAILWAY STATION.
Dublin.—For the erection of a station-house at Foxrock, on the Dublin, Wicklow,
and Wexford Railway. Plan, Ac, at the Office of the Company, 48, Westland-
row, Dublin. The work to bo finished by the 1st ofMay next. Tenders, addressed
to the Secretary (A. Moore), by 12 noon of November 19. Any further particulars

required may be had on application to Mr. Wilkinson, the architect of the Company,
at his Office.

CANAL WORKS.
Brecon.—For the repair and maintenance of the Brecon and Abergavenny Canal,

and the railroads and buildings belonging thereto, from the 3lst December nextfor
one or more years. Specifications, Ac, at the Offices of the Clerk, at Navigation-
house, Llane'lly, near Abergavenny; or of Messrs. Maybery, Williams, and Cobb,
solicitors, Brecon. Tenders to the (.'lerk, to November 28.

LANDING STAGE, Ac
Southampton.—For the construction of a wrought-iron landing stage and pontoon,

with the dolphins, moorings, and masonry connected therewitii,at We8tCowes,for
the .Southampton, Isle of Wight, and Portsmouth Improved Steam-boat Company
(limited). Plans, Ac, at the Company's Offices, Southgate-street, Winchester.
Tenders to Mr. Bridger, the Secretary, at the Fountain hotel, West Cowes, by 11

a.m. November IS.

LIGHTHOUSE.
Dublin.—Fop a small harbor lighthouse, to be built on the south-eastern or ontor

angle of the North-wall-quay, Dublin. Plans, &c., at the Ballast Office, Dnblin.

Sealed and post-paid proposals on prepared forms, addressed to William Lees, the
Secretary to the Corporation, to November l.").

MILITARY.
Fleetwood.—For certain works in additions, alterations, and repairs to buildings

at the late North Boston Hotel. Fleetwood. Schedule of prices, apeciflcation, and
terms of contract, Ac, at the Royal Engineer Office, 225, Stretford-road, Man-
chester, or from (3lerk of Works, Fleetwood. Tenders, addressed to the Director

of Contracts, War Office, London, S.W., endorsed "Tender for Works at Fleet-

wood," to November 14. (See advertisement).
Plumstead.—For erecting a cartridge filling shed, Ac, at the Practice Range,
Plumstead-marshcs. Parties desiring to tender must leave their names at the

Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, by the 23rd of November, and pay lOs. Gd. for

bills of quantilies.

Rich Milk.—By the use of Thorley's Condiment, Sir John Pringle's cow gave
three time the quantity of milk, the quality being richer ; so that upwards of three
times the quantity of the albuminous matter of her food was manufactured into the
casein of the milk, matter which previously went to the dunghill. Another cow, by
the use of the same condiment, works up into the milk more than four times the
quantity of protein compound. A proportionally large amount of all the other
elements of food, including the condiment itself, is also worked up into milk
respectively in both cases, and in a thousand cases besides.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and comrannlcation to be addressed to the Editor of the liuiLDlNO News, 2

Old Hoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor caimot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

Halifax ('emetert In a paragraph at pace 847, we last week referred to an illustration of
Ilalil'ax Ccmcterv : this was an error ; the engraving is in 3Ir. Jewitt's hands, and will
sliortiv !je })ublislied.

Subscui'her (Tenby).—Quite new to us.

O. IJ.—Holtzappfcl gives the following receipts for solders :—Pewtcrer's solder—two parts of
bismuth, four parts of lead and three of tin; or one part of bismuth, one of lead, and two of
tin. Soft spelter's solder—equal parts of copper and zinc. Coarse plumber's solder—one
part ot tin, three parts of lead; or two parts of tin, and one part of lead.

w. \V..T.—Thanks ; such information will always be gladly received.
K. (1 We think that your interpretation of the clause is correct.

Z. Y. X Not our fault; it lies nearer home.
S. LocKYEK Ves, willingly, If suitable.

A Member, &c.—We have received several communications on the same subject, but inquiry
has led us to a determiuation not to interfere, at auy rate, for the present. Perhaps tnattcis
will mend.

J. ruppoN We have received the parts, and shall continue our notice next week.
A. Fkedlet.—Telford was born in 1757, near Dumfries, and for some time followed the occu-
pation of a stone mason.

R Thanks ; but we have already made our arrangements.
A Constant Reader.—At a temperature of 2.W Fahrenheit.
C. W. A. (Hirmlngham) What answer Is deslrod-an explanation of the component parts
of each metal or of the mode of "mixing" them ?

S. W. Enquirer According to science where extreme accuracy is desired. For ordinary
nurposes the needle may point due north.

W. Williams Try another application, the former may have been overlooked in the
pressure of business;

C. Anolet.—Objectionable for more than one reason.
Two Years' Scbscribee 1 . Tliere is noMifference. Application should bo made to "Tho
Sccretarv, Committee of Council on E<lucntion, Privy Council Office, Downlng-street,
S.W."—See "Hints on the Building and Management of Schools " by Harry Chester,
published by Chapman and Hall, and reviewed in a late number of our Journal. 2. Yes,
and may be obtained by writing to the Secretary, 7, Whitehall.

C. 1*.—We are not in a position to offer an opinion ; send details if desirable.

T. It s.—We cannot commission you to prepare sketches for us without knowing more
than you appear to wish.

A. Sully.—Received ; thanks. Always glad to receive notes of works In progress. Our
readers generally are able to, and indeed do, much assist us in this direction. A copy shall
be sent.

S. T. 1*. K. ; It. M Both subjects are now In the hands of our engraver.
T. J'APMAN.-Declined with thanks.
A. W. Z.—Shallhear from us in a day or two.
Kobeet M Too late, and not quite correct.

Associate.-We may return to the subject ; thanks for expression of good wishes.
<1. Koyston The Quantity of steel made in England annually, amounts to about 40,000 tons.

Its value being about £1,470,000.

B. Simpson.-Shall receive attention.
M. and Co Shall appear.
8. Caetek Z. II.— Ilclow our mark.
Mathew W. - With fair usage will last a long time.
Eeceived.-C. W.,K.Mel8on, J. Wright, A Joiner, F. FellordjIS. P. Q., Subscriber firail

No. 1, T. Bister, P. Newton, W. Elsworthy, A. Hh^t, M. T. P., J. S.
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THE NEW GROUNDS OF THE HOKTICULTURAL
SOCIETY, SOUTH KENSINUTON.

I'JltlE day in the Horticultural Society's

Grounds at Chiswiek is a spectacle which
no man wlio has once witnessed can ever

forget. There is a certain exclusiveness

about botli the collection and the visitors.

Only the choicest shrubs, trees, and plants

—such as are essentially ornamental—find

place there, and the crcanv of English

society gatliers to behold them. The full

splendor of the garden is therein blended
with the loveliest human flowers. It is

pecidiarly an aristocratic assemblage. An
indchnable air of dignity and elegance per-

vades e.icli group ; the stamp of richness and
of high breeding is upon the brilliant crowd,

no less thiin on the objects which they with so

much jnterest inspect. The loveliness of

English women is surrounded by every attri-

bute which most enhances it, gorgeous dresses,

dazzling ilowers, and " music-laden " air. A
t^eiisc of gratification is seen in every face, brightening its natural

beauty, and awakening the sweetness .and grace which are connected

with it. The difierent types of bciuty form to each other the only

<!ontra.sts. Nothing vulgar or assuming seems to enter there : the

rank, dignity, and elegance are all genuine ; they bear the stamp and
have the ring of sterling metal. At Kew they are only sprinkled here

and there amongst the people ; at the Crystal Palace they scarcely

s\\Qvi nt .all on tlie shilling days. On a fine day at Chiswiek they appear

in full bloom and arc seen to perfection. Tiie dazzlini^ meetings there

will, however, soon be transferred to South Kensuigton. On the

•(vestern side of the Exhibition- road the new grounds are being en-

closed by long arcades ; terraces, conservatories, and pavilions are being

built, paths cut, and beds formed. The site of the ground is on a

gently sloping hill between the North and South Kensington roads,

about 500 yards in length by nearly 300 in width.

The new board-rooni is now nearly completed. It will, when all

the approaches are built, form, we believe, the entrance-hall to the

grounds. It is entered by three arched openings from the E.xhibition-

road. Immediately opposite to them, on the other side of the hall,

are similar openings leading on to a terrace, from which a view of the

whole ground is obtained. The exterior of this building is now only

plain brickwork. The interior is a very chastely designed apartment.

Petached Doric columns, with pilasters behind tliem, are placed

between each of the arched openings by which we entered, forming
bold sofBts to the arches. Two-thirds of each of the columns are

fluted, the remainder is left plain. The ends of each side of the

room project forwards to the front line of the columns, and contain

niches. The angles of the room are canted. In the centres of the

€nd walls, single arched openings lead to ladies' and gentlemen's

waiting-rooms. The size of the room is about 70 feet by 45 feet.

Over the main cornice a panelled cove curves outward to meet the

flat ceiling, which is divided into three largo panels filled with glass,

and smaller one surrounding it. Elegantly modelled trusses support
the principal beams, and spaces between them are pierced for ventila-

tion. The floor is laid with Minton's black and red tiles, the pierced

ironwork covering the heating-pipes edged with richly colored tiles,

forming together, a border round it. It is a very fine room, and the

decoration of it has been most judiciously effected. Issuing from it,

at the opposite side to that by which we entered, we stand on an
arcade or terrace, at the ends of which flights of steps conduct us to

the grounds. Tlie fall of the ground from the extreme north to the

extreme south is between 20 and .30 feet. It is surrounded by three

series of arcades—the upper, the central, the lower arcades. The two
former are being erected from the designs of Mr. Sydney Smirke, the

latter, as also the bo.ard-room and the conservatory, from those of

Captain Fowkes, R.E. The contractor is Mr. Kclk. The upper
arcades form a semicircle The conservatory projects from the centre

of it, and the engine-house is behind it. The conservatory is 270 feet

long by 105 feet wide. There is a verandah outside, 11 feet

6 inches wide, with sloping roof. The outer bays of the conservatory
are 15 feet wide, and are covered by a sloping roof From the inner

side of these bays the principal roof springs. It is carved and cai-ried

on iron columns. At the crown of the roof there is a low lantern for

ventilation. It is composed entirely of iron and glass, the frames for

the glass being formed into arched openings, with a series of circles

underneath them for ventilation.

Facing the entrance, at the opposite side of the conservatory, a flight

of steps, 15 feet wide, leads to the arcade which runs along the back of
It. Tliis is an extremely effective portion of the work. Tlie arcades
are decorated with terra-cotta columns ; the red brick arches, two in

each bay, are studded with black and white squares of porcelain. The
pierced balustrade is of terra-cotta. A staircase, right and left, leads

to the roof of the arcades, which spring forward from this one at the
back of the conservatory. They are 1."? feet G inches higli to the
springing of the .irches, and 18 feet 6 inches altogether, and are com-
posed of gauged red biick pilasters, rusticated, with terra-cotta, Ionic

caps, 8j)andrels, and friezes. The arches, key-stones, and balustrade,

are budt of I'ortland stone. There are shields of terra-cotta on the
frieze over cajis. These arcades are 1 feet 7 inches wide, between the
colunnis which carry the arches, and 14 feet 11 inches between the
pilasters which form the main divisions of the work. Fifteen bays on
the curve each side lead to a pavilion, between 50 and GO feet square,

which will be devoted to refreshment-rooms. A flight of steps leads

from them into the cer.tro arcade and into the grounds. Midway
between these two pavilions, on the highest terrace, the memorial of
the Great 1851 Exhibition, by Durliam, will be placed. The north
arcades will be roofed witii Fox and Barrett's floors a.-^phalted, and will

form a Continuous upper terrace from one pavilion, round the upper
portions of the ground, through the conservatoi-y, to the other. The
central and lower terraces will be temporarily roofed with felt. The
flooring will be either of fine gravel or asphalte. The central arcade is

composed of moulded brick pilasters and arches ; the caps and bases
are of Portland stone. The openings are 10 feet 8 inches wide. In
several places they break slightly tin-ward, and the pilasters are coupled
and have niches between them. The cornice is of moulded brick ; the

upper member alone being of Portland stone. The arcades are 22 feet

1 1 inches high from the ground to the top of cornice ; they are all

open, with two steps into the gardens.

The lower arcades, occupying the south end and a portion of each
side of the grounds, consist of a series of 18-fect openings, subdivided
into three minor ones 'oy terra-cotta columns, two deep. They are
19 feet 6 inches high inside. Unlike the others, they are enclosed by
glass, and thus make one long winter garden or conservatory. The
coping is of Italian tiles, and the arches and cornices of moulded
brick. The whole of the terra-cotta work has been executed by
Messrs. Blanchard and Co., of Blackfriars-road. In the centre of the
lower arcades, both at the end and at the sides, there is a slight altera-

tion in the architectural features. Three larger and higher arches are
introduced, flanked on each side by two bays, with circular niches over
the smaller openings ; they are surmounted by a cornice and balustrade.

There are some ten or twelve varieties of the terra-cotta columns and
capitals, but all alike are well designed and cast. The adoption here
of colored materials has been most judicious ; and when the present

works are fully carried out, the concrete terraces completed, and the

grounds filled with the " stars which in earth's fii-mament do shine," we
shall see at South Kensington, no doubt, many repetitions of those

lovely gatherings which have heretofore made Chiswiek so deservedly

fiimous.

RUSKIN'S "LAST."

IN the art of contriving queer titles John Ruskin is without a rival.

1'hose of " Sheepfolds," " The Foundations," " Sea Stories," were
tolerably eccentric, butthatof " Unto this Last," as the heading ofa series

of papers in the Cornhill Magazine, is most exquisitely Euskinian. Of
the subject he there handles we know no more than, it seems, he him-
self does. But according to those who do understand something of the

non-a3Sthetic science of political economy, he has been convicted of

being altogether ignorant of it. He has this time ventured very far

beyond his depth. Surely it must have been his evil genius that

tempted him to have anything to do with '• that galley." " Lost in a
Labyrinth," would h.ave been a still more appropriate and not less

catching title for his Cornhill efi'usions than the one he invented.

Political economists. City men, and Manchester men, are made of

sterner stuff' than to allow themselves to be cajoled by "eloquence"
and seduced by sentiment. By them the {lowers of fancy arc voted to

be no better than so many gaudy, worthless weeds. Sir. Euskiu might
as well go and preach in the Stock E.xchange against gambling under a
mask, as attempt to convince people that they ouglit to pay the inferior,

and, perhiips, also idle workman just the same wages as the skilful one.

AVhether in his own household he practises according to his own doc-

trine by not discharging an inefhcient servant, we are unable to say.

But say we may very safely, and without the slightest fear of being

contradicted, that it discourages diligence. To say that all should be
paid alike, without regard to their ability, is just the same as sjiying that

superior skill ought not to benefit him who exercises it, and the best

workman should be paid no better than the worst. To follow out the

consequences of such doctrine, were it to be acted upon, is unnecessary.

Thereliire, leaving Ruskin, the political economist, to be criticised by
such writers iis those in Fru.ier, and the Saturday llevietc, who have flayed

him alive, we content ourselves with looking at him in his character of

art-teacher and arch-doctrinaire in architecture.

Now that he stands convicted of being an ignoramus—not to say a
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humbus—ill discoursin;; upon political economy, people may, perhaps,

bcin to be inclined to suspect that he is not altoj;cther tnistworthy m
matters of art. From the very first, whenhe wasin his caterpillar, or Kata-

Phusin sta^, wc have always considered him to be far more studious

of sound than of sense—inordinately ambitious of distinguishing him-

self bv fine writinsr, regardless of the homely, yet vpholesome, proverb,

that "Fine words" butter no parsnips." Of butter, however, he has

been by no means sparing, for he deluged whole pa"es with it, where

argumentative reasoning would have been more to tlie purpose. Ad-

mitting the power of eloquence that has been claimed for hun, we say

that, employed in a bad cause, it is only a so much more dangerous and

mischievous weapon. The eloquence which would fain beguile us into

believing that two and two make either more or less than four must not

look to us lor praise. The eloquence that would put us out of conceit

with Raflaellc, which speaks contemptuously of Claude, and con-

tumeliously of Canova, while it exalts Turner into an archangel ol

artistic power, we have neither sympathy with nor respect for. As

regards his knowledge of architecture, we take Ruskin to be exceedingly

superficial ; to all appearance he has neither eyes nor feehng for angh

beyond detail—the carving of capitals, and simdar, though not to be

neglected, yet quite subordinate matters, without taking any account ot

the more important requisites of composition. In short, he is just the

wight to—to do ^vhat ?

—

To fall In loTe with woman for her lace.

But quite o'crlook hcrligure or her face.

We are not, perhaps, very much mistaken in fancying we have found

the key to Jlr. Ituskin's policy and its success. He has, no doubt,

been aware that eccentricity is the surest and shortest cut to distinc-

tion. To unsay or gainsay all previous teachings, if done with ability,

can hardly fail to command attention ; and such appears to us to be the

secret of Mr. Ruskin's success.

ON THE PROPER AND IMPROPER USE OF THE ITALIAN
GOTHIC , IN MODIFYING OUR OWN GOTHIC TO A FORM
MOST SUITABLE TO CLUB HOUSES AND OTHER LARGE
DOMESTIC OR PUBLIC BUILDINGS.*

AS it has been so much the fashion of late years for our English Gothic

buildings to be more or less tinged with the peculiarities and

characteristics of the Italian Gothic, it seems to me that a consideration

of how far, and when, such borrowed character has been a gain and im-

provement to such buildings may not be without profit. Let not the

reader mistake me or be disappointed ; I am not going to criticise parti-

cular buildings, and say in which particular cases the imported style has

been, in my opinion, a gain or loss. Far be it from my pen to undertake so

grave a responsibility ; my object is ratlier to point out what are, to my
mind and taste, the Italian details or peculiarities most worthy of adapta-

tion, but particularly those most useful to our modem domestic style ; and

also to point out that the most successful efforts have been, and will be,

produced when such characteristics are adopted.

Let us, therefore, briefly consider the use, capability, and addition to our

Englisb Gothic resources contained in the eight broad principles or modes

of treatment that I think most worthy of study in the Italian Gothic

style.

I The bold, massive, palatini effect, not only admirable, but necessarily

produced by the style ; as seen by the ItalUm Totvn-lialls, such as at Piacema
and Coma, or by the Palaces at Verona and Venice.—HSlo'w the ad-

vantage of this, I think, seems fully recognised at the present

day, as shown by the numerous designs for town buildings, aiming at this

broad principle, but although some of the character is taken, it is gener-

ally too much overladen with ornament, too much broken up, and the

simplicity and grandeur of effect consequently lost. I must insist that

when any modification of this style is used, simplicity and grandeur must
be the objects in view, not picturesqueness, although, as we shall see

hereailer, small picturesque features, that do not interfere with these

olgects, may be well introduced.

The same severe grandeur can be produced with features and details on
the principles of this Gothic style that is produced by the Reform club-

house, with much more capability of conforming with difficult necessities

ofplan than there is in the Italian Classic. But, it must be once more re-

peated, that this fitness for large and grand public buildings, is lost directly

all the colored decoration, odd and bizarre details, whether original or

copied, with helps from all varieties of English Gothic, are heaped indis-

criminately on one unhappy facade of one ill-starred building.

The majesty and grandeur of effect must be kept in mind throughout
the whole design; and if it is, it will be well aided and carried out by the

various kinds of details which we will proceed to consider.

2. The massive round pillars and square piers, such as at Verona and
Piacema, with either pointed or round arclies, used as practical reasons may
determine.—It is astonishing what a grand cfl'ect may be produced in a plain

building, with plenty ofbare wall, by an arcade of perfectly plain pointed or

Totmd arches, supported on massive round pillars or square piers, both
being decorated with boldly carved capitals, an tlfect which is lost directly

the arch is over-moulded or the pier or column divided or broken up.

At Verona and Piaccnza are pure examples of this, and especially in the

noble town-hall at the latter place, where the main part of the building is

* Contrlbntcd by Mr. Randall Druce.

supported on bold square piers with pointed arches, and the piers are

simply relieved by a plain set-off at the bases, and with the springing of

the arches marked by a simple cap moulding. Two or three plain arched

openings have also a grand effect in a plain wall, but these features do not

have the same telling effect if the whole surface of the wall is decorated

and broken up by ornament.

3. The using in combination with the above mentioned plain and boldfeatures

the smaller apertures, such as doors, windows, Sfc, ornamented joitli rick

mouldings.—Now, having got the desired bold grandeur of effect by the

bold plainness of the arches and columnp, we may obtain richness and
variety of effect by richly carved mouldings in one or two of the smaller

openings, such as a central window, or a window not necessarily central,

but denoting some particular importance and peculiar character of the

apartment to which it belongs; or the central or principal doorway may
have all the resources of carving or color that we may have at our disposal

bestowed upon it.

4. The breaking of the monotony of the facade by a bold balcony without

interfering with the grandeur of the design.—This is an important and useful

means of relieving the facjade of a building, often found, probably, for the

practical purpose of addressing the multitude in the Lombard and Floren-

tine town-halls, and as a means of adding to the limited out-door terra

firma, in the Venetian palaces; and a very beautiful feature it often is; in

our buildings, it might, I think, be used more frequently than it is, and it

is capable of much varied and beautiful treatment.

The colored decoration by means of bands or courses of colored stmieor
brich, and in richer buildings, of inlaid work.—This, of all means of decora-

tion, requires the nicest taste and a sparing hand, it will not merely do to-

cover the whole building with different staring contrasts, without breaker
repose from the patchwork effect produced. This, however, is a subject

which ought to be treated of in a paper by itself, but it must sufSce here

to say that it is the characteristic of Italian Gothic architecture that has
been hitherto least successful in our adaptations. There ought to l)e more
variety of color, less violent contrasts, broader masses, and, what I have
observed in the best Italian buildings, less color where there is much archi-

tectural ornament, and the greatest amount of colored decoration where
there is the least or no carved decoration. Is there a dead wall or nearly

so ?—there it is that the Italian lavishes his color, while his imposing
architectural front is a monotone. The whole tone of the coloring ought
to be much more delicate than usually seen in our attempts.

6. The bold, plain, but graceful campanile.—Of all beautiful features-

adapted for bell or clock tower to town-halls or other public buildings, as

well as to churches, commend me to the Italian form of tower, but like

all the main features of the style it will not bear fantastic form or detail-

Its character is grandeur and simplicity, its outline must be simple ; its

pierced openings bold, plain, and beautiful in their inner lines, or the only

beauty that belongs to them is gone, their lower portions ought to be
solid and little pierced, or the effect of the belfry openings is lost ; they can

be worked into the building, but are grander detached or attached by an
archway or lower building. In England its top should be pointed.

7. TJie admission ofniehcs, and other irregular ornaments or apertures, by

means of which a greater or less amount of Gothic character may be

imparted.—This is a valuable power, that the grand and palatial effect may
be retained, and yet the picturesque surprises so often seen in Gothic

buildings may be given by the slight irregularity of the smaller apertures

or niches. In the principal front of the town-hall at Piacenza, there are

two niches inserted in apparently accidental positions, one at the side,

and the other above the main row of windows. This Gothicness of effect

is also obtained in this building, by every one of the inner arches, or

lights of the windows being different, either in number, arrangement, or

decoration (all three of these changes occurring on this one facade) : the

apparent form and size of the whole windows are the same, from the outer

arches all being the same form and size.

8. Last, although by no means least, among the characteristics of the

style, is the power of liarmonious union, of all those mentioned above with

perfect figure sculpture, and details, of the most perfect sculptor's work
such as that of the earVuist, and also purest, Florentine Renaissance.—

This is to my mind the most valuable quality of the style, the most

precious result, of the adaptation of the principles of Italian Gothic, to

our architecture. As long as we used our Gothic alone, a conventional

form of sculpture, was alone adapted to it ; but, a mode of sculpture, at

least as perfect as that of Ghiberti and Donatello, or as perfect as we can

get it with their purity of sentiment, may be used with the above bold

and grand features, and the bold, round columns, can have no better orna-

ments for their capitals than boldly and clearly carved natural fohage and

animals, and the lower courses of the whole building under the windows,

cannot be better decorated than by medallions variously arranged of figure

groups.

Now these broad principles, different altogether in effect and result from

our English Gothic, cannot be better made use of in this country than by

using, as the details and filling up of these outlines, such of the details

of our Geometrical style, as are suitable and will harmonise with this

simple and bold mode of treatment ; higher roofs and gables than in Italy,

the details more severe and pure than often found there, and we have the

foundations of a style which is rapidly developing in beauty in those

buildings in which the points we have endeavoured to lay down have beea

attended to, but which frequently runs riot, in a manner one would hardly

think the style capable of, when those rules of taste are neglected—for it

may seem a curious thing, although none the less true, that this style,

although made up of bold, simple parts, nevertheless requires the nicest

handling, and the purest taste ; that by carelessness, unskilful treatment,

or want of taste, it produces new buildings of the most bizarre and
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meretricious appearance : and yet it is its simple beauty and majesty,
when well treated, that makes it worthy of study.

Architects should, tlierefore, make up tlieir minds to one of two tilings,

if they want a picturesque building, they should take the Northern Gothic
unaltered, if they wish to compete with the Italian Classic for a club-house
and public building, let them take a modification, or rather such an em-
bodiment of the principles of Italian Gothic as may be best suited for the
particular building, having in -view grandeur not picturcsqueness.

BUILDING LAND.
EVERY one whose " attention is called " to the fact, is struck with sur-

prise at the vast number of properties which are now always in the
market as " Building Ground." Not a copy of the Times can be taken up
without seeing the frequent advertisement of farms or plots which are so
available for the builder ; and not a stroll can be enjoyed in the vicinity of
liOndon or other large town without the eye being caught by painted
boards, notifying that—" This elifjible land is to be sold or let, upon 99
years' lease." Gentlemen returning from either of the Indies, after the lapse
of a decade or two, are astonished by the whole of their native country
being threatened with an uninterrupted forest of scaffold poles, from John
o'Groat's to Cornwall.
Very erroneous ideas are prevalent among freeholders as to the value

and eligibility of their land. Scarce a proprietor in the kingdom, pro-
bably (unless in extremely remote parts), but imagines his estate
possesses many available building spots, if not, indeed, suitable en masse.
And where the land is really suitable, scarce one proprietor out of ten but
overrates the value considerably. On the other hand, it must be confessed
that admirers are from time to time being found for these seductive fields,
and the continual steady increase of population creates an equally steady
demand for fresh houses. It is a subject of wonder, with many persons,
" where all the people come from," to fill the hundreds of new houses
which arc always in process of erection on the outskirts of London ; but
when wo recollect that the regular increase of population of this city is
now actually one thousand a week, the wonder will cease, as it is evident
that these 1,000 persons must require at least 100 additional dwellings,
making 5,200 new houses really required every year by the ordinary growth
of the metropolis alone.

It should be clearly understood that to render land available for build-
ing purposes it must be remunerative to the builder to embark his capital
upon it. Perhaps 900 acres in every 1,000 of the country arc at present
totally unfitted for buildings, inasmuch as no sufficient rent could be ob-
tained for them. In many inconvenient, unhealthy, or unfashionable local-
ities, not £30 a year rent could be got for a house costing £1,000 in
erection, irrespective of the value of the ground occupied in site, gardens,
&c. But in some situations rents are so high that a builder could safely
afford to pay liberally for tlie ground. According to the political econo-
mists, "rent is that portion of the gains of the person employing the land
which he finds it worth his while to pay for its use;" and this definition
applies as forcibly to rents of building ground as to rents of farms or of
houses.

To fix the exact rent which a certain building property is worth is a
task of some difficulty to even a professional man, and one in which the
proprietor himself is almost sure to bo wrong (generally on the safe side),
unless he has taken very great pains to collect information on the subject.
It is necessary to be acquainted with several branches of knowledge, each
of which requires considerable trouble in mastering. First, we must know
what description of house is most appropriate for the special locality,
whether cottages, terrace houses, villas, mansions, or shops, and if they
will require much or little ground to each. Second, we must know what
rent they will command when finislied, and if likely to let quickly or with
difficulty. Thirdly, we must fix to what interest the builder will be fairly
entitled upon his capital embarked in the erection—and this will vary
somewhat according to the class of house, rourthly, by deducting the
builder's interest from the rack-rental we have a residuum which gives us
the ground-rent, which the ground may be fairly expected to yield. And
from the ground-rent we arrive at the selling value of the freehold, though
this again will fluctuate according to the nature of the buildings on which
the ground-rents are to be secured, some realising more "years' purchase"
than others.

As an instance of a deplorable error in planning an estate, wemay aUude
to a portion of Taddington, where private houses are built in front along a
dusty and unattractive main road, and shops are built in the dull street at
the back; the effect being that the private houses command only £70 a
year, while sliops in the same spot would realise £100, and the present
shops, at the rear, are continually being quitted by bankrupt or disgusted
tenants. The planning of this same estate is otherwise ingenious. Again,
in a part of the suburbs of London, there is a road of handsome thirteen-
roomed private houses, with gardens in front and rear, and, in many
respects, very desirable, but in consequence of certain drawbacks they
cannot obtain the class of tenants that was expected, and the eff'ect is that
though costing £800 each they sell, with difficulty, at £550. Near a small
station on the North Western line, thirteen miles from London, a field or
two was purchased and some fifty semi-detached villas built thereon,
having, generally, eight or ten rooms each and a moderate sized garden

;the result was a total failure and bankruptcy—simply because the public
do not, for the most part, like to travel ten or twenty miles into the
country for the pleasure of living in a semi-detached house, especially if
remote from shops, remote from chnrcb, remote from medical aid, and
irom any village or town.

Irrespective of the sort of house adapted for the estate, and the area
allowed to each, much depends on the "laying out:" a greater income and
more general success will occur from one form of planning roads, &c, thaa
another. It is necessary to avoid extravagance in giving away too much
ground, as well as to avoid parsiiDony in giving too little, and thus pre-
vent the houses from letting.

A common feeling with the owners of land suitable for building i> that
if they cannot obtain their price at once they will succeed by waiting a
year or two. There are three objections to this soothing idea—first that
the market is generally overstoeked with land (as before observed) which
is vacant on the same principle, and of course the cheapest is likely to go
off first. Secondly, the growth of property, though steady and continuous
for the most part, is but slow compared with the fading life of man, and
our friend's year or two is insensibly drawn out to seven or ten years.
Thirdly what is gained by waituig for a large price is lost by the abnega-
tion of interest during the interval : for instance, A. B. having building
land, worth really £2,000, is determined to get £2,500 for it ; we will
suppose that he finally succeeds, but he has waited seven years for it. If
he liad accepted £2,000 at first, he might have had by this time £700
additional in interest from employment of the money ; and if we reckon
interest upon the seven years' interest (compound interest) it would
amount to £814, so that he actually loses money though he gets the
larger price.

The amount of ground-rent which a finished house will bear seldom
exceeds one-sixth or one-seveuth of the rack-rental, unless in situations
where rents and prices are very high. A larger proportion, indeed, is an
impediment to a sale or a mortgage of the building, and most builders
would not pay more than one-eighth or one-tenth for the ground.
Speculators or builders of considerable capital renting a large quantity of
land to be covered by degrees, or for the purpose of under-letting ia
retail, will of course pay only the wholesale price, with covenants in the
lease of a not very restrictive nature. Besides which they may fairly

require two years' peppercorn rent instead of the usual twelvemonth's, or
else a graduated rental.

The foregoing remarks may not offer much that is new to experienced
surveyors or builders, but if they tend to convey some useful informatioa
to the numerous amateurs and land-owners perusing this Journal our
purpose will be answered.

SHEFFIELD.
" npiIE City of Soot" is at last improving in buildings for the purposes of its

JL staple trade ; it is now endeavouring to rise above the exceeding simple
brick and gash style, whose only beauty is its plainness, and we now see in the
w.ireliouses of some of the principal manufacturers, buildings that will almost
bear comparison with those of Jlanchester. We note as executed within the last

two or three years, the Carlisle Steel Works of Messrs. Hawksworth and Co.,
Messrs. Bedford and Co.'s Kegeiit Works, and Messrs. Walker, Eaton, and Co.'s
new fitting, shops ; and there are several other like appropriated buildings, all ex-
hibiting, more or less, a degree of careluUy gleaned and, in inostcases, judiciously
applied ornament. Messrs. Joseph Rodgersand Sons, the world-known " Cutlers
to Her Majesty," are just raisinganentirelynewbuildiugto be used as warehouses,
offices, and show rooms, of which the town will have reason to be proud. Itjoins
their old establishment, and presents to A'orfolk-street the main front, the west
flank returning down jlilk-street, 170 feet in length. The basement story is of
stone, rustic picked faces and V and margin joints ; the windows have plainjambs
and segmental heads, and in the centre of the Norfolk-street front a well-pro-
portioned door gives access to the sliow-rooms and offices. A rather nice feature
is the manner of stopping the rustic joints before they meet the window-frames

.

The v.-indows over have moulded stone architraves, those to the first-floor having
circular heads, and in the spandrels are medallions carved with the coats of arms
of the principal nations with which Messrs. Rodgers trade. Over the centre a
stone panel with sunk letters takes the place of the un-architectural and not too
much condemned " sign hoard." All the stone for external dressiu"^ is irom
Huddersfield, and the spaces between tlie windows are filled in with Retford
pressed bricks. Internally, the most striking feature is the principal staircase,
in which we are glad to sec an able adaptation of the Giant's staircase at St.
Marks. We note inside several important constructional features, which, how-
aver, we have not space to mention, ilr. J. G. Weightman is the architect, and
Mr. Alderman Mycock is the contractor for the whole.
The Church of England Educational Institute just finished, shows what may

be done by using such materials as are near at hand, and which by careful treat-
ment and a not too lavish decoration, may lie the means of producing, at a trilling
cost, a substantial building and a pleasing front. Tliis building is closely
surrounded on three sides, and its one street front has a spacious door with
tracery fanlight, several two and three-light windows, and on the upper floor,
a large four-light window with tracerj- head and shafted centre muUiun ; a line
of solid panels across the lower part ot this window meets the gallery fi-aming of
the lecture- hall.
The fa<;ade is very good Gothic and has on the whole a good eficct, but we

would have liked a little more feeling in the carving. We find in this building,
which we hear has only cost about £1,500, a spacious lecture-hall, sevci-al large
and well-lighted class-rooms, committee-room, and a house for the attendant, it

is to be used for giving instruction to working men and youths, chiefly in the
evening, and we must say that for the purpose, the whole arrangement exhibits
admirable planning on the part of the architects, Jlessrs. Floekton .ind Sons.

St. Stephen's Schools, by the same architects, present a pleasing group of
Geometric Gothic buildings, in correct design, and the arrangements inside are,
we believe, suitable for the purpose ; the whole is just approaching completion at
a cost of about £1,300.
The Wicker Congregational Schools are all but finished, and at the rear of a

noble church erected five years ago, have a very striking effect. These buildings
are in the Decorated style, and altliough they present to view very little orna-
ment beyond tliat which is a necessary part of the building, we cannot but be
pleased with the general appeaiaucc ;' they are built as day and Sunday schools,
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and lii'Ti- tro «<• obst-rve tli:\t the object in view has b«ii to devise a plan, con-

YMiieut aiid suitable for the double purptise, and u simple yet skilful treatment

rf a peculiar sliaped site lias produced tlie desire<l arranprement. The large rooms
are& feet ti inches wide, and about 00 feet lonsr. with open roofs and an average

bright of 20 feet. The outside fiieing is«iF Dunford Bridge stone in narrow
courses, and Ashlar dressiugs, the whole I)eing built in the best and most sub-

stantial manner. We may say that the various scliools and class-rooms liave an

availaUe floor area of about o.OOO square feet, and when we add that there is a

himae (containing three bed-rooms and three low rooms), and tliat the total con-

tiact is £l,'^M, our readers will agree that the building is properly denominated
" cheap." The builders are Messrs. J. and A. Craven, and Messrs. Iladfield and
GoMie, of ShetSeld, are tlie architects.

We hear tliat the Crimean monument, about and for which so much has been

said and collected, and yet so little done, is now really about to be raised above

the maas of rubbish and" unwrought Darley stone which now rovers the site.

E»ery inhabitant who passes the site of tliis'monument (wishing he could get a

tight of it) seems to compress his lips as though afraid he should '• a tale unfold."

In fact, this aff.iir is from the beginning a standing monument of the misTnanage-

nieatof a committee of democrats, who, having collected a sum of £719 10s. 7d.,

expended it on almost everything but that for which it had been given. The
monument was to cost £l,iOO— it now stands on a level with the ground and all

the mouey gone. Wc are not divulging any secret, all that we now say has been

repeatedly published in the local papers. Now, however, the matter has been

taken up by the principal iuliabitants, and there is a reasonable prospect of a

more fiivorable termination. We ought to say that no blame is attached to the

contractors. Messrs. Lane and l,ewis, of Birmingham, nor to the architect, Mr.
Goldie.

The foundation of the Victoria Hotel is progressing rapidly. The net area

occupied by the building is nearly 1,700 square yards, and the main portion of

the building is five stories high.

The ground has been e.\cavated to an average depth of five yards, and below

this there are eight or ten yards deep of made ground, composed ofquarry refuse,

oyster-shells, clay, and all" the c/cf^pra* that will accumulate beneath a board

bearing the inscnption '• Huhbisli Wanted." The plan adopted is to level the

ground when at the required depth, and after grouting with liquid mortar, to

build on the entire area a solid footing course, 4 feet thick of large rubble stones

w^alled in ground mortar and well grouted.

It is proper to say here, that materials for good concrete are out of reach,

whilst within a mile are several quarries producing rubble stones 3 feet square

aad 8 inehes thick.

The lime usetl is the Burrow lime, supplied by Messrs. Ellis, of Leicester,

which is ground in a mill with furnace stone and pots; this latter elenieiit of
mortar is, we believe, purely local, and having been repeatedly burnt through,
and having on it and in it substantial deposits of iron and steel, makes a good
building mortar. This foundation course is let as a preliminary contract, and
we sliall shortly present our readers with the result of the teiuiers for the
building.

Mr. -M. E. Hadiield is the architect, and in adopting this foundation (says the

local IrKli'pendent) he is following the advice of Mr. John Fowler, C.E.
The Workhouse disputes referred to arbitration a few weeks ago are not yet

settled. S.

THE COPYRIGHT OF DESIGNS.
THE attention of the Council of the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce has

been for some time past directed to obtaining certain modifications of the

Copyright of Designs .4ct. The subject was first brought under the notice of

the chamber by a memorial signed by upwards of thirty manufacturers of metal
goods, chiefly of an ornamental character, and the object of the memorial having
been principally to obtain a reduction in the fees, the conucil of the chamber ap-
pointed a sub-committee to confer with the memorialists, and to adopt such
measures as might be deemed necf ssary to obtain the object desired. Ultimately,
the Vice-President (Mr. .\rthur Rylaiid) was requested to prepare a memorial
to the Lords of the Treasury, and Mr. F. Elkington, Mr. J. S. Wright, and Mr.
John Bragg were requested to present it. The follow ing is a copy of the memo-
rial and the reply thereto, by which it will be seen that the labors of the chamber
have been successful upon a very essential point, and a great boon has thereby
been conferred npon the manufacturers of a most important branch of our local

trade :
—''To the Lord Commissioners of her Majesty 's Treasury—The memorial

of the Council of the Chamber of Commerce for Birmingham and the midland
ilistrict sheweth,—That your memorialists desire to lay before your lordships the
following statements in reference to the fees charged under your lordships' order
for registration under the Copyright of Designs Act, and this they do as repre-
senting the principal manufacturers of Birmingham engaged in producing orna-
ntental and useful metal articles of almost every description. By the 5th and Cth
Vic, cap. 100, and the Cth and 7th Vic, cap. 70, protection is given by means of
registration to new designs in all kinds ofmanufactured articles, for periods varying
from nine months to three years. The fee for a registration for three years for
printed textile fabrics is only Is. ; for paper-hangings, 10s. ; and for all other
manufactures it is £1, except articles composed wholly or chiefly of metal, in
*hich class the fee is £3. There has been no alteration in these fees for eighteen
years, and your memorialists now respectfully urge the necessity of reducing the
fee for Class 1 to the sum of £1 for the following reasons :—1. There is no good
rea«m why metal articles should be charged sixty times the amount of printed
textile fabrics, six times the amount of paper-hangings, or three times the amount
of ariicles in glass, china, e: rthenware, wood, or ivory. 2. Because the amount
of the fee in this class, with other necessary cxpen.ses generally attending regis-
tration, operates as an absolute barrier against the use of the Act in many
instances, thus preventing manufacturers from obtaining that legal protection for
their property which is distinctly recognised by the Act of Parliament as their
right. 3. Because in many tiancy trades, under Class 1, manufacturers desire to
r^lstfir, as a rule, every new design they publish. But experience shows that
new designs in these trades are only jiecuniarily successful in the proportion of
one to five, the other four involving either lessor very sniall profit; and, there-
fore, if every new design nubli»hed were registered the whole cost of the five
would have to be paid by the one success, which at the present rates would be
from £20 to £2.5. 4th. Because if the iee for Class 1 were reduced to £1, regis-
trations would be probably tenfold their present number, as many manufacturers in
tkat case would obtain legal protection for the large majority of new articles they

issue. That considering the increased attention now paid to artistic excellence
in metal articles, even those of the smallest value, many of which are produced
as low as }d. to Is. per dozen, it is but just that as to fees they should be placed
at least on an equality with more costly manufactures, as shawls, paper-haugf :

iugs, &c. That the fees on all articles" under the (itli and 7tli Vic, cap. 70, for
application to useful purposes is £.'j, which in the opinion of your memorialists
might, without diminution to the ultimate receipts, be reduced to £1 ; for in
this, as in the former case, your memorialists believe the increase in the registra-
tion, consequent on the reduction of the fees, would compensate for the deficiency
from the increase in the individual fees. That a reduction ofthe fees on registra-
tion as represented would give great encouragement to the production of new
artistic designs, and thus better enable our manufacturers to compete with the
French and Germans, and also that the revenue would be largely benefited by
the increased number of registrations. Your memorialists would respectfully
suggest that by the 18th section of the 5th and Gth Vic, cap. 100, it was intended
such fees should only be charged as should bo requisite to defray the ' expenses of
the olfice ' of the registration, and although on the institution of that ottice the
present fees might be just, the reasons now submitted to your loixiships, and
probably the experience of the registrar, may justify a reduction of the fees.

And your memorialists pray that the scale of fees now charged for registration of
designs, under the Gth and 0th Vic, cap, 100, the Gth and 7th Vic, cap. 65, and
the subsequent statutes amending those lists, may he revised, and that the fees
for the registration of designs of articles composed wholly or chiefly of metal,
may be reduced from £3 to £1, and that the fees for registration, under the 0th
and 7tli Vic, cap, 05, may be reduced from £5 to £1,

—

Abtiiuk Ryland,
Vice-President."
The reply to the foregoing is as follows:—" Treasury Chambers, 3rd of Novem-

ber, 18C0, Gentlemen,—With reference to your memorial of the 27th of last

August, praying that the fees now charged for registration of designs, under 5
and 6 Vic, cap, 05 and cap, 100, and subsequent Acts, may be revised with a
view to their reduction, and also praying that the fees now charged for the
registrationof designs for metallic gooils may be reduced from £3 to £1, I am
desired by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury to acquaint you
that their lordships have signified to the Board of Trade their approval of the
reduction of the fee on metal designs from £3 to £1, I am at the same time to
state that there does not appear to their lordships to be sufficient reason to justify

the reduction of the fees on the registration of useful designs,— I am, gentlemen
your obedient servant, G, A, Hamii.to.v,—To the Council of the Chamber of
Commerce for Birmingham and the Midland District.

MANSION AT PINNER,
THE mansion which we illustrate at page 877 was built for Mr, Carnegie,

situated in Eastbury.park, Pinner. Mr. Brice, of Edinburgh, was
the architect ; Mr, Harding the builder. The cost, including outbuildings,

&c., was about £35,000.

The Reopening of Melbourne Church.—We learn from the Derhy
Mercury that, after having been closed for about a year, this beautiful fabric

was again opened on the 3rd instant. The church may almost be called a small

Norman Cathedral, Indeed, at one time, owing to the invasions of the Scots in

the north of England, the Bishops of (^arlyle held their ordinations at Mel-
bourne, where also they had a palace. The present church is supposed to be

built upon the site of one even still more ancient, which is mentioned in

Doomsday Book, and is supposed by the Rev, .loseph Dean, in his " History of

Melbourne" to have been built by King Ethelred on the spot where Queen
Osthrid met with her death. The church of Melbourne has long attracted the

attention of the archceologist and antiquary. The late William Wilkins, who
built Donnington Hall, gave plans, sections, and descriptions of it in the 13th

volume of the .4rcha!ologia. It is 144 feet long, cruciform in shape, with a

lantern tower containing thirteen arches rising at the intersection. It has

triforia running over tlie arches of the nave, which are continued round the

lantern tower. The pillars ofthenave are4feetin diameter ; the arches are semi-

circular and enriched with zigzag and other mouldings. On the capital of one

of the western pillars are carved two plain crosses with a pellat in each angle. The
northern triforium is probably Norman, the southern of a later date, about the

time of Stephen, The side aisles are of much later date. The windows of the

edifice contain no stained glass, but are now glazed with rolled cathedral glass.

The fabric is entered by a Norman dooi-way at the west end, whicli opens into a

spacious arch leading to a portico extending the whole breadth of the church,

and covered by a groined arch, over which are chambers which some antiquaries

supposed were the residence of the keepers of the church called Porstophin. The
font is a hemisphere of stone, supported by a cluster of four pillars. There are

a few objects to interest the antiquary. These are in the south transept near the

organ, and consist of the effigies of a" crusader clad in mail and surcoat, his head

being encircled with a bandeau of jewels. There are also some curious slabs to

the memory of various members of the Hardinge family (from whom Lord
Hardinge was descended), who formerly lived at King's Newton Hall. In the

same transept, too, is a curious monuniental cross carved upon a flagstone, of

which a very admirable sketch and description were recently given by Mr.
Llewellyn Jewitt in No. 1 of the " Reliquary." It will be seen by the foregoing

description that this church has a good deafto interest. Whilst on the one liana

the restorations have been effected in keeping with the style and character of the

edifice, of course the main object has been to increase the accommodation.

The Philharmonic Hall, Islington.—This building, an ilhistration

of which will be found at page 337, was foi-mally opened by a public dinner, on

Wednesday, last week. We notice this building as being one of a class becoming

very popular with the public, and which in itself will compare very favorably

with any existing one in London, The originators of the scheme for supplying

music at a cheap rate to this densely populated district deserve success, with

which we trust tliey may meet,
Jlr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of

the Chnpel Uoyal, of .St. tieorgc's, Windsor. " They are of remarkable merit-
unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes."— ^^/lejirrt/wi, "Highly
interesting and valuable."—/;«% News. "A charmiDg series of value to the

architect and arcliaologist, and caiinot fail to Interest visitors. " —.-t)'* Juurnat. The
Views complete (IH) sent free on receipt of a post-offlce order for 278., or two samples
for 3s. 2d. Frederic Jones, Uli, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Bond-street),

—Advertisement,
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ME. FALKENER ON GREEK SCULPTURE.*
LAST week we entered on a somewhat lengthened review of the first

half of Mr. Ealkener's " Dtedalus " (in which by-the-bye occurs a
misprint of the words lacunars and I'l/thayoras), and we now proceed to

notice the second half or Part of tlie work, entitled " Modern Art."
Having described Greek Art in its excellence, the author proceeds to

examine it in its decline, as also to compare it with the state of Art in the
present day. Mr. Falkener's opinions are not favorable to large public
collections of works of art, as a means of producing skilful artists. We
can scarcely go with the writer in the conclusions he seems to draw from
reflections, true enough in themselves— to do so would be to join The
Quarterly Review in contending that, the more a Government employ^ is

capable of standing a Civil Service Examination the less fitted he will be
for the Civil Service ; or, to accept another assertion recently published,
that the less a man knows of mathematics the fitter he will be for a civil

engineer. Touching the question of Art, Mr. Falkener remarks

—

"An important question arises whether succesa in art is at all dependent upon the
number or examples of ancient desi^i collected togfether lor study and iniitation.
However much wo acknowledge the necessity and usefulness of public museums, in
which examples of every dc8crij)tion are placed together for the instruction of the
student, we cannot but admit that the mere possession of such collections will not
produce eminence in art. •*«•*•«
" The very multiplicity of such works prevents their study. The great majority of

the visitors to a museum go there as to a siijht. The eye remains on each successive
object only so long as the visitor is occupied in passing by It. Men are generally too
full of business to devote more than a passing hour to a whole museum.''—Page 187.

The first principle of Ancient Art was beauty; but Mr. F. complains
that with modern sculptors it is mere " individuality." The blame
appears to lie rather with the patron than the artist, as the author himself
admits in some excellent remarks, too long to quote here, touching the
Exliibitions of Sculpture in The Royal Academy. On this point his
quotation from Sophocles is most happy, " I have depicted men as they
should be, while Euripides represents them as they are ;" and after
describing the ancient sculptors as concealing the blemishes of their
heroes whilst they retained individuality, he goes on to observe,
" In modern times we insist upon identity. Nelson will not be recognised

unless without Jiis arm. Who does "not see that this a depreciation of art?
The hero is not to be recognised by his face or action, but by an empty arm sleeve.
* • * It is the same witb the other arts. Why is it that we see (so few his-
torical pictures in our exhibitions? Is it because our artists cannot paint them, or
because they cin iind no sale for them when they are painted ? A man may starve
now-a-days who devotes himself to what he considers to bo high art. In all the
arts, the student begins with enl.argcd views of the dignity and beauty of his art,
but it is so long before he gets bis first client, and there is so much difficulty in
getting otliers after, that lie is content to execute a bust for his pastrycook, or paint
akit-kat of some simpenng dandy, or put up a hideous red-brick Gothic front to a
London house ; and thus high art is eitlier forgotten or derided."—Page 190.

He inveighs against the practice of some artists in over-manipulating
the rnore insignificant parts of tlieir productions ; and apropos of such
practice introduces an anecdote of Zeuxis the painter, which vie reproduce
here, as the po^jular version of it is far weaker in its moral than Mr.
Falkener's. Its hero was evidently no Pre-Raifaelite.

*' Zeuxis having painted a child carrying some grapes so naturally that the birds
flew down and pecked at the grapes, removed them, in order that the attention might
be directed to the proper object, saying, ' I have surely painted the grapes better
than the child ; for if I liad fully succeeded in tlic latter, the birds would not have
dared to touch the grapes.' All such defects were carefully avoided by the Greeks."
—Page aOo.

The Third Chapter treats of the Sculpturesque Management of Costume,
a vexed question of long standing, on which Mr. F. throws much light by
written and pliotographed references to ancient examples. Of the
ephemeral character of modern costume, Mr. Falkener says

—

"^^et the millionare, or the man who is desirous of purchasing honor with money,
be represented in the costume of the day ; for being unknown to lame, and unentitled
to distinction, his statue will last but little longer than the fashion of his garment

:

but let all those who are entitled to their country's praise be represented in a
costume which is alike honorable and poetical, and suited for distinction m every
age."-Page214.
However, the author reasons thus, not because he dislikes costume
which is not ancient, but because our modern costume is ugly ; he admits
the beauty of the costume in which we usually see Milton and Shakspcare
represented, nor would he have these interfered with. Speaking of the
material for sculpture, he observes very truly

—

" There is scarcely a bronze. statue but what might have been cast in leaS, and
appeared no blacker. Doubtless, this is owing to our smoke and climate ; but for
that very reason the bronzes should be of a brighter color, and polished, as the
ancient were, if not gilt. Again, our bronze, lead-looking statues are in utter want
of harmony with their pedestals or bases. Instead of being of white stone, these
should be of the darkest granite or marble. I do not know of any statues that look
so well in this respect .as those of Stockholm. ' '—Page Vil.

The two succeeding Chapters on " Decorum " and " Colossal Sculp-
ture " will well repay a careful perusal. Two sketches are given in the
former of Baron M.arochetti's Statue of Victory (placed for some time at
the rear of Apsley-house), whicli, remarkable as it was for its want of
repose, was not " what the Greeks would have done."

' Perspective " in relation to the sculptor's works forms the theme of
the Sixth Chapter. Mr. Falkener's remarks on this point will be found to
have equal reference to the works of the architect: thus, the efi'ect of air,

surrounding any isolated portion of a statue, as the limb of one of Thor-
walsden's Statues of Munich, may be seen in the angle columns of any
detached portico designed in defiance of ancient rules; or again in any
row of balusters, through which the sky appears, as contrasted with other
parts of the same balustrade, that may happen to stand before an opaque
background. Nor are his remarks on anamorphosis, or extravagant per-
spective, of less importance to architects: these Mr. Falkener iflustrates
by a sketch of the figure of Britannia, which surmounts the central pedi-

• Continued from page SS.'J.

ment of the newly built wing of Somerset-house, by way of indicating a
sculptural defect, which many of our readers must have noticed, in looking
upon Mr. Pennethorne's admirable fa9adc.
The Chapter on "Bas-relief and Pedimental Sculpture" draws a com-

parison between ancient and modern works of the kind, in which the
author insists on the vast consequence of simplicity in their composition,
giving engraved illustrations in explanation of his tiieory. He condemns
the introduction of perspective backgrounds in a bas-relief such as may
be seen in the works of Ghiberti, or on the pedestal of the Nelson Column
at Charing-cross, but never in the purer remains of Greek art. Mr. F.'s

opinions on this point seem however opposed to those of writers such as
Falconet, De Piles and our own Barry (the painter). Speaking of the
Panathenaic frieze, Mr. F. adduces it as aflbrding a proof that, Greek
sculptures were adorned with metal gilding and color, by its presenting
plain indications of metal bridles having been secured to the heads of the
hoises, and to the hands of their riders. The remainder of the Chapter
on Pedimental Sculpture exhibits careful study of tlic subject, and an
interesting comparison of ancient and modern examples. The ancient
sculptures, Mr. F. tells us, contained no fill-tips which, omitted from the
composition, would not detract from the value of the story represented

;

and he continues with the following excellent description of the Greek
artist's modus operandi.

'* Having thus conceived his subject, he then studied how the figures were to be
placed, ana witb this intent, not how each would look well in itself, but howjit would
combine with others ; bow his masses on each side should correspond with and
balance each other; how sometimes lie should study resemblance of form, at others
contrast; how the voids and masses should be opposed by those of the building:
how the waving lines of the sculpture should contrast with the geometric lines of
the architecture ; how the gradually-increasing sizes of his figures sliould be in an
harmonious ratio, without violating the laws of reason, the subject partaking of a
perspective character, as though the ends of the pediment were farther removed
from tJie centre ; how the fullness and roundness of the sculpture should unite the
whole in one composition ; how his composition should tell, whetlier viewed from a
distance, immediately underneath, or from either extremity ; but above all he took
care, by increased size to his principal figures, to concentrate his subject, and thus
make these figures tell the story, even at a glance ; for unless attention is paid to
this unity of design, all is confusion."—Page 257.

One modern example of a sculptured pediment is denounced by the
author; but two examples are justly singled out for praise—the pedi-
ments of the St. George's Hall at Liverpool, and of the Fitzwilliam
Museum at Cambridge.

" The Ideal " is treated of in the Eighth Chapter, and in a way that
shows how very much reflection the author has devoted to his subject.

Nature, he observes, may never realise it to us in any one of her objects,

but sculpture should ever present us, by corporeal beauty, the beau ideal of
intellectual goodness. It strikes us that an .appreciation of the theory
must be arrived at by an ignoring of one's daily experience of mankind,
and certainly by a forgetfulnoss of the vulgar proverb, " Handsome is that
handsome does ;" but we give it in Mr. Falkener's own words, which are,

to say the least, seductive.

" The opponents of idealism will say, ' The object of the artist should be to copy

'

nature.' We grant it, but contend that nature by their procedure is not copied. Tne
idealist observes nature, and generalises it; he takes his examples not from an
individual member, not even from an amalgam of scattered beauties, as Lucian's
Panthea was composed ; not from the average mean, according to Sir Joshua Rey-
nold's theory, but from a comparison of mankind in general. Like Eupompus, he
points to the crowd as his model, and by a comparison of various forms seeks to
realise the perfection of beauty implanted in our first parents, diminishing the traits
of character common to the animal creation, and giving prominence to and exagge-
rating those which relate to the intellectual faculties. The copyist, on the other
hand, contents himself with a single figure as his model, and which, despite its

blemishes, he insists on copying, and calls it natiu-e. * He,' 8<ays Proclus, *who takes
for his model such forms as nature produces, and confines himself to an exact imita-
tion of them, will never attain to what is perfectly beautiful, for the works of nature
are full of disproportion, and fall very short of the true standard of iieauty.' The
copyist merely copies, but the idealist imitates from nature, the power of doing which,
as Dionysius observes, is only acquired by long practice and study.''—Page 262.

And, comparing the literal with the Greek ideal treatment, the author goes
on to say :

"While the Roman and modern portraits represent every accidental mark or
blemish, those of the Greek philosophers indicate only those peculiarities of the face
which were necessary to character, and even these were treated in a free and large
manner. When treated in the one manner it is a mere portrait, in the other it is a
work of art."—Page ^'O.'j.

We are not sorry to see that, so accomplished a critic as Mr. Falkener
has a word of praise to bestow, even indirectly, on what we have always
considered, notwithstanding its allowed defects, an over-abused building

—

the National Gallery : it has been our own lot to see some half-dozen
designs for improving it, not one of which has struck us as being equal in

merit to poor Wilkins' edifice. Mr. Pennethorne we trust will be more
successful.

The equestrian statue of 'Wellington, mon-
strously imposed on what Air. Falkener erro-
neously calls the " marble " arch, furnishes a
subject for two amusing wood-cuts, the truth-
fulness of which any one may see, who journeys
between Picadilly and Knightsbridge. Mr.
Falkener is not the only person who has noticed
the peculiarity indicated by these cuts. He
might have .added a third one, and shown that,
"The Ideal" proper to his ill-placed statue,

seen from the corner of St. George's Hospital, is

redolent of anything but the beau " Ideal."
Cerles, if the statue is to retain its place on the
arch, it is desirable that the porter's chimney-
pot should be moved eastward. There is surely
an error in the printed titles of Mr. Falkener's two cuts, which seem to
require transposing.

.-V'-A
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In his Ninth and concluding Chapter the author assures us that, " sculp-

ture with the sister arts is rising, both in this country and on the

continent." Of the art -critic and patron he well observes,

- Let him considOT that he will more Burely found a reputation, and ga'n respect

|>»aUng himwir snffliMontly acquainted with the art to be able to appreciate ex-

cjjllliiwjli ; «»d U-t the man of fortune eonslder that, while possession of the antique

am ooanitiite, or be supposed to do so. » title for taate, the patronage of livinj;

wtMt* will prOTc that he Is imbued with a love of art, and wishes to improve it.

And in a note he aptly quotes, " True taste is characterisedby a discernment

of the be.iutiful ; vulgar taste by the discernment of blemishes."

The .luthor of this work is evidently an ardent admirer of Greek art;

but he is hardly what Dr. Johnson would have called " a good hater " of

other styles of art. He has, indeed, nothing to say against " detestable

Boman or " pestilent " Pointed ; but seems to have an appreciative eye for

the beautiful, whether it be presented to him in one style or another, as the

following extract will testify :

—

" He who does not admire an old tiothic edifice, has no eye for grace, no feeling

for beauty, no love for the picturesque ; he who reviles Greek art has no retinement

of feeling, no soul or sentiment, no capacity for the sublime."—Page 311.

Wc have already spoken of the Appendix at the end of the work, and

of the discussion it contains as to the use of the arch by the Greek archi-

tects ; but we cannot refrain from noticing Mr. Bonomi's letter to the

author, if only to repeat a quaint proverb lie gives, as used by the Indians

when speaking of the arch. " The Arch," they say, " never sleeps ;" and

Mr. Bonorai himself, whiUt admitting the cogency of Mr. Falkener's argu-

menU for the ancient use of the arch, speaks of it as a suicidal feature of

construction, wliich the Egyptians very probably were well acquainted

with, but avoided, on principle. " The arch never sleeps," but, adds Mr.

Bonomi, "night and day is always seeking to take advantage of any

failing in its abutments."
Mr. Falkener concludes his work with critical remarks at some length

on the writings of Mr. Buskin, particularly such of them as impugn the

merits of the style of art, for which Mr. F. is so strenuous an advocate.

It is well known that the Greek fret is one of Mr. Raskin's bugbears; and,

as that species of ornament appears on the outside of his work, Mr.

Falkener ironically takes it for granted " the Oxford Graduate " will never

look into it—We shall see.

One good result will, we trust, arise from the appearance of this elegant

volume ; that is, that the general public will become better versed in the

history and value of the sculptor's art. The book will make its way
amongst the influential promoters of art, and at least interest them suffi-

ciently in sculpture to so change matters that, tlie poor SaiSaXoi (as we
suppose we must now call them) may obtain, in Mr. Pennethorne's altered

structure in Trafalgar-square, a more ample Gallery for the annual exhibi-

tion of their works.

THE STYLES.''

THE Battle of the Styles has raged long and furiously, neither party is

vanquished, neither can claim the victory, and that it may ever

remain so is our earnest wish. We have pursued the study and practice

of both, and have derived much pleasure therefrom. We can see no

cause of ailing either in our lusty Gothic son or our bright and Classic

daughter. Tlie enjoyment derived from the contemplation of both we
would not lessen by throwing dirt in the face of either, nor would we
soil our hands by attempting to blacken the character of him who admires

but one.

We will now glance rapidly over the arguments that have been used on

both sides, and endeavour, in a future paper, to throw some little light on

the subject. Hitherto only the extremes have clashed: let us see if the

shock will not be less if the radius be decreased. Could we hit upon the

centre no jar would be felt.

The arguments adduced in favor of the Classic by its champions are

principally these:

—

Firstly. That it is more adapted to modern wants and requirements and

materials ; it admits of the introduction of all tlie new inventions with

the greatest facility.

Secondly. The ventilation and light are far preferable. The windows
are parallelograms, and will admit either sash or French casement.

Thirdly. Modem furniture (a great point) harmonises with it, being

nearly always based on Classic design.

Fourthly. Iti elevations are nobler and more majestic, and, in street

architecture, it admits of greater uniformity. With regard to economy,

it lias tliis advantage, cements, as they now are, prove in large towns as

durable as stone—sometimes more so; and with this invaluable material

you can produce as fine a front as any stone will give at an incredibly

small expense in comparison, especially where much ornament is employed.

Fifthly. That whereas all the principal Classic edifices stand grand and
lasting monuments of the taste and ability of those who carried them out,

the Gothic are poor and mean adaptations to modern wants, ill-shaped and
badly constructed.

Sixthly. That the majority of the public have long since given a verdict

for the Classic, inasmuch as all the public buildings, with a few miserable

exceptions, have been designed in it, and that, however beautiful and
glorious the houses of Parliament may be, however much of the deep
thought and study of a master mind they may exhibit, and however
worthy a monument of the nineteenth century, still would the Classic

have been incomparably superior had a master great as Barry, with the
same rcsourcen, designed it.

Seventhly. Where can you find an equivalent for the portico in Gothic?

• Contributed.

What will suffice for its numbers of graceful columns— each one a master-

piece of architectural design that nothing can surpass. AVhere so fit and
appropriate a place for sculpture as the pedimentV Where else can it

look equally well? In fact, in no other style will sculpture harmonise (so

says Bell). The human form cannot be made to blend with Gothic.

Classic opens its arms, too, to receive the productions of the painter's

genius; longing for the embrace are the large flat surfaces of its walls, the

sheltered coffers of its ceilings, and the grand altitude of its domes, where
misty space adds much to mystic design.

Eighthly. The Classic is the correct style for Christian worship: firstly,

because it is more suitable to the Protestant creed, a simple parallelogram

on plan admitting the clergyman to be seen by all, without tlie silly,

costly, and inconvenient rows of piers and arches, which are indicative of

the mysteries of the Romish rather than of the plain, simple grandeur of

the Reformed Church; and, secondly, its connection with the primary
Christians, ere the abuses of the dark ages crept in.

Ninthly. It admits of more simple arrangements, without tliose compli-

cations of pliin, innumerable angles, and useless gables of elevation neces-

sary to give effect and style to the Gothic; it dispenses with those many-
angled, inconvenient rooms usually found in the latter, space is economised,

and money saved.

Such are a few, a very few, of the many advantages which the Classic

is said to possess over the aspiring Gothic; let us see now the foundation

upon which the adherents of the latter build a supremacy.

We will set argument against argument; and in advocating the cause

of Gothic, its disciples say

—

Firstly. It possesses as great a facility for the introduction of modern
inventions and materials as the Classic—in fact, it ovras the greater part

of ornamental ironwork yet executed by machinery; it has fostered the

manufacture of encaustic tiles, in which the British stand unrivalled; it

has nourished a better class of artizans, and it has founded an Architec-

tural Museum.
Secondly. So far as capacity to light the interior of the rooms is con-

cerned, it is unrivalled, where he who essays it is conversant with its

pliability. Casement or sash can be used with ease, as is evidenced in

numberless works executed. The, windows, too, are made the mediutn of

use and beauty, and are a set-off against any column. A geometrical

window, such as that in the east end of Lincoln Cathedral, possesses as

much grace and beauty as the most graceful Corinthian column, besides

evincing far higher constructional ability. Wliere could ornament be more
appropriately placed than where it looks equally well from the exterior or

interior of the building? This, then, is a decided advantage it has over

the Classic ; its greatest beauties grace interior and exterior alike.

Insufficiency of light can never be laid to its charge, for whereas the jambs

of Classic windows are square, those of Gothic are splayed—the splay

admitting so much more light in comparison to the size of the clear

opening.
Thirdly. To those who enter any modern Gothic house it will be

immediately apparent that the furniture—no matter in what style it may
be—looks no more out of place than it would do elsewhere ; in fact, many
of the interiors in this style which we have seen could not be more elegant

or complete.

Fourthly. Properly carried out, the elevations in Gothic are as imposing

and grand as Classic ; the fact is, no one has given it a really fair trial.

Spend the same money on the facade of the former that you would upon
the latter (provided that the architect understand the styles equally well)

and you will not grumble at the appearance of a Gothic elevation. With
respect to uniformity, you can have it or not—the irregular outline only

adds to the picturesque effect ; whereas in Classic uniformity is compulsory,

the effect being injurious if you do not get it.

In reference to the use of cements—here the Classic has the advantage,

for in Gothic you must not descend to shams, all must be of tl;e best

materials and workmanship. Honesty is ^vritten on its face. And for

this reason it is a truly constructional style, no one stone spanning many
feet, but a number of small stones more than counterbalancing any dis-

advantage in their size, by surpassing any monolith through the mode in

which they are put together. Everything is fair and .above board—a sham

spoils all. Truly in this, necessitas est mater inventicc has been the order of

the day. Everything of necessity has been turned to a good account,

every difficulty in construction is met, conquered, and turned into an

efficient ally—such are the buttresses, flying buttresses, and pinnacles.

For your mean, paltry urns, without a use or connection with the building,

we can show our graceful pinnacles. Your sculpture—except in the pedi-

ment—stands exposed to every storm that blows, well enough in Italy,

where the sky is ever cloudless, but here we have the graceful niche and

canopy, denied to Classic so far as utility is concerned.

Fifthly and Sixthly. That because modern Classic edifices, both in

nimihers and in the money expended on thera, far exceed the Gothic,

(excepting in the case of one edifice) you must not rush at conclusions

and advance untenable arguments. When we speak of Gothic we mean

that Gothic which flourished in the time of the Edwards, which was

advancing to a glorious maturity when Edward the First was battlins on

the scorching plains of I'alestine, when the arm of the Church arid the

soldier were ahke striving to excel in adding glory to the name of their

lord and master ; that Gothic whose prime shed lustre on tiie reign of

Edward ILL; whose naves and towers, arcades and cloisters, echoed the cry

of victory which came sweeping from the bloody fields of Cressy and

Poictiers. The summit of martial v.ilor and fame by Edward, the summit

of woman's worth and beauty by Philippa his Queen, and the summit of

perfection in Gothic architecture were attained at the same time ; in the
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two former soon again to bo equalled, but not so in the latter. It has slept

for 4(iO years, and has been but recently disinterred, and we must remind

its traducers of this latter fact—it is still a nursling, its strength has not

yet been put forth, all its resources have not been developed, although

each succeeding day adds to its importance. You cannot, therefore, in

justice compare the ofl'spring of its grave-clothes with your hale and

hearty children.

Seventhly. We can most easily find a Gothic substitute for the portico

in our equally elegaot and far more useful porch, for this very reason that

the portico will never prove a substitute for the porch. In a northern

country of what use is your open portico through which the winds sweep

with tenfold yiolence—what shelter is it from the driving sleet and rain of

such a country as ours ? How much warmer has any one ever felt who
has taken shelter under a portico ? Porticos were designed as a shield

against the almost vertical sun of a southern country—but we are blessed

with the presence of Phoebus so seldom, and when he smiles it is in so

mild a manner that we require no such protection, but we do require

shelter from the inclement weather, and obtain it effectually by the porch;

this is a protection against cold, that a protection against heat. Why,
then, is a portico found in such a utiUtarian age as the present, when it is

perfectly plain that no other reason exists thau that it is indispensable to

the look of the building, which without it would be like a sliip minus one

paddle-wheel?
You say our porches are insignificant, but let us e.xpend as much money

on one as you do on a portico and you will soon change your opinion. We
can have columns as handsome and in as many ranks, whose caps, if they

do not surpass the never-varying acanthus-leaves of eight to the circum-

ference, at least equal them ; besides possessing the advantage of an ever-

varying design, which gives piquancy without destroying the charm of

repetition. For the flat and coffered ceiling we give the bounding groin

that springs lightly up from every cap, and stands, a monument of con-

structive skill, in sharp contrast to its unimaginative sister. You say we
can find no sufficient space for sculptural subjects embracing a number of

figures, each one forming part of a whole, and that if we did it would not

harmonise with the style. Upon what is this idea based? Have you
ever seen the attempt made ? No ! thence proceeds the assumption.

Another reason is this—you have seen how well the crude productions of

sculpture left to us by the early masons blend with the rest of their

work, that it strikes you as being the most fitting manner in which to

continue. We can only say that if such sculpture looks well, let it be of

a higher order and it will look better. It is but natural to suppose that

the curved lines of a building would harmonise better with the human
form than angular ones. To say also that no space can be found large

enough for the sculptor to show his skill and genius in large compositions

is puerile. The world would be happy in possessing that artist whose
genius would be too great for the space we could find. What reason is

there that our gables should lack sculpture any more than the gable of

of Classic ? You say our gables are too lofty ; and why is it imperative

that the boundary line should crush down the figures, and that not even a

hint of sky should bo given ?—that if we have the advantage of high

gables we must cram them full of sculpture, nilly-willy ?

In rebutting the argument that Gothic is as free from a disposition to

domicile the canvas as the chisel we should be almost wasting words.

Before doing so we should be made well acquainted with the ground on
which the assertion is based. From the remains of pictorial efforts that

are contmually being brought to light, tlie old Gothic architects evidently

considered that painting harmonised with their peculiar style of archi-

tecture; and as they brought the latter to perfection, we must, at all

events, take their opinions as respectable. Whether a bad painting (such

as theirs, and with which we find the entire wall occasionally covered)

looks better in a certain place than a good one would, we leave the dis-

criminating seeker after truth to determine.
Eighthly. Public opinion has given us the advantage of its decision here.

The old argument that as Gothic was nurtured by the Roman Catholics ( ?),

we Protestants ought not to use it, is worn out, as the Church at that time

had not fostered the insidious doctrines which crept in at a later period

and demanded a reform ; what was done was done in all good faith, and
not for the purpose of idolatry or deception. Looking at it in this rational

point of view, we are not long in discovering that this is the first Christian

erchitecture, and that the Classic is the thrown-off garment of Paganism.

The pubUc have, therefore, shown a wise judgment in declaring unani-

mously that Gothic be henceforth used for all Protestant places of worship.

Whether its association with the past history of our country and its

intimate connexion with all the principal events before the time of King

,
James I., or whether it is that the style of architecture itself (for we find

nearly every part of it is symbolical*) engenders devotional feelings, it is

difficult to say, but that it accords more with the feelings of Protestant

worshippers is an undisputed fact, whereas a church, such as St. Pancras,

in the New-road, has a certain bold and brazen vulgarity in its aspect

(neither theatre nor church), which disgusts the sensitive and destroys

his ability to quietly examine his own heart.

Ninthly. Those only who are ignorant of Gothic pursue this line of

argument, since if they were to make themselves acquainted with many of

the Continental halls, they would make the discovery tliat an unbroken
bold fagade—such as that at Ypres—is more compatible with Gothic than
it would be with Classic. Imagine a Classic building of such dimensions

* The nave and aisles are symbolical of the Trinity, and again represent the
Church Militant ; the chancel, the churcli triumphant ; triplet windows, the Trinity;
the five bays of the nave, the live wounds of Christ, as also do the five-light windows.
The cross is frequently before us ; the tendency of every feature is heavenward.

simply filled with Classic windows (as this is with Gothic), and see the

effec^-a cold, bold, ugly building, without poetry or music. This then

would go far to prove that Gothic admits of simpler arrangements with a

far better effect, and it follows that if the lines of an elevation are simple

—if there is no break on plan—an effort must be made to obtain complica-

tions inside.

This is a part of the Gothic defence, rendered somewhat long and prosy

by the fact that it not only lias to sustain the Classic attack, but also to

regain the ground wliioh has been lost by its decadence and death-like

lethargy. In another paper we will endeavour to keep the promise we
made at the commencement, and trust that as we are unprejudiced, our

reasons may not be misjudged. Our wish is to render each disputant less

bitter to his opponent, and to make the study of both styles the object

of all. Bm. Wa.
«

MODERN LONDON ARCHITECTURE.*

FOR upwards of a century did London Architecture continue to be mis-

represented by more or less accurate repetitions of that of ancient

Rome, when a brief diversion towards a still more remote period and city

was effected. This was, in a great measure, due to the instrumentality

of a combination of distinguished peers, artists, litterateurs, and gentlemen

of fashion and pleasure as well as of learning and taste ; they called

themselves the •' Society of Dilettanti," the names of Bubb Doddington,

George Colman, Sir Joshua Reynolds, David Garrick, Sir William

Hamilton, Charles James Fox, Lord Sandwich, R. Payne Knight, George

Selwyn, Sir Joseph Banks, Charles Townley, Joseph AVyndham, Sir

George Beaumont, Lord Holland and Earl Fitzwilliam, will indicate the

levity and the learning, the wealth and the wisdom, and the aristocratic

and artistic fusion which were exhibited. With the antique bust and the

rare gem, the wine was passed round at their meetings; and "Grecian

taste and Roman spirit " was the canonical toast. In fact, quoting their

words, they did not pretend " that a serious plan for the promotion of arts

was the only motive for forming the society : friendly and social inter-

course was, undoubtedly, their first great object in view ; but while, in

this respect, no set of men ever kept more^religiously to their original in-

tention," they hoped that their works would " show that they had not, for

that reason, abandoned the cause of vertu." They devoted their attention

chiefly to Grecian antiquities, and expended large sums in promoting

researches in Ionia and other parts, the results of which were given to the

world in volumes equally remarkable for beauty of illustration and pro-

fundity of learning. In 1751 James Stuart and Nicholas Revett were

elected members of the society, which ultimately Uberally assisted the

artists in publishing the now celebrated "Antiquities of Athens."

Although the work was at first regarded in an antiquarian light, it was

more instrumental than any other publication in inducmg the revival of

Grecian architecture. Whether this was as suitable to the climate and

the civilization of the English as to those of the ancient Athenians were

questions that were not even asked. The authors were of opinion that

" architecture was reduced and restrained within narrower limits

than could be wished, for want of a greater number of ancient exam-

ples." Their " valuable addition to the former stock " was soon tlioroughly

ransacked ; and Londoners were instructed to gaze with admiration on

porticos, and to worship thankfully in temples, and to transact business in

marts, which" aped the Attic refinements, but which were soon found to be

so chilling, hard and formal, so wanting in the majesty and the greatness of

manner of the originals, and so totally unsuited to modern requirements,

that the fashion almost passed away.

Next, men looked at home, and began to study the ancient arcliitecture

of their own land. Architects, always in extremes, turned suddenly from

the vilification to the indiscriminate worship of Gothic art. This was re-

vived principally for three reasons: first, because it was English; secondly,

because it was Christian ; and, thirdly, because it was more truthful

than the Classic styles. But the ways of the medieval English were not

our ways; their thoughts were not our thoughts; and their civilization

was as separate from our own as the fourteenth century from the nine-

teenth. As to the style being Christian, it was, in fact, of Mahometan

origin; audit endured about three centuries only outof the eighteen during

which the religion has been established. It thus represents but a single

phase of Christianity, and that a corrupt one, differing widely from the

Catholic and Protestant developments which are now accepted. Lastly,

with respect to the asserted comparative superiority of Gothic architecture

in truthfulness, this is a dogma which has yet to be accepted beyond the

sect who advocate the resuscitation of the style.

Tried by the standards of their respective times, Egyptian, Greek,

Roman, and Gothic art are about equally truthful. The modern Classi-

cists long failed to appreciate Gothic art, because they estunated its merits

by Classic laws ; and the modem medievalists, who ought to have learned

wisdom from the errors of their opponents, fall into the same mistake ot

judging Classic art by Gothic laws. Looking at the matter abstractedly,

and judging by modem, scientific, and natural laws, whether the complica-

tion of Medieval is more meritorious than the simplicity of Classic con-

struction, is as open a question as the manner in which decorative and

ornamental forms should be conventionalised from natural objects. The

Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and Gothic artists looked at nature in ways

which differed precisely as their respective civiUzations diflered, and

honestly expressed their own ideas. Considering how greatly our civUiza-

tion differs from that of any archaic period, if the modern Classicists and

the modem Medievalists would look at nature with their own eyes, and

* Conliaued ftwa page 85S.
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exociie their own minds, their renderings of natural forms would pro-

portionately differ &om those of the ancient Classicists and the ancient

Medievalists.

Returning to our historical sketch, the "Monasticon Anglicanum,"
published during the Protectorate of Cromwell, was almost the only noted

book containing views—which are wretched enough—of Gothic buildings,

until the works of the Langlcys, Bcntham, Carters, Halfpenny, Gougli,

King, Britton, Dallaway, MuUer, Whittington, and Milncr appeared in

the latter part of the eighteenth, and the commencement of the nineteenth,

century. These attracted public attention to medieval art, just as, about

the same period, Sulpiz Boisseree interested Germany in a similar

direction, llorace Walpole—"the most eccentric, the most artificial, the

most fastidious, and the most capricious of men," as Slacaulay justly

characterises him—took a fancy to the style. " Considering," wrote tliis

arbiter of taste, " how scrupulously our architects confine themselves to

antique precedent, perhaps some deviations into the Gothic may a

little relieve them from that servile imitation." He patronised James
Wyatt ; and, between the two, the fashion was set for the anomalous

castles, abbeys, and hermitages, and the miserable fopperies and canting

sentimentalities of modern medievalism,
'• The house at Lee," says Walpole, " which was but indifferent before,

has been, by the skill and art of Mr. Wyatt, admirably improved in the

disposition of tlie apartments. Amongst them is a very beautiful library,

finished in the most perfect sti/le of Gothic tante. The three fronts of the

house convey the idea of a sjnalt convent, never attempted to be demo-

lithed," and to form a site selected by monks, with a view to retirement

and mieditation." Brayley observes that, " tlie mind dwells witli admira-

tion on the fine example of good workmanship and exalted taste which this

structure exhibits." " In a recess is a kind of altar table, over which are

paintings" "in niches, with various beautiful minute figures above of

angeU playing on different musical instruments," " The entrance to the

library gives the idea of a small oratory or chantri/ chapel." In this way
Wyatt found plenty to do ; and he even undertook to restore some of the

noblest cathedrals in the land. His proceedings were so outrageous in one
instance, in which the dead were disturbed in graves purchased centuries

before, the bodies unaccounted for, and tlie tombstones converted into

paving slabs, as to elicit from Dr. Milner, in 1798, a powerful remonstrance
in his " Dissertation on the Modern style of Altering Ancient Cathedrals,

as exemplified in tlie Cathedral at Salisbury." Protests from Gough, Sir

II. Englefield, Carter, and even the whimsical Walpole, against the

architect's wholesale and barbarous operations at Hereford, Lichfield,

Durham, Oxford, and Salisbury, appeared ; and he was blackballed by the

Antiquarian Society. In fact, the indignation of all who understood any-
tliing of medieval art was so thoroughly roused, tliat a suspicion of the

possibility of restorations, however practically ineffectual in preventing
them, has, ever since, more or less pervaded the public mind.

Since Wyatt's time, Gothic architecture has been illustrated so accu-
rately, and studied so earnestly, that architects have not the slightest

difficulty in erecting edifices which, excepting the more elaborate sculp-

ture and the irrefragable proofs of age in the materials, might be easily

mistaken for genuine productions of the middle ages. Reader, appreciate
this industry, admire this skill, but deplore tlie misdirection of both.

It is indeed surprising that in this age such a school as the medieval school
should at all exist. Look where we may, elsewhere, aU goes forward. How
wonderful is the progress made within tlie last thirty years ! In politics we
have revolutionised the old ideas, the politics of the 19th century belong only
to the I9th century. Religion, morality, and goodness, were never before so

intensely and so widely practical in their direction. In science—but we
must not talk of science—the subject is too tremendous to admit of further
remark in a passing article on art, than that science was comparatively
unknown until now. And yet, at this time of day, on turning to the
leading advocates of Medieval architecture, what do they say ?

" We cannot successfully suggest anything new, but are obliged to re-

turn to the spirit of ancient work." " We can never successfully deviate
one tittle from the spirit and principles of Pointed architecture." "We must
rest content to follow, not to lead." All advances in which tlie Catholic
church had no share, are, of course, regarded with suspicion. "Mechanics
institutes are a mere device of the day, to poison the minds of the opera-
tires with in^(ie/an(/ra</ica/ doctrines; the church is the true mechanics'
institute, tlie ohlest and the best."*

But a greater man has pledged his reputation 'to greater anomalies.
" All the architects in the world will never discover any other ways of
bridging a space than these three"—lintels, round, and pointed arches.
" These are the three good architectures of the world ; and there never can
be more." If the inventors of steam-engines, railways, and electric
telegraplu, had been imbued with our author's advanced ideas would man-
kind hare benefited ? Of the abominable railways it is said—" We have
just spent a hundred and fifty millions, with which we have paid men for
digging ground from one place and depositing it in another." "We have
maintained besides a number of ironfounders in an unhealthy and painful
employment." " Suppose, on the other hand, that we had employed the
same sums in building beautiful houses and churches." As to the dreadful
iron structures—"The force of the image of the corner stone, as used
throughout Scripture, would completely be lost, if the Christian and
civilized world were ever extensively to employ any other material than
earth and rock in their domestic buildings." Work cast, or macliine-made,
or produced without the exercise of special thought, is sweepingly con-
demned. " Every young lady, therefore, who buys ghiss beads is engaged
in tkc slave trade, and in a much more cruel one than that we hare so long

• Compare I'ngla's " True l*rinclplc8" and " Apology."

been endeavouring to put down." Perfection, too, is said to be the cha-
racteristic of Gothic architecture. We are directed to " build hence-
forward otily in that perfect and Christian stylo hitherto called Gothic,
which is everlastingly the best." it is " not only immeasurably superior to
all that had preceded it, but demonstrably the best architecture that can
exist

;
perfect in construction and decoration." Yet, we find it elsewhere

laid down as a " universal law that neither architecture nor any other
noble work of man can he good unless it be imperfect." Again, " Accurately
speaking, no good work whatever can be perfect, and the demand for per-
fection is always a sign of a misunderstanding of the ends of art."*

How can we escape from the conclusion dictated by their most brilliant

writers that the modern medievalists are palpably the most retrograde
body of men in the present age ? While other cUisses advance, tlieir eyes
and minds are constantly turned back to tlie typical forms which reflect

probably the most degraded and superstitious period in the history of
Christianity. Yet these, whether symbolic or not, are actually resuscitated

in Protestant places of worship ! As Fergusson observes, the reformed
creed is too pure and too elevated to admit of representations of gods and
angels with the same means and materials as for an alderman. " A new
Gothic building, or a new Missal," says Constable, " is, in reality, little

less absurd than a new ruin," no matter to what purpose it may be
devoted. While the modern Classicists have succeeded in producing
structures which do not remind us of Greece or Rome, it is difiicult to cite

one detail in Gothic structures in advance of Medievalism. Nor could it

be otherwise. Tlieir designers talk oi points de depart and of progression,

but having succeeded in retrograding, they have now to pay the penalty
of their misplaced arcIiKological zeal. " The clergy, not only in England,
but on the continent of Europe, have arrived at the conclusion that the
Gothic style is the one most suited for church building purposes, and this

has now become so established a point, that no deviation from Gothic
models is tolerated. Any;arcliitect wlio would attempt originality in plan,

or introduce even a new detail or moulding, is immediately set down as

ignorant of his profession, and the experiment is not repeated. Every
year that we continue in this path, and that our knowledge of the style

becomes greater, the heavier will our cliains become, and anything like

originality or progress in this important branch of architecture more
absolutely impossible."t

One more phase of Modern London Architecture remains to be indicated

and we have done.

The countryman who visits London since he came to see the Exhibition

of '51, can scarcely fail to notice the glaring edifices in red, yellow, white,

and black bricks, wliicli everywhere meet his eye. A new style, he tells

his friends, has been created. Detestable cement is cast aside, and all is

faithful and genuine.
Is it so ? Is Victorian architecture reflected truthfully in these build-

ings ? If Mr. Ruskin had not written the " Stones of Venice," and if Mr.
Street had not published " Brick and Marble in tlie Middle Ages," would
these edifices have appeared ? Is their brightness an enduring brightness?

Can any look at those which have been exposed to London smoke for a
few years without perceiving that their dismalness is a more dreadful

dismalness than that of begrimed plain brick and stone structures ? Can
any say what is the use of paving tiles stuck on upright walls, and of iron

parapet railings on roofs where nobody can walk ? Can any account whj'

bricks of one color should be adopted here, and bricks of another color

be adopted there, except to make the whole look dazingly pretty? Finally,

can any point out something truly teachable, and rightfully progressing

beyond ancient days, in the last eflbrt which London architects have made
to soar tp the level of the general advancement in the nineteenth century?

\ Edwabd L. Takbuck.

VILLAGE CHURCHES.—No. 2.—Townhope Church.
ALL have heard of the picturesque beauties of the Wye, which is justly con-

sidered one of the most beautiral rivers in England. From the place where
it rises to that where it empties itself into the Severn its whole course lies through
one of the most splendid portions of country which England possesses. ITbe

scenery between Hereford and Ross is scarcely to be surjiassed by any within our
land, and the traveller who wanders along its banks feels impressed by the sublime
landscape which surrounds him. Now that all the rich timbered forests are clothed

in the gorgeous tints ofautumn, and tlie country is throwing otfthe courtly apparel

of summer, there appears to be something about the scene even more admirable

tlian at other times. There is a look of grandeur about the whole, which difiers

widely from tlie stately luxuriance of summer, and a solemnity seems to enshroud
it which makes it unlike the gay and animated spring. As we follow the noble

river in its course, we pass through a variety of fairy-like landscapes which draw
largely on our admiration, but none more so than that commanded from the

summit of the hill which overlooks the village of Townhope, and which was the

spot selected by the Romans for an encampment. The traveller lingers awhile

to survey the wide-spread view around him and then, passing four yew-trees on
this part of Capelar's camp which mark the burial place of some ancient warrior,

he descends the hill, and moves in the direction of Townhope church. Advancing
towards it from the south, the first look does not strike the tourist as being satis-

factory, the outline presented being anything but good, and the windows first in

view being of a Perpendicular character,"; but as he enters the churchyard and
walks round this ancient edifice he entertains a difierent opinion, and finds that

although the whole is not perhaps wh.it it might have been, yet the

numerous portions of early work are highly interesting, and the many
fragments ot detail worthy of examination. For so small a village, the church
appears to be unusually large, being no less than 119 feet long between wall and
wall. It consists of a nave, chancel, and south aisle, the upper bay of which is

* Compare lluskin'a "Stones of Venice," "Seven Lamps of Architecture," and
"Lectures on Architecture and Painting."

Fergusson's " Illustrated Handbook of Architecture.
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walled off from the rest, and is apparently used for a vestry. The tower is

situated over the end of the nave next to the chancel, and on the one side is up-
lield by the chancel arch, on the other by the nave arch, and on the west side by

a bold Norman arch, which is thrown over the nave. The spire is formed of

wood, and was originally covered with shingles, which were splitaionit the veins of

tlic wood. It is much twisted, and the once bold outline is now far from being

straiglit. The tower is supposed l)y some to have been built between the years

1200 an<l l'2o0, which is its probable date. Immediately under tl>e spire is a zig-

zag moulding running round it, and stopped at each angle by a head which pro-

jects. In the top part of the tower, on the north side, is a two-light Nonnan
window with two side columns and a central one, in the Norman character

:

below it, is an Early English one, with two columns or shafts having caps of a
similar shape to the Norman ones, so that this window may be looked utmn as a

very early specimen of the first Pointed style. In the lower part is a Perpen-
dicular window, which was probably inserted when the other irortions of Perpen-
dicular work were executed, and a door, also of Early English character. The
tower is divided into three stages by two moulded string-courses which are
carried round it. The roofs of both chancel and nave are level with the top one,

but these are not so high as they were originally, as shown by the stone weather-
ing, which is far above the present roof-line. The spire is not finished with a
broach but is carried down with n splay, as frequently done in continental
churches and those of early date in England. Over the east window of chancel
is a small quartrefoil light, the circle wliich contains it being supported, as it were,
by an arched mullion springing from the side of the wall. It is very curious,
aiul the mouldings appear to be well cut. Beneath it is a three-light win-
dow of Early Decorated character, each mullion being struck from the same
radius as the outer arch, and ciossing each other in the head. On the outside
the jambs are simply splayed, and have no mouldings as is usual. The arch is

moulded, but they die in the splay, and are almost of the same arrangement as
the windows internally. Thei'e are four other windows of two lights in the
chancel of the same date, and similarly treated. The glass is 2 feet 8 inches
from inside face of wall, and the jambs are splayed internally 1 foot 9 inches ; the
lights are 1 foot 1 inch wide, and muUions SJ inches. On the south side of
chancel is a Perpendicular two-light window, which, of course, was not added
till some considerable time after the others were built. There is also an Early
Decorated doorway on the south side, which is well worth notice ; the inner arch
is well pointed, and rises 2 feet higher than the under one whieli receives the
door ; it is 3 feet 1 inch wide. The lojver arch commences 4 feet 8 inches from
the floor, and the upper one 6 feet 9 inches. jThe wall inside is finished square,
the arch splays are stopped against the wall, and are not carried down, as is

generally the case. All the windows of the nave and aisle are Perpendicular,
but the doorway, wliich is now almost concealed by a large wooden porch,
without the slightest pretension to beauty, appears to be of the same date, or
nearly so, as tlie windows and other work in chancel. It possesses much beauty,
and has slender shafts with bands, moulded bases and caps running up the side

;

the arch mouldings are bold and deeply cut. I'assing round to the west end, we
find inserted under a three-light Perpendicular window a semicircular tympanum,
probably taken from some early doorway by the builders who carried out the
the additions and alterations of the Perpendicular style which are found there.
Tills fragment of Norman work is ornamented with sculpture, representing the
Virgin and Child in the centre, vrith a griffin on the one side and an eagle on
the other. They are surrounded by carving of a flowing character,
which became much in use in the succeeding style, but was then
more elaborate and more highly finished. In the hand of each figure
is something round, and from this the impression among the villagers
appears to be the same as that under which the parish clerk labors—namely,
that this sculptured tympanum represents the "Virgin and Child playing
marbles." The visitor who enters into conversation with this individual will be
favored with the information, which he says is on the authority of some reverend
sentleman. No traces of the doorway to which this belonged is now to be
n>nnd; it was probably removed when the Perpendicular work was added, as the

_ architects of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were more careful in re-
Jacing any doorway or other portion of a preceding style than were those of the
Ifteenth century. As before remarked, the windows of the south aisle are of the
Perpendicular period, yet the walls appear to have been erected at an earlier

late. A string-course which runs round them is so boldly cut and so well
noulded as to induce us to believe it was done in the Decorated period, at the
ame time as the arches of the nave were built. Several other portions would
end to confirm this opinion. In the churchyard, embedded in the ground, is a

•stone coffin, much worn by age and exposure ; it appears to be somewhat shorter
and wider than those generally found, and, perhaps, contained the remains ef
some lloman soldier who belonged to the commissariat department.

On entering the church, the size becomes even more apparent than on the out-
side, and it seems almost unaccountable why such a large building was erected in
80 small and unimportant a place. Thechancel is 18 feet 6 inches wide, and
39 feet long. The south aisle is I.t feet 7 inches wide, and is divided from the
nave by four arches supported on columns. That portion which lies south of the
tower, or, in other words, the east bav of the aisle, is partitioned off, and appears
to have been formerly used as a chapel. A piscina of Perpendicular design still

remains. The window to the east, as well as the two on the south side, also

belong to that style. The arch between it and the nave, and which supports
that side of the tower, is of Early English, as is also a doorway leading from it to
the aisle. It consists ofan outer and recessed face, with the angles splayed—a mode
of treatment much practised in the fourteenth century, in churches of plain
design. The chancel arch is very similar, but is plainer on the east
side, and, unlike the other, is supported on Norman piers with caps, having two
large escallops on the face, the under part being formed by two inverted trun-
cated cones. This is surmounted by an impost 8J inches deep, consisting of a
projecting face and cavetto under—the two being separated by an angular
channel. This impost is continued round the pier. The capital is 10^ inches high,
and the upper part under the impost about 16 inches wide. Tlie round annulet,
or neck moulding, is IJ inch deep. The column, which is 6 feet 9 inches from
base to caj), is not detached fi-ora the wall, but is formed of a three-quarter round,
1 foot in diameter. On the west side, separated from it by a flat face, is another
smaller column, which projects from the face 7i inches : this is surmounted by a
cap and impost similar to the other, and like it, is not detached. The entire
thickness of wall is about 3 feet 10 inches. The side next the chancel has no
second shaft, but consists of only one small projecting and recessed face, similar
to that on the other side of large column. The arch which this pier supports is

an equilateral one, and, as before stated, belongs to the Enriy Pointed iwriod
The arch spjmning the nave under the west side of the tower is ciitirelv Norman'
supported by Norman piers. It is bold and rather lofty. The arch is nearly
semicircular, and consists of an outer and inner arch, recessed 14 inches from
outer face of wall on each side ; both are finished sijuare, and the soffit of inner
one is 1 foot 4 inches wide, making the wall altogether 3 feet 8 inches. On the nave
side is a hood moulding, consisting of a projecting face, and a smaller one slightly
recessed, with a cavetto un(;er. The piers which support this arch are similar to
those of chancel arch, and like them have columns, bases, caps, and impost of
the same dimensions. The bases are 1 foot inches high, the splayed plinth
9 inches, and the upper rectangular slab, on which the circular part rests, rise*
2J inches. The nave arches are four in number, and arc s<!parated in the
centre by a small pier with half-columns on each side—the column and half-
column to the west being octagonal, and those to the cast being circular.
The arches to the west are much more pointed than those to the east, the latter
being somewhat depressed, while the one to the extreme west approaches near
the lancet. The caps of the octagonal columns are beautifully moulded, and the
bosses are bold but much worn. The shafts are 6 feet 4 inches high, and the
capitals themselves about one foot. Those of the circular columns are not so well
moulded, yet they too are very well cut. The nave arch on the cast is sup-
ported by a corbel consisting of three small shafts, the centre one having a fillet
on its face. These have spreading caps of the same mouldings as the circular
column and of the same size, but no bosses; they are 14^ inches long,
the centre one is 4 inches in diameter, the cap 1 foot high. Thearches are alKmt
7 feet high from spring to under side. They consist of double faced arches vrith
the angles splayed—the inner or under one being 7 inches from the outer face.
The wall 2 feet 8 inches thick, and the circular column 1 foot inches in diameter.
its base is different from that of the octagonal column, and is not so high. The
hood-moulding over these arches is composed of a quarter-round moulding,
simply splayed on the under side to within an inch of face of wall and there
finished flat.

All the roofs are concealed by plaster, and none of the timbers ar^ visible,
except the moulded ribs which divide the curved roof of chancel into rectangular
compartments. There are eleven of these compartments in the length and eight
in the width, at every other intersection is a moulded boss of various designs, and
the whole appears to have been constructed during the Perpendicular period. On
entering the chancel we ascend two steps and the altar is placed on a third. The
cast window is the only one having stained glass, the others throughout the
church being filled with plain quarries of the usual kind. The piscina
in the south wall has a trefoil shaped head with a small flower carved at the
meeting of the splays in the apex. The drain which is covered by this trefoil
arch is veir nicely scalloped, there being no less than twelve channels meeting at the
centre. The opening is 1 foot 7 inches wide and from the upper side of stone con-
taining drain to the commencement of arch is 1 foot 2 inches, it is 1 foot 11
inches from the floor, the stone in front of opening projects 2J inches from face
of wall and the under portions is splayed back again to wall. This piscina
appears to be of later date than the other portions of work in chancel, and was
probably inserted some time afterwards. About 11 leet from theeast wall we find on
each side of the chancel a depressed arch differing somewhat in size, but of the
same date and nearly the same design ; they are both near the floor, that on the
north side being 1 foot 1 inch from it, while" that on the south side is only 9 inches.
The former is 6 feet lOJ inches wide, 7^ inches high to spring and 3 feet 9 inches
to under side of arch. The latter is 7 feet 1 inch wide, 1 foot 7 inches high to
spring, and 4 feet lOJ inches to under side of arch. They consist of two splays
separated by a bold hollow, the south one being ornamented with the ball-flower,
which was being introduced about the time these arches were built, but the other
is left plain. The mouldings are stopped before they reach the base, the hollow
on the south arch being finished by a half ball-flower turned upwards. The
arrangement of these ornaments is curious, at the apex we find two side by side,
caused as some suppose by the carelessness of the mason who omitted to properly
set out his work before commencing, but this could hardly be the case, seeing that
both sides are regular. Tliese ball-flowers consist of three leaves, which are well
can-ed ; their diameter is 3i inches. Tlie backs of these arches are 1 foot 3
inches from face of wall, and it is supposed that they were originally intended to
to receive the recumbent effigy of the person to whose memory these
monuments were raised. That one on the south, it is imagined,
belonged to Sir John Chandos, who died 1428 ; but as we find these
monuments frequently erected during the lifetime of the person for whom
they were intended, it may be reasonably supposed that these were placed in
their present position many years previous to the death of the worthy baronet.
Judging, however, from the appearance of these arches, it would seem even
more reasonable to suppose that the south one was erected to the memory of Sir
John's father^ bein^ of a much earlier character than the style prevailing in the
latter end of the fourteenth century or commencement of the fifteenth. In a
glass case over the altai- is a beautiful piece of needlework, representing the Last
Supper ; in the comer is worked " Harriet Munsev, 1845." There are several
other pieces of work on the altar cloth and pulpit cloths, executed by this lady,
who was the wife of the minister, but who is now dead. These specimens of
needlework are much admired by those who enter the church, and are indeed fine.
Those who pass through the neighbourhood of Townhope should not neglect to

visit the church. If they are interested in architectural remains, they -mil find
much there to admire among the works of the architects of the t«'elfth, thir-
teenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries, portions being built in each style, and
even the earliest works being in a good state of preservation.

Falhingham (Lincolnshire).—St. Andrew's Church.—This building
has been re-opened, after having undergone a second course of restoration. After
the fabric had been re-seated (about two years ago) as well as otherwise improved,
owing to the violence of last winter's extraordinary gales some ofthe pillars began
to t\yist and to show such e^-ident symptoms of failure that it was immediately
considered necessary to consult several architects as to what was necessary to be
done, and to carry out the approved suggestions, which has been done in a suc-
cessful manner. Besides the necessary rebuilding of the aisle pillars and much
of the outer walls, a fine new well-pitched roof now spans the nave, and panelled
ones those of the aisles, according to the plans of Mr. Browning, of Stamford,
and these appear to meet with much approbation. The chief attraction is, pro-
bably, the stained glass inserted in the new east window of the chancel, the work
of Mr. Hughes, ofLondon. The subjects are the Birth ofour Lord, the Crudflxion,
the Resurrection, and Ascension.
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ARCHITKCTUKAL ASSOCIATIOX.

r£ ordiaarr nit'otint: of the Arohiiertiiral A^BOciation was held on Fridfty
maingat'tbe rooms, ;>, Conduit- street, ICosent-strcct ; T. Kocer Smith, Esq.,

th« PTMldent, In the rhiiir.

Mr. ABTHm Smith. Hon. Socrctarjr, rend the minutes of proeoedings at the last
meetinj;, whieh woro approved of and confirmed.
.Voe Jjfmtert.—The followtns cfentlemen harinc been balloted for were elected

cmben of the Auoeiation :—>Iossrs. A. \V. May, J. Kdmeston, jun., Ilcury
C3w4oa. Kobert C Mather. Henry Hock, Alfred .Sanaom, Charles Humplireys,
— P«Tii«, Thomas Brown, James Diuihv, Charles Kellly, W. G. Ilabershon, —
Wakcford. (.'. Clutterbuek. ,1. W. Brown, f. F. Clarkson, and — Kidge.
Mr. H. Attwook Eeeves. hon. secretary of the Class of Desig-n, stated that at

the last meeting of the Class the followins resolution was agreed to, on the motion
of Mr. R. O. Harris, aeconded by Jlr. AVinbridge. "That the best thanks of this
meeting beeonTeyed to Messrs. T. Koser .Smith. J. W. Penfold. and A. AUom, tor
their kindness in acting as the judges for the Class of Design sketches last session."
The Chair3IA>' acknowledged the compliment.

JfommatiOHs /or MetnU'rship.—Thc following gentlemen were nominated for
membership:—Messrs. B. H. Jones (proposed by Jlr. Gritten and seconded by Mr.
ArthnrSmithU Charles Harris, .si, Crawford-street, Bryanstone-square (proposed
by Mr. (i. B. New. and seconded by Mr. A. Walters ; Thomas H. Vernon, 30, Hugh-
street, rimlico (proposed by .Mr. T. Roger Smith, and seconded by Mr. Arthur
Smith) ; — llenary. 3S, Bryanstone-square (proposed by Mr. Keeves and seconded
by Mr. Arthur .Smilh).
The Chairman said the present meeting was one for the transaction of special

business, and more particularly to receive the report of the Committee of the Asso-
ciation appointed to revise the rules. He wished also to state that it was the desire of
the Committee that those who were elected members of the Association should,
at their first attendance after election, be formally introduced to the Chairman by
their proposers or seconders— (Applause). The Chairman then called upon the lion.
Secretary to read the report of the Committee for the year 18o'.)-<K).

The Honorary .<ecrctarv, >rr. Smith, read the repoVr, which embraced a number
of proposed all.ratious in the rules, and which necessarily led to a lengthened dis-
cussion, in which the following gentlemen took took part :— The Chairman, Blr.
Bnnker.Mr. Bla.«Iiill, .Mr. Capos, .Mr. A. .\llom, Mr. New. &c., cfcc. The report, with
the alterations made in it by the meeting, was then agreed to. The following is a
copy of t&e report as passed by the meeting :—

Jteport for Session 18.59-60.

Your Committee and secretaries beg to report that on consulting the minutes kept
by your late Secretary, it appears that the meetings of the past Session commenced
on October 2Sth. 1.S.V.1, by an opening meeting, at which the Inaugural Address was
delivered by the rrcsidcnt, Mr. I'enfold.
"At the subsi^iuent ordinary meetings papers were read as follows :—
"Not. 11.—Mr. T. K.Smith 'On Genoa.' Nov. 2j.—Mr. B. A. C. Herring. 'A

Beriew of New rublications.' Dec. S.—Mr. J. A. Bunker, ' Hints on Working
Srawinss, Specifications, and taking out Quantities." Dec. :i3.—Mr. T. M. Kickman,
' On HlageB.' ,Ian. 6.—Mr. K. Druce, ' On the Advantiiges that a Practical Know-
ledge of Sculpture would be to all Members of the Profession and the Important
Means to that end that the Formation of a Class of Wood Carving at the Architec-
tural Association mi'-ht become.' Jan. 20.—Mr. .1. Johnson, 'Colored Materials,
considered priucip.illy with Keference to their Application to External Design.'
Feb. 3.- Mr. T. Blashill, 'On the Application of Ironwork to Architecture.' Feb. 17.—A Discussion thereon. March 2.—The i'rcsident, 'On the Applicability of Fixed
Mathematical Laws to the I'roduction of Beauty in Architecture,' contributed by Mr.
Thomas Purdie. March 1«.—Mr. S. C. Capes, ' On Light, its Influence on the Proper
Arrangements in the Plans of Buildings.' Mar. 30.—Mr. C. F. Hayward on
' Modernism in Art.' April 13.—A Discussion thereon. April 27.—Mr. J. Norton,
on ' Medieval Sculpture.'

•' At the Meeting on the 8th of June, that was held for the nomination of oflicers, a
resolution was passed to the effect that your Committee be empowered to propose any
such alterations in the present rules, and also such new rules, as in their opinion may
be advisable, and that such proposed alterations or additions be laid before the
members of the Association, at the first ordinary general meeting of the session.
" At this meeting Mr. J. W. Penfold, Mr. Arthur Allom, and Mr. T. Roger Smith,

were apiwinted judges to decide upon the merits of the essays submitted in competi-
tion for a prize, and also upon the best scries of sketches produced in the Class of
Design, to each of which it will be remembered a prize was offered, in pursuance of a
resolution passed at the close of the session ls.5S-:V.i. The report of these gentlemen
has already been laid before you at our opening meeting.
"At the concluding meeting of the session (the one for the election of officers), held

June 22nd, lH't), the office bearers were elected, whose names have since been circu-
lated among you on the printed syllabus.

•' In CMisequence of there being many subscriptions in arrear, alresolutlon of Com-
mittee was passed on the 13th September, giving the Secretarv and Treasurer power
to engage a collector ; this has been done, and tlie Treasurer lias the satisfaction to
annnance that up to the present date the sum of f14 Lie. (jd. has been received on
account of unpaid subscriptions due at or before the end of last session ; and for the
more reguUr collection of subscriptions in future, it has been resolved that it is ex-
pedient a paid collector should be appointed.

•• Your Committee have great pleasure in reporting that an ofl'er has been made by
Mr. Blashill to conduct a series of lialf-liours in Botanv. This offer has been cordially
accepted, and the meetings, it has been arranged, shall take place at half-past seven
precisely on the evenings ofordinary meetings.
"Inaccordance with the resolution passed at the conclusion of last session, your

committee have held several meetings during the recess ; have now to lay before you
their propoaaU in respect of alterations to the rules, and they propose, after enumer-
ating the various changes they have to suggest, to lay before you for your adoption a
copy of the rules as they will stand if these alterations be embodied.

In the first rule it was .igreed to expunge a provision which has long since
lallen into disuse, viz.

: That all new members shall sign a certain declaration; and to
mtrodacc a proposal intended to promote the mutual acquaintance of members—thatnew members shall be personally introduced.
" The next alteration is In rule No. 3, and in compliance with the wish of manymembers, the proposal to return to the former rate of subscription of 10s. 6d perannum, and that that rate should be uniform for both town and country members.

1 he provision for publicly notifying the names of members in arrear never bavin"-
been earned out, it is proposed to expunge it.

"

" In Bnle No. 4 the paragraph relating to the Auditors is modified with a view of
always securing one old and one new Auditor. A provision is introduced into the
paragraph relating to the nomination of officers intended to secure the Association
against the risk of members being elected to office who are unwilling or unable to act.

In the paragraph relating to the election of offlcers, it was thought advisable that
the words -All votes given to members not elected to superior offices shall count for
thcofflceof < ommittcemeu, be expunged.

•' In the paragraph relating to the Registrar it has been thought advisable to pro-TWefor a modification of the regulations, upon which subject Mr. Capes, the K(ils-
trar, has sent In a special Report.

_,1^° alieratlon Is proposed in the first paragraph of Rule 5, tending to make Itmore precise, and to promote the punctual commencement of the meetings and theirDemg closed at a reasonable hour.

,
"'° "n'eO. relating to the classes It is proposed to add a provision for the produc-

tion of an Annual Iteport.

-.Hili I?*.?'**
"'"' ^1^ '""''' •* promote convenience in case of reference to the

I'll^-lIU* P""^**"' division and subdivision of them Into rules and sections were

as soeb
* " '"P""'* paragraph considered a distinct rule and numbered

" The Rules, with these modifications, will read as follows :—
" I. ElMtkm of Ojlicfrs.—AW persons desirous of becoming members must be pro-

posed and seconded in writing by two members of the Association at one of^the
ordinary meetings and balloted for at the next, one dissentient voice in five
excluding. Every new member attending an ordinary meeting for the first time
after his election shall be introduced to the officers and members of committee by
his proposer, or. in the event of his proposer being a country member, and unable
to attend, then in such ease by the Secretary.
" II. Town ami i'ountru Members—'rhc Society to consist of town and country

members, the former residing or carrying on business within, and the latter beyond,
a distance of ten miles from the rooms of the Association.

" III. SiibscrlptioiK—ThRt the subscription of all members be ten shillings and
sixpence per annum, to be paid in advance. Every member intending to withdraw
from the Association must give notice thereof in writing to the Honorary Secretary
by whom such notice must be acknowledged. At the close of a session any member
whose subscription shall be two years in arrear may, at the discretion of the Com-
mittee, be struck off the rolls.
" IV. Offiei- Hearers.—Tbo offlcers to consist of a President, Vice-President two

Secretaries. Treasurer, I'resident of the class of Design, and ten ordinary members
of committee, who shall manage the affairs of the Association; also an Uonorary
Solicitor, Registrar, two Curators, and two Auditors. All the above officers to be
elected annually, as hereinafter described.

" V. Qffce of President and Vice-President—The office of President or Vice-
President cannot be held by any member for two successive years.

" VI. President of Class of Desii/n.—Tbo President of the Class of Design is to be
nominated and elected by the members of that class, and he is to be ex-offlcio a
member of committee.

" VII. TIte Auditors.—Tho Auditors, of whom one only is eligible for re-election,
and neither of whom can hold ofBce for more than two consecutive years, must not
be on the elected or retiring committee.
"VIII. 77ie Commitlee.—The retiring committee to present, on the last meeting

but one ofeach session, a list of members willing to serve as officers for the ensuing
session. The name of any other member may be added to the list if duly proposed
and seconded, providing the proposer or seconder Is able to state that the member
nominated has given his consent to such nomination.

" I.\. Election of Officers.—The election of .ill offlcers, except the President of the
Class of Design, to be by balloting papers, forwarded to each member, and returned
by him to the secretaries, filled up and signed, previous to the election. Should a
vacancy occur in any office during the session, a member shall be immediately
nominated to the same, and balloted for at the next session.

" X. Dnties of President.—The President, or in his absence, the Vice-President, to
take the chair hy right at all meetings of the society.

" XI. President's Address.—It shall be the ;duty of the President to deliver an
Address on the opening meeting of each session.
"XII. Duties of Secretaries.—The Secretaries are to take minutes of the meetings,

and to manage the correspondence and other business of the Association, subject to
the direction of the committee.
"XIII. The Treeisurer.—The Treasurer is to have the receipt and disbursement of

the funds of the Association, and to present an audited account of the s.ame at the
first ordinary meeting of the session.
" XIV. The Committee.—The committee to manage the affairs of the Association,

subject to the approval of the general body ; five to constitute a quorum, who
shall elect their own chairman. Minutes of the proceedings to be kept by the
secretaries.

"XV. The Curators.—The Curators shall have the charge of the property of the
Association, and shall make an annual report to the general meeting as to the
amount and condition of the same.

" XVI. Tlie Iteffistrar.—The Registrar to keep a list of the names of assistants
requiring engagements, and of architects making application for assistants, such
register to be consulted free of charge, and to be subject to regulations to be ap-
proved by the general body.
"XVII. io<ini7.—Members shall have the power of voting by proxy in all the

business of the Association, such votes to be duly signed and forwarded to the
Secretaries.
" XVIII. Ordinary Meetings.—The ordinary meetings of the Association are to be

held on alternate Friday evenings, commencing punctually at 8 o'clock, and con-
cluding at or as near 10 as practicable. The session to commence in October and
end in June, in accordance with the syllabus issued at the commencement of each
session.
" XIX. Opening Meetings.—The business of the opening meeting of the session

shall consist of a general report of the proceedings during the past year, and the
delivery of an address from the chair.
" .XX. Special Jtusiness.—The first meeting in May shall be set apart as a special

business meeting: ; and on receipt of a requisition signed by ten members of the
Association, stating that a special business meeting is required for certain purposes,,
the Secretaries shall be bound to call such meeting at some time not later than two
months after the receipt of such requisition.
"XXI. Cto.9«e«.—Jlembers desirous of associating together for the study of specific

subjects, shall be allowed to frame their own laws and regulations, subject to the
sanction of the Committee. Eaeh class shall present an annual report of their pro-
ceedings to the general meeting.
" XXII. Alterations to Rides.—Any alteration of the rules, or any new rule, must

he proposed and seconded in writing at a general meeting of the Association, and
voted on at the next special business meeting.
Mr. Blomfield, Vice-President of the Association, said he wished to bring before

the notice of the Association a matter in which, in his opinion, they were all in-
terested, as a body, and that was the proposal to have a memorial to the late Augustus
Welby Pugin. The form which the memorial was to take was expressed in a circular,
which stated :—"It has been resolved to do honor to the memory of the late Augustus
Welby Pugin, for his services in the promotion of true princijdes of medieval archi-
tecture, and, in furtherance of this object, to solicit donations and devote them to the
endowment of a permanent fund, to be entitled the 'Pugin Travelling Fund,' the
interest arising therefrom to be awarded to an architectural student in such manner
and at such periods as may hereafter be decided, .and to be expended by the recipient
within one year of the time of its allotment in travelling in the United Kingdom, and
in examining and illustrating its medieval architecture, sculpture, and painting. To
the studentship it is proposed to add a medal. The Royal Institute of British Ar-
chitects will be asked to become trustees of the fund." He thought that, as a body,
they ought to feel a great Interest in the iiroposal, and, as they had no funds as an
association to give to the memorial, he proposed to open a list for small subscrip-
tions from members in aid of the Travelling Fund, which would be forwarded to the
general fund. He should be glad lo receive any subscription that might be forwarded
to him in behalf of the fund—any sums which gentlemen might think too small to
be sent as individual subscriptions.
Mr. Bunker moved—
" That the curators be requested to lay before the next general meeting a report of

the property in their possession." There were a number of books in th<' possession
of the curators, such as I'rofessor Donaldson's last pubUcatlon, afile of theBuiLDiNr.
News, Laxton'sbook, Sec.

Mr. Herring seconded the motion.
Mr. A. Ali.om expressed a strong wish that the whole of the property of the

Association should be laid before them forthwith.
The motion was then unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Tile's /'n're.—TheCiiAiKMAS said the gentlemen present would remember
that Mr. Titc proposed to give to the Association annually the sum of £.>, to be ap-
propriated for a prize or prizes to students, or any other purpose the Association
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jriiirht consider most advisable ; and Mr. Tite in his letter added, that If he (the

<'Iiairniiin) wonid eall nnon Iiiin, lie wonld make arran'„a'inent8 for tlic punctual pay-
ment of the money, and say a few words as to tlu* way in wlilch the sum should be
appropriated. He accordingly called upon Mr. Tite, who j^avc him a cheque for the
,£.'» set apart for this year. Mr. Tito seemed to prefer that tlic prize Bliould be jfiven

durini,'- the session, and not deferred to the (Commencement of the next, and he held
out the proposal that, unless prevented by some iirjjent cause, he would himself pre-
sent the prize or prizes. Mr. Tite sufjffested that the nu>ney mif^ht be divided into
two prizes, one of .£:i and one of il'^, made several inquiries about the Class of t)efliH:n,

and tholi^rht it would be a pood thine: to devote the money in prizes to that class,

-iLiU leaviujj the whole matter entirely for the discussion and decision of the Associa-
tion. He (the Chairm.an) supposed tlint the most convenient course would be to give
the prize or prizes at the end of the session for work doneduring tlie session,

!Mr. .Attwood Ki:eveh thought that as 3Ir. Tite seemed to have no objection to
dividing the C.j, the best plan would be to appropriate iL'i of t!ie sum to a prize for
the Class of Design, to take the place of the Association's prize for the best sketches,
and that the remaining £;i should be competed for by members of the Class of
Design for the best design on a specified subject, to be delivered at a certain time,
and tiiat 3Ir. Tite be requested to present the prizes at the next courersa":i(me,vfhich
he thought took place in April. If the Association thought it desirable still to
give their prize, there might be two prizes given for sketches in the Class of Design ;

out he thought the highest prize of £'^ should be given for the best design on a
speciiied subject.

3Ir. A. Allo.ii thought they should only look on the .4.1 kindly given by Mr. Tito
as a nucleus— a something to start from. The Association ought, in his opinion,
still to give a prize to the members of the Class of Design, and with a little exertion
they could easily get ,C10.

The Cii AiHM.VN was opposed to getting into the habit of raising money for special
purposes. Members of the Association, especially young men, ought to know
exactly the cost they became liable for on joining the Association.
Mr. A t^LOM said individual members, such as himself, could obtain subscriptions

in aid of the prize fund.
Mr. Kf.eves.—Without the Committee taking steps in the matter as a Committee ?

3rr. Allo.m.—Exactly so.

After some further conversation,
Mr. 1!i;eve.s moved " That X,-J of the sum of £3 presented by jrr. Tite be appro-

priated for a prize for the best series of sketches in the Class of Design, and that £:!
'jeappropriatedfor a prize to begiven to a member of the Class of Design for the
best design of a specific subject to be decided upou by tlie Committee."

.Mr. WniBRiDGE seconded the motion.
Jlr. liLAKiiii.L proposed, as an amendment, "That £.! be appropriated this year

for a prize for the best series of skctelies in the Class of Design, and that £.i be
appropriated for a priz3 for the second best series of sketclies in the same class. He
thought they should not split up the .tS, and give .£'.' for one thing and £3 for another
thing."
Mr. Hunker seconded the amendment.
The amendment was lost, and the motion of 3Ir. KecTCS carried by a majority of

1-2 to 9.
J -^ J

i^liortly afterwards the meeting separated.

THE LOCH KATRINE AVATERWORKS.
AT present there is being gratuitously exhibited in the Corporation Galleries,

Glasgow (says the Mail), drawings and photographs illustrative of the
Loch Katrine Waterworks, wliicli give a slight idea of their greatness, and ofthe
nature of the almost insurniountiible ilifKcuIties whiclt had to be overcome in
their formation. One drawing, about 40 feet in lengtli, sliows the geological
character of tlie ground through which a channel had to be dug as a highway for
the liquid treasures of Locli Katrine to pass to Glasgow, as also tlie extent ot' the
valleys which had to be spanned, and the ravines to be bridged by aqueducts. It
likewise shows the extent and thickness of the cuttings, the length of the aque-
ducts, bridges, &c. Starting at Loch Katrine, we at first meet with one of the
longest tunnels, which extends no less than 2,32.5 yards, or rather over a mile
and one-third. Soon after, we reacli the Blairhulachan tunnel, 790 yards long,
with three short aqueducts adjoining; and then come to Duchray valley, down
the side of which the water is carried in a 4-feet pipe, at a fall of 5 feet in a mile,
rising up the otherside at a proportionate rate. The Drummore tunnel, l,418yai-ds,
and Clashmore tunnel, 1,175 yards, succeed at no great distance from JDuchray val-
ley ; then another aqueduct ; and a mile further on, a tunnel of about a quarter ofa
mile in length, followed by three miles of somewhat evener surface, ending iu a
tunnel of nearly h,nlf a mile in length. After other two miles, the Endrick
valley is reached, which is crossed in a similar manner to that of Duchray.
Before coming to the Blane valley, the Killearn and the Duntreath tunnels in-
tervene, the former extending nearly one-third and the latter halfa mile. Passing
out of the Blane Viilley, the waterpipes enter the greatest of all the tunnels^tlie
JIugdock—a mile and' a half in length, and which empties the water into the
reservoir, about a mile beyond Milngavie, and 311 feet above high-water mark at
Glasgow. The rest of the way to the city did not present any great engineering
dilii(uilty, and therefore the drawing of that part is uninteresting. As an indi-
cation of the magnitude of the operations shown on this drawing we cull a few
items from the interesting speech recently made by Mr. Bateman, at the banquet
given in his honor. The Blairhulacan contract, which included about two-thirds
of the most rugged portion of the works, was ,about 7J miles in lengtli. The
direct tunnelling extended 4J miles, the remaining length consisting of open
cuttings, afterwards arched and covered in, and aqueducts. In this contract 170
tons of blasting powder was used, 175 miles of double-tape fuze, 02 tons of drill-
iron and 9 tens of steel, and upwards of 3 miles of gin ropes were employed
at the shafts. The estimated cost of gunpowder, tape-fuze, drill and steel
iron, for the whole works is £30,000, and the wliolc cost of the works about
£700,000.

SPECIMENS OF ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS MANUFACTURED
BY MAW AND CO.

IT says a good deal for the spirit and enterprise of tlie proprietors, when a
trade price-list rises so far in the scale of hookmaking as to fairly earn the

dignity of a "review " and that does, most undoubtedly, the pattern-book before
us. We have on more than one occasion advised the publication of really worthy
and artistic price lists. They cost more, certainly, in the first instance tlian those
usually consigned to the paper basket, but they are far more likely to answer the
purpose of the publishers. Such a book as Jlessrs. Maw and Co.'s is really an
ornament on the table, and its pages may be turned over with satisfaction by
others than those who may do so for professional purposts. The pattern-book
consists of six plates numbered nine to fourteen, being supplementary to that
last ])ublislied, and noticed some time since by us. The pavements shown have
been designed vaiiously by Messrs. George. Goldie, M. Digby Wyatt, and II. B.
Garling, and are worthily printed in colors by Day and Son. No. ti(i is very

chaste. No. 206, adapted and arrsnged by Lord Alwyne Compton, from pave-
ments in Exeter and Gloucester cathedrals, differs somewhat from the others,
inasmuch as the borders and compartments on opposite sides do not correspond as
regard pattern ; we do not observe tiiat any loss of cfl'eet is the result. Nos. 207,
213, 214, 217, will attract attention bj- the evidence of careful design visible at
the first glanci-. Plate 9 consists ol patterns of curvilinear forms, which when
judiciously introduced, with those ot the severer geometric forms, may b(j

arranged to produce very charming ett'ects. The list of prices is printed
separately and appears to be very intelligible. In fact, the publication is most
creditable to all concerned in its production, and we heartily wish Messrs. Maw
and Co. the fair reward which so much care and enterprise deserve. We should
be very glad to see the example set by them followed by othera who.se peculiar
manutactures are equally deserving, ' and capable of being illustrated in so
admirable a manner.

THE NEW DRINKING FOUNTAIN IN THE POLYTECHNIC.
THE erection of drinking fountains, both on account of their great public

utility and of their having called forth a new branch of ornamental archi-
tectural design, perhaps quite peculiar to these times, is a subject which has
deservedly attracted much attention, and brought down on the originators of the
scheme, and able designers employed in their erection, the most unqualified

firaise. The subject has been so ably treated by so many othei-s, that we should
lardly have had the boldness to bring forward what may seem an exhausted
theme, had we not been so struck with the unique, tasteful, and novel appear-
ance of another of these physical and intellectual dumb public benefactors, for
we are of those who believe in the lieneficial effect of the contemplation of the
beautiful in the refinement of the mind.
The desiijn of this elegant erection we owe to the able sculptors, Wills

Brothers, of' Euston-road, to whom we are indebted tor the designs of most of
these public ornaments. We congratulate them on their success on this occasion,
and the Polytechnic Institution on having secured their services.

We will endeavour to give the reader an idea of the drinking fountain,
although we recommend him to pay a visit to the Polytechnic Institution and
judge tor himself, promising him that he will be repaid for his trouble.

It is situated in the centre of the large room, and is of a novel character, the
Oriental style having been adopted for the first time in these constructions.

It consists of a large bowl, 4 feet 6 inches in diameter, supported on an
hexagonal block and six columns of nnirble of a dark red color.

From the centre of the bowl the fountain rises up in a spiral form, panelled
with choice colored marbles.
The outline is prettily broken, as wc see it in the buildings of the East. The

water, filtered by Dalke's silicated carbon process, flowing in six jets from a like

number of bronzed lions' masks attached to the lower panels, imparts to the
beholder a cool and refreshing feeling.

The most novel and striking feature of the whole is a light dome, composed of
thousands of pieces of glass of a prismatic form, the effect of which when
illuminated is to give to the fountain a most gorgeous and picturesque appearance.

FINE ARTS IN EDINBURGH—SCULPTURE.
STATUE OP LORD I'RESIDENT DOYLE.—BY JOU.V STEELL, R.S.A.

IT is nearly ten years (says the Scot.vuun) since the Lord Justice-General
Boyle, after forty years' service as a judge, retired from tlie Presidency, being

then iu his eightieth year. On his death, about a year afterwards, a very generid
feeling was expi-essed that so long, honorable, and useful a career in the exercise
of one of the highest functions in civilised life, should not pass over without the
acknowledgment of a public memorial. A marble statue for the great hall of the
Parliament House was the form which this memorial assumed ; and the statue,
which has been for some years under the hand of its author, Mr. John Steell,

R.S.A., has now been placed in the position prepared for it—in the niche on
the right-hand side of the principal entrance to the hall, corresponding with
the statue to Lord Jett'rey, by the same artist, in the niche on the left.

While Jefirey's statue dictated that the companion figure should be treated in

a corresponding style, Mr. Steeil in his new work has by no means slavishly

adhered to the conditions of the former. President Boyle fs, like Jefirey, seated
in a sort of judicial chair, and so far the attitude of the two is the same ; but,
otherwise the action and treatment are so different as to produce in each admirable
variety, in conjunction with general conformity, of effect. With head and chest
erect, seated well back and well up in his chair, the Judge is represented as
pointing impressively with the forefinger of the left hand to the open p.ige of a
quarto volume, supported by his right knee, on which, holding a pen, rests also

his right hand. The right leg is drawn in under the robe, the left advanced and
clear ; the whole attitude full of admirably characteristic energy and expression-
pronounced in every line and through every muscle. The action is of a peculiar,

and, so to speak, angular, character—that is to say, it is carried out
across the figure, is therefore so far complex, and might easily have been
awkward. But the sculptor has converted this difficulty and risk into a great
success. Tlie Judge is attired in his full senatorial robes, the folds of which, in con-
junction with the disposition of the linilis, are so managed as to produce a series of
lines where the sharpness that gives decision and character is most cunningly
united to the ease and flow that constitute the grace and soltness of sculpture.
Harshness on the one side, and weakness on the other, are equally avoided, while
the masses of the figure and the drapery are kept in such exquisite balance as to

produce a fine play of light and shadow ; an effect sustained throughout the
entire foijm, from the somewhat bulky yet handsome features of the face, down to

the well-turned leg and firmly-iilaiited foot. In the present case Jlr. Steell

has carried out much further than in his statue of Lord Jeffrey that principle of

a literal rendering of accessories which is now gaining so much favor in art. And
so long as interpretation of this kind is in skilful hands, and can be used, as in

this instance, witli powerful general effect, while preserving at the same time the
strictest individuality of portraiture, no one will complain of the im-
portation of such pre-Raflaellite practice into sculpture. Here we
have most careful detail, from the pattern of the lace in his lord-

ship's cravat and sleeves, to the texture of the ermine on his robes,

or the feathery plume ol' the pen iu his right hand. But with exquisite minute-
ness we have also great breadth of handling; nothing is frittered away, every-
thing is there which was familiar to us in looking at the man in his habit as he
lived ; but everything is in due suliordination to the sculptor's aim and end

—

the production of a figure which should impress the beholder not only with the
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geooal ide» of judicial diirnity and influence, but of these embodied iu, or com-
bined with, the indiridual portraiture of a man able, open, honest, energetic,

rineere. Even the blutfuess and somewhat redundant emphasis characteristic of

hi* lordship are skilfully indicated—indicated as traits of character without

touching in a .single Hue the region of caricature.

Such 'were the impressions produced by the work as seen in the studio; if it

preserres anythini; like its natural efli-ct in the very tr\ing position and lighting

of tbe Parliament House, it will, we have little doubt, be recoffnised as the

greatett work of the artist hitherto. Mr. Steell appcjirs to have brought to bear

upoo this, the latest finished production of his chisel, the results of mature
thought and large knowledgt! of the principles of his noble art, and careful ap-
plication of that ripe and chastened skill to which only " old experience doth

attain." Through an admirably characteristic likeness of a worthy but diflicult

subject, Jlr. Steell has evolvnl an exhibition of artistic jHjwer and genius de-

serving to be deeply studied aud admired as such, independent of oil local and
iadiTiaoal considentioiis.

RUTLAND CHURCHES.—No. 13.—Teigh.
rpHIS parish is on tbe confines of Leicestersliire, the village of Teigh itselfbeing

X adiacent to the borders. The church, embosomed in trees, is dedicated to the

Holy Trinity. The mystery of the Trinity was not suggested till more than a
century after the death iif Jesus Christ, when the doctrine was first promulgated
by Theophilus of Antiocli. In our Hook of Common Prayer, printed in 1520

(18 Henr\- VIII.), God the Father is depicted as an aged man, wearing a triple

crown, like the tiara of the Pope; the Son is represented as a young man, with
only one crown, over which the Holy Ghost, in the shape of a dove, spreads its

Kings. At Padua the mysterj- of the Trinity was expressed by the picture of an
oM man, with three large facis, each with a" large beard. Over the gateway of

Thornton .\bbiy, Lincolnshire, the figures of the Holy Trinity are seen placing

m crown upon the head of the figure of the Virgin Mary. Trinity Sunday is a
tetiTHl observed both by the Protestant and Catholic churches, to testily a
reren'ntial adoration of the hypostatic union of the three divine spirits—the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost in one God. The earliest information

extant of a church at Teigh is that in 33 Henry III. (1449) Sir William de Fol-
Tille, Knight, presented to it as patron of the same. Haifa century afterwards

(10 Edward I.), Edmund (sumaraed Crouchback, from his having taken the
cross), the King's brother, presented to the church, but at first opposed by the
Lady Joan de Folville, by reason of the custody of Alice her daughter, heir of
Wm. de Folville, deceased. Nothing is known of the subsequent patrons of the
church for several generations. Robert, fourth Earl of Harborough, was rector
of Teigh for forty years, and after coming to the title he not only rebuilt the
church here, but several others upon his estates. The style of the fabric may be
termed "Modem Gothic," and the interior presents a curious mixture of
Grecian and Gothic details. There are neither aisles nor chancel, and
the closed pews are so arranged that the congregation sit with their
backs to the north and the south, each receding row of pews being
elevated above the other. The arrangement of the pulpit, reading-desk, and
clerk's desk is quite unique: they are inserted in the jcesf wall, under elaborately
carved canopies in the ''pointed" style, and entered from the interior of the
tower, tmder which is the only entrance to the church. An artist has shown a
specimen of his skill in water color painting; he has given the representation of
a garden, the pulpit occupying the foreground. The other portions of the wall
are decorated with pilasters having Corinthuin capitals supporting ;}oiHit(!rf arches.
The font is erected against the north wall, near the altar table, the pedestal is

Grecian, and the foiled bowl appears to be the piscina basin that belonged to the
earlier church. The font which really belongs to the present church is not to be
Dsoally seen, as it is kept in a box under the communion table; it is made of
mahogany, lined with lead, much in form of a lily, about 9 inches deep and one
foot diameter at the top rim ; by a brazen branch it can be attached to the com-
munion rail, which has sockets to receive it, but it is then reared too high for a
person somewhat short in stature to reach. The roof is ceiled, and exhibits a variety
ofGrecian enrichments. All ihe windows, which are pointeil, are without tracery,
mullions, or hood-moulds. The arrangement here for receiving umbrellas, hats,
overcoats, &c., without taking them into the church, might be adopted else-
where with advantage, as also might the arrangement of the pipes for con-
veying the water from the roof to the drain round the outer walls. There is no
sketch of the old church knoviTi to be extant : it is said to have been much larger
than tbe present one, occupying the greater part of the churchyard, and that its
plan coasisted of nave, north and south aisles, chancel, tower, a'nd spire, &c. The
font belonging to it was traced a few years ago by the present rector to a stack-
yard in the adjoining parish of Barrow, where the'bowl remains, forming a water
trough to a pump ! It was imbedded in soil, hut in attempting to raise it it was
foond It would split into layers, consequently no further attempt was made
to remove it. On the side bared was found a fleur-de-lis. Therewwe five bells with a Latin inscription, which in English read thus—" Let all
thmgs be done to the glory of God." On the north side of the chancel was an
ancient monument to the memory of Wm. Slioile; a brass on a slab in the middle
of the chancel to the memory of the Hev. James Adamson; and in the body of
the church, near the south wall, a monument to the memory of John Blonlyld,
and m a window over the same these arms—or, three pallets, gules a canton,
ermine. In the east window of the chancel were other arras—azure, tliree
mascles, or, crest a lioness. The above are alluded to in Wright's history of the
county. In the course of the rebuilding of the church in the last quarter of the
last century all the monuments were ruthlessly broken or perverted to other
uses, except two slabs of two rectors, which may now be seen beliind a
cbest under the tower. We here give the inscriptions upcm them :—" Here lieth
the body of the Rev John Smith, late rector of this parish, who departed this
life O'-'ober 21 1737, aged 07. Elizabeth, the wife of ye Rev. John Smith, died
No»ember 29, 1738, aged 02." " Here lies the body of the Rev. Cyprian Bun-
bury, of tbe parish, who died July 15, 1703, aged 08 years. Mary, wife of the
HCT. Cypnan Banbury, died May r,, 1090, aged 48 years." " On the left of the
stone lies the body of .Mm. Lucy Banbury, daughter of the above Mr. Cyprian
Banburj-, and Mary his wife, who died April 21, 1734, aged 07." The monu-
ment, containing the following inscription, is in the churchyard, about two yards
from the centre of the east window ; it is a brick sarcophagus, about one yard
wide and six feet long, with a slate slab on the surface :—" To the memory of
the Rev. Robert Ijimbert, many years minister o( this parish, who departed this
life the 8th day of July, 1788, aged 73 years. He lived respected and died

lamented." It is said that the Rev. H. Lambert, who was an ardent votary of the
chase, left no will that was ever discovered ; that on an advertisement appearing iu
the newspapers for a heir to his property, a barrister came in a post-chsuse to
claim it; that on leaving he ordered the late Mr. Burton, auctioneer, of
Melton Mowbray, to sell the horses, which he did, but that the barrister never
claimed the money, nor was he heard of afterwards, and thus the auctioneer came
in for " a windfall." The desecration and havoc here must have been complete, for
in the present generation fragments of gravestones have been found forming part
of the floor of a barn ; another piece of gravestone, in 18:10, was part of a foot-
way to the Rectory kitchen, and which retained the words " Here lyeth." &c.
In removing the ruins of a cottage lately, several pieces of sculpture from the old
church were found. It is said tliat much of the old materials of the former fabric
were used in there-erection of Stapleford church, and what remains of the old
tower is covered with stucco. The spire was taken down about lir> years ago.
From a date on the ceiling it appears that the present church was finished in 1782.
The Royal arms are in the centre, and the crest and shield of the Harborough
family and a triangle in a circle at either end, whidi may be of twofold import.
The church, as previously stated, is dedicated to the worship of the Holy
Trinity, but the triangle is likewise the insignia of the Royal Arch Chapter in
Freemasonry, representing wisdom, strength, beauty, and usually has the mono-
gram G in the centre. Hence it is supposed the foundation was laid by " Masonic
processiou," &c., and the parish feast to date from the anterior erection of the old
church. 'The sacramental cup has this inscription :

—" Eunoia eneka ecclesice

parochiali de Tigh, Rutland. Jacobus Adamson, ejusdem per 31 annos Rector.
D.L.C.Q. 1061." This inscription was written by his son, the Rev. John
Adamson, M.A., Rector of Burton Coggles, Prebend of Lincoln, and one of the
chaplains to Charles II. The following notes relating to the Adamson family
have been taken from a volume of MSS. by the Rev. John Adamson, the son, in
the possession of a F.S.A. resident at Stamford, and a descendant of the Rev. Jas.
Adamson:—"The Rev. Jas. Adamson was chosen Governor of Oakham and
Uppingham Schools, 1048." "His son, Wm. Adamson, chosen an Exhibitioner for
ye School ofOakham 30 April, 1044. Andon28April, 1651,a valeof £.0 decreed to
him by ye Governors." " My brother Gervas Needham marry'd to my
sister Catherine Adamson 22d September 10o3 12 children born to them
between 1055 and 1079." "My lather Adamson dy'd March 28, betwixt
and 7 at night, 1718. Was minister (Rector) of Burton Coggles, in Lincoln-

shire, 49 years, where he constantly resided, and left behind him ye best of cha-
racters, and buried in the chancel there, aged 73." " Catherine Adamson, relicli

of John jVdamson, dyed at Grantham, in Lincolnshire, May 9, 1744, aged 83, and
was buried at Burton Coggles in my dear father's grave. A pious, charitable,
and most valuable woman. Enjoyed health and all lier senses to the last day."
" Capt. Adamson dyed at Ghent, in his Majesty's service, March 28, 1745, and
buried there. He dyed lamented and beloved, having acquitted with great honor
and reputation both as a soldier and friend. Aged 37. Dyed a bachelor of an
asthma by a cold got in the camp." " James Adamson, niarryed to Cath. Bell
23d June, 1029. Wm. Adamson bom 7 Sept., 1630, between 11 and 12 in the
night. Jas. Adamson born 20 July, 1032, between 5 and in the morning.
Catherine Adamson bom 10 Dee. 1634. Edward Adamson born 2i) August, 1642,
about 5 in the morning. John Adamson born 29 Jan., 1045, about 5 in the
morning, and was baptiz'd the 5th February following. My father Adamson
died ye 8th March, 1601, about 1 in the morning. Jly father's epitaph in the
chancel of Teigh church, Rutland:—'Jacobus Adamson natu scotus, Anglus
vita moribus antiquis, cum suo rege in prosperis & adversis, Rector hugus eccle-
siOB per 31 annos. Obiit die Martii, Octavo 1601.'"' In Doomsday Book this
parish is written Tie. The powerful Anglo-Saxon Earl Godwin had here l.J caru-
cate (uncertain in extent) of land to be taxed. Land to five ploughs. Robert
Malet had here two ploughs and 15 villanes (villagers in a state of bondage,
attached to the land, and belonging to the lord) with four ploughs. Meadow
four quarentines (a quarentine was a quantity of ground containing 40
perches) long and three-quarters broad. One mill of 2s. In the Saxon
King Edward's time these were valued at £4, and at the same amount in
the Conqueror's. Who were lords of Teigh from the Conquest till it was held
by John do Folville in the reign of Edward I. there are no records extant to
inform us. This John de Folville, in the 29th year of that reign, received the
King's writ commanding him to attend him, well fitted with horse and arras, on
the day of the nativity of St. John the Baptist, at Berwick-upon-Tweed, thence
to march against the Scots. In 26, 28, 29 Edward I., he was returned to repre-
sent Rutland in Parliament. In 16 Edward III. John de Folville, lord of Asbby
Folville, granted to William Kaythorpe, parson of the church of Ashby, the
manor of Teigh and all lands and tenements which Alice de Folville, his mother,
held in dower after the death of Eustachius de Folville, his father. The grant
was probably in trust (clergymen were then considered the most proper trustee*
in various respects), and iii tbe 37th year of the same reign the said William
Kaythorpe conveyed the manor, &c., of Teigh to Geoffrey tie Folville, Knight,
and Isabel his wifi;. This GcotFrcy was the second son and heir of Sir John de
Folville, his elder brother dying without issue. Of this family was William de
Folville, whom Bale, an author of the sixteenth century, says was a Lincolnshire
man; he was brought up at Cambridge in the reign of Richard II. ; he became
a Franciscan friar, and wrote a treatise on the instructing of youth in their
orders. He died in 1384. Arms, party per fesse argent and or; across moline
fules. An efligy in armour, called by the villagers " Old Folville," lies in Ashby
olville church. Maud, daughter and heiress of Geoffrey de Folville, the last

male heir of the house, was married to Sir John Woodford, Knight, and brought
to him various manors. A family named Hcllcwell afterwards became lords of
the manor of Teigh ; as early as Edward II. William de Helewell represented
the county in Parliament; 14 Edward III., Robert de Helewell; and 6
Richard II., John de Helewell. Thomas Sherard, Esc]., 10 and 21 Henry VII.,
was Sheriff of Rutland ; he married Margaret, daughter ofJohn Helewell, Esq.,
who brought him the manors of Teigh and Whissendine, in this county, Stainby
and Gunby, in the county of Lincoln, with otlierlands. From tliat time till the
present the manor of Teigh has been held by the Sherards. The churchwardena
are sole custodes of this church, as there is no chancel. The Rev. A. S. AtchesOD
is the rector (1830) : returned annual value, £430.

Greetland (Halifax) .—The Church of St. Thomas was opened on
Wednesday last week. The comer stone was laid in June, 18.59, and its erection
has been from designs of Mr. Rushforth, architect, of London. It is a plain
Gothic building, there being no ornamentation on the outside.
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INDURATED STONE.
Sir,—Having taken consideraljk; interest in tlie question of the induration of

stone by silicifying processes, I write to you to state nw conviction of tlie value

of tlie process adopted by Mr. Frederick Hansome. Of course the question of

the eventual success of any jilans adopted must rest with a time for which
we cannot wait, if we are to do anything at once. But althouf;h we cannot

decide for the future, we can, at least, use our judgment as to the

relative merits of processes whicli are in operation. All other plans

for preserving stone seem to bo out of the question, with the exception

of Mr. Szerelmey's and Mr. Ransome's, and of these two we fortunately

have the means ofjudging in the New Houses of Parliament, where both plans

have been tried. I have several times examined these specimens, and have come
to the conclusion that of the two processes Mr. Ransome's is at once the most
scientific, simple, aud durable. Tlie only question that can be raised on the

Silicat Zopissa process of Mr. Szerelmcy seems to me to be the advantage to be

gained by the use of some organic matter in the coating which is placed over the

stone, vi /y/'wri it would appear likely that any organic matter would become
decomposed and destroyed by the action of the air, and it appears to nie tliat this

has really gone on in those portions of the Speaker's Court and the river-teiTac^e of

the new Houses of Parliament, to which M. Szelermey's process has been applied.

In tills court those parts of the wall whicii have be^.'ii longest coveredjWith this

organic coating, aftbrd evidences of decomposition, for whilst the inorganic ma-
terial is readily rubbed off with the fingers, the powder itself affords only the
slightest indication of the existence of organic matter. In some portions of the

court the walls have been redone, and here the coating resembles very much one
of ordinary paint, whilst the organic matter contained in it is very large, and
consists mainly, as I ascertained under the microscope, of oily matter. The
inference we must draw from these facts is, that eitlier the two coats diiFer

essentially in their character, or that the oldest has lost its organic matter,
and requires renewal every two or three years. The question then comes
as to whether, underneath the organic coating, the stone is equally well
preserved by Szerelmey's process as by tliat of Ransome's. In my examinations
of the parts treated with Ransome's solution, in contrast with an equal space
done on the Silicat Zopissa i)rocess on the river terrace of the Houses of Parlia-
ment, I came to tlie conclusion that the former was not only the most sightly,
but that it had endured the best. In this instance the Zopissa process is not so
much worn as in the case of the court, but it has an uneven, corrugated surface,
giving it the appearance of having been painted, and on close examination it

will be found that the organic matter is being pressed out from below, and
iTinning down in the form of little dirty driblets, whilst the stone underneath
in some points is giving way. On the other hand, tlie portion done by
Ransome, altliough lookiug less uniform in color, looks more like natural stone,
and a close examination will show that it has retained its integrity in a
remarkable manner. Provided the two processes were equally satisfactory as
securing tlie preservation of the stone, I tliink, on the ground of pictorial effect,

Ransome's process is to be preferred, as it in no way diminishes the natural
beauty of the stone. I am, &c.,

8, Savile-row, W., Nov. 14, 1860. Edwin Lanebstbb.

" VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE."
Sir,—" Vox Populi " quite misquotes me in your last. He makes me say of

" The Victorian Style "—
" I don't like that ' neio ' style Victorian

:

(It's worse than any old and hoary 'un).

Why I dwlihe it is a poser.

And, if I'max'd, I do not know, Sir;

But this I know— I can't a-bear
Such architecture, as that ere."

Whereas, what I really said was, it would have been easier to argue thus, than
to give reasons—as I did—for disliking it, as I do.

I am, &c., L. L. Y.

THE PROCESSES ADOPTED BY RANSOME AND SZERELMEY.
Sir,—Having for some time past taken much interest in the subject of the

preservation of stone from decay, and having communicated both with Mr.
Szerelmey and Mr. F. Ransome on the subject of their respective methods,
perhaps you will allow me space for a few remarks ou the subject.

Mr. Szereliney claims to be in the possession of a secret which he has known
for twenty-five years, and in which lie has every confidence. The secret, lie

states, is in some way connected with the process adopted by the Greeks for
preserving wood, and he applies it to stone. That it involves the use of bitumen
would be, tlierefore, probable, but it is now perfectly certain that it includes
about I'i per cent, of several mineral substances, together with nearly one-fourth
part of organic matter. All the evidence concerning it shows that the organic
matter is of the nature of oil, which for a time chokes up the pores of the stone,
but which, in the nature of things, decays in two or three years. If anything is

certain witli regard to Mr. Szerelmey's process, it is this, and, therefore, I wish
to point out to your professional readers that a success for one or two years, how-
ever complete, is, in fact, no success at all, for tlie trial of the method does not
commence till the paint-like preparation lias decayed and the mineral prepara-
tion is left undefended.

If Mr. Szereliney can point to any building on whicli he has experimented which
has b»en left only four years entirely untouched, there would be some, though
very little, ground for forming an opinion ; but anything short of this time is

manifestly valueless for the purpose.
I would also susgest that in Mr. Ransome's case the trial commences the very

day the work is completed of washing the stone with the last coat, for there is no
temporary defence whatever.

1 wish it to be clearly understood that I raise no objection to this protecting
coat of oil, if, after its decay, the stone is permanently preserved. As far as is

knowu, the method of Szerelmey involves the treatment suggested by M. Kuhl-
mann, of Lille, and is chemically sound, though, employed alone, it is unsuc-
cessful in our climate ; but I do appeal to the common sense and sound judgment
of architects, builders, and surveyors, not to be led away by sounding names or
classical authority, but withhold their opinion till they have that sort of evidence

that time only can give. They should also, in comimriiig the relative value of
the two processes that now occupy public attention, remember that the known
method of Mr. Ransome requires at least two years' less trial than the doubt-
fully and imperfectly known secret of Mr. Szerelmey. I am, &c.,
Guernsey, 13th November, 1800. D. T. A»8IBD, F.B.S.

TENDERS.
HoUaES, FOREST-OATB.

For completing four houses at Forest-gate.
Itrutt £750
Ilenshaw fil8

Sodcn (>10

Fisher 649
Wood .. 500
f'aero 498
.leffsBros 479
Day 4«6

Klvett £H% O
Davios 437 »
llayselden 4iiO 0-

Waterer 380 7
Heard MO
Bevan 280
Baynham 210

Sewerage, Whitechapef,.
For the construction of Sewer in Colchester-street, Uuclde-street, IMough-strect,

and I'lough-court, for the Board of Works W.C. District.
AValkcr £445 I Wood £303
Abbott and Ilopwood 410 Staccy SOS'
Uogcrs .195

I
Morrlss (accepted) 335

KETAIRS, &C., TlIEOBALD'S-noAD.
For repairs and new fronts to JJos. 27 and 28 Thcobald's-road, for Mr. Hart

Lavender, architect.
iCaynam £1,10:!

.Stevenson .

Atkins
Heard
.lohn Ashby .

Woodrofle . .

.

075
020

I

COO
682
672

Mr.

Stone ££45.
(Jeorgc Day 533
Newman 518.
Porter 4(3
Rettca 4t&

Repairs, Ac, City.
For repairs, alterations, and a very elaborate front, to bouse No. SI, Great Tower-
rcet, City, for Jlr. II. Machu. Mr. Parrls, architect.street,

Fumival .'. £498
Walker 488
lludkin 467
.TohnAshby 461 10
Grey 460

Porter £442
Dale 420 10
Prcscot 420
KUis (accepted) 375

Cii.4.PEr, AND School, Manchester.
For works to be done in the erection of the New Congregational Chapel and

School, Stratford, near Manchester. Messrs. Poultonand Woodman, architects,.
Reading.

Hollins, Manchester £2,142
Buxton, Alanchcster 2,100
Youngand Co., Oxford 1,950
Clark and Jones, Manchester (accepted) 1,850

The old materials of present building in each case calculated to belong to the
contractor.

Alterations, &c.. Fa rrinodon-street.
For works to be done in alterations and additions to nromises, Nos. 48 and 49,^

Farringdon-strcct, for Messrs. T. Simpson and Co. Messrs. xillott and Chamberlain,
architects.
Fish £.W0

I
Weston £510

Cannon 653 Anley (accepted) 456-
WiUs 5471

Music-hall, Oxford-street.
For music-hall at the rear of the Boar and Castle Tavern, Oxford-street, for Mr.

Morton. Messrs. Fiuoh, Hill, and I'araire, architects. ,
Lucas Brothers £14.790 I Patrick £13,620
Mansfield 14,.')67 Holland and Haunen 13,505
Myers 13,820

|

Kep.iirs, Bediord-row.
For sundry works to be done in repairs of a house in Bedford-row, for Mr. Salmon.

Mr. J. Lavender, architect.
Stephens and Latter £168
Aldridge Ifll 8
Brake 138 10
W.Clement 119

Sutton £I1»
Green and Son Ill
Bryan Helm 97

Cemetery Works, Oswestry.
For works at Oswestry cemetery. Mr. Hans F. Price, architect, Weston-super-

Mare. Quantities not supplied.

Contract No. 1.

Laying out.

£ . d.

Wm. If. .Tones, Cefn-Mawr 790
Climie, Shrewsbury 481 17 5

Kdward Kvans, Oswestry *508
Kdward Hughes. Liverpool 595
Wra. and John Morris, Oswestry 695

Accepted, Mr. Climie declining No. 1 contract separately.

Contract No. 3.

Buildioin.
£ 8. d.

1,970
1,701 18 9
1,341
1,250

•1,276

Bath ptone
facing ii>-

itle cbap«l«.

'.'.'. 45
96

... 185

... 'lOS

KEBniLDiNO, City.
For rebuilding Nos. 27 and 28, Bishopsgate-street. Messrs. Young and Son,.

architects.
If new Sepapale

Oeaeral Workmen's Iron EttimaM for
Eatimate. Benches. Shutter*. Iron Work.

Myers £.3,tHi0 .... £19 .... £88 .... £420
Piper and Son 3,086 .... 24 .... 19 .... 310
Wilson 3,408 25 .... 30 330
Lawrence and Sons .

.

3,420 .... 22 60 338
Holmes 3,.39-l 17 .'iO .... 311
Brown and Robinson.. 3,.350 23 27 304
Conder 3,230 30 .... 20 .... S3S^

Ashby andSons 3,190 .... 26 .... 15 .... 328
Hensfaaw 3,093 .... 22 17 fl .... 2110 .... 317
Brass 2,985 26 .... 45 .... 290

Finishing, Islington.
For finishing • six houses in Cambrldgc-road, Islington. Mr. H. Dawson,

architect.

Turner and Sons £2,975
Grose and Co 2,900
Hollins 23«a
Henshaw 2,736
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Seweraqk, Aneblkv.
yor iron tnbld<r to conrcy sewgv.

Suupsoo *'" i«». perton
CoehrMie • 1* 5 ••

Westwood 2 „ "
UnhamandCo ° " .•

Quay, WiiiTBT.
The tenders wicroted for the supply of timber and stone for the »ew quay are

thoM of Sir. K. Corner, timber merclunt, and 3Ir. W. Lau^alc, builder, respec-

«lTelr.

Railway, Belfast.
At th« last meeting, on the I'.'th inst., of tlie Directors of the CarridtferRus and

Lame Hallway Co., they declared Messrs. Samuel and Fredericlc Buxton, of Leeds,

contnwtors for the line. There were cljjht offers.

Westminster,
For four houses and stable in Slarsham-street and J.nundry-yard, Wpstmmstor,

for .\bei lurch, Esq. Mr. tieorye C. Handford, architect. Quantities by Mr.

Grittcn. „, „.„
Stimpaon £2,27.) I Adamson and Sons il.s.o

Srmons 2,2iH
I
George Todd, jun l,»-'>4

jitM 2,1!H J. and C. W. Todd (accepted) .... 1,01)2

Simith l,!isy
I

. ^_ .

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
TOW.N-ll.VI.L. .tc.

Gkimsbt.—For designs for the erection of tlic following buildinsfs, viz., town-hall,

with appurtenant offices and police station, and detached separate boys' and

girls' schools, for the children of the freemen of the borou),'h. A plan of the site

and local sketch of the district of the town in which it is proposed the new
building's should be erected, togethir with further instructions to architects, par-

ticulars of the requirements of the council, and the conditions under which the

designs will be received, may be had from Mr. Joseph ilaughan. Surveyor to the

Local Board ol Health of the Borough of Grimsby, from October 1. The architect

whose desl'Ti is adopted will be emplovi'd by the council, on the usual professional

terms, to carry out the works, beyond which no premium is offered. Designs will

berecelvetlat theofflceof Georjre Babb, Town Clerk, in Great Grimsby, until

4 p.m.. December 2y.

Northampton. - For designs for a proposed Town-hall, Court-house, public offices,

librarv. museum, and other accommodations which may be necessary or convenient

for carrying on the civil and criminal business of the borough. I'lan and sections

of the site, and particulars, on application to Mr. John Jeffery, the town clerk,

with whom the de8ig:n8 must be left, at his olfice, Newland, Northampton, by
January 4, lt>01.

ROOF.
Koyal Exphange, Loni>on.—For plans and estimates for covering in the area of

the Roval Kxchange. The Greshara Committee will award the following pre-

miums to the three most approved designs, which will become the property of

the committee, viz., for the 1st, £60; 2ud, £30; and ;ird, £20. The designs

mnst be prepared with a due regard to ventilation and non-interference with the

light of the windows looking into the area, and also to the necessary requirements
of the tenants of the Committee. The necessary information may be obtained
of the surveyor, George Smith. Esq., Frederick's-place, Old Jewry. Mans
and estimates to be delivered in, addressed to the Gresham Committee, under
cover to Mr. II. C. Barnes, clerk. Mercers' Hall, Cheapside, to December 1. (See

advertisemeni).
CHAPEL AND SCHOOLS.

Leeds.—For designs lor a new Unitarian chapel and schools, at Tudsey near
Leeds. A plan of the site, with detailed instructions and conditions, from Mr.
George Buckton, Well House Foundry, Jleadow lane, Leeds. The architect

producing the best plan, in the estimation of the building committee, to carry out
his designs upon the usual terms, as stipulated in the conditions. Plans before
Wednesday, the 12th of December next, addressed as above.

OBELISK.
Eoas.—For designs and tenders for an obelisk to be erected on n site near the rail-

way station. Boss, for the committee of the Hall Memorial Fund. Cost not to
exceed £»0. Designs, Ac, to Sir. Lucker, Bank, Boss, Uerefordshire, to Nov. 26.

CHURCH.
Swansea.—For plans, with estimates and specifications, for a church to be erected
on the Fymone estate, Swansea. The proposed church should contain from TjOO to

600 sittings, without galleries, and the cost not to exceed £2,500. No premium can
tic given for the plans, Ac. (which will of course be returned), Ibut if the church is

built the gentleman whose plans arc adopted may have the appointment of
architect to the building. Plans, &c., to Robert Eaton, hon. sec., Bryn-y-Mor,
Swansea, to Dec. 1.

MUSIC HALL.
BiBKEXHEAD.—For dcsigns for a music-hall for the Birkenhead Music Hall Com-
pany (Limited), the entire cost of which, including iittings, painting, decoration,
architect's commission, clerk of the works, and everything, excepting the land, not
to exceed £4,000. The building to comprise a large public-room, to seat 600
persons, with refreshment-room, clouk-rooms, ante-rooms, keeper's house, and all

-other necessary conveniences. The plans, elevations, and sections to be drawn to
a uniform scale, 8 feet to an inch, and to be accompanied by u detailed specifica-

tion of the works. The directors will award a premium of twenty guineas for the
design selected, subject to an estimate (which Is to accompany the design) from a
respectable builder, approved of by the directors, to carry out the whole ot the
works for the sum specified. The design and estimate to be the property of the
directors. A plan of the land, and other particulars, may be obtained from the
secretary, Henry G. Coventry, 10, Sweeting-street, Liverpool, to whom the designs
are to be sent, free of expense, on or before the Ist January, IHGl, without the
author's name, but With a motto, and sealed letter to contain the motto and the
anther's name and address. (See advertisement.)

CONTRACTS OPEN.
INFIKMAUY.

UiDDI-ESBBOCGR.—For the erection of the North Riding Infirmary at Middles-
brough. Drawings, &c., at the Corporation Hall, Sliddlesbrough, on application
to Mr. .John S. Peacock, from the ]6lh, to the ;iOth November inclusive. Bills of
quantities from the architects, Oliver and Lamb, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Tenders
to Mr. J. 8. Peacock, .Solicitor, Middlesbrough, to December 6.

CHUUCHES, &c.
Hahbooate.—For the works required in the erection of a congregational church
and schools at Harrogate. Drawings, specifications and bills ofquantitics at the
offices of Henry i. Lockwood. Vvilliam Mawson, architects, Poat-ofhce
buildings, Bradford, from the 20th until the 2rth instant, on whicli last mentioned
day, before 4 o'clock, p.m., sealed tenders must be deliveri'd.

Bbadfohd.— For the several works required in the erection of St. Luke's Church,
Broorofields. Bradford. I'lans, Ac, at the offices of Mallinson and Healey,
architects, Tyrrel-atreet, itridfbrd, on which day sealed tenders are to be delivered
free of cost to the architect, till November 21. ^

CHAI'EL.
•

.SowjiARKET.—For erecting a congregational chapel and school buildings at Stow-
market. Drawings, Ac, at the office of Frederick Barnes, architect, Brook-street,
Ipswich, to whom sealed tenders, before ten a.in. Nov. 23.

WELLINGTO.V TESTIMO.NIAL.
Liverpool.—For theerection of a column, surmounted by a bronze statue, upon
the site of the Islington market, in memory of the Into Duke of Wellington.

Drawings. Ac, at the surveyor's office, in the Town-hall, between the hours of

ten and four. Tenders may be made either for the entire work, or for the column
and statue separate ; in the latter ease, the amounts of the two to be kept distinct.

Sealed tench-rs, properly endorsed, and addresseil to .John Torr, Esq., Secretary

of the Testimonial Committee, at the Towu-hnll, Liverpool, by 12 noon of
December J.

RECTORY-HOUSE.
SiiiRFiELD. —For theerection of a rcctorv-house, at Shirfield, near Basingstoke.

Plans, Ac, at the old rectory-house. Shirfield. Tenders to the architect, John
Norton, Esq., '24, Old Bond-street, W. ; by November 10.

SCHOOLS.
Kingsclere.—For the' erection of a hoys' free school with residence for the master
and also of a residence for the mistress of the girls' school, at Kiiig.scliTe, ne;ir

Newbury, Hants. Drawings, Ac, at tho present boys' school, on and after l-'th

November. Tenders to the architect, Mr. .John Colson, St. Swithin-street. Win-
chester, to November 26 ; endorsed "Tenders for Kingsclere School," and in four
separate sums, viz :—1. Tender for boys' school and residence, design. No.], 2.

Tenderfor Mistress's residence, design No. 1. :>. Tender for bovs' school nud
residence, design No. 2. 4. Tender for mistress's residence, design No. 2.

SniDFiELD.—For theerection of the new schools at Shidlield, near Botley, Hants.
Plans, Ac, at the Parsonage-house, at Shidfiekl, from the 12th inst. Tenders tobe
delivered at the office of the architect, Mr. John Colson, St. Swithiu's-street, Win-
chester, endorsed "Tender forSliidlielrt Schools," to November 20.

Stourbridge.— B^or the works required to be done in the erection of a grammar
school, and for alterations, additions, and repairs to the liead and under masters'

residences, at Stourbridge. Drawings, Ac, at the offices of Messrs. Freer and
I'erry, solicitors, Stourbridge. Tenders, addressed to the Kev. W. J. J. Welch, JI.A.,

head master, Stourbridge Free Grammar School, to November 20.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Wandsworth.—For the erection of four houses at Wandsworth, communication to

be made in the first instance, by letter, n ith the architect, Mr. W. G. Habershou,
38, Bloomsbury-square.

HARROGATE. —For thc whole or any portion of the works required to be done in the
erection and completion of two bouses, proposed to be erected near the Brunswick
Hotel, High Harrogate. Drawings, Ac, at the offices of William Hill architect,

n, Albion street Leeds, to whom tenders to twelve noon of November '22.

LODfilNG HOUSES.
Betiinal Green.— For two model lodging houses, tobe erected in Bcthnal-grecn,

for Charles Sahsbury Butler, Esq., Sl.P. Aplication to be made to the architect,

3Ir. William Kcddall, No. 14, Liverpool-street, City. Tenders to November 20.

SEWERAGE, Ac.
S.VNDOWN.—For the necessary excavation for aiid the providing of and laying down
stone-ware pipes to form t'lie main sewer for the Local Board of Health for

the district of Sandown, Isle of Wight. Plans, Ac, from lOtli November, at the

office of the Board, Sandown, or of Sir. T. Hellvor, liouvcrie House, Ryde, of

whom all information and bills of quantities may be had. Sealed tenders, en-

dorsed "Tender for the Main Drain," addressed to the Chairman of thc Board,

Thomas B. Hall, Clerk to the Board, Sandown, to November 2'.l.

Hdli..—For sewering, draining, levelling laying, and planting twenty-six acres of

land, or thereabouts, at Stepney, in thc borough of Hull, presented to the town by
the mayor, Z. C. Pearson. Esq., for a public park, and for the formation of the

several roads therein, and the other works connected therewith. Specification itt

the surveyor's office, 73, Lowgate, from ten a.ni. to two p.m. each day, from the

5th to thc 10th November next. Tenders to C. S. Todd, clerk to thc Local Board
of Health, Kingston-upon-llull, marked " Park Tender," by noon of November 19.

Sunderland.—For excavating, mason work, and laying stone-ware pipes, in

Tunstall-terrace, and locality, Sunderland. I'lans, Ac, at the office ot Mr. Tliomas
Younger, Borough Engineer, East Cross-street, Sunderland, to whom tenders are

to be sent addressed" To the Chairman of the Sewerage Committee," and en-

dorsed " Tender for Tunstall-terrace Sewerage Contract, No. 41," by 4 p.m., of

November 23.

Siieernem.s.—For any or all of the following contracts, accordnig to plans and
specifications by Mr. Wm, Burns, C.E., Ely :-Contract A.—For the supply of

about nine miles of stoneware sewer-pipes. Note,—No fire-clay pipes c.tn be

accepted under any condition. Contract B.—For the supply of aliout nine miles of

cast-iron water-pipes. Contract C—For sinking and boring a well. Contract p.—
For laying and jointing sewer and water pipes. Contract E.-For providing sluice

valves and hydrants. Contract F.—For making and fixing a malleable iron tank,

(w feet diameter and 10 feet deep ; and two small tanks. 12 feet diameter. Contract

G.—For thc supply of east-iron pillars, girders and other castings. Contract H.—
For providing and fixing a pair of duplicate horizontal steam engines of about 10-

horse power, with duplicate sewage pumps, a scoop-wheel, and duplicate boilers,

also a pair of duplicate vertical engines, with duplicate pumps and boilers of about

40-horso power each. Contract K.—For building manure tanks, shed, boiler-

houses, chimneys, water-tower, public baths, board-room, manager's house, and
workmen's houses. Duplicate copies of the specifications, with forms of tender,

schcdulesofquantities, Ac, may be had on application to Mr. E. Fclkin, clerk to

thc Local lioard. Mile-town, Sheerness, on payment of Ss. for each contract. Mr.

Burns, the engineer, will attend at the office of the Local lioard, Sbeerness, on the

27th, 28th, 20th, and 30th inst. with the plans, to give any explanation which

intending contractors may require.
MA.SON AND PAVIOR WORK, Ac.

, u
Wandsworth.-For the execution of masons' and paviors' work, in thc parishes

of Battersea, Claph.im, Putney, Streatham, Tooting, Graveney, andAVandsworth.

for one year, from Christmas next, (separate tenders for each parish). Specifica-

tion and forms of tender, Ac. at the offices of the board, Battersea-rise. lenders,

under seal to the Board of Works for the Wandsworth district^endorscd "len-
ders for masons' and paviors' work, parish of ," to Noveniber ~0.

EDiNnuuGH.—For working the granite and other stone iu thc quarry of Broadlow,

lately opened by tlie city of Edinburgh paving board, on thc farms Lsperston and

Outerston, parts of the estate of Arniston, in thc county of Edinburgh. Specifica-

tion of manner of working, and detail of stones, at the board's works office,

271 High-street, Edinburgh. Sealed off'ers, marked "Tenders for Broadlaw

ouarry," to be lodged at the board's works office, to December 1.

FAKM BUILDINGS.
, ^ ^ ,

Stamford.—For the erection of a set of farm buildings on the estate of the Earl

of Lindsey, near Stamford. Plans, Ac, on the premises, by applying to Mr. Pick,

Deepin" St. Nicholas, near Littlcworth station; or at the offices of Messrs. .).

and 1'. (Jitdwood, farm architects, 4U, Pall Jlall, London ; to whom sealed ten-

ders, to November 24.

TIMBER WHARF.
STOCKTON.-For the erection of a timber wharf and quay at Stockton, for the Stock-

ton and Darlington Railway Company. Plans, Ac, at the Engineer's Office, in

Northgate. Darlington, aftct.Saturday, November 3rd. Tenders to be delivered to

Thomas Jlac Nay, secretary. Railway Office, Darlington, to November 21.

I'Al'Ell MILL.
Radcliffe.—For the carpenters' and joiners' work of the new paper mills at Rad-

clifle. I'lans, Ac, at the offices of Mr. Joseph Chattwood, architect and surveyor.

Union-square, Bury, from the lUth Noveniber. Sealed tenders, endorsed " Carpen-

ters' and Joiners' Work," to be sent in to John Downham, secretary, 14 Union-

square, Bury, to November 27.

EARTHWORK, &c.
FocKLiNOTON.- For earthwork in garden terraces, Ac, involving the removal ot

upwards of 5,000 cubic yards of chalk, Ac, at Water Priory, near Pockhngtou ,
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YorkBliire, seat of the liifjlit JlOH. Lord Miincaster, rians and «pecl(ication8 on
application ti> the j,'-ardencr at Water; and at the offices of Sir. \V. Uavldson,
landscape fifardener, ;i*i, Oliftoii-villaa, Maida-lull. London, W. Information re-
lating to the buildin<; works eontoniplated in connection with the above, may be
obtained at the office of Mr. "W. G. Ilubershon, :if<, itloomabury-square, London,
VV.C, to whom tenders at 10 o'clock, a.m.. of November 27.

KOADWOKK.
SlANCiiKSTER.—For the repairs and maintenanco of the Manchester and Huxton
turnpike-road, from -Afanchesler to llurdlowhouje, in Derbyshire, with the branch
to Peak Forest, and tlip diversions throiifrh liarmoor Clou^h for three years, from
•January 1, 18(10, in three divisions. The Lancashire l>ivision commences at
Gray-street in Lonffsieht, and terminates in Jleaton Norris, at the boundary line
of the borough of Stockport. The Cheshire division commences near Heavilv in
Stockport, at the junction with the township of liramall, and extends to' the
centre of W'haley brid{;e. The Derbvshire division commences from the centre of
Whaley bridge, and extends to llurdlow house, and includes the branch through
Chapel-en-le- Frith to I'eak forest, and the diversion tlirough Barmoor C'lough
to Kuxton. Tenders must incknlo all footpaths wliich the trustees may be liable
to repair. Tenders in writing to be addressed to the trustees, at tlic clerk's
offices, Tiviot Dale, lleuton Xorrls, .Stockport, to December 1.

ItAlLWAYS.
DCDLiN.—For tlie construction of tlie branch railway of the llidland fireat Western
Kailway of Ireland to the quays on the river LitTey in Dublin, the length of the
line is tliree miles. .Spcciflcations, &c., at tlie otncesof G. W. llemans, Esq.,C. E.,
46, Upper Sackville-street, Dublin, and 20, Duke-street, Westminster. Tenders
addressed to " H. Beausire, Ksq., secretary to the company, Broadstone, Dublin,"
to November 19.

KAILWAY STATION.
Dlbi-jn.—For the erection of a station-house at Foxroek. on the Dublm, Wicklow,
and Wexford Kailway. I'lan, Ac, at the Office of the Company. IS, Westland-
row,Dublin. The work to be finished by the Istof »Iay next. Tenders, addressed
to the Secretary (A. Moorel bv I'J noon of November 11). Any further particulars
required may be liad on application to Mr. Wilkinson, the architect of the Company,
at his Office.

*^

CANAL WORK.S.
Brecon.—For the repair and maintenance of the Brecon and Abergavenny Canal,
and the railroads and buildings belonging thereto, from the :il8t December next for
one or mon; years. Speciliciitions. &c.. at the Offices of tlie Clerk, at Navigation-
house, Llanclly, near Abergavenny ; or of .Messrs. JIaybery, Williams, and Cobb
solicitors, Brecon. Tenders to the Clerk, to November 28.

MILITAKY'.
Plumste.\d.—For erecting a cartridge filling shed, &c., at the Practice Eange,
I'lumstcad-marshes. Parties desiring to tender must leave their names at the
Koyal Engineer Office, Woolwich, by the 2ard of November, and pay lOs. (id. for
bills ot quantities.

Chatham.—For supplying and erscting fences, gates, &e.. on the War Department
land at Fort Pitt and Fort Clarence, (Chatham. Plans, spcciflcations, and forms of
tender, on application at the Koyal Engineer Office, Chatliam Lines, till the 26th
November. Tenders, addressed to " The Director of Contracts, War OflSce, Pall-
mall, London, .S.W.," and delivered free, endorsed " Tender for Fences and Gates,
at Chatham," tillNovember 27. (See advertisement.)

WATERWOKKS.
Tbanmehe.—I'or the construction of a covered service reservoir, with a valve
chamber and other works, for the Local Board of the District of Tranmere.
Drawings, &c., &c., on payment of 10s., on application at the Office of the Local
Board, in Traumeie, Cliesliire. between 9 and 11 a.m., and 3 and 5 p.m., or at the
Office of K. liawlinson, C.E., M, I'arliaraent-street, Westminster. Sealed tenders,
endorsed "Tenders for Service Reservoir," to be forwarded to the Office of the
Local Board, in Tranmere, to November 26. (See advertisement.)

SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.
FBEEHOLD.

By Messrs. Debknham ami Tewson.—Sussex, estate known as " llcathcrdcn," in the
parish oC Walilron, eoinnilsiilff residence anil l.jO acres of land ; sold for £4,7."iO.
No. 1, King-Btreet, llackiiey-road, dwelling-house, let on lease at £30 per annum; sold

for £980.
No. 4, IIackncy-roa<I, house and shop, let at £Xi per annum ; sold for £420.
No. 5, Hackney-road, house and siiop, let at £3o per aniuiui ; sold for£4;i0.
Kins's Head-court, Shoreditch, worksliop and premises, let on lease at £40 per annum

;

sold till :£6(l0.
r 1- ,

liy Messrs. Hobetits and RoBT.—No. 31, Brixton-place, Brixton-road, house, let at £48
per anntiin ; sold for £810.
West-green, Tottenham, house and baker's shop, let at £.W per annum ; sold for £X10.
By Messrs. C. and II. White— I'riory-srovc, Wiindswonh-road, Clapham, family

residence, known as "Montamia Cottage,'' with stables and chaise-house, let at £4u per
annum ; sold for £Gla.

LEASEHOLD.
By Mr. T4PLIX.—24, Clifton-road, Carlton-hlll, St. John's-wood, house, let at £«0 per

annum, term OSJ years, from Midsummer, 1843, ground rent £1.", 4s. per annum ; sold tor
am.

13, Wavcrley-road, Westbourne-grccn, Paddlngton. honsc, let at €30 per annum, term 99
years, from December, ists, frround rent £5 per annum : sold for £a8u.

15, Wavcrley-road, house, let at £30 per annum, held for same term and ground rent ; sold
for £28,5.

17, Waverley-road, house, let at £30 per annum, held for same term and ground rent; sold
for £280.

21, Waverley-road, house, lorat £30 per annum, held for same term and ground rent ; sold
for £28.1.

By Messrs. C. and 11. White.— 13, 14, and 1.5, Princes-squ.ire, Commercial-road, Lambeth,
houses, let at £61 2s. per annum, term 484 years, from June, 18«0,ground rent £12 per annum

;

sold lor £200.
10, I", and 18, Princes-square, houses, let at £C2 8s. per annum, held for same term and

ground rent ; sold for £320.
19 and 20, Priiices-siiuarc, houses; also a yard and sheds in the rear, the whole producing

£51 12s. per annum, held for same term, ground reiit£10 ner annum ; sold lor £2.50.
By Mr. Keio.— r,.5, Camfiridge-street, Edgware-road, residence, let on lease at £63

per annum, term ii2 years from Ladyday, 1S29, ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for £760.
2, Lower Porehester-street, Hyile-nark, house and shop, let on lease at £.56 per annum, term

8Ci years Ironi Ladyday, 183.5, ground-rent a peppercorn ; sold for £870.
3, Lower i'orcliester-street, house and slioji, let on lease at £48 per annum, term 61 rears

from Midsummer, IKliti, at a peppercorn rent ; sold for £240.
8, Portsea-place, t^onnaught-square, Hyde-park, house, let on lease at £4.5 per annum,

term 92J years from Midsummer, 1824, ground-rent £h per annum ; sold for £290.
2d, Shouldham-street, liryanston-square, house, let at £.34 per annum, term 701 years from

Michaelmas, 1811, ground-rent £10 per annum ; sold for £9.5t».

7, Hareourt-street, house and premises in the rear, being No. 13, Little Harcnurt-
stroet, let at £a5 per annum, term 694 years from Christmas, 1822, ground-rent £11 per annum ;

sold for £.5.5.5.

91, 1'ark-placc, Ba.vswater, bouse, let at £.1.5 per annum, tenn 32 years from Michaelmas,
1860, ground-rent £4 lier annum ; sold for £30.5.

22, .Moscow-road, liayswater, house, let at £28 per annum, term 31 years from Michaelmas,
1860, ground-rent £.5 per '.inniim ; sold for £23.5.
By Messrs. (Ibaiteu and .sox,— .52 and .53, Roy.al Mint-street, Tower-hill, houses, and 13

houses VViiidniill-eoiirt, and 2 houses in Glasshouse-street, let at £313 per annum, term 20
years from .Michaelmas last, ground-rent £115 per annum ; sold for £360.
By Messrs. 1). Ceomn and Sox—Upper Krecllng-strect, Ualedoiiian-road, public-house

and goodwill, known as the .Marquis ol Salisbury, term 98 years from December, 1851,
ground-rent £80 per annum ; sold tor £3.030.
By Messrs. DEaEMiAM and Tewsos.-8, 9, and 10, Commercial road, Lambeth, houses, let

at £84 per atmuin, term 481 years from June, 1800, ground-rent £15 per annum ; sold for

By Messrs. KoBEars and Robt—23. Arlington-street, Caradcn-town, boufo, term 99 years
from Michaelmas, 1800, ground-rent £.3 as. per annum ; sold for £H'JO,

12, Quecu's-road, Chelsea, house and business premises ; let at £42 per annum.

Copyhold.
By Mr. Tapi.in Mill-hill, Ilendon, Middlesex, property, comprising two cottaflres, black-

smith's shop, hakebouije, oven, &e., and two vineries, the whole uccupyiDg about 1 acre of
ground ; sold lor £.5;iii.

PARTNER.<!inPS DIS.<!OLVF-D.
(From the Loudon Otuette.)

-T. Oranger, O. Powers, and .J. Chapman, tUdl.ury, Worcestershire, ironmasters.
,V. Deacon and T. Waldby, Ked Lion-court, Holbom, cabinet makers.

JOINT-STOCK COMI'ANIKS' WINDINC.-UP ACTS.
The Cardiff and Caerphilly IronCompuny— proof of debts, November ]6, at the Bankrupts^

Court.

BANKKl.TTS.
,

Thomas Coltman. Coventry. pluml>er and glazier, November 22, December 14. at II o'clock
at the Hlrnilngham District Court of llunkruptcy. Solicitor, Mr. Reeves, Birmingham ;
oflicial assignee, Mr. Kliuicar, Birmingham.

DIVIDENDS.
Dec. 13.— J. M*Alpine, Cheltenham, Ironmonger.
Dec. 6 J. Lattlmore, Sandrldge, Ilcrtfordsbire, timber merchant.

CERTIFICATES to be (/ranted unless caujie he skmen to the contrary on
the duif ofmeetinff.

Bee. 6 F. Shaw, ^lacclesneld, Cheshire, joiner and builder.
Dec. 7.—J. F. Kent, Croydon, Surrey, builder.
Nov. 30 J. 11. Barber and W. H. Kills, Liverpool, iron merchants.

CERTIFICATES GRANTED.
Nov. 8.—H. Beeson. Bushey Heath, builder (second class).
Nov. 5 J . It. Teale, Leeds, cabinet maker l third class J.

INSOLVENT DEBTOR, who has obtained Interim Order, to be heard
in the coulltri/.

Nov. 20.—David Brazier, Bromsgzove, nail maker, at the County Court, Bromsgrove.

Ilovingham Church, Yorhshire.—This Church (which we have before
noticed) wa.s opened a few days since. The building consists of a chancel with
north aisle, ana a nave with north and south aisles. The chancel and nave have
been entirely re-built, the original character of the edifice being maintained.
The fine old Norman tower has been repaired and a new roofofstone placed upon
it, surmounted by a plain cross. The rcof of tiie chancel is open-linibei'eU and
wainscoted; that or the nave also shows the rafters, which are stained. The
pulpit i.!! of stone, standing on the south side of the chancel-arch. The reading-
desk is also of stone. The floor of the chancel within the communion rails is laid

with encaustic tiles, and the remainder of the chancel floor is paved with self-

colored tiles. The nave and aisles are laid with stone flags. The windows are
numerous, ani several of them are of colored glass. Tlie font is of marble. On
the south side of the nave is an elaborately sculptured monument to the memory
of Mrs. Marcus Worsley, and recording the fact that the Church has been re-
built by her husband. Mr. Hawkiu, of London, was the arch'.tect, and Mr. Teale,

of Malton, the contractor.

Leicestershire.—The restoration of the church of St. Catherine, at
Ilougton-on-the-Hill, has just been completed. The gallery at the west end has
been entirely removed, the walls have been stripped of the whitewash, and re-
plastered ; the floor, which formerly consisted of old stones, has been relaid with
Newcastle tiles, and the old fashioned pews rcjilaced with stained de,^l seats.

The arches, which are of the Decorated period, in the north aisle, and of the
Perpendicular period in tlie south, have also been thoroughly restored ; and an
entirely new stained roof put up in the nave. The roof's of the aisles, which con-
tain some very be.iutiful specimens of oak carving, have not been interfered with,

but a very neat oak decorated pulpit, beautifully carved by the architect, has
been presented by the patron, and a lectern and reading desk of a similar material

and design, on a stone base, has been given by the architect. The cost of the

restoration has been £650, of which the congregation contributed £200, and the
whole of the architect's designs have been most satisfactorily carried out by
Messrs. Pearson, Wardle, and Cockram, of Houghton. Cliarles Kirk, Esq.,

of Slcaford, was the architect, and he superintended the restoration throughout.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communication to be addressed to the Editor of the Bcildino News, 20,
Oldlloswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

S. P. Q See a treatise on Mills and MiII-5vork U05V or shortly to be published by Messrs.
Longman and Co.

R. Melson.—Tliaiiks, the subject is full of interest, and we will see what is to be done.
StJBscitiBEB from No. 1. (tllasgow).— 1. Chestnut more nearl.v resembles oak than any other
English wood. 2. Very likely, the oldest 5vood will shrink under like circumstances. There
is no known remedy.

C. W A cheap and goml substitute for bricks is verj* desirable ; and will become still more
so 111 the ensuing spring. You shall have all the assistance it is hi our power to afford, but
we do not at present see how we can help you.

.\ Joiner.—No good can come of interfering, we must, therefore, decline to adopt the course
suggested.

J. Wright.-Should be fused separately, and mixed while at a temperature of at least
200 I'abr.

W. KLswoaTHT 1. The pigment Sepia is prepared from a dark secretion found in certain
glands of the cuttle-fish, and which it ejects to darken the water when pursued : one
part of tlie secretion is said to be capable of making l,oix> parts of water nearly opaque. 2.

Chlorine will destroy the color.
A PETRAI.OGIST.—Name and address required; not for pnblleatlon, but it is unusual to
iiisertsuch coinmunlcatlons without some knowledge of the author. The letter Is in type.

V. S. V—Shall hear from us when the proper time arrives.
R. Smith, W. ,\. li.—Next week.
F. FEI.L&KD We cannot rcconiinend—adopt some other course.
T. RisTER The patent was obtained in 18;J3, by John B. ConstantlneTorassa. but after large
sums were expended in preparing the lead, the project was abandoned as a failure.

IL Hirst.—We cannot tell which is to be preferred.
f. Newton—We shall be glad to receive particulars ; nothing reliable has yet reached us.

J. S. ; W. J.R.—T,io late.
A Constant Keadeh (Leeds).—You have under ordinar.v circumstances no '* right " to stop
up a watercourse, so as to divert the water on to the land of au adjoining estate. Form a
drain or small tunnel, as the case may require.

J. A. S. ; W. 1!.—Shall receive attention.
Received.—W. Thompson, O. J. R., W. B. A., T. C, S. and Co., Robert Nimner, W.
Appletou, A. Lardwm, 1'. Rose, T. S. (J., W. X. Z., Thomas F., A Reader, Observer, C. J.,

Critic.
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COLLINS AND GREEN,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

MARBLE CHIMNEY-PIECES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

8, ALBION PLACE, BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE,
LONDON.

FOR BEDROOMS-30-lN. REGISTER STOVE and VEIN MARBLE CHIMNEY
COMPLETE FOR 35s.

DRAWING ROOM STATUARY, FROM £8 10s. TO 100 GUINEAS.

STOVE, SAITGE, AWD CASTUTOS VTABEHOVSE.
SOLE AGENTS FOR RICHARDS' PATENT CIRCULAR RANGE.

ESTiniATES GIVEN. BESIGUS rURWISHED IP REQUZBES.

Dinins-Room Chimney-Pieces in Colored Marbles, £3 10s. to £19.
(o4)

THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARBLE GALLERIES
17, NEWMAN STREET, OXFOKD STREET, ^^^__,_,^„ „

EDWARDES, EDWARDS, and CO., PROPRIETORS. ^ ^ ^,. , ^

The LARGEST and MOST SUPERIOR STOCK of CHIMNEY-PIECES in EUROPE on VIEW at the above-named Establishment.

Manufactories:—Carrara (Italv), Belgium, and 17, Newman Street, London
ESTIMATES FOR EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MARBLE W ORK. =""'

WHITE AND PARLBY'S
NEW ILLUSTEATED CATALOaUE OF

PAPIER MACHE & CARTON PIERRE ENRICHMENTS.
I^kTsT, H.,-rd iH^^S^^, EIt5^ Or^H ArBt FOWARDED POST FREE ON KKCEIFT OF TWELVE STAMPS.

SPECIMEN SHEET, WITH PAKTICULAKS, SENT ON AITLTCATION, ENCLOSING POSTAGE STAMP.

WHITE AND PARLBY, .^^^^.^^^. ,,.

49 & 50, GKEAT MARYLEBONE STREET, LONDON, W.
^

CLA.RK & HUNT, IRONMONGERS, MERCHANTS, &c . 159,^HOREDITCH
A LAEGE ASSORTMENT OF BAR, SHEET, and HOOP IRON,

RANGE and STOVE METAL;

ALSO A GREAT VARIETY OF ELLIPTIC, REGISTER, COTTAGE
AND OTHER RANGES, FITTED, ALWAYS IN STOCK.

RegiBt«r Stoves, with strong Bars, per inch, 4.Jd.

Improred New Pattern Circular Check Register, with strong Bars and Triveta,

fid. per inch.

rfiest Solar ditto, with Fire-hrick Back, per inch, lOd.

Briirht Stoves, with Two Fires, 40b. to 100b. each.

1^-inch.
l&s.

Bright Stoves, with Two Fires, 40b.

Best Cut Clsftp and Rose NailB.

IS-inch. 2-inch. Si-inch. 3-inch.

"15b. 148. 138. 128. pep cwt.

Best Sheet Cut Floor BradB, 128. per cwt.
Best Cut Lath Nails, 15s. per cwt.

2-inch. 25-ineh. 3-inch.

Cast Rain-water Pipe. 9d. lid. Is. Id. per yard.

Ca«t Gutters. 4-inch, 8d. per yard.

4-inch.

0-0 Gutters, with cups on. lid.

2 3 4 6 6

Patent Line, Ss. fid. 4a. fis. 7b. 98. per gross.

6-iiich Rd. Wird Mortise, with best Furniture and Patent Spindles, 2s. 9d. each.

Light Elliptic and Register Metal, I'is. per cwt.

Dr. Arnott's Ventilators, 4s. each.

Br tk Moulds kept in stock. Any size made to order.

BLACK ANNEALED FENCING WIRE, 12s. per cwt.

4J-inch.
Is. Id. per yard.

PATENT CLOSE AI»D OPEN I'IRE KITCHENER
Bnt Self-acting, with Bright Wrought Bars,
34inchM 54s.
36 ,, &6s.

Self-acting Cottage, with Oven and Back Boiler.

30 inches 248.

32 „ 268.

AN ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF PATTERNS WILL BE SENT ON RECEIPT OF POSTAGE STAMP

Best Japanned RAgi&ters, 40s.; Berlin Black, with Bright Mould-
ings, 60s. ; Bright Fronts, with Ormolu Omamenu and Two Sets ol

Bars, 90s.; Improved Ciiat Mangers, with Wrought Hay-rack and
Water Trough, fitted, 45a.

(1710)

PRICE'S SURREY IRONMONGERY WAREHOUSES
16, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, AND 127, LONDON ROAD, SOUTHWARK, LO^NDON.
KaiU, Zroxuuoiifferj-y Brass Fonndryp 4bC., at Blrzuingrbam Prices. Rangres, Stoves, ana General Castingrs, at Tliames-st. Bates.

Best Cut Claap and Rose Nails.
l#-ineb. I]-iDeh. 2-inch. Scinch. 3-incb.

15e- ]5e. 14s. I3«. 128. per cwt.
Best Sheet Floor Brads, 12a. pi^ cwt.

Best Cut Lftth Naib, ISs. per cwt.
(Aoeh Rim Locks, with beat nimiuire, IBs. per doxen.
Mocfa BobdWard Mortise Locks with ditto, 33s.do.

Register Stoves from i^d. per inch.
Ditto with Fancy Bracket Holis from5d. per inch;
Elliptic Stoves, with Double Bncko, 2\d. yn inch.

Self-acting CottaRe Ranges, with Oven and Boiler.
SO-in. 2l8. 3-i.in.264. a4-in. 2Sb. 36-in. 30s.

Belt Ranges with Wrought Bars, and Bright Fittings.
34-ii..M». 36-in. 66b. 38-in. 68s. 42-in ""-

Price-list sent to Builders, &c., on receipt of postage stamp, enclosing a card.

Cast Rain-water Pipe.—2-inch, 2A-itich, 3-inch.
9d. '111. Is. Id.peryard.

CaatOutterB.—4-inch 8d. 41-ineh lOd.jier yard.
Galvanised Furnace Pans, 7^d . ptT gallon.

Frame Pulleys, Iron 9d., Brass 28. 8d. per dozen.
Patent Line.—

2

S 4 5 fl

3b. 6d. 4s. 6s. 76. t gross.

91. pc )

z x^ x> 12 o "v z: x» SyjiXJTT'SlJEi.S.
FRANCIS & 0.

H»Tlll«m«<le OREAT IMPROVKMENTSin the MAJfUFACTUltr, ol WOOD orlROX UEVOLVINO SHUTTERS, are cnable<Uo supply the rubllc at tho following REDUCED
FKICBB:—WOOD REVOI.VINIi sni;TTKKS. TVltti all requisite, (!eannKex)niplctc, at 23. per foot. IRON REVOLVING SHUTTERS, witli all requisite Oearins complete, at M
5J»ft»t;^Rttltoble for BanklnK-hou«c», Public Buildings, OlBces. Shop Fronf!, ami Private Houses. BRASS DRAWN SASH-BARS, and BRASS STALL-PLATES, at ft great roUuc-

. .
— . ..

t!re« ^y post on application atttoo In File*. lUutrated i>r<»peciuses and T»tliroatal' sent'i

Sft, OBAT'S xiTTt x.a.irE, Hox.BORio', i.oiri>oir.
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THE FUTURE OF THE THAMES.
'

OOR neglected Father Thames ! The bad odour
into wliich he fell, by reason of the bad odours
he emitted during one or two recent sultry
summers, has done much to drive from his

bosom the pleasure-seeking Londoner. "A
blow on the Thames" has become a phrase of

r^
$<^S^S2^^ dubious meaninir

; and it has come at last to

^ffWfS^^^^ a *^^ *''''*' ^^^'^ "' except the enthusiastic rower

VfHIs IjBLt t/jm
^"""^ *^^'^" '"^ °"^y training for a match)

>3r|ll^H fflSvJi^^ the only Cockneys who now pass along the
(wNj!vN^Bnii/ft''SJifcis stream of the Thames, are such as are

hun-ying to and fro, verily in the poet's

words,
" On earnest business bent,"

or for the nonce, and because the fare is low,

using him as their Silent Highway to some
suburban tea-garden—interested in nought else

but their quick arrival at their journey's end.

Time was when Father Thames stood in worthier

repute ; and when Londoners lingered on his

waters, because they loved them ; but this was
before their malappropriation for the conveyance,

up and down the tide, of odious sewage ; and ere the dire result of those
two memorable hot summers had served to scare all knowing citizens

from his banks.

And yet the visitor to the metropolis, who may have seen it, as it

should be seen, from the river, if he be asked on his return to his pro-
vincial home, what he liked best of all the sights he saw of London,
will at once exclaim, " The River Thames, with its life and its bustle,

whether seen above or below London-bridge !" He peradventure may
not have seen—or rather have smcUed—our noble tidal river in its dog-
days :

" every dog has his day," and we will suppose our country cousm
to have just escaped those very days peculiar to Father Thames—days,

let us say, whereon there is usually something peculiar about the good
river.

The country visitor will tell you he loves the Thames. It is

from the river only that he gains anything like a comprehensive
panorama of London ; from it only that he can fairly see our public
buildings, Greenwich and Chelsea Hospitals, the Palace ofWestminster,
Lambetli Palace (and for the matter of that the Crystal Palace), St.

Paul's, the Tower, the Temple, the Custom House and Billingsgate,

Millbank the sombre, with Cheyne Walk the quaint : most of our best

churches, and all of our really fine bridges, that bestride the ever busy
stream. Ahsint those odoriferous dog-days, and he cares not to look
down on the liquid, whereon he is borne (" for the low charge of one
penny"), or to ask impertinent questions, as to its particular ingredients.

His admiring gaze (let us suppose it is high water) is rivetted to its

banks, suggestive of our vast trade, even where they are most void of
architectural interest ; and to the tide of human life and traffic, that is

swiftly passing before his eyes. He lands on the piers, ascends the
dingy streets, inspects the high and dry metropolis, east, west, north
and south, and sees

—

nothing, to erase from his mind the favorable im-
pressions it has received from that one trip, made up and doion the
Thames. The squares, the streets, the banks, the warehouses, the
dwelling-houses—the entire congeries of brick and compo (for these
materials are our all in all) what is there for him to see, which he cannot
equally see and better see, in dozens of other cities—aye, of provincial
towns—throughout the kingdom ? Of course allusion is made here to
works of architecture ; and of our magnificent parks no querulous
mention can be made. Cheap carriage of some cheap building stone,
that will stand the atmosphere of London, this and the extinction of the
short-lease system, may, some century hence, make London architec-
tural. Viewed piece-meal by a perambulation of its thoroughfares

—

such at least as luckily may be free from stoppage for purposes of
sewerage, water-mains, gas-piping, or horrid subterranean railways

—

London is anything but a city of palaces ; and must be seen, not in

detail, but in the ensemble, panoramically, from the Monument,
from the Duke of York's Column, or from "the bosom of the Thames."

_
This being so, and the Thames itself being likely in a brief space of

time to undergo purification, it is to be hoped that, with the improve-
ment of the stream, will go hand in hand an amended system of tra-
versing it by steamboats, above and below London-bridge. Even now
the cheapness of the fares induces many persons to adopt that means of
transit from west to east of the metropolis, notwithstanding the dimi-
nution •f their numbers attribut.ible to the bad odours, to which Father
Thames is by many supposed to be inseparably wedded. Things arc
looking up ; a cold, sunless summer has beneficially freed the noble
nver from what was fast becoming an annual nuisance : a few weeks
ago wo learn that a fat salmon was actually caught ofi'Erith; later still

another was taken higher up the stream ; and, to employ the language of a
Times leader, " we are e.\peoting every day to hear of a sturgeon being

taken at Battersea." The Metropolitan Board of A\'ork9 is proceeding
with its scheme_ for main drainage, imposing while doing so one heavy
drain on the brickfields around London, and another on the pocketa of
the grumbling ratepayers; so that there is in good truth every
prospect of our noble river becoming an ornamental as well as a useful
feature of the metropolis. Purified of the sewage, and restored to its
original condition as a clear tidal river, there can be no doubt The
Sdent Highway will become a great place of resort, even should its
banks retain their present unarchitectural aspect, and the scheme of a
continued embankment never be realised, as it is fondly hoped it

may be.

Could the scheme only be realised, what a revolution would that same
Thames Embankment make in the architectural aspect of London!
What glorious sites would it not provide for public structures, of all

things the most needed in the English metropolis. Let any one run
over in his mind a list of public buildings in London ; and he will be
astonished on finding how very iew of them stand on sites, whereon
favorable views of them can be obtained. St. Paul's Cathedral ; Saint
Saviour's, Southwark; the Temple Church ; the City Churches of
St. Magnus, St. Bunstan, St. Bride, St. Mary-le-Bow, and many
others, are all placed on sites remote from the river : they are all
huddled up in narrow alleys, wherein day and night the visitor to Lon-
don will find himself pushed about " from pillar to post," without a
chance of leisurely viewing these buildings, even were he disposed to
put up with the recjuired crick in the neck to enjoy the one distorted
and only view of them, that is to be had from the land. It is only from
the Thames or from the bridges that bestride it, that even these inland
edifices can be properly looked upon ; and if we take the majority of
our London edifices, we shall find that, having no Thames for a stand-
point, very few of them can be seen to advantage, and many can scarce
be seen at all. What have we of inland buildings ? There are, it is
true, the National Gallery, Nash's Church in Langham-place, the
churches of St. Mary-le-Strand and Trinity Church, Marylebone ; and
there is Buckingham Palace ; but what of the Post Office, the Britbh
Museum, Goldsmith's Hall, All Saints', Marylebone, the Bank, the
Mansion House, and a host of other inland edifices, which any one who
is acquainted with London might name in a minute ? Some of them
(as Saltors' Hall, Haberdashers' Hall, or St. James's Palace) are not
merely disadvantageously placed, but are absolutely hidden, Uke con-
vents, from sight and examination. Making every deduction for ex-
ceptions, the rule observable of om- town edifices is, that only those
which stand near the Thames can be fau-ly seen as they should be, and
as public edifices are seen in other towns and cities ; the Custom
House and Four Courts in Dublin ; the Town Hall and St. George's
Hall in Liverpool ; the Infirmary at Manchester ; the Crescent at Bux-
ton ; and the like. True it certainly is, this London of ours is most
densely populated ; but it should also be remembered it is the seat of
the British Legislature, and the /ocas of civilization in these islands:
its public buildings are exceedingly costly to erect; and it is therefore
the more desirable that they should be favorably situated. To secure
for them this great advantage nothing could prove so effectual as the
long-talked-of Embankment of the Thames. There are doubtless very
great difficulties in the way of such a consummation : let us trust they
may all be eventually overcome.
And then the Thames itself—what facilities will it not present, when

purified for quiet, and at the same time rapid, transit to and fro the
City ? AVe hear of aerial railways, of underground railways, of street
tram-roads; and we know not what other outlandish contrivances.
The diversion of the London sewage, with or without the so highly
prized embankment of the river, will most likely cause us all to turn
our serious attention to The Silent Highway, as the more economical,
more beautiful and natural means of effecting, with our improved appli-
ances of steam, the desired relief of our crowded thoroughfares from
their oppressive trafiic. The steamboat companies might do far more
for the metropolis than they do at present ; the landing piers with their
approaches, the boats themselves in their modes of lighting, ventilation,
and route, all stand in need of very great reformation to make them
worthy, as they may be made, of increased public patronage ; but for
the present it must be sufficient to merely assert the abstract fact, com-
mending it to the attention of those, whose field of exertion and whose
bread is on the waters of " poor neglected Father Thames," soon to be
purified by release from his odious duties as town sewer, and then so
likely to become for the intelligent capitalist a fruitful, wholesome
source of profit.

The New Courts of Law.—A notice appears in the Gazette of Friday
night that her Majesty's Commissioners of Works and Public Buildings intend to
apply to Parliament in the session of 1861, for an Act to enable tliem to acquire,
by compulsory purchase or otherwise, a site for the proposed new Courts of Law.
The site will be bounded on the north and north-west by Carey-street, Lincoln's
Inn-fields ; on the south l)y Pickett-street, the Strand, and Fleet-street;' on the
east by Bell-yard, Temple-bar; and on the west and south-west by Yeates'g-
court, Clement's Inn, and the vestry-house of the parish of St. Clement Danes.
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HEMARKS AKD SUGGESTIONS ON PLANS AND
PLANNING, CHIEFLY OF DOMESTIC EDIFICES.*

IT yntvM seem from Pliny's description of his summer villa in Tus-

cany, that the house itself was broken up and seattered in frag-

jnenti o'f single iletachad apartments over the entire ground, and

connected only by porticos. So, we know, are the palaces of modem
Pei-sia, which are composed generally of a number of pavilions and

detached halli, and groups of apai-tments, intcrmuigled with trees

and gardens, and only united by arcades or lines of canals. Our
climate, it is needless to say, pcnnits no such arrangements as this.

It, however, not only permits but requires something much nearer

to it than is generally supposed. Our houses should be more intimately

connected with the garden, and made to drink deeper into its charms,

than they are, so as to enable us to become less dependent for

our outdoor pleasures and recreations upon tlie state of the weather,

and thus virtually render the climate more tolerable. We cannot

scatter the house in fragments over the ground, or even carry

branches of it into different parts of the park or garden, but we
need not have it so concentrated and so isolated as it generally is.

We need not, by the exclusion of fence walls, the outhouses and

ofiSces which in the ancient English houses bent round to form a

friendly protection to the house itself, have the latter so exposed and

naked to the rude salute of every wind as it generally is, which causes

it in the winter season to wear a most forlorn and disconsolate air, and

its external features and decorations—terraces, steps, pedestals, statues,

gardens, with their flowering shrubs and plants, Italian importations

—to be so many unmeaning mockeries.

AVe may, in the first place, have such architectural accessories distri-

buted over the entire ground as would make it capable of being

traversed and enjoyed with less inconvenience from bad weather. I

mean sheltering features—walls, verandas and covered walks, porticos,

loggias, pavilions—in which slender iron columns might be abundantly

employed. The scattering about of such features, which would carry

out the style of the house, and render the garden a more harmonious
setting for it, would be as desirable here, and administer as much to

enjoyment and comfort, by sheltering from rain and sun, as in Italy.

In a climate like ours in which winter so often " lingers in the lap

of May," and truly vernal or summer weather is a rarity, it is im-
portant that this union between the house and grounds should be
carried to the utmost extent consistent with the internal unity of the

house. If small and compact, the house might be placed in the midst
of a small well-planted and cultivated spot, protected on all sides from
the rude blast by fence-walls ; and if large or straggling it might have
uch sheltered spot attached to one or more of its sides, forming
either wings or tail, with the garden entrance opening into it ; which
mner garden, while it would be always useful and agreeable, and
sheltered from the blasts which must otherwise dissipate the delight-

ful odors of the flowers, would not prejudice the garden on the outside,

which, as it would be displayed to public view, might be made as
magnificent and ornamental to the general scene as usual.

What a delightfiil appendage to a study would be such a small, en-
closed, and private garden, the floral and verdant occupants of which
have been always supposed to have a soothing effect on the mind, favor-
able to contemplation! How pleasant and healthful to step into such
a garden, sheltered from the rude winds, and seated under a sunny wall
oorered with bloom, watch awhile the opening of a rosebud or other
processes of nature in this delightful comer of her wide realm

!

" The spleen is seldom felt where Flora reigns

;

The low'riDg eye, the petulanoe, the frown.
And sudden sadness, tnat o'ershade, distort.
And mar the face of beauty, when no cause
For such immeasurable woe appears ;

These Flora banishes."

By such features as these, by sheltered and cloistered gardens, and
abundance of covered space, we may disarm winter of his terrors, miti-
gate the severity of his reign, and render December or January as
pleasant as June.
But this is not the most intimate way in which the garden may be

connected with the house ; or in which architecture and nature may
be blended: the garden may be not only closely attached to the
house, as a belt around It, or wing at its side, but the house may be so
fashioned that it will include it, as it were, in its bosom, as in the
boiues of modem Italy, and of ancient Rome, and as is supposed of the
ancient Greeks.

Italian plans, I need scarcely say, would not suit us as a whole. The
Tery idea, for instance, of the opening of a front entrance door into a
cold loggia, communicating by open arcades with an open cortile, is

enough to make an Englishman shiver. Italian plans are, nevertheless,
pregnant with suOTestions for us on this subject. They contain many
features that might be adopted in England with great increase of com-
fort and convenience. Even Pliny's description of his summer and
winter villas, in which he details the numerous ingenious arrangements

.,,.,
* Concluded from page 816, by Mr. Samdei, BcGcnts.

for protection fixnn heat and cold, for the enjoyment of the sun's warmtl
in winter and cooling breezes in the summer, for daily exercise, foi

variety of prospect, and the rational enjoyment of nature's charms by
the duo blending of them with those of architecture, is fraught with
useful lessons, and valuable hints on the art of making our houses com-
fortable and pleasant ; for many arrangements for coolness in the
dwellings of the south would secure warmth and dryness in our own.
A slighter alteration would bring the plan of a Pompeian or modem
Italian house into accordance with my notions of domestic comfort, and
what the laws of healtli require, than that which I should be disposed to
make upon most English ones. The Pompeian vividarium, or garden,
surrounded by porticos and planted with choice flowers, which being
enclosed within the sheltering wings of the house, might be enjoyed at
almost any season, would be as suited to England as to Italy.

In short, I cannot help thinking that there are circumstances under
which advantage might be found in ari'anging the parts of a country
house around a garden court, planted with flowers and cloistered or
otherwise, which might be made a most bcautiiul and delight-yielding
feature.

Near to a town where, from its deamess, the plot of land is limited
in size, instead of placing the house in its centre exposed to every wind
that blows and to observation from all points, I would build it on
its circumference ; that is to say, I would have it enclosing rather than
being surrounded by, the garden, which, for eight months in the year,
must be a nuisance instead of a pleasure ; or, if not entirely surrounding
it, encompassing it on two or three sides, leaving it to a wall 9 or 10
feet high, to do the rest ; which would render the garden perfectly
private and secui'e from the blast. Stables and offices might make up
a part of the circumscribing pile, as they assisted to form the quadrangle
of the old manor-house.
There is this difference between the requirements of our houses and

those of the Italians : our apartments must not be entered immediately
from the court, and without the intervention of a corridor. Lobby or
corridor there must be ; and the garden should be disposed with aa
eye to rendering it as accessible as possible to the sun, and as inaccessible

to the severer winds.

The one-story arrangement, in spreading out the house over greater
space, is most favorable to the surrounding of a garden in the way I
suggest ; and there is infinitely more convenience in a house in which
all the occupied rooms, including bed-rooms and offices, are on one
floor, than there is in one oftwo or three stories. There is less of the
danger to life and limb, which constantly going up and down stairs

must occasion, less toil and confusion and other advantages, more espe-
cially felt by elderly persons and invalids. The staircase is a feature
susceptible of great beauty, and in most town residences and in many
country residences stairs are unavoidable. But they are an evil to be
eschewed where it is possible, and in neighbourhoods where the cheap-
ness of land renders it practicable, I think the additional cost incurred

by having all the needful rooms on one floor is well repaid by the daily

convenience.

But to return from what is somewhat of a digression : ifthe embracing
of a garden in the centre of a house can seldom be accomplished, there
is nothing to forbid the enclosed side gardens. For these, while they
could have all the shelter necessary to render them available for pleasure

and recreation, the greater part of the year, would not necessitate any
radical departure from the usual anatomy of a house.
What has hitherto operated against their introduction has been, I

believe, those enemies of true taste and fitness both in architecture and
horticulture—vanity and fashion—the vanity that is solicitous to show off

the entire house and its beauties ofstyle to every stranger that approaches
it, and would have no evidence of its cost—symbols of its owner's wealth

—

hidden from the public gaze. What I suggest, however, can be done with-
out any sacrifice of architectural display in the exterior of the house : the-

walls that are built to enclose the side gardens may be made architec-

tural, and receive as much embellishment by niches, pilasters, or
sculpture as any other part. They may become an extension of tha i

decorated walls of the house, so that the garden is really embraced by i

the external architecture, and made an interior feature.

As to the effect of the garden artistically upon the house, however
it be connected with it, whether it embrace it as a girdle, form wings
to its sides, a tail to its back, or a court within its bosom, no more fitting,

or beautiful and poetic appendage to an architectural scene can be con-
ceived, than a refined and cultivated garden of choice flowers—those

beautiful objects sent expressly to gratify the senses, and in the

formation and adornment of which are united in perfection the graces

of color and shape, freshness and fragrancy. Nothing can be more
assisting to the decorative composition than the enchantmg picfurc that

floral and sylvan elements would compose and fiirnish. Much, I take

it, of what we dream, or fable of fairyland, might be realised in •'

scene where every vegetable beauty and delicacy are at the command dfi

an artist, and may be employed as materials and elements along wi^
those of an art on which the taste and genius of nations have beelM

avishcd. Indeed, we can only reach the utmost possibilities of art wfaeD)
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liiwe call in tho aid of nature, not only as an instructress in all tliat is

1' great and beautiful, but as a contributor of her rich f»ifts; in other
-^ words, when we can make large fjuotations from the works of the Great
Architect, and successfully combine them with our own. "Art and
luxury," says Emerson, " have early learned that they must work as

enchantment and sequel to the original beauty of nature. Only so far

as the masters of tlie world have called in nature to their aid have they
reached tho height ofmagnificence. This is the meaning of their hanging
gardens, villas, garden houses, islands, parks and preserves—to back
their faulty personality with these strong accessories." To nature's
magical aid, I would add, is owinji much of tlie boasted beauty of the
Southern and Eastern houses. What would the Moorish palaces of
Spain be, beautiful as they are in themselves ; what would they be,

notwithstanding their elaborate stone lattices and richly carved arcades,
without the orange and pomegranite trees and sweet flowers of
Andalusia, and the ever-springing fountains of cool water with which
they were beautifully mingled ?

-
VILLAGE CHURCHES.—No. IH.

MOnDIFORD CHURCH.
LEAVING Fownhope* to the south, we continue our journey along tho

Mordlford road for two or three miles, passing through some charming
portions of Herefordshire scenery, and at last arriving at the village, or
perhaps it may bo termed small town, of Mordiford. Like otiier places of
its size, it seems wrapt in a shroud of somniferous stillness, such that
would induce tho traveller to believe that each inhabitant was in receipt of
a comfortable pension, which completely removed the necessity for making
any exertion in tlie way of business. The goods in the small, old-fashioned
shop windows have the appearance of having been in their present
position, tho " observed of all observers," for at least half a century, and
the shopkeepers seem to esteem it a sacred duty—in fact, part of the
" duty of man "—to fill the narrow doorways with their portly frames,
under the pretext of looking out for squalls. There is nothing to attract
the attention till we reacli the church, when we commence our examination
of its most interesting portions. The tower, wliicli stands at the south-
west angle, appears to have been rebuilt in the year 1814. It is

divided by two string-courses into three stages, and finished at
the top by a low pyramidical covering like those of early churches.
The lights are 2 feet wide, and are nearly of a lancet shape, the
upper ones being filled with louvre boards. On the north side of nave,
towards the west end, is an early Norman doorway, similar to the one at
Bolstone, but liaving no carved termination or keystone to the hood
moulding, wliich consists of a flat projecting face, under which is an
angular channel and an under splay to face of wall. The width of this
doorway, which is now blocked up with rough masonry and covered with
a coating of plaster, is 4 feet 2 inches, and the distance from sofBt of arcli
to under part of hood moulding is 8 inches, a very common measurement
in small Norman doorways of this kind. The external appearance of the
church is not very striking, and tlie majority of its parts belong
to tho Perpendicular period. On the south side of nave is a
three-light window in this style, in which the muUions are carried
direct into the arched head, without any foliations of any kind, the
mouldings of these raullions being cut in the arch, and connecting one with
the other. For plain and wretched appearance this window could scarcely
be surpassed, and it seems almost surprising how one so extremely ugly
could have been placed in a church of this description. With the excep-
tion of a small pointed window in the north wall of chancel, which appears
to belong to the Early English period ; all the otliers are of the Perpen-
dicular character, and are more or less foliated in the head. The west
window is of three lights, and contains more tracery in the head than the
others. Internally, the church presents a somewhat confused appearance.
There is a large number of oak carvings scattered about in every part of
the building, representing a variety of subjects. The workmanship of
these carvings is good, but the designs have little to recommend them,
and are probably of the same date as the Perpendicular portions of the
church, or perhaps later. The small single light on the north side of the
chancel before mentioned, is 7 inches wide and 3 feet 6 inches from the
sill to the apex of arch, which is well pointed. The splays internally are
c^ried round the head without being diminished, and measure 1 foot
3 inches on each side. In the south wall of the chancel is a piscina, with
a. round trefoil head; it is .5 feet from the floor, and the height of the open-
ing is 1 foot 6 inches ; to the commencement of curved part is 1 foot 8 inches.
Its width is 1 foot 9 inches. The splay is continued all round, and
measures 1 J inch. The channels for water arc composed of four semi-
circular escallops. At the back of this piscina is a board bearing an in-
scription to the effect that a storm raged over Mordiford on the 27th of
May, 1811, between the hours of 5 p. m. and 9 p.m., accompanied by
thunder, liglitning, and wind. The little river Pentaloe was swollen by
the rain to a width of 180 feet, and 20 feet deep. It swept away a large
bam and cottage containmg four persons, all ofwhom were drowned. On
the Woolhope road many hundred tons of rocks were blown up, and
carried through the village, destroying several gardens and injuring many
nouses. Eighty pounds were collected for the sufferers from this visita-
bon. This inscription is signed by Charles John Bird, M.A., Eector,
Mordiford. The older people m this part of Herefordshire remember this

«.!i fe"'"'
l"*t impression the word ybwnhope was inadvertently used for ^'ownhope,

h,™„ '? instead of "bases." This Utter, however, uoujil be readily corrected
"T Oltt readers. ^iJiuUiiiuil.'t.u*ii;j:/i:j Jjt.;i \^—i- J-' ."'

-

fearful storm, which must have been one of tremendous violence, and say
that such was the alarm of the inhabitants that they all believed the IJay
of .Judgment had arrived. Such a storm wag indeed calculated to oroiue
these fears among a people who, at the time it occurred, were sunk raider
deeply in a superstition which country people Iiave inherited from ono
generation to another, and which for many years to come will not be en-
tirely effaced, notwithstanding the enUghtened condition of the present day.
The chancel arch is of early character, and consists of three recessed

faces, with the angles splayed. On the east side it is precisely the same
as on the west, having the same number of recessed faces splayed, and of
tho same dimensions. On the south chancel wall, close to this arch, is a
fragment of a stone ornament, which appears to have been continued up it

at some early date, but which, with tlie exception of this small portion,
has Ibcen, by some cause or other destroyed, the little that is left is now
covered with whitewash, and its design scarcely to be made out. A new
font, which in shape is as mucli unlike a font as can be well imagined,
stands at the west end, and appears to have taken the place of an older one,
the basin of which now lies in the churchyard. Its shape is octagonal, and
on one side of it the date 1663 is cut and run with lead. It is more moulded
than basins usually are, and does not appear to have ever possessed much
beauty ; the stem and base are apparently destroyed. The bowl measures
17 inches across, and is 7i inches deep, the total width of basin is 2 feet 1

inch, and its height 1 foot 2 inches. In the churchyard south of the churefa
is an old cross, which is of rather early date, and is more wrought than
small village crosses usually are. The base consisting of a large block, on
the west side of which is an opening with a depressed pediment surmounted
by a roU. It is raised on three stone steps, each with an 1 1 inch tread,
the bottom one being concealed beneath the ground, which has risen since
its erection ; a kind of splayed plinth is carried round this block, and its

corners are curved. The pillar standing on this, although about 12 feet

high was originally higher, the top having been broken oif and destroyed.
Its form is octangular, and at its base is broached like a spire, and finished
square on the plan, tho side of this square measures 10 inches, but the
pillar diminishes towards the top. There is little else of interest connected
with the church, which would induce the architect to linger longer than is

necessary to take a casual survey, we, therefore, journey from it south-
wards, and at some distance from the town cross over a new iron bridge
over the river Wye, and following the new road leading through the
vale, we soon find ourselves at Holm Lacey Station, on the Hereford asd
Gloucester Railway.

THE MONUMENT TO WELBY PUGIN.
THE following letter on this subject has been addressed by Professor Donald-

son to Mr. Joseph Clarke :

—

" Bolton-gardens, Russell-square,
Nov 20, 1800.

" My dear Sir,—I am truly ashamed to have allowed your friendly notes
respecting the Pugin Testimonial to remain so long unanswered ; but l' was in
tlie country at tlie time the iirst arrived, and liave been pretty constantly away
from town since then, and occupied in absorbing matters of business, so as not
to have had time to acknowledge them with the deliberation they deserved. I
am much gratified by the proposal to be upon the committee; but anxious as I
have ever been to take part in any project which had the sanction of an influen-
tial portion of my professional brethren, and the object of which miglit pro-
fessedly be the promotion of our art, I feel that I must decline the honor you
propose to me. It is jiroper and due to you and the earlier promoters of this
testimonial that I should frankly state the grounds upon which I do so.
" I consider tliat Welby Pugin was a very distinguished and earnest artist

;

that he did much for our school ; that he had freed it irom the trammels of
merely follo%ving in the course of medieval art, as it existed in this country ; and
that by going to France and Germany, and seeking in the productions of those
countries fresh liints and suggestions, new sources of bejiuty, and novel combina-
tions of form and decoration, he enlarged the sphere of conception and produced
works of high merit. We must also recognise in him an artist's soul, filled with
an enthusiastic zeal. Under this point of view, I should heartilv concur in a
testimonial, even although there already exists a most fitting one in the chapel at
Ram?gate and the statue erected by the love and devotion of liis admirers. But,
amidst all the admirable qualities of Welby Pugin, there existed a narrow-
minded, sectarian spirit. His love for art was limited to a superstitious devotion
and worship of medieval or Gothic creations. He was intolerant of everv other
class of (Esthetic thought. He could not bear any other style that might be sup-
posed to compete with it. He attempted to crush Classic architecture with
relentless, and consequently with a very unfair, spirit—as witness his " Con-
trasts." He reprobated its study, aud considered its productions as intolerable
nuisances. This exclusiveness was an unhappy feature in his character, an
obliquity of artistic perception. Now, thii obliquity it is sought to perpetuate
by this memorial proposed in your letter for the establishment of a travelhng
studentship, in confining its purpose to examine and illustrate medieval archi-
tecture, sculpture, and painting in the United Kingdom.
" The special tbrm of the memorial is founded upon an aspiration of his uttered

many years ago. Since then Gothic art has been more studied in this country
than any other, and greater encouragement has been given to its followers than
to those of the arts of any other period or style ; and a large proportion of our
leading men are those justly eminent throughout Europe for their talents as
medieval architects. The limitation I conceive to be most pernicious, for it fetters
the taste and narrows tlie judgment. The highest privilege of tlie artistic mind
should be its perfect liberty, and the student should be allowed to
drink at every fountain of inspiration. It creates the false idea of there being
only one point of view from which sentiment and expression can be properly
studied, and that out of it there can be no propriety of thought and conception.
It confirms the notion, too sedulously inculcated already, of antagonism, com-
tempt, and strife, whereas the arts should offer a common platfoi-m of peace,
harmony, love, and generous rivalry between the lovers of nature, that is, those
who seek by their works to transfer to their productions the beauties, intellec-
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tual and physical, of the material worid. It soirs the seeds of permanent
discoid *ni of a fort^rone conclusion.
" In my writings and mv lectures I have studiously sought to do all honor to

tile glorious productions ol' the medieval period, aiid to teach those under mc to

anpteciate the beauties of ait and science which abound in the wonderful edifices

M Gothic architecture. In fact, my view of our art is a catholic or general one,

•nd I caimot but regard with apprehension any movement tending to drive out

of the field all styles but one. It would be as pernicious as in painting to select

fcr exclusive distmotion and honor in our schools nre-Raphaelitism, and to ignore

Qmk classes of historic art which Raphael liimscli, Michel Angelo, I'anl

TorooeK, Titian, the Caracci, and other great masters illustrated by their magic
powers.
" Entertaining these views of the proposed Pugin testimonial, I should be

stupid and cowardly if I shrank from expressing the objections I have to it, or

the true interests of architecture.
" Believe me, with sincere regard, dear Sir,

" Yours Ter>' faithfully,

"Joeeph Clarke, Esq." "n'"''THOS. L. Donaldson.

THE ARBITRATION CASE OF MYERS f. SARL AND SONS.
TERMINATION OF THE SUIT.

rIS long-contested suit, in which the plaintiff is Mr. George Myers, builder.

York-road, Lambeth, and the defendants, Messrs. Sari and Sons, gold and
silversmitlis, Conihill, has at length been brought to a close.

On Friday last Mr. Lush, Q.C., moved in the Court of Queen's Bench, on be-

half of the ^lessrs. Sari, for a rule nwi, calling upon the plaintifi" in the case,

Mr. Myers, to show cause why the award made by the arbitrator in the case,

John Norton, Esq., of the Inner Temple, should not be returned to that learned

gentleman for amendment, the objection raised being that he had improperly re-

eeived parole evidence respecting usage in the building trade as to the meaning of

iheironls " weekly acoiunt " of work done in the contract between the parties for

the erection of the extensive premises ot Messrs. Sari, in Cornhill. The learned

oonnsel who moved for the rule on I'riday contended that the " weekly account

"

onght to have contained a statement of the whole of tlie work done "during the

week to which the account rendered referred, instead of which Mr. Myers made
other charges for extras and additions. The Court granted a rule tiitri, and the

case was set down for argument on Tuesday.
On Tuesday the case came on for hearing, in tlie Court of Queen's Bench,

Westminster, before Lord Chief Justice Cockburn, Mr. Justice Hill and Mr.
Justice Blackburn, sitting in banco.

Mr. Lush, Q.C., and Mr. Beasley (instructed by Mr. Biggenden, solicitor,

Wallbrook), apjieared m support of the rule; and Mr. Bovill, Q.C., and Mr.
Tompson Cliitty (instructed by Messrs. Amory, Travers, and Smith, solicitors,

Throgmorton-street), were counsel to show cause against the rule.

Mr. Bovill contended that the learned arbitrator had acted properly in ad-
mitting parole evidence to show the usage in the building trade with reference to

the words in the contract " weekly account," and which usage showed that it

was not meant that all the work done in the week should be included in the
" weekly account " rendered, but was a term of art.

Mr. Lush submitted that the ternjs " weekly account of work done " must be
read to mean a weekly account of all the work done, and that parole evidence
was rot admissible to show that tliose words were satisfied by the rendering of
accounts of part of the work done.

After a li-n^thened argument, Sir. Norton, the learned arbitrator, was called

by the Lord thief Justice," and stated that, from thirty to thirty-five of the most
distinguished architects in London were unanimous in the opinion that the docu-
ments produced by the builder were such as to satisfy the terms of the contract
respecting a " weekly account." There was evidence on the other side, but it

was conflictinir, contradictory, and unsatisfactoir.

Mr. Chitty was about to reply on behalf of Mr. Myers, when the Lord Chief
Justice said the bench were agreed that parole evidence was admissible, and,
therefore, need not trouble the learned counsel.
Mr. Chitty said there was another point upon which his client wished to take

the opinion of the Court, and that was whether certain sketches sent from the
architect's office to the builder were to be considered as equivalent to written
orders by the architect. The award of the arbitrator gave to the plaintiff,

Mr. Mvers, the sum of £2,.JC0, which was to lie increased by the sum of £105
18s. od. in the event of the court holding that the sketches were equal to written
orders.

Certain sketches from the office of Mr. Bamett, the architect, but without
having on them written orders, or a signature, but which were acted upon by
Mr. Myers, the builder, bavin" been handed to the bench,
Mr. Justice Blackburn said such sketches could not be received as written

orders.

Lord Chief Justice Cockbnm said the objection to the sketches was a very dirty
objection, but he did not see how the Arbitrator could have done otherwise than
reject those sketches. It certainly was a very unhandsome and ungenerous
objection, but the Court must deal with it accordmg to law.
Mr. Chitty—We withdraw the claim. He had now to apply that the rule

Bight be discharged with costs. The rule was obtained at the last moment for
the purpose of causing delay.
The Lord Chief Justice said he was of opinion that the course pursued by the

learned Arbitrator in this case was perfectly proper and correct in point of law,
and that the parole evidence was properly received. The duty of a court, of an
arbitrator, in construing a contract was to give effect to the intention of the
parties to it. And although parole evidence was not admissible to control the
terms of a written contract where the terms used in the contract clearly indicated
the intention of the parties, if the tenns used had no other than the ordinary
acc<-ptation and signification they bore in relation to the language in which the
ctmtract was drawn up; yet if the parties to the contract used terms that had
not only an ordinarvj but a peculiar meaning in the trade to which the contract
referred, it would offend the intention of the parties if the meaning of the terms
was interpreted in their ordinary and not in their peculiar signification, and it

had always been held by the court that the terms should be used not in
their onunary but in their peculiar or scientific sense. It was only
acting on that sound principle, that contracts were to be used in the meaning in
which tlie parties understood them. And by parole evidence was obtained the
peculiar signification of terms in contracts, as separate from the ordinary sense.

In the present case parole evidence showed that the terms in the contract,
" weekly account of work," had a peculiar signification in the building trade, and
that they related, not to all the work done in a week, but to a particular portion
as to which weekly accounts became peculiarly necessary. 1 1 was clear, upon
this evidence, that in the building trade the general terms used in this contract
as to weekly accounts of work done were, by the general understanding of the
trade, not considered as extending to the whole of tlie work done under the con-
tract. The terms were general, but he saw no reason why evidence of usage of
the trade should not be admitted to show that weekly accounts were not meant
to be rendered for all tlie work done. He thought 'the learned arbitrator was
right in admitting the evidence, and that therewas no ground for interfering with
the award.
Mr. Justice Hill was of the same opinion. Mr. Lush said that the weekly

accounts should include all the work done, but the usage of the trade showed
that the weekly accounts did not contain all the work done. He considered that
parole evidence had been properly received by the arbitrator to show the usage of
the trade with regard to weekly accounts.

Mr. Justice Blackburn coincided ; he took the words in the contract to be un-
derstood in the sense which they had acquired in the building trade.
The Lord Chief Justice—The rule must be discharged and, he thought, with

costs, as the plaintiff in the action had been put to unnceessaiy expense.

The rule was discharged with costs, and a verdict was then ordered to be
entered for the plaintiil', Mr. Myers, for £2,.500. The original claim ofMr. Myers
amounted to about £3,800.

The following letter, addressed to the members of the IJoyal Agricultural Society,
appeared in the Timfs this week, which deserves perusal :—

To the Metnhej's of the Royal A<jrictittural Society of England,
Mt Lords and Gentlemen,—

I beg you will allow me the honor of convcyin^i to you, through the medium of
Ihc preis, my grateful acknowletlgments of the hanflsomc manner in which you have re-
sponded to my circular of the ir.th ult., which 1 took the lihcrty of addressing' to you.

It i8 very gratifying to me, indeed, to find that the trial wliich luxs already been made by
memljers of your noble institution corroborates tlie fact that mv Condiment lias the eJTect of
economising and making straw on the farm more tlian double its value if chopped up into
chatf and seasoned witli Thorley'a Condiment. This compound is just what is wanted, es-
pecially during the present wet season, for working off a vast amount of bad hay, making it

palatable, and inducing tlie nnim.il to eat it with avidity; and l>y mixing with straw-chaflf
the Condiment, animals are enal)Ied to extract more uoiirishment from it than they other-
wise could. Agriculturists, and otlier owners of stock, arenow, !)y tlic successful use of this
Condiment, lieginning to experience that the value of food depends upon its perfect diges-
tion. Ciicmically, its constituent elements may be of the highest value, hut if imperfoctly
digested, what is the value of food to the animal which eats it ? It has t)een proved beyond
a doubt that hay and strawproperly seasoned with my Condiment is more nourishing than
unseasoned food, altliough the latter may contain a much larger amount of alimentary
matter.
Professor -\nder3on, recently referring to the transactions of the Highland Society, illus-

trates incidentally the value of my simple theory, now reduced to practice, which I liave
with imtiring perseverance introduced into the management and feeding of cattle. He
writes as follows :—" The effect a foo<l produces upon the animal is often duo t^) flavor, or to
the presence ol inflnitesimai traces of substances which evade detection. The nutritive
matters are tlie same in all foods, but it depends upon tlieir flavor whetlicr the,v are
readily eaten, or whether they are so repulsive that the animal avoids them until the
calls of hunger become irresistible. In the latter case of course they fail to produce that
effect which was to be antieipated from the amount of nutritive matters contained in
them."

I may remark that the Editorial opposition 'to the use of Condiment in the seasoning of
food for animals with wliich I have had to contend, written by literary gentlemen in want o
a subject, has done an injury not so mucli to mysen as to the farmer; but now I find that I
have the support of the best scientific authorities in this country and America, it encourages
me to persevere in the jj'reat work I have undertaken ; and I am now proud to be in a position
to announce, in spite ol all opposition, that, in consequence of the increased consumption,
contracts for 100 tons per month, to supply our colonies and many of our first-class agricul-
turists, such as Peter Annandalc, Esq., of the Shotlcy Grove, f,ateshcad, and others, who
now order it by tons, I am enabled to reduce the wholesale price to £:J0 ner ton—say twenty
barrels, delivered free liymy own wagons to any railway station in London.*

I venture to invite the particular attention of every member who keeps horses, cows,
sheep, or pigs, to the following observations, applicable to each of those aahnals respect-
ively :—

The Horse No unpi-ejudiced mind,who understands anything at all about tlic nhysiology
of tills noble animal, can read my testimonials without coming to the conclusion that Condi-
ment to the horse is invaluable in his trained state. The small quantity of food that supports
the horse of the Arab In Arabia and the East is the surprise of travellers. Now, not only
does his food contain a larger amount of condiment, but tlie very water he drinks is sea-
soned with It. Does not this, then, account for what travellers tell us alHiut the "Arab and
his horse?" And does not the absence of such condlmental aliment account for the enonnous
quantities of food consumed by horses in tills country, and the little work vast numbers of
them can do for it ? It is estimated that in the metropolitan district alone there are upwards
of 478,600 heads of cattle, cows, horses, &c., the various owners of which, by using my condi-
ment, would etfect a s.iving of 4s. per week per head, which would show an aggregate saving
ot ninety-flve thousand seven hundred and twenty pounds— £9.'i,720! a week, or four millioo
nine hundred and seventy-seven thousand four hundred aud forty pounds—£4,1177,4401 per
annum ! !

The Cow By the use of my Condiment Sir John Princle's cow gave three times the
quantity of milk, the quality being richer; so that upwards of three times tlie quantity of
the albuminous matter of her food was manufactured into the casein of the milk, matter
which previously went to the dungiiill. Another cow, by the use of the same Condiment,
works up into the milk more than four times the quantity of protein compound. A propor-
tionally larger amount of all the other elements of food. Including the Condiment itself,

is also worked up into milk respectively in both cases, and in a tliousand cases liesides.

The .SUEEP.~Mr. IJaylis, Mr. Homining, and many others, who liave given my Condiment
to sheep, record a favorable experience of its use. All declare their sheep to be healthier
and freer from disease where the condiment is properly given. Writers on the natural his-

tory of the sheep unanimously mention tliat this animalprefers Alpine and condimentalfood;
and if the cause of disease in Scotland tfor an Essay on which the Highland Society now
oflTers aprize) is a deflciency of Condiment In the food of the sheep—wAic/i is more than vro^
laWe—tlie prohibition of the exhibition of Thorley's Condiment at Edinbiu-gh last year places
Wr. Hall Maxwell, I am afraid, in no very enviable position.
The Pig Numerous experiments are now being made with my Condiment on pigs—one

or two of which are expressly to test the value of the Kothamstead experiment, under the
direction of persons, some in favor of Condiincnt, and others against its use; and up to the
present time the pigs on seasoned food are gaining 'JD lijs. for every V2 lbs. gained iiy pigs fed

on unseasoned food— facts which speak for llieinselves. .\iid 1 have no hesitation in predict-

ing tliat liingicy Hall Show at liinningham, and Smithfleld Show, during the ensuing month,
will tell a tale in my favor.
Again tendering you my most respectful thanks for your kind notice ofmy recent circular,

I ani.
My Lords and Gentlemen,

Yi.ur most obedient and humble servant,
Joseph Thorlet,

Tlie Inventor and. Sole Proprietor 19

'

Offices and Steam Mills, Thorley's Foodfor Cattle.

Caledonian Road, King's Cross, London.
Ketail Depot,

77, Newgate Street, City.
Not. \ilh, 1800.

• The carriage per railway on ton parcels from station to station according to Act of Parlia-

ment, Is IJd. per too per mile.
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-n- 'yoLKESTONE IMPKOVEMENTS.
FJ!w ffloft'tlis ago, we illustrated some of the new shops which have
beeu lately erected in llendezvous-street, Folkestone—and mentioned

that the street had beeu considerably widened. Tliis necessitated the re-

building of tlie whole of one side of tlie street, and a great portion of tlie

other ; it is now completed, chiefly from the designs of Messrs. Walton
and Bobson. The common-place design of the other houses rebuilt tliere,

makes ns regret that the whole of them were not entrusted to the same
architects, for pulling down and rebuilding do not necessarily imply improve-
ments. At the lower portion of the town, where the tall, melancholy
Tontine-street formerly debouched upon tortuous strctts, a great clearance,
long wanted, has been effected. A clean sweep has been made through to

the harbor. One side of this new street has been rebuilt, from the designs
of the same architects to whom Folkestone is indebted for the fine archi-
tectural effects visible in Rendezvous-street, but they have scarcely been
so successful in this part of the town, although their design exhibits a
great advance upon the ordinary Folkestone buildings. The buildings are
all devoted to shops—seven in all—three stories high above the ground.
They have one great defect in a tradesman's eyes : the shop fronts are not
mere square openings of plate-glass projected to the remotest limit of the
site ; on the contrary, they form a continuous series of arches in red and
white brick, supported by iron columns detached from the sashes and
glass behind them. The space for the display of goods is thus very con-
tracted. There can be no doubt of its constructive superiority to the
ordinary brestsummer front, but the architects liave gone, we think, into
the opposite extreme. After all is said, a shop ought to attract purchasers
by the display of the goods in the windows, anda greater opportunity might
have been afforded here for doing so, without injury to the stable character
which Messrs. Walton and Robson have evidently desired to fix upon their
buildings. Over the row of brick pointed arches whieli we have mentioned
a cement cornice is carried, stopped against trusses. The first-floor

windows of each house are four narrow pointed openings with parti-
colored arches. The two central openings are coupled, an iron column
dividing them. They are surmounted by a relieving arcli, which was not
needed constructively, for there is no weiglit to divert, and no weakness to
protect ; it was introduced, therefore, we presume, to distribute a variety
of color about the front. A band of white brick continues the line of the
flush stone sills to second-floor windows. They are three in number to
each house, grouped together in the centre. They have no ornament
except the colored bricks in tlie flat arches, and the white bands which
here, as on the lower stories, intersect the red brick, with which the front
is mainly built. The shops are covered by high pitched tiled roofs with
proj ecting caves.

At the opening of the street facing the harbor, a very elegant drinking

I

-. fountain has been placed ; it is of bronze, and about 8 feet high. It is

square at the base, from the four sides of which semicircular basins
f^roject. Highly chased trusses, on which heads and foliage are skilfully

I intermingled, rest upon it and support a rich and well-shaped circular
prase, ornamented with figures and other work. The whole of the design
fhas been conceived and modelled with care and good taste.

Whilst in the town we had a look at the famous new Town-hall, now
nearly completed. We some years ago, animadverted upon the conduct of
the Council in conducting the competition, and subsequently recorded the
disaster which occurred to the works shortly after they were commenced.

.
Since then the walls throughout have been strengthened, the lower story

[icf the front has been taken out, and by the substitution in it of five
^openings for seven, some degree of regularity and architectural
Order pervades tlie building ; but to obtain it, two out of the four

^openings are in front of the ends of walls. One wall was curved round to
/divert the obstruction, and a blank window was formed to hide the other,
^nd the difficulty was thus got over. The lower story, however, wants
ifloldness and dignity to make it harmonise perfectly with the vigorous
>ldetail of the architecture above it. The rustication is too narrow, and

,

this, with the omission of imposts to the arches, gives it a mean appear-
•ance. Above the ground-floor cornice a range of three-quarter Corinthian
.iColumns divide the front into five bays, each filled with a pedimented
^window and a balustrade balcony. A continuous balustrade surmounts
the building, broken only in the centre by an attic for a clock. There is

nothing very original in the facjade ; it is a simple Italian elevation. The
details are, however, well designed, with the exception of the ground
story. The original architect was Mr. Messenger, and to him the credit of
it is due. Mr. Whichcord, of Maidstone, who was appointed after Mr.
Messenger's retirement, restored the proper number of openings to the
ground story, but the detail of it is by no means so good as of that
portion above it. The whole is faced with Portland stone, and has been
very well executed by the contractor, Mr. Edwards. The doorway is in
the centre, and opens immediately into the staircase hall. There is a want
of importance in the present entrance, which the original design possessed.
No difference is now seen between it and the other openings.

The plot of ground on which the building stands is 60 feet in breadth by
100 feet in length. A portion of the site, some G or 8 feet wide, is

appropriated to a side passage leading to the markets in the rear, and
forming a side entrance to the hall. The Offices of the Town Council
occupy the space in front, facing the Sandgate-road. The market, 50 feet
by 40 feet, is at the back. On tlie left of the entrance-hall there is a
room about 24 feet by 16 feet, in which petty cases will be disposed of.—-A reading-room, of the same length and a little wider, is on the other

^, side. The windows for lighting both these rooms are not in the centre,
and have consequently an awkward appearance, but the arrangement
Was due to the alteration, the number of openings in the front to which

we have before alluded. At the back of these rooms the town sergeanlPs
and policeman's ofiices are placed, with a small staircase loading to tKe
cells and another to tho kitchen offices in the basement. The whole of
the basement is most defective. The kitchen offices are without a single
window, and the cells ought never to be sanctioned in their present state
by the Government Inspector. They are not only inefficiently lighted,
but' unventilatcd. Barred openings arc inserted in the walls between
them and the corridors, but this corridor is only lighted by gratings
looking into the darkest portion of the covered market. One night's
sojouru in such places would be a sufficient punishment for any offence

wliich the local magistrates are qualified to dispose of. There like-

wise should have been an especial staircase for the conveyance of
prisoners into the large hall, but they have now to be led up the principal
staircase into the presence of the presiding magistrate. An architectural
confusion seems to have beset the Council from the first moment in which
they contemplated the building of a new hall, an oslentum falale fastened
on them which not even the sacrifice of an extra £9,000 or £10,000 has
been able to avert. On the first-floor the same comical disposition of
the windows in the front is seen; this time, however, Mr. Messenger must
have the credit of it.

The magistratcs'-room, 24 feet square, is on one side of the staircase,

and the Council-room on the other. In the centre of the staircase landing
a doorway opens into the town-hall. It is a fine room, 70 feet in length
by .'jO feet in width and 35 feet high. Five windows light it on either
side and three at the end. It is built over the market-place, whence an
additional staircase leads to it by a doorway occupying the place of a
window in the flank wall. Ionic pilasters decorate the sides, and over the
cornice a bold cove connects them with the flat panelled ceiling. The
beams are enriched with guiloche ornament, and at one end there, are
three openings, from which balconies will project tobe used by an orchestra
when the hall is devoted to musical entertainments. The hall will at

night be illuminated by two large sun burners. The good proportion of
this room is the best architectural feature in the whole building ; it

possesses another merit which may, however, be more extensively bene-
ficial. The lesson which the history of its construction furnishes to archi-
tects and to town councillors—three thousand five hundred pounds was
the stipulated sum when designs was called for. The building has already
cost nearly £12,000, and will probably cost four times the original amount
before it is thoroughly completed.

LIVERPOOL AUCniTECTUltAL AXD AHCH.«;OLOGICAL .SOCIETY.
THE Periodical Meeting of tlie above named Association was held in the Koyal

Institution, on Wednesday the Hth inst. Mr. James M. IlAvpresided ; and there
was a numerous attendance. Lieutenant W. D. Whitty, of the Volunteer Engineer
Corps, and Mr. Winkup, were elected Associate members, and Mr. Kadclifle was
elected a student member of the AsBOCiation.
The Secretary announced that he had received the current number of the

Civil Engineer ; two numbers of the Uuilding News, and two numbers of the
InMin Builder, from the respective editors of those publications.
The Proposed Examination —The Secretarv reported that he had received a

letter, enclosing two resolutions, which were passed at a meeting of the Associate and
Student members in the previous week, first, "That a vote be taken as to the
desir-ibility of an architectiu-al examination of any kind." For the examination,
one ; against, fourteen. Second resolution : " That we acquaint the members of the
.Society with our decision, and request them to ^vithd^aw their late resolution of
approval. Failing, a memorial to De forwarded to the Hoyal Institution of Krltish
.Vrchitects, to be signed by the associate students, and those architects who are
against the movement, acquainting the Institute that they object to anything like an
architectural examination being established." A communication in answer to the
resolution was requested to be sent before Friday.
The CHiiH.>iAN observed that it was quite out of order to request the society to

rescind a resolution which had been passed after public notice had been given that
the subject would be discussed. The first resolution could be properly accepted as
an expression of opinion, but the second was out oforder. The duty ofthe Associates
and Students was to have mcmoriahsed the society, and it would then have been
a. question with the society whether they would send the memorial to London as an
expression of opinion.
Mr. WEKiHT.MAN said it was somewhat strange to find members of an associating

society in opposition to that body. The Students and Associates might cither have
adopted the course pointed out by the president, or they might have resigned.
Eitlier of these modes of action would have been preferable to acting in direct oppo-
sition to the society whilst they continued to be members.
The Secretary, in reply to Mr. lioult, stated that he had received no reply to the

communication enclosing the resolution of the society, which had been sent up to
Loudon in time for the meeting of the Institute on the 7th.

3Ir. BoELT observed that the request preferred by the framers of the resolution
which had been read was unreasonable, and the .alternative in the second resolution
looked very much like a threat. Now, he was always extremely reluctant to do any-
thing under compulsion. (Ho.ar, hear). He was, he hoped, willing to meet people
fairly and inipiirtially on all occasions, but he did not like being told that he must do
so and so, or something would follow. He thought it would have been much bitter
if that portion of the resolution had been omitted ; and as be did not think it vyas de-
sirable to pursue the question further, he would simply move that the rcceiplW the
communication be acknowledged.
Mr. Frank Howard supported the request contained in the second resolution,

and he should be very glad indeed to find that the professional members were
sufficiently courteous to take into consideration the wishes of those who were below
them—the Associates and Students. He was quite ready to resist .any oppression on
the part of the Institute of Architects in London, and he ivas also ready to resist any
oppression on the part of the architects in that room. He protested against the
memorial being received in the way proposed , and said that three professional mem-
bers were dictating to the whole of the society.

3[r. WriGiiTMAN seconded the resolution jiroposed by Mr. Boult.
Mr. Howard repeated his protest, and moved that the commuoicatioa be entered,

"8 part of the proceedings of the society, on the minutes.
Mr. HiGGixs seconded the amendment.
Mr. EouLT did not think the resolution of the .Students and Associates was coached

in sulfieiently respectful terms. He was extremely reluctant to take any step in oppo-
sition to the meeting which had been held, but that meeting was bouiid to consider
the rules of courtesy, and the resolution was grievously deficient in that respect,
Mr. HuGGiNs had not recognised any want of courtesy m the memorial, or he would

not have seconded the amendment.
The Chairman said the second resolution was a kind of dictntiOB, and was cer-

tainly not courteous to the proftssional members of the society. "iiti lLiii;xii}
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Mr HowAKD hartaic knrd the rosolution read, susswiti'd that at present the

httfrputofUihoaldDe withdrawn, and then there could be uo objection to the

atker part beb« recorded. Ue repeated tliat the society had been dicUted to by

tkne^ uieprofesskHMd members, and added that Mr. Homer had rirtually

«IWB«»ote«g»tartttere801ation the society had adopted.

Tke f^AT^.n (aid that Ut. Homer's letter was as much in faroor ol the rcso-

MteiM it WM MStimaL
Mr. BortT,—If the memorial stated that only four professional pentlemen were

Dt.it stated that which was not correct, and the frcntlemen who sijrned the

I had put their names to that which was not correct. Mr. Howard had

d himself to the support of the document without having read it. lie did

Ot milder, after the spirit they had sliown, that the Students and Associates

W<R atrald of an examination. Their minds were manifistly extremely inexact.

Mr ACDSLEY explained that the resolution was not intended to convey any

threat bat as it was viewed in that light he would, on behalf of his brother, with-

draw the whole eommuuicution, and it could be re-wntten, and sent in to the society

at the next meeting.
Alter some flirther conrorsaUon, the letter ilrom the Stadests and Associates was

withdrawn. *

Pntwetl Umm qfAtxUtecU. -The Hon. Secfetary read a letter from Mr. Oliver,

SeoretaiT of the Northern Arehitcctural .\s90ciation, Newcastle, enclosinc: a resolu-

tioB of that body, reoocnilliig the de9ir,ibilitv of a crencral alliance of the Institntion

of arefaiteets, in order that combined acUon might be taken, if any question should

oiee aflketiog the interests of the profession. The letter added that the ^o^thera

Soelety did not wish to create new Bociclies. entailing expense and trouble;

they merely wished to effect a union of the several societies that are at present In

exiatenee. ... „ n
Mr. BoLXT proposed the following resolution, which was seconded by Mr. hay,

aad eacried :—*• That the receipt of the communication tram the Northern Archi-

teeteral AasoeiUion be acknowledged, and tliat the secretary be requested to say

that the members of this society will be happy cordially to co-operate m the attain-

nraitof the proposed objeets, so far as they may prove to be feasible; and that the

letter be referred to the Council of tills society for their consideration, and report

npon the best means of realising the proposals of the Northern Architectural

Aaaociatlon." . , »t i. ^
It w«» announced that Mr. Milner had very handsomely given a prize for the best

deaign for a door for his safes, to be competed for by the students. The designs to

be lent in by the Mth December, no particular style being prescribed ; and the

Chairman said Mr. Milner would be happy to give any information to students ap-

plying at his works. . . _, , ,

The two sizes are 28 inches by 22 taches in one leaf, and 60 inches by 54 inches m
two leaves. Designs to i ftall alae.

THE HIBTOBV OF ARCHITECTURE.
The paper for the evening was " An Historical and Critical Review of the various

Styles of Areliltecture that have been practised In the world from the da.wn ol art to

the beginning of the present centurv," illustrated by a colored Chart of the History

of Arehitccturc : by Mr. Samiel H'l'CGijiS.

He commenced by saving, that though the secretary's circular promised an inde-

pendent paper,illn9trated by the chart, he had thought it best to reverse their relation-

ship, and make the paper an illustration of the chart, which latter represented the

origin and various successive transformations of the architecture of the Greeks, in-

volving the rise, chronological sequence, relationship, &c., of the principal styles

thnt have bi>en practised from the dawn of art to the present time. It was embel-
Ushed by various chronological tables,—one, of the great ruling powers ; another, of
the principal architects ; a third, of th« great typical edifices in each style ; and a

fmrth, ofgTeat .events having an influence on architecture, which latter he had
fiMmd so nnmcrons as to show that, if the history of architecture was not identical

with the history of the world, it was at least an appendage to human history, and
organically developed out of it.

He began with the Egyptian style, the origin of which was lost in the night of

time bevond the ken of historic record. To it belonged the oldest buildings on the
face of the earth. Irrespectrvc of the Pyramids, which, though sublime objects, could
aearcelv be considered as arehitecture at all. Unlike the subsequent styles, which
inrariaoly manifested progress for a certain portion of their career, the course of
JSgyptian was one of decline, the oldest buildings being the greatest and purest in

style. The Temple of Kamak was the oldest of temples, and perhaps the sublimest
bnilding ever reared by human hands. The Egyptian and Assyrian were the Adam
and Eve of the architectural styles ol the world. The Egyptian gave to the Greek
some of its most beautiful elements and sublime characteristics, and shadowed forth
the Doric order, while the .Assyrian suggested the Ionic.

After describing the .\ssyrian stvle. which was chiefly illustrated by palaces, the
lemalns of which had been, within the last few years, dug out of the earth, he went
on to the Persian, a style almost identical with the Assyrian, and which continued
te flourish at I'assargads and Persepolis till the fall of the Acha:menian dynasty,
and conquest of Persia by Alexander the Great.
The stjie of the early inhabitants of Greece was the Pelasgic, which, under the

Dorians, was there mingled with Egyptian and .Vssyrian elements till it grew into
the Hellenic, or true Greek, the first appearance of which was at Corinth, under the
Crselides, in a form almost as massive as that practised in the valley of the Nile.

This originated the archaic age of Greek art, which was followed by the more per-
foet age of Perieles. Of the style, as it existed at this time, he would only say, that
e»«ry mcroasc of knowledge went to contirm the belief that it was the most pure,
mohfe. and perfect architecture that ever existed—an architecture in which the most
intellect and refinement of feeling was embodied, and that involved the subtlest
graces and excellencies ever expressed in stone. The noblest example of the style

—

flie Parthenon 'embodied more intellectual beauty and asthelic perfection of form
and detail within the same compass than any other bnilding in the world.
The period at which snch architecture was produced, both Classicist and

MedlevaUst must allow to be the most illnstrious epoch to which we could point in
the btltory of arehitecture. As might bo expected, it was otherwise illustrated ; and
the genius of arehitecture did not reach |to so distinguished an eminence unaccom-
panied bv her sister arts ; not only by ^sculpture and painting, which were then in
their zenfth, but by poetry and I" divine philosophy," The Homeric period of the
(Jrecian epic was long past, at the time in question, but it followed close upon that of
Pindar and the Greek lyric muse ; and it was contemporary with the glorious
dramatic era of jEschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes; rendered still

more illustrious by the pure doctrines and bright example of the greatest philosopher
at antiquity, who was then living in Athens—Socrates ; while it heralded the
philosophic age of Plato and Aristotle, and the no less brilliant era of Demosthenes
ad Isoerates.
The two styles, Greek and Etruscan, flowed together to form the Roman, into the

defence of which, against recent depreciation, he warmly entered. The Roman style

in the time of Augustus, its great period, was practised from the shores of the
Atlantic t" the Black S»ea and Pcrcian <iulph. and all round the Mediterranean, save
Egypt. With the exception of the Egyptian, it was the only style of the civilized
world : and. notwithstanding all that had been urged against it. he thought it was
not unworthy of its great extent of practice. St. Paul's Cathedral, London, was
Roman architecture, as th<* Romans used it ; and neither the Greek nor the Etruscan
ftlone could have embodied such a construction, and no Romanesque, in which the
two (tylea were fused into one, in the manner it was said the Romans should have
nnttea the styles, could have attained to half its grandeur.

After deaerlUni; the style of the middle Persian Empire, which had an important
bmta(^oa snbseqnent styles, he entered on a description of the Christian career of
nldtceture. I.'nder the influence of Christianity, its hatred of all associations of
njjuinn, and its new requirements, the Christian Romanesque was generated,
yWeh atyle was no nooner formed than the Byzantine commenced its separation
from it The Byzantine style, aa Hope says, origfaiated In a wish on the part ofthe

architects of Constantinople, after its separation fVom the M'estern lOmpire. of giving
to tlic arehitecture of Christianity a form wholly different from that of Paganism.
The Byzantine was the style of all nations of the Greek t;hurch, or that
remained of Christian in the East, and did not embrace the faith of Mahomet.
After giving a full description of the style which, in course of time, became divided
into several distinct branches, European Uyzantine, Western Asiatic liyzantine, Ar-
menian Hyzantine, and Georgian, the latter coming down to near the present time,
he went on to the Saracenic group of styles, which were developed out of the Byzan-
tine, viz., the Persian, the Syrian, the Egyptian, the Spanish or Jloorish, and the
Indian and Turkish; of which styles lie gave an interesting description,
characterising them as the most elegant and refined styles that have been anywhere

§rat
iced, that had a great influence through the medium of the Crusaders on the

ecorative employment of the Gothic. It was devoutly to be hoped, for the sake of
the general interest of architecture in the world, that the increased intercourse with
Europe would not further interfere with the practice of these styles and prove an
extinguisher of so much that was beautiful ana poetic. Returning to the main stem
of the history, he entered on the subject of the Gothic styles. From rude attempts
of the various tribes of barbarians, who overthrew the Roman Empire, to imitate the
editices of ancient Rome in the erection of Christian Churches, an entirely new
system was originated, called Gothic, which for a while was all one nebulous, chaotic
mass. But in process of time it consolidated, branched out, and spread with the
faith which called it into existence, into the difl'erent countries of Europe, where it

exhibited local varieties according to the character and energies of the different races
who adopted it. As the vernacular languages of modern Europe pushed them-
selves through the Latin as the exponents in each particular country of the popular
thought, so in like manner the Gothic styles of architecture made their exit from the
Roman. Of these (Jothic styles, the Lombard was the first that became formed Into
an independent style, the German was the next, which was the finest of the round
Gothic styles, and the one most worthy to stand as the repreaontatlve and typical
style of the class. He described the career of Gothic in France, England, Spain,
Belgium, Scotland, and Ireland, and traced them through all their different periods
to the time when their course was arrested by the reformation and revival ofClassical
art and other causes. Ho meant no disparagement to the Gothic system when he
expressed his belief that it never could have come to us but through the artistic
darkness and barbarism of the middle ages—for none but men who knew nothing of
classic canons of art, and on whom Greek and Roman tradition had no authority,
could have made so bold a departure from the architectural style which at the time
was all but universal, as the Lombards and other Gothic tribes made in the sixth
and following centuries. Reverence for their great predecessors would never have
suffered Roman artists to take suflicicnt liberties with the proportions of the Greek
ordinance for the creation of a style so different in spirit and principle of composi-
tion as the Gothic. We were indebted to an outburst of barbarism in the fifth cen-
tury, which destroyed the civilisation of the ancient world and plunged Europe for
ages in mental gloom, for the greatest system of architecture that had arisen since
the Greek ; and to the rise of a false prophet in the seventh, propagating his doctrines
by the sword, and carrying desolation over the fairest countries of the globe, for
another, which, if not so great, was still more elegant and refined. He went into a
critical examination of various minor styles—Romanesque and mixed styles—such
as the Sicilian, Italian, Gothic, Moresco, Neapolitan, and others; and then entered
into an account of the revival of ancient architecture, the first dawn of which was in
the thirteenth ccnturjr, and traced the course of the modern Italian stream of art
through the great period of the cinr/i/e cento to the present time. In conclusion, he
said he should not have given so much attention to the subject but for the con-
viction that a knowledge of the development and history of styles was greatly assist-
ing, if not absolutely necessary, to a right understanding of the principles of archi-
tecture.
The IChairman having conveyed the cordial thanks of the committee to Mr.

Huggius for his very interesting paper, Mr. Hav suggested that it should be pub-
lished along with the chart, and expressed his opinion that together they would be
the most important contribution to architectural literature that had ever been made
(Applause.)
Mr. AuDSLEv said the paper Mr. Iluggins had just read would be ahand-book for

every architect in England.
The Chair.man announced that the paper for the next meeting was by Mr. G. A.

Audsley, on " Illumination and its application to Modem Art."—The meeting then
separated.

.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of the Class of Design was held on Friday last.

Mr. C. H. F. Lewes, Vice-President, was called to the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
The Chairman and Class then proceeded to criticise the designs for " Entrance-

lodge and Gates to a Mansion," contributed by Messrs. Adams, Birch, Beesley,
Brown, Clayden, Clarkson, Edmeston, Hack, Harris, C. Harris, Humphreys, Lewes,
Mather, Moy, Paine, Reeves, Rogers, Sams, Stone, Walters, and Wimbridge.
In consequence of the great number of designs, it was too late, after the criticism

of them, to have the usual " half-hour's sketch."
>• The Class then adjourned until November 30, 1860, when the subject for design
will be "Capital to a Column i Full Size.
All designs must measure either ~'0 inches by 13J inches or 1.'^ inches by 10 inches, or

cannot be received by the Class.
Any further information may be gained upon application to H. Attwood RecvcB,

hon. secretary,
.^.

LEICESTER,—ST. MARTIN'S CHURCH SPIRE.
THE lofty stone spire of St. Martin's church is as a spire now no more, and its

crazy old tower is now eased of its superponderant weight. The difficnlt

task of taking it down has. been entrusted to Mr. William Neale, carpenter and
joiner, of South Gate-street, Leicester, who lias accomplished the work in a
skilful and masterly manner, without the slightest mishap or accident to any of
his men, in tlie short space of little more than tliree weeks from the commence-
ment.
The sort of crow's nest scaffold thrown out of the four upper windows of the

spire, and by which the most dangerous part of the work was to be performed,
won the admiration of all who noticed it during its brief existence; for its neat
and secure construction, and the skill evinced in its contrivance, it might well
have vied with those put up some few years ago on the cupola of St. Paul's,
London, All Saints, Derby, and numerous other elevated spots in the kingdom
by the Royal Sappers and Miners, when taking the ordinance survey. It is to
be hoped when the tower is taken down in the ensuing spring, which is the
intention of the churchwardens and parishioners, and the whole to be rebuilt to
the admirable design of R. Brandon, Esq., architect, of London, that funds
will not be wanting to carry it out in its entirety, once more to make the lofty
spire of St. Martin's worthy the fine old church to which it is to be an
appendage.

RestoraiioH of Llandaff Cathedral.—The restoration of the fine old
cathedral at LlaiidafTis rapidly approaching completion, and is being carried ont
in the most perfect manner. In order to secure efficiency, the Dean and Chapter
have resolved to purchase a powerful organ at a cost of nearly £1,000.
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KEW PREMISES OF THE I^ONDON PRINTING AND PUB-
LISHING companil', west SMITHFIELD.

rbas been often said, that no sooner have we a fine site vacant and a

good opportunity for the erection of a creditable building than we
deliberately disregard it by placing such a building as the National

Gallerv upon it ; and, as men are generally fondest of and most lavish in

their expenditure upon their deformed children, so we strive in those

buildings to " hide with ornament our want of art." The converse, how-

o T e r, occasionally

holds good. It does

so with regard to the

building which we
haTe this week en-

grared, for no sooner

is it finished and
occupied.and attract-

ing that attention

which its simplicity,

beauty, and charac-

teristic expression

fully entitle it to than
a mmour rings in

our ears that its site

will be required for

the improvement and
enlargement of
Smithfield. It was
put into questionable

company,and it must,

perforce, pay the

penalty attached to

them. Wo regret if

its destruction should

prove inevitable, for

amid the mass ofdark
dingy brickwork
around it, it shines

out bright and clear,

conspicuous by the

beauty which its ar-

chitect had infused

into it, no less than
by its good solid con-

struction and its tow-
ering proportions.
Let us hope that, if

this building be
doomed, Mr. G.
Somen Clarke will

bsTC, in rebuilding

the premises in an-

other locality an ad-
ditional opportunity
afforded him of
evincing his skill and
ability. We have a
short time since, at

page 663, given a full

description of the
building. It stands
at the comer of
Charterhouse - lane
and St. John's-street.

Our view is taken
from the comer of
Cow Cross-street. In
addition to a general
Tiew, we give an
illustration of the
workmen's entrance;
it is less elaborate

than the principal

doorway, but equally
well designed. Over
thedoorway is carved
the head of Caxton.
The other features

can be seen at once
in the drawing, and
need no written de-

scription. The ma-
terials used in the building are of the best quality—there is no sham or
affectation in it. Simple Bath stone, well carved, good bricks, well laid,
and the best iron and wood, well wrought and linked together, have
been sufficient, in conjunction with good taste well displayed, and sound
knowledge properly employed, to rear a structure the premature loss of
which we should much regret.

AGNEW gallery, WATERLOO PLACE, PALL AIALL.

A SMALL collection of pictures by Mr. Thomas Faed has been lent by
the proprietors of them for the purpose of giving the public a better

opportunity of becoming acquainted with the merits of the artist than
can be obtained by a cursory inspection in the annual exliibitions. Col-
lections of this kind, while they give the painter the advantage we
have mentioned, at the same time put his powers of composition and
variety in treatment to a rather severe test. In this respect Mr. Faed

stands his ground in
a very satisfactory
manner. His tone of
coloring will be gene-
rally found arranged
appropriately to the
subject ; the figures
are equally well se-
lected, and are en-
tirely divested of
forced attitude or
theatrical display.
The subjects forming
the present exhibi-
tion are—" The First
Break in theFamily,"
"Home and the
Homeless, " "The
Mitherless Bairn,"
"My Ain Fireside,"
" See ye Daddie com-
in', Bairn," " Con-
quered, not Sub-
dued," " Sunday in
the Backwoods,"
" His only Pair,"
" A Listener ne'er
hears Guid o' Him-
sel," and " Coming
Events cast their

Shadows before." As
all these pictures are
well known to tlie

frequenters of our
annual exhibitions,

they will probably
have much pleasure
in renewing their ac-
quaintance with
these well-establish-
ed favorites.

Mr. H. O'Neil's
rather early picture
of " Mozart and the
celebrated Requiem,"
is now on view at
the Gallery, 28, Old
Bond -street. It is

very carefully paint-
ed, and will prove
interesting, not only
from representing
the last moments of
the great composer's
life and his sincere
love of his favorite

science, but from its

containing authenti-
cated portraits of
himself and his im-
mediate relations
and friends.

Gritmbury iOxford»hire) New Schools.—The foundation-stone ofthese
buildings was, we believe, laid yesterday; they are to be in the Pointed style.

Progress of the
Southwark Improvc-
ments.—The progress
that has been made in

the formation of the
new street connecting
Southwark and West-
minster has been very
rapid and extensive

daring the past fortnight, a large number of houses and buildings in the
vicinity of Gravel -lane and in Bear -lane, Green -walk, Green -place, and
John-street, Ulackfriars - road, having been pulled down, and the materials
cleared away. Tlie opening from High-street, Borough, has been extended
nearly as far as Redcross-street; and notices of removal have been served upon
the occupiers of the remaining buildings from Southwark-bridge-road in the

intended line of route westward, including New-street, Great Gulldford-street,
and the Grove, that may be required for the new street, the Board of Works
being extremely desirous that the formation of the street may be proceeded with
and the site cleared without any unnecessary delay.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISir ARCHITECTS.
AN ordinary general mectinj; of this body was held in the rooms, *J, Conduit-Btrect,

Rejfent-street, on Monday evening^ ; Geokce Godwin. Esq., V.P., in the chair.

Mr. T. Halter Lewis, hnn. sec, road the minutes of proceedingB at the last

meetinfi:, which were approved of and confirmed.
Donritiojis.—Mr. T. IIayteu Lewis and Sir. Tenrose (honorary forei^ corre-

sponding- sGcrotary) announced the followinj? donations:—from the Kccleslological

Soc-irty, the. Krcfcsiohtf/ist, Noa. 13!( and 140; from the Canadian Institution, the
Cn nfttiU/ii Joi/t'TKif Vor ,iu]y and September, 1800; from the Society, the WtHshire
ArchfroloffmUtind Natural History MagcninCy Vol. ^'L, No. 18. and Vol. vn.,No.iy

;

from tile Royal Academy, " Ucport of the Council of the Royal Academy, 186*^;"

from the author, "La Nouvella carte d'Europe," par Edmund About; from the
author, " Notice Historique ct Uiographique, sur la vie et Ice ccuvroM de Sir Charles
Rarry," par M. lUttorff; from Mons. Cesar imley, " Revue Generale de I'Archi-
tecture et des travaux publico," par M. Cesar Daley, architect ; from the author,
** Lc8 Monuments dc I-iege, Keconstruits AL^randis ouRestaures," par J. C. Belsaux,
architect; fi-om Mr. E. C. Robins, Coombe C'lifFc House, Croydon, Surrey (a lltho-
•rraphl ; from Mr. G. Somers Clarke, four mounted photographs of No. lOo, St. .lohn-
etntt. Sraithfield- from Mr. O. Hansard, "Description du la Chambre et I^lt dc
parade sur lequel la corps de son altease royal Anne, Princessc Royale de la Grande
Bretagrnc, &c., &c., ^t<5 exposd pendant plusieurs jours en Fevrier, 1759," par
3L J^e Laffc ct Mr. S. Fokke ; from Mr. O. Hansard, thirty-two plates
published by the Society of Antiquaries, 17*.K) to 181.""i ; from Mr. O. Han-
sard, twonty-onc views of Florence, by Joseph Zacchi (mounted engravinirs), and
two engraved portraits of Abraham Cowley and Henry Tilson, painter ; from an
Associate. Portrait of a Fellow, framed and glazed ; trom Mr. James Renwick,
Jun., and Mr. William Rodrig-ue, architects, a larg:e Lithoffraphed View of the New
Roman Catholic Cathedral of New York (which was stated to be :iOO feet in length,
121 hiwidth.no ill height to the ceiling, calculated to bold H.OOO persona, and a
tuil'iing- of very considerable importance) ; a portion of the'liird's-eye Plan of Paris.
showing: the buildings around the Louvre. Tuileries, and Palais Royal, commenced
ITM, engraving 17:iO ; from Mr. .L ('. Part, Plaster (^asts from the late ^Ir. Cotting-
hani'8 Museum; from Mr. Heriah Botlield, M.P., F.R.S., the West Window of the
Church of St. Lawrence, Ludlow (photograph, colored) ; from the Secretary of State
for India, through Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, "Report on the Ganges Canal Works, from
the commencement to the opening of the Canalin 1854," by Colonel Sir I'roby T.
Cautlcy, K.C.B.,F.R.S., ;i vols.. 4to., with plans Jin large folio; from Mr. William
Tite, M.P., " Remarks on the Union of Reneliccs Act," by Charles Hume. Rector of
St. Michaers, Comb ill ; from the Architectural Publication Society, "The Dictionary
of Architecture," No. 2, Part XL ; from the Royal Engineers, "Professicnal I'apcrs
of the Corps of Royal Engiueere," A''ol. 9, now scries ; from the Metropolitan Board
ol Works. " Report of the Proceedings of the Board, together with an abstract of
accounts, showing the receipts and expenditure for 1860."
The Chairman, in moving a vote of thanks to the donors, drew the attention of

the meeting to a plate in Darley's last number, in which a Greek system was given
in reference to steps, and spoke in favor of the books issued by the Architectural
Publication Society. It seemed to him that all the members of the prolession should
be members of the Architeetivral I'ublication Society.
A vote of thanks to the donors was then passed unanimously.
New Members.—'Vha following gentlemen, having been balloted for, were elected

members of the Institute;—Mr. John B. Waring. Associate, of 22, Edwards-street,
Portman-square ; 5Ir. Frederick Lett, Associate, of 3G. Essex-street, Strand ; and
Mr. Edward H. THartineau, Associate, of 24, Lincoln's-inn-fields, as Fellows ; and
3Ir. William Fotheringham, of 2, Queen's-terrace, HoUoway, and Mr. B. A. C.
Herring, of l.Dane's-inn, as Associates.
Mr. W. Buhger, Fellow, then read the following paper on

ARCHITECTURE 1. DRAWING.
In giving the usual paper, which is very rightly expected of every new member of

this Institute, it is not without some little misgiving that I have selected the subject
of Architectural Drawing. I feel that I ought rather to have tried my hand upon one
of those stock subjects, viz., architectural color and mosaic, on which so much is to be
said, but which we have seldom or never the means of putting Into practice, either
from the disinclination of our clients, as in painting, or from the want of materials
and special artists, as in mosaic. In the meanwhile, whenever we do get the oppor-
tunity, the result is generally a failure, partly because no rules will ever teach a man
the value of one tone of color as compared with another, and partly because wc
require in this case to be taught by repeated failures as to what combinations of color
look well and what look ill. X'nder these circumstances, therefore, it has struck me
that it might be more useful to bring together a few notices of a much less ambitious
branch of the arts, but which, however, is of the most vital importance to us archi-
tects, inasmuch as It exercises more or less influence uoon the design of the building
itself, and we all know that, althonnrli the building is out the skeleton for the addi-
tions of painting and sculpture, still, if that skeleton be bad or deformed, no satis-
factory result can ever arise, even with all the painting and sculpture in the world.
I venture to assert that the manner in which a man draws docs and must affect the
nature of his design more or lesp. Thus, If he uses strong, thick lines, he will, in all
probability, be induced to make his design massive and simple, and not give way to
the vanities of crockets and pinnacles, because he will find that he has hardly got
space to ^et them in. He likewise sees his design in its most severe and unfavorable
light, and ten to one the building will turn out much better than the dramng, to the
advantage of every one concerned. If, however, the architect draws in a moderately
thick line, and puts in the stone joints and etches the walls—I am now speaking of
elevations, &c.—he simply deceives not only his client, which i^ partly allowfiole,
bnt, still, worse, himseli, for the building is almost sure to come out worse than
the drawing—the joints, roughnesses, &e., not. of, course, showin^c in new work.
As to the the third style of drawing, with very fine hair-like lines, relieved

by 'What is termed back lining, whereby small fillets are made to look like
hollows, and hollows like fillets ; this style is scarcely worth mentioning, for
it means nothing, and hardly anybody employs It in the present day ; and, indeed,
one is tempted to believe it to have been invented by some instrument maker. 1
may likewise observ*' that it was generally employed in the worst days of architec-
ture. And now concerning the way in which our ancestors drew, it is generally
helievcd that very few drawings have come doivii to us from the middle ages, but,
thanks to the labors of the French and German antiquaries, we have now a very fair
catalogue of drawings of all ages, besides published fac-similes of a tolerable pro-
portion of them.
In the "Dictionary of the Architectural Publication Society," under the word

"Drawings," will be found an enumeration of tht- more famous of these, to
which might be added th*; very numerous designs and drawings scattered up and
down in the collection of MSS. and prints of the various museums ofEurope. Instead
of going through the whole list given in the Architectural Dictionary, the great
xniOority of the drawings mentioned in which I liavc not seen, and which I should
have to describe second-hand from books, or else to confine myself simply to noticing
the fact of their existence, 1 propose to touch upon those the fac-similcs of which
are published in books within every one's reach, and upon such that 1 have seen
and examined myself at leisure.

Ibclievo nothing^whatever is known of the architectural drawings of the Greeks
and Romans. The Lapides Capitolini, containing a plan of Rome, are simply inscribed
<m marble, and formed anciently part of the pavement of the temple of Romulus
«Jd Remus ; and the light and beautiful architecture painted on the walls of
Pompeii, was never, that I know of, resolved into real materials. Our series of
drawings then opens with the plan of the Monastery of St. Gall, now preserved in
the library of that establishment. It was first published by Keller, at Zurich, in
1844, and republished, two-fifths the real size, in the .'ith vol. of the Archmoloffkal
Journal, page 87, with a most excellent notice by Professor Willis. The plan, which
w drawn m thin red lines upon a large sheet of parchment, with inscriptions all over
St, showing the uses of the difTcrent parts of the building, was sent, as one of the sa

inscriptions informs us, for the use of the Abbot Gosnortus>rwho began to rebuild tho
church and monastery in 82D). by some anonymous friend, who is supnosed, with some
reason, to have been Eginhard, the son-in-law of Charlemagne, who held the otiiec Of
prefect of the royal buildings. However this may bu, the plan pifsents us with a very
complete monastery, with Its great church and accompanying bulldlngA. Tlie red
line not only serves to mark the external and party walls, but also to indicate tho
furniture, such as benches, tables, stoves. &,c., requisite to each bulldln;?. The plan,
as Professor Willis very properly remarks, is not done to scale, but certain fieurcU
measurements enable us to form some idea of the size of the buildlnffa. Tho church
would appear to have been a most noble structure,with two apses and their paradises or
ftemicircular walks. The western one was further enriched with two circular towem.
The winding stairs of these latter arc shown as gradually winding round from the
circumference to the centre, like a section of a snail-shell. It Is doubtful whether
a common winding staircase is thus represented, or whether it was really an in-
clined plan*; which wont from the circumrerencc to the centn;, and so on to an upper
chamber, wherti there was an altar, in one case dedicated to St. Michael and the otfier
to St. (iabriel ; there would, supposing the latter supposition to he correct, be space
to hang the bells in the space between the newell and circumference in tho upper
part of the tower. The ornamental finial at the top is shown on plan as finishing the
newell.
The arches ofthe cloisters and the croftses of the altars are shown in derationon their

respective places on the plans, a mode which still obtains in Turkey at the pre-
sent day. even among the distinguished native architects who have the honor of
working for his Imperial Majesty the Sultan, so little have things changed In the
East. Another peculiarity in thl.s St. Gall plan is that sundry squares are drawn In the
middle of courtyards and of buildings. These, as Professor Willis suggests, might
be either indications of the Classic atrium with its uncovered irapluvium. or a sort
of upper lantern rising above the roof and glvln*i: light by means of clerestory
windows. Ilotli these explanations arc very feasible, and both, probably, were
intended in the original. I^astly. Eginhard, or whoever was the architect, wrote
certain explanations in Latin verses on various parts of the drawing. Fancy that
most matter-of-fact production, a modern plan, ornamented with metrical directlonB
to the builder.
The next drawings to be noticed arc those incidental pieces of architecture which

occur in the Anglo-Saxon MSS. in which the British Museum is so rich. It is true
that they arcj generally ill-drawn, but still they show us enough to enable us
to draw very valuable conclusions as to what Anglo-Saxon architecture really
was, and to refute the generally conceived idea that both architecture and
liistory began in England exactly in the year lOfifl. Mr. Wright has contri-
buted a most interesting paper on the subject in the Ist Vol. of the "Transac-
tions of the Archaeological Institute." In it he shows that the triangular arches
and the balluster shafts, which are now recognised as Anglo-Saxon features,
occur equally with representations of domes and carved capitals, pinnacles (not
crocketed), and iron-work, which antiquaries are generally unwillingto acknowledge
as belonging to the time before the Conquest, as if the countrymen of Alfred and
Edgar, both great and powerful kings, should have been unable to carve a
capital or use a chisel, when they were renowned all over the world for their
manuscripts, jewellery, and embroidery.

I suspect the fact is that the history of architecture has hitherto been written in
too far scientific a manner; and because the art exhibits a general progress and
decline, people have believed that sundry processes were unknown at certain periods,
when ill fact almost all the essentials of building; have remained the same through-
out all ages. Thus, because Gervase says that the work of the old cathedral at
Canterbury was done with an axe and the new with a chisel, we are to suppose that
the Saxons had no chisels and no carved ornaments.* Now the 3ISS. distinctly show
us elaborate capitals which must have been done with a chisel, and no one can for a
moment imagine that so useful and obvious an instrument could ever have been lost,

even in the most barbarous countries, much less so among the civilised Anglo-
Saxons. We owe also to Mr. Wright the first doubt as to the date of Waltham
Abbey Church. Hitherto most antiquarians believca it to be of the date of Henry I.,

first of all, because it was like the architecture of that time ; second, because the two
Queens of that King were great benefactors to tho establishment ; and third (here was
the rub), because it was more ornamented than any known contemporary Norman or
Saxon building. As if Harold, the highest and most powerful man in England,
could not have "iven orders for a rich building to be erected, or had not the funds to
carry it out. Ido not deny that he might have employed foreign workmen, but
it by no means follows that these foreign workmen must have come from Normandy.
Harold and his [family were very properly Anti-Norman, and it Is just as likely
that he got his workmen from Flanders or some other part of the continent, as from
Normandy.
The next document I shall bring forward is a view of the Church and Monastery

of Canterbury, contained in the magnificently illuminated psalter ofEadwin. which is

now preserved in TrinityCollege,Cambridge. This very curious drawing, which is made
to do duty both as plan and elevation, has likewise received the elucidations of I'ro-
fessor WilUs, to whom I may venture to say the literature and some parts of the
practice of our art owe more than to any one else. The way In which the plan and
perspective arc made to co-exist is by making a vanishing point in^the centre of each
court, so that there are three or four of these vanishing points in the drawing. The
two towers which we saw in the plan of St. Gall here reappear although in different
positions. All the watercourses and drains are shown, and upon the whole, consider-
ing tlie very original perspective, it may be pronounced to be an accurate drawing;
indeed. Professor Willis tells us that wherever a building is shown on this plan,
romanesque work is more or less found at the present day at Canterbury. I have not
been able to see the original of this drawing, bnt the notice in the " Vetusta Menu-
menta " where it is engraved, assures us that it is colored. As a drawing it is curious
as showing the complete developmentof (he practice ofdrawing elevations upon plans
as at St. Gall. I think, however, that we must consider this drawing of Canterbury
more in the light ofa surveyforthepurposeof showingthe system ofwatercouses than
as a document to be worked from. Inall'probability such documents would not be very
common, and when tho work was done the erasing knife of the writer would be
brought into use. and the parchment or vellum, which was very valuable in those days
and which by the way is not very cheap in these, would receivi> a new employment.
That this was the case we know from tht; discovery made by MM. Varin and Didron.
in 18:18, of the design for the west-end of a cathedral besides several details, under
the writing of a MS. which contained a list of the deceased members of the Chapter
of the Cathedral of Rheims. Now the last entry is 1270, and the drawings were
executed in all probabiHty some time before. They have, according to M. Didron 's

account, in the fifth volume of the Annales. been first sponged out and then scraped
over to obliterate the lines, and finally cut into leaves. However, enough remained
to enable M. Didron, assisted by the late M. Lassns, to produce engravings of
several portions which will be found equally in the same volume of the Annales. M.
Didron assures me that the lines are very thin, which is not to be wondered at, con-
sidering the treatment they have undergone.
The principal composition shows a facade for the west end of a church, with the

usual three portails and the somewhat unusual feature of a largo window above. It
is either an unfinished production, or one for the use of the architect and his work-
people alone, for as little as possible is sho^vn. Thus, only two or three crockets are
shown at one side of the great pediments, and no ornament or figure is shown in the
voussoir ; the left-hand corner is, indeed, more worked up, but the artist has made up
for it by showing nothing at all on the right. The whole composition appears tome to
want somewhat of severity, and 1 hope that it was sponged out and never executed,
on that account. Another plate shows part of what M. Didron thinks is another
portail, but which might possibly represent the return angle of the former drawing.

* Sec WiUia' " History of Canterbury Cathedral." It is surprising that this book
has not been more popular with the profession. It is the history of the building of a
chancel, or rather of the choir of a chancel, during the very best period of art.
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I| M r«MJkrkAbJ%'« if really aportail. as showing tUi' out«.>r pUiti of the centre door as

flUed wih txactiT V ; if toifi be really the case, it hliows an arrangement somewhat
emiUr t« whatobtaiDtHl in the west front of the now dostroyed Church of St.

Xicaise, at Rhcims. >f. DiUroo thinks that the architect, beinp hard up for room,
drew LB thitfuaoery of the window, but to a different scale to what the portait nrch
w»« drawn to. But if thia were the case, a window would hardly have its ceutre li^bt

twite' as broad as its side ones, which tliis has. }icU>w this portail are tlireo pieces of

I
«sch drawn in between borders compoe^edof sixlineiieach. What these six

I I an totally unable to decide, anlesi^ they represent, in a sort of shadin;^,

n<todedf(Csof uebowtclUon eitlier side of the great hollow in which they
aie flaeed. Bnt I certainly cannot agree with M. Didron's su^^^estion that they may
be toe lines of the musical scale, and as the outer parts of the ornament arc ooca-

atonaUy drawn upon them, and, of course, go up and down, so we have a sort of
ar^itectural tuusic.

WUars de Honneeourt is the next on the hst, the fac-similes of whose sketch-
book arti now in the bands of everybody. So much has been said and written con-
c«ninig these drawing:8 that I shall very much cnrtail my description of them, which
would otherwise have been long.coDSiaenncr that these are the most perfect and the
laraesi ooWection of the drawins:s of the middle aces that have come down to us ;

and first of all 1 must bo allowed to claim Willars for our profession, as some
attempts have been made to hand him over to the sculptors and painters, because,
ftnocnh, he drew the figure too well and too frequently. There is one fact, however,
wUeh conplet«ly. as far as I sec, upsets this theory, and that is this, the tendency
of an artist either naioter. or sculptor, or architect^ would be to sketch details which
would oome in nsenil to him, thus the painter and sculptor would draw parts of the
human body, bits of costume, anatomy, .^c., while the architect, on the contrary,
would draw moulding, capitals, foliafre,' Ac. Now, in the sketches under considera-
lion, we do find the capitals, foliage, aud mouldings, but we do not lind studies of
bands, of feet, of anatomy, Ac, but, on the contrary, there are a number of problems,
wlbch could only be useful to a man engaged in actual building. As regards the
drawing itself, the skitch was first made with a leaden or silver pencil, either

ol which would perfectly mark on the vellum; if the subject were an architectural

onothe straight lines were ruled and the circles put in with a compass, one end ofwhich
bad akaden point, theselineswereafterwardsgoneover with a blackish brown ink. by
means of the hand alone, no instrument being employed. Upon looking again at this

MS. two months a(co. 1 was struck more than ever by the extreme precision ofthe touch,
there is no faltering or wavering; but the line is just as thick and as firm where it ends
as where it begins. Again, in drawing things in small, mouldings and foliage become
aimplified. so as not to break up the breadth of the composition. Clearness is got by
blacking hollows where they occur, and the "rounds of ornament, such as capitals,

Ac. The walls of plans, however, are not etched, aud we shall find this practice ob-
tatninjif even in Thorpes's time, the majority of whose plans are not etched, although
not devoid of color. One would imagine that Wilars might have etched them up
with his leaden point, as he often did his drapery; but nothing of the kind occurs.
Another peculiarity of our architect was that when he copied any executed work, he
copied It not as he saw it. but with variations of his own, and as he would execute it

himself. Thus, the window at Chartres is considerably altered in order to get more
space for light, while that at Lausanne is so much so that it can hardly be recognised.
But. with all liis peculiarities, Wilars presents us with a decidedly good style of

drawing, and which it strikes me might eventually be developed into something
much better than that in useot late years. I mean that we should join our im-
proved knowledge of perspective and of the figure, to the enei^y, simplicity, and
firmness of our con/rerc of the thirteenth century.
The fourteenth century affords us the drawings of the Cathedral of Cologne.

These I saw some leu years ago, but, as far as I remember, I was told that the origi-
nals were in the architect's office, and that what I saw were only copies. It is very
true that thev, besides several otliers. have been published, both in Germany and
France, but 1 must confess that I should be sorry to deduce any theories as to
thickness of line from the fac-similes of the Germans, who have an abominable mode
of publishmg almost everything in the finest possible lines, exactly like Pugin's
"Specimens," and other works of that period, thereby utterly depriving them of all

Tl^r, and producing a very false impression.
The fifteenth century being nearer our own time, presents us, as might have been

expected, with a greater number of drawings. First we owe to Professor Willis the ex-
planation ofthe legends attached to the section of tlie mouldings from the door of the
church of St. Stephen's, Bristol, made by Williamof Worcester in his Itinerary, pre-
served in Corpus Chhsti College at Cambridge. But the most interesting to us as
£nglishmen are those drawings for King's College, Cambridge, now in the Cottonian
Collection at the British Museum. The first ol these shows the E. and N. sides of the
chapel in perspective— (.^., the north side is drawn parallel to the horizon, almost
in elevation, while the lines of the eastern go to a vanishing point. The drawing is
partially colored and is especially curious as showing a small half-timbered building
at tlie eastern end with a fleche containing a clock-face. The details of the architec-
ture are very well made out, and it has ruled lines like a modern drawing. No figures
are shown in the niches, and the rain-water is carried off by regular pipes as in the
present dav. Curiously enough, ^'imila^ leaden pipes are to be found in those parts
of the Cathedral of Beauvais erected at the end of the 1.5th century, but in this
latter case they are elaborately tinned with powderings of fleur-de-liSt &c.
Although this drawing has a look of having been subject to a great deal of wear
and tear, and looks just as if it had really been used by workmen, I am afraid that
its general appearance has the look rather of the 16th than of the 15th century.
AnoUter drawing shows us the tower intended to have been erected close to the
•ame building. As an architectural composition it is of no real value, having several
stAge^ with a small window in each, and an octagonal buttress at each angle,
which buttresses finish in spirelets. The drawing is executed in ruled black
lines and has a wash of blue color, more or less deep, all over the building. The
hpljowa of the mouldings are not blacked in but etchea,which is the next best thing,
altboogfa ratJicr a dangerous one. for a contractor on one occasion actually mistook
the ctehed hollows in a drawing I gave him for dog-teeth, and estimated them as
such ; or course when the amount had to be deducted from the estimate the dog-tooth
ornament was not allowed too much for.

I should mention that this drawingofthe tower of King's College is in perspective,
although of a very unsatisfactory kind ; for, among other things, the whole of the four
spires ind themselves at the same level at the top of the drawing.
Another design of about the same period, is that for a gallery for Henry VIII.
- u i

^'^ *^ '* ^° perspective and runs diagonally across the page. It is drawn
with the Irec hand in black inkor pigment, but one or two of the longest lines have
been rul(!d ; It is likewise shaded up in black, and locally colored with thin washes, like
those I shall presently notice In Albert Durer's works. It is a very careless draw-
ing, and the style is a sort of bad <;ermanized Renaissance with baluster columns.A later drawing is oonUined in the same collection, the date of which would pro-
bably bring us to Kdward VI. or Mary; it is the facade of a house almost in what
IS now called the Italian style but with Itenaissance details, the perspective is very
f»{{|tlie vanishing point belnginthe mfddleof the building, so as to show thepro-
jecttog wings and the external staircases in perspective. The composition also is
by no means deficient in picturesqueness ; we can hardly praise the coloring, which
With partial shading in black or gray presents us with a bright body-color cobalt
roofand bright Tcrmfllon casements to the windows.
BefOTe leaving the M.SS. room of the British Mnsenm, I must notice one or two

other drawings Ihere denoslU-d. The first is a design in perspective of a large and
complicated tent: the plan may be described as like that of Canterbury and other
cathedrals, viz.. a cross with two transverses. The drawing is made in black lines.
Is Unfed up with brown, and the ornaments touched up with yellow. The Book knownM Atig. 3, Cotton, presents us with several other tents and; a Uenaissance
routttain. the latter also in i>erBpective. and tinted up with black or grey, it is likewise
Talnabie to the artist as presenting him with several very large colored figures of the'^••**^ of the time of Henrj VIII.

The third drawing is a design for the tomb of ilenry VI., which lienry VIL, who
revered him as a saint, had It appears intentions of erecting at Windsor ; the cx-
ecntion, however, does not appear to have come off.

The design is in bad perspcttive as usual, but drawn very carefully, probably with
a ruling pen ; the arches and angles also api)t'ar to have IJeen done with a bow pen.
The Ink is a sort of dark sepia, it is also shaded very neatly and carefully with the
same, there are no figures shown In the niches, and tho line of impeuetration is

distinctly shown ; whereas, in some of the German drawings, if we may believe the
engravings, the mouldings arc simply drawn in similar cases as ending in nothing.
The Society of Antiquaries have published also in tlie " N'ctusta Monumenta " the

drawings representing the funeral of Abbot Islip. This very curious roll of vellum
whieh is now preserved in Heralds' College is of great value both to tlie antiquary and
to the architect, inasmucii as it presents us with sundry views of the intoriorof vVcst-
minster Abbey before the Keformation : the lines are thin and tlie execution delicate.
PVom it we learn what statues adorucd the altar-screeu, and what statues were
placed above it. The dorscl. exactly the most curious part, is represented aa
being covered up, but the brackets oi\ the pediment of the wonderful tomb of
Aymer dc Valance are shown to have supported angels. Again, the blank wall-
space in the chapel over Islep's chantry where now the wax-work is deposited, had a
large picture of the Last Judgment, &c., and another part of the roll presents us with
the screens now destroyed, which divided tho chapels of the north transept from one
another. Nothing can be much better tlian the drawing, both of the architecture and
of the figures in this roll. I may mention as anotlier proof of the value of documen-
tai-y evidence relating to the same building, that the manuscript life ot St Edward,
written in the thirteenth century, shows us what] Ajfures were placed on
the twisted columns at the western end of the Confessor's tomb. It appcai-s that
they supported statues, and if we may believe the MS., colored or enamelled statues
of the King and St. John.

I must now take you to the print-room of the British Museum, to examine the draw-
ings of two of the greatest artists the world has ever produced, for we shall here find
drawings made by the hands ofboth Albert Durer aud JMichel Angcio, both great in all
the three arts, as I hope some day may be the case t%^&\\\ with our professions. This
day, indeed, will not come in our lives, but still we must do our best to help on tho
good time, and instead of fame take the consciousness of having dono our duty
as the reward of our exertions. First, of Abort Durer, for ho closes one great period
of art. In the print-room is a very Isi^e, square folio volume, nearly filled with
drawings by this master, at all events they are attributed to him, although I have
always had my doubts however Albert Durer, although aided by great Industry and
a scolding wife, could have got through even one-half of the work attributed to him.
His drawin":s are done in moderately thick lines, either with black or dark brown
ink, and betray most certain traces of compass points, ruling pens, and bow pens.
The first drawing 1 shall notice is the plan, looking down from above, of a most
complicated fountain or pinnacle. There are pinnacles and pediments, of an 8
shaped plan, and indeed it resembles the almost impossible architecture that Israel
Van Meekin designed on paper, and Adam Kraft, executed in stone. There are a great
many compass holes in this drawing, as if it had been priclced off. It is most care-
fully done, and the sectioiis of the monklings have the beads turned in with the
bow pen ; the lines ofoperation, such as the centre lines, are merely scratched ou the
paper, as it does not appear that lliey liad means of erasing tlie lead lines : we shall
see John Thorpe doing the same thing. Another drawing represents a tomb, evi-
dently Italian, beneath a vault supported upon four pillars, tnc drawing is done in
black, and elaborately shaded with the same color mixed with white ; the lines arc
ruled.

There are likewise designs for sundry pieces of jewellery ; these are outlined in black
or Jdark brown and thou very slightly colored with light washes of color, the
raised parts being left white. One design would appear to represent a large
vase or fountain, of the most elaborate description ; from it the various figures pour
out streams of liquid, which, as it Is colored red in one ease, I suspect to represent
wine. There are two hands a little below the middle which hold out cups similar to
those attached to the drinking fountains of the present day, to receive the noble
juice. Indeed this design would make a most charming drinking fountain if

executed in copper and enamelled, or indeed even in stone painted, and I should be
very much inclined to recommend it to the notice of the Drinking FounUiins Asso-
ciation, whose designs certainly, to say the least, afford some margin for improve-
ment. But to return to Albert Durer; three or four leaves of the book are
occupied with a colored design for a baluster column covered with arabesques

;

the drawing is most vigorous, and the coloring leaves nothing to be desired.
The other drawings are more remarkable as curiosities than as having
relation to architecture. Thus, there is the figure drawn from the model which
he afterwards used in his beautiful plate of Fortune. The original figure is

covered over with squares, drawn with a sharp point, evidently tor reducing
or enlarging it. At p. 143 is a bird remarkably like the dodo, and further on a
full size elevation and plan of a shoe of the period, a most valuable drawing for
the writer on costume. Durer, in fact, appears to have had all the conveniences and
appliances of modern times as regards his architectural drawing, but it is evident
that his bow pen was none ofthe best, as his circles are the least neat parts ot the
drawings. Now for Michel Angelo. The British Museum is not very rich in the
architectural drawings of this master, yet it will probably be better to go through
them, as they are more accessible to the student than those in other collections wotud
be. They are for the most part sketched in with common ink, which has now turned
brown, with a common pen, and drawn right off by hand, the circles being put in any
how. Some of them may probably have been first of all scratched in with charcoal,
but we have no traces of it : one of them, however, has evidently been inked in upon
something resembling^ chalk or very black soft pencil. The drawings, even the details,

are exceedingly rough, and if ever worked from must have been drawn out on a board
by a pupil, and afterwards corrected by the master. They consist of all sorts of
subjects—windows, capitals, entablatures, &c.—but none of any great interest.

The Musee Wicar, at Lille, is the place one must go to who wishes to see what the
architectural drawings of Michel Angelo are really like. It appears that Wicar got
hold of a sketch-booTc of Michel Augclo's, very similar, in fact, to that of Wilars de
Honnecourt, and it is this book, cut up and framed and glazed, which const if utes one
of the riches of the Lille museum. The book contains architectural studies of the
modern contemporary edifices—ot those of Bramante and Brunelleschi ; studies from
classic buildings, and his own compositions, including the facade of St. Lawrence
and the plan of the vestibule of the Laurentiau Library, and, lastly, directions for
casting artillerv. It is curious to compare this latter with the Trebuchet of Wilars,
so excellently described and elucidated by Professor Willis. I find the following notes
in my copy of the Wicar collection. These drawings arc execotedin brown ink, with
the help of a common straightedge ; there are no cross-hatchings, and where the plans
arc tinted they are done so in a very careless manner. Very often no straight-edge is

used, and the lines are drawu in by hand ; lines are often drawn with a blunt point
on the paper. The same institution also contains the vellum sketch or pattern-book
of Francia. As many of these compositions are very small, f inch by 1 inch,

and others have the appearance of having been done for Nielli, it is not improbable
to suppose that they were intended to serve him in his profession of goldsmith. One
page contains ten Madonnas, each less than the other, the largest 1 inch square and
least I inch by J inch. ThertTare also on the same page twenty-four portraits, eight
of whom are Turks, besides several other subjects, such as chlldrens' games, &c.
This museum also contains a copy of the drawing attributed to Van Kyk, of which

duplicates are to be found, if I remember rightly, both at Bruges, Cologne, and T

almost think Antwerp. It represents a female seated in front of a tower, holding a
palm branch and book, the tower is octagonal or hexagonal and in process of being
built ; It is drawn on paper and entirely by the pen, except in some of the dark parts,

where a little color is dragged on to assist the lines ; there Is no cross-hatching, and
occasionally small dots are used to continue the lines ; it is covered with squares, and
I suspect to be a copy.
We must now return to England. By the very great kindness of Mr. S. Smirko,
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who put himaelf very much out of the way to obllfje me, I have been enabled to

examiiiu the drawinf? by J. Thorpe, now preserved in the .Sonne Museum. As several

of these drawing's are already known by tho iac-similes published by ftlr. Kiehard-
80U in his series ;of Klizabethan architecture, it will not be necessary to enter Into

the subjects reprc8cnti.'d, and T shall only say a word or two upon the execution.
Thorpe appears to have had all the advantatfes which we have in tlie present day,

except that he could not rub out his pencil or leaden point ; thus the centre-lines are
done with a bhint point. His plans are very seldom etched, alt!iou;,'-h tluTe are one or
two liiat are bo treated, among^thema very curious plan of Henry VII. 's chapel,
shovviujf all tlie screens as perfect, aa well as the site of Kdwurd VI.'s tomb
in front of that of Henry VII., which tomb was put up by one of his sisters and
destroyed by the other. It is curious that I did not observe any cast shadows in
the tinted elevations of Thorpe, or. indeed, of any of thoaa which I have been
jioticiug-. There are cast shadows, but they are worked up to a sharp edge. It
was reserved to the moderns to make our drawings at once u<rly and scientific. With
Thorpe we take leave of the middle ages ; I lierc propose to close this small notice,
.merely calling attention to the very valuable and clever volume of drawlufs belong-
hij; to our library, and which contains a large number of sketches washed in bistre
arid Indian ink, apparently designs for scenes. Although belonging to the most
xocoeo period, yet they display a power of invention and design whicji would do
ionor to any age, and we can only regret that such good men should have fallen on
evil times. We also possess a little sketch of Sir C Vt ren'8,done, like thobc of Michel
Angelo. with the free hand with common pen and ink. At the end of the last century
Jind at the beginning of the present, thi^ fashion was to make drawings in fine lines
tinti^'il with Indian ink. At the revival of medieval art a favorite way of sketching
was to outline in pencil and tint up with Indian ink or sepia. Most of Mr. IJlore's

drawings are done in this manner, and arc so surprisingly and minutely finished,
that they give the idea of very clear photogi'aphs. But before this the custom of
oHices was to make t!u- drawings simply in thin lines and then to back line titem, a
practice destructive of all breadth of effect and absolutely perplexing to the eye.
Ti)o elder I'ugin's works are specimens of this style, which, I am happy to say, is

nearly obsolete.
The younger I'ugin brought the first cliangc to the system in his plates, where

he, on the contrary, made things look too well by his marvellous etchings. Indeed
there is a fizziness an<l an action in all his plates which you look in vain for in the
real thing. The present system of etching-- up a dra^Wug is an oflshoot from this
style, and is, I am afraid, open to very nearly tlie same objection.
We have to thank competition committees for its use, who, forbidding the employ-

jncnt of color, have obtained a much more seductive style of perspective, for I
think I would any day back a good etched drawing against a colored one.
But, after all, the success of a design in stone and mortar must depend upon the

working drawings, for nobody sets out work or chisels stone from perspectives; and
it is in those that I hope to see good, strong, thick, bold lines employed, so that we
may get into the habit of leaving out those prettinesses, which only cost money and
spoil our designs. But, after all, no amount of architectural drawing would make a
man an artist or an architect—lor they are one and the same thing—unless he makes
a complete mastery of the human figure; and I would earnestly sug<rest whether
this Institute could not aid the attainment of tliis end by having evenings when a
moik'l should sit and ia good artist be engaged to correct the drawings. When the
prolession «:encrally beji^in to draw the figure, and make bold architectural drawings
and generally to think for themselves, instead 'of going to past ages and precedents,
we may then hope to have an ARCHITECTURE.
Trofessor Donaldson, in the course of some observations upon the lecture, said

lie thought they were very much indebted to their friend Mr. Burges for the inte-
resting and instructive paper he had read on an important subject. It was a curious
circumstance meutioneil by Mr. Burges that Harold sent abroad for workmen, but it

was known that during the prc-Norman style in England English workmen were
engaged. With respect to the collection of drawings at Lille referred to by Mr.
Burges, he remarked that he (Professor Donaldson) had the pleasure in 18,».3 of
drawing the attention of the Institute to those drawings, and he thought they were
the production, not of Michel Angelo, but of Vasari. Of course that was a subject
open to discussion, but from all the examination he had made he was led to the belief
that the drawings in question were not by Michel Angelo.
Mr. JiuRGES thought they were the production of Michel Angelo.
Mr. DiGBV Wyatt agreed with l*rotessor Donaldson in thinking that the drawings

Teferred to were not the production of Angelo.
Professor Donaj.dson remarked that in Italy a great many drawings of architects

were preserved in museums. It was the usual practice for masters of the art, after
the thirteenth or fourteenth century, to make one class of drawings in perspective
and another in geometrical proportion, and those drawings were generally executed
in lines of sepia with shading more or less. The collection of drawings of the Duke
of Devonshire at Chiswick was a very valuable one.
Mr. DiGBY Wyatt regretted thatMr. Burges had not referred to the drawings of

Holbein. The practice of drawing in thin line might have originated with the
Anglo-Saxon illuminists, who had all lined in a very [thin style. In his opinion
Leonardo da Vinci had a most beautiful style of sketching, and he thought also that
they mi^'ht well have congratulated themselves a little on the remarkable power of
the pencil possessed by some English architects, such as Inigo Jones, who drew with
extreme skill, and with a fine bold line ; Reynolds was a careful but not so artistic a
drawer, and the brothers Adams had great power as draughtsmen. After referring to
other artists whose drawings were very excellent, the speaker said if they of the present
day went on with purity and dexterity in drawing, tliey should inaugurate an epoch
of rare prosperity for the fine arts, and he thought that this country was rapidly
<ipproaching to that.

3Ir. Seddon thought the real source of the thin line drawing, which they deplored,
was tlie invention of india-rubber. The object of drawin^r certainly was to explain
a man's thought, and not to hide it, which seemed to be tne only object of etching,
which made a pretty drawing, but did not explain the design, which the style of
"Wilars de Honnecourt certainly did.
Mr. .J. W. Papworth (who was very indistinctly heard at the reporters' table) was

understood to say that there were times when the use by the draughtsman of a thin
line and a moderately thick line was very desirable.
Mr. .Street said it appeared to him that every one who was worthy of being

called an artist drew his own way, and ought to get on in his own style and express
liimsclf in the most convenient way. They should so make drawings that they
should be readily understood by workmen. Some much-abused architects had cer-
tainly shown them the way to go, and how to avoid the faults they themselves had
committed.
Mr. I'ENROSE fully saw the advantage of every architect drawing and expressing

himself m his own way ; but still it was very desirable that the best schools of
drawing should be pointed out to the student—(Hear, hear.) Mr. Burges pointed out
IMichcl Angelo as one of the best authorities, if not the best, in a particular style.
Xow, he believed that the best collection of that artist's sketches was at Oxford,
and in looking over them six or seven years ago, he did so with the greatest pleasure
and satisfaction. The drawings at Bologna were of an exceedingly interesting cha-
racter. Those of I'alladio were drawings in a thoroughly straightforward, practical
style, with moderately thick lines. Palladio, unfortunately, was no sculptor; he
could not draw the figure. Had he been able to do so he would have been alt that his
most enthusiastic admirers claimed for him. He thought their fears were over-
excited in reference to pencil lines, and the necessity for giving" up the india-rubber
was becoming- unnecessary, because for the last dozen years he had not seen a pencil
mark tliat would rub out. It occurred to him that any person accustomed to draw
out of doors from real buildings would necessarily follow the natural style, because
he would endeavour to represent the building before him.
Mr. Kekk thought there was a distinguisliing style of drawing just as there were

distinguishing styles of architecture. There was, he was of opmion, in the present
day, the Classic style of drawing and the Gothic style of drawing. In quasi Classical

forms In the last century of this country the style of drawing was decidedly of a
ClaHsical character—the lines were fine, and the shadows indicated in a certain
manner—whereas, now that the style of design had changed into the romantic and
picturesque style of architecture, the tendency was to the romantic and picturesque
style of drawing. The style of drawing was part and parcel of the mind of the mao*
and which he followed by the evident necessity of his mind.
Mr. White protested against the notion that eltlier picturesquenesR wm solely

applicable to the Gothic school, or that pictureaqueneas was the sole or the gjot
element of the Gothic school. Again, he protested against tlie notion that fraoe,
beauty, and refinement, were to be found solely in classic architi-cture, or that they
were solely the elements of that school. He believed that they were common to both ;

that it was much more a question ofSouthern andXortlK-rn archit*cture. than Gothis
or Classic, and that the thickness of line depended much more on the amount of
finish intended to be ^iven to the drawing, than to the representation of any style of
an architect. He had found the thickness of line depend very much on the sharpness
or bluntnesB of the pencil.

Mr. Kerrey thought the proper plan was to draw the forms In a pure, clear
manner. He would not discuss the question whether the drawing should have a Une
the sixty-fourth part of an incli or the eighth part of an inch, but it should be
the clear expression of the form intended to be executed. He was sure they all felt
deeply indebted to Mr. Burges for his admirable paper, and he thou<;ht thatMr.
Street was right in saying that every architect should tlirow into his drawings the
expression he wished to make aa an artist.

After a few words Irom Professor Donaldson (who' regretted that the directors of
the School ofArt at South Kensington were not present that evening, because the
drawings placed before the pupils there had rigid, hard lines, which might interlero
with the success of the School of Art), Jlr. Kerr. Mr. J. W. Papworth, and
Mr. Street,
The Chairman moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Burges for his excellent paper,

which was possessed of much research, sarcasm, gaiety, and interest. The lecturer said
that todecelvehis client was, of course, quite allowable in an architect, and at onetime
it was 80, but he believed that a higher feeling prevailed now, and that an architect
would think it a disgrace to himself if he deceived his client. He could not agree
with the contlemnation of all crockets and fizzlngs, for that would lead to a very
bald style of architecture. A vast number of most interesting points might be added
to Mr. Burges' paper, which many of them could supply on reference to many old
buildings.
The vote of thanks to Mr. Burges was passed by acclamation, and shortly after-

wards the meeting separated.

LUDLOAV^ CHURCH, SHROPSHIRE.

TIIEparish church ofLudlowholdsadisting-uished place amonjj edifices of that
class in tlie west of England, for, besides the picturesque and nohle aspect im-

parted to it by its natural situation, its large size, stately tower, and architectural

merits generally, are suflficient to render it a wortliy object ofdetailed study. Unfor-
tunately, however, it had been suffered to lapse into a sad state of neglect and
decay, until, some two years back, a restoration committee was formed, the result

of whose labors is now seen in the thorough reconstruction of the interior arrange-
ments, and some notable improvements in the exterior. Among the former may
be noticed the entire re-seating of the nave and aisles with square-end open
benches, the erection of a handsome pulpit and desk against the western piers of
the central tower, the cleaning and repaving of a large portion of tlie masonry
and ashlar work, the cleaning and partial repair of the beautiful oak screens and
chancel stalls, the throwing open to the church the lower stage of the tower as a
lantern, the re-arrangement of the organ, the paving of the various areas with
tiles, the filling of certain windows with stained glass, and the complete warminff
of the whole building by means of hot water. Externally, the curious hexagonal
south porch has been thoroughly restored at the expense of Lord Boyne, the

ciiaracter of the west end has be'en greatly altered by the insertion of three large

and important windows, contributed by different parties, and each filled with
stained glass, the restoration of the peculiar west door to the nave, and sundry
otlier restorations, chiefly to the side windows. Mucli in thLs way yet remains
to be done, which it is to be hoped will speedily be accoraplishel. As it is, great
credit is due to the exertions of the eorandttee, and the judicious advice of their

architect, Mr. Scott, aided by the skilful attention of Messrs. Irvine and Chick,
to whom the practical superintendence of tJie works contracted for and carried

out by Mr. W . M. Cooper, of Derby, was entrusted. Tlie painted glass already

alluded to has been produced by various artists—Messrs. Layers and Barraud for

Lord Boyne ; Mr. Willemont tor the large west window, the gift of B. Botfleld,

Esq., M.P. ; Messrs. Edmundson and Son, of Manchester, for the clerestory and
lantern windows j Messrs. Clayton and Bell for some others ; and Mr. Hughes,
of Frith-street, London, for that of Colonel Herbert. Mr. W. Farmer, of West-
minster-brid^e-road, was employed in portions of the carving, including the re-

storation of tne tomb of Sir John Bridgman. The whole of the tile-paving has
been supplied by Mr. W. Godwin, of Lugwardine, near Hereford, and it derives

a particular interest from the fact that many of the patterns now used are copies,

excellently imitated, irom remains of the old ones discovered iu and about the

building. The chancel is laid with rich encaustic tiles, while in the passages in

the nave plain colored tiles are used, in geometrical forms. The church is lighted

with gas, in simple ornamental standards, by Skidmore, of Coventry, and the

warm-water apparatus, which is found to work most satisfactorily, is by Mr.
S. E. Rosser, C.E., of London,

Long Ashton National Schools,—The foundation-stone of the intfi nded
building was laid a few days ago; the site adjoins the highroad. The strufcttite,

thecostof which is estimated at nearly £2,000, will be in the Early English

Gothic style of architecture, and built of the pennant stone of the neighbourhood,

with freestone dressings and slated roof. It will be upwards of 90 feet in extent,

and will comprise a boys' school, 53 by 23 feet, capable of accomraodatingrlOO

boys; also a girls' school, 46 by 18 feet, receiving the same number of girls;

with a class room for each department, and spacious playgrounds, in addition to

a neat and commodious dwelling-house for the master and mistress. Mr. J.

Wilson of Bath, is the architect, and the contract for the building has been taken

by Mr. Tucker, of Ashton,

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of

the Chapel Royal, of St. George's, Windsor. " They are of remarkable merit-
unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes.*'—^i/rte^un/m. * Highly
interesting and valuable."—/M//)/ Naca. "A charming series of value to the

architect and archxologist, and cannot fail to interest visitors."—^r( Jonrnai. The
Views complete (IS) sent free on receipt of a post-office order for 27a., or two samples

for 3s. 2d. Frederic Jones, 14ti, Oxford-Street, Loudon (nearly opposite Bond-street).

—Advertisement.
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(Torrrspondcncj!.

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—HaTing read witli inUrest Mr. Harris's pampblet, I was pleased to soc

in your colamns the letter of " Vox Populi .

"

If the previous critics had been actuated by a true desire for the progress of

art rather than professional interest, they would have seen more than the lu-

dierausin tlie puniplik-t, and uiigUt liave valued suggestions tending to confine

(tndents within legitimate limits, and a verj- praiseworthy attempt to define

what tboM restrictions should .be, and how the public and i)rofessional taste

sboiUd be governed and controlled. Let us encourage all well-directed corrective

tSatts. It appears not a little invidious to attack tlie name the pamphleteer lias

ilnrti-ri for lub new style ; it is well fur the sake of distinction to apply a name,

and " Viet«ii«n Architecture" is a good one ; let us trust that the Victorian age

BMW yet be marked by distinctive and appropriate architectural features, which

ShWrnne as peculiar to, and characteristic of, the people of this country, as

any of the stvles that have prevailed in many otlier nations. With proper di-

rection, the characteristics of the Englishman and Ai* present dtnluatUm can

surely be expr^ed in national architi ctural features.

It is true tliat a stvle of architecture must be bnmglit into general use before

It can take root—tha't there must be an acorn tefore an oak ; but ifwe obtain the

acorn we have the germ that will products tlie oak, Mr. Harris does not appear

to desire a higher distinction, and if so much be granted him he has indeed

madea most important discovery. He may be big witli his idea, but it is some-

thing to have a consistent idea, and we never knew any practical use made ofan

idea, howevergood, without enthusiasm and the moral courage to advocate it before

the pablic. Stany such ideas mav Ik- chimerical, which time alone will prove,

tat because a man has confidence in the truth of his views and boldness to

enunciate them, it is certainly no evidence tliat he is a visionary. There can be

DO doubt that Mr. Harris's premises are correct enough, for, notwithstandmg

aoaie imquestionable improvements in the art, is not the want of originality,

naturalness and appropriateness, the complaint we hear at all hands.

Are we not benefited when our defects are pointed out, and we are cautioned

what to avoid ? Will not this direction of itself make room for the development

of onr indiriduality, so that we may, instead of simply contemplating the works

of the past and reproducing them, use the knowledge thus acquired only to as-

sist us to understand tlie present, and thus become the independent exponents of

the characteristics of our own time ? The ideas may not be altogether original,

but thev cannot be too frequently repeated, and out of them must grow origi-

iialitv, Stness, and tiuthfulness. Viewed in this light, we see in these things

BOthing eccentric. Let us criticise with a desire to find merit and advance the

art, and doubtless we shall then discover more in " Victorian Architecture" than

a mere joke.
I am, &c.,

Fair Play.

and the earth

PRESEKVATION OF STONE.
Sir,—I have read with very great interest the correspondence in your Journal

onder this very important head ; also, the conclusions you draw from it in the last

Kumbcr of your valuable Journal. I'ermit me to throw some new light upon the

subject.
I am not an architect, but a plain practical man of science, who, in the course of

his wanderings over many regions of^the earth, has contrived to piclv up many new
and important facts on this ami other important matters coming strictly under the

bead of "Pctralogy;" of facts demonstrative of the laws which govern earthy
aggregates in accretion, induration, crystallisation, and decomposition, or change.

TOe question now before tlie public is something more than a mere personal con-
IroTersy between certain rival claimants, as regards their peculiar modes of treating

stone to insure durability and permanent exemption from atmospheric influences ; it

la upon the principles upon which these several candidates act, with the view to pro-
duce the effects Intended.
Con^dering the age we live in, and tlie advances our men of science have made in

geolqey, it is really astonishing to find petralogv, or the knowledge of rocks, stones,

and loBsil bodies, so entirely neglected. The laws of formation of rocky masses , and
of change in decomposition, or induration and crystallisation, are as open to observa-
tkMi as are the hiws directing and influencing organisms in their varied changes,
tbe like causes producing the like effects in their generations, development, and
decay ; tbe chief of these laws are temperature and association. The crystalline and
anorpboDs masses of this country have a common origin with those now forming, or
already formed, in tropical and semi-tropical regions. The chalk hills of Kent, and
Hie limestone and magnesian limestone ranges scattered through Great Britain and
Ireland, are analogous to those of 31iddle Asia, and the one and the other afford un-
deniable evidence in themselves, that their early development and progression was
in warm seas favorable for the development of organisms secreting calx, and the
fcalliling up of those mighty masses which arc now filling in the central portions of
the Pacific, the Bed Bea, the Persian Gulf, and other tropical waters. Again, the
eryqtalUne rocks that now exhibit not the least traces of organic remains in their
eomposftion and external character, are analogous to, and formed precisely under
tile same aspects as those now forming, or actually formed, in verv high latitudes ;

intense atmosptieric (not volcanic) heat, combined with moisture, being absolutely
essential for their formation, and also for their unimpaired preservation from the
effects of continuous heat and atmospheric air. As proofs of these facts 1 have only
to point out the countless evidences tnat surround us, to the vast deposits in stratified
and aggregated masses of organic remains, oceanic, lacustrine, and terrestrial, to the
stratified masses of bygone generations superimposed upon each other, generation
upon generation, wholly, or partially, unaiBturbed by volcanic or other causes,
and d^ODStrating in themselves the lapse of ages and marked epochs of time.
Climate is therefore favorable for the development of rocky masses, and for its

many beanttfiil transitions In the crystalline form, or it is inimical or destnictive to
It. In the great ranges of the deserts, truly denominated waterless seas, the organic
exuTise, and the forms and bodies of commingled myriads, pass into the state of
Uieates, oonuntnated sands or aggregates, in which latter form they are known as
V^rifactlons ; or tbeypsss with their coral matrix into the state of consolidated
Uaiestone rock, or the deposits of tbe upper zones of the waters present various
Ohases, firom a soft chaikv substance to a f ariiiaceoas state. In the rainless regions,
Aavhig assumed the fossil state, they continue the name, so long as the causes of effects
contlnocunchanged; hence it is, organic remains in the Bilieified state are found strictly
aaulogoiis to tbe living occupants of neigliliouriDg seas. Where the rains fall, where
Itsaia, as tbe Kile, mtersect these burning, barren plains; or where percolating
waters find their resting place, as in oases, there the fossils, under favorable circum-
ateaoes, ssstmie tbe crystalline state, 'fhe same laws govern the crybtallisation of

^masses. Heat, moistarc. and association are the influencing agents of change:
K it is the most beasttful gems, marbles, and crystalline aggregates, or aggre-

_ 1 ausaes are all ssperiicially disposed upon the earth; hence it is, that the
cUmate of Ceylon, of India, and the tropical regions of South America are so favor-
ana to tile production of^gems and rocks of beauty, that tbe rivers of the Deccan

abound with jaspers, agates, rose quartz, .and other varieties of gems ;

with e.irnclion, heliotrope, &c.
In Great liritalii and Ireland, situate In the temperate regions of the northern

hemisphere, the operations of nature are to some extent reversed ; the climate is

favorable to the generation of silicates, to siliceous stone, and to stone having a
siliceous matrix, but unfavorable to every other description of rock ; this is demon-
strated by the granite ranges of Cornwall, Devonshire, Yorkshire, &c., where the
elevated crests are fast crumbling into dust, or desquamating and peeling away in

huge masses ; while the career of decomposition is equally going on in parts of the

interior, and at the base, where the whole crystalline body is passing, by a natural course

of decay, into the state of an unctuous clay, giving origin to a species of soap-stone

or kaolin of great value in the potteries. The limestone, magnesian limestone, and
other stones used for building jiurposes, .are also of a more or less perishable nature,

and everv extensive bed, like that of Portland, is dlvisable into parts lavorahle and
inimical for building purposes. All are the subjects of the destroying hand of time,

and perishable in their nature : when taken from the living rock, their elementary
constituents and the nature of their combinations determining their powers of

resistance of atmospheric and other corroding influences.

The above remarks are meant to convey the ideas—first, that the Laws of form-atlon

of concrete masses, and that affect their condition, differ in all countries ; conse-

quently that it Is essential these laws should be carefully studied by men whose pro-

fijssion it is to employ them for building purposes. The climate of this cmratry, as

I previously observed, is inimical to all kinds of stone, for even the silicates, which
are apparently indestructible, are more or less affected by the washings or droppings
of water, or by being mixed in too inconsiderable quantities with other earthy

matters; but the liquid silicate obtained by chemical means, or through the
agencies of heat, is not the silicate of nature, nor can the chemist, with all the
appliances of art, act by synthesis, and restore it to its primary condition. It must
be olso distinctly understood that our most eminent chemists have questioned the

assumed faet that silica is a primitive earth. .Silicates are, in fact, in their primitive

state, fossils, after the nature of fossil amber, gum, resin, mellonite, wood, Ac, the
products of change of the elementary constituents of the atomic structure of the

body, without alteration of its physical form. The idea that the change takes place

by displacement is wholly inconsistent mth facts of observation. In its native
silica is closely allied to the said substances, and readily forms, like them, a sapo-

naceous compound with the earths. How it is that organic substances, both animal
and vegetable, pass into the substantive state of fossils is not to be entered upon
here.
The Yorkshire magnesian limestone, of which the Westminster Palace is built, is

admittedly an unfortunate choice. It is not dolomite, nor is it crystalline, as assumed by
the Times correspondent, who terms himself " An Architect," but it is what is termed
amorphous rock, in which the sulphates of lime and magnesia are united together in

varying proportions. It is a powerful absorbent of moisture, which, having received,

it retains with great tenacity, and. as experience demonstrates, it is much affected by
atmospheric exposure. Its rapid decomposition has led to the experiments that

have hitherto been made for indurating, or hermetically sealing it from damp and
atmospheric air, loaded as the latter is with destructive gaseous products.

Without having any interest in the m,atter, I have been called upon to examine the

several bays and other parts of the palace experimented upon ; and on a careful and
minute examination, I have found that of the ten specimens submitted to my notice,

more thantwo-thirds ofthe candidates bnilt their hopes upon the use ofsilicate9,variably
combined with potash, soda, or lime. All of these are decided failures, as are, also,

the others that had recourse to acids. They seem to havethought, with yourcorrespon-
dent " An Architect." " th.it if we could get decaying stones to imbibe, firstly, this

solution, and then chemically harden it again, the problem would be solved." Hut,

this cannot be done—simply because, in the nature of things, it is impossible ! ! The
surface stone will readily absorb the aqueous mensti-uum, but the silicate and earth,

held in mechanical union with the water, must be precipitated, or left on the surface ;

and the primary cohesive qualities of the silicate beingdestroyed, can only be restored

by the dry process under the application of heat, when, in the judicious combination
of magnesia, potash, or soda, and silica, the artificial product known as glass will be
produced.
As aproof of its non-absorption, any impartial judge has only to look to the efTects

of Mr. Kansome's process—the mixture has not evcniunited with the decayed parts,

which in appcirance resemble dry-rot, or decomposing saud.^tone; nor has It

arrested decay. The stone has rejected the solution, whicli is peeling olf; in other

places, and particularly the church at Bloomsbury, where more than ordinary pains

was taken by chiselling, scraping, and fllling in, the solution is evidently—although

the stone is exceedingly open and porous—only surface ; and wherever the wet can
take etl'ect it is washing off. I am now informed that some improvement is made in

his process—that he is using a double salt, proposing to act by decomposition and
re-combination. But what can he expect to gain by this process ? Can he force the

silica, uncombined with theaccompanyingearth, to permeate the stone, and there fix it

to the molecular parts of the stone, without first destroying the sulphate wliicli forms
a common bond of union between the two earths, magnesia and lime ? I know that

such a thing is impossible : it may do very well for mixing up with concretes, bat
even there It will bo found vastly inferior to the ordinary mode of applying silicates

as an ingredient in water cement. Do what lie will, the earths will effloresce, and
although they may protect the stone for a time, eventually, and before long, it will

give way to external influences. So far as chemical action is concerned, the force of
aifinities will always defeat his object.

As regards competitors treading in the same steps, as their several piocesses are

decided failures, it would only be a waste of space to comment on them.
1 next devoted my attention to Mr. Szerelmey's processes, variously modified to

suit the varied protective purposes of wood, stone, and iron ; examlninir, particularly,

the bay opposite the river, the most exposed part of the palace, and I saw at once,

without entering upon the question of durability, that he had arrested the progress

of decomposition,ond that the four years' exposure had only the cflect to harden the

stone. After which I carefully examined the Speaker's Court and other places ; and
the result of my examination was ;in perfect accordance with the opinion of the
Editor of the Timrx ; the general appear.ance leaves nothing to be wished for, but

good grounds for hope that, without going into the question ofits enduring through-
out all time, it must, under the most untoward circumstances, be considered a cheap
and efficient remedy for an evil of a most enormous magnitude, involving the pre-

servation of a building that has cost mere than £-',000,000 sterling. Tlirougbout the

building I saw no .appearances to justify the private report of the emmcnt, practical,

but iiori-scicntiflc builders, now paraded with so much ostentation by the defeated

candidate ; nothing to weigh against the testimony of Sir Kodcrick Murchison and
I*rofessor Faraday.
Science gains nothing by the very nncourteous mode in which the controversy on

thcstronger side lias hitherto been carried on. Abuse is not argument, nor would
proof of Mr. Szerelmey's process being a failure, as ri'gards a prolouged and indefi-

nite future, furnish demonstration that Mr. Kansome's is the right. At the utmost,

the latter gentleman can only appeal to the present, but the former has decidedly the

start of him as regards the experience hitherto gained, and the success hitherto

achieved. His imperfection of the English language, common to all foreigners, has

led to great cavil on names .and definitions ; but the fact is patent to all uninterested

persons, that so far he has succeeded, and demonstrated a fact ; that he has dis-

covered a cheap process to indurate and fill in the surfaces of stone, cement, wood,
and iron, that will, if it did nothing more, supersede tlie present expensive and short-

lived processes of paint, without altering the color or character of the stone. His

processes are secret, and no man has a right to contend with him in keeping

them so. For Indurating stone ho uses two processes—the first fills in the porous

structure of the surface, the second assists and accelerates the first in cohering in

perpetuity with the stone, and giving a new character to the surface, heniietieallf

sealing the whole from all atmospheric and other destroying iuttucnoes. He terms

his art encaustic, having derived his knowledge from travel and observation, and
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speaks of the substanoos as used In tlic preserving processes, as bituminous pro-
ducts, such as bitumen, guni, wax, resins, &c., under the general name of zoplssa.

Ue docs not t^ay, or even infer, tliat tlie ancients used li<)Uid silica, as he is well

aware that they dkl noii but he iifllrms and maintains that the uncients had certain

metliods of preparing tlio ^Tound work for their entrravinKS, pietures, and hiero-

plyphics, and for layin^^ on the colors, wliieli not ouly preserved the work elfectually

from the intiueucesof the weather and ffaseous exhalations, but also indurated con-
crete and the siurfacos of the limestone rock.

,Jnd;:in;,' from the remarks made upon him, and the condemnation passed upon his

operations, by implication and assertion without proof, it would ajipcar that his

opponents are diss.-itislied with his process on theoretical rather than pra<'tical

jfrounds. "An Architect" in pnrticular affects to ridicule the use of oleasrinous
substances. As an architect, he putrlit to know that the use of these substances for
concretes is hi^lily in favor, and that stone will absorb oils, Ac, and consolidate
them when they refnse liquid silicates and even water. Ue talks of scrapinff off

some of the elliorescencc with his flnpfcr nail ; has lie trii^l ids hand upon the handi-
work of his competitor ? Or can he point to one spot where d(^e(>niposition, ikiu-r the

,
Application of the process, has made its ajipearancc ? Or does Mr. iransome think

. tnat unparliamentary lanffuafje ever benefited a losina; cause ?

Apolouisint; for this len^'thened notice. I have only to add, Sir. Kditor, with your
kincf sanction, f am prepiu-ed to go still further into the subject, with the view of
demonstrutiofj that as chemistry has g^ven an erroneous turn to tlie experiments
after the error of choosinfr it, there are other ways and means of elfectlnj^ tlie end

.proposed than usinff liquid silica ; .nnd that the processes of Mr. Szerelemey are not

.ao Utopiau as some of his opponents would lean the public t '

NoTcmbcr 13, 1800.

; to imagine.
1 am, &e.,

A Petilvlogist.

ON THE PRESERVATION OF STONE AT THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.

Sm,—As the agitation of this important subject has given rise of late to a
great deal of correspondence in the public journals, in the course of which many
very erroneous views liave been promulpfated, arising, as I believe, either from
.•want of information, or from conclusions too hastily adopted on operations
requiring a considerable period of time for testing their efficiency properly, more
particularly as the details of one of the processes employed is kept secret, I am
induced to request a short space in your valuable Journal for the insertion of a
statement of analytical results which have been obtained in my professional
capacity durinjj: the last ei<rliteen months, the specimens having been taken from
the walls of the Houses of Parliament. It is pretty generally known that tlie

Bolsover stone, magnesian limestone, or dolomite (carbonate of lime and mag-
nesia) of whicli this splendid edifice is built, varies very much indeed in the hard-
ness of its structure, and that while some blocks are dense and crj-stalline, others
are soft, porous, and grannlar. It is also to be regretted that a magnesian lime-
stone sliould have been selected for this locality, and for the following reasons.
In the atmosphere of London sulphate of ammonia is known to exist in con-
siderable quantity, as a necessary product of the combustion of coal under
ordinary circumstances. This salt condenses on the surface of the building, and
is brought down in the rainfall, and the solution thus resulting is absorbed
readily into the softer parts of the stone. Now I find that a solution of sulphate
of ammonia acts with great rapidity on magnesian limestone, giving rise to
the formation of volatile carbonate of ammonia, and the sulphates
of magnesia and lime. This magnesian salt, at the Houses of
Parliament, again makes its appearance as an efHorescence on the
surface of the walls. If this were all the action which takes place,
little real injury might accnie, as the result would be merely an exceedingly
slow wasting of the magnesian element of the stone, by the formation of the
soluble sulphate : but under existing circumstances this cannot go on without a
most destructive accompaniment, for the softer parts of the stone have not a
sufiicicnt power of aggregation among the pai-ticles forming the mass, to resist
the rupturing force wliieli arises from the slow crystallisation and efflorescence
of this salt, and the necessary consequence is an enormous disintegration of the
surface, and a continual crumbling away of all the more prominent parts. This,
in a structure .so replete with detail as tlie Houses of Parliament are, must
result in the course of a few years in the destruction of all its beautiful ornamen-
tation. To prove that this is really what is at present going on, I have removed
by light brushing the efBorescent powder. No. 1, from several parts of the walls,
and fincl it to be composed, in one instance, of about 53 per cent, of disintegrated
magnesian limestone, with sulphates of magnesia, lime, and a little soda, and in
another of even as much as 90 per cent, of the substance of the stone. The
problem, therefore, requiring solution, is, by what means can tliis destructive in-
fluence be arrested, and its recurrence prevented. Two principal processes have
been partially submitted to the test of experiment, on the building itself,

one of whicii, Mr. Ransome's, is generally acknowledged to be based on
scientific principles, has been patented and abundantly published to the
world ; the other, Mr. Sjerelmey's, is said to be a secret. It must follow,
therefore, that it can only be by the chemical analysis of small portions
removed from the walls, that it is possible to form an idea of what is being
employed. As the quantity of these specimens has necessarily been very
small, it has beeu impossible to make complete detailed anal3'ses. In May, 1859,
I received for examination a small portion of material No. 2, which had been
scraped, or rather pared by a penknife, from the walls. It was found to contain
linseed oil^and animal organic matter, supposed to be gelatine, to the extent of
half its weight, a large quantity of carbonate of iime and a little silicate of lime
and soda. This might result from the application of silicate of soda, followed
by a wash of cream of lime with a little glue or size, and lastly, a coating of
linseed oil, or, perhaps, the materials of these last two coats may have been
mixed and applied together. Sucli was my theory from the ingredients I had
found to be present, Iiow near the truth it may be, must be evident under the
circumstances, I could form no idea. In the summer of 1800 a specimen of the
dry powder brushed from the surface of the walls on the north side of the
Speaker's Court, No. 3, was submitted to analysis. It yielded about 80 per cent,
of insoluble silica, mixed with carbonate of lime, small quantities of oxide of iron
and alumina, and 5 per cent, of organic matter. This composition appears,
therefore, to have contained a great deal of mechanicajly difiii.sed silica, and if
it had ever been adherent to the walls, the medium for eifccting it must have
been decomposed. About the same period I also examined a specimen, No. 4,
scraped from the iinished work of Mr. Szerelmey on the river front, which had
been completed in the autumn of 1839. It contained oil and organic matter of
Sniinal origin to the extent of 25 per cent., with a large proportion of carbonate
of lime, a little silica, soda, o.xide of iron, alumina, and sulphate of magnesia. It
will be evident that very much the same materials had been employed in this
owe aa in No. 2. I also analysed some material—No. 5—which had been em-

ployed in the summer of 1860 on the walls of the Commons' Coart. TliIs yielded
oil, animal oiyanic matter, an odour as if of tar oil, oxide of zinc in abundance,
witli traces ol^ other matters. Here, then, we find a very marked change in the
composition—namely, the substitution of oxide of zinc for the lime, and the
apparent introduction of some tarry product. From examinations I have since
made in other directions, I am induced to believe that the last coaling now being
applied by Mr. Szerelmcy consists of zinc paint (oxide of zinc ground in linseed oil),
thinne<l down with heavy oil of tar, and this diffused in a weak solution of silicate
ofsoda by means of glue or size. This, I presume, is intended as a forthshadowing
of the bitumen, wluch has been privately gtated to enter into the " secret eom-
pontion." Such a composition, or one containing such iuuredlents, it must be
evident to all acquainted with the subject, will be soon affected by the action
of the air, and exposure to the sun's influence, decay must rapidly follow,
and a repetition of the expense of application be entailctl every three or four
years.

I must now say a few words on Mr. Ransome's process : it consists in satu-
rating tlie stone, as far as possible, with a solution of silicate of soda, and when
this has been well absorbed, to put on a series of sujici-flciiil washings of chloride
of calcium

;
double decompo,.iition gradually ensues, insoluble silicate of lime is

formed in the substance of the stone, aggregating and cementing its particles,
whilst a very soluble chloride of sodium also results, and washes away from its
surface. As this silicate of liuic hardens more and more by the lapse of time, so
must the stone itself become more indurated and enduring, and when sufficiently
carried out this process must prove of great and permanent value.

Unfortunately, the present state of the Houses of Parliament offers many
difficulties in certain parts to the fair trial of this operation, inasmuch as alon^
the ledges or string-courses, where the rain-drip falls or accumulates, the stone
appears to have been coated with oily matter, I presume as an endeavour to
prevent the destructive influence likely to arise from this action. At such places it is
very difficult to get the silicate of soda properly absorbed, and it may require two
or tlirpe applications to be made on these parts as the oil decays. Another point to
be borne in mind is, that a certain quantity of saline matter, sulphates of
ammonia, magnesia, and soda are now existent in the stone, and that the ten-
dency of these is to exude on the surface of the building as an efflorescence.
Now, if a paint or an analogous coating be used, this saline matter will, after

a time, force its way out, throwing off such coating in flakes and patches ; but
in the use of the silicate of lime the case is different, for here the soft and friable
stone having become indurated, allows the efflorescence to take place without in
the slightest degree injuring its texture or aggregation. That such is really the
case I liave confirmatory evidence from the examination of some saline matter
taken from the part first experimented on by Mr. Ransome in the autunm of
1856. Tliis contained 90 per cent, of sulphate of magnesia, with sulphate of
soda and lime, but not a trace of magnesian limestone.
On examining, critically, the appearance of tlie two bays on the river front

experimented on with these processes last autumn, it will be seen that the painted
and sized surface, done by Mr. Szerelmey, exhibits above the true face of the
stone the markings of the brush with which the material has been applied, and
also innumerable vertical lines, particularly at the lower jiart, as if from the riui
of water or the rain-fall. In may also be observed that the twelve months'
ordeal which has now elapsed is beginning to exhibit its evidence on the surface^
in several places a slight peeling-off of the exterior layer is taking place, and
small patches are being forced off by the exudation of saUiie matters from below.
On the bay treated with silicate of lime, by Mr. Ransome, the stone is becoming
well hardened except the oiled ledges, which I have alluded to, and which are
ratiier softer, but this is easily remedied. The grain surface of the stone is as
perfect as when first cleaned to receive the application. I may also add that the
state of the stone before the silicate was applied is well shown in one of the
blocks which, at the suggestion of Mr. C. H. Smith, was, in part, covered both
in its vertical and horizontal direction, during the operation, so that it might
evidence, clearly, the praservative and hardening effects of the process.
Trusting these observations may tend to elucidate the subject,

I am, &c.,

Robert Wabikqton.
Apothecaries' Hall, Blackiriars, Oct. 27, I8C0.

PRESERVATION OF STONE.
Sir,—As you have voluntarily taken up the controversy under this head, I

trust to your love of even handed justice, to insert the following remarks upon
the strictures of Mr. Ransome and his friends.

I do not conceive that I am called upon to enter on minute details of my pro-
cesses, or to answer for any omissions in the specifications made by me in 1857,
neither do I think that I am bound to supply dates and facts at the call of those
who so decidedly show themselves my opponents. Tlie questions for public con-
sideration are " Is my process efficient or non-efficient to efiiet the object con-
templated?" If the latter—" Is Mr. Ransome's efficient ?" The public have
already decided that his is wrong, and a complete failure.

Bad chemistry, and worst geology, have been brought forward to prove that I
am wrong in principle, and reckless assertion would indorse this decision. Mr.
R.insome complains that the reports of Sir Roderick Murchison and Professor
Farad.ay were premature; he omits to state, that the contract has been given to
me recently ; and only after a " searching investigation." He states that the
Speaker's Court is now being reeoated by me, that other portions including the
competing bay have been reeoated, that oil was applied to the latter previous to
tlie inspection, that the material of my composition is rapidly decomposing—all
this is wholly untrue or founded on the fact, that I use two procesess, or with
the e.vception of a partial recoating of the Speaker's Court, so as to give
uniformity of color with the other courts. He states that the decomposed part*
of the bay done by him were purposely left so ;

granted, but the part coated by
him with his silicate may now be seen "rapidly decomposing. Under the name of a
"Surveyor" he calls attention to two bays recently done by him; will he also

callattention to the Bloomsbury Church, over which so much care and attention was
bestowed ? As regards the correspondents enlisted in his service, Mr. Lankaster
and Mr. Frankland, on more theoretic grounds, condemn the use of organic

matter, thoroughly ignorant of the fact, that many of the finest concretes of
nature and composts of art owe their strength, tenacity, and non-alworbine
qualities to the presence, in large quantities, of bituminous matters, all of whicli

are of an organic nature.
It is not the question of appearance given by the two processes, which, after
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all, is « mere matter of ta'te ; nor even of the prtci* state of tlie oxterior surfnce

ff fflB''tg"»' tq dofhrvspeots I am prepared to stand the testof prarlicat suivii-

***liHMIIi!l • To eoorince the public that my procesees are a failure, somi'thinc;

•^S(S^>ir>:«sftr>' tlum sneers, surml'ies, iU-grounded chargrs, and idle specuin-

tioM> ' Ib u" instance lias it been :>huwn that beneath my process decay is still

going; on. or that it has faitiid iu permanently liermetieiilly sealing the stone from
atmospheric influences, .\s to the niune Zopissa, wliioh is made a stuinbling-

blodt pr oflhice, it was used onlv to point out the orifrin of tlie ides ; Mr, Ran-
some b quite \TClcome to it. Had he read more deeply, lie wonid have known
thatbriclu made from the muddy deposits of the Nile, without straw, and burnt

b; tke mn aloue, more tliau three thousand years ago, still e.\ist, to mark out the

aita of ancient cities j that the manufacture of paper into works of art equally

applicable to out-door as to in-door purposes, is no new discovery ; and the

jHrCKrvation of timber from rot, or iron from rust, has been the common object

and effort of all nations, although I conceive Tvith far less success than that

attained by me.
]a concluaion, I have only to bring to the recollection of Mr. Ansted his visit

to thft Hoaaes of Parliament about three years ago, after his having; written

against the pmceM, and of the convictions tiien enforced upon his mind, and to

wnieh he, somewhat reluctantly, was compelled to respond, I am therefore the

more surprised to find tliat he should reiterate his cuorgcs, and ask me to give

him an instance of the processes haviug stood the test of three or four years,

knowing well that all that was done previous to grantiug the contract, was done
upwards of four years ago. I will not remind this gentleman of what took

place at his interview with the late Sir Charles B.irry and myself. As regards

the use of organic matter, I have only to add that his chemistry is at fault.

Apologising for these few lines, I am, Sec,

N. C. SZERELMEY.
New Houses of Parliament, Westminster, London,

>'ovember 18, 18tiO.

PRESERVATION OF STONE.
Sir,—This important question having very properly employed the minds of

j-our readers to a great extent, I am induced to take my pen in hand and give

you the result of my observation directed particularly to the rival processes
undergoing certain practical tests at the Houses of Parliament, and as my atten-
tion was called to tne subject in the year 1857, and has been very constantly

fiven thereto since, I am in a position to say, with some degree of authority, wliat

as been the result of my inquuies and constant surveys.

In the first place, my taking an interest in this mattter was caused by learning
that Mr. Szcrelmey was deshwus of selling the " secret " of a process of which
•he was stated to be the inventor, by means of which stone and iron were pre-
served from destruction, which it was stated had been proved by very severe tests,

and practised for 25 years by him, specimens of which were to be seen at the
Houses of Parliament. I had the pleasure of viewing the specimens pointed
out by Mr. Szereliney himself, and 1 have very carefully examined the subject,
noting particularly the appearances of the surfaces covered, both of the stone-
work and of the iron plates on the roof. I was told that the stone under this
process M,-as rendered impervious to rain, and that herein lay the principal value
of the invention ; this statement a shower of rain contradicted on tlie spot, for

the drops were at once absorbed that fell on the water-tables and other portions
of the face of the stone which were exposed.
On examining further, I found that some of the so proved stonework, had a

coat of stuff not unlike common dried paste, which I peeled off in curled siieets

with my fingers, and this was ascribed as failing from the careless manner in
which the men had applied the stuff.

Subsequently, I visited the river terrace on many occasions, and I fearlessly
state that, from tlie varying? appearance of the places operated upon by Mr.
Sierelmey, it was evident that these portions had been recoated from time to
time, and from the observations I was able to make, I was convinced that the
" secret process " was a failure, and am firmly of that opinion now. It was only
last week I removed with my nail a portion of the white coated surface from the
statue of the Queen, in the area of the Royal Exchange : had the "secret pro-
cess " been absorbed into the pores of the marble, I could not have obtained
this result, and any of your readers may convince themselves by a similar
trial,

Mr, Szcrelmey made a proposal to me to purchase the "secret process,"
remarking at the time that he was possessed of another, and a much more valuable
"secret process" for the manufacturing of leather cloth, that he was working in
connexion with some very influential parties,

I proposed to Mr. Szcrelmey that he should coat a piece of stone for me, in
orier that I might place it in a situation in which I could closely watch the
effect of atmospheric clianges upon it, but this request was refused.

_
I will now only add tliat I liave also constantly viewed the results obtained by

and its penuanency assured upon high scientific testimony.
I am, &c., J. Sheppakd Scott, architect,-

UNITARIAN CHAPEL AND SCHOOLS AT PUDSEY.
Sir,—I have tieen warned not to send into the above competition, and as I

dare say many of the younger members of our profession will seize this oppor-
tunity of diaplaviDg their talent, let me tell them that a practising architect has
already, it is believed, furnished tlic Building Committee with designs, and has
volunteered to superintend the work, ice, kc, gratuitously,
Tmsting, Mr, Kditor, you will, witli your usual kindness, insert tliis in your

next impreasion as a warning to the competitors,

I am, &c., LoTER OP Fair Play,

rimOCKEVTSGH OK THK HKTROI'OLITAN BOAKD OF WORKSh n»o»l weekly meetin? of tliis body was held iu the Guildhall, on FridavNovember •^, J^X) j J. Tnw aite.s, >>j., the chairman, prewdiuKTheaab Htattmcnt nhowed a total general balance of f.i>i«,.i7ti :ia id
TOJeBoard reccivwl a deputaiion from tb- inhabitants of Kilburn, who presented anusmortal on the subjtct ol the open liaiHlach sewer, whUh, it was complained was»aui.Mu* njurioUB to lualth aiid detrimental to lu-opcrty,-TUe memorial wasregrrtd to tlie Mail. Urainafc't Comuilltce.

»~ »~ /
uc mvmuriai « as

Mr, U. L. TAVLOBpreseulsd jt.jfieiwiSlfrqmflW CVy„qonw)WaW»,«tf Sowers,
... »dmvroll i(U

, ouH .naavei-ttotaj .t-l .xieiii n .mi.uuv .

stating that it was their intention tocffecta StfMt Improvement In Lothbtny, anS^
asking' the aid of the lioard in den-ayflkfTflKKtfiqVhich was estimated at £1,500.—
Kcl^rred to the Works Committee for counidpration, aiid to report.
The Hoard received the I'oUowin-r reiwrt from the Main l>rninni^ C^c^mnittce on

the stoppage of the works of the Korthurn SlidOle-Icvel lieweri—;",yourConimitIeu
have to report that they have received from the lin^intH-T of the lia-iru a niHTi. bv
which it appears that Mr, William K. Kowe, the contractor Cor tlir Sliddl. Iml
sewer, has declined to proceed with the works, and tbey have bad beft)rc thnn a
letter, dated the t.'yth October, from Mr. Kowe, alleging that on Saturday last he hud
received the sum of f l.^il? only, whereas ho was entitled to .€4,0o0, and statinpr that
he should dccliue to pcrfonu his contract without receiving the advances stipulated.
Your Committee have ascertained that there ia no toundation for this allcjration, and
that the advances made to Mr. Kowe have been in strict accordance with the con-
tract. Your Committee, therefore, recommend that a notice be immediately served
upon Jlr. Kowe to tlie above efiect, requiring him to proceed with the works with
due diligence, and apprising bim that on his failing to do so the Board will proceed
on the expiration of three days from the service of such notice to let the work.i to
otiier parties, and will Iiold bim and his sureties responsible for all loss and duuiage
they may sustain by reason of his breach of contract i aad that the substance of tlii^

«port be transmitted to his sureties."
The repor'_'he report of the Committee was agreed to by a majority of 2i to S.

Mr. TiTE, 31.1*., moved that the lioard take tlie necessary steps for a renewed
application to Parliament, in the ensuing session, for the amendmeut of tlie Metro-
polis Local Management Acts. He tbouglit that the failure of last session was en-
tirely due to the time at which the Bill was introduced, and that had it been brought
into the House of Commons two months earlier than it was, it would have been
carried. The expense of taking the Bill before l^arliumeut next session would, in
his opinion, be comparatively small.

Mr. Bristow, M.r., seconded the motion.
After some discussion the motion was carried by a majority of 34 to 2.

Mr. TiTE then moved—That the Bill withdrawn by Mr. Tite, iu the last session ot
Parliament, be referred to a Committee of the whole Board, with a view to consider
if any, and if so, what alterations should be made in it previous to its.hifroduction to
the House of Commons.
Mr. Bristow seconded the motion, which was carried.

A motion was then passed, instructing the solicitors of the Board to give the re-
quisite parliamentary notices respecting the Bill.

Klsewhere we give an account of the progress of the Main Drainage Works on the
south side of the river ; the following is the report of Mr. Bazalgette, the Kugineer
of the Board, respecting the work.^ on the northern side ;

—
" 1 beg to report that since the 4th of October last works to the value of ajbout .f 4,000

have been completed iu various branches .and connexions of the Northern High-level
Sewer, which contract will, probably, be completed before the close of the present
year. The total value of the work done is about £16:1,700.

"The Main Drainage Committee this day received a special report upon the Middle-
level Sewer Works, which are again stopped. Work to the value of £U,ii7 lias been
executed.

" The Kanelagh Storm Overflow Sewer, across Hyde-park, progresses satisfactorily.

Works to the amount of .£3,800 having been completed, in addition to underpinning
of the old sewer to the value of £1,500.

"The Northern Outfall Sewer has just been let to Mr. George Furness for

£fi25,000."

After the transaction of some routine business the Board adjourned.

Friday 9th November.
At the meeting of the Board to-day a communication was read from the solicitor of

Mr. Rowe, contractor for the Northern Middle-level Sewer works, asking the Board
to appoint a surveyor, who should jointly with a surveyor whom he should appoint,
measure up the works already accomplished under the contract, there being a
difference between the Engineer to the Board and Mr. Kowe as to the value of tliat

work, and consequently the amount which should be paid for it. The Board declined
to appoint a surveyor to act jointly with another on belialf of Mr. Rowe, but inti-

mated their willingness to grant Mr. Rowe every facility for the measurement of the
work, and appointed Messrs. Hunt and Stephenson to measure it on behalf of the
Board. The Engineer was tlien instructed to prepare a speciiication of the works
requisite for the completion of the Northern Middle-level Sewer works, with a view
to the issuing of advertisement for a contractor to finish them.

Friday 10th November.
The Board met to-day, as nsual, in the Council-chamber, Giuldhall ; J, Thwaites,

Esq., in the chair.

The cash statement showed a total general balance of £2Tl,.'t30.

Amendment of the Local Manatfement Acts.—The Board received a report from a
Committee of the whole Board, recommending that the Bill for the amendment of

the liletropolia Local Management Acts be re-introdiiced into the House of Commons
next session, as it passed through the select Committee of the Commons last session,

witii this addition, that tlie clause which proposed a re-apportionment ot'iassessments

under the Rock Loan (which amounted to £:i00,000), and which clause was struck out
by the select Committee, should be re-introduced into the Bill.

Mr. Carpmael moved that the report be received and adopted,
Mr. BuiSTOw, M.P., seconded the motion.
Mr. Deputy Harrison moved as an amendment, " That a copy of the proposed

Bill be sent to each member of the Board, and that the consideration of the Bill be
postponed to the second Friday In December, so that members may, in the mean-
time, have an opportunity of consulting their respective vestries and district boards
on the subject."
Mr. Leslie seconded the amendment.
Only three having voted for tlie amendment the motion was carried,

Mr. Lego moved a second amendment to the effect "That the proposed re-

introductlon Into the Bill of the clause proposing a re-apportionment of the Rock
Loan be omitted."
Mr, Dernek seconded the amendment, but on a division it was also lost, only 4

voting for it.

The original motion was then agreed to.

Proposed Improvements in Bermondsei/.—Tbe Clerk read a memorial from the
vestry of Bermondsey, asking for contributions from the Board in aid of contem-
plated improvements in Crucifix-lane and the Grange, Bermondsey.—Referred to the

Works (Jommittee.
The Northern Middle-kvel Sm-er.—1hc Engineer (Mr, Bazalgette) reported that

Messrs. Hunt and Stephenson, wlio liad been appointed to measure up the work done
by Mr. Rowe, the contractor, had ascertained that the value of the work actually

done was £11,004. The Board had advanced to Mr. Rowe .£11,205, being within £400
of the work done, Now he (Mr. Bazalgette) very much feared that compensation had
not been made by the contractor, and that the balance of £400 would not be equal to

the payment of compensation. He therefore threw it out for tiie considej-ation of

the Board whether they should not retain in their hands 20 per cent., instead of 10

per cent, only, especially in reference to contracts in which compensation was a
heavy item, as was the case in the contract under consideration. The Engineer then
read the specification of the work that would have to bo done for tlie completion of

the Nortliern Bliddle-level sewer works.
Mr. CAUr.MAEL moved—"That Mr. Kowe having failed to carry on the works of

the Northern Middle-h^vel sewer, and to prosecute such works, the Board do iuvitii

tenders froir other contractors, and that the specification which had been read be
submitted to the Board for approval on Friday next, and that advertiaements be then
fortliwith issued.'

The motion was seconded and agreed to.

Some further business having been disposed of, the Board rosew : ,iii i,\ j-,,: ii.,..

I .n<I 01 gSueosw <.
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TENDERS-
HAlt Front, At.tehations, «fec.

For New hall, new front, in (Jlevcland-strcet, s'f'"' »<^liool-room, bay
room: alterations and addillons to No. .Tl, Ilollnnd-street; and new w«tc
Ac. ; beinjr si.x si'imrate Mntratts. Quantities suppUi d

Dinu-annon and Montrie
I'almer ,

Rattcrbury
London liulldlng Co. (Umit«d).,
Hndkin
Walker

Bchool-
T-closets,

£1,.M7
1,543 10
1,4M
1,42K

l,4mi

i,sy» u

Knapp and Son £l,7i^t 10
Denniaon l.du? c 4
Perry ].r,7fl

Ashby 1.610
Stevenson l.OO'i

Kelly 1,5»7 10

RAir.WAT. I.r.EDR.
Fortbp formafjon and constrnetion of a branch ruilwav, about three quarters of a

mile hi lenoth, from the now colliury of fj. Kllisnn. K.aq.,' to thi' f iildersonie branch of
the Leeds, Bradford, and Halifax .Tunctiou Railway, at a point half a mile east of the
Adwalton and Drishlington Station.

Kei^'hley and Tnit £1,482
Xilson l,l'.is n
Thornton 1,020 1 6
firegson '.W7 17 s
I'irth 0-.;9 7 fl

Messrs. Eikington HOO 19 2
Mcssrs.Naylor ROO
Lonybottom, Tickles, and Co 7!I5

Firth and Thornton (accepted) 717 1 8
Chirk OIH 10 5

Alterations, &c., \ewcastle-cndkr-Ly.iie.
For alterations to shop and premises la High-street, Newcastle-undcr-Lyme. Mr.

Samnel Kirkhani, architect,
Mr. Stafford £325
Mr. (iailimore 270
Jtr. I'reston 250
Mrs. Tongo (accepted) 215

_ . Cnuncn. Bir.iCENnEAD.
For first portion of the Catholic Church, lilrkenhead. Mr. E. TiVelby Pogln,

architect. Quantities suppUed by Mr. JIarples.
London Bridge Company 4,625
Sherriff 4,471
Farrell and Ledger 4,120
Glaister .3,451

Yates 3,411
Watts 3,iiXi

Waters 3,323

COMPETITION AWARDED.
rr», -D -IT* LlVERPOOI, CEMETERY CO.HPETITION.
Ihc Biinal Board have received twenty-tour sets of designs for the above

c ompetition, and it is their intention to publicly exhibit the same the first week In
December.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
„ ., ,

TOWN- HALL, Ac.
URIM8BT.—tor designs for the erection of the following buildings, viz., town-hall,
witu appurtcn.^nt oflices and police station, and detached separate boys' and
girls scliools, for the children of the freemen of the borough. A plan of the site
and local sketch of the district of tlie town in which it is proposed the new
buildings should be erected, together witli further instructions to architects, par-
ticulars of tlie requirements of the council, and the conditions under which the
designs will be received, m.ay be had from Sir. Joseph Maughan, Surveyor to the
Local Board of Health of the I'.oriiugh of Grimsby, from October 1. The architect
whose design is adopted will be employed by the council, on the usual professional
terms, to carry out the works, beyond which no premium is ofl'ered. Designs will
be received at the oflice of George Babb, Town Clerk, in Great Grimsby, until
4 p.m.. December -Jy.

NoRTHAMiTON.- For designs for a proposed Town-hall, Court-house, public oflices,
horary, museum, and other accommodations which may be necessary or convenient
tor carrying on the civil and criminal business of the borough. Wan and sections
01 the site, and particulars, on application to Mr. John JefiVry, the town clerk,
with whom the designs must be left, at his office, Newland, Northampton, byJanuary 4, Isoi.

i- i j

^ „ ,
INFIRMAUV.

iEEDS.— I' or designs, plans, sections, specification, and estimates for effectln" in-mcreased accommodation for the General Infirmary at Leeds, by additions to the
present building, with alterations and improvements therein in accordance with
instructions, which, with a plan and sections of the present buildmo- and the
S°?,°£

adjoining, can be obtained at the infirmary, from November 27. A premium
,

;of£l()0 will be given lor the most approved design; but should the successful
I

competitor, be engaged as superintending architect, tlie premium is to be mer"-edm his commission. Tlie drawings to which the premium may be awarded are tobecome tlic property of the committee. The plans are to bear a motto, and to beaccompanied by a sealed envelope endorsed with the same motto, and containino-
therein the name and address of the party sending tlie plans. Such envelope will
not be opened untUl the committee have decided upon the plans to ivhich thepremium has been awarded. Designs, &c., to be sent to the infirmary not laterthan 1' ebruary 1, 1801.

•"

MU.^IC HALL.
BiRKESHEAn.— For designs for a music-hall for the Birkenhead Music Hall Com-
pany (Limited), the entire cost of wliich, including fittings, paintlu"- decoration
architect's commission, clerk of the works, and everything, excepting the land not
to exceed .i;4.(XiO. The building to comprise a large pubUc-room, to seat Ooo
persons, with refreshment-room, cloak-rooms, .ante-rooms, keeper's house and all
other necessary conveniences. The plans, elevations, and sections to be drawn to
a uniform scale, .S teet to an incli, and to be accompanied by a detailed specifica-
tion of the works. The directors will award a premium of twenty guineas for the
design selected, subject to an estimate (which is to accompany the desio-n) from a
respectable builder, approved of by the directors, to carry out the whole of the
works for the sum specified. The design and estimate to be the property of the
directors. A plan of the land, and other particulars, may be obtained from the
secretary, Henry G. Coventry, 10, Sweeting-street, Liverpool, to whom the designs
are to be sent, free of expense, on or before the Ist January, 1861, without the
author's name, but With a motto, and sealed letter to contain the motto and the
author's name and address.

CHURCH.
SwA-vsEA.—For plans, with estimates and specifications, for a cliurch to be erected
on the Fymone estate, Swansea. The proposed church should contain from 500 to
tXK) sittings, without galleries, and the cost not to exceed £2,.5ixi. No premium can
be given for the plans, .tc. (which will of course be returned), but if the church is
built the gentleman whose plans are adopted may have the appointment of
architect to the building. Flans, So:, to Robert Eaton, hon. sec, liryn-y-Mor,
Swansea, to Dec. 1.

CHAl'EL AND SCHOOLS.
, j. .-,

,

Leedh.—For designs for a new Unitarian chapel and achoola, at Pudsey DMr
Leeds. A plan of the site, with detailed instructions and conditions, from Ur. ,

George Buckton, Weil House Foundry, Sleadow lane, Leeda. The architect
producing tlie best plan, in tlie estimation of the building committee, to carry out
his designs upon the usual terms, as 8tlpulat<;d in the conditions. Plana before
Wednesday, the 12th of December next, aadressed a« above.

ROOF.
RoYAi. KxciiANGE, LoM)0!>.—For plaus and estimates for covering in the area of
the Royal Kxchangi;. Tho Gresham Committee will award the following pre-
miums to the three most approved designs, which will become the property of

the committee, viz.. for the Ist, £50; 2nd, £:i0 ; and ;ird, i.'20. The dcslgnu
must he prepared with a due regard to ventilation and non-interference with the
light of the windows looking Into the area, and also to the necessary requlreDient*
of the tenants of tho Committee. The necessary information may bo obtained
of the surveyor, George Smith, Esq., Frederick's-iilace, Old Jewry, i'lans

and estimates to be delivered in, addressed to the Gresham Committee, under
cover to Mr. U. C. Barnes, clerk. Mercers' Hall, Cheapslde, to December L

OBELISK.
Ross.—For designs and tenders for an obelisk to be erected on « site near the rail-

way station, Ross, for the committee of the Hall Memorial Fund. Cost not to
exceed £80. Designs, &c., to Jlr. Lucker, Bank, Ross, Herefordshire, to Not. 28.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
INFIRMARY.

MiDCLESBROunH.—For the erection of the North Riding Infirmary at Mlddlee-
brough. Drawings, &c., at the Corporation Hall, Middlesbrough.on appiicntion

to Mr. John S. I'eaeock, from the liith, to the 30th November inclusive. Bills of
quantities from tho architects, Oliver and Lamb, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Tenders
to Mr. J. S. Peacock, Solicitor, Middlesbrough, to December 0.

HOSPITAL.
ILKLEY.—For the Erection of the Bath Charity Hospital, at Ilkley. Drawings, Ac,
at the oflices of I'crkin and Backhouse, architects. No. 5, South-parade, Leeds, to
whom tenders on December 1.

ASSEMBLY KOOJI, Ac.
ALDERSiiGT.—For works in tlie erection of an assembly-room and appurtenances,

also for covering in a further portion ofAldershot market. Drawings, &c., at the
offices in Guildford, of Thomas Goodchild, architect, where sealed ttmdcrs will be
receivei up to five p.m. of November 2(jth.

GAOL.
LosGFORD.—For the construction of several improvements and alterations in Long-
ford Gaol, Ireland. Plans and specifications at thi^ Board room. All proposals
to be forwarded, postpaid, to W. Walker local inspector, Longford Gaol, by
November 30,

HOTEL.
Londonderry.—For the enlargement of the Imperial Hotel, Londonderry. Plans,

&o., at the office of Mr. John Mc Curdy, 34 Westland-row, to whom sealed tenders
are to be directed.

WELLINGTON TESTIMONIAL.
Liverpool.—For the erection of a column, surmounted by a bronze statue, upon
the site of the Islington market, in memory of the late Duke of WelUngton.
Drawings, Ac, at the surveyor's office, in tlie Town-hall, between the hours of
ten and four. Tenders may be made either for the entire work, or for the column
and statue separate ; in the latter case, the amounts of the two to be kept distinct.

Sealed fenders, properly endorsed, and addressed to John Torr, Esq., Secretary
of the Testhnonlal Committee, at the Town-hall, Liverpool, by 12 noon of
December 5.

CHURCHES, &c.
Harrogate.—For the works required in the erection of a congregational church
and schools at Harrogate. Drawings, specifications and bills of quantities at the
oflices of Henry F. Lockwood, William Mawson, architects, I'ost-oflSce

buildings, Bradford, from the 20th until the 2rtli instant, on which last mentioned
day, before 4 o'clock, p.m., sealed tenders must be delivered.

IvENJiARE, (Ireland).—For a church and convent to be built at Kenmare.—The
parish priest will show the plans and specifications, and receive tenders for their

execution, up to L>ecember 25.

SCHOOLS.
KiNGSCLERE.—For the erection of a boys' free school with residence for the master
and also of a residence for the mistress of the girls' school, at Kingsdere, near
Newbury, Hants. Drawings, &c., at the present boys' school, on and after 12tU

November. Tenders to the architect. Mr. John Colson, St. Swithin-street, Win-
chester, to November 20 ; endorsed " Tenders for Kingsclere School," and in four
separate sums, viz ;—l. Tender for boys' school and residence, design. No. 1. 2.

Tenderfor Mistress's residence, design No. 1. 3. Tender for boys' schooland
residence, design No. 2. 4. Tender for mistress's residence, design No. 2.

SiiiDFiELD.—For the erection of the new scliools at Shidfieid, near Botley, Hants.
I'lans, Ac, at the Parsonage-house, at Shidfieid, from the 12th inst. Tenders to be
delivered at tlie office of thearciiitect. Mr. John Colson, St. Swithin's-strcet, Win-
chester, endorsed " Tender for Shidfieid Schools," to November 20.

RossALL.—For plans and specifications for the new buildings at Kossall school, on
view at the Bull Hotel, Preston, Mr. Lilly, clerk of works, attends at Rossall to

give explanations.—Tenders, addressed to the Bursar, Kossall, Fleetwood, to

November 27.

SEWERAGE, Ac.
Sandown.—For the necessary excavation for and the providing of and laying down
stone-ware pipes to form the main sewer for the Local Board of Health for

the district of Sandown, Isle of Wight. Plans, Ac., from 10th November, at the
office of the Board, Sandown. or of Jlr. T. llellvor, Bouverie House, Rydc, of
whom all information and bills of quantities may be had. Sealed tenders, en-
dorsed "Tender for the JIain Drain." addressed to the Chairman of the Board,
Thomas B. Hall, Clerk to the Board, Sandown, to November 29.

Sheerness —For any or all of the following contracts, according to plans and
specifications by Jlr. Wm. Burns, C.E., Ely ;—Contract A.—For the supply of

about nine miles of stoneware sewer-pipes. Note.—No fire-clay pipes can be
accepted under any condition. Contract B.—For the supply of about nine miles of

east-iron water-pipes. Contract C—For sinking and boring a well. Contract D.—
For laying and jointing sewer and water pipes. Contract E.—For providing sluice

valves and hydrants. Contract l'\—l<"or making and fixing a malleable iron tank,

05 feet diameter and 10 feet deep ; and two small tanks, 12 feet diameter. Contract;

G.—For the supply of cast-iron pillars, girders and other castings. Contract H.—
For providing andfixing a pair of duplicate horizontal steam engines of about 10-

horse power, with duplicate sewage pumps, a scoop-wheel, and duplicate boilers,

also a pair of duplicate vertical engines, with iluplicate pumps and boilers of about
40-horse power each. Contract K.—For building manure tanks, shed, boiler-

houses, ehimnevs, water-tower, public baths, board-room, manager's house, and
workmen's houses. Duplicate copies of the specifications, with forms of tender,

sciieduiesof quantities, Ac, may be had on application to Jtr. E. Felkin, clerk to

the Local Board, Jlile-lown, Sheerncss.on payment of 5s. for each contract Mr.
Burns, the engineer, will attend at the olHcc of the Local Board, Shcerness, on the

27th, 28th, 2'Jth, and 30th inst. with the plans, to give any explanaUou wUeh
intending contractors may require.

MASON AND PAVIOR WORK, «cc.

RADCLtFFE.-For the unlet portion of the masonry in connection with new paper
mills, at RadcUfl'e. Plans, Ac, at the offices of Jlr. Chatwood, architect and sur-

veyor. Union-square, Bury. Scaled tenders endorsed "JIasons' work," to Jno.
Downham, secretary, 14, Union-square, Bury, by November 27.
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Oxroiti).—For proridiu; and Uvin<;: York curb and paving for footways, and ^anitc
STiac for rMdvajri, and other works ft>r the Oxford pBTin<>; commissioners,
fir Hm tela of one year, fVoin January 1st, 1S81. Specifications, &c., at tlie

CMHriMhHwr*' OIBee, Townball-yard, daily, or by letter, addressed to Mr.
Galpln. the surveyor. Sealed tenders, to be deliveieo at the office of Frederick J.

Morrell. clerk. St. (Giles's. Oxford, marked ' Tendcrfor raving," to December 3.

BCRY.—For brickwork rctiuireil in the erection of a mill for the Bury Co-operative
Haanfaeturing Company vlimitcd). I'iaus, &c., at the offlco of the company,
Wcmwton-street, Hinds, >Uton. " Tenders tor Brickwork," addressed Wclling-
tOBXiH, Uiuds, Klton, near Bury, Lancashire to December 12.

SluVBCRtiu.— For working the granite and other stone in thegnarry of Broadlow,
lately opened by the city of Edinburgh paving board, on the farms Ksperston and
Oaterston. parts of the estate of Arniston, in the county of l-idiuburgh. Specifica-

tion of manner of working, and detail of stones, at the board's works olllce,

271 Hlgh-Btieef, Edinburgh. Sealed offers, marked "Tenders for Broadlaw
ChiarrT," to be lodged at the board's works office, to December 1.

I'Al'EU MILL.
KJU>CLirFE.—For the carpenters' and joiners* work of the new paper mills at Rad-

eUfle. t*lans, Ac. at tlic offices of Jlr. Joseph Chattwood, arcnitect and surveyor.
Union-square, Burv, fh>m the 19th November. Sealed tenders, endorsed " Carpen-
ters' and ,Foiners' Work," to bo sent in to John Downham, secretary, 14 Union-
square, Bury, to November 27.

EAKTHWORK, &c.
POCKUHGTON.— For earthwork in garden terraces, &c., involving the removal of
npwardsof 5,000 cubic yards of chalk, &c., at Water Priory, near Pocklington,
Yorkshire, seat of the Right Hon. Lord Muucaster, Plans and specifications on
application to the gardener at Water; and at the offices of Mr. W. Davidson,
landscape gardener, IS!, Cliflon-villas, Maida-hill, London, W. Information re-

lating to the building works contemplated in connection with the above, may be
obtained at the office of Mr. W. G. Habershon. 38, Bloomsbury-square, London,
W.C., to whom tenders at 10 o'clock, a.m.. of November 27.

ROADWORK.
Maxciizster.—For the repairs and mainteuance of the Manchester and Buxton
tumpike-road, from Mancliesterto Hurdlow house.'in Derbyshire, with the branch
to Peak Forest, and the diversions through Barmoor Clough for three years, from
Janoary 1, ISt'nX in three divisions. The Lancashire Division commences at

Grav-street in Longsight, and terminates in lleaton Norris, at the boundary line

of the borough of Stockport. The Cheshire division commences near Heavily in

Stockport, at the junction with the township of Bramall, and extends to the
centre of Whaley bridge. The Derbysliire division commences from the centre of
Whaley bridge, and extends to Hurdlow house, and includes the branch through
C3iapcl-en-le- Frith to Peak forest, and the diversion through Barmoor Clough
to Buxton. Tenders must include all footpaths which the trustees may be liable

to repair. Tenders in writing to be addressed to the trustees, at the clerk's
offices, Tiviot Dale, Ueaton Norris, Stockport, to December 1.

RAILWAY WORKS.
Heckmosdwike.—For the extension of the warehoi\se at Heckmondwike Station,
on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. Plans, &c., at the Engineer's office.

Bunt's Bank. Slanchester. Tenders, properly endorsed and addressed to the
directors, to William S. Lawn, secretary, Manchester, by November 27.

DCI.BIS.—For the works at BallyWilliam Station, on the BagTialitown and Wexford
railway. Tenders to December l,to W. W. Hughes, Secretary, 20, Molesworth-street,
Dublin,

"6
.

J.

CANAL WORKS.
Bhecos.—For the repair and maintenance of the Brecon and Abergavenny Canal,
and the railroads and buildings belonging thereto, from the 31st December nextfor
one or more years. Specifications, &c., at the Offices of the Clerk, at Navigation-
bouse, Llanclly, near Abergavenny : or of Messrs. Maybery, Williams, and Cobb
solicitors, Brecon. Tenders to the Clerk, to November 28.

WATERWORKS.
^Traiockre.—For the construction of a covered service reservoir, with a valve
ehaaiber and other works, for the Local Board of the District of Tranmere.
Itavwlngs, &c., Ac, on payment of 10s., on application at the Office of the Local
Board, in Tranmere, Cheshire, between 9 and 11 a.m., and 3 and 5 p.m., or at the
Office of R, Rawlinson, C.E., 34, Parliament-street, Westminster. Sealed tenders,
endorsed "Tenders for Service Reservoir," to be forwarded to the Office of the
Local Board, in Tranmere, to November 26.

GASHOLDER.
Carditf.—For the supply and construction at No 2 station of the Cardiff Gaslight
and Coke Company, of a single gasholder, 110 feet diameter, by 29 feet deep, with
eolumna. girders, Ac. Plans, &c., at the company's offices Cardiff. Sealed ten-
ders, addressed to the chairman of the directors, to be forwarded under cover to
H. Bowen, Esq., Engineer of the ATorks, endorsed "Tender for Gasholder," to
December 10.

REPAIRS OF SEA CUT.
SCARBRo'.—For the various earthwork, timber and pile work, mason and stonework,
required in the repairs of the Sea Cut between Newby-bridge and Wliltby-road-
bridgc, near Scarbro'. Plans, Ac, at the office of J. F. Fairbank, Esq., C.E., 74,
Newbro'- street, Scarbro', from ten to one each day until December 3, on which day
sealed tenders are to be sent in, endorsed " Tender for Repair of Sea Cut," and
addressed to " The Directors of the Muston and Yedingham Drainage," under
cover to the said J. F. Fairbank, or to A, and W. Simpson, Clerks to the Directors
of the above drainage, Malton.

DRAINING.
jLeedh.—For draining that portion of Woodhonse Moor, lying north-cast of the
I,eed8 and Otley turnpike road. Plans, Ac, at the office of Mr. Edward Filliter,
C.E., borough surveyor. Town-hall, Leeds. Sealed tenders, addressed to " The
Repairs Committee. Town Clerk's Office, Leeds, " by December 1.

SUPPLY.
KADCLirrE.—About 400 tons of thirds (ton) slates, for the new paper mills, to bo

delivered at the new goods station, at Radcliffe, or at the canal wharf. Water-lane,
Kadcliffc. Prices and particulars to John Downham, Secretary, 14, Union-square,
Bury, to November 27.

MILITARY'.
SOCTHAMPTOS.—For the construction of a rolling stage at Marchwood powder

magazines, near .Southampton, in the county of Hants. Parties desiring to tender
to leave their names at the Koyal Ensriueer Office, Gosport, on or before
November 2«th, and pay half-a-guinea for bills of quantities.

LrvERPOoi., Ac—For certain alterations and additions to Perch Rock battery,
Livirpool, and supply of iron water tank, at Fleetwood. Parties desirous to tender
(tenders to be separate) to leave their names at the Royal Enghieer office, 226,
Strctford-road. Manchester, on or before November 27, and pay lOs. 6d. for each of
the bills of quantities.

Chatham.—For supplying and erecting fences, gates, Ac. on the War Department
land at Fort Pitt and Fort Clarence, Chatham. I'lans, specifications, and forms of
tend(-r, on application at the Royal Engineer Office, Chatham Lines, till the 26tli
Movtmber. lenders, addressed to " The Director of Contracts, War Office Pall-
mall, London, S.W.," and dellvercdfree, endorsed " Tender for Fences and Gates,
at Chatham," till November 27.

Doncaster—The Sharpe Memorial Window—A meeting of the
CMunittee was held at the MaDsion-bouse on last Tuesday evening, to receive the
•jwers of the artists selected to compete for the window to be erected in the east«M of the parish church, in memory of the late Dr. Sharpe. Mr. Whitaker

rend letters from Messrs. Hardman, O'Connor, and Gerente, all expressing their

willingness to send in colored designs for competition. The latter gentleman,
however, objected to the programme suggested by Mr. Scott, on the ground that
with the style of the window it was quite impossible to place four subjects (in

width) in eight lights. Mr. Wliitnker said, that on receipt of this letter he had
written to Mr. Scott, pointing out to him, that as the Forman Chapel already
contained the Twelve Apostles it would not do to introduce similar subjects into

the east window closely adjoining. He had since received a reply from Mr. Scott,

in which that gentleman admitted there was a good deal in the difficulty started by
Mr. Gerente. Five of the subjects suggested, he (Mr. Scott) had executed for Ely
(in sculpture) divided in the middle by a pillar, and they did not
suffer from it ; but the four enumerated by Mr. Gerente—the Last Supper, the
Besurrection, the Ascension, the Crucifixion,—would present considerable diffi-

culties. He tlierefore suggested that instead of the instructions being so specific

as at present they should be made more open. For example, "
'That each be

requested to design glass for the window, illustrative of the Atonement, or of the
closing scene of our Lord's Life, with full liberty to treat it as they think most
suitable to the window, and also to suggest other arrangements if they please.
Your reasons against the single figures are very conclusive, I fear, though
they would, no doubt, be seen better than subjects."—Considei-able discussion
followed relative to Mr. Scott's letter, but to simplify the matter, the Mayor sug-
gested that the committee should first confine their attention to the alteration in
the designs, and afterwards consider whether they would adhere to the sum of
1,000 guineas as before agreed to, or extend the amount to £1,200. The Mayor's
suggestion was adopted, and after some little discussion, it was moved by Mr.
Alderman Webb, and caiTied unanimously "Tliat Mr. Scott's alterations be
adopted, and that letters be written to the artists intimating the same."—The
Mayor liaving intimated that the committee would next proceed to the question
of the cost of the window, Mr. Fisher moved "That the window be not pro-
ceeded with until the sum of £1,200 be raised. Mr. Mason (town-clerk),
moved as an amendment, "That £1,050 only be expended on the window, iu
accordance with the order of the committee on the 22nd October." 1'he amend-
ment was carried. Mr. Whitaker having written to Mr. Scott, expressing the
unanimous wish of the committee that he would undertake the supervision of the
erection of the window, and that gentleman having offered to do so free of all

charge, except expenses out of pocket, it was resolved, on the motion of the
Town Clerk, seconded by Mr. Councillor Hopper, " Tliat the best thanks of
the committee are due to Mr. Scott for the liberal offer contained in his letter of
the 27th October, and that Mr. Scott's assistance be gratefully accepted." The
committee then separated.

Manufacture op Condiments roa Cattle.—A long experience gives Mr. Thorley many
advantages over his rivals in this new and important brancii of industry. The first of the
Cattle Food patents dates January 30, 1856, while Thorley was successiuUy at work in 1850
manufacturing Tliorley's Mixture, a farinaceous compound, at 14s. per cwt. Tliis is a long
startahead. This mixture \vas acompound of our different kinds of corn, includini,' Indian
corn, fcrouud or kibbled, and well mixed togetlier ; and Thorley's success in Hull depended
upon bis using nothing but the beat qualities of corn he could get, and the frank, honest, and
John Bull manner which he assumed with lus customers, often personally kibbling and
mixing his compound in tlieir presence—thus securing to him many excellent and valued
friends. Some Ave years' experience, however, taught Mr. Thorley that he bad only taken
the first step in the great march of improvement upon which he had entered : hence the
conclusion of a condiment at which lie arrived, the new experimental career upon which he
entered to obtain this, and the result the Cattle-Food-Condiment be now offers tlie public.
The success of Thorley's Cattle Food, like the success of Thorley's Mixture, depends mainly
upon the quaUty of the materials of which it is comp'osed, coupled with its honest and pro-
per administration, and the compounding and mLxiiig of the several lugredleuts, so as to
prevent the loss of aromatic and volatile elements, and that without regard to the heavy
loss by waste of raw materials ; for so long as this is attended to, opposition may retard, but
cannot stop, tlie wheel of progress.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the BtnuilNG NEWS, 20,
Old IJoswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused Manuscripts.

C. J. R—Give us a sufficient reason and we may be induced to comply. "We referred in the
article to the question of " right" alone.

W. B. A—Received ; too late for pubhcationon the present occasion ; shall appear hereafter.
No correction seems necessary.

T. C—We are obliged by offer of use of sketches, but, on comparing some of them with
drawings in our own possession, they do not appear to be sufflcieutly accurate for the pur-
pose. Parcel shall be leftwitii our publisher.

S. and Co.- Your ground of complaint seems to arise solely with the railway company.
Consult a professional man, and lose no time in following his advice.

RoBEiiT NuNNEjt—Thauks tor photograph ; shall be made use of; can you send us a tracing
ofplan ? better if to small scale.

S. M. W.—Not received.
P, Rose.— Black .Tapan may be made bv putting into the set-pot 48 pounds of any
foreign aspbaltum (except Egyptian). When melted, add 10 gallons of raw Unseed oil;
keep a moderate fire, and fuse 8 pounds of dark gum anime in a gum-not ; mix it with two
gallons of hot oil, and pour it into the set-pot ; keep stirring it while fusing ; and whenever
it appears to be overheated and rising too high In the pot, lift it from the fire for a few
minutes. \Vheu it appears completely fused, mix in two gallons of hot oil, and pour the
mixture into the set-pot ; continue the boiling for three hours longer, and during that time
introduce the same quantity of driers ; draw out the fire, and let it remain until morning

;

then boil it until it rolls hard, leave it to cool, and afterwards mix it with turpeutiue to the
required consistence.

W. X. Z—Try a weak solution of hydrochloric acid.
TuoMAs F Not likely to be of much value commercially, the cost of production being too
great to admit of its use in extensive works.

A Reader.—Hint shall be considered.
C.J—We do not desire to offer any remarks at present; time may perhaps offer amoro
suitable opportunity.

Observeb—'' Iteport on Stone for the New Houses of Parliament," March, 1830.
CaiTic—Shall appear. Send name and address, not, however.for publication unless desired.
11. TiBBEV.—We cannot assist.

R. Vincent.—Shall hear from us.
K. B. G.-Yes.
PAPEn-wEioHT.—The volume may be obtained ready bound at the Offlco.
A Sdbscribee—" Ure's Dictionary of Arts " is now completed. A review of the last parts
will shortly appear In our columns.

.T. RowLET A most unusual course ; we cannot comply.
C . P. B—The best beds of roofing slate are those which 1 le deepest under the surface.
An Advocate of Keforh—Subject shall not be lost sight of.

W. Wilton—Clearly part of your ordinary duties; extra wages caimot faily be clahned,
better to arrange matters.

M. C. R: V Apply a very thin coating of India-rubber in solution weak.
N. M. L.—The Buiid ing Act gives the right.
CoNTRiBUTOit.—Shall appear.
liowPEN, T. S N Too late.

A KuKvEVOE—The best authorities do not agree, there seems to be no established rule.
Competitor—rarticuiars have reached us.but we prefer making iuquiries.
P. W

—

No information that we can give will answeryour purpose half so well as an inspection
of some premises erected for a similar purpose.

O. B. s.—Tlie retort inoy be from 15 to 20 inches diameter, and 8 or 9 feet in length.
Popit.-Not suitable.
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PROFESSOR DONALDSON AND THE PUGIN MEJIORIAL.
HEN any public scheme hag been fairly set

on foot, and has grown popular, very
sligbt exertion is neeessai'y on the part of
its promoters to keep, in tlie words of
Mr. Samuel Weller, " the pot a'bilin

;"

and certainly if there be one mundane
matter more than another, of which this

may be predicated, it is an En;;lish ])e-

cuniary subscription. But, the scheme
once become popular, it requires no ordi-

nary courage for a man to stand up and
publicly state his reasons for refusing to

bear a hand in it. It may not pcradventure
be jirecisely the scheme which we ourselves

would have originated ; but what is to bo
done ? Here we have the subscription list

placed before us, setting forth the contri-

bution of Viscount This, of Sir John That,
pud of our familiar friend and compeer,
Tom T'other : we are too indolent to argue

the point, and too proud to be thought stingy about
it; so we straightway rid ourselves of the difficulty,

and put our name down for the guinea or so, as

the case may be.
Now we are far from declaring that The Pugin Travelling Fund is

a scheme with which we do not sympathise ; but on looking over the
list ofcontributors to it we cannot forbear a suspicion that, not a few of
them have embai-ked in it with some such lukewarmuess as is here
described. With many of them it has been doubtless a matter of good-
fellowship, about which the Goth and the Greek consent to co-operate

;

else it is har<l to understand how even my Lord Pa'merston's Greeks
have " done the handsome thing " in favor of their old opponents' high-
priest, Welby Pugin ; whilst Goths, who have now fairly turned their
backs on English Medieval architecture, can have united to perpetuate
the study ol a—to them—disused, e\ploded style.

However, by the letter of Professor Doj|aldson to Mr. Joseph Clarke,
which is printed in last week's Building News, our readers will see,
there is at least one Greek—a Greek of Cambridge-house—who is

determined to stand aloof from the Pugin Memorial scheme ; and, what is

more, to publish to the world his reasons fordoing so. This is at least
straiijhtforward and manly in Mi'. Donaldson : it is what we should deside
rate in a public professor of architecture. How far his reasons ought
to weigh in favor of Classic to the disparagement of Gothic architec-
ture becomes a question of doubt, which we shall endeavour to discuss.

Judging from his known course of study, his published writings and
his executed designs, it may be said with some confidence of Prolessor
Donaldson, that, however disposed he may be to confess to the excel-
lence of Medieval architecture, his sympathies are with the Classic
style ; and in fact that he himself is par excellence a Classic architect.
This being so, there would have been nothing invidious if, in declining
to contribute to the Pugin Fund, he had laid his refusal to the door of
lack of ardour for a style, in which he has been little used to work,
and whose prevalence to the prejudice of his own favorite style he could
scarce be expected to aid in promoting. He might indeed have fought
over again "the battle of the styles," and had he done this his letter
to Mr. Clarke would have doubtless been interesting ; but it was not
really necessary.

Professor Donaldson has not done this, but he has treated us to a
Lterary attack on the late Mr. Pugin himself, in which it is impossible
not to see that there is much bitterness of spirit, and anything but a
well studied, intelligeut estimate of the qualities of the deceased archi-
tect, in whose memory the memorial has been projected. Indeed, it is

too clear from the Professor's letter that he, alas, is no exception to the
rule, m virtue of which it somehow comes to pass, that, the worker in
Gothic and the worker in Classic shall, like the knights in the fable, run
2-tilt of each other, regardless of the fact, that there are always two sides to
the shield—in other words that there are especial excellencies in each
style of architectiu-c, and that he who cultivates fithor of them in par-
ticular is sure, if he cultivates it well, to imbibe its spirit, to the dis-
cernment of subtile beauties, hard to define but no less easy to feel,
which, to the intelligent cultivator of the other, are but dimly apparent,
if not^entirely screened from perception. There can be little doubt
that Pugin's perceptions of the beauties of Classic architecture were very
obtuse; and, that had he been ever so willing, he never was able to do
justice in delineation to a Classic portico. The representations of
Classic edifices that figure in his " Contrasts" are evidences of this fact
and, let us grant it, downright caricatures of the buildings he con-
demned

; but whatever might be thought of the work in 1837 or there-
about, we think that in 1860 its moral must be recognised as undeniable,
home little allowance must be made for hyperbolehyperbole

" Kyperbolo soars too high, or creeps too low,
Kxccuds the truth, thiugs wonderful to show.' I

And without this allowable exaggeration, Pugin's "Contrasts" might
have fallen harmless on the faulty arcliitccture he deuouuced—for it
was faulty—instead of awaking the architects of this country from the
shams and solecisms in which they were wallowing. We look back oa
Pugin'.s " Contrasts" as an exaggeration indeed, but only such an ex-
aggeration as was needed to make clear his meaning

; just as we delineate
—or rather on the principle by which we delineate—the section of a
hilly district, by the application of two diverse scales, the liorizontal
and vertical. Put Professor Donaldson discourses right viciously of
the " contrasts," reminding Mr. Clarke that he (Pugin) " attempted to
crush Classic architecture with relentless, and consequently with a very
unfair spirit—as witness his ' Contrasts.' " 'I'hus we see that the odour
of that jjungent little brochure is, twenty-five years after its perpetra-
tion, too much for the nostril.^ of an irate Classic Professor, who seems
to have forgotten how Christopher AV'ren and John Evelyn affixed in
very derision the epithet " Gothic" or Barbarous on the style, that
survived to a find a champion in Welby Pugin.

In order to succeed in any great undertaking a man must be in
earnest. Pugin was in earnest : he had a talc to tell and he told it,

vigorously and with a power of emphasis and concentration seldom
possessed even by those who are, what he eminently was, firmly con-
vinced of a theory broached. The Professor says in the case of Pu-'in
'Jthere existed a narrow-minded sectarian spirit: his love of art was
limited to a superstitious devotion and worship of Jledieval or Gothic
creations"—very hard language, and indefinite meaning, it must be
confessed, somewhat beyond our weak comprehension. We take it if
a man applies his energies to the perfection of one style of art he con-
fiiies his attention to it exclusively ; and again, if he loves any particular
style of art, he is devoted to it: in either case he only follows the
exain])le of all truly great artists—the Professor has done in his time
the self-same thing, or at least, wherever he has deviated from the rule
has gone clearly astray. In the rule itself we see neither sectarianism
nor superstition, terms which, with all deference, we submit have no
meaning in the vocabulary of Art. Speaking of the Madeleine, at Paris,
Pugin expressed the wish (perhaps jocularly) to a friend of ours that it

might soon be rebuilt in the Gothic style ; but in sectarianism of this
kind he was by no means singular. Evelyn long ago wondered how men
could have lived to build up such unmeaning heaps of stone as York
Lincoln, Durham, &o., cathedrals ; while to bring the matter closer
home to our own days, we have ourselves an uncomfortable suspicion
that, if the Oratorians of Brompton were to become possessed of West-
minster Abbey, they would straightway pull it down and employ some
sound Classic architect—pcradventure the accomplished Professor—to
reconstruct it in the true and proper Roman style of architecture ! AVe
trust he will take these cases into consideration, and moderate his
repugnance to the honestly expressed sympathies and antipathies of an
earnest architect, whose early removal from amongst us we believe to
have been nothing less than a national loss.

We expressed our dissatisfaction with Mr. Donaldson's estimate of
Pugin's good qualities and justly, where it appears his bad ones are so
much dwelt upon

:

" The evil that men do lives after them

:

The good is oft interred with their bones."

So we fear would it be with Pugin, were we to look only to the Pro-
fessor for his biography. It runs thus in the letter addressed to Mr.
Clarke

I consider tli.it Welby Pugin was a very distinguished aud earnest artist; that he
did much for our Bcliool ; that he had freed it from tlie trammels of merely following
in the course of medieval art, as it existed m this country ; and that by goino- to
France and Germany, and seeking in the productions of those countries fresh hints
and suggestions, new sources of beauty and novel combinations of form and decora-
tion, he enlarged the sphere of conception, and produced worlds of high merit.

Re.ally, we hardly see how it would have been possible for any English
architect to have penned a more tame statement of the good quaSties
of the late Mr. Pugin. It is almost wholly made up of points, in which
young architects without end may claim equality with the eminent man,
in whose honor the Memorial Committee desire to raise their Fund.
One is tempted on reading it to downright drollery ; even to a wicked
reminiscence of the incontinent Lord in the song, who was simply
ambitious "strange countries for to go see—ee—ee." It is really too bad

;

or at least if it be not, the Committee had best abandon their scheme
altogether ; for what is there in the above enumeration of excellencies,
that demands the raising of any testimonial at all ?

We cannot help thinking that, although published in the architectural
journals. Professor Donaldson's letter has been hastily written ; for
Welby Pugin was a man of much greater consequence than by it he is

made to appear. Putting his very many buildings (stinted and lavish
in their cost) altogether out of consideration, which is a pretty bold
condition to lay down in assessing the qualities of one, whose structures
lie scattered in nearly every county of our land, let us only consider
the immense revolution he eff'ected in our architecture, in our sculp-
ture (may we not almost say our painting ?), and in every one of their
subsidiary arts ; in wood-carving, in wrought iron and brass-work, in
precious metal-work, mural decoration, embroidery

, glass-painting, and
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indeed all those art-handicrafts, whose present attained excellence has

made the -workshops of England once more famous throughout Christen-

dom ; let us consider tha't, instead of his having done, in Mr. Donald-

son's phrase, '• much for our school," Pugin actually re-created a school

of art ; whose followers arc of our foremost men with pen and pencil j

—

when all these things are considered, it will surely be admitted that, the

man whom Mr. Clarke's Committee desire to commemorate, was indeed

an artist and art-doctor, well deserving of our veneration. This abler

pens than ours will doubtless assert ; for much mistaken arc we if the

epistle of the learned professor mtiII not let loose a hornet's nest about

hu ears. Let us hope that, if it be so indeed, the hornets may handle

Mr. Donaldson however pungently, good-humouredly ; and that the

question he has raised may be so discussed that, whilst it will redound

to the assailed excellence of Welby Pugin, it may leave on the minds

of the combatants no more mischievous moral, than a shrug of the

shoulder and a " Humph, chacun a son gout : every one to his liking !"

THE FINE ARTS SEEN FROM A NEW POINT OF VIEW.*
No. 1.

—

The Beavtifci..

NEXT to truth error is invaluabfe. But to be really useful, error must

become great and glaring. Tlien men ask : whence these accepted

ideas? On what are they based? Inquiry is made, facts are elicited, laws

are deduced; and to the detection of errors truth is due.

Such has been the course of science. Errors of object and method had

accumulated until Bacon's age, as from that time similar mistakes iu the

fine arts have increased.

Undue reverence for authority and misdirected study of archaic works

are the stumbling-blocks of modem artists. Productions which reflect

dissimilar conditions of society to those which now prevail are adopted,

more or less, as standards of perfection suitable to the actual state of

civilisation. Thus the study of nature is subordinated to that of precedents

estabUshed by man, the point of view indicated by these, instead of that of

tJuir own minds, being chosen by nearly all modern architects and sculptors

and a large proportion of painters. It is not, therefore, surprising that, to

the general public, the edifice, the statue, and the picture thus produced,

utterly fail to rival literary compositions in interest and instruction; for

in the dust of antiquarianism the pure air of nature has too often been

tifled, and on the altar of archaeology truth has been sacrificed.

Will, then, the reader so far experiment as to take his stand for a few

minutes once a week at a new and, I hope, true point of view? It is pro-

posed in the following articles to describe certain impressions induced by
comparison ofmodern and ancient arts, and of both with nature, together

with the train of reasoning which has thus been suggested, whether or not

this may coincide with orthodox opinions. Although individual impres-

sions are often as incorrect as the reasoning which is founded upon them
isdelusire; still, if men generally, however humble, were more habituated

to observe and think for themselves, the full attainment of the truth would
be nearer than it is at present. Whenever observation and thought are

exercised independently, something good is, sooner or later, almost in-

variably evolved, however it may often be largely diluted with evil. In

judging, then, of man's productions, very careful discrimination is requisite

in order to separate the useful from the worthless. Such can only be pro-

perly exercised by one who thinks, not with others, as most do, but for

himself, when he will frequently find much good in the midst of evil, the

latter often enduring because of the presence of the former, while, on
the other hand, the good is sometimes disregarded because of its mixture
with evil.

Premising thus much, I would first ask the reader if he can Imagine a
system of nature destitute of the attribute called beauty. Never mind
what beauty is in itself : the word is used here in its common-sense
acceptation, which all understand more or less, although some persons

have a more delicate apprehension of beauty than is possessed by others.
" C'est le bon sens," says Guizot, " qui donne aux mots leur signification

commune, et le bon sens est le genie de I'humanite." Suppose some
Gulliver returned from his travels, and described a country destitute of

fine art in its natural scenery. Would such description be believed with-

out hesitation ? We find that in nature the beautiful is so entwined with
the utilitarian, in the adaptation of means to an end, that the two cannot
be separated ; the one, in fact, being essential to the existence of the other.

It is needless to explain why this is so, as it sufl[ices for our present purpose
to know that it is so. I conclude further that the truly useful cannot
exist without the beautiful, any more than the beautiful in nature can be

separated from the useful. This last is not less useful on account of being
beautiful, but is more so; and the one quality enhances the other. True,
there are many natural objects which do not appear beautiful to vs, but
eventually they will probably be allowed to be as beautiful as is permitted
by considt rations of suitability to the purposes of their existence ; a
certain principle of compensation being also evidenced in a deficiency

—

whether apparent or real—in one respect being counterbalanced in another
respect. Thus, birds which sing are not the most beautiful; and those
which have an awkward walk often possess elegant movements of the
neck. When, indeed, we find natural objects which, from artificial

* The rifibt of republication and of translation of tbia aeries of articles is reserved
by the aathor.

t By fine art in meant iH-antiful art, conjoined with that which in simply utilitarian
What la called mechanical art may bemadejtfTfc also by auperadding expression. The
tsearta all involve mechanical procedures, while the rcaulta of the snechauical artH
—stiictljr ancb, aa now cultivated—often stop thortof beauty.

associations witli sentiments of disgust and fear, may be deemed positively

ugly in part if not altogether—though this last is probably never the case

it is open to doubt whether there be not even then a utility with

respect to our facilities, in the way of contrast, by rendering us more
sensible to beauty, and thus to prize it more highly when found. Artists,

however, inadvertently make objects ugly too often to render the studious

aim frequently desirable, unless, like Titian, they can portray, as lie did in

the portrait of his old nurse, " the beauty of ugliuess." We observe in

nature that the ugly is often the effect of accident, disease, or deteriora-

tion, just as a man's leg may be broken or twisted. Such cases are to be

chiefly regarded as friendly beacons, warning us of what is to be avoided.

Altogether, it may be concluded that, whatever exceptions to the beautiful

exist in nature, they are only exceptions to a great truth, it being also

observable that the extremes of beauty and ugliness rarely occur; Avliat is

ordinary always presenting more or less beauty. To render the useful

beautiful, comely, or pleasing, is the general aim in nature; and those who
aver the contrary might aa well say that because dishonesty exists, such is

the common failing of humanity.

As then beauty conjoined with utility is the grand characteristic of

nature, man—who long ago was described by the great Stagyrite as

essentially an imitating animal, even savage tribes endeavouring to repeat

the objects around them—should, if he wishes to proceed rationally,

follow the noble example set before him. In his works he has to reflect

nature, and they must be judged by her standard. Whatever he does,

whether he paint, carve, cut, or otherwise produce any thing, it should be

as beautiful, or, at least, as pleasing, as considerations of its utility permit;

and if endeavours are made to surmount this barrier its beauty ceases. It

may often be considered fit for its purpose without beauty ; but tlus ia

taking a narrow view, for the question arises whether then it is all that it

should be. Who would not rather have a handsome object answering a

useful purpose than another which is ugly? There is not the reason only,

but the eye also to please ; and these aims are really identical. I come at

last to the conclusion that no object is actually complete, and entirely

suited to its destined purpose, unless presenting germjj of beauty more or

less developed according to its appropriate end.

On looking back to antiquity—which, by the way, is not to be explored

for it rubbish, but studied philosophically for the lessons it teaches—we
observe that, alike in architecture as in pots and pans, the necessity of the

beautiful was acknowledged ; and ancient remains are rarely interesting,

nnless possessing some beauty. We see also the same concession in the

huts, arrows, and canoes of sa^ge tribes. It is only when we come to

modern days, and to this country especially, that utilitarianism is separated

from the beautiful. In olden times an edifice, for instance, was not con-

sidered //lisAerf when quite plain, with no aim whatever to beauty; and

we have apparently not yet discovered that in such cases it must be ugly.

First, because it is in opposition to the teaching of nature ; and secondly,

because on the face of it, instead of a natural, a false money standard is

evident ; doubly false, as the builder is virtually injured by the display of

his selfishness, in not considering the reason and feelings of others, as well

as his own ; and as such mistaken utilitarianism has led to an incorrect

system, showing that it is possible to construct economically as well as

beautifully. The same principle will be found to apply to other matters,

even to our ugly hollers and other parts of engines, leading Emerson to

note " the selfish, and even cruel, aspect of our great mechanical works."

Little or nothing of all this is observable in ancient times or among

savages. We may think that the art of pleasing was not always attained

in the various works; but the fact is, that the plainest defects are

generally unobserved by those who have not seen superior specimens.

With some exceptions, as when terror was sought to be inspired by idols,

however rude their productions, the people themselves thought them

beautiful, and, provided they exhibited their own peculiar kind of beauty,

the works were, so far, quite satisfactory.

This may seem a bold conclusion. were it not clear that ideas of the

beautiful vary greatly. It does not follow that because we do not deem an

object beautiful that it is not so, and that others may not consider it a

wonderful work of fine art. Talk as we may about invariable ideas ot

heauty, this is a relative term, and the ideal beauty of the Greeks is by no

means such to the Chinese and Africans, any more than it was preferred

in Medieval days. That, therefore, which we consider absolutely beautiful,

may be deemed as absolutely ugly by others; while some would concede a

certain amount of beauty, which is thus reduced to a matter of degree, as

found in various natural objects. Fair and dark people generally prefer

those of their own complexion, and so it is with the physical conformation^

of races, man, judging by the nature around him. Partialities go far, and.

Touchstone speaks of his mistress's " pretty chopped hands."

" So our virtues

Lie in the interpretation of the time."

We are creatures of circumstances with natural and acquired sentiments'

depending on idiosyncrasies. When it was said of old " De gustibus none

est disputandum," surely it was not meant that no distinction was to be

drawn between what is correct and incorrect, but that it is often difficult

to predict the impressions which particular things may make on all men,

for with respect to the opinions of a certain number there could be little

doubt If an inquisition were to be established compelling uniformity m
the aim after the beautiful, there would indeed be wretched results, ana.

progression, as in ancient Egypt and modern China, would bo stopped^

The beauty of nature is founded on one principle, that of fitness. ina

beauty of man's works rests on a basis no less immutable, but he must ob-

serve and think naturally.
. ,,, ^ . .i,-.

There is, then, a healthy and unhealthy manifestation of the aim after ta»
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beantifuL In tliin lies the test of its utility and truth. We bare arrived
at a Tory important stage of our inquiry.

The healthy manifestation of the beautiful consists in the expression
of the ideas and feelings with which man views the external world.
As before explained, it is the great example of nature which ho
must follow, and idiosyncrasies cause differences in the manner of ex-
pression.

The unhealthy manifestation of the search after the beautiful is when
the works of man, instead of those of nature, are adopted as the standard
of perfection. While the true artist studies nature for himself, and de-
lineates the impressions thus induced, the false artist regards her with the
eyes of others, or through the medium of their productions. He does not
use such productions legitimately and independently, but follows slavishly
in their track, seeking rather to feel and think as others have done than
for himself, and thus producing results as nearly as possible in the spiritof
some particular master or school, whose works are adopted, not as means
to an end, but their reproduction is regarded as an end.

It is almost needless to insist on the fact that all man's ideas are derived
from material objects. Having no innate ideas, bringing none into the
world, he borrows all from nature, using her productions legitimately or
illegitimately. Some metapliysicans still deny this doctrine, but few
among the foremost minds will venture to deny my position with respect
to the fine arts, even imagination only varying ideas collected by the
senses.

Nature, then, being the mine for suggestions in form, color, and expres-
sion, her teacbmg is to make all artificial things as beautiful as possible
If the reader will walk forth into the fields, and observe and think for
himself, he will soon find whether his conclusions coincide with my own.
The above cvplanations suggest another cogent reason why we should

strive to attain the beautiful.
It is because the beautiful is not to be considered merely as the beauti-

ful
;

if It were, cui 6ono—what would be the use of it ? There is evidently
wisdom in the teaching of the beautiful, when the fact is considered of its
bemg, as expressive of mind and feeling, an index to the state of civilisa-
tion. Light IS thus cast on a primitive or other life—its principles, its
faith, Its struggles, its progression, its decline. Such is one of the legacies
that ancient men have left us ; a legacy which has helped to make us
what we are, to teach us much of what we know, and assisted in instilling
the truth and good we possess.
A debt of gratitude is, therefore, due for this gift, finding, as we do on

coming into the world a certain amount of riches stored up by our prede-
cessors for our use. They worked, not only for their own pleasure and
their own day, but for the instruction of all time. The debt thus due is to
be repaid by carrying on the chain of improvements, and leaving to our
children truthful records of our own sentiments, for they will care less to
know what we thought of the works of others, which they can comment
upon for themselves. Without the strong desire for posthumous fame,
without the extension of man's views beyond the term of his individual
existence, we should not have approached even our actual state of advance-
ment.

It is very true tliat without art we may express much of our civilisa-
tion—with books for instance. But it is only to be represented completely
by material delineations as well as with words. Otherwise, what would
le the utility of men being able to depict ideas both tangibly and
abstractly ?

^

Now, it is clear that if we try to repeat another man's expression of the
way in which he looks at nature, instead of going to her ourselves and
thus deriving inspiration, the result must be unsatisfactory and confused,
as certainly failing to convey our own sentiments ; and there must be far
greater delusion if we try to copy the spirit in which another people, with
thoughts and feelings very different from our own, have represented
themselves.

This fault is observable in some of our best art literature-as poetry,
the drama, novels, &c.; but as we are now considering material rather
than abstract, or verbal, art, the words art, artist, and artistic will be
generally restricted to tangible developments—as architecture, sculpture,
and painting. *^

'

It will be found that, unlike the ancient developments, modem archi-
tecture, with nearly all sculpture and a great proportion of painting, are,
as before ii^icated, unhealthy manifestations of the expression of the
beautiful. First, as not being exponents of the sentiments with which the
artists themselves viewed nature, but of those with which they regarded
the works of other artists; secondly, architecture especially does not
express our own laeas, but is copyistic, alike of the good and true as of the
evil and false of other ages, the result being that our selfishness and
indolence are chiefly manifested. Again, in nine-tenths of our structures
such a thing as beauty is absolutely ignored.
The extent to which these anomalies prevail is peculiar to modern

times. I do not ask the reader to accept my assertions without proofs :

these will be hereafter afforded; and lam now only preparing him for
certain conclusions. Those who look at many modern artistic productions,
seeing nothing instructive and interesting in them, and unable, as of old,
to read their story as easily as they peruse a book, may reasonably doubt
wnetlier they can elucidate nature, assist the nrogress of civilisation and
Be a source of as intense pleasure as the last new novel. Yet this is a
worfc ot art, the striking distinction in the degree of interest between the
Terbal and the material developments existing simply because the former
are natural compositions, while the edifice, the picture, or the statue is un-
natural, so far as it speaks in foreign or unknown languages, comprehended
only by a few learned men, if they are so at all. In ancient times

abstract and tangible art were equally attractive, because both were'
understood. Modern civilisation has led us into the false position of
almost exclusively considering the former in education; the latter, not-
vyithstanding the promptings of nature, being so neglected in our univer-
sities, colleges, and schools as to render it desirable to begin, as it were,
with the alphabet, in order to explain how truthfully and how nobly archi-
tecture, sculpture, and painting may speak and be intensely appreciated.

Edward L. Tarbuck.

THE CLAY WORKS AND QUAHRIES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.'
MR. ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S., Keeper of the Mining Records at th«

Museum of Practical Geology, who has essayed on several previous occa-
sions to obtain returns which would enable liim to form an approximate estimate
of the trade in clays, stones, and other materials used in building and inanufae-
tures, lias at last been enabled to place before the public, in a digested s.'iapc and
collecte<l form, such a mass of authentic information as has never been before
available for reference.

The second part of his Report on the Mineral Statistics of the Kingdom for the
year 1858 has just appeared, and is specially devoted to statistical returns of the
earthy minerals, more especially of clays, clay manufactures, and stones in each
county. A large amount of most important inlormation is thus placed before
the public, although it is candidly admitted that this branch ot our mineral
statistics is yet far from complete. The collection and arrangement of these
varied details reflect great credit on the zeal, industry and ability of Mr. Hunt,
and their earlier appearance has only been prevented by his ill-health.

It is not intended, as in the case of the products nfmines, collieries and ironworks,
to collect this section of the returns annually, but whenever a surticient state of
completeness is attained to warrant it, the statistics of the building stones and clays
will be published. As we shall probably have to be content with the estimates
and returns contained in the present volume for some years to come, we propose
giving an abstract of the numerous details furnished by the industry of Mr.
Hunt, while they have the stamp of fnshness ; and in order that our readers
may become better acquainted with the individual and aegregate values of the
trade. Quarry returns appear to have been received from upwards of 3,000
quarries, distributed as follows :

—

Kngland J50t
Wales and the Isle of Man i:>n
•Scotland 678
Ireland ofi?
Jersey g

3,015
Upon the information received from these, and special particulars furnished

from other sources, the following computation of the value of the earthy
minerals of this country has been made. This must not be regarded in any other
light than as an approximation to the truth, though probably the nearest which
has hitherto been arrived at :

—

Estimated value of the Clays and Clay Manufactures (not pottery) of England,Wales,
and part of Scotland, and of the Building and other .Stones of the United Ivingdom,
with the MiscoUaneous Earthy Minerals.

£
Manufactured clay, superior kinds ,,,, 385.846
Bricks, tiles, &c., estimated at the cost of production ..v 2,t)Il!980
RuiUlinjj and other stones 4,0:J2.iW4
Sands 10^250
CoproliteB e5,500
Kottcn stone 750
Ochre, umber, &c 5,450
Barytes 15,500
fjypsum 17,750
Fuller's earth 13.500
Fluor spar 4,025

Total value of the earthy minerals of the United Kingdom 7,054,075
If wc add the total value of the metals, metalliferous minerals, and
coals produced in 1868 31,206,932

We see that our annual mineral produce has the enormous value of £39,221,007

Even with the imperfect data thus collected we perceive that the earthy
minerals are in value one-fourth of the amount of the metalliferous minerals, and
more full and complete returns would carry the proportion liigher still.

Manufactured Clay.—There is considerable difticulty in obtaining exact
information respecting the clay which is sent from the place of production as raw
material. The following general summary, made by Mr. Hunt, represents, bow
ever, approximatively the quantities sold in each district in ItJSS in this un-
manufactured state :

—

Tons. Value.
Cornwall Porcelain clay 05,600 f57,520

St. Annies clay 2,052 769
Devonshire .... Porcelain clay . 5,300 .... 5,<W6

TeignmoutU clay 44,600 26,760
„ Common clay 1,500 .... 750

Dorsetshire ....Pottery clay 70,476 .... 42,285

„ Kimmeridge clay or shale 1,149 .... 21,000
StalTordshire Stourbridge clay 120,600 72,300
Derbyshire Fireclay '.

10,540 .... 7,270
Leicestershire .. „ 5,000 .... 3,790
Yorkshire , 12.670 .... 14,360
Cumberland .... , 3,070 .... 2,765
Durham .' „ 14,520 8,712
NorthWales 2,500 .... 1,500
South Wales.... , 26,000 19,000

Total for England and Wales 385,977

Add Chuia stone 21,983
265,8««
19.980

407,900 ,£2a5,846

Valuable details are furnished of the clays in each locality enumerated. Passing
over the china clay and china stone, and the porcelain clays generally of Corn-
wall, and the porcelain clay of Devonshire, the potter's clay of Dorsetshire, so
largely shipped from Poole" to the potteries, and the Kimmeridge clay or shale,

principally used for gas distillation, as rot specially interesting to our readers,

we come to the Stourbridge clay of Stafford, the largest quantity of which is

made into glass-house pots, bottles, bricks and tiles, on the spot. The Sheffield
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dMrict in Derbyshire produces ISO tons of g^round firr-clay for crucible stands

and cement, worth los. per ton, and 370 tons of rough stand clay at ds. per ton.

The actual quantities of clay sold in the raw condition in Yorkshire and Derby-
shire cannot, liowcYer, be ascertained, owing to the numerous small parcels

which are raised in connexion with the coal and iron measures, and sold to local

aianufiictun'rs. The SheHield district, in It>,')8, produced G,SOO tons of blast fire-

clay for crucibles, at 30s. per ton, and 214 tons of ground clay at 15s. per ton.

The erncibles for melting steel are manufactured usually of equal parts of Stour-

teidee and Stannin!»tou clay. The closest approximation to which we are

enabled to arrive gives the total annual quantity of clay sold in Yorkshire as

auch as 12,j"0 tons, estimated to be worth £14,300, and the quantity sold in

Derbyshire as 10,.>W tons, worth £7,270. The particulars respecting bricks,

tiles, pipes, ice., are novel and interesting. The following is a general summary of

the estimated total quantities produced annually, and the estimated value thereof,

in the counties named :

—

Estimated value.

Ko. of all kmds Net mean
made. average market price.

£
Cornwall 5.900,000 .... 6,490

IK'Vonshlre 26,250,000 28,875

llorsetehire 71,500,000 78.050
.Somersetshire 72,87.'i.000 80.100
Gloucestershire e<4,.>00,000 .... 92,950
WiltsUre 08,.'i00,0C0 .... 75,330

Hampshire 02,300.000 .... 08,530
Isle Ot Wight 6.750,000 7,425

Sussex 77,550,000 85,.305

.Surrey 75,000,000 .... 8.3,050

Kent 05.750,000 .... 72,325
Middlesex 107,500,000 .... 118.255
Iterkshire 42,;i50,000 46.585
Kssex Sil,(,KX),000 .... 88,000
Suflblk 84,000,000 92,400
Norfolk 7,5,000,000 .... 82,,'iOO

Cambridgeshire 0'J,000,0(X> 7.5,900

Hertfordshire 27,500,000 30,250
IluckinghamsUire 3.V1OO.OOO .39,500

Oxfordshire 54,500,000 59,950
Bedfordshurc -29,000,000 31,900
Huntingdonshire 24,750,000 .... 27,225
Lincoln and Kntland 75,000,000 .... 83,030
Northamptonshire 68,250,000 .... 04,075
Warwickshire 75.500,000 !>4,.375

Leicestershire 54,000,000 67,500
Nottinghamshire 64,500,000 80,625
Derbyshire 74,000,000 92,500
Stafford and Worcester 100,000,000 125,oOO
Here-fordshire 25,000,000 27,600
Monmouthshire 58,000,000 72,500
Shropshire d5,«00,000 <iS,750

Cheshire 80,000,000 75,000
Lancashire 1(»,000,000 129,000
Yorkshire 100,000,000 .... 125,000
Cumberland and West-
moreland 13,.500,000 .... 10,875

Durham&Northumberland 9t),000,000 120,000
South Wales 93,500,000 .... 116,000
North Wales 80,240,000 107,000
i^cotUnd (part oO 55,000,000 08,750
Jersey 5,529,000 .... 6,925

Total quantity and esti-
mated value of clay
manufactures (exclusive
of earthenware and por-
celain) iu Great Britam.. 2,50.'i,0OJ,fl00 .... £22,911,980

This, although, of course, only an approximate estimate, in round numbers,
judging from the authority from which it emanates and the extended means at

command for obtaining information, is one of the most full and authentic
we have yet had since the repeal of the duty.

In 1833 an excise duty was charged both on bricks and tiles (the latter being
then exempted from duty), so that their manufacture was placed under
surveillance. It was ordered by 17 George 3rd, c. 42, that bricks made for
sale should be 8J inches long, 2) inches thick, and 4 inches wide, on pain of
forfeiting, for bricks of less dimensions when burnt, 20s. for every 1,000, and
proportionably for a greater or less number. It was also provided that the size

of the sieves or screens for sifting or screening sea-coal ashes to be mixed with
brick earth in making bricks, snould not exceed a quarter of an inch between
the meshes. The duty was entirely repealed in 1850.

In 1821, the nambcr of bricks, &c., paying duty were.... 899,178,510
„ 1840, bricks only 1,677,811,1.34

„ 1847 2,19.3,829,491

„ 1849 1,402,767,154

This being the year when the oppressive nature of the duty on bricks was
strongly uived, and the repeal expected, many large buildings were delayed, and
consequently, as we see, tfie make of bricks diminished. From 1849 until the
present no attempt has been made to determine the value of the manufacture.

Weight of Bbicks.
Worcester, solid 8J lbs. machine-made.
IMtto, perforated 6 „ ,,

Staffordshire, solid 9* „ hand-made.
London stock, solid 5| ,, „

A cubic yard of bricics is estimated to contain 384 bricks, and on the average
about 373 bricks to the ton.

The counties iu which the largest quantity of bricks, tiles, pipes, &c., are
made, each making 100,600,000 or more in number annually, are Yorkshire,
I^uicashire, fcitaffordshire, Worcestershire, and Middlesex. The collective make
in these countira is 415,500,000, valued at £497,250—one-sixth of the entire
make in Great Britain.

The following are given as the prices of a few varieties of the bricks and tiles
made in Somersetshire:—Building bricks, £1 per 1.000; front bricks, £1 53.
per 1,000: pantiles, £.') per 1,000: bridge tills, 2s. Cd. per dozen; scouring or
Bath bricks—a manufacture peculiar to Bridgewater—£2 per 1,000.

In Gloucester the prices of bricks vary from 253. to 30s. per 1,000. The
Ciiilworth bricks, which are used chiefly in Southampton, are considered the

best red bricks, as to shape and quality, of any produced. They sell at 28s. to
303. per 1,000 in place.

In the London district there are about 78 brickyards, many of them pro-
ducing very large quantities of bricks at the present time. The bulk of the
bricks employed in the buildings of the metropolis are manufactured in the
eastern and other counties. The Rockland white brick earth, ni'ur K^orwich, is

supposed to l)c equal, if not superior, to any in the kingdom. The red earth of

the same locality is also the strongest and most free from flints of any in Norfolk.
The Gayton Brick Company, situate five miles south-west from Northampton,

having extensive drying-floors and sheds of a superior construction, are able to

manufacture about 90,000 bricks per week throujjhout the year ; the railway and
canal oft'ering ready facilities for transit. The whole of the bricks made at these
works are produced by steam-power and machinery. There are probably
500,000 drain-pipes made at these works per year. About 200 new houses are
added yearly to the town of Northampton.
There are but fiveflrms in Stourbridge which make glass-house pots, but allthe

Stourbridge fireclay .ind brickwork supply the clay for this manufacture. About
20,000,000 of firebricks, &c., are also made from this clay. In Cumberland
common bricks sell at 23s. per thousand ; in South Wales fire-bricks for iron
furnaces, 15s. per thousand. The bricks worked in the neighbourhood of Mold,
iu Nortli \%les, arc estimated as producing about .'50,000 tons of fire goods
annually. These are largely exported to Europe and America. The prices of
bricks in Edinburgh are stated at 21s. per thousand for common bricks, 30s. for

composition bricks ; fire-bricks from £2 to £3 per thousand. The shipment of
bricks in the past two years are thus given for the districts named—the uortheru
ports only:—

KxpoKT OF Bricks.

Ports.
1858. 1859.

Bricks. Clay. Bricks. Clay.

No.
0,181,158
002,320
470,340
170,059

55,000

17,000

Tons.
2,439
273
581
122
11

022

No.
0,989,400

041,645
413,080

36,760
23,500
1.5,000

Tons.
2,748

49
181
100

Middlcsborougli
Hartlepool

Shields
Stockton

10
175

Sc.iham

7,501,87? 4,068 8,119,375 3,249

This constitutes about a third or a fourth of the entire shipments, the total

number of bricks exported in 1858 having been 27| millions. Of these 8 millions

went to the West Indies, 3 millions to the United States, 2J millions to Russia

and the northern ports, 2J millions to Hamburg and Holland, IJ million to

France, and 1 million each to Spain and British North America. The clay of all

sorts exported was 32,500 tons.

The information collected by Mr. Hunt, to which we have thus drawn atten-

tion by a few incidental references and extracts, will prove exceedingly useful to

the builder, the architect, and others in the trade, forming as it does a directory

and handbook of reference to allthe quarries, brick works, and clay dealers and
manufacturers throughout the kingdom, with useful statistics of prices, produc-
tion, and nature of manufacture. We have confined ourselves for the present to

the clays and bricks, but shall endeavour shortly to give an abstract of the stone

trade, as indicated iu these Mining Records.'

Mr. Humphrey Chamberlain, a competent authority, afew years ago estimated

the manufacture' of bricks in tlie United Kingdom at about 5,400,000 tons, of

the value of two millions and a half sterling, exclusive of tiles and drain-pipes.

Mr. Hunt by a more careful and systematic inquiry, makes the value including

tiles and drain-pipes about JS3,000,000, but from the variety of materials it is

difficult to form an estimate of the aggregate weight of the manufacture. Com-
paring the quantity of bricks made which paid duty ten years ago, the increase

in the manufacture is not so large as we should have supposed.

M
THE FINE ARTS IN STAMFORD.

R. J. M. BLASHFORD, of the Stamford Terra-Cotta Works, has just

executed, for one of the residences of R. N. Newcomb, Esq., proprietor of

ihe Stamford Mercury, an original statue of Erin. The subject is taken from"" ~' glimpse of Erin with sorrow I see,"

and Illustrates these lineS'

one of Moore's melodies—" Though the last glimpse <

And I'll gaze on thy gold hair, as graceful it wreathes.
And hango'er thy soft harp, as wildly it broatlies."

The pose of the figure, the height of which is feet, is remarkably easy, and

altogether exhibits a work wrought with the highest finish. Amongst the original

works modelled here is a statue of Antigone, and a full-length figure of Vincent

Wing. The statueof the last-named philosopher possesses local interest, he having

been bom, seven miles from Stamford, at North Lufi'orham, Rutland. A gigantic

statue of Diana has been recently erected in the ornamental grounds of Chris-

topher Turner, Esq., of Stoke Roehford Hall, near Grantham. It is by far the

largest piece of terra cotta that has left the atelier of Mr. Blashfield.

There are few works in stone which so soon suffer from the ravages of time as

balusters and tracery for parapets and terraces. An extraordinary improvement

has just been effected in the manufacture of these at the Stamford pottery, and

at half the cost of stone. The terra-cotta of which they are made is of such

hardness as to defy all frost, rain, and sun. The color is much the same as that

of Ancosler stone, the surface being smoother and of closer texture. The

balusters arethrown upon a wheel, like ordinary pottery, and then turned true and

smooth in a lathe. They are made in three parts, and in such a manner as to

allow for any irregularity iu shrinkage which may take place in burning.

Bradford (Yorkshire), Market Houses.—^We understand that this

range of buildings and some adjacent properties were destroyed by fire on Wednes-

day afternoon. .

Kilbuni.—The temporary iron and wood church lately erected in the

Carlton-road, Kilbum, was destroyed by fire on Thursday week last. Efforts

are being made to procure funds for a more permanent building. ^
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THE STYLES.

IX attempting to set so important a subject in a proper light, we do not

intend entering into a long and elaborate disquisition on art, but

merely to take a common-sense view of the case in its several bearings ;

but before doing so we would suggest the following question, namely :

Why is there a battle of the styles, and that between its professors, the

leaders of the public, who are at present incapable of judging for them-
selves ? Our answer, although it may not apply to the whole body, does

so to by far the greater portion. It is this : That both styles are not
understood by the disputants. People do not usually wage war against
themselves or their possessions, for it is but rational to suppose that an
architect who was as much a master of the Classic as of the Gothic
would be as unwilling to decry one as the other ; and we are warranted in

taking this view from tlie fact that each school was (and even now is to a
small extent) split up into factions ; there were thirteenth, fourteenth,

fifteenth, and si.xteenth century Gothic men, as well as Greek, Roman,
Italian, and French (TiOuis XIV). In the former case extended knowledge
and improved taste decidedly indicated the fourteenth Antury as the
standard, in the latter greater unity prevails as to which are, the purest
works of art, and what is best adapted to our present wants ; but the
schools remain. In like manner we trust that extended knowledge and
improved taste will eventually unite all architects in one opinion—that
whatever is beautiful in tlieir art, if it can be adapted to the present
wants of society, is alike worthy of their study and protection.

The rule hitherto has been for a man to study but one style, to bo
placed either with a Gothic or Classic architect ; the consequence has
been bigotry on the one side and ignorance on the other, proving no incon-
venience to him, as should he be " Classic," he may be as ignorant of
" Gothic " as a jockey is of mathematics or a prizefighter of Hebrew
without incurring more censure on the one account than either of those
useful or amusing members of society would do on the other. Why
should this be so ? The greater part of the pleasure to be derived from
his art is lost to him, besides the loss or inconvenience occasioned by an
application from a client tor a design in that style of which he knows
nothing. Probably, his purse being none of the heaviest, necessity gets
the better of discretion : a design alike disgraceful to him and to the
noble profession of which he is but a sorry member, is the result, as
buildings out of number stand but too firmly to attest. It may
be urged by some tliat they have studied both styles, and that
their taste and convictions compel them to abandon one. We
can only say we are sorry for them, or anyone who, because he admires
one thing, looks with a jaundiced eye at another equally beautiful. They
may, and do say, that to do one thing well is better than to do tivo things
badly ; that one style is quite enough for the occupation of one man, and
even if it were not. Classic and Gothic are so widely different (almost
absurdly so), that to study both would produce such a chaotic mass of
confusion in the brain that we might possibly one day be enlivened by
seeing Corinthian columns acting as buttresses, surmounted by the most
approved Gothic pinnacles, connected by a pierced battlement with win-
dows alternately Gothic and Classic, or a portico composed of rows of
si.xteenth-century buttresses with monolith Doric columns placed on their
summit, as the entablatures and Gothic pediments over each (what should
be) intercolumniation. Hardly so bad as this let us hope, although the
aversion shown by many to one or the other would lead us to suppose that
they were thoroughly convinced that some such catastrophe would ensue
should they step from the beaten path.

The study of two widely different things is generally admitted to be
refreshing, giving vigor and decision, freshness and activity, to our
thoughts. The fact that two parallel linos cannot meet may be usefully
applied here, since Gothic and Classic are different; properly worked they
may eventually meet in a new style, or at the least, Gothic may be
bettered and the Classic obtain new forms ; but of that elsewhere.

In no art has association so much to do with our love and reverence as
in architecture, standing as it does nobly and impressively to remind us
of the history of past ages, of the glory and power, refinement and taste,

of a people, or of the achievements of a great man—Greek art with its

direct descendants does so in a pre-eminent degree. Who can contemplate
a fine Greek work without being stirred by the images conjured up of past
history ? Mentally we hear Atossa's honeyed insinsuations to Darius for

Grecian conquest ; we fight the battle of Marathon over again ; our whole
heart is with Miltiades and his brave ten thousand—the odds against
them are large—a hundred and ten thousand Persians oppose tliera, and
confident of victory have brought marble to commemorate it ; Persia in

her defeat loses her prestige. Greece learns her strength ; Phidias appro-
priates the marble to the Greek cause.
The Parthenon rises now—perfection. Art with Pericles at the helm is

blessed with favoring gales and pleasant havens. Time flies, the temple
of Minerva Legas, is reared, and Greece now turns the aggressor, and
designs the fall of Persia. History now relates the retreat of the brave
Ten Thousand—

" Who given by Fortune to their foes a prey,
Throusb fees, through floods, through desert, surg'd their way,
Queird adverse force, eviided close deceit

;

Greater than Conquerors by a bold retreat."

Again the brave, impetuous, irresistible Alexander wages war. We
follow his brilliant career—we see him gain victory after victory,

Granicus, Issus, Tyre, Sidon, Judea, Egypt, and Arbela, all attest his

supremacy.
But amid all these wars and tumults. Art is cared for; Hermozenes,

Ictinus, Theodorus, or Scopas lead us to enjoy with them the buildings

as they rise. The frozen music thrills our senses, and we take a pride in
knowing that these works will be models for all ages.

To continue the association. After flourishing in Greece for 484 years,
the walls of Corinth echo back the Iloman shout of victory. Greece pays
Kome her homage and transfers her art. The great conquerors were
lavish of it. We gaze with wonder ujx>n works that rise on every hand

—

temples, theatres, aqueducts, and baths^-each indicates a page of history
confounding us with its magnificence.
And here we glance at the small and insignificant isle called Britain.

The poor, ignorant savages and their hovels, are indeed a contrast to the
refined Roman and his stately edifices. Cassar the Great and Immortal
can find time amidst conquests and the cares of State to attend to the
darling of the people—Architecture. We see it rise, flourish, and extend.
We see cities rebuilt, immense tracts drained, and aqueducts leaping, as if

by magic, valley after valley. But Augustus fairly dazzles us by the
splendor and number of his buildings. The association of the Roman
now with Jerusalem interests us, and we feel a respect for an art that
flourished during the time of the Great Redeemer—a reverence for its

remains. Now were architects honored and esteemed. But had we been
told that in the year 1860, there would be as great a nation as the Roman,
upon whose possessions the sun could never set; proud of its learning,
jealous of its fame, feared and honored; and that a great leader of that
nation should be as ignorant of art as either of the two interesting
memliers of society before mentioned; that in the highest places the pro-
fessors of architecture would be tolerated or snubbed; that the people
generally would be almost indifferent that men were employed whether
they know their art or not; that architects to remedy the evil would give
diplomas of proficiency ; but that the public being thoroughly ignorant
would employ whom they chose, and could not be made to digest things
so thrust down their throats, we should have marvelled alike at the
ignorance of the people and the stupidity of the architects.

But we must proceed down the great river of Art. Vespasian and
Titus jointly rear a building that shall mock for ages the attempt to rival

it. Tlie Twelve Csesars are gone, but not without leaving the impress of
eternity on many of their works. Even the detestable Xero, amidst all

his depravity, could find some thoughts for arcliitecture. But the bosom
of the stream becomes pent within a narrow bed. The Roman emperors
follow each other in rapid succession. Our river becomes shallow and
rocky ; its course difficult and slow—although the sun glances at intervals
from the surface of a wider and deeper part. Rome falls, and its ruins
nearly choke up the bed—the course is all but lost ; but here we see a
branch running through a sterile part, named Romanesque, bending its

course northward; by following this we should find it widen until its ample
bosom swelled and sparkled amidst the grandeur of Gothic cathedrals,
palace's, and halls. We pass it now with a mere glance, continuing our
pilgrimage in Italy. Here, too, the stream grows safe and pleasant to th e
navigator. The grand dome of Sta. Maria del Fiore gladdens our
sight, and infuses us with new strength. Building after building
rears its head upon the ruins of Roman art. The dome of
Sta. Maria del Fiore, designed by Brunelleschi, marks the com-
mencement of a great revival. Florence, Rome, and Venice are
alike enriched by their architects. The former gives, amongst
others, Leo Battista Alberti, architect, painter, poet, philosopher, anti-
quary, and mathematician. Was his capacity lessened by the amount and
varied character of his learning ? Few would be rash enough to answer
affirmatively ; and few would contend that because Buonarroti was
sculptor, painter, poet, architect, and occasionally engineer, he was less

capable of designing and building St. Peter's. Such men as these add
dignity to their art, and give their followers love and pride in it. Such
names have shed a lustre over Italian architecture which will never
fade. San Gallo, too, in erecting the Farnese Palace, produced
a building whose simple majesty for street architecture stands
still unrivalled, although almost the first of its class. Venice affords
another sample in the Library of St. Mark. In 1650 architecture bids
adieu to the land of its double revival, and becomes a healthy exotic in
France, Italian artists fostering it. But England is not long in the rear.

One of her own sons—Inigo Jones—plants it so firmly in our soil thai to

uproot it would be impossible. Wren, in building St. Paul's—second only
to St. Peter's in size, and retaining the palm over aU others as to graceful
outline—made it peculiarly our own, making us proud as Englishmen of
its possession. Latterly, palatial club-houses and halls have risen. Where
is sucli a street of palaces as Pall-mall? we would ask; and where is such
a building as St. George's Hall, Liverpool, exhibiting as it docs the pro-
foundest knowledge of Greek art? No pedantry is there— it challenges the
world for an equal. Too much praise has never been bestowed upon it,

and never can be ; the perfect symmetry as a whole, the charming variety
and relief, the poetry and music that it breathes, have kept us willing

prisoners about it for hours, even when art was new to us. And shall we,
after the production of such works ; after having outvied all modern nations
in our knowledge and adaptation of this peculiar branch; after making it

subservient to all our requirements, relinquish the study and practice of

it ? Banish the thought! An art so intimately connected with the march
of civilisation; whose beauty has never failed to recommend it to the most
learned and polite people of any age; one that has always been found equal
to the object for wliich it was required, ought surely to stir the least en-
thusiastic amongst us—the least careful of past history. And here we-
are reminded of Milton's introduction of Doric into his divine poem,
(Paradise Lost):

—

" Anon, out of the earth, a fabric huge
Kosc like an exhalation, with the sound
Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet.
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Railt like * temple. «k«K fUuten roand
Were set. and Dorie pillar* overlitid

\Vilh •lolden architrave ; nor did thert^ want
Cornice or irieze, -ft-itli bossy sculptures graven ;

The roof was fretted cold. Not Babylon,
Nor preat .\lcairo, such ma^ifieenee
Kquaird lu all their glories, to enshrine
Belua, or Serapis. their s^ods ; or seat
Their king* ; wlieu Kyrypt with Assyria etroTe
Id wealth and luxury. The aaceudiu^ pile
8tood fixed her stately heii^ht -, and straij^ht the doors .

Oiwnin? their brazen Yolds, discover, wide
M illiin her ample spaces, o'er the smooth
And level pavement : from the arched roof»
IVndent by subtle mairic, many a row
Of starry lamps and blazinj^ cressets, fed
With uaptha and asphaltus, yielded light
As fh>m a aky."

The Doric, it is cTident, stood out to him as embodying every attribute of

imposing grandeur ; his conception of the arclied roof and pendent lights

is interesting. If onr memory fail us not, something similar has been done

not far from Piccadilly, although the style is diflfferent.

The study of Grecian art merely for the sake of improving the taste is,

if for nothing else, worthy of the time. No other style of architecture

gains so clearly and without doubt its aim and end—impressive grandeur
and harmony of parts. The greatest possible effect is given with the least

possible material—and why ? Because Grecian art is based upon a prin-

ciple, and that principle a correct one, consisting in simplicity of arrange-

ment, a thorough subordination of parts, the limitation in the design to

one order, the great divisions being few and increased in size by the intro-

duction of delicate members, which are never allowed to interfere with the

ODtline, each part adding to the other, nothing offensively predominating,

or standing as it were out of its place, for undue recognition, but perfect

harmony reigning throughout. The Romans, however, immediately they
piled order upon order, crushed the soul of Greek art. True, they infused

into it another, which, though less pure, yet possessed many admirable
points.

If Gothic architects studied Grecian art they might eventually bring the
fourteenth century Gothic to greater perfection than it has yet attained.

The effect to be gained in both cases is the same.
There are rules for the successfully carrying out of every branch of art.

The painter's are well known. He is perfectly aware that two equal points

of interest would destroy his picture ; that his lights and shadows be-

spattered entirely through his painting would breed a heap of confusion.

He is perfectly aware that however deep he may get his colors they will

lack force without contrast.

Let the Gothic architect but bend his mind to Roman architecture, and
wc shall be freed from the horror of seeing Composite over Ionic, ^vith the
airy Tuscan surmounting all : in other words, the incumbent of Itiswell

will not rejoice in having Perpendicular windows thrust into his aisle and
chancel, Geometrical into the clerestory, and Transition Early English into

the belfry and spire of his church, with many other little and amusing
eccentricities common to Gothic practitioners.

Classic requires no defence against Gothic j neither has it fallen so low
M to attempt to rise by lowering its sister art. It does not require that its

lovers should push themselves forward with demonstrations of the unfit-

ness of this or the incompetency of that. It is free enough itself from
vulgarities, and ought not to be mixed up with and surrounded by them.
Every one is perfectly aware that Classic m applicable to all our present
vants and requirements, that it can be ventilated and lighted, that there
is no doubt about modern furniture suiting it, that it can be made noble
with economy, that it has furnished numberless public and private build-
ings of the greatest beauty, that a good portico is one of the finest works
of art, that painting and sculpture do harmonise with it, and that it admits
of any reasonable treatment either in plan or in elevation. (Here we
ipeak of Italian). But does it follow that because Danby can paint a
unset or sunrise that no one else can ?—that because Landseer knows the
trick and turn of animal life no one else does ?—that because Millais can
manipulate a satin dress, paint a nun's hand to perfection, or transfer [the
blossom of an apple-tree to his canvas, a moderately accomplished pre-
Raffacllite could not do the same ?—of course not.
We have endeavoured, in the clearest manner of which we are capable,

to give a reason for the zealous study and practice of Classic or Italian by
all architects. We could have said more, but space will not permit us.
We will now pass lightly over the Gothic side of the question. Whatever
may be said to the contrary, whatever arguments may be adduced, a style
commanding our sympathy by its intimate connexion with our early
history will possess a spell for all Englishmen; for although practised on
the Continent, it was we who brought Gothic to its highest state of per-
fection—to its greatest purity; and that when our force of arms made us
feared and respected; when Edward I., called from the Holy Land, carried
his victorious arms into Wales, and subdued that troublesome and
incursive people; when Scotland trembled at our presence and, although
not subdued, was thrice conquered; when our future maritime greatness
was shadowed dimly forth by an engagement in the time of Edward III.
oflTthc coa«t of Flanders, where the enemy lost two hundred and thirty
ships and thirty thousand seamen; when our King and his victorious son
carried terror into the heart of France; when we find a parallel In Cressy
for Jfarathon; when Phillippa, whose gentle heart could plead for the
citizens of Calais, could also chastise the Scots in fair fight at Nevill Cross

;

when, under Henry V., the English- performed prodigies of valour. The
greatest of dramatic poets has rendered the reign of this last king doubly
interesting.

But Gothic has other and greater calls on us. It is thoroughly a

A'br/Acrn style-a style produced by necessity, and possessing beauties
that especially harmonize with our country, the atmosphere of which,
generally leaden and heavy, is still powerless to give good Gothic a flat

and cold appearance. Its crisp and springy bearing, the bold relief of its

different members, the peculi,ir form of its mouldings, whose deep hollows
and high relief give the greatest possible effect, and although it may be
designated the remains of a barbarous age, its intrinsic value will
never be lessened ; and whereas we never, or very, very seldom, see
Classic to tliat advantage given it by the clear and light atmosphere of the
South, neither coiil J they of the South see the perfection of our Northern
Gothic. They would not comprehend that reason for making the sinkings
of mouldings so deep, which tliere would look harsh and stringy : there
low relief is in character ; not so would it be on the architecture of the
North. AVhen sculpture is applied to Gothic, it must partake of the style
it adorns; its forms must be full and stand out well. The absurdity of
decorating our monuments with designs in bas-relief would never occur to
a man who thoroughly understood Gothic art, and the manner in which
all its partstovercome the difficulty of climate. The arguments adduced
by the Gothicists are in the main correct, and we need not repeat them

;

but Gothic has not been carried to such a pitch of perfection as Grecian
architecture, its professors, therefore, may hope to continue its develop-
ment. They have a wide field, and may win laurels, but so long as they
ignore a style possessing all the essentials required by their own, and so
long as the Classic architects treat Gothic, which points out many remedies
for Classical defects, with contempt, things will continue as hitherto

—

a fair copy—a good adaptation— little more.
Before concluding, we may remark that, in regard to churches, associa-

tion has given the palm for the present to Gothic : in it we are not
reminded of those buildings erected for public amusement or gain. We
have no Gothic opera-houses, theatres, casinos, or singing-halls. At
present it breathes no connexion with them—far otherwise. It gives
England some of the finest specimens of ecclesiastical architecture in the
world, and of which we may well be proud. The solemn minster is

admirably adapted to contemplation, and the banishment of outward
battle and strife, and all will admit, without cavil, its many insinuating
beauties,—the grace and ease with which the stone is wreathed into every
conceivable form-sporting as it were in its strength and freedom. We
can from this safely deduce that a thing that looks well in one building,
if properly employed, will look well in another : but if we are to have
good private mansions, good club-houses ; halls, banks, or offices to
compete with Italian we must do away with thin walls, flat and insipid
mouldings ; we must not fight shy of tracery or carving—by doing so we
destroy the force and character of the style ; we must not import poor
specimens from the south—a sort of mule, neither one thing nor the other;
nor must we rush to Mons. Viollet Le Due and copy his illustrations of
conventional foliage and questionable detail. " Plate tracery " is an
abomination, copied in many instances from the same source. We could
mention one or two men who ought to have known better than to intro-
duce such trash, and we could mention many more things that ought to be
avoided, but at present we refrain.

The theory of the earth's motion, the first lighting of Metropolitan
streets, the first coach, the first parcel delivery, the first employment
of locomotives, and the first Great Eastern, were all opposed, and that
such opposition blesses Gothic architecture cannot, therefore, be won-
dered at.

But we hope that what we have said will Induce those who hare
managed to follow us, and who have as yet attempted but one style

—

partly through apathy, partly from what others have said—to give more
consideration to the subject, and should the consideration induce them to
study the neglected art, our aim will in some measure have been gained.

Bm. We..
IRON CHURCHES.

WE are favored periodically with accounts in the various journals of the
designs and constructive peculiarities of iron buildings erected for

the purposes of divine worship in various parts of England, and also in
many foreign countries. The first announcement of a church having been
built entirely of iron was somewhat startling, and it was with some
difficulty that we looked upon it as a reality; but later accounts substan-
tiated the fact, and wc were at last compelled to withdraw our doubts,
and believe,though we did so somewhat reluctantly, that this strange novelty
was numbered among the things that be. We gave full rein to our fancies,

and made all sail with our imaginations, but could not for the life of us
picture to ourselves the beauties which these modern sanctuaries were said

to possess, neither could we picture the successful treatment which was
the subject of comment in the descriptive articles with which the public
were supplied. We were fully sensible of the many and important sub-
stitutions of iron for wood, and in some cases even for stone. We had, as
we thought, nerved ourselves against any surprise that may possibly assail

us, but when the staggering proclamation of the successful production of
a cast-iron church reached us we were effectually thrown on our beam-ends,
and all our complacency was put to flight in the most unceremonious
manner. We have alw.iys been deeply impressed with the idea that the
present age is making unexampled strides in the revival of art and
improvements on what has been done, and we invariably stop at the ter-

minus of hazy wonder when we travel in the train of thought with the
hopeless idea of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion as to where this

forced march of intellect will halt. We can well understand the use of
iron in construction, and also in some portions of ornamental detail; but
when an entire fabric of iron rises before us in the form of a temple for
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the celebration of religious prayer ami praise, we must confess that wonder
takes possession of us, and we are filled with a vague fear that wo are
becoming reckless with past success and commencing the pursuit of
phantoms which will lead us from the secure avenues of purity tu the
treacherous bogs and morasses of a vicious and debased originality.

The iron mania which has been spreading for some time seems now about
to smite some of us with dreadful severity. In numerous smaller things
it has been often misapplied, and its applicability or non-applicability
seems to liave become a matter of no importance, but now its indiscrimi-
nate use assumes a magnitude that calls forth a caution against that
immoderate and ridiculous preference for a material whicli, especially for
ecclesiastical purposes, is in its entirety so obviously unsuitable. Stone
and wood are so inseparably connected with religious edifices that to
separate them appears an act of vandalism. From the first commence-
ment of church building down to the present time, stone has been the
primary, and wood the secondary; and the combination of the two are so
harmonious and so pleasing that it does not seem at present probable that
these materials will be superseded by anytliing possessing greater con-
structive advantages, coupled with an equally agreeable and effective
appearance. Iron most assuredly will not be found to surpass them.
However artistically it may be treated, or however much labor may be
bestowed upon it when on a large scale, the effect is so unalterably' secular
that it cannot, even in the best hands, be made to present that grand and
sublime aspect which our Gothic churches and cathedrals possess, and
which is so necessary for those holy places

"Where God delights to dwell and man to praise."

In detail we all know that it is often highly effective, and in conjunction
with wood is, when used as an ornament, productive of a varied and
beautiful appearance, forming, as it does, a pleasing and refreshing con-
trast with the work by which it is surrounded. In such positions, and
under such circumstances it is an interesting feature capable of much
variety, and tending to increase the intrinsic beauties of the church in
which it is placed, but when it comes en masse, and, disregarding the
rights of stone, occupies every place which, until tlien, it has held, it ceases
to be clothed in that religious garb which is so positively necessary for
every portion of a sacred building, and which contributes so materially to
produce those lofty feelings of awe and admiration experienced by the
sensitive when they enter those temples that were erected five centuries ago.

It has been our good fortune to stumble upon one of those iron churches
which form such a complete revolution in church architecture ; but the
result of our inspection has been to firmly establish those doubts that we
at first entertained of the impossibility of producing anything approaching
true ecclesiastical beauty or fitness without introducing stouo in the com-
position. This building, erected in that largo and well-built town which
is distinguished by the name of the " queen of watering-places," in other
•words, Cheltenham, is situated near the Great Western railway station,
and is seen by the majority of travellers who enter that aristocratic region.
It is termed a " galvanized iron church," but, judging from the impression
it made on us, it must be looked upon by strangers who do not make in-
quiries respecting it as a galvanized iron coke-shed, the small, deformed
bellcot at the end being, of course, taken for the position of the bell which
calls the men to work. It would be impossible to conceive anything more
intensely ugly than this specimen of an iron church. There is not one
pleasing feature about it ; it looks like one huge toy, and every portion is
mean and superficial. The sides appear the same as the roof, and the
poor, plain windows are the only things which break in upon this
sameness. A description cannot convey a correct idea of the
"workhouse" character of the exterior of this modern edifice,
its only recommendation appears to be that it will hold an unlimited
number. It would not, perhaps, be fair to set this up as an e-xample of
the iron church style, or as a specimen of the accommodating character of
that material, but it, nevertheless, stands among the failures of that new
system, which, if continued, will most undoubtedly prove a distinct and
unmistakable candidate for the title of the " Victorian style," which just
now is causing such a stir in the professional world of London. Iron-
founders will, of course, tell us that there is nothing like iron, just the
same as a currier would persuade us that there is nothing like leather

;

but both must be kept in their proper spheres. We are convinced that
iron is not the material to re-place stone in church building; it can never
possess that charm which renders stone so agreeable to us ; it can never
sufficiently shave off the secular which clings to it so tightly, or don the
dignified look of religious grandeur which in stone is so noticeable. It
lacks that solemn effect which even our smallest churches possess, and
its associations are so intimately connected with manufactories and the
like, that it would be hard, even in the most successful cases, to trace its
fitness for the prominent position it has suddenly assumed in the new
style. The first efforts are decided failures, and we think that the later
ones will rank under the same head and swell the list ; and we would
suggest that the inventive faculties of the ironworkers be turned in
another direction, feeling certain that the requirements of our religion, and
the effect to be derived in our places of worship, cannot be met or fully
developed in our modern iron churches. B.

.v^'/"'""''^''""
Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of

the Chapel Koyal, of St. (ieorge's, Windsor. "They are of remarkable merit—
unequiUled by anything we have ever seen in etQrcoscopcn."—Atlienieiim. " Hifrhly
mtercstnis: and valuable."—/JniVy News. "A charming series of value to the
Hi-clntect and archaeologist, and cannot fail to interest visiton."—Art Jonrmil. The
Views complete (IK) sent free on receipt of a post-ofnce order for 2-s., or two samples
10^38. ZA. y rederic Jones, H8, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Bond-street).

LIVERPOOL HARBOR ANU DOCKH.
OUR professional columns some short time back recorded the death of another

of our great men, if iMjrseverance, energy, unceasing induxtry, .ind (|Uality of
mind, combine to make one. We allude to the late .Mr. Jesse Hartley, engineer
of the above docks, who, though his fame may not have tnivellul tar beyond
the limits of the commercial city for which he did so much, he has worked his

upward way, and with original ideas coutributed to form this niiglity port, which
now reigns supreme over the maritime world, lew know the influence he
possessed in the council of the Dock Committee, with whom his age and ex-
perience had corresponding weight. Unostentatious, he valued title or distinction

only so far as they were the rewards of merit. I'or years, in conjunction and
acting in compliance with the valuable aid and suggestions of Mr. .John Bramley-
Moore, they fought the battle of improvement, and eventually triumphed against
great odds, and when age took possession of his faculties, and he could work no
more to his own satisfaction, he confided the duties chiefly to his son, Mr. John
Bernard Hartley, who fulfilled them with an able and steady head and hand.
Assisting liim with his valuable experience, and after visiting the works, he
latterly j)ursued the " noiseless tenor of his way," and lastly went to his grave
full of years and honors, respected by all, loved by those who knew liiiu longest
and best.

It is with his works that we now wish to deal, a brief description of which may
nqt be unacceptable to our readers, for all who view the forest of masts on the
eastern and western shores of the Mersey cannot but feel a deep interest in a
great emporium that, springing as it were in a couple of centuries out of
nothing, is a link between the Old and Xew worlds, beanng in her ships the pro-
duce of the looms of Manchester, and the fallen forests of .•V.merica ; no one cau
observeall this, and not feelthe influence ofa combination of commercial enterprise

and engineering talent suddenly culminating, and arriving at a kind of spiritual

mechanism.
Docks generally convey to the casual and unprofessional observer a very in-

adequate idea of the skill and labor ie(|uired in their construction, so inadequate,

indeed, that they are frequently passed by as dark disagreeaide tanks of water,
accompanied by pitch odours. The work is concealed by the superincumbent
water ; foundations, sewers, air-traps, gate-trucks, and machinery of evcrj
variety, is covered by masses of masonry. Himdreds of piles studding
the earth far below, so as to carry the immense blocks so firmly bedded one upon
another, and that which h.is employed thousands of navvies and all kinds of
handicraft ; and cost so much consideration and skill, is buried, perhaps hardly, if

ever, to be disclosed again till some shock of nature upheaves the whole, or in the
natural course of ruin or decay.
The original elevation of Liverpool into a maritime port of any cousequeneu

must be attributed to the decay of Chester, on account of the drifting up of^sand-

banks to ithe mouth. Mr. Barnes, in his " History of Liver|)ool," quotes Tacitus
to show the great dread of the Romans for the sea, consequently their ports were
built at too great a distance from it—instancing " Chester, Gloucester, York,
Lincoln, Colchester, Huntingdon, Ribchester, and many other places." Wcmay
here observe that a plan was last year proposed by Mr. Bell, C.E. of Chester, for

damming the estuary of the Dee by means of a wall provided with entrances, so
as to maintain a certain depth of water at Chester, making the river navigable to

that city. Whether this is still under consideration by the local magiuite] we
are unable to state, but there are, no donbtj many difficulties in the way of its

being carried out, on account of the powerful opposition it would receive from
the Mersey Dock and Harbor Board, and the railway companies on the Liverpool
side of the Mersey. The plan itself seems feasible, and would confer incnlcidable
benefits on the city of Chester and the neighbouring district, as also allow vessels

to avoid the dangerous Rock Channel passage. A scheme is also afloat, which
we may here allude to, for straightenhig the horse-shoe bend in the ri ver Avon, at
Bristol, between Seamills and Powderhouse, and makingnew docks. This is Irom

a

design by Mr. Masters, and is now before the Bristol Town-council, and shows
dock folks are looking about them.

To form a correct appreciation of the present extent of the Liverpool docks, we
must necessarily refer back to the year lfi70, nearly two centnries ago, when none
existed. The " Pool," as it was then called, ran through the present site of the.

principal portion of the town. .\ tower, flsh-house, castle, and a population of
about 5,000 inhabitants—if they reached that number, were all that it contained,
whereas now the town can boast of a population of nearly half a million, 31
docks containing upwards of200 acres of water area, with 'l7J-tides and open
basins, as also 14 graving docks, the whole reaching upwards of 5 miles along
the eastern shore of the Mersey. One-half of the export trade of the country is

done by the shipping, as well as one-third of the import trade, and a movement
of six million tons yearly. But from the year 1783, the year of the signature of
the American Treaty of Independence, as well as to the impetus given to the
cotton trade by the machinery of Arkwright and Hargreaves, and other
causes, the advance has been most rapid, and we must contemplate with
wonder and admiration such a startling realityin the history of nations.

The first dock, called " Old Dock," was opened in the year 1710, and being on
the site of the present Custom House, was filled up agam in theyears 182(3-7, a most
unwise proceeding, as it has generally been considered, on the part of the Cor-
poration, having tims deprived themselves of one of their most central docks, and
erecting the Custom House on a low site. This dock contained nearly 17,000
square yards of water area, and cost upwards of £10,000. About the end of the
seventeenth century the deepening of the river from Runcorn (to which point it

was then already navigable) to Warrington was a great advantage and at the
present time so continues for vessels of light burthen, and to a distance of tlurty-

five miles from Liverpool, viz., to the mouth of the Irwell. Since the fllling-up

of the Old Dock, the erection of docks and warehouses has been rapidly progress-
ing. Previous to the period of Mr. Jesse Hartley's entrance upon his career of
usefulness about thirty years ago, they were certainly constructed without any
great regard to .symmetry or convenience of arrangement, and only in refen^noe
to the ease or cheapness in obttiniBg property ; but since his doing so a complete
and permanent idea seems to have been originated, and dock after dock has been
improved, enlarged, erected, or otherwise as though Ibrming parts of a draught-
board. We wish, for the sake of other portions" of Liverpool, this were more
generally adhered to. Great care seems to have been taken with the river wall
line, and that it should be uninterrupted, tIms the natural channel has been
deepened, by narrowing the boundaries, by which means the sedimental deposit

at the entrances has been, to a great extent, remedied ; this latter beinc a great

consideration when we consider the Mersey was calculated to produce a deposit

ofupwardsof48,000 yards ofsolid matter each tide, which annually equalled a
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depositof upwards of 35,000,000 yards as detailed by Captain Dcniiam in hi9

report before the British Association. The immediate approaches to Liverpool

are the Crosby and Rock Channels, the latter being particularly hazardous before

local pilotage' was introduced. The Formby, Burbo, Brazil, and Mockbefrgar
wharf hanks are discoverable at low water, and at high water the greatest depth

in the Crosby Channel (cqxiinoctial spring tides) is about 84 feet, whilst that in

the Rock Channel is ^^2 feet. From ten hours thirty minutes to ten hours forty-

five minutes elapses in full and change ofhigh water^vvhich rises with equinoctial

springs to a height of from 30 to 32 feet ; ordinary, 27 feet to 29 feet ; and neaps,

from 20 to 22 feet.* The channels and shores are well provided with lighthouses

and beacons of which we may enumerate the following—viz. : Rock, Formby,
Crosby, Upper and Lower Hoylake, Leasowe, and Bidston liglithousos ; Formby
N.W.j and Crosby light-ships

; Queen's Channel and Spencer's spit bell beacons

;

Crosby, N.W., Formby, Bootle, Hilbre, Dove, and Walton marks.t Of course

buoys are plentifully distributed along the channels, those painted red being star-

board, and black larboard when running in, and each bear the initials of the

channel in wliieli they are placed. Within the last two years an arrangement
has been etfected with the Mersey Dock and Harbor Board by which the degrees

of the quadrant are marked legibly upon the river wall, which is a great con-

venience for the more correct setting of ship's compasses. We might here allude

to the Birkenhead or western side of the river, but must reserve it for another
paper, when treating ot it exclusively. The silting up of the mouth of the Dee,
to which we have previously alluded, is more particularly noticed at East Hoyle
bank, in rounding which, at low water, it cannot but be observed that it neces-

sarily must injure the Rock Channel Approach in course of time, and, therefore,

is a matter of considerable regret. An extensive code of signals established by
mercantile firms is in operation on Bidston lighthouse in connexion with the
telegraphic stations along the coast to Holyhead for information as to inward and
outward bound vessels. Running inward, as we approach the Rock lighthouse

and fort we begin to appreciate the extent of the Liverpool docks, and
to estimate it by means of a long line of granite masonry glistening in

the sun-light, bearing upon it piles of lofty warehouses and towers, behind
which countless masts, in endless variety, are ranged, carrying the bunting of

all nations.

The work of laying the foundations of this river wall has been performed by
means of divers, "the stones being lowered out of flats. Blocks of Runcorn stone
are used for this purpose, the footings being sunk to a depth of about 14 feet

below Old Dock sill, this datum being used throughout the works, and marked
upon prominent places. We may here notice the kind of mortar used. The No. 1

or inferior quality, for rubble masonry and backing up dock walls, has the following
proportions, one pai-t lime, two of sand, and a quarter of smithy-ashes, being
ground for 20 minutes. The No. 2 or best mortar is used for foundations, sewer-
bottoms, i>ointing. Sec, and contains one part of lime, three-quarters of sand,
and a quarter of ashes, these being ground for 40 minutes. The proportions are
varied for other kinds of work, some containing three, four, five, and six parts
of sand and ashes to one of lime, and generally used for inferior work. The
Limestone is Halkin mountain, and the sand is obtained from Eastham, the stone
being burnt in kilns erected on the works, and stacked immediately. The great
demand for mortar caused by the extensive alterations and improvement necessi-
tated the erection ofmortar mills, which are fitted up with cast-iron pans, having
two rolling stones in each, a supply of water being laid on. The pans have a
circuitous motion driven by steam, making about 20 revolutions per minute.
The proportions for mixing and the time for grinding depend upon the deserip-
tioB of works for which the mortar is intended, An analysis of the limestone
tued gives an average result ot two qualities, 14 parts of silica to 82 of carbonate
of lime, with small quantities of alumina, oxide of iron, and carbonate of
magnesia. A box of best mortar is produced at a cost of 2sl 85d., and of
common at Is. 9d. The river wall averages a thickness of about 12 feet 6 inches
alKive footings, and about o feet at coping, which is laid at 28 feet above Old Dock
sill datum, the level of an extraordinary equinoctial spring tide, as marked on
Leasowe Ughtbouse, being 25 feet. Strong counterforts, about 15 feet apart,
support the wall at backing. The cost of erection has been at an average price
of OS. 5d. per cubic yard. The backings and internal work is of ashlar rough
work, the front facing of granite, worked in three different styles. The effect of
the mode of keying the granite stones into each other is striking, and shows
remarkably well on the ramps of dock entrances. In adverting to the con-
struction of the docks themselves, we shall notice particularly those constructed
under the direction and superintendence of the late Mr. Jesse Hartley, and his
son Mr. John Bernard Hartley, who now occupies the position which his father
did so eminently, and he will no doubt do so to an equal degree. Those generally
called the Northern Docks, as also the improvements and alterations at the south
end, call for especial notice. At the time Mr. Jesse Hartley first entered upon
ius duties, the number of docks was 11 with a river frontage of IJ mile, to
theee he added twenty-two wholly, and six re-constructed docks, and about 3i
miles of river frontage, making a total, as has before been stated, of upwards of
6 miles. Of these the Clarence, Trafalgar, Victoria, and Waterloo Docks were
formed under the Dock Act of 1824, 6th George IV., and contain respectively 5
acta 8,713 yards, 5 acres 4,280 yards, 5 acres 3,559 yards, and 6 acres 1,153
yards of water area. The construction of Wapping dock and basin, and recon-
struction of Salthouse dock, were under the Act of 4th Victoria. These con-
tained respectively 4 acres 3,493 yards, and C acres 3,050 yards of water area.
Huskisson, Sandon Dock and Basin, Wellington, Bramley-Moore, Nelson,
Stanley, Collingwood, and Salisbury Docks were constructed under the Act of
1844^ /th and 8th Victoria, and contain together 754 acres of water area. The
Albe rt Dock and Warehouses were opened in 1846 by H. R. H. Prince Albert,
and contains 15 acres 942 yards of water area ; Canada Dock and Basin, con-
tairung about 25 acres of water area, with a lock 500 feet long by 100 feet wide,
having a river entrance 205 feet in width, complete for the present the number in
operation and of anything approaching modem date. One or two smaller docks
are in progress of construction northward, as well as one calculated to afford

The velocity of spring tides In Crosby Channel Is four miles per hour, and of the

'S?"M"
Kiver Mersey five and a quarter miles per hour, whereas at the N.W. Llght-

BIUp the greatest velocity is two and three-quarter miles per hour. Westerly cales
accelerate,andea»tcrly retard the flow and ebb.

t The Black Rock lighthouse exhibits an intermittent red and yellow light, the redbowlne every third minute. Alternate reBcctors 77 feet. A steady yellow light

iS*^
thrown Into the Rock Channel and south-eastward from a lower chamber,

wliust 11 feet of water remains In the gut, and a black ba.'i denotes the sam cby

upwards of 52 acres of water area, this will certainly be the largest on record,
and is already partially excavated. The removal oi the timber trade from
the south to north end, on account of these increasing facilities, is rapidly pro-
gressing.

The borings, previous to excavating for the nortlieni docks, presented a stratum
of surface mud, averaging a thickness of 11 feet, at an average of 8 feet above
Old Dock Sill datum; red clay, 15 feet (these are all averages, as amongst the
number of borings taken these must be sufficient for forming a general idea of
the formation) ; next sand and gravel, strong clay and red sand, rock being
reached at 34 feet below O. D. S. datum. These borings were rendered
particularly necessary for the 100 feet lock, which is, as it were, completely
enclosed and bedded in by rows of piles, on account of the running sands so
prevalent. The walls of the lock are vertical, an elliptical sill about 8 feet below
O. D. S. with segmental radiation is used, and the whole underlined by concrete

feet in depth. From the face of masonry to beyond backing is as much as
40 feet. The masonry in sills is herring-boned, anil laid in granite. The work
about this portion of the docks is such as to excite the greatest admiration, and
the clean finish peculiar to work executed in the grey granite particularly
evident. The tjde-gates, which are of 100 feet span, with a pitch of about one-
fifth their span, are composed of Greenheart, braced by ironwork running upon
large truck wheels, averaging 2 feet in diameter, on iron quadrants. They are
worked by hydraulic machinery connected with accumulators placed in towers,
which we shall hereafter describe under the head of warehouses, &c., and on a
rough calculation cost at the rate of, for 25 feet width of entrance, £;35 per foot
in width, and for every additional 5 feet in width of entrance, an additional £3
per foot. The gates are slightly curved in the direction of their pitch to resist

pressure, and the quadrants on which they run are slightly inclined inwards to
counteract the centrifugal weight. The heels are secured by wrought-iron rings
attached to radiating bolts well nutted into stonework of quoins, and every pro-
vision is made for chain gear, water sluices, &c. Except the more recent ones,
the gates generally nsed are worked by means of double-purchase crabs, which
have also hitherto worked the swing-bridges. These latter call for no particular
notice, being supplied by Dalglish and Co., and their patent, costing about £93
per foot, swinging on pivots about 8 inches in diameter, the outer part of frame
being carried on 3 feet diameter wheels. Tliese pivots have hollow cuos, between
which is a ball 5 inches in diameter, and are case-hardened. The double
purchase crabs are made to work on racks fixed on the back-plates. The entrances
to Canada Dock are spanned by a tension-bridge, worked also by means of crabs,
and requiring only three or four men to work it. This bridge is composed of
wrought and cast iron, and crosses a span equal to 210 feet. To return to the
construction of the docks more particularly, we must here notice the operation
of the chain pumps used in pumping out previous to and during excavation.
They are calculated to make 51 revolutions (thus passing through 650 feet) per
minute, raising 850 gallons, each pump requiring 8 to 10 horse-power for a lift

of 40 feet. These pumps are considered very effective for such a purpose, but at
the 100 feet lock for pumping out the same another kind will be substituted.
They are composed of a cast-iron tube, consisting of smaller ones flanged and
bolted together, within which rectangular pieces of elm connected throughout
the whole length by a chain, and by which means a continuous motion of
buckets, as we may call them, is maintained. The sinking of wells is efi'ected

by laying a circular wooden curb and resting upon it the superincumbent brick-
work. "The soil is cleared away as the sinking proceeds, and tiie weight ofbrick-
work settles the curb until the desired depth is reached. The brickwork is

bonded at convenient distances by wooden curbs. This is the plan pursued in
the sinking of well foundations for the bridges for the Indian railways, but in
these they have not been found to answer so well, on account of the drain of one
well upon another, a plan for remedying which was suggested by the author of
this paper in the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal, of February in this
year.

The great advantage peculiar to these docks as at present constructed and
adapted, is the possibility of vessels passing along the whole line without being
necessitated to leave them for the river, and this, when light, may be attended
with inconvenience, and perhaps danger. The entrances to the docks from the
river being gradually ramped from face of river wall, allow of vessels veering
round, and so being hauled in from the broadside, which prevents them fouling
when the flow or ebb tides are running. The quays are all provided well with
cast iron and granite mooring posts, which act, as it were, as fulcra whilst
hauling in vessels. There are gatemen's huts or stations placed upon the piers,

and on the quays are 5-ton cranes for working traffic. Tlie masonry is remark-
able as regards its execution and appearance, and the pointing with dark mortar
is in keeping; it looks like lasting for ever, and the production of men like
granite masons, who seem to be a distinct and hardier genus than their more
artistic craftsmen—the soft-stone masons. Many foremen and men may be said
to have served their apprenticeship, and worked many, many years on these works,
and they may congratulate themselves that such has been done under the
greatest engineer in masonry of modern times, and that their work has been
viewed by hundreds in the business who have travelled many miles to see it,

and who have returned with a MTinkle or two more than they expected.
The dock entrance sills (upper and lower) arc described to segmental radii, the

upper of 05 feet, the lower of ;71 feet, the fall of the latter being 6 feet 6
inches below the former, for a span of entrance of 40 feet, being 31 feet from
coping at hollow quoins to lower sill, and so on in proportion. The chain-holes
to gates are corbelled within w;ith rough blocks, so as to allow of an easy descent.
Here we may mention the graving docks, which are also faced throughout with
granite, and provided with regular steppings on each side for securely shoring
vessels, also granite slides for lowering materials. Cast-iron blocks, having each
two movable parts, which can be wedged up so as to secure an even bearing of
the keel after it has been landed. These graving docks (at least those recently
constructed) are COO feet long by 80 feet wide, and can accommodate each a
couple of first-class vessels. An idea can be formed of their extent when the
engine-power necessary to work their steaming boilers and smithies for repairs is

calculated to cost about £2,700 per annum. The coping (as well as the rest of
the masonry) of these docks is well worthy of inspectiou, being composed of
headers 3 feet inches by 3 feet on face, stretchers 10 feet by 3 feet. Of course
these proportions, oi nearly, are observed throughout, and bull-nosed. And here
let us remark that the graving dock is one of the most important components of
a great port, for captains will not put in where they cannot have a good haul over
for repairs. *

* To be continued

I
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VILLAGE CHURCHES.—No. IV.
WESTON CHURCH.

LEAVING Holm Lacey station and passing tlirougli I'awley and Ross, we
arrive at Mitcheldean Road Station, after n pleasant journey of lialf-an-

hour. The scenery of that portion of Gloucestershire which joins Herefordshire

bears a strong resemblance in many respects to that of the latter county, although

tlie Wye, which is so intimately connected with the one, does not lend its charm
to that landscape in which we now find ourselves. Nevertheless, the country

around us is very fine, and the Yiew diversified and pleasing. Near the Ross-

road, and about two miles from the Mitcheldean station, stands Weston church.

It is situated on.an eminence, audits tower can be seen for many miles, rising promi-

nently above the foliage which surrounds it. The church consists of a nave and north

aisle. Its api)ciiriince externally is extremely poor, and with the exception of the

tower, must have bi'eu erected when art was at the lowest ebb. The large, round-

headed, plain windows set in walls, now covered with plaster and whitewash, have

a very mean and unattractive look, which would not lead the tourist to expect

much of interest in the interior, but there we find some remnants of old work,

which are to the professional man highly interesting. The tower is situated at

the west end of the nave, and appears to b<dong to the Decorated period. On its

north-east angle is a turret, in wliicli are the stairs reaching to the top, the steps are

rather steep, and are two feet wide ; lifting a trap-door, we climb on to tlie gutter of

the pyramidal-shaped roof, and,'protected by a battlemented parapet, walk round the

tower to admire the extensive landscape which it commands. On the one side we
survey the riclily wooded and fertile expanse of Herefordshire, and on the other

the broad and highly cultivated undulations of Gloucesterslure. Snug home-
steads and farm-buildings dot the country in every direction, and the sharp out-

line of the spire of a neighbouring church stands out clear against the sky. It is

such a view as those who can appreciate English scenery would love to

look upon, and wliich the tourist regrets to leave. The emotions on
bidding adieu to these fair scenes is beautifully expressed by the poet Rogers,
when he says

:

" And now farewell to Italy.

Perhaps for ever !—Yet methinks
I could not •TO. I could not leave thee
Were it mine to say
Farewell for ever."

Descending with difficulty the narrow and much-worn steps, lighted by
narrow, square-beaded openings, splayed externally and internally, and measuring
4 inches in width and 2 feet in height, we enter the body of the church. The
arches which divide the nave from the nortli aisle first engage the attention ; in

fact they arc the principal things of interest within the church. These arches,

together with the columns on which they rest, belong to the Norman period.

They are semicircular, and consist of two faces with rectangular angles, the

under one being recessed 9 inches from the face next the nave, and finishing flush

with the outer face of arch on the north side. Nine inches over these, on the south

side, is a hood-moulding measuring 4.^ inches, and consisting of a plain projecting

face, with the under side splayed to wall and decorated with the billet moulding.
These billets are 4J inches in length, each end being roimded at the end, but
finishing square on the ^plan. At the meeting of the hood-mouldings over the

columns is a head rudely carved. Each one is difierent from the rest both in

size and design ; one in particular seems to be much too large for the purpose for

which it is intended, and also as compared with those on either side. The
columns are 7 feet 6 inches apart, about 1 foot 10 inches in diameter, and b feet

IJ inch from base to net moulding of cap. The half-column at the extreme east

appears once to have been planted, as it were, against the wall, but is now
isolated by the formation of a small, round-headed arch, the opening of which is

only 3 feet, and the arch, which is semicircular, springs from the top line of

abacus, which, however, is not carried round, but, like the column, is finished

square on its eastern side. It does not appear to be of any present use, and what
its original one was seems equally uncertain. It is not moulded in any way, but

is carried through the entire thickness of wall, and finished square on each side.

The arch at the extreme west is finished differently, having no half-column,

but merely an abacus similar to the others, and three bold mouldings on the

under side. These consist of a hollow, a few inches below the under side of the

abacus, and two projecting round mouldings. They are only found on the east

side or thickness of wall, and are finished square on the north and south sides.

Each column is surmounted by a cap of different design, the middle one and half-

column on the east being carved, some portions of which are not unlike the

primitive type of that conventional foliage which was so much used and perfected

m the style that followed. But these carvings, together with that of the beads

before mentioned, are indistinct and in places concealed by that barbarous appli-

cation of whitewash which some years ago was so indiscriminately indulged in

by those who had the change and management of these ancient edifices. The
cap of the column on the west consists of six escallops on the face and inverted

truncated cones, with small round mouldings Ijetween them underneath. The
one to the east is somewhat similar, but the inverted truncated cones in this are

sheathed, as it were, in a cylinder meeting it at a different angle, and the small

round mouldings between them are longer and not diminished upwards like the

others. The rich mouldings, which are round, are rather large, measuring about

2i inches in height, the cap about 8 inches, and the abacus, which is the same in

all, about 5 inches. It consists of the same moulding's commonly found in small

churches of this style, namely, a flat projecting face, a small angular chancel,

and an under splay to face of cap. The extreme width of these abaci is 2 feet

11 inches, and the upper flat face of cap, 2 feet 6 inches. The base of the middle
column is an imitation cf tlie attic base in the Classic, consisting of a torus,

»cotia, and lower torus, resting on a square plinth 4 inches above the floor line.

The total height of this base is lOJ inches. The bases of east column and half-

column are not moulded, but are formed merely of a square block rising 8 inches

above the floor.

At the west end of nave, and partially concealed by a gallery, is a pointed arch

which supports the eastern wall of tower. It consists of three faces, with the

angles splayed, and the inner or recessed one being 2 feet from the outer. These
splays are G inches wide and 6 inches deep, the two outer ones are carried to the

ground without any break,andthe inner one isstopped byacap coi'belledonaheaii,

and moulded with bold round mouldings. This arch is an equilateral one,

measuring 10 feet between the inner faces of arch and 12 feet between the por-
tions continued to the ground. The ceilings are all plastered and the moulded
wooden ribs which run along and across it are all whitewashed. The mouldings
of these ribs appear to be of Early English design, consisting of a bold round
separated from two others above by two hollows; but the other timbers being con-

cealed, the character of the roof is uncertain. It does not, however, appear to

be the original one, as the corbels which evidently supported the main timbers of
the Nornmn roof have no connexion with the present covering, they consist of a
plain, quarter-round mouldmg without any fillet or break of any kind.

The upper portion of nave which continues beyond the north ainle appears to

serve the purpose of a chancel. There is no south aisle, and the nortli aule does
not appear to possess much early work. The tower is built of the red stone of
the country. The walls are 4 feet inches thick ; the two buttresses on the west
side are placed at the angle, while the ones to the east stand parallel with the
east and west walls. In the upper stage of tower is a two-light Late Decorated
window with a foliated head. The door is situated on the north side, but the
principal entrance appears to be on the north side of aisle.

Weston is a small and scattered village possessing no claim on the attention

besides its situation and suiTounding scenery. It is about 2 miles from Hoss, at

which place we find a church having a tower and spire well situated, but not of
much interest to the architect, the town, however, is well worth a visit, com-
manding as it does such a fine view, and being associated with events which have
long since passed away.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHAPEL, FARM-STREET.

A CHAPEL in honor of the Blessed Sacrament has just been erected from the
designs of Mr. Henry Clutton. It stands upon the site of the chapel which

was burnt down last Easter twelvemonth. The roof is groined with ribs running
parallel to each other, which rest upon an elaborately carved cornice, breaking
around the marble columns, which are below the principal ribs. The work is

executed in Caiin stone. The marbles are extremely rich, and would look well
but for the paper-like frill which occurs in the centre of each column. The east

end is occupied by some French tracery, the design of which appears to be
somewhat marred by the narrrowness of the chapel. At present spaces are

vacant, but we presume they are to be filled with frescoes or paintings. Tlie

walls are lined with polished alabaster, broken up by inlaid. Tnc chapel opens
into the sanctuary through a colonnade of marble shafts, which forms a kind of
sedilia, the caps of wbicli are carved with considerable power and taste. This,

from its heavy and foreign style of architecture, utterly crushes the work of the
sanctuarj', more especially the extremely beautiful high altar ; and unless it

be intended to carry out the entire work in the same style, it will be a great eye-
sore in what is a handsome building of its kind. The altar is composed of marbles,
and is singularly simple for the purposes for which it is intended. The whole of
the building has been carefully carried out by Mr. Earn, of Lambeth.
A heavy expense has already been incurred, and the work is still far from beinp
complete.

Contemporai-y with the above, another chapel for a similar purpose has
been erected at the Roman Catholic Church, Chelsea, and will, we believe, be
opened on the same day ; it is from the designs of Mr. Welby Pugin. The chapel
is divided into three bays, with groined intersecting ribs, having carved bosses at
each intersection, the principal ones representing the Sacrifice of the Mass,
the Resurrection, and the Blessed Virgin seated on a throne surrounded by
angels. The ribs are supported on elaborately carved caps which terminate eight
Galway green columns arising from a polished alabaster base. The walls are
formed of Sicilian and Devonshire marbles. The chapel is lighted from four

hexagonal tracery windows which break into theupper portion ofthegroin. The altar

is a most highly finished work, in the centi-e of which, and standing immedi-
ately above the altar, is the tabernacle of polished alabaster, inlaid with spars and
other colored marbles. The cresting round the arch is formed of cunningly cut
passion-flowers, interwoven with conventional foliage. Above this is a throne
for the reception of the monstrance, round which, and forming a canopy too, is a
biscica of angels adoring and holding instruments of the Passion. In the centre
of the panel will be an I.H.S. in embossed metal-work with rays and stars. The
cresting is formed of angels interwoven with leafage. The upper portion of the
reredos is supported by marble and porphyry columns, between which are carved
clusters of foliage, and the side panels are also adorned with angels. The
principal portion is worked in alabaster, thealtar frontal is wrought in Caen-stone,
the chief subject being the Adoration of the Lamb. The metal-work, we are.

told, is being executed by Messrs. Hardman, and is said to be extremely rich.

The chapel is connected with the present church by means of an arcading
supported by marble columns. The work is executed by Mr. Farmer, of Mead-
place. ^

ARCHITECTDRAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of this body was heldat the rooms, V, Conduit-street, Itegent-street,
on Friday ; T. Roger Smith, Esq., the I'resideut, in the chair. The meeting

was very numerously attended.
Mr. Arthur Smith, Hon. Sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last|meeting,

which were approved of and confirmed.
Keir Members.—The following gentlemen having been balloted for, were elected

members of the Association :—Mr. J{. H. Jones, Mr. Charles Harris, Mr. Thomas II.

Vernon, and BIr. Henary.
iVo»?imff^"oH5.—The following gentlemen were nominated for membership:—Mr.

W. M. Taylor, :)-', Fleet-slrcet : Jlr. .lohn Clarkson, Russell-square; Mr. G. OJeorgi,
10, Guildford-street ; Jlr. Edward I.cwi.^ rarairc, 441, Oxford-street ; Mr. F. A. w.
Werry, 4, Beaufort-buildings ; and Mr. J. .1. (TOldsmith. Laurence I'ultency-hill.

Several new members, being present for the first time since their election, were
admitted by the Chairman.
Report of the Curators.—Mr. C. U. F. Lewxs read the following report of the

Curators :—
Report of Curators of the Architectural Association for Sessiott Iseo-OI.

To the President and 3Iembers,—In accordance with the resolution passed at the
special business meeting, on Friday, the Mb inst., we, the t:urators for the present
session, luive to present our report of the amount of property in our possession
t)clonging to the Association, which is as follows :—[Here follows a list of the
property of the Association.]

Vt (• now beg leave to call your attention to a subject which has before been
mooted in the rooms of the Association—viz.. the establishment of a hbrary ; but the
idea has always been very absurdlv ridiculed, we are sorry to say, by some of the
elder members of tiie Association,'and the subject has been allowed to drop. We
are, however, of opinion that a Ubrary ought to be a mie qud itoH with every
society.

The expensive character of most architectural works places them beyond the reach
of the student. The library of the liritish Museum is comparatively useless to him
from only being accessible in the daytime. The Art Library at the Kensington
Museum—which, by-thc-byc. contains the finest collections of works on art of any
in London ; and the subscription is very moderate—though open in the evening
placed at such a distance as to debar the minority from taking advantage of it from
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the tine oonaamfd in reaching it. The line library of ihe Institute is only open to it3

own members, most of whom have libraries of their own, and only use it occasionally

for the purpose of r\'forenco.

CoBiideruis the Institute as the reeocTiised head of the profession, we think it

woold be perlorm!n<; a s.'racious act on tlieir part, and add materially to the usefiil-

BCM at their librarv, could they contrive some means of throwing open their library

to the members of the Association. Hut even this would not supply wliat we
consider the great desideratum of the architectural student—viz., the power of taking

books home with him to read at his leisure ; and we therefore propose that a circu-

latiu architectural Ubrary should be founded in connexion with the Association,

OBCB ftee, under certain restrictions, to all it« members ; the charj^e nnd management
of which library should be in the hands of the Curators for the time beinff. Tlie

books, pamphlets, Ac, in oar possession would form a nucleus for such a collection,

and we propose that the members and friends of the Association should be solicited

to contribute donatjons of books for tlie purpose. We further propose, as soon as

the audited accounts are presented to us, and if the state of the funds will permit of

It, to move that a sura of^monev sliould be voted lor the purchase of a pruper case

for the reception of the books, and that any surplus funds in future sessions should

be made available for the purchase of usefiil additions to the library.

OnAS. H. K. I.EWES) p,,..f„>,
ROBT. O. Harris i

*-""">"•

Mr. BLAsniLL moved that the report be received.

Mr. Bi.oMFiELD seconded the motion.
The C'liAiBMAN obscned that it would be a subject for the consideration of a sub-

sequent meeting, whether any action should be taken upon the report.

The motion was then unanimouslv agreed to.

The Subjtct or' Kxaminalions and Diplomas.

The CnAiRM.VN said the auditc'd accounts for the last session would be laid on the

table for inspection, either at the next meeting or the subsequent one. He was not

smv that there was anvthing else put down for consideration except the subject

which had chiefly brought them together—that of Architectural Examinations. In

the first place, as regarded the subject itself, they were aware that it had been brought
before the general body repeatedly, at various times ; that it had been a subject of

disciusion in the public papers, and in their own society, and that latterly the Council

of the Koyal Institute of British Architects, considering it of importance the subject

should be ventilated, and that an examination should be instituted, had brought the

SDbJect before the consideration of their members. That was towards the close of

the last session. The Council of the Institute proposed to the members to discuss an
outUne of the scheme which thev had prepared. The discussion of the 25th of June
resulted in the passing of a resolution by the Institute to the eirect, that it was
desirable to afford an opportunity for a voluntary examination. lieyond that they
had no expressed opinion of the Institute, and the consideration of the details was
altogether postponed by them. During the recess the Institute proposed to take the
opinions of the various provincial societies and of the Architectural Association ;

and were desirous that they should take the question into consideration.

Accordingly, a circular was prepared and sent out to the various societies.

requesting them to consider the main question, to favor the Institute

with any sugjjestions thev had to make respecting it, and to take the sense of
the various societies upon the scheme proposed by the Institute, both as a whole and
in detail. The consideration of the subject had been further postponed by the Insti-

tute until answers had been received from various societies, including their own, and
the present was the first free evening wliieh their necessary business had left them
for the consideration of the subject. The subject might be divided into two or three
different branches, and it struck him that they should lay down a very precise idea

as to the mode in which they should discuss it. In the first place, it was intended
that a resolution should be moved, to the eflfect—that the meeting agrees with the
resolution expressed by the Institute, that it was desirable to afTord an opportunity
for a voluntarv examination. Now, he wished the meeting, in discussing that reso-

lution, to avoid, as far as possible, details. Some gentlemen might think it desirable
imder one circumstance, and another under other circumstances, but the great ques-
tion was, whether under any circmnstances a voluntary examination was
desirable. They should first of all look at the broad question, whether cir-

cumstances had rendered it desirable— whether the time had come— whether
it wa.s desirable there should be an examination which any or all might
imdergo. The next point, supposing it was decided that an examination was
desirable, would be, what should be the subjects in which persons should be
examinc*d, and that could be referred to and provided for in the second
resolution. The third resolution to be proposed would have reference to the persons
who should have the conduct ol the examinations ; it would be an important point
as to who should have the control of the examinations, and the third resolution
would embody a suggestion as to the hands in which the examinations should be
left. He should "be glad if gentlemen in addressing the meeting would confine
themselves to the resolution immediately under discussion, and visiting friends,

whom the Association was extremely glad to see, would understand that they had
no votes at the meeting, the opinion of the members of the Association only having
been asked for. There was a ditference of opinion as to the propriety of visitors
moving^ or seconding resolutions, but the general view seemed to be this, that the
visitors had not the power ofmoving or seconding substantial motions. But as they
were desirous of having before them the views of all present, the hon. secretaries
would be glad to hear from any visitor any motion or amendment which he would
wish to have brought forward with a view to its being put to the meeting.
Mr. ARTiit'K Smith moved the first resolution:—"That the establishment of an

arGhitectural examination under a competent authority may be rendered advan-
tageous to art and improve the standard of the profession." lie thought that there
could not be two opinions upon that, although there might be a difference as to the
mode in which the examination should be carried on. That there should be an
examination they were, he thought, all agreed. There were auctioneers .and trades-
men in the lower ranks who without knowing bow to execute work which they bad
undertaken, yet called themselves architects. Now, he was of opinion that gentle-
men who had studied their profession, and expended much money and time upon it,

ought to be protected from the class to which he referred. The proposed examina-
tion would lead to a course of study for students. At present there was no
recog^nlsed course of study for students ; in the medical profession such was the
case, but not so in architecture. And he believed that many young architects
thought that remaining in an office from a to .5 o'clock for four or five years entitled
them to put the word "architect " at the endot their names, and that no more study
was requisite ; in fact, that any other study was superfluous. But they all knew that
if a man did not study his profession ho could not possibly arrive at anything like
proficiency. First of all, he would mention that the mere fact of there being an
examination would raise the profession from being a mere trade or commission
agency to a standing which it could not attain without. No man would suppose that
the diploma in the medical profession was of no use to the members of^that pro-
fession, and he said that architects required an examination. The subject he thought
could not admit of much discussion, for the simple question was, whether architects
wanted an examination or not. And if any gentleman thought that under any
circumstances whatever an examination could be advante^eous, he was bound to
vote for the first resolution.
Mr. K. O. Habris seconded the motion.
Mr. I{ix>»FiEi.Dremarked that there were two views set forth in the speech of the

mover of the resolution ; the one was an cxciusionist one, to keep out quacks from
the profession, and the other was the educational view. Now he did not agree with
the first view, but he agreed with the second. Uo was not, however, satisfied that it

was requisite to have a professional examination—that the mover of the resolution
had failed to prove to him ; and he did not think the cry for an architecttural exami-
nation had come forth from the public at all. He should like to ask whi'ther the
profcsslou was now in a lower position, in reference to general tone or general
intelligence, than it had been in past years ? He thought the argument as to the

analogy of the medicul profession was quite a mistaken idea altogether. He believed
the wliole question was started by persons who thought that every profession was
having an examination, and that architects ought to have one, so that they mi^ht
thereby be enabled to put some letters after their names. But he thought that the
architectural profession was placed in a position to which that of no other profession
could be compared. Architecture was composed of two different but very important
elements, namely art and science, and those two elements took it oat of all com-
parison with all other professions, notwithstanding the utility of examinations in
other professions. He would propose no amendment, and only made these' remarks
for the sake of explaining why he would give no vote on the occasion. From what
he had stated he did not intend to say that such an examination as that proposed
would be undesirable, but he did not think it was absolutely called for by the state of
the profession.
Mr. Paraibe said the gentleman who had just sat down had made a remark to

the efl'ect that he did not feel inclined to vote for the motion which had been pro-
posed. Tha question ought to be considered on the broad principle whether the
proposed examination was or was not necessary. There was no doubt, if they took
any profession—if they took the medical profession, for instance—he had very strong
doubts whether the medical profession was made or created by the demand of the
public that all doctors should be examined. It struck him that the students in the
medical profession and the doctors themselves found that there were so many quacks
creejiing into the profession that they united to form themselves into a society, into
which members should be admitted who had previously undergone an examination.
Now, he did not think the examination called forth by the College of Surgeons could
be thought to have emanated from anybody except the members of the profession
themselves. As to the architectural profession In this country, it stood high not in
England alone, but throughout all Europe ; of that he thought there could be no
doubt. The advocates of an examination were not endeavouring to raise
the standard of the profession, but, as it had already reached so high a
point, to prevent its going down. The first question to be considered was,
was it or was it not desirable to have an architectural examination? Now,
he could not sec on what grounds any man could say that such an examination
was not necessary. Uneducated boys they had heard of who had swept offices, but
having a great desire for study, had become eminent lawyers. And so there was
nothing to prevent a boy in an architect's oflice from becoming an eminent architect

;

the great matter that was wanted for the boy to become an architect was to pass an
examination. And the question that would naturally arise was this—Was the student
capable or not capable of becoming a lawyer or an architect ? Well, an examination
oifered to the boy an;encouragemcnt so to study as to enable him to become a member
of the professional body. He thought Jlr. Arthm' Smith was right when lie said
that he did not consider the question of having an examination admitted of any dis-
cussion. The first tiling to be considered that evening was, whether an examination,
or a diploma, or some criterion of eflicicncy, was necessary in the architectural pro-
fession. And he thought that all members of the profession who had studied the
subject would see the advantage of an examination, which would certainly confer
a very great benefit on the members of the profession.
Mr. Bloiiiield merely wished to say that the whole of Mr. Paraire's arguments

against him were based upon there being an analogy between the architectural imd
other professions. Now he said that the architectural profession could not be com-
pared with the other professions. He did not consider that their profession could be
properly compared with any other, and it was upon that he based his conviction that
such an examination as that proposed was not necessary. He thought a general
architectural examination would not tend to keep up the tone and position of the
profession, and he was not convinced of the contrary by what Mr. I'araire had said.
Mr. rARAiRE did not think that the medical examination had emanated from the

public, but from the doctors themselves, and, in his opinion, an architectural ex-
amination of architects ought to be instituted by architects themselves.
Mr. Blomfield.—I said I did not think the public called for an architectural

examination.
Sir. Arthur Smith.—The public were not likely to call for an examination, be-

cause they could not possibly understand the subject so well as architects did them-
selves. Mr. Blomfield did not take the matter as he would like him to do, but he
admitted that under certain circumstances an examination might be desirable, and,
therefore, he did not see why Mr. Blomfield should not vote for the motion, because
it was not said .it present how that should be carried out, and it might be carried out
in a way that would suit Mr. Blomfield. Let them p.xss the first resolution, and then
they could proceed to consider the way in which should be carried out.

Mr. Blomfield was not aware he admitted that an examination would be advan-
tageous, and if he proposed an amendment, it would be to the effect—" That the
meeting did not see that it was called upon to pass a resolution in favor of architec-
tural examinations." It might be considered a very subtile amendment, but he did
not think an examination was called for by the profession.

The Chairman.—The view of the resolution was an extremely broad one ; it

included Mr. Paraire's view, which was, if he understood it aright, that an examina-
tion was called for and extremely desirable in the present state of things. Well, ha
thought there were a great many gentlemen who did not feel so strongly as that,
and the object of the resolution was to meet the views of both classes. 'IMiere could
be produced some facts to show that some portions of the public did desire an archi-
tectural examination.

Mr. Bunker confessed that during the last few years his opinion in reference to
arcliitectural examinations had undergone a change ; he was at one time in favor of
them, but such was not now the case. Mr. Blomfield clearly pointed out to his mind
that an examination must bo divided into two subjects—art and science. Then he
would ask bad anything occurred in architectural practice of late years to show the
necessity for an examination in cousfrnction ? Had construction retrograded ?

Were architects in a worse position now than they were three or four centuries ago;
With regard to art opinion might differ in reference to the styles of the day. But
Mr. Paraire told them that the architectural profession had already arrived at a very
high position, and that the proposed examination was not to raise them any higher,
but to enable them to keep the position they had .attained. One person told them
that an examination was to raise them to a great height, while another told them it

was to enable them to retain what they had already got. Well, he was so dull and
stupid that he could not understand that. To invent some method of educating
young men for the architectural profession would be desirable, to lead up young men
to follow those pursuits and to study the books which would be of the greatest im-
portance to them, would be of great advantage to the profession at large But an
examination followed by presenting to the successful candidates framed and glazed

|

certificates, seemed to him to involve a great deal of vanity, if not of folly. He
should Uke to sec the diploma fixed in the head of a man, and established by his own
education, but away with the proposed architectural examination and the so-called
diploma.
Mr. Arthur Smith maintained that an architectural examination would raise

the social position of the members of the profession ; the man who bad undergone
a course of study and an examination, and bad thereby obtained a diploma, must be
raised in the social position. Mr. Bunker spoke of educating the young architect,
but he did not offer the slightest inducement to the student to become so educated.
Unless they took some trouble to put young men in tlic right way, it could not be ex-
pected that they wouldalwaystravelintherightway of theirown accord. They knew
that a young man entrusted to the care of gentlemen having offices ought to be
educated in the right way, but they also knew that such did not always turn out to

be the case. Unless a young man had friends elsewhere, he often did not obtain the
information he ought to receive in an office, and was thus deficient at the period
when his articles expired. They should, therefore, by way of encouragement and
an inducement to exertion, give young men something to look forward to when they
had gone through the drudgery of their profession.
Mr. Bunker.— If a young man who intended to be an architect did not study
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lianl, rctid thoroughly, and Iotc liis profession, he was not entitled to his sympathy,
and ou^ht not to be looked upon us u lirottier.

3Ir. A. Smith—ISut a youuir man might love his profession, and wisli to (?et on in

his profession, without knowing how to do so, unless an inducement were held out to
him.
Mr. Attwood Keeves.—As to the statement of Mr. Arthur Smith, that students

liad not tlic means of readinf^ up or of goiny the right way, Mr. Hunker remarked
that u course of study was desirable for young men, though he did not sec the ne-
cessity for an examination. Therefore, tuey seemed both agreed tliat a course of
study was requisite to enable gentlemen to study with efflciency as architects. He
{Mr. Keeves) thought an examination would do a great deal of good. In the archi-
tectural profesfiiou there were what in the medical profession were termed quacks,
and an examination would have the effect of keeping such persons out of the profes-
sion, lie should certainly vote tor the motion.
Mr. rARAiRE.—It occurred to him that the question was this, would an architectural

examination affect the public or architects ? An architectural examination would
not do the public any good, he thought there could hardly be two opinious about it

;

but would it do thu architects any harm ? They knew from practical experience that
the certificate obtained by district surveyors, after under^^oing the necessary
examination, tlirew on those gentlemen in the eyes of the public a certain degree of
responsibility which other areiiitects had not. As to the education of young men
the question which they had to look to, was not so much the education of young
men as it was to prevent young men from being placed under architects who were
not competent to educate them. Having been a number of years in the profession,
and having come in contact with a great number of architects, he knew a very great
deal about the profession and about architects, and he could point to some and he
could point to others on different grounds. There were some in whose offices there
were tlirec or four, and sometimes even five pupils. He remembered some time ago
going into an office wliere an assistant asked him if he tnew of any one who wanted
a person like him, as he should soon be out of his time. He (Mr. Taraire) said '• I
don't know," and then asked him what lie knew. The assistant replied
that he knew nothing. He then asked him what he had been doing,
and he replied that he did not know, adding that he had been five years in the office,
and Iiad had nothiug to do. He then aske<l the young man how he managed to get
on, and he said he did not know, adding that there were some other pupils, but that
ihey had gone. Now, if assisting in an office from to r» o'clock for five years wa.s
all that was requisite to constitute an architect, then he saw no necessity tor an ex-
amination, liut some architects employed a system of competition, and he thought
that that was a very good plan, as it had been the means of forming the education of
a large number of young men, who otherwise would have had very little education.
Where there was an inducement, where there was a prospect of obtaining a certain
amount of instruction, young men, clerks, pupils, assistants, were mduced to ^o on.
Well, by an architectural examination they nad an offer of a permanent good. It
was not a question whether A or U could do without an examination

; yet it was a
matter which was perfectly simple. The gilt frame, the engraved piece of parch-
ment, and all the gingerbread ornaments had nothing to do with the matter. Mr.
liunkersaid he would not call that person a brother who did not study his pro-
fession, but if he studied so as to (pmlify himself for an examination he would
then call him, he (5Ir. I*araire) should think, more than a brother.
Mr. IlLASHiLL.— I understood Slr.^Paraire to say that the proposed examination

was not for the benefit of the public
Mr. I'ARAiKK.— What I meant to say was that the public would receive no such

immediate benefit from it as to induce them to take an interest in the discussion,
they will not care whether we have a diploma or not ; but I consider that everybody
will be benefited by an examination—in short, that it will bo a general benefit.

ilr. liLASUiLL.—Mr. Taraire remarked that the examination was not for the
benefit of the public, and if so they had better shut up tlie book at once ; if they
wore merely a club, the members of wliich put their shoulders to the wheel for the
purpose of getting on personally, the thing was so selfish that they should give it

up altogether. If an examination was desirable, the object must involve the benefit
of art, and not particularly either the public or the profession ; but if by an exami-
nation the standard was raised, the profession would be benefited. They all knew
that in the case of the medical and other professions the fact of the members having
a liberal education was considered a great advantage, and justly so. But he should
not think any particular amount of education or a degree at college would be
rendered requisite for an architectural examination ; but they ought to let the public
know that the architects they employed were fitted for the office and knew the
principles of construction. He saw no necessity for examination in fine art or
beauty ; there was no more need for that than there was for the examination of a
landscape or other painter.
Mr. liLOMFiELD said he was the first to create what might be considered an oppo-

sition to the motion, but after the explanation which had fallen from 3Ir. Blashill,
who had much better expressed what he meant than he himself had done, he with-
drew his opposition to the motion, and should vote for it. His real objection to the
motion was the great difficulty it involved in reference to an examination in art
which would be requisite in a general architectural examination; but as 3Ir.
Blashill said such a general examination was not contemplated, he (Mr. Blomfield)
withdrew his opposition.
A Member thouglit the obtaining of prizes and certificates by students in Pro-

fessor Donaldson's elas.'^es did the students no good. He knew one of thepremiated
who was in a very indifferent position. He should think that no person would ever
dream of becoming an arcliiteet, or even a builder, without undergoing some course
of study having reference to tlie putting of a building together.
Mr. Paraikk did not think that, if every architect in England had a diploma, it

would prevent the public from going to any person they liked. Even in the medical
profession, they saw advertisements from quacks, in reference to Morison's Pills,
and so forth, so that he did not see how the proposed examination would so much
benefit the public. The last speaker made a remark about a premiated pupil in Pro-
lessor Donaldson's class, and there might be a great deal of truth in it, as there was
a great deal of truth in the fact that those who were the cleverest did not get on the
best, liut if it became generally known that the young men of the Architectural
Association were prosecuting studies in order to become efficient architects, and if
the pupil of Professor Donaldson who had been referred to were to join tlie Associa-
tion, he would probably become a distinguished architect and obtain great advance-
ment on the part of the public. Whatever the study and reading of a student might
be, if he studied and read well, though he got nothing, it would show that he was
endeavouring to get something.
Mr. Attwood Keeves.—Some one said that no person would attempt to become

an architect without study. Now, there were some men who never studied, and who
called themselves architects without reading a page. He thought that an examina-
tion would benefit the public as well as the architects.
Mr. li. A. C. Herring could not rise to speak at all in favor of an examination,

for Jiis own impression was that, instead of raising the profession, it would have the
effect rather of lowering it, or, at any rate, of levelling all to one distinction. If an
examination was passed, and a diploma obtained, the public would consider one
architect as good as another ; they would go to the first they thought of and say,
" They have all passed an examination and have a diploma, so that one man will be
as good as another." They had been told that evening that one benefit for the
young man was to enter into competitions, but if the diploma were established
competition would be done away with. Then, again, it "had been said that an
examination or diploma would relieve the profession from any quacks, and quacks
certainly did exist. But he must say himself it was rather a verv great advantage
there were <iuacks in the profession, for he believed that the buildings of quacks
only made the buildings of distinguished men stand out in greater beauty and
excellenci'.

The Chairman.—That cannot be a benefit to the public.
Mr. Herrini; (m continuation). If the public choose not to make the neceaaary

inquiries before engaging architects, as to their position and abilities, thcymuBt
abide by the conseijueuces.
Mr. Blahiiiel could not see any value la quacks, though the proposed examina-

tion would not destroy them.
Mr. Bunker thought it was a cruel thinj; to put a young man Into an architect's

office without directing him in his studies ; but he did not think the proposed exami-
nation and diploma would answer the purposes suggested. Youujf men ought to be
put in a proper way for study.
Mr. New aj^reed with Mr. Bunker In the opinion he had expressed that a course of

study would be very advantageous to tlie professional pupil, but he did not see why
Mr. Bunker should not blend the course of study with tnc diploma. After under-
going a course of study, the pupil should be subjected to an examination based on
that course of study; aud he did not tliink that Mr. Bunker had advanced any argu-
ment that evening against tlie establishment of a diploma.
Mr. Goodman.—Ihey were told to look at the question m two points of view, one

the exclusionist point of view, and the other the educational point of view. Now
he did not think that ai-chit<;cts would raise themselves by having letters placed
af"ter their names. But in reference to tlie educational point they might look at the
past for a guide, or to the future for motives. Looking at tlic past, he did not
think tlnre was any likelihood of members of the profession gaining any advantage
from an examination or a diploma. Tlie profession had gone on very well hitherto
without diplomas, both in regard to professional men and to amateurs, aud he might
only instance the case of Sir Christopher Wren. Then as to the future, what were
they to gain by an examination and diploma? It was said that they were to elevate
their position in a professional point of view. Now as to architecture proper, it was
very distinct and separate from construction. If they had an examination for con-
struction only then they did not turn out an architect, and if they made it an archi-
tectural examination he thought it was impossible to manage it in such a way as to
get any real benefit from it. It had been stated that an analo^'y existed between
other professions in which there were examinations and the architectural profession.
Now as to the leg'al profession, it was a constant, perpetual, unvarying routine ; and
as to the medical profession, the study of its members was the human body, their
study was the same as it always had been, it remained the same, constant aud un*
changed. But it was not so with architecture. God forbid that architecture should
remain the same and constant ! And he did not think that illustration or analogy
was real argument.
Mr. Bunker observed that in Prussia there was a strict examination in architec-

ture.
Mr. A. Smith.— Mr. Herring said that an examination would lower them all to the

same standard. Now, it was utterly impossible for them all to be alike, there could
not be two men alike in the practice of architecture. Mr. (ioodman said the analogy
between one profession and another did not apply, but he (Mr. Smith) contended that
it did. As to the legal profession, referred to by Mr. Goodman, the law was not
always the same, for during the sitting of Parliament it was undergoing continual
change. And so the medical profession was always undergoing changes. And at all

events if architects had a diploma no one could say that they should be in a worse
position than they were before.

*

Mr. Blomfield.—As to the analogy in the professions, you cannot mention any
other profession which bears a comparison with ours.
Mr. PARAiRE.—The lioyal Academy.
Mr. Blomfield.— I do not consider that a profession.
Mr. Paraire.—No, but it la an art, and they have to pass an examination before

admission.
Mr. Blomfield.—They could not point out any other profession that bad art and

science in it, aud who was to say which was the more important, art or science, both
of which were involved in their profession ?

Mr. Blaniiill proposed, as an amendment to the motion of 3Ir. Arthur Smith—
"That a decision upon the resolution now before the meeting be postponed until
they had discussed thequestion as to what examinations they should have." AStet
that they could come to a decision upon the first resolution.
Mr. A. Smith did not see how they could take into consideration what was the

examination they should undergo, until they had decided whether they should have
an examination or not.
Mr. Blomfield said the second resolution might be discussed under the suppo-

sition that they had decided an examination should take place. He should be happy
to second Mr. Blashill's amendment for the postponement of the consideration of
tlie first resolution until the next meeting, so that they might goon with the dis-
cussion of the second resolution at present.
The Chairman said it struck him as strange that any one should deny that an

examinatioix would benefit the public, for anything that benefited the profession
would benefit the public. His own opinion was that an architectural examination
would be very desirable indeed. In his own experience of examination he did not
recollect anything of more value than the preparation of two sets of drawinjfs which
he knew were requisite for getting into the Boyal Academy. He never had so great
a stimulus for working hard in his life as he had then, for ho knew that his drawings
would be examined, and that if they did not please he should be plucked.
The amendment proposed by Mr. Blashill was then carried by a majority of twenty

to six.

Mr. Blashill said it seemed to him that In the discussion of the question before
them, every gentleman had got up with a wish to know what was the kind of ex-
amination which was proposed, and that was the most important question which
was likely to come beiore them in that discussion. And he should like to move a
resolution expressive of his views as to what kind of an examination was desirable.
A good deal had been said about the analogy their profession bore to other profes-
sions, and to the absence ofanalogy between them. It seemed that the architectural
profession being of a mixed kind, might, in some respects, bear an analogy with
other professions, and in others it might not. Now, the question was to see whether
it was desirable to have an examination in reference to those respects that did bear
an analogy to other professions. After referriujg to the legal, the medical, the
clerical, and the military professions, Mr. Blashilfsaid it appeared to him that in

their own profession there might be certain things which were as fixed, or more
fixed, than were things in either theology or law. For instance, the science of con-
struction and the materials used were very much the same as they were centuries
ago. The question of construction was one of those things which went to constitute
an architect, a man who had not studied construction might only be capable
of making drawings, which might be very beautiful, but still he would
not be an architect. The studies of an architect seemed to divide
themselves into two chief kinds ; the one was construction, and the second
the principles of design—the theory of the beautiful, as the Institute called it, and
the questions mixed up therewith. With respect to the question of art, he was of
opinion that it would be quite uuadvisable to institute any examination whatever,
lie did not see any greater reason for examining an architect on the principles of

the beautiful than he did in examining a painter on those principles. The resolution

he had to propose was—"That in the event of a professional examination being
instituted, it should be confined to subjects connected with the practice of the
profession ; but this Association does not consider it desirable that matters of general
education should be introduced, and fears that any examination on the principles

of beauty would lead to results unfavorable to the progress of the art." He thought
the subjects upon which architects should be examined were these:—the first thing
would be the nature of materials ; secondly, the higher branches of construction, aa
well as the lower branches, including sanitary matters, as mentioned in the proposi-

tions of the Institute, and the Building Act. It struck him that on all these question, if

an examination was to be instituted.tht; examinations ought to be rather full and rather

strict. The other (luestlous on wiiich architects should be examined would be three or
four, and on those questions, as well as on the questions he had already mentioned,
some regular text-book should be named at some period before the examination
takes place. The examiners should publish the books which candidates should get
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Ul Foroiher matters in which it w«8 desirable they should b« instructed he thoufrht

a^BOwledge of elrnient«rv works should for the puriwses of theexaniination be con-
Uocd snfficieDt, and he thought such studies should include geology, geometry,
MbenuUics, botanv, chemistry, and mensuration. The subject of i:reology ought
(MiaWjr to be well studied by an arrhitect, and the study of botany would be found
naeAil in reference to the principles of beauty. It seemed to him that they inight

have one or two objects in view in having an exan\ination. one to show the genius of

tjie yoim^ man who came up, and another to let any one of ordinary abilities get

through the examination. And be thought that if the exiuninatiou was made too

wtiS it would (ail altogether, because it would not get the mass in its favor. As
ngarded the rivil Service and such like examinations, the question was, who were
'" " men to be employed by the (iovernraent; so that there was no analogy

_ Mch examinations and that propostMi for the architectural profession,

i the supposition was that those who underwent the examination either were
arehiteeta or intended to become architects.

The further discussion of the subject was then adjourned to the next meeting of the
Otfiri^lift

^.
ARCHITECTURAL LSTION COMPANY.

rE next Ordinary General Meeting of this Company, to receive the report of the
directors, sanction the declaration of a dividend, and transact other business,

i» to be held on Wednesday next, the 5th of December, at the premises of the
Company, U, Coaduit-streot, Ucgeut-street.

"VOX POPULI" AND THE MILLION.
TTERY widely indeed docs the correspondent who signed himself " Vox
V Populi," differ in opinion from Mr. Fergusson. In his " Inquiry into

the True Principles of Beauty in Art,"* the latter gentleman tells us that

it is to the upper classes we must look for the regeneration of art. It is

they who possess both that leisure and those facilities for studying art as

a p&rt of their education, which are denied to the "million,"—of whom
** Vox Populi " professes to be the representative. Whether it ought to be

o or not, pretty certain it is that the many—not to say the million

—

endearor to follow in the wake of those above them. The drawing-room
may be aped in the servants' hall, but it does not borrow its taste, be it

whatever it may, from " below stairs."

Most assuredly, it was never at the bidding of the million that the

noblest monuments of architecture have been reared. By the term
" million " we naturally understand those who possess no more than
average capacity, and who, owing to their social position, are of necessity

quite untutored in art. What do, or what can the so-called million, nay
even not a few of "the upper ten thousand" care for the " Cartoons" or

the Elgin Marbles ? The rare excellences of such works are so far from
being obvious to those who, be their education what it may in other

respects, are illiterate in art, that they are not to be understood and
realised without some diligence of study. Although public galleries and
museums are open to all, it is only the few that really profit by them; since

with the rest— the formidably large majority— of visitors it is, as Mr.
Falkener says, no better than mere siglit-seeing. Fully, too, do we agree

with his remark that the multiplicity of works of art collected together in

such places, piofessedly for study, prevents their being studied. Or, if study
he not required, but sufiicient insight into art can be obtained by merely
looking at its productions, how happens it that persons in general, least

of all understand that one of the fine arts whose productions stand
exposed to the gaze of the multitude ? Architecture standeth in the
streets and public ways, and welcometh, and exhibiteth herself to all

alike,—to the million just as freely as to the millionaire. Nevertheless,

she fully reveals herself only to the initiated, those who whether trained
np or no to be her followers can rank among her intimates and familiars.

Whether all those can be so classed who take up the study of architecture
rather as a matter of history and antiquarianism than of art and
aesthetics, admits of question. That archaeology has both its usefulness
and its attractiveness is not to be denied. It is serviceable in so far as it

maps out to us the route along which art has marched, and informs us of
the several vicissitudes it has undergone; yet acquaintance witli such
historical lore is altogether insufficient to impart that intellectual energy
which looks like inspiration. The real artist can afford to be ignorant of,

at least comparatively indifferent to, the dry registering and chronicling
which is accepted as the history of art, though it amounts to no more
than a collection of materials, for one—a history that would be very much
more than a trustworthy record of facts—be even made the vehicle of
much interesting disquisition and sesthetic instruction.
Now, however, we are told that there is no necessity for instruction or

study of any kind to enable people to be competent judges of, and to be,
consequently, fully capable of relishing, an art, which is, so to say,
entirely artificial, it having no prototype whatever in nature. Unlike
painting and sculpture, architecture is not an imitative art, but an
inventive and creative one, whose aim it is, or ought to be, to devise
forms of beauty and various combinations of them, not pre-existing in
nature. Nevertheless, " Imitate nature " has of late become the cry and
the motto of those who, under the transparent pretence of conforming to
nature, would fain excuse—nay, even dignify—their incapacity for rising
into that higher region in which the natural is transfigurated into the
ideal. The maudlin canting about nature, which is unluckily now so rife
among us, may, in a great measure, be attributed to Mr. lluskin and his
chimerical fancies. Not a little mischievous, too, is the strange delusion
that has taken possession of some others with respect to our obtaining a
decidedly distinct nineteenth-century or Victorian style by merely pro-
posing it, or as if it could he raised in an aesthetical hot-bed. A new

* The able author of this work has certainly not addressed himself to the " mil-
lion, of whom " Vox Populi " professes to be the representative, or even to thena^. It could be wished that Mr. F. would now reproduce lliat work of iiis by
omt^og much that is "caviare to the million," and enlarging those portions of it
mich contain much valuable and original aathetlc criticism. Its present shape
or Itself atwunts for lu not havhig obtained the popularity it deserves.

fashion of architecture may be designed upon the drawing-board, but for

its becoming established and recognised as a style—supposing it ever

should be so—there must be time. A heigh presto ! and a harlequin's wand
cannot possibly transform any one of the worn-out (?) styles we now
practise into a bran-new Victorian one. In our pantomime-loving days
we have seen a wrinkled, decrepid, hobbling crone metamorphosed in a
minute into a youthful, buxom, and agile Columbine; but in architecture,

instead of a minute or mere second, it takes a century to achieve any-
thing like a decided transformation of style. Such change is not to be
effected by a coup de theatre or carried by a coup de main. " Vox Populi "

calls Mr. Harris the projector of the Victorian style, yet the compliment
is rather an equivocal one, projectors being quite as often as not the very
reverse of successful, not but that Mr. H. is likely to obtain a large

majority of suffrages for his idea of a style of architecture worthy to bo
denominated after her present Majesty, inasmuch as he may, perliaps,

have the million on his side—yet scarcely any others—and in matters of

art and taste the voice of the majority is not to be safely trusted to, nor
that of the minority to be disregarded.

What strikes us as not a little inconsistent is, that those who so loudly

call upon us to strenuously endeavour to shape out lor ourselves a style

especially accommodated to the wants of the present day, should trust

chiefly to the merest reproduction of forms and features characteristic of

a bygone period. What, we ask, have tall gables and steep roofs, with
railings along their ridges, to recommend them, either on the score of
utility or on that of economy ? We could put several similar questions,

but it will he time enough to do that after we shall have obtained a reply

to the present one, to which we shall not receive an answer by the electric

telegraph. In the interim, then, we take upon us to say that all the

attempts at producing a new style which we have seen, betray more of
copying than invention, of laziness than of study, and little of an eye for
(on the contrary, rather insensibility to) harmony of composition, or else

an equally convenient and cynical disregard of the decencies and funda-
mental laws of architectural composition, be the style employed whatever
it may. It looks as if architectural design and composition were about to

run quite wild : there is less shown of artistic fancy than of undisciplined

freakishness, to say nothing of disregard of sobriety. One especial merit

claimed for the prophesied and, wo suppose, now nascent " Victorian " is

that it freely admits of polychromic surface decoration, producible by
variously-colored bricks and other materials. Wishing them no worse
harm, we could wish that the " Victorianists " were visited by color-blind-

ness, instead of being rabid under the influence of color mania. The appli-

cation of color externally to buildings requires more than ordinary

judgment and good taste, there being scarcely any medium between
decided success and offensive failure. What has hitherto been done in

that mode is anything but encouraging—some of it even barbarous, it

being no better than tattooing. It may be our misfortune that we dissent

entirely from the taste of our present nineteenth century architectural

Picts, yet we should consider it a still greater misfortune to be able to

sympathise with it. Monoohromic, not motley, is the only wear for archi-

tecture, at least out of doors, where it is exposed to injurious atmospheric
influences. Nature is the very best colorist for buildings, since, though
the action of the weather operates upon them unfavorably, in one sense

and according to ordinary notions, it improves them in the eye of the—not,

indeed, of the million but of the artist, by mellowing them. The discolor-

ation* so produced may be compared to that patina which, notwithstanding

that the profane may call it dirt, is so precious to, and held in such high

esteem by, collectors of medals. Even if it be a sort of cutaneous eruption

upon them, and perhaps so far injurious, moss or other incrustation upon
them, does not at all disfigure the stems of trees.

We desist from saying more at present, contenting ourselves with re-

marking that we have a very strong suspicion that those who make such

large promise of " Victorian style " are neither better nor worse than
" the miller's dog that licks his lips before the bag is tmtied." L.

lctii<liu.

FENN ON THE FUNDS.t
THIS volume, which, in the present edition, runs to some five huiidred pages,

certainly forms a complete compendium of the funds, shares, &c., nego-
tiable on the Stock Exchange. To say that the work is a success is only to

reiterate that this is a seventh edition ;" but it will, in this edition, be a greater

success than in former ones from the immense mass of new matter introduced by
Mr. Siramonds, connected with the national and foreign securities, railways, gold,

and with the commerce and population of nearly all the world. This is saying a
great deal, but that it is not saying over much will be found by those who use
I'enn as their guide and instructor.

True it is that the endeavour to present statistics in an attractive form is

seldom a successful one, but in this case, facts, debts, glory, and history

in general are so nicely proportioned as to lead the reader further into the work
than at first starting he thought would be the case. Still, we are open to admit
that had less been attempted the work would have been more finished.

In the preface to this work the editor give a condensed statement of the

* Plaster architectural models would be none the worse were they. Instead of being
cnddk^l-up under glass shades, to be exposed for awhile, before peing so sheltered^
where they would actjuire a coating of dust.

t Fcnn's Compendium of the English and Foreign Funds, Debts, and Ileveuueaof
All Nations, &c. ; forming an epitome of ihe various objects of Investment and Specu-
lation whicli arc Negotiable in London. 71h edition, revised, corrected and brought
down to the present time. By P. L. SiMMONi>8,F.E.fcr.S.,F.S.S.,&o. London: Elling-
ham Wilson, Koyal Exchange.
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capitalofsomeof the principal securities dealt in on tlie Stock Excliange as

"
British Funded and Unfunded Debt £805,000,000

Kailway Sliart'SandUpbentures.... aai.SOO.OOO

Indian Kailway Shares held in Kngland 2e,MO,0«0

<;olouial Oovfrnnieut Sc'curitics 16,000.000

Indian Home Bond Debts 6,800,000

London .Joint Stock ItanljB 15,500,000

Irish and Scotcll Banlis 12,760,000

Banlc Stock IVjOO.OOO

Insurance Companies 15.000.000

Mines, British and I'oreign I0,000,0(X)

Steam Companies .'>,000,000

Telesraph Companies 0,000,000

Docks. Canals, Waterworks, Bridprcs, Ac »,500.000

Gas Companies 0,700,000

Total i;i,288,750,000

This total, be it understood, is irrespective of tlie sliares of provincial Joint

Stock Banks, of many Land, Discount, and other companies, and of the larpe

amount of foreign loans, foreign railway shares, and otlier foreign securities held

here, the value of which cannot be estimated.

Having shown something of tlie business done on the Stock Exchange, it is

only fiur to give Mr. Simraonds' very readable account of the origin and rise of

that building, as follows :

—

It is therefore, from this period (the granting of a cliarter to the Bank of Ensr-

land) that we may date the origin of that spirit of gambliii}; which infested the City

of London at dillercnt times, and wllicli gave birth to some of the most extraordinary

frauds and delusive schemes that were ever concocted by man in civiliBe<l society.

The dealings in these securities attracted men of capital from all parts, and the .Jews

ft-om Amsterdam and otlier countries, ever attentive to pecuniary gain, without en-

gaRinpr in the uncertain prollts of trade and industry, flocked in s;reat numbers to the

metroiiolia. and to the present day have ranked amongst the richest capitalists and
speculators in the kingdom. These transactions were at first carried on within the

walls of the Bank itself, where the system of jobbing was very extensively prac-

tised. The conditions of the Bank charter were such as to give the greatest

encouragement to every species of speculation, as the resources of the Crown were
pledged as a security for the payment of interest on the original stock. In addition

to these, the wars in which the country was engaged during the reigns of William
and Anno afforded fresli scope for the cunning intrigues of gambling speculators,

and, amongst others, none afforded greater opportunities than tlie campaigns of the

Duke of Marlborough, who was often accompanied by the wealthy Jew Medina.
This connexion between the hero and the capitalist enabled the latter to gain thou-

sands and tens of thousands, by means of the rapid despatches he obtained of the

victories of the former.
It was about tlie year 17flO that the dealers in public securities were found to en-

cumber the Bank bv their increased numbers, and they changed their place of meet-
ing to what is now' known as "Change-alley," which was for a long time their

principal place of resort. Of course, there were no rules or regulations that bound
these speculators together but such as were most conducive to their own individual

gains. There were, however, two contending parties who frequented this place, the

fortunate and the unfortunate speculators; and in their efforts to outwit each other

the most disreputable frauds and practices were committed with impunity, till at last

the whole country was roused against the dangerous infection, and stock-jobbing

was described as a pubiic nuisance and more destructive to the nation than a
pestilence.
But no abuse prevented the progress of these watchful speculators : war, public

extravagance, and tlic difficulties of the Government only gave new life to their

hopes and pursuits, until the stockjobbers became indispensable to the Government
itself, although it was compelled to pass several Acts to pacify the hatred which had
been created throughout the country by their practices, and a bill was brou^llt before

Parliament by Sir ,Jolin Barnard, in 1732, making time bnrgains illegal. But the

attempt to put'dowu speculation, when the Government itself encouraged the system
of lotteries and other schemes for raising money, only afforded fresh facilities for

gambling. An increase in business and in numbers subsequently induced the jobbers

to remove to Sweeting's-alley in 177.!, when several of the brokers came to a reso-

lution to engage a room, to be called the " Stock Kxchange," where any man might
transact business by paying sixpence. Such was tlie history of the Stock Exchange
of the above period.
The war which broke out at the close of the eighteenth century gave a fresh im-

portance to this body ; and the iucreasing transactions in which they were engaged
gave rise to the formation of a committee, and subscriptions were raised to erect a
uilding for the special purpose of dealing in the ])ublic stocks, and the spot chosen

was Capel-court, where once stood the residence of William Capel, Lord Mayor of
I/Ondon in 1504. The first stone of the building was laid on the IHth May, 1801.

With the erection of the new establishment free admission ceased, and only mem-
bers, who were elected by ballot, could be admitted as members by paying an annual
subscription.

It was about this time that the Stock Exchange occupie<l a very important position

in the State ; for the enormous loans that were found necessary to carry on the war
after the peace of Amiens, to its close in 1815. were principally effected through the
instrumentality of its members : and hence the Stock Exchange became as essential

to the Government of the day as tlie Bank of England.

We ai-e induced to give yet another extract concerning tlie Bank of England
which cannot but prove interesting to the general reader at the present

moment :^
The origin of the scheme is generally attributed to William Taterson, a native of

Scotlant], and Bishop Burnet, a great favourite of the King. I'ateraon. however,
does not appear to have had any active share in the managementof the bank, though
his name appears on the first list of directors mentioned in the original charter.

Keport says, that the Company, having prolited by I'atcrson's ideas and advice,

treated him with neglect, and deprived him of the honor which was due to him alone.

There does not, however, appear to be any authority for this left on record. That
there were many cool and calculating heads at work, ready to grasp the anticipated

prize, is likely enough ; but the history of I'ateraon's career, so far as it is known,
and particularly in that unfortunate expedition to establish a colony at Caledonian
Bay, on the Isthmus of Darien, seems to indicate that he was a man whose habits
and disposition were more adapted to a life of adventure than to the more sober
pursuits of a mercantile career. We may fairly assume, that if Taterson had pos-
sessed the requisite qualifications, he would not have been rejected by the Company
as a co-worker in the new establishment.
The corporation of the Bank of England was established in 1094. and Its first

charter bears the date of -^th July, in that year, when it was incorporated by the
Act of 5 William and Mary c. 10, for the term of eleven years. The condition on
which this (.'barter was to cease and determine was not very dissimilar to that by
which the Charter is held by the Corporation at the present time. It originated in

advancing to (iovernment the sum of £1,200.000 for which it received 8 per cent, per
annum interest, and £4,000 per annum for management. The above amount of
capital was redeemable by Parliament upon giving twelve months 'notice, after the
Ist of August, 170.'). But this debt, which formed the basis of the original Charter
remains, %vitli accumulated additions, unpaid to the present day. and constitutes ene
Of the principal difficulties of the Government in eflecting any material change in the
privileges conferred ujion the corporation.
The total amount of the debt now due from the Government to the Bank ofEngland

Is .Cll.Ol.'i.loO, the greater portion of which has been due nearly 100 years. And It Is

only by payment of this debt on the part of the Government that the Charter can be
cancelled. It la at least to that effect.

That the Hank has rendered very important services to the (Jovcmmcnt in tinUK
of difficulty, its history fully verities. But it has been at varlons p><riod< questioned

by the highest authorities, whether these have not Ixwn purchaw-d at too great a
cost on the part of the public. Within the last half-century, the Bank has experienced

some very severe trials, which have been traced, in a great measure, to its constitution

and management since the return to cash payments in islfi, after the eloae of the
war. Since that period the Charter of the Bank has been twice renewed, namely. In

18;!:! and 1K44. Each of these Charters has been renewed under arrangements, having
for their object the prevention of panics and any over- issue of the circulating mediam.
And the charter of 1814, to place the currency of the country on a sounder baato,

separated the issue from the banking department of the Bank. The jianic of 1847,

however, proved that this alteration was quite Ineffectual to prevent a recurrence of
similar disasters ; and on the 2:!rd of Oclolicr. In that year, such was the position of
the Bank, that an order in council was issued to the etfeet. that the Hank migllt

advance, on discount, notes at an interest of 8 per cent, per annum. This had the

desired effect, but not until after convulsing the commerce of the world, and hurliug

down numbers of mercantile houses in the kingdom.

As we are on the subject of Banks, we must call the editor's attention to an
error—probably an inadvertent one. At page 365, treating on Scottish Banks,

it is said, "The confidence put in the security of Scotch Banks has lieen much
shaken, not only by tlie failure of the Royal Britisli Bank, i-stahlitlied in London
on the Scotcli princii)le, but also by the su.spension of tlie Western Bank of

Scotland in Glasgow, in November, 1859." We are afraid our Scotch friends

will not coincide with tliese remarks. Where was the resemblance between the

Royal Britisli Bank and the Scotch hanks ? We know of no feature in which

they might be said to resemble each oihcr than in the said Royal British having

for its chairman and manager a couple of north countrymen ; and we rather

fancy it says something for the security of Scotch hanks tliat, with very-

heavy liabilities, interest and principal has been repaid to every creditor of the

Glasgow Bank mentioned. This, of course, will easily be corrected in a sub-

sequent edition.

With regard to the public debt of the country, there is full and ample informa-

tion. In 1849 it was £790,027,017 ; in 1859 it had reached £805,078,555, or an
increase in ten years of £14,151,538. We inust bear in mind that during this

period, beside minor wars, there was the great " ally " war against Russia ; and

while we remember that in two years—l&w,185fl—we contracted loans amount-
ing in the aggregate to £-27 ,G72,81(i, it must he a matter of surprise tliat the

addition to the debt is so small. Though strange, 'tis also true, that the annual

value of real property had in these ten years risen by more than 15|- millions

sterling, and the annual profits of trade by over 22J millions. Truly this looks

like anything but " going down the hill."

Turning to India, as " the brightest jewel in the British crown," we have an
immense deal of information, tliough not, perhaps, in one or two instances clearly

enougli expressed. It is of great importance that there should be no " haze " in

tliis section, as certain Indian investments are now in some request. Thus it shouki

be understood that East India Stock is not only protected by a sinkin" fund,

but is guaranteed 104 per cent, dividend per annnum by the English Govern-

ment; whilst debenture bonds and rupee loans are purely Indian debts,

cliargeable against tlie Indian revenues only. Perhaps, however, no collection of

statistics, got together by one individual, is less liable to criticism for error than

the present. Whatever there is of such will be seen in a moment by " those

wliom it may concern."
We scarce"know that we can do better in the matter of colonial and foreign

securities than direct the reader to an earnest perusal of those sections in which

he is most interested. The New Zealand, Australian, and Canadian investments

and statistics cannot fail to be interesting at the present moment^ now that

colonial development is so much talked about ; and we take leave of " Fenn on

the Funds " for the present, plea.sed and instructed with what we have read and

compared, with the intention, if possible, of again returning to its ample

stores.

Cottman's Building Tables; Showing at Sight the Prices of Planks, Deals,

and Battens, at per Load, Cubic and Foot Run, SfC. Alsofor Ascertain^

ing the Prices ofPlank and Board at Per Foot Superficial. Fordingbridgc :

John Cottman, 1860.

THIS little handbook for builders and carpenters, sufficiently explains its pur-

pose by its title-page. Its tables are well-arranged, and, so far as we have

tested them, are perfectly accurate. An Appendix furnishes some rough means
lor ascertaining weight, if measurement is known ; andcice versa.

THE PUGIN MEMORIAL.
THE following has been addressed to Professor Donaldson in answer to his letter

which appeared in our last Number.
13, Stratford-place, W., November 20, 1800.

Mt deab Sib,—We feel that your letter of the '^iith inst. demands an otiicial reply,

as it appears to presuppose a feeling on the part of the Committee and subscribers to

the "I'ligiu Memorial," which we are siu-e that the majority of them would dis-

claim.
We have united together with a single and very simple object; to commemorate

in the most appropriate, and at the same time the most useful manner which we
could devise, a very eminent architect ; a man of very extr.aordinary ability, and who
was not only the most zealous and successful of those who have brought about a re-

vived taste for, and appreciation of, the true principles of I'ointed architecture, but

who, in carry iug out that object, indirectly elucidated principles of the highest im-

portance to our art, in all its varieties.

It is commonly the case that the most zealous agents in any great cause lay them-
selves open to the charge of exclusiveness. It may, perhaps, be an inherent imper-

fection in the human mind that, in carrying out any great movement, exclusiveness

is, in some degree, a condition to great success. There mai/ be minds so great as to

override thi.s, but we think you wiU find that the revivers of Classic architojture,

whether in Italy France, or England, were ameuable to the same charge which you
bring against Pugin.
Be tins, however, as it may, it is unfair to charge this opon those who wish now

to commemorate the services of this highlv gifted man. We may, or may not, as in-

dividuals agree wiih him in such of his views as you object to ; many of us may agree

with bun to the full in his fcehngs towards Gothic architecture, without adoptlnir

his censures upon other styles j but, whatever may he the varieties of our individual

sentiments (and they are. no doubt, pretty numerous in their shades) we feel sure that

all are agreed in this, that in commemorating and doing honor to Pugin, we have no
wish either to press our particular tastes and preferences upon others, or to imply

any shade of censure upon those who may happen to differ from Pugin or from our-

selves.
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HoMteg, liowevcr. these views, wo uovorthtless strongly Kvltliat, tocomracniDnitc
PariD ottMrwise than in connexion wllh that styloof arcTut^'otnre to which he devolLil
UtlifetMHl in which alt hi^ fi'eliD^ and asipirations were centort'il. would show a
^ggrw of stcklV litx-ralism, which would justly incur the contempt of persons of all

•hadeflofopiulon. l*ug^ta was devot4*<l to the study and revival of Gothic architec-
tvre, wxtd hU memorial to be a memorial at all must be cuuneoted with tliat study and
that revlraL To make it othcrthan Ihit would, as it appears to us (to borrow' your
•own expression) be "stupid and cowardly.*'
Td ooauMmomte a mau, however, in ct>nnoxion with the pursuit to which he de-

TOlaA hlMKlf bv uo means implies rxclusiveness. We wish lo connect his name
with a «tedent:«hip in the Inistitute of liritish Architects founded for furtlii rin<r the
study of that branch of our art in which I'ujj^in waseu'lnent. Surely there isnothin-^
*xcla*ivc. in an objectionable sense, in this / Wliy, it is not a montli since Mr. Tito
funnded. in connexion with the same institution, *a prize for proficiency in Italian
•rchitccturt', even spccifyin? the individual artists whoso works illustrate tho par-
ticular variety of the stjJle he meant to eucourajre. Did any Gothic architect object
to this ? If this view Ix'come ffoniral, there can be no specific toachin;; at all. Our
universities and $chtx>l8 possess prizes, studentships, Ac, for particular branches of
learninsr or s*'iencc, but tne."ie do not imply any censure upon any other branches.
Whv. then, it, as you frankly udniit. the two fjreat styles of architecture now prac-
tisoa amon<^t us are each worthy of study an(Teucoura<rement. should a studentship
in our ^reat architectural Institute, to aid the study of one of these by connectin*;
certain prizes with the memory of one of its leadinu' revivers, be branded before the
public as txcUisirt or sectarian f Wc distinctly and enii)hatieallv disclaim any such
principle or Intention on the part of the supporters of t he I'usfin '.Memorial.

We are, my dear J>ir, with much personal regiird.
Yours very faithfully,

Joseph Clarke.
To ThODUS h, Donaldson. Esq., Ac, Ac. T. Talbot Bury.

W^
IXTEKNATIO.VAL EXHIBITION OF 18G2.

TE are authorised to state that the correspondence between the Commis-
sioners for the'Exhibition of I80I, the Society of Arts, and the Trustees for

conducting the Exhioition of 18C-2, lias been brought to a satisfactory conclusion,
as will be seen by the accompanying letter, addressed to the Secretary of the
Society of Arts. This correspondence has hail relation to the site for tlie build-
ing, the provision of the necessary funds, the incorporation of the Trustees by tlie

authority of the Crown, and their relations VTith tlie Commissioners for the
Exhibition of 1Sal :

—

London, November 22nd, 1800.
Sin,—Wc have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yestcrdny. enclosing

the «ipy of a communication from Her Majesty's Commissioners for the j;xhibition
cf K>1 to the Coancil of the- .Society of .\rts, in which tlie Commissioners express
their general approval of the object which the Society has in view in organising the
Kxliibitiouof 1N02, and their wiilingnuss to render such support and assistance to the
undertaking as may be consistent with their position as a chartered body, and with
the powers conferred upon them by their Charter of Incorporation.

I'nder these circumstances wc have to request that you will intimate to the Council
of the .Society of Arts our willingness to accept the Trust which the Council and the
Guarantors have in so flattering^ a manner expressed a wish to repose in us, on the
understanding that the Council will forthwith take measures forgiving legal eifect
to the Guarantee, and for obtaining a Charter of Incorporation satisfactory to us.We have the honor to be, Sir, your obedient servants,

(Signed) Gkanville,
Chandos,
Thomas Baring.
C. WEKTWOHTII DiLiCE.

« -r ». „ „ Thomas Faibbairn.
P. L« l»eve Foster, Esq., Secretary to the Society of Arts.
The Guarantee List includes 002 persons, and the sum guaranteed now

amounU lo £.360,800. The Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1801 have
granted a site for the building on their estate at South Kensington.

dlorrwpoiulunrif.

PROFE.SSOR DONALDSON AND THE PUGIN MEMORIAL,
ii,^'?'"''^''*

opinion of Professor Donaldson carries with it so much just weight,
that his expression of dissatisfaction at the conditions of the Pugin memorial can-
not fail to be injurious to its success. I make no excuse, therefore, as one both
Privately and officially interested in the undertaking, in briefly calling your and
Professor Donaldson's attention to some obvious considerations which I am sur-
prised to observe have escaped his view, but which ought, in my opinion, to neu-
tralise his unfavorable judgment. If we had any intention of casting a slur on,
or of impeding, the study of Continental architecture, no language could be too
strong to brand such bigoted folly. But where is the evidence to be found of
such an animus in our prospectus ? Architecture, if studied in a large spirit,
must lie studied ina cosmopolitan one. But I have yet to learn that acosinopolitan
spirit means a spirit which excludes our own country while it includes all others.

LiT"'' '" '»"»''9«''at tl'e perfect architect, while he is at home when
abroad, must not be abroad when he is at home. It seems very little to ask of
OTr young architects, that while they "get up" their Paris and Cologne, their
Florence, \ enice. Home, and Athens, they should at the same time have devoted
some one summer of their 'urcntice years to a personal survey of York, Lincoln,
J^urbam, Ely, Sarum, Oxford and Cambridge, Tintern Hivaux, Chepstow and
M)nway, not to mention the numerous country houses of the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries which are still in existence up and down our rural counties. The
most ambitious iiromoter of the I'ugin memorial does not expect to be able to domore than to raise the funds sufficient to enable one student to take this tour each
year. «o other public provision for such a tour at present exists, and, unless
Professor Donaldson can prove that it is likely to be injurious to the young manwho embarks on it, I fully believe that he will forget his letter to Mr. Clarke,
and, with hiB accustomed generosity and kindness, contribute his influence and
help to the good cause ot the Pugin memorial.

Bedgcbury-park, Nov. 26tb, 1860. A*. J.B. Bebespord-Hope.— . •

PRE.SERVATION OF STONE.

«h„^- ^^''°"''"!."^"''"^*** *" " A Petralogist" and other gentlemen

tw ,1!^
«Tit'ng under their own names respecting the preservation of stone,

that the luestion as to who is to have the contract for the Houses ofPariiament is asy.t unsettled and will certainly be so until it has I«cn fully discussed next session.
Independent members therefore will be apt to be influenced by the names ofAoMed, Frankland, Lankcster, ice., in preference to that of " A Petralogist,

"

more especially as the Parliamentary papers on this subject fully prove that
PR)fessor Faraday never made a chemical analysis of either process, and that
therefore his opinion on that question is of nomore value tlian that of other
scientific gentlemen who have looked at the stone.

Being myself anxious to see this question discussed as one pro bono publico,

I trust you will excuse these few lines. I am, &c.,

54, St. Georges' road, S.W. H. Jno. Jertis, M.P.
November 27, 1860.

PRESERV.\TION OF STONE.
Sir,—I have perused Mr. Szerelniey's letter in your Journal of the 23rd inst.,

and although he has not, as I conceive" refuted .iny of the statements made either

by myself or the several gentlemen whose opinions and reports 1 have furnished
you with for publication, he has, nevcrtlieless, thought it right to accuse me of
having stated what is untrue, and also to attempt to throw discredit ujion the
testimony of those gentlemen who have investigated the details of our several
processes, and whose reports, with their uanies and addresses appended thereto
at full length, have been placed before the public through the medium of your
paper.

I do not consider it necessary at pn^seiit to do more than I have already done
to support the correctness of tiie statements I have made, confirmed, as they have
been, by men standing so high in their several professions, and whose evidence
will not be damaged by Mr. Szerelniey's unjust reflections ; but it would be well

if that gentleman were more careful himself not to make charges against others

which are not founded in truth.

In his letter above alluded to, he stated that, under the name of " A Surveyor,'
I have called attention to two bays at the Houses of Parliament recently done by
me, and he inquires if I will " also call attention to the Bloomsbury chapel, over
which so much care and attention was bestowed? "

I beg to inform Mr. Szereliney,in the first place, that I did not write the letter

under the name of " A Surveyor," nor do I even know who did, and, for his

future guidance, beg to assure him that any communications 1 may make to the

press upon this subject will have my name attached. But in reference to Blooms-
bury chapel, I am willing to comply with his suggestion by asking you to find

space for the accompanying short report of the architect and referees appointed
by the deacons of the said chapel to examine the condition of the work two years

after the application of my process, and upon the successful results of which it

was mutually agreed that a large proportion of the payment should depend.
Loudon, August 7th, 1S60.

To the Deacons of 71loomi<hurff Chopd.
Gentlf.men,—We beg to report that we have again carefully examined the stone-

work on the exterior of Bloomsbury-chapul. with a view to ascertain the extent to
which Sir. Ransomc's process appears to De successful.
We find that there are some stones which are laminated, or, technically termed,

" beddy," which should never have been used in the building, and which, from tlieir

nature, no process could be expected to preserve ; but that, with these exceptions,
we are of opinion that the process has been efficacious—that it has preserved the
stone from iJrogressive decay, and that, liaving substantially fulfilled his contract,
Mr. Bausome is entitled, in our opinion, to receive the balance of his account.

We are, gentlemen, your obedient servants,
C. G. Seable,
(Architect, 4, Bloomsbury-placc.)

Fbedebick J. Kkancis, "]

(Architect, 38, Upper Bedford-place.) (,T5f„
Joseph Smith, ('•

(Architect, Dyer's-buildings, lIolborn.)J

For the further satisfaction of Mr. Szerelmey, I beg to add that both the referees

were appointed by the Deacons of the Chapel ; and I never had tlie pleasure of

seeing either of those gentlemen until I met them by the apiwintment of the

architect, to examine the state of the building.

If Mr. Szerelmey can oblige us with a similar certificate of the efficiency of

the "Zopissa," as applied to the walls of Salters'-hall, and is able to support
his statement by the testimony of scientific men who do not hesitate to append
their names to their communications, it would be far more convincing to me

—

and I doubt not it would be far more satisfactory to the public—than the perusal

of random assertions and unfounded accusations.

I am, &c.,
Ipswich, Nov. 26, 1800. Frederick Ransome.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS, OTTAWA.
Sir,—I send herewith a copy of a letter to the Builder which I shall feel

obliged by your inserting. I am, &c.
A Citizen of Ottawa.

Ottawa, C.W., November 10, 1800.

(Copy.)
To the Fditor of the Ihdlder.

Ottawa City, C.W., 10 November, 1880.

Sir,—You notice the laying of the corner stone of the Government Buildings here,
in your number dated 2ytn September, ]8(M}, but you have been misinformed on some
particulars.
H.U.ll. the Prince of Wales laid the foundation stone of the I'arliament

Buildings, of which Messrs. Fuller and Jones are the architects. These buildings
form one of the longer side of a quadrangle, the two shorter sides being occupied by
the buildings for the Government oflicea called locally the " Uepartmeutal Build-
ings," of which Messrs. Stent and Laver are the architects. I'lie exterior of the
latter buildings has been made to harmonise with that of the Parliament buildings,
which are by far the most important group, and equally ornamental internally and
externally, while the Departmental buildiugs are necessarily quite plain inside.

It is due to Messrs Fuller and Jones, as architects to the building honored by the
ceremony pcrlormed by H.R. II. the Prince of Wales, that your mistake should be
rectified.

I should add that Mr. Thos. 'McGreevy is the contractor for the I'arliament
Buildings, and Messrs. Jones, Haycock, and Co., have the contract for the Depart-
mental Buildings. I am, Ac,

A Citizen or Ottawa.

THE STYLE MANIA.
Sir,—I have read with much interest your remarks upon " The Style Mania,"

especially those reiiirring to the views advocated in a parajdilet entitled " Victorian
Architecture."
Having carefully read that pamphlet, as well as the con-espondence which

has since appeared in your Journal, 1 wish to make a few observations

thereon.
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I am not an architect but an artist, and my stand-point is, tlierefore, not one

wliicli is at all influence<l by professional" jealousy. 1 can only refer to

the principles upon which this new style seems to be based, and the^ are

subjects upon which I submit every man may, without presumption, oficr an

opinion.

It seems to me, then, that these piinciplcs are closely allied to those which

have lately given so much trouble to the brethren of the brush. The same
adherence to nature, and study of the characteristics of each object, the same de-

fiance of ancient custom and" (as some sny) nresimiptuous iiiiliiiercnce to the

opinion of contemporaries marks them both. The Pre-UafiUellite brethren were

laughed at for their name when it was found difficult to upset their principles,

and even now they labor uniler the charge of insensibility to beauty.

Nevertheless, they have produced the most remarkable works of the age, works,

that is to say, which forcibly arrest attention and command respect even ifadmi-
ration is withheld.

The objection which has been raised to the name " Victorian " has not, I

think, much weight. A name is given for identification, and some characteristic

is generally chosen, and "Victorian" is expressive enough and distinctive. It

has also been said that " a style." can only be the product of many minds in

combination and that it is therefore premature to dub Mr. Harris as the founder

of a style. That a style in its maturity is fonned by the co-operation of vinvy
there is no doubt, but then it must have a beginning- in the views or works of

some one. There must be a Luther to all reformations and if he be a plain-spoken,

honest man, all the better.

I confess to a leaning towards this " Victorian Style." It would, at all events,

clear our streets of the eyesores which abound, and would give instead something
suggestive to the artist as he takes his daily stroll and make it pleasurable to his

taste, instead of being, as it is now, a prolonged penance. In conclusion, let me
say that it will be well for all of us not carelessly to ignore the uprising of fresh

ideas or new applications of old ones, but sedulously to examine all that chal-
lenges our scrutiny, desirous only of following the true, assured that that will

Involve the beautiiul, and if our prejudices are wounded let us remember we can-
not have anything worth having for nothing, and it is a wise exchange to give a
hundred false views for one living truth.

lam, &c., An Aktist.—
PRESERVATION OF STONE.

Sir,—I am induced to trespass once more on your space, in reference to the
very important subject of the preservation of stone, partly because I have been,
in a certain sense, appealed to by Mr. Szerelraey, and partly to remark on a
letter purporting to be written by "A Petralogist"—the only one, I presume, in
existence at the present day. With regard to Mr. S., I remember perfectly my
interview with him at the time he refers to, and that this interview was the
result of a conversation with the late Sir C. Ban'y ; but Sir Charles was not
himself present at the interview, nor did Mr. Szerelmey communicate to me any
information concerning the nature of his secret. I still say that if Mr. S. can
offer any evidence of four yeai*s' experience of his process—of course, without
retouching—I, for one, shall be only too happy to accept it, and give him full

credit for any amount of success he may have achieved. Meanwhile, I shall be
glad to be informed of the weak point in that very generally accepted view of
chemistry which I have referred to (namely, that'paint decays), but which is

not mine especially, as I believe it is the common property of science.

May I now venture to hint to your correspondent the " Petralogist," that
although his ipse dixit on the matter in dispute may have the greatest weight
with those who have the pleasure of knowing him, it is utterly worthless when
put forward by an anonymous writer ? I regret also to remind him that he has
not taken the trouble to make himself acquainted with the natureof thechemieal
process adopted by Mr. Ilansome, and possibly also by Mr. Szerelmey, unless
indeed the principle of the latter method is altogether different from that inti-

mated by Dr. Faraday, and advocated bv him, as sound so far as it goes. Your
correspondent's ideas of chemistry are indeed as singular as his viewsof geology

;

but when one sees two columns of small print devoted to a subject, one is apt "to

think that the mere weight of material will tell, and that so solid a construction
must take a great deal of pulling to pieces.

I am sure it will be agreed on all hands that the preservation of stone is a sub-
ject far too serious to be treated as a personal matter. Mr. Szerelmey has a
perfect right to keep his process secret if he can, but he has no right to assume
that because he believes in it all the world must agree witli him. There is and
can be no test of a concealed method but time, and if it appears that a pre-
paration notoriously destructible is used to defend—we will suppose for a time-
some other preparation assumed to be indestructible, it is perfectly clear thatthe
time of ti-ial must be considerable. It is also clear that, if we are to depend on
time as our guide, the evidence of no subsequent treatment having been adopted
after the original defence was put on, must be beyond all cavil ; as, if not,
there may have been a repetition of some temporary defence, entirely destroying
the value of the experiment.

I would lastly remind your professional readers, at the risk of repeating what
I have before said, that Mr. Ransome's method, being patented, and involving
reference to known chemical processes, the test of time in its case commences
immediately, so that two or three years' trial is really of some value. I will
not offer an opinion in a matter concerning which every builder and architect in
London can'at once satisfy himself by personal observation ; but I must say that
if, on careful observation, the stones treated by Mr. Ransome some years ago an:
found to be, on the whole, in a better state than adjacent stones of the same
quality untreated, the evidence, so tar as it goes, is of value. If most of the
stones that liave been exposed for three or four winters after treatment are still

undecayed, while others adjacent and not so treated are reduced to a soft,

powdery mass, I think it will not require much to convince the builder and the
architect that at least a step is gained towards preserving decaying stones. I
leave it, however, to the profession to examine and decide for themselves, suggest-
ing that Cyen if a small proportion of the stones treated have still undergone decay,
it does not necessarily follow that the process is a failure. Such stones may have
been originally hopelessly bad, or they may have been imperfectly coated.

1 am, &c..

Athenccum Club, 27th Nov., 18G0. ' D. T. Ansted.

in the eyes of the public as to bring ridicule upon the science which they profess

to represent.

Oi your several scientific correspondents who have undertaken to analyse and
to discuss the merits of my preserving process as applied to the Westminster
Palace, not one of them has approached even to the »emblanec of truth in

analysis; and I must say that the reports of those who have professed to

analyse my materials are a disgrace to chemical science, especially that re^wrt

wliich states that linseed oil was found in the specimen of the stone scrapea off.

I do not, I cannot use oil ; nor can I manipulate on an oil or painted surface, as

1 have demonstrated on a large scale. It has Ireen said that soda is present: I

do not use soda.

The remarks of Mr. Sheppard Scott are beneath my notice ; the animus is

plainly to be seen in the libel. I am, &c.,

N. C. Szerelmey.
Laboratory, New Houses ofParliament, 20th November, 1800.

-^
Sir,—Really it seems high time something was done to put a stop to the

increasing coolness and impudence of those who advertise for competing
drawings. I wrote for particulars, having seen one of these advertised in one of

your latest numbers. I wrote, lioping to find it was a better thing than

it seemed to be, and in reality to get at the truth of the whole thing, whether
they intended to employ the successful architect or no. The advertisement ran

thus :

—

CHURCH.
" Swansea.—For plans, with estimates and specifications for a church, to be

erected on the Fymore estate, Swansea. The proposed church sliould contain

from 500 to GOO sittings, without galleries, and the cost not to exceed £2,rjO0.

No premium can be given for the plans, &c., which will, of course, be returned "

(after having been copied, they should have said) ; " but if the church is built.

to December 1
."

My letter addressed to Mr. Eaton ran thus :

—

Sir,—Can von furnish me with plan of site of intended church at Fymore,
Swansea, and all further particulars. Am 1 to understand that the church is to be
built ? Is the design to be selected ? And will tlie designer be employed to carry it

out, at the usual professional commission. Also, what sort of specification is

required ; is a full report required, or really a specification from which the church
can be executed? A speedy answer will oblige.

Now, these are impudent questions for an architect to ask, who ought not only

to work for nothing, but at the same time to consider himself well paid. Our
friends did not like these home-thrusts of ouestions, so thought it best to take

no notice of my letter whatever. Now, Mr. Editor, I ask if such a state of

things ought to be allowed? I think the best way to stop them is just to bring

them to the light, and this is why I would ask you kindly to give this room in

your next impression. I enclose my name and address for your own satis-

faction. I am, &c.,

A Northern Architect.

TENBERS-
Sewerage, Sunderland.

For excavators', masons', and pipelayers' work, Tnnstall-terrace, Sunderland.

Contract No. 41.

John Wilson £174 12 | James Young (accepted) £105

Dwelling-house, Camherwell.
For bouse to be built at Talfourd-road, Camberwell, for Alfred Perrin, Esq. Mr.

Henry .Jarvis, architect.

Hardiman £S80 I Crawley £50(>

Ueaviu SoO Heath 499

Kent 5MI Hart 490

'rhompson 524
[

Painters' Work. .Streatham-hill.
For painters' work to be done to house, Streatham Hill, for John Southgate, Esq.

Mr. Henry Jarvis, architect.

Fisher £235 I Wickes £217 14

McLacklan 23a
|
Nixon 212

Railwav, Ireland.
For the Liffey Branch works. Midland Great Western Railway of Ireland.

Thomas Edwards £67,500 I John liagnel £42,000

.John Newton 6j,4rifi Moores, Brothers (accepted) 34,276

John Killca 4S,5'.I0
I

JIoDEL Lodging-house, Bethnal-gheen.
For model lodging-houses, for Mr. Chavles S. Butler, M.P., in Bcthnal-grecn.

Mr. William KeddalT, architect.

Stevenson il,420
Livermore 1,514 12
Noone 1,400
Tolley 1,387

Scolt 1,303

Walker 1,313

Blackburne £1,303

Page l.'-'«5

Wood !.»»
Hewlett and Brown I.'2fl2

George 1.2»
Case 1>0B7

Victoria Hotel, SnEmELD.
For the whole of the work (except the foundation, which was let as a preliminary

contract, and the bridge and approach from the Midland Hailway, which will be

let substqueutly). Mr. M. E. Hadlield, of Shtiriekl, architect (late Hadflcld and
Goldie).

PRESERVATION OF .STONE.
Sir,— I must express my surprise that men cf science, having character to

lose and who exist by the exercise of their talents, should so stultify themselves

Miles Barber £16,.50O

Benjamin Carr 15,172
tieorge Wade 14,'J(il

The directors resolved to omit a port

J. and A. Craven £14,515

.Tames I'owell 14,240

(ieorge Chadwick 13,156

on of the building, and alter the requisitelilt: uiitcmrs ^e^olveu lo oiiiib it pun uii in mv Lriiitu.ii^, ....« ....i. ...- —, ^--

deductions had been madf, the tender of .>Ir. Chadwick, of Masboro', was accepted.

Chapel and Schools, Stqw.market.

R«(f-8tone.

Bctts and Co., Stowmarket £4.347 10

Whight. Ipswich 3,8:«

Worswick and Morfey, Ipswich :J,716

Hunt, I'reston 3,5(M)

I^uff, Ispswich 3,421

H. B. Smith, Ispwich* 3,.W3

Gibbons 2,!k;o

* Accepted.
The old materials in present chapel and two houses to be taken by contractor.

Tuylor'J Whilr Suffolk.

Patent Brieka. Brick..

£4,094 9 £4,111 9
,3,743

—
3,730 3,655

n 3,6«1 3,500

3,421 3,421

3,440 3,180

2,896 2,896
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Kectort. SnntncLD.
koacp at Shbfield, urar BaslDintokc. Architect, Ur. John Norton.

K. Carter, Winchester S,078
W. Bsmes. N ut field. Surrey 2,878

K. Nicliols. lUsiugBtolie M,87a

W. Chlnnock, Southampton (ac-

cepted) 2,055

VM Jteviwy I

BcAi-Thorn. Baainiiatoke £3,660
J. Brown, Wim-heater 3,<(I6

Thonas Buddeii. Ba8in$rstoke 3,4M
11. T. White, Winchester 8.200

JR. Whiti liouse. London S,2W)

W. i-teel, Winton. AViuchveter 3.16«

KSPAIRH, JOIIN-STK£ET, BF.DF0B]>-nOW.
For works to be done in repairs of house, Ko. 37, John-street, Bedford-row.

Mr J. LaTender, ardilleet.

Stiles JE235 OlSntton 167
Brake «3 Perry 159 7 4
Creenand^n 177 1 Stephens and Latta MO

BBBDILOntG. WUITECIIAPEL.
For rcbnllding a house. No. 2, Osbom-street, Whitechapcl Under the same

architect.

Greenwood 71;)

Sutton 715

Ashby and Horner 695

Goodman 640

WoodandSon 583

Chasman £7«3
Brake 767
Searell 765
Stephens and Latta 760
(n«u and iiooa 717

DwELirSG-HOt'SES. IlARHOGATE.
For the erection and completion of two dwellinjr-houses, to be erected in

Bigh Harrogate, for Ueury Narlor. Ksq. Hr. William Hill architect, Leeds.
J/oaoiu' iror/t.—Whitehead £575

CarpenUrs and Joiners.
Bulby, Henion, and Goodball JCiHSI Smith £482
EiUs 620 Walkington 430
Toong 520

I

Plumbers,
FUwe JE137 5| Story £128

Plasterers.
Bandies £129 I Barker dei21 13
Fortum 127 I Garllck 120 19

Staiers.
SIUs £4«|Kellett £il

Painters' Work.
WoodandSon £i9 to

| Leach £20 10
rUee 27 10|

Tenders/or the whole of the tcorlcs.

Bjcbardson 1,470 19 | Smith (accepted) £1,205

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOTEL.

SAiTBtTBu-BT-THE-SEA.—For designs, with estimates, for a commodious hotel,
at Saltbam-by-tbe-Sea, iu Cleveland, for the Stockton and Darlington Railway
Company. Premiums will bo awarded by the directors for the most approved
plan. No. 1. f.V), second ditto. No. 2. £30. A sketch of the ground may be
obtained by application at the railway office. Darlington. It is recommended that
the deaii,'ns be sent in, under device, accompanied by sealed estimate. Designs and
estimates by January 31.

BANK.
Camberweh.—For designs for a building for the purposes of a bank, which must
provide the following accommodation, viz. -.—waiting-room for depositors, bank-
room, board-room, strong-room, apartmcntsforofiice-keeper, lavatory watercloset,
and coal cellar. The total cost ofcompleting the building, inclusive of stoves through-
out and requisite railing to the front and part of the east side of the building with
etone coping, must not exceed £000. The committee of the Camberwell Savings
Bank are prepared to receive and consider designs for the above on the following
conditions :—taeh design must be accompanied with an estimate, and be delivered
under cover at the bank on or before the 12th day of December. Two designs will
be selected by the committee for consideration of the Commissioners lor reduction
of the national debt ; the candidate whose design shall be approved by the Com-
missioners will be employed to carry out the dc.iign on usual terms on giving a
satisfactory guarantee to complete the same at the estimated cost, and the design
of the other candidate submitted to the commissioners will be returned to him with
« premium of live guineas. Should the commissioners withhold their sanction to
thecarryingoutot either of the selected designs, they will be returned to the two
Mndidatcs with a fee of five guineas each, ui be accepted in lull of all claims.
1 nrther particulars obtained, and site of proposed building viewed, on application
to Mr. .*<carlc, at the Savings Bank, Church-street, Camberwell.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
„ JNK1K.MAKY.
KlDDLF.nBBonGn.—For the erection of the North Riding Infirmary at Middles-
brough. Drawings, 4c., at the Corporation Hall, Middlesbrough, on application
to Mr. John S. Peacock. fVom the Ifith, to the 30th November Inclusive. Bills of
quantities (Vom the architects, Oliver and Lamb, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Tenders
to Mr. J. S. Peacock, Solicitor. Middlesbrough, to December «.

WELLINGTON TESTIMONIAL.
1,1 V eBpool.— For the erection of a column, surmounted by a bronze statue, upon

the site of the Islingtxjn market, in memory of the late Duke ot Wellington.
Drawings, *c., at the surveyor's office, in the Town-hall, between the hours of
ten and four. Tenders may be made either for the entire work, or for the column
and statue separate

; in the latter case, the amounts of the two to be kept distinct,
bealed tenders, properly endorsed, and addressed to John Torr, Esq., Secretary
of the Testimonial Committee, at the Town-hall, Liverpool, by 12 noon of
Decembers.

„ CHLTtCHES, &c.
CUTTOK.—For ccrUin alterations in the interior of Chrlstchurch, Clifton.

.V!'-J"- ' *'"' vestry-room of the church. Tenders to Mr. Norton, architect,
atnls Bristol Office, No. 18, Park-street, by December 8

CEMETERY WORKS.
PETERBOBODGn.—For the building of a wall, and the erection thereon of iron

palisades, with gates and pillars, in front of the Peterborough Cemetery, and ad-
Joining the Thomey tumpike-road. The wall is to be of Claypole stone,on a brick
roondation. with a saddle coping of Ancastcr utone, to correspond with the base of
toe cemetery chapels. Sections at the office of Mr. John Fox, surveyor, Narrow-
•treet, Feterbonnigh. The iron palisades arc to be of Ihe height of 5J feet, with
oonble ntea of the width of 10 feet at the entrance, and two side gates of the width
ors feet each. Iron-work will be required above each pillar of the main gates to
Dotatguluap. Sealed tenders, according to such section, for tlie wall and for
paUaadea, rates, and pillars, with drawings as to the latter, Ac, to be sent to the
oBce of Nelson Wilkinson. Clerk to the Commissioners, Peterborough (ot whom all
partienUrs), by December 22.

DWELLINO-HOUSES.
HouL.—For the varions works required to \h- done in the erection of a dwelling-
hoo»^ kc.. for T. W. Peters. Esq.. on the Anlaby road, Kingston-upon-HuTl.
^^HrVS*-

*'••»' ""^ offices of W. IJotterill. architect and surveyor, 2.3, Parilamcnt-
treet, Hull, till l>ccember I. Sealed tenders, marked "Tender A." to be delivered
to Mr. Bott£riU, u above, by 12 noon of December .3.

JluLf,.—Forthe various works requiring to be done in the erection of two dwelling-
houses, Ac, on the Aniaby-road, Kingslon-upou-Hull. Drawings. &c., at the
offices of W. Botterill. architect and surveyor. 2), Parliament-street. Hull, to De-
cember 1. Sealed tenders, marked •• Tender B," to be delivered to Mr. Botterill, as
above, by twelve noou of December 3.

SEWERAGE.
Paddinotox.—For the construction of about 020 feet run of 3 feet flinches, by 2fcet 6
inches brick sewer, in Cornwall-road, Great >Vc8tern-road, together with other
works incidental thereto, for the vestry of Paddington. Specifications, Plans, and
sections may be seen, and all particulars obtained from Mr. W. Merry, surveyor,
at the Vestry-hall, hetiveeu ten and twelve ii.m. Tenders, sealed and directed,
"To the Vestry," and left at the Vestry-hall, Harrow-road, ou or before Monday,
December 3.

SnEERNEss.—For any or all of the following contracts, according to plans and
Boeeifieatlons by Jlr. Wni, Burns, C.E., Ely :—Coutract A.—For the supply of
about nine miles of stoneware sewer-plpea. Note,~No fire-clay pipes can be
accepted under any condition. Contract B.—For the supply of about nine miles of
cast-iron wnter-pipen. Contract C—For sinkingand boriug a well. Contract D.
For laying and jointing sewer and water pipes. Contract E.— For providing sluice
valves and hydrants. Contract F.—For making and fixinij a malleable iron tank,
65 feet diameter and 10 feet deep ; and two small tanks. 12 feet diameter. Contract
G.—For the supply of cast-iron pillars, girders and other castings. Contract H.

—

For providing and fixing a pair of duplicate horizontal steam eiiglnes of about 10-
horae'power, with duplicate sewage pumps, a scoop-wheel, and duplicate boilers,
also a pair of duplicate vertical engines, with duplicate pumps and boilers of about
40-hor6c power each. Contract K.— I'or building manure tanks, shed, boiler-
houses, chimneys, water-tower, public baths, board-room, manager's house, and
workmen's houses. Duplicate copies of the specifications, with forms of tender,
schedulesof quantities, Ac, may be had on application to Mr. E. P'elkin, clerk to
the Local Board. Mile-town, Sheerness.on payment of 58. for each contract. Mr.
Burns, the engineer, will attend at the office of the Local Board, Sheerness, on the
27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th inst. with the plans, to give any explanation which
intending contractors may require.

SHORE ROAD.
Essex.—For the construction ofabout 1,100 feet of roadway, adjoining to and leading
from the town of Walton to Walton Hall, including timber breastwork and groins,
concrete walling, and paved slope. Plans, <Sec., on application to Messrs. Beadel
and Sons, 25, CJresham-street, London, by whom tenders will be received up to
twelve noon

.
of December 10, for the execution of such roadway aud works, in-

cludingtwelve months* maintenance thereof.
MASON AND PAVIOR WORK, &c.

Oxford.—For providing and laying York curb and paving for footways, and granite
paving for roadways, and other works for the Oxford paving commissioners,
for the term of one year, from .Tanuarv 1st, 1801. Specifications, &c., at the
commissioners' office, Townhall-yard, daily, or by letter, addressed to Mr.
Galpin, the surveyor. Sealed tendi-rs, to be delivcied at tlie office of Frederick J.
Morrcll, clerk, St. Giles's, Oxford, marked " Tender for Paving," to I>ecember 3.

BuKY.—For brickwork required In the erection of a mill for the Bury Co-operative
Manufacturing Company (limited). Plans, &c., at the office of the company,
Wellington-street, Hinds, Elton. "Tenders for Brickwork," addressed Welling-
ton Mill, Hinds, Elton, near Bury, Lancashire to December 12.

GASHOLDER.
Cardiff.—For the supply and construction at No 2 station of the Cardiff Gaslight
and Coke Company, of a single gasholder, 110 feet diameter, by 29 feet deep, with
columns, girders, &c. Plans. &c.. at the company's offices Cardiff. Sealed ten-
ders, addressed to the chairman of the directors, to be forwarded under cover to
H. Bowen, Esq., Engineer of the Works, endorsed "Tender for Gasholder," to
December 10.

REPAIRS OF SEA CUT.
ScARBRO\—For the various earthwork, timber and pile work, mason and stonework,
required in the repairs of the Sea Cut between Newby-bridge and Whltby-road-
bridge, near Scarbro'. Plans. &c.. at the office of J. F. Fairbank, Esq., C.E., 74,
Newhro'-street, Scarbro', from ten to one each day until December 3, on which day
sealed tenders are to be sent In, endorsed " Tender for Repair of Sea Cut," and
addressed to " The Directors of the Muston and Yedingham Drainage," under
cover to the said J. F. Fairbank, or to A. and W. Simpson, Clerks to the Directors
of the above drainage, Malton.

Where to bcy a Watch —"The practical" utility of a good watch—the habits
of regularity It generates, and the advantages of the punctuality it assists in secu-
ing—are facts proved beyond a doubt. The establishment, then, where, at a
reasonable charge, these advantages can be obtained, must be worthy of attention.
At Mr. Benson's, 33 and 34. Ludgate-hill, may be purchased the chronometer for
sixty guineas, the mechanic's watch for two guineas, and the various other kinds of
watches (duplex, lever, horizontal, or vertical) at various prices—all displaying the
utmost finish and superiority of manufacture."—DaiZi/ Tilevraph,
I Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, post free for two stamps, is descriptive of every
construction of watch now made. Watches safe by post to all parts of the globe.

—

Adv.
Cattle Condiments.—The term "Cattle Food " is a misnomer, and lias led manv astray

in the examination of the subject. This is nioro particularly the case as applied to Thorley 8
for his " Cattle Food " is recommended by him to lie mixed with the food of cattle as a con-
diment or «fa.soninsf, and not to he given alone essentially eitlier as fond or medicine. It
would be fallacious to examine Thorloy's Food in a purely medicinal point of view, for it Is

simply a condiment in cattle cookery for the seasoninj; of the food of live stack. All food is

medicinal, and the best of all medicines is food, and in this dietetic light it would l)edifllcult

to over-estimate the medicinal value of Thorley's Con^liment in the liniids of a skilful
veterinarian aud fanner. With tlie soundness of this conclusion all readL-rs, jndKing from
analoK.v, must be familiar from daily experience ; and this is the .simple yet i)eautiful theory,
or rather practice, which Mr. Tliorley is now introducing into our cattle cookery.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All Letters and communications to be addressed to the Editor of the Building News, SO,
Old JJoswcll-court, St. Clement's. Strand, London.

|

The Editor caimot undertake to return unused Manuscripts. i

T. LowARD.-We shall be glad to receive account of excavations if found of sufhcient In- .

terest.
X. A— Published in our pages long ago.
M. P. L.—Stoneware pots, well glazed with salt-glaze, will answer the purpose.
SuBSCKiBER (Heading)— i'erliai)s the air passes over highly heated surfaces, (f so there can

lie no doubt such is the cause of the unpleasant sensations experienced. Such an arrange-
ment is rnoM injurious to health.

B. K. F. M.-Shall hear from us.
L. R M Thanks for good intention.
F. Astka.- Tlie Earl of Hossc, in the " Transactions of the Royal Society.'' says-" Tin and
i copper, the materials employed by Newton in the first reflecting telescope, are preferable

to any other with which T am acfiuninted, the best projiortions lieing four atoms of copper
to one of tin (Turner's nuinbersi ; In fact. 12(i-4 parta of coiiper to r>8'ii of tin.

W. riEOROE R.—From the sketches sent, the first three of the mouUlings arc of Early Eng-
lish, and the other two are of I'erpendicular character. Arranging them in the probable
order of date they would stand thus : Nos. ;i, 4, 1, 2, fl.

Q. P. P—Manufactured In England, but the process is a trade secret.
J. TiLLEY.-See if the use of a plumb-line will assist.
R. Smith.—!. Must be guided by the rule of the trade. 2. We cannot tell.
F'. liOLLEB.—Not genertllv made public.
Q. Z. A. Is thanked for list of buildings thought suitable for publication; some are ah-cady la

ilie hands of our engravers, otiicrsshail receive attention if suitable.
N. W.—In type.
Wz are unavoidably compelled to postpone replying to several communications.
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THE INTERNATIOXAL EXHIBITION OF 18G2.

iHii public have been now officially informed, as

we stated in our Number for the 30th of
November, that the preliminary of securing

a guarantee fund for the proposeil Inter-

national Exhibition to be lield in 18G2 has

lieen satisfactorily completed, and that the

prosecution of this project will be proceeded
with. The Society of Arts who took the

initiative in the matter of the first Exhibi-
tion, are very appropriately engaged in

furthering; this one. The Commission for

the first Exhibition have granted a site on
their Kensington Gore Estate, and the

guarantee has reached the amount of a third

of a million

!

That this Exhibition can be the same
thing as the original one was, no person

supposes. There are things that can only

occur once ; and even if as large a number
of articles were eoUected together as in

1851, including all the novelties that eleven

years fertile in mechanical, artistic, and
manufacturing invention have brought to

light since that date, yet there would be lacking some elements of

jiational importance, such as gave to the first undertaking great

prominence in a social point of view.

There are at times individual occurrenceswhichform the culminating

point to a largo series of events all tending in the same direction, just

as Providence from time to time raises up men of mark who, imbued
by the feelings and emotions, or the needs or the grievances, of their

time and their class, but feeling them more intensely and expressing

more perfectly than their brethren, become " representative men," as

Emerson appropriately styles them—the types in that great parliament

of humanity which embraces the wise and the good of all climes and
every age, of the time that gave them birth, and the heart of the

people from whom they sprang and whom they led.

Such men were Cromwell and Mirabeau, such have we seen in

Lamartine and Garibaldi. Such wore Michel Angelo and Kafliielle,

and, taking another walk, such were Arkwright and Stephenson.

Now in many respects the Exhibition of 1851 was a representative,

event something as these were representative men, and all Exhibitions

that have occurcd since have but followed its lead.

It embodied in a visible form the great ideas of profound peace, of
free international communication and amity, and of the relation of
the whole earth, and its products to the wants of the whole family of

man.
As regards peace, that has since been rudely broken, and it may

be that it is well even for us that this has occurred ; the echoes of war
reaching our own shores have awoke our slumbering martial spirit of
confident self-defence, which perhaps commercial considerations had
almost begun to put too far out of our thoughts, while the actual

struggle in which our armies were engaged a few years ago, has done
wonders to clear away old abuses and to institute salutary reforms.

These things, however, are not done with, and, therefore, the Inter-

national Exhibition of 186.2 cannot hope to possess that impress of
European peace which so eminently distinguished the first.

National intercommunication and friendship has happily gone on
with double vigor. Our alliance with Prussia and France, our inti-

mate relations with Turkey, our interest in Italian affairs, and even
•our feelings towards Russia,—wliich are pSW anything but those of
rancor or ill-will—all these, and many more ' cu'cumstances, have in-

corporated us with Europe more than ever. In fact, it is only
necessary to gjanco at the continental features of a few of our public
liuildings, taken almost at random from among those illustrated in

the pages of this Journal, to be convinced that such is the case.

International commerce has happily flourished in spite of war, and
it is the mutual dependence of the inhabitants of distant parts of tlie

earth upon one another's efforts and productions to which we must
in great measure look for the gradual extension of that familiarity

between the inhabitants of distant nations which is one of the surest

safeguards of prosperity.

Tlie Exhibition of 1 8o 1 , however, in other respects it may have stood
alone, has been the parent of a numerous progeny. The structure that
was erected for it, developed the admirable qualities of two constructive
materials—^glass and iron, both of them so vastly improved in the
present generation tliat they may be almost called new. Since that
building there has been a much greater willingness than before to

employ and to make a feature of iron in ordinary building con-
struction, while those of the same special character as the first Crystal
Palace have been numerous and successful.

The Palace at Sydenham, if there had never been anothei-, would

have been itself alone a result well worthy the importance of the

original Exhibition and its building.

One other event following the late Exhibition, and in no little degree
dependent upon it, has been the iuclination to take more recreation

than before. In this over-worked age nothing can be of greater

benefit than the introduction of what will promo{e relief from the

constant pressure of labor.

The Crystal Palace at Hyde-park was a good commencement, that

at Sydenham has been a good sequel, and tlie general prevalence of

the Saturday half-holiday movement is a still more important step in

the right direction.

\Vc do not mean to say that there would have been no half-holiday

had there been no International Exhibition ; but we do assert that the

one hastened and aided the other ; and no one can gainsay the

assertion that the establishment at Sydenham, and the Museum at

South Kensington, which, despite its blemishes, is of great national

value, would neither of them have been put up but for that Exhibition.

How much of popular instruction, pleasure, and refreshment of mind
and body these two institutions alone have brought with them it would
be hard to estimate.

We have dwelt upon some of these points longer than we at first

intended, because they are sometimes overlooked by those who are

accustomed to speak about the Exhibition chiefly in reference to the

commercial benefits they had hoped to reap from it, and have in many
cases failed to secure. The very vastness and national character of
some of the most prominent features of the undertaking may have a
little helped to make it less satisfactory to individuals than a smaller and
more special one miffht be.

In these great moral features, as 'will have been seen, the proposed

undertaking must of necessity be vastly inferior to the first. The
prestige of being the first is gone, and the contributions from foreign

parts will, in all probability, be much less numerous than before.

There is reason to believe that the Exhibition of 1862 is likely to

prove to the exhibitors far more advantageous than that of 1851. The
thing will assume a more exclusively business shape, and now that

public exhibitions of manufactures, &c., have become usual, the

machinery of judges, juries, prizes, &c., may be almost dispensed

with. The public will flock to those departments in which thejr take

interest quite naturally, and those whose support is worth having

—

those especially who are likely to become customers—will have time and
aptitude to judge for themselves.

Take as an example the different trades connected with building.

The public are now so accustomed to an annual exhibition of building

materials, that they will naturally and eagerly, if in want of articles of

this class, visit such a collection, if it forms a department in the pro-

posed international Exhibition, and will eagerly welcome the oppor-

tunity of comparing the manufactures of foreigners and Englishmen,

and forming their own opinions.

It is our wish, before leaving the subject, to draw attention to the

desirableness of the establishment of an experimental department, con-

nected more peculiarly with building, and which we should be glad if

the Executive Committee would speedily take into considei'ation.

There are many inventions connected with building, the value ofwhich

cannot be satisfactorily ascertained unless they have stood the test of

time and weather ; and it is idle to bring examples, bran new, out

of a workshop, and expect the public to approve of them while un-

known and untried, and perhaps without a day's weather having passed

over them.

About seventeen months have to elapse to the probable date of the

opening of the Exhibition. What we wish to suggest is that a depart-

ment should lie at once formed for the reception and custody .of

articles required to stand the test of time and weather ; that the

officers of that department should certify the date on which the article

is taken in, and its condition ; and should have the means placed at

their disposal of fixing it in a situation where it could remain beyond
the control of 'the exliibitors, untouched and carefully watched till the

opening of the Exhibition, with authority, it desirable, to make
periodical visits, and report the condition in which the article or sub-

stance thus under test is found, such original and subsequent reports

to be exhibited along with the specimens to which they reter.

As an illustration of what we mean, the Commission might direct

that a number of blocks of soft stone be sawn up, giving a portion of

each block to the gentlemen whose rival claims to the possession of a

secure method of stone induration have been lately brought prominently

before the public, and to any others who may apply. These specimens,

sealed or marked by the respective inventors, and indurated by them

with their several compositions, might then be all exposed to the

weather, side by side, and in a place where they would be secure from

injury and inaccessible to the public or the inventors, care being taken

to see that they all lie the same way of the bed. The appearance of

those blocks after two winters, two springs, and a summer, would give

the public the means of judging of the relative merits of the com-
peting schemes.
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ttra strength of any combination of tniss or girders might be

rtiliril iij its beine weighteii for the whole time, and being relieved of

iW itIMU by the orders of the Commissioners only, at the time of the

^nMiin; of th* Exhibition, when it could be ascertained whether it

had or'^had not reccivetl a " permanent set." A similar method would

tty the permanent strength of cements, and, which is very important,

would test the qualities of various sorts of timber for taking a per-

manent load. In fact an experimental department of great value

might be instituted, and that at no very great expense ; only the thing,

if ikme at all, must be done at once, and must be under proper

and very trustworthy superintendence.

_«^

THE FIKE ARTS SEEN FROM A NEW POINT OF VIEW."
No. 2.

—

The Lakguaoes of Aut.

IKKOTV very well that in composing these articles I have to cope with

m-iny difficulties. In weekly communications the reader will often not

care to recall wliat was said last week. He would remember if it were a

novel, such as Wilkie Collin.s's enthralling "Woman in White." But in

perusing ap argument on art, continuous, yet separated by intervals of

time, how apt is the reader, while forgetting what has gone before, to fail

to remember that difficulties which seem insurmountable may be overcome

in future articles ! I hope he will bear this in mind, and consider more-

over, that, though it is my ambition to interest him, it is not possible at

this time of day, considering what art now is, to avoid entering occasionally

into some dry details.

As speaking and writing are verbal forms of expression, so painting,

Bcnlpture, and proportion in architecture, are tangible means of depicting

thoughts and feelings. Tlie relative value of the verbal and tangible

languages depends on what is sought to be described, the former

necessitating a certain abstraction, while material representations are more

vivid. Art is superior to speaking and writing in conveying distinct

notions of objects, scenes, and persons, and often in the delineation of senti-

ment. While dialogue, involving verbs, is generally beyond the province

of artistic works, qualities and facts, or adjectives and nouns, are clearly

within their scope. They cannot grapple metaphysical and abstruse

reasoning generally, but mathematics is an exception. With religion and

morals art is intimately entwined, as well as with many departments of

science. Of history, biography, and events of all kinds, it is peculiarly

illustrative ; and Hogarth's novels may be easily read by both learned and

simple : in fact, the works of this artist are, from their legibility, peculiarly

adapted for the study of the novice in art.

The languages of the fine arts may be classed in three divisions : viz.,

the Symbolic, the Narrative or Historic, and the Esthetic or Natural. In

the first two languages ends are sought to be attained in some degree

independent of art, while the last is peculiar to art, as imparting, in the

manner or style of delineation, the feeling with which the artist looks on

the external world, and involving his ideas of beauty. All three languages

are natural, in an enlarged sense of the word ; but the esthetic is, as it

were, a naive, simple, and partially inadvertent shadowing forth of the

peculiar character of the artist, and furtherthat of hisage and civilization.

In fact, the historic and symbolic languages are objective, as relating more

to the objects depicted than to the artist ; while the aesthetic is subjective,

as marked by idiosyncrasies. But I will endeavour to explain more clearly

the characteristics of the several methods of representation.

On what is called here the sesthetic, or nature, Ilanguage of art, I dilate

with hesitation. The word a;sthetict is adopted with very different mean-

ings, while I limit its application to one form of artistic expression. Some
time must necessarily elapse before this language can be generally under-

stood, as at present it is difficult to lay down scientific formute for its

accurate identification. As the physiognomy of the human countenance

is a matter of dispute, people forming dissimilar conclusions according to

their idios^-ncrasies, so the physiognomy, or natural language, of art is

fated to make different impressions on different individuals. It is true

that—" There is a science of the aspects of things, as well as of their

nature; and it is as much a fact to be noted in their constitution that they
produce such and such an effect upon the eye or heart (as, for instance,

that minor scales of sound cause melancholy), as that they are made up of

certain atoms or vibrations of matter."t But while nature, or all that is

oatward, is, in one sense, the same, the inward of man so varies that no two
persons look at the same thing and see the same thing, paradoxical though
this statement may appear.

Hence, the assthetic language of art. It is simply the mode of expres-

sion, or style, of artistic writing, and is often independent of the principal

object in delineation. This may be to convey a fact, or to record a prin-

ciple under a symbolic form; and the manner of doing either may be made
as characteristic of ideas and feelings as the fact or the principle, the man
thns appearing in his work. It does not matter whether such shadowing

* The right of rcpablication and of translation of this scries of articles is reserved
by the author.

t Kcrgasson uses it as relating to the power of pleasing by the beautiful. Owilt
Bars :~" The science whereby the first principles in ali tiie arts are derived from the
cnct which certain combinations have on the mind, iis connected witli nature and
Tlgbt reason, has received the name of asthetice." Uuskin observes, 'VKsthesis pro-
perly signifies mere sensual perception of the outward qualities and necessary effects

of t>odies." '* I wholly deny tliat the impressions of beauty are In any way sensual

;

they are neither sensual nor intellectual, but moral." The word was first used
by Wolf, in the middle of the last century, in reference to investigations into

;i,.tbe philo«ophy of art, or the theory of the beautiful. Derived from the
QrecK, its etymology signifies "belonging to sensation," relating to the senses, or
aensQons.

J " Modem Painters," by John KnsUo'. III.

forthof individuality was a professed object in view: it is sufficient that

men who think for themselves have invariably a way of doing things

peculiar to themselves. This is equally true as respects great writers and
great artists. As Pliny says of Timanthes' paintings, there is always more
to be understood than is particularly explained—" Intelligitur plus semper
quam pingitur."

Man being compelled to go to nature for suggestions in art, the manner
of delineation indicates -.—Jirst, his amount vf knowledge of natural forms ;
and, secondly, tin: ideas andfeelings with which these are regarded.

AVith respect to knowledge, if wo set a child to the task of drawing a

man, the result will be remarkably similar to the representations of un-

civilised people. For instance, in the full face, not what is seen, but what
is fancied or known is shown, and the nose is continually drawn in profile.

Again, in the side figure, the feet are often represented as if seen in front:

this is also the case with the arms; and the fingers are spread out. So,

unless an artist can distinguish the peculiar characteristics of what he is

called upon to represent, his work will be more or less unsatisfactory. He
must apprehend clearly the points of an object; the outline, the exact

boundaries and varied depths of shade and shadow, and what dots here and
touches there combine to give the desired expression. Thus, the education

of the eye, and further of the hand, in conjunction with that of the mind,

is a matter of considerable importance, most objects appearing very different

from what they are in reality. Even a careful copy of an inscription made
by one who does not comprehend the characters will be generally an unin-

telligible scrawl, the understanding being absolutely essential to guide the

hand. Those painters who are skilful in delineating the human form often

fail in landscape; and none can represent architectural details unless awar&

of their characteristics. So with architects, those only versed in Classic

forms are unable to seize the points in Gothic, as is evident on glancing at

the illustrations which appeared before the latter style was so well under-

stood as at present.

Next, with regard to the aesthetic language of art indicating ideas and
feelings, a reflective man cannot do anything which he understands

otherwise than in a characteristic manner. This is manifested in the

smallest thmgs. As Mr. Shandy observes—" There are a thousand

unnoticed openings which let a penetrating eye at once into a man's souU
and I maintain it that a man of sense does not lay down his hat in coming

into a room, or take it up in going out of it, but something escapes which

discovers him." Not that he intends thus deliberately to portray hi»

character. This is naively proclaimed, in just the same way as the artist

is made known by his style. But if this particular manner is to be

instructive, it must be the artist's own, not a copy of that of others.

Without individuality art, like other things, is insipid and barren. Its-

scope is to illustrate ideas and feelings—those of an individual, a people

and an age ; and repetition of the works of others involves an abandon-

ment of the allegiance due to the guiding principle of the artist's vocation.

Altogether, it may be concluded that representations, even by novices,

are indicative of the amount of knowledge of the things delineated ; and^

in the case of skilled and thoughtful artists, of their own ideas and

feelings. When, leaving individuals, we take a prevalent style, it

characterises a whole people at particular stages of their civiUsation.

Intimately connected with the natural languiige of art is Proportion,,

the principal feature in architecture which distinguishes it from sculpture

and painting. Proportion, or the balance or disposition of parts, is in-

dicative of ideas of order, harmony and appropriateness. The under»

standing is addressed, and the feelings so far as to induce a sentiment of

fitness, and entire satisfaction at the attainment of the purpose in view.

Mathematical and geometrical knowledge is chiefly involved in archi-

tectural proportion, and generally leads to a love of ratios and regular

subdivision of parts, startmg with a simple figure and working on its

basis more complicated forms. In this the Moors are celebrated in their

decoration, and Wren delighted in the disposition of the main features of

his edifices.

The expressive power of architectural proportion has never been better

exemplified than in the Grecian orders, and the temples and other edifices

of Classic aatiquity, Gothic architecture depending more on sculpture,

although the Medievalists understood better than the Classicists the art of

attaining, by means of proportion, the effect of increased size, an accom-

plishment which is, however, of a questionable description. Stripping the

Parthenon at Athens of its sculpture, it is still the most perfect structure,

as regards proportion, which the mind of man has ever conceived, even

the apparently straight lines being curved with mathematical precision

for most legitimate purposes.

With proportion, mass, stability, the size of materials, various construo-
^

tive features, forms, decorations, ornaments, and colors, are more or le«»-

involved in indicating the ideas and feelings of nations. Size and stabih^

were primary objects with the Egyptians and other ancient races who aim«

at sublimity, and, with this object, introducing immense blocks of

stone, which, in themselves, have a wonderful effect, power being forcibly

expressed : in the use of small materials, especially in vaulting, the

Medievalists displayed their mechanical skill. Repose, that g™?*
element in effect, is almost banished from Gothic architecture. The

Hindoos say expressively that " an arch never sleeps." From a simiUT

feeling it was excluded in the important works of the Egyptians ana

Greeks, the former people also seeking to express the idea of eternity, or

eternal duration. Again, the predominance of square and angular forms

over curves indicates energy, strength and firmness, rather than softness,

delicacy, and elegance. '
. •» i.

But, from the limited expressive power of architectural proportion, it is

evident that, without the addition of sculpture and painting, architecture
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wouU be but a limited exponent of civilisation. " Sculpture," Cockerell

flucly observes, " is the voic^e of architecture." Ashe says—"If the fine

arts present generally the more accurate physiognomy and picture of the

titnes to those who know how to read them, than even the written

chronicles can often do, sculpture, more especially, is calculated to

describe to distant future ages

—

" I'be very age and body of the tlmo
His form Jind pressure."

And we may trace in the productions of this art more especially, all the

political and moral phases of the history and character of a country, in

plain and legible sentences."* By it how vividly are portrayed the ex-

altation of the Greeks and the humility of the Mcdievalijts ! What also

there is of indistinctness in the sentiments reflected by architectural pro-

portion is elucidated by sculpture, the story being told more by implication

in the former than in the latter, in much the same manner as the impres-

sions raised by the form, motions and gestures of the body are confirmed

by the face. The delicate curves of sculpture correct the harsh angularity

of straight lines ; and tlie himian figure aids the comprelicnsion of dimen-
sion, as it should rarely much exceed the living type in size. AVith respect

to painting, Erasmus remarks,—" Pictures properlj- considered, besides the

honest pleasure they confer, mainly assist the memory and the intelligence

of history. Pictures are to the illiterate what books are to the learned,

but still the learned may often find in a picture that which a book cannot
convey, and by which means he may be more deeply affected."

In olden times an arcliitect was rarely only an architect : he was also,

more or less, a sculptor or painter. But Ruskin exaggerates in asserting

that,—" No person who is not a great sculptor or painter cau be an archi-

tect. If he is not a sculptor or painter he can only be a builder." As to

what is called practical knowledge, about which we hear so much exclu-

. sive talk, it is most easily actiuired, many of the old sculptors and
painters understanding building materials and mechanical procedures infi-

nitely better than some modern architects who parade themselves as

"practical men," and from whom, rejoicing as they do in repeating
precedents, no genuine advances are to be expected. Tlie Grecian painters

Mico, Euphranor, Zeuxis, Protogenes,and Apelles, were also sculptors. The
sculptor Polycletus was employed to build a theatre at Epidaurus; Phidias,

sculptor and painter, was superintendent of the public works at Athens,
and was conjoined with Callicrates and Ictinus in the erection of the

Parthenon. Giotto, painter and sculptor, built the Campanile at Florence;
Michel Angelo sculptured Hoses and the tombs of the Medici, painted
the Sistine Chapel, and designed the dome of St. Peter's; KafTaelle, preat both
in painting and sculpture, was architect of the Pandolfini Palace, Florence;
the painter Leonardo da Vinci projected numerous engineering and me-
chanical works, and the sculptor Sansovino carried ont the Library of St.

Mark. A vast number of similar instances might be cited; while
Palladio's ignorance of sculpture led him to rely too exclusively on archi-

tectural proportion, tlie fault of succeeding ixrchitects.

The Narrative, or Historic, language of art requires little explanation :

it is the department of the sculptor and painter. " There is more true
history built into the walls of the temples of Egypt, or Greece, or our
Gothic cathedrals, than exists in all the chronicles that over were written;
and these are unaltered contemporary records, easily read, and easily

translated into the universal language of mankind. If they do not, at
least, rival the written book in fulness and complexity of detail, they
certainly surpass it in vividness of portraiture, both of man-
ners and emotions, but also in authenticity."! Before the
invention of printing, manuscripts were constantly liable to altera-

tions, from deliberate purpose or carelessness; but on the histories

carved in freestone and marble un(|uestionable dependence can be
placed, so far as relates to accepted versions at the periods of
execution. It is needless to dilate on the immense value of such delinea-
tions in casting light on the religion, philosophy, and public and private
habits and occupations, of extinct races : many ideas and inventions sup-
posed to be of modern origin are thus traceable to something sculptured in

the presumed darkness of antiquity. The Egyptians did not possess alpha-
betic writing; but they carried historical representations to a surprising
extent, chiefly considering contemporary occurrences. Of these, probably
owing to the above deficiency, a more vivid idea is presented than we can
now convey tangibly of our events. Battles and sieges, in all their cir-

cumstances, are described with fulness almost beyond verbal relation.

Again, on the pediments and friezes of Greek and Roman temples history
is written in marble, so that all may read, whether or not acquainted with
alphabetic language. At Chartres and Rheims Cathedrals the Scriptural
history of the world from the earliest period is given, together with a
system of morality and an account of the industrial arts; and from Wells
Cathedral Cockerell has deduced the doctrines of the Cliristian faith, to-

gether with its rise and progress in England until the 13th century.
Symbolism was generally most considered in art previous to modernism.

Conventional signs, representing ideas or things, form many tangible
languages. The Mexican picture-writing comprised historical records,
and abstract ideas conveyed symbolically, as strength by a lion. Analogous
to this is the hieroglyphical language of the Egyptians, which is the
earliest example of artistic symbolism. Peculiar qualities, characterising
the things delineated, stand for ideas ; or an object means no more than
itself. The Chinese use an advanced form of hieroglyphics, arbitrary signs
standing for words. It appears that while, to indicate ideas, natural objects
were first carefully represented, as their meaning became generally known

* " Iconography of the West Front of Wells Cathedral," by C. K. Cockerell.
• t 'An Uistoriciil Inquiry into tlie True Principles of Beauty in Art,' by James
Tttgmeoa.

resemblance to the originals was merged in conventional signs, whjcli

might be quickly formed. In this way the elementary Chinese characters

called /tei/.% and formed of combinations of six straight and various curred
lines, have been gradually reduced to 214 ; and on these, as a basis, other

signs, to the number of about 80,000, complete a written language consist-

ing of words traceable to pictures of what is meant. Our own alphabetic

writing of arbitrary characters, or letters, expressing aoiinJs, is a vast im ,

provement on the Chinese system ; but symbols are still retained in

algebra and arithmetic. In Saracenic architecture we have an instance of

the extent to which writing may contribute to architectural decoration ;

and it is unnecessary to comment on the value of inscriptions on ancient

structures—the great lapidary language—when the books of a people hare
disappeared.

Tills, however, relates more to literature than to art. The peculiar

value of symbolism in ancient times will soon be obvious. Two ends were
often served. The eye of the unlearned spectator was gratified, and he was
awed and mystified ; while, until ho had the key of the allegory, secrets

which it was deemed politic to preserve were confined to theprivileged few.

They were also handed down, carved in stone and marble, to the latest

posterity. The Alexandrian library was burnt, but, after the lapse of 4000
years, the mystic writing on the walls of the temples of Egypt remains,

and is at last deciphered.

Early as symbolic language was devised, it continued under various

forms, notwithstanding the invention of letters upwards of thirteen

centuries before Christ, to characterise art until the sixteenth century,

being observable in Greek, Roman, Byzantine, and Gothic structures.

There is, moreover, a very instructive concatination of symbolism in the

above styles, the one deriving such tangible language from that preceding,

enlarging its scope, and devising other conventional signs to express new
ideas. (}n the decline of Medievalism, the invention of printing, the spread

of popular intelligence, free institutions, and that opposition to mysticism
promoted by the progress of science, symbolism fell Its decadence is also

traceable to the fact that, througli the variety, opposition and clash of

modern ideas, the old symbolism ceased to be appropriate, as not compre-
hending the new elements ; and It was impossible to devise another system
while there was not a unity for it to reflect. Still, none can understand
fully the consistency of ancient and the inconsistency of much of modern
art without some knowledge of symbolism ; and it is desirable to indicate

briefly the main features of this truly wonderful language.

Edwabd L. Taebtjck.

THE DIPLOMA QUESTION.
MANY are anxiously looking for the announcement of the grand field-

day at the Institute, the discussion of the questions of diploma or

no diploma, compulsory or voluntary examination. We much doubt if the

subject will be divested of any of the " haziness" which surrounded it in the

beginning of the month of fogs. We hope it maybeso;at all events, we wish

to be as clear as possible in our views of a matter declared by the veteran

Professor of the Institute to be of " vital" importance to the profession at

large, and to the Royal Institute of British Architects in particular. We
hope all who take part in the proceedings of Monday evening will lose sight

altogether of sundry and certain individuals who have taken a prominent

part in the previous discussions, and bring their own unbiassed common
sense to bear upon it. It should be by no means treated as a party move,
it being of no consequence whether Mr. Digby Wyatt, Professor Donaldson,

Mr. George Morgan, Mr. B. Ferrey, be in favor of a voluntary examination,

or Mr. I'Anson, Mr. Robert Kerr, Mr. J. W. Papworth, Mr. W. Wigginton,

and the others who opposed the scheme of the Council, advocates for a

compulsory examination and a diploma. Each are entitled to a full and
fair expostion of their own views upon the subject, but we should be

sorry to hear of any attending this meeting determined to support Mr. So-

and-So through thick and thin, content merely to follow in the wake of

any to whom they have pinned their faith.

The question is one of " vital" importance—infinitely more so than any
subject which has been hitherto brought before the Institute. We hope
and trust that the Hon. Sees, of the Institute have received full returns

from the various societies with whom they liave placed themselves in

communication, as to the feeling of the great majority, not only of the

members of the various societies, but also of those " legitimate " architects

who, though not members, may be practising in their several localities.

Whatever may be the views embodied in the reports of these Societies,

and the result to which their influence on Monday will tend, it is an im-

doubted fact that the profession of architecture is not in a very satisfactory

condition, if viewed through the medium of many of its followers. That
we have bright and glorious examples among us—architectural Brunels,

Stephensons, Lockes, &e., will not admit of a question, and the

advance made in the study of architecture, as witnessed by the many
beautiful and soundly - constructed erections which have gradually

surrounded us, is proof positive of a better knowledge of the art and

science by our practising architects, and a more perfect appreciation of

their buildings by the public. But if these few " bright stars " are for

the nonce put on one side (and this would not be difficult, as they are by
no means sufficient to form a galaxy), and we glance somewhat minutely

into those of the third, fourth, and fifth magnitude, we shall discover that

which tends to make our research of anything but a pleasing nature.^ The
characteristics of some hundreds who are dubbed architects, simply

because they have wiled away a few years in an architect's office, would

not differ materially from those who have leaped over these feeble barriers,

and become full-fledged artists, by the touch of that little wand, "their

own self-conceit."
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We know of plenty who arc now practising—however petty that

practice may be—who cannot pen a sentence grammatically; whose very

writing is almost illegible; to whom the " Architectural Glossary of

Terms " ii as much a sealed book as the Chinese language is to us. And
while their knowledge of mere terms is thus cramped and confined, their

acquaintance with the character and use of the several styles is not more

enlarged—their knowledge of materials and tlieir appreciability equally

restricted.

We could adduce many instances in support of our assertion, by name,

•too, if we wished to wound ; a mere reference to one or two, however, will

infficc our readers and answer our purpose. One gentleman within two

kuadred miles of our desk, has achieved a sufBcient amount of notoriety

for "beautifully executed," " truthfuUj- conceived," and "scientifically

oostructcd," designs, as to have led to a collection of some by an appro-

•iatiDg " Brother Professional," who has devoted a room to their reception,

and designated the said apartment the " Chamber of Architectural

Horrors." And in very truth it would be a fit companion to that more
celebrated " chamber " with which most of us were familiar in our young
days, and the contents of which startle and alarm at the present day

our country juveniles of a large growth. The •' architect " who has thus

adiieved so '• enviable " a local renown, combines in his own person the

calling of "publican," "retailer of various articles of domestic use,"

-^eoUector of rents," and, it must be said, " architect .'" In the morning he

jay be found dispensing quarterns of gin, drops of brandy, and lots of
" heavy wet ;" in the mid-day, doing the polite to the appreciating public

who patronise his " go a-head " studio ; and in the evening doing the

honor of the " bar " to the enlightened few who smoke their pipes over the

fmnes of his best 0-ognac or LL whiskey. One of the specifications,

tbos carefully preserved in this chamber of horrors, commences with a

word that must be ominous to any who may be desirous of obtaining any-

thing more than " four walls, roof, and floor," with " sometimes a window,

but mostly a door." It runs thus—" Speculation of Sundry Works !"

Soltstitute '"in" for "of" and the heading would possibly be complete;

fte body of the " dockerment " being in strict harmony with the title, or

the face which was unconsciously put to it.

Number two, in our mind's eye, was articled to a retailer of oils and
eolors, but his father being an auctioneer and surveyor, and shuffling off

this mortal coil ere the corn was apparently ripe for the sickle, he too

shuffled off the drudgery of the retail business, and embarked wholesale

in- that most easily acquired calling, the profession of an architect,—boldly

dubbing himself " architect, surveyor, auctioneer, apjiraiser, house agent,

Slc."—with the important nota bene added thereto ''Public houses valued

tor the jn-eoming and out-going tenant."

Similar illustrations occur to us in such numbers that we could fill our
pages with them, but we forbear. Now, against either of these, as men, we
can say nothing— their rank in life would not permit a close companionship
with us, although in their several grades they may reflect honor upon
their fellows; but that is not the question. Our profession must be based
upon a standard of excellency, and be he peasant or noble who enters it

we must have in him a due regard for the character of that profession,

and a life-long devotion to its pursuit. We are too jealous to admit any
SweigB substance to be incorporated into our body politic which will at all

tead to lower it in our own estimation, or lessen its importance and its

aabte in the eyes of the public. The architects practising in the immedi-
ate Ticinity of the class to which we have referred cannot feel it an honor,
cr even a pleasure to be " written down" with such a one—they would as

well like to be written down with Dogberry "an ass." Neither can they
tolerate the contact anywhere, or on any occasior^ with those whose
habits and pursuits have so great a tendency to bring discredit upon that

"art" they love so well. We know, from experience, that with an
ignoramus mass, one profession is valued as much as another; nay more,
that the jolly good fellow of their own level stands by far the best chance
for obtaining their smiles and their "/arors."

But what right have we, it may be urged, to monopolise the whole of
the practice, and, in these days of advanced civilisation and free trade,
Kmit it to just such a one, and such a one only, who has duly paid his

ftees, and, through them, made his debut en regie f We answer by pointing
to the past and present condition of the medical profession. The evils
which beset us tormented the legitimate followers of jEsculapius, the
heathen god of medicine, and the same arguments that assail us had to be
eomboted by them ; and who will be bold enough to say that the change
efifected by them in 1814 has had anything else than a beneficial tendency?
We wish not to make the profession of architecture exclusive. We would
go further than the medical colleges ; we would deal with a liberality un-
known to them, and obtain a similar result to that effected by their bill,

hot in a very different way. We would not make it a sine qua non that
every one should present himself to the examiners with his articles in his
hand ; we care but little for that, fully agreeing with the words put by
Kelding into the mouth of Tom Jones, " It is as possible for a lad to
acquire knowledge without the aid of a college, as it is to go to college and
know nothing." The issue of a diploma should depend entirely upon the
ability of the examined, without the slightest reference as to the mode or
method by which he acquired his attainments.

H illiberal enough to attach undue importance to the mere possession of
articles, we strike at the root of all the good tliat an examination might
effect. If, on the contrary, we deal with the question with that liberality
of spirit which accords with the age in which we live, wc shall not shut
•ur doors against the self-taught, the hard-working, the (possibly) more
deserving man, but take the best means of securing the workings of such
» (elf-taught genius as a Stephenson, and assist in the most fair and

legitimate manner his future progress and welfare. What matters it to

us whether premiums have been paid, or office routine attended to ? These
are mere matters of form—means to an end certainly—and are, doubtless,
desirable, but not that they should weigh with us to the exclusion of that
fitness which should over accompany an application for admission. This
is one matter that commands earnest consideration with the advocates for

the diploma, and upon it will hinge in a great measure (at all events in

connexion with the next subject we treat upon) its success and good
working.
Another very important consideration is as to the position the present

practitioners would be placed in. We have alluded to some of a class of
whom we would purge the profession, and can have no sympathy with
with them ; and yet these men must be dealt with, as well as those more
legitimate members who would not subject themselves totlie examination
ordeal, and who could not for very shame be called upon to do so. And
here again we may fall back upon the precedent established for us by the
Medical Bill of 1814. Just such a case as this they had to deal with,
just such an opposition as this they had to contend against. And how did
they succeed ? By paying due regard to Ihe " vested interests " of their
outsiders, by recognising the right of all those following the healing art to
finish their days in peace, and continue to earn their daily bread as hereto-
fore accustomed.
And here, too, we must be in advance of the medical authorities at that

time. It is absolutely necessary that we should adopt the plan laid down
and acted upon by them, and also that we should fully recognise our
outsiders, if applied to by them for that purpose, not only by enrolling
their names, but by giving them a certificate—not a diploma, but a
certificate—stating how long they have been engaged in the pursuit of
their calling, and enabling them thus to continue without let or hindrance.
Various modifications might be required, as the details come to be more
fully worked out. Thus, the architect who had been engaged ten years
solely in the practice of architecture, should have a diploma equal to that
of M.D., and all others under that period, or those above who combined
with it the surveying branch, a degree equal to that of Licentiate. Those
who have also been auctioneers, &c., as well, a simple permissive certificate.

This fwould, in |a measure, disarm opposition ; and, indeed, only upon
such liberiil terms do we think the Institute would be right in "instituting"
so radical a change as the issue of a diploma, under any shape, must
necessarily be.

One other matter that will doubtless be urged with great vigor is as to

whether architecture is to bo considered or treated as a " fine art," or
simply as a " constructive " art. And it will bo contended by the advo-
cates of the former that no examination can by any possibility toucli

them, any more than it could the amateur or professional of the sister

arts— sculpture and painting. But these must bear in mind tliat it is

impossible to separate the fine art from the constructive art, .ind that a
TUOEOuGii knowledge of the latter is absolutely essential to the making
an Architect. An architect is a " professor of the art of building "—

a

definition infinitely nearer the mark than tlie " art of making a pretty

picture," " the art of chiaro oscuro ;" and it is mere folly so to deal wi[li it

as to attempt to make a separation between the two. Together, they
stand and flourish ; apart, they become of no earthly use, poor, mean, and
contemptible. Thus, then, we deem the point raised as to tlie purely fine-

art view of the question a very weak and miserable one, and scarcely

worth a tithe of the attention which will, doubtless, be bestowed upon it.

There are several other points to be touched upon, besides that (to

some) awful vampire, the curriculum ; but these we defer to a future

occasion. We cannot close our brief remarks, however, without expressing

a hope that the Institute will so far consult its dignity and recognise the

magnitude of the question by throwing open its doors to the Press.

Although the adjourned meeting was announced as special, yet the course

laid down in the amendment that was carried in June involved a large

amount of publicity ; and it would not be courteous to the various architec-

tural societies consulted, or right to its own members, to deliberate, as upon
the former occasion, with closed doors. Then it was a private scheme, involv-

ing in it only the members of the Institute. Now it has so far enlarged

its sphere as to embrace the whole profession, and under its altered cir-

cumstances, therefore, the profession and the public are entitled to a full

record both of its proceedings and its results.

Lincoln Heath.—The Kev. E. TroUope delivered a lecture on this

at first sight barren subject, at Sleaford, on the 22nd ult. He handled his theme
in a masterly manner, investing it with an interest which was amply evidenced in

tlieraptattention of his audience. Hissubject was treated historically, geologically,

archiEOlogically, and in many other ways ;
giving evidence how any point, treated

on with genius and skill, can be made most interesting. There is much in Mr.
Trollope's lecture we should like to transfer to our columns, but space forbids,

and it would be almost a sin to mutilate the fair proportions of a work which we
trust to see printed and published for more general circulation.

Rotherhithe, Surrey.—At a meethig of the Board of Guardians of the

Sarish, held in the new board-room on the 29th ult., Mr. George Legg and Mr.

obn Davis Paine were duly appointed to prepare the intended new survey, map,

and valuation. Rotlierhitlic eon)pri?es about 2j miles of wharf and river

frontage—the Grand Surrey and Commercial Docks, railways, gasworks, and

upwards of 4,000 other miscellaneous property. The former survey was made
u 1842 by the late Mr. George Allen and Mr. Porter, of Bermondsey.
Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Htercoscopic Views of the Interior of

tlie Chapel Koyal, of St. George's, Windsor. " They are of remarkable n>™'r"
unequalled by anything we have ever seen iu stereoscopes."—yl//H'Hff«m. " Higmy
Interesting and valuable."— itei/;/ Kews. "A charming series of value to the

architect and arehaiologist, and cannot fail to interest visitors."—vlrt Jmirnal. llie

Views complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-oflice order for 278., or two sample,

Sor 3s. 2d. I'rederic Jones, HO, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Bond-Street)
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MAXIM8 AND MEMORANDA KELATING TO THE ARRANGE-
MKNT OF FARMHOUSES AND COTTAGES FOR AGRICUL-
TURAL I^ABORERS.

No. II.*

28. Dr. Watson Wemyss in his recently published pamphlet (The
Economic and Sanitary Improvonient of Dwelling Houses for Agricultural

Laborers, Cupar, Fife) has some very excellent common-sense remarks of

which we here avail ourselves; this opens up a point which has somehow
been strangely overlooked, namely the necessity of having various sized

cottages for various sized families. ''The houses," Dr. Watson
remarks, "for agricultural laborers upon a farm should not all

be made of one size, as if by one stereotyped plan, without

respect to the number of the persons who may occupy them.

The circumstances of these laborers differ so much, as to their families,

that on all farms upon which there are a number of cottages, these should

be of two or three ditTerent sizes. In this way the wants of the different

families would be provided for, and no more. The houses might also be

somewhat varied in their accommodations in order that the best houses

(containing superior accommodation) miglit form an object to be aspired

to, by superior workmen for good conduct and faithful service.

29. To accommodate a man and his wife, for example, without a family,

a kitchen or day-room and one bed-room only would be sufficient; while

a man with a mother, sister, or daughter to keep his house would require

two separate sleeping-rooms; and a man with a wife and family of three

or four children would require three sleeping places—being one for the

parents, and one for the children of each sex.

30. As a convenient division, therefore, for my present purpose, I divide

these houses into three classes, each class having one,two or three separate

sleeping places respectively.

31. To give farm servants larger houses than they require for them-
selves or their families is no advantage to them, because a large, half-occu-

pied house would be cold and uncomfortable, and it would be a loss to the

proprietor, by putting him to unnecessary expense for building, upholding,

and taxes, wliile he might at the same time be annoyed by the occupants

of the houses taking in strangers or improper persons as lodgers.

32. If it is admitted and settled, as it generally seems to be, that the

size of the kitchen or daj'-room of a cottage sliould be about 12 feet square,

or contain about 144 square feet of superficial area, and that a bed-room
should be about 10 feet square, and contain from 90 to 100 square feet of

area, it then follows that cottages of three different classes and sizes, to

which I refer, should be of the following dimensions, viz:

—

Cottages of the First Class, OT smaWest size, consisting of a kitchen or

day-room, one sleeping apartment, and other suitable accommodations, will

each require a space of a square form, enclosed by from 80 to 90 feet in

length of outside walls. These walls, being two feet in thickness, would
enclose a proper area of from 200 to 350 square feet of surface, to be pro-

perly divided by partitions.

Cottages of the Second C/nss, consisting of akitchen, two sleeping-rooms,

andotlier suitable accommodation, will each require about 100 feet of out-

side wall; and.

Cottages of the Third Class, consisting of a kitchen, three sleeping-rooms,

and other accommodation (required to be in proportion to the greater

size of the houses), will require about 110 feet of outside walls to enclose

sufficient space. But if beds are to be placed in the kitchens, one sleeping

place in each cottage will be saved, in which case the kitchen requires to

be proportionably larger.

33. These numbers may be varied a few feet, more or less, according to

the form of the house, and the pleasure or taste of the proprietor; but when
the most economical form is adopted, as already described, and the ceilings

of the rooms are well elevated, walls of less extent will suffice, and stiU

afford equally good accommodation.
34. On this important point, Mr. Stephenson, in the "Book ofthe Farm,"

first edition, p. 1368, 'has the following judicious remarks:—"The usual

practice in building cottages for farm-servants Is to adopt a uniform plan

upon which all are built. The practice is not founded on sound principle,

nor even on expediency, because it implies that families consisting of very
different numbers should, nevertheless, be accommodated within a similar

space. Instead, therefore, of a family accommodating itself to the size of

the cottage, the cottage ought to be adapted to the wants of the family, and
there is no way of establishing this mutual understanding between cottages

and their inmates, but by building them of different capacities for accom-
modation, and appropriating them to families in accordance with their

numbers. This is the only rational course to pursue, and in pursuance of

it, it is as easy to build a given number of cottages on different plans as on
the same plan."

35. On this point, of accommodation, Mr. Stevenson, in his "Cottage
Homes of England," has the following:—"No house or principal living-

room should be less than 13 feet by 12 feet, or bed-room than 11 feet by 9

feet, kitchen about 12 feet by 12 feet, with 9 feet by 5.J feet pantries or

larders where stores are kept, or 6 feet by 6 feet otherwise. The lower
rooms should not be less than 8 feet from floor to ceiling, and the chambers
less than TJ feet. Closets should be provided for family purposes if practi-

cable ; where not convenient to do so, a wide landing on top of stairs

might be made available for such purposes, and for the reception of boxes,
chests, trunks, &c. An outer-detached room for coals, sticks, tools, &c.,

is requisite * • connected with the coal and stick-house above named,
and underneath a portion of the same roof or otherwise, as maj' be deemed
best, should beaprivy, plainly but decently fitted-up; and connected there-
with, and at the back or side, a large ashes pit or cistern should be formed,

* Continued from page 820.

sinking a great portion of the depth thereof in the earth, talcing^care tbiit

these things are far removed from the well and the dwelling-house. • *
Provision underneath staircase or any other suitable situation for housing
away potatoes or other vegetables for winter use should be made."

36. " The writer would strongly advocate the fixing of distinct itaicn

cases to the chambers, and he earnestly recommends, in all cottage eotOf

tions, that they may be fixed so as to be approachable from both hOWie
and kitchen, without interference with the privacy of either. This is

desirable in case of affliction, because the medical attendant can then visit

without interruption, and the tidy and well-ordered housewife, also, will

better be able to keep clean and comfortable, both herself and dwelling."

37. " The bed-rooms should be strictly private, and accessible from one
landing or passage, having a casement window looking thereon to ventilate

as well as throw light on the landing, the passage, and the stairs; and each
bed-room door being so hung that at proper times this, aa well a« erery
window casement, may be set open."

38. " Every facility should be given to the mistress of the cottago to

keep things tidily arranged." As to the cultivation of habits of order and
" tidiness," as we have elsewhere remarked, " it is folly to talk of their

absence in the hovels of the poor, where there is a complete absence of all

thos-e conveniences, by which alone this tidiness is assisted," and by which,

we may here add, it can alone be secured. " If one part of the axiom of

household economy is to be perpetually dinned into the ears of cottage

housewives, ' everything in its proper place,' let not the other part be for-

gotten, ' a place for everything.' We have often seen the hands of astonish-

ment uplifted at the dirty habits, personal and household, of village

cottagers, in forgetfulness that no water was provided near their dwellings,

by which cleanliness could be secured. It is somewhat difficult to waeb
without water, and no less so to be ' tidy ' in a bouse where no means of

securing tidiness are obtainable."

39. Closets and pantries should be given with an unsparing hand, and
these in positions " handy " to the mistress, so that no time shall be lost in

going out of a room, for articles which are principally required in it. Thus,
a closet or cupboard should be provided in or near the living room in

which the crockery in daily use can be stored. Where pantries cannot be
properly formed in spaces, two cupboards can always be made in the living

room, one at each side of the fire-place, in the recesses formed by the pro-

jection of the jambs.
40. A scullery or wash-up place should invariably be provided to every

cottage. Thisisone ofits most important appliances. For where it is pro-

vided, a greater degree of tidiness and cleanliness can be secured than where
it does not exist. Moreover washing can be carried on within it, leaving

the living room free from the annoyances attendant upon " washing day,"

—annoyances which too often operate in a prejudicial way, causing the

male inhabitants to flee to the public house.

41. Another point should he attended to, namely, giving an exterior

porch or an interior lobby through which entrance can be obtained to the

living-room. This arrangement prevents currents of air passing into the

room, rendering it warmer in winter.

42. Independent entrances should be provided, if possible, to all rooms,

more especially bed-rooms ;
passing through one bed-room to gain

admission to another is an arrangement which should be avoided. It may
be admissable where the cliildren's room is immediately off the parents,

but not where the two rooms are for adults.

43. Bed-rooms should be made of as large dimensions as possible; the

plan often pursued of cramming beds into any small closet or recess cannot

be too strongly condemned. On this point the following remarks of Dr.

Kilgour in his lecture " On the Ordinary Agents of Life," are well worthy
of consideration, "We are beginning to recover from the absurd plan

of cramming our beds into small closets, in order that they might be out of

sight, and out of the way. Architects, a few years ago, seemed to think

that the public rooms could not be too large, nor the bed-rooms too small,

provided only a dressing closet was attached. A third part of the twenty-

four hours we spend motionless, and exhaling the rankest and most fcetid

part of our cutaneous and pulmonary secretion, in a small and confined

bed-room, in order that we may shiver and starve in a large room during

the rest of the day that we remain in the house. How often has the

physician to regret the confined bed-room in which his patient is placed ?

Often it is impossible to ventilate it by raising the window, without risking

the full draught of cold air on his patient. I have more than once seen

the convalescent from fever, cut off by pneumonia, from being exposed to

the currents of cold air from a window raised a little to refresh him or

to ventilate the room. Aicove beds are improper from retaining the foul

air; the bed should stand in the middle of the room, and not in a corner,

yet so as not to be in the draught from door to window or chimney."

44. Another feature in the accommodation required in a cottage is the

store place for provisions, and nothing so completely comes up to the

standard of excellence required in a store-place as the dry cellars so com-
monly met with in Lancashire and the north of England. These are

there considered essential even to houses of the most ordinary description.

They keep meat in a good state of preservation for a much longer time

than can be done in pantries or meat-safes, placed on the level of the

ground floor. ludeed, wherever their advantages have been experienced,

they commend themselves at once to the common-sense notions of

housewives, who know the economical advantages obtained from a good

provision store.

45. It is surely unnecessary to note that a privy is an essential feature in

the accommodation required for an agricultural laborer. In immediate

juxtaposition with this, should be the ashpit. All smell can be completely

prevented from arising both from the privy and from decaying matter
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thrown into the ashpit, by putting now and then a layer of common earth :

tliis should be dried lietore it is ai>plied. Indeed, so speedy and complete a

deodoriser is dried eartli, that in nianulacturing what we call home-made
guano, out of human excrette and dried earth, no smell is at all perceptible

ten or twelve minutes after the mixture is made.

46. The cottager's pig is, or onght to be, an important feature in the

cottage domestic economy ; so in like manner should be the poultry, if he

can to these add the dignity of a cow, little fear of his ever descending in

the social scale; on the contrary, mighty helps they will be found to be, in

Taising him surely, if slowly, up it. The pig, the poultry-house, and the

cor-house should all be arranged together, and and along with the

privy and the ashpits should be placed at some distance from the

cottage.

47. 0« the AtratigeienU o/iZooms.—Mr. Isaac of Bath, in his prize essay

on " The Construction of Cottages " (in the Journal of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, vol. ITth., Part 11. p. 496) has the following: "In the ar-

rangements of the rooms, we will commence witli the chamber-floor, and

here we would suggest that it should be essential to provide every cottage

with three bed-rooms, such an arrangement being absolutely necessary to

preserve decency and morality.

It has been well observed by a recent writer,* " One crying evil prevails,

want ofproper sleeping accommodation for a family. Many cottages have only

one, few more than two sleeping rooms, often to accommodate a man and

his wife, and growing up sons and daughters. How under such circum-

stances can the rural population be expected to grow up in habits of

decency, morality, and virtue ? And how can we wonder at the amount

of vice'and immorality which unfortunately prevails ?"
.

48. The size of these rooms forms the next consideration. No bed-room

should be formed wholly or partially in the roof, or have a less cubical

content than 500 feet. The allowance in hospitals is 1,000 cubic feet of

air for each occupant ; in prisons and unions 500. The contents of the

bed-rooms of the accompanying plans are 8-|-9-|-8=576feetfortlie smaller

ones, and 12-t-12-|-8=l,152 feet for the larger ones.

49 In the arrangement of the ground-floor, the door of the living-room

should not open at once on the outer one, but should, if possible, lead into

a kind of entrance passage or porch. No dwelling can be warm, where
this, or a similar arrangement, does not exist.

50. The pantry should not communicate directly with the wash-house

or scullery, since the food contained in the former would be rendered un-
wholesome by the operations carried on in the latter. A receptacle for

coal should be constructed under the stairs, within easy access from the

living-room.
52. Relative to the arrangement of rooms, &a, in laborers' cottages, Mr.

London says

—

" The door to the front kitchen or best room should open from the porch,

and not from the back kitchen, which, as it contains the cooking utensils,

and washing apparatus, can never be fit for being passed through by a
stranger, or even the master of the family, where proper regard is made by
the mistress to cleanliness or delicacy.

53. " When there is not a supply of clean water from a springadjoining

the cottage or from some other efficient source, then there ought to be a
well or tank, partly under the floor of the back kitchen, supplied from the

root with a pump in the back kitchen for drawing it up for use.

54. "Byplacingthetank or well under the back kitchen, we both preserve

the water from frost, and save the labor of carrying it.

55. " The stairs should rise from the entrance porch or lobby, so that the

bed-rooms may be approached without passing through the living-rooms
;

the convenience of such arrangement in case of sickness or death must be
apparent."

56. On the various points of cottage arrangements and accommodation
we conclude here by quoting from Mr. Scott Burns' article on
" Agricultural Architecture," in the" Journal of Agriculture," Nos. 34 and
38—(1851-52).

57. On the subject of Suppli/ of Water the following :
" Essential as a

apply of good water is to the maintenance of health and comfort, it is

notwithstanding, met with a degree of apathy, on the part of proprietors

of bouses, most strikingly apparent, and in many villages and clusters of

eottages, the want of water is painfully apparent. How often have we felt

ashamed of the system which made it a matter of imperative necessity for

the poor cottar or cottar's wife to walk a considerable distance before a
scanty supply could be obtained, even for the commonest purposes of
eiviliscd life. Verily, the sight of a female, after a hard day's work in the
field, toiling through miry or dusty roads, painfully reminds us of the toils

of savage life in the ruined cities of ancient Mexico, where water, kind
nature's precious gift, is secured only by the severest bodily toil. We hold
it as matter of easy proof, that it is the interest • • • of all land-

lords who are careful to make the most of the ' bone, flesh, and sinew

'

under them, to give to each habitation a liberal supply of pure and good
water."

58. On the subject of Primes or Waterchsets, the author has the follow-

ing :
—" Another point to be attended to is that each house shall have a

separate privy or watercloset, free from the control of neighbours and as

isolated as possible, so as not to be overlooked by the windows of the
kitchen, the scullery, or the living-room. These conveniences are impera-
tively necessary in, or to every house, no matter whether high-rented or
low-rcuted, in which comfort and health are desiderated. The total want
of tbemt involves a condition of matters so completely opposed to morality

• "Storgc on the Fanning of Somersetsliirc."
t It may •urpriw, perhaps, gome of our Knulisb readers to know that in some parts

•f Scotland, whole ranges of bouses and numerous isolated ones have no convenience.

and good social arrangements, that it is scarcely possible to conceive of a
people so utterly lost to a sense of that which is coiiducive, not only to
health and comfort, but to decency, as to make no provision of this nature
within or near the precincts of their dwellings; and yet it is a melancholy
truth—and 'pity 'tis 'tis true'— that numerous houses in many of the
towns and villages of Great Britain, afford a parallel to this sad social
condition. "• * Where access can be had to the watercloset in back-
yard without having to pass through the living-room or kitcheu, another
approach to perfect structural arrangement is effected."

59. Other points of importance are thus discussed :
—" And first as to the

living-room apartment, as we have already stated, the supply of light
should be by no means stinted, and, with regard to the principal entrance
by which admission is gained to the living-room, it ought to be held as im-
peratively necessary, that it should open to a porch or passage, the entrance
to the room being by an interior door. Tlie plan (too largely adopted)
of entering at once from the exterior to the living-room, is inducive of
a vast amount of personal discomfort and domestic inconvenience. Do-
mestic privacy is what every well regulated mind wishes to secure, and
this cannot be attained in anything like the degree to which every man is

entitled, where the arrangement we have now indicated, is not carried
out."

60. " If the sleeping apartments are on the ground-floor with the living-
room, access should be gained to them without passing through it. If the
bed-rooms are on the second-floor, a separate staircase should be made to
avoid the necessity of having to pass through the public room. This
isolation of the bed-rooms is a very important point."

61. " The kitchen should have, if possible, a small scullery attached, in
which washing, &c., of linen can be carried on.

62. " The cultivation ofhabits of cleanliness and order should invariably
be encouraged among the working classes, and the structural arrangements
should be such as to have this tendency; where the contrary rule is

adopted, and it is expected that ' the habit will precede the convenience,'
disappointment will inevitably be the result. The scullery should be sup-
plied with a good sized slop-stone, made of freestone or polished slate, or
white Hopton wood-stone; the hollow part should be cut very shallow, not
more than an inch and a q^uarter, or half, and rounded ofl'so as to leave no
corners for dirt to lodge in. As a rule, we should recommend slop-stones
to be used in preference to ' sinks,' these being generally too deep and
small, and serving to hold dirt, besides being almost totally useless for

washing large pots, plates, dishes, &c., in. * * The very depth and
narrowness of the ' sinks' induces a great amount of carelessness as to
their condition of cleanliness."

63. " Where the size of the scullery will allow of it, a small copper or
boiler should be placed in one corner, by wliich a supply of hot water may
easily be obtained for washing, &c."

64. "There is one point in the arrangement of cottages for the working-
classes, which ought to be si)ecially attended to—that is, having as many
separate bed-rooms as possible in proportion to the intended or expected
inhabitants. There is something especially revolting to a well-constituted

mind in the very idea of a promiscuous sleeping apartment, and yet how
often is such an arrangement carried out? It is quite unnecessary for us
here to cite evidence in proof of this; we could easily show how disgrace-

fully prevalent the system is, and of how much and fearful an amount of

depravity it is inducive. We shall merely note that one eminent authority

states that parties who were subjected to all its inconveniences and temp-
tations, again and again represented to him that all sense of decency had
to be overcome, more especially in cases of disease, or else they had to

submit to great privation, sufl'ering, and increased sickness. Those who
know human nature at all, know well which alternative would be adopted.

The system of overcrowding in one apartment is also inducive, as may be

expected, of much physical disease as well as of immorality. The sequence
of results has thus been well stated. ' Overcrowding is a cause of extreme
demoralisation and recljessness, and recklessness, again, is a cause of

disease.'

65. "Not only, however, should the bed-rooms be separate, so as to en-

sure to each class of the family a distinct apartment, but it is also neces-

sary that each should be completely isolated from its neighbor—that is,

that one bed-room should not be entered through another. This may be

considered unnecessary, or difficult to be attained; doubtless many view
it in this liglit, as even in some first-rate mansions it is not desiderated;

nevertheless it is what we consider necessary to be adopted in a well-

arranged dwelling.

66. " Where cottages are erected in rows it is necessary that each house

should be quite distinct from its neighbor, such as having distinct back-

yards, &c. • • • We are no advocates of any place attached to a set

of houses being common to all, unless under proper and well-regulated

authorit)'. Those at all acquainted with the subject are aware that it is

frequently a cause of much contention, with consequent bad moral effect.

A certain degree of exclusiveness in domestic life seems necessary, and it

should be met by proper arrangements."

Model Zodgijig Houses, Bethnal-green.—There was an error in our

report of the amount of tenders sent in for the erection of this building. The
tender of Mr. Livermore should have been printed £1,414 12s.—not

£1,514 12s.

whatever, of this sort. How the necessities of physical orijanisatlon—not to talk of

those of the mental or Intellectual—are met under such circumstances, has often

puzzled the writer to guess at.

\:
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LIVERPOOL HARBOUR AND DOCKS."

TH E late Mr. Jesse Hartley ssw tlie necessity of plEicing warehouses upon the

(lock walls, and Liverpool now presents such an array of them that, although

they cannot be called very architectural,' in the true meaning of the word, they

are strongly and well built, iuid are supplied with every convenience necessary

for working order. Thi.s necessity suggested the erection of Albert dock ware-
houses, which were opened with such eclat by H.R.H, Prince Albert in 1840,

and cost £782,000 ; and an idea of their efficiency may be arrived at from the

fact that, with the help of hydraulic chains, a ship laden with tea from Canton
discharged at the rate of between 6,000 and 7,000 packages in eight hours,

housed also within that time, and this before the hydraulic system had received

a proper trial. After these, were speedily erected the Stanley and Wnpping
warehouses, the former of which we will briefly describe. They are placed on
the north and south sides of Stanley dock, which has a connexion, by a series of

locks, with the Leeds and Liverpool canal, and has accumulator towers attached,

built in the Tudor style, and form a cotispicuous mass of buildings to those

£assiug along the Waterloo-road to the north end of the town They are 630 feet

ing by 80 feet high, fi om level of dock coping to parapet, and 90 feet ia

width, being composed of four stories, exclusive of ground and basement floors.

The ground floor is at a level of 29 feet above Old Dock sill datum. The ground
floor is flagged with 4-inch flags, and the basement with 15-incb rubble, laid in,

18 feet above Old Dock sill datum, which leaves 11 feet of headway iu vaults.

These vaults are formed by brick piers, having within them cast-iron coves (up
to springing of groins) iu the form of + on section, which materially strengthens

them, and cause them to settle down well upon the foundations, which are in

marl and loose rubble rock, the dock wall itself being of granite random rubble.

The ground and upper stories are formed of rows of cast-iron columns, dirai -

nishing in diameter us they ascend. The outer columns standing upon the dock
coping, and supporting a span of 17 feet, are 4 feet diameter at base and 15 feet

in height, bearing upon their Doric caps the whole superincumbent range of the
dock side of buildings. They rest immediately upon stones 6 feet square and
upwards of 2 feet thick. The internal bays are formed of brick arches of two
bricks lliick, with their springings abutting on saddle girders proved to a pressure
of 30 tons at centre, the transverse girders being tested to a pressure of 10 tons
at centre; these in their turn bear upon cast-iron colunnis, which are tested in

the following manner :—Testing pieces 3 feet 3 inches long by 2 inches wide by
1 inch thick are cast npon each column, so as to be readily chipped off. They
are afterwards placed on bearings 3 feet apart, and proved to a bearing weight
of 30 cwts. at centre. The basement columns are set firmly in ragstone, and
thus, column upon column, arcli upon arch, they rise regularly to the roof, t

Strong staircases give access to the upper portions of the building and, being
built into the partition walls, do not seem to occupy much space, having stone
steps with iron banisters and hand-railing. Each story is provided with double
iron doors, so as to be fireproof as far as possible, shutters also of iron, hoistways,
double and single jiggers, and cranes. The top is surrounded by a pl.iin panelled
parapet, and the roof composed of \V. I tie rods and X irons, and is of light con-
struction. The cost of these warehouses was upwards of £44,000. The Wapping
warehouses are similar. We have alluded to the accumulator towers in con-
nexion with these warehouses, and as similar ones are also in use at the northern
100 feet lock, we will describe their use, as necessai'y to the hydraulic system for
moving all kinds of machinery, whether for working bridges, sluices, gates, or
cranes. { " The construction of the accumulator consists of a large cast-iron
cylinder fitted with a plunger, from which a loaded weight case is suspended to
give pressure to the water injected by the engine. The load upon the cylinder is

generally such as to produce a pressure in the cylinder equal to a column of
1,500 feet head, and the cylinder is made [sufficiently capacious to contain the
largest quantity of water which can be drawn from it at once by the simul-
taneous action of all the hydraulic machines connected with it. Whenever the
engine pumps more water into the accumulator than passes into the hydraulic
machines, the plunger rises and makes room in the cylinder for the surplus, hut
when, ou the other hand, the supply from the engine is less for the moment than
the quantity used, the plunger, with its load, descends, and makes up the de-
ficiency out of store. The introduction of the accumulator removed all obstacles
to the extension of water-pressure machinery, which has since been applied in
nearly all the principal docks, and in many of the Government establishments in
this country. This system has also been adopted in many of the principal
railway stations, not only for cranage, but also for working turntables,
traversing machines, wagon lifts, hauling machines, &c. It is also extensively
used for raising and tipping wagons in the shipment of coal, for opening and
closing swing bridges, and for many other purposes. New forms of application
are continually being developed, and no doubt can be entertained ofits capability
of further extension. The method which has generally been adopted for opening
and closing lock gates by means of hydraulic pressure consists in applying to
each gale a pair of cylinders with rams and multiplying sheaves similar to those
constituting the hoisting apparatus in hydraulic cranes. One of these cylinders
opens the gate and the other closes it, and the whole of the machinery being-

placed in chambers beneath the ground, the water is admitted from the pressure
pipe to a cylinder, through an inlet valve, by means of a handle ; the same motion
of the handle also opens an outlet valve of another cylinder. The rapidity with
which dock gates can be opened and closed by these appliances is limited only
by considerations of safety to the gates, and the operation is in practice usually
performed in about two minutes.
The system of shedding adopted, and which surrounds most of the docks, or

rather all except those used specially for the timber trade, is such that open and
close shedding is obtainable at trifling expense. Being generally constructed in

* Continued from piigc .

t Transversely witli the length run W. I. tie rods, which pass through the
springings of segmental arches, and terminating within tlie outer walls ou either
side, are IJ incli in diameter. Bond iron, varying from 4 inches by 1 inch to 4 inches
by i an inch (according to tlie position of .the floor, the latter being adopted for the
highest) is fl.xed in outer and cross walls at the level of springing of arches through-
out the building, and secured to each other at ends by a dovetiiiled scarf. The C. I.

gutters on the roofs are made to act as girders for their support. The roof is
composed of principals of IS-inch T iron welded at the ridges, and forged out with
a swell at the foot. Tie-rods for three sets of large principals are 1 inch diameter,
and stays of j iuch. This W.I. truss spans a width of uo feet. Trap doorways witli
irou doors lead to the roofs. Galvanised W. I. ladders are also provided. W. 1.

trellis work is provided between the columns ou the dock side to prevent depredations
at night.

t See Mr. W. G. Armstray's pamphlet, published 25th August, 1S5S.

open bays on C. I. columns, these arc easily filled in with brick wallinj; between
the columns when found necessary. The roofs are queen-tnisscd, having timber
principals and collars with W. I. tie-rods. They are well paved with Pen-
maenmawr setts, and afibrd excellent accommodation. They cost about £390
per bay, if walled and loopholed, proved with wacon cntnince-gates, kc, on the
Land side. These entrances are provided with slide doors on slidt; rails, brackets,

&c., as at Salttiouse Dock slietl, which is 7.53 feet long by 70 feet wide. Sur-
rounding the warehouses are usually placed strong granite boundary walls, having
concave sides, and coped at a height of about 9 feet, in which are j)lace<l, at con-
venient distances, small drinking fountains, also in granite, and costing each
about £3 10s., being pirlictly plain and neat in construction. They are erected
by the iMcrsey Dock and Harbor Board, those placed throughout the town having
been the gift of C. P. Melly, Esq., of Liverj)ool, the originator of the drinking-
fountain movement in this country. The walls are flanked by gate piers, formed
so as to present a strong ramping face to roadway, necessary on account of the
heavy traffic continually passing through and re-jiassing. These gate piers are
peculiar, being egg-shaped on plan, and the interior acting as huts for police-

men on duty. We may here mention that the granite used along
the line of docks for all purposes is procured on the south-wtst coast of Scot-
land, conveyed to Liverpool in schooners, delivered on the qnays at a cost of lOa.

per ton.

To sum up the leading points for observation, we must imagine ourselves

embarked on board a steamboat (which from their first introduction on the river

in the year 1815, have become so numerous as to throng it so completely that In

dull and foggy weather they are in dangerous proximity) and starling from the
north wall on onr returnjourney. The first objects of interest are the accumulator
towers belbre alluded to. They are built so as apparently to be one tower, which
rises to a height of about 120 feet above the coping of river wall, and in the Tudor
style. They form nearly a centre piece of a rectangular arrangement, the four
corners having four smaller towers, surmounted by spirets with apices .00 feet

from coping ; these are octagonal on plan, having their spirets also octagonal,

and rested upon battlemented projections. All these towers are faced in granite,

and the whole pile when seen from the river in perspective has an imposingeffect,
though failing considerably in that respect on the land side. We believe it was
originally intended to place spirets with metallic apices also on the large towers,
but this has not been done ; there, however, can exist no doubt that it n-ould

have improved the general appearance. The fort stands a little further overlook-
ing the entrance of the river, and there is no doubt that the extensive radiating
line of fire would infiict great damage on any hostile vessel ; though its

appearance as to resisting properties is anything but hopeful. The Salisbury
clock-tower at the entrance of Salisbury Dock is a handsome structure,

designed by Sir Peter Hardwick, architect, of London. The landing-stages
next claim attention, the largest of which, and most recently coastrncted,
was designed by Sir William Cubitt, C.E. (who also designed the smaller
one southward of it, 500 feet by 80 feet), constructed by Messrs. Vernon
and Son, Brunswick Dock, who were sub-contractors for Messrs. Cochrane and
Co., Woodside Ironworks, near Dudley. The framework is of iron having timber
platform which is 1,002 feet long by 82 feet in width, 63 rectangular pontoons
being placed beneath so as to float it under any weight. These pontoons are

composed of W. I. plates J-inch thick, jomted by 3-inch L irons J-inch iu thick-
ness, with kelsons of similar strength; constructed in watertight compartments,
so as to be accessible to repair or removal. The pontoons and kelsons together
contain two thousand tons of ironwork, but the whole work has a weight of 4,500
tons and displaces about 160,000 cubic feet of water. Great care has been taken
with the moorings, the chains of which are crossed and recrossed, being secured
by Mitchell's screw pile. The bridges by which the stage is approached are 113
feet long by 18 feet wide and are of similar construction to those by Messrs.
Fairbairn, of Manchester for the smaller stage, viz., the W. I. tubular principle
with cross girders. This stage is well adapted to steam traffic, and will allow of
vessels loading and unloading nt the side, and smaller craft at the ends. It alto

forms a fine promenade in fine weather, and is seen to the greatest advantage on
a clear moonlight night. The lights along the brood expanse of water, as they
are spread far away iu miscellaneous variety, the distant lighthouse with poly-
chromatic lanterns, the constant rushing of waters here and there Iwfore the
paddle and screw over the otherwise placid river, and above all the steady ray of
the clear bright moon silvering the sails and cordage of the shipping, create
within the mind a silent admiration of the commercial enterprise and industry
that have raised to such a sudden and startling eminence our modern Tyre. The
majestic passage of the Mersey as it washes her granite shores, is but typical

of her onward advance to greatness and increased prosperity, and strikes us with
the truth other ancient motto, " Deus nobis litEc otia fecit."

Some three or four years .ago there was a great agitation for a vast improve-
ment in the dock accommodation and a|)proaches abutting on the southern
landing stage, which is about 500 feet ft-om the one we have just been describing,
which would, if carried out, remove a source of general complaint. As at present
in use, a direct communication is prevented between the landing stages and the
pavement for foot passengers, in winter especially slippery and dangerous ; and
it must be a matter of surprise and regret that amidst improvement on every
side, this is neglected by the Mersey Dock and Harbor Board. By this |>lan,

George's dock and basin would be converted into one large dock retaining the
entrauces into Canning and Princes docks. In lieu of the Canning graving
docks, an open basiu would have been constructed with an entrance into Canning
dock. From the west side of St. George's Crescent to the River Wall (a distance
of about 450 yards) a high level road was proposed to run passing between
Canning and the new dock, which would be on arches (to be let as stores) and
would cross Strand-street at an elevation of 27 feet, descending to the level

rough ground at pier head by a gradient of one in thirty. Strand-street would
have been widened, .and an increased amount of quay space obtained, the old

salt-water baths, which are inadequate to the wants of the town, would have
been removetl, and the road would cut through the block of old property and
warehouses between Hedcross-street and St. James'-street. The whole scheme
was the design of Air. John Bernard Hartley, C.E., and will no doubt eventually

be carried out.

Considering that the Sailors' Home (which has recently, unfortunately, nearly
been destroyed by fire, but which is now beingrapidly restored), erected in 184(»-50,

on the site of the old Custom House, is part and piircel of the docks, we cannot
pass it summarily by. It was designed by Mr. John Cunningham, architect, and
yields accommodation for 350 to 400 seamen. It is a neat Gothic structure, and
possesses much space for the area it occupies.
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ituij and rarioiu schemes have been set on foot for crossing the Mersey about
this put, amon^ which tliat of Mr. McArdle, of Liverpool, seems to have been
ikmei with most favor by learned societies. It consists of a series of W. I. tubes
Mniad twetber in such a manner as to accommodate themselves to the undu-
latbig bedof the rirer, and sunk by means of ballast chambers. Side by side
would mn footway and railway, the foot passengers to be lowered down shaifts at
either side of the river, or descend by spiral staircases.

A fine of railway inns along the whole line of docks, on which omnibuses,
hftTing flexible flnigvd wheels, ply, and can run otf or on as occasion requires.
Railway wagons alK> travel on this line, which has junctions with the Lanca-
shire and Yorkshire Railway, by means of the High Level Railway at Wellington
Dock, with the London and North Western Railway at the Victoria and Wapping
Docks.

All roads in the vicinity of the docks are paved with Penmaenmawr setts of
about 3 inches in width, and are thus laid :—first, Rock Rubble stone about 18
inches in depth, upon which shingle, 3 inches ; sand, 3 inches; in which latter
the setts are imbedded and rammed, well grouted, and laid to a rise in centre of
street of 4 inches, with granite sett crossings.
Such is a brief description of the harbor and docks of Liverpool, a port doing

business with the East Indies, China, Australia and New Zealand, West Coast
of Sooth .\merica. Brazils, West Indies and Gulf of Mexico, United States.
British -America, West C<MSt of Africa, Mediterranean, Baltic ports, and local
trade. The fast increasing sije and number of ships render constant alteration
aad enlargement necessary, and the population of tlie town is on an increasing
ratio of huf a million per century. The imports and exports e.xceed 80 millions
yearly. The amount of money spent already this year on improvement and con-
struction of docks is nearly £!X),UOO.
The latitude of Liverpool Observatory is 53° 24' 47' 7 N., the longitude

3" C 1' 6 W. It is well situated for drainage towards the river: Edge Hill
being 300 feet above the level of the sea ; Everton, 323 feet ; and Walton, 219
feet. St. George's Hall, and the Free Library, recently opened by the donor,
WUUam Brown, Esq., speak volumes for the wealth and importance of this great
eomntercial city, with which ancient Venice, revelling in all her mercantile
luxuriance, could not vie. Let us hope that she may long flourisli contempor-
aneously with her sister-city, Manchester, and that those fancied feelings of
rivah7 may be dispelled, and the real interests of these two great cities be appre-
ciated by each other. R

VILLAGE CHURCHES— .'fo. 5.

RuDFORD Church.
RUDFORD is a small parish situated about four miles from Gloucester. The

name ap|)oar3 to be derived from Rude, Saxonford, or the Red Ford, so called
from the color of the land around it, the soil consisting of a dark red loam, which
is very fertile, but the lands lying low, they are subject to frequent inundations,
caused by the overflowing of the Leden, a small, uuimportalrt stream winding
round it on the north. In Rudge's " History of Gloucestershire" we read that" Madock was proprietor of Rudeford, containing two hides under Edward the
Confessor and William the Conqueror. William the Second gave Rodesford to
the Abbey of Gloucester, in the time of Abbot Serlo. Winebald de BaIun,anTeat
baron, gave the manor of Rudford to the same Church, 1126. At the Dissolution
it was granted to the dean and chapter of Gloucester, 1542." The Church, wliich
has been restored, apparently in exact accordance with the original design and
arrangement, is dedicated to St. Mary, and has a nave and chancel, only with a
small low turret at the west end. It was erected during the twelfth century, and
is an interesting example of Norman work. The entrance is at the west end, but
there is another doorway on the south side of nave, which is now filled up with
masonry. The one at the west is plainer than the other, and is without a hood
monldmg. Its arch is segmental, and only rises 14 inches from the line of
sponging to the soffit. The door-opening is 4 feet, and the height from floor-line
to the commencement of arch is C feet ; llj inches from the opening, which has
a reveal of 8 inches, is a shaft 6J inches in diameter; it is recessed 1 inch from
bee of wall in order to allow of the spreading of the cap, which is flush with the
wall-hne. This column is not detached, but is formed of a three-quarter round

.,,..,, c ,
--J cap consists of three escallops

on the face and three inverted truncated cones underneath, terminated by a round
neck moulding, and having an angular projection between them which diminishes
upwards to a point. Tliis is surmouBted by an abacus formed of a flat projecting
«ce, hollowed on the under side ; from this springs the outer arch, which is
composed of a broad zig-zag moulding of two rounds, divided by a small angular
moulding, and having an angle fillet on each side. This zig-zag projects out-
wards from the face of the wall, and the centre one is smaller tiian the others.
•""3 IS often the case in plain arches of this description.
The plan of the south doonvay is of the same size and arrangement as the one

Jnst described, with the exception that the reveal is only 7 inches instead of
» mches. 1 he cap is also the same, but the abacus is continued much further
along the wall than the other, which is stopped at the outside line of arch. More
ot the base and part of the plinth is also shown in this, while in the other it is
concealed by the ground. Tliis opening is also 4 feet, and the arch semicircular,
but a stone b^d—the top of which is level, or rather in a line with spring of'arch—IS earned across the opening, making the door itself square-headed, and
fcrmtag that semicircular tympanum so common in the Norman style, and
which was often filled with sculpture, but which in this instance is plain. As in
the other doorway, a broMi zig-zag moulding, composed of the same members,
and about the same size, forms the arch of this, and a hood-moulding, not found
in the wtat door, rises from the impost in this. It is formed of a small projecting
face, ami cavetto under. The zig-zag also projects outwards, and the middle one
IS sm.-Uler than the others. At the western extremity of the north side of the
chsjicel IS another doorway or clereyman's entrance, small and extremely plain.
It has no mouldings, but is finished square with the outside face of wall Its
width is2 foet 4 inclics, and the height to spring only 4 feet 10 inches, but itmust have been origins ly more, the lower part as well as the plinth beiig con-CMIed by the ground, which apixars to have risen considerably since the church

i..,.!'!'^'''/'**'!?"''?
window, also perfectly plain and without"' mouWinra"" butHaving a broad splay earned round internally.

The east window is a small single light, the sill ofwhich is a considerable heiclit
from the ground. The arch is semicircular, and consists of an outer zig-za", and
inner and slight y recessed face. The hood-moulding consists of a flat proiS:tine
face with an under splay, decorated with the nail-head moulding placed at short
intervals, and not in a continuous row as in the Early Eu-'lisli style On each
side of Uiis window is a shaft having a capital and base, bo^th of wliich finish flush
with the wall, and the column is not detached hut cut out of the angle stones, as
IS geiurally the case. The base is simple and of small projection, the cap has two
escallops on the face, and two inverted truncated cones, terminated by a round
neck mouldmg. The abacus or impost is formed of a proieetiiio- fillet with a
cavetto on the under side, and is continued along the wall to the outer line ofhood-mouldmg, where it is finished with a hollow, correspondin.^ to the profile
presented on the end nearest the opening. This window, although so sniall, is
the on y one in the east wall of chancel, which before the insertion of the two-
light foliated window and small single light, both of much later date, now seen in
the fourth wall, must have enjoyed that dim religious light which appears to
have been pleasing to the worshippers of the early ages. On the north side of thenave we only find one small Norman light, perfectly plain and without mouldines,
but m the south wall we sec a large Perpendicular window, prohablv erected late
in that style, and producing a most unsatisfactory contrast with the massive
simplicity of the other portions of this church. At the entrance, in a kind oflobby
under the gallery at the west end, and partitioned oif from the interior of the
church, we hud specimens of old encaustic tiles, but so broken and nmtilated by
time and neglect that there does not appear to be one whole one left. The frag-
ments have been relaid without any regard to the original design, and it seems
now impossible to trace out even the probable position in which they were placed.
On one piece we find the remnants of a grotesque head formed with yellow lines
on a dark chocolate-colored tile. This mode of treatment with the addition of
white, appears to have been the one adopted in all. On another we find traces of
those conventional leaves used in the thirteenth century, and fragments of other
designs, together with some specimens of writing which are so broken as to be
unintelligible. These tiles appear to have been about OJ inches square.

Entering the church, the first thing that strikes the eye is the chancel arch.
It IS semicircular, and composed of boll and large mouldings supported on
equally bold and massive piers. The opening between the piers is 8 teet 6 inches
and the thickness of wall about 3 feet 4 inches. The arch consists of a hood
moulding, a broad zig-zag composed of a hollow and round with fillets between
them, a flat face and two bold, round mouldings forming the soflit and placed side
by side. These rounds and the zig-zag are stopped a lew inches above the im-
post by a flat and almost horizontal line, an arrangement noticeable in all the
doors and windows in this churcli, and observable in most of the churches in this
style. The zig-zag in tiiis arch is laid flat and points inwards. The piers are
composed of two large columns on the inner side, having caps of three escallops
on the face of each, with three inverted truncated cones, stopped by a round
meeting them at a different angle, and giving them the appearance of being
sheatlied; on the side these caps have only two escallops similarly treated. Re-
cessed from the opening about OJ inches, is another column of only 7 inches
diameter, while the others are 11 inches. It stands about one inch from the face
of the wall to allow for the spreading of cap and base, tlie former having two
escallops on each face and inverted truncated cones, like those in the larger caps.
The neck moulding is round and measures one inch. There is no smaller cap on
the chancel side, but merely a recessed face 9 inches wide, with the angles uncut.
The abacus, formed of a flat projecting face with cavetto under, is continued
round the wall. The bases are composed of three round mouldings of very small
projection and not deeply cut. The chancel is vaulted with quadripartite vault-
ing, divided into two bays, the ribs falling in the centre of north and south
walls, being supported on columns having caps and bases with an abacus con-
tinued all along the wall, and forming at the angles a corbel on which the ribs
springing there rest. These ribs consist of a bold round moulding, planted, as
it were, on a rectangular bed projecting some few inches from the vaulting
between the ribs. The column on the north and south side of chancel before
between the ribs. The column on the north and south side of chancel before
or nearly so, not detached. Its cap, wliich is 8 inches in height, has fo ur
escallops on the face, with four inverted truncated cones under, but having
nothing between them. The abacus, formed of a flat projecting face and cavetto,
measures 7 inches, the flat face being 4 inches and the cavetto 3 inches. Its
width taken at the top is 21 inches, and that of face of cap is 15 inches. The
round neck moulding measures 1 inch. The base, consisting of three curved
mouldings of very small projection, rests on a rectangular block 2^ inches high,
with a splayed plinth under of (i inches, the splay being 2^ inches and the bottom
part 3J inches. This lower face measures 17 inches long, and the one resting on
it 14 inches.

The Norman work of this chureh appears to he of the same date as the Norman
portion of Gloucester Cathedral, and in some instances the detail bears a striking
resemblance to it, but is, of course, of much smaller proportions, and, as Ruilford
appears to have been in the possession of the Gloucester ecclesiastics at this
tune, it would not seem altogether improbable that the church was erected by
the same architect who carried out the Norman portions of the Cathedral. In
the J' History of Gloucestershire" before mentioned, we find it styled "a fine
specimen of tlie circular Saxon or Early Norman style," and in every ))art of
this book we find the Saxon invariably mixed up with the Norman. It is an
error which few non-architectural writers are free from, and which is likely to
mislead those pupils or amateur students who may make this and other books of
a similar kind their travelling guide. In another part of the description we see—" The arch which forms the entrance to the chancel is of the same style, rest-
ing on Saxon pilasters, with capitals finished with zig-zag mouldings." The
absurdity of this will at once be seen by referring to the details here given of the
arch referred to.

The neighbourhood of Rudford is historically interesting. At llighleadon,
which is a hamlet of this parish, it appears, according to the Rev. Tliomas
Rudge, that " in digging the canal there were found iu this hamlet several
human skeletons, supposed to have been buried here in the time, of the civil

wars," and he also quotes Corbet's " History of the Military Government of
Gloucester," relative to the issue of a skirmish which took place here. It is as
follows :

—

When wc drew thence (f>om Tainton) our men beheld a faire body of horse at
Highleadon, whereon a forlorn hope of our musketeers, with 20 horse, advanced
upon them, and found their liorse and foot drawn out at Highlcadon House. These
were to joyn with (,'olonell Min, who at that instant was marched out of Xcwint
with a purpose to fall on Hartpury garrison. Here, at the lirst some few of our
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horse gave the charge, Iiurricd the enemy, and beat up the ambuscadoeB. Dion thev

drew out their whole garrison ami fell on ; their horse did not stand to it; but with

their foot there was an hot skirmish, almost an houre. And though our seconds

were slow in comming up, yet did the forlorn hope drive them from hedge to hedge,

and after awhile our body comming on, beat them in. and pursued them up to the

very house, took some few prisoners, and came off with the losBC of only two men.

The distance from Gloueester renders it very accessible to those who wish to

visit this interesting example of Norman architecture ? It is a pleasure not con-

fined to professionals, for the walk is an extremely pleasant one, and wlio is there

that does not love to look on those time-honored and sacred buildings which have

stood the storms and vicissitudes of seven centuries. Every one must feel

impressed by that still and silent solemnity which enshrouds these ancient

temples in which generation after generation have prayed and passed away, in

which our forefatliers have breathed their offerings on the altar of praise through

the changes of youth, manhood, and old age, and where they now sleep the final

sleep of Death. These old village churches recall to our remembrance events

long since engraven on the tablet of the past. They carry our thoughts back to

those days of our childhood when we loved to sit in the old family seat sur-

rounded 'by those familiar faces that made our childhood happy, and as we
wander along the thrilling avennes of memory, we feel again as we felt of old

and the present mingles with the past.

THE PARIS OPERA HOUSE.

THE erection of a new Theatre for the Grand Opera haring been decided

on, it may not be uninteresting to say a few words on the history of

that establishment in France.

The first French Opera did not appear in Paris, but at the village of Issy,

about three miles from the city, in the house of M. de Lahaie, major-domo

of Anne of Austria ; this happened in the month of April, 1659, and the

piece, which was imitated from those of the ItaUan stage which Cardinal

Mazarin had introduced to the Parisian world, was entitled " La Florale

d'lssy." The music of this piece was by Cambert, an organist, and the

words by the Abbe Perrin, introducer ofambassadors to Gaston d'Orleans,

brother of the King. Although performed by amateurs in broad daylight,

between two summer houses, and without scenery, the " Florale d'lssy "

had an immense success. Loret announced the fact to Madame do

Longueville in a rhyming letter which appeared in the Gazette on the lOtli

of May in the above mentioned year.

Cardinal Mazarin was determined to cultivate this new production, the

piece was performed at the Chateau of Vincennes before the Court, and

the Cardinal especially was so much delighted that he expressed an inten-

tion of writing some operas himself to M. Cambert's music. Mazarin,

however, died in 1661 without liaving carried his ideas into execution ;

and it was only in 1669 that M. Perrin was authorised "to establish

throughout the kingdom, academies of opera, or representations in music
in the French language."

Perrin and Cambert accordingly set to work and produced another

opera called "Pomone," and built a theatre in the rue Mazarine, the

rehearsals of this piece having been carried on in the gallery of the hotel

de Nevers, the house of the Marquis de Mancini, Mazarin's nephew and
heir ; this room is now the great library of the "Bibliotheque Imperiale "

in the rue Richelieu.
" Pomone " was produced on the 16th March, 1671, and was played for

ten months, yielding 120,000 francs to its authors. This success was
the ruin of the speculation, for Madame de Montespan, then all-powerful,

managed to get Perrin and Cambert's letters patent annulled, and others

granted to one of her favorites, Jean Baptiste Lulli, then inspector of

violins and musical superintendent to the king, and well-known since to

all the world. In 1672 this new privilege was nominally given to Madame
de Montespan herself, who was thereby authorised to establish " a Royal
Academy of Music, in Paris, at which gentlemen and ladies might sing

without derogating from their titles of nobility or losing any of their

privileges, rights, and immunities."
Lulli soon opened a new Opera House in the rue Vangirard, near the

Luxembourg, and the opera of " Cardinus," of which Lulli composed the

music and Quinault wrote the words, was performed there in February,
1673. In five days after this first performance of "Cardinus," Moliere
died, when Lulli obtained the theatre which was constructed by Cardinal

Richelieu, in 1689, for the performance of his own tragedy of " Mirame,"
and which was annexed to the Palais Cardinal, now the I'alais Royal, and
stood on the side opposite to that where the Theatre Frangais now is. The
place of this the atre is shown, in thecurious old bird's-eye view of Paris,

by La Boissiere, to have been on the spot now occupied by the entrance of

the rue de Nalois, and the building itself is particularly described in the

second volume of Sauval's "Antiquities of Paris " (liv. vii., p. 162), and
said to be the most commodious and regal theatre in France. However,
this Opera House may have been within, its approaches were anything
but convenient, consisting, in fact, of one narrow passage for ingress, and
another for the exit of the public ; but in those days the Palais do Justice,

the Louvre, the Hotel de Villc, Notre Dame, in fact, all the great public

buildings, were surrounded by a perfect labyrinth of lanes and alleys, the

memory of which is conserved in Boileau's " Embarras de Paris," an
amusing production for the antiquarian student.

Lulli, in partnership with Quinault, Thomas Comeille and another,

retained this theatre till his death in 1687; but his successors were not
fortunate in their management, and, in 1749, Louis XIV. gave the

management of the Opera to the municipal authorities of Paris. The
Opera House itself was destroyed by fire in April, 1763; tliis event was
recorded in a picture by Cottreau, which may be found engraved in

Vatout's " Histoire du Palais Royal." Other engravings of the same
event are to be seen in the " Bibliotheque Imperiale." The city was
condemned to rebuild the theatre on the same spot, but on an extended

scale, and it seems to have done it with a very ill-will, for the new
building was not completed in less than six years. The architect wa«
Moreau, and the theatre is minutely described in Hurtaut and Magny's
" Dictionnaire Historique," Paris, 1779, Vol. I., page 182. The authors of

the Dictionary speak of the new building with high praise; but Bachou-
mont, in his "History of the Opera," describes it in very different terms:

he finds the "orchestre deo/, the voices weakened, the decorations mean
and ill-colored, the first tier of boxes too high and inconvenient for

ladies, the vestibule unworthy of the majesty of the place, and the stair-

cases steep and narrow."

This theatre did not live long to be praised or blamed ; it was burnt

down in the following year. The Due de Cliartres was then occupied in

building the houses that now form the public portion of the Palais Royal,

and he was very anxious to retain the Opera in the old spot, in order to

give value to his property. The architect Lenoir, however, offered to

build a temporary Opera House in six months, on a piece of ground be-

longing to him on the Boulevard St. Martin for the sum of 200,000 francs,

and undertook to forfeit 24,000 francs in case of failure as to time. The
offer was accepted, and Lenoir set to work with double sets of men, and
all Paris went to the Boulevard St. Martin to see the new theatre growing

up by torchlight. In 87 days the work was finished, and on the 20th

October, 1781, the new theatre was thrown open gratuitously to the public

on the occasion of the birth of the Dauphin, " in order to test the strength

of the building !
" After the performance wine and eatables were distri-

buted, and a motley assembly danced all night on the boards of the new
Opera. Seventy-nine years have passed away, and on the boards of that

same theatre are dancing, while I write, the ballet of the Royal Opera,

Covent Garden, in English Volunteer Riflemen's costumes, in front of a

scene painted by an English artist, the temporary Opera House of Lenoir

being the well-known Porte St. Martin theatre.

In the time of the Republic, 1794, the Opera National was transferred

to a theatre which then stood in the Rue Richelieu, called at that epoch

Rue de la Loi, and built by Mademoiselle Montausier. The opera remained
in this latter place during the Consulate and the Empire, causing constant

terror in the minds of the Keepers of the Great Imperial Library, who
expected from day to day to see another flre, which might envelop their

magnificent collections in the ruins.

In 1820 the Due de Berri was assassinated on quitting this theatre,

which was then pulled down ; and the architect Debret built the present

Opera House in the rue Lepetier, on the site of the hotel de Choiseul. The
new theatre occupied one year and three days in construction, and was
opened on the 16th August, 1821.

Such is the history of the series of buildings in which the French Grand
Opera has been domiciled for very nearly two centuries, and to which is

about to be added one more, which will doubtless exhibit a greater

advance in almost every respect upon its predecessor than has ever before

been made. With the present system of building in stone and iron with

arched floors, the chances of flre must be greatly diminished ; and if the

new process, which has been partially applied to the woodwork, canvas,

and dresses of theatrical establishments, be generally adopted, the danger

might, it would seem, be reduced to almost nothing.

THE GUARDS' MEMORIAL EST WATERLOO-PLACE.

WE have noticed various criticisms on this Memorial, perhaps some-

what premature, inasmuch as we believe it has not, as yet, been

seen altogether. The figures still remain covered, waiting we suppose for

some inauguration. We understand, however, that some additions are

contemplated to this monument. Assuredly this would be desirable at the

sides, where bronze trophies, let into panels, would be advantageous. Also

some addition might judiciously be made to the trophy of guns at the

back. Although granite and massiveness may be considered character-

istic in a memorial to our stedfast, and unconquerable Guards, yet we con-

ceive this might be quite sufficiently preserved without the crudeness that

now attaches to so large a surface of granite left exposed, and the

unbroken side lines of the sloping part of the pedestal as viewed on coming

down Regent-street. The group of Honor and the Guards we do not

criticise, as we have not as yet seen them altogether. Both the site and

the object of this Memorial demand that it should be carried out with all

suitable details.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER MACHINE BANDS.
USERS of power are well aware that one of the greatest difficulties they have

to contend against in connection with its use, is the hitherto imperfect

methods of conveying it. If it is transmitted by means of gear the consequence is

a great loss of power through the necessarily immense friction, while if conveyed

by the more ordinary means of leather bands, the slipping of which is something

so immense that it needs to be known by experience to be believed, the loss is

even greater. Many kinds of bands, looking and promising well have been made

of Gutta Percha, Hemp, Wire Gauze, and other materials too numerous to men-
tion, but all in the end have faUed to supply the desired object. We have however

tliisweek seen bands at Messrs. Dodge and Giandonati's ofSt. Paul's Church Yard

and elsewhere, which not only promise, but have been fairly proved to be the

desideratum above referred to. These bands have now been in the market some

six years, and in that time have been thoroughly tested and approved of, so much
so that they are now generally adopted by thejrincipal employers ofpower through-

out the kingdom, and their sale is something enormous.

On looking through the testimonials, exhibited in quantities by Messrs. D. and

Co., representing all classes, from the authorities at the War Office (who speak

from a four years' trial of a number of the bands at Woolwich, in the highest terms

of commendation,) to small practical users, who by means of a thrashing machine,

which perhaps gains them their liveUhood, and who in consequence of the cost
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and w«>r of their oiJv Ivnnd Iwiiis a matter of considerable importance, are

enabled to speok with confidence ; we could but be surprised nt the universal prnisc

»\rarded those liands. Many, however, of tlie testimonials speak iu uo measured
terms at having been imposed upon by someoftlie many imitations which float

about the market, which we need hardly state are imitations in apiwaranceonly,
not to quality. Indeed so many of these imitations are constantly oftered and re-

presented to lie of their make, that Messrs. D. and Co., have lately issued a

caution to users that they will not guarantee any bands unless purchi^ed direct

from them.
Besides the bands, Messrs. Dwlge are large contractors to Government, for all

kinds of rubber coods, from valves for steam engines to leggings for the Army.
As^they warrant all goods leaving their establisluuent, it may be believed that they

give as nearly universal satisfaction as it is in the power ofany firm to do.

Their ro.inufnctories are situated at M'est Ham, and the Old Kent Koad, and
fliey are »le agents to Uie new Company lately started for re-manufacturing old

lodfused rubber, a di-siJeratum long wanted, biit only lately obtained, and wliich

promises to reward richly the inventor and his compeers.

BRICK FACTORIES.
PERH.tPS at the present moment there is no article of manufacture for which

there exists a greater demand than that of bricks. The gigantic works in

course of construction in tlie metropolis alone—main drainage and subterranean

railwayn, to mention no others—in themselves require such large quantities of

this material as severely to try the powers of the manufacturers, and, we may
add, the resources of the contractors. To add to the difficulties attendant upon
so eitraordinarv a demand, the weather during the late season has been ot so

nnlavorable a cfaaracter as materially to interfere with tlie manufacture as ordi-

narily carried on, and we are not surprised to hear that brickmakers are turninj^

their" attention to the introduction of a system whereby they may be rendered

independent of adverse weather, and their trade carried on without the frequent

Irwgfii therefivm to which they are now subjected. We have heard that in many
brickfields it was by no means unusual during the late rainy season to find the

lerolts of many weeks' patient industry entirely destroyed in tlie iirief space of a

single night, and even ordinarily the art of brickmaking, as usually carried on,

is a slow, risky process, one that, as compared with the advances made in other

manufactures, invariably strikes us as being very primitive in its modus
operandi, and in some degree unworthy of the age in which we live. Who that

has seen the various stages of brickmaking as exemplified in the many brickfields

in the neighbourhood of the metropolis—the long, ricketty, thatched sheds in

Khich the bricks are placed at an early stage to protect tliein from the weather,

the noxious, poisoning effluria emitted from the open kilns in which, if they have

the hardihood to survive the many atmospheric trials to which they are first sub-

jected, they are subsequently burnt—caimot but be struck with the truth of what
we are now writing? And to these, which may be termed the superficial reasons

for our objection to the present system, may be added its real evils—evils

admitted by the manufacturers themselves—that the length of time and uncer-

tainty of result involved in the present mode of brickmaking materially add to

the cost of production, and indirectly lead to the employment of materials of

inferior maJie. We were, therefore, not a little pleased the other day to see an
establishment in whicli the various obstacles to brickmaking we have enumerated
were successfully overcome, and the manufacture carried on in its entirety at a

time when, under tlie old system, it must of necessity have been suspended.

It was in the beginning of this present month of December that we took the

train for Sudbury, in Suffolk, and on arrival at the station wended our way to

the Chilton Brick and Pottery Works, sorn", quarter of a mile off. We had
been invited to see the operation of Hands' patent kilns and di7ing rooms as

applied to the manufacture of bricks, and though we were by no means favored

iu the weather for a country trip, we yet thought ourselves amply repaid for our
journey in what we were permitted to view.

On arrival at our destination we found a well-arranged factory in full opera-

tion, from the " getting " tlie clay in the rear to the delivery of the manufac-
tured goods at the entrance to the works. The clay is of the finest quality,

requiring but very little " making," for after being passed through a pug-mill,

with the addition of a little sand it is quite read;y for use.

The bricks, when made, are at once taken into the drying-slied, which is a
building occupying an area of loO feet in Icngtli by CO feet in width, this space

being allotted'to goods in various stages of manufacture, so that the raw
material enters at one end and issues from the other perfectly finished and
ready for the market. This drying-shed is heated by flues constructed on the

n'
n'of Mr. Hands' patent, through which pass all the smoke and waste heat

m the kilns. The flues run nearly the entire length of the shed, stand about
7 feet aljove the floor, and are 18 inches in width inside. They are united at the

lower end of tlie drving-shed, and tlius form but a single flue, the waste heat of

tlie two kilns passing up one side of the shed and down the other, consequently

making a complete circuit.

By means ol these flues thus raised above the floor, and heated by that which
would otherwise be entirely lost, the drying sheds are kept at a temperature of

from mo to 130 degrees, according as the dampers formed in the top of the flues

are opened or closed. Four of these dampers are inserted in the top of each line

of flue, and act most admirably inciuryiug down the moistened air of the shed;
a very important point, the air l>eii>g continually rendered moist by the evapora-
tion from the bricks in course of drying. The dampers can, of course, be regu-
lated at pleasure, according to the state of the weather, the heat required, and
quantity of bricks to be dried. As the drying shed must be supplied with fresh

air to take the place of that which is carried into the flues in a moist state, it is

brought through pipes passing through the upper parts of the kiln nearest to it,

so as to supply nothing but heated air to the drying shed instead of air at the

ordinary tcmjierature.

Each'kiln is large enough to contain 40,000 bricks when arranged with spaces

between them, one inch being left all round between the bricks and the kilns,

and is fired by thro; furnaces, the products of oombustion passing through the

kilns, thence along the flue on one side of the shod, under the floor, thence along
the flue on the other side, and so to the chimney which is common to both kilns.

Mr. Hands, by these simple and natural means and without any extravagant
outlay, utilises the heat generated in the kilns during the burning of the wares,

and at the same time eflccts the perfect combustion of the fuel and so prevents
the issue of smoke from the chimney.

His plan also accomplishes the safe, anlform, and rapid drying and burning of

the wares bv the fuel used fbr burning, thus effecting the twofold object at the

cost of the hiel hitherto used in the burning only. The invention entirely iijfutes

the statement of the old brickmaking hands, thiit by drying the bricks in a moist
atmosphere the inside of the brick is made to dry before the outside—^in other
words, the moisture of the air keeps the brick from incrusting, and thus allows
the moisture from the interior to pass off. These features of Mr. Hands' inven-
tion, ensuring a safe, regular, and rapid evaporation of the moisture from the
newly made wares, and a large economy in fuel, time, space, and labor, are of the
greatest importance, but above all it must be remembered that the whole opera-
tions may be carried on at all times, no out-door drying being necessary—the
brickfi<'ld being converted, as we stated at starting, into a brick factorj'.

The invention is applicable to the manufacture of all kinds of plastic materials,
and is being extensively employed both in this country and on tlie Continent. We
hear that Mr. George Jennings, tlie well-known sanitary engineer, has just
adopted it at his pottery works in Poole, in Dorsetshire, and is quite •prepared to
speak as to its efficiency.
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THE AHT OF ILLUMINATING.*

MR. AUDSLEY read a very lengtliy and comprehensive papor on "The
liiso and Progress of the Art of Illuminating durins: the Middle Arcs, and its

useful application in tlie nineteenth century to architecture and art mniuilactures."
Art, he sidd, had, within the last iew years, made great strides of proj^ress, and an
impetus had been given to the study of architecture aud arcliaolot^y tliat would not
fail until advance ceased to be possible. At the present time art is reviving from a
decay of three and a death of tnree centuries, and we may liopcfully look forward to
see it, even in our day, reach a higher standard of excellence than it ever before
attained. Never had the fine arts such a lirin hold on the public taste ; never had
painting been so universally encouraged, music and poetry so ^enorally sought after
and enjoyed ; and perhaps architecture had never been so liberally studied, or has
been such a subject of popular interest, as it is in our day. To nearly all the dcpait-
ments of ancient and modern art is public taste and inquiry being diricted, and we
might anticipate all-im])ortaut results. That public taste was rapidly Improving
there could be little doubt, and the very creditable eiTorts that are being made to
extend It among all classes challenged approval and support. He should like to see
the Liverpool Architectural Society an acknowledged leader, and it might become so
if individuals worked as art lovers should work ; but as an art soeiuty they were
behind the times, resting passively on their oars, and not participating in the "fjreat
work of taste"—the revival of Christian architecture and art, the noblest triumph of
the niiK'teentli century. He then proceeded to give a comprehensive sketch of the*
rise of the art of illuminating in the fifth century, and its progress up to
its disappearance in the sixteenth century. He traced its rise in the
scliools of Greece and Itome, in Egypt and the Eastern nations, and showed
that it had become known even in Ireland at a very early period. Certain it

was that whilst the Continent of Europe was bathed in prolbuud. social diu'k-
ness, a steady light of civilisation was burning in that little island of the West, and
there the art of decorative illumination was known and practised, as many wonder-
ful memorials remained to testify. Mr. Westwood, in nis learned^" Palaoj^rapliica
Sacra i'ictoria," said Ihatat a period when the fine arts may be said' to be almost ex-
tinct in Italy and other parts of the Continent, a style of art was cultivated in Ire-
land absolutely distinct from all otiier parts of the civilised world. In the sixth and
seventh centuries the art of illuminating manuscripts of the sacred Scriptures had
attained a perfection in Ireland almost marvellous, and which in after ages was
adopted in the Continental schools visited by Irish missionaries. The finest monu-
ment of this early Celtic style remaining to us is the celebrated I5ook of Ivells, pre-
served in the library of Trinity College, IJubliu, which stood alone amongst existing-
manuscrii>ls for intricacy of design and beauty of execution. Mr. Audsley descril>ed
the particular features of excellence in this book, and also referred to several other
noble specimens of the art preserved in various libraries ; and then proceeded to con -

sider somewhat in detail eacii stage through which the art passed, tracing each
style as it arose, and giving numerous excellent examples. The researches he luid
made satisfied him that there was ever a close union between Gothic architecture and
the art of illuminating ; indeed, wc had conclusive evidence that the same heads and *

hands that reared our splendid cathedral piles, in many instances produced those
:

wonderful essays of art that astonish us with their beauty and complicated richness.
In the sixteenth century the last life-spark of the art died out, and that century was
to the glorious art which had reigned for 900 years, as it was to Gothic arcliitectnre,

a grave. Art was gone, carrying with it conventionalism and harmony. Vain wore
the attempts made to rival the works of departed ages, by seeking aid from Natur*.-

and depicting her works. Coming to the second part of his subject, the modem
application of the art to architecture and art manufactures, he said tlio

beautiful art of illuminating had become with us a national taste, and, he might say.

a national study, and was being at the present time most keenly studied and practised
by several of our first architects and men of taste. We need not ask why. for the
reason is obvious. They find its study a severe course of education in the highe.'^t

branches of architectural art, giving them full power and vigor in desi;jrn, and
knowledge in the blending of colored ornament with architectural detail. He held it

necessary for him who would be a true architect to be conversant with all the arts in
connexion with architecture and their lestlietical principles of design. Who could
depreciate the value of the union of architecture and painting, yet liow very little It

'

was encouraged amongst us ? Where did they see it sliunned as it apparently was in*!

matter-of-fact England ? And it was a fact beyond dispute that this country as Hr,
nation was far behind in the aiipreciation and application of color in architectural ;

works as well as in manufactured articles of all kinds. He was puzzled to know '^

how a reformation could be accomplished ; but it was satisfactory to know that
many eminent men were doing their best for the advancement of architectural art.

''

The correct decoration of buildings would form an educational medium whereby q
public taste would be advanced. Ecclesiastical or Gothic buildings admit of the^t
most complete system of decoration, and the leading features of illuminated works
may be exactly reproduced on them. Keferring to the art of glass staining, he .,

described it as being at the very lowest ebb, although, as a decorative art, it should
'

take its stand in the foremost rank. The art of illuminating was of the greatest '*

Service to tlie calico printer, the carpet manufacturer, the floor-cloth maker, the
maker of papcrhausiugs, and the general manufacturer of figured fabrics. He dis- .1

claimed any idea of favoring copyism,—nothing was further from liis thoughts ; he n
only endeavored to point but that by studying ancient aud worthy models of ij

art,' they might attain a certain standard of education in taste that would render
i

them independent of tliat copyism (or art-slavery, as it might be termed), and to
follow in tlie footprints of those, more worthy than themselves, whohadfrouebciorc.
He advocated a general study of the principles of art in order that the minds of
those who require as well as those who \jroduce works of art might be imbued with
a true appreciation of tlie beautiful. lie desired to impress upon his audience the
simple facts that taste, to be of use, must be general ; that the arts of production
can only be beautiful in proportion as they depend upon the arts of design ; and
that the beautiful need not be costly. Let all who doubted his statements think of
the prosperity of the ancient Samians. and learn the cause of it, and why it was said

of tnem, " Verily, they have made the ground they tread on more precious than
gold."
The address was illustrated by several richly-illumln.itcd desiffus, prepared by the

lecturer, and several costly books lent by Mr. John Mayer, Lord-street,

• A Paper read by Mr. Audsley, at the Liverpool Architectural Society.
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THE RAINHOW TAVERIV, I'LEET-STREET.

ON a former occasion we briefly noticed the works in progress at tbi» tavern,

wliich, in the early part of the reign of Georpe III., was the favored resort

<if the most noted literary men, wits, and artists of that period, including

Dr. JohnsoD, Goldsmith, Reynolds, Oarrick, Steele, Addison, and otiiers.

We liave now to I'ccord that the old liostelrj-, with all its interesting associ-

tions, lias been entirely modernised to suit tlie progressive wants of the age, in a

style of splendor, as regards elalwrate embellishments, including moulded work
In relief and polycliromy, probably yet unsurpassed in the metropolis. The former

department has been intrusted to Mr. H. Parsons, the architectural modeller,

Amwell-street, and the latter to Jlr. Frederick >Sang', Cliaring-cross, who may
be said to be tlie first who introduced in England the peculiar system of colored

decoration, formed on the school originally, as we believe, founded by Leo Von
Kleuze, at Munich. Mr. William Hughes, jun., of Hnyswater, has alsodeeorated

the dining-room aud smoking-rooms on the first-floor of the eatablisliment in a

very chaste and beautiful manner.
The principal apartment on the ground floor is a superb coffee-room somewhat

•irregular in ])lan, necessitated by the peculiar form of the site. It is 44 feet

long by 33 feet wide, and Lj feet (i inches high. This room must not be taken
literally in the limited sense of itsappellatiou, for we should imagine that many
more luncheons and dinners of the most recherche, description are partaken of

within it than breakfasts or teas. Its ceiling is divided into fourteen deeply sunken
panels by moulded beams, elaborately decorated with bold plaster enrichments,

representing fruit, flowers, and leafage. These beams have pendants on their

intersections of highly efteetive design.

The cornice has a large cove in it whicii is ornamented with vine-leaves and
grapes in alto-relievo, underneath which there is a boldly cut egg and tongue
moulding.
Supporting the beams on the side walls tliere are pilasters, the faces of whicli

arc panelled and their capitals of fancy design, beautifully enriched. At the

eastern end of room, on its northern side, is the bar, at the back of which is a
lift communicating with the kitchen.

In reference to the colored decorations in the coffee-room, all of which Iiave

been executed with great taste and artistic skill by Mr. Sang, the groundwork
of the panels arc pale green, relieved by borders of white and gold, and the
dividing beams are painted to resemble oak, diversified by fillets aud headings of

gold. The pendants on the intersections are treated in a similar manner, and
terminated by gilded pine-apples with their attendant foliage, agreeable to the

forms of nature.

In the panels there are centre flowers in high relief, formed of raffled leaves,

white, etched with gold, alternated by gilded husks. Around these leaves fruit

and flowers are painted on the flat ground in natural colors.

The groundwork of the ornament in the cove of the cornice is a warm buff", the
lower portions being relieved with vermilion. The enrichments are of a French
white tint.

The walls of the room between the pilasters have pale green grounds, the lower
parts of which are ingeniously softened off with warm yellow, producing a
charming rainbow sort of an effect, appropriate to the name of the tavern. At
the bottom of the panels subjects are painted in parti-colors, in which heads are
introduced encompassed in foli.age, and scroll-work is also introduced. The
mouldings enclosing these unique panels are in white and buff, edged with gold.

The bar fittings, together with the dining tables, are of mahogany by Mr.
Drew, of Hatton-gariien, and the panels of the pilasters are painted in colors in

the Renaissance style, on dark gi'ounds, the designs displaying much inventive
power. The capitals are highly enriched and solid gilt, with the groundwork
picked out in vermilion.

In the centre of the room stands a very useful and ornamental appendage in
the shape of a buffet, G feet by 4 feet, of oak designed in the Elizabethan style,

having a square light pillar at each corner, surmounted by Ionic capitals, at the
level of which there is a useful shelf in addition to the lower platform, and at
the bottom there are drawers at the sides and ends.

The coffee-room is lighted by six chandeliers of elegant form, and 14 branch
lights projected from the walls, the whole of which are of chased brass-
work, having ornamental glass shades. These chandeliers have been sup-
plied by Mr. Hugh Hughes, of tlie Atlas Works, Ilatton-garden, who has
recently become so eminent by his invention of what is termed (not inaptly) the
patent " talking " or whistling " chandelier," owing to its emitting a peculiar
noise, to indicate in an instant when there is the slightest escape of gas.
The staircase forms a great feature in the interior, having niches for statues or

groups inserted in its walls, which are admirably painted by Goodwin in imitation
of vnrious marbles. The construction of the stairs, including the handrail, which
is of mahogany, is by Mr. C. Oborn, the latter having been executed on Mr.
Robeit Riddell's new, simple, and expeditious principle, which is a very great
improvement upon the modes hitherto adopted by the late veteran of geometric
joinery, Mr. Peter Nicholson, and others who have followed him.
On the first floor there is a spacious dining-room and coffee-room, each of

which is 10 feet in height ; the ceilings of these apartments are divided in

panels, but their decorations, although highly effective, are not so rich as those of
the coffee-room already described.

On the second floor there are five private sitting or business rooms, some of
which are specially adapted for legal gentlemen in the settling arbitration
matters, or other disputed cases.

Independent of the decorative features of the establishment, the strictly utili-

tarian ones have not been forgotten, and present some features of novelty
worth enumerating, the principal of which is that, contrary to general usage,
the kitchen is at the top of the houne, and has an area of 33 feet by 24 feet.

It has an open louvre formed roof with an opening in it 18 feet by 10 feet

and is admiraldy ventilated, extremely light, and of course infinitely more
cheerful and healthy than a kitchen buried in the basement of a building;
besides which, in this arrangement the whole of the fumes from the culinary
operations ascend through the roof and are mixed with the external air at a
high level, instead of being disseminated all over the interior of the building.
In the centre of the kitchen there is a massive table, and in the roof on either
side alarge tank, each of which is adapted to hold 6,000 gallons of water. The
floor is of slate, in slabs 7 feet by 3 feet, supported on cast-iron beams 12 inches
deep, supplied by Mr. Frasi, Golden-lane, Barbican. Between these beams or
girders segmental arches are formed of perforated brick, the haunches of which
are filled with Roman Cement concrete, on whicli the slates are firmly bedded.
The kitchen ranges, and hot-water steam-pipes and " lifts " are all of excellent

workmanship, and have been supplied by Mr. Jeakes of RuMell-street, Bloomi-
bury, and the gas piping by Strode of St. Martiu's-le-Grand. The slate-floop

of tiie kitchen, together with the shelves of the various larders and the panelling

of the entrance passage from Fleet-street, are by Mr. James Ilarwood, Stangate.

The floors of the passage and vestibule at the foot of the staircase are laid witli

Messrs. Minton anil Hollins' encaustic tiles in geometric pattern.

Amongst the more purely mechanical contrivances resorted to in the ortablish-

ment is one worthy of^notice necessitated by the narrowness of the entrance passage

from Fleet-street. Tlie old adage says that " necessity is the mother of invention,"

consequently Mr. Nn<lin, the clerk of the works, set his wits to work to contrive

a mode by which the cellars could be readily supplied with ale, wine, coals, &c.,

and the thought struck him to form a sunken tram or railway along the centre
of the passage, by which the casks full of beer, wine, &c., are run on a truck from
the strei:t with the greatest facility ; arrived at a platform to receive them, they
descend to the cellar level with the platform, and thence are conveyed to the

various cellars. Coals, wood, or other requisites can of course be supplied in a
similar manner, and in cases where the former are required for an upper story,

an ingenious contrivance, also contrived by Mr. Nadin, has been effected, that the

roof immediately over the platform to which we have adverted shifts its position,

being run on castors, and leaves an opening for tlie operations of the lift for the

hoisting of goods externally to the required level, which being accomplished,

the platform immediately takes its original position, previous to the operation

having commenced.
Mr. Millar, engineer. Borough-road, lias executed all the works for the

tramway, &c., with great precision, and on each side of it the floor will be flushed

Willi encaustic tiles.

As may be supposed, in the construction ofa building for a special purpose, such
as we fear we have somewhat imperfectly described, a large amount has been
expended. We are assurisl that the cost to the proprietor, Wm. Smith, esq.,

including the site, will ultimately exceed £20,000.
Mr. John Argent has recently opened the modernised old Rainbow as " mine

host," and in concluding our remarks, we can only say that we heartily wish him
all the success that his energy and anxious desire to please lus customers
deserves.

,

Rawlinson Parkinson, esq., 1, Raquct-court, is the architect engaged

;

Mr. Watson, builder, Holloway, is the general contractor, and Mr. Nadin is the

clerk of the works.
The entrance passage has at present its sides merely plain panelled in slate,

but its circular head is to be most elaborately decorated m relief by Mr. Parsons,

the architectural modeller. We regret that this passage is so very narrow, and
trust ultimately that the proprietor of the establishment may purchase a portion

of the adjoining property on the left, so as to obtain a spacious approach worthy
of the splendid interior of the tavern.

-^
BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

ON Thursday, 29th ultimo, the above valuable institution held its sixteenth

election of pensioners at the London Tavern, Bishopsgate-street. George
Plucknett, Esq. (of the firm of Messrs. Cubitt), in the chair.

The Institution was established for the purpose of giving relief and granting

pensions to decayed members of the building trade and tlieir widows; also for

affording temporarj'^ relief to workmen in cases of accident.

The CuAiKMANsaid he found the list contained the names of eighteen male
and female candidates who were desirous of receiving the benefits of their ex-
cellent Institution. He was, however, sorry to say that, from the want of funds,

out of so large a number they were only able to elect two. The cases were all

urgent and equally deserving, and called forth their warmest sympathy. He could

not but express his regret that they were enabled to elect so few ; but the position

of the Institution was at present most encouraging, and he hoped ere long, and
that the time was not far distant, when most of the applicants who were before

them that day would be entered as recipients of their funds. He believed that

from the progress they were making that that was not too much to anticipate,

for the present year they had had two elections. The Institution had now been

established over thirteen years, and during that period, after paying every call

upon them, they had upwards of £7,000 stock, and had elected twenty-eight

males and thirteen females as pensioners. He hoped and trusted that as they

progressed in their benevolent intentions, their funds would soon be in a
position to meet the necessities of all the applicants.

The election was then proceeded with, during which jhe applicants were enter-

tained with a good dinner at the expense of the Institution.

At the close of the poll, Robert Clements (a builder and contractor for thirty

years, reduced by losses in business and illness) was declared by the scrutineers

to be the successful male candidate ; and Sarah Cain, widow of a builder, the

successful female candidate.

Mr. Joseph Bird (in the absence of the Chairman, who was compelled to

vacate his position during the progress of the election) said be exceedingly re-

gretted that he was denied the pleasure ofannouncing more successful candidates

than the two now elected ; but he hoped on their next election, in the forthcoming

Slay, that by the well-known economy ofthe directors and officers, and the careful

dealing out of the funds, many more would be added to the list of recipients.

(Mr. Bird made some suggcjtions of rather an unavailable character for the

support of the candidates, but in which he evinced great kindness of heart, bene-

volence of disposition, and, witlial, expressed his intention to back his suggestions

by the proceeds of his purse, in the maintenance of the desire to carry out his

views.)

Mr. Geohge Bird (Treasurer) expressed his dissatisfaction at two only

being elected out of eighteen of their poor and distressed brethren, leaving the

remaining sixteen to go away despondent and melancholy. He had labored hard

in the cause of the Institution for the last thirteen years, and found all up-lull

work. They had received no legacies, like many other similar institutions, and
noneoftheir affluent and rich brethren had ever come forward with £100 to

assist them in their object. He therefore, in June next, intended to make his

haw and retire from his official duty, in favor of some gentleman who had more
time on his hands, and, probably, gi-eater public favor, to work in the cause of

the Institution which tliey all had at heart.

Mr. T. Cozens, the founder of the Institution, could not entertain the same
feeling as that evinced by their worthy Treasurer. He thought the Institution

was progressing in a verv cheering manner, and from the aspect of the present

year he thought that before its close a beneficial result would be plainly seen.

The usual vote of thanks then closed the proceedings.
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AlU'llllKI rrKAI. i:NK)N' i-OMPANY.

ON WednesdftT aftiriuKui the >>rdinHrv oeiicral met-tinir ol this Company was hold

t the Antiicertanl (ialliTies. i». Couduit-stnH'l. Ki-sreot-strcct, to receive the

Directors' report of opermtions during; the year, with the accompanyine halancc-

ihrrt.ti Mit) to tnnsmrt the other business! nt)uired to be trnnsactod by the articles

of the AsmciAtion at th«' ordinary ;:enerai me<*tin«rs of the t'ompnny. Amount the

ceMti«aie« presmt we noticed, Mr. Kdvrartl rAlison, Mr. James Kdmeston. Mr. .T.

Jtaalaai; 1U-. W. Ijchtlv. Mr. Mair. Mr. I'ennelhorue, Mr. Charles .Mayhew, Mr.
AwimNiuk, Ur. C 1'. Ilaywiinl, Mr. Moore, Mr. (J. C. Kelson, Mr. A. Cates, Mr.
WnUun8,&«.
Mr. l1nA>i.iai Mathew, deputy chairman of the Company, in the absence or Mr.

TtTE, M. P.. the Cliairman. was unanimously called to the chair.

Ifr. ]fooi>T, secretary, read the advertisement by which the meeting: was con-

vttted, as well «a the minutes of proceedini^s at the last meeting, wliich were found
Mrreetly iiitervd, and approred of and couiirmed.
ne tMiAiRU.\7f said that copies of the Dii'ectors* report and of the balance-sheet

ttid eapitdl accoont had lieeu sent to each slian.-liolder. and it was for the meeting to

aay whether they would have them now read, or agree that they should be taken as

The raoothi? agreed that the documents, having; already been perused by the share-
hoMers. should Iw taken as read.
The following is a copy of the report :

—

The Directors have much pleasure, in submittinir this their Third Annual Keport
to the ahareholders. tt> bo enabled to confrratulate them on the continued success of

the undertaking ; all the tenants named in their last report still occupy their hold-

in^,—and since then the "Society for the Kneoura^rercent of the Flue .Vrts," the
" Arehlteetnral Photographic Association," and other kindred societies, have become
tiMir tenanta.
The capital aeoonnt approximates to a close, the only business in hand not com-

pleted bemff the srantinjr of a new lease by the Corporation of the City of London,
which it has undertaken to do. of that portion of the property at present held by
the Company bv virtue of several leases jrranted to Lord Macclesfield, which leases

comprehend other properly not purchased by the Company, and which the Directors

have airrwd to exchanue for one lease comprising the whole direct from the Corpo-
tlon. This entails certain expenses which cannot at present be correctly ascertained,

and therefore they have set apart the sum of £212 Ss. ad. to meet the same and the
costs of their soUcitor, and have placed the amount as a deposit at the Company's
Bankers N-arinsr interest.

The Directors have taken a snfllcient number of additional shares to close the
capital account, as at present stated, and there are now 1,0;J7 shares m the register,

on which .£Ui.,'570 have l>een paid.

The Itoard deeplv lament the death of Sir Charles Barry, their Chairman, and hare
to report that they'have elected William Tite, Ksq., M.l'., F.K.S., F.K.l.B.A.. &c.,

Ac. their late Deputy Chairman, to succeed lum, and Charles Mayhew, Esq.,
F.R.I.R.V.. to be their Deputy Cli.iirman.

The IVillowing Directors retire by ballot:—Sancton Wood, Robert Hesketh. H. B.
Garling, Sydney Smirke. W. G. Uabershon, J. M. Lockyer, and John Whichcord,
£sqrs.. and are eligible for re-election.
James Lockyer, and Frederick V. Cockerell, fKsqs.. retire from the office of

Auditors, but, being eligible, olfer themselves for re-election.
The Kevenne Account is made up to the 29th day of September last, and the

Directors propose forthwith to pay a dividend of 10s. per share, which will amount
to £51S lOs.. leaving a balance in hand of f159 8s. "d.
The following is the capital account :

—

Dr. Capital and Liabilities.
Capital. £ s. d. .£ s. d.

Cash ! received from shareholders in respect of 1.037
atuires on which tho full amount of £10 per share
hubeenpaid 10,370

Received on 11 shares at the time of forfeiture 27
Amount forfeited by a shareholder by reason of non-

acceptance of shares 5
Amounts contributed 11 15
Interest received of the bankers on deposit account .

.

5 il 7
Premium piiid by Hoyal Institute of British Architects 500
Sale of share certiiicates 3(i 15
Interest on calls overdue 3 1:1

Amount paid in error by Mr. Slater, and repaid out of
petty cash 10

10,960 2 7
Dehts and Li/dnlUies ofthe Company,

Caah borrowed on mortgage of the ' Company's
premises in Conduit- street 4,000

.il4,960 2 7

Cii. Property and Assets.
Property held by the Company :

—
Immovable Property,

Cash paid for purchase of leasehold property in Con-
duit-street 8,000 O

Ditto For the fixtures therein 183 5 6
Ditto For rates, interest, and taxes, to the day

possession was given 45 14 8
Ditto Messrs. Hack for alterations and additions

to the property 4,751 7 5
Ditto The I'oolc Company for laying tiles i 2 10

J 12,982 17 7
Morahle Propfriif,

Ditto ForriTcInsnrancePolicy(3ycarsune.xpired) 4.5 8 4
Ditto For the seal of the Company 25 5
Ditto Hack for furniture 22 4 G
Ditto Cox and .Son for ditto 113
Ditto Potter for wanning apparatus 147 5
Ditto Boyd for stoves. &c .39 5 G
Ditto .Johnston for gss fittings ... 146 1
Ditto Norrfs for hell-hanging, fcc, &o M 8 10
Ditto Grccnball for die for buttons 115

COl 14 3
Mi»cf.llaneou» Kxpenaes,

Ditto For reglatration fee 8 15
Ditto Advertisements 19 17
Ditto The books, and printingand stationery .... 107 16
Ditto Valuation of fixtures .15
Ditto Architect's ('ommission 28G 11
Ditto Clerk of Works' salary iiG 8
Ditto Poland for taking out quantitiea ti7 9
Ditto King for lithographing ditto 34 10 G
Ditto Potter for hire of braziers 7 13 6
Ditto Legal expenses, being Chidley's bill and

mortgage deed together 296 7 4
XNtto To shareholders who advanced money in

anticipation of calls 3 16 r>

Ditto Interest on mortgage to Slarcb, 1859 97 18 4
Ditto Licence to assign lease 8 10
Ditto Ground-rent to Michaelmas, 1858 13 13
Ditto Oas to Lady-day, 1859 21 3 2

Ditto Water (IJ year) to Lady-day, 1859 6 8
Ditto Stamped cheques ,,... 4 tt''l" '

Ditto Salary of .Secretary (2 years) 63
Ditto I'ostages andpetty disbursements, including

10s. to Mr. Slater 54 18 9
i.ifio ,a 7

Ditto On deposit, being for expenses in connexion
,

with new lease fYom the City, and Mr.
'

Chidley's bill 212 8 S

£14,960 2 7

Audited and found correct, ]!fovember 3rd, 1860.

(Signed) James LocitTEK,
FjlED. P. COCKEKELL.

The following is the balance-sheet of the revenue accotmt :—
Cr. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
Cash at London and Westminster Bank 279 12 9
Cash in hands of Secretary 3 12

283 i 9
Total rents received since last balance sheet 704 15 6
Paid by ^Ir. CastclU iu advance 36 10

; 801 5 6

£1,084 10 a

Assets,
Arrears of rental to Michaelmas 91 5
Kcnts due since 289 3 6

£380 8
Dr.
Gas 57 15 3
Credit by amounts received fVom tenants 27 2

30 13 3
Land and assessed taxes 26 13 O
Water rate 8 8
Income-ta.x 16 13
Metropolitan main drainage rate 10 10 10
Parochial rates 56 10 10
Salary of porter 73 10
Credit by amounts received from tenants 22 19

50 11
Salary to curator and petty disbursements 19 16 5
Advertisements 16 12 6
Coals 21
Credit by amounts received from tenants 14 10

6 W O
Magnus, for cnamellGd tablet 4 18
Ground-rent 13 9 6
Printing and stationery 27 2
.Salary of secretary, half-year 15
Interest on mortgage 97 18 4
Porter's livery 5 5

406 11 8
Balance at bankers 677 18 7

£1,084 10 3

Pajtmenis since Midiaehnas,
Interest on mortgage 96 1 2
Coals 6
Main drainage rate ' 8 12 6

£110 13 S
Debts and Liabilities,

Gas 5 9 4
Ground-rent 13 11 3
Printing and stationery ,.. 11 8 6
Land, assessed, and property tax 22 10 6
Boyd 30 18 3
Hack 11 1 7
Fisher 21 15

£117 5
Audited and foand correct this 3rd day of November, 1800.

(Signed) Jajies Lockyer.
Fred. P. Cockebell.

Balance In bankers' hands as above 677 18 7
Dividend on 1 ,037 shares, at 5 per cent 518 10

Balance in favor of the Company X159 8 7
The Chairman moved that the Directors' report and statement of accounts be

received and entered on the minutes.
Mr. .1e?jning8 seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

The Ciiair.man then moved that the report and statement of accoimts be approved
of and adopted.
Mr. Jennings seconded the motion.
In answer to a question put by Mr. Williams, as to the assets of the Company

and other matters.
The Chairman stated that the directors had that very day surrendered the old

leases, that the new lease from the Corporation of the City of London was all but
complete, and that the capital account would speedily be closed.
Mr. Williams put some further questions relatmg to some of the items in the

accounts, which were answered in a manner that gave satisfaction both to the querist
and the meeting.
. Mr. Mair, Mr. Williams, and other shareholders complained of the large amount
of the lawyers' bills.

The Chairman and Mr. EDMrsTON said the bills of the lawyers were heavy, but
they hoped soon to get rid of that item in the expenditure of the Company, a sum
having been reserved for present and probable liabilities under this head.

Jlr. Nash asked whether it was intended that the sum of £4,000, which had been
borrowed on mortgage, should remain as a debt of the Company ?

The Chairman explained that, in the opinion of the directors, it was for the
benefit of the shareholders at present to continue tho loan, which was secured upon
mortgage, and for which interest at the rate of five per cent, was paid.

After a few remarks from Mr. Nash and Mr, C. F. Hayward, as to some Items in
the accounts, which were explained to their satisfaction,

3Ir. 3Iaiu hoped that the report and statement of accounts would be issued in

future years in a much less voluminous form than they were this year, and that could
be more easily accompUshcd in consequence of the capital account being all but
closed.

'Ihe Chairman said the hint would be attended to, and observed that the 5 per
cent, dividend proposed by the directors would be paid clear of the income-tax.
The motion for the adoption of the report and statement of accounts was then

unanimously agreed to.

Mr. C. F. Hayward moved that the following gentlemen, viz., Messrs. Sancton
Wood, Robert He8k('th. H. B. Garling, Sydney Smirke, W. G. Habershon, J. M
Lockyer, and John Whichcord, baring retired by ballot from the office of Directors o
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the Company, aud beinpolifjiblc for re-election, be re-elected. He was of opinion

that the prospects of the Company were of a cheerin^^ character, and he certainly

did;uot expect that the shoi-eUolders would have ho boou received 5 per cent, tor their

moiiey.
Air. J. Edmeston seconded the motion, which wan carried nfm. con.

Mr. JACUThY moved that Messrs. Loekyer iind Coekirell be re-elected auditors.

Mr. Jennin<18 seconded the motion, which was alK<) unanimouBly ajjrt^ed to.

Mr. Maik moved a vote oi thanks to the honorary board of dircctorg, the honorary
auditors, and the hon. secretary, for tbeirscrviees durinjj the past year. The whole
of the gentlemen to whom he referred had fuUilled the duties of their olllce with tlie

t^reatest possible zeal, and, if he mii^ht allude to one more thuu another, he would
say that their exeellent friend Mr. Ji;dme8tou had proved himself worthy in every
way ot the olUce he tilled as their honorary Bccrctary, for lie liad never h-t an
opportunity of doinjf ifood to the Company pass, and had never lost any chance of
promoting the interi'sts of the shareholderB. And he was ^'lad to liud bu warm a
iriend of the Company as Mr, Mayhew iu the chair.

Mr. Wir.i-iAMs seconded the motion, which was carried by acclamation.
Mr. Edmf:hton, in ackuowledgin;:: the compliment, said he did not pretend to take

to himself all the commendation which Mr. Mair had been kind enou":h to bestow,
for he could have done notbinjjf witiiout tlic cordial aBBistance of the directors, and
they could have done nothing' without the hearty co-operation of the shareholdern.
Mr. I'ENMCTiiORNK proposcd a vote of thanks to Mr. Mayhew for hi» conduct in

the chair. Mr. Muyhew, as a director of the Company, was constant in his attend-
ance; when other directors ncfrlected their duty, and did not pay that attention to

their oHice which they oiif,^ht to do, Mr. Mayhew wa.s always found at his post. To
Mr. Kdmcsfoii and Mr. Mayhew they were indebted for the success of the company.

3Ir. Maik seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.
The CHAIKM.A.N, iu returuin;:^ thanks, said when he eutjaged in such a purpose as

that contemplated by the Architectural Union Company, he did so with the Inten-
tion of doiny all he could, so far as his humble abilities enabled him, of carrying it

out. And he had had much pleasure in yiving his hearty support to Mr. Kdmeston,
without whom he kuew not what they should have {lone, tor that gentleman had
been iu'lefatigable, and he (the t;hairman)aImo»t thouijht that Mr. Kdmeston ought
to have been where he was. lie (the Chairman) would be glad at all times to do the
best he could for the iuterests of the Union Company, as well as fur architecture iu
general.
The Chairman, :n answer to a question, stated that the warrants for the pay-

ment of the dividend would bo ready for issue on oi" before Christmaa-day.
The meeting then separated.

mi
HALIFAX CEirETERY.

IIIE Engravinp we this week present to our readers sliows the Soutli-

i west view of the conseerated chapel wliich, wilh other buildings, is

about to be erected by the burial board for tlie town of Halifax, Yorkshire,

and is the design chosen by tliera in the recent competition, under the
motto " I make aim for the mark."
Both the consecrated and unconsecrated chapels are, in detail and plan,

precisely similar, comprising a nave, north and south transepts, chancel,

vestry, porte cochere, tower, and spire.

The walls are to be built of stone laid in random courses, with white
stone dressings to the windows, doors, &c.
The architect, as our readers will remember, is Chas. H. Edwards, Esq.,

28, Brunswick-square, London, W.C., under whose superintendence the
whole of the works are to be performed by Messrs. Pickard and Co., the
contractors, of All Saints'-place, Caledonian-road.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BKITISII AKCHITECTS.
AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held at the rooms, 9, Condoit-

street, Kegent-street, on Monday evening j Georoe Godwin, Esq., V.I*., in
the chair,
Mr. T. ITayter Lewis, hon. sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last

meeting, which, having been found correctly entered, were approved of and con-
firmed.
JJonations.—The following donations were announced by Mr. Hayter Lewis and

Mr. Penrose;—From the Ecciesiological Society, the " Ecciesiologist " for December,
ISOO; from Jlr. .T. M. Loekyer, mcised and inluiU mural tablet, executed in Sicilian
marble and scagliola (black and green), from the de.-»igus of Mr. .F. M. Lockyer, June,
2800 (photogriiph) ; from M. Cesar Daly, " Revue Geuerale de I'Arcliitecture et des
Travaux I'ublics," nos. Sand (iof vol. 18th, 4to.,raris,lSI50i from the Royal Society,
"rroceeding» of the Royal Society," vol. 4, no. 0; from Mr. J. Somers Clarke,
General ^'iew of No. 100, St. Johu-street, Clerkeuwell (photograph) ; from M. Cesar
Daly, " L'Architecture prive, au dix-ueuvieme siecle, sous Napoleon 111., Nouvelle
Maisons do I'aris et des Environs," par M. Cesar Daly, jiarts 1, '^, and 3.

Mr. New.man thought that a great deal of information that was exceedingly
valuable would be found in the works, now being pubhshed, of M. Cesar Daly.
The Chairman remarked that M. l3aly, after spending some time in England,

Scotland, and Ireland, visited Italy and Germany, and more recently the States of
America,
A vote of thanks to the donors was unanimously agreed to.

Death of tlie Baron Jiun.vn.—ilr. I'eshose, honorary foreign corresponding
secretary, announced the recent death of one of their most distinguished foreign
members, the liaron IJunsen, whose name was well kuown in connexion with
architecture. Educated at the University of Gottingen, he subsequently went to
Rome, where he became acquainted with Niebuhr, who made him his private secre-
tary, and whom, about 18:54 or 18il;>, lie succeeded in his ambassadorial capacity, from
which post he was recalled in 183'J—in consequcutje of the strong part he took in
defending the King of Prussia against the I'apacy in the affair of the
Archbishop of Cologne, He was afterwards tlie representative of Prussia at the
Court of St, .Tames's, Much credit is due to the eminent deceased for his researches
and labours in reference to the site of the Roman Forum, and for various works on
different subjects which he had published, Haron Huiisen died at Bonn, in the
70th year of his age, beloved by all who knew liiiu, Mr, I'enrose mentioned that ho
was much indebted to the distinguished deceased for introductions at Rome and
elsewhere.

Tlie Question nfExaminatiom ami niplomas.—The Chairman said he was going
to make an announcement wliieh some, perhaps, might smile at, but the Council of
the Institute fell It desirable again to postpone tlie further discussion of the examina-
tion question, and on this ground, that some of the bodies who were interested in it

were still discussing it ; and until the Council received from them resolutions distinctly
expressing their views ou the subject, they could not be :u a position to arrive at a
proper decision,
Mr. Robert Kerr.—3Iay I'ask which are the societies for whose decisions we are

trsitinij: ?

The Chairman,—The Arcliitectural Association and the Scottish societies.
Mr, Kerr thought the |.Vrchitecturai Associatiou was not going to discuss the

subject for ever, and he did not see why tlie Institute should lor an indctinite time
wait for the decision of anj' society before further discussing the subject,
Mr. New.man,— Is the postponement indefinite?
The Chairm.vn.—The Council did not come to any determination th.-lt nightas to

When they should further discuss the subject, simply because they had not received
npUes from some of the societies after waiting so long.

Mr. Newm.w,—Then, Is any communication going on with tlioas bodies, lettlnfr

them know that we are waiting for their answers ? " •

The CiiAiR.>iAi(,— After what had been said that evening, ho thought '!»

might take upon himself to atatc that the Council would lix a day for tho
furiher discussion of the question, whether or not auswers cauiu ftom the bodtoft

rei'erred to,

JMr,*KEiiu said it struck him that the Council had no power to postpone the dis-

cussion of the question. On a former occasion it was moved that the dlscuHsioii. tor
reasons then assigned, should be postponed from the second Monday of the settsioo

to the loth of December. That motion was unanimously passed, and. in his opinion,
it would be more in accordance with the usual course of procffUure for some gentle-
man to move that a further postponement take ptaoe.

The C11AIR.MAN remarked that if it was thought that that would lie more la
accordance with the sense of the meeting, he should bo glad to rcceivo a motkia to
that elfect. The Council thought Ihey had the ixiwcr to postpone the proposed
meeting; but, after what had been sai/l, if any gentleman would be good enough to
propose that the consideration of the question be further adjourned, lie should be
glad to entertain thi; motion,
Mr, llHANDox did not think that the postponement of this question for a month.

or two or three months, was a matter of much im|>ortancti: it was a matter la
reference to which they should get the opinions of all the societies Interested in it.

anil it was to be hoped that, when the matter was further discussed, they should
have full information — such luformation as should enable them to arrive at a
proper discussion and decision on the subject. He had great pleasare, therefore. In
moving that the further consideration of the subject be postponed until the Couneli
was in a jiroper position to lix a night for its discnssion,

Mr. O, Hansard seconded the motion. The Council ought to receive all tho
information tliey could from the country and every other quarter before they fixed
an evening for the further discussion of the subject. They were all an.\ioa8 to have
the opinions of their brethren in the provinces, and he thought the matter was In
the jiropcr place when in the hands of the Council. The matter was not shelved, as
Mr. Kerr seemed to think
Mr. Kerr.—No, no.
Mr, Hansard remarked that ho had also seen in the public prints something:

stated about the shelving of thequestiou.
Mr. Kerr thought they should postpone the further discussion of the question to

a particular day, but it would be practically shelving it if they threw the matter
entirely into the hands of the Council. The Architectural Associatiou seemed to be
the only or principal body for whose reply they were waiting. Now, the Architec-
tural Association did not and never had expected to dictate to the Institute. Thejr
were simply expounding to young men the views, imperfect they might be, whiclk

they held, and he thouglit it was highly improper the Institute should allow so im-
portant a question as that under consideration to be adjourned sine. dm. He, there-
fore, moved as an amendment, that the further consideratiou of the diploma ques-
tion be postponed for a fortnight.
Mr, Newm,4J« said they were discussing a subject on the wrong evening ; they wero

discussing a (luestion which was totally irrelevant to the proceedings of the
evening.
The Chairman asked if any one seconded the amendment?
No one having done so. it fell to the ground, and the motion was agreed to,

X'ew .Ifemhers.—Thc following gentlemen, having been balloted, for were duly
elected members of the Institute :—Mr, Robert Howard Shout, of 1, Duchess-street,
Portland-place ; Sir, Sidney (iodwin, of 24, Alexander-square, Broinpton ; Mr.
Charles Edmund Giles, of 24, Westbourne-park-road, as Fellows; and Mr. lienry
Marley Burton, of 0, Spring-gardens, as Associate.
The Rev. Mackenzie Walcott. JI.jV., Ac, &c., read a paper on " Church and

Conventual Arrangements," which will appear in full in our next number, revised
and corrected by tlie author.
The revered and learned lecturer having resumed his seat amidst much applause,

Mr, .1, Fergisson proposed a vote of thanks to Mr, Mackenzie Wali»tt for his

able lecture, the considiTation of which was enough not for one night only, but for a.

dozen nights. But the lecturer had not mentioned the origin of the Basilicau and
of the Round Churches. It seemed to him (Jlr. Fcrgusson) that the Basilica was a
place of assembly, and where the bishop exercised rule, and that the ceremonial
churches, where all the sacred rites of the church were performed, were the round
churches. It appeared to him that in all the earlier periods tlie two were very dis-

tinct, the one being secular and the other ceremonial. But Mr. Walcott's lecture

was so full and complete that he could not add anything to the mass of information
he had given in it, and which ho hoped they would all have an opportunity of study-
ing more at leisure than they could do by simply hearing it read.

Sir, Penrose seconded the motion for a vote of thanks to Mr, Walcott for his

extremely interesting and learned paper. There was only one point he wished to

mention, and that was the e-xtreme importance of providing an index, both of names
and subjects, to accompany such au important lecture, for it was evidently too full

for ordinary reading to be taken up at the moment, but accompanied by an uidex it

would be extremely valuable,
Mr, Ferret,—The ability, zeal, research, and learning displayed by Mr, 'SValcott

in his paper were so great, and the paper was so comprehensive, that it was almost
impossible at the moment to speak on a subject so vast. Probably, however, the
lecturer might have said a little more about the churches on the Rhine, where
churches were built over churches, and he believed there were some such in Russia.

He understood Mr. Walcott to allude to one instance of that kind, arid he should
have been glad to liave heard that subject a little further developed. Again, Sir.

Walcott had made no allusion—though that was probably owing to the length of
his paper—to the orientation of churches, to the various deviations from the

straight line. He should have ijeen glad if the lecturer had added to his lecture

some Information upon tliose subjects.
Mr. Kerr, after some remarks upon details, thought the paper which had been

read that evening was one of that class of deep learning which they could hardly
value properly by simply hearing it read, and the lecturer had done them great

honor by bringing his paper before them, which they could study at their leisure

hereafter.
Mr. J. W. Papworth wished to point out the use to be made of such exceedingly

valuable papers as that read by Mr. Walcott, and he should very strongly recommend
such use, and that was, that (in addition to the carrying out of the recommendation
of Jlr. Penrose as to an index being provided for it), young students should make it

an evcry-day book, to be Interleaved and carried about. The paper which had been

read was a very excellent one, and so full of various details that they could not be

remembered at once by simply hearing it read.
Mr, Scoi.ES expressed his obligations to Mr, Walcott for the great amount of in-

formation he had contributed to the meeting that evening.
The motion of a vote of thanks to Mr, Walcott was carried by acclamation.

The Rev. Mackenzie Walcott briefly acknowledgid the compbment, and in

so doing, after replying to some of the speakers, remarked that in all he had read

to the meeting he had kept himself in view as au archn»logist, and not ns an architect.

After a fowobscrvatious on some points of the paper which had been read, the

Chairman announced that at the next meeting a paper will be read by 1. Itoger

Smith, Esq., on "Acoustics."
The meeting shortly afterwards separated.

Depression in the Building Trades.—An uniavorable impression has

been created among tlie buildin" interest by the suspension of Mr. W. Moxon,

one of the contractors for the .Aletropolitan main drainage, and the embarrnss-

meuts of Messrs, Piper and Son, In tlie latter case, however, it is hoped tliat

arrangements may be made which will enable the firm to continue operations.
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*3Wf r fff Chtmical Wonden; a Scientific Melange intended for
iiftfon and Entertainment of Young People. By G. W.^Ej>-

: r.»sB. l"p. xiii., 25l>. 8vo. Longiimii aud Co. *

X attempt to populiiriso a knowledge of the unseen world about us

/ fj deserves encouragement and commendation, even if attended with less

(ttccess thaa the book before ns is likely to adiieve. Althoufrli discursive in its
• nature, It generallv treats of things useful to be known—subjects, in fact, that
(have been discussed in the author's laboratory, which he regards as a sort of free

;
lajtitutlon where his young friends and their acquaintances may ask and learn.
The work contains some one hundred and thirty essays on various interesting
subjects—materials in their invisible state, the earth that we walk on, our atmo-
«)here, our world and what it is composed of, hearing with the teeth and tliroat,

deodorisers and disinfectants, a Londoner's walk, etcliing, observations on the
connexion of the elements by their atomic weight, a peep into a Welsh coal
mine, jcc.

Many of the essays will set the mind thinking to good purpose, not so much
that the subjects are new as that they are placed before us in a fresh and pleasing
manner. Seferring to photographic eftects, tlie author has observed that where
one leaf produced a shade upon another, the undei leaf presented a very marked
image of the outline of the upper leaf. \Ve doubt if this can, however, be traced

'to pnotographic agency ; rather, as we think, to the known effect of the sun on
the color of plants. By the way, has the author or any of our readers ever
observed that on removing a water-color drawing from its frame, not only the
outline of the subject, but even the color may often be traced very distinctly on
the glass? and that, too, in the case of drawings not in contact with the glass.
We should like to hear something about this, if any have noticed the pheno-
menon.
As to smoke, many will like to hear that, so far from being injurious, it is

positively exerting a beneficial effect in this London of ours.

It purifies the air wlien contaminated with the poisons of malaria. • • •

Every hundred-weight of smoke probably absorbs twenty hundred-weight of the
poisonous g«scs emanating from the sewers, and from the various wo'rks where
animal substances arc under manipulation ; by fellmongers, for Instance, and on the
premises of fat melters, bone crushers, giue makers, I'russlau blue makers, &c. This
sceaunts for the undeniable fact, tliat Loudon, although the most smoky, is yet the
healthiest metropolis in the world. Before we try to throw off the cloud-cap of
London, we shoiud shut off the sewers from all upward communication with the
streets.

The writer calculates that one hour after the gas of London is lighted, the air
is deo.vidised as much as if 500,000 people liad been added to its population. The
" Doctrine of Isomorphism," now generally adopted by chemists is popularly
«adained, and some interesting tables are given. " The dream of the alchemist

"

wul yet be realised, but if he would make gold it must be with platinum.
Younger readers will find something to amuse and interest. " The earliest

record we have of lime-making is in the Scriptures. The process was anything
but pleasant to think upon. • Moab burned the hones of the king of Edom into
lime.' "—Amos ii. 1. Although lime, as chalk, is freely diffused over the globe,
yet it is more scarce in some countries than in others. Happily kings are not
now burnt for the lime that is in them, yet shells and fish are. burnt for that
purpose. V, e said that chalk consists of lime and carbonic acid. Now, when
chalk is made intensely hot, the carbonic acid is driven off, and the lime remains,
and such is the practice of making lime at the lime-kilns. • * • Looking
upon litue or chalk as a dry, dusty powder, whose very nature is the most earthly
of earths, few would belii^ve that it is really the rust of ajmetal, but such is the fact.
The name of the metal is calcium; and although it is not found in nature in any
«tber state than that of rust or lime, yet it can be prepared in the laboratory
shining like metallic chocolate.

'fhe frontBpiece gives a representation of the author's Table Laboratory,
which deserves attention on account of its apparent economy of space and cost.
The volume concludes -with an extended Scale of Temperatures, adapted to
Fahrenheit's thermometer; it extends from the calculated temperature of the
rarth thirty miles below the level of the sea, where all rocks and metals are
fluid, to the greatest cold observed by Faraday, and at which alcohol remains
liquid. W e must add that the price of the book is moderate, that it is elegantly
got up, and may appropriately form one of a parcel intended as a present in the
coming season.WThe Ecclesiologist.

E find, in the current nnmber of our contemporary, a report of architectural
progress in several countries of the continent, given as the result of a some-what extended tour; the names of a few places visited will indicate the route,roumay Brussels, Liege, Cologne, Bale, Geneva, Milan, Venice, and home by

Jl.i«L I T™'">''
W';'""'','^'' Amiens. Generally, it is not easy to obtain much

aetailea information of works in progress during a run through so many places
as tlic writer visited, and, in consequence, attention is usually directed to known
buildings—too often, as we have found to the exclusion ofmany noteworthy
structures. It yet remains for an architect to show and teU us what has beendone abroad of late vears, in house architecture. Frankfort alone would supplymore tlian one good example.

"^

At Cologne " the ecclesiological movement is speeding bravely." Of the new
^<^1„.f i, f?"""''?^, 'f f sufBcsted that the charge of primness brought

f£^ K- \ T"^** ^^'
''"'L^

'""'* '"='••" '^^ "I'Plicable to the choir when fresh imm
the chisel of the thirteenth century masons. The writer found the choir vaulting

^v? r'.^
nndccorated state, and thinks that the etliict of painting it in the

stjie of the Liege churches would enhance both the beauty and grandeur of thecatnedral. Kxtensivc works have been carried out at St. Cunibert's noticeable asa Itomanes<|ue church, completed in that style in the thirteenth century. The

^um I'ir!.'?'".'; i"* H- ^k""'? " ^'"^
"J*""' ^l "• ^^*^- M- Franck, a citizen

telt tSO,000 Uialers fi>r the enlargement of Uie church on condition that M. Statzwas employed but it was found to !«; too old, and was pulled down, the new

t^^"f^'*higl^ ""''''''" *"•*'"' ^*'"""'' ''"•='"'™ Bpire is proposed t^

tl.r^^''T'*™r'^''^*J*'-,?J^'^'
*'"*'''' ^'"' *^ difference of system between

knofn VT*'"?",?' ?" *^"«f''*^
^ " ^^"^ arclutect. Here, as it is well-known, the delicate work is put out to an artist carver. In Germany the

'^-
, ifi.'f ^.i* "T '"^ "^ M t-workmen, who work on his premi.ses under his•WB oirection. But we must leave our travelling readers to peruse the article

themselves, It will recall to memory ipany pleasant places, visited perhaps, years
«g"-
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,
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Sfr. Gordon M. Hills gives a paper on " Innisclothmn and other island
Churches," which are for the most part the earliest ecclesiastical estabiishnients
to be fonnd in Ireland ; the account is interesting as also are the accompanying
plans. The number contains the usual amount of general matter. ••

An Emn;/ on the Thermo-dynamies of Elastic Fluids. By Joseph Giil.
Pp. 97, 8vo. John Weale, 59, High Holboni.

CONTAIAS chapters on— 1. Heat, and its common application in the Steam
Engine. 2. Dynamical theories of heat ; Transformation of heat from latent

into sensible in the accumulation of statical force—from sensible into latent iu
the i)roductioji of mechanical work. 3. General application of the theory of the
transformation of heat to thermo-dynamical engines. 4. Practical application of
moist air as a motive fluid.

We must say a word or two on the subject of the last chapter, because it is one
of intense interest if it can be proved capable of practical application. Twenty-
two years ago the autlior had a small steam-engine built Ihmi his own designs, on
the Woolf system, and in accordance with th(! principles generally inostap])roved
in theory and practice—the consumption of fuel in this and on inquiry 'in other
engines, was found to be out of proportion to tlie duty performed—some of the
Cornish pumping engines alone appeared to perform a "duty at all approaching to
the theoretical standard for expansive working ; in consequence tlie author
devoted himself to the subject for many yeara, and the result of his experiment
and speculation is given in a few words.

I saw that all, or nearly all the heat used in the steam engine was employed in
forming the elastic fluid, which, by lis simple coudcusation at low pressure, gave a
certain amount of work at the expense of all this heat; while a still greater amount
of v\-ork could be obtained from the expansion of the steam at high pressure, ivithout
any apparent consumption of heat, but merely a full of temperature. The change of
state seemed to absorb all the heat employed ; expansion was a step in the process of
generating and condensing the steam which gave power without cost, but the process
was bounded by narrow practical limits. Was it possible to obtain a repeated ex-
pansion from the steam in possession ?

The author appears to have been aware that the opinion of engineers is opposed
to the idea that heat, as a motive power, can be employed over and over again in
a machine, but thinks that where " no change of state of the matter used as the
intermediary agent intervened, as in the case of air, it could be so employed on
the well-known principle of the equalisation of the temperatures of bodies in
contact, excepting the amount of sensible heat rendered latent in the expansion
of the air," and that the failures of Stirling and Ericsson were to be attributed to
practical and mechanical difticulties. Experiments on mixtures of air and
steam, with the view of using air saturated with moUture as the motive fluid,

and others with dry air, and also with dry steam, appeared to the writer to show
an economy of fuel, to be derived from a permanent elasticity of the motive
fluid in its passage through the working cylinders. " Air is a very
bad conductor of heat, so that a column of it contained in a
tube may be glowing hot at one end, while it continues lor

some time cold at the other; thus a piston might work cold by the
pressure of hot air at a disti.nce." The author's embryo idea was that'of an
"engine actuated by compressed air, always saturated with moisture, which
should be heated by injection of steam, and cooled by injection of cold water, to
give and remove such portions of heat as might not be transferred by the
metallic lungs of the machine," the lungs being a permeable piston, or plunger
of wire gauze. The result of the experiments made do not show that many
difficulties surrounding the principle are yet overcome, and many will differ with
the author; but the Essay deserves attention, if only on account of the progress

made towards a very desirable object. Doubtless the steam-engine is yet but in

its infancy, and will appear but a clumsy contrivance to our descendants. None
can tell from whence the next great improvement in motive power is to come.
Of course the writer may be excused if he hopes the germ is in the principles set

forth in the book, to which our space allows us only to introduce our readers.

lire's Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines. Netc Edition, Chiefly
Reicritten and Greatly Enlarged. Edited by Robert Huxt, F.R.S.,

F.S.S., &c.

AGAIN we have to take leave of an old friend as we lay aside the last monthly
part with its familiar wrapper. Mr. Hunt has completed his work and,

with the assistance of his coadjutors, most ably ; and we have another standard

work of reference of the most valuable character—we say another because, al-

though modestly called a new edition, it is, in point of fact, a new work, for,' as

the preface says, although it is based on, bears the name of, and is, in style and
intention, similar to the production of Dr. Ure, it cannot but be regarded, from
the extent of original matter which has been introdncctl, as a new puWication.

And very properly, as we tliink, has it been based on the original work of the

late Dr. Ure than whom " Perhaps no man was more irequently consulted upon
questions of patent right, or concerned in experiments, which had for their

objects the removal of difficulties in the processes which the laboratoiy had given
to the manufactoiy."
The editor specially directs attention to the fact that men of the highest

authority—" men whose original investigations have contributed to support the

dignity of British science, have written articles for the present edition," and that

it uas been his "earnest endeavour to obtain, upon eveiy branch in each of the

three divisions of this DictionaiT, the most efficient aid, and to gather intorma-

tion upon every subject from the most reliable sources." The objects kept in view
have been

—

To furnish a work of reference on all points connected with the subjects included
in its design, which should be of the mo.st reliable character; to give to the scieulific

student and the public the most exact details of those manufactures which involve
the application of the discoveries of either physics or chemistry; to include so much
of science as may render the philosophy of manufacture at once intelligible, and
enable the technical man to appreciate the value of abstruse research ; to include
such commercial information as may guide the inaniif'acturer, and fairly represent the
history and the value of such foreign and colonial productions as are imported in the
raw condition ; to present to the public, without much elaboration, a sutllcienLly

copious description of the arts we cultivate, of the manufactures for which we are
distinguished, and of those mining aud metallurgical operations which are so J)ve-

cminently of native growth, including, at the same time, a sufficiently detailed
account of the Industries of other states.

Our frequent notices of the work, in its progress through the press, will hdve
made our renders well acquainted with our opinion of its value. There have

|^,Mqwio»aUy,bee»,,ffiat)(er»,.,t^t,,,^e(;)4fiiJ,,.to,,,90jBfi,,ii[^^ POTyR?V»l'?'
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provlnre which we felt rcquireci some triflinp correction, but they have happily

been " few anU far between," and we caimot bear them in niinil wljen we remem-
ber the general excellence of a worit requirinff for its eompletlnn a vast amount
of care and thought on tiic jmrt of tlje contiibutors, and untiring energy and
zeal on that of the accomplished editor.

Architects will not fornet that the hook is equally useful to them as to others

;

the nrtloles stone f artificial), stove tiles, tin, tuiinlar bndges,'and ventilation of

mines occur in the last parts, and bring material information down to a very late

date.

dTjorrcspiiiuMrj;.

PRESERVAT10IV"0F STONE.
Sir,—Allhongh one does not care to enter into the petty jealonsicsofpatentecsi

and their mannlactures
;
yetwhen the suhjccts in dispute apply to our own

intcrsBts, or that of our profession (which in some measure is, or ought to be
next akin to ourselves), it then behoves us really to seek for and to ascertain the
facts of the case, for our own information. With this view, therefore (since
rending the articles which liaA-e appeared in your excellent paper upon the pre-
servati(m of stone), I, a few days ago, went to the Houses' of Parliament, to in-

spect the two processes here used for this purpose, not from curiosity only, but
because I am extremely anxious to discover some mode whereby tiie decay of
stone can be prevented upon some of my buildings, Gothic especially ; I c.irefuUy
examined those portions prepared by Mr. Ransome, and also by Jlr. Szerelmey.
I will not now dwell upon the success of either party, this must be left for a
future paper ; but it appears to me, whatever njay be the intrinsic merits or
demerits of each material here used, that adopted by Mr. Ransome, has one
thing strikingly in its favor, which is, its color; an all-important question with
such a material as stone, for while that portion done by Mi-. Ransome retains
the original and natural color of the stone, that used by Jlr. .Szerelmey produces
a dirty, uneven, and streaky appearance of having had a wash of cement which
gives the stone fronts the exact effect that would be produced if finisheJ in Port-
land cement. This then, I should think, must ever prove an obstacle to its use
by any man of taste ; for what professional man would like to see his church
or any other building daubed over with any color other than that given by
nature ? This fact, to my mind, goes a great way to advocate that, for color at
least, Mr. Ransome, carries the palm.—As to thedurability of either material,
it has yet to be proved. I am, &c.,

Charles H. Edwards.
28, Brunswick Square, London, W.C.

PUGIN TESTIMONIAL.
(copy).

Bolton-gardens, Russell-squnre,
1st December, 1800.

Mr Dear Mr. Clarke,—I am favored with your and our friend Talbot
Bury's official remarks on this matter, which fairly state your feelings on the
subject. I have also read Jlr. Beresford-Ilope's candid letter in the B?riLDiN'G
News, and am ready to accept his interpretation of the term " Jledieval," as to
the jimod to which he so frankly extends it.

It is a striking fact, that in the passage quoted from " The Apology for the Re-
vival of Christian Architecture in England " in your appeal, Welhy Pugin does
not use the word " Jledieval ;" and he names certain of our Gothic edifices,
without, however, restricting the study to tlio.se only, as volumes of ancient art
open for all inquirers.

Let the Committee, therefore, omit the wonl " Medieval," which is not used by
Melbv Pugin, and adopt the period named by Jlr. Beresford-Hope ; let the terms
run thus '• In examining and illustrating the Antiquities in Architecture, Paint-
ing, and Sculpture of the United Kingdom to the end of the sixteenth century in-
clusive," or " to the beginning of the seventeenth century exclusive."
The objection of a numerous body of the profession would, I conceive, be

removed ; the sectarian " shibboleth," or party cry avoided ; and the Testimonial
would become a general, instead of a partiaftrib'ute to the merits of a very dis-
tinguished man in our art.

Believe me, with kind regard.

Most truly yours,

Thomas L. Donaldson.
Joseph Clarke, Esq.

ON THE PRESERVATION OF STONE.
Sir,—I have carefully read the varied opinions of architects, chemists, and

other professional men who place each their respective views and opinions in
advocacy of one of the two prominent plans of prevention of decay to stone, by
which antagonism is at once created or offered to the other, and these two modes
" Ransome's" and " Szerelmey's" have now their respective partisans and sup-
porters, each waging war and bidding defiance to the opposite opinions, and
between the two the disinterested men wiio wish to arrive at the truth, are held,
as it were, in a fog, and cannot decide which of the two is the best to adopt, or
whether either will ever be permanently useful, for on this latter point and hear-
ing all depends. My own private, uninfluenced, and unprejudiced opinion is that
neither of the two modes are effective, beyond the range of a fiiw years, when the
temporary check to decay having worn itself out by attracting the combined
gases and influences of varying weather and temperatures, the stone faces or
fronts will begin to decay with extra rapidity and crumble down or flake off in
sheets, as the College buildings and churches at Oxford and Coventry do. I have
personally examined these, and, having for nearly thirty years had daily practice
among large stone works in various parts of the kingdom, I venture to offer my
opinion as practical. At any rate the compliment was paid me by the late Sir C.
Barry in a meeting (at his own especial appointment) at the Houses of Parlia-
ment, when, in October, 1850, I bad the honor of being consulted by him as to
what was the best remedy I could oiler or suggest to prevent the rapid decay and
destruction of the galvanised iron roofing plates, but more particularly as to what
would arrest the progressofdestruction to thestonework ofthe Houses of Parliament.
To the first I at once offered a suggestive remedy, in the scraj)ing the rusted
galvanised plates, and giving two or three coats of Lord Dundoriald's Patent
Trinidad Bitumen Paint—the best rust preventative I knew of. To the other, the
coating over or face washing the stonework, I gave my answer at once, that it

was a waste of time and material to attempt to impregnate the cold faces of

stonework with oils, or silicates, or any other washes. The stone, »uch as the
Houses of Parliament are built of, was selected with great care, and, I believe,
was fairly supplied from the quarries; hut, I am sure tliat many of tli^ stpnes
were not fairly laid in the wort, that is, as ihey liad laid or bedded jn the pits.

This change of bedding led to the quick decay of tlie etone faces, iis the pores
opened and rapidlv absorbeji all the coal gas, s(fwer gas, and Thames river ex-
halations, and will continue to do so whilst tlie present horrid systems of pipe-
laying and sewer discliarges continue. Remove these nuisances by perniuneht
and effective measures, which will not be done by the present cobblcfiiig systems,
and we may hope to preserve, instead of destroying, our public buildings.
To prevent decay and destruction to any new stonework (if the nuisances laUM

be endured and no attempt to cure be enforced), I know of no fjcttcr appllcalfon
than Hutchison's Patent Plan of Induration of Stone, by first working and
moulding the stone, and then, before setting or laying, plunging or steeping It in
a bath, at a moderate heat, in a tank of indurating material. The stone th«re
absorbs rapidly, and to a depth varying from half an inch to three or four or
nioreinchis; the mixture being principally resinous, and the effect is to harden
the faces anil edges of the stones, however soft they may have been, which Is

jiroved by slabs of four inches tliick of soft Tunbridge Wells stone cut into monu-
mental or grave-stones, and ringing (after induralion) with a sharp metallic
sound. I am borne out in this opinion—and positive facts—hy Sir R. Murchlson,
where iie states, " When I further know that every sort of decoration can be
chiselled out at the very slightest expense, and with great rapidity, and that in a
few hours the material can be rendered an ' indestructible rock,' with edges that
can only be destroyed by violence, and never can he affected by the weather, I

conceive that your patent only requires to be known in order to be generally
appreciated." Fair trials of the three—Ransome's, Szerelmey's, and Hutchison's
plans—on selected blocks of stone for seven years, all subject to similar treat-
ment, would prove the right system. I am, &c.,

Southsea, Nov. 0, 1800. W. Austin.

AN ANSWER WANTED.
Sin,—Can you inform me if the Trustees of the Truro and Redruth Turnpike

Roads have come to any decision in respect to the competition for the stone
bridge ? The designs were sent in on or before tlie (ith of October.

I am, &c.,

K. CllAMBERLAIX,
(Pro Charles Turner, a Competitor).

12, Four Post-hill, Southampton, December oth, 18C0.
[

,...£1,030
957

.... 88*

£82
73 10 9
oa 13 6

TENDERS-
SHOPS, Halifax.

For two shops, Halifax, for the Co-operative Industrial Society. Mr. Blchard
Horsfall, architect.

^fmom'.
Cockroft and .Sons £1,126 I Hanson and Drake
Homy I'ratt 1,100 •Chamock and Booth ....
Foster and Co 1,075

|
NIchoIl and Carey........

Slaters^ mid Plasterers^.
Wadsworth £102 I Lister and Pickard ....i.
Samuel Taylor 98 » Ambler and Taylor
Whitehead and NlchoU 81 10 | •liancroft and Son

Jolncrs\
.John Pulman £625 Thonuis Tuley
Abraham Slitton 500 K<-rshaw Noble
John Dyson and Sons CiSi *Samuel Hall
William Scott S-M

Plumbers and Glaziers\
J. Dyson £1»1 10 I .John Horsfall
.John Holdswortb 170 •George Walsh
Thomas Lees 155 oj

* Accepted tenders.
Tenders for the whole of the Works

Henry Pratt £1,839
Dyson and Sons 1,805 10 4
Chamock and Booth 1,800

.£537

. eos

. 490

.£14.1

. 134

CiiAPF.L. JIiLE End New Town.
For congregational chapel, Mile-end New Town. Mr. K. Moffat Smith, architect.

Manchester. Quantities supplied by Mr. T. JI. Kickman.
T. Piper and Sou £3,4R4
.1 & K. .I. Coleman S.-TOO

Cogswell & Day.. 3,203 15
W. Smith 3,175
Adiimson & Sons 3,073 3
.1. G. Tolley 3,057
Edwin Maers (accepted) 2,937

CuiMSEy-siiArr, Denmark-street.
For chimnev-sbaft, &c.. for Messrs. Briebach and Moggee, Dcnmaik-atreet, E.

Mr, Andrew Wilson, architect.
C. Moroland £610
H. Langtrcc ^accepted) 471

Alterations, &c.. Commercial-road.
For alterations and additions to Messrs. IicadaudCo.'8prcmi8eB,CommeTdaI-rd.E.

Jlr. Andrew Wilson, architect.
Thomas Knnor jEl.llO ! Joshua Wilson (accepted) £1,005
William Hill i,0S9

I

Shop Front, Commebcial-road.
For new shop front to No. 10, Iving's-place, Commercial-road, E. lor

Jlr. Andrew Wilson, architect.
Hearle £187 10 I Uicks (accepted) £170
Warskett ISO

House and Shop, Whitechapel-road.
For house and shop in tho Whilcohapol-rond, for Mr. Thomas Paddon. Mr.

Andrew Wilson, architect. ',f.. i.i,, ,

•. , •:.

G. Blackburn „,..;^„,iei,fllO j J. Palmer ..J,iW.i..»J..i £1,490
W. Hill :... J,(io:! G. Tarrant ; l.SiZ
T. Euiior 1,590 ] J. Wilsou I.ias

COMPETITION AWARDED.
Koss.

The ofi'cr by the Committee for the erection of the Hall Memorial Obelisk brought
forth designs from twenty-one gentlemeu : the successful competitor t>eing G. W.
Sadler, Esq., of Clicltenham. The fender of Wiugate and Sons, Gloucester, was ac-
cepted for the work.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOTKl-

SAi.TBrmN-m-TBE-SKA.—For ditti^u:^, with esttmatos. for a comraodionfi hotel,

»l Salt' *-• ' * »'u -Sea, iu Cievwlund, lor lUo iStocktou aiid Darliujrton Uailway

ubiaiij'

in* will bo awai-ded by the directors for the most approved
'rcond ditto. No. i £3i). A sketclt of the ground may be
.-.iotiHC the railway olhee,Darliugtun. It is recommended that
II, under deviee, accompauied by sealed estimate. Desig:us and
irv31.

( i>KN EXCHANGKS. &C.
Kewbc«t.— Ibc 2sewburv J,oca^\ Hoard of Health propose to lay out a sum of

^a,MOiu the erection of a com exehanj^e. 180 feet by 50 feet, and of three reception-

ftiogte, .1 iH. .-.^rv-rtivf dimensions of 50 by ^'), 25 "by ;.'5, and 25 by 25 feet, with
proper' it, on :i site adjoining the 51arket-ph»ce. The approach to the

corn I >Hild In' immediately from the Market-place. The reception-

rooBS, \- pproaches lljereto, should occupy the tloor over the entrance to

the eorn t xthaiige. The Hoard are open to receive designs, and plans and per-

•peetivis uU uneolorcd but with tigun-s denoting the rcspeetivc admeasurements),
with sptcifications and csiimuti'S. The plans. Kjiecitication^, and estimates should

show and state w hat would be the plan and cost of the corn exchange irrespective of

the three reciption-riKtms. A premmni of 15 guineas will be given to the architect

V >...*. i.i-iiw. siMfifications, and estimates are adopttnl, unless such architect should
d appointfd to superintend the carrying out ofthe work. Plana. Ac.
a at tilt- office of U. K. (Jraham, clerk to the Newbury Local lioard of

1 : , ahurv. by January \i, iHil, and to bear some notification which shall

eurrtPptnid with' letters under seal in an envelope addrt-ssed to 3Ir. Graham, which
kttirs will not be oiK'ued until the designs. &c. shall have been selected. The site

ol the proDosed buildings will be shown, and plans thereofobtained, by application

at the clerk's office.

BiKi ST. KoMrND's.—For plans and estimates for the erection of a new corn ex-
ehan^, with butchers' shambles at the north end thereof, as shown by the ground
plan of the sate, for the Town Council of the borough of Bury St. Edmund's. The
materials to be iron and glass, as far as may be considered practicable for such a

building. A ground plan of the site may be obtained on application at the town
ebrk's. Plans and estimates to be sent at the risk and cost of the sender, ad-
dress*Kl to "William .Salmon, town clerk, at his office, by January 10, isOl. A
pi( mium. not exceeding 25 guineas, will bo given for the best plan, and another,

not exceeding 10 groincas, lor the second-lwst plan. Tlie plan and estunate
Jor which the hi<;hest premium shall be paid shall become tlie property of the
Council.

TO^^'x-^ALL.
KoBTHAMiTON.—The Municipal Council has extended the time for receiving

designs lor the new Town-hail and other buildings to the Ist February next.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
CEMKTKUY WORKS.

Petebbohocgh.—For the building of a wall, and the erection thereon of iron
palisades, with gates and pillars, in front of the Peterborough Cemetery, and ad-
joining the Thorney turnpike-road. The wall is to be of Claypolc stone, on a brick
foundation, with a saddle coping of Ancaster stone, to correspond with the base of
tlie cemetery chapels. Sections at the office of Idr. John Fox, surveyor, Karrow-
«treet, I'etorborough. The iron paUsades are to be of the height of 5J feet, with
double gates of the width of 10 feet at the entrance, and two side gates of the width
of 5 feet each. Iron-work will be required above each pillar of the main gates to
bold a gas lamp. Seal^ tenders, according to such section, for the wall and for
pahaades, grates, and pUlars, with drawings as to the latter, &c., to be sent to the
ofDce of Nelson tWUlunBon, clerk to the commissioners, Peterborough (of whom all

particulars), by December 22.

TIMBER POND.
North Eastf.bn Railway.—For the construction of a timber pond of the extent of

five acres at Tyne Docks, for the North Eastern Railway. Plans, &c., at the En-
gineer's Office, Central Station, Newcastle, from Dec. 24. Tenders to be sent in to
the Secretary, at York, endorsed " Tender for Timber Fond," by Jan. 3, 1361. (See
advertisement)

HOTEL.
CnESTTH.—For an additional wing to the Queen Railway Hotel. Chester. Plans, &c.,
from irth inst., with Mr. T. M. Penson, the Bars House, Chester. Tenders to
R. i.. Jones. Secretary, endorsed *' Tender for additional works, Queen Railway
Hotel,'* by 28th Dee. (See advertisement.)

SEWERAGE.
Middlesex.—For the construction of main brick sewers, 12 miles 1,280 feet in
length or thereabouts (.'i.'t,802 feet ol this length being in tunnel), and for the execu-
tion of other works in connection therewith (including certain works already
executed, either wliolly or in part, referred to in thcspecitication), to extend from a
point between the Northern High-level Sewer east of Sir George Duckett's Canal,
and the western arm of the Counters Creek Main Sewer, near Keusal Green, in
tin county of Middlesex. The contractor is to make himself acquainted with the
nature, i-xtcnt, and condition of the works already executed, either wholly or in
part, referred to m the special clauses ofthe specification above mentioned,
and to satisfy himself upon all points and matters connected therewith, or in rela-
tion thereto, to enable him to make the requisite allowances or charges, as circum-
stances may require, in framing his estimate for the whole ofthe works comprised
in the said specification. Plans, sections, specification, form of tender, and other
imriirulars, price £3, on application to Mr. J. W. IJazalgette, engineer of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, at the office of the board. Tenders addressed to the
Jletrnpolilan Board of Works must be delivered at the oflSce of the board. No. 1,
Greek-street. Soho, before 4 o'clock p.m., of December 20.

SutERNKSH.—For any or all of the following contracts, according to plans and
specifications by Mr. Wm.tBums, C.E.. Ely :—Contract A.~For the supply of
about nine miles of stoneware sewer-pipes. Note.—No fire-clay pipes can be
accepted under any condition. Contract B.—For the supply ofabout nine miles of
cast'iron water-pipes. Contract C—For sinking and boring a a\ ell. Contract D.—
For laying and jointing sewer^and water pipes. Contract E.—For providing sluice
aires and hydrants. Contract F.—For making and fixing a malleable iron tank,
65 feet diameter and 10 feet dtep ; and two small tanks. 12 feet diameter. Contract
G.—For the supply of cast-iron pillars, girders and other castings. Contract H.—
For providing ana fixing a pair oi duplicate horizontal steam-engines of about 10-
hofMe power, witli duplicate sewage pumps, a scoop-wheel, and duplicate boilers,
also a pair of duplicate vertical engines, with duplicate pumps and boilers of about
40-borfi€ power each. Contract K.— l-'or building manure tanks, shed, boiler-
houses, chimneys, water-tower, public baths, board-room, manager's house, and
workmen'8 houses. Duplicate copies of the specifications, with forms of tender,
(ichedulesof quantities, &c., may DC had on application to Mr. E. Felkin, clerk to
the Local Itoard, Mile-lown, Sheemcss, on payment of 58. for each contract. Mr.
liuruH, tin- engineer, will attend at the office of the Local Board, Sheemess, on the
27th, 2>ith, 20th, and .'WJth inst. with the plans, to gire any explanation which
intending contractors may require,

M(i>DLRHKX.—Forlbe conetrnction of a main brick sewer, 402 feet in length, or
thereabouts, with other works in connection therewith, along ground being in
continuation of Park-road, near Kllbum, in the parish of St. Mary, Paddln-'ton,
Middlesex. Plan, sections, and a specification ofthe works, together with the
forma of tender, may be inspected, and other partieulors obtained, on application
to Mr. J. W. Ila7.algette, engineer of the Metropolitan Board of works, No. 1,
Greek-rtreet, fioho, until the l-lth inst. Tenders, addressed to the Metropolitan
Board of Work*, must be dcUvered at theU: office before 4 o'clock on December 13.

MILITARY.
WooLVicnr.-—For erecting two additional blocks of quarters for 10 married soldiers,

with entrance-gates, &c., at Mill-lane, W«H>hvicli. Parties desiring U> tender rauet
leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, ami pay 10s. 6d. for
bills of quantities, by December 21.

PonTSMOUTii.—For the erection of married soldiers' quarters at Cambridge
Barracks, I'ortsmouth, in the county of Hants. Persona desiring to tender arc
required to attend at the Royal Engineer Office, on the nth inst., at twelve o'clock,

to appoint a surveyor to take out the quantities in conjunction with the (iovem-
meut surveyor ; each party will be required to pay one guinea for tlie quantities.

The Architectural Museum,—The prizes annually offered to artist-

workmen througli the Council ofthe Architectural Museum, have tliis year been
responded to by twenty-six specimens—viz., eleven for the prizes for Tnodelling

in cluy, given by the Council ofthe Museum and S. C. Hall, Esq., three for the

wood carving prizes, supplied from the same sources, seven for the prize for a

cartoon for painted glass, given by the Council ofthe Museum, and five for the

prizes for colored decoration, offered by tlie Committee of the Ecclesiologicol

;5ociety of Loudon and A, J. B. Beresford-Iiope, lisq. The specimens are now
exhibited in the gallery of the Ardiitcctural Museum, and many of them are

highly creditable to the competitors. It is proposed to distribute the prizes in

March next in connexion with a course oi lectures on the following subjects:

—

On Polychromy, by William White, Esq. ; On the Art of Engraving, by S. C.

Hall, Esq.; On the Relationship ofthe Fine Arts, by John Bell, Esq.; On tiie

Architectural Antiquities of Guildhall, by Mr. Deputy Lott; On the Architecture

ofthe Eleventli Century, by J. H. Parlcer, Esq. ; and an Architectural Journey

in Aquitaine, by E. A. Freeman, Esq. An evening will be devoted to the pre-

sentation ofthe prixes, when the President of the Museum, Mr. Beresford-IIope

and other friends of tlie Institution will address the meeting.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUEIITKS.
EnuATA.—In the article on " Liverpool Ilarbons and Docks," the first part of wliicii was
published in our last, we have a couple of corrections to make. Speaking ofthe cost of
erection of river wall, it is put at fls. 5d. per cubic yard : it should read tliat tlie cost of
river wall at north end was 9s. fld. per cubic yard up to 6 feet above O. D. 8. ; above that
at a lower rate cubicallv, and higher superficially. Ajmin, thi' price o{ swills' bridjies,

supplied by Dalglish and Co., instead of being £H;J per foot, should bavc been " £i)3 per
lineal foot for double way bridge."

J, (i.—Obviously the result of imperfect ventilation : top sashes ^should never be fixed.

K. WiNSTAY.—We believe that no illustrrttious of the building have been puhlislied as a
complete work, and rather doubt its probable success, as a commercial speculation.

F. P.—(St. Thomas Apostle, City>.—Letter has been mislaid. ''Schedules of Contract,
&c.," may be obtained by the public at Clowes and Sous', 14, Charing-cross. The price is

4s. 6d. Must use your own judgment as to the percentage above or below the prices
given.

F. r. (Bath)—Shall hear from us.
Goth.—We do not know ; write to the author.
ACoNSTANT SuBscEiBER (Dereham).—No doubt Messrs. Maw's list can be obtained on ap-
plication to their works at liroselcy, Salop.

w. J. Abbott.—The book did not appear to be worth a notice.
Cum Multis Aliis writes that he has been in the building trade six years, and has
happily learnt to take a delight in his profession, more particularly hi tliat branch which
properly belongs to the architect ; he is excessively fond of architecture, and has by dint of
Ilia own perseverance made several designs, amongst them is a churcli, a school of art, a
model cottage and a villa. Circumstances now prevent his purchasing those books which
'•would expand his intellectual faculties," ;c. M. A. reads ail the publications he can obtain,

but cannot learn what he requires*' a knowledge ofthe elements ofthe .t(y/e5, and these'
he is " full aware will not come to him by instinct." He wishes us to lay before him a
means bv which he may be enabled to satisfy his eagerness to ascend the architectural

ladder. "We can only advise "Cum Multis Ahis" and writers of similar letters, to leave
architecturealone, the six years' experience that he has already had ofthe building trade

will if he desires to achieve something, be a good foundation for tuture observation and study.

We are always sorry to cheek ambition when rightly directed, but are sure that we shall

be rendering good service to our correspondent, if be is induced by our remarks to dcvoto
his attention to hl-^ own proper calling, and leave the practice of architecture to those who
have been educated to the profession.

Thomas Keucuee.—Tracings have been received, use shall be made of them, but not just at

present.
C. 1*. L. P.—A solicitor would better answer your question.
J. M. N., B. It.—If possible.

H.Hdmphiiets.—Ave do not remember to have seen a work devoted to the subject; see the
appendix to Rickman's, and most other works on Gothic architecture.

W. B—Too late for insertion.
Enquirer.—Better to charge for time, and expenses paid.
Z. A. (Lincoln).—Probably in a week or two.
1*. Thompson.— Published by Weale.
T. SiBTHORPE.— The apparatus is too well knoivn to render description necessarj-.

AV. K. A.-It is true that some of the glass vessels found at Nineveh, bear evidence ofhavIng^

been turned in a lathe, a mode of fashioning glass now very rarely attempted.
A. S.— Principally objectionable on account of an efflorescence of some of the salts of soda

;

otherwise may occasionally be used with advantage.
M. WoKTLET.—We shall be glad to receive particulars of your invention for separating the
sulphur from vulcanised india-rubber.

J. KoBiNsoN.—Too well known.
K. Veller.—Below our mark.

.

Kev. W. L From the sketch the church appears to have consisted of a nave, choir, north
and south transepts, two west towers, and probably a cloister on south side.

T. Patteson.-Pavor us with another communication.
AReadeu ofthe ".Building News."—The best flies arc those cutlby hand ; no machinehas
been made which produces the " bite " found on those cut by the hand, which by practice is

able to move the cutting chisel with the greatest regularity.
P. and S.—Thanks for drawing; shall appear.
JliciiARD C We must decline advising in disputes between employer and employed.
E. F. A. G.—Yes. in accordance with tlie provision made by us some tune shice. Thanks for

proifered assistance ; we sliall see.
Sir W. E.—Architect's name appears to have been omitted in l-tter unintentionally, hut we
do not see that you liave any cause for complaint. An architect, as a gentl<=man, would
naturally be annoyed wiUi such interference, remember that he alone will be hold respon-

sible for the final result.
J. PowELL.—We do not hope to please everybody.
It. F. C. H.—Our columns are open to any communication that we consider likely to be of

interest to our readers.
, , „

A PuviL.—A strip of fllbs. lead,say an inch wide, and three feet six inches or four feet long,ror

large mouldings; if four feet Is not long enough, the mouldings must be taken in two or more
parts and carefully joined, as it is not easy to manage u greater length of lead. For smaller
mouldings as capitals. &c., Jiave astripot thinner lead about two feet long; undercuttlngs

may be taken, and filled in afterwards, with a piece of wire.wliich will tall sideways, so as to

allow of its being drawn out. For your purpose we recommend you also to sketch the

mouldings from the stone, and then compare and correct your gkeich from tlie full-sized

drawing.
A Bdildee.—Yes, send address, and we will inspect the work.
T. Prick.—Appears to possess very loose notions of professional etiquette; we know of no
" gentleman ' wlio would be willing to superintend the work on your terms.

_

J. C. v.- We do not desire to accept articles that" requu-e to be revised by a professional

man before publication."
R. Turner.—Letter la In type. Xext week.
F. B., C. W. M., Robert K.—Declined with thanks. .

AbtificialStone.—The writer of a communication on this subject has omitted to appena
signature, which is reciuired for our own satisfaction ; shall appear on receiving of name
and address.

.T. H. C—Too late for insertion this week.
SECEivED.-Wllliam W., R.0..W.P.,Obaervcr, J.N., F.F.B., An Auctioneer, E. VaugUan,
B. X., An Admirer, Edwin T.,U. and S., Architect, Competitor, S. Norrls, W. B. T.,

F. Bowtei.T. Cooke. #
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THE LATE COSTLY ARBITRATION.

HERE are, doubtlesg, very few of our

readers, who have had opportunities of

becoming thoroughly acquainted with the

details of the famous law-suit, Myers
versus Sari, referred to an arbitration, that

has dragged its slow length along for so

very many months, and has entailed on the

litigating parties a vexatious expenditure

of time and money, which one shrinks

from estimating ; and which indeed can

never be adequately estimated.

We are not about to dive into the

details of this dread case. During its

earlier stages—that is to say, till it had gone
on for weeks and months, and people had
grown fairly tired of it— these details were
very fully reported in our Journal, where, for

the delectation of such as arc partial to forensic

hair-splittings, they can be at any time con-

sulted. Into these details we desire not to

enter ; let us merely say of them, requiescant in

pace, and may we never meet with their like again

!

But of the moral to be drawn from this notorious arbitration, and of

the subject of litigation in the abstract, as applied to architectural

practice, it may be useful to offer a few observations. The oyster has

now at last been opened ; it has also been eaten ; and to the anxious

litigants, the Court (after the custom of the law) has duly awarded—
a shell each! To such of our readers as represent the building inte-

rest, the case of Myers versus Sari will serve as a warning for all time,

and it will, we doubt not, be turned to useful account ; for builders are

not wholly wanting in that esprit de corps which, on signal occasions,

combines them to make provision against the recurrence of some of the

legal difficulties, which it is plain, from the judges' decision on this

painful case, are common to every building-contract held under the

control of an architect. On the other hand, to such of our readers as
' are architects, the ease of Myers versus Sari involves a grave moral

;

as few of them will venture to doubt that, a succession of such cases

would do much to put an end altogether either to the use of building

contracts or to their administration by architects ; in either of which
contingencies it must be tolerably plain, the employment of architects at

all would of necessity seriously decline. The public call in architects

for the very purpose of avoiding litigation in a complicated matter of

bricks and mortar, of which they presuppose all architects to be

competent judges; they themselves (the clients) knowing very little

about such matters, though conscious all the while that lawyers and
judges are equally ignorant of them. In fact, it is not over stating the

case to say that, as a rule (we are about to speak of the exception),

both the client and the builder look to the architect to so conduct
matters, that no appeal may be made from his arbitrament to a higher

one ; and for the simple reason, that no practical advantage can ensue to

either party, client or contractor, from an appeal against the decision of

an honest architect ; who, in the very nature of things, must of necessity

be better acquainted than any other man with all the facts and circum-

stances of a brick-and-mortar question at issue.

This we aver is the rule ; and a very wise one it is. Its wisdom is in

no sense affected by the undeniable fact, that architects are like other

inen, prone to go astray, impelled by professional incompetency, ob-

liquity ofjudgment or, worse still, by want of moral principle. Let all

this be granted, and let it also be not forgotten that lawyers themselves

are by no means infallible ; still the fact remains that, the architect is

at least well acquainted with the matters about which he is arbitrating
;

and in nine cases out of ten he is, for all practical purposes, the most
likely person to arrive at a clear and just decision upon them. We
say this is the rule ; and it is one that hitherto has been received and
acted on by the public.

The exception to it is witnessed when, either owing to the suspicious

temperament of the architect's employer, or to carelessness or ovor-

complaisance on his own part, the architect is made to descend from his

proper position as sole arbiter of the conditions of the contract, which
he has been intrusted to see carried into execution : when instead of his

being the all in all, to whom client and contractor are to appeal in

doubtful or disputed matters, the architect becomes a mere cypher ; one

who does indeed prepare the drawings and specifications, but who,
having done this, hands them over as mere wires, by which, with

crippled powers, he is to be pulled hither and thither as the legally con-

structed contract may set forth. So circumstanced he ceases to fill the

position he ought to maintain ; and becomes little better than an
automaton, whose motions arc to be dictated by the language of his

own documents.
Just at the present time there is a movement going on amongst

architects, by means of which, the Royal Institute of Architects, M it

play its cards wisely, will have its powers greatly extended ; and la
time applied to the direction by advice, and possibly absolute control,

of the practice of English architects. We trust that should it attain to
this power, one of the first purposes to which it will be put will be, the
construction of an improved form of building-contract, and a satis-

factory definition of the limit, within which architects should be ex-
pected to officiate as arbiters between their employers and contractors,

unaided by the interference of lawyers. We trust that the time is not
far remote, when a lawsuit, supervening on a building contract, under-
taken from an architect's office, will become a rare event ; and be
regarded as, what in nine cases out of ten it now is, a professional

blunder on the part of the architect concerned. iSuilding operations

are proverbially complicated matters to deal with, as botn architects

and builders know well : it is anything but desirable that the complica-

tions they involve should undergo further enravelment by their

removal from the office of the architect to that of the attorney. To
do the gentlemen of the long robe justice it must be allowed that, they
themselves have little love for brick and mortar litigation ; and this

any of our readers accustomed to law courts must have had frequent

opportunities of perceiving, in the irritable fidgettiness with which the

presiding judges hurry these cases out of their courts, to be dealt with
by the arbitrator. Lawyers do not well understand building cases,

replete as they must be with technicalities ; nor with an educated class

of men, such as architects should be, to control them, is there any
urgent need for their doing so. If, however, the arbitrament of

building contracts is to be confined, as it should be, to the chambers of
the arcuitect, it is necessary that architectural practice in relation to

them should be reduced to something like uniformity. We have lately

been told that, forasmuch as architecture is an art, it is absurd to

subject its professors to an examination, which if called for at all,

should equally be undergone by the painter and the sculptor—granted

;

but whilst all who have discussed the question of architectural exami-
nations seem pretty well agreed, they should be applied as a test of a
candidate's proficiency in the several sciences pertaining to the calling

of an architect, hardly any one has insisted on the importance of a
well-digested code of office routine, bearing especially on architectural

jurisprudence. Here is common ground, on which all architects can
meet and act without difficulty in unison. The /as and the nefasm
regard to building contracts are of a nature invariable, from John
O'Groat's to Land's end, and require only settling by any competent
authority amongst architects and builders. Could uniformity of

practice be attained, the recurrence of these vexatious lawsuits in

building matters would be greatly reduced in frequency ; for it is re-

markable how very many of them hinge upon the question—what is

and what is not the custom of architects under such and such circum-
stances, by no means of rare occurrence in every considerable

architect's practice throughout the land. These discrepancies of
practice are most injurious to architects as a class ; and in these days

of railways and telegrams they ought no longer to exist. This is why
we should rejoice to see the hands of the Institute of Architects

strengthened in the coming verdict of the profession in the matter of

Examinations, and its doors thrown wider open for fraternization with

all respectable architects, metropolitan and provincial.

There is great mischief in the quiescence of architects as to the

many doubtful points of professional routine—mischief not confined to

themselves as a class, but potent for the annoyance of building com-
mittees and capitalists, who employ architects, and of building con-

tractors who undertake works under architectural control. Architects

are constantly complaining that they are not more frequently called in

to direct the construction of private edifices. If they would stand well

with the public, and obtain greater consideration than they do, let them,

however much they may differ about their art, settle amongst them-
selves the principles on which their practice should be conducted ; so

that a capitalist investing a large sum in building may say, equally

with the builder whom he has employed, " It is true I am engaged in a
serious undertaking ; but it is confided to the control of an architect

;

who, being an accepted member of a corporate fraternity, has beea
made conversant with the principles of controlling contracts, enun-

ciated by that respectable fraternity to which he (the architect) is

amenable ; and I may therefore anticipate with confidence that this

grave matter will meet with an equitable adjustment at his hands,

without danger of my having recourse to ' the glorious uncertainty of the

law '—it is quite true that the dictum of an architect in a disputed.

case, is but mundane ; but in practical matters it is the most intelligent;^'

one to be had ; and I have every confidence in it."

There is it is perfectly true a class of employers, which will always

be found to dissent from the principle here advocated—that of con-

fiding to architects the fullest powers as arbiters between themselves

and their contractors. There is also a growing tendency, on the part

of collective bodies, such as bo.ards and building committees, to cramp

and fetter most unwisely the functions of their architects ; and to

regard them rather as mere preparers of drawings and specifications for

signing, sealing and depositing with their solicitors ;
which grave docu-
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"aieiits, tied up with a prolix form of contract, replete with legal

phraseolojry, are supposed not merely to set foi-th how each party to it

i3 to be secured his precise pound of flesh, but to prescribe what the

architect may and what he may not do in the matter. The fewer there

are of such clauses as restrict the powers of the architect the better it

will be for society ; always assuminf; that it has upright trustworthy

architects to work with. If unhappily architects are to concede the

proposition that, as a class they are undeserving of the public con-

fidence, and this on the score of integrity, there is an end to the matter;

and for every considerable edifice we build, we may calculate on
" dabbling," not only in bricks and mortar, but pretty extensively in

law-suits and arbitrations ; till capitalists will grow fairly aihdd of

entering into a building contract of any kind—will buy their own
materials, employ their own men, and with a timekeeper and a draw-

ing-clerk will get rid of architects, with their tail of lawyers and arbi-

trators, altogether. It is the work of the Institute to prevent such a

result as this ; and we trust that, the qualities, intellectual and moral,

that go to make up an architect, who keeps his client out of law, will not

be lost sight of in that curriculum which we hear so much about.

CARDIFF H.4RB0R AND DOCKS.
ALTHOUGH fears have been entertained of late years that the western coast

of England was in decadence, owing to that of the port of Bristol, it

beeomes now a question of speculation whether the united advance of Cardiif,

Jtilford Haven, and even the revival of Bristol itself by means of alteration and
improvement, may not establish a dangerous rivalry to Liverpool, even in all

branches of import and export trade not entirely dependent on local circum-
stances. Railway communication, on account chiefly of the mineral interests

ceooemed, is being rapidly developed with the western coast, and the superior
natural advantages possessed by Milford Haven render it susceptible of greater
improveraent.
The Pcnarth harbor was navigable to Cardiff in 1822, to vessels of 300 tons

burthen. Cardiff (or, as it was then called, Caerdiff) was built in 1079, the popu-
lation soon afterwards being 2,457 souls. The Bristol Channel being distant
about 3 miles, a fine tract of mainland was at this time to be seen there, secured
by a wall from the inundation of spring tides. The census of 1851 returned the
population at 18,000. It is now estimated at 30,000 resident and 5,000 floating,

and has been (resident and floating) about 45,000 ; but owing to the completion
of the docks, and the great depression of trade, there has been a large decrease, as
many who have speculated in the building trade can unfortunately testify.

The position of Cardiff is highly favorable to its development as a port for
local traffic. Connected by railways with Milford Haven, Gloucester, Bristol, and
all parts of the kingdom, including the ironworks of Merthyr Tydvil, it has a
lar^ traflic in tin plates, coal, and iron. By the completion of the Rhymney
Railway in 1858, and the extension line of the ^fewport. Abergavenny, and
Hereford Railway, a direct and unbroken narrow gauge was effected between
Cardiff, London, Birmingham, Manchester, and Liverpool. The North and
South Wales Railway (broad gauge) affords communication between the port
and Milford Haven, Caermarthen, Swansea, Neath, Newport, Chepstow,
Gloucester, and London. The port of Cardiff is the outlet of the large mineral
produce and manufacture of the county of Glamorganshire, in which are the
Kpulous districts of Merthyr and Aberdare, with which it is connected by the

ff Vale Railway and Glamorgan Canal.
The principal exports in 1854 were :—Of coal, 1,205,221 tons ; of iron, 273,931

tons ; and iron ore imported, 138,087 tons.

On entering the harbor from the Penarth or Cardiff roads we are made
aware of the quantity of shipping that seems to crowd a small space, and we at
OBce distinguish a busy spot without much pretension to architectural beauty. The
anchorage off Penarth is generally considered very good ; the flats discoverable
at low water being composed of a thick stratum of alluvial clay, vessels may lie

aground in perfect safety. Penarth Head (larboard side, when running in)
being about 200 feet above high-water mark, affords shelter and anchorage.
The dock accommodation at Cardiff consists of Penarth Tidal Harbor, East

and West Bute Docks (with basins) connected by a communication canal, a
tidal dock, three graving docks, and the Penarth Dock in course ofconstruction.
The West Bute Dock was opened in 1839. It is 4,000 feet long by 200 feet
wide, width of sea gates 45 feet ; height of water on sill in springs being 28
feet 8J inches, and at neaps 18 feet 7i inches. The East Bute Dock was con-
structed in three successive portions, the last being completed in 1860. Its
total length is 4,300 feet, and greatest width 500 feet ; height of water on sill

! spring tides being 31 feet SJ inches, and at neaps 21 feet 74 inches : width of
»ra Mtes 55 feet. The Tidal Dock was opened in 1857 ; length i of a mile,
width 150 feet ; average depth of water at springs 26 feet 81 inches ; at neaps
16 feet 7J inches. The Penarth Tidal Harbor was opened in 1859, and is
situate south-west of the entrance from Cardiff Roads; and Penarth Dock,
previously mentioned as in course of construction, will be on the site of Pilot's Cot-tw and Boat-building Yard, north-west of Penarth Head. The increasing size
of shipping, affecting Cardiff as well as other parts, induces proprietors to build
docks well out to the main. Tlie probable cost of this dock will be £200,000,
ttea about 15 acres. The Glamorgan Canal, to which the approach is by the
rtver Taff,act« as an auxiliary ; width of gates being 27 feet, and that part of
the Mnal adapted to loading and discharging containing en area of 12i acres,
depth of water being from 13 to 9 feet. All the docks are provided with steam
cranes and staiths, the former ofwhich can discharge 40 tons per hour, and from
each of the latter 150 tons of coal can be shipped per hour.
An extension and improvement of the Steam-Packet Harbor is now in progress,

tte amount of contract being about £10,000. An import warehouse is in course« erection at the north end of the East Bute Dock, and is to cost about £9,000.ItU also, we lieheve, in contemplation to apply next session for power to con-
jwnct import docks

; but it is supposed tliat the short leases offered by the
irnrteei ol the Marquis of Bute have hitherto prevented import merchants settling
at Uardifi, and thm may very well be remedied by their granting leases of 200
y*M8 or more, instead of 99 years as heretofore. Such a plan as the latter seems

^

»• aoicidal that we are astonished it has been so long persisUd in ; but experientia

dceet, and when accompanied by pecuniary loss, the teaching is of the most
powerful description.

As the Bute Docks are the most important at Cardiff, a brief description of
the nature of their coustioiction may not be unacceptable to our readers.
Most of the work is upon piles." Tlie rubble, masonry for foundations and

backing are of Newbridge limestone laid in regular courses, with mortar composed
of one part of Aberdare limestone and two parts of sand. Tlio facing of the sea-
walls and outer basin-walls are of headers and stretchers of Newbridge stone, the
headers 27 inches and stretchers 18 inches on bed; those in the inner basin walls are
18 inches and 12 inches on bed, respectively ; the whole being set in mortar com-
posed of one part of Aberdare lime, one part of sand, and one-sixth of Italian
pu22olano.
The inverts, platforms, and aprons of locks are of Forest of Dean stone ; they

are not less than 16 inches mde on the upper part, increasing according to the
radii; in length not less than 3 feet 6 inches, and laid water-tight ; breaking joint
about 12 inches, well grouted. The side walls of locks and gate chambers are of
Forest of Dean stone ; headers 3 feet, stretchers 1 foot 9 inches on bed, heading
bond not less than 12 inches. The steps of gates and hollow quoins are secured
by cast-uon dowels, 12 inches, by 4 inches by 1 inch. The culverts are of Forest
of Dean stone ashlar, and are used for filling the inner lock, and scouring and
emptying the inner basin.

The lock gates are of English oak (heel posts, meeting posts, and ribs) with fir
planking ; ribs cambering 3 inches on the outside ; iron straps, 4 inches by
1 inch, and bolted together by 1-inch bolts and 2-inch bqlts ; collars, 6 inches by
2 inches, secure the gates to anchors, which in their turn secure the gates to
masonry. These anchors are 5 inches deep, and the bolts connecting them with
collars, four in number to each, keyed under masonry. Brackets and rollers
beneath complete the apparatus. The planking is 9 inches by 3 inches. The
foot platforms are of African oak, and the gates are opened and closed by double-
purchase crabs. The sluices are of cast-iron, lined with gun-metal facings,
2^ inches by | inch, secured with copper screws. The frames are of cast-iron,
with guide cheeks and grooves, fitted with paddles working in guiding brackets,
properly secured to timber. The sluices are raised and covered by single-pur-
chase crabs fixed in cast-iron frames to platforms, which have communicating
rods with cast-iron racks. The segments for rollers are cast in two pieces,
having the bottom flange let into masonry and secured to it by Ij-inch bolts, the
upper part of the segment secured to the lower by wrought-iron gibs and keys,
the upper part breaking joint with the lower. The pointing sills are of cast-
iron, with flushed flanges into masonry, secured by dove-tailed bolts 2 inches in
diameter, with countersunk nuts—the whole, of course, being made water-tight.
The double-purchase crabs for working the gates have two spur wheels, one

1 foot llj inches, the otlier 3 feet %\ inches diameter, the wheels being provided
with teeth If inch and 1^ inch pitch. Spindles fixed in cast-iron side box,
with plummer blocks and brass couplings at the bearings, the barrels 24 inches
diameter and 2 inches thick, grooved to receive the chains. Two wrought-iron
handles work them, and they are secured to masonry by 2-inch bolts ; cast-iron
framing under the masonry to receive the rollers, 12 inches diameter and
2 feet 6 inches long, with spindles working in the framing. To each crab is
provided 100 feet of 1 -inch chain.
The sluices for the culverts have frames secured to the masonry by f-inch bolts,

having a stuffing-box and brass facings \ inch thick, connected to a cover by
f-inch bolts, the working faces lined with brass, fixed by copper screws let in
flush, made water-tight. The sluice-doors are of cast-iron, 1^ incli thick, with
strengthening ribs at back and brass facings in front, and wrought-iron rods for
opening and closing, with cast-iron rack, &c.

Cast-iron frames and flaps are fixed in the sea-walls at the mouth of the
scouring culverts with rods attached.
The reservoirs (for the supply of water to the docks and basins) have two

slopes—inner and outer, the inner being 2 to 1, the outer 3 to 1. The face of the
top slope is secured against the washing of the water by being pitched all round
with nibble stone to the top of the bank, secured with rows of stakes and binders,
and flanked with willows.
The filling culvert is put in with 14-inch brickwork. The bottom of well-hole

has 2 feet of concrete, and on it a course of paving 2 feet thick of Forest s tone,
the top surface and joints being fine dressed, backed up with flat-bedded lime-
stone ; a cast-iron railing, with wrought-iron rail fixed round the top of opening.
There are also provided cast-iron scouring pipes, 5 feet diametei', 1 \ inch thick,
solidly built in masonry. Cast-iron doors and frames with lifting macliinery com-
plete the apparatus.
The bridge over communication canal is constructed with cast-iron girders,

walls and piers being of Newbridge stone. Over this runs the East Branch of
the Taff Vale Railway, and along the east side of the East Bute Dock runs the
East Branch of the South Wales Railway High-level line.

Sir John Rennie and John Plows, Esq., were chief engineers of the first por-
tion of East Bute Dock, and Mr. John Plows, juu., resident engineer; Messrs
Walker, Surges, and Cooper, were chief engineers of the second and third por-
tions ; John McConochie, Esq., being resident. Messrs. Hemingways and
Pearson, contractors for the whole, including coal staiths, graving dock, and all

work in connexion therewith. The Tidal Dock was constructed by Messrs.-
Hennie and Co.
The Tidal Harbor (on the opposite side, near Penarth Head) was constructed

by Messrs. Rennie and Co., under the direction of Mr. Hawkshaw as chief
engineer, and Mr. Dobson as resident ; under whose direction also the Penarth
Dock abutting is being constructed by Messrs. Smith and Knight, contractors.

This brief notice of our West of England mineral port will serve to show its-

progressive state during the last few years, with the present continual develop-
ment. R.

«
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE ordinary fortnightly meeting of this body was held at the rooms, 9, Conduit-
street, Kegcnt-strectjOn Friday evening ; T. KoGEB Smith, Esq,, the Fresident,

in the chair.
The Question of Examinations and Certificates.—Adjourned Debate.—The Chaih-

MAN said, at the last meeting ihey commenced by referring to the circumstances
which more particularly came before them, and then attempted to arrive at a decision
upon the broad qucBtion, whether an examination was desirable or not, and spent a
considerable in the discussion of that ; but there not being a prospect of discussinff
it fairly without going into a great many other points, the first motion was postponed,
and the meeting proceeded to the discussion of the second resolution, which boro
upon details. Mr. BlashiU moved the second resolution, audits cousideratioujwas
postpoaed to the present meet^g.
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"Tliat the establishment oi an Arch tTctu?aI l.'^„.^i„T.-

Tlio second resolution, moved br Mr lilasliili n^^o „,, en
co;;^!-^.^J^lS^l - js-^-xS^iS^^ it s,.ou,a be

to results unfavorable to the pro "Ssof the a?t
' """"'P"'" °^ '"'""t^ "»"<» 'cad

ge^a^'p^rJiii:^Xli;St&ffi';;^/;i»M;^:!;i •;' "-""on set tbrth three
only with subjects immediately coimeeted wfti The n^n? t

.'^'"""l'""»n should deal
of a professional examination was not to And n,,J^^

'"*''"'"
\*'l«" "'»' ">« "•'Je'!'

sense of the word, or who had had a thoro.^il, in,
" "^T.

»<=''"'«>•« in the general
but to ascertain Who were "k 1 7in thosSranche, oMhe^, ".''i-

""^'''l^i'y I'ducation,
closely connected mth the proa^sion itself il...i,^,,fi 'f

«'<"'"'"' that were more
motion, without going for a diplXi or\r ,1 e n" '^ "S "if

">««"»? »» Pass his
practice, but simply fSr the ins tnHm, ,^r„„ „ disqualihcuion of those now in
studied the profeLLiTn a coir e o ?urr^i'-^rjhrt'?he!''^'''?l'''''"^° ''"" "»"
cxammod ou matters strictly professionRi ,»?f',,,, ,1/ ^ J"'"'" <''""<' "P "'"' be
on. but not to matters of line art XDcnZi m ^f^/™"^'°..™"name the following or some sucJi list oTsuhWtl ,-,

"'".'''"""n he proposed to
examined :-The nature and properUes ot matertls th^ !!"'' *""

"i"''™* "hould be
struction, the construction'^ and clauses or?,„" * m """"-y.'nd practice of con-
sanitary requirements, the history and character t1cs^ffhr';*r '^""'''"fc' ^"t-
the elementary principles of racLuration TenS?^ of 'he styles of art. and also
chemistry. He considered the ScrrSV ?,r^wi^'

""""'ematlcs, geology, and
Bubjects, .and he had regard to"he' plan ot'the St^'i^ser "2 ?'•«?'»«' these
sciences which were not so obviously connecte i Ji ?. .^i . ?'^- f* regarded the
a word or two. The subject of clSst?v^t „

""'' architecture, he \vished to say
into the proposed examination a"n ' re<Ard o ^ho eA

"'°"'1 ""'"• to ^ome extent,
perties ofmaterials, and so wo. 1 georogv"be fixed InnT''^'''

"" 'n'^<^hanical pro-
am.nation as to the nature and i^rone?«f,Vn;L^'ri»^E°" '.?

some extent In an ex.
alfected their ad,aptability to buiwTngpSpos^^^^^have some acquaintance with geomelrv ¥ut he nrnJ„ ^ «"*: tt"

students should
an elementary examination on thehr.Li,?. f

proposed tliat there should only be
had been askjd to what extent he proposed a,' oT^^^^^^

'"'' '<^f<'"=<'- "«
go. It was diffloult to say more than t?mt it w„..V°° i" f

'"'^'' sciences should
should extend to eleL"rrypHXics and ^cf'^

'''''''''" '^'''"'"'''o''
be tolerably easy. He felt thit th? .tii .!! ?° examination would
this, they might /„d a g?eat many men who had a IZ? i^^""/..*"!' """'d ^
who.fromwantoftimeforstudyorother causes wTm i^? "^ ^^^ beautiful, but
nation ""less the exainination wafa very e^emenVnl^i^

not pass such an exami-
that an artist who died not many years a™ mh'Y^ °'f

""''>«?: "e had heard
principles of perspective

; thougl/a thorouo-Mv n „lfe^/"75^•'^,"''' ""derstand the
not understand perspect ve. yet many of «.L^ .md» ^''t'ft. that gentleman conld
understanding vcTveisilv \iiti,™«i^- V™ "noerstood it, and acquired that
And so it would be^wfth^'an"Xr,X'' from w^nf^r,"'^''''*^?

"^ th^e^deS-aseS
would not go deeply into sciences which h'adn^ d^L *""" °'' ^'""^ ^'"'°t of taste,
rather a distant Waring upon i? It mk-hf he =LS *, ''"f'^S^ o"" architecture, o^
Metropolitan Building Act would be of ?i use to onf, ?tr

"" =».?^a"ination on the

fi""! ."!',' i? ™»ny ofthe large towns ;here"'wi," Z'^Z P^SlS.P^^'.but he under
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stood that Vnman7oTthe^V;^"„wns,hTre"wa,"St7d^"^'^^
the model ofthe Metropolitan Building- Act Thern??!^ h ^,^"•'t'"^,

Act framed on
an examination owthe Building Ac though that was onnL^''H«''' ""^^ "'"""O '"i™
that such an examination would be of no t'eueflt ti co,f

P,?™!''^ theground
the adoption ofthe resolution he had proDOsed ^P'^*"""'""'"- Hemoved
the motion having been seconded ''"'"•"

opSn^s'oTX^t aiVato^Uyd^fo^rt '' T'""^ '« '<"''™ «"«
was just one of those subjects which wel^es^Pfn^i^f.'^'^'iV"''*''^ consideration. It
poss ble to confine one's self to what formed onW oneT,',^*%" """"""^ "'""^t im-
must place himself in their hands as to ^letherT,,? s.,„ m "^"l" 'J".'=''tion. And he
the examination should consist ofAvWchSoke.mon' .fnfine himself to what
and not the general principle-or be a owed t^?^ I ^ "- ,""" detailsotthe question.
With regard-to the i'tems Sr efamina foTthlch Mr^BrlnT !,'''' ffeneraTsubject:
there were many subjects he had namt'd and m„,,,r,L l ' ?"'* named, no doubt
was necessary tfio young man whoi"tended to become ^r^'l-'"'!"'''

"'""«'' "'""h it
thoroughly llearn and make himself rSaster of Tr„.*^.'-f '" h.s profession should
was hinged on this fact-that the ..rl, f„

j^' ^''° ^'^°'^ pnncip e of this subject
of from" above-that the expc^sto^ thatZd" Wn"™"."'

'"'"" ^'o" f'low inXd
metnbers of the professionTespecJally those who w^re'' '"•? """-"^ the younger
pupilage, and who thought thJt the education t^.eTh^/"'''''' "S

^"'*' °"t of th'elr
offices was insufficient to make them masters nt th I ^'^ received in their masters-
question whether the Fellows o AsSfes of tb . iniJ-fr"'""- " ™« ""t the
ttiat was not the question, becausttliTre wer/ ii^"''.'''"'t

''''" to be examined

;

f'Allows. And if there was anrattc.mDt on the^ ,rt nf^,^
'^

'i"
"^"'^ 0»'t« as old as

that Associates should pass tlirouirh^an evl^iP ^- "^
v''5

Institute to determine
hst8-that.he8aid.wouirbeon7oftiiemos?faS .,

" before they entered their
That was the great turning p„"nt of tl^e"chemi ThT'rrr* *f""1% *'"= Institute.
rectly in asking the opinion of the Association kndnf tZ^'^Y}" "f*^^

Perfectly cor-
bodies throughout the kingdom on the iranort.n?.li!f

other large architectural
way in which this subject ?oul( be oronewS dlc?i..i •"^'''c.

"",? '"= thought the only
architectural body, and not by a disS^/of ft for 7f»' ^/ *"" .".""of "f the whole
impossible to do so in a few hours tli"yl™d5ireat ""W^fT!? "'"* "'Kht- It was
time for its discussion, and he would sav wha^vef!,„]^'''f '

'". '''*'','""• *"<' P'™ty of
had no unworthy motive in coSi there to onnoL^^./H''?*''!,''''''^"

?'""''-'""' h«
the whole subject must be tboroKrhii hiI^

oppose anything that had been done-
cussed and he though that .nre™a?dt'^ ?i^lZnf^AV,l'^^ "1''^™"' '»" b'-cn dls-
It would have as grrat wei4t as tlfat nfnn%ZhlT '''•','"' ^fchitectural Association
Mr. KoBERT Kerh said he exnectedthat'^?hei,

'"','" ''"'^y ™"'" Po-'^'bly have,
been read to the meeting befbre the first resoMti™w»"''f"' "?, " "'">'"' ^ould have
•would allow him to suggest s°ich a tl.in<i l nX T?'

formally moved, and if. they
order that all the gentl?men nresent mu/IS'hi"

"'"'"''' Propose that that be done in

^
The Chairman' said the Cor^mittei^rf the' a

P°*'5cs?ion of the whole scheme,
to take active initiative sepsiS^to"ma?erh,ftZS''''™ .')"'' *"°"?" " better not
certain ix-solutions, which were^roDosed And «t "?.?

erf°tlemen agreed to propose
first to discuss the general ouestronwh^tho^: "'^ ''''^' meeting it was agreed
secondly, supposmg that an exam n'«Hon»«"'^H

<=?'''™°a ion was desirable or not

;

should be the subjects for exaSiuon^n^wh'''''?'''?;,*i'"^yu«''ould consider what
and thirdly, to consider whrs™u"d S the ne;!!"/'-''''''?

^^ f "^ P"«''"« examined
;should be placed. Three -ent ™< n a^' IFtn ? i'

'" whose .hands the examination
speak to them. The C'ominittertooKn f.Iil"'''' ?P

*"-" liferent points, and to
tfiat. The first resolnS was brou4t ?or^rd''»f'','r''i'

",'""'"'." *"' """ter than
the second was also moved ; and the tliird h„d t„ h„

""-' ?' n!««ting and discussed

;

Mr. Kerr —That wn« !..af ,.,i, Vu 7 ,** to be considered.
and it Allowed tlattiriiSiSta^w'arintlfe'h^n^d"'^ V'.."'*'

P"f^«"y satisfactory,
scheme properly, and brin<' it fo?w»Td in , """i'

°'^ those who cotild organise a
8 derabl? ™teresV ,„ th",Vrtta™"< ues.fn^^^^^^^

'^°™- Having taken a vjry con*
ciation itself-and the aSsocS wis SndL'"*"?^™"- *» "ell as in the Asso-
reason to think th.at. owing to somt'ambiSuhls in

,,""' ""^ question -and having
the precise principles of the promote" of an evp^-'^P''''^''''"''"''

of the Institute,
had made a suggestion that he™h™ides?eem r;."',""""'?.Y"'= ""t understood, he
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^"mfcwMiM- As to the qu^5tion of the examination beingr ojion and unoonfined, he
'^It^vb tbat ft Ytty irreat 9tfV8». It would be time euou^h alter the questlou of ex-
" -' " ihftd been decided as a public question to determine what were the requisite

o«ll^«atk>a8, or Avliat should be the subjects of examination for applicaiitt^, for

jCfttbertbip of the Institute. An examination should bo instituted which
fhoold be for the public benefit— that was, for the benefit of the
profession at lar^. Now, if the Institute established a curriculum,

pabU?hed ft. and called on persons to come forward for examination, such persons,

MTTOg" p«s»«i their examinations and paid their fees, would receive their certitieatea

V and m»n what use of them thev thought fit. That was the course in the middle
' |Imb exftJBluations and also in the case of teachers. Various collefres wert* estab-

^Hfllirirt. in eonoexion most of them with the London University, which gave certifl-

. efttas <rf competency to male and temale on any subject to wnich they submitted
' ^ftemwlTCs voluntarily. Now, If a youna: man wished to be exammcd by the

Institute he Bhould s^>'to the Institute and be examined, g-et his certificate, and then
do what he could with it. He noticed In one of the papers he had seen that day that
he was charged with opposing the examination scheme. Now. he had not done so.

The opposition he oflVred to it was on this principle, that the Council of the Uoyal
Institute of British Architt^ts, l>eing no more than the managing committee of that
bodv. ought not to take upon themselves the functions attached to the management
of a" measure of this kind. He contended that the subject ought to be referred—
nniversally in this country understood—to a special committee, that was, that a
number of gentlemen should be seU'cted whose minds had been trained to the

subject in question, to consider the subject, to receive evidence upon it, and then
" make a report to tlie general body upon the evidence and their deliberations. And

his opinion always had been and waa now that the Institute would be obliged to

come to that in the end. The reference to the Architectural Association and the
other societies was a practical measure taken by the Institute in order to stave off"

the resolution to which he had referred. He thought they would have to come to

that resolution in the end, not that they had no confidence in the Institute or in the
Council of the Institute, but because this was a question which ought to be considered
bv a comraitt«» especially appointed for the purpose, and composed of gentlemen
fitted fur the duf v bv having paid special attention to the subject. Now, he thought
if the Institute appointed a special committee, the Council would get rid of the
odium that othierwise might attach to them, and it would be thus shown to the
world that the question had been considered with great care and caution, and in the
spirit of thorough iuvestigatlon.

Mr. Bunker thought they had all to thank Mr. Kerr for having come down to the
laeeting and addressing it. But to-ni<rht they were discussing quite a difl"erent sub-
jeet to what they did at the previous discussion, for then it seemed to him, from the
tone of the meeting, that a compulsory examination would have been insisted upon.
The Chairman said a very detailed paper was laid before the Association by the

Institute, and he thought the members ofthe Association were not to be blamed if

they went into details. He thought they were not to be blamed if thev looked at the
two points the question of examination bore—one the educational and the other the
restricting one, and he did not know that they should not then consider both these
views. Though Sir. Kerr had pointed out that the views of the promoters of the
Bcheme were educational, it might be that the Institute, when the question was again
discussed, miglit take a different view, and so might the country members. He knew
that in some parts of the country the proposed examination was understood in the
way of forming a standard of professional eflBciency, as a diploma in the medical
profession. Could thev set that aside, he thought they might accept an examination
for the promotion of education, but then there was the otlier idea which might lead
to mistakes.

Mr. Kerr did not wish to be misunderstood. He should cerfninly advise gentle-
men not to exclude details from their consideration, but to remember that all matters
of detail would come on afterwards, and that it might be desirable for them to
confine their attention at present to the general view of the question.
Mr. I'ARAiRE. after some introductory observations, said Sir. Kerr, a member of

the Institute, had come there to tell them what the Institute intended, but the
Institute had sent to the Architectural Association and to the provincial societies a
paper asking them to give their opinions on certain propositions therein made, and he
Bhould be pained and grieved if tney did not comply with the request of the Insti-
tute. The speaker then referred to the course of examination imdergone before the
Institate examiners of gentlemen who fitted themselves for the office of district sur-
veyor, and contended that such an examination involved a knowledge of a number
of subjects which he specified, and which ought to be included in the proposed
examinations for a (certificate. The list of subjects appended to Mr. BlashilPs
motion, contained mensuration, georaetrv, mathematics, geology, and chemistry,
omitting botany* which 3Ir. BlaahiU bad in the list on the last night ofthedis-
CDBsion
Mr. BLA6HILL said the reason he had omitted botany was. because it referred to

ornamental form.
Mr. I'ARAIRE moved as an amendment that the examination should embrace,

besides the other subjects mentioned in Mr. Blashill's motion, arithmetic,
algebra, descriiJtive geometry, drawin^: plans, elevation and section, applicable
to architectural subjects, including free-liand drawing, botany, statics, equilibrium
of Btmctore, theory and practice of construction, strength of materials, survey-
ing, measuring, and valuing, desi"7is and specifications, architectural jurls-

Srudence, the Building Act, &c. A gentleman had referred to an artist who
Id not understand perspective. Well, they knew a great many architects

did not understand perspective, but all architects ought to know perspective
But that would come under the head of deacripfive geometry. And if they
referred to the llth book of Kuclid, they would find it treated of solids, and
from the I Ith to the 17th book scientific men said the work was rather difiicult to
Dnderstand, because it was necessary each of the diagrams should be illustrated by
penpectire drawings. Descriptive geometry treated of cables, the manipulation of
liaet.aod embracetl the whole of architectural drawing. After descriptive geometry,
wbich was very much used in France, had done Its work, arithmetic was brought in
for the purpose of giving instruction in details to the workmen. Then as to light
and shade, the moaus of obtaining the correct light and shade of an object was a
deduction from descriptive geometry, and that was a very important subject, as was
proved by 3Ir. Allom, one of our first artists, comingforward to give a lecture upon
it. A knowledge of algebra as a subject for the examination was he thought quite
indispensable. After some further observations, Mr. Paraire concluded by moving
bis amendment, and he thought that if the subjects it referred to were eliminated by
ft show of bands it would save a great deal of time. Then, having obtained f lie

correct feelmg of the Association, they might go to the Institute and tell them what
ttimr wished should be included in the examination.
Mr. Cates said he had looked at Jlr. Bla.shiirH resolution to see if it were possible

to detach altogether from it the list of sciences appended. He thought the oDserva-
tiooft of Mr. Paraire showed that it was undesiraole and futile to have any list of
sciencefl embraced in the proposed examination. Take arithmetic, for instance, that
was a (subject in which many architects could not pass if the examination was
carried to extreme limits. And in descriptive geometry and otlier sciences it would
be possible to throw diflScultles In the way which would be an cflTectual bar to any
gentleman pa sing. As to the district eurveyorship examination, he thoufjht it was
ftn eaftr nutter for any architect to answer the questions put to the candidates for
the (mifie ; indeed, the questions might be answered by any gentleman who had just
pftftted bis pupilage. The questions asked were of an cxceedintily simple character,
uoogb they appeared difficult when placed in connexion with the sciences referred
to bV Mr. Taraire. Jle should like to know if Mr. Blashill would omit from his
nftOiution the scli<-dule of sciences which meant nothing^?
The Chairman would prefer the meeting deciding that question, instead of Mr

Blftfthlll fts an individual.
Mr. BLAfluii<L.—1 cannot vrtthdraw the resolution without the consent of the

tteeting.

It having been asked whether Mr. Faraire's amendment was seconded,
air. AnTHUii Smith said ho would second it. He thought they ought to come to

some decision as to what they imagined was required. All the sciences mentioned in
the amendment were what ought to be included in the dailv use of an archifcct. If
architects did not uudersfanil such subjects, they ought to have recourse to the books
containing them and endeavour to understnnd them. Mr. Cates said that an exami-
nation in arithmetic might bo proceeded with in such a manner that nobody could
pass. Now ho (Sir. A. Smith) did not think tlint sucli an examination would be
instituted as would prevent the nuyority at least from piissiu"-.

Mr. Blashill said he was asked whether the details shonld not be withdrawn
altogether. The reason he proposed to introduce those details was, in the first place,
because the Institute introduced them themselves. Well, he felt dissatisfied with
that list of details, and he thought the best plan was to meet it with another list,

with the view of letting the Institute have an idea what was wished to be put in the
curriculum, and to let the Institute commence with that knowledge. And it seemed
to him they should reply to every portion of the propositions sent to them that was
worthy of notice at all, so that the Institute miglit form a notion from their list as
to the kind of examination the members of the Association desired."Then Mr.
I'araire gave a list of the questions asked of candidates for certificates of competency
for the office of district surveyor, and mentioned some sciences, a knowledge of
which was involved in the e^^amination. IJut Mr. i'araire might as well have
included reading and writing, which were involved in the examiuation. Now he
wanted to know how anybody could ex])lain the theory of construction, or the
history and theory of the art, without drawinn;. Therefore he presumed that a
knowledge of drawing would be a necessary qualification, and come under the head
of the theory and practice of construction. Then as to the whole of the other
matters referred to by Mr. Paraire, they would be involved more or less in the exami-
nation on other subjects. But they should remember that the proposed examination
was not an examination to produce Jscholars. but an examination to produce
architects. A man may not be a scholar, but still he may have the education of an
architect and the feelings of a gentleman.
Mr. B. A. C. Herrino said, at the last meeting he decidedly felt inclined to oppose

any examination because he imagined it was intended to lead to a diploma; but
having heard the explanation made by Mr. Kerr as to the object of the promoters of
examinations in the Institute, hefelt relieved on that matter. He should, therefore,
propose as an amendment, "That it is the opinion of the Architectural Association
that a strictly voluntary examination should be instituted, with the view of guiding
the architectural student to such a course of study as will enable him to arrive at
competency in his profession."
The Chairman was about to take the sense ofthe meeting upon the motions before

it, when
Mr. Allom said he thought the question should not be brought to a close without

further consideration ; he should, therefore, be inclined to move the adjournment of
the discussion.
After some further discussion, the amendment proposed by Mr. Paraire was

put to the meeting. Only a few hands were held up for it, and it was consequently lost.

Mr. Herring then again formally proposed his amendment.
Mr. Bunker had "reat pleasure m seconding the amendment.
Mr. Thomas M. Kickman had great pleasure in supporting the amendment of

Mr. Herring.
Mr. Blashill said the first resolution, the decision upon which had been sus-

pended until the second was considered, was similar to that proposed by Mr. Herring.
The first resolution was to the effect tliat the Association considered a voluntary
examination would be beneficial to art and to the profession, and Mr. Herring's reso-
lution was almost the same. If there was any ditrereuce at all between them, why
was not Mr. Herring's proposed as an amendment to Mr. Arthur Sbiith's motion ?

The Chairman thought there was a difference between the resolutions proposed
respectively by Mr. Arthur Smith and Mr. Herring.
Mr. Hlashill.-The Royal Institute of Architects had sent down a number of

questions, the first of which was, Whether an architectural examination was desirable
or not? is'ow, to give an answer merely in the affirmative would be a wivj barren
and most unsatisfactory answer. He thought they were competent in their discussion
to consider the matter sufficiently not only to send an answer that they were desirous
to have an examination, but, without going into details, to give expression to some
feneral principles on which they thought the examination ought to be instituted,

fe thought the Institute ought not when next they came to discuss the subject
to be under the disadvantage of being without the opinion of the Association imon
the question, and if possible, they as an Association ought to define what kind oi^ an
examination they wished. Now, his motion, if carried, would define that kind of
examination.
Mr, Herring.—We shall have another opportunity of discussing the details. 9
Mr. Blahhill.—Take the present opportunity ; we ought not to send an answer

to the Institute which will not give all the information they desire.

After some conversation on points of order, in which Mr. Kickman, Mr. Allom, Mr.
Cates, and other gentlemen took part, Mr. Arthur Smith, with the consent of the
meeting, withdrew his original proposition, the first motion ; and Mr. Blashill, by
consent, withdrew his resolution for a few minutes.
The resolution proposed by Mr. Herring was then about to be put to the meeting

as a substantive motion, when
Mr. Allom said he should not vote on the resolution cither one way or another,

on the ground that it involved the great principle, whether a strictly voluntary exa-
mination would be of real advantage to the profession at large. He was afraid a
voluntary examination might, like some other voluntary examinations, fall a dead
letter to the ground. He was in favor, under certain circumstances, of a com-
pulsory examination, but then that must be a compulsory examination of the young
student as he left the architect's office.

Mr. Cates could not at present see his way at all clearly to a compulsory exami-
nation, though in favor of a voluntary examination, A voluntary examination would,
he thought, lead the way to a compulsory examination of young men as they left the
offices of architects, and then they should have the young men becoming an orna-
ment to the country and a credit to themselves. For that reason he gavenis cordial

support to Mr. Herring's resolution.
The motion of Mr. Herring was then put from the chair and carried nem. con.

Mr. Blarhill then brought forward his resolution tie novo.
Mr. Allom thought that as it was then half-past ten o'clock, they should not co

further that night; if they oid,it would be unfair to the gentlemen who had been
obliged to leave the meeting.
The Chairman said he liad heard that the next meeting of the Class of Design

would commence at seven o'clock, so that the general body could have a special meetj
ing on the same evening, if they wished to adjourn the further discussion of the sub-
ject.—(Cries of " No, no.")
Mr. Cates hoped a decision upon the motion would not be postponed, as it had

been already fully discussed.
A conversation followed, during which several alterations were made In the motion

of Mr. Blashill. Kvontually the motion was carried in the following form :

—

"That in the event of a professional examination being instituted it should be
limited to those subjects which bear directly upon the practice of the profession ; and
this Association is apprehensive that any examination upon the principles- erf taste

will lead to results unfavorable to the progress of the art.
*

Mr. Hickman moved—
•' That the hon. secretaries be Instructed to transmit the resolutions passed this

evening on the subject of Architectural Kxaminatlons to the hon, secretaries of the
Uoyal Institute of British Architects, and to express the willingness nnd desire of
the Architectural Association to enter into the otxicr aspects and details of the sub-
ject as soon as the Institute shall have come to any decision upon the essential points
of the intended measures."
Mr. E, O. Habris seconded the motion, which was unanlmoaaly agreed to.
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CHTTKCH AND CONVENTUAL ARRANGEMENTS.'
THE Uppor Chamber of Jcnisalem was an ordinary dwcllinjr-room. built, like

many ot the Normau houBCii, over store chambers. The llrst mention of a

church occurs in St. I'aul's Epistles ; the next is of the early part of tlie third cen-

tury. Tho.vford KVfnuKov or church, occurs first in the writings of the suc-

ceedinj? century. The form adopted was that of an oblonj,', alleeorical of a ship,

as tile spiritual church was described aa " Tlic Ark of Christ i' and tlie triple

arranffemontof tiie lower arcade, triforium, and clerestory, bear an analogy to the

lirst, second, and third stories of the Ark. In the " Apostolical Constitutions of the

Fourth Century," the direction is given—" Let the church be oblong, turned towards

the east, with lateral chambers (Trairo^opia) on both|sides, toward the east, as it is

to resemble a ship : let the bishop's throne be in the midst, with the presbytery sit-

ting on either side, and the deacons standing by." The church of S.s. Viccnzo and
Anastasio, at Rome, built by llonorius J„ c. Km, has its walls curved like the ribs of

a sliip. However, in tlie poem of St. Gregory Nazianzen, "The Dream of Anastasia,"

Carm. ix., (Ip., torn, ii., p. 71>, mention is made of a Christian temple of four parts,

with aisles ill the form ol a cross." At Djcmilah, in Egypt, Lenoir states that the
foondations of a churcli, anterior to the time of Constantine, were discovered ; it con-
tained a square cella, inclosed by walls; a nave of live bays, witli arcades opening
on three colonnades, without a porch, but having adoor on one side.

At Thebes, Baalbec, I'iiilic, Sebona, and Maharraka, mentioned by Uelzoni, the
Christians etVected a new internal arrangement of the Pagan temples ; a plan not
uncommon, as we find In Eusebius, c. :(80, and in Sozomen. The atrium was roofed

in and subdivided, as a nave, into aisles.

Kusebius, describing a clinrch, or basilica at Tyre, built c. 1113—.)«,', by Paulinus,
mentions in it a semicircular apse, having sacred inclosures, and forming a Holy of
Holies. Stalls for the bishop and clergy ranged behind and around a central altar,

"With a wooden trellised screen parting it oil' from the nave, which was a square
divided into tliree alleys ; seats for the congregation ; a lectern in tlie centre of the
nave, flanked by singers and communicants ; side porches, and a large vestibule;
upper galleries lor women ; and lastly, a square court, surrounded with a trellised

colonnade, and iiaving a fountain in the centre. It is not difficult to recognise licre

the antitype of tlie .Jewish temple, which contained a triple division, the iuner sanc-
tuary, nr(«ededbv an enormous porch, and subdivided into (1) the worldly sanctuary,
(a) the holy of holies, and (.i) tlie outer court of worsliippcrs. From tlie fourtli cen-
tury a corresponding and uniform division of the Cliristian churclies was made, and
the two former appellations frequently were reapplied. A church at Edessa was
thus modelled, c. tii'i.

In the Church of the Apostles, built at Byzantium by Constantine, the rooms of tlie

priests were built along the sides of the colonnade, as in the Temple of Zion, as the
baptisteries were also circular, in imitation of Solomon's sea of brass.

A relio ot this intentional correspondence may be traced in tlie entrance on the
east in the old churches of Rome, St. .John Lateran, St. Cecilia, Quatuor Coronati,
St. Peter, St. Clemcnte, and originally in tliose of St. Paul and St. Lorenzo, an ar-

rangement that re-appears in the decline of Gothic art at Seville, although another
assignable cause is tlie original ground- plan of the basilica entrance on the east.

The Parthenon and Temple of Theseus were exceptions to the rule of orientation
observed by the (ireeks, and according to Hyginus and I'lutarch, by the Romans.
Paulinus of Nola, cp. xxxii., ad Severum, mentions that tlie church there was a
similar exception. Sidonius Apollinaris, speaking of tlie church of Lyons built by
Bishop Patient, faced tlie east ; so, also, did St. ISIary's, Antioeh and tiiat of Tyre,
(both Ibuilt by Constantine). Walafrid Strabo says that the principle of orientation

was introduced only after a considerable lapse of time. TertulUan (Adv. Valent.,

c. a), c. 200, speaks of the church facing the east.

The Byzantine urranf^ement was of three kinds. 1. The circular, as at .Jerusalem,

imitated in the round churches of the West. 2. The basiiican, with apsidal termina-
tion to the transepts, as at Bethlehem, imitated at Noyou, Soissons, and Bonn. 3. The
so-called Greek cross, as at St. Sophia, Constantinople, imitated in Provence, owing
to commercial relations with Greece and Constantinople ; in the west of Aquitaine
through the intermediate step of St. Slark's, Venice, owing to Venetian settlers ; and
on the borders of the Rhine, owing to the support given by Charlemagne to Oriental
art.

The circular form of the Holy Sepulchre built by the Empress Helena at Jerusalem,
rebuilt by Charlemagne in 813, was caused by its erection round a tomb : octagonal
churches, such as those of Antioeh and Nazianzum, like baptisteries, were built on
symbolical designs. The church erected on the Mount of Ascension powerfully
affected the Eastern mind, and became a model for similar buildings, the domes of
which were inscribed witli the grand words of the angelic salutation to the Apostles.
The dome was a necessary constructional development as the fittest covering for a
round building. Constantine built the first round churches in the West, those of St.

Constance, and SS. Peter and Marcellinus at Rome. In the interior of the latter,

and of St. George, Salonica, built by him, with its seven trigonal chapels ; in those
of the Holy Sepulchre ; and in the eight little apses of the Church ol the Apostles,
at Athens ; and of S. Vitalis, at Kavenna, built by Justinian, we observe a singular
resemblance to the chevetwith its radiating chapels.
An octagonal church, internally circular, occurs at Hierapolis, of an early date.

Circular and polygonal cliurches are also frequent in Armenia. That of Etchmiasdin
is a square, with a central dome and apses to each arm of the internally marked
cross.

In the Church of the Apostles at Constantinople, Constantine adopted the form of
the Latin cross, as in the Church of St. John Studius, and a central dome above the
sanctuary ; the nave had a timber roof. However, the necessary construction of
four pillars to carry the dome, and of vaults to the nave and transepts, led to the
abandonment of the flat ceilings and roofs of the Latins.
The circle or polygon was tlius combined with tile Latin cross ; and the gammada,

or Greek cross, arose from the combination of four gammas, the numeral designating
the Holy Trinity. Arculphus describes a church of this form at Sichem, in the
seventli century. The cupola in time was extravagantly developed, and the aisles

reduced to narrow passages in the time of Justinian. St. Sophia, consecrated A.D.
557, of which the Emperor Justinian said, with a burst of emotion, " I have
equalled thee, O Solomon !" forms a square with an eastern apse and a central
cupola, and the form of the cross is formed internally by two square halls on either
side of the dome ; a portico ranges along tlie entire front of the building, as at S.

Vitalis, Kavenna. Sometimes doors only mark the form of the cross. Cupolas
erected over each of the four arms served the same destination. After the reign of
Justinian, the Eastern churches received a better arrangement, a central dome, a
nave with aisles (there are five in tlie I'anagia Nicodemi, at Athens), an inner porch,
and three apses to the choir, as at Mistra. In the Benedictine Church of Daphnis,
near Eleusis, probably built by the Venetians, the ground-plan Is a Greek cross,
with central and eastern cupolas, an apsidal choir, aisles, and square lateral cham-
bers. The dome, at first flattened, as the builders grew bolder was afterwards
elevated, after it had received the addition of a supporting arcade, pierced with
windows. The latter were round-headed, and sometimes arranged in triplets ; and
were closed with trehsses of stonework. Belfries were of late introduction in the
East, as the wooden clappers were long retained, and did not appear until the
Franks began to exercise ostensible influence. There is one of the Pointed period at
Jlistra, and a central tower occurs in Tenos. Chapels seldom occur until the fifteenth
or sixteeiitli centuries. After the Turkish invasion, domes fell into desuetude, and
tile Latin cross was adopted. Tlie central apse formed the sanctuary, with the altar
in the chord ; that to the north the prothesis, or place of the credence ; the southern
was the sacristry or diaconicum ; the choir was arranged under the dome, and sepa-

* A paper read by the Rev. Mackenzie Walcott, 3I.A., Membre de la Soei^t^
Fran;aise d'Archeologie, at the Royal Institute ofUritish Architects, on Jlonday, the
3rd inst.

rated from the alUr by the iconofitasis, a soUd screen with a pMatiifaaf, bunK with
curtains ; the men sat below, the women w'xjupied gallerlcg. The cbMiccI screen,

(ciicXiCec, is first mentioned by Thcoderet. Sometimes the men were on the louth,

and the women on the north side. The choir sat on either side of the aufluv,
or pulpit, which liad a little desk attached to it for the use of the reader. A long,

narrow, wand-like colonnade (the narthex) before the west front, imitated In the
porches of St. Mark's, Venice, of a later period, had three doors—the central for the
clergy, the north for women, and the south for men. It was at once a baptistery,

chapter-house, vestry-room, and lych-gate ; and was occupied by the catechumens
and penitents. It contained a stoup for washing. It was sametlmes provided with
an inner narthex. St. Chrysostom and St. Augustine used to preach from the sJtar-

steps.
Tiie cross was not set up in churches until the middle of the fourth century ; and

towards its close, pictures of saints and martyrs were Introduced. The earliest

sculpture IS that of the " Good Shepherd," carved upon a chaUee, as mentioaed by
Tertutliau.

I may mention in passing, that the first notice of a formal coosecration of a church
occurs in the fourth century : that Venantius Fortunatus makes the earliest mention
of the use of glazing, when speaking of the cathedral of Paris, and the custom of
burials within the ciiurch, may he referred to the interval between the seventh and
tenth centuries, and was of gradual introduction. S. Gregory, ofTours, says it was
a Frank custom t« hang tapestry round the altars of martyrs.
The Byzantine style, winch has been called a combination of tlic Latin basilica and

the round chapel of martyrdom : the latter, derived from that of the catacomb, or
more probably tlie round ciiurch of ,Jerusalem, exercised a widely-extended influence
seen not only in the flat cupolas of the Saracen, ttie apse of the Arminians, and the
bulbous dome of Russia. The Catholicon Catliedrai at Athens, probably the oldest

Greek church remaining, and perhaps anterior to the time of .Justinian, is nearly
identical in ground-plan with that of St. Hasil, Kiefl', of the close of the tenth
century. The Cathedral of S. Sophia, in tliat town, of the eleventh century, consists

of seven apsidal aisles, with broad lateral and also apsidal additions. The Russian
type was a square ground-plan, a central dome surrounded by four cupolas, three

apses, and a narthex, according to Mr. Fergusson, and found in the fifteenth

century in the church of the Assumption, .Moscow, built by a ISolognesc; but the
lateral eastern apses are parted oif by screens into chapels. It is also perceptible

in the West, in the Byzantine cupolas, introduced primarily owing to the inUuence
of Venetian commerce and colonists ; at S. Front de Pcrigueux, built i)ls4- 10-17, on the
plan of St. JIark's, and presenting a narthex ; in the cupolas of Cahors and An-
gouleme, at the beginning of the twelfth century ; at Souiliac. Salignac, St. Hilaire

de Poictiers, and Foutevrault; in the chapter-house of S. Sauveur, Nevers ; in the
three eastern apses and the porch of Autuu. c. IIJO; at S. .Medard de Soissons, built

1158, In imitation of Santa Sophia ; all buildings of the eleventh and twelfth centu-
ries, and up to tlie twelfth century in the churches of Normandy, Aquitaine. Poitou,
and Anjou ; while the Basiiican and Byzantine forms arc united. It is seen in the
round cliurches of S. Constance, built by Constantine at Rome ; St. Stephen, of the
fifth century, on the Coelian Mount ; St. Martin's, at Tours ; St. Benignus, at Dijon,
of the seventh or cightii century ; at Aix, built by Charlemagne ; a church, imitated
in the twelfth century, atyottmarsheim'; at S. Germain Auxerrols ; at Perugia,
Bergamo, and Bologua, in the tenth and eleventh centuries ; at Charroux. in the
twelfth century ; at Segovia, 3Iontmorillon. Leon, Sletz; in England, in the Temple
churclies (that in London was consecrated tiy Heraclius, I'atriareh of Jerusalem) ; in

the foliated octagon of Justinian in S- Vitalis, Ravenna, bearing a marked affinity to

S. Sopliia and the earliest Byzantine church in Italy ; in the apsidal terminations to
the transepts of S. Martin's, Cologne, c. VXK, S. Maria del Capitulo, in the same city,

of the twelfth or thirteenth century ; at St. Germigny des Pres, built 807, as at

Bethlehem, and at Noyou, of the twelfth century ; in the ground plan of St. Tiber-
tius, at Rome, of the time of Constantine ; of St. Cyriac, Ancona, of the close of the
tentli century ; St. Cajsar, at Hiles ; SS. Vincent and Anastasius, Paris ; at Torcello ;

and lastly, in the superb cathedral ot S. Mark, completed in the eleventh and tweltth
centuries, which contains the pulpit and iconostasis of Santa Sophia as well as a
rood-screen.

In the East, the clergy-honse (Trairro ^opia Sept Trans. Ezek. xl. 17), libraries, a
guest-house, and decanica or prisons adjoined the church.
These outer buildings were known as Exedrai, and the garth, which succeeded to

the Pagan tcmenos, as the peribolos, tetrasfoon and peristiion.

The Pagan temples in the west were, from their small size and peculiar arrange-
ments, not readilv convertible into churches ; the earliest so transformed was,
probably, the Pantheon, consecrated as All Saints', in 010 ; tlie next, perhaps, St.

Urbano Alia Caifarelli, in the suburbs of Rome. The Parthenon of Athens was
transformed into St. Mary's.
When the Christians obtained the right of toleration and open celebration ot

public worsliip, they took as their model, or rather actually occupied, the basihca
tribunal, exchange, and hall, whicli, by their form and dimensions, were admirably
adapted for the purpose ; they retained the name of basilica, understanding it in the
sense of the "palace of the Great King." The name maybe traced back to the Stoa
Basileios of the Archai Basileus ; the Porcia. the first built at Rome, was erected
210, B.C. by Porcins Cato. The judgment-hall of Pilate was a basilica, and its gab-
batha or pavement the raised tribune. St. Paul, 'apparently, was a prisoner in the
crypt of Herod's basilica. The atrium remains perfect In St. Cleiiienti, which,
though rebuilt in the 9th century, is a complete specimen of a basilica of the -Ith or
5th century ; also at St. Laurence Without, St. Agnes, St. Praxedes, and St. Cecilia.

In St. Ambrogio, Slilan, rct)uilt in the 12th century, is an apsidal basilica, fronted
with a largeatrium. The apse, with one of the western towers, dates from the 10th
century. At Segovia, St. Mellan has lateral exterior galleries, a feature common to
this part of Spain and Germanv, being tlie peristyle turned inward, in a transitional

state to the cloister, Constantine converted the Vatican and Lateran basilicas Into
churches, and these formed a type for subsequent structures. The plan was the
following:— In front of the chiircn was a court, atrium or paradisus, like the court ot

Gentiles in the Temple ; and the prototype of the future cloister, surrounded by a

colonnade ; entered by a vestibule, prothyrum, and having a fountain (oanthasus) in

the centre, covered by a cupola, at which the faithful washed their hands before en-
tering file church. This court sen-ed as a cemetery, and station of penitents,

catechumens, and neophytes. Where the court was wanting they assembled in the
narthex, a porch in front of the church, into which the doors opened; on the left

side of it was the font.
The basilica itself was a parallelogram, forming with its pronaos and alw a nave,

divided into tiiree, or sometimes five, alleys. The central body had sometimes an
upper gallery or triforium for women auditors. The aisles on the right hand were
alloted to men, those on the left side to women, the tribunes and galleries on the left

being given up to widows, and on the right to young women who had undertaken a
religious life. In Trajan's five-aisled basilica, .300 feet by ISO feet, and [Pi.") feet high,

there was a gallery of this description. In the centre of the platform of the apse the
praetor or quajstor had sat, and on either side, upon a hemicycle of steps (which on
the ground plan is subdivided like the radiating cliapcls of a Gothic minster), had
been ranged his assessors. In the chord of the apse had been tlie altar of libations.

In the tlirce-aisled basilica of M.axcntiua, built three centuries later, we find a lateral

apse, resembling that of Germigny de Pres. The chaIcidica^, the transverse aislc^

occupied by the advocates, became the transept, as at St Paul's, c. :!.'-'(i ; and Sta.

Maria Maggiore, e. 4.!2 ; and the five- aisled basilica of St. Peter, c. 3,30. where in the
latter case it extends beyond the line of nave, to connect it with two circular tombs
on the* north side, which, possibly, covered the apostle's place of martyrdom. and»
may have suggested the round tomb -houses of a later period. At St. Apollinaris,

Eavenna, e. 11)3—52,'), the transept is wholly wanting, but a rectilinear compartment
inserted in front of the great apse, ofl"ers tlie first approach to a nioderu chancel. At
I'isa, towards the close of the eleventh century, we find the transept thus developed,
with an apse extended into a choir. The triforium gallery imder the aisle rOOTs is
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Ibnud at :i:t. LorenKK c, 6*>, aud St. A^nese, c. Oi^ ; and IV. Santi Incoronati, c. 026.

But the •vstem never came into general use. owing to the preference for a long en-
tablature "coveretl with pictures or mosnies. At Conquea and Koutitroide srallories

were oonatmvttd in the nave aislei". At Faronzo, c. 04'^, and at Autun.c. llflO, there

are three, and at Torce!!o, tiTe. of tht- beginning' of tbe t-leventh contiu-y, eastern

apses; at St. Miniato, btiTxin lul3, there is but one. At Komain Mortier, c. 753, the

pun Included a stunted transept, three ap.ses, a narthex of the tenth century, and a

west porch like a amall gsUlue of the eleventh or twell'th century. Axa.Coeli, at

Komc, bad a cruciform shape.
The daii of the apse was railed off by cancclli for presbytery or bema, where

th *' ' - iiTupied the quKstor's chair (cathedra), remaining at Parcnzo, San
< :he ninth centur\"), San Acmes, SS. Ncreus and Achilles, Home ; and
t:. ;.. seatsof his ajisessors(exedrai). A choir was added constructionallv,

wiimi n .mitd into the nave, tVom which it was separated by a marble balustrade

(septnm) for the choristers, acolytes, &c. Amboues or pulpits were erected on
cilhiT side of the chancel arch or door; one (analagion) for reading the Kpistle;

the oihtT (.onibo), for reciting the Gospel, serving also as a pulpit, with thepaschal
eandlcstick placed on a stand beside it, reproduced in French cathedrals, as at

Paris and St. Denis, at the top of the sanctuary stair. A triumphal arch {porto

sancta, or re^a) formed the entrance to the sanctuary, which contained the altar

covered by a aftorwm— a r//>o sacra, from the reservation of the Host, or from tlic

shape of its capola resembhng' the l-Ig\-ptian bean—a pavilion raised on columns,

and standing above the crypt or confession. The theory was that every church
(as St. Agne*. St Lorenxo, St. Martino, and St Traxedes) was erected over an
actual catacomb ; where this was impracticable a crypt was made, and the ci-

borium or t4U>eniacle was an imitation of the sepulchral recess of the catacomb.
There were two tables ol proiH)sition, one for the elements, and one for the

vessels used in the otfice : one remains at San Clemente ; two at SS. Nereus and
AchiUes, Kome. c SOit. Where there were secondary or eastern aisle-apses (pns^o-

^>riVi^. thaton the left {diacotik-Htn minus) served as the sacristy, library, and muni-
ment-room; that on the ri^ht {j)if)tft esis) as the vestry and credence-chamber.

St. I'eter's at Rome had two aisles on each side of the nave ; a transept on a level

with the nave ; and an apse on the west side, with a floor raised to a height of 5feet,

forming the platform of the presbytery, which extended about 'J feet into the tran-

sept The entrance was at the east end. At the extreme west point was the

pontifical chair, raised on a platform above the level of the presbytery ; on the right

and left of the chair the walls of the apse were lined with the seats of the cardinals.

At the edge of the platform stood the high altar, under a eiborium or canopy ; it

was raised by steps above the level of the presbytery. On each aide a flight of live

steps led down into the transept. Beneath this platform was a semicircular crypt,

elose to the walls of the apse, used as a burial-place of the popes. The entrances

were atthe junction of the choir and transept. In front of tlie high altar was the
entrance to the eonfessio, the subterranean chapel of St. Teter, containing an altar.

In ftvnt of the steps were twelve columns of marble, in two rows, said to have been
brought from (ireece or Solomon's Temjile ; and being enclosed with marble walls
breast li'ffh, and lattices of metal-work, formed the vestibule of the coufessionary.

At thf bi-giniiingof the thirteenth centnry the stairs to the confessionary were re-

moved and tlie entrance blocked up. The nave was divided from the transept by the
triumphal arch, under which a beam was fixed, and in the space between, a cross—
an nrrangement corresponding with the rood-beam on the south side; and nearly
nndtT tbe arch waa the amlx), from which the Gospel was read. The choir of the
canons was a wooden structure in the nave.
In the churches of Bethlehem, St John Studius, Constantinople, in Asia Minor,

and S]rria, we find the basiUcan form.
At Athens there is a very ancient church in ruins, apsidal. and with three lateral

distinct naves (those on the sides being designed, probably, for women), an area, and
central fountain.
In Asia Minor the Byzantine style exhibits one class ofdomed buildings resembling

S. Sophia, and a second like a. modification of a basilica, as at Pitzamda (probably
built by Justinian), St Clement Ancyra (slightly later), and Hierapolia. In the
former the circular buildings found detached at Tcrgamus and Trabala are incorpo-
ratt'd, forming eastern lateral apses.
Pergamua church, c. fourth century, was an aislcless basiUca, with galleries, east-

em apse, transept and two round buildings, one on each side of the transept,
serving for a tomb-house, a sacristy, or a baptistery. The same principle may have
induct'd the construction of apsidal ends to the transepts.
The Roman basilica of St Peter, built by Bishop Agritlua in 328, forma the

central part of the cathedral of Treves ; it is the only remaining example on this
side of the Alps. Schmidt has shown that it was a square, divided into three alleys,

and with a central apse on the east. It probably had a portico with five doors on
the west
The gradual development appears to have been the following :—First, to remove

the inner narthex ana the women's gallery, seating the congregation on one plane

;

and to build apses to the aisles, as at St Saba, Rome ; St Cecilia, St. John and St
Paul, St. Peter's ad A'incula, and at Torcello. Secondly, to build in front of the
sanctuary (as at St Paul's, Borne) a wall parallel to the principal front, which was
the origin of the transept. Thirdly, to develop the apse by prefixing to it a
panUlelogram, as at St. Apollinaris, Ravenna. Fourthly, the construction ofatri-
forium, like the upper colonnade of the earlier basilicas, with an external wall
passage or arcade forming a communication between the transepts and choir, as at
St Sophia at I'adua. The font, in Italy, was transferred to the nave in the
eleventh or twelfth century from the baptistery, but at an earlier date in Rome.
The sepulchral cell of the catacomb formed the model of the memoriic, or funeral

ehapel-' ; the tomb of the dead was the first altar, the catacomb the earliest church
at Rome.
" I was accustomed," says St Jerome, " to visit the sepulchres of the apostles and

martyrs, and often to go down into the crypt dug into the heart of the earth, where
the walls on either side are lined with the dead. '^ These catacombs were quarries
ibr ; famishing the volcanic sand which forms the subsoil of Rome, and
was well adapted to form long galleries ; and, it is of interest to remember that a
eODunon punishment of the Christian was to work as a sand-digger. One of our
Homilies (Peril of Idolatr>*, p. iii.). says—" Vaults are yet buTlded under great
churches to put ns in remembrance of the old state of the primitive church before
Constantiue.
Wherever a space intervened in the p^saases closed by a blank wall, lateral re-

cesses were hollowed out for the reception of Bcarcophagi ; the roof was curved like
a dome, and the upper part of the tomb was the altar, as in the early church of San
Sebastian. The crypt was known as the martyrdom or confession. It had three
arrangements :—First, when a church was built over a catacomb, the old entrance
was preserved, as in San Lorenzo and San Sebastian, with steps to descend into it
Secondly, if the tomb was on the ground, then a crypt was built roond it, and steps
were made, while the sarcophagus was replaced by an altar tomb. Thirdly, when a
martvr was translated, then the crypt was miwlc to harmonise with the church. In
the church of Santa Sabina the large stair is in front of the altar, at St. Paul's behind
it ; at St Saba'sl the stairs are fn the nave aisles, and tlic crypt, forming a narrow
Msssge, is reached by corridors, reminding us of the crypt, at Ripon. At the
Qoartuor Coronati. a round stair leads down into it from the benches of the pres-
bytery, as at Torcello. where there is a double wall in the apse. St. Mark's and St.
J'raxedes*, Itome, have narrow galleries like the passages of the catacombs leading
to it ; there ia a subterranean church at St. Martin des Monts and St Mary, in
Cosmedin, c. 790. At inkermann there is a rock-cut church, apsidal, with square-
CDded aisles.

Kock hermitages occur at St. Aubm (near St. Germigny de la Rivif;rc), St.
Antoine dc Caliunlcft (E. Pyrenees). St. Baume (Bouches du Rhone), Monserrat,
Warkworth, and the Bochc Bocks, Cornwall ; and In the grotto of Fontgambaud.
aear Blanc.
In some instances a martyrdom was built like a little crypt, under the altar.

with a shrine fenced oiT by a screen, or perforated marble, as at St. George's,
Velabro, and SS. Nei-eus and Achilles. Sometimes a small hole (jupulum) permit-
ted tlie head of the devotee to be inserted, or the passing of a cloth to touch the
reUcs. Crypts remain under the eastern apses of Spires, Mayence, Besan9on, and
Strasbnrg.
The round chtirch was, probably, peculiar to towns either unimportant or of a

limited? population. The baptistery of I'lonnco, built by tlif Loiobardic Queen
Theodolinda, was the old cathedral ; and, until the eighth century, the church of
St. Lorenzo, of the time of Justinian, was the cathedral of Milan. An octagonal
building to the east of it was, possibly, a chancel. A baptistery stood on the
south. The baptistery of St. Agnese. and the tomb of St Helena, St Stephano
liotunda, Jiologna, of the fifth or sixth century, and the tomb of Theodoric, now
St. Maria Rotunda, were circular. Again, we have also octagonal buildings, such
as the Lateran baptistery, and mention is made by Eusebiua of an octagonal
church at Antioch. built by Constantuie. The tomb, however, of Galla I'laeidia, at
Ravenna, built before -150, is cniciibrm. The circular form had been adopted for the
mausolea of Augustus, Cecilia Metalla, and Adrian, and the temples of Vesta and
the Sun. Almost all the Gorman churches of the lime of Charlemagne, as at Aix-
la-Chapelle, Kimeguen, and Magdebur*;, were circular. In Kngland, and frequently
in (iermany, as in Spain and Italy, a choir was added to the round church. At
Bonn, an oblong nave, as in France, was built in conjunction with the circular
building.
In the eleventh or twelfth century circular churches began to disappear. In

England and Germany the nave was of this form ; but in I-'rance. the choir, as at
St Benigne's, Dijon, of the seventh or eighth centurv, and partially reconstructed
in the beginning of the eleventh century, St. Martin's. Tours, of the liiteenth century,
and;; Charroux. At Perugia, Bergamo, and Bologna, of the tenth or eleventh
eeutury, the nave was round, and the choir oblong and apsidal. The round nave
of the Templars' Church, at St. Segovia, c. 1:^04, has a ehoir and aisles terminating
in apses.

Itound churches are found in the island of Bornholm. At Wisby a two-storied
church has an octagonal nave and reetilineiir choir.
': The public baths of the Romans, in some cases, became converted into baptisteries ;

the piscina was the ordinary cold bath of a Roman villa. After the conversion of
Constantine, distinct buildings of an octagonal shape were built in front ofchurches,
as at Rome. Nocera, Piacenza, Ton^ello. Novara, and Ravenna, a plan perpetuated to
the thirteenth century by tht* Lombard architects ; but almost miiversaliy. with this
exception, were no longer built after the eleventh century, when parish churches
werefpermitted to have a font. The western baptistery became, after a while, merged
in the western apse in Germany. In Italy it served still as a baptistery or a
tomb-house.
The basilica was a parallelogram, with an internal transept, and apsidal termina-

tion at one end, ana a porch at the other extremity. The Byzantine church sub-
ordinated nave, choir, and transept, as the supports of a central dome ; which was
the development ,of the vault, as the vault was of the arch : the ground-plan at first

was a round or octagon, became a square, rendered cruciform by the four limbs
rising above the angles round the cupola: three semicircular, latterly polygonal,
apses formed the east end. The Lombardic, wliich lasted from the seventh to the
thirteenth century, comprised both these types. It had a long nave, triforium, a
central octagon, and cupola, set on a square base, making an internal dome; an east
end terminating in three apses ; sometimes an octagon and an oblong were arranged
to form a church.
The eastern aspect of the sanetuarv and the cupola are its Byzantine features :

the Latin cross, the lengthened nave, the apsis and crypt, the latter becoming spacious
and lofty, are Roman eharaet eristics. Triforia, or galleries, for women, are built
along the aisles of the nave and transept

; pillars are grouped ; and tlie roof is of
stone, vaulted ; but the narthex disappears, to be resumed in the eleventh century as
a porch. The baptistery and eampauile are nearly invariable, but detached adjuncts.
The earliest Lombardic church existing is that of St. Michaele. at Padua, built 0<>1,

Conventual builtUngs became prominent and uumurous, tiuch as the cloisters of
Verona, St. John Lateran. Rome, and Subiaco. of the twelfth and thirteenth cen-
turies. At Coblentz, in 830, and at Cologne, the Lombardic style established a home,
reaching France in the beginning of the eleventh century, and England in the latter
part of the reign of Edward the Confessor.
The addition of towers, which were rare until the eleventh century, exercised a

very marked influence upon the ground-plan of churches. They possibly were
suggested by the pillars of the Romans, and originally were designed as landmarks
to point out the position of the church, and as an ensign of power, rather than as
belfries, as the bells were for several centuries but small, and St. Bernard forbade
their construction, as they were not for use. but for pomp.
The first tower attached to a church was built by J*ope Adrian I., elected 772, in

front of St I'eter's at Kome. One of the time of Justinian, a circular building, was
attached to St Apollinaris ad Classem, at Verona ; two ancient round towers are
found at Verona, one dating from 1047 ; another, ofthe same date, remains at Bury,
near Beauvais ; a third, of a later period, at St Desert near Chalous-sur-Saone ;

while square towers are found in Italy in the eighth and ninth centuries, as at St.

Paul's and St. John's, Rome ; and one at Porto, near Rome, built 830.

Towers, originally ,built in the close, as at Verona and Toseella, and before the
church doors, as at St Maria Toscanella and St Lorenzo, in Italy, however, never
forming integral parts of the design, were at length attached to the west front of
the church, sinofly as at Lyons, St Martin at Tours, Poissy, St Benoit-sur- Loire,
Puy, Limoges, St. Savin, and St. German des Prcs, and at I'aris in the thirteenth
century. In the south of France, until the middle of the thirteenth century, iu Italy

and Spain, they remained generally isolated.

Two sometimes flanked the west front, as at Jumiege-s, and St. George, Bocher-
ville, with a porch in the centre. In German churches they were frequently con-
nected by a gallery. At Gcrnrode and Worms two round towers flank the western
ai>He. Rouen has six towers. At Clu"Tiy there wore seven, each bejiring the name
of ecclesia, in imitation of the seven churches. Laon, like Chartres, was designed to

have as many. Rheims had six, and a central fleche. Five towers occiu* at Touinai
(Schayes, iii. 11). Round towers are found in East Anglia ; and in Ireland, erected

between the fifth and thirteenth centuries, tapering upwards, a form employed
owing to the peculiar material of each district. There are also round towers at

Brechin and Aberncthy, and at Tchernigow, near Kiefl; c. 1024. The French round
towers appear to have come from the north of Italy, as they are found at St Mary
and Vitaiis, Ravenna; and reappear in the ninth century at Ceutula, Charroux,
Bury, and Notre Dame, Poictiers. Towers were sometimes used as record chambers,
or as courts of justice.

At Germigny, built 806, there is a central tower; and at St. Alban's it was added
c. 1077—lOiCJ. In the province of Toulouse, the earlier churches had a single west
tower, as Limoges, in the eleventh century, and Alby, built in the fourteenth century,

had. The larger monastic towers appear to have been built partly for purposes of

defence, partly out ofemulation with the castle-keeps, the abbeys being ct|ually with
the nobles great fetidal lords. The belfry story and the spire, however, torraed the

characteristics of the churcli tower. The cathedral towers of the eleventh century
served also as municipal belfries. M. VioUet Ic Due has traced two schools of

towers, one of the West and the other of the East, at Perigord ; one introduced
probably by the Venetians, the other derived from the banks of the Rhine, which
gave place to a national school in the middle of the twelfth century. In the west
of I-'rance conical spires appear in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, some being
supported on an octagonal belfry rising from a square tower. Normandy was dis-

tinguished by its central square towers.
One of the earliest instances of the Pointed style is St Androa.Vorcilli, built by an

Englishman in the thirteenth century. It ha.s a square eastend, and two polygonal
chapels attached to each transept, like the ordinary type of Cistercian abbeys. The
west end is flanked with towers, and there is a central octagonal dome. At Sienna,

bugun l?4:t, we have the triple-gabled front, circular window, and three portals of
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the cluinictcristic Italian typo ; a square east end, with the central alley having a
nielKvIikc apse in tlie wall, three ainles tliroujfhout the church, with eaKtorn nquare
chapels to the transept, and to the south wins- a belfry attached, and a central dome.
Florence, bej,Tin at the extreme close of the thirteenth century, is triuiisnl, like the
early churches of Cologne, and a central dome. Milan, commenced WKi, has a flve-
aisleil nave, a shallow transept with aisles, and a tri),'onal apse. The cathedral of llarl
a three-aisled basilica of the twelfth century, has a circular apso flanked by
sacristies. A western transept is found, in conjunction with an octagonal tower In
theecntreof It, at St. Antonio, Piacenza, c. lOH ; and two western towers, like a
quasi-transcpt, appear with a western cloistcr.at St. Ambrosrlo, Milan, rebuilt In the
twellth century.
In the double church of Assisi, finished in 12.i0, the upper Is a Latin cross without

chapels
;
the lower with a nave lined with chantries, and the shrine of Kf. Francis in

the centre of t^ie transept, standinff above a crypt. It was the work of a (Jerman
architect

;
and a double-church occurs at Khelndorf, consecrated in 1151. The designwas to accommodate two congregations, as in the two-storied chapels of the castles

of the period, and the double church of I'akelield-two aisles under one roof: whichwas used by two distinct parishes. Wisby Is a double-storied church. The Duomo
of Milan, and the church of St. Giovanni, atNaples, were built by German architects
In the (.othic style, but there to remain, with a few others, as Isolated speeimensamong the structures of the new school of I'isano. The development of Lomburdio
into (.othic architecture is marked by rapid changes, the crypt and Latin cross
remain, but a spire rises over the central lantern, lateral towers Hank the west ft-ont
the b,a]ili8tcry shrinks into the font, a lofty screen rises before the choir, which isengthened out, and porches over the entrance doors. The characteristic " bull's-eye window iu the front became the rose of the Gothic style
The formation of the western apse, the construction of an' eastern aisle the de-velopment of the choir, the formation of the ante-choir, and the double gate at Its

entrance with the alt.ar of the Saviour, were probably Innovations of the Northern
architects. Ihe next great_ehange was the erection of a central tower upon four
pillars, like the Byzantine dome. '

fharlemagne constructed the eentraldome of his churches on eight pillars Intro-ducing a still more important change-Isolation, a passage on every side, a methodof central junction by means of arches, and an advance to a loftier method of eon

-

M.rJfi",';; 4^'l'l''/K"-rA' P'J "'I'. "
'"'•""'"Pniont of this primary idea, are found at St.

^11 1' "y°r ?' *»;'"
H*^:""

J'^mpress riermengarde, not long after Gcrmigny, andin all JSnglish churches of the period ; also at Ilitterdaal, a tiniber bnlldlng.T/ Nor-way, and at St. .Savin Aquitame, begun loai. At Gcrmigny the choir occupies this

^r^i^fi n'Jff'L™?,
"^ ^ '*;°".7' V"?"''' i" " ''""'" position, before the tenth century,marlied out by pillars. In the church of St. Savin, Aquitaine, begun Wi:i, we Andfour central piers, a transept with an eastern apsldal chapel in each wing, and livesemicircular ehspels ranged round the choir, wiiich is an arrangement never found inthe south. To the- necessity tor strengthening the central supports, we may refer

X,^ 7',? ° '"' *™''! '^''"'•"y' th'^'-e was a square of six pillars, Inclosing the
choir, with a processional path opening upon si.x diapels
' In .Germany, at the end of the tenth or beginning ofthe eleventh century, a modified

S. Wormfan'd'r'ire''s
*'*''''"'"'''• " '"'"

'
"'Idesheim, 1001

;
Limburg, 1035 -.lliif-

i,vI!lL'^'r»'^''P*'^''"'^r'"'/'"'''''':;''P''''''''
Cfocifo™ ground-plan, as in the east of

» \ll.^U^^
Besangon, Verdun, and originally at Strasburg ; west and east transepts,

^riM?.r"rfl*''i'-'"''.S'""'"'^'""
"* "";e« aislos; small ro"und octagonal towers weremultiplied, flanking the apses, or attached to both the west and east fronts in churches

^nrt .Hfi ,™;i
l."'/"""';! domes or octagonal lanterns were employed at the westend, and at the intersection of the nave and choir, and galleries were constructedunder the eaves of the roofs for the accommodation of women

constructed

At Ilildesheim we find a short apsidal choir, with an aisle on three sides, not com-
^.?ri„^ ??„"'"• f'enave; a western transept flanked,: like the transept, withoctagonal towers, and a west door wanting f'- "'"•

thlu2,''Z°„'^ ^*i'°l?"T• "• ''"^^"'j'ltcenth century, has a circular nave, and is one of

i 1 w*fl?„ ""^1 ^^' * domical building Cologne has a ehevet, with seven chapels,
c. ISii, Ave aisles throughout the church, and a partially developed transept. Trl-
S^£^''"A''°'*"«"?';P''=vf'"'-"d "™ "t Ulm; a low. Ill-developed transept, andoctagonal towers flanking the junction of the nave andchoir, wlilcTi has twelve apsi-

whoI^?/^,^^?!:l"i'^'*•,,^*T"''''^':=,^''?'"''^?.^"'''
t"'"'™ *™ western towers, and thewhole east part is a basilica of the eleventh or twelfth ccnturv • the transpnt is in

trlTent -PIl'^T' 'f^'^ '^" ""'^""'^ '^^^y- "•-'« three casra'p'ses.Ud\''s%d,;ed

towers A t n^^l^ ^^ "'
^"""l"' "" '''>!?«'' ^a" designed to have, has two transept

he7<f^^„c^wi H ? there are two apses west and east, flanked by towers. Nauii-
thW .Jl l^l"' "^"^P- ->*°'™ '"'5 t;™ western towers, withobt an entrance on

ind ^Mn« it S.P^^'^'S""''",?';.'"'; ""?, '^"'"•- fl'inking chapels opening in the choir

ani if r.,-i'K^*;?'''V"V'''
'•''•'"•t'l. three spires rise in place of*^a tr.insept over the

hfrrti„
^t. Cnnibert s, Cologne, consecrated S:w, was the first instance of the Lom-oardlc style in the Bhenish provinces. The pure Romanesque churches h.ive a

M?n.r«'" '"''^'™' "'T '"fU''"? the Choi; (as in several churches at Coli^e,
t^r^!

' ^P"^'='' ^Vorms. Laach, Ebcrbach)
; and frequently the aisles have sinTila;

hav^^iJ„«°V «""'
"L"""'^!'?u

"" ^t- M»'7 (^apifoline, the Apostles and St. Mart n)

ten?rrerl sf S"*''" ".^
the transepts/ustead of the triple'^eastern apse j and (as

r„^„?Jl.^
'^ ^' •'''•

i'^*'**"'
«elnh»i«en and I^aach) the east sides of tYie transeptreceived semicircular apses. The towers are generally near the east end. There

»nrtHff f"If ™ P^'"<J:^°* towers, and two cupolas or octagonal pyramids. St. Martin

Marv ^^nft^L" r-P?'"*^'-'
"'''

"'f
'"'

H'^''''"'-
^ '""'t"' cloister, as at Laach and St.Mary Capitohne, Colocfne, is another (listiuctivc feature. There is an apsidal outer

Ind^S^t T«^l r "
-I"?-

"'
h"."^'''

^'-'x^'-b-ch, Worms, Spires, St. Gereon,'^St Ma?tinana at. mary Capitoline, at Cologfne

^nual'ill.'lJtt^tJ;'''"?^"'' ^^1^ German style the apse became polygonal, and of

«?mtirc ,li f^™ fTi "'"^ ""^
'i'^"*-

'''"'1"=''' "f the transept have seldom a simple

ST,Kr„f „ J?"'
5"' '"?™ "ometimes an additional recess (as at Gelnhausen and

,t AElirnLi^n ^"f™ <^? "i
Limburg), or wholly disappear with the transept (as

»f,;?'^t nPrh • ""PP"* .•>nd Bamberg). At Mentz, Worms, St. Sebald Nuremberg,
»iH= „e .J?^ .

"' "^ pastern apse is round, and the west apse polygonal ; at Bonn tfie

whern f.,„l^S I'^'TK^
*'''" Polys/onal, and the choir apse semicircular. Generally,

r„nfh„l,- .1 .""ij'" ."'"'"'• t?^''" "" ^''^st and east transepts (as at Mentz, St

and N?,i>^'h
''^P".?"'''' •

•?* Andrew's, St. I'antaleon's, Cologne, :St. Paul's Worms,ana Nuromberir). Two nairs of t«TOer« nn th« '^oo* o«,i f^—!.'_„* !> i ._'
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•mi Vi,,V„„K > ' V? " '
--^narew s, .-,1. i'antaleon's, Cologne, St. Paul's Worms,

SSvnVnh » »\ ^T° P"'", ot towers on the toast and west occur at Bamberg, An-
ww- 'i 1

'
A™8tein and Limburg. There Is a central octagonal tower at Lim-OUTg, (,elnliausen Seligenstadt, Sinzig, Worms, Hermersheira and Bonn : tometimes

.?r^i,fi,
"central spire between a pair of towers ; sometimes two eastern towers (as

Tionn s„f- t"Ji ''i;
Gunibert's, Cologne)

; sometimes west towers (as at Limburg,
lite S',^ l!"' f *A;

^'''^'"' Herniersheim and Boppart. A similar group is often found
T,»rti„^, cP. r "".^'^.l*

'^°''; "•"* sometimes a single west tower in the central com-
]^S^.? *i?^*?"

'^""t- ^t"" ""hies of the towers become more acute, and the cornices

hon.»l"„„ " ^^•*""',' "''" "^"^
J,'""

Porehcs were added at the west end. Chapter-

to Mri«JnS
"re in Germany and France, and seldom circular. A baptistery Is attached

o?ta-ona7l»n^er,!^i!™t' f ';£ beginning of the twelfth centiry, there is a west

flanfed wuK*^™. l'"""";'^ T!'^^ ™".".i
turrets, a central octagof. and east end

at the in7„!!J?-""''
turrets. Spires, of the eleventh century, has an octagonal lantern

anse comTri^?'*^'' T"."*
'"",""''^ towers to the transepts. Mayence has a western

eLte^ i^nf^l ^JT^
trigonal apses, an octagonal steeple and west tnrrets, and an

n^^-^heSif« "","* a round turret. At Laach, e. 10!H-11.5fi, we find the ancientK „.^od r^ r church; a west cloister, as at San Ambrogio, Milan; a western

K'lirw,-., l"*"' i'^1"'"''^
west tower, with a transept, flanked by lofty

sonan tiZ r ''.l""

eastern transept, a central octagonal lantern flanked 6y two
Kliprt n^?. ^^'iJl"

"P/"'"' '=''.'""" ";'' transepts, with eastern apses. Lateral porches

tow?rfnd tr?n.„?,t°*^
" ""'."';"

'"f"""-
^'"' Apostles', at cilogne, has a till west

fvSw » trnnsept, a central octagon, and two flanking turrets. St. CastorCoblentz, Andemach, and Amstein have two groups of towc^, but no central Ian-

tern. At Zurich the choir, of the eleventh or twelftli century. Is square, while tlieaisles terminate in apses, and two west towers were eontemjilateif. A thirteenthcentury at kaschau, Hungary, attributed to Vlllars do llom.ourt. has a J'rencharrangement of eastern chapels. Hudu. of the same period, lia<. three eiistern apM-land two western towers. Koeskilde, in Denmark, of the twelfth an lirtShcenturies, is a tlu-ei.-alsled apsidal basilica, will, a we.tern tower. Tr il i

•"
K^r-

S,'*„rt'h^'^"T'
"^ "' "''"",'•" r"- '•'"''"''' t" the transepts, and an oclagomil tomb-house at tJie east end

j an aisclesB nav.. and central lantern. Illlterdar, a woodenchurch, is surrounded by external galleries. The Cathedral of Lubeek lias u three

-

aisled nave with atenil recesses, an unimportant tranfept, and a ehevet, with sevenpo vgoiial chapels and cloister. St. Mary's Is three-aisled, has two weitcm to vertwtlinoentranceon his side, alow transept, consisting of chapels; andTchcVe?with live polygonal chaiiels. Dantzic is cruciform, with a west tower!

f^woJi SIT, ^'•''""'"''"''«"';f'"''.''f'
" s'lnareeist end. and central and westerntowers; m later times we find, as in Germany, the French ehevet. ; and the arrange-ment appears also in several Pomeranean- churches.

~>».ifev

..„„ ,„'!.Si'''"i."'' i" ^i'lP""' th«t of St. Vincent of Solgnies. of the t.nth ecn-
Jury, resembles Zurich : it Las a square east end, and had a central and westerntower St. Ger rude, of NiveUes, has also a square cast end, a central towei and
rtrL^^Zf^-H^"^ r;"'

tw-o circular towers, and a double transept Tou™av haja transept, with apsldal ends of the eleventh century; a ehevet with Ave clmnela

K^iLrS""*
''''' ""'' "

"i""''?'
tower, round whicl. four out of tl e orlgiuKiJ

ihevefw^hLf\*'"'°,"P'"'-
Ant>yerp has an Ill-developed shallow transept, a

^h^^?'7' "T^°''l'P'i-Hv''
"^^pn-aiBled nave, and one of the two western toweni

round th^cTotrTp'se.'''*''"''''''^-
'*'• "^''"'"'' »' ^*^»«- ""^ " <='"'^'t of cltapcta

The Belgian Gothic architecture is divided Into three styles :-(l.) Tranaltlonal andPrimary Pointed, tenth to thirteenth century. The plan k a L^in cross ; the prtl-cipal or west door is isolated ; in the transition are fiit<-ral entrances to the na°c^
fn'r°v"''^?'frw "J"''"'/.'u'''P'5^''™'''"'"'''oo'' to the transept in the thirteenth cen-

lm^Minn^Jf ,iT .
""* '5T " one square tower, or two square towers flank the

i^iM,„^ 25 '}""'k°"'. °?f *''"'''';*• "" "t St. Bavon, Ghent. The west door had a
?,Zf ^''Ji\J^^"'*^,^:i

^^^'^''- '""' '^t- Mary, Ulnant
;
there were side doors to the

itl .. '"f""*'
''o.i«?ies, and St. Gervais, Slaestricht. Where there is no westdoor there is a larg« window, as at St. Vincent, Soignioa, andNotre Dame, Louvaine.

\V here there are no towers at the west end, as at St. Vincent, Solgnies, St. Lambert.Liege, and St. Sulpice, Lean, there are round turret*, as at .St. Nicholas aud StJacques, Ghent and St Quentin, Toumay, and then there is a central tower oroctwn, as at St. .Jacques, (ihont. In the Transition the choir is lower than the nave
thlJ^l, ^'i'^'^y

?nded or has a circular or octagonal apse. In the twelfth and
a?sll„nrt rn?,„""r'*"''!'"'''^'.V™''l''P''-

it sometimes i.s aisleless, sometimes liaiaisles and a ehevet
; sometimes the aisles are not continuous throughout its circuit

I;^lTr\^!i\" il"
,s;de-chapels. The large triforlum is pointed In Primary and

rSthfwf^''^'",*'i-^i'''^^"'on Ci) Seconaary Pointed or Bayonnant, fouteciith

windnis X''""^*'"'-^*'-'^"*'',""?"'^' '" eharacterised by the large size of thewindows. Ihere are side-chapels to the nave; the porches are recessed; ladv-clmpols are rare
; there are several doorways at the west cud, and four at St G uduleBrussels. At the west end there are single or double towers, square, as at St Gudnle

?)7Z%1.^fS^°""^'l,°S'.T'"'''''!0,^"-'^"'^'
designed to ea^ a spire-as arNofa-e

,w nf^h^ft"' ^^u
**'•

i'*™"'
*^'"'"t. At the close of the fiurteenth and bcgin-

AnLoU i. 1 uf"!!"
i^tn^y, towers were exquisitely carved, as at Notre Dame,

as aTsf^;wlni; ^^'^"i?"-
Lonvaine

: it was 1 le period of spires, usually of wooi
i!Ll^ V- r> ''"'i*"^''"''^' ?"? '-t- B"™". Ghent, (.i.) Third Pointed, or Flam-
I,?r V""" "'"

'""f,"'
P'""* of the fifteenth to the latter part of the sixteenth cen-tury. Spires generally were spherical or angular domes : Notre Dame. Antwerp

h,a8 a fine octagonal cupola.
.iiut.Tiiii,

„.S'fi"r'''''^^"'i''''?.,''P?5 '".,'"''''"=* "opy from the Roman basilica; the Spanishcathedrals present cither the French ehevet with a circlet of chapels, or an apsidal
?,„„f™",-'°^ the a tar and opening on chapels with an eastern chapel, whlclu «
JJilT* '"'} '^^'inare. is the Lady chapel, if circular or octagonal, as at liurgos aid
mtlSlv^lfi''n'??;^'' M^-, ^y ""^.fifP'l •'!!"'' '" ''^t^'^''- The interior arrangraient is

?idn/,,,„V°-*'^''?'','?''*'L"'?- Jlhe stalls of tlie clergy are ranged along the westend of the choir (which is shut off from the nave by a wall), and ranged westward ofthe transept the whole space under the lantem-the ciml)OTio-bei^g railed-dn and
?o „S™ !„

^^^ ?'^nctuary (capllla major) contains only the high altlr. It is euriou"

iJ^ZnV^"'^? that the canons' choir was in the centre of the nave at theLateran, S. Maria Slaggiore, S. Lorenzo fuori le JIure, and St Clemente ; and that

BanHSl^J^r"' 7"? P'^"'''^ "' ^^^ ""'^^ transept at St. Peters, as ItiriaW

arrangSnt j

''*°*'"'''"''y aPPears to have been built in accordance with that

i,fif^!';fh°°™.'^'""'
V'-*?' terminates in a ehevet with five chapels. Burgos, of the

J .™.. 1^ century, has lateral ch.apels attached to the nave; two westePn towers.

"rS„ octagonal lantcro, and octagonal eastern chapel, like that of Murcia.

ch„^;.?'
"O^raeneed at the same period, is of five aisles, like Troyes. with an caster*

eastern cha"l
'^ " P'"'''"olograni, with five aisles and [lateral recesses and an

frJtf.^if
"^

?u «^^ fonrtccnth century, is a three-aisled nave, terminating in a
hmll„ Pi.i7i

flye eastern apses
:
to the eastward of this is an octagonal tomb-house, with radiatmg recesses, and an octagonal tomb-house inscribed in a square.

x'rajice.—In Franco. »s Sf r:i.o.v.^..i. .l«.!..-!K.,.. rr 1 .„_..; ._ «. i*__ .

—
,
.,..„ „u,„uuw TTCesses, ana an octagonal toniD-house inscribed in a square.jjaHce.—In ] ranee, as St Gregory describes Tours and Apollinaris Sidoniua.

tiVih •
f

'''"'' churches in the north, I'oitou, Auvergne, and liurgundy, as in the

rnnnli^S „^^' P''«??"ed a basilican form, an apsidal oblong, with an atrium sur-

fi^^ «!?
on three sides by a colonnade. In one part of Aquitaine and on the banks of

„Vvi™ 5' T^,"
aisleless

;
in Provence and Toulouse the basilica of Constantine,

at Rome, seems to have taken as a model. Fontevrault.of the twelfth century, has the
fiT,.„ " hasihca without aisles. From Auvergne to Nevers and Toidouse. theaisleiana upper gallery of the basilica were preserved in the eleventh century. The doubleapse was found m the east of France, and on the borders of the Rhine, at Tours.
„.?.;?. ,'°IV "? ^"^}"'' and, probably, Strasburg. Poitiers has also shallow, niche-likeapses to the transepts, and three choir alleys. The baptisteries were circular. The naves
Tt rl.rJ""? K

s'^divided by pillars as at St. Vincent and Paris, by St. Germain, and
at Clermont, by Namatius, the eighth bishop in the fifth centiiry ; m the latter churclian apsis was added, and at St. Vincent, which was called inconsequence St Cross, atransept. Namatius buUt Auvergne Cathedral in the form of the cross. In France,
in placa of the wall of the uiche-like Roman apse, the architects constructed a screen
ot columns, with an external aisle opening into radiating chapels-a ehevet.

r™ ehevet was deduced, probably, from the junction of the circular tomb-house so
frequently found behind the altar with the basilica, by the removal ofthe Intermediate
S'V's- .

M; de Caiunont divides French architecture into-(l), Roman ; (2), Ogival
irimitif (thirteenth century); (.')), Ogival Secondaire (fourteenth century); (4),Ogival Tertiare 1 epoche. H0f>-14K'J, 2 epoche. M80-15.50. At St. Martin's,
at lours, the plan was Initiated in the twelfth century by omitting half the
eastern circle bmit by Perpetuus, and building the nave from the tangents, and wa»
fully developed at Conques and Toulouse. Laon, like Dol, has a square end, but in
tlie twelfth or beginning of the thiiteenth century, we find semicircular aiwes to
tlie transepts of Noyon and Soissons, at Toumay, Belgium; and St. Jlarlin'a.
cologne, lill the middle of the thirteenth century the churches of the south of
* ranee, generally, had neither eastern aisles or radiating chapels. In Provence, apses
were usually polj'ranal ; in the north, circular ; M. Viollet le Due gives some curions
instances of a double east apse. The ground plan is singularly deficient in a due ex-
pansion of transepts, which are often wanting, or frequently only indicated internally.
Chartrcs Beauvais, St. Maurice Angers, Autun, Poictiers, Carcassone. and Rouen (the
latterstrikingly resembling the ground plans of Gloucester and Nonvich). are the chief,not .0 say, almost the only exceptions. Bonrges and Bazas are net cruciform, and. like
niany cathedrals, appear to have been constructed thus in distinction to the abbevs,
in order to show that a cathedral was a national monument built by the people.
i ertols, as at Laon, Chartres. Amiens, Rheims. Sens, Seez. Paris, Coutancct
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BoaiXM. •nil Autun, «ro ven- itistinctivc of Froiu-h arniiis-omcnt, and were proliablyW br the larae CIiis.iiiac porclies. Another prominent feature in the thirteenth
r to the prvvalonee of lateral ehapel recesses to the aisles, and eren when the
i» double, built betwwn the butlresscs. aa at liheims, Notre Dame, Taris,

Tnjn, and Boorsres ; and at St. Martin, at Tours, on the south side of the nave.
and to the cikolr only, aa at St. Ouen, Houen ; another distinctive characteristic of
the stjie. St, Kront I'crijrueux, Ancouleme, Albv, Fontevrault, and St. JIaurice,
AttSBTs, «re aisleleaa. Kaxtcrn apsidal chapels occurred in the transepts of St. Front
Pengtnax, Nerers, Angouleme, St. Savin, Fontevrault, St. Hilaire I'olctiers, Clcmcnt-
Ferrmad, and Is^oire ; at Cluny, when* there was also a choir-transept, there were
doable eastern apses to the main transept. At St. Henlfrne, Dijon, and Lansres c.

1160 there were mere nicbes in lieu of transeptal eastern apses. St. Andre Vicnnc,
baa an eastern apse, so has St Slaurice, Angers ; An<rouleme has four apsidal chapels
attached ; Clony had an eastern aps* with live chapels ; Ifouen has an apse with three
chapel* A ebevet with live chapels occurs at Hheims, Noyon, Tours, Clermont, Nar-
boooe, Umoges, St. Ouen. Bazas. Troyes, Cluny (now destroyed), Chartres, and St.
Hartin. at Tours ; Chartres, has, however, an additional chapel on the east, connected
by a ataiiease ; with three at Fontevrault and Conques, with seven at Beauvais,
Bayeitx, Amiens, Uans, Coutances, and SI. Stephen's. Caen, and with four at Issoire,
amthof square shape being inserted to the east. thalons-sur-Maine, Carcassone,
and Anffers have an aisleless apsidal choir ; Albv is apsidal, with lateral chapels
round its entire circuit. St. Front I'criirucux, i\s Cluny liad, has an ante-church and
porch. St. llilaire Foictiers and Laon liave square east ends, but in the former in-
stance there are three shallow, niche-like apses. At St. I'ierre Toseauella and at
Spires similar quasi-apses are attached totthe transept. At St. Front, Perigucux, an
oblong bnildin^ with an apsidal termination, was carried out beyond the choir, like a
Lady chapel. At St. Stephen's Caen a north-west chapel is attached to tlie nave.
CkaptU.—The word chapel has been derived from St. Jlartin's Cappa, which the

Kings of France carried out to their war.s and deposited in certain tents, called ft"om
the circumstance " capella." In a chapel of Westminster Caxton set up his print-
ing press, a name from this circumstance attached to printers' workshops. The
development of chapels refiuires particular notice. The first churches had but one
altar, bat in the sixth century St. (.jermain built at St. Vincent's Abbey four, one in
each wing of the cross, besides two additional chapels at the west end. Two cen-
turies later, in the Abbey of St. Gall, we find seven, four in each of the aisles, and
an apaidal chapel of St. I'eter at the west end of the church, in place of the mediana,
or principal gate of the basilica. Chapels were first built for the sepulchre of saints.
At St Germain dcs I'res was an oratory of St. Symphorian, on the soutli-west of the
iVont, in which St. (iermaiu desired to be buried ; on the north-west was the chapel
of St. Peter. The cubicula mentioned by St. i'aulinus. of Nola, were devoted to
Srayers. readin? of holy books, and commemoration of the dead. St. Praxedes,
;ome, has two chapels of martyrs, built S17. There is a chapel near the entrance

of St. Demetrius, Salonica, and another at St. Cecilia Transteverino ; one on the
south of the choir at Trieste, dedicated to St. Justus and St. Severinus, like the main
church, composed of three apsidal alleys. Sens and Langres have a single eastern
chapel ; Cahor.s has three, and Angouleme four apsidal eastern chapels. Towards
the end of the eleventh century, radiatinjr chapels and an eastern aisle appear m
Auvergne and Poitou and the centre of France, extending in the twelfth century to
St Hilaire Poictiers, Notre Dame, Clermont, Nevers, and Toulouse, but in Normandy
not tmtil the beginning of the thirteentli century ; but ordinarily the choirs in that
province and the He de France were simply surrounded with aisles, as at Mantes,
Poissy, and Paris. Laon and Chartres were almost destitute of chapels. At Bourges
(c 1230) and Chartres (c. Vi^iO) the radiating chapels are mere apsidal niches, but in
the twelflli century Ixjcame imjiortant, as at St. Denis, and St. Martin des Champs.
In the twelfth and at the beprinning of the thirteenth century, chapels, according to
an arrajcment peculiar to abbeys, and afterwards imitated in the cathedrals, were
enlarged, as at .St. iieiuy, Hheims, and \ezelay, and communicated with each other
by a subordinate narrow aisle. There are three radiating eastern chapels at Nevers,
four at Clermont Ferrand, five at St. Savin, and only one on the east at Langres
c. 1180.

The diOculty of ranging chapels round the apse, as at St. Germigny des Pres, led
to the alternation or admixture of polygonal or square chapels with those of circular
shape, as at Fontenellc ; and in the thirteenth and two following centuries to the
adoption of polygonal chapels only, as at St Nicaise Kheims. Owing to this group-
ing of subsidiary apsidal cliapcls about it, the apse lost its significant name ofchevet
(capitiiun). The cemetery of great persons, as at St. Genevic've at I'aris, was on the
east side of the apse, anci a lamp was often set in a niche, so as to light both this
garth and the crypt.
Abont the eleventh century the altars liegan to be removed out of the nave into

eastern chapels, and the aisles were rendered continuous and enlarged, to afford a
free passage round the choir.

In the thirteenth century the Lady-cli.ipel, like the radiating chapels of the apse,
received a marked development, as at Utieims, Mans, Amiens, and Beauvais, built
1230-70, and at Coutances. The transepts also at length received eastern apsidal
chapels, as at Kheims. St. llilaire le Grand, Clugny, and St. Savin, as the choir had
previously, in order that the altars might be seen on entering the church. To mul-
tiply these chapels a second transept was added, as at Salisbury, &c. At Clugny it
received north and south apsidal ends, as at Toumay and Noyon, a new arrangement
of the eleventh and twelfth centuries There are double aisles at Clugny and St
Hilaire.
We arc able to collect from the " Rationale " of Durandus, Bishop of Steude, who

was bom in 12S0. and died in 129«, a clear description of a church of that period. It«s cruciform, lying east and west. Kometimcs apsidal, and consisted of nave,
chancel, and sanctuary, an apse, a crypt ; the roof was tiled j the windows were
glazed

: the chancel was lower than the nave ; there were altar-rails ; a screen, and
ocusionally a rood-loft ; a sacristy; a water-drain ; there were carvings on the
walls of car>-ed images, the zodiacal signs, and Scriptural subjects ; there was a veil
SCTiaratmg the sanctuary from the choir, to be raised on certain occasions ; and in
chnrchea "arc suspended twoegg.s of ostriches and other things which cause admi-
rUion and which are rarely seen, that by their means the people may be drawn to
cbmeh and have their minds the more affected." Among the conventual buildings
and accessories lie mentions a souarc cloister, chapter-house, refectory, cellar, dor-
mitoij', oratory, herb-gard. u, and well.
In France the naves did not receive their outer chapels—constructed, as at King's

College, Cambridge, between the buttresses—until after 1240, and the first instance
Mcurs m I'aris, where, in the choir, in laflo. the operation was continued. Limoges.
Jarbonne, and Troyes were disigned without them ; Laon. Coutances. Rouen, and
Sens were modified for their arrangement. i:iOO-50. They were added at Amiens

t.. u '*'°* period J but in the fourteenth century they disappear at St (Juen,
.

the chevet retains five radiating chapels, the easternmost being most promi-

"h 1

°"'*'' "'''•P*^'' ^"^ Prol'ibly introduced owing to the enclosure of the

The architeclnrc of Ireland includes—(1). oratories, as in the south-west district of
Uansto' and beehive bouses of Conncmara, built of masses of rock, and vaulted with
stone of a later period; (2), Celtic, small aisleless rectangular buildings, without anwe, lunally in groups of seven, like the churches on Mount Athos, with a central west
(loor,aadoccasionallyprovldedwith achancel, as In the Patrick Temple, Galway, and
in the early churches at Glendalough : in the fifth century they are of a type ante-

. lAl*''"
"""»" basilica: some were built of timber. {X) Itomanesque, ninth to

twelfth century, with a basilican arrangement, the throne being at the east end. and
the altar detached, as at .St. Saviours. Glendalongh. or a bench table lines the
cast wall; the roofs are of high pitch, and chambers are frequently constructed
under them, or on the side of the nave, for the clergy. The Round Towers, at once
^I2f*' S^*'"""-

treasuries, and places of defence, arc both of this and the former
period

; that of r;iendaIough is said to be of the seventh century. Cormac's Chapel,

iJf i.* »
transept Umers of the early part of the twelfth century ; (4). Anglo-

irish, from the close of the twelfth century. The original plan of a simple oblong-.

1 or a nave and chancel, were preserved to the latest period; bell-turrets were not
i
common until the thirteenth century. St. Doulogh's church of that date is oblong,
with a law square central tower, and adjoins an octagonal baptistery, (iiristchurch
and St. I'atriek's. Dublin. Gray. Kilmallock. and Cashel are Pointed. .lerpoiiit and
Dunbrody. Transitional. Newtown has Romanesque features. Transepts were
added in (o.) the Later Pointed. In the fourteenth and lifteentli centuries tall
narrow central towers were built. Cashel. Kilkenny. Waterford, Ijimerick. St.
Patrick's, and Christchurch are, and iviidare was, cruciform. The towers were
central, but Limerick and St. Patrick's have west towers. There is no instance of
two west towers in Ireland. The Cloister of Kilconnel resembles cloisters in Spain
and Italy.

The; architecture of Scotland embraced—(1). churches of wicker-work, which in the
fifth century gave way to stone churches, like that built by French workmen in the
fifth century for St Ninian, an<l another constructed in the eighth century by monks
from .Tarrow ; (2), Scoto-Irish, from the middle of the sixth century to the middle of
the eleventh century ; it exhibited round towers, beehive houses, dome-roofed
cells, small chambers, often in groups, and at lona priest's chambers over the aisle ;

(3), Romanesque Anglo-Scottisli, 1124-1105. as at Dunfermline. Ivelso, and Leuclmrs ;

(4), Lancet. 1105-1*280. Kelso and Paisley had naves shorter than the choirs. Dun-
keld. Dunblane, I'aisiey, Sweet- Heart.'and Wliitlierne had aisleless choirs; Brechin,
Dunblane, and Wliithi-rnewere not cruciform. Sweet-Heart and Elgin. I'luscardiue.
St. Andrew's, Aberbrotlioek, Drvburgh, and Melrose had only an east aisle to the
transept; (5), Decorated, 12S(Uo 1730 ; (0). Flamboyant. 1371-1507. The Saddle -back
tower and polygonal apse are continental features; porches form a characteristic.
as at -\berdeen, Paisley, and Dunfermliue. Holyrood, Aberdeen, and Dunlerniline
ofl'er the only instances of two western towers. Dunkeld has a north-west tower,
as Glasgow liad. The spires are poor. The imperial crown of Edinburgh \i almost
unique. The transepts are seldom well developed. Edinburgh has double nave
aisles.

English AirhUectitre.—The earliest English architecture of which we have any
record, historical or material, was neither borrowed from France nor communicated
from (Jermany. Tlie dome shown in Anglo-Saxon illuminations links the style
with Byzantine. In the instance of Bishop Wearmouth, c. 075, we are informed
that tlie church tliere was built after the Uoman manner. We shall not pause to
consider the stud buildings, likethat of Glastonbury, but merely allude in passing
to the timber church still existing at Greenstsad. Bury .St. Edmund's, till 1032.
was mainly of wood, iiede mentions St. Alban's memorial chapel at Verulam,
c. 300. as being "of admirable workmanship." and the erection of a stone church at
Galloway in -148 gave the name of Whitherne or Stonehouse to the place. William
of Slalmesbury says that St. Aldhelra's "broad church survived whole to that day."
St Piran's Ciiurch in Cornwall, of the iifth century, resembled the Patrick temple of
Galway. The nave door oii the south was round-headed, with a chevron moulding,
a keystone carved into a tiger's head, and two human heads upon the capitals. The
font was octagonal. A single north-east side window, near the priest's door, lighted
the east wall of the square-ended chancel ; to the south-east was the altar, inscribed
with a cross and the name of St. Piran. The stone chancel screen had an opening
on the north side. A bench table, commencing ou the south side of this screen, was
continued round the nave to the east wall. At St. Gwy thian's the nave had a south
door, a chancel with a stone screen and altar, and a bench table against the north
and south walls returned along the screen. St. Madderne's is a simple parallel-
ogram, with a stone bench and division between tile nave and chancel, a stone altar
and in the south-west angle a holy well. A similar well was found at Kirk Newton
In Durham.
King i'^dwin built a stone church at York. St. Augustine introduced the Basilican

form into England, but without the atrium or nartliex. Norwich still retains
evidences of a Roman type, wliere the steps of the bishop's throne appear in the
wall behind the altar; at Canterbury the throne once occupied the site of the present
altar, while the altar formerly stood on the lower platform ; at Exeter the eagle,
until recently, stood in front of the alt.ar steps, being a vestige of tlie old custom of
reading or preaching from that place.

In a history of lt.amBey Abbey, of the time of Henry L, a church contemporaneous
with those of St. Dunstau and St. Oswald, is described as liaving "two towers, one
at the west end, the other central, according to the custom of the period." Durham
and Malmesbury had!two similar towers. The western tower was eminently fitted

for the defence of tlie most exposed portions of the church when it was in danger
of assault during unsettled times.

I'ope Sabinianus directed the employment of bells in 004. Baronius refers their
use to the time of Constantine. In Scotland, at Aberdeen and Glasgow, the bells

were hung upon trees. Bells are mentioned in England by Bede, e. 080. Turketul,
who died il75, gave a bell named Guthlac to Crowland Abbey, and Ingulphus men-
tions a peal of seven bells there. By the laws of Athelstan the existence of a bell-

tower gave the owner the right of a seat in the town gate, a place on the grand
jury. Belfries are distinctly mentioned by a monk of St. Gall in the eighth century.
One of the earliest bells remaining is that of Sloissac, dated 1273. At Chartres some
of the bells bore the name of Les Commandes, as they gave notice for ringing the

freat bells. The same usage was adopted at Bayeux, where similar bells were called

loneaux—Warners. At Clugny the bells were named after their destination-
Prayers, Angelas, Retreat, Tocsin, &c. That at Strasbourg used for the assembly of
the Council was called Slagistrat, and one at Angers, Evigilans Stultum.
William of Malmesbury describes a church built by Alfred the Great, evidently

showing the Rhenish type, as erected in a new way of building ; four piers sup-
ported the whole structure, which had four round chancels in its circumference."
Eddius, I'recentor of Northumbria, describes Hexham, built by St. Wilfrid, as "a
structure of many parts, long and high, supported on various columns, and above m.iny
subterranean chapels;" and I'rior llichard, in 1180, speaks of "its nave surrounded
with lateral chapels, its walls divided into three stories, its columns of stone, its

crypts and oratories, with passages leading to them, and the coved vault of its

sanctuary." He also mentions "porticos or aisles at Ripon." Alcuin describes

Egbert's Cathedral at York as "having many .ipses and curved roofs." At Win-
chester. St. Wolstan's Church has north and south aisles, an eastern apse over a
crypt used as the burial place of bishops, several chapels, and a cloiirter to the west

;

and Elpliegc. in the tenth century, added a west tower. We therefore gather from
these facts that the larger Saxon churches were of stone, with a central tower, aisles,

triforia. clerestory, apse, and crypts, although inferior in size and ornament to the

Norman period. Bede (11. E. ii. 4) mentions a stone altar set up bj St. Pauliuus in

027. and similar altars are mentioned by the Council of Epaune. .509 ; Prudentius of

Spain, in the fourth century ; and Sidonius Apollinaris of France, in the fifth

century ; ,and the Excerpts of Egbert, in 750.

The church of St. Martin, at Dover, like St. Generoux, terminated in three equal
eastern apses. While we recognise the historical fact that the cruciform shape of
churches was one of gradual development we must at least confess it would be
difficult to assign any other reason than symbolical consideration as that which in-

fluenced our forefathers in laying out the ground-plan of their churches : and he
would not be envied who should attempt to impugn their attempt to embody lioly

doctrines in external objects, and make the material fabric suggestive of Christian

verities. Aa M. Martin observes " Cct art n'est tout entier qu'une immense aspira-

tion vers Dicu. vers I'inflni aspiration ardente et douloureux du cn>ur. In

the tabernacle and temple the fbrm of the edifice, the arrangement of its parts,

and the order of its altars and furniture were made by Divine appoliitnieiit according
to a pattern. 'I'liis model in its main features was adopted and adhered to, as far as
the dilferent characters of the two dispensations would allow, in the adaptation of
heathen buildings and In the positive construction of Christain churches. The
docrine of symbolism, however, must not be pressed too far. The priijciole of
derivation of orientation la very questionable, as far as it turns on the opinion that

our Saviour died with his face to the south, or on the direction of the choir to that

part of the sky in which the sun rose on the day of Dedication of the Church, The
Old English Ilomily on Wake-days, Isidore, the Gemma Animse, Durandus, and
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Walafrid Strabo, mention simply the reason that Christians always prayed towarrls

the tiast. VioUct le Due. h1iuw» thai thu dccliuation dcpendtHl on mere confltructlonal

cauHcs. St. Michaol'H. Coventry, Tyuomouth, llotliuiu, Tiiclificldt wid York bent to

the south, and St. Mary's, York, and St. Owen to tin- north.
At Canterbury the Saxon Cathedral wuh arranged In a great dejfrec in

imitation of St. J'etor's Clmreli. at Komo. In the vory ancient churcl
of St. GaU, attributed by M»,'illou to E«:inhard, the archttect of Charlemagne*
the f^round-plan embraced a lonj^ nave, vritli screened chapels in the
aisles, a transept with an altur in each wbi^, a short constructional
ebaneelendiu^maaapse. A screen ran across the first bay wcstwardby the cross, with
lateral doors and in front of the ambo. At Clalrvauxthe second or outer choir was
used by the sick monks. The ritual choir ocoui)it;d the sjjace of tlio lantern, and was
furnished with scats for the siujjcrs ; a western screen ran in front, and had a central
entrance, flanked by the anaIo<riu', one on either side : an arrangement whicli re-
appears centuries later in the double screen to which 1 slniU nresc-ntly allude, and ia

the altars attached to the clioir screen in Gothic churches. The hi^h altar stood at
the top of a llij.'-ht of steps, ou either side of which were smaller altars, auil a lesser
altar was placed in the apse. In the centre of the nave was the altar of the Holy
Cross; probably the tirst instalment of the future rood-screen. The confession, or
cell of the saint, lay mider the high altar. In each of the western towers was a chapel.
The processional path lay between the arcade of the nave and its lateral chapels
In the aisles. The doors, in the north aisle, led to the porter's room ; in the south
aisle, to the poor man's hospice; in the south transept, to the cloister, crypt,
sacristy, and dormitory ; in the north wing-, to the crypt, library, scriptorium, abbot's
lodge, and guest-house. The church was a long j)araIlelograra, divided by two
arcades into three alleys. At the west end was an apse with the bi8ho]>'s tbrone
fronting the Lady Chapel altar. Many abbeys were dedicated to St. I'eter and St.
I*aul ; the eastern apse wait allotted |to the altar of the latter in reference to the
scene of his labors, and the western to the former, in allusiou to the pontifical
throne. On either side of the nave was a tower, forming a quasi-transept : that on
the north was occupied as tlie Novices' School, that on the south was entered by a
porch, and contained an altar. The choir of the canons was enclosed by a screen
breast high ; at the upper end was an altar with lateral doors in the screen, which
closed it on the north and south. In front of the apse, in the chord of which was the
altar of the daily mass, were flights of steps on the north, south, and west, ascending
the altar platform, below which was a crypt containing an altar and extending under
the presbytery. Against the cast wall of the apse stood tlie high altar. A passage
from the south aisle led into the octagonal baptistery, or church of St. John Baptist.
Edward the Confessor, after "a new kind of building," changed the ordinary

Saxon parallelogram into a Latin cross with a lantern at the intersection ; the great
area of the church had a lofty vaulting; the end had double arches on either side ;

the choir stood in the cross below the tower, and above and below were little chapels
furnished with altars. St. Slary's in the Castle, Dover, built in the early part of the
same reign, the latest date assignable, is cruciform and aisleless, with a central tower.
St. Edmund's, Biu*y, completed lUU.J, had, besides a central tower, two octagonal west
towers ; the east end was apsidal, the transept had eastern apses, there was a crypt
under the choir.
Groumf Plan.—On the Norman and Transitional Norman church, the grand cha-

racteristics were the great length of the nave, as at St. Alban's, "Winchester, Nor-
wich, Ely, Peterborough, Jorevalle, and Bylaud : a triapsal arrangement, the choir
ending in an apse, and the transept having an eastern apse to each wing:; tlie latter
feature appearing at Norwich, Gloucester, Romsey, Thetford, Castle-Acre, and
Christ Chui-ch,Hants,Oxford, St. Cross and Kom.sey had a square east end. The ritual
choir occupied the space under the central lantern, and included the first two or three
eastern bays ofthe nave. The apsidal east end, as at Gloucester, Canterbury,Waltham,
Leominster, and Norwich, often terminated in an aisle opening into one eastern and
two lateral chapels. Eastward of the choir was the presbytery, with the altar .standing
in the chord of the apse, and the bishop's throne elevated on a platform behind it

;

the circular aisle behind formed a processional path. Apses are rare in the north,
probably owing to the'influeuce of lona. Of a later period we have the "French
Chevct," a circlet of pillars, compritiing aisle and a crescent of radiating chapels, as at
Tewkesbury, Persliore, and Westminster. At St. Alban's the nave was tilled with
altars arranged against the piers. The central tower was at length commonly re-
garded as forming the natural division between the nave and choir; and this recog-
nition, coupled with the introduction of eastern shrines and of a solid rood-screen,
necessitated a complete reconstruction or prolongation to the eastward. Under the
cast tower arch the rood-screen was placed, and a rercdos divided the new construc-
tional and ritual choir from the retro-choir. Lateral stalls enclosed the choir, and
open screens the presbytery; both partitions being inserted in the lower arcades.
Access was thus permitted to the entire circuit of the church, without interruption to
the choir services ; the double aisles of the French churches served the same purpose
more efficiently. The obstruction to the progress of a procession offered by the
lateral chapels led to the erection of chapels external to the nave-aisles at Chiches-
ter, Mancliester, and Kendal. At Winchester, the rercdos, with a more easterly
screen, encloses the capitular chapel. At Westminster, St. Alban's, and Bury St.
Edmund's, the retro choir was occupied by the chapel and shrine of the patron saint.
Crowland terminated in an apse without lateral chapels.
The crypt of Chartres had a martyrdom of St. Uenis, with an ambulatory and

large chapels. St. Benigne de Dijon, of the llth century, is circular, with an eastern
oblong chapel of St. Jolin, and western ante-crypt,with four apses. St. Seurin, Bor-
deaux, of the eleventh century, is a nave of three alleys. St. Eutrope de Saintes, of
the commencement of the l'.^th century, is apsidal, of three alleys, with three radi-
ating chapels. At Auxcrre, there is an apsidal cryi>t of the ninth or tenth century,
of three alleys, with an aisle all round, opening into a small east apsidal
chapel. The reliquary and altar of the saint occupied the east end. The
original ground plans of the eastern portions of churches may sometimes be
traced in the early crypts: the apsidal oblong martyrdom at "Winchester with its
aisles, and a smaller apsidal crypt for the altar to the east. At St. Scrvais, Belgium,
there was a thirteenth-century crypt of three aisles, retaining its altar within tlie apse
till IWO; the second, or caveau funeraire, as M. Schayes calls it, remains. A
subterranean church of the same period, c. 1078-1092, an oblong of five aisles, with a
pentagonal apse, is to be seen at Anderlecht. That of St. Bavon was a square of
tlirec aisles {ib. III. 24). The crypt of St. Avit, of the tenth century, and St. Aignan,
a century later, at Orleans, arc of three alleys, with a martyrdom or confession
under the sanctuaries, and an apsidal church beyond tlie wall which bisects the
entire building. (Crypts were employed as chapels and oratories, charnels (where no
distinct charnels were built), mortuary chapels, and chambers to secrete the church
jewels in time of danger. They are of two kinds—one a square hall ; the other a
subterranean church, with apses and aisles. They occur at York (three-aisled),
at Gloucester (three-aisled), Christchurch (an apsidal oblong), St. I'eter's, f>xford,
Bofiham, St. Peter's, Oxford, Hy the, Kochester, and of small size at Hereford (three-
aisled), and Exeter, Kipon and Hexham; in the latter two instances shaped like
cells. Tliose of M'orcester and Canterbury, vividly described by Erasmus, with its
iron grille round the tomb, have been alluded to already. At Westminster there was
a crypt, as at Wells, with an altar under the chapter-house. Wells are found in
them at York and Winchester ; at York there is a lavatory. The crypt of Glasgow,
of the thirteenth century, extends under and beyond the choir. A similar large crypt
at Worcester wants the eastern lesser crypt, but is provided with an additional
southern chapel ; and the perfect subterranean churcn at Canterbury, the three-
aisled apsidal oblong, with a transept, having two apses in each wing, and apsidal
chapels at the east, while beyond is a second apsirjal oblong with aisles, and a round
crypt at the extreme east end. The latest EngHsh crypt is that of St. Stephen's.
VVcstmliister. The apse of a church is generally its most ancient portion, as the
choir was always the first part built, and was always rebuilt with reluctance, being
devoted to the most sacred oftices of religion, and invariably of the strongest con-
straction.

Glasgow and Llandaff are oblong; Canterbury, Lincolnt Salisbury, Worcester,

Rochester, Southwell, and Beverley, have, like Clugny had, a choir transept ; rudi-
ments of a similar arrangement appear at Wells, York, Hereford, and Kxeter.
Martin raentioiiB a similar out exceptional Instance at St. Quentin.but obsi-rves that
the choir transept is ordinarily found only in abbeys of a period previous to the
Ogival style. The stalls of the clergy, probably, reached fVom the choir transept
into the nave, the choir transept being allotted exclusively to the clergy, and the
western transept to the accommodation of guests. Durham and l-'ountains have an
eastern screen ; IVterborough, Lincoln, and Ely have a weslern screen ; Kxeter hu
one In a smaller degree. The choirs of itorhester, Kilkenny, and Christchurch are
isolated fVom their aisles. Dunblane choir Ih aisleless.

I have been informed that the ground plans oi Minsters* arc invariably submitted
to the Pope, and that many remain in MS. in the Vatican. We possess, however,
the ground plans of St. Gall, Clugny, Clairvaux, Citeaux, and Clermont, which
afford sufficient information for our purpose. The Benedictine arrangement was
uniform, a cruciform building with towers and chapels, marked by gr<-at
magnificence. The Benedictine abbeys generally have a parish church immediately
adjoining them.
Amtiii Crt?ions.—Austin Canons, an order of regular clergnr holding a middle

Sosltion between monks and secular canons, adopted naves of great length, as at
edburgh, (Jhristchurch, etc., for the purpose of accommodating large congregations,

as they were a community of parish priests living under rule ; and the priori lodfi%
is almost invariably attached to the south-west angle of the nave. The east ends
are ordinarily Hquare, and the clioir—never very lai^e—leHoraetimes, as at Llantbony
and Christchurch, shut oU'from its aisles. The towers are very seldom of any import-
ance, and are generally additions of a late period at the west end, as at Christchurch,
Dorchester, Bolton, and Waltham.

Cistercian.—Ihc characteristic of the churches of the Cistercians, like the
Clugniacs, a reformed congregation of the Benedictine order, is an extreme simplicity
in outlines—absence of triforium and pinnacles, a single central tower, a simple
west front, and plain undivided windows—for no ornament of any sort, not even of
painted glass, was admitted—and a flight of stairs led from the transept into the
dormitory. Clairvaux bad a ehcvet, with nine radiating square-ended't'liapelw ; two
east chapels in each wing of tlu; transept, and two in each of the western aisles of
the transept. There was a large west porch, stalls for the clergy were set on the west
of the transept, and for the servants at the lower end of the nave. Pontigny.c. 1150-70,
where Lanfranc, Anselm, and a Becket took refuge, had a chevet with seven
square-ended chapels, and side chapels to the choir aisles, and west and
east aisles to the transept; and Altenburg (c. ll'.W) has a chevet
with seven polygonal chapels ; the only English instance of such a termina-
tion is said to be indicat^'d at Beaulieu, which, probably, resembled Clairvaux.
Alcobaga, in l*ortugal— 11-18-12*,'2—has a three-aisled nave, and a chevet with nine
chapels. In the twelfth century the 'order distinguished themselves from the
Benedictines by the choice of a secluded spot and the simplicity of their ground plan,
which, in its earliest type, was marked by a short square-ended choir, as at Holy
Cross, Hore, Bovle, &c.. except at Kievalle and Fountains ; often aisleless, as at
Pluscardine, St. Mary Sweet lleart, Kirkstall, Kocbe, Furness, &c., and by having
chapels (usually four) on a line with the choir, and opening like an eastern aisle into
the transept, as at Sylvacane (c. 1147). Fontenay (c. llliO. Scmay (c. 1128), Clairvaux,
and Novitac, built by St. Bernard, and St. Vincent at Borne. Citeaux was square-
ended, but had apses to the transeptal chapels. Vaux de Sernay, c. 1128, was square-
ended, with four apsidal transept chapels. Fontenay had a square apse, with
square-ended transeptal chapels. This arrangement, which was adopted In the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries at Florence and Rome, appears in England at
Kirkstall, Roche, Furness, Netley, Buildwas, Tintem, and Fountains, Ac. ; in
Ireland, at Dunbrody and Boyle. No lady chapel protrudes at the east end. The
eastern aisle of the transept was always parted off into chapels. The exceptional
instances of towers occur at the west end of Furnesa, and ou tlie north-west angle of
the transept at Fountains. At Clairvaux, and ordinarily in Cistercian houses where
the choir was aisleless, the whole space under the lantern was left open, so as to
leave fi*ee access to all the eastern altars. The number of four transeptal chapcl.s was
sometimes increasedto six. as at Kievalle, Fountains, Furne.ss.'Kirkstall, Dunbrody,
and Graig-na-managh. Jorevalle. in 1154, presents an advance in the arrangement,
having choir aisles, and Byland, which has western aisles to the transept. In France
there was a large west porch.
i^nors.—The churches of the Friars—Franciscan (c. f/. Kilconncl), Dominican

(e.g. St. Andrew's, Norwich), and Carmelite {e.g. Ilurne), were oblong and of
unbroken length, destitute of a triforium, and generally provided with only a single
aisle or a single transept. The choirs are aiselcss, generally flat-ended; but a
Franciscan ruin at Winchelsea has an apse. The Franciscan church at Stirling has
an octagonal apse. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,;tall narrow towers, as
at Roswick, Moyne, Multifernan, Adare, and Kilconnel, were inserted between the
nave and choir. Ardfert has a west tower ; the cloister is on the north at Moyne,
Muckross, and Adare, 'on the south at Kilconnel. Kilconnel and 31uekross have a
south transept ; Castle Dermot has a north aisle and transept. Reading had a nave
and aisles.

St. Andrew's, Norwich, and the Dominican Friary at Lonvaine, c. 12.'50, and at
Gloucester, had a nave with aisles ; that at Ghent is a square-ended oblong, c. 1240

;

so is Roscommon, but with a north nave aisle. Conventual buildings were arranged
by the Dominicans, as at Sligo and Kilmallock on the north, and their preaching-
yard laid out on the west or south side. Ilulne, a Carmelite church, is a mere
oblong.
The Friars, owing to their destination as preachers, required to place their houses

in the midst of a surrounding population ; and had to adapt them to the irregu-
larity of the site, large spaces of ground not beinfr attainable. The stalls of the
brotherhood occupied the nave, and the congregation occupied the parallel aisle.

The cloister of the Jacobins of Paris and Agen are on the north side. The churches
iu those towns, as at Toulouse, were oblongs of two aisles, but the latter, of the
latter part of the tbirtecnth century, has a chevet with five chapels. Chapels were
not ordinarily added until the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The refectory at
Toulouse and Paris stood out at right angles to the church. The Austin Friars,
house at St. Marie des Vaux Verts, near Brussels, exhibits an oblong church without
towers, cm the north side of the cloister was the library, on the west the dormitory,
on the south the refectory, on the east the day dormitory. On the north and south
of the eastern cloister were the guest houses. The infirmary was detached on the
Bouth-west of the great cloister.

Pra"nw7iifiraien&iatts.—'rwo of the most deformed ground 'plans, not exeeptinff
Chester Cathedral, belong to the Praemonstratcnsian Regular Canons, a reformed
branch of the same order as the Austin Canons : Eastby, with its long, aisleless

choir, and nave wanting a south aisle, and Bayham, witli an aisleless nave and lateral
galleries to t!ie transept. The choir is aisleless, but ends in a polygonal apse.

('hi{/iiiacs--T}\e original Abbey of Clugny bears a marked resemblance to Lincoln
Cathedral built partly by Hugh of Burgundy. A peculiarity of Clugniac churches in
England is the position of the sacristy, which at Thetford and Castle Acre is attached
to the north wall of the transept. In France a nartliex, or outer church for penitents,
was a distinctive feature, as atCluny.c. 12','0: Vczelay, c. 1100 ; and Charite-snr- Loire,
of the twelfth century, with two towers above the porch. Four tower.^ flanked the
transept, and a central tower formed the lantern. The Abbey of Clugny was
composed of a church with a nave with double aisles ; a main and choir transepts,
each with four apsidal chapels; an ante church, a chevet with five chapels, a cloister
in the south. Above the great porch in Clugniac churches in France a chapel of
St. Michael was built. AtDaventry and Tykford the outer or farm-court was of con-
siderable size.

The ordinary west front in a fine building presented a gable between two
towers. In the church of a nunnery, as at Komsey, there was no west door.

* The term Movaffn/ptor, whence our word Minster, applied to large conveatual
churches, is first used by Eusebius.—Hist. Eecles. 1. ii. c. 17.
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The west fh>nt9 prcwnttd hi;;h-pitched roofs and irabks when stoue vaults replaced

tte aU flitf VOodnA roofli. aiul weiv fSDeciaUv useful iu tlio tnowy and rainy Aorth.

T^ MTittn irtol^T i>f tli« Tnuity in tlie pi'4imeut was replaced by the (^abfe cross ;

»mt\ trtaapbMit anf^ivla, apo^tlee, Vvanj^elists. saiuts, and stories from Holy Writ and
'

. smuic*^ orer ilie front, furimd » ;iiide of Christian life and vast systems of

Jco. Ooenrionally, ou a German type, in the central eompartmeut tliere was a

I lower.«£ at Belvoir, Ely, Herefor<3 ; imitated afterwards at liolton.Wimborne,
hureb.and Shrvwtbury'and Waltbam. The siuneplau is observed at Meehlin,

xk, Omnizic, Kocakilde. St. Vincv-nt Soiffnies, i>t. Gertrude Xivelles, and
mhovrir. i>t. Germain des Fres, St, Savin, und St. Beuoit-6ur-Loire ; but thej' were

I placed at tl»c angles to show the arcadin^ and windows of the front. W e also

1 Vistcm church attached, as at Sherborne, Glastonbury, and Tyncmouth, and
u- iustauees on the Cluji^uiac churches, and St. Front. Perijrueux. A Galilee

J at uiirham, Kly, and ^jH-ttisham ; it may have derived its name fVom being: the

diatant portion of tlie churcli from the altar, or from the circumstance of its

I aaed like a lych-porch for the dead, with a touching allusion to tlie fact that our
after bis resurrection, showed himself so frequently to His disciples in

___ Tb« third we«ic after Kaster by the Greeks, and Wednesday iu Easter

wedcby the Latins, was called Galilee from this circumstance. This porch was used

u tbeir hut atation by proceaalons. It is found on the south side of the transept at

Lincoln.
/Vrc**.*.—The porch was probably a' vestige of the narthex of the primitive church.

In it the children of the abbey serfs were baptised, and the office was said, at which
the domtsticfi as«lsted. It wasalao used on Talm Sunday to arrauj^^e the procession,

and to receive great personages in bad weather. At Chij^ny it was as large as a

church. It was often a sanctuary containing a ring, whicli the fugitive clung to, as

atl>iirhain and atColo^e. where there was an inscription " Hie stetit magnus reus."

It was also aaed a« a parlour for conversation with persons who were permitted to

enter the aetaal monastery. On the stones the measurements of weight and length

mre aoowtiines carved, as on a nave pier at Old St. Taul's. In t)ie twelfth century

pondiea were often superseded bv grand portals. There are large porches at the

weat end of Peterborough and 'Chichester, south transept of York, and the north
transept of \\'eetmin^ti'r

G^itiay.—The gallery in front of churches took its origin from the necessity of

accoounodatjug the choir, who sang " Laus, Gloria," &c., wlien the procession

on Falm Sunday returned from carrying the sacrament to the cemetery. 1" requently

windows were grouped closely for this purpose, and this may have been the design
ot the huge west arcli at Tewkesbury. In bad weather the ceremonial was held before

thealtarof the Cross, under the choir-sereen, and this custom may have led to the

construction of minstrel galleries at AVinchester, Exeter, and Malmesbury. Galleries

are found at the west end of the nave at Le Mans and Jumieges in the north tran-

sept, and in the north nave aisle at Winchester, in both transepts at Bocherville, in

the south transept at Westminster, Hexham, and Cerisy, and hkc a small arcade at

Klgln.
Doors.—The north nave door was allotted to the laity, that on the south opened

into the cloister. The exceptions are where the conventual buildings were on the
north side of the church. Large northern porches were added on the town side at
Saltsbur}-, Wells, Hereford. Christchurch, Worcester, Wells, Durham, &c. ; Komsey,
being the minster of a nunnery, has no west door.

Towers. —Towers had frequently an altar of St. Gabriel or St. Michael, the con-
ductor of souls (perhaps in allusion to the Paradise below, or the legend of his
apparition, c. 4*J0 and 700). and the interior was frequently covered with sepulchral
inscriptions. A chapel of St. Micliael in Clugniac houses was built above the great
door. The great tower of St. Benoit-sur- Loire, c. IWG, was called St. Micliael's ; the
central tower of Canterbury is called tlie Angel tower ; and on the highest gables of
Wykeham's colleges are statoes of St. Gabriel or St. Michael. Three towers were
built at Canterbury, York, Wells, Lincoln, Durham, Llanthony, Southwell, and
Kipon ; Lichfield alone retains its three spires. Ely and I'eterborough have central
lanterns ; Salisbury. Norwich, Chichester, and Oxford have central spires. Two
western towers were designed at Norwich and Chichester. At Chichester,
as once at St. Taul's, Salisbury and Westminster, and Crowland, there is

a detaclied belfry-tower. At Rochester it is attached to the north transept ; at
Dunblane to the soutli transept. At Wymondliam the abbey steeple, built over the
three t-astern nave-bays, shuts off all communication with the nave, which served as
a parisl) church. Aberdeen and St. Andrew's have two west towers. Elgin had
three towers, with large turrets flanking tlic east end. Fortrose has a single west
tower. At Exeter the towers form transepts—a very convenient arrangement for
the monks when tolling tlie bells for the night offices, or when a large congre''^ation
filled the nave. The .'»ame arrangement prevailed at St. Germain des I'res, Cluny,
Vezelav, and Chalons-sur-Marne. Tlie western towers contained the bells rung on
feast days and at summons of the laity to 8er\-icc. There are towers to the clioir

transepts at Canterbury, and tower-turrets at the west end of Salisbury, and Peter-
borough, and Kochest<T, to the east end of Chichester, and Exeter, and Norwich, to
the transepts of Peterlwrough and Ely. and at the west and east end of Winchester.
Turrets flank the choir of Peterborough.

TrajiS^T)/.—There are aisleless transepts at Canterbury, Norwich, Carlisle,Worcester,
Gloucester, Exeter, Rochester, Kilkenny, Uomsey, and Bristol ; but the place of an
aisle was ordinarily supplied by the erection of eastern apsidal chapels, or square, as at
Kxctcr. St. Patrick's has a quasl-ai-iile. St. Stt-phen's, Caen, as Canterbury had, has an
internally formed lateral aisle. Scotland, like France, ordinarily presents only a quasi-
transcpt. Tmnsepts with east aisles for chapels are found at Peterborougli, Hereford,
Lichfield, Selby, Whitby, Kipon, Lincoln, Roche. Jorevalle, and Howden. Double
aisles flank the transepts of Winchester, Ely, York, Wells, and Byland. One of the
compartments at Winchester retains its name of the ealei'actory, the place for lighting
the censers. A stone confessional chair remains in the south transept of Gloucester.
The revestry, as at Westminster, Gloucester, and Christchurch, was attached to the
transfpt ; it contained a press for vestments fone remains at Winchester), an altar,
and a bell to announce the coming of the celebrant. Transept towers occur at
Kxeter and St. Mary Ottery, and in Cormac's chapel, ou the rocTk of Armagh, con-
secrated ll.'M, as at; St. Stephen's, \'ienna, Narbonne, Chalons-sur-Marne. At
Angoulemc there are towers at the ends of the transept. At St. Lambert's, Liege,
there was a south transept tower. Clioir transepts are added at Salisbury, Lincoln,
&c.. as at Clugny and Nivelles. In the sixth century St. Germain built cliapels
in the transepts at St. Vincent. The chapels were usually founded as sepulchral
chantries, and supported by families of distinction or by bequest of ecclesiastics.
There are SDp<'rb wef^tem transepts at Ely, Lincoln, and Peterborough.
The word choir is first used by writers of the western church, and Isidore.of Seville,

deriTes It from the fcorona) circle of clergy and singers who surrounded the altar {Orig.
lib. L c. .^); it occurs in the c. 18 of the 4th Council of Toledo. Jlore probably the
position of the ritual choir in the nave may be ascertained by a difference m the shape
or ornamentation of the pillars, the presence of a piscina, or marks of the rood-beam.
Priests' rooms are found over the vaulting of the nave and choir at the Mellifont,
Holv Cross, and Kilkenny. In abbeys the choir, raised by steps above the level
of the rest of the building, usually extended into the nave, from which it was
dlTided by a rood-screen ; and on this side of the transept was the altar for
matins and lauds, the nave being left for the guests, pilgrims. &c.. In the cathedral
the choir nsnally commenced on the other side of the transept, wliich was given up
to the congregation; the lai^o aisles were for their accommodalion on the same
level with the cbotr, and no stalls obstructed their view. Jietween the high altar and
the bishop's throne, which was placed in the ap.sc, stood a low or matin altar, with
the vestment of the eeh-brant on a stand, and a brazier for kindling the incense. On
either side of the entrance of the sanctaary stood a seven-branched candlestick.
The apse or chevet took its origin in the junction of the common circular lorne-

hoQse of the east end, found behind the altar with tlie basilica, by tlie removalm the ffltermedfate walls. The lomc-house Is still existing, mider the name of
Becket*s Crown, at Canterbury, an Imitation of the erifit chapel of Sens, and like
Henry Vlt'u chapel at Westminster; Trondhjem, Batalha, Burgos, and Murcla.

Romsey has apsidal terminations to the choir aisles ; the central compartment once
formed probably an apse. The choir is disproportionally short at Westminster,
Brecon, Brinkbume, and m several Cistercian abbeys. Stalls were introduced at
the close of the thirteenth century, when the choirs were lengthened and arranged
in two tiers. The earliest instances of wooden seats occur in a constitution of
Grostete. Throe-legj^ed stools were an earlier substitute; there is a mention of their
use in the fifteenth century, and of choir-stalls in the Black Book of Swaffham.
Romanesque stone stalls, Lenoir mentions, remain at Ratzburg. The choir in
cathedrals, following the monastic usage, was previously walled off from the aisles by
a low partition, as at Canterbury, Alby. Chartres, Bourges, St. Denis, Amiens, and
Notre Dame; in the two latter instances carved with figures. A solid wall still

encloses Rochester. The bisliop's throne was at the same time removed to a stall
iu the choir. Sick and strange monks sat in the retro-choir.
Lady Chapel.—The earliest lady chapel was built at the west end of Canterbury,

and re-erected in the north nave aisle by Lanfranc, but did not assnme a prominent
fositiou till the thirteenth century, and then was usually placed eastward of the choir,
t occupied the south choir aisle at Elgin and the north at Thetford. and is on the
same side at Bristol, Oxford, Llanthony, Wymondham, and Canterbury, but was
detached at Ely and St. Martin des Champs ; is on the south of the nave at WaJ-
tham and Rochester ; on the south of the choir at Ripon (over the chapter-house)
and Kilkenny; in the south transept at Wimbome; at Lincoln and Gloucester it

is cruciform; at Lichfield and Wells it has a polygonal apse ; Is in the Galilee at
Durham, and in the south transept of Wimborne.
A baptistery like that of Luton is found at Cividade de Friouli,of theeighth or ninth

century. The cell of a recluse remains at Norwich.
At Fountains the marshalling of processions was marked out by stones along the

nave, and aline of demarcation to women drawn across it at. Durham. The pulpit
was on the south side of tlic nave. In Italy stone pulpits are found of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, as at Sienna and St. Minlato, Florence. In the twelfth,
century, as at St. Augustine's, Canterbury, and Bury St. Edmund's, pulpits were used
in French churches, out probably were only movable Iwooden lecterns. In the thir-
teenth century they became usual, owing to the establishment of the preaching friars,

and tlieir use in the refectory ; the earliest is that of Beaulieu. In the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries we find an open-air pulpit in the cloisters or court ; as at St. I>io,

at the Friary, Hereford, and Magdalen College, Oxford; Bishop Latimer preached
in Priory -gardens. In churches they appear first in the Perpendicular period. There
is a stone pulpit at Wells. The bishop's throne was formerly of stone, as at Canter-
bury, Norwich, Avignon, St. Vigor, and Rheims. At the close of the fifteenth cen-
tury they began to bcot wood. Scdiha, rare in France, are found in Normandy
and Brittany, and appear in England at the close of the twelfth century. There are
generally three seats connected with a piscina In England, but four occur atFurness
and Paisley, and five at Southwell. In place of the triumphal arch of the basilica, a
trabcp was' set up, richly carved and adorned with tapers. An altar of the crucified,

used in the ceremonial of Palin Sunday, was erected in the nave of St. Gall, round
which tlie sick monks on All Saints' Day took their place. The most ancient in

?, of the sixteenth century. The finest it in France is in theBelgium Is that of Louvaine, i

Madelaine, Troyes
At St. Ambrose, at Milan, and St. Miniato, at Florence, altars, as was usual iu

Roman churches, were placed in front of the choir. A screen was added in the
thirteenth century, and this addition was multiplied in the two following centuries.

It was used for reading the Epistles, Gospel, certain lessons, letters of communion,
edicts of bishops, and acts of councils, and in some places for the benediction of the
bishop, whence its name of juve. At Clugny the laity were communicated at the
rood-loft through a grill. They took the place of the ambo and lectern of the
basilica, and were used for the reading of the Gospel and Epistle, and at a later

date for the organ and singers. They were composed generally of a central door,
closed by a curtain during the celebration, as the ciborium liad been veiled, and
in the lateral arches were placed altars.

Screens.—The rood-scrLcn took its origin in the necessity of protecting the monks
from draughts of cold air. As a compensation to the laity for tlieir exclusion, two
kinds of screen were introduced, identical in principle, though varying in position
and arrangement. One was the choir-screen, in which, as at Chichester, Exeter, and
St. David's, an altar was placed on cither side of the great entrance from tlie nave.
The second was the nave-screen, in which there was a central altar, forming the
matin altar and high altar of the laity, set between the two rood doors, as at St. Cuth-
bert's, and St. Alban's. At Guilden Morden there is a double rood-screen. At St.

Alban's they formed aloft used as a dormitory by twelve monks. The rood stood
over the ehoir-scrccn at Canterbury, but at St. Alban's over the presbvtery-screen.
a piece of furniture the original of altar rails, which is still found at St. IJavid's. At
Christchurch, Hants, the screen stood in the first compartment of the nave westward
of the lantern ; as atTintern, Fountains and Winchester. The screen is placed in the
second bay westward of the lantern at Buildwas and Norwich ; at Westminster and
St. Alban's, in the third bay ; in the sixth bay at Tynemouth ; and in the fourth bay
at Jorevalle. Various parcloses screened off chapels in the nave, transepts, and
aisles ; often, as at Fountains and St. Alban's, blocking up the nave. Against these
enclosures, and between arches, the tombs of bishops and abbots were placed, but at

length were developed into distinct chantries; the earliest instance being that of
Edvngdon. at Winchester.
The reredos behind the altar is found at St. Mary's Overye, Winchester, West-

minster, St. Alban's, and Christchurch. Immediately behind it, in a retro-choir, was
the Blirine of the Patron Saint, as that of Hugh, at Clugny; St. Louis, at Si. Denis ;

at Winchester, St. Alban's. Bury, Durham, Bridlington, Lincoln, Lichfield, West-
minster, and Canterbury, where the east processional path is on a level with the

chapel, but with the floor of the nave at Durham and Westminster. The shrines of

saints were in subordinate positions at Rochester, choir transept ; Chichester, soutii

transept ; St. David's, nortli side of choir ; and Oxford, in a north chapel.

Watching lofts to observe the shrine, remain at Oxford, St. Alban's. Westminster,
Worcester, and Canterbury. Chambers for the watchers of the church may be seen

at Lincoln and over the north porch of Exeter. Minstrels' galleries are found at

Exeter, Malmesbury, Wincliestcr, St. Mary Ottery, Gloucester, and, perhaps,
Westminster.

Wall Passaqes.~T\\Q triforlum. which at a later period was treated merely as a

Eortion of the clerestory window, was at first designed to combinn additional

eight with constructional security, and was used for purposes of accommodation.
for a passage, and for lianging tapestries on festivals ; it is locally called the

nunneries at Christchurch, Durham, and Westminster, where the areat size of this

gallerv was a continuation of the plan of tliis story in the Confessor's church, which
contamcd altars, and was retained, probably, for the accommodation of spectators

on grand ceremonials. It is a feature never found in a Cistercian chun-h. The
peculiar wall passages in the lower story In the same church were used by the abbot
for thepurpose of 8uper\-ising the monks. The prior's gallery still remains at St.

Bartholomew's, Smitnficld, and was probably of a similar destination. The wall
passages of the clerestory were probably used by the sacristan when he went round
to secure the shutters of the windows, then unglazed or merely latticed, in ease of
rain or storms. The windows were formed of stone, pierced with circles or tracery

like trellis-work In the early churches of the AVcst and the East. Glass windows arc

mentioned at an early date. S. Chrys. t. viii.. p. 354. Lact. de Opif Dei. c. vlii.

f^ortunatuB. Carni. ii., p. 11. Gregory, of Tours, speaks of wooden sashes glazed In

France (Glor Mart. 1, c. lix.), and in 1052 stained-glass is described at St. Benigne
dc Dijon.
A labyrinth, to thread which was a compensation for a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, is

found at Canterbury, and St. Bertin's. St. Omcr ; St. MIchele, Pavia ; St. Quentin ;

Aix : Chartres; St. Maria in Aquino; Lucca, and St. Maria in Trasteverino. The
fridstool, or chair of sanctuary, remains at Beverley and Hexham. The tabiM-nacle

is often an aumbry near the high altar, on the north side. A credence-table remains
at St. Cross. After the thirteenth century' credences were introdnced in Belgium,

generally on the right and often on the east of the altar : the former, divided by a
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.slab hclJabawon and cni. (s, and was furnished with a water-drain below thaton tlie ncrht was an aumbry, and laid the boolts and ornamcuta of tlir- «lij,T

' Anancient cloelc ia found at VVulls. Tim " horlo.'o ii r ue« " U ,f^^tri?„,;„,^ ,^^' , "^i'
ar, hblshop of Uhcims, or to I'ope SylvestcTTl", c. iZ The iu"rciau rule'' xx'nrosenbed their uae; .un dials continued in ubc." Another "undryservidti^Slie holy oU. Thepiscnia was ordained by Pope Leo IV. for clekLinK the tdiahceIt became an importan piece of furniture in the thirteenth e.-ntury and was nrovided with a Ktone bracliet for tlie sacred vessels, and two drai i« nn„ for I^^IE,,?
w.ter, the other for the rinsings of the chalice. Aumbrtes for the book»^dTrocewsioual crosses also remain. uoons ana pro-

The saiTisty ordinarily intervened between the chapter-house and the eluipcl, . h„f

p^sr^tj;;'n^;^i=^^^^j^^^

they being situated on tlio north-east angle of the nave 'ni" «acri«^v ». Sr^
'

a two-storied circular bnildin^^ openmg on the east "we of the transept
"^''" '™'

Conventual Arrangement.—'thcte was a treneraily understooH r7,i„ .^^ „ „ .j •
^imilari^yin the ordinary ,«ode of conventual arrMgSmctT Where cxcentSoccur they may be readily traced to some easily assignable cansn-mfL^^f'^ 1°M earner buildfn^-s

, (2) the habits and requirements^? par?.v",T«r order of m,mtTor their transfer as architects, or bishops over anotheror&r • (3 henatureof thesl^e'existing streets, or old town buildings
; (1) defence in exnosed sihi-itiony ,", j'«

'

nations of .the priinitive rule and rJarVUgemcnt of'thrru W n4 a^ai dsZcntperiod, froniemulat on with others, from the love of reconstructio5%Sr conven?en<!egrandeur or imitation of adjoining churches
; (0) the perpetuation of the uUn"f»l'e'mother church and convent, by imitation in its celli

; (7) the confusion E arran 'i"^•"'' »?'"».«" 'I»^ n*-"™"'/ of providing accommodatou for kiuos nobles andguesta of distinction, for synods, and sometimes parliaments ° nooies, and

953

and
T Vi.

""""^""", *"* o/iiuuB. rtuii ..luuit'iimes parliaments.
In the case of the lonely Carthusian houses, for instance. Mount Grape thenr.tor.Id cloister were tomb-Uke. The brethren lived anart in littl . ^.n!^^' k

<"^*'"fy

jvith three little rooms and a garden; and onl7M them Li'^ellVf:^refectory on certam days
; while they assemblecf in the eloister-court on evel^n .»„ Jover the lessons appointed for the matins of festivals. At ciermon?tSp4^,f?nouter court With cattle stalls and watch-tower on the weft! thITuest-houseT.hosouth, barns on the north, and the prior's lodge on the east and h.p »r.i?H„i ??

"

church, flanked with chapels, to tW sonth orth?churcrwarthe clSr^^^^^^^^refectory on the south and the chapter-house on the east To the east ofthreh,>r?hwas a large garth, surrounded by separate cells.
^ o me east of the church

liy the Benedictine rule, whore six hours were assigned daily to manual Inhn,«very trade and occupation necessary to tlie convenience of the po,^^I!u
°''^'

domesticated within tlie walls. Each monrsteryTncluded 1) a "lois?e"Zrt .^,oT\".inner court, with the infirmary, guest-house, Idtchen? servants' hal{ hbrarv'&c
°

(..) great or common court, with a double gateway, the larger arcl" beini desig.fed for'carts, granaries, stables, store-rooms, grange-barn, servants' rooms t^./h„.,„i

?i»r a', h"*^
'"/

J"!?"'''
'"''8;'= » '•emarkable inltan" iccSrlln the r?"mons raten

'

sian Abbey of Ardaines, near Caen ; (l) the court of the church or close nn^n S .?public; and (5) mills, gardens, orchards, &c. In the frSSrf St AIhE ^=^''
court called Romeland-^probabV from rime, roomy" as taRomneyEomsevTcthe l.orbury at Itcadmg; and at Norwich Tombland, since 1302 ^' '^'"^^^^- **= '

in the plan of St. Gall, of the ninth century, the library abuts on the north woiithe sacristy on the south wall of the choir. The abbot's house ?utcr school anrfffucst-houselie parallel to the north transept and north nave-luslc. To the ekst ofthe church are t]ie garden, cemetery, infirmary, and novices' house • to the south ?s^he cloister with the dormitory on the east, the refectory on the south and' ,J^
«cllarage with a arder above it on the west. The poor man's hosofce ramnme,! rfchambers enclosing a common-room, fronts the guest-house T«theTest andsouth were farm-buildings and workshops. The hospice for stran *er monTs hart »
XnT;?.rT ""•*

f
dormitory. The guest-house comprised a lar^JefeSv

?L„n'^l°°'''"""''T'
stables, servants' rooms, and domestic offices. The almonS

oWci, Th" ";' north-west side, those of the porter on the south-west of thechuich. The outer school, to which a master's house was attached contained «Ian e room, parted by a screen, and opening on the bed-rooms of the scholars The
ebm?l ,Jh-'i''

°»"'";8' Ijpuse each comprised a cloister, refectory, dormXry and a
? VS'-"^?,"''','"'PY''''"? .""'. '"" '''"'•'^- The abbot's lodge, of^ two stories' S^n
lilT^ °

I''"
''*'*" '"!.''• '^'s si"msr and bed-rooms, under his solar and oratory Th^

nn^rj^'th*";"'/ '?k'
detached. Between thechurch and the cellarage we?etlfe oarlo?and vestibule for the reception of visitors, and giving orders to servants fnA?»

rZTh^ f^^J'"^".'^°'y
contained presses, ches'ts, aSd the altar plate the uDoer

l,?e»i „^^ '"'™'°'^f'*°'''=°°"""°''=''"''' with i room used forSakiVg the saSbread and preparing the consecrated oil. The library stood over the 8crinto??nmwhich was provided with desks. Under the dormitoryffrom which one stabcase I?dinto the transept, and a second to the cloister, was the common-room with a fire

?.?H,'
•'°'l "Connected with the bath-house. The refectory was provided 'w^h a vestrvfor the ordinary robes of the brotherhood. The abbot's tricliSium stood at the ton

nJ^yST'- tl"!-' 'mothers sat along the side walls on benchesi the guests' tabi?

L'imSd';rthl!.1sroo'm^'"='^
''"^ '"'''''' P"'P"- '^""^ ""*"- anS%^uUery ^S?

r mn -f""-'Tf '''T
o'^'ant of an English monastery Is that of Canterbury made

^'nifi', K ' embraces in the cloister court, which was on the north of the churcha chapter-house on tlie east, with the dormitory in a continuous line with it the

Jcfrc^ri: ?.",«« ""J-l^-
""'^ "".""= ^«^' "'» «'='"'™S<' a°d 8to?rrooms Behind the

w»f„n7h
"^"^ the kitchen, southward of a second court, in which the •vulst-house

Tr^". """ '^'-*'' * '? P""'''"' "" ""e "<»"'. and on the east a gate To thirst of^he
inffrm."^ "'."??';'""'" ^a-Sed round a herbary garden, and connected with the

CurSmtglhl^^i^c^^^^^^^

oTcu%?Sal"th'e'';'ci„??''
'" ''"" ''°'"' "' "'^ "akery, U"a3er'LKcU° w^dfh'

onlhe'so.^lh"^,,?''
'
r*"

i""""?'' eentury Clairvaux had the following plan. A cloisteron the south side of the church, with a lavatory; on the east side of thn io,.ti, .k„

ahove^^'
"""""^"^

^,V ""'" ""•'"•5' °«' "'< south transept wth ?he g?eft Hbr ?y
w^?hth.

"'""?'"""'''
,''5'il"'i;'

""' <" *•" ti-ansept
;
the chapter-house of thr" allevswith the parlor and old abbot's lodge extending southward under the dormhorr .*

Side buTdetact'rt' h/'"",','"''
">"

''^h^'-^ "'^ ""^'^ alleys and kUchen; on the w7st
»r.h L- f

etached, the cellarage
; on the south-east of the choir was a small cloister

TonHi ?„%!;;:
"^ ^-'P^.'^'s m the iiorth alley, and a large hall for conference on the

passage, with the guest-house and abbot's lod|e to tl^ southward, on the so.ft?

rnd'slcris;v'''in •»%e"'i''''r^;
'"'.'' ^r"" • »" 'S" ««" t th<, dormiro ™;haptcr-house

siriVi,"^;?",
"""""'!'>' <" ^'- Martin-des-Champs has its cloister on'^the north

^h»n;i^''
'''^"'toy, and parlor on the north

; cellarage on the west the sacrfstvchapter-house, and large halls, under the dormitory on the east a detached I nd^Chapel on the north of the choir, the small dormitory running paraUel to ft more

?,u^h'™!['J' a. •)•* *" ^"iTV", ""• '•"fectofy 1» on the weat, with the kitclien ontho
? eea.tl,f,; Jj."'?"'".^" '

'"^^"'f
refectory is on the north, the chapter^oSs rathe cast under the dormitory, and the «ellarage on the west.

"»<=<«

Cft)ister«,-lhe Eastern monasteries had an enclosure, round which the hovici of
Athos and"°.!i't^ 7„h^''''"/"^•,'"'?

connected by . colonnade, a. at 8a. Lat^M^^
of ?„,'i ,

S'.John 8, Constantinople. Hut in the tVesI, where the oburehoswm
?„ /ir

argcr dimensions, and frequented by women, a .liflirent «rrwc«m^tinS
reMHnJiJ- I^"?^*''"'

"'•'""aril.v two cloisters; the corln.h, or grSTwSi of ttT
fhr f u. rLVi n

" 'cm ""'".'": •""
'l"'"'"

™'"'*- """1 for conversatlSn. by tbeoopylS.for the residence of the abbot and dignitaries, and adjoining the llbrirv eemeten
walls"''tira?7f St^' u^thi?*;^'"',',",^'

7^''^"' '^"ifter wa,,\ meS. eScloi^i'i^^^^SS
II,.™' i. A

''t. Cutlibcrt, at Durham, was circular; while In the reign of Charlc-
r.Tn,^ :n"r'"^,' PV? triangular form, for symbolical rca«>n», tithe «,wt of
annears toM Ir' "'""? t«o chapels of .S.x. Mary and Benedict. The cloUtw
sfv'^e ,^r f he li ^^

<-^"."""'' """ '.',™^J' to ''ave been framed on the model of the pert-

TC,5fh '"""'"""*''?"';?.• the outer or farm court on that of the country Hlli
1 he triclmium reappears in the refectory, in the garth the xystus : the churot; In the
S , ,?i? '. *K ' ""•'

T"''? t',."',°
'^bapter-fiouse

;
tlie kitchen,^ and lesser rSSmshS!

Sri ..y^rS"'"'",;
""'''",'"'"• ^''- preserve their original position in the monas-

fti'uV^stoThicfasficalstS'"'
'"=""^'»' '""' ""™ """"'"" ««-"X "-^

ulUr'^tl'/'Z'i
orisnnallybuiitof wood; until the twelfth century, and even at a

it H,P» X^' .i^^t' "m"'
'™,'* <'"P'°r''' f"^ "« ™rbcls which supported it remainat Bcaulieu, and m other places. The cloister is mentioned by Brakelond c 1173

WroiZl '°"lS' fh°n";h?'r'
^Irkstall, Lichfield, Jorevalle. Stoneirigh, Southwcdi, iid

sln^hn?! „n,> oJ'p i'"K
™'"'', eenturv, alleys surrounding the garth are found athali,,bury and at Peterborough

; and In the fourteenth century at Norwich WeuT
^nHh"',;"?'?

^'' Chester and Uereford had only three alleys. TheyTcurred in tha
a^k'

»t Lincoln, Canterbury, St. David's, Cliester, Gloucester, fiuildwas MUton
Pi^v^n- v^r^T"; ^'?'"5'.V"'''i', ^"Z""' 1"'<^™«' """en. lieauvais. See""B«eSc°
1 uxen- Velay, Cartmel, and Magdalen (JollegcOxford; and on the west atNewColS
hn,t »^!iTf,"«'''""'.?-

In eathcdrals the bishops often took the south sMe as tlTe

skie'n? thi .1
J ',"

""rtherly to the canons. The c'hurch Invariably formed one entire

or,£. .„.„'"' "*',""'' °?*'''y *'"'">'' "" to the south in northern countries, laorder to secure as much sunshine as possible.
wuu.uib, m

cl,7.i.?."w
""^

'i°™^J°
mind that Winchester, Canterbury, Durham, Norwich, Ho-

bo ifon^^^tZ^^^y^y^^'^^Z'
<,''?;»?»•"' ''"terborough, and Westminster continuedto

S^t'fuhe 'rdZ Sf&y vnr""'
"'^"''' »'"' ^""^"^ " ^"»"'' ^''"'<""'' »"»«».

iJihli^^ll'm^'"^''!''
in eathc'drals was surrounded by the houses of the canon.,

ev^ilti^y f'i^'?^''"'.';.*'";.™'^r?
.'"'"t private houses round the close. With the

clmr?l eT5i ..'^'m'S'
•""

T,'''"'':
"'^ I""''' *n<I Seotch cathedrals, and collegiatec rches, as Lichfield Kipon, Manchester, Wimborne. Beverlev, Lii cluden, Perth

Znt Th'-'"'":P''°'>''-,'i.'"' "^-"'"J""-
Maidstone preserves its' collegiate arrangelment. The capitular buildings mcluded a chapter-house, refectory, cellarage school

frZn'',i'"Tf
"""""'"'<''^°''"

"J""
^^'"')' "''rary. audit hall, bursary'^rUu and

,^ir^^ / epmmon monastic arrangement was the following :-On the north

ch,nterhf^r„" r:^°.'h'"' "^"/'V °"
'i^*^"^* "^ t^-c great dolster ,'^ere the sacristy.

Sr.1S^2=; K^' ^?,^ ""' ealefactory, ^vith the dormitory, approached by a separate

^uest ho„?e°''„^„?h'"' °.1'H? ''.?" T''"
•"e cellarage 'and store rooms an'd Ihoguest-house

; on the south, frontin«r, but thus removed as far as possible from the

w h t.;. S.fT'"'^
it from noise and the smell of dinner, was the refectory, connected

Tv r),Vr„^",
™- Al"^ " ""^ Oeseription ..iven in some old Latin versed preserved

at St wSin". the arrangement is founa towards the close of the eightli centuryat St. Wandrilles,Jontenelle. Upper Normandy; and at Beauport. Cotes du Nori
aLm»i,T""'''n""^:?' "/ ""' thirteenth century. Boyle and Netley present theanomaly of a wal and gate occupying one side of the great cloister.

™il. ^^° ° aUey at Bcaulieu, Melrose, and Gloucester, the carols of the monks.recesses for copy ng books still remain. In the foreign abbeys they were usuallyhi

cnllnSl .^
cloisters. In Cistercian houses this alley was appropriated to morScollations or lectures Peter deBlois says the west side was allotted tS the novices and

fr„'nc"'.iv"l'5,"? PJ^^'T'.'""'' •
the latter were selected from profane authors Lan-

rfJl? -U n "l-'l'''^'''""'-'!;",^***
designed for conversation at certain hours of the

nnrtP,,.„
penedictines used the cloister, and the Carthusians, Cistercians, Trappists,

^ri^5 T*"'"?"
"'e garth, for interments. The cloister was under the coitrol of theprior, sub-prior .and several other ofBcers. It is observable that at Winchester, until

On th^.,?„'.™1,f TP*"""*.',!"''^! ^"l"
scholars in summer time studied in the cloisters.

„ ?nl,„.
'^:?*^ ""^ ?.""• '*'",'''' "'"S planted with trees and flowers, was generally

v-Vntajn, and sometimes a pulpit used in the festival of All Souls,

the sf.S'p-^^f{('"""J""
'"^ so called, according to Papias, because the rubrics of

ceSt^,^ tl„ n
^° "^il '"•;'"''

'^S'''^
''''"' '"^" to the monks in this room. In the ninth

nf n?,7„ VJ .
^^ ??" *'"^ "]""£'' ""s used as a chapter-house. In 966, Herleve, wife

T„ Th„»J ini"
of Normandy, built a separate chambcrforthe purpose at Fontenelle.

»n„»,^ „T^ m'
'"'"''!•'''' °r "„"',<' form of a parallelogram was built at Bocherviile ;

-

l^ Itl^J'^li e^^^'?'^J'Kl^'^'l'^^^^'
tJastle Acre, Shrewsbury, Wenlock.Stoneleigl

Bt. Marv 8 (York I. ()vfnrH Itriotnl i^Utiat^^ x.^*— «— j-m *,,_ _.- j i-i.._.\ . „ '^si M»r^.. ,v C^ ^^°"<-'"l'",P"'l'','*'?','
tiastle Acre, Shrewsbury, Wenlock.Stoneleigh.

fet Mary s (York). Oxford. Bristol. Chester. Exeter, Gloucester, and Dunkeld. From
Im. .„'^'?^°^/n*'°'.

"' the thirteenth century a polygonal shape was adopted, and ofthis and the following century we find a decagon at Lincoln, Bridlington, and Lich-
s»r„i,''5?*°T?i°''«°'i.''*\Y,^''°'''"''"' Wowden, Kenilworth, CocTccrsand, York,
,,l„?,'

*;l§'n, Pluscardine, Thornton, and Wells; and a round at Woreestcr. It is

a Z» tw/o,*^'."^^""; =.'"„,*''= thirteenth century it was sometimes divided Into

Tin?^',. V « ""J"". '^* St rierre-sur-Dlves, Dadefx, and Kirkstall ; and three at

nr^h^w' ^''^Yl'
r^puntains, Beauheu, Jorevalle, and Buildwas. It was in this country

P,^^r«K
5^ Cistercian

;
and certainly,'a8 it Is found at Fontenay at the close of thetweltth century, a 1 rench arrangement which was followed In Belgium. At Wells

»?w^?f ?? 1^ "J,'
''"" "^'''^ " "f'Pt ;

"t stands on the north side of the church
S,™iS 5' it

Dnnblane It occupies the east end of the north nave-aisle. It wasprovided with a stone bench along the walls, and with a seat for the abbot at the eastend. Occasionally a chapel was adjoined, as at Batalha ; and the apsidal terminationfound in the House of the Jacobins at Toulouse, Heading, Llanthony, Durham,itipon, Haughmond, and Norwich may have served for a similar purpose. Thechapter-house chapel at Tongres retains its stone altar. As it waTthe place
ot Judgment on refractory monks, cells are sometimes found adjoiningit, as at Durham
?!!3

'Norwich. It was regarded as inferior only to the church in its sacred character,ana a iigntnot uncommonly burned perpetually in it. Bishops were interred in it atDuriiam, and persons of distinction at Gloucester. It frequently had two largeopenings on either side of the west door, as at Combe, Haughmond, Bristol, and
ueaulieu, to admit light, and to enable the priors and monks of dependent cells tolaKe part in the proceedings on important occasions. It is approached through a
vestibule at Chester, Bristol, St. Slary's (York), and Kirkstall ; and by a passage at

-Si
• ?outhwclI, ^ ork, and Lichfield ; at Belvoir it stood in the centre of the cloister,

ine ,>,;;/pe was a narrow passage between the transept and the chapter-house.
Which occurs in the Benedictine houses of Winchester, Gloucester, Durham, Kinchale!ana St. Alban s. where it led to the monks' cemetery. Its place is supphed by tho
f<ncrisl,j

1 n t istcrcian houses. It occurs in the Cluguiac convent of Brauholmc. and
'n that ofAustin Canons at Newstead.
The Dormitnri/ invariably adjoined the church, as the monks had on the mornings

01 certain festivals to sing matins at an early hour ; for this purpose the Cistercians
constructed a staircase out of the south transept leading to the dortor, and it
usually extends in their houses over tho chapter-house. It appears in the same
position at Beleigh (Prsemonstratensian). The ordinary position was the east side of
the cloister, as In fourteen abbeys of France mentioned by M. dc Caumont but it was
built on the west at Durham. ChesU-r. Worcester, Shrewsbury, Lacock and St.Alban s, by Benedictines

; at t'ountains, Kirkstall, and llievalle, by Cistercians; at
llexliam and Thornton, by Austin Canoijs ; at Leiston and East'by (where it is of
two alleys and detached), by I'rasmonstratensians. At Thoronet and Senauqucs It
IS over the east walk of the cloister. It occupied at Croyland the east side of a
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««Mni. In which the refectory w«s to the north, tho jrranaries to the south-

^_ aad thu gneiiC-hottSti on the south. C«Uarav^ is frequently found under the

dormitory, ft« at Westminster, Durham, and Sherborne. St. Mary'e (York). Fiuihule,

ftad SlirewsbwT fbenedictlnek Bromholnio (Chiirniael, White Vriars. Coventry,

Tboraton, and bolton (Anstin C'anooe), Kirkstnll, KeiTaHc. and 1'^lmess ^('itttereiun).

Q^^ portion of thMi sutwtructare was the ( altfactorfh a ehanibi^r warmed with a

More or louir heatinir pipos. 9er\-ing as a place to provide tire for the censers, and
wsmith to the monks In cold wi^ather : the chapter occasionallv met here. There
wcce tvoat 8(. GaU, one for the brethren and a second for the kick and novices. The
iiiiMHliT sMod over the ftouth aisle at Weniock and Wymondham. Twelve monks
ftwt iB we rood-loft at St. Alban's as watchers. The beds were rang:cd alone: the

Wt33» vnder the windows : the abbot, by the Benedictine, Clu|::niae, and Austin

Ctooos* mle. slept in the centre of the room. The cellarer then only had a separate

•hoMbar; but In later times, the abbot or prior possessed his lodge, and the dortor

vaasobdtTided into aeparate cells, with doors made three parts of trellis-work, so

tkat the eiuef otRcial could exercise a supervision of the whole. This plan was
adTUitogeoos for silence, n-treat, and devotion, and it is found in 1370 at Noyou,
aad, aoaatnrr earlier, in the Black Friars at (! louct^ster. where the cells had stone

fWsHtkmM X lamp burned all ni^ht in the dortor. At Tyklbrd there were five

oolls Thedormitor^' of the conversi remains at Weniock (Clupniac).

The chamberlain h'ad chaise of all the beds and furniture in aconvent. The monks
took tbeir meridian and chanjred their shoes before and after prayers in the dortor

by day ; iu cold weather, when the spring: in the cloister was frozen, they nsed hot

«at«r ia the dormitory : an additional reason for building the calefactory at no
cHoteBoefromit.

. ^
The M^eetory ordinarily occupied the south side of the cloister, for reasons already

dg!tied. At Sherborne, an exceptional case, it is to the west. Of course, where
tkeelolster was on the north of the church, the refectory was on the north, but still

iriHKiOt mvariablv frontio'^^ the church, with rnemoustratensians, Benedictines, Cis-

twetaas, Clo^iacs, and Austin Canons. The other deviations from tho rule are at

St. AmgimtiTke's, Canterburv. where it was on the east; at Jorevalle (Cistercian) on
the iwth 1 101. l>evond th.> 'dormitory ; and on the west In the Black Friars, Gloii-

ceottr. In the House of the Bemardines at Paris, at Netlcy. Furness. and in the

Karrel of Mont St. Michel and apparently at La Luzerne, the refectory was below
the dormilorv. It was above a cilI;ira|<:o at Dunfermline, Beauport, Sherborne
(Deaodictine),'Kastbv and Leiston (Praemonstrateusiftn). and Kirkstall {Cistercian).

Atdairnuu:, (iaviffny. and Bonport, at Tynomouth, Fountains. Vaux de Sernay,

BeeoUeo. and RJerallc, it stood north and south, at rif^ht angles to the cloister. The
wall pulpits, which fronted the sruest table, remain at Chester, Eastby, Beaulieu,

Shrewsbury-, and St. Martin des (Vhamps, and were used by the reader of holy books

dnrtBfT dinner. At Winchester CoUejre to this day the Gospel is read at election

dinner. The pnlpit of Sa. Laura, Mount Athos, is of wood. The refectory of Foun-
tains, Netlev.Kaatbv, Villers in Belgium, and St. Slartin des Champs, has two
atotes ; those of St. Marv's, York, the Bemardines, at Paris, of the fourteenth cen-

tmy. «nd of Alcobaea, have three. Mural pnintinj^ enriched the refectory, as at

Clojrnv, Fontenelle, Luxueil, St. Germain de Flaix, St. Michael, Antwerp, and St.

Martin's, I>OTer. Leonardo da Vinci painted his "Last Supper" for the refectory

of St. Dominic, at Milan. Adioininj? the refectory was the toreg-ma, or dresser, for

cups, plates. Ac. In the ninth century the refectory was sometimes apsidal ; and
the earlv form of the Eastern refectory, and those of Parenzo, with three apses ; and
St. John Lateral!, built by Pope Leo III., was an imitation of the Koraan triclinium,

At St. Laura, Slount Athos, tho refectory is in the shape of a Greek cross.

There were foar kinds of refectory :—l. The summer. 2. Tho winter (as at Villers

and Sa. Berlin's, St. Omer). 3. That of conversation ; and 4. The misericord, for

•ating- flesh meat.
The Kitchen was, of cocrse, an indispensable adjunct of the refectory, and

invariably adjoined it, althoup:h, as at Durham, it occasionally stood behind it; its

Wdlatij position was on the side. There were two—one tor the convent and a

MBflad for the infirmary. Our statements refer to the former. That of Marmowtier
was shaped like a bottle ; those of St. Florence, Vendome, Saumur, Villers, and St.

Pierre de Chartres (thirte^-nth century) were round ; those of Pontlevoy. Fontcvrault,

Dorham. and (ilastonbury were octf^ronal ; and those of St. Ouen at Rouen, St.

Gall, and Fountains, square. The kitchener took charjEre of the butchery and the
flahponds ; and the bel>domadarius presided over the kitchen, catering for a week,
each monk taking his course in torn. The kitchen of Fontevrault had small apses in

each face.
The /Mraton/ is found in the thirteenth century near the refectory of the G(5nove-

fins at Paris and at Clairvaux, and in the south cloister walk at Westminster, Wells,

Chester, and Gloucester; at Durham it was a detached buildinj? in the garth, pro-
bably built over the spring, which formed the first simple lavatory. Near the lava-

torv is often found a long aumbry for the towels.
T*he Cetiaraf/€ usually tormed the west side of the cloister, and sometimes joined

the gneet-house. A magniticcnt substructure of two aisles remains at Vincollottes,

Ponntains. and at Beaulieu ; the cellars included granaries, Ixkt, wine, and oil vats.

On this side were the guest-house at five French abbeys mentioned by M. de Cau-
Moat, and magazines at seven others, also described by the same distinguished
thor. They were usually vaulted and divided into aisles; a good specimen
rematns, but on the east side of the cloister extending sotithward, of the time of
Edward the Confessor, at Westminster ; inferior, however, to the grand buildings of
Vanclair and Kberhelm. The same purpose was served by the large granges, build-

ings divided into three aisles, as at Ardennes, Maubisson, and St. Vigor, for the
OOTiveniencc of having one alley free for the passage of carts.
The Treajfuri/, sometimes called also the revestry, was generally near, or, as at

WeolBiinBter, below the dormitory; sometimes near the choir, as at Canterbury ; in

ttte Ivaawpt at Chichester ; and there is frequently a deep recess in a crypt, to hide
Ike saorcd plate in time of danger, as at (Canterbury. At Clermont, Limoges, and
Harbonne, the treasury and sacristy occupy two of the choir chapels.
The Erehrquer dorived its name from the chequered cloth divided into squares, for

the convenience of casting up accounts. With the oilicesofthe chamberlain and cel-

larer, it ordinarily stood in the great court, adjoining the cross round which the con-
Tentual market was held.
The lAbrnrif at St. Gall was over the scriptorium and adjoined the presbytery, and

ims generally placed towards the north to preserve it from insects. Those of Wells
and the Grey Friars, London, were of considerable length. At Septuagesima an
Inventory was taken. It is next the stype at Finchale ; south of the choir at Wlm-
l)ome ; over the chapter-house at Dunfermline, Kastby, and Lichfield ; and in an upper
room near the south transept at Westminster, and near the north transept at
Hereford.
The Scriptorium was nsually in the cloister or adjoining the church, but in the

foreign Cistercian houses in the second or inner cloister; the precentor had the charge
aadnimishefl materials to the librarii, who made new books, and the antiqnarii, who
eopted or repaired the old books.
The Archive or Muniment-room was sometimes over the church-porch, as at Peter-

borough and Fontenelle ; in the south-western tower, at Clugny. where the north-
western was i\\c prison ; in an isolated tower, as at Martin des Champs and Vaux de
Cemay. It eontaim^d the matriculation lists, chartularies, terriers, and registers. The
prevost kept the key. It was occasionally built over the sacristy; it is near the
•oath transept at Cluchester. and is of large dimensions ; adjoining the choir at
Salisbnry.
TOe Parlour^ common or reception room, where the monks gave directions to the

•errants, traded with merchantsor conversed with friends, adjoined the gate or the
refectory ; it was on the east of the cloister at Clairvaux, St. Mary'g, York, Walsing-
ham, Beaulieu ; on the north at Clugny ; on the south at Fountains, and Citeaux ;

outh -east at Shrewsbury ; west at Durham, north-west at Newstead. The Cister-
Ctens had thn-e parlours. \. For visitors. . 2. For conversation. X For confession.
The Attbot's or Prior's IahIup is called the palace in the plan of St. Gall. Tuger, in

,
^^jtvrelfUi ccutor? , and the pdor oX Canterbury befpr^ JU^, Ured In a »lagle lodge.

In the ninth century it was a large building at Fontenelle ; at Pontigny it contained
four rooms; at St. Gall it consisted of a mansion, including a bed-room and solar,
and servants* offices, kitchen, bath-room, and cellar. It often was provided with a
chap< 1, as at Kly. It adjoined the church usually in Benedictine houses, was detached
by Cistercians, and by the Austin Canons was connected on the west side of the
cloister with the nave, generally on the south-west by a staircase, and adjoining the
novices' hall, as at Haughmond, Arc. It was on the south-east of thf eloisterat Durham.
Kirkstall, Leiston, and ^cwstead ; on the south-west at WestminKtir, Crowland,
Hulne. and Bridlington ; on the east at Shrewsbury, on the north at Sherborne, on
the north-west at Tyneinouth, on the south at Finchale, and north of the north tran-
sept at Eastby and Cnstle Acre ; on the north-east at Weniock, and of two storys.
The h\tinnaT{i was among the Cistercians a large hall for exercise, with separate

cells like a dormitory, as at Ourscamp, near Noyon, founded 1130. At St. Gall it
contained a chapel, dormitory, refectory, and.consultation room, standing to the north
behind thcchurch, and ran^-ed round a cloister. In England it was on the east of a
small cloister, and furnished witli a hall and chapel at Canterbury, Westminster, and
Gloucester; south-west of the nave at St. Alban's; detached on the south-west at
Hulnc and Shrewsbury ; west of the dormitory at Durham and Worcester ; south-
east of the cloisters at Castle Acre and Peterborough; and on the east at Itievalle.
Binham, and Bridlington.
The Gnnt Home was usually near the gate. One was bnilt at Fontenelle at the

close of the seventeenth century. It was not always a detached building, and fre-
quently formed a hall, of two alleys at Beaulieu and Fountains, with hed-rooms
opening off it. At St. Gall, in the ninth century, it consisted of two large buildings,
with every convenience and servants' rooms. At St. Alban's it was an enormous
range of rooms, with stabling for three hundred horses. It was on the west side oi
tlie cloister at Fontenelle and St. Germain des Pres, atNewstead, Beaulieu, Eastby,
and in the Norfolk Houses ; on the west of the great court at Durham, Finchale, and
Eastby; on the north at Tynemouth and Bridlington; over the great gate at
Thornton; south of the cloister at St. Alban's; south-east at St. Mary's, York
east of the chapter -house, AVorceeter; south of the refectory at Shrewsbury
detached southward in the great or outer close at Furness and Hulne ; north-east o
the cloister at Tintern ; on the north, over cellarage, at St. JIartin's, Dover. The
Hospice, called Salles des Gardes, remains at Caen.
There were also guest-houses for travelling religious, and the poor and pilgrims.
TJfc Tribunal, 07' Court Ifouse and Prworw.--The tribunal and prison usually

adjoined the great gate, as at St. Stephen's, Caen ; or occupied the chamber above it,

as at St. Alban's, Tewkesbury, Westminster, Hexham, and other abbeys, and St-
Gabriel, in Calvados. The dungeon ia under a tower at St. Gabriel; near the
transept at Berne; on the south of the chapter-house at Durham; at Clugny it had
neither stair, door, nor window ; at St. Martin des Champs, was subterranean ; and
at Hirschau barely permitted the prisoner to lie down.
Other liuiltlinffs.—ThQ gate-house was sometimes provided with a chapel in the

upper story. A charnel was a frequent adjunct to an abbey, with a chapel over the
carnary. The novices and choristers had a separate building and inner school;
Glastonbury and St. Victor and other houses furnished seminaries or public schools,
held iu the outer school, usually divided by a screen or wall to mark distinction oi
rank or attainments ; besides these were the almonry, surgery, dispensary, herbary,
industrial buildings, and work-shops, mills, stalls and stables, bams and sheds for
agricultural produce and implements; while Hulne exhibits all the Ifeatures of a
fortified position, and others had on the coast, as at Furness, watch-towers ; strong
wails still remain at St. Stephen's, Caen, and St. (icrmain Anxerre ; and forts de-
fended the abbeys of Montpeyraux and Condat. In the 13th and Hth centuries nearly
all the French abbeys and cathedrals, as at Albry, Beziers, and Narbonne, were
fortified, owing to the continual wars. At Cashel a castle forms the west end of the
cathedral ; Holy Cross and Crossraguel were both fortified. The almonry of West-
minster stood on the west side, the sanctuary occupied the enclosure on the north
side of the abbey. The almonry gate of St. Stephen's, Caen, is detached at some
distance on the north side. Chamela occurred at Steinen, Hereford, Hythe, Wor-
cester, Norwich, St. Peter's-in-the-East, Oxford, Ripon, and Lynn.
In conclusion, the old distich informs us that the Franciscan loved the town, the

Jesuit (the worst of architects) the great city, the Cistercian the valley, and the
Benedictine the mountain. In England, the Benedictine was the citizen and most
learned of monks ; the Austin Canons, with their long-drawn aisles, were proverbial
for their love of preaching and logic—the term, doing Austins, le. disputing with
these monks, was long a proverbial exercise at Oxford; the Cistercian, with hia
secluded convent, the educator of the poor, an eminent friend of the labourer, a class
which he employed in large numbers as conversi, was a recluse devoted to industrial
pursuits in works and farming ; the Clugniac combined the fine arts, reading, and
study with bodily labor and agriculture ; while the cells of the Carthusian at Mount
Grace witness to the ascetic habits of a gloomy brotherhood ; the Dominican was the
preacher, eager for the development of intelligence, the champion of orthodoxy, and
the devotee of philosophy ; the Franciscan Minor, a name betokening all the brothers
were equal by their vow of poverty, was the preacher of equality. It was a fatal error

at the lleformation not to have converted their beautiful and stately houses to chari-
table uses, study, and prayer ; but we may still glean from them all that they held
of good and beneficial to humanity, agricullnre, and art, and go forward ourselves

with a firmer foot by retaining the lesson in our hearts ; and, however widely our
opinions in religion may differ from many of the tenets of those who built them, wo
shall do well to remember that in their sacred enclosures lie buried the enmities of
many generations.

HOUNDISCOMBE HOUSE, PLyMOTJTII.

THIS house, situate within the borough of Plymouth, on the North-road^

lias lately been erected for Mr. William Derry, from designs by Mr,
James Hine, architect. On the ground-floor aretlie drawing, dining, and
morning rooms, and a spacious hall. Connected witli the drawing-room is

a conservatory ; below, are the kitchens and domestic offices. On the

first-floor are the chief bed, bath and dressing-rooms ; and above, the

servants' attics. In the campanile is a smoking-room commanding a very

extensive view.

The hall and dining-room have massive pillars of polished Devonshire

marble, and the hall and conservatory floors are laid with Maw's tiles.

The staircase windows have been filled with stained glass by Wailes, of

Newcastle.
Externally, the architectural details are executed in granite, Portland

stone, and cement.

Messrs. Call and Pethick were the contractors.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior of

the Chapel Royal, of St. George's, Windsor. "They are of remarkable merit-
unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes."—yiiAcwatnn. "Highly
interesting and vahiable."-/>aj7v News. *'A charming series of value to the
architect and archa;Olo{.nst, and cannot fail to interest visitors."—^W Journal. The
Views complete (IH) sent free on receipt of a post-office order for ii7s., or two sample,

tor :J8 tid. Frederic Jones, 146, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Bond-street)
—Advertisemeitt.
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A GREATLY NEEDED REFOKM.

A FULL and faithful history of arcliiteetural competitions—at least, of

all the principal ones that have taken place within the present

century—is a desideratum, for could such history be produced, it would
furnish some useful statistics, and would enable us in some measure to

judge of the workings of the system. No doubt it would also make some
curious revelations. In answer to those who object to such methods of

obtaining designs from architects, it is said there is competition in every-

thing, in all trades, all professions, all pursuits. Of course there is, and
well it is that it is so, because it stimulates to exertion and improvement.
But it is the most arrant juggling with words, and utter sophistry, to con-

found together two quite distinct and diflerent matters. There is surely

nothing at all similar in general—or what is figuratively called " com-
petition," and in a direct hand-to-hand contest for a particular prize,

which the combatants are invited to engage in by sound of trumpet.

Either there is something radically defective in the machinery itself, or

else great want of skill on the part of those who undertake to work it,

although at such work they may be mere 'prentices. What promises

excellently well in theory often breaks down in practice; a careless or un-
skilful driver may upset the very best built carriage. Looked at from the

theoretical point of view, architectural competition is a most admirable

modern contrivance for putting architects upon the qui vive, and com-
pelling them to show their mettle, nevertheless there is just as much to

damp and discourage them. In the first place it is notorious that those

to whom designs have to be submitted, and whose decision is despotic, and
not to be questioned, are generally utterly unfit for properly discharging

the important and delicate office they undertake. That they should be so

is not at all surprising when we consider the popular ignorance of archi-

tecture as art. The epithet " popular " applies not to the ignorance of

the " people," but of those who belong to the upper ten thousand, and the
class of the otherwise well-educated and well-informed persons, but very
few of whom are sufficiently acquainted with the nature of architectural

drawings to be safely trusted to make a judicious choice out of a number
of designs. Their respectability is no pledge for superior discernment and
good taste, nor even for perfect good faith. It is by no means a very un-
common thing for competitions to be attended by scandals. Our readers

will have seen by a letter from Mr. T. AUom (page 848), that that gentle-

man claims the authorship of the design of the Liverpool Free Library,
his drawings having been handed over to Mr. Weightman, the corporation

surveyor, by whom they were carried into effect with some "trifling

modifications" ;• and if so, there must have been some juggling and
jobbery.

Indeed, it almost looks as if the competition had been a mere blind, an
artifice for obtaining a design ready-made to the hands of the fortunate

individual who has been employed to give it substantiality, and thereby
promote it from its first dreamy, soap-bubblet state. When such doings
behind the curtain are brought to light, general confidence in the honor of

those who have the management ofcompetitions is greatly weakened if not
destroyed.

To have to doubt their competency ofjudgment is quite enough, without
having also to mistrust the honesty of those who, by ptiblic advertisement,
invite architects to engage in a competition. Oftener than not, strange in-

considerateness—to give it no harsher name—is shown at the very outset:

although it must be obvious that of those who send in designs, all but one
or two will pet nothing whatever for their pains; on the contrary, be
actually out of pocket, if only for incidental expenses. The time allowed
for preparing designs is so limited as to be barely sufficient. When a man
knows that ho is working for a certainty, and that, at all events, he will be
paid for his labor, he can submit to a good deal of inconvenience without
much grumbling; not so, however, when all that he feels sure of is that he
is toiling and harassing himself for that next-to-nothing, a chance in the
lottery of competition. To the majority of those who put into it, the pre-
miums are a mere delusive mirage—fair illusions but sad delusions. Though
they are not exactly told as much, architects when they enter into a com-
petition are expected to work for nothing. It is a pity some one cannot
get up in the House of Commons and move for a return of the number of
unadopted and unpremiated competition designs during the last quarter of
a century. The number of drawings would be quite startling—not, indeed,
positively incalculable, but it would have to be calculated by tens of thou-
sands. An architectural design is not like a picture, the whole of which
shows itself at once, but requires to be set forth and explained by separate
drawings, more or less numerous.^ Therefore, drawings of the kind, taken
individually, are only fragments—letters or syllables from which the
entire design has to be spelled by putting them together. Yet how many
gentlemen who sit in solemn conclave on the designs submitted to them
are even decently proficient in such spelling ? Or even if they can spell,

do they understand the meaning of what they have spelt ? No doubt, or
rather, perhaps, for some doubt there is in the matter—they know, if

* How far Mr. Allom is warranted in saying that his design was made use of
without other clianfje than some " trifling " modlflcations, it is not in our power to
judge. Very liliely tlicre may be many points of resemblance, but as many also of
difference tK'twien wliat was proposed by him and what has been erected, and
if the diiTerences are all for tlie worse hardly can they be called "trifling " ones.

t According to tlie Hnlurilaij Itevkw, at least to one of the learned pundits who
write in it, unexecuted designs are no better than «oap-bubbles ; so lon^ as tlioy are
shown only disembodied upon paper, an architect's conceptions and ideas, however
admirable they may be, arc scarcely worth the paper on which they are re-
presented.

J In her account of the Konigs-Bau at Munich, Mrs. .lameson says the architect
(Von Kleuzi) liad made no fewer than seven hundred drawings for that
single building, but, of course, the far greater number of them coiUd have been only
working drawings.

nothing more, what they themselves like, but how are those who hure to
endeavour to please them, to know what is likely to be to their particular

liking ? Hardly do people seem to know their own minds when, with
very questionable and spurious liberality, they impose no restrictions as
to the not unimportant matter of style. It may, indeed, be taken for

granted that each competitor will adopt the style in which he is most
au/ait ; still, even the liberty to do so is anything bnt encouraging, ina*-

much as at a junction of two or more roads, there is no direction-post to
tell the bewildered traveller which line of route is the best to be taken.
From first to last there is more than cjunntum auf. of ambiguity and
obscurity, for even at the last, when the premiums have been adjudged wc
are loft quitein the dark as to reasons for the actual decision. That the Popo
is infallible, that the King can do no wrong, are very convenient fictions;

bnt such uncrowned heads as preside over architectural competitions are
not exactly incapable of making mistakes or even downright blunders.

Not at all amiss; therefore, would it be were they always called upon to
assign some intelligible reasons for their decision.

The Speaker of the House of Commons, who is so called, upon the
principle of lucus a non lucendo, because it is only very rarely he ever opens
his mouth in it, has the privilege of sitting mute, wherefore Lord Kversley
the ex-Speaker, may stand excused for his silence, but the other
members of the commission for the Government Offices must have talked
over the matter, because hardly is it by any stretch of credibility to be
believed that they met together to sit as silent as Quakers, or that they
acted and transacted the business only in pantomime and dumb-show.
On such an important and even world-wide occasion, wc are bound to
suppose that the commission was composed of persons of superior taste

and judgment in architecture, consequently a full report of their consulta-

tions and discussions would have been instructive. That the designs

which obtained the premiums were considered the best admits not of doubt,

but it would have been more satisfactory were we informed what their

particular merits were, they being not very discernible to every one.

Perhaps many if not most of the designs produced on that occasion
would have been all the better had longer time been allowed the com-
petitors. Feople do not seem to be aware how much an architect has to

do, in studying his subject—such a one at least as that of the Government
Offices—before he can safely begin to put pencil to paper, to shape out his
Ideas in preparatory drawings that may have to be revised and corrected
again and again, perhaps, before fair copies of them can be commenced.
Well would it be for architecture were those who engage in a competition
for a public building of more than ordinary importance, supplied with a.

longer tether as to time. However good an architect's first ideas may be
they would be none the worse for being allowed to ripen before being
plucked. As matters are now managed, far more sets of finished drawings
than of well- matured designs are sent in to competitions,—some of them
rigged out with more or less of delusive pictorial clap-trap. We could
mention instances where besides there being a parade of figures, there has
been the tell-tale difference of two scales, one for the architecture, another
and smaller one for tho figures. Mild and meek as we are, we once gave
mortal oflTence by saying " Either the buUding is Brobdingnagian or the
people must be Lilliputians ; if they are intended to represent not dwarfs,

but persons of average height, how are they to climb up those steps, which
must be at least 18 inches high if not more ?" Panoplied in their own
innocency—their innocencj', at least, as to any knowledge of arcliitectture

—committees suspect all competitors to be just as innocent, just as averse

to aught partaking of deception and trickery as they themselves are.

The merit of an architectural design is one thing, that of the mode of
its execution quite another. What is in itself very poor and common-
place as a produc-tion of architecture, may, by means of clever

pictorial treatment and its artifices, be rendered highly attractive and
captivating as a drawing. By means of well imagined, if not altogether

imaginary, effects of light and shade, and perspective, groups of figures and
other accessories, to say nothing of color, when color is not prohibited, an
artistic flavor may be imparted to what when stripped of such garniture

is pure insipidity. Even as a French cook is able to make a ragout out
of a leather glove, so can the pencil of a skilful artist throw a witching
glamor light over what, considered as architecture, may be, if not actually

humdrum, of very so-so quality. If admissible in exhibition-drawings
such alluring, graphic dressing-up becomes reprehensible, because
mischievous and misleading in competition designs, and ought, therefore,

to be regarded with some degree of suspicion. Even as a poem is none
the better for the original manuscript having been very neatly written, so
neither does a building prove at all the more satisfactory, because the

perspective representation of it in the original design was a " perfect

picture." What is carefully finished up as a drawing may as an archi-

tectural design be a very unfinished production—perhaps improvised on
the spur of the moment.

Leaving competition out of the question, the architect has to contend

with many disadvantages quite peculiar to his profession, if only because
he is entirely dependent upon opportunity. However able he may be, it

is utterly out of his power to send forth to the public a completed work
unless the means of embodying his ideas in tangible shape be afforded him.

Most important, therefore, it is that, if no other class of the public, that

section of it, at least, to whom architecture must look for patronage,

should be fully acquainted with that special mode of representation by
means of which alone the professional man can exhibit his ideas for any
intended building. It is idle to talk of talent being sure to make its way
so long as the power of discerning it is not possessed by those who ough
to be able to detect it in its embryo shape, that is, in designs upon paper.

The architectural profession are not a particularly astute generation
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ftFifey Ijuve takea no pains to instruct those who do not beloi..; i > ih. ;i-

owB^qMdill clasj. They have quite misconceived their real posiiiou,

^'Wbm^^ a>>l of inosU'rs but scrriuits, who as a general rule, must of

iMOaMi^uMgoTeroed by. and comply with the taste of tliosc who employ
thaiu. The impulse Ukat, about the beginning of the century was given to

the study of Gothic was given by OHtsiders. antiquaries, and amateurs,

proft'ssio'aal men following in their wake. Were similar zeal and intelli-

gence to be exercised upon a more extended scale, and in a more catholic

spirit, all the better would it be both for architecture itself and for those

who practise it. AVere a taste for the study of the art more generally

diffused among the liberally educated, that shallow would-be criticism,

which though it amounts to nothing more than bare opinion unsupported

by reasons or argument, is now confidently put forth in comfortable

Teliance on the ignorance of the public, would no longer be tolerated, or at

any rate, it would be seen through, and accordingly cease to mislead by
its self-assumed tone of authority. No doubt there are some—for in all

protessions there are black sheep—wlio deprecate that spread of in-

telligence which would not help to wash them white. On the other hand,

however, there are not only some, but we hope many, who so far from

hrinking from, are best pleased with that candid, ingenuous, yet dis-

criminating, criticism which, while it is not blind to faults, can iiot only

discern merits overlooked by ordinary ej-es, but can expatiate upon them
with con amore symp,^thy. We could say much more, but we stop, and,

indee J, much that we have been saying is now only said again with a

difference. It is only by frequent reiteration that an opinion not hitherto

received can be put forward effectually. What we have said will have

been $ud to no purpose, unless it excites others to signify either their

agreement with, or their opposition to it.

PROGRESS OF THE MAIN DRAINAGE WORKS.
MR. J. W. B.\Z.\LGETTE, engineer, in his last report which has just been

prascuted to the Metropolitan Board of Works, states that during the past

month but little progress has been made with the Main Drainage works on the

north side of the Thames. Works of the value of about £2,500 hu been executed
on the Jforthem High-level Sewer, but these were at present at a stand-still for

reasons which liaa already been under the consideration of the Board.
The Middlti-level Sewer works were stopped when the last monthly report was
made, and this contract has since l>een re-advcrtised. The Northern On tfall

Sewer contract could not be commenced until the Board had obtained possession

of the land, which they had at present been unable to do. The tunnelling under
Uyde-park and Kensington-gardens for the Ranelagh Storm Overflow progresses

satis&ctorily, works of tlie approximate value of £4,300 having been completed,

and a further length of 1,07"2 feet of under-pinning of the old Kanelagh has been
finished at a cost of alwut £2,.300. On the southern side of the river the Southern
Outfall Sewer works progress satisfactorily. A large body of water had been
encountered in crossing the Erith Marshes, which had required the maintenance
«f several steam pumpins-engines, at great cost to the contractor, but the subsoil
in the various shafts and the tunnel under Woolwich had turned out remarkably
good, and the work was going on well. The value of the works completed under
this contract was about £c>7,000. But little progress had been made m the Lo w-
levcl Sewer under the Surrey Gas Consumers' Company's yard, owing to the difficult

action of a rotary pumping-engine, erected by Mr. Aird, who, however, is con-
fident that hehasnowsurjnounted the difficulty, and entertains no doubt as to its

nitimats efficiency. The Earl Outlet works progress very slowly, but satisfac-

totily, and might now be valued at about £8,0da. The Board were about to take
poMesnonof the land requisite for the Deptfordpumping-engines, and the con-
tract for the buildings and works in connexion therewith will be ready to be le t

very shortly. The Southern High-level Sewer contract does not" progress so
rapidly as the engineer could desire, nor were the bricks supplied as good as could
be wished, and as they expected to obtain, althougli there is reason to believe the
contractors desire to give satisfaction. Much allowance must be made for the
very on&vorable weather for all building operations, more especially for under -

ground work, and at this time of the year the making of great progress could not
be expected. The work completed in this contract extends to rather more than
three mUes, and its value about £.>1,000.

THE QUEEN'S WESTMINSTER RIFLES AND THE METROPOLITAN
B04RD OF WORKS.

AN application having been made to the Metropolitan Board of Works
inquiring whether the Board were willing to let on lease the premises

(belonging to and soon to be vacated by them) at 1, Greek-street, Soho-square,
to the Queen's Westminster Rifle Volunteers, the Board, after having given due
consideration to the subji^ct, have decided that the freehold and the premises
belonging to them in Greek-street shall be disposed of by public auction, but no
tepit are to be taken in the matter until the Board has finally removed to their
new premises at Spring-gardens, which will probably take place in April or May
next.

Lincoln Grammar School.— Competition Designt for Master's New
Kesidence.—Ten designs were originally sent in, out of which five were selected
for further consideration, bearing the following names and mottos:—Betta,
Giles, Ix)ndon ; Mr. Drury, Lincoln ; Mr. God'dard, Lincoln ; Ides, London,
name not known; and one marked Justice was accepted by the visitors, the
authors of which, on opening the accompanying envelope, were found to be
Bellamy and Hardy, architects, Lincoln.

T*ADK CATALOorKB.—*' Oiw c»r,ntH bul be atroek with attonUhment »t tli« innamerable w*yt in which
•Nw^hiiig tiii«iiM Kpprkla lo the pMblia with K »Te* t« inct*»M hn trade. Priotlu^ in Rl] Its

"" "•» •••Mt«<l bjr the skill of the w«-.d eiigpraver, eeemi in the preaent Aaf to be one of the medin inn«t

\K(in rijii i; \i, I'lioTonuAriirc associatjon. . ,,.,

nili i: .•luiiu^il ni.vniu: ,.| ili. in. miIhts of thn AMhItMtnral Photiiu'rapHWA^lotili-'''

J_ t ion was held in tlie rooms, it, (_:onduit-8trect^ Uofri'iit-stitTt, on WodlipAaiy" •

atVrnoou. Amongst tliefreiitlcraon prem'nt w<' uotiued ;Mr. [Aii'^oii, .Mr, O. Han-
sard, Mr. \V. liurKcs, Mr. W. Lightly, Mr. C. d. Nolson, Jli. I'mv 1. r, iU: Bakur. .

Mr. C. K. llaywaril, &t'. Ou the motion of Mr. C 0. Xelson, set-omUMl liy ilr. lljUctr,

Sir. I'.\u8on was eallod to the chair,"in the unavoidable absence of Mr. Tite, M.P.
Blr. Moody (the Curator) read the minutes of proceedings at the Ia^^t si)eclal .and

greneral meetings, which wore approved of and confirmed. 'The Curator then read
the report and statement of accounts for the past year, which were approved of and
confirmed.
[In consequence of a pressure of matter, we are obliged to postpone to oin* next a

detailed report of the proceedings of tlie meeting.]

hflfl WMnfflrih
(!^0r«spontIcn«.

PRESERVATION OF STONE. '

Sir,—As but comparatively few of your readers are likely tohaive before them
the Parliamentary returns of the correspondence upon tlie subject of the preser--

vation of the stonework of the New Houses of Parliament, and as allnsionshave

been made to the reports of Dr. Faraday and Sir Roderick Murchison in a
manner calculated to mislead the public as to the opinion those gentlemen formed
of the application of the two processes they were asked by the First Commis-
sioner ol Her Majesty's Works to examine, I have to beg yon will favor me by
inserting the accompanying letter and replies in the next number of your
Journal, for the satisfaction of such of your readers as may desire to be correctly

informed thereon.
I am, &c.,

Ipswich, December 11th, 18G0. Frederick: Ransome.

Copy of Letter from Mr. Frederick Ransome to lyr. Farculay, and Sir Roderick
Murchison^ upon the subject of their Reports to the Board qf 71'orA's, and of

their Replies thereto.

Ipswich, Dec. 4th, 1800.

Dear Sir,—So much has been inferred and publicly stated to my disadvantage, as

the result of your opinion expressed concerning the comparative merits of Mr.
Szcrelmey's process and mine, for preserving tlie atone of the New Palace at West-
minster, that I hope you will pardon me for asking you whether your Report was
not in substance to the following effect:—

First. 'That although it appeared to you tliat the composition of Mr. Szerelmey
rendered the stone, at that time, less absorbent of water than mine, that it was im-
possible within so short a period as had elapsed from the time of the application of

the two processes, to come to any satisfactory conclusion as to which of the two
would be more or less permanently beneHcial ; or whether cither would ultimately be
attended with failure or success;?

Secondly. I would further venture to ask you whether it is possible for the most
able and competent judges, in the absence of chemical analysis, or a full kuowledire
of the details of the processes, to pronounce an opinion, within the time that iiad

elapsed, upon the permanent and final effect of either process, which would
justify its application at once to the entire surface of so important a building?

If you would kindly favor me with a reply at your early convenience, informing
me how far I have, in the foregoing, fairly stated the faets of the case, and will, at

the same time, express your consent that I may place the same before the pubhc,

for the purpose of correcting- the erroneous statements which have been publicly

made, X shallfeel greatly obliged, and I beg to remain.
Dear Sir,

Your obedient servant,

M. Faraday, Esq., D.C.L., &c. (Signed) I'bederick R.4.SS0ME.

Eoyal Institution of Great Britain, Dec. Cth, 1860.

Dear Sir,—Your letter of the 4th instant contains two numbered paragraphs,

and asks me whether No. 1 docs not convey the meamng' and intention of my
reports to the Chief Commissioner of Works! therein referred to: to which X

answer. Yes.
The paragraph No. 2 inquires whether I think any person without chemical

analysis or a f^Il knowledge of the details of the processes would be justified in

giving a certain opinion. For my own part, with or without this knowledge, I should
not feel myself justified in giving such an opinion.

The result looked for is eminently practical, and in either case can only be obtained

by the lapse of time.

I am quite willing that you should use this letter in any way that you please.

I am, &c., &c.,

Fredk. Eansome, Esq. (Signed) M. Faradat.

Geological Survey Office, 28, Jcrmyn-street, S.W.
December 11th, 1800.

Dear 'Sir, -In reply to yourletter of the 8th, I have to state that my examination

of the stone used in the construction of the Houses of Parliament was, by the direc-

tions I received, confined to two " bays " only on the river front, the one prepared

by your process, the other by that of Mr. Szerelmey.
Having no other knowledge of the ingredients employed except that both prepa-

rations were eminently siliceous, I simply agreed with Dr. Faraday that, of the two
bays in question, that which had been treated by Mr. Szerelmey had then the most
perfect and uninjured surface.

Having read the copy of the answer of Dr. Faraday to your queries which you
have transmitted to me, I may admit that I quite coincide in the opinion he has

expressed—" that the result looked for is eminently practical, and can only be

obtained by the lapse of time." I remain, dear sir, yours faithfully,

Fredk. Ilansome, Esq. (Signed) Book. MuBcaisoN.

>thaut^j •'tot'Tiiiii

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE.
Sir,—I have this moment lighted on an article in your Number of 30th

November, headed " Vox Populi and the Million," and signed " L." refering

at considerable length to my letter on Victorian Architecture. Although I

should never have dreamt of replying to it by " Electric Telegraph," I daresay

I might have done so sooner, had it caught my eye. But really there is nothing

very specific to deal with beyond big talking, a blind adulation of the past anil a

cynical regard for anything new, however in keeping with the times. According

to L., whatever is beautiful, gi eat or good should be veiled in mystery, and the

services of the sanctuary should all be in a language " not undcrstanded by the

vulgar." It is to the upper classes, forsooth, we must look for the regeneration

of art, and here he shrouds himselfm the authority ofMr. Fergusson. 1 suppose,

therefore, I have only to quail before him and hide my " diminished head." I

am more audacious, however, and I take ray stand on the principles enunciated

by Mr. Harris, viz, that every building should fulfil the purpose for which it is

intended, without shaui or digression, that all ornament should be the outgrowth

of the building itself and in no sense like lacker-work, and that the proudest aim

of an architect is to show how much may be brought out of Uttla.
,

.The reproach
itwyx-^fa j^a 31U J-Jui luioj ll;/aw
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of the profession is that a man ofmodcrate raeans ig afraid to call in an architect,
and there is no douht that he who rocs on an opposite tack is likely to ha»e the
larpest practice, as well as to he the most useful in his day and generation. How
many more rich men there would be in the profession, if the laity generally felt
that the way to save money, as well as to get thiiiira well done was to avail
tlKinselvcs of their services? Your contributor, however, prefers becking and
bowing to the great, to fraterniuiiig with the humble but rising classes : " Chacun
a son gout."
What does he say to the ex-King of Sicily and Garibaldi ; and to Casella's

circular of 12th November to the amba-ssadors of King Francis 2iid at the great
courts ol Europe ? He may there learn that " honor is before humility " and the
million, whom I represent, are more worth attending to than the '' upper ten
thousand. In aicbitecture, as iu kingcraft, the Jus divinum and passive
obedience are things of the past.
Look to the strides which naval architecture h.is made within the last 15 years,

and say it that on land must remain stationary and be altogether retrospective.j 1,'° i"'*
ohaoRB in locomotion from stage coaches to railway travelling,

and the changes in our apparel superinduced by our modified exposure to the
weather and say wliether, when we set about building villas and streets, we must
be always thinking of palaces, temples and senate houses, excepting in
such details as are common to all buildings and of the most obvious application.
JJr. Johnson called oil Dr. Goldsmith, when he was busy with liis " Animated
JNature and observing he was writing on the finny creation, he said " What,
making speeches for iishesV " Yes," said Goldie, " and ifyou were doing so, you
would make them speak like whales." Does not this indicate the present state
of our architecture?

I j^ ij-g

December 8, 18G0. Vox POPULI.

„ ,, „ THE STYLES.

the ennTT;. „ ,•
"^

<I"^ ^'^'If '
7-","^' '' "' P"''^*""' *"> ''''«' l^^s a Companion inthe contest resjiecting color," which is equally prevalent. I confess myself to

wlh?!.?!
;'•"'" '"'"°"'* '"''5 """'' •''"' '=™''y '-fraction, though perhaps in the

right direction requires a drag to atlbrd some sort of checf to the headlong
enthusiasm which naturally accompanies it. Who can deny that the love of

^?p,'Jf t"''/'""-'!'-.*"
"?•" *^°"'

*!:?
^"""y ehildhood-so natural that the bareattempt to imit its application will appear to some persons almost a profanation ?And yet I think that in its application to architecture it requires a greater ileirreeofjudgment and discretion than its thorough devotees would be inclined (at least

at present) to admit. The reign of whitewash has passed away, and is bein-'
gradually though slowly, succeeded by that of color. The question will erelon-be
asked, Shall we color our churches as profusely as before the Reformation ' "
I lay no stress upon the fact that the traces of such coloring which are sometimes
to be met with are in very bad taste, as in the case of Lichfield Cathedral, where
the bosses of the roof were gilded and the ribs colored with crude bands of red
b ue, and white. This may not often have been the case, but contemporary
(.oeumcnts prove that very inferior nrtists in color were frequently employed
ami here even in the principal church of a diocese. But then color was every-
where, even the very brasses fixed in the pavement were made as brilliant as
possible by its application. Again, it will be argued, that such'heing the
established fact, we are bound to acquiesce in it, though in reply it may be fairly
alleged that an intense love of color, if fully carried out, will, in the maiority of
cases, make form subordinate to it. We may be fully assured that such must be
the case when we only look at the evidence which might be adduced from the
examples brought forward in that excellent work Fergusson's " Handbook of
Architecture," and first of all of St. Francis at Assisi the author says ;—
"The whole church is covered with fresco p.-iintinsfs in creat varietv and nf flmmost beautiful character, which render this'^church one^'of the most celebratedand admired of all Italy. Without its frescoes, and if found onthSside theAlD,it would hardly attract any attention,"—rage 70U.

^"'

Of the C'ertosa at Pavia

—

or'l-I.'i,'"',"'
,'!,''*"?• '" ""'' "" well as in the former) internal architecture was sub-

fn^^fvn ?,''' T^r'"^' T'^" ^"•.P";''»P8. «8 a general rule in these Sicilian examplesin the North In fact, the architecture was merely a vehicle for the display of paint-ing in its highest and most gorgeous forms."—Page 81."!
y.tUiL

••It is evident that all the architectural features in the buildings of which theCathedral of llourealo is the type were subordinate in the eyes of their builders to
tlie mosaic decorations which cover every part of the edifice. Pcrhana the nainted
glass of some of our cathedrals may have surpassed it. It is to be reo-rotted that we
T *l"^

.".°.5''?''' '"'=?°^ f.
comparing the efieet of these two modesV decorationIn both the internal architecture was subordinate to color. •

Let us now turn to the East, taking the remarks of the Quarterly Review
on the above-mentioned work.
One of the most observable features in Assyrian architecture, was the very

general use of the most brilliant colors both on the exterior and throughout the
interior, and the importance attached to such accessories as gardens trees
spacious courts, and splendid decorations, hangings, and carpets? They are to
this day the characteristics of nearly all Eastern architecture, es'peci.illy of the
Mohammedans, and distinguish it from that higher order of art in which the
eye and imagination were appealed to and gratified by true beauty of form and
just proportions. "When," Mr. J. justly observes, "aPersian architect wishesto
conceive or produce anything more than usually magnificent, its process in his
mind, is diametrically opposed to what occurs to a European. He revels in color
and ornament, and leaves form to take care of itself."

It is to such a conclusion that I fear we may arrive in this country. No doubt
it is " undeniable " that color was most extensively used by our progenitors in
their ecclesiastical edifices; but we must take into the account that they were in
a great degree inventors, and we are imitators. They had a true appreciation of
form, which has been not unfitly denominated the " telegraph of the soul " en-
acting what the spirit dictates. Consequently they erected edifices which' have
been the delight and admiration of all succeeding ages, and which will charm as
long as real taste survives. They could afford the liberal employment of color,
becau.se the architecture was not merely a vehicle for the display of paintin"-
But granting such to be the case, which is undeniable, it may well be doubted
whether colorisation, except in a modified degree, is congenial with our existing
tastes and habits. " We walk," as has been well observed, " under the shadow
of a cloudy sky, or along streets bedimmed with blackening smoke, and have not
yet learnt how to throw the sunshine and the warmth of color across our daily
path." Besides, though color lingers here and there in the costume oVtlie lower
classes on the Continent, it is utterly banished from that of the male sex in the
upper classes everywhere, for so fashion has decreed. In the medieval times
When color met the eye everywhere, its presence in a buUding dedicated to the

purposes of religion could never have connected it with ideas of gtdety and hllarit^"^
as at present. It was not out of place, because it was everywhere. ^o

I am, &c.,
A Membek op the Oxpord Architbctukal Society.

greatly in its picturesqnenesg; and when any one extol* its excellence on thftM
score of its architecture, he mistakes its real charm for its merit a« a building, .j
roniaintainits claims as a sjiccimenof good architecture is to deiirive it of its realf
merits, and to do it an injustice by subjecting it to the ordeal of all others bj(

'

which It should not be tested. For there is no denying that in many instance
,

It sins against the principles ofconstructiveness and the customs of architecture.""*
'Iif

ft— < ;ll«

WATER COLOR DRAWINGS. *'''

fiiH,—In your review of Piesse's " Laboratory of Chemical Wonders," and W\
allusion to photographic effects, you ask ifany of vour readers have ever observed •!

that, on removing a water-color drawing from its frame, not only the outline bat il

also the color may be traced on the glass ? Now, I have often observed tlus very!*
peculiar effect, and have ruminated much upon the cause. ;••

As you court discussion upon Uie point, I o8er you my crude undigested notion*, \,
ot the origin of the phenomenon, simply premising that I am no chemist, no.,
photographer, and but imperfectly acquainted with the laws of light and the
action ol the solar ray. I have attributed the efi'ect to mechanical agency, and,
whether rightly or wrongly, 1 give you mv theory.

Firstly, I have noticed that blues are the colors most frequently transferred to
the glass. Secondly, reds, and never yellows, unless the chromes, and these in
but slight measure. This led me to reflect upon the nature of the colors them-
selves. Novv, were the action solar or photographic, 1 imagine the blues would
not appear at all

; and as to the outline of the drawing appearing as well as the
color, that outline, I think, is simply due to the color, and consists in the color
being reproduced upon the glass in the form and subject to the contour in which
It is found m the drawing. I have very frequently used in my skies the blue A
known na French blue, a color very liable to granulation, so much so, indeed,
tliat if after the color be dry a cambric handkerchief be passed over it, you may
find a considerable quantity of the color in powder transferred to the haudker.

m the drawing these have been employed mixed" with the blues to produce greys,
you will frequently find them separate and granulate most uncomfortably, pro-
ducing an impalpable powder upon the surface of the paper, in some parts blue,
in others red, and in others partaking of the grev. Now, in a drawing, even
framed, glazed, and back-papered in the most careful way, you willfind that
dust and smoke will find their way to the back of the glass, and as there is
always a current of air between the wall and the back of the picture, I have
always attributed the transference of the color on to the glass to the action o f
that current of air through the paper driving the powder upon the surface of the
drawing on to the glass ; and although this may and frequently does happen
when the drawing is not only not in contact with the glass, but at some
distance from it, 1 think you will find that the less the distance between the
two, the more perfect will be the picture on the glass. That the efieet is due to
some such mechanical cause seems to me evident, from the ease with which the
picture can be removed from the glass by slight rubbing with a handkerchief, the
least touch being sufficient to inface a fabric as light as that upon a butterfly's
wisg. Damp may also have much to do with the question, and I have no doubt
that manjr persons would notice this effect by removing water-color drawing*
from the frames at this season. Put a glass before an oil painting, and you will
see nothing of the kind ; at least, I have never found it so. The medium oil
being far more retentive of the light particles of color than simple water. Use
gum or magilp with water colors, or varnish with them afterwards, and you lo».
your glass picture.

iEdgbaston, December Iltb, 1860.

I am, &c.,

Edward J. Patsb, F.R.I.B.A.

. TENDERS.
• Dhainage. :

J- or drainage of about 14 acres of Woodhousc Moor (including the formation of aroad embankment), for the Council of the Borouch of Leeds. Edward FiUiter :Borough .Surveyor. I.

.lowett, Bradford £342 14 9
|
Abbey, Leeds ^239 "

Hardwick, Ilunslct 250 Jackman, Leeds 170 '

Nichols, Leeds 219 | Newsome, Leeds (accepted) .. . 12« 1 5 •'

For Marike Hestoencx, Lodge, and Stables at
* or marine residence, lodge, and stiibles at Bawllsh

Colhns, architect. Architect's estimate, £0,000.
Hdus«

I

Wilcoks and Woodley 7,400 'b
I'ollard 6,M0 n n
Thomas fl,443
Moass 6;o39
fetaflord

fi 22"*

Matcham ^-m
Llimie 4 S'^"}

Harvey .". 4/710

DAWLISH, DEVONSniRE.
, Devonsblre. Hr. B. B.

npi Lodffp. ToUl.
s. d. e * i. £ •. i. X I. d

2!« 1,080 8,775
u 250 1,105 7,995

•29!) 990 7,738 u
aw 1,190 7,009

14 u 'JUii 10 990 C,43S 4
U 300 830 6,420
1 7 3(19 10 11 1,096 19 B S,9«8 18 •i

u 299 941 10 5,950 10 l>

Cornwall-road, Paddinoton.
y or 3 feet 9 inches by 2 feet 8 inches whole brick sewer in Cornwall-road, Great

VVestcrn-road, Paddington.
$;ole £48.5
Battcrbury 4(54

Thirst 435
Walker 430
Crackett (accepted) 307 :- -j-wixJm
Surveyor's estinltite , 428
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V11.1.A8, Sooth Norwood.
for a"*.!!!"!; cisbt Tillas at South Norwood, for G. Woods, Esq.-^—

' "^^Wlc* mppUed.
Haeer .£3,«50

Bake „ 3,832 o
SKith s,mo
Chandler S.(I92

2,V96 10

Ur.J. P. Fatman

HOtlSEK, WANnswoRTn.
For building four booan at Kast Hill, Waadaworth, for Capt Dordin. Ur. W. G.

Uaberalioa arcUilMt. QuautlUc« supplied.
Tyi« .'.... .jC^(M5 "6

warden and Baker 4,7S2
Jaekton 4,730
Mnndajr 4,«90
Kotl«7 4.&90
W. aadC.Todd 4,648
Braker 4.499 10
Tamer and Son 4,499

REPAIB8 AND ALTEBATIOKS, POPUR.
For repairs and alterations to the Rukc of Welltnfrfon Public Honsc, Poplar, for

llcaara. Truman, tlanbury, and Co. Mr. W. E. Williams, arcliitect.

Brako £1,11

Scott 103 14

Knappand Son £4,460
BIth 4,390

G. Todd, Jan. 4,344
Walker 4,300

Bass 4,l.'iO

AvisaudSon 4,250

Adamson and Son 3,959

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOTEL.

Samshbii-bt-ths-Sba.—For desifros, with estimates, for a commodloas botel,
at Saltbum-by-tbe-Sea, iu Clevelajid, tor the Stockton and Darlington Railway
Company. l*reiniums will be awarded by the directors for the most approved
plan. No. 1. £60, second ditto, Na 2. ^£30. A sketch of the ground may be
obtained by application at the railway office, Darlington. It ia recommended that
he designs be sent in, under device, accompanied by sealed estimate. Desi^s and
estimate* by Jannarr 31.

COKN KXCHANGK8, &c.
SiWBiKY.— The Newbury Local Board of Health propose to lay ont a sum of

:t3,50O in the erection of a com exchange. 180 feet by 50 feet, andof three reception-
rooms, oi the rc8p<'ctive dimensions of 50 byjj, 25 by 25, and 25 by 25 feet, with
proportionate height, on a site adjoining the Market-place. The approach to the
com exchanm; should be immediately from the Market-place. The reception-
rooms, »ith the approaches thereto, should occupy the floor over the entrance to
the com exchange. The Board are open to receive designs, and plans and per-
•poctivea (all uncolored but with figures denoting the respective admeasurements),
with speeiSrations and estimates. The plans, specifications, and estimates should
show and state what would be the plan and cost ol the corn exchange irrespective of
the three reception-rooms. A premmm of 15 guineas will be giveii to the architect
whoso plans, specifications, and estimates are adopted, unless such architect should
be selected and appointed to superintend the carrying out ofthe work. Plans, Ac,
to be delivered at llie office of K. F. Graham, clerk to the Newbury Local Board of
Health, Xewbury, by January 3, 1861, and to bear some notiflcation which shall
eorrcspond with letters under seal in an envelope addressed to Mr. Graham, which
letters will not be opened until the designs, &c. shall have been selected. The site
of the proposed buildings will be shown, and plans thereofobtained, by application
at the clerk's office.

BoHTf-T. Kdsicsd'8.—For plansand estimates for the erection of a new corn ex-
change, with butchers' shambles at the north end thereof, as shown by the ground
plan of the site, for the Town Council of the borough of Bury St. Edmund's. The
B"**®""'" to be iron and glass, as far as may be considered practicable for such a
building. A ground plan of the site may be obtained on application at the town
clerks. Plans and estimates to be sent at the risk and cost of the sender, ad-
dressed to William .Salmon, town clerk, at his office, by January 10 1861 A
premium, not exceeding 25 guineas, will be given for the best plan, and another,
not exncding 10 guineas, for the second-best plan. The plan and estimate
for which the highest premium shall be paid shall become the property of the
COUDCil. r r J

TOWN-HALL.
NORTHAMPTOfv.—The Hnnieipal Council has extended the time for receiving
designs lor the new Town-hall and other buildings to the Ist February next.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
- „ CORN EXCHANGE.
i,m>B.—For the erection of a com exchange, with offices and cellars attached
thereto, situate near the White Cloth Hall, in the town of Leeds. Plans, speciH-
ertJona, and terms of contract, at the office of Mr. Cuthbert Brodrlck, architect 17
iCart-parade, Leeds, on and after Monday, the 10th inst. Sealed tenders to be sent
to theTown Clerk's office, Leeds, on or before Monday, the 24ih, addressed to
5* Chairman of the Markets Committee," endorsed "Tender for Corn
iuccbange.

-, CEMKTEKY WORKS.
rETERBOROCcn.-For the building of a wall, and the erection thereon of ironpauaades, with gates and pillars, in front of the Pcferborough Cemetery, and ad-JOUUngfhe Ihorney tnrnpike-road. The wall is tobe of Claypolestone,on a brickfoundation, with a saddU; coping of Ancaster stone, to correspond with the base of

l2r:i» .Sf'^J''"''""''-
S«:«oi8 at 'he office of Mr. John Fox, surveyor, Narrow-Weet, Peterborough. The iron palisades are to be of the height of 5* feet, with^ublegatea of the width of 10 feet at the entrance, and two siSe gates of the width

fc«M . i.?r '•""-"•"'•k will be required above each pillar of the main gates to

SJiil?/! .
P- **t*'!7j

"="''"'"• "''•"'linS' »o sueh section, for the wall and for

SSi^ i-ffil"'
?;!'""'"''• T"^ <'•»!''''«» »• to the latter, Ac, to be sent to the

J^i^Vby Dl«miri.?'*"' '" '^^ «"»»«"'»'«". Peterborough (ol whom all

„ „
" TIMBER POND.

S«?J.'i*.'7-?'' ^ti^Z^l-Tj'' '.he construction of a timber pond of the extent of
S.-JifJ^- ^'?.* '^^'"' f"' ""« ^"''h Kastern Railway. I'lins. &c., at the En-
SS^JL^fr^'.V vi't' '*"'h

""''^''':^'""}'''' '"'" ^""^ 2*- Tenders to be sent In to

adJaSMmenl)
endorsed " Tender for Timber Pond," by Jan. 3, 1361. (See

r. „ HOTEL.
t^Z^,i:L°', '"

f-l^i'""^ '^"^.'° *'"= '*"«"• Railway Hotel, Chester. P1m»,*c.tram 17th Inst., with Mr. T. M. Penson. the Bars House, Chester. Tenderi to

wJii .'^**i<St''I^'*^',c?°''''I'*^
" Tender for additional works. Queen RailwayHotel," by 28th Dec. (Sec advertisement.)

><«=•." nouwo/

T » , . J SEWERAGE.
SSr.r-?! l??-?.. °*"..'*''J"^'^"'''',

"''" «"«•<'•«. aid the construction of brick•jweri, and all gullies andothcr work connected therewith, for 12 months. Sneci-

IdS2d?i?(l.^^k°T
»»'•»"«'• Thursday, the 13th inst., at the office of Mr.

SiT2d^.t,,«;,b^' ^11°'^'' '"'";;'''' T.'>wn.hall. Leeds. Sealed lenders ad-

Sd<SLv-TlH,^Vilt°'' *''*'''?,';"
V*?,"?'','"'

'""'° '^''••''''» »'»««. Leeds, and

S?fo^ooS'o7'Frid°aV'theS?h i'-Tst""'
*" '"' ""' '" ""' '""" """' '" <''^'«'' '"

*«Sf"a"tlon«''hv mJ w1"u ••".('i'O'i"? emt^cts, according to plans ane
XSt nin2 mifil / .

""• """"• ^•*' ^'y ^-Contract A.-For the supply ofalioat nine milei of stoneware aewer-plpci. Mote.-No flre-clay pipes can be

accepted under any condition. Contract B.—For the supply of about nine miles of
cast-iron water-pipes. Contract C—For siniciug and boriii't a well. Contract U.—
For laying and jointiug sewer and water pipes. Contract E.—For providing sluice
valves and hydrants. Contract F.—For making and fixing a malleable iron tank,
65 feet diameter and lii feet deep; and two small tanks, 12 feet diameter. Contract
G.—For the supply of cast-iron pillars, girders and other castings. Contract H.

—

For providing and fixing a pair of duplicate horizontal stenra-enKines of about 10-
horse power, with dupUcate sewage pumps, a scoop-wheel, and duplicate boilern,
also a pair of duplicate vertical engines, witli liuplicate pumps and boilers of about
40-horse power each. Contract K.—For building manure tanks, shed, boiler-
houses, chimneys, water-tower, public baths, board-room, manager's house, and
workmen's houses. Duplicate copies of the specifications, with forms of tender,
schedulesof quantities, &c., may be had on application to Mr. E. Pelkin, clerk to
the Local Board. Mile-town, Sheerness, on pavmeut of 5s. for each contract. Mr.
Bums, the engineer, will attend at the office of the Local Board, Sheerness, on the
27th, 2St!i, 2Uth, and 30th inst. with the plaus, to give auy explanation which
intending contractors may re<iuire.

MILITARY.
Wool,wicn.—For erecting two additional blocks of quarters for 40 mulTied soldiers,
with entrance-gates, &c., at Milt-lane, Woolwich. Parties deairlngto tender muet
leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Woolwich, and pay lOs. 6d. for
bdls of quantities, by December 21.

PAVIORS' AND MASONS' WORK.
Leeds.—Paviors and masons are required to pave, fl.ig, and level, by piece-work,
certain streets in Leeds, the stone being supplied by the committee to the parties
employed. Further particulars on and after Thursday, the 13th inst., at the office

of Mr. Edward Filliter. t'.E., Town-hall, Leeds. Sealed tenders not later than
10 o'clock in the forenoon of Friday, the 2Sth inst.

THREE DWELLING-HOUSES.
Leeds.—Drawings 'and specifications at the office of Mr. William Hill, architect,

71, Albion-street, Leeds, on and after Monday, the 17th inst. Tenders not later
than Friday, the 28th.

BATTERY, &c,
Holyhead.—War Department contract for erecting a battery and buildings con-
nected therewith at Clipera Point, Holyhead. Parties desiring to tender must leave
their names at the Royal Engineer Office, Manchester, ou or before the 29th lust,
and pay the sum of 10s. Od. for bills of quantities.

South Kensington Museum.—During tie week ending 8tb December,
1860, the visitors have been .is follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days, 2,094; on Monday and Tuesday, free evenings, 2,1'20; on tlie three
students' days (admission to the public 6d.) 880 ; one students' evening, Wed-
nesday, 245; total, 5,348. From the opening of the museum, 1,777,899.

The Rainbow Tavern, Fleet-street.—In our last week's notice of the
"works executed at tlie above-named tavern we inadvertently omitted to state that
the plumbing work, on an extensive scale, was executed in a superior manner by
Messrs. Beard and Dent, Newcastle-street, Strand ; the beautiful embossed glass

and looking glasses, by Mr. Jackson, Old Oxford-street; and the bell-hanging,

on an improved new principle, by Mr. Longman, Bathurst-street, Uyde-park-
gardens.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All letters and communications to bo addressed to the Editor of the Building iJEWS, 20,

Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, Lnnrton,
The Editor cannot undertake to return unn&cd manuscripts.

Palais de Justice, Brussels,—A correspondent asks for anv particulars respecting the
drawings or the award in this competition.

One who Tats—We apprehend the fees would not be returned under ordinary circumstances

;

special arrangements ntinht be made.
R. J N.—The whole difliculty arises from the varying nature of thcstrata through which
the pile inav be driven.

S. Simpson—Sorry we cannot assist.
A Mechanic—Essay has merit. We avail ourselves of your effor to condense it. 8h«l
parcel be sent or lie at our publishers?

An Admirer—Yes, early in ouruext volume : preparations are Ijcing made. ^.
Edwin T.—Tlie discussion of such matters invariably leads to undesirable results ; besides, K
miKht be damaging at the present juncture.

H. and S.—No part of our business to make such matters public.
Competitor—We have written.
S. NoRRis—Such things are usually included in the sale ; any other ^course 'would bo con -

sidered sharp practice.
W. B. T—About the end of the eleventh century. ,
F. BowTEL—Such a course may not be undesirable; plaster and paint somotlmeacoTera
multitude of sins.

Rev. (>. W. \V.- Thanks; ifpossible. ^ .. „ t,
William W.—Where the Intention appears, and the person Insists on his right to do It, it »
not necessary to stay until waste Is actually committed. This ImporUnt point hi the law
of waste appears to have be,n first determined by Lord Hardwicke In the case orGiBson v.

Smith.' His lordship said, •' The plaintiff may certalnlv come into this (Chancery) Conn to

restrain the defendant from committing waste, even if' he has only threatened to do it ; nof
is it necessary that the plalntilT should have waited till the waste be actually committeo.
Refer to our first and second volumes.

N. Williamson—Too late ; has been made public some time.
I. Bayson—We shall lie glad to inspect work.
R. W.Z.— Patience, patience. j,,—,_
J. W—We believe that at present its use is entirely confined to the coasts of the Mealte^
ranean.

F. F. B.- Inquiries have been instituted into the whole of the circumstances ; results shall he
made known.

AN AUCTIONEER.-!. Ws ucvcr licard of a llccnso being required by a person carrying on
the business of an estate a^eiit. 2. There Is no/aw to prevent an estate acent calling Him-
self an "auctioneer, valuer, and surveyor" without a license. If he does not practise a»
such. 3. It is much better, for mauy reasons, not the least of them beiug your own
security, to employ a solicitor.

E. Vauohan If not too voluminous.
B. X—As a matter of taste we prefer commendation^to censure, otherwise n'importe.
AiicuiTEcT.—Shall receive attention. „ .

T. Cooke.—Puzzolana Is found in the greatest abundance at I'liteoll, in Italy, nowcallea
I'uzzuoll. ri Is 01' the lava genus, magnetic, and easily melts into a black slag. It sud-
denly hardens when mixed with one-third ol" its weight of lime and water, forming a
cement of great durability under water. Its constituents are said by Bergman to be r>5 to
60 parts of silicious earth, 20 of argillaceous, .5 or H of calcareous, and from 1.% to 20of iron.

The expense attending the Importation ol the volcanic puzzolana has led to the production
of several efficient sulistitutes.EC—Letter was folded while wet, and Is not Intelligible. „ ,.

W. I".—See Dr. lierger "Ou the Physical Structure of Devonshli'e and Cornwall.' Ocol.
Trans., Vol. I., page 101.

Observer—Judging from description we should think the case hopeless. Consult an
architect,

B. B. Sandy (fJIasgow)—Ifyou can give a good reference. Wo recommend you to advertise.
H.—Twenty Inches for adults and fourteen Inches for children. No restrictions unless a
grant Is Inteiideil to be applied lor from the Inconwated Society, In which case the drawings
must agree with itieir requln'menls.

W. A. S. (Long I'rcstoii.) --I'rubalily " Owllt's KnclyclopaMlia of Areliitecture" would best
answer your purpose. We can sympathise with vour object, but prav e»insider a^'aiu ere
you entrust the designing and probable superintending of an educational building to
incompetent h.ilids. Our opinion of the design and its practicability is at your service.

»iceI¥ed.-F. B., .s. Porleyson, T. Farley, J. Rose, William T-E., Rev. X. X., A Reader
A Clerk, W. Thompson, V^. and B.
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HOW THE SOCIETIES REPLIED TO THE INSTITUTE.
Ill arc tolil by tlie proverb tliat, "a
thing which lias been well bc^run, is

half done." Now, for architects

to bring the long meditated di-

ploma question to a practical

issue, it is of the first conse-

quence that they should start

with unanimity, if not as to mat-
ters of detail, jit least as to the question
in the abstract; and this, happily, is the

case with the Diploma question, judging
from the late discussion upon it at the

Northern Architectural Association, at

the Institute of British Architects, and
at the Architectural A.ssociation. The
Institute, notwithstanding the adverse
effortS'Of some of its own body, deter-
mines to suspend its proceedings till the

Arcliitectural Association shall have
concluded its debate on the question

;

while the two Associations agree, after a

separate discussion of it, to refer its con-
duct to the Institute of Architects,

and express their desire to co-

operate with it in matters of detail.

Moreover, the several architects

who have discussed the question
' seem quite unanimous on one point—that is to

say, that Art and the questions concerning it

shall be eliminated from any course of exami-
nation determined on, which, however, shall embrace all matters per-
taining to architectural practice.

This decision of the Architectural Societies agrees pretty well, in the
main, with the opinions put forth from time to time by the several
writers who have discussed the examination question in the architec-
tural periodicals ; so that here it may be said is something like una-
nimity of sentiment about it, and a something for the Institute of
British Architects to operate upon.

There are several architectural societies in England, but few that can
be fairly considered societies of architects, likely to take an interest in

a, question of this nature, or, indeed, capable of intelligently discussing
it, learned though their members may be as ecclesiologists or anti-

quaries. Of Societies of Architects there is the Institute, the Archi-
tectural Association, the Northern Architectural Association, and the
Liverpool Architectural Society. We have searched fruitlessly for a
record of the decision of this last Society, but are under an im-
pression that its members have arrived at one ; and that it is one
favorable to co-operation with the Institute. There used to be the
Bristol Society of Architects ; but of its late proceedings, if it be still

in existence, we have no record. What has become of it ?

Now it ma;^ be said that these societies do not embrace within their
ranks the entire body corporate of English architects, many of whom
stand aloof altogether from these fraternities, and practice in private as
unattached individuals, and that, therefore, in strict parlance, the acts
of the societies are not the acts of the body corporate. This is very
-true ; and, had the Institute of Architects contented itself with simply
legislating on this question within its own ranks, it is natural to assume
that the provincial and other architects, who happen to be unconnected
with it, would have at once repudiated its proceedings, and thus in a
few years they would unfortunately have fallen to the ground. Wisely,
however, the Institute threw itself on the architects of the whole king-
dom, adopting the only practical means by which she could address
them—through the then existing and well-known societies of architects
before-mentioned. If architects neglect to incorporate themselves,
that is not the fault of the Institute.

We proceed now to summarise the resolutions to which the two
societies before-mentioned have arrived, as they have elsewhere been
given in this Journal, with their accompanying debates.
On the important preliminary question of examination or no examina-

tion, the two societies are affirmatively agreed. The first resolution of
the Northern Architectural Association runs thus

—

"That it is the opinion of this Association that the csLiblishment of an architec-
tural examination, whither voluntary or compulsory, and a dioloma, will be of irreat
advuntage to the profession."

And the first resolution of the Architectural Association is worded
as follows :

—

»J'1';**.'''''?'''?5'?'°"°*".""^ Architectural Association that a strictly voluntary
cxamiuation should be instituted, with a view of pruidinp the architectural student

fessi'on
"""""*" '' '*' *'" ^"'^''^ '^"' *" "rriveat competency in hispro-

The two societies having thus unanimously declared that an ex.amina-
tion, &c., would be desirable, then proceed to determine what sort of

"Id

examination it should be. The Northern Association expresa themselves
very sensibly about it as follows :

—

"It is the opinion of this Association that, in carrylneout tlicsr!
lishiiiK an architectural diploma, the Koyal In Iitute of ItrlUsh Ar.
malic provirdon for ndmininj; architects of establislied practice as niumLero of the
Institute, wilhout lluir undcruoint; an examination, and tor granting to sucli archi-
tects a diploma, based upon tlie merits of their works."

The parallel resolution of the London Association is somewhat dif-

ferent; as it is confined rather to a definition of what kind of exami-
nation it should not he, rather than of what it oui^ht to be :

"That in the event of a professional examination iK-int; Instituted, It should be
limited to those subjects that bear directly upon the practice of the profession : and
this Association is apprehensive that, any cvaminatlun upon the priuc '

'

will lead to results unfavorable to Ihe progress of the art.'

.vaminatlun upon the principles of taste
ss of the art.

Thus it will be seen that, on the two vital questions

—

Should there be
Examiimtion f and— What sort of Examination should it be ?—these

two Associations are in perfect accord. There is a difference, indeed,
in the wording, but no conflict of sentiment in these two resolutions

;

the difference simply being that one is '4 mere ampUfication of the
other. There can be little doubt that, were perfect unanimity needed
(as it is not) with respect to the details of these resolutions, it would be
readily attained by a conference held between the members of the
London and the Northern Architectural Associations.

With regard to the often considered question of Voluntary or Com-
pulsory Examination, it will be seen by the first of the above resolutions
that the Northern Society is indifferent whether the examination be
voluntary or compulsory ; although in a third auxiliary resolution it

adds, judiciously as it seems,
" That this Association susfgests that, all action in this matter by the Institute

should be takeu with u view to the ultimate adoption of a compulsory examination."

Whilst the Loudon Association desiderates " a strictly voluntary
examination."

So much for the popularity of the measure in the abstract. It has
been very fully and carefully discussed by the London Association, as
will be seen by the reported debate ; and it must be added that, in the
case of both the London and the Northern Associations, the resolutions
quoted were agreed to nem. con. It is true that Mr. Arthur Alloin, of
the London Association, deprecated the brevity of a mere two nights'

debate on so important a topic; but, when we find Mr. Kerr, of the
Institute, trusting that " the Association was not going to discuss it

for ever," it must be owned there is not much to complain about on the
score of unanimity one way or another.
To make the case complete only one other question remained to be

settled, viz., to whom should the details of the measure be referred
for construction prior to their approval by the profession ; and here it

is really gratifying to observe the unanimity of these two far separated
Architectural Associations :

" That this Association leaves with confidence the details of this scheme In the
hands of the lloyal Institute of British Architects,"

is the last resolution of the Northern Society ; whibt as to the Archi-
tectural Association, it unanimously agreed to the following resolution :

"That the honorary secretaries be instructed to transmit the resolutions passed
this evening, on the subject of architectural examinations, to the honorary secretaries
of the Koyal Institute of British Architects ; and to express the willmguess and
desire of the Architectural Association to enter into the other aspects and details of
the subject, as soon as the Institute shall have come to any decision upon the
essential points of the intended measures."

We congratulate the architectural profession on this very cheering
result of the recent appeal of the Institute of Architects, on the
subject of the diploma; and will not mar the odour of it to-day by any
suggestions of our own, as to the details of the measure so handsomely
confided to the Institute. It remains now to be seen what the Institute

will do in the matter ; and we trust that all architects, whether they be
members of a society of architects or no, will consider favorably and
loyally any measure it may produce with an obviously sincere intention
of benefiting generally the whole professional body, and with it the

public at large. If these details be wisely and liberally framed with
this view, we may soon expect to see the ranks of the Institute very
considerably augmented. In such event it will be wholly out of the
power of individual architects to stand aloof from, or to despise, a
corporate body, invested as the Institute will be, with the alliance and
co-operation of great masses of their brother practitioners, such as are
already united in the two Associations, metropolitan and provincial,

about which we have been writing these comments ; whilst the public

generally will be sure to recognise a measure, influentially supported
by professional men, concocted, as we trust it will be, for the general
public good.

Equestrian Statue of Lord Hardinge.—A committee has been formed
compuscd of many of our leading artists and sculptors, for tlic purpose of taking
steps to appeal to the public to obtain a duplicate in bronze of the fine t-questrian
statue of Lord Hardinge, by Foley, cast at the foundry of Messrs. Elkingtou and
Co. A considerable sum has been subscribed by the artists themselves in order
to carry out this object. The committee includes the names ot'MacIise, Roberts,
Stanfield, Marsiiall, Weekes, tfir J. W. Gordon, Creswick, Frith, Ward, Hard,
wicke and many other celebrities of the artistic world.
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PAKIS IMPROVEMENTS.
DEMOLITION, reconstruction, and embellishment in tlie capital and its

•DTirons seem to proceed at an accelerated rate, and, under existing

eiTcnmatances, it is natural that it should do so; as one leg of mutton is

saM to drive doirn another, so may one house or one street be said to pull

down another, and as the demandfor employment has naturallygrown with

the thing upon which it lives; there appears no chance of the improve-

ments or alterations of Paris coming to an end until every inconvenient

street and almost every inelegant house is done away with or replaced.

For the builder and architect, Paris is at present, and is likely to remain

fbr some time, the widest area for the study of demolition and construction,

and it presents the opportunity ^of iseeing what to emulate and what to

avoid in almost an equal degree. If a student desire to see rapid and solid

building, exquisitely worked details witli architecture of every kind, good,

bad, and indifferent, let him come to Paris, for here ho will find all those

features on a grand scale.

Notre Dame begins to issue forth from its long endured coat of hoarding

and dirt, and to exhibit its beauties in something likeasatisfactory manner.

The scaffolding is all removed from the choir and transept, the former has

been paved with marble, the stalls have just been placed in position, and

the grand alur, which was described in the Bdjluiki; News some time

since, now exhibits all its beauties, and all its glaring defects too, to the

public eye. The next thing to be taken iu hand, or rather to be completed,

for all ttie preparations have been made, is the complete restoration of

the great rose window in the western front. This window, which was
repaired in 1726, threatened to fail to pieces, a new window has, therefore,

been made, which is an exact fic-similc of the old one, and the preparations

are now being made for substituting the one for the other. The magnitude

and delicacy of the operation will be evident to all practical men when it is

stated that the window in question is 42 feet in diameter, and that the

whole facade itself is in a most ticklish condition. This latter will, of

course, be thoroughly restored at the same time. This fa9ade was entirely

the work of Jean de Chelles.

The plumbers are now at work placing a crenellated^ornament along the

ridge of the roof.

The Cathedral of St. Denis is also proceeding rapidly to completion

,

and presents many interesting features. The original building, which was
erected on the site of the present cathedral, was raised over the tomb of

St. Denis before the invasion of the Franks ; this is spoken of by Gregory
of Tours, who bears witness to its magnificence—a term which must of

course be accepted conditionally. This original church was reconstructed

be St. Genevieve, the Patroness of Paris ; and again by Dagobert, with in-

creased splendor, about the year 630. In the next century Pepin com-
menced the rebuilding of it once more, and took great pains to obliterate

all recollection of the work of the Merovingian prince ; the work com-
menced by Pepin was finished by Charlemagne in 775. Again in the
twelfth century the church was entirely rebuilt by the Abbe Segur, who,
however, preserved beneath the choir the greater portion of the crypt of

the Carlovingian edifice. The Abbe's work was ill-executed, and in the
fiiUowing century it threatened to fall to pieces. St. Louis caused nearly
the whole of the choir, the nave, and the transepts, to be rebuilt ; in fact,

nothing of the former structure remained but the fa<;ade, the chapels,

around the choir, and a door at the base of the north transept.

At the time of the revolution, the Cathedral of St. Denis was terribly

mutilated, and, although Napoleon twice started the idea of its renovation,
nothing was done till 1816, when all kinds of strajige alterations were
made without any evident reason, and continued till 1846, when they were
stopped by the dangerous condition of one of the towers, which was obliged
to be pulled down. In the latter year, the work was taken in hand in a
methodical manner, by M. VioUet-le-Duc, then appointed architect of the
cathedral ; the remains which presented any artistic value, were carefully
classified, and the repairs were enabled to be carried out according to the
original designs of Percier and others, in the Gaignieres collection in the
Bodleian Library, at Oxford.
During the recent repairs, the crypt of the Carlovingian liings was

brought to light, surrounded by portions of the Abbe Segur's construction,
including the monuments, pavement, and chapels in the apsis. The
painted windows of these chapels are said to be, with the single exception
of those of Notre Dame de Chartres, the only examples that France
possesses of the twelfth century ; and the composition of the subjects, and
the harmony of the colors, are considered far superior to anything executed
in the succeeding period.

The present Emperor determined to make St. Denis the burial place of
his dynasty j the choir and transept have been restored to their original
state, the foundations have been underpinned, the floors have been
reduced to the ancient level, after having been most capriciously altered,
no one seems to know why, and shortly the Tombs of the Kings will be all

re-established. The Napoleon Mausoleum has been excavated under the
nave and immediately west of the Carlovingian crypt, in which are placed
the remains of Louis XVI., Marie Antoniette, the Duke de Berry, one of
his children, the aunt of Louis .XVI., the Prince de Condi-, and Louis
xvm.
The resting place of the new dynasty is not very large, but it is divided

into a main body," and two side aisles, formed by solid monolithic pillars
supporting the vaultings of the roof ; at the eastern end of the central
aisle is a small altar, or rather the place for it, which will be illuminated
by a floor-light phiced in the rear of the great altar in the choir. The
entrance to the Mausoleum will be closed with large flag stones.

In making the excavations for this new crypt a number of stone tombs
of the Merovin^an period were discovered, but they contained, it is said.

nothing of any interest ; a few amber beads, the remains of other orna-
ments and of clothing, and a little dust, were all that had not perished of
the kings or heroes of that remote period. These tombs were all under
the floor of the apsis of the Church of Dagobert, of which the extent was
quite distinctly traced ; on the walls of the basement were found some
remnants of coarse pamting, representing drapery. The edifice built by
Dagobert was constructed entirely out of the materials of the previous
Gallo-Iloman Basilica, so that the present cathedral includes the vestiges
of five successive edifices—one of the third or fourth century, tliat of
Dagobert, of Charlemagne, of the Abbe Segur, and of Saint Louis.
The facade of the church is in a very bad condition, and it is not con-

sidered safe to re-erect the spire which used to crown the northern tower;
a plan for the complete restoration of the whole of this portion of the
building is now under consideration : the project is to build two towers to
flank the grand entrance, which is to be pierced with three doors, richly
decorated with sculpture, and separated by two prominent socles support-
ing four equestrian statues, in memory of those sovereigns who retired
from the cares of power to the silence and solitude of the cloisters of the
Abbey of Saint Denis.

The most remarkable edifice now under the hands of Parisian workmen
is the new Russian church, which is being erected in the Rue de la Croix
near the Park of Monceaux. This novel structure is in the style of the
Kremlin—namely. semi-Byzantine and semi-Tartar. It consists of five

towers grouped together, tliat in the centre being much higher than the
other four. Each of the towers is crowned with the well-known pointed
dome or rather bulb of copper gilt, surmounted by a cross also gilt, and
from which depend chains to correspond. The door in the northern
facjade is under a bold porch with four pillars and a hemispherical dome,
and approached by twelve handsome steps. Over the porch is the
pediment of the door, and in the tympan is to be a design of the Saviour
blessing the world. The church is flanked by two wings, which are to
contain the priests' apartments and oflices. The building is far from com-
plete, but the gilding is proceeding rapidly and seems to be continued on
the stonework beneath the cupolas.

Beliind and around this church, demolition and reconstruction are going
on at a great rate; the new Boulevard de Monceaux, which stretches from
the Place de I'Europe to the Barriere de 1' Etoile, passes close to the new
church. Place de 1' Etoile has recently been supplied with a large number
of extremely liglit and elegant lamps, but the effect is very much injured
by the use of ground glass wliich takes away all the brilliancy, and causes
the beautiful arch to be in positive darkness as compared with the Luxor
obelisk, which rears its hoary head amidst the Grecian and Renaissance
structures of the Place de la Concorde. This curious but ill-placed

monolith is splendidly lighted, while the Arc de Triomphe de 1' Etoile

is scarcely visible at night, unless the moon takes pity on its hidden
beauties. From every part of the new Boulevard run other

boulevards and streets ; the Hospice de Roule has been pulled

down, and the space where it stood is being covered with
magnificent houses. In fact, the Quartier Beaujon is being so

transformed that it is scarcely to be recognised. It is not generally known,
perhaps, that this quarter is named after M. Beaujon, who had a most
luxurious villa therein, and who inhabited the hotel Evreux, which had
been occupied by Madame de Pompadour, and the Marquis de Marigny
(after whom a street or avenue is named) and wliicli became afterwards

the property of Louis XV., and was renamed the ElysCe Bourbon, now
Elysee Napoleon.
The park of Monceaux is being traversed by a boulevard, and the other

day the sum of 4J millions of francs was awarded for the ground
taken for that purpose; half of it belonged to the late Louis Phillipe, that

was confiscated to the State, but the other portion of the money goes to

the ex-Queen Amelie and her children. Many people will remember a
circular colonnade with a statue in the centre, the columns which formed
it have been unfortunate, they were prepared for a grand mausoleum at

St. Denis, to receive the remains of Henry IV., but which was never com-
pleted and they have now stood in the deserted park supporting nothing

for years. A portion of the park has been laid out in squares and building

plots but the remainder is to be cultivated as a public pleasure garden.

In other parts of the town the masons are at work just as actively ; the

Palais de Justice has received considerable improvements and decorations.

Amongst the latter is the placing of six marble busts in the small hall or

chamber of the Pas-Pcrdus. These busts represent three civil lieutenants

of the Chatelet, Le Camus, d'Argonges de Fleury and Angran d'Alleray,

and three presidents of the civil tribunal of the Seine, MM. Berthereau,

Try, and Moreau, all men of high rank, but amongst whom M d'Alleray

is in every way the most renowned. He fell on the scaffold during the

revolution rather than plead ignorance, for, when asked whether he was
aware that ho had broken a law of the Republic by sending aid to his

children who had fled from France, he answered "I know it, but there is a
law more sacred than that of the Republic, namely, that of nature, which
commands fathers to support their offspring !"

The old wall which ran along the garden of the Luxembourg has disap-

peared and is now being replaced by an elegant and massive railing,^

throughout the whole length of the garden. A new street is also being

opened on the other side of the gardens, which will thus be completely

isolated from the houses.

It is said that the city has granted a pension to an excavator who has

discovered a very simple method of preserving gas and water pipes. He
had observed that when laid in argillaceous earth they never became rusty,,

but that in a calcareous soil they were rapidly destroyed, he therefore

proposed that all pipes should be surrounded with clay.
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THE BUILDING AND OTHER STONES OF THE UNITED
KINODOM.

HAVING drawn attention in a former article to the clays and clay manu-
factures of the kingdom, we now jiroceed to ^ive an abstract of the

voluminous information funiished by Mr. II. Hunt ot the buildin;; and other

stones of Great Britain and Ireland ; and we may conimcucc with a j^eneral

summary which lie furnishes of tlicir quantity and Talue. Column 1 in tlie

appended table, it may be premised, is the estimated total.in tons returned to the

inquiries set on foot; column 2 the computed total of the entire productions in

the kingdom ; and column 3 the aggregate value of this total produce.

Divisions. 1 2 3

Tons.
:i,!K)5,o:io

l,l!2«,W>t

Tons.
7.500,000
3,500,000

4,750,000

li'uoo

1,705,508
898,12:1

l,Zll,393

800,000
7,900

Wales

Total .. 15,7(H,200 4,622,924

Returns were received at the Museum of Practical Geology from 1,504
quarries in England, 158 in Wales, 678 in Scotland, and 8 in Jersey. For
Ireland it has been found impossil>le to determine the quantities produced. The
prices and many other particulars are given, but no returns of the quantities of
stone produced.
In these Mining Records a very valuable table is given, constructed by Mr. C.

H. Smith (who was one of the CouiBiissioners for selecting the stone for the
Houses of Parliament), showing the weightsof a cubic foot of specimens fairly
representing all the varieties of building stones used in this country. It is too
long for quotation, comprising 121 varieties of stone, ranging in density from
103 lbs. avoirdupois per cubic foot up to 172 lbs. 5 ozs. The various stones
named may be considered as fair average samples of the material which each of
the quarries respectively produces. In nearly all cases, the density or avoirdu-
pois weights have been ascertained with two very accurately squared six-inch
cubes (duplicates, equal to one-fourth of a cubic foot), weighed in the state in
which stones are usually employed for masonry. Of the Cornish stones, we find
specific mention made in the returns of some of the most important, and the
buildings and constructive works to which they have been applied. Thus the
average annual produce of tlie Cheesewring granite quarries would seem to be
about 147,000 feet. The price at the quarry is Is. 4d. per cubic foot scappled, or
2s. 3d. delivered in the Thames. Westminster Bridge, Birkenhead, Southampton,
and other docks have been built with this stone. The Par granite quarries pro-
duce about 89,000 cubic feet. This stone has been used for tlie Plymouth break-
water and lighthouse, the Keyhara steam docks, and docks at Portsmouth,
Chatham, Pembroke, Cardift', Dover, Alderney, and Northumberland ; Exeter
Market, Sydenham Crystal Palace, &c. The stones raised in the northern parts
of Cornwall are mostly shipped at Paidstoiv, the quantity_sent thence in 1838 was
1,894 tons of granite, and 1,09!) tons of slate.

The grey-blue slate of Delabod in Coi'nwall weighs only 2,512 ounces to the
hundred feet, which is greatly less than the Ughtest Westmoreland slate. This
Cornish slate, from its lightness and indurance of weather, is generally preferred
to any in Great Britain, and is perhaps the finest in the world. They have a
very old reputation, for Carew in 1632, describes the blue as " in substan ce
thinne, in color fau:e, in weight light, in lasting strong, and generally causeth so
good regard, as (besides the supply for home provision) great store is yeerely
conveyed by shipping both to other parts of the nation, and also beyond the sea's
into Britainne and Netherland."

Sir H. de la Beche, in his Report on the Geology of Cornwall, corroborates this.

The Delabob quarries (lie says) have been long celebrated for producing a beautiful
and durable material, combining considerable lightness with strength. The flag-
stones or thick slates from these quarries are highly esteemed ; they are exceedingly
durable, not only when exposed to atmospheric influence with inscriptions (such as
those on tombstones) upon them, but tor pavements in passages, court-yards, &c. If
slightly roughed, they might be advantageously employed for the sides of streets,
being not readdy worn away by such friction as they would there receive, and not
liable to be damaged by frost.

The average annual produce of the quarry is about 17,000 tons. The prices
for flooring l^d. to Od. per foot, and 24d. to T^A. for best.
The following gives the sizes, average weight and prices of the various com-

mercial dimensions.

Description.

Queen's

Princesses

Do
Do

Duchesses
Marchionesses
Countesses
Viscountesses

.

Ladies
SmaU Ladies .

.

Donblos
Imperials, for

rooflny, vari-
ous lengtlis.

.

Do.
Rags

Scantle

ConunoQ

32, S4, m in. by
18, ir, IS in.

30 by U in.

•> 14 „
.. 13 ,.

.. 12 „
as „ 11 „
20 „ 10 „
18 „ 9„
10 •• 8 „H „ 7„
12 ., 6 „
5 to 7 in. wide

8 to 10 „

Various sizes.

First Quality.

Average
Weight.

115 c\vt. per
1,200

I"? „ „
82 „ „
<i5 „ „

17 doz. per
ton

13 cwt. per
1,000

Estimated
Surface.

Per ton

16! sq. per 1,200

"I „
12i „
11 » ,.

" 1. >.

a „

« ..

H „
2* „
I'cr running fl.

2i sq. per ton

li „ per 1,000

1 .. ..

1.5

1 7 6

I 12 6
I 0|

1
1 u
8

S

Second Quality.

Average
Weight.

80 per 1,200
65 „

20doz.perton

C 12
5 i
4 1

2 13
1 17

10
10

The Penryn quarries, numbering about 70, have averaged from the year ]

to 1859, 2.50,000 cubic feet of granite per annum, or about 20,000 tons, at 12
•185C

, , ,j r , — , „, _. 12 feet
to the ton. The Penzance quarries, numbering about 20, produced in the same
period about 45,500 cubic ;fiet, or 3,800 tons. The prices of these stones have

varied from Is. 3d. to 29. Cd. on the quay. This granite lias been largely used in

the Government dockyards, breakwaters, fortifications, &c. The limestones of
the Plymouth district have been largely used in the construction of the Plymoutb
Breakwater. A considerable quantity is burnt for lime, and some ustd for

ornamental purposes, paving, and building generally. The quantity is thus
estimated:—lG.j,(KM) tons ot small for lime, at 14d. per ton ; 3o,000 blocks for

building, at 4d. per cubic foot, or 4s. 8d. per ton ; 200 tons of marble, at IGd. per
cubic foot, or lUs. per ton.

One bed of limestone irom the Pomphlet quarries has recently been discovered

by Mr. Scott to produce a valuable hydraulic cement, wliich has been nsed with
much success, especially in the new "barracks at Devonport. It is tliooght to

be equal to the blue lias lime from Lyme Regis in Dorsetshire.

At the Breakwater quan-v 100,000 tons of limestone are annually quarried.

The principal Portland quarries produce about 40,000 tons of stone auntially, the
price of which is about £1 per ton on tlie wharf.
Passing to Somersetshire, the freestones or oolites are very extensively"

employed as building stones in various parts of the country, and tlie lias rocks

arc used for buildings in the districts, and arc< extensively burned for lime. The
average prices about 4d. per cubic foot, or from 5s. to 10s. a ton. Estimated
quantity raised 3,700 tons.

The stone from the Bath quarries is used for "dressings" of nearly all the
buildings in the west, south, and midland districts of England. In the Bath
district it is extensively used in thin pieces, technically culled " ashlars," for

internal partitions anci exterior casing. It is sent to distant markets in large

square masses called " blocks."

Qiiajititics and Value of i^,Qfmfrom. the Quarries of the Bath Oolitic District.

Quantities. Value.
nox-hill 884,900 Cubic l'"eet .. £12,-.;j0

Combe Down ")

Claverton Down { 510,000 „ .. 7,900
Hampton Down )
Limpley Stoke and Bradford.. 78,000 „ .. 1,300
Moultou Farleigh, Wiltshu-e.. 00,000 „ .. 1,000
Corsham Don-n, Do. .. 54,000 „ .. 900

£23,350

Tlie Great Western Railway carried, principally of the Bath stone, 62,488 tons,

and 7,819 tons of lime.
Mr. John Bravender furnished the following interesting notices of some of

the Gloucestershire quarries :

—

The quarries at Circencester and neighbourhood may be arranged in three
classes : First—Quarries of Great Oolite Rock ; second—Quarries of Forest
Marble Rock ; third—Quarries of Cornbrash Rock.
Great Oolite Quarries.—Tlie rocks in those quarries are covered with a few

inches of thm calcareous soil, seldom more than 7 or 8 inches deep, and about the
same average thickness of rubble. This rubble and the inferior portions of the
rock are used for road stone. Those quarries produce road stone, walling stone,

paving stone, and block stone. The rock which produces what is usually de-
nominated building stone or walling stone, splits up into rectangular forms from
2 to 7 or 8 inches thick in the bed, and from 6 inches to 18 inches in length.
This stone is used for the erection of nearly all the buildings in the district, being
easily chopped or faced with the tools of the workman.
The paving stone which is obtained from those quarries is risen in rough slabs,

varying in dimensions ii'om 15 Inches to 4 feet in length, from 15 inches to 2 feet

in width, and from 4 to 5 or 6 inches in thickness. Those slabs are easily worked
to a plain surface, and are squared up and used in laying the floors of kitchens,
dairies, &c., being rather soft. The stone is considered inferior to the stone used
for suuilar purposes obtained from other localities.

Those slabs have not been used for the coping of walls because they resist the
frost so imperfectly as to crumble to pieces in a few years. The thick beds of
this rock, varying from 18 inches to 2 and sometimes 3 feet, produce the block
stone which is rather extensively used in the erection of the principal buildings of
this district, and for all second and third rate buildings takes the place of " Bath
stone." The quoins, window heads, doorway heads, and ashlar work of those
buildings are made of this stone, and answer the purpose very well where the
masonry can be kept in the dry. For window sills, tabling, chimney tuns, Sec.,

Bath stone is used because it does not perish with the frost.

The stones are usually dug by the yard, including the removal of the surface
soil and rubble not fit for road stone. Tbe workmen sort the stones as they are
dug. All the road stones are piled or stacked up on the level space at the edjge or
on the bottom of the quarry, exactly a yard in height; and all the walling and
other stones in another stack or stacks of the same height. When the digging is

paid for, the length and breadth of those stacks are taken and multiplied by each
other, and the result is the number of yards of stone to be paid for. The price

fier yard for digging runs from 4d. to 6d. per yard, according as the wages of the
aborers in the district are high or low.
A yard of road or walling stone will fill a moderately sized cart.

The price paid for road stone varies from 3d. to 6d. per yard. The price ot
walling stone from 8d. to Is. per yard. The price of the paving is 1 Jd. to 2d.
per square foot in a rough state.

" The price after being dressed and squared fit

for use 4d. to 5d. per square foot. This paving is sometimes sold at 6d. per foot,

including the laying, to be measured after it is laid down. The price of the
block stone which is used for quoins, door heads, window heads, and ashlar work
is fld. per solid foot squared up. (Box or Bath-stone is used for quoins, heads,

sills, mullions, tables, &c.. of all our best buildings.)
The price is 7d. per solid foot, exclusive of carriage.
Great Oolite Rock has been employed in the erection of St. John's chnrcli, the

Town-hall, Royal Agricultural college, the market-house, the union workhouse,
several of the dissenting cliapels, the Cotswold and Cripps's breweries, the banks
and all the principal dwelling-houses in the town and neighbourhood; Earl
Bathurst's mansion-house (Oiikley Park), Miss Master's mansion-house (The
Abbey).

Quarries of the Forest Marble.—The rocks of those quarries are covered
with about 8 inches to a foot of sandy loam, under which is a light colored bluish

marl, sometimes of a slaty texture, varying from a few inches in thickness to

several feet.

Those quarries produce road stone, walling stone, stone slates, stone planks,

and pitching stone. Tlie road stone is the rubble on the top of the rock, and the

refuse of the other portions of the rock. When quarried it is separated from the

rest, and piled or stacked in squares or oblong masses exactly a yard high, and
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die ftoDcs adceted for iraUiog or for building purposes are also stacked up iu the

A lave portian of the produce of those quarries consists of slabs of 3, 4, or 5

iaek« tUd^UMi of thelenclh of 3 or 4 feet, and of various widths, ranging

froB W indie* to 3 feet. Sometimes those slabs or planks exhibit the ripple-

ok ia a Tcry distinct manner. They are used for floors of kitchens and back

raniia, eourts, and o|>en vanis.

Tfcey aostlv come out tolerably smooth, but when they fail in this respect,

tbtt ut broken up for walling-stone, as no tool can be made to face them ; and
"

I attempts are made, the slabs are too brittle to stand the concussion of the

They seldom turn out with a rectangular outline, and all that can be

I b to joint the edges In any manner, by breaking off the more prominent
«««w« aaagettlng them to fit in with one another, so as to cover the surtiace.

WMoWd, the joint assumes no regular form. Thi>9e planks form a very durable,

nogh floor, aadsddom wear out. Tbey are also used for rough coping to nails,

and abo areset on edge, being let a few inches into the ground, aiul thus form a

dirision fence for yards, pigsties, &c., &c. Those quarries also produce a large

quantity of stone slates, very much resembling those from the Stonefield slate

qoarries. but are heavier and coarser.

The planks and slabs arc selected by tlie workmen, and put aside in separate

nartsof thequorrv. They are usually piled or set up on end, and left to dry.

Tbie planks aresold witliout any attempt to dress or square them up ;
but tlie

slates are usually dressed in the quarry before being disposed of. A lai-ge portion

of the buildings of this district is covered with the Forest mai'ble slates from the

quarri.-s in the neighbourhoiKl. A large quantity of slates have been dug in this

ueigbbuurfaood without forming a quarry ; they are found a few inches from the

snince ia ioma parts of this distnct. To obtain them the soil has been turned

hade, the data dug out, and the soil filled in again, and tlie land cropped as be-

fore. The other produce from these quarries consists of some rather thick-bedded

stone, mostly blue in the centre, which is called pitching stone, and, like the

other kind of stone, derives its name from the use to which it is applied.

This stone is used for pitching or paying stables, footways in yards, &c., and is

used largely In the streets of Cirencester. The stone breaks into a rectangular

outline of 4 or .l inches wide, and from 6 inches to 2 feet in length, having almost

invariably a depth of 18 to -20 inches, terminating in a triangular point. In using

the stone" for pitching, this part is inserted in the ground or bed prepared for it.

Tbete stones are bard, and do not readily wear away, but occasionally a few will

lie found split and rent into films by the "frost. The price of the road stone from

these qaarries is 6d. to 9d. per yard ; of walling stone Is. per yard.

The price paid for digging, accoraing to circumstances, 5d. to 7d. a yard, and

for dirang the planks, sorting out, and piling up, 4s. 6d. to 53. per 100 square

feet The price of the plank stone is 1 Jd. to 2d. per square foot.

The price paid for digging the slates, sorting, and laying aside is 4s. to 5s. per

J,000.

The price paid for dressing the slates, 5s. to 5s. 6d. per 1,000. The price ofthe

stone slate, when dressed is 18s. to 22s. per 1,000.

1,000 slates will cover a square of roofing, or a space of 10 feet square.

The price paid for digging and stacking up the pitching st( ue, is Cd.persquare
yard.
The price of the pitching stone is Is. Cd. per square yard, in the rough.
The price of dressing the pitching stone varies from Is. to 2s. per square yard,

and of laying the pitching stone, from Is. to 2s. persquare yard.

Forest Marble Rock has been employed in the erection of Trinity Church,
Cirencester ; for paving or pitching the footways by the sides of the streets, &c.

;

for roofing nearly all the buildings in the district ; and for erecting walls, for

sunk fences, and walls for works exposed to the weather, because of resisting the

,. frost.

, Quarries of the CombrasTi.—The Combrash is about 4 feet iu thickness in

the neighborhood of Cirencester. The stone is of an interior quality and not fit

for building purposes ; some of the best is used for fence walls, but the great bulk
of the stone obtained from the Combrash quarries is only fit for and is used for

the repairs of roads.

The rock of those quarries is covered by a calcareous loam of 5 or 6 inches in

depth. The rock is of uniform firagmentary character, and breaks up into very
in^fular forms without any face to them.
The stone, when dug, is stacked up in squares or oblong masses a yard in

hogbt.
The price paid for digging and stacking up is 5d. per yard.
The price paid for the stone Is Gd. to 7d. per yard ; for the beat stone, sorted

for rough fence walls, 8d. to Od. per yard.

We pass on next to a report of the grey stone of the Forest of Dean, the
tenure under which quarries are held ; and remarks on these quarries. Of tills

stone there was earned by the Severn and Wye tramway and canal in 1858,
19,Se3 tons, and by the South Wales Railway 1,100 tons. This stone is generally
grey or blue in color, and lies in three series, each of a different degree of hard-
nets, and each applied to peculiar and distinct purposes, but the quality of the
atone differs in the various localities from which it Is derived. The upper series
is generally from 20 to 30 feet thick, the second 40 to 70 feet ; then a thin vein of
clay from 3 to 7 feet intervenes between the third, which is proved to 120 feet,
but iiow much deeper is unknown; hence, where the three series are found, as in
the centre of Birch Hill, the supply of stone lor ages to come is perfectly inex-
haustible.

The upper series consists of a soft easily-worked stone, of various degrees of
baldness, admirably suited for the manufacture of grindstones, sinks, troughs,
graTcstones, flagging, sills, and wall coping, all of which can in the best quarries
Be got any size possible of carriage through the arches of the Severn and Wye
tramway.
The price of grindstones at the quarry is about 2d. per inch diameter, up to 3

feet high, and up to 7 feet from 1&. to £5 each; flagging, 2d. to 2Jd. per foot
super. ; sinks. Is. 3d. per foot super. ; troughs, Od. per gallon, of 231 cubic
inches to the gallon; gravestones, 6d. per foot super.
The second series consists of a grey stone of harder character than the first,

and tlie thh^ than the second ; and the third species of stone is of a bluer color
ud a doaerjflner grit, and both series run in blocks of any size possible to be
wmored. The stone is admirably adapted for dock and railway purposes, aud,
bdnc easily worked and capable of being sawed and planed by machinery, to
iwlweil, Btatuarieii, &c. It has been used In the construction of Cardift', New-
port, and Swansea docks ; Gloucester and Berkley canal ; Folly -bridge, Oxford

;

South Wales, Taff Vale, and Western Valleys Railways; Cardiff Castle and

National Provincial Bank ; Marlborough and part of Llandaff colleges ; Assize
courts; interior of St. John's and Exeter colleges, and Taylor and Randolphs'
buildings, Oxford ; Eastnor castle, and Whitley court, Worcester ; Laugton
house, &c., &c.
As regards its quality for building, if placed on its proper bed, it does not

scale, is not affected by the weather, and instances of its durability may he seen
at Newlaud, Staunton, and Witcheldean churches, in which the outlines and
carving of tlie oldest pinnacles, and the letters on the oldest gravestones, are as
sharp and defined as when first worked some 400 years ago; but it must be
observed that only the stone raised in certain localities and from tlie best quarries,
are likely to possess these admirable enduring qualities generally so unusual in
sandstone.
The price of blocks at the quarry is 7d. or 8d. per cube foot ifscapled or pecked,

and about 7s. per ton if rough.
The tenure under which quaixles are held is peculiar and requires explanation

in order to make this report intelligible.

By ancient custom, any person bom within the hundred of St. Briavels, and
who has worked a year and a day under ground, or in quarrying, is called a free
miner, and each iree miner has a right to make an application to the Crown to
grant him a gale of land for a quarry in perpetuity, which when awarded becomes
his freehold, subject to an acknowledgment to the Crown of 3s. 4d. per annum
each gale or grant.

In the Act of 1st and 2nd Victoria, as the Forest of Dean became more acces-
sible and facilities of traffic increased, rendering the property more valuable, an
Act was passed for regulating the opening and working of these quarries, and
a Commission was issued to ascertain and confirm the title of those claiming
quarries. The Commission published their award, hence we speak of No. —
in the award ; tliose quarries granted since the award are Itasebold, and subject
to a rent.

Each gale or grant is 20 yards in length, and of course increase in value
according to the number of lengths together ; 5J lengths ( Messrs. Grindell, at
Lydbrook) is the largest grant ever made together, and at the same time

;

1 ut at Birch Hill they have, in addition to their own grants, acquired
by purchase several lengths lying together, which, together with the superior
quality of the stone, renders these quarries undoubtedly the finest in the Forest J

of Dean. I

The principal localities whence the best stone is raised, but yet differing very
much in value and quality, are

—

1. Birch Hill. 5. Knockley Tump.
2. Bixlade and Bixhead. 6. Gosty Knoll.

3. Dark Hill. 7. Morgan's Cote.
4. Lydbrook (Barnedge). 8. Merry Hole.

and the principal quarry proprietors are Messrs. Grindell and Co., Messrs.
Trotter, 'Thomr.s and Co. (who saw and plane the stone by steam machinery, a
practice about to be followed by Messrs. Grindell and Co.), and Mr. Townsend.
At the first-named place. Birch Hill, at the centre of the hill where Messrs.

Grindell and Co. have lately opened a magnificent range of quarries and face of
stone, and here is found the whole three series already described ; and further,

towards the end of the hill, Messrs. Trotter and Thomas possess one.

At Fntterhill, or FetterlilU, wliich is the extremity of Birch Hill, the upper
series alone is found, and is worked in a small way by various quarryinen ; and
at another extremity the upper series is worked by Mr. Richard Townsend, from
the quarries adjoining Messrs. Grindell and Co. ; and from one now in their pos-
session Messrs. Hemmingway and Pearson obiained the greater part ofthe stone
used in the construction of the Bute Docks, Cardiff. This strata produces the
best stone to he had.

2. Bixlade and Bixhead (continuation of same bill), Messrs. Trotter and
Thomas' principal quarries are situated, in one of which they have lately erected

a new planing machine; here one series is proved, consisting of stone of a close

fine grain, and somewhat similar in quality to the middle series at Birch Hill.

3. At Dark Hil! only one workable series is proved, the stone of which is in

grain finer and closer than any in the Forest of Dean ; and here Messrs. Grindell

and Co. own several quarries, and Mr. Yarworth works In a small way.
4. At Lydbrook (Barnedge) two series are proved, of a beautiful blue color,

which are similar to the two lower series at Birch Hill, and where the stone runs
large, very thick in bed, and of a very hard nature ; but it is here very decep-
tive, being Intermingled with shale, and with dam.iging " yolk," or masses of
rotten stone ; here Me.ssrs. Grindell and Co. possess a large grant.

5. Knockley quarries consist of one series of the same stone as at Lydbrook,
and is principally worked by Mr. Walter Price.

C. At Gosty Knoll the stone assumes a brownish tint, is worked in the upper
serils, and is peculiarly adapted to those purposes for which the stone from the

upper series at Birch-hill is applied ; here Messrs. Grindell and Co., Messrs.

Trotter, Thomas, and Co., and others work quarries.

7. At Morgan's Cote the two top series are found as at Birch-hill, and here

Messrs. Grindell and Co. have quarry grants, but have not as yet opened
them.

8. Merry Hole, the same description of stone as the bottom series at Birch-
hill, being very hard and mostly of a blue tint, the stone in the outcrop being

easily faced ; but proceeding in the hill, the strata is so overloaded with shale

and clay, that it will be impossible to work it at a profit, and Messrs. Trotter and
Thomas have therefore abandoned working theirextensive quarriesat this place

;

but the quarries of Messrs. Grindell and Co., being iu the outcrop, will therefore

be workable for a long period to come.
Though there are some hundreds of quarry grants awarded to other parties as

well as to some of these mentioned, yet being sometimes but one lengtli or sur-

rounded by quarries of some other party, scarcely workable, or are in places

where the stone is worthless, or cannot be worked to pay, they do not merit

mention, and if enumerated would occupy many pages.

We close for the present with the report of Messrs. Tenett and Atkinson.

The Masons' Strike ut Leeds.—The joint arbitration recently agreed
to by the master masons of Leeds and their men (and which was followed by a
provisional cessation ofthe strike) has resulted in a permanent settlement. At a
meeting on Saturday evening the award was made. It comprises a code of rules

for the future management of affairs. One of these rules provides for a joint

council to which all disputed matters, excepting the rates of wages, shall in future

be referred.
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ROOD-SCREEN IN THE CHURCH OF ST. GOMMAIRE,
LIERUE.

THE town of Lierre lies a short distance to the left in going by tlie rail-

way from Antwerp to Malincs. It was, in former times, one of the

most celebrated towns in Belgium for the artistic riches which filled its

churches and religious houses. It possessed many fine compositions by
Rubens, amongst which were " Tlie Appearance of the Virgin to St.

Francis of Assisi," the central panel of which is now preserved in the
Museum at Dijon

;

"The Death of St.

George," which Na-
poleon gave to the
Bordeaux Museum

;

and a " Descent from
the Cross," which
has been altogether

lost. Iiierre still re-

tains the two wings
of the former work
in the church of St.

Gommaire, the one
represents St. Fran-
cis, the other St.

Clair. These two
pictures show the

rapid and dexterous
execution which cha-

racterises Rubens'
later works, and tliey

likewise exhibit the

energy and power
•which constitute the
genius of the great
Flemish painter.

Amidst the fine

works in the same
church which have
outlived the double
destructiveness ot
time and man, we
would direct atten-

tion to the magnifi-
cent rood-screen
which we this week
engrave. There are

few works more
lovely in the Flam-
boyant style now
remaining in Bel-
gium. (A somewhat
similar one is to be
seen at Dixmude,
between Ostend and
Bruges.) Unfortu-
nately, this beautiful

monument of the
sixteenth century has
been much injured.

The thirteen niches

are now empty, and
we search vainly for

the scenes of
" Christ's Passion,"
which formerly filled

them. The statues

of the four Fathers
of the Church and
of the four Evange-
lists, placed upon the
capitals which sup-
port the arcades, are

not all original ones.

Let us hope that a
restoration, conduct-
ed with more know-
ledge than has here-
tofore been devoted
to the Belgian arclii-

tectural monuments,
will bring back to as
the ancient form and

HOOD-SCEKEN, CHtJKCH OF ST. GOMMAIHE, LIEREE.

appearance of this beautiful structure.

All the efforts of humanitarians have, up to tliia period, been directed to

isolated institutions, sncli as tlie model lodging-houses, to schools, or reforma-
tories ; and these have worked marvels for the partiiilly or \itturly iiulig>;at ; but
as yet no system of general action in comraunity with parochial iniuiitration has
been re.sortwl to, fur tlu^ n;pair and inodiHcation of houses It-'t r)ut in siimll tene-
ments or in single rooms; nor has the law, as now establishvl, been brouu'ht into
force for the restriction of numbers who arc crowded together in compact so
close as to be equally prejudicial to health and morality. Think of a room, 31
feet wide, connected with a hack-room on the entrance lloor of the same width

having a depth from
front (0 rear of 26 feet,

used as a sitting-room
and lair by 40 persons— men, women, and
children ! This seems
incredible ; but the
close vicinity of West-
minster Abbey oft'era

many examples of the
revolting fact! There
is one fire alight, and
it is used indiscrimi-
nately by all, for

warmth and for cook-
ing ; a table stands at
one end, a party of six

is there at tea ; child-

ren have thier scraps,

or squat, in the comers;
others are grouped
fitfully in conversa-
tional parties, recount-
ing the adventures of
the day, or planning
the |>redatory cam-
paign for to-morrow;
these are not all ne-
cessarily bad charac-
ters — dire necessity

compels them to re-
sort tliere for simple
shelter from the ex-
ternal elements—many
without beds or cloth-

ing to preserte the
vital warmth. That
there is a motley mix-
ture is true, the general
mass being mendicants,
or perhaps worse.
The question arises

—is there a necessity

for such dread en-
durances ? They must
eat, and they cam what
bread they consume
somehow ; but they

must eat to live, and
they must eam, by
untiring perseverance,

even the scanty mor-
sel that .subsists them,
as well as the twopence
a night for the hovel

which serves as a shel-

ter.

Now, the point to

be considered is, what
portion of that sub-
sistence comes already

from the poor-rates,

and what may be the

gains from beggary

;

and also to what indus-

trial object the time
so uselessly wasted in

extorting aims from the

public might be bene-

licially applied.

Whenever a case of

pitiable destitution is

advertised, or where-
soever a charitable in-

stitution is establish-

ed for the mitigation

of human sufTering,

subscriptions pour in

from both gazetted and
contribu-

SUPERVISION OF STRUCTURES, AND STREET IMPROVEMENTS.
TTAVING in a recent article suggested a more scrutinous local supervision of
JJ. the poorer district's, in order to improve not only the dwellinprs of the
working classes, but also to soften the rigor of their condition and to elevate
their moral character, I may be excused for suggesting a plan of combined
parochial and private action, which, if tried, cannot fail to work a change for the
better amongst those hitherto-neglected members of the metropolitan family.

~~ ~ anonymous
tors—it is by a pastor of the down East, or the ragged refuge, or the poor-box

of a district court, or mayhap tho secretaiy of a soup kitchen. Well, the name
of the charitable in London is Legion—there is no end to their wealth, no end

to their munificencp ; but, above all, the examples of poverty in persecution

before the Hench—even of those convicted of criminal act^, who have been not

only solacetl but pliwed in comparative independence, by the liberality and bene-

volence of the charitable—thesealone will demonstrate the boundless rauniHceiice

of our affluent citizens.

If this characteristic of the wealthiest population ofearth were properly directed,

if the opportunity were presented of uniting its godlike action in well-regulated
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and legnl association with district and local ovcrseershipj ; and if, above all, the

redressed. To do this every parish should be divided into sections, and again

eacli section into walks or streets where populous, such as those alluded to ; and

there are many containing a population varying from 20 to 40 living souls in a

house ! then two or three streets, with about 1,000 residents or lodgers, might
constitute a walk.
There ia no parish hut has crowded dens of this description, not even the very

best ; they only know it whose walk is occasionally amongst the poor. Let the

benevolently disposed walk but once through these slums, and the issue will be

more productive than the best penned appeal to the humane through the Timen.

When occasion needs there ia no want of volunteers for the benefit of the common-
weal; what service is more pressing, what more Cliristian, what more pre-

eminently religious, than the alleviation of misery, coupled witli the rescue of at

least one million of our national common stock and parentage from the avrfulgnlf

in which they now are plunged. But when '.their redemption from vice and
infamy is coupled with that rescue, then it must be admitted that tlie plan sug-

gested is worth a trial.

At present the defiles occupied by poverty are, externally as well as internally,

of the most revolting description. Houses dilapidated and decayed, ill ventilated,

imperfectly drained, windows broken, streets wet and covered with pollutions,

and all this added to the suffusion of occupants to an extent that would not be

tolerated by a farmer for his cattle pens

!

Paruchiiil funds—tliat is poor-rates—are, and ••Uways have been, insufficient for

the temporary relief of only the casual poor. Amalgamate with the ordinary

levies the contributions of the charitable, to be devoted to these objects, and then
see in what torrents thfe flood of generosity will flow, when it is attested and
known that the supervision is combined in a legitimate way, and that the dis-

tribution must be made with discrimination and justice. There are still many
Howards in the unostentatious and private walks of life ; many who would
luxuriate in frequenting these walks ol^ visitation, who would see the existence of

woe and human privation, and who, on acquaint.ince with the value of such
combined action, would dedicate a portion of their leisure for the accomplishment
of incalculable good.
Such supervision and organisation might supersede many soup kitchens and

secretariats, as it would assuredly abolish the vocation of begging letters and

5 «rt«-eleemosynary institutes; it would lead to a marked improvement in the

internal arrangements of poverty, somewhat approaching comfort, as it needs
must bestow a cleanlier appearance on the streets, lanes, and ranges.

In Paris, where thousands of old tenements have been demolished, and modem
Looses constructed within the last two years, the chiefest improvement has been

in the convenient location and housing of the industrial classes. In the renovation

of London, that is precisely the change now most needed. .Wherever an extensive

demolition has been carried out, it was only to substitute magnificent structures,

making no provision for the dislocated paupers.

The theory ofcombination as to public funds and private contributionshas never
been startpd, much less the action of unpaid and philanthropic overseers in con-

junction with the organised staff of parochial management. As it is only in a great

city that the repletion of wealth exists in close compact with the extreme of

poverty, so it is only there that such a remedy presents itself.

Possibly the suggestion may meet the approval of many who have the power
and the inclination to respond to the call ; if so, it will make a revolution in

the condition of the poor, and the new year will advance with healing on its

wings.
Poverty with its concomitant squalor, vice, and suffering, has ever been a

chronic malady in great communities. Ancient Rome, in the plenitude of her

dominion and wealth, was forced to treat it municipally, by placmg the " plebs,"

or multitude, under the divided patronage of the patricians, whose clients they

were. They had no other poor law, and yet for ages both the republic and the

empire prospered. Might not a hint be taken from such mana»ement ? In these

days of improved arts, manufactures, commerce, and fiscal legislation, the pressure

from want is less cnmbrous. Since the Act of Elizabeth was passed the pro-

vision for the poor has become a national law and a duty. By the fusion of

private and cnaritable contributions with public funds, every parish would
acquire resources immensely enlarged ; but the open administration of relief by
tlie intervention of private visitors from house to house is the surest panacea, as

by those means only the position of recipients could become known, and the ex-

pediency of aid gauged exactly to the position and wants of those succoured.
QUONDAU

^-

THE FINE ARTS SEEN FROM A NEW POINT OF VIEW.*
No. 3.—The Languages of Art.

IN examining the characteristics of symbolism, the first fact for rccog

nition is the combinivtion of ancient art with religion, or, strictly

speaking, superstition and idolatry. " Still temples, nothing but

temples," says Denon, speaking of Thebes, " not a vestige of the hundred

gates so celebrated in history, no walls, quays, bridges, or theatres ; not a

single edifice of public utility or convenience!" Idols, together with

temples for their worship, were long the most noble exemplars of the fine

arts. Say what we may in praise of these great and beautiful arts, it is

impossible to deny the truth of the above statement.

Now man's ideas of the Deity were always tolerably consistent on many
points, thus admitting of a unity in representations, without which

symbolism could not be understood. God was considered wise, powerful,

good, and far superior to man in all respects. There was a demand for

figures of him. Men were too much in their childhood, and too weak in

conception, to be contented with the abstract idea-, the senses had to be

addressed. Thus the " icon," or image, followed ; and, among a mistaken

and enthusiastic people, its worship naturally succeeded. In ancient

times, then, men wished for something tangible, which they could see and

even feel. An immaterial being, superior to anything we observe, onmi-

present, eternal, of unlimited power, and, above all, the essence of wisdom

* The right of republication and of .translation of this series of articles is reserved

by the autlior.

and goodness, can only be represented materially by modes of action, or

attributes personified in a symbolical manner. ThU system was soon

extended to other things: nature was disguised, and everything wasmade
emblematical. In an infant state of society imagination always pre-

dominates over reason. It does so still in the child, and even in the man
who is not up to the age. We observe this in the case of the Swcdcn-
borgiaus, to whom allegory is far more charming and convincing than

fact. Mysticism ia loved for its own sake, just as a child delights in

ghost stories ; and the Bible is explained in an allegorical sense, in much
the same way that many fancy they detect in Sliakespere and Turner
things which the poet and the painter never dreamed of indicating.

Although symbolism is peculiarly varied among different races, there

are many details common to all. Nature, in its animate and inanimate

properties, is ever the same, this being one reason of the converging

character of the symbolism of nations living in different climes and having

dissimilar ideas. Animals, according to their qualities, typify virtues and

vices, strength and weakness. What emblems so expressive as flowers of

joy and festivity, of love and devotion ; and how significant a sign of con-

cord is the joining of two hands ! Rising to higher principles, how
natural and how widely adopted a type of eternity is a circle, without be-

giiming and without end—"A circle whose centre is everywhere, and whose
circumference is nowhere." But this was too inartistic : a serpent with

its tail concealed in its mouth was devised. This animal, shedding its

skin, and apparently renewing its youth, retaining life in its separate parts

after being cut into pieces, might well illustrate either eternity or the

principle of life ; and it was used by the Chinese, Japanese, Tartars, Hin-

doos, Parthjans, Scythians, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, and the savages of

North America and parts of Africa. Down to the sixteenth century the

inhabitants of Norway and Sweden paid divine honors to serpents.

Motion and omnipresence were aptly symbolised by wings. But there re-

mained the great First Cause. In Egypt we see the globe, or disc of the

sun, winged and enclosed between two hooded snakes, signifying motion

and life : and this symbol was common to the Phoenicians and Cartha-

ginians, and the Druids in Gaul and Britain. In the Nineveh sculpture

—altogether of a lower character than the Egyptian—the deity, or Bael,

is typified by a winged circle enclosing a figure of the upper part of a

man holding a bow, rays indicating the sun : a winged globe similar to the

Egyptian is also observed. Analogous symbols are adopted by the

Chinese, who besides represent the sun by a cock within a circle. This

bird, as the herald of day, was, in the eyes of many races, sacred to the

sun, and, as an emblem of vigilance, was placed by the Medievalists on

the summit of spires ; hence our weathercocks. The Persians worshipped

the sun, from its action being one of the most beneficial in the universe.

Fire was considered the active and water the passive powers in nature by
the Greeks, Romans, and Christians. Ideas of purification were also

associated with fire. Burning bodies was deemed a means of emancipating

the spirit, or " vital spark of heavenly flame ;" and, according to Herodotus,

the motive of the Egyptians in embalming their corpses was that they

might be preserved until the expected universal conflagration took place.

In the infernal regions of the Greeks and Romans, and the hell of the

Christians, this anticipation is further illustrated. Water also was natu-

rally considered as an emblem of purity ; and its use was involved in the

religious rites of the Egyptians, Jews, Hindoos, Greeks, Romans, Maho-
metans, Medievalists, and other people. Again, purity was typified by a

young virgin, the females consecrated to holy purposes, such as the

Pythian priestesses, the Roman vestals, the German prophetesses, and the

Christian nuns, being debarred marriage ; and I believe that nearly all

the Greek goddesses were tangibly represented as virgins. Most nations

made virginity a characteristic of at least one of their deities ; the Asiatic

Greeks of Diana, the European Greeks of Minerva, the Indians ascribing

it to a certain goddess, and the Christians to the mother of Clirist.

Animals and men were early used to symbolise the deity. His attri-

butes were indicated by the Egyptians and Assyrians in one colossal

figure, with the head of a man, the body of a lion or bull, and the wings

of a bird, typifying wisdom, power, and ubiquity. Such figures, eagle-

headed, are common in Assyrian architecture. In their sphynxes the

Egyptians seem to have adhered to the recumbent, as the Assyrians to

the upright posture, although, with respect to the latter people, there are

instances of seated figures. The Assyrian empire was typified by a lion

with eagles' wings.* But the Greeks rose superior to the above mixed
symbolism. The owl signified wisdom before the human form was
adopted ; but, perceiving the superiority of man, they considered his

figure the only appropriate earthly representative of the gods, and they

idealised it to an extent which no other race has been able to emulate.

Thus, we see a discontinuance of the triadc, or trinitarian, principle of the

Egyptians and Assyrians, almost all nations having adopted this symbolism

under various forms. Its origin may thus be explained : the weakness of

human conception precluding a clear idea of the First Cause, its mode of

action was analysed and classified under certain attributes. Even in the

Pacific islands, the existence of a Trinity has been traced : God the

Father, the Son, and the Spirit, or Bird, signifying incubation. Two
things, Plato says, cannot exist without a third ; and there may be named
the beginning, middle, and end j nature, attraction, and light ;

goodness,

wisdom, and power ; creation, preservation, and destruction j celestial

and terrestrial love, and the great fountain of attraction whence both are

derived, as trinities, the number of which might, it is plain, be indefinitely

increased. Both Egyptians and Greeks adopted typifically the tripod and

triangle, the most celebrated Grecian tripod being that of the Pythia at

* " The first was like a Uon, and bad eagles' wings." Dui. vii. 4.
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Delphos, first used as her seat, and afterwariis exalted into an object of

reverence. Triangles and trefoils constantly occur in Gothic architecture.

On the tombs of the Greeks, Romans, Christians, Chinese, Tartars, even
in Thibet, and, in fact, amongst most nations of Europe and Asia, a lion

figures as the destroying attribute. The inverted torch symbolised death,

perhaps to some total annihilation ; while the Medievalists carried lighted

tapers at funerals as emblems of the resurrection, a custom still preserved.

Among the Greeks and Romans, Juno's peacock, as among the Cliristians

the came bird, or phoenix, which loses its rich plumage in winter, renew-

ing it in summer, prefigured the resurrection, or eternity. Personal

dignity, or sanctity, was appropriately indicated by a decoration on the

head, which, under various forms, was common to the Egyptians, Persians,

Indians, Greeks, Romans, and Christians. Hence the laurel of the

conqueror and poet, the Papal tiara, the diadems of kings, the coronets

of nobles, and the jewelled head-dress of the fair.

The second fact for attention is that, according to the view often taken
of religion in ancient times, emblems were absolutely necessary to con-

ceal from the mass of mankind what it was thought most important to

record. " It seems to have been a very generally received opinion among
the more discreet heathens, that divine truth was better adapted to the

weakness of human intellect, when veiled under symbols, and wrapped in

fable and enigma, than when exhibited in the undisguised simplicity of

genuine wisdom, or pure philosophy."* Of the wide-spread existence of

this system we hare ample evidence. Indeed, it is still one of the diOi-

culties in the way of ascertaining completely the meaning of ancient art,

because of the jealous preservation ofthe mysteries which it enshrines ; and,

therefore, much which I seek to unravel is very open to future correction.
" All that can be said concerning the gods," remarks Strabo, " must be by
the exposition of old opinions and fables ; it being the custom of the

ancients to wrap up in enigma and fable their' thoughts and discourses

concerning nature, which are not therefore readily explained." Every
means was taken by the Egyptian and Greek sages to conceal their religion

or philosophy. To divulge such secrets was punishable at Athens by death.

The initiated, called " inspectors," were bound to silence by the most
solemn obligations ; and ^schylus having represented on the stage some-
thing supposed to be mystic only escaped being torn to pieces by a
fanatical mob on proving that he had not had explained to him those
symbols under which the secrets were concealed. Not but what some
emblems were understood by the vulgar ; otherwise they would not have
been influenced. They regarded the sacred representations with awe,
having sufiicient knowledge to perceive that there was a deep meaning in

the sculptured forms, but, not knowing its extent, they naturally imagined
that it was far greater than in reality. Thus the influence of the priest-

hood ; thus the veneration with which that class was regarded which was
supposed to be versed in the mysteries of the universe—the whence, the
how, and the wherefore. In ancient Egypt the distinction between the
secret, or esoteric, and the vernacular, public, or exoteric, languages, was
perhaps more defined than it has since been, the spread of general know-
ledge gradually precluding the possibility of so complete a demarcation.
But there is not merely the above distinction of languages. In ancient and

modern times double meanings are often attached to what all think they
understand, but which, in fact, is to be read in two ways. The child that
peruses " Gulliver's Travels," or " The Pilgrim's Progress," is delighted.
They are interesting tales, charming the imagination ; or they may be
penued as matters of fact. But the initiated perceives a deeper meaning
beneath the apparently simple narratives—in Swift, a satire on political
and religious parties, and mankind generally j and in Bunyan, a descrip-
tion of inward struggles.

So it often is in olden art. Treat not, reader, as mere vagaries of the
chisel and the pen those representations of giants warring with Titans
which you see sculptured and read of in ancient books. These, together
with the wanderings of Ceres, the battle between Python and Apollo, the
flight of Bacchus, and the stories of Osiris and Typhon, are considered by
Plutarch as modes of concealing mysteries. We may be delighted with
delineations of the fables of Meleager, Niobe, and Cupid and Psyche; but
the ancients were reminded by them of destruction, death, and a future
state. Pagan symbolism was also employed to illustrate Christian mys-
teries. Thus, Orpheus charming the beasts is to be read as an illustration
of Christ regenerating mankind. But the faith had its peculiar allegories,
derived from its own sources. In Abraham sacrificing Isaac we perceive
that God " so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son for it."
The Old Testament thus illustrates the New ; but symbolism was also
derived from the latter ; and the words of Christ, " I am the good Shep-
herd," suggested numerous allegorical representations of him leading the
lost sheep, or carrying home one that had strayed from the fold.
This double language may, at first sight, appear to be extremely arbi-

trary; but there can be but little doubt of its natural origin. Men looked
around, at the mountain and the dale, the ocean and the stream, at the
ipangled surface of the earth, and the cloud-troubled sky. These teach
one lesson of surpassing beauty at a glance; but deeper meanings lurk
below, deemed mysteries at first, then reduced to scientific laws, while yet
there remains a sentiment in all, read so diflerently as the ages advance !

So, then, there arc double meanings in nature—" E<iuitable Nature her-
self, who carries her mathematics and architectonics, not on the face of
her, but deep in the hidden heart of her." Man, being a child of nature,
hai carried out such teaching, both professedly and inadvertently, in his
works. It will appear that all true art teaches far more than would at

„ An Inquiry Into the .Symboliciil Language of Ancient Art and Mythology," by
K. r. Knight. ThiB author exhibits more profound knowledge of ancient art than
any other member of the Dilettanti Society.

first be believed; and that, not merely on her face, but deep in her hidden
heart, words of beauty and of wisdom are engraved, which those who con-
template her earnestly may decipher for themselves.
The systematic neglect, or rather the misappropriation|of symbolism, is, in

its extent, peculiar to these times. Whether it is now desirable in art is

a question that admits of discussion ; but there can be no question that
the ancient symbols do not reflect our ideas. Yet, incredible though it

seems, they are now actually adopted as ornaments, without regard to
their signification, the merit of old art being that it not only delighted but
instructed. There can be no doubt of this fact. Even Pugin, the firm
though inconsistent, opponent ofthe revival of any but Gothic art, allows
that, " Every ornament, every detail (of Pagan art) has a mystical import.
The pyramid and obelisk of Egyptian architecture, its lotus capitals, its

gigantic sphynxes and multiplied hieroglyphics, were not mere fanciful
architectural combinations and ornaments, but emblems of the philosophy
and mythology of that nation. In Classic architecture again, not only
were the forms of the temples dedicated to diflerent deities varied, but
certain capitals and orders of architecture were peculiar to each ; and the
very foliage ornaments of the friezes were symbolic."* The distinguished
Classicist Cockerell, speaking of Wells Cathedral, observes :

—" Here as
elsewhere in these sacred remains we discover the religious and temporal
history of the locality in distinct and legible symbols, the great doctrines
of the faith, and the special worship to which the temple was dedicated.

These sculptures were never regarded as idle ornaments, but fulfilled the
most important purpose of illustrating history and religion, with as
rigorous an adherence to doctrine and discipline as the missals and
written documents deposited in the tabularium, and administered to the
faithful."

The above being the truth, some idea may be formed of the immense
value of art as a teacher. In the concatination of symbolism we trace the
gradual progression of mankind ; while now meaning is lost in a senseless

repetition of forms without present significance, and, being misplaced,
without beauty. Por if, as before explained, the truly beautiful is the ex-
pression of the feeling with which man looks on nature, it is quite wanting
in the current system of art, as not our own ideas, but those of others
from whom we differ are conveyed ; as if our faculties were worn out,

nature no longer abotmded in suggestions, or these were exhausted, or
looked at now as of old. It casts no light on existing life, being an un-
healthy manifestation of the search after the beautiful, due to misuse of
our intellects, and a selfish narrow-mindedness, causing us to neglect
making a proper return for the legacy bequeathed by our predecessors, by
carrying on the chain of progression, and handing to posterity truthful

memorials of ourselves.

My previous remarks are applicable to painting and sculpture, as well

as to their combination in architecture, this last standing foremost, in its

superior comprehensiveness, as including all tangible art. As the name
implies, it is the " chief art," being regarded in olden times, the Middle
Ages especially, as the art par excellence, the architect guiding alike

painters and sculptors, selecting subjects, and suggesting modes of treat-

ment. Thus a unity was obtained, the edifice, in its mass and detail,

being evidently the consistent result of one mind presiding over its exe-
cution. To architecture, as their great mistress, sculpture and painting

may be regarded as handmaidens ; and to her a long list of mechanical and
industrial arts is entirely due. She serves alike for shelter from the enemy
and the storm, from the heat of summer and the cold of winter. Within
her precincts religion, philosophy, and science are cultivated : domestic
life is nourished at her hearth. In her productions are displayed the
greatness of individuals, the greatness of dynasties, the greatness of
nations. " Prom architecture the earth derives its moral physiognomy."
In the vastitude of an extensive landscape an edifice is seen as a link

connecting inanimate nature with man

—

" And the clear region where 'twas born
Kound in itself encloses."

In fact, it is only when our own productions appear that we seem conjoined

with the prospect, on which we gazed before with somewhat melancholy
feelings. When a sail breaks the desolation of the waters, or the smoke
curls upward from the cottage roof, barely visible in the forest or high on
the threatening mountain, then inanimate nature becomes entwined
lovingly with humanity. The palace and the spire, the temple and the

pyramid, speak of man's power, slight though it may be. Long after

even the dust of the builder has disappeared, long after tradition is silent

and history is mute as to his deeds, his sepulchre, his temple, or his

dwelling, yet utter the name that was once as actively as it is still passively

mighty on the earth. But such works tell not merely of individuals : they

record the condition of nations. Well may Kuskin say:

—

"How cold is

all history, how lifeless all imagery, compared to that which the living

nation writes and the uncortupted marble bears ! The ambition of the old

Babel builders was well directed for tliis world: there are but two strong

conquerors of the forgetfulness of men, poetry and architecture ; and the

latter in some sort includes the farmer, and is mightier in its reality ; it is

well to have, not only what men have thought and felt, but what tlieir

hands have handled and their strength wrought, and their eyes beheld, all

the days of their life. The age of Homer is surrounded with darkness,

his very personality with doubt. Not so that of Pericles ; and the day is

coming when we shall confess that we have learned more of Greece out of

the crumbled fragments of her sculpture than even from her sweet singers

and soldier historians." t

* " Contrasts, or a Parallel between the Koble Edifices of the Middle Ages and corre-
sponding BuildingH ofthe present day, showing the Present Decay of Taite."

t " The Seven Lamps of Architecture."
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I h»Te now briefly indicated the manner in which olden art speaks to

liring men, as it spoke to those who have passed away. However the

iMder may hesitate to endorse some sentences, I hope he will eventually

ocoeede that the fine arts tar excel verbal records in vivid illustration

of ancient civilizations. So sensible was Socrates of this truth that he

pronounced artists the only truly wise, as being actually, not merely

appartnttg so ; and Aristotle remarks that painters and sculptors teach

fvUie in a more efficacious manner than philosophers by their drj

pteeepts, and are •

more capable of re-

forming the vicious

than the best moral

lessons without their

aid. Some may not

think SO; but it is to

be remembered that,

while ancient art was
certainly very much
more legible to an-

cient men than it is

to us, bow little in-

structive art we have
of our own, and that

this little is far from
being generally un-

derstood. Artists'

Ttaliliet excite ideas

which no writer can
convey; and the de-

scriptions which
have reached us of

archaic works give

very inadequate no-

tions of the origi-

nals. On perusing
books a suppositi-

tious image of what
is described has to be
conceived; while in

art there is but little

chance of mistake,

as the things them-
selves are presented

to the eye. Books
may be altered or

forged; but it would
be as easy to manu-
facture the ichthy-
osaurus or crinoldea

as to impose pseudo-
antiques on truly

competent j udges. As
geological remains
speak more satisfac-

torily of the primeval
condition of the globe

and the habits of ex-

tinct species than is

within the range of

words, so man's ma-
terial works cast a
more searching light

on the state of civi-

lizations than books
can reflect, did we but
appreciate the lessons
thus taught.

Ruskin contends
that the art of draw-
ing is of " more real

importance" than
that of writing : it

is in manifold re-

spects. As we shall

see, by artists an
archaic life has been
fhlly unfolded : the
religious principles,

the mode of wor-
ship, the system of

fighting, the various
amusements, historical events, the incidents of every-day life; how the peo-
ple lived, their personal appearance, the dress they wore, even the food they
eat, themode ofcooking, the mode ofeating, the mode of sitting to eat. In the
manner of depicting all, in the aesthetic language of art—a language which
requires only to be understood—we read the thoughts and feelings of the
artists : how high they soared, how low they stooped, how sensual and
how pure were their aims, how far they could go, and how short they
were often compelled to stop. We have but t o translate the sole records
of a misty past when books were not; and when these exist the surest

test of their truth lies in the tangible remains, whicli, read rightly and
dispassionately, contain more information than is elsewhere to be found.
In ancient days art was rarely considered a mere instrument of luxury and
pleasure, cultivated principally to gratify an elegant taste, but a grave and
earnest instructor, appealing to the intellect and heart more vividly than
alphabetic writing. " Will not the reader peep with us into this singular
camera lucida, where an extinct species, though fitfully, can still be seen
alive ? Extinct species, we say, for the live specimens which still go

about in that cha-
racter are too evi-
dently to be classed
as spurious in na*
tural history."

E. L, Takbuck.

THE CHtTRCH
OF ST. WAU-
DRU, MONS.

TH E fortifica-

tions of the
town of Mons are
cut through to ad-
mit the railway
from Paris to Brus-
sels. It is the ca-
pital of the pro-
vince of Hainault,
and contains a
population of some
25,000 souls. It

has been defended
and attacked at in-

tervals since the
time when Csesar
built a castle there.

The advantages of
its position and its

natural capabilities

entailed that mis-
fortune upon it, but
it is also celebrated

in a peaceful way;
the coal mines
which surround it,

numbering nearly

400, make it an im-
portant business

town. The prin-

cipal building is

the church of St.

Waudru, a Gothic
edifice, begun in

1460 but not com-
pleted till 1580, on
the left hand as
you enter Mons
from the railway.

The interior is well

worth notice ; the
elegant and lofty

reeded piers with-
out capitals send
forth a network of
ribs over the roof.

The altar is deco-

rated with curious

bas-reliefs from the
New Testament,
but they were sad-

ly mutilated at the
French Revolution.

There is also a cu-

rious and beautiful

Tabernacle here.

CHAPEL IX THE CHUKCH OF ST. WAUDRU, MONS.
^_____ Association oj

ForemcnEnginccrs.
—On the night of Saturday, the 15th inst., the eighth anniversary dinner of the
Association of Foremen Engineers took place at their rooms, St. Swithin's-Iane,

City. About ninety members and friends sat down to a bounteous dinner,

and after the cloth had been removed, Mr. Joseph Newton, of Her Majesty's
Mint, explained that in consequence of the unavoidable absence through

illness of Mr. Henry Grissell, he, as Chauman of the Society, was compelled

to occupy the chair. The evening was passed pleasantly, and, from the

Secretary's report, it appeared that the Association was in a most flourishing

condition.
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LODGERS, LODGINGS AND KEFOUM.-(No. C.)

THE arrangement of the kitchen in illustrations indi-

cated by the letter B in {the (plan accompanying the
article No. 5* is made with the view of obtaining tlie maximum
of accommodation in the minimum of space. The kitchen
contains an area of 296 feet, exclusiye of the pantry, scullery,

and small lobby. The range should afford facility for either
an open or a close fire, having a back cast-iron boiler wholly
independent of the range, and self-acting, to obtain at all

times sufficient water to supply a bath. Tlic ordinary boiler,

if self-acting, only need be but of small dimensions, as there
would be a sufficient supply at all hours, of hot water for
purely domestic purposes. This would leave ample space
for a large sized oven, in the construction of which due pro-
vision should be made for a uniform heat all round the sides
top, bottom, and back. When this is not done, although its

action may be sufficiently perfect to bake thoroughly, it will

be almost impossible to give the rich brown appearance
which is so desirable to the upper crust of pastry. The
same rule should apply to the top of the boiler, in order to
render the whole of the surface of the top casing useful for
cooking purposes. The first opening provided is 4 feet, which
would give sauoep an accommodation suflScient for all practical
purposes, and over this, within 6 inches of the top, should be
a movable enclosure for plates, through which a portion of
the spent heat should be conducted. A good smoke-jack
would also be an acquisition. Due provision for the admis-
sion of cold air, from the external wall, should be made, to
keep up a free and wholesome circulation, and to prevent the
fire from being fed from that which simply finds its way to
it from the cracks and crannies of doors and windows.
Chemical life, as well as animal life requires plenty of pure
oxygen, and if we are to have a kitchen free from smoke,
dirt, and their concomitant "blacks," we must ensure plenty
of it, at the same time taking care that the effects of the
circulation are not injurious to the inmates or prejudicial to
their labor.

Under the grate a cast-iron grating and ashpit should be
provided. This arrangement will effectually prevent any
unpleasantness from dust, which at once finds its way into
the receptacle, leaving the cinders only above for use. The
depth of the ashpit will be sufficient if 8 inches in the clear,

and the grating 18 inches by 14 inches within the framing.
In many cases it would be advisable to have the pit itself

formed of a cast-iron box, in which case it should have a
flange half an inch wide round the outer edge, to be secured
into a corresponding ribate in the hearth-stone. As it would
not be subject to intense heat, or violence, the metal need not
exceed a quarter of an inch in thickness. In addition to the
extra cleanliness ensured, no little trouble would be saved, as
the earth can always be kept clean, and the ashes would not
require removal more than once or twice a week.

The recess marked d, at the side nearest the window,
should be fitted up as a hot closet, extending from the floor

to a height of 2 feet 6 or 9 inches, higher if additional room
is required. This can be heated without anj- additional cost
to the tenant, by a pipe from the back boiler running through
it on each tier of shelves and emptying itself again into the
boiler. This closet should be provided with double doors, and
every precaution taken to keep the kitchen as cool as
possible. The space over the hot closet should be fitted up
with shelving also enclosed, but with single doors, and the
opposite recess fitted with an enclosed cupboard from the
floor to the ceiling, the lower portion 2 feet 10 inches high,
Willi one tier of shelving, drawers 10 inches deep above, and
six or seven tiers of shelving in the space above the drawers.
In many instances we have devoted the whole of the lower
space to drawers, and found them much appreciated by the
mistresses of families, when there has been, as in the plan
before us, no great cupboard accommodation. The dresser
would be of the ordinary construction, with two exceptions,
the one being the addition of some 3J-inch by J-inch beaded
cup rails and brass hooks therein, arranged beneath the
second and third shelves, and the other enclosed cupboards
beneath merely leaving a central opening for the coal-scuttle.

Cove boards may be conveniently ranged on the wall space
between the doors opposite the fireplace.

Beneath tbe window may be a fixed stand for a table, with a good solid

top 6 feet by 2 feet 9 inches. This can be rendered movable if desired by
the addition of strong castors. The space beneath the top or stand for

the table should not be more than 4 feet by 18 inches, leaving the 15

inches in tlie front of the table to give room to the feet, and should have
two or three tiers of drawers, the back and sides being enclosed with

J framing. This will be found very serviceable, as it will take up no
unnecessary room, or trench in any way upon the ordinarily occupied floor

space of the kitchen.

The lobby between the kitchen and scullery, with its cupboard, would
be found serviceable, and as in a small domicile of very limited dimension

> See page 808, ante.

GKOUND PLAN.

every inch of space is important, we have designed a cupboard to fill in

the recess, the access to which is as easy as though it were located within
the four walls of the kitchen itself.

The pantry may be entered from the scullery or small lobby, as thought
desirable, if any inconvenience may be supposed to attend upon having its

doorway in the kitchen. In the ceiling or joists of pantry six double
hooks should be screwed to hang meat, hams, &c., the ventilation being
by two openings in the external wall, one within 3 inclies of the ceiling,

and the other about 3 feet from the groimd. Both should be fitted with
fine wire gauze in a frame, and the latter with a movable glass case-

ment with hinges and fast, so as to be hung during the winter or very
cold weather ; hooks should also be provided in the kitchen ceilings for

herbs, &c. Across the pantry a seller should be built, on an arch and
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^ , aboM S feet trUe and 2 feet 6 inches above the

Mving, with a top formed of red quarries in cement.

7Ws would be sufficient to contain two casks of

rbtlt tiinor, and under die arch might be stored a
fbir bottles of vine for immediate consumption,

ProTiaons will be made in tlie basement for coals

(as before dMcribed) and also for commodious wine
and beer cellars. Above the sellers in pantry would
of course be a requisite amount of shelving.

The scoUery calls but for little comment. At /
M placed > poi-board and open shelving over, with a
sink at the opposite end under the window. This
sink shonld be well trapped, but not with the ordi-

naiT " bell," which is perhaps as great a nuisance as

coDid possibly be introduced into a house. Any trap

upon the syphon principle of construction, but which
cannot have the principal portions removed, may
with safety be adopted, inasmuch as neither from the

carelessness of the servants, or any other cause, can
it permanently get out of order. Here should be
two traps,—one to the sink hole, and another under,

in the door, the latter with a grating to receive any
water which may escape from the sink, or be used
in cleaning the paving.

Over the sink should be provided a plate rack, and
in one angle the soft-water pump, with its pipe

leading to the proposed soft-water tank in the yard.

The soil pipes, water pipes and gas pipes have a
place provided for them, external to the building, at

the letter J ; this will allow of tlieir being repaired

and examined at all times without injury to the
building or its fittings.

Daeription of Plans m the present Number.
Basement:

Ju Geacnl wuhhonse.
B. . bakery.
C. "MtUng-vp room" for

breid.
D D. Ovens.
£. Coal and wood for ditto,

|

Ground-floor:

F. l.ift to apptT stories.

G G G. Oelian for first floor.

H H H. „ necond „
J J J. „ third
K K K. „ shop, kt.

A. ShoiK
B. CuniiUug-hoiise.
C. Assistant's day-room.
]>. M bed-room.
£. „ lavaton.
F. . watercloict.
a. Frtrttehall.

Linen, Ac, closet.
Private staircase
mezzanine floor.

Principal staircase
the upper floors.

Main entrance-hall.

YAKO YARD

Mezzanine floor

:

A. Parlor. T. Lavatory.
B. Kitchen. G G G. Bed-rooms.
C. Fantry. H H. Vestibules.
D. SenllerT. J. Private sUircaae.
X. Watereloaet. K. SUircase to first floor.

The conveniences on the mezzanine floor would be the same as described
with the first and second-floor plans already engraved, and which we need
not here repeat. The ground-floor arrangement is adapted for the
carrying on a very good business, although the accommodation is not very
extensive. At the back of the shop is a counting-house, the space between
the piers in the front of which should be filled in with a glass partition.
An iron safe, or safes, can be built in at Z. At the back of this is an
apartment for a day room for the assistants, to which is attached a lava-
tory (with four basins) through which access is gained to the watercloset,
the whole of this portion being thoroughly private. The bed room D has
a large linen, &c., closet, which can be entered from yestibule T, should it
be necessary to cater for two bedsteads, indeed, under any circumstances,
perhape, the suggested external entrance would be the better. The vesti-
bule is entered from the main staircase, so that the family, servants, &c.,
would be entirely independent of the business entrance, thus keeping both
private and distinct. The staircase J leads exclusively to the family
residence on the mezzanine floor.

In the basement are arranged the several washing and baking conveni-
ences, the washhouse having a boiler next the capacious sink for clothes,
and a copper in the other recess for brewing purposes. The bakery, B, has
proviaioo for two ovens, with space for the wood and small coal required
for this purpose. In the small room, C, should be a stout deal shelf, or
bench, for the purpose of making up the bread into loaves, and for storing
the Mking and working utensils.

The front of the building ia devoted to the cellar accommodation for the
several floors,—each having a wine cellar, a beer and general cellar, and
large coal place. The large cellar, marked K, would answer the purpose
of store room for the shop department, for empties, &c.
We have thus brought to a conclusion the task we set ottrselves to

accomplish. We have by no mtans intended to dignify our design by the
term " model," or to hold it forth as a part participate in the incompre-
hensible style yclept by Sarah Gamp—no not by " Sarieh," but to the
name—" Victorian," the examples of wliich, however, have as yet been
brought before us in the shape of Elevatioks only, to which, in too many
instances, an undue importance is attached by designers. Wchavesimply
inlendtd our illustrations as "suggestions," being more anxious to induce
our readers to think and plan for themselves in this matter, than to per-
form that office for thtm, or to give them minntiiB and details, which we
"ay detm to U ytrtect. We are aware of a gigantic evil, thousands of

BASEMENT PLAN.

our numerous readers are also cognisant of it,—may be it has not eren
escaped the notice of some of our own compositors, who, like many more in

this large city, have to put up with much which tends to anything but the

soothing and comforting of the outer man, after the daily worry of busi-

ness is over. Such being the case, it has Ijeen our duty, as journalists, to

point out the shortcomings of our town houses, and to prove that we feel

the need of a reform by endeavouring to show how it may be accomplished.

We leave the suggestions we have made to our readers, and shall be happy
to receive any they may favour us with upon the subject. That it will be

ultimately well ventilated we entertain no doubt—and we are equally

certain that our blow will be followed up by many, even if it takes a tan-

gible shape in bricks and mortar, instead of designs in onr columns.

_— ^^

METROPOLITAN BILLS FOR THE SESSION OF 1861.*

THE London Gazette for the month of November contains notices for a large

number of Bills affecting the Metropolis, as well as for many which affect

the large northern centres of industry, cither separately or together with London.
Of these various proposals, which, considered as a whole, seem truly gigantic, the

most considerable are those affecting locomotion by means of additional railway

communication, either by sttam-power or horse-power; and connected with the

latter are the numerous schemes for laying down tramways in the public streets.

The railways of London, and their interpenetrations with the cobweb of streets

which the combined ingenuity and obstinacy of ten centuries have produced,

demand however, our first attention.

The decision of the Commissioners that no railway should be allowed to be

carried further within the limits of the metropolis than the stations then in

existence, has been reversed by common consent.

The Brighton Company obtained their West-end and Crystal Palace line, and
the Victoria Station was opened to the Chatham and Dover and to the Great
Western lines, with which neither the Sonth Eastern nor South Western was
connected. The two latter combined to carry out the old plan of the South
Western in the Charing Cross Railway, evidently an improvement for business

purposes upon the Victoria Station.

The Metropolitan Railway, wliich for years waited the assistance of the Great
Western and Great Northern companies, its Act having been obtained in 1854, is

now constructing.
The London, Chatham and Dover have obtained their Act for a direct line

into the City to meet the Metropolitan, and the central station of the latter

becomes a great centre of interest.

All the lines are thus connected, and have obtained good western stations, the

* Contributed by Mr. J. U. Riceman.
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only link between the main lines now required being tbat to continue the

Eastern Counties into the Metropolitan. This line passes through Finsbury-

circus, and everything agrees now to point out that situation as the site for tlie

Eastern Central Station.

The increasing importance of the Kensington Museum, and the position of

the intended Exhibition of 1862, are the leading causes for the projects to con-

nect the district of South Kensington with the main lines.

The whole system of metropolitan railway communication becomes, under the

conflicting interests of the now powerful companies, so complicated that it

is somowfiit difficult to apportion the schemes to the real wants of travellers.

To commence, however, in our endeavor to intimate the several schemes now
before the pnblk, the outlying railways may be first considered, commencing from

the east.

London and Bury St. Ednmnd'n Railway.—This is a proposed direct line

to Bury, commencing at Barking on the London, Tilbury and Southend line,

going through the agricultural and picturesque districts of Cliipping Ongar,
Dunmow, and Uaverhill, between the Cambridge and Colchester trunks of the

Eastern Counties line, having junctions with the authorised " Colne Valley and
Halstead Extension " and " the Sudbury and Clare " railways.

The following projects are intended to connect the Eastern Counties and Great
Northern lines with the western main lines, or to act as feeders thereto, opening
up parts of the suburban districts.

Hortisey and Tottcnhuni Railway.—Tliis is a proposed junction line from
Wood Greea on the Great Northern Railway to the Cambridge line of the

Eastern Counties Railway at Tottenham.
North JBoitern and bouth Western RaUxcay.—This line is proposed to

form a continuation northwards of the North and South Western Junction Rail-

way. It commences near the Willesden station of the North Western line,

having junction with the North Western, Great Western, and West London
Railways, and continuing through Hendon and Finchley to East Barnet station

on the Great Northern, and having a branch from Hendon passing through
Hornsey, With a second junction with tlie Great Northern line, and joining the
Eastern Cooaties Railway Cambridge line at Tottenliam.

Marnet and Willesden Railway Company.—The line here proposed is from
the Barnet station of the Great Northern Railway to the Hampstead Junction
Railway.
North Metropolitan Junction Railway.—This is a proposed line from the

Hampstead junction line at Gordon House-lane, Kentish-town, to the Hornsey
station of the Great Northern, and thence to the Tottenham station of the
Eastern Counties line, having double junctions with each.
Edgware, Highgaie, and London.— Commencing ' at the turnpike at

Edgware, the proposed line would pass through Hendon and Highgate, and, by
junction lines, would be connected with the North London, Hampstead J unction.

Great Northern, and Metropolitan lines.

Some important notices are given by the Northern and Western lines affecting
their general policy, which sliould be introduced here.

The London and North Western, the Great Northern, the Manchester,
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, and the Midland Railway Companies apply for an
Act to sanction and confirm contracts and arrangements made between them with
respect to the use, working, management, and maintenance of all their

undertakings, and for the settlement of their mutual traffic arrangements, and
for the appointment of persons authorised to carry into effect their contracts.
Birkenhead Railway.—Application is made with a view of transferring this

concern to the North Western and Great Western companies, for their joint use,
for a term of years.

Great Weriem Railway Company.—This is a proposed Act to settle the
capital of the Railway Company, and to enable them, if it should be decided to

be advantageous, to lay down narrow gauge from Reading, and to raise capital

for that and other purposes.
By another notice the same company applies for extension of time for sale of

their superfluous lands, which, under the " Land Clauses Consolidation Act," is

limited.

The next list contains important .feeders to the North Western, Great
Western, and West London Railways.

St. Alban's and Shefford Railway.—This is a line proposed by the North
Western Company (from their St. Alban's line), and by the Midland Company (to

their Shefford station) to connect their Unes, and to join and cross the Hertford,
Luton, and Dunstable Railway.
Lmidon, Buckinghamshire, and West Midland Railway.—This is a

project for a direct line from Oxford to London. It commences by junction with
the West Midland (late the Oxfordj_Worcester, and Wolverhampton), and with
the Oxford branch of the North Western Railway at Yamton, and passing
through Thame (with a branch to Aylesbury), Amersham, Brentford, and
Chelsea and terminates with a junction with the authorised Kensington station

line at Earl's-court, with a branch to the west side of Sloane-street, and junctions
with the West London Railway, and with the North and Sonth Western Junison
Railway,
Metropolitan and Great Western Railways.—Extension to Richmond.—

The Great Western Railway, having already a branch going in an easterly-

direction to Brentford, propose to use part of it," with the assistance of two branch
lines at Hanwell and Isleworth, to draw the traffic from the south-western foot

of Richmond-bridge. It is also proposed to have a junction with the loop line of
the South Western Railway.

Hammersmith, Paddington, and City Junction Railway.— This is a
proposed line from the Broadway, Hammersmith, to the Great Western, with a
double junction with the West London.

Hammersmith Junction Railway.— This is a proposed line from the

Hammersmith station of the North and South Western Junction Railway Ex-
tension, passing through Shepherd'8-bush, and terminating by a double junction
on the West London Railway.
The following refer to the present position of the West London and Victoria

Station companies :

—

West London Extention Railway.—This is an application to modify the
powers under the Act of the West London Extension Company, obtained last

session, by altering the position of the dock near the entrance of "the Kensington
Canal, the abandonment of the river branch at that place ; to widen Pig-bill-

lane from the arch over the South Western Railway to Latchmere-lane, Batter-
sea, and to make other alterations in the lane thereabouts ; and to provide, if

thought fit, for the dissolution and winding-up of the West Londoa linilwagr
Company.
Londott and North Western RaiUcay.—Tiie company applies for confirma-

tion of hn agreement with tlie Brightoo. tlie Dover Direct, and the Great \Vi;st«ni

Railway companies, respecting the Joint use of the Victoria Station, Pimlico.
It is also proposed to alter the levels of the Kenaington and Hammersmith
turnpike-road, where it crosses the West London Railway.
London, Chatham and Dover Railway Company.—The company applies,

among other requirements, for a continuation of an agreement for the use of
Victoria Station, nnil to obtjiin further land at Baltersea for station purposes. '

Victoria Station and Pimlico Railway.—This company applies for power
to raise additional capital, and to give effect to agreements with ike OMBt
Western and Dover Direct Companies for the use of Victoria Station.
There are three for additional junction lines in the southern part of tha

metropolis ; the last is a bold scheme.
West XJondon Extetision, and London, Brighton, and South Coast

Junction Railways.—This is a proposed south metropolitan line, commencing
out of the West London Extension line, at Battcrsea, and connected with the
Crystal Palace line, passing through CainberweU and Joining the Brighton line

and Thames Jiiuctiou Railway near New-cross.
South London and City ami West End Jutiction Railways.—This is a

proposal based upon the London, Chatham and Dover Railway, intending to
connect it with the main line and liranches of the Brighton Railway Company.
The new lines will consist of a railway from the West-end section of the Dover
line, at North Brixton, and terminating by aset of small junction lines with the
Brighton and Thames Junction lines at New-cross, having also a junction with
the City section of the Dover line in Lambeth, and also a line at Battersea
joining the Battersea line of the West-end and Crystal Pahlce Railway with the
West-end section of the Dover line.

Cliaring-cross Railway {City Terminus).—This is a proposal for providing
a City terminus for the Charing-cross Railway, for the special benefit of the

South Eastern line. Having a double junction with the Charing-cross line

to the south-west of St. Saviour's church, and having a bridge across tlie

Thames, the line would terminate at Turnwbeel-huie, on the south side at
Cannon-street.

In the south-eastern district are tlie following :

—

South Eastern Railway.—Apply for powers to subscribe f\irthcr sums
(raised by bonds or preference shares) to the Charing-cross Railway. Also for

powers to alter by-laws of Greenwich Railway, and to consolidate ^eir accounts.
Greenwich and Woolwich Railway.—A line is here proposed from the

Greenwich at Deptford -creek to Edward-street, East Greenwich, and a branch
from the same to connect it with the North Kent Railway at the Charlton station.

Mid Kent Railway, {Croydon Extension).—Thecompany applies forpower
to continue their proposed extension to Coombe-lane.
Having now returned nearly to the starting point, the central lines claim ex-

amination. The South Kensington Museum draws the following schemes :

—

Kensington Station, and North and South London Junctwn Railway.—
This company, which obtained its Act last year, applies for enlarged powers, and
proposes to construct the following additional sections of railway :—.V junction
with the West London Extension Railway, at the corner ofthe Kensington Canal
Basin. An extension from Love-lane to tlie corner of the Gloucester-road and
the Cromwell-road, and so on to the eastern side of the Queen's Gate-road. They
also apply for powers to join any other company having similar objects.

Metropolitan Railway { Western Extension).—The extension here proposed
to the Metropolitan Railway is a continuation from the front of the Paddington
station along Conduit-street and Craven-hill to the Queen's-road, and thence
having branches to Notting-hill and through the Broad-walk in Kensington-
gardens to Noel House, near the toll-bar in the Kensington-road, and a further
extension to the intersection of Cromwell-road with Prince Albert's-road.

The Metropolitan Railway forms the introduction to the Smithfield .Market
and Finsbury-circus station, connected with which are the following, which will

sufiieiently explain the proposed undertakings, which can hardly be considered

as cimpeting schemes, but rather as parts of a very serious project, though it

must be a long time before we see the whole carried out.

West-end and City Railway.—This is a proposed underground railway from'

Regent-circus, Piccadilly, through Coventry-street, Leicester-square, Long-acre,
Great Queen-street, and part of Holborn, and across Victoria-street to the
authorised " Metropirfitan and London Railway Depot " lines at Smithfield-bars. ;

Metropolitan Railway.—The company applies for an extension of time im !

carrying out their arrangements ; for power to take additional property in the i'

neighbourhood of Praed-street, and thence to Stafford-street, Paddington, and «

to widen their line, and to take additional property between King's-cross and
Ray- street, Clerkenwell ; to form an additional Junction line at King's-cross, and
another to the proposed meat and poultry market at Smithfield-bars, in place of
that previously authorised ; to confirm agreements made with the City authorities

for the purchase of laud adjoining the station, and for tlie construction of an
underpTound depot and station at Smithfield.

The company also applies for power to continue their Smithfield Extension
line to Finsbury pavement.
Finshury Circus Railway Station.—This is a scheme to provide station '

accommodation at Finsbury-circus for the proposed Eastern Counties and Me-
tropolitan Extensions ; the district proposed to be used is bounded as follows,

beginning at the soutli-west :—Moor-lane, New Union-street, Little Moorfidds,
South-place, Eldon-street, Broad-street-buildings, New Broad-street, Blonitield-

street, London- wall, and Fore-street. The various streets now leading to Fins-

bury-circus would be stopped up ; a new street would be opened from the south
end ofCircus-place in London-wall, running soutli-west into Moorgate-strect

;

and a street would be cat from the centre ol the last-mentioned to the north-east

comer of the Bank of England. These new streets would open up the miserable

district at the back of Tokenhouse-yard.

North London Railway.—A line is proposed from Ball's-pond, connected by
a double junction with the present line, and running into the City, having its

terminus in the space enclosed by Liverpool-street, Blomfield-street, Eldon-street,

Long-alley, Sun-street, Peter-street, and Broad-street-buildings.

The North London Railway also propose to widen the line between the York-
road and Kingsland-road.
Eastern Counties atul Finsbury Railway.—This is a scheme for continuing

the Eastern Coimties line from Shoreditch to Blomfield-street, Finsbury-circus.

The line would commence at Arundel-street, Bethnal-green, and keeping south
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* 'ofthe Sliorwlitch station._. A new street would be formed in continuation of

Pk<enix-*tTM« to New Juueo-street, in place of tlie present streets in tliat dis-

trict. Tlio line would cross the New Commercial-street and Norton-folgate, and

theti, ffoiiis; ttironph the low courts and alleys we.it of Bishopsgate-street-withoiit

below th»' jarfuce, arrive at the west side of Hlomfleld-street.

The pn-seut »treets between the northern part of Commercial-street and

Norti>n-fiA(t«te would be obliterated, and a new street cut at right angles to

Oonunen'ial-street from the end of White Lion-street to the street which has

been lone laid out on the north side of the church now building in Comniercial-

sti»*t. Part of Liverpool-street would also be stopped up, and Broad-street-

bulldings widened in line with Eldon-street, and continued across into the

eastern part of Liverpool-street. As the railway would be mostly under the

gwftce, the present sewerage would be disturbed, and consequently a new sewer

would be constructed from Norton-folgate to Finsbury-pavement, to divert all

the sewage into the latter direction.

We shall return to the subject of Metropolitan Bills, and shall give

aome particulars of Bills affecting some of the other principal towns, in a future

aumber.*

AECHITECTCKAL I'HOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

rE annual meeting of the members of the Architectural I'hotographjc Asso-
eiatjon, was hold in tlie rooms, 9, Conduit-street, |Kcgcnt-strcet. on Wednesday,

the 12lh Inst, las we briefl v announced iu our last). Amongst the jontlemen presentwe
noticed Mr. i'Anson, Sir. C. C. Nelson, Mr. W. liurgos, Mr. O. Hansard, Mr.
WUliam Lightly, Mr. Fowler, Mr. A. J. Baker. Mr. C. F. Hayward, Dr. Ilender-

aoD, &c.
In the miivoidablo absence of the president, William Tlte, Esq., M.P., Jlr.

I'Anson was called to the chair. ...
Mr. MooDT (the Curator) read the minutes of proceedings at the last special and

general meetinjis, wliich were approved of and confirmed.
The CvBATon then read the following report and statement of accounts :—
In comin;: before tlie subscribers at the completion of the fourth year's operations,

the Committee have the pleasure to report, that, in spite of the many difficulties

which stood in their way last autumn, and the lateness of the season, an Exhibition

in no wav inferior to those of former years was held at No. 9, Conduit-street, the
Home of the .ArchitocturalSocieties. One evening in each week during the Exhibi-

tion. Messrs. I>onuIdson Fergusson, and l{urgc.>* were kind enou<2:h to read
papers on subjirls connected with the I'hotographs. Illustrated catalogues have
been, as before, supplied to the local honorary secretaries for the use of those sub-
scribers who were unable to visit the Gallery. The Committee would refer

with much satisfaction to the opportunity wliich has presented itself during the past
year of lendinsr portions of the collection of pliotograpns to local Art E.xhibitions in

BimilDgham and Devonport—the thanks of the Committee being due to Mr. J. T.

Browu, .Jnu., and the Eev. E. li. Hutchinson, Hon. Secretaries, for their energetic
assistance in the matter. Negotiations are pending with the same view in other
towns, which will tend to promote the objects of the Association ; and it is gratifying

to obser^'c that the local papers yipear to appreciate highly the advantages thus
conferred by tliis Association. A Sub-Committee having carefully examined and
valued the whole of the stock of photographs, amounting to about 1,300, and having
selected more than 000 to be retained in conformity with Clause No. 2, of the
Objects ot the Association, the Committee are prepared to dispose of the re-
mainder at a very moderate rate to subscribers for the current year, Schools of Art,
and similar Edueatjonal Societies. The photographs will be open to inspec-
tion on application to the curator, Mr. Moody, at 9, Conduit-street, W.
The uiictTtainty so publicly expressed last year as to the continuance of the

Association, the partial derangement of its operations, the late period at which it

opened,, and the short duration of the Exhibition, held in a new locality, naturally
operated prejudicially, as is made manifest by the great diminution of the number
of subscribers from that of the year 1&59. But the Committee confidently hope, from
the numcrons expressions of satisfaction which have been received, that subscribers
will be induced, by the excellent quality and the extremely small cost ofthe photo-
graphs issued, to assist, by drawing the attention of their friends to the advantages
offered by the Association. As the larger the number of subscribers, the smaller the
proportion of expenses to receipts, and consequently the greater advantages to each
individual subscriber. A large number of photographs having hitherto, at each dis-

tribution, been left in the hands of the Committee by subscribers selecting but
omitting to pay for them, the Committee hereby give notice, that all selections will
be considered Void if the amount due for them be not paid before the close of the
Exhibition. To photographers the advantages of working with the Association are
becoming more aud more clear, as is made evident by their constantly increasing desire
to exhibit. The forthcoming Exhibition, which will open on the 15th ofJanuary, will,

it is anticipated, bean unusually interesting one—many artists having taken subjects
expressly for it ; and it has been sought, by inviting suggestions for the works
which shall form the subject of photographs, and by directing the attention of pho-
to^aphers to these subjects, to advance as much as possible the practical character
of the subjects exhibited. The balance-sheet, snowing the state of the accounts for
the vear, duly audited, is submitted herewith, and will explain itself. In consequence
of the decease ofMr. G. Bish Webb, one of the auditors appointed at the last annual
fireneral meeting, the committee requested Mr. George Truefltt to act in his stead.
To Mr. F. C. Tenrose th'§ best thanks of the committee are due, he having sent, in
hia capacity as honorar/forcign secretary to the Royal Institute of British Architects,
acirciilar letter to the foreign and corresponding members ofthat Institute, requesting
theiu to make known the objects and advantages of the Association to photo-
graphers resident in their respective towns—a measure from which the Committee
anticipate tlie most favorable results. The following gentlemen have kindly under-
taken the office of local honorary secretaries :—Mr, Mawson, Bradford ; Mr. Suter,
Brighton ; Mr. K. SI. Fhipson, Norwich ; Mr. M'Gibbon, Edinburgh ; Mr. W. H.
Beid, riymouth. The Committee will be glad to receive the names of gentlemen
in other towns willing to act in the same capacity. They have the pleasure to
announce that Mr. Bcrcsford-IIope has consented to act as the third trustee. The
following gentlemen are the retjringmembers of the Committee ; —Messrs. Aitchison,
CUftou, Garling. Morgan, and Wliichcord, of whom Mr. Morgan offers himself for
re-election. The following having expressed their willingness to serve on the
Committee, we ha»'e the pleasure of proposing them, to make up the fUll number of
twenty-five :—Messrs. A. J. Baker, George Truefltt, J. r. Seddon, Koger Smith, and
W. S. Barber." . 6

.

Gneral Account qf lieceipt and DMursenunis from November ZiOth, 1859, to
Noctmbtr Mtth, 1800.

Cb.
Jlalanri- at Bankers as per last statement £112 10 10
SubBcriptiona received for I860 608 3

Ditto for future years ,,•..,. 4 4
Amount r(^c«ived for Photographs in exccaesobscrlptions. 330 6 3
Ditto by sale of season tickets i>.. ,,.,.... ., 376
Idtto by admission to Exhibitlua iu.ii.u>4>«.j> ,«.»,,, i3% 16
Dittoby sale of Catalogues . ...i.«.*i..i,ii..,i..,./,. ,.*.*.»,, „|J I)

Ditto to illustrate ditto i..'..,:.kli...^iiib(i<w..i>r v.|(V12

.i*.ii bi jiuiw lor £1,015 3 7

ASSETS.
Balancf at Bankers and in hands of Honorary Secretary

' and Curator £217 18
Subscriptions and excess still due ;ji> 15
l*ropcrty of the Association, consisting of screens, port-

folios and stands, gilt mouldings, packing cases, nega-
tives, and stock of photc^raplis. Increased in extent
but allowing for depreciation. Estimated at same value
as in last account 330

-b.,1 iiUi^ji iln\.ll^&ja.ii t,\

Db.
6 11Liabilities of former years as per last Balance Sheet £

Dilapidations to Suffolk-street Galleries, and other pay-
ments to Mr. Hesketh 23 19

Rent of Gallery In Conduit-street for Exhibition, and
sundry expenses connected therewith 80 5

Advertisements TZ 16
Amount paid to Photographers , 440 6
Distribution of Photographs, Ac 22 10
Curator's Salary, three-quarters of a year 30
Postage and incidental expenses 37 19
Charges on drafts •-•••^k...." .r. 2 \^,
Balance in hands of Secretary and Curator 12 7
Balance at Bankers 205 11 1

2

3
8

"

£1,015 3 7

Liabilities— To November 1st, 1860.

To Photographers, for prints supplied £223 10
For mounting Photographs ... 46 5
To hanging pictures, packing-cases, &c 43 13 10
For printing, stationery, &c 5110
For rent of store-room 5

For salary to Curator (one quarter) 10
For sundry small accounts 6
.Subscriptions received for future years 4 4
Pettycash 3 9
Balance estimated in favor of the Association 181 19 9

£.578 13 7

To be continued.

The Cii.MRMAN moved that the report and balance-sheet be received and adopted,
and explained that after laying aside 500 photographs for the use of the Association,
in compliance with one of its rules, tlie Committee required power from the meeting
to dispose of the surplus stock. The photographs had been examined with a great
deal of care by some members of the Committee ; the amount had not been actually
arrived at, but they thought it was at least equivalent to what it was last year, their

stock having indeed considerably increased, and reserving 5i)o pliotographs for the
objects of the Association, the (committee required authority from the meetlngto sell

the remainder of the stock, in order to augment the funds. He then moved the
adoption of the report aud balance-sheet.

Jir. C. C. Nelson.— I beg leave to second that motion.
Mr. Fowler observed that the Committee had 'now made more advantageous

arrangements with the photographers than formerly.
Mr. Baker said he found their expenditure during the past year had amounted to

nearly £200 more than tlie receipts, which was in a great measure explained by the
smallness of the number of their subscribers. He hoped, however, that by the sale

of the surplus stock of photographs the Association would be put straight in this

respect. The expenses seemed to be nothing more than might reasonably be ex-
pected in carrying out the objects of the Association ; but in future years greater
economy must be practised in some way, unless greater funds accrued to the Com-
mittee. It was very hard for the Committee to tight against adverse circumstances,
through the funds falling short, and he hoped the number ol subscribers would in-

crease.
Mr. Lightly (hon. sec.) said there was still due to the Association from Govern-

ment a sum of £30, which was perfectly safe.

Mr. Nelson.—Extra expenses were incurred in advertising and so on.

Mr. Lightly.—As to the expense of advertising, it was quite an exceptional

thing ; the Association was nearly broken up last year, and they had to advertise as

if they were starting afresh ; and, again, the number of subscribers had not been so

freat as was anticipated. It was gratifying, however, that this year no complaints

ad been received of the badness of the photographs, hut that letters of a different

character had reached the committee. A uumber of gentlemen in the provinces
were going to join them, so that they might reasonably expect the Association to be

in better circumstances next year.

The motion for the adoption of the report and balance-sheet was then unani-
mously agreed to.

Mr. Lightly moved that the surplus stock be sold by the Committee.
Mr. Baker seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

Mr, Nelson moved that Mr. Truefltt be appointed Auditor in the room of Mr.
Bish Webb, deceased.
Mr. Fowler seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.
On the motion of Mr. Nelson, seconded by Mr. Fowler, an alteration was made

in the third rule of the Association, to the effect that cheques should be signed by
one member of the Committee and Treasurer, and countersigned by the Honorary
Secretary, instead of being signed by two members of Committee and the Honorary
Secretary.
Mr. Baker moved the thanks of the meeting to the President, Trustees, Treasurer

and Honorary Secretary for their services during the past year. All the gentlemen
he had referred to had taken great pains to promote the interests of the Association

and the warm thanks of the meeting was the least tlicy could present to them.

Mr. Hansard seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.
Mr. Fowler said they were short of a trustee ; they ought to have three trustees

and at present they had only two. He understood that Mr. Beresford-HoiH- had

agreed to supply the vacancy, and he therefore moved that thatgeutleman be elected

a trustee. - , .
.

Mr. Bdboes seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously. ;
Mr. Hansard moved that Messrs. George Morgan, A. J. Baker, Georgfe THJeatt,

J. P. Seddon, T. Roger Smith, and W. S. Barber be elected members of committee in

room of those who retired by rotation.

Mr. Lightly seconded the motion.-Carried unanimously.
Sir. C. F. Haywabi> proposed a vote of thanks to the auditors.

Mr. Fowler seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.
Mr. Baker acknowledged the compliment, and proposed a vote of thanks to Mr.

Penrose for having, as honorary Foreign Corresponding Secretary of the Uoyal

Institute of British Architects, sent out a circular to foreign institutions In favor of

the Architectural Photographic Association.
Mr. C. (J. Nelson seconded the motion.

.
,

Mr. LioHTH-.—One of the immediate results wag the pnUicat^on of the Asaocia-

lion in a French journal by M. Cesar Daly. .i ,i . - hi iij - -

Mr. Nelson.—That shows at once the aUHtpjojjjhcf^nro^e's intervention.—

Motion carried unanimously. ;; .

Mr. Fowler moved that Mr. Christopher and Mr. Joseph James be appointed

udltors for the ensnhig year.
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Mr. ItAKFB si'condcil the motion, which was unanimously as:reed to.

Mr. r.iuiiTi.Y moved a vote of thanks to Mr. I'Ansou for presidrng over the

meeting;.
Mr. IJuiUiF.s seconded the motion.—Carried unanimously.
Tile Chairman, in returnin;^ thanlcs, said he toolc the ijrcatest possible interest in

the success of tlie Association, whieli was a subject of extreme ^^ratitication to him,
and many persons lie had spo]<en to expressed themselves in tile hij;hest terms of
deli<irl)t as to the success of the Association. It had been mentioned that their

expenses were mucti heavier than their income, and that was so. And if the next
subscription did not do more for the Association it would be for them to consider
what steps shonUl be talti-n on a future occasion, tie hoped, however, the forth-
<'oniing: subscription would thoroughly establish the AssociatiOQ.
The meeting then separated.

MB. SPURGEOK'S NEW TABERNACLE.

AT page 969 in our present Number we give an illustration in perspective of

the important buildinir, as indicated above, which, as most of our metro-
politan readers are aware, has been er«:ted in tlie vicinity of tlie well-known
Elephant and Castle Tavern, tliat forms a starting point for omnibuses on the
southern side of the Thames, to most parts of the metropolLs.

On a former occasion in the Building News, vide No. 14, April Gtli of the
present year, we gave a detailed account of the structure, indicating its construc-
tive features, general dimensions, and other particulars, and have now only to

aild furtl»!r information as to its interior, which is now in an advanced state of
finish, presuming that our illustration will convey to our readers a much better idea
of the external characteristics of the edifice than any written description (how-
ever elaborate) can accoraplisli.

The plan of the interior of the chapel is exceedingly simple, it being a rect-

angle, measuring 174 feet by 85 feet, exclusive of the entrance portico, shown in

our illustration. It is alcoved at each end, and circular lines predominate, as we
conceive to aid the acoustic properties of the interior, for all square angles appear
very judiciously to have been avoided ; and as an experiment in this respect, we
may state that no plaster work is employed on the walls, which are throughout
lined with " matcli boarding," wood, of course, being considered as an e^ctive
conductor of sound"
The decorated details of the interior arc exceedingly simple, the faces of the

alcoves at each end, to which we have adverted, are divided by ribs in plaste
work, the faces of which are embellished with moulded work and guilloche orna-
ments, and each of the sides between them is in five compartments, separated
from each other in a similar manner.
The ceiling is supported by series of sixteen cast-iron shafts, which have

enriched capitals, from which spring semicircular-headed arches, the sotfits of
wliicli are enriched with guilloche ornaments to correspond with the ribs already
named.
The chapel is admirably lighted on both of its sides by sixteen square-headed

•windows on the ground-floor level, and the same number with circular heads
above them, in addition to which there are louvre-lights in the roof.

In our former notice, to which we have alluded, we stated that, contrary to
ordinary arrangements, the pulpit will he placed on what may be termed a
tribune, which is projected '29 feet from the western end wall. In tJie front of this

tribune the baptistery is arranged, with the pulpit at the rear, and such is the
improvement effected by the peculiar position of the latter, that it is confidently
calculated that there will be no more than 50 of the congregation who will not
be enabled both to see and hear the preacher, not only on the ground floor, but
also in the two tiers of galleries that are in connexion with both the side walls
and ends of the building.

To aid both seeing and hearing also the ground floor is planned gradually to
ascend from the tribune, so that those portions of the hearers at the extreme
eastern end of tlie structure will be enabled to see the minister.

At the western end of the building is planned a library, with male and female
candidates' rooms, and in the basement there is a spacious schoolroom, four class-

rooms, and a large lecture-hall, the latter of which will comprise an area larger
tlian Mr. Spurgeon's present chapel in Park-street.
As we are aware that several extremely exaggerated and erroneous statements

have appeared in the press with reference to the number of persons that several
public buildings recently erected will hold, we may give the correct data of the
two largest, our present subject being of the greatest capacity for accommodation
as to ouantity, and, we believe, will hold more than double that of any structure
specially set apart for religious worship.
The following is a comparison between the Surrey Gardens Music Hall and

Mr. Spurgeon's Taljernacle:

—

SITTING AREA
HK. SPURQEON's tabernacle.

Feet
Ground-floor 10,227
1st gallery 7,268
2nd , 7,730

SURBEY HALL. Feet.
Ground-floor and platform 8,025
l«t gallery 4,0tf8

2nd „ 3,250
3rd „ 3,250

Total 19,723 Total 25,225

It will thus be observed that th e new Tabernacle will hold nearly one-third
Biore people than the Surrey Music Hall, and the former will, we believe, not
afford sitting accommodation to more than about 4,000 and, perhaps, 1,000 more
on crowded occasions, when all the avenues may be occupied by persons stand-
ing. It will thus be seen that the problem enunciated by Wren is yet a de-
sideratum—viz., the construction of an ecclesiastical or other building in
which more than 5,000 persons can both see and hear the preacher.

Mr. W. Willmer Poceck is the architect for the new Tabernacle, and Mr.
William Higgs, Palace-road, Lambeth, is the general contractor, who has carried
out the works in the most creditable manner under the practical guidance of Mr.
James Reed as clerk of works.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior ol
the Chapel Koyal, of St. George's, Windsor. " They arc of remarkable merit-
unequalled by anything we have ever seen in Btereoscopes."—^//ieiiorHm. " Highly
interesting and valuable."

—

Daily Ncic$. "A charming series of value to the
architect and archaeologist, and cannot fail to interest visitors."

—

Art Journal. The
Views complete (IH) sent free on receipt of a post-oflice order for 27s., or two sample,
tor 38. 2d. Frederic Jones, 140, Oxford-street, London (nearly opposite Uond-strect)—Advektisemest.

KOYAL INSTITUTE OF BKITISJI AUClilTKCTS.
AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held in the rooms, V, Conduit-street,

Regent-street, on Monday evening; F. W. 1'uuteb, Esq., a member of the
Council, in the chair.
Mr. T. Havter Lewis, hon. secretary, read the minutes of the proceedings at ths

last meeting, %vliich were approved ol and confirmed.
lioiuttUms.— Vtoxn M. Cesar Daly, architect, •' Itevue Gcnerale de 1'Architecture

ctdes travaux Publics," Nos. 5 and fl. vol. IS; from Mr. F. K. Wilson, Alnwick,
Contrasts, " (Jothlc or Classic ?" being two photographs from drawings by Mr. Wil-
son, and embracing a cluster of ancient catliedruls, churches and domestic buildings,
existing In England, compiled from Fenton's rhotograpbs, Brandon's I'uuh
Chiirches, and other sources; the Great Forum at Rome, looking towards the
('apitol, restored to its ancient magnificence, hy Slgnor Montiroli, for Commcn-
datore Canina: from Mr. Owen Jones, "I'aradise and the I'eri," magnificently
illustrated, by Owen Jones and Henry Warren ; from Mr. K. W. Mylne, I'ortraits
of Mr. Robert Mylne, F.U.8., &c„ architect, engineer, and surveyor, bom I7.tt, died
1811, and of Mr. William C. .Mylne. F.K.,S., architect and civil engineer; from Mr.
O. Hansard, 12 plates, lithographs, "Elevation and Details of the Banquetiae-
house, Whitehall."
Niw .l/cm*ir.i.—The [following gentlemen having been balloted for were elected

members of tli<- Institute :—Mr. Arthur .Shean Newman, of Tooley-strcet, as Fellow

;

3lr. Banister Fietelier, of 0, Oregon-terrace, I'eckham-rye, as Associate.
JJeathtt of lyord Ahcrdfcn aiul Mr. Samtiel Ware,.—Mr. I'enrohe, honorary foreign

corresponding secretary, announced the death of one of their oldest honorary
members, the Earl of Aberdeen, who was the author of " An Inquiry into the
Principles of Beauty in Grecian Architecture." His lordship was also a member of
the Society of Dilettanti, and a great patron and encourager of Classic architecture.
He had also to announce the death of Mr. .Samuel Ware, who was best known as the
author of a " Treatise on the I'roperties of Arches, Abutments, and Piers."
Mr. Robert Kerr, witiiout wishing to der<)gate from the compliment paid by Mr.

Penrose to the merits of tlie late Earl of Aberdeen, thought there should be some-
thing more than a formal recognition of the very high merits of that distinguished
nobleman. It so happened that he (Mr. Kerr^ was brought up in the ofDcc of whloh
Lord Aberdeen was the most distinguished client. And lie had always tliuught that,
as one of their honorary members. Lord Aberdeen took the very highest place from
his profound judgment, great acquirements, exquisite taste, and fine critical acumen,
now seldom found. Before tlie deceased nobleman came before the public In
connectfcn with their art, the Gothic school was in its very Infancy. Under James
Wyatt. at about the beginning of the present century. Baronial architecture was
coming into vogue and bad been promoted. But the Classical style had arrived at
maturity, or nearly so at tliat time. At tliat period, when such men as Cockerell and
others came before the world with their details of Greek remains, such men as the
Earl of Aberdeen came forward with perhaps more profound learning, inasmuch as
the professional men had not so much leisure or time to devote to the matter, and
came forward with more acute powers to criticise the abstract principles of the
Greek style. Since that time the fashion had very much changed, and the school of
criticism as to the Gothic style had attained to very grand proportions. Though
inclined to Classic, he always gave high honor to the Gothic scliool. And though,
as architects, they were split into two camps now, he tliought that l>oth camps
would combine in testifying to the distinguished merits of this very Classic and
accomplished nobleman, whose principles were remarkably retincd and remarkably
impressive.
Mr. C. H. S.MITH remarked that soon after Lord Aberdeen came from Greaee

about fifty years ago, Argyll House, in Argyll-street, was undergoing great repairs
for its occupancy by the Duke of Argyll. The house in Argyll-street was a most
splendid one, and contained some of the finest rooms in London. Some of the rooms
were twenty feet high, and were decorated in the Roman or Italian style, the ceilings
having enormous cornices ; that was at the time when Lord Aberdeen took Argyll
House. When Lord Aberdeen returned to London from Greece, he came home
Imbued with the idea tliat nothing was fit or good for anything but wliat was purely
Grecian. The rooms of Argyll House were consequently stripped of all the boldness
they formerly possessed, in order that there might be put up some of the most
insignificant cornices, and the panelled ceilings were knocked down and plain ones
put up. The boldness of the rooms executed by Gibbs was destroyed, because Lord
Atierdeen and Wilkes, with whom he had travelled, thought nothing was good but
what was Grecian, and therelbre flat ceilings and plain cornices were put up.
The Chairman remarked that wliat Mr. Kerr had said respecting Lord Aberdeen

redounded to his credit, and must have reminded him of his earlier days.
The Question of Archileetural Examinatioiui.—The Chairman announced that the

14th of .tanuary was the day appointed for a special general meeting of the Institute
to consider the question of -Vrcbiteetural Examinations.
Mr. T. Roger Smith (President of the Architectural Association) then read a

paper on Acoustics, which, corrected for the Building News by the Author, will be
given in full in our next Number.
Mr. Scott Russell said there was nothing new he could communicate to the

meeting, after the almost encyclopaedian paper which had been read by Mr. Smith,
but he should be guilty of ingratitude it^ he did not express his admiration of the
merits of that paper. He thought they v\ould all agree with him that Mr. Smith,
instead of having discovered some one law of nature, and then pretending to account
for everything on that one principle—which would have been quackery—had cast a
philosophical view on the whole subject. If, therefore, there was no value in the
paper beyond its learning and research, it had this value, that there was a total
absence of dogmatism in it. He really could hardly add from his own knowledge
anything new to what the lecturer had said, but might give the result of his own
observation in reference to some of the practical remarks which had been thrown out.
Certainly the great object to be wished for was to make an ordinary room a good
sounding one. There was one distinction he would draw,i.w>d that was that tliere

was a radical difl'erence between the necessities of a little rckim and the necessities of
a large one. A little room was infested with many intolerable nuisances, such as
the noise of feet, whispering, &c., and the object to be desired was so to construct
the room as to repress the objectionable sounds, and secure those which they wished
to hear. After some further ob-servations on this point, lie said the great matter was •

to make rooms very near a good numerical proportion, but not exactly. He
would suggest that they should either get the rooms utterly away from
proportion of simple numbers, or get the most perfect proportion they could._ If
they took the ordinary numbers as acoustic ratios for the length, breadth, and height
of the room, and kept them very exactly, they would get a room that would speak
easily and have good sound. A room would not speak well that was very near good
proportion, and yet sensibly ofl' it. And when they had the choice, if they kept a
room rather low in the ceiling than high, they would avoid the echo the room would
otherwise have. If they required to have an audience in a long room, it was of the
greatest importance to keep the ceiling low. He first noticed this in a ver>- remark-
able case, connected witli tlie disruption of the Church of Scotland a great many
years ^'o, when the Secessionists met in a large building 15 feet high, with an area
of nearly an acre ; all the ministers and their congregations heard the speakers well,

and the sound sensibly travelled along the low roof. He believed that the best form
of a moderately-sized buildiug, one to contain from l,.5o« to 2,000 persons, was one
pretty nearly a circle. But let them not dOBmatise about that, for an octagon was
very nearly a circle, and one of the very best churches for hearing he had ever bi-en

in was a Scottish church with an enormous octagon -St. Stephen's, in Edinburgh. It

was an enormous octagon, and in it from two to three tliousand people heard very
distinctly, although the clergyman had not a very strong voice, and in the church
there were no echoes. A semicircle was the very worst form of building for a court

of justice or for any building. He had known half a dozen courts of justice in which
nobody could hear or see anybody he wanted to hear or sec. There was
another jiuint of Importance ; there was one set of noises they did not want to hear,

aud another that tuey wanted to bear. Now the great matter was so to make
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bvOdinff as to «ftaM» the mmAktnot to cAtch the noisos they wautod to hoar and to

ItMUTlkMafrtter didnot want to hear, such u the talkiug: and chatthiu*^ of peopU' in

tha acrapbig^ of feet, aud so on. On the other hand. Her M^t-&ly's
-as, he thou^^ht, of all the buildmyTi' he h«d ever geen, the moat wonderful

_ braadi^ aud hearing )>erfectl>' from every part of the house. It was
leallja'TCfy wonderful buiKiiu}; for hearuiH: and seeiny;. and if he was to sug^'st

what waatho vary bestformfor a lar>^; audUuce he really did not think ho could

Bcopose a bettv. BntJie did not think the ^-^reat dilhculty was with a lar^e buiUlin^,

Cr whenabMHtt^rhecame verv lar^e they were no lonjier troubled with resonance

«r wtth tolailhimee with the voiee. The ^n-eat secret in a very lar^c buildiDf> was to

•avar ararytUltf with heads. In a very lar*.;e building, however, the voice required

Id be asalatad ; fiia small buildiu^ the dithcultv was to repress echo, but not so iu a

iM^a baHitlar He very early saw the parabolic sounding board, but found it caused

tka ^tewiMaole aansations nsferred to by the lecturer, and that it interfered with

thfhiwfrg of thoac of the audience who' were seated at the sides of the buildin>;.

HolwpoJrhat this soandintjr-hoard would.not be adojited by the me-mbers of the

brtUale. Baooaance sabslan(H.-8 were or ^o-eat aid to speakers. The top of a

palfll uafthl to be made of wood tolerably low aud lar&:e. tie did not believe in the

parabolic form. If the speaker was mar one end of the buildini; they should try to

aave hts roice, to send las voice forward, aud cover the whole walls with hetuls

tvudij distribttted. so that each of the audience mi^ht ^ct his share of the sound
and tliat none «f the sound be lost, Btr. Kussell proposed a vote of thanks to Ur.
awitfa fat hto easeeUeDt paper.
Mr. WBrxK seconded the motion of a vote of thanks to the lecturer for the general

iMhMMation he had conveyed aud his most thoroughly scientitic arrangeniuntof the

psftr, fn r it had from bt-^iuuiu^j^ to end followed a re^fular system, ilaviuir given a

graat ileal of coni»ideratiou to ttie subject, there were one or two points eouuected
With it to which be wished to refer. Oue which struck him as the most important of
all was that of the proportioning of the rooms to given ratios ; wliat those ratios

were eooldnot be eutere<I into except in another lecture as long «s they had had
that night. He thoiiglit the apportioning of rooms to given ratios approved itself

to their notions of what thevt^huuld naturally tind would be good for sound. And
in regard to old churches,' tliere was rather more than many seemed inclined to

-'*Tit of that ratio in their original design, and not only in their ratios, but in their
— Some time ago Dr. Barlow referred to a paper of his (Mr. White's), and which

applied to symbolism. The paper alluded to referred to the geometrical pro-

<H buildings iu the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, or fourteenth century, which had
^^ whatever to do with pymbolism as such. From all the observation he had
Bable to make, those buildings which were the most beautiful iu proportion were
best in souud. He beheved in a general form the low aisle aud the lofty

> would be far better for sound in a geometrical building, and that the roofs of

Wit aisles ought to be anywhere but near an angle of 45. The best angle would
beftwnHto 10; but they ought to be as high as 53 or 55. From experiments he
had been able to make from buildings he thought that that would ije borne out.

Aa to the reflection of sound, he thought (from what he had witnessed of un experi-
t bi Lttcolnshire) that the distribution of the sound being reflectiMl back upon the

coBSV^ation was almost more dependent on the end away from them than on the
wall against which the speaker stood.
Mr. J. W. Fraser, after mentioning that he had seen in an old Roman Catholic

Church, at Amsterdam, a tremendous sounding-board, referred to the music lecture-

room In the northern metropolis, erected under the superintendence of I'rofessor

Donaldson, of Kdinburgh ; the proportious which the Professor had adopted for
that room, which was connected with the University, were :I0 feet wide, 45 feet high,
and 90 feet long, and it was a most excellent room for sound.
Mr. Scott Uussell said he knew Trofessor Donaldson's room perfectly well,

and its exact proportions were—% feet long, 48 feet wide, and 3:^ feet high.
Mr. J. W. > RASEK remarked that he had spoken from memory as to the dlmen-

aions of the room.
Ur. C. H. Smith said sound greatly depended on the density of the atmosphere,

and the atmospere was more dense in winter than iu summer. Supposing all the
conditions of a room to be equal, the same sound would be heard more audibly in

winter than in summer owing to the density of the atmosphere. As to covering all

the walls with heads (as was suggested by Mr. Scott Kussell), if that was to be done
he would sogeest that the heads should be bald, because the hair would interfere
with the sound, in the same way as wool interfered with sound. The same occurred

t' in a theatre ; when the theatre was full, what with the woollen coats and the liair,

the sound was absorbed. Kxperiments, however, ought to be made with a full room.
At the premises of the Koyal Society there was a large room which was frequently
nearly empty ; he had been there when there were about twenty persons present,
and then they had to hang things up to absorb the sound. A theatre when full was
a very different place from what it was when empty.
Mr. Morris thought it was to be regretted the discussion had not taken a more

practical turn. <>ne of the most important subjects which architects had to deal
with was naturally a church, and the position of the pulpit in a church was one of
the most important considerations. It was essential that the pulpit in order to
heariof^. should be very near the wall. They would generally find that the com-
munion-service was better heard than any other portion of the service, and that
arose from the kind of sounding-board or reflector which the recess where the com-
munion-table was placed afforded. Being engaged as architect for a church many
years ago, the minister took the trouble to assist liim in making experiments as to
sound, m order to determine where tlie pulpit and reading-desk should be placed,
and he found that he could licar the minister better when he was at tbe communion-
table than he could when he was in the middle of the church. Now that would be
flrand in many churches; those very near the preacher could hear very distinctly,
but others who did not happen to be very close to him could hear little or nothing.
He went into a church the previous day where the pulpit and reading-desk were in
the middle of the building. When the minister came to preach his sermon and was
in tbe pulpit, wiiich had no kind of reflector or sounding-board, the voice was alto-
gfether lost, and he could not hear a word.
Mr. I'EJiitosr, naid it was their duty, first of all, to render their cordial thanks to

^Mr. Roger ISmith for his able paper, which displayed admirable results of reading, and
UiG bent ix>sHible reflection on the subject. He hatl no doubt they would all be anxiouH
tosee the paper in print, in order that they might give it due considex'ation and make
Olpcriments ou the subject. The use of a wo<» ceiling in a room not :J0 feet long had
paen found advautageous and to be of very great service. In St. Paul's, iu eonsc-
gcap iie of theecho from the dome, it was found requisite to put something up, nnd he
prepared a sounding-board to be put over the minister's head, and while that stopped
tlia sound from i^oing upward it wemed also to have the effect of repelling the other
SOimd. On placing himself in a gallery at some distance from the preacher he heard
much less distinctly than he did below. A preacher who speaks distinctly and slowly
can be heard at a distance of a hunflred and twenty feet, and by an enormouH number,
but it requires management of the voic(- and distinctness of utterance on the part of
the preacher. In the course of some further obser\'ationH, the si)eaker referred to St.
jTMNCrsB Church aa one that was very favorable for hearing. lie understood that a
Maklreular roof was very bad for hearing, generally speaking, but that was not the
eaaa where it was so lofty, as it was in St. Paul's, for there the preacher could be
Mtoeedingly well heard. If the centre of that circle were only twenty feet or so above
the preacher's head it would concentrate the sound In a very undesirable manner.
Afler observing that there was one objection that would occur to a low building, and
that was that the vcmtihition would be Imperfect, he said he thought tlie admirable
plinefples enunciated in the paper which liad been read, were ofmore purpose to them
at present than direct abstract proportional numbers.
In answertoMr. Hansard,
Mr. Vksuohe said the sound. Iwth of mnsic and preaching, was heard better since

••remoTal of the screen at St. I'aul's than before.
The Tote of thanks to Mr. Smith was carried by acclamation, and the meeting

brekevp.

ART AND ITS CRITICS.*

r his prefatory observations, Mr. Howard explained that he was induced to pre-
pare his paper in consequence of a discussion which recently took place in that

room. He aid not propose to go through all the details aud iueideuts by which art

might be said to have come to its present position, or to discuss whether art liad any
particular mission—whether it rose up like the weeds, or was the result of any par-
ticular train of thought. His purpose was to trace the progress of art, with the
coincident progress of criticism, llie first elementof art which they could trace was
a desire to record something. Jacob set up on end the stone which had served him
for a pillow, to record tlie place where he had seen a vision, and Hercules erected two
pillars to mark the spot where his travels ended. These plain pillars were afterwarda
ornamented; heads were formed on the top, and they then constituted what were
called terminable busts—a style which to tlie present day was preserved by sculptors
in busts. Gradually, in the progress of art, those pillars assumed the shape of
luiman figures, but standing up erect, and without any action defl^ned.

Slight action followed ; and in small brasses which had come down to us
one arm of the figure was represented as raised. The first specimen of
painting ou sculptiure which we found consisted of rows of these single simple
figures, either standing, sitting, or walking in procession. From this rude mode the
art proceeded to the lormatibn of groups, aud hence originated one of the first

priuciples. When a number of figures were introduced into one 8ubject;it was found
necessary to distinguish the principal figure in the piece. Thin was done by making
the god, (tlie hero, or the king much larger than the subordinate figures; and this

practice was adopted at the rarthenon in Athens. Mr. Howaril produced drawings
to substantiate his remark, includiug some specimens from the Assyrian, in which the
king was easily recognised ,by his <;igantic proportions, completely dwarllng the

figures of his subjects. In the subsequent progress of art, the principal figure was
distinguished by being more elaborately finished than the subordiuate characters.

The next desire was to distinguish figures by character. Polydorus wrote the names-
of the deities he meant to represent under the figures, and the same practice

appeared to have been adopted iu some of the Etruscan vases. I'hidias had the credit

of Individualising character, for he fixed the forms of the gods, from which, it was
said, no Greek ever afterwards departed. With tbe name of Homer we were intro-

duced to the earliest criticisms of art. (Mr. Howard here read in cttenso the passaije

in : which Homer describes the figures on the shield made by Vulcan for

Achilles.) As a worker in metal, he might be allowed to testify that

this description of Vulcan's work was so thoroughly practical that the
author must have seen or practised the operation. Mr. Howard also

quoted Hesiod's description of the shield of Hercules. In each criticism, he con-

tended, there was exactly the game description ; record, and nothing else was held

up. The next step in the art was the perception of form. Pericles called in I'hidias

to decorate the Parthenon. These wonderful productions of Phidias and his pupils,

the remains of which now went by the name of the Elgin marbles, had been acKnow-
ledged as unapproaclied. if not unapproachable. Phidias was ranked as the foremost

sculptor of the world. It was left to Mr. Knskin to make sucli a fool of himself as to

say that he would rather sec the El^nn marbles iu fractions iu the Museum than
have seen them in their perfection in the Parthenon—(laughter). The iiext step

was the imitation ofobjects, and liere the dangers of art commenced. Zeuxis followed

Phidias in idealising form. When he painted a picture of Helen, he rc<iuired seven

beautiful virgins as models, and out of them he made his "l''irebrand of Troy.'^

Subject was lost sight of in the imitation of objects. Zeuxis painted a man carrj^ing

grapes, and when it was hung out the grapes were so natural that the birds

came and pecked at them. A contemporary painted a curtain so perfectly

that Zeuxis asked him to pull. the curtain aside that ho might see the

picture, exclaiming, when he learnt the truth, " Zeuxis has deceived

birds, but you have deceived Zeuxis." Zeuxis then sought to elevate art, and
painted a subject piece of Centaurs. The public only admired the glossy skin of a

lion's cub in the picture, and, in disgust at their taste, Zeuxis ordered it to be
removed. " The pubUc," added Mr. Howard, '* only admire the clay of our art."

Landseer attracted more by the fine gloss of his bay liorses than by any other

quality in his pictures. He was told of Ansdell and Landseer that they had their

dogs and horses rubbed over with bear's grease to make them glossy (laughter) vvhen

they painted from them. This was what painting for the public inevitably led to.

Public opinion had never been so satisfactory as when it was convinced of its own
ignorance, and was wise enough to know that it knew nothing. Mr. Howard then

went on to the revival of art iu Italy, tracing the progress down to the present day,,

and giving criticisms of the works of the great masters. The principles, he con-

tended, upon which artists judged were always the same— iuveutiou first, then

taste, and last execution. The public reversed them, and put execution first and in-

vention last. As to artists, it was only in the application of the principles that

differences arose. The whole of art had not been settled. There were some questions

of science yet to be solved. But should it be argued upon the strength of these un-

settled questions that the uninstructed public were as qualified to judge as those

who had made these matters the study aud even the experiment of their lives ?

liecause artists doubted, were the public to decide ? If so, the severe censure ot

the poet would be justified, that "Fools rush in where angels fear to tread."

FREE EXHIBITIONS OPEN DURING THE HOLIDAYS.
Barry's Grand Historical Cartoons, on the walls of the Hall or principal

room of tlie Society of Arts, 17, John-street, Adelphi.
The Flaxman Gallery or Sculpture.—Models of his prmcipal works, &c., as

London University College, Gower-street.
South Kensington Museum. Cromwell -road, Brompton.—The Industrial,

Educational, Architectural, Decorative, and various other collections ; and tlie Ver-
non, Turner, SheepsIiankB, and British Galleries of Pictures, by modem artists.

The British Mubeu.m.—Including the Libraries and Manuscript Koom, in which
is the recently purchased autograph of Shakespeare.
The Koyal Exchange.—The :Merchant8' Walk or Ambulatories have recently

been elaborately redecorated iu fresco.

The Museum of Practical Geology, Jermyn-street, Piccadilly.—Contains an
endless variety ofNatural and Artificial Products, well deserving the notice of Work-
ing Men. Penny Lectures in the Theatre ot this Institution, every Monday evenmg
at eight.
The Franklin Relics, at tbe United Service Institution, Middle Scotland Yard.

—By (free) tickets, of Sandford, fi, Charing-cross,
W estminster Hall.—With its magnificent Painted Glass Window, the largest

in the world.
The National Portuait Gallery, 20, (ireat George-street, Westminster.
The Houses of Parliament.—On Saturdavs. by tickets (gratis) which adnait

any number of visitors, to be had at the Chamberlaiu's Office, under the Victoria

Tower.
Kew Gardens.—In which are the Botanical, Colonial, and Mercantile Museums ;

i\iQ great Palm House; the largest Arboretum in the World ; the Grecian, and twenty-

five other Conservatories, containing the plants, flowers, aud vegetable curiosities of

all climates and all countries.
The Coal Exchange, Thames-street—The decorated galleries of this beautiful

buildmg will well repay a visit of inspection.
"

TiiE Temple Church, Fleet-street.—With its beautiful and costly stained storied
" Windows richly di^ht.
Casting a dim religious light."

St. Paxil^s Cath;edrai. has hitely been restored and embellished, and is now well

worthy a visit.

• Apaperreadatthc Liverpool Architectural Society by Mr. Frank Howard.
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Ddlwich Picture Gai-lerv.—This celebrated Collection la now open (free),

•without the trouble of obtaiuiiiij tickets in Lontlon as formerly.
Chelsea Hospital.—The Hall and Chapel in which are i)re»erved the French

Eaifles of Napoleon, captured at liarOHBa, Talavera, and Waterloo ; and lifty-Hve
Colours captured by the liritiah iu ditferent caiupai^s ; and the Welliugtou
Funeral Car.
The Colleoe of .Surgeons. Lincoln's-inn-fields.—The extensive Museum and

I/lbrary, including the celebrated Collections of John Hunter, way be seen by u
Member's order.
West.minstek Aiibey.—The Monuments and .Statues of distinSjOiishcd men ; and

the e.xceedinjjly beautiful Uose Window of Ancient btaiued Glass over the Poet's
Comer.
St. Stephen's Church, Walbrook.—The Maetcr-piece of Sir Christopher Wren.
Greenwich Hospital.—The Chapel and Painted Hall ; au .\ltar-piece by

West; Huwt of Dibdin. the naval sons;: writer ; Portraits of Columbus and Captain
Cook ; the Nelson and Franklin Kelics ; and Models of the famous Wooden Walls
of Old Kncrland,
St. Bartholomew's Church, Smitlifield.—The oldest Church in London.
The Foundling Hospital, Guildford-.ftreet, Kus8ell-s((uare.—In the Chiipcl an

Altar-piece, by West, and the Orf^an preseiite<l to the Institution by Handel, upon
which he frt'quently performed his Oratorio of the Messiah ; in theCommittee Uoom,
several valuable Paintiu;rs by Hoijartli and other eminent artists.

St. (tILES's Church, Chi pplegate.—Here was buried Jolui Milton, and Cromwell
married in 1020.

Crosby Hall, Blshopsmite-street.—This beautiful relic of a poetic and picturesque
a^e is open (free) to thejpublie every day.
Hatterse.v-park.—'The Gardens and Lake of 17 .acres in the inner circle, the

Gymnasium, Archery and Cricket Grounds, I'lay Grounds, &c. &c.
Phimrose-hill.—Pleasure Grounds, Garden, Play Grounds and Gymnasium,

Retjent'8-park.
Hampton Court Palace.
Windsor Cabtle.—The Long Walk, the Great and Little Parks, in which are

Heme's Ooak and the Victoria Oak.
Beptford and Woolwich Dockyards.
St. Saviour's Church, Borough, near London-bridge.—The Screen and Lady

Chapel.
Mr. Watts's Grand Fresco Painting in the New Hall of Lincoln's-inn,

entitled the " School of Legislation."

THE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.
THEfollowinffisacopyoflettw sent to the undermentioned societies, from

whom favorable replies have been received so far :—Royal Institute of
British Architects, Institution of Scotland, Liverpool Architectural Society,
Birmingham Architectural Society, Glasgow Architectural Society.

to the secret.\ry of the • architectural society'.
Sir,—I am instruett^d by the Committee of the Northern Architectural Association,

to write to you respecting the formation of an Architectural Alliance, acting on a
minute of the last general meeting of the Association, held July 14th, ls<iO, 3Ir.
Dobson, F.I.B.A. President, in the chair, of which the following is a copy :

—
" Resolved—That the committee, with power to add to their number, be requested

to correspond with the Itoyal Institute of British Architects, and other architectural
associations, to ascertain the desirability of establishing au Architectural Alliance,
and to report tluTeon to the next general meeting."
_
The object of the Northern Architectural Association, as set forth in this resolu-

tion, is to establish an Alliance, or General Association, between tile several archi-
tectural bodies in the kingdom, so that when any question arises affecting the inte-
rests of the profession, such as a proposed legislative enactment, any important com-
petition, or any growing evil, the views of the profession at large may, by such an
organisation, be "at once ascertained, and immediate action taken thereon.
Should the proposal be favorably received by the existing associations, the det.ail of

the plan will, of eourse, require the consideration of the ^various associations 'joining
in the Alliance, but I may just mention that in promulgating this idea the Northern
Architectural Association do not wish to inaugurate an additional society, entailing
expense and labor on its members, they merely wish to establish a bond ot union
amongst the several societies now existing, but which, under the present circum-
stances, are wholly isolated from each other, and they think by the interchange ol
reports of proceedings, by correspondence on passing events, and by meetings of
delegates on any important matters, much service may be done to the profession,
as good feeling will thereby be promoted between distant members of the profession,
and united action ciin be at once taken concerning any matters aflTecting their joint
interests.

I shall feel greatly obliged if you will lay this subject before your next meeting,
and ascertain the views of your association on the question.

I have the honor to be. Sir, your most obedient servant
Thomas Oliver, Hon. Sec.

Soulh Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 15th December
1860, the visitors liave been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days 3,810; on Monday, and Tuesday, free evenings 4,248. On the three
Students' days (admission to the public Cd.) 1,197 ; one Students' evening,
Wednesday 298. Total 0,559. From the opening of the Museum 1,787,458.

Opening of the New Hall at Mudie's Library.—On Monday night a
company of about oOO, consisting chiefly of persons celebrated in the literary and
artistic world, assembled in tlie large and elegant hall whicli Mr. C. E. IVIudie

has recently added to his library in New Oxford-street, previous to its being
opened for the purposes of Ids business. The building, which is in tlie Ionic style
01 architecture, is spacious and lofty, and somewhat resembles in its arrange-
ments the difTerent galleries of the Library of the British Museum. Its size is

65 feet by 45 feet, with a height of 45 feet from the ground. A central staircase
leads to a commodious basement, and a light gallery, giving access to the book-
shelves above, runs round the interior. The principal cornice is supported by
white Ionic columns, from which springs an elegant lantern, divided by pilasters

and circular-headed windows, the roof being formed of transverse mouldings and
spaces, filled in with ground glass. The shelves were entirely filled with books in
glittering bindings, destined to do good service amongst Mr. Mudie's thousands
of subscribers. A collection of pictures was displayed in the hall, together with
some rare photographs. The building has been erected from the designs of Mr.
W. J. Treherue, arcliitect.

New Palace of Westminster.—It is intended, we are informed, to erect
a statue of Edward the Black Prince (by Baron Maroclietti), in Palace-yard, to
be placed at an equidistance from the statue of Richard Coeur-de-Lion and the
Victoria Tower.

|

Staliic to Franklin in Tasmania.—The Parliament of Tasmania has
|

unanimously voted £1,000 for a statue of Sir John Franklin, to be erected on the I

now vacant site of the house in which he formerly resided as Governor. I

KOTAI. ACADEMY.
On Monday the 10th instant, according to annual custom, betnjr tlie ninety seoond

anniversary of the foundation of the Itoyal Academy of Arts, at a |;ener«I assembly
of the Academicians, the following stiver medals were awarded.

1. To Mr|Tliomas Henry Watson for thebcst archilectaraldr«wlng»—TheMomiag
Chapel, St. Pauls Cathedral.

2. To Mr. .lames Turpin Hart for the best drawing from the Antique.
3. To Mr. Charles J. J. Smith tor the best model from the Aiiti<|ue.

1. To Mr. Thomas Henry Watson for the best perspective drawing—Xbe Bojat
Exchange.

.i. To Mr. Thomas Henry Watson for the best drawing illnstrating sdOKnpby,.
(shadows).
The President Sir Charles Kastlake, congratulated Mr. Watson on his well earned

honors, exhibiting industry, zeal, and talent, an<l added that the medal for the
architectural drawing was to be a first class medal conferring upon him all the
privileges of a life student, and that In addition a volume baudaomely bound and in-
scribed would be prepared and scut to him.

SImifirs.

Parndige and the Peri. By Thomas Moore. Day and Son. 1860.¥E hardly know in what terms of commendation to speak of this very elegant
volume. Perhaps the most useful thing we can say of it to onr readers is,

that it is by far the most appropriate and beautiful gift-book whicli we rememlier
to have seen. It is a gift-hook iu more senses than one—a gift-book from tlie

publishers to the public, since the former will never be able, in trade parlance,
to " make it pay " them ; and it is moreover a gift-hook, which those of the
public, who can atfuitl it, will do well to purchase and present, as a Clnistmas
present, to their dearest friends. All Jloore's poetry is, we need liardly say,
beautiful as poetry—albeit, not always unexceptionable as reading for young
persons ; and liere we conceive the enterprising publishers have shown much dis-

crimination in selecting for the subject of their gorgeooit volume so harmless aad
edifying a poem as is that of " Paradise and the Peri."

The book, which is massively and beautifully bound hy Lcightons and Hodge,
consists entirely of thick pages, illuminated in chromo-lilhography, each open-
ing of the volume displ.iying on its left page the text of the poem in rubricated
black letter, on a gold ground encircled with a richly illuminated border,
designed by Messrs. Owen Jones and Henry Warren, wliilst on the opposite
page, similarly adorned, appears a picture illustrative of the text, illundnated
in gold and color. Tliese pictures are drawn on the stone l>y Mr. -Vlbcrt Warren,
many of them designed with great vigor and taste. We would especially single
out for admiration the one which faces the well-known hues of Moore,

" Oh, if there be, on this earthly sphere,
A boon, an offering heaven holds dear,
'Tis the last Ubatioii Liberty draws
From the heart that bleeds and breaks in her cause I"

It is, of course, more within our own province to speak of the art-value of the
work than of the poem, which serves as the peg on which to hang the illustra-

tions, and we therefore only add, that it is a perfect marvel ofprinting in chromo-
lithography on the part of Messrs. Day and Son. The illummaled borders are,

irrespective of their great beauty, as varied in design as the leaves of the work
are numerous.
We have turned these over with great pleasure, and now heartily recommend

the work to our readers.

Knight's Companion to the Almanac for 1861.

ITS annual report upon public improvements and architecture is not the least

popular feature of this publication . The idea was a happy one, and the
Companion has, no doubt, helped, though quite quietly, to direct the attention

of the general public to what has been done in architecture, which, previously ta
the appearance of the Companion, only by the merest chance obtained any
notice whatever from those who professed to record the events and doings of their

time.

The Companion to the Almanac having now attained to its thirty-fotu'th

year, and consequently containing a large accumulation of matter quite sufficient

for a separate volume—perhaps for more than one—in such shape it would be
so very much more convenient for reference, that many who aii'eady have the
Companion would, no doubt, avail themselves of the opportunity of possessing

its architectural portion in a more compact form, especially as such republication

of it might, indeed ought to be very much more than a mere reprint. There
would be occasion for some corrections, also for some additions and improvements.
What is unfortunate is, the illustrations are by no means what could be wished,
the best of them being no more than passable, and several so badly executed in

every respect that, whether replaced by others or not, they ought to be cancelled.

Tlie view of Bridgewater-house, for instance, is a downright libel on that work
of Barry's.

However, thougli we cannot blind ourselves to some imperfections, we grate-
fully acknowledge that the Companion may claim the merit of having pioneered

the way, and openrf a route which has since been greatly enlarged. U hen Mr.
Knight first started his Companion to the Almanac, there was no pubUcation
of any kind to inform us what had been or was being done in architecture. There
were then neither architectural societies nor architectural journals of any kind

:

and if the latter forestall its notices of buildings, the Companion still jiossesses

an interest of its own, and at any rate helps, at least, to bring architecture into

notice among those who only through their almanac get a glimpse of art.

Unable to here analyse critically and comment upon all that is said in the

Companion for 18C1, we perforce content ourselves with merely referring to one

or two opinions. The lately proposed demoUtiou oi several of Wren's churches in

the City is strongly deprecated. Yet, for our part, we can perceive m them
neither the " paganism " imputed to them by superstitious ecclesiologists, nor
the architecturalmerit claimed for them by professional men. As to the newly-

erected churches in various parts of the country, they are so numerous that the

account of them occupies nearly half of the entire chapter ; and we may hint that,

were the names of each to be distiuguislied by being printed in italics, it would
greatly facilitate reference to them, (or at present it is almost necessary to under-

score them with the pen. Hardly need it be said that Gothic is the prevailing

costume for structures of this class, because it has now come to be regarded as

the only suitable one, and some of it is quite as much foreign as Enj^ish in its

fasliion. Perpendicular—whether or not in consequence of Huskm's fierce

denunciation of it—is altogether out of favor with Gothicists of the present day.
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MMJ'M«i.ri »" nnrlr-in-ti-flt «<ltAee9 noticed in the Companion, the only one

jjjiLjt-jl M Ar. iq^jM-t of RU illustration is Exeter College Chapel, Oxford, which

S^rtMd >Tr, Scott's '• master-jiiece," in which opinion we readily acquiesce, it

ImlMi l]»ifii free from his Scotticisms, nnd uiarKed by that kiud of simplicity

whitt confers nobleness and diirnity. Nevertheless, thoujjh Gothic is in the

atccndencv. Classic

—

Lf., italiau—not only maintains itself, but is in preat

nH^lilhiii fcr a ekns of buildinin that, until of late years, made no pretension

lillnKI In BKhitectnnl chamcter—numefv, those erected for commercial nnd

•Aer'bttiiiea jmrposes. It could, ind«'d, he wished that their external physiog-

totij were more cxpresive of their actual destination. However satisfactory

ib^ h>ftia mSLj be in themselves, warehouses decked out ui palazzo fashion not

flUy pkrtaks ofinasquerade^ but tend to bring into disrepute such architectural

dnplajr as being of meiuvaig ton. Those who erect town-mansions for themselves

irUliMW be likely to abstain from any attempt at architectural display, merelyby

my of distinction. Of private mansions, either in town or country, none are

recorded. But one thing which we do find upon record, is Mr. T. Allom's claim

to the design of the Liverpool Free Library, which the town-surveyor has im-

pudently passed off as his own, though, bating some tritiing modifications, being

ejsentially Allom's. and. It may he presumed, altered only ibr the worse.

We can reoomraeud to our readers two other papers in the Companion, well

Reserving tlieir attention—viz., that on " Thames Embankments and Crowded

Streets," and on the " South Kensington Museum."

Trantactiom qf the A rthitectuml ItatUute of Scotland. Session 9th, 1858-9

8to. Edinburgh, Murray and Gibb.

THE Arehitectnral Institute of Scotland have just issued the third part of their

fifth volume, consisting of some 88 pages (with illustrations), of which

nearly 20 are occupied with an Introductory Address by the Rev. William

Liiubay -Alexander, D.D., who regrets that there is not, in the public mind, a

more worthy conception of the dignity and worth of good architecture, a more

generous appreciation of the position and claims of the architect, and a more
ubml expenditore in the erection of buildings, so as to furnish scope and en-

toumgement for the higher efforts of architectural genius.

It seems to me * strange thing, and a thing to be deplored, that the architect, as

such, has no recognised position in society or among professional men. Why should

not srchitcctore oonstitute one of the learned professions, to which candidates are

admitted after due examination and by regular diploma? At present, I really do
not know how « man becomes an architect. • • • Such a state of things

1 feel sure is detrimental to the best interests of the profession.

The writer reclaims against the right, so extensively exercised by Commis-
sioners of Improvements and Town Corporations, of dictating to architects the

style in which alone they shall be allowed to build, and even the very quarries

from which they shall fetch stone for tlieir building, and says

—

I cannot believe that such dictation is either for the interests of art, or compatible
with the rights of individuals, or the respect due to such a profession as that of the
juctiltect.

Mr. William Chambers contributes some notes of his practical experience on
Cottages lor Rural Laborers ; a subject to he fraught with difficulties until wages
shall be raised or proprietors shall be found, in sumcient number, to sink money
with the certainty of receiving less interest by way of rent, than they might
easily command in many other ways. It is not on a well managed gentleman's,
or large farmer's, estate that reform in these matters is most needed, there, at

any rate, the laborers aie pretty sure of being constantly employed : it is rather
with the very numerous class of, so to speak, outsiders, who work for the smaller

farmers, or as snpemamerariesfor the greateT, and are discharged directly there

js less work to be done. These, and we speak with a practical knowledge of the
question, cannot afford to pay more than £3 a year for rent. Our author
thinks that the sum of £100 is enough to lay out in building a house for a rural
labourer, and including fences, ground, and, indeed, all matters from first to last,

this must be considered a moderate sum. Now, from the £3 a year received as rent,
deduct rates and taxes, insurance and repairs, with perhaps a commission for col-

lecting rent, or occasional losses, and it will at once be seen how little chance
there is of cottages being better built, unless the desirable improvement referred
to above can be brought into operation. But we are wandering from Mr.
Chambers's paper, and there are one or two points to which he directs attention
that must be tersely noted. He says, avoid expensive details, for mutual warmth
and economy build not fewer than four cottages in a row, select a site near a
running streamlet of pure water and near a public road, and avoid features
which are likely to cause expense for repairs. Plans and a general specification
are appended.
X paper on the Triumphal and Monumental Pillars and Arches of Rome, by

Alexander Thomson, Esq., treat of the subject very fully, and is moreover illus-

trated with six lithograpii views.
The part concludes witli the closing address of the Very Rev. E. B. Ramsay,

I«L.D., F.R.I.E.

d^fljtcsgojidfita.

A PLAN OF FKEE VKN'TILATION IN COAL MINES-OPEN FOR
(JKNEKAL ADOPTION.

Sib,—It seems somewhat strange, that In this age, sofertile In scientific inventions,
«nd 80 fruitful In iucccsstul cxpcrinKnts, nothing has yet been accomplished to
prove an Infallible preventative of flery damp explosions in coal mines. Surely the
lamentable accidents, and awful sacrifice of human life, which are of late of
very frequent oarurrence, must awaken human sympathy and fellow feeling, and
cause nludy and rcflectloo. to bring forth some practicable plan, or scheme, which
<ifcold, (ralculating, avaricious, cconomistH will allow its application) may prove in-
variably fluci'esstul in preventing such accidents !

Necessity loudly and urgenti) calls for soraetbing to be done In that respect, and
that more especially, b<xauMi the further mines are worked from their shafts, the
more dangerous ihey will inevitably become relative to loul air and gaseous accumu-
lations.
Notwithstanding the various plans adopted, and the strictness of the underviewing

Mid Inspection compulsorily observed, still, explosions arc frequent and fatal, and
somethtay being evidently defcrtlvc in the measures adopted for preventing such
calamities, the science of mechanism must give a fuller development to her art in
order to remedy this iocreattiiig evlL
Laudable efforts arc now being made to save shipwrecked mariners, attended with

general success ; aud the factory operatives are by legislative enactments protected.Wc do not hear of so many fractured and dislocated limbs, scattered brains and
mangled bodies, among the Utter sUice the law interfered : before that event such
w«te rery coutnou, now very rare.

-
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It has I marked that the love of lucre in tlijs age absorbs all the oilier

human i' - *>'* those who embark their capita ]iii eomiuereiHl enterprise :

niul wo ii ,. : appears, on aJar<;u schIo specuUtiuu iu uvcJdent.s, but why
should pre\eulable acciilcuU ocA'ur wlicu lueoUaniciU saenoe wiu apply eifectunl

remeJiis ' such were compulsorily adopted iu factories, aud wiiy boI in coal iiiiues ?

A? coal miniiig is oquaUv us indispensable a branch of commerce as inauulaeturing
aud seafaring, why should not the coal miner's lile be considered as valuable as the
life of the soUor aud factory hand. Is human life considered less sacred in cliristiaa

Uritaiu than in heathen Chiua and barbarous Koine ; it appears so, aud it appears,
that worshipping at the altar of Mammon aud shrine of Moloch are now principal
considerations ; Christianity aud huinauity secoudary cousiderations only.

As I have no pret<;n.sion whatever to literary or scicntitic attainments, it cuimot be
expected that my ideas of plans and schemes can be professionally explained. 15ut

however faiuily or vaguely conveyed. 1 will endeavour to describe my idens ot a plan
which if adopted may prove not only successful in preventing explosions by dispel-
ling all foul and gaseous accumulations iu coal mines but also render their arliiicial

atmospheres less dangerous to health and easier to work in ; in short, render facility

aud safety in mining operations which are not at present iu iiracticc, nor would
testing its efficiency be very expensive.

I consider that a strong current of air may be easily driven through all parts of a
coal mine, however deep or shallow in veins, by means,of revolving fans and zinc

tubes or pipes. The fans to be constructed, uot like window veutUatora, but similar

to the winnowing apparatus named fans or fanners iu corn-thrcshiug machines, or
the substitution ibr bellows in large iron-works. As the fans of wimiowiiig ni.achiuca

throw a strong current of air a eoiisiderable distance in open spaces, revolving fans
in rapid motion in the limited space of a coal mine must naturally throw it much
further ; therefore, although placed a cousiderable distance apart from each other,

they would take up the draught of each other and pass it along towards tho
shaft. But iu order to have this elfect, thoy must all turn one w.iy, that is, from each
direction towards the shaft, and to keep the ordinary workingway clear of obstruc-
tion, they must be placed as near the roof as possible, like drums in cotton factories,

and to prevent them from carrying their draught right round, consequently partially

back, each must have a board jilaced horizonliiUy over it, as close as it is possible for
the fans to turn. About three juclies of the sides of each paddle or wing of the fans

must turn upwards, similar to the aides of a tea-tray, to keep the draught in ouo
channel. The fans must not be boxed in or enclosed in any kiud of casing, aud, as

they would meet with no further resistance than their own draught, they could he
easily worked by means of treddles, such as are common to velocipedes aud grinding
barrows ; one man with connecting straps or ropes could easily turn as mauy of them
as would be necessary in a hundred yards distance.

I'erhaps, it might be here remarked that a succession of fans as adverted to would
raise a sufTocating dust and scatter it about iu all directions, but such would not be

the case, but, on the contrary, their draught would suck into its regular channel, dust
fVom other parts of the mine. They would evidently exert an influence upon the

dust Ijing direct underneath them ; their drauglit would raise it and carry it along
in one direction as far as tile mine ran straight, where there are turuiugs of course the

fans must be placed as circumstances require.

As air confined like water can be forced iu any direction, a tube should be run from
the surface or top of the shaft, and continued along the roof of the mine right up to

the face of the workings, aud lengthened when necessary, and in all directions by
branch pipes. Fed at the top by means of large bellows, sudi bellows worked by the

surface engine, necessarily there for other purposes. By this contrivance the miners
at work would inhale a considerable quantity of pure air, which their lungs can not
receive in the ordinary way as in any other way except similarly forced to where
they arc employed. And as the air became foul the fans would drive it back towards
the shaft, and lest the shaft became foul or dusty, or in any way impede the usual

course of labor, another tube should be run down and terminate with the shalt, to

receive the foul air from the nearest fan to it, which might be easily conveyed to it

by confining the air by means of oiled canvas from the last or nearest fan to the

mouth of the tube, then pumped or sucked off, on the atmospheric railway principle.

By this plan of fan and tube ventilation a thorough draught would pervade all parts

of the pit on a mechanical principle.

Fans nor tubes would require neither polishing, burnishing, nor varnishing, but
roughly made and that of cheap and common materials ; therefore the whole arrange-

ment of fans and tubes throughout a mine of miles in length, would not cost any-,

thing approaching to the amount of money sinking a shaft would do, and yet con-

vey more fresh air to the mine than a dozen of shafts could admit of.

Having given the foregoing outlines of my plan of ventilation, I think it might be

now iu substance understood—at all events, ;its general tendencies—in a few more
words. It is undoubtedly subject to amendments and improvements. However, by
such an arrangement, millions of feet of fresh air could in a short time be forced

through a pipe of a few inches bore, that could never And its way down a shaft or

through pipes under atmospheric action. The fans would draw or drive it as it be-

came foul from the outlet of the tubes and face of the workings towards the foul air

tube, with a strong current continually making room for the continual supply of

fresh air, and there could be no danger from strong draughts apprehended, as the

tubes would discharge the air upon the face of the workings, and the fans would keep

their draught in one regular channel. The tubes may be sunk into the wall of the

shaft, so as not to occupy any of its ordinary room. Probably it might be deemed
necessary to work the fans by a small shaft engine on the self smoke-consuming
principle in extensive mines ; but I do not think it would be necessary to keep them
continually in full play, but at intervals, as circumstances demanded.
However, this mechanical appliances or arrangement of tubes for the admlssimi of

pure atmospheric air, fans for the expulsion of foul air and tubes for drawing on all

dangerous gases, would naturally prevent anything from remaining stagnant, and

keep everything in free and full circulation, consequently render coal mines not only

quite safe to toil in at all times with naked or unprotected light, but much healthier

than they are. Aud if knowledge entails responsibility, as from those to whom
much is given much is required, the terrific sacrifices of human life in coal pits

must be accounted for through some agency or other by those concerned over

However imperiect or defective my description of this fan and tube plan of ventila-

tion may be, it may if published prove at all events instrumental in suggesting some
practical plan or improvement to some scientiflc experimentalist, who may finally

accomplish-and I hope will-what my efforts aim at—the preservation of coal-miners

from gaseous explosions. I am, &c..

2, St. Anne's-lane, Old Pye-street, Westminster, S.W.
Duncan MoPhajl.

SEWAGE IRRIGATION. '7^ „
Sib,—The effectual drainage of towns is so intimately connected with the well

being of society in a monetary, sanitary, and social sense as to render any attempt

to utilize urban excreta not only a question of great public importance, but ol great

public utility.

Thesourceof pollution and often of pestilence from the mcphitic exhalations ot

stagnant masses or sluggish streams, the difflculty has been to ri'nder it available at

rates at which it could be used for arresting the loss of alkalies absorbed from the soil

in the ordinary course of cropping.
Its value as manure is unquestionable. The only question is one ot apphcation-<*f

of elimination as a friable manure on the one hand or fluid manure, either pure or de-
odorised, on the other.

""'''

It Is contended that elimination can only be effected at a sacrifice ofthe morce»»eB*i

tlal elcmenta of fertility contained in the more fluid portion of the mass whicli »'

perfectly comjiatlhle with analytical results, while those who have used it mouldel
into bricks for theconvenience of transit, characterise itas onlysomuch "sad ' cartn,

adding httie or nothing to fertility.

.ii/ijiuuiij I;-!-'); .iu'ii'i- 'Uij 1- iiiiiv
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V»i*i\ ns (Inifl nmntir^ it \h not opeti to thORo objecfiona, rntnlnlnjr fho rssential

olomciitff of fortllfty until absorbed by tho soU. it is tjotonly nutrr rt'ftdily rlaljorated

and .'thKnrb*>d liy vof:<'tatlon1lian friaitlf manuro, Imt lias tbo additional advanta^o of
componsiitiujf I'dr tliflosa of ammouia to which rain i« Butijt'ct before touching the
soil.

Tlic iiiodo of application l« both easy and fl-oo of nnKinccrln^ dUIlcnltlcs. Brick
dminHor '^in7.vi\ pipos for tbepnrpoaesof drainapc and impermeable rcpcrvoirs, mains,
flnfTM and stand pipes aionj; tin- roadways an<l cross roads are the appliances.
Hut any artenipt to traverse adjoinin<»- roads either with pipes or open dilcea will

incviialily result in failure as a Ilxed cbar^;e per acre for irri<;ralion would be rejjardt'd

brthecon^umer in the light of an additional rent, and cUcctually Ijar 1 he object in

view.
'Consumption would necessarily vary in particular lnF;tances accordine: to the state

of the Season, the nature of tlie crop under culture and amount of moisture retained
In the soil relatively to under drainaj^e or otl;erwlse.
Curried witliin easy rau'^e of the consumer, the means of Irrifration should he left to

the ordinary course of sujiply and demand. It could then be carted from the nearest
stand pipe as occasion reipiirod, and yield a larjjer revenue than any uniform system
of ratiui; that could be adoptf-d.
The sewajre of the metrojiolts appliedin this way, ailowin;; the population to amount

to thrf-e millions, would be equivalent to a minimum Irrijcatiou of an inch deep per
annum of upwards of two million acres, in area ns miles square, and supplied at the
rati' of l,fi(W,.'»lIons, or over 4 tons, for nshilllnfr, yieldin>r a revenue of £1,IH:;,.')00 per
annum, represeutintr a capital, at .5 per cent., of .£;j2,8.'i0,000.

Croiidan, where I believe a company lias been formed, with a popul.ation, aceordiuET
to the last census, of 2.1,000, now probably about 20,():)I, would bec()ual to tiieirritration
ata minimum depth ofan inch per annum ofabout lS,^;il acres, or area .5J miles s(iuarc,
equal to a revenue of i:i3,(ir8 i>er annum, or capital, at .'i per cent., of £a73,".W.

Cnrlwle. with a population in IWil of •iiSflW, aug-meuted to TO.ooo, would irrigate
21,997 acrts per annum, at a mlnimnm depth of an inch per acre, or area nearly six
miles square, and yielel a revenue of £lfl,«j per annum, equal to a capital, at .5 per
cent., of £:!20,.')fio.

llrinhton, havinff adopted the Local SfanaKement Act, with a population In IS.'il of
09,073, now say 80,C00, would be equivalent to the irriKation of .W,cno acri'S, an inch
deeji per annum, or area lij miles square, and yield a revenue of X43,S0O per annum,
equivalent to a capitsl. at .'i jier cent., of £870,0(10.
Birmlnffham, in 18il, contained a population of '-'.T2,s41, increased to .100,000, would

irrig-ftte ~'11*,97,5 acres per annum, at a minimum depth of an inch per acre, or area 18J
miles square, equivalent to a revenue of £10*,'.;50 per annum, on £3,285,000 capital at 5
percent.
Leeds, Liverpool, Jtanchester, and other towns and cities in proportion to popula-

tion, discharee, and depth of irri','ation—while the population of tlie three kinffdoms,
taken at30 millions, would be equivalent to the irriq-ation, an inch deep per annum, of
about '22 million acres, or less than half the acreage in cultivation, or an area upwards
of SSi! miles square, and yield a revenue, at the rate of l,000(rallon8for ashillinar,
of lf>i miiUons stcrlinj; per annum, representing a capital, at 5 per cent., of 328.J
millions.

It has been proved by experience that the soil acts as a deodoriser, and no other
ill-effects or noisome effluvia would arise from its application than from the most
ordinary bucolic odours, but if deodorisation be insisted upon, it could be effected with
a ehewp mineral acid. I am, &c.,
December, 13, 1800. F C. M

PLANNING.
Sir,—"What I have to complain of, as regards the paper on "Planning," by your

able contributor, Mr. S. Iluggins, is that it is so far unsatisfactory that instead of
satisfying, it creates a craving appetite for very much more on the same subject from
the same pen ; it being one which is scarcely so much as touched upon at all in
books. Published plans arc left to speak for themselves, without being aecon:panied
by a word of explanatory remark, notiiing to instruct or interest by calling attention
to particulars which unless distinctly pointed out are likely to escape notice. It is
not every one who, however familiar he may be with plans, is able, or will else take
the pains to examine them critically, so as ta clearly discern more than is obvious
upon a cursory inspection. There surely is room for a publication that would give
us some studies of plans and planning; for besides being a novelty, it might help to
correct that sloveuliness as to plan wliich is one of the vices of the present day,

I am, &e.,
PHlLlCnNOCRAPniC.

LINCOLN GRAM5IAR SCHOOL COMPETITION.
Sir,—In your notice this week of the Lincoln Grammar .School Competition, you

allude to one of the live selected for further consideration, and bearing the motto
" Ides," name unknown. The authors of that design are myself and Mr. ,Tame8
Thomson, and our names were attached, as usual in such cases ; and the only way
of making the unknown known will be, by your courtesy, through the columns of
your wide-spread Journal. With apologies for troubling you, I am, &e.,

.o ,!. . George SiMHONDS.
20, Bessboro'-itRet, Pimlico, December 15th, 1800.

ARCHITECTS' TRAVELLING EXPENSES.
Sir,

—
"Will you insert the following in the Bujldino News, with a view to obtain

a reply from any of your subscribers 1

"A subscriber wishes to know if there is any case on record of an Architect re-
covering trayelling expenses in a court of law for work done in the country."

I am, &c.,
John Wimble.

U, Union-court, Old Broad-street, E.C., DecemlKr 18th, 1800.

ROYAL ENGINEEKfS.
Sir,—The various works now under execution for our national defences having

employed every available officer in the above corps, it is found necessary to overrule
the usual practice of removing au officer from tlie command when he attained the
rank of lieutenant-general, because no other officer can be had to take his place.
A writer in the Civil Service Oazvtte suggests tliat a selected number ot tlie first-class

civil officers of the Itoyal Engineer Department should obtain commissions, to make
uj) for the deficiency of qualified military officers.

Would it not be f-ir better to make both branches independent of each other,
giviiiir the civil works over to the civil department, and the military works to the
military officers? In the civil branch a higher grade should be created, as military
arehit(tct, with the rank of major or lieutenant-colonel, this grade to be open to all
ranks by competitive examination, and the military architect (one to each district)
sliould have the charge of all civil buildings for the armv, and direct the affairs of
the civil brancii.
At the same time both branches might work In conjunction, as at present, on large

works of a mixed cliaraeter, and engineer officers requiring practical experience in
the carrying out of works, might be associated with military architects for a short
time J but every young officer, hefore he olitains his jiermanent rank as lieutenant,
should serve at least two years with a mihtary architect, acting in the capacity of
what is at present called clerk of works. Ho shoold be insfnicted by the architect
in at] the practical branches of the profession, and be made familiar with working
drawings, specifications, and estimates.

I throw this Buggeatlon out In a very crude form, and Ml/elt Votil'i«tlJtcn'''>tiiidM
lercon. I'«Bi,«c., '' • ""''^ "

.. ! OnFtLoun.'"^

•/•:•- :< ': -
' .' • WATER COLOR DKAWIXOS. '

£0l,>-I yentnre to nixffest to Mr. Payne one other reason for (h. iiarflcles of
finding their way from the picture to the glass, and that Is l<" :ittracticbi/

This is easily proved by putting an ordinary U-ad frame, fae. -. and w4lfe
the glass in its place, upon a table u|>on which are li^^lit p.i: '.r^psof
jiaper, &c.; upon rubbing the upper sirle of the glass bn-! lllw
or duster it becomes cliapged with positive electricity, m tip

from the tabli? and adhen; to the undershie of the gtjt- able
that every time the glass is cleaned as the pic^fure hangs in it... place, partJeletMO
attracted from ttie drawing, in time forming the pictures spoken of, and titia tboUj^U
the joints may be perfectly air-tight. Vours, Ac., „

Thus. GooiKMiM' K s.A,
December 19, 1800.

"
^ o»

PRESERVATION OF STONE. "^.

Sir,—My attention having been drawn to vour article in your Issue of Not! Mfi;
wherein you state, "the other schemes wltich liave been tried at the V.--- ' -^ Par-
liament seem to have completely failed" j as the patentee of tin -ted
process, without wishing to enter into tin? controversy which has b. :i for

some time uiion the subject, 1 merely, in justice to myself and tothe^rmi-iin-n «iiosc
names arc affixed fliereto, beg to enclose a copv of the report on my patent, and trust
you will, in justice, correct an error which I am sure TUiir impartiality will not
allow to continue. I am, Ac,

.J. i:. D^I!BI/n
5, Little Argyll-Street, W„ December 2()L |

TENDERS-
Wareiioises, Norwich.

For the works in the erection of warebonsea for Mr. W. I". Edwards. St. Stephen's,
Norwich. Mr, John Daymond Ellis, architect, Norwich,

Jlricklmtr, Plaaterer, Maton, Slater, and Tiler.

J. W. Lacey .....£499 '

Carpenter and Joiner. •-

Thomas Brooks f-l? 10
Smith and Founder.

rinson 347
Plumber, Painter, and Glazier. ' *

J.andJ.KiDg 218 10 i

Total £1,705

CovERiNO Ranelagh Sewer, hear I'ark-koad.
For the Metropolitan Board of Works. ' " li.r; ai" r

William Wise £1,451 I John Walker........Hi^iJ^(ii^'i.3.vi£i;3W
Thomas Baldwin 1,432 10 W. Dethick 1,2»
W.Hill 1,335 0|E. Thirst 1,8.50

The tender of Mr. E. Thirst was accepted, subject to the usual inquirlea. The
estimate of the Engineer of the Board was il,200.

RoADwoRK, kc, Malvern.
For setting out., excavating for, and forming roads, footpaths, and sewers, on

land east side of railway, for the Great Malvern Hotel Company (limited), Mr. E.
W. Elraslie, architect.

Hayes and AVarmington, Worcester .,..,£1,350
Edwards, Kiaivern •......•»..... 850

Holt, Malvern (accepted) 828

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
HOTEL.

SALTBiiRN-BV-TnE-SEA,—For dcsigns, with estimates, for a commmliona hotel,

at Saltburn-by-tlie-Sea, in Cleveland, for the .Stockton and Darlington Railway
Company. I'rcmiums will f3c awarded by the directors for the most approved
plan. No. 1. S.M, second ditto. No. 2. £.10. A sketch of the ground may be
obtained by application at the railway office, Darlington. It is recommended that

he designs be sent in, under device, accompanied by scaled estimate. Designs and
estimates by January 31.

CORN EXCHANGES, *c,
Newbury.— The Newbury Local Hoard of Health propose to lay out a sum of

£3,5(X)in the erection of a corn exchange, ISO feet bv 50 feet, and of three reception-

rooms, of the respective dimensions of 50 by 2.>, 25 liy 25, and '25 by 25 feet, wiUi
proportionate heiu'lit, on a site adjoining tlie Market-place. The approach tothe
corn excliango should be immediately from the ^larket-place. Ihe reception-

rooms, witli the approaches thereto, should occupy the floor over the entrance to

the com exchange. The Hoard arc open to receive designs, and plans and per-

spectives (all uncolored but with figures denoting the respective admeasurementJiX
with specifications and estimates. The plans, specifications, and estimates should
show and state what would be the plan and cost of the corn exchange irrespectire of
till' three reception-rooms. A premium of 15 guineas will be given to the architect

wliose plans, specifications, anil estimates are adopted, unless such architect should

be selected and appointed to superintend the carrying out of the work. I'lans.Ac,

to be delivered at tiie office of R. F. Graham, clerk to the Newbury Local Board of
Health, Newbury, by .January 3, 1801, and to bear some notification which shall

correspond witir letters under seal in an envelope addressed to Mr. Graham, which
letters will not be opened until the designs, ,tc. shall have been selected. The site

of the proposed buildings will be shown, and plans thereofobtained, by application
at the clerK's office.

BuRV ST. Edmlnp's.—For plans and estimates for the erection of a now com ex-
change, with butchers' shambles at the north end thereof, as shown by the ground
plan of the site, for the Town Council of the borough of liury St. Edmund's. T»e
materials to be iron and glass, as far as may be considered practicable for such a
building. A ground plan of the site may be obtained on application at the town
clerk's. Plans and estimates to be sent'at tlie risk and cost of the sender, ad-
dressed to William .<almon, town clerk, at Ills office, by January 10, 1801. A
premium, not exceeding 25 guineas, will be given for the beet plan, and another,
not exceeding 10 guincaa, fortlio second-best pUn. Tlic plan and estimate
for which the highest premium shall be paid shall become the property of the
Council. .,-..' '

TOWN-HALL.
NoRTHA.MPTON.—The Municipal Council ha.s extended tho time fbr receiving
designs foxt^j^WjTo^Ur hull and other buildings to tho 1st February next.

COItN EXCHANGE. -^

L£EP«.r.7For the erectjon of a corn exchange, with offices and eellars altaehcd"
tliereto, siti'taie near the White Cloth Hall, in the town of Leeds, I'lans. spceiffj'*

cations, and terms of contract, at the office of Jlr. Cuthbert Brodrlck, architect, 17,

East-parade, Leeds, on and after Monday, the luth inst. bealed tenders to be sent
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to theTown Clerk's office, Leeds, on or before Monday, the 24th, addressed to

tte "C^aimum of the Jlarkets Committee," oidorsed "Tender for Corn

SCHOOLS, Ae.
BBIcnTLisosKA.—For the ereetioii of new Wesleyan se^iools and teacher's residence,

<t Ilrii;btlU|!svit, Essex. Prawinys, &e., areliiteef8 Coleliester office, Mr. Cliaries
Viir»!,r Havwur-I. J, ^t. .lolin's-terraee, from Ktli to 31«t December, on or bolore''••-' Urs are nquired to be delivered to Mr. Ebeuezer Koot,

. i-ndorsed.
i . . itiun of a new infanta' echool, kitchen, and offices, together

»\,;.i ,,«.. ...Ki.iis u>jiicnees. at Donin<,'ton, Lineohi, for the Trustees of Cowley's
Ch.\rit) . rians. ,Vc,, at the ollices of Messrs. Kirk and I*arry, architects, Sleaford.
S<alt »i U'Uiiers to be delivered at the office of Gi-orfre Wjles, clerk to Cowley's
Charily Truatee«, liorbliug, Folkiu^^liam. by January 7, 1861.

Thorm;. -For theerectioaof a school and master's residence, at Thome. Plans,
4c., to the 29th December, at the reace-hall, iu Thorne. Sealed tenders, cither for
thewholeor separate portions of the works required, to William Lister, Clerk to
the Tnuteea d Brooke's Charity, at bi3 office. South-parade, Thorne, till the
31st December.

^nCAKAGK.
DirSHAM.—For the erection of a new vicaroKC house, at Monk Heseldon, in the
county ofDurham. I'lnns, Ac, at Monic Heseldon Vicarage, on the 27th and 28th
December ;aud on foUowim; Mondav and Tuesday, with Mr. J. Henry, Dun Cow-
lane, Durham. Tenders to the Ker. &. Taylor, Hutton- Henry, Fcrryhill, endorsed
" Tender," by January 5.

BATHS.
BnimtGiLAic.—For the execution of the works required in the erection and com-

pletion of the new baths, iu Northwood-sireet. llirminp;ham. Drawings, &c., at
tbe oAcea of Mr. V,'. Martin, arcliitect, Cliristchurch-buildlngs, Birminsliam.
Tenders to be addretsed to the Baths and Parks Committee, endorsed " Tenders
for Baths, Northwood-street," and sent, under cover, to Thomas Standbridge, Esq.,
Town Clerk, Temple-street Birmingham, by January II, 1801.

ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS.
Heccuondwike.—For the dlflerent works required to be executed in the altera-

tions and exttywtve additions to Spring- house, lleckmondwiko. Plans, &c., at the
office of tbe architect, from 24th to 2rth l>eceml>er ; and at the George Hotel.
Bcekmondwike, ou December 2.-* to December 31. Sealed tenders to be delivered
to John Simpson, architect, <i. William-street, Little Horton-lane, Bradford; or
left St the George Hotel, Heckmondwike, bv January 1, IbOl.

WORK.S.
ITtWAPPLETON.—For work to be done at Nunnpplefon, near Tadcaster. Plans, &c.,
with 3Ir. Wright, Nunappleton. Schedules of the quantities at the office of the
architect, Mr. E. B. Lamb, 3, Hintic-strcet, Manchester-square, W., Loudon.
Scaled tenders to the architect, on December 31.

BRKWEKY WOKKS.
BcRNLEV.—For the erection of new buildings in connexion with Bridge End
Brewery, Burnley. Drawings. &c., at the brewery, from the 24th iust. Sealed
Tenders to be deUrered at the office of H. J. Paull, architect, 57, Market-street,
Burnley, by 10 o'clock a.m., of J anuary 8. Preference wUl be given to tenders for
the entire works.

HOTEL.
Cbester.—For an additional wing to the Queen Railway H tel, Chester. Plans.&c.
ftom 17(h inst., with Mr. T. M. Penson. the Bars Hone . Chester. Tenders to
R. L. Jones. Secretary, endorsed •' Tender for additions works, Queen Railway
Hotel," by 28th Dec. (See advertisement.)

DWELLING-HOUSES.
Leeds.—For the crcetion of three dwelling-houses. Draw igs, &c., with Mr. W.

Hill, architect, 71, Albion-street, Leeds. Tenders by Dece iber 28.
Bekvick (N. B.)—For the several works in the erection of o csidence and offices on

a site nearthc old Abbey of Dundrcnnan, in Rerwick, for John M'Dowall, Esq., of
Girstcnwood. Plans, &c., at the office of Messrs. D. and J. Sproat, merchants,
Kirkcudbrlgbt. W. U. Corson, of 20, Cooper-street, Manchester, is the architect.

TIMBER POND.
HoRTn Eastern- Raiewat.—For the construction of a timber pond of the extentof
Ave acres at Tync Docks, for the North Eastern Railway. Plans, &c., at the En-
gineer's Office, Central Station. New^castle, from Dec. 24. Tenders to be sent In to
tie Secretary, at York, endorsed " Tender for Thnber Pond," by Jan. 3, 1861. (See
adrertlsement.)

PAVING.
wniTEcnAPEE.—For the execution of the several paving works connected with the
Whltechapel District, described in the spccitieation or schedule of contract pre-
pared by direction of Iheltoard; such tender to particularise the variation ofprice
(If any) for the respective terms of one, two, or three years, the Board reserving to
themselves the right to determine therefrom the period of the duration of the con-
tract. Specification and form of tender may be obtained at the office of the Board
UMn payment of lOs. Tenders, (on printed form only), to be delivered at the
office of the Board before 4 p.m., of January 7.

SEWERAGE.
**Wa>s.—For laving down stoneware tube sewers, and the construction of brick

jewers, and all gullies and otlier work connected therewith, forl2months. Speci-
flaUons may l>e seen on and after Thursday, the i:ith inst., at the office of Mr.
JUward Fillitcr, C.K., borough surveyor. Town-hall, Leeds. Sealed tenders ad-
drnaed tothe streets and Sewerage Committee, Town Clerk's office, Leeds, and
ouiqised "Tender for Sewerage Works," to be sent in not later than 10 o'clock in

K)n of Friday, the 28th inst
•—f'or any or all of the following contracts, according to plans anc
ions by Mr. Wm. Bums, C.E., Ely :—Contract A.—For the supply of^ntoc miles of stoneware sewer-plpea. Note.—No fire-clay pipes can be

assented nnder any condition. Contract B.—For the supply of about nine miles of
OSK^lnp water-pipes. Contract C—For sinking and boring a well. Contract D.—Mr Uying and Jointing sewer and wafer pipes. Contract E.—For providing sluiceTMra imd hydrants. Contract F.—For making and fixing a malleable iron tank,
«feet diameter and 16 feet deep; and two small tanks. 12 feet diameter. Contract
g-—J^O' "" supply of cast-iron pillars, girders and other castings. Contract H.—
»or proTidmg and fixing a pair of duplicate horizontal steam-engines of about 10-
Uprse power, with duplicate sewage pumps, a scoop-wheel, and duplicate boilers.
also a pair of dnplieate vertical engines, with duplicate pumps and boilers of about
O-horsc power each. Contract K.—For building manure tanks, shod, boiler-
nonses, chimneys, water-tower, public baths, board-room, manager's house, and
wmianen'shonses. Doplicate copies of the Bpccifications, witliforms of tender,
^edaleaofquantities.&c.may be had on application to Mr. E. Felkin. clerk tone Ixwal Board. Mile-town, Sbeemess, on pavment of 58. for each contract. Mr
Barns, the engineer, will attend at the office of the Local Board, Sheerness, on the
2-th, 2>tli, 2'.itti. and :JOth inst. with the plans, to give any explanation which
intending contractors may require.

ROADWOKK, &c.
BTOKE Newiwctow,—For making roads and laying stoneware pipe drainage on the
Gordon Estate. Stoke Newlngton. I'lans, &c., with Mr. J. IT. Rowley, architect,
17. St. Uelen's-place. Bbihopsgatc-strect, City, to whom tenders by January 1.
1861. (See advertisement).

j i
<

DRAINAGE. Ac.
ALrac,— FVjr the drainage and enclosure of the land, purchased for the new bnrlal-
gronnd. Plans, Ac. with Mr. Cliarlca Jones, surveyor. Grove Cottage, near the old
ehnreh, Ealing. Sealed tenders to be forwarded to Wm. Henry Sanders, clerk to
tbe Burial Board, Old Brentford, by eleven a.m., January 2, 1801.

JIILITAKY.
IIoi.viiEAD.—For erecting a battery, and buildings connected therewith, at Olipera

I'oiut, Holyliead. Parties desiring to tender must leave tlieir names at the Royal
Engineer OBice, '225. Strotford-rond, Jlauchester, on or before the 29th instant
and pay 10s. Od. for bills of quautities.

ROADWORK.
Great Gkimsby.—For supplying all materials, making and completing about 9S
chains of roads which have recently been laid out in forming the new streets la
the East Jlarsh. eomiirisuig a thorough system of tubular drainage, counter-
sinking, and forming the surface, and doing all other groundwork ; ti.xing York-
shire kerbstones and channels, constructing all rtKiuisite cesspools, breaking and
laying on the road material, &c. The plans and siiccifications may be insin-cted,
and further information obtained, on applying at the OlHce of Mr. Chapman, the
surveyor, Robinson-streot, Grimsby. Sealed tenders must be delivered at tbe
Town Clerk's Office, Great Grimsby, marked "Tenders for Koads-making," by
4 p.m. of January I.

RIVER WORKS.
Spalding.—For the repair and restoration, and the maintenance and keeping in

repair, of the fascine work banks and piers on each side of the river Welland, ffom
Fosdyke-bridge to the extremity of the present confined channel seawards, for
the term of five years. Plan and specifications of the works as they now exist,
and of the state in which they are to be kept, can be seen at the Office, in
Spalding, of C. T. Bonner, clerk to the Trustees. Tenders, to be m,arked " Tender
for Welland Outfall Works," to be sent to him before 12 noon of January 9, 1861.

New Catholic Church, Chelsea.—A new chapel has just been added
to St. Mary's, the Catholic church in Chelsea, and was opened on Sunday. The
arcliitect is Mr. E. Welby Pugin. The nave opens into the newly-erected chapel
through an arcade of three arches, sustained on marble sliafts. The interior of
the chapel is highly ornamental, and is enrielied with variously colored marbles,
beautiful spars, and alabaster, and sliows exquisite finish in the most minute
details.

Stamford (^Lincolnshire).—The four crocketted pinnacles wliich
crowned the fine tower of the beautiful Perpendicular or third Pointed (loth
century) church of St. John, Stamford, liave just been replaced by new ones.

The work has been well executed by Mr. Tinkler. Stamford can boast of pos-
sessing two medieval churches of one period—St. John's and St. Martin's—botli

being rich specimens of the last style introduced previous to the Reformation.

Caistor.—Restoration of the Church.—A meeting of subscribers to

the Church Restoration fund was held in the parish vestry on Monday last, for

the purpose of selecting an architect, and discussing certain matters of a prelimi-

nary character. It was unanimously resolved that Mr. Butterfield, of London,
should be solicited to prepare a plan and an estimate ofthe work. On the question
of appropriated seats being mooted, a conversation ensued, which resulted in a
unanimous decision in favor of leaving all the seats unappropriated and free.

The town has been canvassed for subscriptions with very gratifying success ; up-
ward of £500 is already promised. A considerable sum is cipectcd to be realised

by the subscription cards, which are being widely circulated and liberally patron-
ised. We are glad to hear that a thorough renovation of the building is contem-
plated, and that from £800 to £1,000 Is proposed to be expended upon it.

ANi?WERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All letters and communications to be addressed to tlie Editor of the Bl'ILDINO News, 20,

Old Boswell-court, St. Ciemcut's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused manuscrlots.

W. S Probably in Ducbatel's work, entitled " Instruction ct Proffrarame pour la Construc-
tion dcs Halsons d'Arret et de Justice," published in 1842.

R. Philley Simply the remains of an ancient custom, and a matter of form.
A SoLiciTOE Thanks for fixpression of approval.—Llncohi's-inn-flelds contains about 12
acres ; Russell-sqiiareand Belgrave-square. about ten. and Trafalgar-square, about 4 acres

;

Eaton-square is the largest, and contains 1.5 acres. We shall be glad to learn the result.
C. W. T ^Nothing prevents but want of space.
A Tti^o Yeahs' Subsckiber You can get the book at Downiuc-strcet only, it is not
published ; say what you wish to know, we will refer to our copy for you.

F. It.—A trade secret, and the process is carefully concealed.
S. Feeletson Messrs. Maw's illustrated price list was sent to us, it is the fault of manu-
facturers that we do not more frequently notice illustrated and other trade lists. We have
more than once advocated unifonnity of size; were trade lists of a:uniforra size they
might be bound together to Ho on an offlce-table as a useful book of reference. Let us
suggest a size for the pages—say that of tbe Building News, it is as convenient a form as
any ; we shall be happy to note any instance where our hint has been adopted.

-Any dealer wIU give you an estimate.
'The Electric Telegraph Company,"-

T. Farley.-
J. Rose—An Act for forming and regulating '

' -Victoria, cap. 44.

William T E BunhiU Fields burylng-ground was opened as a suburban cemetery In
IGG.'i. in tbe time of the tlreat Plague.

Revd. X. X Thanks. Sliall appear.
A^EADEU.—Will be found in our last volume.
.SAMtTEL KHRLE The rebuilding was begun in 1220.
W. Pollen.—According toiUre, artists brushes or halrpencUs arcmadeof thehair of the
sable, tbe miniver, the marten, the badger, and the polecat. When properly cleaned the
hair H placed in small tin pans with flat bottoms, with the tips of tbe hair upwards. On
striking the bottom of the pan sliglitly upon a table, tbe hairs get arranged parallel to each
other, and their delicate points rise more or less according to tlieir lengths. The longer
ones arc then ]»icked out and made into so many separate parcels, whereby each parcel

ii may be composed of equally long bairs. The perfection of the pencil depends upon this
equality ; the tapering point being produced simply by the attenuation of the tips.

S. JAMES.—We cannot find time to search in old Post Oftiee Directories.
S. McrniLLAN.—Shall hear from us.
Z. A.—Perhaps a saturated solution of alum would be better.
A Cleuk We cannot at present call to mind any cast-iron arch bridge of more than 2J50 feet
span ; probably a misprfnt.

W. TnoMPsos.—A notice of the second edition of Fairbaim's " Useful Information for En-
gineers" will shortly appear.

W. AND iJ—No reply vet received.
T. Calthobpe yes, if suitable. We must see MS.
II. Black—You would appear to have a claim for one week's wages ; we cannot enter into
the other questions.

J. W. s The open court of the Royal Exchange Is about 113 feet byM feet; the corridor
being 21 feet wide, in addition.

C. P—Will lie reported in ertemo.
A Clergyman.-Yes, it is .desirable to lay the 'stones on their natural bed; It is always

better, but in some cases not so necessary as In others.
J. R. (Brighton.)-Perhaps the destructive result is to be attributed to the timber having
lain some time in s.ilt-water ; we know of no remedy.

L. L. C—The roof of King's College. Cambridge, la said to be of chestnut.
O. Williamson—Panels, three feet wide, could hardly be expected to stand in such a trying
situation.

T. KuBsuN Shall be Inquired Into.
E. EnwAEOBs—Sketch shall be engraved ; thanks. Shall proof bo sent ?
R. B N.—Too late for insertion this week.
Received—W. Thompson; J. W. and Co.; C. .T. M. : V. R; Subscriber (ShrowshuTT)

;

R.Southey; W. Cartwrlght ; C.P.W.; It. .S.(Ely); K. S.(lJedminstcr); Clerk ofWorks;
O.Audley R.T.
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OUR RETROSPECT OF THE PAST YEAR.

_
xlKJlilii short (lays will suflicc to bring us and our

readers to the end of tlie eventful year,

1860; and with the present Number we
close the Sixth Volume of our Journal.
Of the latter it has never been our custom
to say much. Wq are ourselves satisfied

with the circulation, to which we have
attained, and have no desire to occupy the
attention of our readers, with any felicita-

tion on that sustained advancement in the
excellence of our articles or our illustra-

tions, of which the public, to whose
judgment we defer, have expressed their

approval, by according us that most accept-
able of all proofs, an extensive circulation.

Of the closing year it may be truly said,

it has been momentous as was its pre-
decessor in events of historical importance.
The political convulsions, inaugurated last

year in Austrian Italy, and rife during the
present 'year thoughout other parts ot the
Peninsula— Parma, Tuscany, Piedmont,
Sicily, and the Papal States, have not

indeed shaken our own empire ; but, aided by the aspect of political

aBairs nearer home, the unsettled state of Europe has not left us

entirely unaffected by the martial events passing about us ; and to the

rumours of war we have had during the earlier months of the past

jfear to add the danger of civil convulsion, as threatened in a serious

fitriko of the building-operatives. Though now happily ended, the

evil consequences attributable to that conflict between master and man
may still be seen, in the recent serious failures of large building firms

that have occurred during the last few weeks of the closing year.

Were the true history of this strike laid open, we should doubtless

realise well the trial of privation and hardship, to which both masters
and men have been subjected by the continuance of that deplorable

struggle : some of the hands having remained out of employment for a

period of sixteen weeks, and the weekly payment in their aid having
at the close of the strike sunk to such a pittance as 3s. 6d. to artificers

and 23. 6d. to their labo rers. One cheering fact there was in connexion
with this sad strike, and we gladly record it ;—a comparative absence
of civil crime or disorder amongst the poor men, who were enduring
the temptations to anarchy, naturally consequent on this terrible

visitation.

But, whilst society may be congratulated on a fact so creditable to

our woi-king men, another of the natural results, to be expected from
the strike in the building trade, has not been so happily staved off.

The trade has certainly languished during the past year; and capi-

talists have become shy of entering upon projected works, whose pro-
gress, when once commenced, a threat of a renewal of the strike too
assuredly showed them was very little to be relied on. It will, we fear,

be some time before the public will have regained that confidence in

the pacific relations between contractors and their men, which is so

necessary to render popular that serious operation, familiarly known as,

" dabbling in bricks and mortar."
Death during the past year has been singularly busy with our great

artists ; and has taken from our midst several eminent men, of whom
it may be said that, although they have been removed at an advanced
age from the scene of their labors, they were no mean rivals of the
distinguished artists, who are left behind to honor their memory and
emulate their fame. Of these we may make first mention of Sir Charles
Barry, one of the most accomplished of our English architects ; happily
spared to witness the completion of that great edifice which, whatever
be its shortcomings, possesses in a remarkable degree the quality of
Unity, so rarely observable in works, whose erection has extended over
a long period of years ; and which have not always had, like the Palace
of Westminster, the culminating pencil-stroke of their first designer*
Amongst Civil Engineers we have lost Mr. Joseph Locke, whoso works
are known all over Europe ; and another eminent engineer, to whom
Liverpool owes many of her vast harbor works—Mr. Jesse Hartley. Of
painters we may instance Messrs. Alfred Chalon, Frank Stone, and Sir

•William Ross ; all Royal Academicians, and the artists, Scharf, Lee,
and Landells ; nor, speaking of Art and its literature, must we omit to

notice the death of Sir Charles Fellowes the antiquary, and of the

accomplished Earl of Aberdeen.
We proceed to notice the progress made during the past year in

works of English architecture and engineering. Of these there have

* Whntlior this assertion be literally true, and will apply even to the flying but-
tresses, that sustain the Ua;,^-staff on the Victoria Tower, we are unable to say. They
have a somewhat confused and heavy effect, hardly equal to that of the same features,
indicated in the large geometrical drawings, lent us by Sir Charles, and engraved in
this Journal.

been but i'ew, which owe their origin or first projection to the year
1S60; but many of them have been considerably advanced or actually
completed during the year. Confining our attention to tlie metropolis,
we see that the Metropolitan Board of Works has made considerable
progress with the great sewage scheme, one heavy contract for which
has unfortunately resulted in the failure of the contractor ; and, now that
this great public work has actually been put in hand, one hears again of
the oft-discussed project of the embankment ofthe Thames. The scheme
has now been advocated by a Parliamentary Committee ; and will, we
trust, bo vet carriefl into execution. Its engineering points have been
elaborately discussed in our pages for some time j)ast : the impetus it

would, if realised, give to metropolitan architecture can scarce be over-
estimated. Great progress has already been made in railway, and some
progress in roadway, communication around London, by the partial

construction of the long-talked-ofunderground railway, the connexion
of the railways south of the Thames with Pimlico, the commencement
of the railway-bridge at Ilungcrford, the partial opening of New West-
minster-bridge, and the commencement of the new streets from
Southwark to Westminster, and from Covent-garden to St. Martin's-
lanc ; the two last-named undertakings having an especial interest, on
account of the realisation of subways mvolved m their construction.
In the pubUc parks of the metropolis, the little that has been done

in the way of embellishment, has been in great measure an undoing of
what has been before effected ; a state of things greatly attributable to

the uncertainty of tenure, peculiar to the office of Chief Commissioner
of Works. The construction of a new ride in Kensington-gardens has
been, though part begun, very properly abandoned, (at least for the
present) in deference to the ^i'ery strongly expressed indignation of the
pubhc. AV'e trust it may prove decisive of the matter ; but believe

there is some fear of a speedy revival of the project during the coming
year.

Of architectural works in the metropolis, materially advanced or com-
pleted, our readers have been from time to time informed. We will

here glance at some of them, which are either pf great consequence, or
which will be found illustrated in the present volume.

Very few public edifices have been carried out in the metropolis
during the past year. Perhaps we ought, in courtesy, to make first

allusion to the new offices erected in Spring-gardens for the Metropo-
litan Board of Works, a plan and view of which have been already
engraved in our Journal. The exterior of the building, though un-
objectionable in its design, makes no pretension to a solution of the
moot question oi style in architecture ; being a too. evident adaptation of
the facades of Jones's Banqueting-house at Whitehall, and wholly
destitute of individuality of character.

The new Government Offices have undergone a new mutation alto-

gether. In place of the joint design, prepared by BIr. Scott, the prize-

holder of the Foreign Office competition, and Mr. Digby Wyatt, of the
East India Company, an entire separation of the Indian from the
Foreign Secretary's Office has been determined on ; and the former has
already been housed in one half of the new Westminster I'alace Hotel.
Mr. Scott, meantime, has failed to overcome my Lord Palmerston's
aversion to a Gothic Foreign Office, and has, we understand, prepared
an Italian (Palladian ?) design. We much regret that, if Mr. Scott is

to be the architect of this important structure, a gentleman occupying
so high a position in Europe as a professor of Pointed architecture,

should, by what we conceive to be a Government blunder, be compelled
to build in a style foreign to his own predilections and training as an
architect. It is impossible to predicate a successful result to a great
public work thus inaugurated, by what we can only regard as an act of
ministerial incapacity.

Our readers who are interested, as every English architect should
be, in the ultimate rectitude of any great architectural competition,
will be glad to know that, at least one of the architects, who suc-
cessfully competed some six years ago for the erection of the new
barracks, has been commissioned to erect one. It will be recol-
lected that so long ago Mr. George Morgan gained the first Infantry
Barrack premium, and Messrs. Wyatt and Brandon the first one for

Cavalry Barracks. The former of these gentlemen is now occupied
in constructing a large Infantry Barrack on a site in Chelsea leading
to the New Suspension Bridge; and we understand Messrs. Wyaf{
are likely soon to proceed with a large barrack for Cavalry. We
congratulate these gentlemen on their six years' retention of the
mens sana in corpore sano wherewith to carry out the ultimate scheme
of Her Majesty's Government; but the moral deduuible from this

famous competition reminds one forcibly of the gardeners' rule,

" Plant pears
For your heirs,"

and is, to say the best of it, not very encouraging to any but extremely
young architects, with fair prospects of long years, to realise for

them " the good time coming." They order these mutters better m
France.

Another public work in progress in London is the remodelling of
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•die KationiU Gallery. This, slier years of discussion, has at last

f^been conuuiltecl to Mr. Pennethorne, a gentleman, whose powers of

saompositioo in the style, within whidi he is necessarily to work, arc

.jKfficiently well known to our readers, to encourage the hope of a

SSeoeasAU issue to the undertaking. With all its faults (&nd we are

not unmindful of them) there were undoubted good points in AVilkins's

5impopular f»<;4do, which wc should wish to see tenderly handled ; and

, *y one imbued with an intelligent perception of the genius of the style,

ii which be really excelled ; while all the while commissioned (as my
!S<ord Palmerston will commission Mr. Scott) to work in another one,

' 'altogether uncongenial with his studies and professional traditions.
"" The long-Uilked-of Concentration of the Law Courts has received

^«ome slight impetus during the year ; and possibly the Keport of a

*3Parliamentary Committee may eventuate durmg the coming session in

'.^e selection of a proper site for the buildings : but beyond this

, "nothing has been accomplished. Still less has been done with the
'
jcheme for the now urgently needed extension of the British Museum;

'but, judging from what we observe going on at South Kensmgton,

Kinerva would seem to be moving westward with our " upper ten

thousand." Vast horticultural and architectural works are there in

progress, under Mr. Nesfield and Mr. Sydney Snurke ; whilst, by the

removal to Kensington of the Vernon, the Turner and other Galleries, a

magnificent collection of paintings in both oil and water colour has

been got together ; and we can assure those of our readers who have

not yet m^e one, that a few days' pilgrimage to Kensington will

afford them an intellectual treat of no ordinary value.

The new Library in the Temple gardens has now been erected from

tite designs and under the able direction qf Mr. H. R. Abraham. The
building is wholly of stone, designed very satisfactorily in the Tudor

pointed style ; and its lofty proportions agreeably strike the spectator

from several points along the Thames. In pomt of detail there is

nothing about the edifice which evokes either strong praise or condem-

nation : the several features are boldly expressed, the style consistently

carried out, and the carving is excellent, if we except the inscription

over the great oriel window of the river front, the characters of which

re too large, and give a real air of vulgarity to the composition.

Of secular metropolitan edifices for direct public use there only

remains to notice the Sessions House at Clerkenwell, which has been

externally remodelled on its three facades ; and internally altered and

enlarged'from the designs of the county surveyor, Mr. F. H. Pownall.

We have elsewhere given a view of this edifice, as it was at the time

being re-fronted ; and have only to express our commendation of the

manner in which the architect has exerted his skill, in so remodelling

this intricate building, as to retain and enhance the efiect of such

features of the originsd architecture, as were really good and valuable.

We will instance especially the great central hall and staircase ; the

domical ceiling and upper order of which, though well designed, are

only now seen to advantage for the first time by Mr. Pownall'sjudicious

throwing open of the ugly lead covered dome, that has hitherto concealed

from sight one of the handsomest plaster ceilings in London.

A new vestry hall has been erected at Chelsea from the designs of

Mr. W. W. Pocock. The edifice, in event of Chelsea becoming one of

the intended new metropolitan boroughs, will very likely be required

for more important uses than it was originally designed to answer.

The style adopted is Palladian, with an extensive use of red brick.

The detaib of the edifice are very rich, but somewhat heavy ; and the

ensemble is to some degree confused in effect, owing to a want of repose
there is about the composition.

Perhaps one of the most successful of the architectural works carried

oat in town during the past year is the structure erected at the comer
of Endeli-street, St. Giles's, for the use of the parochial schools. It is,

like the last-named building, a work of red brick and stone ; but in more
senses than one the positive antithesis of the Chelsea vestry hall ; for,

iriiereas in it we object to the too plentiful admixture of stone with the
red brick, in the case of the Endell-street schools we should have de-
siderated the introduction of more stone to give life to what seems
too signally (for so ornate a work) a structure of brick par excellence.

Nevertheless, this is a very able composition in the now popular
mdaptation of foreign Gothic to our own medieval architecture ; and
it reflects great credit on its young architect, Mr. Edward Barry.

At Brompton a new Cancer Hospital has been erected, from the
designs of Messrs. John Young and Son. Here, again, may be seen
the extensive application of parti-colored brickwork; but disposed
mther in vertical than horizontal stripes of red brick on a white orick
^onnd. The design of the architects is hardly as yet developed, as
funds are still wanted for its completion ; but at present the color effect

u £ar from pleasing : nor do the proportions of this building appear at
all satisfactory.

Of buildings raised by private enterprise we may refer to the West-
minster Palace Hotel, one-half of which 'is, as before stated, occupied
by the India Office. It is a vast undertaking ; and in general arrange-
ment and constructive excellence creditable to its architects, Messrs.
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Mosley. However, as a work of decorative architecture, it can scarce

command very high praise. The Victoria-street fajado aflorded a rare

opportunity, of which, owing mainly to the want of proportion observed

between the several apertures and their architectural dressings, too little

has been made. A building of similar character, erecting by Mr.
Knowles at Pimlico, bids fair to eclipse this great structure, whose
rear facade is, oddly enough, greatly superior to the main front.

In an earlier part of this article we alluded to the formation of the

new street, Covent-garden. An instalment of this work may be seen

in a handsome pile of buildings just erected for Messrs. Debeuham and
Storr, from the designs of Mr. Arthur Allom. The details of this

building exhibit no ordinary degree of originality on the part of its

designer. Somewhat wanting it may be in masculine character ; but,

though simple in its general form, it is unquestionably an elegant

structure.

During the year Messrs. Pownall and Bellamy have brought to com-
pletion their very chaste and elegant work, the Law Fire Office, in

Chancery-Ian e.

In Fleet-street, a very elaborate building, in the French Renaissance

style; has been erected for the use of the Promoter Life Assurance

Company. In its construction the most costly materials have been
employed ; but, as a work of architecture, it is in its ensentble rather

indicative of a retrograde movement than of one in advance.

At Islington Messrs. Finch Hill and Paraire have erected the

Philharmonic Hall, of which a view has already appeared in our pages

;

and Mr. J. Treherne has very recently added a new hall of some pre-

tension to the well-known Library of Messrs. Mudie.

In the City of London we briefly notice the erection of a very hand-
some pile of stone buildings in Mincing-lane, in whose design the

architect, Mr. Whichcord has introduced a considerable amount of

effective carving, by Mr. Tolmie ; the erection of a large new Rectory-

house for the Parish of St. Mary, Aldermary, by Messrs. Tress and
Chambers ; a large warehouse in Aldermanbury, by Mr. Woodthorpe ;

and the commencement and present progress of new buildings for the

London and County Bank; Messrs. Petter and Galpin's printing

offices ; and the completion, from the designs of ilr. G. S. Clarke, of

a lofty and imposing building in St. John-street, Clerkenwell ; a

structure of no common merit, and one of which wo have already given

illustrations and a lengthened description.

The stirring political events of the past year have not been very

favorable to church and chapel building, as may be easily imagined

;

but in the metropolis we are glad to see Mr. Raphael Brandon erecting

two churches of consequence ; one, just " roofed in," at Knightsbridge,

in which that gentleman has associated very successfully the flint inlay

of Norfolk and Suffolk with a foreign Gothic outline ; and a larger

church just commenced by the same architect in Windmill-street,

Haymarket. Mr. Street has just completed a remai-kable church near

Victoria-street, in Westminster ; and Mr. Blomfield a church some-

what original in its form and arrangement at Haggerstone. Mr.
Butterfield has completed another to which the like remarks will apply,

at Hammersmith; and another in Baldwin's-gardens, Gray's-mn.

Some other churches have been built about the metropolis during the

year ; but, though of considerable size, they have hardly equal preten-

tions to individuality with these we have named.

Of Roman Catholic churches, owing to the same cause, to which we
have ascribed the lull in Anglican church architecture, still less notice

is needed. Mr. Edward Pugm, who is actively engaged in Ireland and

in the English provinces, has recently added two very elegant side

chapels to the old edifice in Cadogan-place, Chelsea ; and Mr. Glutton

a small church at Bayswater, and a chapel, greatly admired, to the

Jesuits' Church in Farm-street ; but of large works, such as may be

seen in progress in the North of England, nothing remains to be

noticed.

Nor have the various Dissenting bodies accomplished much to boast

of during the past year. Mr. Spurgeon's Tabernacle is approaching

completion ; but, whatever may be its merits in point of fitness or

convenience, its erection will do nothing to aid our advancement in

Art. Mr. Searle is engaged in erecting a congregational chapel at

Hampstead ; and Mr. Tarring has completed one in Markham-square,

Chelsea.

Space fails us to continue with any attempt to notice what is doing

in the provinces ; but, year by year, our great provincial towns rise

rapidly in architectural consequence ; and a traveller, who would desire

to become conversant with English architecture, must by no means

confine his observation to London. We may possibly contmue this tale

of the year; and notice some of the most remarkable works in progress

or completed in the country ; meantime we will content ourselves by

animadverting on the tardy progress of several monumental works,

projected dm-ing the last, two, three, ten—nay ^ve and twenty years;

m which last category we blush to again have to name the Nelson

Column,_with its lionless pedestal.
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OP THE RKSOUKCKS OF DKSIGN IN TilK NATURAL KINGDOM FOU
AltCUlTKCTUUAL DECOUATloNS.*

FROM time immemorial, man has oiulcavored to imitate andto convert to useful
purposes the beautiful forms presenttKl to us in t!ic ve^^etiible kin<;dom.

In, the buildincra of the Assyrians, Egyptians, (ireeks, Uomantt, and the middle
ajf<s, ideas culled hy our auccstora from Nature can be traced, either undia^uiacd and
self-evident, ;or bem^ conventional representations founded upon natural objecte.

And this in not surprising, for
" Who can paint

Like Natiitc ? Can ima<>-inat!on boast.
Amid its ^-^ay creation, lines Uke hers ?"

—

Cowper.
Some writers object to " copyiuj,-- tlic forms of nature,'* and ur^o that **we have

already, in thi,' floral carpi-ts. floral papers, and floral carviiiirs of the present day,
snflicient evidence to show that no art can be produced by such means ; and that the
more closely Nature is copied, the further we are removed from produeinfr a
work of art/' Now, these assertions arc untrue, and therefore unjust—the floral
desip^ns and carvings of the day are insipid and unmeaninjT*, Himply on account of the
laws of Nature having been disrefjarded in their production. Tne (iothic architects
of the fourteenth century did not merely copy nature—they selected, adaptt;d,
deai^'ned, and proportioned natural objects upon buildln^-s and works of art, as
Nature herself would have arranged them, and therefore the incapacity of modern
designers must not be brought to bear against the artists of the fourteenth century,
wlio so auccessfnlly followed nature. The fault evidently may be traced to want of
skill, and not to tlie use of natural productions, "These defects," it has been
observed, t " arise from various causes and are of various kinds ; but there is one
wliich we notice above all, on comparing tho works of these days with tho.se of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, namely, the absence of that spirit which Is so
observable in ancient carving."

It is the practice in the present period to imitate natural leaves upon capitals of
columns, and to term'the process copying from nature ; and how is this accomplished ?

Not in the manner of the fourteenth century. It is certainly not an easy task to
"go back to nature, as the ancients did.'*^ The medieval artists surpassed the
sculptors of Greece and Rome in this particular. In Rome the foliage, fruit, and
flowers were strung in wreaths and festoons, as if fresh gathered, without any further
attempt at form or arrangement. Now, the medieval architects worked with
nature -^id est, they so wrought and distributed the stems, leaves, and flowers In
their buildings that they appeared to grow with greater life and spirit than they
ever did in nature ; the leaves were not (as they are in our time) sculptured flat,
insipid and spiritless. A vigour was imparted, to them that produced a well-
balanced and agreeable li^ht and shade.

•* Yet so (ielightful mix'd, with such kind art.
Such beauty and beneficence combined;
Shade, unpcrceiv'd, so soltening into shade

;

And all so forming an harmonious whole."—TnOMPSON.
The architect should personally select the leaves, flowers, and other natural

objects, for his proposed ornaments, as drawing's and engravings (however beautifully
executed) will not show the form, light and shade which exist in the living speci-
mens. The point I wish to ur"-e is, that the laws to be found in nature should be
transferred to art, not by literally copying from natural productions, but by form-
ing, disposing and designing ornament upon natural principles, and, as far as
prjicticable, rendering it symbolical.
By the means of symbols a sacred character has been given to ecclesiastical build-

ings, and reli<jious instruction imparted from time immemorial ; and it is certainly
more interesting and edifying to design ornamental combinations with an intention,
than to introduce tmsightly and unmeaning decorations. The utility and importance
of symbols cannot be doubted, and the extent of their employment may be partly an
open question; although they arc at the present period seldom used, and when
adopted are often selected without discrimination.
In the ornamentation of our old cathedrals and churches, appropriate decorations

were generally produced ; each flower, each leaf, each device had a significant mean-
ing ; "this principle," observes Tugin, "is completely overlooked at present; any
design, so long as it is considered to look pretty, is introduced indiscriminately for
all seasons, and in all situations."
The ancient sculptors were scrupulously attentive to their discriminative sjrmbols.

In the Assyrian sculptures the pine cone and honeysuckle ornament were frequently
used ; with the latter tlie Greeks were evidently acquainted. The leaves and fruit of
the viae alternating upon horizontal branches formed an arbour for an Assyrian
king and queen. The lily and other flowers were selected for the adornment of
Solomon's Temple ; the palm-tree was carved upon the walls and ceiling, and for the
capitals of the columns ttie pomegranate (symbol of sacred things and fertility) was
selected ; and the olive-tree was found serviceable for the cherubims and the doors.
The Egyptians formed columns of clustered stalks of the papyrus, with unopened

buds for the capitals, and with these were decorated tlie temi)le of Luxor, Thebes ;

the temple of Karnac. the temple of Vhilaj, &c. The palm leaf supplied the capitals
of the columns of the temple of Edfou, and in several of the temples built while
Egypt was governed by the I'tolemies. The lotus (sacred to Isis) embeUished the
columns of Dendera.

Witli the Greeks the acanthus flourished; it was matured and brought to a
wonderful art- perfection. The species supposed to have been employed for the
Corinthian capital is Acanthus mollis, or Brank-ursiue ; but I>r. Sibthorp considers
that the Acanthus spinosus, still called aKav9a, la the one meant. This, however,
does not affect our inquiries, and may be left to antiquaries to deal with. The
capitals of the columns of the Tower of tlic Winds, at Athens, have one row of
acanthus leaves ; and the Choragic monument of Lysierates, at Athens, is also
decorated with these leaves. Thu Greek leaves have been said to have more of the
natural character of the acanthus ; the Roman acanthus is more artificial. The
Greeks chose the lotus for the upper range of leaves on the capitals of the Tower of
tho Winds, at Athens, and tho upper leaves of the ornament on the apex of the roof.
Leaves of this plant decorate a marble stele (Stuart, vol. 5, p. 53); they are also to be
seen in the Erectheum. Many capitals at Athens and other parts of Greece are
emljeUished with these leaves. The laurel (dedicated to Apollo), is wrought on the
outside of the choragic monument of Lysierates, at Athens ; laurel wreaths occur on
medals. The honeysuckle (wliich the Greeks borrowed from the Assyrians, and
wonderfully perfected), was extensively employed in the Erectheum, at Athens, also
on sepulchral marbles and vases, and on a capital from the Temple of Apollo at
Branchyda;, near Miletus. An amaranthine wreath was worn at the burial of
Achilles, and often worn at funerals in the early ages of Greece ; cultivated also on
the graves of the ancients were the asphodel (sacred to Pluto), the myrtle, and the
mallow. A brazen palm-tree sheltered the golden lamp made by Caliimachus, in the
i;.rectheum; the palm was also used for wreaths:—

" With wreaths and palms to bind the victor's brow."—Virgil.
In the Pandrosiuro, over an altar, grew an ohve-tree (dedicated to Minerva). On

medals are sometimes found garlands of oUve. In solemnising the festival of the
X»ionysia, garlands of ivy (dedicated to Bacchus) and " wreaths of fresh-blown
roses ' were used. With violets were the Muses sometimes decorated:—
_ "So will'd each Muse divine, with vi'lets crown'd."
The central acrotcnon ot the Temple of ^^^giua had female figures on each side

hohUng a pomegranate flower. Anthemion is stated to be the Greek name of the
plant Nigella Damascena (of Linne), which was given to it for the beauty of its

flower. The term AvOifiiov is derived from the radical word "Aj/0of, a flower,
according to Theophrastus it was the name of a plant, and a term applied

• Read at the Liverpool Architectural Society, on December 26, 1S60. br W.
Pettit GRiFFirn, F.S.A. ^ *

j

t Parker's " Manual of Gothic Ornament.**

to artiUcal floral ornament by Xenophon. The OreoiauuMittt>H^ applied the t«nB
Anthumiun to AntH<, and on the interior wall of th« KlMi|H|S|POrtico. as well as to
similar ornamentH.* The parsley was also called In^waatev T&rtoos ediflOM at
Athens ;t and the horsu cbestnot lu« been thought to hftTD snggcafced the **cgg
and tongue " mouldiufr.
The Romans extended but did not Improve the ornamentation of Greece. Tho

capitals of the columns of the Temple or Vesta^at TlvoD. of the arch of tiepttaiiuB
Severus,of Jupiter Tonans, Home, weru decorated with acauthusl: leaves.
These leaves were alHO used in niodiUions, mouldings, vawes, and in architectural

and sculptured enrichments generally. The olive supplied the capitals of the columns
of the Arehof Titus. the.Temple of.iupiter Stator.Atc. Uliveandoiik leaves, runcf^. Stc,
occur in the Arch uf Titus ; also honeysuckles in the ctmutluia of the same building.
Tho Ivy is visible in the festoons on the entablature of the Temple of Vesta, at
Tivoli ; and in the festoons in the panels at the sides of the entrance of the Pantheon,
at Rome, are branches of fruit and flowers of the vine, oak, pouK-gruuute, oUve,
bay, &c., elegautly arranged and executed with the appropriate leaves attached to
each.
The medieval sculptors ornamentally combined natural forms in their works with

considerable success, and selected, among many other veKutable productions, the
strawberry, vine, holly, woodbine, oak, flr apple, ivy, avcDS or nerb benel. fern,
broom, cuphorbium. iris, laurel, ranunculus, sun-flower, palm, maple, hawthorn,
acanthus, common purple iris, myrtle, lily, dog-rose, red anemone, thistle, wood-
sorrel, briony, mallow, mugwort, hazel, elder, marygold, hop, kale, cyclamen or
gazelle's horn, almond tree, &c. These plants were symbolically chosen and ex-
pressed—for instance, the holly (symbol of the Resurrection) was sculptured ou the
sides of a monument in Chichestt-r Cathedral ; the vine (symbol of the toavlour) ; the
ivy (immortality); the oak (virtue and majesty); palm (martyrdom); lily (purity);
myrtle(peace) ; yew was planted generally to the south of the church, to supply green
for the decoration of churches at the great festivals, and the branches of yew-trees
also served anciently for palms in the procession of Palm .Sunday.

In comparatively recent times tho resources of the natural kingdom have been suc-
cessl'ully employed iu the adornment of churches. The stalls of the clioirofSt. i'aul'i
Cathedral have festoons of foliage, flowers, and fruit beautifully arranged and sculp-
tured by Grinling (iibbons, in the most artistic manner, and thereby i)roving beyond
doubt the fallacy of the assertion, "that tho more closely Katurc is copied, the
further we are removed from producing a work of art."

It will thus be seen tliat arciiitects and artists have from time immemorial selected
Nature's gifts, and thought them not unworthy ornaments for the adornment of
sacred edifices.

In a little work entitled " Manuals of Gothic Ornament " it Is stated that "perhape
we also, as they (our ancestors) did, must, in the first instance, attain like skill to
theirs by the study of the labors of those who have gone before us, recognising in
the past, however, those principles which arc always to be found if diligently sought
for,§ and seeking to work in accordance With those principles rather than slavishly
imitating style. As with them, therefore, so with us, first the stone rt-malns of olden
times, then the freshness of nature to give vigour aud originality, and when power
and knowledge are thus obtained, then, but not till then, may we attempt new styles;
and the time may not be far distant when, instead of tlie diagrams scrawled over with
figures and arithmetical calculations, the sculptor will take boughs gathered from the
tree, and, arranged to suit his constrnctiou, will copy them at once with his chiseL
But at present our models must be of stone— I hese first, and then Nature. '

'

The above advice to sculptors is very questionable, as without calculation most
lamentable failures frequently occur. Prior to sculpturing a statue, j| cross, fiuial,

or other ornament, it is absolutely necessary that the altitude of its position in the
building should be accurately ascertained ; without this knowledge the sculptor often-
renders his work either too large or too small, and is seldom, if ever, successful with-
out the calculation. In illustration of this, we all recollect the well-known compe-
tition between Alcamenes and Phidias. These sculptors were each employed to
make a statue of Minerva, in order that the finest of them might be chosen and
placed ou a very high column. When the two statues were ILuished, they were
exposed to the view of the public. The Minerva of Alcamenes, when seen near,
seemed admirable, and carried all tho voices ; that of Phidias, ou the contrary, was
thought insupportable : a great open mouth, nostrils which seemed drawn in, and
something rude and gross throughout the whole visa^. Phidias and his statue were
ridiculed. ** 8et them," said he, " where they are tol>e placed ;" which was accord-
ingly done alternately. The Minerva of Alcamenes appeared then like nothing,
wliilst that of Phidias had a wonderful eflect, from its air of grandeur and majesty,
which the jieople could never sufficiently admire. Phidias received the approbation
his rival had before, who retired with shame and confusion, very much repent-
ing that he had not learned the rules of optics.
Although tlie Greeks may have extensively borrowed their ideas of conventional

foUage and ornaments from the Assyrians, yet it cannot be denied that, in the hands
of the Grecian sculptors, ornamentation was matured and perfected, and has never
been surpassed.
Interesting as the representations of flowers and other natural objects may be in

the works of the middle a^es, and addressed as they are to our feeUngs aud love of
nature, they (iu an educational sense) fall considerably short of the mtrinsic beauty
of Classic floral decorations. 1 observed inJtSi?/ that "Architecture has not yet
reached its atimmum iitjiitUum. Gothic arcliitcetore, now the rage and the fa.shion,
will, in the course of very few years, present a difierent aspect ; the far-famed
cathedrals and churches of Eugland, so adored and looked up to with wonder, and
restored .with precision, will be gazed upon [as crude specimens of a not very
enlightened age ; the ugly gargoyle, the representation of monkish contentions,
and other vagaries, will have passed away, and a style based upon all that is beautiful
and good will rear its head, decked with Nature's gifts in a more Christian-like
manner, and with more science aud art."
Since the foregoing was written a decided improvement has been effected : the

miserably executed heads of medieval kings, cardiiiaJs, monks, wimpled females, &c.,-
are now seldom produced, and floral ornaments and other sculptures have been more
appropriately suostituted.
The Romanesque may be regarded altogether as a transitional period, in which the

sculptors introduced ia their decorations attempted representations of divine and
human figures, animals, birds, foliage, &c., with such incongruity, ignorance, and bad
taste, that but little advantage can be derived from a study or their works. They
tried to imitate Nature and studied her, but did not moke any progress.
In the thirteenth century the artists had not the capacity to imitate nature, and

consequently remained contented with a monotonous trefoiled scroll, which per-
vaded all their works. In some instances great taste and elegance was achieved, and
in every respect the labors of the thirteenth ceutury were wonderfully in advance of
all the productions of the Norman era.
During the fourteenth ceutury natural types were very successfully employed

upon ecclesiastical and secular buildings; the foliage was well distributed,
always upon a system, and considerable vigour imparted throughout. The numerous
examples of this period are deserving of study aud a careful attention.
The fUteeuth century produced works of less vigour, and therefore not so much

• See Chap, on Grecian Ornament, in Stuart and Kcvett's Athens, vol. 5.

+ Stuart, vol. 5, p. 53.

t Virgil alludes to the acanthus in the ^neid. Book 1, v. 64!) and 711, andintbe
Georgics, Uook 4, v. 1^:2 and l..*3, Ovid notices this plant (Met. 13. v. 701).

§ It is to be regretted that the author of the Manuals has omitted to give definite
principles for the guidance of the wbrkman.

ii It had been objected that the statues in the west front of Wells Cathedral were
unnaturally tall ; but it had been proved that this was Intentioxud, in order to give
them a proper effect when viewed fi'om below.
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Thr fbliapo \r«s distributed in too mathematical a manner,
iiUily noilluT ar;i:itic nor ploasiiijj-

Ton'", the works of former a-.^os, wc arc not so devoid of ideas as

one example. The most valuable K-sson to be culled from our
is not BO mticli ^vtiat ahall ha eeleeted for adoption as that

,eture and sculpture were to be divested of inconsruitics. ot

f manv—mneh or its seulplHred work beinfr caricaturei"—amore
t stvie woald neeessarilv bv the result. The (ireets perfected

{Mrari; t^ nedievali'sts have left their works crude and imliui^hed. imit^iue a

^aUi^^iiral adorned with sculptures illustratiDK events in Scripture history, the

tenTptun-s being rrndcred with the same care as that bestowed by Phitliiis ou the

pi^rim terap1e». No d«^ubt there is much yet to learn, and that Id this country art has

ii«t yet reached its culminating point,

Jijwiu^ the middle a>r*:-s, at home and abroad, natural ornamentation was cultivated

re or lesis ?uccei<s ; the sculptors souj^ht the fields and tlie hedges, m lieu of

t*r casts and the books. Nature wh^ embodied in stone and wood in all her

not titerallv copied, as is supposed to be by some architects, but so

anrufi^ *nd manipulated as to produce a most liarmonious eftect. iiy carefully

cxaju.D^iv^ the several churches and other buildings of the present day, iu which
nittuntl (niamcnt is adopted, it will be observed that the leaves and flowers arc

" mtcd de«d, flat, insipid, no petrified life, no light or shade ; and what is the

iouco or result ? Scnne writers, of course, object to " copying the forms of
' and others to " the want of force and vigor in nearly afi, and the absolute

TiIE:AMIv of manv of the modern works professedly founded od Nature.'* To
¥<^«fti!ly emlH>ily the works of Nature in art products, care must be taken to

dotlgii in accordance with natural laws.
Jn leaching, necessity demands the employment of a mechanical process in setting

<mt onifluiental couibiuations. let it be geometrical or otherwise; the geometrical

mfthod :s the most natural, as it is self-evident and universal in the floral kingdom.

TV n»rthod adopted in setting out the ornaments in most of the buildmgs of Kome
U alioded to by Taylor and Cresy, iu their '• Architectural Antiquities," vol I., p.:iO

;

«Jl tliise methods, be it understood, are valuable only as a means to an end. The
spirit to be thrown Into the work must be in the mind of the artist.

The projection of each flower, the particular curl of each leaf, the relief of each
stem, mint be left to the sculptor; he must give the life or the spirit to his work.
AU the uie<^uical means iu the world will not create a genius; genius is a natural

gift, but a correct taste is the result of a good education. It should also be borne in

mind, that although a man of genius may design and create wonderful productions,

yrt they mar be aJliu bad ta«te. To appreciate and to understand the best works of

the age ol" IVricIes and U»e middle ages, requires education. Thus the importance
mnd necessity of obtainin;; and possessing examples of correct art for educational

purposes is 8elf-e\-ldent. works of genius^ imless iu good taste, are better avoided—
at least, nn far a» tfte pleasure to be derived fVom the examination of beautiful objects

is eoncerned.
Deformities in nature are exceptions to the rule; in the Kenaissance and Eliza-

bethan styles, distortions form the rule. It is of importance to distinguish good art

from art per se: it U an art to sculpture monstrosities; they may be spiritedly

exeontod and with much talent ; but to admire or to encourage such productions
would exhiWt a morbid taste to the injury of good or perfect art, and consequently
dangerous to art-progress. Examples of correct art should be purchased and pre-
served, and all bad art destroyed, at least not retained for admiration or imitation.

I take this opportunity of again protesting against the use of Gothic architecture

for secular purposes ; how can we retain a devotional feeling towards the house of

of God if our theatres, private dwellings, public vestry halls, and other secular
building's be decorated with ecclesiastical architecture. In 1847 • I stated that "the
Pointed style of architecture, in a religious point of view. Is far superior to every
other method of building for ecclesiastical purposes, and with judicious management
may be adapted to accord with propriety in rrotestant churches, by divesting it of
all those forms which were used for certain ceremonies which we discard, and using
only such as are in accordance with our views and suited to our requirements; "

and 1 considered that "C'ustom-houses, excise offices, mints, post-offices, museums,
banks, offices of assurance, &c., &c., are best adapted for a style of architecture
based ui>on the Classic styles, which, as regards light and convenience, are the best
fitted."

Classical architecture roqtiires an educated mind to appreciate it ; Gothic archi-
tecture appeals more particularly to the feelings. The latter is essentially a Christian
architecture, not so much on account of its use in ecclesiastical buildings (as Classic
architecture has been similarly employed), but it is not possible for any one to
examine the minutest detail of that style without perceiving in it the impress of a
Christian mind. In Classic chiu*che8 we have Pagan ornaments used as decorations,
even in modern times.
Medieval architecture (or a style based upon it) Is peculiarly fitted for churches,

parsonage- houses, schools, and other buildings, under the surveillance of the clergy,
and no doubt the laity would always reverence it ; it, however, is an act of extreme
e^tism for any one to dictate the employment of Gothic architecture for edifices of
all denominations, to the entire exclusion of the Classic styles.

The styles of architecture which were common to Egypt, Greece, Rome, and the
middle ages are, as it were, dead languages. They belong to the past ; and, although
a knowledge of them is necessary to enable us to understand the history and feelings
of former times, they should not be cherished for reproduction, nor their mutilated
and useless and decaying remains preserved (except the intelligible parts in national
mu»enms> for picturesque studies, either for the painter or poet to muse upon, to the
detriment of future progress. Until the system of idolising ancient arcliitecture be
banished we shall never be encouraged to think for ourselves. The Decorated style
Tould not have been produced if the preceding or Early English style had been
religiously cherished and preserved.
The remains of ancient architecture ought to be carefully measured and delineated,

and all sculptures and ornamental portions preserved in museums or proper places
built for their reception, so as to form studies for reference, contemplation, and
instruction, but not for reproduction in new buildings. To preserve old ruins, half
defaced, until every discernible feature of form or expression be effaced by exposure
to the elements (which can ne\'er be ultimately resisted) would be ofno service to the
architect, and be only encumbering the earth with picturesque ruins, sublimely
unintelii;:ible to all except romantic painters and love-sick maidens.
Although it is much to be lamented that the beautiful works of the medieval archi-

tects, sciuptors, and others, have been (Independently of atmospheric influences) so
wantonly injured, itill, it is a great satisfaction to know of the many examples of
carlyartwalch have been snared for our contemplation and Instruction. The ex-
tensive syRtem of whitewasfiing every object in the sacred edifice, adopted by church-
irardens since the Heformation (until recently), has been of eminent service ; to this
system we are indebted for the preservation of many finely sculptured ornaments,
whch have been thus hiddin from the gaze of the ignorant destroyer, until the
coming of a more enlightened age.
The cultivation of the fine arts In this country is progressing, and the Government

scliools will no doubt so far improve the education of the people as to teach the latter,
at least, to respect works of art. The great improvement which has taken place
with regard to ecclesiastical architecture has been universally acknow-
ledged

; I allude more particularly to Its being preserved from muti-
lation and neglect. The extraordinary neglectful state of our ancient
ehttrchet, and the ignorance of the beauty of their architecture, were alluded to in
strong terms In the early numbers of the "Eccle^ologiKl," and not without reason.
There is, however, still existing a want of know^dge of the true principles of me-
dieval arcfattectnre ; and until this has been properly supplied, the money that is
expended upon the so-called restoration of oiu* old churches, and the building of new

* ** Ancient Gothic Chorohes/' pp. 3—9.

churches, is not only misapplied, but positive injury is done to the former. The
stereotyped excuse for bad architecture is the waul of funds; this excuse our an-
cestors' never needed, aa they knew how to build their ehurdics in accordance with
the money to be expended. ^Vhen a church or a chapel was erected during the
middle ages, if the meaus were small, the building was not crippled; It had not 4'

meretricious front with the sides and back executed in plain work, but a general
uniformity of simple detail was imi)artcd throughout the building. It is not, there-
fore, the money alone that is required for the production of correct eccleslaaUcal
architectm"e,80 much as a knowK-dge of first principles and experience.

*' One thing there is more needed thaiaexpeuse,
And something prior e'en to taste—'tis sense."

I have no doubt that when experioneo has Ix'en gained, through the erection, im-
primis, of many premature new ehnrelies, that a proper supply of funds will be
forthoomingi it was so in former times, "i'oricles," says ^liiller,* "induced the
Athenian neoplo to expend upon the decoration of Athens, by works of archi-
tecture nnii sculpture, a larger part of its ample revenues than was ever applied to
this purpose in any other state, either republic or mouarchioal. This outlay of public
money, wMch at any other time would have been excessive, was then well timed,
since the art of sculpture had just reached a pitch of hi^h cxcelleuce after loug and
toilsome eflbrts, and persons endowed ^^^th its magical powers, such as Phidias, were
iu close intimacy witn Pericles."
The 8culi)tnres and ornamental decorations in ancient cathedrals and churches

were usually historically and symbolieally expres.-ieU, andoftVred scrij)tural instrucr
tion. Attention has been directed to the importance of histyricul sculpture, and
notice taken of the an^el choir at Lincoln, which gives an epitome of the Advent of'

the 8aviour;the a08 pieces in the ceiling of Norwich Cathedral illustrate theentireiJ
history of Kevelation ; the Virtues and Vices at Salisbury ; uud uuuiy other, valuable >;

examples.
A church, being a material edifice, must be properly proportioned and erected.

You may call the construction of a building a mechauical process; its decoration,
however, is quite a difierent matter : in this the artist and sculptor have (as it were)
to impart vigor and spirit to the whole work, and thereby render it an intelligent and
a hving monitor. *' A work of art," says M. Fould,t "is not a thing quite inani-
mated: life exists really in it : it is that sentiment which is found everywhere, and
cannot be assigned anywhere. The ancients have excelled in the art of animating
their works, only because they i>osses8ed that general and complete instruction •

which sound studies give."
In conclusion, it is to be regretted that no real progress in architectural sculpture

has been made. In 18481 I considered that the advancement of art towards perfec-
tion would be hastened by the establishment in this country of a national academy -,

upon liberal principles, in which, intti- alio, the art of modelling and sculpturing
upon a large scale, natural ornamentation for all purposes ought to be propounded.

I cannot imagine more instructive and beautiful sources for the inspiration of the
sculptor's chisel than the scenes in the Old and New Testament, subjects scarcely
touched upon in the adornment of our new churches.
Prior to anything like excellence being attained in such important subjects as those

offered by the Scriptures, our sculptors will have to toil long, and must not enter
upon the task without feelings of reverence and respect to holy thiues.
Useful and beautiful as well-executed arrangements of foliage and flowers always

are in symbolising scriptural subjects, still it must be admitted that they are of

minor Importance compared with historical sculptures. Floral forms address us
through the medium of symbolism, but historical sculptures are at once intelligible

to the most ordinary understanding.
Great and praiseworthy eflbrts have been made at the Architectural Museum to

direct attention to the vital importance of historical sculpture, but hitherto not with
that success wliich its advocates so anxiously desired. I have no doubt, however,
that ere long our churches and public buildings will receive embellishments of a
higher order of art, and not only vie with, but eminently surpass, all former eflTorts

at home and abroad.

THE FEES OF DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
AT their last meeting the Metropolitan Board of Works received a report from

the Building Act and General Purposes Committee, on the letter from Sir

R. Mayne, Chief Commissioner of Metropolitan Police, relative to the cost of

surveying dangerous structures, and recommending

—

That the following fees be the fees to be demanded and received by the Surveyor
api>ointcd by the Metropolitan Commissioners of Police and the District Surveyors
iu the City of London, for the undermentioned services performed in respect of
dangerous structures :—
For making a survey of the structure reported to the Commissioners of Police s. d.

of the Metropolis, or to the Commissioners of Sewers of the City of London
(as the case may be), as being dangerous, and certifying opinion thereon—

If the structure surveyed do not exceed five squares in area and two
stories in height 7

If exceeding five squares 10
And for every additional storv 2 6

The Commisasioners' notice not having been complied with, visiting the
structure before the hearing of the case, attending the police-court to give
evidence, and obtaining the magistrate's order against the owner 6

The owner having failed to comply with the magistrate's order, visiting the
structure before the hearing of the case, attending the Police Court to give
evidence, and obtaining the magistrate's order ^against the occupier 5

For every adjournment 2 6
For giving instructions and superintending the erection of shoring (including
needling when requisite) and hoarding to a dangerous structure, and
examining and certifying the contractor's account for the same 10

For shoring without hoarding, or hoarding without shoring, and examining
and certifying the account 7 6

And to vary the order of the Board of the lOtli June, 1859, as may be necessary.

Mr. EcKETT objected to the proposed new scale of fees as excessive, and in

contravention of the Act of Parliament —After a short conversation the whole
matter was referred back to the committee for reconsideration, and to further

report tliereon.

Sheerness Local Board of Health.—We have been given to under-
stand that the Bourne Valley Pottery Company Iiave obtained contract A. for

the supplying of about nine miles of Creeke's Patent Capped Drainpipes for the
purpose of improving the drainage of the town under the Local Government Act.
Mr. William Bums, C.E., of Ely, is the engineer to the Board.

Mr. Frederic Jones has published a Set of Stereoscopic Views of the Interior ol
the Chapel Koyal, of St. George's, Windsor. "They are of remarkable merit-
unequalled by anything we have ever seen in stereoscopes."—-<4i/iencB«m. "Highly
interesting and valuable."— />rti7^ News. "A charming series of value to the
arcliltect and archajologist, and cannot fail to interest visitors."—yir^ Journal. The
Views complete (18) sent free on receipt of a post-otfice order for 27s., or two sample,
<or 3« 2d. Frederic Jones^, 146, Oxford-street,, London (nearly opfp^Ue Bond-street)
—Advertisement. '
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• " History of the Literature of Ancient Greece,*' p. 381.
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THE FINE AETS SEEN FROM A NEW POINT OF VIEW.*

No. 4.—EOTI'TIAN, GSEEK, AND RoMAir AuT.

I
THINK that archasology has been overdone in many respects, and the
reader may thns rest assured that I shall endeavour to avoid

wearying him by entering into prolLx details respecting ancient art. This
has long been regarded rather with antiquarian than philosophical views;
and it is to the latter, so far as they will be shown to indicate present
erroneous developments and prompt their reformation, that ray remarks
will be confined.

Four thousand years ago, before Abraham wa« born, an African
nation developed their public and domestic institutions, and had wonderful
arts reflecting their characteristics with truthfulness never since excelled.
In Egypt, a desert of sand, a calm, bright sky, a river flowing onward as
it flowed ages since, and clumps of lofty palms, are around. But what
fixes the eye of the spectator? what withdraws it from nature in her
melancholy spaciousness, and her stillness as of death? There are the
works of man challenging attention, " measuring themselves with nature,"
and compelling us to look with more interest on them than on those of
the great Creator. And, reader, deem not this wrong. It is due to an
affectionate concern in records through which the departed say—I once
lived as you do now : I once walked on this spot in all the pride of life,

beauty, dignity, and power. Where your shadow is thrown mine once
fell, and those of generations were cast, before you could make your pil-
grimage to learn how I was animated by the same emotions as yourself,
was transported by the same love, sorrowing learnt the emptiness of the
same hate ; and—for tlie days of man are few, full of care, full of trouble,
his body at last exhausted, and his mind worn out—even I, before age
came on, while the world was yet young, fresh in its legends, and prefi-
guring the generations which were to come, bequeathed to them the
results of my experience, and what I thought of the mysteries which
excited my curiosity but to baffle my comprehension.

"The architect
Built his great heart into those Bculptured stones.
And witti him toil'd his cbiidren, and their lives
Were builded with his own into the walls
As offerings unto God."

"Forty centuries look down upon you !" said Napoleon to his troops,
while pausing within view of tlie great pyramid. One man's tomb, on
which a hundred thousand men were occupied for twenty years ! A lofty
being, coming from another sphere, and marvelling at the sublimity of the
sea, the grandeur of the mountains, the loveliness of the dales, and the rich
entanglement of the forests, might yet pause before the pyramid and say:

—

"The species that lived here were great, although possessing butfive senses,
and dwindling though their work is in the immensity of the blue vault
above." Tell the superior being that it was the sepulchre of one man; tell
him his ideas of the soul; tell him that in all ages men of all creeds have
lavished what substance they could afford on their tombs, and then talk to
him of selfishness and despotism ! Why, he might respond :—" The ruler
of Egypt acted naturally, and as all his subjects did in their several degrees.
The people who erected that on which forty centuries have gazed with
wonder, before which forty centuries more will pause with astonishment,
they who built 'the watch-tower of Time, from whose summit, when
about to expire, he will take his last look,' were, with all their faults, men
of lofty aspirations." Tell the superior being that the pyramid was erected
in the early youth'ofthe world, and he might answer :

—"Progressed though
you have since then, much more should you have done; the masonry of
this monument is unsurpassed, and you know not even how the colossal
stones were raised."

It must be confessed that Egyptian art presents decided evidence of
priestly craft stemming progression ; but it is especially valuable as
reflective of the people. Colossal statues, sixty or seventy feet in height,
and of granite so hard that modern tools can scarcely make an impression
on it, evince patient toil and consideration of distant posterity. The
paintings on tombs, temples, and mummy cases retain, in many itistanoes,
the freshness of their colors. Although proportion, perspective, anatomy,
and chiaroscuro were grossly neglected, the Egyptians were such masters
of expression that we cannot but admire the calm serenity, majestic
tranquillity, grave unaffected dignity, and startling sublimity of some of
the noble colossal heads which seem to have belonged to a superior race of
men, passed away from the earth, but determined never to be forgotten,
and even seeking to render their bodies imperishable.
In the arts of the Egyptians symbolism was chiefly considered. It is

generally described as hieroglyphic, the word meaning literally "sacred
sculpture, " this being entwined with architecture and painting so as to
convey a more vivid idea of the civilisation of the nation than is within
the range of alphabetic writing. Hieroglyphs are mimic pictures in which
meaning is considered before beauty. The ideographs represent ideas, and
the phonetics sounds ; the total number amounting to about one thousand.

f

Although laborious researches have been made, our knowledge of the
significance of hieroglyphics is immature ; but with every fresh discovery
light is thrown on the domestic manners, public institutions, or religious

'The right of republication and of translation of this series of articles is reserved
by the author.

.1,* ^' ** I"""* remarks :—"According to the principal authors of classical antiquity,
ine Egyptians possessed two kinds of writing—the sacred writing, or so-called
uierographic, the writing of the gods, or hieroglyphic, and the popuUir writing,
called demotic, or demode, enchorial, or epistolary. Clemens Ale.xandrinus calls
onB the hieratic, or sacerdotal manner of writing; the other epistolonmpMc, or
epistolary."—" Introduction to the Study of Egyptian Hieroglyphica." the Itosotta
stone, discovered by the French in 17i»y, and now in the Drilish JIuseum.has inscrip-
iions in three languages, hicroglypt, demotic or vernacular, and (ireck, thusfurnish-
' ag a trustworthy lexicon.

ideas, of this peculiar but high-soulcd people. Many of the symbols may

'

seem extremely arbitrary ; but those of all nations ar© mystical until the
key is obtained, when it is surprising how natural are the analogiei.
Thus, with the Egyptians, a pen indicated writing, a plough ploughing,
and an eye, or the pupil, seeing ; a red bird indicated red, and a siiotted
skin pied color. Again, objects were represented by their actual figures,

a cow meaning a cow, and a whip a whip. The moon was symbolised
under the form of a cat, which sees by night ; strengtii by a bull ; know-
ledge by a jackal ; anger by an ape in an excited posture ; and prudence
by a serpent with two additional heads, a dog's from its sagacity, and s
woirs from its skilful retreats. The sun and moon indicated eternity ;

and the coiu'se of the sun, or of time, was typified by a serpent with its

tail in its mouth. The winged disc, or globe, between two snakes has been
named before, the globe being considered by some to symbolise the
universe, and the serpent the Creator ; while others explain the globe to
represent the sun, the wings providence, and the two asps monarchy or
dominion ; the creative, protective, and distributory powers. The black
beetle, or scarabajus, was frequently adopted to signify the ruling spirit of
the Deity, or Providence. Deities were identified by their living emblems.
The sphynx denoted combination of physical and intellectual power ; the
Nile was typified by the zigzag form ; and the lotus, or water lily, indi-

cated the inundations of the above river. Pliny remarks that, as cmblemt
of light, obelisks were sacred to the sun, whose rays they signified by
form and name. The triangle, or tripod, denoted the Egyptian trinity.

Of the brilliant appearance of these carvings, decorated with colors, little

idea can be formed without an inspection of examples.
Mixed with the hieroglyphics are sculptured and painted historical

representations, nearly all relating to the period of execution, and most of
the statues being portraits. On Egyptian tombs the occupations and cus-
toms of the people are delineated ; the vocations of the priests and kings
being illustrated on the temples. The sitting in judgment to decide on the
actions and character of the deceased is a common subject on the sarco-
phagi, which last appear to have been kept for sale, with representations
of various customs, &c., already depicted, blank spaces being left for the
name and portrait of the chance occupant.
From the tangible language of the Egyptians we learn that upwards of

four thousand years ago they framed a code of laws ; they knew sufficient

of astronomy to divide the year into twelve months of thirty days j they
understood numeration by units, tens, hundreds and thousands, and also
decimals and duodecimals. Their medical knowledge included the treat-
ment of sick animals, and artificial hatching was practised. Numerous
mechanical arts were understood, bronze was manufactured, and hierogly-
phics were delineated in books of papyrus paper.

Several incorrect opinions of the Egyptians have been dissipated by the
study of their antiquities. The people were by no means so reserved and
gloomy as was once supposed ; but, when forgetful of their stern religion,

were cheerful, sociable and merry. Their devoted love of flowers, even of
artificial flowers which they invented, indicates other than a sombre dis-
position ; and the frequency of caricatures shows that playful satire was
not unpleasing to them. 'They loved good cheer and convivial society, as
men do now; and, strange though it may appear, many of their amuse-
ments are identical with those which still prevail. At their entertain-
ments, including those of the Egyptian equivalents for bishops, music and
dancing were almost invariable accompaniments. Unlike the Greeks, the
guests did not practise dancing, deeming it too laborious a pleasure, a
sentiment shared by the Romans, and still held by some Oriental nations.
Professional dancers were employed ; the graceful pirouettier was
appreciated ; and Egyptian musical instruments included cymbals, tam-
bourines, clappers, drums, harps, lyres, flutes and guitars. Like us, the
people sat on chairs, or stools, at meals, not reclining, like the Greeks and
Romans. A representation of a man of fashion driving up in his carriage
pretentiously, after the guests had arrived, indicates the existence of a
weakness common at present : in other delineations the ladies are admiring
their respective dresses. The cheer was plentiful, wine circulated freely,

and the bitter ale of Pelusium extorted praise from Grecian writers. BtUl
fighting was common, and wrestling was practised. In the streets, as
well as at parties, balls were thrown up and caught with surprising
facility, and acrobats went through wonderful evolutions, women taking a
prominent part in the performances. Juggles were also practised, and
the conjurers excelled at thimble-rig performed with four cups. Various
games of chance were usual, and draughts was an especial favorite.

In architecture also many things which have been supposed to be
unknown to the Egyptians were understood ; as, for instance, the arch,

observable in tombs, three thousand four hundred years old, its adoption
being probably necessary on account of the scarcity of timber. Where
duration was desired, arching was, however, wisely cast aside, as well as
from not harmonising with the general expression of the temples.

Although, according to Diodorus Siculus, the belief of the people led them,
while lavisliing large sums on their tombs and temples, comparatively to,. -,

neglect the solidity of their dwellings, called inns, or temporary resting-^

places, these were constructed of bricks with care and stability neglected
by the speculative builders of modern days. The private houses were
also eminently iiicturesque •, a quality long deemed foreign to Egyptian
taste, notwithstanding the example of the temple of Phil», and the fact

of the two wings of villas being invariably dissimilar. Common woods
were grained and veneered ; and dovetailing was an ordinary operation.

For this information we are indebted, not to books, but to art. Sublime
as are the mysteries wliich it enshrines, small things were not neglected >^''-'>

and I have dilated slightly on the subject for, the purpose of indicating

how the truthful cultivators of the Fine Arts may render themselves so
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independent of alphabetic writing as to succeed in presenting before thei"^

brethren in the four thousandth generation minute particulars of t

religion, phllosopliv, science, domestic economy, and transient amuse-
ments. Tlie material records exist in abundance ; we are advancing
itirely in their comprehension ; and shall thus gain wider Tiews of

humanity and additions to general knowledge.*
The first link of the chain of improvement which connects ancient

Egypt with modern times was taken up in Greece. " Of all the branches
of the Indo-Germanic race," says MuUer, " the Greeks were that in

which sensible and spiritual, internal and external life, were found in the
ltn«st equipoise." They lived in an exquisite climate, without the
oppressive heat of that of Egypt, and favorable to energetic action, checr-
i^ilness, and cthilaration of spirit

; prompting stern and lofty deeds of

valor, and fostering that joyousness of disposition which finds vent in

festivals and games. There was also the animating effect of the natural
•ceaery, contrasting, in its variety, freshness and beauty, with the arid
desert, the lazy stream, and the depressing flatness of Egypt. The
ioflaence of climate and country on the bodily frame and mental character
of man is immense ; but without freedom and prosperity the greatest
advantages are neutralised. The peculiar organisation explained, an
elevated civilisation, a happy concurrence of moral and political influences,

and, especialiy, direct and constant reference to the most beautiful parts of
nature, account for the superiority of the ancient Greeks in art. Reason
and imagination seem to have been more evenly balanced in them than in

any other race. In form and features they were remarkably handsome.
Personal beauty was highly prized, and also rewarded : hence the devotion
to its material expression ;

pregnant women being even taken to gaze at

the finest statues. The Greeks, as Winckelmann observes, were a
" thinking people." Philosophy, poetry, and politics were almost created
hy them ; and in the Fine Arts they aimed to perfection.

In the Parthenon, considering the requirements, this end was attained in
architecture with contempt for the magnitude which assists so powerfully
the effect of the Egj-ptian fanes. We have reason to believe that, from
500 to 250 B.C., statues were produced more beautiful than even the
Apollo Belvedere, the Venus de Medici—only copies—the Theseus, the
Laocoon, the group of Niobe, and the Torso Belvedere. In painting, it is

probable that the lost works of Apollodorus, Xeuxis, Parrhasius,
Timanthcs, Apelles, and Protogenes equalled, in their respective styles,

those of any following masters, surpassing them in the perfection of
outline, power, and grandeur of the human forms; but landscape was
rarely attempted.f In literature. Homer, Sophocles, .ffischylus, Aristotle,
and Plato stand, in their various departments, equal to any men wlio have
since appeared. In oratory, Demosthenes is unrivalled ; and in Socrates
we see prefigured alike that religion which is independent of sects, as in
his death an emblem of the'fate of those who aver that the vulgar majority
is not infallible.

As among the Egyptians, so with the Greeks, ;the fine arts were asso-
ciated inextricably with religion : sculpture first arose ; next, temples to
receive the statues of the gods. They had thirty thousand gods, goddesses,
and minor deities. Everything around them was associated with divinity
and steeped in mystery ; the waters teeming with Oceanides, Nymphs,
Naids, and Nereids, the mountains with Oreads, and the woods with
Dryades. In fact, religion has never, before or since, presented so vast
and;so splendid a field for the exercise of the fine arts as that which was
afforded by the Greek creed, with its extensive imaginary world, and con-
tant attribution of occurrences to the interference of a multitude of
•uperior beings.

That, however ultimately modified, the arts of Greece' were mediately
derived from Egypt is now beyond doubt. From Egypt Cero'ps led his colony.
Pliny, in his Natural History, and also Plato, refer to the origin of painting
in that country, although exaggerating the antiquity of the art ; and it is
certain that the early Greek artists and philosophers went to Egypt for
purposes of study. On comparing the tangible remains in the two
countries, it is evident that many Grecian forms were derived from
Egyptian prototypes. Thus, in Greece, the pyramidal shape of the sides
of doors and windows, the zig-zag ornament, sphynxes, caryatides, the
general arrangement uf the temples, together with the orders, are traceable
to Egyptian works. The Corinthian capital is singularly original, although
evidently derived from Egypt. The model of the Ionic is seen in the
Egyptian column decorated with the water plant ; and it is only needful
to place the two examples side by side to appreciate the wonderful
mperiorify of the Grecian. Knight believes that the Doric capital was
•nggesteil by the " nelumbo, its capital being the seed vessel pressed flat,M it appears when withered and dry ; the only state, probably, in which
It had been seen in Europe." The mythology of Greece is also traceable
to that of Egypt, purified in degree and beautified to the utmost. Por,
tunoQg a people far more gay and imaginative, and living in so dissimilar
a dime from that of the dwellers on the banks of the Nile, a radical
change was imperative. The priests of Egypt, like those of Medievalism,
soufiht to inspire terror ; lamentations resounded in their temples j the
sacrifices were principally expiatory, and dreadful imprecations on the

• Oomparp Sir ,1. Gardner Wilkinson's works on Ktjypt.

m22" 'ircnau and Roman antiquity, wliicli we call Classical, from the peculiar
au^ecBon in thi> minds of the people, landscape painting wbh as little an Independent
ot^ect 01 art ai was the poetical representation of the conntry. Both were merelygeaied m something wecondary. SulwrdinBte to other objcctB, landscape painting-
•«ry«a oBJy (or a long time as the back-ground of hintoricol compoaitions, or as an
. Tf?^ ornamcnl of pictures on the walls. In a sUuilar wfiy the epic poet, by«n artistic description offlielandscape—r might almost repeat of the back-ground

hta.'^1.''r .''. "f"".'"
the ncenc are moving-teprcaenU the locaUty of someoisioHcal evenL—i^ui»fK>M( «" Cosmo."

head of the victim were uttered. On the other hand, the oflbrings of the
Greeks were generally propitiatory, or gratulatory ; and gaiety, festivity,
and dancing predominated over expressions of sorrow. AVlien the Athe-
nians commanded the priestess to curse Alcibiades, she replied that " She
was the priestess of prayers, and not of curses." The contrast between
Egyptian andGreek representations of the gods is as great as that between
the two creeds. While in Egypt animal and human figures were com-
bined, the Greeks adhered to the latter, as being nobler ; and, scorning
lower forms, and the vulgar symbolism of numerous heads and arms,
happily conceived the ideal, with tliose attributes of strength, beauty, and
elevation of expression which, according to their ideas, were associated
with superior beings. " In the images of gods and heroes, the most perfect
beauty seems to enjoy itself in an eternal repose." Often, no passion or
feeling is traceable ; but when these are depicted they far surpass the
living type. Serene, gracious, noble, and sublime, the gods appear above
the anxieties and passions of the hour. Nay, so greatly do they elevate
otu- conceptions, that, as in the case of Parrhasius, it was believed the
gods manifested themselves in special visions to artists. The ago of
Phidias, the Homer of sculpture, exhibits the perfection of the ideal,
sublime, severe, and heroic style, as that of Praxiteles and Lysippus is
noted for the most intellectual and graceful beauty. Drapery was dis-
carded when the superiority of natural to artificial forms was considered,
and that, as deities, the gods needed no habiliments or additions by man.
The candor and manly dignity of the Greeks were concentrated in the
mien of those they venerated. For—" The Grecian tenets, while they
inculcated profound reverence to the gods, tended not to break the spirit,
or to depress the courage of their warlike votaries. The ancient heroes
addressed their heavenly protectors in an erect posture, with the unfeigned
sincerity of manly freedom. They expected to avert the consequences
threatened by the anger of their divinities, not by inflicting on themselves
such tortures as could be acceptable only to the mean resentment of weak
and wicked beings, but by repairing the wrongs they had committed
against their fellow-citizens, or compensating by new attentions for the
the neglect shown to the ceremonies of their national worship."*

Symbolism, all in all among the Egyptians, was less considered by the
Greeks, who loved the material expression of beauty, and used many forms
for their own sake as ornamental accessories. Their sculpture and paint-
ing were mostly illustrative of written poems; and Phidias owned that
the noble expression of his Jupiter was due to the study of Homer. The
absence of an alphabet rendered it essential that Egyptian representations
should explain themselves, knowledge of books not being requisite, as in
these hieroglyphic writing was adopted. Still, not merely was Grecian
architecture symbolic, certain forms of temples, orders, flowers, leaves,
animals, and instruments being appropriated to particular ilcities, but
" almost every utensil of common life had its established form and its
figurative ornaments, bearing not only the charm of grace, but the impress
of an allegorical meaning."! O" glancing at the public edifices, the spec-
tator was not, as is the case with ours, puzzled to know their appropria-
tion. Thus, on the Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, the legend of the
consequences of the contempt of music was portrayed; and on the Temple
of the Winds these were emblematically delineated. The lyre, the tripod,
and the grifiin might be seen on the Temple of Apollo; and on other
temples various dances—these being of the mimetic kind, classed by Aris-
totle with the imitative arts of poetry, painting, and music—forming part
of sacred rites, the Cuosian being sacred to Jupiter, and the Nyssian to
Bacchus. Events also were represented to distinguish the temples, as on
that of Theseus, where he is seen vanquishing the Lapitha; ; on the
Temple of Victory the assault of the Amazons repelled on its site at the
entrance to the Acropolis; and on that of Minerva the triennial procession
round the structure, the contest between the goddess and Neptune for the
honor of naming Athens being sculptured on the pediment. We can also
read the origin of decorations; the derivation of the Doric temple from a
timber hut being obvious: even the drops of rain pendent at the eaves are
suggested in stone. So also the decorations of some candelabra, affording
a firm grasp to the hand, are imitated from a reed with shoots and buds.
Candelabra were sometimes adopted as emblems of the sun ; and they were
carved on the outer walls of temples to signify their sacred destination.
Garlands of flowers, hung in honor of the deity in the primitive temples,
round the altar and on the walls, together with the horns and skulls of the
animals sacrificed, and the sacred instruments used, were ultimately carved
in the places whore originally exliibited.

The symbolism of the Greeks is very beautiful and significant. In the
serpent coiled round the egg—an emblem accompanying the guardian
deities of health—the latter typifies the germ or seed, and the former
the principle of life, both together signifying the incubation of the vital
spirit. Thus also the origin of the "egg and anchor" decoration, " com-
posed of eggs and spear heads, the symbols of passive generation and
active destructive power; or, in the language of mythology, of Venus and
Mars."J The grasshopper, springing from the ground, signified the
inhabitants of Attica, who believed they were the original denizens of the
land. The butterfly, changing from the grub into the chrysalis, before
emerging into its ultimate form, emblematised the soul : succeeding
nations attached wings to human figures of angels .ind cherubs. Immor-
tality was typified by the tortoise, often placed under the feet of deities,

as Venus, Apollo, and Mercury; and in this way, as the "support of the
deity," possibly originating the Chinese, Hindoo, and American legends, of
the world being supported on the back of the reptile. It was also intto-

Gillies' " History of Greece.
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J E.T. Knight
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duced at the feet of tripods, paterae, and other sacred instruments. A
diadem of small obelisks, often observable on Jupiter's head, denoted

deification. The attributes of the deity were sometimes expressed by a

combination of the ram, Roat, horse and cock ; and the body of a horse

joined to a female head and breast signified both sexes. The mystic

Bacchus, delineated in the form of a human-lieaded bull, seems to have
symbolised the generative power of nature ; the same meaning being

attached to evergreens, olives, and acacias, as remarkable for reproduc-

tion. Under the form of a boar, the destroying or anti-generative power
was represented : Ceres was considered the passive productive principle,

and Priapus, father of gods and man, the first principle.

Each deity had not only a type of form and peculiar aspect, but also an
appropriate token, so that there was no difficulty in recognition. To
Juno the peacock was assigned, because she was said to have been born at

Samos, where the bird was discovered. Ceres was crowned with wheat-
ears and poppies, having also the cornucopia, or liorn of plenty, appro-
priated besides to Bacchus with his leopards, and to those deities who
had promoted abundance among mankind. The vine was devoted to the

last named god, as the olive, the attribute of health and immortality,

although common to other deities, was particularly consecrated to Minerva.
Myrtles were assigned to Venus and Neptune, the latter best known by
his trident, together with the horse acccorapanying him, and the river

gods, as the symbol of water, of which the productive power was natu-
rally typified by fishes. Wliile the griffin was appropriated to Apollo,

Diana, as the goddess of hunting, was associated with deer ; and the dog
also followed Slars and Mercnry, the latter, as the god of commerce, hold-
ing the caduceus in his hand. On the helmet of Minerva we see the owl,

signifying wisdom, together with the serpent and the ram. " Vesta's
sacred fire " burned in her temple, where no statue was placed. By the
club of Hercules, as well as by the bull, strength was symbolised ; and
Jupiter, with an eagle by his side, wields thunderbolts as emblems of

power. Justice could scarcely fail to be recognised in the figure with
scales in one hand and a club, or sword, in the other, signifying punishment
after weighing.
Compared with the Greeks, the Eomans were a coarse people, with

little genius, invention or taste, copying their illustrious predecessors in

religion, philosophy, arts and letters. They may be characterised as a
nation of conquerors and men of business, loving war, politics, and other
active pursuits, rather than those which are learned, elegant and refined.

Most of the public monuments were projected rather in a business than in

a sentimental and intellectual spirit ; to blazon victory, dominion, power,
wealth, or the pomp of war and of religion. Splendid and colossal erec-

tions were covered with magnificent ornament and decoration, quantity
rather than quality being considered

; yet displaying the bold, vigorous,

strong-willed and dignified characteristics of the nation. Vastness of
conception, utilitarianism and scientific daring, together with the general
use of the arch—the Romans being the first people who demonstrated the
pliability and value of this element—form main features in the style. The
religion of the Romans being similar to that of the Greeks, the symbolism
was analogous ; but, although it is conceded that the germ of the architec-
ture of the former people is to be found in that of the latter, a peculiar
development took place, the features being recast in the minds of the
artists. Dissimilar foliage was used ; the shell ornament was novel ; the
mouldings were totally different ; pedestals and various minor features
were invented ; the grace of the Ionic and Corinthian capitals was
enhanced; and two varied orders were devised. But, although theimmense
Roman works overpower the little edifices of Greece, the greatness ofman-
ner of the latter, and their purity and delicacy, indicate vast superiority.

Roman and Grecian architecture are, however, probably equally truthful

;

the relative superiority of the one system being due to the relative inferi-

ority of the other people.

Unlike the Greeks, who confined the cultivation of painting to freemen,
Alexander placing it foremost among liberal pursuits, the Eomans neg-
lected or left it to be practised by slaves. Nearly all the great painters
and sculptors of Rome, whose names have reached us, were Greeks. The
higher departments of painting were not much fostered ; but portraiture,

which was applied to numerous purposes, attained a considerable degree
of perfection; and we may judge of the merits of other branches by
the inferior productions by inferior artists at Pompeii. Sculpture, almost
extinguished in Greece at the period of the Roman conquest, was revived
when appeals to the grosser senses had superseded pure sentiment. As
further developed by the Greeks for their conquerors, minute, tame and
elaborate mechanism, and too exclusive attention to detail, especially that
of drapery and armour, often replaced invention and expression ; but
many wonderful works were produced. Ministering to the vanity of men
generally by portraiture, formerly confined to gods and heroes, was one of
the causes of the decline of Greek art ; but it is for their busts that the
Romans are chiefly celebrated in sculpture. Unequal to the Grecian in

the sublime and heroic elements, they are yet unrivalled for individuality,

energetic expression, grandeur, and delineation of mind.

The antiquarian disposition of the Romans hastened the decline of art.

Despairing of equalling the Greeks, they collected their inimitable works,
and had copies made of the finest statues. Marcellus began the spoliation

of the Grecian cities, and Verres was one of the most unscrupulous
collectors. Julius Ctesar formed, at great expense, a gallery of paintings,

and the emperors and many rich citizens made valuable collections.

Hadrian, who had resided in Egypt, even sought to revive the supersti-

tions of that country, and ornamented his villa at Tivoli with Egyptian
buildings and statues. To this absurd passion D'Agincourt attributes
the rapid decay of correct taste. When the Emperor set so retrogressive I

an example, what was to be hoped from his subjects ? What was to be
expected wiiile the crash of ancient civilisations was approaching, while
the chain of improvement—from Egypt to Greece, and from Greece to
Rome—was about to be rent asunder in the darkness of the night then
rapidly approaching, when in this, the nineteenth century, we, the modern
Romans, perpetrate anomalies in art that almost palliate the mistakes of
our prototypes ?

Edwako L. Tasbcox.

METROPOLITAN AND OTHER BILLS FOR THE SESSION OF 1861.*
East London Uailway.—This is a proposed line from the Finsbury-circus

station, passing through Houndsditoh and the Minorics to Tower- liill, and
terminatmg at Irongate-wbarf, on the Thames, and having junctions with the
North Western goods station at Haydon-square, and witli the Great Northern
and Victoria Docks goods depot south of the Blackwall Railway.

In connection witli the Smithfield-market is the following notice, explained by
an article in the Times of Dec. 4th :

—

Xeietjate and Afetrnjwlittin Mt;al and Ponltry Markets.—Hy'tbc Bill of which notice
is here given, it is proposed to disntarket the ancient site of Newgate- market,
and to enable the Corporation to purchase slaughter-houses, ^c, in connection
with It, and after the removal of tlie market to dispose of the Bite for building
purposes.
The river Thames is the key to the following proposals, which are old friends,

though under, to some extent, different aspects.

Kegent't Canal Company.—An Act is applied for by the company to convert
part of the canal property into a railway from the York-road, near King's-cross,
to Limehouse, terminating on the banks of the Thames, and for the formation of
branch lines thereto, having a double junction with the North London line, and
junctions with the Great Northern goods line and the Metropolitan line at
King's-cross, a treble junction with the Eastern Counties line, and a junction
with the Blackwall Extension line.

It is also intended to enlarge the Limehouse-hasin, and to form a new opening
to the Thames ; to form a pier between the present entrances and Kidney-
stairs, and to dredge the river against it, and to widen Narrow-slreet. The
Kingsland-road-basin would be stopped up, but otherwise the Regent's Canal
would be continued, but without further wharves on the north side, "rhe con-
nection between the Limehouse-cut of the river Lea navigation would be continued
in the hands of the Regent's Canal Company, but the lock and connection of the
cut with the Thames would be discontinued.

Thames Embankment and Hailways.—This is a proposal which has been
before the public for some years for an embankment and railwav on the Middle-
sex side of the Thames, from Queenhithe to Westminster, the railway continuing
through Victoria-street to the Victoria Station. A public carriage To&d is com-
bined with the embankment from Chatham-place to Westminster, and, to meet
the fears of those who are afraid of reducing the bulk of water in the Thames, a
large pond or reservoir is proposed at Fulham.
Thames Embankment.—It is here proposed to construct an embankment

between Westminster and Blacklriars bridges, on the Middlesex side of the
Thames, on which a roadway and railway would be placed, the latter connected
with the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway at Blackfriars. Within the em-
bankment would be a main sewer connected with existing sewers, and the land
reclaimed would be appropriated to basins, wharves, and roads of approach.
The works are to be carried out by a company, by the Commissioners of her

Majesty's Woods, Forests, and Law Revenues, by the Metropolitan Board of
Works, the Conservators of the Thames, or a commission jointly or severally.

The Bill applied for would give powers to these parties and to various railway
companies to subscribe to the undertaking.
Metropolis Local Management Act Amendment.—Notice is given of the

intention to reintroduce Mr. Tite's Bill for this purpose, which was withdrawn
late in the last session.

Westminster Improvements.—^The Commissions apply for an Act to reconsti-

tute the Westminster Improvement Commission; to obtain theproperty necessary

to complete the scheme, and to sell property free from incumbrances ; to declare

the rights of the several parties, and to wind up the concern.

The river Thames will form a connecting link for various schemes.
Sichmond Improvement.—Application is made for the abolition of the select

vestry, and the appointment of commissioners for carrying out town improve-
ments.
Brentford and Kew Bridge and Boad.—This is a proposal by the Great

Western Railway Company to construct a bridge across the Thames in lieu of
the ferry adjoining their docks at Brentford.

La7nbeth-hridge.—It is proposed to construct a bridge from the end of Market-
street, Westminster, in continuation of the Horseferry-road, terminating at the
end ofChurch-street, Lambeth. The new bridge will be half-way between West-
minster and Vauxhall bridges.

Victoria Docks Gas Company.—The company apply for power to purchase
additional land for the purpose of erecting works.
Thames Haven Dock.—The company apply for power to abandon the under-

taking, and to wind up the affair.

South Essex Waterworks.—It is proposed to form reservoirs at Great and
Little Warley and at -Vveley to supply by means of machinery at Grays Thurrock,

that town and those of Barking and Rumford and the district between them.
Affecting the public buildings of London, the following are important

:

Concentration of Courts of Justice.—Notice is given of the proposed
acquisition by the Commissioners of Works and Public Buildings of the site

south of Lincoln's-inn-fiilds bounded by Carey-street, Bell-alley, Fleet-

street, the Strand, Pickett-street, Clement«-inn, and Yeates-court.

Public OJficen Extension.—Notice is given of the proposed acquisition by the

Commissioners of Works and Public Buildings of a portion of the property

south of the State Paper Office lying between Duke-street and St. James's
Park.
Leicester Square ffarttei.—Application is made for powers for the purchase,

sale, and improvement of the garden and " Globe" in Leicester-square.

Metropolitan CimtraVHotel Company.—It is proposed to incorporate a com-
pany and to erect a hotel, and, it is presumed, other buildings, on the site

between St. Clement Danes and St. Mary-le-Strand, bounded on the north by

* Continued trom page 974.
^/..ii:i;T»;ii.-
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Ilfjwii-atregt, uid on the aooth by the Strand, clearing away Holywell-atreet and
ijaaalnn.
Ortat Wtttmiittfr Hotel Company (iimi/ed).—This is a proposal to erect

notbrr jrigantic hotel, including thts embankment of part ot^the Thames ad-

iaiaiag Mauchester-buildinfrs.

The proposed trauin-ays tor London and other towns form a good introduction

to the imurovements proposed in other large commercial centres. The
fint in the list has been, as the Pneumatic Post Company, some time before the

paUic : it is now iu a more complete form than heretolbre, and has combined the

tramway sj'stem with it, so as to occasion less inconvenience to the traffic from

eonstruction Oian if both were to be carried out independently.

J^mdon Traminiy and JMgpatch Company.—The company propose to lay

down tubes, pipesand apparatus for conveying parcels, letters and messages, and
alio to lay down tramways, with the exclusive use of the ground between them,

luch tnmwavs being used by vehicles eitlier in combination with the tubes or not.

The metropolitan n>utes proposed are the following :

—

From the West Ixmdon Railway in the Uxbridge-road, through Oxford-street

and Uolbom to the Post-office.

From the M'est London Railway in the Kensington-road, through Kensington,
Knightsbridge, Sloane-street, to the foot of Chelsea-bridge, through Thtunes-
bank, Whitehall, the Strand, St. Panl's-churchyard, Cheapside, King William-
street, to Wellington-street and the Borough, with branches to the Post-office

and London-bridge station.

From Knightsbridge, by Hyde Park-comer, along Grosvenor-place, to the
Tictori.i Station, thence over Vauxboll-bridge, Kenuington-lane, Newington,
Bladuuan-slreet, and High-street, to Wellington-street, Borough.
From Holbom-bars, through Gray's Inn-lane to the King's-cross station,

thence by £uston-road and Seymour-street to the £uston station, and by Mary-
ieb3ne-raad and Praed-street to the Paddington station.

Prom Cbaring-cross, through Cockspur-street, Waterloo-place, Regent-street,

Portland-place, Albany-street, Alhert-nmd, Park-road and Marylebone-road, to

the top of^ Portland-place.

From the Victoria station, through Victoria-street to Westminster.
From Westminster, over Westminster-bridge, through Bridge-road, Vauxhall-

road, Kennington-gate, Clapham-road, to the Plough inn at Clapham.
From U arteJ ford-place, Ivennington-road, along the Brizton-road, to Cold-

. harbour-lane.
From High-street, Newington, through Kennington-road.
From the £lephant and Castle, along the WfQworth-road, to Camberwell-

green.
Metropolitan Improved Trarmt Company.—This company applies for an

Act to autliorise the vestry or district board of any of the metropolitan parishes,
and all authorities having charge of turnpike roads witliin the metropolitan area,

to grant permission to the company to lay down upon any public thoroughfare
of the metropolis, tramways for the passage of omnibuses and similar carriages,
and to give the Metropolitan Board of Works or the Board of Trade a superior
power in settling any disputes with the company ; to make by-laws for reserving
to the company' the use of the tramways and for levying tolls thereupon.

Improved btreet Trangit Company.—A company is proposed with power to
lay down and maintain trams, rails, plates or other apparatus for the passage of
carriages along any streets, highways or roads within the United Kingdom, and
oyer any lands, with the consent of the bodies or persons owning or having con-
trol over them. Authority is to be given to by-laws and regulations touching
the use of the tramways, and of payments connected therewith.

Street Rail Company (Limited).—The company apply for powers to lay
down and maintain, on the surface of^such of the streets of the metropolis and of
any other town in tlie kingdom as sliall be selected, by the consent of the parties
having the control of them, iron rails and plates for facilitating tlie passage along
the aame of all carriages and traffic by horse-power only.
The intended Act will reserve to the public the right to use such rails with all

ordinanr road wheels and carriages, but will reserve to the company the exclusive
nae of flange wheels upon the edge rails so laid.

Carriage Track Company.—This company apply for power to make and
maintam on any streets or highways in England and Scotland, with the consent
of the local authorities, carriage-guide tracks, with all necessary communications
and works, and to run upon them carriages and engines adaptedfor their use, and
to regulate the traffic on the roads accordingly.
Improved Street Trangit Company.—This is a proposal to lay down, main-

tain and renew (but only with tlie coiisent of the respective local authorities)
in the streets of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Manchester, Liverpool, Hull and
Birmingham, iron or other rails, plates or trams, for the passage of carriages,
ic., to be moved by horse-power, and to enter into agreements with the bodies
Inviug control of the same, or within two miles of their municipal boundaries, for
their maintenance and use.

It i« i>roposed to give power to the local authorities to keep the line of way for
the carriages of the company, but notliing is to be done to prevent ordinary traffic
nom passing.

Improved Street Trantit Company.—Tim is a proposal to lay down, with
the consent of the local authorities, in the streets and higliways of Manchester
and its neigliljourliood within G miles, tramways for carriages and waggons to be
moved by horse-power. It is proposed to make by-laws to maintain the uninter-
rupted passage of the company's vehicles.
A similar application is made for the town of Liverpool and its neighbour-

hood.
Street Rail Company (ijmtferf).—This is a proposal for the city of

Glasgow, for the construction of tramways for the use of carriages and traffic by
borse-power only, with the consent of the local authorities, giving to the public
the use of the rails with ordinary vehicles, but retaining to the company their
aae with flange wheels. The roads referred to are the following :—the Yokerroad,
Uie 'Three-mile-house-road, the Renfrew-road, the Renfrewshire-roads, the Shotts
Boads, the Cambuslang and Muirkirk-roads, tlie Garscule-road, the Great
Western-road, and St. Georges-road.
As affecting I»ndon specially the following come under notice :

—

Bonelli's Electric Telef/raph Company.—Ihw is a proponal to form a com-
pany, with the usual powers for.carrying out the patents of the Chevalier Bonelli
for electric telegraphy.

Ihaled Kingdom Electric Telegraph Company (Limited), apply for
further powers for carrying their wires and for confirming arrangements already

Universal Lime Light Company.—Proposed to grant licenses to all partie'
to make and use the apparatus and gases required, and to give licenses for
working.

Hull, Liverpool, Birkenhead, and Birmingham each propose to carry out
considerable improvements; and the carefully considered propositions of the last-
mentioned town show that they are on the alert to overcome some of the diffi-
culties which rapid growth brings upon a manufacturing community.

Kingston-upon-Mtill Docks.—The Dock Company apply lor power to enlarge
their property, and to make further arrangements with the Hull and Selbyand
other railways.

Liverpool Improvement.—The corporation apply for power for widening
Tunnel-road and Rake-lane, West Derby ; to make a new road at Kirkdale from
the Kirkdale-road to Bootle-Iane—altering the bridge acToas the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Itailway; to widen Gore-strect-north, Hatton-garden, Park-lane,
Limekiln-lane, and Water-street ; and to make rates for the necessary expense.
Application is also made for general powers for opening new streets.

Liverpool Cemetery.—The Burial Board apply for power to purchase additional
lands at Walton-on-the-Hill.
Birkenhead Improi'ement Commissioners.—Apply for powers to enable them

to obtain some further land in Hamilton-square, and to erect a townhall there,
and to make regulations respecting it.

Birmingham Improvement.—Application is made for an ict to authorise
the Town Council to open the following new streets, and to carry out the
following improvements, viz. :

—

To continue Carr's-lane to Park-street, forming a bridge over the North
Western Railway, and to continue the same into New Bartholomew-street, and
to continue Little Ann-street to Heath Mill-lane, opposite Lower Trinity-street,
with a new bridge over the river Rea.
To widen Carr's-lane by the removal of Mr. Watson's warehonse.
To widen Bull-street at the bottom next Dale-end, and to round the corner

next Monmouth-street, by the removal of Nos. 54 and 65, Bull-street, and No. 1,
Monmouth-street.
To round the comer of New-street and High-street, by removing Nos. 1 and

lA, New-street, and Nos. 87 and 88, High-street.
To widen New-street at its junction with Worcester-street, by removing

Nos. 134, 135 and 136, New-street, and Nos. 76J, 77, 78 and 79, Worcester-street.
To round the comer of Bordesley-street and Park-street.
To widen Park-street, by purchasing premises on the south side, between the

Corporation stables and No. 4.

To widen Heath Mill-lane at its junction with High-street, Deritend, by the
removal of the premises of Mrs. Gardner and Mr. Wise.
To widen Liverpool-street, between Heath Mill-lane and Adderley-street, also

to widen Hoodgate-street and Digbeth.
To widen Hill-street at itsjunction with Navigation-street.
To widen Cambridge-street near its junction with King Alfred's-place.
To enable the counties of Warwick and Worcester to erect a bridge over the

river Cole, at Hobmoor-lane, Bordesley.
To remove St. Martin's M«at-market,and to dispose of and deal with the site

thereof.

To purchase the reversion of part of tlie Public-office buildings in Moor-street,
now held under lease ; the reversion of the premises in HoUiday-street, now held
under lease ; the reversion of part of St. Martin's Meat-market, now held under
lease; several properties lying between St. Martin's Meat-market and Gloucester-
street and Upper Dean-street; several properties abutting on Smithtield Cattle-
market, and intervenuig between it and Jamaica-row, St. Martm's-lane, and
Moat-lane.
To amend the Birmingham Improvement Act, 1851, in respect to the following,

.amongst other matters :—For regulating the line of streets and the formation and
completion of streets, and the thickness of the walls of future buildings ; the
paving and repair of roads and footways, the prevention of projections over
streets, the removal of nuisances from streets, the fencing of waste and vacant
lands, the completion by the owners of streets not being highways; the position,
erection, and rebuilding of houses and other buildings ; the construction of house
drains, sewers, water-closets, privies, and ash-pits; and also for regulating
hackney and stage carriages and omnibuses, markets and fairs, slaughter-houses,
the sale and demise of superfluous lands, the licensing the construction of vaults
under footways, the use of the sewers, &c.

To confer powers

—

To widen, cleanse, and improve the rivers Rea and Cole, and Hockley Brook,
within the borough, and to prevent and remove obstructions and impediments
therein.

To barricade streets at times of processions and rejoicings.
To construct slaughter-houses, and regulate the use thereof.

To enter upon lands and property for surveying and other purposes.
To purchase, compulsorily or by agreement, lands and houses for the purposes of

the Bill.

To establish new markets and fairs.

To establish and maintain afire police.

To make by-laws, to be enforced by penalties.

To borrow additional sums of money on mortgage of the improvement rate
and the street improvement rate, and of the other rates to be levied under the
" Birmingham Improvement Act, 1851" (except the water-rate), and of the
lands, properties, rents and revenues of tlie mayor, aldermen, and burgesses, on
such terms and in such manner as the Council shall approve.

To regulate the fire police, and to make provision for the recovery of expenses
from the owners of property to which assistance may be given by the fire police,
either within or without the borough.

To provide that certain expenditure, for the removal of improper cellars, vaults
and underground works ; the fencing of waste and vacant land, and keeping in
repair the roads and footways adjoining thereto ; for kerbing, guttering, and
paving the footways of streets on the application of owners ; for the completion of

streets, and the removal of obstructions therein ; and for other purposes, shall be
deemed private improvement expenses, and to charge the same on the owners of
the property improved; and to make provision for the recovery of such expenses
from the owners or occupiers of the property.

To constitute the mayor of the said borough during his year office, and for

twelve months afterwards, a governor of the Free Grammar School of King
Edward VI. in Birmingham.
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HAILES CHURCH.
HAILE3 CHURCH, in Norfolk, was originally a Norman structure, and

still presents the principal characteristics of churches of that period;
though the windows and chancel arch were replaced in the succeeding or First-
Pointetl style. On plan, it consists of a nave, with round tower at the west end,
and north and south doorways, both of which appeal* to have had external
porches, of which faint indications only now remain.
The chancel is terminated with an apse, and was surrounded externally with a

small and curious arcade, almost destroy^ by the insertion of the First-Pointed
windows : altogether it ia an interesting example.
The original detail is quaint and elaborate. The accompanying illustration

shews the doorway on the north side, which has an extremely rich effect. The
south doorway differs from it, and is of simpler character,

Hailes is situated a short distance from the town of Loddon, in the south-east
part of the county.

ON ACOUSTICS.*
THE subject to which I venture to invite your attention is thatof Acoustics, or

Science of Bound ; in reference (of course) to its bearing on the arrang^eracnt and
construction ot those buildings wliere the free transmisBion of sound is of importance.
It will not, I think, be deemed necessary that I should advance any apology for the
ndtfect itself. The proper construction of buildings intended for music or public
ipMklng' is a point of vital interest to every architect, as under this category may
be comprehended all the more important works that come into our hands ; and such
buildings (however excellent in other respects) cannot certainly be said to have ful-
filled the design with which they were erected, unless they had been made favourable
to the easy transmission of sound. A knowledge of the laws that regulate this trans-
mission and of the methods necessary to bring a building into conformity with those
Uwa, Is then most desirable to us.
A very considerable time has elapsed since a paper on this subject was read before

you, ana this consideration, coupled with the ruct that even such books as exist on
the subject are not generally known, induces me to hope that it may be possible to
lay before you some already ascertained facts of interest, but which arenot sofamiliar
as they deserve to be.

I must disclaim, however, the ability to present anything fnew in any other sense
than the one just Indicated. The subject has always occupied a share of my atten-
tion as a reader, but not as an experimental philosopher, and latterly it has become
my duty to search very thoroughly for all accessible information that relates to it,

and it has been the difficulty of collecting scattered facta, and of obtaining even the
titles of books, that has principally made me feel that an account of the books
and other sources of information accessible, and a condensed exposition of the most
luiix>rtant jfomts to be gleaned from them, might be of use to others.

[n the commencement of an inquiry into the laws governing the distribution of
sound In buildings, a student would naturally seek information on the nature of
•oand and the laws of acoustics from treatises on physical science. The works best

^
• A paper read by Mr. T. Rogeb Smith, at the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tect*, on Monday, December 17tb, 1860.

worth consulting are the following, and I name them now to avoid interrupting the
main subject afterwards

:

The treatise on Sound by Sir John Herschel, published in the " Encyclopsedia
Metropolitana," and since issued separately. This is the best work on the subject
in English ; but It has the drawback that it does not contain any account of the dis-
coveries of the last thirty years, having been published in 1830 : Mrs. t^omerville's
"Connection of the Physical Sciences." Detached papers by Professor Wlieat-
stone. The article "Acoustics" in the "Encyclopaedia Metropolitana." Arnott's
" Elements of Physics. '

' Brewer on Sound. " The Cours de I'nysique " of M. Biot.
"Cours dePhvaique " of Pouillet. "Traite d'Acoustique," by Chladui, a standard
work, also puolished in German. The writings of Savart and Biot, and others,
published in the " Annales Physique et de Clximic," and the lectures of Savart re-
ported in "I'Institut."
On the special subject of buildings, we have published in England : Saunders on

"Theatres." Wyatton " Theatres," quoted In "Gwilt's Encyclopaedia," Inman's
Abstract of Evidence connected with the Rebuilding of the Houses of I'arliament.
A considerable number of papers scattered through the Builder from 1846 to the

f
resent day, especially those by Mr. Scott Russell before the Royal Society and this
nstitutiou in 1847. Notes of Mr. Scott Russell's Papers also appeared in the
Building News for 1858, along with notes of a paper by myself, read before the
Architectural Association. A few small pamphlets and incidental notices in books
on other subjects will conclude our list.

Published abroad we have, "Lachez sur rOptique et Acoustique dos Sallcs de
Reunion l*ubliques," a very practical and sensible little book. *' Rhode Theorie der
Verbreitung des Schalles lUr Bankunstles," a small but very valuable pamphlet.
Observations by Chladui in his book, and in contributions to the "Allgemelne
Musikalische Zeitung," and a few other papers and books.

I am, moreover, informed that a French work of great value ou this subject
exists, different from any of these, but the title of which I have been unable to
learn. It is right to add that this is not a complete list, but only a selection.

From almost any one of the first-named books a general knowledge of acoustics
can be obtained, and if we make an attempt to sum up briefly what is knowu about
sound, leaving out, as not essential to our present purpose, both the retinemeuts of
matlicmatical calculation and the elegant results of experiments on undulation^
vibration, the pitch of musical notes, and other departments of tlie science, we can
arrive at a few definite results of philosophical inquiry, capable of being briefly

stated, and will be enough for the present purpose.

Sound, then, may be regarded as motion made sensible to our ears ; and the sense
of hearing as a very refined, sensitive, and delicate sense of touch. A moment's
thought will suffice to remind you, if this description seem at first sight startling,
that there is no sound unaccompanied by motion ; that there is but very little motion
without audible sound ; and last ly , that if motion exist, but be so cut ofl from our ears
that no communication can take place, we hear no sound.

Sound la not, like light, conveyed through an imponderable medium; it, on the
contrary, travels through all the substances, solid, liquid, and aeriform, that sur-
round US; and it is precisely that class of substances best suited to couvey motion,
which forms the best conductors ofsound, while those bodies that deaden and destroy
motion deaden sound also. For example, a rod, of elastic wood or of iron, will
convey readily any motion from one end of it to the other, and such a rod forms one
of the best known conductors of sound.
A heap of sand will, be it only thick enough, check the force of the most powerful

cannon ball, and, were there no means of hearing round it, such a heap would
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equally doaden the report of the oannon, unless, indeed, the air lurkin|r between the
grahiB of sand (wnveyed Borae faint impresBions to tlio listener.

We are, however, more familiar with the atmosphere as the conductor of the Honnds
that reach our ears than with any otiicr medium, and &s it is throuerh the atmosphere
alone that the sounds heard in larfje moms are transmitted, we Bhall have little

occapion a^'ain to refer to the conductinfr properties of other media.

The iitmosphere under favorable circumstancei* will transmit lo LTeat distances any
ajritaticm that ih rousi-d In it. Ah an instance of this we may refer to the expcrf-

mentB of M. Blot. This ;L,''entIcman havin^^ an opportunity of operatinj* with a very
lonjj cast-iron pipe, forming part of an a(iiioduct i» course of confltructlon at Pans,
found that even when the pipe was 1,040 yards, or more than half-a-milu lon^'. the
explosion of a pistol fired into it at one end would blow out a candle at the other,

and that the lowest whi«per at one end wa« as distinctly audible at the other as to

the spoakor him.self. Tliis experiment succoeded bettiT at nijifht than in thedaytime,
Althouoh, however, the air in a tube, where any lateral escape is imix>R8ible, shows

this marvellous sensitiveness, wo do find a nimilar result from speakin*; in open, un-
ooufined air. It is a matter of familiar experience that sound, under those eiroum-
Btances. decays and dies away, till at last it ceases to become audible. This decay is

only the natural consequence; of the fm't that the original force is constantly
Bpreartinjj throu^rh a wider and wider space, and is jjettiny, so to speak, diluted.

A familiar illustration to you all will be the s^radually widening-- circles that spread
on the surface of smooth water from a spot where you drop in a pebble, and which,
weakening as they widen, at last fairly vanish into the flat, unbroken lake.

The analopry between the proprress of sound and that of water-waves thus ronsed
is, however, less complete than is ordinarily supposiil ; for it usually happens that,
from the first, sounds have an iniiial direction imjiressed upon them, and that they
travel further in this direction than in any other. The most familiar instance to us
all is that of the human ;voice, whicli is always heard very much further in front ot
the speaker than it is at his sides or beliind him. The human voice is not, however,
an exceptional cose ; it is well to know that the larger number of sounds have some-
thinf?- of tliis propensity.*
The decay of sound is very^ much prevented not only by any initial direction it may

receive, but also by any accidental circumstance that prevents the a^tations in the
air from spreartiiii,'- laterally, even if it be only one side that is confined. Thus, sound
will travel a lon<:r distance along- the ground ; and it will be very audible alon^ a wall,
because the an^le formed by the wall and the ground forms two sides of a sort of
tube, and thus prevents part of the lateral escape. There is an instance of this sort
recorded in Dr. Hutton's Dictionary, that has been often quoted ; a ffarden-wall
exists in Dorsetshire that will, be states, convey in this way a whisper iiOO feet, with-
out loss of distinctness.
Sound in an open atmosphere travels in a straight line : Bhonld it, however, en-

counter an obstacle, or pass the limit of any boundary, it always spreads, to some
extent, behind that obstacle or boundary. For instance, in a church, an auditor
exactly belimd a stone pier, and close to it. will probably hear worse than if nothing-
were between him and the clergyman ; but still, even close to the pier, he will hear

;

and if. keeping- always the pier oetween him and the speaker, he move further back,
he will soon reach a point where ho will hear as well tpith his ears as if there wore no
obstacle. I use the words with his ears advisedly, because the eyes always assist ns
in our attention to public speaking, and of course tliis assistance would be lost in the
situation I have supposed.
Sound, when it encounters'an obstacle directly opposed to it, is howerer, beaten

back, orreflected. The phenomcnonjof echo is familiar to all, and is the rosultof sucha
reflection sending" back the sound from a considerable distance. It was laid down by
Mr. Scott Russell, in the paper read by him before you on this subject, in 1847, that
in the case of sound, the movements oif which are closely allied to water-waves, re-
flection does not take place except where the wave imping-es on the obstacle at an
angle greater than about 80 degrees.
Where the ang-le is less than this, the sound does not a^in leave the obstacle, but

pimply runs alono^ the face of it ; in fact, is conducted along- it in the manner we have
just bad occasion to mention. All. or almost all, whispering- g-alleriea are examples
of this conduction, that at St. Paul's being- a very good one.
Should the angle, however, at which the sound falls approach nearer to a right

angle, it will be reflected back, and will follow the same law as governs the reflection

of light ; that is to say, the angle of reflection will equal the angle of incidence—so
that all sounds to be heard as echoes by the speaker, must fall on a reflecting surface
exactly at a right ang-le, and if a sound reaches any surface at an angle of say 45 or
f»0 degrees from the rigfht, it^11 be thrown ofl"at the same angle, 45 or 60 degrees, but
to the left.

D»~

^•c

d.

A will be echoed to himself ; B will be echoed to 6 ; C will be echoed to c. T) will
not be echoed to d, although the line joining d with the obstacle makes the same
angle as that joining D with it ; but it will run along the obstacle and be heard at K,
and should the obstacle cease, it will spread past it so as possibly to be audible at /.

It will be familiar to all that there are some echoes that can repeat one syllable,
some two, some tliree, and so on, simply because in the one case longer time elapses
than in the other before the echo gets back. And it will always be found when the
sound takes longer time to make its journey to the reflector and back, it is because it

has had a greater distance to go over. From this we gather that the speed at which
sound travels, rapid though it be, is not so great but that the effect ofeven a mode-
rate addition of length is quite perceptible in the longer time it takes to reach the ear.
In this particular, sound differs from light or electricity, which travel so fast that,
unless with great distances, the time they consume in going cannot^e detected.
The speed of sound in the atmosphere varies with the greater or less density of

the medium. It has been very frequently measured, and Herschel gives as the
results of the best investigations that sound m dry air, at the temperature of
62 degrees, travels over 9,000 feet in eight seconds. This statement is easily remem-
bered, but it may be useful to add that 9,000 feet, or 3,000 yards, in eight seconds
equals 1,125 feet, or 375 yards, in one second, or 12f miles in a minute.

* A good example is a tuning-fork ; when the sound of this is excited, it will be
audible to a much greater distance square than corner-wise ; that isto say, you will
hear it better if the ear is;iu a line with the two arms, or in a line at right angles to
one joining the two arms, than it will if the fork is turned a quarter round, so that
a Une joining the two arms would be at an angle of 45 deg. to one drawn from the
ear to the fork.

As a practical application of this ^t. I may extract flrom the Bamo anthor the
remark that if music were performed in a room 5-1 feet long, with an echo from its
extremity, each reflected note—should there happen to t>e a nflsnagi' with as many a«
ten notes in a eecond^woutd exactly interfp-re with the following note sounded by
the musician, l^ansages as rapid as this constantly occur in modern music, and it w
not a very uncommon thing tt) hear them thus spoiled.
The varieties in t!ie nature of Bounds are very groat ; thus we have mniic, artlco-

late speech, an<l nolne ; we have variations of pitch, of quality, of londness of
volume, of intensity, and of dlstinctiiess. We have in music combinations of souoda
in Bucoession to form melody, and slmnltaneously as harmony; and of sounds hcftrd
together, we have some eombiiiatlons that are harmonious, and some that are dis-
cordant.
As an Illustration of somefof these peculiarities, let ns suppose the string of a

harp struck and left to sound. Wo hear a long definite note gradually dying aw»y,
hnt which, faint though it becomes, still retains its pitch. If now we examine the
harp siring, we find it constantly vibrating to and fro with great rapidity ; as it (fets
to rest its excursions on each side of Iho line of repose grow shorter and shorter,
but they neither become more nor less frequent than when they were most violent. It
la clear that each movement of the string must rouse a movement In the air, m IHct
strike a blow upon it ; and we begin now to trace some conuoxioii as likely to exist
between the regular recurrences of these blows and the equable pitch of the note the
string gives out, and also between their diminishing vigor and the fading loudness of
the sound. It is, in fact, as I dare say you ail know, the regular recurrence of dis-
tinct impressions which occasions all prolonged sounds, and, with one or two excep-
tions, this is always a consequence of vibrations. The way in which the separate
shocks on the ear produced by the vibrations get fiiscd Into one sound corresponds
very closely to what happens to the sight when a spark of fire is swung round so
rapidly as to appear a fiery circle. The Impression of the sound on the ear, like that
of the spark on the eye, does not die away the very instant the exciting cause stops,
and if that impression be renewed before the recollection of it has had time to
vanish, the sense of hearing loses the consciousness that any IntermiBsion has taken
place.
Very bright lights remain longer impressed on the eye than the Image of ordinary

objects, and similarly very intense sounds remain longer in the ear, and, consequently,
fewer repetitions of them in n second arc required to produce a continuous note, bo
that though it is impossible to hear sounds from an ordinary cord making fewer than
thirty vibrations in a second, yet Savart has succeeded in making audible a sonnd
composed oi only fourteen pulses, or seven complete vibrations iii a second, and -ikt

the other extremity of the scale in rendering audible sounds up to 24,000 vtbrattons,
or 48,000 pulses per second. The greater or less frequency of the vibrations occashniB
the sound to be more or less sharp, and the actual correspondence between the
number of vibrations in two notes determines their concord or discord when
sounded together^
For example, the lowest on a grand piano is said by Brewer, whose nnmberB do

not precisely correspond with those given by some of the French writers, to require
thirty-two pulses in a second for its production ; the sound most acconlant with
that is its octave, the number of whose vibrations always bears the relation of two
to one to those of the original sound. Thus, In the Instance just selected, sixty-fonr
vibrations in a second are required to produce the C an octave above the one started
from. It the dots in the diagram represent pulses, it will be seen that when a note
and its octave are sounded together, every vibration of the fhndamcntal note
coincides with a vibration of the higher one.

If G, the fifth al)Ove this C, had been snbstitued for the octave, we should haTC
struck a note containing forty-eight pulses in a second along with the C '. contahiing
thirty-two such pulses, that is to say, three pulsations of the higher note to every
two of the lower one. and only every other pulse of the fundamental note would
have coincided with one of the upper ones. This is the next most aecordant-in*
terval.

The relation between a note and Its major third is expressed by that of fburto
five, or thirty-two to forty, so that this interval is less perfectly consonant.
Two notes, the pulses of which hardly ever coincide, sounded together, produce a

discord ; for instance, the seventh above any note boars the relation to It of flftceu
to eight, and this is, consequently, a very imperfectly consonant interval.
Beyond just stating that all natural sustained sounds are produced by the vibra-

tions of elastic substances, it is impossible to enter upon the very complicated and
very interesting investigations that (Thiadni, Savart. Wheatstone, and others hare
conducted upon undulation and vibration in all its forms, or to describe to you the
elegant experiments by which the motions of vibrating bodies arc rendered visible.
The transmission of these vibrations through the air is, however, a matter of some
moment to our subject. Each impulse of. the vibrating body makes an impression
on the air immediately adjoining it, which impression instantly passes onwards and
outwards, leaving the atmosphere behind in a state of quiescence. A wave of sound
is, in fact, a state of momentary compression travelling with the speed of the wind
away from its exciting cause into space; and it is accompanied by a displacement
of particles, slight, indeed, but still actual, and, in fact, when the impulse has lost the
power of moving the air at all it ceases to exist.
Should this wave meet with an obstacle that reflects it, it will travel back through

the atmosphere to any point to which it may be directed by the refiecting body. Any
agitation of the air, wfiich from circumstances, such as reflection for example, u
made to take the form of regular pulses, will. If these are but frequent enough, be-
come an audible sound. Take a familiar instance : suppose that we have a pipe, of
any length shorter than about :i5 feet, closed at one end, and make an agitation in
the air at the open end ; as long as the separate movements are so far apart that the
impulses Imvc long intervals between them, no sound is heard, but as soon as the
movement is brisk enough for a pulse, the moment it has travelled to the bottom of
the pipe and back, to be followed at once by another, an audible sound will result,
the pitch of which depends on the length of the journey each pulse has to make
down the pipe and back again. If we go on making the agitation more brisk for a
time no alteration except in loudness will be audible, the pipe seeming, so to speak,
to keep the agitation that wants to enter it waiting tiU the one that ia there
emerges.
But suddenly the sound heard will jump an octave, and we shall find, if we take

the proper means of investigating, that the air in the pipe has divided itself into two
Tibrating lengths. Increase the agitation and soon another jump takes place, the air
in the tube dividing itself into three portions, and so on, the points of division t>eipg
termed 7«x/('s. Thus, for example, by blowing more or less violently into au organ
pipe, we can produce either its fundamental note, or the octave above that'^note,
which ia the sound proper to a pipe of half the length, or to the original pipe divided
into two portions by one node, or the twelfth above, which ia the sound proper to a
pipe one-third the length, or to the original pipe divided into three portions by two
nodes, and so on.
These divisions equally occur in vibrating strings, and it is remarkable that event

when a string or a pipe is sonndlng the gravest note it can emit, a second set of
vibrations almost invariably coexists along with the primary ones, giving out the
octave, twelfth, Ac. These sounds are called harmonies of the principal sound, and
an acute ear can detect their presence constantly ; perhaps nownerc so readily as in

the note of a large bell.

It becomes of importance to us to know all these circumstances, if we reflect that
any room may be regarded as nothiugelse than a great organ pipe in which. If a
suitable agitation be roused, sounds no doubt will be emitted by the atr. Nor is

there any safeguard in the size of the room, for although a room be too large for what
would b« its primary note to be audible, the harmonies of that note, some of them
will be quite appreciable, and it is the presence of these that causes what 18 knawn as
the note proper to a room.
As this note cannot be ordinarily avoided, the only thing to be'done In relation toil

is to see that the dimensions of the room each way bear some simple numerical rela-

tion to oneanothcr.-'BO that if undulations are roused thst travel from eud to end
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..apd oihcr* that tr«Tet from side to side, the soouds due to the two miiy blend bar-

jmMkiOMlr, aad not clash diiicordautly.

Tbe Ust point to whit^h 1 have to draw your attention is the Bympatbeticvibrationa
^_.

'i oftQ excite in sonorous bodies. If a tuning fork be sounded in the air

Jta MMe U extremelv feeble, but if it be rested upon a pianoforte or a table a marked
altefatk>n la sound U audible.

Half a dozen tuning-forks of different pitch, tried in succession, will all rouse the

aane phenomenon, ami the truth is that, small as they are. each oue has set the

eatiro material of the pianoforte or the table in vibration, aud that too in accord-

»nc« with its own rate of motion, so that the whole table or the whole piano has

become, for the moment* a part of the tuning-fork, and is emitting: sound in unison
with t.

If ie now Tary the experiment, and hold our different tuniiisr-forks near the open

fad of an organ -pipe or a flute, we shall not get the same uniform result. Those

forks which emit tne sound the pipe or flute would emit if blown into, or one of its

harmonies, will be found to set tiie air in the tube into sonorous apitation. and the

note thev emit will be greatly reinforced ; but the other tuning-forks, whoso note

i« not related to that of the pipe in question, will be found to have only a trifling

infloenc«, if any, over the air in tlie tube, and this sound will not t>e perceptibly rc-

inforeed.
Thos we arrive at a fact of the greatest importance—namely, that some vibratory

bodies will move In unison with almost any sound, while others, voiced to emit a

pwtieolar note, will reinforce that note, or those related to it, but will be useless, or

almost nseless, as regards other notes.

It now becomes desirable, hsving considered some points relating to the nature of

sound and its transmission, to ask what means we have of influencing sound in a

building, and what obstacles it is likely to encounter there, compared with what it

would meet with in the open air.

There are two familiar instruments in every-day use, and a third, some forms of

whieh are also well known, which supply a suflScient answer, almost without words,

to the first question—namely, *' \Vhat means hare we of influencing sound in a

. building ?"

The two instruments I first alluded to are the violin and the speaking trumpet.

The third is any common reflector, sav the sounding-board of a pulpit.

If we take any familiar sounding object, such as, tor instance, a watch, and note

bow far its beat'can be heard in a room, and then place it successively in themouth-
nieee of » speaking-trumpet, in the focus of a parabolic reflector, or against the

DO^Of a Tiolin, we shall find that in each case we have influenced the sound, and
•ow as I luiow, we have no possible means of influencing the sounds emitted in

buildings, except such as bear an analogj' to one of these three.

There will be something to be said by-and-by about impediments and the avoid-

ance of them ; for, after all. except m extraordinary cases, the whole secret of

-sooeesa in buildinic lor sound lies in simply doing as little harm as possible ; but, as

lar M assistance to sound goes, I repeat we cannot get beyond the teaching of the
mirror, the speaking-trumpet, or the violin.

To return to the watch, we shall find that both the reflector and the speaking-
trumpet cause its tick to be heard much more loudly at the same distance, or to be
audible to a much greater distance than when uninfluenced, but only in one direction.

The person to whom the trumpet is pointed or towards wliom the mirror faces gets
more sound, but a person at the side gets less.

Were the sound of such a nature as to be capable of being closely examined, it

would be found In Iwth cases to be deteriorated in quality of tone, and I am inclined

to think more so by the reflector than by the speaking-trumpet, and in each case, if

articulate, or otherwise very sharp and deflned, it will have lost u little of its dis-
tinctness.

If, now, we take the violin and place upon it the watch, we shall find that the
sound will be audible to a greater distance than when the watch is by itself, but will

not be (as in the other cases) confined to one direction only. It will not probably
extend in any direction so iar as the trumpet would throw it, but will be much more
equally heard ; while, and this is the CTeat point, whatever change takes place in its

character, is entirely for the better. None of its distinctness is lost, but its tone is

improved, and. should the violin be a very fine one, and something with musical
sounds be substituted for a watch, the effect on the quality of the sound will be very
marked.
A string, for example, stretched to sound a certain note and excited by a violin

bow, will give out its proper note indeed, but its voice will be poor, thin, and weak.
Transfer tlie string to tlie instrument, draw the same bow across !t in the same way,
and the note of the string reinforced by the vibrations of the body of the instrument
will be something totally different, incomparably finer, and yet identical in pitch
and sharpness.
We ocight, then, in building for sound to take a lesson from each of these instru-

ments. ANTiat are their neculiarities ? In the reflector and the speaking-trumpet,
the influence upon sound is almost wholly a matter of form, in the violin it is also no
doubt a matter of form, but as much if not more a matter of materials combined
with form.
We gather then that we may, as in the speaking-trumpet, impress an initial direc-

tion on sound as emitted and guide it forward, or that we may aid its progress by
reflectors behind or above the speaker, but that if we want to support or improve it

we must have recourie to the resonance, or sympathetic vibrations of some sonorous
body, capable of lending itself to all the varieties of sound produced near it.

The common sounding-board often fixed over pulpits acts as a reflector, but usually
(being made of thin wood) as a resonant reflector, a much less dangerous neighbour
than a hard smooth surface of plaster or stone, which has the disadvantage that it

reflects a sharp and somewhat spoiled echo, that travels in the same direction indeed
as the primary sound, but is a little behind it, and seems often to mar its distinctness.

It wili be readily understood that a slanting reflector overhead to beat downwards
and forward, rays of sound that would otherwise escape towards the ceiling and be
lost, is likely always to do good, and can in no case be so injurious as one behind the
speaker; and it need scarcely, I think, be added that the only reflectors that can be
of advantage, are those that throw the sound forward in the same direction as that
in whieh the speaker is speaking. An echo reflected down from a high ceiling or,
worst of all, back from an opposite wall will always be disagreeable.

It may be more appropriate here than afterwards to notice a curious application of
the reflector to pulpits, wliirh was, some years ago, rather extensively made use of,

and is illustrated in the model before you.
It appers. from a pamphlet published by Kivington in 1829, entitled "Description

of a Parabolic Sounding Hoard erected in A ttercliff Church, by the Rev. John Black-
bum." that this church is a parallelogram 95 feet by 72 feet by 56 feet high, with an
eliptical recess 32 feet wide by 10 feet deep for chancel, and the pulpit placed in the
centre of the centre aisle in front of the chancel. There is no clerestory, but there
are pillars supporting a gallery. In this church it was impossible for the preacher to
make himscli heard, and after shifting about the pulpit in various directions with no
marked advantage, he determined to erect behind the pulpit a sounding-board like a
hood, parabolic in section, with his head m about the focus of the paralwla. He relied
upon the property of that curve to reflect as parallel a series of rays diverging
at the focus, and he adds that the result exceeded his most sanguine expectations.
The congrr-ration were now able to hear the preacher, and the remote seats of the

church became some of the hcM. The inventor of this expedient was Mr. Hlackburn
himself, and he brouglit it before the public in this pamphlet, which is admirably and
scientifically written, and also laid it before the Koyal .Smriety and the Society of Arts.
With the last-named .Society he deposited a model, which has since passed into the
posMuloo of London University College, and it is by the courtesy of the Secretary
of that Colk^ and of I'rofessor Potter that this model, which is the one before you,
IS entnutedto me for this evening's pai>cr.
To nroceed. however. In the Society of Art* ' Transactions I find two letters from

Mr. Fariflb, then Jacksonlan Profes»or at Cambridge, who had had one of these reflec-

tors put up in his church; he reports most favorably both upon Mr. Ulackburn's
reflector and hi.'^ own, saying that the sound is improved iu every part of the church
and especially the more distant parts. Hut he alludes, casually, to inconveniences
that had been supposed to exist, and says they are of no consequence.
This seemed like a flaw in the case, and as the point appeared of ^^roat practical in-

terest, I obtJiiued, through the kindness of Mr. Holland, of Shetfield. full particulars
of the subse<iuent history of the reflectors, and, not to trouble you with all the details,
found the main facts relating to them to be these.

First, I find the reflector has been pulled down from Atterclifl Church, partly
because it was unsightly, partly because the present incumbent can do witliout it.

and partly because the inconveniences attending it were felt very trying by most
preachers ; though the inventor either was not annoyed by them, or endured them
cheerfully for the sake of the real benefit he derived from the reflector.* The dis-
advantages were—first, that the speaker heard every word uttered in every part of
the church; and, socondty, what was worse, had every word he himself uttered
dinned into his own ears ; and, lastly, that, to do any good with the reflector, he was
obliged to keep still, with his head in or near the focus of the parabola. One of the
neighbouring clergy, preaching in the Cambridge church, states that he was at once
amazed and amused at the distinctness with which he heard the whisperings of the
charity children in the remotest part of the west gallery ; and the converse of this
transmission was true, for a watch placed at the focus of the parabola could be heard
to the very end of the church.
As regards the general application of these instruments, I find that the carpenter

who made the original one himself made and fixed no fewer than twenty-nine ot
them, including two at Oxford, one at Cambridge, one at Trinity Church, Hudders-
field; one at Duckinficld, near Manchester; and one at St. Sepulchre's Church,
Smithfield. Perhaps members present can inform us of the fate of some of these.
Also I find that at Darnall, near Attercliff, the end of the church was built in a para-
bolic shape, and the pulpit fixed in the focus. The preacher in this church is satis-

fied with the effect ; out occasional preachers, some of them, dislike it. Lastly, I

got information of one other church, at Shetfield, where the reflector was put up and
made use of, and satisfied the clergyman and those persons who sat iu the centre and
at the end of the church ; but the people at the sides heard worse than before, and
complained accordingly—so much so that it had to be removed.
From these facts, which I hope I have not unduly extended, we may gather that

the parabolic reflector possesses such disadvantages that it would never be safe to
build the end of a room of that shape, and that in most instances it will be inadmis-
sible even as a palliative in bad cases; but that, on the other hand, it does enable
persons remote from the speaker to hear well, and therefore, in a church or room
that was long and not wide, it might be valuable, if the speaker is not nervous and
does not employ much action. I need not add that it can hardly fail to be always
frightfully ugly.

We pass now to consider the speaking trumpet, aud the'analogy it may bear to
a room.
The action of the speaking-trumpet was for long attempted to be explained by tbe

theory, that the sounds were refiected across and across from side to side of the tube,
and somehow got ejected nearly or quite parallel in direction from its mouth. But
this theory fails in many ways to account for the phenomena of the speaking-trumpet,
and M. Iiassenfratz, the great authority on that instrument, declares that all his

experiments led him to the conclusion that the effects on sound produced by the
speaking-trumpet are due to a different cause. The 'air contained in the interior of
the instrument, he maintains, being enclosed by its walls is compressed by tbe
vibration of the sonorous body in a more vigorous manner than would be the case, if

the walls bad no resistance, consequently each individual particle of this air con-
tracts a greater amplitude of vibration, and is capable of transmitting that action to

a greater distance before it becomes entirely lost, than it would in the open air.

Now all this applies mutatis mutandis to a public speaker in a room; if you set

him up in a spot where a great height over his head swallows up the sound above
him, and vast spaces open on either side of him and behind him, the power of his

voice is wasted in communicating vibratory motion to these masses of air, as well as

to that mass which lies in the direction where the auditors are.

If now, avoiding the extreme of cramping and confining the space too much, you
set your speaker under a low roof which rises as it goes away from him, and m a
recess that widens as it joins the main building, you procure him the advantages of
the speaking-trumpet, and throw his voice forward by preventing it from losing

itself above or behind him, and it must further be remarked that if you want your
speaker to be able to address a very numerous audience indeed, you must effect it

not by enlarging the building very greatly in every direction, but by extending it in

the direction towards which speech is directed, namely forward, with only such
additions of height rfnd breadth as are necessary to prevent the structure from
failing through disproportion.
Turning now to the violin, we find its peculiar effects are due to resonance. As to

the methods of procuring resonance, we have seen that a body of air in a room will

reciprocate certain sounds, and we find in certain buildings that the air will recip-

rocate any musical sounds emitted, but with the disadvantage that it continues to

soundthem for some time after the original musical notes have ceased. Canterbury
Cathedral is the finest instance of this sort of resonance I have beard of. West-
minster shows it also.

Beautiful as is the blending of sounds and richness of tone due to this cause, it is

of more advantage to church music than to reading or speaking, as you may readily

notice at Westminster. In ordinary public buildings, therefore, a large mass of

empty space is to be avoided, not only because the air in it absorbs part of the power
of the voice, but also because it maybe resonant in an undesirable way. Tbe employ-
ment of thin planks of wood for procuring resonance is not open to the same ob-

jection, and nearly all the most celebrated acoustic buildings known will have been
found to be fitted up to a great extent with wooden lining.

A fioor on columns, with a hollow space under it, and a ceiling with a hollow space

above it, are both adjuncts to resonance. It is to be remarked that the presence of

auditors in a room deadens the sound so much that, if a building be such as to afford

when full the CTeatest possible assistance to music and to the human voice, it is more
than likely to nave a very decided reverberation when empty.

III.

Let us now for a moment ask what harm we can do tosound, what impediments a

building may present to its propagation, and how far in a new building we may avoid

those impediments, or in one where they already exist may neutralise or remove
them.
Tbe principal causes that will have an unfavorable influence on sound in buildings,

are echo, reverberation, obstacles, and unshapelincss, or bad proportions.

Echo is, where it exists, one of the most formidable blemishes possible In a room,
for it asserts its unwelcome presence with every word that is spoken. The presence

of a flat surface at a considerable distance from the speaker or musician, and facing

him, is very much to be avoided, as apt to echo, and, consequently , in almost all good
gublic rooms the end furthest from the platform is curved or recessed, or otherwise
rokenup, or has a gallery thrown across it, the front of that gallery being carefully

arrangea so that either it shall not echo, or shall reflect the sound to where there is no
auditory. In case of an existing echo, the best remedy, no doubt, is to break up the

surface of the reflecting wall in same such way as this. Where expense or other

difficulties prevent this remedy being apphcable, to hang up draperies which may
mask and break up the offending surface is good.

In over lofty rooms, an echo is often perceived from the ceiling downwards. Such
a one exists very decidedly in the new reading-room at the British fltuseum.

Should the echo, however, be indistinct or very much broken up. or should there

indeed, be a noise, but not amounting to a regular echo, the disturbance is called

reverberation.

* Some casual occupants of tbe pulpit, however, found it so trying that they used

1 to prefer preaching from the reading-desk.
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Tlie cxcts» ol' rueonaucc in an imipty room ol'ten causes reverberation , anil may
be generally cured by covering tliosc surfacoa which reflect sound with soft
/lubstaaces. The audience frequently do it, but if not, the gradual addition of carpets
or mattins, or JiaujiiOK up drapery, will proportionately deaden the cxcesB of
sonority in the room, till a proiicr pitch of distinctness is (faintid. In a church in
the nortJi where the reverberation was unpleasant, even when there was a full
contfrui^ation, the di sired (|uiet was, I aiu told, quite valued by laying down matting
<»ver the aisles and other open spaces.
Open 8l£y-li*,'lits are very apt to reverberate, and so are deep and wiuare window

recesses, and both oujjht to be avoided where sound is of ^'reat iiuportauee.
i.8atly, damp walls reverberate much more than dry oues, and in a new bulldlnff

it may often be as well to huiif,' up a little drapery fur a few moutlis, wliich can be
Bafcly taken down w ben all gets ijuite dry.
The next unfavorable agency uamwl was that of obstacles. Sometimes in bnlldings

of «ame size obstacles in the shape of columns not only may be tolerated, but will
bring beneficial results after them, on account of the good they do in breaking up or
cutting oir vacant spaces.
This is particularly the case with tlic columns in churches, which, obstacles tliough

they may be to direct siKbt and hearing, ofteu help to jirevent reverberation, and
plways are esscutiul to that system of construction, with a nave and side aisles,
which is not ouly ennobled by ancient tradition, but also found to suit well with
modern requirements.
The most serious obstacle to comfort in hearing is the interference of some one's

head between the auditors and the speaker. Where the speaker is not very high
up indeed, and the audience occupy a levclfloorof any groat extent, the inconvenience
from this cause is much felt, and some parUal eJovatiou of the back of such lloor Is
often attempted.
The method of securing an undisturbed ray of sound and Une of sight for each

auditor »vas first published by Mr. Scott KusseU,* and has since been re-described
and illustrated by Laelie?:, though it appears to have been practised more or less per-
fectly by the Komans. It consists in a system for settiug out the height of the seats
by whitli they fall into a curve, called by Mr. Scott Itussell the isacoustic or equal
hearing curve. The mode of procedure is as follows :—Having a section of the
room, and having deternuued the position of the speaker and the seats, you proceed
to determine the height at which you will place the speaker above the first auditor ;

this settled, draw a Une from the speakers mouth, and let it touch the point where
the top ol' the head of the first auditor ought to be. This will fall on the fine markin"-
thopositionof the second auditor, and you fix the height for his seat so that this
visual line will come below his eye or ear, for this allowing some average dimension
From the point thus obtained, set up a height which will give the top of the head of
this second auditor, and so on.
The dimensions that Laehez advises to be followed arc,—

„ , . V , .
M. M. rt. In. rt In.

Back to back of Beats 0-60 to 075 == 1 lU to 2 64
Height of seat 0-45 = 1 sf
Uean height from top of seat

seat to eye 075 ^ S 5j
Mean height from eye to top

of head, not less than 015 ^ "Si say
Better as much as 0-30 ~ 12

Mr. Scott Russell recommends for face-room, or the height from the mark for the
supposed position of the eye to the top of the head, an allowance of eighteen inches.
The nearer to the front seat the object to be seen or person to be heard is placed,
and the lower it is, the more steep will be the inclination of the scats. The further
removed and the higher elevated the object is, the less steep will be the curve which
even dips down in such cases at the commencement of its course. The seats in the
Handel Orchestra, at the Crystal Palace, will give a good idea of the incline of this
isacoustic curve.
There is a great advantage besides the direct radiation of sound to auditors thus

placed, and it is that they are almost of necessity free from the effects of echo. To
make a stepped arrangement of seats perfect they should be arranged on a sweep on
Elan, and thus every auditor will h.ive his face directed towards the speaker, will
ave an uninterrupted sight and hearing, and will he free from echo at liis back, for

if any such echo exists it must pass over the heads ofevery one but those in the very
back row of all.

The remaining obstacle ia unshapelessness and bad proportion.
That a disproportionate room is bad for sound is a fact long since admitted, and

holds good whether that room be large or small; but when this has been said, and
experience has been appealed to for confirmation of the fact, there is very little
that in the present imperfect state of architectural acoustics can be added. The
subject has been alluded to before and the most probable explanation of what Is an
admitted truth was then given, namely,;tbat if all the dimensions arc not in pro-
portion to one another, the note of the room will not be good and pure, ft is
very possible that in time we shall know this for certain, and shall know too what
precise series of numbers are best for dimensions, so that a room may be " voiced '

'

beforehand like a bell, or an organ pipe, by calculation, but we have not reached
such knowledge yet.
In connexion with proportion, however, I ought to draw your attention to the

great division which seems to obtain between buildings for sound. There are no
donbt two main divisions of speaking places, in the one (of which an ancient theatre
is a type) sound is directly radiated from the speaker to the hearer much as in the
open air. These should approach a circular or semicircular shape, and an equal
dimension in every way.
The second sort arc those where the form of the building combines with the initial

direction of the sound, or imparts such a direction to it, and conducts it onward in one
direction. The miyority of large rooms are of this class.

Probably, therefore, one or other set of forms and proportions must prevail. If the
building is to be on the radiating principle, it must be constructed so as to avoid
reflection of sounds, and may be lofty, but must approach a semicircle or circle on
plan.

If conduction is to assist, then there must be one dimension decidedly predomi-
nating over the others, and that dimension should be the length away from the
speaker— and should regulate the width and height, with the proviso that in
these buildings the proportions should bo rather long than short, and rather low
than high.
With one example of an influence upon sound in galleries and long rooms, which

is unquestionably due to the proportions of the room, and will be modified by every
modification of those proportions, we shall have done with the topic.

It must have often occurred to persons listening to music in a tolerably long hall
or gallery, to notice that there are portions where the sound appears more tlistinct
than in others. This was very noticcaljlo in the Floral Hall at the time concerts
wore given there, and may, I understand, be detected in St. .lames's Hall.
This phenomenon coincides with an interesting investigation of Savart, published

by him in the " Annals de Cliimic." He invented an apparatus for showing- visibly
the actual condition of the air in a room during the time that a continuous sound of
great intensity was kept up, and I mention this investigation, not as luiving been
pushed so far by him as to lead to any practical result, but rather as showing that
methods exist by which we may, perhaps, be able to arrive at information as to the
acoustic condition of tile air in rooms, to a degree hitherto unattempted.
The sound employed in this investigation, was that of a bell fixed in front of an

?jp«n eyliuder of such dimensions as to be suitable to reinforce powerfully the note of
the bell, and a sound was obtained by this apparatus of such intensity as to be hartUy
bear.'iblo. The effects of this sound on the air were made visible by a sort of artificial
ear formed of a thin membrane, stretched tightly over a small wooden {naac, and
^rtnklcd lightly with sand. ^^

* In the "Edinburgh New PhiloBophioalJvumal," Vol. XXVII., for 1839.

This membrane when near the bell became excited, so that the sand 6n !t» snrftcc
was thrown into an agitation, but on moving It to and fro along the room, ifliees
were found where the agitation varied—in some jiarls It became very Intenne. In
others very moderate, and on exploring every part of the room It was estahn^hed
that the points of greatest mtensity formed a spiral line, makln? «ev»r«l nwoiuiinns
during the length of the apartment. On openmg an end wif-' *--

-
'- r-ould

be tracjrd as continili'd Into the air Inyond for a considerable -. inw;
from one turn of this spiral to another was not equal to the !• itlon
proper to the note sounded ; It became greater the larger th. iiimiiiiein, mid in a
long gallery approached the length of the sound-wave.
When the windows in a chamber were opened, the poirftinn of (his lln» of ton4e«t

sound—which, by-the-hye, was distinctly perceptible to the ear, n= " f^ibly
demonstrated by the moving sand—was altered, but moving ab •' .ling
apparatus from one part of the apartment to another did not cans. tera-
tion, which seems to show that this property of a room. If oneodecii!>iiiY iMiiiiit««ted,
cannot be altered by moving the position ol the speaker, but will only t>e alTectad by
changes in the room itself.

IV.
We have now got together some few materials for the design of an aconstic build-

ing. Let us for a little consider how they have been applied, or can be appHed, to
various descriptions of structure, commencing with an Inquiry how far the simple
oonsidoratlon of size ought to modify the treatmsnt.
The safe limit of direct radiation can of course only be very approximatlvely asoer-

talned ; but comparing the results obtained by Saunder's experiments wttli the ob-
servations of that accomplished philosopher as well as arciiltw;t. Sir Christopher
Wren, we may say appropriately that Ifwe were to enclose a space not exceeding
70 feet in length by a somewhat smaller breadth, we should be quite safe hi pre-
suming that the natural radiation of a humsn voice of ordinary power would reach
all the audience with no assistance, when the speaker was placed in the best position
for being well heard, provided always we were able to Insure that no echo from
any part of the walls should interrupt. Should our building be much larger than
this size it will become desirable to assist, if practicable, the voice of the speaker.

If we apprehend a considerable interference of any obstacle with the sound, this
may be too great a dimension to be safe. If. on the otlrer hand, eireunstanees are
all favorable, it may perhaps be exceeded.
The conditions under which a single speaker can best address an anditory depend-

ing upon direct r.adiation have been already referred to. The building should have
a circular outline, and be in extent something more th.in a semicircle. The seats
should rise one above another, and the speaker should be pretty well forward among
his auditors, and the remotest auditor should not be beyond the limits of direct
radiation.
The most 'perfect type of these buildings seems to have been an ancieirt Oreek

theatre, especially if we bear in mind that the chorus, wlih'li wcupit-d the most for-
ward part of the stage, was the most prominent feature in the earlier Greek plays.
In modern buildings this form has unhappi ly gone out of fashion, except for soientific
lecture theatres ; but there is one fine example in the great Handel Orchestra at the
Crystal Palace, the appearance of which when full will convey some idea of what
the auditorium of an ancient Greek or Koman theatre must have been when c|»wded
with people.
Koman theatres differed from the Greek ones in the anditorium not exeeedlngr a

semicircle in extent, and in being constructed even down to a late period, and when
of large size, of wood, the resonance of which material was. as Vitruvtus tells us,
relied iipon to reinforce the sound ; consequently, the rcheia or brazen reinforcingjars
Introduced into Greek theatres were not adopted in Kome.
There has been much controversy about these echeia, and those who wish to know

all about them will do well to consult the Dictionary of the Architectural Publication
Society. It may be sufficient to observe that, though in all probability the resonance
from them would not have flexibility enough to reinforce speaking, it would be ad-
mirably suited to strengthen the effect of slow, sustained declamation, especially If
that declamation was of the character of a musical recitative or chant; and if, a.s seems
probable, the principal parts of a Cireek drama partook of this character, we cannot
doubt that the vases would be a real assistance.
Among EngUsh lecture theatres, that of the Koyal Institution in .\Ibemarle-

street, has always been deemed famous. It resembles the Roman theatres in being
constructed of wood; its seats are arranged on a curve similar to the isacoustic
curve, and its dimensions are very nearly indeed in the relation to one another of
2, 3, and 4. Its outline presents a semicircle of 30 feet radius, with the ends pro-
longed 15 feet, and the celling is flat, the wall behind the speaker being flat also.
One great advantage in this building is the comparatively small volume of air it

contains ; the favorable form and proportions help it, but it no doubt draws much of
its excellence from the resonance of the wood employed in its construction.
Lachdz, in his pamphlet, gives views of all the principal lecture theatres in Paris,

and points out that most of them are defective through having too vast aspace above
and behind the speaker, and he shows that if we wish greatly to extend the space of
such an auditory, the walls should radiate from a point behind tlie speaker's head,
and the ceiling should also be lower where he is than elsewhere.
All modern theatres for dramatic performances depend mainly, though not exclu-

sively, upon direct radiation, in one of the most celebrated and most freoaently
quoted examples, however—th:it at Parma—the form was such as to favour conduction
as well as radiation, while the resonance of the material, constntcted as it was
internally of nothing but boards even to the ceiling, no doubt helped the'sonnd very
much. The Parma Theatre is connected with ^fhe Dncal Palace, was bnilt in 1618,
and so far back as 17i)0 was in a state of decay. It must not be confounded with the
modern Teatro Ducale at the same city.
The dimensions of this building were considerable ; Its length fVora thefront of the

stage to the back of the gallery above the stage was 130 feet, and the width 102 feet,
the general form being an oblong, rounded off opposite the stage, and the seats t)eing
arrangetl amphitheatre-wise in steps. >'otwithstnnding the great size of this house,
a low voice could be heard in every part, even if the speaker were as much as 10 feet
back, making the distance from speaker to hearer HO feet.

Of more modern theatres, perhaps not one is so famous for acoustic cfTect as the
Opera-house in the Haymarket, which was brought to its present form internally
about 1790, Here again we have considerable dimensions, though not at all equal to
those at Parma ; but we have the entire interior constructed of wood, the ceiling of
wood, and the stage brought so far forward that a singer may be almost in the
middle of the auditory, and may be heard by all of them directly ; the orchestra, of
course, is even more among the auditors. The stagi< is, behind the curt;un, extremely
shallow, and the auditory is a little more than a semicircle prolonged by two almost
straight sides, which approach each other as they reach the i)rosceuiuni. The ceiling
is an extremely flat curve over the pit, brought down above the stage to tlirow the
voice forward, and there is a hollow, unoccupied space above it. Altogether, the form
is undoubtedly favorable to sound in a high degree, the space above, behind, and at
the sides of the singers is restricted as much ;18 possible, and gradually swells out in
the part where the sonnd is wanted to expand, while the divisions of the boxes,
which do not radiate from the stage, would prevent any echo from the back wall,
and break np any wave of conducted sound. More important, however, than the
form, in all probability, is the use of resonant material ana resonant cavities, and the
entire absence of plastered surfaces.
There is one other group of public buildings which peculiarly require to be treated

on the amphitheatrical plan, but which hitherto have always exhibited a sort of
unsuccessful compromise on their arrangement. I allude to courts of justice. It is

very desirable that the general pnblie should hear well, and they have, therefore,
usually beeu ranged on steeply-inelined beuolies, but this has ordinarily been done
in a square and often a cubical room, so that all the disadvantages of the squar
corners, .and of undue height above the very persons to whom perfect heating is

essential, are retained. In most old law-courts various contrivances for contractiii^
the space above the beneh are visible, but it would be a much better construction n
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iiitnt arrftDiinHi fN> tbat tbere would be a fair

. .>uld hcAT f^ifcttif, and that all others present
th* w«rt wer* Trom tho

ptofpect that those who ;

.

l%eitoodenite>fieofour law courts points to the prinetple of direct radiation of

«o«nd as the one on which they must he constructed. The basilica, on the other

hand, the f^rm anciently employed for the same purpose, introduces us to the

consideration of the stM-ond great division of buildin•,'8—namely, those where the

transmission of sound is assiitUti, and whose peculiarity is that they are obiona.

Tbeae dfride themxt^lves naturally into buildings with a uave and aisles, and simple

l«rv*w small rooms. , . ,

It will be perhaps desirable to consider first those building with nave and aisles,

of which the bastllca may serre as a type, and afterwards to notice large rooma
ceiled in one span, and small rooms.
In the larec cathedral churches ot medieval times, where the object was not

ataaif to build a church just as large as a single speaker might fill with his voice,

bvtiO raiM? a monumental pile for ceremonials, it was of no moment that the ropon-

UIW of the air eontaint'd iu the building should be great, so long as it did not destroy

tiwMbct of music ; and these buildings afford aceordiuj^ly a wouderful illustration of

ikt aonoritr of a larg« body of air, but very few of them are easy to fill with a

dWtoet spoken utterance.
. ,., . ^ *.* ^.

In I*rotestant churches of more moderate dimensions the main object unaouDtedly

is that read and spoken words, delivered from the reading-desk, the pulpit, or the

altar, shall be perfectly audible to the congregation. How far does the ordinary

arrangement of nave and aisles effect this ?

There is no question that the columns inseparable from such an arrangement
interfere with direct sight, and partly with direct hearing; but I believe it will be

g«B«faUy admitted that the advantages attendant upon their use more than counter-

MlAnee this disadvantage. I have stumbled upon a passage on this subject in Mr.
Deaboii's lectures on church building, in which 1 think you will be able for once to

concur with that gentleman.
**Iti8atIa8t discovered." says he, **that so far from the pillars and aisles and

broken roofs of Ciolhic churches, built after the fashion of the old ones, being worse
for betfing in. they are generally better than the wide-spread buildings, all under
one apaB, like a railway station, which it was the fashion to erect in large towns a

fewye«r«ago. This fact is noticed in two recent reports of the Church Building

Society, and I had obstrved the same thing myself in several instances, even in small

diarahet, though without knowing that it was general before I read it there.

Certainly aome of the worst places for hearing in, that I know, are buildings all

under one roof, and of far less capacity than many churches, both old and new, of

the nave and aislt- construction, in which a large congregation can hear perfectly

well ; so that in this, as in many other things, the old Gothic builders knew what
they were about a great deal better than we do."
TTie system of open roofs of a high pitch, so as to accord somewhat with Gothic

character, and carried from wall to wall in a single span, has been some years ago
employed a «)od deal for dissenting chapels, and many instances have occurred
where these places are bad for hearing—in some instances to a serious extent. The
English Chapel Huilding Society is now employing its etforts to promote the erection

of bondings divided by columns of small diameter into a nave and aisles, even
where the size. of the place of worship is but small.
Tbe position of the pulpit in churches and chapels with nave and aisles is of con-

siderable importance. In chapels for dissenters it is usually placed In the centre of
the end of th^ building, with the communion-table in front of it.

In churches it is almost necessarily placed at the side, principally that it may not
intercept the sight of the chancel and hearing of the communion service. There is,

however, another quite as good reason for this position, which is that a centre aisle

is almost essential to the decent arrangement of a church, and it is in the highest
degree unpleasant to a speaker to have the empty bareness of the aisle in front of
him whenever he lifts his eyes, while it is equally unsatisfactory to the congregation
to see their minister as nothing better than a dusky shadow projected on the light of
the east window, Ixfore which he necessarily is fixed if his pulpit be central.

Is this position acoustically bad for the pulpit? and (whether at the centre or the
ides) should the pulpit be far forward or not ?

In answer to these inquiries it seems clear that if the building be thoroughly good
to speak in. it will not be so very material where the pulpit stands ; but I have no
doubt that in doubtful or bad cases, especially where there is echo, the side position
of the pulpit is much more likely to prove advantageous than the central one, and
on that ^rround is to be recommended even for dissenting places of worship, for the
voice being naturally directed towards the main 'mass of the congregation, will be
sent not latraight against the end wall, but obliquely against a side wall.

It i-i, I believe, always bad to place a pulpit directly against a wall. The practice
of Sir ('hnstopher Wren, followed by many good architects, is to put it forward
tone distance into the nare. Others withdrew it into the chancel, or under the
chftBeel arch.
The choice between these two i>08ltionfl must depend rather upon the shape of the

divrefa. If it be nearly square, so that the hearers can be grouped round the
preaeber on the direct radiation principle, I would put the pulpit forward among
then, and place it against a column, as is done in the great Continental churches.
If ttie church be long, and the hearers must be reached rather on the speaking-
trumpet or conduction principle, the pulpit will probably answer best drawn back
underthe chancel arch. If there are transepts, and a dilnculty is found in making
people in the nave hear (and this often happens with transepts), it will be quite worth
wbfle to try drawing the pulpit aHittle back into the chancel, for it generally happens
in these cases that the communion service read from the altar is better heard down
the nave than either the prayers or the sermon, owing to the direction the parallel
walls of the chancel Impresa on the sotmd.

Wren's churches. It seems to me, may be studied as models of arrangement for
clmrch-hunding in large towns; the more so because, while Classic in style, they
follow the forms of Gothic churches in plan and section. It is remarkable that, not-
withstanding his unrivalled constructive skill gave him every inducement to
erect a wide roof, he has not, so far as 1 know, left a single church without columns
In the Interior, except only the very smallest. In almost all cases he has placed the
pujpftsome way down the nave, and in all the proportions of the cross- section,
wh&etbey avoid the vice of being cramped, present a certain general impression of
lownets when seen in a drawing.

It seema agreed that, except in excess, the timber trusses of open timber roofs are
adr«nta('eoafl, on account orbreaking up echoing surfaces ; but ffancy that, so far as
it goes, the aharp angle the two sIdeK of such a roof make at the ridge, forms a noisy
M^of trench, and that abetter effect is obtained where a wooden ceiling is thrown
acroaa at the level of the collar or higher. This will partly depend on the proportion
of the cburcb.
GaUeriea are, if properly Inclined, not bad places to hear in, but the spaces under

thcra are, unle«9 the galleries are shallow; this eBpccially applies to side galleries ;

an end gallery may safely be deeper. Such a gallery sometimes helps to prevent an
echo, or the intro<l notion of one will often check an existing echo.

On church building, finally, we have among old authorities, not only the practice of
SirC'hristopher Wren, but his recorded opinions, embodied in a letter from which,
bad tinit jK-rmlttod, I would have made an extract. The dornment in question is to
be found In the ** I'nrentalia." and expresses Wren's conviction that '2,000 was about
the cxtr^'me number that could be accommodatc-d In one church, which he proscribes
0U£ht not to excerd iM) feet long by r.0 fe*t broad. He observes further *' A moderate
TOMM may be heard -Vi feet distant before the preacher, flOfoeton each side, and 20 feet
bebln4, and not thin unless the pronunciation be distinct and equal/* and from this
ateltbig point he seems to have regulated his practice.
ABto modem nrsrtice, the members of this Inatltutc ought fo be able to furnish full

information on church buUding.considering thegneat activity th«t has lately prevailed
In fb««br*nch of practice. .. _. . . . ..

The last topic on which I have to trouble you, relates to buildings without any
columns internally ; in fact, large rooms.
Tlie most difficult subjects for the architect to treat would seem to be rectangular

rooms ;
perhaps those of moderate size being worse to encounter than larger or

smaller ones. Among those 1 would include great and small lmll.s, lecture-rooms,
and concert-rooms, and also the majority of diasentiug chapels, together with such
churches as are not built with a nave and aisles.

A rectangular room of considerable size is the commonest form for apartmentfl des-
tined for great assemblies, and is so simple and has become so customary that it will
probably never cense to be usual for northern nations, and yet it lies open to nearly
all the obstacles which we have described as besetting buildings of one or another
class. Its flat floor renders it liable to the obstruction of the direct lines of hearing

;

its straight ends almost preclude any arrangement of auditors on a semicircular or
segmental curve. Its flat sides and square angles are very apt to reverberate. Its flat

ends, coupled with its considerable dimensions expose it to echo. The mass of air in
its height, and at the back wall tends to swallow the speaker's voice, and e^-cn its very
dimensions allow space for the voice to decay, while it is very possible that its windows
or its skylights may afford opportunities for sound to be generated of a disturbing
character.

I am not prepared to bring fonvard a single Instance that unites all these disadvan-
tages, though Exeter Hall, before the alterations, might have been instanced as
exhibiting a good many of them. I am, however, better pleased to invite your
attention to one or two cr.ses where these obstacles have been all successfully aur-
mounted, and fVom the consideration of these we shall be able to form some tole-

rably definite ideas of what a great hall ought to be.

We will first consider the case of the Free Trade Hall at Manchester, the work of
Mr. Walters, who has most obligingly furnished full Information respecting it. The
requirements here, as in most great rooms, embraced fitness for both musical enter-
tainments and public speaking, with accommodation for a very large audience, and
good architectural elTect. All this has been successfully accomplished.
The dimensions of this hall are very considerable ; they are, as measured from the

contract plans—The internal width, 104 feet; length, 176 feet; height, 70 feet; thus
bearing very nearly the simple arithmetical relationa to one another of a, 3, and 5.

The plan is a parallelogram, with a semicircular sweep at the end, opposite the
orchestra. The orchestra is partly in a recess, with a roof curved upwards, but
advances into the body of the hall. The side walls are low, the ceiling comingdown
on to them, with a cove of unusual height.
The side walls are plain below the gallery, the upper part of them being broken

only by engaged pilasters, so that they offer no obstacle to conduction, and what
reflecting power they exercise will be favorable, but at the remote end, where con-
duction along the walls would commence, and at the semicircular end, the surface Is

broken up so as to dissipate or destroy the conducted wave of sound. Columns here
take the place of pilasters. Deep open recesses, used as private boxes, are formed,
and balconies are thrown out on corbels, while the gallery, which at the sides la

shallow, becomes here deeper, so as more eflTectually to check the sound that mi^ht
reach the back wall and be echoed. The doors of entrance are here too. covered with
cloth, and lastly the front of the gallery itself has a section of compound curvature,
so that it cannot echo. These precautions, coupled with the curved end of the room,
arc successful, and there is no echo.
When full, this hall is very successful either for music or for speaking, but whem

empty the resonance in it amounts to reverberation.
The good result here, it will be remarked, is mainly due to form and proportions

;

resonant material is not present in an extraordinary quantity, for the walls are
plastered, and so is the ceiling ; the floor, however, has a space underneath it, and
there is a large apace above the ceiling. I believe there is a good deal ofwoodwork
about the orchestra—the most important part—and there is a large organ there, which
I cannot help believing is likely, even when not played upon, to be a slight auxiliary
to sound.
Another example of great fame in the North ofEngland is the Philharmonic Hall

in Liverpool. I have hastily visited it, but am not in a position to speak of its good
qualities from personal experience, or to lay before you any authorised information
except what appeared in the Builder at the time the hall was erected. The architect
is Mr. Cunningham, and the dimensions given In the Jiuilder are—extreme length,
135 feet; extreme width, 102 feet ; extreme height, 68 feet; open part of hall, clear

of boxes, is 106 feet by OS feet. Calculated accommodation. 2,;J00 persons.
The appearance of the hall on entering is most peculiar. Two elliptic arches of vast

span extend along the two sides, while smaller ones cross the ends, and by these tlie

very considerable dimensions of the hall between the walla are masked, and it is

brought to appear a moderate-sized apartment, with a domed ceiling, and having
four recesses opening out ol it. These recesses are occupied—one of them by the
orchestra, and the other three by two galleries, one above the other, and receding
back.
The orchestra is the only place where resonant material appears to have been

employed. It is built of wood, and contains hollow cavities of considerable size ; in
all other parts the architect seems to have dreaded resonance as much as echo. The
surfaces likely to echo are curtained over and divided with great care ; the boxes
into which the galleries are divided are hung with draperies, and on nights of con-
certs the floor is covered with a carpet, and all the seats are cushioned.
I have been given to understand that the effect upon music is that it is heard most

distinctly, and quite free from reverberation or echo, but that the room affords no
support or assistance to the voice or instruments.

It is perhaps not right to conclude a reference to this building without observing
that in arrangements for ingress and egress, for the comfort of its occupants, and, so
far as one could judge, for ventilation, it is one of the best and most liberally planned
structures we have.
Coming nearer home, we may refer to the very large and very successful music

hall in the Surrey Gardens ; for authentic information respecting which I am
indebted to the Architect, Mr. Horace Jones.

In this large building as many as 13,000 persons have been assembled to hear music
and to hear preaching, and in cither case have they done so witliout difficulty. The
general form of this building is well known. It is an elongated octagon, or a paral-
lelogram, with octagonal ends, and into which the walls of octagonal staircases pro-
ject. At the end opposite the orchestra and up the two long sides, are built three
tiers of galleries witn fronts of curved section, and supported on iron columns. The
roof over two of these galleries is horizontal, that over the third one inclined, and
tliat over the central space is very similar to the one at Liverpool, both being domed
rather like the bottom of a ship.
The dimensions of this hall are very considerable, the extreme heiglit and extreme

width are within a foot the same, the width is 08 feet 6 inches, the height (JU feet G
inches, the length is 103 feet inches, or two and a quarter times the width, another
Instance of simple proportions.
The form is well chosen, and the galleries act extremely well to prevent echo and

reverberation, while yet they are not so near together but that they can be well
reached in every part by the voice.
The principal reliance of the architect for musical beauty of tone, was, however,

placed upon the use of resonant materials. The walls arc lined witli match-boarding
on battens, and It was at one time intended to form the ceiling also of wood.
Tho orchestra is constructed ofthin, well-seasoned planks, and there is a sounding

board over it in a slightly inclined position, the action of which is believed to be very
beneficial. This Is not only of wood, but it was specially required to be of old
materials. That these various proeautionB have been successful is a matter of
notoriety, and in fact they have answered so well, that this hall has been pointed
out to me by a professional musician as one ofthe best In London, not only relatively

to its vast size, but absolutely.
Very many other rooms might be brought forward and analysed, even of those in

London alone. To refer to only two others, we will take the ball-room at Ilurking-
ham Palace and St. Martin's llall. The ball-room was built by Mr. Pennethorne

;
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thfi diraonsions arc 110 feet by 60 feet by 45 feet, bearing to oue another very nearly
the relation.s of :l, 4, and 8. The anj^^Ifs of the room art; rounded, the coillDg' sllf^htly

rouirhenod with ornament, and brought on to the walls by a cove. The cornicv ban
very little prujectiuu, and the lower part of the buihlini; in lined with bourdinjtr

eovured with nilk. Tliere in a recess at tlic end opposite the plaw for tlie music,
broken up witli pilaster^, &o., so us to dissipate echo. Uhis room in admirable for

niusie.

St. Martin's Hall was mainly dcsifiiied, 80 far as its adaptation for acoufltic pur-
poses ^oea, b^ Mr. Hullah liimHulf. It measured, according to the account published
at the time it was opened, l"-;i feet inches lon(^ by i>C> feet 5 inches wide, and was
40 feet hiffh. Tiie dimensions cannot b(; exactly ruduced to any very simple relation,

thou<^ they are not very far from y, 3, and (J. The ueart-'St to them are 6, 7, and 1 j.

The liei^lit and lensrtli, however, are vury exactly proportionate, the hei<;;ht beinj;
oue-thlrd tho lenf^th. This room had no recess lor orchestra or organ, but the
-orchefitra—probably the most perfect one in London—was built up of wood af^ainst
0|ic wall. There was a jjallery rather deep across the cud and shallow at the sides,

with tho front carefully rcdueiMl to the minimum of surtaee. Facintf the orchestra
\j»8 a recess partly breaking; up the ead wall. The windows were uU hijfh up, and
were 8lit4hUy i-eceSHed.

The distln^iishing^ feature of this room was Its great wooden ceiling-, flat in the
centre (which occupied about half the cntiro width), and sloped down at the two sides
to meet the walls. This was paneled, and there was a hollow space over It and
under tho floor.

The room when full answered to perfection for music, but it was, when partly
filled, subject to reverberation, owinj,' no doubt to its extreme resonance.
Amon^ the smalk-r public rtwnis tliere are a tcreat numbif of examples of a class

for the acoustic construetion of wluch 1 would earnestly bespeak more care than has
ordinarily been bestowed upon theiu. I refer to the small public rooms in suburban
villages or coun try towns, the failure of whicb,is as great a calamit y for the community
to which they belong" as the nou -success of the most important structures would be
in ffreat cities.

These rooms are. perhaps more frequently than not, imperfect, and consequently
fall of thi'ir cud, wliich is to aflbrd thu inhabitants of the place where they are built
ji f^:ood meetiii^-place on public occasions. Ordinarily, I thnik, the small means dis-
posable luad to tht; walls beinj^^ built bare, and unbroken but plastered. The ceiling-
is often too hi};h for the other dimensions of the room, and if there is any semblance
of an ojicn roof it is so thin and slight as to otTer little or no obstacle to reverbera-
tion. Vi'ry frequently, too, circumstances render it advanta;;eous to lijjht these
places from the roof, and skylights that act as sound traps are tbrmed, or if not, at
least the walls are left quite devoid of any breaks. It would be desirable in building-
fluch a room to pay regard to good proportion, and, where practicable, to light from
side windows. It this is not admissible, probably it will be advisable to break the
line of the walls by piers and arches of moderate projection, and, above all, to form
some description of break, or recess, or cant, or curve in one or both of the end
walls, and to make the ceiling drop down at the ends. It would be wise partially to
line the walls with wood or form a wooden ceiling, and, if it is necessary, to keep
the surfaces plain, not to plaster them internally ; also to curve or cant olf the
angles on plan, and to cove or cant the ceiling in seetion.
in existing rooms that are bad the best remedy must be usually left to the jndg-

ment of the architect, as the circumstances of the case will vary, but the most gener-
ally useful and most inexpensive palliative for reverberation, the usual vice of these
small halls, is to hang up curtatne in various parts. Matting or carpet ou the iloor
iiiight often be of use, aud a sounding board, or even a sheet of canvas so stretched
so as to cut off part of the air above and behind the speaker, might often be advan-
tageous.
The subject is now before you, gentlemen. We have considered'(l) the general laws

of sound, and (2) the mode of influencing sound in a building, namely, reflection as in a
sounding-board, referring especially to the parabolic sounding board ; conduction, as
in the speaking trumpet ; and reinforcement by resonance, as in tlie violin. The
subject (;j) of impediments next required attention, and we have considered echo, re-
verberation, obstacles, with the, isacoustic curve as a means of escaping- them, and
bad proportion.

Lastly, (4) we have referred to the application ofthese general principles to particular
cases, dividing them, according (to f.size aud shape, into buildings for direct radia-
tion of sound, or square and round buildings, and buildings for conduction of sound
or oblong buildings. Amongst the former we have noticed theatres, ancient and
modem, lecture theatres, and courts of justice. Amongst the latter, basilicas, and
Other buildings, with a nave and aisles, and largo rooms.

It only remains to apologise for the length, 1 fear undue length, to which this
paper has extended, aud to ask you not only to overlook its imperfections, but to
supplement them by your own experience.

ARCHITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.
THE usual fortnightly meeting of this body was held at the rooms, 9, Conduit-

street, Uegent-strcet, on Friday evening, when, in the temporary absence of the
President {Mr. T. Koger Smith), Mr. ItLASiiiLL, was called to the chair.

Mr. A. Smith, hon. sec, read the minutes ofproceedings at the last meeting, which
were found correct, and confirmed.
Xeto Members.—ilaaars. J. Clarkson and Crawley were elected members ot the

Association.
Donatio?*.—The Chairman announced the presentation to the Association of a

copy of the Cicil Euf/ineer and Architects'' Journal Tot December.
IkePugin Memorial.—"Mr. A. Smith, hon. sec., said he had received a letter from

Mr. Joseph Clarke and 3Ir. Talbot Bury, hon. sees., to the Tu^^in Memorial, expres-
sing a wish that the Association should raise a sum in aid of the fund. He thought
the Association ought to do something of the kind, and Mr. Blomfield, their Vice-
President, a short time ago offered his services in the way of receiving subscriptions
in aid of the fund. There were a great many of the members of the
Association who individually subscribed to the fund, and that those who were not in
a position to give a subscription in their own name would do well, if they were so
inclined, to contribute small funds, which might be sent to the general fund of the
Association, and of which, be was quite sure, Mr. Blomfield would willingly take
charge.
Tho Chairman thought this was a matter which they ought to take up, to some

extent, at least.

Mr. Blomfield, M.A. (\^J<^-rresident of the Architectural Association) then read
the following paper:—

ON THE ARBANGE.MENT OF CHURCHES.
WHKX I first offered to read a paper on the Arrangement of Churches I was not

awarothat it would be so immediately preceded by one on the same subject at
the Iloyal Institute. The admirable and learned paper by 3Ir. Mackenzie "Walcott,
to wliich I allude, should be read by all who were not fortunate enougli to hear it. It
so completely exhausts one branch of the subject that it is fortunate I had not pro-
posed to myself to follow the same liue. Our object being chiefly discussion, I felt

that suggestive remarks, rather than a collection of facts, would be more likely to
t<^ud to tliis result. In order, too, to meet the wish generally expressed at the com-
mencement of the session, " That our papers should be short and conversational," I
have endeavored to be as concise as possible, and thus to leave time for subsequent
conversation on the subject, and to afford an opportunity for the interchange of
original thought and suggestion.
My object, then, in the short time before us will be to take a practical, common-

sense view of this deeply interesting question, both with reference to the ritual of
the Church of Knglaud as it now exists, as also to the peculiar exigencies and re-
quirements of our own times, and the means at our command for meeting them in
the moat natural and atraightforward^ and yiprefore in the best manner. In follow -

Ing out this plan, time would fail mo (even if the tank ha Iftufier**;
fluous by Mr. Walcott's paper) to cuter into any dctaile<l heval or!
earlier churrh arrangements, or oven to allude to theni, i\--i pr ,- lit
necessary to do so in illustration or support of ray views. If iny rttnt i r<\

fail to take the interesting line of archteolugical rettearch which might :. .<-

pected, it is not that I at all undt^rrate the liigh iin|)ortuncti of thlH imi; oi bUKty in
all its branches, but that I take it for granted overy one who ujipircs to the houor of

,

being a church architect habitually pays t-M]»eeial uttentlon t'> it, and we are there-
fore at liberty this evening to devote ourselves to the pr*- ' ure, rather than
to the past. Thus, also. I have avoided a very iiitiii 1

1 of t he subj^ut
which was open to me—-viz.. the symboltini of church ui . , -. not beca(tii«>r
slight the study of It, but b^^cause I think ft involvuH queiiiion.i hcarcely practical.
enough for our evening's discus!4ion, and 1>ecau8e I think ttiat a system of liayatt«
symbolism (beyond that which explains itself at once by faiaiUarmu) or as dlaiiuct^y
scriptural), when it la merely leased on human fancy and injfenuity, is, in this agOfMI^
much a toy and dead letter as the science of heralury is amongst the &cionc(». tofS
What I propose to couHider then is— ..,

First, the influence which our ritual, as it at present exists, ought to have on (h<i -

architectural features aud character of our churches ; in what manner It ought, la.

other words, to make itself felt in the building, and whether we are in the habit of
paying sullicient attention to this point. ;

Secondly, the euMtoms, wants, and requirements of modem congrcgationa a« OOQ^
pared to those in former ages of the church. Whether those customs, wanta, and,
requirements are to Ue ignored and slighted, or whether they ought to be met, and, IT
80, whether we ought boldly to acknowledge the means we ejuplov and make the
most of them, or to conceal them and, as far as we can, apparently dispense with
them altogether, because they do not fall in with preconceived notions as to what la
" ecclesiastical." It will be observed that I place first ther^ueslion of the influence
our ritual ought to exercise on church architecture, because if that can be determined
we may, I suppose, safely say that what has nothing to d« with our ritual )s not
absolutely necessary to give due expression to a church, or, in other words, la not
intrinsically ecclesiastical.
The first reformed English liturgy was produced in 15^10, and was followed In 1.55a

by a second, which is nearly identical with our present Book of <;ommon Prayer,
Since that time it has undergone several authorised examinations, and some few
changes of importance have been made in consequence, but in all essential points it
continues the Hame. Thus It will be seiit that precisely at the time of the great
change in our church services the knowledge and practice of the true principles of
architecture had passed tlirough their last phase and died out, ko that the only object
of tlie Uetbrmers naturally was to obliterate as far as possible all traces of the
Komish rites aud ceremonies in their churches, without any thought of what might
be preserved or adapted as expressive of the new liturgy. Since that time church
building has gone through many curious changes, aud remained for a long period at a
very low ebb; and. although no one can doubt that we are in the right road now,
how few churches have as yet been built that can at all bear comparison, in point oC
interest and a certain instinctive seuHe of complete Utness, even with tho plainest^
churches of the best medieval iKTiodsI Let us consider what is the cause of this. .a
When we hear a new church discussed, the points usually touched upon are tho

accommodation, the cost, and the quality of the desigii. We hear, perhaps, that
sittings are provided for 800 or 1,0(>0 persons, aud that it cost so much-very cheap
or very expensive as the case may Ik*. Then we hear the particular, style adopteo,
the height and treatment of the roof, the richness of the decoration, and the origin-
ahty, if there be any, of some part of the design, with numerous other details ; but
we seldom (I think I may almost say never) hear a church commended because the
building itself, independently of its furniture, gives expression to every part and
detail of our services. I do not mean broadly to assert that none of our modern
churches do give such expression (though as a rule they certainly do not), but 1 mean
to say that when such an exceptional church is met with, people do not appcarreally
to know why they hke it ; they think it original and clever, but they cannot exactly
say why it interests and satisfies them more than larger aud costlier buildings, or
why, without any copyism. the architect seems to havesucceeded in catcbingthe true
spirit of medieval architecture. iS'ow, I think that, unless we discover the element
of his success and recognise it as a principle not lightly to be infringed, we shall not
make much progress in church building beyond the point to which the revival has
already carried us. Do not suppose that I am presumptuous enough to speak dis-

paragingly of what has already been done and is now doing, nor to imagine that lean
tell you anything new and startling on the subject of church arrangements; but I
cannot help thinking that there is a good deal of misapprehenslou and false feeling
afloat on this question, and the more we can work together and mutually assist each
other to recognise true principles and siit them from unfounded prejudices, the
better prospect have we ofthatonward progress without which art must decline and die.

I supposewe have all felt, in comparing old and new churches, that there is often a deep
sense of interest and continued satisfaction in exploring an old church, although it may
be very plain and simple, which is totally wanting when we visit a neighbouring
modern church, .^ppa^ently its superior in all the usual architectural features. This is

generally attributed to the charm of antiipiity and the sentiment of association, and
these feelings, no doubt, have their due weight. But there is something beyond this,

which J believe to be the existence in the old building of a principle, apparently.
quite instinctive in the medieval architect, which is too often— I cannot but think—i^i

overlooked by us. The principle I allude to may sound absurdly trite and hackueyed«i>i
but it cannot be too often repeated until it is better attended to—it is simply, that «?-t
building should exactltj express its /mrpose, or, in other words, in the case of a church^yr
that the bare walls, or actual skeleton, before a bit of furniture is introduced into lt,>i

should bear the distinct impress of every part of the ritual exastmg at the time of it»

erection, aud should give expression to all ceremonies and forms of worship about
to be celebrated in it. Thus it may well be regretted, in a purely architectural point
of view, that we are forbidden to erect stone altars ; they were removed in 1550 to.

make room for communion-tables ; and though we may deplore, we can scarcely.
,

wonder at the measure. Mosheim, in his "Ecclesiastical History," remarks:— .:

•' Posterity may regret this change as needless in itself, and an injudicious sacriflce.

of a venerable 'decoration ; but contenij^oraries alone can adequately judge of such
questions, and they (the Reformers) had undoubtedly a degree of difficulty in wean-

.

ing the people from inveterate superstitions, which rendered all incentives to them
obnoxious." But, though our altars may not be of stone, we still may, and no doubt
ought, always to mark by some constructive feature the exact i)ositlon of the holy
table—not necessarily elaborately and expensively, where funds will not allow it,

but at any rate distinctly and thoughtfully ; and let us always remember that, on no
higher than artistic grounds, a little extra cost here, at the expense of
the body of the church, will have far more value than the same amount ex-

f
ended in a sprinkling of meagre and uniform decoration over the whole building* -

do not wish, in a paper of this kind, to say too much upon the higher grounds for -*

making this the point of attraction in the church, nor to insist at too great length on the
credence- table, piscina, and sedilia as architectural features, seeing that these are,

after all, only aajuncts depending on particular forms and methods of celebration,

the propriety of which this is neither the time nor place to discuss. But the prin-

ciple of always expressing the position of thealtarby a solid reredos depends simply
on a question of tact :—*' Is the most sacred and solemn portion oi our ritual celO[>Si

brated there or not ? " If it is, the bulldini,^ itself should bespeak the fact. 411I

To proceed next to the Font. Although the orthodox, traditional, and symboliciil ^
position of the font near the western entrance is now very generally adhered to. IgJ
have heard agreat manv different opinions amongst the clergy as to it.-* eonveuienc^iio
Amongst others, Mr. Pettit remarks, "Where the font is suffered to retain its original/,-,

jMJsition it is generally found near tho western entrance, and this, without doubt, ia hJ

the most appropriate spot lor a ceremonv denoting admission into the church; yefcts

there may often exist sufficient reasons for placing it elsewhere. And it is of farmoTft

importance that we n^gard. both in position and design and tho actual size of thotoi

font, the great solemnity of the rite which is administered in it, than that we restnol r.
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tvtfvratftlnitair part of the balldlDe/* Wberercr it is pUced its position

mj nte UrwtU deflncKl itnd expressed by tome modUicHtion or exceptional

IM 'anUtsetere, so that there mar be a perpetual and incfl'aeoablc protest

Mttmat flttffclwe rtBoral bv a reforming: eburchwanlen or a new inouiulvnt..^ fc^MfTM liislMMiri.Tijr lhr'11 11 nf iifiint iu a lar^^n.- modern church which baa been
Ma««dftiMaWMftte«wt audback a^aiu, tbroe tinus iu as many years; and in this

«aM. asftrastlM iMlldlng' Itoelf KtM'S, one place is as appropriate as the other. It

vomM. oI «ourw, b« incoaatetent with the custom which now prevails, of adminis-

••ctaff bftptftsm dartD^ AMae service, to plac« the font in a distant baptistery where
Ikoa^MOtbaaean^thaeongrrefraiion; but if a little tbou^'^ht be bei>towedon it, wc
abail geaerallJ And that some distinctive feature may be introduced which will add
tatmuat and bcaaty to tlie ebnrcli and fultil the purpose 1 spi'ak of, without cutting otT

Ilia ma>ui mat! iia from participation in tbo service. Mr. IVttit, a little further on in

the passage I quoted just now, supports the principle of making: the font as far as

poaiMa a part of the buUiUuf;, and not an aptKuidage. lie uses this last term in

apeaktnfr ofthe font, and then immediately adds—"An cppcndaife, indeed, I should

B0« callIt, as in old times it was considered the very heart and nuclcnsof the church,

erected often long: before the walla and rx>f which were to cover it. The well-known
font of St, Martin's, at Canterbury, is evidently much older than any part of the

present buildiuj;, and it is not improbable that it even preceded former ones. In
Korburv l hurch the font is decidedly Early English, none of the building being
earlier than late Decorated—most of it of the latest I'erpendicniar.

There are, of course, numerous examples in churches built of late years In which
the font is given Its proper importance.and has a well-dettned and yet prominent and
open position unven to it. An arrangement of the kind has been admirably managed
In a small church in Suffolk, lately built by Mr. Scott, where a round tower (after the

fashion of the peculiar round towers of that county) is placed at the west end. It is

TsuU»"d with stone internallv, and forms an appropriate baptistery. But, haying
noticed the principle, 1 will not take up time by multiplying examples.

Let us pass next to the consideration of the Heading-desk and Pulpit. Now,
although these two play, if not the most important, certainly the largest part in our
»er\-ices, it is not often that we lind one or the other treated as part of the building,

or influencing its constructive details in any way. They are usually pieces of
furniture which give no more impress of character to the building than the seats of

the congrtvation. The exact position of each, and even the design, are generally not
•attled oatil the church is nearly completed ; perhaps, indeed, it is fortunate sometimes
totbecaseof the pulpit, as instances might be found where, through inattention to

afiooatjo requirements in the first instance, a change in its position is absolutely
necensary. But supposing that the pulpit is of stone and the reading-desk on a

atone phnth. this is not all that is required to meet the principle we started with,
unless they form part of the buildinc:. You may have stone furniture as independent
of it as wooden furniture ; and, with regard to the reading-desk, architects unfor-
tonately find a great difference of opinion among the clergj-: one wants a large desk
looking north and westj; another wishes the whole desK to face west ; and a third
wishes, perhaps, to read prayers from a small desk in the chancel seats, and the
lessons from a movable lectern. Without venturing to express an opinion as
to what is absolutely the right form of reading-desk in a ritualistic point of view,
I feel a strong con>iction that, architecturally speaking, wherever prayers are
habitually read by tlie minister, the building should give some indication ofthe fact.

We have before us the well-known examples of the arrangement of the early
Christian basiliba, where we fi^nd this principle carried out in every ^point as com-
pletely as could be done in adapting a building originally designed for secular purposes
to the requirements of public worship; such parts of the building as could be
still ust^ in Christian worshi]) were adapted, and what was wanting was added
architecturally and incorporated iu ttie building- as far as possible. Thus the bishop
and presbyters, u.m you know, took the places of the prsetor and his assessors, the
Boman altar became the Christian holy table, and a ^luire was thrown out into the
nave, enclosed on three sides by low walls. The ambos, from which the Gospel and
Epistle were read, were actually built into these enclosing walls, and thus made part
or the church. The church of Sau Clemente, at Home, as you all know, shows in
the most perfect manner the arran^emeut of the early basilica. Although rebuilt
in 790, it was exactly on the original plan, and it is owing to the fact of all the
ritualistic arrangements being absolutely solid and architectural, and not merely
movable furniture, that we are able at this time to understand fully the allusions
and descriptions ol t-arly writers. Those who have not seen the church itself, to
judge ofthe eloquen* manner in which the building speaks its purposes, will find it

illostrated and described in Gaily Knight, and iu Fergusson's "Handbook."
Now, although the ambos do not exactly answer to our reading-desk, yet their uses

were sufficiently simiUr to justify the analogy, and I think we may well take a
hint from them. There is a good reason for the lectern to be movable in the fact
that a layman sometimes reads the lessons, as is the custom in college chapels, and
not unfrcqucntly in village churches, but 1 think we ought certainly to make the
prayer-desk an architectural feature.
Next as to the Pulpit, At least two sermons are preached from it every Sunday in

Boat cases, so that I suppoi«e the preaching of sermons may be considered a fixed and
Maantiat part of our services, and if so it ought undoubtedly to find expression in the
rakitecturt: of the church. Now here, where we are at perfect liberty to look for
aaibtance' to the best times of art (seeing that the conditions for addressisg a con-
Oegation must be much the same in all ages and for all creeds), here, where we
inOBld find plenty of assistance if wc did look for it, we seem to neglect it in an un-
accomitablc manner. I will just read a short extract from VioUet le Due's
•'Dictionary'' on this poini, which exactly illustrates my remarks. In the article on
** Pulpits ' he Hays :

—
**. In France none of our ancient churches have, as far as we

fa<wr, preserved any pulpits of an earlier date than the fifteenth century. It was
aaatomary, from the commencement of the twelfth century, in our northern churches
to arrange a rood-loft at the entrance ofthe choir, from the ton of which the Epistle
and Gospel were read, and exhortations addressed to the faithful when occasion

""'ftd. In every case these sermons, before the institution of preaching friars, only
c place occasionally. It is probable that in particular cases sermons were preached
a. a movable pulpit, arranged in some part of the church for that occasion. The

pnl^t was then only a little wooden stage, closed on three sides, and covered in front
vlth ahaneing. But in the thirteenth century, when the preaching orders had been
established to combat herecy, and to explain to the people the truths of Christianity,
preaching became a necessity, which the architectural arrangements of religious
edifices were compelled to obey. HKactly to fulfil these conditions the Dominicans
and the Jacobios, amongst others, built churches with two naves, one being reserved
for the monks and divine service, and the other for preaching; then the pulpits
became fixed and entered into the construction. They formed, as it were, a balcony
pMiecting into the interior of the ehureh, carried on corbelling, accompanied by a
fcoe taken out ofthe wall, and generally lit by little windows. Access was gained
17a little staircase contrived in the thickness of the wall." Thus we see the thirteenth
eentnry architect at once felt instinctively thai when a sermon became a thing of
fixed and regular recurrence, instead of an oecitsioual address, he must express the
fketin his bmldinff. It was no longer sufflcir-nt to provide a little movable wooden
tage cloaed on three atdes, but he must contrive a balcony, or some architectural
feature, that should distinctly proclaim its oriKinal use as long as the building should
atand. Tliere iaan Instance of such a pulpit in the south nave of the great church
ofthe JaeoUn convent at Toulouse. It has long been disused, the balcony and
OOrbeUiOg' shaved off, and the niche blocked np. but still there arc the evident re-
Baisa^ud you must pull down the building before yon can obliterate the traces ofBaiBa.a]
vfaatttl I once been. As I said just now, a particular form of pulpit can have no
^^S to do with creed or doctrine than a particular kind of brick or stone in a
M^dtog (altboogh I have heard a stone pulpit objected to on principle), and if
tina Method of treating a pulpit was right in the thirteenth century, it is right now ;

weovgbt to Ceel as instinctively as the architect of that day that "a wooden stage
wtaed^OB three sides/* tn fact, any sort of pulpit not entering into the construction

ofthe church, does not thoroughly satlaiy a principle we all acknowledge In the
abstract.
The examples of ancient pulpits treated in this thoronghlv common-sense manner

are very numerous, but we must not confine our search after the earliest and best
examples to the interior of churches : we shall find some of the best in the refectories
of monasteries, used for reading to the monks during their meals. A very flue
exampleof this kind of jmlpit exists in a building (formerly the refectory) attached
to the cloisters at Chester, and now used as a school. It is well worthy of careful
Btudv, and gives a peculiar character and interest to the building. The woodcut in
Viollet le Due ofthe beautiful pulpit in the refectory of St. Martin des Champs is, I
presume, familiar to all. We find a great variety of later examples, both in the
interiors of churches and exteriorly in tlie cloisters and elsewhere, such as the well-
known examples at Beaulieu, Magdelen College, Oxford, and St. Lo, in Normandy.
There is one peculiarity about nearly all ancient pulpits which, although belonging
more strictly to the second part of the subject,! will allude to now as forming part of
their construction—it is that theylncarly invariably have what the French crU an abat-
r(>ir or voice reflector (to avoid the obnoxious term of "sounding-board"). Where
acted part of the pulpit was formed by a niche or recess, the roofof the recess ofcourse
as one ; but if attached to a wall or pier, some covering was almost always added.
•' For pulpits," says Viollet le Due, " erected in the open air or in churches, the neces-
sity was soon felt of suspending a ceiling over the preacher, to prevent the voice from
losing itself in space." This is actually now done in the laro;e churches in Italy, with
exceedingly picturesque effect, by suspending a large clotn or awning by the lour
corners over the pulpit. I only mention these facta because there seems to be an
unfounded prejudice now against soundinar-boards altogether. This is pro-
bably owing to the monstrous erections of the last century, which seem,
by some suspension of the laws of nature, to be balancing themselves on one corner,
and to be ready at a moment's notice to shut down on the preacher like the lid of a
trap. Although apparently of enormous weight, they are gem rally, in fact, made
of thin wood, and comparatively light, and are|altogether shams and abominations ;

but because they are bad in design, I sec no reason why the use of sounding-boards
should be condemned altogether. Those of you who heard our President's admirable
paper on "Acoustics" last Monday, will have heard that thoy have a decidedly
beneficial effect in many instances ; and I think that though in most cases
it may be unnecessary where there is any reason to suppose it may serve
a useful purpose! it would be much better for the architect to incorporate it with his
design, and put it up at once with the pulpit, than to run the risk of his work being
disfigured hereafter by its addition. In a church with which I am well acquainted,
a fine building only lately finished, a sounding-board has been added to the pulpit
within the last few months with exceedinglyl)ad effect, cutting, as it does, into a
beautifnlly carved capital ; but the acoustic improvement is so great that we have to
overlook its ugliness. I do not know whether the architect of the church was called
upon to mar his own design iu this instance, but I think it is a case where a
sounding-board originally designed by him as part of the pulpit might have been
madetnot an unpleasing feature.
There is still another part of our services which requires notice, and that is the

musical portion. The only point about it which I wish to enforce in this division ot
the subject is this. As an organ is now almost an invariable appendage to a church,
and is generally considered necessary to the proper and decent celebration of our
service, it should impart a distinctive character to that part ofthe building which i&

destined to rec<?ive it I am aware that this is frequently attended to in modern
churches, and always I think with a satisfactory effect ; I could name instances or
churches where such an arrangement has always appeared to me to give the chief
interest and charm to the building. In small village cnurchea where an harmonium
takes the place of an organ, a recess in the thickness ofthe wall may be contrived
with very good effect at a small cost, and with unmistakable fitness of purpose.

I have thus briefly and imperfectly noticed some of the points to which we should
all give especial attention in order to make our churches what th^ ought to be—the
architectural expression ofthe ritual ofthe Church of England. Let us now take a
very cursory view of the other branch ofthe subject, namely the customs, wants, and
requirements of modern congregations, and the effect they ought to have on the
architecture of our churches.
To begin with, I think that (arguing from the analogy of former ages) we may lay

down the principle that, respect for precedent and sentiments of association should
not prevent us from discarding any peculiarity of construction or arrangement that
is found distinctly inconvenient or unsuitable, and which does not express any part
of our ritual. As a simple illustration of this principle, wc find that
the questionable associations which must still have clung to the heathen
basilicas did not prevent the early Christian congregations fVom trans-
ferring their religious services to them from the baptisteries, which are now
believed to have been the ori^-inal ritual churches. This, of course, could onlyhavo
been done because the hall of the basilica, with its side aisles, was found to bo much
more convenient for the decent celebration of their services than the circular and
octagonal baptisteries. In the same way, I think that in any point where conve-
nience is at stake, we ought not to be too much confined by the precedent of me-
dieval architecture. Neither our ritual nor our congregations are the same as those
for which our ancient churches were built, and it is scarcely to be expected that it'

they were exactly suited to one they will be equally so to the other. AVe have seen
that at the Reformation Gothic architecture had arrived at its last stage. King's
College chapel, its last great effort, commenced a century before, had been finished

about twenty years ; and there can be little doubt, that had it been possible for a
new and true architecture to have sprung up with the Reformation from the ashes
of the old, we should have had churches as beautiful, but as different from the medieval
buildings as they in their turn were from the earlv Christian basilicas.

Beyond the absolutely essential division of nave and chancel, I do not wish to
occupy your time by saying much about conveniences of plan. This is a question
whicn must depend so much upon peculiarities of site and the number of the con-
gregation, as well as other points, that it would form a lon^ paper iu itself. Those
eccentric varieties in the form of theatres and lecture halls 1 need only allude to, as
I hope we are all agreed that turning a church into a great auditorium is not only
subversive of all proper ritual expression in arrangement, but renders it almost
impossible to conduct the service in a decent and reverent manner.
At this point, however, it will be as well to take some notice of the vexatious

question of galleries. We all know the numberless objections to them, and I

suppose no one would employ them by choice, but where they become actually a
necessity, which is often the case, they should certainly be located as part of
the construction, and their presence should be expressed externally. Great care
should of course be taken as to their height and the steppings of the seats, so that
they may neither overpower the church by being too high, nor oppress the occupant*
of the aisles by being too low. A flat ceiling under the galleries will be found to be
much better for acoustic purposes, and more satisfactory to the eye than an inclined

one. There is one position, however, for a gallery which is, in some churches, al-

most unobjectionable from its answering two good purposes— one, mentioned by our
I'resident last Monday, that of breaking up and dissipating the sounds from the
east end, and nreventing echo ; the other, that of clothing the couspicuous baroness
of the west wall, which, in many churches, is far from agreeable.
To return from this digression : let us start with the acknowledged necessity of a

nave for the congregation, and a chancel (not too deep) for the clergy and choir ; and
let us take a modem congregation of say 1,000 persons, and consider the wants and
requirements we have to meet. The first thing to be noticed is that according to
received notions, the scats must be fixed ; and if wc may judge from the serious in-

conveniences which attend the use of chairs where they have been tried, they are not
likely to come into general use, except as a temporary expedient. The next require-

ment is that all the congregation should have an uninterrupted view and hearing of
the officiating minister. It may not seem at first evident that an uninlernipti'd view
Is necessary, but in point of fact nothing is so difficult or irksome as to keep up one's
attention to a speaker who Is unseen. This applies, of cotirse, chiefly to preaching.
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of churcUes may be considered, I Huppose, ia th*' tirst plaer. (piite a modern luxury ;

next, as to 8oats. iu the basUieaH there were certainly no li\rd seatH except for tue
cleryy the cou(^e;,'^atit)n, wlietber standing" or kneeling,', arran^'ed themselves
round three sides of tlie choir. No <Mie would tlieu i)lace bimiwilt* by choic*;

immediately beliiud a column, a delect unfortunately unavoidable in a modem
aisled church with fixed seats. In our medieval churches, on the other hand,
distinct hearing'- of the services was a matter of uo particular moment, as the loss of
a syllable or of an unknown tongue could not interfere with the devotions of the
faitliful, and sermons did not form a re;jruli»f pnrt of the service as they do with us.

Now, I am far from wiwhing in largfe churches to abandon aisles and substitute a
lai^e uavi; under one roof, for I quite aj-ree with our President in his remarks last

Monday, that the form of nave and aisles, which is hallowed by so many centuries*
use in the Chrujti&n church, is also the mo»t convenient for thii: decent and rever4_^nt

celebration of our services, for hearin<^ and for e<'onomy of space, or rather cubic
content. There is, however, one defect in our system ot aisles whjch we are bound
to remedy as far as we can—namely, the obstruction of view caused by the columns.
I am aware that many architects think this practically nothing, but 1 have tried the
experiment many times myself, and can therefore assert that In an ordinary
aisled church there must always be a lar^^e proportion of sittin^^s cut otf from the
view of cither altar, reading:-desk, or pulpit. The etlect is practically very
disagreeable, and, to my mind, inconsistent with the oonseientious carrying^ out of
the principles we profess. It appears to me that there are only two ways of over-
coming the defect—one by uo lon<fer employing fixed seats, the other by diminishing
the columns to such a diameter that the slightest movement of the head of any one
placed behnid it will brinii^ the minister into full view. The largest diameter which
can be employed to elTect this is Irom 9 to 10 and 11 inches. Now, it is

obvious that such columns can only be safely obtained by the
employment of a material which has long been used without scruple for
similar work in every modern buildmg, but a i;hurch~I allude, of
course, to iron. There seems to be an extraordinary feeling afioat ajjainst an iron
column as unccclesiaslicai and ugly. Now, to say it is unecclesiastical is nothing
more nor less than narrow-minaed prejudice ; and to say it is ugly is to acknowledge
our own shortcomings in having left it so so long. In deliance of art critics the civil
engineer has long decided that it is ^ood construction, and it is high time for the
architect to take it in hand and make it good art. I believe a check has been given
to progress in this really grand and almost new field of design, artistically speating,
by the solemn denunciations levelled against the use of iron in architecture (except
as a tie) by an eminent authority a few years ago. The argument gravely advanced
in support ot his views—namely, that we find no mention of iron architecture in the
Bible—might as well be used against stained glass in decoration. Whatever may
have been the cause, it is a fact that church architects, until quite lately, have
appeared to bo ashamed of the use of iron as a constructive material. In eases where
it has been used for columns, it has usually been from motives of economy, and
instances are not wanting (happily no recent ones) where it has been neatly
painted and sanded iu imitation of stone. If used at all, the material should, of
course, be treated as what it is, and I cannot doubt that, if properly handled and
elaborated, iron columns may be made beautiful and attractive features in church
architecture. It may be thought a very great innovation to gain but a small
advantage, but there is a true principle involved in it I do not see why an iron
column (which cannot have less to do with our ritual than a stone one) should be
thought unecclesiastical, nor why it need be wAy ; nor do I like to hear distinctly
useful and convenient materials and modes of construction objected to simply on
grounds of ijrecedent and association. One objection I liave heard raised against
them is the bad proportion they would bear to the superincumbent walls, but this
again I believe to be, according to true principles, simply a question of association.
In using a new material iu a new position we must create new feelings of association
for ourselves. If a iew good examples were erected, people would soon begin to
get used to the proportion, and to like the thing as undoubtedly right and full of
purpose.
Before leaving the questitm of association I have a few words to say about church

warming. As I just now remarked, we find that this is a most important point, and
nothing disgusts a congregation so much as finding themselves in a cold, draughty,
or iU-veutilated church, where the ladies cough all the winter and faint all the
summer. You need not fear that I am now going to enter into any discussion of the
best means of warmhig and ventilation. I merely wish to point out that we, perhaps,
oftener than necessary increase our diflSculties, and impair the pei-fectness of the
system adopted, by thinking it right to hide away as much as possible all the para-
pnerualia of chimneys, &c. For instance, I want a chimney for a vestry and one for
the warming apparatus ; but I am afraid of making a good stack and carrying them
to the proper height, lest anyone should tell me 1 have given ray church too domestic
a character. Ought I not rather to consider that when we insist on introducing
domestic comforts into our churches, that fact must, under an intelligent architect,
come out distinctly in the character of the building? Our congregations cannot be
provided properly and truthfully with the comforts and luxuries of home without
Saying for it by the disflguremeut—if it be a disfigurement—of their churches by
omestic features.
The next consideration, convenience of hearing, has just been so fully discussed

by our President in his admirable paper that there is little left for me to say. 1 fully
agree with his remarks on the acoustics of churches, and I was particularly struck
with the opinion he expressed as to open roofs and lofty nave.*!, contrasted with a
low proportion and boarded ceilings, as completely coinciding with my own convic-
ticms on the subject, based on observation and comparison of many buildings.
We must recollect that in making observations on the acoustic qualities of

churches, it is not sufficient to go yourselfonce and try how you can hear at any
particular part, as there maybe many disturbing causes acting at different times;
one of the best tests is, whether it is what the clergy call an easy church. Inquire of

. a few clergymen who have done duty there whattliey think of it in ibis respect and
you will form a truer estimate of its qualities than if you ask half the congregation.
I bcUeve it is little known how many clergymen's health is seriously impaired by
having to do duty, day after day, iu a difficult church. It therefore becomes, not only
a question of convenience to the congregation, but of health and comfort, in many
cases, to the clergyman.

It now only remains for me to touch upon our requirements as to the musical
arrangementsof a church—and here let me say that though I can scarcely perhaps
be expected of a church architect that he should be a musician, yet he should make
It is business to understand something of the construction of the instruments used
in a church. An organ, the most beautiful of instruments when in tune, is one ofthe
most disagreeable when neglected, and every one should know how sensitive itis to
damp and dranglits, in order to guard against this In his arrangements for- the re-
ception of th<! instrument. If there is a choir the organ should always be placed
close to them, and the proper place for it is either in a side aisle of the chancel or in
an organ-chamber built expressly for it, which is better. The effect of the instru-
mtut will be much enhanced and it will be kept in better tune if the walls
are hued with boarding on battens, and if not in a gallery, it should
always be raised on a platform some feet from the floor. The worst
place for the organ on every account is in the west gaUery, if there
»8 one, and I believe organs are never now placed there in new cliurches. Of
course, I don't contemplate the possibility in these days of an organ appearing over
tuealUr In small village churches, where an organ cau seldom be tuned, I think
myaelf that au harmonium is much preferable ; it has the advantage of not getting

out of tune. au<l I !> : iiait always somethlnic more or Us» waatiAff ia tits t4»c«
us compared t^ ;ii quite sufficient to lead the siouera.

1 have now tak . ^i and hasty survey of our uioaum want* and reqoire-
ments. and the inllu<ii<:e they should and must ultimately exeroite on oar ehu^
architecture; and 1 must bt.-g you to excusti me if I aecrn to have exprcMcd any
opinion too strongly, or if I Tiave dwelt too long on anv i>olutH whioJk may m
trite, commonplace, or trivial. I ft;el that I have oiuitlt-u much that might wel
appropriately uave been brought to bear on the isubje«-.t. both from haste in pM-
parlng this paper and from a wish to bi: as short aM poiiaible ; and i now reliuqoilb
the sutnect, iu the hope that the discussion will be taken up by aoue of our inQiid*
aitsembled here to-uight.

1 had intended and wished to illustrate my remarks witli diagrama and akottdiM
which might have added interest to a dry paper ; but the time was really ao itWt
that 1 found It impossible.
The CuAiKMAN said thev had had a very excellent paper from Mr. Itlomfield;

a gre4it many questions had been raised, upon which, perhaps, some differeuce of
opinion rai^ht exist, and at any rate there was a good deal arising out of the paper
to be talked about.

Mr. iCoGKii Smith (who was invited by the Chairman to aildress the meeting on
the subject of acoustics) said he thought he had said his say on the question of sound
in another place. Mr. Ulomtleld had brought forward several very Interesting points ^
some of which he wished he had illustrat^'d at greater k-ngth. One of the must im-
portant and interesting things the lecturer had referred to was the intrcHluclion of a
new material, bringing new facilities with it into our churches -niunely. the use of
cast iron coupled with the use of glass. While Mr. Itlomfield was n.-ferrinii to the
use of iron columns, he could not help remen: beriug an interesting hour he spent
lately with Mr. (Jockerell when looking over the designs for the Memorial Ohurch at
Constantinople. Having met Mr. Cockerel! when looking at llie designs he favored
him (Mr. Smith) with;a short lecture on church arrangement in his own way; and one
of his remarks referred to the absence of the new material of which we were in pos-
session (iron) for the production of great efi'itcts, such as liglitness, (airiness, and
economy of space. And he also referred to the reading-room of tlie British Museamy,
the structure of which, he remarked, was in compliance with modern arrangementa.
As to the use ot columns in a church by making the shie aisles extremely narrow,
and making arrangements for massing the congregation withhi the columns, they
would be iu a position of hearing and seeing everything. He should like Mr. Blom-
field to give them some illustration of the structural nature of the pulpits and
readiufi:-desks which he had b(X'n jidvocating. He thankinl Mr. Blomtield for the
exceedingly thorough and exceedingly practical paper which he had given them that
evenin"^.
Mr. Tjunker said in justice to the 'gentlemen who competed for the Memorial

Church at Constantinople, it should be remembered that the circular sent out to them
stated that earthquakes were of common occurrence at Constantinople, for which
stone pillars were more suited than iron columns. As to the reading-desk and pulpit
being made a permanent portion of the church, he thought that was exceedingly Im-
portant. In modern cases it was usual in specifications to place the reading-desk
and pulpit separate from the building, but he thought it would be of importance to
the architect to find that the reading-desk and the pulptt were in the specifieatioa
really a portion of tlie building. If architects determined that tliese thinf^s should
form part and portion of the church they would be enabled In tholr building to
express the ritual of the church, and would iu all re8i>ects secure a better expression
of what they meant.
Mr. Blomfield.—Of course he might have brought forward examples of reading-

desks and pulpits, entering Into the construction of churches, but he did not wish to
multiply examples, as they were matters which people ought to find out for them-
selves if they took an interest in them. He had sketched many stone pulpits ; the
pulpits in Italy, like that of iSienna, did not form part of the architecture of the
churches, but they were so massive they might be considered architecture and not
furniture. At Ferugia there was a beautiful specimen of that. And in almost every
instance in medieval architecture wliere there was a stone pulpit, it was becauao
there were sermons preached regularly there and not simply an occasional address.
Where there were two sermons preached once a day the pulpits ought to form part
of the architecture of the church. There were difficulties about that at present, but
all the difficulties ought to be got over by architects, so as to^ivethe place where the
pulpit was to bo placed a distinctive feature. He did not object to wooden pulpits-

if treated in a proper manner, but he objected to a pulpit beings put In a church a»
though It did not belong to the architecture of the church.

In answer to questions put by 31 r. Norris.
Mr. Blomfield said the treatment of iron columns was a matter of detail, and

every architect in design must think for himself as to what should be the proper
form of an iron column. It would have been presumptuous iu him to bring forward
an example of what he thought the proper mode of treating an iron column. Where
he thouglit it w^as not necessary, he would not employ an iron column but use atone v

where he thought stone was not suitable he would discard it and use iron. With.
regard to the question whether the entrance to the vestry should be fVom the chancel
or the side, that was rather a matter of detail, and it depended on particular forms
of conducting the service. The service might be very well conducted without a
vestry at all. but where there was a vestry the entrance should always be from the
chancel ; but that was a matter of detail and of choice.
Mr. Roger S.mith then referred to the existence or non-existence of transepts. In.

some churches they were a very marked feature, and in others they were not. It seemed
that, however beautiful they might be externally, where they extended to great length,

and formed long arms, they were oi)en to the moral objection that galleries were open
to—namely, that they cut the congregation into two divisions. A serious objection to-

their use also lay in the difficulty of making all the people hear where there were
transepts. Where there were large transepts the voice of the minister in reading
prayers or preaching was heard better iu them than in the nave, but usually the
service at the communion-table was the best heard. He thought they might regard
the introduction of transepts as an unde.-^irable matter, notwithstanding they added
to the beauty both of the interior andof the exterior of the church. But they belong^
more to Komau Catholic churches, where there were much ceremony and decoration.

than to i'rotestant ones. A point which Mr. Blomfield laid great stress upon, and
which was of great importance to the profession, was that a building should express
the purposes for which it was intended.
Mr. Spier thought the best form of a church for the Enghsh service was a circular

one, though we were not accustomed to think so.

Mr. Blomfield was of opinion that the theory just expressed 'rested on the idea

that the sermon was the most important i)art of the service, whereas it was generally
understood that the most important part of the service was that which took place at

the communion-table. He agreed that a circular or octagon form might be very con-
venient for a service, the most important part of which was preaching, but m the
ritual of the Church of Kngland. preaching was a mere adjunct to the more important
services of the church. He should be sorry to be understood as thinking t luvt the
sermon was the principal part of the service, of which it was only a part.

Mr. Bunker wished that Mr. Blomfield had spoken at greater length about sittings i

there were comfortable .and uncomfortable sittings, and he wished the lecturer had
gone a little more into detail respecting them.
The CH.URMAN said Mr. lilomfield professed to confine himself almost entirely to

the structure of churches, though secondary matters were those which much Inter-

fered with our comfort. The most important point was how the construction of a
church should be managed, and it was a matter of a secondary nature what should be
the exact form of sitting. With regard to iron columns he could not imairine that

any ordinary management of an 8 or 10 inch column under the arches of churches^

could be satisfactory ; though they knew that a 10 inch column was strong enough,
it was very displeasing to the eye, looking nt the size of the column and what It

supported. It seemed to him one of the ugHest things to have one of tlie narrow iron

coluiuus supporting a massive wall carrying the ordinary roof of the church. The
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M)v«ntonecBeil«the^VI{iY:>»lo>n<ik« roof, columns ami all of iron. Iftliey

Md taMUHbWM^^V^V' )^^*^^ arcbos, tho consequence must be an appearaneeot
gM«e«ilnnic'livA7ariiI of lireivmiirence in the stone. IVobably one mode ot

Jr^KKJpe'djffeurt'v wijlalmvc Uitornn-diate columns of iron mid etone. Kvery

(tirrnfw column woutil jivf a soliilitv of appearance and stability to the building

wBtk It wpuW not liave if all the columns were of iron. As to the warniins of

eiiuelw(,'u«t was beil done without the use of heatlnsr apparatus, which frequently

eaiued members ot the conunvation to take colds as they retired. 'Hir quesiion of

making the pulptt a sirucmral matter was very desirable, If they couldiirst decide

wlivu Uw pulpit would -b« situated the best for sound. There niiulit be some
difficulty on that point, but as thev built nearly all their churches in one general

lima—« lonff shape—it appeariHi likely that what was the best position in one church
MMaf^nermlly be the test position in another. He supposed they would adhere to

BpsJ»l<^9> o' makiu'.; wooden altars, and there was a very good reason for it when
S«'a!termtion was made ; a stone table now was considered a mark of I'useyism. or

aonMbioc of that kind. As to fonts, he had very often noticed that whatever might
be lie age of the church, the font generally seemed older than the church. There
were two or three churches in Ilerefordsbiro where there were fonts which looked

Oldar even than the Xorman churohes.
Mr. ARTiiL'R Allou wished to know whether Mr. BlomBeld had taken any

notice of what appean-d to be a growing system in religious denominations at the

pmentday, that of congregating an enormous number— sueh meetings, for instance,

a« oeourred at Exeter-lmll and other places. Now, no doubt that would eventually

necessitate the constniclion ot very large buildings for public worship, and, there-

fore, it would be well for architiKits to design buildings for churches, whore they
tronld have no intermediate columns, which conld be effected by an enornuuis span
of roof, or square walls, or some such arrangement. Hut that would not be orthodox

;

it must be something quite adapted to the wants and feelings of the public.

Mr. BiA)jiFiEi.D said he had not noticed that branch of the subject to which Mr.
AUom' alluded.; They had the authority of Sir Christopher Wren for believing that a

larger congregation than 2,000 was objectionable, and he thought that some of the
congregations of the present day were too large. He thought the division of a
church into nave and aisles was very beneflcial for acoustic purposes.
The Cn.iiR.M,v>' thought that if they built a church in the best acoustic manner

thev should build on au ellipse, with the pulpit near oue focus of the ellipse : how
such a building could be constructed he was not prepared to say, and probably the
advantages to be derived ftom it might not be worth the trouble of the construction.

Mr. BuNKEB hoped the day was coming when iron would be properly carried out in

Imildings.
A further conversation took place, in which the Chairman, Mr. AUom, Mr. A.

Bmith, Mr. Bunker. Sir. C. H. F. Lewes, and Mr. BloMfleld took part.

On the motion of Mr. Herring, seconded by Mr. A. Smith, a vote of thanks to

Jit. Blomfield for his excellent paper was carried by acclamation.
Tie mtetlng then broke up.

CLASS OF DESIGN.
A mecflnffef this Class was held on December 14th, Mr. C. H. F. Lewes in the

, chair. Designs were contributed for "A Grand Staircase to a Mansion," by Messrs.
Adaiiis (~), J. F. riarkson. Hack, Harris, Humphreys, Lewes, Mather, Keeves,
Kogtrs, Sams, and Wimbridge. The subject for the Half-hour's Sketch was a

'. chimney-piece, to which all members present contributed.
The next meeting of the class will be on the 28th of December, when the subject

' lor tile design will be, "TimberTmssfor Roof, 60 feet span; Scantlings to be stated."
The Class for Jtodelling will commence on January 8th. Further particulars with

n. Attwood Kcevcs, honorary secretary.

THE ART-UNION OF LONDON.
IT may be in tlie recollection of our readers that in August last we expressed

our opinions seriatim upon tlie drawings sent in competition, from the
" Idvlls of the King," for the £100 offered by the Council of tlie Art-Union of
London. The exhibition of the drawings took place with that of the prizes
chosen from the metropolitan exhibitions by the fortunate members of the above
society. After having briefly criticised the several series of compositions, we
first selected those numbers which were generally superior to tne rest, and
finally decided that the prize ought to be given to the set of drawings marked
14, because tlie style of drawing in which they were executed was more equally
sustained throughout the series, and more especially because they were the only
deiigns which, in treatment, exactly fulfilled a very important requirement in
art, and which was duly set forth in the advertisement published by the Council
of tlie Art-Union of London, stating the terms and conditions under which the
prize of £100 was placed in competition. When we looked at the list of the
aothorities, including the Council and Secretaries, we were quite prepared for

,
the series of our choice being passed over in silence, and when the decision was
known we expressed our opinion of their capacity for judging accurately in
terms more plain than complimentary. We must now request our readers'
fittention to this important fact : the word in the advertisement upon which
(reclaimed the prize for No. 14 wa» "severe beauty of form." Of course
the Council and their helps in judgment decided in the opposite direction,

'';*nd awarded the prize to a series of drawings remnrkable only for
schoolboy neatness and efteminate namby-paniliyism. Now, be it remem-
bered that in the Buildixg News of August the 17th and 24th our remarks

- r»ppeared, and, strangely enough, we find in the annual report of the proceedings
<< of the Art Union of London bearing date April 24th, and speaking prospectively
t of the prizes offered for those very drawings, the general terms of the adver-
,• tbement are inserted v-ithout the word " severe," and, still more strangely, we
J

meet a few lines lower down in page 5 with this expression of opinion, that "com-
, petitions fairly and honorably conducted and adjudicated on by those who have

proper knowledge of the subject (for ignorance is often as unjust as chicanery),
: Btimulate to exertion," &c., &c. Now let us reduce this apparent mystification

to the calibre of the most ordinary intellects. Our remarks, as we have said,
appeared in the month of August, and the report, although dated April 24th, was
not published until August also, which gave plenty of time to meet the difficulty
by withdrawing the unpleasant word "severe." In the course of those remarks
we placed the Council and their helps on the horns of a dilemma in this way. We

,,,,Baia, either they did not understand the meaning of the word " severe " as applied
.; to art, or that they were comnaltting a gross act of injustice by giving the prize
3 , to aay bat aeries N o. 14. Therefore \ie have a right to assume that they confess

by the withdrawal of that word they did not know its import ; consequently,
they admit their own want of knowledge, and that that word having been

j^
tilently withdrawn In a report pretending to be prospective by being dated April,

M. t>o' not actually appearing uniil August, we may also as fairly assume that the
.i^p»r«Dtljetical observation of" ignorance being often as unjust as chicanery " was

uggested In both respc<:ts by their own conduct; but the unjust decision

2'"'^JJ*8»'*
the serien 14, although slily and silently fipplesjed, littlp to the

j^;ciieoit of all concerned, remains unatoned for. .,i >: ;-
•

;
We cannot be wrong In our estimation of this part of' tbe'rMort, because St

troold not be reasooablc to suppose that wliea-the Cduadtirt^fed the prize in

i|nestinii tlirv roj pated an ~^pus;llluil lu tlitii jud;.'menl 8t
streiiiiDUs as to pro\ iibe(»mmgia"4cnorancc "and "chicanery,"
indeed, such an evtut v. is proved tff bo^n^ttJmprobalilc, for the BuiLDiNo
News, as far as we know, was the oaliH»''''li<!at*'0'i which made any serious

remarks on the sub;>"'t : M>. "..st of thp press vevy wisely gave themselves no
trouble in a matter \

'

, r is w*:!! known to be usele'ss, and left the fussy

gloriflcationof sittiii.- . . iiiLtbytheCouncilofthis8ocietyundisturbed. Truly
the Council, or the i;riitU'iiieii who have signed this report, must lie quite fond ofa
ride on tlie horns of a dilemma, for they are no sooner off those of one than they
valiantly mount on the points of another. Now, they are in this fix. Either in

April, when they offered the prize, they liad determined to do wrong,
and thought to silence criticimi by tlieir thunder of " ignorance " or
finding themselves beaten by the Building News on the word "severe,"
they backed out of the difficulty by omitting that word in August. If the
former, we should like to know why they expected to be attacked either

undeservedly or in unmeasured terms. If the latter, we should e<iually like to

be informed whether they stopped the press to make the important alteration.

In either case, should they find themselves in a communicative mood, perhaps
they will extend the obligation by stating, for the benefit of the public generally

and ourselves in particular, wlien, where, and how they obtained .so much
superior wisdom and honesty in art as to warrant them in " doubling " tlie part

of Sir Oracle, and authoritatively proclaim, " When we open our mouths, let no
dog bark."

LIVERPOOL.—WEST DERBY PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS.
THE above schools were opened on Friday last, the 2l3t instant, with great

demonstration ; they are situate in the centre of the village of West
Derby, to tlie north-west and immediately opposite the parish church, covering

an area of upwards of 7,000 square yards, and will afford accommodation to 450
scholars. They consist of (ground floor only) boys' school, 79 feet by 18 feet

;

class-room attached, 21 feet by 21 feet
;

girls' school, 05 feet by 18 feet ; class

roomattaehed, 21 feetbyl8feet; infents' school, CO feet by 25 feet; class room
attached 21 feet by 15 feet G inches, with necessary conveniences. Teachers'

residences are attached on the south-east side for master and mistress, each con-

sisting of parlor, kitchen, three bedrooms with closets, sculleries, &c. Between
the girls' and infants' schools, which cross each other at right angles, a wooden
partition is placed, which can be occasionally removed, and a movable pulpit

introduced at one of the intersecting corners, from which a teacher or lecturer

may address the occupants of both rooms, and be at the same time visible to all

during his discourse.

The building throughout is in adapted Early English style, the north-east and
south-east fronts being faced with red stone, the rest in brickwork. A stone

bell-turret (square on plan) carried up with gables, and hexagonal stone roof,

surmounted by an iron cross, rises to a height of 60 feet from surface of ground,

and beneath this is a traceried window geometrically treated. The ventilation

is most complete, the air into schools and class-rooms being warmed by passing

from without behind fire-places, and escaping liy means of openings into gallery

formed in roof, and ultimately by a wooden ventilating turret over infants'

school on the north-east side, the apex of which is 50 feet above ground ; beneath

this also a traceried geometrical window. There are four entrances by means of

porches, boys', girls', and infants' being distinct. The total cost is about £4,000.

The whole has been executed from the designs and under the superintendence of

H. P. Horner, Esq., architect, of Liverpool, the builders being Messrs. Nicholson

and Ayre, also of Liverpool, the entire structure having given the most perfect

satisfaction to all parties concerned.

LIVERPOOL.—FRIENDS' INSTITUTE, ISLINGTON.
THIS building has been recently opened. It is in the Italian stylo, situated at

the comer of King's-street-lane, presenting an elevation to Islington.

From the basement to window sills of ground floor it is faced with scappled red

sandstone, thence to the level of first floor with Stourton stone, thence to

cantilevers of parapet with red brick, relieved by dressings in Stourton stone.

The plan is nearly rectangular, and arranged to afford basement, ground, first and

second floors, with spacious playgrounds attached. The ground Boor contains a

hall, 8 feet in width, approaching spacious staircases. To the right of the hall is

the library, 25 feet by.19 feet, with kitchens, &c. ; to the left a girls' school-room,

50 feet by 30 feet 6 inches ; leading from which is a spacious playground, 50 feet

by 32 feet, which has a distinct entrance on the west side, the boys' being on the

north, their playground being 70 feet by 30 feet. An infant school-room is also

provided on the ground floor, 21 feet by 19 feet. On the first floor are boys'

school-room, 50 feet by 30 feet; reading-room, 25 feet by 40 feet; two class-

rooms, 19 feet by 15 feet ; whilst on the second floor two class-rooms are

repeated, witli two bed-rooms for keepers' accommodation. The fittings are in

mahogany and are unusually chaste, of good material and excellent workman-
ship, and the whole shows attention to light and ventilation. The total area

covered is 900 square yards, .and accommodation has been provided for 250

scholars of each sex, with 150 infants, making a total of 659.' The cost of the

structure was £2,500. The whole from the designs and under the superinten-
.

dence of Messrs.W. and R. Duckworth, architects, 24, Tari ton-street, Liverpool

;

being executed by Mr. William Tomkinson; tlu; fittings by Mr. Turner, also of

Liverpool.

MANCHESTER ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION. ^^ . ,

.

A NUMEROUSLY attended meeting of; gentlemen connected with the Archi-

tectural profession was held, on the evening of Monday, December 17th, at

Grant's Hotef Manchester, for the purpose of considering the desirability of esta-

blishing an Architectural Association in this city.

Mr. G. Shaw Aitken having been called to the chair, it was proposed by Mr.

Alfred Darbvsiiirk, seconded by Mr. R. Walker Aitken, and unanimously

carried-Tliat in the opinion of this meeting it is desirable that an Architectural

Society be formedm Manchester, to bo called the " Manchester Architectural Asso-

ciation." .

A code of laws was then brought forward and considered, when it was proposed By

Mr. Webster, seconded by Mr. Joseph Shaw, aud unanimously carried-Ihat the

laws submitted to the meeting for discussion be adopted as the basis of the Asso-

ciation's constitution. .•,,,,*
Offlce-bcarers and a committee of four having been elected to serve until the last

ordinary meeting in the month of March, the business of the meetmg was concluded

by a vote of thanks to Mr. G. SiiAwAiTREN.for his able manner of conducting tno

evening's proceedings uoieii' i o o i.")."

jrtluoJjTjjjtf'l (s tl nc
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FKAMKI) WATER COI.OU m!AWIXG«.' _
SlB.—Jtay I Tcnfurc to tivc my oplnltm thut tlictricity liax nothins to do with

,. ".'wi ""I,,, f„,..,i,„ii,. of ft drawing on the kIhrk nlareil lii-fore It. as Sir. Ooodchild

'i.vc'' Sliiro rradlnB Mr. l'ayue'8 letter on the subject, I was led to

n ,ni its frame for the purpose of olisirvin^' the result, and found the

r-.luredon the L'lass. Xow. this drawing had not been made but

.Mu.-'i.w »e,k- and the i;lasa never rubbed, but merely once or twice dusted by a

'i"htam)lieiitiuu of a pocket handkerchief, not in the slij,'htest decree suffloient to

r,.(iii..> til, !wt electrical attraction, and. as nil {.'lass plates arc in a sllKhtly nygro-

it inclines me to believe that the moisture takes a. portion of the

, wine and tixes It to the class, but in Bo slieht a manner that the

1 iliiccit; but 1 find that breathin!,' on the glass does not affect the

iu7(>i-c.-,sttjii. J think this will also account for the fact of the blues being more

perfect than other colors. ...,,,. .t.

I hope these remarks may lead Bomc of your readersio give their opinion on the

nblect. I a™. *<>.,subji

MtU Decemlier, IBOO. Wm. C. Bkangwys.

LlVEErOOL ARCUITECXUKAL SOCIETY.
l)j-,AK Siu,— In your last Number you say you are yet unaware of the course

adopted by the Liverpool Architectural Society on the Diploma proposition of the

Institute ; I therefore enclose a copy of the Society's resolutions thereon, which I

have transcribed from tlie minute hook. Yours truly,

"', .i, 11, ) I
Joseph Bollt.

Heiolaiiom adopted by ilu Liverpool ArchUecttiral and ArcJirmlogiml Society, 31s<

October, 18(», ore the Prnpoaitiom ofthe Jloi/al Inatilule of lirUiih Architects.

"That this meetine having carefully considered the propositions of the Council of

the Royal Institute of British Architects for securin;; a professional examination,

arc of opinion that it is highly desirable a course of study should be defined for all

who may desire to become members of the profession of architects, and that an

examination should be established to test the manner in which the studies defined

have been pursued, those who may pass the e.tamlnation with credit or distinction,

being furnished with honorable certificates of merit.
" That this meeting are furtherof opinion that it is desirable the ccrtlficatesgranted

to gentlemen who may pass the examinations shonld ultimately have the value of

diplomas, which shall secure to the architect upon whom they may be conferred

full exemption from the special provisions of any Metropolitan and other Local
Building Act i and from the bye-laws for regulating building construction, which
ijiay have been adopted by any local board, under the provisions of the Local Go-
vernment Act, 18^.

" That similar exemption shonld be conferred upon all architects who have prac-

tised as principals on their own account for a prescribed minimum period.
•• That this meeting hope that the Royal Institute of British Architects will con-

tinue to give that cautious and enlightened consideration of the subject of profes-

sional examination which its importance demands, as they believe a judicious

solmion of the problem will tend to elevate the status of the profession, and will

entitle the Institute to the gratitude of the whole body of architects."

ARGYLL HOUSE.
Sir,—According to what was said the other evening at the Institute by Mr. C. H.

Smith, Argyll House is " a most splendid one, containing some of the finest rooms
in London, some of them twenty feet high." Such character of it astonishes me not
a little, because externally there is no indication whatever of its being a nobleman's
town residence ; on the contrary, it shows only as a verv moderate-sized house, with
only a few rooms within, and those very low ones. There is, besides, something
very triste, not to say forlorn looking, in Its general appearance. The front rooms
seem to have been uninliabited ; where, then, or how are those very lofty and, of
course, proportionably spacious rooms got out of a plan with so small a frontage ?

Is what shows itself towards the street only a small portion of the general plan
extending to some considerable depth backwards, and also extending laterally, both
northwards and southwards, behind the houses In Argyll-street ? Probably the
house is a very superior one within ; but its situation does not at all recommend
it. If so many, there are not above a score of titled " houses " In the whole metro-
polis : and that the one hight Argyll shonld be on the list of them—in fact, take
precedence of them all alphabetically—is rather remarkable.
"The travelled Thane, AtheHlan Aberdeen" and ultra-Classic lived to witness a

complete revolution in architectural taste. Greek is at a discount, and Gothic is

likely to be so too ere long, aud be superseded by most delectable "Victorian,"
I am, &c..

Inquisitive.
P.S.—Don't call me impertinent as well as inqnisitive for pointing out a small typo-

graphical accident (p. 97.')), which, instead of Wilkins, makes Wilkes the Lord
Aberdeen's travelling companion in Greece.

TENBERS-
Repairs, Blocmsbcry.

For repairs, &c., to house and premises situate No. 22, Xew Ormond-street, St.

Gcorge-thc-Martyr, Bloomsbury, for .Miss Louisa Twining, from speciflcations pre-
pared by Mr. Henry Astley Uarbyshiro, architect. Mr. Lavender, surveyor.

lirake £364 10
Stephens and Latta 345
Sewell ,. 3:17

Greenwood ;. 209
Sutton ;i.; 349
Green 212 • .u ..i .

• •o-lyyij
I

Dwelling-houses, Saltbuhn-by-the-Sea. i

For six dwelling-houses at Saitbum-by-the-Sea, Cleveland. Mr. Tcachey, archi-
tect.

Kobson ii £1,401 17 i
Allen 1,372 12 8
Kemp and Abdale 1,287 S
Brown ; 1,281 5 O
T.andC.JJlwln ,. 1,278 9
Windale and Son 1^28 13
Pearson 1,227 2 6
H. and G, Chapman (accepted) 1,220

''"''""'" ''^ ' Road-work, Croydon.
For mating a KlAd wross the Haling I'ark estate, Croydon. Messrs. W. J. Blake

and John Bcrney, joint surveyors.
Bull £«)0 10

I

Milliam £559 13 9

Ayers ftH 5 7 <larke....»i., 613 1 6

Stevens BOl 14 7 ' Gregory ...*;•, .J;... 506
leeks Sittf 2 8 1 Hawkes...-J/.'.i 463

Jevons .W9 Sharon 450

CoUcr 57113 9 Potter (too late) 425 15

For chamben. UiGx»cecUurcb-»trect ; Messrs. Wales and Sparkes. arcTiltect^

Anli.v £5,.'i86 Rider .'I?.

HSaw;;;;;..v.:.r;.: 5;3i8 Ashbyand son. »,m
oJf,,rd 5,.W0 Conder 5.^
Mansfleidand Son. S.220 Hack and Son. ••.777

Brown and Itobiusoa 5,197 |

Villas, Great Malvebw. „ „ , ™
For the erection of two detached villas at Great Malvern, for J. B. HemlBjf, Ksq.

of Worcester. Mr. K. W. EUualle, architect. .„, _,,.„t f}«M
Thompson, Kidderminster £3,0<JO Smart, Malvern Link .....s:i,va

Smith Stourbridge 2,c,90 Edw an s Malvern 2,800

McCann aud Evoral, Malvcro 2,C'.K) 1 Holt, Malvern 2,195

i;«i:ii W0B«».'-ij'
TUE Competition of the Nobtuekn Middle -level

Metbopolitas Hoard OF Works. ,,,,,„.,„.
The original estimate- of the engineer for the whole "f *•>«

;J%'f,".^'" ''''°i:;'.' i.!?,:

was £^"(XX), and the contract wa.s taken by Jlr. Uowe fo"^ *,-'''|^''-^,, ,;i,?,'T,,
effected by Mr. Rowc previous to his leaving tlie contract was value.l at f10,739. For

some months past thc'prices of materials aud labor have greatly '""«"»;'^. ""^tj't

to some extent may account for the higher sum involved in the new contract for the

cSmXtion of theSvorks of the above-named sewer. The following were the

tcnclers:—
W. Hill ^H'**
J. Diggles »W.0<»
Itowliind Brotherhood :(4fl,.W0

r Webster 300,000 .1. .MiUichamp, for W. Moxon.... W2,075

'The tender 'of' Messrs. Brasscy and Co. was accepted, subject to the usual

Inquiries. u\

T. Brasscy and Co. . .

.

W.Dethick
E. Thirst...

W. Webster

...£.329,800

... :).35,000

. . . 345,000

350,WX)

COMPETITIONS OPEIT.
HOTEL. , J, u . ,

SALTBiiRN-BY-TnE-SEA.—For dcsigus. With estimates, for a commodlons hotel,

at sLItburnTby-the-Sea, in Clev.land for the Stockton and Darlington Railway

Company. Premiums wUl be awarded by the directors for the most approved

planf No^ 1
£5™ second ditto, No. 2. £30. A sketch of the ground inay bo

Sbtained by application at the railway office, Darlington ." "j;^?"""??°?<^ '^ifj
he designs be sent in, under device, accompanied by sealed estimate. Designs and

estimates by January 31.
^ORN EXCIIAXGE.S, &c.

, ^
NEWBCRV.-Thc Newbury Local Board of Health propose tO-'Vlh^' * f2«„n
£3,500 in the erection of k com exchange, 180 feet by 50 feet, and of'thpeereceptlon-

roims, of the respective dimensions of .-iO by iS 2.'. V », and 25 ^X ^5 feet with

proportionate height, on a site adjoining the Market-place. The »eF°««hJ" *^<'

corn exchange should be Unmediately from the JIarket-place. The re"'P™n-

Jooms! wUh the approaches thereto, should occupy the floor over the entrance to

the corn exchange" The Board are open to receive designs, and plans and per-

sp?c?"ves^all une^olored but with figures denoting the "'pectlve admeasurements),

with spec ttcations and estimates. The plans, specihcations, and est mates should

show and state what would be the plan and cost of the corn exchange Irrespective of

the three reception-rooms. A premium of 15 guineas w.l be given to the arehitec t

whose plans, 'specifications, an/estimates are adopted, unless such architect should

be selected and appointed to superintend the carry ng out ofthe work^ 1 1""". &«u-

to be delivered at the office of R. F. Graham, clerk to the J'<=';Vl"-y ^oeal '""'•d of

Health, Newbury, by January 3, 1801, and to bear some »» '"^ft'op. "^Mi shaU

corresmnd with letters under seal in an envelope addressed to Mr. ^"'>»>5,-,«^'>'«'?

letters will not be opened until the designs, &c. shall have been selected. The site

of the proposed buildings will be shown, and plans thereofobtained, byapphcatiott

BCRY St" Edmund's.-For plans and estimates for the erection of a new coin ex-

change, with butchers' shambles at the north end thereof as shown by the ground

plan of the site, for the Town Council ol the borough ot Bury St. Edmund s. The

materials to be iron and glass, as far as may be considered practicable for sucha

"uildlng A ground plan ofthe site may be obtained on application " ">-- to^"

clerks. Plans and estimates to be sent at the risk and cost of the sender, ad-

dressed to William Salmon, town clerk, at his office, by January 10, If-Sl- A.

premium, not exceeding 25 guineas, will be given for the best plan, and another

S excluding 10 guineas,Sor the seconl-best plan. The plan and estimate

for which th? highest premium shall be paid shall become the property of tho

^'""''"-
TOW^--HALL.

NoRTiiAMPTON.-The Municipal Council has extended «\« t-^e.*!' ""''*°^

designs for the new Town-haU and other buildings to the Ist February next.

INFIRMARY. . , - -E. t. 1 ».«.

LEEDS.-The time for sending in designs, plans, &c.. Is extended ttom. Feb. 1 to

March 1, 1801. —-
COMPETITION A'WARDED.

RESIDENCE. j , <• ,i,

LiNCOLN.-Messrs. Bellamy and Hardy, of Lincoln have had thcuf .^es"?" ^O' '"^
master's new residence at Lincoln Grammar School, selected as the beat ttom

amongst ten competing designs sent in.

AsHTON-L'NDEB-LYNE.-The Committee for new scliools in the parish of Ashton-

under-Lyne, have received between twenty and thirty sets of drawings from

dilTerent architects. The Committee have selected the aesign Ije"'"? '^e mc^to

"Sit pra-mium primo," whose authors were found to be Messrs. Hayley and fe«n.

of Manchester. There are to be three schools, for boys, girls, and infimts, to 'mid

250 each, with class-rooms adjoining. Each room is entered s'^^P,"';''"'?'^^ * ""P'™
porch, opening out of which is a lavatory aiid cloak-room '{h';,

™°"V»^" ^"

arrauieS as that when it is desired to address the scholars
«"lt''Lm/,,S^ronMel

thrown into one, and yet at other times be !»•»« «-;i>"»''^-„"^,,J'"in littuPOTcr
to be expended, exclusive of teacher's house and boundary waUs, is a little over

£2,000. —
1

CONTRACTS OPEN.

PUDSEY.-For the whole or any part^ of the'works
iL^^"''?-!"?,

*''«
S|f/'?lvfJ,Ii''

Tiiitarian Chanel Pudsev Drawings. Ac, at the ofllcc of William Mill, arcniieei,

71? AlCn S; Leeds.'^ii'oia J^d. 2. ISOlJto whom tenders, properly endor«d,,m)t

later than 5 p.m. Jan. 8. „„„„^t o .l
' SCHOOLS, Ac. ... ,j i.„

BRicnTL™GBEA.-For the erection of new Wesleyan sohwls and t«acher s reridence

«t Hri<rlitlinL'3eft. Essex Drawings, &c., architect 3 Colchester omce, .Ur. cuaj-ies

^VrsVc?r^la"'^faX^sl• Johns-terrace, jro^^^

which latter date tenders are required to be dehvered to Mr. Ebencrer Root.

DoH>^;^^o;"-k'^T;r^ction''o?a new infants' seh<K,l, kitchen and o.«ce,,;ogether

with two teachers' residences, at Donington, LinMln, for the Tni- "icys

Charity. Plans. &c., at the offices of Messrs. Ivirk and I "War '
oro.

. Scaled tqndeiR to be ,
delivered at the office of G eorge Wiles, i

.

•
lyT »

Charity Trustees, Horbling, Folkingham, by January /, IStfL
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TiioK>E. -For thp iTx-cth^u of & school and raafiter'B rosidcnco. at Thorne. rians,
Jk«L, lo Ibe iMh Uwx'iubir, at tin' lV«c«-h»ll, In Thoruc. Scaled tenders, either for
Ike whole or •rparatcportioiie of the works required, to Anillam Lister. Clerk to
tke Tnwteee of Broose's Charity, at bis oluee. South-parade, Thome, tUI the
SUI December.

VrCARAGK.
Dtbbaji.—For the creetion ot a new rlcaraire honse, at Monk noseldon, in the

Dty ofUnrhain. IMan^ Jbc. at Monk He«eldon A'icara^\ on the 2rth and 2Sth
leadMr ;and on foilowins: Monday and Tuesday, with Mr. J. Henry. I>uu Cow-

laae, Durham. Tenders to the Key. R. Taylor, llutton-llenry, Fcrryhill, endorsed
" Teader," by Jauuar)' 5.

HOTEL.
Ca«8TE».—For an additional wing to the Queen Itailway Ilcitel. Chester. Plans.Ac.
trom irth Inst., with Mr. T. M. I'enson, the Bars Ilouse, Chester. Tenders to
S. JU Jonea. Seeretary, endorsed " Tender for additional works. Queen Kallway
Hotel." by 2Sih Dec. (See advertisement)

BATHS.
BuJinxittAM.—For the execution of the works required in the erection and com-
pletk» of the new baths, in Xorthwood-stri-et, Uirminirh&m. BrawingTi. &c., at
Dm office* of Mr. W. Martin, architect, ChristchnrcTi-buUdiugs, Birmln^'haro.
Tenders to be addreased to the Baths and I'arks Committee, endorsed " Tenders
for Bath.'. Xorthwood-stntt." and sent, under cover, to Thomas Standbridge, Esq.,
Town Clerk, Temple-street Birmintrhani, by .January 11, 1801.

ADDITIONS AND ALTEB.\TIONS.
Hbcuoxdwike.—For tlie diOerent works required to be executed in the altera-

tions and extensive additions to Spring-bouse, Hockmondwike. Plans, d:c., at the
oOee of the architect, from Wth to 27th December ; and at the George Hotel.
Heekmondwtke, on December 28 to December 31. Scaled tenders to be delivered
to John Simpson, architect. f». WiHiam-strcct, Little Horton-lane, Bradford ; or
left at the George Hotel. Ileckmondwlke. by January 1. 1861.

Moor Ai.LERTON.YoRKsitiKE.—For tbemasons'.builders', carpenters' and joiners'
slater '. plumbers', and painters' work required in the enlargement of Prospect-
hous<-. 3loor Allorlon. togetlier with the erection of stables, coach-house, and out-
buildings, for J. W. Hartley, Esq. I'tans, &c., with Mr. John Child, architect,
Wormald-row, Upper Albion-street. Le< ds, until January 3.

WORKS.
KcsApptKTOH.—For work to be done at Nunappleton, near Tadcastcf. Plans, Ac,
with Mr. Wright, Nnnappleton. Schedules of the quantities at the office of the
rebitect, Mr. E. B. Lamb. 3, Hinae-street, Manchester-square, W., London.
Sealed tenders to the architect, n December 31.

BKEWEKY WORKS.
Bl'SHi-Er.—For tk* erection of new buildings in connexion with Bridge End
Brewt-ry, Baraley. Drawings, tc, at the brewery, ttom the 24th Inst. Sealed
Tenders to be delivered at the oflloe of H. J. Paull, architect, 57. Market-street,
Burnley, by 10 o'clock a.m., of January & Preference will be given to tenders for
the entire works.

TIMBER POND.
KoKTii Eastern Railway.—For the construction of a timber pond of the extent of

five acres at Tyne Docks, for the North Eastern Railway. Plans, &o., at the En-
gineer's Olfioe, Central Station, Newcastle, from Dec. 24. Tenders to be sent in to
the Secretary, at York, endorsed •' Tender for Timber Pond," by Jan. 3, 1861.

DWELLING-HOUSES.
I.BKDS.—For the erection of three dwelling-houses. Drawings, Ac, with Mr. W.

Hill, architect, 71. -\lbion-8treet, Leeds. Tenders by December 28.
Berwick (N. B.)—For the several works in th(i erection of a residence and offices on

IlS??.!*"'"'* "'"^ Abbey of Dnndreunan, in Berwick, for John M'Dowall, Esq., of
Sintiawood. Plans. &c., at the office of Jlessrs. D. and J. Sproat. merchants,
Ukcodbrtght. W. B. Corson, of 20. Cooper-street, Manchester, is the architect.

8KIPTON, ToBKsniRE.—For tlie several works required in the erection of a house at
Carlton, near Skipton. Plans. Ac, with Mr. John Hallam, the Brick Hall, Skipton,
until the 7th of January, on which day, before 12 noon, sealed tenders are to be de-
livered to Mr. Hallam. at the Brick llall.

XoKTRoaE (N.B.)-For tlic erection of a new dwelling-house and office-houses on theuna ot W oodside of Hedderwick. Plans, Ac, at the office of George C. Myers,
Town Cleik, Montrose. Tenders to be lodged with Mr. Myers, by January 4.

_ . PAVING.
WniTEcnArEt.—For the execution of the several paving works connected with the
Whitichapel District described in the specification or schedule of contract pre-
pared by direction of tlio Board; such tender to particularise the variation of price
(if an)-) for ttic respective terms of one, two, or three years, the Board reserving to
themselves the right to determine therefrom the period of the duration of the con-
tract. Specification and form offender may be obtained at the office of the Board
upon payment of lOg. Tenders, (on printed form only), to be delivered at the
omce of the Board before 4 p.m., of January 7.

SEWERAGE.
BBEERNEHS.—For any or all of the following contracts, according to plans and

speciiications by Mr. Wm. Burns, C.E., Ely :-Contract A.—For the supply ot
about nine miles of stoneware sewer-pipes. Note.—No fire-clay pipes can be
accepted under any condition. Contract B.—For the supply ofabout nine miles of
cast-iron water-pipes. Contract C—For sinking and boring a well. Contract D.—
* or laying and jomtmg sewer and water pipes. Contract E.—For providiu"- sluice
Talvcs and hydrants. Contract F.-For making and fixing a malleable iron tank,« feet diameter and 16 feet deep j and two small tanks. 12 feet diameter. ContractO.—Jor the supply ot cast-iron pillars, girders and other castings. Contract H.—Jhw providing and fixing a pair of duplicate horizontal steam-engines of about 10-
nprse power, with duplicate sewage pumps, a scoop-wheel, and duplicate boilers,
also a pair of duplicate vertical enginea, with duplicate pumps and boilers of about
1»-norse power each. Contract K.—For building manure tanks, shod, boiler-Bomes, eblmneys, water-tower, public baths, board-room, manager's house, and
!SS?°S!J'°°^?-...^"P"**''^ '"P''"'' °^ *•><' specifications, with forms of tender,

fS5V™!?B^^«! "':*'•"','''' '"'•"<''>» sppIicaUon to Mr. E. Felkin, clerk to

t2,J;"^ ^'^; Mlle-'O"""- Sheemess, on payment of 58. for each contract.

^I^!;r _.!
'*y'°?,,''<»™^«*o'ieware tube sewers, and the construction of brick

sewers, ana au gnllies and other work connected therewith, for 12 months. Speci-

v^^^vXL^I^S"!! »"<•»«« Thursday, the 13th inst., at the office of Mr.
5v„^^,?.!^.K oJ^'f-'^ilV*^'""'""'/'"'' Town-hall, Leeds. Scaled tenders ad-
„j i?.m °"**'» «'"' Sewerage Committee, Town Clerk's office, Leeds, and
«?,?![5S^-Ji^ V r '^f."'''!2"u >^ "'''»." to be sent in not later than 10 o'clock inthe forenoon of Friday, the 28th inst.

^J^'i^k' ^"""•^il,' .1"?"'' *'
f*!*

""f™ of "»e I-"*"' Bo""--!. Sheemess, on the

2£iuS?WSSieS'1«ayrA''ire"''''
'"" "'"'"• *" ^'^ ""^ explanation which

„ „ MILITARY.
v^?[.1''i*l''i1 j""^'^? * ?**''^' ""^ buildings connected therewith, at Clipera

iiSOtefa^'Sft^ntiS «"-•>-**'- "- " ^'or. the 29th instint

n^„ ^ ROADWORK, Ac.

Gordon'SSSJ^sr.';: V "J'*'?'^
'''",'!'' ""^ .'"5''"^' "onewarc pipe drainage on the

17 Kt HiJ^:*'i°'" ^^"l"*."""- ' l»n«. *e., with Mr. J. it. Rowley, Architect,

IHil (!2l3ve,?i?^-eJ?t')
°'''- ''^"'- ^'"''' '" ^^'"^ **"'''" ^^ '»'"'"y »•

*'jh^in.nr"i^*^''\*i''!f .'"PP''""" "" n>»'«''l«'«. making and completing about 93

u2W S^h'''J±''S''* '""'^i'''
**'? '»"• oot In forming the new streets In"le "St Harsh, comprising a thorotigh system of tubular drainage, counter-

sinking, and forming the surface, and doing all oth<r
shire kc"'—* ' -' '- '— "- *
laying (

and f
surve

^pl^^of jl^uarfr
^^'^^ G^i^^bV. marked "TonderTfir iroad8Vmiiwiig7' 'iy

RIVEK WORKS. '

Spaldino.—Forthe repair and restoration, and the mainteHtocc and keeninciin
repair of the fascine work banks and piers on each Bide of tlieltsTr Wd'anli (?omKosdyke-bndge to the extremity of tlie present confined eh t i

"

s

"

for
the term of five years. Plan and specifications of the work ^tand of the state in which tliey are to be kept, can be ~. in
Spalding, of C. T. Bonner, clerk to the Trustees. Tenders, to be niarKcu •'

. , nder
for Welland Outfall Works," to be sent to him before 1,» noon of Jamury 9, WH.

DUAINAGK. &c.
Eaxing.—For the drainafje and enclosure of the land, purchase i u.
ground. Plans, &c., with Mr. Charles Jones, surveyor, firovt < .id
church, Ealing. Sealed tenders to be forwarded toWm. Jlii. to
the Burial Board, Old Brentford, by eleven a.m., January a, lUliL

SUPPLY.
Dover.—For the supply of 1,000 tons of blue Guernsey broken frranitc, to be broken
to a j^izc to pass through a 2-iuch mesh for the Dover Local Board of Health 250
tons wUl be required to be delivered bef^ the aist day of January ; 250 tons before
the ;Jl8t day of March next ; and the remainder before the :Joth day of September
next. All the granite contracted for is to be delivered by the contractor into carts
to be provided by the Local Board on the quay ' at Dover ; and all deliveries arc to
be subject to the approval of the surveyor of the Local Board, who is to h:ive power
to reject any that are not in hia judgment in accordance with the terms of the
contract. Ihe price to be named is to include freight, labor, and all other charges
whatever (except wharfaare and local dues at Dover, which will be paid by the
Local Board), until the granite contracted for is delivered into the carts to be pro-
vided by the Board. Tenders, in sealed covjers, marked, "Tender for Granite"
are to be delivered at the office of the Local Board, Castle-hill, Dover, on or before
January, 2, 1801.

New Church at Kensington,—The new cliurcli of St. Paul's, Onslow-
square, South Kensington, was consecrated on Monday. The building, which
is calculated to hold about 1,500 i>ersons, is in the plainest Gothic style of
architecture.

The Perfection of Mechanism.—"In short, all the improvements for our
convenience and comfort, dating from a state of barbarity to one of high civilisation,
are but the cumuhitive results of inventive ingenuity ; and in no instance is this
more clearly seen than iu the history of those beautiful inventions which have from
time to time been brought to bear upon the science of Horology. Trace its htotory
from the time of the Romans with their clepsydra or water-dock, and Alfred witn
his caudles, from hour-glasses and smi-dials, down to that miracle of ingenuity,
*The Watch,' and see how hnprovement has succeeded improvement, untuatlast
those now manufactured by Benson, of Ludgate-hill, London, have been character-
istically described as ' the perfection of mechanism.* *'—Standard.
Benson's Illustrated Pamphlet, post-free for two stamps, ts descriptive of every

construction of watch now made, watches safe by poat to all parts of the globe.—
Adv.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS, AND NOTES AND QUERIES.
All letters and communications to be addressed to the Kditor of the Bdilsino ,K£W8, i».

Old Boswell-court, St. Clement's, Strand, London.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unused manuscrlDts.

Palais dk Justics, Brussels.—Several correspondents are hiformed that wehave received
no ftirther information relative;to this competition. We will make inquiries.

TiiADE raicK Lists.—Letters from manufacturers and others have been addressed to iis on
lUis subject, mooted in our last Number:; many agree with us as to the advsntagcof
a uniform size, while some appear to ihiuk It desirable to retaiu the particular form end
size at present employed by them. . With the latterwe do not agree ; wc think the fancied
advantage is more than counterbalanced by the probability of consignment to the waste
paper basket. To the former we repeat what we said last week, that whenever the oppor-
tunity be aflorded us we will direct attention to Trade Lists, feeling' sure that by so aoloff
we shall t>e rendering a service to most of our readei^. We may, perhaps, be excused ff
we add that the circulation of more than one Trade List has been enormously increased
among architects anfl buihlers in consequence of notices wliich have appeared in our
pases. The service is not, however, always acknowledged.

An ExiiiniToR.—We cannot tell; apply to head-quarters.
W, Thompson.-Send address.
J. W. and Co—Undoubtedly the practice prevails to a considerable extent; and many may
be in a measure compelled to comply,whose principles would rather lead them to an opposite
course.

C. J. M—A review of " A House for the Suburbs " appeared in our present Volume. It
contains some plates.

M. I. II. A.—Wc observed the errors referred to, but Itwas not within our province to make
corrections; simply to report.

v. R.—We tM>not teU. Send parcel.
SuBscjuBEa.(slirewsbury).—la^e building of sufllcieot importance? We fear not.
K. SouTUEV.—We cannot blamf^your late employers. Civility costs little, but is ewncwhat
too rare. We sbf^uld have done the same.

W. Cartwbigut Our next or following Number wljl give you the information you ask.
C. P. W There should never be any difflcidty in prbcuring the Building I^ews on Friday
moniing. Change bookseller.

R. S. (Kly).- Study Euclid.
It. S. (Bedmlnster).- Refer thematter to a solicitor, and instruct an architect to prepare a
specification and claim for dilapidations ;

|but be certain to have the best advice you can
obtain, as the business does not appear altogether free from difflcultics.

Cleuk of Works.—We cannot sec on what ground you can found a claim for possession of
drawings, they are solely the property of tlie arcliitect.

G. AL'DLEY.-Craigleltli stone belongs to the carboniferous system, and is generally of alight
grey color, Is finegrained, and almost entirely composed of puresilex. It is said to contain
a small percentage of bitumen. Redhill quarry atlords the best blocks.

R. T.—Appears to liave got into a difficulty, sorrj we cannot advise.
R. Jones, Ci J.—Yes, early in our new Volume.
H. T. It.—A pupil has no right to trace otllcc drawings, though doubtless In most cases per-
mission woultl readilv be given.

G. Thomas.—We will refer ; look fur reply in-a week ot two.
S. MAPPiN.—The use of bitumen in buildmg is well known to bo of very ancient date.
Asphalte is obtained fVom natural sources, where it is combined with a large proportion of
carbonate of lime, sometimes as njuch as 80 per cent. Asphalte rock is converted into a
plastic material by the addition ot mineral or coal tar, with which it is heated In an iron
caldron. 'J'he cost peryard vai'ies according to the thickness of the layer.

L. A. W.—SIiall receive consideration ; by no means declined.
A SuFFBREB.-No respectable company would plead non-habillty under similar circmnstances.
Perhaps a proper claim has nbt been made out.

F. F. U.—We do not think it possible to ascertain the annual conswuption. Not ofBcial.
A ITwo Years' Subsckibeb.—is feet is considered to be the best width, and aU width over
20 feet will be objected to as ofTeriug no corresponding advantage as compared with cost.
Sorry we cannot send you a copy.

KacjuviD K. P. S.. Afr. \V. G., Subscriber, C, J.. A Tradesman, •CliTUtmaa Box. Clerk at
W. A., A, N. E., W. and li., An Architect, B. G., C. L., A Constant Reader, T. Parley,
B. SmltlK
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